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INTRODUCTION

Brief Chronology/Timeline of History of Soy Nutrition 
(1946-1989)

1946 Feb. – Certain foods (not including soybean oil meal) 
contain an “unidentifi ed factor essential for rat growth.” 
This is later recognized as vitamin B-12 (Federation 
Proceedings, p. 137).

1946 Oct. – The terms “chemical score,” “limiting amino-
acid,” “limiting essential amino acid,” and “protein 
effi ciency ratio,” are fi rst used by Block and Mitchell as 
a measure of protein quality in connection with soybeans 
(Nutrition Abstracts and Reviews, p. 249-78).
 The abbreviation “PER” (for protein effi ciency ratio) 
does not appear until Sept. 1960.

1948 Jan. – The unidentifi ed factor essential for rat growth 
is called the “animal protein factor” for the fi rst time 
(Archives of Biochemistry, p. 115-29).

1948 Aug. 6 – Vitamin B-12 is fi rst mentioned in connection 
with soybeans. By nature it is a cobalt complex. But the 
“animal protein factor” and vitamin B-12 may not be 
synonymous (Science, p. 134; Soybean Digest. 1949, Nov. 
p. 14-16).

1948 Oct. – “The prolonged feeding of raw soy-bean meal 
induced in chicks an enlargement of the pancreas and an 
increase in its proteolytic content.” Here this condition 
is fi rst called “pancreatic hypertrophy” (American J. of 
Physiology, p. 33-41).

1949 Sept. – The term “protein crisis” is fi rst used by R.G. 
Brierly in describing the devastation in Europe after World 
War II (Soybean Digest, p. 44-45).

1949 Nov. – Percy Julian, a brilliant African-American 
chemist working for the Glidden Co., discovers a new 
and less costly method of synthesizing the still rare and 
immensely expensive hormone Cortisone, from the soybean 
(Soybean Digest, p. 19).

1949 Nov. – The APF or animal protein factor is fi rst used 
in connection with soybeans in an article in Soybean Digest 
(p. 14-16) titled “Animal protein factor: Here’s what you can 
believe and what not to believe about the much-talked-of 
APF,” by James C. Fitz. Researchers soon realized that APF 
was identical to vitamin B-12.

1949 – Irvin E. Liener writes his Ph.D. thesis on “The 
Mechanism of Growth Inhibition by the Soybean Trypsin 
Inhibitor” at the University of Southern California. This 
marks the start of his life’s work on antinutritional substances 
in plants. He soon becomes the world’s leading authority on 
the subject.

1950 Oct. – A photo shows Adrian D. Joyce, chairman of the 
board of the Glidden Co., as he displays a gram of the fi rst 
Glidden-made Cortisone, an important aid in the treatment 
of rheumatoid arthritis.  Produced at the company’s soya 
products division plant in Chicago, this single gram is worth 
more than $100 (Soybean Digest, p. 25).

1952 June – The Journal of Clinical Nutrition, later 
renamed the American Journal of Clinical Nutrition, begins 
publication. Its fi rst article about soy is published in the issue 
of May/June 1955, “Possible sources of protein for child 
feeding in underdeveloped countries,” by Autret and van 
Veen.

1952 Aug. – “Fifty years of study of the role of protein in 
nutrition,” by Howard B. Lewis is published in the J. of the 
American Dietetic Association (p. 701-06). Concerning high 
and low protein in the diet: Carl Voit of Munich said 118 gm 
of protein per day; Russell H. Chittenden of Yale said 40-60 
gm of protein per day. Mikkel Hindhede, a Danish physician, 
said 25-30 gm of protein per day. The current (1952) 
viewpoint is 44 gm of protein per day for a 70 lb male.

1953 Oct. 17 – Glaser and Johnstone report that a signifi cant 
number of children are allergic to soy milk. Thus, when 
children from families having allergic diseases were fed 
soy milk from birth to 6 months, only 15% of the children 
developed some form of allergic disease by 6 years of 
age, whereas 65% of the sibling controls and 52% of the 
nonrelated controls fed cow’s milk developed similar 
illnesses (J. of the American Medical Association. p. 620-22).

1955 Feb. – The term “fi rst limiting amino acid,” is fi rst 
used in connection with soybeans by H.L. Wilcke (Soybean 
Digest, p. 20-21).

1955 – The term “net protein utilization” is fi rst used as a 
measure of protein quality in connection with soybeans by 
Miller and Bender (British J. of Nutrition, p. 382-88).
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1955 – In 1955, following a meeting of thirty biochemists, 
nutritionists, pediatricians, and scientists at Princeton, 
New Jersey, the Director-General of the World Health 
Organization (WHO) establishes a new expert group, the 
Protein Advisory Group (PAG) to reinforce policy making 
and to “act on behalf of WHO in rendering advice to 
FAO and UNICEF on the safety and suitability for human 
consumption of proposed new protein-rich foods.” The PAG 
became a tripartite FAO/WHO/UNICEF Protein Advisory 
Group in 1961.

1961 April – The term “net protein ratio” is fi rst used as 
a measure of protein quality in connection with soybeans 
by Guggenheim et al. (Bulletin of the Research Council of 
Israel. Section 9C, p. 167).

1961 – The term “lactose intolerance” is fi rst used in 
connection with soyfoods in J.I. Rodale’s The Complete 
Book of Food and Nutrition. 
 In Nov. 1967 in Prevention (another Rodale publication) 
we read: “Human beings are the only mammals that continue 
to drink milk into adult life. Nobody really knows why.”

1965 – WHO’s Protein Advisory Group starts to publish the 
P.A.G. News Bulletin. No. 5 (April 1965) contains several 
articles about soy.

1966 Nov. – U.S. Secretary of Agriculture Orville L. 
Freeman introduces the concept of a worldwide “protein 
gap” in an article in Soybean Digest (p. 10) titled “The 
billion dollar export awards: Closing the protein gap.”

1968 – International Action to Avert the Impending Protein 
Crisis, a United Nations publication, recommends soybeans 
as the single most promising protein source to close the 
“protein gap.” The major protagonist of the protein gap 
theory is the Protein Advisory Group (PAG) of the United 
Nations (Lancet. 1974 July 13. p. 93-96; American J. of 
Clinical Nutrition. 1975 March. p. 281-86 (P.R. Payne)).

1969 – The term “slope ratio” is fi rst used as a measure 
of protein quality in connection with soybeans by D.M. 
Hegsted. (In Milner, p. 38-48).

1969 May – Lysinoalanine (LAL), an unusual toxic amino 
acid derivative created by severe alkali processing of food 
proteins (such as spun protein fi bers) is fi rst mentioned by de 
Groot and Slump (J. of Nutrition, p. 45-56).

1973 Feb. – The complete amino acid sequence and 
primary structure of the Kunitz soybean trypsin inhibitor 
is discovered by Koide and Ikenaka, biochemists at 
Niigata Univ. School of Medicine in Japan (European J. of 
Biochemistry, p. 417-31)

1978 Nov. – In a study of “Breast cancer and diet among 
Japanese in Hawaii,” Nomura and Henderson found that the 
more miso soup consumed and the more tofu consumed, 
the lower the rate of breast cancer (American J. of Clinical 
Nutrition; 6,860 men were studied for 4 years).

1980 – The use of soy extenders in ground beef is approved 
by the U.S. Armed Forces (Food Product Development. 
March, p. 34; Wolf 1981, p. 467-73).

1983 – USDA approves use of soy (and other vegetable 
protein products) as partial substitutes for meat, poultry and 
seafoods in school lunch and some other feeding programs.

1984 Sept. – The ability of equol [or S-equol] to play a 
role in the treatment of estrogen-mediated conditions [such 
as relief of menopausal symptoms] is fi rst proposed in an 
article by K.D.R. Setchell et al. in the American J. of Clinical 
Nutrition (Sept., p. 569-78). 

1985 – The Corrected Relative Net Protein Ratio (CRNPR) 
method for calculating protein quality is introduced. It credits 
the protein used for both growth and maintenance (unlike the 
PER method) and it takes only 2 weeks rather than 4 for PER 
(Sarwar et al. p. 689-93). 

1986 – The Bowman-Birk protease inhibitor, isolated from 
soybeans, is found to be one of the most potent in preventing 
colon cancer in mice (Troll et al. p. 153-65).

1989 April 1 – A study of 7,999 Japanese men living 
in Hawaii, followed for 18-21 years, found that tofu 
consumption lowered the risk of prostate cancer more than 
any other dietary factor studied. Men who consumed tofu 
fi ve or more times per week were 65% less likely to develop 
prostate cancer compared to men who consumed tofu once 
per week or less (Severson et al. in Cancer Research, p. 
1857-60).
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ABOUT THIS BOOK 

This is the most comprehensive book ever published about 
the history of soy nutrtional research. It has been compiled, 
one record at a time over a period of 43 years, in an attempt 
to document the history of this ancient and interesting 
Subject. It is also the single most current and useful source 
of information on this subject.

This is one of more than 100 books compiled by William 
Shurtleff and Akiko Aoyagi, and published by the Soyinfo 
Center. It is based on historical principles, listing all known 
documents and commercial products in chronological order. 
It features detailed information on:

• 55 different document types, both published and 
unpublished.

• 5844 published documents - extensively annotated 
bibliography. Every known publication on the subject in 
every language.

• 140 unpublished archival documents.

• 113 original Soyinfo Center interviews and overviews 
never before published, except perhaps in our books.

• 56 commercial soy products.

Thus, it is a powerful tool for understanding the development 
of this subject from its earliest beginnings to the present.

Each bibliographic record in this book contains (in 
addition to the typical author, date, title, volume and pages 
information) the author’s address, number of references 
cited, original title of all non-English language publications 
together with an English translation of the title, month and 
issue of publication, and the fi rst author’s fi rst name (if 
given). For most books, we state if it is illustrated, whether 
or not it has an index, and the height in centimeters.

All of the graphics (labels, ads, leafl ets, etc) displayed in this  
book are on fi le, organized by subject, chronologically, in the 
Soyinfo Center’s Graphics Collection.

For commercial soy products (CSP), each record includes 
(if possible) the product name, date of introduction, 
manufacturer’s name, address and phone number, and (in 
many cases) ingredients, weight, packaging and price, 
storage requirements, nutritional composition, and a 
description of the label. Sources of additional information on 
each product (such as advertisements, articles, patents, etc.) 
are also given.

A complete subject/geographical index is also included.
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A&M = Agricultural and Mechanical
Agric. = Agricultural or Agriculture
Agric. Exp. Station = Agricultural Experiment Station
ARS = Agricultural Research Service
ASA = American Soybean Association
Assoc. = Association, Associate
Asst. = Assistant
Aug. = August
Ave. = Avenue
Blvd. = Boulevard
bu = bushel(s)
ca. = about (circa)
cc = cubic centimeter(s)
Chap. = Chapter
cm = centimeter(s)
Co. = company
Corp. = Corporation
Dec. = December
Dep. or Dept. = Department
Depts. = Departments
Div. = Division
Dr. = Drive
E. = East
ed. = edition or editor
e.g. = for example
Exp. = Experiment
Feb. = February
fl  oz = fl uid ounce(s)
ft = foot or feet
gm = gram(s)
ha = hectare(s)
i.e. = in other words
Inc. = Incorporated
incl. = including
Illust. = Illustrated or Illustration(s)
Inst. = Institute
J. = Journal
J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Soc. = Journal of the 
American Oil Chemists’ Society
Jan. = January
kg = kilogram(s)
km = kilometer(s)
Lab. = Laboratory
Labs. = Laboratories
lb = pound(s)
Ltd. = Limited
mcg = microgram(s)
mg = milligram(s)
ml = milliliter(s)

ABBREVIATIONS USED IN THIS BOOK

mm = millimeter(s)
N. = North
No. = number or North
Nov. = November
Oct. = October
oz = ounce(s)
p. = page(s)
photo(s) = photograph(s)
P.O. Box = Post Offi ce Box
Prof. = Professor
psi = pounds per square inch
R&D = Research and Development
Rd. = Road
Rev. = Revised
RPM = revolutions per minute
S. = South
SANA = Soyfoods Association of North America
Sept. = September
St. = Street
tonnes = metric tons
trans. = translator(s)
Univ. = University
USB = United Soybean Board
USDA = United States Department of Agriculture
Vol. = volume
V.P. = Vice President
vs. = versus
W. = West
°C = degrees Celsius (Centigrade)
°F = degrees Fahrenheit
> = greater than, more than
< = less than
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1. Read the Introduction and Chronology/Timeline 
located near the beginning of the book; it contains 
highlights and a summary of the book.

2. Search the book. The KEY to using this digital book, 
which is in PDF format, is to SEARCH IT using Adobe 
Acrobat Reader: For those few who do not have it, Google: 
Acrobat Reader - then select the free download for your 
type of computer.

Click on the link to this book and wait for the book 
to load completely and the hourglass by the cursor to 
disappear (4-6 minutes).

Type [Ctrl+F] to “Find.” A white search box will appear 
near the top right of your screen.

Type in your search term, such as saponin or trypsin 
inhibitor.

You will be told how many times this term appears, then 
the fi rst one will be highlighted.

To go to the next occurrence, click the down arrow, etc.

3. Use the indexes, located at the end of the book. Suppose 
you are looking for all records about tofu. These can appear 
in the text under a variety of different names: bean curd, 
tahu, doufu, to-fu, etc. Yet all of these will appear (by record 
number) under the word “Tofu” in the index. See “How to 
Use the Index,” below. Also: 

Chronological Order: The publications and products in this 
book are listed with the earliest fi rst and the most recent last. 
Within each year, references are sorted alphabetically by 
author. If you are interested in only current information, start 
reading at the back, just before the indexes.

A Reference Book: Like an encyclopedia or any other 
reference book, this work is meant to be searched fi rst - to 
fi nd exactly the information you are looking for - and then to 
be read.

How to Use the Index: A subject and country index is 
located at the back of this book. It will help you to go 
directly to the specifi c information that interests you. Browse 
through it briefl y to familiarize yourself with its contents and 
format.
 Each record in the book has been assigned a sequential 
number, starting with 1 for the fi rst/earliest reference. It 
is this number, not the page number, to which the indexes 
refer. A publication will typically be listed in each index in 

HOW TO MAKE THE BEST USE OF THIS DIGITAL BOOK - THREE KEYS

more than one place, and major documents may have 30-40 
subject index entries. Thus a publication about the nutritional 
value of tofu and soymilk in India would be indexed under 
at least four headings in the subject and country index: 
Nutrition, Tofu, Soymilk, and Asia, South: India.
 Note the extensive use of cross references to help you: 
e.g. “Bean curd. See Tofu.”

Countries and States/Provinces: Every record contains 
a country keyword. Most USA and Canadian records also 
contain a state or province keyword, indexed at “U.S. States” 
or “Canadian Provinces and Territories” respectively. All 
countries are indexed under their region or continent. Thus 
for Egypt, look under Africa: Egypt, and not under Egypt. 
For Brazil, see the entry at Latin America, South America: 
Brazil. For India, see Asia, South: India. For Australia see 
Oceania: Australia.

Most Important Documents: Look in the Index under 
“Important Documents -.”

Organizations: Many of the larger, more innovative, or 
pioneering soy-related companies appear in the subject 
index – companies like ADM / Archer Daniels Midland Co., 
AGP, Cargill, DuPont, Kikkoman, Monsanto, Tofutti, etc. 
Worldwide, we index many major soybean crushers, tofu 
makers, soymilk and soymilk equipment manufacturers, 
soyfoods companies with various products, Seventh-day 
Adventist food companies, soy protein makers (including 
pioneers), soy sauce manufacturers, soy ice cream, tempeh, 
soynut, soy fl our companies, etc.
 Other key organizations include Society for 
Acclimatization (from 1855 in France), American Soybean 
Association, National Oilseed/Soybean Processors 
Association, Research & Development Centers (Peoria, 
Cornell), Meals for Millions Foundation, and International 
Soybean Programs (INTSOY, AVRDC, IITA, International 
Inst. of Agriculture, and United Nations). Pioneer soy protein 
companies include Borden, Drackett, Glidden, Griffi th Labs., 
Gunther, Laucks, Protein Technologies International, and 
Rich Products.

Soyfoods: Look under the most common name: Tofu, Miso, 
Soymilk, Soy Ice Cream, Soy Cheese, Soy Yogurt, Soy 
Flour, Green Vegetable Soybeans, or Whole Dry Soybeans. 
But note: Soy Proteins: Isolates, Soy Proteins: Textured 
Products, etc.

Industrial (Non-Food) Uses of Soybeans: Look under 
“Industrial Uses ...” for more than 17 subject headings.
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Pioneers - Individuals: Laszlo Berczeller, Henry Ford, 
Friedrich Haberlandt, Artemy A. Horvath, Englebert 
Kaempfer, Mildred Lager, William J. Morse, etc. Soy-
Related Movements: Soyfoods Movement, Vegetarianism, 
Health and Dietary Reform Movements (esp. 1830-1930s), 
Health Foods Movement (1920s-1960s), Animal Welfare/ 
Rights. These are indexed under the person’s last name or 
movement name. 

Nutrition: All subjects related to soybean nutrition (protein 
quality, minerals, antinutritional factors, etc.) are indexed 
under Nutrition, in one of more than 70 subcategories.

Soybean Production: All subjects related to growing, 
marketing, and trading soybeans are indexed under Soybean 
Production, e.g., Soybean Production: Nitrogen Fixation, 
or Soybean Production: Plant Protection, or Soybean 
Production: Variety Development.

Other Special Index Headings: Browsing through the 
subject index will show you many more interesting subject 
headings, such as Industry and Market Statistics, Information 
(incl. computers, databases, libraries), Standards, 
Bibliographies (works containing more than 50 references), 
and History (soy-related).

Commercial Soy Products (CSP): See “About This Book.” 

SoyaScan Notes: This is a term we have created exclusively 
for use with this database. A SoyaScan Notes Interview 
contains all the important material in short interviews 
conducted and transcribed by William Shurtleff. This 
material has not been published in any other source. Longer 
interviews are designated as such, and listed as unpublished 
manuscripts. A transcript of each can be ordered from 
Soyinfo Center Library. A SoyaScan Notes Summary is a 
summary by William Shurtleff of existing information on 
one subject.

“Note:” When this term is used in a record’s summary, it 
indicates that the information which follows it has been 
added by the producer of this database.

Asterisks at End of Individual References:
 1. An asterisk (*) at the end of a record means that 
Soyinfo Center does not own that document. Lack of an 
asterisk means that Soyinfo Center owns all or part of the 
document.
 2. An asterisk after eng (eng*) means that Soyinfo Center 
has done a partial or complete translation into English of that 
document.
 3. An asterisk in a listing of the number of references 
[23* ref] means that most of these references are not about 

soybeans or soyfoods.
Documents Owned by Soyinfo Center: Lack of an * 
(asterisk) at the end of a reference indicates that the Soyinfo 
Center Library owns all or part of that document. We own 
roughly three fourths of the documents listed. Photocopies of 
hard-to-fi nd documents or those without copyright protection 
can be ordered for a fee. Please contact us for details.

Document Types: The SoyaScan database contains 135+ 
different types of documents, both published (books, 
journal articles, patents, annual reports, theses, catalogs, 
news releases, videos, etc.) and unpublished (interviews, 
unpublished manuscripts, letters, summaries, etc.).

Customized Database Searches: This book was printed 
from SoyaScan, a large computerized database produced 
by the Soyinfo Center. Customized/personalized reports 
are “The Perfect Book,” containing exactly the information 
you need on any subject you can defi ne, and they are now 
just a phone call away. For example: Current statistics on 
tofu and soymilk production and sales in England, France, 
and Germany. Or soybean varietal development and genetic 
research in Third World countries before 1970. Or details on 
all tofu cheesecakes and dressings ever made. You name it, 
we’ve got it. For fast results, call us now!

BIBLIO: The software program used to produce this book 
and the SoyaScan database, and to computerize the Soyinfo 
Center Library is named BIBLIO. Based on Advanced 
Revelation, it was developed by Soyinfo Center, Tony 
Cooper and John Ladd.

History of Soybeans and Soyfoods: Many of our digital 
books have a corresponding chapter in our forthcoming 
scholarly work titled History of Soybeans and Soyfoods 
(4 volumes). Manuscript chapters from that book are now 
available, free of charge, on our website, www.soyinfocenter.
com and many fi nished chapters are available free of charge 
in PDF format on our website and on Google Books.

About the Soyinfo Center: An overview of our 
publications, computerized databases, services, and history is 
given on our website.

Soyinfo Center
P.O. Box 234,
Lafayette, CA 94549 USA
Phone: 925-283-2991 Fax: 925-283-9091 
www.soyinfocenter.com
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1. Kunitz, M. 1946. Crystalline soybean trypsin inhibitor. I. 
Method of isolation. J. of General Physiology 29(3):149-54. 
Jan. 20. [1 ref]
• Summary: “Method of isolation: In a recent publication 
(Kunitz 1945) the writer reported the isolation from soybean 
meal of a crystalline protein of the globulin type which 
inhibits the proteolytic action of trypsin.
 “The method of isolation of the inhibitor consists 
essentially in the following operations:”
 Photos show: (1) Soybean trypsin inhibitor crystallized 
in water x 225. (2) Soybean trypsin inhibitor crystallized 
in w20 per cent alcohol x 225. Address: Laboratories of 
the Rockefeller Inst. of Medical Research, Princeton, New 
Jersey.

2. Bailey, A.E.; Fisher, G.S. 1946. Modifi cation of vegetable 
oils. V. relative reactivities toward hydrogenation of the 
mono-, di-, and triethenoid acids in certain oils. Oil and Soap 
23(1):14-18. Jan. [10 ref]
• Summary: The authors hydrogenated soybean, cottonseed, 
and linseed oils under selective conditions, after which they 
determined the composition of the products in terms of the 
component fatty acids. The data thus obtained were applied 
in calculating the relative reactivities of the component fatty 
acids toward hydrogenation, which were found to be in the 
ratios of the following whole numbers: oleic acid 1, iso-oleic 
acid 1, isolinoleic acid 3, linoleic acid 20, linolenic acid 40. 
This linolenic acid is selectively hydrogenated fastest and 
fi rst. Address: Southern Regional Research Lab., Bureau of 
Agricultural and Industrial Chemistry, Agricultural Research 
Administration, U.S. Dep. of Agriculture, New Orleans, 
Louisiana.

3. Doig, James L. 1946. Canadian Navy adopts high protein 
bread. Soybean Digest. Jan. p. 16.
• Summary: “The interest of the [Canadian] Navy 
nutritionists in soy fl our dates back to 1917, to the hectic 
days of unrestrained submarine warfare. Captured German 
submarines were found to be carrying concentrated 
emergency rations containing roughly 50 percent soy, in the 
form of a dry biscuit. They were not particularly palatable, 
but the physical condition of the men left little doubt of their 
nutritional value. Experiments were undertaken in Britain 
with the object of supplying our ships with a similar ration... 
around 1924 a very palatable high fat soy fl our named 
Soyolk was produced in Britain. The fi rm producing it sent 
over one of the best salesmen I have ever met. He succeeded 
in selling this new soy fl our to practically every large baking 

unit between Halifax and Vancouver.”
 From this soy fl our Moirs Limited of Halifax, Canada, 
developed a commercial high-protein bread named Soyota. 
The ingredients were 98 lb wheat fl our, 9 lb high-fat soy 
fl our, 3 lb shortening, 2 lb each sugar and salt, 1 lb 12 oz 
shortening, 1.5 lb each skimmed milk powder and malt fl our, 
3 oz. mineral salt, and 62 lb water. Although practically 
unadvertised, Soyota soon became a good selling bread.
 After World War II began, the author and several 
Canadian fi rms developed a ration biscuit which contains 
50% soy fl our and is part of the emergency ration kits carried 
by all Canadian Naval Units. See also “Life Raft Ration,” by 
Doig in Soybean Digest, March 1943.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Jan. 2019) that contains the term “high-fat soy fl our.” 
Address: Canadian Representative, A.E. Staley Mfg. Co., 
Montreal, P.Q.

4. Greenhut, Irene Tatman; Schweigert, B.S.; Elvehjem, 
C.A. 1946. The amino acid requirements of Streptococcus 
faecalis and the use of this organism for the determination 
of threonine in natural products. J. of Biological Chemistry 
162(1):69-76. Jan. [19 ref]
• Summary: Streptococcus faecalis has been used to assay 
the threonine content of various natural materials, including 
soy bean oil meal (1.70% threonine, or 3.9% of protein, 
calculated to 16% nitrogen). Address: Dep. of Biochemistry, 
College of Agriculture, Univ. of Wisconsin, Madison.

5. Indian Research Fund Association, Nutrition Advisory 
Committee, Sub-committee on the Soya Bean. 1946. Report 
on soya bean. Indian Research Fund Association, Special 
Report No. 13. 35 p. Jan. (Cawnpore, India: The Job Press). 
[83 ref]
• Summary: This study was compiled by the following 
four organizations: 1. The Biochemical Laboratory, Univ. 
of Dacca, under Dr. K.P. Basu; 2. The Seth G.S. Medical 
College, Bombay, under Dr. V.N. Patwardhan; 3. The 
University Chemical Laboratories, Lahore, under Dr. Bashir 
Ahmad; 4. The Nutrition Research Laboratories, Coonoor, 
under Dr. W.R. Aykroyd.
 Contents: Introduction and review of the literature. 
The composition of soya bean. Soya bean in the feeding 
of infants and children. The investigation of the biological 
value of the proteins of soya bean and other pulses (incl. rat 
experiments). The effect of soya bean in supplementing rice 
diets. Discussion. Summary and conclusion (13 points).
 The fi nal opinion: “Taking the results obtained so far 
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into consideration, the Sub-committee is of the opinion that 
as a supplement to typical Indian diets based on cereals, 
but supplied adequate in quantity, soya bean has no special 
advantage over common Indian pulses.”
 “The sub-committee is not in a position therefore to 
advocate immediately the encouragement of the production 
of soya bean on a wide scale in India as a substitute for 
Indian pulses.” Address: Indian Research Fund Assoc.

6. Maveety, D.J. 1946. Correlation of keeping properties of 
shortenings with keeping quality of biscuits. Oil and Soap 
23(1):25-27. Jan.
• Summary: “The possibility of the development of rancidity 
in biscuits and crackers is a subject which has received 
considerable attention over a period of many years.”
 Crackers show an improvement in shelf life in direct 
relationship to the keeping properties of the lard. The 
addition of 0.15% lecithin to the lard nearly doubled the 
shelf life of the crackers because of its antioxidant property.
 Contains 10 tables and 2 graphs. Address: National 
Biscuit Company, New York City.

7. Smith, A.K.; Beckel, A.C. 1946. Soybean or vegetable 
milk. A résumé and bibliography. Chemical and Engineering 
News 24(1):54-56. Jan. Also published as USDA Bureau 
of Agricultural and Chemical Engineering, AIC-113 (Feb. 
1946) and in Soybean Digest (May 1946). [124 ref]
• Summary: A very useful document with 124 bibliographic 
references. Address: Oil and Protein Div., Northern Regional 
Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois.

8. Soybean Digest. 1946. The research program of Central 
Soya (Continued–Document part II). Jan. p. 8-10.
• Summary: (Continued): “Studies of Nutrition: One of the 
most rapidly growing departments of the Central Soya Co. 
is that devoted to the study of the nutritional qualities of 
soybean, products.
 “The work or these departments falls into three general 
categories namely: (1) nutritional studies on the proper use 
of soybean oil meal as a feed for poultry and livestock; (2) 
studies on factors concerned in properly processing soybeans 
to produce uniform, high-grade, soybean oil meal; and (3) 
studies on the production and use of soy products as a human 
food.
 “To carry out this branch of the work, Central Soya has 
a well-equipped rat laboratory, a chick feeding laboratory, 
a broiler house for feeding tests on chicks in large groups, 
under practical conditions; a laying house for tests on egg 
production; a calf barn for tests on the nutritive requirements 
of calves; and a hog house which is well-equipped for swine-
feeding investigations.
 “In poultry, swine and calf feeding tests a considerable 
volume of data has already been obtained showing the 
excellence of the protein of properly-processed soybean oil 

meal when it is used in rations adequately fortifi ed in other 
essential nutritive factors.
 “In addition to work carried on in the company’s own 
biological laboratory, Central Soya is actively supporting 
research work in the state agricultural experiment stations. At 
the present, the company has an established fellowship in the 
swine division of the University of Illinois and is supporting 
a joint fellowship on calf nutrition at Ohio Experiment 
Station.
 “Work both at the state experiment stations and in 
the company’s biological laboratory has induced a better 
understanding of the importance of vitamins and the 
interrelationship of the vitamins and proteins in animal 
protein concentrates. As a result, the true comparative protein 
value of soybean oil meal vs. fi sh meal, meat scraps and 
dried milk, has now been established. According to Ralph C. 
Holder, directing head of the biological laboratory, ‘soybean 
oil meal plus a small amount of animal protein which is high 
in the amino acid known as methionine, gives a combination 
which yields maximum results.’ This constitutes a new and 
very important chapter in animal feeding practices.
 “Another part of the research program in the Central 
Soya biological laboratory has been the studies on how to 
process soybeans to produce soybean oil meal of the highest 
feeding value.
 “It has been shown, for instance, that a proper degree of 
heat and moisture is essential to make of soybeans palatable 
and highly nutritious products, for use either as livestock 
feed or human food.
 “An entire ‘room full’ of white rats is used in an almost 
endless series of experiments in this fi eld.
 “The technical department of the Central Soya Co. 
consists of three general groups–the pilot laboratory, the 
pilot plant, and the plant technicians. In these groups are 
chemists, chemical engineers, trained and skilled craftsmen 
and operators.
 “The fi rst group, that of the pilot laboratory, develops 
processes from the research scale to produce larger samples 
of the product and to obtain engineering and process 
information for application in the next larger scale, that of 
the pilot plant. This latter is a well-equipped laboratory with 
unit-process machinery for the drying, cracking, fl aking, 
screening, toasting, mixing, distilling, extracting, fi ltering, 
etc., of various products.
 “After the pilot laboratory has developed suffi cient 
engineering information, a larger plant is designed and 
operated by the pilot plant group. Their object is to test 
the process on a large enough scale to observe possible 
defects before designing a commercial unit, and to produce 
large enough quantities of the material to make fi eld tests 
for customer acceptance. Here, the chemical engineers 
are assisted by skilled operators who maintain exacting 
process conditions operating on a shift basis in order to 
test the process under continued operating conditions. A 
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very important sub-division of this group is the mechanical 
department with its millwrights, welders, carpenters and 
other skilled workmen who cope with the ever-present 
problems of making special machinery, changing setups and 
equipment, in order to develop and improve the process to its 
greatest effi ciency.
 “Some of the problems currently receiving the attention 
of the pilot plant group are oil refi ning, lecithin production, 
fl our for special applications, extraction of by-products, 
purifi cation of protein, heat treatment of meal, debittering 
processes for fl our, etc. As the processes are developed, all 
information is incorporated in the design of the commercial 
unit. The production department then assumes the 
responsibility for operation, while the pilot group goes on to 
a new assignment.
 “The third group, that of the plant technicians or 
plant chemical supervisors, concern themselves with 
the established operations. They work closely with the 
production department, and in Central Soya they are divided 
into two operational units, soybean processing and feed 
manufacturing.
 “The main jobs of the plant technicians include ‘trouble 
shooting’ when diffi culties arise in plant operations; seeing 
that operating standards are being followed in the plants, 
making recommendations to the operating departments 
for increasing effi ciency or for producing better products; 
cooperating with the engineering and production departments 
for equipment or layout changes when they are needed; 
testing new machinery for effi ciency; and helping in the 
development of special machinery.
 “Thus it can be seen that this large, and progressive 
soybean processing company is making full use of research 
and technical control to develop the most complete and 
practical application of the inherent values present in the 
soybean.”
 Photos show: (1) “A corner of the research bakery at 
Central Soya, Inc.” (2) “These posters were distributed in 
Ohio, Indiana and Illinois as part of the agronomy program 
for better varieties.” Three posters are shown. A typical 
poster is titled “The best yellow soybeans for Indiana.” (3) 
An experimental pilot plant of Central Soya.

9. Bennetts, H.W.; Underwood, E.J.; Shier, F.L. 1946. A 
specifi c breeding problem of sheep on subterranean clover 
pastures in Western Australia. Australian Veterinary Journal 
22(1):2-12. Feb. [14 ref]
• Summary: “During the past few years a specifi c breeding 
problem in the ewe has assumed very serious proportions 
throughout the areas of early-subterranean clover pasture 
development in this State... The problem has three 
manifestations infertility, dystocia and a prolapse of the 
uterus which generally occurs some months after parturtion 
and which may affect even unbred animals. Analogous 
conditions do not appear to have been described previously 

in veterinary literature and have not been reported from 
outside this State except for some isolated occurrences on 
Kangaroo Island and in other parts of South Australia, which 
have been reported by McKenna (1944 and 1945 [both 
personal communications]).
 “On present evidence occurrences appear to be 
associated exclusively, or almost exclusively, with pastures 
of the locally developed Dwalganup strain of early-
subterranean clover.”
 Excessive consumption of the clover was the cause of 
infertility and other problems. Address: 1. D.V.Sc.; 2. Ph.D., 
B.Sc. (Agric.); 3. B.Sc. (Agric.). All: Dep. of Agriculture, 
Perth, Western Australia.

10. Bourne, Geoffrey H. 1946. Nutrition in Japan. Nature 
(London) 157(3981):177-78. Feb.
• Summary: The Japanese diet is “defi cient in fat. In 1928 
the daily intake of this nutrient was only about 15-20 gm. a 
day, which is only about one quarter of the desirable intake. 
85 per cent of the fat which was consumed was vegetable fat 
and therefore contained no fat-soluble vitamins.”
 “Protein was derived principally from fi sh and soya 
beans, and a very small quantity from beef and other meats 
in certain classes. Fish and other marine products are not 
entirely satisfactory as the sole sources of animal protein 
because of the variation in the seasons... Soya bean, which 
contains a high-quality protein, forms the most stable source 
of protein.” Address: PhD.

11. Brochon, René. 1946. Bureau Français du Soya 
[The French Soy Bureau]. Revue Internationale du Soja 
5(23-24):Inside back cover. Jan/Feb. [Fre]
• Summary: The Bureau employs various technical advisors 
and publishes a monthly bulletin titled Le Soja Français 
(also spelled Le Soja Français). Active staff include René 
Brochon (President), M. Chouard (home-level cultivation 
of soybeans), Dr. Parturier (Therapeutic dietetics), and 
M. Blanchard, M. Boucher, and Abbé Souillet (selection, 
multiplication, and crop cultivation). The bureau’s 7 main 
goals are listed.
 The March 1946 issue of Revue Internationale du Soja 
states (p. 46): Le Soja Français, Bulletin of the French Soy 
Bureau (Bureau Français du Soja), 15 Rue Cauchois, Paris 
(19eme) has published in its fi rst four numbers the following 
articles:
 No. 1–Is the soybean really the savior food?, by René 
Brochon. Soymilk for our infants, by Dr. Jean Balzli.
 No. 2. Soybean news (Actualités du soja)–The 
Association of Cereals (L’association céréales)–Soybeans.
 No. 3. The soybean and vegetarianism, by R. Brochon.
 No. 4. Is the present bread ration [in France] suffi cient?
 Note: Less bread would be necessary if it were fortifi ed 
with 5-20% whole soy fl our. Address: President, 15, rue 
Cauchois, Paris (18e).
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12. De, Sasanka S.; Subrahmanyan, V. 1946. Processing 
soyabean to increase its nutritive value. Science and Culture 
(Calcutta) 11(3):437-39. Feb. [20 ref]
• Summary: This is a brief review of the literature on 
soybean nutrition. Treatment of dehulled (“decuticled”) 
soaked soybeans with warm dilute sodium bicarbonate 
solution removed to a large extent the bitter principles. 
The vitamin C content of soy sprouts is 33.8 mg/100 gm. 
Address: Dep. of Biochemistry, Indian Inst. of Science, 
Bangalore, India.

13. Elliot, J.A.C. 1946. Votre gastrosophie [Your food 
philosophy]. Revue Internationale du Soja 5(23-24):13-17. 
Jan/Feb.; 5(25):40-44. March; 5(26):69-73. April; 5(27-
28):93-97. May/June; 5(29-30):114-18. July/Aug.; 5(31-
32):135-40. Sept/Oct. [Fre]
• Summary: This is largely a collection of recipes, each 
of which uses a soy ingredient, especially whole (full-fat) 
soy fl our (farine de soja non déshuilée) and soybean puree 
(purée de soja; purée de graines de soja). Soybean sprouts 
are also discussed in April 1946. The author is a woman. 
Address: France.

14. Hartman, A.M.; Cary, C.A. 1946. Occurrence in foods, 
of an unidentifi ed factor essential for rat growth. Federation 
Proceedings (FASEB) 5(1):137. Feb.
• Summary: “Using X-depleted young, the growth 
promoting activity of various foods has been tested, feeding 
these foods in such a way as not to disturb the completeness 
of the rations as sources of known nutrients. Certain foods 
produced normal growth–i.e. equivalent to that of controls 
fed optimum amounts of X; others increased growth with 
increasing dose. Such foods were milk, dried skimmilk, 
cheese, beef and pork muscle, egg yolk and certain leafy 
foods and feeds. These foods and feeds undoubtedly contain 
X; some are good sources of it... Other foods similarly 
tested gave no evidence of containing X–e.g. yeast (bakers’, 
brewers, autolyzed), coagulated egg white, wheat bran, corn 
meal, linseed oil meal, soybean oil meal, wheat fl our (white, 
enriched white, whole wheat); and when rations containing 
these foods were supplemented with X, growth was good.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020) that 
contains the term “unidentifi ed factor,” which would later 
be recognized as vitamin B12. Address: Bureau of Dairy 
Industry, Agricultural Research Administration [USDA], 
Washington, DC.

15. Munn, M.T. 1946. Producing soy sprouts. Soybean 
Digest. Feb. p. 27.
• Summary: Note: Originally published as New York State 
Agric. Exp. Station, Journal Paper No. 619 (1944).
 “When soybean sprouts were introduced along with 
other soybean products by the New York State Emergency 

Food Commission as a very desirable yet inexpensive 
and abundant source of foods rich in vitamins to supply 
the needed defi ciencies in war time diet, there was put 
into operation a seed germination project of very large 
proportions.
 “It was thought by some that to get an abundance of 
sprouts for canning, dehydrating or freezing all that was 
necessary was to locate some soybeans most anywhere and 
with some form of sprouting jar, pan or tank the job was 
done. Those who have tested the germinability of seeds 
realize that it is not as easy as that.
 “Satisfactory sprouts are best obtained by inducing slow 
growth giving fi rm, crisp sprouts.
 “Seed which germinated less than 90 percent even 
though it was of a certifi ed seed quality did not prove 
satisfactory. Seed-stocks which gave a normal germination of 
95 percent in germinator tests, gave a yield of 85 percent of 
useful sprouts for processing.
 “Sproutability tests of over 300 stocks on the open 
market showed less than 10 percent to be suitable for quality 
sprout production. The seed needs to be of the current year’s 
crop, well-matured, free of all soil and other sources of 
contamination and so threshed that no seed or thresher injury 
has occurred. Thresher injury showed in the canned product 
as dark lines or cracks across the cotyledons.
 “The fi eld varieties were most useful, and a yellow 
seeded variety with a light colored or yellow hilum preferred. 
All of the varieties tested swelled to twice their original 
volume in about 12 hours, and four to six times their volume 
when sprouted to best edible form, or about 1 to 1½ inches in 
length when both bean and sprout are eaten.
 “One of the greatest handicaps to successful sprout 
production was the abundant fungal and bacterial load many 
of the immature, shriveled, and poorly harvested seedstocks 
carried. This was particularly true of soys held in storage, 
especially when they were harvested late and the moisture 
content was high when Aspergillus spp., were abundant. 
Most of these bag, bin or weather-damaged stocks produced 
many stunted, crooked and twisted sprouts.
 “When early harvested seedstocks of early maturing 
varieties were tested the amount of infection by bacteria and 
fungi was very low and with normal drenching or washing 
no diffi culty was encountered in either the test jars or the 
germination-test rolls.
 “Chlorinated lime water sometimes recommended as 
a presoak to control microorganisms was not necessary if 
the seed-stock itself was acceptable for sprout production. 
If used for more than one-half hour it proved to be harmful 
rather than benefi cial especially if the seed coats ruptured 
while in the hypochlorite solution. Changing the soaking 
water frequently was of as much benefi t as the hypochlorite 
solution.
 “The relation of water supply to quality sprouts 
seemed to operate in two respects, namely, the cool water 
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used as a drench reduced the heat of the sprouting mass, 
removed the carbon dioxide and also served to carry away 
microorganisms and products of putrefaction.
 “When watering was not done frequently enough 
the sprouts became tough and roots tended to be formed. 
Watering every 4 to 6 hours was necessary and the water 
must run away or drain out immediately.” Address: New 
York State Agric. Exp. Station, Geneva, New York.

16. Revue Internationale du Soja. 1946. Échos et 
informations [Echoes and news]. 5(23-24):18-22. Jan/Feb. 
[Fre]
• Summary: Nomenclature: Obsolete terms and new terms 
(e.g. Corps gras -> Lipides). The soybean among the oil-
bearing plants of continental Europe. The practical success 
of soybeans among the family crops of northern France. 
Possibility of soybean cultivation in the Pays de Bray (in 
the far north of France, northeast of Rouen). Planters of 
soybeans: Beware of “ice saints” (saintes de glace!). The 
Nobel Prize in Chemistry for 1945 goes to Prof. A. Virtanen 
of Finland. Soybeans are attacked by Etiella zinckenella 
Treitsche (a moth). Deaths: Dr. Jules Richard of Monaco; 
Marquis Tony Paret. Dr. A. Huebscher. The U.S. harvest of 
cereal grains and soybeans (in hectoliters).

17. Melnick, Daniel; Oser, B.L.; Weiss, S. 1946. Rate of 
enzymatic digestion of protein as a factor in nutrition. 
Science 103(2672):326-29. March 15. [13 ref]
• Summary: Decreased growth rate of rats on unheated 
soybean protein rations was due to a delayed release of 
amino acids in the intestine. Shows that the difference in 
digestibility between raw and heated soybeans is negligible.
 “The fact that it is the rate rather than the extent of 
liberation of the methionine in soy protein which determines 
the biological value of soy protein is evident from the 
illustrative data in Table 2. Using the nitrogen balance 
technic described by Mitchell (11), it was found that the 
protein in the raw soy had a biological value of 53 per cent 
as compared with the value of 71 per cent for the heat-
processed soy meal.” Address: Food Research Labs., Inc., 
Long Island City, New York.

18. Baumgarten, Werner; Mather, A.N.; Stone, L. 1946. 
Essential amino acid composition of feed materials. Cereal 
Chemistry 23(2):135-55. March. [23 ref]
• Summary: Describes an improved medium for amino acid 
assays using Streptococcus faecalis R. (formerly known as S. 
lactis R.), which was found to work better than Lactobacillus 
arabinosus or Lactobacillus casei. Various feed materials 
were analyzed for 12 amino acids. A table (p. 150-51) gives 
the amino acid composition of feeds on a dry-matter basis. 
The category “Vegetable protein concentrates” includes 
cottonseed meal, extracted soybean meal, and expelled 
soybean meal. Address: Hiram Walker & Sons, Inc., Peoria, 

Illinois.

19. Cary, C.A.; Hartman, A.M.; Dryden, L.P.; Likely, 
G.D. 1946. An unidentifi ed factor essential for rat growth. 
Federation Proceedings (FASEB) 5(1):128. March.
• Summary: “Rats at weaning ordinarily still contain a 
still unidentifi ed factor (X) which affects their growth and 
development on a diet (A) adequate in all known nutrients. 
Young may be depleted of X by feeding their mothers a diet 
defi cient in X.” Some caseins also supply the unidentifi ed 
factor. “When a few milligrams daily of certain commercial 
liver extracts were fed separately from diet A to sex-litter 
mates of the above rats, growth was normal or approximately 
normal except with 60% casein (85% normal).”
 Note: This article could be about vitamin B12. 
Address: Bureau of Dairy Industry, Agricultural Research 
Administration [USDA], Washington, DC.

20. Jamyn, Stephan. 1946. Farine ou lait végétal de soja; Lait 
animal et artériosclèrose [Soy fl our or soymilk; animal milk 
and arteriosclerosis]. Revue Internationale du Soja 5(25):38-
39. March. English-language summary in Soybean Digest, 
Aug. 1946, p. 25. [6 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Researchers have recently concluded that 
the addition of soya to the “human diet tends to reduce 
arteriosclerotic lesions, while the casein of milk intensifi es 
them. In an experiment on rabbits, hardening of the arteries 
was artifi cially produced by cholesterol.
 “Since soya, due to the unsaponafi ability of its oil in 
phytosterols, has been recognized as a protector against the 
sclerotic factor while animal casein increases its power, here 
is a new and powerful argument for the admission of the 
soybean into the western diet and culture, in the opinion of 
the author.
 “Since experiments seem to prove that it is only animal 
casein which would be apt to cause arteriosclerosis, this is 
a new objection to the misuse of milk in the diet of aging 
adults. It is known that an excess of lactic acid menaces the 
heart. The author suggests that soya offers to older people the 
opportunity of nourishing themselves well and of even safely 
drinking milk, since it is exempt from harmful residues.” 
Address: France.

21. Evans, Robert John; McGinnis, James. 1946. The 
infl uence of autoclaving soybean oil meal on the availability 
of cystine and methionine for the chick. J. of Nutrition 
31(4):449-61. April. [18 ref]
• Summary: The nutritive value for growing chicks of the 
protein in soybean meal was highest when it was autoclaved 
at 100 to 120ºC for 30 minutes. Adding methionine increased 
the growth and feed effi ciency of all diets.
 “The addition of 2% dl-methionine to the basal 
diet increased the retention by the growing chick of the 
methionine originally in the unsupplemented diet. The 
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methionine of the soybean oil meal was retained to a much 
greater extent than the cystine.” Address: Divs. of Chemistry 
& Poultry Husbandry, Washington Agric. Exp. Station, 
Pullman.

22. Carlson, Shirley C.; Hafner, F.H.; Hayward, J.W. 1946. 
Effect of soy fl our and non-fat dry milk solids in white bread 
on the nutritional quality of the protein as measured by three 
biological methods. Cereal Chemistry 23(3):305-17. May. 
[27 ref]
• Summary: Supplementation of wheat fl our with 3-5% 
soy protein in the form of soy fl our. “All the methods used 
showed that the proteins of the two white soy breads and the 
two white milk breads were superior in nutritional quality 
to the protein of white water bread.” The experimental data 
below demonstrate the similar nitrogen balance values of 
breads made with soy fl our and dry milk solids:
 White Bread: True digestibility 93%. Biological value 
39%
 3% White Soy Bread: True digestibility 95%. Biological 
value 46%
 3% White Milk Bread: True digestibility 94%. 
Biological value 46%
 5% White Soy Bread: True digestibility 92%. Biological 
value 51%
 6% White Milk Bread: True digestibility 94%. 
Biological value 49%
 Whole Wheat Bread: True digestibility 93%. Biological 
value 46%. Address: Archer-Daniels-Midland Company, 
Minneapolis, Minnesota.

23. Goss, W.H. 1946. Processing oilseeds and oils in 
Germany. Oil and Soap 23(5):241-44. May.
• Summary: Mr. Goss conducted an investigation of the 
German edible oil and oilseed processing industries shortly 
after the Allied victory in Europe, under the sponsorship of 
the Subcommittee of Food and Agriculture of the Technical 
Industrial Intelligence Committee. This article contains a 
summary of the information obtained by the author.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 2016) that 
mentions the “Technical Industrial Intelligence Committee.”
 Contents: Introduction. Oilseed milling practices. 
Pressing equipment. Solvent extraction. Phosphatides. 
Refi ning practices. Margarine. Reversion of soybean oil. 
Effects of World War II.
 The two most widely used continuous solvent extraction 
systems in Germany are the Bollmann (also called Hansa-
Muhle or paternoster), and the Hildebrandt. At Hansa-Muhle 
A.-G. in Hamburg four extractors having a combined 
capacity of 1,000 metric tons of soybeans per day were 
operated. The Hildebrandt system was pioneered by the 
Harburger Oelwerke Brinckmann [Brinkmann] und Mergell 
at Harburg, and this company operated 9 extractors which 
also processed 1,000 metric tons of soybeans per day. In 

normal times these extractors used a paraffi nic naphtha 
solvent which boiled between 145º and 180ºF, but during the 
war they resorted to a synthetic benzine having a variable 
boiling range (125-200ºF).
 The practice of separating phosphatides from crude 
soybean oil “was originated to prevent the formation of 
sludge during the storage and shipment of the crude oil, 
but the primary purposes of the operation now are to 
produce lecithin to be used as an anti-spattering ingredient 
for margarine and, in conjunction with other treatments, 
to impart to soybean oil a certain amount of resistance 
to reversion... For use in margarine, the phosphatides are 
dried at moderate temperature and bleached with hydrogen 
peroxide. Other uses requite the removal of the 30 to 40% 
of crude oil which the product contains. In these cases, the 
oil is extracted by means of acetone and replaced with cocoa 
butter or a refi ned oil of some type.”
 “The reversion of soybean oil is a widely recognized 
phenomenon in Germany where it is known as ‘Umschlag.’ 
Nearly all the German technologists attribute it to lecithin, 
and the methods for minimizing its occurrence are based 
upon removal or inactivation of this constituent. Other 
factors are considered to contribute to the deterioration of 
organoleptic quality, such as linolenic acid, methyl-n-nonyl 
ketone, and traces of soap, but they are generally considered 
to be either of minor importance or impractical to eliminate... 
American practice is to wash with water but once, if at all; 
and, moreover, most American soybean oil is produced in 
expellers. That part of the lecithin which cannot be removed 
by washing prior to neutralization is subsequently inactivated 
by the use of 0.01% of citric acid in the deodorizer.” 
Address: Dutton + 1949, p. 444; Northern Regional Research 
Lab., Peoria, Illinois.

24. Indian Farming. 1946. Soya bean. 7(5):223-24. May.
• Summary: “Within recent months, much has been said and 
written, some of it in this journal, of the merits of the soya 
bean as an article of food. We have now before us the Report 
on Soya Bean submitted by the special sub-committee of 
the Indian Research Fund Association’s Nutrition Advisory 
Committee. It is an authoritative statement which does 
nothing to strengthen the opinion that in the soya bean 
lies the solution to many of India’s dietetic problems. The 
Woodhead Famine Inquiry Commission agreed with the 
fi nding of the Nutrition Advisory Committee.”
 The soya bean has never been cultivated to any large 
extent in India “although 30 years ago [in 1916, during 
World War I] some 20,000 acres were being grown in north 
Bengal, Nepal, Bhutan and Sikkim.
 “The Nutrition Advisory Committee in 1937 stated 
that ‘The nutritive value of soya bean has been studied by 
experiments on animals and also by controlled experiments 
on school children. The general conclusion is that soya bean, 
considered as a supplement to typical Indian diets, is not of 
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outstanding value; it does not appear to have any advantage 
over various common pulses which have long formed part 
of the diet of the Indian people. While it would be advisable 
that the results obtained at the Coonoor Laboratories should 
be confi rmed elsewhere, existing data suggest that at present 
the encouragement of the production and consumption of 
soya bean need not be made a prominent part of nutritional 
and agricultural policy in India.’
 The soundness of that opinion was questioned both 
within and without the Committee, so that at the seventh 
meeting of the Committee in 1941, it as decided that ‘further 
work was necessary to elucidate the problem.’ Accordingly 
a sub-committee was appointed to suggest lines on which 
further experiments on soya bean might be carried out by 
different laboratories, and it is the record of the work done 
by experts in the laboratories in Dacca, Bombay, Lahore and 
Coonoor that is to be found in the present report.” We must 
understand clearly that only the nutritive value of the soy 
bean in Indian diets is under examination.
 A summary of seven key points is given. It should be 
clear that in India, the use of food for industrial purposes is 
out of the question. The soya bean “is a poor milk substitute 
but a valuable addition to a defi cient milk supply. In the latter 
respect it somewhat resembles the position of vanaspati with 
regard to ghee–both soya bean and vanaspati must be used to 
augment a defi cient supply of a superior article while neither 
can be a substitute for it.” Address: India.

25. Klose, A.A.; Hill, B.; Fevold, H.L. 1946. Presence of a 
growth inhibiting substance in raw soybeans. Proceedings of 
the Society for Experimental Biology and Medicine 62(1):10-
12. May. [8 ref]
• Summary: Reports that a dilute acid extract of raw 
soybean meal, but not heated soybean meal, contains a 
factor which when incorporated into a ration, retards growth 
in rats. Address: Western Regional Research Lab., Albany, 
California.

26. Murlin, J.R.; Edwards, L.E.; Hawley, E.E.; Clark, L.C. 
1946. Biological value of proteins in relation to the essential 
amino acids which they contain. II. Interconvertibility of 
biological values illustrated by supplementing egg and soy 
protein with essential amino acids. J. of Nutrition 31(5):555-
64. May. [4 ref]
• Summary: Discusses the biological values of egg and soy 
bean protein, in connection with adding single essential 
amino acids. Address: Dep. of Vital Economics, Univ. of 
Rochester, New York.

27. Rubin, Max; Bird, H.R. 1946. A chick growth factor in 
cow manure. I. Its non-identity with chick growth factors 
previously described. J. of Biological Chemistry 163(2):387-
92. May. [23 ref]
• Summary: “This paper shows that the growth substance 

[also called growth factor, p. 391] in manure is not identical 
with any of the uncharacterized growth factors which 
have been reported essential for the chick; namely, the 
Lactobacillus casei factors, factor U, factors R and S, 
vitamins B-10 and B-11, and folic acid.”
 Each experimental group, consisting of 25 chicks, were 
fed a basal diet that consisted of yellow corn 38.0%, soy 
bean oil meal 35%, barley 20.0%, alfalfa leaf meal 3.0%, 
and other minor components. “All experiments were started 
with day-old chicks and terminated at the end of 6 weeks.” 
Solubilized liver was found to be “a very potent source of 
the substance in which the basal diet was defi cient.” Address: 
Bureau of Animal Industry, Agricultural Research Center 
[USDA], Beltsville, Maryland.

28. Rubin, Max; Bird, H.R. 1946. A chick growth factor 
in cow manure. II. The preparation of concentrates and 
the properties of the factor. J. of Biological Chemistry 
163(2):393-400. May. [2 ref]
• Summary: Describes methods for concentrating the new 
“unidentifi ed growth factor.” “The factor can be transmitted 
from the hen through the egg to the chick.” “Soy bean oil 
meal” comprised 30% of 3 of the 4 maternal diets fed.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020) 
that contains the term “unidentifi ed growth factor.” It would 
soon be renamed vitamin B-12. Address: Bureau of Animal 
Industry, Agricultural Research Center [USDA], Beltsville, 
Maryland.

29. Smiley, William G.; Smith, Allan K. 1946. Preparation 
and nitrogen content of soybean protein. Cereal Chemistry 
23(3):288-96. May. [16 ref]
• Summary: “Soybean protein” refers to the curd which is 
precipitated by adding acid to an aqueous or alkaline extract 
of soybean meal. The nitrogen content of the curd varies, but 
the variations between soybean varieties are small compared 
to variations due to the method of preparing the curd. 
Describes solvent extraction using ethyl alcohol. Address: 
Northern Regional Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois.

30. Smith, A.K.; Beckel, A.C. 1946. Soy or vegetable milk. 
A resume and bibliography. Soybean Digest. May. p. 18-23. 
First published in Chemical and Engineering News, 24:54-
56. [123 ref]
• Summary: The 123 references comprise the most extensive 
bibliography on this subject up to this time.
 “Soybean milk is an important food in China where it 
is commonly used as a hot breakfast drink (52). It is also 
used extensively throughout China as a baby food (see 
bibliography index) and is recommended by Ruhrah (4) 
and Sinclair (29) as a check on the very prevalent summer 
diarrhoea and intestinal disturbances among children.
 “Since the Japanese invasion of China, the vegetable 
milk has been used extensively for feeding babies and 
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children in refugee camps. This use has afforded a unique 
opportunity for observation, on a relatively large scale, of 
the nutritional effects of soybean milk as a supplementary 
food. A group of the children who did not drink the milk 
served as a control in comparing its extra value in building 
body height and weight. The observations were made in the 
refugee camps during 1937-39 by H.C. Hon, P.B. Mar, T.N. 
Read, and B.E. Read (119) of the Henry Lester Institute of 
Medical Research, Shanghai, and appeared in Special Report 
No. 12, published by the Chinese Medical Association. 
While the data collected and reported by these workers were 
incomplete in many respects, nevertheless the conclusions 
are signifi cant, some of which appear in the summary of 
chapter IV, ‘... the results showed that children receiving 
soybean milk put on much more weight than those not 
receiving the soybean milk. Among control groups, children 
over 1 year old who received soybean milk also showed a 
somewhat greater monthly increase in height, although not 
so marked as the monthly increase in body weight.’
 “Another important food product which is derived 
from soybean milk is “teou fu” (7, 27, 39, 53, 83). This is 
prepared by precipitating the protein from soybean milk with 
magnesium chloride, calcium sulfate or similar salts, or with 
acid, and by pressing the precipitated protein into cakes. 
The teou fu, or bean curd as it is also called, corresponds to 
the casein which is precipitated from cows’ milk by souring 
or with the action of rennet; for this reason, the teou fu 
and fermentation products derived from it are sometimes 
referred to as soybean cheese. A complete description of the 
bean curd and its many modifi cations will be found in The 
Soybean (53) by Piper and Morse.
 “Yuba is another ancient oriental food which is prepared 

by removing and drying the protein fi lm that forms on the 
surface of soybean milk when boiled. It is dried in the form 
of brittle sheets or sticks and is a popular food with both the 
Chinese and Japanese people.
 “Soybean milk as ordinarily produced does not have 
the bland fl avor or smooth texture of cow milk, nor has its 
nutritive value been as scientifi cally evaluated. Nevertheless, 
its long and successful use in China and the available 
experimental data on its use in feeding children indicate 
that it has good nutritive properties. Soy milk is prepared 
successfully as a dry powder or as a condensed product and 
can be shipped long distances; it can also be prepared and 
used in tropical climates or densely populated countries 
where the milk cow cannot be maintained.
 “Even in the United States where animal milk has 
received the greatest recognition as a necessary food for 
both children and adults, the soy milk is being produced by 
several companies. One successful processor is unique in 
that he is using the vegetable type of bean rather than the 
fi eld varieties in order to obtain a superior tasting product. 
In addition to its use as a beverage, the dry milk powder has 
considerable promise as an ingredient of pastry and bakery 
goods and as a component of prepared fl ours.
 “Preparation of Soybean Milk: An examination of 
the literature on soy milk reveals that there are many 
variations in its preparation. Either the whole bean or the 
full fat soy fl our may be used in making this product, with 
about the same fi nal results; if prepared from solvent-
extracted soybeans, the milk would be lacking in fat. The 
following description will serve as a general outline of 
the process and will indicate some of the variations which 
have been patented or developed as improvements over the 
original method. The yellow-seeded varieties of beans are 
recommended for making soy milk.
 “The beans are washed several times with water to free 
them of dirt or other foreign matter and then soaked in water 
about 10 hours in summer, or as much as 24 hours in winter. 
The beans are ground to a mush with the addition of small 
amounts of water, and the mush is then extracted with water 
or a dilute alkaline salt solution so that the fi nal ratio of milk-
to-beans by weight will not be greater than 8:1. The insoluble 
residue [okara] is removed by means of a cloth fi lter or a 
centrifuge, and the milk is boiled for about 20 minutes.
 “In many of the processes described in the literature, 
sugar, salts, and fats are added to the extract to bring the 
concentration of these constituents to about the same value 
as that of cow milk. In some preparations, coumarine (53) 
vanillin, (51) and chocolate or malt (18, 21) have been added 
to the milk to improve its fl avor. Oil, rich in fat-soluble 
vitamins, is also used for enrichment in some of the modern 
preparations.
 “The composition of soy milk will have a relatively 
wide variation for several reasons. There are some marked 
variations in the composition of the different varieties of 
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soybeans, but more important deviations will result from 
such factors which infl uence the extraction procedure as the 
fi neness of grinding of the mash, ratio of the water or salt 
solution to the beans, and the temperature of extraction. The 
addition of oil or fat, sugar, salt, and fl avoring materials may 
be the cause, however, of the greatest variation in the milk’s 
composition.
 “A compilation of data from various sources on the 
composition of soy milk was made by Piper and Morse (53). 
These data along with the composition of cow milk are given 
at the bottom of the page.
 “The pH of soy milk as determined in this Laboratory is 
6.6 to 6.7; when the milk is allowed to sour in a normal way, 
the pH will drop to about 4.9 and cause precipitation of most 
of the protein.
 “From the literature, the authors have selected examples 
illustrating a few specifi c variations in the preparation of soy 
milk which will infl uence its taste, texture, and composition.
 “Fritz Gossler (11, 12, 15) prefers extracting the ground 
beans with a hot solution of phosphate. After fi ltering out the 
insoluble part of the mash, he adds milk sugar, salt, sodium 
carbonate or bicarbonate, and a choice of coconut oil, sesame 
oil, or pistachio nut oil, and fi nally, a suitable fl avoring 
material.
 “Monahan and Pope (21) prepare a dry milk powder and 
emphasize the use of malt, chocolate, or cocoa as a fl avoring 
ingredient. Melhuish (23) modifi es the process by removing 
the soybean oil, which he claims has an undesirable fl avor, 
and by replacing it with sesame oil and acids like butyric 
acid. He also recommends (35) combining the peanut with 
the soybean to improve the fl avor of the milk powder.
 “Richards (55) dries and toasts the residue from the 
milk preparation and recommends it as a breakfast food. 
Kellogg (91) sterilizes soybean milk and then inoculates it 
with Bacillus Acidophilus to produce a ‘buttermilk’ type of 
product.
 “The following classifi cation of the bibliography will 
indicate the wide interest in soy milk and assist in fi nding 
information on various phases of the subject.”
 A portrait photo shows A.K. Smith. Address: Oil and 
Protein Div., Northern Regional Research Lab., Peoria, 
Illinois.

31. Soybean Digest. 1946. Combat malnutrition with high 
protein spaghetti. May. p. 25.
• Summary: “In 1943 a request came to the United States for 
a high-protein spaghetti to be used in rehabilitation feeding. 
The idea was to combat malnutrition among the people of 
Greece and other countries by increasing the nutritional 
value of spaghetti, a dietary mainstay.
 “Plain spaghetti is made of durum fl our and water 
and contains only about 12 percent protein. The Special 
Commodities Branch in the U.S. Department of Agriculture 
set to work in cooperation with the industry and with federal 

food technologists, and after experimenting came up with 
a spaghetti product consisting of 10 percent soya fl our, 2 
percent whole dried egg, 88 percent durum fl our, and water. 
Consistency of the dough was suitable and the cooked 
product was palatable. In taste and color the product was 
almost the same as the old-time spaghetti with a slight soya 
taste added. This change raised the protein content to 17 
percent.
 “Contracts were let to manufacturers and by January 
1944 the fi rst shipment was on its way to Europe. To 
conform with the defi nitions and standard of identity 
established by the Food and Drug Administration, and thus 
permit interstate shipment the formula was further modifi ed 
to 12.5 percent soya, 5.5 percent egg, and 82 percent durum, 
and was called offi cially durum fl our, soya and egg spaghetti 
with a protein of 18.8 percent.
 “First shipment of this improved spaghetti went to 
Europe in May 1945. The reception was good and the results 
equalled the reception. The new product may never prove 
popular in American groceries, but abroad–where a macaroni 
product usually is consumed as a food in itself–the added 
protein is highly desirable to combat malnutrition. The new 
product may continue to serve in relief feeding in many 
areas.”

32. Feigenbaum, Jacob. 1946. Antioxidant effect of 
commercial lecithin in fortifi ed margarine (Letter to the 
editor). Nature (London) 157(3997):770-71. June 8. [6 ref]
• Summary: Commercial soybean lecithin (0.25%) is an 
effi cient antioxidant for vitamin A-fortifi ed margarine if the 
temperatures employed in processing do not exceed 40ºC. 
and if the vitamin A is employed by adding it to the lecithin 
in admixture with a small amount of warm oils and this pre-
mix is then added to the bulk of emulsifi ed fats and water 
(milk) shortly before chilling and kneading. Address: Dep. of 
Food Control, Government of Palestine, Jerusalem.

33. Current Science (Bangalore, India). 1946. Soya bean. 
15(6):158-59. June. [1 ref]
• Summary: The question is being strongly debated in India: 
“Whether the nutritive value of soya bean in comparison 
with those of common Indian pulses is such as to justify 
from the standpoint of human nutrition, the encouragement 
of the production and consumption of soya bean on a wide 
scale in India”.
 The “National Nutrition Advisory Committee with the 
Government of India, fi nding itself unable to compose the 
differences by discussion across the table, appointed a Sub-
Committee consisting of Dr. W.R. Aykroyd, Dr. K.P. Basu, 
Prof. B.C. Guha, Dr. V.N. Patwardhan and Dr. K.C.K.E. 
Raja, to try to answer the question.
 “The results of the co-ordinated investigations carried 
out in the four laboratories at Bombay, Coonoor, Dacca 
and Lahore under the auspices of the Sub-Committee have 
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recently been published as a Special Report (I.R.F.A. No. 
13). The investigations mainly dealt with (a) the biological 
value of soya bean and pulse proteins, (b) the effect of heat 
treatment on the nutritive value and (c) the supplementary 
value of soya bean and pulses to the so-called poor Madrasi 
diet. Although most of the work was done on albino rats 
some experiments on human beings were conducted as well. 
An account of most of the earlier work on soya bean has 
also been included in the report. The biological value and 
digestibility coeffi cient of the soya bean protein by growth 
and metabolic studies on albino rats and in human beings 
were found to be of the same order as those of the other 
pulses. In spite of its high available protein content (1½ to 
2 times that of pulses) soya bean did not prove any better 
than the common Indian pulses as a supplement to the poor 
rice diet. In most experiments Bengal gram seems to have 
given better results than even soya bean. Incidentally it has 
been found that the so-called ‘poor Madrasi’ diet suffers 
more from a lack of minerals and vitamins than from that of 
proteins.
 “After four years of work the Soya Bean Sub-Committee 
came to the conclusion ‘that as a suplement for typical 
Indian diets based on cereals, but supplied in adequate 
quantity, soya bean has no special advantage over common 
Indian pulses’. Finally the Sub-Committee states that ‘it 
is not in a position, therefore, to advocate immediately the 
encouragement of the production of soya bean on a wide 
scale in India for use as a substitute for Indian pulses’.
 “One point connected with soya bean, however, would 
appear to need further consideration; it pertains to what is 
known as ‘synthetic’ milk: One of the methods of processing 
soya bean for human consumption is to prepare a milk-like 
fl uid from it;” Soya milk has been used for centuries in 
China where cow’s milk is not part of the typical daily diet. 
If this milk-like emulsion were prepared from germinated 
soybeans, its nutritional value would, no doubt, be greater.
 See: “Report on Soya Bean,” by the Soya Bean Sub-
Committee of the Nutrition Advisory Committee, Indian 
Research Fund Association, Jan. 1946, 35 pages.

34. De, Sasanka S.; Desikachar, H.S.R.; Subrahmanyan, 
V. 1946. A practical approach to the milk problem in India 
(Vegetable milk–Their nutritive value and ultimate practical 
possibilities). Science and Culture (Calcutta) 11(12):692-95. 
June.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction (Need for milk in India). 
India’s needs are beyond her capacity for production. Bad 
distribution of available supply. Imported milk products 
will be quite insuffi cient. Animal milk–a luxury product. 
Soya milk is used by hundreds of millions. Comparative 
composition of cow and soya-milk. Vitamin content per liter 
of soya-milk and cow’s milk. Importance of processing; 
some recent work on soya-milk. Soya-bean should not be 
used as DHAL. More comprehensive scientifi c research is 

needed. Improvements in the preparation of soya-milk. Other 
vegetable milks. Cow’s milk can be excelled by improved 
vegetable products. Immediate need for supplementing our 
present supply. Address: Dep. of Biochemistry, Indian Inst. 
of Science, Bangalore, India.

35. Gounelle, H.; Marche, J. 1946. La farine de soja dans 
le traitement des amaigrissement et des oedèmes par sous-
alimentation [Soy fl our in the treatment of emaciation 
and of edema / oedema caused by under-nutrition]. Revue 
Internationale du Soja 5(27-28):79-82. May/June. [1 ref. 
Fre]
• Summary: Reprinted from Paris Medical, 30 April 1943. 
Address: Centre de recherches de l’hôpital Foch.

36. Illick, Edith Windels. 1946. A study of soybean milk: 
Its preparation and its use in some Chinese and American 
recipes. MS thesis in Home Economics, Cornell University. 
47 + xiv p. June. [38 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Review of the literature. 
Experimental procedure: Preliminary experiments (variety 
of soybeans, milk supplementation), preparation of 
soybean milk (equipment used, standard recipe, variables 
in experimental procedure, scorecards and judging), use of 
soybean milk in cookery (in Chinese dishes, in American 
dishes). Results and discussion: Preparation of soybean milk 
(amount of soaking water to be used, length of soaking time 
required, time for grinding, amount of water to be used for 
straining, time for straining, length of cooking time), revised 
recipe for preparing soybean milk, use of soybean milk in 
cookery (in Chinese dishes, in American dishes [chocolate 
ice cream, junket, Spanish cream, baked custard, cream of 
tomato soup]).
 Using chocolate ice cream recipe II, “no conspicuous 
differences were observed in the chocolate ice creams made 
with either cow’s milk or soybean milk.” The recipe is as 
follows: ½ cup soybean milk (or dairy milk). ¼ cup sugar. 
¼ tablespoon fl our. 1/8 teaspoon salt. ½ ounce (½ square) 
chocolate, cut fi ne. ½ egg yolk, slightly beaten. 1 teaspoon 
vanilla. 1 cup light [dairy] cream. Note that this is not a non-
dairy product.
 Tables: (1) Recipes for making soybean milk. (2) 
Summary of methods of preparing soybean milk. (3) 
Composition of soybean milk. (4) Composition of cow’s 
milk. (5) Composition of human milk. (6) Approximate 
percentage of amino acids in some animal and vegetable 
proteins calculated at 16% nitrogen. (7) The digestibility of 
the protein of soybean milk compared with cow’s milk. (8) 
Effect of variations in procedure in making soybean milk on 
the yield of raw and cooked milk. (9) Effect of variations in 
procedure in making soybean milk on the appearance and 
palatability of the milk. (10) Results of substituting soybean 
milk for water in some Chinese products. (11) Results of 
substituting soybean milk for cow’s milk in some American 
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products.
 The Introduction states: “’So old and yet so new,’ is 
one adage that could rightfully be applied to soybean milk, 
or vegetable milk as it is sometimes called. Soybean milk 
is said to have been developed by the Chinese philosopher 
Whai Nain Tze long before the Christian era, and is known 
to the Chinese under the name of Fu Chiang or bean curd 
sauce. It is used in fresh, evaporated, condensed and 
powdered forms, according to Piper and Morse (1923).
 “Despite its early discovery, soybean milk has not 
been used extensively. Only in the last two or three decades 
has man some to realise the potentialities of this product. 
Although it does not compare equally with cow’s milk 
or other animal milks, it is suffi ciently rich in the known 
food nutrients to make it worthy of consideration for more 
extensive study and use.
 “To make soybean milk more comparable with animal 
milk, it is possible to supplement it in various ways with 
such nutrients as calcium, sodium, chlorine and sugar. This 
supplementation does not give it equality, but does produce a 
product of high food value.
 “Even before World War II, malnutrition was manifested 
on every hand in China. only those individuals who were 
able to supplement the foundation diet of rice with large 
enough quantities of vegetables, meat fi sh, eggs and fruit, 
consumed an adequate diet. These cases were comparatively 
rare in proportion to the total population. To alleviate this 
serious situation, further study was imperative. Siddall 
and Chiu (1931) believed that part of the answer could 
be found in the use of soybean milk, since soybeans are a 
native product of China, even though they are little used as a 
regular part of the diet.
 “Because soybean milk is approximately fi ve to ten 
times cheaper than cow’s milk, the latter of which is virtually 
unobtainable to the average Chinese family, the possibility 
of its increased use appears more signifi cant. To date, the 
average Chinese has not incorporated this milk in his daily 
cooking.
 “During the last decade, soybean milk has received 
recognition in America also. Physicians, realizing its food 
value, have begun to use it in the diets of persons allergic to 
animal milk. It is usually referred to commercially as Mull-
Soy, a product developed by Dr. Julius F. Muller (1943).
 “What is the value and usefulness of soybean milk? 
In this study, an attempt will be made to produce the most 
palatable soybean milk and to incorporate it in some Chinese 
recipes calling for water and in some American recipes 
requiring milk. The substitution of this nutriently rich 
vegetable milk for water in the Chinese recipes appears to 
be a plausible method of improving the food value of the 
average diet.” Address: Cornell Univ., Ithaca, New York.

37. Marquis, Arnold. 1946. The Pacifi c story. Radio 
broadcast. National Broadcasting Company (NBC). 

Hollywood, California. June 2. 30 minutes. 23 p. transcript.
• Summary: This radio broadcast is a fascinating story–told 
by many voices–of how the Japanese scientifi cally developed 
soybean production, utilization, and export in their puppet 
state of Manchukuo, and, how the USA intends to capture the 
soybean export markets lost by the Japanese when they lost 
World War II.
 The Chinese speak of the soybean this way: “It is the 
poor man’s meat. It is the cow of China. It is meat without 
bones. The Japanese speak of it this way: If we could have 
held Manchuria, it would have guaranteed that Japan could 
never be starved out. American nutritionists speak of it 
this way: It is high in protein. It is rich in vitamins–in A, 
B-1, C, G, and E–and also in the blood-clotting vitamin K. 
Weight for weight it contains several times as much B-1 as 
beefsteak. And as for minerals: One-half cup of soy fl our 
contains as much calcium as a whole cup of milk... [and] 
as much phosphorus as two cups of milk. And weight for 
weight, it contains as much iron as liver, twice as much iron 
as molasses, and three times as much iron as whole wheat 
fl our. The soybean is a wonder food. One pound of soy beans 
is almost a complete one-day ration for an adult.”
 The USA is now developing two famine-relief foods 
based on soybeans. The fi rst contains 50% soybean, plus 
split peas, wheat fl our, and a little peanut-meal, onion, salt, 
and fi sh-oil. Four million pounds of this mixture and twelve 
million pounds of another soy-based mixture are being sent 
“to the famine areas of China.” In other words, soybean are 
being sent from the USA to the land of their origin, “where 
they have been a mainstay for fi ve thousand years.”
 Discusses: The growing of soybeans in Manchuria. 
The Japanese takeover and extension of their control via the 
South Manchuria Railroad, whose terminus is Dairen. The 
importance of Manchurian soybeans to Japan. The Japanese 
Central Laboratory at Dairen and its research on soybeans. 
The two Japanese agricultural experiment stations in 
Manchukuo, outside of Dairen and at Kungchuling [pinyin: 
Gongzhuling]. Development of the benzine [benzene] 
solvent extraction process for soybean oil, “until there were 
200 large bean plants in southern Manchuria.” Soybeans as 
a livestock feed in Manchuria. Use of soybeans as food in 
China: “Tofu is bean-curd... This is fermented tofu. It is very 
good. Tofu is eaten in several forms. Fresh, fermented, dried 
or frozen. Just about any way it is prepared, its food value is 
preserved... We also use the oil of the soy bean. And with the 
soy bean we make soy sauce.” Many Asiatic peoples also use 
soybeans to “make bean milk and bean fl our.” “They roast 
them for confections [kinako]. They eat them green [green 
vegetable soybeans]. They sprout them [soybean sprouts] 
and they even make drinks of them.
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Oct. 2011) that contains the term “fermented tofu.
 Industrial uses of soybeans in America. How Dairen 
became Japan’s great center of the soy bean industry in 
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Manchuria, and the Mixed Storage System. “About 55% of 
the soybeans grown in Manchuria are used for human food.”
 “You see, its all tied together. The growing of the 
bean, the processing, the transportation, and the export. 
Since 1937, the economy of Manchuria has been developed 
for the benefi t of Japan.” The Japanese and the Bank of 
Manchukuo (which is an instrument of the powerful Mitsui 
and Mitsubishi fi nancial combines) are “buying up all 
the soybean business” and trying to eliminate the major 
European companies that were exporting soybeans before 
the Japanese moved in, such as Dreyfus Co. (France), and 
Wassard Co. (Denmark). Although the Japanese claim that 
Manchukuo is an independent nation, other nations realize it 
is a puppet state. The Chinese Eastern Railway, which was 
built by the Russians and has its terminus at Vladivostok, 
is in competition with the Japanese-controlled South 
Manchuria Railroad for the soy bean business of Manchuria. 
The latter uses rebates (kickbacks) to try to eliminate 
competition.
 In 1937, after 6 years of dominating Manchuria, Japan 
invaded China proper–using Manchuria to supply their 
troops. “By 1941, Manchuria was yielding some four million 
tons of soybeans. The Japanese controlled every pound of 
it. And by 1941 they had fostered the growing of soybeans 
in Korea, and also in Japan itself. Also, by this time, the 
Japanese had seized a good part of the soybean country of 
China proper. But by Pearl Harbor [7 Dec. 1941], the United 
States was also growing soybeans: Over 3 million tons in 
1941. By 1945 it was nearly 6 million tons.”
 Now that the war is over, the Japanese have lost 
the entire soybean industry in Manchuria–including the 
laboratories, bean oil mills, Dairen, the South Manchuria 
Railroad, and the Bank of Manchukuo which controlled it. 
China, which now controls Manchuria, “will consume much 
of the soybeans which, before the war, were exported to 
European countries, and to Japan.” The United States has 
begun to supply this soybean export demand, and in fact “is 
already shipping soybean products back to the Far East–to 
the famine stricken areas of China.”
 America Doctor: “So far most of our soybeans have 
gone for feeding livestock. But now we known what they 
can mean to man. Narrator: Now, in this great crisis, we 
are learning what the Chinese have known for thousands 
of years. Chinese: It is the poor man’s meat. It is the cow 
of China. It is meat without bones... Announcer: This is the 
story of the wonder food and the part it has played in our 
time.”
 Next comes a 5-minute segment in which W.J. 
Morse of the USDA Bureau of Plant Industry (Beltsville, 
Maryland) talks about the signifi cance of the soybean and 
its development, and the new Pacifi c Program. Then the 
conclusion: “For a reprint of this program, send ten cents in 
stamps or coin to University of California Press, Berkeley, 
California. The Pacifi c Story is written and directed by 

Arnold Marquis. The original musical score was composed 
and conducted by Thomas Peluse. Your narrator–Gayne 
Whitman... This program came to you from Hollywood. This 
is N.B.C.–The National Broadcasting System.” Note 2. A 
cover letter accompanies this manuscript. It is from Arnold 
Marquis, Writer-Producer, The Pacifi c Story, to Mr. John 
Baker, Department of Radio, USDA, Washington, DC. The 
letterhead reads: National Broadcasting Company, Inc., A 
service of Radio Corporation of America, Sunset and Vine, 
Hollywood 28, California. [Phone]: 6161. Dated May 13, 
1946. Address: USDA.

38. Mickel, Clarence E.; Standish, John. 1946. Susceptibility 
of edible soya products in storage to attack by Tribolium 
confusum Duv. Minnesota Agricultural Experiment Station, 
Technical Bulletin No. 175. 28 p. June. [3 ref]
• Summary: Tribolium confusum Duv., the “confused fl our 
beetle,” is a much less serious pest of soy fl ours and soy grits 
than of cereal products. Note: This is the earliest document 
seen (May 2008) that shows the inability of certain insect 
pests of stored grains to develop normally on soybean 
products. Address: Div. of Entomology and Economic 
Zoology, Univ. of Minnesota [St. Paul].

39. Soybean Digest. 1946. USDA men who have contributed 
to soybean development: David Breese Jones. June. p. 20.
• Summary:  “A familiar name in soybean research is that 
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of David Breese Jones. His 36 years of protein chemistry 
investigations have been starred by more than 100 published 
reports on soybeans, peanuts, cottonseed, and other crops 
valuable for protein in feeding man and beast.
 “In a world that seemed full of Jonses, he long ago took 
to stressing his middle name, and “Breese Jones” he’s called 
by most of his scientifi c friends. With the name nowadays 
goes the title, head of the protein investigations laboratory 
of the Federal Bureau of Human Nutrition and Home 
Economics. The laboratory he directs is in the Maryland 
countryside, at Beltsville, where the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture maintains a large research center, about 16 miles 
outside the nation’s capital.
 “Likes to Talk Proteins: Dr. Jones is quiet-mannered, 
friendly–talks proteins with enthusiasm. He has been with 
the Department’s protein investigations laboratory from the 
day it was started, in 1915, determining the amino acids 
that make up proteins in foods, testing their nutritive values. 
He and associates discovered the amino acid, lanthionine, 
which brought the number to 23. He believes there may yet 
be amino acids lurking undetected. A recent achievement 
was fi nding a short-cut way of determining two of the amino 
acids directly in the food. This technique means a saving of 
many hours of laboratory work.
 “Nowadays, his laboratory is learning how vegetable 
proteins can be combined to make highly nourishing blends. 
Strangely, these combinations are sometimes more nutritious 
than the sum total of the food materials in them, like some 
curious sum where 2 and 2 make more than 4. Adding 15 
parts of soy fl our to white fl our, for example, increases its 
protein values fi vefold. This work has special signifi cance in 
view of the world shortage of food for protein needs.
 “Worked Under Osborne: Vegetable proteins have 
been Dr. Jones’ prime interest from the time he was a 
graduate student (1906-10) at Yale and working in the 
protein laboratory of ‘the greatest authority of those days on 
plant proteins’–Dr. Thomas B. Osborne of the Connecticut 
Agricultural Experiment Station.
 “Dr. Breese Jones belongs to a number of scientifi c 
societies. In 1938 he was a member of the Sixteenth 
International Physiological Congress, in Zurich, Switzerland. 
On that trip he made a detour to visit Wales, homeland of his 
parents. People he met were astonished that this American 
talked their language, for Welsh is hard, tongue-twisting 
speech for ‘foreigners.’ Davie Jones had learned it as a boy, 
back in his Wisconsin town, a place called Cambria–ancient 
name for Wales.
 “Just to keep your Breese Joneses of protein chemistry 
straight, there’s a Dr. Chase Breese Jones, son of Dr. David. 
He’s with the U.S. Department of Agriculture too–3,000 
miles away from Maryland at the Western Regional Research 
Laboratory in Albany, California.
 A photo shows Dr. D. Breese Jones.

40. Staley Journal (Decatur, Illinois). 1946. Soy in 
confections: has many uses in the candy making industry. 
June. p. 25-27.
• Summary: “When the Staley company featured the use of 
soy fl our in candy making at the Confectioners convention, 
the idea was new to many attending, but was presented only 
after careful study and many exhaustive and successful tests. 
Just before the convention The Manufacturing Confectioner 
had carried an article by Frank Hanley Brock, Staley candy 
technician, on this subject. Part of his article is reprinted 
here:
 “Candy is composed, largely, of carbohydrates. In the 
past, pleasant fl avor and good eating quality have been 
about its only requirements. Doctors and nutritionists have 
criticized candy on this basis for years, and some of their 
recent criticism has been quite harsh. Their attitude has been 
that if candy could be better balanced in carbohydrates, 
proteins, minerals and vitamins, it would be better for 
the consumer, for those who appease their appetites with 
excessive quantities of carbohydrates, consume inadequate 
quantities of these other essential foods.
 “The more alert portion of the confectionery industry 
has taken this criticism seriously and is endeavoring to 
improve the nutritional balance of candies by using increased 
quantities of materials which are rich in high quality protein 
and in minerals and vitamins. The addition of Staley’s Soy 
Flours to candy is in line with this program and will aid in 
obtaining a better nutritional balance and increased food 
value.
 “The addition of Staley’s Soy Flours as suggested in the 
following pages does not change the characteristic fl avors 
of the candies. In many cases the addition of Staley’s Soy 
Flours results in noticeable improvement in the body, texture 
and shelf life of the candies, as well as the improvement in 
nutritional value.
 “Two Types: Staley’s Soy Flours consist of specially 
treated, highly processed selected soybeans, minus the hulls. 
Staley’s Hi-Fat Soy Flour contains approximately 22% oil, 
all the oil originally found in the beans. Staley’s Lo-Fat Soy 
Flour contains approximately 6% oil, most of the original oil 
having been pressed out of the fl our before grinding.
 “Soy Flours differ in composition from cereal fl ours 
in that Soy Flours contain no starch but contain from 40 to 
50% protein while patent wheat fl ours, for example, contain 
approximately 70% starch and only about 10 to 12% protein. 
Moreover, Soy Flours contain a liberal amount (1.25 to 
2.50%) of lecithin, a very important ingredient to the candy 
maker since it aids in the emulsifi cation of fats, contributes 
smoothness of texture and extends the shelf life of candies.
 “Both Hi-Fat and Lo-Fat Soy Flours are suitable candy 
ingredients but Hi-Fat Soy Flour is generally preferred due 
to its lighter color and to the fact that it has much the same 
effect in the candies as a mixture of 85 parts of Lo-Fat Soy 
Flour with 15 parts of fat or oil.
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 “To fi nd permanent acceptance as a candy ingredient, 
Soy Flour must make better candies, must make the 
production of good candies easier, or must reduce candy 
costs. The usefulness of Soy Flour in candy is determined by 
its effects on (1) fl avor, (2) color, (3) body and texture, (4) 
shelf life, (5) nutritive value, (6) production, and (7) cost of 
the candies.
 “Both Hi-Fat and Lo-Fat Soy Flours are pleasant in 
fl avor and may be added in moderate amounts to a variety of 
candies without changing the characteristic fl avors of these 
products.
 “However, a caramel-like fl avor may be developed from 
Soy Flour if desired, by cooking a high proportion of the 
fl our in a candy batch. Soy Flour caramelizes to a greater 
extent than milk solids with the same degree of cooking and 
prolonged cooking should be avoided to prevent an excessive 
caramelized fl avor. In most candies best fl avor is obtained 
by incorporating Soy Flour without cooking, after the other 
ingredients have been cooked together.
 “Body And Texture: The body and texture produced in 
candies by the addition of Soy Flour, depend largely on the 
method by which the fl our is added. Generally, Soy Flour 
imparts a smooth fi rm body to the candies, shortens their 
texture and improves their eating qualities.
 “Soy Flour is an excellent emulsifying agent. The 
cooking of as little as ½% of Soy Flour in a candy batch 
results in a noticeably more complete mixture of added fats 
with sugar, water, and other candy ingredients and reduces 
the possibility of fat separation. The use of Soy Flour with 
milk reduces the tendency of the milk to curdle and produces 
smoother texture in the candies.
 “The fat content of Soy Flour, like other added fat, aids 
in lubricating candy and contributes shortness of texture and 
improved eating quality. Hi-Fat Soy Flour absorbs less fat 
from the candy batch than Lo-Fat Soy Flour and therefore 
contributes more shortness and lubrication. However, when 
added to cooked candies on the cooling table, as in taffy 
kisses, or to whipped candies in the beater, as in nougat, 
Lo-Fat Soy Flour also contributes considerable shortness of 
texture and a clean chewing quality.
 “Color: Both Hi-Fat and Lo-Fat Soy Flours are light 
in color and may be used in moderate amounts, even in 
white candies, with little effect on the color of the products. 
However, a rich caramel color may be developed from Soy 
Flour if desired, by cooking a high proportion of the fl our in 
a candy batch. Since Soy Flour caramelizes easily, it should 
be incorporated in candies with a minimum of cooking to 
avoid excessive caramelization.
 “Soy Flour contains natural antioxidants which prevent 
the oil in the fl our from turning rancid and which aid in 
preventing rancidity in other fatty materials, such as peanut 
butter, which may be used with the fl our in candy. Soy 
Flour also aids in retarding loss of moisture and staleness in 
candies by promoting a better emulsifi cation of moisture and 

fat. The shelf life of candies is, therefore, prolonged by the 
use of Soy Flour.
 “Soy Flours are composed of from 40% to 50% of 
high quality protein comparable in nutritive value to the 
proteins of meat, milk, or eggs. Soy Flour protein furnishes 
all ten of the dietary essential amino acids and is especially 
rich in lysine, the one amino acid in which wheat protein is 
notably defi cient. Moreover, Soy Flours contain a variety of 
vitamins and minerals in addition to protein, carbohydrates 
and fats. The high nutritive value of Soy Flour is attested by 
authorities on nutrition and is well recognized.
 “Methods Used: The use of Soy Flour in candies is 
simple and requires little or no change in regular formulas or 
procedures. To facilitate mixing and insure smooth products, 
Soy Flour is generally mixed to a smooth paste with cold 
corn syrup or with fat before it is mixed with the other candy 
ingredients. Dry Soy Flour should not be mixed directly 
with a hot candy batch or with hot syrup or with water, for if 
mixed directly with these, lumping is almost sure to occur.
 “In certain candies small proportions of Soy Flour 
may be mixed with the other candy ingredients and cooked 
in the candy batch. For example, ½% of Soy Flour may 
advantageously be cooked in taffi es and kisses to emulsify 
added fat and prevent fat separation. In most candies, 
however, especially with higher proportions of Soy Flour and 
high cooking temperatures, to avoid excessive caramelization 
and to obtain better fl avor and appearance, Soy Flour should 
be added after the other ingredients have been cooked. For 
example, in caramels and fudge, Soy Flour in the form of a 
paste with corn syrup or with fat, is generally stirred into the 
hot candy batch either just before or just after the cooking of 
the other ingredients is fi nished.
 “To make a smooth, fi rm paste of Soy Flour which will 
disperse readily in a hot candy batch approximately 2 lbs. 
of cold corn syrup or approximately ½ lb. of oil or melted 
fat are required for each lb. of Soy Flour. The paste may be 
blended in large batches in a power mixer or stirring kettle 
and used as needed, a little in each candy batch. The weight 
of corn syrup or of fat in the Soy Flour paste to be added to 
the candy batch is deducted from the regular formula and the 
other ingredients are cooked together as usual. The Soy Flour 
Paste, stirred into the candy just as the cooking is fi nished, 
disperses readily to give a smooth product with a minimum 
of caramelized fl avor and color.
 “Dry Soy Flour may be added directly to certain candies 
and blended without lumping. Thus dry Soy Flour, like 
added fat, may be stirred into nougat just after the nougat 
batch has been whipped light. Dry Soy Flour, also, may 
be added to taffi es, kisses and hard candies on the cooling 
slab, then folded in and fi nally blended by the usual pulling 
process. Dry Soy Flour should always be sifted just before 
it is added to candies, to break up small lumps formed in the 
fl our by packing.
 “The cost of Soy Flour is little more than the cost of 
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the cheapest of other candy ingredients. The addition of Soy 
Flour to a candy formula as recommended, with no other 
change in the formula, results in a lower cost for a better 
product.”

41. Sure, Barnett. 1946. Nutritional improvement of 
cereal fl ours and cereal grains. J. of the American Dietetic 
Association 22(6):494-502. June. [21 ref]
• Summary: Half of the world’s people derive more than 
half of their calories from cereals, chiefl y rice and wheat. 
Cereals are the main source of nourishment for those having 
low income levels. “In the present serious food shortage, the 
need for improving the nutritional value of cereal grains and 
cereal fl ours has become acute.”
 This study shows the positive effects on growth and 
protein utilization of adding small amounts of cultured food 
yeast, brewers’ yeast, and soybean fl our, to refi ned wheat 
fl our, white corn meal, and polished rice.
 “From Table 3 it is apparent that small additions of soy 
fl our to enriched patent wheat fl our improved the protein 
values to a remarkable degree. Substitution of 1, 3 and 5 
percent enriched fl our with equivalent amounts of soy fl our, 
while increasing the total protein in the rations 4.2, 12.5 and 
20.8% resulted in increased gains in body weight of 55.2, 
108.3 and 192.4 percent; and increased biological values of 
23.9, 45.5 and 60.2 percent, respectively.” Address: Univ. of 
Arkansas.

42. Wissler, Robert W.; Woolridge, R.L.; Steffee, C.H. 1946. 
Infl uence of amino acid feeding upon antibody production 
in protein depleted rats. Proceedings of the Society for 
Experimental Biology and Medicine 62(2):199-203. June. [7 
ref]
• Summary: This article begins: “In previous publications 
from this laboratory the deleterious effects of prolonged 
protein depletion upon antibody formation in rabbits and rats 
have been reported.”
 It ends: “There was little evidence under the conditions 
of our experiment that the presence of factors in liver 
concentrate other than the vitamins mentioned above exert 
any appreciable effect upon the repletion of the depleted rat’s 
tissue and blood proteins.
 “These results strengthen our view that antibody 
production depends upon an adequate supply of essential 
amino acids coming either from food or the animal’s own 
protein stores. When both of these sources are markedly 
diminished the antibody producing capacity is markedly 
reduced. This capacity can be re-established by feeding 
adequate and well balanced quantities of amino acids coming 
from food protein, enzymatic protein hydrolysates, or amino 
acid mixtures.” Address: Dep. of Pathology, The Univ. of 
Chicago.

43. Basu, U.P. 1946. Soya bean. Science and Culture 

(Calcutta) 12(1):43-44. July.
• Summary: “Considerable discussion has taken place on 
the subject of soya bean and its potentialities as a food 
crop in India.” But a recent report states that the soya bean 
has no special advantage over common Indian pulses as a 
supplement to typical Indian diets.

44. Glidden Company (The), Soya Products Div. 1946. 
Glidden progesterone, crystalline: The corpus luteum 
hormone prepared by chemical synthesis from soya 
stigmasterol (Ad). Soybean Digest. July. p. 21.
• Summary: This half-page ad states: “Inspiration, plus 
research, plus sustained hard work made it possible 
for Glidden to offer this important hormone in limited 
quantities to pharmaceutical manufacturers several years 
ago. Subsequently, production facilities and techniques have 
proved ample to meet all demands.
 “Glidden Progesterone, Crystalline, is one of the 
important sex hormones in chemically pure form.
 “Sales of Glidden Progesterone are confi ned to 
pharmaceutical manufacturers, hospitals and others having 
facilities for converting it into medical preparations for use 
of physicians. Inquiries for prompt shipment are solicited.” 
Address: 5165 West Moffat St., Chicago 39, Illinois.

45. Hall, H.H.; Fahs, Fred J.; Charbonnet, Louise H. 1946. 
New agricultural products used in candy. Food Industries 
18(7):1008-10, 1172. July.
• Summary: The subtitle continues: Oil-seed, cereal and 
legume products, when incorporated into candies increased 
the fat, carbohydrate, mineral and vitamin content. Problems 
of color, particle size and incorporation of the ingredients are 
discussed and solutions given.
 Contents: Introduction. Ingredients (incl. defatted 
soya), amount of ingredients, color important, method of 
incorporation.
 Photos show: (1) A cream fondant to which cereal 
products have been added, cooling on a table. (2) A 
researcher standing by a table on which are experimental 
candies made with products derived from oil-seed, cereal, 
and legume crops.
 Tables show: (1) Approximate analyses of some seed 
and legume products (incl. “defatted soya”). (2) Approximate 
analysis of candies containing oil-seed, cereal, and legume 
products (Coconut fudge contained defatted soya; Coconut-
fruit squares contained defatted soya). (3) Approximate 
analysis of nougats and caramels containing increasing 
amounts (0 to 8.8%) of defatted soya.
 These new candies are being developed and studied 
jointly by the USDA and the National Confectioners’ 
Association. Address: Bureau of Agricultural and Industrial 
Chemistry, U.S. Dep. of Agriculture, New Orleans, 
Louisiana.
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46. Krishnaswamy, N.; De, S.S.; Subrahmanyan, V. 1946. 
Digestibility of soya milk (Letter to the editor). Science and 
Culture (Calcutta) 12(1):51-52. July. [4 ref]
• Summary: “Soya-bean milk is a highly digestible product. 
Experience in different parts of the World has shown that 
it is more easily digested than cow’s milk. In America and 
other countries, persons who are allergic to cow’s milk or 
otherwise experience diffi culty in digesting it, experience no 
such discomfort when using soya-milk. In Canada, where 
there is no milk shortage, the sweet soya curd is fl avoured for 
feeding children as it produces no digestive disorders.
 “Our recent experience with feeding soya milk in child 
welfare centres has shown that even very young children 
can drink fair quantities of the milk without any discomfort. 
Even babies have been fed on soya milk without any ill 
effect.”
 “Soya milk forms a soft curd which disperses readily on 
either side of the iso-electric point. Cow’s milk curd remains 
as such over a wider range.”
 “Further work bearing on the digestion of soya milk in 
the animal system is in progress. It is hoped that this study 
will throw fresh light on the digestibility of other vegetable 
milks as well.” Address: Dep. of Biochemistry, Indian Inst. 
of Science, Bangalore.

47. Woodroof, J.G.; Thompson, Helen H.; Cecil, S.R. 1946. 
Peanut oil. I. The stability of peanut oil. II. Comparison 
of peanut oil with other cooking oils. Georgia Experiment 
Station, Bulletin No. 247. 24 p. July.
• Summary: This bulletin begins: “This is one of a series of 
reports on the shelf-life of peanuts and peanut products, and 
is a study of refi ned peanut oil primarily for use in cooking in 
various ways.”
 Page 6: “Lecithin has been successfully used as an anti-
oxidant for fatty foods, including peanut butter.” Concludes 
(Table 3) that 0.1% lecithin can be used successfully 
with peanut oil to retard the development of rancidity for 
approximately two years. Address: Experiment, Georgia.

48. Lancet. 1946. Soya bean again. Aug. 17. p. 245. [6 ref]
• Summary: From time immemorial, the soya bean has 
been cultivated in China, Manchuria, and Japan. Recently 
it has become an important crop in the United States and in 
Canada. “though rather for industrial than dietetic purposes. 
In Europe it has been increasingly used as food, especially in 
war-time, and has acquired a position of esteem.”
 The nutritional composition of the soya bean is unique. 
Its protein content (N x 6.25) ranges from 33% to 47%, 
whereas the pulses generally have but 20-23%. Indeed “no 
foods except cooked lean meat, or a hard cheese made from 
skimmed milk, come anywhere near it in protein content.” It 
also contains a high percentage of oil, with much unsaturated 
fatty acid in its triglycerides. No ordinary pulse contains 
much fat, although the peanut resembles the soya bean in this 

characteristic. Its carbohydrates are mostly in the form of 
dextrins rather than starch, and it contains more calcium and 
iron than other pulses. From its composition, the food value 
of the soya bean appears beyond doubt. Although the quality 
of its protein is low, it makes up for that by its high protein 
quantity.
 But its big disadvantage is its bitter taste which, 
fortunately, can be eliminated.
 There follows a review of the literature concerning the 
protein quality of soybeans, including: Osborne and Clapp 
(1907); Jones and Waterman (1921); Czonka and Jones 
(1933); Barnes and Mack (1943). Although the amino acids 
cystine and methionine are limiting in soya bean protein, it 
does contain all the essential amino acids known to date.
 Such arguments based on the soya bean’s composition 
have led Henry Ford to cultivate it at Dagenham [a large 
suburb in East London] and Hitler (it is said) to give it to his 
storm troops. Unfortunately when we turn to well designed 
experiments on animals and humans, the case falls to the 
ground. Aykroyd and Krishnan (1937) showed that the 
addition of soya beans to the diet of mission school-children 
did not improve their growth rate at all, whereas skim-milk 
powder improved it signifi cantly. “And now the whole 
subject has been reinvestigated by a subcommittee of the 
Nutrition Advisory Committee of the Indian Research Fund 
Association (1945).” In experiments feeding soya beans 
to young and adult rats and human beings, the biological 
value of soya beans was compared with that of other Indian 
pulses at the Universities of Dacca and Lahore, the Seth 
G.S. Medical College, Bombay, and the Nutrition Research 
Laboratory, Coonoor. The results were in agreement and led 
to the conclusion that “although soya bean contains more 
of fat, minerals, vitamins and available proteins than other 
pulses, it has, for some unknown reason, not proved itself 
superior to other pulses within the range of experiments 
reported... Taking the results so far into consideration, 
the subcommittee is of the opinion that as a supplement 
to typical Indian diets based on cereals, but adequate in 
quantity, soya bean has no special advantage over common 
Indian pulses.”
 With this report, the soya bean lost a little of its prestige.
 Note: The Indian researchers failed to realize that 
throughout East Asia soya beans are almost never eaten as 
whole beans except at the green vegetable stage. Rather 
they are made into other foods, both fermented (such as soy 
sauce, miso, and natto) and nonfermented (such as tofu, 
soymilk, roasted whole soy fl our, yuba, etc.).

49. de Kruif, Paul. 1946. The man who wouldn’t give up 
[Percy L. Julian]. Reader’s Digest. Aug. p. 113-18.
• Summary: The author, a skillful popular science writer, 
introduces the brilliant Negro scientist (age 47). This is the 
2nd real biography of Percy Julian to appear in print.
 “As a Director of Research of the Glidden Company, 
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big producer of paints, varnishes and food products, he is 
responsible for the development of important industrial 
processes ranging from a new coating for paper to a new 
method of snuffi ng out gasoline and oil fi res. More, he has 
brought the female hormone, progesterone, within reach of 
all expectant mothers threatened with loss of their unborn 
babies; and his science has made possible the large-scale 
production of the male hormone at a price within means of 
the millions who need it. Yet Percy Julian is the grandson of 
an Alabama slave.”
 In 1920 Julian graduated at the top of his class from De 
Pauw [DePauw] University in Greencastle, Indiana, with 
a major in chemistry. He was honored as Phi Beta Kappa 
orator and valedictorian. Earning a research fellowship 
to Harvard University, he did exceptional work, earning 
his Master’s degree in a year and again coming out in the 
top group of his class. He stayed at Harvard 4 years on 
minor fellowships, then went back South to teach at the 
West Virginia State College for Negroes. His laboratory 
had next to no apparatus. After one year of fi ne research 
he was appointed head of the department of chemistry at 
Howard University in Washington, DC. Then he went to 
study with the great Ernst Spaeth in Vienna, Austria. “Here 
Spaeth treated him as a co-working brother, and took him 
into his home. In 1931 Julian took his Doctor’s degree in 
organic chemistry with Spaeth. As Doctor Julian, he came 
back to Howard University to start a scientifi c project that 
had baffl ed some of the world’s most brilliant chemists for 
years.” He soon succeeded in synthesizing of physostigmine.
 One day Julian received a phone call from W.J. O’Brien, 
vice-president of the Glidden Company. “The company 
had been combing the scientifi c world for the chemist best 
qualifi ed to search the soybean for its suspected fantastic 
wealth of natural products... Julian’s fi rst job at Glidden was 
to work on a process for preparation of a soybean protein 
which would have vast use in coating paper... In a year he’d 
turned a sizable annual loss into a more sizable profi t for 
Glidden. He personally played a leading role in designing 
and supervising the building of a protein plant costing nearly 
$1,000,000. Today the Glidden Company could sell fi ve 
times its present production of soya protein, which is cheaper 
than milk casein and just as good for coating paper.”
 During World War II, in the desperate days of America’s 
naval war in the Pacifi c, Julian’s new soya protein did its 
bit against the Japanese. It was used by the National Foam 
Company as a fi re extinguisher for gasoline and oil fi res on 
ships. Glidden’s new product “put a blanket, impenetrable to 
oxygen, over gasoline and oil fi res, dousing them like magic. 
This was the base of Aero-Foam (affectionately called ‘bean 
soup’ in the Navy) that saved the lives of thousands of our 
sailors and airmen, and many of our warships.”
 Then Julian and his staff began to work on soya sterols, 
which are types of alcohols. At that time “both the male 
and female hormones were manufactured from an animal 

sterol, cholesterol, obtained in extremely limited quantities 
from the spinal cords and brains of cattle. German chemists 
had got sterols out of soybeans, but not in commercial 
quantities; and driblets of soya sterol were quoted at as high 
as $100 a pound. These precious chemicals lay hidden in the 
soybean oil.” Julian devised a process to extract the sterols 
in large quantities at reasonable prices. “The fi rst result was 
a godsend to expectant mothers threatened with loss of their 
unborn babies by spontaneous abortion. Against this tragedy 
physicians were fi nding the female hormone, progesterone, 
effective. But its availability was low. Julian’s soya sterols 
yielded so much progesterone that every expectant mother 
could be protected.” Then Julian began to extract the male 
hormone, testosterone, from soya sterols. “That hormone 
helps men of middle age and beyond to continue as vigorous 
workers, prolonging life’s prime.” At Glidden, Julian now 
heads a staff of 50 highly-trained chemists. His future work 
with the soybean looks bright.
 An illustration shows Dr. Julian working in a chemical 
laboratory.

50. De, S.S.; Subramanyan, V. 1946. Nutritive value of soya-
bean and related products (Letter to the editor). Current 
Science (Bangalore, India) 15(8):231-33. Aug. [6 ref]
• Summary: “With reference to your review (1) of the Report 
of the Soya-bean Sub-Committee of the Indian Research 
Fund Association, the following account of our recent work 
would be of some interest.
 “Practically all the work done by the Soya-bean Sub-
Committee related to the use of the whole bean in the 
steamed or otherwise cooked condition as a dhal. In this 
direction soya-bean has proved disappointing and the 
conclusions reached by the Sub-Committee have been 
confi rmed both by us at Bangalore and by investigators in 
other parts of the world.
 “In countries where soya-bean is fi nding very large 
application as an article of human food. it is mostly used 
either as a milk or as a sauce.”
 The authors have developed a process for a good-tasting, 
low-cost nutritious soya-milk and soya-curd. Thousands of 
people have sampled these products, and they particularly 
appreciated the sour curd. “Food preparations incorporating 
soya-milk or curd are indistinguishable from those prepared 
out of cow’s milk.”
 They have also “recently started providing soya-curd 
and rice as a mid-day meal to well over a thousand school 
children.” Address: Dep. of Biochemistry, Indian Inst. of 
Science, Bangalore.

51. Soybean Digest. 1946. The culture of soya in France. 
Aug. p. 6, 16.
• Summary: “Information concerning the status of the 
soybean in France used in the accompanying article was 
kindly supplied to us by Am. Matagrin, formerly scientifi c 
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librarian at Lyons and technical advisor to the National 
Soya Center. Mr. Matagrin is author of La Culture du Soja 
and other books.” A portrait (illustration) shows Matagrin, 
bearded and with monocle.
 “Soy sprouts were furnished to the Parisian markets in 
1875. In 1900 French physicians were prescribing soy bread 
for diabetics. Prior to the fi rst world war a Chinese scientist 
[Li Yu-ying] was running a small factory near Paris which 
manufactured such soy foods as oil, fl our, milk and cheese... 
During the fi rst world war Am. Matagrin was collecting all 
the information he could fi nd on soybeans in the English, 
French, German, Italian and Spanish languages. In 1936-38 
he was growing a large number of varieties from different 
countries in Choutagne...
 “But in spite of all the effort by enthusiasts there was 
little general interest in soybeans until France was defeated 
by Germany in 1940 and began to go hungry. Then an 
excessive interest in the crop developed. But most attempts 
to grow soys were ill advised and failed... Newspapers 
carried extravagant accounts of the returns that might be 
obtained from soya. People quickly bought out editions of 
books on soybeans by Matagrin and the author Rouest. (The 
puppet Vichy government prohibited reprinting of Matagrin’s 
book, since it looked on him as a ‘resistant.’)
 “The National Soya Center (C.N.S.) was founded by Jo 
Philippart, a big oil miller. The large mills of Chartres and 
soybean cooperatives at various places encouraged farmers 
to grow the crop. Many organizations distributed seeds. 
There was a surprising increase in garden plantings, or ‘little 
cultures’ as the French call them. Garden and horticultural 
societies distributed over 125,000 packets of soybean seed in 
1943, while Matagrin personally gave away more than 200 
kilograms of selected seed in small lots.
 “A monthly magazine, Revue Internationale du Soja, 
began publication in 1941. It is still being issued. Thus 
the soybean became almost fashionable under German 
occupation. But growers were disappointed as in most cases 
returns were small... But one-fourth of the French people 
became acquainted with the soybean during the war–a great 
advance... In 1945 the total crop amounted to perhaps 5,700 
tons.
 “[Matagrin] asserts the French soybean will always 
cost too much to produce for technical uses, and will be 
grown preferably for fi ne food products. France is adapted to 
intensive rather than extensive production.”

52. Staley (A.E.) Mfg. Co. 1946. Make no more nutritious 
bread at no increase in cost (Ad). Staley Journal (Decatur, 
Illinois). Aug. Back cover.
• Summary: A ¼-page horizontal photo shows a loaf of 
bread and four slices on a breadboard. The caption: Many 
of the country’s leading dietitians have found that Staley’s 
modern soy fl our offers a combination of advantages not 
found in any other baking ingredient.

 “Soy fl our is one of the world’s richest sources of high-
quality protein-protein rich in essential amino acids. This 
outstanding product is also rich in essential B vitamins 
(thiamin. ribofl avin, niacin) and is an abundant source of 
minerals–calcium, phosphorus and iron.
 “In addition to its use in bakery products, soy fl our is 
also an excellent enriching ingredient for meat patties, meat 
loaf, soups, stews, gravies, etc. Remember, no recipe changes 
are required. You simply follow easy directions developed by 
leading home economists.”
 In a sidebar to the left are the main points: “1. Increases 
nutritional value
 “2. Does not increase cost.
 “3. Increases production.
 “4. Improves keeping quality.
 “5. Improves machineability.
 “6. Improves fl avor.”
 Across bottom of ad: “Staley’s Hi-Fat Soy Flour. 
Staley’s Lo-Fat Soy Flour. Staley’s Soy Grits.” Address: 
Industrial Sales Div., Decatur, Illinois.

53. Russell, Walter C.; Taylor, M.W.; Mehrhof, T.G.; Hirsch, 
R.R. 1946. The nutritive value of the protein of varieties of 
legumes and the effect of methionine supplementation. J. of 
Nutrition 32(3):313-25. Sept. 10. [7 ref]
• Summary: Whole soybeans were fed to rats. “The nutritive 
value of the protein of chick peas is almost as high as that of 
the soybeans... The addition of 0.1% methionine to the basal 
diet [of white rats] caused an immediate growth response 
and increase in the gain per gram of protein consumed for all 
the varieties of lima beans, snap beans and peas, as well as 
for soybeans and chick peas, and with this supplementation 
differences in the nutritive value of the protein of these 
varieties become apparent... The methionine of soybeans 
and chick peas is more readily available to the rat than that 
present in the varieties of lima beans, snap beans and peas 
studied.” Address: Dep. of Agricultural Biochemistry, New 
Jersey Agric. Exp. Station, Rutgers Univ., New Brunswick.

54. Ashikaga, Chiye. 1946. Chôri ni yoru shokuhin-chu 
bitamin B-1 no henka. II. Edamame ni tsuite [Changes in 
vitamin B-1 during cooking. II. Green vegetable soybeans]. 
Hakko Kogaku Zasshi (J. of Fermentation Technology) 
24:85-88. July/Sept. (Chem. Abst. 47:5039). [Jap]
• Summary: Green vegetable soybeans (edamamé) contained 
280.1 to 403.2 mcg per 100 gm of vitamin B-1 and the 
pod contained 88.4 to 99.1 mcg/100 gm. When the fresh 
soybeans were boiled for 1 hour in water, 35% of the vitamin 
B-1 was lost, but the beans in the pods were somewhat 
protected from the loss; after boiling for 30 minutes, 10.5% 
of the vitamin B-1 was protected from loss when in the hulls. 
Address: Osaka Municipal Inst. of Domestic Science, Japan.

55. Evans, Robert John. 1946. Hydrolysis of soybean oil 
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meal proteins by some proteolytic enzymes. Archives of 
Biochemistry 11(1):15-21. Sept. [16 ref]
• Summary: Showed that autoclaving soybean meal at 
100-120ºC increased the amount of protein digested by 
the enzymes pepsin, trypsin, and erepsin–and various 
combinations of those three. Address: Div. of Chemistry, 
Washington Agric. Exp. Stations, Pullman, Washington.

56. Chick, Harriette; Slack, E.B. 1946. Malted foods for 
babies: Trials with young rats. Lancet ii(6426):601-03. Oct. 
26. [7 ref]
• Summary: “A malted food for infants to provide a 
supplement or substitute for milk, when this is very scarce, 
was [developed] by Dr. G. Caprino in the laboratories 
of Peroni’s brewery in Rome and was called by him 
‘Maltavena.’” Two types of Maltavena preparations were 
supplied to the European Regional Offi ce of UNRRA. 
One contained (on a solids basis) about 80% malt extract, 
10% wheat fl our (80% extraction of the grain), and 10% 
skimmed-milk powder. The other contained 10% soya fl our 
in place of the milk powder. “Both the wheat fl our and the 
soya fl our had also been subjected to digestion with the 
enzymes of malt extract for a short time.” These and closely 
related products were tested on growing rats as sources 
of proteins and B vitamins. It was found that a formula 
containing 70% malt extract, 10% wheat fl our, 10% soya 
fl our, and 10% skimmed-milk powder was the best, being 
equal in growth promoting value to a mixture of proteins in 
milk when fed in a diet of equal protein content.
 Note: The Lister Institute of Preventive Medicine was 
established in 1891 to support biomedical research. As of 
1994 it was located at Brockley Hill, Stanmore, Middlesex, 
England. Address: Lister Inst. of Preventive Medicine, 
London, England.

57. Adolph, William H. 1946. Prewar nutrition in rural 
China. J. of the American Dietetic Association 22(10):867-
69. Oct. [2 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction (“The Chinese diet is 
essentially a cereal diet”). A vegetarian diet. The nutritional 
requirement for China.
 Tables show: (1) Production of cereal crops in China; 
percentage of total crop area occupied. Rice 28.3. Wheat 
16.3. Millet 9.4. Soybeans 5.4. Kaoliang 4.7. Barley 4.4. 
Maize 3.7. Other legumes 3.7. Rapeseed 1.7. Peanut 1.2.
 (2) Nutritive constituents in the average Chinese diet: 
Calories 2800, protein 80 gm, fat 30 gm, carbohydrate 480 
gm, calcium 0.45 gm, phosphorus 1.2 gm, iron 20 mg. 
Address: Prof. of Biochemistry, Yenching Univ., Peiping, 
China; during the war, Acting Prof. of Biochemistry and 
Nutrition, Cornell Univ., Ithaca, New York.

58. Block, Richard J.; Mitchell, Harold H. 1946. The 
correlation of the amino-acid composition of proteins 

with their nutritive value. Nutrition Abstracts and Reviews 
16(2):249-78. Oct. [176* ref]
• Summary: Shows that methionine is the limiting essential 
amino acid in soybeans. Note 1. This is the earliest English-
language document seen (Dec. 2020) that contains the term 
“limiting amino-acid” or “limiting essential amino-acid” 
(with or without hyphens).
 Contents: Introduction. Determination of the amino-
acids in food proteins. Amino-acid composition of food 
proteins. Biological measurements of the nutritive value of 
proteins (“protein effi ciency ratio” and “biological value,” 
the latter term introduced by Thomas in 1909, but not in 
connection with soy). Correlation of the amino acid content 
of proteins and their nutritive value for the growing rat (The 
“limiting amino-acid in whole wheat proteins is lysine”): 
The limiting essential amino-acids (The variable amino-acid 
content of different varieties of soya beans has been shown 
by Csonka {1937} and by Hamilton and Nakamura {1940}), 
the correlation of chemical and biological ratings of proteins. 
The effect of heat on protein quality and on its correlation 
with protein structure. The value of food proteins in poultry 
nutrition. The value of food proteins in human nutrition. 
The supplementary relations among proteins. Practical 
considerations (incl. The mutual supplementary effects of 
sesame seed and soya bean proteins). Summary.
 Table 8 (p. 258) is titled “Approximate amino-acid 
composition of the proteins of seeds and nuts (Calculated to 
16.0 gm of nitrogen. See p. 254).” It gives the content of 13 
amino-acids for cottonseed, linseed, sesame seed, sunfl ower 
seed, peanut, soya bean, and peas. Soya beans contain 2.0 gm 
of methionine, their limiting amino acid. A footnote states: 
“Methionine in soya bean fl our proteins is 0.8 per cent... by 
the microbiological method (Stokes et al., 1945) and 1.4 by 
oxidation procedure (Evans, 1945).
 Page 259: Discusses the “protein effi ciency ratio,” 
which was originally proposed by Osborne, Mendel and 
Ferry (1919) although they did not use that term. It “involves 
the determination with growing rats of the maximum ratio of 
body-weight gain to protein consumed for each test protein.” 
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2020) that 
uses the term “protein effi ciency ratio” in connection with 
soybeans.
 Table 12 (p. 262), titled “Biological confi rmation or 
otherwise of chemical assessments of essential amino-acid 
defi ciencies in food proteins” lists 17 food proteins including 
soya beans, whose limiting amino acid is methionine, 
with a corresponding percentage defi cit of 51. Biological 
confi rmation of this has been given by: Mitchell and Smuts 
(1932); Shrewsbury and Bratzler (1933), Hayward and 
Hafner (1941). An asterisk after these sources indicates that 
“the chemical rating is not fully confi rmed biologically.”
 Table 13 titled “Some interrelationships among chemical 
and biological ratings of proteins for growing rats (Arranged 
in descending order of the chemical score)” has 7 columns: 
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Food protein, chemical score (Footnote: The percentage 
defi cit in the limiting essential amino-acid subtracted from 
100), protein effi ciency ratio (value, references), evaluation 
by nitrogen balance method (biological value, net utilization, 
references). The eight foods with the highest chemical scores 
are: Egg, whole 100. Beef muscle 71. Pork tenderloin -. Beef 
liver 70. Pork, ham, cured -. Egg albumin [egg white] 69. 
Milk, cow’s, fresh 68. Milk, dried, defatted -. Lactalbumin 
66.
 Also: Casein 58. Sunfl ower seed 53. Soya beans, heated, 
highest value–[between 46 and 49]. Soy references: Jones 
and Divine 1944.
 Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 2020) that contains the term “chemical score” in 
connection with soybeans (p. 263).
 Note 4. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Dec. 2017) that contains the term “limiting amino-
acid” or “limiting essential amino acid” in connection with 
soybeans (p. 263). Address: 1. Dep. of Physiology and 
Biochemistry, New York Medical College, Flower & 5th 
Ave. Hospitals, New York; 2. Div. of Animal Nutrition, Univ. 
of Illinois, Urbana.

59. Hotaling, Norma; Fenton, Faith. 1946. Thiamine and 
ribofl avin retention in soy-extended pork loaves of two sizes. 
J. of Home Economics 38(8):513-16. Oct. [4 ref]
• Summary: Part 1 on this study was reported in the 
December 1945 issue. Address: School of Nutrition & New 
York State College of Home Economics, Cornell Univ.

60. Schroeder, L.J.; Cahill, W.M.; Smith, A.H. 1946. The 
utilization of calcium in soybean products and other calcium 
sources. J. of Nutrition 32(4):413-22. Oct. [14 ref]
• Summary: In adult human subjects, the average percentage 
utilization of the calcium in evaporated cow’s milk 
(Whitehouse brand) was found to be 29.1%, in calcium 
(the pure chemical compound) 23.7%, in soybean “milk” 
[actually soy-based infant formula] (Mull-soy, provided 
by the Borden Co.) 22.6%, and in whole cooked soybeans 
10.4%. Address: Dep. of Physiological Chemistry, Wayne 
University College of Medicine, Detroit, Michigan.

61. Staley (A.E.) Mfg. Co. 1946. Make richer food products 
and cut costs (Ad). Staley Journal (Decatur, Illinois). Oct. 
Back cover.
• Summary: “With Staley’s Soy Flour: 1. Adds richness. 2. 
Increases nutritional value. 3. Improved fl avor. 4. Improves 
color. 5. Increases production. 6. Cuts costs.
 If you are a manufacturer of pancake mixes, cake mixes, 
muffi n mixes, doughnut mixes and other ready-prepared 
mixes, try Staley’s Soy Flour as an added ingredient. You’ll 
fi nd this outstanding product will help you increase the 
richness of your products–and cut costs at the same time!
 “Soy fl our is recognized as one of the world’s best 

sources of high-quality protein–protein rich in essential 
amino acids. It is also an abundant source of essential B 
vitamins (thiamin, ribofl avin, niacin) and supplies important 
minerals–calcium, phosphorus and iron.
 “Soy fl our actually offers a combination of advantages 
not found in other ingredients. Manufacturers of ready-
prepared fl ours and mixes, breakfast foods, macaroni, 
noodles–also bakers, confectioners, and others have found 
this excellent product of real value as an added ingredient.”
 Printed across bottom of ad: “Staley’s Hi-Fat Soy Flour. 
Staley’s Lo-Fat Soy Flour. Staley’s Soy Grits.”
 A photo shows a stack pancakes on a plate with a pat 
of butter and syrup on top. In the background is a box of 
generic “Pancake Mix.” Address: Industrial Sales Div., 
Decatur, Illinois.

62. Adolph, William H. 1946. Nutrition research in China. 
J. of the American Dietetic Association 22(11):964-70. Nov. 
[152* ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Analyses of Chinese 
food materials. Dietary studies. Nutritional investigations: 
Vegetarian diets (“Soybean milk is increasingly used as 
the protein basis of a food for infant feeding in clinics in 
China”), nitrogen metabolism, calcium, phosphorus, iron 
and copper, iodine, fl uorine, vitamins, basal metabolism, 
nutritional requirement. Defi ciency diseases. Feeding 
of refugees. Investigations needed. Address: Prof. of 
Biochemistry, Yenching Univ., Peiping, China; during the 
war, Acting Prof. of Biochemistry and Nutrition, Cornell 
Univ., Ithaca, New York.

63. Levinson, Samuel A. 1946. The effect of a relief 
vegetable protein diet on “normal” human subjects. J. of the 
American Dietetic Association 22(11):987-94. Nov. [20 ref]
• Summary: Describes the vegetable protein diet designed 
for starving people in post-World War II Europe. Following 
extensive clinical investigation, the diet was found to be 
adequate in all respects. Address: The Hospital Laboratories, 
Research and Educational Hospitals and the Dep. of 
Pathology, Univ. of Illinois Colege of Medicine, Chicago.

64. Portères, Roland. 1946. Observations sur les possibilités 
de culture du soja en Guinée forestière [Observations on 
the possibilities of growing soybeans in the forested parts 
of French Guinea]. Bulletin Agronomique (Ministere de la 
France d’Outre Mer, Direction de l’Agriculture, de Elevage 
et des Forets) No. 1. 80 p. Nov. [Nogent-sur-Marne (Seine), 
France]. [3 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Table showing the 
climate of the Sérédou [Seredou] station. 1. Varieties tried 
at the Sérédou Station: Introduction of soybean varieties (in 
1935 [from Manchuria, and Japan], in 1938 [from Annam, 
Cochinchine, and Cambodia], in 1939 [from Tonkin, Java, 
USA, and France], and in 1940 [from French Cameroon, 
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Poland, Argentina, Netherlands, Italy], new acquisitions in 
1939 and 1940, multiplicity of varieties), classifi cation of 
the soybeans at Sérédou, agro-botanical observations on 
the varieties, attempt at classifi cation (general, botanical 
classifi cation, classifi cation of seed varieties), principal 
characters (incl. name and place of origin) of the soybean 
varieties cultivated at Sérédou in 1940.
 2. Ecology: The ecological behavior of some (39) 
varieties, general ecological behavior (the phases of 
vegetation and critical periods), soya for forage, soybean 
seeds and their selection, facilities needed for cultivation and 
production during the year, inoculation of the seeds, quality 
of the soil, enemies of the soybean including parasites and 
diseases.
 3. Plan for production of soybeans in a forested tropical 
zone: Organization of cultivation, map of precipitation 
in West Africa (Sérédou receives about 2,000 mm/year), 
exports (3-4 crops a year can be grown), cropping patterns, 
growing soybeans for use as food.
 4. Modifi cations of indigenous methods: The need to 
introduce soya as an indigenous food and badly needed 
source of protein, diffi culty of cooking soybeans, selecting 
varieties best suited to cooking, soaking, washing and 
cooking, cooking by the local people, times of year favorable 
for introducing soya into the diet, place of soya in the crop 
rotation.
 5. The nutritional composition of soybeans grown in 
West Africa (analyses of varieties cultivated at Sérédou 
were made by M. Nguyen Van Cuc, a chemist at Nogent-
sur-Marne), graph showing that oil content and protein 
content are inversely related. 6. General conclusions based 
on the fi rst trials: Based on the 1939 and 1940 trials one can 
conclude that in the forested areas of [southeast] Guinea 
(Gueckedou, Macenta, N’Zerekore [Nzerekore]), and the 
sub-forested areas (Kissidougou, Beyla), soybeans can be 
grown with good results, and every effort must be made in 
this direction in the years to come. Soybeans can help meet 
the food shortages that exist in June, July, and part of August.
 The preface (p. 3) states: “Sporadic attempts at the 
introduction of soybean cultivation have been in French West 
Africa since 1900. They have been conducted on a small 
scale in the various stations of Dahomey [later Benin], Ivory 
Coast, Upper Volta, French Guinea, French Sudan (Soudan 
français [Mali]), Upper Senegal-Niger (Haute-Sénégal-Niger 
[Mali]), and at the Offi ce of Niger (Soninkoura [probably 
Soninnkoura in the Segou region of Mali on the Niger 
River], using irrigated cultivation). Practical results have 
been obtained in forested Guinea (at the Sérédou Station) 
and in the upper Ivory Coast. This study focuses on the 
results of trials conducted at Sérédou in 1939 and 1940.
 The section on “Introduction of soybean varieties at 
the Sérédou Station” (p. 5) states that in 1935 fi ve varieties 
were tested at Macenta by M. Barthes. They were Nogent 
2856–Black Wou T’ecu, from Manchuria. None germinated 

(ne germèrent pas). Nogent 2855–Black Hoi T’ecu, from 
Manchuria. None germinated. Nogent 2852–Yellow Huen 
T’ecu, from Manchuria. 102 plants matured. Nogent 2817–
Yellow of Japan. 17 plants matured. Nogent 2853–Green 
Tsing T’ecu, from Manchuria. 1,000 plants matured. Of 
these fi ve, only No. 2853, the green-seeded soybean from 
Manchuria did well, and was kept and appreciated, but its 
cultivation was continued until 1939.
 The best The best period for vegetation is from October 
to March in low irrigated lands, and until June in high lands. 
The vegetation period varied from 80 to 160 days for the 
different varieties (in the short cycle varieties branching is 
very reduced). Soybeans can be cultivated for export or for 
local consumption, both as forage and as food for the natives. 
Soybeans for export must be harvested during March-April 
and exported during the dry season. As a food for the natives 
it can be a supplement during the food-short months of June 
and July. Since soybean seeds lose their germination power 
quickly during the rainy season, it is necessary to have a 
little cultivation during June, August, and September in order 
to produce the necessary seeds for export. This cultivation 
cannot be integrated into the cultivation for food as it 
produces in a season when rice, which is preferred by the 
natives, is available.
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March 2019) 
concerning soybeans in Upper Volta (renamed Burkina Faso 
in 1984), or the cultivation of soybeans in Upper Volta.
 Note 2. This is the earliest reliable document seen 
(March 2019) concerning soybeans in Dahomey (renamed 
Benin in 1975), or the cultivation of soybeans in Dahomey.
 Note 3. This document contains the earliest date seen for 
soybeans in French Guinea, or the cultivation of soybeans 
in French Guinea (1935). The source of these soybeans was 
Manchuria and Japan. Address: Ingénieur d’Agronomie 
Coloniale, Licencié ès Sciences.

65. Progress Thru Research (General Mills, Inc., 
Minneapolis, Minn.). 1946. Lecithin–industrial ally. 1(1):1-3. 
Fall.
• Summary: The long subtitle continues: Lecithin is not a 
cure-all for manufacturing problems, but products ranging 
from confectionery to cosmetics benefi t from its “dual” 
personality and “triple benefi ts.”
 Lecithin is a constituent of most living cells; it is most 
abundant in the brain and in the eggs of animals.
 Contents: Introduction. Research fi nds uses. Triple 
abilities. Surface tension. Uses of lecithin. Other uses. The 
process [for making lecithin].
 During the days of the traveling medicine show, phony 
doctors made extravagant claims for their potions and patent 
medicines.
 The modern-day counterpart of yesteryear’s elixir 
is lecithin, which (experts claimed) will improve a large 
number of commercial products. “However, unlike old-
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time patent medicines, lecithin will do most of the things 
attributed to it.”
 In the days when egg yolk was the main source of 
lecithin, its cost was too high for potential users to develop 
new applications. But we are now in a new era, with the 
discovery that lecithin can be made inexpensively and in 
large quantities from soybeans.
 Lecithin is a fatty substance, classed by chemists as 
a type of phosphatide. However technical men consider 
phosphatides to be triglycerides in which “one fatty acid 
radical has been replaced with phosphoric acid. If the 
phosphoric acid is further esterifi ed with choline, the 
resulting compound is lecithin.”
 The lecithin molecule can be thought of as having a split 
personality; one side is attracted to fat and the other to water. 
This special property gives lecithin unique emulsifying and 
colloidal properties.
 Its triple abilities are: (1) It is an antioxidant, which 
keeps substances (especially fats) from rancidifying, 
oxidizing, or spoiling. It does this by attracting oxygen more 
readily than the substances to which it is added. So when 
lecithin is added to lard, it greatly slows rancidifi cation of the 
lard. (2) It is a surface active agent, which can reduce surface 
tension or interfacial tensions. For examples, oil and water 
won’t mix because of interfacial surface tensisons. However 
if a small quantity of lecithin is added, they mix nicely 
forming an emulsion. (3) Only tiny amounts of lecithin are 
needed to do the job.
 Uses: Lecithin has long been used in chocolate to reduce 
its viscosity and to make it relatively resistant to “bloom,” 
a defect caused by the accumulation of fat and sugar on 
chocolate products. One of its fi rst uses was in margarine, 
where it replaced egg yolks to make margarine more like 
butter, and to improve its frying and baking qualities. Added 
to bakery products, lecithin increases dough tolerance, 
texture, and loaf volume, and it retards staling.
 The applications for lecithin in industrial products 
are “nearly limitless.” Lecithin serves as a wetting agent 
in paints, improving dispersion of the pigments and of the 
paints on the painted surface. Its emulsifying ability enables 
it to increase the cleaning power of soaps, and makes it a 
“natural” for use in beauty creams, lotions and salves. Added 
to rubber, lecithin serves as a softener and facilitates mixing. 
Added to dyes, it serves as a wetting agent and antioxidant. 
And its presence leads to more even dyeing, improved 
fl exibility of dyed fabrics, and more brilliant colors.
 Since lecithin faces a bright future, General mills is 
adding a lecithin unit to its soybean processing plant in 
Belmond, Iowa.
 Commercial lecithin is a golden brown viscous fl uid 
consisting of true lecithin, cephalin and residual oil. The 
delecithinated oil is sold in drums as “Degummed Raw 
Soybean Oil.”
 An illustration shows a modern building at Belmond, 

Iowa, that will house General Mills’ new lecithin unit.

66. Read, Bernard Emms. trans. 1946. Famine foods listed 
in the “Chiu Huang Pen Ts’ao”: Giving their identity, 
nutritional values and notes on their preparation. Shanghai, 
China: Henry Lester Institute of Medical Research. 90 p. 
Illust. Index. 25 cm. [16 ref. Eng]
• Summary: Contains two entries related to the soybean. (1) 
12.2 (p. 49) is Lao Tao, Glycine ussuriensis, Regal. G. soja, 
S. & Z. Wild soya. Used exactly like the ordinary [cultivated] 
soybean. The nutritional composition of the seeds is given.
 (2) Huang Tou Miao (shoots), Glycine hispida, Maxim. 
Yellow soybean. G. Soja.
 “The seedlings are cultivated and eaten by Chinese in 
Malaya (Burkill).” Leaf and stem:–3.0% protein, 1.0% fat, 
11.5% carbohydrates, 2.4% ash.
 Fresh young pods:–15.2% protein, 7.1% fat, 9.7% 
carbohydrates, 1.82% ash; vitamin C small amount.
 Bean:–40.5% protein, 20.2% fat, 21.0% carbohydrates, 
5.0% ash; “a medium amount of vitamins A, B, and B-2 and 
a small amount of vitamins C and E [sic]. The leaves and 
stems make excellent fodder.”
 On title page: “Published by the aid of a grant from the 
British Council.” Address: Henry Lester Inst. of Medical 
Research, Shanghai [China].

67. Soybean Digest. 1946. Glidden to market lecithin. Nov. 
p. 16.
• Summary: “Lecithin, one of the least known and most 
widely used of all soybean products, will be marketed 
extensively by the Glidden Co., Adrian D. Joyce, president, 
Cleveland, has announced.
 “Mr. Joyce revealed formation of a lecithin sales 
division under the direction of J.H. Lathe, formerly western 
sales manager of The Glidden Co’s. chemical and pigment 
division.
 “Lecithin, which is used in baking, chocolate and 
confectionery production and in the petroleum, cosmetic, 
chemical, rubber, paper, printing, butter, cheese, margarine 
and a whole host of other industries, is a somewhat 
mysterious substance. Composed of fatty acids, glycerol, 
phosphoric acid and choline, it is found in all living 
cells, especially in brain and nerve tissue and, in its most 
concentrated form, in egg yolks.
 “Although its components are no secret, nobody has 
been able to reassemble the ingredients and get lecithin.
 “Lecithin (less-i-thin), is a word derived from the Greek 
for yolk-of-an-egg. It has been used by man, unknowingly, 
since he fi rst broke an egg into batter for baking. The 
Germans discovered the presence of lecithin in commercial 
quantities in soybeans, however, and use of the product has 
developed phenomenally ever since.
 “Mr. Joyce himself provided much of the impetus 
for interest in the use of soybean lecithin in the U.S. He 
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brought patents and machinery from Germany, joined forces 
with other U.S. patent holders and organized the American 
Lecithin Co., which brought this invaluable substance into 
wide use by American industry.
 “Experiments with lecithin have progressed in many 
phases of medicine and industry. It apparently benefi ts some 
who suffer from the still incurable skin disease, psoriasis; 
it has been reported helpful in gall bladder operations, 
and there is evidence that it checks tendencies toward 
arteriosclerosis. Other medical testing of the product is 
constantly being carried out.
 “In cosmetics it is used because of its nourishing effect 
on the skin; in soap because it increases cleansing effi ciency 
and, in printing, because it tends to produce clearer shades 
and sharper prints.
 “Among the many industries which employ lecithin are: 
leather processing, paint and varnish, dry cleaning, glues and 
adhesives, textiles, insecticide and fungicide, photography, 
baking, creosoting of timber, toothpaste and ice cream.
 “The ‘glamorous’ soybean contains more lecithin than 
any other source, animal or vegetable, and has enabled 
producers to lower the price of lecithin, formerly derived 
almost entirely from egg yolks, from several dollars a pound 
to about 35 cents a pound.
 “Mr. Joyce, stressing the fact that the product is not a 
cure-all, predicts it will have many additional applications 
under a continuing research program in the Glidden Co’s. 
soya division laboratory in Chicago.
 “Under the direction of P.E. Sprague, vice president 
and director, the Glidden Co. produced lecithin at its large 
soybean processing plant in Chicago. The new lecithin sales 
head, Mr. Lathe, has had wide selling experience since he 
joined the Glidden Company in 1919.”
 A large photo shows J.H. Lathe.
 The company’s headquarters are in Cleveland, Ohio, and 
their soybean plant is in Chicago, Illinois.

68. Soybean Digest. 1946. Grits and fl akes... from the world 
of soy: A new vitamin E factor, delta tocopherol, expected 
to fi nd wide use as a preservative, has been isolated from 
soybean oil, and is also present in wheat germ, cottonseed 
and peanut oils. Nov. p. 28.
• Summary: “This was one of the developments reported at 
the Chicago meeting of the American Chemical Society.”

69. Edwards, Leslie E.; Sealock, R.R.; O’Donnell, W.W.; 
et al. 1946. Biological value of proteins in relation to the 
essential amino acids which they contain. IV. The analysis 
of fi fteen protein foods for the ten essentials. J. of Nutrition 
32(6):597-612. Dec. 10. [19 ref]
• Summary: Among the 15 high-protein foods that were 
analyzed (hydrolyzed) are “Soybean fl our (fat extracted)” 
contributed by The Glidden Co., Chicago, Illinois, and 
peanut fl our (defatted). Table 3 (p. 604) gives the essential 

amino acid composition of these 15 foods. The ten essential 
amino acids are: Arginine, histidone, isoleucine, leucine, 
lysine, methionine, phenylalanine, threonine, tryptophane, 
and valine. Address: DEp. of Physiology and Vital 
Economics, Univ. of Rochester, Rochester, New York.

70. Andreasi, Fernando. 1946. A soja (Soja hispida, Moench) 
composicao quimica e valor calorico [The soybean, its 
chemical composition and calorifi c value]. Revista da 
Faculdade de Medicina Veterinaria, Universidade de Sao 
Paulo 3(3):29-35. Dec. Summarized in Revue Internationale 
du Soja 9(51):41 (1949). [10 ref. Por; eng]
• Summary: “We have noted that our soybeans are richer 
in oil, protein and phosphorus than the American soybean.” 
Address: Assistente, Departamento de Zootecnia Geral, 
Genetica Animal e Bromatologia, Univ. de Sao paulo, Brazil.

71. Bowman, Donald E. 1946. Differentiation of soy 
bean antitryptic factors. Proceedings of the Society for 
Experimental Biology and Medicine 63(3):547-50. Dec. [10 
ref]
• Summary: In an earlier article, the author called attention 
to a water-soluble antitryptic fraction of navy beans which 
can be easily precipitated with alcohol. Much of the trypsin-
inhibiting material of soy beans is not precipitated with 
alcohol; it is precipitated with acetone (Bowman 1944). 
Address: Dep. of Biochemistry & Pharmacology, Indiana 
Univ. School of Medicine, Indianapolis.

72. Johanson, R.; Lugg, J.W.H. 1946. Sulphur distributions, 
with special reference to the cystine plus cysteine and 
methionine contents of the seeds and seed proteins of two 
varieties of soya beans. Australian J. of Experimental 
Biology and Medical Science 24(4):321-25. Dec. [31 ref]
• Summary: The seeds of Dunfi eld and Lincoln soybean 
varieties were examined for the sulphur distributions. The 
cyst(e)ine and methionine contents of the “whole” proteins in 
both varieties were very similar, but in general the variation 
in the sulfur distributions in the unextracted seeds was more 
pronounced.
 “Numerous estimates have been made of the contents of 
the sulphur-containing amino acids, cystine and methionine.”
 “In terms of the nitrogen present, the seeds and ‘whole’ 
proteins were of moderate cyst(e)ine [cysteine] content and 
of rather low methionine content.”
 Note 1. “Cystine” and “cyst(e)ine” are apparently two 
different substances.
 Note: Methionine and cysteine are generally referred to 
as the “sulfur-containing amino acids.” The soybean does not 
lack sulfur-containing amino acids cysteine and methionine, 
as some people think. Soybeans are limiting in methionine 
and cysteine, not lacking. In addition, cysteine is not an 
essential amino acid.
 Moreover, Soy protein is a complete source of protein 
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containing adequate quantities of all 9 essential amino acids 
which are necessary for the building and maintenance of 
human body tissues (Erdman & Fordyce, 1989). Address: 
Univ. of Melbourne.

73. Martain, G. 1946. La protéine du soja et l’aminothérapie 
[Soy protein and amino-therapy]. Revue Internationale du 
Soja 6(33-34):160-66. Nov/Dec. [Fre]
• Summary: Discusses: The biochemical value of soy 
protein. The principal amino acids of glycinin and their 
biochemical effects. Proteolytic enzymes and amino-therapy. 
Address: PhD.

74. Senryôki shuppanbutsu: Ryôri to eiyô. 15 vols. 
[Publications of the occupation period; Food and nutrition. 
15 vols.]. 1946-1951. Japan: 13-26 cm. [Jap]
• Summary: Chapter (or volume) 8 of this book is Nattô no 
gôriteki seizôhô (Rational natto production), by Yamazaki 
Momoji and Miura Jirô.
 This is a collection of publications mostly from the 
censorship collection of Allied Forces for occupation (1945-
1952); this group contains works on cooking and nutrition.

75. Ahmad, Bashir; Qureshi, Ahmad Ali; Babbar, I.; 
Sawhney, P.C. 1946. Observations on ascorbic acid. IV. 
The effect of certain factors on ascorbic acid production 
during germination of seeds. Annals of Biochemistry and 
Experimental Medicine (Calcutta) 6(1):29-34. [20 ref]
• Summary: “It has been observed that dicotyledonous 
synthesize ascorbic acid to a much greater extent than 
monocotyledonous seeds.” Light is known to have a 
signifi cant effect on the synthesis of ascorbic acid, and lower 
temperatures, which hinder rapid germination and growth, 
tend to increase the vitamin C content of seeds. Address: 
Punjab Univ. Inst. of Chemistry, Lahore, India.

76. Cruickshank, Ernest William Henderson. 1946. Food 
and nutrition: the physiological bases of human nutrition. 
Edinburgh: E. & S. Livingstone, Ltd.; Baltimore, Maryland: 
Williams. vii + 326 p. Illust. Plates. [200+ ref]
• Summary: This book was written shortly after World War 
II, when hunger and malnutrition were still prevalent in Great 
Britain. The Preface notes: “A strong belief in the value of 
historical knowledge in understanding the development and 
signifi cance of modern scientifi c investigation...”
 Chapter 6, “The protein requirements of the body” is 
based on the belief that “the proteins animal foods are better 
than those in foods of plant origin. The best proteins are 
obtained from milk, eggs and glandular tissues (kidney, liver, 
pancreas, etc.).” Table 9 mentions soya bean, but not Table 
11, “Foods rich in protein.”
 Chapter 13, “Protein rich foods” (p. 193-203) is about 
cheese, eggs, meat and fi sh (9 references at the end).
 Chapter 14, “Vegetarianism” (p. 204-14; 2 refs) states: 

“Vegetarianism generally refers to a diet from which fi sh, 
fl esh and fowl have been excluded; more particularly it 
demands the further exclusion of milk, eggs and cheese.” 
“There are few races and religious sects who live upon such 
a strict diet; high caste and strictly orthodox Hindus and 
Trappist Monks are amongst them. “True vegetarianism 
demands that nothing that is of animal origin be eaten” 
The “chief diffi culty associated with a vegetarian diet... is 
to secure an adequate amount of calcium and iron, the fat 
soluble vitamins and complete proteins... With regard to the 
proteins, the vegetables richest in these are the legumes, 
i.e. peas, beans and lentils... but many of their proteins are 
incomplete, they are not of such high quality nor are they so 
easily digested as the animal proteins” (p. 204-05).
 Also in this chapter. Table 37, “The comparative value 
of certain vegetables, fruits and nuts” (p. 212-13) mentions 
“Soya bean.”
 On pages 307-08 we read: “The fi rst United Nations 
Conference on Food and Agriculture was held at Hot 
Springs, Virginia, U.S.A., from 18th May to 3rd June 1943. 
Representatives of all the United Nations, 44 in number, with 
an observer from Denmark, representing 75 per cent of the 
total population of the world, met together to discuss plans 
for the production, distribution, transport and consumption 
of food all over the world.” The conference was called by 
President Franklin D. Roosevelt of the United States.
 Note: Ernest Cruickshank was born in 1888. Address: 
M.D. (Aberdeen), D.Sc. (London), PhD (Cambridge), Regius 
Prof. of Physiology, Marischal College, Aberdeen, Scotland.

77. Davis, Adelle. 1946. You can stay well (Condensed 
ed.). Chicago, Illinois: Graphic Arts Research Foundation. 
Frederick H. Bartz, director. 90 p. No index. 22 cm.
• Summary: Cover title: “Tells the amazing relationship 
between food and health. Endorsed by many top scientists 
and physicians. Your food as it affects insomnia, arthritis, eye 
disorders, goiter, neuritis, tuberculosis, virility, indigestion, 
fatigue, heart disorders, and most other conditions.” This 
book is written in an informal, conversational format. A table 
of nutritional composition has entries for soy bean fl our (p. 
66), cooked dried soybeans, and uncooked dried soybeans (p. 
78).
 According to the Foreword to the condensed version, 
this book has been temporarily out of print. Note: The 
reasons for this are not clear, but it may well have been 
because of World War II. It is less clear why she and/
or the publisher issued a condensed edition. The original 
unabridged edition, published by the author in 1939, was 317 
pages in length. The 17th printing of the condensed edition 
was Jan. 1959. Address: A.B., M.S., Consulting nutritionist.

78. Desikachar, H.S.R.; De, S.S.; Subrahmanyan, V. 1946. 
Studies on the nutritive value of soya milk. I. Nutritive value 
of the protein. Annals of Biochemistry and Experimental 
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Medicine (Calcutta) 6(2):49-56. [12 ref]
• Summary: Biological value of soymilk proteins is 
about 90% that of cow’s milk proteins. Address: Dep. of 
Biochemistry, Indian Inst. of Science, Bangalore.

79. Desikachar, H.S.R.; De, S.S.; Subrahmanyan, V. 1946. 
Studies on the nutritive value of soya milk. II. Comparison 
of the vitamin B complex content of soya milk and cow’s 
milk. Annals of Biochemistry and Experimental Medicine 
(Calcutta) 6(2):57-60. [4 ref]
• Summary: In this section the total vitamin B complex 
content of soya milk will be compared with that of cow’s 
milk. Address: Dep. of Biochemistry, Indian Inst. of Science, 
Bangalore.

80. Desikachar, H.S.R.; De, S.S.; Subrahmanyan, V. 
1946. Studies on the nutritive value of soya-bean milk. 
III. Supplementing value of soya milk to a poor Indian 
diet. Annals of Biochemistry and Experimental Medicine 
(Calcutta) 6(2):61-64. [8 ref]
• Summary: The authors studied the supplementary value 
of soya-bean milk (without addition of extra calcium) to 
a poor South Indian diet consisting mainly of rice. Soya-
bean milk or cow’s milk was fed to the rats at a level of 10 
ml per day along with the basal diet. The average weekly 
increase in weight of the rats was followed over a period of 
7 weeks. The results showed that on a basal rice diet, the 
average weekly increase in weight was 2.8 gm. When 10 ml 
of soya-bean milk was added to the basal diet, the average 
weekly increase in weight climbed to 5.4 gm, and when 10 
ml of cow’s milk was added instead of soy milk, the average 
weekly increase climbed to 8.2 gm. Thus, a small amount of 
soya-bean milk given as a supplement practically doubled 
the growth rate. Address: Dep. of Biochemistry, Indian Inst. 
of Science, Bangalore.

81. El Salvador Ministerio de Agricultura. 1946. La soya 
[Soya]. San Salvador. 89 p. [Spa]
• Summary: The two Latin American countries in which 
soybean cultivation has acquired importance are Argentina 
and Brazil. In Argentina, cultivation began in 1908. In 1940 
Argentina produced 15 tonnes of soybeans on 300 hectares, 
increasing in 1941 to 204 tonnes on 5,000 hectares. Rio 
Grande do Sul in Brazil exported 6,420 kg of soybeans in 
1937, rising to 40,000 kg in 1939. Address: El Salvador.

82. Esat-Kadaster, Isfendiyar; Kansu, Sedat. 1946. Cigit ile 
Pamuktohumukuspesinin yemkarakterleri [The nutritive 
value of soybeans]. Ankara Yuksek Ziraat Enstitusu 
Dergisi (Turkey) 6:61-112. (Chem. Abst. 1947, 41:1049). 
Summarized in Revue Internationale du Soja 9(51):41 
(1949). [38 ref. Tur]
• Summary: At the Agricultural Institute of Ankara, in 
the course of a series of investigations which also pertain 

to the nutritional value of gourds and squash, beetroots, 
cottonseeds, peanut milk etc., soya was also studied. It was 
fed to fl ocks of poultry, mixed with dried clover. An analysis 
of the dry beans shows that they contained: protein 36.71%, 
fats 14.9%, cellulose 4.32%, non-nitrogen extract 25.07%; 
the starch equivalent approached 100%. Because of the 
high digestibility of their protein (34.94%), soybeans were 
declared superior, for raising livestock, to the other legumes 
produced in Turkey.
 Note: This seems to imply that soybeans were being 
grown in Turkey at the time, but we cannot be sure. Address: 
1. Prof. Dr. Ziraîkimya Professor; 2. Doc. Dr., Ziraîkimya 
Doçenti. Both: Turkey.

83. Krishnaswamy, N.; De, S.S.; Subrahmanyan, V. 1946. 
Studies on the nutritive value of soya milk. IV. Digestibility 
of soya milk–”in vitro” experiments. Annals of Biochemistry 
and Experimental Medicine (Calcutta) 6(2):65-68. [5 ref]
• Summary: “Summary: 1. Although the in vivo digestibility 
of soya bean milk is of the same order (about 90%) as that 
of cow’s milk, its in vitro digestibility as measured by peptic 
followed by tryptic hydrolysis is only about one-fi fth of that 
of the latter.
 “2. The raw bean contains a weak trypsin inhibitor; but 
its action does not fully explain the low in vitro digestibility.” 
Address: Dep. of Biochemistry, Indian Inst. of Science, 
Bangalore.

84. Nelson, W.L.; Burkhart, L.; Colwell, W.E. 1946. Fruit 
development, seed quality, chemical composition, and 
yield of soybeans as affected by potassium and magnesium. 
Proceedings–Soil Science Society of America 10(C):224-29. 
[7 ref]
• Summary: “Although applications of potassium and 
magnesium are known to increase yields of soybeans for 
seed on certain soils, there is little information on the specifi c 
effects that these nutrients exert on the components of yield 
or on plant or seed characteristics. For example, under 
conditions of a fi eld response to potassium, the mechanism 
-whereby additions of this element bring about a yield 
increase is not known.” Address: Dep. of Agronomy, North 
Carolina Agric. Exp. Station, Raleigh, N.C.

85. Sherman, Henry Clapp. 1946. Chemistry of food and 
nutrition. 7th ed. New York, NY: The Macmillan Co. viii + 
675 p. 22 cm. [500+* ref]
• Summary: An important pioneering work in nutrition 
science. The fi rst edition was published in 1911.
 Under fats: “Shortages of fats during each of the World 
Wars has increased the utilization of oil-bearing seeds as 
sources of commercial food fats. In 1942-44 soybeans came 
into greatly increased prominence as a source of commercial 
food fat in the United States.”
 Page 56 (Table 5) shows the percentages of amino acids 
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from hydrolysis if various proteins. Three major types of 
proteins are globulins, albumins, and glutelins. Glycinin 
from soybeans is a globulin.
 Page 71 discusses “Classifi cation of proteins as to 
nutritional ‘completeness.’To emphasize the differences 
between individual proteins they have sometimes been 
grouped as: (1) ‘Complete’: Maintaining life and providing 
for normal growth of the young when used as a sole protein 
food. Examples of these are: Casein and lactalbumin from 
milk; ovalbumin and ovovitellin of egg; glycinin of soy 
bean; excelsin of Brazil nut; edestin [hemp seed], glutenin 
[wheat], and maize glutelin of the cereal grains. (2) ‘Partially 
incomplete’: Maintaining life but not supporting normal 
growth. Gliadin of wheat is a well-demonstrated example of 
this...”
 Chapter 13 (p. 243), titled “Nutritional aspects of 
the acid-base balance,” notes: “Notwithstanding the large 
amounts of acid produced in metabolism, the reaction of 
the blood plasma normally remains remarkably constant 
and slightly alkaline, between pH 7.33 and pH 7.51 (Earle 
and Cullen, 1929).” Blood is highly buffered, mostly by 
hemoglobin with a small contribution from plasma proteins. 
Diet infl uences this acid-base balance. An approximate 
estimate of the potential acid- or base-forming properties of 
a food may be made from a consideration of the amounts 
and proportions of the inorganic elements which it contains. 
Examples of foods in which acid-forming elements 
predominate are oysters (15 cc. normal acid per 100 gm), 
beef, oatmeal, and whole wheat (each 12), eggs (11), rice (9).
 Examples of foods in which the base-forming elements 
predominate are carrots (14), turnips (11), dried beans (10), 
fresh beets (10), potatoes (9), bananas (8), orange or juice 
(5), tomatoes (5), lemon or juice (4), apples (3). Conclusion: 
“This knowledge of the blood does not... permit one to 
say with confi dence whether the balance of acid-forming 
and base-forming elements in food is or is not of practical 
signifi cance in human nutrition.”
 Pages 625, 629 and 635 give the nutritional composition 
of fresh soybeans, dry/mature soybeans, and soybean fl our. 
Address: Mitchill Prof. of Chemistry, Columbia Univ., New 
York.

86. Sikinger, Maximilian. 1946. Classical nutrition. 
Calabasas, California: Published by the author. 34 p. No 
index. 19 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: This concise little book is about live vegetarian 
foods, meditation, breathing, sunshine, the creative powers 
of the universe, and the purpose of our existence. “Classical 
Nutrition embraces the laws of life and nature to reciprocate 
in harmony to the highest attainment of health.” On the cover 
is a photo of Sikinger kneeling on a rock by a stream.
 Contents: The goal of civilization and the human race 
is the preservation of life; simplicity is the fact and staff 
of life (Eat mostly raw foods. Eat only natural foods. Eat 

simply, only 1-3 kinds of food at each meal. Eat foods in 
season. The four principal groups of foods). Protein foods 
(incl. Soy beans, raw peanuts, garvanza [garbanzo] beans). 
Carbohydrates. Natural sweets (esp. fruits; white sugar 
causes poisoning). Hydrocarbons or fats. Food combinations 
and food combining rules. Minerals: Magnesium, calcium, 
chlorine, fl uorine, hydrogen, iodine, iron, manganese, 
nitrogen, oxygen, potassium, sodium, silicon, sulphur. 
Vitamines: Vitamin A, vitamin B complex, vitamine 
D, vitamine E, vitamine K, vitamine P. Summary. Soil 
defi ciency is life defi ciency. Therapeutic fasting.
 Gordon Kennedy writes in Children of the Sun (198, p. 
165): Maximilian was born in Augsburg, Germany, on 5 Feb. 
1913. “This unique little book sold thousands of copies and 
helped to spread the naturmensch (natural men and women) 
ideas to many Americans. A trained masseur, physical 
therapist, dietary counselor and body builder, Maximilian has 
worked with the holistic community and continues to lead 
an active life on his ranch in the Santa Monica Mountains, 
where he lives with his beautiful wife, Carla.” Address: 
Calabasas, California.

87. Stanley, Joseph. 1946. Industrial applications of soybean 
lecithin. In: Jerome Alexander, ed. 1946. Colloid Chemistry: 
Theoretical and Applied. Vol. VI. New York, NY: Reinhold 
Publ. Corporation. 1215 p. See p. 263-67. [59 ref]
• Summary: It was formerly thought that soy phospholipids 
contained only soy oil, lecithin and cephalin, but recent 
analyses have shown considerable amounts of carbohydrates 
and phytosterols.
 Concerning its physical properties, lecithin is a light 
brown, waxy material of bland taste and neutral odor. It is 
substantially anhydrous [free of water] and imputrescible 
[not subject to decomposition or putrefaction]; consequently 
it may be stored for years without decomposition. It can be 
bleached with hydrogen to a light color.
 The absorbed soybean oil in commercial lecithin may be 
removed with acetone to obtain a purifi ed lecithin which is 
much less soluble than commercial lecithin.
 Lecithin functions as a high-temperature emulsifi er 
when boiled with sugar solutions to prevent the separation 
of the fat from the sugar solution, and to avoid greasy and 
grainy textures.
 Concerning the role of lecithin as a fat extender in 
bakery products, the shortening effect of shortenings is 
improved by adding small percentages of soy lecithin to 
bread dough and cake batter, this making considerable 
savings of shortening possible.
 Concerning the role of lecithin as an antioxidant in fats 
and oils, the addition of 0.5% lecithin counteracts hydrolysis 
and rancidity.
 Cakes containing soy lecithin have a more uniform 
structure and are more tender than those made by the 
standard formula.
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 Cook reported the following results for the addition of 
lecithin to bakery products: In cakes the batter fl ows more 
freely and is easier to handle; the color is more uniform 
as a result of better distribution of the shortening; and the 
texture is smoother as a result of better dispersion of the fat. 
Because of antioxidant properties, lecithin added to cakes 
retards the development of stale and rancid fl avors. In pastry, 
the layers of fat are thinner and form more frequently to 
produce increased tenderness; better dispersion of water 
makes the dough easier to handle. In cookies, the color is 
more uniform; the dough is easier to handle; the product 
is more tender and crisp; and the shelf-life of the cookie is 
lengthened.
 Soybean lecithin is widely used by makers of paint, 
lacquer, and printing ink. It acts primarily as a wetting 
and dispersing agent. “Even water paints are improved by 
lecithin because it stabilizes the emulsion, and gives body to 
fl at wall paints.” Approximately 1% of soybean lecithin is 
used on the pigment basis. First, it assists in the grinding of 
poorly wetting pigments, and it enables increased pigment 
concentration without stiffening the mass, thereby increasing 
grinding output.
 Soybean lecithin is also used by textile and rayon 
makers. Small amounts dissolved in the oils and fats used 
stabilize them against rancidity and also impart extra 
softening and lubricating qualities.
 Note 1. The list of 59 References at the end of this 
article contains more errors than any bibliography we have 
ever seen (as of April 2016).
 Note 2. This chapter is hard to read because it has 
no bold subdivisions (A-level heads). Address: American 
Lecithin Co., Inc., Elmhurst, Long Island, New York.

88. Thorpe, Jocelyn Field; Whiteley, M.A. 1946. Lard 
substitutes. Shortenings: Frying fats. In: J.F. Thorpe and 
M.A. Whiteley. 1937-1956. Thorpe’s Dictionary of Applied 
Chemistry. 12 vols. 4th ed. London, New York, Toronto: 
Longmans, Green & Co. See vol. VII, p. 193-94. [22 ref]
• Summary: The “manufacture of lard substitutes (cooking 
fats, shortenings and ‘compound’) for confectionery or for 
frying, which had its origin in the production of ‘refi ned’ 
or ‘commercial’ lards (i.e. adulterated lards) is now an 
important industry in most industrial countries. The products, 
which may be broadly differentiated from margarines and 
butter substitutes by the absence of more than traces of 
water, fall into two main classes: they may be mixtures of 
lard and/or lard stearin (with or without beef stearin) and 
vegetable fats such as cottonseed oil, cottonseed-oil stearin, 
or hydrogenated cottonseed, ground-nut, soya bean or other 
oils, or they may consist entirely of vegetable fats and oils, 
including hardened oils. Hardened whale oil is a further 
possible ingredient. In Western Continental Europe, however, 
cooking fats consisting mainly of coconut or palm-kernel oils 
have been much used.”

 Various patents (especially U.S. Patents issued to 
Lever Bros. Co.) describe the process for making lard 
substitutes “so as to prevent the growth of coarse crystals 
and to produce the smooth, greasy plastic texture and 
opaque white appearance associated by the consumer with 
pure lard.” Lecithin may be used as an anti-oxidant to 
delay the onset of rancidity. A good product is judged by 
its smoke-point, relative shortening power (ability to give 
tenderness to cooked pastry samples), creaming power 
(ability to incorporate and retain air in the dough), and 
keeping properties (stability, resistance to rancidity) of both 
the fat and the commercial baked or fried goods made from 
it. In accelerated rancidity tests, deterioration is hastened 
by bubbling air through the heated fat, or by exposing it to 
intense light. Yet such tests appear to be useless as a guide to 
the probable shelf life of the cooked products under normal 
storage conditions.

89. Cook, L. Russell. 1946? Lecithin and the baking industry. 
New Brunswick, New Jersey: W.A. Cleary Corp. 9 p. 
Undated. *
• Summary: The chemical properties which make lecithin 
valuable in the foods industry are: (1) It is a surface-active 
substance. (2) It is an antioxidant. (3) It reduces surface 
tension and interfacial tensions.
 Because of the fi rst and third properties listed above, 
lecithin is an effi cient wetting agent and emulsifi er.
 The W.A. Cleary Corporation manufactures Clearate. 
The author states: “Lecithin is being very extensively 
and successfully applied to the baking industry not as a 
replacement or a substitute for any other item with particular 
emphasis on shortening, but as an ingredient which has a 
suffi cient number of desirable characteristics of its own 
that it is fast becoming a standard of all bakery formulas 
which include fats of any kind.” When using lecithin as an 
antioxidant, the more unsaturated are the oils and fats, the 
more striking are the results. Lecithin attracts oxygen more 
readily than many other substances; therefore lard is better 
protected from oxidation when lecithin is dispersed in it.
 In bakery formulas, lecithin promotes homogeneous 
blending of ingredients. In most cases, lecithin is added 
directly to the shortening, then incorporated into the formula; 
however, in making bread, lecithin is usually added in 
powdered form to the fl our. Because of a reaction between 
the lecithin and the gluten of the fl our, the amount of lecithin 
added to the bread is based on the weight of the fl our rather 
than the weight of the fat. Address: Vice-President, W.A. 
Cleary Corp., New Brunswick, New Jersey.

90. Soya Francais (Le): Bulletin Mensuel du Bureau 
Francais du Soya. 1946?. L’aliment le plus économique du 
monde: Comment manger le soya [The most economical 
food in the world: How to eat soya]. Special number. 34 p. 
Undated. [Fre]
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• Summary: Includes a remarkable assortment of ads and 
descriptions of commercial soyfoods, plus many recipes. 
Address: French Soy Bureau (Bureau Français du Soya, 15 
rue Cauchois, Paris 18eme; Societe Francaise des Produits 
du Soja, 6 rue Cave–Levallois-Peret, France). Phone: Pereire 
23-80.

91. Chin, Kuo-Chun. 1947. Nature du lait végétal de Soja 
et précautions à prendre dans son emploi [The nature of 
soymilk and precautions to take when using it]. Comptes 
Rendus des Seances de l’Academie des Sciences (Paris) 
224(4):288-90. Jan. 27. [2 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Soymilk was prepared by the Chinese 
philosopher Whai-Nan-Tze well before the Christian era. Its 
production was described by Champion (1885), Li Yu-Ying 
(1905), Miller (1941), Mildred Lager (1946), and others. 
Starting in 1888 many authors (Balland, Cazalis, Dujardin-
Beaumetz, Graux, Labbé, Lecerf, Maurel) and other partisans 
of vegetarianism, right up until the present (1930-46, Dr. 
Dresses, Donela, and Yen 1933) have recommended the use 
of soy fl our or milk in infant feeding (dans l’alimentation des 
nourrissons).
 Tables show: (1) A nutritional analysis of soymilk 
conducted by the Municipal Laboratory of Paris (le 
Laboratoire Municipal de Paris). (2) A nutritional analysis of 
cow’s milk. (3) A nutritional analysis of soymilk conducted 
by Prinsen (1896). (4) Two nutritional analyses of soymilk 
conducted by Li Yu-Ying in the factory caseo-sojaine.
 Conclusion: It appears that the chemical composition of 
soymilk varies considerably.

92. Lewis, Jessica H.; Taylor, F.H.L. 1947. Comparative 
utilization of raw and autoclaved soy bean protein by the 
human. Proceedings of the Society for Experimental Biology 
and Medicine 64(1):85-87. Jan. [14 ref]
• Summary: Why does raw soy bean fl our need to be heated? 
In 1917 Osborne and Mendel, in a pioneering study, showed 
that rats fed raw soy bean fl our grew more slowly than a 
control group fed autoclaved soy fl our.
 In 1936 Hayward, Steenbock and Bohstedt confi rmed 
these fi ndings and suggested that this was not due to a 
difference in palatability but rather to a defi ciency in the raw 
fl our.
 Later investigations in the 1940s showed that this 
increase in biological activity produced by autoclaving 
the raw fl our was due to an increase in the level or rise in 
the availability of sulfur-containing amino acids. By the 
1940s it was clear that autoclaved soy bean fl our had a high 
biological value similar to that of egg white.
 But recently another explanation has been put forth to 
explain the lower biological value of raw soy bean protein. 
Ham and Sandstedt (1944) isolated a trypsin-inhibiting 
substance from unheated soy bean fl our which they believed 
was identical to its growth-retarding action.

 In 1945 Kunitz isolated this trypsin inhibitor in 
crystalline form.
 This study on humans concluded: “Both raw and 
autoclaved soy bean protein support positive nitrogen 
balance in the adult human. 2. Nitrogen retention is about 
20% greater with the autoclaved material than with the raw 
material.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2020) 
showing that the nutritive value of soybeans for humans is 
improved by heating. Osborne & Mendel (1917) found this 
for rats. Address: Boston City Hospital & Dep. of Medicine, 
Harvard Medical School, Boston, Massachusetts.

93. Riesen, W.H.; Clandinin, D.R.; Elvehjem, C.A.; Cravens, 
W.W. 1947. Liberation of essential amino acids from raw, 
properly heated, and overheated soy bean oil meal. J. of 
Biological Chemistry 167(1):143-50. Jan. [17 ref]
• Summary: The essential amino acids were liberated acid, 
alkaline, and pancreatic hydrolysis of raw, properly heated, 
and overheated soy bean oil meal. One conclusion was 
that “trypsin inhibitor is not the only factor involved in 
connection with the nutritive value of raw versus properly 
heated soy bean oil meal.” Address: Depts. of Biochemistry 
and Poultry Husbandry, College of Agriculture, Univ. of 
Wisconsin, Madison, WI.

94. Stoesser, Albert V. 1947. Infl uence of soybean products 
on the iodine number of the plasma lipids and the course of 
eczema. J. of Allergy 18(1):29-31. Jan. [10 ref]
• Summary: “The present study deals with changes in 
iodine numbers of the total fatty acids of the plasma lipids 
in milk-sensitive infants who were fed daily 900 to 1,200 
gm of a soybean food [Mull-soy], which contained 4 per 
cent soybean oil with an iodine absorption value ranging 
from 119 to 135. Seventeen patients from 3 to 14 months of 
age were chosen, and divided into two groups. Eleven were 
acutely ill with erythema and papules, oozing and crusting 
confi ned chiefl y to the cheeks, but spreading to the forehead 
and scalp or ears and neck. Six had less of the exudative 
characteristics, there being redness, thickening, induration, 
and scaliness of the skin, with marked itching and a tendency 
to spread to the trunk and extremities.
 “The infants with the more severe skin changes had 
iodine numbers averaging 71, which is much below normal. 
However, after three or more weeks of ingestion of the 
soybean milk, the values rose until an average of 118 was 
reached which is within the normal range. This situation was 
associated with a favorable response to external therapy.
 “The other group of children with moderate but 
widespread skin manifestations had little change in the 
iodine numbers... The results reveal that there is some 
correlation between the level of the unsaturated fatty acids 
of the plasma lipids and the type and course of infantile 
eczema.” Address: Minneapolis, Minnesota.
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95. Chin, Kuo-Chun. 1947. Nature du tourteau de Soja et son 
emploi judicieux [The nature of soybean cake (okara) and its 
judicious use]. Comptes Rendus des Seances de l’Academie 
des Sciences (Paris) 224(5):361-63. Feb. 3. [2 ref. Fre]
• Summary: The “cake” (tourteau) is the residue of 
vegetable milk. It is very rich in nitrogen, fats, carbohydrates 
(glucides), and mineral salts. In 1907 Dr. Bloch determined 
that the cake contains 88.75% moisture; he denied that it 
contains any starch. Tables show analyses made by Bloch 
(1907), Prinsen Geerligs (1896), and the Paris Municipal 
Laboratory using “cake” obtained from the factory of 
Caseo-sojaïne (1912, run by biologist Li Yu-ying). In the 
production of tofu and soymilk, the vitamins are probably 
destroyed by the heat of the boiling water. In the production 
of the cake (okara), there is no reason to be concerned with 
that drawback. This is confi rmed by an analysis made by 
the municipal laboratory of Paris in 1946. Okara was found 
to have the following composition: moisture 85.5%, fats 
1.9%, total nitrogen expressed as protein (N x 6.25) 4.0%, 
amylaceous materials expressed as starch 3.0%, minerals 
5.6%, vitamin C (ascorbic acid) absent, vitamin A active 240 
mg.

96. Adair, C. Roy. 1947. Third work planning conference 
of the U.S. Soybean Regional Laboratory for the Southern 
States region, Memphis, Tennessee, February 5-7, 1947 
(Continued–Document part III). RSLM (U.S. Regional 
Soybean Laboratory Mimeograph, Urbana, Illinois) No. 142. 
29 p. Feb. 7.
• Summary: (Continued): Page 20: “Thursday afternoon, 
February 6–R.W. Marston, Chairman Special Topic–Factors 
Affecting Soybean Production
 “Legume Inoculation in the South with Special 
Reference to Soybeans by Lewis W. Erdman–Data taken 
from New Jersey Station Bulletin 607 were given to picture 
the nitrogen balance in the soils of the United States. The 
annual additions of 5,464,566 tons of nitrogen fi xed by 
symbiotic bacteria in legumes (including 1,698,794 tons for 
harvested crops; 2,320,772 tons for pastures in farms; and 
1,445,000 tons for pastures not in farms) plus 4,366,170 
tons fi xed by non-symbiotic microorganisms represented 
roughly 9/16 of the total nitrogen income from all sources 
amounting to 16,450,000 tons. Total annual losses amounted 
to 23,660,000 tons, making a net annual loss of 7,210,000 
tons.
 “Since 1930 these losses have been reduced 
considerably, due to the efforts of the Soil Conservation 
Service. Likewise, additions of nitrogen have been materially 
increased due to the huge increase in acreages of inoculated 
legumes, especially during the war years.
 “In 1929 estimated total production of legume bacteria 
cultures for all cross inoculation groups was around 
1,500,000 bushel units. Now the estimated annual production 

of legume inoculants is around 22,500,000 bushel units. It 
was further estimated that of this total, about 15,000,000 
bushels have been prepared for the inoculation of soybeans. 
Soybean bacteria (Rhizobium japonicum) are specialists–
some do better on certain varieties, and there is evidence 
that adaptation of strains of bacteria for different varieties 
in a given locality may be an important factor. Also, the 
problems of breeding for increased quality, oil content, etc., 
may infl uence the genetic factors within the plant that carry 
the ability to be nodulated and to enter into an effi cient 
symbiosis with the Rhizobium. Laredo and Peking soybeans 
have always presented an inoculation problem to the soil 
bacteriologist, in that they are more diffi cult to successfully 
inoculate than other varieties. Soybeans are grown in corn 
belt soils at a time when there is a maximum production 
of NO3 nitrogen by soil organisms. When NO3 is present, 
soybeans utilize it; and the need for fi xation is lessened. This 
may account for the relatively small amount of nitrogen fi xed 
by soybeans. A 25-bushel soybean crop, requires about 125 
pounds nitrogen. It is doubtful if more than 50 pounds per 
acre are fi xed under corn belt conditions, consequently high 
yields are produced at the expense of soil nitrogen.
 “In the south, soils are notably defi cient in nitrogen 
as well as certain other nutrients. Low State averages 
mentioned in the State reports seem to offer a challenge for 
better cultural and fertilizer practices and perhaps inoculation 
research on soybeans.
 “There is a need for more accurate data showing the 
amounts of nitrogen fi xed by different legumes growing 
under different soil and climatic conditions. With the new 
technique using the stable isotope N15, it will be possible 
to calculate the effect of various levels of fertility on the 
amount of nitrogen fi xed by various legumes.
 Page 24: “Soybean meal for poultry has certain 
advantages:
 “(1) Low price and abundance compared to animal 
protein supplements.
 “(2) Soybean meal has a good proportion of most of the 
essential amino acids though low in one or two.
 “Soybean meal has certain disadvantages;
 “(1) lower mineral content than some protein 
supplements.
 “(2) Lower vitamin content (ribofl avin especially)
 “(3) Heat treatment is desirable to improve biological 
value, but too much heating is harmful.
 “A laying ration containing 30 percent soybean 
meal was satisfactory for egg production but caused low 
hatchability and low viability of chicks. This was not true 
of some strains of poultry. The laying rations and growing 
rations were improved by addition of fi sh meal, dried 
skimmed milk, or fresh cow manure. Green pasture also 
improved the gains.
 “Cottonseed meal cannot be used in laying ration but 
can be used in growing rations. All this work is being done 
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on expeller and (hexane) solvent meal. The experiments will 
have to be repeated if alcohol-solvent meal becomes plentiful 
enough to become generally available.
 “Discussion of Cooperative Soybean Projects for the 
Southern States–Mr. Marston discussed the Flannagan-
Hope bill and tentatively defi ned marketing as anything that 
happens to a commodity after harvest.
 “A request from one of the Experiment Stations for 
additional research on soybean production problems and on 
soybean storage and marketing problems in the South was 
brought to the attention of the conference group. Following 
a discussion of the need for such work, it was moved by 
Professor J.F. O’Kelly, Mississippi Agricultural Experiment 
Station, that two projects, (1) breeding, cultural, and 
production, and (2) seed storage and marketing for soybeans, 
be submitted to the Directors of the Agricultural Experiment 
Stations of the southern states for their consideration as a 
project under the Flannagan-Hope Research and Marketing 
Act. This was seconded by Professor H.W. Staten of the 
Oklahoma Agricultural Experiment Station and carried 
unanimously.
 “The following committees were appointed: (1) 
Committee to consider seed storage and marketing project:–
W.R. Paden, C.R. Sayre, H.W. Marston, W.J. Morse, L.E. 
Holman, P.R. Henson, and J.L. Cartter; and (2) Committee 
to check the production research project:–H.W. Staten, C.R. 
Adair, John Gray, and W.B. Allington.
 “The committees were instructed, to draw up an outline 
of the proposed project consideration at the afternoon 
session.
 “New Soybean Introductions and Recent Developments 
Abroad, by W.J. Morse–The introduction of soybeans since 
1932 has been at a rather low ebb. From 1932 to 1946, 
inclusive, 316 samples have been received from foreign 
countries, of which 100 were from oriental countries–
China, Japan, Manchuria, India, and Java. Although these 
introductions have been tested at several locations, as yet 
very few have shown any special promise. P.I. 4104,881–
Nanksoy, from Nanking, China–has shown some promise as 
a grain type in Louisiana. In 1946, 105 introductions–very 
early [page 25] early, and medium early types–were received 
from the Belgium Department of Agriculture. This collection 
represented varieties and strains obtained originally from 
Austria, Canada, Denmark, Netherlands, Portugal, Rumania, 
Sweden, United States, and U.S.S.R. Some rather interesting 
strains were noted in the introductions grown at Urbana, 
Illinois, and Beltsville, Maryland, in 1946. The following 
table shows the countries from which introductions were 
received and the number from each country by years:”–
Africa, 14 in 1942.
 Australia, 7 in 1939.
 Belgium, 106 in 1946.
 Brazil, 1 in 1936.
 Canada, 3 in 1938.

 China, 57 in 1933-1937.
 El Salvador, 2 in 1946.
 England, 1 in 1945.
 France, 3 in 1937 and 13 in 1946.
 Guatemala, 1 in 1941.
 Hawaii, 2 in 1944.
 India, 21 in 1936 and 7 in 1937.
 Japan, 5 in 1932-1937.
 Java, 8 in 1939.
 Manchuria, 12 in 1932-1941.
 Netherlands, 18 in 1939 and 12 in 1946.
 Poland, 8 in 1934 and 1 in 1940.
 Spain, 1 in 1934.
 Sweden, 1 in 1936.
 Tibet, 2 in 1932.
 Uruguay, 1 in 1935.
 U.S.S.R., 4 in 1933 and 1 in 1934.
 Venezuela, 3 in 1940. In reviewing the introductions 
received during the past several years, it was noted that 
very few varieties have been obtained south of Nanking, 
China. Although the number of introductions has been few, 
several have given good results in the Southern States, such 
as Biloxi, Laredo, Seminole, Cherokee, Palmetto, Nanksoy, 
Clemson, Missoy, and others from the Nanking region. It 
would seem that South China offers an excellent region for 
exploration of new varieties. Chinese have informed us that 
the south region does not have an abundance of varieties. 
However, whenever we do get an introduction from that 
region, it seems to fi t in somewhere in our Southern States 
and it is believed that there are many varieties and strains 
in the South China region that would be of value to our 
southern soybean program.
 “As to recent developments abroad with soybeans, it 
would seem from the numerous foreign visitors to the offi ce 
and our foreign correspondence that interest in soybean 
production is world wide. From July 1, 1945, to July 1, 
1946, we had at the Division 50 visitors from 20 foreign 
countries. Some of these spent from one or two months 
to a year studying all phases of the industry. The foreign 
requests for experimental lots of seed were numerous. The 
following table indicates the widespread interest in the 
crop:” (Continued). Address: Secretary of the Conference, 
Memphis, Tennessee; U.S. Regional Soybean Lab., Urbana, 
Illinois.

97. Augur, Virginia; Rollmann, H.S.; Deuel, H.J., Jr. 1947. 
The effect of crude lecithin on the coeffi cient of digestibility 
and the rate of absorption of fat (Open Access). J. of 
Nutrition 33(2):177-86. Feb. [15 ref]
• Summary: “Summary: The addition of lecithin to 
cottonseed oil or to a hydrogenated cottonseed oil markedly 
lowers the susceptibility to diarrhea caused by a large dose of 
these fats to rats.
 “Fats containing one-sixth or one-fi fth crude lecithin are 
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absorbed more rapidly than a similar fat without any added 
phosphatide.
 “It was found that hydrogenated cottonseed oil melting 
at 63ºC. had a digestibility of 24 in the rat; that melting at 
54ºC. was digested to the extent of 69% while that with a 
melting point of 46ºC. had a digestibility coeffi cient of 84. 
These were increased by the addition of lecithin to 44, 83 
and 88%, respectively.
 “A considerably larger portion of the lipid in all cases 
was excreted as soaps than as neutral fat plus fatty acids.”
 Note: Soy is mentioned 4 times in this patent in 
the forms “Soya lecithin,” “soybean oil,” and “soybean 
phosphatides.” The Crude Soya Lecithin in Table 1 was 
prepared by The American Lecithin Co.
 Page 181: “... the crude lecithin contains 30 to 40% of 
soybean oil and about 60 to 70% of mixed phosphatides 
of lecithin, cephalin and lipositol.” Address: Dep. of 
Biochemistry and Nutrition, Univ. of Southern California, 
School of Medicine, Los Angeles.

98. Buxton, L.O. 1947. Tocopherols as antioxidants for 
vitamin A in fi sh liver oils. Industrial and Engineering 
Chemistry 39(2):225-32. Feb. [11 ref]
• Summary: Soybean lecithin reduces the rate of oxidation 
of fi sh liver oils and enhances the stabilizing action of 
tocopherols for vitamin A.
 Contains many graphs of peroxide number vs. time (at 
various temperatures). Note: Peroxide number or value is 
the most widely used measure of the extent to which an oil 
sample has become rancid = undergone primary oxidation. 
Address: National Oil Products Company, Inc., Harrison, 
New Jersey.

99. Rose, William C. 1947. The role of the amino acids in 
human nutrition. Proceedings of the American Philosophical 
Society 91(1):112-16. Feb. [11 ref]
• Summary: “Recognition of the dominant role played by 
the amino acids in nitrogen metabolism is a comparatively 
recent development in biochemistry. Prior to 1900, very 
meager information existed concerning the distribution 
of amino acids in the proteins of the food. Under the 
circumstances, proteins of different sources appear to have 
been regarded as essentially equal in nutritive value. It is not 
surprising, therefore, to fi nd that the literature of the time 
emphasized the quantity of proteins consumed, and gave 
scant consideration to possible differences in their nutritive 
quality.” Address: Prof. of Biochemistry, Univ. of Illinois, 
Urbana.

100. Steele, Betty F.; Sauberlich, H.E.; Reynolds, M.S.; 
Baumann, C.A. 1947. Amino acids in the urine of human 
subjects fed eggs or soy beans. J. of Nutrition 33(2):209-20. 
Feb. [23 ref]
• Summary: “Summary: Diets containing eggs or soy beans 

as sources of protein were fed to four human subjects at 
protein levels corresponding to 5% of the ingested calories; 
the amino acid content of the urine was determined using 
established microbiological methods.
 “Cystine was invariably found to be excreted in the 
highest percentage of the amount ingested, 12 to 44%. 
Histidine was next, 4 to 8%.”
 Apparently many amino acids in human urine are bound 
as peptides. Address: Depts. of Biochemistry and Home 
Economics, Univ. of Wisconsin, Madison.

101. Winston, J.J.; Jacobs, B.R. 1947. Using soybean lecithin 
in the macaroni industry. I. Lecithin can be added in the form 
of a premix in manufacturing macaroni products without 
impairing processing effi ciency. Oxidation of pigments is 
retarded, resulting in greater retention of yellow color. Food 
Industries 19(2):166-69. Feb.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Processing with lecithin. 
Importance of color. Color tests. Resistance to breakage. 
Droppings during drying.
 The quality of macaroni products, as evaluated by color 
index, is substantially improved by adding 0.5% soybean 
lecithin. Oxidation of the carotenoid pigments is retarded 
and a greater retention of the yellow color results. The 
antioxidant effect of the lecithin was even more marked with 
low-grade fl ours.
 Photos show: (1) A man (in a white cap) standing 
by a large automatic, continuous mixer, in which fl our or 
semolina is thoroughly mixed with water, then transferred 
directly into the kneading chamber. (2) A man, standing 
by a huge machine, holding up long strands of spaghetti, 
draped over a horizontal wooden rod. The spaghetti is being 
extruded on a continuous press, which is equipped with an 
automatic spreader. (3) A man standing in a section of the 
drying room where sticks of spaghetti are mounted on trucks 
and subjected to drying or curing processes. (4) Two women 
operating automatic packaging equipment, which packs 70 
cartons a minute. Weighed products are inserted into cartons, 
sealed and conveyed to the shipping department. (5) A 
woman measuring the refl ected color of macaroni products; 
this is done by grinding the fi nished material, sifting through 
40- on to 60-mesh screens and testing with disk calorimeter.
 Tables show: (1) Effects of 0.5% lecithin on fi ve 
different steps in manufacturing spaghetti. (2) Color 
losses during spaghetti manufacture with different grades 
of farinaceous ingredients. (3) Effect of lecithin on color 
retention. (4) Breakage resistance of plain and lecithinized 
spaghetti.
 “During the past few years, commercial soybean lecithin 
has played an important part in processing confectionery, 
oleomargarine, and bakery products. The soybean lecithin 
used in this study was commercial grade Yelkin BTS tablets, 
composed of 65% lecithin and 35% vegetable oil carrier.” In 
this study, 0.5% soybean lecithin was added to macaroni.
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102. De, Sasanka S.; Ganguly, J. 1947. Heat treatment and 
the biological value of soya-bean protein. Nature (London) 
159(4036):341-42. March 8. [12 ref]
• Summary: “The results show that heat is not essential for 
enhancing the nutritive value of the protein in raw soya-
bean as the glycinin is more effective in promoting growth 
than autoclaved soya-bean.” Address: Dep. of Biochemistry, 
Indian Inst. of Science, Bangalore.

103. Kunitz, M. 1947. Crystalline soybean trypsin inhibitor. 
II. General properties. J. of General Physiology 30(4):291-
310. March 20. [10 ref]
• Summary: In 1945 Kunitz fi rst reported the isolation 
of a crystalline trypsin inhibitor. This article deals with 
some of the properties of the new crystalline protein and 
with the mechanism of its inhibiting action on trypsin and 
chymotrypsin.
 “The soybean trypsin inhibitor is a protein of the 
globular type.” It contains less than 0.01% phosphorus and 
is free of carbohydrate. “It acts as an inhibitor only when in 
its native state; denaturation of the soy protein by heat, acid, 
or alkali is accompanied by a loss in its inhibiting power.” 
Address: Laboratories of the Rockefeller Inst. for Medical 
Research, Princeton, New Jersey.

104. Kunitz, M. 1947. Isolation of a crystalline protein 
compound of trypsin and of soybean trypsin-inhibitor. J. of 
General Physiology 30(4):311-20. March 20. [5 ref]
• Summary: “Trypsin combines with soybean trypsin-
inhibitor to form a stable protein compound which has been 
isolated in crystalline form.
 “The compound consists approximately of equal parts 
by weight of the two components.” Address: Laboratories of 
the Rockefeller Inst. for Medical Research, Princeton, New 
Jersey.

105. Eichberg, Joseph. 1947. Soybean lecithin comes of age. 
Chemurgic Digest. March 31. p. 109-11.
• Summary: “Nature fi nds lecithin indispensable for life–
no living organism can exist without it. Man on the other 
hand for many years considered the presence of lecithin 
in vegetable oils distinctly a nuisance. Only in the last 
twenty-fi ve years has there been recognition of the valuable 
properties of lecithin as an adjunct to feed and industrial 
manufacture and in medicine.
 “For the gummy material contained in crude vegetable 
oils, more particularly seed oils, consists largely of 
lecithin and associated substances collectively known as 
phosphatides. These substances were either destroyed in the 
alkali refi ning operation where their presence caused a higher 
refi ning loss or were disposed of as part of the tank bottoms 
or settlings periodically removed from storage tanks and sold 
as offal. The settlings, sometimes referred to as foots, could 

be split for fatty acid recovery but with a low yield and with 
complications not met with when treating a simple vegetable 
oil.
 “Perhaps a few words about what lecithin is would 
be in order. Why the name? It was coined from the Greek 
word Lekithos meaning, egg yolk because lecithin was fi rst 
discovered in the egg. Later it was identifi ed in nerve tissue 
including brain and spinal cord and other vital organs, in 
seeds. in milk. etc. Lecithin is the vital fatty matter of the 
living cell, that is, a structural part of the cell as distinguished 
from fats stored in the body and burned for energy. Secondly, 
it is concerned with the whole fat or lipid metabolism of the 
body.
 “Lecithin may be described as a fat-like substance which 
is a composite of fatty acids, glycero phosphoric acid and 
choline (a nitrogen containing base). Or it may be regarded 
as a di-glyceride combined with phosphoric acid and choline. 
The other phosphatides associated with lecithin are of similar 
confi guration differing only in the nature of one or the other 
of the component groups.
 “With the large scale utilization of soybeans for the 
production of vegetable oil and meal a really prolifi c source 
of lecithin became available. Crude soybean oil, depending 
on the processing, may contain from about 2 percent to 
about 5 percent of phosphatides. Soybeans were worked 
extensively for oil in Germany, using Manchurian beans, 
some years before soybeans were grown on a large scale in 
the United States. The solvent process early gained favor 
with the German mills as the most effi cient method for oil 
production and in conjunction with this operation lecithin 
was fi rst produced commercially in Hamburg.
 “The lecithin was recovered as a water-containing 
emulsion or sludge for which little use existed. By drying, 
a fatty material consisting of about 65 percent lecithin 
(phosphatides) and 35 percent oil was obtained, which, 
contrary to the emulsion, possessed excellent keeping 
properties, in fact, it could be stored for a year or more 
without deterioration. It was found also that the drying under 
vacuum improved the taste and odor of the lecithin even 
though the temperature was kept well below the boiling point 
of water.
 “The extraction as originally practiced involved the 
use of a solvent mixture of alcohol and benzol. This gave 
a relatively large yield of lecithin. However, in time the 
convenience of using a single solvent led to adoption of 
gasoline-like petroleum distillates having a wide boiling 
range and more recently to the use of a solvent consisting 
principally of hexane and its isomers. While hexane does not 
extract as much lecithin as the alcohol containing mixture 
(the alcohol presumably breaks the bond between lecithin 
and protein) the yield is ample and, more important, the 
lecithin is free from the bitter principles found in lecithin 
made according to the old treatment.
 “While some lecithin is made from corn oil, and in 
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England from peanut oil, by far the large majority is soy, 
recovered in connection with the solvent processing of the 
beans. The important factories producing lecithin in this 
country are all located in Illinois, Iowa and Indiana, at the 
source.
 “Lecithin is used commercially because of (a) its 
colloidal or emulsifying properties and (b) its antioxidant 
properties. and (c) its therapeutic properties. Some of these 
effects are related, as for instance the colloidal mechanism 
of lecithin’s action on cell permeability whereby it exerts a 
regulatory action on cell metabolism. The lecithin molecule 
contains fatty acid groups which are attracted towards 
oil and phosphoric acid and basic nitrogen groups which 
have a greater affi nity for water and hence lecithin can 
function as an emulsifi er by forming a fi lm at the oil-water 
surface or interface. Commercial lecithin is dissolved by 
most fat solvents but is only partly soluble in alcohol. 
It forms emulsions with water, made more stable by the 
addition of alkali but precipitated by acid or salts. It is 
soluble in hydrocarbons but not in fatty oils at atmospheric 
temperatures.
 “Interest in animal lecithin, brain and egg mostly, 
had been concentrated on medicinal use because of the 
high price. Egg yolk, containing 7 to 10 percent lecithin, 
was itself being added to margarine to improve the frying 
characteristics. Perhaps the fi rst commercial use of soybean 
lecithin was its adoption by the margarine industry of Europe 
in place of the more expensive and less satisfactory egg 
yolk. The addition of a few tenths of a percent of soybean 
lecithin to improve the frying, browning and sedimentation 
characteristics of margarine became standard practice in a 
short time among margarine manufacturers all over Europe. 
The soybeans then being processed were imported from 
Manchuria to the extraction plants in north Germany and 
Scandinavia.
 In 1929 commercial soybean lecithin was brought to this 
country and almost immediately a new and important use 
for the material was found in the manufacture of chocolate. 
Recommended at fi rst as a means of minimizing the 
graying of chocolate which occurs in hot weather, lecithin 
was observed to be even more benefi cial in facilitating 
mechanical operations reducing and stabilizing the viscosity 
of the chocolate and effecting an important economy in 
cocoabutter consumption. It has also been used in chocolate 
liquor to aid in expression of the cocoabutter and in 
cocoapowder as a suspending agent.
 “Much research on lecithin uses was in progress both 
here and abroad. The formation of colloidal solutions in 
water made it possible to employ soybean lecithin in the 
fat liquoring of leather, something of an innovation since 
the lecithin is 100 percent fatty in character. Commercial 
soybean lecithin consists of 65 percent of phosphatides and 
about 35 percent of soybean oil which is carried over and 
serves to plasticize the phosphatides and protect against 

deterioration. The phosphatide fraction is made up of 
lecithin, cephalin and lipositol (inositol phosphatide).
 “The lecithin emulsion for fat liquoring can be used 
straight or combined with fats and oils including sulfonated 
oils. In more dilute form the aqueous lecithin emulsion may 
be used in a treating bath for textile fi bers to which it imparts 
a desirable smooth handle. The lubricating and softening 
effects of oils used for textiles are enhanced by the addition 
of lecithin which incidentally assists in subsequent scouring 
of the oil from the goods.
 “Commercial lecithin may be produced as a liquid by 
adjusting the acid value according to a patented process or 
it may be merchandised as a plastic or semisolid material 
which melts to an oil at about 130 degrees Fahrenheit. The 
liquid consistency type is especially adapted to use in paints 
and inks. In these industries the surface active properties of 
lecithin are utilized to facilitate the grinding of the pigment 
in the vehicle by virtue of the wetting action of the lecithin, 
and to secure a better dispersion of the pigment. Special 
advantages are to be noted with various pigment-vehicle 
formulations. Increase in the pigment-vehicle ratio may 
permit greater color concentration without impairment 
of working properties” Continued. Address: President, 
American Lecithin Co, Inc., Elmhurst, Long Island, New 
York.

106. Eichberg, Joseph. 1947. Soybean lecithin comes of age 
(Continued–Document part II). Chemurgic Digest. March 31. 
p. 109-11.
• Summary: (Continued): “As previously mentioned 
lecithin is a vital constituent of cells and plays a part in 
cell metabolism. It therefore would on theoretical grounds 
be a desirable ingredient of cosmetic preparations. Indeed, 
experience has shown that skin creams made with a 
small percentage of lecithin exhibit greater softening and 
penetrating properties. So-called ‘wrinkle’ creams have 
been compounded with rather high percentages of lecithin. 
More highly purifi ed or blended grades are desired for use in 
cosmetics and soaps.
 “The bleaching of soybean lecithin can be done without 
impairing the quality by subjecting the lecithin emulsion as 
it comes from the centrifuges in the course of its isolation 
to the action of hydrogen peroxide or dibenzoyl peroxide or 
both. Complete removal of the carrier of soybean oil may be 
accomplished through treatment with a selective solvent such 
as acetone. A grade free from soybean oil is preferred for 
use in soaps. In brushless shaving creams however excellent 
results are obtained with the standard commercial grade.
 “By the middle 1930’s production of soybean lecithin in 
this country was well underway. The controlling patents were 
acquired from the German owners by the American Lecithin 
Company and licenses granted to The Glidden Company 
and to the Archer-Daniels-Midland Company. When war 
came, this country was independent of foreign sources for 
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its lecithin supply. Licenses have since been granted to other 
processors and are available to the industry on uniform 
terms.
 “The shortage of fats which developed during the war 
and which still persists served to underline the utility of 
lecithin as a means of getting the utmost value from every 
pound of fat. Lecithin entered directly into the manufacture 
of certain war materials. It was specifi ed in an important 
type of protective coatings. It served the G.I. in his chocolate 
beverage powder and it counteracted rancidity in the lard 
shipped overseas to the armed forces.
 “Before the war progressive bakers had been 
experimenting with lecithin. They found that it caused 
a better mixing of ingredients, a shorter, richer product. 
Especially notable were the effects in bread where 0.15 
percent of soybean lecithin gives a dryer, smoother handling 
dough that machines with fewer stickups, and a fi nished 
loaf of uniform texture and longer shelf life. Pie bakers and 
biscuit makers found comparable advantages.
 “The scientifi c literature contained reports from about 
1928 describing how lecithin improved macaroni products 
by reducing disintegration during boiling and enabling 
manufacturers in some countries to use more of the lower 
protein fl ours available to them. This information was never 
of much interest here because of the high quality of the fl ours 
milled from American wheat. Recent experiments have 
shown, however, that other advantages can be expected and 
that soybean lecithin will prevent much of the color loss that 
occurs during preparation of noodle and macaroni products. 
This loss is attributed to the oxidation of carotenoid pigments 
contained in the fl our.
 “The antioxidant effects of lecithin were early 
recognized. It has been successfully used in vegetable oils, 
lard and oleo oils, fi sh liver oils and Vitamin A concentrate 
and in sulfonated oils, as a rule in small fractions of a 
percent. The same action has been utilized to control 
oxidation in dyeing with some textile colors. Various patents 
have been issued on its use as an inhibitor in lubricating oils. 
However, in the face of leaded motor fuels lecithin is thought 
to act more as a solubilizing or peptizing agent than as an 
antioxidant.
 “The emulsifying properties of lecithin act not only 
through fats but may be employed where water is essentially 
the only medium. Ice cream and sherbets or water ices 
afford examples. In general, lecithin promotes the oil-in-
water type of emulsion. While the standard commercial 
grade can be employed to some extent if a suitable pre-mix 
of fi ne distribution is prepared beforehand, it is desirable 
to use a type which will emulsify readily with the mix. The 
lecithin imparts smoothness, desirable dipping and melt-
down properties and in the case of chocolate ice cream not 
only acts as emulsifying agent for the cocoabutter present in 
the chocolate but also protects against adverse effects of the 
alkaloids present, for example on the strength of the gelatin.

 “A small amount of fat is added in making various 
confections. such as caramels. nut brittles, kisses. etc., and 
when lecithin is present this fat instead of fl oating around 
on the surface of the hot batch is taken up and uniformly 
mixed throughout. Freedom from greasiness. better chewing 
qualities and longer shelf life result. Most natural fats are 
a mixture of glycerides of different melting points; when 
lecithin is incorporated, even as little as .01 percent, these 
fractions become more compatible. The effect is utilized in 
compound type shortenings and in winterized salad oils.
 “The commercial uses for soybean lecithin far 
outstripped its use in medicine in spite of earlier interest 
in the latter. To no small degree this was due to the type of 
material originally available which was exclusively lecithin 
of animal origin and also due to the lack of suffi cient 
laboratory and clinical research. Most of the animal lecithin 
products contained cholesterol as an impurity. Furthermore, 
the quantities administered were either minimal or entirely 
inadequate.
 “About seven years ago the American Lecithin 
Company initiated a research program enlisting the 
assistance of qualifi ed scientists and physicians to study the 
effects of soybean lecithin in maladies resulting wholly or 
in part from deranged lipid metabolism. This investigation 
has also included work on cholesterol imbalance, a factor 
contributing to hardening of the arteries and heart disease 
associated with that condition. The refi ning and processing 
of many foods extracts. destroys or alters the naturally 
occurring phosphatides and may account for defi ciencies 
in modern diets. It has been shown that commercial 
soybean lecithin contains choline and inositol, both of 
which are regarded as members of the Vitamin B complex 
and according to animal experiments the minimum daily 
requirement for choline is rather high.”
 “The recovery of soybean lecithin has enhanced the 
dollar value of the products derived from the soybean and 
has placed a new tool in the hands of industry and medicine. 
It seems safe to predict a continued increase in production 
and consumption.” Address: President, American Lecithin 
Co, Inc., Elmhurst, Long Island, New York.

107. Borchers, Raymond; Ackerson, C.W.; Sandstedt, 
R.M. 1947. Trypsin inhibitor. III. Determination and heat 
destruction of trypsin inhibitor of soybean. Archives of 
Biochemistry 12(3):367-74. March. [7 ref]*
Address: Dep. of Agricultural Chemistry, Nebraska Agric. 
Exp. Station, Lincoln 1, Nebraska.

108. Clandinin, D.R.; Cravens, W.W.; Elvehjem, C.A.; 
Halpin, J.G. 1947. Defi ciencies in over-heated soybean oil 
meal. Poultry Science 26(2):150-56. March. [11 ref]
• Summary: The adverse effect of overheating on the 
nutritive value of vegetable (including soybean) proteins has 
long been well known. This adverse effect on the nutrition 
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of chickens has been reported by Mussehl (1942), Bird and 
Burkhart (1943), and Evans and McGinnis (1946).
 This investigation attempts to determine vitamin and 
amino acid defi ciencies that exist in over-heated soybean 
meal in the diet of White Leghorn chicks. Address: Depts. of 
Poultry Husbandry and Biochemistry, Univ. of Wisconsin, 
Madison.

109. Hodson, A.Z.; Krueger, G.M. 1947. Direct estimation 
of leucine. Application to milk and certain other foodstuffs. 
Archives of Biochemistry 12(3):435-40. March. [12 ref]
• Summary: “Rockland and Dunn (1) have recently shown 
that Tetrahymena geleii H may be used to determine 
tryptophan in unhydrolyzed protein. In our laboratory we 
have done considerable work on the analysis of protein 
for amino acids...” Address: Research Labs., Pet Milk Co., 
Greenville, Illinois.

110. Soybean Blue Book. 1947. Soy fl our standards. p. 44.
• Summary: A table gives standards for full-fat soy fl our, 
low-fat soy fl our, and defatted soy fl our. Percentages of the 
following are given for each. Protein (minimum), fat (min. or 
max), fi bre (max), moisture (max), ash (max). A defi nition is 
also given.
 Note: Dr. Cowan [of NRRC, Peoria, Illinois] (1954, 
p. 701) states that soy fl our standards were approved and 
adopted by the Soya Food Research Council, Washington, 
D.C., 1948.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2019) that 
contains the term “defatted soy fl our.”

111. Soybean Blue Book. 1947. Uses of soybeans. p. 97.
• Summary: This is a full-page diagram with four columns. 
In the left column are: Forage, green manure, and pasture. 
Meal. Oil. Green bean. Dried bean.
 In the second column, for example: After green bean, 
listed vertically, are: Canned, frosted, green vegetable, 
salad. After dried bean, listed vertically, are: Baked, boiled, 
breakfast foods, feeds, fl our, roasted, soy sauce, sprouts, 
vegetable milk.
 In the third column: After feeds, listed vertically, are: 
Cattle, hogs, poultry, sheep. After roasted are: Candied, 
coffee substitute, salted.
 In the fourth column after fl our (with a dotted line 
crossing the second and third columns), listed vertically, are: 
Baked products, breakfast foods, candies, chocolate, diabetic 
foods, health drink, ice-cream cones, ice-cream powder, 
infant foods, macaroni products, meat products (fi ller). Note: 
There are too many uses on the diagram to describe them all 
here.

112. Allen, W.F. 1947. Uses for lecithin: Seem almost 
endless. Staley Journal (Decatur, Illinois) 30(10):10-13. 
April.

• Summary: “The 1947 forerunner of new products at 
Staley’s is Sta-Sol, a vegetable lecithin concentrate. It is 
referred to as a lecithin concentrate since the lecithin is 
present along with another substance known as cephalin 
and soybean oil which serves as a carrier. Both lecithin and 
cephalin are classed by the chemists as phosphatides, or 
rather complex organic substances containing phosphorus. 
For many years, this combination or mixture of lecithin, 
cephalin. and oil carrier has been generally referred to in 
commerce as simply lecithin.
 “Lecithin, as we know it today, is present in varying 
amounts in the cells of all vegetable and animal tissues. 
In man, the highest concentration of lecithin is in the 
reproductive organs and the nervous and brain tissues. In 
combination with cholesterol, it is found in skin tissues; and 
in egg yolk. It is highly concentrated, being present at about 
ten per cent in the form of a protein complex called ‘lecitho’ 
protein. In plant life, its content is higher in the fruit or the 
seed than in the main part of the plant.
 “The fi rst commercial production of lecithin was from 
egg yolk; however, the original isolation was from brain 
tissues. Even though the cost of lecithin at that time was 
extremely high–approximately $30.00 per pound–much 
investigative work was conducted to determine its properties. 
As its uses and functions became more generally appreciated, 
other sources were investigated and today, it is generally 
produced from extracted soybean oil. With the increase 
in production of extracted soybean oil, the availability of 
lecithin has increased and lecithin is now used in many food 
and industrial products.
 “Lecithin as fi rst isolated from soybean oil is a light 
brown, semi-solid material having a neutral odor and taste. 
From this so-called standard grade, other refi nements are 
made. The material may be bleached, made more fl uid, or 
both, as the trade or particular usage may demand. Sta-Sol is 
being offered to the trade in four general types as follows:
 “Sta-Sol Type UR–Unbleached regular or semi-solid 
consistency
 “Sta-Sol Type UF-1–Unbleached fl uid consistency
 “Sta-Sol Type BR–Single bleached regular or semi-solid 
consistency
 “Sta-Sol Type BF-1–Single bleached fl uid consistency
 “In chemical structure lecithin does not differ greatly 
from fat; it does contain phosphorus and choline in addition 
to the substances normally present in fats. Lecithin’s value in 
food products is enhanced due to its content of phosphorus, 
an essential mineral, and choline, which is identifi ed with the 
Vitamin B complex.
 “Due to its chemical structure, lecithin displays a 
number of interesting and valuable properties. In its complex 
structure, one fi nds segments having an affi nity for water 
and other segments having an affi nity for fats. Considering 
these properties, it is easy to understand lecithin’s being an 
effective emulsifying and stabilizing agent. It is a specifi c 
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reducer of surface or inter-facial tensions and has the 
capacity to spread, wet fi bers, and to penetrate material 
containing either water or oil. The anti-oxidation properties 
of lecithin are of much interest. When used in fats, lecithin 
prevents oxidation of the fats and thereby tends to minimize 
the development of rancidity. In general, lecithin may be 
classed, due to its unique properties, as a specifi c. In most 
cases, effective results may be obtained through the use of 
lecithin at varying levels of addition. It is common practice 
in the use of lecithin to restrict its addition to 1% or less 
based on the material to which it is added.
 “In the following paragraphs are given some of the 
applications for lecithin.”
 These are: Oleomargarine. Lard and shortening 
industries. Chocolate and confectionery industry. Baking 
industry. Soap. Miscellaneous uses. Address: Manager, 
Development Div.

113. Revue Horticole: Journal d’Horticulture Pratique 
(Paris). 1947. Le grand congrès du soya à Paris [The great 
soya congress in Paris]. 119(2140):277-78. April. [Fre]
• Summary: On Monday, March 16, 1947, at 2:30 p.m., at 
the City University, the fi rst Grand Soya Congress ever held 
in Europe took place. It was organized by the French Bureau 
of Soya (Bureau Français du Soya), the Laboratory of Soya 
Experiments (Laboratoire d’Essais du Soya), and the France-
China Association (l’Association France-Chin). Mr. Marius 
Moutet, the Minister of French Colonies and Territories 
(Ministre de la France d’Outre-Mer) presided. The two 
presidents were Prof. Blaringhem, president of the Academy 
of Sciences, and his excellency the Chinese Ambassador to 
France.
 It was indeed a brilliant assembly of numerous scientifi c 
and agronomic personalities, including Mr. Lévèque, 
delegate from the Belgian Soy Group (Groupement Belge du 
Soya).
 Includes a brief summary of the presentations by the 
following people: René Brochon, president of the French 
Bureau of Soya (Bureau Français du Soya). Mr. Schad, 
director of the Agronomic Research of Clermont-Ferrand 
(la Station de Recherches Agronomiques de Clermont-
Ferrand). Mr. Simonet, Director of Scientifi c Research for 
Vilmorin (Etablissements Vilmorin), who discussed the 
varieties he had developed at the Center for Agronomic 
Research of Antibes (in southeastern France). Mr. Salaberry, 
an agronomic engineer. Mr. Blanchard, head of works at the 
Station for Seed Trials at the Ministry of Agriculture. Mr. 
Chouard, Prof. of Agriculture at National Conservatory of 
the Arts and Crafts. Messrs Brochon and Matagrin discussed 
the nutritional value of soy.
 Mr. Chin Kuo Chun, director of the Laboratory of Soya 
Experiments (Laboratoire d’Essais du Soya), discussed the 
results of his work on manufacturing soymilk, tofu, and soy 
sauce in France, using traditional Chinese processes. Prof. 

Gounelle, Director of the Foch Hospital gave a brilliant 
discussion on the use of soy fl our to combat nutritional 
edema and diabetes. Mr. Boutroux showed brilliantly that 
soymilk can successfully replace cow’s milk in the feeding 
of defective babies.
 Mr. Siao Yu, former Chinese Minister of Agriculture, 
recounted how Mr. Li Yu Ying, presently vice-chancellor 
(recteur) of the University of Peking, established in 1908, 
near Paris, a soyfoods factory; it made soymilk, tofu, cakes, 
etc. He saluted with emotion the members of this fi rst Soy 
Congress to be held in Europe.
 Mr. Villars, director of a cooperative for the production 
of soybean seeds. Mr. Matagrin, technical consultant to the 
French Bureau of Soya. Mr. Vançon, president of the Family 
Association of the Gardens of the north of France (du Nord 
de la France).
 The Congress was closed by three excellent speeches 
by conference leaders Blaringhem, Bineau, and the Chinese 
Ambassador.
 A reception in honor of China, cradle of the soybean, 
was then held and a buffet was served consisting of soy 
pastry and cakes, soy chocolates, and soymilk.

114. Revue Internationale du Soja. 1947. Congrès du Soja 
[Soy Congress]. 7(37-38):30-31. March/April. [Fre]
• Summary: On Sunday, March 16 at 2:30 p.m., at the 
university campus (cité Universitaire [Cité Internationale 
Universitaire de Paris]), the First Soy Congress (Premier 
Congrès du Soja) was held–the fi rst of its kind in Europe. It 
was organized by the French Soy Bureau (Bureau Français 
du Soja), the Laboratory of Soy Testing (Laboratoire 
d’Essais du Soja), with the participation of the France-
China Association (l’Association France-Chine). Under 
the honorary chairmanship of Mr. Marius Montet, minister 
of French Overseas Departments and Territories, and Mr. 
Li Yu Ying, president of the National Academy of Peiping, 
the congress was offi cially chaired by Professor Louis 
Blaringhem, president of the Academy of Sciences, and His 
Excellency the Chinese Ambassador.
 The illustrious assembly included many leading 
fi gures in science and agriculture. They included Ms. Lucie 
Randoin, director of the Food Hygiene Society, Professor 
Hugues Gounelle, founder of the Foch Foundation, Mr. 
Thibodeaux, agricultural attaché from the United States, 
Mr. Protin, representative from the Ministry of Agriculture, 
Inspector General Saurel, Mr. Lévêque and Mr. Lemarchand, 
delegates from the Belgium Soy Group, Mr. Joseph Lefèvre, 
director of the Agricultural Institute, Mr. Pierre Deloncle, 
former secretary of the colonial exhibition, and Mr. 
Lirondelle, rector of the university campus.
 Attendees came from all over France: from the north 
and the Vosges region, from Strasbourg, and from central and 
southern France. Others came specially from Belgium and 
Switzerland.
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 Mr. René Brochon, president of the French Soy Bureau, 
brought greetings from the distinguished writer Paul Claudel, 
former French ambassador and fervent soy advocate. He 
also paid tribute to the young journalist Jean Saillenfest, 
who died recently, and who was deeply committed to the 
popularization of the soybean.
 He then went through a panorama of the uses of soy, 
in oil mills, in the food industry, on farms, and pointed out 
the role of soymilk (lait de soja) as an artifi cial food for 
infants. He also pointed out that today in the United States, 
considerable amounts of hormones are extracted from soy 
sterols (stérols du soja).
 Mr. Mayer, representing Mr. Schad, director of the 
Clermont-Ferrand Agricultural Research Station, gave a very 
well-supported presentation, as always, in which he showed 
that he had selected varieties that can be grown in France 
with a high likelihood of success.
 Mr. Simonet, director of scientifi c research at Vilmorin, 
also gave an interesting presentation on the soybean varieties 
he identifi ed at the Antibes Agricultural Research Center. 
Unfortunately, his presentation was cut short due to lack of 
time.
 Mr. Salaberry, an agronomist, demonstrated the role that 
natural and artifi cial manures can play in growing soybeans.
 Mr. Blanchard, foreman at the Ministry of Agriculture’s 
Seed Trial Station, spoke about work he has done at the 
Seed Trial Center to test species purity and seed germination 
capacity, which must be higher than 85%, since soybeans 
have a long germination period.
 Mr. Chouard, professor of agriculture at the National 
Conservatory of Arts and Crafts, spoke in particular about 
soybean symbiosis. Since it is a legume, it acts as a nitrogen 
fi xer in the soil. He also spoke about photoperiodism 
phenomena, which allow soybeans–a short-day plant–to 
produce plants with large amounts of seeds in southern 
regions, where days are the shortest. He added curious 
details about these phenomena.
 In a new report, Mr. Brochon indicated that soybeans are 
a qualitative food, and that it only takes 40 to 50 grams to 
create a balanced diet and provide enough whole protein. He 
noted that due to the lecithin it contains, soy fl our (farine de 
soja) can be used the same way as eggs in cooking. He added 
that in France, there are two manufacturers of whole soy 
fl our, and several factories that produce soy-based diet foods. 
In America, soy fl our production has reached almost 50,000 
tons per year, and the fl our is primarily used in baking and 
industrial pastry-making. During the audience’s applause, 
Mr. Brochon took the opportunity to extend greetings from 
Mr. Hans Balzli, who was retained in Holland.
 Mr. Chin Kuo Chun, director of the Soy Trial 
Laboratory, presented the results of his work in producing 
soymilk, tofu and soy sauce (du fromage et de la sauce de 
soja) in France, using the traditional Chinese methods, and 
talked about plans for organizing family gatherings to taste 

these products.
 Professor Gounelle, director of the Foch Hospital, gave 
a very nice presentation showing that soy fl our can radically 
cure edema caused by undernutrition, and that it is perfectly 
suited for diabetics. For all those who have oral surgery, 
who can swallow only liquid food, administering soy fl our 
gruel invariably prevents the loss of several kilograms that 
generally results from this type of surgery.
 Mr. Boutroux brilliantly demonstrated that soymilk can 
act as a benefi cial substitute for cow’s milk in the feeding of 
nutrient-defi cient babies, and he spoke about the soy product 
industries that currently exist in France.
 Mr. Siao Yu, former Chinese Minister of Agriculture, 
recounted how Mr. Li Yu Ying, who is the current rector at 
the University of Peking, created a soyfood product factory 
near Paris in 1908, which produced milk, tofu, cakes, etc. He 
saluted with emotion this First Soy Congress to be held in 
Europe.
 Mr. Villars, director of a cooperative that produces select 
soybean seeds (semences de soja) in the Massif Central, 
showed the lengths his cooperative goes to, and the often 
diffi cult circumstances it must face, in order to produce high-
quality seeds for growing soybeans all throughout France.
 Mr. Brochon read a report from Mr. Amédée Matagrin, 
technical consultant from the French Soy Bureau, providing 
very interesting documents on the industrial use of soy, 
from oil extraction, to manufacturing plastic materials, 
to producing all types of food products, pharmaceutical 
products, hormones, soaps, varnishes, industrial lubricants, 
etc.
 Mr. Vançon, president of the Northern Family Gardens 
Association, gave a very charming presentation on how, after 
being debilitated by numerous surgeries, he was only able to 
regain his health by consuming soy regularly, particularly in 
the form of soy fl our. Thanks to his promotion, thousands of 
gardeners are now growing soybeans in northern France, and 
consume them regularly.
 The congress wrapped up with remarkable words from 
Mr. Blaringhem, president of the Academy of Sciences, 
and chair of the congress, Mr. Bineau, secretary general of 
the France-China Association, and from S.E., the Chinese 
Ambassador, who expressed his satisfaction at seeing soy 
use spreading in France. Soy is the strength behind China, a 
peaceful country for thousands of years.
 A reception honoring China, birthplace of the soybean, 
took place next, and then a buffet was served with soy-based 
cakes and pastries, soy chocolate products, and soymilk. 
It goes without saying that this buffet was a considerable 
success.
 Note: Translated by Elise Kruidenier, Seattle, 
Washington.

115. Wai, Kit Ngaan Tso; Bishop, J.C.; Mack, P.B.; Cotton, 
R.H. 1947. The vitamin content of soybeans and soybean 
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sprouts as a function of germination time. Plant Physiology 
22(2):117-26. April. Summarized in Soybean Digest, Feb. 
1948, p. 24. [30 ref]
• Summary: Measurements of carotene, thiamin, ribofl avin, 
niacin, and reduced and dehydro ascorbic acid were made on 
dry Bansei soybeans, and on these soybeans after controlled 
soaking and germination periods; the latter were 24, 48, 54, 
72 hours, grown in the dark, selected to give a product with 
good taste.
 The carotene content doubled in 48 hours, increased 2.8 
times in 54 hours and 3.4 times in 72 hours.
 A soybean sprout consists of two yellow cotyledons 
(seed halves) and a hypocotyl (the whitish root-like 
sprout). In both the whole soybean sprouts, and in just 
the cotyledons, the quantity of all vitamins studied except 
thiamin showed increases through 54 hours of germination, 
the period at which the product tasted best (had the best 
organoleptic properties). Thiamin showed alternating 
increases and decreases throughout the germination period 
investigated.
 In many East Asian countries only the hypocotyl 
(sprout) is eaten; the cotyledons are discarded. However 
these researchers conclude: “The entire bean should be eaten, 
since the cotyledons, which are frequently not retained, are a 
richer source of the vitamins for which tests were made than 
the hypocotyls.
 In micrograms per soy bean, soy sprouts after 54 hours 
are richest in niacin, followed by total ascorbic acid, reduced 
ascorbic acid, thiamin, and ribofl avin.
 Contains a good historical review of investigations 
on the nutritive value of sprouted soybeans and other 
legumes (especially mung beans) and grains. Address: The 
Pennsylvania State College, State College, Pennsylvania.

116. Borchers, Raymond; Ackerson, C.W. 1947. Trypsin 
inhibitor. IV. Occurrence in seeds of the Leguminosae and 
other seeds. Archives of Biochemistry 13(2):291-93. May. [7 
ref]
• Summary: The fi rst systematic study of plant protease 
inhibitors. Ham and Sandstedt (1) have reported that a 
trypsin inhibitor is present in unheated soybean meal. Kunitz 
has crystallized a trypsin inhibitor from soybeans (3), and 
Bowman (4) has recently presented evidence indicating 
the presence of at least two distinct trypsin inhibitors in the 
soybean. Address: Dep. of Agricultural Chemistry, Nebraska 
Agric. Exp. Station, Lincoln 1, Nebraska.

117. Brillmayer, Franz A. 1947. Geschichte der Einfuehrung 
der Soja in Frankreich [History of the introduction of the 
soybean to France (Document part)]. In: F.A. Brillmayer. 
1947. Die Kultur der Soja in Oesterreich. Vienna: Scholle-
Verlag. 97 p. See p. 20-23. [Ger]
• Summary: The fi rst soybeans in France were grown at 
the Jardin des Plantes in Paris in 1779, and served mainly 

scientifi c interest. In 1856 and the following years, the 
National Society for Acclimatization conducted cultivation 
trials with seeds brought from China. In 1857-1858 this 
Society did cultivation trials in Vitry sur Seine and got good 
results. The seeds were planted May 10-12, they set fl owers 
July 25, were harvested at the end of October, and yielded an 
average of 183 seeds per plant.
 In 1859 the House of Vilmorin-Andrieux had a bad 
harvest with late varieties from China. The years 1862-1869 
brought alternating successes and failures, apparently the 
varieties used were too late ripening and was the decision in 
the autumn weather at that time.
 After the 1873 Vienna Exposition, the work of Prof. 
Haberlandt and the Austrian publicity (propaganda) for the 
soybean did not go unheeded in France.
 From 1874 to 1880 the Society of Horticulture of 
Etampes (in Etampes, Seine et Oise) had great success with 
a yellow soybean variety from China; its properties and 
chemical composition were thoroughly studied by Lechartier. 
A doctor from the surrounding area made plant cheese 
(Pfl anzenkäse) from soybeans. Yet is spite of all this, the 
harvest found no buyers.
 In 1880 the Vilmorin catalog offered the Haberlandt 
variety, which had been acclimatized in Austria. The Society 
for Acclimatization now organized cultural trials all over 
France and the results were excellent. The soybean was 
described in many publications and its value set forth. Yet, in 
spite of all this, its value was forgotten and disappeared.
 Note: The author implies a long period of no interest; 
but the interest only diminished.
 Then the soybean was introduced as a new vegetable, 
praised above all for its high nutritional value, without 
investigating how (practically) it could be introduced into 
the diet. However if the soybean (die Sojafrucht) is cooked 
like other beans, it remains hard and does not taste so good. 
Today we know that there is a bitter principle in a thin layer 
just under the seed coat and that this adversely affects the 
soybean’s fl avor. Moreover, there was no need for a new 
foodstuff, for the French colonies provided everything 
by way of food and shelter. The brief burst of enthusiasm 
petered out, and again soybeans came to be forgotten. 
Thereafter it was medical doctors and scientists who 
concerned themselves with the soybean–not the farmers.
 In 1919 Prof. R. Lepine published the results of 
interesting research in Algeria, and investigations of soymilk. 
In the environs of Paris, Dr. Le Goff attempted, with the 
Japanese soybean variety Tokyo Black, to grow large areas 
for use in canned foods for diabetics.
 These attempts and efforts persuaded Mr. Rouest to 
continue his selection research with soybeans, which he had 
begun in 1907, but it was not until 1925 that he was satisfi ed 
with the results. At that time he described 42 varieties 
(out of a total of 2,000). Rouest attempted to interest the 
French government and other existing places, but he had 
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no success. In 1929 the Soviet government proposed that 
Rouest continue his soybean research in the USE and at the 
end of 1930 he left France with his family to settle down in 
Rostow [Rostov] on the Don [in southwestern Russia, just 
46 km / 21 miles northeast of the Sea of Azov]. Here he 
began with an area of 1 hectare, where he observed the 200 
soybean varieties he brought with him. His successes were 
very satisfying. Then, because of practical considerations, his 
work was moved [about 250 kilometers (150 mi) southward] 
to Krasnodar [a city in Southern Russia on the Kuban River 
in the North Caucasus, located around 80 kilometers (50 mi) 
north-east of the Black Sea port of Novorossiysk].
 In France, Rouest had attempted to fi nd an early soybean 
variety that gave a good yield; therefore the majority of his 
varieties were short in height (niedrig), and since the yield 
correlates with the length of the vegetative phase of growth 
(Vegetationslänge), the yield was somewhat lower. The 
Soviets wanted an early variety which grew with a minimum 
of hand labor, could be harvested by machines, and gave 
a high yield. Rouest was not able to achieve this goal, so 
in 1936 he returned to France, where he died in 1938. His 
son, who returned to France from military service in the 
French colonies several years ago, would like to continue his 
father’s work where his father stopped.
 So far as I know, Rouest’s varieties are the only ones 
available in France which have been signifi cantly improved 
by breeding. The following varieties, developed by Rouest, 
have been grown and observed in my breeding nursery 
(Zuchtgarten):
 Grignon No. 37, No. 34, No. 39, No. 1, No. 10, No. 5, 
No. 82, and No. 45. Rouest No. 9, No. 246, and No. 250.
 There was little interest in the soybean in France 
before World War II, but during the German occupation 
[which started in June 1940] 17 new associations that were 
active with soybeans appeared in France, largely because 
of the lack of food. Many were simply interested in buying 
soybeans abroad and selling them in France.
 At an earlier time, the following worked with soybean 
breeding: Abbé Souillet in Anjou [a province in north 
western France centered on the city of Angers in the lower 
Loire Valley], Charles Eckenfels, and Mr. Jean Bordas, 
director of the Agricultural Experiment Station in Avignon 
[in southeastern France on the Rhône River].
 Through propaganda and as an author, Dr. Jean Balzli 
made a name for himself in the fi eld of soybeans. Likewise 
Amadee Matarin as a manufacturing technologist and 
chemist.
 In Tunisia, H. Gay did soybean breeding and worked as 
advisory director for the trade delegation to Tunis.
 The authorized ventures for soybean seed production 
and cultivation and expansion in the soybean industry are:
 (1) National Soya Center (Centre National du Soja), 
Bordeaux.
 (2) Agricultural and Industrial Society for Soya (Société 

Agricole et Industrielle du Soja), Paris.
 (3) Cooperative of Soybean Producers at Lot and 
Garonne (Cooperativ des producteurs du Soja de Lot et 
Garonne), Agen.
 (4) Cooperative of Soybean Producers in the Valley of 
the Rhone (Cooperativ des producteurs du Soja de la valée 
du Rhone), Valence.
 (5) Cooperative of Soybean Production and Sales of 
Selected Seeds (Cooperativ des production et vente de 
semences selektionées), of Massif Central Clermont-Ferrand.
 (6) Toulouse Interregional Soya Cooperative 
(Cooperativ toulousaine interrégional du Soja), Toulouse.
 (7) Reynaud Geilinger establishment (Etablissements 
Reynaud Geilinger), Marseille [Marseilles].
 (8) Mr. Hébert, Great Mill at Chartres (M. Hébert, 
Grands Moulins de Chartres), Eure et Loire.
 (9) Cooperative Society of Soybean Planters in Provence 
(Sociéte cooperativ provencale des planteurs de Soja), 
Marseille.
 Authorized establishments working on food uses of soya 
are:
 (10) Laboratoires Dulfrance, Bayonne.
 (11) Société francaise des produits de Soja, Levallois-
Perret.
 (12) Société “Les aliments de régime,” Levallois-Perret.
 (13) Société “Soja” 57 rue Pierre Charron, Paris.
 Climatically, France is a diverse country, so soybean 
research must be done in each region. It is now certain that 
with seriousness and enthusiasm, soybean cultivation in 
France will advance.
 As a postscript, the House of Vilmorin near Paris, still 
has, after many long years, an acre of land where all 800 
soybean varieties obtainable worldwide are grown, observed 
botanically, and classifi ed. Success has already been 
achieved in their own Institute for Polyploidy. They have 
also developed soybeans with seeds as big as small cherries. 
Address: Braunsdorf–Vienna, Austria.

118. Carlson, Shirley C.; Herrmann, E.C.; Bohn, R.M.; 
Hayward, J.W. 1947. A nutritional study of the fortifi cation 
of graham-type crackers with soy grits, calcium, and several 
vitamins. Cereal Chemistry 24(3):215-24. May. [17 ref]
• Summary: Graham-type crackers, fortifi ed with soy grits 
(30% soy grits replaced an equal amount of graham fl our, 
and calcium, ribofl avin, niacin, carotene, and vitamin D were 
added), have nutritional properties that are much better than 
those of regular graham crackers.
 Rats fed the fortifi ed crackers grew at the rate of 2.8 gm 
per day for the fi rst 8 weeks. All rats were alive and healthy 
at the end of 26 weeks. However all rats fed regular graham 
crackers as their sole source of foods, lost weight for the fi rst 
8 weeks and died at the end of 9-20 weeks.
 These studies indicate that the regular graham crackers 
are defi cient mainly in protein, rather than in vitamins and 
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minerals.
 Acknowledgment: Thanks to Fred Hafner, a former 
member of ADM’s research staff, for his assistance in the 
initiation and planning of the nutritional studies. Address: 
Depts. of Nutrition & Food Research, Archer-Daniels-
Midland Co., Minneapolis 2, Minnesota.

119. Chin, Kuo-Chun. 1947. Contributions à l’étude du 
soja [Contributions to the study of the soybean]. Revue 
Internationale du Soja 7(39-40):51-54. May/June. [Fre]
• Summary: Contents: I. First attempts at production of soy 
sauce. II. The nature of soya, and vegetable meat (tofu). III. 
The nature of soymilk (lait végétal de Soja) and precautions 
to take in its use. IV. The nature of soybean cake and its 
judicious use (Mentions Li Yu-Ying, a Chinese biologist, 
who in 1912, wrote a very well-documented work which 
focused on the importance of soya from the viewpoints of 
food, therapy, agriculture and industry). Address: Directeur 
du Laboratoire d’Essais du Soja, France.

120. De, Sasanka S.; Desikachar, H.S.R.; Karnani, B.T.; 
Subrahmanyan, V. 1947. Investigations on soya bean 
milk and related products. Science and Culture (Calcutta) 
12(12):587-91. June.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Animal experiments. 
Human feeding experiments: In welfare centers, in children’s 
hospitals, feeding primary school children. General 
observations. The fl avour of pure soya milk. Supply of soya 
bean–the bottleneck in extended production. The cost of 
soya milk. Equipment for large-scale production of soya 
milk. Various uses of soya milk and related products (sour 
{lactic fermented} curd, or buttermilk). Some outstanding 
problems: Further improvement in the fl avour of the milk 
(adding barley malt helps), enhancement of the nutritive 
value (supplement with a small amount of cereal protein, 
plus calcium, other minerals, and fat-soluble vitamins), 
improvement of manufacturing methods, organised 
production of the right varieties of beans.
 The paper begins: “Our studies on the above subject 
were started, about two years ago, with the background of 
the earlier work done under the auspices of the Soya-bean 
Sub-Committee of the Indian Research Fund Association. 
That committee conducted its researches, mostly, on the 
nutritive value of the whole bean. The committee concluded 
that the bean, used in that form, is not superior to the 
average Indian pulses. We also came to the same conclusion 
regarding the whole bean as we found that the biological 
value of the protein in the dhal was only about 55.”
 “There is remarkable improvement when the bean 
is suitably processed and converted into the milk. It is in 
this form that the bean is largely utilised in China, Japan 
and other countries. After extensive trials, we found the 
following to be important steps for improving the taste, 
fl avour and nutritive value. (1) steeping and incipient 

germination; (2) extraction of the kernel with dilute sodium 
bicarbonate to remove the colouring matter and bitter 
principle; (3) pasting to very fi ne condition; (4) adjustment 
of reaction and vigorous boiling; (5) incorporation of 
calcium in some suitable form; and (6) addition of salt and a 
small percentage of cane-sugar or invert sugar.”
 Supply and bottleneck: “There is already a good deal 
of public interest in the production of soya milk and related 
products. Many cities and commercial organisations have 
already expressed a desire to start large-scale feeding trials. 
The chief ‘bottleneck’ at the present time is the availability 
of the bean at a reasonable price. Every province in India 
can grow soya bean, but at the present time, there is very 
little production. Some area is now being brought under the 
crop and it is hoped that, at least during the present season, 
suffi cient quantity of beans will be grown so as to facilitate 
trials at a larger number of centres. The co-operation of the 
Government Agricultural Departments is badly needed.”
 This far-sighted paper ends with these observations: 
“Organised production of the right varieties of beans.–
Among the oil-bearing seeds that we have so far tried, soya-
bean yields, by itself, the milk of the highest nutritive value. 
The pulse is unique in many respects. In composition and 
properties it comes half way between a typical legume and 
an oil-seed. It has considerable potential possibilities not 
only as a food but also in the plastic and other industries. 
The Government should therefore take keener interest in the 
cultivation of soya-ban [sic, soya-bean] in all the provinces 
of the country; There is already some experience in growing 
the bean, but more information is required regarding the right 
variety for each area, the season for sowing, manurial and 
other requirements and so forth. There is immediate need 
for at least some hundreds of tons for carrying out extended 
trials in different parts of the country and to popularise the 
use of the milk and the related products. It is earnestly hoped, 
therefore, that both the Central Agricultural Departments and 
the Provincial Departments will take more active interest 
in the subject and set up the necessary organisations for 
ensuring a steady supply of the bean in different parts of the 
country.”
 An editorial on this article (p. 559-60 of this issue) 
notes: The authors express the view that, when soya bean 
is processed according to their method, a remarkable 
improvement takes place in the quality of the soya milk. 
They claim that (1) it has a higher digestibility than 
cow’s milk, (2) when prepared from beans after 3 days’ 
germination, it has a higher biological value than cow’s milk, 
and (3) when supplemented with calcium and some vitamins, 
it is in no way inferior to cow’s milk. Address: Dep. of 
Biochemistry, Indian Inst. of Science, Bangalore.

121. Evans, Robert John; McGinnis, J.; St. John, J.L. 
1947. The infl uence of autoclaving soybean oil meal on the 
digestibility of the proteins. J. of Nutrition 33(6):661-72. 
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June. [22 ref]
• Summary: In 1946, Evans and McGinnis reviewed the 
literature on this problem. Address: Divs. of Chemistry 
& Poultry Husbandry, Washington Agric. Exp. Station, 
Pullman.

122. Mickel, Clarence E.; Standish, John. 1947. 
Susceptibility of processed soy fl our and soy grits in storage 
to attack by Tribolium castaneum (Herbst). Minnesota 
Agricultural Experiment Station, Technical Bulletin No. 178. 
20 p. June. [3 ref]
• Summary: Tribolium castaneum, the “red fl our beetle,” is 
less likely to be a serious pest of edible soya products than 
of cereal products. The rate of larval development is greatly 
decreased in soya products resulting in a prolonged larval 
period. “A conspicuous increase in the number of instars 
[stages in the life of an insect] accompanies the decrease in 
rate of development.” Small numbers of eggs were laid in the 
soya products. Address: Div. of Entomology and Economic 
Zoology, Univ. of Minnesota [St. Paul].

123. Richardson, G.A.; El-Rafey, M.S.; Long, M.L. 1947. 
Flavones and fl avone derivatives as antioxidants. J. of Dairy 
Science 30(6):397-413. June. [51 ref]
• Summary: Having found that soybean phospholipids and 
alpha tocopherol, alone or together, were anti-oxygenic for 
butter oil at 79.5ºC, the authors carried out further tests at 
lower temperatures. Alpha tocopherol added to milk fat 
normally containing 2-3 mg/100 gm tocopherol showed 
no protective effect. Soybean phospholipid by itself and 
in combination with alpha tocopherol was defi nitely anti-
oxygenic for milk fat. The proportion of 0.003% tocopherol 
to 0.1% phospholipid appeared to be a desirable addition (the 
control milk fat contained 0.0025% tocopherol and 0.0214% 
phospholipid). Address: Div. of Dairy Industry, College of 
Agriculture, Davis, California.

124. Glidden Company (The), Soya Products Div. 1947. 
Glidden Diamond G brand soya products for pharmaceutical 
use (Ad). Soybean Digest. July. p. 21.
• Summary: A half-page ad. “Glidden Progesterone, 
Crystalline U.S.P. XIII–one of the important sex hormones 
in chemically pure form. It is synthesized from Soya 
Stigmasterol and is used in replacement therapy for 
endocrine defi ciencies.
 “’Glidsad’–sitosteryl acetate dibromide derived from 
soya sterols. ‘Glidsad’ is of interest as a starting material 
in the synthesis of certain of the sex hormones.” Address: 
National headquarters: Cleveland, Ohio. Plant: 5165 W. 
Moffat Street, Chicago 39, Illinois.

125. Soybean Digest. 1947. Begins polyamide resin 
operations [General Mills]. July. p. 30.
• Summary: After 4 years of intensive research and pilot 

plant operations, General Mills’ new commercial polyamide 
resin plant, located in Minneapolis, Minnesota, is starting 
production, with a capacity of 100,000 lb/month–according 
to Whitney H. Eastman, president of the chemical division.
 “Polyamide resin is produced by a reaction of dimerized 
and trimerized linoleic and linolenic acids of soybean oil 
with ethylene diamine.” All 3 grades of polyamide available 
to consumers are sold in solid form.
 “The solvent type polyamide resin produces excellent 
results on coating paper, foil and other sheet materials, 
especially when good moisture-vapor properties are desired 
and heat sealing is necessary. The heat seal obtained with hot 
melt polyamide resin is a tough resinous seal, and the bond is 
generally stronger than the material which is being sealed.”

126. Tiling, W. 1947. Soja-Milch as vollwertiger Ersatz fuer 
Kuhmilch [Soymilk as a high-quality substitute for cow’s 
milk]. Medizinische Klinik 42(15):632-33. Aug. 1. Reprinted 
in Deutsche Arbeitsgemeinschaft Soja 1947, p. 12-13. [Ger]
• Summary: During World War II and in the post-war period, 
Dr. Wolfgang Tiling of Hamburg, Germany, fed soymilk to 
under-nourished children in Germany. Like others before 
him, he concluded that “soy milk is a complete substitute 
for cow’s milk.” Address: Univ.-Kinderklinik, Hamburg, 
Germany. Born in Tsingtau, China.

127. Rubin, Max; Bird, H.R. 1947. A chick growth factor in 
cow manure. V. Relation to quantity and quality of soybean 
oil meal in the diet. J. of Nutrition 34(2):233-45. Aug. 11. 
[17 ref]
• Summary: When soybean oil meal was fed to chicks 
at 70% of the diet, there was an inhibition of growth and 
increased mortality. Both of these effects were counteracted 
by the addition to the diet of the growth factor from cow 
manure, but not by the addition of methionine. The cow 
manure growth factor improved the nutritional value of a 
chick diet containing raw soybean oil meal and the only 
protein concentrate, but the improvement was not as great 
as when a diet containing a heated soybean oil meal was 
supplemented with the cow manure factor.
 Note 1. The growth factor in cow manure turned out 
to be vitamin B-12. Address: Bureau of Animal Industry, 
USDA, Agricultural Research Center, Beltsville, Maryland.

128. Gounelle, Hugues. 1947. Utilisation médicale 
de la farine de soja [Medical use of soy fl our]. Revue 
Internationale du Soja 7(41-42):78-79. July/Aug. Presented 
at the First European Soy Congress, 16 March 1947. [Fre]
• Summary: Soy fl our is excellent for use as a protein 
source in cases of undernutrition, oedema / edema, diabetes, 
infants with slow growth. See the excellent article by 
Ribadeau-Dumas, Mathieu, and Willemin (1929). Doses 
and precautions. Address: Professeur Agrégé, Directeur du 
Centre de Recherches de l’Hopital Foch.
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129. MacGee, A. Ernest. 1947. Vegetable oil extraction 
solvents; History and general chemical composition. Oil Mill 
Gazetteer 52(1):17-21, 35-43. Aug. [53 ref]
• Summary: The growth of the vegetable and animal 
oil extraction industry since 1930 has been rapid and 
astonishing. Many parallels can be found with George 
Stephenson’s invention and persistent development of the 
locomotive in England in the early 1800s. In 1930 Clarence 
F. Eddy predicted a bright future for larger oil mills using 
continuous, counter-current solvent extraction. In 1933 
David Wesson recounted the history of his work with 
cottonseed oil (from 1889) and with solvent extraction of 
cottonseed oil (from about 1900 to 1917), using benzine 
and low end point-high test gasoline. A mill in New Orleans 
(Louisiana) ran from 1917-1919, fi rst using aviation type 
gasoline, later using benzol.
 Concerning early solvent extraction of soybeans: Piatt 
County Soybean Cooperative Co., Monticello, Illinois, 
operated a batch plant with a capacity of 8 tons/day for about 
6 months in 1923-24 using benzol as a solvent. In 1924 the 
Eastern Cotton Oil Co., Norfolk, Virginia, used a continuous 
extractor of about 80 tons/day capacity.
 Solvent extraction was apparently patented in England 
in 1856 and had become fairly well established in Europe by 
about 1870. However these early solvent extraction plants 
were of the “batch” type and had fairly small capacities, 
with no means of agitation. In about 1900 the solvent 
countercurrent principle was introduced in Europe by 
combining several consecutive batch extractors. Next came 
the introduction of the “continuous” type extractor. The fi rst 
two successful continuous extraction plants processing large 
volumes in the 1920s were: (1) The Hansa-Muehle, A.G., 
Hamburg, Germany, using the “Bollmann” extractor, and (2) 
the Extractochemie, A.G., Zurich, Switzerland (but originally 
of Harburg, Germany) using the “Hildebrandt” extractor. At 
Hansa-Muehle in 1928 the central plant, consisting of four 
extractor units with a combined capacity of over 1,000 tons/
day, was put into operation. By 1934 a number of continuous 
solvent plants were operating in Europe.
 In the USA, the fi rst large-scale plant of this type was 
that of the Archer-Daniels-Midland Company, Chicago, 
Illinois. In March 1934 it began operating using a 
“Hildebrandt” extractor to process 100 tons/day of soybeans. 
The solvent was petroleum naphtha of the hexane type. As of 
1947, this plant is still in operation.
 The ADM plant in March 1934 represented a “turning 
point and marked the beginning of the large scale edible 
oil extraction industry as it is known today.” Installations 
of other large-capacity continuous solvent extraction plants 
followed in rapid succession:
 1934 Nov.–The Glidden Company, Chicago, Illinois, 
began operating a continuous solvent soybean plant of 100 
tons per day capacity.

 1937 Nov.–the 400 tons per day plant of the Central 
Soya Co., Decatur, Indiana, began operation.
 1938 Oct.–Honeymead Products Co. Cedar Rapids, 
Iowa, began operating a continuous solvent soybean plant 
with 100 tons per day capacity. By Aug. 1947 this plant was 
owned by Cargill, Inc.
 By 1947 an estimated 33% of the soybean processing 
capacity operating in the USA used the solvent extraction 
process. Schiffman (1945) reported that of the estimated 4.25 
million tons soybean processing capacity on 1 Oct. 1945, 
only 27% of the capacity in operation was of the solvent 
type, but 64% of the total capacity under construction on that 
date was of the solvent type.
 Table 1 shows the tonnage and percentage of soybeans 
processed by expeller, solvent and hydraulic methods 
from 1936 to 1940. Expeller increased from 68.5% to 
74.2%. Solvent increased from 13.2% to 23.1%. Hydraulic 
decreased from 18.5% to 2.7%.
 The largest soybean solvent plant in the USA today 
is that owned by A.E. Staley Manufacturing Co., Decatur, 
Illinois. Costing $2 million and having a capacity of 650 tons 
per day, it went on stream in March 1945. The extraction 
tower was supplied by French Oil Mill Machinery Co. and it 
used a “petroleum hexane-type solvent of 146 to 156 degrees 
F. general boiling range.”
 Two events that occurred during the 1930s were of vital 
importance to the rapid growth and widespread application 
of the solvent extraction process in the oil and fat industries: 
(1) The perfecting of large volume, continuous processing 
equipment, and (2) the development of light petroleum 
naphthas of the hexane and heptane types. Address: Manager 
Skellysolve Sales, Skelly Oil Co., Kansas City, Missouri.

130. Huntington Herald Press (Huntington, Indiana). 
1947. Chinese educator begins duty Monday at Huntington 
College. Sept. 14. p. 1, 4.
• Summary: “Dr. Y.T. Chiu, Chinese educator in the areas of 
science and religion, will commence his duties as a member 
of the Huntington college faculty Monday. The visiting 
professor will preside in the chemistry and practical foreign 
missions department...”
 “Dr. Chiu came to the United States in August 1908 
to attend the University of California [at Berkeley], where 
he received his Bachelor of Science degree in 1913. He 
continued his studies in the graduate fi eld at Columbia 
university and received his Master of Arts degree in 1915, 
and then returned to China. Chiu came back to the United 
States in September of 1925 to enter the Cornell university 
graduate school [Ithaca, New York], where he received his 
Doctor of Philosophy degree in 1927 before returning to 
China.”
 “He is the author of a number of books including a 
textbook on chemistry, on English, on Quantitative analysis, 
a study of physical and chemical properties of soybean milk, 
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and an analysis of Chinese tea... In addition to these he has 
written treatises on nutrition and health, the human body, and 
theological discussions relative to science and religion. Dr. 
Chiu presented a thesis on the soybean milk for his Ph.D. 
degree, which is essential to the people of China who suffer 
from a scarcity of milk.” A portrait photo shows Dr. Y.T. 
Chiu.

131. De, Sasanka S. 1947. Supplementary effect of different 
varieties of soya-bean to poor rice diet. Science and Culture 
(Calcutta) 13(3):120. Sept.
• Summary: When 10% of three varieties of soya bean was 
added to a fortifi ed poor rice diet, the rats gained weight. The 
varieties were Lyallpur (black), Ranchi (yellow), and Ranchi 
(black). The varieties that caused the least gain were found to 
have the highest levels of proteolytic inhibitor. Address: Dep. 
of Biochemistry, Indian Inst. of Science, Bangalore.

132. Desikachar, H.S.R.; De, S.S. 1947. The cystine and 
methionine contents of common Indian foodstuffs (Letter to 
the editor). Current Science (Bangalore, India) 16(9):284. 
Sept. [3 ref]
• Summary: Under oilseed cakes it is stated that soya bean 
(Glycine hispida) contains 50.8% protein, 1.01% cystine, and 
0.58% methionine. Germination improved the nutritive value 
of soybeans but left proteolytic [trypsin] inhibitor activity 
unchanged. Address: Dep. of Biochemistry, Indian Inst. of 
Science, Bangalore, India.

133. Gilson, Helen Evangeline. 1947. Some historical notes 
on the development of diet therapy. J. of the American 
Dietetic Association 23(9):761-765. Sept.
• Summary: Concerning the early history of this subject, it 
is important to remember that diet therapy actually is an old 
subject which has been practiced under various names.
 From 1830 to 1875 Catherine E. Beecher contributed 
a work which may well be compared to that of Ellen 
H. Richards in later years. In her Treatise on Domestic 
Economy, sometimes thought of as the fi rst textbook in home 
economics, Miss Beecher discusses “healthful foods” and 
“care of health,” with a basis in physiological knowledge of 
proper food.
 “Emergence of Food Clinics: In 1873 the Diet Kitchen 
Association in New York City began its work when 
physicians of the old DeWilt Dispensary sought the help of a 
group of prominent women in securing nourishing food.”
 “In 1874 The Boston Dispensary, which had been 
organized in 1798, ‘to give medical advice to the sick poor,’ 
arranged with the South End Diet Kitchen for nourishing 
feed for certain patients.”
 “Early Cooking Schools: Four cooking schools 
organized between the years 1876 and 1882 in New York, 
Philadelphia, and Boston can well be considered as having 
been infl uential in creating an interest in dietetics as a 

profession. In New York, Juliet Corson organized a cooking 
school in 1876, after having previously given lectures which 
had been favorably received... In Philadelphia, the New 
Century Cooking School was organized two years later. 
This school was sponsored by the New Century Club as an 
educational and business venture...”

134. Gounelle, Hugues; Marche, Jean. 1947. Le traitement 
des états de sous-alimentation par la farine de soya 
[Treatment of malnutrition using soy fl our]. Helvetica 
Medica Acta 14(4/5):602-05. Sept. Series A. [14 ref. Fre]
Address: Research Center, Hospital Foch, Paris (Centre de 
Recherches de l’Hôpital Foch de Paris).

135. Lyman, Carl M.; Kuiken, K.A.; Hale, F. 1947. The 
essential amino acid content of cottonseed, peanut and 
soybean products. Texas Agricultural Experiment Station, 
Bulletin No. 692. 12 p. Sept. [15 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Materials and methods: 
Description of samples, methods of analysis. Results and 
discussion. Summary. Acknowledgment. Bibliography.
 “The nutritional requirement of animals for protein is 
in reality a requirement for certain amino acids which are 
present in the protein. Although there are over 20 recognized 
amino acids, only 10 are generally regarded as essential 
in animal nutrition. These 10 amino acids are: arginine, 
histidine, lysine, valine, leucine, isoleucine, methionine, 
phenylalanine, threonine and tryptophane. Complete 
information on the amino acid content of feeds is needed as 
a guide in compounding rations for farm animals, if amino 
acid defi ciencies are to be avoided.” Address: College 
Station, Texas.

136. Soybean Digest. 1947. Soya sterols plant [Glidden Co.]. 
Sept. p. 61.
• Summary: “The Glidden Co. has completed a new plant in 
Chicago for the commercial recovery of soya sterols, Paul 
E. Sprague, vice president and assistant to the president has 
announced.
 “Mr. Sprague said that stigmasterol and sitosterol, two 
important sterols (wax-like alcohols used in making sex 
hormones and other fi ne chemicals), have been found in 
small amounts in the soybean but until now have not been 
recoverable on a commercial scale. The new Glidden plant 
represents, he said, the culmination of 6 years of intensive 
work by Dr. Percy L. Julian, director of research for the soya 
products division of the Glidden Co., and his staff.
 “Believed to be the fi rst commercial operation in the 
world devoted to the recovery of soya sterols by chemical 
methods, the new plant in all stages of production will 
employ new processes developed entirely by the Glidden 
research organization.
 This story also appeared in Chemurgic Digest (15 Oct. 
1947, p. 294) based on a story in The Cotton Gin and Oil 
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Mill Press.

137. Desikachar, H.S.R.; De, S.S. 1947. Role of inhibitors in 
soybean. Science 106(2757):421-22. Oct. 31. [9 ref]
• Summary: “It is thought that, apart from tryptic inhibitor, 
there may be other toxic factors associated with the raw bean 
which are destroyed on heating. Evidence for the existence 
of a separate factor apart from the proteolytic inhibitor 
was adduced from the following experiment. Everson, 
et al. (1944) found that the growth-promoting value of 
soybean protein increases to a marked extent if the bean is 
germinated. This observation was also confi rmed here, and 
on examining the concentration of the proteolytic inhibitor 
in germinated soybean (48 hours) it was found that it was 
not altered from that in the original bean. The concept of the 
proteolytic inhibitor cannot explain this increase in nutritive 
value after germination. That there was no change in the 
amino-acid composition of the protein after germination was 
proved by Block, et al. (1944), who could detect no change 
in the contents of tyrosine, tryptophane, phenylalanine, 
cystine, and methionine in the protein of soybean after 
germination.
 “From the above fi ndings it can be postulated that apart 
from the proteolytic inhibitor there is a separate factor which 
affects the nutritive value of the soybean protein. Further 
work on the isolation of this factor, and the respective roles 
of these inhibitors in the nutritive value of soybean is in 
progress.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2010) 
showing that soybean trypsin inhibitor (SBTI) works by 
more than just inhibiting intestinal proteolysis. Address: Dep. 
of Biochemistry, Indian Inst. of Science, Bangalore.

138. Gehrke, Charles; Weiser, Harry H. 1947. Comparative 
studies on the growth and biochemical activity features of 
microorganisms grown in cow’s and soybean milk. Food 
Research 12(5):360-64. Oct. [3 ref]
• Summary: “The introduction of soybean milk to the 
American people has occurred within the past few years. 
Attempts are being made to manufacture this milk in the 
form of a powder; it has been used with good results in bread 
and cakes, in creaming vegetables, in custards, in chocolate 
or cocoa, and in several other food products as a substitute 
for cow’s milk. The high nutritive value of soybean milk 
and its many potential uses indicate that this product will 
continue to rise in importance in the human diet.”
 A table (fi rst published in 1937 by the Battle Creek 
Food Company, Battle Creek, Michigan) compares the 
composition of soybean milk and cow’s milk. Soybean milk 
contains more protein and 5 times more iron, as well as only 
38% as much fat but only 22% as much calcium (though it is 
comparable to the calcium content of human milk).
 The soybean milk used was obtained from Dr. Harry 
Miller, Director of the International Nutrition Laboratory, 

Mt. Vernon, Ohio. The method used for the preparation of 
soybean litmus milk was similar to the method employed in 
the preparation of cow’s litmus milk.” Both kinds of milk 
were inoculated with the following bacteria: Lactobacillus 
bulgaricus, Lactobacillus acidophilus, Streptococcus 
liquefaciens, Streptococcus lactis, Aerobacter aerogenes, and 
Escherichia coli. During incubation, periodic measurements 
were made (for each bacterium) of pH, and the rate and 
extent of coagulation, reduction of litmus, acid production, 
and peptonization. A table shows the results.
 “Soybean milk serves as a excellent culture medium for 
the propagation of the organisms studied.” After 48 hours 
the pH for soybean milk was lower (more acidic) than that 
for cow’s milk when cultured with the following organisms: 
L. bulgaricus (3.85 vs. 4.60 at 37ºC), S. lactis (4.13 vs. 4.30 
at 21ºC), A. aerogenes (5.0 vs. 5.10 at 37ºC), L. acidophilus 
(3.60 vs. 4.10 at 37ºC). The cell size of L. acidophilus was 
larger in soybean milk than in cow’s milk. “Growth of L. 
bulgaricus in soybean litmus milk showed that coagulation 
occurred more rapidly, whereas in litmus milk acid 
production and litmus reduction were more pronounced.” 
Address: Dep. of Bacteriology, The Ohio State Univ., 
Columbus, Ohio.

139. Leonard, Mary Jane Kreko; Burris, R.H. 1947. A 
survey of transaminases in plants. J. of Biological Chemistry 
170(2):701-09. Oct. [12 ref]
• Summary: The transamination reaction plays a key role 
in protein metabolism. Occurrence of the aspartic-glutamic 
transaminase enzyme was investigated in the parts of 22 
plant species (including soy beans) at various stages of 
growth. Transaminase activity was demonstrated in various 
tissues from many types of plants, including soy beans. 
Activity was highest in tissues containing signifi cant 
quantities of crude protein. The transamination rate per 
unit of tissue decreased with age in the growing plant. The 
embryos of germinating seeds were tested for their ability 
to catalyze the forward and reverse glutamic-aspartic 
transamination reaction. Table 1 shows that 48 hour old 
germinating soybean seed embryos had a transamination 
period of 10 hours. One column shows the QT(N) value = 
(micromoles of amino acid transaminated) / (mg. of nitrogen 
x hours).
 Table 4 shows the presence and distribution of aspartic-
glutamic transaminase in various soy bean tissues. The 
transamination period was also 10 hours in various soy 
bean tissues: The leaf, stem, or root at age 2 weeks, or age 
6 weeks. In 10-week-old nodules the period was reduced to 
5 hours. The oxalacetic acid formed and the transamination 
percentage are also given. Address: Dep. of Biochemistry, 
College of Agriculture, Univ. of Wisconsin, Madison, 
Wisconsin.

140. Overman, Andrea. 1947. Antioxidant effect of soybean 
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fl our in frozen pastry. Food Research 12(5):365-71. Sept/
Oct. [14 ref]
• Summary: “There is a considerable and growing interest 
in the freezing and frozen storage of prepared food products. 
There is also a growing interest in the development of 
soybean products and their use in foods.”
 “In all cases, under conditions of this study, peroxide 
formation was inhibited in fat of pastry containing soybean 
fl our. Peroxide numbers showed that fat in pastry containing 
soybean fl our in proportions of 5, 10, 15, or 20 per cent kept 
about equally well, with little difference between soy pastry 
stored raw or that baked prior to freezing.”
 The fl our prevents oxidation of the oils and fats, and 
increases the tenderness of the crust. Address: Dep. of 
Home Economics, Oregon Agricultural Experiment Station, 
Corvallis, Oregon.

141. Sahasrabudhe, M.R.; Desikachar, H.S.R.; 
Lakshminarayana Rao, M.V. 1947. Biological value of 
“soya-bean milk” proteins by regeneration of liver protein in 
the rat. Current Science (Bangalore, India) 16(10):313-14. 
Oct. [8 ref]
• Summary: Soymilk has better quality protein than whole 
dry soybeans; 81.5% that of casein. Address: Dep. of 
Biochemistry, Indian Inst. of Science, Bangalore, India.

142. Van Duyne, Frances O.; Chase, J.T.; Fanska, J.R.; 
Simpson, J.I. 1947. Effect of certain home practices on 
reduced ascorbic acid content of peas, rhubarb, snap beans, 
soybeans, and spinach. Food Research 12(5):439-48. Sept/
Oct. [29 ref]
• Summary: Soybeans appear in tables on pages 440 and 
444. The authors reported signifi cant losses in the ascorbic 
acid content of soybeans cooked in water. Higan soybeans, 
containing 0.31 ± 0.006 mg ascorbic acid per gram, retained 
71% of this amount when boiled for 12 minutes in half their 
weight of water and 52% when twice their weight of water 
was used. When the soybeans were boiled in twice their 
weight of water for 24 minutes they retained 45% of their 
original content of ascorbic acid. Address: Dep. of Home 
Economics, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois.

143. Offi ce of the Secretary, United States Department of 
Agriculture (USDA). 1947. Agriculture honors 50 employees 
for outstanding service (News release). Washington, DC. 9 p. 
Nov. 12.
• Summary: “In a special ceremony marking the fi rst annual 
presentation of U.S. Department of Agriculture Honor 
Awards, Secretary of Agriculture Clinton P. Anderson today 
presented 7 Distinguished Service Awards, 43 Superior 
Service Awards, and 124 Length of Service Awards to 
individual employees and units of the Department.”
 “Employees who merit the awards are suggested by 
individuals and boards in the various agencies comprising 

the Department. Ultimately, two over-all boards make 
recommendations to the Secretary of Agriculture” (p. 1).
 “Superior Service Awards were presented to the 
following individual employees:... (p. 3).
 “David Breese Jones, Bureau of Human Nutrition and 
Home Economics, Beltsville, Maryland: For his contribution 
to science through research into the chemical nature, 
digestibility, and biological value of proteins and their 
constituent amino acids” (p. 4).
 “William J. Morse, Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and 
Agricultural Engineering, Beltsville, Maryland: For his 
contribution to American agriculture by research on soy 
beans which has resulted in their development as a major 
agriculture crop” (p. 5). Address: USA.

144. Stern, Max H.; Baxter, James G. 1947. Delta-
tocopherol: Assay of total tocopherols in mixtures containing 
delta-tocopherol. Industrial and Engineering Chemistry, 
Analytical Chemistry 19(11):902-05. Nov. 24. [5 ref]
• Summary: “An improved method has been developed 
for the assay of total tocopherols in soybean oil, including 
purifi cation by the Parker-McFarlane reagent and application 
for the correction of inhibition.” Address: Research 
Laboratories, Distillation Products, Inc., Rochester 13, New 
York.

145. Weisler, Leonard; Robeson, C.D.; Baxter, J.G. 
1947. Delta-tocopherol: Assay of individual tocopherols 
in mixtures containing delta-tocopherol. Industrial and 
Engineering Chemistry, Analytical Chemistry 19(11):906-09. 
Nov. 24. [11 ref]
• Summary: Describes a method for the estimation of the 
individual tocopherols in mixtures which may contain 
alpha-, gamma-, and delta tocopherols. “The discovery of 
delta-tocopherol (by Stern et al., 1947) has necessitated 
the development of an improved method for determining 
the percentage of the individual tocopherols in commercial 
vitamin E concentrates...”
 Soybean oil contained 168 mg/100 gm of total 
tocopherols–much more than in peanut oil or cottonseed oil. 
Of that, 11.9% was alpha-, 58.6% was gamma-, and 29.5% 
was delta tocopherol. Address: Research Laboratories, 
Distillation Products, Inc., Rochester, New York.

146. Food Industries. 1947. New soybean nutrient developed 
by Staley. 19(11):1541. Nov.
• Summary: A.E. Staley Manufacturing Co. (Decatur, 
Illinois) has developed a nutrient from soybeans for 
streptomycin-producing mold. “This new soybean nutrient 
is said to give greater yield at lower material costs, and takes 
the place of complex growth-producing substances formerly 
used.”

147. Fritz, J.C.; Kramke, E.H.; Reed, C.A. 1947. Effect of 
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heat treatment on the biological value of soybeans. Poultry 
Science 26(6):657-61. Nov. [15 ref]
• Summary: Though it has been well established that heat 
treatment improves the nutritional value of soybeans, the 
“literature fails to clarify just how much heat is desirable 
to produce the greatest biological value... Tests with turkey 
poults indicated that the best biological value was obtained 
when ground raw soybeans were autoclaved at 15 lbs. 
pressure for 20 to 30 minutes. Dry heat was not as desirable 
as moist heat and it caused damage to the protein content of 
the soybeans.” Address: The Borden Company Nutritional 
Research Lab., Elgin, Illinois.

148. Time. 1947. 3¢ meals. Dec. 8. p. 82, 85. Science.
• Summary: “The soybean product in the news last week 
was something called “Multi-Purpose Food, developed in 
Los Angeles by Dr. Henry Borsook, Caltech nutritionist.” 
The basic ingredients are soybean grits, minerals, synthetic 
vitamins, fl avoring materials, and hydrolyzed yeast. It looks 
like speckled, beige cornmeal. It contains more high-quality 
protein than beef, and more vitamins. Boiled for 10 minutes 
in water, then combined with a little bread or potatoes, it 
makes a full, balanced meal. The cost: 3 cents per 2-oz 
portion.
 U.S. nutritionists have long praised the soybean, and 
known that its protein is equal in quality to that of meat; 
it contains all the amino acids that the human body needs. 
Last year American farmers harvested 169.7 million bushels 
of soybeans “and fed nearly all of them to livestock, which 
returned only a fraction of the precious protein as meat or 
eggs or milk.”
 A photo shows Dr. Borsook, seated at a desk and looking 
at a glass laboratory apparatus.

149. Borchers, Raymond; Ham, W.E.; Sandstedt, R.M.; 
Ackerson, C.W.; Thayer, R.H.; Mussehl, F.E. 1947. Trypsin 
inhibitor. V. Nutritive value of treated soybean oil meal and 
some characteristics of the trypsin inhibitor in soybeans. 
Nebraska Agricultural Experiment Station, Research Bulletin 
No. 152. 15 p. Dec. [15 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Review of the literature. Nutritive 
value of treated soybean oil meal. Some characteristics of a 
trypsin inhibitor. Discussion. Summary.
 “Review of the literature: Osborne and Mendel (1917, 
J. Biol. Chem.), investigating the nutritive value of soybeans 
for rats, were the fi rst to report the improvement of soybeans 
after heating. Later investigations by Wilgus, Norris, and 
Heuser confi rmed these fi ndings for the chicken (1936), 
and they were confi rmed by Robison for the pig (1930), by 
Scharrer and Nebelsiek for sheep (1938), and by Lewis and 
Taylor for humans (1947).
 “Since unheated soybeans have a raw, “greenish” taste 
while heated soybeans have a more agreeable nutty fl avor, 
the suggestion was made that the former were unpalatable 

and as a consequence had an apparently lower nutritive 
value. A number of investigations (Hayward, Steenbock & 
Bohstedt 1936; Mitchel & Smuts 1932; Shrewsbury, Vestal 
& Hague 1932) as well as data presented in this bulletin 
from the paired feeding technique, have disproved this 
hypothesis. The second suggestion made was the unheated 
soybeans were less digestible than heated soybeans. Soybean 
digestibility studies of Johnson, Parsons, and Steenbock 
(1939) showed that the difference in digestibility between 
raw and heated soybeans was negligible, an observation 
confi rmed in other laboratories (Hayward, Steenbock & 
Bohstedt 1936; Melnick, Oser & Weiss 1946) as well as 
by data reported in this bulletin. Johnson et al. (1939) also 
observed that rats receiving raw soybeans retained less 
nitrogen and sulfur than those receiving heated soybeans. 
From this, they concluded that raw soybean protein was 
digested and absorbed as fully as heated soybean protein but 
that part of the raw soybean protein was absorbed in a form 
which was not utilized for growth but was instead directly 
catabolized and excreted as urinary nitrogen and sulfur end-
products.
 “Mitchel and Smuts (1932) observed that the addition of 
cystine to a raw soybean ration improved growth. Almquist 
et al. (1942) extended this investigation using methionine 
additions to both raw and heated soybean rations. They 
found that methionine supplements improved growth with 
the raw soybean ration more than with the heated. Therefore, 
they concluded that the availability of the methionine of raw 
soybeans was enhanced by heating. However the studies of 
cystine or methionine supplementation of both raw or heated 
soybeans reported by Mitchell (1937), Hayward and Hafner 
(1941), Evans and McGinnis (10) and in this bulletin show 
that cystin or methionine improved growth on either raw or 
heated soybean rations.
 “Shrewsbury, Vestal and Hauge (1932) concluded from 
their studies on the improvement of soybeans by heating that, 
‘... there is some reason for believing that certain materials 
of a toxic nature are removed or destroyed during the heating 
process.’ Ham, Stanstedt, and Mussehl (1945) have reported 
that a dilute acid (pH 4.2) extract of raw soybean meal, but 
not heated soybean meal, contains a factor which when 
incorporated into a ration, depresses the rate of growth, 
a fi nding confi rmed by Klose, Hill and Fevold (1946). 
This tends to confi rm the hypothesis of Shrewsbury et al. 
(1932) that raw soybeans contain a toxic, though not lethal, 
substance which inhibits or depresses the rate of growth and 
which is removed by heating.”
 “Some characteristics of a trypsin inhibitor: In 1944, 
Ham and Sandstedt (J. Biol. Chem.) reported the existence 
of a factor in unheated soybean meal which inhibited the 
digestion of casein by commercial trypsin as measured by 
formol titration, a fi nding confi rmed by Bowman (1944) who 
has since reported (1946) the existence of two distinct trypsin 
inhibitors in soybeans. Kunitz (1946) [sic, June 1945] has 
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succeeded in obtaining purifi ed crystalline trypsin inhibitor 
from soybeans and has characterized the substance as a 
protein.” Address: 1. Asst. Agricultural Chemist; 2. Formerly 
Asst. Agricultural Chemist. All: Nebraska Experiment 
Station.

150. Cagnoni, Delfi no. 1947. La culture du soja en Italie 
[The cultivation of soybeans in Italy]. Revue Internationale 
du Soja 7(45-46):128-31. Nov/Dec. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. The soybean and its 
characteristics. The nutritive value of soybeans. Utilization 
of soybeans: soy oil (incl. refi ned soy oil), soybean 
phosphatides / lecithin, soy fl our (various types), soymilk 
(lait végétal), tofu (fromage végétal), soy sauce, soy in 
diabetic diets, industrial soy protein (caséine végétale), 
soybean cake, other products (for animal feed). Bread, 
spreads, biscuits, milk, industrial protein, plastics, glue, 
soybean cake. Achievements: The province of Padua, Italy. 
Address: PhD.

151. De, Sasanka S.; Sastry, M.G. 1947. Signifi cance of 
proteolytic inhibitor in the low nutritive value of leguminous 
proteins. Science and Culture (Calcutta) 13(6):252-53. Dec. 
[11 ref]
• Summary: In this published letter, a table shows that 
“all the leguminous seeds contain a proteolytic inhibitor in 
varying proportions, soya, navy and velvet beans containing 
relatively large proportions of the inhibitor. These beans 
show suffi cient improvement in their nutritive value after 
heat treatment whereas the nutritive value is improved to a 
small degree in the case of Bengal gram [chick pea], Green 
gram [mung bean] and Black gram [mungo bean] after heat 
treatment. From these observations, it may be postulated that 
the improvement in the biological value found in leguminous 
seeds is due mainly, if not entirely, to the destruction of 
the proteolytic inhibitor present in them.” Address: Dep. of 
Biochemistry, Indian Inst. of Science, Bangalore.

152. Frantz, Royenne D.; Simpson, Jean I. 1947. 
Effectiveness of fat in soy fl our as a shortening agent. Food 
Research 12(6):461-67. Dec. [9 ref]
• Summary: Fat in soy fl our exerts a shortening effect on 
baked products. Pastry wafers were prepared from wheat 
fl our and from blends of wheat fl our and each of four types 
of soy fl our in turn: full-fat, high-fat, low-fat and minimum-
fat soy fl our. The breaking strengths of these wafers were 
measured by the Bailey shortometer and used to determine 
the effect of the type of soy fl our on the breaking strength 
of the wafers. The fat content of the soy fl ours and of wheat 
fl our was determined, and the amount of total fat in each of 
the doughs used in preparing the wafers was calculated.
 The mean breaking strength of the wafers made from 
wheat fl our was signifi cantly higher than the values for the 
wafers made from each blend of wheat and soy fl our in turn. 

The mean breaking strength of the wafers made from wheat 
and full-fat soy fl our and from wheat and high-fat soy fl our 
were signifi cantly lower than the mean breaking strength of 
wafers made from the wheat and low-fat soy fl our blend and 
the wheat and minimum-fat soy fl our blend. The differences 
in the mean breaking strengths of the wafers made from 
the wheat and soy-fl our blends indicated that the use of 
full-fat and high-fat soy fl our increased the shortness of the 
wafers. Address: Dep. of Home Economics, Univ. of Illinois, 
Urbana, IL.

153. McGinnis, James; Evans, Robert John. 1947. Amino 
acid defi ciencies of raw and overheated soybean oil meal for 
chicks. J. of Nutrition 34(6):725-32. Dec. [13 ref]
• Summary: Morgan (1934) showed that biological value 
for rats of cereal proteins and casein was decreased by 
overheating. It has also been shown that the explosion 
process used in preparing many breakfast foods caused a 
signifi cant decrease in their “protein nutritive value.”
 It has also been shown in 3 journal articles that the 
nutritive value of soybean oil meal is improved by proper 
heat treatment but impaired by autoclaving for too long a 
time at too high a temperature.
 Summary: 1. The addition of cystine to a diet containing 
raw soybean meal did not improve chick growth.
 2. When raw soybean oil meal was autoclaved at 
100ºC for 30 minutes, a signifi cant increase in its nutritive 
value resulted as shown by chick growth. Adding either 
methionine or cystine or both to this autoclaved meal did not 
improve chick growth. Likewise, a combination of cystine, 
methionine and lysine failed to further improve chick 
growth.
 3. When raw soybean oil meal was autoclaved at 130ºC 
for 60 minutes, its nutritive value for chicks was decreased. 
The addition of methionine, cystine, or lysine to the meal did 
not correct the damage.
 5. “The methionine requirement of the chick appeared 
to be not more than 0.26% when the diet contained 0.46% 
cystine.” It may be that New Hampshire chicks require less 
methionine than White Leghorns. Address: Div. of Poultry 
Husbandry and Chemistry, Washington Agric. Exp. Station, 
Pullman, Washington.

154. Miclot, A. 1947. Le lait de soja: Son emploi dans les 
maternités indigènes. Ses résultats [Soy milk: Its use in 
indigenous maternity wards. Its results]. Medecine Tropicale 
(Marseille) 7(5):465-469. Nov/Dec. [3 ref. Fre]
Address: Medecin Capitaine du Corps de Sante Colonial, 
France.

155. Sullivan, Gene. 1947. Soya protein as a method of 
increasing the nutritive value of hard candy: Results of 
a NCA-sponsored research project show candymen how 
to change an unbalanced confection to a balanced food. 
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International Confectioner 58(12):46, 50. Dec. Summarized 
in Soybean Digest, Feb. 1948, p. 24.
• Summary: “With the recent release of the study of the 
use of isolated soya proteins as an ingredient in hard candy, 
by the Agricultural Chemical Research Division of the 
Department of Agriculture at New Orleans [Louisiana], 
which has been working on the project under the auspices of 
the National Confectioners’ Association, the whole question 
of the desirability of such an addition to candy becomes 
increasingly pertinent.
 “Several types of isolated soya proteins were furnished 
to the research staff headed by H.H. Hall and Fred J. Fahs. 
Their principal objective was to investigate methods for 
the incorporation of the materials and to produce the most 
satisfactory product possible, consistent with acceptable 
standards of taste and physical characteristics.”
 “The addition of protein to candy by an enterprising 
manufacturer will indicate his desire to improve the 
nutritional balance and quality of his product. It will also 
indicate that he is in touch with the trend in the nutritional 
fi eld. Such a candy can be merchandised as a balanced food 
that will compare favorably with many well recognized 
wholesome foods. Health and growth factors can be stressed 
along with the quick-energy characteristics.”
 Two tested formulas for using soybean protein in hard 
candy are given in a sidebar on p. 50.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Dec. 2015) that uses the term “isolated soya protein” 
(or “isolated soya proteins”) to refer to its food uses.

156. de Bilderling, G. 1947. Importance du soja pour 
l’alimentation indigène: Quelques préparations faciles [The 
importance of soybeans for native nutrition. Some easy 
preparations]. Comptes Rendus des Travaux de la Semaine 
Agricole de Yangambi. Section 8. No. 56. [Fre]*

157. Osaki, J. 1947. [Antagonism of Bacillus natto to 
pathogens]. Oyo Kingaku (J. of Applied Mycology) 2:47-52. 
[Jap]*

158. Bird, H.R. 1947. Feeding poultry. Yearbook of 
Agriculture (USDA) p. 235-38. For the years 1943-1947.
• Summary: “From the studies at Beltsville [Maryland] 
of the protein needs of growing chickens, we found that 
the birds make their greatest gains, in proportion to feed 
consumed, when their ration contains about 21 percent 
protein. A diet containing much more or less than that is 
defi nitely less effi cient. But when the birds are full-grown, 
the proportion of protein may be reduced, with satisfactory 
results, to about 16 percent for laying stock, and to as little as 
13 percent in a maintenance ration for mail chickens.”
 “The war meant shorter supplies of high-quality protein 
supplements of animal origin. We found, however, that 
in well-balanced diets proteins of vegetable origin may 

constitute up to about 80 percent of the total protein for 
chickens that produce hatching eggs, and 90 percent of the 
total for other mature chickens and for growing chickens 
and turkeys. Successful growing diets in which all of the 
protein is of vegetable origin have been devised for turkeys 
more than 8 weeks old that have access to good range. These 
percentages are a good bit higher than were once considered 
practicable. Because vegetable proteins are generally cheaper 
than those of animal origin, this knowledge bears directly on 
economy of production. Properly cooked soybean meal is an 
excellent feed for poultry.
 “Considerable progress has been made at the California 
Agricultural Experiment Station in expressing the protein 
requirements of growing chicks in terms of amino acids, 
which constitute proteins. More information on this vital 
subject and on the distribution of amino acids in feeds will 
help us to predict the feeding value of feedstuffs and feed 
mixtures from the results of chemical analyses... The amino 
acids and vitamins, furthermore, do not exert their effects 
independently, but are interrelated. For example, work at the 
Wisconsin and Maryland experiment stations reveals that 
when growing chicks consume relatively large quantities of 
corn or gelatin, they have increased requirements either for 
tryptophane, an amino acid, or for nicotinic acid, a vitamin.
 “Also, we have discovered that for growing chicks a 
practical diet containing soybean meal as the only protein 
supplement is effectively supplemented either by an amino 
acid named methionine or by two vitamins: Pantothenic 
acid and choline. It is also interesting to note that such diets 
are effectively supplemented by 2 to 4 percent of fi sh meal, 
which does not supply enough methionine, choline, or 
pantothenic acid to account for such an effect.”
 “As a result of research it is now possible to recommend 
quantitative allowances of the following nutrients for 
growing chickens. Six amino acids: Glycine, arginine, 
methionine, cystine, lysine, and tryptophane. Ten vitamins: 
A, D, K, thiamine, ribofl avin, pantothenic acid, nicotinic 
acid, pyridoxin [B-6, pyridoxine], biotin, and choline. 
And nine mineral elements: Calcium, phosphorus, sodium, 
manganese, iodine, potassium, magnesium, iron, and copper.
 “Another discovery is that cow manure is a valuable 
source of vitamins for chickens and turkeys.”
 “The low-grade diets contained no animal protein 
supplements. They were improved to about the same extent 
by adding either dry cow manure or fi sh meal as 5 percent of 
the diet.” “We learned that the growth-promoting effect of 
cow manure was due to an unknown factor in it, not to the 
presence of any of the known vitamins.”
 “To go back to soybean meal: In studies of hatchability, 
we found that, without animal protein, the hatchability and 
viability of chicks go down as the level of soybean meal 
in the hens’ diet goes up. This effect of soybean meal is 
overcome by feeding the hens animal protein of high quality, 
such as fi sh meal and dried-milk products, and also by 
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feeding dried cow manure. When adequately supplemented 
with these materials, the total diet of breeding birds may 
contain 10-percent soybean meal.”
 “Artifi cial incubation and brooding, increasingly popular 
systems that keep large numbers of chicks together, are apt 
to cause more feather picking, toe picking, and cannibalism, 
vices that sometimes cause heavy losses. They can usually be 
stopped by giving the chicks more salt in their feed.”
 Note 1. Researchers are hot on the trail of, and about the 
discover, vitamin B-12, previously called the “animal protein 
factor” that was found essential to the growth of livestock 
and poultry. It soon replaced expensive animal protein in 
feeds and enabled more soybean meal to be used in its place.
 Note 2. For about 5 years prior to 1944, Dr. Bird 
was associate professor of poultry nutrition at the Univ. 
of Maryland. He is a graduate of the Univ. of Wisconsin. 
Address: Biochemist in charge, Poultry Nutrition 
Investigation, Bureau of Animal Industry, USDA.

159. Blumenthal, Saul. 1947. Food products. Brooklyn, New 
York: Chemical Publishing Co., Inc. ix + 986 p. See p. 134-
35, 335-36, 378-85. Index. 23 cm. [ soy ref]
• Summary: The following soy products are discussed: Soy 
milk (p. 134). Soy curd (bean curd or tofu, p. 134-35). Fried 
soybeans (p. 335-36). Health foods (p. 337).
 Concerning fried soybeans, this is the earliest document 
seen (Dec. 2012) that discusses this subject scientifi cally and 
in some depth, since most similar products had previously 
been dry roasted. (For exceptions see Stoddard 1917, 
Parsons 1939, and Hale 1941). “The fried soybean is a 
pleasing nut-like confection, which will prove a product 
of suffi cient interest to many lovers of nut meats.” The 
best soybean for fried food purposes is Illini; other good 
varieties are Rokusun, Mammoth Yellow, Dixi, Easy Cook 
[Easycook], and Hahto. By writing the National Soybean 
Oil Manufacturers Association, Box 388, Taylorville, Illinois 
[Note: This Association may have been affi liated with the 
Allied Mills soybean crushing plant in Taylorville; it was 
probably not affi liated with NSPA], all information on the 
bean and sources of supply can be acquired.
 “Before frying the soybean, it should be washed in water 
to remove particles of dirt that may be adhering. In order 
to obtain a good product with a nut-like texture, the bean 
is allowed to swell by soaking in boiling water for a period 
of 10 minutes. The water is drained off and the beans are 
cooled and fried. The beans are then placed in a proper wire 
basket, with 5 pounds of fat, previously heated to 370 to 
380ºF. The addition of the bean to the fat will cause a drop 
in temperature to about 340 to 355ºF, at which point most of 
the frying takes place. Temperature control is important since 
frying at high temperatures produces a bean with a scorched 
fl avor, while frying at too low temperatures produces a 
product with a beany instead of a nutty fl avor. After frying, 
the beans are drained, salted and cooled in the same manner 

as other fried nut meats.
 The section titled “Health Foods” states: “Nuts and 
soybeans are good substitutes for meats, fi sh, eggs and sea 
foods. Pistachio nuts are non-acid-forming and are rich 
in organic salts and vitamins... Their high percentage of 
alkaline minerals makes them an alkaline-yielding food.”
 Acidophilus milk (from dairy milk) is discussed on 
pages 130-32, and Kefi r (from dairy milk) on pages 132-
33. Address: Food Technologist and Consultant, Shirley 
Laboratories, New York, NY.

160. Bragg, Paul C. 1947. Paul Bragg’s health cookbook [1st 
ed.]. New York, NY: Alfred A. Knopf. xii + 402 + xxx p. 
Index. 21 cm.
• Summary: Contents: Section I: Flavor. 1. Flavor, the soul 
of food. Section II: Recipes. 2. Salads (7 types). 3. Salad 
dressings. 4. Soups. 5. Vegetables. 6. Meats. 7. Fish. 8. 
Poultry and game. 9. Vegetarian entrees and cheese dishes. 
10. Eggs and egg dishes. 11. Cereals. 12. Bread, rolls, and 
muffi ns. 13. Pancakes and waffl es. 14. Pies and fi llings. 15. 
Cakes and frostings, 16. Cookies. 17. Desserts (fruit desserts, 
other desserts). 18. Sauces. 19. One world cookery (“Health” 
foods in many lands, Mexican, Creole, From France, the 
Near East, the Far East, etc.). 20. Candies. 21. Drink health 
the new way (“cocktails” made without alcohol, from fresh 
fruit and vegetable juices). 22. Canapés. 23. Sandwiches and 
fi llings. 24. Canning.
 Section III: Special-purpose recipes. 25. Reducing. 26. 
Gaining. 27. Food allergies. 28. Invalid food or bland diets. 
Appendixes. Herb chart. How to grow a savory herb garden. 
The window-box herb garden. Organic gardening: Good 
nutrition starts in the ground. How to make a compost pile.
 Soy-related recipes: Substitutes. Soybean milk for cow’s 
milk. Beans and especially soybeans for meat. Whole-grain 
fl ours for white fl our (p. 5). Sprouted soybean salad (p. 45). 
Soybean soup (with “1 cup {dry} soybeans,” p. 72). Black 
soybean soup (p. 72-73). Sour-cream bean soup (p. 73).
 In the chapter on “Vegetables” there is a section titled 
“Soybeans” (p. 92-95) with this contents: Introduction (“The 
soybean is one of the richest of all foods in protein and in 
minerals, and it also makes a very delightful addition to 
good meals... but only in recent years have Americans and 
Europeans become awakened to its possibilities as a meat 
substitute and also its great value as a food staple”). How 
to make soybean sprouts. Soybean sprouts en casserole. 
Sprouted soybean omelet. Soybean sprouts with onions 
and mushrooms. Soybean recipes (“for preparing the magic 
soybean”). Green soybeans (in pods). Dried soybeans. 
Canning recipes. Soybeans used as meat substitutes. Soy 
milk. Soybean cheese [tofu].
 Chapter 9: Vegetarian entrees and dishes. Lentil loaf 
with milk or soy milk. Soybean loaf (with dry soybeans and 
soy milk). Soybean macaroni loaf. Vegetable and soybean 
stew. Soy vegetable roast (with 1½ cups cooked soybeans). 
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Vegetable hash (with soy sauce). Boston baked soybeans. 
Stuffed peppers with soybeans. Vegetarian sausages (with 
cooked soybeans). Vegetarian chop suey (with soy sauce and 
gluten steaks). Soybean cheese (homemade tofu made from 
soy milk allowed to curdle in a warm place; cut and serve 
with soy sauce).
 Whole-wheat soy bread (with soy fl our, p. 195). 
Soybean waffl es (with soy fl our, p. 212). Whole-wheat soy 
pie crust (with soy fl our, p. 213). Canned [green vegetable] 
soybeans (p. 324, 336). Soybean waffl es (wheatless, with soy 
fl our, p. 369). For those with food allergies: Soy milk and 
Soybean cheese (see p. 95).
 In this book, Bragg uses the word “aminos.” “The link 
between protein and body tissues is the amino acids. When 
the aminos enter the blood stream, they are carried to every 
part of the body, where they set to work repairing, rebuilding, 
and maintaining body tissue, building up rich red blood, and 
‘conditioning’ the various organs” (p. 6).
 Note 1. This is not a vegetarian cookbook; there are 
chapters on meats, fi sh, poultry and game. Throughout his 
life, Paul Bragg seems to have had an ambivalent feeling 
about eating and recommending the consumption of red meat 
and poultry. In his later years, fi sh became his favorite fl esh 
food.
 Note 2. This book contains no autobiographical 
information about Paul Bragg. Address: P.O. Box 428, 
Burbank, California.

161. Brillmayer, Franz Anton. 1947. Die Bedeutung der 
Soja fuer die Ernaehrung Oesterreichs [The signifi cance of 
the soybean for the nutrition of Austria]. Vienna, Austria: 
Wilhelm Frick Verlag. 103 p. Illust. 21 cm. [Ger]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Austria’s food situation: The 
country cannot feed itself. 2. The human organism as a 
motor (with certain fuel / nutritional / food needs). 3. How 
do we feed ourselves? How to grow enough food when the 
percentage of agricultural land is constantly shrinking. 4. The 
soybean (Die Soja) as a nutritional factor: The soybean is 
the most concentrated foodstuff, and is also called “meatless 
meat.” Comparison of the nutritional value of soybeans with 
animal products. Protein and fat.
 5. Soya in our kitchen: 20 years ago the use of soya in 
Austria was promoted in the form of Edelsojamehl (Edelsoja 
fl our), made largely from foreign-grown soybeans. Products 
now made from soya (dry egg substitute, soybean paste 
(Sojabrei), soya nuts, soya almonds, cocoa, coffee {the last 
3 are roasted}). Debittering of soybeans (Sojaentbitterung). 
How does one cook with soya? Green vegetable soybeans 
(Gruene Sojakoerner; similar to green peas in the pods), 
soy sprouts, soya tea. Soybean recipes for 6 people by Frau 
Friedl Brillmayer (17 pages of Austrian-style recipes).
 6. Soybean production in Austria and the possibilities 
for its expansion: Statistics on increase in planted hectares 
and number of growers from 1937-1944. 7. Possibilities for 

industrial uses of soybeans. 8. Soya as a fodder plant: Green 
fodder, hay, silage, ground soybeans (Sojapfl anzenmehl), 
straw and chaff, soybean cake and extracted meal, industrial 
waste. 9. The effect on agriculture, the nutrition of the 
people, and maintenance of their good health: Measures 
needed for gaining acceptance and success in Austria.
 Pages 68-73: The soybean pioneer in Austria was 
Prof. Friedrich Haberlandt of Vienna, starting in 1878. His 
interest in the signifi cance and relevance of soya for Austria 
was inspired by the Chinese booth at the Vienna World 
Exhibition (Wiener Weltausstellung). In the following years 
he worked successfully to introduce the plant and make it 
better known. On the basis of extensive variety trials, he 
confi rmed his hypothesis, that the soybean would do well 
wherever maize (corn) would ripen. At that time, however, 
the soybean varieties used did not ripen as early as today’s 
varieties especially bred for spring maturity, and because of 
this the main areas where trials were conducted lay in south 
Hungary, Croatia [before 1991 a republic of Yugoslavia; the 
capital is Zagreb], and Dalmatia [a region on the Adriatic 
coast of Yugoslavia, and a former Austrian crownland].
 Haberlandt’s varieties ripened too late to be grown in 
the area that is today Austria. And since the Monarchy had 
enough food, the soybean soon disappeared and came to be 
forgotten.
 In 1920 in Austria, after a long pause, the fi rst soya 
acclimatized in Austria was planted. Once again soybean 
production began in this country.
 Starting in 1921 Prof. Dr. Drahorad and I 
began cooperative work at Platt in lower Austria 
(Niederoesterreich). The varieties we used were adapted over 
a number of years using strict selection processes. Then in 
the following years we initiated preliminary trials in all the 
Austrian provinces (Bundeslaendern).
 In 1929 the fi rst soybean exposition was held in the 
banquet hall of the country villa at Linz (Landhaus in 
Linz), sponsored by the Austrian Department of Agriculture 
(Landwirtschaftskammer), and there were already more 
than 100 samples exhibited, all from upper Austria 
(Oberoesterreich).
 Up until 1937 about 1,400 farmers in Austria were 
registered, part of them grew soybeans experimentally and 
part of them expanded their production area year after year.
 But there was no ready market. The soybean was so 
cheap on the world market, that its production in Austria was 
not profi table. The world market price dropped to its lowest 
level in 1933, £6.07 sterling per tonne! The unassuming and 
easily satisfi ed Chinese peasant could produce soybeans so 
cheaply that the nutritional value of a kg of meat cost 5 times 
as that from a kilogram of soya...
 The Viennese soybean industry that existed at the time 
using primarily imported soybeans, decided to support and 
buy Austrian-grown soybeans and voluntarily paid the higher 
price. Nevertheless, because of the low world market price, 
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the possibilities for sale were at hand, but the price offered 
no incentive to expand soybean acreage.
 Contrary to this was the promotion I did for soya as 
being excellent fodder, and defatted soybean meal soon came 
to be widely used in this way.
 Thus did the soybean breeding work, with fi nancial 
support, start again. We then succeeded in moving our Platt 
breeding operation partially to foreign countries, to Voorburg 
in Holland, to St. Sylvain d’Anjou in France, and to 
Casablanca in Morocco. On a modest scale, soybeans grown 
in Austria could also be exported. Also several large batches 
were dispatched. So to Turkey and Greece, to Dobruja [a 
region now in southeast Romania and northeast Bulgaria], to 
Persia, Holland, and France, and a shipment of 15,000 kg of 
Platter gelben Riesen to Morocco.
 In 1937 the Austrian soybean growers formed a “Soya 
Ring” (Sojaring) in order to better represent their position 
as a solid organization. Soon new soybean breeding places 
developed, and from them came new varieties: the Angerner 
and the Wolfsthaler. The Soya Ring continues to expand.
 During World War II, I.G. Farben had large areas planted 
to soya in Romania, Bulgaria, and Yugoslavia. This total area 
reached a peak of about 150,000 hectares in 1942.
 In 1937 in Austria, only 16 farms (Betriebe) grew 68.14 
hectares yielding 83,521 kg of soybeans (1,226 kg/ha). 
In 1940 this increased to 315 farms growing 1,526.99 ha 
yielding 957,809 kg of soybeans (627 kg/ha). In 1944 868 
farmers grew a record 2,461.17 ha of soybeans (production 
not given for 1944). The four main growing areas, in 
descending order of number of hectares grown in 1944, 
are: Lower Austria and Burgenland 1,311.67, Kaernten and 
Steiermark 71.54, Vienna 46.27, and Upper Austria 1.24. 
The climate in Austria varies widely from region to region. 
Production is measured in units of Doppelzentner (dz); 1 
Doppelzentner = 100 kg. In 1943 the best yield in one region 
was 28.00 dz/ha (2800 kg/ha or 41.6 bu/acre) in Lower 
Austria. The best yields per region rose from 2,100 kg/ha in 
1937 to 2,800 kg/ha in 1943, both in Lower Austria.
 Figures: (1) Austria is 25.2% cultivated land, 27% 
grassland, 37.3% forests, and 10.5% unproductive (p. 4). (2) 
Area in Austria used to grow: Wheat 12%. Rye 17%. Barley 
8%, Oats 13%, Potatoes 10%. Beets 3%. Sugar beets 1.8%. 
Gardens 4.5%, Vineyards 1.8% (p. 6). (3) Graph shows 
Austrian domestic-production + imports of wheat, rye, 
barley, oats, maize, and potatoes (p. 7). (4) Food needs (in 
million dollars): Cereals 120. Swine 60. Cattle 15. Flour 12. 
Coffee, tea & semi-tropical fruit 35. Fruit 20. Vegetables 10. 
Beer 10. Poultry 10. Rice 8. Oil 5 (p. 11).
 (4) Photosynthesis drives the human motor (p. 13). 
(5) The human motor needs carbohydrates and protein. (5) 
Austrian population in 1875 was 61% rural, 33% towns, 6% 
cities; in 1900 46% rural, 28% towns; 16% cities; 1925 was 
36% rural, 37% towns, 27% cities (p. 25). (6) In 1942 about 
150,000 ha of soybeans were planted in southern Europe. In 

the USA it was 1,389,000 ha in 1940, 3,960,000 ha in 1941 
and 5,660,000 ha in 1942.
 (7) Composition of the soybean shown graphically (p. 
33). (8-9) The many different foods that can be made from 
the soybean (p. 44 & 67).
 (10) Increase in soybean cultivation area and production 
of the Soya Ring (Sojaring) (in hectares) from 1937-1944 (p. 
72-73; see above). (11) Industrial products that can be made 
from the soybean (p. 83).
 Photos: (1) A single soybean plant, with pods, of the 
Austrian breed Platter 458 (p. 30). (2) Austrian soybean 
varieties being raised in the Platt breeding nursery and 
several experiments are underway (p. 69). (3) Trials with 
varieties, row width, and time of planting in Casablanca, 
Morocco. Two white house (one having two stories) are 
visible behind the fi elds of soybeans (p. 70).
 (4) A soybean purifi cation and drying facility. The next 
step will be to process the soybeans into soy oil and soybean 
meal at the factory of Dr. Winkler & Co. in Vienna, XII, 
in the year 1946. (5) Making soybean silage (p. 77). (6) A 
soybean debittering apparatus (p. 78).
 (7) Hydraulic presses with which part of the oil is 
pressed from the soybeans. (8) Lehmann milling machinery. 
(9) Soybean cleaning equipment; an aspirator (p. 81).
 (10) One of the large soybean meal warehouses in which 
is meal is stored in sacks. (11) Round, pressed soybean 
cakes. Half of the oil remains in the cakes and, after milling, 
ends up in the meal (p. 82). (12) High-growing fodder 
soybeans, suited for making hay or silage. A smiling lady 
with two long braids, holding up a rake in her right hand, 
stands waist-deep in the tall plants (p. 88).
 (13) Soybean plant-meal (Soja-Pfl anzenmehl, slightly 
enlarged) (p. 90). Address: Austria.

162. Cooper, Lenna F.; Barber, Edith M.; Mitchell, Helen S. 
1947. Nutrition in health and disease. 10th ed., revised and 
reset. Philadelphia, London, Montreal: J.B. Lippincott Co. 
xvii + 729 p. Illust. (128 + color plates). Index. 26 cm. “7th 
edition unit plan.” [500+* ref]
• Summary: “First published in 1928 under the title: 
Nutrition in Health and Disease for Nurses.”
 Note: “Food hygiene,” by Jean Broadhurst. The book 
is divided into four main parts: (1) Principles of Nutrition. 
(2) Diet in Disease. (3) Food Selection and Preparation. (4) 
Tabular material and Special Tests.
 Soy is mentioned as follows: Page 188: “Milk 
substitutes: Certain infants are born with a sensitivity to the 
proteins of milk... Soybean preparations are most commonly 
used.
 Page 362: “Diet for nutritional anemias–Meat, poultry, 
fi sh or soybeans.” These foods should be added to build 
blood. “Soybeans have been found to contain proteins of 
good quality and quantity. One half cup cooked soybeans is 
equivalent to approximately 2 ounces of edible meat.”
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 Pages 558-59: Rice and soy muffi ns, with ½ cup soy 
fl our for people allergic to wheat, eggs, or milk (W-E-M). 
Soy and potato muffi ns.
 Page 624: Table 1, Proximate composition of foods 
(Calculated for 100 gram portions) includes the composition 
of soybeans, either 1 cup shelled [green vegetable soybeans] 
or ½ cup dried.
 Page 625: Vitamins in foods (Calculated for 100 gram 
portions) includes the composition of soybeans, either 
shelled or dried.
 Page 626: Table 1, Proximate composition of foods 
(Calculated for 100 gram portions) includes the composition 
of soybean fl our, grits, etc., full fat, medium fat “expellor” 
type, or low fat, solvent extracted; Soybean sprouts, ½ cup. 
Soy sauce, ½ cup. Page 627 gives the vitamin content of 
each of these soybean foods.
 Page 636: Table 2, Food composition table for short 
method of dietary analysis. Under legumes, soybeans are 
included.
 There are no references at the end of each chapter, 
however, there are many, many references throughout 
the book (at the bottom of pages). And there is a list of 
“References” (several hundred, including journal articles) on 
p. 670-689 (not included in the scan). I did not page through 
the book (page-by-page) to count all of the references at the 
bottom of pages. Address: 1. B.S., M.A., M.H.E., Chief, 
Dep. of Nutrition, Montefi ore Hospital, New York City; 
Formerly Food Director, Univ. of Michigan; Dean of School 
of Home Economics, Battle Creek College; Supervising 
Dietitian, U.S Army 1918-1919. President American Dietetic 
Assoc., 1937-1938.

163. Davis, Adelle. 1947. Let’s cook it right: Good health 
comes from good cooking. New York, NY: Harcourt, Brace 
and Co. x + 626 p. Index. 21 cm.
• Summary: Adelle Davis was a new force in American 
cookery. She was a trained, scientifi c nutritionist who put her 
knowledge in terms that any housewife could understand, a 
careful researcher and good writer, and one who advocated 
whole foods (such as whole wheat and brown rice) and 
discouraged the use of refi ned foods (such as white fl our, 
white rice, and white sugar; in 1940 Americans ate 92 lb/year 
of sugar). She emphasized the importance of vitamins and 
minerals to good health, and advocated the use of nutrient-
rich yogurt, soybeans, wheat germ, blackstrap molasses, 
brewers’ yeast, and powdered milk (p. 7), but also advocated 
meat, poultry, and fi sh. She introduced many Americans to 
health food stores as a source of healthful foods and hard-to-
fi nd ingredients. “Most recipe books appear to have only one 
designed purpose: to bring about the physical degeneration 
of the race at all possible speed. It is little wonder that our 
national health record is something to be ashamed of” (p. 4).
 In Chapter 5, titled “Equip your kitchen for health,” she 
stresses the importance of using a thermometer in baking, 

then appends a list of useful equipment. For example: 
“Liquifi er or blender: especially valuable if cooking for a 
baby, an elderly person, or one who must stay on a smooth 
diet. May be used instead of electric mixer in a small 
family.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Dec. 2005) that uses the word “liquefi er” (as a generic 
term) to refer to an electric blender. This is also the earliest 
English-language book seen (Dec. 2005) that uses the word 
“blender” (as a generic term) to refer to an electric blender.
 Throughout this book the author includes soy fl our and 
soy grits as optional ingredients in dozens of recipes, but also 
features soybeans as follows: El Molino Mills of Alhambra, 
California, is a good source of wheat germ, soy grits, and 
many varieties of fl ours (p. vii). Chapter 12, titled “Meat 
substitutes and extenders” begins: “Most of the so-called 
meat substitutes, such as dry beans, peas, rice, and macaroni, 
are not true substitutes for meat.” They contain less protein 
of lower quality. “There is one exception among legumes 
which is a true meat substitute–soybeans.” They can be as 
delicious as regular beans when well prepared. “Soybeans 
differ from other beans in that they contain about three times 
more protein, a small amount of sugar, and no starch.” They 
supply essential amino acids, calcium, and B vitamins. They 
should be served frequently, especially when the budget is 
limited.
 “By far the easiest way to prepare soybeans is to freeze 
them after they have soaked and before they are cooked. 
This procedure decreases the cooking time about 2 hours 
and causes them to taste more like navy beans. Since 
soybeans are relatively new to Americans, seasonings should 
be heavily relied upon to make them palatable. The most 
satisfactory means of working soybeans into your menus is 
by using soy grits, in which each raw bean is broken into 
8 or 10 pieces... They are inexpensive and bland in fl avor, 
cook in a few minutes, and can be added to any number of 
foods without altering the taste.” There follows a recipe 
for “Cooked soybeans” with 16 named variations (such as 
Chinese soybeans, Spanish-style soybeans, soybean chili, 
soybeans with tomatoes, etc.). Then a recipe for softened soy 
grits (p. 193-96).
 Soy chili with meat and beans; “Macaroni, spaghetti, 
and noodles are available prepared from whole-wheat fl our 
and from whole-wheat fl our combined with soy fl our” (p. 
200-01). The nutritive value of soups can be increased 
greatly at almost no cost by adding soy or peanut fl our to 
them (p. 305). Fresh soybeans contain no starch but are so 
rich in sugar that many varieties taste like new peas. Wash 
before hulling. A recipe with 6 variations follows (p. 413-
14). One key to good health is baking your own whole-wheat 
breads at home. Increase the protein content by adding 
powdered milk, soy, peanut or cottonseed fl our, or wheat 
germ (p. 416-17). A table (p. 418-19) shows the “Food 
values of bread ingredients.” “The merits of soy fl our are 
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becoming well known.” Buy it fresh and keep it in a cool 
place. Chapters 24 and 25 give healthful alternatives (such as 
fruits) to typical desserts and candy. “The most objectionable 
feature of desserts is the amount of sugar they contain. The 
tremendous consumption of refi ned sugar in America has 
caused untold ill health” (p. 490). One healthy dessert is Soy 
chews (baked, p. 544). Serve popcorn, “salted soybeans, or 
soy nuts,” as healthful alternatives to sweet desserts (p. 546). 
A recipe for homemade “Soy nuts” follows. They are soaked, 
parboiled, deep-fried in vegetable oil, and salted (p. 549). 
Chapter 27, on obtaining unusual foods, suggests: “If you 
have a health-food store in your community, communicate 
with it fi rst. Such stores carry all the products of outstanding 
nutritive value.” Address: B.A., M.S., Los Angeles, 
California.

164. Hilditch, Thomas Percy. 1947. The chemical 
constitution of natural fats. 2nd ed., revised. London: 
Chapman and Hall; New York: J. Wiley. xiii + 558 p. 1st ed. 
1940. Illust. Index. 26 cm. [1550+* ref]
• Summary: This very important book is very similar to the 
1940 fi rst edition; it contains only 4 more pages. Address: 
Dep. of Industrial Chemistry, Univ. of Liverpool, England.

165. Kent-Jones, Douglas William; Amos, Arthur J. 1947. 
Modern cereal chemistry. 4th ed. Liverpool, England: The 
Northern Publishing Co., Ltd. vii + 651 p. See p. 89, 109-
113, 118, 150, 302, 349, 376, 568-69. 20 cm. [3 soy ref]
• Summary: The fi rst edition of this book was published in 
1924 in Liverpool. Chapter 4, titled “Rye, oats, maize, rice, 
soya and potato,” contains details on the soya bean from 
various sources (p. 109-13) including: Production in major 
countries (1934-39), chemical composition, amino acids, 
constants of soya oil, fatty acids of soya oil, carbohydrates of 
soya bean, mineral content of selected foods, composition of 
various milks, and uses of soya fl our.
 Page 150 discusses soya lecithin, gluten, baking, and 
fl our strength. Page 302 discusses the benefi ts of soya 
fl our in making less expensive forms of cakes and various 
confections.
 Chapter 14, “Cereal and balanced rations for livestock” 
(p. 349-) contains a short section on soya bean cake (p. 
376). “At one time a mixture of soya bean and cottonseed 
cakes were sold as ‘Soycot Cake’ and attained considerable 
popularity.”
 Tables on p. 568-69 show the contribution of soya 
bean cake and soya bean meal (extracted) to mixed feeds. 
Address: Analytical and consulting chemists, England.

166. Markley, Klare S. 1947. Fatty acids: Their chemistry 
and physical properties. New York, NY: Interscience 
Publishers, Inc. 668 p. Illust. Author index. Subject index. 24 
cm. 2nd edition, 1960-68. 5 vols. [1449* ref]
• Summary: Chapter 1, titled “Historical and general,” 

contains good introductory and background material. In 
about 1815 Chevreul established the fact that the common 
animal and vegetable fats and oils were composed of 
glycerol and the higher fatty acids.
 The term interesterifi cation is used broadly in this work 
to refer to a number of reactions in which an ester of a fatty 
acid may react with fatty acids, alcohols, or other fatty acid 
esters to produce an ester differing in composition from 
the original ester. The basic types are: alcoholysis, ester 
interchange, acidolysis, or mechanism of interesterifi cation. 
Haller (1906) applied the method of alcoholysis to margarine 
and related products.
 Soybeans are discussed as follows: Growth of the 
soybean industry in the USA. “The development of the 
soybean industry in the United States is a good example of 
these [almost unlimited] possibilities. The production of 
soybeans was increased from 4,800,000 bushels in 1925 to 
195,000,000 bushels in 1943, and during the same period 
the production of soybean oil was increased from 2,500,000 
pounds to 1,233,000,000 pounds” (p. 10).
 Palmitic acid in soybeans (p. 23). Hexadecenoic acid 
in soybeans (p. 27). Linolenic acid in linseed, perilla, chia, 
and soybeans (p. 28). Linoleic acid in soybeans (p. 30, 61). 
Structural isomerism–absorption spectra of soybean oils. 
Means of shifting the double bonds of linoleic and linolenic 
acids to conjugated positions by fractional distillation of 
soybean oil (p. 54). Infrared absorption spectra curves 
(p. 137, 150). Use of ultraviolet spectroscopy to detect 
soybean oil in mixtures with cottonseed oil (p. 154). Ionic 
reactions: Preparation of metallic soaps for use in greases 
(p. 251). Esters of erythritol and pentaerythritol–Reaction 
with the fatty acids of soybean oil (p. 285). Esterifi cation of 
soybean oil fatty acids with polyhydric alcohols (p. 286). 
Interesterifi cation: Hardened soybean oil behaved like 
fi sh oil with respect to glycerolysis (p. 304). Modifi cation 
of drying oils–Improvement of soybean oil by reaction 
with tung fatty acids (p. 309). Pyrolysis and subsequent 
hydrogenation of calcium and magnesium soaps of the mixed 
fatty acids derived from soybean oil (p. 322). Polymerization 
of the fatty acids and monoesters of soybean oil (p. 332). 
Component fatty acids of hydrogenated soybean oil (p. 366), 
and formation of geometric isomers (trans-isomers, p. 371). 
Selective oxidation (p. 392). Oxidation of soybean oil with 
per acids (hydrogen peroxide, peracetic and persulfuric 
acids; p. 422-23). Catalyzed ammonolysis (p. 492-93). 
Reaction of nitrosyl chloride with unsaturated fatty acids (p. 
518). Synthesis of fatty acids by plants: Hexose condensation 
hypothesis (p. 565); Effect of environment and variation in 
unsaturation (p. 569). Solubility methods of separation of 
fatty acids: Limitations of lead salt method. Emersol process 
for the separation of fatty acids (p. 614). Address: Principal 
Chemist–Oil, Fat, and Protein Div., Southern Regional 
Research Lab., New Orleans, Louisiana.
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167. Schwerdt, Rolf G. 1947. Untersuchungen ueber 
die therapeutische Verwendbarkeit vegetabilischer 
Eiweistraeger (Lupinen, Soja und “Teneron”) bei 
Eiweissmangelerkrankungen und Beobachtungen ueber 
den Einfl uss der Ernaehrung auf den Koerperzustand von 
365 maennlichen Anstaltszoeglingen in den Jahren 1944 
bis 1946 [Investigations into the therapeutic utility of plant-
based protein-rich foods (lupins, soybeans and “Teneron”) 
with protein defi ciency diseases and observations about the 
infl uence of nutrition on the bodily condition of 365 male 
institutional pupils in the years 1944 to 1946]. PhD thesis, 
Hamburg University. 54 p. Later published in Hannover by 
Berenberg. [Ger]*
Address: Germany.

168. Westfall, Robert J. 1947. The digestibility of soybean 
protein as affected by heat and other factors. PhD thesis, 
Purdue University. In: Doctoral Dissertations Accepted by 
American Universities, 1947. *
Address: Purdue Univ., W. Lafayette, Indiana.

169. Archer-Daniels-Midland Co. 1947? The ABC of ADM. 
Minneapolis, Minnesota. 40 p. Undated.
• Summary: This is a basic introduction to ADM. The 
company is divided into: Flax seed department. Commander 
Larabee Co. Werner G. Smith Co. Grain department. 
Soybean department. “Creating new values from America’s 
harvests.”
 One full page shows “Research Division at the center 
surrounded by: Flax fi bre division. Linseed meal division. 
Archer feeds division. Soybean meal division. Soya products 
division. Soybean oil division. Elevator storage division. 
Importer oils–core oils. Flour division. Linseed oil division.
 “Let’s get acquainted. The following pages show you 
the plant properties of Archer-Daniels-Midland, the work 
that keeps them busy, and the relationship of each ADM 
department to the others... picture of a vast enterprise that 
serves industry and develops markets for the harvests of our 
farms.
 “Archer-Daniels-Midland is one of the world’s largest 
processors of agricultural crops. The business of ADM is 
concerned with millions of bushels of fl ax, soybeans, bread-
wheats and semolina–and quantities of other grains.
 “ADM’s job begins with collecting these crops in rural 
elevators, storing them in the great terminals, and routing 
them to the various ADM processing plants, which are 
located in 26 states from coast to coast. From the laboratories 
and mills of ADM fl ow an endless stream of crop products 
which fi nd their way into plants of other manufacturers. 
Here, transformed by further chemical and physical 
processing, these crop products emerge as fi nished consumer 
goods which touch our living every day of the year... foods, 
clothing, shelter, machinery, protective coatings, and many 
other end products presented on the pages that follow.

 “Exploring a new world–the soybean. An illustration 
shows a man looking a huge soybean through a telescope.
 “Soybean Department: One of the most dramatic success 
stories in the history of our agriculture is the rise of the 
soybean.
 “The tremendous increase in the growth of this multi-
purpose crop brought a new source of income to American 
farmers, new jobs for industry and important new values to 
the public.
 “In 1924 the United States harvested 448,000 acres of 
soybeans. It is estimated in 1947 approximately 12,748,000 
acres will be harvested.
 “The growth of the soybean division of ADM has 
kept pace with the increased acreage planted to soybeans. 
Personnel has increased. laboratory activity expanded, plants 
and processing facilities doubled and redoubled.
 “The ADM plant at Decatur, Illinois is a typical soybean 
operation. This plant can take in 270,000 bushels of soybeans 
a day–a carload every 8 minutes.
 “Other soybean areas are served by plants in Kansas, 
Minnesota, Illinois. Ohio, and New York.” A background 
photo shows the ADM plant in Decatur, Illinois.
 “The oil that came to dinner: Soybean oil division. 
Among all the vegetable oils, that of the soybean is the most 
versatile. It is the star performer in many industries, but its 
greatest role is played at the dinner table.
 “Soybean oil is widely used as a salad oil, as margarine, 
vegetable shortening and cooking oil. Thus a product that 
had hardly been tasted in this country twenty years ago, is 
now consumed at the rate of approximately a billion pounds 
per year.
 “One of the more amazing derivatives of this oil is a 
product known as Lecithin, which is both a food ingredient 
and an industrial product. For example, its remarkable 
chemical make-up enables it to serve as an antioxidant 
in the processing of such products as cooking fats and 
chocolate coatings. Lecithin is an important ingredient in the 
manufacture of soaps, cosmetics, leathers, lubricating oils, 
munitions, ceramics, insecticides, pharmaceuticals, rubber 
and printing inks. ADM soybean oil is becoming more and 
more important in the protective coating industries, where 
consumption has leaped from two million to thirty-fi ve 
million pounds since 1928.
 “Illustrations: ADM plants, upper left, Toledo, Ohio; 
upper right, Buffalo, New York; bottom, Chicago, Illinois.
 “What next from the soybean? Photos show bags or 
packages of: Baker’s Nutrisoy: a defatted soy fl our. Orange 
Blossom soy fl our: a defatted soy four. SturdiMix: for 
making delicious biscuits, waffl es, muffi ns, pancakes–
made by the Sturdiwheat Company (Red Wing & St. Paul, 
Minnesota). New Soyawheat: High-protein cereal food.
 “Soybean Products Division: In recent years, as almost 
every edition of the newspapers has told of another new 
product made from soybeans, many have asked -”What next, 
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from soybeans?”
 “One of the answers is the array of food products shown 
on this page. The fi rst soy fl our was marketed in 1926 as a 
‘health fl our’. Testing of soy fl ours by the Army and Navy 
during the war years accelerated the growth of the soy fl our 
industry. Last year over 500 million pounds were produced. 
A great future is predicted for soybean food products as an 
eager public seeks higher nutritional standards.
 “Soy specialties serve uses other than foods. In 1945, 
over 22 million pounds of soybean meal were consumed 
in the form of wood glues by the plywood mills of the 
Pacifi c Northwest. Other special types of applications are in 
coatings for fi ne printing papers, wall paper, certain types of 
plastics and a remarkable synthetic fi bre with many of the 
characteristics of wool.
 “Scores of ADM research projects promise to add still 
more end-products. For years to come we shall continue to 
ask, ‘What next, from soybeans?’”
 Photos show bags and packages of: Nutrisoy Grits: a 
defatted soy fl our. Packers Granular: a defatted soy fl our. 
Nutri-Whip. Kellogg’s Corn-Soya Shreds. Atry Fatry Coffee-
Cake Mix.
 “Protein for your pork chops. Soybean Meal Division: 
Nutritional research has recently developed a method for 
processing soybean oil meal so that this product, which has 
been termed a ‘complete protein’, can now help bring to the 
dinner table new values in meat, poultry and dairy products.
 “Soybean oil meal is considered one of the most 
valuable feeds for livestock. It is rich in the essential amino 
acids and its proteins are more easily assimilated than any 
other protein of vegetable origin.
 “The wide use of soybean oil meal as livestock feed 
has been primarily responsible for the huge soybean crops 
of recent years. As the value of meal has been proved and 
improved, the crop has been expanded to meet increased 
demands.
 “ADM plants in Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Ohio, 
Kansas, and New York supply a constantly growing tonnage 
of soybean oil meal to the farms of the nation.
 “Illustrations: upper left, Twin City ‘A’ Elevator; upper 
right, Dickinson Feed Mill, Minneapolis; bottom, Mankato 
Mills Division, Mankato, Minnesota.”
 Soybean meal products: 44% [protein] toasted soy bean 
meal and fl akes. 41% expeller soy bean oil meal. 44% soy 
bean pellets. E.V.G. soy bean oil meal. 41% expeller soy 
bean grits.
 Soya products: Biswhip. Nutriwhip. Baker’s Nutrisoy. 
Brew fl akes–Kaysoy. Archer brand soya products. Address: 
Minneapolis, Minnesota.

170. Bowman, Donald E. 1948. Further differentiation of 
bean trypsin-inhibiting factors. Archives of Biochemistry and 
Biophysics 16(1):109-13. Jan. *

171. Cort, Mabel Gilson. 1948 Personal report of Mabel 
Gilson Cort for the year 1947. Chiang Mai, Thailand. 2 p. 
Unpublished typescript. Undated.
• Summary: She has spent the entire year of 1947 at home 
in Chiengmai [Chiang Mai], Thailand, doing mainly dietetic 
work, but also some evangelical work. She has developed 
special diets for patients with particular diseases. “Because 
of the high cost of living and the scarcity and high price 
of such foods as milk and eggs and the number of orphan 
babies we have in the hospital and the number of patients 
requiring milk diet, we have used quantities of soy bean 
product to increase our milk protein and supplies. Every day 
we make great quantities of white soy bean milk which is 
used to feed the babies, make cream soup, egg nogs, custards 
and even ice cream occasionally. We make tasteless soy 
bean fl our, which I learned to make at home. We also use 
the ground browned soy bean fl our [kinako] to feed babies, 
to make a beverage we call soy bean coffee, which is drunk 
as a beverage, using coconut milk and sugar. It is used in 
many hospital diets and the nurses drink it. We enrich it with 
sugar, starch and calcium, thus making it nearly equivalent 
to milk in value. We make soy bean fl our, rice bran and rice 
fl our muffi ns for beriberi and soy bean fl our and rice bran 
muffi ns for diabetes. We also send out the browned soy 
bean fl our to mothers in the country to make soy bean milk 
for their babies as the browned fl our will keep indefi nitely 
and country mothers have not the facilities for keeping the 
white milk which sours very easily. We buy bean curd from 
a Chinese merchant. We use this in curries, soups, etc. We 
have also increased the value of the protein in our diets and 
the use of the bean products are increasing every where. 
We think this is good public health work. All this requires a 
great deal of reading and compiling from books from China, 
Malay, the Philippines and America.”
 Note: Mrs. Mabel Gilson Court worked was a 
Presbyterian missionary in Siam (later called Thailand) from 
1903. Her husband was a physician and fellow missionary. 
They were married in 1910. In 1915 Dr. Cort took charge 
of McCormick Hospital in Chiang Mai, and Mrs. Cort took 
charge of dietetics at McCormick Hospital.

172. Okano, K. 1948. Nama daizu no yûdokusei 
tanpakushitsu ni tsuite. Daizu saponin no yôketsu hanno ni 
tsuite [The toxic protein in raw soybeans. The hemolytic 
reaction of soybean saponin]. Nippon Nogeikagaku Kaishi 
(J. of the Agricultural Chemical Society of Japan) 22(1):23-
24. Jan. (Chem. Abst. 46:5197). [8 ref. Jap]
• Summary: Heating soybean saponins in the presence of 
the meal destroys their hemolytic activity, but heating the 
purifi ed saponins does not.

173. Zucker, Lois M.; Zucker, Theodore F. 1948. Zoopherin: 
A nutritional factor for rats associated with animal protein 
sources. Archives of Biochemistry 16(1):115-29. Jan. [26 ref]
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• Summary: When plant rations containing yeast are fed to 
sexually mature female rats, they have the normal frequency 
of pregnancies without resorption or lactation failure, yet 
after lactation is completed, the diet induces a high mortality 
in the young rats.
 “The missing factor is found associated with animal 
protein sources and is certainly allied to what has been 
designated as “animal protein factor” in recent poultry 
literature.” This factor is water-soluble. The word 
“zoopherin” is coined and as a suitable, tentative name for 
the “nutritional factor X” of Cary and Hartman (1946), an 
essential nutrient required by rats for successful propagation.
 Table 1 gives the ingredients in four all-plant diets fed 
to rats. The fi rst, named “Pr 60” contains “Profl o” cottonseed 
meal, ground yellow corn, cottonseed oil, etc. A footnote 
states: “Diets Soy 60 and Et 60 were identical with Pr 60 
except for the substitution of Staley Lo-Fat soybean meal 
[heat-treated] and ethyl ether-extracted raw cottonseed, 
respectively, for Profl o.
 Soybean meal, like all plant foods, was found to be 
devoid of zoopherin as part of an all-plant diet determined by 
rat assay.
 Note 1. Zoopherin was later renamed vitamin B-12 
(which is not mentioned in this paper).
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 2020) that contains the term “animal protein 
factor.” Address: Dep. of Pathology, Columbia Univ., New 
York City.

174. Agricultural Gazette of New South Wales. 1948. What 
are soybeans worth? 59(2):76, 87. Feb. 1.
• Summary: “Some New England farmers are still holding 
last season’s relatively small production of soybeans for an 
average price of 35s. a bushel.”
 “Approximately 300 bushels of soybeans are required 
annually for the whole of Australia to manufacture a special 
preparation used by diabetics.” Discusses current prices 
of soybeans, other vegetable oils and meals worldwide, 
including peanut oil, linseed oil, and linseed meal. Address: 
Special Agronomist.

175. Huntington Herald Press (Huntington, Indiana). 1948. 
Dr. Chiu to speak at Union Church. Feb. 28.
• Summary: “Dr. Y.T. Chiu, visiting professor of chemistry 
and foreign missions at Huntington college, will speak at 
Union church, Union township, at 10:30 a.m. Dr. Chiu will 
discuss conditions in China, their effect upon the mission 
work and what missions are doing to alleviate suffering... 
He served as professor on the staff of Lingnan University in 
Canton, China, from 1915 to 1942, and was principal of the 
Pui Ching middle school, the largest high school in southern 
China, from 1942 to 1946. For his Ph.D. degree Dr. Chiu 
presented a thesis on soybean milk which was essential to the 
people of China who suffer from a scarcity of milk.”

176. Bird, Edward J.; Minor, Lewis J. 1948. Low 
temperature hydrolysis of commercial proteins. Food 
Industries 20(2):216-18. Feb. Pacifi c Edition. [12 ref]
• Summary: “Hydrolysates with improved fl avor and higher 
amino acid content result when commercial protein materials 
are treated with hydrochloric acid at 167 or 176ºF instead 
of at higher temperatures commonly used.” Soy meal, soy 
protein, linseed meal and cottonseed meal were the protein 
sources in these small-scale, non-commercial experiments. 
Address: Wayne Univ., Detroit, Michigan. Minor’s present 
address: The Huron Milling Co., Inc., Harbor Beach, 
Michigan.

177. Desikachar, H.S.R. 1948. Factors affecting the nutritive 
value of soya bean protein (Letter to the editor). Current 
Science (Bangalore, India) 17(2):52-53. Feb. [12 ref]
• Summary: The nutritive value of the soybean is raised 
by suitable heat treatment to get rid of the trypsin inhibitor 
in the raw soya bean; this inhibitor interfered with the 
utilisation of the protein.
 Germination of the soya bean also increases the nutritive 
value of its protein. Address: Dep. of Biochemistry, Indian 
Inst. of Science, Bangalore.

178. Katchman, Bernard J.; McLaren, A.D. 1948. 
Photochemistry of proteins. III Quantum yield for 
inactivation of soybean trypsin inhibitor by ultraviolet light. 
J. of Polymer Science 3(1):138-40. Feb. *

179. Hayward, J.W. 1948. Soybean: Most versatile protein 
meal. Soybean Digest. March. p. 12-13, 15.
• Summary: “Historians of agriculture probably will place 
the soybean in a high position when the full story is told of 
the wartime feeding program.
 “Soybean oil meal carried the protein load during the 
war years, and it continues carrying the load in the postwar 
period of serious shortages.
 “Total production of soybean oil meal during the crop 
year–October 1947 up to October 1948–is expected to reach 
3,375,000 tons. This would compare with total production of 
soybean oil meal of 4,084,097 tons in the preceding year.
 “Farmers and feeders learned during the war period 
the high value from a profi t viewpoint of a planned protein 
ration. There never has been a time when production of 
protein has been suffi cient to balance more than one-half of 
all farm grains fed in the United States.
 “Since soybean oil meal constitutes the largest available 
protein supply for feeding purposes, government offi cials, 
the feed trade, and university authorities all have given 
recognition to the need of a continued large soybean 
production. It is agreed, generally, that European crops could 
not become again abundant in a short period of time. Under 
the proposed American food exporting program it would 
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appear that soybean protein will continue in substantial 
demand.
 “Figures for the production of the various protein 
concentrates during the past several years are given in Table 
1. This relative status will still apply this year, regardless of 
slight changes.”
 Tables show: (1) Production of protein concentrates in 
the United States (crop years Oct. 1 to Sept. 30) (1930-1946, 
with estimates for 1947). Soybean oil meal is by far the 
leading protein concentrate in the USA in 1947 accounting 
for 42.3% of the total. (2) Amino acid analysis of oil seed 
meals (including dried skimmilk and corn for comparison). 
The other meals are linseed oil meal, cottonseed oil meal, 
corn gluten meal, and peanut oil meal. Source: Block & 
Mitchell. 1946-47. “The correlation of the amino acid 
composition of proteins with their nutritive value.” Nutrition 
Abstracts & Reviews 16(2):249-78. Address: Member, 
Soybean Research Council.

180. Roberts, F.G. 1948. The return of the edible soya bean. 
Nature’s Path to Health (Melbourne, Australia). Feb/March. 
p. 22.
• Summary: “The Soya Bean is a complete vegetable protein 
containing all the Amino acids in assimilable form; one 
pound of Soya Beans equals the protein value of two pounds 
of beef, which is much more expensive.” Soybeans are an 
alkaline food with a wonderful chemical content.
 “We are doing our best to encourage the growing of 
Soya Beans in Australia, we have promised the farmer a 
fair margin and we hope to distribute many tons of Grade 1 
Soya Beans through our many branches, and other grades 
will be used for making Soya Flour, Soya Bean oil, Soy nut 
roast, Soy milk compound, Soya Bean and Soya Beans in 
Tomatoes.”
 Note: This is the fi rst article about soy to appear in this 
periodical (published by F.G. Roberts and wife) since Aug. 
1940, a gap of more than seven years. Hence use of the word 
“Return” in the title. Address: Reg. Dietitian, Australia.

181. Westfall, R.J.; Hauge, S.M. 1948. The nutritive quality 
and the trypsin inhibitor content of soybean fl our heated at 
various temperatures. J. of Nutrition 35(3):379-89. March. 
[24 ref]
• Summary: An early study showing that soybean trypsin 
inhibitor is responsible for the poor nutritional value of raw 
soybean meal/fl our; it retards growth.
 “The protein effi ciency of soybean fl our increased in 
direct proportion to the destruction of its trypsin inhibitor 
potency by heat.”
 “It was concluded that the presence of the trypsin 
inhibitor was the chief cause of the poor utilization of the 
protein or of inadequately heated soybean fl ours.” Address: 
1. Dep. of Biochemistry, Medical Research Div., Sharp 
and Dohme, Inc., Glenolden, Pennsylvania; 2. Dep. of 

Agricultural Chemistry, Purdue Univ., Lafayette, Indiana.

182. Evans, Robert John; McGinnis, James. 1948. Cystine 
and methionine metabolism by chicks receiving raw or 
autoclaved soybean oil meal. J. of Nutrition 35(4):477-88. 
April 10. [22 ref]
• Summary: Mild autoclaving or steaming (100ºC for 30 
minutes) increased the % age of cystine and methionine 
present. Severe autoclaving (130ºC for 60 minutes) reduced 
nutritive value of meal by partial destruction of cystine 
and lysine, decreased digestibility of lysine not destroyed 
and decreased absorption and utilization of the methionine. 
Address: Div. of Poultry Husbandry & Chemistry, 
Washington Agric. Exp. Station, Pullman.

183. Rickes, Edward L.; Brink, N.G.; Koniuszy, F.R.; Wood, 
T.R.; Folkers, K. 1948. Crystalline vitamin B-12. Science 
107:396-97. April 16. [6 ref]
• Summary: In 1948 Rickes and coworkers, of Merck and 
Co., Inc., New Jersey, announced the isolation from a liver 
concentrate of a crystalline, red pigment, which they called 
“vitamin B-12.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2017) 
that actually mentions vitamin B-12. Address: Research 
Laboratories, Merck & Co., Inc., Rahway, New Jersey.

184. Smith, E. Lester. 1948. Purifi cation of anti-pernicious 
anœmia factors from liver. Nature (London) 161(4095):638-
39. April 24. [3 ref]
• Summary: “We have now prepared from ox liver two red 
pigments both highly active in pernicious anœmia.”
 Addendum: “Since this letter was written [on April 9] 
we were privileged, through the courtesy of a confi dential 
disclosure... by Merck and Co., Inc., Rahway, New Jersey, 
to read prior to publication the article by E.L. Rickes...” 
which will appear in Science (in press) “on the isolation of 
crystalline vitamin B-12, which appears to be the pure anti-
pernicious anœmia factor.” Address: Research Div., Glaxo 
Laboratories, Ltd., Greenford [Middlesex, England].

185. Desikachar, H.S.R.; De, S.S.; Subrahmanyan, V. 
1948. Protein value of soya-bean milk: Human feeding 
experiments. Indian J. of Medical Research 36(2):145-48. 
April. [1 ref]
• Summary: When cow’s milk curd protein, fed along with 
a poor South Indian rice diet, is replaced by an equivalent 
amount of soya bean protein, the mixed proteins of the 
diet in both cases are utilized to about the same extent. By 
following the nitrogen balance method on two adult subjects, 
they reported that the average digestibility coeffi cient and the 
biological value of soya-bean milk protein compared to egg 
protein are 96.6 and 94.0 respectively.
 The calcium of soya-ban milk curd (tofu) fed to 6 adult 
subjects along with a basal low calcium ration was utilized 
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about 90% as much as the calcium of cow’s milk curd. 
Address: Dep. of Biochemistry, Indian Inst. of Science, 
Bangalore.

186. Desikachar, H.S.R.; De, S.S.; Subrahmanyan, V. 1948. 
Utilization of soya-milk protein for the formation of blood 
proteins. Indian J. of Medical Research 36(2):139-44. April. 
An inquiry into the nutritive value of soya-bean milk under 
the Indian Research Fund Assoc. [15 ref]
• Summary: The protein of soymilk was found to be about 
90% as effi cient as casein for haemopoiesis in the rat. 
Address: Dep. of Biochemistry, Indian Inst. of Science, 
Bangalore.

187. Milner, R.T. 1948. Millions saved for government 
through coordinated chemical analysis of soybeans. USDA 
Agricultural Research Administration. Research Achievement 
Sheet No. 89. 2 p. April.

188. Morse, W.J. 1948. Fourth work planning conference of 
the North Central States Collaborators of the U.S. Regional 
Soybean Laboratory, Urbana, Illinois, March 1-3, 1948. 
RSLM (U.S. Regional Soybean Laboratory Mimeograph, 
Urbana, Illinois) No. 148. May 21. 29 + 9 p.
• Summary: “The Fourth Work Planning Conference of 
the North Central States technical collaborators of the U.S. 
Regional Soybean Laboratory was held in Urbana, Illinois, 
on March 1-3, 1948, to review the accomplishments of 
the cooperative research conducted during the past season 
and to plan future investigations. Four new soybean strains 
were considered for release, and a permanent soybean crop 
committee was appointed by the conference to draw up 
recommendations for handling the increase and release of 
new strains.
 “Monday, March 1–J.L. Cartter, Chairman
 “The planning conference was called to order at 1215 
p.m. in the Faculty Lounge, Illini Union Building, at the 
University of Illinois. The following were in attendance:
 “Aamodt, O.S., Head Agronomist, Forage Crops & 
Diseases, U.S.D.A., Beltsville, Maryland
 “Bray, R.H., Agronomist, Illinois Agricultural 
Experiment Station, Urbana, Illinois
 “Burlison, W.L., Agronomist, Illinois Agricultural 
Experiment Station, Urbana, Illinois
 “Carroll, W.E., Associate Director, Illinois Agr. Expt. 
Station, Urbana, Illinois
 “Cartter, J.L., Agronomist, U.S. Regional Soybean 
Laboratory, Urbana, Illinois
 “Chamberlain, D.W., Pathologist, Forage Crops & 
Diseases, U.S.D.A., Urbana, Illinois
 “Collins, F.I., Chemist, U.S. Regional Soybean 
Laboratory, Urbana, Illinois
 “Cutler; G.H.; Agronomist, Purdue Agr. Experiment 
Station, Lafayette, Indiana

 “DeTurk, E.E., Agronomist, Illinois Agricultural 
Experiment Station, Urbana, Illinois
 “Feaster, C.V., Agronomist, U.S. Regional Soybean 
Laboratory, Columbia, Missouri
 “Frank, F.A., Agronomist, Purdue Agricultural 
Experiment Station, Lafayette, Indiana
 “Fuelleman, R.F., Agronomist, Illinois Agr. Experiment 
Station, Urbana; Illinois
 “Hackleman, J.C., Agronomist, Illinois Agr. Experiment 
Station, Urbana; Illinois
 “Hartwig, E.E., Agronomist, U.S. Regional Soybean 
Laboratory, Raleigh, North Carolina
 “Henson, P.R., Agronomist, U.S. Regional Soybean 
Laboratory, Stoneville, Mississippi
 “Heusinkveld, D., Agronomist, U.S. Regional Soybean 
Laboratory, Urbana, Illinois
 Holman, L.E., Agricultural Engineer, U.S.D.A., Urbana, 
Illinois
 “Hoover, M.M., Director, Plant Introduction Station, 
Ames, Iowa
 “Johnson, I.J., Agronomist, Iowa Agricultural 
Experiment Station, Ames, Iowa
 “Keim, F.D., Agronomist, Nebraska Agricultural 
Experiment Station, Lincoln; Nebraska
 “Koehler, B., Pathologist, Illinois Agricultural 
Experiment Station, Urbana, Illinois
 “Kramer; H.H., Agronomist, Purdue Agr. Experiment 
Station, Lafayette, Ind.
 “Krober, O.A., Chemist, U.S. Regional Soybean 
Laboratory, Urbana, Illinois
 “Lang, A.L., Agronomist, Illinois Agricultural 
Experiment Station; Urbana, Illinois
 “McAlister, D.F., Physiologist, U.S. Regional Soybean 
Laboratory, Urbana, Illinois
 “Marston, H.W., Research Coordinator, A.R.A., 
U.S.D.A., Washington, D.C.
 “Milner, R.T., Chemist, Northern Regional Research 
Laboratory, Peoria, Illinois
 Morse, W.J., Agronomist, Forage Crops & Diseases, 
U.S.D.A., Beltsville, Maryland
 “Pitner; J.B.; Agronomist; Rockefeller Research 
Institution, Mexico City, Mexico
 “Probst, A.H., Agronomist, U.S. Regional Soybean 
Laboratory, Lafayette, Indiana
 “Saboe, L.C., Agronomist, U.S. Regional Soybean 
Laboratory, Columbus, Ohio
 “Stoa, T.E., Agronomist, North Dakota Agr. Experiment 
Station, Fargo, North Dakota
 “Torrie, J.H., Agronomist, Wisconsin Agricultural 
Experiment Station, Madison, Wisconsin
 “Van Doren, C.A., Agronomist, Soil Conservation 
Service, U.S.D.A., Urbana, Illinois
 “Volk, N.J., Associate Director, Purdue Agr. Experiment 
Station, Lafayette, Indiana
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 “Weber; C.R.; Agronomist; U.S. Regional Soybean 
Laboratory, Ames, Iowa
 “Weiss, M.G., Agronomist, Iowa Agricultural 
Experiment Station; Ames, Iowa
 “Williams, L.F., Agronomist, U.S. Regional Soybean 
Laboratory, Urbana, Illinois
 “Woodworth, C.M., Agronomist, Illinois Agr. 
Experiment Station, Urbana, Illinois
 “Zahnley, J.W., Agronomist, Kansas Agr. Experiment 
Station, Manhattan, Kansas
 “The fi rst speaker of the afternoon was Dr. W.E. 
Carroll, Associate Director of the Illinois Agricultural 
Experiment Station, who welcomed the collaborators on 
behalf of the Experiment Station. Dr. Carroll was asked by 
the Chairman of the North Central Directors’ Conference 
to attend the Soybean Laboratory meetings and to bring a 
report of accomplishments to the next Directors’ meeting. 
Dr. Carroll in his talk emphasized the importance of both 
informal and formal cooperation among agricultural workers. 
He stressed the increase in the cooperative approach to 
many problems within the North Central States, especially 
since the Production and Marketing Administration has 
been organized. The Directors have had much informal 
cooperation under way before this time, particularly in the 
fi eld of livestock marketing and studies on land tenure.
 “Reports of Research
 “The fi rst afternoon of the conference was devoted to the 
presentation of reports on soybean research at each station by 
collaborators.
 “Illinois report by W.L. Burlison–The Illinois 
Agricultural Experiment Station has many soybean research 
projects, among them one on price studies and one on 
the cost of growing and combine harvesting the crop. 
The Animal Science Department has projects on protein 
supplements for growing and fattening pigs, the nutritive 
value of protein feeds and animal products, changes in 
nutritive value of feeds due to storage, effect of soybean 
meal in poultry rations, and methionine supplementation 
in swine rations. The Home Economics Department has 
projects on soybeans as human food and on the value of the 
protein of soybeans in the dietaries of adult human subjects. 
The Agricultural Engineering Department is studying 
methods of harvesting, storing, and artifi cially drying 
soybeans. The Entomology Department is studying the 
biology and control of grape colaspis on soybeans and the 
control of insects affecting soybeans in storage.
 “The Agronomy Department has a number of projects 
on soybeans, one being on genetics. In the season of 1947, 
studies on soybean hybrids, originally made by Gordon 
E. Geeseman in 1945, were continued. Ten varieties were 
crossed in all possible ways, making 45 different crosses 
in all. The varieties were Chief, Dunfi eld, Illini, Mukden, 
Earlyana, Richland, T117, Hawkeye, Lincoln, and Patoka. F1 
plants were grown and compared with the parents in 1946. 

Analysis of the data has not been completed. Summary tables 
have been made for number of branches per plant, yield 
of seed per plant, and weight of 100 seeds. In number of 
branches per plant, the hybrids were very nearly the same as 
the parents, but in yield of seed, considerable...”
 Page 12: In 1946 and 1947 a little more than 900,000 
acres in Ohio were devoted to soybean production for seed. 
A large percentage of this acreage is in the northwestern one-
fourth of the state.
 “South Dakota report by W.W. Adams–During the 
last season, the Group 0, Group I, and Group II Uniform 
nurseries were grown, spanning the state’s soybean growing 
area from extreme north to south. Several standard varieties 
were also included with these uniform tests.
 “At the main station, a rate of seed experiment and a row 
width trial were established but were not harvested because 
of the extensive hail damage occurring the last of June.
 “The work in 1947 indicated the superiority of the 
varieties Capital and Hawkeye for certain areas of the state 
and reaffi rmed the position of Ottawa Mandarin as a good 
variety for the east-central section. Interest has been directed 
toward a few other entries in the variety tests having possible 
value for one or more areas of eastern South Dakota.
 “In 1948 a variety test for hay will be conducted in 
addition to the uniform nurseries and other agronomic trials 
for seed.
 “Wisconsin report by J.H. Torrie–The soybean research 
program of the Department of Agronomy, University of 
Wisconsin, is conducted in cooperation with the U.S. 
Regional Soybean Laboratory, Urbana, Illinois. The program 
is primarily concerned with the breeding of new varieties 
adapted for Wisconsin conditions and the evaluation of new 
strains developed in Wisconsin and by other stations. The 
program for the southern and central portions of Wisconsin 
is centered at Madison, whereas that for the northern portion 
is under the supervision of Messrs. A.M. Strommen and 
C. Rydberg at the Branch Experiment Station, Spooner, 
Wisconsin.
 “At Madison experiments are under way to determine 
the effect of different dates of planting and methods of 
planting (broadcast and different row widths) on the yield 
and other agronomic characters of several soybean varieties. 
Studies are also under way to determine any change that may 
occur in yield and other characters of successive generations 
of several bulked soybean crosses. The inheritance of downy 
mildew reaction is under investigation.
 “Soybean genetic work at the Laboratory headquarters 
by L.F. Williams–Several experiments in breeding are under 
way at Urbana. In one experiment the backcross method of 
breeding is being compared with the straight cross. In one 
test the cross Lincoln x Richland and the backcross Lincoln 
x Lincoln x Richland are being compared, and in another the 
cross Lincoln x Ogden and the backcross Lincoln x Lincoln 
x Ogden.
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 “An attempt to combine the high iodine number of the 
wild soybean with the desirable agronomic characteristics of 
the commercial type has failed. The cross Patoka x Wild has 
been crossed and backcrossed to Lincoln, selecting only for 
erect habit and freedom from shattering. An analysis of 270 
lines from this material indicates no lines much higher than 
Lincoln in iodine number and many lines similar to Lincoln 
in oil content. Many resemble Lincoln in appearance and 
yield. However, some of these lines do have a higher protein 
content than the common commercial varieties” (Continued). 
Address: Secretary of Conference, Agronomist, Forage 
Crops & Diseases, U.S.D.A., Beltsville, Maryland.

189. Morse, W.J. 1948. Fourth work planning conference 
of the North Central States Collaborators of the U.S. 
Regional Soybean Laboratory, Urbana, Illinois, March 1-3, 
1948 (Continued–Document part II). RSLM (U.S. Regional 
Soybean Laboratory Mimeograph, Urbana, Illinois) No. 148. 
May 21. 29 + 9 p.
• Summary: (Continued): Page 13: “Breeding work has been 
initiated to transfer the resistance to pustule of the C.N.S. 
variety to the Lincoln variety. The C.N.S. variety is low in 
oil, very susceptible to bacterial blight and lodging, and very 
late for this latitude. Selections in the BC1S2 generation, 
grown in 1947, had resistance to pustule, together with 
satisfactory lodging and maturity. Their oil content and yield 
performance will be tested later.
 “A study of the effects of natural selection on a mixed 
population has been under way for fi ve years. A mixture of 
seven varieties has been grown at each of six locations, the 
seed from each location being returned to the same location 
each year. Preliminary results indicate that Scioto has almost 
disappeared from the mixture at most locations, while 
Patoka and Dunfi eld have increased at certain locations and 
decreased at others.
 “An experiment has just been concluded studying the 
effects of gaps in the row on the yield of the affected row and 
the adjacent row. This experiment has been conducted for 
three years, using the Lincoln and Hawkeye varieties in 36- 
and 24-inch row widths, with gaps of 12, 18, 24, 30, and 40 
inches in a rod row. There were no signifi cant effects of gaps 
on the adjacent rows in any combination of varieties and row 
spacings. There were no signifi cant differences at the 36-
inch spacing between the check and the rows with 12-, 18-, 
24-, and 30-inch gaps. Rows having 40-inch gaps averaged 
about 1.5 bushels per acre less than the check. In the 24-inch 
spacings, On the other hand, a gap of 24 inches lowered the 
yield 2.1 bushels; a 30-inch gap, 3.2 bushels; and a 40-inch 
gap, 3.8 bushels.
 “Physiological work at the Laboratory headquarters by 
D.F. McAlister–In the physiological program at the U.S. 
Regional Soybean Laboratory, studies are under way on 
mineral nutrition, effect of temperature on development and 
chemical composition, greenhouse technique, and pollen 

physiology.
 “The mineral nutrition problem is being considered 
from the standpoint of the effi ciency of soybean varieties 
in the use and/or absorption of potassium and phosphorus. 
Preliminary cultures under controlled conditions have 
indicated that soybean varieties differ in their capacity to 
make vegetative growth when these two elements are held 
at a very low concentration. To furnish basic information for 
use in the mineral nutrition work, a study was made of the 
mobility of food reserves in Lincoln and Earlyana cotyledons 
and the infl uence of these reserves on the development of the 
plant. At emergence, one-third of the phosphorus, two-thirds 
of the potassium, nearly all of the available magnesium, 
one-third of the protein, one-half of the fats and oils, and 
nearly all of the total sugars had been transferred from the 
cotyledons to the seedlings. Removal of the cotyledons at 
emergence or two days later resulted in a decreased plant 
site throughout the fi eld growing season with both varieties. 
Subsequent dates of cotyledon removal (up to 38 days after 
planting) gave at most only a temporary setback to the 
plants. No signifi cant differences in seed yield were apparent 
between any of the treatments.
 “Satisfactory control of red spiders on soybeans grown 
under greenhouse conditions has been obtained by using 
as a spray 70 percent hexaethyltetraphosphate (trade name 
“Blot”) at a dilution of 1 part of the insecticide to 1200 parts 
of distilled water. A miscible concentrate of DDT (trade 
name “Cert-O-Kill”) used as a spray in a concentration of 
1 part of the insecticide to 400 parts of distilled water has 
proved effective in the control of white fl y on soybeans. A 
soil composed of 1 part of fi eld soil, 1 part pit sand, and 1 
part granulated peat moss (by volume) [page 14] plus 100 cc. 
of a 4-8-4, powdered, commercial fertilizer to each 5 gallons 
of this mixture has produced satisfactory growth of soybeans 
in the greenhouse. Number 10 cans with drain holes punched 
in the bottom and fi lled with the above mixture have been 
large enough to grow single soybean plants to maturity. 
Fluorescent lamps, mounted vertically, have proved to be 
suitable as a source of supplementary light for soybeans. The 
chief advantages of these lamps are the uniform illumination 
of the whole plant and the relatively small amount of heat 
given off.
 “Tests have been conducted on storage and germination 
in vitro of Lincoln, Ogden, and Patoka pollen. Germination 
values of as high as 75 percent have been obtained using a 
medium composed of 2 percent agar and 20 percent sucrose. 
Pollen of Ogden was germinated on this medium after 
storage for 22 days at 0ºC. and about 50 percent relative 
humidity.
 “Analytical-Chemical work at the Laboratory 
headquarters by F.I. Collins and O.A. Krober–A means of 
readily separating high and low oil lines in a bulk population 
from a soybean cross would open up a new fi eld in the 
breeding for improvement in oil content. The density of 
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soybean oil is 0.90 to 0.93 grams per cc. and the density of 
soybean seed is 1.14 to 1.28. Recent work by the Laboratory 
on the density and chemical composition of single seed 
has indicated that seed separation on the basis of specifi c 
gravity may offer promise. In general, seeds with the lower 
densities have the higher percentage of oil. A method has 
been developed for separating a sample into high and low 
oil portions by specifi c gravity without damage to viability. 
The method has shown promise on the basis of one year’s 
trial and will be tested more extensively during the coming 
season.
 “Cooperative research on the effect of storage on the 
chemical composition of soybean seed has been conducted 
over a period of three seasons. The conclusion from this 
study is that oil and protein content of soybean seed does 
not change appreciably during the fi rst year under ordinary 
commercial storage.
 “Other problems receiving attention are: (1) Effect 
of moisture content of soybeans and rate of predrying 
on chemical analyses of soybeans. (2) Varietal and 
environmental conditions that may cause differences in the 
amount of gums and mucilagenous material that is extracted 
from soybean meal by Skelly F. [hydrocarbon solvent].
 “The Laboratory has started research on developing 
suitable methods for the determination of essential amino 
acids in soybean protein. This preliminary work is on the 
hydrolysis or breaking down of the protein into its amino 
acids, an essential step in amino acid analysis. A study is 
also being made of the digestion process in the protein 
determination with a view to increasing speed of reaction 
and preventing loss by volitilization.
 “In addition, cooperative work is being carried on with 
the plant physiology section in greenhouse studies of plant 
metabolism, and between 5000 and 5500 samples have 
been analyzed in connection with the plant breeding work” 
(Continued). Address: Secretary of Conference, Agronomist, 
Forage Crops & Diseases, U.S.D.A., Beltsville, Maryland.

190. Clandinin, D.R.; Cravens, W.W.; Elvehjem, C.A.; 
Halpin, J.G. 1948. The relationship between time and 
temperature to the nutritive value of soybean oil meal. 
Poultry Science 27(3):370-71. May.
• Summary: For maximum weight gain in chickens, solvent 
extracted raw soybean fl akes may be processed at either 
15 lb pressure (about 121ºC) for 4 minutes or 4 lb pressure 
(about 105ºC) for 45 minutes. Address: Depts. of Poultry 
Husbandry and Biochemistry, Univ. of Wisconsin, Madison, 
WI.

191. Beckel, Arthur C.; De Voss, L.I.; Belter, P.A.; Smith, 
A.K. Assignors to the USA as represented by the Secretary of 
Agriculture. 1948. Soy whip. U.S. Patent 2,444,241. June 29. 
2 p. Application fi led 21 May 1946. [2 ref]
• Summary: “We have discovered that, contrary to the 

teaching of prior art, soybean meal from which the oil has 
been removed by ethyl alcohol produces the most acceptable 
light, foamy material. That this light, foamy material does 
not contain the objectionable fl avors characteristic of other 
preparations has been determined by organoleptic tests. The 
reason that these undesirable fl avors are absent is due to the 
fact that bitter substances such as saponins... are present in 
plant materials as glucosides which are soluble in alcoholic 
solvents.” The soy whip can be used to make “candies, 
icings, meringues, cookies and/or the like.”
 One example of the process: Combine 1 part of fl aked 
soybeans with 6 parts of hot ethyl alcohol (95% pure by 
volume) until 95% of the oil and about 12% of the original 
soybean have been removed by [dissolved in] the alcohol. 
This takes about 1 hour at the boiling point of the alcohol. 
Use evaporation to remove all of the alcohol. The remaining 
solid residue is about 69% of the original bean. To 100 parts 
of this residue add 500 parts of water and allow to soak for 
30 minutes. Then strain the liquid extract from the solid 
residue. (Note: The entire mixture may also be used without 
straining off the liquid extract. The extract may also be 
evaporated to dryness after straining). This resulting liquid 
contains such a “concentration of the foaming principle that 
it may be whipped to a foam by mechanical means and may 
then be used for culinary purposes.”
 Soy is mentioned 38 times in this patent in the forms 
“soybean meal,” “soybean protein,” “soybean meals,” 
“soybean oil,” “soybean material,” “soybeans,” “soybean 
fl akes,” “soy whip” and “fl aked soybeans.”
 Note 1. The product resulting from this process was 
called “Gelsoy.”
 Note 2. No hydrolysis is involved in making “Soy 
whip.” Thus Gelsoy is a type of soy protein isolate. Address: 
Northern Regional Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois.

192. Holman, Ralph Theodore. 1948. Lipoxidase activity 
and fat composition of germinating soy beans. Archives of 
Biochemistry 17(3):459-66. June. [20 ref]
• Summary: Using germinating soy beans, the author 
attempts to relate soy bean lipoxidase activity to the 
metabolism of fat reserves which is known to take place. 
Germination is accompanied by a precipitous decrease in 
lipoxidase activity.
 The Agat variety soy beans used in this experiment were 
obtained from Algot Holmberg’s Co., Norrköping, Sweden. 
They tested 90% germination. Address: Biochemical Div., 
Medical Nobel Inst., Stockholm, Sweden. Presently: Dep. 
of Biochemistry and Nutrition, A. and M. College of Texas, 
College Station, Texas.

193. Wergeland, Hjalmar. 1948. Three fatal cases of probable 
familial allergy to human milk. Acta Paediatrica 35(4):321-
34. June. *
• Summary: An infant experienced anaphylactic shock 
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following the introduction of a soybean formula.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2020) that 
mentions the word “anaphylactic.” Address: Copenhagen, 
Denmark.

194. Kaempfert, Waldemar. 1948. Science in review: Diet 
and old age. Nutrition held important factor in study of 
senescence. New York Times. July 4. p. E7.
• Summary: Discusses the work on aging of Dr. Clive M. 
McCay, Professor of Nutrition at Cornell University. The 
goal of his research is “to discover diets that will maintain 
health and productivity throughout the longest possible life 
span for man and his domestic animals.” In America, women 
life (on average) 8 years longer than men. Older people tend 
to consume more baked products, such as bread, because 
they are inexpensive and more easily chewed.
 “Dr. McCay and his group are trying to teach the public 
that it should buy bread containing 6 per cent of dried milk 
solids and six percent of high-fat soy fl our. If the public buys 
its bread on the basis of cheapness alone, it is losing money, 
he says, because the baker is forced to use low quality 
ingredients and omit milk.”

195. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1948. Research in India: 
Research on nutrition. July 17. p. 5.
• Summary: “Experiments to determine the nutritive value 
of soya-bean milk and soya-bean curd have been conducted 
at the Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore.” Feeding trials 
now being conducted in Bangalore, indicate that soya-bean 
milk and its products can provide an inexpensive, nutritious 
substitute for cow’s milk.
 This nutritional research is being conducted under the 
auspices of the Indian Research Fund Association.

196. Dutton, Herbert J. 1948. Edible soybean oil. USDA 
Bureau of Agricultural and Industrial Chemistry. AIC-198. 
4 p. July 21. Presented at Cooperative Soybean Oil Mills 
Conference, Northern Regional Research Laboratory, Peoria, 
Illinois, 25-27 May 1948.
• Summary: “In any discussion of the future of edible 
soybean oil, it is necessary that the signifi cance of 
competition by other edible oils be given serious attention. 
For instance, in the past and also in recent months soybean 
oil has been able to do no better than come within 1 to 9 
cents a pound of cottonseed oil in the market. This situation 
occurs notwithstanding that in chemical composition and 
physical properties the two oils do not differ greatly; also 
that in many of its properties edible soybean oil is equal or 
superior to edible cottonseed oil. After the whole story is 
told, one comes to the inescapable conclusion that the cause 
of this price differential between soybean and cottonseed 
oils is the peculiar fl avor instability of soybean oil, While 
cottonseed grows rancid on ageing and corn oil becomes 
stale, soybean oil is said to ‘revert.’ By ‘reversion’ is 

meant the objectionable painty-grassy fl avor peculiar to 
aged soybean oil. We are not in a position to say whether a 
rancid cottonseed or a stale corn oil is better or worse than 
a reverted soybean oil. In fact we are not the fi nal judges. 
The American housewife already appears to have decided in 
favor of corn and cottonseed oils and her preference costs 
Midwest soybean growers 10 to 90 million dollars a year, 
based on the 1 to 9 cents per pound differential. Therefore, 
as research workers, we are endeavoring to fi nd out what 
can be done to improve the fl avor qualities of soybean oil. 
If we do not, the wartime expansion in soybean production, 
processing capacity, and edible soybean oil products is 
expected to recede before the competition of the more stable 
oils.
 “I think you will appreciate better the extreme 
diffi culty presented to research workers in this fi eld of odors 
and fl avors when I tell you that odoriferous or fl avored 
materials can be detected by our sense of taste and smell 
in concentrations of a few parts per billion. There are few 
chemical or physical tests which can rival the sensitivity 
of the sense of taste or smell, and at present there are none 
which can measure the off-fl avor of soybean oil. Until 
the time when an objective physical or chemical test is 
discovered, we will be forced to rely upon the fallible human 
sense of taste and smell. Literally the proof of the soybean 
oil pudding is in the tasting.
 “We have gone to great lengths to put our taste testing, 
or organoleptic evaluation, on a sound basis. Let me 
interpolate here that we are entirely debunked of the idea of 
the ‘expert’ whose opinions have been law in the liquor and 
tea industries. Our objective tests have shown up many self-
styled experts as very unreliable performers. Therefore, we 
rely only on the evaluations of not less than 10 judges whose 
sensitivity and consistency have been rigorously established. 
The procedure of our taste-panel tests follows this order: 
A pair of samples is presented each taster in a ‘blind’ test; 
samples are held at the same temperature by a heated 
aluminum block. Tasting is performed in a room that is quiet 
and free from distracting infl uences. Flavor evaluations are 
recorded, scores are averaged, and the signifi cance of the 
results analyzed by statistical methods. I am happy to report 
that when these elaborate precautions are taken, reliable 
and reproducible taste data can be obtained. We hail this 
development, humble as it may be, as a milestone in our 
research progress because without a reliable method of 
evaluation it is impossible to determine when improvements 
in processing treatments have been made.
 “Research work at the Northern Laboratory on the fl avor 
problem of soybean oil follows two general lines of attack. 
The fi rst consists of fundamental investigations to isolate 
and identify the fl avor substances which develop in soybean 
oil and, in addition, to identify the compounds in soybean 
oil from which these fl avored substances arise. Once this 
information is acquired we should be in a favorable position 
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to suggest remedial measures and corrective methods 
of processing. This new mode of attack is now being 
implemented under the authorization of the Research and 
Marketing Act [of 1946].
 “The second line of attack, which has been under way 
for 2 years is a more empirical approach to the problem but 
already has given concrete evidence of its value. It is based 
on the observation that present soybean oil refi ning methods, 
‘like Topsy,’ just grew, and on the idea that new methods less 
drastic than those used nor may yield fl avor-stable soybean 
oils. After all, name a product other than oil, if you can, that 
may be heated in the fl ake during tempering, be expelled 
at high temperatures and pressure, be refi ned with steam, 
hot alkali, and bleaching earth, be deodorized by holding it 
at 450º F. with steam passing through it continuously for 8 
hours–which still will come out an edible product after all 
this abuse.
 “After investigating refi ning procedures in a number 
of commercial processing plants and checking them against 
results obtained at this Laboratory, we can now put our 
fi nger on several steps in which loss of stability occurs. For 
example, in commercial processing the fi nal traces of solvent 
are removed from the oil in tall stripping columns by passing 
superheated steam countercurrently through the oil. We have 
found the oil to be damaged in the columns of certain plants 
where presumably excessive heating occurred. Bleaching 
earths are used in refi ning to absorb the pigments and thus 
lighten the color of oils. Also, they remove the protective 
antioxidants and thus lower fl avor stability.
 “We have found that oils deodorized in laboratory 
glass apparatus are more stable than portions of the same 
oil deodorized in commercial metal equipment. Recently 
the equipment factor has been brought home to us very 
convincingly. We had a small stainless steel (unpolished) 
deodorizer constructed for our laboratory use but we have 
yet to prepare an acceptable oil with it. Much can be done to 
improve the stability of soybean oil if fi rst we learn in which 
refi ning step the oil is being damaged.
 “Defi nite progress has been made as a result of this 
empirical approach. We have found that the shelf life of 
soybean salad oil can be extended from the usual 1 month 
to as much as 4 months if, during deodorization, the ail is 
treated with any of a number of compounds, such as citric 
acid, sorbitol, mannitol, tartaric acid, and tricarballylic acid 
[also known as propane-1,2,3-tricarboxylic acid]. Moreover, 
we have found how these compounds function. Metals such 
as iron and copper are natural constituents in soybean oil. 
Additional metals are picked up from the pipes, valves, and 
kettles as the oil passes through the refi ning process. Now, as 
little as 0.3 p.p.m. of copper will ruin soybean oil. It does so 
because copper is a strong oxidation catalyst. It speeds up or 
catalyzes the reaction of atmospheric oxygen with the oil and 
causes the oxidation, the reversion, and the rancidifi cation of 
the oil. Citric acid, sorbitol, and similar compounds improve 

the oil because they react with the metals, take them ‘out of 
circulation,’ and destroy their catalytic effect on oxidation of 
the oil,–they ‘complex’ metals as we say, and thus reduce the 
rate of oxidation of the oils.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2016) 
that mentions iron and copper in connection with soybean oil 
fl avor reversion.
 “It is true that by those treatments have not solved the 
fl avor problem of soybean oil. We have not eliminated the 
undesirable fl avors from it; nevertheless, we have been able 
to delay the appearance of ‘reversion’ to such an extent that 
several large refi ners of soybean oil have now added those 
treatments in their commercial production. After all, if the 
onset of deterioration can be suffi ciently delayed, our main 
objective shall have been accomplished.
 “We are aware, however, that a more permanent solution 
of the fl avor problem of soybean oil is required. This awaits 
the acquisition of more fundamental knowledge concerning 
the chemical nature of the fl avor material.
 “There is no lack of theories and hypotheses as to the 
cause of the peculiar fl avor instability of soybean oil; there 
are nearly as many theories as there are research men. But let 
me add in the same breath that there is a dearth of evidence 
to support any one of the theories. Among them the oldest 
and perhaps still as useful as any is the one centering around 
linolenic acid. Linolenic acid is one of the component fat 
acids of soybean oil. You will not fi nd it in corn, cotton, 
peanut, and other fl avor-stable oils. But it is present in 
soybean and linseed oils, both of which are plagued with 
fl avor reversion. On this bit of circumstantial evidence, the 
coincident occurrence of linolenic acid and fl avor reversion, 
hangs this fl avor reversion theory.
 “One approach to the problem of determining the 
compound responsible for the undesirable fl avor is to isolate 
the various constituents of soybean oil suspected of being 
fl avor instable and to add these constituents to a fl avor stable 
oil such as corn or cottonseed oil. When the precursor of 
the ‘reversion’ fl avor is isolated and is added to a fl avor 
stable oil, this oil should then resemble soybean oil in fl avor 
characteristics upon storage.
 “By this and other methods of research, we hope to 
learn the true nature of fl avor deterioration and to be able 
to recommend preventative measures. On the basis of our 
success in the discovery of metal scavengers, we have 
‘reason for the faith that’ by a scientifi c approach to the 
problem and continued research, the fl avor stability of 
soybean oil can be improved to equal eventually that of 
competing oils.” Address: Northern Regional Research Lab., 
Peoria, Illinois.

197. Milner, R.T. 1948. Composition and its effects on 
the price of soybeans and soybean oil. USDA Bureau of 
Agricultural and Industrial Chemistry. AIC-201. 6 p. July 
21. Presented at Cooperative Soybean Mills Conference, 
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Northern Regional Research Laboratory, Peoria, Illinois, 25-
27 May 1948.
• Summary: “In discussing composition and its relation to 
the price of soybeans and soybean oil, I must refer briefl y 
to the start of analytical work at the U.S. Regional Soybean 
Industrial Products Laboratory at Urbana, Illinois, in 1936. 
When that Laboratory was started, one of the four sections 
was an Analytical Section. The section had two main 
purposes in view.
 “The fi rst was to determine in detail the composition 
of soybeans in the hope of fi nding ‘hidden values’ in the 
constituents. At that time a complete analysis of soybeans 
had never been made and, in fact, a fairly large part of the 
mature soybean was of unknown composition. It seemed 
possible that in this unknown portion valuable constituents 
might be found that would enhance the value of the crop. 
The Laboratory at Urbana found that there was a surprising 
amount of sugar or sucrose in soybeans, averaging around 
10 percent. Also work was undertaken and actively pursued 
on the sterols and phosphatides found in the soybean 
fraction. As you know, the soybean phosphatides have been 
extensively used, and sterols from soybeans now serve as a 
starting point for the synthesis of hormones.
 “The second purpose of the Analytical Section was 
to assist the agronomist and geneticist in their plant-
breeding program. For this purpose it was necessary to fi nd 
how composition was affected by variety, environment, 
and fertility level of the soil. With this information as 
background, continued analysis was needed to discover 
new varieties which had high oil and protein contents and 
to make sure that these varieties exceeded in these respects 
those in current production. The fi rst 5 years’ work on this 
second problem are summarized in Technical Bulletin 787 
of the U.S. Department of Agriculture. On inspecting the 
reports in this bulletin on varieties studied for a 5-year 
period, you will be struck by the fact that most of them are 
no longer grown. This in itself is a tribute to the success of 
the agronomist and the geneticist, since the new varieties–
Lincoln, Chief, Hawkeye, and the others now appearing–are 
a direct outgrowth of this breeding and testing program. The 
high oil content of the new varieties is not an accident. It 
was aimed for by the geneticist and confi rmed by chemical 
analysis before these varieties were released for general use.” 
Address: Northern Regional Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois.

198. Smith, A.K. 1948. Food uses for soybean protein. USDA 
Bureau of Agricultural and Industrial Chemistry. AIC-197. 
4 p. July 21. Mimeographed. Presented at Cooperative 
Soybean Oil Mills Conference, Northern Regional Research 
Laboratory, Peoria, Illinois, 25-27 May 1948.
• Summary: “The introduction of soybeans into this country 
has given us an exceedingly versatile crop. It is more easily 
grown and harvested than most crops. It is at once the oil 
producer and a protein concentrate. Soy-bean oil meal and 

the various grades of protein derived from it enter into food 
and industrial uses. It is our No. 1 protein concentrate for 
stock feed mixtures.
 “We all know of the dependence of Oriental people 
on the soybean as a source of protein in their diet. As the 
population of a country increases beyond a certain density, 
as in China, Japan, and the East Indies, the unfavorable ratio 
of arable land to population forces a dietary shift away from 
protein derived from animal sources to that derived from 
vegetables.
 “The extensive use of the soybean by Oriental people 
has led us to believe that we can use it likewise as en 
economical source of food protein. Serious efforts to use 
soybean protein in our diet, as well as providing it to our 
World War II allies, dates from the beginning of the food 
shortage created by the war. The sudden desire at that time 
to turn soybean protein into food products caught our food 
technologists unprepared for the job. There was no backlog 
of technological information which could be used to make 
the conversion immediately practical and on a large scale.
 “Hasty projects were set up by interested groups with 
the idea of quickly breaking through our technical diffi culties 
to successful utilization. Briefl y, the results of these efforts 
were much less than we had hoped.
 “In summarizing our present position regarding the use 
of soybean protein in our diet, we can show that it is a highly 
nutritious protein and the most cheaply produced of any. But 
we are having diffi culty in showing our people how to use it 
satisfactorily. To state the diffi culty another may, our people 
have well-established food habits which do not include the 
use of soybeans. Our epicurean customs, developed over the 
years, are directly related to the agriculture of our country. It 
is not easy to change them. When new foods are added to a 
people’s diet it must be done with no more than very minor 
alterations in the customary methods of food preparation in 
the kitchen, and without bringing too strange a fl avor to the 
table. The best approach to this problem will be to prepare 
soybeans so that the consumer hardly will be aware that he is 
eating them. A solution to this problem is not insurmountable 
but we anticipate that progress will be slow.
 “I believe that the greatest inspiration for directing 
our energies to food uses of soybeans comes from the high 
nutritional value of the protein.
 “Perhaps the most logical place to start is its use 
in combination with wheat fl our, for bread, spaghetti, 
vermicelli, doughnuts, griddle cakes, crackers, and other 
pastry products. In these applications it does a good job of 
supplementing the nutritional value of the wheat protein 
without altering food habits.
 “In 1900 the per capita consumption of wheat fl our was 
225 pounds, at present it is 154 pounds. Even at this lower 
level of consumption, wheat fl our plays an important part 
in feeding our population. It appears to me that enrichment 
of patent wheat fl our with complementary protein is as 
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important to our food program as the practice recently 
adopted by the wheat milling industry for enriching bread 
with vitamins.
 “The work of the Northern Regional Research 
Laboratory has been occupied more with the basic properties 
of soybean food products than with the preparation of 
soybean dishes for the table. However, when time permits, 
we take an excursion into the culinary arts and try our hand 
at baking a crock full of soybeans or preparing a bowl of 
soybean soup and other dishes.
 “Some of our projects reveal information and develop 
new products which are useful in both industrial applications 
and food uses. In working on basic problems there is no 
sharp line between the two types of investigation. Our 
alcohol extraction process is such a project. The solution of 
the problem of alcohol extraction was undertaken because it 
improved the fl avor and color of the fl akes for the production 
of soy fl our and at the same time improved the color of the 
isolated protein for industrial applications.
 “Continued investigations of the alcohol-extracted fl akes 
has led to our discovery of other useful products. We found 
that the water extract of the alcohol-extracted fl akes could be 
whipped into a product similar to that obtained by whipping 
egg whites. It was discovered also that the dissolved material 
in this water solution had special adhesive properties.
 “Whipping agents made from soybeans are not new; 
several companies are marketing such a product derived 
from crudely isolated protein.
 “Their products fi nd special application in confectionery 
manufacture for making nougat cremes, frappes, and 
mazettas. In these applications, it is used at a low 
concentration to increase the volume of the whipped product. 
In making the commercial whip, an enzymatic hydrolytic 
treatment is an important step in the development of 
maximum foam volume.
 “The whipping agent derived from the alcohol-extracted 
fl akes as now produced has had no enzymatic treatment, 
therefore, it has properties different from the hexane-derived 
products now on the market, and should fi nd other fi elds 
of application. The alcohol-derived product has none of 
the beany fl avor so often associated with soybean products 
nor the bitter taste, which is invariably developed in the 
enzymatic hydrolysis of proteins. Its bland fl avor makes its 
use possible at a relatively high proportion in a food without 
deleterious effect on the taste of the product. On heating 
a solution containing about 5 percent protein or more, 
the alcohol-extracted product has the property of forming 
an irreversible gel and again is different from the hexane 
product in this respect. It is visualized that this important 
gelatinizing property may lead to the development of such 
food products as marshmallows. There is the likelihood also 
that it can be used as a fi ller for cookies, as an adjunct for 
making ice cream, for pudding-type desserts, and for other 
food products. It appears that probably the whipped product 

can be used also as a meringue for pastry goods. In this 
application it does not form a hollow shell when oven baked 
as so frequently happens with egg white. We have not had 
time to evaluate its use for all of these products but we are 
highly hopeful that it will fi nd application in most if not all 
of them.
 “Soygel: The water-soluble material derived from the 
alcohol-extracted fl akes, which for convenience I shall refer 
to as ‘soygel,’ not only whips like egg white but resembles 
egg white in that it makes a good glue and will coagulate 
or become insoluble when heated near the boiling point of 
water.
 “The adhesive and coagulation properties have been 
investigated as a special adhesive for sealing the cork 
into the crown type of bottle cap. The results were very 
satisfactory and several companies who manufacture crown 
seals have tried the adhesive in their production processes. 
The results of these tests have led them to request its 
manufacture. Since alcohol-extracted meal is not yet in 
commercial production, we have made further processing 
studies to solve the problem of obtaining the soygel from 
available material. Dr. Becke of this Laboratory discovered 
that if hexane-extracted fl akes are washed with ethanol, a 
gel-inhibiting substance is removed and the fl akes can then 
be used for making the soygel. A small-scale plant is now 
under construction by one soybean processor for washing 
commercially-extracted fl akes with alcohol. These fl akes will 
then be extracted with water and the fi nal product will appear 
as a spray-dried powder. The adhesive properties of the 
soygel have been only partly surveyed.” Continued. Address: 
Northern Regional Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois.

199. Smith, E. Lester. 1948. Presence of cobalt in the anti-
pernicious anœmia factor (Letter to the editor). Nature 
(London) 162(4108):144-45. July 24. [5 ref]
• Summary: Independent investigations in the UK and the 
USA have recently led to the isolation of the anti-pernicious 
anœmia factor as red needle-shaped crystals. Examination of 
its ash unexpectedly revealed the presence of cobalt–detected 
by the characteristic cobalt blue borax bead.
 Note: This factor was later renamed vitamin B-12. 
Address: Glaxo Laboratories, Ltd., Greenford, Middlesex 
[England].

200. Dunn, M.S.; Camien, M.N.; Shankman, S.; Block, H. 
1948. Amino acids in lupine and soybean seeds and sprouts. 
Archives of Biochemistry 18(1):195-200. July. [23 ref]
• Summary: Twelve amino acids were determined by 
microbiological methods in seeds, etiolated seedlings, and 
plants of lupine (Lupinus angustifolius) and soybean (Illini 
M 13). The most striking changes which occurred in etiolated 
seedlings grown in the dark in moist sand were an increase in 
aspartic acid (asparagine) and a decrease in all other amino 
acids except histidine. Total amino acids of plants grown in 
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garden soil under natural conditions increased although the 
individual amino acid changes relative to the other amino 
acids were less than those which occurred in the dark. 
Total amino acids decreased by about 30% after 12 days of 
germination. Address: Chemical Lab., Univ. of California, 
Los Angeles.

201. Klose, A.A.; Hill, Barbara; Fevold, H.L. 1948. Food 
value of soybean protein as related to processing. Food 
Technology 2(3):201-06. July. [11 ref]
• Summary: The infl uence of various forms of heat treatment 
of alcohol or hexane extraction on rat growth-promoting 
value of soybeans is reported. Describes solvent extraction 
using ethyl alcohol. Address: Western Regional Research 
Lab., Albany, California.

202. Rickes, Edward L.; Brink, N.G.; Koniuszy, F.R.; Wood, 
T.R.; Folkers, K. 1948. Comments and communications: 
Vitamin B-12, a cobalt complex. Science 108(2797):134. 
Aug. 6. [1 ref]
• Summary: “Vitamin B-12 was described by the 
undersigned (Science, April 16, p. 396) as a crystalline 
red compound which is highly active for producing 
hematological responses in patients with pernicious and 
other anemias.”
 “The cobalt-complex nature of vitamin B-12 is an 
outstanding property.” Address: Research Laboratories, 
Merck & Co., Inc., Rahway, New Jersey.

203. Borchers, Raymond; Ackerson, C.W.; Mussehl, F.E. 
1948. Trypsin inhibitor. VIII. Growth inhibiting properties 
of a soybean trypsin inhibitor. Archives of Biochemistry 
19(2):317-22. Aug. [9 ref]
• Summary: Ham and Sandstedt (1944) showed that extracts 
of raw soybean oil meal contained a trypsin inhibitor.
 Demonstrates that trypsin inhibitor extracted from 
unheated soybeans retards growth in rats. Address: Depts. 
of Agricultural Chemistry and Poultry Husbandry, Nebraska 
Agric. Exp. Station.

204. Evans, Robert John; Butts, Helen A. 1948. Studies on 
the heat inactivation of lysine in soy bean oil meal. J. of 
Biological Chemistry 175(1):15-20. Aug. [18 ref]
• Summary: While nearly half the lysine in soy bean oil meal 
is destroyed by autoclaving for 4 hours, soy bean proteins 
alone, when similarly autoclaved, suffer little loss of lysine. 
Address: Depts. of Agricultural Chemistry, Michigan State 
College, East Lansing, Michigan.

205. McGregor, Margaret A.; Bedford, C.L. 1948. Ascorbic 
acid and thiamine in fresh and frozen lima beans and 
soybeans. J. of the American Dietetic Association 24(8):670-
72. Aug. [15 ref]
• Summary: 100 gm of fresh Bansei edible green soybeans 

contained 14.3 to 15.0 mg of ascorbic acid (reduced) and 
0.445 to 0.508 mg of thiamine. They lost 7% of the ascorbic 
acid and 14-15% of the thiamine during the scalding and 
freezing processes. There was a 9% loss of reduced ascorbic 
acid and a 2-3% loss of thiamine during frozen storage. 
Address: Divisions of Home Economics and Horticulture, 
Agric. Exp. Stations, State College of Washington, Pullman.

206. Westfall, R.J.; Bosshardt, D.K.; Barnes, R.H. 
1948. Infl uence of crude trypsin inhibitor on utilization 
of hydrolyzed protein. Proceedings of the Society for 
Experimental Biology and Medicine 68(3):498-500. Aug. [8 
ref]
• Summary: The soya antitrypsin factor also prevents 
absorption of already hydrolyzed protein and retards growth 
in mice. Address: Dep. of Biochemistry, Medical Research 
Div., Sharp and Dohme, Inc., Glenolden, Pennsylvania.

207. Zucker, Lois M.; Zucker, Theodore F. 1948. Does 
“animal protein factor” occur in green plants? Proceedings 
of the Society for Experimental Biology and Medicine 
68(3):432-34. July/Aug. [9 ref]
• Summary: “A situation of more general interest than was 
at fi rst anticipated developed in the poultry nutrition fi eld 
when attempts were made to raise poultry on all-plant rations 
for the purpose of conserving animal protein sources. The 
attempts failed and since amino acid supplements did not 
remedy the fl aw, it was postulated that animal proteins have 
associated with them a factor necessary for chick nutrition. 
The designation ‘animal protein factor’ came into use.”
 When soybean meal was used as a protein source in 
past animal assays, it led to poor hatchability and growth of 
chicks, and poor growth of young rats after weaning. This 
experiment showed that high levels green leafy materials 
in the diet of weanling rats did not supply the “zoopherin 
requirement,” whereas liver supplements did.
 Note: Zoopherin later came to be called “vitamin B-12.” 
Address: Dep. of Pathology, Columbia Univ., New York 
City.

208. Milner, R.T. 1948. Soybean research at the Northern 
Regional Research Laboratory. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 31-
32, 82.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Alcohol extraction. 
Soy adhesive [Soyagel, an irreversible gel]. Does not gel. 
Soybean varieties. Oil stability [studying the causes of 
reversion and formation of off fl avors, in part using funds 
from the Research and Marketing Act of 1946].
 “Alcohol Extraction: During the past few years we have 
devoted a great deal of attention to the alcohol extraction 
of soybeans. The process which we have developed has a 
number of interesting and novel features and advantages. In 
this process, fl aked soybeans are extracted with 95-percent 
alcohol at high temperatures. If the soybean fl akes are 
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extracted at the boiling point of alcohol, the amount of 
alcohol required to remove all the oil is in the ratio of six 
parts of alcohol to one part of fl akes.
 “If the process is carried out under slight pressure, for 
example at 15 pounds above atmospheric, the quantity of 
alcohol needed to remove the oil is reduced sharply, the 
ratio in this case being 1:1. From a practical standpoint, the 
pressure process appears to be the better. Although the initial 
cost of equipment is higher, the quantity of solvent needed is 
much less and hence operating costs are lower.
 “To recover the oil, the alcohol extract is cooled to about 
60º F. During the cooling process, the solution of alcohol 
and oil separates into three phases–alcohol, soybean oil, 
and some solid matter, with a small amount of an emulsion 
remaining at the interface. Slight heating of this mixture 
breaks the emulsion, and permits the solid matter to sink. 
The alcohol, soybean oil, and solids can then be readily 
separated.
 “This cooling process for separating the alcohol and 
soybean oil eliminates the need for recovering the major 
portion of the alcohol by distillation. In our tests, the 
reclaimed alcohol has been recycled as much as 85 times 
without loss in its solvent power and without the necessity of 
purifying it by distillation.
 “The soybean oil separated in the cooling process still 
contains about 7 percent alcohol. This alcohol is removed 
from the oil by vacuum evaporation and recovered. The oil 
contains only .06 of 1 percent of free fatty acid, as compared 
with higher amounts of fatty acid usually found in hexane-
extracted oil. It is unnecessary, therefore, to alkali refi ne 
alcohol-extracted soybean oil. With one water washing, an 
excellent non-break oil is produced. Soybean oil obtained by 
this process is an excellent product either for production of 
paint oils or for food uses.
 “The solids which separate in the cooling process 
consist of lecithin, sterols, saponins, glucosides, and other 
products. Approximately 40 percent of the solid matter 
consists of lecithin. We have not yet had opportunity to 
investigate thoroughly the composition of this solid material, 
or to separate it into its components.
 “The meal obtained from the alcohol-extraction process, 
in contrast to hexane-extracted meal, is free from bitter 
principles and coloring matters. It has a bland fl avor and is 
excellent for food uses. Except for color and fl avor, hexane- 
and alcohol-extracted meal are practically identical in 
properties.
 “This process has been studied thoroughly on a 
laboratory scale, and some steps have been evaluated on 
the pilot-plant scale in cooperation with Allied Mills. A 
number of other companies also are engaged in pilot-plant 
investigations of this process. The alcohol-extraction process 
appears to have considerable promise.”
 “Does not gel: To our surprise, water extraction of 
hexane-extracted meal yields a proteinaceous product which 

does not gel when heated in water. We have found this to be 
due to the presence of a gel inhibitor in the hexane-extracted 
meal. Treatment of hexane-extracted meal with water 
dissolves not only the protein, but also the gel inhibitor. This 
gel inhibitor can be readily removed by treating the hexane-
extracted meal fi rst with alcohol. The inhibitor dissolves in 
alcohol and can be readily recovered from it.
 “In the alcohol-extraction process for separating the oil 
from soybean fl akes, the gel inhibitor and, of course, other 
products as well as the oil, are removed from the meal. 
For this reason, the heat gelling protein can be obtained 
directly by water extraction of the meal resulting from the 
alcohol process. The inhibitor is not soluble in hexane and 
must, therefore, be removed from hexane-extracted meal 
by alcohol before treating the meal with water to obtain the 
heat gelling protein. Work has not been completed on this gel 
inhibitor, so I am unable to tell you about the chemical nature 
of the material.”
 A portrait photo shows R.T. Milner. Address: Northern 
Regional Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois.

209. Quaife, Mary Louise. 1948. Nitrosotocopherols: Their 
use in the chemical assay of individual tocopherols in a 
mixture of the alpha-, beta-, gamma-, and delta-forms. J. of 
Biological Chemistry 175(2):605-17. Sept. [8 ref]
• Summary: Refi ned soybean oil was found to contain 
74 mg/100 gm of total tocopherols. Alpha-tocopherols 
comprised 13% of the total tocopherols. Address: Research 
Laboratories of Distillation Products, Inc., Rochester, New 
York.

210. Borchers, R.; Ackerson, C.W.; Mussehl, F.E. 1948. 
Trypsin inhibitor. VI. Effects of various heating periods of 
the growth promoting value of soybean oil meal for chicks. 
Poultry Science 27(5):601-04. Oct. [9 ref]
• Summary: It has been known since 1917 that unheated 
soybean meal (SBM) is inferior to properly heated soybean 
meal. The trypsin inhibitor found in raw soybean is proposed 
as one of the factors responsible for this poor nutritional 
value,
 Soybean oil meal must be autoclaved at 15 pounds 
pressure for more than 15 minutes to obtain a meal of 
optimum growth promoting value for chicks of age 6 weeks. 
Moreover, “the results suggests that the absence of the 
trypsin inhibitor in autoclaved soybean oil meal may be used 
as a criterion for adequately autoclaved meal.” However, a 
trypsin inhibitor test will give no indication of overheating as 
a result of autoclaving or dry heating.
 The exact optimum time of autoclaving may depend, 
in part, upon the texture (fi neness, fl akiness, or grits) of the 
meal. It may also depend, in part, on the age and breed of the 
chicks. Address: Depts. of Agricultural Chemistry & Poultry 
Husbandry, Nebraska Agric. Exp. Station, Lincoln.
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211. Chernick, S.S.; Lepkovsky, S.; Chaikoff, I.L. 1948. A 
dietary factor regulating the enzyme content of the pancreas: 
Changes induced in size and proteolytic activity of the chick 
pancreas by the ingestion of raw soy-bean meal. American J. 
of Physiology 155(1):33-41. Oct. [11 ref]
• Summary: “Summary: The prolonged feeding of raw soy-
bean meal induced in chicks an enlargement of the pancreas 
and an increase in its proteolytic content. Methionine 
corrected the growth defect observed in the bird fed a raw 
soy-bean diet, but failed to prevent the hypertrophy of the 
pancreas or the increase in its activity. A possible explanation 
of the pancreas hypertrophy is offered.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2021) 
that mentions the term “pancreatic hypertrophy.” It is also 
the earliest document seen showing that the ingestion of 
raw soybeans by monogastric animals (chicks) can cause 
pancreatic hypertrophy. Address: Div. of Physiology of 
the Medical School and Div. of Poultry Husbandry of the 
College of Agriculture, Univ. of California, Berkeley.

212. Christiansen, Raymond P. 1948. Effi cient use of food 
resources in the United States. USDA Technical Bulletin No. 
963. 98 p. Oct. [39 ref]
• Summary: The author calculated the number of days of 
protein requirements that will be provided for a moderately 
active man by one acre of land used to produce various plant 
and animal proteins, as follows: Beef 77 days per acre, milk 
236, wheat fl our 527, soybeans (edible) 2,224 days/acre.
 Thus soybeans make the most effi cient use of land in 
producing protein for human beings. An acre of land devoted 
to growing soybeans can produce 28.8 times as much usable 
protein as an acre of land used for raising beef, and 9.4 times 
as much as an acre of land used for producing cow’s milk. 
Address: Agricultural Economist, Bureau of Agricultural 
Economics, USDA.

213. Cunto, Mozart de. 1948. Utilizaçao da soja na 
alimentaçao do brasileiro [Utilization of soybeans for feeding 
Brazilians]. Arquivos Brasileiros de Nutricao 5(4):71-73. 
Sept/Oct. [Por]
Address: Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.

214. Karnani, B.T.; De, S.S.; Subrahmanyan, V.; Cartner, 
D. 1948. Relative utilization of calcium from soya milk 
(fortifi ed with di-calcium phosphate) and cow’s milk by 
growing children. Indian J. of Medical Research 36(4):355-
60. Oct. [7 ref]
• Summary: Since soymilk contains much less calcium than 
cow’s milk, the authors raised the calcium content of milk 
to the level of 80 mg calcium/100 ml by the addition of di-
calcium phosphate after adjustment of the pH of the milk. 
Calcium-fortifi ed soya milk and cow’s milk were fed to “six 
growing children (age 7 to 9 years) who received the milks 
as a supplement to a basal diet composed mainly of cereals 

and which provided only a small amount of calcium (224 
mg.) per day. When fed the basal diet alone, the children 
showed a negative calcium balance, the excretion exceeding 
the intake by 20 mg to 135 mg per day. On supplementing 
the diet with fortifi ed soya or cow’s milk, the children 
received 362 mg per day of calcium in the case of the former 
and 365 mg per day from the latter. As the result of this, the 
calcium balance was changed from an average of -54 mg per 
day in the case of the basal diet to +29.0 mg in the case of 
soya milk and +28.9 mg in the case of cow’s milk. In spite 
of the initial negative balance, the extent of utilization of the 
supplementary calcium was only 23.1 per cent in the case 
of soya milk and 22.8 per cent in the case of cow’s milk. 
The response of the two milks was practically the same.” 
Address: 1-2. Dep. of Biochemistry, Indian Inst. of Science, 
Bangalore; 4. Lady Curzon Hospital, Bangalore.

215. Karnani, B.T.; De, S.S.; Subrahmanyan, V. 1948. 
Fortifi cation of soya-bean milk with calcium and study of 
its availability to young growing rats. Indian J. of Medical 
Research 36(4):349-54. Oct. [15 ref]
• Summary: “Although soya milk is fairly adequate in other 
respects, it is nevertheless defi cient in calcium (about 20 mg 
calcium in 100 cc) as compared with cow’s milk (about 120 
mg calcium in 100 cc). Apart from its general importance, 
calcium is of special signifi cance in the dietary of vegetarians 
and particularly as a supplement to the poor South Indian 
rice diet which is highly defi cient in that element.”
 “It was found that more than minute amounts of calcium 
in any form could not be added to soya milk without the 
risk of clotting on subsequent heating unless the reaction 
was suitably adjusted. There was also marked difference 
in regard to the extent to which each calcium salt could 
be incorporated... Whenever possible, the calcium salt 
was prepared in the form of a solution and added in small 
instalments till the limit of stability was reached. Before 
incorporating any further quantity, the reaction was adjusted 
by addition of bicarbonate and fresh calcium then added. The 
maximum concentration aimed at was 120 mg. of calcium in 
100 c.c. but it could not be attained in any of the cases.”
 Table I shows the fortifi cation of soya milk with 
calcium using different calcium salts: calcium gluconate (8% 
solution), calcium lactate (10% solution), calcium glycero-
phosphate, marble (di-calcium phosphate or limestone), 
and calcium carbonate (CaCO3). In the case of marble, a 
maximum of 417 mg of calcium salt could be incorporated 
into 100 cc of soya milk with the pH adjusted to 6.7. 
The calcium content of the soya milk after fortifi cation 
was 48 mg/100 cc. In the case of calcium carbonate, the 
corresponding fi gures were 167 mg, pH 6.8, and 46.2 
mg/100 cc. In the authors’ semi-large-scale preparations 
they used marble or calcium carbonate. They prepared about 
400,000 lb of soymilk and used it for school feeding and 
other experiments.
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 The authors concluded: “The calcium content of soya 
milk can be raised by incorporation of different calcium salts 
after suitable adjustment of reaction. Di-calcium phosphate 
can be added so as to raise the level of calcium to about 80 
mg. per 100 c.c. of milk. The fortifi ed product has a pleasant 
taste and fl avour. Other calcium salts, such as gluconate, 
lactate and glycero-phosphate, can also be incorporated, 
but the phosphate generally gives a better product. 
Calcium carbonate has the advantage that it can be easily 
incorporated–though at a lower level–without any special 
precautions in regard to previous adjustment of reaction.
 “It was found that rats retained 82 per cent of the 
calcium and 87 per cent of the phosphorus ingested from 
fortifi ed soya milk. The growth rates of rat on a calcium-free 
synthetic diet supplemented with cow’s milk and soya milk 
respectively, on the same volume basis, were practically of 
the same order.”
 Note: This is the earliest study seen on the fortifi cation 
of soya milk with calcium. Address: Dep. of Biochemistry, 
Indian Inst. of Science, Bangalore.

216. Rangnekar, Y.B.; De, S.S.; Subrahmanyan, V. 1948. 
Soya-bean ascorbicase. Indian J. of Medical Research 
36(4):361-70. Oct. [17 ref]
• Summary: “No attempt seems to have been made to isolate 
and study the enzyme from germinating seeds, although 
its presence in germinating soya bean has been reported 
(Ito, 1938; Shen et al., 1945). During the course of studies 
on vitamin C in soya bean and soya milk (Rangnekar et 
al., 1948), it has been observed that the bean possesses a 
powerful ascorbicase activity which is dormant in the dry 
seed but develops quickly on germination. The important 
bearing which this aspect has on the fi nal vitamin C values 
of the soya milk prepared from the bean after extended 
germination has also been discussed from the viewpoint of 
the scalding of bean prior to milk preparation. The present 
studies relate to the isolation, properties and chemical nature 
of soya-bean ascorbicase...
 “In germinating soya beans the ascorbicase activity 
is developed practically to a maximum after 48 hours. 
After that period, it remains more or less stationary in the 
cotyledons but decreases in the sprouts.” Address: Dep. of 
Biochemistry, Indian Inst. of Science, Bangalore.

217. Scholfi eld, C.R.; Dutton, H.J.; Tanner, F.W., Jr.; Cowan, 
J.C. 1948. Components of “soybean lecithin.” J. of the 
American Oil Chemists’ Society 25(10):368-72. Oct. [23 ref]
• Summary: In spite of years of manufacture and use, 
information on the composition of “soybean lecithin” is 
surprisingly meager. Recent reports repeat the statement that 
soybean phosphatides consist of approximately 35% lecithin 
and 65% cephalin.
 The acetone-insoluble material from soybean “lecithin” 
was fractionated and studied. “The approximate composition 

for one sample of soybean phosphatides is estimated to be 
29% lecithin, 31% cephalin, and 40% inositol-phosphatides.” 
Address: Northern Regional Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois.

218. Kunitz, M. 1948. The kinetics and thermodynamics 
of reversible denaturation of crystalline soybean trypsin 
inhibitor. J. of General Physiology 32(2):241-63. Nov. [15 
ref]
• Summary: An excellent review. Begins with a detailed 
discussion of the properties of the crystalline soybean trypsin 
inhibitor, which was isolated by the author. It is a protein 
with a molecular weight of about 25,000. Its isoelectric 
point is near pH 4.5. It is a globulin, which has been named 
“Trypsin-soy inhibitor compound.” Address: Laboratories of 
the Rockefeller Inst. for Medical Research, Princeton, New 
Jersey.

219. Schweigert, B.S. 1948. Amino acid content of foods. 
J. of the American Dietetic Association 24(11):939-44. Nov. 
[57* ref]
• Summary: Includes an analysis of the amino acid 
content of soybean meal. Address: Div. of Biochemistry 
and Nutrition, American Meat Inst. Foundation, Univ. of 
Chicago.

220. Borsook, Henry. 1948. We could feed the world. 
Engineering and Science (California Inst. of Technology). 
Dec. p. 7-9. Also in: Edward Hutchings, Jr., ed. Frontiers in 
Science, a Survey. California Inst. of Technology. p. 80-87.
• Summary: “We have the tools and the technology to feed 
everyone in the world with our present resources. And yet 
it’s been estimated that 80 per cent of the world population 
normally suffers from under-nutrition or malnutrition.
 “One hears any number of explanations for this ironic 
situation–but at the bottom of them all is the simple fact that 
we still think of food in terms of the nineteenth century.
 “As long as we persist in thinking of food in terms of 
bushels of wheat, we’ll never have enough to go around. As 
soon as we learn to consider food as a conveyor of essential 
nutrients–and look for the cheapest and best way to get these 
nutrients–we’ll fi nd we have enough for all.” Discusses 
the development of Multi-Purpose Food. A photo shows 
Borsook. Address: California Inst. of Technology.

221. de Bilderling, G. 1948. Importance du soja pour 
l’alimentation indigène: Quelques préparations faciles [The 
importance of soybeans for native nutrition. Some easy 
preparations]. Revue Internationale du Soja 8(49):51-52. 
[Fre]
• Summary: Presented at an Agricultural Week at Yangambi 
(Belgian Congo). Discusses: Soynuts (roasted soybeans; 
Graines grillés). Green vegetable soybeans. Soybean sprouts 
in salads. Soy cakes (Galettes de Soja). Soymilk. Tofu (and 
how to make it). Address: Agronomist (Ingéieur agronome 
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Gx), Assistant in the Division of Food Plants of INEAC.

222. De, H.N.; Dutta, P.K. 1948. Investigation on soyabean-
milk powder. Science and Culture (Calcutta) 14(6):248-49. 
Dec. [2 ref]
• Summary: Describes how a “soyabean milk powder” was 
prepared. It has a “pleasant odour and taste.” The average 
composition was: Protein 41.70%, fat 33.35%, carbohydrate 
18.42%, and ash 4.37%.
 “The biological value and the digestibility of the 
soyabean milk powder protein as deduced by the balance 
sheet method on rats were found to be 69.7 and 89.2 
respectively.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Aug. 2013) that contains the term “soyabean milk.” 
Address: Nutrition Research Unit, Biochemical Lab., Dacca 
Univ., Dacca, India.

223. Inoue, N. 1948. [On the substance of so-called Bacillus 
natto and utilization of the natto]. Eiyogaku Zasshi (Japanese 
J. of Nutrition) 6(3):88-89. [8 ref. Jap]*

224. Karnani, B.T. 1948. Investigations on vegetable milks. 
PhD thesis, Bombay University. *
• Summary: The author studied the utilization of calcium 
from soya-bean milk by young human subjects, 7-8 years 
of age, who received the milk as a supplement to the basal 
diet. It was found that when 363.5 mg of calcium from either 
cow’s milk or soya-bean milk was added to the basal diet 
per day, the average daily calcium balance was changed 
from -54.5 mg to +24.0 mg in the case of soya-bean milk 
and to +28.9 mg in the case of cow’s milk. The availability 
of calcium from the 2 milks was practically the same, as the 
average utilization of supplementary calcium from soya-bean 
milk for affecting positive calcium balance was 23.1% and 
that from cow’s milk was 23.8%. Address: Bombay, India.

225. Leontjev, I.F. 1948. [Vitamins of soybean]. Priroda 
(Moscow) No. 5. p. 37-38. [Rus]*
• Summary: This is a review of Wai et al. (1947) and of 
Desikachar et al. (1946) in Annals of Biochemistry and 
Experimental Medicine (Calcutta), Vol. 6, p. 49 and 57.

226. Vukicevic, Janko. 1948. Vaznost punovaznog sojinog 
brasna u ishrani [The nutritional importance of soy fl our]. 
Bilten Prehrane Industrije NR Srbije (Newsletter of the Food 
Processing Industry of the National Republic of Serbia) 
2(5):17-20. [Ser]*
Address: Yugoslavia.

227. Beach, Eliot F. 1948. Proteins in human nutrition 
(Historical). In: M. Sahyun, ed. 1948. Proteins and Amino 
Acids in Nutrition. New York: Reinhold Publishing Corp. xvi 
+ 566 p. See p. 1-45. Chap. 1. [114 ref]

• Summary: This is one of the best historical overviews seen 
on this subject. The two great early pioneers were Liebig 
and Voit, both Germans. However: “To Antoine Laurent 
Lavoisier (1743-17994), Karl Wilhelm Scheele (1742-1786), 
Daniel Rutherford (1749-1819) and Joseph Priestly (1733-
1804) go the honors for the basic discoveries and techniques 
which nourished modern chemical theory in its infancy.”
 An asterisk at the end of this chapter title refers to a 
footnote: “A Syllabus (unpublished), prepared by C.M. 
McCay at Cornell University, Ithaca, New York, for his 
course in Advanced Animal Nutrition, provided valuable 
orientation material for this historical review.
 Contents: Introduction. Justus von Liebig: Foundation of 
the German School: The occurrence and variety of proteins, 
early studies of the properties and composition of proteins, 
metabolism of proteins, function of protein as food.
 Carl Voit and his contemporaries: Nitrogen balance 
studies, levels of dietary protein, protein and specifi c 
dynamic action, nutritive values of proteins, protein analysis.
 Modern concepts of protein: Protein requirements, 
protein split-products and their nutritive value, indispensable 
amino acids, vitamin chemistry, biological value of proteins.
 This chapter contains photos or illustrations of the 
following pioneers in protein nutrition: Justus von Liebig 
(1803-1873) and his family. Liebig’s restored laboratory in 
Giessen, Germany. Iacopo Bartolomeo Beccari (1682-1766). 
Joseph Gay-Lussac (1778-1850). François Magendie (1783-
1855). Gerard J. Mulder (1802-1880). J.B. Boussingault 
(1802-1887). Claude Bernard (1813-1878). Carl Voit (1831-
1908). Frederick Woehler (1800-1882). Eduard Pfl ueger 
(1829-1910). Max Rubner (1854-1932). W.O. Atwater 
(1844-1907). Russel Henry Chittenden (1856-1943). Thomas 
B. Osborne (1859-1929). Lafayette B. Mendel (1872-1935). 
Address: Asst. Director, Research Lab., Children’s Fund of 
Michigan, Detroit, MI.

228. Bergström, Sune; Holman, Ralph Theodore. 1948. 
Lipoxidase and the autoxidation of unsaturated fatty acids. 
Advances in Enzymology 8:425-57. [151 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Autoxidation of 
unsaturated compounds. Autoxidation of unsaturated fatty 
acids (monoethenoid, polyethenoid, methylene-interrupted). 
Action of antioxidants and their biological importance. 
Lipoxidase (historical, distribution in nature, substrate 
specifi city, standardization, purifi cation, properties of 
crystalline lipoxidase, inhibition, lipoxidase activator, 
reaction mechanism, coupled reactions). Address: 1. Lund, 
Sweden; 2. College Station, Texas. Presently: Biochemical 
Div., Medical Nobel Inst., Stockholm, Sweden. Presently: 
Dep. of Biochemistry and Nutrition, A. and M. College of 
Texas, College Station, Texas.

229. Desikachar, H.S.R.; De, S.S.; Subrahmanyan, V. 
1948. In vitro digestibility of soya bean milk and the 
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tryptic inhibitor in soyabean. Annals of Biochemistry and 
Experimental Medicine (Calcutta) 8(3/4):93-96. [6 ref]
• Summary: “The poor in vitro digestion of soya milk is 
due to the presence of the tryptic inhibitor in it... Under in 
vivo conditions, however, the soya milk protein is nearly as 
digestible as cow’s milk.” Address: Dep. of Biochemistry, 
Indian Inst. of Science, Bangalore.

230. Engelbeen, M. 1948. Le soja au Congo Belge [Soya 
in the Belgian Congo]. Brussels, Belgium: Ministere des 
Colonies. 94 p. 25 cm. [200 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Preface. 1. The soybean: Habitat 
and acclimatization: Genus and species, sub-species and 
varieties, habitat and acclimatization. 2. The principal 
factors in soybean production: Climate, nature of the soils, 
symbiotic bacteria, selection and hybridization, cultural 
methods, enemies and diseases. 3. Seed storage and 
multiplication. 4. Nutritional value of soya: Generalities, 
soymilk, tofu, okara (tourteau de soja; the pulp remaining 
after fi ltering off soymilk), soy oil, soy fl our. 5. Industry and 
commerce. 6. Perspectives on soya in the Belgian Congo. 
Summary. Bibliography consulted.
 The section titled “Introduction and Acclimatization 
to the Belgian Congo (p. 30) states: “Known in Africa for 
30 years, the cultivation of soya has not yet passed the 
experimental stage. Numerous introductory trials were 
conducted with multiple varieties which originated in East 
Asia and the United States.
 “Soya was mentioned for the fi rst time in the Belgian 
Congo by Commandant Lemaire [Charles François 
Alexandre Lemairé], who fi rst encountered them at 
Stanleyville [later renamed Kisangani] in 1908. It was 
introduced, shortly afterwards, to the Eala botanical garden 
(near Coquilhatville). The fi rst agronomic trials took place 
in 1915; the agronomist Mestdagh, at Lusambo (Sankuru 
[Kasai]) harvested 1,472 kg of yellow soybeans and 1,786 kg 
of black soybeans.”
 Note 1. I.N.E.A.C. stands for Institut National pour 
l’Étude Agronomique du Congo Belge.
 Note 2. This document contains the second earliest 
date seen for soybeans in Zaire (1908). The source of these 
soybeans is unknown. These soybeans were probably 
being cultivated in 1908, but we cannot be sure. Address: 
Ingenieur agronome colonial Lv., Chef du Bureau d’Etudes 
de l’I.N.E.A.C.

231. Esh, Gopeschandra. 1948. The effects of soya-lecithin 
on the absorption and utilization of vitamin A. PhD thesis, 
The Ohio State University. In: Doctoral Dissertations 
Accepted by American Universities, 1948. *
Address: The Ohio State Univ.

232. Gerry, R.W. 1948. Methionine and vitamine 
supplements for grain and soybean oil meal poultry rations. 

PhD thesis, Purdue University. In: Doctoral Dissertations 
Accepted by American Universities, 1948. *
Address: Purdue Univ., W. Lafayette, Indiana.

233. Quigley, D.T. 1948. The national malnutrition. 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin: Lee Foundation for Nutritional 
Research. See p. 3, 38. *
• Summary: The Indians of northwestern Canada enjoyed 
good health and long life before they began consuming 
the white man’s food. “They took to this with as great 
enthusiasm as they did to alcohol; resulting in many cases 
of arthritis, tuberculosis, and tooth decay, with a shortened 
period of life and lessened ability to work. The Indians in 
the back country who did not have access to the white man’s 
food kept their good health; they had no tuberculosis or any 
of the other diseases mentioned.”

234. Rangnekar, Y.B.; De, S.S.; Subrahmanyan, V. 1948. 
Studies on vitamin C in soyabean and soyamilk. Annals 
of Biochemistry and Experimental Medicine (Calcutta) 
8(3/4):99-104. [4 ref]
• Summary: 72 hours germination of the beans (preferably 
the white variety) yields a fair quality milk containing nearly 
optimum amount of vitamin C–22.6 mg per litre–which is 
appreciably higher than the average value given by cows’ 
milk.
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Aug. 2013) that contains the word “soyamilk.” It 
appears in both the title and the text. Address: Dep. of 
Biochemistry, Indian Inst. of Science, Bangalore.

235. Rangnekar, Y.B.; De, S.S.; Subrahmanyan, V. 1948. 
Stability of vitamin C in soyamilk as compared to cows 
milk. Annals of Biochemistry and Experimental Medicine 
(Calcutta) 3(2/4):105-08. [6 ref]
• Summary: It has been known for quite some time that 
copper (Cu) and sunlight are instrumental in causing a 
severe destruction of vitamin C in cowsmilk. The high 
stability of vitamin C in soyamilk against both types of 
destructive agencies has pointed out the presence of vitamin 
C protecting factor or factors in soyamilk which are absent 
in cowsmilk. Address: Dep. of Biochemistry, Indian Inst. of 
Science, Bangalore.

236. Rusk, H.P. 1948. Nine-year report [of progress in 
solving farm problems of Illinois]. Illinois Agricultural 
Experiment Station, Annual Report. p. 1-287. For the years 
July 1, 1938 to June 30, 1947.
• Summary: Soybeans are discussed in the following 
sections and pages: Agronomy investigations: Soybeans 
soon lose ability to germinate (p. 35-35; After a three years 
storage period [at ordinary room temperatures], only two 
of eight varieties of soybeans [25%] showed any viable 
seed”). Soybean variety tests are aid to evaluation (p. 36-37; 
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“Edible varieties also tested. During the period 1938-1946 
some 200 varieties of edible soybeans have been studied 
for yield, yield, lodging, shattering, and other agronomic 
characteristics. These have included the varieties Giant 
Green, Imperial, Emperor, Willomi, Bansei, Illington, 
Funk’s Delicious, Wolverine, Fuji, Mendota, Tastee, Kanum, 
Hokkaido, Aoda, Kia, Sanga, 80144, and Higan”). New 
soybean varieties increased and distributed to growers (p. 
37; Viking, Chief, Lincoln). Hail causes serious losses to 
soybean yields (p. 38). Hormone treatments did not increase 
soybean yields (p. 38; The hormones and plant growth 
substances were derived from levulinic acid). New soybean 
diseases found (p. 39; Wildfi re {Pseudomonas tabaci} Wolf 
and Foster, Brown stem rot {Cephalosporium n. sp.}).
 Livestock investigations: Soybean-meal proteins 
improved by methionine (p. 49). Food values of feed 
change in storage (p. 56-57). Soybean meal an economical 
supplement for lambs (p. 62). Soybean meal a good 
supplement for pigs on pasturage (p. 64-65). Soybean meal 
provides protein for turkeys (p. 84).
 Agricultural economics investigations: When should 
grain be marketed? (p. 142-43; “Farmers usually do not store 
soybeans, yet no grain has shown as marked a seasonal price 
advance”). Rivers and highways new means of transporting 
grain (p. 143-44; “Transportation is the largest single item 
in grain marketing costs”). Machine time and row widths 
for soybeans studied (p. 159-60). Determine requirements 
for soybean storage bins (p. 160-61). Safe moisture limits 
found for soybean storage (p. 161). Soybean quality changes 
during storage (p. 162-63). Conditioning soybeans on farm 
is practical safeguard (p. 162-63; Conditioning means 
reducing their water content, as by circulating heated air plus 
ventilation).
 Home economics investigations: Different soy fl ours 
tried in baked products (p. 213-14). Address: Director.

237. Sahyun, Melville. ed. 1948. Proteins and amino acids in 
nutrition. New York, NY: Reinhold Publishing Corp. xvi + 
566 p. Illust. Index. 24 cm.
• Summary: Contents: Acknowledgment. Foreword. 
Introduction. 1. Proteins in nutrition (historical), by E.F. 
Beach. 2. The biological utilization of proteins and protein 
requirements, by H.H. Mitchell. 3. Caloric, vitamin and 
mineral requirements with particular reference to protein 
nutrition, by H.J. Deuel, Jr. 4. Economic aspects of food 
proteins, by L.E. Booher. 5. The nutritive aspects of meat 
and meat products, by H.R. Kraybill. 6. The amino acid 
requirements of avian species, by H.J. Almquist. 7. The 
relation of hormones to protein metabolism, by A. White. 8. 
Plasma proteins and their relation to nutrition, by M. Sahyun. 
9. Protein defi ciency and its relationship to nutritional 
anemia, hypoproteinemia, nutritional edema, and resistance 
to infection, by C.P. Berg. 10. Protein and amino acid 
nutrition in pediatrics and in pregnancy, by S.Z. Levine. 

11. Protein nutrition in surgical patients, by C.C. Lund 
and S.M. Levenson. 12. The relation of fl uid and mineral 
balance to protein metabolism, by W.E. Abbott. 13. Proteins 
as related to burns, by A. Large and C.G. Johnston. 14. The 
protein nature of toxins, antitoxins and related substances, 
by E.A. Kabat. 15. Protein nature of fi ltrable viruses, by 
M.A. Lauffer. Appendix: Table 1. Proximate composition 
of American food materials. Table 2. Nutritive value of 100 
grams of selected foods, edible portion.
 On page 159 investigators at Harvard University and 
the University of Illinois report that the minimum protein 
requirement for adult men is approximately 30 gm/day, 
whether the diet was of plant origin or from a mixture of 
plant and animal foods. Address: Chemist Consultant; 
Formerly Vice President and Director of Research, Frederick 
Stearns and Company, Div. of Sterling Drug Inc.

238. Sherman, Henry Clapp. 1948. Food products. 4th ed. 
New York, NY: The Macmillan Co. vii + 428 p. Illust. Index. 
22 cm. [400+* ref]
• Summary: The author is one of America’s leading 
nutritionists. The dry residue of foods consists of 
combustible matters (organic substances) and ash (non-
combustible, the “so-called mineral elements)” (p. 1). 
The fats are all glycerides, i.e., substances consisting of 
combinations of glycerol with fatty acids. As the molecular 
weight of fats increases, so does their boiling or melting 
points, while their solubility decreases. Butter is the only 
fat that contains all the fatty acids. Seed oils used for food 
include cottonseed oil, soybean oil, peanut oil, corn oil, 
etc. After food fat is digested and absorbed by the body, it 
appears in the blood in the form of “glycerides collectively 
called neutral fat” (p. 810).
 The three basic types of proteins are: Simple 
proteins (albumins, globulins, glutelins, etc.), conjugated 
proteins (nucleoproteins, glycoproteins, phosphoproteins, 
lecithoproteins, etc.), and derived proteins (primary 
{proteans} or secondary {proteoses, peptones, peptides}) (p. 
11-13).
 Children from ages 3 to 13 should drink a quart of milk 
a day (p. 82-83). Pork is the main meat produced in America, 
followed by beef. Veal is mainly a by-product of the dairy 
industry. In the USA, veal calves must be at least 3 weeks 
old when slaughtered; in most parts of Europe they may be 
younger. The term “meat packing” derives from the “early 
days of the industry when farmers or local butchers cured 
and smoked surplus meat, packing it largely in barrels, for 
local use, for supplying ships, and for export trade.” This 
industry began in about 1830, with companies packing pork 
in Cincinnati, Ohio, which was the center of the corn belt.” 
For a full account of the history of the industry see American 
Livestock and Meat Industry, by Clemens. (p. 137-39). Table 
13 shows the percentage of free, bound, and total purines in 
different meats (p. 155).
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 In Chapter 9, titled “Vegetables,” the section on 
“legumes” (p. 233) states: “Soybean fl our and related 
products (“soya”) constitutes in the United States a ‘new’ 
addition to the dry-legume food group; but one of great 
potential importance. As yet this important potential resource 
has been given but slight and slow recognition as human 
food by the peoples of either the United Kingdom or the 
United States.” Soybean fl our typically contains 30-45% 
protein. The “chemical composition or amino-acid make-up 
of soybean and peanut proteins is much like that of meat 
proteins...” Table 26 shows the “Percentages of individual 
amino acids in legume proteins” including glycinin 
(soybean). The large increase in soybean production in the 
USA during World War II “has shown that our supply of 
mature legumes and their products as human food can readily 
be increased several-fold whenever this seems likely to meet 
the needed support of consumer demand.” In 1946 soybean 
fl our was recognized by the Food and Drug Administration 
as an alternative to added wheat gluten, “gum gluten,” in 
macaroni products.
 A major theme of this book is the “balance of acids and 
bases” or of “acid-forming and base-forming elements,” 
however it is given less space than in the 1917 edition. The 
base-forming elements are sodium, potassium, calcium, 
and magnesium (p. 76). Eggs have a “considerable 
preponderance of the acid-forming elements...” (p. 128). 
“Meats contain a decided excess of the acid-forming over 
the base-forming elements” (p. 156). Fruits and vegetables 
“render the body two important services in helping it to 
maintain a good intestinal hygiene and a wholesomely liberal 
level of alkaline reserve (or surplus of potentially base-
forming mineral elements) (p. 281-82).
 Oils can be classifi ed according to the way they are 
pressed. Peanut oil is prepared from the less choice nuts and 
from the germs, which are a by-product of making peanut 
butter. “In the expeller press, the nut meats are only slightly 
heated in the conveyor which carries them to the press. The 
meats are run through rolls which crush them and release 
the oil from the oil cells. By this method there is produced 
a small quantity of high quality oil known as cold-press or 
virgin peanut oil which when fi ltered is suitable for table 
purposes without any drastic refi ning treatment. With the 
hydraulic press, the ground nuts are heated thoroughly 
to facilitate expulsion of the oil.” Peanut butter was fi rst 
produced commercially in about 1907 (p. 293).
 Chapter 12, “Edible fats and oils” notes that “peanut 
(arachis) oil and soya bean oil” come from the seeds of 
leguminous plants (p. 303). Before the war, cottonseed 
oil and coconut oils were the vegetable oils most use in 
margarine manufacture in the USA. “During the Second 
World War the supply of coconut oil was almost entirely 
cut off, while our domestic production of peanut oil was 
notably increased and that of soybean oil was very greatly 
accelerated.” In fact more than 3 times as much soybean oil 

was used on average each year during 1943-46 as in 1937-
41 (p. 312). Important edible vegetable oils in the USA are 
the oils of coconut, corn, cottonseed, olive, peanut, sesame 
seed, palm kernel, poppy seed, rape seed, soybean, and 
sunfl ower. There follows a long discussion of only two of 
these oils: olive oil then of cottonseed oil. The term “salad 
oil” when used alone is understood by law to mean olive 
oil. Under cottonseed oil: The two main types of expression 
equipment in general use in this country are the hydraulic 
press and the Anderson expeller. “The latter is more modern 
and is continuous in operation. It depends for its action on 
a spiral screw...” “The so-called cold-pressed or expeller oil 
differs mainly for the hot-pressed (hydraulic presses) oil in 
that the former requires longer agitation with caustic soda 
solution before heating in the subsequent refi ning operation.” 
Refi ning, wintering, and hydrogenation / hardening are then 
described (p. 314-16). Table 45 (p. 408) gives the thiamine 
content of various foods, including soybeans.
 Also discusses: Peanuts, peanut butter, and peanut oil 
(p. 291-96, 299-301). Almonds. Margarine (p. 310-12). 
Shortenings (p. 317). Address: PhD, ScD, Mitchill Prof. 
Emeritus of Chemistry, Columbia Univ. [New York City].

239. Shuman, C. Kenneth. 1948. Soy fl our: its increasing 
importance as a low-cost, abundant protein in the fi eld 
of human nutrition. A literature review prepared by... 
Washington, DC: Soya Food Research Council. 30 p. 1st ed. 
published Nov. 7, 1945. [44 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Foreword. Soy Flour Standards. 
Protein and Amino Acid Requirements of Man. The Amino 
Acid Content of Some Common Foods. Effect of Soy 
Flour on the Nutritive Value of the Protein of White Bread. 
Nutritive Value of Soy Bean Protein for Man. Plasma 
Proteins and Their Relation to Nutrition. Excerpts from 
the Literature on the Biological Value of Protein in Soya 
Products. Excerpts from the Literature on the Supplemental 
Value of Protein in Soy Flour for Protein in Wheat Flour. 
Excerpts from the Literature on the Effect of Soy Flour on 
Protein Quality in Bread. References.
 “Down all the distant ages man struggled constantly for 
an ample food supply. It was a battle for survival.
 “With the advancement of knowledge, and with 
improved growing facilities, he was able to lighten his 
burden and even broaden and vary his diet.
 “In the course of time science determined the basic food 
requirements of the human body and established the essential 
factors of a balanced diet.
 “Such a diet, to assure good health, must include body-
building, muscle-building proteins. Yet millions of people 
across the earth never have been able to attain a diet of 
normal protein requirements. Ravages of war in the past 
decade have only intensifi ed the overall problem of ample 
protein supplies.
 “Searching for new sources of supplies of low-cost 
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proteins, food nutritionists of this and foreign lands have 
centered attention more and more upon the protein of the 
soybean. Soy protein, popularly known as Soy Flour, was 
shipped from America to more than a score of overseas 
countries during and shortly after World War II. It offers 
almost limitless possibilities in the threatening period of 
turmoil ahead.
 “It has been found to be a superior protein, far lower 
in cost than other major proteins, and has the advantage of 
being in abundant supply.
 “At the invitation of the German Government’s Food 
Ministry, and under the sponsorship of ECA, Dr. C. Kenneth 
Shuman, with R.G. Brierley, made a survey of the protein 
shortage in that country, and presented factual nutrition 
information on Soy protein for use of Germany’s food 
authorities.
 “So many requests have been made by organizations for 
a copy of the lectures of Dr. Shuman that the basic material 
has here been summarized for research experts and others, in 
this country and abroad, interested in the use of Soy protein 
as an ingredient in various food products.
 “Dr. Shuman is Director of Nutrition of the Soya Food 
Research Council.”
 Page A-2. Standards are given for 3 types of soy fl our: 
Full-fat soy fl our. Low-fat soy fl our. Defatted soy fl our.
 Although this document has a good list of references 
at the end, the individual references are weak, often lacking 
page numbers. Address: Director, Soya Food Research 
Council, 828 Barr Building, Washington, DC.

240. Shuman, C. Kenneth. 1948. Soy fl our: Its increasing 
importance as a low cost, abundant protein in the fi eld of 
human nutrition. A literature review. Washington, DC: Soya 
Food Research Council. 32 leaves. Revised ed. [44 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Foreword. Soy fl our standards. 
Protein and amino acid requirements of man. The amino 
acid content of some common foods. Effect of soy fl our on 
the nutritive value of the protein of wheat bread. Nutritive 
value of soy bean protein for man. Plasma proteins and 
their relation to nutrition. Excerpts from the literature on the 
biological value of protein in soya products. Excerpts from 
the literature on the supplemental value of protein in soy 
fl our for protein in wheat fl our. Excerpts from the literature 
on the effect of soy fl our on protein quality of bread. 
Sources. Address: Director of Nutrition, Soya Food Research 
Council, 828 Barr Building, Washington 6, DC.

241. Squibb, Robert L. 1948. Effect of soybeans and soybean 
products on carotene and vitamin A utilization of dairy cows. 
PhD thesis, Iowa State University. In: Doctoral Dissertations 
Accepted by American Universities, 1948. *
Address: Iowa State Univ., Ames, Iowa.

242. Desikachar, H.S.R.; Subrahmanyan, V. 1949. Infant 

feeding experiments with soya-bean milk. Indian J. of 
Medical Research 37(1):77-83. Jan. [10 ref]
• Summary: The authors, conducting feeding experiments in 
30 children ages 1-3 years, found that soya-bean milk protein 
was 86% as much utilizable as cow’s milk protein. Address: 
Dep. of Biochemistry, Indian Inst. of Science, Bangalore.

243. Fraenkel-Conrat, H.; Bean, R.S.; Lineweaver, H. 1949. 
Essential groups for the interaction of ovomucoid, egg white 
trypsin inhibitor, and trypsin, and for tryptic activity. J. of 
Biological Chemistry 177(1):385-403. Jan. [28 ref]*

244. Harris, Robert S.; Wang, F.K.C.; Wu, Y.H.; Tsao, C-H. 
S.; Loe, L.Y.S. 1949. The composition of Chinese foods. J. 
of the American Dietetic Association 25(1):28-38. Jan. [12 
ref]
• Summary: Pages 32-33 give a description of (including 
the place purchased and processing method) and page 35 
gives the nutritional composition of the following products: 
Soybean cheese = Ch’ou tou fu lu. Soybean curd = Tou fu 
(coagulated with lime). Soybean curd, fermented = Tou 
fu lu. Soybean curd sheet = Ts’ian chang tou fu. Soybean 
curd, smoked = Tou fu kan. Soybean, fermented = Tou chi 
[fermented black soybeans]. Soybean, milk clot (oil skin) 
[yuba] = Yu pi. Soybean sprouts = Huang tou ya. Soybean, 
yellow (dried) = Ta tou. Soybean, yellow (fresh) = Mao tou.
 A glossary on page 38 gives the Chinese name (in both 
Chinese characters, and in Wade-Giles romanization) for the 
soyfoods mentioned above.
 “Soybean cheese, Ch’ou tou fu lu. Purchased in a shop 
in Sha Ping Pa. This curd is made by putrefying soybean 
curd, then sealing it in a preserve jar with wine and spices. 
After one month it can be eaten with sesame seed oil without 
cooking. The curd has a very strong odor and fl avor and it is 
used as a appetizer by the wealthy and as a main dish by the 
poor in many provinces.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Oct. 2011) that uses the term “tou fu lu” or the term 
“Ch’ou tofu fu lu” to refer to fermented tofu. Use of the 
character for “Ch’ou” may well indicate “stinky tofu.”
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2013) that uses the term “Tou fu kan” [pinyin: 
doufugan] to refer to smoked tofu. Address: Nutritional 
Biochemistry Laboratories, MIT, Massachusetts.

245. Henry, K.M.; Kon, S.K. 1949. The effect on the 
biological value of bread nitrogen of additions of dried skim 
milk and of soya fl our. J. of Dairy Research 16(1):53-57. 
Jan. [21 ref]
• Summary: Soy fl our supplements the proteins of bread 
made from fl our of 85 percent extraction alone or with 6 
percent nonfat milk solids. On the other hand milk proteins 
are found to have no supplementary effect on bread proteins. 
Bread made with 5.56 percent full-fat soy fl our has higher 
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biological value than that made from only the 85 percent 
extraction fl our, 6 percent milk solids or with 3 percent milk 
solids plus 2.78 percent soy fl our. Address: National Inst. for 
Research in Dairying, Univ. of Reading.

246. Kuiken, K.A.; Lyman, Carl M. 1949. Essential amino 
acid composition of soy bean meals prepared from twenty 
strains of soy beans. J. of Biological Chemistry 177(1):29-
36. Jan. [26 ref]
• Summary: Soybean meals prepared from 20 strains of 
soy beans were analyzed for essential amino acids and 
glutamic acid by microbiological methods. The amino acid 
distribution in the crude protein of the different samples 
was quite uniform. The greatest variation occurred in the 
methionine content, where the highest value was 19% above 
the lowest.
 Toasting soybean meal, as practiced by the industry in 
order to inactivate the proteolytic inhibitor found in raw soy 
beans, did not result in the loss of any amino acids except 
lysine, and that loss was too small to be of any nutritional 
signifi cance. Address: Dep. of Biochemistry & Nutrition, 
Agricultural & Mechanical College of Texas, College 
Station.

247. Nichol, C.A.; Dietrich, L.S.; Cravens, W.W.; Elvehjem, 
C.A. 1949. Activity of vitamin B-12 in the growth of chicks. 
Proceedings of the Society for Experimental Biology and 
Medicine 70(1):40-42. Jan. [8 ref]
• Summary: On rations containing soybean meal, the 
retardation in growth caused by massive doses of iodinated 
casein has been counteracted in the chick by crystalline 
vitamin B-12. Address: Depts. of Biochemistry and Poultry 
Husbandry, Univ. of Wisconsin, Madison.

248. Alderks, O.H. 1949. The study of 20 varieties of 
soybeans with respect to quantity and quality of oil, isolated 
protein, and nutritional value of the meal. J. of the American 
Oil Chemists’ Society 26(3):126-32. March. [2 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Summary. The yield and quality 
of soybean oils from 20 varieties of soybeans: Pilot plant 
processing for oil, fatty acid composition of oils, edibility 
tests of oil from the twenty strains of soybeans. Yield and 
quality of alkali extracted protein: Pilot plant processing 
to obtain protein. Yield of protein. Solubility and color of 
purifi ed proteins. Amino acid composition and availability of 
amino acids to in-vitro digestion of solvent extracted fl akes 
from 20 varieties of soybeans: Amino acid composition, 
enzyme in-vitro digestion tests, descriptions of 20 varieties 
by J.L. Cartter.
 Note: This work was done in the pilot plant and 
laboratory of The Buckeye Cotton Oil Company (subsidiary 
of The Procter and Gamble Company). Address: Soybean 
Research Council, Technical Div., The Buckeye Cotton Oil 
Co., M.A.&R. Building, Ivorydale 17, Ohio. Subsidiary of 

Procter & Gamble Co.

249. Emerson, Gladys A. 1949. Growth promoting activity 
of vitamin B-12 in rats receiving a thyroid substance. 
Proceedings of the Society for Experimental Biology and 
Medicine 70(3):392-94. March. [7 ref]
• Summary: On rations containing soybean meal, the 
retardation in growth caused by massive doses of thyroid 
powder has been counteracted in the rat by crystalline 
vitamin B-12. Address: Merck Inst. for Therapeutic 
Research, Rahway, New Jersey.

250. Helly, Jean. 1949. Un kilo de soja équivaut à quatre 
kilos de viande [A kilo of soybeans is equivalent to four kilos 
of meat]. Revue Internationale du Soja 9(50):14-15. [Fre]
• Summary: This article is about work with soybeans 
in Cameroon. At the secondary school of agriculture at 
Yaoundé, 22 kg of seeds yielded 205 kg of seeds harvested. 
They were used to make delicious cakes and creamy fritters 
(beignets) with soy fl our, presented by Mme. Martel, 
Director of the Girl’s School at Yaoundé.
 At Ebolowa the yield was 800 kg per ha. 102 soybean 
varieties were obtained from the House of Vilmorin (Paris). 
These were tested to see which gave the best yields in 
this part of Cameroon. Address: Ingénieur du Service de 
l’Agriculture, Chef de la région agricole Nyong-et-Sanaga 
[in southwest Cameroon].

251. Morrison, L.M.; Chaney, A.L.; et al. 1949. The role of 
lipoid metabolism in production of coronary arteriosclerosis 
and atherosclerosis. American J. of Medicine 6(3):388+. 
March. *

252. Smith, Allan K. 1949. Oriental use of soybeans as food: 
Notes on Oriental farming practices. II. China. Soybean 
Digest. March. p. 26-28, 30, 32, 34.
• Summary: Contents: Soy sauce in China. Sweet fl our 
paste–Tien Mien Chang [Chiang]. Soy or vegetable milk 
(incl. Willis Miller, yuba). Soybean curd or tofu (incl. use 
in Buddhist restaurants to look like meat, poultry, or fi sh 
dishes).
 Soybean cheese [fermented tofu]. Fen-t’iao from mung 
beans (vermicelli). Fermented soybeans [fermented black 
soybeans] (made from small black soybeans). Vinegar 
fermentation process.
 Concerning soy milk: “The Chinese National 
government has taken an active interest in soy milk for 
use by its army, Willis Miller, with offi ces and business 
connections in the Henningsen Produce Co. in the Dollar 
Building at 51 Canton Road, Shanghai, has just completed 
building a soy milk plant for the Chinese government. The 
process is patterned after that of the International Nutritional 
Laboratories [Dr. Harry W. Miller] at Mt. Vernon, Ohio, for 
making a powdered or spray-dried milk. Mr. Miller is also 
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supervising the installation of a vegetable canning plant for 
the same purpose.” Address: Northern Regional Research 
Lab., Peoria, Illinois.

253. Soybean Digest. 1949. Plan soy foods for use in 
Germany. March. p. 24-25. [3 ref]
• Summary: The food nutrition laboratory of Archer-Daniels-
Midland Company, Minneapolis, Minnesota, is developing 
two new foods (tasty soybean “sausages”) based on soy fl our, 
for use in postwar Germany. One sausage is a mixture of 
50% meat and 50% soya and vegetables. The other contains 
no meat, only soya and vegetables.
 “A German nutritionist, Dr. William Bening of 
Frankfurt, can be credited with starting the search for these 
new and palatable soya foods. He fi rst proposed the use of 
soybeans to allied food production offi cials in Germany only 
a short time after the war had ended in Europe.
 “It was already apparent then that it would be a decade 
or so before his demolished country could expect to be back 
on a normal meat diet. The individual German, Dr. Bening 
declares, still is getting less than a pound of meat per month. 
Milk. fi sh, and eggs, other sources of animal proteins, are 
also extremely scarce.
 “The answer, he reasoned, was to use soybeans to fi ll the 
breach. He selected the soybean as the best protein source for 
a logical reason. It is the one vegetable protein that contains 
a proper balance of the 10 essential amino acids found in 
meat, and thus, he explains. it can take the place of animal 
proteins as a tissue builder and source of energy for the 
German people.
 “Moreover, edible soya products contain 50 percent 
protein and cost only about 5 cents per pound.”
 A photo shows Geo. M. Strayer (American Soybean 
Assoc. Secretary-Treasurer), Dr. William Bening (a German 
nutritionist from Frankfurt), and R.G. Brierley (Archer-
Daniels-Midland Co., Minneapolis).

254. Wakelam, J.A. 1949. Diseases in dairy cows attributed 
to feeding with trichloroethylene extracted soybean meal. J. 
Bibbly & Sons, Ltd., Technical Report No. 69. April 6. *
Address: England.

255. Nickerson, Jane. 1949. News of food: More nutrition is 
bread is advocated; Professor says cost would be slight. New 
York Times. April 19. p. 22.
• Summary: “A labeling program for bread like that now 
used for cattle feeds is urged by Dr. Clive M. McCay, 
Professor of Nutrition at Cornell University. On every bag 
of feed is printed the exact proportion of ingredients used to 
prepare the mixture, plus the amount of nutrients in terms of 
protein and calcium. Such a product is called ‘open-formula 
feed.’”
 The difference in cost between a pound of very poor 
bread and one of high nutritive value is between one-half and 

one cent. Good breads are fortifi ed with protein concentrates, 
such as soy fl our dried brewer’s yeast, non-fat dry milk 
solids, etc. Gives a recipe for High protein bread containing 
8% non-fat dry milk solids and 6% full-fat soy fl our.

256. Liener, I.E.; Fevold, H.L. 1949. The effect of the 
soybean trypsin inhibitor on the enzymatic release of 
amino acids from autoclaved soybean meal. Archives of 
Biochemistry 21(2):395-407. April. [38 ref]
• Summary: It is well known that proper heat treatment or 
methionine supplementation will signifi cantly improve the 
nutritive value of raw soybean. Considerable attention has 
been given to the presence of one or more trypsin inhibitors 
in raw legumes, and to the negative effect of such inhibitor 
concentrates on the growth of experimental animals.
 “The foregoing evidence would strongly suggest that 
the poor growth-promoting qualities of raw soybean may 
he attributed to an inhibition of in vivo enzymatic digestion 
by the antitryptic factor, which, according to the hypothesis 
of Melnick et al., must specifi cally retard the release of 
methionine.” Address: Quartermaster Food and Container 
Inst. for the Armed Forces, Chicago, Illinois.

257. Fields, John A. 1949. Development of high quality 
foods. J. of the American Dietetic Association 25(5):416-19. 
May. Summarized in Soybean Digest, July 1949, p. 40.
• Summary: In keeping with New York State’s long-range, 
state-wide program for food improvement, Dr. Frederick 
MacCurdy, who was appointed Commissioner of Mental 
Hygiene in 1943, has constantly emphasized the importance 
of nutrition in state mental hospitals and schools.
 In New York state there are 27 mental hygiene 
institutions: 17 mental hospitals, 6 schools for defectives, 
and 2 research and teaching centers. On 1 April 1948 
approximately 96,000 patients of varying ages were 
registered. Of these, 1,518 were under the age of 10 years. 
Those in their 60s numbered 15,839, those in their 70s 
numbered 12,511, those is their 80s were 9,227, those in 
their 90s numbered 3,019, and those in their 90s were 311. 
There were also 7 patients over 100 years of age.
 In March 1945 Katherine E. Flack was appointed 
director of nutrition services. For the fi rst time, the 
Department was in a position to make a systematic study of 
its feeding problems. It was found that bread constituted the 
main portion of each meal. Therefore the department decided 
to make the widely-accepted bread, already produced at 
institutional bakeries, as nutritious as possible.
 The fi rst suggestion was to increase the quantity of 
protein in the bread by adding nonfat dry milk and soy 
fl our. Since the bakers were inexperienced in the use of soy 
products a large milling company agreed to assist.
 On 12-14 Nov. 1945, a conference of food service 
managers, dietitians, and business offi cers from the 
department’s mental institutions was held at Creedmoor 
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State Hospital, Queen’s Village, in New York City. It was 
agreed that the success of the new program would depend 
entirely upon acceptance and consumption of the foods 
served. This would be most easily accomplished if the 
addition of nutritive elements did not signifi cantly change the 
appearance or taste of the food.
 The fi rst experiments were conducted at Creedmoore–
before the conference. Edible soy products, in amounts 
ranging from 5 to 15 percent, were added to as many 
foods as possible, including cooked cereals, griddle cakes, 
meat balls, spaghetti, bread, gravy, corn muffi ns, cake and 
other foods. This had the effect of improving the fl avor 
and increasing the protein content of these foods without 
signifi cantly affecting their cost. “General polls indicated 
that the foods in question were also more palatable.”
 At the Creeedmore conference the department to 
experiment with the bread formula by adding soy and nonfat 
dry milk solids. Each of the institutional bakeries was asked 
to develop its own formula, but it was soon realized that a 
standardized formula would be the best approach.
 In 1947 Dr. Clive M. McCay, professor of nutrition 
at Cornell University, was made nutritional consultant to 
the department. During visits with Mrs. Flack to various 
mental hospitals he emphasized the importance of increased 
amounts of nonfat dry milk powder and soy fl our in the 
bread formula. McCay also stressed the importance of 
calcium, especially in the diets of the aging patients.
 Table 1 shows the new bread formula. Ingredients 
included 500 lb enriched fl our, 30 lb full-fat soy fl our, and 40 
lb nonfat dry milk solids. Dr. McCay calculated that use of 
the new formula enabled the department to provide equally 
valuable protein at one-fi fth the cost if it were served in the 
form of meats.
 A detailed description of the break-making procedure 
is given, as are growth experiments with rats using the new 
bread. The rats consuming the breading containing soy, dry 
milk, and minerals gained weight the fastest. But addition rat 
experiments showed that adding more calcium would make 
the bread even better.
 As a result of the bread experiments, approximately 
200 of the department’s recipes were revised. The new 
recipes will form the basis of the practical work in the new 
Food Service Training School which has been established 
at the Hudson River State Hospital. Address: Food Service 
Advisor, New York State Dep. of Mental Hygiene, Albany.

258. Fortune. 1949. House that Joyce built [Glidden 
Company]. May. p. 94-99, 166, 168, 171.
• Summary: Subtitle: “From varnishes to paints and lead and 
zinc and rosin and margarine and Durkee’s mayonnaise and 
weed killers and cattle feed and sex hormones, the Glidden 
Co. grew–but not like crazy.” Adrian J. Joyce of Cleveland, 
Ohio, is Chairman of the Board of the prosperous and prolifi c 
Glidden Co. At age 76 he is a superb businessman. In 1948 

his company, which had gross income of $200 million, was 
composed of fi ve main divisions: (1) Paint and Varnish, (2) 
Durkee Famous Foods, (3) Soya Products and Stock Feeds, 
(4) Chemicals, Metals and Mining, and (5) Naval Stores. The 
food division turns out great quantities of edible oils in bulk. 
The soybean division makes the livestock feeds, lecithin, 
also fl our for human consumption, and the sterol chemicals 
and sex hormones.
 At the turn of the century Joyce, an ex-Iowa farm 
boy, was working for Swift & Co. in Chicago. Appalled at 
the waste in the meat-packing methods, he proposed the 
now basic scheme for converting the animal residues into 
fertilizers, and was immediately assigned to organize a 
department to organize such work. After leaving Swift, Joyce 
went to work for Sherwin-Williams Co. in the paint and 
varnish business. There he rose to be a general manager of 
sales and distribution. Then in 1917, at age 45, he purchased 
the ancient (established 1875) Glidden Varnish Co. of 
Cleveland. Mr. Glidden, nearing his 90th birthday, was in the 
mood for retirement, so he sold the company for $2,500,000–
including its well-known Jap-a-Lac trademark. A syndicate 
was organized, with Joyce at its head, and the purchase was 
effected by placing the stock in escrow until subsequent 
payments could be made out of earnings. Today Mr. Joyce’s 
paint company is one of the three biggest in the world.
 “The scientist and the soybean:” Joyce became 
interested in soybeans largely as a result of his European 
excursions. He fi rst sought in the soybean only a substitute 
for the expensive casein it needed to make paint. In Germany 
he spotted a process that extracted from soybeans a casein 
substitute. Joyce bought not only the process but also parts of 
the plant and shipped them to Chicago. Nobody in the USA 
knew much about soybean processing at the time, and while 
Glidden was learning, an explosion at its hexane solvent 
extraction plant one day in 1935 blew it to smithereens, 
leveling a city block, killing eleven people, and injuring 
45. But Glidden soon rebuilt the plant and made it a model 
of safety. From the soybean it extracted a material which 
it named “alpha protein,” which could almost everything 
casein could do and a lot more.
 At about this time Mr. Joyce reached into the faculty of 
De Pauw [DePauw] University and plucked from relative 
obscurity a brilliant negro chemist, Dr. Percy Julian. Dr. 
Julian was so astonished by an offer to head Glidden’s soya 
research that he did not respond at once to Joyce’s $4,000 
a year proposition. “The legend is that while the young 
scientist was preparing his acceptance speech Glidden 
raised the ante.” Dr. Julian brought great innovation and 
creativity to Glidden. He gathered a small group of able, 
young scientists around him in his poky little laboratory and 
soon the soya operation began to sprout. He and his staff 
soon found it convenient and profi table to produce at least a 
dozen other soy products, ranging from foods to drugs. From 
crude soybean oil Glidden developed soy lecithin, foots (for 
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fatty acids and soap stock), refi ned soybean oil (for paints, 
varnishes, and synthetic resins), soy sterols (from which it 
made sex hormones and cortical hormones), and edible oils 
(used in margarine, salad oil, shortening, and mayonnaise). 
From soybean meal Glidden made Glidnfoam, and edible 
soy fl our, and sold the meal for use in plywood adhesives 
and plastics. It also made Alpha Protein, Prosize (for paper 
sizing), Prosein, and Prosoy F-SG (all used in paper sizing, 
paper coatings, paints, wallboard, fl oor coverings, textiles, 
leather, and rubber). And it made Prosoy L (for use in 
adhesives), Prosoy T (for use as a crack fi ller), and Mulsoya 
(for textile sizing).
 The most spectacular development that came from 
Dr. Julian’s research was unquestionably “the successful 
production of sex hormones–both the male (testosterone) 
and the female (progesterone) from the soy-oil sterols. It 
was scarcely more than a decade since the sex hormones 
were fi rst isolated, and for most of their history synthetic 
production of testosterone and progesterone had been 
dependent on cholesterol, a sterol of animal origin. Some 
successful experimentation with vegetable sources had been 
reported from Sweden, and valuable theory developed at 
Harvard, but Glidden’s Dr. Julian, with his soybean and his 
back-room lab, was the fi rst in the U.S. to make a crashing 
success of vegetable-based hormones and to mass-produce 
them. (The fi rst pound of progesterone Dr. Julian so made 
was sent off for shipment in an armored car; it was valued 
at $63,500.) For this work, and for his contribution to the 
development, out of the alpha protein, of a fi re-fi ghting foam 
to smother gasoline fi res on Navy combat ships, Dr. Julian 
was awarded the Spingarn Medal in 1947.”
 In 1929 Glidden purchased seven good-sized food 
companies, including margarine factories and for $1,800,000 
the facilities of E.R. Durkee & Co. of Elmhurst, Long Island, 
New York. Durkee had an old and widely respected name in 
the food business.
 “Glidden’s earnings are excellent rather than 
fl amboyant: since 1930 it has never known an unprofi table 
year, and dividend payments have been continuous since 
1933... Since 1940 Glidden has quadrupled sales and 
advanced its net income from $1,700,000 to $9,200,000 in 
1948.”
 Photos show: (1) Adrian D. Joyce. (2) Dr. Percy L. 
Julian, Chief of Glidden’s Soya Research, wearing a while 
lab coat, sitting at a desk surrounded by hundreds of research 
articles. (3) Glidden’s plant in Baltimore, Maryland, that 
makes titanium dioxide, a white pigment used in mixing 
paint. (4) The original Durkee plant at Elmhurst, Long 
Island, acquired by Glidden in 1929. (5) President Dwight P. 
Joyce. (6) The inside of Glidden’s soybean processing plant 
in Chicago. (7-8) W.J. O’Brien (once a chemist with the 
USDA, he joined Glidden in 1920) and P.E. Sprague.

259. Glidden Company (The), Soya Products Div. 1949. 

Steroid hormones by Glidden: Pacemaker in soya research 
(Ad). Soybean Digest. May. p. 55.
• Summary: A half-page ad. “Glidden testosterone, 
crystalline–the principal male sex hormone.
 “Glidden progesterone, crystalline U.S.P.–one of the 
important female sex hormones.
 “Glidden Testosterone and Progesterone are synthesized 
from Soya Stigmasterol and are used for replacement therapy 
of endocrine defi ciencies.” An illustration (line drawing) 
in this half-page black-and-white ad shows chemists in a 
laboratory looking at a test tube. Address: 5165 West Moffat 
St., Chicago 39, Illinois.

260. Rorty, James. 1949. The thin rats bury the fat rats. 
Harper’s Magazine 198(1188):28. May.
• Summary: Scientists at Cornell University (New York) 
have shown that they can double the normal life span of the 
rat and delay the onset of degenerative diseases that rats–
and humans–usually die of. This is done, not by breeding 
or exercise, but by diet. The rats are fed a diet that is low 
in calories (especially when the rats are young) but rich in 
vitamins, minerals, essential amino acids, and other required 
nutrients.
 The Cornell rat studies began in 1930. But McCay’s 
studies of aging began at Yale University where he was a 
research fellow under L.B. Mendel. He was assigned to study 
the growth of trout at the Unionville, Connecticut, hatchery. 
There he found (to his surprise) that if he reduced the 
rations of the trout, they grew more slowly but lived longer. 
When McCay moved to Cornell, he transferred his trout 
experiments to a nearby hatchery in Cortland, New York, and 
continued them for 16 more years.
 “The implications of this discovery–which is the 
result of twenty-fi ve years of studies of the aging process 
conducted by Dr. Clive M. McCay and his associates (fi rst 
with trout, then with rats and hamsters, and more recently 
with dogs)–are potentially tremendous.”
 Also discusses the fl avorful and highly nutritious “triple-
rich” loaf of white bread developed by Dr. Clive M. McCay 
and his associates at the Cornell School of Nutrition in New 
York. It is made with unbleached fl our, 2% wheat germ, 
6% high fat soy fl our, and 8% milk solids. It contains no 
softener, shortening extender, or other chemical additives, 
and the ingredients and their amounts are clearly listed on the 
label.
 Laboratory rats fed this bread as their sole diet thrive 
and grow. When they are restricted to typical commercial 
white bread, they pine and die. McCay was chief nutritionist 
for the U.S. Navy during World War II and has done 
extensive work with bread. Illustrated by Sam Norkin.

261. Soybean Digest. 1949. Processors meet: Illinois, 
Indiana, Ohio. May. p. 18-19.
• Summary: “About 150 soybean processors, scientists 
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and farm managers from nine states took part in the annual 
processor conference at Urbana, Illinois, March 29 and 30.
 “States represented were Illinois, Kentucky, Indiana, 
Ohio, Maryland, Missouri, Georgia, Alabama and North 
Carolina. The annual conference, put on jointly by Illinois, 
Purdue and Ohio State Universities in Cooperation with the 
processors of those states, will go to Columbus next year.
 “The group toured the greenhouses of the University of 
Illinois and the U.S. Regional Soybean Laboratory, then held 
an evening session to hear reports on business conditions and 
the University’s new department of food technology.
 “The second day’s program included reports on the fats 
and oils outlook, research on growing soybeans, buying 
them, storing them and soybeans in animal and human 
nutrition.
 “Chairmen of the sessions included R.G. Houghtlin, 
president of the National Soybean Processors Association, 
Chicago; W.L. Burlison, head of the department of 
agronomy, University of Illinois; and J.W. Calland, managing 
director of the National Soybean Crop Improvement Council, 
Decatur, Indiana. Dean H.R. Bowen of the University of 
Illinois College of Commerce told the processors that enough 
cushions have been provided to keep the next depression 
from being as deep as the last one.”
 “L.B. Howard, head of the new University of Illinois 
food technology department, described the courses being 
developed there which will offer a bachelor of science 
degree, and eventually graduate work.
 “’Students will receive basic training in chemistry, 
microbiology, physics, mathematics, biology, economics 
and specialized work in aspects of engineering related to 
food processing, raw material characteristics, methods of 
processing and preservation and procedures for evaluation of 
processed products,’ Howard said.”
 “Pigs fed vitamin B-12 in a ration including soybean 
oil meal averaged 41 pounds more gain per animal in the 
same length of time than pigs without the vitamins, said 
W.M. Beeson of the animal husbandry department, Purdue 
University.
 “He said only 1 milligram of vitamin B-12 per 100 
pounds of feed was needed to produce the additional gain in 
the vitamin-fed lot. Beeson’s subject was ‘Soybean Oil Meal 
in Animal Nutrition.’
 “Other speakers included: Dean H.P. Rusk, dean of 
the University of Illinois College of Agriculture; G.L. 
Prichard, director fats and oils branch, Production and 
Marketing Administration, U.S. Department of Agriculture, 
Washington, D.C.; J.E. Newman, department of agronomy, 
Ohio State University, Columbus; C.T. Langford, Northern 
Regional Research Laboratory, Peoria, Illinois; A.L. Lang 
and A.R. Hilst, department of agronomy, University of 
Illinois; H.J. Mederski, Douglas J. Lathwell and Chester E. 
Evans, agronomy department, Ohio Agricultural Experiment 
Station, Wooster; and Calland.

 “Report of the talk by Hilst is carried in the ‘Growers’ 
section of this issue. Others will appear in future issues.
 Photos show: (1) “Processors of three states talk it over 
at the Urbana meeting. Left to right, Jasper Giovani, Decatur 
Soy Products Co., Decatur, Ill.; Clarence E. Peters, Haynes 
Soy Products, Inc., Portland, Ind.; and Floyd E. Hiegel, 
Delphos Grain & Soya Products Co., Delphos, Ohio.”
 (2) “Interest in soybeans is hot in Alabama and Georgia 
as these three men testifi ed at Urbana. They are, left to sight: 
J.P. George, Macon, Ga.; W.P. Lanier, Atlanta, Ga.; and J.A. 
Bates, Selma, Ala. All work for Buckeye Cotton Oil Co.”
 (3) Portrait of L.B. Howard.

262. Evans, Robert John; Butts, Helen A. 1949. Inactivation 
of amino acids by autoclaving. Science 109(2840):569-71. 
June 3. [8 ref]
• Summary: The authors heated a mixture of 8 gm of 
soybeans and 2 gm of sucrose (sugar) for 4 hours at 120ºC. 
On acid hydrolysis of the product, they found that 50% of the 
lysine (an amino acid) had been lost. The amino acids with 
free amino groups react with sucrose to destroy the amino 
acids. Address: Dep. of Agricultural Chemistry, Michigan 
State College, East Lansing, Michigan.

263. Halverson, A.W.; Zepplin, M.; Hart, E.B. 1949. 
Relation of iodine to the goitrogenic properties of soybeans. 
J. of Nutrition 38(2):115-29. June. Summarized in Soybean 
Digest, Sept. 1949, p. 104. [19 ref]
• Summary: An unknown substance in soybeans seems 
capable of causing enlargement of the thyroid [producing 
goiter] in experimental animals. This enlargement of the 
gland is associated with a marked decrease in the iodine 
content of the entire gland. The reduced thyroid enlargement 
resulting from heat treatment of the soybean fl our during 
processing indicates that the goitrogenic property of 
soybeans is partially heat labile.
 “Summary: 1. The thyroid enlargement obtained with 
rations containing 10 and 30% of raw or heated soybeans 
was effectively prevented with 1 to 2 μg of iodine per rat 
per day. The iodine requirement of rats was slightly greater 
on soybean-containing rations than on the basal ration 
employed.
 “2. The reduced thyroid enlargement resulting from heat 
treatment indicates that the goitrogenic property of soybeans 
is partially heat labile.
 3. “Since small amounts of iodine effectively correct 
the mild goitrogenic property of soybeans, no harmful 
effects should result from the use of soybeans in practical 
rations.” Address: Dep. of Biochemistry, Univ. of Wisconsin, 
Madison.

264. Large, Alix. 1949. Le soja dans l’alimentation Hatienne 
[The soybean in the Haitian diet]. Revue Internationale du 
Soja 9(51):37. [Fre]
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• Summary: “The trials conducted at the Section of 
Horticulture and Agronomy have revealed that certain 
varieties of soya [Seminole, and Venezuela] are perfectly 
adapted to the Haitian ecology. This conclusion refutes the 
assertion often set forth that the tropics are not suited for the 
exploitation of this legume. While waiting for the industrial 
utilization of the plant, it is in our highest interest to use 
the recommended varieties starting now. We have already 
confi rmed their adaptation to our climate. Other than their 
great potential for forage, they can be planted during the 
summer season when all other legumes and many other 
legumes are under attack from stink bugs (punaises). Their 
hardiness is combined with their remarkable prolifi cness, for 
in bad seasons we have obtained yields of 3,000 lb/ha (1,364 
kg/ha). If their low oil content (15-17% in our laboratory) 
does not designate them as an oil source, their high protein 
content (35%) recommends them especially in the Haitian 
diet...
 “When soaked overnight in fresh water then boiled for 
3-4 hours, they were edible. When soaked in salted water, 
the cooking took less time the following day, especially if 
some bicarbonate was added. The seeds do not become soft 
and form a sauce like most other legumes, but they can easily 
be prepared with rice or corn. They had a nutty aftertaste, 
but were rather agreeable to eat. Most of the workers and 
the employees of my Section have eaten them and found 
them to taste rather good. Granted, the diffi culty of cooking 
them won’t satisfy the delicate palate of city dwellers, who 
have easy access to the other legumes that they are used 
to enjoying. But the poor of the plains, who often undergo 
terrible famine and whose diet is defi cient in protein and fat 
would be very happy to fi nd soya in diffi cult times...
 “Soya, with its combination of 35% protein and 15% 
fat, seems to us ideal to balance and complement the 
peasant diet, and possibly the diet of all Haitians. If so many 
countries are already using this legume (fève), why can’t 
we do the same. It is used to prepare soups, boiled in water, 
made into a souffl e, a salad, etc. We could do the same thing.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2008) 
concerning soybeans in Haiti, or the cultivation of soybeans 
in Haiti. This document contains the earliest date seen for 
soybeans in Haiti, or the cultivation of soybeans in Haiti 
(1949). The source of these soybeans is unknown. Address: 
Chef de la Section d’Horticulture et d’Agronomie de Port au 
Prince.

265. Rose, William C. 1949. The amino acid requirements 
of man. Federation Proceedings (FASEB) 8(2):546-52. June. 
[16 ref]
• Summary: For the growing rat, ten amino acids are 
considered essential dietary components. “These are valine, 
leucine, isoleucine, threonine, methionine, phenylalanine, 
tryptophan, lysine, histidine and arginine.” Arginine may 
be called semi-essential. The rest are non-essential; they 

apparently can be manufactured in suffi cient amounts to 
meet fully the needs of the growing animal.
 After the amino-acid needs of rats were determined, 
the problem of human needs was addressed. Healthy male 
graduate students served as experimental subjects. Address: 
Div. of Biochemistry, Noyes Lab. of Chemistry, Univ. of 
Illinois, Urbana.

266. Smith, Allan K. 1949. Oriental methods of using 
soybeans as food: With special attention to fermented 
products. Notes on Oriental farming practices. USDA Bureau 
of Agricultural and Industrial Chemistry. AIC-234. June. 40 
p.
• Summary: Page 1 states: “The text of this bulletin, with 
slight revisions, is as it appeared serially in The Soybean 
Digest, issues of February through June, 1949, although 
many additional photos appear herein. It is processed with 
the publisher’s permission.” Note: An enlarged 65 page 
edition was issued in July 1961.
 Photos show: (1) Nine people in a fi eld cultivating 
soybean with hoes near Nanking, China. All of these workers 
but one are women. July 1948. (2) “The three-man shovel, 
Korean version of the turning plow. The motive power is 
supplied by the mean holding the ropes.” (3) A man and 
donkey threshing wheat with a stone roller. (4) A water 
buffalo and man pumping water from the rice fi elds. All parts 
of the pump and elevator are made of wood. Near Nanking, 
China, July 1948. (5) Windmill used for pumping water. The 
sails or vanes are mats woven from grass. (6) Children with 
baskets of soybean sprouts and infl ated Chinese national 
currency in the market place at Canton, China. Aug. 1948. 
(7) Soybean milk for sale on the streets of Canton, China. 
Aug. 1948. It is in bottles, carried using a shoulder pole. 
(8) A wedge press for oilseed operations at Canton, China. 
Preformed disks of the fl aked or ground meal are inserted in 
the slot and turned clockwise in the hollow log; pressure is 
applied with wooden wedges. July 1948. (9) Equipment for 
steaming soybeans preparatory to making soy sauce. Steam 
is passed upward through the wooden tanks from a boiler 
beneath. Peiping, China. 1948. (10) Soy sauce preparation. 
Steamed soybeans are placed in woven baskets or trays for 
3 to 7 days to permit the growth of the mold Aspergillus 
oryzae. Nanking, China. July 1948. (11) Many earthenware 
jars for soy sauce production in a courtyard surrounded 
by houses. “Following the growth of a thick mold on 
the soybeans, they are mixed with parched and cracked 
wheat and placed with salt solution in earthenware jars for 
fermentation, which lasts 3 months to 2 years. Soy paste 
[chiang] is fermented in a similar manner but it contains 
less water and the fermentation period is about 3 months. 
Shanghai, China. Aug. 1948.” (12) “Soybean curd and 
vegetables displayed for sale in market place, Seoul, Korea. 
Aug. 1948.” (13) Squares of soybean curd covered with 
white mold on round, woven bamboo trays. “This is the fi rst 
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step in making soybean cheese. Canton, China, Aug. 1948.” 
(14) Two rows of large hydraulic presses in the mill of the 
China Vegetable Oil Company, Shanghai. June 1948. (15) 
Men loading round, hydraulic-pressed soybean cakes onto a 
truck, on the Bund. Shanghai, July 1948. (16) Men and an ox 
preparing a seed bed at a Japanese agricultural experiment 
station near Tokyo. 1948. (17) “A miso plant in Tokyo. The 
large tubs [vats] in foreground are used for the fermentation 
of miso. A part of this plant was destroyed by bombs during 
the war. Aug. 1948.” (18) Three men standing by presses 
destroyed during bombing raids over Tokyo. These presses 
formerly were used for fi ltering monosodium glutamate. 
July 1948. (19) Many stacked wooden tubs of ajinomoto 
(monosodium glutamate) ready for shipment at a plant 
located between Tokyo and Yokohama, Japan. Aug. 1948. 
This plant had a maximum production of 7.5 million pounds 
of ajinomoto in 1937. (20) Agricultural Experiment Station 
near Seoul, Korea. This station was built by the Japanese 
during their occupation of Korea. Later it was taken over 
and administered by the newly formed Korean Government. 
Aug. 1948. (21) A Korean boy standing in a fi eld of sorghum 
interplanted with soybeans; this is a common practice in 
Korea. 1948. (22) A boy using a shoulder pole to carry two 
wooden buckets of night soil to the land. Korea. 1948. (23) 
A wooden shopper looking over the different varieties of 
soybeans in the market place at Seoul, Korea. Aug. 1948. 
(24) Outline map of Korea showing where principal varieties 
of soybeans are grown, the section in which each variety 
is found, the acreage, and production. Address: Head of 
Meal Products Investigations, Oilseed Crops Lab., Northern 
Utilization Research and Development Div., Peoeia, Illinois.

267. Boyd, William C.; Reguera, Rose M. 1949. 
Hemagglutinating substances for human cells in various 
plants. J. of Immunology 62(3):333-39. July. [8 ref]
• Summary: It has long been known that there are present 
in the seeds of certain plants (especially legumes, such 
as the castor bean) substances that are proteins and are 
antigenic, which agglutinate the red blood cells of various 
species. “Two possible outcomes, which would be desirable, 
combined to make these investigations seem worth while: 
(a) the possibility of fi nding cheap plant sources for blood 
grouping reagents suitable for use in the determination 
of blood groups in man, and (b) the discovery of reactive 
proteins which could be obtained in pure form and upon 
which the effects of deliberate chemical modifi cation could 
be studied.”
 “Summary: Saline extracts of the seeds of 262 
varieties of plants belonging to 63 families were tested for 
hemagglutinating activity against human erythrocytes. Of 
these, 191 showed no hemagglutinating activity, and 46 
showed non-specifi c agglutinating activity, and 46 showed 
non-specifi c agglutinating activity for all types of human 
cells tested. Extracts of the seeds of 25 varieties were 

more or less bloodgroup specifi c, and several in particular 
were specifi c for group A1 and A2 cells.” Soybeans showed 
non-specifi c agglutinating activity. Address: Dep. of 
Biochemistry, Boston Univ. School of Medicine.

268. Chang, Irene C.L.; Murray, H.C. 1949. Biological value 
of the protein and the mineral, vitamin, and amino acid 
contents of soy milk and curd. Cereal Chemistry 26(4):297-
305. July. [35 ref]
• Summary: Fresh tofu coagulated with calcium chloride 
contained the equivalent of about 172 mg of calcium per 
100 gm, whereas that coagulated with magnesium chloride 
contained the equivalent of about 60 mg of calcium per 
100 gm. Address: State College of Washington, Pullman, 
Washington.

269. Gandhi, Mohandas Karamchand. 1949. Diet and diet 
reform. Ahmedabad, India: Navajivan Publishing House. xii 
+ 176 p. July. See p. 32, 40-41, 51-54, 136-48. 22 cm.
• Summary: The purpose of this anthology is “To 
bring together Gandhiji’s writings [articles, essays, and 
correspondence] on the subject in... Young India and Harijan 
[1935]. Gandhiji’s writings are included in Part I of this book 
and those of others in Part II.” See also “The Moral Basis of 
Vegetarianism” (p. 8-12). Gandhi lived 1869-1948. Address: 
Bombay, India.

270. McCay, Clive M. 1949. Soy makes bread worth eating! 
Soybean Digest. July. p. 20-21.
• Summary: “During the past year interest in better bread has 
developed in the city of Ithaca, New York. Slightly more than 
a year ago a small local bakery put into production a bread 
for the cooperative store. This bread, made from unbleached 
fl our, was named ‘Triple Rich’ because it contained 6% high 
fat soya fl our, 6% nonfat dry milk solids, and 2% wheat 
germ.”
 Photos show: (1) Two rats atop scales, which show their 
weights. The healthy rat on the right fl ourished during a 
long life eating only good bread and 10% butter. The animal 
on the left, eating nothing but cheap bread and 10% butter 
became sickly (and weighed only half as much as the other 
rat) after 4 weeks. A loaf of the two different breads is shown 
next to each scale. A sign shows that the growth-promoting 
bread on the right contained unbleached white fl our plus 6% 
dry skim milk and 6% soy fl our. (2) One of the Co-op Foods 
Stores at Ithaca where the soya loaf is sold.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2009) 
that contains the term “Triple Rich.” Address: Prof. of 
Nutrition, Cornell Univ., Ithaca, New York.

271. Akiya, T.; Miyazaki, M. 1949. Kokunai-san daizu no 
sanchi hinshu betsu kagaku sosei [Chemical composition of 
indigenous soy-beans, by producing centers and species]. 
Shokuryo Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the Food 
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Research Institute) No. 2. p. 83-88. Aug. [Jap; eng]
• Summary: “For the purpose of promoting the increased 
production of indigenous soybeans, we devised to make a 
special study of the chemical composition of indigenous 
soy-beans of various strains in the leading producing centres 
which is the import and factor in selecting the species of soy-
beans most suited for the respective districts.
 “The early-maturing varieties, medium-maturing 
ones, and late-maturing ones from western part of Honshu, 
Shikoku and Kyushu were taken as samples.
 “The following are the summary of the results obtained 
as 5 percent level of signifi cance:
 “(1) With respect to ash, any discrimination can not be 
found among the early-maturity, medium maturity, and late-
maturity both from the western part of Honshu and Kyushu.
 “(2) With respect to crude fat and pure protein content 
in early-maturing varieties and medium-maturing ones, the 
difference can be found between the varieties from Kyushu 
and the western part of Honshu, but not in late-maturing 
varieties.
 “(3) With respect to crude fat and pure protein content 
in August crop and November crop from Kyushu, the 
difference can be found, but not with respect to ash content.” 
Address: Food Research Inst., Shiohama 1-4-12, Koto-
ku, Tokyo, Japan (Shokuhin Eiyo-bu, Sogo Shokuryo 
Kenkyujo).

272. Callaham, John R. 1949. Steroid hormone production–
How its done commercially: A virile young industry 
where success depends on ingenuity in micro-production 
techniques. Chemical Engineering 56:128-29. Aug.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. The case of one 
company (Sterol Derivatives, Inc. of Los Angeles). 
Progesterone. Testosterone.
 The manufacture of steroid hormones was once 
controlled by Germany, but in about 1947, after World War 
II, the alien-controlled patents and techniques were made 
readily available in the USA. The process, which uses batch 
methods, uses concentrated mixed soya sterols as the raw 
material. These sterols come from the low-cost “foots” 
of soybean oil refi ning. The concentrate purchased by the 
Los Angeles plant consists of about 15-16% stigmasterol 
(starting point for progesterone), some 70% beta- and 
gamma-sitosterol (starting point for testosterone), and about 
7-8% of other unsaturated sterols.
 The most important steroid hormones now in use are 
progesterone (used in pharmaceuticals to treat dysmenorrhea 
and to prevent habitual abortion), testosterone (the male sex 
hormone that is also used in the relief treatment of cancer in 
women), ethinyl estradiol, estradiol benzoate, estradiol, etc.
 This article focuses on the process used by this one 
company; its monthly output is about 3-4 kg of progesterone 
and 1.5 to 2 kg of testosterone. Address: Executive editor, 
Chemical Engineering.

273. Dutton, Herbert J.; Schwab, A.W.; Moser, H.A.; Cowan, 
J.C. 1949. The fl avor problem of soybean oil. V. Some 
considerations in the use of metal scavengers in commercial 
operations. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 
26(8):441-44. Aug. [14 ref]
• Summary: Citric acid was apparently used as early as 
1928 in the refi ning of soybean oil in Denmark. Although 
it became widely used in Europe before World War 
II, its use seems not to have been adopted in the USA 
“although numerous studies on its synergistic function with 
antioxidants have been reported.”
 After reports were received from Goss after World 
War II on the use of citric acid in soybean oil refi ning, 
research was begun at the Northern Regional Research Lab. 
to evaluate the process. Preliminary work showed that the 
addition of citric acid to soybean oil did improve its fl avor 
stability. Further studies revealed that certain polyhydric 
alcohols and certain polybasic acids also increased the 
oxidative and fl avor stability of soybean oil and “supported 
previous suggestions that these compounds might function 
as metal scavengers by complexing pro-oxidant metals, 
this decreasing the rate of oxidation of the oil.” Address: 
Northern Regional Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois.

274. Madison Foods. 1949. Madison Foods featured recipes 
(Leafl et). Madison College, Tennessee. 2 panels each side. 
Each panel: 22 x 14 cm. Undated.

• Summary:  “For real eating pleasure–Nu-Steak–
Vegetarian.” On the cover is a photo of a table setting with 
roses in a vase, food on 3 plates, a napkin and glass. On page 
2-3 are recipes for using Madison Foods, which include: Nu-
Steak or Steak-Lets. Mock Chicken. Madison Burger. Not-
Meat. Cheze-O-Soy (tofu). Zoyburger.
 On page 4 are descriptions of 11 Madison Foods 
Products” Zoy Koff, Nu-Steak, Madison Burge4, Mock 
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Chicken (all gluten chunks), Sandwich Loaf, Stake-Lets, 
Cheze-O-Soy, Not-Meat (with peanuts ground to a meal, soy 
grits, and seasoning), Yum, Zoyburger, and Vigorost.
 A table gives a nutritional analysis of each. Note: These 
are vegetarian recipes, featuring meat alternatives made by 
Madison Foods.

275. Brierley, R.G. 1949. Soy fl our in European occupied 
areas. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 44-45, 88.
• Summary: “Soybeans are worth more money! Your able 
offi cers have made that statement a by-word to an ever 
growing soybean industry, and there isn’t a thinking member 
here who doesn’t heartily subscribe to that well chosen 
slogan.”
 The “sound permanent way to make soybeans worth 
more money is to so increase the value of their end products 
in human nutrition, in animal nutrition, and in industrial 
utilization, that the processor can afford to pay better prices 
for his raw material. In a sound economy the products made 
from the soybean have to be worth more before soybeans 
can command better prices. To be worth more, the products 
of the soybean must fi rst give more value to civilization, and 
secondly be so recognized that they get into every day usage.
 “I’ve been asked to talk today about my recent trip to 
Germany and the status of the German soy fl our program. 
I want to tell you fi rst that the trip was the outcome of our 
conviction that soybean products can be worth more. It was 
the culmination of work done over the last 7 years by a small 
group of determined processors to establish edible soy fl our 
as a premium product that could increase the gross revenue 
of the processor and build new values for the soybean.
 “Dr. Bening, my able collaborator while I was in 
Germany, and the man who has done more for the soybean 
industry in Germany than any other man, fortunately is here 
to give you some fi rst-hand information on the soy fl our 
program we started in Germany. But I want to introduce the 
subject by sketching some of the background that led up to 
this German soy fl our program, and in so doing, to give you 
some idea of what the processor goes through in creating 
new and more lucrative markets for soybean products, so that 
he can afford to increase his bids to you on soybeans.
 “Prewar infant: Soy fl our was a rather new and 
struggling infant when the war started. But it was sound 
economically and nutritionally, and had more to offer a 
protein starved world than any other single food product. As 
compared with the familiar protein foods, milk, eggs, and 
meat, it was ridiculously cheap. On a unit protein basis it 
was only 25 percent the cost of the next lowest competitive 
protein food, milk powder, and so far as calories per pound 
were concerned soy fl our was the same as carcass beef and 
25 percent less than other foods which were essentially 
carbohydrate foods. From a nutritional standpoint soy fl our, 
if properly processed, was the equal of milk in protein 
quality. We had proved that it was the greatest supplement 

food there was when incorporated into other basic foods. 
By adding it to bread, meat products and many allied foods, 
we were not only adding superlative protein, but the protein 
was increasing the effi ciency of the other proteins in those 
familiar foods. Our Dr. Hayward and other investigators 
spent many weary and expensive hours proving that edible 
soy protein was nutritionally one of the fi nds of the century.
 “But in competitive business, having a superlative 
product is not enough. It has to be sold. It has to take its 
place and win its recognition alongside other established 
products. We can tell you from personal experience that it 
takes time, money, courage, and faith to establish a new 
product. Normal prejudice toward a new product is hard 
enough to overcome; but even harder is the fi ght against 
calculated prejudice–calculated prejudice originating 
from competitive products that see in your new product a 
threat to their future–calculated prejudice coming from a 
few complacent members of your own industry who feel 
you should withdraw from the market until your product 
is absolutely perfect–calculated prejudice from those few 
government offi cials who resist progress and change.
 “Despite its merits, soy fl our started out as a sort of 
bootleg item in meat products. It took years of concentrated 
effort and exhaustive evidence (with a new product you 
are wrong until proved right) before the Bureau of Animal 
Industry fi nally recognized soy fl our as a permitted binder 
for sausage. It took expensive technical talents to prove the 
case for soy fl our as an optional ingredient in bread during 
the food and drug hearings in Washington [DC]. It has taken 
much promotional and demonstration work to introduce 
soy fl our and then resell it every time a demonstrator 
of other competitive foods takes it out of a customer’s 
formula. `It has taken persistence and exhaustive evidence to 
disprove the many bizarre rumors that have been started by 
unscrupulous competition.
 “Diffi culties: The diffi culties involved in introducing a 
new product and creating new value for soybeans is typifi ed 
by the diffi culties which sent me to Germany. The Army 
had sent about 200,000 tons of soy fl our to Germany. The 
industry had turned everything upside down to produce the 
soy fl our on practically no notice. Then just as suddenly 
the program was stopped. Ill-advised political pressure had 
fostered a costly and ridiculous potato fl our program on the 
Army. At the same time rumors started to come back from 
Germany, indicating the soy fl our program was a failure 
because of inherent weaknesses in the product. We were 
told that the soy fl our we had shipped contained residual 
solvent and was ‘dangerous’ to health, that the soy fl our 
was not adequately debittered and gave an off fl avor to the 
bread in which it was used, that soy fl our was in the grain 
allocation and would have to be taken out before it could be 
distributed, that soy fl our was being distributed by oil millers 
who knew nothing of the product, that soy fl our was so bad 
it was making bread unsalable, that soy fl our was backing 
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up so much in distribution that we’d have a surplus of soy 
fl our in Europe for years to come, and that soy fl our couldn’t 
compete with potato fl our as a bread ingredient.
 “In view of that imposing list of objections, my fi rm 
[ADM] decided to take the plunge and send me to Europe 
to get a factual report for the future if nothing else. It was an 
expensive gamble but one of the many we’ve taken in trying 
to realize new values for the soybean.
 “Upon arriving in Germany, I was literally adopted by a 
highly competent but terribly understaffed food group to get 
the real story on soy fl our usage in Germany and then fi nd 
ways and means of moving the soy fl our stocks, and then sell 
the German food administration on the absolute necessity of 
proper soy fl our utilization if the protein crisis in Germany 
was to be met.
 “6-weeks’ tour: I traveled for 6 weeks in Germany with 
Army car and driver and with Dr. Bening as interpreter, 
advisor, and friend. During that time I saw virtually all the 
key food men in the Allied zone. I talked to most of the 
responsible allied food men, to the leaders of the German 
food administration, to the principals of the Ruhr coal 
control group, to the doctors of the Max Planck Institute (the 
most prominent human nutrition laboratory in Germany), 
to the key baby doctors in Bremen and Hamburg, to the 
principals of the Kralog relief group, to mayors, senators 
and administration men in most of the principal cities of 
Germany, to bakers, meat packers, consumer representatives, 
union leaders, and to a group of over 50 soybean processors 
and importers. I inspected stocks of soy fl our. Dr. Bening and 
I worked day and night on the most intensive job I’ve ever 
been on.
 “I feel that the fi ndings of that trip are signifi cant for 
the future of making soybeans worth more by incorporating 
them directly in food products. These facts have already been 
turned over to the Army.
 “I found fi rst that the quality of the soy fl our was 
excellent except for two small lots made by two new 
processors whose minor production had meant virtually 
nothing in the large over-all program. There was no bad odor 
or rancidity as per samples carefully drawn and subsequently 
re-examined” (Continued).
 Note: This is the earliest document seen that mentions 
the “protein crisis.” Address: Asst. Vice President, Archer-
Daniels-Midland Co., Minneapolis, Minnesota.

276. Cowan, J.C. 1949. Research on fl avor stability of 
soybean oil at the Northern Regional Research Laboratory. 
Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 48-50, 89.
• Summary: “Over the past 10 years the increase in the 
commercial utilization of soybean oil for food use has 
increased almost three-fold. From a minor position among 
edible oils in 1939, soybean oil has become the major 
vegetable oil for food in this country. Last year, its use 
totaled approximately 1.1 billion pounds, with 750 million 

for shortening, 200 million for margarine, and 150 million 
for salad oils and other food uses.
 “With such phenomenal growth in the use of soybean 
oil, it would appear almost folly to suggest that all is not 
right with soybean oil. Indeed, let us hasten to add that much 
is right about the oil from our golden soybeans. The removal 
of the oil by either continuous screw presses or solvent 
extraction is a much simpler, less expensive operation than 
the same type of operation with many other oilseeds. The oil 
yields lecithin, refi nes easily with alkali, and can be bleached 
and deodorized readily to a bland oil. The processing of 
beans improves the nutritional value of the meal and supplies 
a high protein feed. However, soybean oil has one defect 
which limits its utilization for foods, and this may drop 
soybean oil from its position of pre-eminence. The defect is 
the type of off-fl avors which develop during oxidation of the 
oil.
 “Most edible fatty products develop fl avors and odors 
which may be described as rancid. Soybean oil, on aging 
or when used for frying or cooking, develops rancid odors 
and fl avors just as do other oils. But in addition it also 
develops more dominant fl avors and odors, which are best 
described as painty, grassy, or fi shy. This is sometimes 
called ‘reversion.’ These fl avors are held to a minimum in 
hydrogenated products and are most predominant in liquid 
or salad soybean oil. Refi ners of oil consider this ‘reversion’ 
problem to be of fi rst importance.
 “The American Soybean Association and the National 
Soybean Processors Association have placed it at the top of 
research problems dealing with the utilization of soybeans. 
Reports of refi ners indicate consumers show a preference for 
vegetable oil products which contain 50 percent or less of 
soybean oil.
 “This fl avor problem of soybean oil appears to be 
refl ected in part by the average price differential between 
soybean and cottonseed oil over the past several years. This 
average has ranged from $0.005 to $0.026, as shown in Table 
I. This table also shots the amount of oil used for foods and 
the total price differential between soybean and cottonseed 
oils. Doubtless, the entire differential price between 
soybean and other vegetable oils is not traceable to its fl avor 
instability alone. However, if only one-half cent differential 
were caused by this instability, the value to the industry is 
approximately 5 million dollars a year.
 “At Peoria our research was initiated is 1944, but the 
U.S. Regional Soybean Laboratory had studied the problem 
for several years previously. A survey of their work and of 
industrial experience emphasized that the fl avor problem was 
an extremely diffi cult one.
 “Only one test for the phenomenon was approved by 
all investigators, and we immediately set out to refi ne and 
improve the scientifi c basis for it; namely, the tastier of oils. 
Indeed, the proof of the pudding is in the eating. When you 
realize that many fl avors are important at concentrations of 
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1 part in a million or less, it is not surprising that adequate 
tests were not and are still not available for this peculiar 
fl avor instability of soybean oil. To make our story shorter, 
we assembled a taste panel of 10 to 12 members and used the 
paired-sample technique and triangular tests for determining 
if one sample of oil was superior to another. We still depend 
on fl avor responses to tell us if an oil ‘reverts.’ Samples are 
aged in bottles two-thirds full for 1 to 5 days at 60ºC. until 
a peroxide level of 2 or more is obtained. The samples are 
then submitted to the taste panel for evaluation. Taste panel 
members record data on a score sheet. These data are used 
to determine the standard deviations and to determine if the 
differences between samples are signifi cant and real. The 
analysis of variance is used to determine if the differences 
are signifi cant or highly signifi cant, i.e., we determine if the 
odds are 20 to 1 or more, or 100 to 1 or more, respectively, 
that the differences observed are not caused by mere chance.
 “In order to maintain surveillance on our taste panel, 
the performance of members is regularly checked by means 
of control charts, correlation coeffi cients, and regression 
coeffi cients. To show you how one of the methods of 
surveillance works, we have reproduced two scatter diagrams 
showing how a good and a poor taster compared with the 
panel average. In Figure 1, note that the scores of taster 8 are 
held to rather narrow limits and the angle of the solid line 
is approximately 45º. This person has a correlation with the 
taste panel of approximately 85 percent. Figure 2 shows that 
the scores of taster 12 are spread over wider limits; the angle 
of his solid line is approximately 28º, and his correlation is 
approximately 50 percent. Needless to say, we have retained 
taster 8 and no longer have taster 12 on the taste panel. 
Constant checks are run on our taste panel to improve it and 
new members are trained from time to time.
 “Simultaneously, it has been necessary to set up 
laboratory procedures which permit evaluation of proposed 
cures and give us a basis for attempting to determine the 
effect of various refi ning procedures on the oil. Since the 
paired-sample technique was adopted for taste panel work, it 
was decided to build our program around procedures which 
would permit refi ning, bleaching, and deodorizing four 
samples at once. There was nothing magic in four samples; 
four appeared to be the largest number of samples which 
could be deodorized (steamed under vacuum at 210º C.) 
under identical conditions. Four samples permitted us to 
have a control and three variables in every deodorization if 
we so desired. Figure 3 shows the laboratory deodorizer used 
for our work.
 “Table II shows how successful we have been in 
obtaining reproducible results. Note that all four samples 
vary in fl avor score at zero time from 7.9 to 8.3 with 
no signifi cant difference between samples. After aging 
to develop fl avor and testing one against the other, the 
biggest difference between any two samples tasted as 
pairs was 0.6 and no signifi cant differences are found. The 

extent of oxidation in the oxidizing tests at 100º C. varies 
between 52.7 and 54.5 peroxide value; this difference 
is not signifi cant. The samples, you will note, are not 
identical although supposedly identical treatments were 
given. However, the differences between samples are not 
signifi cant, i.e., they were probably caused by chance 
circumstances.
 “In addition to the taste panel evaluation we also have 
determined oxidative stability as measured by the peroxides 
in samples stored at 60ºC., in samples after 8 hours at 100º 
C. with a stream of air passed through the sample (A.O.M. 
[active oxygen method]), and in samples stored at room 
temperature.
 “In 1945, Warren Goss, formerly a chemical engineer 
at the Laboratory, investigated the German vegetable oil 
industry and came home with a number of suggestions 
regarding soybean oil. Two of these suggestions were that 
lecithin is responsible for ‘reversion,’ and should be removed 
by repeated water washing, and that citric acid added during 
deodorization retards appearance of ‘reversion.’ Using 
the procedures mentioned above, we examined these two 
conditions and concluded that citric acid does improve fl avor 
stability but it does not do so by inactivating the lecithin.
 “Table III shows how the fl avor score of the oil changed 
on storage at room temperature. Note how the peroxide level 
increases immediately in the control sample but does not 
appreciably increase in the citrated sample for 18 weeks. 
Citric acid reacts with very small amounts of metals in the 
oils and prevents the action of these metals as catalysts for 
oxidation. One of the major offenders is iron and Table IV 
shows how citric acid reduces the oxidation in soybean oil as 
determined by the active oxygen method (A.O.M.)
 “Note that the use of citric acid improved both the 
control sample and the sample containing added iron. Citric 
acid added after deodorization also appears to be helpful and 
it appears to serve both as a metallic fi xative and synergist 
for antioxidants in the oil.” Continued. Address: Head, Oil 
and Protein Div., Northern Regional Research Lab., Peoria, 
Illinois.

277. Hsu, Peng-Tung; Graham, W.D.; Carver, J.S.; 
McGinnis, J. 1949. Correlation of nutritive value for chicks 
of autoclaved soybean oil meal with fl uorescence, browning 
and sticky droppings (Abstract). Poultry Science 28(5):780. 
Sept.
• Summary: It has been shown previously that the growth 
inhibitor [trypsin inhibitor] present in soybean oil meal may 
be destroyed by proper treatment with moist heat yielding a 
meal of high nutritive value. However excessive treatment 
with moist heat can cause an impairment of the nutritive 
value of the meal. Address: Washington State College, 
Pullman, Washington.

278. Madison Health Messenger (Madison, Tennessee). 
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1949. The story of Madison Foods. Vol. 49-3. p. 1-6. 
Undated.
• Summary: “Over 45 years ago [actually in 1904] a group 
of educators founded an institution in Madison, Tennessee, 
where special study was given to healthful living. They 
began by operating a school on a farm. Later a sanitarium 
was built. And, fi nally, a food production department was 
opened, now known as Madison Foods
 “These educators believed in a simple life. In the 
sanitarium, hydrotherapy and massage were used with 
gratifying results. Plain foods were served such as whole 
wheat bread and cereals, fresh fruits, and vegetables, nuts, 
dates, honey, etc. People who came to the sanitarium were 
helped by the treatments and the plain wholesome food. 
However, because when they returned to their homes, they 
were unable to obtain some of the foods which proved 
helpful, many sent their orders to us for these foods. The 
popularity of the foods increased and now they are available 
in many stores throughout the 48 States. The recognition 
given Madison Foods is outstanding, but the reasons are 
apparent, namely: (1) Unceasing effort to produce really 
healthful foods; (2) The use of the best materials, skillfully 
processed to retain their nutritive values and their natural 
fl avors; (3) Economical prices.
 “Doctors and dietitians of the Sanitarium medical staff, 
chemists from the college faculty, and food processors from 
Madison Foods, working together as a team throughout the 
years are now able to look upon the new Madison Foods 
building with gratifi cation for their having contributed to the 
development of this worthwhile enterprise on the college 
campus.
 “Unique Foods: Healthful living was a part of the basic 
philosophy of the educators which founded Madison College 
and subsequently Madison Foods, therefore this same 
thinking formed the basis for the development of a unique 
group of foods which were primarily originated for and 
devoted to the protection of health.
 “By looking ahead many years, it was clear to the 
founders that it was not possible to feed the masses of 
peoples throughout the world on a diet in which animal 
foods predominated. Even now, not enough animal foods 
are available to supply the world population. It would take 
years and a tremendous investment to attempt this, and 
consequently the Madison educators searched for protein 
foods of non-animal origin. These they found in vegetables, 
grains, and legumes. Flavors and textures were developed to 
approximate meats and now Madison Foods offers a splendid 
variety of foods to replace meat, cheese, and milk, with Zoy-
Koff replacing coffee.
 “One may ask the question–’Are these foods really good 
and tasty?’ We shall answer with the words of a visitor who 
said, ‘I came to Madison with a distinct prejudice toward 
your foods, and the idea that man can live healthfully and 
enjoyably without eating meat. The few days I have spent 

here dissolved this prejudice, and now I am asking myself 
the question–”why do I eat meat when the fi ne foods which 
you make, are available at such economical prices?”’ Over 
and over again this is the experience of our visitors.
 “Madison Foods Builds: In 1941 a building program 
was started to completely rebuild the Madison Foods plant 
on the original site. Modern offi ces, adequate storage and 
shipping facilities, a fi ve story production section, complete 
revamping of processing equipment, and a re-arrangement 
of the plant were realized step by step, and now the Madison 
Food plant, built of concrete, blocks, and steel, with tile 
and plastered interior, and a building of modern design for 
greater effi ciency, stands as a monument to the devotion of 
its founders and the perseverance of those who carried the 
torch onward.
 “A character builder: As part of the vocational training 
program at Madison College, Madison Foods is primarily 
concerned with building strong physical bodies and strong 
minds. From the fi elds from whence its raw materials fl ow, 
to the people who eat the foods it produces, Madison Foods 
is concerned with character building. In its spacious modern 
plant students are taught the dignity of honest labor well 
done, how to make their time profi table, and earn while 
they learn. Here they learn to become contributing and self-
supporting; men and women who can help themselves and a 
neighbor too.
 “Visitors Welcome: From far and near the visitors come 
to see this outstanding demonstration of self-supporting 
education. It thrills the fi ve star generals who visit and the 
students who put their hands to the tasks for the fi rst time, 
for here is life in full reality, in a rural setting where nature 
reaches out with its divine touch to add stability and strength 
of character, teaching the eternal truth that, ‘It is more 
blessed to give than to receive.’
 “Visitors are cordially invited to visit Madison College 
and Madison Foods to observe teachers and students 
working, growing, and living, together.
 “’A large part of virtue consists in good habits. Paley
 “’The true measure of life is not length, but honesty.’ 
John Lyly
 Photos: (1) East side view of the new Madison Foods 
plant. (2) A can (with label) of Stake-Lets (the original 
gluten-soy product, a complete protein food, sold in 14, 20, 
and 30 oz sizes). (3) A young man standing next to a large 
autoclave used for cooking canned foods. (4) Four young 
ladies hand picking peanuts to insure quality. (5) Front 
view of the new Madison Foods plant ranging from 2 to 5 
stories in height. (6) A can of Yum (14 oz, made with grains, 
legumes, and vegetables). (7) A young man operating an 
homogenizer that is homogenizing Kreme O’Soy. (8) A 
student operating a machine that is labeling cans.
 Page 5 contains a description of the various products, 
with their ingredients, made by Madison Foods:
 “Zoy-Koff–an alkaline beverage used in place of coffee. 
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Contains no coffee–no nerve stimulants. Two grinds–regular 
and fi ne. Prepare like coffee. Ingredients: Soybeans, bran, 
brown sugar. 1 lb bag.
 “Kreme O’Soy–a rich-bodied, homogenized soy 
beverage. May be used in place of milk. Ingredients: 
Soybeans, soy oil, dextrose, calcium phosphate, sodium 
chloride. 20 oz cans.
 “Zoyburger–excellent for sandwich spread, serve like 
steak with onions. Ingredients: Soybeans, gluten, raw peanut 
meal, vegetable seasonings. 14 & 20 oz cans.
 “Stake-Lets–a combination of gluten and soybeans 
sliced in meatlike sauce. Ingredients: Gluten, soybeans, soy 
sauce, seasonings. 14, 20 & 30 oz cans.
 “Not-Meat–a smooth-textured loaf for vegetable roasts, 
salads, sandwiches, etc. Ingredients: Whole peanut meal, 
soybeans, and seasonings. 14 & 20 oz cans.
 “Vigorost–a fi brous-textured vegetable steak used like 
meat. Also for sandwiches, salads, etc. Ingredients: Gluten, 
soy cheese, whole peanut meal, seasonings. 14 & 20 oz cans.
 “Yum–a mild bologna-like-fl avored, meatless loaf, used 
hot or cold. Ingredients: Soybeans, gluten, soy cheese, whole 
peanut meal, seasonings.
 “Cheze-O-Soy–a curd made from soybean milk, to 
be used in salads, sandwiches, spaghetti, etc. Ingredients: 
Coagulated soybean proteins, seasonings. 14 & 20 oz cans.
 “Bite-Size Stake-Lets–gluten and soy bits in rich sauce 
simulating stewed bits of beef in rich gravy. A choice food. 
20 oz cans.
 “A statement of ingredients, use and recipes is on each 
package and can of Madison Foods.”

279. Menzani, Cesare. 1949. La malattia di Düren o malattia 
del brabante (intossicazione da tricloroetilene) [The Duren 
disease: Cattle deaths from trichloroethylene extracted 
soybean meal]. Atti della Societa Italiana delle Scienze 
Veterinarie 3:493-99. Sept. [Ita]
• Summary: It is known as the Düren disease in Germany 
or the Brabante disease in the Netherlands. It is thought to 
be caused by soybean meal which has been extracted with 
trichloroethylene solvent. Address: Univ. of Padova, Italy.

280. Ershoff, Benjamin H. 1949. Protective effects of 
soybean meal for the immature hyperthyroid rat. J. of 
Nutrition 39(2):259-81. Oct. 10. [36 ref]
• Summary: In experiments on female rats, the author found 
an antithyrotoxic factor in full-fat soybean meal. This “soya 
meal” (a lightly roasted material containing 18-22% fat) 
was obtained from El Molino Mills, Alhambra, California. 
“Full-fat soybean meal completely counteracted the growth 
retardation of immature rats fed massive doses of desiccated 
thyroid or iodinated casein. It did not counteract, however, 
the attendant reduction in basal metabolic rate.
 “The antithyrotoxic effects of full-fat soybean meal were 
correlated in part with its fat content. Growth was retarded 

in hyperthyroid rats fed similar diets but containing low fat 
soybean fl our in place of the high fat soybean meal.”
 This may be related to the goitrogenic factor, which 
increases the requirement for iodine. Address: Emory W. 
Thurston Labs, Los Angeles, and Dep. of Biochemistry and 
Nutrition, Univ. of Southern California, Los Angeles.

281. Adolph, William H. 1949. Important aspects of nutrition 
research in China. Science and Technology in China 
(Nanking) 2(5):80-83. Oct. [53 ref]
• Summary: One section titled “Vegetarian diets” discusses 
the nutritional value of soybeans and soybean milk. Table 
1 shows the percentage of total calorie intake provided by 
four food groups: Cereals and legumes 88%, vegetables 5%, 
fats 4%, meat and eggs 3%. Table 2 shows the average per 
capita daily nutrient intake: Calories 2,500, protein 80 gm, 
fat 30 gm (11% of calories from fats), carbohydrates 480 gm, 
calcium 400 mg, phosphorus 1,200 mg, iron 20 mg. Address: 
Peking Union Medical College, Peking, China.

282. Carpenter, Thorne M. 1949. The historical development 
of metabolism studies. J. of the American Dietetic 
Association 25(10):837-41. Oct. [53 ref]
• Summary: “Metabolism began when life began for without 
metabolism there is no life.”
 The modern study of metabolism began with Lavoisier 
(1777) who reported in French that animals confi ned in a 
closed space absorbed oxygen and gave off carbon dioxide.
 In 1789 Lavoisier and Seguin conducted respiration 
experiments on man; they used a face mask and the expired 
air was collected.
 Also discusses: Chambers or rooms for metabolism 
studies (starting 1843). Calorimeters (starting 1771). Balance 
studies and food analysis (starting with Liebig in 1940; he 
classifi ed foods into protein, fat, and carbohydrates). The 
“body surface” law (starting 1838): small animals need more 
proportionally more food than large animals.
 Yet it is clear that researchers still have much to learn 
on this subject. Address: PhD, DSc, Formerly Director, 
Nutrition Lab., Carnegie Institution of Washington, Boston 
[Massachusetts].

283. Chatfi eld, Charlotte. 1949. Food composition tables for 
international use. FAO Nutritional Studies No. 3. 56 p. Oct. 
[158* ref]
• Summary: A table on page 11 shows “Food composition 
in terms of retail weight (“as purchased”) for soybeans and 
various soybean products: Whole seeds, dry; Flour, full fat 
(seed coat removed); Flour, low fat–grits, fl akes (partially 
defatted); Curd, tofu (yield 3.5); Fermented beans–Japanese 
natto; Fermented beans–Chinese tsiang [chiang]; Soybean 
milk (yield 7.5); Paste, miso (made with small amounts of 
rice or other starchy materials) (yield 2.5); Shoyu sauce 
(yield 3.5). The following are given for each product: 
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Calories per 100 gm, percentage of protein and fat, and yield 
from 1 kg of soybeans.
 Similar but expanded information is given on p. 25, 
including carbohydrate, fi ber, ash, and refuse. Address: 
Nutrition Div., FAO, Rome, Italy.

284. Wang, Fu-Sheng. 1949. Bacterial examination of soy-
bean-sauce in Peking. Chinese Medical Journal 67:542-46. 
Oct. Summarized in Soybean Digest, Jan. 1951, p. 37. [4 ref. 
Eng]
• Summary: In 1945 it was reported from Chengfu (see 
Wang 1945, American J. of Tropical Medicine) that Chinese 
soy-bean sauce was transmitting gastro-intestinal bacterial 
infections. “The author found positive cultures in as many 
as 35% of the samples examined. If this fi nding can be 
confi rmed, it seems to be” a serious public health problem.
 “In contrast to the fi ndings of Wang in Chengfu, the 
present examination of 51 samples of soy-bean sauce in 
Peking showed an absence of the common gastro-intestinal 
pathogens. However, the fi nding of coliform bacteria in some 
of the samples examined might indicate a certain amount of 
fecal contamination. This point is worthy of further study.” 
Not a single mold was found in the 51 samples examined. 
Address: Dep. of Bacteriology and Immunology, Peking 
Union Medical College, Peking.

285. Bailey, Alton E. 1949. Some additional notes on the 
kinetics and theory of fatty oil hydrogenation. J. of the 
American Oil Chemists’ Society 26(11):644-48. Nov. [6 ref]
• Summary: Discusses selective and non-selective 
hydrogenation of various vegetable oils. The relative reaction 
rates of the four main fatty acids in selectively hydrogenated 
soybean oil are: Oleic acid 1, isolinoleic acid 5, linoleic acid 
50, and linolenic acid 100. Equations are given for estimating 
from the composition of an oil the relative reaction rates of 
the various unsaturated fatty acids when the oil is subjected 
to catalytic hydrogenation. Address: Votator Div., The 
Girdler Corp., Louisville, Kentucky.

286. Chemurgic Digest. 1949. Glidden reports two new 
developments. Nov. p. 21-22.
• Summary: This article is very similar to one published this 
same month (Nov. 1949) in Soybean Digest (p. 19) titled 
“Soy compounds may treat arthritis.” Both are apparently 
based on a Glidden press release.

287. Fritz, James C. 1949. Animal protein factor: Here’s 
what you can believe and what not to believe about the 
much-talked-of APF. Soybean Digest. Nov. p. 14-16.
• Summary: “’Animal Protein Factor’–or vitamin B-12 
have been recently discovered. “The two may not be–and 
probably are not–synonymous.”
 “It has long been recognized that animal protein 
concentrates are often more valuable in the diet than 

vegetable protein concentrates. Not all the difference 
could be explained on the basis of the amino acids which 
such products contain.” The term “Animal Protein Factor” 
was developed to “explain the unknown element which 
contributed so much to the nutritional value of such 
ingredients as fi sh meal, dried skim milk, etc.”
 Cary and Hartman of the USDA were among the 
earliest researchers who attempted to identify this unknown 
factor. “They found their ‘Factor X’ to be essential for 
normal growth and reproduction in the laboratory rat.” 
“An extensive test program was carried on by the Poultry 
Nutrition group at Beltsville [Maryland], and their fi ndings 
were reported in a series of scientifi c papers by Titus, Bird, 
Hammond, Nestler, Rubin, Groschke, and others... It was 
clearly demonstrated that growth and hatchability could be 
increased by adding such materials as cow manure, fi sh meal, 
or liver meal to all vegetable diets. Added impetus was given 
to this work by the shortage of animal protein concentrates 
during the war [World War II]. It was urgently necessary that 
a source of the unidentifi ed factor be added to rations which 
relied largely on soybean meal for their protein content. It 
was during this period that large-scale use of fi sh solubles 
was started. Work by Carrick and his associates at Purdue 
[Univ., Indiana], by Halpin and Cravens at the University 
of Wisconsin, and numerous others, clearly demonstrated 
the effectiveness of condensed fi sh solubles when added to 
vegetable protein diets.”
 “While this poultry work was in progress, other workers 
were searching for the anti-pernicious anemia factor. At least 
as early as 1926 it was known that pernicious anemia could 
be treated by feeding the patient large quantities of liver. 
Certain animal disorders were noted to be markedly similar 
to human pernicious anemia.”
 “Early in 1948 the isolation and identifi cation of vitamin 
B-12 was announced by Ricks and co-workers of Merck and 
by the Glaxo Laboratories in England.”
 “Whether or not vitamin B-12 represents all the activity 
generally attributed to ‘Animal Protein Factor’ is a debatable 
point.” Yeast is almost completely devoid of APF.
 In summary:
 1. APF is not new.
 “2. It is a vitamin of the water-soluble B complex, and 
cannot serve as a protein or replace protein in the ration.
 3. Vitamin B-12 is an important part of the ‘Animal 
Protein Factor’ but probably not the entire factor of value to 
poultry.
 “4. Vitamin B-12 concentrates may be used to 
standardize or augment natural sources, but they should not 
be expected to produce results superior to those which can be 
obtained with natural ingredients which contain the ‘Animal 
Protein Factor.’”
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Aug. 2020) that uses the abbreviation “APF” to refer to 
“animal protein factor”–later renamed vitamin B-12.
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 Note 2. “Fish solubles are produced as a by-product 
of fi sh canning and fi sh oil production industries. During 
the processing of fi sh to recover the oil fraction a mixture 
of water and oil is produced. Then after this mixture is 
centrifuged to remove the oil the water containing fraction 
can then be condensed or dried to produce condensed 
fi sh solubles or dried fi sh solubles” (Source: Feedipedia, 
retrieved Oct. 2015). Address: Member, Soybean Research 
Council.

288. Hsu, P.C.; Nolte, A.J. 1949. Killing vitamins in soy fl our 
[by alcohol extraction]. Soybean Digest. Nov. p. 66.
• Summary: “Extraction of soybeans with alcohol is 
probably the most effi cient method of preparing a fl our 
which is entirely defi cient in the important B vitamins.” This 
is harmful from a nutritional viewpoint. Address: Nutrition 
Div., FAO, Washington, DC.

289. Lewis, U.J.; Register, U.D.; Thompson, H.T.; Elvehjem, 
C.A. 1949. Distribution of vitamin B-12 in natural materials. 
Proceedings of the Society for Experimental Biology and 
Medicine 72(2):479-82. Nov. [7 ref]
• Summary: Soy bean sprouts were found to be devoid of 
vitamin B-12 activity as determined by rat assay. Address: 
Dep. of Biochemistry, College of Agriculture, Univ. of 
Wisconsin, Madison.

290. Liener, I.E.; Deuel, H.J., Jr.; Fevold, H.L. 1949. The 
effect of supplemental methionine on the nutritive value of 
diets containing concentrates of the soybean trypsin inhibitor. 
J. of Nutrition 39(3):325-339. Nov. [39 ref]
• Summary: Demonstrates that trypsin inhibitor extracted 
from unheated soybeans retards growth in rats. Address: 
Dep. of Biochemistry and Nutrition, School of Medicine, 
Univ. of Southern California, Los Angeles, California; Food 
Research Div., Quartermaster Food and Container Inst. for 
the Armed Forces, Chicago, Illinois.

291. Soybean Digest. 1949. German soybean possibilities 
[Report released by Cartter and Strayer from Frankfurt, 
Germany]. Nov. p. 13, 16.
• Summary: “The fi rst team of agricultural experts sent to 
West Germany under the program of technical assistance 
provided in the Marshall Plan completed its work and 
returned to the United States early in November according to 
an announcement made by the German Foods Ministry.
 “Composed of Jackson L. Cartter, director of the 
Regional Soybean Laboratory of the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture at Urbana, Illinois, and Geo. M. Strayer, Hudson, 
Iowa, secretary of the American Soybean Association and 
editor of the Soybean Digest, this technical assistance team 
was fi nanced by Marshall Plan funds, went to Germany at 
the request of Foods Ministry offi cials to make a survey 
of soybean production and utilization possibilities in West 

Germany. They spent 5 weeks traveling over Germany, 
Holland and south Sweden studying the soybean breeding 
and testing work being done on European and American 
varieties, as it would apply to German conditions together 
with the processing of the crop and its incorporation into 
food products.
 “Recommendations of the team of experts to German 
government offi cials included:

“A strong recommendation for continuation and 
expansion of soybean breeding work in an endeavor to 
produce varieties combining suffi ciently early maturity with 
high yields;
 “A suggestion that in today’s West German national 
economy commercial production of soybeans cannot be 
economical in view of present relatively low soybean yields 
as compared with high yields of carbohydrate crops; and a
 “Strong recommendation that in a German food 
economy which falls far short of correct protein levels for 
growth and maintenance of the human body soybean protein 
should be incorporated in small amounts into staple items of 
the average diet.
 “’Contrary to current opinion in Germany,’ commented 
Strayer, ‘soybean protein is not an ersatz product. In reality 
it is the most nearly balanced and complete of all vegetable 
proteins available in commercial quantities today. The 
quality of the protein compares very favorably with that 
of the best meats, and can be supplied at only a fraction of 
the cost. Proof of its nutritional qualities and commercial 
adaptation lies in its use in a high proportion of the candy, 
confectionery, bakery, and ground meat products made in the 
United States today.
 “’Properly prepared soy fl our contains about 50 percent 
pure protein,’ Strayer continued,’ and when used in small 
quantities to enrich meat and bakery goods, two of the 
staples of the German diet, will naturally increase food 
values. Five percent soy fl our added to wheat fl our will 
increase by 50 percent the protein content of the loaf, as well 
as supplying a much more complete balance of essential 
amino acids.
 “’Germany,’ Strayer continued, ‘has been a leader in 
soybean processing since the 1920’s, having developed the 
fi rst solvent processing plants for oilseeds. The German 
foods industry has developed a number of very desirable 
food products, utilizing the value of soy protein in acceptable 
food products. Importations of raw soybeans are again 
possible, thus enabling Germany to produce the style and 
types of protein-fortifi ed foods most desirable.’
 “In discussing the possibilities of soybean production 
on a commercial basis in West Germany Cartter, who 
is in charge of the soybean breeding laboratory, which 
has developed varieties comprising 95 percent of the 13 
million acres of soybeans now grown each year in the 
U.S., pointed out that European plant breeders have made a 
distinct advance through the production of soybean varieties 
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suffi ciently early for the German climate. American varieties 
do not lend themselves to commercial production here 
because of the difference in climatic conditions, however, 
they should be included in the breeding program.”
 “However, we are convinced that at the present stage of 
development, and in view of the need for high tonnages of 
carbohydrate foods for human consumption, soybeans can be 
produced more economically for the time being in other parts 
of the world than Germany. For the time being it is only good 
logic to produce potatoes, wheat, rye and root crops here, 
supplementing them with proteins from outside sources.”
 A photo shows J.L. Cartter (head to waist).

292. Soybean Digest. 1949. Soy compounds may treat 
arthritis. Nov. p. 19.
• Summary:  “Two tremendously important new 
developments in the synthesis of hormone compounds 
for possible treatment of rheumatoid arthritis have 
been announced by the Glidden Company. These new 
developments are: (1) Synthesis from the soybean of several 
new hormone compounds closely related to the already 
proven Cortisone (Kendall’s Compound E [Dr. Edward 
C. Kendall of the Mayo Clinic]), and (2) A new and less 
costly method of synthesizing the still rare and immensely 
expensive Cortisone.
 “Both are the work of Glidden’s Soya Products 
Division’s research staff under the direction of the brilliant 
Dr. Percy L. Julian.
 “Of the new compounds created from the soybean, 
the most immediately promising is one called Compound 
S, which has never before existed in quantities suffi cient 
for adequate testing. Although the value of Compound S 
in treating rheumatoid arthritis is as yet unknown, many 

scientists believe it will have an effect similar to that of 
Cortisone.
 “If it does prove benefi cial in treatment of this 
agonizing and crippling disease, the fact that it comes from 
soybean derivatives–a raw material which is plentiful in the 
U.S.–means that Compound S will be easier to make than 
Cortisone, more plentiful and ultimately less expensive.
 “Dr. Julian’s new method of synthesizing Cortisone is 
less costly than present methods because it eliminates the 
need for using one rare and expensive chemical heretofore 
essential in this enormously complicated operation. In 
addition, the new method makes possible the synthesis of 
still other new and promising compounds.
 “Big Impact: Glidden’s announcement of these new 
developments pointed out that the work of Dr. Julian and his 
staff will have a tremendous impact on this fi eld of medical 
research.
 “Last June it was announced that a substance called 
Cortisone had brought quick relief to rheumatoid arthritics. 
Tests indicate that this form of arthritis and related diseases 
are caused by a hormone defi ciency. Cortisone supplies a 
hormone directly and it is believed that Compound S and the 
other newly synthesized compounds of the same type may 
likewise supply an effective hormone.
 “Thus, if they are effective in treating this disease, the 
fact that they are synthesized from a material as plentiful as 
the soybean makes their availability infi nitely important.
 “The announcement of these important developments 
pointed out that the Glidden Co. does not manufacture 
medicinal preparations. For some years the company’s soya 
products division has produced as bulk chemicals the sex 
hormones Progesterone and Testosterone, synthesized from 
the soybean by Dr. Julian. This invaluable experience with 

the soybean steroid hormones enabled 
the division’s research staff to advance 
quickly in its work with the new cortical 
hormone compounds, which are related.
 “Still Experimental: Glidden has 
completed arrangements to distribute 
the entire available supply of the 
new compounds to pharmaceutical 
manufacturers and clinicians, including 
the U.S. Public Health Institute, so that 
their possibilities may be determined.
 “Glidden also stressed that the 
new substances at present are chiefl y of 
scientifi c interest, since the effectiveness 
even of Compound S is completely 
unknown. The announcement is 
signifi cant because, for the fi rst time, 
these anxiously sought for compounds 
are available in quantities suffi cient for 
clinical research and testing and because 
they have been prepared from the 
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soybean.
 “The new substances synthesized along with 
Compound S by the soya products staff bear such names 
as 17 alpha Hydroxy Progesterone. Another is known as 
Pregnenetriolone.
 “The already partially tested Cortisone is derived from 
animal sources. It is not only extremely rare–14,600 cattle 
would be needed to make enough to relieve one arthritis 
patient for one year–it also is costly and extremely diffi cult 
to produce.
 “Thus, if the compounds now synthesized by Glidden 
prove effective, individually or with others, they will 
add immeasurably to the new fund of hope for arthritis 
sufferers.”
 A photo shows “Glidden Co.’s Dr. Percy L. Julian. His 
staff synthesized the new soybean hormone compounds.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2020) 
that mentions “Compound S” in conjunction with soybeans 
or Percy L. Julian.

293. Soybean Digest. 1949. Is producing APF. Nov. p. 19.
• Summary: “Tonnage production of the widely-heralded 
‘Animal Protein Factor’ as a primary fermentation product 
has been announced by U.S. Industrial Chemicals, Inc., New 
York. N.Y., providing a new source of the feed supplement 
which is recognized as a dietary necessity for insuring rapid 
growth of farm animals and poultry.
 “Company offi cials said the development, accomplished 
by bacterial fermentation, promises feed effi ciency that will 
represent a signifi cant advance in animal nutrition. In the 
past, this vital factor has been produced in limited quantities 
as a by-product from antibiotic operations produced by 
mold.”

294. Bhandari, Prithvi Raj; Bose, J.L.; Siddiqui, S. 1949. 
Isofl avones from the fresh soya bean germ & the synthesis of 
6-methyl-formonoetin and 6-methyl-daidzein. J. of Scientifi c 
and Industrial Research 8B(12):217-21. Dec. [11 ref]
• Summary: “As many as eight isofl avones, representing 
about half the total number of isofl avones so far isolated 
from plant materials, have been found to occur in soya beans 
(Soja hispida).” Describes solvent extraction using ethyl 
alcohol. Soybeans contain daidzein. Address: Chemical 
Labs., Council of Scientifi c and Industrial Research, Delhi.

295. Gouri Devi, S.; Ganguly, J.; De, S.S. 1949. Studies 
on the nutritive value of germinated soya-bean and soya-
milk. Annals of Biochemistry and Experimental Medicine 
(Calcutta) 9(5-6):213-216. Oct/Dec. [9 ref]
• Summary: “The effect of germination on the nutritive 
value of soyabean was studied by rat growth method and 
it was found that while raw soyabean powder [fl our] gives 
a biological value of 0.95, after 48 hours germination the 
biological value of the soyabean powder becomes 1.33.

 “The effect of germination on the nutritive value of 
soyabean milk was studied and it was found that on 48 hours 
germination the biological value becomes 1.41 where as 
cow’s milk (from Imperial Dairy Research Institute) give 
1.44.
 “The effect of supplementing milk prepared from 
germinated soyabean with 20% cow’s milk was studied and 
it was observed that supplementing increases the biological 
value.” Address: Food Technology Section, Indian Inst. of 
Science, Bangalore.

296. Kern, C.J.; Antoshkew, T.; Maiese, M.R. 1949. Vitamin 
A alcohol stability and absorption: infl uence of antioxidants. 
Industrial and Engineering Chemistry 41(12):2849-53. Dec. 
[32 ref]
• Summary: “Although considerable work has been done in 
developing antioxidants to prevent the oxidative destruction 
of vitamin A, the problem is by no means completely 
solved.”
 Vitamin A fi sh liver concentrate in cottonseed oil, was 
effectively stabilized by adding 3% of soybean lecithin and 
2% mixed tocopherols. Further, the added lecithin enhanced 
the absorption of vitamin A in humans while the tocopherols 
exerted a sparing action on the vitamin A. Address: 
International Vitamin Div., Ives-Cameron Company, Inc., 
Brooklyn, New York.

297. Liener, I.E.; Spector, H.; Fevold, H.L.; Berryman, 
G.H. 1949. The effect of the soybean growth inhibitors on 
the availability of methionine for growth and lipotropism. 
Archives of Biochemistry 24(2):299-304. Dec. [23 ref]
• Summary: “The addition of the trypsin inhibitor 
concentrate to the autoclaved soybean diet caused a marked 
decrease in growth even when methionine was present in 
amounts far in excess of the level adequate to satisfy the 
need for methionine for growth at the level of protein fed. 
In an analogous manner, excessive amounts of methionine 
when added to diets containing raw soybean meal did not 
restore their nutritive value to the corresponding level of 
methionine-supplemented autoclaved soybean meal. This 
fi nding may be interpreted as verifi cation of the results of 
in vitro digestion studies previously reported showing that 
a decreased rate of release of methionine cannot be the only 
factor involved (15) and that the soybean trypsin inhibitor 
exerts an effect through a mechanism unrelated to the 
availability or utilization of methionine. The improvement in 
the nutritive value of raw soybean effected by supplemental 
methionine may be, to a certain extent, a refl ection of the 
fact, that even properly heated soy protein is characterized 
by a defi ciency of methionine (1). The mode of action of the 
trypsin inhibitor in relation to the effectiveness of methionine 
supplementation of raw soybean meal will be the subject of 
a future detailed report.” Address: The QM [Quartermaster] 
Food and Container Inst. for the Armed Forces, Chicago, 
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Illinois.

298. Mitchell, H.H.; Beadles, Jessie R. 1949. The effect of 
storage on the nutritional qualities of the proteins of wheat, 
corn and soybeans. J. of Nutrition 39(4):463-84. Dec. [35 
ref]
• Summary: The nutritive value of the proteins of cereal 
grains stored under conditions preventing insect infestation 
and mold growth (by lowering moisture content below a 
critical level) is not appreciably altered by seed respiration 
over long periods of time. This is not true, however, for 
soybeans, whose proteins may suffer considerable nutritional 
damage after one year of storage. The difference between 
the two types of seed may reside largely in the fact that 
the living part of the seed, the embryo, constitutes only a 
small part of the cereal seed but a large part of the legume. 
Address: Div. of Animal Nutrition, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana.

299. Soybean News (NSCIC). 1949. Magic worth 100 million 
$ a year: The U.S. Regional Soybean Research Laboratory. 
1(2):1, 4. Dec.
• Summary: “If just by waving a magic wand you could 
add a pound of oil to the yield of each bushel of soybeans 
processed in the soybean mills of this country, you would be 
adding from 15 to 40 million dollars worth of new wealth 
to the soybean crop each year. Then, if you could make 
soybeans yield 4 more bushels per acre your magic would be 
worth a hundred, million dollars a year.
 “On March 16, 1936, the Secretary of Agriculture 
announced: Twelve North Central States and the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture have opened a cooperative 
soybean industrial research laboratory at Urbana, Illinois. 
With that announcement the research workers in these 12 
states and those in the U.S.D.A. started working their magic 
in unison, and within the past dozen years they have waved 
approximately 1 pound more oil into each bushel of soybeans 
grown in the U.S., and they have also increased yields fully 4 
bushels on each acre planted to soybeans.
 “Of course, this was not all done by magic alone. A 
tremendous amount of painstaking work was involved. 
A lot of ground work had been done before 1936. Then, 
too, putting more oil in the beans and stepping up yields 
were only two of the things they were doing. They were 
coordinating the research program for a broad regional 
attack on soybean production and utilization problems. This 
regional approach to hybridization studies and tests and to 
the evaluation of varieties through the Uniform Variety Tests, 
study of diseases, etc. has had much to do with the improved 
composition of soybeans and with the development, testing, 
and distribution of better varieties.
 “On July 1, 1942, research on utilization of soybeans 
and their by-products, which up to that time had been carried 
on at Urbana, was transferred to the Northern Regional 
Research Laboratory at Peoria, Illinois, where the research 

program on industrial utilization has been further developed. 
This change enabled the soybean laboratory at Urbana to 
extend the agronomic studies, including genetics, breeding, 
physiology, and diseases, to the agricultural experiment 
stations of 12 southern states.
 “The magic of the agronomists, who are participating 
in the cooperative program of the Soybean Laboratory, 
has been directed mainly to the improvement of varieties. 
Through introductions, selections, and hybridization, they 
have conjured up strains that are resistant to lodging and 
shattering, and which turn out better yields of high quality 
seed with high oil and protein content. Much progress has 
been made in the development of strains better suited to 
conditions of the various producing areas. They have pushed 
the limits of successful soybean production northward in 
Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, and the Dakotas.
 “A number of new varieties have been developed 
through introductions from the Orient and from selections, 
but the greatest number of improved strains have come 
from the hundreds of crosses that have been made between 
varieties. Individual varieties have superior qualities, such 
as, habit of growth, early maturity, high yield, high oil, high 
protein, and in the quality of these properties. No one variety 
combines all of the desirable features, so these scientists 
have made crosses of 2 or more varieties in order to bring 
together in the new strain the particular qualities wanted 
in its makeup. From the segregates of these crosses new 
and improved lines are selected. From their wand-waving 
have come such superior soybeans as Lincoln; Hawkeye, 
Earlyana, Adams, Monroe, and many others.
 “That is why soybeans today are so much better than 
they ever were before–better plants, better seed, more oil, 
better protein, better adapted varieties, and yields per acre 
about twice as high as they were 20 years ago.”
 On an outline map of the United States: “The States 
originally cooperating in the work of the Soybean Laboratory 
are those shown in black. Since 1942 the shaded States [in 
the south] also have been cooperating with the laboratory in 
its research program.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (June 2020) 
concerning the breeding or selection of soybeans for use as 
soy oil or meal.

300. Strayer, George M. 1949. To raise nutritional levels–
Germans need U.S. soya: ASA [American Soybean Assoc.] 
secretary says Germany cannot grow soybeans economically 
in near future. Soybean Digest. Dec. p. 5, 44.
• Summary: This is a long summary of the report submitted 
by Cartter and Strayer to the German Food Ministry in mid-
Nov. 1949. There is also some new information.
 “Few people realize that all of the present Germany 
lies between 47 and 57 degrees latitude, which is north of 
the Canadian boundary of the United States. The soybean 
production areas of this country [USA] lie between 35 and 
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45 degrees north latitude.
 “Swedish breeders, notably Sven Holmberg of 
Norrkoping, together with some German breeders, have 
produced soybean varieties which will mature in Germany. 
Daylight hours during summer months are longer, 
temperatures are cooler, rainfall distribution is different. 
These factors all combine to make lower yields and 
consequent uneconomical production.”
 The “German economy will be far better off to produce 
maximum supplies of cereal crops and buy the necessary 
soybeans from outside sources. Foods Ministry offi cials are 
convinced this is the course to follow. Even with maximum 
crops the German population is so dense that 5 to 6 million 
tons of bread grains from outside sources will be required 
each year, along with 500,00 to 600,000 tons of oilseeds.
 “Approximately two-thirds of the people of old 
Germany are now concentrated in one-third of the area, 
and that one-third of the area is the least production of the 
sections. The [most fertile] black land sections of the old 
Germany [now] all lie in the Russian zone [which soon 
came to called East Germany]. West Germany as it exists 
today can never hope to be anything but a heavy importer of 
foodstuffs.”
 “Countries visited on the ECA project in addition to 
Germany include France, Switzerland, Belgium, Holland, 
Denmark, Sweden and England.” Address: ASA Secretary, 
Hudson, Iowa.

301. Castaneda-Agullo, M. 1949. [Trypsin inhibitors. I. 
Comparative study of crystallized inhibitors from soybeans 
and of the ovomucoids of chicken, turkey, and duck]. Anales 
Escuela, Nacional Cienc. Biol. (Mexico) 6:65. *

302. Generalov, G.F. 1949. Soderzhanie belka i zhira u 
sortov soi [Content of protein and fat in soybean varieties]. 
Selektsiia i Semenovodstvo No. 4. p. 50-53. [11 ref. Rus]
• Summary: Analysis of the chemical composition of 
soybeans seeds harvested in various years from 1938 to 1947 
was conducted. Varieties grown in the Ukranian SSR and in 
Transcaucasia have a high protein content. Varieties having 
the highest fat [oil] content are those grown in the Taldy 
Kurgan province [Oblast, in the East Kazakh SSR southeast 
of Lake Balkhash and about 140 miles northeast of Alma-
Ata], in the north Caucasus, and in the central part of western 
Georgia. Address: State Commissariat for Varietal Trials of 
Grain Crops.

303. Nandi, N.; Banerjee, S. 1949. Studies on germination. 
II. The effect of germination on the vitamin C content of 
pulses grown in Bengal. Indian Pharmacist 5:63-68. *

304. Nandi, N.; Banerjee, S. 1949. Studies on germination. 
I. The effect of germination on the nicotinic acid content of 
pulses grown in Bengal. Indian Pharmacist 5:13-16. *

305. Blackmore, Raymond H. 1949. Effects of certain 
external factors on the oil and protein content of soybeans 
and the chemical composition of the component glycerides 
of the soybean oil. PhD thesis, Ohio State University. In: 
Doctoral Dissertations Accepted by American Universities, 
1949. *
Address: Ohio State Univ.

306. Chang, Irene C. 1949. Nutritive value of soymilk and 
soybean curd. PhD thesis, Washington State University. 
25 p. In: Doctoral Dissertations Accepted by American 
Universities, 1949. *
Address: Washington State Univ.

307. Clandinin, Donald R. 1949. Factors infl uencing the 
nutritive value of soybean oil meal. PhD thesis, University of 
Wisconsin–Madison. In: Doctoral Dissertations Accepted by 
American Universities, 1949. *
Address: Univ. of Wisconsin–Madison.

308. Indian Research Fund Association. 1949. Report on 
soya milk, their preparation, properties and nutritive value. *

309. Kawahara, Frederick K. 1949. Studies on the sterols 
of soybean oil. PhD thesis, The University of Wisconsin–
Madison. 104 p. In: Doctoral Dissertations Accepted by 
American Universities, 1949. *
Address: The Univ. of Wisconsin–Madison.

310. Liener, Irvin E. 1949. The mechanism of growth 
inhibition by the soybean trypsin inhibitor. PhD thesis, 
University of Southern California. In: Doctoral Dissertations 
Accepted by American Universities, 1949. *
Address: Univ. of Southern California, Los Angeles, CA.

311. Loma Linda University, School of Dietetics. 1949. 
Lesson outlines in nutrition & cookery. 2nd ed. Mountain 
View, California; Brookfi eld, Illinois; Cristobal, Canal 
Zone; Omaha, Nebraska; Portland, Oregon: Pacifi c Press 
Publishing Assoc. 128 p. 20 cm. [13 ref]
• Summary: “Foreword: The purpose of this little book is to 
serve as a guide in the study of simple facts about nutrition 
and healthful cookery, primarily prepared to be used in 
community nutrition classes.” The guidelines, in outline 
format, are also helpful in teaching the principles of healthful 
vegetarian nutrition and cookery.
 Also discusses: Soybeans as a good source of high 
quality protein (p. 29). The meatless diet: Meat is not 
a nutritional necessity, disadvantages of fl esh foods 
(animals are diseased; rich in nitrogenous waste products, 
which kidneys must eliminate. These act as a stimulant; 
poor source of most vitamins and calcium; expensive), 
importance of knowing how to make proper substitution 
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when discontinuing a meat diet, protein content of average 
servings of some [non-fl esh] foods (including soybeans) 
(p. 31-33). Homemade Vegex (with ½ pint soya sauce, p. 
113). Protein foods (gives the composition of soybeans, p. 
118). Loma Linda Foods (nutritional composition of their 
commercial products; Vegemeat Burger, Vegemeat Steaks, 
Nuteena, Proteena, Peanut butter, Vegex; p. 119). Calcium 
content of foods (incl. turnip greens, mustard greens, soy 
bean curd, kale, dry soybeans; p. 120). Iron content of foods 
(incl. mustard greens, soybean curd). Address: Loma Linda, 
California.

312. McCay, Clive Maine. 1949. Nutrition of the dog. 2nd 
ed. Ithaca, New York: Comstock Publishing Co. x + 337 p. 
Illust. 23 cm. 1st edition 1943. [200+* ref]
• Summary: Soybeans are discussed on pages 52-53, 65, 
74, 202, 218-19, 228-29, and 310. “Since soy products 
are extensively employed to give protein to dog foods, the 
processing of such materials is very important. Some feed 
manufacturers take care to control the temperatures at which 
soy products are treated since they believe improper heating 
may stimulate diarrhea in dogs. No extensive data have been 
published on this subject...” (p. 202).
 In a section titled “Soybeans and Peanut Meal” (p. 228-
29), the author states: “Many dog feeds incorporate soybean 
meal at levels of 5 to 10 per cent. The author has used 
without diffi culty formulas containing substantially more 
than this for rearing pups in kennel feeding. Some complaint 
has been made that intestinal gases result if a dog is fed 
too much soy meal, but this has not been studied carefully. 
Decisive trials have never been made to see whether plant 
products such as soy meal can replace meat products entirely 
throughout the span of life or even the life cycle, growth, 
reproduction, and lactation of the dog.”
 In preparing soy products for dog feed, “steam pressure 
cooking at 15 pounds for 30 minutes seems to produce 
protein of the best quality.” Address: Prof. of Nutrition, Dep. 
of Animal Husbandry, Cornell Univ., Ithaca, New York.

313. Mogi, Masatoshi. 1949. Shôyu miso [Shoyu and miso]. 
Tokyo: Daiamondo-sha. viii + 283 p. [4] p. of plates. Illust. 
19 cm. [Jap]
• Summary: The fi rst four pages of this book contain 10 
small photos relating to shoyu production and 10 relating to 
miso production. Contents: I. Shoyu. Commercial products: 
1. History of shoyu (p. 3). 2. Varieties of shoyu (p. 8). 3. 
Supply and demand of shoyu (p. 25). 4. Quality of shoyu 
(p. 28). 5. Containers used for shoyu (p. 36). Production: 6. 
Fermented shoyu (Jôzô shoyu) production method (p. 40). 
7. Amino-san shoyu production method (p. 90). 8. Semi-
chemical shoyu production method (p. 108). 9. Methods 
of preventing formation of undesirable mold on and gas in 
bottled shoyu (kabi, p. 110). 10. About steaming equipment 
(jôki kikan) in the shoyu plant (p. 115). Industry: 11. 

Structure of the shoyu industry (p. 123). 12. The structure of 
selling and buying of shoyu (p. 141). 13. Supply and demand 
for shoyu, and the future of the industry (p. 149).
 II. Miso. Commercial products: 1. History of miso (p. 
173). 2. Supply and demand for miso (p. 175). 3. Varieties of 
miso (p. 179). 4. Standards for miso (p. 188). 5. Nutritional 
composition of various types of miso (p. 189). 6. Storing 
miso (p. 191). Production: 7. Regular miso production 
methods (p. 193). 8. Methods of making miso using 
substitute raw materials (p. 223). Industry: Structure of the 
miso industry (p. 245). 10. Financial condition of the miso 
industry (p. 254).
 The author was born in 1907. Address: Brewing Lab., 
Noda Shoyu Co. Ltd., Noda-machi, Chiba-ken, Japan.

314. Morris, Nelle Julian; Dollear, F.G. 1949. Abstract 
bibliography of the chemistry and technology of peanuts, 
1830-1939. USDA Bureau of Agricultural and Industrial 
Chemistry. AIC-151. iii + 231 p. Index. 28 cm. [578 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Peanuts: Agronomy, analysis and 
composition, food products, nutrition, processing, protein 
and enzymes. Peanut cake: Analysis, feed, nutrition, 
utilization. Peanut oil: Adulteration and detection, chemical 
and physical properties, nutrition, processing, stability, 
utilization. Peanut shell and by-products. Miscellaneous. 
Author index. Subject index.
 “This bibliography is a compilation of references 
and abstracts relating to the chemistry and technology of 
the peanut, Arachis hypogaea, and its derived products, 
including peanut butter, peanut oil, and peanut cake or 
meal. It covers the period 1330 to 1939. The references 
and abstracts have been arranged alphabetically by author 
under each subject division listed in the table of contents.” 
Many of the titles or abstracts also mention soybeans. 
Address: Southern Regional Research Lab., New Orleans 19, 
Louisiana.

315. Horn, Millard J.; Jones, D.B.; Blum, A.E. 1950. 
Methods for microbiological and chemical determinations 
of essential amino acids in proteins and foods. USDA 
Miscellaneous Publication No. 696. 12 p. Jan. [12 soy ref]
• Summary: Table 2 shows the content of essential amino 
acids in some proteins and foods (percentages) including: 
Arachin, casein, conarachin, edestin [from hemp], glycinin, 
lactalbumin, peanut (total globulins), peanut fl our, and 
soybean fl our. Address: Bureau of Human Nutrition and 
Home Economics, Agricultural Research Administration.

316. Soybean Digest. 1950. Grits and fl akes... from the world 
of soy: Dr. Percy L. Julian. Jan. p. 44.
• Summary: “Phi Beta Kappa, academic scholarship honor 
fraternity, presented its distinguished service medal to Dr. 
Percy L. Julian, who heads the Glidden Co.’s soya products 
research staff, in Chicago Nov. 30. The award was bestowed 
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specifi cally for his work on cortisone.”

317. Hauser, Gayelord. 1950. Look younger, live longer. 
New York, NY: Farrar, Straus and Co. x + 383 p. See p. 269-
74, 287. 22 cm. [61 ref]
• Summary: This book praises soya fl our, gives its nutritional 
composition, and calls for its extensive use in breads and 
other baked goods. “Notice the magnifi cent food content of 
a half-cup of soya fl our, which is obtainable everywhere...” 
Recipes in which it is featured include Four-Star Soya 
Muffi ns, and Soya Wheat Muffi ns. There are also recipes for 
Toasted Soya Nuts, and Soya Grits.
 Note: This is one of the most infl uential books in the 
American health food movement. Subsequent editions were 
published in 1951, 1952, and 1955. The author’s full name is 
Bengamin Gayelord Hauser. His fi rst book, Health Cookery, 
was published in 1930 in New York. His other books 
published before this one include Eat and Grow Beautiful, 
Dictionary of Foods, Food Science and Health, Diet Does It, 
and Gayelord Hauser Cook Book.

318. Harris, Philip L.; Quaife, M.L.; Swanson, W.J. 1950. 
Vitamin E content of foods. J. of Nutrition 40(3):367-81. 
March 10. [24 ref]
• Summary: Commonly used foods were chemically 
analyzed for their total tocopherol and -tocopherol 
content. Refi ned soybean oil contained 140 mg/100 gm of 
total tocopherols, 11 mg of gamma plus delta tocopherols, 
and 10 mg (7%) of alpha tocopherol. A review of six 
studies on tocopherols in refi ned soybean oil, showed that 
total tocopherols ranged from 23.4 to 125 mg/100 gm 
(average 88.6) and alpha tocopherol as a percentage of total 
tocopherols ranged from 10 to 22% (3 values, average 15%).
 "On the basis of the results obtained, the average per 
capita consumption of vitamin E in the United States has 
been estimated as 14 mg of d, -tocopherol (13 I.U.) daily. 
The richest dietary sources of vitamin E are certain vegetable 
oils. Cereal products and eggs are next in order of nutritional 
importance." Address: Research Laboratories, Distillation 
Products, Inc., Rochester, New York.

319. Nicholls, Lucius. 1950. Production of milk substitutes. 
Food Manufacture (London) 25:95-97. March.
• Summary: Throughout most of the tropics, little or no milk 
is available for the poorer classes. The soya bean is good for 
making milk substitutes because of its high biological value. 
“The bulk of milk substitutes might well be prepared from 
rice and soya bean.” Addition of vitamins may be desirable. 
The Chinese have long made “soya bean emulsions. Being 
rich in proteins, these make good supplements in diets 
consisting to a large extent of rice or other cereals; yet the 
nutritive value of soya bean preparations is far from being 
equal to cow’s milk because they lack several vitamins and 
are defi cient in calcium.

 “A ‘soya milk’ factory has been operating in Hong Kong 
for several years, the emulsion of the beans being prepared 
under sanitary conditions and issued in hermetically sealed 
milk bottles...
 “Several soya bean preparations have been placed on the 
American and European markets. One of these is Soyalac, 
a spray-dried emulsion, which is claimed to be an almost 
complete infant food lacking only vitamin C.
 Considerable work has been done in war-devastated 
Italy and Germany “to fi nd a milk substitute for infants 
and children. One such substitute, called Maltavena, was 
produced early in 1945 by Dr. Caprina, chemist to the Peroni 
brewery, Rome. It consisted of an emulsion prepared from 
a cereal [probably oats] which had been malted in the usual 
manner of brewers; later malted soya bean was included 
as well as the cereal. The idea was taken up by a British 
Medical Unit working in Germany, and a modifi ed product 
was used with considerable success in feeding infants 
and children. This product has been developed on a small 
commercial scale under the name Lactavena.” Address: 
England.

320. Simon, Morris; Melnick, Daniel. 1950. The in vitro 
digestibility of raw and heat-processed soy products varying 
in the nutritive value of the protein. Cereal Chemistry 
27(2):114-26. March. [33 ref]
• Summary: This study compared the in vitro digestibility 
of soy products at various stages of heat processing using 
enzymes compared with the nutritional value using animal 
assay methods. The products were: (1) dehulled soybeans, 
(2) unheated defatted soy fl akes, (3) mildly heat-processed 
soy fl our, (4) soy fl our optimally heat processed with respect 
to the nutritional quality of the protein, and (5) an over-heat 
processed soy fl our experimentally made for this experiment.
 The key fi nding was that the nutritional value of the 
protein in the soy products can be signifi cantly increased 
without markedly affective the antitryptic [trypsin-inhibitor] 
activity. This shows that trypsin inhibitor is not the only 
factor affecting the quality of soy protein. Address: 
Quartermaster Food & Container Inst. for the Armed Forces, 
Chicago, Illinois; Melnick now at Best Foods Inc., Bayonne, 
New Jersey.

321. Sun (Baltimore, Maryland). 1950. On making things 
taste more like themselves. April 17. p. 10.
• Summary: Monosodium glutamate has been garnering a lot 
of publicity lately. In fact, the name is now so well known 
that it is popularly known in commercial circles as MSG.
 “The virtue of monosodium glutamate is that it 
intensifi ed fl avor. This has been known to the Chinese for 
generations. The knowledge was passed on to the Japanese,” 
who started manufacturing it and sold it in the United States 
prior to the start of World War II.
 “However, what with the running out of Japanese 
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patents and the disruption of the war, manufacture of MSG 
was commenced in this country,” where annual production is 
now some 9 million pounds. It is used chiefl y in canned soup 
and soup powders.
 MSG is a type of amino acid. It may be extracted [sic, 
hydrolyzed] from corn gluten, wheat gluten, or soybean 
gluten [sic]. “Another important source is the molasses from 
beet sugar which yields a product [substance] known as 
Steffens waste.”
 “The Chinese extracted their MSG from soybean gluten 
[sic] and called it ve-tsin.” When the Japanese began to 
manufacture it commercially, they named it ajinomoto, 
which means ‘element [basis] of taste.’”
 You can add a dash of MSG to any dish, just as you 
would Worcestershire sauce or paprika.
 It is claimed that, under certain circumstances, “glutamic 
acids increase the mental ability of persons with low I.Q.’s.”

322. Desikachar, H.S.R.; De, S.S. 1950. The tryptic inhibitor 
and the availability of cystine and methionine in raw and 
germinated soya beans. Biochimica et Biophysica Acta 
5(2):285-89. April. [13 ref]
• Summary: Rat studies showed that sprouted uncooked 
soya beans have the same level of tryptic [trypsin] inhibitor 
activity as raw soya beans. The digestibility coeffi cient of the 
protein was 84.6 for raw and 84.3 for sprouted soya beans. 
The biological value was 55.3 for raw and 51.3 for sprouted 
soya beans. Address: Dep. of Biochemistry, Indian Inst. of 
Science, Bangalore, India.

323. Sure, Barnett. 1950. Nutritional improvement of cereal 
grains with small amounts of foods of high protein content. 
Arkansas Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 493. 
62 p. April. [52 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction: Experimental 
Procedure.
 Animal Nutrition Experiments: Methods Used in 
Growth Experiments, Food Yeasts, Food Yeasts as the 
Only Sources of Proteins and Vitamin-B Complex in the 
Diet, Use of Food Yeasts to Supplement the Proteins in 
Cereal Products, Use of Soybean Flour to Supplement the 
Proteins in Cereal Products, Relative Merits of Lysine and 
Tryptophane and Food Yeasts as Supplements to the Proteins 
in Cereal Products, Relative Merits of Food Yeasts, Soybean 
Flour, Peanut Meal, Dried Non-fat Milk Solids, and Dried 
Sweet Cream Buttermilk as Supplements to the Proteins 
in Wheat Flour and Corn Meal, Protein Enrichment of a 
Breakfast Cereal.
 Human Acceptability Studies: Foods Enriched with 
Food Yeasts, Protein-Enriched Cream of Wheat Breakfast 
Cereal, A Special Low-Cost, High-Protein Food, Protein 
Food for the School Lunch, Protein Enrichment of Pastries, 
The Food Yeast Industry.
 Summary.

 There are 15 tables–many full-page.
 This Bulletin begins: “Food consciousness began in this 
country in the late nineties [1890s] when Dr. Wilbur Olin 
Atwater pointed out the importance of the energy value of 
foods. The American people then became calorie conscious. 
The idea that the most important factor in foods is the 
calories persisted as late as 1920 when many of our leading 
hotels and restaurants still printed the caloric value of each 
food on their menus. Now we know that as long as there 
is an adequate food supply there is always a suffi ciency of 
calories, because not only fats and sugars but also proteins 
may furnish calories.”
 The long summary begins: “A detailed study was 
carried out on the enrichment of the proteins in cereal foods 
by additions of small amounts of dry food yeasts, low-fat 
soybean fl our, dry non-fat milk solids, and peanut meal. The 
greater part of the work of this investigation was done on the 
standard laboratory animal, the white rat (Wistar strain). The 
results of these experiments, the development of a low-cost, 
high-protein food, and the acceptability tests on humans are 
summarized as follows:...”
 “The introduction of as little as 5 per cent soy fl our in 
an enriched wheat fl our mix containing 5 per cent dried skim 
milk, produced pronounced nutritional improvement, as 
evidenced by studies of growth, reproduction and lactation.” 
Address: Dep. of Agricultural Chemistry, Univ. of Arkansas.

324. Pellett, Kent. 1950. Soybean provides many nutritious 
foods. Pacifi c Coast Review (San Francisco). May. *
• Summary: Features “Little Asa,” American Soybean 
Association’s cartoon character. Address: Managing editor 
Soybean Digest.

325. Schultze, M.O. 1950. Nutritional value of plant 
materials. I. Growth of rats on purifi ed rations containing 
soybean protein. J. of Nutrition 41(1):103-13. May. [25 ref]
• Summary: “The so-called ‘animal protein factor’ and 
vitamin B-12 are considered to be mainly responsible for 
the superior growth and reproduction of animals maintained 
on rations containing crude animal products. Soybean 
meal has been a constituent of many rations with which 
the effectiveness of the ‘animal protein factor’ and vitamin 
B-12 has been demonstrated.” Address: Div. of Agricultural 
Biochemistry, Univ. of Minnesota, St. Paul.

326. Soybean Digest. 1950. Enrich Mexican diet. May. p. 22.
• Summary: “The Public Health Ministry and the National 
Nutrition Institute of Mexico City has approved plans to 
enrich the Mexican poor man’s bread, tortillas, with soy 
fl our, according to Chicago Journal of Commerce.” The 
two organizations point out that the soybean and its fl our are 
widely accepted protein sources but though the soybean has 
proved itself adaptable to cultivation in Mexico it has not 
been well received in this country.
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 “Tortillas are made of a corn meal washed in lime 
water which, incidentally, adds considerable calcium to the 
resulting unleavened bread.
 “But the National Nutrition Institute insists the national 
diet is sadly lacking in proteins. Following the example set 
by other countries, the institute proposes to enrich tortillas 
with soy fl our to improve the diet, particularly of the lower 
classes. Tortillas, however, are not only consumed by poor 
people. A great number of wealthier Mexicans eat tortillas.”

327. Borchers, Raymond; Ackerson, C.W. 1950. The 
nutritive value of legume seeds. X. Effect of autoclaving 
and the trypsin inhibitor test for 17 species. J. of Nutrition 
41(2):339-45. June. [31 ref]
• Summary: Several legume seeds were compared as to 
nutritive value when fed raw or after autoclaving. Osborne 
and Mendel (1917) “were the fi rst to observe that a legume 
seed, the soybean, was improved by autoclaving” [cooking 
with moist heat and pressure].
 Since then it has been reported that the nutritive value 
of many legume seeds has been improved by autoclaving, 
including the jack bean, velvet bean, adsuki bean, lima bean, 
and common bean.
 However, not all legume seeds have been found to be 
improved by autoclaving; these include the peanut, chick 
pea, sweet pea, mung bean, and the common pea. Confl icting 
reports exist concerning the lentil and the black-eyed pea 
(Vigna sinensis). Address: Nebraska Agric. Exp. Station, 
Lincoln.

328. Nakano, Masahiro; Ebine, H.; Shijo, N. 1950. Budomari 
o kotoniseru shobaku ni tsuite [On “shobaku” (wheat bran 
used for shoyu making) produced from wheat at various 
milling rates]. Shokuryo Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of 
the Food Research Institute) No. 3. p. 107-20. June. [14 ref. 
Jap; eng]
• Summary: “(1) The chief difference in the quality of 
‘Syobaku’ [Shobaku] produced from wheat of different 
milling rates can be estimated by the quantity and quality of 
carbohydrate. In case of lower milling rate, starch is rich, but 
in hither rate, low in starch and rich in pentosans.
 “(2) The constituents of hemicelluloses in ‘Syobaku’ 
were separated into four fractions of different chemical 
natures. The three fraction of them were polysaccharides 
consisting of xylose, and arabinose, and the remaining one 
was polysaccharide consisted of glucose.
 “(3) By the enzymic resolution ‘Diastase’ (malt-diastase) 
and ‘Takadiastase’ (mold-diastase), producing sugars are 
yielded from these hemicelluloses. In this resolution, the 
speed in reducing sugar production is slow, but in the 
prolonged time, the speed is on the increase to a considerable 
extent.
 “(4) This fact shows that, during the course of the 
ripening of ‘Syoyu’ [Shoyu] mash, these hemicelluloses have 

noticeable effects upon the formation of melanin pigment, 
reducing sugars, and unvolatile acids. But upon the increase 
in ‘Syoyu’ fl avour, these hemicelluloses seem to have no 
effect.” Address: Food Research Inst., Shiohama 1-4-12, 
Koto-ku, Tokyo, Japan (Hakko Shokuhin-bu, Sogo Shokuryo 
Kenkyujo).

329. Geiger, Robert E. 1950. A ‘wonder drug’ spurs hunt for 
plants. Washington Post. July 2. p. B3.
• Summary: Plant hunters a plant to help increase the 
production of cortisone, the so-called “wonder” drug. 
Cortisone is now generally produced by a chemical process 
starting with bile from the livers of oxen. About 40 livers are 
needed to produce one dose of cortisone.
 Plant hunters founded the U.S. soybean industry; the 
crop is now worth $1 billion a year. One “soybean explorer 
was the late P.H. Dorsett, who spent about 20 years of his 
life in far away, usually primitive places, hunting new plants. 
Between 1924 and 1927 he helped locate 6,000 strains of the 
soybean plant in the Orient.” Later, Dorsett and W.J. Morse, 
both of the USDA, were sent to Japan, Korea, China and 
other places to fi nd soybeans. Discusses the book America’s 
Crop Heritage, by Nelson Close. In the 1780s Benjamin 
Franklin “tried to start a soybean crop in this country, 
sending Chinese seeds from France. But they did not fi nd a 
favorable reception.” Address: USDA.

330. Worthington Foods, Inc. 1950. Wholesale price list and 
order blank. Worthington, Ohio. 1 p. July 31.
• Summary: Products include: Beta Broth. Tastex. Soy sauce. 
Tastex food yeast. Lacto-psyllium. Protein foods (Alternates 
for meat): Soyloin Steaks. Meatless Wieners. Choplets. 
Choplet Burger. Proast. Numete. Veelets.
 Worthington breading meal. Sav-Ree brown gravy. 
Honey bear peanut butter. Kel-jel.
 Note: A wholesale price list dated 10 Dec. 1950 shows 
that Worthington was selling the following line of Miller’s 
Foods products (purchased from Harry W. Miller of Mt. 
Vernon, Ohio): Miller’s Cutlets, Miller’s Cutlet Burger 
(regular and smoke fl avors), Vegetable Stew.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 2014) that contains the term “Cutlet Burger” (or 
“Cutlet Burgers”). Address: Worthington, Ohio.

331. Cravioto, Omar Y.; Cravioto, Rene O.; Huerta, R.; 
Guzman, J.; Massieu, G.; Calvo de la Torre, J. 1950. 
Comparacion del valor biologico de las proteinas del maiz, 
tortilla y tortilla-soya [Comparison of the biological value 
of proteins from corn, tortillas, and soy-fortifi ed tortillas]. 
Ciencia 10(5/6):145-47. Aug. 5. [5 ref. Spa; eng]
• Summary: “Enrichment of corn with soybean in making 
tortillas is very signifi cant in increasing its nutritive value.” 
Address: Instituto Nacional de Nutriologia, Secretaria de 
Salubridad y Asistencia, Mexico, D.F.
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332. Balliette, Ruth Flumerfelt; deCaprio, P.; Sevringhaus, 
E.L. 1950. Observations on protein improvements of low-
extraction wheat fl our: Supplementation with soya or cereal 
germ in an Italian nutrition program. J. of the American 
Dietetic Association 26(8):592-95. Aug. Summarized in 
Soybean Digest, Jan. 1951, p. 37. [2 ref]
• Summary: A high-extraction fl our has lost little of the 
nutrients in the outer coats and germ, whereas a low-
extraction fl our has lost much. Low-extraction rate fl our 
is whiter, and so more popular; has less fat, and hence less 
tendency to become rancid; has less phytic acid, which 
possibly means that minerals from associated foods are 
absorbed better; and has better baking qualities.
 The fundamental work described here was conducted in 
Italy during 1945 and 1949. The program and activities of 
the Italian Medical Nutrition Mission have been described 
elsewhere.
 The dietary data of infants and children in Naples in 
1945 indicated defi ciencies of protein, calories, vitamin A, 
ascorbic acid [vitamin C], and sometimes calcium.
 Special attention was given to increasing the protein 
content of the bread and pasta by incorporating a high-
protein fl our into the 70 per cent white fl our provided 
by U.N.R.R.A. [UNRRA]. It was found that fl our which 
contained a 10% supplement of either wheat germ or low-
fat soya fl our produced bread and pasta acceptable to Italian 
adults and children.
 The supplements were fl ours of approximately the same 
fi neness, made from soya, both low-fat and full fat, from 
wheat germ, from corn germ, and from sunfl ower seed. 
These supplements were incorporated at the 10% level. 
Address: Hoffmann-LaRoche, Inc., Nutley, New Jersey.

333. Dietrich, H.W. 1950. Soya lecithin and alphatocopherol 
in diabetes mellitus: Preliminary report. Southern Medical 
Journal 43:743-45. Aug. *
• Summary: When lecithin and vitamin E were given to 
patients with diabetes, their insulin requirements decreased 
and their diabetes improved.

334. Heintze, Kurt. 1950. Ueber die Hitzebehandlung 
von Leguminosen und ihre Wirkung auf Geschmack, 
proteolytische Inhibitoren und biologische Wertigkeit [On 
the treatment of legumes with heat, and its effect on taste, 
proteolytic inhibitors, and biological value]. Zeitschrift fuer 
Lebensmittel-Untersuchung und -Forschung 91(2):100-16. 
Aug. [88 ref. Ger]
• Summary: The trypsin inhibitor content of various legumes 
and their commercial products (including defatted soybean 
meal and whole soybeans) was investigated. Soybeans 
and other beans were found to have high trypsin inhibitor 
activity, while different varieties of lupins had little and 
peas had none. Since the trypsin inhibitor content of soya 

and other bean products has a negative infl uence on their 
biological value, and therefore on their nutritional value, 
various methods of heat treat treatment were investigated 
and their infl uence on the inhibitor activity of the products 
determined. Initial soaking prior to autoclaving, that is 
processing with most heat, is required to completely 
eliminate inhibitors in soybeans so they can attain their 
highest biological value.
 The following German words relating to trypsin and 
inhibitors are used on page 104: die Aktivität von Trypsin, 
Sojatrypsininhibitors, die Wirkung des Inhibitors, die 
Eigenschaften und Wirkungen der weiteren toxischen 
Faktoren der Soja. Address: Institut fuer Ernaehrung und 
Verpfl egungswissenschaft, Berlin-Dahlem.

335. Liener, Irvin E. 1950. The effect of heat processing and 
storage on the nutritive value of proteins of importance in 
the cereal industry. Transactions–American Association of 
Cereal Chemists 8(2):162-85. Aug. [167 ref]
• Summary: Processing with moist heat is benefi cial to 
soybeans. It improves the biological value of the protein 
and the digestibility, and inactivates trypsin inhibitor–which 
retards growth. Address: Div. of Agricultural Biochemistry, 
Univ. of Minnesota.

336. Reynolds, May S.; Hall, Christine. 1950. Effect of 
adding soy fl our upon the protein value of baked products. J. 
of the American Dietetic Association 26(8):584-89. Aug. [23 
ref]
• Summary: Rat study: While studying the effect of adding 
6% or 10% of soy fl our to wheat fl our in white and yellow 
cakes and pastry, the authors found the overall performance, 
protein effi ciency, and nitrogen storage effi ciency of soy-
fortifi ed products was superior to non-fortifi ed products in 
every test.
 Soy fl our was added to mixtures of wheat fl our in 
white and yellow cakes, pastry and cookies. Rats fed 
products containing soy fl our were reported as showing 
greater average growth in every case than those on the same 
mixture with an equivalent percentage of protein but without 
soy fl our. Address: Dep. of Home Economics, Univ. of 
Wisconsin, Madison.

337. Hayward, J.W. 1950. Research affecting the feeding of 
soybean oil meal. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 30-34. Also in 
Feedstuffs. 22(41):36. 1950. Amaral 1958. [7 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Big markets. In chick 
starters. Phosphorus. Solvent meal (including APF = “animal 
protein factor” and vitamin B-12). Antibiotics.
 Concerning antibiotics: “We understand that the 
antibiotics, penicillin, streptomycin, aureomycin, and 
terramycin are equally effective in increasing the growth rate 
of chicks, poults, and pigs, and that their effect is in addition 
to vitamin B-12. The antibiotics are certainly not a part of 
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the APF complex, or at least, we have no knowledge of these 
antibiotics being contained in the natural sources of vitamin 
B-12, such as fi sh meal, fi sh solubles, milk and other animal 
byproducts.
 “For those of you interested in a rather recent good 
review on aureomycin, I suggest that you read the article 
cited by Stokstad of Lederle Laboratories.” Address: 
Nutritional Research Dep., Archer-Daniels-Midland Co., 
Minneapolis, Minnesota.

338. Hill, E.G.; Briggs, G.M. 1950. Studies on an 
unidentifi ed growth promoting factor in cereals and other 
natural products for chicks (Abstract). Poultry Science 
29(5):763. Sept.
• Summary: Male chicks have been “fed a synthetic ration 
consisting of glucose, soybean oil, purifi ed soybean protein, 
zein, methionine, minerals and adequate amounts of all 
known vitamins including crystalline vitamine B-12. Chicks 
fed this ration appear normal in all respects but do not grow 
at a maximum rate.
 “Results indicate the presence of an unidentifi ed growth-
promoting factor in corn meal and soybean oil meal when 
fed at levels of 10-15 percent... Increased growth is also 
obtained using whole liver substance and dried brewers’ 
yeast at levels of 5 percent. The factor does not appear to be 
present in ascorbic acid, methionine, lysine, tryptophan, etc.” 
Address: Univ. of Minnesota, St. Paul, MN.

339. Savage, J.E.; O’Dell, B.L.; Kempster, H.L.; Hogan, 
A.G. 1950. The requirement of the chick for an unrecognized 
growth factor (Abstract). Poultry Science 29(5):779. Sept.
• Summary: Chicks “were fed synthetic-type rations 
containing all of the recognized vitamins, including 2.2 
micrograms percent of B-12, that are required by the chick.” 
The results of various trials indicate “that soybean oil meal 
[fortifi ed with vitamin B-12] contains the same nutrient that 
enabled liver residue to accelerate the rate of growth when it 
was included in the casein diet.”
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 2020) that uses the term “unrecognized growth 
factor”–it would later be renamed vitamin B-12. Address: 
Univ. of Missouri, Columbia, MO.

340. van Veen, A.G.; Schaefer, G. 1950. The infl uence of the 
tempeh fungus on the soya bean. Documenta Neerlandica 
et Indonesica de Morbis Tropicis 2(3):270-81. Sept. [18 ref. 
Eng]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Methods: Preparation 
of tempeh, methods of analysis. Results: Analysis of the 
composition of soya beans before and after treatment 
with the fungus (dry weight, ash, soluble carbohydrates, 
hemicellulose, crude fi bre {cellulose}, fat {ether extract}, 
nitrogen compounds {quantitative, and qualitative}), 
extractability of tempeh with water and enzyme solutions. 

Conclusions.
 The article begins: “Soya beans and their derivatives 
constitute not only one of the most valuable, but also one 
of the most interesting foodstuffs. The high protein and fat 
content is well known.” During fermentation the soluble 
carbohydrates mainly disappear and the protein is broken 
down into water soluble products. This explains the tolerance 
for tempeh of most patients with intestinal disorders. “The 
unpopularity of the soya bean is probably due for the greater 
part to the fact that it does not soften well during cooking 
and is diffi cult to digest.”
 “In the following pages we draw attention to an 
interesting and easily digested soybean product which is little 
known outside Indonesia, i.e., tempeh kedelee (kedelee = 
soya bean).”
 “Soya beans are a very popular food on the island 
of Java, and are nearly exclusively consumed as tempeh 
kedelee, a product prepared by means of a fungus (Rhizopus 
oryzae)... It is possible in this way to change products which 
are normally diffi cult to cook and digest into easily digested, 
comparatively easily prepared and cheap foodstuffs. 
Moreover, these have the advantage that little fi rewood is 
needed for cooking.
 “In World War II the soya beans (which were well-nigh 
indigestible for the undernourished prisoners of war) were 
made into tempeh in many P.O.W. camps in Java and on 
other islands; even patients with dysentery and nutritional 
oedema were able to assimilate it (van Veen, 1946).”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2011), 
in English or any other language, with the word “tempeh” 
in the title. This new spelling quickly caught on, and since 
the early 1960s the word has consistently been spelled this 
way in English and most other European languages–except 
in a few Dutch and English-language publications written 
by Indonesians–the fi nal “h” being added to prevent the 
word from being pronounced “temp.” Address: Lab. of 
Biochemistry, Inst. of Technology, Delft, The Netherlands.

341. Durán Castro, Carlos. 1950. Una magnífi ca fuente de 
alimentacion: La Soya [A magnifi cent source of nutrition: 
The soybean]. Agricultura Tropical (Colombia) 6(10):5-7. 
Oct. 15. [Spa]
• Summary: As is known worldwide, soy fl our is 
exceptionally rich in protein–between 40 and 50%. It is also 
rich in vitamins, especially vitamin B. Since 1929, soybeans 
have been grown at the agricultural station of Palmira. 
He urges their wider cultivation and use as human food. 
Address: Colombia.

342. Greer, Monte A. 1950. Nutrition and goiter. 
Physiological Reviews 30(4):513-48. Oct. [127 ref]
• Summary: Suggests that soybean diets may be goitrogenic 
simply because they have a low iodine content. Address: 
Dep. of Medicine, Tufts College Medical School, Boston, 
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Massachusetts.

343. Soybean Digest. 1950. Maker of Cortisone. Oct. p. 25.

• Summary: A photo shows Adrian D. Joyce, chairman of the 
board of the Glidden Co., as he displays a gram of the fi rst 
Glidden-made Cortisone, an important aid in the treatment 
of rheumatoid arthritis. Produced at the company’s soya 
products division plant in Chicago [Illinois], this single gram 
is worth more than $100.
 “Glidden manufactures paints and varnishes, vegetable 
oils, food products, fi ne chemicals and countless other 
products.”
 Note: “Forgotten Genius,” the documentary 
dramatization about the life of Percy L. Julian, states: “In 
1940, Julian sent a one-pound package of progesterone 
to the Upjohn pharmaceutical company. Shipped under 
armed guard and valued at nearly $70,000, it was the fi rst 
commercial shipment of an artifi cial sex hormone produced 
anywhere in America.”

344. Gross, Paul; Kesten, Beatrice M. 1950. The treatment 
of psoriasis as a disturbance of lipid metabolism. Further 
observations on lipotropic therapy based on a ten-year 
clinical study. New York State J. of Medicine 50(22):2683-86. 
Nov. 15. *

345. Lange, Willy. 1950. Cholesterol, phytosterol, and 
tocopherol content of food products and animal tissues. J. 
of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 27(11):414-22. Nov. 
[100* ref]
• Summary: Tables show: (VI) Phytosterol in vegetable oils 
(mg/100 gm). Three samples of soybean oil contain 380, 
195, 230, and 150 mg. (VIII) Phytosterol in miscellaneous 
vegetable products (mg/100 gm): Dry soybean hull 67.5, 
dry soybean meat (cotyledon) 52.5, dry soybean 97. (IX) 
Tocopherol in vegetable oils: Values for 13 samples of 
various types of soybean oil are given. (X) Tocopherols in 

fruits and vegetables: Survey of tocopherol distribution. 
Delta and gamma tocopherols are the principal forms. 
Total tocopherols are 6.0 to 11.0 mg/100 gm. 100 gm of 
soybean oil contains 20 mg of alpha tocopherol, 98 mg 
of gamma tocopherol, and 50 mg of delta tocopherol. 
Address: Chemical Div., The Procter and Gamble Company, 
Cincinnati, Ohio.

346. Soybean Digest. 1950. Japan shifts from whole beans to 
meal. Nov. p. 24.
• Summary: Two pie charts show Japanese usage of 
soybeans in 1940 and 1948. In 1940 the Japanese were 
consuming about half of their 562,000 tonnes of soybeans 
as whole soybeans used to make various foods such as 
shoyu, miso, and tofu. But by 1948 nearly all their soybeans 
were being used in the form of soybean oil meal, especially 
to make miso, shoyu, and amino acids. Consumption of 
miso and shoyu have greatly increased, while other uses 
(especially tofu) have shrunk.
 “During the 10 years preceding the end of World War 
II, Japan imported an average of about 700,000 tons of 
soybeans, chiefl y from Manchuria. This infl ow of soybeans 
was stopped almost entirely immediately after the war, which 
resulted in critical protein and oil supplies. But imports 
since then have increased, overcoming the extreme shortage. 
About 80 percent of total soybean imports during 1946-48 
were from the U.S.”

347. Kendall, K.A.; Salisbury, G.W.; Vandemark, N.L. 1950. 
Sterility in the rabbit associated with soybean hay feeding. J. 
of Nutrition 42(4):487-500. Dec. 11. [19 ref]
• Summary: “Partial reproductive failure in the New 
Zealand white rabbit characterized possibly by a failure 
in implantation or early fetal death, decreased litter size, 
stillbirths, frequent vascular breakdown, particularly in 
the uterus, numerous partial fetal resorptions, and some 
partial paralysis of does [females] has been observed as a 
consequence of soybean hay feeding.” Additional research is 
needed to identify the specifi c factor or factors contributing 
to this impaired reproduction. The authors speculate that 
lipoxidase, which can destroy provitamin A, could be one 
cause of the problem.
 Note 1. Neither estrogens nor isofl avones are mentioned 
in this article. Note 2. It was later found that soybean hay 
has suffi cient estrogenic activity to cause sterility in rabbits. 
Address: Dep. of Dairy Science, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana.

348. Indian Farming. 1950. Research on soya bean in the 
Punjab. 11(11-12):547-48. Nov/Dec.
• Summary: Discusses soybean breeding, agronomy, 
chemical composition, and utilization in the diet (as fl our, 
soybean milk, and tofu). “Soybean milk has a peculiar 
fl avour and taste but the curd prepared from it is palatable.”
 “A scheme for research on soyabean has been in 
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operation at Lyallpur, in the undivided Punjab, from 1944 to 
14 August 1947; after the partition [of the Punjab between 
India and Pakistan], it was transferred to Ludhiana, and it 
fi nally terminated on 31 March 1950.” About 90 soybean 
varieties collected from India and abroad were tested during 
the years 1947-50. The erect and compact varieties ripened 
earlier than the erect and loose; the viny creeping types were 
late maturing. The yellow-seeded varieties had a higher 
protein content than the black, chocolate, or green-seeded 
ones. Natural shattering was absent in Behrum varieties. 
Varietal trials showed that Punjab-1 was much superior to the 
other varieties and yielded as much as 2,791 lb/acre. Average 
fi eld germination of 50% was increased to 80% by soaking 
the seed in water for 12 hours before planting. Address: 
India.

349. Arimitsu, T. 1950. [Antibacterial effect of Bacillus natto 
and its metabolite for pathogens]. Hokkaido Igaku Zasshi 
(Hokkaido J. of Medical Science) 25:1-6. *

350. Chattopadhyay, H.; Nandi, N.; Banerjee, S. 1950. 
Studies on germination. III. The effect of germination on 
the thiamine content of the pulses grown in bengal. Indian 
Pharmacist 5:121-22. *

351. Cravioto, Rene O.; Massieu, G.; Guzman, J.; Calvo 
de la Torre, J. 1950. Valor nutritivo de la tortilla adicionada 
de soja [Nutritive value of the tortilla fortifi ed with soya]. 
Mexico: Publicación del Instituto Nacional de Nutriología. 
Mimeographed. [Spa]*
• Summary: Studies were conducted in Mexico on the 
nutritive value of the national food, the tortilla, prepared in 
the traditional way but containing 10% ground soybean and 
90% maize. Excellent results are reported.
 In a 1952 unpublished report (cited by Autret & Behar 
1954, p. 62, 80), Cravioto further reports that when maize 
is treated in the ordinary way when making tortillas, that 
is, soaked in a 1% lime solution at 80ºF for 4 hours, the 
antitrypsin factor found in soybeans is practically destroyed. 
Address: Instituto Nacional de Nutriología, Secretaria de 
Salubridad y Asistencia, Mexico, D.F.

352. Dietetic Foods Industry (Renamed Health Foods 
Business in 1973). 1950. Serial/periodical.
• Summary: Murray, Frank; Tarr, Jon. 1984. More than one 
slingshot: How the health food industry is changing America.
See p. 54. “In the [health food] trade, the magazines include 
Health Foods Business (formerly Dietetic Foods Industry), 
which began publishing in 1950; the publisher is Howard I. 
Wasserman and the editor is Alan Richman. Headquarters is 
in Elizabeth, New Jersey.
 Talk with Howard Wasserman. 1988. Feb. 7. He bought 
the company and the magazine in 1972. In 1973 he changed 
the name of the magazine to Health Foods Business from 

Dietetic Foods Industry. He is quite sure it was never named 
Health Food Business.

353. Journal fuer Landwirtschaft. 1950. Index v. 1-100 
[Index, volumes 1-100]. [Ger]
• Summary: Sojabohnen is mentioned once (what year) p. 
34 and twice p. 79; Grahl, see p. 4, 26. He wrote articles on 
soybeans in 1878 and 1881.

354. Meyer, A. 1950. Beitrag zur Kenntnis der Triterpene 
aus Sojabohne und Mistel [Contribution to an understanding 
of the triterpenes from soybeans and mistletoe]. PhD thesis, 
ETH, Zurich, Switzerland. [Ger]*

355. Oberdorf, F. 1950. Lohnender Sojaanbau durch 
Pfl anzengemeinschaften [Profi table soybean cultivation 
through use of various plant families]. Grundlagen und 
Fortschritte Neuzeitlicher Landwirtschaft No. 3. 16 p. [Ger]
• Summary: Contains 12 recipes. Address: Leiter des 
Instituts fuer Pfl anzenzuechtung, Bernburg, West Germany.

356. Celmer, Walter Daniel. 1950. The chemistry of soybean 
phosphatides. PhD thesis, University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign. 56 p. In: Doctoral Dissertations Accepted by 
American Universities, 1950. [10+ ref]
• Summary: Soybean phosphatides were investigated 
“primarily in regards to inositol lipide composition. A 
new fractionation procedure has been developed for the 
preparation of inositol lipides, lecithin, and cephalin from 
soybean phosphatides. This method removes non-lipide 
components, such as sitosterol-D-glucoside, inorganic salts, 
inositol phosphate, sucrose and stachyose. The existence of 
2 types of soybean inositol lipides was indicated by solvent 
distribution studies.” The author was born in 1925. Address: 
Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.

357. Circle, Sidney J. 1950. Proteins and other nitrogenous 
constituents (of soybeans). In: K.S. Markley, ed. 1950. 
Soybeans and Soybean Products. Vol. I. New York: 
Interscience Publishers or John Wiley & Sons. xvi + 1145 p. 
See p. 275-370. Chap. 8. [495 ref]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Introduction: Distinction between 
isolated and in situ proteins, classifi cation of proteins, 
denaturation and denaturing agents. 2. Soybean meal: 
Criteria for denaturation of meal protein (water- and salt-
dispersible nitrogen, moisture-holding capacity, urease 
activity, “pat” test), denaturation during meal processing 
(heat and moisture, effect of solvent, oxidation, storage 
of soybeans, aging of meal, effect of grinding), detection 
of soybean meal or fl our in other materials. 3. Isolation of 
proteins from mature seed: Number and classifi cation (earlier 
work–globulin, glutelin, albumin, proteose; other protein 
fractions, more recent work, discrepancies in characterizing 
glycinin, relation of glycinin to glutelin, nomenclature 
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of soybean protein fractions, enzymes and minor protein 
fractions), practices in isolation (introduction, pilot plant 
production), peptization of protein from meal (water as 
extractant, saline extracts, acidic extractants, alkaline 
extractants, neutral salts, effect of acids and bases, combined 
effect of hydrogen ion and neutral salts, peptization of 
dialyzed meal, peptization in water-alcohol mixtures, 
dispersion behavior of soybean and other seeds, reactions of 
various chemicals with soybean meal intended for adhesive 
and other purposes), removal of acid-leachable soluble 
material, separation of insoluble residue, precipitation (acids 
and electrodialysis as precipitants, bases as precipitants, 
miscellaneous precipitants, precipitation of soluble proteins 
from whey), dewatering, drying and grinding, modifi cation 
of protein properties during isolation (introduction, effect of 
hydrolysis on yield of protein), summary of procedures in 
protein isolation.
 4. Chemical and physical properties of protein: 
Dispersion behavior (water, salts in neutral or slightly 
alkaline solution, alkalis and alkaline salts, inorganic acids, 
salts with acid reaction, organic bases, acids, phenols and 
other dispersants, plasticizers), reactions with various 
chemicals (formaldehyde, other tanning agents, carbon 
disulfi de, peroxides, esterifi cation and etherifi cation), heat 
and other denaturants (heat, reprecipitation, conversion 
of globular to fi brous form), nitrogen factor and purity 
(effect of alcohol extraction, effect of hulls, effect of pH 
of precipitation, other impurities, nitrogen factor), protein-
phytic acid relationship, isoelectric points and electrophoretic 
behavior (methods for determining isoelectric points, 
isoelectric points), viscosity of soybean protein dispersions, 
miscellaneous physical properties (absorption spectra, 
foaming capacity, heat of combustion, colloid stabilizing 
properties, x-ray structure). 5. Partial hydrolysis of soybean 
protein: Hydrolysis by steam, hydrolysis by acids, hydrolysis 
by alkalis, hydrolysis by enzymes, hydrolysis by yeasts, 
molds, and bacteria, soy sauce. 6. Complete hydrolysis of 
protein: Hydrolyzing agents, nitrogen distribution, amino 
acid content of soybean meal and protein.
 7. Other nitrogenous constituents in mature seed: 
Suppressive, toxic, and other factors (antioxygenic factor, 
allergenic factor, plant growth factor, goitrogenic factor, 
blood coagulant factors, antiamylase factor, antigrowth 
and antitryptic factor, anticoagulant action of crystalline 
antitrypsin, preparation of various antitrypsin factors), 
enzymes other than urease (introduction, allantoinase, 
amylase, ascorbic acid oxidase, carboxylase, catalase, Beta-
glycosidase, glyoxylase, lipase, lipoxidase, phytase, protease, 
uricase), urease (variation in urease content, detection 
and preparation, action and activators, inactivators, effect 
of temperature and other factors, physiological effects, 
uses), nonprotein nitrogen (introduction, determination 
of nonprotein nitrogen in soybeans). 8. Nitrogenous 
constituents of germinating seeds: Biochemical changes 

during germination, enzymes, nucleoproteins and nucleic 
acid, asparagine and other nitrogenous constituents. Address: 
Soya Products Div., The Glidden Co., Chicago, Illinois.

358. Colborn, William H. 1950. Why let them die? Los 
Angeles, California: DeVorss and Co. 116 p. No index. 20 
cm.
• Summary: “Disease is an unbalanced chemical condition.” 
Lack of sodium and chlorine, and an excess of uric acid (“the 
most destructive substance in our bodies”) and carbonic acid 
are seen as the causes of disease, which may be corrected by 
a vegetarian diet.
 On pages 73-76 the author summarizes information 
compiled by Dr. George K. Abbott in his book titled High 
Blood Pressure. Experiments on feeding rabbits high 
protein diets for nearly 3 years were conducted at the Potter 
Memorial Clinic of Santa Barbara, California. There were 
four groups of 12 rabbits each. One group was fed a diet 
containing 38% protein, chiefl y from soy beans. Within 
4 months (relatively late), elevation of blood pressure 
occurred. The urines remained alkaline. “The meat and grain 
protein diets contributed to acidosis, that is, increased acids 
in the blood. This was not true of the soy protein diet.”

359. Cooper, Lenna F.; Barber, Edith M.; Mitchell, Helen S.; 
Rynbergen, H.J. 1950. Nutrition in health and disease. 11th 
ed. revised and reset. Philadelphia, London, Montreal: J.B. 
Lippincott Co. xviii + 744 p. Illust. (133, incl. 4 color plates). 
Index. 21 cm. [476 ref]
• Summary: About the other authors:
 “Edith M. Barber, B.S., M.S. Writer and Consultant, 
Food and Nutrition; Food Editor, General Features 
Syndicate; Formerly Food Editor, New York Sun; Lecturer 
on History of Cookery and Public Relations for Home 
Economics, Teachers College, Columbia University.
 “Helen S. Mitchell, A.B., Ph.D. Dean of the School of 
Home Economics, University of Massachusetts; Formerly 
Principal Nutritionist, Offi ce of Defense, Health and Welfare 
Services; Professor of Physiology and Nutrition, Battle 
Creek College [Battle Creek, Michigan].
 “Associate Author: Henderika J. Rynbergen, B.S., M.S. 
Assistant Professor of Science, Cornell University–New 
York Hospital School of Nursing; Formerly Director of 
Dietetics, American University Hospital, Beirut, Lebanon; 
Food Clinic Dietitian, Vanderbilt Clinic, Presbyterian 
Hospital, New York; Food Clinic Dietitian, Barnes Hospital, 
St. Louis [Missouri]; Nutritionist, Community Health 
Association, Boston.
 The many references are listed in the back of the 
book, just before the glossary. They are divided by chapter 
/ subject, and with each of these into books and journal 
articles.
 Soybeans are mentioned on pages 164 (as substitutes for 
milk in allergy), 568 (Allergy recipes: Rice and soy muffi ns, 
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with soy fl our), 569 (Soy & potato muffi ns, with soy fl our), 
571 (Bran-soy muffi ns, with soy fl our).
 There is no mention in the index of the words 
“vegetarian” or “vegetarianism.” Address: 1. B.S., M.A., 
M.H.E., Sc.D., Consultant Dietitian and Formerly Chief of 
The Dep. of Nutrition, Food Director, Montefi ore Hospital, 
New York City; Formerly Food Director, Univ. of Michigan; 
Dean of School of Home Economics, Battle Creek College; 
Supervising Dietitian, U.S. Army, World War I, President, 
American Dietetic Assoc., 1937-1938.

360. Daubert, B.F. 1950. Chemical composition of soybean 
oil. In: K.S. Markley, ed. 1950. Soybeans and Soybean 
Products. Vol. I. New York: Interscience Publishers or John 
Wiley & Sons. xvi + 1145 p. See p. 157-211. [173 ref]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Introduction. 2. Component fatty 
acids: Methods, fatty acid composition. 3. Glycerides: 
Structure of glycerides, determination of glycerides. 4. 
Phosphatides: Introduction, structure of lecithin, structure 
of cephalin, fatty acid composition of phosphatides. 5. 
Unsaponifi able matter: Oil-soluble pigments (carotenoid 
pigments, chlorophyll, yellow isofl avone glycosides), sterols 
and phytosterolins, tocopherols, other minor components, 
antioxidants and pro-oxidants. Address: Dep. of Chemistry, 
Univ. of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PennsylvaniaP.

361. Daubert, B.F. 1950. Other constituents of the soybean. 
In: K.S. Markley, ed. 1950. Soybeans and Soybean Products. 
Vol. I. New York: Interscience Publishers or John Wiley & 
Sons. xvi + 1145 p. See p. 371-81. [38 ref]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Carbohydrates: Cellulose and 
cellulose derivatives, sugars (stachyose, raffi nose, sucrose), 
starch, glycosides (saponins, isofl avone glycosides). 2. 
Organic phosphorus compounds: Phytin. 3. Organic acids.
 “Saponins are widely distributed in plants, sometimes 
in relatively high concentrations. They are generally 
characterized by their solubility in aqueous acids and alkalis, 
dilute ethanol, and sometimes in water with the formation 
of foaming and lathering solutions. Most saponins possess 
a bitter taste, and many of them are strongly hemolytic and 
therefore poisonous.”
 “Cellulose and cellulose derivatives: Chemically, 
cellulose is a polymer of glucose which on complete 
hydrolysis yields only this monosaccharide. However, 
the botanist and the plant physiologist usually consider 
‘cellulose’ to comprise all the polysaccharides which 
make up the cell walls, including mannans, galactans, and 
pentosans. In the case of the soybean, about half the crude 
fi ber occurs in the hulls, partly in the form of true cellulose 
along with cutinized cellulose, and other polysaccharides, 
while the remainder is present in the cell walls of the 
cotyledons, along with galactans, pentosans, and various 
unidentifi ed hemicelluloses. It is not improbable that pectins 
are also present.” Note: This is the earliest document seen 

(Oct. 2001) containing the word “cutinized” (or “cutin, 
cutins, or cutinize”). Merriam-Webster’s Collegiate 
Dictionary (1998) defi nes cutin, a word fi rst used in ca. 
1872, as “an insoluble mixture containing waxes, fatty acids, 
soaps, and resinous material that forms a continuous layer on 
the outer epidermal wall of a plant.” “Cutinized,” a word fi rst 
used in 1901, means “infi ltrated with cutin.”
 “Sugars: Apparently the sugars which are present in 
soybeans occur principally in the form of polysaccharides, 
including di-, tri-, and tetrasaccharides. Stachyose is a 
relatively rare and only slightly sweet tetrasaccharide. 
Raffi nose is a trisaccharide.”
 “Starch: The presence or absence of starch in soybeans 
appears to be a moot question. Various investigators have 
been unable to detect the presence of any starch in soybeans, 
while other, equally reliable investigators (Bailey, Capen & 
LeClerc 1935) have reported up to 5.6% (Table 74) of this 
carbohydrate. Apparently the starch content of soybeans 
is a function of variety and maturity.” Address: Dep. of 
Chemistry, Univ. of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

362. Dyer, Irwin Allen. 1950. Some water-soluble vitamin 
defi ciencies of a corn-soybean meal ration for weanling pigs. 
PhD thesis, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. 
165 p. In: Doctoral Dissertations Accepted by American 
Universities, 1950. [20+ ref]
• Summary: The objects of these tests were:...
 “2. To study the interchangeability of choline and 
betaine and the effect of choline, betaine and methionine on 
the growth of rats when added to a corn-soybean meal ration.
 “3. To compare certain vitamin B-12 concentrates.
 “8. The weanling pig requires unidentifi ed factors for 
optimum growth.
 “9. Meat scraps and dried whey product with whey 
fermentation solubles each contain an unidentifi ed growth 
factor(s) required by pigs. The increase in growth rate is 
attributed to the ‘animal protein factors’ in meat scraps and 
factor S (whey factor) in the whey product.
 “10. Dried skim milk contains both the ‘APF’ and factor 
S.
 “11. Condensed menhaden fi sh solubles contain both the 
‘APF’ and factor S although from the performance of pigs 
receiving this product it is suggested that the potency of at 
least one of these factors is variable.”
 Note: “APF” stands for animal protein factor; it would 
soon be renamed vitamin B-12.
 Dyer earned his B.S.A. at Univ. of Georgia in 1946, and 
his M.S.A. at Univ. of Georgia in 1947. Address: Univ. of 
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.

363. Gustchy, Ljudevit. 1950. Soja i njezino znacenje u 
narodnom gospodarstvu poljoprivredi i prehrani [Soybeans 
and its importance in national farming, agriculture, and 
nutrition]. Zagreb. [Ser]*
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Address: Yugoslavia.

364. Katchman, Bernard. 1950. Part I. The water sorption of 
proteins. Part II. Photochemistry of soybean trypsin inhibitor 
and soybean trypsin complex. PhD thesis, Polytechnic 
Institute of New York. 256 p. In: Doctoral Dissertations 
Accepted by American Universities, 1950. *
• Summary: Webster’s Dictionary defi nes photochemistry 
(a term fi rst used in 1867) as “a branch of chemistry that 
deals with the effect of radiant energy in producing chemical 
changes.” Address: Polytechnic Inst. of New York.

365. Mann, Robert L. 1950. A study of the proteins of 
soybeans. PhD thesis, University of Minnesota. 165 p. In: 
Doctoral Dissertations Accepted by American Universities, 
1950. *
Address: Univ. of Minnesota.

366. Markley, Klare S. ed. 1950. Soybeans and soybean 
products. Vol. I. New York, NY: Interscience Publishers or 
John Wiley & Sons. p. 1-540. Illust. 24 cm. [1344 ref]
• Summary: One of the best books about soybeans, soy 
protein products, and soyfoods ever written. Contains 15 
chapters by various authors; each is cited separately. The 
chapters are grouped under the following headings: A. 
Production. B. Structure and composition. C. Processing. 
Klare Stephen Markley was born in 1895.

367. Masuno, Minoru. 1950. Daizu to sono riyô [The 
soybean and its utilization]. Tokyo: Sangyo Hyoron-sha. 197 
p. [Jap]
• Summary: A very nicely done predecessor to Watanabe et 
al.’s book Daizu Shokuhin. Address: Tokyo Daigaku Kyoju, 
Kôgaku Hakase, Japan.

368. Meyer, Armin. 1950. Beitrag zur Kenntnis der 
Triterpene aus Sojabohne und Mistel [Contribution 
to an understanding of the triterpenes from soybeans 
and mistletoe]. PhD thesis, Eidgenossische Technische 
Hochschule Zurich. 49 p. [65 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Discusses: Previous work on soy sapogenols 
(soyasapogenols) (Sojasapogenole). Concerning its isomer. 
Isolation of soya sapogenols. Transformation of soya 
sapogenol C into epi-x-Boswellendiol. Transformation of 
soya sapogenol C into soya sapogenol A. Transformation 
of soya sapogenol D into a transformation product of 
-Boswellin acid. Transformation of soya sapogenol B into a 
transformation product of soya sapogenol D. Identifi cation of 
-Viscol with Beta-Amyrin and Beta-Viscol with Lupeol.
 Armin Meyer was born on 1 Jan. 1924 in Mattstetten. 
Address: dipl. Ingenieur-Chemiker von Mattstetten, 
Organisch-chemisches Laboratorium der Eidgenoessischen 
Technischen Hochschule, Zurich, Switzerland.

369. Meyer, Armin; Jeger, O.; Ruzicka, L. 1950. Zur 
Kenntnis der Triterpene: Ueber weitere konstitutionelle 
Zusammenhaenge bei den Sojasapogenolen A, B, C und 
D [Toward a knowledge of the triterpenes: On the broader 
structural connections between the soya sapogenols A, B, C 
and D]. Helvitica Chimica Acta 33(Part II):1835-39. [5 ref. 
Ger]
Address: Organisch-chemisches Laboratorium der 
Eidgenossischen Technischen Hochschule, Zurich, 
Switzerland.

370. Meyer, Armin; Jeger, O.; Ruzicka, L. 1950. 
Zur Kenntnis der Triterpene: Zur Konstitution der 
Sojasapogenole C und A [Toward a knowledge of the 
triterpenes: On the structure of soya sapogenols C and A]. 
Helvitica Chimica Acta 33(Part I):672-87. [14 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Discusses the structure of these two 
soysapogenols. See also parts 2 and 3 of this series of 3 
articles. Address: Organisch-chemisches Laboratorium 
der Eidgenossischen Technischen Hochschule, Zurich, 
Switzerland.

371. Meyer, Armin; Jeger, O.; Ruzicka, L. 1950. 
Zur Kenntnis der Triterpene: Zur Konstitution der 
Sojasapogenole D und B [Toward a knowledge of the 
triterpenes: On the structure of soya sapogenols D and B]. 
Helvitica Chimica Acta 33(Part I):687-99. [10 ref. Ger]
Address: Organisch-chemisches Laboratorium der 
Eidgenossischen Technischen Hochschule, Zurich, 
Switzerland.

372. Milner, Max. 1950. Biological processes in stored 
soybeans. In: K.S. Markley, ed. 1950. Soybeans and Soybean 
Products. Vol. I. New York: Interscience Publishers or John 
Wiley & Sons. xvi + 1145 p. See p. 483-501. [50 ref]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Introduction. 2. Hygroscopic 
equilibrium. 3. Effect of storage conditions: Effect on 
germination, effect of atmosphere, effect on composition. 
4. Respiration in relation to deterioration: Role of 
microorganisms, spontaneous heating, seed metabolism 
as a factor in deterioration. 5. Prevention of deterioration: 
Importance of drying for preservation, use of gaseous agents, 
use of solid chemical agents, storage under inert atmosphere. 
Address: Dep. of Milling Industry, Kansas State College, 
Manhattan, Kansas.

373. Mitchell, H.H. 1950. Nutritive factors in soybean 
products. In: K.S. Markley, ed. 1950. Soybeans and Soybean 
Products. Vol. I. New York: Interscience Publishers or John 
Wiley & Sons. xvi + 1145 p. See p. 383-422. Chap. 10. [204 
ref]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Introduction. 2. Available energy. 
3. Available protein: Chemical considerations, protein 
quality, protein effi ciency ratio of raw soybean proteins, 
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digestibility of raw soybean proteins, biological value of 
raw soybean proteins, effect of heat on protein availability 
(over-all nutritive effect, digestibility of protein, clarifi cation 
of the digestibility effect, biological value). 4. Net protein 
value of soybeans. 5. Vitamins: Vitamin content of soybeans 
(thiamine, ribofl avin, niacin, pyridoxine, pantothenic acid, 
biotin, ascorbic acid, inositol), availability of vitamins 
in soybeans. 6. Minerals and their availability: Mineral 
content (trace: molybdenum, boron, nickel, zinc, silicon, 
silica), mineral availability (calcium, phosphorus, iron). 
7. Conutrilites: Pronutrilites [benefi cial phytochemicals], 
antinutrilites: (protein utilization, vitamin A potency, 
goitrogenicity, antinutrilites in other foods {cabbage, green 
alfalfa, raw egg white, etc.}). 8. Summary.
 Note: This is the earliest and only document seen (Nov. 
2020) that uses the terms “conutrilites,” “pronutrilites,” 
or “antinutrilites”; the author was one of the fi rst to see 
a need for this type of terminology. By 1958 the term 
“antinutritional factors” started to be used for what Mitchell 
called “antinutrilites,” and in 1984 the word “antinutrients” 
started to be used as a shorter way to say the same thing. In 
the 1990s the word “phytochemicals” came to be used for 
what Mitchell called pronutrilites. Address: Div. of Animal 
Nutrition, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, IL.

374. Morse, W.J. 1950. Chemical composition of soybean 
seed. In: K.S. Markley, ed. 1950. Soybeans and Soybean 
Products. Vol. I. New York: Interscience Publishers or John 
Wiley & Sons. xvi + 1145 p. See p. 135-56. [73 ref]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Introduction. 2. Infl uence of 
maturity. 3. Infl uence of variety and environment. 4. 
Infl uence of fertility. 5. Lipides [Lipids]. 6. Inorganic 
constituents. 7. Other constituents: Nitrogenous 
constituents, nitrogen-free extract, vitamins. 8. General 
comment. Address: 6809 Fifth St. N.W., Washington, DC; 
formerly Principal Agronomist, Div. of Forage Crops and 
Diseases, Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils, and Agricultural 
Engineering, USDA, Beltsville, Maryland.

375. Morse, W.J. 1950. History of soybean production: 2. 
Ancient history (Document part). In: K.S. Markley, ed. 
1950. Soybeans and Soybean Products. Vol. I. New York: 
Interscience Publishers or John Wiley & Sons. xvi + 1145 p. 
See p. 4-6.
• Summary: “The early history of the soybean, like most 
important food crops, is lost in obscurity. Story tellers of the 
Far East for centuries have related with untold variations 
story book tales of the remarkable history of the soybean. 
One of the oft-repeated tales tells of the saving of a bandit 
besieged caravan from starvation by the food of the beans 
of a wild vine-like plant–a plant then unknown but later 
identifi ed as the wild soybean. From that date the soybean is 
said to have become the very staff of life of China.
 “Ancient Chinese literature reveals that the soybean 

was extensively cultivated and highly valued as a food for 
centuries before written records were kept. It is said to be 
one of the grains planted by Hou Tsi, one of the gods of 
agriculture. The fi rst written record of the plant is contained 
in the books Pên Ts’ao Kong Mu, describing the plants of 
China by Emperor Sheng-Nung [Shen-Nung] in 2838 B.C. 
The soybean is repeatedly mentioned in later records and 
was considered the most important cultivated legume and 
also one of the ‘Wu Ku’ or fi ve sacred grains–rice, soybeans, 
wheat, barley, and millet–essential to the existence of 
Chinese civilization. Seed of the soybean was sown yearly 
with great ceremony by the emperors of China, and poets 
before the Christian era extolled the virtues of the soybean in 
its services to humanity.
 “Many of the early writings record the advice of 
agricultural experts on soil preferences, proper time of 
planting, methods and rates of planting, the best varieties to 
plant under different conditions and for different uses, time 
to harvest, methods of storage, and utilization of the many 
varieties for different purposes. Some of this expert advice 
goes as far back as 2207 B.C., indicating that the soybean 
was perhaps one of the oldest crops grown by man.
 “The soybean was included in the second class of drugs 
in many of the old Chinese books and was regarded as 
having many medicinal virtues. It is learned from a materia 
medica text written about A.D. 450 that the soybean was 
not poisonous but was regarded as a specifi c remedy for the 
proper functioning of the heart, liver, kidneys, stomach, and 
bowels. It was also used as a remedy for constipation, as a 
stimulant for the lungs, for eradication of poison from the 
system, improving the complexion by cleaning the skin of 
impurities, and stimulating the growth and appearance of the 
hair. In the older records the fresh or green beans were said 
to be used as a remedy for dropsical affections, gastric fever, 
bladder trouble, improper circulation of the blood, catarrh, or 
improper fl owing of the fl uids of the vital organs, heart, liver, 
kidneys, and stomach.”
 “The earliest mention of making ‘Tou fu,’ or soybean 
curd, is found in the Han Dynasty Taoist work, Huai Nan 
Tsu, or writings of Liu An (a prince of Huai Nan, who died 
122 B.C.). ‘Tou fu’ was regarded as an excellent delicacy 
among foods and was considered suitable for offering in 
sacrifi ce. The loyal and honest offi cials were said to enjoy 
this food as much as they did the fresh-killed lamb.
 “The making of ‘Shih’ (a bean relish or paste [fermented 
black soybeans]) was mentioned in records 33 B.C. to A.D. 
23. Soybean sprouts have been in use for many centuries 
in both the green and dried forms... A fundamental rule of 
farming was to count the number of persons in the family 
and plant fi ve acres of soybeans for each person.
 “In reviewing the old records it is most interesting to 
note that many of the qualities attributed to the soybean as a 
food and as a remedy for certain human ills by the Chinese 
have been proved by modern scientifi c research in America 
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and Europe. Further research by medical and nutritional 
workers may revel many more valuable qualities of the 
soybean mentioned in early Chinese literature.”
 Note 1. This early history of the soybean was written 
before truly scholarly and critical study of the subject 
was begun by Hymowitz in 1970. Many of the statements 
above have subsequently been shown to be without basis 
in historical fact and incapable of being documented. 
Unfortunately, because Morse was probably the world’s 
leading authority on the soybean at this time, the above 
statements were later cited or quoted repeatedly.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 2011) that uses the word Shih (alone) to refer to 
fermented black soybeans. Address: 6809 Fifth St. N.W., 
Washington, DC; formerly Principal Agronomist, Div. of 
Forage Crops and Diseases, Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils, 
and Agricultural Engineering, USDA, Beltsville, Maryland.

376. Rocchetti, Giuseppi. 1950. Digeribilita dei protidi 
delle soie in farine integrali e disoleate con solventi diversi 
[Digestibility of proteins in whole soybean fl ours and in 
fl ours whose fat has been extracted by different solvents]. 
Annali della Sperimentazione Agraria (Rome) 4(4):631-45. 
Series 2. [12 ref. Ita]
• Summary: Tables give the chemical composition of 27 
soybean varieties and of the two types of fl our from these 
27 soybean varieties cultivated experimentally during the 
summer of 1948 in Tuscany under the same ecological 
conditions. Address: Agronomic Inst. for Italian Africa 
(Istituto Agronomico per l’Africa Italiana); Ministry of 
Agriculture and Forests.

377. Sherman, Henry C. 1950. The nutritional improvement 
of life. New York, NY: Columbia University Press. 270 p. 
[330* ref]
• Summary: A nutrition classic. A history of nutrition. 
Address: Mitchill Prof. Emeritus of Chemistry, Columbia 
Univ.

378. Subrahmanyan, K.; Sathe, Vanamala; De, S.S. 1950. 
The hematopoietic property of the iron in soyabean and 
soyamilk and its utilization in normal rats. Annals of 
Biochemistry and Experimental Medicine (Calcutta) 
10(1/2):13-18. [11 ref]
• Summary: The iron in soybean fl our and soyamilk is well 
utilized by rats. Address: Food Technology Section, Indian 
Inst. of Science, Bangalore.

379. Worth, Miklos. 1950. Soyabeans: The fabulous food 
that supplies meat, milk, cheese, proteins, amino acids, 
vitamins, minerals. New York, NY: Ideal Health Books. 62 p. 
A MacRichard publication.
• Summary: This book consists of many short chapters. 
Contents: The bean that is not a bean. A therapeutic 

substance. Chemical requirements of life. Natural foods 
supply basic needs. Disease–A disturbance of mineral 
salt balance. Essentials in man’s diet. The big fi ve. A 
balanced mineral supply. Soybean oil valuable to health. 
Carbohydrates in soybeans. A storehouse of vitamins. How 
vitamins are to be used. Soyabeans in Rheumatism. Nervous 
exhaustion. Rickets. Gastro-intestinal disorders. A perfect 
food for invalids. Constipation. Obesity–An easy way to 
reduce. Loss of weight. Dandruff and loss of hair. Eczema 
and other skin disorders. Sciatica. Hardening of the arteries. 
Excellent food for diabetics. An excellent blood builder. 
Soyabeans infl uenced civilization. The poor man’s meat. 
Introduction to America. Revolutionizing modern economy. 
Soyabeans could enrich the diet. How to make soya milk. 
Soyabean sprouts. Soyabean curds. Soyabean coffee. 
Soyabean oil. How to cook soyabeans. Soyabean fl our in 
baked products. Its use in green salads. Soyabean sauce. 
Health through soyabeans.
 Chapter 1 begins: “Soyabean, the wonder-plant of the 
Far East that has given sustenance to the peoples of the 
Orient since time immemorial, is not only a nourishing 
food, but plays a host of roles in natural health because of 
its medicinal and therapeutic properties... There is no other 
single plant known to man which yields such bounty of 
goodness. All the essential ingredients for health and long 
life are gathered and packaged in this singular food.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2013) that uses the term “soyabean curds” to 
refer to tofu.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Jan. 2013) that uses the term “soyabean sprouts” to 
refer to soy sprouts.
 Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 2012) that uses the term “soyabean coffee” to 
refer to soy coffee.
 Note 4. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2012) that uses the term “soyabean sauce” to 
refer to soy sauce.

380. Eichberg, Joseph. 1950? The lecithin story–with a 
moral. [Long Island, New York]. 10 p. Undated. 28 cm.
• Summary: “Back in 1929, I made a trip through the 
Midwest with Dr. Bruno Rewald [who arrived in New 
York harbor from Hamburg on Aug. 19]. of Hamburg, 
Germany–the chemist who probably did more than any other 
individual to fi nd uses and markets for soybean lecithin 
and merchandise accumulations of what had been referred 
to as soybean ‘sludge’ or even ‘slime’ and less insultingly 
as ‘gums’. I went in quest of a domestic source of lecithin 
which we were importing from Hamburg while Dr. Rewald 
was trying to interest some one in the Bollmann extraction 
process but at that time no one could be found who wanted 
to take a chance on solvent extraction of soybeans. Today, 
we are having trouble fi nding 50 lbs. of non-solvent tank 
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bottoms from soybean oil not subjected to high processing 
temperatures for a physician who believes that such 
phosphatides may possess greater value for his purposes than 
solvent extracted material.
 “Unquestionably, the name ‘lecithin’ was a potent tool 
in the hands of the sales manager as compared with ‘sludge’ 
or ‘gum.’ Here certainly is a moral of some kind. Our early 
imports at a cost of 65¢ per lb., without duty, etc., seemed 
not expensive when we were told that egg lecithin sold for 
$30.00 per lb. This high price did not help introductory 
efforts in the U.S.A., especially after the crash in Oct. 1929, 
and although we succeeded in obtaining reductions later, the 
imports from Europe were not bought in a free market due to 
the existence of cartel arrangements.
 “The sales of lecithin to margarine manufacturers in 
this country were slow in developing. Due to the low price 
of fats and the relatively high price of lecithin, its use added 
materially to the cost. We spent months and years getting the 
approval of the B.A.I., the Food and Drug Administration, 
the Bureau of Internal Revenue and then had to overcome 
objections to color, taste, lack of water-binding offset, etc. (in 
spite of claims then made on the other side).
 “In the meantime, we had found a new use for lecithin 
in the chocolate industry and sales in this fi eld developed 
rapidly because of the resulting improvements in processing 
and product quality and the saving in cocoa butter–at that 
time lecithin was four or fi ve times as expensive as cocoa 
butter–today, the price pattern is the reverse and lecithin 
effects very much larger savings. The chocolate industry 
remains one of the largest consumers of lecithin and this 
outlet developed directly as the result of research studies in 
this country. Unless similar research is carried on today and 
on a more extensive scale, prospects for growth in lecithin 
are dim.
 “But such research is not being encouraged today in 
spite of the fact that production, all domestic, has grown to 
about 30,000,000 lbs. per annum. The bulk of this lecithin 
is being sold as a by-product at prices refl ecting little if any 
profi t and the moral is plain–to get the management to spend 
for research, you have to hold out the hope of a decent profi t.
 “Undoubtedly, lecithin would be commanding higher 
prices today if it still held the markets it once had in the 
baking industry and in the petroleum industry where a 
large tonnage was sold from 1938 to 1946 for surface 
active and anti-oxidant effects. But lecithin remained the 
same while the newer and more powerful monoglycerides 
and polyoxy compounds took over in the baking fi eld at 
prices two and three times higher, and tailor-made additives 
replaced lecithin in lubricating oils, for reasons of greeter 
stability, detergency and inhibiting potency. And the moral 
is an old and familiar one–you can’t stand still, you can 
only go forward or backward. Where production of lecithin 
has outrun existing demand, there has been a tendency to 
dump the surplus abroad often at ruinous prices, a doubtful 

expedient since there is substantial productive capacity 
abroad awaiting only supplies of soybeans to pre-empt the 
foreign market–and the prospective easing of international 
tensions may make more beans available to Europe from 
the Far East over and above the exports of beans from this 
country. Moreover, the trend in many countries toward 
more industrialisation. and self-suffi ciency must not be 
overlooked.
 “Lecithin has its limitations, and research to extend 
its usefulness, enhance its value, has scarcely began. 
Considering such limitations and the low price of lecithin, 
it should be an attractive material–one might even say raw 
material–for research, certainly on the part of the major 
producers, both individually and collectively, lecithin has 
long been spoken of as an emulsifi er but commercial lecithin 
is, in fact, a very poor emulsifi er. Commercial lecithin 
has an odor, a taste, a color, lacks heat stability, presents 
solubility problems, etc., etc. It is an anti-oxidant and metal 
sequestering agent but not a powerful one. There is a lot of 
room for research. Fortunately, some progress is being made 
in lecithin research and development.
 “It may be pertinent to inquire briefl y into the nature 
of conventional commercial soybean lecithin which, as 
we know, usually contains a carrier of about 35% soybean 
oil. The remaining 65% of acetone insoluble phosphatides 
consist of roughly equal parts of lecithin, more accurately 
designated phosphatidyl choline, of cephalin, which term, 
however, is becoming obsolete as it has included several 
substances, especially, in the case of soybean phosphatides, 
phosphatidyl ethanolamine which is now known to be 
soluble in alcohol, and of inositol phosphatides, a material 
not yet completely elucidated.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (March 2016) that contains the term “phosphatidyl 
choline.”
 “The crude inositol-containing lipid is variously reported 
to contain galactose, mannose, arabinose and glucose as 
well as ethanolamine and fatty acids. It is possible that the 
phospho-inositide occurs in combination with phosphatidic 
acid. Recent investigations have revealed the presence in the 
inositol lipid fraction of a long chain cerebrin base which 
may account for as much as 20% of the nitrogen, for which, 
the name ‘phytosphingosine’ has been suggested. Small 
amounts of amino acids have been detected on hydrolysis. It 
thus appears that several compounds of inositol are present, 
including some which contain no nitrogen but do contain 
phosphoric acid esters of sugars.
 “The foregoing will indicate the diffi culty of applying 
a simple chemical treatment to commercial lecithin to yield 
a uniform fi nished product. The carrier of soybean oil is 
an interfering substance and yet its removal by repeated 
acetone extraction is an expensive operation. There are 
references in the literature to sulfonated lecithin and pilot 
plant work which has been carried out in recent years but 
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the facilities needed to sulfonate without partially destroying 
the phosphatide have not yet been established. Similarly, 
hydrogenation studies have shown that a more homogeneous 
material can be obtained with promising characteristics but 
more work needs to be done to simplify separation of the 
catalyst. The use of halogenated lecithin in lubricants has 
been suggested and it is possible to chlorinate commercial 
soybean lecithin with relative ease. However, up to now, the 
chlorinated lecithin has had insuffi cient evaluation.
 “In preliminary tests with 2.5% on the vehicle solids in 
a fl at alkyd paint made with odorless solvent and without 
anti-skinning agent and stored in half-fi lled containers, the 
paint with chlorinated lecithin showed the greatest stability 
against increase in viscosity. In another test an alkyd 
with chlorinated lecithin had better surface state retention 
(refl ectance) under 50 hours of Weather-ometer exposure 
(with water spray).
 “Parenthetically, it is of interest to note the observation 
made in other work about the same time with a styrenated 
alkyd paint, that less sedimentation occurred when the 
lecithin was added as a part of the ‘thin down mixture’ rather 
than to the grinding mixture and the sediment was more 
easily redispersed; also there was less decrease in whiteness 
during 168 hours in the Weather-ometer, This same paint 
without lecithin showed much more setting than either 
sample with lecithin. Several treatments may be combined.” 
Continued. Address: President, American Lecithin Co, Inc., 
Elmhurst, Long Island, New York.

381. Eichberg, Joseph. 1950? The lecithin story–with a moral 
(Continued–Document part II). [Long Island, New York]. 10 
p. Undated.
• Summary: (Continued): “These are some of the lines 
along which research can proceed. Another treatment 
involving hydroxylation has already resulted in a market 
for considerable quantities of lecithin at prices almost three 
times more than the same users, namely, bakers or bakery 
supply manufacturers, pay for the limited quantities of 
conventional lecithin purchased.
 “Hydroxylation enhances the affi nity for water, which is 
impeded in the ordinary commercial grade by the presence 
of the relatively large amount of carrier oil; however, there is 
still room for improvement in odor and taste. While special 
water-dispersible lecithins have been offered on the basis 
of adding to ordinary lecithin a minor amount of a powerful 
detergent, wetting agent, an emulsifi er or combination of 
same, it is believed that permanent, substantial progress will 
more likely come through suitable treatment or modifi cation 
of the lecithin per se. Not all such treatments involve 
chemical change for there are many possibilities in solvent 
fractionations.
 “Using water and starting with the undried crude lecithin 
emulsion, procedures can be applied to cause separation of 
the bulk of the soybean oil leaving a sort of lecithin hydrate. 

This de-oiled hydrate appears to provide a valuable emollient 
action in soaps and shampoos where it does not affect clarity 
or aggravate rancidity problems (as happens if free soybean 
oil is present). It is also possible in such a water system to 
treat the crude lecithin emulsion without removing the oil 
in such a way as to wash out most of the naturally occurring 
carbohydrate and thereby materially increase the heat 
stability. This carbohydrate-reduced lecithin when heated 
directly or in oil solution does not show the darkening at 
temperatures around 200ºF. which at times proves a handicap 
with conventional lecithin.
 “Classical solvent fractionation of crude or commercial 
lecithin preparations involves the use of acetone or alcohol 
or both.
 “Extraction of ordinary soybean lecithin with acetone 
removes the oil and leaves the insoluble phosphatide 
complex behind. This process was used commercially 
as early as 1933 to make a cocoa butter lecithin for the 
chocolate industry–the natural carrier of liquid soybean oil 
was replaced by higher melting point cocoa butter. Since 
then, similar purifi ed grades with other carriers adopted to 
various purposes have been developed and while the volume 
is not large as yet, profi t margins on these special grades are 
inherently mere interesting than in the care of the run-of-the-
mill lecithin which serves as the starting point.
 “It is not necessary to add a carrier to the acetone 
purifi ed phosphatides. This tan waxy substance may be 
dried directly [as] convenient in the form of a granule. The 
cost of producing granular phosphatides in purifi ed form, 
usually about 95%, is such that use up to now has been 
limited, for the most part, to dietetic and pharmaceutical 
applications. Forty or fi fty years ago in Europe, there was 
a vogue in lecithin for therapeutic purposes for a time but 
it seems to have been based more on wishful thinking than 
on sound clinical data. It is to be hoped that this mistake 
is not repeated here in attempting to exploit the interesting 
possibilities held out by the nutritive and physiological 
properties of soybean phosphatides–indeed, this is not likely 
in view of the rather strict regulation enforced today by 
the Food and Drug Administration and the Federal Trade 
Commission.
 “Already a not inconsiderable volume of purifi ed 
granular phosphatides is being sold in retail packages 
through drug channels, health food stores and most of 
these over-the-counter sales have resulted more from 
popularization than from any recognition of the virtues of 
lecithin by the medical profession; if lecithin is to have a real 
future in this fi eld it is essential that the work already done 
on specifi c problems–such as skin disorders, fatty infi ltration 
of the liver and vitamin A metabolism be greatly extended 
by fundamental clinical research under competent medical 
direction in conditions such as arthritis. The early hopes for 
lecithin in high blood cholesterol (hypercholesterolemia) 
atherosclerosis and cardio-vascular disease have not yet been 
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realized and call for more study, much more, and perhaps 
a new approach in view of the fact that lipotropic agents, 
generally have not proved their value in practice and do not 
appear to be much used by cardiologists, while internists 
have reported that a diet adequate in protein does not benefi t 
particularly by supplementation with lipotropic agent 
(such as choline, methionine, betaine or inositol) in liver 
insuffi ciency. It is important to remember that while the soy 
phosphatide complex possesses lipotropic activity of a high 
order, it is much more than a mere lipotropic agent.
 “Future studies in the medical fi eld should include an 
evaluation of the component fractions, essentially lecithin 
‘cephalin’ and phosphoinositide, of the natural phosphatide 
complex. Such fractions. will undoubtedly also fi nd 
commercial use and at prices refl ecting a legitimate margin 
of profi t. Extraction of ordinary commercial (oil-containing) 
lecithin with acetone can be followed by extraction with 
ethanol to produce alcohol soluble and alcohol insoluble 
fractions. Nearly all of the inositide goes into the alcohol 
insoluble while the soluble fraction is richer in phosphatidyl 
choline (lecithin). The two fractions, like the acetone 
insoluble complex, can be conveyed in different carriers 
depending on the end use. Furthermore, the chemically 
treated or water treated modifi cations above referred to can 
be subjected to these solvent purifi cations.
 “Much applied research will be needed to develop data 
on new grades and fi nd applications, but investment in this 
research is justifi ed by the profi ts to be made. For example, 
enough glamour surrounds lecithin for the most poetic 
advertising man, but no soap manufacturer would feature 
lecithin unless supplied with some positive claim to make 
and evidence to back it up. A start has been made in recent 
laboratory tests, with animals where the skin was examined 
microscopically after treatment with standard soybean 
phosphatides and two specially prepared grades and decided 
differences were observed. There is a need in the cosmetic 
fi eld for fewer generalizations on the subject of lecithin and 
more experimental data, but considering the relatively small 
volume no one is willing to make the outlays if all he can 
expect is to sell some thousands of pounds of conventional 
lecithin at virtually no profi t.
 “A processor cannot fi x the price at which he buys his 
beans or sells his meal and oil and he is governed as much 
or more by forces without than within his industry. But in 
the case of lecithin, he could fi gure his cost on it in a normal 
way as one of the three primary products of processing, add a 
reasonable markup and then try to merchandise his product. 
However, as long as some processors are willing to sell on 
price and without regard to profi t, the sale of conventional 
lecithin will continue to be pretty much of a ‘rat-race’ 
relieved occasionally by an unexpected external event such 
as the temporary shortage created by the Korean war [1950-
1953]. There is the hope that demand for ordinary lecithin 
will increase, even though the present economics predict 

little promotion by the industry, as where a new or wider 
uses is found involving large quantities. Several occurrences 
of this sort simultaneously can soak up the existing surplus 
and fi rm up prices, although the industry has a lecithin 
production potential of about [?] lbs.
 “There is reason to believe that applications for a large 
tonnage of regular commercial lecithin can still be found in 
the petroleum industry and that an increasing tonnage can be 
channeled into the feed industry and that these consumers 
are able and willing to pay a cent or two a pound more for 
lecithin to make the business profi table to the producers and 
distributors. The value of lecithin in milk replacers for young 
animals and in facilitating the absorption and utilization of 
vitamin A may be cited. The experimental demonstration that 
higher melting point fats are more digestible when lecithin 
is added should interest the Armed Forces in adding lecithin 
to emergency rations containing fats melting above body 
temperature (incidentally, commercial lecithin costs a good 
deal less than these hydrogenated fats).
 “In fi ne, it can be said that we in ‘lecithin’ need morale 
as well as morals and that as for a moral we must realise 
that the future lies in imagination and scientifi c research and 
development rather than in chance and serendipity, always 
remembering that in spite of the accomplishments of the past 
25 years, we have only scratched the surface.”
 Note 1. At the end of the document is written in by hand: 
“Obtained from his son, Joe Eichberg junior, Nov. 1999.”
 Note 2. The date of this undated document must be 1950 
or later due to mention of the Korean War [1950-1953]. 
Address: President, American Lecithin Co, Inc., Elmhurst, 
Long Island, New York.

382. Johnson, Elton L. 1951. B-12 and antibiotics: Their 
value to the soybean industry. Soybean Digest. Jan. p. 14-15.
• Summary: “Soybean meal is no longer at a disadvantage 
in competing with meat scrap, tankage, dried milk, fi sh 
meal, and other animal products as a protein concentrate 
for poultry feeds. This difference in favor of soybean meal 
has occurred chiefl y as a result of commercial production of 
vitamin B-12 and antibiotics such as penicillin, streptomycin 
and aureomycin. A combination of these concentrates 
and soybean meal will promote growth of chicks equal or 
superior to the rate obtained with animal proteins.
 “Vitamin B-12 appears to be the chief nutritional factor 
which is contributed by animal protein concentrates to diets 
containing feed ingredients coming only from vegetable 
sources.” Adding commercial vitamin B-12 to diets 
containing soybean meal, corn, alfalfa, minerals and vitamins 
makes chicks grow faster. And adding 3-4% dried milk to the 
diet makes chicks grow even faster.
 “Antibiotics: The recent feeding of antibiotics such 
as aureomycin, penicillin, and streptomycin to poultry has 
demonstrated their growth promoting properties in addition 
to vitamin B-12.” Before its isolation and identifi cation, 
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vitamin B-12 was often called “animal protein factor (APF).”
 A table shows how vitamin B-12 and antibiotics increase 
chick growth. All rations contained corn, soybean meal, 
alfalfa meal, minerals and vitamins (no animal products); 
this is called the “basal ration.” Column 1 shows additions to 
the basal ration. Column 2 shows the average weight of the 
chicks in pounds at 8 weeks: Basal ration alone 1.20 lb. Plus 
vitamin B-12 = 1.65 lb. Plus vitamin B-12 and 4% whey = 
1.88 lb. Plus vitamin B-12 and aureomycin = 1.95 lb. Plus 
vitamin B-12 and streptomycin = 2.03 lb.
 A cartoon shows a sack of “soybean oil meal” and a 
sack of “animal products,” each with a face, arms, legs, and 
boxing gloves. The caption: “At last we meet on an equal 
level.” Photos show: (1) Elton Johnson. (2) Silhouette of two 
chickens of the same age: The smaller one on the left was fed 
only a vegetable ration and weighed 1.13 lb. The larger one 
on the right received the same ration plus vitamin B-12 and 
weighed 1.68 lb. Note: It would have weighed even more if 
it had been fed antibiotics.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Aug. 2003) that contains the word “antibiotics” (or 
“antibiotic”) in connection with soy. The antibiotics were 
used to stimulate animal growth, not to cure disease or 
promote good health. Address: Poultry Dep., Iowa State 
College, Ames.

383. Cravioto, Rene O.; Massieu, G.H.; Guzman, J.G.; 
Cravioto, O.Y.; Gomez Pagola, J.; Calvo de la Torre, J. 1951. 
Posibilidad de utilizar en la alimentación mezclas de leche 
y productos de soja [Possibilities of using mixtures of dairy 
milk and soy products in the diet]. Ciencia 11(1/2):37-40. 
Feb. 15. [11 ref. Spa; eng]
• Summary: “Replacement of 50% of milk by soyabean fl our 
or milk of soya [soymilk] does not affect deeply its nutritive 
value.” Address: Instituto Nacional de Nutriologia, Secretaria 
de Salubridad y Asistencia, Mexico, D.F.

384. Carroll, J.C.; Chung-Hua, Lee Peng. 1951. A 
comparison of the niacin and pantothenic acid content 
of certain grains grown under the same environmental 
conditions. Science 113(2930):211-12. Feb. 23. [6 ref]
• Summary: The niacin and pantothenic acid content of two 
soybean varieties is given. For Hawkeye variety soybeans, 
the values (in micrograms per gram) are 26.6 and 20.4. For 
Lincoln soybeans, the values are 22.8 and 29.4. Soybeans 
contain more pantothenic acid than corn, wheat, or oats, and 
are second (after wheat) in niacin concentration. Address: 
Dep. of Chemistry, Kent State Univ., Kent, Ohio.

385. Evans, Robert John; Groschke, A.C.; Butts, Helen A. 
1951. Studies on the heat inactivation of cystine in soybean 
oil meal. Archives of Biochemistry 30(2):414-22. Feb. [15 
ref]
• Summary: About 31% to 36% of the cystine present was 

destroyed when soybean oil meal was autoclaved for 4 hours 
at 15 psi pressure.
 “Cystine appeared to be almost as effective as 
methionine in promoting growth and improving feed 
effi ciency of chicks fed as the sole source of protein a 
soybean oil meal which had been autoclaved for 4 hr. at 15 
lb. pressure and supplemented with lysine.” Address: Depts. 
of Agricultural Chemistry and Poultry Husbandry, Michigan 
State College, East Lansing, MI.

386. Griswold, Ruth M. 1951. Effect of heat on the nutritive 
value of proteins. J. of the American Dietetic Association 
27(2):85-93. Feb. [139* ref]
• Summary: This is a review of the literature. Contents: 
Introduction. Soybeans: Cystine and methionine defi ciencies, 
presence of a trypsin inhibitor, effect of excessive heat. 
Other legumes. Eggs. Meat. Milk. Cereals. Summary. 
“Experimental evidence indicates that moderate heating of 
raw soybeans increases their digestibility and biologic value 
and makes the meager amount of cystine and methionine 
which they contain more available in metabolism. It also 
shows that raw soybeans contain several heat-labile factors 
which inhibit growth and the proteolytic effect of trypsin. 
The harmful effects of excessive heating on the nutritive 
value of soybeans may be due to the formation by certain 
amino acids of enzyme-resistant linkages, possibly caused 
by their reaction with the reducing sugars which soybeans 
contain. While the nutritive value of the protein of certain 
other legumes is improved by heating this is not true of most 
varieties of peas or of peanuts.” Address: Dep. of Home 
Economics, Univ. of Chicago [Illinois].

387. McCay, Clive M. 1951. Better bread as a source of 
protein and calcium for the aged. Geriatrics 6(1):45-49. Feb. 
[1 ref]
• Summary: Nutritionists became concerned when it was 
discovered that many chemical compounds were being 
added to bread. During 1949 scientists appeared at the bread 
hearings held by the Food and Drug Administration in an 
attempt to stop the current use of softeners; they were not 
convinced that a chemical compound which had such a 
profound effect on the characteristics of bread could have no 
effect on the human intestine.
 Many attitudes and organizations have resisted the 
making of better bread in the USA. “First among these 
is the association of white fl our with social standing, an 
attitude imported from Europe. The millers and bakers have 
encouraged this prejudice because the more one mills the 
germ and vitamins out of the fl our, the longer it can be kept 
in a warm room free from rancidity and insect infestation.
 “Secondly, the baking industry has very carefully 
concealed the amount of ingredients that are used in bread. 
Concealed formulas encourage the maximum use of the 
cheapest ingredients and the greatest effort to imitate the 
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best. Thus dry skim milk, wheat germ, and soy fl our are 
known to improve the nutritive value of bread, but they are 
used at low levels because they cost a little more than wheat 
fl our.
 The difference in cost between making a pound of bread 
of very high nutritive value and very low is not more than 
one-half cent.”
 “One of the greatest factors in preventing the 
improvement of bread has been the opposition of the 
white fl our millers on two fronts. They have regularly but 
subtly opposed the use of supplements such as soy fl our, 
wheat germ and dry yeast in bread on the theory that such 
supplements will replace an equivalent tonnage of white 
wheat fl our. They have also opposed the milling of anything 
but white patent fl our.
 Fortunately in recent years “a few small bakers, 
producing special types of bread from freshly milled fl our 
that is not treated with bleaching or conditioning agents, 
have expanded their sales to a substantial volume. Customers 
of these bakers are discriminating and willing to pay 
premium prices.”
 In about 1943 the nutritional laboratory at Cornell 
University (Ithaca, New York) decided to get involved in the 
production of better bread. As a result, the fi rst open-formula 
bread, made with 6% of nonfat dry milk solids, was placed 
on the market in Ithaca. This loaf was very good, but its 
production was stopped later the same year during the World 
War II.
 In 1946 a new interest in better bread arose in the state 
mental hospitals. Since these hospitals care for many older 
patients, and since these patients tend to eat 50% more bread 
per capita than the national average, “it was decided to 
improve the bread to the utmost consistent with sound food 
economy, palatability, and available equipment.” Six percent 
high fat soy fl our and 8% non-fat dry milk solids were 
eventually added. The American Dry Milk Institute was very 
helpful in developing the bread. The bread was introduced to 
all state mental hospitals within about one year.
 At the original conference the possibility of changing 
the whole hospital system over to whole wheat bread was 
considered but it was decided to start with white bread and 
gradually introduce more whole wheat bread. Two main, 
unexpected obstacles were encountered. The New York 
system purchases its fl our only once a quarter. It is then 
stored in warm facilities in many of the older hospitals 
[which causes rancidity]. Nevertheless a whole wheat bread 
has been developed; it contains 3% soy fl our and 6% milk 
and has a high nutritive value, but it tends to dry out fairly 
rapidly. Ultimately a combination of white and whole wheat 
fl ours will probably work best for the hospitals.
 In Ithaca, the bread sold to the public has advanced 
two more steps. First, a hard wheat fl our, unbleached and 
containing 2% wheat germ is used. Second, no yeast foods 
(which contain bromates diluted with fi nely ground calcium) 

are used, so that the loaf volume is smaller.
 This paper was: “Read at the seventh annual meeting 
of the American Geriatrics Society, New York City, June 
2, 1950.” Address: PhD, Prof. of Nutrition, Cornell Univ., 
Ithaca, New York.

388. Nicholls, Lucius. 1951. Tropical nutrition and dietetics. 
3rd ed. London: Baillière, Tindall and Cox. ix + 476 p. Feb. 
Illust. 24 cm. [40+* ref]
• Summary: Table XI (p. 22), “Chemical and biological 
evaluation of proteins for growing rats,” contains 6 columns: 
Foodstuff, digestibility, Biological Value, Net Utilisation 
[NPU], Protein effi ciency ratio, chemical score, and limiting 
amino-acid. “There is agreement in all methods of the high 
value of milk, eggs, and other foods of animal origin, and 
among those of vegetable origin, the proteins of soya bean 
fl our hold a high place.” Values for soya bean curd [tofu] are 
also included. The next section is on supplementing proteins.
 The long section titled “Pulses (legumes)” (p. 219-35) 
has this contents: Introduction. Dhals (Dals; peas which 
have been shelled, split and polished). Peanut. Bambara 
earth pea (Voandzeia subterranea). Soya bean: Importance 
in Asia, used in may forms: Nearly-ripe seeds [edamamé or 
green vegetable soybeans], dry seeds, soya bean emulsion 
(‘Milk’–contains a detailed description of how soya milk 
[Vitasoy] is made in Hong Kong, including exact amounts 
of all ingredients for 800 oz and the nutritional composition 
(%)), soya bean curd (may be smoked or dried), fermented 
curds [fermented tofu], fermented beans (témpé), soya bean 
sauce, sprouted soya beans, soya bean fl ours, mixtures of 
soya beans and cereals, milk substitutes (for infant feeding 
in China). The genus Phaseolus may be divided into two 
types: Those of Asian origin and those of New World origin 
(Americas). Cow pea (Vigna sinensis, V. unguiculata, 
V. sesquipedalis). Egyptian kidney bean (Dolichos 
lablab). Horse gram. Chick pea. Cluster bean (Cyamopsis 
psoralioides). Four-angled bean or Goa bean (Psophocarpus 
tetragonolobus). Locust bean (Ceratonia siliqua). African 
locust bean (Parkia biglobosa, P. fi licoidea). Sword bean 
(Canavalia gladiata). Jack bean (Canavalia ensiformis). 
Velvet bean (Mucuna spp.). Honey locust (Prosopis 
julifl ora). Garden pea (Pisum sativum). Broad bean (Vicia 
faba–not a tropical plant). Yam bean (Pachyrrhizus erosus). 
West Indian locust (Hymenœa courbaril). Madras thorn 
(Pithecellobium dulce).
 Phaseolus–Asian: Phaseolus aureus: green gram [mung 
bean]. Phaseolus mungo: black gram. Phaseolus calcaratus: 
rice bean. Phaseolus actinifolius: moth bean. Phaseolus 
angularis: adzuki bean. New World: Phaseolus lunatus: 
lima bean. Phaseolus vulgaris: kidney bean. Phaseolus 
multifl orus: scarlet runner. The subsection titled “Substitutes 
for milk” (p. 231-35) discusses soya milk. Goitrogenicity 
of [raw] soya beans (p. 376). Saponins in foodstuffs (incl. 
soya bean; p. 385). Table 62 (p. 404-05) gives the botanical 
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name and composition of pulses, incl. soya bean, soya bean 
curd, soya bean milk, carob bean, Goa bean, tepary bean. 
Table 66 (p. 410-11) does the same for fresh legumes, incl. 
broad bean, French beans, pea, pea nuts, and sprouted soya. 
Table 67 does the same for nuts, oil seeds, and miscellaneous 
seeds, incl. almonds, coconut, coconut “water,” coconut 
“milk,” linseed, pumpkin seed, sesame (gingelly), sunfl ower 
seed, and sunfl ower seed (kernel).
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Oct. 2011) that uses the term “fermented curds” to 
refer to fermented tofu.
 Note 2. The title C.M.G. (Companion of St. 
Michael and St. George) is an honor conferred upon 
those for distinguished service in the British colonies or 
commonwealth.
 Also discusses: Marmite (autolysed yeast, p. 158, 302). 
Fluorine in teeth and fl uorosis (p. 170, 38). The many species 
of millet and sorghum (p. 216-18). Coconut, coconut milk, 
palm oil, red palm oil benniseed of Nigeria, gingelly oil, 
sesame, sim-sim, til (p. 254-60). Yeast (dried; Torula utilis, 
Brewers’ yeast, Bakers’ yeast, Marmite) (p. 302-03).
 Lucius Nicholls was born in 1884. Address: C.M.G., 
M.D., B.C., B.A. (Cantab.). Late Director of Bacteriological 
and Pasteur Institutes, and Director of Div. of Nutrition, 
Ceylon; Lecturer in Nutrition, Ceylon Univ.; Late Lecturer 
on Tropical Medicine, Ceylon Medical College; Nutrition 
Adviser to Commissioner General, South East Asia. 
Presently at Cookham Dean [just west of London, England].

389. Rajagopalan, R.; De, S.S. 1951. Agricultural and 
economic aspects of “soya milk” production. Indian Farming
12(1/2):4-7. Jan/Feb. [5 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Good substitute. 
Growing soyabeans. Yield of milk from cow. Immense 
possibilities.
 Tables: (1) Composition of the residue [okara] obtained 
from the processing of soyabean milk. On a dry basis it 
contains 57% proteins, 6% fat, and 12% fi bre. (2) Yield of 
proteins per acre from grass, groundnut, beans, wheat, milk, 
and meat (ox). (3) Approximate annual yield of milk per cow 
in provinces and States of India (ranges from 65 lb per year 
in Central Provinces to 1,315 lb in Sind).
 Concludes: “The foregoing observations would 
serve to indicate the immense possibilities of producing 
large quantities of soyabean milk and thus meeting the 
requirements of the growing and under-nourished population. 
Although soyabean milk may not be considered as nutritive 
as cow milk in all respects, the vegetable milk, besides being 
cheap, has certain special advantages.”
 “In view of the fact that the per capita consumption 
of milk and milk products in India is extremely poor, both 
on account of inadequate supplies and high cost, soyabean 
milk could make up this defi ciency to a very considerable 
extent and be within the easy reach of even the poorer class.” 

Address: Food Technology Lab., Indian Inst. of Science, 
Bangalore.

390. Crampton, Earle W.; Farmer, F.A.; Berryhill, F.M. 1951. 
The effect of heat treatment on the nutritional value of some 
vegetable oils. J. of Nutrition 43(3):431-40. March 10. [9 ref]
• Summary: The authors reported a marked decrease in 
weight gains per 1,000 calories of food ingested in the case 
of rats fed oils (including soybean oil) which had been 
heated (“heat-polymerized”) at 275ºC. The most marked 
decrease was noted for peanut oil; the gain decreased from 
87 grams per 1,000 calories for the unheated oil to 30 for the 
oil heated for 30 hours. Vegetable oils subjected to severe 
heat treatment have been reported to cause cancer.
 “The soybean oil was prepared and contributed through 
the courtesy of Dr. W.D. McFarlane, Canadian Breweries, 
whose personal interest in these studies has been of much 
help.” Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 
2001) that concerns diet and cancer, and that mentions a soy 
product (overheated soybean oil). Address: Dep. of Nutrition, 
Macdonald College, McGill Univ., Province of Quebec, 
Canada.

391. Dutton, H.J.; Lancaster, Catherine R.; Evans, C.D.; 
Cowan, J.C. 1951. The fl avor problem of soybean oil. VIII. 
Linolenic acid. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 
28(3):115-18. March. [4 ref]
• Summary: Circumstantial evidence had long pointed to 
linolenic acid as the unstable precursor of what are called 
“reversion” fl avors in soybean oil. The classic experiment 
described in this article proved for the fi rst time that linolenic 
acid is the real cause of off-fl avor development in soybean 
oil and led to a new era in food use of good-tasting soy 
oil. More precisely: “It is concluded that linolenic acid is 
the unstable precursor of the ‘fi shy-painty- grassy-melony’ 
fl avors in soybean oil.”
 Two experiments led to this conclusion. First, 
soybean oil was extracted with the solvent furfural, 
which signifi cantly lowered its linolenic acid content. 
After being stored, the oil was found to have less of the 
typical undesirable fl avor associated with soy oil. Second, 
9% linolenic acid was interesterifi ed into the glyceride 
structure of a “non-reverting,” nonlinolenic acid oil–namely 
cottonseed oil. The “taste panel” (composed of taste panel 
judges) identifi ed cottonseed oil interesterifi ed with linolenic 
acid as a soybean oil.
 The two main off-fl avors in soybean oil are rancid 
fl avors (incl. buttery, beany, rancid) and “reversion” fl avors 
(incl. painty, grassy, melony).
 Oils which do not revert and which are free of linolenic 
acid include corn, cottonseed, peanut and olive oils; they 
are said to develop “typically” rancid fl avors upon storage. 
Address: Northern Regional Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois.
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392. Shaw, J.C.; Moore, L.A.; Sykes, J.F. 1951. The effect of 
raw soybeans on blood plasma carotene and vitamin A and 
liver vitamin A of calves. J. of Dairy Science 34(3):176-80. 
March. [11 ref]
• Summary: Raw soybeans are known to contain the enzyme 
lipoxidase, which oxidizes and destroys carotene. When 30% 
or more of ground raw soybeans were included in the diet 
of dairy calves, the levels of vitamin A in the blood plasma 
and liver decreased markedly, and the plasma carotene 
to a somewhat lesser extent. Address: 1. Dep. of Dairy 
Husbandry, Maryland Agric. Exp. Station, College Park, 
Maryland; 2-3. Div. of Nutrition and Physiology, Bureau of 
Dairy Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.

393. Soybean Digest. 1951. Growth factor in fi sh solubles. 
March. p. 30.
• Summary: “Combination of antibiotics with ‘factor X’ in 
condensed ‘fi sh solubles,’ is one of the latest discoveries of 
science to improve the growth and development of livestock 
and poultry.
 “The combination in standardized rations has produced 
a 20 percent increase in the rate of growth of pigs from 
weaning time to 100 pounds. A similar combination has 
resulted in increased rates of growth ranging from 5 to 20 
percent in chickens and turkeys.
 “This was reported by scientists at the feed mill division 
of The Glidden Co. of Cleveland, who explained that ‘factor 
X’ is an unknown growth factor contained in condensed 
‘fi sh solubles’ obtained from the processing of stock water 
from Menhaden fi sh at the Growth Products Co., a Glidden 
affi liate, in Pascagoula, Mississippi. Condensed fi sh solubles 
are added during the preparation of Glidden’s manufactured 
feeds at the Glidden Feed Mill in Indianapolis [Indiana].
 “’Factor X’ has not yet been clearly defi ned, but in 
its present form it is readily available and comparatively 
inexpensive. Condensed fi sh solubles contain vitamin B-12 
activity, itself an important growth and reproductive factor, 
but fi sh solubles apparently support growth to a better 
advantage than shown by their B-12 activity.
 “The Glidden scientists point out that in all the recent 
excitement about the growth promoting properties of 
antibiotics, nutritionists have been inclined to overlook 
the signifi cance of the important growth factors in certain 
products of fi sh origin, particularly condensed fi sh solubles.”

394. Watanabe, Tokuji; Hayakawa, A.; Kamata, H.; 
Sakurai, Y. 1951. Daizu tanpakushitsu ni kansuru kenkyû. 
I. Daizu no kanetsu, yôzai shori, chozô ga daizu tanpaku 
ni oyobosu eikyô. II. Daizu tokuni keiatsu-saku dasshi 
daizu no tanpakushitsu no chozô-chû ni okeru henka ni 
tsuite. III. Daizu no kasui kanetsu ni yoru tanpakushitsu no 
suiyô-sei no henka [A study of soybean protein. I. On the 
effect of heating, solvent treatment and storage of soybean 
on its proteins. II. On the denaturation of soybean protein 

and mildly pressed soybean cake during storage. III. On 
the effect of heating of soybeans with water on the protein 
solubility in water]. Shokuryo Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku 
(Report of the Food Research Institute) No. 5. p. 51-57. 
March. [Jap; eng]
• Summary: “(I) We found that the heating, especially 
steam-heating, hot alcohol treatment and storage under 
warm and wet condition decrease the protein solubility in 
water. Total reducing capacity of soybean meal increases by 
those treatments. Enzyme digestion test is not parallel with 
decrease of protein solubility in water, as the stored and 
hot alcohol treated sample is as diffi cult to be digested by 
pancreatin as in the raw soybean meal, whereas the steam-
heated is more easily digested.”
 “(II) We discussed the Tofu-producing capacity of 
soybean. We found that the superheating causes the decrease 
of CaSO4-precipitable fraction in water soluble protein and 
that by storing under warm and wet condition at fi rst CaSO4-
unprecipitable fraction become water-insoluble and then Ca-
precipitable fraction lose its precipicity [sic].
 “(III) We researched the effect of heating of soybean 
meal at the presence of various amount of water on the 
protein solubility in anather [an ether?]. We found that less 
the water present more the decrease of protein solubility. 
When the water is as much as 20 mal [sic] of soybean meal, 
the protein solubility is higher than that of meal. We found 
also that the steam-heated meal, the protein of which is less 
soluble in water, recovers the protein solubility by heating 
with suffi cient amount of water.” Address: Food Research 
Inst., Shiohama 1-4-12, Koto-ku, Tokyo, Japan.

395. Carpenter, K.J. 1951. The relative nutritional values 
of animal and vegetable proteins for animals. British J. of 
Nutrition 5(2):243-49. April. [28 ref]
• Summary: Figure 1 (a graph) gives a “Correlation diagram 
of the biological value and chemical score of 16 animal and 
vegetable sources.” The data is from 3 previous studies. 
There is “a high degree of correlation between the two 
methods of evaluation.”
 The 5 foods with the highest ratings are all animal 
products: fi sh, milk, egg albumen, liver, and meat. The 
plant food with the highest biological value (for rats) is 
“soya bean.” “Only soya-bean meal, toasted to destroy the 
trypsin inhibitor it contains, is within the range of the animal 
proteins.”
 Cattle and sheep are ruminants. Moir and Stewart (1947, 
unpublished results) “showed that legume seeds low in 
sulphur amino-acids are of low value in promoting heavy 
wool growth,...”
 Pigs and poultry are both monogastric species. Since 
they “cannot tolerate the high level of fi bre in a ration 
composed mostly of grass, cereal grains and offals form the 
major source of energy in their rations.” Address: Rowett 
Research Inst., Bucksburn, Aberdeenshire.
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396. Sternberg, S. David; Greenblatt, I.J. 1951. Serum 
protein values in infants fed soya-bean milk. Annals of 
Allergy 9(2):190-94, 204. March/April. [8 ref]
• Summary: “In the course of caring for infants fed cow’s 
milk formulas, the pediatrician may be faced with the 
necessity of removing milk from an infant’s diet because 
of allergic reactions such as eczema, vomiting, diarrhea, 
abdominal cramps, and various manifestations in the 
respiratory tract.
 Milk sensitivity may be classifi ed into three types: (1) 
Species specifi c factor of cow lactalbumin. (2) Common 
factor to both cow and goat lactalbumin, (3) casein.
 “In group (1) a change to goats milk is indicated. In 
group (2) Goat’s milk may give little improvement. In group 
3 goat’s milk is valueless. Therefore Hill has stated that he 
often prefers to do away with milk entirely if milk sensitivity 
exists. As a substitute for animal milk various ‘milks’ from a 
vegetable source have been utilized.”
 We therefore decided to conduct the following study “to 
determine the effects on serum proteins of infants fed ‘milk’ 
prepared from soya-beans for the fi rst three months of life.”
 Conclusion (p. 204): “1. Vegetable proteins in the form 
of soy-bean ‘milk’ were the sole source of proteins for the 
fi rst three months of life. 2. Normal protein values were 
noted in the infants under study. 3. Growth and development 
were not disturbed.” Address: 1. M.D.; 2. PhD. Both: Dep. 
of Pediatrics and Dep. of Biochemistry, Beth-El Hospital, 
Brooklyn, New York City, NY.

397. Viswanatha, T.; De, S.S. 1951. Relative availability 
of cystine and methionine in the raw, germinated and 
autoclaved soybeans and soybean milk. Indian J. of 
Physiology and Allied Sciences 5(2):51-58. [10 ref]
• Summary: Germination improved the nutritive value of 
soybeans. Address: Food Technology Lab., Indian Inst. of 
Science, Bangalore 3, India.

398. Williams, Robert R. 1951. Progress in cereal 
enrichment. J. of the American Dietetic Association 
27(4):293-97. April. [10 ref]
• Summary: “So-called ‘enrichment’ of white bread and fl our 
in the United States began in May, 1941 under the impetus of 
the support of the, then newly formed, Committee on Food 
and Nutrition of the National Research Council which later 
became the Food and Nutrition Board. It also had the aid and 
sanction of the United States Food and Drug Administration 
through the issuance of appropriate defi nitions and standards 
for the enriched products. Enriched white fl our contains 
per pound not less than 2 mg. thiamine, 1.2 mg. ribofl avin, 
16 mg. niacin, and 13 mg. iron.” Enriched bread, on a 
dry weight basis, contains similar amounts of these four 
nutrients.
 The practice of enriching white fl our and bread has the 

support of the U.S. milling and baking industries.
 There has been some opposition to enrichment from 
consumers and scientists [such as Prof. Clive McCay of 
Cornell Univ.]. “In the main this opposition stemmed from 
the idea that the use of whole wheat and other natural 
protective foods is preferable to the use of synthetics.”
 The dairy industry has sought to alarm the public with 
the idea “that artifi cial substitutes for natural foods would 
undermine the markets for the latter...” Address: PhD, 
Chairman, Committee on Cereals, Food and Nutrition Board, 
National Research Council, Washington, DC.

399. Learmonth, E.M. 1951. A new anti-proteolytic factor in 
soya beans. Nature (London) 167(4255):820. May 19. [5 ref]
• Summary: “With a gelatin substrate, I found in 1944 a 
marked inhibiting power in aqueous soybean extracts not 
only on trypsin but also in papain. Subsequent work has 
confi rmed this fi nding, in contradiction of the results of Read 
and Haas, and has extended it to the proteolytic enzymes 
of malt fl our. More recently, a certain amount of evidence 
has been obtained that the inhibiting factor is effective on 
papain and the proteolytic enzymes of wheat fl our, acting on 
a gluten substrate.
 “The anti-papain factor is heat labile, and apparently 
more so than the anti-tryptic factor which has been examined 
in detail by Ham (1944), Kunitz (1945, 1946), Bowman 
(1946), and others. The existence of an anti-papain factor in 
raw soya beans appears not to have been noticed before.” 
Address: British Soya Products, Ltd., 150/2 Fenchurch St., 
London, E.C. 3, England.

400. Almquist, H.J.; Merritt, J.B. 1951. Effect of soybean 
antitrypsin on experimental amino acid defi ciency in the 
chick. Archives of Biochemistry and Biophysics 31(3):450-
53. May. [8 ref]
• Summary: “Summary: The well-known improvement 
in nutritive value of raw soybean protein on heating or 
methionine supplementation has been reproduced in chick 
diets containing the soybean antitrypsin, but defi cient 
in lysine, arginine, or isoleucine, by heating to destroy 
the antitrypsin or by adding the particular amino acid 
inadequately supplied in the diet.
 The writers also report that as little as 5% of raw 
soybean meal protein in the diet of the chick was associated 
with an effective level of antitrypsin. And that a dietary level 
of 1.26% arginine completely counteracted the chick growth 
retardation due to unheated soybeans when all other essential 
amino acids were present in adequate amounts. Address: The 
Grange Co., Modesto, California.

401. Almquist, H.J.; Merritt, J.B. 1951. Effect of soybean 
tryptic inhibitor on experimental arginine defi ciency in the 
chick (Letter to the editor). Archives of Biochemistry and 
Biophysics 31(3):454. May. [2 ref]
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• Summary: Raw soybeans + casein + 0.28% arginine gave 
the same growth rate in chicks as heated soybeans + casein 
+ 0.28% arginine. Address: The Grange Co., Modesto, 
California.

402. Gillespie, John Freund. 1951. I. Trypsin inhibitor 
estimations in the treatment of acute pancreatic diseases. II. 
Soybean trypsin inhibitor in the treatment of acute pancreatic 
diseases. MSc thesis, Georgetown University, Washington, 
DC, 20057. 23 leaves. May. [6 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Part I. Introduction. Quantitative 
method for titration of trypsin and trypsin inhibitor. 
Establishment of normal trypsin inhibitor levels. 
Experimental methods attempted to alter the inhibitor 
levels. Observation of trypsin inhibitor levels in pancreatic 
diseases in humans. Summary. Part II. Introduction. Soybean 
crystalline trypsin inhibitor. Toxicity of soybean trypsin 
inhibitor. Experimental pancreatic peritonitis treated with 
soybean trypsin inhibitor. Summary. Bibliography. Address: 
Washington, DC.

403. Glidden Company (The), Soya Products Div. 1951. 
Glidden: Pacemaker in soya research. Creating new 
products–making present ones better (Ad). Soybean Digest. 
May. p. 51.
• Summary: A half-page vertical ad. “Steroid Hormones–
such as the sex hormones Testosterone, Progesterone and 
Testosterone Propionate for a Healthier Nation!
 “Using methods developed in its own laboratories to 
obtain sterols from soybeans and to synthesize hormones 
from them, Glidden has played a vital role in bringing hope 
of new health and happiness to countless men and women. 
Wherever, however used, Glidden hormones are respected 
for such qualities as their clear, clean white crystals, their 
sharp melting points and their freedom from moisture.”
 An illustration (line drawing) in this ad shows chemists 
in a laboratory looking at a test tube. Address: 1825 N. 
Laramie Ave., Chicago 39, Illinois.

404. Hafner, Fred H. 1951. Nutritional value of soybean 
proteins: The processor’s responsibilities. Soybean Digest. 
June. p. 18-20.
• Summary: During World War II, nonfat dried milk solids 
were excluded from use in feeds by government order. 
Meat scraps and tankage became relatively scarce. But the 
government asked for increased production of meat animals 
and poultry. To fi ll the gap, three vegetable proteins were 
studied extensively by agricultural experiment stations: 
soybean oil meal, cottonseed meal, and linseed meal. The 
latter two meals had properties at that time which precluded 
their use in poultry rations at levels above 5% of the total 
ration. “Soybean oil meal, the only product that had not been 
thoroughly exploited, came rapidly to the forefront. Within 
a year the level of soybean oil meal in feed mixers’ formulas 

began to increase.” In 1950-51 soybean oil meal accounted 
for about 67.0% of all oilseed meals produced in the USA, 
compared with cottonseed meal (21.5%), linseed meal 
(8.0%), and peanut and copra meal (3.5% for both). Address: 
General Mills, Inc.

405. Eichberg, Joseph. 1951. Soybean lecithin for feeding. 
Soybean Digest. July. p. 18-19.
• Summary: “In recent years lecithin has become one of the 
primary products of soybean processing. True, the quantity 
recovered is small compared with the tremendous volumes 
of meal and oil and its value is not yet fully appreciated, but 
lecithin is steadily growing both in importance and in terms 
of production. Users of animal feeds will be hearing more 
about it.
 “Lecithin is a fatty, substance containing nitrogen and 
phosphorus. The word may be used non-technically to 
denote a group of such fatty substances or phosphatides. 
Lecithin occurs throughout nature as an essential part of 
living organisms, entering into the structure of living cells 
and also being concerned with food mechanisms in the body. 
It is interesting that organs having the highest degree of 
activity, such as heart and brain, are those which contain the 
most lecithin and that large amounts of lecithin are found 
in egg yolk and in seeds. The other phosphatides present 
in commercial lecithin are called cephalin and lipositol (an 
inositol containing compound).
 “Production of Lecithin: Most of the lecithin 
produced in this country is made in the course of the 
solvent processing of soybeans. The beans contain in the 
neighborhood of 2% percent lecithin (phosphatides). The use 
of a petroleum solvent such as hexane has made it possible 
to obtain a fi nished lecithin free from the bitter substances 
which were present in the alcohol-extracted material fi rst 
produced abroad. The hexane does not remove all of the 
lecithin from the fl aked soybeans, in fact, a minor proportion, 
but the part left behind is bound up in the cell in association 
with protein and carbohydrates and is thus not available in 
the same manner as is ‘free’ lecithin. `
 “Commercially, lecithin is used to improve the 
effi ciency of the manufacturing operation and the quality of 
a variety of products ranging from chocolate, margarine and 
baked goods to textiles, paints and petroleum products and, 
almost always, it is effective in very small amounts. In these 
cases lecithin is used for its physical properties, especially 
its ‘surface active’ and emulsifying action. In animal feeds, 
advantage is taken of the nutritional and physiological value 
of lecithin and the best results have been obtained with the 
addition of between 1 percent and 2 percent to the feed.
 “As this is being written, lecithin happens to be in short 
supply despite the fact that more lecithin is being produced in 
this country than ever before. A large reservoir of lecithin in 
the soybean industry can still be tapped and new production 
can be brought ‘on stream’ by the installation of additional 
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equipment in existing plants once the fact of sustained 
demand has been established. Nevertheless, the applications 
in animal feeds will undoubtedly remain specialized for, as 
mentioned, there is only a small percentage of lecithin to 
be recovered from the oilseed. No synthetic product on a 
commercial scale is to be anticipated for years to come and 
even if proved feasible would involve very high costs.
 “Aids Fat Metabolism: The work with lecithin in poultry 
rations, in feeds for fur bearing animals and on carotene 
and vitamin A absorption in cattle has been especially 
interesting. To begin with, lecithin is itself easily absorbed 
and it functions in part as an emulsifying agent to promote 
better absorption of the food elements in the intestinal 
tract and, in particular, the assimilation of fatty materials. 
This action is not merely due to emulsifi cation but also to 
organically combined phosphorous and choline provided by 
the lecithin. However, the degree to which emulsifi cation can 
improve food utilization is shown by the great increase in the 
absorption of emulsifi ed vitamin A oils as against the straight 
oils. Better fat absorption will minimize the likelihood of 
intestinal disturbances.
 “Liver Function: With respect to choline, the importance 
of this substance in preventing perosis in poultry is well 
known; in the form of lecithin, the choline is particularly 
effective. Indeed, in some blood and metabolic conditions, 
it has been found that soybean lecithin will produce positive 
results where synthetic choline does not seem to work. 
One of the most important properties of lecithin as a feed 
ingredient is its ability to aid the metabolism of fats and 
carbohydrates in the liver. Furthermore, it may prevent fatty 
accumulations in the liver and correct disturbances of the fat 
metabolism in the animal. Fats are transformed into lecithin 
in the liver and dietary lecithin promotes this process and 
the rate of turnover by supplying necessary building stones. 
The effi ciency of liver function has a defi nite bearing on the 
effi ciency of feed conversion. Impaired fat metabolism and 
involvement of the liver are undoubtedly factors in various 
diseases and in such conditions, soybean lecithin would be 
expected to have a benefi cial effect. As a dietary supplement, 
it may, of course, also function as a preventative.
 “Fur Bearing Animals: As mentioned, one of the 
substances contained in the commercial product is an inositol 
compound. Inositol has been found to function in the growth 
of hair and feathers; moreover, inositol has a bearing on the 
transport of fats from the liver to other parts of the body. 
Breeders of fur bearing animals in Europe claimed the 
following advantages from rations fortifi ed with soybean 
lecithin:
 “1.–Better condition of mothers and more rapid growth 
of the young.
 “2.–Improvement of pelt production with respect to: (a) 
hair, (b) leather and (c) shortening of moulting period.
 “3.–Increased resistance to disease.
 “Protects Vitamin A: Lecithin protects against loss of 

vitamin A and for that reason has long been used in fi sh 
liver oils. But it does much more than protect the vitamin 
for, when present in signifi cant amount, it actually improves 
the absorption of both vitamin A and carotene. So powerful 
is the action of lecithin that its effect has been transmitted 
through the mother’s milk to the young. When a mixture of 
lecithin and vitamin A was added to a skim milk ration for 
new born calves, they grew well and the blood vitamin A 
and liver storage were comparable to those of colostrum fed 
calves.
 “In other work with laboratory animals, it was found 
that the feeding of lecithin (phosphatides) with vitamin A 
or carotene supplements produced greater gains in weight 
and increased liver storage of vitamin A as compared with 
controls. With choline as such the liver storage of vitamin A 
was no different than in the case of the vitamin supplement 
alone.
 “Still other investigators, working with aged rations 
which had been exposed to indirect sunlight at room 
temperature, found that 2 percent of soybean lecithin 
stabilized the fat present and reduced surface oxidation. 
Factors present in the lecithin increased the effi ciency of 
vitamin E and increased the vitamin A in the liver. Animals 
receiving carotene along with the lecithin showed gains in 
weight comparing favorably to animals on vitamin A (fi sh 
liver oil) supplementation.
 “Use With Hormones: There is growing evidence that 
the inclusion of lecithin in the diet may not only have a 
favorable infl uence on the metabolism of fats and fat-like 
substances but that lecithin may also exert a normalizing 
effect on certain hormone functions. Soybean lecithin, added 
to poultry rations at a 1 percent level, enhanced the effect 
of estrogen and aided the fattening. On the other hand, 
lecithin has exhibited a protective action against the toxicity 
of estrogen implants as revealed in laboratory studies with 
dogs.
 “The addition of lecithin may be especially 
advantageous where the feed contains a considerable 
percentage of solvent extracted meals, as is increasingly the 
case today. The lecithin promotes maximum assimilation 
of the fat present in the ration. Moreover, lecithin furnishes 
a relatively high percentage of essential unsaturated fatty 
acids. In terms of calorie value, lecithin is comparable as an 
energy source to ordinary oils or fats.
 “Balanced Lipid Fortifi cation: Besides the unsaturated 
fatty acids, the choline and the inositol, commercial soybean 
lecithin also provides ethanolamine and small but not 
insignifi cant amounts of biotin and tocopherol (vitamin 
E). The value of lecithin is not simply that of its various 
constituents considered separately because there is good 
evidence that part of the lecithin is absorbed into the body 
as the intact molecule. It should be remembered, too, that 
commercial soybean lecithin represents a balance of the 
several related phosphatides mentioned above in the natural 
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proportions intended by nature for function in lipid and cell 
metabolism. These essentials are not present in ordinary fats. 
While inositol does occur in plants in the form of phytin, the 
phytin is largely indigestible. The phosphorous in lecithin is 
thus fully available in contrast to phytin phosphate.
 “Lecithin and B-12: There is a reason to believe that 
lecithin may complement the action of vitamin B-12 and 
this would explain why adding lecithin to feeds seems to 
enhance the effect of the ‘animal protein factor.’ In part 
the benefi cial action of lecithin may be accounted for by a 
favorable infl uence on intestinal bacteria; this is suggested 
by experiments with culture development in the laboratory 
and by the ability of lecithin to offset the toxicity of certain 
substances of an antibiotic nature which may be present in 
cereals.
 “Soybean lecithin differs from animal lecithin and gives 
results which cannot be obtained with the latter, as in the 
case of disturbed cholesterol metabolism. This may be due 
to the different confi gurations of the two molecules, to the 
fact that the soybean product contains inositol and because 
cholesterol usually accompanies animal lecithins.
 “Some scientists believe that raw foods contain a 
valuable factor which is sensitive to heat and which is 
destroyed in various cooking or processing operations. This 
factor has been found in liver and in yeast and in commercial 
soybean lecithin made without overheating during 
manufacture. Certain skin diseases have been attributed to a 
lack of this factor. In view of its multiple functions, it seems 
certain that lecithin has a protective action against eczemas 
of nutritional origin and helps maintain the animal in a state 
of good health generally.
 “It is very diffi cult to predict on theoretical grounds 
just how much benefi t will be derived from the addition of 
lecithin in any given case. Comparative tests can provide the 
only defi nite answer.”
 A portrait photo (p. 19) shows Joseph Eichberg.
 Note 1. This reads like a long sales pitch, with little 
scientifi c evidence, by a lecithin salesman.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2015) 
showing that American Lecithin Co. has moved to Woodside, 
Long Island, New York. Address: American Lecithin Co., 
Inc., Woodside, Long Island, New York.

406. Ouelette, G.J. 1951. Iron-manganese interrelationships 
in plant nutrition. Scientifi c Agriculture (Ottawa, Canada) 
31(7):277-85. July. [16 ref]
• Summary: Summary: “(1) A concentration of 2.5 p.p.m. 
of manganese in the nutrient solution was toxic to plants 
when the iron concentration was low, and not toxic when the 
iron concentration was high. No iron toxicity was observed 
with soybeans, even with 60 p.p.m. of this element in the 
nutrient solution. Manganese defi ciency was brought about 
by increasing the iron concentration in the nutrient solutions 
having low manganese concentrations.

 “(2) The rate of uptake of manganese by soybeans is 
very nearly proportional to the supply of this element in the 
nutrient solution, whereas the rate of uptake of iron remains 
approximately constant when the concentration of this 
element in the tissue reaches about 300 p.p.m.
 “(3) Soybeans grew without nutritional abnormalities in 
nutrient solutions in which the ratio of soluble iron to soluble 
manganese ranged from 5 to 1 to 100 to 1, providing that 
the concentration of manganese in the nutrient solution was 
above 0.1 and below 2.5 p.p.m., and the iron concentration 
above 2.5 p.p.m. However, maximum yields were obtained 
with ratios lying within narrower limits than those allowed 
to avoid nutritional abnormalities.” Address: Dominion 
Experimental Station, Ste. Anne de la Pocatière, Quebec.

407. Forbes. 1951. Jumping beaner. Aug. 1. p. 25-26.
• Summary: A portrait photo shows Adrian D. Joyce. “By 
excursions into such exotic fi elds as oil and oleo [Durkee’s 
Oleomargarine], soybeans and sex hormones, Cleveland’s 
$84.3 million Glidden Co. has bought, built and bulled its 
way into one of the most thoroughly diversifi ed domains 
in paintdom. Its 35 plants spot the map from Canada to 
California. With an unquenchable thirst to try new ways of 
doing things, Glidden’s research has thrust into the market 
one of the oddest product assortments in any manufacturer’s 
catalogue.
 “Meeting the challenge of paint competitor Sherwin-
Williams (‘Covers the Earth’), Glidden has succeeded in 
almost spreading itself out of the paint business. Last year, 
vegetable oils and food products together accounted for 
about 60% of total sales. But announced president Dwight 
P. Joyce fi rmly last month, Glidden means to wander even 
farther from the paintman’s province (though it will continue 
to sell paint). To give force to his words, he revealed that 
Glidden would expand its Chicago soy-products plant to 
boost output of its newest product 40%. The product: Alpha 
Protein, a soy derivative used by the military to weatherproof 
fi ber boxes against Alaskan cold or South Pacifi c quick-rot, 
by paintmakers in interior paints and by textile producers as 
sizing.
 “Glidden’s goad is still Dwight Joyce’s father, Adrian 
D. Joyce, who 33 years ago left a job as salesmanager for 
Sherwin Williams to buy up Cleveland’s foundering Glidden 
Varnish Co. He is still active as chairman at 78...
 “In the soybean, Joyce found (as had German 
paintmakers previously) just the right oil for interior paints. 
He also found himself in the animal feed business with the 
by-product soy meal. That led to hiring Negro chemist Dr. 
Percy Julian away from DePauw University to explore the 
soybean further. A crackerjack choice, Julian developed a 
foam to smother gasoline and oil blazes which was widely 
used in World War II, and soon found a way to mass-produce 
sex hormones from soybeans. That in turn led to Glidden’s 
latest experimenting behind closed laboratory doors: an 
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attempt to extract Cortisone from soybeans commercially...
 “From $68.9 million sales 10 years ago, Glidden’s 
volume jumped to $188.6 million last year (275%).”

408. Ciancio, Pedro N. 1951. La problema alimentario 
de nuestro pais [The problem of food and nutrition in our 
country]. Union (La) (Asuncion, Paraguay). Aug. 18. *
• Summary: Discusses the nutritional value of soya and 
soyfoods, including soymilk.

409. Adolph, Wm. H. 1951. Nutrition under the Chinese 
communist government. Scientifi c Monthly 73(2):128-30. 
Aug. [3 ref]
• Summary: “The fi rst action of the new regime when 
it came into power in 1949 was to lower the standard 
of living, not only in respect to food, but also in respect 
to clothing and manner of life. This was not a gradual 
development; it was immediate, brought about in part by 
decree, but carried into effect by an overwhelming wave of 
patriotic feeling that made it unbecoming for anyone to be 
found eating food better than that available to laborers and 
farmers... The dietary of the Chinese people has been the 
subject of considerable study. It is essentially vegetarian, 
with approximately 90% of the calorie intake in the form 
of cereals; in south China the cereal is rice, in north China, 
wheat, millet, maize, and kaoliang. The amount of meat or 
animal food is in general very small, and only about 5% of 
the protein intake is animal protein... The amount of milk 
and milk products consumed is practically nil... The average 
intake has been estimated at 2,200-2,400 calories per capita 
per day.” Address: Dep. of Biochemistry, Peking Union 
Medical College; Then School of Medicine, Yale Univ., 
Connecticut.

410. Lazier, W.A. 1951. Antibiotics in agriculture. Soybean 
Digest. Aug. p. 16-17.
• Summary: From a paper presented before the National 
Farm Chemurgic Council: “Due to a surprising discovery of 
very recent date, antibiotics are found to have a nutritional 
aspect that promises to eclipse even their important 
signifi cance in animal medicine. When added in very small 
amounts to the rations of poultry, swine and young calves, 
several of the more important antibiotics promote growth in 
a manner not observed with any other chemical substances.
 “Antibiotic feed supplements were fi rst offered for sale 
in 1950 and were immediately accepted by the feed industry, 
especially for inclusion in poultry rations. As a result, several 
of the leading pharmaceutical houses have gone into the feed 
supplement business, and all are hard pressed to supply the 
requirements of the rapidly expanding market.
 “Antibiotic feed supplementation is an outgrowth 
of animal protein factor (APF) supplementation. It is 
well known that proteins of wholly vegetable origin are 
nutritionally defi cient for some species. At fi rst, this was 

thought to be due solely to a lack or at least a maldistribution 
of essential amino acids.”
 “The four antibiotics tested most widely in animal 
nutrition and receiving suffi cient study to warrant their 
classifi cation as growth-promoting antibiotics are terramycin 
[sic, Terramycin Pfi zer; generic oxytetracycline], aureomycin 
[sic, Aureomycin Lederle; generic chlortetracycline], 
penicillin and streptomycin. Bacitracin has been added to 
the list in recent months, but its value has not been fully 
established. The antibiotics also have a favorable effect in 
reducing the mortality of young animals.” Address: Director 
of Chemical Research and Development Chas. Pfi zer and 
Co., Inc., Brooklyn, New York.

411. Mogi, Masatoshi; Nakajima, Shigeji; Iguchi, 
Nobuyushi; Yoshida, Fumihiko. 1951. Kyôka miso no 
kenkyû. I. Furabin seisan ôki kôji-kin ni yoru miso shijô 
shiken [Studies on fortifi ed miso (Fermented soybean 
paste). I. Trial brewing of miso with a ribofl avin-producing 
strain of Aspergillus oryzae]. Hakko Kogaku Zasshi (J. of 
Fermentation Technology) 29(8):302-310. English-language 
summary on p. 44 of this issue. [11 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: (1) Out of 121 strains of Aspergillus oryzae 
taken from many kinds of miso and koji starter (Tané-koji), 
eleven strains which produced ribofl avin comparatively well 
were selected by means of culturing in Pfeffer’s solution. (2) 
A strain that produces the most ribofl avin was selected from 
these 11 strains by manufacturing soy-bean and rice malts.
 (3) A sort of fortifi ed miso was made on trial by using 
this strain, and it produced 3 times the ordinary amount 
of ribofl avin in “rice Miso” and 2.4 times the amount of 
ribofl avin in wheat Miso. Note: This is the earliest English-
language document seen (Feb. 2009) that uses the term 
“rice miso” to refer to miso having rice and soybeans as its 
main ingredients. Address: Brewing Lab., Noda Shoyu Co. 
Ltd., Noda-machi, Chiba-ken, Japan (Noda Sangyo Kagaku 
Kenkyujo).

412. Ciancio, Pedro N. 1951. La problema alimentario 
de nuestro pais [The problem of food and nutrition in our 
country]. Union (La) (Asuncion, Paraguay). Sept. 5 or 6. *
• Summary: Discusses the nutritional value of soya and 
soyfoods, including soymilk.

413. Durán Castro, Carlos. 1951. Necesidad del fomento del 
cultivo de la soya en Colombia [The need for promoting the 
cultivation of soybeans in Colombia]. Agricultura Tropical 
(Colombia) 7(9):5-7. Sept. [Spa]
• Summary: Much of this article is about the large scale 
production and utilization of soybeans in the United States, 
and how Colombia should learn from this example. Address: 
Colombia.

414. Soybean Digest. 1951. Grits and fl akes... from the 
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world of soy: A new method for making the hormone drug 
synthetically... Sept. p. 86.
• Summary: “... from four abundant substances including 
soybeans has been worked out by Merck & Co. scientists, the 
fi rm announces.”

415. Stuart, John. 1951. Korean develops food supplement: 
High-protein and cheap soya mix is called essential to Far 
Eastern diet. New York Times. Oct. 21. p. 133.
• Summary: Kim Mix is a low-cost soya food supplement 
of high protein value, based on soybean fl our or meal, now 
being manufactured by the Soya Corporation of America, 
as was announced yesterday. It was developed by Dr. Ho 
Jik Kim while working for his doctoral degree at Cornell 
University in New York. Dr. Kim, himself, lived on this food 
for two months after satisfactory completion of extensive 
experiments with it in animal diets. Dr. Kim, who is now 
an advisor to the Syngman Rhee Government in Pusan, 
Korea, has recommended that the government make “large 
purchases to supplement the desperately protein-short diets 
of his countrymen” as Korea recovers from World War II.
 In addition, according to Dr. Armand Burke, president 
of the Soya Corporation, several governments in the Near 
East are experimenting with the soy product in mass feeding 
trials, while in the United States institutional and school 
nutritionists have been experimenting with “its inclusion in 
the diets of their charges to supplement short supplies of high 
cost meat.”
 “Dr. Burke describes the product as one built on the 
Horvath patents which his company owns and on which it 
has spent years of development.” The process improves the 
fl avor, stability, and shelf life of the product.

416. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1951. High nutritive 
value of soya beans: Interesting facts revealed by research. 
Oct. 30. p. 2.
• Summary: The U.S. Department of Agriculture requested 
from India seeds of improved soya bean varieties; herein lies 
a tribute to research work conducted by the Indian Council of 
Agricultural Research [ICAR].
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2010) 
that mentions the Indian Council of Agricultural Research. A 
search on Google Books (Advanced) for “Indian Council of 
Agricultural Research” and (soya or soyabean or soyabeans) 
from 1928 to 1955 gets 25 hits / results; the earliest is dated 
1939. The main focus of research was on the soyabean as a 
fodder crop, although soyabean fl our was also studied.
 Investigations sponsored by ICAR and conducted 
on soya-bean cultivation in the Punjab have been highly 
successful. The purpose of these investigations was to 
introduce soya bean varieties from outside the area, 
acclimatise them to local conditions, and select the most 
suitable varieties, considering both their agricultural and 
dietetic properties.

 ICAR collected about 90 soya bean varieties from places 
as distant as Manchuria and the United Kingdom. All these 
beans could be divided into two types by growth habit: (1) 
Erect and compact types; (2) creeping types. The erect and 
compact varieties generally proved superior; they ripened 
earlier. Yellow seeds had, in general, a higher protein content 
than black, chocolate, or green coloured seeds. Small seeded 
varieties tended to have hard seeds and to cook poorly.
 Eventually, a yellow-seeded variety was selected from 
a variety that came from Nanking, China. It is high yielding, 
ripens early, and has good tasting seeds, which contain 
43.2% protein and 19.5% oil. “Above all, this variety has 
proved to be the best for the production of soya bean milk, 
fl our, biscuits, confections and other edible products.” The 
best time of planting and rate of planting are discussed. The 
Punjab was found to be best suited for hilly tracts; it yielded 
more than 34 maunds (1 maund = about 82.28 pounds or 
37.32 kg) per acre.
 Wide variation in the nutritional composition was 
noticed in the 25 varieties of soya beans grown at Ludhiana–
in the Indian state of Punjab.
 The Punjab experiments have shown that up to 25% of 
soya bean fl our can be mixed with wheat fl our without any 
change in the appearance or fl avour of the blended product–
which is good for making confectionery. Milk made from the 
soya bean was found to have a peculiar fl avor, but the curd 
[tofu] was found to be palatable.
 Experiments conducted at the Indian Institute of 
Science, Bangalore, have shown that the nutritive value of 
soya beans can be conserved and even enhanced by proper 
processing and storage.

417. Borchers, Raymond; Ackerson, C.W. 1951. Nutritive 
value of legume seeds. XI. Counteracting the growth 
inhibitor of raw soybeans. Proceedings of the Society for 
Experimental Biology and Medicine 78(1):81-83. Oct. [5 ref]
• Summary: “The existence of a distinct growth-inhibiting 
factor for the chick in raw soybeans was demonstrated by 
Ham, Sandstedt, and Mussehl” (1945). It was later found 
that this soybean growth inhibitor also affects the rat. This 
substance came to be called a “SGI” or soybean growth 
inhibitor. Address: Dep. of Agricultural Chemistry, Univ. of 
Nebraska, Lincoln.

418. Burger, O.J.; Hauge, S.M. 1951. Relation of manganese 
to the carotene and vitamin contents of growing crop plants. 
Soil Science 72(4):303-13. Oct. [37 ref]
• Summary: Studies were made with wheat, oats, corn, and 
soybeans. “Manganese defi ciencies in plants have been 
observed in many farms in Indiana. The production of 
soybean hay and grain has been severely reduced in fi elds 
exhibiting chlorosis.”
 “The effects of MnSO4 on the carotene content, 
carotene-destroying enzyme system, protein, choline, 
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and tocopherol contents of plants grown on manganese-
defi cient soils in northern Indiana were investigated. Plants 
from untreated plots exhibited symptoms of chlorosis and 
necrosis, which were accompanied by lowered contents 
of carotene, carotene-destroying enzymes, protein, and 
tocopherol, but higher choline. Manganese fertilization 
increased the carotene content of the leaves of soybeans, 
corn, wheat, and oats. It signifi cantly increased the carotene-
destroying enzyme activity and the tocopherol content of 
soybean leaves. Manganese sulfate treatments produced a 
reduction in the choline content of leaves of soybeans and an 
apparent increase in the stems.
 “These experiments indicate that after the manganese 
defi ciencies have been corrected, additional amounts of 
manganese have no stimulatory effect on the production of 
carotene and the other constituents studied.” Address: Purdue 
Univ. Agric. Exp. Station.

419. Lavallard, Marie L. 1951. Makes low-cost food from 
soy fl our, yeast and dried milk. Soybean Digest. Oct. p. 9, 23.
• Summary: “A small man driven by a mighty mission–that 
aptly describes Dr. Barnett Sure, biochemist, who has been 
head of the agricultural chemistry work of the Arkansas 
Agricultural Experiment Station for 30 years.
 “Dr. Sure has been interested in all phases of 
nutrition for as long as he can remember. He is recognized 
internationally for the research he has carried on at the 
University of Arkansas. He is an independent discoverer of 
vitamin E, which is essential for reproduction, and has done 
considerable work on the role of vitamins in fertility and 
lactation. His interest in healthy babies, healthy mothers, and 
healthy people has driven him on for more than a quarter of a 
century.
 “For the past several years, that interest has concentrated 
on the role of protein in health and disease. According to 
him, with the overemphasis we have had on vitamins and 
minerals during the last 30 years, nutritionists and the public 
in general have failed to appreciate the signifi cance of 
proteins. He is out to correct that situation, and also, since 
protein-rich foods are too expensive for many people in our 
country and unavailable to people in many other countries, to 
devise ways of supplementing cereal diets economically with 
high-protein foods.
 “His animal nutrition experiments, using albino rats, 
have convinced him that replacing very small amounts of the 
cereals in all-cereal diets with high-protein food results in 
tremendous increases in growth, economy of food utilization, 
and gain in weight per gram of protein intake. One of the 
protein-rich foods he has used is soy fl our; others are food 
yeasts, non-fat milk solids, and peanut meal. The basic cereal 
diets have included enriched wheat fl our, milled white corn 
meal, and polished rice.
 “In his early tests with soy fl our, he substituted 1, 3, and 
5 percent enriched wheat fl our with equivalent amounts of 

soy fl our in the presence of dried skim milk in proportions 
which would be used in baking bread. These small amounts 
of soy fl our resulted in remarkable increases in body weight 
and gain per gram of protein intake (or protein effi ciency 
ratio). For example, 1, 3, and 5 percent soy fl our increased 
the total protein in the ration by only 4.2, 12.5, and 20.8 
percent, but resulted in increased gains in body weight of 55, 
108, and 192 percent, and increased protein effi ciency ratios 
by 24, 45, and 60 percent, respectively.
 “Improved proteins: Additions of soy fl our improved the 
proteins in milled white corn meal to an even greater extent. 
Increases in growth were 86, 172, and 271 percent, and in 
protein utilization, 47, 71, and 95 percent, respectively. The 
soy fl our also improved the quality of the proteins in milled 
white rice, though not to as great an extent. As a side line 
in his work, he discovered that the proteins in polished rice 
are about three times as effective as those in enriched wheat 
fl our as body builders, and that both are more effective than 
corn meal.
 “In a comparison of the relative merits of various high-
protein foods as supplements to the proteins in wheat fl our 
and corn meal when fed on the same nitrogen basis, he found 
no marked differences between the food yeasts, soy fl our, 
dried non-fat milk solids, or dried buttermilk. The peanut 
meal proved the poorest supplement...”
 A small photo shows Barnett Sure holding up a test 
tube. A good biography is also given. Address: Asst. Editor, 
Arkansas Agric. Exp. Station.

420. National Soybean Processors Assoc., Soybean Research 
Council. 1951. The Duren disease: English translations of 
pertinent foreign language articles. Vol. 1. Soybean Research 
Council, National Soybean Processors Association, 3818 
Board of Trade Building, Chicago 4, Illinois. 101 p. Oct. 
Translations of 21 articles are included. Edited by Warren 
Goss. [62 ref. Eng]
• Summary: During the early part of 1951, a number of 
cattle deaths in the Midwest were tentatively diagnosed 
as poisoning caused by the feeding of trichloroethylene 
extracted soybean meal. The symptoms appeared identical to 
those fi rst described by Stockman in 1916.
 Contents: Cover letter, by Warren H. Goss (dated 15 
Oct. 1951). Foreword, by Goss. Bibliography: English 
language (8 references). Translations (all typewritten) of 
foreign-language documents: German, Finnish, French. 
Bibliography: Foreign language: 30 references.
 The cover letter is on Soybean Research Council 
letterhead (3818 Board of Trade Building, Chicago. Phone: 
HArrison 7-7605). Members: J.L. Krider, Chairman. O.H. 
Alderks, Ernest Bechtel, H.C. Black, Francis E. Calvert, 
James C. Fritz, Warren H. Goss, J.W. Hayward, M. 
McMillan, Wesley Nelson, Kenneth Shuman, Robert L. 
Terrill, Harold L. Wilcke.
 The cover letter states: “Gentlemen: Enclosed is a 
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collection of translations we have prepared of foreign-
language articles on the Duren disease, i.e., a hemorrhagic 
illness in cattle which has been attributed to the feeding of 
trichloroethylene-extracted soybean oil meal. Additional 
articles are being translated, and copies will be sent as soon 
as they are available. The present transmittal is being sent 
without awaiting completion of the entire task, because many 
research workers are anxious to obtain the material as fast as 
it becomes available.
 “Further information about these translations and the 
manner in which they are being made available is contained 
in the accompanying Foreword. We hope you will read it and 
arrange to fi le or bind your translations in such a way as to 
permit the addition of more from time to time.
 “It is also hoped that this literature will prove of value 
to the scientists in research institutions where investigations 
of the Duren disease are in progress. The efforts of these 
workers are deeply appreciated by the entire soybean 
industry, and the Soybean Research Council offers this 
material, as a contribution toward solving the problem.
 “Yours sincerely, Warren H. Goss.”
 The 2-page Foreword states: “During the early 
part of 1951, a number of cattle deaths in the Midwest 
were tentatively diagnosed as poisoning caused by the 
feeding of soybean oil meal produced by extraction with 
trichloroethylene. The symptoms, cause, and other features 
of the ailment appeared identical with those described 
by Sir Stewart Stockman (3) in 1916 and later by Ralph 
Stockman (2). The former article, of which an abstract 
also appeared in 1916 (1), is a well-documented study of 
bovine mortalities which occurred fi rst in 1912 in Southern 
Scotland and of experimental feeding tests from which it was 
concluded that, although soybean oil meal prepared by usual 
extraction methods (benzine or hexane) is a valuable feed 
ingredient, the use of trichloroethylene as a solvent in its 
manufacture yields a product that is toxic to cattle. In another 
contribution, Stockman (4) furnished data on the operating 
conditions employed, in the mill where the suspect meal was 
produced.
 “Additional published information on this subject in 
the English language is meager. Mimeographed reports by 
Vollertsen (6), (7), were made available by E.I. du Pont 
de Nemours a Co., Inc., in 1939 and 1941, the latter of 
which presented indications that processing temperatures 
infl uence the degree of toxicity in the fi nished meal. Through 
the courtesy of Mr. H. Jasperson of J. Bibby Sons, Ltd., 
Liverpool, a report by Wakelam (8) was furnished to the 
writer covering a literature search of the poisonous effects 
attributed to trichloroethylene-extracted soybean oil meal. 
Sweeney, Arnold, and Hollowell (5) included, in a bulletin 
describing the trichloroethylene ex-traction process, a limited 
review of the literature and a summary of the Vollertsen 
results (7).
 “Although occasional references to articles in the 

foreign literature appear in some of the preceding English-
language publications, not a great deal of attention seems 
to have been called to a major outbreak of the same 
hemorrhagic disease in Germany and nearby countries in 
1923. Because it appeared fi rst in the province of Duren, the 
illness became popularly known as the “Duren disease”. A 
perusal of certain German articles reveals that this particular 
epidemic was very serious and was the object of intense 
study and many scientifi c publications during the ‘twenties.’ 
Members of the Soybean Research Council were impressed 
with the extent of the foreign-language literature and the 
fi ndings disclosed therein. In view of the apparent recurrence 
of the disease in this country, the Council considers it 
essential that all this material be made available in the form 
of English translations.
 “Through the cooperation of Council members, the 
Minnesota and Iowa Agricultural Experiment Stations, and 
the Northern Regional Research Laboratory, mimeographed 
copies are being prepared of all pertinent foreign-language 
papers that can be found in the literature. These number 
forty-three at the present writing and, together with the 
English-language references cited above, constitute as 
complete a literature survey as we have been able to compile 
of the Duren disease.
 “The fi rst mailing of these translations is furnished 
herewith, and more will be sent to the same recipients as they 
are completed. It is hoped that these will be fi led or bound 
in such a way as to permit the inclusion of additional articles 
from time to time.
 “The individual translators, most of whom performed 
this task without compensation, have converted the foreign 
literature into English as accurately as possible, but no 
guarantee of accuracy is intended or implied. Readers are 
urged to consult the original foreign-language texts if in 
doubt as to details of any of the experiments described and 
statements contained herein. It is not always possible to 
express in concise English the complete or exact import of 
expressions used in other languages. The Soybean Research 
Council, through its offi ce at 3818 Board of Trade Building, 
Chicago 4, Illinois, will gladly help anyone desiring to 
consult original texts not readily available in libraries.
 “The Duren disease is a baffl ing problem. Its study 
is expensive and time-consuming because it affects 
only bovines. Intensive research is needed to determine 
specifi cally what the toxic principle is, how it can be avoided 
or eliminated in the production of the meal, and how it can 
be detected analytically. It is hoped that the preparation and 
distribution of these translations will aid in the conducting 
of these investigations. The Soybean Research Council is 
deeply appreciative of the contributions made to this project 
by the individual translators and extends its thanks to each.
 “Warren H. Goss.”
 Note: The numbers in parentheses refer to the English-
language bibliography at the end the Introduction. Address: 
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Soybean Research Council, National Soybean Processors 
Assoc., 3818 Board of Trade Building, Chicago 4, Illinois. 
Phone: HArrison 7-7065.

421. Peterson, D.W. 1951. Effect of soybean sterols in the 
diet on plasma and liver cholesterol in chicks. Proceedings 
of the Society for Experimental Biology and Medicine 
78(1):143-47. Oct. [7 ref]
• Summary: Peterson was the fi rst to show that when 
soybean sterols are fed to chicks together with cholesterol, 
hypercholesterolemia was prevented, and the deposition 
of cholesterol in the liver was markedly decreased. He 
proposed that the soy sterols may interfere with absorption of 
cholesterol. Address: Div. of Poultry Husbandry, College of 
Agriculture, Univ. of California, Berkeley.

422. Shuman, C.K. 1951. Soybean oil meal in manufactured 
feeds. Soybean Digest. Oct. p. 10-12.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Animal population. 
Manufactured feeds. More protein needed. Summary.
 “A summary of the developments presented by these 
panel members as applied to the use of soybean oil meal in 
manufactured feeds should stress these points.
 “The use of soybean oil meal in manufactured feeds is 
a comparatively recent development. Increased production 
would not have been possible without this major protein 
source which since the war period has made up more than 
40 percent of our protein concentrate supply. It is readily 
obvious therefore that the feed manufacturer must rely 
heavily on the intelligent use of soybean oil meal if the 
increased need for balanced rations through manufactured 
feed is to be adequately met.
 “1–A shortage of high protein feedstuffs is the fi rst 
limiting factor in the effi cient and economical production of 
livestock and poultry. These researches point the way to the 
more intelligent use of already existing protein supplies and 
place added emphasis upon the importance of soybean oil 
meal in meeting the increasing protein demands.
 “2–From the protein standpoint soybean oil meal is 
a well balanced source of amino acids with the possible 
exception of a borderline defi ciency of methionine. This 
assumes that proper consideration has been given to heat 
treatment of soybean oil meal.
 “3–Much of the credit for animal protein concentrates 
and their advantages over such a source of protein as 
soybean oil meal must now be credited to factors other than 
protein.
 “4–Soybean oil meal can be used in increasing quantities 
in manufactured feeds even in the critical feeds for early 
growth and reproduction, providing that it is recognized that 
when animal protein concentrates are replaced with soybean 
oil meal that it is necessary to replace in the ration those 
nutrients which were formerly associated with the animal 
protein concentrates.

 “5–A better understanding of the vitamin B-12 
requirements for livestock and poultry throughout all phases 
of the life cycle makes possible an increased usage of 
soybean oil meal in many rations.
 “6–Production of fi sh meal and cake over the past 10 
years has not increased and supplies of milk byproducts 
available to the manufacturer have decreased over the same 
period. Supplies of such critical materials as animal and 
marine by-products should be conserved for use in those 
rations where their use is still found to be desirable for the 
best results in growth and reproduction. The application 
of the newer knowledge on the vitamin B-12 requirements 
of poultry and livestock throughout various stages of life 
cycle feeding will permit the intelligent use of vitamin B-12 
supplements and permit more intelligent use of these critical 
protein supplies known to contain vitamin B-12 and other 
nutrient factors.
 “7–Research is keeping pace with demands and 
indications are that amino acid needs will be met in the 
future through the intelligent supplementation of amino acids 
supplied from synthetic sources, as well as natural sources. 
Methionine is particularly noteworthy at this time.
 “8–Not to be forgotten is the fact that continued high 
usage of soybean oil meal will place heavier demands 
on mineral needs, an extremely important factor in feed 
manufacturing when considering particularly phosphorous 
supplies.
 “9–A study of rumen synthesis will lead the way to a 
better understanding of the requirements and utilization of 
feed stuffs for ruminating animals and much can be expected 
from this kind of development in the future.
 “10–Soybean oil meal continues to be an important and 
economical protein ingredient for use in dairy rations. The 
most effective use of any combination of ingredients used in 
dairy rations is dependent, however, on fi rst consideration 
being given to the quality of roughage available in the dairy 
feeding program. To effectively promote and gain further 
utilization of soybean oil meal in balanced dairy rations, 
the part played by the roughage program must not be 
overlooked.
 “11–The future of soybean oil meal continues to 
look bright. Scientifi c research points the way to its more 
intelligent use. Feeders more than ever before are realizing 
the advantage afforded through the use of balanced rations, 
and the demands for protein supplies required to produce 
balanced rations will be on the increase. Soybean oil meal 
properly used in many rations provides the most economical 
protein source for meeting these increased demands.
 “A word of caution may be in order. Soybean processors 
should not be satisfi ed and just rest on their oars because 
there is a ready supply for their product. It must likewise 
be recognized that research on other proteins is proceeding 
with progress. As soybean meal seeks a higher usage level 
in many manufactured feeds, its quality as a protein source 
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will be more critically evaluated by all aggressive feed 
manufacturers. I am happy to report to this audience that 
already your National Soybean Processors Association in 
cooperation with the Nutrition Council of the American Feed 
Manufacturers Association is giving consideration to the 
continued improvement in quality and uniformity of soybean 
oil meal. This spirit of cooperation is the kind that speaks 
well for your industry.
 “I hope this audience will not gain the impression that 
soybean oil meal alone is the solution to all feeding problems 
and that soybean oil meal and a pill form of B-12 and 
antibiotic will be the practical answer to a farmer’s feeder 
problem. These researches, while they point out ways for 
increasing the usage of soybean oil meal, likewise stress the 
need for proper balance of all nutrients. We should remind 
ourselves that the feeding of an imbalance of nutrients can 
be just as harmful as the original nutrient defi ciency we were 
trying to eliminate.” Address: Director R&D, Feed Mill Div., 
The Glidden Co., Indianapolis, Indiana.

423. Calandra, J.C.; Hardt, L.L.; Stanish, E.S. 1951. 
The effect of various compounds on trypsin activity. 
Gastroenterology 19(3):564-65. Nov. *

424. Glendening, Mary Beth; Page, Ernest W. 1951. The site 
of inhibition of blood clotting by soy bean trypsin inhibitor. 
J. of Clinical Investigation 30(11):1298-1304. Nov. [20 ref]*
Address: Div. of Obstetrics and Gynecology, Univ. of 
California School of Medicine, San Francisco, California.

425. Liener, Irvin E. 1951. The intraperitoneal toxicity of 
concentrates of the soy bean trypsin inhibitor. J. of Biological 
Chemistry 193(1):183-91. Nov. [27 ref]
• Summary: A concentrate of soy bean trypsin inhibitor, 
which had been treated so as to destroy its antitryptic 
activity, still retained the ability to inhibit the growth of 
weanling rats when administered by intraperitoneal injection. 
The LD50 for rats and chicks was 200 and > 2000 mg. per 
kg respectively. By-passing the gastrointestinal tract in this 
manner affords a means of studying a substance’s mode 
of action without introducing the complicating factor of 
intestinal proteolysis. The evidence suggests the existence 
of a heat-labile, non-dialyzable toxic principle in hexane-
extracted raw soy bean meal (Nutrisoy XXX, made by 
Archer-Daniels-Midland Co., Minneapolis, Minnesota) 
which, although closely associated with factors which inhibit 
trypsin, is not identical with them.
 Note 1. Intraperitoneal means within or administered 
through the peritoneum. The peritoneum is a thin, transparent 
membrane that lines the walls of the abdominal (peritoneal) 
cavity and contains / encloses the abdominal organs such as 
the stomach and intestines.
 Note 2. By 1952 the author showed this other 
toxic substance to be a hemagglutinin. Address: Div. of 

Agricultural Biochemistry, Univ. of Minnesota, St. Paul, 
Minnesota.

426. Twiehaus, M.J.; Leasure, E.E. 1951. The presence 
of a hemorrhagenic factor in soybean pellets extracted 
with trichloroethylene as a solvent when fed to cattle (A 
preliminary report). Veterinary Medicine (Kansas City, 
Missouri) 46(11):428-31. Nov. [1 ref]
• Summary: Reports on cattle deaths in Kansas. “This report, 
attributing extensive death losses in a large herd of feeder 
steers to a hemorrhagenic factor contained in soybean oil 
meal (pellets), is of especial signifi cance considering the 
widespread use of this vegetable protein feed.
 “Soybean oil meal from which the oil has been extracted 
with trichlorethylene solvent has been used as a feeding 
supplement for some years in beef cattle feeding operations, 
in dairy rations, and as a swine supplement. Its popularity 
among livestock feeders has increased rapidly because of 
its excellence as a source of protein. This supplement has 
been considered safe because of the minute qualities of 
trichloroethylene remaining in the meal have proved non-
toxic. Feeding at high levels over an extended period have 
been shown to be fatal in a controlled experiment. The toxic 
factor(s) as not been determined. It is suggested that this is 
developed in the pellet by combination with complex protein 
molecules.”
 “The most striking feature of this clinical entity [a 
calf fed the experimental ration] is that of hemorrhage and 
necrosis.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 2005) 
showing that soybean meal extracted with trichloroethylene 
may be toxic to cattle in the USA. Address: 1. D.V.M., M.S., 
Dep. of Pathology, School of Veterinary Medicine, Kansas 
State College, Manhattan, KS; 2. Dean, School of Veterinary 
Medicine.

427. Newsweek. 1951. Chemurgy: A new and more bountiful 
era... emerges from our farms and factories. Dec. 3. p. 82-83.
• Summary: One of the best summaries seen up to this time 
on the history of the chemurgic movement in the USA. 
Most of the National Farm Chemurgic Council’s (NFCC) 
5,000 members foresee in chemurgy a way of life “as 
inevitable as tomorrow’s sunrise... Chemurgy started as a 
peculiarly American movement shortly after the fi rst world 
war. Its roots were in the organic-chemicals industry... and 
in the postwar era of food surpluses and farm-mortgage 
foreclosures, which drove farmers to look desperately for 
new cash crops.
 “The word was coined in 1919 by Dr. William Jay Hale, 
a Dow Chemical Co. chemist... The fi rst year the NFCC 
was fi nanced by $125,000 of the Chemical Foundation’s 
money. But the patents expired, Garvan died in 1937, and 
the council had to fall back on contributions from individual 
members and corporations. Today under McMillen, who 
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succeeded Garvan, a $65,000 budget goes mostly to collect 
and distribute chemurgic information to members.”
 Slave-born George Washington Carver of Tuskegee 
Institute invented 120 chemurgic uses for sweet potatoes, 
300 products from the peanut, and more from cotton, 
soybeans, yucca, poultry feathers, etc. The most prolifi c 
living chemist is probably Dr. Percy Lavon Julian, “soya 
research director of the Glidden Co. From soybeans he has 
synthesized sex hormones, a pure protein for coating slick 
paper, a foam for smothering oil and gas fi res, lecithin for 
making chocolate and other foods creamier, and recently the 
wonder hormone cortisone.”
 Fibers: Kenaf, which thrives in Florida, may be 
substituted for jute. Nylon: A large photo shows a nylon 
bevel gear held in front of a mechanical drawing. Nylon will 
replace metal in the gear of 1951 Ford speedometers. By 
1952 almost 40% of all nylon plastic and fi ber will be made 
from furfural instead of coal-tar benzene. Furfural comes 
from oat hulls and corn cobs.
 “And the fl ood of chemurgy seems to be swelling.”
 The article concludes with some words from Wheeler 
McMillen of the NFCC: “The chemurgic idea has more 
applications than we ever dreamed of at fi rst... We have only 
scratched the surface.”

428. Cravioto, Rene O.; Guzman, J.G.; Massieu, H.G. 1951. 
Increasing the nutritive value of the tortilla. III. The effect of 
heat and calcium hydroxide on the anti-tryptic activity of the 
soybean. Ciencia 11:81. *
Address: Instituto Nacional de Nutriologia, Secretaria de 
Salubridad y Asistencia, Mexico, D.F.

429. Fukai, Tôshi; Irie, S.; Ishiguro, K. 1951. [The 
preservation test for harmful yeasts of soy sauce by 
synthesized vitamin K3]. Mag. Shiyukai 2:23. *
Address: Japan.

430. Inoue, N.; Nagai, S.; Inoue, K. 1951. Nattô no 
eiyogaku-teki shiken [Hygienical examination of so-called 
“natto”]. Eiyogaku Zasshi (Japanese J. of Nutrition) 9(3):69-
71. [Jap; eng]
Address: Kokuritsu Eiyo Kenkyusho.

431. Mierzejewski, Tadeusz; Skulmowski, Józef. 1951. 
[Detection and separation of amino acids in protein 
hydrolyzates of soybeans by the paper chromatography 
method]. Annales Universitatis Mariae Curie-Skolodowska, 
Section DD (Lublin, Poland) 6(15-20):309-24. (Chem. Abst. 
47:7948d). [17 ref. Pol; eng]
• Summary: The protein hydrolyzate of the soybean, 
prepared by the Hamilton method, was examined on one- 
and two dimensional chromatograms using the Boissonnas 
modifi cation of the Consden method. No improvement in 
resolution and the sharpness of spots was found on washing 

the paper with 10% HCl [hydrochloric acid] or quinolinol. 
Address: Univ. Marie Curie-Skodowskiej, Lublin, Poland.

432. Yoshino, H. 1951. Paper partition chromatography ni 
yoru shôyu no kenkyû. I. Koeki-chû no tô-rui oyobi yûri 
amino-san ni tsuite [Studies on shoyu manufacture by paper 
partition chromatography. I. Sugars and amino acids in the 
cooking liquid of soybeans]. Nippon Jozo Kyokai Zasshi (J. 
of the Society of Brewing, Japan) 46:34-28. [20 ref. Jap; eng]

433. Yoshino, H. 1951. Paper partition chromatography 
ni yoru shôyu no kenkyû. II. Shôyu-chû no tôbun ni tsuite 
[Studies on shoyu manufacture using paper partition 
chromatography. II. Sugars in shoyu]. Nippon Jozo Kyokai 
Zasshi (J. of the Society of Brewing, Japan) 46:105-98. [4 
ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: “1. We ascertained the existence of glucose, 
galactose, arabinose and xylose in shoyu, but unfortunately 
we could not recognize ketose or ketose-containing sugars 
such as fructose and sucrose. The existence of maltose and 
mannotriose was vague.
 “2. We examined the effect of NaCl, organic acids and 
amino acids on the Rf-value of sugars. NaCl was the least 
desirable substance contained in syoyu [shoyu] in regard to 
the detection of sugars by this method.”

434. Yoshino, H. 1951. Paper partition chromatography 
ni yoru shôyu no kenkyû. III. Shôyu-chû no yûri amino-
san ni tsuite [Studies on shoyu using paper partition 
chromatography. III. Free amino acids in shoyu]. Nippon 
Jozo Kyokai Zasshi (J. of the Society of Brewing, Japan) 
46:149-47. [10 ref. Jap]

435. Bailey, Alton E. 1951. Industrial oil and fat products. 
2nd ed. New York, NY: Interscience Publishers, Inc. 967 p. 
1st ed. was 1945. For third ed, see Swern, D. 1964. [1173* 
ref]
• Summary: This is the second edition of this excellent book. 
Contents related to soy oil: Chap. 2. Reactions of fats and 
fatty acids: Interesterifi cation (p. 40). Flavor reversion (p. 
67-68). Chap. 5. Sources, utilization, and classifi cation of 
oils and fats: Estimated world production (in million pounds) 
of different fats and oils in 1949 (table, p. 116; soybean oil 
is 7th after butterfat 6,186, lard 5,460, tallow and greases 
4,440, peanut oil 3,932, rapeseed oil 3,383, cottonseed oil 
3,200, soybean oil 2,980, coconut oil 2,600, linseed oil 
2,374).
 Chap. 6. Composition and characteristics of individual 
oils and fats: Linolenic acid oils: Soybean oil (p. 171-73). 
“Soybean oil has a typical ‘beany’ odor and fl avor. Like that 
of other linolenic acid oils, the odor and fl avor of soybean 
oil is inclined to return after the oil has been rendered 
completely odorless and fl avorless by high-temperature 
steam deodorization.”
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 Chap. 7. Cooking and salad oils, salad dressings: 
Introduction, olive and other naturally fl avored oils, 
neutral cooking oils, neutral salad oils, salad dressings 
(Mayonnaise...) (p. 199-201).
 Chap. 8. Introduction. Historical. Production and 
consumption. Plasticity in fats. Physical structure of fats. 
Theory of plasticity. Commercial utilization of oils and fats. 
Lard and other animal fats: Varieties of lard, variations in 
composition of lard, raw materials. Compounds or blended 
shortenings: animal and vegetable compounds (p. 204-237).
 Chap. 9. Butter and margarine. Concerning margarine: 
Historical. Margarine legislation. Flavor. Consistency. 
Ingredients. The history section begins (p. 272): “Margarine 
was invented during the Franco-Prussian War by the French 
chemist, Mége-Mouriés. It won for the inventor a prize 
offered by Napoleon III for a satisfactory butter substitute. 
The award of the prize was made in 1870. By 1872 the 
product appears to have attained commercial importance in 
France.” Margarine legislation.
 Chap. 11. Soap and other surface-active agents. Section 
10, titled “Natural fatty surface-active agents” (p. 401-02) 
discusses phosphatides and soya lecithin.
 Chap. 15. Extraction of fats and oils: Brief history of 
pressing oilseeds, basket-type extractor, Blaw-Knox Rotocel 
extractor.
 Chap. 17. Hydrogenation. The modern hydrogenation 
process had its origin in the classical research of Sabatier and 
Senderens conducted in about 1897-1905. Actually Sabatier’s 
experiments studied hydrogenation in the vapor phase only. 
A process for hydrogenation of liquids (triglycerides) was 
patented by Normann in 1903. “Title to the Normann patent 
passed to the British fi rm of Joseph Crossfi eld [sic, Crosfi eld] 
& Sons, and hydrogenation is said to have been employed 
on a limited scale in the treatment of whale oil in England in 
1906 or earlier. Potentially, however, the greatest use for the 
process lay in the United States, where a vast production of 
cottonseed oil awaited technical developments which would 
permit its conversion to the plastic edible fat demanded by 
American tradition and custom.” In 1909 Procter & Gamble 
Co. acquired the American rights to the Crossfi eld patents, 
and 1911 introduced Crisco, its hydrogenated cottonseed 
oil shortening. Later a court decision invalidated the 1915 
Burchenal patent, under whose broad claims the Procter & 
Gamble shortening was the manufactured. This cleared the 
way for other companies to manufacture similar products.
 The hydrogenation process is of great importance in 
modern oil and fat technology. It is used on a vast scale in 
both the soap and edible fat industries for hardening liquid 
oils and for improving the resistance of fats and oils to 
deterioration through oxidation or fl avor reversion. To a 
much greater extent than any other process it has contributed 
to the present high degree of interchangeability among a 
wide variety of fats and oils.
 Chap. 18. Deodorization: Historical, nature of 

deodorization process... “The fi rst use of steam deodorization 
in the United States is attributed to Henry Eckstein. The 
process was improved by David Wesson, who introduced the 
European practice of using vacuum-producing equipment in 
conjunction with steaming, and fi nally brought the process 
to its modern state of perfection by the combination of high 
vacua with high temperatures... Deodorized cottonseed 
oil was soon used on a huge scale as an ingredient for lard 
substitutes or ‘shortenings,’ and to a lesser extent as a salad 
or cooking oil. Large quantities of soybean oil and other 
vegetable oils are now consumed in these products.”
 Chap. 19. Fat splitting and esterifi cation (p. 813-14). 
The “interesterifi cation” refers to “that class of reactions in 
which a fat or other material composed of fatty acid esters 
is caused to react with fatty acids, alcohols, or other esters, 
with the interchange of fatty acid groups.” Address: Director 
of Research, The Humco Co., Memphis, Tennessee.

436. Bailey, Alton E. 1951. Plastic shortening agents. In: 
Alton E. Bailey. 1951. Industrial Oil and Fat Products. 2nd 
ed. New York, NY: Interscience Publishers, Inc. 967 p. See 
p. 204+ 1st ed. was 1945. For third ed, see Swern, D. 1964. 
[1173* ref]
• Summary: Contents: A. Introduction: 1. Historical. 2. 
Production and Consumption.
 B. Plasticity in Fats: 1. Physical Structure of Fats. 2. 
Theory of Plasticity. 3. Factors Infl uencing Consistency. 4. 
Evaluation of Consistency or Plasticity. 5. Importance of 
Plasticity in Edible Fate.
 C. Lard and Other Animal Fats: 1. Varieties of Lard. 
2. Variations in Composition of Lard. 3. Consistency of 
Lard. 4. Adjustment of Consistency. 5. Stability of Lard. 6. 
Deodorized Lard Products. 7. Rendered Pork Fat. 8. Plastic 
Oleo Oil.
 D. Shortenings: 1. Types of Shortening. 2. Raw 
Materials. 3. Compounds or Blended Shortening (Animal 
and Vegetable Compounds; All-Vegetable Compounds). 
4. All-Hydrogenated Shortenings (Hydrogenation and 
Blending; Consistency of the Product vs. Selectivity in 
Hydrogenation; Stability of Hydrogenated Fats; General 
Purpose Shortenings; High-Stability Type Shortenings; 
Superglycerinated Shortenings), 5. Dry Shortenings. 6. 
Peanut Butter Additive. Address: Director of Research, The 
Humco Co., Memphis, Tennessee.

437. Black, H.C.; Mattil, K.F. 1951. Edible soybean oil 
products. In: K.S. Markley, ed. 1951. Soybeans and Soybean 
Products. Vol. II. New York: Interscience Publishers or John 
Wiley & Sons. xvi + 1145 p. See p. 787-831. [54 ref]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Introduction. 2. Properties 
of soybean oil. 3. Edible products of soybean oil. 4. 
Shortenings: Classifi cations of shortenings, physical and 
chemical properties of shortenings (microscopic structure, 
consistency, incorporated air, free fatty acids, smoke 
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point, iodine value, color, fl avor, stability or keeping 
quality, peroxide value, melting point), composition and 
characteristic of shortenings (blended shortenings, all-
hydrogenated shortening), utilization of shortenings (frying 
fats, biscuit and cracker shortenings, emulsifi er-type 
shortenings, confectioner’s fat), effect of shortening on 
baked goods (leavening and creaming action, lubricating 
function of shortening), dry shortenings.
 5. Cooking and salad oils, mayonnaise, and salad 
dressings: Cooking oils, salad oils, mayonnaise, salad 
dressing. 6. Margarine: History, margarine legislation, 
production and consumption, margarine ingredients (oils, 
milk, other ingredients), manufacturing methods, physical 
properties.
 7. Pastry margarines: Danish pastry margarine, puff 
paste. 8. Flavor stability of soybean oil and soybean oil 
products: Rancidifi cation, problem of fl avor reversion, 
evaluation and testing for fl avor stability, proposed 
precursors and mechanisms of reversion, methods for 
preventing or retarding reversion. Address: Research 
Laboratories, Swift & Co., Chicago, Illinois.

438. Block, Richard Joseph; Bolling, Diana. 1951. The 
amino acid composition of proteins and foods: analytical 
methods and results. 2nd ed. Springfi eld, Illinois: Charles C. 
Thomas. xxxviii + 576 p. Illust. Port. 26 cm. *
• Summary: Richard J. Block lived 1906-1962. Address: 1. 
PhD New York Medical College; 2. BSc.

439. Ciancio, Pedro N. 1951. La soja y el problema 
alimentario del Paraguay [The soybean and Paraguay’s 
nutritional problem]. Asunción, Paraguay: Edit. “El Grafi co.” 
505 p. No index. 25 cm. Contains a 17-page English-
language summary. Ciencia de la Nutrition (Metabolismo). 
[50 ref. Spa; eng]
• Summary: On cover: Ciencia de la nutrición 
(metabolismo). Contents (from English-language summary, 
p. 477-94): 1. Report on the soybean, presented at the First 
Interamerican Congress of Medicine (Primer Congreso 
Interamericano de Medicina), sponsored by the National 
Academy of Rio de Janeiro [Brazil], September 7-16, 
1948 (the soybean was the 6th subject on the program; 
the report by Dr. Pedro Ciancio, which emphasized the 
nutritional benefi ts of soya as a protective and basic food, 
was unanimously approved by the scientifi c assembly). 2. 
The “Paraguayan Soybean,” a new variety (developed after 
20 years of cultivation in Paraguayan soil). 3. The nutritional 
value of soy in the light of modern science. 4. Defi ciencies 
in the dietetic regimen in Paraguay and how to correct 
them; particular importance of the soy bean to correct these 
defi ciencies. 5. Peculiarities of the biochemical structure of 
the soybean and the medical applications deriving therefrom. 
6. Soy cultivation (“Paraguayan soil is excellent for the 
cultivation of soy... The average output ranges from 1,500 

to 2,000 kilos per hectare but in some regions of Caazapá 
(Rosario, Charará, Buena Vista, etc.)... I obtained the 
enormous output of 4,000 kilos per hectare, and this without 
any inoculation whatever!”). 7. The place of soy in the diet. 
8. World production of soy. 9. Conclusion. More about soy 
milk (p. 493).
 The author emphasizes the many nutritional benefi ts 
of using soy fl our (he used the term “whole soy fl our,” p. 
493), toasted soy meal, and soy milk in the Paraguayan 
diet. He believes that soya can be used to improve the diet 
without increasing its cost. In 1950 the author conducted 
experiments, in collaboration with the distinguished 
biochemist Prof. Dr. Ramón Codas of the Faculty of 
Chemistry and Pharmacy (Asunción), feeding soy milk 
to undernourished families living in the Department of 
Caazapá. When 1 liter/day of soymilk was added to the usual 
diet for 2 months, “most of the groups had increased their 
weights, and better coloring and greater activity could be 
noted in all the members of the groups under observation. He 
recommended using the resulting okara in soups or tortillas.
 Chapter 8, “World production of soy,” states (p. 490): 
“Cultivation of soy began in 1921, the year in which I 
introduced the plant to our country. Although its cultivation 
is only slowly increasing, at the present time there are 
already many villages where soy is cultivated, though on a 
small scale.”
 In 1950 a group of renowned scientists (Bergmann, 
Weizmann, and Willstater) at Weizmann’s Institute of 
Science at Rehovoth, Israel, confi rmed the importance of soy 
in banishing world hunger. They developed a soy powder 
and Bergmann wrote a report about it.
 Note 1. This document contains the earliest date seen 
for soybeans in Paraguay, or the cultivation of soybeans 
in Paraguay (1921). In 1989 E.R. Alvarez-Britos wrote: 
“In 1921, Dr. Pedro N. Ciancio, considered the apostle of 
soybean cultivation in Paraguay, introduced the varieties 
Hollybrook, Manouth [Mammoth?], Pekin [Peking], and 
Shanghai, from Argentina, the USA, and Japan.”
 Note 2. Much of this book was written between 1940 
and 1942. Address: Prof., Dr., Asunción, Paraguay.

440. Davis, Adelle. 1951. Let’s have healthy children. New 
York, NY: Harcourt, Brace and Co. Index. *
Address: Los Angeles, California.

441. Dean, R.F.A. 1951. The nutritional adequacy of a 
vegetable substitute for milk. British J. of Nutrition 5(2):269-
74. [11 ref]
• Summary: “The problem of supplying a substitute 
for milk can be resolved into the separate problems of 
fi nding substitutes for the various components: minerals, 
carbohydrate, fat, protein and vitamins.” The writer intends 
to fi nd a good diet from plant sources alone, and in this 
area most of the literature (which he reviews) is about soya 
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beans or cereal-soya diets. However the soya bean is not 
universally available.
 Soya preparations are widely used in the USA for 
feeding children who cannot tolerate cow’s milk, but when 
Stoesser (1944) conducted a clinical trial using one of the 
most widely advertised of these, “his results were very poor.”
 Conclusion: “We know there are millions of 
undernourished children. We believe they could be better 
nourished if we used our plant resources more perfectly. We 
must fi nd means of translating our belief into fact.” Address: 
Dep. of Experimental Medicine, Univ. of Cambridge and 
Medical Research Council.

442. Deuel, Harry J., Jr. 1951. Nutritional value of soybeans 
and soybean products. In: K.S. Markley, ed. 1951. Soybeans 
and Soybean Products. Vol. II. New York: Interscience 
Publishers or John Wiley & Sons. xvi + 1145 p. See p. 727-
86. [262 ref]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Introduction. 2. Fat requirements 
of man: Dietary studies as a method for evaluation, animal 
requirements as a basis for estimation, rate of growth of rats, 
survival and growth on restricted calories, sexual maturity, 
pregnancy, lactation, fat level of diet and physical capacity, 
protein-sparing action and fat intake, fats as antithyrotoxic 
agents, conclusions regarding the optimum fat level in the 
diet. 3. Nutritive value of fats and oils as related to their 
composition: Fatty acid composition, unsaturated fatty 
acid content of fats, effect of hydrogenation of unsaturated 
fatty acid content, lecithin and phospholipide content. 4. 
Fats as sources of vitamins: Vitamin A and provitamin 
A, -tocopherol (vitamin E), choline, inositol. 5. Effect 
of rancidity on composition of fat: Carotene and vitamin 
A, -tocopherol (vitamin E), water-soluble vitamins, 
unsaturated fatty acids, other symptoms resulting from 
ingestion of rancid fats. 6. Digestibility as an index 
for evaluation of nutritive value of fats: Defi nition of 
digestibility, vegetable and animal fats with melting points 
below 50ºC, digestibility of fats of different melting points 
in rats, factors altering digestibility of fats (digestibility of 
tristearin, fatty acids vs. triglycerides, concentration of fat 
in diet, mixed triglycerides vs. simple triglycerides, effect 
of calcium and magnesium salts, effect of lecithin, effect 
of protein), digestibility of oleomargarines, comparison 
of digestibility of fat in man and herbivora. 7. Rate of 
absorption from gastro-intestinal tract: Units for expressing 
rate of absorption, comparative absorption rates of some 
common fats, absorption of short-chain triglycerides, 
effect of lecithin on absorption, effect of adrenal cortex on 
absorption. 8. Sparing action of fat on vitamin requirements: 
Effect of fat on thiamine requirement, effect of fat on 
ribofl avin requirement, sparing action of fat on other 
vitamins. 9. Prophylactic and curative action of fat on 
defi ciency symptoms resulting from fat-free diet: Effective 
principle in curing fat-defi ciency disease in rats, fat-

defi ciency disease in animals other than man, fat-defi ciency 
disease in man. 10. Comparative effects of various fats in 
promoting growth: Results on normal rats, vaccenic acid as 
a growth-promoting acid, results on prematurely weaned 
rats, comparative effectiveness of fats in a low-calorie 
diet, comparative effectiveness of fats under conditions of 
accelerated growth, comparative effectiveness of different 
fats on growth of calves. 11. Ability of various fats to 
support pregnancy and lactation. 12. Ability of vegetable 
fats to support growth and reproduction over a number of 
generations. 13. General conclusions. Address: Graduate 
School, Univ. of S. California, Los Angeles, CA.

443. Deuel, Harry J., Jr. 1951. The lipids: Their chemistry 
and biochemistry. Vol. I: Chemistry. New York and London: 
Interscience Publishers. 982 p. Index. 12 cm. [500+* ref]
• Summary: An excellent review of the early literature. 
Octadecenoic acids (p. 13). It comprises 85% of olive oil and 
seems to be the chief component of fats of warm-blooded 
animals. Because of the presence of a double bond in the 
molecule, the monoethenoid acids can exist in either a cis or 
a trans form. Oleic acid is the cis isomer of 9-octadecenoic 
acid, while elaidic acid is its trans isomer. Although the cis 
-> trans rearrangement may be readily accomplished by 
chemical means, it apparently cannot be brought about in the 
animal body. Elaidic acid is never found in natural products; 
however, if fed to animals, it may be laid down in the depot 
fat.
 Table 2 (p. 14-15) is titled “Monoethenoid acids 
most commonly found in natural fats.” Oleic acid was 
discovered in 1815 by Chevreul in pork fat. Vaccenic acid 
was discovered in 1844 by Lerch in butter, then in 1928 by 
Bertram in beef fat.
 Vaccenic acid (p. 16), an isomer of oleic acid 
(11-octadecenoic acid), is of special interest because of its 
occurrence in animal fats such as butter, lard, mutton, and 
beef fats, and its absence from such vegetable oils as corn, 
cottonseed, soybeans, and coconut. However it is present in 
hydrogenated vegetable fats. Grossfi eld and Simmer (1930) 
reported 1.49% of vaccenic acid in margarine.
 The section on “Isomerism of fatty acids” (p. 84-85) 
discusses: Simple structural isomerism (nucleus or chain 
isomerism, positional isomerism {frequently observed 
and probably most important}, and functional or group 
isomerism), stereoisomerism or space isomerism (optical 
isomerism, geometric or cis-trans isomerism). In geometric 
isomerism the shape of the molecule will differ according 
to whether the two carbon atoms attached by double bonds 
is of such a nature that the molecule is partially folded back 
on itself (cis) or extended to the maximum length (trans). 
The best known examples of such isomers are oleic and 
elaidic acids, which represent, respectively, the cis and trans 
forms of 9-octadecenoic acid. Elaidinization is the process of 
isomerization of a cis to a trans form. The general reaction 
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was discovered over 100 years ago (in 1819) by Poutet.
 The section on hydrogenation (p. 148-153, 275) 
includes a history of its development. The advent of catalytic 
hydrogenation was a result of the classic was a result of 
the classical experiments of Sabatier and Senderens (gives 
5 citations from 1899 to 1902). These were summarized 
by Sabatier in 1923 in a book titled Catalysis in Organic 
Chemistry, translated into English by E.E. Reid. This 
discovery of and research on the catalytic process has made 
possible the extensive commercial application of this technic 
not only to fatty acids and more especially their triglycerides, 
but also to a large number of related products. The industrial 
development was stimulated by the research of W. Normann, 
who on 21 Jan. 1903 patented the catalytic transformation 
of liquid marine and vegetable oils into solid white fats. 
W. Ipatieff (Ipatiew, 1904) helped to introduce the modern 
methods of catalytic hydrogenation by demonstrating that 
reactions were possible with high-pressure hydrogenation 
which could not occur under the conditions formerly 
employed. In hydrogenation, nickel is the main metal 
catalyst used for saturation of double bonds.
 Table 15 (p. 208) gives the fatty acid composition of 
various vegetable oils (incl. soybean and peanut oils). Table 
24 (p. 236) gives the constants of 25 common fats and oils, 
incl. soybean oil, peanut oil, sesame oil, human fat, etc. For 
each is given: Specifi c gravity, refractive index, melting 
point, saponifi cation number, iodine number, and Reichert-
Meissl number. Table 36 (p. 270) gives the critical solution 
temperature and per cent solute by weight of 8 fats (incl. 
soybean oil) in liquid propane.
 The section titled “Chemical properties of fats and 
oils” (p. 274-76) discusses hydrolysis, hydrogenation, and 
interesterifi cation. Drying and hardening properties (p. 300-
01). “The unsaturated linkages of fat are responsible not 
only for the development of oxidative rancidity but also for 
the formation of hard insoluble fi lms. This reaction, which 
is of great importance in the paint and varnish industry, 
involves the formation of polymers following the absorption 
of oxygen.” Soybean oil is a semidrying oil. A drying oil 
(such as tung, linseed, poppyseed, sunfl owerseed, hempseed, 
walnut, or fi sh oil), when spread in a thin layer on a glass 
plate, will dry to an acetone-insoluble fi lm in 2-6 days. A 
semidrying oil (such as soybean, corn, cottonseed, rapeseed, 
or mustard oil) will become somewhat sticky after a week, 
whereas the “nondrying” oil (such as olive, peanut, castor, or 
coconut oil) will still be fl uid after exposure to air for 18 to 
20 days.
 Table 45 (p. 302) shows the indices of drying power and 
components of 14 drying and semidrying oils. Oils which 
have the highest “quick-drying index” (i.e. dry the fastest, 
based on Hilditch 1948 formula) are: Perilla (50), conophor 
(50), linseed (35), lumbang or candlenut (22), rubberseed 
(12-16), soybean (soluble fraction, 10), soybean (5), 
nigerseed (3).

 More on soybean oil: Sitosterols in (soybean oil contains 
mainly gamma-sitosterol, p. 352). Stigmasterol in (p. 353). 
Seed waxes (p. 383. “Most seeds contain waxes in the hulls, 
but they are found mixed with the triglyceride oils when the 
oil is expressed or extracted. The waxes occur in smaller 
quantities than do the triglycerides... Soybean wax (Glycine 
soja), celery seed, and sesame seed (Sesamum indicum L.) all 
contain waxes which have been studied”).
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Oct. 2017) that contains the term “Soybean wax.” 
However this wax is not related to candles.
 Soyasapogenol-A, B+D, and C as saponins and probable 
triterpenes (p. 386). Note 2 This is the earliest English-
language document seen (Oct. 1999) that uses the term 
“soyasapogenol” or “soyasapogenols.” Other hydrocarbons–
Gadusene isolated from the unsaponifi able fraction in (p. 
402). Inositol and lipositol from (p. 450-51). Alpha-carotene 
in (p. 535). Tocopherols (vitamin E and delta-tocopherol) 
in soybean phosphatides (p. 798). Vitamin K in (p. 831-
54). Note 3 In Sept. 1937 Almquis and Stokstad fi rst found 
vitamin K (anti-hemorrhagic vitamin) in soybean oil. Pure 
vitamin K was fi rst isolated (not from soybeans) in 1939, 
almost simultaneously by the Dam-Karrer group and by 
Doisy and co-workers.
 Concerning the phosphatides and lecithin: Historical 
development (p. 407-08). The lecithins: Structure and 
distribution (p. 408-09). “The fi rst proof of the existence 
of complex fatty compounds is generally credited to 
Fourcroy, whose experiments were reported as early as 
1793; Vauquelin (1812), however, was the initial investigator 
to prove the presence of bound phosphorus in the fat-like 
material of the brain. The work of Gobley (1846-47) was 
particularly outstanding, since it demonstrated for the 
fi rst time the presence of a phosphatide in egg-yolk. This 
substance was fi rst christened lecithin [in 1850] after the 
Greek equivalent of egg-yolk, lekithos.”
 The section titled “The digestibility of oils and fats” 
(p. 905) states: “With very few exceptions, all natural 
animal and vegetable fats melting below 50ºC (122ºF) are 
practically completely digested by the normal individual.” 
The coeffi cient of digestibility for most vegetable fats 
ranges from 95 to 99. Rapeseed oil is 99. Soybean, coconut, 
cottonseed, English walnut, olive, peanut, and sesame seed 
oils are all 98. Avocado fat is the lowest seen at 88.
 Page 906 adds: “Moreover hydrogenated fats, such as 
shortenings and margarines, present the same high values 
for utilization as is the case with natural fats, provided that 
the melting points of these fats are below 50ºC. Both butter 
and a margarine prepared from a hydrogenated vegetable 
fat had coeffi cients of digestibility of 97%.” Address: 
Dean, Graduate School and Prof. of Biochemistry, Univ. of 
Southern California, Los Angeles.

444. Hayward, J.W. 1951. Soybean oil meal for livestock and 
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poultry. In: K.S. Markley, ed. 1951. Soybeans and Soybean 
Products. Vol. II. New York: Interscience Publishers or John 
Wiley & Sons. xvi + 1145 p. See p. 891-948. [263 ref]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Production and utilization. 2. 
Types and forms of soybean oil meal products: Defi nitions, 
specifi cations, and nomenclature of products. 3. Nutritive 
value of soybeans and soybean oil meal: Composition, 
effect of heat on the nutritive value of proteins (raw vs. 
cooked soybeans, meals processed at different temperatures 
compared with soybeans), comparison of commercial meals, 
function of heat, trypsin inhibitor concept, effect of heat and 
moisture (overheating). 4. Tests for predetermining nutritive 
value of protein. 5. Unknown factors required for growth 
and reproduction: Chick growth and hatchability (chick 
growth, hatchability), reproduction and growth of swine 
(reproduction of swine, growing pigs), growth and lactation 
of rats, growth of calves. 6. Supplementing of soybean 
protein with other proteins. 7. Supplementing soybean oil 
meal with minerals and vitamins: Minerals (availability 
of phosphorus), vitamins. 8. Goitrogenicity of soybean 
products. 9. Feeding value of soybean oil meal for livestock 
and poultry: Beef cattle (fattening calves, fattening yearlings, 
fattening heavy cattle, wintering and pasture feeding, 
miscellaneous, summary), dairy cattle (calves, dairy cows, 
palatability of different kinds of meals, soybean oil vs. urea, 
soybean products as sources of dietary fat, effect of feeding 
soybean products upon milk and butter {quality}, summary), 
sheep (fattening lambs, breeding ewes, nutritive value 
determinations, summary), swine (growing and fattening 
pigs, the sow and her litter, summary), poultry (starting 
and growing chicks, egg production, reproduction, turkeys, 
summary).
 Section 5, titled “Unknown factors required for 
growth and reproduction” states: “There seems to be little 
doubt that all vegetable protein concentrates, including a 
properly cooked soybean meal, require supplementing by 
an unidentifi ed factor(s), sometimes called ‘animal protein 
factor,’ for good growth of animals with critical protein 
requirements, for good reproduction in swine, and good 
hatchability of poultry eggs.”
 Note: In this section there is no mention of 
phytoestrogens, isofl avones, or anything related to them. 
Address: Archer-Daniels-Midland Co., Minneapolis, 
Minnesota.

445. Institute of Nutrition. 1951. Food composition tables 
recommended for use in the Philippines. Institute of 
Nutrition, Dept. of Health, Manila, Handbook No. 1, 1st 
edition. 46 p. 2nd ed., 1957. 61 p. *

446. Jacobs, Morris Boris. 1951. The chemistry and 
technology of food and food products. Prepared by a group 
of specialists... 2nd ed. 3 vols. New York, NY: Interscience 
Publishers, Inc. xxv + 2580 p. Index. 26 cm. First ed. was 

1944. [38 soy ref]
• Summary: In Vol. I, chapter V titled “Proteins and Amino 
Acids of Food Products” (p. 139-220) by L.M. Thomas gives 
a detailed discussion of wheat gluten and its constituents (p. 
202-04, 218) as well as soybean fl our (p. 217-18). Page 218 
states: “Wheat gluten–while not widely available–has found 
limited use in a large number of products. In recent years 
there has been considerable interest in the production of 
‘meat’ substitutes in which wheat gluten containing 60-80% 
protein has been used.”
 In Vol. II information and a review of the literature on 
food uses of soybeans is found in two chapters. Chapter 
24, Cereal Grains, by W.F. Geddes (St. Paul, Minnesota); 
see XII. Cottonseed, peanuts, and soybean fl ours (p. 1129-
33). Contents: Introduction, chemical composition, uses of 
edible soybean products. A table gives the average proximate 
composition of three types of soybean fl our: Full-fat, low-fat, 
and defatted.
 Chapter 27, Vegetables and Mushrooms, by F.A. Lee 
(Geneva, New York). In the section on Legumes there 
is detailed information and a review of the literature on 
the soybean (p. 1275-79): Introduction, changes during 
development, carbohydrates, proteins, glucosides, saponins, 
isofl avones, enzymes, lipids, other components, and use. 
Page 1279 states: “The fl our is of value as a diabetic food 
because of the relative absence of starch in a number of the 
varieties. Edible fresh green soybeans are highly prized by 
some as a table vegetable, and they can be stored for this 
purpose very satisfactorily in the frozen condition. The 
dried seeds are sometimes prepared as a table dish in a way 
similar to navy beans.” Address: Adjunct Prof. of Chemical 
Engineering (Food, Flavor, and Dairy Technology), 
Polytechnic Inst. of Brooklyn, and Chief Organic Chemist, 
Dep. of Health, City of New York.

447. Lehman, R.W.; Embree, N.D. 1951. Soybean oil by-
products. In: K.S. Markley, ed. 1951. Soybeans and Soybean 
Products. Vol. II. New York: Interscience Publishers or John 
Wiley & Sons. xvi + 1145 p. See p. 833-52. [147 ref]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Fatty acids: Utilization of fatty 
acids from refi nery foots, utilization of fatty acids from 
deodorizer scum. 2. Sterols: Nature of soybean oil sterols 
(composition, chemical structure), recovery of sterols 
from soybean oil (sterols from refi nery foots, sterols from 
deodorizer scum, sterols from molecular distillates), uses 
of soybean oil sterols (preparation of steroidal hormones, 
preparation of vitamin D, other uses of sterols). 3. 
Tocopherols: Nature of soybean oil tocopherols (components 
of the “Vitamin E” fraction, tocopherol content of soybean 
oil), recovery of tocopherols from soybean oil (tocopherols 
from refi nery foots, tocopherols from deodorizer scum, 
tocopherols from molecular distillates), uses of soybean 
oil tocopherols (use as an antioxidant, physiological uses). 
Address: Distillation Products Industries, Rochester, New 
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York.

448. Markley, Klare S. ed. 1951. Soybeans and soybean 
products. Vol. II. New York, NY: Interscience Publishers 
or John Wiley & Sons. p. 541-1145. Illust. Author index 
(including authors cited in footnotes). Subject index. 24 cm. 
[1501 ref]
• Summary: One of the best books about soybeans, soy 
protein products, and soyfoods ever written. Contains 11 
chapters by various authors; each is cited separately. The 
chapters are grouped under the following headings: C. 
Processing (continued). D. Utilization of soybean products. 
Volume II ends with an author index and a subject index to 
both volumes. Address: 2310 Calhoun St., New Orleans, 
Louisiana.

449. Pappas, B.B. 1951. A high protein food–the soybean. 
Healthful Living (New York City) 7:33-34.
• Summary: “The United States Department of Agriculture 
recognized its value and set up a separate Soy Bean Research 
Laboratory to fi nd new dietary and industrial uses for this 
wonderful bean. It has now been proven that the protein 
of the soy bean can very well replace the protein of meat, 
eggs and dairy products, and many manufacturers have 
taken advantage of this knowledge to produce a fi ne group 
of soy bean foods. Today we have such foods as soy bean 
cookies, roasted soy beans (crunchy and delicious), soy bean 
milk powder, malt and soy drinks, soy fl our, soy spaghetti, 
macaroni and noodles, soy bean bread, soya salad oil, soy 
sandwich spread, soy bean meat in cans, etc., etc. The 
number and variety of items now being made from the soy 
bean is extraordinary. The American people have come to a 
full realization of the value of this miraculous bean and are 
making it an integral part of their daily food.
 “Soy bean cheese: The soy bean is used by the Chinese 
not only in place of milk but it is also made into cheese. 
Tofu, or soy bean cheese, is extensively used in China and 
has the advantage over cheese prepared from cow’s milk in 
that it is not putrescent. This bean also serves as a substitute 
for eggs–containing as it does, protein and fat (including 
lecithin) equivalent to that supplied by the white and yolk of 
the egg. Kellogg says that Tofu omelette is more palatable 
and wholesome than an ordinary egg omelette.
 “Most proteins are what is known as ‘incomplete 
proteins’ and therefore not capable of supporting life 
alone. The tests made by the United States Department of 
Agriculture show that soy bean protein appears to be as 
valuable as the casein in milk. Osborne and Mendel, two 
of the most famous investigators and research workers in 
nutrition in the world, show that the soy bean furnishes a 
‘complete protein’ of high nutritive worth which may be 
used as a substitute for animal protein. This protein is highly 
digestible and has twice as much as meat, for example. The 
soy bean likewise has a high fat content but practically no 

starch.
 “It resembles a nut more than a bean, and is superior to 
nuts as a protein because of its alkalinity. Most nuts are acid-
forming.
 “We have spoken of soy bean milk. This does not 
necessarily mean liquid milk, for a perfectly fi ne soy bean 
milk is made by mixing dry soy bean milk powder with 
water to get an excellent tasting beverage. This is superior to 
cow’s milk because of its much greater capacity to counteract 
intestinal putrefaction. Soy bean milk is not only free from 
putrefactive bacteria but furthers the development of Bacillus 
Acidophilus which counteracts the putrefactive type of 
bacteria. It is certain that it will keep the intestinal tract of a 
child in a purer state than cow’s milk.
 “Please don’t get the impression from this that soy bean 
powder is strictly an infant food. Far from it. That is only one 
of its many uses.
 “Three thousand years before the Christian era millions 
of Chinese were living–and thriving–on a vegetarian diet 
that was based on the soy bean as its principal food. This 
miraculous oriental bean was used in place of meat, fowl, 
eggs, butter, cheese, fi sh and milk. Often in their long 
experience the Chinese were saved from starvation and 
extinction by the soy bean.
 “Protein substitute: In the Orient the soy bean still 
replaces both the cow and the chicken, being used as a 
substitute for such proteins as milk, butter, cheese and eggs. 
As a matter of fact, a milk made from the soy bean is used 
for infant feeding because of its easy digestibility and its 
lack of putrefactive agencies. As the famous Rout said: ‘The 
properties of soy bean milk and curd are similar to those of 
milk obtained from cows, and the action of the rennet, etc., 
is the same. Lactic ferments also act upon it in the same way, 
also the ferments of certain European cheeses. Throughout 
China, vegetable milk is extensively used for infant feeding, 
and is, bottled and delivered each day to regular customers. 
Investigators in America and Europe indicate that vegetable 
(soy bean) milk can be successfully used to replace cow’s 
milk.
 “A vitamin food: The soy bean is also high in alkalinity. 
The lima bean was considered a high alkaline food, or bean, 
but Becker has proved that the soy bean stands higher than 
all vegetables in this respect. The soy bean is also rich in 
Vitamin D, which is one of its many striking characteristics. 
Outside of egg yolk and cod liver oil very few foods have 
any of this valuable vitamin.”

450. Prime Minister’s Offi ce, Resource Council, Committee 
on Food Composition. 1951. [Standard tables of food 
composition in Japan]. Tokyo: Food and Nutrition Council. 
104 p. 2nd ed., 1954. 125 p. [Jap]*

451. Rombauer, Irma S.; Becker, Marion Rombauer. 1951. 
The joy of cooking. Indianapolis and New York: Bobbs-
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Merrill Co. 1011 p. Illust. by Ginnie Hofmann. Index. 22 cm.
• Summary: This is the earliest known Rombauer-Becker 
edition of this famous cookbook. Marion Rombauer Becker 
is the daughter of Irma von Starkloff Rombauer. A large 
percentage of the recipes contain meat, fi sh, or poultry. Soy-
related recipes and descriptions include: Soybean cheese 
[tofu] (p. 192, made from soybean milk curded without a 
coagulant like cottage cheese. Season with salt, cinnamon or 
chives, and caraway). Suggestions for the use of soybeans 
(similar to the 1943 edition) with the following recipes for 
cooked soybeans: Soybean loaf. Soybean dinner in one 
dish. Soybean souffl é. Soybean salad. Then some ideas for 
“Peanuts as a meat substitute.” Soybeans (p. 269; “Young 
vegetable type, not fi eld varieties of beans, must be used. 
The pods should still be green”). Roasted soybeans. Cooked 
dry soybeans (p. 269). Sweet and sour milk substitutions and 
equivalents (p. 502-03; “If you use Soya Milk, page 817, 
substitute 1 cupful for 1 cupful of milk”). Soya bean milk (p. 
817).
 There is a nice, early chapter titled “The Electric 
Blender” (p. 895-98), which begins: “Throw away your 
tamis cloth and hair sieve, if you still have these relics of a 
by-gone age, and replace them with a piece of equipment 
that makes them obsolete, the electric blender.” Includes 4 
paragraphs about blenders. This chapter includes recipes for 
cocktails, cream soups, eggnog, beverages (incl. cold fruit 
sherbets and a “Blender health drink”), puréed vegetables, 
custard, and ice creams. For the sherbets: “A fairly creamy 
result comes from a fresh peach, a banana or canned 
pineapple juice. A velvety concoction is: 1 small banana, 
1 cup milk. Add vanilla or rum, no sugar needed. You may 
add to this 1 tablespoonful chocolate sirup [syrup] or 4 
tablespoonfuls vanilla ice cream. Also try stewed or canned 
apricots with milk, apricot, pineapple and lemon juice with 
cracked ice cubes, frozen strawberries with sour or sweet 
cream.”
 The chapter titled “Nutrition and calorie chart” states 
(p. 931): “Proteins are known to contain amino acids. These 
complex acids are still being studied by chemists, but it is 
known that some of them are essential to growth and life. All 
of these acids are not found in complete form in all protein 
foods. They are most fully represented in meat, fi sh, eggs, 
milk and cheese. They are present but less well represented 
in nuts, legumes and cereals. Since the vegetable groups are 
incomplete in themselves, it is wise to draw half to two thirds 
of the daily protein intake from the animal sources given 
above.”
 Note 1. In the Betty Crocker Picture Cook Book (1950, 
General Mills), no mention is made of the electric blender. A 
hand-turned rotary beater is used to make a milk shake.
 Note 2. In Joy, there is no index entry for milk shake, or 
organic (as “organic gardening”), or vegetarian. Address: 1. 
St. Louis, Missouri; 2. Cincinnati, Ohio.

452. Sherman, Henry C.; Lanford, Caroline Sherman. 
1951. Essentials of nutrition. 3rd ed. New York, NY: The 
Macmillan Co. ix + 454 p. Index. 22 cm. [200* ref]
• Summary: Page 94 discusses complete, partially 
incomplete, and incomplete proteins: “On the basis of tests, 
such as those of Osborne and Mendel already mentioned, 
in which young experimental animals are fed diets 
containing only a single, isolated protein, the following 
qualitative classifi cation of proteins has been suggested and 
considerably used in teaching:
 “(1) ‘Complete’ proteins: those which maintain life 
and provide for normal growth of the young when used as 
the sole protein food. Casein is the example of a complete 
protein in the preceding discussion. Other proteins in 
this group include lactalbumin of milk; ovalbumin and 
ovovitellin of egg; glycinin of soybean; excelsin of Brazil 
nut; and edestin [from hemp], glutenin, and maize glutelin of 
the cereal grains.
 “(2) ‘Partially incomplete’ proteins: those which 
maintain life but do not support normal growth... Gliadin is 
representative of this group.
 “(3) ‘Incomplete’ proteins: those which, as sole dietary 
protein, are incapable of supporting either growth or life. 
Zein clearly belongs to this class, as does also gelatin.”
 “When grain products, vegetables, fruits and milk have 
all been given their full places in the diet, the result is a 
food supply and dietary of such excellence that the extent to 
which meats, fats, and sweets are added is of relatively little 
consequence” (p. 334).
 The following nutritional information about soyfoods 
is given: Amino acid content of soybean fl our (p. 336). 
Nutritional composition of soybean fl our, fl akes, and grits–
medium fat (p. 403). Mineral and vitamin content of soybean 
fl our, fl akes, and grits–medium fat (p. 413). Address: 
Columbia Univ., New York.

453. Smith, Dean A.; Woodruff, M.F.A. 1951. Defi ciency 
diseases in Japanese prison camps. Medical Research 
Council (London), Special Report Series No. 274. p. 192. 
(HMSO Privy Council, G.B.).
• Summary: This comprehensive report discusses the effects 
of an inadequate, unbalanced, and unaccustomed diet, 
maintained over a period of years, on thousands of men, 
women and children, prisoners in the hands of the Japanese 
in Hong Kong and Singapore.
 One section is titled “Preparation of Tempe.” British 
and Dutch prisoners of war in Changi, a Japanese prisoner 
of war camp in Singapore, survived on tempeh. “Soya 
beans fi rst appeared in Changi in May, 1943, as a purchase 
by the Camp Messing Fund; from December of that year 
onwards, they were occasionally issued to the camp by 
the Japanese in place of a certain amount of rice... The 
beans were fi rst simply boiled, but in this form they were 
rather unpalatable and exceedingly indigestible, and many 
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men passed unaltered beans in their stools. Some Dutch 
prisoners of war suggested that this diffi culty could be 
overcome by converting the beans into a substance known 
in the Netherlands East Indies as tempe, a product which... 
occupies a very important place in the diets of those who 
live in central and east Java.” A description of the tempeh-
making process is given. “The original culture of fungus 
was obtained from the withered petals of the Hibiscus 
plant... At Changi, tempe was made part of the general issue 
when available and was used to treat protein and vitamin 
defi ciencies, and was given to diabetics for whom the 
ordinary rice diet was unsuitable.”
 Note: According to The Defi ning Years of the Dutch 
East Indies, 1942-1949, by Jan A. Krancher (McFarland & 
Co. 1995), upon their invasion of Java in 1942, the Japanese 
began a process of Japanization of the archipelago. Over the 
next 3 years, more than 100,000 Dutch citizens were shipped 
to Japanese internment [prisoner of war] camps, and more 
than 4 million romoeshas, forced Indonesian laborers, were 
enlisted in the Japanese war effort. The Japanese occupation 
stimulated the development of Indonesian independence 
movements. Headed by Sukarno, nationalist forces declared 
their independence on August 17, 1945. For Dutch citizens, 
Dutch-Indonesians or “Indos,” and pro-Dutch Indonesians, 
Sukarno’s declaration marked the beginning of a new wave 
of terror.

454. Stanley, Joseph. 1951. Production and utilization of 
lecithin. In: K.S. Markley, ed. 1951. Soybeans and Soybean 
Products. Vol. II. New York: Interscience Publishers or John 
Wiley & Sons. xvi + 1145 p. See p. 593-647. Chapt. 16. [162 
ref]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Occurrence and composition: 
Occurrence, structure and composition, nomenclature. 2. 
Manufacture. 3. Commercial lecithins. 4. Physical properties. 
5. Chemical properties. 6. Utilization of lecithin: Margarine, 
chocolate (measurement of viscosity of chocolate), 
confectionery and ice cream, baked products (bread, cakes, 
biscuits, cookies, and crackers), macaroni, edible oils and 
fats, antioxidants, pharmaceuticals, paints and printing inks, 
rubber and petroleum, leather and textiles, cosmetics, soaps, 
and miscellaneous applications. 7. Synthetic substitutes and 
other lecithins. 8. Analysis of lecithin: Rapid volumetric 
determination of phosphorus (standardization of 0.1 N uranyl 
nitrate, determination), determination of small amounts of 
lecithin. 9. Statistical and market analysis. Figures show: (0) 
Structural formulas of phosphoglycerides, phosphoinositides, 
phosphosphingosides, galactosphingosides, synthetic 
products. (160) Margarine Votator (Courtesy The Girdler 
Corp.). (161) High-speed, fi ve-high roll mill for grinding 
chocolate ingredients (Courtesy J.M. Lehman Co.). (162) 
Photomicrograph (x 125) of milk chocolate. Left, before 
refi ning; right, after refi ning (Courtesy Lehman Co.).
 (163) Relative reduction in viscosity of a dark chocolate 

by addition of cocoa butter and lecithin: (A) optimal 
percentage of lecithin [0.35%], and (B) saving in cocoa 
butter. (164) Chocolate melting and tempering kettle with 
automatic temperature control (Courtesy J.W. Greer Co.). 
(165) Chocolate enrober (Greer Co.).
 (166) Effect of temperature on the viscosity of chocolate 
liquor and various types of chocolates: (1) chocolate liquor, 
(2) light, sweet chocolate, and (3) dark sweet chocolate.
 (167) Effect of temperature on the viscosity of various 
types of chocolate: (4) 18% milk plus 0.25% lecithin, 
(5) 18% milk without lecithin, (6) buttermilk plus 0.15% 
lecithin, and (7) 12% milk without lecithin (lecithin lowers 
viscosity of chocolate).
 (168) MacMichael viscometer used in determining the 
viscosity of chocolate (Courtesy Eimer & Amend). (169) 
Graph for converting MacMichael viscometer readings to 
poises.
 Tables show: (96) Specifi cations for commercial lecithin 
(6 common types; plastic or fl uid, unbleached, single-
bleached, or double-bleached).
 (97) General proximate constants of commercial lecithin 
(iodine value, saponifi cation value, specifi c gravity at 25ºC, 
pH, isoelectric point pH, etc).
 (98) Approximate chemical composition of soybean 
lecithin (incl. phosphatidylcholine 21%, soybean oil 333%, 
etc.).
 (99) Formula for typical table margarine (incl. Melted 
vegetable fat {setting point 28ºC} 80.00% and 0.30% 
soybean lecithin).
 (100) Effect of moisture on viscosity of chocolate 
with and without lecithin (viscosity is expressed in degrees 
MacMichael).
 (101) Effect of agitation on viscosity of aerated 
chocolate (agitation causes viscosity to decrease with time).
 (102) Scores of bread made with doughs containing 
varying percentages of soybean lecithin (lecithin percentages 
are 0, 0.15, 0.25, 0.50, and 0.75. For the best score use 0.15 
to 0.50% lecithin).
 (103) Antioxidant effect of lecithin in lard used in 
making crackers (0.15% lecithin extends the shelf life of 
crackers to 300 days at room temperature, vs. 160 days with 
no lecithin).
 (104) Effects of surface-active agents on fl ow properties 
of ultramarine blue and iron blue [colors or pigments] 
(plastic viscosity is measured in poises; lecithin reduces 
the viscosity of these pigments in glycerol, mineral oil, or 
varnish).
 (105) Effects of surface-active agents on fl ow properties 
of barium lithol toner and carbon black.
 (106) Change in fl ow properties in titanium dioxide 
dispersions on addition of water (in mineral oil or in linseed 
varnish).
 (107) Effect of soybean lecithin on lubricating oil, 
Underwood Test 325ºF, for 20 hours, cadmium-silver 
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bearings (0.5% lecithin).
 (108) Effect of soybean lecithin on lubricating oil, Sohio 
Oxidation Test (0.5% lecithin).
 (109) Effect of soybean lecithin on lubricating 
oil, Chevrolet Engine Test (0.5% lecithin improves 
performance).
 (110) Sunlight stability of treated, cracked, leaded, high-
octane gasoline with added soybean lecithin (10 lb lecithin in 
1,000 bbl gasoline slows the rate of haze formation).
 (111) Estimated United States and world production of 
vegetable oils and lecithin.
 Originally soybean lecithin was considered to be an 
undesirable sludge, because the hydrated form tends to 
ferment producing bad-smelling substances. Thus, the main 
problem was to dispose of it without creating a nuisance. 
In Manchuria and Germany, where expeller and solvent 
extraction plants were installed, it was decided to dry under 
vacuum the hydrated substance which had been removed 
from the oil using a centrifuge. This dried residue was 
named “soybean lecithin,” and initially no uses for it could 
be found. Researchers began to look for new applications, 
and initially they thought it could be used in nerve tonics 
like sodium phosphates and phytin, but such applications 
would consume very little lecithin. Over the last 20 years, 
thousands of commercial applications have been discovered, 
yet these use less than 20% of the lecithin that is potentially 
available.
 The total production of soybean lecithin in the USA was 
estimated at 8 million lb in 1948, while about 32.5 million 
lb which could be produced is not recovered. About 94% 
of the lecithin recovered in the USA comes from soybeans. 
Soybean oil yields an average of 2.65% commercial 
lecithin; other vegetable oils yield on average only about 
0.5% lecithin. The large present and potential production of 
lecithin has caused the price per pound to drop from about 75 
cents 20 years ago to about 15 cents in 1950 (p. 593-94, 644-
47).
 Historically, the manufacture of soybean lecithin began 
in the late 1920s in Germany with its recovery from expeller 
soybean foots, which were composed of phosphatides, 
phytins, sterols, glycerides, carbohydrates, gums, water and 
some soybean meal. After dehydrating the sludge at low 
temperature under vacuum, it was extracted with various 
solvents such as methanol, ethanol, benzene, etc. The extract 
was purifi ed by re-extraction with acetone to remove the 
nonphosphatides. Then the residue was redissolved in an 
appropriate glyceride carrier to make commercial soybean 
lecithin. This process made a good, stable lecithin, but the 
various steps made it expensive.
 The installation in Germany of solvent extraction plants 
for processing soybeans offered a convenient method of 
separating and purifying the lecithin without the use of 
solvents. The fi rst good process was developed by Bollmann 
of the Hanseatische Muehlenwerke, A.G., in Hamburg, and 

patented in Germany on 8 Oct. 1923 (No. 382,912) and later 
in the USA on 12 June 1928 (No. 1,673,615). A detailed 
description of process is given (p. 601).
 World soybean lecithin production in 1948 is estimated 
at 10 million lb. Another 2 million lb of vegetable lecithin 
was recovered worldwide, including corn lecithin in the 
USA, peanut lecithin in England, and rapeseed lecithin in 
Germany and elsewhere in Europe. During the period 1934-
1938 soybean lecithin was produced in the USA, Germany, 
Japan, Denmark, and Norway. “It can safely be said that 
during 1934-1938 the world utilized only about 4% of its 
potential production of soybean lecithin, and it is doubtful 
whether more than 10% was utilized even in 1948.”
 “The lecithin that is not recovered is left in emulsion 
form or in the foots, and is either thrown away or at best is 
mixed with the press cake or sold for soap stock. At least 
96% of the potential production of vegetable lecithin of the 
world suffers this fate.”
 Note: This is the earliest dated English-language 
document seen (March 2016) that contains the word 
“phosphatidylcholine”–written as one word. Address: Joseph 
Stanley Co., Chicago, Illinois.

455. Geddes, W.F. 1952. Edible soy fl ours and their uses. 
Soybean Digest. Jan. p. 21-22.
• Summary: “Although the people of the Orient have used 
soybeans and soybean products as their chief source of 
protein for many centuries, the soybean has not occupied 
a prominent place in the diet of the American people. The 
domestic use of soybean fl ours from 1930 to 1940 averaged 
about 25 million pounds per year. The shortage of animal 
proteins as a result of World War II focused attention on the 
high nutritive value of the soybean and stimulated efforts 
to produce more acceptable fl ours and other products for 
human consumption. The food shortages in Europe and Asia 
during the war led to a rapid increase in the U.S. production 
of edible soy products to a peak of some 400 million pounds 
per year.
 “Some export business continued after the war years 
but the production of edible soy fl our dropped to about 100 
million pounds in 1947. It is estimated that approximately 
144 million pounds of edible soy fl our were produced in 
the United States during 1950, mostly to meet domestic 
requirements.
 “Three general types of soy fl our, full-fat, low-fat and 
defatted, are produced. In manufacturing full-fat soy fl our 
no oil is removed; the cleaned, dried, dehulled beans are 
cracked, and heat-processed to remove the beany fl avor, to 
increase the biological value of the proteins, and to inactivate 
certain enzymes which otherwise would cause rather rapid 
deterioration in storage. The processed beans are then cooled 
and ground, and the fl our obtained by air-separation.
 “The initial processing steps in the manufacture of 
low-fat and defatted soy fl ours are essentially the same as 
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for the full-fat type. Medium-fat soy fl our is made from the 
press cake obtained by the continuous mechanical pressing 
method, known as the expeller process, which lowers the oil 
content to about 5 to 6 percent. Defatted soy fl our is made 
from meal obtained by solvent extraction of the oil and 
normally contains less than 1 percent fat.
 “Other items: In addition to fl ours, edible soy meats, 
grits of various sizes and fl akes have also been produced. 
Aside from their nutritive value, the desirability of utilizing 
soy fl ours in food preparations depends on specifi c 
properties, such as their high water-absorbing and water-
retaining capacity, the emulsifying action of the lecithin and 
their low-carbohydrate content.
 “Full-fat fl ours are employed principally in those types 
of bakery goods where their high-fat content and consequent 
shortening effects are desirable.
 “Low-fat fl ours fi nd their most extensive use in the 
meat-packing industry as a binder in the manufacture of 
sausages and other prepared ground meat products; their 
purpose is to prevent crumbling and to increase moisture 
retention.
 “Defatted fl ours are designed for use in bakery goods 
(bread, rolls, biscuits), prepared pancake and doughnut 
fl ours, breakfast cereals, macaroni products and dietary foods 
(prepared baby foods, fl our and bread for diabetics.)
 “Large quantities of soy fl ours have been employed 
in dry soup preparations. Also edible soy fl our is used for 
special livestock and poultry feeds as vitamin carriers and in 
calf feeds. A considerable amount is used in commercial pet 
foods.
 “It has been estimated that in recent years about 40 
percent of the domestic sales of soy fl our are consumed 
by the baking industry and about 20 percent by the meat 
industry. It has long been recognized that soy proteins 
effectively supplement the wheat fl our proteins because 
of their relatively high content of lysine and certain other 
nutritionally essential amino acids in which the wheat 
proteins are low. For the past several years considerable 
attention has been given to the possibility of improving the 
nutritive value of bread, macaroni, and other cereal products 
through the use of soy fl ours. Specialty breads containing 
up to 20 to 30 percent of soy fl our have been made for 
some time but they have never enjoyed a wide sale. Such 
percentages result in the production of bread differing 
markedly in character from that made with white fl our; the 
bread is lower in volume, darker in crust color and possesses 
a darker colored crumb of different texture and fl avor.
 “Softening action: The effects of soy fl ours on dough-
handling properties and on bread characteristics depend on 
the amount of soy fl our added and on the strength of the 
wheat fl our with which it is mixed. Soy fl our has a softening 
action in fermenting doughs and oxidizing improvers, such 
as potassium bromate which is widely used in the baking 
industry to improve the dough and bread properties. When 

appropriate oxidizing agents are used in suffi cient quantity 
with a proper balancing of other baking factors, laboratory 
baking experiments have indicated that the replacement of 
as much as 8 percent of wheat fl our with soy fl our results in 
bread equal to that made entirely from the same fl our except 
for crumb color. These results were, however, obtained with 
fl ours which were considerably higher in protein content than 
those normally used in commercial and home baking
 “The new federal standards which have been 
promulgated for white bread permit the use of 3 percent of 
soy fl our. Federal standards have also been established for 
various types of wheat and soy macaroni products which 
require the addition of soybean fl our equivalent to at least 
12.5 percent of the combined weight of wheat and soybean 
ingredients.
 “It is realized by soy fl our manufacturers that the 
present food uses of soy fl our are not based primarily on 
their nutritive value but rather be cause they contribute some 
desirable properties [functionality]. Any marked expansion 
of the domestic market for soy fl ours will depend on the 
success of searches directed towards improving their fl avor 
and developing fl ours of uniform properties which have 
desirable functional effects for specifi c uses.”
 Photos show: (1) A loaf of sliced white bread on a tray. 
“Present federal standards permit the use of 3 percent soy 
fl our in white bread.” (2) Pancakes (hot cakes, fl apjacks) 
being cooked on a round griddle in a kitchen. (3) “Soy fl our 
is bagged for shipment from the processing plant.”
 Note: This article is abstracted from the author’s 
comments at a panel discussion on the Nutritional Value of 
Soybean Proteins, held at the Third Annual Tri-state Soybean 
Processors’ Conference, University Farm, Saint Paul. 
Minnesota. Address: Div. of Agricultural Biochemistry, Univ. 
of Minnesota, St. Paul, MN.

456. Science News Letter. 1952. Meatless diet adequate: 
Both vegetarian and carnivorous types of diet adequate to 
feed mankind. Milk and other foods of animal origin are not 
necessary for nourishment. 61:70. Feb. 2. [7 ref]
• Summary: Dr. Robert S. Harris of the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology (MIT) recently declared at the 
International Conference on Vitamins (held in Havana, Cuba) 
that “Both the vegetarian type and the carnivorous type of 
diet can adequately feed mankind.” There is not enough 
land in the world to feed all mankind on a meat and milk 
type of diet. “It does not matter whether the calcium comes 
from milk or tortilla, whether the iron comes from meat or 
tampala, whether the niacin comes from liver or peanuts, 
whether the tryptophan comes from eggs or soybeans, or 
whether the calories come from wheat or rice, so long as the 
nutrients are available.” Address: Nutritional Biochemistry 
Labs., MIT, Cambridge, Massachusetts.

457. Patwardhan, V.M. 1952. Science and the state. IX. 
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Problems of nutrition research. Times of India (The) 
(Bombay). Feb. 7. p. 6.
• Summary: In the second decade of this [20th] century, it 
came to be widely realised that nutritional defi ciency could 
be an important cause of impaired health and disease in 
relatively large areas of the world. In India, the relationship 
between diet and disease was established as early as 1918 
under the leadership of Colonel R. McCarrison. The genius 
and foresight of McCarrison combined with the fi nancial 
support of the Indian Research Fund enabled that small 
unit to gradually develop into a full-fl edged institution 
for nutritional research. In 1928-29 the organization was 
renamed the Nutrition Research Laboratories.
 Lop-sided diet: The Indian diet is lopsided with undue 
emphasis on cereal grains and a shortage of “protective 
foodstuffs such as fresh vegetables, fruits, milk and milk 
products, and fl esh foods [meat, poultry, and fi sh]. In most 
cases the imbalance is caused by poverty.
 Cooperation between nutritional and scientifi c bodies 
“has been extremely helpful in providing satisfactory 
answers to some controversial problems such as the 
nutritive value of vanaspati, the desirability or otherwise of 
introducing soya bean as an agricultural crop in India, and 
the problem if human nutrition vis-a-vis animal nutrition.”

458. Almquist, H.J.; Merritt, J.B. 1952. Effect of raw 
soybean meal on growth of the chick. Proceedings of the 
Society for Experimental Biology and Medicine 79(2):277-
79. Feb. [5 ref]
• Summary: Presents evidence that trypsin powder 
overcomes chick growth retardation due to unheated 
soybeans. Address: Grange Co., Modesto, California.

459. Almquist, H.J.; Merritt, J.B. 1952. Effect of soybean 
antitrypsin on growth of the chick. Archives of Biochemistry 
and Biophysics 35:352-54. Feb. [2 ref]
• Summary: In a previous paper (1951, this journal) the 
writers reported that as little as 5% of raw soybean meal 
protein in the diet of the chick was associated with an 
effective level of antitrypsin. And that a dietary level of 
1.26% arginine completely counteracted the chick growth 
retardation due to unheated soybeans when all other essential 
amino acids were present in adequate amounts.
 Here they present evidence that trypsin powder 
overcomes chick growth retardation due to unheated 
soybeans. Address: Grange Co., Modesto, California.

460. Briggs, George M. 1952. A review of recent 
developments in poultry nutrition: Vitamin B-12, antibiotics, 
and new growth factors. Transactions–American Association 
of Cereal Chemists 10(1):31-50. Feb. Summarized in 
Soybean Digest, Nov. 1952, p. 26. [159 ref]
• Summary: The author is Briggs, the soybean pioneer. 
Address: Minnesota Agric. Exp. Station. Now at the Lab. of 

Biochemistry and Nutrition, National Institutes of Health, 
U.S. Public Health Service, Bethesda, Maryland.

461. Ichikawa, Morio. 1952. [Studies on the hydrolysis 
processes of soy bean protein. III. Quantitative estimation 
of amino acids by paper chromatography]. Hakko Kogaku 
Zasshi (J. of Fermentation Technology) 30(2):77-80. Feb. 
English-language summary at start of issue, p. 7. [16 ref. Jap; 
eng]
Address: Dep. of Industrial Chemistry, Faculty of 
Engineering, Kyoto Univ., Japan.

462. Hafner, Fred H. 1952. Why controlled heat-treatment is 
necessary in soybean processing: Proper processing grows 
more vital as soybean oil meal fi nds increasing usage in 
livestock rations. Soybean Digest. March. p. 20-22.
• Summary: “The purpose of this article is to present in 
simple words information relating to the effect of heat-
treatment on the quality of soybean oil meal.
 “Soybeans in the raw or unprocessed state are made 
up of a variety of components, namely proteins, oil, sugars, 
minerals, cellulose-like compounds including fi ber, a fatty 
material referred to as lecithin (abundant in egg yolk), 
enzymes (such as urease), vitamins, sterols and moisture.
 “Using the solvent hexane process we can separate these 
components into two major groups, as follows:
 “Fraction I: Fatty Components
 “Soybean oil
 “Soybean lecithin
 “Sterols (tocopherol, stigmasterol)
 “Fat-soluble vitamins’
 “Fat-soluble enzymes
 “Fraction II: Non-fat components
 “Proteins
 “Sugars
 “Minerals
 “Cellulose-like compounds
 “Water-soluble vitamins
 “Having effected the separation we can dispose of 
Fraction I and turn our attention to Fraction II. Here we have 
the fraction from which 44 percent protein extracted soybean 
oil meal is made.
 “As this high protein fraction comes from the extraction 
tower, it is still a raw product white in color and containing 
approximately 35 percent hexane by weight. The proteins 
are essentially in the same state as they existed in the raw, 
unprocessed soybeans. The enzymes and vitamins retain all 
their original activity. The sugars are raw, uncaramelized.
 “Even the fl avor of the extracted fl akes is raw and bitter 
to the extent that the fl akes are unpalatable for feeding.
 “Before this high protein fraction can be shipped as 
soybean oil meal it must go through the following additional 
processing stages:
 “1–Removal of the hexane.
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 “2–Cooking of the extracted, solvent-free fl akes.
 “3–Cooling of the extracted, solvent-free fl akes.
 “4–Grinding of the extracted, solvent-free fl akes.
 “5–Screening of the ground soybean protein.
 “6–Adjustment of moisture content, not to exceed 12 
percent.
 “Of these six stages, stage No. 2–cooking of the 
extracted, solvent-free soybean fl akes–is in my opinion 
the most important stage. During the cooking process the 
following objectives are accomplished:
 “1–Last minute traces of solvent are removed.
 “2–The raw bitter fl avor of the extracted fl akes is 
removed.
 “3–Color is developed by the process of caramelization.
 “4–Enzymes (and so-called enzyme inhibitors) are 
inactivated.
 “5–The proteins are altered to improve their growth 
promoting qualities.
 “Cooking of the extracted soybean fl akes is usually 
accomplished in steam jacketed sectional cookers, each 
compartment being equipped with an agitator to keep the 
material from being over-cooked in localized areas. The 
extracted fl akes are mixed with hot water and/or steam 
to obtain a certain pre-determined moisture content. The 
fl akes pass through the cooker at a pre-determined rate. 
A temperature higher than the boiling point of water is 
maintained throughout the cooking process.
 “Another type of cooker employed by some processors 
cooks the fl akes under pressure. The resulting meal is 
essentially the same as meal produced in atmospheric 
cookers.
 “Heat Sensitive: From a nutritionist’s viewpoint, the 
changes that are effected in the proteins during the cooking 
process are of utmost importance. Experience has taught us 
to realize how sensitive to heat the proteins of the soybean 
are. The value of any extracted soybean oil meal as an 
ingredient of feeds for poultry, swine, dogs and calves is 
dependent on the treatment the extracted fl akes receive 
during the cooking process. Unless exacting control is 
maintained over the cooking process on an around-the-clock 
basis, uniform quality is unobtainable even if the operators of 
the equipment have the necessary know-how and even if the 
necessary equipment controls are provided.
 “Two of the reasons why controlled heat-treatment of 
the extracted soybean fl akes in the cookers is necessary are 
presented herewith. The reasons presented are based on 
results of research studies conducted by leading biochemical 
and nutritional authorities.
 “No. 1. To avoid overheating which is detrimental to 
proteins such as those found in soybean oil meal.
 “Overheating brings about a reaction between the 
proteins and the sugars in the extracted soybean fl akes. 
Certain parts of the proteins join hands so-to-speak with 
certain parts of the sugars to form a union that resists 

breakdown during the normal processes of digestion within 
an animal. This union of sugars and proteins prevents the 
animal from making full use of all parts of the protein. As a 
result, even though the animal consumed the proper quantity 
of feed, the low quality of the soybean oil meal in the feed 
would deprive the animal of certain protein components 
essential for growth.
 “No. 2. To avoid production of underheated extracted 
fl akes.
 “Extracted soybean fl akes require thorough controlled 
cooking; otherwise the full value of the proteins for growth 
will not be realized when fed to poultry, swine, dogs or 
calves. The exact cause for the poor value of the proteins in 
undercooked soybean oil meal is not known. However there 
is abundant evidence reported in the literature to indicate the 
‘lower availability of the proteins’ probably is related to:
 “a–Resistance of the proteins to digestion.
 “b–Binding of parts of the proteins to sugars.
 “c–The existence of a substance in the soybean oil 
meal that interferes with the enzymes in the digestive 
tract of animals. (The substance is sometimes referred to 
as a proteolytic inhibitor or an anti-enzyme [or a protease 
inhibitor])
 “Let us consider each of these factors separately.
 “a–Resistance to digestion: If the proteins in 
undercooked soybean oil meal resist digestion the proteins 
tend to pass through the digestive system of an animal too 
fast to be completely absorbed and utilized. However, there 
is ample evidence to prove that whereas the digestibility of 
the proteins in soybean oil meal is improved by cooking, 
the improvement is not great enough to account for the 
increased nutritional quality of the proteins. Why then are 
the proteins in an undercooked soybean oil meal of lower 
nutritional quality due to slower digestion than the proteins 
in a completely cooked soybean oil meal?
 “Let us use as an example of point the person who eats 
a sirloin steak at noon, one-half hour later eats the onions, 
one-half hour later takes the salt and one-half hour later 
consumes the steak sauce. One can immediately sense 
that the effectiveness of the combination is lost when the 
components of a good steak dinner are consumed at intervals 
instead of simultaneously.
 “So it is with proteins, such as those of undercooked 
soybean oil meal that resist digestion. At the fore (proximal) 
part of the digestive tract those parts of the proteins that are 
least resistant to digestion are released and absorbed into the 
blood stream. At the middle part of the digestive tract, after 
a longer time interval, those parts of the proteins that are 
moderately resistant to digestion are released and absorbed 
into the blood stream. At the aft (distal) part of the digestive 
tract, after still a longer time interval, those parts of the 
proteins that are highly resistant to digestion are released in 
part and absorbed into the blood stream.
 “For Rapid Digestion: However, for the most effective 
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use of the proteins, the various parts that are digested 
should be available at relatively the same time. If they are 
not, their effectiveness is partially or completely lost. The 
objective then is to so alter the proteins that all parts are 
digested rapidly and simultaneously in the digestive tract 
of the animals. Controlled cooking during processing of the 
extracted soybean fl akes seems to accomplish this.
 “b–Binding of proteins to sugars: We have already 
discussed the tendency for the proteins and sugars in 
extracted soybean fl akes to combine when the fl akes are 
overcooked. There is evidence to indicate that analogous 
combinations are naturally present in the raw or undercooked 
product, combinations which prevent complete utilization 
of all parts of the proteins by animals. These combinations 
of proteins with sugars, and possibly other non-protein 
materials of the soybean, apparently are broken down during 
the cooking process releasing the proteins so that they can be 
readily digested and effectively utilized by the animals.
 “This of course presumes the cooking will not 
be excessive which would again result in the proteins 
combining with the sugars to form products that could not be 
effectively utilized.
 “c–Proteolytic Inhibitors: Usage by Animal. A large part 
of the vegetable and animal matter in feeds is converted in 
the digestive tract (mouth, stomach, duodenum, intestines) 
to materials that can be absorbed into the blood stream of 
the animal. This conversion is accomplished by means of 
enzymes which themselves are part protein in structure. For 
example:
 “Starch is converted to sugar by starch-splitting 
enzymes.
 “Fats are converted to fatty acids and glycerine by fat-
splitting enzymes.
 “Proteins are converted to amino acids and polypeptides 
by protein-splitting enzymes.
 “In other words, enzymes are a part of normal body 
function. If one of the ingredients of a feed should contain 
substances that would interfere with any of these enzyme 
functions, the digestive process of the animal would be upset 
to the extent that it would not derive full value from its feed. 
Soybeans in the raw or undercooked stage contain substances 
that are referred to as enzyme inhibitors. Some of these 
substances interfere with the normal function of the enzymes 
that convert proteins to amino acids and polypeptides (both 
amino acids and polypeptides being compounds that when 
combined according to defi nite patterns, form proteins).
 “Fortunately these substances which interfere with 
the function of the proteolytic enzymes can be inactivated 
by heating in the presence of water. This is exactly what 
happens in the cooking process when the process is carefully 
controlled. The resulting soybean oil meal contains little or 
none of the substances that interfere with normal enzyme 
activity in the digestion process...”
 Photos show: (1) Part of fi ve-story tower of solvent 

extraction plant. (2) A portrait of Fred Hafner. Address: 
General Mills, Inc.

463. Baker, W.; Ollis, W.D. 1952. A new synthesis of 
isofl avones. Nature 169:706. *
• Summary: “Eighteen different isofl avones are known to 
occur in plants either in the free state or as glycosides; 5 : 
7-dihydroxy-4’-methoxyfl avone (I) (biochanin-A) may be 
taken as a typical example.” Address: University, Bristol.

464. Allied Mills, Inc. 1952. More power to the pound for 
chicks, pigs, poults & calves–in Wayne starting feeds (Ad). 
Soybean Digest. April. Back cover.
• Summary: A full-page ad. An illustration shows 4 different 
animals blasting off in rockets from a bag of Wayne Feeds–
through a mushroom-shaped cloud.
 “This spring, you can start your chicks, pigs, calves and 
poults fast as a rocket with Wayne Starting Feeds, which 
bring you More Power to the Pound than ever before! You’ll 
be delighted at the way your young stock zooms along at an 
amazing rate on these powerful starters–with Less feed, time 
and work than ever before, too!
 “The reason is–Wayne Research scientists have ‘teamed’ 
up an exclusive feed-power combination of famous IQ 
(Ingredient Quality) and new IB (Ingredient Balance). Triple 
tested and thoroughly proved, this Wayne combination 
assures:
 “Top feeding power from every pound . . . thru proper 
proportions of all necessary nutrients, including Antibiotics, 
Vitamin B12 (APF) and many other high potency 
ingredients.
 “So get set now with a power take-off for the bigger, 
surer profi ts you get from early-laying pullets, high-
producing heifers, market-topping hogs, broilers and turkeys!
 “Start your chicks on Wayne Chick Starter or Wayne 
Broiler Feed. Start your pigs on Wayne Tail Curler, the 
amazing super-feed already famous for making runty pigs 
thrifty and normal pigs thriftier. Start your poults on Wayne 
Turkey Starter–your calves on Wayne Calf Starter. All of 
these starters are packed with the power of latest research 
fi ndings!
 “Remember–more farmers than ever before are feeding 
Wayne. It’s truly the Brand in Demand. You’ll be wise to 
arrange for your full requirements with your local Wayne 
Dealer right away!”
 Note that Wayne Feeds now includes “Antibiotics” and 
vitamin B-12 (APF).
 A box with red text toward the upper left states: 
“Attention Dealers: Powerful messages like this in leading 
farm and poultry publications–along with one of the most 
complete, hard-hitting Starting Feed campaigns in Allied 
Mills history–are boosting tonnage for Wayne Dealers 
everywhere. Inquire now about possible dealership!! There’s 
Profi t for You in the Power of Wayne Feeds.” Address: 
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Executive offi ces: Chicago 4, Illinois. Service offi ces: Ft. 
Wayne 1, Indiana.

465. Clandinin, D.R.; Robblee, A.R. 1952. The effect of 
processing on the enzymatic liberation of lysine and arginine 
from soybean oil meal. J. of Nutrition 46(4):525-30. April. 
[5 ref]
• Summary: Conclusions: “1. Amino acid or alpha-amino-
nitrogen values obtained subsequent to in vitro enzymatic 
hydrolysis do not necessarily constitute a reliable index of 
the relative nutritive value of soybean oil meals processed 
for varying periods of time under the same or under 
different autoclave conditions. 2. Maximum values at any 
one autoclave processing temperature would, however, 
characterize a good meal.” Address: Poultry Div., Univ. of 
Alberta, Edmonton, ALB, Canada.

466. Melo, Maria de Lourdes. 1952. Feijao soja, o alimento 
que se impoe [Soybeans for the nourishment of nursing 
mothers, and pre-school and school children]. Boletim 
de Agricultura, Departmento de Producao Vegetal (Belo 
Horizonte)–Brazil 1(4):33-35. April. [Por]
Address: Dietista, Orientadora Nutricionista das Escolas de 
Ensino Técnico.

467. Pottenger, Francis M., Jr.; Krohn, B. 1952. Reduction 
of hypercholesterolemia by high-fat diet plus soybean 
phospholipids. American J. of Digestive Diseases 19(4):107-
09. April. Series I. [64 ref]
• Summary: Patients fed a diet high in fats and cholesterol 
but with added soybean lecithin (1 teaspoon of soy bean 
phospholipids with each meal), showed a marked decrease in 
blood cholesterol. Address: Monrovia, California.

468. Soybean Digest. 1952. Vegetable diet can be adequate. 
April. p. 13.
• Summary: This is a summary, with several long excerpts, 
from: Science News Letter. 1952. “Meatless diet adequate: 
Both vegetarian and carnivorous types of diet adequate to 
feed mankind. Milk and other foods of animal origin are not 
necessary for nourishment.” Feb. 2. p. 70.
 There is not enough land in the world to feed all 
mankind on a meat and milk type of diet. But people can be 
well-nourished on a diet that is rich in cereals, such as wheat, 
corn and rice, and in legumes, or beans, and other vegetables 
and fruits.
 “Dr. Harris fears that ‘considerable harm’ has been 
done by shipping an excellent food, such as milk, into 
undeveloped areas for use in school lunch programs and 
telling children and their parents that milk and other foods of 
animal origin are necessary for their nourishment.
 “’It does not matter,’ Dr. Harris stated, ‘whether the 
calcium comes from milk or tortilla, whether the iron comes 
from meat or tampala, whether the niacin comes from liver 

or peanuts, whether the tryptophane [tryptophan] comes from 
the eggs or soybeans, or whether the calories come from 
wheat or rice, so long as these nutrients are available.’”

469. Venkatasubramanian, T.A. 1952. Component fatty acids 
& glycerides of soyabean oil. J. of Scientifi c and Industrial 
Research (India) 11B(4):132-34. April. Section B: Physical 
Sciences. [20 ref]
• Summary: Gives the distribution of fatty acids in the 
glycerides of soyabean oil. Address: Dep. of Biochemistry, 
Indian Inst. of Science, Bangalore.

470. Vernon, Leo P.; Aronoff, S. 1952. Metabolism of 
soybean leaves. IV. Translocation from soybean leaves. 
Archives of Biochemistry and Biophysics 36(2):383-98. 
April. [20 ref]
• Summary: “Summary: 1. The process of translocation 
in the soybean plant has been studied by means of CH02 
photosynthesis by the fi rst trifoliate leaf only, followed 
by qualitative and quantitative analysis of the plant for 
radioactive material.
 “2. Within 20 min. the following radioactive 
compounds, in the order of decreasing radioactivity, were 
found in the leaf extracts: sucrose, alanine, glutamic acid, 
glyceric acid, glucose, raffi nose, fructose, malic acid, triose, 
isocitric acid, succinic acid, aspartic acid, and citric acid. 
Analysis of tip and stem sections revealed activity only in 
sucrose, glucose, and fructose. In all cases sucrose was the 
main compound. Starch was the main radioactive compound 
found in the insoluble fraction.
 “3. From activity curves for a 5- and a 20-min. 
translocation, a rate of translocation of sucrose of 1.4 
cm./min. was obtained. Sucrose has the highest rate of 
translocation, followed by glucose and fructose, respectively.
 “4. Lowering of the temperature diminishes the rate of 
translocation.
 “5. Light has no effect upon translocation aside from the 
formation of translocating material through photosynthesis.
 “6. Application of small amounts of 2,4-D (25 mcg.) 
resulted in an increased rate of translocation. With larger 
quantities the rate was approximately normal but there 
was a decrease in the amount of material translocated. It is 
suggested that 2,4-D affects plants by decreasing the rate of 
sugar diffusion from the site of photosynthesis into the main 
translocation stream.” Address: Inst. for Atomic Research 
and Dep. of Botany, Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa.

471. Vishwanatha, T.; Rajagopalan, R. 1952. A dilatometric 
study of soyabean trypsin inhibitors (Letter to the editor). 
Current Science (Bangalore, India) 21(4):104-05. April. [2 
ref]
• Summary: A three-bulbed dilatometer was used in this 
experiment, which was run for 240 minutes (4 hours). A 
graph shows the results. “These data, therefore, suggest as 
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a disaggregation of the colloidal protein and aggregation of 
the breakdown products thereof under the infl uence of the 
inhibitor.” Address: Dep. of Biochemistry, Indian Inst. of 
Science, Bangalore-3.

472. Peterson, D.W.; Nichols, C.W., Jr.; Shneour, E.A. 
1952. Some relationships among dietary sterols, plasma and 
liver cholesterol levels, and atherosclerosis in chicks. J. of 
Nutrition 47(1):57-65. May 10. [11 ref]
• Summary: The authors demonstrated that the inclusion of 
soy sterols in a high (1%) cholesterol diet, fed to chickens 
over a period of 28 weeks, not only prevented the usual 
hypercholesterolemia, but also decreased the cholesterol 
deposition in the liver and the incidence of atherosclerosis. 
Address: Div. of Poultry Husbandry, College of Agriculture; 
Div. of Physiology, School of Medicine. All: Univ. of 
California, Berkeley.

473. Eichberg, Joseph. 1952. Lecithin aids the baker: 
It favorably infl uences bread making and bread quality 
(Continued–Document part II). Soybean Digest. May. p. 18-
20.
• Summary: (Continued): “As a Softener: Softness in bread 
is a desirable characteristic–up to a point. The trend towards 
‘super-soft’ bread during the past few years should not be 
allowed to over-shadow other vital aspects of bread quality. 
The bread must not only pass the ‘pinch test’ but must also 
appeal to the eye and satisfy the palate. Lecithin is not a 
‘softener’ in the extreme sense and if a very soft loaf is 
desired lecithin should be used in conjunction with mono- 
and di-glycerides or ‘polyoxy’ compounds, in-so-far as the 
existing standards allow. Bread made with lecithin will, 
however, retain its freshness somewhat longer. A number of 
reports show that staling is slowed down by lecithin because 
the moisture is better emulsifi ed and ‘wrapped up’ in fi lms of 
shortening, the shortening spreads more completely through 
the dough making the bread more tender, changes in the 
starch-gel and gluten structure of the crumb are retarded and 
the anti-oxidant activity of the lecithin guards against oil-
odors (rancidity). The bread with lecithin will show more 
compressibility than the control, days after baking.
 “The shortening itself has important functions with 
regard to loaf volume, tenderness and shelf life, and in every 
respect shortening performs more effi ciently when lecithin 
is present in the dough. Lecithin is probably nature’s prime 
emulsifi er, increasing the spreadability of fats and oils so 
that moist surfaces and larger areas are covered. This may be 
described as an effect (reduction) on ‘interfacial’ tension. All 
types of shortening, in the plastic as well as the liquid state, 
show greater lubricating value when lecithin is added to the 
dough, with resulting tenderness and uniformity of fi nished 
product. A fat in the presence of lecithin will mix speedily 
and completely and will do an all-around better shortening 
job.

 “Accordingly, bread made with lecithin has a more 
tender crust and the appetizing eating qualities of extra-
rich bread; it has a fi ne grain and texture and a symmetrical 
appearance due in part to more uniform oven spring. 
The crumb appears somewhat whiter due to the fi ner cell 
structure.
 “These lecithin benefi ts the baker can enjoy, at no extra 
cost, due to the low price of lecithin–in fact, the handling 
of slacker doughs of higher absorption means a saving in 
material as well as machine costs.
 “It is important to remember that lecithin works in 
several ways to promote an essential baking objective–the 
maintenance of uniformity. At the very outset, lecithin tends 
to neutralize extremes of weakness and strength in the fl our 
and to increase the mixing tolerance; it makes doughs drier 
and reduces stickiness, thereby cutting down on variables 
during make-up. Uniformity is aided also, as a result of the 
better blending of ingredients, and the more complete and 
even dispersion of the shortening.
 “What is true of bread applies to the use of lecithin in 
other yeast raised doughs, such as buns and sweet goods. 
Where higher percentages of shortening and sugar are 
contained in the formula, slightly more lecithin should be 
used, for instance 0.25 percent lecithin (fi gured on the fl our) 
in sweet doughs. Bakers are also using lecithin to good 
advantage in icings and for other special applications.
 “Whether or not one sympathizes with the present furor 
over ‘chemicals’ in foods, the existence of the problem 
must be recognized. Lecithin is not a ‘chemical’ but a 
natural extract, not merely edible but a substance of great 
physiological value. There is, indeed, reason to believe that 
the lecithin used in bread may enhance the nutritive value 
to the extent it assists in assimilation and metabolism. In 
short, lecithin is a desirable addition nutritionally, as well 
as a valuable adjunct in the production of baked products of 
uniformly good quality.”
 A portrait photo shows Joseph Eichberg. Address: 
American Lecithin Co., Inc., Woodside [Long Island], New 
York.

474. Todhunter, E. Neige. 1952. Biographical notes from the 
history of nutrition. Justus von Liebig–May 12, 1803–April 
18, 1873. J. of the American Dietetic Association 28(5):442. 
May. [3 ref]
• Summary: An excellent but brief biography of Justus von 
Liebig. He may be considered one of the founders of the 
modern university extension movement, for he believed in 
taking the knowledge of the university to the people.
 He was the founder of the modern laboratory methods of 
teaching chemistry; he was the fi rst to put students to work in 
the laboratory.
 He had a very curious mind, seemed always fi lled with 
ideas, and had contagious enthusiasm. His students loved 
him. Address: Head, Dep. of Foods and Nutrition, Univ. of 
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Alabama, Tuscaloosa.

475. Dobry, Alan; Sturtevant, Julian M. 1952. Heat of 
reaction between trypsin and soybean trypsin inhibitor. 
Archives of Biochemistry and Biophysics 37(2):252-57. June. 
*
Address: Dep. of Chemistry, Yale Univ., New Haven, 
Connecticut.

476. McCay, Jeanette B. 1952. Something new in bread 
(Letter to the editor). Ladies’ Home Journal 69(6):6, 8. June.
• Summary: “Dear editors: It may seem presumptuous to say 
that a revolution in commercial breadmaking is under way, 
but it looks as though a bread designed to fi t the needs of 
human health is on its way to being accepted by the general 
public. Four years ago, Governor Dewey requested my 
husband, Clive M. McCay, to help improve the diet in the 
state mental hospitals. A bread formula was worked out. The 
loaf proved so good it was offered for sale in Ithaca. In less 
than a year its fame spread to other communities in the state, 
and to other states.
 “By now, Triple-Rich Bread, Cornell Loaf or High 
Protein Bread, as it is variously called, is eaten daily by at 
least half a million people. Every day, 60,000 pounds are 
made in the mental hospitals. Over 40,000 pounds of this 
formula are baked for the school lunches in New York, 
Buffalo and other cities. The production by commercial 
bakers is steadily increasing.

“How do we know this bread provides good nutrition? 
The experimental white rats in my husband’s laboratory tell 
the story. When bread and butter is their complete diet, they 
grow fat and sleek on the Triple Rich. On the usual white 
bread, they grow very little and become weak and sick.

“What are the features of this new bread that make it 
different? An OPEN FORMULA, printed on the label or 
the wrapper, tells the housewife that for every 100 pounds 
of enriched unbleached white fl our, the bread contains: 8 
pounds of nonfat dry milk solids, 6 pounds of full-value 
[full-fat] soy fl our, 2 pounds of wheat germ, plus the usual 
ingredients of yeast, salt, sugar and fat.
 “What can this bread do for us?” It gives a high quality 
protein economically. It increases our intake of calcium and 
ribofl avin. It helps to use up agricultural surpluses. The open 
formula helps to improve the nutritive value of all baked 
products, because other bakers often improve their formulas 
to compete with it. It helps to raise the public respect for and 
consumption of bread. Address: Ithaca, New York.

477. Miller, Carey D.; Denning, H.; Bauer, A. 1952. 
Retention of nutrients in commercially prepared soybean 
curd. Food Research 17(3):261-67. June. [8 ref]
• Summary: Also published as Hawaii Agricultural 
Experiment Station, Technical Paper No. 240. Address: Univ. 
of Hawaii Agric. Exp. Station, Honolulu.

478. Strayer, George M. 1952. Editor’s desk: Outdated as the 
Model T. Soybean Digest. June. p. 4.
• Summary: “One very important consideration has 
been almost entirely overlooked as OPS [Offi ce of Price 
Stabilization] offi cials and other government agencies have 
dabbled their fi ngers in the pie of price controls on soybean 
products. It is probably so new that it has not yet received 
general recognition.”
 “We can conceive of no other feed or feed ingredient 
on which knowledge of usage and inherent properties has 
advanced so rapidly as on soybean oil meal during the last 
two years. The increased knowledge and use of what was 
fi rst called APF, now known as vitamin B-12, fi rst changed 
the picture. Then the antibiotics came into the limelight, 
again greatly changing the picture. Newer antibiotics, and 
improved strains, have further enhanced the feeding value of 
feeds built on the base of soybean oil meal.”
 “Historical price relationships of soybean oil meal to 
corn and cottonseed no longer apply. They are as outdated as 
the Model T.”
 “... Japanese buyers have fi led with the American 
Soybean Association a protest...” Address: Hudson, Iowa.

479. Chattopadhyay, H.; Banerjee, S. 1952. Studies on the 
ascorbic acid oxidase activity of some common Indian 
pulses during germination. Indian J. of Medical Research 
40(3):439-42. July. *
• Summary: Total soy bean ascorbic acid increased roughly 
5.5 times in 48 hours, 6 to 7 times in 54 hours, and slightly 
more in 72 hours.

480. Goss, Warren H. 1952. Trends in the oilseed industry. 
J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 29(7):253-57. July. 
[12 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Supply and demand. 
Switch to solvent extraction. New solvent extraction 
equipment (Depmer-Lurgi extractor is very similar to the 
Hansa-Mühle equipment; Schnecken or meal desolventizers; 
DeSmet [De Smet] extractor of Belgian origin). New 
solvent extraction processes. Technology of protein meal. 
Trichloroethylene extraction of soybeans. Competition from 
animal fats.
 In the U.S. soybean industry, the change from Expellers 
and screw presses to solvent extraction is basically 
fi nished. Most of the few companies that still use “pressing 
equipment” or run “press plants” wish they had switched to 
“extraction plants” several years ago.
 New solvent extraction equipment comes mostly 
from Europe. The Depmer-Lurgi extractor is quite similar 
to the Hansa-Mühle equipment, but it contains several 
improvements. There is a continuous fl ow of fl akes into the 
baskets and the system re-uses the mixed steam and solvent 
vapors from the Schnecken, or meal desolventizer. Extractors 
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made by DeSmet of Belgium are also being installed. A 
detailed description of the equipment and process is given.
 Concerning trichloroethylene: In the U.S. oilseed 
industry, there has always been an incentive to crush and 
extract seeds on a small-scale, close to the source of raw 
materials, so that the meal could be consumed nearby in 
livestock and poultry feeds. The Detrex extractor was one 
of the fi rst and two small extractors were installed during 
World War II in Danville, Indiana, and Springfi eld, Ohio. 
Other similar plants were installed later. Crown Iron Works 
(Minneapolis, Minnesota) has been active in the design and 
construction of these extractors during the past 5-6 years. 
“The more recent installations are well engineered and 
operate very effi ciently.”
 It is unfortunate that the vast body of literature from 
Europe showing widespread cattle deaths after consuming 
soybean meal extracted with trichloroethylene (“trimeal”) 
has not been more carefully studied and given greater 
credence. The Soybean Research Council is now undertaking 
a “literature survey” [review of the literature] on this subject. 
The same disease occurred in Germany and neighboring 
countries in 1924. Practically all of the “trimeal” causing 
the deaths came from one large mill, which ceased to use 
this solvent after the deaths were reported. The exact cause 
of the death is still an enigma. Address: Pillsbury Mills Inc., 
Minneapolis, Minnesota.

481. Liener, Irvin E.; Pallansch, Michael J. 1952. Purifi cation 
of a toxic substance from defatted soy bean fl our. J. of 
Biological Chemistry 197(1):29-36. July. [36 ref]
• Summary: The authors purifi ed a toxic substance from 
defatted soybean fl our. This homogeneous fraction is “is 
virtually free of antitryptic activity and is characterized by a 
marked hemagglutinating action.”
 “It has been known for many years that certain highly 
toxic vegetable proteins such as ricin, crotin, and abrin 
possess the ability to agglutinate in vitro the red blood 
cells from various animal species. Subsequent research has 
revealed that many of the more common legumes, including 
the soy bean, likewise possess hemagglutinating activity.” 
There “remains considerable doubt concerning the extent to 
which these hemagglutinins may be responsible for the poor 
nutritive value or, in some cases, the toxic effects of raw 
legumes.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2020) 
that uses the words “hemagglutinin” or “hemagglutinins” in 
connection with soybeans. A hemagglutinin is a substance 
that causes red blood cells to agglutinate. This process is 
called hemagglutination or haemagglutination. Antibodies 
and lectins are commonly known hemagglutinins.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2004) with the word “defatted” in the title. 
Address: Div. of Agricultural Biochemistry, Univ. of 
Minnesota, St. Paul, MN.

482. Pritchard, W.R.; Rehfeld, C.E.; Sautter, J.H. 1952. 
Aplastic anemia of cattle associated with ingestion of 
trichloroethylene-extracted soybean oil meal (Stockman 
disease, Duren Disease, Brabant disease). I. Clinical and 
laboratory investigation of fi eld cases. J. of the American 
Veterinary Medical Association 121(904):1-8. July. [46 ref]
• Summary: In 1952 the death of cattle and sheep was 
recorded in North Dakota as a result of feeding toxic soybean 
oil meal from which the oil had been extracted using 
trichloroethylene solvent. Address: St. Paul, Minnesota.

483. Soybean Digest. 1952. Oppose removal of processing 
tax [on imported coconut oil]. July. p. 18-19.
• Summary: “The American Soybean Association has fi led a 
brief with the ways and means committee of the lower House 
of Congress opposing removal of the 3-cent processing tax 
on imported coconut oil.
 “H.R. 6292 was introduced by Congressman Havenner 
of California and held in committee since February. Among 
its other provisions it would repeal the 3-cents-per-pound 
processing tax levied on the fi rst processing of all imported 
coconut oil.
 “Suddenly on June 20 the committee announced 
hearings on the bill for June 24, with very little time for 
opponents to prepare briefs.
 “The American Soybean Association fi led a statement in 
opposition to the passage of H.R. 6292. This is in line with 
the historic position of the Association favoring protection of 
domestic oils against cheap imported oils. (The Association 
was one of the groups instrumental in original passage of the 
processing tax on coconut oil.) See editorial page for further 
comment.
 “There has been no announcement of committee action, 
which would bring the bill out on the fl oor of the House.
 “Following is the Association’s statement:
 “The American Soybean Association, representing 
growers and handlers of the soybean crop throughout the 
United States, is vigorously opposed to passage of H.R. 
6292 because of the disastrous effect it would have upon our 
national economy and upon every segment of the soybean 
industry. Membership of this Association is located in 40 
states, with the major concentrations of membership in 
Illinois, Iowa, Indiana, Ohio, Missouri, Arkansas, Minnesota 
and Mississippi. An estimated 700,000 producers of 
soybeans for the commercial market would be affected by 
passage of this bill.
 “During the period when this processing tax has been in 
effect, the soybean industry in the United States has grown 
from an infant to one which brings 900 million dollars per 
year to American farmers. For the fi rst time in many decades 
the United States has become self-suffi cient in fats and 
oils. During the war years we doubled and then redoubled 
soybean production in order to supply our own demands for 
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fats and oils. Up to that time we had been dependent upon 
sources of supply which were located on the other side of the 
world. At Pearl Harbor those supplies were cut off.
 “It is the contention of the American Soybean 
Association and its member. ship that so long as there is 
unrest at any point in the world we in the United States 
cannot afford to ever again fi nd ourselves in the position of 
relying on critical fats and oils supplies originating outside 
our borders. Adequate domestic supplies of fats and oils are 
vital to national defense.
 “Most American industry of today has been built upon 
a national policy in which tariff or subsidy has been an 
integral part. The American standard of living is a result. 
The processing tax on coconut oil, which would be repealed 
under passage of H.R. 6292, is no exception. It has merely 
given the American farmer and oilseed producer the same 
measure of protection from imports that nearly every 
American industrial commodity has had from its inception. 
Based upon assumed continuation of the processing tax on 
coconut oil as it now exists, the soybean processing industry 
of the United States has invested over 200 million dollars 
in equipment for processing the soybean crop. That fi gure 
does not include the many millions invested in storage and 
handling facilities. This processing equipment is located 
throughout the production areas, where the transportation 
charges are held to a minimum, and where the soybean 
oil meal is readily available in livestock feeding. Passage 
of H.R. 6292 would make this, equipment valueless. It is 
not adapted to or located where it might be used on other 
commodities.
 “Our American standard of living and our defense effort 
are predicated on heavy livestock production. That livestock 
production is increasingly dependent upon adequate supplies 
of protein. Soybean oil meal is the major source of protein. 
Recent developments in the usage of vitamin B-12 and 
antibiotics have opened up a wide new vista of economical 
livestock production through the use of soybean oil meal, 
which contains the most complete and nearly balanced 
supply of the essential amino acids of any vegetable protein 
now in commercial production.
 “Every bushel of soybeans contains about 10 pounds 
of soybean oil and about 45 pounds of soybean oil meal. 
Without adequate markets for soybean oil there will be 
no production of soybean oil meal. Inadequate supplies 
of soybean oil meal can mean only higher priced and 
inadequate supplies of milk, meat and eggs. Continued high 
levels of livestock production are vital to the maintenance 
of our national economy. They can be continued only with 
adequate supplies of protein.
 “It is reasonable to assume that passage of H.R. 6292 
and the removal of the 3-cents-per-pound processing tax 
on the fi rst processing of coconut oil would mean 3 cents 
per pound cheaper coconut oil. Because all fats and oils are 
more or less interchangeable in usage it would also mean 3 

cents per pound cheaper soybean oil and cottonseed oil. That 
would mean 30 cents per bushel less yield of end products 
from each bushel of soybeans. Soybean oil for many months 
has been selling at prices which are only approximately one-
half the established ceiling price.
 “Soybean processing plants have been closing down 
throughout the nation in recent months because of the 
abnormally low prices at which soybean oil has been selling. 
The passage of H.R. 6292 would deal a death blow to an 
industry which is already reeling under low price structures.
 “The ultimate effect of the passage of H.R. 6292 would 
be lower prices for soybeans, greatly reduced soybean 
acreage, and thus inadequate supplies of domestically 
produced fats and oils in times of emergency. It would 
also mean inadequate supplies of soybean oil meal for the 
livestock production program to which we are committed. 
The producers of soybeans, as represented by the American 
Soybean Association, are unalterably opposed to the passage 
of H.R. 6292, and we urgently request that the bill not be 
allowed to leave the committee. We believe that the fi rst 
interest of a free world is to keep America strong and self-
suffi cient. It cannot be done by destroying the American 
soybean industry, as would be done with the passage of H.R. 
6292.”

484. Soybean Digest. 1952. Make statement on 
trichloroethylene. July. p. 25.
• Summary: “A statement on the biological effects of 
trichloroethylene extracted soybean meal fed to livestock 
as adopted without dissent by the more than 50 people 
attending a conference on the subject at the University of 
Minnesota May 27.
 “The meeting included a review of current research 
work carried on at the University of Minnesota, Iowa State 
College, North Dakota State College, and the Northern 
Regional Research Laboratory.
 “The research was undertaken following reports of 
deaths of cattle that had allegedly been fed trichloroethylene 
extracted meal.” A partial list of those taking part in the 
conference is given.
 “It was reported at the meeting that only one 
trichloroethylene plant is now in operation, and that its 
production is being consumed by the processor’s own 
poultry fl ocks.”
 The full text of the statement is given. Recent 
observations suggest that sheep and horses may also be 
injured by this meal. “The toxic agent has not yet been 
identifi ed.”

485. Viswanatha, T.; Rajagopalan, R.; De, S.S. 1952. The 
mechanism of the proteolytic inhibitors present in soybeans. 
J. of the Indian Institute of Science 34(3):253-59. July. [8 ref]
• Summary: The authors show that the inhibitor acts as 
a promoter of the enzyme trypsin in bringing about a 
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reversal of proteolysis. Address: Food Technology Lab., 
Biochemistry Dep., Indian Inst. of Science, Bangalore 3, 
India.

486. Ueda, Iwao; Maekawa, K.; Shimada, H.; Fuji, H. 1952. 
Daizu hatsuga-ji no kakushu seibun no hendô ni kansuru 
kenkyû. III. Daizu hatsuga-ji no bitamin B-2 no shôchô ni 
tsuite [Studies on the changes in various components of 
germinating soybeans. III. The changes of vitamin B-2 in 
germinating soybeans]. Osaka Ika Daigaku Zasshi (J. of 
Osaka Medical College) 13(2):61-64. Aug. 31. [5 ref. Jap]
Address: Dep. of Biochemistry, Osaka Medical College, 
Osaka, Japan.

487. Glaser, Jerome; Johnstone, D.E. 1952. Soy bean milk 
as a substitute for mammalian milk in early infancy: With 
special reference to prevention of allergy to cow’s milk. 
Annals of Allergy 10(4):433-39. July/Aug. [19 ref]
• Summary: The authors assume that the soybean is 
hypoallergenic and therefore an ideal food for the allergic 
child. Address: Dep. of Pediatrics of the Univ. of Rochester 
School of Medicine and Dentistry, the Genesee Hospital, and 
the Strong Memorial Hospital, Rochester, New York.

488. Hunt, Helen. 1952. Carrick pioneered with [soybean] 
meal for poultry [at Purdue]. Soybean Digest. Aug. p. 12-14.
• Summary: About the work of Prof. C.W. Carrick of the 
Agricultural Experiment Station at Purdue University. 
“Shorty” Carrick said: “’To make a long story short, we were 
able to obtain rapid growth from a ration which contains 95 
percent of corn and soybean oil meal supplemented with 
a mineral mixture, synthetic vitamins and the amino acid 
methionine, and A and D oil.’
 “Carrick added that high effi ciency broiler rations are 
characterized by low crude fi ber content, readily available 
energy, relatively high levels of growth vitamins, suffi cient 
amino acids, and adequate but not excessive minerals. Such 
rations are designed to give rapid growth with a minimum 
amount of feed per unit of grain. Sometimes the term ‘high 
energy’ has been applied to these rations, but much more 
than the energy factor is involved.
 “These conclusions, however, are the results of a long 
series of studies. Experimental work with soybean oil 
meal for feeding chicks was begun at Purdue University 
in 1919 by A.G. ‘Chick’ Philips. He started experiments 
with soybean meal for layers in October 1920, and Carrick 
believes that this was the fi rst experimental work with this 
product in poultry feeding.
 “For several years, the practical problem has been the 
supplementation of corn and soybean oil meal with minerals, 
vitamins and to some extent with other proteins. In the 
Midwest, yellow corn has usually been the most effi cient and 
economical source of energy for poultry. Soybean oil meal 
likewise was recognized as the most satisfactory protein 

supplement for corn in poultry rations.”
 “Depends on Crude Fiber: How effi cient a protein 
supplement for poultry may be depends on its crude fi ber 
content since chickens digest very little fi ber. Not only is the 
fi ber material poorly digested by chickens, but the higher the 
crude fi ber percentage, the poorer is the utilization of other 
nutrients. This is probably due to the compound known as 
lignin, found in plants with a high cellulose content. Lignin 
prevents the digestion of other contents of the cells.
 “The comparatively high amount of fi ber in other meals, 
such as cottonseed meal, limits these materials. Other protein 
supplements such as meat and bone scraps have an excessive 
mineral content which limits their use.” Address: Asst. 
Extension Editor, Purdue Univ., West Lafayette, Indiana.

489. Lewis, Howard B. 1952. Fifty years of study of the 
role of protein in nutrition. J. of the American Dietetic 
Association 28(8):701-06. Aug. [22 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. High and low protein 
in the diet (Carl Voit of Munich said 118 gm of protein per 
day; Russell H. Chittenden of Yale said 40-60 gm of protein 
per day. Mikkel Hindhede, a Danish physician, said 25-30 
gm of protein per day). Current viewpoint (44 gm of protein 
per day for a 70 lb male). Meat and high protein in the diet. 
Chemical study of proteins (and their amino acids). Proteins 
in the alimentary canal (enzymes, hydrolysis, crossing the 
wall of the intestine). Essential amino acids (How to fi nd out 
which ones were essential). Amino acid requirements of man 
(nitrogen balance studies, purifi ed amino acid, the work of 
Rose). Recapulation.
 Gerardus Johannes Mulder (1802-1880), a Dutch 
organic and analytical chemist, in 1839 suggested the name 
“protein” and characterized proteins as “unquestionably 
the most important of all known substances in the organic 
kingdom.”
 Photos: A portrait photo of “Russell Henry Chittenden 
(1856-1943), Professor of Physiological Chemistry, Yale 
University.” (2) “Thomas Burr Osborne (1859-1929) (left) 
and Lafayette Benedict Mendel (1872-1935).” Address: PhD, 
Dep. of Biological Chemistry, Medical School, Univ. of 
Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI.

490. Sautter, J.H.; Rehfeld, C.E.; Pritchard, W.R. 1952. 
Aplastic anemia of cattle associated with ingestion of 
trichloroethylene-extracted soybean oil meal. II. Necropsy 
fi ndings in fi eld cases. J. of the American Veterinary Medical 
Association 121(905):73-79. Aug.
• Summary: Describes the gross and microscopic necropsy 
fi ndings in 13 cases that died of poisoning from 8 herds of 
cattle in Minnesota. Smears and sections of bone marrow 
present, in general, the picture of aplastic anemia. Address: 
School of Veterinary Medicine, Univ. of Minnesota, St. Paul, 
Minnesota.
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491. Inamori, Shôjiro; Inamori, Michisaburo. 1952. 
Karushiumu kyôka miso no kenkyû. I. [Studies on calcium 
fortifi ed bean-paste (miso). I. Experiment of brewing the 
bean-paste fortifi ed by adding calcium carbonate]. Hakko 
Kogaku Zasshi (J. of Fermentation Technology) 30(9):370-
74. Sept. English-language summary on p. 39. [9 ref. Jap; 
eng]
• Summary: For fortifi cation with a calcium salt, calcium 
carbonate is the most suited. When added at a level of less 
than 1%, it exerts no infl uence on the quality of the fi nished 
product. Address: Inamori Laboratory, Inamori & Co., Japan.

492. Milner, R.T. 1952. Research studies in 1952 by the 
Northern Research Laboratory. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 54-
55, 65.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soybean protein. 
Gelsoy (a soy protein product). Soy fl our (“or as we prefer 
to say, soy powder.” When 5% soy powder is added to 
bread, its presence cannot be detected by skilled tasters). 
Trichloroethylene (a hazardous solvent). Growth inhibitor. 
Flavor problem (fl avor stability of soybean oil). Edible 
spread.
 A portrait photo shows R.T. Milner. Address: Director, 
Northern Regional Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois.

493. Mogi, Masatoshi; Nakajima, S.; Iguchi, N. 1952. Kyôka 
miso no kenkyû. II. Shigaisen shôsha ni yoru miso kôji-kin 
no furabin seisan ni tsuite [Studies on fortifi ed bean-paste 
(miso). II. On the ribofl avin production by ultraviolet-
induced mutants of Aspergillus oryzae]. Hakko Kogaku 
Zasshi (J. of Fermentation Technology) 30(9):363-69. Sept. 
English-language summary on p. 39. [10 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: By treating the most excellent strain of 
Aspergillus oryzae (described in a previous report) with 
ultraviolet rays, 743 mutants were obtained. The authors 
classifi ed them into 13 types. Of these mutants, 19 strains 
which produced exceedingly large amounts of ribofl avin 
were selected culturing in Pfeffer’s solution. Four strains 
produced 3 times as much ribofl avin as the parent strain in 
soybean koji and 3 strains twice that of the latter in rice koji. 
A fortifi ed miso, made by using the most abundant ribofl avin 
producing strain, contained twice as much ribofl avin as 
that made with the parent strain. Address: Noda Industrial 
Science Lab. Japan (Noda Sangyo Kagaku Kenkyujo).

494. Nakano, M.; Ebine, H. 1952. Eiyô kyôka miso no 
kenkyû. I. Karushiumu kyôka miso [On the manufacture 
of enriched miso. I. Enrichment with calcium]. Shokuryo 
Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the Food Research 
Institute) No. 7. p. 155-62. Sept. English-language summary 
p. 22-23. [5 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: Precipitated light calcium carbonate is suitable 
both technically and economically as a calcium source. Up 
to 1% can be added to the miso without a noticeable change 

in the smell or taste. Details of the procedure for adding the 
calcium carbonate during the miso-making process are given. 
It is added after the koji starter to the steamed rice. Address: 
Food Research Inst., Shiohama 1-4-12, Koto-ku, Tokyo, 
Japan.

495. Nakano, Masahiro; Ebine, Hideo. 1952. Eiyô 
kyôka miso no kenkyû. II. Bitamin kyôka miso [On the 
manufacture of enriched miso. II. Enrichment with vitamins 
A, B-1 and B-2]. Shokuryo Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku 
(Report of the Food Research Institute) No. 7. p. 163-66. 
Sept. English-language summary p. 23. [6 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: Concentrated cod liver oil was used as the 
source of vitamin A; it was used as a homogenisate with 
the gelatin solution. Vitamins B-1 and B-2 were added 
in crystalline form. These vitamins were dissolved in the 
“pitching water” and added to the initial stage of ripening. 
Changes in the content of each vitamin were then examined.
 Vitamin A content decreased rapidly. The initial 5,000 
I.U. [International Units] had decreased to 1,700 I.U. after 10 
days and to only a trace after 30 days. Vitamin B-1 content 
decreased somewhat, whereas vitamin B-2 content increased, 
and this showed in vitamin B-2 production in the koji mold. 
The fates of these vitamins were the same whether they 
were added alone or in combination. Their addition did not 
decrease the quality of the miso. Address: Food Research 
Inst., Shiohama 1-4-12, Koto-ku, Tokyo, Japan.

496. Dean, R.F.A. 1952. The treatment of kwashiorkor 
with milk and vegetable proteins. British Medical Journal. 
ii(4788):791-96. Oct. 11. [16 ref]
• Summary: Two soya preparations were used in feeding 
children and animals. One was a spray-dried soya milk made 
in England. The other was made in the laboratory from soya 
beans grown in the vicinity of Kampala, Uganda. They were 
soaked overnight in water, dehulled, ground, and packed 
into glass jars leaving 4-5 cm at the top. The jars were fi lled 
with water, covered loosely, immersed in water, and boiled 
for 3-4 hours. The soy products, were mixed with cooked 
banana, maize, and sucrose or glucose, were substituted for 
skim milk. A child on this diet was successfully treated for 
serious (but not the most severe) kwashiorkor. If soybeans 
can be used in the treatment of kwashiorkor, they can also 
presumably be used in its prevention.
 Note: The next article (p. 796) gives a history of 
kwashiorkor. Address: Makerere College, Kampala, Uganda.

497. Aylward, Francis. 1952. Lecithin in food processing: IV. 
Food Manufacture (London) 27(10):395-97, 411. Oct. [54 
ref]
• Summary: This, the concluding article in the series, gives 
an outline of the application of phosphatides in other sections 
of the food industries, notably in the production of chocolate 
and sugar confectionery.
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 Contents: Introduction. Uniform dispersions. 
Reduction of viscosity [in chocolate]. Resistance to 
moisture. Stability of fi nal product. Amounts of lecithin 
supplements. Confectionery and ice cream. Edible fats. 
Emulsifying agents. Miscellaneous products. Phosphatides 
as antioxidants. Address: PhD, F.R.I.C. [Fellow of the Royal 
Inst. of Chemistry], Dep. of Food Technology, Borough 
Polytechnic [England].

498. Product Name:  Central New Process Soybean Oil 
Meal. Renamed Miracle Meal by Nov. 1956.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Central Soya Co.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Fort Wayne, Indiana.
Date of Introduction:  1952 October.
Ingredients:  Soybeans.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  Ad in Soybean Digest. 
1952. Oct. p. 29. “Good news for feeders and everyone in the 
soybean industry: Central New Process soybean oil meal.”
 Booklet from Central Soya Co. 1952. “It’s new: A 
miracle in meal.” Gives details on “Central New Process 
Soybean Oil Meal.”
 Ad in Soybean Digest. 1952. Nov. p. 39. “Good news 
for your mash customers. A superior protein. Central New 
Process soybean oil meal.” “’Chicks grow faster, pullets 
show better development, broilers gain weight more rapidly 
and effi ciently on Central New Process Meal!’ Those are the 
results shown by poultry fed this superior soybean protein 
in independent feeding tests. It is truly a miracle in meal!... 
a new product that produces outstanding feeding results. 
Central New Process Meal is different! It’s exploded under 
controlled conditions in a new hexane-extraction process 
developed and patented by Central Soya Company.” A photo 
shows a room full of chickens.
 Ad in Soybean Digest. 1956. Nov. Back cover. “Fish 
‘n Fifty. The revolutionary new blend of miracle fi fty and 
fi sh solubles!” Milestones in Central Soya’s development of 
foods include: “1938–Solvent Process Meal. 1952–Miracle 
Meal. 1955–Miracle Fifty.”
 Central Soya Co. Inc. Annual report for the year ended 
August 31, 1958. “Central Soya holds basic patents on the 
Desolventizer-Toaster process by which Miracle Soybean 
Meal is made.”
 Interviews with Ed Meyer of Central Soya. 1985. April 
30 and May 4. Central Soya’s Miracle Meal, introduced 
commercially in 1952 under the name “Central New Process 
Soybean Oil Meal,” was developed under the leadership of 
Norman Kruse. He was vice president–technical director 
at the time. Kruse invented the desolventizer-toaster (D-
T) technology in which the process took place in one unit; 
before that desolventizing and toasting were two separate 
operations done in separate units. Thus, Central Soya 
pioneered the D-T which soon became standard in the 
industry. Here Miracle Meal was made from a fully dehulled 

soybean meal that contained 50% protein. While was not 
the fi rst dehulled meal to be used as feed, it was the fi rst 
dehulled meal processed using a desolventizer-toaster. The 
sudden contact with steam caused explosive evaporation 
that ruptured the cells that ruptured the soybean cells (as 
shown by histological studies) and made the protein more 
accessible. That was the “miracle.” It was the dehulling of 
the soybeans that made soybean meal the prime source of 
protein for poultry. Chickens have a short digestive tract and 
they can’t handle much fi ber.

499. Amaha, Mikio; Sakaguchi, Kinichiro. 1952. Bacillus 
zoku saikin no hanshoku saibo narabini hôshi no eiyô 
yôkyû ni tsuite [Nutritional requirements of vegetative 
cells and spores of aerobic spore-forming bacilli]. Nippon 
Nogeikagaku Kaishi (J. of the Agricultural Chemical Society 
of Japan) 26(7):353-59. Nov. 1. [16 ref. Jap]
• Summary: The writers studied the nutritional requirements 
for formation of vegetative cells and spores of six species of 
Bacillus including Bacillus natto. On a completely synthetic 
medium this species required only biotin for growth, as did 
B. mycoides. Omission of DL isoleucine completely inhibited 
development of spores. When single amino acids were used 
for growth (e.g., L-glutamic acid, L-arginine, L-asparagine) 
they supported fair growth of the vegetative cells and spores.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2012) 
which states that Bacillus natto is different from Bacillus 
subtilis in that the former requires the vitamin biotin for 
growth, whereas the latter does not. Address: Dep. of 
Agricultural Chemistry, Faculty of Agriculture, Univ. of 
Tokyo, Japan.

500. Hill, C.H.; Borchers, R.; Ackerson, C.W. 1952. 
Ineffectiveness of arginine in overcoming soybean growth 
inhibitor in the chick. Poultry Science 31(6):1098-1100. Nov. 
[6 ref]
• Summary: “Summary: Ten percent of unheated soybean 
fl akes added to a ration calculated to contain 20% in excess 
of the essential amino acid requirements signifi cantly 
inhibited growth of chicks. Additional arginine had no 
effect in overcoming the growth retardation due to unheated 
soybeans.” Address: Dep. of Agricultural Chemistry, Univ. of 
Nebraska, Lincoln.

501. Patwardhan, Vinayak Narayan. 1952. Nutrition in India. 
Bombay, India: Indian Journal of Medical Sciences. 345 p. 
Nov. Illust. 23 cm. [12+ ref]
• Summary: In Chapter 5, “Pulses and legumes,” we read (p. 
43): “In China and Japan, soya bean is an important legume.”
 Page 44: A full page table, “Protein and vitamin content 
of the Indian pulses and legumes” includes the nutritional 
content of the Soya bean (Glycine hispida), including total 
protein (40.1%), biological value, digestibility, carotene, 
thiamine, ribofl avin, nicotinic acid, and pyridoxine.
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 Pages 48-54: A long section on the “Soya bean” 
begins: “Soya bean has excited a good deal of interest and 
controversy among the nutrition workers in India. It is an 
important crop in the neighboring country, China, but in 
India its cultivation has not been pursued with vigour. Soya 
bean, however, is not altogether unknown in India. It has 
been cultivated to some extent in Bengal, Bihar and Orissa. 
In addition it is grown in Bhutan, Sikkim and the Kingdom 
of Nepal. It is likely that the varieties may have been 
originally imported from China for cultivation. Sporadic 
attempts to cultivate soya bean in other parts of India 
have been made but as yet the bean does not seem to have 
assumed the status of a food crop in India. One may make a 
conjecture about the underlying reasons. Firstly, soya bean 
or its products are not such as to permit a liking to be easily 
developed among people unaccustomed to them, mainly on 
account of their bitter taste and strong fl avour. Secondly, 
India is rich in a variety of pulses and legumes, several 
of which have taken a fi rm foothold in Indian dietaries. 
Thirdly, it is quite probable (and for this the agricultural 
expert opinion is necessary) that climatic and soil conditions 
in many parts of India were not suitable for soya bean 
cultivation. The high protein and fat content of soya bean 
are considerations which are of nutritive and commercial 
importance. The United States of America was quick to see 
the possibilities and its cultivation in that country increased 
by leaps and bounds till in 1941 over 2.6 million tons were 
produced. Most of the crop is used for extraction of oil which 
is of a good edible variety. In the U.S.A. a great deal of work 
has been done on the nutritive value of the residual fl our and 
of the proteins contained in it.
 “Several nutrition workers have at one time or other 
considered the soya bean as a panacea for the ills suffered 
by the poor people of the tropics allegedly on account of the 
low protein content of the diet. The high protein content of 
soya bean, its high yielding capacity and probably its cheap 
cost were the main arguments advanced by the exponents 
of soya bean. On the other hand, there was another school 
of thought in India which was of the opinion that although 
soya bean had a larger protein content than several pulses, 
some of the latter were more nutritious on account of the 
higher biological value and digestibility of their proteins. 
They also argued further that the pulses were familiar 
articles of diet and it would be advisable to advocate their 
increased production and consumption, both of which were 
inadequate. Whereas the protagonists of soya bean derive 
strength from the work done in China, Far East and in the 
U.S.A., the opposing school based their arguments on actual 
experimental work in India, the results of which were already 
available. Such work was done mainly at the Nutrition 
Research Laboratories, Coonoor, South India, and at one or 
two other places. Taking all these facts into consideration, 
the Nutrition Advisory Committee of the Indian Research 
Fund Association had made the following recommendation 

at its third meeting held in New Delhi on 29th November 
1937.
 “’Soya bean-The nutritive value of soya bean has been 
studied by experiments on animals, and also by controlled 
experiments on school children. The general conclusion is 
that soya bean, considered as a supplement to typical Indian 
diets, is not of outstanding value; it does not appear to have 
any advantage over various common pulses which have long 
formed part of the diet of the Indian people. While it would 
be advisable that results obtained in Coonoor Laboratories 
should be confi rmed elsewhere, existing data suggested 
that at present the encouragement of the production and 
consumption of soya bean need not be made a prominent part 
of nutritional and agricultural policy in India.’” This section 
continues to p. 54, with a bibliography at the end (pages 54-
55).
 In the chapter on “Calcium, phosphorus and other 
minerals,” soya bean is mentioned on pages 91 and 95. 
Complete agreement has not been reached in India on the 
relative value of soybean milk and cow’s milk. Address: 
PhD, Director, Nutrition Research Labs., Indian Council of 
Medical Research, Coonoor, South India.

502. Amaha, Mikio. 1952. Saikin hôshi no tainetsu-sei ni 
kansuru kenkyû. V. Kanetsu-go no baiyô kiso-sei no eikyô. 
(2) Bitamin oyobi N gen ni tsuite [Studies on the heat 
resistance of bacterial spores. V. Effect of vitamins and 
amino acids in the synthetic subculture media on the survival 
time of Bacillus natto spores]. Nippon Nogeikagaku Kaishi 
(J. of the Agricultural Chemical Society of Japan) 26(8):420-
27. Dec. 1. [17 ref. Jap]
• Summary: The composition of the cultural media was 
found to infl uence the survival time of the spores of Bacillus 
natto. The presence of thiamine, pyridoxin [pyridoxine], and 
biotin were found to be essential vitamins, and their presence 
prolonged survival time. Amino acids that were converted 
directly to glutamic acid gave longer survival times.
 Note: This is the 2nd earliest document seen (Jan. 2012) 
which states that Bacillus natto is different from Bacillus 
subtilis in that the former requires the vitamin biotin for 
growth, whereas the latter does not. Address: Dep. of 
Agricultural Chemistry, Faculty of Agriculture, Univ. of 
Tokyo, Japan.

503. Dunkel, Joan. 1952. The effect of vitamin B-12 on a 
certain vegetarian diet. Walla Walla College Publications of 
the Department of Biological Sciences and the Biological 
Station 1(4):59-64. Dec. 10. [18 ref]
• Summary: The introduction gives a brief history of the 
discovery of vitamin B-12 starting in July 1947. “Summary: 
A vegetarian diet [supplemented with vitamin B-12] has 
been developed which has produced fi ve generations of rats, 
inferior to omnivores only in that their size was somewhat 
decreased. However, this diet was unable to sustain the 
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animals beyond the seventh generation. Supplementing the 
diet with vitamin B-12, either oral or parenteral, did not 
result in any appreciable increase in the growth rate” (i.e. 
did not make the rats gain more weight in the same time). 
The fi ve main ingredients in this diet were ground whole 
wheat (40%), rolled oats (10%), rye fl our (10%), soy curd 
(10%), and brewer’s yeast. This research was conducted 
in the physiology department of the College of Medical 
Evangelists, Loma Linda, California. Address: Walla Walla 
College, Washington.

504. Tamura, Gakuzo; Kirimura, J.; Hara, H.; Sugimura, K. 
1952. Bisei-butsu teiryô-hô ni yoru miso no amino-san sosei 
ni tsuite [The microbiological determination of formation of 
amino acids in “miso”]. Nippon Nogeikagaku Kaishi (J. of 
the Agricultural Chemical Society of Japan) 26(9):483-85. 
Dec. 10. [3 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: The amino acid composition of Hatcho miso 
(ratio of soybeans:rice is 10:0; fermentation time 2-3 years), 
Sendai miso (10:2; 1 year), and Edo miso (10:12; 6 days) 
were determined using a microbiological method, and are 
listed in detail. Little decomposition of essential amino 
acids during fermentation was found. Address: 1-2. Dep. 
of Agricultural Chemistry, Faculty of Agriculture, Univ. of 
Tokyo; 3-4. Shokuryo-cho, Shokuryo Kenkyu-jo.

505. Maekawa, K.; Okada, K.; Kiuchi, Y. 1952. Daizu 
hatsuga-ji no kakushu seibun no hendô ni kansuru kenkyû. 
IV. Daizu hatsuga-ji no Vitamin C oyobi 2,3-diketogulon 
san no shôchô ni tsuite [Studies on the changes of various 
constituents in germinating soybeans. IV. The fate of vitamin 
C and 2,3-diketglulonic acid in germinating soybeans]. 
Osaka Ika Daigaku Zasshi (J. of Osaka Medical College) 
13(3):110-15. Dec. 15. [Jap]
Address: Osaka Ika Daigaku, Ikagaku Kyoshitsu. Shunin: 
Sugimoto, Koichi, kyoju. (Dep. of Biochemistry, Osaka 
Medical College, Osaka, Japan).

506. Burnet, George, Jr.; Arnold, Lionel K. 1952. Effect 
of heat on solvent-extracted soybean oil meal. J. of the 
American Oil Chemists’ Society 29(12):619-24. Dec. [14 ref]
• Summary: More than 98% of the soybean meal used in 
the USA during the last three years was used as a protein 
supplement in livestock and poultry feeds. It is important 
to both soybean processors and meal consumers that this 
meal be given the proper heat treatment to ensure maximum 
nutritional value. Does the amount of heat depend on the 
type of animal consuming the meal? Does it depend on the 
method of obtaining the oil, or on the type of solvent used in 
solvent extraction?
 In all cases where moist heat was used, “the activity of 
both the urease and lipoxidase enzyme systems was reduced 
to a level satisfactory for feeding prior to the point where the 
maximum glutelin protein fraction was attained.” Address: 

Chemical Engineering Dep., Iowa State College, Ames, 
Iowa.

507. Melo, Maria de Lourdes. 1952. A soja na “Greve 
branca” contra a carestia de vida [Soybeans in the “Greve 
branca” against the dearness of life]. Boletim de Agricultura, 
Departmento de Producao Vegetal (Belo Horizonte) 
1(12):71-73. Dec. [Por]
Address: Nutricionista da Secretaria de Saúde e Assistência, 
Brazil.

508. Morgan, Agnes Fay. 1952. The effect of heat on 
the biological value of proteins. J. of Home Economics 
44(10):761-64. Dec. [4 ref]
• Summary: A non-technical review of research in this fi eld. 
Mild heat treatment improves the growth value of bean 
proteins, but too much heat treatment tends to reduce it. 
One recent study apparently showed that the slow release 
of methionine in the digestion of raw soybean proteins was 
the chief cause of the poor utilization of these proteins. Mild 
heat treatment increases the rate of release of methionine 
to approximately that of the other amino acids. Address: 
Chairman of the Dep. and Prof. of Home Economics, Univ. 
of California at Berkeley.

509. Ofelt, C.W.; Smith, A.K.; Evans, C.D.; Moser, H.A. 
1952. Soy-fl our bread wins its place: Tests show best amount 
for quality loaves. Food Engineering 24(12):145, 147-49. 
Dec. [4 ref]
• Summary: “Nonfat soy powder [fl our] is an excellent 
source of highly nutritious vegetable protein. It is capable 
of fortifying the wheat bread proteins and furnishing other 
desirable properties to doughnuts, crackers, cakes, and other 
bakery goods.
 “The comparatively high lysine and valine content of 
soybean proteins makes up for the defi ciency of these two 
essential amino acids in wheat fl our proteins.” Address: 
Northern Regional Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois.

510. Soybean Digest. 1952. Cheaper cortisone. Dec. p. 30.
• Summary: “A new fermentation process, developed by 
researchers of the Upjohn Co. of Kalamazoo, Michigan, 
promises more and cheaper cortisone, reports Chemical 
Engineering. In a single step, the process bypasses a series 
of costly and complex chemical operations. President Donald 
S. Gilmore of Upjohn says that with the new process such 
abundant raw materials as yeast, Mexican yams or soybean 
products can be used.”

511. Brock, J.F.; Autret, M. 1952. Kwashiorkor in Africa. 
WHO Monograph Series No. 8. Also published as FAO 
Nutritional Series No. 8. *
• Summary: This was one of the surveys made by United 
Nations agencies in the late 1940s and early 1950s which 
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showed the prevalence of protein calorie malnutrition.

512. Nitta, K. 1952. [Studies on the oil and protein content of 
soybean seed]. Hokkaido National Agricultural Experiment 
Station, Research Bull. (Japan) No. 63. p. 64-69. [6 ref. Jap; 
eng]*
• Summary: A high correlation was found between the 
maturity of the soybean plant and the oil and protein content 
of its seeds; the earlier the maturity of the variety, the higher 
the oil content; the later the maturity, the higher the protein 
content.

513. Tohanawa, T.; Sonoda, M.; Tamura, S. 1952. [Cattle 
deaths from trichloroethylene extracted soybean meal]. J. of 
the Japanese Veterinary Medical Association 5:282. [Jap]*

514. Wang, Chun Lien Chi. 1952. Protein content of soybean 
curd and wastes. MSc thesis, University of Washington. 17 
numbered leaves + many unnumbered tables. Illust. 28 cm. *
• Summary: Includes bibliographic references (leaves 16-
17). Address: Dep. of Home Economics.

515. Product Name:  Soyola (Dietary Supplement to Infant 
Feeding).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Wyeth Corporation.
Manufacturer’s Address:  1600 Arch St., Philadelphia 3, 
Pennsylvania.
Date of Introduction:  1952.
Ingredients:  Soy oil, rice bran concentrate.
New Product–Documentation:  H.F. Meyer. 1952. 
Essentials of infant feeding for physicians. p. 124-25, 232. 
Soyola is listed in the section titled “Therapeutic adjuncts 
and dietary supplements to infant feeding. It is an “emulsion 
of soybean oil and rice bran concentrate” for use in eczema. 
The soybean oil serves as a good source of linoleic acid.
 H.F. Meyer. 1960. Infant foods and feeding practices. p. 
89-90. This product, made by Wyeth, has been discontinued 
since 1952.

516. Amaral, Afranio do. 1952. A Soja na alimentacao 
popular do Brasil [The soybean in popular Brazilian 
nutrition]. Rio de Janeiro, Brazil: Servico de Alimentacao da 
Providencia Social (SAPS). 35 p. No index. 18 cm. Colecao 
Ensaio e Debate Alimentar, no. 1. [Por]
• Summary: Mentions soymilk (leite de soja) and tofu (p. 
31). Address: Brazil.

517. Amaral, Afrânio do. 1952. Soja e alimentaçao 
popular [Soybeans and the popular diet]. Rio de Janeiro, 
Brazil: Premio Nacional de Alimentacao. Ed. Serviço de 
Alimentaçao da Previdencia Social (SAPS). 157 p. 23 cm. 
Biblioteca Brasileira de Nutriçao 8. [48 ref. Por]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. 1. Fundamentals: 
Nomenclature, cultivation of soya, nutrition and health, 

soya in the fi ght against hunger and malnutrition, soya as 
a complete food for humans. 2. Soya and making bread. 3. 
Soya and nutrition. 4. Feeding and technology. 5. Dietetics 
and immunity. 6. Soya and cookery (with recipes). 7. 
Summary. Bibliography.
 Note: This book was awarded the national nutrition prize 
in 1950. Address: Secretaria da Agricultura do Estado de Sao 
Paulo, Departamento da Producao Vegetal, Brazil.

518. Chen, J.S. 1952. Final report on nutritional studies of 
soybean. Department of Biochemistry, National Defense 
Medical Center, Taipei, Taiwan. 14 p. *

519. Hayashi, Uichi. 1952. Nattô seizô-ji ni okeru N busshitu 
no henka ni tsuite [The change of N-compounds during natto 
manufacturing]. Eiyo to Shokuryo (J. of Japanese Society of 
Food and Nutrition) 4(5):188-91. (Chem. Abst. 5395. 1954). 
[Jap]

520. Inagaki, Choten; Iechika, Keiko. 1952. Gyûnyû oyobi 
nyû-seihin no bitamin C kyôkqa ni kansuru kenkyû. I. 
Gyûnyû hikaku shita tônyû no bitamin C no antei-do [Studies 
on the vitamin C enrichment of milk and milk-products. I. 
Stability of vitamin C in soybean milk as compared to cow-
milk]. Nippon Eiyo Shokuryo Gakkaishi (J. of the Japanese 
Society of Nutrition and Food Science) [Nihon] 4(5):183-86. 
[4 ref. Jap]
Address: Lab. of Nutrition Chemistry, Ochanomizu Univ., 
Bunkyo-ku, Otsuka, Tokyo.

521. Kim, Ho J. 1952. Nutritional studies on mold treated 
soybeans. PhD thesis, Cornell University. 151 p. In: Doctoral 
Dissertations Accepted by American Universities, 1952. *
Address: Cornell Univ.

522. McLester, James Somerville; Darby, William J. 1952. 
Nutrition and diet in health and disease. 6th ed. Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania: W.B. Saunders Co. xii + 710 p. See p. 193-94. 
Illust. 25 cm. First edition was published in 1927 by W.B. 
Saunders (Philadelphia and London). [36* ref]
• Summary: This textbook contains a good statement (p. 
193-94) regarding the nutritive value of the soybean and 
its use. Address: 1. Prof. of Medicine Emeritus, Univ. of 
Alabama; 2. Prof. of Biochemistry and Director of the Div. 
of Nutrition, Vanderbilt Univ.

523. Messieri, Albino. 1952. La malattia di Dueren o di 
Brabante (Intossicazione alimentare dei bovini da farina di 
soia) [The Duren or Brabante disease (Food poisoning of 
cattle with soybean meal)]. Faenza, Italy: Lega. 95 p. [Ita]
Address: Univ. of Bologna, Italy.

524. Meyer, Herman Frederic. 1952. Essentials of infant 
feeding for physicians: A practical text for rapid reference. 
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Springfi eld, Illinois: Charles C. Thomas. 252 p. Illust. 24 cm. 
[17 ref]
• Summary: Opposite the title page is a full-page photo 
showing many commercial milk products, both dairy and 
non-dairy, mostly canned. Soy-based Loma Linda Soyalac 
(made by International Nutrition Laboratory, Inc., Box 
388, Mt. Vernon, Ohio; dry), Sobee (Mead Johnson Co.; 
dry), Mull-Soy (Borden; liquid), and Allerteen (Charles 
Kilgore Co.) are clearly visible. Pages 105-07 give details 
on each product and state that Allerteen (dry, made by 
Charles Kilgore Company of Yonkers 2, New York) is also 
soy based, while Almond-Lac (dry, made by Almond Lac 
Company of Chicago, Illinois) is based on almonds. Pages 
124-26 describe Soyola and Protoban, both soy-based dietary 
supplements to infant feeding. Pages 196-97 give the prices 
of various infant food mixtures, including Sobee and Mull-
Soy. Pages 231-32 contain a directory of proprietary infant 
food manufacturers, their products, and their addresses. 
Address: Assoc. Prof., Dep. of Pediatrics, Northwestern 
Univ. Medical School, Chicago, Illinois.

525. Petelot, Alfred. 1952. Les plantes médicinales du 
Cambodge, du Laos et du Vietnam [The medicinal plants 
of Cambodia, Laos, and Vietnam. Vol. 1]. Archives des 
Recherches Agronomiques au Cambodge, au Laos et au 
Vietnam No. 14. 408 p. See p. 276-81. [20 ref. Fre]
• Summary: The section on the soybean (Soja hispida 
Moench, p. 276-81) includes the vernacular names: 
Vietnamese: Dau nanh. Dau tuong, Dau hon, Dau xa. 
Cambodian: Sandek sieng. Laotian: Mak toua kon, Ta ton.
 Discusses: Whole dry soybeans, green vegetable 
soybeans (Elles peuvent... être consommées à l’état jeune à 
la façon des fl ageolets,...), soymilk (elles donnent une sorte 
de lait mousseux et crémeux,...), nutritional composition, tofu 
(le graines sont utilisées pour la préparation d’un fromage, 
le Teau-fou des Chinois, le dau-phu des Vietnamiens), 
composition of fresh and moisture-free tofu, soy oil and its 
properties (In Europe, above all in England, this oil is used 
to make soap and margarine. Its drying properties enable 
it to be used to make paint), soybean cake (used as animal 
feed; it is rich in lysine), lecithin, vitamin B, the Agronomic 
Institute of Ankara, Turkey, has found soya to be superior 
as an animal feed to all other legumes cultivated in Turkey, 
defatted soybean meal, useful in diabetic diets, Haberlandt of 
Vienna suggests use as human food, fermented soy products 
and rice koji, natto, miso, shoyu, Tsao Yu of China and Japan 
(and widely used in Europe), tuong dau of Vietnam, Japanese 
natto, MSG.
 Pages 279-280: In Asia, there are many fermented soy-
based imitations (imitations à base de Soja fermenté), and 
they come in many different varieties. Chief among these 
is Tsao Yu, which is very common in Chinese and Japanese 
cuisines, and also consumed by Europeans. It is prepared 
using black seeds that are cooked and dried, which are then 

placed under Hibiscus leaves to spontaneously grow mold. 
When they take on a greenish-brown color, due to the fungus 
spores, they are added to a concentrated brine and exposed to 
the sun for a week. The liquid is collected and drained until 
the mass is no longer salty. The liquors are mixed together, 
with palm sugar, star anise, or other aromatics known as 
“soy herbs” (herbes à Soja). This mixture is then boiled and 
evaporated until salt crystals appear. The resulting sauce is 
black, with a pleasant smell, and is clear or thick depending 
on the level of evaporation. In Vietnam, soybeans (soja) are 
used in the preparation of a sauce called tuong dau, which 
comes in two varieties: tuong nep, or tuong with glutinous 
rice, and tuong bap, or tuong with corn. The fi rst is prepared 
with an infusion of grilled and ground soybeans, which are 
placed in earthenware jars for one week. The paste turns 
black, and moldy rice is added, with 6 parts rice to 5 parts 
soybeans. 15 days of fermentation produces a reddish sauce, 
which is then lightened with a heavy addition of salt. Tuong 
bap is prepared by mixing grilled soybeans with lightly 
moldy corn; it is moistened with salty water and fermented 
for two weeks, with stirring and sun exposure from time to 
time. It is the poor man’s nuoc mam: inexpensive, but with 
the same nutritive value as true nuoc mam made from fi sh.
 Note. This is the earliest French-language document 
seen (April 2013) that uses the term Teau-fou to refer to tofu.
 Paul Alfred Pételot lived 1885 to 1940. Address: Chargé 
de Cours à la Faculté Mixte de Médecine et de Pharmacie de 
Saigon [Vietnam].

526. Picken, J.C., Jr.; Biester, H.E.; Covault, C.H. 1952. 
Trichloroethylene extracted soybean oil meal poisoning. 
Iowa State College Veterinarian 14(3):137-41.
• Summary: Studies conducted at Iowa State College during 
the past 10 months show that a fatal disease can be produced 
in cattle when fed certain batches of commercially prepared 
trichloroethylene-extracted soybean meal. Address: Iowa 
State College.

527. Sherman, Henry C. 1952. Chemistry of food and 
nutrition. 8th ed. New York, NY: The Macmillan Co. viii + 
721 p. [300+* ref]
• Summary: An important pioneering work in nutrition 
science. The fi rst edition was published in 1911. Chapter 
13 is titled “Nutritional aspects of the acid-base balance.” 
“Notwithstanding the large amounts of acid produced in 
metabolism, the reaction of the blood plasma normally 
remains remarkably constant and slightly alkaline, between 
pH 7.33 and pH 7.51.” Blood is highly buffered, mostly by 
hemoglobin with a small contribution from plasma proteins. 
Diet infl uences this acid-base balance. An approximate 
estimate of the potential acid- or base-forming properties of 
a food may be made from a consideration of the amounts 
and proportions of the inorganic elements which it contains. 
Examples of foods in which acid-forming elements 
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predominate are oysters (15 cc. normal acid per 100 gm), 
beef, oatmeal, and whole wheat (each 12), eggs (11), rice (9).
 Examples of foods in which the base-forming elements 
predominate are carrots (14), turnips (11), dried beans (10), 
fresh beets (10), potatoes (9), bananas (8), orange or juice 
(5), tomatoes (5), lemon or juice (4), apples (3). Conclusion: 
“This knowledge of the blood does not... permit one to 
say with confi dence whether the balance of acid-forming 
and base-forming elements in food is or is not of practical 
signifi cance in human nutrition.”
 “The customary combination of baked beans and brown 
bread makes a main dish that ranks with meat as a source 
of nutritionally good proteins and vitamins of the B group” 
(p. 601-02). Address: Mitchill Prof. Emeritus of Chemistry, 
Columbia Univ., New York.

528. Thorpe, Jocelyn Field; Whiteley, M.A. 1952. Soya-bean 
oil. In: J.F. Thorpe and M.A. Whiteley. 1937-1956. Thorpe’s 
Dictionary of Applied Chemistry. 12 vols. 4th ed. London, 
New York, Toronto: Longmans, Green & Co. See vol. IX, p. 
27, 29, 53, 55. 23 cm. [15 ref]
• Summary: This semi-drying oil can also be used as is as a 
margarine fat. When partially hydrogenated, it is used both 
in margarine and cooking (“shortening”) fats, as well as in 
soaps. Table XVII (p. 27) gives the composition of 13 drying 
and semi-drying oils, including soya bean oil. Table XIX (p. 
29) gives the component fatty acid content of the body fat of 
pigs fed on various fatty diets, including soya beans alone.
 Page 53 has a table of tests of special value in dealing 
with specifi c oils. “Soya oil: Insoluble bromides test, 
determination of lecithin.”
 Table IV (p. 55) gives key constants for 16 vegetable 
oils, including almond, arachis, apricot kernel, castor, cotton, 
hemp, kapok, linseed, maize, oiticica, olive, perilla, poppy, 
rape, sesame, and soya.

529. Wokes, Frank. 1952. The direct use of plant materials 
by man. British J. of Nutrition 6(1):118-24. [20 ref]
• Summary: Discusses the amount of land required to 
support various diets, the protein and other nutrients in 
vegetarian diets, and aspects of vegetable substitutes for 
animal products. Address: Ovaltine Research Laboratories, 
King’s Langley, Herts. [Hertfordshire], England.

530. De, Sasanka S. 1953. Report to the government of 
Indonesia on supplementary feeding of children with soya 
bean preparations. Rome, Italy: FAO. 20 p. Jan. ETAP 
(Expanded Technical Assistance Program) Report no. 78. *
• Summary: Based on a study of 1,000 subjects in Indonesia, 
Dr. De believes that soymilk made from soy fl our could be a 
valuable, low-cost addition to the local diet. Also discusses 
the use of peanut presscake as a supplementary food for 
children. Address: Dr., FAO.

531. Nandi, D.K.; Rajagopalan, R.; De, S.S. 1953. Studies on 
the vegetable milk. I. Processing and nutritive value. Indian 
J. of Physiology and Allied Sciences 7(1):1-5. Jan. [6 ref]
• Summary: A vegetable milk was compared using 56% 
soyabean, 24% groundnut, and 20% ragi malt. Vanslyke 
and Bosworth Salt mixture was added. The composition of 
the resultant milk was found to be similar to that of cow’s 
milk. The overall nutritive value of this vegetable milk as 
determined by rat feeding was found to be 88% as good as 
that of cow’s milk. Address: Dep. of Bio-chemistry, Indian 
Inst. of Science, Bangalore, India.

532. Nandi, D.K.; Rajagopalan, R.; De, S.S. 1953. Studies 
on the vegetable milk. II. Availability of calcium and 
phosphorus. Indian J. of Physiology and Allied Sciences 
7(1):6-9. Jan. [6 ref]
• Summary: The vegetable milk described in Part I of 
this study compares favourably with cow’s milk for the 
availability of these 2 mineral elements. Address: Dep. of 
Bio-chemistry, Indian Inst. of Science, Bangalore, India.

533. Soybean Digest. 1953. Joins McMillen [Feed Mills–Dr. 
W.W. Cravens]. Jan. p. 38.
• Summary: “Dr. W.W. Cravens, professor of poultry 
husbandry, University of Wisconsin, has been appointed 
director of feed research and nutrition for McMillen Feed 
Mills, a division of Central Soya Co., Inc., according to 
an announcement by Fred W. Thomas, president of the 
company. Dr. Cravens assumed his new duties with the 
makers of Master Mix feeds on Jan. 1.
 “In 1950 Dr. Cravens won the $1,000 American Feed 
Manufacturers Association Award for his studies in the 
role of vitamins and proteins in the nutrition of chickens, 
particularly as regards vitamin B-12, biotin and folic acid.
 “His more recent research has included studies on the 
effect of vitamin B-12 supplements and antibiotic feed 
supplements on egg production and hatchability, the amino 
acid requirement for egg production and hatchability of hens, 
and the relationship between antibiotics, vitamin B-12 and 
choline and methionine in chick growth.”
 A photo shows Dr. Cravens.

534. Nickerson, Jane. 1953. Good balance in a diet. New 
York Times. Feb. 1. p. SM38.
• Summary: An excellent new booklet is titled “A Balanced 
Diet,” by Lucille J. Bowser, Martha F. Trulson, and Dr. 
Frederick J. Stare of the department of nutrition, Harvard 
School of Public Health (Massachusetts). It is available for 
$0.25 from the Nutrition Foundation, Chrysler Building, 
New York, NY.
 A good balanced diet is one that supplies all of the 
food essentials needed for good health in the right amounts 
and right relationships to each other. The basic essentials 
are carbohydrates, fats, protein, and vitamins and minerals. 
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Meeting these requirements depends on the food supply and 
food customs of a country. “In China, one might consume 
bird’s nest soup, soy bean curd, kumquats and a variety of 
what seems to us exotic products.”
 In the United States, one should choose from the seven 
groups of available foods pictured on one page. A large photo 
shows many of foods from the seven food groups. Address: 
Los Angeles.

535. Balloun, Stanley L.; Johnson, E.L. 1953. Anticoagulant 
properties of unheated soybean meal in chick diets. Archives 
of Biochemistry and Biophysics 42(2):355-59. Feb. [8 ref]
• Summary: Raw soybeans show anticoagulant properties. 
Feeding unheated solvent-extracted soybean meal 
signifi cantly increased blood-clotting time of chicks. Vitamin 
K did not affect this condition. Address: Dep. of Poultry 
Husbandry, Iowa State College, Ames.

536. Darken, Marjorie A. 1953. Production of vitamin B-12 
by microorganisms and its occurrence in plant tissues. 
Botanical Review (The) 19(2):99-130. Feb. [155* ref]
• Summary: Interest in vitamin B-12 had its origin in 1926 
when Minot and Murphy discovered the effectiveness 
of liver therapy for pernicious anemia. In 1948 the anti-
anemia factor present in liver was isolated in crystalline 
form. In 1946 nutritionists found that rats required for 
normal growth an unidentifi ed factor which was contained 
in casein, liver extracts, dried skim milk, eggs, feedstuffs, 
and certain leafy foods. In 1948 Combs termed this the 
“Animal Protein Factor” (APF). Ott et al. (1948) suggested 
that APF and vitamin B-12 were identical or closely related; 
the term “APF” has subsequently fallen into disuse. Also 
in 1948 Skokstad et al. fi rst showed that B-12 could be 
produced by fermentation. Soybean sprouts and meal have 
been shown to have essentially no vitamin B-12 activity. 
Address: Antibiotics Research Div., Heyden Chemical Corp., 
Princeton, New Jersey.

537. Bening, W. 1953. Soy fl our and milk powder in Europe. 
II. Soybean Digest. March. p. 20-21. See also: Part III. April, 
p. 20.
• Summary: “Second of three articles by the well-known 
German soya scientist describing the efforts to meet dietary 
shortages in Europe.
 “Germany has made great contributions to soybean 
processing. It was in Germany that the solvent extraction 
process was invented for separating the oil from the protein.
 “Japan sent the fi rst Manchurian soybeans to Europe 
in 1905. Germany and England used the bean to satisfy the 
increasing demand for fat.
 “A great business in fats and oils absorbed all interests 
and activities of science and trade. It happened that the 
soybean, the old protein-producer of the Far East, was here 
treated merely as an oilseed. The protein was neglected. It 

was sold as animal feed only. The oil price was high enough 
to justify this neglect.
 “Two oil mills in Hamburg-Harburg, Hansa-Muhle and 
Brinckmann [Brinkmann] & Mergell, had independently–
and almost simultaneously–invented the continuous solvent 
extraction process for oil seeds. After World War I Hansa-
Muhle entered into close cooperation with Geheimrat 
Rubener, an outstanding German nutritionist.
 “Rubener was among the fi rst to recognize that protein 
is essential in the diet. He pointed out that different proteins 
have different values, that grain protein needs fortifi cation 
with other high-value proteins, that soy fl our is one of the 
cheapest and richest sources of those amino acids in which 
grain proteins are defi cient.
 “Hansa-Muhle was the fi rst in Germany to actually 
promote protein enrichment of bread with soy fl our in the 
meat-and-milk-defi cient years following World War I. But 
the emergency was over sooner than anticipated. The new 
enriched Rubener bread did not have suffi cient time to win 
over consumers.”
 “Incidentally, the soy fl our used in this fi rst attempt was 
excellent though perhaps not as highly developed as present 
types. The solvent used was the best of that time, though not 
yet hexane. Deodorization was highly developed but perhaps 
not quite what we are now used to.
 “The use of full-fat soy products is another method 
to adapt the extraordinary protein value of the bean to 
European eating and cooking habits. Vienna and Hamburg 
and other places in England and France became the center 
of this development. The products are made from dehulled 
but not defatted soybeans. The combined heat and moisture 
treatment removes the disagreeable beany taste. The 
preheated cotyledons are then fl aked or ground, according to 
the requirements, of fi nal usage.
 “Health stores, hospitals, and other nutrition-minded 
groups were among the fi rst users of the new products, which 
are fi lling and palatable. Consumers were conquered slowly 
but steadily.
 “In Germany, the industry was just starting to step from 
promotion and education into actual commercial production 
when the import and currency policy of the Reich reduced 
soybean imports so drastically that almost no beans were 
available for the soy food industry. The production capacity 
of the country was reserved for war purposes. Allocations of 
beans could not be obtained except for army orders and the 
like. But German industry, like that of other countries then in 
war, found itself in an excellent position to produce evidence 
of the tremendous food values of soya products. Full-fat 
soya products were used as the basis for concentrated high 
effi ciency protein foods for air force pilots, for submarine 
crews, etc. They were also supplied to factory canteens 
in industries important to the war. Where maintenance of 
mental and physical working capacity was imperative, soy 
fl our was used.
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 “After World War II, a comparatively small trial 
shipment of American soybeans was used in Germany to 
make full-fat soy protein foods for special use in hospitals 
under strict governmental control.
 “The success of these foods in treating protein 
defi ciency diseases justifi ed all that had been expected. 
But the work could not be continued because of the world 
shortage of fats and oils.
 “Another event in the postwar years has a terrifi c effect 
on soy food promotion in Germany. There was a lack of 
bread grain as well as fat. The food administrations fell back 
on Rubener’s and Hansa-Muhle’s procedure of the protein 
enrichment of bread with defatted soy fl our. So defatted soy 
fl our was shipped to Germany from America.
 “The grain shortage was severe. The admixture of 10, 
12 and 15 percent defatted soy fl our was prescribed, and in 
addition similar percentages of other unusual materials such 
as potato fl our, corn fl our and peanut residues. All these were 
added to a 98-percent-extraction wheat fl our of unbelievably 
poor baking qualities.
 “Not one single baker in the country could make eatable 
bread from such a mix. There was not a single consumer who 
did not complain of the stuff he was supposed to eat.
 “This was certainly the greatest tragicomedy in the 
history of soy fl our in Europe. Incidentally, there were 
similar happenings in other parts of Europe. It is not 
surprising that the reputation of the commodity could hardly 
be worse than it is.
 “Greece has given a better example of the use of soy 
fl our to fortify bread. Soy fl our was introduced when the 
country was in its hard struggle to prevent extinction by 
bolshevism. Italian-German occupation during the war 
had reduced the country’s food reserves. A new emergency 
provoked by the civil war required a new means of bolstering 
the food supply.
 “At fi rst 5 percent soy fl our was added to bread. This 
comparatively high addition, in combination with the 
generally poor gluten content and baking quality of the 
wheat fl our then available, brought about a visible shrinkage 
of the bread volume.
 “Attempts were made to balance the shrinkage through 
the addition of bromates. These helped but the public health 
authorities objected to their use, and they were discontinued. 
The reduction of the soy fl our content to 3 percent resulted in 
satisfactory bread.”
 Photos show: (1) A large Rumanian soybean fi eld in 
north Bessarabia, 1938, with 4 men standing in the fi eld. (2) 
A portrait photo of W. Bening.

538. Deck, E.M. 1953. Another outlet for vegetable oils from 
American farms: Mellorine, a nutritious new product made 
with soybean and cottonseed oils, can become another major 
market after clarifying legal action. Soybean Digest. March. 
p. 14-16.

• Summary: The annual production of ice cream in America 
is approximately 600 million gallons, and it contains about 
270 million lb of butterfat–which is a little less than 10% of 
all butterfat produced in the USA. During the last 4-5 years 
the price of butterfat has been so high it has seemed to be 
pricing quality ice creams out of the market. Manufacturers 
sought various methods to hold down costs, such as making 
ice creams low in butterfat (where their state laws would 
allow it), or making ice milks, frozen novelties, frozen 
custards, or sherbets.
 In about 1947-48 in Texas a few ice cream makers 
started to make frozen dessert using hydrogenated vegetable 
fats (soybean and cottonseed oils, sometimes mixed with 
imported coconut oil) to replace the butterfat in their ice 
cream formulas. “This was not a new invention at all, 
because some vegetable fat had been used during the war, 
and vegetable fat ice creams have been made for years in 
other countries, such as England.”
 These frozen desserts made with vegetable fats got 
started under such names as “Frosty Kreme,” “Mello 
Kream,” etc. The new products were well accepted by 
consumers. The Texas Dairy Products Institute then wrote 
a standard of identity for this type of product and gave it 
the generic name of “Mellorine.” The minimum fat content 
of Mellorine is 6% while the minimum butterfat content of 
ice cream is 8%. America’s large national manufacturers of 
frozen desserts (such as National Dairies, Borden, Carnation, 
Foremost, and Beatrice Foods) are now making this new 
product in the states where it has been legalized or where it is 
not prohibited. The vegetable fats used in Mellorine cost, on 
average, less than one-fourth as much butterfat (18-25 cents/
pound versus $0.80-$1.15/pound). Mellorine retails for about 
26% less than ice cream.
 The author then argues that increased use of Mellorine 
will benefi t soybean and cotton growers, as well as dairy 
farmer. Address: Manager, Products Service Dep., Mrs. 
Tucker’s Foods, Inc., Sherman, Texas.

539. Liener, Irvin E. 1953. Soyin, a toxic protein from 
the soybean. I. Inhibition of rat growth. J. of Nutrition 
49(3):527-39. March. [23 ref]
• Summary: “The isolation and purifi cation of a toxic protein 
from defatted soybean fl our were described in a previous 
paper (Liener and Pallansch, 1952). It is pertinent to note that 
in addition to being toxic to rats, this protein, for which the 
name ‘soyin’ is now proposed was characterized by marked 
hemagglutinating action and was devoid of either urease or 
antitryptic activity. The purpose of the present investigation 
was to ascertain by actual feeding trials with rats the extent 
to which ‘soyin’ might be responsible for the poor nutritive 
value of unheated soybean oil meal.” A footnote (p. 528) 
discusses the reasons for choosing the word “soyin” for this 
toxic plant protein that is able to agglutinate the red blood 
cells of various species of animals.
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 When soyin was fed to young rats at a level of 1% in a 
diet containing autoclaved soybean protein or casein, growth 
was inhibited 26% and 18%, respectively. Crude trypsin 
was not effective in counteracting this inhibition of growth. 
The author estimates that about half the growth-inhibiting 
effect of raw soybean meal is due to its soyin content and 
the remainder to an effect which can be counteracted by 
crude trypsin. Growth impairment by soyin is attributed to a 
decrease in the quantity of food consumed.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2020) that 
uses the word “soyin” to refer to proteins in soybeans called 
hemagglutinins. Address: Div. of Agricultural Biochemistry, 
Univ. of Minnesota, St. Paul.

540. Liener, I.E.; Pallansch, M.J.; Rose, J.E. 1953. Properties 
of soyin, a toxic protein isolated from soybean fl our 
(Abstract). Federation Proceedings (FASEB) 12(1):240 
(Abst. #790). March. [1 ref]
• Summary: Soyin is a heat-labile protein different from 
any previously characterized soybean proteins. It can be 
lethal when administered intraperitoneally to rats, and it has 
marked in vitro agglutinating activity particularly towards 
rabbit erythrocytes. However soyin-injected rabbits produced 
an antiserum which inhibited the hemagglutinating action of 
soyin. Soyin may inhibit the growth of young rats. Address: 
Dep. of Agricultural Biochemistry, Univ. of Minnesota, St. 
Paul.

541. Liener, Irvin E.; Wada, Shohachi. 1953. Liver xanthine 
oxidase activity in relation to availability of methionine from 
soybean protein. Proceedings of the Society for Experimental 
Biology and Medicine 82(3):484-86. March. [15 ref]
• Summary: “Summary. Xanthine oxidase activity in livers 
of rats consuming soybean protein was increased by feeding 
heat-treated soybean fl our or by adding methionine to diets 
containing the unheated fl our. Since there was no difference 
in the degree to which the methionine was absorbed, it 
was concluded that heating increased the availability of 
methionine for the synthesis of enzyme protein.”
 Therefore the reduced growth on raw soybean fl our 
was not entirely due to an impairment in the methionine 
availability. Address: Dep. of Agricultural Biochemistry, 
Univ. of Minnesota, St. Paul, Minnesota.

542. Wynd, F.L. 1953. Availability to soybeans of iron in 
several relatively insoluble substances. Lloydia 16(1):77-82. 
March. [14 ref]
• Summary: Soybeans were grown in hydroponic culture, 
with iron supplied by glass wool, pumice, magnitite, and a 
specially compounded glass frit.
 “The plants growing in the glass frit were vividly green 
in color and produced fl owers normally. All plants supplied 
with the remaining types of iron-containing materials 
became severely chlorotic and died before their fl owers were 

fully opened.”
 The iron in the glass frit had very low solubility, only 
“2.5 times that of a commercial soft drink bottle.” Address: 
Research Prof., Dep. of Botany and Plant Pathology, 
Michigan State College, East Lansing, Michigan.

543. Bening, W. 1953. Soy fl our and milk powder in Europe. 
III. Soybean Digest. April. p. 20-21.
• Summary: “This article concludes the author’s account of 
European efforts to improve the people’s diet with soybeans.
 “A new European trend is the revival of old efforts 
to use skim milk powder to enrich bread, which has been 
successful several times in the past. It originated through the 
dairymen.
 “With the successful revival of dairying under the 
Marshall plan, it is again a prime economic problem to 
market surplus tonnages of skim milk.
 “The use of skim milk solids for closing the gap in 
the people’s protein requirements is certainly a remarkable 
project. A large percentage of the European populations 
does not have suffi cient money [after World War II] to buy 
enough meat, milk, or eggs to satisfy the body’s daily protein 
needs. And grain protein lacks certain essential amino acids. 
The addition of very small percentages of high value protein 
carriers makes of grain a valuable protein food.
 “Research has established that the baking process does 
not diminish the value of the essential amino acids in these 
proteins, and that enriched grain fl our keeps just as well in 
storage as the unenriched.
 “Bread is the safest means to provide more and better 
protein for everybody, especially needy people. But it 
happens that Europe exports large shipments of skim milk 
solids to less needy nations in spite of her own protein 
defi ciencies.
 “The European dairy industries begin to see the 
chance of developing new home markets by assisting in 
governmental projects to improve the protein content of 
the diet of the poor. That is certainly a wiser policy than to 
depend on exports for the marketing of surplus production.
 “In recent years, W. Decoussemaker in Belgium has 
launched an energetic attack in favor of protein enrichment 
through the use of skim milk powder. The price difference 
between skim milk solids and wheat fl our has prevented his 
idea from being adopted. If soy fl our had been considered to 
reduce the price and increase the quantity of enrichment of 
bread, the prospects would have been better. No doubt the 
research will be continued, with soy fl our incorporated in the 
project. It will thereby become economically feasible.
 “The necessity. of improving the protein value of the 
diet was emphatically discussed by the grain, fl our and bread 
section of the Ninth International Convention of Agricultural 
Industries in Rome in 1952. All speakers agreed that addition 
of milk powder and also of other high value proteins 
improves the nutritional value of bread. It was unanimously 
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agreed that the improvement of bread is important for the 
popular diet, and that the addition of 2½ to 3 percent of milk 
powder or other protein carriers solves the problem without 
changing the taste.
 “Very few of the scientists limited themselves to one 
protein carrier only. It has been found again and again that a 
given quantity of protein, if derived from different sources–
like milk, soy fl our, or yeast–is nutritionally more effi cient 
than the same quantity of protein derived from only one 
commodity.
 “Soy fl our has always given satisfactory results, these 
studies show. It offers the advantage of combining very high 
protein concentration–50 to 51 percent as compared with 
34 to 35 percent in skim milk solids–with a very low price. 
Also, with the growth of soybean production in America, 
there are large dependable supplies to fi ll any gaps in the 
production of skim milk solids.
 “Fifty years of strenuous research work in Europe 
has fi nally led to a completely fool-proof technique for 
producing protein-enriched bread without any change in the 
taste, in baking procedure or in machinery.
 “Everything is ready for a tremendous improvement of 
the daily diet in Europe. Yet the start is postponed again and 
again. Why?
 “Another look at the United States tells the story. The 
Dry Milk Association there has spent 25 years and in each of 
those years several hundred thousands of dollars to stabilize 
the use of skim milk solids in improving bread.
 “In Europe no industry nor government can spend such 
tremendous funds for solving a single nutritional problem, 
no matter how urgent the problem may be. And the need for 
protein is so urgent in European countries that they do not 
have 25 years to spend in procuring it. In this case slow help 
is no help.
 “This complex of problems, in which nutrition and 
policy are so closely connected, merits more attention than 
political leaders are ready to pay to it. Nutrition is, in a 
certain sense, a better weapon than armament, to fi ght a war 
or to defend the human race from the outbreak of another 
war.
 “The only question is whether intelligence and initiative 
will achieve a better diet in time.
 “Tremendous treasures of skill and knowledge have 
been accumulated to remove the worldwide protein 
defi ciency, to solve the protein problem easily and 
completely.
 “Will the nations be wise enough to use what they have 
at their disposal?
 A map shows the major soybean producing areas in 
Rumania in 1938, but most places have been given German 
names. Most were located in the northeast part of the 
country in Bessarabia and Moldau [Moldavia]. At the top 
left, in small letters, written almost vertically, is Bukowina 
[Bukovina]. As of June 2014 it is a historical region, now 

split between Romania and Ukraine. The dark leaf-shaped 
region in the upper central part of Romania is Siebenbürgen, 
the German name for what is better known as Transylvania
 Transilvania or Ardeal (Romanian); it is now a 
historical region in Romania. The dark apple-shaped 
region below that is Grosse Walachei, which is German for 
Wallachia; it, too, is a historical and geographical region 
of Romania, situated north of the Danube River and south 
of the Southern Carpathian mountains. The dark region in 
southeastern Romania is labeled Dobrudscha [Dobruja, 
Dobrushka] (above) and Cahacra (below). Today, Dobruja 
is a historical region shared by Bulgaria and Romania. It 
is situated between the lower Danube River and the Black 
Sea, and includes the Danube Delta, Romanian coast, and 
the northernmost part of the Bulgarian coast. The territory 
of Dobruja comprises Northern Dobruja, which is part of 
Romania, and Southern Dobruja, which belongs to Bulgaria. 
Both are on the west coast of the Black Sea. We are unable to 
fi nd out more about Cahacra.

544. Boletim de Agricultura, Departmento de Producao 
Vegetal (Belo Horizonte). 1953. Notas, os valores nutritivos 
da torta e do feno de soja [Notes on the nutritive value of the 
cake and hay of soya]. 2(3/4):77-78. March/April. [Por]
• Summary: One table shows the average nutritional 
composition of soybean cake, and another the average 
composition of the hay harvested when the soybean plant is 
fl owering.

545. Chattopadhyay, Haripada; Banerjee, S. 1953. Effect 
of germination on the biological value of proteins and the 
trypsin-inhibitor activity of some common Indian pulses. 
Indian J. of Medical Research 41(2):185-89. April. [21 ref]
• Summary: “1. Biological value of proteins of 5 varieties of 
pulses was determined by the rat-growth method, both before 
and after 48 hours of germination.
 “2. The trypsin-inhibitor activity of 6 varieties of pulses 
was studied both before and after 48 hours of germination.
 “3. Biological value of proteins of Cicer arietinum, 
Phaseolus mungo and Lens esculenta increased after 
germination, whereas that of Phaseolus radiatus and Pisum 
sativum decreased to some extent.
 “4. The trypsin-inhibitor activity did not change with 
germination, indicating thereby that the altered biological 
value of the proteins is not due to either increase or decrease 
in their trypsin-inhibitor activity.”
 Note: Soy is mentioned in passing but it is not the main 
focus. Address: Dep. of Physiology, Presidency College, 
Calcutta.

546. Evans, C.D.; Cooney, Patricia M.; Moser, Helen A.; 
Schwab, A.W. 1953. The fl avor problem of soybean oil. XI. 
Phytic acid as an inactivating agent for trace metals. J. of the 
American Oil Chemists’ Society 30(4):143-47. April. [23 ref]
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• Summary: In recent years the addition of inactivating 
agents to inhibit the possible chemical effect of trace metals 
in soybean oil has become an accepted processing technique. 
Address: Northern Regional Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois.

547. Inoue, Norimasa. 1953. Nattô no kyôka ni kansuru 
kenkyû. I. Nattô no kyôka hôhô ni tsuite [Studies on the 
enrichment of natto (fermented soybeans). I. On the method 
of enrichment of natto]. Eiyogaku Zasshi (Japanese J. of 
Nutrition) 10(6):179-81. April. [1 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: The main nutrient added is vitamin B-2. 
Address: Kokuritsu Eiyo Kenkyusho (National Inst. of 
Nutrition, Japan).

548. Inoue, Norimasa; Kitagawa, Shiro. 1953. Tôfu no 
eiseigaku-teki kenkyû [Sanitary studies on tofu (soybean 
curds)]. Eiyogaku Zasshi (Japanese J. of Nutrition) 
10(6):182-83. April. [Jap; eng]
• Summary: The number of coli bacillus was 10-100 per gm 
in early March and 1,000 to 10,000 in early July. Address: 
Kokuritsu Eiyo Kenkyusho (National Inst. of Nutrition, 
Japan).

549. Liener, Irvin E.; Hill, Eldon G. 1953. The effect of 
heat treatment on the nutritive value and hemagglutinating 
activity of soybean oil meal. J. of Nutrition 49(4):609-20. 
April. [17 ref]
• Summary: From unheated soybean fl our the authors 
have isolated a heat-labile protein fraction which is toxic 
to rats. “A characteristic property of this toxin, which was 
given the name ‘soyin’*, is its marked in vitro agglutinating 
action toward the red blood cells of the rabbit.” (Footnote: 
*”Pending proof of their non-identity, the terms ‘soyin’ and 
‘hemagglutinin’ will hereafter be used interchangeably”). 
The term “hemagglutinating activity” is used several times in 
this article. Hemagglutinins, like trypsin inhibitors, are easily 
destroyed by heat. Nutrisoy XXX, a defatted soybean oil 
meal which had been subjected to a minimum amount of heat 
treatment, was made by Archer-Daniels-Midland Company 
(Minneapolis, Minnesota) and was used in this experiment. 
Address: Div. of Agricultural Biochemistry and Poultry 
Husbandry, Univ. of Minnesota, St. Paul.

550. Hoffman, H.L.; Jacobs, J.; Friedlander, S.O. 1953. Use 
of crystalline soybean trypsin inhibitor in acute hemorrhagic 
pancreatitis in dogs. Archives of Surgery 66(5):617-23. May. 
*

551. Holm, Glenn C.; Eveleth, D.F.; Dinusson, W.E. 1953. 
Trichloroethylene soybean meal poisoning in sheep. J. of the 
American Veterinary Medical Association 122(914):380-82. 
May. [8 ref]
• Summary: “Reports of cattle losses from feeding 
trichloroethylene soybean meal were published as early as 

1916 in Scotland. The condition was later called ‘Duren 
disease’ when it was observed in Germany in 1923. More 
than 40 other reports of losses were made in Europe before 
this method of processing soybeans was discontinued.”
 “During the past 2 years, extensive investigation 
into cattle losses from trichloroethylene soybean meal 
yielded some evidence of sheep losses. The sheep affected 
were being fed toxic meal prior to and during lambing. 
Postmortem fi ndings were characteristic of those observed 
in cattle.” Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 
2016) on the deaths of sheep fed trichloroethylene-extracted 
soybean meal. Address: Depts. of Veterinary Science and 
Animal Husbandry, North Dakota Agric. Exp. Station, Fargo, 
North Dakota.

552. Yokotsuka, Tamotsu. 1953. Shôyu kôki seibun ni 
kansuru kenkyû. IX. Kô futten-bu no kôki seibun (4) Phenol-
sei kôki seibun no bunri [Studies on fl avorous substances in 
soy [sauce]. IX. On a high boiling point fraction (4) Isolation 
of phenolic fl avorous substances]. Nippon Nogeikagaku 
Kaishi (J. of the Agricultural Chemical Society of Japan) 
27(5):276-81. May. [8 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: Hydroxy-2- methoxy-4- ethyl-benzene was 
isolated as phenylurethane (melting point: 104º) from the 
steam distillate of soy sauce presscake. It has proved to be 
an important component of soy sauce fl avors. Address: Noda 
Industrial Science Laboratory [Noda, Japan].

553. Peterson, D.W.; Shneour, E.A.; Peek, N.F.; Gaffey, 
H.W. 1953. Dietary constituents affecting plasma and liver 
cholesterol in cholesterol-fed chickens. J. of Nutrition 
50(2):191-201. June 10. [15 ref]
• Summary: The administration of soybeans sterols or of 
sitosterols to chickens receiving a cholesterol-enriched diet 
prevented the increase in serum cholesterol which would 
normally occur. “Mixed soy sterols, mixed sitosterols, 
beta-sitosterol, stigmasterol and ergosterol were effective 
inhibitors of the progressive rise of plasma cholesterol and of 
deposition of cholesterol in the liver.”
 Page 192 (footnote): “Alcolec S, American Lecithin 
Co. Reported to contain 65% phosphatides.” Address: Dep. 
of Poultry Husbandry, College of Agriculture, Univ. of 
California, Berkeley.

554. Almquist, H.J.; Merritt, J.B. 1953. Effect of crystalline 
trypsin on the raw soybean growth inhibitor. Proceedings 
of the Society for Experimental Biology and Medicine 
83(2):269. June. [2 ref]
• Summary: The growth-depressing effects on chicks of 
raw soybean meal (RSBM) is completely reversed by the 
addition of crude or crystalline trypsin. Address: Grange 
Company, Modesto, California.

555. Dean, R.F.A. 1953. Plant proteins in child feeding. 
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Medical Research Council (London), Special Report Series 
No. 279. viii + 163 p. (Her Majesty’s Stationery Offi ce, 
London). [307 ref]
• Summary: Contains extensive information on the use 
of soya in feeding infants and children, including: The 
direct improvement of proteins by heat. Removal of the 
trypsin inhibitor. The trypsin inhibitor in human nutrition. 
Milk substitutes based on the soya bean. Disadvantages of 
soya preparations. The preparation of soya for food. The 
supplementation of plant proteins–Isolated proteins–The 
effects of supplementing whole foods. Human experiments 
in protein supplementation. Recommendations for future 
work.
 Dean investigated diets in post-war Germany. He found 
that as much as 50% of the total protein in diets of children 
of roughly 1-2 years of age were derived from soya. His 
conclusions are (a) that cereal and soya bean mixtures can 
probably be prepared which would take the place of most 
of the milk in children’s diets and might even replace it 
entirely; (b) that for children from one to two years old, at 
least two of the mixtures (used in feeding German children) 
may be almost perfect substitutes for all the milk in the diet 
there were, however, a number of mixtures that had to be 
discarded. Dean’s work in Germany was done in 1946 to 
1949. Address: Medical Research Council, 38 Old Queen St., 
London S.W.1, England.

556. Desnuelle, P.; Massoni, R.; Benoit-Micaelli, O. 1953. 
Sur le pouvoir antioxygène des phosphates et des sulfates 
acides liposolubles [On the anti-oxidizing activity of 
liposoluble acid phosphates and sulfates]. Bulletin de la 
Societe Chimique de France (Paris/Bayeux) 20(6):595-99. 
June. Series 5. [13 ref. Fre]
• Summary: The crude phosphatides of soy, corn and peanut 
markedly retard the auto-oxidation of distilled fatty esters. 
This property was not due to the presence of tocopherols. 
None of these phosphatides exerted a synergistic effect with 
such antioxygenic phenols as hydro-quinone, tocopherol and 
ethyl gallate. Although the phosphatidyl cholines were not 
antioxygenic, phosphatidic acids were strongly antioxygenic. 
Similarly, other liposoluble acids such as the sulfates of 
dodecyl and hexadecyl acids, and dodecyl and dodecyl-
benzene sulfonic acids, were antioxygenic. In general, the 
liposoluble acids manifest their antioxygenic action directly, 
while those acids which are insoluble in fats require an 
auxiliary mechanism in which polyphenols sometimes 
participate. Address: Laboratoire National des Matières 
Grasses (Iterg), Faculté des Sciences, Marseille [France].

557. Glaser, Jerome. 1953. Substitutes for cow’s milk in 
infant feeding. J. of Pediatrics 42(6):734-38. June. *
Address: Brazil.

558. Holman, Ralph T. 1953. Mode of action of lipoxidase. 

Transactions–American Association of Cereal Chemists 
11(2):135-46. June. [46 ref]
• Summary: The fi rst discovery of the action of lipoxidase 
was made in the fl our milling industry. Haas and Bohn found 
that soybeans contained a carotene-destroying enzyme that 
could be used as a bleaching agent in bread dough. Their 
discovery was patented (1934) and assigned to the J.R. Short 
Milling Co. Frey, et al. (1936) “found shortly afterward that 
the bleaching of fl our by this method resulted in the total 
destruction of the vitamin A present.” Wilbur, Hilton and 
Hauge (1935) found that when cows were fed soybeans, the 
vitamin A content of the butter produced decreased markedly. 
“In the light of more recent knowledge of the enzyme, it is 
very probable that this effect could be traced to lipoxidase 
action upon dietary fat and the consequent coupled oxidation 
of carotenoids.
 “The name lipoxidase was fi rst used in describing the 
fat oxidizing enzyme systems of soybeans by Andre and 
Hou in 1932. The connection between this enzyme system 
and the ‘carotene oxidase’ system later discovered by 
Sumner and Dounce (1939) was not at fi rst recognized... In 
1940 the identity of carotene oxidase with lipoxidase was 
established (Sumner and Sumner, 1940; Tauber 1940). The 
term carotene oxidase has been dropped, and the modern 
terminology recognizes all these enzyme systems under the 
term lipoxidase.” Address: Hormel Inst., Univ. of Minnesota, 
Austin.

559. Nakano, Masahiro; Ohta, Teruo. 1953. Nattô ni kansuru 
kenkyû. II. Eiyô kyôka nattô ni tsuite [Research on the natto 
bacillus. II. The manufacture of enriched natto]. Shokuryo 
Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the Food Research 
Institute) No. 8. p. 193-95. June. English-language summary 
p. 19. [1 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: “It is said that the addition of calcium carbonate, 
vitamin B1, vitamin B2, and Wakafl avin (Eremothecium B2) 
showed almost no effect for manufacturing Natto. The loss 
of vitamin B1 was 40% during the fermentation. As for the 
vitamin B2, it increased 200g to 400g during fermentation 
owing to the fl avin production of Natto bacillus. Calcium 
carbonate had no ill-effect to promote the decomposition 
of vitamins B1 and B2.” Address: Food Research Inst., 
Shiohama 1-4-12, Koto-ku, Tokyo, Japan.

560. Nakano, Masahiro; Ebine, Hideo. 1953. Shôyu jôzô-yo 
kôji-kin to kôso ryoku ni tsuite [On the enzymatic activity of 
the Aspergilli for shoyu manufacture]. Shokuryo Kenkyujo 
Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the Food Research Institute) No. 
8. p. 169-72. June. English-language summary p. 16. [3 ref. 
Jap; eng]
• Summary: Molds of the genus Aspergillus which produce 
highly active protease were selected by a simple, suitable 
method as suitable for making shoyu. The optimal ratio of 
soy bean cake to wheat bran for the formation of amylase by 
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the Aspergilli appears to be 1-3 to 7, and for the formation of 
protease it appears to be less.
 The optimal ratio of soybean cake to wheat bran differs 
according to the strains of Aspergilli. Asp. 0-3-6 (Aspergillus 
oryzae) produces more active amylase and protease on the 
wheat bran. Aspergillus Okazakii produces more active 
protease on the media containing more soy bean cake. 
Address: Food Research Inst., Shiohama 1-4-12, Koto-ku, 
Tokyo, Japan.

561. Sakai, Heiichi; Miyazawa, S.; Terada, O. 1953. Bitamin 
B-12 no biseibutsu teiryô ni tsuite–Kakushu teiryô kin kabu 
no hikaku [On the microbiological assay of vitamin B-12–
Comparative study of various assay organisms]. Nippon 
Nogeikagaku Kaishi (J. of the Agricultural Chemical Society 
of Japan) 27(6):377-81. June. [15 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: Four test organisms were compared from 
the standpoint of vitamin B-12 assay: Lactobacillus lactis 
Dorner, L. leichmannii, Euglena gracilis var. bacillaris, and 
Escherichia coli mutant. The standard error range for all is 
about the same (10-15%), but Euglena can grow normally 
in the presence of antibiotics. Address: Fermentation Lab., 
Agricultural Faculty, Tokyo Univ., Japan.

562. Sasaki, R.; Tsugo, T. 1953. The manufacture of 
synthetic milk powder from whey and soy-bean. I. The 
preparation of synthetic milk from whey and soy-bean. 
International Dairy Congress, Proceedings 13(4):602-05. 
June. Proceedings of the 13th International Dairy Congress, 
held 22-26 June 1953 at The Hague, Netherlands. [2 ref. 
Eng; fre; ger]
• Summary: Although there are many ways of using whey, 
in Japan only a small percentage of it is used as raw material 
for the manufacture of lactose; most of it is mixed with skim 
milk [nonfat milk] for the feeding of calves, or is discarded.
 The preferred process was: Soak soybeans in water 
overnight, then grind fi nely. Add whey to the ground 
soybeans. Heat the mixture. Remove the insoluble residue 
[okara] by press fi ltering. A powder can be prepared from the 
resulting liquid soy & whey milk.
 When lactic acid whey was used the resulting product 
had a much better fl avor than soy-bean milk itself. Address: 
Faculty of Agriculture, Univ. of Tokyo, Japan.

563. Sasaki, R.; Tsugo, T. 1953. The manufacture of 
synthetic milk powder from whey and soy-bean. II. The 
manufacture and nutritive value of synthetic milk powder. 
International Dairy Congress, Proceedings 13(4):606-10. 
June. [5 ref. Eng; fre; ger]
• Summary: Using the process developed in the previous 
report, a manufacturing experiment was conducted semi-
industrially at a milk powder factory. Various chemical 
properties of the product were determined and its nutritive 
value compared with that of regular whole milk powder. 

Address: Faculty of Agriculture, Univ. of Tokyo, Japan.

564. Yokotsuka, Tamotsu. 1953. Shôyu kôki seibun ni 
kansuru kenkyû. X. [Studies on fl avorous substances in soy 
[sauce]. X. Flavors with high boiling points. (5) Precursors 
of phenolic fl avorous substances]. Nippon Nogeikagaku 
Kaishi (J. of the Agricultural Chemical Society of Japan) 
27(6):334-39. June. [4 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: The fl avorous substances in the steam distillate 
of soy-cake [soy sauce presscake; shoyu kasu] (boiling point 
185-325º) were investigated by means of hydrolysis and 
oxidation. Address: Noda Industrial Science Laboratory.

565. Chargaff, Erwin; Hawthorne, J.N. 1953. Studies on the 
inositol-containing lipids of soya bean. Biochemical Journal 
54(4):xxxviii-xxxix. July (at end of volume, in “Proceedings 
of the Biochemical Society.” ). [4 ref]
• Summary: “The inositol-containing lipid present in soya 
bean (Woolley, 1943; Folch, 1947) has been prepared and 
purifi ed by two methods.”
 “We wish to thank Mr J. Eichberg of the American 
Lecithin Company for generous gifts of soya bean 
phosphatides.” Address: 1. College of Physicians and 
Surgeons, New York 32; 2. Pharmacology Dep., Medical 
School, Birmingham 15 [Great Britain].

566. Eveleth, D.F.; Goldsby, Alice I. 1953. Toxicosis of 
chickens caused by trichloroethylene extracted soybean 
meal. J. of the American Veterinary Medical Association 
123(916):38-39. July. [3 ref]
• Summary: Soybean oil meal, was extracted with 
trichloroethylene solvent, is under many conditions, highly 
toxic to cattle. This experiment showed that it may at times 
be toxic to chicks as shown by higher death rates, failure to 
grow properly, and decreased resistance to disease. Address: 
1. PhD, DVM [Doctor of Veterinary Medicine]; 2. A.B. Dep. 
of Veterinary Science, North Dakota Agric. Exp. Station, 
Fargo, North Dakota.

567. Liener, Irvin E.; Rose, Joseph E. 1953. Soyin, a toxic 
protein from soybean. III. Immunochemical properties. 
Proceedings of the Society for Experimental Biology and 
Medicine 83(3):539-44. July. [11 ref]
• Summary: Soyin is a toxic protein recently isolated from 
defatted soybean fl our. Precipitation studies showed that the 
most highly purifi ed preparation of soyin available was not 
strictly homogeneous as had been previously indicated by 
electrophoretic and diffusion measurements. Toxicity and 
hemagglutinating data were collected. The soyin content 
of defatted soybean fl our is about 3%. Address: Dep. of 
Agricultural Biochemistry, Univ. of Minnesota, St. Paul.

568. Payne, Loyal C. 1953. The identifi cation and attempted 
assay of estrogenic substances found in grasses and hay. 
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Proceedings of the American Veterinary Medical Association 
90:150-54. Held 20-23 July 1953. [9 ref]
• Summary: Describes solvent extraction using ethyl 
alcohol, stilbestrol implantation in livestock and poultry, and 
the potencies of estrogenic substances in feedstuffs. Clover 
and alfalfa are high in stilbestrol. Soybean oil meal has no 
measurable amount. Thus certain American hays contain 
appreciable amounts of estrogens. “Preliminary tests of the 
Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station indicate that genistein 
prepared from genistin isolated from soybean oil meal has 
signifi cant estrogenic activity in mice.” Address: Asst. Prof., 
Veterinary Physiology, Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa.

569. Sakai, Heiichi. 1953. Bisei-butsu ni yoru bitamin B-12 
no seisan ni tsuite. II. Kaku shu bisei-butsu no B-12 seisan 
shiken [On vitamin B-12 production by fermentation. II. 
Production test of B-12 by various microorganisms]. Nippon 
Nogeikagaku Kaishi (J. of the Agricultural Chemical Society 
of Japan) 27(7):405-07. July. [7 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: Two strains of Bacillus natto produced 33.0 and 
50.0 nanograms respectively of vitamin B-12 (LLD active 
substance) per cc in shaking culture. This was the highest 
value of 15 yeasts, 25 fungi (molds), and 25 bacteria tested. 
Four species of actinomycetes yielded higher values (80-100 
nanograms per cc). Address: Tokyo Daigaku Nôgaku-bu, 
Hakkogaku Kyoshitsu (Fermentation Lab., Agricultural 
Faculty, Tokyo Univ., Japan).

570. Cheng, Edmund; Story, C.D.; Yoder, L.; Hale, W.H.; 
Burroughs, W. 1953. Estrogenic activity of isofl avone 
derivatives extracted and prepared from soybean oil meal. 
Science 118(3058):164-65. Aug. 7. [8 ref]
• Summary: The article begins: “Implantation of 
diethylstilbestrol (synthetic estrogenic substance) pellets 
under the skin of cattle and sheep stimulates live-weight 
gains and increased feed effi ciency during the fattening 
period. Recently, naturally occurring estrogenic substances 
have been detected in varying amounts in various plant 
herbages, both pasture and hays, fed to cattle and sheep. 
Genistein (5,7,4’- trihydroxyisofl avone) has been suggested 
by Curnow and Bennetts as the chemical constituent 
responsible for estrogenic activity in one of these herbages, 
namely, subterranean clover. The glucoside of genistein, 
genistin (5,4’-dihydroxy-7- glucosidoisofl avone) has been 
shown by Walter (1941) to be present in substantial amounts 
(0.1%) in soybean oil meal.”
 An estrogenically active isofl avone, and its glycoside, 
genistin, were fi rst isolated from soybean meal. Both the 
isofl avone and the isofl avone glucosides exhibit the same 
amount of estrogenic activity. Address: Iowa Agric. Exp. 
Station, Ames.

571. Greenberg, Samuel M.; Frazer, A.C. 1953. Some factors 
affecting the growth and development of rats fed rancid fat. 

J. of Nutrition 50(4):421-40. Aug. 10. [17 ref]
• Summary: Rancid soybean oil was prepared by bubbling 
air through the oil, which was heated to 50ºC. It was 
reported that the presence of rancid fat in the diet of Wistar 
rats increases the protein requirement for optimal growth. 
However a diet containing 10% rancid soybean oil supported 
almost normal growth in rats when all essential nutrients 
were supplied in large amounts and protein constituted 30% 
of the diet. Under these conditions the only organ weight 
seriously affected by the presence of rancid fat was that of 
the intestinal tract. Address: Dep. of Pharmacology, Medical 
School, Univ. of Birmingham, England.

572. Carroll, R.W.; Hensley, G.W.; Sittler, C.L.; Wilcox, 
E.L.; Graham, W.R., Jr. 1953. Absorption of nitrogen and 
amino acids from soybean meal as affected by heat treatment 
or supplementation with aureomycin and methionine. 
Archives of Biochemistry and Biophysics 45(2):260-69. Aug. 
[28 ref]
• Summary: It is well known that the growth of animals is 
stimulated by the used of antibiotics in feeding–mixed in 
with the feed. This effect has been reported for pigs, chicks 
and turkeys. In rations having critical shortages of essential 
amino acids, the addition of aureomycin can provide 
additional growth stimulation (in rats). Address: The Quaker 
Oats Company Research Labs., Chicago, Illinois.

573. Hensley, G.W.; Carroll, R.W.; Wilcox, E.L.; Graham, 
W.R., Jr. 1953. The effects of aureomycin and methionine 
supplements fed to rats receiving soybean meals. Archives of 
Biochemistry and Biophysics 45(2):270-74. Aug. [14 ref]
• Summary: “Recent tests in our laboratory on nitrogen 
absorption by rats fed raw and heated soybean meals indicate 
a tendency for the nitrogen of raw meal to pass further 
down the intestinal tract before absorption than is the case 
with nitrogen of heated meal.” Address: The Quaker Oats 
Company Research Labs., Chicago, Illinois.

574. Jacobson, N.L.; Zaletel, J.H.; Allen, R.S. 1953. Effect of 
various dietary lipids on the blood plasma lipids of calves. J. 
of Dairy Science 36(8):832-42. Aug. [24 ref]
• Summary: The authors reported that the greatest effect 
on the blood lipids of calves was obtained by feeding 
diets containing whole milk or crude soybean oil. The 
lowest degree of lipemia was noted when diets containing 
hydrogenated soybean oil were fed, while butter or lard 
produced an intermediate effect. Address: Depts. of Dairy 
Husbandry and Chemistry, Iowa Agric. Exp. Station, Ames, 
Iowa.

575. Melo, Maria de Lourdes. 1953. [Soy bean in nutrition of 
sucklings, infants, pre-school and school children]. Revista 
Brasileira de Medicina 10(8):586-91. Aug. [Por]*
Address: Brazil.
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576. Pallansch, Michael J.; Liener, Irvin E. 1953. Soyin, a 
toxic protein from the soybean. II. Physical characterization. 
Archives of Biochemistry and Biophysics 45(2):366-74. Aug. 
[19 ref]
• Summary: The authors describe a procedure for the 
preparation of soyin from defatted soybean fl our Nutrisoy 
XXX (made by Archer-Daniels-Midland Co., Minneapolis, 
Minnesota). Various physical constants were provisionally 
reported: isoelectric point (6.1), diffusion constant, 
sedimentation constant, molecular weight (105,000), and 
frictional ratio. Address: Dep. of Agricultural Biochemistry, 
Univ. of Minnesota, St. Paul.

577. Homer, Patrick. 1953. Studies on an unidentifi ed growth 
promoting and pigmentation factor required by chicks 
(Abstract). Poultry Science 32(5):920. Sept.
• Summary: What could this be? The Abstract states: 
“Studies on defi ciencies in sesame and peanut meal for 
chicks demonstrated that these protein concentrates are 
defi cient in an unrecognized factor. Soybean meal and casein 
are good sources of the factor; whereas, peanut meal, sesame 
meal, meat scraps and corn gluten are poor sources. Milk 
albumen and egg albumen are fair sources. This factor is 
water soluble, unstable to acid treatment and is destroyed by 
prolonged enzymatic treatment.
 “It improves feather pigmentation, growth rate, and feed 
effi ciency.” Address: Univ. of Tennessee, Knoxville, TN.

578. Johnstone, D.E.; Glaser, J. 1953. Use of soybean milk 
as an aid in prophylaxis of allergic disease in children. J. of 
Allergy 24(5):434-36. Sept. *

579. L.W.H. 1953. Soybean as a milk substitute for 
potentially allergic infants. J. of Allergy 24(5):474. Sept. See 
Johnstone and Glaser 1953. [1 ref]
• Summary: “The two soybean foods which are most 
commonly used [for infants who are allergic to milk] (Mull 
Soy and Sobee) will nourish an infant as well as milk 
provided they are well tolerated. The trouble with these 
foods, however, has always been that there is something in 
soybean fl our, at present unknown, which often causes loose 
bowel movements and sore buttocks, sometimes to the point 
of a severe diarrhea, and the younger the infant the more 
likely this is to take place.”
 “Allergy to milk is certainly not uncommon in infants 
and can be responsible for a variety of symptoms. At present 
it is being overemphasized, and while the milk-free infant 
foods have a defi nite and a valuable place in the treatment 
of some allergic infants, they are being used altogether too 
much in many situations which have nothing whatever to do 
with milk allergy.” Address: Editor, this journal.

580. British Medical Journal. 1953. Feeding children 

without milk. ii(4841):874. Oct. 17. [2 ref]
• Summary: “In many Oriental and tropical countries, 
however, cows’ milk in any form is either scarce or absent. In 
order to bridge the gap between the end of breast-feeding and 
the development of digestive powers strong enough to cope 
with the normal local diet, vegetable substitutes for cows’ 
milk are urgently needed. Countless lives are being lost 
because in many areas no suitable alternative is available.”
 “In 1944 Italian workers in Rome found that foods 
made from mixtures of malted cereals were useful for infant 
feeding at a time of acute food shortage.” The quality of 
these foods could be increased by the inclusion of soya fl our. 
Research work by Dr. Harriette Chick (Lancet 1946) and by 
Dr. R.F.A. Dean (in German orphanages and schools, 1953) 
has shown that mixtures of soya and cereals can be used as 
effective yet imperfect substitutes for cow’s milk.
 “The results seem hopeful, although it is clear that a 
perfect vegetable substitute for milk has still to be devised. 
For infants up to 1 year old about half of the milk in the diet 
could be replaced by some of the mixtures. For children from 
1 to 2 years old at least two mixtures seemed nearly perfect 
substitutes for all the milk in the diet. For children aged 
between 2 and 11 years almost all the mixtures gave good 
results, but for optimum growth a small allowance of [cow’s] 
milk was necessary.”
 Care must be taken to inactivate trypsin inhibitors and to 
minimize carbohydrates that cause fl atulence.

581. Glaser, Jerome; Johnstone, Douglas E. 1953. 
Prophylaxis of allergic disease in the newborn. J. of the 
American Medical Association 153(7):620-22. Oct. 17. [7 
ref]
• Summary: Soy formula was used in the treatment of 
allergic diseases. The authors claim that babies fed soy 
instead of cow’s milk have less subsequent allergy. The 
authors also withheld cow’s milk feeding from 96 infants 
who had parents or siblings with allergic diseases and 
compared the later development of allergic manifestations 
in this group with a sibling-control group. Four times as 
many infants in the two control groups as in the experimental 
group displayed ‘major’ allergies. The cause of this 
signifi cant data is not clear...
 Thus, when children from families having allergic 
diseases were fed soy milk from birth to 6 months, only 15% 
of the children developed some form of allergic disease by 6 
years of age, whereas 65% of the sibling controls and 52% 
of the nonrelated controls fed cow’s milk developed similar 
illnesses.
 Milk allergies constituted 50, 50 and 55% of the 
total allergies in the experimental and each control group 
respectively.
 Note: Soybeans appear to be hypoallergenic in the sense 
that less of the population evidently displays sensitivity 
to soy than to either other legumes or to cows’ milk. On 
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the other hand, some individuals are found to react to 
soy products while cows’ milk causes them no diffi culty. 
Address: M.D., Dep. of Pediatrics, Univ. of Rochester 
School of Medicine and Dentistry, and the pediatric services 
of the Genesee, Strong Memorial, and Rochester Municipal 
hospitals, Rochester, New York.

582. Lo, K.S. 1953. The story of soybean milk. Far Eastern 
Economic Review. Oct. 29. p. 568-69.
• Summary: In 1936 the author, a resident of Hong Kong, 
happened to be in Shanghai, where he read a newspaper 
article about a talk given by a Dr. Webb [actually by Julean 
Arnold; see letter from K.S. Lo, 3 Nov. 1989] on the 
nutritional value of the soybean. He was very impressed. A 
year later, the invasion of China by Japan brought a steady 
fl ow of refugees into Hong Kong, and with them problems 
of food supply and malnutrition. Lo recalled the article he 
had read about soybeans and began to think about the idea of 
making soybean milk to be sold to the working classes at the 
lowest possible price. He took his idea to Hong Kong’s new 
director of Medical Services, Dr. P.S. Selwyn-Clarke, who 
was known for his progressive ideas, his untiring energy for 
work, and his concern for the poor. “He at once offered me 
his moral support were I to embark on this scheme. It was 
through his personal encouragement and moral support that 
eventually I was able to bring it to fruition. He was also later 
to become my strongest supporter and advocate of soybean 
milk. A modest factory was built at Causeway Bay and it 
was opened for business in March, 1949 [actually 7 March 
1940]. The equipment used was simple and crude and the 
method adopted for the making of this milk was modeled 
after the dairy industry. On the day of its opening, I can still 
remember that the total business done was 9 bottles sold.”
 “After two years of hard struggle, we were beginning 
to make some headway in our sales. At this point the 
Pacifi c War intervened and brought our activities to a stop. 
The factory was occupied by the Japanese, and what little 
equipment we had in it was lost. After the war was over we 
tried to restart it, and once again Dr. Selwyn-Clarke came to 
our rescue.”
 “Much to our surprise, the post-war public took to 
soybean milk without being coaxed. All of a sudden it 
became very popular, especially among the working classes.” 
A larger and more modern factory was built at Aberdeen, and 
completed in 1950. After this a product that did not require 
refrigeration was developed; sales increased ten-fold. “Today 
we are able to produce from 3000-5000 cases (24 bottles 
each) of soybean milk a day; distributed over the territories 
of Hongkong, Kowloon, New Territories and Macao with a 
fl eet of 18 trucks.”
 The company has “succeeded in producing a nutritious 
and wholesome food and putting it within the reach of 
the masses.” The price has been kept down to 20 cents 
(H.K.) per bottle. The soybean milk is also extremely high 

in vitamin B, and because of the large amount consumed 
by the public daily, this has a benefi cial nutritional effect. 
The company is now also working actively with UNICEF 
[United Nations International Children’s Emergency Fund] 
in promoting similar projects in Asia. “Already we know 
for certain that a factory similar to ours has been put up in 
Djakarta by the Indonesian Government in conjunction with 
UNICEF.”
 “We are, however, not resting on our laurels. Our 
technicians have been busy experimenting on condensed 
soybean milk, which we hope to put on the market sometime 
next year. Then we will move onto soybean milk powder, 
and other forms of soya food products.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (April 2004) 
that describes UNICEF’s awareness of the attractions of 
Vitasoy as a high protein soy beverage for use in developing 
countries, and joint efforts by UNICEF and Vitasoy to 
promote similar products in Asia. Note 2. When Vitasoy 
was launched in March 1940, it was fortifi ed with vitamins, 
calcium, and cod liver oil. Now, in 1953, it appears not to be 
fortifi ed at all.

583. Biester, Charlotte E. 1953. The story in the American 
cook book. J. of the American Dietetic Association 
29(10):988-92. Oct. [60* ref]
• Summary: The Compleat Housewife, by E. Smith, 
available in England in 1727, and printed again in the 
American Colonies in 1742 (72 pages), is thought to be the 
fi rst cookbook ever published in what is now the United 
States.
 The fi rst American cookbook (“printed compilation of 
recipes”) written by an American was Amelia Simmons’ 
“American Cookery” (1796). “Her measurements were given 
in terms of pounds, gills, pints, and quarts, thus offering a 
challenge to those who have acclaimed Fannie Farmer as 
the ‘Mother.’” The Boston Cooking-School Cook Book, by 
Fannie was published in 1896; it was her best-known work, 
and is still widely available 100 years later. Address: Ed.D., 
Prof. of Home Economics, Santa Barbara College, Univ. of 
California, Santa Barbara, CA.

584. Gastroenterologia (Basel, Switzerland). 1953. Nutrition 
in relation to aging. 80(4):193-203. Oct. *
• Summary: “Eight hundred years ago the great monk and 
scientist, Roger Bacon, in his famous book commonly 
called the Opus Majus, discussed two important problems 
concerning man and old age. In the fi rst place, Bacon 
claimed that man had an outer and total span of life that was 
fi xed by God and could not be extended. However Bacon 
believed that most men perished within a much shorter 
period of years and that this average length of life could be 
greatly extended by the application of experimental science 
to the improvement of human health.
 “In the second place Bacon noted the unusual 
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opportunities that man possessed for the experimental attack 
on the problems of old age due to the fact that man himself 
has a much greater span of life than most of the animals 
that are available to him for research. Thus in the middle 
ages Bacon clearly defi ned both the objectives of research 
in gerontology and the techniques for solving the major 
problems of old age.”
 “In any discussion of nutrition in relation to old age one 
must keep the major objective of all gerontological research 
in mind, namely to improve the health and happiness of the 
later period of life so that man may work effectively and 
advance the civilization in which he lives.” Address: Cornell 
Univ., New York.

585. Melo, Maria de Lourdes. 1953. Leite de soja na 
alimentacao do lactente [Soymilk for nursing infants]. 
Boletim de Agricultura, Departmento de Producao Vegetal 
(Belo Horizonte) 2(9/10):51-53. Sep/Oct. [Por]
Address: Dietista da Secretaria de Saude e Assistencia, 
Brazil.

586. Tomoyeda, Mikio; Obata, Yataro. 1953. [Mechanism of 
microbiological synthesis by the butyl-acetone organism. III. 
Precursor of ribofl avin including in soybean fl ake]. Nippon 
Nogeikagaku Kaishi (J. of the Agricultural Chemical Society 
of Japan) 27(10):869-72. Oct. [15 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: Note: After the table of contents in the Dec. 
1953 issue is a full page portrait photo of the late Aso 
Keijiro, PhD (Asô Keijirô, hakase). Address: Dep. of 
Agricultural Chemistry, Faculty of Agriculture, Hokkaido 
Univ.

587. Almquist, H.J.; Merritt, J.B. 1953. Accentuation of 
dietary amino acid defi ciency by raw soybean growth 
inhibitor. Proceedings of the Society for Experimental 
Biology and Medicine 84(2):333-34. Nov. [7 ref]
• Summary: Raw soybean protein in the diet of the chick 
develops or accentuates defi ciencies of tryptophan, arginine, 
and methionine. This can be reversed by destroying the 
growth inhibitor in raw soybeans or adding the specifi c 
amino acids involved. Address: Grange Co., Modesto, 
California.

588. Carter, M.W.; Smart, W.W.G., Jr.; Matrone, G. 1953. 
Estimation of estrogenic activity of genistein obtained from 
soybean meal. Proceedings of the Society for Experimental 
Biology and Medicine 84(2):506-07. Nov. [10 ref]
• Summary: The estrogenic activity of commercial defatted 
soybean meal (extracted using ethyl alcohol), as measured 
by the uterine weight of immature female mice, was found 
to be due to the presence of genistin, the glucoside of 
genistein. Although no information is given on the amount 
of meal used in the diet, an approximately threefold increase 
occurred in the uterine weight of the rats. Defatted soybean 

meal extracted with methanol has no remaining estrogenic 
activity. Diethylstilbestrol (obtained from Jensen-Salsbery 
Laboratories, Inc., Kansas City, Missouri) was used as the 
reference standard estrogen preparation. Address: Dep. 
of Animal Industry, North Carolina Agric. Exp. Station, 
Raleigh.

589. Howell, Robert W.; Cartter, Jackson L. 1953. 
Physiological factors affecting composition of soybeans. 
I. Correlation of temperatures during certain portions of 
the pod fi lling stage with oil percentage in mature beans. 
Agronomy Journal 45(11):526-28. Nov. [10 ref]
• Summary: “There are at least two general ways in which 
temperatures during short periods might affect the oil 
content of beans at maturity: (1) Temperatures might affect 
the development of the oil-forming mechanism in the 
beans; such an effect would be exerted at an early stage and 
therefore temperatures during such a period would have a 
greater effect than might be expected from the amount of 
oil actually synthesized. (2) Temperatures might affect the 
equilibrium point of the oil-forming reactions; this would be 
a direct effect and would be expected to be most effective at 
a time when the rate of oil synthesis is at a maximum, i.e., 
when the rate is not limited by some other factor.” Address: 
Plant physiologist and agronomist, respectively. Div. of 
Forage Crops and Diseases, Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils, 
and Agricultural Engineering, USDA.

590. Ahluwalia, V.K.; Bhasin, M.M.; Seshadri, T.R. 1953. 
Iso-fl avones of soyabeans. Current Science (Bangalore, 
India) 22(12):363-64. Dec. [11 ref]
• Summary: These experiments defi nitely show that 
soybeans contain only genistein and daidzein [pronounced 
DAYD-zeen] and give strong support to the contention 
that ‘8-methyl genistein’, ‘isogenistein’, and ‘8-methyl-
isogenistein’ are only genistein of varying degrees of purity, 
and that ‘tatoin’ is only daidzein containing as impurity 
genistein. Address: Chemistry Dep., Univ. of Delhi, India.

591. Akasawa, Takashi; Funahashi, Saburo; Uritani, 
Ikuzo. 1953. [The metabolism of germinating plants. III. 
Coupling of transamination with tricarboxylic acid cycle in 
soybean seedlings]. Nippon Nogeikagaku Kaishi (J. of the 
Agricultural Chemical Society of Japan) 27(12):849-53. Dec. 
[18 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: Cytoplasmic particles isolated from soybean 
seedlings were previously shown to be active as an enzyme 
system in catalyzing the oxidation of acids in TCA cycle.
 In this paper we present evidence that respiratory 
oxidation of an acid of TCA cycle members by the cell 
fraction in the presence of an alternative amino acid–alanine, 
aspartate or glutamate–are followed by the formation of 
remaining amino acids, when supplemented with coenzyme 
concentrates. Therefore, it seems that the particles are active 
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in catalyzing action for the transamination which is coupled 
with TCA cycle (from journal@rchive). Address: Lab. of 
Biochemistry, Faculty of Agriculture, Nagoya Univ., Nagoya, 
Japan.

592. Branthoover, Barbara; Sekiguchi, Nao. 1953. The effect 
of three cooking methods on the thiamine, ribofl avin, and 
niacin content of green soybeans. J. of Home Economics 
45(10):733-35. Dec. [3 ref]
• Summary: Soybeans in the green bean stage have been 
recommended to homemakers for use as a vegetable because 
they add variety and are rich in nutrients. Green soybeans 
contain a higher percentage of protein (12.5%) and fat 
(6.5%) than most other fresh vegetables. They are also good 
sources of calcium (0.079%), iron (0.003%), and phosphorus 
(0.265%).
 Two soybean varieties, Sac and Rokusun A, were grown 
on the University of Hawaii Farm. Of the three cooking 
methods tested, the vitamin content was best retained when 
the beans in pods were parboiled for 5 minutes to facilitate 
shelling, then shelled and cooked in a small amount of water 
until done; the cooking water was then utilized. Address: 
Junior nutritionists in the foods and nutrition dep. of the 
Agric. Exp. Station at the Univ. of Hawaii.

593. Delvaux, Edgar. 1953. Les protéines de coton et de soya 
dans l’alimentation humaine au Congo Belge et au Ruanda 
Urundi: Relation d’une enquête aux E.U. [The proteins of 
cottonseed and soya in human foods in the Belgian Congo 
and in Ruanda Urundi: Report of an investigation in the 
USA]. Louvain: U.S. Foreign Operations Administration. 
Operations Mission to Belgium and Luxembourg. 26 p. No. 
TA 32-101. Aug/Sept. 53. [68* ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Current state of food and nutrition 
of the indigenous people of the Belgian Congo and of 
Ruanda Urundi–Results of an investigation by FAO, OMS, 
and UNICEF. 2. Vegetable protein and animal protein 
in human nutrition. 3. Vegetable material rich in protein 
and available in the Belgian Congo–Cotton and soya. 4. 
Acceptability of a food. Conclusions.
 Substituting vegetable protein for animal protein could 
help alleviate the shortage of animal protein that exists for 
certain categories of infants and adults, and that can lead 
to kwashiorkor. Cassava, the main food of these countries, 
is rich in carbohydrates but low in protein. The use of soy 
fl our or cottonseed fl our could add valuable protein to the 
diet. The soy fl our could be used, as it has been elsewhere, 
to make soymilk for infants, tempeh, tofu, breads (add 35), 
or Multi-Purpose Food (Meals for Millions). Address: U.S. 
Foreign Operations Administration. Operations Mission to 
Belgium and Lexembourg.

594. Dimmock, F.; Warren, F.S. 1953. The infl uence of time 
of planting on the yield and composition of soybean seed. 

Canadian J. of Agricultural Science 33(6):550-558. Nov/
Dec. [8 ref]
• Summary: “Planting soybeans at the normal seeding time 
gave the highest yield and the highest percentage of oil in the 
seed.
 “Delayed planting decreased the yield and lowered the 
oil content of the seed and the longer the delay, the greater 
the reductions became.
 “Delayed planting showed a tendency to increase both 
the protein content of the seed and the iodine number of the 
oil.” Address: Div. of Forage Plants, Central Experimental 
Farm, Ottawa, ONT, Canada.

595. Green, N. Michael. 1953. Competition between trypsin 
inhibitors. J. of Biological Chemistry 205(2):535-51. Dec. 
[28 ref]*
• Summary: “The experiments presented in this paper 
were designed to elucidate the kinetics of action of three 
protein inhibitors (from pancreas, soy bean, and egg 
white) on trypsin, and to discover how the inhibition by 
these substances was related to the action of diisopropyl 
fl uorophosphate (DFP), mercuric chloride, and calcium salts 
on trypsin.
 “The most, detailed work on the protein inhibitors of 
trypsin has been carried out, by Fraenkel-Conrat et al. (1, 
2),...” Address: Dep. of Biochemistry, Univ. of Washington, 
Seattle.

596. Stoesser, A.V.; Nelson, L.S. 1953. The benefi cial effects 
of soy-bean products in eczema of infancy and childhood. 
Journal Lancet (The) (Minneapolis) 73(12):487-95. Dec. *

597. Wickes, Ian G. 1953. A history of infant feeding. 
V. Nineteenth century concluded and twentieth century. 
Archives of Disease in Childhood 28(142):495-502. Dec. 
[112* ref]
• Summary: In this long chapter, the development of non-
dairy infant foods is not mentioned.

598. Wu, Chuan Huan; Fenton, Faith. 1953. Effect of 
sprouting and cooking of soybeans on palatability, lysine, 
tryptophane, thiamine, and ascorbic acid. Food Research 
18(6):640-45. Nov/Dec. [33 ref]
• Summary: Seneca, a vegetable variety of soybean, showed 
large increases in vitamin C after 2-6 days of sprouting. 
Address: State College of Home Economics, Cornell Univ., 
Ithaca, New York.

599. Ishizuka, Z.; Saito, N.; Umeda, Isao. 1953. Shôyu no 
gurutamin-san oyobi yûki-san ni tsuite [On the determination 
of glutamic acid and organic acids of soy sauce]. Chomi 
Kagaku (Seasoning Science) 1:29-40. [14 ref. Jap]
Address: Noda Shoyu Kabushiki Kaisha Gijutsu-bu.
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600. Nandi, D.K.; Rajagopalan, R.; De, S.S. 1953. 
Availability of calcium and phosphorus from vegetable milk. 
Indian J. of Physiology and Allied Sciences 7:1. *
• Summary: Vegetable milk prepared from a blend of soy-
bean (56 parts), groundnut, and ragi malt, and containing 
0.11% calcium and 0.075% phosphorus, compares favorably 
with cow’s milk for the availability of calcium and 
phosphorus.

601. Scrimshaw, N.S.; Guzman, M.A. 1953. The effects of 
dietary supplementation and the administration of vitamin 
B-12 and aureomycin on the growth of school children. In: 
National Vitamin Foundation, Proceedings of the Scientifi c 
Sessions, 8th Annual Meeting. Nutrition Symposium Series 
No. 7. *
• Summary: In school-feeding programs conducted in El 
Salvador and Guatemala in 1950-52 with 171 children at 
seven schools, it was found that soybeans were well accepted 
and that, under experimental conditions, their effect on the 
growth rate of children was identical to that obtained with 
milk.

602. Sewell, Raymond Fulton. 1953. The threonine and 
protein requirements of suckling pigs. PhD thesis, Cornell 
University. 96 leaves. Illust. 27 cm. *
• Summary: The performance of young pigs fed all plant 
protein rations does not approach that of pigs fed rations 
containing milk protein.

603. Balloun, Stanley L. 1953. Laboratory estimation of the 
biological value of soybean oil meal as related to method of 
preparation. PhD thesis, St. Thomas Institute. In: Doctoral 
Dissertations Accepted by American Universities, 1953. *
Address: St. Thomas Inst., Cincinnati, Ohio.

604. Bender, A.E.; Miller, D.S. 1953. A new brief method for 
estimating net protein value. Biochemical Journal 53:vii. [2 
ref]
• Summary: The conventional Thomas Mitchell method 
of estimating the biological value (B.V.) of proteins is to 
measure the proportion of the absorbed N [Nitrogen] retained 
in the body. B.V. x digestibility gives the net protein value 
(N.P.V.).
 The new method is then described; it was never widely 
used. Address: The Crookes Laboratories, Ltd., Park Royal, 
London, N.W. 10.

605. Cooper, Lenna Frances; Barber, Edith M.; Mitchell, 
Helen S. 1953. Nutrition in health and disease. 12th ed. 
revised. Philadelphia, London, Montreal: J.B. Lippincott Co. 
xx + 790 p. Illust. (part color). Index. 21 cm.
• Summary: The Preface explains that this book is divided 
into four main parts: (1) Principles of Nutrition. (2) Diet in 
Disease. (3) Food Selection and Preparation. (4) Tabular 

material and Special Tests.
 Soy is mentioned as follows: Page 537: In the chapter 
on vegetables: Seeds and seed pods (Legumes). “Soybeans, 
which are high in both protein and fat, differ from other 
legumes.
 Page 618: Soy bean muffi ns, with 25 grams soy fl our.
 Page 680-81: Composition of foods mentions: Soybeans, 
whole, mature, dried. Soybean fl our, fl akes grits: Low fat, 
medium fat. Soybean sprouts, raw. The mineral and vitamin 
content of each of these foods is given on p. 681.
 Soy is not listed in the Index.
 There are no references at the end of each chapter, 
however, there are many, many references throughout 
the book (at the bottom of pages). And there is a list of 
“References” (several hundred, including journal articles) on 
p. 729-746 (not included in the scan). I did not page through 
the book (page-by-page) to count all of the references 
at the bottom of pages. Address: 1. B.S., M.A., M.H.E., 
Sc.D. Consulting Dietitian and Formerly Chief, Dep. of 
Nutrition, Montefi ore Hospital, New York City; Formerly 
Food Director, Univ. of Michigan; Dean of School of Home 
Economics, Battle Creek College; Supervising Dietitian, 
U.S Army, World War I. President American Dietetic Assoc., 
1937-1938.

606. Field, Florence. 1953. Gourmet cooking for cardiac 
diets. Cleveland, Ohio, and New York: The World Publishing 
Co. viii + 350 p. Index. 22 cm. Introduction by Harold Feil, 
M.D.
• Summary: Soy-related recipes (all of which call for 
soybean fl our, often low-fat, or grits, or whole soybeans) 
include: Basic mix for white soya bread (with low-fat 
soybean fl our, p. 287). Soya bread rolls (no-kneading, 
p. 288). Soya coffee cake (p. 288). Soya baking powder 
biscuits (p. 289). Soybean vegetable soup (with 1 cup 
dried soybeans, p. 293). Soybean minestrone (with 1 cup 
dried soybeans, p. 293). Soybean soup (with 1 cup dried 
soybeans, p. 293). Quick vegetable soup (with 1 package 
frozen corn and soybeans {fresh green}, p. 294). Soy meat 
loaf (p. 305-06). Stuffed green peppers II (with low-fat 
soybean grits or fl akes, p. 306). Stuffed eggplant (with low-
fat soybean grits or fl akes, p. 307). Basic mix for soya cake 
(p. 322-23). Soya quick spice cake (p. 323-24). All of these 
recipes are in the chapter (located near the back of the book) 
titled “Low-fat, low-cholesterol diet,” which begins: “The 
present-day popular theory that arteriosclerosis may be due 
to the excessive use of fatty foods, especially those rich in 
cholesterol, is still only a theory.”
 Another chapter, devoted to the “Low-purine diet,” 
contains a good list of high-purine foods to avoid. Those 
with the highest purine content appear to be (in descending 
order of purine content): Sweetbreads (the thymus or 
pancreas of a young animal, often a calf, used as food), 
brains, liver, kidney, and heart.
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607. Fisher, A.W.; Burlew, John S. 1953. Nutritional value 
of microscopic algae. In: John S. Burlew, ed. 1953. Algal 
Culture: From Laboratory to Pilot Plant. Washington, DC: 
Carnegie Institution of Washington. ix + 357 p. See p. 303-
10. Chap. 20.
• Summary: The last section,”Algae as human food” (p. 
309-10) states that there has not yet been an opportunity 
for feeding microscopic algae to human subjects. However: 
“In recent studies in Japan reported by Dr. Hiroshi Tamiya 
(private communication, May 1952), dry powdered Chlorella 
ellipsoiidea has been described as tasting like a dried 
seaweed or powdered green tea, both popular in Japan... 
Hydrolysates of powdered algae showed promise as a 
substitute for soy sauce.”
 Table 1 titled “Protein content of Chlorella compared 
with that of typical animal feeds” (p. 304) shows: Fish meal 
60%, Chlorella 50%, brewer’s yeast (USP) 48%, soybean 
meal (typical) 44%, dried skim milk 36%, brewers’ dried 
grains 25%, wheat 12%. Chlorella has a low methionine 
content. Address: 1. Arthur D. Little, Inc., Cambridge, 
Massachusetts; 2. Carnegie Institution of Washington, 
Washington, DC.

608. Pritchard, William Roy. 1953. Trichloroethylene-
extracted soybean oil meal (TCESOM) poisoning in animals. 
PhD thesis, University of Minnesota. 183 p. Page 1 in 
volume 14/01 of Dissertation Abstracts International. *
Address: Univ. of Minnesota.

609. Sackoff, Martin Michael. 1953. A quantitative chemical 
and chromatographic study of changes occurring in amino 
acids and other nitrogenous constituents in etiolated soybean 
seedlings. PhD thesis, University of Delaware. 117 p. Page 
4176 in volume 22/12 of Dissertation Abstracts International. 
*
Address: Univ. of Delaware.

610. Simmons, Raymond O. 1953. Fatty acids of the 
soybean: Their determination and order of formation. 
PhD thesis, Purdue University. In: Doctoral Dissertations 
Accepted by American Universities, 1953. *
Address: Purdue Univ., W. Lafayette, Indiana.

611. Vest, M. 1953. Nahrungsmittelallergie, insbesondere 
Kuhmilchallergie bei Saeuglingen [Food allergies, especially 
allergies to cow’s milk in infants]. Annales Paediatrici 
(Basel) 181:277-94. [91 ref. Ger; eng; fre]
• Summary: In Europe and North America, up until now, 
soymilk (Sojamilch, which was usually a water extract 
of soybeans or an emulsion of soy fl our), has been used 
mainly for treating intestinal allergies (cow’s milk allergies) 
and eczema. Here, the writer reports a very complicated 
case of an infant who went into anaphylactic shock after 

ingestion of cow’s milk and again after soybean milk. This 
was apparently an example of allergy to soya protein in 
addition to cow’s milk allergy. While generally the transition 
to soya feeding was carried out easily and successfully, it 
was necessary in the one case noted above, to feed the child 
wheat germ, oats, vegetables, fruit, and Ossopan as a source 
of calcium. The child made excellent progress until the 
disappearance of the allergy. Address: From the Kinderspital 
Basel [University Children’s Clinic, Basel], Switzerland.

612. Froelich, Allan. 1954. Relation between the quality 
of soybean oil meal and the requirements of vitamin 
B-12 for chicks (Letter to the editor). Nature (London) 
173(4394):132-33. Jan. 16. [9 ref]
• Summary: “Varying results from some experiments with 
chicks, using pure vitamin B-12 in all-vegetable diets, have 
led to the conclusion that the quality of the soybean oilmeal 
used must be taken into consideration.”
 Ingestion of raw soybeans rich in antiproteolytic activity 
also increases requirement of B-12. Address: National 
Animal Experiment Station, Uppsala, Sweden.

613. Almeda, Alberto Fontana. 1954. [Condensed milk of 
corrected composition]. Spanish Patent 217,451. Jan. 12. 
(Chem. Abst. 50:3673fg). [Spa]*
• Summary: Soybean and other oils are emulsifi ed in skim 
milk by an agitation process which forms globules of similar 
size to those of cream in milk. Sugar is then added and the 
mixture is condensed before hermetic packaging. Cholesterol 
is thus eliminated.

614. Bird, G.W.G. 1954. An anti-B blood grouping reagent 
prepared from soya beans (Letter to the editor). Current 
Science (Bangalore, India) 23(1):13. Jan. [4 ref]
• Summary: “Non-specifi c agglutinins for human red cells 
are present in soya beans... (1). The agglutinins are active at 
low temperatures (6-10ºC) but not at laboratory temperature 
(30ºC).” This information relates to blood transfusion. 
Address: Blood Transfusion Dep., Armed Forces Medical 
College, Poona.

615. Ofelt, C.W.; Smith, A.K.; Mills, J.M. 1954. Baking 
behavior and oxidation requirements of soy fl our. II. 
Commercial defatted soy fl ours. Cereal Chemistry 31(1):23-
28. Jan. [6 ref]
• Summary: It is well known that wheat proteins are 
defi cient in two essential amino acids: lysine and valine. This 
defi ciency can be overcome by supplementation with soy 
fl our.
 “A survey of the baking behavior of present-day defatted 
soy fl ours was made to determine their effect on dough and 
bread properties. It was found that with the proper amount of 
oxidation the use of soy fl our up to 5% does not signifi cantly 
impair loaf volume, crumb character, or dough handling 
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properties.”
 Where 5% soy fl our is used, bromate requirements are 
3.0 to 4.0 mg %, based on the weight of the wheat fl our. 
Address: Northern Regional Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois.

616. Vahlteich, Hans W.; Gooding, C.M.; Brown, C.F.; 
Melnick, D. 1954. Esters of citric acid in stabilizing edible 
oils. Food Technology 8(1):6-9. Jan. [15 ref]
• Summary: Esters of citric acid were found to be effective 
“metal deactivators” for stabilizing soybean oil against 
oxidation and fl avor reversion, when used in salad oil, 
shortening oil, and margarine.
 Vegetable oils are generally rich in natural antioxidants, 
mainly the tocopherols, which are phenolic-type compounds. 
Therefore, they are more resistant to oxidation [rancidity] 
that animal fats, which are almost devoid of natural 
antioxidants.
 “Commercially processed oils and fats contain 
unavoidable trace metal contaminants, principally iron and 
copper.” It is impractical and impossible to prevent these 
trace metals from being picked up by the oil during the 
refi ning process. The practical solution to the problem posed 
by these trace metals is to use “an edible organic acid, or its 
derivative, as a metal-deactivator.” A common practice today 
is to add citric acid to the oils during processing. However 
this study shows that esters of citric acid give better results.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Sept. 2006) that uses the term “metal-deactivator” 
(or “metal deactivators”) in connection with soybean oil. 
Address: Research Labs., Best Foods Inc., Bayonne, New 
Jersey.

617. American Lecithin Co. 1954. Soybean lecithin as an 
anti-oxidant. Abstracts from the literature beginning in 1926. 
Data-gram from the Alcolec Laboratory AB #2. 4 p. Feb. 8. 
Attn: Chief Chemist. [34 ref]
• Summary: ALC partially cites 34 documents (omitting the 
title and last page of each) that address this subject, and then 
writes a 3-5 line summary / abstract of each. The documents 
are mostly scientifi c journal articles and patents. Address: 
Woodside, Long Island, New York.

618. American Lecithin Co. 1954. “Housewives” Eczema: 
Widespread use of detergents has caused a rise in the 
incidence of eczema of the hands among housewives... Data-
gram from the Alcolec Laboratory S #3. Feb. 26. 1 p.
• Summary: “This was brought out at the recent annual 
meeting of the Southern Medical Association in Atlanta, 
Georgia.”
 “The above item from a recent issue of Chemical 
Week is one of many of similar signifi cance indicating an 
urgent need for an effective, innocuous and inexpensive 
agent to counteract not only the rising incidence of eczema, 
but, moreover, the more frequently occurring condition of 

defatted and tacky skin resulting from prolonged exposure to 
effi cient detergents.
 “It is therefore timely to point out that the presence 
in detergent solutions of soybean lecithin in the range of 
0.005% to 0.1% has been found to afford protection to 
cell membranes against the action of powerful synthetic 
detergents, both anionic and cationic. Lecithin, itself 
a surface active substance which is strongly adsorbed 
on protein surfaces, is not toxic to cells even in high 
concentration. It is believed that lecithin blocks the 
disorganization of the cell membranes and the denaturation 
of proteins caused by detergents.”
 Note: This “Data-Gram” is typewritten on a blank sheet 
of paper, not on a letterhead. Therefore no company name, 
address or other contact information is given.

619. Baliga, B.R.; Rajagopalan, R. 1954. Infl uence of 
vitamin B-12 on the biological value of raw soya bean 
(Letter to the editor). Current Science (Bangalore, India) 
23(2):51-52. Feb. [13 ref]
• Summary: Vitamin B-12 increases the utilisation of protein 
in various ways. Address: Dep. of Biochemistry, Indian Inst. 
of Science, Bangalore-3, India.

620. Barretto, Castro. 1954. Breve noticia sobre a soja para 
suprimento de proteina. Nobre contribucao de recuperacao 
do poligono das secas [Brief note on soybeans for protein 
supplementation: Noble contribution to the recovery from a 
series of droughts]. Boletim de Agricultura, Departmento de 
Producao Vegetal (Belo Horizonte) 3(1/2):31-38. Jan/Feb. 
[12 ref. Por]
Address: Prof., Brazil.

621. Todhunter, E. Neige. 1954. Biographical notes from the 
history of nutrition. Lafayette Benedict Mendel–February 
5, 1872–December 9, 1935. J. of the American Dietetic 
Association 30(2):116. Feb. [3 ref]
• Summary: An excellent biography of one of the great 
nutritionist. Address: PhD, Dean, School of Home 
Economics, Univ. of Alabama, Tuscaloosa, AL.

622. Yokotsuka, Tamotsu. 1954. Shôyu kôki seibun ni 
kansuru kenkyû. XIII. Jôzô shôyu no bôbi seibun narabini 
shôyu hiire ni yoru bôbai-sei no zôka ni tsuite [Studies on 
fl avorous substances in soy [sauce]. XIII. On the yeast-static 
substances in brewed shoyu and their increase in heated 
shoyu]. Nippon Nogeikagaku Kaishi (J. of the Agricultural 
Chemical Society of Japan) 28(2):114-18. Feb. [4 ref. Jap; 
eng]
• Summary: Phenolic substances increased in heated soy and 
“showed more resistance to the harmful yeasts of Soy than 
raw-Soy.
 “Two phenolic substances were newly isolated from 
Soy;” one was obtained as crude crystals and the other 
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was believed to be vanillin based on its Rf value from 
paper chromatography. Address: Noda Industrial Science 
Laboratory (Kikkoman), Japan.

623. Boyd, William C.; Shapleigh, Elizabeth. 1954. Specifi c 
precipitating activity of plant agglutinins (lectins). Science 
119(3091):419. March 26. [8 ref]
• Summary: This article begins: “Blood specifi c agglutinins 
have been detected in the seeds and other parts of certain 
plants (1-7). They promise to have theoretical and practical 
importance, and we are engaged in a study of their 
immunochemical properties. One of us [Boyd] has proposed 
(7) the term ‘lectin’ (from the Latin lego, to choose or pick 
out) for these and other antibody-like substances.”
 Soy is not mentioned. Address: Boston Univ., School of 
Medicine [Massachusetts].

624. Blanchard, Marcel. 1954. L’intérêt du soja en diététique 
[The importance of soybeans in dietetics]. Unpublished 
manuscript. Conference of the Ligue Algerienne des 
Diabetiques, 11 March 1954. [Fre]*

625. Chatfi eld, Charlotte. 1954. Food composition tables: 
Mineral and vitamins, for international use. FAO Nutritional 
Studies No. 11. 117 p. March. [539* ref]
• Summary: Table 1 gives “Food composition in terms of 
the retail weight, (“As purchased”). The section on “Pulses, 
nuts and seeds” (p. 13-14) includes values for: Groundnuts, 
peanuts. Soybeans (Glycine max) and soybean products–
Whole seeds, dry. Flour, full fat (seed coat removed). 
Flour, low fat; grits, fl akes (partially defatted). Curd, tofu. 
Fermented beans, Japanese natto. Fermented beans, Chinese 
tsiang [jiang]. Soybean milk. Paste, miso (made with small 
amounts of rice and other starchy materials). Shoyu sauce. 
Sprouts: See No. 86a.
 Also: Broad beans. Common beans. Hyacinth, lablab, 
and twinfl ower beans. Jack beans and sword beans. Lima 
beans. Mung beans and urd beans. Voandzeia (without shell). 
Chickpeas. Cowpeas. Lentils. Peas. Pigeonpeas (Cajanus 
spp.).
 Table 2 gives “Composition of the edible portion (E.P.) 
and refuse in the material as purchased (A.P.).” The section 
on “Pulses, nuts and seeds” (p. 31-33) gives values for the 
same foods listed in Table 2.
 These tables contain corrections to the Food 
Composition Tables of Oct. 1949. On pages 52+ is an index 
to the scientifi c names of plants in the tables. Address: 
Nutrition Div., FAO, Rome, Italy.

626. Katsui, Goichiro; Takata, Ryohei. 1954. Bitamin A 
kyôka miso no seizô ni kansuru kenkyû. I. Jukusei miso ni 
kuwaerareta bitamin A no anteido [Studies on the preparation 
of miso, fortifi ed with vitamin A. I. Stability of vitamin 
A added to the ripened miso]. Bitamin (Vitamins, Kyoto) 

7(3):229-232. March. [5 ref. Jap]
Address: Dep. of Industrial Chemistry, School of 
Engineering, Univ. of Kyoto.

627. Parks, Vera Brastow; Hewston, E.M.; Marshall, M.W.; 
Bruinooge, A.M. 1954. Developing breads of higher nutritive 
value. J. of the American Dietetic Association 30(3):245-50. 
March. [11 ref]
• Summary: Meals served to students in the 4th through 6th 
grades were analyzed for their nutrient content. Thiamine 
was the nutrient most often below the Recommended Daily 
Allowances of the National Research Council–even though 
enriched or whole-wheat bread was served.
 “Because bread seemed to offer a satisfactory means of 
increasing not only thiamine but also other nutrients, such as 
calcium and protein, in school lunches, the Bureau of Human 
Nutrition and Home Economics undertook the development 
of large-quantity recipes and commercial formulas for breads 
that would include larger amounts of these nutrients.”
 Soy fl our was one of the ingredients used to add protein. 
Address: Bureau of Nutrition & Home Economics, USDA, 
Washington, DC.

628. Steiner, R.F. 1954. Reversible association processes 
of globular proteins. VI. The combination of trypsin with 
soybean inhibitor. Archives of Biochemistry and Biophysics 
49(1):71-92. March. [15 ref]
• Summary: Summary: The association of trypsin with 
its soybean inhibitor was studied by the methods of light 
scattering and fl uorescence polarization. The extent of 
association was found to fall off rapidly from pH 4.4 to 3.3, 
dissociation being virtually complete at the latter pH. The 
extent of association was also diminished by an increase 
in ionic strength. Address: Naval Medical Research Inst., 
National Naval Medical Center, Bethesda, Maryland.

629. Lipke, Herbert; Fraenkel, G.S.; Liener, I.E. 1954. Effect 
of soybean inhibitors on the growth of Tribolium confusum. 
J. of Agricultural and Food Chemistry 2(8):410-14. April 14. 
[29 ref]
• Summary: Certain insect pests are unable to develop 
normally on soybean products, a fact fi rst reported by Mickel 
and Standish (1947) and subsequently verifi ed by at least 
four other investigators. Unidentifi ed toxins in the soybean 
may be responsible for the seed’s relative freedom from 
insect damage. This study shows the response of larvae 
of the insect Tribolium to raw and heated soybean diets. 
Address: 1-2. Dep. of Entomology, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, 
IL; 3. Dep. of Agricultural Biochemistry, Univ. of Minnesota, 
St. Paul, MN 55101.

630. Gomes, Pimentel. 1954. Caracteristicas culturais da 
soja–Seu valor como alimento [Cultural characteristics of 
the soybean–Its value as food and feed]. Sitios e Fazendas 
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20(4):66-70. April. [Por]
• Summary: Includes the nutritive value of the soybean. 
Address: Engenheiro Agronomo.

631. Sugimoto, Koichi. 1954. Bio-chemical and nutritional 
studies of germinating soybeans. Bulletin of the Osaka 
Medical School 1(1):1-16. April. [16 ref. Eng]
• Summary: Soybeans, which are rich in nutrients, have been 
called “The meat of the farm” [Hatake no niku]. Soybeans 
grown in the dark are larger and heavier than those grown 
in the light. Details are given separately for the whole bean, 
stem and cotyledon. Address: Prof., Dep. of Biochemistry, 
Osaka Medical Univ., Osaka, Japan.

632. Watanabe, Tokuji; Hayakawa, Akira; Kamada, H.; 
Sakurai, Y. 1954. Daizu tanpakushitsu ni kansuru kenkyû. 
VII. Tôfu seizô jôken no kentô [The study of soybean 
protein. VII. On the conditions of tofu manufacturing]. 
Shokuryo Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the Food 
Research Institute) No. 9. p. 99-105. April. [Jap]
Address: Food Research Inst., Shiohama 1-4-12, Koto-ku, 
Tokyo, Japan.

633. Inoue, Yoshiyuki. 1954. [A stable, vitamin containing 
dried tofu (soybean cheese)]. Japanese Patent 2482. May 6. 
(Chem. Abst. 49:1990c). [Jap; eng+]*
• Summary: During the manufacture of kori-dofu, the 
water-soluble vitamins originally contained in the soybeans 
are mostly destroyed, and the remaining small amount of 
vitamins are damaged by the deterioration of fats during 
preservation of the dried tofu.
 Soybean curd is dehydrated by freezing and thawing, 
immersed for 10 minutes in an aqueous solution containing 
200 mg per 100 gm vitamin B-1 hydrochloride and a 
small amount of amino acid or thiourea, dehydrated by 
centrifuging, sprayed with 0.5% aqueous solution of tannin, 
kept at 0-5ºC for a while, dried in vacuo, and treated with 
ammonia gas to pH 8. Address: Biochem. Lab., College of 
Agriculture, Kyoto Univ., Japan.

634. Lager, Mildred. 1954. Nutritional news and recipes: If 
you are smart. Let’s Live 22(5):14-15, 45. May.
• Summary: “There is no term as misunderstood as health 
foods. To most persons it is an oddity, a pill, something to 
stay away from until you are forced to use it. Health foods 
are our natural foods, those that have more nutritional 
value because they have not been refi ned, bleached, highly 
processed, etc... Health food stores are one step ahead in 
nutrition, and the person who knows the value of natural 
foods is also one step ahead.” Also discusses complete 
and incomplete proteins. Soybeans are “partially complete 
proteins.” They are “vegetable proteins and while they 
are complete some of the amino acids are inadequate in 
amounts.” The complete proteins are expensive animal 

proteins, while the incomplete are generally the inexpensive 
vegetable proteins. “An incomplete protein may be made 
more complete by the addition of a food high in the essential 
aminos: for instance, adding milk to cereals... It is very easy 
to get adequate amounts of essential amino acids if you know 
your proteins.
 “One of the cheapest protein fortifying foods is the 
soybean and it may be added in many ways. If soy grits 
are added to a vegetable soup instead of barley you have 
a better protein dish.” Discusses the symptoms of protein 
defi ciencies, and gives recipes. Praises “Nut butters” as 
concentrated foods. “Health food stores carry almond 
[almond butter], cashew, pecan as well as peanut butter. Try 
eating them on apples, celery and salad vegetables. They 
are delicious.” A small portrait photo shows Mildred Lager. 
Address: Los Angeles, California.

635. Kandatsu, Makoto; Yasui, Tadahiko. 1954. [Studies on 
the nutritive value of grass proteins. V. The effect of drying 
upon the nitrogen distribution in the green leaf of soybean]. 
Nippon Nogeikagaku Kaishi (J. of the Agricultural Chemical 
Society of Japan) 28(6):494-499. June. [5 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: “Summary: The effect of drying upon the 
nitrogen distribution in the leaf of soy bean was studied. 
Results obtained are as follows:
 “(1) True protein content of the leaves dried under 
various conditions, all showed remarkable decrease. The 
course of the decrease had been usually considered as the 
result of protein decomposition by drying. But our results 
indicate that apparent decrease of protein was caused by the 
change of solubility of non-protein nitrogenous compounds 
in the employed solvent, and no actual change in protein 
content occurred.
 “(2) 90% of total nitrogen and 76.30 of true protein 
of the fresh green leaf were soluble in water (39.3% and 
22.4%), 0.3% alkaline 60% hot alcohol (33.5% and 32%), 
and 0.3% NaOH (9.7% and 18.6%). The quantities of 10% 
NaCl and 70% alcohol soluble fractions were very little, so 
the nutritive value of protein of the fresh green leaf of soy 
bean could be represented by the properties and amount of 
the former three proteins.
 “(3) Among the drying methods examined, rapid 
aeration method was the best in which the change of nitrogen 
distribution was extremely small. As to the decrease of water 
soluble nitrogen by the above aerated drying method, it 
was assumed that a part of it turned insoluble but any other 
change was not observed.
 “(4) By the drying in the sun or in the oven at 40-50º 
with no aeration, 0.3% alkaline 60% hot alcohol soluble 
fraction decreased remarkably and accordingly insoluble 
nitrogen increased. Less amount of protein, however, was 
soluble in 0.3% alkaline 60% hot alcohol, 0.3% NaOH, and 
water and insoluble protein showed remarkable increase. 
Simultaneously with these changes, a part of non-protein 
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nitrogen which was in 0.3% alkaline 60% hot alcohol 
soluble fraction, turned into water soluble.” Address: Dep. 
of Agricultural Chemistry, Faculty of Agriculture, Univ. of 
Tokyo.

636. Osler, Robert D.; Cartter, Jackson L. 1954. Effect 
of planting date on chemical composition and growth 
characteristics of soybeans. Agronomy Journal 46(6):267-70. 
June. [4 ref]
• Summary: “Numerous investigations with soybeans and 
other crops have shown that variation in planting date may 
affect not only yield but other plant and seed characters as 
well”–including the chemical composition of the seeds. the 
oil content, the iodine number and the degree of lodging. 
Delay in planting was generally associated with a greater 
degree of lodging. Each variety has a planting date in a 
particular location that will give the highest yield. In general, 
the highest oil content was attained at the early dates of 
planting and decreased progressively with later planting. 
Protein content was generally inversely related to the oil 
content; the more protein, the less oil. There was also a slight 
decrease in iodine number with delay in planting. Address: 
Agronomists, Field Crops Research Branch, USDA ARS and 
Illinois Agric. Exp. Station, cooperating.

637. Soybean Digest. 1954. Enrich South Africa foods with 
soy fl our. June. p. 15.
• Summary: “Mealy meal (corn meal) is being enriched with 
full-fat soy fl our by the Department of Human Nutrition 
of the Union of South Africa and offered to the public on a 
tentative basis, reports L.L. Roux, agricultural attache at the 
embassy of the Union of South Africa, Washington.
 “The meal has been enriched as follows: casein whey 
powder, two parts; soy fl our, two parts; food yeast (to mask 
the soy fl avor), one part; and calcium carbonate, one-half 
part.
 “Small quantities of the enriched meal have been made 
available to the public through the Department’s mobile 
vans. State institutions have also been furnished with small 
quantities.
 “So far the public reaction to the enriched corn meal has 
not been adverse, according to Dr. Roux, and the government 
plans to supply larger quantities.”

638. Bowman, Donald E. 1954. Infl uence of bean trypsin 
inhibitors on thromboplastic properties of trypsin and 
hypochlorite-treated trypsin. Proceedings of the Society for 
Experimental Biology and Medicine 86(3):491-94. July 1. *
• Summary: Soy and navy bean trypsin inhibitors 
considerably reduce the incidence of fatal trypsin embolism 
in rabbits. Address: Dep. of Biochemistry & Pharmacology, 
Indiana Univ. School of Medicine, Indianapolis.

639. Baliga, B.R.; Balakrishnan, S.; Rajagopalan, R. 1954. 

Biological value of proteins as infl uenced by dietary vitamin 
B-12 (Letter to the editor). Nature (London) 174(4418):35-
36. July 3. [7 ref]
• Summary: “Baliga and Rajagopalan (4) have reported that 
vitamin B-12 at 50 microgm. per kilo of the diet containing 
10 per cent raw soy bean protein (without any heat treatment) 
enhanced the biological value of the protein (the biological 
values for the raw and vitamin B-12 supplemented soy bean 
protein being 48.6 ± 0.9 and 77.6 ± 1.8 respectively). This 
would suggest that vitamin B-12 has overcome the adverse 
effect of the proteolytic inhibitor and soyin.” Address: Dep. 
of Biochemistry, Indian Inst. of Science, Bangalore [India].

640. Burroughs, Wise; Culbertson, C.C.; Kastelic, J.; 
Cheng, E.; Hale, W.H. 1954. The effects of trace amounts 
of diethylstilbestrol in rations of fattening steers. Science 
120(3106):66-67. July 9. [1 ref]
• Summary: The presence of estrogenic substances in feed 
can be good or bad depending upon the purpose of feeding 
the animal. It was shown that the addition of 5 mg/day of 
stilbestrol to steer rations can increase live-weight gains 
by as much as 35% over control animals not receiving 
stilbestrol, with a reduced feed cost per unit of gain of 
as much as 20%. Soybean-oil meal was part of the diet. 
Address: Iowa Agric. Exp. Station, Ames, Iowa.

641. Husemann, E.; Lindemann, E. 1954. Neuere 
Untersuchungen ueber die Substratspezifi taet von Alpha-, 
Beta-, Macerans-Amylase und Phosphorylase [Recent 
studies of the carbohydrate specifi city of alpha-, beta-, 
and macerans-amylases and phosporylase]. Staerke (Die) 
[Starch] 6(7):141-48. July. [20 ref. Ger; eng]
• Summary: A technical article followed by a short 
discussion. Soybeans are mentioned. Address: Chem. 
Institut der Univ. Freiburg and Bundesforschungsanstalt fuer 
Getreideverarbeitung Detmold.

642. Melo, Maria de Lourdes. 1954. A soja nas distrofi as 
alimentares infantis [Soya in infantile nutritional dystrophy]. 
Revista Brasileira de Medicina 11(7):487-94. July. [Por]*
Address: Brazil.

643. Balu, V. 1954. There need be no shortage of lactic 
foods in India now that scientists & research workers have 
succeeded in milking the ground-nut. Times of India (The) 
(Bombay). Aug. 1. p. 5.
• Summary: “Milk is a perfect and satisfying food.” Dr. E.V. 
McCollum, the famous U.S. nutritionist of Johns Hopkins 
University, said in the early 1920s: “The people who have 
achieved, who have become large, strong, vigorous people, 
who have reduced their infant mortality, who have the 
best trades in the world, who have an appreciation of art, 
literature, and music, who are progressive in science and 
in every activity of the human intellect, are the people who 
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have used liberal amounts of milk and it’s products.”
 But there is an acute shortage of cow and buffalo milk in 
India, and it is unequally distributed.
 Vegetable milk has been part of the diet in Far Eastern 
countries for thousands of years. The soya bean had attracted 
public attention in India by the early 1930s. “Even Mahatma 
Gandhi, the Father of the Nation, experimented with it for a 
brief period during the early days of the Gramodyog Sangh 
(Village Industries Association), since it is one of the most 
concentrated and nutritive of foods known to man.”
 As early as 1945, Dr. V. Subrahmanyan and co-workers 
in Bangalore found that the quality and digestibility of 
soya bean are greatly improved when it is soaked in water, 
drained, germinated [sprouted], made into a paste and then 
processed to make soya milk. They also found that if it is 
suitably fortifi ed with calcium, soya milk is about 90% as 
good as cow’s milk in its over-all nutritional value.
 The smell and taste of the curd [tofu] and butter-milk 
prepared from soya milk resemble those of animal milk 
products.
 Scientists at the Central Food Technological Research 
Institute [CFTRI], Mysore, after more than 3 years of intense 
research, have also developed a good, fortifi ed vegetable 
milk from ground-nut. While the soya bean is new to India 
and not grown extensively, India is the world’s largest 
producer of ground-nuts–3.5 million tons a year.
 Since 1951 CFTRI in Mysore has been making 
vegetable milk from ground-nuts on a semi-large scale and 
distributing it to locally to the public through hotels and 
catering services. It has been well accepted.
 In early 1954 CFTRI set up a vegetable [ground-nut] 
milk plant for a private fi rm in Mysore. During his election 
tour, Mr. Nehru visited the plant, tasted the curds and butter-
milk prepared there, and expressed his appreciation of them.

644. Potter, G.C.; Kummerow, F.A. 1954. Chemical 
similarity and biological activity of the saponins isolated 
from alfalfa and soybeans. Science 120(3110):224-25. Aug. 
6. [13 ref]
• Summary: Purifi ed alfalfa- and soybean saponins inhibited 
the growth of chicks, but the sapogenins derived from these 
saponins had no effect on the growth of chicks. Describes 
solvent extraction using ethyl alcohol. Address: Dep. of Food 
Technology, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana.

645. McKinney, L.L. 1954. The toxicity of trichloroethylene-
extracted soybean oil meal (TESOM). Soybean Digest. Aug. 
p. 22.
• Summary: Note: This paper was presented at the seventh 
annual conference of soybean oil mills at Mason City, Iowa.
 “Wherever controlled feeding tests have been conducted 
on TESOM, it has proved to be toxic to cattle. On the other 
hand, no evidence of toxicity has been obtained where 
cattle have been fed hexane-extracted SBM, even after the 

consumption of 6,000 pounds per animal over a period of 
600 days. The toxic principle is transferred to the fetus, 
and calves or lambs may often be affected. Adequately 
supplemented feeding experiments indicate that avitaminoses 
and nutritional defi ciencies are probably not involved. 
Lowered growth response has been demonstrated when 
TESOM was substituted for hexane-extracted soybean oil 
meal in chick and swine diets. Whether these results stem 
from reduced protein value or toxicity, or from both, remains 
to be seen.
 “The amount of residual solvent in the meal does not 
correlate with the degree of toxicity of the meal on feeding to 
cattle and trichloroethylene per se does not appear to be the 
source of the toxicity. Neither impurities nor the oxidation 
inhibitor in new extraction grade trichloroethylene appear to 
be the source of toxicity, and limited experiments have failed 
to incriminate the autoxidation products of trichloroethylene. 
New beans appear to give a more toxic meal than do beans 
that have been stored through the winter.
 “The evidence to date indicates that the toxicity involves 
either the protein or some minor component in the soybean 
which changes on aging, or perhaps with heat treatment, 
in such a manner as to produce less of the toxic principle 
on extraction with trichloroethylene. The use of heat in 
the presence of moisture and trichloroethylene is common 
to all extraction plants that have produced toxic TESOM. 
Whether the toxicity is characteristic of trichloroethylene or 
is general for this type of solvent, whether it is characteristic 
of soybeans or is general for oilseeds or even proteinaceous 
materials, or whether it is dependent upon the process, are 
pertinent to the future development of extraction processes.”

646. Todhunter, E. Neige. 1954. Biographical notes from the 
history of nutrition: Charles Ford Langworthy–August 9, 
1864–March 3, 1932. J. of the American Dietetic Association 
30(8):779. Aug. [3 ref]
• Summary: 1864 Aug. 9–Charles Ford Langworthy is born 
in Middlebury, Vermont, the son of Charles Parker and Ann 
Elizabeth (Ford) Langworthy.
 He received his bachelor’s and master’s degrees from 
Middlebury College, Vermont. Then he went to Germany.
 1889–He participates in the Lake Placid Conference.
 1893–He obtained his doctorate from Emperor-Wilhelm 
University in Strasburg, Germany.
 1895–Returning to the United States, he becomes 
associated with the Offi ce of Experiment Stations in 1895 
and was Associate Editor of the Experimental Station 
Record until 1924. From 1893 to 1895 he has his fi rst 
teaching experience in chemistry under Atwater at Wesleyan 
University in Connecticut.
 1905–He succeeds Atwater as chief of nutrition 
investigations in the Offi ce of Experiment Stations.
 1909–He is a charter member of the American Home 
Economics Association. 1902-12–And was its fi rst vice 
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president.
 1915–He becomes the fi rst chief of the USDA’s Offi ce 
of Home Economics.
 1923–When the Offi ce is reorganized as the Bureau of 
Home Economics, Langworthy becomes the specialist in 
home economics.
 1932 March 3–Langworthy remains a bachelor and dies 
on this date.
 “At the beginning of this century, nutrition as a science 
was practically unknown.” In 1874 Chittenden started the 
fi rst classes in physiologic chemistry at Yale, and in 1887, 
W.O. Atwater, “father of American nutrition,” on his return 
from Carl von Voit’s laboratory at Munich, had become 
interested in the feeding of people and designed and built 
the fi rst calorimeter for human nutrition studies. The main 
interest at this time was in calorimetry and energy values; the 
data on food composition were limited and widely scattered. 
The man who did much to put nutrition on a sound scientifi c 
basis was C.F. Langworthy. Address: Dean, School of Home 
Economics, Univ. of Alabama, Tuscaloosa.

647. Soybean Digest. 1954. Glidden sells feed business to 
Staley. Sept. p. 76.
• Summary: The Glidden Co., Cleveland, Ohio, said it was 
selling its feed business because the company needs the 
property and buildings of the feed division at Indianapolis 
for use by its expanding chemurgy division. The chemurgy 
division manufactures a wide variety of oilseed products, 
including industrial protein, lecithin, soybean oil meal, 
fl our and fl akes, edible emulsifi ers and steroid chemicals. 
The Staley Co. has been manufacturing feeds since 1912 
when it began operations as a corn refi ner at Decatur. It has 
processed soybeans since 1922. Staley completed a new 
million-dollar formula feed plant at Decatur with a capacity 
of 100,000 tons a year.

648. Cheng, Edmund; Yoder, L.; Story, C.D.; Burroughs, 
W. 1954. Estrogenic activity of some isofl avone derivatives. 
Science 120(3119):575-76. Oct. 8. [10 ref]
• Summary: The article begins: “Interest in natural 
estrogenic compounds present in livestock feeds has been 
stimulated by the benefi cial results obtained from the 
addition of diethylstilbestrol to cattle rations.” Each of the 
isofl avones discussed (genistein, genistin, daidzein, and 
biochanin A) is estrogenic in nature. Daidzein appears to 
be the most active substance. Genistein and daidzein, both 
of which are present in soybean oil meal, have estrogenic 
activity, but only about 1/50,000 of the activity of stilbestrol 
(diethylstilbestrol, or DES). Address: Iowa Agric. Exp. 
Station, Ames, Iowa.

649. Detroit News. 1954. Soy beans to help halt hardening of 
arteries. Oct. 16. p. 16, col. 1.
• Summary: Research scientists from the University of 

Michigan announced that a soy bean derivative called 
“cytellin” combines with cholesterol, reabsorption of the 
fatty substance is prevented.

650. Autret, Marcel; Behar, Moisé. 1954. Síndrome 
policarencial infantil (kwashiorkor) and its prevention in 
Central America. FAO Nutritional Studies No. 13. 81 p. 
Oct. Also published as “Le Syndrome de Polycarence de 
l’Enfance en Amérique Centrale (Kwashiorkor)” in Bulletin 
de l’Organisation Mondiale de la Sante No. 11, p. 891-966. 
[108 ref. Eng]
• Summary: This was one of the surveys made by United 
Nations agencies in the late 1940s and early 1950s which 
showed the prevalence of protein-calorie malnutrition. Pages 
61-63 discuss the soybean as a rich source of protein that 
may be prepared in a variety of ways. A brief review is given 
of work with soy in Uganda, Mexico City, India, El Salvador, 
and Guatemala.
 “Acceptability tests with soybean milk were carried 
out successfully in 1951 in schools and community dining 
rooms in Mexico City, under the supervision of the Institute 
of Nutrition (according to a 1951 personal communication 
from J. Calvo de la Torre and J. Diaz Barriga). The milk was 
prepared from non-bitter varieties of soybeans developed 
by the Agricultural Research Department of the Ministry 
of Agriculture, with the assistance of the Rockefeller 
Foundation, and cultivated in Mexico under the direction of 
the Maize Commission, which plans to grow soybeans in 
rotation with maize” (p. 62)
 “The Government of Indonesia, with the fi nancial aid 
of UNICEF and the technical assistance of FAO, plans to 
construct a plant for the preparation of an infant food made 
from dried soybean milk. Other countries, such as Thailand 
and the Philippines, are now considering similar projects” (p. 
62).
 The fortifi cation of tortillas with soybeans or soy fl our 
looks very promising. “In an attempt to modernize tortilla 
making, the Industrial Research Department of the Bank 
of Mexico has set up a pilot plant to make powdered dried 
nixtamal from suitably treated maize. When this powder 
is reconstituted with water, it gives the masa or dough 
which can then be rolled out into cakes and baked at home. 
In addition to several economic and hygienic advantages, 
the new technique makes it possible to incorporate either 
whole or partly fat-free soy fl our in the nixtamal powder. 
Experiments carried out on this product have been seen by 
one of the authors; the tortilla with 10% soy fl our added was 
still excellent.
 “In towns, where tortillas are the staple food, there will 
be no diffi culty in introducing soybean once the preparation 
of nixtamal is concentrated in a few large industrial plants 
instead of scattered among thousands of mills. However, 
if the Government were to make soybean-maize mixture 
obligatory now, control would be diffi cult. In the rural 
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areas the preparation of tortillas is a family operation, and 
it will be necessary to teach the women to add soybeans 
to the maize grains in the preparation of the tortillas by 
giving practical demonstrations. This will be a long-term 
and exacting task, but it must be undertaken because mature 
soybeans cannot be used in the same way as other beans, as 
they require prolonged cooking.
 “The use of the classic fresh soybean curds [tofu] calls 
for long education of the public, as does that of certain 
special preparations such as tempeh (fungus-fermented 
soybean cheese), the preparation and nutritive value of which 
have been studied by Van Veen” (p. 63).
 “This Study is being published in French in the Bulletin 
of the World Health Organization for November/December 
1954, and in Spanish in the Bulletin of the Pan-American 
Sanitary Bureau.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2002) 
concerning world protein shortages. Address: 1. D.Pharm., 
Senior Nutrition Offi cer, Nutrition Div., FAO, Rome, Italy; 2. 
M.D., Assoc. Member of INCAP.

651. Westerman, Beulah D.; Oliver, Bess; May, Evelyn. 
1954. Improving the nutritive value of fl our. VI. A 
comparison of the use of soya fl our and wheat germ. J. of 
Nutrition 54(2):225-36. Oct. [6 ref]
• Summary: A comparison between soy fl our and wheat 
germ giving a slight advantage to soy fl our. This advantage 
was shown in the second generation in experimental diets 
with rats. Address: Kansas Agric. Exp. Station, Manhattan, 
KS.

652. Ellmore, M.F.; Shaw, J.C. 1954. The effect of feeding 
soybeans on blood plasma, carotene and vitamin A of dairy 
calves. J. of Dairy Science 37(11):1269-72. Nov. [5 ref]
• Summary: Raw soybeans are known to contain the enzyme 
lipoxidase, which oxidizes and destroys carotene. When 30% 
or more of ground raw soybeans were included in the diet 
of dairy calves, the levels of vitamin A and carotene in the 
blood plasma were markedly lowered. Although lipoxidase 
might logically be suspected as the causative agent, roasting 
the soybeans at 100ºC for 30 minutes did not prove benefi cial 
in this respect. Note: Since lipoxidase measurements were 
not made in this study, it is not known whether this amount 
of heat treatment was in fact suffi cient to inactivate the 
enzyme. Address: Dairy Dep., Maryland Agric. Exp. Station, 
College Park, Maryland.

653. Melo, Maria de Lourdes. 1954. O valor nutritivo da 
soja e a importância de seu cultivo no norte e nordeste 
Brasileiros: Soja, o novo alimento para o novo mundo [The 
nutritional value of the soybean, and the importance of its 
cultivation in the north and north-east of Brazil: Soya, a 
new food for a new world]. Revista Brasileira de Medicina 
11(11):781-86. Nov. [31 ref. Por]

Address: Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.

654. Palacio del Valle, G. 1954. Signifi cado del cultivo 
de la soya y otras fuentes alimenticias [The importance of 
cultivating soybeans, and other sources of nourishment]. 
Boletin Agricola (Sociedad Antioquena de Agricultores, 
Medellin, Colombia) 415:4857-60. Nov. [Spa]
Address: Ingeniero Agronomo al Servicio del Ministerio de 
Agricultura.

655. Hernandez, H.H.; Chaikoff, I.L. 1954. Do soy sterols 
interfere with absorption of cholesterol? Proceedings of the 
Society for Experimental Biology and Medicine 87(3):541-
44. Dec. [10 ref]
• Summary: Administered soy sterols depress cholesterol 
absorption when as little as 4 mg. or as much as 100 mg. of 
cholesterol were fed. Address: Dep. of Physiology, Univ. of 
California Medical School, Berkeley.

656. Simmons, R.O.; Quackenbush, F.W. 1954. Comparative 
rates of formation of fatty acids in the soybean seed during 
its development. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 
31(12):601-03. Dec. [13 ref]
• Summary: Lincoln variety soybeans harvested at 
successive stages of maturity showed continuous increases in 
amounts of each of the saturated fatty acids: oleic, linoleic, 
and linolenic. Address: Purdue Univ., Lafayette, Indiana.

657. Melo, Maria de Lourdes. 1954. A soja na alimentacao 
do pré-escolar, do escolar e do adolescente [The soybean 
for feeding pre-school, school, and adolescent children]. 
Belo Horizonte: Servico Social de Industria. Departamento 
Regional de Minas Gerais. 8 p. [Por]*
Address: Brazil.

658. Melo, Maria de Lourdes. 1954. Alguns alimentos que 
podem melhorar a alimentacao da crianca [Some foods 
which can improve infant nutrition]. Educacao Sanitaria 
1(3):10. [Por]*
Address: Dietista da I.N.U.B., Brazil.

659. Addor, Arnaldo Augusto. 1954. Consideracoes acerca 
da soja [Considerations relating to soybeans]. Rio de Janeiro, 
Brazil: Ministerio da Agricultura, Servico de Informacao 
Agricola. 69 p. (S.I.A. publication 797). [54 ref. Por]
• Summary: Discusses the cultivation, utilization, and 
nutritive value of the soybean in Brazil. Contents: Preface. 
Basic principles and overview. Cultivation. Varieties. 
Chemical composition. Oil. Vitamins. Nutritional value 
of the protein. Chemical characteristics of the protein. 
Preparation of soy fl our and techniques for removing the 
natural bad fl avor and aroma from the soybean and its 
fl our. Use of the fl our to obtain a mixed bread. Use of the 
soybean to obtain vegetable milk (leite vegetal, or soy milk). 
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Extraction of the protein. Protein adhesives. Appendixes. 
Summary. Address: Quimico Agricola, Cuiabá, Mato-Grosso, 
Brazil.

660. Arnold, Lionel K.; Burnett, George, Jr. 1954. The 
determination of small amounts of trichloroethylene in 
soybean oil meal. Proceedings of the Iowa Academy of 
Sciences 61:210-16. 66th Session, held at Ames, April 30 and 
May 1, 1954. [9 ref]
• Summary: This method is based on the intensity of 
the color developed by pyridine-sodium hydroxide as 
determined by a colorimeter. Address: Chemical Engineering 
Dep., Iowa State College, Ames, IA.

661. Baliga, B.R.; Rajagopalan, R. 1954. Infl uence of 
vitamin B-12 on the biological value of soya protein. 
Proceedings of the Indian Science Congress 41(Part 3, 
Abst.):35. 41st Congress, held at Hyderabad (Deccan) 1954. 
[Eng]
• Summary: Supplemental vitamin B-12 increased the 
biological value of raw soyabeans from 48 to 80, which 
is almost the value of autoclaved soya beans. Vitamin 
B-12 supplementation improved the growth of animals 
receiving raw soybeans to a greater extent than similar 
supplementation of diets containing heated soybeans. 
Note: Thus soybeans appear to have antivitamin B-12 
activity–though the term “antivitamin” is not used. Address: 
Bangalore, India.

662. Bradbury, R.B.; White, D.E. 1954. Estrogens and 
related substances in plants. Vitamins and Hormones 12:207-
33. (Academic Press, Inc., New York). [126* ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Tests on plant extracts. 
Isolation of estrogens: Palm kernels, willow catkins, Butea 
superba, subterranean clover (Trifolium subterraneum), 
other plants. Related plant products: Steroids, other 
hydrophenanthrene compounds, stilbenes, isofl avones.
 Page 209: “It is also clear that plants containing 
genistein and its derivatives are estrogenic...”
 Pages 225-29: Synthetic compounds related to genistein: 
Isofl avones, isofl avanones, isofl avens. General summary.
 The occurrence of plant substances capable of causing 
estrus in animals was fi rst reported in 1926 (Lowe 1926; 
Dohrn et al. 1926; Fellner 1926) only three years after the 
development of the Allen-Doisy test (see Emmens 1950) had 
made it possible to estimate the effectiveness of different 
estrogens. Since then, many plant extracts have been 
reported to have estrogenic activity. Isofl avones were isolated 
from clover, and these natural yellow dyes were shown to 
be the cause of lambing problems from ewes [female sheep] 
grazing in clover. It was shown that the presence of 7-10 
grams/day of genistein in ewe rations resulted in sterility or 
infertility of the female.
 A table on p. 225 lists 8 plant species containing 

genistein, pruntein, or brochanin. Soybeans are included; 
four publications state that they contain “genistin.” Page 230 
states that the known plant estrogens are estrone, estriol, and 
genistein and its derivatives. Address: Dep. of Chemistry, 
Univ. of Western Australia, Nedlands, Western Australia.

663. Chang, Yet-oy. 1954. Soybean products as supplements 
to rice in Chinese diets with special reference to their protein 
and calcium content. PhD thesis, Columbia University, 
New York. 67 p. Page 1201 in volume 14/08 of Dissertation 
Abstracts International. [30+ ref]
• Summary: The diet containing “soybean curd (Tou fu)” 
gave the best growth and calcifi cation, followed by diets 
containing “dried yellow soybeans (Ta tou),... soybeans, 
fermented (Tou chi) [fermented black soybeans], then 
soybean fermented curd (Tou fu lu)” (also called “fermented 
soybean curd” in this abstract) [fermented tofu], last. 
Soybean curd production is encouraged where animal 
proteins are in short supply.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Oct. 2011) that uses the term “soybean fermented curd” 
to refer to fermented tofu. Address: Columbia Univ.

664. Cowan, J.C. 1954. Soybeans. In: Raymond E. Kirk and 
Donald F. Othmer, eds. 1947-60. Encyclopedia of Chemical 
Technology. 1st ed. New York. Chichester, Brisbane, 
Toronto: John Wiley & Sons. See Vol. 12, p. 689-701. A 
Wiley-Interscience Publication. [32 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction: composition, standards 
and trading rules. Handling and storage. Processing: 
preparation, screw press operations. solvent extraction. 
Soybean products: Oil (Crude oil comes from the stripping 
columns in the extraction process; phosphatides and 
lecithin), meal and products (three reasons for crushing for 
animal feed, toasting, preferred source of protein in animal 
feeds), soy fl our and related food products (the 3 types of 
soy fl our are full-fat, low-fat, and defatted; the defatted is 
made from fl akes obtained by solvent extraction of the oil), 
soy sauce and other food specialties (soy sauce {which has 
become an important condiment in the U.S., and which is 
also used in Worcestershire sauces, which contain 10-30% 
soy sauce}, soybean milk, tofu or soybean curd, miso {a 
fermented mixture of soybeans plus rice or barley}, natto, 
sprouted soybeans [soy sprouts], and green vegetable 
varieties of soybeans {which are grown in the U.S. “for the 
manufacture of food specialties and for combination with 
corn as a succotash which is marketed in both the canned and 
frozen states}). Production (in the USA and worldwide. “The 
growth of soybean production in the U.S. between 1940 and 
1952 has been phenomenal”).
 Figures: (1) Two views of a Lincoln soybean seed, with 
exterior parts labeled: h = hilum or seed scar, which is linear-
elliptical. c = chalaza, located at one end of the hilum where 
the seed coat joins the body of the ovule. m = micropyle, 
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the minute opening at the other end of the hilum where the 
primary root of the germinating seed emerges. h = outline of 
the hypocotyl, which can be seen beneath the seed coat. The 
seed consists primarily of hull (seed coat) and embryo, but 
it has a very elementary endosperm. Source: L.F. Williams 
1950 (in Markley).
 (2) Cross section of the soybean coat and section of the 
cotyledon. Source: L.F. Williams 1950 (in Markley).
 (3) Expeller plant fl ow sheet. Source: Langhurst 1950 
(in Markley).
 (4) Typical fl ow sheet for solvent extraction of soybeans, 
with each part labeled. Courtesy French Oil Mill Co. 1. 
Soybean storage. 2. Soybean cleaner. 3. Magnetic separator. 
4. Surge bin. 5. Scale. 6. Cracking roll. 7. Soybean heater. 
8. Flaking rolls. 9. Elevator to extractor. 10. Extractor 
fi lling hopper. 11. Extractor [vertical, counter-current 
type]. 12. Extractor baskets. 13. Spent fl ake conveyor. 
14. Desolventizer toaster. 15. Flake cooler. 16. Solvent 
pump. 17. Half miscella pump. 18. Full miscella pump. 19. 
Miscella fi lter. 20. Heat exchanger. 21. Pre-evaporator. 22. 
Entrainment separator. 23. Condenser. 24. Vacuum stripping 
column. 25. Finished oil pump. 26. Solvent work and water 
separation tank. 27. Waste water evaporator. 28. Cyclone. 29. 
Rotary valve. 30. Meal screen 31. Meal grinder. 32. Solvent 
surge tank. 33. Half miscella surge tank. 34. Hydraulically 
operated valve.
 Tables: (1) Proximate composition of soybeans and 
derived products (cotyledons, hull, hypocotyl, extracted 
meal, full-fat fl our, defatted fl our). (2) Inorganic constituents 
of soybeans: ash, potassium, sodium, calcium, magnesium, 
phosphorus, sulfur, chlorine, iodine, iron, copper, 
manganese, zinc, aluminium.
 (3) Numerical (1-4) and sample grade requirements of 
all classes of soybeans.
 (4) Effect of moisture content of soybeans stored at 38ºC 
for 11 days on respiration, acid value of oil, germination, and 
mold growth. Moisture (%) ranges from 11.8 to 18.3. The 
lower the moisture, the better.
 (5) Amino acid composition of soybean oil meal from 
Lincoln variety soybeans. (6) World production of soybeans: 
Average yield (bu/acre) and production (millions of bushels) 
in 1935-39, 1945-49, 1952. In United States, China (proper), 
Manchuria, Japan, Korea, Brazil, USSR, Yugoslavia, 
Italy, rest of Europe, Indonesia, world total. Before 1941 
Manchuria was a major world producer and exported large 
quantities of soybeans to Europe. Because of unsettled 
conditions in China and Manchuria during and shortly after 
World War II, the U.S. has supplied a large portion of the 
soybeans imported into Europe. Address: Northern Regional 
Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois.

665. Davis, Adelle. 1954. Let’s eat right to keep fi t. New 
York, NY: Harcourt, Brace & World. 322 p. Index. 21 cm. 
[14 ref]

• Summary: Advises Americans to eat more vitamins, 
minerals, and protein–as well as wheat germ and tiger’s milk 
[Tiger’s Milk]–to reduce their risks of possible defi ciencies. 
Meats, fi sh, and fowl are considered excellent sources 
of protein. “Other superior sources are eggs, fresh milk, 
buttermilk, yogurt, powdered milk, cheese, soybeans, and 
powdered yeast” (p. 26). “Proteins from brewers’ yeast, 
certain nuts, soybeans, cottonseed, and the germ of cereals 
are complete proteins (p. 29). A table (p. 32-33) lists good 
sources of protein including: Low fat soybean fl our (1 cup 
has 60 gm of complete protein). Cooked soybeans (½ cup 
has 20 gm of complete protein).
 “If milk, cheese, or eggs are disliked or unobtainable, 
getting adequate protein becomes a serious matter indeed. 
When the complete proteins of wheat germ, soybeans, 
brewers’ yeast, and nuts are eaten, it is possible to obtain 
suffi cient amounts of essential amino acids, provided the 
diet is planned with utmost care. Some of the world’s 
leading athletes and scholars have been vegetarians. Unless 
a vegetarian is trained in nutrition, however, he usually 
becomes an unhealthy vegetarian.”
 Lecithin and its benefi ts are described on pages 
38, 41, 78, 80, 115, and 219. “When oils are refi ned or 
hydrogenated, lecithin is discarded.” Soybeans are a good 
source of pantothenic acid (p. 86) and vitamin B-1 (p. 101).
 “If there is no health-food store in your community, 
you can purchase stone-ground fl our from El Molino Mills, 
Alhambra, California; Paul Keene, Walnut Acres, Penns 
Creek, Pennsylvania; Great Valley Mills, Kellers Church, 
Bucks County, Pennsylvania; Elam Mills, Chicago, Illinois; 
Wight’s Grist Mill, Old Sturbridge Village, Sturbridge, 
Massachusetts; Stone Buhr Milling Company, 3509 Evanston 
St., Seattle, Washington; Whole Grain Flour Mills, 2611 
North Jones St., Chicago 47, Illinois; Huni Health Products, 
207 East 87th St., New York City; The Vermont Country 
Store, Weston, Vermont” (p. 107).
 “At fi rst it may seem complicated to get your B vitamins 
from natural foods. Perhaps I can help you most by telling 
you how I have solved the problem in my family. I have 
had no white fl our in the house for perhaps 20 years. All my 
fl our is stone-ground whole wheat; [Sources of such fl our, 
nationwide, are listed.] it is usually ‘organically grown,’ 
that is, grown on soil rich in humus, without commercial 
fertilizers. Such fl our has a fl avor infi nitely more delicious 
than that of ordinary varieties... So-called ‘enriched’ fl our 
is my idea of outright dishonesty... I rarely serve cereals 
because they contain so much starch... Soy fl our, which 
supplies protein, cholin, inositol, and some anti-stress 
vitamins, I use in tiger’s milk (p. 114) and the best hotcakes” 
(p. 109).
 “Many authorities believe that the defi ciency of calcium 
is more widespread than that of any other nutrient; milk is 
the only dependable source in the America diet... A certain 
amount of calcium can be obtained from mustard and turnip 
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greens, soybeans, and blackstrap molasses, but these foods 
are rarely eaten daily... Certainly there are healthy people 
who do not drink milk, but each has a source of calcium; 
the Hawaiians’ source is poi; the Orientals’, soybean curds 
[tofu].”
 “During hot weather, salty foods, such as salted nuts or 
soybeans, cheeses or potato chips, should be kept near the 
drinking water, and at least one well-salted food should be 
served with each meal.” Address: Los Angeles, California.

666. Dean, R.F.A. 1954. Preparation of soya bean and 
banana diet. In: Malnutrition in African Mothers, Infants 
and Young Children: Report of the Second Inter-African 
Conference on Nutrition. London: Her Majesty’s Stationery 
Offi ce. 398 p. See p. 279-84 (see also p. 308, 310). Held 19-
27 Nov. 1952 at Fajara, Gambia, under the auspices of the 
Commission for Technical Cooperation in Africa South of 
the Sahara (CCTA). Illust. 56 plates. 25 cm. [1 ref]
• Summary: “Diets of a soya bean and sweet banana (See 
footnote, p. 310) preparation have been used for nearly a 
year at Mulago Hospital, Kampala [Uganda], in the treatment 
of kwashiorkor. The chief diffi culty is processing the soya 
bean. A simple method, designed to make the beans palatable 
and easily digestible and to render the trypsin inhibitor 
innocuous, is outlined.” The beans are soaked for 24-48 
hours, then squeezed (by hand) under water to remove the 
hulls, which are removed. The cotyledons are minced and 
packed into “Kilner jars to within 4 cm of the top. Water is 
poured into the jars, leaving only 2 cm free, and the caps 
are fi tted loosely. The fi lled jars are placed in a large vessel 
with water up to their necks, and the water is brought to a 
boil and kept boiling for 8-10 hours. The beans should then 
form a soft mash which can easily be made into a smooth 
paste by pressing between the fi nger and thumb. It should 
have a slightly beany fl avour–not at all unpleasant.” 300 gm 
of this soya mash is then mixed in a blender with 750 gm 
sweet banana and 75 gm sugar. The mixture contains 59 gm 
protein (51 gm from soya), 25 gm fat (all from soya), 236 
gm carbohydrates (17 gm from soya), and 1,320 calories 
(500 from soya). The protein provides 18% of the total 
calories. A vitamin mixture provides about 15 mg [mcg?] of 
cyanocobalamin (vitamin B-12).
 A 5-page discussion follows. Prof. Gyorgy discusses 
APF (Animal Protein Factor) and its relationship to vitamin 
B-12. “APF was considered to be a combination of B-12 
and antibiotics, possibly with other additional factors (B-13, 
B-14) not yet chemically identifi ed.” Prof. Brock attempted 
to defi ne kwashiorkor, and “pleaded for greater emphasis 
on the urgent and practical need to teach African people to 
produce and use proteins locally available, whether of animal 
or of vegetable origin. The attention of administrators should 
be specifi cally drawn to that point.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 2020) that uses the word “cyanocobalamin” to 

refer to vitamin B-12.

667. Dean, R.F.A. 1954. Treatment of kwashiorkor at 
Mulago* [Uganda]. In: Malnutrition in African Mothers, 
Infants and Young Children: Report of the Second Inter-
African Conference on Nutrition. London: Her Majesty’s 
Stationery Offi ce. 398 p. See p. 308-14. Held 19-27 
Nov. 1952 at Fajara, Gambia, under the auspices of the 
Commission for Technical Cooperation in Africa South of 
the Sahara (CCTA). [2 ref]
• Summary: A footnote (p. 308) referring to the title of this 
article states: *”The cases of kwashiorkor mentioned in this 
paper were considered to have no important complicating 
disease. Thompson, working at Mulago, has recently 
extended our preliminary observations on the use of soya 
diets by attempting the treatment of an unselected series of 
43 children, admitted with the diagnosis of kwashiorkor. 
One-third of these children had some active complication.
 “The records of fi ve children could not be used, for 
various reasons. Of the remaining 38 children, 22 were 
deemed to progress satisfactorily on the soya diet, nine 
progressed poorly, but did better on a milk protein diet, and 
seven died despite change to the milk diet.”
 The article begins: “The conception of kwashiorkor 
as a protein-defi ciency disease has led to treatment with 
diets rich in protein... Probably the protein should be rich in 
methionine, because vegetarian diets of the kind on which 
children seem to contract kwashiorkor are likely to be short 
of the amino-acid. Methionine is known to be lipotropic. 
It is concerned in the formation of choline, which is also 
lipotropic... Cyanocobalamin (vitamin B-12) must be added, 
not merely because it too is lipotropic but also because it 
may help in transmethylation.”
 “After assessing the results of treatment of over 
a hundred cases of kwashiorkor, it was decided that a 
minimum of 50g protein daily is needed for the cure of 
fairly severe cases... Milk seems to be the most suitable of 
the animal foods; peanuts and soya are the best of the plant 
foods but cereals are unpractical.”
 “Since the results of the use of the diets based on 
soya bean preparations were published (Dean 1953, 
British Medical Journal, ii, 791) some modifi cation of the 
preparations has been made. Soya beans are cooked for 
eight to ten hours and not autoclaved... We are still unable 
to say exactly the extent to which the soya-banana diets will 
replace milk protein diets but, on the whole, the good results 
obtained at fi rst have been sustained.”
 “Ways will have to be found of making the soya more 
digestible... The soya preparation has been used regularly as 
a supplement to the usual diet of patients with the common 
diseases–mostly pneumonia and malaria, accompanied by 
some degree of kwashiorkor. It has been incorporated in a 
simple maize porridge and taken readily by the children, 
who appear to thrive on it. It seems to be a satisfactory 
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source of protein and calories. It is certainly cheap and in 
its preparation no special apparatus is needed.” Address: 
[Kampala, Uganda].

668. Deuel, Harry J., Jr. 1954. Nutritional signifi cance of 
the fats. Progress in the Chemistry of Fats and other Lipids 
2:99-192. [425 ref]
• Summary: This article begins: “Until recently, many 
nutrition workers have considered fats as optional 
components of the diet. It was believed that an equally good 
nutritional condition obtained in the absence of fat as when 
this foodstuff was present, provided that the diet contained 
suffi cient calories and was otherwise complete. However, 
since the classical discovery of Burr and Burr (1929) that 
certain unsaturated fatty acids are essential for growth and, in 
fact, for survival, it has been more generally recognized that 
fats may serve as a required nutrient, not only as a source 
of the essential fatty acids but probably also in a variety of 
other ways.”
 It is now realized that fats have many important 
functions in the diet: (1) They have the greatest caloric 
density of any nutrient (9 calories per gram vs. 4 for proteins 
and carbohydrates). (2) They are a carrier of fat-soluble 
vitamins. Phospholipids, which occur in most natural fats, 
“furnish choline, necessary for the synthesis of methionine.” 
(3) Fats improve the palatability of food. (4) Fats have 
satiety value.
 The section titled “Effect of lecithin” (p. 165) begins: 
“Commercial lecithin has been widely employed as an 
emulsifying agent in a variety of foods, over the past 
several decades. By the use of this phospholipid, it has been 
possible to prepare extremely fi ne emulsions which possess 
a remarkable degree of stability.” Hydrogenated coconut oil 
and fats rich in elaidin have been observed to accentuate fat 
defi ciency symptoms.
 Note: The word “digestibility” is mentioned 92 times 
in this report. “The extent to which a fat is utilized (i.e. its 
digestibility) is expressed as the coeffi cient of digestibility. 
“Table 16 gives a summary of the results which have been 
reported for the digestibility of several vegetable and animal 
fats in man. According to the results given in Table 16, it 
would appear that most animal and vegetable fats are well 
digested by man when taken in amounts of 50 to 100 gm 
daily.” Most fats “have coeffi cients of digestibility of 88 and 
91 respectively, the average fi gures for the 34 vegetable fats 
varied between 94 and 99, and those for the 18 animal fats 
ranged between 93 and 99.
 How does hydrogenation affect the digestibility of an oil 
or fat?
 Series edited by R.T. Holman, W.O. Lundberg and 
T. Malkin; London: Pergamon Press. Address: Dep. of 
Biochemistry and Nutrition, Univ. of Southern California, 
Los Angeles.

669. Dupont, A. 1954. Essential amino acids in some 
Indonesian food constituents. Thesis, Fakultas Ilmu Pasti dan 
Ilmu Alam (FIPIA), Bandung, Indonesia. *
Address: FIPIA, Bandung, Indonesia.

670. Ebright, Donald Fossett. 1954. Free India: The fi rst 
fi ve years. An account of the 1947 riots, refugees, relief, and 
rehabilitation. Nashville, Tennessee: Parthenon Press. 223 p. 
See p. 79, 80-81, 208, etc. Illust. 20 cm. [54 + 93 footnotes]
• Summary: This very interesting well written and carefully 
documented book suffers from lack of an index.
 Contents: 1. Carving the Indian Union and Pakistan out 
of an old continent (1947). 2. The greatest mass migration in 
history (1947). 3. Meeting human need (1948). 4. Voluntary 
relief agencies. 5. Distinguished leadership (incl. the 
inspiring infl uence of Mohandas K. Gandhi, Dr. Rajendra 
Prasad, Jawaharlal Nehru {the fi rst, and to date longest 
serving}, prime minister of India, 1947-1964, Rajkumari 
Amrit Kaur, etc.). 6. From refugee to famine relief (1950; the 
NCC Refugee Relief Committee). 7. Indo-American Relief 
Agreement (1951). 8. Kazakh-Turki fl ight to freedom. 9. 
India, the United States, and the United Nations. 10. Will 
India go Communist? 11. There yet remains (1953).
 Multi-Purpose Food is mentioned on 8 pages in this 
book. Donald Ebright was born in 1910 and later joined the 
Meals for Millions Foundation.
 Chapter 4, “Voluntary relief agencies,” contains a 
section titled “Meals for Millions” (p. 79-81), located at 
648 South Broadway, Los Angeles, California, U.S.A. (See 
footnote 47, p. 216). This section contains a good overview 
and brief history of MFM and its Multi-Purpose Food (MPF) 
based on “expeller-processed presscake of the soybean–a 
by-product of soy oil production, available in abundance 
and at present little used for human food. The soy cake is 
reduced to the consistency of corn meal and then fortifi ed 
with minerals and vitamins.” “Soy protein is probably the 
most complete of the vegetable proteins. It contains the ten 
essential amines [amino acids].
 “Multi-Purpose Food also has the advantage of being 
pre-cooked. The expeller process of production consists of 
pressing the soybean in a steam-jacketed pipe at 250 to 275 
degrees (F) temperature for 30-40 minutes. This reduces the 
time required for cooking to about ten minutes–a factor of 
convenience as well as fuel economy–when one considers its 
use in refugee camps and famine areas.
 “We rejoiced at the large shipment of MPF and 
discovered that while it was unpopular eaten straight, it could 
be added to any soup, curry, stew, goulash, dough or batter–
and made the batter better! Thank you, Florence Rose, for 
the lives you have saved in India through MPF Food.”
 When the British arrived in India 200 years ago, the 
population of India was 70 million. When they left in 1947, 
there were 360 million–a more than 5-fold increase. The 
population was once held in check by famine, disease, and 
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internal warfare (p. 96).
 Agricultural progress in India was retarded during 
British colonial rule “because the British kept India as a 
producer of raw materials for British factories and a market 
for its manufactured goods” (p. 103).
 In Chapter 6 the section titled “Famine relief” notes: 
“Ralston cereal, wheat, milk-powder, sugar, vitamin tablets, 
beans, barley, corn oil, prunes, raisins, rice and Multi-
Purpose Food formed the bulk of our imports.” Multi-
Purpose Food is also mentioned (p. 106) as an important 
import. Meals for Millions is mentioned (p. 153) as a 
voluntary agency aiding India.
 “India has had three terrifi c budgetary drains which 
have prevented the construction of new roads, bridges or 
schools. These are: (1) the annual cost of rehabilitating 7½ 
million people uprooted from their homes in Pakistan; (2) 
The food shortage of fi ve million tons which plus a defi cit 
in cotton cost the Indian government $700 million in foreign 
currencies last year; and (3) the budget for defense, i.e., the 
army, navy and air force” [which accounts for 45-50% of the 
total national budget] (p. 186).
 “India has dealt a death blow to feudalism by enacting 
the Zamindari Abolition and Land Reform Act of July 1, 
1952, in Uttar Pradesh in North India of which Lucknow is 
the capital.” “The Zamindari system arose at the time of the 
old British East India Company. The British found zamindars
already collecting taxes and converted these tax gatherers 
into landowners. The zamindars became intermediaries 
between the peasant and the government” (p. 198).
 A map of India (at front of book, facing the copyright 
page), titled Movement of Refugees, uses black arrows to 
show the movement of refugees from Pakistan (both east 
and west), and white arrows to show the movement toward 
Pakistan. The 13 million uprooted people traveled by truck, 
train, ship, convoy and plane.
 Note: Donald Ebright earned his PhD at the University 
of Chicago where he was on the faculty. He was in India for 
22 years during the Hindu / Muslim confl icts. He has more 
than 2,000 lectures, TV and radio programs to his credit. 
Address: PhD, Director, Refugees and Famine Relief (1949-
1952) of the National Christian Council of India.

671. Eckey, E.W. 1954. Vegetable fats and oils. New York, 
NY: Reinhold Publishing Corp. 836 p. See p. 504-19. Illust. 
Index. 24 cm. [50 soy ref]
• Summary: This book and its thorough index contain a 
wealth of information on both common and rare sources of 
vegetable oils. Soybeans and soy products are discussed on 
the following pages: A table and a chart give the fatty acid 
composition of selected oils, including soybean and peanut 
oils (p. 35-36). Commercial plant phosphatides (p. 55-56). 
Lecithin and its processing (p. 56-57). Reversion of soybean 
oil (“completely hydrogenated soybean oil does not develop 
an odor,” p. 179-80).

 The soybeans and soybean oil are discussed in detail on 
pages 504-19: Introduction. A graph (p. 505) shows acreages 
of soybeans grown in the United States for 5 different 
purposes. Early history and classifi cation. A graph (p. 506) 
shows soybean production and yield in the USA from 1925 
to 1952. The soybean plant and its varieties. Composition of 
the soybean seed. A table (p. 508) shows “The percentage of 
hulls or seed coats obtained from the seed of ten varieties and 
strains of soy beans grown at one location during one season; 
Values range from 12.98% for Peking to 7.32% for Scioto. A 
table (p. 509) gives information on 10 varieties of soybeans 
grown at fi ve locations in each of 5 years (1936-40): seed 
size (weight of 100 seeds), oil percentage (dry basis)–high, 
low, and mean, and protein percentage (dry basis)–high, low, 
and mean. The varieties are: Mandarin, Mukden, Dunfi eld 
A, Dunfi eld B, Illini, Manchu, Scioto, T-111, Peking, P.I. 
54563-3. Peking has the smallest seeds (6.9 gm/100 seeds) 
and T-117 has the largest (15.4 gm/100 seeds). Properties 
of soybean oil (p. 511). A table (p. 512) shows soybean oil 
characteristics. Two tables (p. 513, 516) show how the fatty 
acid content of soybeans changes as a function of the iodine 
value: linoleic rises sharply, linolenic acid rises slowly, 
total saturated acids is unchanged, and oleic acid decreases 
sharply. Uses of soybean oil. Milling of soybeans.
 Also discusses: Hempseed oil (p. 389-90). 
Hydrogenation (p. 153-63). Interesterifi cation (p. 145-49). 
Margarine, fats used in (p. 12). Peanuts and peanut oil (p. 
486-501). Seaweeds and their oils (p. 243, 246). Sesame 
(Sesamum indicum, S. orientale) (p. 741-49): “It is judged to 
have been under cultivation in India for as long as rice has 
been grown. Some of the other names for sesame are benne, 
til, gingelly, and simsim. In Latin America it is known as 
ajonjoli.” Shortening, short history of (p. 642).
 Concerning soybean lecithin (p. 55): “Commercial 
soybean lecithin was fi rst produced in Hamburg [Germany] 
and found its principal market in the European margarine 
industry, replacing egg yolk which had been used for its 
benefi cial effects on the behavior of the margarine in pan 
frying, preventing spattering of the fat, improving the 
browning of the milk solids, and keeping them from lumping 
and sticking. Lecithin has been in commercial use in the 
United States since about 1930. At fi rst it was imported 
and for some time it sold at a relatively high price, in the 
neighborhood of ten times the price of soybean oil. The 
tremendous growth of the soybean extraction industry has 
so greatly increased the supply that soybean lecithin now 
sells for about the same price per pound as soybean oil, and 
could be produced in a quantity several times as great as that 
which the market currently absorbs.” Address: E.W. Eckey 
Research Lab., Cincinnati, Ohio.

672. Haynes, Williams. 1954. American chemical industry: A 
decade of new products. Vol. 5. Toronto, New York, London: 
D. Van Nostrand Co. li + 622 p. Index. 24 cm. [9 soy ref]
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• Summary: This volume of the 6-volume history, covers 
the period 1930-1939. Chapter 3, “The Depression-Proof 
Industry,” discusses Dr. William J. Hale and the origins 
of chemurgy. He dramatized his idea at the 1931 meeting 
of the Manufacturing Chemists’ Association, then in 1934 
he coined the word “chemurgy,” analogous to metallurgy, 
meaning working with chemicals, and published his 
provocative volume, The Farm Chemurgic. In 1935, with 
the active support of Francis P. Garvan and Henry Ford, 
the Farm Chemurgic Council met at Dearborn, Michigan, 
and formally organized, with Garvan as president, Wheeler 
McMillen as vice-president for science, etc. In 1938 Wheeler 
McMillen succeeded Garvan as president. The chemurgic 
movement spread far and fast, particularly in the South. 
At the second Chemurgic Conference in 1936 there was an 
active discussion of alcohol-gasoline blends. Garvan said 
that if the 33½% alcohol fuel marketed in England were 
adopted in the USA, it would put 90 million acres and 6 
million unemployed back to work. Henry Ford became 
interested in growing crops for alcohol to use in lacquers and 
fuels (power alcohol).
 Chapter 16, titled “New Raw Materials” (p. 226-42), 
notes that “Depression conditions put a premium upon low-
cost supplies and emphasized, especially in the chemical 
industry, every possible salvage of any waste... Henry Ford 
not only underwrote the early meetings of the National 
Farm Chemurgic Council, but he set up at Dearborn a farm 
products research group... where soybeans became the chief 
project.
 “In the South, where the great staple crops cotton and 
tobacco had been true chemurgic enterprises generations 
before Dr. Hale had coined the word, the interest was 
particularly keen, and in 1937 Senator Bilbo of Mississippi 
introduced a bill (S. 2140) appropriating $1,000,000 to 
be administered by the Department of Agriculture in 
establishing a research center to solve Southern agricultural 
problems by fi nding suitable new crops and profi table 
new uses for farm products. This idea was altogether too 
promising to be confi ned to a single section. Accordingly, 
the Farm Relief Act of 1938 carried a rider appropriating 
$4,000,000 for the establishment of four regional laboratories 
devoted primarily to chemurgic research...
 “Eventually the laboratories were well located at New 
Orleans, Louisiana; Peoria, Illinois; Albany, California, 
across the bay from San Francisco; and Wyndmoor, a suburb 
of Philadelphia [Pennsylvania].”
 Pages 277-78 note that the isolation of progesterone, a 
female sex hormone, was announced almost simultaneously 
by 4 groups of workers in 1934. It “can be extracted 
from animal ovaries or synthesized from sterols such as 
stigmasterol, obtained from soybeans, or obtained from brain 
or spinal cord of animals...”
 In the chapter “New Constituents for Coatings,” pages 
355-57 note: “Henry Ford helped the soybean mightily. In 

1932 the Ford Motor Company planted 8,000 experimental 
acres, increased two years later to 12,000, on which 300 
varieties were tested, and the harvested crop was processed 
in an experimental six-ton plant in Greenfi eld Village. Over 
1,000,000 gallons of [soy] oil were used in the ‘paint job’ on 
Ford cars, 540,000 gallons more made into glycerin to charge 
the shock absorbers, while 200,000 gallons were used as 
sand-core binder in the foundry, requirements that demanded 
beans from 64,000 additional acres. These chemurgic feats 
were not hidden under a basket, and Ford publicity induced 
many Middle West farmers to grow this crop.
 “The soybean has had an interesting part in crushing 
techniques. In 1927, when the crop passed 2,000,000 
bushels, only a small part of it went to the crushers, the 
largest at the time, A.E. Staley Manufacturing Company of 
Decatur, Illinois, handling that year only 165,000 bushels. 
Staley, which fi rst crushed soybeans in 1922, had been 
followed by Funk Brothers and a little later by Allied Mills, 
and with the exception of the pioneer, all the early crushers 
used plate-type hydraulic presses, standard equipment for 
linseed crushing. Staley was a trail blazer, demonstrating 
the expeller press as more effi cient for use with soybeans. In 
1934 the fi rst large-scale solvent-recovery plant was put in 
operation by Archer-Daniels-Midland, followed shortly by 
a similar installation by the Glidden Company, which was 
demolished by an explosion soon after its completion. This 
disaster retarded the development of this process, and during 
the thirties expeller-type equipment was almost universally 
adopted. Spencer Kellogg & Sons fi rst crushed soybeans at 
its Des Moines [Iowa] plant in 1934 and each year following 
installed equipment at another of its plants, employing 
both the expeller and solvent methods. In establishing this 
new industry, the individual leaders were Augustus Staley, 
late president of A.E. Staley Manufacturing Company and 
Whitney Eastman, formerly with Archer-Daniels-Midland 
and more lately with General Mills...
 “The earliest extraction operations, installed in 1934-
35 by Archer-Daniels-Midland and Glidden, employed 
Hildebrandt extractors, and a variety of solvents were tried 
out: acetone, benzene, gasoline, carbon bisulfi de, and some 
of the chlorinated solvents. Glidden embarked on chemical 
exploitations of soybeans, extracting lecithin, marketed 
by the American Lecithin Company (Joseph Eichberg, 
president), and developing a paper-coating product known 
as Alpha-Protein. In 1934 Archer-Daniels-Midland reopened 
the plant of its subsidiary, Wm. O. Goodrich Company at 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, as a soya operation, and in 1938 
Spencer Kellogg purchased the Shellabarger Grain Products 
Company’s oil mill at Decatur. Other well-known fi rms 
interested in soybean products during the 1930s were the 
Buckeye Cotton Oil Company, subsidiary of Procter & 
Gamble, soaps, and Larrowe Milling Company, feedstuffs.”
 Pages 471 and 472 give the high and low price per 
pound for crude domestic soybean oil in tanks from 1930 to 
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1939.
 Appendix X (p. 486-490), titled “The Farm Chemurgic 
Movement” by William J. Hale, gives an excellent, concise 
history of the subject.
 Appendix XXVII gives a detailed table showing factory 
consumption of primary fats and oils in 1939. The leading 
vegetable oils (in million lb) were: cottonseed oil 1,321, 
coconut oil 529, soybean oil 370, linseed oil 344, and palm 
oil 271. The soybean oil was used mostly in shortening 
(201.6), followed by oleomargarine (70.8), and other edible 
products (32.3). The main non-food industrial uses were 
paint and varnish (21.7), soap (11.2), and linoleum & oilcloth 
(6.4). Address: Stonington, Connecticut.

673. Malnutrition in African Mothers, Infants and Young 
Children: Report of the Second Inter-African Conference 
on Nutrition. Held under the auspices of the Commission 
for Technical Co-operation in Africa South of the Sahara 
(C.C.T.A.). 1954. London: Her Majesty’s Stationery Offi ce. 
398 p. Held 19-27 Nov. 1952 at Fajara, Gambia. Illust. 
Index. 25 cm.
• Summary: Contains 5 papers about food uses of soya in 
Africa, each cited separately. Address: Gambia and London.

674. Nagahara, Taroh; Sugimura, Kei-ichiroh. 1954. Bisei-
butsu hô ni yoru daizu aminosan no teiryô [Microbiological 
assay of soybean amino acids]. Eiyo to Shokuryo (J. of 
Japanese Society of Food and Nutrition) 6(6):275. [2 ref. 
Jap]

675. Pietschman, Ann. comp. 1954. Food for thought: Over 
three hundred delightful recipes–mostly vegetarian. Los 
Angeles, California: Institute of Mentalphysics. 341 p. 
Undated. Illust. 22 cm. Series: A Mentalphysics Publication.
• Summary: Soybeans and/or soybean meal or fl our are 
listed as good sources of vitamin B (thiamin), vitamin G 
(ribofl avin), niacin (nicotinic acid), and protein (p. 4-6). Try 
using soy sauce to season swiss steak (p. 13). Soy-related 
recipes include: Scalloped soy beans (p. 136, 185). Soy bean 
loaf (p. 138). Whole-wheat bread with soya fl our (p. 298). 
Soya nut bread (with soy fl our, p. 306). Soy muffi ns (with 
soy fl our, p. 312). Address: 213 South Hobart Blvd., Los 
Angeles 4, California.

676. Platt, B.S. 1954. Some nutritional implications of 
the mother-infant relationship. In: Malnutrition in African 
Mothers, Infants and Young Children: Report of the Second 
Inter-African Conference on Nutrition. London: Her 
Majesty’s Stationery Offi ce. 398 p. See p. 285-89. Held 19-
27 Nov. 1952 at Fajara, Gambia, under the auspices of the 
Commission for Technical Cooperation in Africa South of 
the Sahara (CCTA). [8 ref]
• Summary: “Most workers engaged in nutritional or 
paediatric studies in tropical countries have early in their 

careers an urge to produce a substitute for human or cow’s 
milk. It would, in my view, be much more desirable to devote 
attention to two other problems: fi rstly, the study of how the 
mother should be fed so as to enable her to feed her infant 
adequately from her breasts, and secondly, the determination 
of the value of foods suitable for continuing the practice of 
mixed feeding.” On the latter subject, the author favors the 
use of soya bean curd [tofu] rather than of the “milk” [soya 
milk] made from these beans. Address: Prof., Director of 
Medical Research Council’s Human Nutrition Research Unit 
and of the Applied Nutrition Unit, and Head of the Dep. of 
Human Nutrition, London School of Hygiene and Tropical 
Medicine, London, W.C.1., England.

677. Potter, George Christian. 1954. The structural 
similarity and biological activity of alfalfa saponins and 
soyasapogenols from soybeans. PhD thesis, University of 
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. 66 p. Page 1674 in volume 
14/10 of Dissertation Abstracts International. [50+ ref]*
• Summary: Soyasapogenol B is identical with one of the 
three sapogenins that have been isolated from alfalfa. The 
purifi ed saponins from both alfalfa and soybeans inhibited 
the growth of chicks but their sapogenins did not. When 
purifi ed soy saponins were fed to chicks at a level of 0.55% 
of a diet which contained adequate vitamin K, extensive 
hemorrhaging was observed. An attempt to extract saponins 
from autoclaved soybean oil meal was unsuccessful. 
Address: Dep. of Food Technology, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana.

678. Simons, Elizabeth R. 1954. The effect of ionizing 
radiation on the trypsin–soybean trypsin inhibitor system. 
PhD thesis, Yale University. In: Doctoral Dissertations 
Accepted by American Universities, 1954. *
Address: Yale Univ., New Haven, Connecticut.

679. Thorpe, Jocelyn Field; Whiteley, M.A. 1954. Soya bean. 
In: J.F. Thorpe and M.A. Whiteley. 1937-1956. Thorpe’s 
Dictionary of Applied Chemistry. 12 vols. 4th ed. London, 
New York, Toronto: Longmans, Green & Co. See vol. XI, p. 
46-48. 23 cm. [15 ref]
• Summary: The section titled “Soya Bean” has the 
following contents: Introduction. Composition of soya beans. 
Soya-bean products: Oil, cake and meal, fl our, milk, soy 
sauce (“known in Japan as ‘Shoyu’ and in the west under 
such names as ‘Worcester Sauce,’...”), miso, tofu, immature 
soya beans, roasted soya beans (eaten like peanuts), coffee 
substitute, chocolate substitute. Agricultural uses (green 
fodder, hay, silage, bean pods and straw). Sir Jocelyn Field 
Thorpe lived 1872-1940.

680. Trowell, H.C.; Davies, J.N.P.; Dean, R.F.A. 1954. 
Kwashiorkor. London: Edward Arnold. xii + 308 p. Illust. 22 
cm. [625* ref]
• Summary: This is the classic book on kwashiorkor, which 
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is severe malnutrition, especially in infants and children, 
that is caused by a diet high in carbohydrate and low in 
protein. Contents: 1. Reports of kwashiorkor in children 
and a discussion of terminology (p. 1-11). 2. The history 
of kwashiorkor (p. 12-46). 3. Kwashiorkor in children. 4. 
Protein malnutrition in adults. 5. Implications of kwashiorkor 
in children and of protein malnutrition in adults.
 In the chapter on “Kwashiorkor in Children,” in the 
section titled “The Treatment of Kwashiorkor,” there is 
lengthy discussion of the treatment with plant protein 
diets, including those containing soybeans. At Kampala, 
Uganda, rats and then children with kwashiorkor were 
fed a diet of sweet bananas and a paste of cooked whole 
soybeans, sucrose, and vitamins. “A day’s food for a child 
weighing 6 to 8 kg. might consist of 300 to 400 gr. of the 
mashed banana, 300 gr. of the soya preparation, 25 gr. 
sugar (sucrose) and 2.0 gr. of the vitamin mixture. This diet 
provided a little more than 500 gr. protein, and about 1000 
calories. It also provided nearly 25 gr. fat, but apprehensions 
of the danger of giving so much fat, based on some 
unfortunate experiences with full-cream milk that had shown 
only too clearly the fat intolerance of severe kwashiorkor, 
proved to be largely unjustifi ed: the soya fat, possibly 
because its fatty acid composition was very different from 
that of milk fat, seemed to be easily absorbed and did not 
cause any gastro-intestinal upsets, even in moderately severe 
cases.” The banana-soya diet was low in cost and results 
were satisfactory. Address: 1. O.B.E., M.D. (London), 
F.R.C.P., Physician, Mulago Hospital, Uganda Medical Dep., 
and Dep. of Medicine, Makerere College Medical School, 
Kampala, Uganda; 2. M.D., Prof. of Pathology, Makerere 
College Medical School, Kampala; 3. Ph.D. (Cambridge), 
M.R.C.P., Medical Research Council, Group for Research in 
Infantile Malnutrition, Kampala, Uganda.

681. Vollmer, Marion W. 1954. Food: Health and effi ciency. 
Lessons in nutrition and healthful food preparation. Prepared 
for use in Home health education classes under the direction 
of the Medical Dept. of the General Conference of Seventh-
day Adventists. Nashville, Tennessee: Southern Publishing 
Assoc. 111 p. 24 cm.
• Summary: This Seventh-day Adventist book on vegetarian 
nutrition (with recipes) mentions soy in several places. 
To help make breakfast a hearty meal, waffl es may be 
“reinforced with soy” (p. 19). When cooking processed 
breakfast cereals, “they can be made more nutritious by 
adding wheat germ, rice bran, soy fl our, etc.” Soybeans are 
given as the fi rst example of a high-protein food that should 
be eaten daily (p. 26), and soybeans, soybean products, and 
gluten are listed as good sources of protein (p. 31). A table 
showing the protein content of common foods includes 
Soyalac (dry soy milk), meat substitutes (commercial gluten 
steaks, Proteena or dark meat substitutes, Nuteena or light-
meat substitutes), and soybeans (p. 32).

 The following recipes are given: Baked soybeans (p. 
34). Gluten (how to prepare and serve at home, p. 35-36). 
Gluten, mushroom, and potato pot pie (p. 36). Holiday 
loaf (with Vegemeat Burger or other ground gluten, p. 37). 
Mushroom dressing with gluten slices (p. 37).
 A second edition was published in 1964.

682. Baliga, B.R.; Rajagopalan, R. 1955. Infl uence of 
vitamin B-12 on the biological value of raw soybean 
protein (Abstract). Proceedings of the Society of Biological 
Chemists, India 13:46. Jan. 4.
• Summary: Biological value of the raw soybean with 
added vitamin B-12 was the same as that of the autoclaved 
soybean. Address: Dep. of Biochemistry, Indian Inst. of 
Science, Bangalore.

683. Ferri, N.A. 1955. Amazing facts regarding soya oil. 
Let’s Live. Jan. p. 24, 37.
• Summary: Advocates “whole virgin soya oil both for its 
linoleic and linolenic acids and for its lecithin and cephalin.” 
“Lecithin and cephalin are essential not only for the tissue 
integrity of the nervous and glandular systems in all living 
cells but they have been regarded also as the most effective 
generators and regenerators of great physical, mental and 
glandular energy. Shattered nerves, depleted brain power, 
waning activity of vital glands fi nd these two substances, 
which are the most active of all the phospholipins, a great 
restorer.”
 “The body weight is not increased by the use of virgin, 
pure soya oil, for it contains those phospholipins which we 
have noted. These latter substances through their stimulating 
and fat oxidizing properties bring about the accelerated 
oxidation of fats so that these are not stored as excess 
body weight. Hence, pure, whole, virgin, raw soya oil is 
considered as non-fattening food, and where there is an 
excess of body fat present tends to reduce it.”

684. Liener, I.E. 1955. The photometric determination of 
the hemagglutinating activity of soyin and crude soybean 
extracts. Archives of Biochemistry and Biophysics 54(1):223-
31. Jan. [13 ref]
• Summary: In three earlier reports “which described the 
isolation and characterization of soyin, a toxic protein from 
the soybean, the hemagglutinating activity of soyin was 
determined by the conventional procedure of serial twofold 
dilutions with visual estimation of the end point.”
 Here, a photometric procedure for measuring the 
hemagglutinating activity of soyin and crude soybean 
extracts is described. “This method is based on the 
observation that rabbit erythrocytes sediment at a rate which 
is proportional to the concentration of the hemagglutinin.” 
Address: Dep. of Agricultural Biochemistry, Univ. of 
Minnesota, St. Paul, MN.
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685. Mitchell, H.L.; Silker, Ralph E. 1955. Effects of 
antidust oils on stability of carotene in dehydrated alfalfa 
meal. J. of Agricultural and Food Chemistry 3(1):69-71. Jan. 
[7 ref]
• Summary: Describes experiments with various vegetable 
oils and fatty materials, including soybean oil, as “antidust 
agents” (dust-control agents) for pelleted alfalfa feed. The 
main focus of the experiments is improve the carotene 
stability of alfalfa meal, while also controlling dust. At a rate 
of 80 lb per ton and in the absence of an antioxidant, soybean 
oil signifi cantly improved carotene stability.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2017) 
describing the use of soybean oil as a dust suppressant. 
Address: Kansas Agric. Exp. Station, Manhattan, Kansas.

686. Alkjaersig, Norma; Deutsch, E.; Seegers, W.H. 1955. 
Prothrombin derivatives and the inhibition of thrombin 
formation with soy bean trypsin inhibitor. American J. of 
Physiology 180(2):367-70. Feb. *
• Summary: “A trypsin inhibitor from soy beans (1) is 
capable of delaying the coagulation of blood,...” Address: 
Dep. of Physiology and Pharmacology, Wayne Univ. College 
of Medicine, Detroit, Michigan.

687. Davie, Earl W.; Neurath, Hans. 1955. The terminal 
groups of the soy bean trypsin inhibitor. J. of Biological 
Chemistry 212(2):507-14. [17 ref]*
• Summary: “Several years ago, Kunitz (2) reported the 
isolation of a crystalline protein from soy bean meal which 
inhibits the proteolytic activity of trypsin. A crystalline 
compound containing equal weights of this soy bean trypsin 
inhibitor (STI) and of trypsin was also described...” Address: 
Dep. of Biochemistry, Univ. of Washington, Seattle.

688. Jacobsson, Kjell. 1955. Effect of urea on the inhibition 
of trypsin by soybean trypsin inhibitor. Biochimica et 
Biophysica Acta 16(2):264-67. *
Address: Lab. of Clinical Chemistry, Univ. of Lund, Lund, 
Sweden.

689. Ratner, Bret; Untracht, S.; Crawford, L.V.; Malone, 
H.J.; Retsina, Mary. 1955. Allergenicity of modifi ed and 
processed foodstuffs. V. Soybean; infl uence of heat on its 
allergenicity; use of soybean preparations as milk substitutes. 
American J. of Diseases of Children 89(2):187-93. Feb. [7 
ref]
• Summary: Hill (1942) reported “that soybean is a weak 
antigen.”
 Hill’s idea is based on a report from F.G. Irwin, M.D., 
medical director of the A.E. Staley Manufacturing Co., 
Decatur, Illinois. In response to a question concerning 
soybean allergy among employees, Irwin noted: “In seven 
years there have been only two cases of soybean allergy 
of the asthmatic type among 1500 employees who were 

exposed to soybean fumes and dust in the air. These two 
persons were skin tested and found sensitive to soybean 
fl our. Attacks of asthma were precipitated by contact with 
soybean dust. It was further asserted that two or three 
persons per year attributed skin rashes to the handling of 
soybean fl our. In these latter cases, however, the skin tests 
were invariably negative and the so-called skin allergy 
turned out to be either prickly heat or fungous infection.”
 Conclusions: “Soybean is innately a weak allergen.”
 It only rarely causes allergic manifestations.
 “In the few cases of sensitivity to soybean reported 
in the literature, sensitization was established through 
prolonged inhalation of soybean dust rather than through 
ingestion.
 “The proper processing of soybean protein by adequate 
heat in the presence of moisture reduces whatever allergenic 
properties are present.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020) that 
uses the word “antigen” in describing soybeans. Address: 
M.D., Depts. of Pediatrics and Immunology, New York 
Medical College and Flower and Fifth Ave. Hospitals, and 
the Pediatric Div. of Sea View Hospital, New York.

690. Wilcke, H.L. 1955. A report on soybean oil meal–A 
primary source of amino acids. Soybean Digest. Feb. p. 20-
21.
• Summary: “Soybean oil meal oil meal as it is produced 
today is actually the ground, toasted soybean from which 
the oil has been extracted. From each bushel of soybeans 
weighing 60 pounds, approximately 11 pounds of oil and 48 
pounds of soybean oil meal are obtained. This leaves a one 
pound or 1.67 percent shrink.
 “The soybean oil meal as produced under normal 
conditions today is made up of the entire bean, minus the 
oil, but with no other additives. While the composition of 
the various strains of soybeans will vary somewhat, the 
average percent of hulls on the beans and which are included 
in the meal is only about 4 percent. No attempt is made to 
adjust protein levels and none are necessary because of the 
fairly uniform protein content when the oil is extracted to a 
given level. Actually, the composition of the solvent process 
soybean oil meal, which makes up more than 95 percent of 
the total soybean oil meal produced today, is approximately 
45 percent protein, ½ to 1.3 percent fat, and 6 percent of 
fi ber.
 “In table I we have listed the total amount of non-
roughage feeds estimated to be needed for the various classes 
of livestock in the United States during the year 1953-54. It 
will be noted in this table that swine, poultry, and dairy cattle 
consumed by far the major part of the high protein feeds.
 “It will also be noted that the ratio of high protein feeds 
to the carbohydrate carrying feed is rather low. Because of 
this it is important to utilize our supplies of oil meals in the 
most effi cient manner.
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 “Actually our high protein feeds serve as a means 
of providing the amino acids lacking in the cereal grains 
consumed by our farm animals. This is the primary function 
of soybean oil meal. It is not, generally speaking, a good 
source of some of the vitamin factors which we fi nd in some 
of the animal protein supplements, but it does provide good 
quality protein.
 “In table II we have listed the lysine, tryptophane, 
and methionine content of several of the high protein 
supplements and in some of the grains. These are three of 
the essential amino acids which are most likely to be lacking 
in grain, and it will be noted that soybean oil meal is a 
relatively good source of lysine, although not as good as fi sh 
meal or meat scrap. Lysine is usually the fi rst limiting amino 
acid defi ciency in the cereal grains when they are used as 
sources of protein for young growing animals.
 “In table III we have listed the amino acid requirements 
of weaning pigs and young poultry. From this it may be seen 
that the requirements of these young animals for lysine, 
methionine, and tryptophane are higher than we would 
expect to fi nd in the grains. For that reason they must be 
supplemented with high protein supplements such as the oil 
meals and animal protein supplements.
 “Since the supply of animal protein supplements is 
defi nitely limited, it is necessary that we obtain the bulk of 
our supplementary proteins from the oil meals in order that 
grains may be used effi ciently and in order to support normal 
growth in young, growing animals.
 Processing Needed: This function cannot be 
accomplished by the ground raw soybean, but the bean 
must be processed to make it the most effective protein 
supplement. This is not due to the fat content of the bean, but 
there are several factors involved in the improvement of the 
quality of the protein supplement of the soybean by heating.
 “First of all, there seems to be some factor in soybeans 
which functions as an inhibitor, making the lysine of the raw 
soybean unavailable to the pig and to the chick, particularly. 
Fortunately, this inhibiting factor is destroyed by heat, and 
when the soybean oil meal is toasted, this factor disappears 
and the young growing animal may utilize the protein 
satisfactorily.
 “It was the discovery that heating improved the quality 
of the protein in soybean oil meal that really accounted for 
the rapid growth of the soybean industry in this country. 
Since that discovery, the soybean industry has been working 
constantly to discover the best combination of heat, moisture, 
and time which will produce the best quality meal and at the 
same time avoid overheating in the product that is produced.
 “When soybean oil meal is overheated certain of the 
amino acids, particularly lysine and probably methionine, 
become unavailable to the young, growing animal. 
Therefore, there is an optimum method of processing, below 
which an inhibiting factor operates, and above which the 
amino acids are not available to the young, growing animal.

 “Much work has been done in attempting to devise rapid 
chemical tests which will evaluate the biological value of 
soybean oil meals. Unfortunately, no such simple test has 
been developed as of this date. One of the tests that is used 
most frequently, and which receives the most publicity, is the 
modifi ed Caskey-Knapp urease test.
 “Urease Test: In the raw soybean there is an enzyme, 
urease, which is inactivated by the application of heat. 
Therefore, a measure of the urease content of the resulting 
meal provides some measure of the heat that has been 
applied to that soybean oil meal in processing.
 “It may be seen readily that this test breaks down when 
meals are overheated because when all of the urease has 
been inactivated, obviously it can no longer serve to measure 
the amount of heat that has been applied beyond the point 
of destruction of the total amount of urease. Therefore, the 
urease test as used in plant control operations today in many 
plants is a means of measuring the degree of processing 
and evaluating the point at which the heating has been 
completed.
 “Unfortunately, there is not a high degree of correlation 
between the urease readings and the biological value of 
the soybean oil meal produced. Within limits, it serves its 
purpose but its functions are limited.
 “There is hardly any product on the market which does 
not have problems of one type or another. Every industry 
must recognize its problems and do its best to correct them. 
I feel that the soybean industry has done a very fi ne job in 
this respect. We must have continued vigilance and efforts 
to improve the product in order that we may meet the 
requirements of the vastly increased numbers of livestock 
and poultry necessary to produce the foods for our growing 
population in this country.”
 A small portrait photo shows Dr. Harold L. Wilcke.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Dec. 2020) that contains the term “fi rst limiting amino 
acid” (related to protein quality) in connection with soy. 
Address: PhD, Ralston Purina Co., St. Louis, Missouri.

691. Takahashi, Jusaku. 1955. 2, 3 no bitamin B-12 no 
shigen ni tsuite. I. [Studies on several sources of vitamin 
B-12. I.]. Eiyo to Shokuryo (J. of Japanese Society of Food 
and Nutrition) 8(2):25-27. March 11. [Jap]
• Summary: A signifi cant amount of vitamin B-12 is found 
in natto and miso, although little is found in the whole 
soybeans from which these products are made. The amount 
of B-12 in soybeans and various soyfoods is as follows 
(measured in nanograms per 100 gm): Fresh whole dry 
soybeans 8, Tengu natto (sold commercially) 83, Shinshu 
miso 170, Shinshu miso (boiled for 15 minutes) 170, Shinshu 
miso (boiled for 30 minutes) 162.
 When natto is stored at 30ºC, vitamin B-12 is slowly 
lost. It drops from 83 nanograms per 100 gm when fresh to 
49 nanograms per 100 gm after 3 days.
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692. Di Carlo, Frederick J.; Schultz, A.S.; Kent, A.M. 
1955. Soybean nucleic acid. Archives of Biochemistry and 
Biophysics 55(1):253-56. March. [14 ref]
• Summary: A method originally devised for the estimation 
of nucleic acid in yeasts was subsequently applied to 
soybeans and soybean meal. These latter materials were 
found to contain nucleic acid in appreciable concentrations. 
“The analytical data were substantiated by the isolation of 
nucleic acid from soybean meal in good yield.”
 Soybean nucleic acid contained very little, if any, DNA. 
The composition of soy pentose nucleic acid (PNA) was 
determined by chromatographic and spectrophotometric 
techniques. Address: Fleischmann Labs., Standard Brands 
Inc., Stamford, Connecticut.

693. Kawamura, Sin’itirô. 1955. Studies on the utilization 
of the by-products of soybean-protein manufacture. VII. 
Summarizing discussion. Kagawa-Kenritsu Noka Daigaku 
Gakujutsu Hokoku (Technical Bulletin of the Kagawa 
Agricultural College) 6(3):227-40. March. [81 ref. Eng; jap]
• Summary: Deals with utilizing soluble carbohydrates. 
Soluble carbohydrates should be concentrated and utilized 
before the alkaline extraction of protein. Address: Lab. of 
Biological Chemistry.

694. Omata, Shojiro; Ueno, Teruo; Nakagawa, Yasushi. 
1955. Shôyu no iro ni kansuru kenkyû. IV. Furfural no [On 
the color of soy sauce. IV. On the effect of furfural on the 
color of soy-sauce]. Nippon Nogeikagaku Kaishi (J. of the 
Agricultural Chemical Society of Japan) 29(3):215-19. 
March. [28 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: The variation of furfural content during brewing 
of soy sauce was determined by a spectrophotometer.
 The furfural content of the raw material [moromi] 
decreases little during the later stages of brewing 
but is increased by pasteurization. The content of 
hydroxymethylfurfural (HMF) and methylfurfural (MeF) 
in soy-sauce changes and HMF is made secondary by 
pasteurization.
 The existence of furfural increases the color degree of 
soy sauce.
 The mechanism of color making from furfural is not by 
autoxidation of furfural, but rather by a simple reaction of 
furfural-amino acid and furfural aldehyde. Address: Faculty 
of Agriculture, Naniwa Univ.

695. Oyenuga, V. Adenuga. 1955. Nigeria’s foods and 
feeding-stuffs: Their chemistry and nutritive value. Univ. 
of Ibadan, Faculty of Agriculture, Technical Bulletin No. 1. 
53 p. March. 2nd ed. 1959 (65 p.). 3rd ed. 1968 (vi + 99 p.). 
[64* ref]
• Summary: The Introduction begins: “There are more 
than eight million head of cattle and approximately the 

same number of sheep and goats in Nigeria.” There is also 
a large and rapidly increasing number of pigs, donkeys, 
asses, horses and camels, and a large number of fowl, ducks, 
turkeys, guinea-fowl and other domestic birds.
 A table (p. 12-13) gives the average chemical 
composition (per cent. of dry matter) of various feeding 
stuffs used in Nigeria, including the scientifi c name of the 
feed, the calculated digestible nutrients, and various values 
calculated from the digestible nutrients (per 100 lb. of dry 
food). For example: Soya bean: Glycine max, Merr. (see 
Errata), 93.23% dry matter, 44.08% crude protein, 40.81% 
true protein, 19.10% ether extract [oil], 5.71% crude fi bre, 
26.05% nitrogen free extract, 5.06% total ash, and 4.40% 
silica free ash. 39.23% digestible crude protein, 36.32% 
digestible true protein, 16.81% digestible (oil) ether extract, 
4.17% digestible fi bre, 17.45% digestible nitrogen free 
extract. Nutritive ratio 1.54. ‘V’ correction factor 98, protein 
equivalent 35.22, starch equivalent 90.46, total digestible 
nutrient 91.99.
 The section (p. 44-46) titled “Glycine max Merr. (The 
soyabean)” states: “Soyabean has not been successfully 
in Nigeria or in any other part of West Africa, where its 
cultivation in native agriculture seems totally unknown.”
 Footnote: “Within the past few years, however, soyabean 
has become fairly well established in Nigeria. Just under 
9,000 tons of soyabeans were exported in 1953-54 (Nigeria 
Trade Journal, Vol. 3, No. 1. 1955).”
 “Climatically West Africa would appear a suitable area 
for soyabean production and the importance of the crop in 
commerce as well as its high nutritive value seem suffi ciently 
great to justify the amount of labour and money that may 
be necessary in any determined attempt for its successful 
establishment. China (particularly Manchuria), Korea, Japan 
and the United States are the world’s leading producing 
countries. The crop is also grown in the Philippines, Siam 
[Thailand], and the East Indian islands [probably today’s 
Indonesia].”
 Discusses the use of soyabeans for food, feed, and as a 
forage crop (including soilage and hay crop), its chemical 
composition (see table 8, p. 45), and the biological value of 
the protein of soyabean oil meal. Conclusion: “Soyabean 
and soyabean oil meal.” Address: B.Sc., Ph.D., A.R.I.C. 
[Associate of the Royal Inst. of Chemistry?], Lecturer in 
Animal Nutrition, University College, Ibadan, Nigeria.

696. Baptist, N.G.; De Mel, Beatrice V. 1955. Growth and 
amino-acid intakes of children on a cereal-legume-vegetable 
diet. British J. of Nutrition 9(2):156-70. [41 ref]
• Summary: Opinion is still divided on the adequacy of 
vegetable protein as the sole protein in the diet of growing 
children.
 This study of children aged 1-6 years concluded that “a 
suitable mixture of vegetable proteins can support growth in 
children.” Address: Biochemical Lab., Dep. of Physiology, 
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Univ. of Ceylon, Colombo, Ceylon.

697. Carter, M.W.; Matrone, G.; Smart, W.W.G., Jr. 1955. 
Effect of genistin on reproduction of the mouse. J. of 
Nutrition 55(4):639-45. April. [15 ref]
• Summary: In a control diet containing 0.2% added 
genistin, the authors found little effect on reproduction in 
mice, although soybeans were found to elicit an estrogenic 
response in mice. An estrogen is a substance capable of 
stimulating the growth of female reproductive organs and 
the development of female secondary characteristics in 
animals. “Reproductive disturbances have been reported to 
occur in sheep and in rabbits fed the soybean plant as a large 
part of the diet by Hunt (1935), Kendall et al. (1950), and 
Matrone (1952). That these reproductive disturbances might 
have been caused in part by the presence of an estrogenic-
like substance can be inferred from data in the literature... 
Both commercial soybean oil meal and isolated genistin 
[an isofl avone] signifi cantly lowered the age at which the 
vaginas of immature mice opened.
 “The principal effect on reproduction of 0.2% genistin in 
the diet was a decrease in the number of litters born, whereas 
litter size was not affected. The effect of commercial soybean 
oil meal (80% of the diet [which would provide a dietary 
level of 0.12% genistin]) on the number of litters born was 
not statistically signifi cant but the number of litters obtained 
was less than that from the group of females on the control 
diet.” Address: Animal Nutrition Section, Dep. of Animal 
Industry, North Carolina Agric. Exp. Station, Raleigh.

698. Ebine, Hideo; Ito, Hiroshi; Nakano, Masahiro. 1955. 
Eiyô kyôka miso no kenkyû. III. Miso no karushiumu keitai 
ni tsuite [On the manufacture of enriched miso. III. Calcium 
salts in enriched miso]. Shokuryo Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku 
(Report of the Food Research Institute) No. 10. p. 149-53. 
April. [5 ref. Jap]
Address: Food Research Inst., Shiohama 1-4-12, Koto-ku, 
Tokyo, Japan.

699. Ebine, Hideo; Nakajima, Michie; Nakano, Masahiro. 
1955. Eiyô kyôka miso no kenkyû. IV. Bitamin, karushiumu 
kyôka miso ni tsuite [On the manufacture of enriched 
miso. IV. Enrichment with vitamins B-1, B-2 and calcium]. 
Shokuryo Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the Food 
Research Institute) No. 10. p. 155-60. April. [8 ref. Jap]
Address: Food Research Inst., Shiohama 1-4-12, Koto-ku, 
Tokyo, Japan.

700. Tucker, Howard F.; Salmon, W.D. 1955. Parakeratosis 
or zinc defi ciency disease in the pig. Proceedings of the 
Society for Experimental Biology and Medicine 88(4):613-
16. April. [12 ref]
• Summary: Phytic acid may decrease the availability 
of divalent cations, such as zinc, by the formation of an 

insoluble protein-phytic acid-mineral complex. This can 
reduce the availability of zinc in soybean feeds and foods.
 Note: This article presents the fi rst direct evidence that 
zinc defi ciency may develop in animals fed a diet composed 
of natural products. Address: Dep. of Animal Husbandry and 
Nutrition, Agric. Exp. Station of Alabama Polytechnic Inst., 
Auburn, Alabama.

701. Product Name:  Lecithin Complex Capsules: Extra 
High Potency. Lecithin Complex Plus (Powder).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Victor Lemon Company.
Manufacturer’s Address:  3477 West 6th St., Los Angeles 
5, California.
Date of Introduction:  1955 April.
New Product–Documentation:  Ad in Let’s Live. 1955. 
April. p. 14. “Soybean lecithin.” Concerning the trade-
marked capsules: “These 8 grain capsules contain lecithin 
and cephalin with their natural fractions of choline, inositol, 
sterols, tocopherols, and unsaturated fatty acids as extracted 
from raw soybeans. You save money on these higher potency 
capsules without added synthetic vitamins. 100 capsules, 
$2.50–200 capsules, $4.75. 500 capsules, $10.50–1000 
capsules, $18.50”
 Concerning the trade-marked Complex Plus: “Soy 
lecithin in a highly palatable powder form containing all of 
the natural fractions and with added rutin, methionine, and 
glutamic acid. All ingredients from natural plant sources. 4 
oz, $1.65–8 oz, $3.25. 19 oz, $6.50–38 oz, $11.75”
 A similar ad appeared in the Aug. 1958 issue (p. 19), in 
the Dec. 1959 issue (p. 53), and in the March 1960 issue (p. 
28).

702. Ikeda, Tetsutaro; Yamamoto, Ryuichi. Assignors to 
Shionogi Drug Manufacturing Company. 1955. [Water 
insoluble vitamin B-1 powder]. Japanese Patent 3400. May 
20. (Chem. Abst. 51:13324c). [Jap]*
• Summary: A decoction from soybeans can be used instead 
of gelatin.

703. Rohm & Haas Company (a Corporation of Delaware). 
1955. Method of epoxidizing esters of unsaturated fatty 
acids. British Patent 790,063. Date of application and 
fi ling complete specifi cation: 26 May 1955. 5 p. Complete 
specifi cation published: 5 Feb. 1958. Application made in the 
USA: 9 June 1954.
• Summary: Such esters, useful as plasticizers and stabilizers 
for poly(vinyl chloride), etc., are prepared by reaction of an 
ester of an unsaturated, water-insoluble, monocarboxylic 
aliphatic acid with an aqueous mixture having a pH of at 
least 0.5 and containing hydrogen peroxide, acetic anhydride, 
and a basic or neutral ionizable salt of a metal of group 
IA of IIA. Peracetic acid is formed and is assumed to be 
responsible for the epoxidation. The process is particularly 
suitable for use with the fatty acids (oleic, linoleic, and 
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linolenic) of vegetable oils, such as soybean oil. Address: 
222 West Washington Square, Philadelphia 5, Pennsylvania.

704. Green, J.; Marcinkiewicz, S.; Watt, P.R. 1955. The 
determination of tocopherols by paper chromatography. J. of 
the Science of Food and Agriculture (London) 6(5):274-82. 
May. [16 ref]
• Summary: The “Soya-bean” is mentioned in Table II (p. 
279) titled “Tocopherol assays of vegetable oils.” Soya-bean 
oil has a total tocopherol content of 1.18 mg/gm, the 3rd 
highest after wheat bran oil (3.20) and wheat germ oil (2.55). 
The same table shows the percentage of total tocopherols 
that are of six types: alpha, beta, gamma, delta, epsilon, 
and zeta. Soya-bean oil is 59.0% gamma tocopherol, 27.5% 
delta, and 13.5% alpha.
 “With the introduction of paper chromatographic 
methods, the problem of vitamin E assay appears to 
be nearing solution” (p. 280). Address: Walton Oaks 
Experimental Station, Vitamins Limited, Tadworth, Surry.

705. Matagrin, Am. 1955. Soya phytosterols: Chemistry, 
properties and uses. Manufacturing Chemist (London) 
26(5):201-02. May. First published in French in La 
Parfumerie Moderne. [Eng]
• Summary: “The phytosterols of soya have certain 
characteristics and properties in common with animal 
steroids such as cholesterol. They are, however, less 
expensive and might thus be considered for use in a wider 
range of products.” Suggests that phytosterols could be used 
for cosmetics, soaps, ointments, dermatological preparations 
and vehicles for insecticides instead of cholesterol. The 
advantages of the phytosterols include their abundance and 
low price.
 The phytosterols in soybeans were discovered at a time 
when Charles Tanret, an inventive French pharmacist, had 
already isolated ergotinine and fungisterol from ergosterol, a 
substance which he had previously found in the ergot of rye.
 In 1907 Klobb and Bloch described the solids in the 
unsaponifi able fraction of soyabean oil as a mixture of 
vegetable sterols. This fi nding was confi rmed in 1911 by 
Matthes and Dahle and in 1928 in a paper by Kurt Bonstead 
on physiological chemistry dealing mainly with the vegetable 
sterols.
 The structure of cholesterol, ergosterol, stigmasterol, 
and sitosterol are shown.

706. McKinney, Leonard L.; Uhing, E.H.; White, 
J.L.; Picken, J.C., Jr. 1955. Autoxidation products of 
trichloroethylene. J. of Agricultural and Food Chemistry 
3(5):413-19. May. [50 ref]
• Summary: “Trichloroethylene has been tried during 3 
different periods in the past 45 years, on a commercial basis 
as a solvent for extracting oil from soybeans. Each time 
its use has been abandoned because of the toxicity of the 

resultant defatted meal to cattle. These commercial ventures 
have included 17 different plants.”
 “Trichloroethylene-extracted soybean oil meal has been 
associated with a refractory, hemorrhagic, aplastic anemia 
when fed to cattle.” In 1912 the fi rst poisoning of cattle 
occurred in Scotland. In 1923-1925, widespread and severe 
outbreaks of the same cattle poisoning occurred in Germany 
and Holland. The source of the meal, a soybean oil extraction 
plant using trichloroethylene in Düsseldorf, Germany, 
converted to benzene extraction in 1925.
 In 1938 in the USA, feeding experiments were initiated 
by L.A. Maynard of Cornell University [Ithaca, New York]; 
they were subsequently interpreted (Sweeney & Arnold 
1949) as demonstrating that trichloroethylene-extracted 
soybean oil meal was nontoxic to cattle when processed at 
higher temperatures (120ºC for 30 minutes).
 During the period 1947-1952, widespread outbreaks of 
this disease occurred in cattle fed trichloroethylene-extracted 
soybean oil meal produced in plants located in the United 
States (3 references), Italy (1 reference), and Japan (1 
reference). Address: 1-3. Northern Regional Research Lab., 
Peoria, Illinois; 4. Veterinary Medical Research Inst., Iowa 
State College, Ames, Iowa.

707. Picken, Joseph C., Jr.; Jacobson, N.L.; Allen, R.S.; 
Biester, H.E.; Bennett, P.C.; McKinney, L.L.; Cowan, J.C. 
1955. Toxicity of trichloroethylene-extracted soybean oil 
meal. J. of Agricultural and Food Chemistry 3(5):420-24. 
May. [12 ref]
• Summary: Toxic symptoms were observed in cattle fed 
trichloroethylene-extracted soybean meal. Address: 1-5. 
Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa; 6-7. Northern Regional 
Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois.

708. Wood, Alice L. 1955. The history of artifi cial feeding of 
infants. J. of the American Dietetic Association 31(5):474-
82. May. [96 ref]
• Summary: “Artifi cial feeding has been defi ned as ‘feeding 
an infant with other than breast-milk. Artifi cial feeding has 
perplexed every society.” Milk from a wet-nurse was not 
artifi cial.
 Discusses: Early records of wet nursing and artifi cial 
feeding. Science replaces superstition [in the late 19th 
century] (“Abraham Jacobi established the fi rst pediatric 
clinic in America in 1860”). Evolution of the feeding bottle. 
Sanitary milk supply (success came in the late 19th century, 
as the germ theory came to be widely known and accepted. 
In 1857 Gail Borden started the fi rst sanitary inspection 
of milk. In 1886 Jacobi recommended sterilizing milk). 
Defi ciency diseases (“Rickets and scurvy have been the two 
outstanding hazards in the life of the young child throughout 
history,...”). Recent trends (“The modern era of feeding 
might be said to date from 1930.” The baby food industry 
began in 1929).
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 In this long chapter, the development of non-dairy infant 
foods is not mentioned. However it is alluded to: “Allergy, 
too, can be dealt with more effectively” (of the 17 references 
cited, a few deal with soy formulas). Address: Graduate 
student, Teachers College, Columbia Univ., New York City.

709. Ishikawa, Hisao; Takaichi, Katsumi. 1955. [Lignin and 
lignifi cation. 5. The formation of lignin in the young plant]. 
Nihon Ringakkai shi (J. of the Japanese Forestry Society) 
37(6):244-50. June 25. [22 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: An experiment with young soybean plants.
 “Abstract: From the experimental results regard to the 
lignin formation of the young red- or soy-bean plant, the 
following suggestions were obtained:
 “(1) A precursor of lignin may be formed from a middle 
compound in the common route of the photosynthesis and 
the respiration fermentation (probably, glycolysis).
 “(2) Lignin formation was slightly promoted by sucrose 
and fructose, but not glucose.
 “(3) Lignin formation was accelerated by the addition 
of inositol, quinic acid, shikimic acid, acetate, alcohol, 
acetaldehyde, coniferin, syringin and aromatic aldehyde 
having a free phenolic OH, and acceleration by H2O2 was 
also ascertained.
 “(4) It is deduced that lignin may be formed via. such 
pathway as Warburg-Dickens-Horecker pathway and also via 
the glycolytic pathway.
 “(5) Lignin formation was inhibited by some compounds 
of heavy metal containing enzyme, but, the inhibitors such as 
malonate, hydroxylamine and NaF etc. increased the lignin 
content in the plant material within the some limits of the 
concentration.” Address: Matsuyama Agricultural College.

710. Fujisawa, Shinkichi. 1955. Shokuhin moshiku wa 
shôyu, miso shikomi genryô to shite tekisuru butsuryô 
no seizô hôhô [Food product for brewing of soy sauce or 
fermented soybean paste]. Japanese Patent 30-4442. June 
28. 3 p. (Chem. Abst. 51:13311b). [Jap]
• Summary: A protein-rich food product is prepared 
from sweet or white potatoes by addition of organic and 
inorganic nitrogen sources followed by cultivation with 
microorganisms. The product contains large amounts of 
vitamins and proteinaceous components and can be used 
as a food or as an ingredient in the production of soy sauce 
(at 60%) or miso (at 30%). Address: Gifu-ken, Inaba-gun, 
Numa-machi?, Okan 698, Japan.

711. Melo, Maria de Lourdes. 1955. Valor nutritivo da soja e 
a importancia de seu cultivo no norte e nordeste brasileiros. 
Soja–o novo alimento para o novo mundo [Nutritional value 
of soya and the importance of its production in north- and 
northeast Brazil. Soya–the new food for the new world]. 
Boletim de Agricultura (Belo Horizonte, Brazil) 4(5/6):53-
64. May/June. [31 ref. Por]

Address: Dietista da I.N.U.B., Brazil.

712. Ratner, Bret; Crawford, Lloyd V. 1955. Soybean: 
Anaphylactogenic properties. Annals of Allergy 13(3):289-
95. June. [11 ref]
• Summary: In 1934 Duke aroused interest in the “question 
of the allergenicity of soybean” when he reported one case 
of a person who was “exquisitely sensitive to soybean.” His 
patient lived and worked near a soybean mill. Yet despite 
“Duke’s warning that soybean might become a source 
of allergy, there has been practically no evidence in the 
literature in the intervening twenty years that soybean is an 
important factor in this disease.” In 1942 Hill deduced that 
“soybean is a poor antigen.” Many soy products are now on 
the market.
 “Because of the use of soybean as a milk substitute 
in infant feeding, we undertook to investigate it from the 
standpoint of its allergenicity.”
 The materials used were raw dried soybean [whole dry], 
soybean fl our (Special X Brand, made by Spencer Kellogg 
and Sons, Inc.) and soybean extract (SBE). Each is described 
in detail (p. 290).
 “Summary and conclusions: Soybean was demonstrated 
to be a weak anaphylactogen when tested in the guinea 
pig. 2. The weak antigenicity is moderately enhanced 
when adjuvants are incorporated into the soybean antigen. 
3. Sensitization was not materially increased by multiple 
sensitizing injections” or “through inhalation of soybean 
fl our.” “6. The reduced amount of methionine present in 
the soybean protein might in part account for the lowered 
antigenic activity of soybean.”
 Note: Webster’s Dictionary defi nes anaphylaxis (a word 
fi rst used in 1907) as “1: hypersensitivity (as to foreign 
proteins or drugs) resulting from sensitization following prior 
contact with the causative agent. 2: anaphylactic shock.”
 It defi nes an antigen (a word fi rst used in 1908) as “a 
usually protein or carbohydrate substance (as a toxin or 
enzyme) capable of stimulating an immune response.” Note: 
This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2020) that uses the 
word “antigen” or “antigens” in connection with soybeans. 
Address: 1. M.D., F.A.C.A., 50 East 78th St., New York, NY.

713. Scholfi eld, C.R.; Dutton, H.J. 1955. Preparation of 
phosphatidyl ethanolamine from soy bean phosphatides. J. of 
Biological Chemistry 214(2):633-38. June. [10 ref]
• Summary: In this paper, two simplifi ed procedures are 
presented for isolating phosphatidyl ethanolamine from the 
alcohol-insoluble fraction of soy bean phosphatides. The 
product is almost free of other phospholipids; it contains 
about 85-86% phosphatidyl ethanolamine together with 
12.7% unsaponifi able material. Sterol glycosides cannot be 
removed. Address: Northern Utilization Research Branch, 
ARS, Peoria, Illinois.
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714. Cheng, Edmund W.; Yoder, L.; Story, C.D.; Burroughs, 
W. 1955. Estrogenic activity of some naturally occurring 
isofl avones. Annals of the New York Academy of Sciences 
61(1):652-59. July 8. [16 ref]
• Summary: “The presence of an isofl avone glucoside, 
genistin, in soy bean meal has been known for some time.” 
The authors obtained genistein by hydrolysis of genistin with 
hydrochloric acid in methanol. It was crystallized as white 
rectangular rods having a melting point of 298ºC. Table 
2 shows the estrogenic activity of genistin and genistein 
as determined by the mouse uterine weight method. Eight 
different results (each the result of a trial on 6 mice) are 
shown, and compared with a normal control and stilbestrol 
injected (0.02 mcg and 0.04 mcg). The greatest uterine 
weight gain (to 22.6 from 9.7) came from feeding 5.0 mg of 
genistein.
 Estrogenic substances were also extracted from clover 
and alfalfa hays. Four isofl avones, genistein, formononetin, 
daidzein, and biochanin A, were synthesized chemically and 
their estrogenic activity assayed by use of the mouse uterine 
method.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 1999) that 
mentions the “formononetin,” an isofl avone that is not found 
in soybeans, but is found in clover and some other legumes. 
Address: Iowa Agric. Exp. Station, Ames, Iowa.

715. Allison, James B. 1955. Biological evaluation of 
proteins. Physiological Reviews 35(3):664-700. July. [395 
ref]
• Summary: An excellent review of the literature. Address: 
Dep. of Physiology and Biochemistry, Rutgers Univ., New 
Brunswick, New Jersey.

716. Hamada, Hideo. 1955. Shôsô-in yakujin-chû no ina-
momi oyobi daizu no keishitsu ni tsuite [On the characters of 
paddy and soybeans in drug wastes preserved in the Shosoin 
Treasury]. Nippon Sakumotsu Gakkai Kiji (Proceedings of 
the Crop Science Society of Japan) 23(4):276. July. [1 ref. 
Jap; eng]
• Summary: The paddy and soybeans in the drug wastes 
preserved in the Shosoin Treasury were investigated 
morphologically and microchemically.
 “The soybeans of the treasury exhibit the medium 
size and shape between those of the wild form and the 
summer varieties. The Shosoin soybeans weigh about 21% 
lighter than the contrasting soybeans of nearly the same 
size, and retain the minimum water contents of soybean, 
viz. 8.9%, while those of the summer varieties hold about 
12% in general. Besides it is noteworthy that the cotyledon 
parenchymatous cells of the Shosoin soybeans are about 
37% narrower than those of the contrasts. Despite being 
under such circumstances, no signifi cant sign of chemical 
deterioration in soybean protein and fat in the plasm, 
exclusive of pectin in the middle lamella of the cell wall, is 

observed under a microscope.” Address: Hyogo Agricultural 
College.

717. Katchman, Bernard J. 1955. Some observations on 
the photochemistry of soybean trypsin inhibitor. Radiation 
Research 2(5):467-74. July. *

718. Hegsted, D.M.; Trulson, M.F.; White, H.S.; White, P.L.; 
et al. 1955. Lysine and methionine supplementation of all-
vegetable diets for human adults. J. of Nutrition 56(4):555-
76. Aug. [24 ref]
• Summary: A study of amino acids and nitrogen intake 
and excretion in young adult vegetarians with and without 
supplementation with lysine and methionine. The author 
notes the “relatively high biological value of the proteins 
from potato and soy bean, corn germ, etc.” Address: 1-3. 
Dep. of Nutrition, Harvard School of Public Health, Boston, 
Massachusetts; 4. Inst. of Inter-American Affairs, Div. of 
Health, Welfare and Housing, Lima, Peru.

719. Holemans, K.; Lambrechts, A. 1955. Nitrogen 
metabolism and fat absorption in malnutrition and in 
kwashiorkor. J. of Nutrition 56(4):477-94. Aug. [39 ref]
• Summary: The authors studied the absorption of nitrogen 
from animal products and from vegetable protein mixtures 
by children recovering from kwashiorkor. The nitrogen 
absorbed from meat, milk, or fi sh (as a percentage of 
nitrogen intake) was 85.4% compared with 86.4% for soya 
bean or peanuts. Thus the nitrogen from the plant foods 
was absorbed better. Address: Nutrition Lab. of FOREAMI 
(Fonds Reine Elisabeth d’Assistance Médicale aux 
Indigènes), FESHI, Belgian Congo; Pediatric Dep., Univ. of 
Liege, Belgium.

720. Birk, Yehudith; Bondi, A. 1955. The action of 
proteolytic enzymes on protein feeds. II. Intermediary 
products precipitated by trichloroacetic acid and 
phosphotungstic acid from peptic and pancreatic digests. J. 
of the Science of Food and Agriculture (London) 6(9):549-
56. Sept. [9 ref]
• Summary: “A characteristic difference was found between 
feeds of plant and animal origin. Protein feeds of animal 
origin contained a protein fraction with 20-30 amino acid 
residues in the molecule, which dissolved in buffer solutions 
pH of about 8 and was precipitated by trichloracetic acid 
(TCA).” This fraction was not found in animal proteins; that 
might be one of the reasons for the lower nutritional value 
of plant proteins as compared with animal proteins. Address: 
Agricultural Research Station, Rehovoth, Israel.

721. Blue, Johnny A. 1955. Folklore remedy (Canada 
fl eabane) for soybean diarrhea. J. of Allergy 26(5):425-28. 
Sept. [9 ref]
• Summary: Children allergic to cow’s milk who use 
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soybean milk may develop diarrhea from soybean milk. 
“Most of us have heard the complaints of mothers about 
the foul odor of soybean milk while boiling it in an attempt 
to prevent the diarrhea.” Describes a cure for “soybean 
diarrhea” using Canada fl eabane, also called “mule tail tea.” 
The remedy was used on 25 infants and young children who 
had moderate to severe diarrhea from the consumption of 
soybean milk (Mull-soy) after the usual methods of treating 
it had failed. A pinch of the dried leaves were steeped in 
hot water then strained and added to the soybean formula. 
“There were no ill effects noted from the treatment.” 
Address: Oklahoma City, OK.

722. Brown, J.C.; Holmes, R.S. 1955. Iron, the limiting 
element in a chlorosis. I. Availability and utilization of iron 
dependent upon nutrition and plant species. Plant Physiology 
30(5):451-57. Sept. [17 ref]
• Summary: Experiments with wheat, rice and soybeans. 
“Summary: Four plant species which differed in their 
susceptibility to ‘lime-induced’ chlorosis (iron defi ciency) 
and copper defi ciency were grown in soils of low available 
iron supply (calcareous) and soils of low available copper 
supply (organic). A continuous source of available iron 
appeared necessary for the growth of all the plants studied, 
but the plant species differed in the concentration of 
available iron required in the growth media to prevent iron 
chlorosis. One of the four species was unable to absorb 
suffi cient iron from calcareous soil for normal growth.
 “Radioiron was supplied to chlorosis susceptible 
soybeans through approach grafts and seed. In each case, 
insuffi cient iron was absorbed from the soil to prevent 
chlorosis when the available source of iron was stopped 
or depleted. The radioiron in the plant did not move 
appreciably under these conditions.” Address: Soil and Water 
Conservation Research Branch, ARS, USDA, Beltsville, 
Maryland.

723. Fujita, Akiji; Fujita, D.; Fujino, K. 1955. Fluorometric 
determination of vitamin B-6. III. Fractional determination 
of pyridoxal and 4-pyridoxic acid. J. of Vitaminology (Osaka, 
Japan) 1(4):279-89. Oct. 10. [13 ref]
• Summary: The percentage of vitamin B-6 in the form 
of pyridoxol, pyridoxal, and pyridoxamine in soybeans is 
44, 44, and 12 respectively. Address: Biochemical Lab., 
Kitasato Inst., Minato-ku, Tokyo and Biochemical Inst., 
Kyoto Prefectural Univ. School of Medicine, Kawara-machi, 
Nishijin, Kyoto, Japan.

724. East, June. 1955. The effect of genistein on the fertility 
of mice. J. of Endocrinology (London) 13(1):94-100. Oct. 
[15 ref]
• Summary: Synthetic genistein (5:7:4’-trihydroxy-
isofl avone) proved to be oestrogenic (estrogenic, i.e. 
produced vaginal cornifi cation) when included in the 

normal diet of immature, spayed, and intact female mice in 
amounts calculate to give daily intakes of 2, 10, and 15 mg 
respectively. Consumption of genistein also precipitated 
vaginal opening in immature mice.
 “The fertility of adult male mice fed 15 mg genistein 
daily for 22-25 days was more severely affected than that of 
adult females similarly treated for 31-55 days. Of ten males, 
fi ve were rendered sterile and the fertility of three others was 
impaired. Two of ten females did not mate and abnormal 
numbers of still-born young were produced by the remaining 
animals. Four males and one female did recover fertility 
when transferred to normal rations.” Address: National Inst. 
for Medical Research, Mill Hill, London, N.W. 7 [England].

725. Melo, Maria de Lourdes. 1955. [Soy bean in diet 
therapy of nutrition diseases]. Revista Brasileira de Medicina
12(10):712-16. Oct. [Por]*
Address: Brazil.

726. Thompson, M.D. 1955. Comparison of milk and soya 
beans in the treatment of kwashiorkor in Uganda. British 
Medical Journal. ii(4952):1366-69. Dec. 3. [5 ref]
• Summary: Soy-banana mixtures were used successfully for 
treating kwashiorkor. But the author warned: “Failures with 
soya are attributable at the practical diffi culty of feeding the 
mixtures, which was so great, even in many cases in which 
treatment was eventually successful, that it would seem to 
make routine use of soya-bean feeds impracticable outside 
specialized centres.” Address: M.D., M.R.C.P., Mulago 
Hospital, Kampala; Dep. of Medicine, Makerere College; 
Lab. of the Colonial Research Scheme.

727. King, William H.; Thurber, Francis H.; Altschul, Aaron 
M. Assignors to the USA as represented by the Secretary of 
Agriculture. 1955. Treating vegetable oil-bearing materials 
to obtain meals of improved nutritive value. U.S. Patent 
2,726,155. Dec. 6. 3 p. Application fi led 16 April 1954. [2 
ref]
• Summary: The process involves heat treatment, primarily 
of soybean and cottonseed meats. Address: New Orleans, 
Louisiana.

728. Schade, Heinz. 1955. Nurupan–Antioxydans und 
Emulgator fuer Speiseeis [Nurupan–Antioxidant and 
emulsifi er for ice cream]. Molkerei- und Kaeserei-Zeitung 
6(49):1758-59. Dec. 8. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: A soybean preparation stabilized the mix and 
caused better emulsifi cation. Address: Darmstadt.

729. Boletin de Produccion y Fomento Agricola (Buenos 
Aires, Argentina). 1955. Mejoramiento y fomento de los 
cultivos industriales y especiales varios [Improving and 
promoting industrial crops and various specialty crops]. 
7(61-66):107-14. July/Dec. [Spa]
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• Summary: Section 6, titled Plantas oleaginosas, pimiento 
y caupi (“Oilseeds, vegetable pepper, and cowpea”) (p. 107-
14, from the Division of Oleaginous Plants. Chief: Ing. Agr. 
Raimundo Nieves) gives information, for such principal 
crops of Argentina as groundnuts, castor seed, sesame, 
soybean (p. 111-12), colza, green and red peppers (not hot) 
and cowpeas.
 Soybeans: Experimentation: Continues the improvement 
program initiated in 1947, using about 67 selections and 
varieties from various nations. Includes comparative yield 
trials, and adaptation trials. Multiplication. Intercropping. 
Nutritional analysis.

730. Lewis, C.J.; Catron, D.V.; Liu, C.H.; Speer, V.C.; 
Ashton, G.C. 1955. Enzyme supplementation of baby pig 
diets. J. of Agricultural and Food Chemistry 3(12):1047-50. 
Dec. [11 ref]
• Summary: Research at this station found that baby pigs 
may not have fully developed proteolytic and mylolytic 
enzyme systems.
 The performance of young pigs fed all plant protein 
rations does not approach that of pigs fed rations containing 
milk protein. Address: Iowa Agric. Exp. Station, Iowa State 
College, Ames, Iowa.

731. Soybean Digest. 1955. Tuna big soy oil market. Dec. p. 
19. Cover story.
• Summary: “More than 10 million cases of tuna were 
packed by southern California tuna canneries during 1954. 
And since all domestic tuna is canned in salad oil it meant 
that approximately 5 million gallons of soybean oil was used 
in the process. Soybean oil is the only additive used by U.S. 
tuna packers, and has been utilized exclusively since World 
War II. Cottonseed oil was in use at the start of the war, but 
the curtailment of this product due to the conservation of the 
cotton crop led canners to look to another source. After tests, 
it was discovered that soybean oil was more consistent than 
cottonseed, and the switchover became a permanent one.
 “A case of 48 seven-ounce cans of tuna requires a half 
gallon of soybean oil, with the result that the largest packers 
at Terminal Island and San Diego, California, will use an 
8,000-gallon tank car of soybean oil daily during the peak 
packing season.
 “The operation of distributing soybean oil uniformly 
into tuna-packed cans is mechanical with the oil being 
dispensed through a series of tiny nozzles as the cans 
automatically move along the conveyor belt prior to entering 
the sealing machines.
 “The story of the canneries receiving shipments and 
dispensing soybean oil is much more simple than catching 
the wary tuna.
 “That is where hard work and knowledge of the 
mysteries of the sea enter the picture. The average yearly 
catch of 360 million pounds of tuna represents approximately 

three trips by the ocean-going tuna clippers and the fl eet of 
purse seiners.
 “The tuna clippers are large craft ranging from 64 to 150 
feet in length with carrying capacities from 40 to 500 tons, 
and capable of 10,000-mile voyages lasting from three to 
four months.
 “The larger clippers of 500-ton capacity usually fi sh off 
the coasts of Central and South America, while the purse 
seiners, for the most part, ply the Mexican and California 
coast. The clippers are sometimes called bait boats. Their 
holds are divided into watertight compartments in which 
live bait such as sardines and anchovettas are carried to the 
fi shing grounds on the outward voyage and frozen tuna on 
the return trip.
 “On the tuna clipper, fi shing is done with hook and line 
and live bait. When a school of tuna is located a fi sherman 
called a “chummer” immediately dips the live bait from the 
tanks and throws it overboard to attract the tuna to the vessel.
 “Racks along the sides of the ship are lowered to permit 
the fi shermen to stand at water level. This system, plus the 
leather pole-sockets strapped around the fi shermen’s waists, 
allows for additional leverage when hauling up the tuna. 
Fishing is done with stout bamboo poles with short lines. 
Barbless hooks concealed by feathered lures are attached 
to the lines. The instant the tuna strikes, the line is whipped 
back and the tuna fl ies off the barbless hook onto the dock.
 “A tuna boat returning with a catch heads directly for the 
cannery docks. Nutritionally, tuna is one of the greatest of all 
protein foods. It contains a high content of vitamin B-12 and 
animal protein factor. It also provides a considerable portion 
of the daily minimum requirement of iodine and ranks high 
in phosphorus.
 “The value of tuna to the homemaker, however, extends 
far beyond its nutritional qualities. One of its greatest 
advantages is its versatility. Not only does tuna make a 
fl avorful dish when served alone, but it lends itself in 
combination with scores of other foods.
 A photo at the end of the article shows: “Soybean oil 
being dispensed into cans of tuna on the assembly line of 
one of the canneries at Terminal Island, California. A half 
gallon of soybean oil is used in packing a case of 48 seven-
ounce cans of tuna. Soybean oil is the only additive used by 
domestic tuna packers.”
 Note: Terminal Island is a largely artifi cial island 
located in Los Angeles County, California, between the 
neighborhood of San Pedro in the city of Los Angeles, and 
the city of Long Beach. Terminal Island is roughly split 
between the Port of Los Angeles and Port of Long Beach. 
Land use on the island is entirely industrial and port-related, 
as well as the Federal Correctional Institution, Terminal 
Island.
 “The Cover Picture: A system of multiple pole fi shing 
has been developed to cope with the different weights of 
tuna.
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 “Yellowfi n tuna, such as the one being hoisted on the 
ship’s deck, range up to 150 pounds in weight, and it is 
necessary to vary the number of fi shermen and poles from 
one to four according to the size of the fi sh. This is done by 
changing the number of lines attached to a single lure.”

732. Battle Creek Food Company. 1955. Authorized dealer 
price list. Battle Creek, Michigan. 1 p. *
• Summary: Compared to the 1940 price list, the number 
of soy products sold by the company has decreased to the 
following: Soy Acidophilus (pint bottle). Soy Flour (2 lb or 5 
lb). Soy Flakes (5 oz). Address: Battle Creek, Michigan.

733. Product Name:  [Nurupan (Whole Soy Flour)].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Edelsoja GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Hamburg, West Germany.
Date of Introduction:  1955.
New Product–Documentation:  Schade. 1955. Molkerei- 
und Käserei-Zeitung. 6(49):1758-59. “[Nurupan–Antioxidant 
and emulsifi er for ice cream].” Ad in Food Processing (UK). 
1985. p. 35. “Natural baking improvers from soyabeans.” 
Soya Bluebook. 1986. p. 84. “Nurapan” is probably a 
misspelling of Nurupan. Soya Bluebook. 1994. p. 56. Soya 
Bluebook Plus. 1995. p. 82. “Nurupan (toasted full-fat soy 
fl our, debittered, microfi ne milled).”

734. Melo, Maria de Lourdes. 1955. A soja nas distrofi as 
alimentares infantis [Soybeans for helping nutritional 
defi ciency in infants]. Arquivos de Saude Publica do 
Departamento de Saude e Assistencia (Minas Gerais) 
2(3):121-138. [Por]*
Address: Dietista da I.N.U.B., Brazil.

735. Nakashima, Kyozo; Tamura, Tsuruo. 1955. Kôri-dôfu 
seizô kôtei ni kansuru kenkyû. III. [Studies on the production 
of dried-frozen tofu. III. Color of Koya-dofu (continued)]. 
Osaka Furitsu Kogyo Shoreikan Hokoku (Reports of the 
Industrial Research Institute, Osaka Prefecture) No. 7-1:31-
37. [9 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: The color of Koya-dofu (dried-frozen tofu) 
turns from white to yellow during the manufacturing process. 
This change in color is caused mainly by the structural 
change in the tofu during processing. The faster the product 
is frozen, the whiter the color of the fi nal product. The 
yellowish tint comes from the soybean oil which oozes out 
of the tofu due to internal stress. Auto-oxidation of oil or 
protein has little to do with the product’s color.
 The small amounts of genistein were found in the 
tofu deepen the color while the tofu is being treated with 
ammonia.
 Commercial frozen tofu is frozen quickly which imparts 
a fi ne-grained texture to the surface of the tofu, but requires 
prolonged aging (20-30 days) to restore the lost elasticity. 
Home-made frozen tofu, freezes more slowly outdoors in 

cold, snowy weather, which gives it a coarse-grained texture; 
it requires less aging (5-7 days).
 Note: Accompanying this article is a 6-page, double-
spaced, typed English-language translation by Henry 
Sasame. Address: Osaka, Japan.

736. Warington, Katherine. 1955. Interaction between iron 
and other micronutrient elements in fl ax, soyabeans, and 
peas. Rothamsted Experimental Station, Report (Harpenden, 
Great Britain) 242 p. For 1954. See p. 64-65. *
• Summary: The divergent effects of molybdenum (Mo) 
on chlorosis were shown to be dependent on the form 
and concentration of the Mo supplied, as well as on the 
nature and age of the plants. The reduction of vanadium 
toxicity by iron (Fe) in soybeans depended on the form and 
concentration of the iron used, and appeared to be mostly 
through an internal interaction.

737. Yokoyama, Yoshikuni; Takahashi, J.; Miura, K.; 
Kawarai, H. 1955. Miso oyobi shôyu no bitamin B-12 
ganryô ni tsuite [Studies on vitamin B-12 in miso (fermented 
bean paste) and soy (sauce)]. Utsunomiya Daigaku 
Nogakubu Gakujutsu Hokoku (Bulletin of the College of 
Agriculture, Utsunomiya University) 2(3):411-12. [5 ref. Jap; 
eng]
• Summary: The vitamin B-12 content of miso and soy sauce 
was biologically tested using the microorganism Euglena 
cracilis var. bacillaris. The content differs by product type. 
Miso ranged from 83-316 m gamma% (probably 0.083-
0.316 micrograms/100 gm) and shoyu averaged 450 m 
gamma% (probably 0.450 micrograms per 100 gm). In miso, 
the highest level was found in salty Edomiso (316) and 
the lowest level (83) in Sendai miso made at Utsunomiya 
University. Address: Utsunomiya Univ.

738. Deuel, Harry J., Jr. 1955. The lipids: Their chemistry 
and biochemistry. Vol. II: Biochemistry. Digestion, 
absorption, transport and storage. New York, NY: 
Interscience Publishers, Inc. 919 p. Author index. Subject 
index. Plant and animal sources of lipids (index). 24 cm. 
[500+* ref]
• Summary: An excellent review of the early literature. A 
section titled “Digestibility of high-melting fats” (p. 218-21) 
states that soy oil is highly digestible.
 Soybean oil is discussed as follows: Lipase action on 
(p. 12). Absorption rate (p. 174, table 22). Digestibility 
coeffi cient of soybean oil (p. 216, 218; coeffi cient is 93.7-
97.5). Effect of polymerization and heating on digestibility 
coeffi cient (p. 232-33; the coeffi cient decreased). Soy sterols 
(p. 270-71). Unsaturated hydrocarbons–Gadusene in (p. 278, 
714). Effect of soybean oil on lipemia in calves (p. 412). 
Effect of soy sterols on lipemia (p. 432). Effect on plasma 
and liver vitamin A in calves (p. 506). Soft pork problem (p. 
536).
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 Concerning hydrogenation, this book contains extensive 
information about hydrogenated corn oil, cottonseed oil, 
lard, and peanut oil, including the digestibility coeffi cient, 
absorption, effect of lecithin, effect of heating, physical 
constants, etc. Hydrogenated soybean oil is not discussed. 
Address: Dean, Graduate School and Prof. of Biochemistry, 
Univ. of Southern California, Los Angeles.

739. Farrer, K.T.H. 1955. The thermal destruction of vitamin 
B-1 in foods. Advances in Food Research 6:257-311. See p. 
290. [231* ref]
• Summary: In the section titled “Losses in processing 
vegetables,” page 290 states that (according to Miller 1945) 
when soybeans are pressure cooked for 60 minutes at 121ºC, 
they loose about 74% of their thiamine content. Address: 
Research Laboratories, Kraft Foods Ltd., Melbourne, 
Australia.

740. Indian Council of Medical Research, Special Report 
Series. 1955. Milk substitutes of vegetable origin. No. 31. 48 
p. (New Delhi). [216 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Importance of milk in human dietary. 
Soya bean research in India. Vegetable milk from groundnut. 
Preparation of milk substitutes–soya bean milk. Groundnut 
milk and related products. Other milk substitutes. Summary 
and conclusions. References.
 “During the Bengal Famine of 1943, Guha and Saha 
prepared a mixture of soya-bean, groundnut and malted 
barley from which a milk was prepared, which fortifi ed 
with calcium and shark liver oil, was fed to a large number 
of infants and children who liked this feed and responded 
well to it. Experiments with rats showed that this milk gave 
better growth than ordinary bazaar milk but slightly less than 
genuine cow’s milk.”
 “During the past 3 decades, several attempts were made 
in India to popularise the use of soya-bean as an article 
of human food... Experiments carried out at Coonoor by 
Aykroyd and Krishnan (1937), showed that the pulse did not 
have any advantage over the commoner pulses as already 
consumed in the country. Subsequently a more intensive 
programme was carried out in 4 Laboratories (Dacca [in 
today’s Bangladesh], Bombay, Lahore and Coonoor) in 
accordance with a plan drawn up by the Soya-bean Sub-
Committee of the Nutrition Advisory Committee. The report 
of that Sub-Committee (1946), generally confi rmed the 
earlier Coonoor results and showed that, in spite of its higher 
protein content, soya-bean did not reveal any superiority over 
the commoner Indian pulses as a supplement to the typical 
Indian diets. The Sub-Committee stated, therefore, that it was 
‘not in a position to advocate immediately the encouragement 
of the production of soya-bean on a wide scale in India for 
use as a substitute for Indian pulses. The question should, 
however, be reconsidered if and when further evidence on 
the nutritive value of soya-bean becomes available.’

 “When preparing the above report, the Sub-Committee 
had before them the results of the Dacca experiments which 
showed that while the bean itself, cooked as a pulse, had 
no supplementary value to the simplifi ed rice diet, the milk 
prepared out of the bean had a defi nite supplementary value 
which was only slightly inferior to that of cow’s milk. 
There was also a detailed report from the Indian Institute of 
Science, Bangalore, which indicated that the digestibility 
and the biological value of the fraction of soya-bean protein 
which was in stable emulsion as a result of processing were 
considerably higher than the corresponding values for the 
whole soya-bean protein. The latter report also outlined 
an improved method of preparing a stable and adequately 
fortifi ed soya-milk which had already been used for trials in 
Bangalore.
 “As the above observations were rather suggestive, a 
fresh programme of investigations was initiated at Bangalore 
under the auspices of (i) the then Indian Research Fund 
Association (now Indian Council of Medical Research), for 
assessing the nutritive value of processed soya-bean milk as 
compared with cow’s milk at different levels in the case of 
both experimental animals and human subjects, (ii) the then 
Food Department, (now Ministry of Food & Agriculture) 
for pilot plant trials on the production of soya-milk and 
related products, and (iii) the then civil and Military Station, 
Bangalore, for mid-day school feeding of about 6,000 
school children with rice and soya milk curd as compared 
with rice and skimmed milk curd. In these programmes the 
Indian Institute of Science conducted the preparatory studies 
and the animal experiments, while the Nutrition Research 
Laboratories collaborated in the fi eld studies and made 
the necessary health observations. The trials which were 
conducted over a period of 3 years (1945-48) showed that, 
unlike the whole soya-bean, the milk or curd prepared out 
of it was acceptable, had a high digestibility and a defi nite 
supplementary value to the poor cereal diet as consumed in 
South India.” Address: ICMR, New Delhi, India.

741. Jelliffe, D.B. 1955. Infant nutrition in the subtropics 
and tropics. World Health Organization Monograph Series 
(Geneva) No. 29. 237 p. [313 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. 1. Evolution of infant 
feeding in the Western world. 2. Present infant-feeding 
practices in the subtropics and tropics. 3. Present status 
of nutritional disease among infants in the subtropics 
and tropics. 4. Methods of improving infant feeding in 
the subtropics and tropics. 5. Prevention of kwashiorkor. 
Acknowledgements. Annexes: 1. Summary of suggested 
methods of infant feeding in the subtropics and tropics. 2. 
Questionnaire for use in investigating methods of infant 
feeding. Illustrations. References. Index.
 Soya-bean products are mentioned on pages 47 (tempeh 
and “tahu” [tofu]) and 49 (soya curd [tofu] and tempeh).
 In the chapter titled “Prevention of kwashiorkor,” 
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pages 160-62 review and discuss the use of the soya 
bean to prevent protein defi ciency in infant nutrition: 
(1) Soya-bean emulsion is “also known as soya ‘milk.’” 
Work in the USA, Philippines, Hong Kong, Thailand, and 
Indonesia is discussed. (2) Soya-bean curd, “also known 
as soya ‘cheese’” [tofu], is rich in calcium but is lacking 
in the vitamin-B complex. “Nevertheless, it can be an 
extremely valuable food, and, according to Platt (personal 
communication) is far superior to other soya products in 
infant feeding.” (3) Fungus-digested soya beans or tempeh 
from Indonesia contains vitamin B-12 and is not expensive. 
It is very digestible and can be ground up and added to 
steamed rice for feeding older infants. (4) “Miscellaneous. 
Various other prepared soya products are of great nutritional 
value, but are probably unsuitable for infants.” These include 
miso and soy sauce. “A simple method of preparation which 
requires further investigation is that of grinding the roasted 
beans into a fl our, which can be added to gruels or soups. 
The roasted bean is certainly palatable but its digestibility 
for children is unknown, as is the effect of roasting on 
the trypsin inhibitor and on the amino-acid composition.” 
Address: WHO Visiting Prof. of Paediatrics, All-India Inst. 
of Hygiene and Public Health, Calcutta. Formerly, Senior 
Lecturer in Pediatrics, University College of the West Indies, 
Jamaica. Nutrition Consultant, World Health Organization.

742. Kawamura, Shinichiro; Kobayashi, T.; Ohshima, M.; 
Mino, M 1955. Studies on the carbohydrates of soybeans. V. 
a hemicellulose fraction soluble in hot water. Isolation and 
component sugar determinations. Bulletin of the Agricultural 
Chemical Society of Japan 19(1):56-76. [25 ref. Eng]
• Summary: “Dehulled and defatted soybean meal was 
treated with 0.2% sodium hydroxide to give a sugar-free 
protein-extraction residue, from which hot-water-soluble 
hemicellulose was precipitated by adding ethanol to the 
concentrated hot-water extract. The hemicellulose was 
purifi ed through the copper complex formed by adding 
Fehling’s solution and acetone. Its decomposition point 
was 194-5 17.8% (as pentosan), uronic acid (galacturonic 
acid) 19.2%/, (as lactone), and hexose (galactose) 41.9% (as 
galactan). The methods of analyses are described in detail.” 
Address: Kagawa Agricultural College, Kagawa-ken; and 
Faculty of Agriculture, University of Tokyo, Tokyo.

743. Lager, Mildred. 1955. How to use the soybean: A plus 
factor in modern nutrition. Burbank, California: Published 
by the author. Printed at La Sierra College Press, Arlington, 
California. 115 p. Index. 23 cm. Lay-fl at comb bound.
• Summary: Contents: Preface. Nutritional nuggets–food 
value of soybeans. The versatile soybean. Soup to nuts–
soybeans and soy products. Recipes: Green soybeans. Dry 
soybeans. Sprouted soybeans. Roasted or toasted soybeans. 
Meat-substitute dishes. Soy-enriched meat dishes. Soy 
noodles, macaroni, spaghetti. Sauces and gravies. Soups. 

Salads. Dressings. Soy spreads. Soy milk. Tofu or soy 
cheese. Soy butter (made from fi nely ground soybeans or 
soy fl our, it may be raw or roasted, and resembles peanut 
butter; p. 73-74). Soy cereals. Soy desserts. Soy candies. Soy 
beverages. Soy-fl our recipes. Breads and muffi ns. Pancakes 
and waffl es. Soy gluten recipes. Baking-powder biscuits. 
Pastry. Cookies and doughnuts. Cakes. Contains 350 recipes.
 A so-called “second edition” of this book was published 
in 1959, but it was identical to this fi rst edition.
 Ad in Let’s Live. 1960. April. p. 39. Mildred Lager 
Publications [perhaps her home] is now located at 4118 
Warner Blvd., Burbank, California. Mildred died in Aug. 
1960. Address: Burbank, California.

744. Melo, Maria de Lourdes. 1955. O emprego da soja 
na alimentacao do brasileiro [The use of soybeans in the 
Brazilian diet]. Belo Horizonte: Seccao de Fomento Agricola 
do Ministerio da Agricultura de Minas Gerais. Publ. 1. 10 p. 
Revised 1957. 13 p. Borges 1959. [Por]*
Address: Brazil.

745. Miller, D.S.; Bender, A.E. 1955. The determination of 
the net utilization of proteins by a shortened method. British 
J. of Nutrition 9(4):382-88. [18 ref]
• Summary: Various methods have been developed for 
measuring the nutritive value of proteins [also called 
protein quality]. “One of the more valuable of these is 
the measurement of biological value by the balance-sheet 
procedure of Thomas (1909) and Mitchell (1923-24), 
although a considerable drawback to its use is the time and 
labour required.”
 This paper describes a shorter method, the measurement 
of net protein utilization (NPU), whereby (for example) 
seven proteins can be tested simultaneously in 10 days using 
32 rats and involving no estimates of nitrogen other than on 
the food. The method is based on the formula of Bender & 
Miller (1953). “In principle, the values obtained are the same 
as those obtained by the Thomas-Mitchell procedure, being 
a measure of that portion of the food N [nitrogen] eaten 
retained by the test animals.”
 Page 384: Gives the “net protein utilization (N.P.U.)” of 
14 animal proteins and 12 plant proteins. The highest NPU 
is for whole egg, 91.0. The NPU of selected plant proteins 
is: Wheat germ 67.0, cottonseed meal 58.8, soya fl our 56.0, 
groundnut meal 42.8, wheat gluten 37.0.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 2020) that contains the term “net protein 
utilization” or the abbreviation (or N.P.U.) as an abbreviation 
therefor in connection with soy. Address: The Crookes 
Laboratories Ltd., Park Royal, London, N.W. 10.

746. Nutrition Division of FAO. 1955. [Note on protein 
supplements for children]. Rome, Italy. 31 p. 55/5/3280. 
[Por]*
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747. Rawson, Rulon W.; Rall, J.E. 1955. The endocrinology 
of neoplastic disease. Recent Progress in Hormone Research 
11:257-90. See p. 273. Presented at a conference held 5-10 
Sept. 1954 at Mont Tremblant, Quebec, Canada. [96* ref]
• Summary: Many “studies have demonstrated that certain 
tumors can be induced, inhibited, or even prevented in 
experimental animals by altering the hormonal environment. 
In other studies it has been demonstrated that the rate of 
growth of certain tumors can be signifi cantly infl uenced, i.e., 
accelerated or inhibited, by altering the host’s endocrinologic 
environment. Indeed these studies make it possible to foster 
hope for eventual control of these diseases by physiologic 
means.”
 Concerning tumors of the thyroid: “Recently we have 
had opportunity to examine the thyroid of a one-year old 
child whose thyroid had rapidly enlarged to the extent that 
a tracheostomy had to be done to prevent asphyxiation. A 
biopsy taken at the time of the tracheostomy was reported 
to be a Hürthle cell cancer of the thyroid. We suggested 
that the extreme and unusual hyperplasia seen in this goiter 
was benign and that it was due to a goitrogen. We asked if 
the child had been taking soybean milk, a source of protein 
relatively free of allergic reactions which in animals is 
goitrogenic. The child had been fed soybean milk since 
immediately after its birth, and the goiter disappeared on 
stopping this dietary item (see Fig. 6).”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2003) in 
which a soy product apparently caused goiter in a human 
subject. Address: Memorial Center for Cancer & Allied 
Diseases, New York, NY.

748. Takahashi, Jusaku. 1955. 2, 3 no bitamin B-12 shigen ni 
tsuite. I. [Studies on some sources of vitamin B-12. I.]. Eiyo 
to Shokuryo (J. of Japanese Society of Food and Nutrition) 
8(2):49-51. (Chem. Abst. 54:18813. 1960). [Jap]
• Summary: Table 4 shows the vitamin B-12 content for 
the following soyfoods: Raw whole soybeans 8. Tengu 
natto 83. Shinshu miso 170. Misozuke ayu (ayu {sweetfi sh; 
Plecoglossus altivelis} fi sh pickled in miso) 2538.
 Note: The units of B-12 per 100 gm are unclear.

749. Williamson, Jessie. 1955. Useful plants of Nyasaland. 
Zomba, Nyasaland: Government Printer. 168 p. See p. 60-62. 
Edited by P.J. Greenway. Illust. by G. Jackson. 25 cm. [2 ref]
• Summary: Glycine javanica L. (called Yembe in ciCewa), 
is a perennial herb with slender climbing stems that are 
thinly pubescent. The leaves are frequently cooked as a side 
dish in Nyasaland [named Malawi after 1964]; they are not 
slimy and are much used.
 The soybean (Glycine max.) is grown in considerable 
amounts in the southern province of Nyasaland. “The beans 
contain a saponin, which is poisonous and which is found 
in varying amounts in the different kinds.” Among the 

many varieties suitable for eating are Herman, Easy Cook 
[Easycook], and some of the non-shattering Hernon varieties.
 Methods of cooking soy soya beans: 1. Boiled as a 
side dish. 2. Boiled and mashed beans with skins removed 
as a side dish (called cipere). 3. The use of soya bean meal 
[soy fl our] to improve the food value of porridge (nsima): 
Introduction, use of roasted meal [roasted soy fl our], use of 
unroasted meal [soy fl our]. 4. Roasted soya [soynuts] as a 
substitute for groundnuts in side-dishes. 5. Soya bean milk 
and curd [tofu; a method is described for making soya bean 
milk from pounded soya beans that was in use at the Jeanes 
Training Centre in 1942; a method for making tofu from this 
milk is also described]. 6. Fresh [green] soya beans as an 
extra food [snack]. 7. Roast soya beans as an extra food.
 Concerning the “Use of roasted meal: The beans should 
be roasted for some minutes and then ground or pounded. 
The resulting fl our is palatable and also stores well. It may 
be used in amounts of up to 20 per cent. (10 per cent. is 
recommended) to mix with any other kind of fl our. It makes 
a very palatable product with cassava fl our, the latter is of 
such poor nutritive value on its own, as it consists almost 
entirely of starch, that the addition to it of protein-rich meal 
is important.” Address: Member of Nutritional Survey and 
Nutritional Investigator, Nyasaland.

750. Yamada, A.; Matshushita, A. 1955. [Studies on the 
free amino acids in soya beans and the variation of their 
contents during germination by paper chromatography]. Eiyo 
to Shokuryo (J. of Japanese Society of Food and Nutrition) 
7(6):262-66. [13 ref. Jap]

751. Yamada, Akira; Matsushita, Ayako. 1955. [Studies on 
the free amino acids in the soya beans and the variation of 
their contents during germination by paper chromatography]. 
Eiyo to Shokuryo (J. of Japanese Society of Food and 
Nutrition) 7(6):262-66. [Jap]*
• Summary: Cited in Japan Sci. Res. Med. Sci. 4:2264. 1956. 
DNAL 241.71 J272.

752. Nadkarni, Krishnarao Mangeshrao. 1955? Indian 
materia medica: With Ayurvedic, Unani-tibbi, Siddha, 
allopathic, homeopathic, naturopathic & home remedies. 3rd 
ed. revised & enlarged by A.K. Nadkarni. 2 vols. Bombay, 
India: Popular Book Depot. Vol. 1, xxii + 1319 p. 22 cm. 
Undated. Foreword by Colonel R.N. Chopra. [10+* ref]
• Summary: This book was fi rst published in 1908 under 
the title “Indian Plants and Drugs.” The author was born in 
1864. Page 462 lists: “876. Dolichos soja. See Glycine soja. 
English: Soya bean. German: Soja bohne. Bengali: Gari 
kulaj. Hindi: Bhatwan. Kumaon: Bhut. Is a species cultivated 
in some parts of India for its seeds which are eaten and 
which contain high percentages of protein and fat.”
 Page 581 lists: “1135. Glycine soja, Sieb. & Zucc, G. 
Hispida Maxim. (N.O. Papilionaceae). English: Soya bean. 
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Hindi: Bhat, Bhatwan. Bengali: Gari kulay. Punjabi & 
Kumaon: Bhut. Eastern Terai: Khajuwa. Habitat: Met with 
on the tropical Himalayas from Kumaon to Sikkim, and 
Kassia and Naga Hills. The nutritional composition (from 
Voorhees) is given.
 Pages 1145-48 have a long section from the Calcutta 
Municipal Gazette (31 May 1941, p. 49) titled “Uses: ABC 
of Soya-bean.” The title of each paragraph starts with a 
different letter of the alphabet. Soybean milk, fl our, oil, and 
lecithin are mentioned.

753. Miller, Sidney E.; Berry, Charles Manly. Assignors 
to General Mills, Inc. (A corporation of Delaware). 1956. 
Production of sterols. U.S. Patent 2,729,655. Jan. 3. 3 p. 
Application fi led 28 April 1952. [5 ref]
• Summary: This invention describes the process of isolating 
sterols from fatty oils, principally from vegetable oils and 
their residues. Address: Minneapolis, Minnesota.

754. Soybean Digest. 1956. Protein prices. Retail protein 
price report for Dec. 15, 1955, by Protein Economics and 
Research Council, Ames, Iowa. Jan. p. 37.
• Summary: For each of about 20 foods is given the 
following: Retail price. Percent protein. Price per pound of 
protein paid by consumer. Protein change from last month 
and last year.
 The foods are: Beef: Chuck roast hamburger, round 
steak.
 Cheese: Cottage cheese (box), cured cheddar.
 Chicken: Frier, ready to cook.
 Eggs, fresh.
 Fish: Haddock, frozen, salmon, canned pink.
 Lamb, leg.
 Milk, evaporated (can), fresh whole, non-fat dry.
 Pork: Chops, ham whole.
 Soy fl our ($0.20 retail). 50% protein. $0.40 cents 
per pound of protein paid by consumer–by far the lease 
expensive.

755. Melo, Maria de Lourdes. 1956. [Nutritional value of soy 
bean and importance of its cultivation in North and Northeast 
Brazil]. Revista Brasileira de Medicina 13(2):105-09. Feb. 
[Por]*
Address: Brazil.

756. Pieterse, P.J.S.; Andrews, F.N. 1956. The estrogenic 
activity of alfalfa and other feedstuffs. J. of Animal Science 
15(1):25-36. Feb. [22 ref]
• Summary: The authors extracted soybean and cottonseed 
meals with 95% ethanol and incorporated the extracts into 
a ration for mice at a level equivalent to feeding the meals 
as the sole source of the diet. Both meals gave positive 
estrogenic responses as measured by increase in uterine 
weights. Data for feeding the alcoholic extracts at lower 

levels, however, are not reported.
 The estrogenic activity of alfalfa was compared at 
different stages of maturity in four crops. “Signifi cant 
estrogenic activity was detected in ladino clover, red clover, 
birdseye trefoil, wheat, rye and oats. The samples of sweet 
clover, soybean plant, brome grass, fescue and orchard grass 
did not contain detectable estrogenic activity... Soybean 
oil meal and moldy corn contained detectable estrogens.” 
Address: Indiana (Purdue) Univ. Agric. Exp. Station.

757. Kassell, Beatrice; Laskowski, Michael, Jr. 1956. The 
comparative resistance to pepsin of six naturally occurring 
trypsin inhibitors. J. of Biological Chemistry 219(1):203-10. 
March. [22 ref]
• Summary: “2. Naturally occurring trypsin inhibitors 
differ markedly in their resistance to pepsin. In the order 
of increasing stability, the six which we have studied are 
blood plasma inhibitor, Kazal’s inhibitor from pancreas, 
ovomucoid, soy bean inhibitor, bovine colostrum inhibitor, 
and the inhibitor of Kunitz and Northrop from pancreas.
 “3. These fi ndings suggest that only pepsin-resistant 
inhibitors are likely to produce physiological effects when 
administered orally to animals.”
 Soy is mentioned 20 times in this article in the 
forms “soy bean trypsin inhibitor,” “soy bean inhibitor,” 
“crystallinesoy bean inhibitor,” Address: Dep. of 
Biochemistry, Marquette Univ. School of Medicine, 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

758. Krober, Orland A. 1956. Methionine content of 
soybeans as infl uenced by location and season. J. of 
Agricultural and Food Chemistry 4(3):254-57. March. [14 
ref]
• Summary: Different soybean varieties contain different 
amounts of methionine. “The strain Clark was signifi cantly 
higher in methionine content than either of its parents, 
indicating transgressive segregation within the Lincoln x 
Richland cross. It should be possible to develop varieties 
high in methionine content by plant breeding.” Address: 
Field Crops Research Branch, ARS, USDA, Urbana, Illinois.

759. Mabrouk, Ahmed Fahmy; Brown, J.B. 1956. The trans 
fatty acids of margarines and shortenings. J. of the American 
Oil Chemists’ Society 33(3):98-102. March. [24 ref]
• Summary: The main disadvantage of hydrogenation is that 
it removes large amounts of essential fatty acids which are 
present in the natural oils. It also creates “large quantities of 
trans acids, not presently known to occur naturally” [in large 
amounts].
 Americans are now consuming nearly 3,000 million lb 
of margarines and shortenings each year. The average trans 
acid content of these products is about 30%. We are fortunate 
that there is presently no evidence to indicate that these 
trans fatty acids are in any sense harmful. Address: Depts. of 
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Agricultural Biochemistry and Physiological Chemistry and 
the Inst. of Nutrition and Food Technology, The Ohio State 
Univ., Columbus, Ohio.

760. Melo, Maria de Lourdes. 1956. [Soya in diet therapy for 
nutritional disorders: soya in diet therapy of other diseases]. 
Revista Brasileira de Medicina 13(3):198-201. March. 
[Por]*
Address: Brazil.

761. Waterlow, J.; Vergara, A. 1956. Protein malnutrition 
in Brazil. FAO Nutritional Studies No. 14. 40 p. March. 
Also published as “La Malnutrition Protéique au Brésil” in 
Bulletin de l’Organisation Mondiale de la Santé (Bulletin 
W.H.O.) No. 15, p. 165-201. [58 ref]
• Summary: This was one of the surveys made by United 
Nations agencies in the late 1940s and early 1950s which 
showed the prevalence of protein calorie malnutrition. 
Discusses the difference between this condition (also 
called kwashiorkor) and marasmus. In the treatment of this 
condition, dried skimmed milk gives the best results since it 
also cures the dermatosis–but it is relatively expensive.
 Contents: Prefatory note. 1. Medical aspects of the 
problem. 2. Natural history of distrofi a pluricarencial in 
Brazil. 3. Prevention. 4. Proposals for further investigations. 
5. Summary and conclusions.
 Page 29 notes: “Soybean is a rich source of protein and 
may be prepared in a variety of ways. It has been shown 
that soybean preparations of various kinds are effective in 
treating kwashiorkor. The possibility of extending its use 
in Brazil and of making available preparation of soymilk, 
particularly for use in the Amazon region, is receiving 
attention.”
 Note: This is the 4th earliest English-language document 
seen (Aug. 2013) that contains the word “soymilk” (one 
of two documents). Address: 1. Dr., University College of 
the West Indies, Kingston, Jamaica, and WHO Consultant; 
2. Dr., FAO Regional Offi cer for Latin America, Santiago, 
Chile.

762. Sinclair, H.M. 1956. Defi ciency of essential fatty acids 
and atherosclerosis, etcetera. Lancet i(6919):381-83. April 7. 
[28 ref]
• Summary: A very important change in the dietaries of the 
more civilised countries has been occurring in recent decades 
with increasing intensity. This is a chronic relative defi ciency 
of the polyetyhenoid essential fatty acids (EFA). The 
author believes that this defi ciency may bear an important 
relationship to the rising rates of lung cancer, coronary 
thrombosis, and leukemia. The most important EFA is the 
vitamin arachidonic acid, and its defi ciency may lead to 
atherosclerosis when diets are high in cholesterol or saturated 
fats.
 “Vegetable oils, in many cases rich in EFA, are hardened 

by hydrogenation: margarine and shortenings are produced 
by hydrogenation of cottonseed and soybean oil, some 
peanut-oil, and certain other oils; during this hydrogenation 
much of the EFA are destroyed and unnatural trans fatty 
acids are formed.” Address: Oxford [England].

763. Collins, F.I.; Sedgwick, V.E. 1956. A rapid 
spectrophotometric method for determining the linoleic and 
linolenic acid components of soybean oil. J. of the American 
Oil Chemists’ Society 33(4):149-52. April. [7 ref]
• Summary: “The A.O.C.S. tentative method CD-7-48 (1), 
when used for analyzing soybean oil, can be simplifi ed in the 
type of glassware used, in the procedure of isomerization, 
and in the method of obtaining the specifi c absorption of 
ultraviolet light.”
 The new method is described in detail. Address: USDA, 
Urbana, Illinois.

764. McKinney, L.L.; Cowan, J.C. 1956. Need for research 
on soybean oil meal. Soybean Digest. Part I. April. p. 14-16; 
Part II. May. p. 14-16, 18. [60 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Part I: Introduction. Vitamins: 
Known, unknown. Estrogenic activity. Saponins. Part 
II: Amino acids. Isolated soybean protein in nutrition. 
Summary.
 “Estrogenic Activity: In 1946, reports began to appear in 
the Australian veterinary journals concerning the decrease in 
lambs from ewes grazing in subterranean clover [Trifolium 
subterraneum]. In some cases lambing fell below 10% of 
normal with 30% loss in ewes. During the period since 1950 
the Australians have isolated isofl avones from the clover 
and have shown that these natural yellow dyes, found in 
most plant materials, are the causative agents. Genistein, an 
isofl avone also found in soybean oil meal (SOM), was found 
to be the principal one involved.
 “The isofl avones have biological properties identical 
with those of stilbesterol (diethylstilbesterol) [stilbestrol, 
diethylstilbestrol]. Both of these compounds are proestrogens 
and are converted into the true hormones by the body. 
Stilbesterol is effi ciently converted into the true hormone and 
has about equal activity. The isofl avones are not effi ciently 
converted into the true hormone and have low activity. 
Genistein and diadzein [sic, daidzein], both of which are 
present in SOM, have about 1/50,000 of the activity of 
stilbesterol and the estrogenic activity varies considerably 
with the different isofl avones...
 “According to Markley [1950] the presence of six 
isofl avones, usually in the form of glucosides, has been 
reported. These are genistin, diadzin [sic, daidzin], 
isogenistin, tatoin, methylgenistein, and methylisogenistein. 
The ‘in’ suffi x denotes glucosides and ‘ein’ denotes the free 
isofl avone...”
 Saponins: “Japanese workers pioneered the 
investigations on soy saponins and by 1940 they had shown 
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that on hydrolysis four sapogenins along with glucose, 
galactose, rhamnose, arabinose, and glucuronic acid were 
obtained. They designated the sapogenins as soysapogenol 
A, B, C, and D. In 1950, Meyer, Jeger, and Ruzicka 
published their work leading to the structure of these four 
soysapogenols.”
 A graph shows (p. 14) U.S. high protein feed supply, 
1925-1955, soybean oil meal equivalent, or 44% protein 
basis. In about 1941 soybean meal passed cottonseed meal 
to become the leading U.S. source of high-protein feed. 
Address: Northern Regional Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois.

765. Learmonth, E.M. 1956. Soya in the fi eld of nutrition. 
A review of existing knowledge. Chemistry and Industry 
(London) No. 18. p. 360-67. May 12. [54 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Present day sources and 
end products. The carbohydrates of soya. Soya as a source of 
fat. The protein of soya. Accessory food factors. Conclusion.
 Table I. Composition of the component parts of the soya 
bean: Cotyledons (90%), embryo (2%), seed coat (8%). For 
each is given: Portion of the seed (%; see above). Moisture. 
Protein. Carbohydrates. Fat. Ash.
 Table II. Composition of English-grown soya beans, 
1951. For 5 samples is given: Fat (hexane extract). Protein 
(N x 6.25). Ash. Moisture. Carbohydrates (by difference).
 Table III: Carbohydrates in soya beans on moisture-free 
basis: Carbohydrate constituent: Crude fi bre 5.0%. Lignin 
2.0%. Cellulose 3.3%. Pentosans 4.6%. Galactans 1.6%. 
Dextrins 3.9%. Raffi nose 1.0%. Sucrose 5.2%. Reducing 
sugars 4.1%. A source is given for each.
 Table IV: Relative protein effi ciency of various soya 
bean products (for each is given a cooking temperature and 
time): Expeller pressed raw soya beans 38. Low-temperature 
soya bean oil meal 47 Medium-temperature soya bean oil 
meal 80 High-temperature soya bean oil meal 84 Hydraulic 
pressed raw soya beans 80 Low-temperature soya bean oil 
meal 88 Medium-temperature soya bean oil meal 84 Solvent-
extracted raw soya beans 57 Soya bean oil meal 92.
 Table V: Amino-acid content of isolated soya bean 
protein as per cent of protein weight. Arginine 5.8%. 
Methionine 1.6-2.0%. Histidine 2.3%. Lysine 5.4%. Leucine 
6-8%. Tyrosine 4.1 to 4.3%. isoLeucine 4.0 to 4.7%. 
Tryptophan 1.6 to 1.2%. Valine 4-5% Phenylalanine 5.7 to 
5.4%. Glutamic acid 19 to 21%. Cystine 1.3 to 09%. Aspartic 
acid 8.8% Cysteine 0-39%. Proline 4.1%
 Fig. 1. Percentage consumption of fats and oils in 
shortening–U.S.A. 1937-1948. Soya oil rose from 3% 
in 1937-1941 average to 58% in 1948. Cotton-seed oil 
decreased from 67% in 1937-41 average to 25% in 1948.
 Fig. 2 Percentage consumption of fats and oils in 
margarine–U.S.A., 1937-1953. Soya oil rose from 22% in 
1937-1941 average to 70% in 1953. Cotton-seed oil rose 
from 45% in 1937-41 average to a peak of 60% in 1948-49, 
then fell to 25% in 1953. Address: British Soya Products 

Ltd., London, E.C. 3, England.

766. Today’s Food. 1956-1973. Serial/periodical. Riverside, 
California: Loma Linda Foods.
• Summary: The place of publication is given as Arlington, 
California from Spring 1960. The Heritage Room of the 
Del E. Webb Memorial Library at Loma Linda University 
in Loma Linda, California, owns the following volumes 
and years: 1(1956)-5(1960), 6(1961)-12(1967), 13(1968)-
14(1969), 15(1970)-18(1973).
 In the summer of 1962, the editorial offi ce of this 
magazine was 11503 Pierce Place, Arlington, California. 
In the autumn of 1963, that address had changed to 11503 
Pierce Place, Riverside, California 92505. Address: 
Riverside, California.

767. Collins, F.I.; Cartter, J.L. 1956. Variability in chemical 
composition of seed from different portions of the soybean 
plant. Agronomy Journal 48(5):216-19. May. [5 ref]
• Summary: The oil content of soybeans was found to vary 
with the position of the pod on the plant, the position of the 
pod on the raceme, and the position of the seed in the pod. 
Seeds from the lower half of plants were 0.5% higher in 
oil and 1% lower in protein than those from the upper half. 
Beans near the tip of long terminal racemes contained less 
oil than those farther down. Seed nearest the tip of the pod 
had the highest oil and lowest protein content. Address: U.S. 
Regional Soybean Lab., Urbana, Illinois.

768. Hanson, L.E.; Pritchard, W.R.; Rehfeld, C.E.; 
Perman, V.; Sautter, J.H.; Schultze, M.O. 1956. Studies on 
trichloroethylene extracted feeds. IX. Experiments with 
swine fed trichloroethylene extracted soybean oil meal. J. of 
Animal Science 15(2):368-75. May. [5 ref]
• Summary: Swine are much more resistant than cattle to 
the toxic effects of the factor present in TCESOM which 
produces aplastic anemia in the bovine. Address: Inst. of 
Agriculture, Univ. of Minnesota, St. Paul.

769. Heron, John. 1956. Editorial: Vegetable milk. Vegan 
(The) (England) 9(8):1. Spring. [1 ref]
• Summary: “There can be few vegans, particularly vegan 
parents, who would not welcome the appearance of a 
nourishing and workable vegetable milk, ready-made and 
suitable for a wide variety of uses. Yet no such product is at 
present marketed in this country.
 The use of a vegetable milk is not to be disparaged on 
the grounds that it is an aping of the animal milk habit. Like 
the compound solid vegan protein savoury, a compound 
liquid vegan protein food would be a valuable adjunct in 
broadening the scope and range of vegan catering. And it 
would undoubtedly have its place in providing quickly and 
conveniently for the needs of the growing vegan family.
 “Such a product would also prove helpful and attractive 
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to vegetarians and others wishing to make the change over to 
a vegan diet with the minimum of diffi culty.
 “Those with electric mixers can certainly make highly 
nutritious milks from nut creams, raw nuts, or soya fl our, 
etc. But there is still room for a compound product of 
standardized vitamin, mineral and amino acid content. It 
is not that it is essential: but it would certainly be highly 
convenient.
 “Is the time and are circumstances ripe for the 
marketing of such a product? Mr. Leslie J. Cross intends 
to fi nd out. He has proposed an entirely independent body, 
the Veganmilk Association, in no way connected with any 
existing organisation, to determine the response of vegans, 
vegetarians, food reformers and those of orthodox dietary 
habits to the idea of getting a good non-animal milk on to the 
market. His announcement appears in this magazine. What is 
your response?” Address: Editor, The Vegan: Journal of the 
Vegan Society.

770. Vickery, Hubert Bradford. 1956. Thomas Burr Osborne 
(August 5, 1859–January 29, 1929). J. of Nutrition 59(1):3-
26. May.
• Summary: A good biography of T.B. Osborne, who, with 
Lafayette B. Mendel, collaborated from 1909 to 1928, 
and published more than 100 papers on various aspects 
of nutrition. They were pioneers in the study of proteins, 
including soy proteins (although soy is not mentioned in this 
article). A full-page portrait photo shows Osborne (p. 3). 
Address: The Connecticut Agric. Exp. Station, New Haven, 
Connecticut.

771. Utsumi, Isamu; et al. Assignor to Tanabe Drug 
Manufacturing Company. 1956. [Amino acids mixture]. 
Japanese Patent 4395. June 11. (Chem. Abst. 51:15074g). 
[Jap]*
• Summary: A hydrochloric acid hydrolyzate of fat-extended 
soybean cake is concentrated in vacuo, and the residue 
is neutralized with sodium hydroxide to pH 7 and dried 
in vacuo. This residue (60 gm) and 7 gm ultrafi ne silicon 
dioxide are mixed, the mass is passed through a 20-mesh 
sieve, and the granules are mixed with 3% talc and molded 
into tablets. Address: Japan.

772. Julian, Percy L.; Cole, J.W.; Meyer, E.W.; Karpel, W.J. 
Assignors to The Glidden Company (Cleveland, Ohio). 
1956. Preparation of cortisone. U.S. Patent 2,752,339. June 
26. 8 p. Application fi led 9 Sept. 1950. [3 ref]
• Summary: The object of this invention is to provide a new 
process for the manufacture of cortisone, to produce new 
compounds useful for producing cortisone, etc. “The present 
invention relates to the preparation of 4-pregnene-17, 
21-diol-3, 11, 20-trione and its 21-monoacetate, generally 
known as cortisone and cortisone acetate respectively. The 
name 'cortisone' has been given to the compound previously 

known as 'Kendall's Compound E'... The discovery by 
Kendall and his coworkers that cortisone is benefi cial in 
the relief of the symptoms of rheumatoid arthritis greatly 
stimulated research on the partial synthesis of this material 
from other steroid raw materials. These partial syntheses 
involve partial degradation of the side chain of sterols, bile 
acids and steroid saponins to an acetyl group, introduction 
of a 17-hydroxy group, introduction of a 21-hydroxy or 
acyloxy group, introduction of an 11-keto group, conversion 
of a 3-hydroxy group to a keto group, and formation of a 4,5 
double bond where this is not already present."
 Note: Soy is not mentioned in this patent. Address: 1. 
Maywood; 2. Oak Park; 3-4. Chicago. All: Illinois.

773. Chen, Philip S. 1956. Heart disease and soybeans: Will 
recent medical discoveries mean increasing importance for 
soybeans? One view of a much-discussed subject. Soybean 
Digest. June. p. 22, 24.
• Summary: “The recent heart attack of President 
Eisenhower [on 24 Sept. 1955] has brought renewed alarm 
to most Americans regarding the seriousness of this No. 1 
killer, which, with other circulatory ailments, accounted for 
52% of the deaths in the United States last year–more than 
all other causes of death combined. It has been estimated that 
two out of every three Americans of 55 years of age will die 
of this disease.
 “What is the chief cause of coronary heart disease? An 
explanation of this malady appeared in an article by Blake 
Clark in the November issue of Reader’s Digest from which 
we quote:
 “’The arteries which distribute food and energy 
throughout the heart muscles are called coronary arteries. 
Doctors have long known that the greatest danger to the heart 
is an accumulation in these arteries of a fat-like substance 
called cholesterol... It may be deposited within the walls of a 
coronary artery, narrowing down the channel for the blood to 
fl ow through and starving the cells of the artery itself. If this 
process continues, the artery may be closed by a blood clot. 
Since the heart muscle depends upon the blood and oxygen 
brought to it by the arteries, the result may be a weakening 
of the heart. In the end the heart may simply stop for want of 
this vital fuel.’
 “Cholesterol is produced in the liver. It is also contained 
in the fat of animal source–including meat fat, egg yolk, 
butter, cream and milk. It has been shown that the higher 
the fat consumed by people, the higher is their cholesterol 
content of the blood, and the higher their incidence of 
coronary heart disease. The following are but a few 
illustrations:
 “Forty years ago fat constituted only 30% of the 
calories in the American diet; now it provides 40%. There 
are proportionately more cases of heart disease today than 
40 years ago. The Italians consume only about half as many 
fat calories as Americans do. Their death rate among men 
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from heart disease is less than a third of ours. In England and 
Spain, the amount of blood cholesterol and the incidence of 
coronary heart disease were found to have a direct relation to 
the proportion of fat in the diet.
 “Dr. A.R.P. Walker and J. Higginson of Johannesburg, 
South Africa, found that the Bantu natives, who get only 
15% of their calories from fats, had little cholesterol in their 
blood. Only one death from coronary heart disease was 
found among 224 autopsies on men 50 to 70 years old.
 “Quality Most Important: While the quantity of fat in the 
diet is a contributing factor to the coronary disease according 
to most of the reports published, the quality of fat is of 
even greater importance according to the author, for of food 
fats, only animal fats contain cholesterol. Fats of vegetable 
origin–fruits, vegetables, cereals, nuts–do not contain 
cholesterol. They contain phytosterol instead of cholesterol, 
and phytosterol, though closely related to cholesterol, does 
not cause coronary disease.
 “That there is a correlation between the kind of diet and 
the cholesterol content of the blood is made clear by a recent 
survey made by Dr. Merwyn G. Hardinge of the College of 
Medical Evangelists and Dr. Frederick J. Stare of Harvard 
University (The Journal of Clinical Nutrition, 2.73; 2:83, 
1954). A brief resume of their survey is as follows: Their 
study included 201 persons using the following three types of 
dietaries: (1) lacto-ovovegetarian, a plant diet plus milk and 
eggs, but no meat, fi sh or fowl; (2) pure vegetarian, a diet of 
plant foods, excluding milk and eggs; (3) non-vegetarian, the 
average American diet of milk, eggs, meat and foods of plant 
origin.
 “An analysis of the diets of the three groups was made 
to determine the average daily consumption of calories, 
protein, fat, calcium, phosphorus, iron, vitamins A, B1, 
B2, C, and niacin. All of the three dietaries came within 
the limits of the daily allowances of the various nutrients 
as recommended by the National Research Council. Also 
there were no signifi cant differences in the height, weight, 
blood pressure, red cell count and hemoglobin concentration 
among the three dietary groups. It was found, however, that 
the blood cholesterol levels of the three types of adults were 
signifi cantly different. The non-vegetarians had the highest 
blood cholesterol, the pure vegetarians the lowest, the lacto-
ovovegetarians fell in between.
 “Probably there is no other group of people in the world 
that is more enthusiastic about soybeans in their diets than 
the Seventh-Day Adventists. They are the originators of 
health foods and meat substitutes, many of which contain 
soybeans.
 “Among the Seventh-Day Adventists who have helped 
to popularize soybeans in this country and abroad are Dr. 
P.A. Webber, a former secretary of the American Soybean 
Association, now a missionary to Japan, and Dr. H.W. Miller, 
the originator of the soy milk powder, Soyalac. Dr. Miller 
has been a frequent contributor to the Soybean Digest and is 

now a missionary in Free China.
 “It is true that a pure vegetarian may fi nd it hard to get 
enough high quality protein to meet his body requirements. 
But thanks to the soybean, a plant food which contains all 
the essential nutrients for the human need, this is no longer a 
problem.
 “No Problem with Soy: What is true of coronary disease 
is also true of arteriosclerosis, namely, cholesterol is the chief 
offender. Stephan Jamyn reported in Revue Internationale du 
Soja of March 1946, that hardening of the arteries in rabbits 
can be artifi cially produced by including cholesterol in the 
diet.
 “The use of soybeans in the human diet not only does 
not contribute to coronary disease and arteriosclerosis, but 
the soybeans also contain a factor which aids in the cure 
of these diseases. This is clearly indicated in the work of 
Pottenger, Jr., and Krohn as published in the American 
Journal of Digestive Diseases of April 1952. Contrary 
to common medical practice of giving the patient a low-
fat diet to relieve hypercholesterolemia (high content of 
cholesterol in the blood), these doctors gave their patients the 
opposite diet–one high in fat and cholesterol–plus soybean 
phosphatides, which are used in the food industry under the 
name of lecithin.
 “One hundred and twenty-two patients were put on a 
high-fat regimen that included raw liver and raw brains–
foods that are rich in cholesterol. Ninety-nine of the patients 
took a teaspoon of soybean phosphatides with each meal. 
The remaining 23 served as controls.
 “The blood cholesterol showed a marked decrease in 
79% of the patients who took the lecithin, but not in the 
patients who did not take lecithin. This indicates that it 
may be possible to correct hypercholesterolemia in those 
individuals who are on a high-fat, high-cholesterol diet 
with the use of soybean lecithin. The administration of 
soybean lecithin may also be applied to coronary disease and 
arteriosclerosis with benefi cial results.
 “At a recent meeting of the Federation of American 
Societies for Experimental Biology held at Atlantic City, it 
was reported by University of California researchers that 
by using a synthetic butter made from soybean sterols, 
10 grams of soy sterols in this butter each day effected 
a 10% reduction in cholesterol levels in the blood of the 
experimental animals.
 “Cause of Gallstones: Besides causing coronary 
disease and arteriosclerosis, cholesterol causes yet another 
human malady, namely gallstones. These stones are formed 
either in the bile duct or in the gall bladder. They consist 
of cholesterol or cholesterol mixed with calcium salts of 
bilirubin, carbonate, or phosphate.
 “According to Dr. Louis F. Fieser of Harvard University 
who has been working in cancer research for many years, 
cancer-producing substances might be derived from 
cholesterol. The following excerpt is taken from Dr. Fieser’s 
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lecture delivered in Paris, Nov. 13, 1953, under the auspices 
of the Societe Chimique de France and the Societe de 
Chimie Biologique: “Consideration of the correlation of 
chemical reactivity and biological potency points to delta 
5-cholestene-3-one as the one substance derived from or 
related to cholesterol most likely to possess carcinogenic 
activity... but the evidence that such a substance has indeed 
been responsible for tumors evoked in mice by preparations 
from cholesterol has seemed to me more convincing than 
the theoretical argument to the contrary.” (Science, May 21, 
1954, Vol. 119, No. 3099, pages 710-716.)
 “Thus it is seen that the cholesterol in the animal fat is 
responsible for these common diseases which take a heavy 
toll of human lives each year and cause untold misery and 
suffering.
 “As people become cholesterol-conscious as they are 
now calorie-conscious, the author believes the following 
dietary changes will take place in which soybeans are bound 
to play a prominent role:
 “1–A decreased consumption of animal fat, especially 
lard, fatty meats, and organs, such as brain, heart, liver 
and kidneys. In their place will be substituted protein-rich 
soybeans and soybean meat substitutes.
 “2–A greater consumption of margarine in place of 
butter.
 “3–Mellorine, a frozen dessert made of soybean and 
other vegetable oils, taking the place of ice cream.
 “4–Skim milk, buttermilk, non-fat milk powder and 
especially soy milk and soy milk powder consumed instead 
of whole milk containing the milk fat, cream.
 “When that time comes, a breakfast consisting of eggs 
and bacon (especially when fried in lard), heavily-buttered 
toast, and coffee with rich cream–now a common American 
breakfast–will become very unpopular, especially among 
those who are particularly susceptible to coronary and other 
diseases in which cholesterol is the chief offender. It is 
therefore to be anticipated that the consumption of soybeans 
in the human diet will be greatly increased in the very near 
future.”
 Note: Philip Stanley Chen was born in 1903. Address: 
Prof. of Chemistry, Atlantic Union College, South Lancaster, 
Massachusetts.

774. Matrone, G.; Smart, W.W.G., Jr.; Carter, M.W.; Smart, 
V.W.; Garren, H.W. 1956. Effect of genistin on growth and 
development of the male mouse. J. of Nutrition 59(2):235-
241. June. [7 ref]
• Summary: The authors found that genistin and genistein 
(isolated from commercial, toasted defatted soybean oil 
meal) when fed to rats at high levels (0.5% of the diet) 
inhibited growth, increased the iron content of the liver 
and spleen, showed antiperotic properties [helped prevent 
porous bones], elevated the zinc content of the bones and 
liver, and increased deposition of calcium, phosphorus, and 

manganese. No signifi cant adverse effects were noted in 
rats fed 0.1% genistein (equivalent to 0.16% genistin) in a 
19% casein diet for 4 weeks. Diethylstilbestrol was used for 
comparative study.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 
2020) concerning soy and prevention of osteoporosis. 
Specifi cally, it is the earliest document seen indicating that 
soy isofl avones (genistin, genistein) are benefi cial for bone 
health and help prevent osteoporosis. Address: 1-4. Animal 
Nutrition Section of Dep. of Animal Industry; 5. Poultry 
Science Dep., North Carolina Agric. Exp. Station, Raleigh.

775. Pineda, Felix A. 1956. The economic value of soybeans 
and its manufacture for food products. Agricultural and 
Industrial Life (Manila) 18(June):8-9, 30; 18(July):8-9, 37.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Economic food 
value of soybeans. The manufactured food products from 
soybeans and their utilization. Methods of food preparation 
from soybeans: Soybean-rice, Soyalac or soybean milk, 
soybean cheese [fermented] or cheap meat, soybean cocoa 
or Nutribean, soybean coffee, toyo sauce or toyo [includes 
detailed instructions for making this Philippine-style soy 
sauce], salted beans or tau-si [fermented black soybeans], 
“soybean fl our or soyafl our,” soybean sprouts, dried 
and green beans (“The green soybeans with pods can be 
used for gulay, like the green mongo.”). Conclusion and 
recommendation.
 “Soybean milk” is suitable for the diabetic. Its food 
value approaches cow’s milk.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Jan. 2019) that contains the word “soyafl our.” Address: 
Sugar Agronomist, Philippines.

776. Pritchard, W.R.; Rehfeld, C.E.; Mizuno, N.S.; Sautter, 
J.H.; Schulze, M.O. 1956. Studies on trichloroethylene-
extracted feeds. I. Experimental production of acute aplastic 
anemia in young heifers. American J. of Veterinary Research 
17(64):425-29. July.
• Summary: “Summary and Conclusions: (1) Acute aplastic 
anemia has been produced in young heifers by feeding 
trichloroethylene-extracted soybean oil meal (TCESOM).
 “(2) The principal clinical and hematological features 
of the disease and the necropsy fi ndings were essentially the 
same as those observed on farms where this meal was fed to 
cattle.
 “(3) There were marked differences in the degree 
of toxicity produced by two different specimens of this 
meal.” Address: School of Veterinary Medicine and Dep. 
of Agricultural Biochemistry, Inst. of Agriculture, Univ. of 
Minnesota, St. Paul.

777. Pritchard, W.R.; Rehfeld, C.E.; Mattson, W.E.; Sautter, 
J.H.; Schulze, M.O. 1956. Studies on trichloroethylene-
extracted feeds. II. The effect of feeding different levels 
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of trichloroethylene-extracted soybean oil meal to young 
heifers–Experimental production of chronic aplastic anemia. 
American J. of Veterinary Research 17(64):430-37. July.
• Summary: “Summary: Different specimens of 
trichloroethylene-extracted soybean oil meal (TCESOM) 
were fed at various levels to young heifers continuously or 
intermittently. Without exception, they induced a temporary 
or permanent leukopenia and thrombocytopenia. Death from 
aplastic anemia occurred as late as 563 days after the start of 
feeding 1 lb. per day of a toxic specimen.
 “Aplastic anemia of varying degrees of severity can be 
induced by feeding different levels of this meal.
 “Soybeans processed with trichloroethylene within a 
few months after harvest yielded a meal of a high degree 
of toxicity. Processing of old soybeans yielded a meal with 
a low but detectable degree of toxicity.” Address: Inst. of 
Agriculture, Univ. of Minnesota, St. Paul.

778. Pritchard, W.R.; Mattson, W.E.; Sautter, J.H.; Schulze, 
M.O. 1956. Studies on trichloroethylene-extracted feeds. 
III. The use of young calves for study of various aspects of 
toxicity of trichloroethylene-extracted soybean oil meal. 
American J. of Veterinary Research 17(64):437-41. July.
• Summary: “Summary and Conclusions: The young calf is a 
suitable experimental animal for the study of various aspects 
of intoxication by trichloroethylene-extracted soybean oil 
meal (TCESOM).
 “Soybean products per se were found not to be toxic to 
calves, but specimens of the meal known to be toxic induced 
a fatal aplastic anemia in calves as early as 24 days after the 
start of feeding.
 “The signs and lesions of intoxication were essentially 
the same in calves as found in older cattle. The principal 
difference was that, in the calf, the erythrocyte count and the 
hemoglobin concentration of the blood remained essentially 
normal.
 “Trichloroethylene at levels far exceeding those present 
as residual trichloroethylene in TCESOM was nontoxic when 
fed to calves for as long as 346 days.
 “The toxic factor present in some specimens could not 
be detected in soybean oil or in the phosphatide fraction.
 “It was found that digestion of this meal in the rumen 
is not necessary for the establishment of its toxicity and that 
this toxicity of calves is not due to an allergic reaction.” 
Address: Inst. of Agriculture, Univ. of Minnesota, St. Paul.

779. Pritchard, W.R.; Hammer, R.; Sautter, J.H.; Schulze, 
M.O. 1956. Studies on trichloroethylene-extracted feeds. 
IV. Susceptibility of the horse to the toxic factor in 
trichloroethylene-extracted soybean oil meal. American J. of 
Veterinary Research 17(64):441-43. July.
• Summary: Horses were found to be as susceptible as cattle. 
Address: Inst. of Agriculture, Univ. of Minnesota, St. Paul.

780. Pritchard, W.R.; Perman, V.; Mattson, W.E.; Sautter, 
J.H.; Schulze, M.O. 1956. Studies on trichloroethylene-
extracted feeds. VI. The effects of feeding trichloroethylene-
extracted soybean oil meal to sheep. American J. of 
Veterinary Research 17(64):446-48. July.
• Summary: “Summary and Conclusions: A specimen of 
trichloroethylene-extracted soybean oil meal which was 
known to be highly toxic to cattle produced illness and signs 
of blood dyscrasia in sheep.
 “The hematological changes observed in the sheep were 
not always consistent with those associated with aplastic 
anemia.
 “If the same factor in this meal is responsible for the 
disease observed in cattle and in sheep, it appears that sheep 
are much more resistant to its toxic effects.” Address: Inst. of 
Agriculture, Univ. of Minnesota, St. Paul.

781. Pritchard, W.R.; Mattson, W.E.; Sautter, J.H.; Schulze, 
M.O. 1956. Studies on trichloroethylene-extracted feeds. 
V. Failure to demonstrate the presence of toxic factor in 
the milk of cows fed toxic specimens of trichloroethylene-
extracted soybean oil meal. American J. of Veterinary 
Research 17(64):444-45. July.
• Summary: “Summary: Three heavily lactating cows, 
fed a ration containing a relatively high level of toxic 
trichloroethylene-extracted soybean oil meal (TCESOM), 
developed blood changes and clinical signs characteristic of 
aplastic anemia. Cats, dogs, and calves, fed milk produced 
by these cows as the principal component of their diet, failed 
to show clinical signs or blood changes suggestive of toxicity 
caused by this meal.” Address: Inst. of Agriculture, Univ. of 
Minnesota, St. Paul.

782. Pritchard, W.R.; Sauer, F.; Rehfeld, C.E.; Perman, V.; 
Sautter, J.H.; Wada, S.; Schulze, M.O. 1956. Studies on 
trichloroethylene-extracted feeds. VII. Observations with 
laboratory animals fed trichloroethylene-extracted soybean 
oil meal. American J. of Veterinary Research 17(64):448-54. 
July. [54 ref]
• Summary: “Summary and Conclusion: A specimen of 
trichloroethylene-extracted soybean oil meal (TCESOM), 
which is highly toxic to cattle, was fed for long periods at 
high levels to mice, rats, hamsters, guinea pigs, rabbits, and 
dogs.
 “In contrast to cattle and horses, none of these species 
showed any evidence of aplastic anemia or other marked 
blood dyscrasia.
 “Feeding of this meal to guinea pigs invariably produced 
a syndrome of gradual generalized debilitation which 
terminated in death. Guinea pigs fed similar quantities of 
HEXSOM [hexane-extracted] gained weight and remained 
normal. Feeding of high levels of TCESOM to dogs induced 
the gradual development of anorexia, weight loss, and a 
generalized debilitation. The dogs ultimately died. Feeding 
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of the same amount of HEXSOM to dogs had no detectable 
harmful effects.
 “It is not known whether the factor in TCESOM which 
produces debilitation and death in guinea pigs and dogs is 
the same as that which is responsible for the production of 
aplastic anemia in cattle and in the horse.” Address: Inst. of 
Agriculture, Univ. of Minnesota, St. Paul.

783. Coates, M.E. 1956. Soya in animal nutrition. Chemistry 
and Industry (London) No. 32. p. 833-34. Aug. 18. [3 ref]
• Summary: Soy proteins supplemented with vitamin B-12 
and methionine used as a major ingredient in synthetic milk.
 “Soya is not widely used in animal foods in Great 
Britain because in normal times ample stocks of fi sh meal are 
available.”
 “In considering the substitution of animal proteins by 
soya, it must be remembered that the latter is defi cient in 
certain essential growth factors that normally accompany 
proteins of animal origin... It is now generally accepted 
that the ‘animal protein factor’ (APF) is a complex and that 
although vitamin B-12 is an important member of it there 
are further components still to be identifi ed.” Address: Great 
Britain.

784. Platt, B.S. 1956. The soya bean in human nutrition. 
Chemistry and Industry (London) No. 32. p. 834-37. Aug. 
18. [25 ref]
• Summary: The author worked in China during the period 
in 1933-37, and there had “some experience of preparations 
made from the soya bean in infant feeding; also rarely a day 
passed in that period when I did not eat something of one 
or more of the Chinese soya bean food products–sauce, oil, 
bean curd or sprouts.”
 The author gives fi gures to refute the common 
misconception that “millions of Chinese have lived for 
centuries on a diet of rice and soya beans. For example 
(according to Buck 1938) in northeast China (Manchuria) 
where soya beans were used most, “very little rice was eaten, 
25% of the calories in the diet came from wheat, and 5% 
from the soya bean... Only 2% of the calories in the Chinese 
farm diet were derived from vegetable oils which included 
oils from groundnuts, rape seed, sesame, and soya bean; 
the fi rst three together occupy rather more than the acreage 
under soya bean crops. Learmonth (1956, p. 360) has stated 
that the soya bean has only been grown as an oil-bearing 
crop since the 19th century. There is, however, a Chinese 
work dated A.D. 1637 called ‘The exploitation of the works 
of nature,’ the second volume of which is devoted to oils 
and fats. From this work it may be deduced (according to 
information supplied by Dr. G.D. Lu) that the soya bean was 
grown for its oil as early as the third century A.D. According 
to Buck’s data on most frequent yields, broad beans and fi eld 
peas yield on average 18 bushels per acre compared with 14 
bu/acre for soya beans. Peanuts or groundnuts give 64 bu/

acre but it is not clear whether they are shelled or not.
 “Anyone who, at a Buddhist feast, has eaten the 
delectable dishes made from the soya bean cannot but agree 
that, gastronomically, the merits of a wide range of soya bean 
products are outstanding. The ‘vegetable’ varieties of soya 
bean are, in fact, often simply immature ones. They are green 
and look like young lima beans but they have a richer and 
a distinctive and more delicious fl avour... Soya bean curd 
(tou fu) is used in a variety of dishes. It is prepared from the 
mature beans, not usually in the home, but by the village 
‘specialist.’... With appropriate culinary treatment, it can be 
made to imitate a variety of meat dishes; traditionally it is 
given to young Chinese children.”
 The author also discusses soy sauce, tempeh, soy oil, 
and soya “milk”.
 “I recently had a visit from a professor of pediatrics at a 
hospital in Djakarta [Jakarta], Indonesia, who reported that 
about 50 infants put on a soya milk preparation, all, after 
two months, had some gastro-intestinal disturbances; none of 
them was thriving. In my view, it is still too early to replace 
human milk for infants and certainly not by a vegetable 
substitute for animal milk...
 “In my own experience soya bean curd is a suitable 
product for feeding young children and I suggest that its 
superiority over soya milk may be the separation in the 
‘whey’ of substances that have been shown to be toxic for 
animals.
 The contents of this paper were fi rst presented as a 
contribution to the discussion on “Soya in the Field of 
Nutrition” by E.M. Learmonth, published in Chemistry and 
Industry on 12 May 1956. The author mentions an ad for 
“Sun Spot” soya milk.
 The article begins with a poem written by “a medical 
nutritionist and his wife”: “’Little Soybean who are you / 
From far off China where you grew?’ / I am wheels to steer 
your cars, / I make cups that hold cigars. / I make doggies 
nice and fat / And glue the feathers on your hat. / I am very 
good to eat, / I am cheese and milk and meat. / I am soap to 
wash your dishes, / I am oil to fry your fi shes, / I am paint 
to trim your houses, / I am buttons on your blouses. / You 
can eat me from the pod, / I put pep back in the sod. / If by 
chance you’re diabetic / The things I do are just prophetic. / 
I’m most everything you’ve seen / And still I’m just a little 
bean.’”
 Note: This poem, written by Dr. and Mrs. J.W. Hayward, 
was fi rst published in the Proceedings of the American 
Soybean Assoc. 1940. Aug. p. 6. Address: C.M.G., Ph.D., 
M.B., Ch.B., Human Nutrition Research Unit, Medical 
Research Council Laboratories, Holly Hill, London, N.W. 3.

785. Wallace, Joan; Clark, Harold E. 1956. Catalase and 
peroxidase activity in soybean seedlings grown at several 
iron levels with and without added cobalt (Abstract). Plant 
Physiology 31(Supp.):vi. Aug. 30.
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• Summary: “The levels of Fe and of Co in the nutrient 
solution affected catalase activity in leaves and peroxidasc 
activity in roots. Plants were grown in nutrient solution at 3 
levels of Fe (0.15, 3 and 15 ppm) with and without Co (0.3 
ppm) added, and were sampled at intervals during the fi rst 
month of growth. In the absence of Co, chlorosis appeared 
only in plants grown at the lowest Fe level. In the presence of 
Co, there was an earlier appearance of similar symptoms at 
the lowest Fe level and later at the intermediate level. At the 
lowest Fe level, catalase activity was less than at the higher 
Fe levels, and presence of Co accentuated these differences. 
Peroxidase activity of the roots was greatest with 15 ppm Fe, 
and least with 0.15 ppm Fe. The addition of Co depressed the 
activity further at the low Fe level and increased it slightly at 
15 ppm Fe.”
 Note: On the cover of this supplement: “Proceedings 
of the Plant Physiology Meetings. Sponsored Jointly by 
the American Association of Plant Physiologists and the 
Physiological Section, Botanical Society of America, Univ. 
of Connecticut, August 26-30, 1956.” Address: Rutgers 
Univ., New Brunswick, New Jersey.

786. Block, R.J.; Anderson, D.W.; Howard, H.W.; Bauer, 
C.D. 1956. Effect of supplementing soybean proteins with 
lysine and other amino acids. American J. of Diseases of 
Children 92(2):126-30. Aug. [3 ref]
• Summary: The addition of L-lysine to a soybean protein 
diet (Borden’s spray-dried Mull-Soy infant food) did not 
improve the nutritive value of the soy proteins as measured 
by the growth of young rats. Address: PhD, Prescription 
Products Div., Borden Company.

787. Klosterman, Earle W.; Bentley, O.G.; Moxon, 
A.L.; Hershberger, T.V. 1956. Value of a wheat protein 
hydrolysate as a protein supplement for fattening cattle. Ohio 
Agricultural Experiment Station, Research Circular No. 36. 
8 p. Aug.
• Summary: “Mono-sodium glutamate, a salt of one of the 
amino acids, is used to enhance human food fl avors. One 
source of this amino acid is from hydrolysates of wheat 
protein. By this process, wheat protein is split into its 
component parts–amino acids–thus permitting the extraction 
of the glutamic acid. The remainder of the hydrolysate 
contains the other amino acids and nitrogen compounds of 
wheat protein as a by-product of this process. The by-product 
has much the same nitrogen or crude protein content as 
soybean oil meal and is currently not being utilized.”

788. Yano, Mototeru; Fujita, Akiji. 1956. The synthesis of 
vitamins by intestinal bacteria and the effect of cellulose. IV. 
Synthesis of vitamin B-6. J. of Vitaminology (Osaka, Japan) 
2(3):209-15. Sept. 10. [7 ref]
• Summary: The percentage of vitamin B-6 in the form of 
pyridoxol, pyridoxal, and pyridoxamine in soybeans is 18, 

77, and 5 respectively. Address: Biochemical Lab., Kitasato 
Inst., Minato-ku, Tokyo, Japan.

789. Hamada, Shigeo; Gamô, Kiyoshi; Kadosawa, Taichi; 
Aso, Kiyoshi. 1956. Shôyu-chû no to-rui ni tsuite [Studies 
on the sugars in soy sauce]. Hakko Kogaku Zasshi (J. of 
Fermentation Technology) 34(9):407-410. English-language 
summary on p. 29 of this issue. [12 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: “Two sorts of saltless Shoyu sugar solution 
which was prepared by vacuum concentration, addition of 
methanol, and ion-exchange resin treatment of the ordinary 
Shoyu were studied by paper partition chromatography, 
paper ionophoresis and carbon column chromatography. 
Then it was found that arabinose, xylose, glucose, galactose, 
glycerol, mannitol (isolated as crystal) and oligosaccharides 
were present in Shoyu. And the four monosaccharides were 
colorimetrically estimated by the Nelson method and the 
Antitrone method.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2020) that 
contains the word “oligosaccharides” (or “oligosaccharide”). 
Address: Dep. of Agricultural Chemistry, Faculty of 
Agriculture, Tohoku Univ., Sendai, Japan.

790. Jelliffe, D.B.; Arroyave, G.; Aguirre, F.; Aguirre, A.; 
Scrimshaw, N.S. 1956. The amino-acid composition of 
certain tropical pulses and cereals. J. of Tropical Medicine 
and Hygiene 59(9):216-17. Sept. [7 ref]
• Summary: Gives the nutritional composition of 21 tropical 
pulses and cereals, including scientifi c name, English name, 
local name, country of origin, moisture, nitrogen, niacin, 
tryptophane, lysine, methionine, and cystine.
 For Soya bean: Moisture 10.6%, nitrogen 6.4%, 
tryptophane 0.29%, lysine 2.04%, methionine 0.82%, cystine 
0.88%, niacin 0.77 mg/100 gm. Address: 1. Late Dep. of 
Medicine, University College of the West Indies, Jamaica; 
2-5. Inst. of Nutrition of Central America and Panama 
(INCAP), Guatemala.

791. McKinney, L.L. 1956. Progress in soybean research: 
Reports on research work on both soybean meal and oil by 
Northern Utilization Research Branch. Soybean Digest. Sept. 
p. 66, 68, 70-72. [10 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Norelac (a new type of 
resin developed from soybean oil by Dr. J.C. Cowan, H.M. 
Teeter and others).
 Urease activity (“The urease test is used to determine 
whether the degree of toasting of soybean oil meal is 
adequate to develop its maximum nutritive value and 
whether the urease activity has been suffi ciently destroyed 
to allow the addition of urea in formulating ruminant feed.” 
Each test has both advantages and disadvantages).
 Hemagglutinating protein (For the past 3 years the 
NRRL has had a contract with the University of Minnesota 
to investigate the toxic, hemagglutinating protein found in 
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raw soybean meal. The research has been conducted under 
the direction of Dr. I.E. Liener).
 Flash desolventizer (Discusses the design and purpose 
of the fl ash desolventizer, which removes most of the solvent 
from the meal, leaving a residual solvent of only 0.2 to 0.8% 
in the NRRL pilot plant).
 Market potential survey (of drying oils).
 Vinyl ethers (prepared from fatty alcohols).
 Other research. Address: Northern Utilization Research 
Branch, ARS, USDA, Peoria, Illinois.

792. Staley Journal (Decatur, Illinois). 1956. Lyle C. Woods 
to new position. Sept. p. 8.
• Summary: “A graduate of the University of Illinois he 
took his master’s degree in organic chemistry at Bradley 
University. After completing his work there he was with the 
Northern Regional Research Laboratory in Peoria for fi ve 
years before coming to Staley’s.
 “In his new work he will be in charge of coordinating 
the sales with the development of new products by the 
company’s research division. In recent years the Staley 
company has brought out a number of chemical products. 
Included in this group are lecithin, inositol, phytic acid, 
calcium phytate, monosodium glutamate, modifi ed vegetable 
oils and industrial soy fl our.”
 A portrait photo shows Lyle C. Woods.

793. Takahashi, Jûsaku. 1956. Bitamin B-12 kyôka shokuhin 
ni kansuru kenkyû. I. Shokuhin-chû bitamin B-12 no anteido 
ni tsuite [Studies on the fortifi cation of some foods [incl. 
miso and soy sauce] with vitamin B-12. I. On the stability of 
vitamin B-12 in foods]. Bitamin (Vitamins, Kyoto) 11(4):385-
88. Oct. 25. (Chem. Abst. 51:15816i). [11 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: The change of vitamin B-12 content in enriched 
miso, soy sauce, jam, and cream during storage and heating 
was tested by a microbiological method using Euglena 
gracilis var. bacillaris.
 Vitamin B-12 added to miso was relative stable during 
storage for 30 days; 89% remained at 3-5ºC and 35-59% 
remained at 30ºC. However vitamin B-12 added to soy sauce 
was relatively unstable during storage; only 75% remained at 
30ºC.
 Vitamin B-12 added to miso was relative stable during 
heating; only 6% was degraded after 30 minutes at 100ºC. 
However vitamin B-12 added to soy sauce was so unstable 
on heating that 28-54% was degraded after heating for 12-
30 minutes at 100ºC. In short, the enrichment of soy sauce 
with vitamin B-12 seems unsuitable. Address: Faculty of 
Agriculture, Utsunomiya Univ., Utsunomiya, Japan.

794. Desikachar, H.S.R.; Sankaran, A.N.; Subrahmanyan, V. 
1956. The comparative value of soyabean and bengal gram 
as supplements to the poor South Indian rice diet. Indian J. 
of Medical Research 44(4):741-48. Oct. [11 ref]

• Summary: At present levels of soybean processing they 
would not supplement the poor rice diet in India. Address: 
Central Food Technological Research Inst. (CFTRI), Mysore, 
India.

795. Ebine, Hideo; Nakajima, Michie; Nakano, Masahiro. 
1956. Eiyô kyôka miso no kenkyû. V. Misoshiru kanetsu 
ni saishite bitamin-rui no sonshitsu ni tsuite [On the 
manufacture of enriched miso. V. Loss of vitamins during 
preparation of miso soup]. Shokuryo Kenkyujo Kenkyu 
Hokoku (Report of the Food Research Institute) No. 11. p. 
111-12. Oct. [5 ref. Jap]
Address: Food Research Inst., Shiohama 1-4-12, Koto-ku, 
Tokyo, Japan.

796. Gastrock, E.A. 1956. Filtration-extraction process 
achieves commercial status: Mississippi plant, based on 
process developed by the Southern Utilization Research 
Branch, has been in operation almost 2 years. Mr. Gastrock 
tells the advantages of the new process. Soybean Digest. Oct. 
p. 18-20.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Preparation: Hulling, 
conditioning prior to rolling, rolling, cooking, crisping. 
Extraction: Slurrying, fi ltration. Other operations. Other 
oilseeds. Advantages of the process (14 advantages). 
Acknowledgement.
 “The fi ltration-extraction plant of the Mississippi 
Cottonseed Products Co. [owned by Buckeye Cotton 
Oil Co.], located at Greenwood, Mississippi, has been in 
practically continuous operation on cottonseed and soybeans 
since Jan. 26, 1954. This plant was designed, constructed, 
and erected by Lukens Steel Co., based on the initial bench-
scale and pilot plant scale development work of the Southern 
Utilization Branch of the Agricultural Research Service 
(USDA).”
 “The success achieved in this fi rst installation has now 
led to construction on the part of Mississippi Cottonseed 
Products Co. of a second plant of the same size and for the 
same raw materials.” Address: Southern Regional Research 
Lab., New Orleans, Louisiana.

797. Hernandez-Medina, E. 1956. The use of chelates to 
control iron chlorosis in soybeans grown in alkaline substrate 
under greenhouse conditions. J. of Agriculture of the 
University of Puerto Rico 40(4):245-54. Oct. [12 ref. Eng; 
spa]
• Summary: “Introduction: It is often observed that iron 
chlorosis develops in plants grown under greenhouse 
conditions in sand or water cultures. This situation 
is frequently attributable to the precipitation of iron 
by phosphates when they are used in relatively high 
concentrations or in nutrient solutions with pH values above 
6.” Address: Associated Horticulturist, Agric. Exp. Station, 
Univ. of Puerto Rico, Río Piedras, P.R.
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798. Paixao, José Sebastiao da. 1956. Consideracoes sobre 
a soja como alimento capaz de equilibrar a alimentacao do 
Brasileiro [Considerations on the soybean as food capable 
of balancing the nutrition of the Brazilian]. Boletim de 
Agricultura (Belo Horizonte, Brazil) 5(9/10):51-57. Sept/
Oct. (Minas Gerais. Departamento de Producao Vegetal). [15 
ref. Por]
Address: Eng. Agronomo, Brazil.

799. Pritchard, W.R.; Davis, O.S.; Taylor, D.B.; Doyle, L.P. 
1956. Aplastic anemia in chickens fed trichloroethylene-
extracted soybean oil meal and failure of this dietary meal to 
suppress the development of experimental lymphomatosis. 
American J. of Veterinary Research 17(65):771-77. Oct. [12 
ref]
• Summary: “The consumption of a diet containing 72.9% 
trichloroethylene-extracted soybean oil meal (TCESOM) 
had no noticeable effect on the development of experimental 
lymphomatosis in chickens. Chickens fed this diet, 
however, developed aplastic anemia with clinical signs 
and hematological and pathological changes that were 
indistinguishable from those seen in fi eld cases of aplastic 
anemia or so-called ‘hemorrhagic syndrome.’” Address: 
Lafayette, Indiana.

800. Los Angeles Times. 1956. Diet clue to cause of heart 
disease. Nov. 11. p. C2.
• Summary: In the last 25 years in Hawaii, there has been 
a large increase in the incidence of fatal heart attacks. After 
studying the hearts of persons who have come to autopsy, 
Dr. Nils P. Larsen of Honolulu suspects that this is because 
Hawaiians, whose income has risen signifi cantly during this 
time, have been consuming much more “butter, cream, eggs, 
and milk” than before.
 In Japan, the village of Narusawa, at the foot of Mt. Fuji, 
had the lowest rate of rejection of military conscripts during 
World War II; the villagers there lived largely on “soybean 
soup.” Note: Probably miso soup.
 In Mukojima, another village, the people have the 
greatest longevity of any village in Japan. About 8.4% of the 
population are over 70 years of age. The diet of Mukojima, 
which is described, includes noodles made from sweet 
potatoes, azuki beans, small fi sh, seaweed, carrots, and 
pumpkins.

801. Central Soya Co. 1956. Fish ‘n Fifty. The revolutionary 
new blend of miracle fi fty and fi sh solubles! (Ad). Soybean 
Digest. Nov. Back cover.
• Summary: Milestones in Central Soya’s development of 
foods include: “1938–Solvent Process Meal. 1952–Miracle 
Meal. 1955–Miracle Fifty.”
 Talk with Ed Meyer of Central Soya. 1993. April 7. 
All companies in the feed business used fi sh solubles as a 

methionine source. Synthetic methionine was not on the 
market at that time. In fact, in the 1940s, The Glidden Co. 
owned a fi sh processing company in Pascagoula, Mississippi, 
where they made fi sh solubles and fi sh meal. The fi sh 
solubles went into the feed business.

802. Kida, Setsuko; Hashida, Wataru; Teramoto, Shiro. 
1956. Nattô oyobi nattô-kin ni kansuru gakuteki kenkyû. I. 
[Nutritional studies on natto and Bacillus natto. I. On the 
nutritional requirements of natto-bacillus]. Hakko Kogaku 
Zasshi (J. of Fermentation Technology) 34(11):542-46. Nov. 
[16 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: Six strains of natto bacillus used in this study 
were isolated from several samples of natto in the market. 
These strains very much resembled the typical natto bacteria 
(Bacillus natto Sawamura etc.) and were also related to 
Bacillus subtilis NRRL 558 and to Bacillus mesentericus. 
According to the classifi cation in Bergey’s Manual of 
Determinative Bacteriology (6th ed.) the strains studied here 
may be included in the group Bacillus subtilis.
 The nutritional requirements of the natto bacillus and 
Bacillus subtilis were compared when growing on a synthetic 
medium. The strains isolated from natto differed from B. 
subtilis NRRL 558 in that they required biotin in the vitamin-
omission test and could not utilize certain amino acids (DL-
serine, DL threonine, DL methionine) as a sole nitrogen 
source.
 Note: This is the 3rd earliest (but the clearest) document 
seen (Jan. 2012) which states that Bacillus natto is different 
from Bacillus subtilis in that the former requires the vitamin 
biotin for growth, whereas the latter does not. Address: Dep. 
of Fermentation Technology, Faculty of Engineering, Osaka 
Univ., Japan.

803. Perman, V.; Rehfeld, C.E.; Sautter, J.H.; Schultze, M.O. 
1956. Bioassay for toxic factor in trichloroethylene-extracted 
soybean oil meal. J. of Agricultural and Food Chemistry 
4(11):959-63. Nov. [18 ref]
• Summary: Aplastic anemia can be produced in calves by 
feeding different levels of toxic trichloroethylene extracted 
soybean oil meal. Address: School of Veterinary Medicine & 
Dep. of Agricultural Chemistry, Inst. of Agriculture, Univ. of 
Minnesota, St. Paul.

804. Sreenivasan, B.; Brown, J.B. 1956. Isomerization 
of linoleic, linolenic, and other polyunsaturated acids 
with potassium tertiary butoxide and its application in 
the spectrophotometric estimation of these acids. J. of the 
American Oil Chemists’ Society 33(11):521-26. Nov. [27 ref]
• Summary: “Recent methods (1-5) of estimating 
polyunsaturated acids are based on the observations that 
conjugated polyunsaturated acids have defi nite absorption 
peaks in the ultraviolet region of the spectrum (6, 7, 8) 
and that acids having double bonds isolated by only one 
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methylene group can be converted to the conjugated isomers 
by heating with alkali in water, alcohols, or ethylene 
glycol...” Address: Dep. of Physiological Chemistry and Inst. 
of Nutrition and Food Technology, The Ohio State Univ., 
Columbus, Ohio.

805. Collins-Williams, C. 1956. Clinical studies with 
powdered Sobee, a new milk substitute. Canadian Medical 
Association Journal 75(11):934. Dec.
• Summary: Powdered Sobee was tested and found to be 
acceptable as a milk substitute in the feeding of allergic 
infants. The composition of the product is given. It was 
tested on 25 infants whose average age was 7½ months, and 
was well accepted by 23 of these infants. One infant took 
it only if it was mixed with cereal. One refused it. Weight 
gain and stools were normal. Address: M.D., Allergy Clinic. 
Hospital for Sick Children, Toronto, and Dep. of Pediatrics, 
Univ. of Toronto, Canada.

806. Kretovich, V.L.; Smirnova, T.I.; Frenkel, S. Ya. 1956. 
[Study of the reserve proteins of the soybean by means of 
the ultracentrifuge]. Biokhimiya (Biochemistry, Moscow) 
21(6):842-47. Nov/Dec. See also English translation of 
Biokhimya (titled Biochemistry, by Consultants Bureau Inc., 
New York), 21(6):864-69. [10 ref. Rus; eng]
• Summary: “Danielsson [1] studied soybean proteins 
isolated from the whole seeds, by means of the 
ultracentrifuge.
 “He obtained soybean globulin by saturation of a 
10% salt (NaCl) extract of the ground beans to 70% with 
ammonium sulfate, the precipitate then being dissolved in 
0.2 M NaC1, followed by precipitation with dialysis. Two 
sedimenting components with sedimentation constants S 
= 13.1 and 8.0 (Svedberg units) were obtained in a buffer 
solution of ionic strength I = 0.3 and pH 7.0.
 “Naismith [2] made an ultracentrifuge study of soybean 
globulin prepared by Osborne and Campbell’s method [3]. 
The protein was prepared after dialysis of a 10% salt (NaCl) 
extract of defatted soybean fl our; the sedimentation constants 
of the components were 7.5, 11.4, and 16.3. Naismith 
also fractionated the proteins present in a salt extract from 
soybeans by means of ammonium sulfate. He isolated two 
components, with sedimentation constants of 7 and 11, 
comprising 35% of the total protein, and corresponding to 
the globulin fraction.
 “It must be stressed that when proteins are extracted 
from the whole beans, proteins from different morphological 
parts of the bean–germ, cotyledons or endosperm, aleurone 
layer–are obtained, which differ sharply both in their 
physiological functions and in the nature and composition of 
the proteins present in them. To obtain more homogeneous 
preparations of the reserve seed proteins, they must be 
extracted from the cotyledons or endosperm separated from 
the germ and seed coats. At the same time, in order to avoid 

denaturation, all the operations in the extraction must be 
carried out at a low temperature, and the drying must be 
effected by the lyophilization procedure.
 “The purpose of the present work was an ultracentrifuge 
study of the albumin and globulin fractions isolated from 
soybean cotyledons under the above conditions. In addition 
to determinations of the homogeneity and molecular weights 
of the protein preparations, it was desirable to determine 
the nature of the changes in the proteins under the action 
of cysteine which, as was shown earlier, makes soybean 
globulin soluble in distilled water.
 “Experimental
 “Preparation of the Proteins: Soybean cotyledons, free 
from germ and seed coat, were ground in a porcelain mortar 
until a coarse meal was obtained, which was defatted by 
ether in a Soxhlet apparatus. The defatted meal was again 
ground to fl our in a porcelain mortar and sifted through a silk 
screen. The fi nely ground defatted fl our was extracted with 
10% NaCl overnight at 4º. The solution was centrifuged, 
fi ltered through paper pulp in the cold, and dialyzed in 
cellophane bags against distilled water. The dialysis was 
continued for 24 hours in the cold (to a negative reaction 
for chloride ions). At the end of the dialysis, globulin was 
precipitated in the form of a fi ne suspension which could not 
be separated by centrifuging. The solution was acidifi ed with 
dilute acetic acid...”
 “Summary
 “Lyophilically dried preparations of albumin and 
globulin from soybean cotyledons have been studied by 
means of the ultracentrifuge.
 “It is shown that the albumin fraction consists of 
a homogeneous protein and a polydisperse impurity of 
relatively low molecular weight. The sedimentation constant 
SA of this component is 1.98 ± 0.003 Svedberg units. The 
molecular weight of the main component is 16,000; that of 
the low-molecular impurity, 5,000.
 “The globulin fraction consists of two independently 
sedimenting components with sedimentation coeffi cients of 
14.0 and 8.0 Svedberg units. The molecular weights of these 
components are 330,000 and 126,000 respectively.
 “In presence of cysteine of S3 component forms a 
longitudinal dimer with S = 10.7 and molecular weight of 
245,000. Formation of this dimer is the result of formation 
of some highly labile bonds, as the protein passes into 
its original state even on addition of NaCl to the protein 
dissolved in water in the presence of cysteine.” Address: 
A.N. Bakh Inst. of Biochemistry, Moscow, and Inst. of 
High Molecular Compounds, Academy of Sciences, USSR, 
Leningrad.

807. Lyman, Carl M.; Kuiken, K.A.; Hale, Fred. 1956. 
Essential amino acid content of farm feeds. J. of Agricultural 
and Food Chemistry 4(12):1008-13. Dec. [18 ref]
• Summary: 115 different feed ingredients and related 
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products were analyzed for each of the 10 essential amino 
acids.
 A table (p. 1012) gives the protein and amino acid 
content of many farm feeds, including those made oil seed 
residues (incl. soybean meal, peanut meal, peanut fl our, 
soybean protein {commercial}), and various types of peas 
and beans (incl. 3 types of soybeans {Laredo, Arksoy, and 
Red Tanner}), black-eye peas, cow peas {mixed}, and 
Mexican pinto beans. Address: Texas Agric. Exp. Station, 
Agricultural and Mechanical College System, College 
Station, Texas.

808. Wilder, Russell M. 1956. A brief history of the 
enrichment of fl our and bread. J. of the American Medical 
Association 162(17):1539-41. Dec.
• Summary: In about 1870 the practice of making white 
fl our by the process of roller milling began. Some believed 
that the new white fl our was better than traditional stone-
ground whole wheat fl our, however the newer and more 
refi ned fl our contained much less of the outer portions of 
wheat grain, and thus less vitamins and minerals. From the 
beginning, there were critics of the roller-milling process and 
the fl our it produced, but in the later 1910s, after McCollum 
and Osborne and Mendel revealed the importance of the 
vitamins and micronutrients lost by roller milling, “the fl our 
millers and commercial bakers were under constant fi re from 
physicians and nutritionists.”
 Reliable nutritional surveys conducted during the 1930s 
revealed that the average American consumed only one-
third as much thiamine as when only stone-ground fl our was 
available.
 By 1941 large commercial bakers were voluntarily 
enriching their white bread with thiamine, niacin, and iron.
 “In January, 1943, the fi rst order issued by the newly 
created War Food Administration included a requirement that 
all baker’s white bread be enriched.” The health benefi ts of 
enrichment were clear and important.
 Note: The author does not state clearly that enrichment 
of bread puts back only a portion of what was taken out 
during milling.
 He also does not mention that roller mills remove a 
larger percentage of fi ber found in the grain than any other 
nutrient. As of 2013, fi ber is the nutrient most lacking in the 
American diet, largely since Americans tend to eat refi ned 
foods. Address: Member emeritus, Mayo Clinic; Rochester, 
Minnesota.

809. Muller, J.F. 1956. Soy as food for children. New York, 
NY: Rl Add 6 WHO/FAO/UNICEF Nutrition Panel. 11 p. *
• Summary: Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 
1999) that uses the word “soy” in the title (in the form “soy 
as”) to refer to soy products; before this time “soy” always 
referred to soy sauce.

810. Reznikova, L.S. 1956. Antigeny iz rastitel’nykh 
veschestv dlya serologicheskikh reaktsii na sifi lis [Antigens 
from plant materials for serological tests for syphilis]. 
Vestnik Venerologii i Dermatologii (J. of Venereology and 
Dermatology) 30(6):43-45. (Chem. Abst. 51:7552g). [Rus]
• Summary: Discusses antigens produced from soybean 
meal. Webster’s Dictionary defi nes venereology as the 
study of venereal diseases, i.e. contagious diseases, such as 
gonorrhea or syphilis, that are typically acquired through 
sexual intercourse.

811. Warington, Katherine. 1956. Interaction between iron 
and other micronutrient elements in fl ax, soyabeans and peas. 
Rothamsted Experimental Station, Report (Harpenden, Great 
Britain) 256 p. For 1955. See p. 70-71. *

812. Block, Richard Joseph; Weiss, Kathryn W. 1956. Amino 
acid handbook: methods and results of protein analysis. 
Springfi eld, Illinois: Charles C. Thomas. 386 p. Illust. Index. 
24 cm. [1303* ref]
• Summary: Page 163: Unheated soybean fl akes were found 
to be the poorest source of lysine for protein-depleted adult 
rats fed a lysine-defi cient diet.
 Pages 296-97: A table shows the content of each of the 
amino acids in soybean meal and many other animal feeds.
 Pages 320-21: A table shows the content of each of the 
amino acids in 12 different samples and brands of soybean 
meal, including Staley Co., extractor process, expeller 
process, and raw. The source of each analysis is given.
 Pages 332-33 A table shows the content of each of 
the amino acids in soybeans and 18 other seed allergens. 
Address: 1. Ph.D., Boyce Thompson Inst. for Plant Research, 
Inc., Yonkers, New York. and Dep. of Biochemistry, New 
York Medical College, New York, NY.

813. Chen, Philip S.; Chen, Helen D. 1956. Soybeans 
for health, longevity, and economy. South Lancaster, 
Massachusetts: The Chemical Elements. xii + 241 p. Illust. 
Index. 21 cm. 2nd ed. Jan., 1962, 242 p. [24 ref]
• Summary: A comprehensive review of the subject. 
Contents: Preface, by the author (South Lancaster, 
Massachusetts, July 1956). Foreword, by Geo. M. Strayer, 
Vice-President and Secretary-Treasurer, American Soybean 
Association. Introduction. Part I: Nutritive value of the 
soybean. 1. Protein (incl. Dr. Wolfgang Tiling of Hamburg, 
Germany; Dr. Harry Miller). 2. Fat (incl. phosphatides, 
sterols and hormones). 3. Carbohydrates and caloric value. 
4. Minerals. 5. Vitamins. 6. Soybeans and world population. 
7. Soybeans and disease (incl. Dr. Wolfgang Tiling of 
Germany).
 Part II: Soy products. 8. Soybean oil: Composition 
and properties, processing and refi ning, reversion, uses, 
phosphatides, margarine, mellorine (vegetable frozen 
dessert). 9. Soybean oil meal: Heat treatment, Gelsoy, Multi-
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purpose Food. 10. Soy fl our: Uses, soy bread vs. enriched 
white bread. 11. Soy milk. 12. Soy cheese (or soybean 
curd, “aptly described by the Chinese as ‘the meat without 
bones’”–incl. pressed tofu sheets and yuba). 13. Soy sauce: 
Preparation of kojis, brine fermentation, production yields, 
microorganisms are available. 14. Soybean sprouts.
 Part III: Soybean culture and preservation. 15. Soybean 
culture: Two types of soybeans (commercial fi eld vs. edible 
or vegetable varieties), inoculation, fertilizer, cultivation, 
harvest. 16. Preservation of soybeans: Shelling, canning, 
freezing, dehydration, harvesting dry mature soybeans.
 Part IV: Recipes. 17. Soybeans and soybean pulp: Green 
or fresh soybeans, dry soybeans, soybean pulp (“prepared 
by pressing cooked soybeans through a coarse sieve or by 
grinding them in a food grinder”), recipes (incl. Soyburger, 
Scalloped green soybeans, and Roasted soybeans–dry roasted 
or deep-fried (p. 151). Describes how to make wheat gluten 
at home and praises monosodium glutamate for its ability to 
improve the fl avor of recipes–though its use is called for only 
in the recipe for Soyburger). 18. Soy fl our: Breads, cakes, 
cookies, pies, soups, other recipes (A recipe for Wafers, p. 
180, calls for “½ cup roasted soybeans, fi nely chopped”).
 19. Soy grits and soy fl akes. 20. Soy milk. 21. Soy 
cheese. 22. Soybean sprouts.
 Appendices: A. Soybean utilization (chart). B. 
Manufacturers and handlers of soy foods (Source: 1956 
Soybean Blue Book). C. References.
 Chapter 1, “Protein,” begins: “The soybean is best 
known for its high protein content (p. 7). It then discusses the 
work of Dr. Harry Miller (p. 14-15).
 Chapter 15, “Soybean Culture,” describes how to grow 
soybeans in a garden. Pages 126-27 discuss the two types of 
soybeans: the commercial fi eld type and the edible vegetable 
type. Five major differences between the two types are 
discussed (p. 126). The edible varieties are larger in size, do 
not yield as heavily (though they yield more heavily than 
snap beans or lima beans), are more prone to shatter as they 
near maturity in the fi eld, are superior in fl avor, texture, 
and ease of cooking, and some edible varieties are also 
superior in the manufacture of soybean fl our, soybean milk, 
roasted beans and other products. Table 31 (p. 130) lists 
eleven varieties of edible soybeans: Very early–Giant Green. 
Early–Bansei, Fuji. Midseason–Hokkaido, Jogun, Willomi. 
Late: Illington, Imperial, Funk Delicious, Emperor, Higan. 
Commercial–Illini.
 Chapter 16, “Preservation of Soybeans,” describes how 
to preserve “green soybeans” by canning, freezing, and 
dehydration.
 Photos show: (1) A sack of Lincoln soybeans (facing p. 
1). (2) Soybean plants, showing pods and leaves (p. 3 and 
4). (3) A beam balance with a small amount of soy fl our 
balancing many animal products. “The protein value of soy 
fl our: 1 lb. of soy fl our contains protein values equal to 2 
lbs. beef, or 34 eggs, or 6 quarts milk.” Source: Health and 

Character Education Institute (p. 6). A similar photo (p. 24) 
states: “1 lb of soy fl our contains food calories equal to 3½ 
lbs beef, or 3 quarts milk, or 29 eggs. (4) Two views of a 
child. Left, suffering from marasmus. Right, after six months 
on a soy milk diet. Courtesy Dr. Wolfgang Tiling (p. 62). 
(5) A machine at the Northern Utilization Research Branch 
of USDA treating soybean oil with alkali (p. 72). (6) The 
distribution of MPF [Multi-Purpose Food] to starving Indian 
children (p. 91; Courtesy Meals for Millions Foundation). (7) 
Quaker City No. F4 grinding mill (p. 102; Courtesy Straub 
Co., 4059 Ridge Ave., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania). (8) Early 
soy cheese (tofu) production in the United States (p. 108; 
perhaps at Madison Foods). (9) The Northern Utilization 
Research Branch, Agricultural Research Service, USDA–
shows outside of the huge building (p. 113). (10). How to 
grow soy sprouts in a glass jar at home (p. 119). (11) Well 
nodulated soybean roots (p. 129; Courtesy The Nitragin Co.). 
(12) Baked soybeans in a crock (p. 144). (13) Soy fl our used 
in numerous baked products (p. 159; Courtesy ADM). (14) 
Griddle cakes [pancakes] made with soy fl our brown quickly 
(p. 173). (15) Soy peanut butter cookies (incl. peanut butter 
and soy fl our; p. 185). (16) Soy grits in a glass jar (p. 198). 
(17) Freshly-cooked crisp soybean sprouts in a raw vegetable 
salad (p. 219).
 Note 1. The fi rst printing of this book (1956) 
was dedicated “To Li Yu Ying and William J. Morse, 
The Soybean Champions of the Eastern and Western 
Hemispheres,” but by the second printing (April 1957) the 
dedication had changed “To William J. Morse and Harry W. 
Miller, The Soybean and Soy Milk Champions of Our Time.”
 The publisher of this third printing was unable to sell 
all the books printed, so Chen apparently arranged for a 
company named “Outdoor Pictures” (Box 1326, Escondido, 
California) to sell them. On the title page, Outdoor Pictures 
pasted their name and address over that of “The Chemical 
Elements.”
 Note 2. According to the National Union Catalog, 
Philip Stanley Chen was born in 1903. The back cover 
states that he was born in China and is now a naturalized 
U.S. citizen. He is a graduate of Emmanuel Missionary 
College [in Berrien Springs, Michigan] and Michigan State 
University. Before writing this, his fi rst book on diet, health, 
or soybeans, he wrote several books on chemistry: (1) The 
Chloro Derivatives of m-cresol. 1933. Easton, Pennsylvania: 
Mack Printing Co. 7 p. (Abstract of his PhD thesis, Michigan 
State College of Agriculture and Applied Science); (2) 
The Chemical Elements, Rev. ed. 1948. South Lancaster, 
Massachusetts: Chemical Elements (fold chart). (3) 500 
Syntan Patent Abstracts, 1911-1950. 1950. South Lancaster, 
Massachusetts: Chemical Elements. 125 leaves. (4) Syntans 
and Newer Methods of Tanning. 1950. South Lancaster, 
Massachusetts: Chemical Elements. 128 p.
 In 1962 Chen wrote A New Look at God, published by 
Chemical Elements (288 p.). Address: 1. Prof. of Chemistry, 
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Atlantic Union College, South Lancaster, Massachusetts; 2. 
National Science Foundation Fellow, Cornell Univ.

814. Chen, Philip S.; Chen, Helen D. 1956. Tables 
(Document part). In: P.S. Chen and H.D. Chen. 1956. 
Soybeans for Health, Longevity, and Economy. South 
Lancaster, Massachusetts: The Chemical Elements. 241 p. 
[24 ref]
• Summary: Tables show: (1) Soybean production in the 
United States, 1924-1958 (p. 2). (2) Essential amino acid 
content of some foods (calculated as percent of amino acid in 
sample). Foods include: Extracted soybean oil meal, whole 
milk, whole eggs, beef loin, patent wheat fl our (p. 8). (3) 
Protein effi ciency of a number of proteins (incl. whole milk 
2.9, cottonseed fl our 2.0, peanuts 1.9, soybean fl our 1.8, 
casein 1.7, patent fl our 1.00) (p. 11). (4) Biological value of 
food proteins for human adults (incl. whole eggs 78, milk 74, 
meat 72, soy fl our 65, peanut fl our 42, white fl our 41) (p. 11). 
(5) Supplemental values of soy fl our and milk for wheat fl our 
(p. 12). (6) Nutritional quality of soy fl our and milk solids 
in bread (p. 13). (7) Fat content of several common foods 
(p. 16). (7A) Chemical composition of vegetable oils (in per 
cent) (p. 18). (8) Carbohydrate content of soybeans (Street 
& Bailey) (p. 21). (9) Caloric values of various cereals and 
legumes (p. 22). (10) Mineral content of soybeans (p. 25). 
(11) Calcium, phosphorus and iron content of soybeans (p. 
26). (12) Availability of iron in different foods (p. 27). (13) 
Availability of iron in several Hawaiian foods (p. 28). (14) 
Alkalinity of various foods (p. 29). (15) Vitamin content of 
soybeans and soybean oil meal (p. 32). (16) The vitamin 
B-1 content of some common foods (milligrams per 100 
grams) (p. 34). (17) The vitamin B-complex content of soy 
fl our as compared with wheat fl our (per 100 grams of fl our) 
(p. 35). (18) Choline content (dry weight basis) (p. 37). (19) 
Production of fats and oil in the United States in 1953 (p. 67; 
soybean oil is the leader at 2,650 million lb). (20) Physical 
and chemical characteristics of soybean oil (p. 68). (21) 
Chemical composition of soybean oil (p. 69). (22) Protein 
concentrates used for feed in the United States, 1954-1955 
preliminary (p. 83). (23) Correlation of volume of loaf and 
urease content of soy fl our used in making bread (p. 86). 
(24) Analysis of nutritive elements (p. 92). (25) Soy fl our 
standards (p. 94). (26) The growth-promoting values of the 
proteins of soybean fl our, peanut fl our, and cottonseed fl our 
and their values as supplements to the proteins of patent 
wheat fl our (p. 99). (27) Composition of soy milk and cow’s 
milk (p. 103). (28) Some precipitating agents for soy milk 
(p. 107). (29) Composition of soybean curd (p. 109). (30) 
Composition of soy bean sprouts vs. mung bean sprouts 
(p. 122). (31) Eleven varieties of edible soybeans (p. 130). 
Address: 1. Prof. of Chemistry, Atlantic Union College, 
South Lancaster, Massachusetts; 2. National Science 
Foundation Fellow, Cornell Univ.

815. Chiu, Y.T. 1956. Meditations of a Christian Chinese. 
New York, NY: Pageant Press. [5] + 101 p. No Index.
• Summary: The author says that he has previously written 
24 books in Chinese. This, his fi rst English-language book, 
includes a compilation of much of his best material in 
Chinese. Soy is mentioned in two chapters.
 Chapter 7, titled “Child welfare in China,” states (p. 22-
26): “Very few mothers [in China] know how to feed their 
babies. If the infant were fed with mother’s milk, it would 
be better for the child.” Cow’s milk is so expensive in South 
China that very few mothers can afford to buy it for their 
children. “The writer has analyzed several kinds of milk 
substitutes made locally and sold in the stores in Canton and 
found that they consist of starch and a little sugar (less than 
one-half of one per cent of this substituted milk is protein). 
In North China soya bean milk is used in feeding babies. 
This is much cheaper than cow’s milk.” A brief description 
is given of how this soya milk is made. “One pound of soya 
beans would make seven or eight pounds of bean milk. As 
soya bean milk is defi cient in fat, sugar, and calcium, the 
latter should be added to the bean milk to increase its food 
value. Dr. Siddall [1931] used this milk to feed a baby in 
the Canton hospital and got pretty good results. If soya bean 
milk is prepared in a sanitary condition, it should be a good 
and cheap food for poorer babies.”
 Superstitions are widespread in South China. “Some 
people think that bean curd, a product made from soya bean, 
should not be given to infants lest they have an offensive 
odor on their breath.”
 Chapter 18, titled “Feeding a hungry world,” states (p. 
57-61) that the price of food in South China is now 5 to 10 
times higher than before the war, while wages and salaries 
have not increased proportionally. “The increase in food 
prices is so great that the average family in China does not 
have enough to eat and many of them suffer malnutrition” 
and nutritional defi ciency diseases. “As milk is so expensive 
in Hong Kong and China, children have to be contented with 
soya bean milk which has been used to feed babies in China 
for two thousand years.” In times of famine, some parents 
have “had to sell their children in order to have money to 
buy food. Because of poverty, ninety percent of the parents 
in China cannot afford to send their children to school and 
these youngsters must either stay home to work or work as 
servants in the homes of the rich or in the factories.”
 “Poorer people in China and Hong Kong eat rice, soya 
beans, [mung] bean sprouts, bean curds and salt fi sh or 
green vegetables. The poorest people have only rice, sweet 
potatoes, which are cheaper than rice, and soy sauce made 
from soya beans.”
 Talk with Luke Fetters of Huntington College, Indiana. 
2005. May 23. Luke is writing a biography of the author 
for this PhD thesis. Chiu wrote this book at about the same 
time he graduated from the seminary at Huntington College. 
“He was a Renaissance man. He was an educator, a scientist, 
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a theologian.” Luke’s fi eld is missiology, the study of 
missions. He believes that too much mission history has been 
written about the missionaries; not enough has been written 
about the heroes and hard-working people within the host 
culture. Address: Rev., Dr. (PhD.), Assoc. Prof. of Chemistry, 
Huntington College, Huntington, Indiana.

816. Kimura, Shigeru. 1956. [Studies on Japanese foods. 
XXIV. The amino acid compositions of cereal and soybean 
proteins by column chromatographic analysis]. Eiyo to 
Shokuryo (J. of Japanese Society of Food and Nutrition) 
9(2):75-80. [45 ref. Jap]

817. Matsushita, Ayako; Yamada, Akira. 1956. Miso no 
jukusei ni ni tomonau yûri amino-san no henka ni kansuru 
kenkyû. II. Bitamin B-2 oyobi karushiumu tenka no eikyô 
ni tsuite [Studies on the free amino acids in the “miso” and 
the variation of their contents in the ripening periods. II. On 
the effects of vitamin B-2 and calcium]. Eiyo to Shokuryo (J. 
of Japanese Society of Food and Nutrition) 9(3):123-30. [11 
ref. Jap]

818. Miyake, Suguru; Watanabe, Ken; Yoshikawa, 
Mitsuyoshi; Nonoguchi, Yoshitaka. 1956. Nattô-kin 
tanpakushitsu benkai kôso ni kansuru kenkyû. V. Kesshô 
protease no kôsei aminosan ni tsuite [The studies on 
Bacillus natto protease. V. The constituting amino acids 
of the crystalline protease of Bacillus natto Sawamura]. 
Hyogo Noka Daigaku Kenkyu Hokoku, Nogaku-hen (Science 
Reports of the Hyogo University of Agriculture) 2(2):116-17. 
(Chem. Abst. 51:10609). [3 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: “Using paper chromatography, paper 
electrophoresis and specifi c color reactions, the following 
were recognized as the constituting amino acids of the 
crystalline protease of Bacillus natto Sawamura; aspartic 
acid, glutamic acid, serine, threonine, proline, arginine, 
cystine, methionine, histidine, tyrosine, lysine, glycine, 
alanine, valine, phenylalanine, leucine and/or isoleucine, and 
tryptophane.” Address: Biochemical Lab.

819. Schwitzer, M.K. 1956. Margarine and other food 
fats: Their history, production and use. New York, NY: 
Interscience Publishers, Inc. 385 p. [52 ref]
• Summary: Contents: List of illustrations. List of tables. 
Preface. 1. Food fats: Defi nitions, types of margarine and 
related products. 2. Margarine and cooking fats: Their 
history and world trade. 3. Fats used in margarine and 
cooking fats. 4. Processing fats for margarine and cooking 
fats. 5. Theoretical aspects. 6. Margarine manufacture. 
7. The manufacture of cooking fats and related products. 
8. Wrapping, packing, and preserving. Industrial uses of 
margarine and cooking fats. 10. Dietary and legal aspects.
 Page 43 states: “Soyabean oil is not used a great deal in 
the manufacture of cooking and table oils, due to its tendency 

to develop an unpleasant fl avour.”
 Page 50 discusses “vanaspati ghee,” which it describes 
as “a cooking fat produced entirely from vegetable fats to 
replace natural clarifi ed buffalo or cow butter. This cooking 
fat is called vanaspati ghee or vegetable ghee in India where 
it replaces natural ghee. Since before the last war when 
production in India was negligible, many factories have 
been installed for the manufacture of vanaspati ghee... The 
raw materials used are mainly groundnut, cottonseed, and 
sesame fats as well as smaller quantities of other vegetable 
fats. There are two ways of making vanaspati ghee: either 
a hydrogenated fat is mixed with a soft fat or a single fat is 
hydrogenated in a not too selective way.” The latter method 
makes a better product, with much better keeping quality and 
a smoother texture. The melting point of vanaspati ghee in 
India is fi xed by law between 31º and 37ºC. “Vanaspati ghee 
is not used for spreading like butter or margarine in the West. 
It is consumed in a heated liquid form, or in the preparation 
of curries, sweets and other foods.”
 Soyabean oil is discussed on the following pages: Fats 
used in margarine and cooking fat (p. 88-89, 91-92), incl. 
groundnut oil (p. 97-98). Soyabean oil (p. 98-105): The 
soyabean–The universal crop. The plant. Handling soybeans. 
Fat extraction. Soyabean oil and lecithin. A full-page 
illustration (p. 96) shows the soybean processing plant of 
Victory Oil Mills at Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
 Use of lecithin in margarines (p. 142-43). Tocopherols 
and vitamin E (p. 146). Continuous deodorization (p. 181). 
Typical composition of fat blends of some margarines (p. 
241). Address: Highgate, UK.

820. Shefferman, Maurice. 1956. Foods for longer living. 
New York, NY: Whittier Books, Inc. 181 p. No index. 22 cm.
• Summary: This is a book about diet and nutrition by one 
of the founders (in New York City) of Balanced Foods, 
the major health food distributor. Although it contains few 
original ideas, it helped to introduce soybeans as a healthy 
food, and meatless meals, during the late 1950s.
 Contents: Preface. 1. Living a balanced life. 2. How 
well nourished are we? 3. Who gets our best food? 4. Your 
bloodstream is your lifeline. 5. Vim, vigor and vitamins. 6. A 
vitamin primer. 7. Minerals in your diet. 8. Cook, spare those 
nutrients. 9. Natural seasonings. 10. Fresh juices are staple 
foods. 11. The fi ve basic foods. 12. Everybody needs more 
vitamin C. 13. Overweight–Our national health problem. 14. 
Don’t live on your nerves! 15. Are you tired? 16. Relax and 
invite your health. 17. “Having a wonderful time!” 18. Your 
summer diet. 19. Design for winter living. 20. Recipes.
 Shefferman wrote this book so it “would make sense to 
a lot of people who have a very hazy idea that right food has 
any direct relationship to their health.” The “eating habits of 
the average American family, or individual, are not good.” 
Many foods “have been depleted of much of their valuable 
nutrients; we eat too much,” too many hot and highly spiced 
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foods, and too much meat. The “vegetarians eat entirely 
too much starchy foods and are usually, as a result, on an 
unbalanced diet. As a nation we have retrogressed from the 
days when our forbears lived on natural, live, whole foods.” 
“I believe that my viewpoint on ‘natural’ foods will fi nd 
ready acceptance by intelligent people who are genuinely 
interested in helping themselves to maintain sound health all 
the days of their life” (Preface, p. 5).
 Also discusses: The growing interest in the practice of 
organic gardening in the USA (p. 25). “Acid conditions of 
the soil are as unhealthy as acidity in the human system” (p. 
26). “Under ideal conditions we can obtain all the vitamins 
and minerals we need through natural foods and correct 
eating.” Yet today our soils are depleted of minerals and 
excessive processing further reduces the nutritional value of 
our foods (p. 35).
 The human body is composed of about 66% oxygen, 
18% carbon, 10% hydrogen, 2% nitrogen, and the remaining 
4-5% is made up of minerals and trace elements. “Under 
ideal conditions, a perfect diet which includes the four 
main minerals–calcium, phosphorus, iron, and iodine–
in abundance, will furnish all the other trace elements 
in suffi cient amounts. The lesser minerals are sodium, 
potassium, magnesium, manganese, chlorine, and sulphur 
(p. 38, 52). Soy beans are a good source of thiamin (vitamin 
B-1, p. 42), ribofl avin (B-2, p. 43), folic acid (p. 46), and 
choline (p. 46).
 There “is always the possibility of getting too much of 
the proteins in the diet, especially proteins of meat, and that 
is one of the best reasons in the world why all persons should 
change over to meatless meals as often as possible. Now this 
is not an appeal for the reader to become a vegetarian, for it 
is the writer’s form belief that meat and fi sh foods are vitally 
necessary to complete the diet. On the other hand, it is an 
appeal to meat eaters not to eat an excess of animal foods, 
for this may throw too much of a burden upon the system,... 
Among the better known protein foods are soy beans, dried 
beans, lentils, nuts, cheese, eggs, milk, mushrooms... All of 
these are less costly than animal foods and certain varieties 
of fi sh and other sea foods” (p. 61).
 Brown rice is an excellent food. It was used in an 1897 
experiment “which was to mark a high point in modern 
nutritional history.” It proved that beri-beri could be cured 
by substituting whole rice for polished rice (p. 62-63). One 
of the best sources of lecithin in the soy bean. Its benefi ts 
are discussed. Realize that “proteins of all kinds are being 
made from this alkaline-producing soy bean...” It cultivation 
has been promoted by the USDA, thereby making it a major 
crop. Soy beans are discussed at length. “The protein of soy 
beans is used in meat replacement dishes,” Soy cheese [tofu] 
and “soy bean drinks” [soy milk] are good protein sources. 
For lunch, use “soy sandwich spreads” and “soy bean and 
wheat germ bread...” The main body of your meatless 
dinners can be made up of various combinations, including 

“soy bean loaf, “gluten steak,” “green soy beans,” “whole 
wheat or soy bean macaroni or spaghetti, or eggs “on soya 
toast.” Use soya fl our as a binder or serve baked soy beans 
with tomato sauce (p. 64-67).
 Natural seasonings include “soy seasonings and natural 
herbs and spices.” Use herb teas and herbs in cookery (p. 68-
69). The fi ve basic foods are blackstrap molasses, brewer’s 
yeast, skim milk powder, wheat germ, and yogourt. They are 
“wonder foods” (p. 81). The Metropolitan Life Insurance 
Company’s ideal weight chart shows, for example, that a 
man 6 feet tall should weigh 152-164 lb (small frame), 161-
173 lb (medium frame), or 169-185 lb (large frame) (p. 97).
 Shorter working days and modern labor-savings devices 
have transformed most Americans into a new “leisure” 
class (p. 108). Scientifi c experiments by Dr. Fisher at Yale 
University [New Haven, Connecticut] have shown that a 
meatless diet can provide suffi cient protein for the body’s 
needs. “Vegetable proteins such as almonds and soybeans are 
excellent protein foods. Soybean products supply essential 
amino acids without creating the toxic end-products of the 
meat diet. The residue from the digestion of meats is acid and 
toxic forming. Vegetable proteins leave a neutral or alkaline 
ash. Vegetable entrees are wonderful meat replacements for 
the summer menu. A savory vegetable steak or roast is just 
as hearty, just as satisfying as meat and a good deal easier 
on the digestive system. The deliciously rich fl avor of meat 
substitutes is particularly appealing when appetites need 
tempting during the summer months” (p. 125-26).
 People with a defi nite allergy to cow’s milk–as is quite 
common among children and adults–”can use soy bean milk 
or goat’s milk.” Soy bean milk is “an excellent substitute 
for milk products of animal origin. Crushed soy beans have 
been used as a source of milk by the Chinese for centuries. 
Soy milk is approximately the same chemical composition 
as dairy milk. It resembles cow’s milk in consistency and 
appearance, and its calcium content is about equal to human 
milk. For infant feeding, in cases of special diets, digestive 
ailments and malnutrition, soy milk has proven highly 
benefi cial. Soy bean milk is defi nitely alkaline and easily 
digested. The soy curd prepared from the milk is eaten as a 
soft, cottage-cheese-like food” (p. 128).
 “Far too many individuals eat too much starch and not 
enough of the fresh fruit and vegetables.” The “one man 
who should know better–the strict vegetarian–is often the 
worst offender” (p. 129). Recipes (p. 135-81) include: Soy 
casserole (meatless main dish, with cooked soy beans, p. 
134). Cheese-bean casserole roast (p. 139). Baked soy beans 
(p. 151). Soy bean salad (with 2 cups “drained green canned 
soy beans,” p. 158).

821. Medical Science. 1957. Report of recent work on 
soybean preparations. 1(1):30. Jan. 10.
• Summary: A study by Dr. Sidney Kane of Philadelphia 
with 102 infants fed a liquid soybean formula (Sobee) 
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showed that it was effective. “Of the 76 infants with eczema, 
75 improved markedly. Symptoms other than dermatological, 
present in 62 of the infants were alleviated in 53” [85%]. 
Of these 62 infants, 21 had gastrointestinal disorders, 38 
were irritable and given to colic and constant crying, 1 
had asthma, and 2 had chronic nasal discharge. No other 
publication is cited. Address: Jnl. and Dr. Kane are from 
Philadelphia.

822. Smith, Allan K.; Rackis, Joseph J. 1957. Phytin 
elimination in soybean protein isolation. J. of the American 
Chemical Society 79(3):633-37. Feb. 5. [13 ref]
• Summary: Phytin accounts for about 70% of the 
phosphorus in soybean meal, and during extraction of soy 
protein, phytic acid forms a complex with protein. This 
phytin can be eliminated a water extract of soybean meal by 
a combination of dialysis and treatment with the anionic-
exchange resin Dowex-1-X10. Address: Northern Regional 
Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois.

823. Onaga, D.M.; Luh, B.S.; Leonard, S.J. 1957. Quality 
evaluation and chemical composition of soy sauce. Food 
Research 22(1):83-88. Feb. [18 ref. Eng]
• Summary: The quality of soy sauce varies greatly with the 
raw materials used and with the method of manufacture–by 
fermentation or by acid-hydrolysis. In the fermentation 
process, cooked soya beans and roasted wheat fl our are 
fermented by the mold Aspergillus oryzae and then by 
yeasts; this is followed by a long digestion in brine.
 Soy sauce samples obtained from markets in California 
showed signifi cant differences in fl avor and aroma. The 
importance of various chemical constituents to fl avor is 
discussed. Address: Dep. of Food Technology, Univ. of 
California, Davis. 1. Moved to Herschel California Fruit 
Prods., Woodland, CA.

824. Campbell, J. Allan; Shepherd, D.A.; Johnson, B.A.; 
Ott, A.C. 1957. The separation of stigmasterol from soybean 
sterols. J. of the American Chemical Society 79(5):1127-29. 
March. [18 ref]
• Summary: This article describes several new esters of 
stigmasterol and a new process for the isolation stigmasterol 
of about 88% or better purity from soybean sterols via the 
alpha-naphthylcarbamates.
 “Stigmasterol, one of the most abundant raw material 
for the synthesis of steroid hormones, was separated from 
soybean sterols* in 1911 by Matthes and Dahle.” (Footnote: 
*”Soybean sterols as obtained from the unsaponifi able 
fraction of soybean oil generally contain 12-25% 
stigmasterol; the remainder is largely various sitosterols”).
 Table 1 gives about 22 derivatives of stigmasterol. 
Address: Research Laboratories, The Upjohn Co.

825. O’Dell, B.L.; Savage, J.E. 1957. Symptoms of zinc 

defi ciency in the chick (Abstract). Federation Proceedings 
(FASEB) 16(1):394 (Abst. #1690). March.
• Summary: “Five replicates of 10 White Rock males were 
fed a basal diet containing 25% Drackett protein and a 
mineral mixture similar to that of Dannenburg et al. (Poultry 
Science 34:1023) except ZnCl2 was omitted and 0.5% KCl 
was added. Analysis of the diet indicates that it contains 
about 50 rpm [sic, ppm] of zinc.”
 Zinc in soy protein was found to be less available than 
zinc in animal proteins. Address: Depts. of Agricultural 
Chemistry & Poultry Husbandry, Univ. of Missouri, 
Columbia, MO.

826. Paixao, José Sebastiao da. 1957. Consideracoes sobre 
a soja como elemento capaz de equilibrar a alimentacao do 
Brasileiro [Considerations on the soybean as an element in 
balancing the Brazilian diet]. Boletim da Secao de Fomento 
Agricola no Ceara (Divisao de Fomento da Producao 
Vegetal, Brazil) No. 10. p. 32-38. March. [15 ref. Por]
Address: Engenheiro Agronomo, Brazil.

827. Vegan (The) (England). 1957. Plantmilk News. 
10(4):15-16. Spring. [1 ref]
• Summary: Plantmilk tests. In the Western hemisphere at 
least three, possibly more, companies produce plantmilk 
commercially, One in Spain bases its product upon almonds, 
the other two (in America) use soya as a base. One of the 
American companies has recently made a gift to the Society 
of a small supply of various types of its plantmilk. Some 
are for general purposes and some for infant feeding, and 
both types are available either as a powder or a liquid. 
The gift was made so that we could test their qualities. For 
domestic purposes they have been found to be satisfactory. 
An advantage which they possess over plantmilks produced 
in England some years ago is that they may be successfully 
heated and brought to the boil. They are excellent for use in 
making white coffee, and entirely satisfactory for use in tea. 
For successful use in tea, the powder variety needs thorough 
emulsifi cation, and for this an electric mixer is desirable. We 
understand that the manufacturers are considering processing 
the powder variety to make it instantly soluble. The liquid 
varieties require no preparation, except for the double-
strength variety, which merely needs mixing with an amount 
of water equal to the amount of milk in the sealed tin. 
These plantmilks have also been tested for other domestic 
uses, and have been found to be satisfactory for making 
rice puddings, custard and blancmange. On the question 
of nutritional qualities, one sample of liquid plantmilk has 
been assayed and found to contain the amount of vitamin 
B-12 which was claimed. Further tests will be necessary to 
establish uniformity of the vitamin B-12 content throughout 
a series of samples, also the stability of the vitamin under 
different storage conditions. The question of assimilation of 
the vitamin in the liquid plantmilk, from the intestinal tract, 
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will, of course, have to be settled before the plantmilk can be 
accepted as being equivalent to animal milk in this respect.
 “Production. A British company was refused a license to 
import American plantmilk on the grounds of dollar policy. 
Since then, the company has given consideration to the 
question of plantmilk production on an experimental scale 
in this country. The board of directors has now decided not 
to proceed with this proposal, and the position so far as the 
Society is concerned is now therefore an open one. It will 
be necessary for the committee to consider what action the 
Society should now take to further its object, and a meeting 
will be called in the near future. Meanwhile, the Society has 
been going into the question of the special type of soya bean 
used as a plantmilk base, and again we are indebted to the 
American company for valuable advice. It should be stated 
that this company has no pecuniary interests at stake, but its 
directors are in agreement with the principles that led to the 
formation of the Society. It may be possible to arrange for 
experiments to be made in this country in growing some of 
the suitable types of bean. The proprietor of a small site in 
France, north-east of Paris, states that during the war [World 
War II] he successfully grew one type of soya bean on the 
site.
 “From ‘Plantmilk News,’ No. 1, February 1957. 
The Plantmilk Society is an organisation to promote 
the manufacture and sale for human consumption of a 
satisfactory non-animal alternative to dairy milk. General 
Secretary: 39 Willow Crescent, Uxbridge, Middlesex” 
[England].

828. Fischer, Hans; Johnson, D., Jr.; Ferdo, S. 1957. The 
utilization of raw soybean meal protein for egg production in 
the chicken. J. of Nutrition 61(4):611-21. April. [15 ref]
• Summary: It is bad practice to feed raw soybean meal to 
chickens. Address: Dep. of Poultry Husbandry, Rutgers, The 
State Univ. of New Jersey, New Brunswick.

829. Johnson, J.L.; Grostic, M.F.; Jensen, A.O. 1957. 
Determination of stigmasterol in soybean sterol mixtures by 
infrared method. Analytical Chemistry 29(4):468-70. April. 
[9 ref]
• Summary: “Soybean sterols are elaborate mixtures 
containing stigmasterol and a predominance of sitosterols.”
 “The 22,23-double bond was recognized as trans, like 
that of ergosterol, from the presence of the IR spectrum 
of a characteristic band at 10.3 μ, and this band formed 
the basis of a method of analysis (see Johnson, Grostic 
and Jensen 1957) developed at the Upjohn laboratories 
in an investigation of the isolation of stigmasterol from 
soy sterols.” Address: Research Div., The Upjohn Co., 
Kalamazoo, Michigan.

830. Kretovich, V.L.; Smirnova, T.I. 1957. [Oxidation-
reduction conditions as a factor of enzymic activity of plant 

proteins]. Biokhimiya (Biochemistry, Moscow) 22(1-2):96-
103. Jan/April. See also English translation of Biokhimya 
(titled Biochemistry, by Consultants Bureau Inc., New York), 
22(1-2):96-103. [15 ref. Rus; eng]
• Summary: “Summary: In the presence of ascorbic acid, 
cysteine and glutathione, the lyophile glycinin from soya 
dissolves readily in water; edestin and gliadin from rye are 
less soluble, while zein is insoluble. Thus, the solubilizing 
action of the reducing agents depends on the molecular 
structure and composition of the protein.
 “Glycinin, dissolved under the infl uence of cysteine, 
precipitates during dialysis; cysteine does not cause an 
irreversible splitting of the protein.
 “Oxidation and reduction of glycinin at the anode or at 
the cathode also bring about the solubilization of protein.
 “The dissolution of glycinin under the infl uence of 
reduction and oxidation is accompanied by a signifi cant 
rise in its beta-amylase activity. This rise in the enzymatic 
activity of a protein may be the result either of the liberation 
of enzymes bound with the inactive protein, or the liberation 
of those functional groups of protein on which its catalytic 
activity depends.
 “Cysteine causes a sharp increase of the ability of 
protein to reduce methylene blue.
 “These fi ndings are of importance for elucidation 
of the mechanism of activation of enzymes during seed 
germination.” Address: A.N. Bach Biochemical Inst., USSR 
Academy of Sciences, Moscow.

831. Melo, Maria de Lourdes. 1957. Importancia da soja 
na alimentacao infantil [The importance of soybeans for 
infant nutrition]. Boletim de Agricultura, Departmento de 
Producao Vegetal (Belo Horizonte) 6(3/4):55-57. March/
April. Departamento de Producao Vegetal da Secretaria da 
Agricultura do Estado de Minas Gerais. [Por]
• Summary: Note: Belo Horizonte is in the state of Minas 
Gerais. Address: Dietista, Brazil.

832. Parpia, H.A.B.; Swaminathan, M.; Subrahmanyan, V. 
1957. Plan for the manufacture of Indian multipurpose food. 
Food Science (Mysore, India) 6(4):96-99. April.
• Summary: The article begins: “Almost all of the 
dietary surveys carried out in India have shown that the 
overwhelming majority of the people are malnourished.” 
International organizations such as F.A.O. and W.H.O. 
recommend that people consume 2,600 calories of food per 
day and 65 gm of protein, yet the average Indian consumes 
only 1,600 to 1,900 calories per day and 45 gm of protein.
 “Almost 90% of the protein in the Indian diet is of 
vegetable origin, and therefore, not of high biological value 
as the animal proteins.” The cause of this lack of “protective 
foods” is India’s “extremely low per capita income.”
 All of these facts indicate the need for India to 
develop an inexpensive, well balanced, protein-rich food 
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to supplement the Indian diet. “Work was started in this 
direction at the Central Food Technological Research 
Institute, Mysore, and a cheap food of vegetable origin 
fortifi ed with essential vitamins and minerals has been 
developed using the indigenous raw materials, viz., specially 
prepared groundnut fl our and Bengalgram fl our. This is 
similar in almost all respects to the multi-purpose food 
which was developed by Borsook using the soyabean grits” 
(p. 96). Address: Central Food Technological Research Inst. 
(CFTRI), Mysore, India.

833. Segi, M.; Fukushima, I.; Fujisaku, S.; Kurihara, M.; 
Saito, S.; Asano, K.; Kamoi, M. 1957. An epidemiological 
study on cancer in Japan. GANN 48(Supplement):1-63. [3 
ref. Eng; jap]
• Summary: Concerning stomach cancer: Consumption of 
miso soup or miso was associated with a decreased risk of 
stomach cancer.
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2020) 
suggesting there may be cancer-preventing substances in 
soybeans. Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 
2017) that contains the word “epidemiological,” or with the 
word “epidemiological” in the title. Address: Dep. of Public 
Health, Tohoku Univ. Medical School, Sendai, Japan.

834. Subrahmanyan, V.; Rama Rao, G.; Kuppuswamy, S.; 
Narayana Rao, M.; Swaminathan, M. 1957. Standardization 
of conditions for the production of Indian multi-purpose 
food. Food Science (Mysore, India) 6(4):76-80. April. [17 
ref]
• Summary: This experimental multipurpose food was 
prepared in three different forms: (1) Unseasoned, made 
of a blend of 75 parts groundnut meal and 25 parts roasted 
Bengalgram grits, fortifi ed with vitamins (thiamine, 
ribofl avin, and vitamins A and D) plus calcium phosphate. 
(2) Seasoned with seasonings and salt. (3) Unseasoned with 
20 parts skim milk powder. All were highly acceptable.
 The original multipurpose food, developed in the USA 
by Borsook, consisted of expeller soya grits fortifi ed with 
vitamins and minerals. Harris et al. (1943) developed a 
highly nutritious soup powder by incorporating low-fat 
groundnut fl our with low-fat soya fl our, cooked pea fl our, 
skim milk powder, with added fl avours and condiments, and 
fortifi ed with essential amino acids and minerals. “Although 
soyabean is not being grown at present in any appreciable 
quantity in India, yet fortunately enough, fairly large 
amounts of protein-rich foods of vegetable origin, especially 
the oil seed residues and pulses, are available in India...”
 Soyabean, soya grits, and low fat soya fl our are 
mentioned on page 76. Sesame meal, Sesamum indicum, 
sesame seeds, sesame cake grits, low fat sesame fl our, and 
soyabean cake are mentioned on page 77. Low fat sesame 
meal and sesame meal are mentioned on page 78. Address: 
Central Food Technological Research Inst. (CFTRI), Mysore, 

India.

835. Archer-Daniels-Midland Co. 1957. Lecithin–Is it a 
miracle substance? Soybean Digest. May. p. 32. Reprinted 
from Archer-Daniels- Midland Co.’s Archer.
• Summary: “Reprinted from Archer-Daniels-Midland Co.’s 
Archer.
 “For approximately 20 years, Archer-Daniels-Midland 
Co. has been manufacturing and marketing the product 
which probably comes closest to being a ‘wonder drug’ and 
the world’s most versatile commodity.
 “Actually, lecithin is not a drug but a natural substance 
found in almost all living cells, especially nerve cells and the 
brain. It is also present in eggs, nuts, grains, seeds and dairy 
products. Lecithin forms about 2¼% of the dry material of an 
egg yolk, which provides the richest source of the material in 
the human diet.
 “Lecithin belongs to a group of substances chemists 
call phosphatides and which are described as occupying 
a position between fatty oils and proteins. The lecithin 
molecule has a Jekyll and Hyde personality. One part is 
attracted to water while the other part is attracted to fats. This 
mixture gives lecithin collodial and emulsifying properties 
that make it useful in industries ranging from confections to 
cosmetics.
 “As far as the individual is concerned, lecithin holds 
wonderful possibilities as a ‘health-giving’ substance. A 
variety of human ills has been alleviated or even cured after 
several weeks or months of taking lecithin regularly.
 “For Heart Disease: A complex, phosphorized, fatty 
material, lecithin contains a substance called choline which 
is regarded as a vitamin. A Toronto doctor proved that 
when choline is present in the body in suffi cient amounts, 
it removes excess fats from the liver. Ordinarily, there is 
not enough choline in the human diet to make the liver 
function at its best. Choline in lecithin may help in the proper 
disposition of body fats.
 “Lecithin also contains inositol which exists in all 
body cells. Since the material is an emulsifi er it is believed 
that it aids the blood in carrying fats. In younger people 
blood returns to normal about 3 hours after a meal of fats. 
Experiments have shown that older people retain fats in the 
blood for a longer period of time, thus providing more time 
and a better chance for fats to deposit in the tissues. Such 
deposits, called cholesterol, cause hardening of the arteries 
and high blood pressure.
 “When cholesterol forms on the inside of the main 
arteries leading from the heart, they can partly close off the 
blood stream and cause coronary thrombosis. Should a piece 
of the deposit break loose and enter the bloodstream, it may 
reach the heart and cause death. It is thought that lecithin 
emulsifi es excess cholesterol and reduces extra deposits to 
normal. If high blood pressure is due to cholesterol deposits, 
some authorities believe lecithin will cause blood pressure to 
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return to normal.
 “In some cases lecithin has raised low blood pressure to 
normal, improved or helped in curing cases of arthritis and 
rheumatism and even helped early, mild cases of diabetes. 
When used as a dietary supplement, lecithin has aided in 
alleviating malnutrition and in building resistance to disease. 
Very possibly the human diet has changed so much that 
people today do not get the amount of lecithin required for 
the metabolism of food. Perhaps, after the age of 50, we need 
an extra boost.
 “Lecithin affects what we eat, what we wear and 
many of the articles and products we use every day. In 
manufacturing chocolate, lecithin reduces cost and at the 
same time improves the quality of the chocolate. Lecithin 
causes fat in chocolate to spread evenly, thus reducing the 
amount of cocoa butter necessary in production.
 “Added to margarine, lecithin improves baking and 
frying qualities of the fi nal product and makes a more 
uniform distribution of water throughout the fat. It permits 
margarine to froth and brown during frying like actual butter. 
One of the fi rst uses of lecithin was its addition to margarine. 
When added to butter in larger amounts, lecithin improves 
butter fl avor. It was known that butter actually contained 
lecithin, but the product was destroyed in processing 
margarine. Egg yolk was fi rst added to margarine to give it 
the qualities of butter. Now lecithin does the same job more 
effi ciently and economically.
 “In bakery goods such as cake, cookies and packaged 
biscuits, the addition of lecithin increases baking volume 
and improves texture. Lecithinized bakery goods require less 
fat, and freshness is preserved far beyond the normal period 
because fat oxidizes less rapidly.
 “Unlimited in Industry: Industrially, the uses of lecithin 
are unlimited. Added to paints and printing inks, it improves 
dispersion of pigments in vehicles and retards pigment 
settling.
 “Among other things, lecithin increases the effi ciency of 
soap because of its emulsifying powers; serves as a softener 
and facilitates mixing in the production of rubber products; 
produces more even dyeing, greater color brilliancy and 
improved fl exibility in dyeing fabrics.
 “Soybean oil contains from 2 to 3% lecithin. The 
ingredient interferes with many commercial uses of the oil 
and is therefore removed by a steam process treatment. At 
fi rst lecithin was considered a waste product, but many uses 
were subsequently discovered. It became inexpensive and 
available in quantity through commercial development.
 “Crude soybean oil undergoes a de-gumming process 
and the resulting lecithin is a golden brown, viscous fl uid.”

836. Dietrich, K.R. 1957. Die Erzeugung B-12 haltinger 
Beifuttermittel aus Brennereischlempen [Production of 
vitamin B-12 containing feed supplements from distillery 
slops]. Branntweinwirtschaft 79(10):196-98, 200. May. 

(Chem. Abst. 51:12379h). [12 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Soybeans are included. Address: PhD, Abt.-
Direktor der frueheren Reichsmonopolverwaltung fuer 
Branntwein, Berlin.

837. Judd, Judith E. 1957. Century-old dietary taboos in 
20th century Japan. J. of the American Dietetic Association 
33(5):489-91. May.
• Summary: Certain pairs of foods should not be eaten 
together, such as muskmelon and fried soybean curd 
(aborakge) [sic, aburage], or loquats with red beans (asuki) 
[sic, azuki].
 Religious restrictions: “As elsewhere, the great religions 
impose dietary restrictions. The Buddhists are mainly strict 
vegetarians [vegans?], eating only cooked vegetables on fast 
days, though a few sects are beginning to permit the eating of 
fi sh, but no other products of animal origin.”
 There are “seasonal and agrarian infl uences” and a fi xed 
sequence of food service. “The fi nal course always consists 
of a broth-based soup (shirumiso) made from fi sh and other 
ingredients.
 The daily meal plan of a laborer is given. Breakfast 
includes shellfi sh or seaweed in soy sauce.
 The fi nal section, “Foreign infl uences, notes that the ten-
year occupation of Japan by the United States Armed Forces 
has had only superfi cial and limited infl uence.
 Note: The tone of this article is condescending and 
seems to assume that food restrictions are harmful–which 
many are not. Address: New York City.

838. Nichols, Joe D. 1957. Book reviews: Soybeans for 
Health, Longevity and Economy, by Philip S. Chen, Ph.D., 
Professor of Chemistry, Atlantic Union College. Reviewed 
by Joe D. Nichols, M.D. Natural Food and Farming 
(Atlanta, Texas) 4(2):13, 22. May.
• Summary: “The soybean is a food that is as nearly perfect 
as cow’s milk, but at the same time is rich in iron and 
vitamin C (when sprouted). Its milk is used as a substitute for 
cow’s milk for individuals who are allergic to it.
 “This little book by Dr. Chen comes at an opportune 
time. The increasing incidence of cardio-vascular disease has 
focused the attention of the medical profession on nutrition. 
The possible relationship of ‘bad fats’ to cardio-vascular 
disease is in the news.”
 “The book makes a good case for vegetarians. (So did 
the Symposium on fats at New Orleans last month sponsored 
by the American Medical Association Council on Food and 
Nutrition.)”
 “Every doctor interested in nutrition should read this 
book. It is easy to read and can be ‘digested’ in an evening
 “It is said that the future of medicine lies in the fi eld of 
prevention. I believe the greatest part of prevention lies in 
the fi eld of nutrition.” Address: M.D.
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839. Rienks, Leo; Patterson, George B. Assignors to Armour 
& Company (Chicago, Illinois). 1957. Preparation of 
antitryptic substance from soybean. U.S. Patent 2,794,800. 
June 4. 4 p. Application fi led 6 Jan. 1954. [4 ref]
• Summary: The fi nal product, made from commercially 
defatted, non-heat dried soybean fl akes, is a nontoxic trypsin 
inhibitor of high potency and quality. Address: 1. Oak Park, 
Illinois; 2. Park Forest, Illinois.

840. Lyman, Richard L. 1957. The effect of raw soybean 
meal and trypsin inhibitor diets on the intestinal and 
pancreatic nitrogen in the rat. J. of Nutrition 62(2):285-94. 
June. [17 ref]
• Summary: It has been suggested that soybean trypsin 
inhibitor is responsible for the poor biological value of 
unheated soybean protein. The results of this experiment 
are complex, but they show the poor utilization of unheated 
soybean protein. Address: Dep. of Poultry Husbandry, Univ. 
of California, Berkeley.

841. Lyman, R.L.; Lepkovsky, S. 1957. The effect of raw 
soybean meal and trypsin inhibitor diets on pancreatic 
enzyme secretion in the rat. J. of Nutrition 62(2):269-84. 
June. Based on Lyman’s PhD thesis at Cal, Berkeley. [26 ref]
• Summary: Trypsin inhibitor causes hypersecretion of the 
pancreas. Address: Dep. of Poultry Husbandry, Univ. of 
California, Berkeley.

842. Kagaya, Akira; Inaba, Yakumo; Abe, Takashi; Takata, 
Ryohei. 1957. Bitamin kyôka shôyu jisshi seiseki (Hiromae 
chihô shôni eiyô ni kansuru kenkyû, No. 66) [Effect of 
enriched soy [sauce] upon ribofl avin defi ciency of children in 
a farm village]. Bitamin (Vitamins, Kyoto) 13(1):52-57. July 
25. [5 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: Soy sauce was fortifi ed with 75 mg of thiamine, 
75 mg of ribofl avin, and 750 mg of niacinamide per 2 liters 
of sauce, and was introduced to a Japanese farm village 
where aribofl avinosis was found endemically among the 
inhabitants. Observations on its effects were made from Feb. 
to Oct. 1956. Vitamin fortifi cation improved the diet and 
reduced symptoms. Address: 1-3. Dep. of Pediatrics, Faculty 
of Medicine, Hirosaki Univ., Hirosaki, Japan; 4. Kyoto Univ.

843. Chen, Philip S. 1957. The soybean–A food without peer. 
Let’s Live. July. p. 3.
• Summary: Discusses the nutritional and economic benefi ts 
of the soybean. Contents: Introduction. Protein advantages. 
No cholesterol. Rich in iron. Economically cheaper. Varied 
assortment [of edible soy products]: Soy milk, soy milk 
powder, green soybeans, dry mature soybeans, soy sprouts, 
soy grits and fl akes, and soy fl our. Address: PhD, Prof. 
of Chemistry, Atlantic Union College, South Lancaster, 
Massachusetts.

844. Gwillim, Edna. 1957. The value and use of soy fl our. 
Calling all mothers! Let’s Live. July. p. 19.
• Summary: “First of all, let us consider its advantages; they 
begin with its outstanding food value. Naturally it is a whole 
grain fl our if purchased at health food stores, and it is a near 
perfect protein as it contains most of the essential amino 
acids. No other food of vegetable origin can boast this.
 “The calcium-phosphorous ratio is excellent; it is high 
in iron and the water-soluble vitamins thiamin, ribofl avin 
and niacin; it is especially high in niacin. If one is allergic to 
wheat, soy fl our can become an important item in the diet.
 “As it contains fat it should be kept in a cool place; it is 
also wise to purchase it in suffi ciently small quantities that it 
may be used within a few weeks. As an economical source 
of body building proteins it should be frequently used where 
there are growing children as an addition to the required 
animal proteins.”
 Includes one recipe for “Soy date muffi ns” with 2 cups 
soy fl our. Address: B.S., nutrition consultant.

845. Rose, William C. 1957. The amino acid requirements 
of adult man. Nutrition Abstracts and Reviews 27(3):631-47. 
July. [76 ref]
• Summary: An excellent review of the history of 
research on amino acids and human requirements. Almost 
no quantitative data on the distribution of amino acids 
were available before 1900; emphasis was placed on the 
quantity of protein consumed with scan consideration 
of possible differences in quality. By 1910 many papers 
had been published showing the nutritive signifi cance of 
individual amino acids. “It had now become apparent that 
nitrogen metabolism is concerned not with a single entity 
(protein) as had been assumed hitherto, but with each of the 
components of the protein, i.e. the amino acids... By 1932 
only three amino acids had been shown unequivocally to be 
indispensable dietary components for the growing rat. They 
were tryptophan (Willcock and Hopkins, 1906-07; Osborne 
and Mendel, 1914), lysine (Osborne and Mendel, 1914), and 
histidine (Ackroyd and Hopkins, 1916; Rose and Cox, 1924). 
In addition, evidence had been presented in support of the 
idea that cystine or methionine, or both, must be supplied.”
 “Many years’ experience of investigating nitrogen 
equilibrium has convinced us that failure to attain a positive 
balance with diets containing amino acids instead of proteins 
is due, almost invariably, to insuffi ciency of energy.” 
Address: Div. of Biochemistry, Noyes Lab. of Chemistry, 
Univ. of Illinois, Urbana.

846. Van Duyne, Frances O.; Charles, V.R.; Batcher, O.M.; 
Hivon, K.J. 1957. Palatability and ascorbic acid and sugar 
contents of six varieties of vegetable-type soybeans. Soybean 
Digest. July. p. 18-20.
• Summary: “Six varieties of freshly cooked green 
vegetable-type soybeans received total palatability ratings 
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corresponding to good and the cooked stored frozen beans 
were only slightly less palatable. However, the cooked 
stored canned soybeans received ratings below fair for color, 
texture, and fl avor.
 “Freezing and freezer storage had little effect on the 
ascorbic acid and reducing and total sugar contents though 
approximately 15% of the ascorbic acid content was lost 
during blanching and cooling. After canning and storage, the 
drained beans retained only from 14% to 21% of the amounts 
of ascorbic acid found in the freshly harvested beans and less 
than half of the original total sugar contents.” Address: Dep. 
of Home Economics, Univ. of Illinois.

847. Cunningham, H.M.; Brisson, G.J. 1957. The effect of 
proteolytic enzymes on the utilization of animal and plant 
proteins by newborn pigs and the response to predigested 
protein. J. of Animal Science 16(3):568-73. Aug. [7 ref]
• Summary: The researchers were unable to obtain any 
improvement in performance when proteolytic enzyme 
preparations were added to rations containing soybean 
protein. Address: Canada Dep. of Agriculture.

848. Dos Reis, A. 1957. [Soya milk in infant nutrition]. 
Pediatria Pratica 28(8):349-66. Aug. [Por]*

849. Ebine, Hideo; Ito, H.; Koiso, K.; Nakano, M. 1957. 
Enka aruminiumu no miso chakushoku bôshi kôka ni tsuite 
[The effect of aluminum chloride in preventing browning of 
miso]. Shokuryo Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the 
Food Research Institute) No. 12. p. 43-47. Aug. [6 ref. Jap]
Address: Food Research Inst., Shiohama 1-4-12, Koto-ku, 
Tokyo, Japan.

850. Gimeno Villacampa, M. 1957. Estabilización de los 
aceites refi nados de soja, oliva y algodón con ácido cítrico 
[Stabilizing refi ned soybean, olive, and cottonseed oils with 
citric acid]. Grasas y Aceites 8(4):162-65. July/Aug. [10 ref. 
Spa]
• Summary: Reviews the use of citric and its degradation 
products as antioxidants for oils. Address: De la Empresa 
“EBRO”, Compania de Azucares y Alcoholes, A.A.

851. Banerjee, Somir. 1957. Catalase activity in soybeans 
grown at various concentrations of iron. J. of the Indian 
Society of Soil Science 5(3):169-72. Sept. [5 ref]
• Summary: “It is known that iron functions in certain 
enzyme systems of plants, notably in the oxidase system. In 
catalase, iron as porphyrin forms the prosthetic group of the 
enzyme. Therefore, if the quantity of iron available to the 
plant becomes limiting, the extent of the defi ciency will be 
evident in the decreased activity of the enzyme.” Address: 
Univ. of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin.

852. Cowan, J.C. 1957. Progress in soybean research. 

Reports on research to fi nd new oil derivatives, more stable 
edible oil, and toxic factor in trichloroethylene-extracted 
soybean oil meal. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 64-66. [18 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. TESOM (Research on 
the toxicity of trichloroethylene-extracted soybean oil meal). 
Flavor stability of soybean oil. New polymers for coatings 
(soybean vinyl ethers). Other programs.
 Concerning TESOM: “First of all this year, I should 
like to review our work on the toxicity of trichloroethylene-
extracted soybean oil meal (TESOM). In the past 50 
years three major outbreaks of toxicity in cattle caused by 
trichloroethylene extraction of soybeans have occurred. 
Investigations initiated by Sir Stewart Stockman in 1912 on 
aplastic anemia were reported in 1916 (2), indicating that 
TESOM was toxic to cattle. In 1923, an epidemic broke out 
among herds in Germany and the Low Countries, particularly 
in the Duren [Düren] district [in North Rhine-Westphalia, 
Germany], and the toxic symptoms became known as the 
‘Duren’ disease. Again, research workers traced the cause of 
the hemorraghic aplastic anemia disease to TESOM (3). In 
1948 through 1952, additional investigations in this country 
showed that a hemorrhagic disease in cattle (4, 5, 6, 7) and 
sheep (8) was caused by meal known or presumed to be 
extracted with trichloroethylene.
 “Earlier work had not shown why such meal was 
toxic and caused the hemorrhagic disease and aplastic 
anemia. Accordingly, with a need voiced by the industry, 
we undertook to determine what the causative agent was in 
TESOM.
 “Through extensive cooperation and contract work at 
Iowa State College and at the University of Minnesota, we 
were able to get a clearer picture of what occurs when the 
meal is fed (9) and to develop a rapid calf assay for actual 
toxicity tests (10). We are particularly indebted to Dr. M.O. 
Schultze of Minnesota for coordinating this work on the St. 
Paul farm campus.
 “In cooperation with Drs. J.C. Picken and H.E. Biester 
of the Veterinary Medical Research Institute, Iowa State at 
Ames, we found that a reaction product of trichloroethylene 
with a sulfur amino acid gave the typical symptoms of 
TESOM toxicity when fed to a calf at the rate of 10 mg. per 
day per 100 pounds. This amount is 1/45,000 of a pound 
per 100 pounds calf weight per day. Thus, using synthetic 
materials we were able to produce the typical hemorrhagic 
condition and aplastic anemia in cattle. This derivative is 
chemically known as S-(dichlorovinyl)-cysteine.
 “Table I gives data on the biological response of calves 
fed the trichloro-ethylene derivative of cysteine and of 
soybean oil meal (11). Chemical tests on isolates from toxic 
protein (12) separated from toxic TESOM indicate that a 
similar derivative is present in the original TESOM (11). 
Although trichloroethylene is no longer used to extract 
soybeans in this country, this work emphasizes the extreme 
toxicity of the material and the need to know the fate of other 
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chlorine-containing solvents used in the manufacture of feeds 
or foods. Without the careful feeding studies carried out at 
Iowa, Minnesota, and other State Agricultural Experiment 
Stations, TESOM might still be fed in this country because 
it was used apparently without reported incident for 5 to 7 
years. When diluted with other feed and especially when 
prepared from older beans containing fewer reactive sulfur 
groups, it has a low toxicity which is not manifest without 
careful testing.”
 References:
 (2) Stockman, S. J. of Comparative Pathology and 
Therapeutics, 29, 95-107 (1916).
 (3) Frosch, P., and Noller, W., Berliner Tieraerztliche 
Wochenschrift, 40, 171-176 (1924).
 (4) Twiehaus, M.J., and Leasure, E.E., Veterinary 
Medicine, 46, 428-431 (1951).
 (5) Pritchard, W. R., Rehfeld, C. E., and Sautter, J. H., J. 
American Veterinary Medical Assoc., 121, 1-9 (1952).
 (6) Sautter, J. H., Rehfeld, C. E., and Pritchard, W. R., J. 
Am. Vet. Med. Assoc., 121, 1-9 (1952).
 (7) Picken, J. C., Jr., Biester, H. E., and Covault, C. H., 
Iowa State College Vet., 14, 137-141 (1952).
 (8) Holman, G. C., Eveleth, D. F., and Dinusson, W. E., 
J. Am. Vet. Med. Assoc., 122, 380-382 (1953).
 (9) Sautter, J. H., and Schultze, M. O., Am. J. Vet. 
Research, 17, 430-437 (1956).
 (10) Perman, V., Rehfeld, C. E., Sautter, J. H., and 
Schultze, M. O., Agr. and Food Chem., 4, 959-963 (1956).
 (11) McKinney, L. L., Weakley, F. B., Eldridge, A. C., 
Campbell, R. E., Cowan, J. C., Picken, J. C., Jr., Biester, 
H. E., J. Am. Chem. Soc., 79, 3932-3933 (1957). Address: 
Northern Utilization Research and Development Div., ARS, 
USDA, Peoria, Illinois.

853. Kandatsu, Makoto; Yasui, Tadahiko. 1957. [Studies 
on the nutritive value of grass proteins. VIII. The effect 
of drying methods upon the digestibility of soy-bean leaf 
proteins]. Nippon Nogeikagaku Kaishi (J. of the Agricultural 
Chemical Society of Japan) 31(9):690-693. Sept. [4 ref. Jap]
Address: Dep. of Agricultural Chemistry, Faculty of 
Agriculture, Univ. of Tokyo.

854. McKinney, L.L.; Weakley, F.B.; Campbell, R.E.; et al. 
1957. Toxic protein from trichloroethelene-extracted soybean 
oil meal. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 34(9):461-
66. Sept. [25 ref]
• Summary: The toxic factor involved, which caused 
aplastic anemia in cattle, was not in the solvent residues, 
but in the soybean meal. In the measurement of thiamine in 
trichloroethylene-extracted soybean meals, the authors found 
no apparent discrepancy in thiamine content of different 
meals as determined by chemical analysis using the accepted 
thiochrome method. Known amounts of thiamine added to 
all assay samples were quantitatively recovered, and results 

were confi rmed by microbiological assay. Address: 1-5. 
Northern Regional Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois.

855. Sivaramakrishnan, R.; Sarma, P.H. 1957. Effect of 
soyabean inhibitor and vitamin B-12 on growth of rice 
moth larva (Corcyra dephalonica St.) (Letter to the editor). 
Current Science (Bangalore, India) 26(9):283-84. Sept. [10 
ref]
• Summary: “The inability of certain insect pests to develop 
normally on soyabean. products was fi rst reported by Mickel 
and Standish (1). Earlier, Ham and Sandstedt (2) observed 
that the soluble fractions of raw soyabean were able to 
inhibit trypsin and that a concentrate of these induced a 
retardation of growth of chicks fed on an otherwise normal 
diet, Further evidence of the growth inhibitory nature of the 
antitrypsins in the raw soyabean was obtained by Klose et al. 
(3). working with rats, and by Almquist and Merritt (4) with 
chicks. Recently, Baliga and Rajagopalan (5, 6) have found 
that the growth retardation of rats induced by the presence 
of the raw soyabean meal extract could be counteracted by 
Vitamin B-12. In view of the great resemblance of the rice 
moth larva to the rat in its requirements for vitamins of the 
B group, an attempt has been made in the present study 
to determine whether B-12 has any such role in the insect 
Corcyra cephalonica St. (rice moth larva).
 It was found that vitamin B-12 reversed growth 
inhibition in the larva. Address: Univ. Biochem. Lab., 
Madras-25.

856. Hennig, H. 1957. Die Sojabohne: Chemie und 
technische Verwendung [The soybean: Chemistry and 
technical utilization]. Chemiker-Zeitung 81(19):639-42. Oct. 
5. [28 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Chemical composition 
of the soybean: Glycinin–the soya protein, soybean oil, soya 
phosphatide, carbohydrate, vitamins, enzymes, stearines. 
The soybean as a food. The soybean as a raw material: Use 
of soya oil, obtaining and use of soya protein, use of soya 
phosphatides. Tables show: 2. Amino acid content of glycinin 
and casein. 3. Fatty acids in various oils: Soya, linseed, olive, 
peanut. Address: Haltern, Westfallen (Westphalia), West 
Germany.

857. Abrahams, Maurice. 1957. Re: Failure of UNICEF 
report on nutrition in Brazil to even mention the large 
production of soybeans in Brazil. Letter to Ernest R. 
Chamberlain, Meals for Millions Foundation, Los Angeles, 
California, Oct. 21. 1-2 p.
• Summary: “Mr. Abrahams, in a self-described ‘fi ne frenzy,’ 
told Mr. Chamberlain that a March 1957 UNICEF report 
(E/ICEF/ 1.1028) authored by Dr. Charles Glen King and 
entitled Recommendations for Further Development of 
UNICEF-Aided Nutrition Programmes in Central America, 
Panama, Peru, and Brazil, contained ‘not a word’ about the 
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100,000 metric tons of soybeans per year grown in Brazil 
that could be used for human nutrition. In Mr. Abrahams’ 
opinion the failure to mention soybeans was not the result of 
a ‘mere carelessness,’ but rather because Dr. King ‘is one of 
those who still do not believe in soya and, consequently, are 
reluctant to believe in M-P-F’” [MPF] (H. Roberts 1967, p. 
177).
 Note: More than 3 years later, on 22 Jan. 1961, after 
an insightful and explosive speech that Dr. Henry Borsook 
had delivered to the Second Annual Inter-American Food 
Congress, Miami Beach, Florida (9 June 1959, which 
criticized UNICEF), Mr. Chamberlain brought up the same 
subject in a letter to Maurice Abrahams: “Personally I 
fail to see how UNICEF could be so self-righteous when 
they published a survey that did not even acknowledge the 
existence of soybeans in Brazil, much less their nutritive 
value–in a study that was supposed to be thorough and to 
lay the groundwork for upgrading nutrition” (quoted by H. 
Roberts 1967, p. 190). Address: Brazil.

858. Collins, F.I.; Howell, Robert W. 1957. Variability of 
linolenic and linoleic acids in soybean oil. J. of the American 
Oil Chemists’ Society 34(10):491-93. Oct. [15 ref]
• Summary: Soybean oil from all locations and varieties 
have been analyzed for linolenic and linoleic acid by an 
improved spectrometric method. Address: Field Crops 
Research Branch, USDA Regional Soybean Lab., Urbana, 
Illinois.

859. Alsmeyer, W.L.; Combs, G.E.; Wallace, H.D. 1957. 
Enzyme supplementation of baby pig rations containing 
various carbohydrate and proteinaceous feedstuffs (Abstract). 
J. of Animal Science 16(4):1040. Nov. [1 ref]
• Summary: This is in the section: “Abstracts of Papers at 
Annual Meeting.” “Four experiments were conducted with 
260 pigs weaned at 9-11 days.” Experiment 2 included 
“soybean oil meal (SBOM)...”
 The researchers were unable to obtain any improvement 
in performance when proteolytic enzyme preparations were 
added to rations containing soybean protein. Address: Univ. 
of Florida.

860. Brown, J.B. 1957. The fats of life and soybean oil. 
Soybean Digest. Nov. p. 6-10.
• Summary: Editor’s introduction: “Soybean oil could supply 
up to 60 or 70 percent of essential fatty acids in the American 
diet, but most EFA are destroyed by hydrogenation, says the 
author. The problem of producing edible, unhydrogenated 
soybean oil is still largely unsolved.” A photo shows J.B. 
Brown.
 “Upon my arrival at your meeting I was immediately 
impressed with the almost evangelistic fervor of your 
Association in behalf of soybeans. This attitude is quite 
proper because the soybean is not only unique in the U.S. 

farm economy but is also in a class by itself nutritionally, 
providing as it does perhaps the best of the vegetable 
proteins, comparing favorably with animal proteins in its 
amino acid composition, and also, in large amount, an oil 
unusually rich in unsaturated fatty acids.
 “Like some other persons on your program, I was 
originally a farm boy in northern Illinois, but in those days 
we knew nothing of the soybean. My fi rst experience with 
soybeans was in trying to raise the edible variety during 
the second world war. In our fat laboratory at Ohio State 
we have worked many times with soybean oil and we have 
known for a long while of its potentialities as a food product 
as well as a raw material for commercial products.
 “The importance of soybean oil in our fat economy can 
be seen from an estimate of predicted fat production (U.S.) 
for 1956, published last year by the U.S.D.A. All values are 
in millions of pounds.
 “Butter 1,600
 “Lard and pork fat 2,625
 “Edible beef fat 275
 “Edible vegetable oils* 6,453
 “Soap foots 3,065
 “Drying oils 687
 “Others 30
 “Total 14,375
 * = Plus equivalent of seed exported.
 “Soybean oil is classed in the preceding table as an 
edible vegetable oil. Actually the production of soybean oil, 
as oil, amounts to more than 3 billion pounds, or nearly one-
fourth of our total visible fat production. Most of this is used 
in food products. As will be emphasized later, most of it is 
profoundly changed in composition by hydrogenation before 
use as food.
 “Why Fats Important: From many points of view the 
fats are important in the human diet, and in fact in animal 
diets generally. In the fi rst place, of all the nutrients required 
by man, fats are the most concentrated form of food energy, 
this energy being required to keep us warm, and to allow us 
to move about and in fact to keep alive. Fats when oxidized 
in our bodies provide per unit weight two and one fourth 
times the energy derived from either carbohydrate or protein. 
On the average, in the United States, fats provide over 40% 
of our total energy requirement. Researchers in the late 
Harry Deuel’s laboratory and others have shown that the 
mere metabolizing of fat calories enhances the effi ciency of 
utilization of protein and carbohydrate.
 “Certain of the fats incidentally contain fat-soluble 
vitamins. Thus, butter and eggs (oil of the yolk) are fair 
sources of vitamins A and D. The margarines are usually 
fortifi ed with vitamin A. The fats of marine fi sh often contain 
relatively large amounts of these vitamins. Most fats and 
oils contain vitamin E, including soybean oil. Still another 
contribution of fats in the diet is their favorable infl uence on 
the absorption of the fat-soluble vitamins; on low fat diets 
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or in conditions where fat is poorly absorbed (pathological), 
absorption, and hence availability, of the fat-soluble vitamins 
is impaired.
 “A most important contribution of the fats in animal 
nutrition is their content of the so-called essential fatty 
acids. These must be provided in the animal diet and will be 
discussed at length later.
 “Still further contributions of dietary fats are fl avor 
and effect on texture of foods, both probably important in 
digestion. Foods with desirable fl avor presumably enhance 
digestion by promoting the fl ow of the digestive juices. 
Some fats have so characteristic a fl avor as to be important 
in stimulating their use, as for example butter, and the 
carrying over of butter fl avor into margarine. The effect of 
fats on texture (shortening values) seems self-evident. The 
shortening industry is dependent on this property of fats in 
bake [sic, baked] goods.
 “A questionable factor in the nutritive value of fats is 
their content of cholesterol or sitosterol. Cholesterol is found 
generally in animal fats to the amount of a few tenths of a 
percent. Two foodstuffs, brains and egg yolks, contain about 
4% and 1% respectively of cholesterol. Feeding certain 
species such as the chicken and rabbit with diets high in 
cholesterol has been shown to cause a rise in the cholesterol 
level of the blood and condition known as atherosclerosis. 
Recent work, however, would seem to indicate that the 
cholesterol of our diet is not a signifi cant factor in this 
disease. The vegetable fats, including soybean oil, contain 
sitosterol, which is largely unabsorbed in man and so far as 
we know is insignifi cant as a nutrient.
 “From the preceding discussion, it may be concluded 
that the fats are indeed ‘the fats of life,’ that they make 
several broad contributions to our nutritive state and that they 
are actually required in our diet. Thus, it is inconceivable that 
we consider the fat-free diet. Further, even a relatively low 
fat diet is likely not desirable. Far from the low fat diet, it has 
been estimated that we in the United States are eating nearly 
100 pounds of fat per person per year, or about 140 grams or 
nearly 5 ounces per day; or, as mentioned previously, over 
40% of our calories is derived from fat.
 “The 100 pounds of fat per year is roughly divided into 
visible and invisible of which visible fat makes up about 45 
pounds. This is the fat we eat as lard, shortenings, butter, 
margarine and vegetable oils. Essential Fatty Acids
 “The concept of essential fatty acids (EFA) originated 
from work done at the universities of California and 
Minnesota. It was shown experimentally that rats on a fat-
free diet, but supplied other known nutrients, developed a 
scaly condition of the tail and a general dermatitis, and failed 
to grow. The condition was prevented or cured by adding fats 
to the diet and specifi cally two of the polyunsaturated fatty 
acids, linoleic and linolenic acids. Later, arachidonic acid 
was added to the list. The chemistry of these compounds and 
their occurrence in nature may be shown as shown above.

 “In still later work the EFA have been shown to be 
required by several other species, such as the mouse, fowl, 
dog, and others, but the need for these nutrients has not been 
proved in man, mainly because of the diffi culty of setting up 
the needed experiment. Human body fat contains 5-7% of 
EFA, mostly as linoleic acid; the average adult will contain 
about 11/2 pounds of these acids, derived from his normal 
diet. EFA defi ciency disease in man is almost unknown, but 
there is good evidence that it is not uncommon in infants.
 “Quite likely, lack of EFA may occur in man under 
extreme pathological conditions where fat is not absorbed 
properly. As will be mentioned later, in addition to the need 
for EFA to prevent fat-defi ciency conditions, there is recent 
evidence that the EFA and perhaps other polyunsaturated 
acids (many double bonds) provide a bonus in good health in 
that they tend to lower the blood cholesterol level.
 “Within the past 5 years, it has been shown that 
arachidonic acid is the central EFA, linoleic acid of the diet 
being converted by the liver into arachidonic acid, a process 
which requires vitamin B-6, pyridoxine. This development 
is important, because arachidonic acid occurs in dietary 
fats only in very small amount, but the supplies of linoleic 
acid in the vegetable oils are abundant. To a person with 
normal metabolism and getting adequate amounts of B-6, 
dietary linoleic acid is fully as effective as arachidonic acid. 
Incidentally, linolenic acid is only partly effective.
 “The following table shows the fatty acid compositions 
of two oils which are commonly used, following 
hydrogenation, in the formulation of margarines and 
shortenings. Corn oil is most often used directly as a salad 
oil or liquid shortening, and resembles cottonseed oil in 
composition.
 “Corn and cottonseed oils will contain from 47-53% 
of linoleic acid. Soybean oil may contain 55% or more of 
linoleic and linolenic acids, making it slightly more potent as 
a source of EFA than the other two. Unfortunately, the small 
amount of linolenic acid present in soybean oil presents 
problems in providing an oil for direct use as food, namely, 
fl avor reversion and low stability (unless hydrogenated)...”
 Also discusses: Fat theory of the origin of 
atherosclerosis. What is bad fat? Fat important factor. 
Hydrogen results. Comments in summary. Address: Director, 
Inst. of Nutrition and Food Technology, Ohio State Univ.

861. Howell, Robert W.; Collins, F.I. 1957. Factors affecting 
linolenic and linoleic acid content of soybean oil. Agronomy 
Journal 49(11):593-97. Nov. [16 ref]
• Summary: “Linolenic acid content of soybean oil from 
location and variety composites varied from about 5% to 
about 8.5% and linoleic acid varied from about 46% to 
about 54%. The levels of both fatty acids were closely, but 
inversely correlated with temperature.” Address: 1. Plant 
physiologist; 2. Chemist, Crops Research Div., ARS, USDA, 
U.S. Regional Soybean Lab., Urbana, Illinois.
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862. Omata, S.; Ueno, T.; Nakagawa, Y. 1957. Shôyu no 
kappen genshô ni kansuru kenkyû. VIII. Shôyu kôji no 
kappen genshô (1) [On the browning reaction of soy-sauce. 
VIII. On the browning reaction of soy-sauce koji (1)]. 
Nippon Nogeikagaku Kaishi (J. of the Agricultural Chemical 
Society of Japan) 31(11):822-26. Nov. [12 ref. Jap]
• Summary: Substances which effect browning are amino 
acids, reducing sugars, reductones and carbonyl compounds. 
Address: College of Agriculture, University of Osaka 
prefecture, Japan.

863. Probst, A.H.; Everly, Ray T. 1957. Effect of foliage 
insecticides on growth, yield and chemical composition of 
soybeans. Agronomy Journal 49(11):577-81. Nov. [6 ref]
• Summary: In 1950, DDT in emulsifi able, colloidal, oil-
soluble, and wettable forms was applied at a rate of 2 lb/
acre to the Blackhawk variety of soybean on 3 dates, both as 
single and cumulative applications. In 1951, single sprayings 
of DDT at 3 rates of application, and one rate of application 
of aldrin, BHC, chlordane, dieldrin, dilan, endrin, EPN, 
heptachlor, methoxychlor, schradan, demeton, and TDE were 
used. Insect populations were at a low level. Spray injury 
to foliage was most severe with oil-soluble DDT, and with 
dilan and BHC for single applications. Seed quality was not 
affected by any of the treatments. Address: 1. Assoc. Prof.; 
2. Assoc. in Entomology. Both: Purdue Univ., Lafayette, 
Indiana.

864. Soybean Digest. 1957. Consumer sales for soya lecithin 
grow [National Lecithin, Inc]. Nov. p. 19.
• Summary: For the last 10 years Ralph A. Goldenberg, a 
food chemist, has been involved with soya lecithin. In 1947 
he established Standard Research Products, Inc., a laboratory 
where he developed applications for soya lecithin as an 
emulsifi er for use in bread baking. These emulsifi ers are 
now used by commercial bakeries to help retain freshness 
and softness without the use of chemicals. In 1954 Mr. 
Goldenberg established another company, National Lecithin 
Inc., which started promoting refi ned soya lecithin in 
granular and tablet forms for consumers, to be sold through 
leading drug stores, health food stores, and department stores 
in the Midwest.
 “As far as he knows, this was the fi rst time anyone 
had attempted to promote refi ned soya lecithin through the 
media of radio, newspaper ads and television. Through his 
advertising campaign he says consumer sales have greatly 
expanded and the industry is fairly big and growing daily. 
Refi ned soya lecithin has proven benefi cial as an addition 
to the regular food intake, according to Mr. Goldenberg. 
He says it may prove helpful as an aid to people with 
symptoms of arthritis, rheumatism, coronary heart disease, 
arteriosclerosis and gallstones. Also, he says people have 
been helped with skin disease and diabetes.

 “As president of National Lecithin, Inc., and Standard 
Research Products, Inc., Mr. Goldenberg has his general 
offi ces at 2938 N. Halsted St., Chicago, Illinois.”
 A portrait photo shows Mr. Goldenberg.

865. Van Middlesworth, L. 1957. Thyroxine excretion, a 
possible cause of goiter. Endocrinology 61(5):570-73. Nov. 
[9 ref]
• Summary: Goiters associated with soybean feeding were 
produced in laboratory rats. Iodine uptake was measured 
using radioactive iodine techniques. Rats injected with 1-2 
micrograms of I-131 thyroxine were shown to thyroxine at 
rates dependent upon their diets. Soy fl our and laboratory 
chow caused thyroxine excretion rates which were 2 to 20 
times greater than control diets. “It is suggested that this 
mechanism may function to increase the iodide requirements 
of rats and my sometimes account for a ‘thyroxine depletion 
goiter.’” But–”The mechanisms by which soy fl our, 
cellulose, bran, or standard laboratory chow increase this 
fecal loss of thyroxine have not been clarifi ed.” Address: 
Dep. of Physiology, Univ. of Tennessee, Memphis.

866. Whistler, Roy L.; Saarnio, Jouko. 1957. Galactomannan 
from soy bean hulls. J. of the American Chemical Society 
79(22):6055-57. Nov. [26 ref]
• Summary: Experiments have resulted in the extraction 
of galactomannan, a hemicellulose of signifi cant industrial 
importance, for soybean hulls. The galactomannans 
guaran and locust bean gum have also attained signifi cant 
industrial importance. Acetone-extracted soy bean hulls 
contain 64% alpha cellulose, 16% hemicelluloses, and 8% 
lignin–extractable with alkaline solution. Of these hull 
hemicelluloses, one is found to be a galactomannan which 
is totally extractable by water at 40ºC, giving a 2% yield. 
The ratio of D-galactose units to D-mannose units is 2 to 3. 
Address: Dep. of Biochemistry, Purdue Univ., Lafayette, 
Indiana.

867. Burnett, Carlos Alberto; Barros, Earle. 1957. Analise 
de sementes de algumas variedades de soja da coleçao do 
Institute Agronômico do Sul [Analysis of seeds of some 
soybean varieties at the College of the Agronomic Institute 
do Sul]. Instituto Agronomico do Sul, Boletim Tecnico 
(Pelotas, Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil) No. 20. p. 1-7. Dec. [6 
ref. Por]
Address: 1. Quimico Agricola, Chefe da Seccao de Quimica 
e Tecnologia Agricolas do I.A.S.; 2. Quimico Industrial, 
Assistente-Chefe da S.Q.T.A. do IAS.

868. Chen, Philip S. 1957. Soybean oil for the heart. These 
Times. Dec. p. 16-18. Summarized in Soybean Digest, Feb. 
1958, p. 25. *

869. Lewis, Charles J.; Hartman, P.A.; Liu, C.H.; Baker, 
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R.O.; Catron, D.V. 1957. Digestive enzymes of the baby pig. 
Pepsin and trypsin. J. of Agricultural and Food Chemistry 
5(9):687-90. Dec. [14 ref]
• Summary: Reported a proteolytic enzyme insuffi ciency in 
the young pig and attributed the poor utilization of soybean 
protein to this inadequately developed enzyme system. 
Address: Iowa Agric. Exp. Station, Iowa State College, 
Ames, Iowa.

870. Orr, M.L.; Watt, B.K. 1957. Amino acid content of 
foods. USDA Home Economics Research Report No. 4. 82 p. 
Dec. [27 ref]
• Summary: Lists the amino acid content per gram of 
total nitrogen in edible portion (average, maximum, and 
minimum, and number of samples) for soybeans and soy 
fl our, soybean curd, and soybean milk.
 Also peanuts and peanut butter. Address: Household 
Economics Research Div., Inst. of Home Economics, ARS, 
USDA, Washington, DC.

871. Wuest, Eleanor H. 1957. Is soy in your diet. Let’s Live. 
Dec. p. 10.
• Summary: “Valuable for children: As long ago as 1915 it 
was discovered that soy was of great value in the feeding 
of children, as it is easily digested because of its alkaline 
reaction. Experiments of American, French and German 
physicians reveal that soybean fl our in the diets of children 
suffering from diarrhea has proved most successful, and 
that on these diets the intestinal fl ora turns gram positive.” 
Address: Member of the Chartered Society of Massage and 
Medical Gymnastics.

872. Yearbook of Agriculture (USDA). 1957. Soil. xiii + 784 
p. For the year 1957.
• Summary: Soybeans are discussed on the following pages: 
Fertilization (p. 223). Soybean meal in composts (p. 242). 
Yield (p. 353). Soybeans (p. 387). Production in the Midland 
feed region (p. 535). Soil requirements (p. 654).
 This book also contains extensive information about 
aluminum in soils. Clay soils are composed primarily of the 
atoms silicon, aluminum, and oxygen. Iron, aluminum, and 
titanium oxides contribute to the cation (positive charged 
ion) exchange capacity of soils (p. 14-15).
 “Hydrogen, aluminum, calcium, magnesium, potassium, 
and sodium are the most abundant exchangeable cations. 
Their proportions vary from soil to soil, depending on 
inherited characteristics and past management practices. 
Hydrogen and aluminum are the predominant exchangeable 
cations in most acid soils” (p. 74).
 At least 16 elements are considered necessary for 
the growth of green plants. The micronutrients are iron, 
manganese, zinc, copper, molybdenum, boron, and chlorine. 
“Silicon and aluminum occur almost universally in plants, 
but they perform no recognized function” (p. 80-81).

 Phosphorus occurs naturally in soils in various forms, 
including calcium phosphates, iron phosphate, and aluminum 
phosphate. Acid soils contain a large excess of iron and 
aluminum. Alkaline and calcareous soils contain calcium. 
“Hydrated iron and aluminum oxides in acid soils are known 
to adsorb soluble phosphorus from fertilizers to form iron 
and aluminum phosphates” (p. 96).
 In acid soils, “When the pH is below 5, the 
concentrations of manganese and aluminum may be large 
enough to be toxic to the plant... Liming these soils may 
lower the toxicity of aluminum and manganese...” (99).
 “Silicon and aluminum dominate the soil mass and are 
present in large quantities. They are always found in plant 
materials” (p. 150).
 Aluminum sulfate is an acid former is soils.
 “Soybeans grow in highly acid to slightly alkaline 
soils... They need moist to heavy moisture conditions and 
do not tolerate salinity. Alumino-silicates are compounds 
containing aluminum, silicon, and oxygen atoms as main 
constituents.”

873. Choi, S.H. 1957. [Biochemical studies on Korean 
fermented foods. VI. The variation of nitrogen content during 
the fermentation of Kanjang (Korean soy sauce)]. Report of 
the National Chemical Laboratory, Seoul, Korea 6:2-3, 36-
38. [Kor; eng]*

874. Chung, T.S.; Kim, C.J.; Hwang, K.S. 1957. 
[Enzymological studies of the fermented soybean products. 
IV. Amino acid composition of natto proteins]. Seoul, Korea. 
[Kor]*
• Summary: Mimeographed. Address: The Scientifi c 
Research Institute M.N.D. Korea, Seoul, Korea.

875. Clements, Frederick William; Bocobo, D. Laurel. 1957. 
Nutrition in Ceylon. WHO/FAO: WHO/57/12/9206. *
• Summary: The average national diet is lacking 250 calories 
per person per day. Fifty percent of pregnant women are not 
receiving enough calories. Fifty percent of infants up to 18 
months show signs of protein defi ciency. Address: 1. W.H.O. 
Nutrition Consultant; 2. F.A.O. Regional Nutrition Offi cer, 
Asia and the Far East.

876. Morita, K.; Moriguchi, S.; Senda, K. 1957. [Changes of 
various components in germinating soybeans. VI. Changes in 
the tryptophan content in germinating soybeans]. Osaka Ika 
Daigaku Zasshi (J. of Osaka Medical College) 16(4):173-
178; This is VIII and IX: 17(2):87-97. 1957. [Jap; eng]*
Address: Osaka Ika Daigaku, Ikagaku Kyoshitsu. Shunin: 
Sugimoto, Koichi, kyoju. (Dep. of Biochemistry, Osaka 
Medical College, Osaka, Japan).

877. Morita, K.; Moriguchi, S.; Senda, K. 1957. [Changes of 
various components in germinating soybeans. VIII. Changes 
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of phenylalanine in germinating soybeans]. Osaka Ika 
Daigaku Zasshi (J. of Osaka Medical College) 17(2):87-92? 
[Jap; eng]*
Address: Osaka Ika Daigaku, Ikagaku Kyoshitsu. Shunin: 
Sugimoto, Koichi, kyoju. (Dep. of Biochemistry, Osaka 
Medical College, Osaka, Japan).

878. Morita, K.; Moriguchi, S.; Senda, K. 1957. [Changes of 
various components in germinating soybeans. IX. Changes 
of tyrosine in germinating soybeans and their relating to 
those of phenylalanine. Osaka Ika Daigaku Zasshi (J. of 
Osaka Medical College) 7(2):92?-97. [Jap; eng]*
Address: Osaka Ika Daigaku, Ikagaku Kyoshitsu. Shunin: 
Sugimoto, Koichi, kyoju. (Dep. of Biochemistry, Osaka 
Medical College, Osaka, Japan).

879. Paixao, J.S. da. 1957. Soja na alimentacao humana 
[Soybeans in human nutrition]. Inspetoria Regional de 
Fomentos Agricola no Ceara, Publicacao No. 12. 36 p. [17 
ref. Por]*
Address: Fortaleza, Brazil.

880. Reis, A. 1957. O leite de soja na alimentacao do lactente 
[Soymilk in the diets of nursing infants]. Servico Especial de 
Saude Publica do Ministerio da Saude, Serie de Imformes 
Tecnicos (Rio de Janeiro) No. 5. 13 p. [Por]*
Address: Brazil.

881. Yoshida, S.; Yamaguchi, K. 1957. [Changes of various 
components in germinating soybeans. VII. Changes of niacin 
contents in germinating soybeans]. Osaka Ika Daigaku 
Zasshi (J. of Osaka Medical College) 16(4):178-81. [Jap; 
eng]*
• Summary: Cited in Japan Sci. Rev. Med. Sci. 6(1):1044. 
1958. 241.71 J272.
 For part 6 and 8, See Morita, K. Address: Osaka Ika 
Daigaku, Ikagaku Kyoshitsu. Shunin: Sugimoto, Koichi, 
kyoju. (Dep. of Biochemistry, Osaka Medical College, 
Osaka, Japan).

882. Young, R.H.; Shannon, L.M. 1957. Some biochemical 
changes in soybean leaves (Glycine max) occurring prior 
to the onset of visible iron defi ciency symptoms (Abstract). 
Plant Physiology 32(Supp.):xxii-xxiii. *

883. Deuel, Harry J., Jr. 1957. The lipids: Their chemistry 
and biochemistry. Vol. III: Biochemistry. Biosynthesis, 
oxidation, metabolism, and nutritional value. New York, NY: 
Interscience Publishers, Inc. xxxvi + 1065 p. Author index in 
Vol. III. Subject index. 24 cm. [500+* ref]
• Summary: An excellent review of the early literature. 
Soybean oil is discussed as follows: Lipoxidase (erroneously 
considered to be carotene oxidase) in soybeans (p. 110-
14, including properties, isolation, activator of). Soybean 

phosphatides–fat emulsion stabilizer (p. 205-06, incl. 
“Asolectin–a pure soya phosphatide”). The effect of soy 
sterols on biosynthesis of cholesterol (p. 393; they prevent 
the accumulation of cholesterol in the liver and tissues 
primarily by blocking cholesterol absorption in the intestines. 
But this does not alter the rate of cholesterol synthesis in 
the tissues). Plasma carotenes (p. 448-49; they decrease in 
cows when ground soybeans are added to the diet in the 
amount of 30%). Tocopherols (Vitamins E) in (p. 690-91; a 
table {p. 690} shows the vitamin E content of 26 vegetable 
oils; the richest sources are wheat bran oil 320, barley oil 
238, soybean phosphatides 200, wheat germ oil 140-550, 
carrot oil 162, soybean oil 92-280. The various tocopherols 
include alpha, beta, gamma, delta, epsilon. Delta tocopherol 
is present chiefl y in soybean oil). Vitamin K in (p. 754). 
Essential fatty acids in 23 vegetable fats (p. 827; table incl. 
content of linoleic, linolenic, and total essential fatty acids. 
Fats include hempseed, peanut, sesame, soybean, sunfl ower). 
Tocopherol content of 23 vegetable oils and 4 hydrogenated 
vegetable shortenings (p. 901, table. Vegetable oils include 
Mazola corn, Wesson cottonseed, peanut, sesame, soybean 
{refi ned and unrefi ned} and wheat germ. Shortenings incl. 
Crisco, Primex, and Sweetex. Those with the highest total 
tocopherol content are: wheat germ 520, European corn 
250, soybean 168, soybean refi ned 140). Nutritional value 
(p. 911, 913, 917). Effect of rancidity (p. 922). Address: 
Dean, Graduate School and Prof. of Biochemistry, Univ. of 
Southern California, Los Angeles.

884. FAO Nutritional Studies. 1957. Protein requirements. 
No. 16. 52 p. Report of the FAO Committee, Rome, Italy. 24-
31 Oct. 1955. [44 ref]
• Summary: Appendix 3 is a “List of members of the FAO 
Committee on Protein Requirements.” Address: Rome, Italy.

885. Hayashi, Yutaka; Ariyama, Hisashi. 1957. Daizu 
tanpakushitsu no shôka-do ni oyobosu kanetsu no eikyo 
[Effect of heat on the digestibility of soybean proteins]. Eiyo 
to Shokuryo (J. of Japanese Society of Food and Nutrition) 
10(3):134-37. [18 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: Shows the infl uence of heat on the liberation of 
methionine, cystine, and lysine.

886. Hewitt, Edward R. 1957. Lecithin and health. First ed. 
San Francisco, California: Health Publishing Co. 16 p. 15 
cm. Revised eds. 1958, 1967, 1969, 1978.
• Summary: This little book is hard to cite or to summarize, 
because it has no chapters or subdivisions (A-level heads), 
no index, and no bibliography.
 It begins: “My attention was fi rst directed to Lecithin 
when I was a student in Berlin in 1891. Geheimrath 
Rouleoux, who was the most distinguished physiologist of 
Germany at that time, happened to be a very old friend of 
my father and on this account he was very kind to me. At 
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that period of his career he was busy investigating the effects 
which lecithin had in human physiology, and he took the 
trouble of many occasions to tell me of his work in this line. 
He gave me the names of numerous books and papers about 
lecithin, and I secured them all and studied them carefully at 
that time.
 “He found that lecithin played a most important role in 
human metabolism and that it exists in all the cells of the 
body, and is particularly abundant in the brain and nerve 
cells and in the nucleus of all cells. He also found that it 
was a most valuable help toward good health when taken 
internally. At that time the only known commercial source 
of lecithin was from egg yolks of which it forms about 2%. 
Unfortunately the extraction of this for a medicinal product 
proved too expensive for it to be used on any large scale in 
human diets, and the days of very expensive medication had 
not yet arrived, so lecithin was soon forgotten by the medical 
profession and never employed on any large scale, even 
though its benefi cial properties were well understood.
 “Fortunately for us we have developed in America a 
very large soy bean industry which now furnishes large 
amounts of soy bean oil which happens to contain about 
2½% lecithin. This is injurious for many of the commercial 
uses of soy bean oil, and must be removed from the oil by 
a steam process. Thus we now have available an unlimited 
supply of lecithin which can be used in human diets.
 “I personally have observed very many cures among 
my own friends and those to whom I have advised the use of 
lecithin. As its benefi cial effects are certainly a fact, I have 
tried to fi nd out the reasons for its favorable action on health 
and why it helps and cures so many different human ills. 
As so little is now known by the present medical profession 
about lecithin and its action on the human body, I would 
like to record what I have found out, and what I believe its 
physiological actions to be. It must be understood that this 
is my own information gathered from many sources from a 
great volume of literature and has not had the approval of 
medical societies. The opinions expressed on physiological 
and chemical matters are my own, and must be taken for 
what they are found to be worth. All I can say is that they 
are my most considered opinions after exhaustive study and 
thought.”
 Lecithin is good for the nerves and may help prevent 
arthritis and diabetes. Address: 127-9 Powell St., San 
Francisco, California.

887. Lyman, Richard Lee. 1957. The response of pancreatic 
enzyme secretion by rats fed raw soybean diets. PhD thesis, 
Iowa State University. In: Index to American Doctoral 
Dissertations (1956-67), 1957. *
Address: Iowa State Univ., Ames, Iowa.

888. McCollum, Elmer Verner. 1957. A history of nutrition: 
The sequence of ideas in nutrition investigations. Boston, 

Massachusetts: Houghton Miffl in. 451 p. [50 ref]
• Summary: Perhaps the best book on this subject (Todhunter 
1965). A classic, by a pioneer in the fi eld.
 Page 377 notes at in 1930 A.A. Horvath fi rst mentioned 
that coagulation of the blood of chickens was accelerated 
by diets containing sprouted soybeans. They apparently 
contained an unknown blood clotting factor. Address: Prof. 
Emeritus of Bio-chemistry, The Johns Hopkins Univ., 
Baltimore, Maryland.

889. Miller, Harry W. 1957. Review of literature on the 
nutritional value of soy milk. WHO/FAO/UNICEF Nutr. 
Panel R.1/Add.4. 18 p. 21 cm. International Nutrition 
Research Foundation. [102 ref]
• Summary: “In China where the infant mortality ranges as 
high as 250 per 1000 live births and malnutrition so evident 
amidst surviving infants, there is a problem of fi nding 
suitable available food for the nourishment of infants and 
growing children. Dr. Harry W. Miller, Medical Director 
of the Shanghai Sanitarium and Clinic, and Consultant to a 
large group of Seventh-day Adventist hospitals in China and 
the Far East, determined to produce a completely formulated 
milk beverage from the soybean to meet this need.
 “Beginning his research in 1928, a milk called Soyalac 
was manufactured and granted exclusive patent rights in 
1937 by the United States Patent Offi ce. The product had 
all the characteristics of animal milk, was a true colloid 
liquid, and could be make to any desired formula. This 
milk, in contrast to the gruel formulas made from soy fl our, 
was a fi ber-free liquid which would not plug the nipples. 
Its processing resulted in a milk that was both palatable 
and readily digestible. It could be manufactured either as a 
canned liquid or dehydrated in powder form. The powder 
could readily be reconstituted to a liquid. Both the sterilized 
bottled milk and the powder would not require refrigeration. 
In the original soybean dairy in Shanghai, China, soy milk 
was boiled in bottles, and distributed daily.
 “In a paper by Miller and Wen published in the April 
1936 Chinese Medical Journal appears the results of 
extensive feeding on premature, new-born and growing 
infants on Miller’s formulated soy milk. This feeding was 
carried out in the Shanghai Clinic where a 20 bed ward 
of new-born babies, and a 24 bed ward for older children, 
where Miller’s soy milk was their routine diet. This report 
covered a record of two years of supervised feeding.”
 “This early work on infant feeding with Miller’s soy 
milk was the fi rst and most far reaching use of soy milk 
feeding, as the entire city of Shanghai had a soy milk route, 
with many thousands of families using it, until the soy milk 
plant was destroyed by Japanese bombing in 1937.”

890. Onishi, Hiroshi. 1957. Studies on osmophilic yeasts. 
I. Salt-tolerance and sugar-tolerance of osmophilic soy-
yeasts. Noda Sangyo Kagaku Kenkyusho (Report of the Noda 
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Institute for Scientifi c Research, Japan) 1:16-21. [6 ref. Eng]
• Summary: Reprinted from Bulletin of the Agricultural 
Chemical Society of Japan 21(3):137-42. May. Address: 
Japan.

891. Sambaquy, C. 1957. Soja: Carne vegetal [Soybeans: 
Vegetable meat]. Rio de Janeiro, Brazil: S.A.P.S. 163 p. 
[Por]*

892. Scrimshaw, Nevil S.; Squibb, Robert L.; Bressani, R.; 
Behar, M.; Vitari, F.; Arroyave, G. 1957. Vegetable protein 
mixtures for the feeding of infants and young children. In: 
William H. Cole, ed. 1957. Amino Acid Malnutrition. 13th 
Annual Conference on Protein Metabolism. New Brunswick, 
New Jersey: Rutgers Univ. Press. xi + 98 p. See p. 28-46. 
Illust. 24 cm. Held at Rutgers, New Jersey. Series: Annual 
Conferences on Protein Metabolism. [33 ref]
• Summary: This is about INCAP Vegetable Mixture 8, 
made with dried corn masa (50%), sesame meal (35%), 
cottonseed press cake (9%), torula yeast (3%), and kikuyu-
leaf meal (3%). The soybean is not an ingredient. Page 30 
states: “Soybean, which would have otherwise been a major 
ingredient of the mixture, is not at present grown in Central 
America in signifi cant quantities.” Address: 1, 3-6. Inst. 
of Nutrition of Central America and Panama (INCAP); 2. 
Instituto Agropecuario Nacional (IAN), Guatemala.

893. Sebrell, W.H., Jr.; Hand, D.B. 1957. Protein 
malnutrition as a world problem. In: William H. Cole, ed. 
1957. Amino Acid Malnutrition. 13th Annual Conference on 
Protein Metabolism. New Brunswick, New Jersey: Rutgers 
Univ. Press. xi + 98 p. See p. 47-59. Illust. 24 cm. Held at 
Rutgers, New Jersey. Series: Annual Conferences on Protein 
Metabolism. [14 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Amino acid defi ciencies. 
Kwashiorkor. World food production. New dietary 
preparations.
 This is about kwashiorkor and world protein 
malnutrition. We increasingly recognize the importance 
of good nutrition to health and well being. “There are still 
only a relatively few people in the world, however, who 
understand that the food supply must do more than satisfy 
hunger if normal child development is to take place and 
health is to be maintained. The world’s agriculture is still 
mainly concerned with crop yields in bushels or tons per acre 
and with price per unit of weight rather than with nutritional 
needs and nutritive values. Citrus fruits and tomatoes are 
neither produced nor sold on the basis of their vitamin-C 
content” (p. 47).
 “Kwashiorkor has so captured the medical and scientifi c 
attention in the past few years that there is a tendency 
to assume that kwashiorkor and protein or amino acid 
defi ciency are completely synonymous. This is not the case. 
Kwashiorkor is one form of protein malnutrition” (p. 48).

 “The modern world’s nutrition is based largely on a 
few staple foods... the principal ones are wheat, rice, corn, 
millet, and cassava. Cassava ranks second only to rice in the 
amounts consumed in the underdeveloped areas of the world 
as a staple food and source of calories and it is without a 
doubt the poorest in nutritive quality” (p. 49).
 Table 7 shows “Production of protein-rich plant foods in 
selected countries” in 1,000 metric tons (Source: Yearbook 
of Food and Agricultural Statistics, FAO, 1956). Major 
producers of soybeans among developing countries are 
Indonesia (400), Brazil (113), and Turkey (4).
 “Therefore it would appear that the answer to the 
world’s protein supply must be sought in animal products, 
pulses, and oil seeds” (p. 54). Table 9 shows the “Protein 
and calorie content of selected supplemental foods” of 
these three types.” Under oil seeds are listed soybean seeds 
(34.9% protein) and soybean fl our (38.4% protein). Table 10 
shows the “Essential amino acid content in selected foods,” 
including soybean meal and soybeans (Laredo variety).
 The author’s conclude that the United Nations 
Children’s Fund (UNICEF), the Food and Agricultural 
Organization (FAO), and the World Health Organization 
(WHO), all agencies of the United Nations, “working in 
close cooperation, can bring to bear on the problem of 
protein malnutrition, talent and resources that have never 
been available before” (p. 59).
 Note: By about 1979 the idea that the world’s food 
problem was primarily a protein problem had been largely 
disproved and abandoned. The main cause of malnutrition 
was now poverty and lack of food. Address: Williams-
Waterman Fund for the Combat of Dietary Diseases.

894. Silva, J.S. da. 1957. A soja na conjuntura alimentar 
brasileira [Soybeans in the context of Brazilian diets]. Sao 
Paulo, Brazil: Servico de Expansao da Soja da Secretaria da 
Agricultura do Estado de Sao Paulo. 42 p. [Por]*

895. Steinmetz, E.F. 1957. Codex vegetabilis. Amsterdam, 
Netherlands: Published by the author. n.p. 28 cm. *
• Summary: Names of medicinal plants in Latin, English, 
French, German, Dutch, and some other European and 
Oriental languages.
 Soybeans are used medicinally in several countries of 
the world. In Turkey, Soya Fasulyasi is used to treat diabetes. 
In China, under various names (Shu, Jen Shu, Jung Shu, Shih 
Tou, Hei Tou [Black Soybean], Huang Tou) the soybean is 
used as a medicinal plant but no specifi c uses are given by 
the author.

896. Wada, Shohachi. 1957. Structural studies on soybean 
hemagglutinin. PhD thesis, University of Minnesota. 128 
p. Page 1239 in volume 189/04 of Dissertation Abstracts 
International. *
Address: Univ. of Minnesota.
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897. Hanson, L.E. 1958. Soybean oil meal in livestock and 
poultry feeds. II. A researcher’s viewpoint. Soybean Digest. 
Jan. p. 17-19.
• Summary: “According to the records, the fi rst soybean 
oil meal manufactured in the United States was made by 
expeller processing in 1915. The industry grew slowly and 
prior to 1930 less than 50,000 tons of soybean oil meal was 
produced annually. During the 1930-40 decade average 
production increased to 482,000 tons. This was a sizeable 
increase but yet represented only a modest proportion of our 
high-protein feed supply. In the same decade cottonseed oil 
meal production averaged 1,951,000 tons and dried milk 
products 1,616,000 tons. The latter were then, and had been 
for many years, the most important high-protein feeds in 
terms of tonnage.
 “During the decade of the 1940’s cottonseed meal and 
dried milk products production continued at a fairly steady 
rate to 1943 followed by a downward trend in tonnage, a 
reduction which had reached 500,000 tons for cottonseed 
meal and 200,000 tons for dried milk by 1947. On the other 
hand soybean oil meal production continued to increase and 
by 1942 was slightly in excess of either cottonseed meal 
or dried milk. By 1944 the tonnage of soybean oil meal 
produced was greater than the combined production of 
cottonseed meal and dried milk by products.
 “Soybean production and hence soybean oil meal 
production have increased in all but a few years up to the 
present time. Thus average annual soybean meal production 
from 1940-50 was nearly 3.5 million tons, in 1955-56 about 
6 million tons and the estimate for 1956-57 was 7.8 million 
tons. According to the USDA, soybean oil meal consumption 
represented 11% of the total consumption of the fi ve major 
oil seed meals (soybean, cottonseed, linseed, peanut and 
copra) during the period 1931-35. In 1956-57 soybean oil 
meal was 70% of the total.
 “War and government agricultural policies have been 
important factors in the growth of the soybean industry. 
However it appears that the feed manufacturing industry 
has also been an important factor. Most of us can remember 
when the feed manufacturing industry was a relatively small 
part of the nation’s business. Yet by 1955 feed manufacturing 
ranked ninth among all industries in the United States. How 
did it get so large?
 “Relatively favorable farm prices during World War II 
and limited availability of high-protein feeds encouraged 
many farmers to try manufactured feed, probably for the 
fi rst time. Nutritional studies with corn-soybean meal 
rations which started in the 30’s resulted in the isolation and 
identifi cation (1948) and subsequent commercial production 
of the ‘animal protein factor,’ vitamin B-12. This discovery 
was of the utmost importance because it was the solution of 
the principal problem concerning the use of soybean oil meal 
as the major or only source of supplementary protein to a 

corn ration for poultry or swine. Subsequent discovery of the 
value of antibiotics in livestock rations and a large number 
of other feed additives also were factors in the growth of 
the feed industry. The nutritional discoveries and other 
developments made possible a production revolution in the 
poultry business which stimulated further the growth of the 
feed manufacturing industry.” Address: Univ. of Minnesota.

898. Howard, Hartley W.; Monson, W.J.; Bauer, C.D.; 
Block, R.J. 1958. The nutritive value of bread fl our proteins 
as affected by practical supplementation with lactalbumin, 
nonfat dry milk solids, soybean proteins, wheat gluten and 
lysine. J. of Nutrition 64(1):151-65. Jan. [16 ref]
• Summary: Human nutrition research. Address: 1. The 
Borden Co., Special Prods. Div., New York, NY; 2. Boyce 
Thompson Inst. for Plant Research, Inc., Yonkers 3, New 
York.

899. Morrison, Lester M. 1958. Serum cholesterol reduction 
with lecithin. Geriatrics 13(1):12-19. Jan. [28 ref]
• Summary: In one test with a group of 21 
hypercholesterolemic patients, daily use of a standard 
quantity of soybean lecithin (in the form of a granular 
powder) brought signifi cant cholesterol reductions of 15 to 
25% or more within a 90-day period after onset of treatment. 
These patients had been previously treated with a low-fat 
diet and other cholesterol-lowering agents with unsuccessful 
results. “Six of 21 patients discontinued the lecithin because 
of intolerance to the large quantity taken, although smaller 
amounts of lecithin were well tolerated. Of the 15 remaining 
patients studied, 12 showed a striking reduction of 41 
per cent in serum cholesterol levels, or an average fall of 
156 mg. in three months following lecithin intake. Three 
patients showed no signifi cant fall in serum cholesterol or 
lipid intake... Lecithin was found to be the most effective 
cholesterol lowering agent tested to date.” Excessive 
cholesterol in the human blood is believed to be associated 
with arteriosclerosis.
 The lecithin used in the study (RG Lecithin supplied by 
the Glidden Co. of Chicago) had a chemical composition of 
29.5% chemical lecithin, 29.5% chemical cephalin, 31.6% 
inositol phosphatides, 5.3% sterol glycosides, 3.1% soybean 
oil as a preservative, and 1% moisture and ether insolubles. 
“Lecithin appears to enhance fat metabolism and lipid 
transport.” Address: Senior attending physician and director 
of a research unit, Los Angeles County General Hospital, 
California.

900. Seto, T.A.; Schultze, M.O.; Perman, V.; Bates, 
F.W.; Sautter, J.H. 1958. Properties of the toxic factor 
in trichloroethylene-extracted soybean oil meal. J. of 
Agricultural and Food Chemistry 6(1):49-54. Jan. [25 ref]
• Summary: Discusses effects on cattle. The toxic factor 
is an organic compound, which is associated with the 
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protein fraction of the soybean meal, rather than being a 
solvent residue in the meal. It can be liberated by pancreatic 
digestion. Address: Dep. of Agricultural Biochemistry & 
Div. of Veterinary Pathology and Parasitology, Univ. of 
Minnesota, St. Paul.

901. Kretovich, V.L.; Smirnova, T.I.; Frenkel, S. Ia. 1958. 
[A study of the glycinine fraction in the ultracentrifuge]. 
Biokhimiya (Biochemistry, Moscow) 23(1):135-39. Jan/
Feb. See also English translation of Biokhimya (titled 
Biochemistry, by Consultants Bureau Inc., New York), 
23(1):128-32. [4 ref. Rus; eng]
• Summary: “Ammonium sulphate fractions obtained from 
glycinine of soya bean cotyledons were examined in the 
ultracentrifuge under various conditions of dissolution.
 “According to the conditions of dissolution ‘individual’ 
components may transform into one another. Presumably, 
they are polygomers of the same basic submolecule, which 
is apparently the S8-component with a molecular weight of 
128,000.
 “Polyvalent ions of the cysteine and ATP-type greatly 
shift the equilibrium which is being established between the 
dissolving components.” Address: A.N. Bach Biochemical 
Inst., Academy of Sciences USSR, Moscow, and Inst. of 
Macromolecular Compounds, Academy of Sciences USSR, 
Leningrad.

902. Sakasai, Toshio; Yokotsuka, Tamotsu. 1958. Shôyu 
bunseki-hô ni kansuru kenkyû. II. Shôyu-chû no yuki-san 
oyobi forumôru chisso no denki-teki teihô [Studies on the 
analytical methods of soy sauce. II. Potentiometric titration 
of acidic ingredients and of formol nitrogen in soy sauce]. 
Nippon Nogeikagaku Kaishi (J. of the Agricultural Chemical 
Society of Japan) 32(2):144-51. Feb. [33 ref. Jap]
Address: Noda Soy Sauce Co. Ltd.

903. Rosenberg, Adolf. 1958. Stabilized fat-soluble vitamins 
and methods of making same. U.S. Patent 2,828,206. March 
25. 5 p. Application fi led 24 Feb. 1954. [7 ref]
• Summary: “This invention relates to feeds or supplements 
of feeds fortifi ed with fat-soluble vitamins. More particularly, 
it is directed to a novel dry composition containing the fat-
soluble vitamins in a highly stabilized and physiologically 
available form.” In Example 2, “100 parts of vitamin 
A-containing particles are thoroughly distributed in a molten 
mixture of 500 parts of essentially completely hydrogenated 
soy bean oil (melting point 68º–69ºC.), 25 parts of lecithin in 
soy bean oil and 2.5 parts of butylated hydroxy-anisole. The 
molten mixture is then spray chilled...” Address: Forest Hills, 
New York.

904. DeLamater, William G. 1958. Why we must have 
lecithin. Let’s Live. March. p. 18, 43.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Effects fat levels. 

Nerves benefi t. Great restorer. Works on diabetes. Natural 
sources (eggs and soy beans), good insurance.
 In early 1957, at the Los Angeles meeting of the 
California Academy of General Practice, Dr. John A. 
Sampson, clinical professor of medicine at the University 
of California, delivered an important report on soy bean 
lecithin fed to rabbits as a means of combating cholesterol. 
The lecithin “apparently invaded the artery walls and 
depleted them of fatty plaques, which were then deposited 
in the bloodstream.” After entering the bloodstream, the fat 
appeared to be metabolized or “burned up.” Other research 
on lecithin is also discussed. Address: Ph.G, D.O.

905. Register, U.D.; Peterson, E.W. 1958. The infl uence of 
carbohydrate on the utilization of rations containing soybean 
alpha protein. J. of Nutrition 64(3):483-91. March. [13 ref]
• Summary: Soybean alpha protein (made by the Glidden 
Co., Chicago, Illinois) or casein, in rations containing 
12.5%, 25%, or 15.5% protein, was fed to rats, together with 
various combinations of sucrose or starch, methionine, and 
vitamin B-12 to measure the average gain per week over a 
5-week period. The highest average weight gain (39.1 gm/
week) was from alpha protein + starch + 0.5% methionine 
+ vitamin B-12. At the protein levels studied, alpha protein 
rations with starch supported better growth of rats than those 
with sucrose. This effect was not seen with casein or heated 
soybean protein. Address: Dep. of Biochemistry, College of 
Medical Evangelists, Loma Linda, California.

906. Wolf, I.J. 1958. Vitamin A defi ciency in an infant. J. of 
the American Medical Association 166(15):1859-60. April 
12. *

907. National Soybean Processors Assoc., Soybean Research 
Council. 1958. Soybean Oil Symposium. Chicago, Illinois. 
47 p. Held 24 April 1958 at the Hotel Peabody, Memphis, 
Tennessee.
• Summary: 36 people attended this one-day symposium.
 Nutritional Properties of Vegetable Oils, by R.H. Barnes, 
Cornell University, Ithaca, New York.
 Tocopherol Oxidation in Fats, by E.N. Frankel, C.D. 
Evans, and Patricia M. Cooney, U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, 
Peoria, Illinois.
 Determination of Tocopherol in Oxidized Fats, by E.N. 
Frankel, Patricia M. Cooney, C.D. Evans and J.C. Cowan, 
U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, Peoria, Illinois.
 Composition of Certain Phosphatide Fractions, by H.E. 
Carter, Roy Gigg and T. Nakayama, University of Illinois, 
Urbana, Illinois.
 Metabolism of Phosphatides, by D.B. Zilversmit, 
University of Tennessee, Memphis, Tennessee.
 Applications of Phosphatides, by H.T. Iveson, The 
Glidden Company, Chicago, Illinois.
 Fatty Acid Composition of Phosphatides from Corn and 
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Soybean Oils, by S.S. Chang and Hans Wolff, A.E. Staley 
Mfg., Co., Decatur, Illinois.
 Round Table Discussion of Phosphatides, by H.J. 
Dutton, S.S. Chang, Roy Gigg, H.T. Iveson, T. Nakayama 
and E. Van Handel.
 Vinyl Ethers of Unsaturated Fatty Alcohols, by H.M. 
Teeter, L.E. Gast and J C. Cowan, U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, 
Peoria, Illinois.
 Abstracts or copies of most of the above talks are 
attached. Address: [3818 Board of Trade Building, Chicago, 
Illinois].

908. Pratt, Edward L. 1958. Food allergy and food 
intolerance in relation to the development of good eating 
habits. Pediatrics 21(4):642-48. April. [45 ref]
• Summary: “The intolerance of 15% of the infants [in 
one study; Glaser & Johnstone 1953] to soya bean milk is 
higher than intolerance of infants to cow’s milk generally.” 
Address: Dep. of Pediatrics, Univ. of Texas Southwestern 
Medical School, the Children’s Medical Center, and Parkland 
Memorial Hospital, Dallas, Texas.

909. Smith, Allan K. 1958. Use of United States soybeans in 
Japan. USDA Agricultural Research Service. ARS-71-12. iii 
+ 36 p. April. April. Illust. 28 cm. Typewritten.
• Summary: An extremely well researched, interesting 
document based on a survey conducted in 1957 in 
Japan. Contents: Defi nitions of Japanese food products. 
Introduction. 1. Problems of Japanese food processors in 
using U.S. soybeans: Food production problems, foreign 
material, broken and dark-colored soybeans in exports. 2. 
Analysis of the problems. 3. Research proposals. 4. Miso: 
Processing, uses, production, composition. 5. Tofu and 
its modifi cations: Processing fresh tofu and frozen tofu, 
aburage. 6. Natto. 7. Hamanatto. 8. Kinako. 9. New products 
research: Soybean “milk,” fermented cheese, soybean fl our 
and isolated protein for foods, isolated soybean protein. 
Acknowledgments.
 “Isolated soybean protein” (p. 34-35): “More than 50 
million pounds of isolated soybean protein are produced 
in the United States each year. Present construction will 
increase this capacity an estimated 30 percent. Current 
outlets in the U.S. for isolated soybean protein are mostly 
industrial, such as for paper coating, sizing, lamination, latex 
paints, fi re-extinguisher foam, and others. However, with the 
increasing interest in its use in foods, it is anticipated that 
such uses will soon catch up to and even surpass industrial 
uses. Japanese processors have had an interest in isolated 
protein for several years, but none is produced. Technical 
assistance to establish factories for isolating soybean protein 
would appear to be another means of increasing the export of 
U.S. soybeans.
 “Japanese oil processors use U.S. soybeans almost 
entirely. Because defatted meal is the base material for 

isolated protein, there will probably be no competition for 
U.S. soybeans in this area of utilization. Japan has industries 
where uses for the protein would be very similar to those in 
the United States.
 “Textile fi bers have been produced on an experimental 
scale from isolated protein in the United States, but further 
research is required to develop them into a commercial 
product. Because textile fi bers are a large and expanding 
market throughout the world and because Japan has 
practically no domestic wool, fi ber production from soybean 
protein is of interest to Japanese processors. Successful 
production of soybean fi bers in Japan would be an entirely 
new outlet for U.S. soybeans.”
 A graph on the front cover (and on p. 6) shows soybean 
production in the USA from 1938 to 1957 (in millions of 
acres harvested). Photos show: (1) Drying soybeans before 
threshing in Japan. (2) Manually operated threshing machine. 
(3) Power operated threshing machine. (4) Modern small-
scale equipment for cleaning soybeans and grading for 
size. (5) Straw weaving equipment. Straw bags are used for 
soybeans, rice, and other farm products. (6) Cooling roasted 
soybeans and hand cleaning for making kinako. (7) Soybean 
varieties: Lincoln, White Hilum Iwate, and Acadian (six 
photos, showing each variety wet and dry). (8) Wooden vats 
used for fermenting miso; each stands a little taller than a 
man, and is bound with 4 bamboo hoops. (9) Miso in wooden 
tubs [kegs] ready for market. (10) Hand assembly of wooden 
tubs for shipping miso and shoyu. (11) Stone mill for wet 
grinding of soybeans to make tofu. (12) A modern tofu shop, 
with boiler, pressure cooker, fi lter, and precipitation vat. 
Photos 11 and 12 courtesy of Sugiyama Chemical Research 
Inst., Tokyo. (13) Deep fat frying of tofu for making aburage. 
(14) Wooden kegs used for fermenting hamanatto. Stone 
weights are used to compact the beans during fermentation.
 Other fi gures: (1) Flow diagram of the miso 
manufacturing process (incl. koji). (2) Table showing total 
production of miso in Japan (about 1957) as reported by 
All Japan Miso Industrial Association. Factory made miso 
consists of: Rice miso 379,000 tonnes (metric tons), barley 
miso 146,000 tonnes, soybean miso 58,000 tonnes, total 
factory made 583,000 tonnes. Homemade miso of all types 
is 391,000 tonnes (67% of factory made). Total factory 
and home made: 974,000 tonnes. Ingredients used in this 
grand total: Soybeans 361,000 tonnes, rice 115,000 tonnes, 
barley 58,000 tonnes, salt 159,000 tonnes. (3) Table showing 
nutritional composition of rice miso, barley miso, and 
soybean miso. (4) Table showing composition of sweet miso, 
salty miso, and enriched miso. (5) Diagrammatic sketch of 
equipment used in making fresh tofu. (6) Flow diagram of a 
frozen tofu factory.
 Note: The author was in Japan from Oct. 24 to Dec. 
24, 1957. The principal localities visited were: Tokyo, 
Yokohama, Tochigi City, Nagano, Matsumoto, Suwa, 
Hamamatsu, Nagoya, Kyoto, Osaka, Fukuoka, Kumamoto, 
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Nagasaki, and Sendai. His trip was sponsored by the 
Agricultural Research Service and the Foreign Agricultural 
Service of the USDA, and the American Soybean 
Association (Hudson, Iowa).
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (July 2000) that 
mentions “barley miso”–a type of miso made with barley 
koji, soybeans, and salt. Address: Head of Meal Products 
Investigations, Oilseed Crops Lab., Northern Regional 
Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois.

910. Smith, Allan K. 1958. Use of United States soybeans 
in Japan: Hamanatto (Document part). USDA Agricultural 
Research Service. ARS-71-12. iii + 36 p. April. See p. 29-31. 
April. Illust. 28 cm.
• Summary: “Hamanatto: Hamanatto, sometimes spelled 
hamananatto, is made by fermenting whole soybeans. 
Hamanatto is produced in a limited area in Japan in the 
vicinity of Hamanatsu [sic, Hamamatsu in Shizuoka 
Prefecture, central Japan]. Hamanatto should not be confused 
in any way with natto. The only resemblance between the 
two products is that both are made by fermenting whole 
soybeans. Hamanatto has a pleasant fl avor resembling miso 
or shoyu but is sweeter. Factors unfavorable to the popularity 
of hamanatto seem to be its very dark color (black) and its 
rather high cost. Hamanatto is said to cost four times as 
much as miso.
 “Hamanatto is reported to have come to Japan by way 
of Korea about 350 years ago at the time of the Japanese 
invasion of that country. Natto means ‘contributed beans’ 
and hamanatto was contributed to the Japanese warriors. The 
process is reported to have originated in Buddhist temples 
where it was developed as a source of protein. The ancestors 
of the people owning the Yamaya Brewery and the Saito 
Mido Plant of Hamanatsu [sic] are said to have inherited the 
process from the Buddhist monks.
 “In making hamanatto the beans are soaked in water 
for 4 hours and steamed without pressure for 10 hours. The 
cooked beans are spread on the fl oor for cooling to 30ºC. 
Koji prepared from roasted wheat or barley is sprinkled 
over the beans to cover their surface. The Japanese are very 
particular to cover the entire bean surface. The inoculated 
beans are placed in trays in a fermenting room for about 
20 hours; during the fermentation the beans acquire a good 
coating of green mold. When taken from the fermenting 
room they are covered with a sticky material and must be 
separated and dried in the sun to about 12 percent moisture. 
This can be accomplished in one day if the weather is warm 
and sunny. At one factory the beans are carried to the roof for 
drying.
 “The dry beans are placed in wooden buckets [kegs, 
bound with bamboo hoops] that have a capacity of about 
15 gallons. Strips of ginger are placed in the bottom of the 
buckets before adding the beans and the salt water to cover 
them. A [wooden] cover that fi ts inside the bucket is placed 

over the beans and a very heavy weight placed on the cover. 
Rough stones estimated to weigh about 100 pounds are 
used for weights. Figure 18 [a photo] shows the buckets 
with the stone weights used during fermentation, which 
requires 6 to 12 months and must include one full summer. 
During fermentation the beans acquire a dark reddish color 
that is not unpleasing. After fermentation is completed and 
the beans are dried in the sun, they turn black. Hamanatto 
contains about 11 percent salt, said to be the cause of their 
turning black. Hamanatto will keep at room temperature for 
1 year or longer.
 “The makers of hamanatto, now using only Japanese 
soybeans, prefer a very select grade grown only in Hokkaido 
because they are large, are uniform in size, and are free 
of foreign matter. They claim to pay ¥4,500 for 60 kg. of 
specially selected beans; an equal quantity of U.S. [soy] 
beans would cost them ¥3,000. On this basis the relative cost 
per 60-pound bushel of Hokkaido and U.S. soybeans is $5.65 
and $3.80, respectively.
 “An analysis [of Hamanatto] supplied by the Yamaha 
Brewery is as follows: Water 39 percent, total nitrogen 3.8 
percent, water-soluble nitrogen 2.6 percent, reducing sugars 
7.0 percent, total sugars 10 percent, crude fi ber 12.5 percent, 
ash (including 11 percent sodium chloride) 12 percent, 
volatile acids 0.015 percent, total acids 1.2 percent, and 
pH of water suspension 5.1. The composition of hamanatto 
probably varies considerably.
 “If hamanatto could be produced in dark red rather 
than black color and the process modernized to bring the 
cost more in line with other fermented soybean products, it 
should have much wider acceptance and use.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2011) 
stating that Hamanatto [fermented black soybeans] were 
made at Yamaya temple in Hamamatsu.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2012) 
that uses the word “sticky” (or “stickiness,” etc.) to describe 
Hamanatto. Address: Head of Meal Products Investigations, 
Oilseed Crops Lab., Northern Regional Research Lab., 
Peoria, Illinois.

911. Abrahams, Maurice M. 1958. Soy food (MPF) offers 
challenge to world hunger: Meals for Millions Foundation 
proposes international conference to review the problem of 
world hunger. Soybean Digest. May. p. 20, 22.
• Summary: Meals for Millions Foundation offers a 
scientifi cally developed dietary soybean product, Multi-
Purpose Food (MPF), to help relieve malnutrition and 
hunger. “But this is merely a part of a much larger purpose 
that has animated the Foundation’s 11-year efforts, efforts 
that are completely unendowed and without government aid, 
but supported by the penny-power contributions of thousands 
of free Americans.
 “The larger aims of the Foundation’s program and 
product such as creating good will for the United States 
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and relieving starvation were recognized in the two awards 
the Foundation received in 1956 and 1957 from Freedoms 
Foundation. These aims are evidenced by the collaboration 
now being accorded by such agencies such as USIA, 
ICA, FAO, UNICEF and the President’s People-to-People 
program.”
 Meals for Millions Foundation was incorporated 
in 1946. More than 95% of the bulk of MPF is soybean 
grits. The scientifi c explanation for the way this dietary 
supplement works is “synergistic action.” “This means that 
MPF provides not only its own concentrated protein, vitamin 
and mineral values but, in addition, increases substantially 
the biological value of the food to which it is added, even in 
very small quantities.”
 Photos show: (1) “Before: These six malnourished 
babies were admitted to the American hospital, Pago Pago, 
Samoa, by Dr. James R. Dean, public health offi cer. (2) 
After: Same babies as in fi rst picture after 6 months diet of 
Multi-Purpose Foods. All showed gains of weight into the 
normal range. All showed improvement in motor response 
and bodily tone.”
 Example #1: A trial with two groups of 20 workmen in a 
factory in Sao Paulo, Brazil, showed that the group receiving 
MPF increased its relative production rate 10% above the 
control group. The men in the group also gained on average 
more than 2.5 pounds per man.
 Example #2: Miss Gladys Oberlin, the American 
nutritionist–directress of Instituto Ana Gonzaga, a Methodist 
missionary school in Rio de Janeiro used MPF to supplement 
the diet of 200 girls in her boarding school. Their usual 
meals were the standard but simple rice and beans for both 
lunch and dinner. At the end of 3 months Miss Oberlin 
reported that it actually cost less to feed the girls with MPF 
than without it. Moreover, the infi rmary has been vacant for 
much of this test period. Yet the average daily amount of 
MPF that each girl received was only a little more than ¼ 
ounce.
 Another photo shows: “Approval to Meals for Millions 
affi liate program in his state is given by Governor Janio 
Quadros of the state of Sao Paulo, Brazil.” At right is 
Maurice M. Abrahams of the Meals for Millions Foundation. 
Address: Brazilian representative for Meals for Millions 
Foundation.

912. Beck, R.N. 1958. Soy fl our and fecal thyroxine loss in 
rats. Endocrinology 62(5):587-92. May. [13 ref]
• Summary: The author, using radioactive iodine techniques 
to measure iodine uptake, was the second to show a increase 
of iodine-131 uptake by the thyroid glands of rats–rather 
than the usual decrease. The mechanism was explained as 
the result of an increased fecal loss of thyroxine caused by 
a diminished recovery of these hormones by entero-hepatic 
circulation.
 “It is probable that the increase in fecal thyroxine 

content of rats on soya diets may be largely a function of 
incomplete reabsorption, due either simply to accelerated 
transport through the intestine or to some other more specifi c 
effect of the soy fl our on mucosal function.” Address: 
Ziskind Research Labs., New England Center Hospital, 
and the Dep. of Medicine, Tufts Univ. School of Medicine, 
Boston, Massachusetts.

913. Franek, Frantisek. 1958. Moist heat denaturation of 
soybean proteins. J. of Scientifi c & Industrial Research, 
Section C (New Delhi, India) 17C(5):75-80. May. [15 ref]
• Summary: “The following hypothesis is presented for 
explaining the changes in the dispersibility of protein: 
the native protein (dispersible in neutral buffer) is fi rst 
transformed to a denatured protein (dispersible in alkali 
only) and it reacts further with carbohydrates to form 
an indispersible protein... At 100ºC. the fi rst change 
predominates and the second change becomes more and 
more prominent at higher temperatures.” Address: Research 
Inst. of Food Technology, Prague, Czechoslovakia.

914. Subrahmanyan, V.; Bhagavan, R.K.; Swaminathan, 
M. 1958. The place of processed foods in the treatment and 
prevention of protein malnutrition in children. Indian J. of 
Pediatrics 25(123):216-27. May. [57 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Treatment of 
kwashiorkor: Vitamin therapy, the use of dried stomach 
preparations (e.g., hog’s stomach), the use of protein 
hydrolysate, human serum, plasma and blood, treatment 
with skim milk powder and proprietary casein foods, 
treatment with plant protein diets, soybean-banana mixture 
(Dean 1952), Bengal gram and banana diet mixture, low-
fat groundnut fl our–Bengal gram–skim milk diet mixture, 
possible sources of processed protein rich foods for the 
prevention of protein malnutrition, better utilization of soya 
and groundnut products, soya and groundnut milks (7 studies 
are summarized briefl y), low-fat oilseed fl ours, balanced malt 
food containing soya fl our and groundnut fl our, Multipurpose 
food based on low-fat soya fl our and groundnut fl our, 
predigested foods, fi sh fl our. Conclusion.
 “Introduction: It is now well recognized that protein 
malnutrition is widely prevalent among children in many 
tropical and subtropical countries (Trowell et al. 1954) (p. 
216).
 “The foods that have been most extensively used in the 
treatment of kwashiorkor, are skimmed milk powder and 
calcium caseinate” (p. 217).
 “Treatment with plant protein diets: Of late it is being 
increasingly recognised that skim milk powder, though the 
cheapest protein food available so far for the treatment of 
protein malnutrition, cannot provide the basis for a large 
scale solution of the problem in underdeveloped countries, 
where skim milk powder is not available in suffi cient 
quantities and has to be imported” (p. 218).
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 “Better utilization of soya and groundnut products:... 
Both these foods are by themselves highly concentrated and 
diffi cult to be cooked properly. Consequently children may 
experience diffi culty in digesting cooked [whole] soyabean 
or roasted groundnut (Aykroyd and Krishnan 1937). Recent 
investigations carried out in India and other countries have 
shown that both soyabean and groundnut could be suitably 
processed into milk which is highly nutritious and can be 
readily digested by young children (Dean 1953; Indian 
Council of Medical Research 1955). Low-fat fl ours obtained 
from soyabean and groundnut are also highly nutritious and 
can be incorporated in various ways in the diet of children 
(Autret and Van Veen 1955).
 “Predigested foods” [fermented]: Mentions soy sauce, 
and tempeh in Southern Rhodesia.
 “Conclusion: It is evident from the foregoing account 
that besides cereals and pulses which form important sources 
of protein in the diet of the low income groups in tropical 
countries, oilseeds and oilseed meals represent an abundant 
and a most important source of proteins which have not been 
fully utilised so far for supplementing human diet.” Address: 
Central Food Technological Research Inst. (CFTRI), Mysore, 
India.

915. Wallace, Arthur. 1958. Effect of chelated iron and 
manganese on the manganese content of soybeans grown in 
solution culture. Agronomy Journal 50(5):285-86. May. [5 
ref]
• Summary: “The chelating agent ethylenediamine di- 
(O-hydroxy-phenylacetic acid) (EDDHA) has proved to be 
an excellent source of Fe for plants grown on alkaline and 
calcareous soils (2). The use of EDDHA with soils, however, 
has consistently resulted in low Mn contents of plants 
whether the form added was the Fe chelate, or either the Na 
salt or the acid form of the chelating agent without Fe3 There 
are observed cases of Mn defi ciency induced by this material 
in the fi eld and it can become a troublesome problem.” 
Address: Assoc. Prof. of Subtropical Horticulture, Univ. of 
California, Los Angeles.

916. Hori, Shinichi; Matsumi, M.; Yoshida, T. Assignors to 
Ajinomoto Company. 1958. [Removal of iron from amino-
acid soy sauce]. Japanese Patent 4546. June 9. (Chem. Abst. 
53:9567c). [Jap]*
• Summary: A solution of 84 gm pyrogallol, 36.7 gm 
resorcinol in 363 ml water, and 50 ml 1 normal sodium 
hydroxide at 60ºC is treated with 25.4 ml of 35.5% formalin 
and let stand for 15 minutes to obtain a precipitate. This 
precipitate is mixed with water, heated for 2 hours at 180ºC 
in an autoclave, and the product ground to 20-30 mesh. 
Then 250 ml amino-acid soybean sauce (containing 9.51 
mg iron/100 ml and 2.85 mg nitrogen/100 ml) of pH 7 is 
treated by passing through a glass tube containing 50 ml of 
the ground product to obtain an effl uent containing 1.23 mg 

iron/100 ml. The resin can be regenerated by washing with 
0.1 normal hydrochloric acid and water.

917. Inoue, Norimasa; Oshima, Takeichi. 1958. Futatabi 
nattô no eiseigaku-teki shiken [Further sanitary test of natto]. 
Eiyogaku Zasshi (Japanese J. of Nutrition) 16(3):91-92. 
June. [2 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: Fourteen samples of natto were obtained from 
the market, made by different makers in Tokyo. These 
included 7 samples in rice-straw packages and the same 
number on wood shavings. All were examined by isolation of 
Aerobacter type bacteria, with the following results.
 (1) Ten samples were found to contain Aerobacter 
type bacteria (5 each straw and wood shaving packages). 
(2) Among those ten, seven were identifi ed to contain 
Aerobacter aerogenes, two to contain Aerobacter cloacae, 
and one to contain Aerobacter mannanolyticus. Address: 
National Nutritional Research Lab. (Kokuritsu Eiyô 
Kenkyûsho).

918. Masuyama, Shinroku; Yasuhara, Satoshi. 1958. Shibô-
zoku kôkyû arukôru ni kansuru kenkyû. XII. Shibô-zoku 
kôkyû arukôru kuensan esuteru-rui no kôsanka-sei ni tsuite 
[Studies on the higher fatty alcohols. XII. Some citric acid 
monoesters of higher fatty alcohols as antioxidants]. Nippon 
Nogeikagaku Kaishi (J. of the Agricultural Chemical Society 
of Japan) 32(6):443-45. June. [8 ref. Jap]
• Summary: Glycol ethers of fatty alcohols were produced 
from soybeans and corn. Address: The Osaka Municipal 
Technical Research Inst., Osaka, Japan.

919. Perissé, J. 1958. La consommation des légumineuses 
au Togo [The consumption of legumes in Togo]. Paris: 
Offi ce de la Recherche Scientifi que et Technique Outre-Mer. 
20 p. Cote de Classement No. 4019. Rapport demandé par 
l’Organisation des Nations Unies pour l’Alimentation et 
l’Agriculture. [6 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Togo is sandwiched between Ghana on the 
east and Benin on the west. Prepared for FAO, this is the 
report of surveys conducted among the fi ve major ethnic 
groups in Togo concerning the legumes they consumed 
and their nutritional contribution to each group’s diet. 
One village from each group was surveyed in depth three 
times in 12 months. The groups are listed here from south 
to north: The Ouatchis eat mainly haricot niébé (Vigna 
unguiculata), plus small amounts of peanuts. The Ewes eat 
niébé (Kasake), Phaseolus lunatus (Kpakpankui), le pois 
d’angole (nugune), and peanuts. The Cabrais or Kabres eat 
(in order of importance) haricot niébé, peanuts, and neré 
(Parkia biglobosa et Parkia oliveri). Starchy foods include 
yam igname, taro, and manioc. A detailed description is 
given of how the neré are cooked, dehulled, fermented, and 
dried to make Soumbara [Soumbala]. The emigrant Cabrais 
eat haricot niébé, le pois de terre (Voandzeia subterranea) 
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(Suè) (Bambarra groundnuts), peanuts, and neré (usually 
consumed in fritters–beignets). The Mobas (in the far north 
of Togo) eat the same legumes as the emigrant Cabrais. 
Peanut meal is used in fritters.
 Soy is mentioned only in the Conclusion (p. 17): “For 
example, in the land the Outachis, it is probable that an 
improvement of the protein ration will be obtained more 
easily by an increase in the production of haricot niébé 
[Vigna unguiculata] which will be automatically accepted 
in the traditional form of abobo rather than asking the 
people to consume néré or soya–foods that would clash with 
the culinary traditions of thrift and with the tastes of the 
consumers.”
 Note: 1997. Jan. 23. According to the French Consulate, 
Science Section, this document may be ordered from 
the publisher: O.R.S.T.O.M., Attn: Bureau de Press et 
Communication, 213 Rue Lafayette, 75480 Paris, Cedex 10, 
France. Address: Pharmacien-Capitaine du Corps de Santé 
Colonial, Détache à l’Offi ce de la Recherche Scientifi que et 
Technique Outre-Mer [ORSTOM], 20, rue Monsieur, Paris 
VIIIº, France.

920. Tanaka, Shigetaka; Ueda, Ryuzo. 1958. [Studies 
on the inorganic components in shoyu. I. On calcium 
and magnesium contents]. Hakko Kogaku Zasshi (J. of 
Fermentation Technology) 36(6):251-57. June. English 
summary on p. 24 of this issue. [2 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: “The authors determined calcium and 
magnesium contents in Syoyu [Shoyu] by Patton’s method, 
using E.D.T.A. (Ethylendiamine tetraacetic acid), which was 
simpler and more precise than the others.
 “In 25 sorts of Syoyu tested, calcium and magnesium 
contents were 0.02-0.1% and 0.02-4.14%, respectively. 
Amino acid liquid which is the by-product of glutamic 
acid manufacture was less than the other types of Syoyu in 
calcium and magnesium contents.
 “However, the authors could not recognize any relation 
between calcium or magnesium content in such an extent 
and the quality of Syoyu.” Address: Dep. of Fermentation 
Technology, Faculty of Engineering, Osaka Univ., Japan.

921. Weakley, F.B.; McKinney, L.L. 1958. A modifi ed 
indophenol-xylene method for the determination of ascorbic 
acid in soybeans. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 
35(6):281-84. June. [25 ref]
• Summary: The vitamin appeared shortly after the start of 
germination of Hawkeye soybeans and increased rapidly. 
The ascorbic acid was mostly in the reduced form. Address: 
Northern Utilization Research & Development Div., 
Agricultural Research Service, USDA, Peoria, Illinois.

922. DeMaeyer, E.M.; Vanderborght, H. 1958. A study of 
the nutritive value of proteins from different sources in the 
feeding of African children. J. of Nutrition 65(3):335-52. 

July. [9 ref]
• Summary: The fi rst foods to be tested in this laboratory 
(on African children ages 3-7 recovering from kwashiorkor) 
were dairy milk, peanut and soybean fl our, and a 
combination of beans and peanuts. Soya was chosen since 
it is frequently used as a supplementary food in schools 
or hospitals. “The retention of nitrogen absorbed was 
the highest when milk was introduced into the diet; the 
combination of beans and peanuts came next, followed 
by peanut and soybean fl our... a combination of beans and 
peanuts has a higher supplementary value than peanut or 
soybean fl our given alone.” Address: Inst. for Scientifi c 
Research in Central Africa (IRSAC), Research Center of 
Lwiro, D.S. Bukavu, Belgian Congo.

923. Brown, J.C.; Holmes, R.S.; Tiffi n, L.O. 1958. Iron 
chlorosis in soybeans as related to the genotype of rootstalk. 
Soil Science 86(2):75-82. Aug. [19 ref]
• Summary: “Summary: Genotype of rootstocks is a 
controlling factor in the utilization of iron from a growth 
medium. Hawkeye soybean rootstalks are much more 
effi cient than PI-54619-5-1 soybean rootstalks in the sorption 
of iron.” Address: U.S. Department of Agriculture.

924. Kretovich, V.L.; Smirnova, T.I.; Frenkel, S. Ia. 1958. 
[Submolecular structure of glycinin [from soybeans] 
and conditions of its reversible association]. Biokhimiya 
(Biochemistry, Moscow) 23(4):547-57. July/Aug. See also 
English translation of Biokhimya (titled Biochemistry, by 
Consultants Bureau Inc., New York), 23(4):513-22. [13 ref. 
Rus; eng]
• Summary: “It may be suggested from the experimental 
results obtained in the present study that macromolecules of 
crystalline glycinine from soy-bean cotyledons are composed 
of identical submolecules capable of reversible association 
so that the molecular weight of glycinin may vary within 
a wide range under different conditions of dissolution. 
As far as the degree of association is determined by the 
conditions of the environment one can note the presence 
of a different number of components which correspond to 
glycinin. The name ‘glycinin’ is appropriated to globulin of 
soy bean cotyledons consisting of submolecules which form 
a stable hexamere (S8-component) capable of association 
according to the conditions of the environment.” Address: 
Inst. of Biochemistry, Moscow; and Inst. of High Molecular 
Compounds (Leningrad), Academy of Sciences of the USSR, 
Moscow.

925. Let’s Live. 1958. Recent experiments with soy lecithin. 
Aug. p. 18.
• Summary: Discusses three studies. The fi rst shows the 
lecithin lowers blood cholesterol in humans. The second 
shows that it lowers the fat level in human blood. The third 
shows that it helps “numerous human ills” such arthritis, 
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rheumatism, and diabetes.

926. Liener, Irvin E. 1958. Inactivation studies on the 
soybean hemagglutinin. J. of Biological Chemistry 
233(2):401-05. Aug. [22 ref]
• Summary: Previous studies from the author’s laboratory 
have described some of the physical, chemical, and 
immunological properties of the soybean hemagglutinin 
(SBH) which is responsible in part for the poor nutritive 
value of unheated soybean meal. This study found that 
heat inactivation of SBH at different pH values followed 
fi rst order kinetics. Maximum stability towards thermal 
inactivation was obtained in the region of pH 6 to 7. Various 
thermodynamic constants were calculated. SBH is also 
readily inactivated by pepsin and guanidine. Address: Dep. 
of Agricultural Biochemistry, Univ. of Minnesota, St. Paul.

927. Magee, A.C.; Matrone, G. 1958. Estrogenic activity of 
soybean forage. J. of Animal Science 17(3):787-91. Aug. *
• Summary: Biochemistry of green soybean forage harvested 
in early bloom stage. Fractions were tested by the mouse 
uterine weight technique.

928. Morrison, A.B.; Sarett, H.P. 1958. Studies on zinc 
defi ciency in the chick. J. of Nutrition 65:267-80. May/Aug. 
[17 ref]
• Summary: Zinc in a diet containing soybean protein may 
be less available to the chick than zinc in a diet containing 
casein and gelatin [animal proteins]. Address: Dep. of 
Nutritional Research, Research Div., Mead Johnson & Co., 
Evansville, Indiana.

929. Rodriguez, Juan Pastor. 1958. A soja... carne dos pobres 
[The soybean... meat of the poor]. A Fazenda (New York) 
53(8):26-28. Aug. [Por]
• Summary: A brief introduction to soybeans. Photos show: 
(1) Soybeans in the pods and shelled. (2) Two farmers 
driving Farmall tractors (made by International Harvester 
Co.) weeding between long straight rows of soybeans. (3) 
The well-nodulated roots of a soybean plant. (4) A man 
standing waist-high in a fi eld of soybeans in the Dominican 
Republic.
 The journal A Fazenda, means “The Farm.” Address: 
Agronomist, Rio Piedras Agricultural Experiment Station, 
Univ. of Puerto Rico (Agronomo, Estacao Experimental 
Agricola de Rio Piedras, da Universidade de Porto Rico).

930. Soybean Digest. 1958. Soybean utilization conference at 
Peoria. Aug. p. 19.
• Summary: “The 1958 soybean utilization conference 
was held recently at the Peoria laboratories of the Northern 
Utilization Research and Development Division. The 
conference is an annual meeting of staffs of this division of 
the Agricultural Research Service, USDA, and the Soybean 

Research Council of the National Soybean Processors 
Association.
 “Thirty-fi ve attended this year. The Council had held 
its annual business meeting in Peoria prior to the conference 
with the division.
 “Value of the exchange of information made possible 
by the meeting was mentioned by W.D. Maclay, director 
of the Utilization Division, as he welcomed the group to 
the laboratories. J.C. Cowan, chief of the Oilseed Crops 
Laboratory of the division, outlined the program in oilseed 
research, pointing out that emphasis is on industrial 
utilization of vegetable oils but that work is continuing on 
fl avor stability and meal.
 “W.W. Cravens, McMillen Feed Mills representative, 
speaking about research that is needed, suggested that more 
be done on the minor components of soybean meal. J.W. 
Cole, Glidden Co. representative, discussed research needed 
on soybean oil.
 “Others on the program and subjects they discussed 
were: C.H. VanEtten, amino acids in soybean proteins; F.B. 
Weakley, the alleged antithiamin factor; C.D. Evans, research 
in edible soybean oil; L.E. Gast, plasticizer studies; and H.J. 
Dutton, labeling fatty acids.”
 A group photo shows those “attending the soybean 
utilization conference, all standing, left to right: First / 
Front Row–F.H. Hafner, General Mills, Inc., newly elected 
chairman of the Soybean Research Council; H.L. Wilcke, 
Ralston Purina Co., retiring chairman; R.L. Terrill, Spencer 
Kellogg & Sons, Inc.; W.D. Maclay, director Northern 
Utilization Research and Development Division [NU]; J.C. 
Cowan, NU; C.D. Evans, NU; and C.H. VanEtten, NU.
 “Second Row–J.W. Cole, Glidden Co.; W.N. McMillen, 
A.E. Staley Mfg. Co.; W.W. Cravens, McMillen Feed Mills; 
J.W. Hayward, Archer-Daniels-Midland Co.; K.F. Mattil, 
Swift & Co.; A.R. Baldwin, Cargill, Inc.; and L.E. Gast, NU.
 “Third / Back Row–M. J. Brinegar, Allied Mills; C.M. 
Wilson, Borden Co.; A.K. Smith, NU; R.W. Jackson, NU; 
R.G. Houghtlin, president, National Soybean Processors 
Association; H.J. Dutton, NU; F.B. Weakley, NU; E.L. 
Griffi n, NU; H.M. Teeter, NU; and P.D. Aines, Buckeye 
Cellulose Corp.”

931. Tremple, Larry G.; Meador, R.J. 1958. Soy fl our... in 
cake baking. Baker’s Digest 32(4):32-35. Aug. [1 ref]
• Summary: Discusses functions, types, amino acid content, 
and nutritional composition of 5 types of soy fl our. Details of 
vitamin and mineral content are given for 3 types. In cakes, 
soy fl our is typically used with wheat fl our at the 5-10% 
level. Address: A.E. Staley Mfg. Co., Decatur, Illinois.

932. Wada, Shohachi; Pallansch, M.J.; Liener, I.E. 1958. 
Chemical composition and end groups of the soybean 
hemagglutinin. J. of Biological Chemistry 233(2):395-400. 
Aug. [31 ref]
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• Summary: “The poor nutritive value of unheated soybean 
meal has been ascribed in part to the presence of a protein 
which has a toxic and growth-inhibiting effect on rats (1, 2) 
and has the ability to agglutinate red blood cells in vitro (3). 
Previous reports from this laboratory have described some 
of the physical (4), chemical (5), and immunological (6) 
properties of this soybean hemagglutinin.”
 This paper describes an improved method for purifying 
SBH based on the principles of electrophoresis-convection. 
Address: Dep. of Agricultural Biochemistry, Univ. of 
Minnesota, St. Paul, Minnesota.

933. Fisher, Hans; Johnson, Dewey, Jr. 1958. The 
effectiveness of essential amino acid supplementation in 
overcoming the growth depression of unheated soybean 
meal. Archives of Biochemistry and Biophysics 77(1):124-28. 
Sept. [10 ref]
• Summary: The growth-depressing effects of raw soybean 
meal (RSBM) is mainly attributed to an inhibition of 
intestinal proteolysis, to hemagglutinating activity, and also 
to an inadequate balance of amino acids in the diet. Address: 
Dep. of Poultry Science, Rutgers Univ., New Brunswick, 
New Jersey.

934. Miller, Harry W. 1958. Soybeans meeting nutritional 
needs in undeveloped countries. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 
68-73.
• Summary:  “It was at the Dearborn, Michigan, meeting of 
the American Soybean Association held Aug. 18-20, 1940, 
that I presented a paper on ‘Soybeans in Human Nutrition.” 
In this paper I ventured the statement that while soybeans 
and the interest in them were chiefl y valued for their oil 
content, I foresaw the day would come when soybeans in 
some form or other would become a regular item in the 
American diet for humans. The bean fl akes and cake were 
discarded as fertilizer, except to a slight extent they were 
beginning to be used as stock feed, with a certain amount of 
credulity.

 “At that time we were buying soybeans for a penny a 
pound, largely as a result of the fact that the value of their 
high biologic protein was not fully appreciated in animal 
feeds. Today it is being strongly emphasized and well 
authenticated that the soybean is one of the world’s greatest 
protein yielders, and protein, as its name indicates, is of 
prime importance in maintaining the life and nutrition of 
mankind.”
 In countries where meat and dairy products as suppliers 
or protein are unavailable, or form a very small amount of 
the dietary, there is noted a predominantly high incidence 
of infections, as also a low life expectancy averaging from 
25-30 years. This is directly related to a low intake of high 
quality protein. In these countries the most noticeable and 
severely injured classes are those of the newly weaned 
infant, the growing child, and expectant and nursing mothers. 
During these ages and conditions the demand for the ratio of 
protein in the diet is double that of the average adult man and 
woman. The impact of protein defi ciency is more than any 
other factor the cause of deterioration healthwise in nations 
where this lack exists.”
 In the United States: “One-half of the products of 
cultivated land is fed to animals...”
 “E.J. DeCastro, in his book The Geography of Hunger 
comparing animal and vegetable sources of protein states, 
‘The conversion of vegetable calories into animal tissue has 
long been known to be ineffi cient. Only 15% of vegetable 
calories is recovered in producing milk, 7% in eggs, and only 
4% in beef.’”
 Three tables (p. 70) show “that the value of food 
obtained from an acre of soybeans is three times that 
of wheat and twice that of corn. The reason we do not 
appreciate these values in this country is that we overproduce 
corn and wheat for edible purposes, but scarcely use any 
soybeans for human consumption.”
 “Up to this time the only agricultural product that has 
given any promise of being a replacement for animal milk is 
found in the soybean.”

 “The Japanese are perhaps the best per 
capita nourished people of the Asiatic 
races. Imagine them as maintaining a 
population that is more than half that of 
the United States on tillable soil no more 
than that found in the state of California. 
Through intensive farming and heavy use 
of fertilizers to the soil they have raised 
the yield per acre of land to a production 
of 13,000 calories per day. And on their 
land they are able to supply the nutritional 
requirements for a person on 0.2 acre, as 
contrasted to 1.8 acres in America. One-
half of the calories of farm products in 
the United States go to animal feed. But 
in Japan only 5% of their calories come 
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from meat, milk and eggs. Their annual consumption of 
the soybean as their main protein supplier is 50 pounds per 
capita,...”
 “Milk Plant in Shanghai: After 1945 it looked as 
though we had a little open time for the development. The 
Chinese government put in a million-dollar soybean plant 
in Shanghai. It was completed and ready for operation just 
prior to the takeover of Shanghai by the Communists in 1949 
which ended this.
 “But the soy milk business has been spreading to other 
parts of Asia, fi rst to the Philippines then Hong Kong, and 
now it has been taken up by the United Nations who are 
pushing the use of soy milk in Indonesia. The Indonesian 
people have used Tempe [tempeh], which is a form of boiled 
soybeans that have been inoculated with the aspergillus [sic, 
Rhizopus]. In that way they have consumed a considerable 
amount of soybeans. But here the bean was not in a form 
where babies or young children could make use of it.”
 “Now with the ability to install practical soy milk 
and soy cheese [tofu] plants in countries, especially the 
tropics, where soybeans do not grow well and the need of 
protein is so great, there is opened to the soybean industry 
a tremendous fi eld of opportunity. This fi eld should also 
receive a liberal apportionment of funds for research. Some 
research has been given to this subject, but it’s infi nitesimal 
with what is required.”
 Photos show: (1) Portrait of Dr. Miller. (2) A “factory 
at Jogjakarta in central Java that produces a ton of soy 
milk [Saridele] every 7 hours. It is a cooperative venture 
between FAO, UNICEF, and the Indonesian government. 
Construction was supervised by H.W. (Bill) [Willis] 
Miller, son of the author.” Water buffaloes are pulling a 
cart on a street in the foreground. Address: M.D., Director, 
International Nutrition Research Foundation, Arlington, 
California.

935. Roberts, Lydia J. 1958. Beginnings of the 
Recommended Dietary Allowances. J. of the American 
Dietetic Association 34(9):903-08. Sept. [41 ref]
• Summary: The dietary allowances offi cially came into 
being in May 1941, at the National Nutrition Conference 
which met in Washington, DC, at the request of President 
Franklin D. Roosevelt. They were the result of more 
than a year’s hard work on the part of a group of devoted 
nutrition workers–including the author. This paper discusses 
developments prior to May 1941. Address: PhD, Visiting 
Prof., Univ. of Puerto Rico, Rio Piedras.

936. Rose, Florence. 1958. Plan international nutrition 
conference: Propose a working conference of offi cials from 
interested countries to tackle world nutrition problems. 
Soybeans can play a big part. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 74-76.
• Summary: This is the text of a speech made by Florence 
Rose of MFM at the American Soybean Association’s 38th 

annual meeting (On Aug. 20). Her actual mimeographed 
speech was titled “Soybeans Lead Bread–Through the 
World’s Hunger Fronts.”
 During the past 12 years, the Meals for Millions 
Foundation, Inc. has sent over 54 million of these “3¢ meals 
based on soy grits to over 100 countries around the world.
 ASA’s 38th annual convention in Memphis, Tennessee, 
was the site of the second stage of the Multi-Purpose Food 
(MPF) idea “which is to assist other countries to produce 
their own counterpart Multi-Purpose Food, from their own 
resources.” Today, in India, there is a MPF that utilizes 
peanuts as the protein source. “The Minister of Agriculture 
of India became president of our Indian Meals for Millions 
Association formed in 1955 to make the Indian people 
aware of this new approach to their age-old problem. Prime 
Minister Nehru authorized funds for the initial pilot plant 
now operating at the Central Food Technological Research 
Institute at Mysore.” MFM has aided the take-off of the 
pilot plant by purchasing over 100,000 pounds of the Indian 
product–in addition to the 10 million meals of soy-based 
MPF shipped to India prior to 1956.
 “The great United Nations agency, UNICEF, is prepared 
to assist the government of India in setting up large-scale 
production, after certain preliminaries are completed.” A 
“grant of $25,000 has been made to our nongovernmental 
Indian affi liate to help it popularize and publicize the 
existence of this new food.”
 There is also a soy-based Multi-Purpose Food in Brazil 
now. In the Philippines and Japan Meals for Millions is 
working to develop local production of MPF. In Japan, in 
“cooperation with Mr. Shizuka Hayashi and your Japanese-
American Soybean Institute, we hope there will soon be a 
Japanese MPF utilizing American soybeans as the protein 
base.”
 With its small budget and staff, MFM began looking for 
a short-cut that might cut the time between a good idea and 
concrete action.
 “Trial balloon: This is the background that led us to 
send up a trial balloon in the May issue [article, p. 20-22] of 
the Soybean Digest proposing the idea of an International 
Conference to which would be invited principally offi cials on 
the ministerial levels from interested countries...”
 Recently Florence Rose and Ernest Chamberlain (MFM 
secretary) presented the idea at the recent World Health 
Organization (WHO) assembly that met in Minneapolis, 
Minnesota, from May 22 to June 24. They personally 
discussed the conference with the ministers of health or 
their deputies from 27 of the 85 countries represented. “All 
expressed enthusiasm in participating in such a conference 
if the means could be developed to bring them to the 
conference location.” Such a conference might be sponsored 
by the California Institute of Technology or one of the United 
Nations agencies such as WHO, FAO, and/or UNICEF. Best 
of all would be the American Soybean Association. Specifi c 
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commitments to initiate MFM programs were given by 
ministers from Ceylon, Indonesia, and Liberia.
 “Yesterday, Dwayne Andreas of Honeymead Products 
Co. gave us an inspiring example of what interest can mean, 
by offering Meals for Millions a [rail] carload of soy grits, 
a gift that will help provide an additional half-million meals 
of soybased MPF that can tremendously accelerate our 
programs in Japan and Spain and Italy.” Address: Executive 
Secretary, MFM Foundation, Inc. [Los Angeles, California].

937. Soybean Digest. 1958. Harry Willis Miller honorary life 
member [of American Soybean Association] 1958. Sept. p. 
10-11.
• Summary:  “Dr. Harry Willis Miller, director of the 
international Nutrition Research Foundation [INRF], 
Arlington, California, was born 79 years ago in Ludlow 
Falls, Ohio. Although renowned as one of the world’s 
leading thyroid surgeons, he also has spent many years in 
soybean research and has done much to perfect and promote 
soybean food products on the American market.
 “As a medical missionary sent to pioneer the work of 
Seventh-Day Adventists in China from 1903 to 1911, he 

wondered how he could aid the millions of undernourished 
Chinese children–hundreds of infants dying daily from 
malnutrition.
 “After years of investigation and practical 
experimentation with one of the most staple foods in China, 
he discovered a method of ‘milking’ soybeans and perfected 
a palatable formula suitable for both infants and adults.
 “The response to the product was spectacular. To meet 
the immediate demand machinery was shipped to China, and 
under Dr. Miller’s management the fi rst modern vegetable 
milk plant in the world was put into operation. Until the 
outbreak of war in Shanghai in 1937, fresh soybean milk was 
delivered daily to hundreds of homes in Shanghai.
 “For the service he rendered to the people of Free 
China in saving the lives of countless thousands of infants 
with the use of soybean milk and for his untiring efforts in 
establishing a dozen or so sanitariums-hospital clinics in the 
Orient, he has received National China’s highest honor. In 
1956 Dr. Miller was decorated with the Brilliant Blue Star by 
Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek himself.
 “Although Dr. Miller has certifi cates to practice 
medicine in nine of the 49 states and 11 foreign countries, 
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and even at his age retains a steady hand for surgery cases, 
he continues to devote much time to the development and 
perfection of soybean foods.
 “Despite his full life as a general medical practitioner, 
and many years spent superintending numerous Chinese 
sanitarium-hospitals, serving as president of the Seventh-Day 
Adventist mission in prewar China, managing and editing the 
Chinese Signs of the Times, authoring many medical books 
and articles and lecturing around the world, he has managed 
to continue his soybean research and experimentation 
whatever his location.
 “From 1939 to 1950, while medical director of the 
Mount Vernon, Ohio, sanitarium and hospital, he opened 
a research laboratory where he developed a new improved 
soy milk, soy-olive sandwich spread, and numerous other 
nutritious foods made from soybeans and grains, and 
initiated the International Nutrition Laboratory of America 
which later became the INRF which he has heavily endowed.
 “In 1951 he sold his growing soybean food industry to 
the Loma Linda Food Co. and came to Arlington, California, 
where he now makes his home and spends as much time 
as possible in the new laboratory placed at his disposal by 
Loma Linda. Two years ago, the World Health Organization 
became interested in Dr. Miller’s progress in developing a 
superior soy milk and modeled a million-dollar factory in 
Indonesia after the Loma Linda food factory which he had 
pioneered in Mount Vernon, Ohio. At the present time WHO 
is also providing $30,000 for an intensive 2-year infant 
nutrition research program at a leading U.S. hospital using 
his soy milk formula.
 “Since his appointment as director of the INRF, his 
laboratory and experimental work have been frequently 
interrupted to answer pleas for help from his medical 
colleagues in foreign lands. From 1954-1956 he went to 
Penang [Malaysia] and Formosa to serve as medical director 
and surgeon for the hospitals there, took a similar post for 2 
months in Trinidad in 1956, another in Libya in 1957, and he 
is now fi lling the post of medical director and surgeon at the 
Tokyo Sanitarium-Hospital in Japan during a 6-month leave 
of absence by an SDA medical-missionary.
 “Despite his present busy daily routine at the sanitarium 
he is continuing his work with soybeans and has a nearby 
tofu shop deliver soy milk daily to the sanitarium in 5-gallon 
containers. Since his arrival he has introduced soy whipping 
cream for daily use at the sanitarium and routinely prescribes 
soy milk to allergic Chinese infants. He writes that he was 
surprised to fi nd that the soy milk he helped perfect for 
the Loma Linda Food Co. is now obtainable by military 
personnel at the U.S. army post exchanges in Japan.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest published English-language 
document seen (Oct. 2013) that contains the term “Soy 
whipping cream.”
 “While other men have rightly taken up golf, fi shing, or 
other hobbies, Dr. Miller has devoted most of his spare time 

to research and development of vegetable foods. ‘Soybeans 
have been my lifetime hobby,’ he declares. Small wonder he 
is known from East to West as the man who gets ‘milk from 
an iron cow.’
 “Over the years Dr. Miller has been among the most 
active supporters of the American Soybean Association. 
He was chosen an honorary life member of the Association 
at the Des Moines convention. The award was made in his 
absence in Tokyo during the annual banquet.”
 Photos show: (1) Dr. and Mrs. Miller with Madam and 
Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek. (2) Dr. Miller in Libya 
in 1957–standing outdoors and dressed in his plain white 
doctor’s outfi t. (3) “C.G. Simcox presents honorary life 
membership award to C.P. Miles, manager Loma Linda Food 
Co., Mt. Vernon, Ohio, in behalf of Dr. H.W. Miller. Award 
will be formally presented to Dr. Miller in Tokyo by Shizuko 
Hayashi, managing director of the Japanese American 
Soybean Institute.”

938. Supplee, W.C.; Blamberg, D.L.; Keene, O.D.; 
Combs, G.F.; Romoser, G.L. 1958. Observations on zinc 
supplementation of poultry rations (Abstract). Poultry 
Science 37(5):1245-46. Sept.
• Summary: “The nine week weight of turkey broilers 
maintained on litter and fed practical rations was greater 
when 48 to 96 ppm of zinc was added to the ration.”
 “The addition of 48 ppm of zinc did not improve growth 
or feed conversion in a practical broiler test involving 24 
groups of 50 chicks each.”
 Heat treatment increases the availability of zinc in soy 
protein. Address: Univ. of Maryland, College Park.

939. Borchers, Raymond. 1958. Effect of dietary level of 
raw soybean oil meal on the growth of weanling rats. J. of 
Nutrition 66(2):229-34. Oct. [18 ref]
• Summary: “These results, comparing the weight gain 
of weanling rats fed various levels of raw or autoclaved 
soybean oil meal, with or without supplementary methionine 
and penicillin plus streptomycin.” disprove the idea that raw 
soybeans contain a “toxic” factor whose effect is enhanced 
by higher levels of raw soybean intake. Address: Univ. of 
Nebraska, Lincoln.

940. Briggs, D.R. 1958. Soybean proteins and their 
utilization. Minnesota Farm and Home Science 16(1):8-9. 
Oct.
• Summary: Humans and animal nutrition. Gives minimum 
daily requirements of essential amino acids for adult human 
diet and lists the various sources for these requirements. 
Address: Prof., Dep. of Agricultural Biochemistry, Univ. of 
Minnesota.

941. Griminger, P.; Fisher, H. 1958. Dietary saponin and 
plasma cholesterol in the chicken. Proceedings of the Society 
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for Experimental Biology and Medicine 99(2):424-26. Nov. 
[11 ref]
• Summary: This is the second earliest document seen (Nov. 
2019) showing that saponins can lower plasma cholesterol 
concentrations in animals–in this case chickens. Address: 
Dep. of Poultry Science, Rutgers Univ., New Brunswick, 
New Jersey.

942. Howell, Robert W.; Cartter, Jackson L. 1958. 
Physiological factors affecting composition of soybeans. 
II. Response of oil and other constituents of soybeans to 
temperature under controlled conditions. Agronomy Journal 
50(11):664-67. Nov. [16 ref]
• Summary: The oil content of soybean seeds averaged 
23.2%, 20.8%, and 19.5% when day temperatures of 
85ºF, 77ºF, and 70ºF, respectively, were used during the 
pod-fi lling stage. A day temperature of 85ºF for one week 
during this period increased oil content from 19.6% to 22%. 
Temperature changes affected mostly the triglyceride portion 
of the oil. Address: U.S. Regional Soybean Lab., Urbana, 
Illinois; Plant Physiologist and Agronomist, respectively, 
Crops Research Div., ARS, USDA.

943. Rackis, Joseph J.; Smith, Allan K.; Sasame, Henry A. 
1958. Studies on the protein in soybean hypocotyl. Archives 
of Biochemistry and Biophysics 78(1):180-87. Nov. [14 ref]
• Summary: When a soybean seed is cracked or broken, 
it is easily separated into three principal parts: seedcoat, 
cotyledons, and embryonic axis (hypocotyl and plumule). 
These parts, respectively, represent approximately 8%, 92%, 
and 2% of the whole bean. The hypocotyl, which is the 
major part of the embryonic axis, is often but incorrectly 
referred to as the germ or embryo. This may be because 
the embryonic axis grows visibly into root and stem at the 
time of germination. “In this study, we will use the term 
hypocotyl rather than germ.” The soybean variety Hawkeye 
was used. Six illustrations show electrophoretic patterns of 
hypocotyl protein. Two photos show ultracentrifugal analysis 
of hypocotyl protein.
 Note: This is the earliest and only document seen (Oct. 
2019) using the term “embryonic axis.” Apparently the term 
did not catch on. Address: Oilseed Crops Lab., Northern 
Utilization Research and Development Div., ARS, USDA, 
Peoria, Illinois.

944. Zimpel, Carl Frederick. Assignor to Shell Development 
Company (New York, NY; a corporation of Delaware). 1958. 
Quenching-oil compositions. U.S. Patent 2,866,729. Dec. 20. 
3 p. Application fi led 27 July 1956. [8 ref]
• Summary: In the process of hardening metals such as steels 
it is common to use a quenching medium such as water, oil, 
or compressed air, according to the type of steel. Recently 
salts or aqueous solutions of salts have also been used. Fatty 
oils, especially rapeseed oil, have also been used but they 

have been gradually replaced by mineral oils. Oil quenching 
is expensive because the oil deteriorates rapidly during use 
and must be refi ned, fortifi ed, or continuously replaced 
by fresh oil. It has now been discovered that an excellent 
thermally stable quenching composition for steel can be 
made from a mineral oil base plus 2-3% of an artifi cial 
resin prepared by polymerizing cycloalkene hydrocarbons 
or lower polymers thereof with linolenic acid oils and their 
derivatives. Soybean oil, a representative linolenic acid oil, is 
used in Example 1. Address: East Alton, Illinois.

945. Borges, José Marcondes; Viana, S. De L.; Leme, 
J., Jr. 1958. Estudo comparativo de dois processos para 
determinacao de acucares totais em leite de soja (nota previa) 
[Comparative study of two processes for determining total 
sugars of soybean milk (preliminary note)]. Revista de 
Agricultura (Piracicaba, Brazil) 33(4):199-204. Dec. [1 ref. 
Por]
Address: 1. Escola Superior de Agricultura, Universidade 
Rural de Minas Gerais–Vicosa; 2. Instituto Agronomico do 
E. de Minas Gerais, Belo Horizonte; 3. Piracicaba.

946. Chung, T.S.; Kim, C.J.; Whang, K.S. 1958. 
[Enzymological studies of the fermented soybean products. 
IV. Amino acid composition of natto proteins]. Kwayon 
Huibo (Bulletin of the Scientifi c Research Institute, Korea) 
3(1):83-87. [Kor]*

947. Kretovich, V.L.; Smirnova, T.I.; Veinova, M.K. 
1958. [Electrochemical properties of soybean and 
hempseed proteins]. Biokhimiia Zerna i Khlebopechemiya 
(Biochemistry of Grain and Breadmaking, Moscow) No. 4. p. 
5-21. [11 ref. Rus]
• Summary: Published by Akademia Nauk SSSR, Institut 
Biokhemii.

948. Moura, A. 1958. O multiplo valor da soja [The multiple 
value of soybeans]. Preliminary report presented to C.D.E. 
da Assembleia Legislativa do Estado do Rio Grande do Sul. 
Porto Alegre: Imprensa Ofi cial. 67 p. [Por]*

949. Altschul, Aaron M. ed. 1958. Processed plant protein 
foodstuffs. New York, NY: Academic Press, Inc. xv + 955 p. 
Illust. Author index. Subject index. 24 cm. [3300 ref]
• Summary: This book contains 33 chapters by various 
authors; chapters related to soya are cited separately. 
Contents: List of contributors. Preface, by Altschul. 1. 
Introduction, by M.L. Anson and A.M. Altschul. Part I: 
General properties of plant proteins and their utilization. 2. 
Proteins, by C.M. Lyman. 3. Plant proteins, by A. Bondi. 
4. Processing of oilseeds, by H.D. Fincher. 5. Effect of 
heat on plant proteins, by Irvin E. Liener. 6. Effect of other 
processing factors on vegetable protein meals, by K.A. 
Kuiken. 7. Evaluation of protein quality, by C.R. Grau and 
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R.W. Carroll. 8. Use of processed plant proteins in mixed 
feeds, by N.R. Ellis. 9. Use of processed plant proteins as 
human food, by R.F.A. Dean. 10. Vegetable protein isolates, 
by Allan K. Smith. 11. Potential uses of oilseed protein 
in foodstuffs, by M.L. Anson. 12. Chemical sources of 
nitrogen as supplements to protein feeds, by J.K. Loosli. 13. 
Supplementation of plant protein with amino acids, by J. 
Waddell.
 Part II: Processed plant proteins. 14. Soybean oil meal, 
by W.W. Cravens and Endre Sipos. 15. Edible isolated 
soybean protein, by Circle and Johnson. 16. Groundnuts 
(peanuts) and groundnut meal, by Gordon D. Rosen (J. 
Bibby & Sons, Ltd., Liverpool, England). 17. Cottonseed 
meal, by A.M. Altschul, C.M. Lyman, and F.H. Thurber. 18. 
Sesame meal, by Robert W. Caldwell. 19. Sunfl ower seed oil 
meal, by D.R. Clandenin. 20. Rapeseed, mustard-seed, and 
poppy-seed meals, by B.C. Christian. 21. Linseed oil meal, 
by Seth W. Peterson. 22. Minor oilseed and tree nut meals, 
by J.A. Kneeland (saffl ower, almonds, walnut, babassu, 
hempseed, pecans, Illipé nut). 23. Coconut oil meal, by Leo 
V. Curtin. 24. Palm kernel meal, by J.G. Collingwood. 25. 
Alfalfa and other leaf meals, by C. Ray Thompson. 26. Peas 
and beans, by I. Deschamps. 27. Fermentation feedstuffs, by 
C.S. Boruff and J.M. Van Lanen. 28. Milling feeds, by R.D. 
Seeley. 29. Microbial proteins, by J.L. Stokes. 30. The algae, 
by W.A.P. Black. 31. Inedible oilseed meals, by Don S. 
Bolley and Raiford L. Holmes (castor, tung, aceituno, other). 
32. Plant residues and pomaces, by E.G. Kelley. 33. Amino 
acid composition of foodstuffs. Appendix: National average 
food supplies.
 Note: This is the earliest publication seen written by 
Aaron Altschul about soya. Address: USDA, New Orleans, 
Louisiana.

950. Amaral, Afranio do. 1958. Soja e nutricao [Soy and 
nutrition]. Sao Paulo, Brazil: Secretaria da Agricultura do 
Estado de Sao Paulo, Departamento de Producao Vegetal, 
Servico de Expansao da Soja. 54 p. [61 ref. Por]
Address: Der. Med., Dr. Hig. (Med Trop. Harvard).

951. Amaral, C.J.; van Veen, A.G. 1958. Appendix: 
National average food supplies. In: A.M. Altschul, ed. 1958. 
Processed Plant Protein Foodstuffs. New York: Academic 
Press. xv + 955 p. See p. 893-96. [2 ref]
• Summary: Table 1 shows the estimated per capita 
consumption of animal and vegetable protein in all countries 
which maintain food balance sheets (47 countries are listed 
with the total population and the consumption of animal 
and of vegetable protein, in grams per person per day). Fig. 
1 is a map of the world that shows the caloric content of 
national average food supplies. There are four categories: 
1. Over 2,700 calories per capita per day (includes most 
industrialized countries). 2. Between 2,700 and 2,200 
calories. 3. Under 2,200 calories. 4. Data not available. 

Figure 2 is a pie chart (dated Nov. 1952) showing that 58% 
of the world’s population consumes lass than 15 grams per 
person per day of animal, 17% consumes 15-30 grams, and 
25% consumes over 30 grams. Table II shows estimated 
protein consumption of the world population. Address: 2. 
Nutrition Div., FAO, Rome, Italy.

952. Anson, M.L.; Altschul, A.M. 1958. Introduction. In: 
A.M. Altschul, ed. 1958. Processed Plant Protein Foodstuffs. 
New York: Academic Press. xv + 955 p. See p. 1-11. [5 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Contents of the book. Nutrition. 
Technology. Availability and cost. The future.
 There is evidence for radical changes in the processing 
of plant protein to form isolated protein for direct utilization 
by man and young mammals. “Soybeans, so plentiful in the 
United States, are not raised and are not widely used in the 
main tropical areas of the world.” Address: 1. Cambridge, 
Massachusetts (Present address: 100 Eaton Square, London, 
S.W. 1, England); 2. USDA, New Orleans, Louisiana.

953. Baker, E. Alan; Foskett, D.J. 1958. Bibliography of 
food: A select international bibliography of nutrition, food 
and beverage technology and distribution, 1936-1956. New 
York, NY: Academic Press, Inc. London: Buttersworth 
Scientifi c Publications. xii + 331 p. Author and subject 
indexes. 26 cm.
• Summary: The citations are arranged under 30 broad 
subject heads. Publications related to soybeans are cited 
under Cereals and Cereal Products (p. 168-75), Edible Oils 
and Fats (185-86), Fruits and Vegetables (189-219, esp. 201, 
213). Address: 1. Librarian, Ministry of Food, 1949-1955; 2. 
Information Offi ce Research Dep., The Metal Box Co. Ltd., 
1948-57. Both: England.

954. Bondi, A. 1958. Plant proteins. In: A.M. Altschul, 
ed. 1958. Processed Plant Protein Foodstuffs. New York: 
Academic Press. xv + 955 p. See p. 43-66. Chap. 3. [122 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Seed proteins: General 
discussion (preparation, classifi cation), cereal proteins 
(protein content of cereals, types of proteins, proteins 
of wheat {incl. gluten}, proteins of barley, amino acid 
composition), dicotyledonous seed proteins, proteins of other 
seeds. Leaf proteins: Effect of age and conditions of growth, 
isolation of protein, amino acid composition. Proteins from 
other vegetative parts of fl owering plants. Proteins of lower 
plants. The non-protein nitrogen of plants. Synthesis of 
amino acids and proteins. Enzymes. Differences between 
plant and animal proteins. Summary and conclusions. 
Address: Agricultural Research Station, Rehovot, Israel.

955. Borges, José Marcondes. 1958. Contribuicao ao estudo 
do leite de soja [Contributions to the study of soymilk]. 
Vicosa: Universidade Rural do Estado de Minas Gerais. 202 
p. Also published as a book. Sao Paulo. English-language 
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summary in Soybean Digest, Dec. 1959, p. 28, and in 
Oleagineux, May 1962, p. 525. [66 ref. Por; eng]
• Summary: Soy milk, when well prepared and adequately 
supplemented, can be used as a good substitute for cow’s 
milk whenever cow’s milk cannot be used for medical or 
economic reasons. This book draws heavily on Brazilian and 
foreign literature on soy milk. “He notes a general opinion 
in the literature that soy milk is not pleasing to the taste of 
adults. But he reports he made some experiments and found 
that with the addition of some ingredients easily found on 
the Brazilian market, he could prepare a soy milk that is well 
accepted by normal adults. He describes the process used in 
detail.” Address: Economic engineer, Sao Paulo, Brazil.

956. Borsook, Henry. 1958. We could feed the world: 
Rising population need not mean potential starvation on 
a worldwide scale. In: Edward Hutchings, Jr., ed. 1958. 
Frontiers in Science, a Survey. New York: Basic Books; 
London: Allen & Unwin. vi + 362 p. See p. 80-87. Illust. 
Index. 21 cm.
• Summary: This chapter, in the section titled “The 
Biological Sciences,” begins:
 “We have the tools and the technology to feed everyone 
in the world with our present resources. And yet its been 
estimated that 80 per cent of the world population normally 
suffers from under-nutrition or malnutrition.
 “One hears any number of explanations for this ironic 
situation–but at the bottom of them all is the simple fact that 
we still think of food in terms of the nineteenth century.
 “As long as we persist in thinking of food in terms of 
bushels of wheat, we’ll never have enough to go around. As 
soon as we learn to consider food as a conveyor of essential 
nutrients–and look for the cheapest and best way to get these 
nutrients–we’ll fi nd we have enough for all.”
 Today, one billion people in the world need more and 
better proteins. “We cannot manufacture or synthesize 
protein.” So far as we can see, for a long time to come it will 
have to be grown, either as animal or vegetable protein. It 
is costly and ineffi cient to produce animal protein, which is 
basically a luxury; most people worldwide can afford but 
little of it. Legumes are the best source of vegetable protein.
 We can make two basic changes which would help a 
great deal: (1) We should use directly, as human food, much 
more of the protein now grown for human consumption. 
Most of it is used as animal feed or thrown away. (2) We 
must teach processors and consumers to blend incomplete 
proteins so that they will cover each other’s defi ciencies 
in essential amino acids. The resulting mixture can be 
supplemented in a few cases by enrichment with synthetic 
amino acids.
 As an example of these basic changes Borsook discusses 
briefl y the development of Multi-Purpose Food, which he 
had a hand in developing.
 “The specifi cations which were given to me... ran 

somewhat as follows: Three servings were to supply the 
recommended Daily Allowances of protein, minerals, 
Vitamins A, B-1, B-2, and Niacin. The food was to be 
palatable, to blend readily with other foods when other foods 
were available, to be eaten by itself when they were not. The 
meal had to be quickly cooked, in not more than 10 minutes, 
and require only the most rudimentary cooking equipment. 
It had to keep from six months to a year, packaged in a dry 
state. It was to cost no more then three cents a meal. It could 
not offend the religious principles of any people. It had to be 
transported easily. It could not draw on those foods which 
Americans eat to a large extent.
 “The major ingredient chosen fi nally was soy grits, with 
a low fat content. The soy protein was chosen because it was 
the best cheap protein from a nutritional point of view. It is 
cheap because it is a by-product. Soy was grown chiefl y for 
its oil,...” Soy grits were chosen in preference to soy fl our–
which invites comparison with wheat fl our and is not a good 
substitute.
 Note: All the authors and editor of this book work 
together at the California Institute of Technology (Caltech). 
Address: California Inst. of Technology.

957. Chen, Philip Stanley. 1958. Heart disease–Cause, 
prevention, and recovery. South Lancaster, Massachusetts: 
Chemical Elements. 189 p. Illust. 21 cm. Summarized in 
Soybean Digest, May 1958, p. 37. [10 soy ref]
• Summary: The author is a Seventh-day Adventist who 
advocates a vegetarian diet to prevent heart disease.
 Dedication: “To President Dwight D. Eisenhower, 
Whose heart attack [24 Sept. 1955] inspired the writing of 
this book, ushered in a new era in heart disease research and 
education, and made every American more heart-disease 
conscious.”
 This is an outstanding primer for the laymen, starting 
with the structure and function of the heart.
 Contents: Preface. Part I. 1. The heart. 2. Diseases of the 
heart. 3. Coronary artery disease. 4. Heart disease statistics.
 Part II. 5. Atherosclerosis–Part I. 6. Atherosclerosis–Part 
II. 7. Cholesterol and lipoproteins. 8. Fat and oils. 9. Meat. 
10. Milk and eggs. Part III: Prevention of heart disease. 11. 
Lecithin. 12. Sitosterol. 13. Heart disease and soybeans–
Part 1. Soybean oil. 14. Heart disease and soybeans–Part 2. 
Soybean protein. 15. Heart disease and religion. 16. Future 
dietary habits and practices.
 Philip S. Chen, Jr. assisted in preparing part 1 of this 
book.
 In the chapter on Lecithin (p. 127-34) we read: “Lecithin 
is the most important member of a group of fat-like 
substances known as phosphatides or phospholipids. They 
are so called because they contain phosphorus (also nitrogen) 
as well as the usual fat constituents of carbon, hydrogen, and 
oxygen. The structural relationship between a fat and lecithin 
is shown in Fig. 13.
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 “The word lecithin is derived from the Greek word 
likithos meaning ‘yolk of an egg,’ since egg yolk is very rich 
in lecithin content (over 6 per cent), and was at one time its 
chief source.
 “Lecithin is a natural product occurring almost 
universally in the cells of plant and animal life. In the body 
the largest amounts are found in the brain and nerve tissues, 
heart, kidneys, and endocrine glands.
 “The best commercial source of lecithin is soybeans. 
The phosphatides or ‘soy lecithin’ is present in the soybean 
oil to the extent of 2.5 per cent. According to Northern 
Utilization Research Branch, the phosphatides of soybean 
lecithin consist of 30 per cent lecithin, 30 per cent cephalins, 
and 40 per cent phospho-inositides or lipositol.
 “One of the most important properties of lecithin is its 
effectiveness in lowering the surface tension of aqueous 
solutions. The reason is that one side of the molecule prefers 
fat, while the other side is attracted by water. It is this 
unique Jekyll and Hyde character that makes lecithin a most 
powerful emulsifying agent.
 “Lecithin increases the digestibility and absorption of 
fats by virtue of its emulsifying property. It also enhances 
both the absorption and utilization of vitamin A and carotene 
and increases the blood level and storage of the former.
 “Lecithin plays an important part in the metabolism 
of fat. The enzyme, lecithinase, which is produced in the 
body, sets free choline, which has the power to prevent 
the accumulation of fat in the liver. Such a substance as 
choline, which is able to alter fat into another form or 
otherwise remove its accumulation in an organ, is known 
as a ‘lipotropic agent.’ In addition to choline, the soybean 
contains another lipotropic agent, namely, inositol. It is also 
a constituent of soy lecithin. Both of these lipotropic agents 
are members of the vitamin B complex, and are important 
factors for growth and lactation.
 “There are many cases on record showing the 
effectiveness of lecithin in lowering the cholesterol level of 
the blood. The following three cases were cited in American 
Lecithin Company’s booklet, Phospholipids.
 “Kesten and Silbowitz (Proc. Soc. Exp. Biol. Med., 
49, 71, 1942) found that feeding lecithin to rabbits lowered 
cholesterol levels from an average of 430±-150 to 210±75. 
Of the control rabbits with hypercholesterolemia, seven 
out of eight showed signs of atheromatic lesions (fi ve to an 
extreme degree; two to a moderate extent). In the rabbits 
in which the cholesterol level was decreased by lecithin 
feeding, only two out of seven had atherosclerosis, and these 
only to a minimal extent.
 “In the human subjects, Adlersberg and Sobotka (J. Mt. 
Sinai Hosp., 9, 955, 1943) showed that the administration of 
soy lecithin caused striking decreases of serum cholesterol in 
patients suffering from hypercholesterolemia.
 “Morrison and associates (Am. J. Med., 6, 388, 1949) 
reported an extensive series of studies on the value of 

lipotropic therapy in atherosclerosis. A group of 230 patients 
admitted in consecutive order to the Los Angeles [California] 
County General Hospital was found to have acute coronary 
thrombosis, with myocardial infarction. These patients were 
thereupon accepted as proved cases of atherosclerosis. One 
hundred and fi fteen of these patients, selected alternatively, 
served as controls. They were given symptomatic medication 
only as required, and their progress followed periodically 
after discharge from the hospital over a three-year period. 
The remaining 115 patients were treated with choline, 
following recovery and discharged from the hospital.
 “At the end of the three-year period, there were 35 
deaths in the 115-patient control group (30 per cent) as 
compared to 14 deaths (12 per cent) in those patients 
treated with lipotropic materials. This work appears to offer 
conclusive evidence of the value of lipotropic therapy in 
atherosclerosis and heart disease.
 “A similar but even more convincing piece of research 
was published by Pottenger, Jr. and Krohn in the American 
Journal of Digestive Diseases of April, 1952. Contrary to 
the common practice of giving the patient a low-fat diet to 
relieve hypercholesterolemia (high content of cholesterol 
in the blood), these doctors gave their patients the opposite 
diet–one high in fat and cholesterol-plus, soy lecithin.
 “One hundred and twenty-two patients were put on a 
high-fat regimen that included internal organs of raw liver 
and raw brains–foods that are rich in cholesterol. Ninety-
nine of the patients took a teaspoon of soy lecithin with each 
meal. The remaining twenty-three served as controls.
 “The blood cholesterol showed a marked decrease in 79 
per cent of the patients who took the lecithin, but no decrease 
in the patients who did not take lecithin. Thus we see that 
both choline and lecithin are effective in lowering blood 
cholesterol and preventing atherosclerosis.
 “The cholesterol-lowering effect of lecithin is explained 
by the writer of American Lecithin Company’s booklet 
Phospholipids as follows: ‘Cholesterol in the blood stream 
does not in itself cause atherosclerosis. It is not until it has 
been precipitated out of the blood stream upon the arterial 
surface, whether from chylemicrons or from giant molecules, 
that it can act to produce characteristic atheromatic lesions. 
This precipitation is due to disturbance of the delicate 
balance necessary for the maintenance of colloidal stability. 
Fat and cholesterol per se are insoluble in water and equally 
in blood plasma. A lipid particle containing fat or cholesterol 
is maintained in colloidal dispersion in the plasma by means 
of stabilizing, solubilizing, or emulsifying agents.
 “’In order to be an effective stabilizing or solubilizing 
agent, a compound must have both fat-soluble and water-
soluble groups. The simple explanation usually given for 
this type of emulsifi cation is that the fat-soluble groups are 
anchored in the fatty substrate of the particle with the water-
soluble polar groups extending out into the aqueous medium. 
Soy lecithin has been well known for many years to be a 
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very effective emulsifying and solubilizing agent for lipids.
 “’In the blood stream, also, it has been believed for 
many years that lecithin and other phospholipids act in a 
similar manner, along with other emulsifying or hydrotropic 
agents. These include the proteins, and, to a lesser extent, 
cholesterol esters. It is not diffi cult to believe that the 
concentration of lecithin and other phospholipids or, more 
appropriately, the ratio of phospholipid to cholesterol or 
phospholipid to total lipid (cholesterol plus fat) may be 
signifi cant in maintaining stable colloidal dispersion. Thus, 
for example, with a given physical stress such as vibration, 
an unstable lipid dispersion may be precipitated, while a 
relatively more highly solubilized or stable dispersion will 
not be precipitated.
 “’In coronary thrombosis both phospholipids and 
cholesterol increases in the patient but cholesterol rises at a 
more rapid rate than the phospholipids. As the phospholipids 
are believed to be the controlling factor in keeping the 
cholesterol dissolved in the blood, the importance of 
infl uencing the disturbed balance is stressed. It can be 
achieved by either reducing cholesterol without lowering the 
phospholipid content of the blood or, in reverse, elevation 
of phospholipids and maintenance of the cholesterol at a 
constant level.’” Address: PhD, Prof. of Chemistry and 
Chairman of Div. of Natural Sciences, Atlantic Union 
College, South Lancaster, Massachusetts.

958. Chen, Philip Stanley. 1958. Heart disease–Cause, 
prevention, and recovery (Continued–Document part II). 
South Lancaster, Massachusetts: Chemical Elements. 189 p. 
Illust. 21 cm. Summarized in Soybean Digest, May 1958, p. 
37. [10 soy ref]
• Summary: (Continued): “In this connection, we wish to 
take up a seemingly paradoxical problem. In the chapter on 
cholesterol it was pointed out that eggs are among foods 
richest in cholesterol and that the easiest way to raise the 
cholesterol content of the blood is to eat a lot of eggs. It 
has just been shown that eggs are also very rich in lecithin 
and, because of that, eggs were used at one time as the chief 
source of lecithin. Naturally the question arises: Why doesn’t 
the lecithin present in the eggs prevent its own cholesterol 
from rising in the blood of the user? One reason, as has 
been elucidated above, must be that the phospholipid to 
cholesterol ratio in the eggs is such that the liberation of 
cholesterol is favored. Another reason is that the lecithin in 
the eggs contains an abundance of saturated or nonessential 
fatty acids. While there is disagreement among various 
investigators as to the actual fatty acids combined in egg 
lecithin, the main fatty acids reported by most workers 
are palmitic, stearic (saturated fatty acids), and oleic acids 
(unsaturated but non-essential). In this respect, it is unlike 
soy lecithin, which is abundant in the unsaturated essential 
linoleic acid, which has been found to the extent of 55 per 
cent of the total amount of fatty acids present (see Table 

9). Thus, while soy lecithin is a powerful agent in lowering 
blood cholesterol, egg lecithin is ineffective.
 “Levene and Rolf (J. Biol. Chem., 62, 759, 1925) 
studied the phosphatides of soybeans and concluded that 
the proportion of saturated acids is lower than in animal 
lecithin. Thus we see that just as there are two kinds of 
fats, animal fats made up mostly of saturated fatty acids 
and vegetable fats made up mostly of unsaturated fatty 
acids, there are also two kinds of lecithins, animal lecithins 
composed of saturated or non-essential fatty acids and 
vegetable lecithins composed of unsaturated, essential fatty 
acids. In other words, there is a distinct similarity in fatty 
acid composition between the fat and the lecithin in the same 
food source, animal or vegetable. When one is saturated, the 
other is saturated; when one is unsaturated, the other is also 
unsaturated.
 “Besides atherosclerosis and heart disease, soy lecithin 
has been found helpful in the treatment of the following 
diseases:
 “1. Skin diseases, such as psoriasis, dry skin, nummular 
eczema, xanthoma, keratosis, infantile eczema, scleroderma, 
senile atrophy of the skin, seborrheas, acne and keloid 
formation, due to fat absorption, lipid transport, liver 
function, and probably cholesterol metabolism of the skin 
itself.
 “2. Diabetes, in which lecithin decreases insulin 
requirements.
 “3. Sprue and diarrhea, in which lecithin improves the 
absorption of fat and lowers the susceptibility to the disease.
 “4. Liver dysfunction due to deranged fat metabolism.
 “5. Hemorrhagic degeneration of the kidney due to a 
defi ciency in choline, lecithin or other lipotropic agents.
 “6. Vitreous opacities, in which lipotropic substances 
cause considerable clearing.”
 Chapter 12. “Sitosterol: Both animal and vegetable 
fats contain a small amount of a group of closely related 
substances known as the sterols. In the animal fat, the 
sterol is cholesterol as we have already discussed. In the 
vegetable fat, the sterol is collectively known as phytosterol. 
Phytosterol is a mixture of several plant sterols, the most 
important being sitosterol. The several known sitosterols are: 
alpha-1, alpha-2, alpha-3, beta, and gamma sitosterols. Beta- 
and gamma-sitosterol are the most important. Beta-sitosterol 
is present in wheat germ oil, while both beta- and gamma-
sitosterol are present in soybean oil.” Address: PhD, Prof. 
of Chemistry and Chairman of Div. of Natural Sciences, 
Atlantic Union College, South Lancaster, Massachusetts.

959. Circle, S.J.; Johnson, D.W. 1958. Edible isolated 
soybean protein. In: A.M. Altschul, ed. 1958. Processed Plant 
Protein Foodstuffs. New York: Academic Press. xv + 955 p. 
See p. 399-418. Chap. 15. [93 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Isolated soy protein 
compared to soy fl our. Availability and forms of edible soy 
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protein isolate: Soy protein and soy proteinate, modifi ed 
forms of soy protein isolate, partial isolates of soy protein 
and by-products. Properties of unmodifi ed isolated soy 
protein: Methods of dispersing protein and proteinate, 
viscosity behavior–effect of high temperature, fl avor. 
Nutritional value of edible isolated soybean protein: 
Nutritional value for human beings and animals (isolated soy 
protein, soybean oil meal, soybean milk, soybean curd, and 
Oriental products), amino acid composition, supplementation 
(mutual supplementation, isolated soy protein as a source of 
lysine). Food uses of edible isolated soy protein: Dairy-type 
products (including recipes for All-vegetable coffee “cream,” 
All-vegetable whipped topping, All-vegetable “cream 
cheese,” Non-milk chocolate frozen dessert [ice cream], All-
vegetable high-protein chocolate drink, All-vegetable high-
protein non-starch chocolate pudding) meat-type products 
(including recipes for All-vegetable “meat loaf,” and All-
vegetable “frankfurters”), baked and cooked products based 
on dough, cereal-type products, macaroni-type products, 
oriental-type foods, specialty foods, confections and 
preserves, coatings, feed uses, modifi ed soybean protein 
products, summary and conclusions.
 Pages 400-401: Several types of edible isolated soybean 
protein... have already appeared in the United States market 
in both commercial quantities and pilot amounts. They range 
in price from 28 to 90 cents per pound (1957).”
 Note 1. The name of the manufacturer of this edible 
isolated soybean protein is not given. However hints on page 
402 suggest that it was either The Glidden Co. (Chicago, 
Illinois), The Drackett Products Co. (Cincinnati, Ohio), or 
Gunther Products, Inc. (Galesburg, Illinois).
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Dec. 2015) that uses the term “soy protein isolate” 
(or “soy protein isolates”) or the term “edible soy protein 
isolate” (or “edible soy protein isolates”) to refer to its food 
uses. However Circle generally prefers the term “isolated soy 
protein.”
 Pages 401-02: “Modifi ed forms of soy protein isolate: 
There are also available modifi ed, hydrolyzed, isolated 
soy protein products, about which there has arisen some 
confusion. Soy protein mildly hydrolyzed with alkali (Circle 
et al. 1952, U.S. Patent 2,588,392) is used in many industrial 
applications (Burnett 1951, vol. 2, chap. 24), mainly for its 
adhesive properties. It is not recommended for food uses, 
since its nutritional value has been damaged to some extent, 
and its physical properties adversely modifi ed for some food 
applications. (See also Chapter 10.)
 “The enzyme- and acid-hydrolyzed types (Burnett 
1951, vol. 2, chap. 23) are usually extensively hydrolyzed 
and can no longer be considered proteins. The enzyme-
hydrolyzed soybean protein products are sometimes referred 
to by the misnomer soy albumen, although they are mainly 
polypeptides; they are employed in food products chiefl y 
for their whipping properties. They have, however, some 

disadvantage fl avorwise unless used in relatively low 
concentration. The acid-hydrolyzed types are mixtures of 
peptides and amino acids high in content of monosodium 
glutamate, have meat-like fl avors, and are used mainly as 
condiments; the latter must compete in price with similar 
products made from corn and wheat glutens.” Address: The 
Glidden Co., Chicago, Illinois.

960. Cooper, Lenna F.; Barber, Edith M.; Mitchell, Helen 
S.; Rynbergen, Henderika J. 1958. Nutrition in health and 
disease. 13th ed. Philadelphia & Montreal: J.B. Lippincott 
Co. xx + 734 p. Illust. (143 fi gs., 5 plates in color). Index. 24 
cm.
• Summary: Although the title page does not say “Revised,” 
this 13th edition nevertheless does contain some revisions. 
The Preface states:
 “The 1958 Recommended Daily Dietary Allowances 
prepared by the Food and Nutrition Board of the National 
Research Council are used for reference throughout this 
edition.”
 “A new table of energy expenditures for everyday 
activities of the mid-20th century replaces outmoded 
material. The reduction of caloric needs with each decade 
for adults of different weights is also given in tabular 
form. Geriatrics is given special emphasis in Chapter 15, 
recognizing, of course, that the foundation for good nutrition 
in later years is laid in good food habits acquired earlier in 
life.
 “Food and the Public Health, Chapter 16, is completely 
new, written by Warren Averill, Ph.D., Assistant Professor 
of Food Technology, University of Massachusetts. Dr. 
Averill gives an interesting and concise review of the latest 
information on food-borne infections, food poisoning; 
spoilage, deterioration and modern methods of food 
preservation which conserve the values and the attractive 
appearance of food. The problem of food additives is 
discussed briefl y, as well as the Federal and the state which 
protect the public against fraudulent and misleading claims 
and against contamination.”
 “The chapter dealing with diet in diseases of children 
has been greatly expanded.
 “Part Three, pruned for increased effi ciency, 
nevertheless includes new gluten-free recipes (Chap. 50), 
and other new recipes have been added to Chapters 49 and 
50.
 “Part Four has been revised and condensed. Out-of-
date tables have been deleted, a new table of the sodium 
and potassium content of foods and seasonings has been 
substituted, and the table of blood constituents has been 
revised, with the addition of urinary constituents indicating 
the nature of pathologic changes.”
 “The teachers guide, entitled Teaching Nutrition in 
Nursing, by Henderika J. Rynbergen, was completely 
revised in 1956 for use with the 12th and the 13th editions 
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of the text. This manual contains outlines for lesson plans 
and suggests appropriate methods, topics for emphasis and 
related activities in each subject matter area, with special 
attention to an integrated approach in teaching diet in 
disease.” Address: 1. Food Director, Univ. of Michigan; 
formerly Dean of Home Economics, Battle Creek College; 
formerly, Head Dietitian, Battle Creek Sanitarium; and later, 
Supervising Dietitian, United States Army 1918-1919.

961. Cowan, J.C. 1958. Progress in the technology of 
soybeans. In: R.T. Holman, W.G. Lundberg, and T. Malkin, 
eds. 1958. Progress in the Chemistry of Fats and Other 
Lipids. London, New York, Paris, Los Angeles: Pergamon 
Press. Vol. 5, p. 51-90. [70 ref]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Introduction (During the past 20 
years, the USA has become the world’s leading producer of 
soybeans. In the USA, soybean production has come in three 
stages, starting in the 1930s). 2. Soybean production (In the 
1920s, development of new soybean varieties led to a major 
increase in soybean production). 3. Storage and handling of 
soybeans. 4. Grading. 5. Removal of oil from the soybean: 
preparation of fl akes, solvents, extraction equipment and 
processing, fi ltration-extraction, pre-pressing of soybeans.
 6. Removal of solvent from fl akes: desolventizer 
toaster, fl ash desolventizing, cost of processing soybeans. 
7. Edible soybean oil: Refi ning, bleaching, cavitation in the 
processing of soybean oil, hydrogenation of soybean oil, 
fl avour reversion of soybean oil. 8. Other soybean products: 
phosphatides, polyamide resins (contains many chemical 
formulas), epoxy soybean oil, fatty alcohols. 9. Analysis of 
soybeans: oil colour, oil content of soybeans, effects of heat 
treatment. 10. Future possibilities.
 Note: This article was written before the widespread 
interest in low-tech East Asian soyfoods (such as tofu, miso, 
soy sauce, tempeh, soymilk, natto, etc. at Peoria and in the 
USA).
 Tables: (1) World soybean production, acreage and yield 
(1945-1955). Countries included: Canada, United States, 
China (estimate), Manchuria (estimate), Indonesia, Japan, 
Korea (South), Brazil.
 (2) Soybean grades: No. 1, 2, 3, 4 and sample. These 
grades were established by an Act of Congress in 1949.
 (3) Characteristics of soybean oil extracted by different 
solvents.
 (4) Effect of fl ash desolventizing on loss of nitrogen 
solubility.
 (5) Cost of processing soybeans in cents per bushel, 
itemized for the various steps, and with 3 different mill sizes 
(the bigger the mill, the lower the processing cost).
 (6) Pressure refi ning.
 (7) Results of comparative tests with different bleaching 
processes with soybean oil. Three methods are analyzed: 
Batch open kettle, batch vacuum, and continuous counter-
current. AOM = Active Oxygen Method.

 (8) Characteristics of refi ning with Sepratron. (9) Effect 
of metal-inactivating agents when added to hydrogenated oil.
 (10) Metal contents and stability evaluations of soybean 
oil sampled from units of two commercial extractors.
 (11) Metallic impurities and their effect on fl avour 
score and AOM stability of soybean oil. The two metallic 
impurities are iron and copper, which (if not removed) lead 
to undesirable fl avors in soybean oil.
 (12) Production of soybean lecithin in pounds [in the 
USA]. Increased from 8 million lb in 1947 to 26.1 million 
lb in 1954. “Until 1945 or 1946 soybean phosphatides were 
expensive and used in relatively small quantities. With the 
use of centrifuges to separate the phosphatides from the 
oil [during the degumming step], production became much 
larger than consumption, and prices dropped to oil prices or 
lower. The drop in price fostered new uses.”
 (13) Properties of soybean fatty alcohols. (14) Effect 
of chlorophyll on colour of oils as measured by Wesson and 
spectro methods.
 (15) Hemagglutinating and chick growth data of 
soybean oil meal samples subjected to heat treatment. At 
atmospheric pressure 90 minutes is optimum; at 15 lb. 
pressure 20 minutes is optimum.
 Figures: (1) Map: Best adapted soybean varieties for 
individual states (east of the Rocky Mountains. 36 varieties 
are listed). (2) Schematic diagram for the extraction of 
soybeans with ethyl alcohol. Alcohol gives better fl avour 
of the extracted fl akes for food use. (3) Schematic diagram 
showing operating parts of the process for fi ltration-
extraction.
 (4) Photo: Desolventizer-toasted showing three of the 
seven steam-jacketed compartments (Courtesy of Central 
Soya Company, Inc.).
 (5) Microscopic study of soybean fl akes; semi-dark fi eld 
illumination of 9x with particles from desolventizer-toaster 
at the upper left; atmospheric toaster at the upper right, and 
pressure toaster at the lower center (Courtesy of Central 
Soya Co.)
 (6) Diagram of fl ash desolventizer. (7) Sectional view 
of pressure separator (Courtesy of De Laval Separator 
Company).
 (8) Schematic diagram of continuous countercurrent 
vacuum bleaching system (Courtesy of Girdler Corporation).
 (9) Photo: Cavitation device with attached direct drive 
motor (Courtesy of Sepratron Corporation).
 (10) Four photos: Typical action of turbine and gas-
dispersion agitators (laboratory scale).
 (12) Graph: Absorption spectra of lecithin solutions in 
carbon tetrachloride (5 g/100 ml), measured in 1 cm in Cary 
recording spectrophotometer. Graphs for dried gums, single 
bleached lecithin, and double bleached lecithin are given.
 (13) Viscosity of gel of alkyd modifi ed with polyamide 
resin dissolved in hydrocarbon solvent. (Courtesy of T.F. 
Washburn Company).
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 (14) Graph: Increase in log specifi c conductance with 
the increase in urease activity.
 Series edited by R.T. Holman, W.O. Lundberg and T. 
Malkin; London: Pergamon Press. Address: Head, Oilseeds 
Section, Northern Utilization Research and Development 
Div., Peoria, Illinois.

962. Cravens, W.W.; Sipos, Endre. 1958. Soybean oil 
meal. In: A.M. Altschul, ed. 1958. Processed Plant Protein 
Foodstuffs. New York: Academic Press. xv + 955 p. See p. 
353-97. Chap. 14. [198 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Production and 
trade: General world situation, United States (production, 
movement in trade, economic importance of soybean 
products). Structure and composition of the soybean seed: 
Gross and microscopic structure, infl uence of variety, soil, 
and climate on soybean yield and composition. Methods 
of processing. Composition of soybean oil meal: Standard 
specifi cations in the United States, soybean protein, amino 
acids, suppressive, toxic, and other factors, enzymes, 
carbohydrates, vitamins, minerals. Soybean oil meal for 
feed: General considerations, soybean oil meal for poultry, 
soybean oil meal for swine, soybean oil meal for ruminants 
(beef cattle, sheep, dairy cattle, soybean oil meal for dogs). 
Future trends in soybean oil meal utilization. This chapter is 
a review of the literature.
 “No mention has been found of soybean oil in ancient 
Chinese literature, so it may be concluded that the crushing 
of soybeans for oil has occurred in comparatively recent 
times. The processing of soybeans, however, was more or 
less localized until after the Chinese-Japanese War (1894-
1895), when Japan began to import soybean oil cake for 
fertilizing purposes, resulting in a sudden expansion of 
demand for this product. Soybean cake then became the chief 
end-product of the oil-meal industry. The Russo-Japanese 
War increased the production of soybeans in Manchuria, 
and, when this war ended, a surplus of soybeans developed. 
Japanese fi rms realized very soon the export potential of this 
crop, and in 1908 several shipments were made to Europe. 
After this time the soybean was one of the chief export items 
of this area...
 “After many decades of experience and unsuccessful 
attempts, the fi rst large-scale continuous solvent-extraction 
plants in the United States were introduced from Germany in 
1934. Both the Hildebrandt ‘U’-type and the Hansa-Muehle 
or Bollman [Bollmann] basket-type extractor were used 
exclusively until 1937 when the vertical gravity extraction 
columns built by the Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Co. and 
the V.D. Anderson Co. were made available. Modifi cations 
of the Hansa-Muehle or Bollman extractor have been built in 
the United States by the French Oil Mill Machinery Co. and 
the Blaw-Knox Co. (Langhurst 1951, p. 541-90).
 “Considerable research was devoted to fi nd the most 
effi cient and practical solvent for the extraction. Because 

of its nonfl ammability, trichloroethylene appeared to be 
promising at one time. After toxic symptoms were observed 
in cattle fed trichloroethylene extracted meal, however, it lost 
its popularity in the soybean processing industry (Picken et 
al. 1955, p. 420-24; see also the Duren disease in Chapter 6 
by Kuiken). Hot alcohol extraction was tried in Manchuria 
but it is impractical in the United States because of its high 
cost, the necessity of drying the fl akes to 3% moisture in the 
recovery process, the diffi culty in maintaining high purity, 
and the poor selectivity of alcohol as solvent.
 “Prior to 1930 no petroleum company specialized in 
solvent-extraction naphthas... Finally, commercial hexane 
fi lled the requirements better than any other solvent tried, 
because of its low cost, easy recovery, and selectivity for 
vegetable oils. Extreme precautions are necessary with 
fl ammable hydrocarbon solvents...
 “In the United States the bulk of soybeans processed 
by solvent extraction is handled by the basket and vertical 
gravity types. Most of the plants operate at or near a solvent-
to-soybean ratio or 1:1.” Address: McMillen Feed Mills, 
Decatur, Indiana.

963. Dean, R.F.A. 1958. Use of processed plant proteins as 
human food. In: A.M. Altschul, ed. 1958. Processed Plant 
Protein Foodstuffs. New York: Academic Press. xv + 955 p. 
See p. 205-47. Chap. 9. [99* ref]
• Summary: Contents: General considerations: Early sources 
of protein for human food, competition for food between 
man and his domestic animals, vegetarianism and vitamin 
B-12, protein requirements (of children, of adults). Plant 
proteins now in use: Foods that can be prepared in the home 
(cereals, legumes {incl. groundnuts, soybean}, sunfl ower 
seed, sesame), plant foods used after factory processing 
(cereals, legumes, sunfl ower seed meal, cottonseed meal). 
Other forms of plant food: Plankton, algae, food yeast, leaf 
proteins (p. 237-38). Future extensions of the use of plant 
proteins: The theoretical basis of selection, assessment of the 
value of foods intended for human consumption, practical 
measures for the future.
 In 1957 some 160,000 tons of soybeans were used to 
make tofu in Japan. “Magnesium or calcium salts are the 
precipitants of the curd from the soybean milk; the product 
is eaten by nearly every family in Japan with its breakfast 
miso-soup.”
 During World War II, the attempt was made to introduce 
soya as a food crop to Uganda. But “no instruction was given 
in the necessary details of preparation, with the result that the 
crop was very reasonably declared inedible by the Africans. 
They retain a violent prejudice against it and are suspicious 
that it has been added to any food, such as yellow corn meal, 
that they fi nd distasteful.
 “One of the most interesting methods for making soya 
edible has evolved in Indonesia and was described in full 
by Van Veen and Schaeffer (1950). It takes advantage of 
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the ability of the mold Rhizopus oryzae to grow on the bean 
and alter its constituents... The product made from soya is 
called tempeh kedelee (kedelee = soybean).” Details of the 
production process are given. A description of natto and its 
composition is also given (p. 218).
 The section on algae gives detailed information on 
chlorella, a type photosynthetic single-cell protein. As early 
as 1954, Morimura and Tamiya in Japan were experimenting 
with the use of powdered Chlorella ellipsoidea in foods. 
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 1997–one 
of two documents) that mentions the use of algae or other 
photosynthetic single-cell protein as food.
 The section on leaf proteins (p. 237-39) begins: “Protein 
synthesis is one of the chief activities of the leaf, and 
proteins are comparable to animal proteins in their amino 
acid composition (Lugg 1949). The young leaf is especially 
rich in protein...” Pirie (1953) has suggested a process for 
recovering the leaf protein from the fi brous residue left after 
mechanical separation; the protein is usually very diffi cult to 
free. Pirie (1953) has also described the likely structure of an 
effi cient plant. “There are also obvious possibilities in such 
abundant and little-used material as the leaves of sugarcane, 
cassava, and bananas” (p. 238-39).
 The section titled “Sesame” (p. 219-20) states that the 
Zande people of southwestern Sudan steep the seeds in 
water for a few minutes, then pound them lightly to loosen 
the outer coat. They then dry the seeds and the outer coat 
is sieved or winnowed away. The seeds are then roasted 
and ground to a paste, which is sometimes used to make a 
sauce (Culwick 1950). “The use of sesame as a sweetmeat or 
condiment is fairly widespread in the Near East. A sweetmeat 
called tahinya or tahina is made in the Gezira [Sudan] by 
cooking the roasted seeds in sugar; sometimes the seeds are 
crushed before the cooking, and sometimes not” (Culwick 
1951). Describes how to make the condiment. Address: 
Medical Research Council, Mulago Hospital, Kampala, 
Uganda.

964. Ferrándiz, Vincente L. 1958. Armonías alimenticias: La 
buena combinación de los alimentos [Nutritious harmonies: 
The good combination of foods]. San Celoni, Spain: Bilbeny. 
80 p. Portraits. Illust. 23 cm. [Spa]*
Address: Barcelona, Spain.

965. Grau, C.R.; Carroll, R.W. 1958. Evaluation of protein 
quality. In: A.M. Altschul, ed. 1958. Processed Plant Protein 
Foodstuffs. New York: Academic Press. xv + 955 p. See p. 
153-89. Chap. 7. [161 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Direct methods 
using birds and mammals: Determining amino acid 
requirements (the problem of establishing valid criteria, 
methods for estimating requirements), factors that affect 
the amino acid requirement (growth, protein level, energy 
level, reproduction, other nutrients that affect amino acid 

requirements), the animal’s use of amino acids in protein 
combination (availability of amino acids, imbalance of 
amino acids, time factors), biological methods of estimating 
the adequacy of proteins (with growing animals, with mature 
animals), use of mammals and birds in bioassays for amino 
acids. Indirect evaluation of protein quality–biochemical 
methods: Introduction, prediction based on analyses of 
amino acid composition (chemical score, limitations 
of chemical scores), empirical physical and chemical 
methods (chemical index, nitrogen solubility, tests based on 
reactions of intact protein, phthalein dye test, fl uorescence 
and soybean meal quality, other chemical indicators of 
quality), biological availability and in vitro digestibility 
tests (biological availability of amino acids–infl uence on 
biochemical testing, in vitro digestibility tests), performance 
tests with microorganisms. Conclusions and trends.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Dec. 2020) that uses the term “nitrogen solubility” in 
connection with soybeans. Address: 1. Univ. of California, 
Davis, California; 2. The Quaker Oats Co., Chicago, Illinois 
(Present address: Lombard, Illinois).

966. Henry, Kathleen M.; Kon, S.K. 1958. The nutritive 
value of proteins: General considerations. Proceedings of the 
Nutrition Society (London) 17(1):78-85. Presented 12 Oct. 
1957. [55 ref]
• Summary: “Earlier concepts of nutrition divided proteins 
into those of fi rst and those of second class, the former being 
of animal and the latter of vegetable origin. With increasing 
knowledge it became evident that the differences between 
foods as protein sources were refl ecting differences in 
amino-acid composition and also that the superiority of `fi rst 
class’ protein was often partly due to accompanying vitamins 
or minerals. We now know that this distinction between 
animal and vegetable proteins is neither rigid nor always 
justifi ed.” Address: National Inst. for Research in Dairying, 
Shinfi eld near Reading, Berkshire, England.

967. Hopper, T.H. 1958. Amino acid composition of 
foodstuffs. In: A.M. Altschul, ed. 1958. Processed Plant 
Protein Foodstuffs. New York: Academic Press. xv + 955 p. 
See p. 877-91. Chap. 33. [38 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Table I: Conversion 
factors (incl. almonds, coconut, cottonseed, fl axseed, 
hempseed, peanut, sesame seed, soybean {5.71}, sunfl ower 
seed, corn {6.25–highest}, adsuki beans, jack beans, lima 
beans, mung beans, navy beans, velvet beans). Table II: 
Amino acid content of selected products (incl. soybean 
meal, soybean protein, soybean varieties–Akadian [sic, 
Acadian], Arksay [sic, Arksoy], Chief, C.N.S., Earlyana, 
Gibson, Lincoln, Manloxi [sic, Mamloxi], Ogland [Ogden?], 
Richland, Roanoke). Address: USDA, New Orleans, 
Louisiana.
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968. Itami, Kenkichi; Kato, Sumio. 1958. Nattô oyobi nattô-
kin no bitamin B-2 ryô ni tsuite [Ribofl avin (vitamin B-2) 
content of natto and Bacillus natto]. Eiyo to Shokuryo (J. of 
Japanese Society of Food and Nutrition) 10(4):206-08. [6 
ref. Jap; eng]

969. Kelley, E.G. 1958. Plant residues and pomaces. In: A.M. 
Altschul, ed. 1958. Processed Plant Protein Foodstuffs. New 
York: Academic Press. xv + 955 p. See p. 859-75. Chap. 32. 
[30 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Sources of vegetable 
residues and pomaces. Recovery of waste vegetable 
materials.
 Table 3, “Amino acids in leaf meals,” includes the 
crude protein content of these meals. Broccoli, lima bean, 
alfalfa, and ryegrass are among the leaves analyzed. Table 4, 
“Amino acids in protein concentrates,” has two parts: Leaf 
protoplasts, and leaf proteins extracted with formic acid.
 Note: The index of this book states that the amino 
acids in “Leaf protein isolates” are discussed on p. 866-67, 
however neither this term, nor any related terms, appear on 
those pages. Address: USDA, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

970. Koyanagi, Tatsuo; Sato, Mitsuko. 1958. Miso no eiyô 
zôkyô ni kansuru kenkyû. I. Soruburu tenka miso-chû no 
B-12 oyobi mechionin ganryô [Studies on the enrichment of 
“miso”. I. Vitamin B-12 and methionine contents of “miso” 
fortifi ed with viscera solubles]. Eiyo to Shokuryo (J. of 
Japanese Society of Food and Nutrition) 10(6):269-71. [4 
ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: The fi sh viscera solubles were added before 
fermentation. If less than 2% by weight, no fi shy smell 
appeared in the fi nal product.

971. Krishnamurthy, K.; Taskar, P.K.; Ramakrishnan, 
T.N.; Rajagopalan, R.; Swaminathan, M.; Subrahmanyan, 
V. 1958. Effect of heat processing on the trypsin inhibitor 
and nutritive value of the proteins of soyabean. Annals 
of Biochemistry and Experimental Medicine (Calcutta) 
18(5):153-56. [15 ref]
• Summary: Also studies the infl uence of a higher initial 
moisture content which in combination with heat destroyed 
the inhibitor. Address: Central Food Technological Research 
Inst. (CFTRI), Mysore, India.

972. Kuiken, K.A. 1958. Effect of other processing factors 
on vegetable protein meals. In: A.M. Altschul, ed. 1958. 
Processed Plant Protein Foodstuffs. New York: Academic 
Press. xv + 955 p. See p. 131-52. Chap. 6. [141 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Solvent extraction 
of oilseeds: Introduction, physical properties of solvent-
extracted oilseed meals, protein quality and content, 
solvents for oilseed extraction (hydrocarbons, alcohols, 
trichloroethylene). Chemical contamination of feed products: 

Bovine hyperkeratosis (X-disease) (occurrence, causative 
agent, toxic level, toxicity symptoms), pellets containing 
stilbesterol [stilbestrol], chemical seed protectants and 
pesticides. Selection of varieties and strains of seeds: Amino 
acids in soybean varieties, amino acids in cereal grain 
varieties, gossypol content of cotton varieties. Storage of raw 
materials and fi nished products: Fundamental considerations 
(feed moisture level and mold growth, airtight storage of wet 
grain), biological value of stored cereal grains and soybeans, 
behavior of gossypol in storage of cottonseed, meal, and feed 
mixtures, use of chemicals for protection of stored grains.
 “Conversion of the soybean industry in the United 
States to solvent processing is far advanced; the volume 
of solvent-extracted cottonseed and linseed oil meals is 
increasing rapidly.” Three main types of solvents are used for 
oilseed extraction: Hydrocarbons (typically hexane), alcohols 
(ethanol or isopropyl alcohol), and trichloroethylene. In 
1937 Japanese workers fi rst “reported the use of ethanol 
for extraction of soybeans in a mill at Dairen, Manchuria. 
Industrial development of alcohol-extraction systems have 
not occurred in the United States. The early Japanese interest 
in alcohol extraction was a result of local availability of 
solvents; at the present time Japanese processors generally 
use hexane for extraction of soybean oil.” Details are given 
on the history of trichloroethylene and the undesirable 
biological effects of feedings trichloroethylene- extracted 
soybean meal (“trichlor meal”) such as the Duren disease of 
cattle.
 “Stilbesterol is of interest as a cattle feed ingredient; it is 
reported to stimulate rate of weight gain and reduce feed cost 
(Burroughs, Culbertson, and Kastelic 1955). On the other 
hand, low-level contamination of feeds with stilbesterol can 
cause serious reproductive disturbances in some animals.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Sept. 2016) that uses the word “trichlor” to refer to 
“trichloroethylene.” Address: The Buckeye Cellulose Corp., 
Memphis, Tennessee.

973. Kuppuswamy, S.; Srinivasan, M.; Subrahmanyan, V. 
1958. Proteins in foods. Indian Council of Medical Research, 
Special Report No. 33. 289 p. See Chap. 3. Soya Bean, p. 
57-76. (New Delhi). [168 soy ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Protein content. Amino 
acid composition. Nutritive value. Supplementary value. 
Processing. Utilisation. Address: New Delhi.

974. Liener, Irvin E. 1958. Effect of heat on plant proteins. 
In: A.M. Altschul, ed. 1958. Processed Plant Protein 
Foodstuffs. New York: Academic Press. xv + 955 p. See p. 
79-129. Chap. 5. [314 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Processes involving 
the application of heat: Oil-bearing seeds (operations 
preceding the removal of oil, mechanical removal of the 
oil, solvent extraction of the oil, operations subsequent to 
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the removal of the oil), cereal products, dehydrated foods 
and feed components. Effect of heat on the nutritive value: 
Soybean oil meal (benefi cial effects, adverse effects of 
overheating), other legumes (general properties, peanut 
meal, castor bean meal, peas), cottonseed meal (free 
gossypol theory, protein damage and gossypol inactivation, 
possible signifi cance of bound gossypol), cereal proteins, 
sunfl ower seed meal, linseed meal, rapeseed meal, mustard 
seed meal, tung meal, alfalfa leaf meal, protein isolates 
(soybean protein, other leguminous proteins, cottonseed 
protein, cereal proteins, hemp seed). Chemical and physical 
changes induced by heat: Destruction and inactivation of 
amino acids (general observations, the browning reaction), 
protein solubility (soybean oil meal, cottonseed meal, 
peanut meal, pea meal, wheat gluten), destruction of 
enzymes and antinutritional factors (urease, trypsin inhibitor, 
hemagglutinin), electrophoretic behavior (soybean protein, 
cottonseed protein). Importance of heat treatment in the 
industrial usage of vegetable proteins: Soybean protein (food 
products, industrial uses), cottonseed protein, peanut protein. 
Conclusions.
 This chapter is a review of the literature.
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Dec. 2017) that contains the word “antinutritional” or 
the term “antinutritional factors.”
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Jan. 2008) that contains the term “rapeseed meal.” 
Address: Univ. of Minnesota, St. Paul, Minnesota.

975. Lyman, C.M. 1958. Proteins. In: A.M. Altschul, ed. 
1958. Processed Plant Protein Foodstuffs. New York: 
Academic Press. xv + 955 p. See p. 13-42. Chap. 2. [125 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Proteins, what they are 
and how one protein differs from another. What proteins 
do in living organisms. The signifi cance of proteins in 
animal and human nutrition: Sources of amino acids 
for tissue formation and repair, protein and amino acid 
requirements (crude protein, protein requirements, amino 
acid requirements, ruminants), protein metabolism in 
disease and injury, methods for determining the nutritional 
value of proteins. Structure and chemical properties of 
protein. Protein classifi cation. Protein analysis: Qualitative 
tests, quantitative determination. Amino acids: Chemical 
properties, analytical methods (hydrolysis of proteins and 
foodstuffs, determination of amino acids). Address: Texas 
Agric. Exp. Station, College Station, Texas.

976. Miller, Donald F. 1958. Composition of cereal grains 
and forages. National Academy of Sciences, National 
Research Council, Publication No. 585. 661 p. Prepared 
under the auspices of the Committee on Feed Composition of 
the Agricultural Board. [867* ref]
• Summary: Members of Committee on Feed Composition. 
Acknowledgment. Preface. Guide for Use of Tables. 

Designated Regions of Origin. States Within Regions of 
Origin. Tables on Composition: Proximate Composition, 
Mineral Composition, Vitamin Composition, Amino Acid 
Composition, Energy and Carbohydrate Composition. 
Genus-Species Nomenclature and Classifi cation: Applicable 
to Domestic Cereal Grains and Forages. Plant Nomenclature 
by Common Name. Plant Nomenclature by Scientifi c Name. 
Published Data. Literature Sources. Unpublished Data. 
Address: Washington 25, DC.

977. Minkievich, Ivan A. 1958. Soybeans: A high-
grade protein, oil and forage crop. Translated by O. Fua. 
Summarized as “Most Russian Beans in Soviet Far East” in 
Soybean Digest, Dec. 1958, p. 24. *
• Summary: The greater part of Russian soybean acreage is 
found in the Soviet Far East where the soybean is produced 
for both grain and forage. In this area, according to Dr. I.A. 
Minkievich, a signifi cant increase in seedings is hardly 
practicable, since the crop already takes up large acreages as 
compared with other crops. In the Amur province and in the 
Primorsky region, for instance, many state farms keep two 
and even three fi elds in soybeans, in rotation. Dr. Minkievich 
says Soviet soybean production can be expanded materially 
in the next few years by improving acreage yields on land 
where the legume is already grown and by putting large areas 
of new territory into the crop.
 Note: It is not clear whether this is a book, an article, or 
a report. Address: Soviet doctor of Agricultural Science.

978. Morrison, Lester M. 1958. The low-fat way to health 
and longer life: The complete guide to better health through 
automatic weight control, modern nutritional supplements, 
and low-fat diet. Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-
Hall, Inc. xxiv + 212 p. Illust. Index. 24 cm.
• Summary: Lecithin can remove fatty deposits from arteries. 
“Some foods that contain phospholipids in abundance are 
soybeans and the liver of calves, steers, lambs, and chickens” 
(p. 34). The author has developed a 5-step program for a 
healthy heart (p. 62-64). Step 1 is “Include daily as a food 
supplement at breakfast two to 4 tablespoons of Lecithin 
extracted from soya beans.” Step 4 is “Take two tablespoons 
of soya bean oil, corn oil, or saffl ower oil daily to provide the 
essential fatty acids necessary to proper nutrition.”
 The section titled “How to use soya oil” (p. 66-67) 
states: “Hundreds of millions of people living in Asia 
have used it for centuries. Perhaps this is the protective 
factor in their food that has prevented heart disease and 
atherosclerosis, which are comparatively rare in Asia.” 
Address: M.D., Los Angeles, California.

979. Motoyama, Tekishu. 1958. Inshoku jiten: Shôyu 
[Encyclopedia of food and drink: Shoyu (Document part II)]. 
Tokyo: Heibonsha. 604 p. See p. 278-80. [Jap]
• Summary: (Continued): “In recent times, in order to 
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maximize profi ts and employ capital most effi ciently, various 
methods of high-speed brewing and processing have begun 
to be used. And due to the relationship between supply and 
demand, substitute varieties of each of the main types of soy 
sauce have been developed and are now being produced.
 “Usukuchi soy sauce is made to have a light color 
due to the way it is used in cooking. The basic method of 
manufacture is the same as for regular soy sauce, however 
to give it a lighter color, the water in which the soybeans are 
cooked is changed during cooking and then drained off as 
soon as the beans come to a boil. The wheat is also roasted 
for a shorter time than for regular soy sauce to give it a 
lighter color and prevent scorching. The koji is prepared in 
more or less the same way as for regular soy sauce however 
the koji is removed from incubation when the mold is in the 
state called shimofuri or ‘salt and pepper’ so that there is less 
(?) mold than for regular soy sauce koji. A larger amount of 
brine is mixed with the koji and the mixture is allowed to age 
for 6-12 months. Before pressing, sweet sake (amazake) is 
added as a natural sweetener. The liquid is heated to a lower 
temperature (60ºC) for a shorter time (20-30 minutes) during 
sterilization. Therefore usukuchi cannot be kept as long as 
regular soy sauce without spoiling.
 “In regular soy sauce–which is generally seen as a 
slightly lower quality product than tamari–salt water is also 
added to the pressed moromi and the mixture re-pressed to 
yield a liquid called bansui. This is used as one of the raw 
materials in the even lower quality chemical soy sauce. 
The main areas which have produced koikuchi shoyu since 
ancient times are Choshi and Noda in Chiba prefecture 
and Shozushima in Kanagawa prefecture. The main area 
producing usukuchi shoyu is Tatsuno in Hyogo prefecture, 
however it is also brewed in large quantities in farmhouses 
for home use. Kanro shoyu is a product originally developed 
in Yanaitsu in Yamaguchi prefecture. Made by reprocessing 
koikuchi shoyu into a thick, sweet liquid, it is prized in the 
Kyoto area where it is served with sashimi from white fi sh 
meat.
 “Chemical shoyu (daiyô {substitute} shoyu): Ordinarily, 
at least one year is required to brew regular soy sauce so that 
at the large breweries, huge aging cellars or warehouses are 
necessary. Since this ties up a large amount of capital and 
reduces profi ts, studies were fi rst made of ways to speed up 
the traditional process and then of ways to make soy sauce 
using chemicals and new raw materials. Soon a large number 
of varieties of ‘amino acid shoyu’ appeared on the market. 
Inexpensive defatted soybean meal began to be used in 
place of whole, natural soybeans. The meal is fi rst broken 
down by hydrochloric acid and then neutralized by soda ash 
to produce crude amino acid. If this product is mixed with 
brine, the resulting liquid has much the same color and fl avor 
as natural soy sauce. However since the fragrance is poor, 
ready-made moromi is then added and the mixture reheated. 
The amino acids in the protein break down in to starches 

which are also added to produce sugars.
 “By the discovery of sugar-containing amino acids, 
it became possible to devise soy sauce which had both 
sweetness and viscosity. After experiencing some diffi culty 
with using low-priced defatted soybean meal, research began 
in the use of fi sh whose level of freshness had fallen, fi sh 
meal, viscera, chrysalis dregs, sesame seed dregs [defatted 
sesame meal left the oil was removed], and cotton seed 
dregs. Products were also developed by placing the pressed 
dregs of regular soy sauce in a liquid made by simmering 
fi sh, shell fi sh and seaweeds in order to impart their fl avor 
to the soy sauce. Another variety of chemical soy sauce was 
developed for kidney disease patients who are unable to use 
salt in their food. Malic acid soda made from apples was 
used to simulate a salty fl avor.”

980. Nippon Shokuhin Kyokai. 1958. Tôfu no eisei [Tofu 
sanitation]. Tokyo: NSK. 97 p. 19 cm. Series: Shokuhin eisei 
sosho; Tofu no maki. [Jap]*
• Summary: This is the fi rst book on this subject, indicating 
that the microbiological safety of tofu was probably a matter 
of fairly widespread concern at the time.

981. Seto, Thomas Akiyoshi. 1958. Studies on the chemical 
nature of a toxic factor which causes aplastic anemia 
in calves. PhD thesis, University of Minnesota. 135 p. 
Abstracted in Dissertation Abstracts 18(5):1603. [30+ ref]*
• Summary: In trichloroethylene-extracted soybean meal, 
toxic factor is associated with the protein fraction of the 
soybean oilmeal. Address: Minnesota.

982. Shih, Shêng-han. 1958. A preliminary survey of the 
book Ch’i Min Yao Shu: An agricultural encyclopaedia of the 
6th century. Peking, China: Science Press. iv + ii + 107 p. No 
index. 21 cm. 2nd ed. 1962. [Eng]
• Summary: A discussion in English of the contents and 
signifi cance of this key Chinese agricultural work. Contents: 
Preface. The Book Ch’i Min Yao Shu. Analysis of its source 
books. Part I: Original material in the Ch’i Min Yao Shu. 
Realisation of the importance of proper choice of season and 
soil. Cultivation of cereals. Culinary vegetables (Chiang ts’ai 
or soya hydrolysate conserves, p. 53-54). Fruit trees. Timber 
woods. Other economic plants (fi ber crops, tinctorial plants). 
Animal husbandry. Domestic economy: Food processing 
(refi ning table salt by recrystallization, preparation of fi ne 
starch from cereal, saccharifi cation of starch to prepare 
“barley sugar,” fermentation [alcoholic fermentation, 
acetic fermentation, chiang {incl. soybean chiang; protein 
hydrolysates, p. 84-87}, shih {fermented black soybeans, 
interrupted and melanised protein hydrolysates, p. 87-
88}, tsü {pickles, lactic fermentations from intrinsic 
carbohydrate}, cha {pickles, lactic fermentation from 
added carbohydrates}, lo {cheese lactic fermentation with 
casein}], fu and lah [jerked and salted meat]), other technical 
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instructions for commodities of daily life (detergents 
{saponins}, extraction of pigments from bastard-saffron, 
dyeing with vegetable pigments, heating to accelerate 
“drying” of oils, glue-making, preparation of cosmetics). 
Part II: The infl uence of the Ch’i Min Yao Shu on agricultural 
science in China. Epilogue. Address: PhD (London), Prof. 
of Plant Physiology, Northwestern College of Agriculture 
[Wukung, Shensi], China.

983. Stokes, J.L. 1958. Microbial proteins. In: A.M. Altschul, 
ed. 1958. Processed Plant Protein Foodstuffs. New York: 
Academic Press. xv + 955 p. See p. 789-804. Chap. 29. [56 
ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Yeasts: Composition, 
amino acid composition, feed yeasts, food yeasts. Molds: 
Composition, amino acid composition, molds as animal food, 
molds as human food. Bacteria: Composition, amino acid 
composition, bacteria as food. Summary and conclusions.
 Concerning molds as human food (p. 797): “Only a 
few attempts have been made to supplement human food 
with mold protein. Most of these experiments took place 
in Germany during World War II and are described by 
Robinson (1952). Preparations of Fusarium and Rhizopus as 
well as several yeasts were fed to human beings. The general 
health of the people to whom the molds were fed was better 
than that of those acting as controls; the Fusarium strain, 
which was grown on whey, was the most satisfactory of the 
organisms tested. The strains of both Fusarium and Rhizopus 
were high in cystine, methionine, and glutathione and were 
therefore especially suitable for feeding and superior in this 
respect to the general run of yeast strains.”
 “Another possibility for use of molds as human food is 
to grow them on soybeans or oilseed press cakes. A product 
called tempeh, formed in this manner, is described in Chapter 
9, page 218.” Address: USDA, Albany, California.

984. Toyosawa, Isao. 1958. Shokuhin oyobi shiryô no korin 
ni kansuru kenkyû. II. Tôfu oyobi seizo haieki no korin 
ni tsuite [Studies on the choline of foods and fodders. II. 
Choline content in commercially prepared soybean curd and 
its waste liquor]. Eiyo to Shokuryo (J. of Japanese Society of 
Food and Nutrition) 10(6):272-74. [13 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: Retention of total choline was: Okara 10%, 
soymilk 83%, tofu 45%, and whey (waste liquor) 30%.

985. Wada, Shohachi. 1958. Structural studies on soybean 
hemagglutinin. Thesis, University of Minnesota. 126 p. 
Abstracted in Dissertation Abstracts 18(4):1239. [80+ ref]*
Address: Minnesota.

986. Waddell, J. 1958. Supplementation of plant proteins 
with amino acids. In: A.M. Altschul, ed. 1958. Processed 
Plant Protein Foodstuffs. New York: Academic Press. xv + 
955 p. See p. 307-351. Chap. 13. [122 ref]

• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Availability and 
production of synthetic amino acids. Supplementation of 
diets based on corn and soybean meal. Supplementation 
of diets containing cottonseed meal. The amino acid 
supplementation of cereal diets. Low protein diets, amino 
acid imbalances, and appetite. Conclusion. Address: E.I. du 
Pont de Nemours & Co., Wilmington, Delaware.

987. Bianchi, G. 1959. L’importanza della qualita della 
farina di soia [The importance of soybean fl our quality]. 
Alimentazione Animale 3(1):43-45. Jan. [5 ref. Ita]
• Summary: Feed. Address: Italy.

988. Braham, Edgar J.; Bird, H.R.; Baumann, C.A. 1959. 
Effect of antibiotics on the weight of chicks and rats fed raw 
or heated soybean meal. J. of Nutrition 67(1):149-58. Jan. 
[17 ref]
• Summary: High levels of antibiotics improved the growth 
of chicks fed raw soybean meal by an average of 31-51%. 
Address: Univ. of Wisconsin, Madison.

989. McCay, Clive M. 1959. A nutrition authority discusses 
Mrs. E.G. White. Review and Herald 136(7):16-17, 24. Feb. 
12. Continued Feb. 19 and 26.
• Summary: For the past quarter century, the writer has 
taught a course for graduate students on the history of 
foods and nutrition. “Among the thousand historical 
acquaintances in my fi les, one of the most worth-while is 
Ellen G. White. As near as one can judge by the evidence 
of modern nutritional science, her extensive writings on the 
subject of nutrition and health in general, are correct in their 
conclusions. This is doubly remarkable: Not only was most 
of her writing done at a time when a bewildering array of 
new health views–good and bad–were being promoted but 
the modern science of nutrition, which helps us to check 
on views and theories, had not yet been born. Even more 
singular, Mrs. White had no technical training in nutrition, or 
in any subdivision of science that deals with health, In fact, 
because of her frail health from childhood she completed 
only a part of a grammar school education.”
 He then discusses her basic views. A portrait photo 
shows the left side of Clive McCay. Address: Ph.D., Prof. of 
Nutrition, Cornell Univ.

990. Nichol, Francis David. 1959. Editorials: An onlooker 
comments. Review and Herald 136(7):3-4. Feb. 12.
• Summary: This is a comment on the article in this issue 
titled “A nutrition authority discusses Mrs. White,” by Clive 
McCay, Ph.D.
 One evening last year, Dr. McCay was invited to give a 
talk at a man’s club of the local church he attended. He chose 
as his subject: “An Unusual Nineteenth Century Woman, 
Mrs. E.G. White.” A copy of his talk reached the periodical.
 On a trip last summer, the writer stopped at Cornell 
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University, in New York State, to visit Dr. McCay. He “is a 
classic exhibit of the truly scientifi c man.”
 “We stayed overnight at Dr. McCay’s home, a very 
livable, rambling remade farmhouse. We soon discovered, 
to our delight, that though he was a specialist in the fi eld 
of nutrition, his active interest and reading extended over 
a remarkable range. More than once during the evening 
he returned to the question: ‘How do you explain the fact 
that Mrs. White, with very little formal education and no 
special training in nutrition, so accurately set forth nutritional 
principles that are only now scientifi cally established?’ He 
ruled out as wholly unsatisfactory the answer sometimes 
casually given: ‘Mrs. White simply borrowed her ideas 
from others.’ He observed that such an answer simply raises 
another question: ‘How would Mrs. White know which ideas 
to borrow and which to reject out of the bewildering array 
of theories and health teachings current in the nineteenth 
century?’”
 “Nor did we seek during the delightful but all too brief 
visit to enter into extended discussion of the theological 
doctrine of inspiration. We simply stated that Adventists 
accept Mrs. White’s declaration that she was inspired by 
God, and let the matter stand at that.” Address: Ph.D., Prof. 
of Nutrition, Cornell Univ.

991. McCay, Clive M. 1959. Science confi rms our health 
teachings: A nutrition authority discusses Mrs. White. Review 
and Herald 136(8):6-7. Feb. 19.
• Summary: Continued from last week. Address: Ph.D., Prof. 
of Nutrition, Cornell Univ., Ithaca, New York.

992. McCay, Clive M. 1959. Our health teachings further 
confi rmed: A nutrition authority discusses Mrs. White. 
Review and Herald 136(9):9-10. Feb. 26.
• Summary: Discusses snacking, eating between meals 
and irregularly, the great power of today’s advertising, the 
evils of smoking tobacco, the food waste of feeding edible 
grains to animals, the benefi ts of a vegetarian diet, the 
relation between diet and health, and the ravages of alcoholic 
beverages.
 Dr. McCay and the article conclude: “In spite of the 
fact that the works of Mrs. White were written long before 
the advent of modern scientifi c nutrition, no better over-all 
guide is available today.” Address: Ph.D., Prof. of Nutrition, 
Cornell Univ.

993. Sinclair, H.M. 1959. Supply and dietary use of fats 
(Letter to the editor). Lancet i(7070):474-75. Feb. 28. [2 ref]
• Summary: The writer argues that there are two classes 
of essential fatty acids. Class I includes linoleic acid and 
arachidonic acid. Class II includes linolenic acid and some 
highly unsaturated fatty acids found in certain fi sh oils; these 
permit growth in rats on a fat-free diet. Certain other highly 
unsaturated fatty acids, such as the trans or conjugated 

isomers, neither permit growth nor prevent dermatitis. At 
least some of these isomers raise serum cholesterol and 
produce atherosclerosis in rats under conditions in which the 
fatty acids of classes I and II lower serum-cholesterol and do 
not produce atherosclerosis. Yet what is true for rats may not 
be true for humans. Address: Oxford [England].

994. Brown, J.C.; Tiffi n, L.O.; Holmes, R.S.; Specht, A.W.; 
Resnicky, J.W. 1959. Internal activation of iron in soybeans 
as affected by root growth medium. Soil Science 87(2):89-
94. Feb. [24 ref]
• Summary: Some plants will absorb less iron and will even 
develop an iron chlorosis when relatively high concentrations 
of P, Ca, Ni, Cu and Mn are present in the growth medium.
 “Summary: Using a split-root technique, it was possible 
to demonstrate an internal inactivation of Fe in PI-54619-5-
1 soybeans (PI), principally from the combined effects of P 
and Ca. Ca stimulated root growth, increased the absorption 
and translocation of P and Ca to the above-ground parts, 
but decreased the absorption and translocation of Fe in the 
presence of P.
 “A varietal difference in susceptibility to induced Fe 
defi ciency was again observed. Hawkeye soybean (HA) 
remained green under conditions which induced Fe chlorosis 
in PI. This indicates a difference in the capacity of these 
two soybean varieties to absorb and hold Fe mobile in an 
environment which appears conducive to inactivation. Both 
foliar applied and soil Fe were affected. Quantity or quality 
of natural iron chelators in the plant is postulated as the 
factor responsible for this difference.” Address: USDA.

995. McKinney, L.L.; Picken, J.C., Jr.; Weakley, F.B.; 
Eldridge, A.C.; Campbell, R.E.; Cowan, J.C.; Biester, H.E. 
1959. Possible toxic factor of trichloroethylene-extracted 
soybean oil meal. J. of the American Chemical Society 
81(4):909-15. Feb. [28 ref]
• Summary: By treating amino acids and peptides with 
trichloroethylene, under conditions known to produce 
the bovine aplastic anemia-causing factor in soybean 
oil meal and other proteins, the researchers showed that 
trichloroethylene reacted readily with the sulfhydryl groups 
of cysteine and reduced gluathione. Address: Northern 
Regional Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois; 2. Veterinary 
Medical Research Inst., Iowa State Univ.

996. Van Etten, C.H.; Hubbard, J.E.; Mallan, J.M.; Smith, 
A.K.; Blessin, C.W. 1959. Amino acid composition of 
soybean protein fractions. J. of Agricultural and Food 
Chemistry 7(2):129-31. Feb. [15 ref]
• Summary: Amino acid analyses on soluble soybean protein 
and on acid-precipitated and heat-coagulated fractions by 
ion exchange chromatography. Address: Northern Utilization 
Research and Development Div., Agricultural Research 
Service, U.S. Dep. of Agriculture, Peoria, Illinois.
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997. Wershaw, Irving B. Assignor to Dome Chemicals, 
Inc. (New York, NY). 1959. Dermatological preparation 
containing defatted soy bean fl our. U.S. Patent 2,876,164. 
March 3. 3 p. Application fi led 1 Aug. 1957. [2 ref]
• Summary: Concerns “a dermatological application 
for topical application to the skin.” It may be applied as 
such (without other constituents) or may be “applied as a 
constituent of a cream, powder, or lotion.” When added to 
water it produces a colloidal solution having a pH within the 
range of 4 to 5.5, which, as is well known, is the preferred 
pH range for healthy skin. It is buffered to be chemically 
stable within the pH range. The fl our is made by dehulling 
soy beans, then removing the fat with an organic solvent 
having a boiling point below 100ºC. The protein-rich 
defatted residue or marc is then milled or ground to produce 
colloidal particles. A table gives the composition of the 
“defatted soy bean fl our,” which contains 52.5% protein, 
30.1% carbohydrate, 8% moisture, 6.0% ash, etc. Eight 
examples of dermatological preparations, each containing 
this defatted soy bean fl our (at levels of 10% to 90% by 
weight), are given.
 Note: This is the earliest document sees (Sept. 2001) 
concerning industrial uses of soy fl our. Address: New York, 
New York.

998. Johnson, Dale W.; Circle, Sidney J. 1959. Multipurpose 
quality protein offers “plus” factors. Food Processing 
(Chicago) 20(3):36-38, 53-55. March. Reprinted for Central 
Soya Co., Inc.
• Summary: Promine isolated soybean protein contains 
92% protein, is free of undesirable fl avor characteristics, 
and has no indigestible carbohydrates. Gives a list of almost 
100 products in which Promine may be used, including 
bakery products, cereal products, confections, “dairy type 
products (Cheddar-type cheese, ‘cream’, all vegetable,’ 
‘cream cheese,’ ‘cottage cheese,’ fl avored drinks, fortifi ed 
‘milk,’ frozen desserts, ‘ice cream,’ margarine, sour ‘cream,’ 
spreads, whipped toppings, ‘whipped cream,’ ‘yogurt’), egg 
type products, edible coatings, macaroni type products, meat 
and meat type products, oriental type food products (incl. 
tofu and yuba), specialty foods, and animal feeds.
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Oct. 2013) that uses the term “Cheddar-type cheese” to 
refer to a Western-style soy cheese.
 Note 2. Promine was fi rst developed by The Glidden Co. 
by Aug. 1955. However after Glidden sold (actually leased) 
its Chemurgy Division to Central Soya Co., Inc. starting 
on 1 Sept. 1958, Central Soya continued to develop and 
improve Promine, and to make it the best and most famous 
soy protein of its day. For example, see: McMillen, Wheeler. 
1959. “Launching a protein satellite.” Oct. 27 lecture at 
Central Soya event in Chicago. He refers to Promine (which 
he never mentions directly by name) as “isolated soya food 

protein.” Address: 1. Manager, Edible Protein Products; 2. 
Research Associate, Chemurgy Div., Central Soya Co., Inc.

999. Yamanouchi, Matsudaira. 1959. [Extraction of 
phytosterol from soybean cake]. Japanese Patent 2673. April 
20. (Chem. Abst. 54:12503h). [Jap]*
• Summary: A large amount of soybean cake is mixed 
with sulphuric acid, and is then processed. The resulting 
phytosterol consists of campestrol, stigmasterol, Beta-
sitosterol, gamma-sitosterol, stigmastanol, and gamma-
sitostanol.

1000. Alikonis, Justin J. 1959. Those new soy proteins: 
Come in striking variety, often out-perform others, cost you 
less. Food Engineering 31(4):104-5. April.
• Summary: Discusses the isolation of soybean proteins, with 
a table showing the amino acid content of these proteins. 
“Unmodifi ed” soy proteins are used in “all-vegetable frozen 
desserts.” The sodium proteinates are employed in fried 
foods as fat-blocking agents. Most extensively used are the 
chemically modifi ed whipping agents. Address: Director, Al-
Chem Lab., Inc., Bloomington, Illinois.

1001. Borges, José Marcondes. 1959. Revisao de literatura 
relativa ao valor alimenticio e a digeribilidade da soja e 
do leite de soja e seus derivados [Review of the literature 
on the food value and digestibility of soybeans, soymilk, 
and products made from them]. Revista Ceres (Vicosa) 
10(60):422-36. Jan/April. [36 ref. Por]
Address: Engenheiro Agronomo and MSc, Professor Adjunto 
de Tecnologia de Produtos de Origem Vegetal da Escola 
Superior de Agricultura da U.R.E.M.G.

1002. Product Name:  Wanderlac. Renamed Velactin by 
1961.
Manufacturer’s Name:  A. Wander Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  42 Upper Grosvenor St., 
Grosvenor Square, London, England.
Date of Introduction:  1959 May.
Ingredients:  Incl. soybeans.
New Product–Documentation:  Plantmilk News. 1958. 
May. No. 5. The “makers have decided to give it a trial on 
the market in powder form.”

Plantmilk News. 1959. Feb. A number of babies have 
been receiving this plantmilk during the past year with good 
results. The manufacturers hope to launch the product as a 
powder in a few weeks under the name Wanderlac, although 
the name has not yet been fi nalized. A tin containing 1 pound 
of the powder will retail for about 6 shillings, 8 pence. When 
reconstituted with water, this will make about 6 pints of a 
“liquid food closely resembling cow’s milk in appearance, 
fl avour, and nutritive value.” For details contact A. Wander 
Ltd., 42 Upper Grosvenor St., Grosvenor Square, London, 
W.1. (the company is already supplying Wanderlac to babies 
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who need it urgently), or contact Dr. Frank Wokes, King’s 
Langley, Herts.

The British Vegetarian. 1959. July/Aug. p. 139. One 
outcome of the work of Dr. Frank Wokes with vitamin B-12 
was the development of a new soymilk product, fortifi ed 
with vitamin B-12 and launched recently under the name 
Wanderlac by A. Wander Ltd., which also makes Ovaltine.

The British Vegetarian. 1959. July/Aug. p. 153. 
“Plantmilk is here!” This product, made by A. Wander Ltd., 
has been in existence for some months, but only limited 
quantities are available, solely for the treatment of sick 
children.
 Note 1. When exactly was Wanderlac fi rst sold 
commercially?
 Note 2. Was the soymilk made from whole soybeans or 
from soy protein isolates?
 Note 3. It is hard to say if Wanderlac was conceived 
to be purely an infant feed, but that is certainly how it was 
initially used before being launched commercially, and 
how it was referred to by third parties (i.e., The Plantmilk 
Society).

1003. Product Name:  Dr. Fearn’s Pure Soya Bean Powder: 
For Making Soya Milk.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Fearn Soya Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address:  1206 N. 31st Ave., Melrose Park, 
Illinois.
Date of Introduction:  1959 May.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  Bag.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  Francis Kalnay. 1959. 
House Beautiful. May. p. 174-75. “Soybean has all the 
answers.” Photo of the label. At the top of the bag is an 
illustration (line drawing) a lady holding up a glass of 
soymilk. The front panel text reads: “A pure vegetable 
product. Pleasant, nut-like fl avor. Rich in high grade protein, 
vitamins, and minerals. Contains no starch. Defi nitely 
alkaline. Low sodium. Use as regular milk.”

1004. Hayward, J.W. 1959. Improved feed ingredient 
processing. In: Papers Presented at International Animal 
Feed Symposium. 163+ p. See p. 96-114. Held 4-6 May 
1959 in Washington, DC. Sponsored by USDA FAS in 
cooperation with SCA. [15 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soybean oilmeal: Effect 
of heat. Cottonseed meal. Summary.
 “It has been shown that heat, when used at optimum 
levels in conjunction with properly controlled moisture, 
time intervals, and other processing variables, may have a 
benefi cial effect on the nutritive value of various protein 
meals. On the other hand, the improper use of heat during 
processing can result in a defi nite deterioration of the protein 
quality of many of these meals. In addition, improper use 
of heat can destroy the vitamins, unidentifi ed growth, and 

reproductive factors, and other desirable nutrients in feed 
ingredients.
 “Granulation (particle size) of one or more of the 
ingredients in a feed mixture for ruminants can exert a 
defi nite effect on the animal and its production...” Address: 
Director of Nutrition, Archer-Daniels-Midland Co.

1005. Tanaka, Shigetaka; Ueda, Ryuzo. 1959. [Studies on 
the inorganic components in shoyu. III. On the phosphorus 
and potassium contents]. Hakko Kogaku Zasshi (J. of 
Fermentation Technology) 37(5):203-07. May. English-
language summary on p. 20 of this issue. [15 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: “The authors determined phosphorus content 
in Syoyu [Shoyu] by the molybdenum blue method and 
potassium content by the sodium tetraphenylboron method.
 “It is considered that both the components in Syoyu are 
mainly originated from soybean, soybean-oilcake, wheat and 
‘Syobaku’.
 “In 25 sorts of Syoyu tested, the phosphorus and 
potassium contents were 0.04-0.31% and 0.19-4.96%, 
respectively. The phosphorus content in ‘II Go Aminosan 
eki’ which is the by-product of glutamic acid manufacture 
was less than that in the other types of Syoyu.
 “The authors could not recognize any relation between 
the phosphorus and potassium contents and the quality of 
Syoyu.” Address: Dep. of Fermentation Technology, Faculty 
of Engineering, Osaka Univ., Japan.

1006. Borsook, Henry. 1959. We can at this time provide 
fairly adequate nutrition for the world. Why isn’t it being 
done? Presented at the Second Annual Inter-American Food 
Congress, Miami Beach, Florida. June 9. 9 p.
• Summary: This is the opening address at the conference. 
Note: “The address covered three interrelated topics: (1) 
an explanation of the knowledge of science and food 
technology which, if applied, would provide everyone with 
a nutritionally adequate diet, (2) an analysis of obstacles 
that prevent the full application of this knowledge, and (3) 
a suggestion of how to overcome these obstructions” (H. 
Roberts 1967, p. 183-87). A copy of this speech is found in 
the Meals for Millions (MFM) archives. It begins:
 “There are really enough food and supplementary 
nutrients provided in the world for pretty good nutrition for 
all the people in it... Yet, as you know, more than half are 
malnourished and undernourished. I am going to talk to you 
today about some of the fundamental reasons. They are not 
all what is commonly written on this subject. And I have a 
proposal to make to you about doing something about it.”
 “The present offi cial calorie requirement standards 
are certainly too high; 2500 calories per capita daily is an 
adequate supply; also the supply estimates are too high in 
that they do not take into account of food that does not get 
into the statistics; a great deal of food is wasted; much food 
that could be used for human consumption is not; the fi gures, 
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calories, take no account of the unlimited amount of essential 
nutrients that can be mined (minerals) and synthesized 
(vitamins). Even if one accepts the supply fi gures, a 10 to 
15% increase could easily be obtained from food material 
now wasted and from food which is not, but could be, used 
for human consumption” (p. 1).
 Among “the obstacles are selfi sh interests with 
political infl uence. Another obstacle is bureaucracy, both 
in the scientifi c nutrition committees of the UN and in 
governments... It can be said categorically that there are no 
religious obstacles...”
 “The greatest obstacle to progress... is an obstacle that is 
never mentioned. There can be no solution to the problems of 
world-wide malnutrition until it is overcome. That obstacle 
is in the minds of those scientifi c advisors to governments 
and the UN who still think of nutrition solely in terms of 
agriculture. The time has come when nutrition had better 
end its colonial status to agriculture. It will be better for both 
agriculture and nutrition if and when a free commonwealth 
relation is worked out between them.
 “It was one of the great scientifi c achievements of the 
fi rst half of the 20th century to work out the fundamental 
defi nition of food, to change from considering food in the 
forms in which it came to us as foodstuffs as a conveyor of 
essential nutrients” (p. 2).
 First Dr. Borsook named the essential nutrients, i.e. 
calories, nitrogen, eight amino acids, fatty acids, minerals, 
and vitamins, and then set forth what he called the 
“fundamental principles of the science of nutrition... no one 
essential nutrient can replace another;... even when a diet 
contains an abundance of all essential nutrients but one, it is, 
nevertheless, a diet which will cause disease...”
 “Another fundamental principle is that the source of 
the essential nutrient is immaterial to the body. It may come 
from the fi eld, the mine or the factory; the body cannot tell 
the difference.”
 One should eat a variety of foods. “It points up the third 
nutritional principle, that in diet there is virtue in variety.”
 As the developer of Multi-Purpose Food (MPF), he 
continued: “It doesn’t matter whether the indispensable 
[essential] amino acids we need come from animal protein or 
from an all-vegetable mixture such as legumes and cereals, 
or from vegetable foodstuffs enriched with synthetic amino 
acids, or from any kind of mixture.”
 “Minerals and vitamins, taken collectively, are cheaper 
and more convenient in the forms as they are obtained from 
the mine or synthesized than from food” (p. 3).
 On of these principles: “The science of nutrition, hand 
in hand with food technology, can make great contributions 
to the world food problem in two ways. One is in the design 
of proper mixtures of indigenous foods with prescription of 
the supplements of essential nutrients needed, and second, 
to make cheap by-products [such as oilseed meals] available 
for human food,... and to make the supplements available, 

convenient and cheap enough” (p. 3).
 As examples of the results that can be achieved by the 
application of food technology and science, Dr. Borsook 
described to the delegates of the food congress the U.S., 
Indian, and Brazilian versions of MPF plus Incaparina, a 
food mixture developed by Dr. Scrimshaw and INCAP in 
Guatemala. He also argued that similar nutritious foods could 
be developed for poorly nourished populations throughout 
the world (p. 4).
 “A prominent student of nutrition in Latin America only 
a few years ago: ‘Man, in order to live well, must always 
take a certain proportion of animal proteins in his ration... 
Vegetable proteins are almost always lacking in one or more 
of the amino acids and therefore called incomplete proteins.’
 “This teaching is quite wrong. One doesn’t have to have 
any animal proteins to be healthy. The mixture of proteins in 
most vegetables is hardly ever totally devoid of any of the 
indispensable [essential] amino acids... by mixing two or 
more vegetable foods with different relative defi ciencies the 
mixture can be nutritionally complete; and this is not diffi cult 
to do” (p. 5). Continued. Address: Prof. of Biochemistry, 
California Inst. of Technology, Research Director, Meals for 
Millions, 115 W. 7th St., Los Angeles 14, California, U.S.A.

1007. Borsook, Henry. 1959. We can at this time provide 
fairly adequate nutrition for the world. Why isn’t it being 
done? (Continued–Document part II). Presented at the 
Second Annual Inter-American Food Congress, Miami 
Beach, Florida. June 9. 9 p.
• Summary: (Continued): Offi cial agriculture likes to use 
an arable land per capita fi gure to determine the amount of 
food available in a country. When this fi gure is low, “the 
recommendation usually given is that the land usage and 
conservation must be improved to afford a diet of meat, dairy 
products, green and leafy vegetables and fruit,” which is “the 
most expensive kind of diet for the poorest people.”
 “A country’s nutritional potential should be and can 
be measured in terms of the essential nutrients in all forms 
which it grows, whether they are foods commonly eaten or 
not.”
 “Today when the crying need is for more effi cient ways 
to feed the undernourished people, to attempt to increase the 
protein intake by stepping up livestock production would be 
wasteful of original calories, very expensive, and it won’t 
work. This is what the notion of the necessity of animal 
protein leads to. The following are some estimates of the 
percentage of vegetable calories fed, recovered as calories 
in” foods of animal origin: pork 20%, milk 15%, eggs 7%, 
and beef 4%.
 “My point is that effective action can be taken now 
in poor countries on a large scale if we would think in 
terms of essential nutrients and if we are determined 
to act. It is unfortunate all around that the posture of 
offi cial agriculture has been unsympathetic to resorting to 
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chemistry and technology for some of the factors needed in 
human nutrition. You know what a long struggle it was to 
legalize margarine. Offi cial agriculture, that is political and 
bureaucratic agriculture, is concerned primarily with farmers’ 
income and not primarily with the people’s nutrition. People 
who hold to this policy–they are in the highest positions–
do not like to hear it said, for example, that the important 
nutrients in milk–protein, calcium and ribofl avin–can be 
obtained at a fraction of the cost when procured separately as 
such,” rather than from milk. When purchased as vitamins, 
one can buy “for 5¢ the vitamin A in 7 lbs. of butter, of the 
vitamin B-1 in 100 lbs. of wheat, of the vitamin C in 4 quarts 
of orange juice. Agriculture was afraid that people would 
turn away from the expensive foods–dairy products, meat, 
fresh vegetables and fruit–if they could get their essential 
nutrients more cheaply.” But people “eat for pleasure when 
they can afford to. Agriculture has nothing to fear” (p. 4-5). 
Dr. Borsook’s most biting comments came, however, when 
he focused on FAO, WHO, and UNICEF. “What about 
FAO,... What is it doing? The founders of FAO had high 
hopes. They thought they could arrange a marriage of health 
and agriculture. But soon two incompatible viewpoints 
developed. One wanted a strong food and agriculture 
organization which could take positive steps, the other 
wanted only a fact-gathering and advisory agency.” The 
latter viewpoint eventually prevailed. “But for the fi rst 
Director-General of the FAO, Lord Boyd Orr, only to advise 
was not enough. When member governments would not join 
in a plan ‘to convert human need into effective demand in 
the markets of the world,’ in a plan for action, he refused to 
stand for reelection to a second term as Director-General.
 “The FAO has a Nutrition Division. It is related to the 
nutrition divisions of two other UN agencies, the World 
Health Organization, WHO, and the agency especially 
devoted to children, UNICEF. In my opinion, the nutrition 
activities of the UN have accomplished the least” (p. 6).
 As an example, he gave a long account of how a six-
month old request for UNICEF assistance to build an MPF 
plant in the Indian State of Madras still awaited a decision 
from FAO, WHO, and UNICEF.
 “My second point is that the attitude of the FAO in this 
matter is unhappily characteristic. It is that of an elderly 
offi cial in an ancient regime bureaucracy; it is courteous 
(when not contradicted), it is slow, and it is wrong, in this 
case, terribly slow and terribly wrong.
 “I must say here that the Nutrition Division of FAO has 
done some useful work” to increase crop production, to train 
nutrition workers, and to sponsor conferences, among other 
things.
 “The FAO is handicapped because it can only advise,... 
But even if all governments were ready to act, which by 
FAO’s own admission they are not, the FAO would fail 
because its policies are solely agricultural policies, and 
the means it recommends are only those obtainable from 

agriculture and fi shery. It won’t use, it does not think of 
using, industry” (p. 7).
 “The situation calls for an international agency of a new 
kind. What is needed is a World Nutrition Agency, a WNA 
coequal with WHO (World Health Organization) and FAO 
(Food and Agriculture Organization). Its doctrine should be 
that of essential nutrients and that it doesn’t matter where 
they come from.
 “Its policy should not be restricted to advice, and then 
only when asked for by a government. Its policy should be 
action, it should fi nd out what is needed and work out ways 
and means to get better nutrition to the peoples in need 
quickly. Its policy should be that it will act with government 
offi cials when they want help.
 “When confronted with ‘the bureaucratic habit of 
obstruction, delay and timidity to stick its neck out, the new 
agency should by-pass government.” And when “confronted 
by bureaucratic scientists, it should by-pass them and turn to 
the scientists who are not bureaucrats, who, having the facts, 
want to act on them. The new agency should seek out all who 
are willing and can help:...” Lord Boyd-Orr lamented that:
 “’Governments are prepared to unite men and resources 
for a world war but the Great Powers are not prepared to 
unite to banish hunger and poverty from the world... People 
ask for bread and we give them pamphlets’” (p. 8).
 “With this suggestion for the creation of a new 
international agency, whose doctrine, policy, and tactics 
would bear a striking similarity to those of Meals for 
Millions, the father of MPF ended his bluntly worded speech 
to the Second Annual Inter-American Food Congress” 
(Roberts 1967, p. 187).
 “Predictably, given Dr. Borsook’s association with 
Meals for Millions and his espousal of MPF, the Foundation 
[MFM] soon became the target of the anger which the 
Research Director’s harsh and public criticism of FAO, 
WHO, and UNICEF inevitably aroused among UN offi cials” 
(Roberts 1967, p. 187). The next 9 pages of Roberts’ PhD 
thesis discuss the fallout from this speech, with mention 
of Fred Hafner, Dr. Richard Hayward, Dr. Sebrell, Dr. Van 
Veen, Dr. Max Miler, Mr. Louis H. Bean, Dr. Sabin, Dr. 
Donald F. Ebright. From June 1959 onwards “UNICEF have 
not shown the slightest desire to cooperate with MFM or to 
support the overseas production of MPF.” “MFM resented 
UNICEF’s refusal to publicly acknowledge the existence of 
MPF”–when they acknowledged and encouraged Saridele in 
Indonesia and Incaparina in Central America (Roberts 1967, 
p. 188-91).
 Note: A mimeograph copy of this speech is at the 
Meals for Millions archives at Special Collections at UCLA 
(Los Angeles), Collection No. 1107, Box 32, Notebook 
No. 3. Address: Prof. of Biochemistry, California Inst. of 
Technology, Research Director, Meals for Millions, 115 W. 
7th St., Los Angeles 14, California, U.S.A.
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1008. McKinney, Leonard L.; Weakley, Francis B.; Eldridge, 
Arthur C. Assignors to USDA. 1959. S-(1,2-dichlorovinyl)-
cysteine and method for its preparation. U.S. Patent 
2,890,246. June 9. 4 p. Application fi led 27 Sept. 1957. [3 
ref]
• Summary: The compound has fungicidal, algaecidal, and 
insecticide properties. Soy is mentioned only once in this 
patent.
 “Example 5: S-(dichlorovinyl)-L-cysteine was tested 
on an algaecide. A control fl ask containing 100 ml. of 
water and a second fl ask containing 100 ml. of 100 p.p.m. 
of an aqueous solution of the compound were set at room 
temperature (25-30ºC.). To each fl ask were added traces of 
urea, ammonium sulfate, glucose, fi sh food and soybean 
fl our as nutrients. Both fl asks were then inoculated with 5 ml. 
of water which was green with algae growth.
 “The two fl asks were observed over a period of 
one month. The control fl ask became green with algae 
growth within one week and remained green during the 
whole month. The second fl ask containing 100 p.p.m. of 
S-(dichlorovinyl)-L-cysteine remained colorless throughout 
the whole month demonstrating toxicity to algae.” Address: 
1-2. Peoria, Illinois; 3. Morton, Illinois.

1009. Kratzer, F.H.; Allred, J.B.; Davis, P.N.; Marshall, B.J.; 
Vohra, P. 1959. The effect of autoclaving soybean protein 
and the addition of ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid on the 
biological availability of dietary zinc for turkey poults. J. of 
Nutrition 68(2):313-22. June. [12 ref]
• Summary: Heat treatment increases the availability of zinc 
in soy protein.
 Note: A “poult” is a young fowl, especially a young 
turkey. Address: Dep. of Poultry Husbandry, Univ. of 
California, Davis.

1010. Kring, W. 1959. Sojamilch und Sojaquark: Der Mixer 
erschliesst ostasiatische Sojagerichte [Soymilk and tofu: 
The electric blender opens new opportunities for East Asian 
soybean dishes]. Ernaehrungs-Umschau 6(3):86-87. May/
June. [Ger]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Fresh soymilk for every 
household. Acidophilus-soymilk (Sojaquark). Tofu.
 Tables show: (1) Nutritional composition of soymilk 
(Sojamilch). (2) Nutritional composition of tofu (Sojaquark; 
Tofu).
 Note: This is the 2nd earliest German-language 
document seen (Dec. 2020) that uses the word Sojaquark to 
refer to tofu (one of two documents).
 Photos show: (1) Edelsoja-GmbH soybeans 
(Sojabohnen) No. 97/57. (2) From the soybean to soymilk. 
(3) An electric blender; an appliance which can be used 
to transform soaked soybeans into soymilk at home. The 
soymilk can then be made into chocolate pudding or vanilla 
sauce. (4) Soymilk with a little vinegar added as a curding 

agent. After pressing the resulting Quark does not taste sour 
at all. (5) After it is pressed in a linen sack, Sojaquark / Tofu 
is known as the meat without bones (Fleisch ohne Knochen). 
Address: PhD, Duesseldorf, West Germany.

1011. Krishnamurthy, K.; Ramakrishnan, T.N.; Ganapathy, 
S.N.; et al. 1959. The nutritive value of composite protein 
foods based on blends of groundnuts, soyabean, bengal gram 
and sesame fl ours. Annals of Biochemistry and Experimental 
Medicine (Calcutta) 19(6):139-46. June. [14 ref]
• Summary: “It is now generally recognized that protein 
malnutrition is widely prevalent among children belonging 
to the low-income groups of the population in several Asian, 
African, and Latin American countries.” Address: Central 
Food Technological Research Inst. (CFTRI), Mysore, India.

1012. Pope, L.S.; Urban, K.; Walters, L.E.; Waller, G. 
1959. Soybean meal vs. urea supplement, with and without 
trace minerals, for fattening yearling steers. Oklahoma 
Agricultural Experiment Station, Miscellaneous Publication. 
MP-55. p. 115-19. June.
• Summary: Net returns per steer supported the use of 
soybean meal. Address: Oklahoma.

1013. Soybean Digest. 1959. USDA’s service award to 
McKinney for TESOM work. [Trichloroethylene- extracted 
soybean oil meal]. June. p. 10.
• Summary: “In recognition of achievements in research 
a Superior Service Award has been conferred by the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture on Leonard L. McKinney 
of the Northern Regional Research Laboratory, one of 
the utilization and development divisions of USDA’s 
Agricultural Research Service.
 “Citation for the Peoria scientist was presented May 25 
by Secretary of Agriculture Ezra Taft Benson during special 
ceremonies in Washington, D.C.
 “Mr. McKinney, assistant director at the Northern 
Laboratory and until recently leader of its protein research 
group, received the Department’s Superior Service Award 
for developing new commercial derivatives from vegetable 
proteins and for discovering what causes toxicity to arise in 
proteins during certain types of processing. By identifying, 
isolating, and synthesizing the toxic factor, Mr. McKinney 
provided new chemical agents for medical research and 
information important for processing agricultural products.
 “The toxicity of trichloroethylene-extracted soybean 
oil meal (TESOM) has plagued soybean processors and 
livestock farmers around the world since it was fi rst observed 
in Scotland in 1912. Many research workers studied the 
problem and decided that modern technology could avoid 
whatever altered the blood-forming power of the bone 
marrow and caused hemorrhagic aplastic anemia in cattle. 
Soybean meal extracted by other means does not have the 
toxicity of TESOM.
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 “Between 1943 and 1950, 11 plants were built in the 
United States, one in Italy, and another in Japan to use 
trichloroethylene, a non-explosive solvent. High death rates 
began to occur again in herds of cattle where TESOM was 
fed.
 “In 1951, Mr. McKinney postulated the cause of 
TESOM toxicity–a theory that he and his associates fi nally 
proved by chemical synthesis of a cysteine derivative 
(DCVC) in 1957. Calves fed extremely small doses of 
DCVC developed symptoms identical to those associated 
with TESOM poisoning. After 1952 trichlorethylene was no 
longer used in the United States as a solvent to extract oil 
from soybeans.
 “In September 1958 Mr. McKinney was invited by the 
Cancer Chemotherapy Center, National Institutes of Health, 
to discuss his work with those who had recognized DCVC 
as an important lead for health studies and as a chemical 
compound that might aid in developing new anticancer 
drugs. Various medical schools reported experimental results 
with DCVC, particularly when it was used clinically in 
certain forms of leukemia. One physician commented, ‘For 
the fi rst time, we have an agent for producing controlled 
aplastic anemia in animals at will.’
 “While solving the TESOM problem, Mr. McKinney 
conducted research leading to a new product from corn. 
Water-soluble zein was in commercial production within 
a year after he described how to process this corn protein 
at the 1957 meeting of the Illinois Academy of Science. 
Mr. McKinney started research on the chemistry and uses 
of proteins in 1937 at the Department’s Regional Soybean 
Industrial Products Laboratory in Urbana.”
 A photo shows Leonard L. McKinney seated in a 
laboratory and wearing a white lab coat.

1014. Williams, Robert R.; McGanity, William J.; Combs, 
Gerald F.; Kertesz, Z.I. 1959. A nutrition survey of the 
armed forces of the Republic of Korea. J. of Nutrition 68(1 
Suppl):1-80. June. See p. 12-13. [42 ref]
• Summary: An endless variety of soups (which are thick 
like U.S. stews) are served, mostly in winter; they usually 
contain some soy products. Seaweed is a delicacy, used in 
cooking or served with soy sauce. A recent survey based 
on food disappearance, conducted by the USDA Foreign 
Agricultural Service, calculated average civilian calorie 
intake at about 2,058 per day, of which 81% comes from 
cereals, 5% from meat, fi sh, eggs, and milk, 4% from 
oilseeds, oils and fats, 4% from white and sweet potatoes, 
2% from fruits and nuts, 1.6% from vegetables and seaweed, 
and 1% from sugar (p. 8).
 The typical formula for Korean Army soup, in grams per 
man for one meal, is: Cabbage 70, soybean curd [tofu] 30, 
soybean mash [probably soybean paste, doen jang] 30, large 
white radishes [daikon, Raphanus sativus] 30, red pepper 
mash [kochu jang] 10, salt 10, onion 3, melchi (small dried 

fi sh) 2, and red pepper powder 1 (p. 9).
 The section titled “Soybeans and soybean products” (p. 
12-13) states: “Soybean products are extensively used in 
the Korean diet and by the ROK Armed Forces.” Soybean 
curd (Japanese: tofu), which is precipitated with calcium 
or magnesium salts, is used almost daily in making thick 
soups. It is also “fried in deep fat and used in a composite 
ROK Army food called ‘seasoned vegetable and bean curd’ 
containing small fi sh (12%), soy sauce (23%), bean curd 
(25%), seaweed (16%), dry radish (14%), and red pepper, 
sugar, and cottonseed oil. This latter product was observed in 
one ROK Army mess only.”
 Soybean sprouts are a favorite and very nutritious 
civilian food in Korea, but their “use in troop feeding is 
limited, presumably because of the low germination of the 
soybeans available at the time of our visit.”
 Fermented soybean sauce is a widely used and nutritious 
seasoning.
 “Seasoned soybeans are a delicacy much liked by 
Koreans and obtained by boiling soybeans in sweetened 
soybean sauce. The weight proportions used in the 
preparation are said to be cooked and roasted soybeans 70%, 
soybean sauce 25%, and sugar 5%.
 “Soybean mash [doen jang] and pepper mash [kochu 
jang] are fermented foods popular in this part of East Asia. 
Barley is cooked. allowed to cool and then treated at about 
90ºF for one day with a commercially prepared enzyme 
made from Aspergillus oryzae. [i.e., barley koji is made]. 
The barley is then milled together with cooked soybeans and 
salt, and fermented in concrete tanks for about 3 months. The 
fi nished paste-like product is rich in amino acids and protein 
and is extensively used directly and in cooking. Pepper 
mash is a similar preparation which contains in addition 
10% powdered red pepper.” Address: National Institutes of 
Health, Bethesda, Maryland.

1015. Barnes, George R., Jr. 1959. Acceptance of a soya food 
by infants. American J. of Diseases of Children 98(1):1-5. 
July. [5 ref]
• Summary: From Oct. 1955 to May 1957 an experiment 
on a new protein food for infants was conducted. This solid 
food was a soya bean preparation which is not commercially 
available; it was inexpensive to prepare, contained high 
quality protein, and was relatively non-allergenic. It was 
offered to 207 infants starting at different ages from 1 to 11 
months. 83% accepted it and 17% rejected it.
 “An infant who readily consumed at least three cans of 
the soya bean food and ate it consistently within a two-week 
period, was considered to have accepted the food. An infant 
who did not accept it readily within a period of two weeks 
was considered to have rejected the food.” Address: Dep. of 
Pediatrics, College of Medicine, State Univ. of Iowa.

1016. Chemurgic Digest. 1959. Lecithin... Natural product of 
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the soybean. July. p. 6-7.
• Summary: Central Soya’s lecithin plant is at Gibson City, 
Illinois. Discuses the functions of lecithin, its applications 
and uses in food and industrial products, and the growing use 
of RG Lecithin in human nutrition as a dietary supplement. 
Today lecithin production in the USA is approximately 
40,000,000 lb, up from less than 5,000,000 lb in 1939. The 
U.S. has become a major exporter of lecithin to Europe. A 
photo shows a bottle of RG Lecithin and many food and 
industrial products in which lecithin is used. It fi nds use as 
an anti-spattering agent in margarine. In chocolate coatings 
and confectionery products it (1) saves milling time for 
producing chocolate, (2) saves on expensive cocoa butter, 
(3) serves as an antioxidant to help prevent graying, and 
(4) reduces overall fat content. In baked goods it helps 
give consumers a fresher product and improves dough 
handling qualities. In industrial products, it is used mostly 
in protective coatings (such as paints) where it serves as an 
aid in mixing oils and dry pigments, promotes uniformity of 
colors through uniform dispersion of pigments, and keeps the 
pigments in suspension longer, thus prolonging shelf life. It 
helps wood preservatives penetrate quickly and deeply. And 
it improves printing inks by aiding color values, decreasing 
penetration of ink into the paper, and reducing the possibility 
of the ink solidifying.

1017. Fomon, Samuel J.; May, Charles D. 1959. The 
adequacy of soya bean protein in promoting nitrogen 
retention in infancy: Preliminary study. American J. of 
Diseases of Children 98(1):6-10. July. [5 ref]
• Summary: We do not know whether protein supplied from 
other sources will enable infants to thrive as well as does 
human milk. This investigation “was designed to test the 
effect of supplying a signifi cant portion of the infant’s intake 
of protein from another source while keeping the total intake 
of protein similar to that of infants reared on human milk. A 
protein food prepared from soya beans was chosen for this 
purpose.
 Four normal infants (3 boys and a girl) were the 
subjects. The experimental soya bean food was substituted 
for the other protein in suffi cient amount to supply 41% to 
45% of the total intake of nitrogen. The infants grew and 
thrived just as much on the soy + human-milk diet as on 
the diet of only human milk. Address: Dep. of Pediatrics, 
College of Medicine, State Univ. of Iowa, Iowa City.

1018. Hayashi, Uichi. 1959. Nattô ni kansuru kenkyû. III. 
[Studies on natto. III. The quality of natto in its relation to 
the time of soaking soybeans in water and to the pH value of 
it]. Hakko Kogaku Zasshi (J. of Fermentation Technology) 
37(7):276-80. July. [5 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: One of the most comprehensive studies of 
natto to date. The addition of H3PO4 (phosphoric acid, 0.05 
to 0.1%) to the soaking water of dry soybeans to be used in 

making natto seemed to increase the storage life of the natto 
yet did not affect its taste or overall quality.
 Hayashi’s data indicated that there was no change in the 
fat and fi ber contents of soybeans during a 24 hour period 
of fermentation, but that the carbohydrates [which cause 
fl atulence] almost totally disappeared. A great increase in 
water-soluble and ammonia nitrogen was reported during 
fermentation as well as during storage. The amino acid 
composition was unchanged. Boiling signifi cantly decreased 
the thiamine content of soybeans; but fermentation by 
Bacillus natto increased the thiamine content of natto to 
approximately the same level as that of the soybeans before 
boiling. The ribofl avin content of natto was much greater 
than that in soybeans. Address: Osaka Municipal Hygienic 
Laboratory, Japan.

1019. Iwashita, Seishichi. 1959. [Studies on the spoilage 
by acid increase (sampai) of miso. III. Composition of the 
volatile acids of sampai miso and normal miso]. Hakko 
Kogaku Zasshi (J. of Fermentation Technology) 37(7):264-
67. July. English-language summary on p. 25 of this issue. [3 
ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: “The compositions of the volatile acids of 
normal Miso containing 14% NaCl and Sampai Miso 
containing 7% NaCl were studied by Duclaux’s distillation 
method, and the following results were obtained.
 “(1) The chief volatile acid of normal Miso seems to be 
acetic acid.
 “(2) The volatile acid of Sampai Miso is composed of 
a mixture of several acids, one of which seems to be formic 
acid.” Address: Technical Research Lab., Asahi Chemical 
Indust. Co., Japan.

1020. Adler, L.; Pomeranz, Y. 1959. Use of lecithin in 
production of bread containing defatted soya-fl our as a 
protein supplement. J. of the Science of Food and Agriculture 
(London) 10(8):449-56. Aug. [16 ref]
• Summary: The addition of soya-fl our to wheat fl our when 
making bread substantially increases both the protein quality 
and the nutritive value of the loaf–especially when the wheat 
fl our is of a low extraction rate (i.e., typical white fl our). 
However there exists a prejudice against the use of soya-
fl our in baked goods. British bakers have found that the 
maximum amount of soya fl our that can be incorporated into 
[white] breads is about 2%.
 In Israel, bread is made by a lean formula from a weak-
medium to low protein wheat; it contains no milk, sugar or 
shortening. The addition of lecithin together with defatted 
soy fl our is shown to give good results, so long as the 
optimum level or potassium bromate is also used.
 “To secure desirable baking results with addition of 
soya-bean fl our, it is necessary to use larger quantities of 
potassium bromate than is customary. Increased amounts 
of potassium bromate improved loaf volume and internal 
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characteristics of bread.” Address: Ministry of Commerce 
and Industry Food Testing Lab., Haifa, Israel.

1021. British Vegetarian. 1959. A vegetarian research centre. 
July/Aug. p. 138-40.
• Summary: A vegetarian research laboratory is being 
established in the Science Department of Stanborough 
School, Watford, Herts., England. Seventh-Day Adventists, 
who administer the Stanborough School, are making great 
efforts to raise funds to support the research. The laboratory 
will conduct nutritional investigations, focusing particularly 
on vegetarianism. Dr. Frank Wokes has been invited by the 
school board to organize the research. A life-long vegetarian, 
he is well known for his nutritional research during the last 
18 years at the Ovaltine Research Laboratories. He has been 
a pioneer in showing the importance of vitamin B-12 in 
vegetarian diets and in improving the quality of vegetable 
protein. One outcome of this work was the development of 
a new soyamilk product, fortifi ed with vitamin B-12 and 
launched recently under the name Wanderlac by A. Wander 
Ltd., which also makes Ovaltine. “This fi rst British plantmilk 
has been used with success to replace milk in various 
allergic conditions, including the disease galactosaemia” 
[galactosemia].
 Note. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Aug. 2013) that contains the term “replace milk” in 
connection with soyamilk.
 Stanborough School provides a particularly suitable site 
for the research center, in part because it was the site, 27 
years ago, of the fi rst Experiments in Great Britain on the 
basal metabolism of vegetarians. The results were published 
in the Journal of Biological Chemistry (1932).
 A photo shows the new laboratory at Stanborough Park. 
Note: Webster’s Dictionary defi nes galactosemia (a term fi rst 
used in 1934) as “an inherited metabolic disorder in which 
galactose accumulates in the blood due to defi ciency of an 
enzyme catalyzing its conversion to glucose.”

1022. British Vegetarian. 1959. Plantmilk is here! July/Aug. 
p. 153.
• Summary: Vegetarians in Britain will be glad to know 
that “the fi rst step towards overcoming dependence on dairy 
produce has been achieved with the of ‘Wanderlac’ to the 
market, to take the place of cow’s milk.” This product is 
made by A. Wander Ltd., manufacturers of the well-known 
Ovaltine. Though it was introduced some months ago, only 
very limited quantities have been available, solely for the 
treatment of sick children, “with such marked success in 
certain cases that the medical profession has become very 
interested indeed in its remedial uses.”
 The protein in Wanderlac is derived entirely from 
soyabeans, and its amino acid pattern is said to be similar 
to that of cow’s milk. D.L.-Methionine, a limiting essential 
amino acid, and vitamin B-12 are added to increase the 

protein quality.
 A table compares the nutritional composition of 
Wanderlac (reconstituted), cow’s milk, and human milk. 
Wanderlac and cow’s milk both contain 3.3% protein, vs. 
only 1.0% in human milk. Wanderlac contains 2.6% fat vs. 
3.7% in cow’s milk and 3.8% in human milk. Appreciation 
is expressed to the Plantmilk Society, to Dr. Frank Wokes, 
and to Messrs. A. Wander Ltd. “whose concerted efforts 
have resulted in this achievement, which brings vegetarians 
another step nearer to their fi nal goal of a completely humane 
way of life.”
 Note. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (May 2015) that contains the term “Plantmilk Society.”

1023. Calder, A.F.C.; Lodge, G.A.; Blair, R. 1959. The early 
weaning of pigs. V. The inclusion of digestive enzymes and 
antibiotics in diets for pigs weaned at 6-7 lb. live weight. J. 
of Agricultural Science (Cambridge, UK) 53(1):130-35. Aug. 
[23 ref]
• Summary: “The range of foodstuffs which have [sic] 
been found suitable for inclusion in diets for very young 
pigs is quite limited and this has led workers at Iowa State 
College to believe that the enzyme system of the young pigs 
may be insuffi ciently developed to enable it to digest some 
foodstuffs which are utilized quite satisfactorily at greater 
ages.”
 The researchers were unable to obtain any improvement 
in performance when proteolytic enzyme preparations were 
added to rations containing soybean protein. Address: Rowett 
Research Inst., Bucksburn, Aberdeen [Scotland].

1024. Dees, Susan C. 1959. Allergy to cow’s milk. Pediatric 
Clinics of North America 6(3):881-900. Aug. [60* ref]
• Summary: This article begins: “The history of cow’s milk 
allergy follows and parallels the development of successful 
artifi cial feeding of infants with cow’s milk formulas. In 
the period when no adequate substitute for human breast 
milk was generally available and before preservation, 
sterilization, sanitary economical processing of cow’s milk 
were widespread practices only an occasional baby survived 
if he was deprived of his natural food. One of the great 
achievements of nineteenth and early twentieth century 
Pediatrics was the application and dissemination of newly 
discovered nutritional and bacteriologic principles to infant 
feeding. At the same time scientifi c advances in immunology 
were being applied to one after another of the human 
diseases. In the light of these discoveries it became apparent 
that an immunologic reaction might be a common basis for a 
group of heretofore seemingly unrelated disorders, so closely 
did they resemble immunologic reactions in experimental 
animals. The union of these three lines of investigation, 
namely, the perfection of substitutes for human milk, the 
mass production of these safe supplies of cow’s milk, and 
the recognition of allergic reactions in human beings, has 
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resulted in the emergence of a new clinical entity, cow’s milk 
allergy, a twentieth century disorder.”
 Soy formula was used in the treatment of allergic 
diseases. Address: M.D.

1025. Greenberg, Joseph; Taylor, D.J.; Bond, H.W.; 
Sherman, J.F. 1959. Toxicity of amine-extracted soybean 
meal. J. of Agricultural and Food Chemistry 7(8):573-76. 
Aug. [15 ref]
• Summary: Soybean meal extracted with trichloroethylene 
is toxic for cattle, sheep, chickens, and guinea pigs. Study of 
toxic factor. Describes solvent extraction using ethyl alcohol. 
Address: National Inst. of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, 
National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, maryland.

1026. Larson, Nellie G. comp. 1959. Soybeans: Some 
botanical aspects. A selected list of references, 1930-1958. 
USDA Library List No. 67. 24 p. Aug. [774 ref]
• Summary: This excellent bibliography contains two special 
features for each journal article cited: (1) The volume, issue 
number, pages, and date. (2) The National Agricultural 
Library’s call number.
 The references are listed alphabetically by author 
under the following three categories: General. Genetics and 
breeding. Physiology and biochemistry.
 The Preface states: “This bibliography contains selected 
references published in English and Japanese during the 
years 1930-1958. Titles for Japanese articles are taken in 
most cases from the English table of contents or English 
summary published in the journal itself. A few came from 
abstract journals. Whenever an English summary was 
published with the Japanese article, this fact has been 
indicated in a note following the citation.
 “The references deal primarily with the physiology, 
genetics and biochemistry of soybeans, with some material 
in the General Section on anatomy, cytology, histology, 
morphology, and nomenclature. A few citations to resistance 
of soybeans to pests and diseases will be found with the 
material on genetics and breeding.
 “Information on diseases, varietal trials, cultural and 
agronomic practices, food and feed uses, oil and protein 
chemistry, and all economic aspects has been omitted. For 
the most part, only research and scholarly publications have 
been cited. Publications of extension services, and articles in 
farm papers and other popular periodicals have been omitted.
 “The advice and guidance of Dr. Herbert W. Johnson, 
Oilseed and Industrial Crops Research Branch, Agricultural 
Research Service, in defi ning the scope of the bibliography 
and in reviewing the subject classifi cation is gratefully 
acknowledged.
 “All references except those marked with an asterisk (*) 
were examined by the compiler.
 “Call numbers following the citations are those of the 
Department of Agriculture Library. Abbreviations for the 

titles of publications cited are explained in pp. 583-614 of 
U.S. Department of Agriculture Miscellaneous Publication 
No. 765, List of Serials Currently Received in the Library 
of the United States Department of Agriculture as of July 1, 
1957. The abbreviation ‘Ref.’ in an entry indicates that the 
item contains references to literature.
 “Sources Consulted:
 “Agricultural Index, v. 5-15, 1928-1958
 “Bibliography of Agriculture, v. 1-22, 1942-1958
 “Biological Abstracts, v. 22-30, 1948-1956
 “Field Crops Abstracts, v. 1-11, 1948-1958
 “Herbage Abstracts, v. 1-18, 1931-1948
 “Japan Science Review, Biological Sciences, v. 1-7, 
1949-1956
 “Japan Science Review, Medical Sciences, v. 1-6, No. 1, 
1953-1958
 “U.S.D.A. Library card catalog, including Plant Science 
catalog.” Address: Div. of Bibliography, USDA Library.

1027. Melo, Maria de Lourdes. 1959. O emprego da soja 
na alimentaçao da criança [The use of soya as a food for 
children]. Boletim de Agricultura (Belo Horizonte, Brazil) 
8(7/8):41-46. July/Aug. [Por]
• Summary: Contents: Technique for preparing homemade 
soymilk enriched with calcium. Soymilk curds (coalhada do 
leite de soja; curded with lemon juice). Use of powdered egg 
shell to enrich soymilk with calcium. Okara farofa–”Farofa 
‘Flôr de sabugueiro (U no hana, do japonês).”
 Soymilk mush or porridge (angu). Soya paçoca. Soy 
sweet with brown sugar (Doce de soja com rapadura). 
Soynut brittle (Pé de moleque de soja; like peanut brittle). 
Soy chocolate. Salted, roasted soynuts (soja torrada 
em graos, salgadinhos). Soya acarajé (acará; a cake of 
cooked beans fried in dende-palm oil). Address: Dietista 
do Departamento Estadual da Crianca–Sec. de Saude e 
Assistencia.

1028. Tokunaga, T.; Tsuji, O.; Yasuda, K. Assignors to 
Nisshin Oil Manufacturing Company. 1959. [Extraction of 
phytosterols from soybean cake]. Japanese Patent 8528. 
Sept. 22. [Jap]*

1029. Hayashi, Uichi. 1959. Nattô no eiyô-ka ni kansuru 
jikken-teki kenkyû. I. [Experimental studies of the nutritive 
value of “natto” (a fermented soybean). I. On the quantitative 
changes of dry matter, fats, carbohydrates and nitrogen 
compounds in the manufacturing process of natto]. Kokumin 
Eisei (Japanese J. of the Nation’s Health) 28(3):568-73. 
Sept. [15 ref. Jap; eng]
Address: Osaka Municipal Hygienic Laboratory, Japan 
(Osaka Shiritsu Eisei Kenkyusho).

1030. Hayashi, Uichi. 1959. Nattô no eiyô-ka ni kansuru 
jikken-teki kenkyû. II. [Experimental studies of the nutritive 
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value of “natto” (a fermented soybean). II. On the changes of 
vitamin B-2 and B-2 amounts for natto in its manufacturing 
process]. Kokumin Eisei (Japanese J. of the Nation’s Health) 
28(3):574-79. Sept. [11 ref. Jap; eng]
Address: Osaka Municipal Hygienic Laboratory, Japan 
(Osaka Shiritsu Eisei Kenkyusho).

1031. Hayashi, Uichi. 1959. Nattô no eiyô-ka ni kansuru 
jikken-teki kenkyû. III. [Experimental studies of the 
nutritive value of “natto” (a fermented soybean). III. On the 
digestibility and the biological value of protein in natto and 
other soybean foods]. Kokumin Eisei (Japanese J. of the 
Nation’s Health) 28(3):580-87. Sept. [9 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: The protein quality of natto (70) was the 
highest, followed by boiled soybeans, then roasted soy fl our 
(kinako). Address: Osaka Municipal Hygienic Laboratory, 
Japan (Osaka Shiritsu Eisei Kenkyusho).

1032. Hayashi, Uichi. 1959. Nattô no eiyô-ka ni kansuru 
jikken-teki kenkyû. IV. [Experimental studies of the nutritive 
value of “natto” (a fermented soybean). IV. On the feeding 
experiment by natto and other soybean products]. Kokumin 
Eisei (Japanese J. of the Nation’s Health) 28(3):588-96. 
Sept. [4 ref. Jap; eng]
Address: Osaka Municipal Hygienic Laboratory, Japan 
(Osaka Shiritsu Eisei Kenkyusho).

1033. Hayashi, Uichi. 1959. Nattô-kin no shôkakan-nai ni 
okeru taido ni tsuite [On the attitude of natto bacilli in the 
digestive canal]. Kokumin Eisei (Japanese J. of the Nation’s 
Health) 28(3):597-500. Sept. [5 ref. Jap; eng]
Address: Osaka Municipal Hygienic Laboratory, Japan 
(Osaka Shiritsu Eisei Kenkyusho).

1034. Jones, Chase Breese. 1959. David Breese Jones–a 
biographical sketch (October 5, 1879–September 5, 1954). J. 
of Nutrition 69(1):9-17. Sept.
• Summary: The best and most complete biography seen 
of D.B. Jones. Facing the title page is his full-page portrait 
photo. Address: Son of D.B. Jones, Biochemical Research 
Lab., The Gillette Safety Razor Co., Boston, Massachusetts.

1035. Kratzer, F.H.; Vohra, P.; Atkinson, R.L.; Davis, 
P.N.; Marshall, B.J.; Allred, J.B. 1959. Fractionation of 
soybean oil meal for growth and antiperotic factors. I. 
Non-phospholipid nature of the factors. Poultry Science 
38(5):1049-55. Sept. [9 ref]
• Summary: Soybean oil meal is an excellent source of 
growth promoting as well as antiperotic factors for turkey 
poults, and these can be concentrated in methanol extracts of 
soybean oil meal. Address: Dep. of Poultry Husbandry, Univ. 
of California, Davis, CA.

1036. Lee, K.Y.; Lee, C.Y.; Lee, T.Y.; Kwon, K.W. 1959. 

Chemical changes during germination of soybean. II. 
Carbohydrate metabolism. Seoul University Journal, Biology 
and Agriculture Series (Seoul, Korea) 8:35-44. Sept. (Chem. 
Abst. 54:697d). [12 ref. Eng; kor]
• Summary: When soybeans germinated (sprouted), the 
oligosaccharides stachyose and raffi nose, which existed in 
the dormant seed and which contain galactose, disappeared 
rapidly. The sucrose content also decreased. A paper 
chromatogram of the sugars in a soybean hydrolysate 
(stripped of fats and free sugars) gave six spots, identifi ed as 
ribose, arabinose, fructose, glucose, galactose, and maltose. 
Fig. 8 shows postulated carbohydrate metabolism in a 
germinating soybean.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Oct. 2020) that contains the word “oligosaccharides” 
(or “oligosaccharide”). Address: Dep. of Biochemistry, 
College of Medicine.

1037. Oyenuga, V.A. 1959. Nigeria’s feeding-stuffs: Their 
chemistry and nutritive value. 2nd ed. Ibadan, Nigeria: 
Ibadan University Press. 65 p. Sept. 22 cm. First published as 
Faculty of Agriculture Technical Bulletin No. 1, March 1955. 
[74* ref]
• Summary: On page 18, the average chemical composition 
of the soya bean (% of dry matter) is given, along with 
its calculated digestible nutrients, nutritive ratio, and “V” 
correlation factor. Page 22 states that the soya bean contains 
452.42 calories per 100 gm. Pages 55-57 give a detailed 
discussion of the soyabean and its feeding value. According 
to the Nigerian Trade Report (1956) “Soyabean is being 
successfully established in Nigeria. Over 9,000 tons were 
exported in 1954 and about 10,200 tons in 1956 valued at 
over £369,000.”
 Table 8 compares the composition of soyabean grown 
in Nigeria with those grown in the USA. The Nigerian 
soyabeans contained 44.08% protein and 19.1% oil (ether 
extract), compared with 40.00% and 18.00% oil for those 
grown in the USA. Address: Senior Lecturer in Animal 
Nutrition, University College, Ibadan, Nigeria.

1038. Perkins, Harold J.; Nelson, C.D.; Gorham, Paul R. 
1959. A tissue-autoradiographic study of the translocation 
of C14-labelled sugars in the stems of young soybean plants. 
Canadian J. of Botany 37(5):871-77. Sept. [21 ref]
• Summary: “Autoradiography was used to determine the 
tissues involved in the downward translocation of carbon-14 
labelled photosynthate and of carbon-14 labelled glucose, 
fructose, or sucrose introduced into soybean plants through 
the cut petiole of a primary leaf.”
 “This comparative study has demonstrated that all 
translocation need not take place in the phloem, but some 
may take place in such tissues as pith and xylem.”
 Note: The cross section of the stem of a typical vascular 
plant (such as the soybean) has pith at the center, xylem 
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around that, phloem around that, followed by schlerenchyma, 
cortex, and epidermis (the outer layer, or bark in trees). 
Xylem and phloem are both types of transport tissue. Phloem 
is living tissue that carries organic nutrients (known as 
photosynthate), particularly sucrose, a sugar, to all parts of 
the plant where needed. Address: Div. of Applied Biology, 
National Research Council, Ottawa, Ontario.

1039. Robinson, H.E.; Mattil, K.F. 1959. Fifty years of 
progress in the technology of edible fats and oils. J. of the 
American Oil Chemists’ Society 36(9):434-36. Sept.
• Summary: Discusses the most important technological 
advances that have resulted in today’s shortenings, 
margarines, and salad oils. Perhaps the most important is 
hydrogenation of food fats, which was introduced in the 
USA in 1911 and grew at a rapid pace. “The importance of 
hydrogenation to the growth of the shortening and margarine 
industries, also to the soybean industry, can scarcely be 
exaggerated.” The major raw material in shortenings 
and margarines is now soybean oil. “It may simply be 
coincidence, but after a very slow growth in its fi rst 50 years, 
margarine increased four-fold in per-capita consumption in 
the 25 years after the fi rst hydrogenated vegetable oil product 
was introduced.
 Other important advances: Modern catalysts, continuous 
centrifugal refi ning, stabilizers (both as antioxidants and 
metal scavengers such as citric and phosphoric acids), 
deodorization, vacuum bleaching techniques (incl. 
continuous process), internal chilling machines, solvent 
extraction of oils from oil-bearing seeds, emulsifi ers (mono- 
and diglycerides), analytical methodology, use of x-rays 
techniques to analyze crystal types. Address: Swift and Co., 
Chicago, Illinois.

1040. Wokes, Frank. 1959. Vegetable diets and nutrition 
(Letter to the editor). New Scientist 6(150):595-96. Oct. 1. [1 
ref]
• Summary: “Plantmilks based on soya are being used in 
America to treat milk allergies in infants. The fi rst British 
plantmilk, Wanderlac, has just been put on the market, after 
two years’ trial on infants suffering from such allergies, 
especially galactosaemia...” (p. 596, col. 1). Address: 
Vegetarian Nutritional Research Centre, Stanborough Park, 
Watford, Herts. [England].

1041. Blain, John A.; Styles, Edward C.C. 1959. A 
lipoperoxidase factor in soya extracts. Nature (London) 
184(4693):1141. Oct. 10. Supplement. [4 ref]
• Summary: Most studies on lipoxidase have been carried 
out using soya extracts. “Lipoxidase catalyzes the oxidation 
of pentadiene fatty acids such as linoleic acid forming 
conjugated diene hydroperoxides.” The authors are interested 
in determining whether the extracts of soya bean and other 
plant materials owe some of their unsaturated-fat oxidase 

activity to the presence of hœmatins [haematins] as well as 
to lipoxidase. They test this by measuring the percentage of 
Beta-carotene destroyed by various extracts.
 The results suggest that there are two factors in soya: 
One predominating in water extracts is little affected by 
preformed diene; the other in buffer extracts is more active 
in the presence of preformed diene. The water extracts 
appear to bleach carotene mainly by concurrent oxidation 
of linoleate. The buffer extracts of soya have a pH optimum 
between 5 and 6 in the system.
 Note: Enzyme-induced off fl avors in soya milk can be 
prevented by heat inactivation of the lipoxidase enzyme. 
Address: Dep. of Food Science, The Royal College of 
Science and Technology, Glasgow [Scotland].

1042. Fomon, Samuel J. 1959. Comparative study of human 
milk and a soya bean formula in promoting growth and 
nitrogen retention by infants. Pediatrics 24:577-84. Oct. [15 
ref]
• Summary: Four infants (4-6.5 months of age) were fed a 
diet based on a full-fat soya extract, which was “made from 
full fat fl our from the whole bean.” Their mean protein intake 
was 1.7 g/kg body weight per day. All children gained as 
much weight as normal infants fed on human milk. Address: 
M.D., Dep. of Pediatrics, College of Medicine, State Univ. of 
Iowa, Iowa City.

1043. Hays, V.W.; Speer, V.C.; Hartman, P.A.; Catron, D.V. 
1959. The effect of age and supplemental amino acids on the 
utilization of milk and soya protein by the young pig. J. of 
Nutrition 69(2):179-84. Oct. [8 ref]
• Summary: A semi-purifi ed diet containing soybean 
oil meal was fed to pigs 10 days of age. A signifi cant 
improvement in weight gains and feed conversion was 
reported when 0,05 percent DL-methionine was added to 
the 20% protein diet. Address: Iowa Agricultural and Home 
Economics Exp. Station, Ames.

1044. Key, Joe L.; Galitz, Donald S. 1959. Growth inhibitor 
in immature soybean seeds and 2,4-D-sprayed soybean 
seedlings. Science 130(3385):1340-41. Nov. 13. [8 ref]
• Summary: A naturally occurring inhibitor of seed 
germination has been isolated from soybean seeds and 
seedlings by ion-exchange chromatography. Address: Dep. of 
Agronomy, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois.

1045. FAO Nutrition Meetings Report Series. 1959. Report 
of the FAO/UNICEF Regional School Feeding Seminar for 
Asia and the Far East. No. 22. 53 p. Held 10-19 Nov. 1958 at 
Tokyo, Japan. [5 soy ref]
• Summary: UNICEF stands for the United Nations 
International Children’s Emergency Fund. Appendix 3 (p. 
48-51) titled “Data on some nutritious food products that 
have been developed in Asia and the Far East,” discusses 
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Saridele, groundnut extract curd [tofu made from peanut 
milk], Indian Multipurpose Food (MPF, developed by 
CFTRI), miso, natto, and tempeh.
 “’Saridele’ is the name that has been given to a spray-
dried soybean extract combined with an extract of sesame, 
or peanut, with or without the addition of malt. Vitamins and 
calcium are added to saridele in order to make its nutritive 
value similar to that of cow’s milk or to enhance its nutritive 
value. Flavorings such as vanilla or chocolate are also used, 
which make the product highly acceptable.
 “A plant having a capacity of about 800 kg./day has 
been erected in Indonesia with the fi nancial assistance of 
UNICEF and the technical assistance of FAO. Saridele is 
manufactured from a mixture of soybeans and decorticated 
sesame in the proportion of 4:1. Malt extract from maize 
may be used to replace 50% of the cane sugar used. 
Soybean and sesame are soaked for about six hours and then 
disintegrated fi nely, together with 7 volumes of hot water. 
The slurry is stirred vigorously and then fi ltered. The fi ltered 
liquid is heated under pressure for 10 minutes at 120ºC., then 
fl ashcooled and formulated with Vitamin A, in oil solution, 
and malt, if desired. The formulated liquid is homogenized, 
concentrated in a vacuum evaporator to about 22% solids, 
then spray-dried. The powder fi nally is sifted and blended 
with fi nely ground cane sugar, and calcium carbonate, 
ribofl avin, ascorbic acid and Vitamin B12 added; the mixture 
may be fl avored with vanilla or chocolate.” A table compares 
the nutritional composition of whole dried cow’s milk and 
Saridele (based on a leafl et from Saridele Ltd., Indonesia). 
Address: FAO, Rome.

1046. Krishnamurthy, K.; Ganapathy, S.N.; Rajagopalan, 
R.; Swaminathan, M.; Subrahmanyan, V. 1959. Studies 
on the nutritive value of protein foods based on blends of 
groundnut, soyabean, bengal gram (Cicer arietinum) and 
sesame fl ours. Food Science (Mysore, India) 8(11):388-89. 
Nov. [6 ref]
• Summary: These foods as designed to combat protein 
malnutrition. Address: Central Food Technological Research 
Inst. (CFTRI), Mysore, India.

1047. Puri, B. (Miss). 1959. A comparison of the 
supplementary effects of various soybean products on the 
protein values of a poor Indian diet. Indian J. of Medical 
Research 47(6):683-91. Nov. [24 ref]
• Summary: “Since it may be considered desirable to attempt 
to popularize soybean in India, as an item of diet, it seemed 
advisable to introduce the methods of preparation (Platt, 
1956) which have stood the test of time over many centuries 
in such countries as China, Japan and Indonesia. Hence, in 
the present investigations the bean has been processed into 
ordinary boiled bean, soybean sprouts and soybean curd 
or ‘tofu, and their supplementary effects on a low-protein 
tapioca diet consumed by the cultivators of Travancore State, 

South India, have been investigated.”
 “Tofu-soybean curd which is described in Chinese 
literature as ‘meat without a bone’–has a protein of very high 
biological value. All the toxic and anti-growth substances 
are either removed or inactivated in preparing the bean curd” 
(p. 690). Address: Dep. of Human Nutrition, London School 
of Hygiene & Tropical Medicine, Univ. of London, London. 
Present address: Head, Nutrition Dep., Lady Irwin College, 
New Delhi.

1048. Shurpalekar, S.R.; Lahiry, N.L.; Chandrasekhara, 
M.R.; Swaminathan, M.; Indiramma, K.; Subrahmanyan, V. 
1959. Studies on milk substitutes of vegetable origin. I. The 
nutritive value of milk substitutes prepared from soyabean 
and groundnut. Annals of Biochemistry and Experimental 
Medicine (Calcutta) 19(11):269-74. Nov. [8 ref]
• Summary: Albino rats showed good growth with 
“soyabean milk” fortifi ed with calcium and vitamins. 
The soybean milk was stabilized by the addition of 
disodium phosphate and sodium citrate, and fortifi ed by 
the addition of calcium phosphate, vitamins A and D, and 
ribofl avin. Table 1 shows the composition of the fortifi ed 
soyabean milk, groundnut milk, 2:1 blend of soybean and 
groundnut milk, blend of vegetable and cows milks, and 
modifi ed reconstituted cow’s milk. Address: Central Food 
Technological Research Inst. (CFTRI), Mysore, India.

1049. Soybean Digest. 1959. General Mills to market MPF. 
Nov. p. 20.
• Summary: “Multi-Purpose Food, a dietary protein 
concentrate, providing a low-cost source of essential amino 
acids, vitamins and minerals, will be manufactured and 
marketed by General Mills, Inc., effective Dec. 1. This 
announcement was made jointly by Sewall D. Andrews, Jr., 
vice president and general manager of the oilseeds division 
of General Mills, Minneapolis [Minnesota], and Clifford E. 
Clinton, president of the Meals for Millions Foundation, Inc., 
of Los Angeles.
 “Multi-Purpose Food (MPF) is the widely publicized 
‘3¢ meal’ originally developed by Dr. Henry Borsook at the 
California Institute of Technology. It is a soybean product. It 
has been introduced into more than 100 countries since 1946 
by the nonprofi t Meals for Millions Foundation. Two ounces 
of MPF provide one-third of the recommended daily dietary 
allowance for protein, vitamins A, D, thiamine, ribofl avin, 
niacin, iron, calcium, phosphorus and iodine...
 “’Now,’ Clinton stated, ‘it will be possible to meet the 
ever growing demand from Americans who wish to purchase 
MPF and utilize its benefi ts...’
 “Initially, Andrews stated, MPF will be introduced to 
institutions, schools, relief agencies, camps and restaurants, 
as a stable, fortifi ed, low-cost, protein food in concentrated 
form. It will also be available to Civil Defense agencies for 
use in case of national emergency or major disasters.
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 “The arrangement entered into with General Mills 
will enable the Foundation to expand its worldwide 
educational program, using MPF as an example of how 
dietary defi ciencies, of malnourished people can be corrected 
through the application of 20th century food technology to 
abundant, available materials of great nutritional value, the 
use of which as human food is now greatly restricted.”

1050. Van Wyk, Judson J.; Arnold, M.B.; Wynn, J.; Pepper, 
F. 1959. The effects of a soybean product on thyroid function 
in humans. Pediatrics 24(5):752-60. Nov. [17 ref]
• Summary: A 10-month old infant reared from birth on 
Mull-Soy, a soy-based infant formula, developed a goiter and 
hypothyroidism, which was cured by the administration of 4 
drops of Lugol’s solution and the replacement of the soybean 
product by whole cow’s milk.
 Studies in normal adults showed that this soybean 
product did not interfere with the absorption of iodine, iodine 
uptake by the thyroid, oxidation of iodide to iodine, or the 
release of PBI-131 in most subjects. However two subjects 
who had a high plasma level of PBI-131 while receiving 
whole cow’s milk, had a signifi cant suppression in the PBI-
131 while receiving this soybean product.
 “These studies suggest that a goitrogenic agent was 
present in this particular soybean product, which interfered 
with thyroid hormone synthesis in susceptible individuals, 
and which raised the daily requirement for iodine.”
 Footnote: This work was supported in part by a grant 
from the Borden Company [makers of Mull-Soy].
 Messina states (2016, Nutrients, p. 18, #399): “Although 
several cases of goiter were attributed to the use of soy infant 
formula, this problem was eliminated in the mid-1960s with 
the advent of iodine fortifi cation of the formula.” Address: 
1. M.D., Dep. of Pediatrics and Radiology, Univ. of North 
Carolina School of Medicine, Chapel Hill, NC; and Depts. 
of Medicine, Veterans Administration Hospital; and Duke 
Medical Center, Durham, NC.

1051. Vohra, Pran; Allred, J.B.; Gupta, I.S.; Kratzer, F.H. 
1959. Fractionation of soybean oil meal for growth and 
antiperotic factors. II. Studies with genistin and soysterols. 
Poultry Science 38(6):1476-77. Nov. [10 ref]
• Summary: “Soybean oil meal is an excellent source of 
growth promoting as well as antiperotic factors for turkey 
poults, and these can be concentrated in methanol extracts of 
soybean oil meal (Kratzer et al., 1959).”
 Table 1 shows the effect of the following supplements 
on the growth and perosis of turkey poults in three different 
diets fortifi ed with different amounts of zinc: None, 
soysterols, stigmasterol acetate, Beta-sitosterol, stigmasterol 
acetate + Beta-sitosterol, genistin, and methanol extract 
of soybean oil meal. Purifi ed diets containing isolated soy 
protein (Drackett C-1) were used. Only the methanol extract 
gave a signifi cant growth response (16-21%), however it 

improved perosis only when the diet was supplemented 
with zinc. The growth promoting behavior of the methanol 
extract is associated with its acetone insoluble fraction which 
contains phospholipids, and sterols in free, fatty ester, and 
glucoside form.
 All of the diets fortifi ed with 83 parts per million of 
zinc reduced perosis signifi cantly. Note: This is the earliest 
and only document seen (April 1996) that contains the word 
“soysterols.” Address: Univ. of California, Davis, CA.

1052. Alfi n-Slater, Roslyn B.; Auerbach, S.; Aftergood, L. 
1959. Nutritional evaluation of some heated oils. J. of the 
American Oil Chemists’ Society 36(12):638-41. Dec. [11 ref]
• Summary: Soybean oil, cottonseed oil and lard were 
heated in a vacuum for either 70 or 100 minutes at 610ºF. 
and were fed to male and female rats at a level of 15% 
of their diets over a complete life span. No evidence of 
harmfulness or impaired nutrition “in any group except 
those fed the more highly polymerized soybean oil where 
a decrease in iodine value of 10% and a 100% increase in 
viscosity was associated with a slight depression in growth 
and an interference with reproductive performance in 
the female animal.” The latter problem was alleviated by 
supplementation with alpha-tocopherol (vitamin E). Address: 
Harry J. Deuel Jr. Lab., Dep. of Biochemistry & Nutrition, 
School of Medicine, Univ. of Southern California at Los 
Angeles.

1053. Collins, F.I.; Sedgwick, V.E. 1959. Fatty acid 
composition of several varieties of soybeans. J. of the 
American Oil Chemists’ Society 36(12):641-44. Dec. [10 ref]
• Summary: Fatty acid composition of soybean oil of 18 
important varieties from 43 locations of the U.S. ranged from 
about 5% to 11% in linolenic, 43% to 56% in linoleic, 15% 
to 33% in oleic, and 11% to 26% in saturated acids. Address: 
Crops Research Div., USDA ARS, Urbana, Illinois.

1054. Kamada, Hidemoto; Sakurai, Yoshito. 1959. Daizu 
seihin no chakushoku ni kansuru kenkyû. III. [Browning 
reaction of soybean products. III. Signifi cance of soybean 
water-insoluble carbohydrates in the color formation of miso 
(Abstract)]. Shokuryo Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of 
the Food Research Institute) No. 14. p. 125. Dec. [1 ref. Jap]
• Summary: Reprinted from Nosan Kako Gijutsu Kenkyu 
Kaishi (J. for the Utilization of Agricultural Products) 
5(3):99+ (1958). Address: Food Research Inst., Shiohama 
1-4-12, Koto-ku, Tokyo, Japan.

1055. Nakano, Masahiro. 1959. FAO Ajia chiiki shokuhin 
kakô kaigi ni shusseki shite [Attending the FAO Asian food 
processing conference]. Nosan Kakko Gijutsu Kenkyu Kaishi 
(J. for the Utilization of Agricultural Products) 6(6):292-302. 
Dec. [Jap]
• Summary: Discusses Korean meju and soy sauce, 
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Indonesian tempeh (tenpe), ontyom (onchom) and pongrek 
[sic, bongkrek], and Vietnamese nuoc-mam. Address: 
National Food Research Inst., Shiohama 1-4-12, Koto-ku, 
Tokyo, Japan.

1056. Taira, Harue; Ebisawa, H.; Sugimura, K.; Sakurai, 
Y. 1959. Daizu kakôhin no amino-san ni kansuru kenkyû. 
I. [Studies on amino acid contents of processed soybean. I. 
Total amino acids of soybean products (Abstract)]. Shokuryo 
Sogo Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the National Food 
Research Institute) No. 14. p. 95. Dec. [1 ref. Jap]
• Summary: Amino acid content of the following are given: 
Two soybean varieties, tofu, deep-fried tofu pouches (abura-
age), okara, dried frozen tofu, yuba, kinako, natto, and 
soymilk. Reprinted from Eiyo to Shokuryo 11(6):351 (1959). 
Address: 1-2. Food Research Inst., Shiohama 1-4-12, Koto-
ku, Tokyo, Japan.

1057. Taira, Harue; Ebisawa, Harue; Sugimura, Keiichiro; 
Sakurai, Yoshito. 1959. Daizu kakôhin no amino-san ni 
kansuru kenkyû. II. [Studies on amino acid contents of 
processed soybean. II. Transfer of amino acids during “tofu” 
processing (Abstract)]. Shokuryo Sogo Kenkyujo Kenkyu 
Hokoku (Report of the National Food Research Institute) No. 
14. p. 96. Dec. [1 ref. Jap]
• Summary: A table shows the percentage of the basic 
amino acids that are transferred from dry soybeans to boiled 
soybeans, then to fresh soy puree (gô), okara #1, okara 
#2 wash, soymilk, tofu, soybean boiling water, and yuba. 
Address: 1-2. Food Research Inst., Shiohama 1-4-12, Koto-
ku, Tokyo, Japan.

1058. Todhunter, Elizabeth Neige. 1959. The story of 
nutrition. Yearbook of Agriculture (USDA) p. 7-22. For the 
year 1959. [3 ref]
• Summary: A concise yet brilliant history of nutrition 
(with a little emphasis on the United States) by one of the 
experts in this fi eld. It begins: “This is the story of man’s 
long search for exact knowledge of the food his body needs. 
It is a story of laboratories, experiments, failures, successes, 
and discoveries. It is even more a story of men and women 
with curiosity, ideas, persistence, and a driving desire to help 
people live better.
 “It is a story of a fi ght against ignorance and 
superstitions and the strange ideas people always have had–
now, too!–about the things they eat.
 “It is an old story that could begin with the fi rst man and 
the little he knew beyond the fact that he liked to eat.
 “It is, though, primarily a story of accomplishments in 
this century–indeed, in the last few years; a story so new that 
it is far from its end.
 “Although for centuries people tried to solve some of 
their problems of what to eat and how much and why, they 
made little progress until chemistry was well developed and 

we could analyze foods and know what they are made of. 
We also had to wait until physiology became a science that 
could provide understanding of the human body and how it 
functions. We needed as well the contributions of physics, 
medicine, agriculture, and biology.
 “Because it is a ‘new’ science, then, let us begin with the 
man who has been called ‘the father of American nutrition’ 
and later go back to the men and ideas that preceded him–for 
nutrition, like every science and almost every other great 
development, has been built on things that went before.
 “Wilbur Olin Atwater was born in 1844 in Johnstown, 
New York. He attended the University of Vermont and 
Wesleyan University in Middletown, Connecticut. For his 
thesis for his doctor’s degree at Yale University in 1869 
he–for the fi rst time in this country–used modern methods 
to analyze corn fodder. He went to Europe in 1869 to study 
agricultural and physiological chemistry at the Universities 
of Leipzig and Berlin. When the fi rst experiment station in 
the United States was established at Middletown in 1875, 
he became its fi rst director. He later became director of the 
Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station at Storrs when 
it was organized in 1887.
 “His studies on the acquisition of atmospheric nitrogen 
by plants and on the composition of feeds, begun several 
years earlier, he continued as part of the work at Storrs 
during the 14 years he was director. These investigations led 
to his interest in the composition of man’s food.
 “Dr. Atwater made a series of analyses of fi sh for the 
United States Fish Commission and of the fl esh of domestic 
animals for the Smithsonian Institution between 1879 and 
1883. He conducted studies of the dietaries of people in 
Massachusetts and Canada.
 “Dr. Atwater returned to Europe in 1887. He worked 
in the laboratory in Munich where Carl Voit was doing 
outstanding work in studies of respiration–the exchange of 
gases between the blood and the tissues–and calorimetry, 
the measurement of heat, the fi rst steps toward quantitative 
knowledge of nutritional requirements.
 “Another American student who worked in Dr. Voit’s 
laboratory was Graham Lusk, who brought back with him a 
small model of a calorimeter Voit had made and later built 
others at Cornell University Medical College in New York 
City for studies with dogs and children. We shall come back 
to Dr. Voit later.
 “Dr. Atwater also returned to this country inspired to 
do further calorimetry studies at Wesleyan University. With 
his coworkers be built a calorimeter for studies on man and 
designed a bomb calorimeter for measurement of caloric 
value of foods. He made adjustment for the indigestible 
fraction in food and the incomplete oxidation of protein in 
the body and gave the values, widely used ever since, of 4, 
9, 4 Calories per gram of carbohydrate, fat, and protein in a 
mixed diet.
 “The Congress in 1894 appropriated 10 thousand dollars 
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‘to enable the Secretary of Agriculture to investigate and 
report upon the nutritive value of the various articles and 
commodities used for human food, with special suggestion 
of full, wholesome, and edible rations less wasteful and 
more economical than those in common use.’ This work 
was assigned to the Offi ce of Experiment Stations under 
Dr. Atwater, who was designated ‘chief of nutrition 
investigations.’
 “From that time forward, biochemists, nutritionists, 
home economists, and investigators in animal and poultry 
husbandry at agricultural experiment stations throughout 
the country have steadily and continuously helped build the 
newer knowledge of nutrition.
 “Headquarters for the work were established at 
Middletown, and Dr. Atwater was made chief. He and his 
colleagues investigated the diets of hundreds of persons of 
different occupations and compared the results of similar 
studies in other countries. They made many experiments 
with men on digestion and carried on special studies of the 
nutritive value of cereals, meats, vegetables, fruit, and nuts 
and the effects of cooking and other forms of preparation on 
nutritive values.
 “He and his coworkers demonstrated that the amount of 
heat–energy–a person develops during a given period is the 
amount that can be derived from the energy liberated in the 
oxidation of food materials during the period.
 “Dr. Atwater studied digestibility of food, made 
numerous dietary studies, and analyzed many foods. He 
prepared in 1896 the famous Bulletin 28 of the United States 
Department of Agriculture. It was the fi rst extensive table of 
food values ever prepared in this country.
 “Atwater sought to fi nd what was the best and most 
economical diet for man. At that time only protein and 
Calories, as supplied by fat and carbohydrate, were 
considered of importance, and such foods as green, leafy 
vegetables and fruit were regarded as expensive purchases or 
luxuries.
 “A chapter Dr. Atwater wrote for the 1894 Yearbook of 
Agriculture has meaning for us today. I quote a few sentences 
from it:...” Address: Dean, School of Home Economics, 
Univ. of Alabama, Tuscaloosa, AL.

1059. Adriaens, L. 1959. Les oléangineux du Congo belge 
[Oils of the Belgian Congo]. Brussels, Belgium: Ministère 
des Colonies. See p. 129. [4 ref. Fre]*
Address: Dr. Sc., Chef des travaux chimiques au Laboratorie 
de recherches chimiques et onialogiques du Congo belge à 
Tervuren.

1060. Borges, José Marcondes. 1959. Revisao de literatura 
relativa aos sais minerais e as vitaminas da soja e do leite de 
soja [Review of the literature on mineral salts and vitamins 
in soybeans and soybean milk]. Revista Ceres (Vicosa) 
11(61):36-47. [20 ref. Por]

Address: Engenheiro Agronomo and MSc, Professor 
Catedratico de Tecnologia de Produtos de Origem Vegetal de 
ESA da UREMG.

1061. Cheong, T.S.; Ke, S.Y.; Yoon, D.S. 1959. Studies on 
the nutritive value of natto and heated soybean products. 
Kwayon Huibo (Bulletin of the Scientifi c Research Institute, 
Korea) 4(1):41-45. *
• Summary: Fermented soy products are reported to be more 
digestible and of higher nutritive value than the raw beans.

1062. Choe, C.E.; Kim, C.H.; Song, P.S.; et al. 1959. 
[Variations of vitamin in soybean during germination. I. 
Formation of vitamin B-1 and B-2]. Kwayon Huibo (Bulletin 
of the Scientifi c Research Institute, Korea) 4(2):181-83. 
[Kor]*

1063. Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), United 
Nations. 1959. Report of the FAO CCTA technical meeting 
on legumes in agriculture and human nutrition in Africa, 
Bukavu, Belgian Congo, 1958. Rome, Italy. Nov. *

1064. Franek, Frantisek. 1959. Protease inhibitors 
from soybeans. Collection of Czechoslovak Chemical 
Communications 24. 1734. *

1065. Park, T.W.; Whang, K.S.; Lim, S.U.; et al. 1959. 
[Studies on the soybean moromi (mash). III. Studies on the 
variation of the free amino acids content in soybean moromi 
during its fermentation]. Kwayon Huibo (Bulletin of the 
Scientifi c Research Institute, Korea) 4(1):31-34. [Kor]*

1066. Yokoyama, Yoshikuni; Shigeno, Y.; Sotome, S.; 
Shimada, W.; Fukuda, K. 1959. Kôri-dôfu no kahhenka ni 
kansuru kenkyû. I. Kahhenka no kôri-dôfu-chû no shibô 
no seishitsu [Browning phenomenon of “Koridofu” (frozen 
soya-bean milk curd). I. The fat in the browned products]. 
Utsunomiya Daigaku Nogakubu Gakujutsu Hokoku (Bulletin 
of the College of Agriculture, Utsunomiya University) 
4(2):231-33. [5 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: “’Koridofu’ is a food peculiar to Japan. In 
manufacturing ‘Koridofu’, it is incidental to occur browning 
phenomenon of the products. It has been believed that a high 
iron content such as more than 2.0 ppm. in the water used in 
the factory causes this phenomenon. But we analysed both 
the normal and the browned products and found that there 
are no differences in the iron content between them. So we 
believed that iron is not the cause of this phenomenon. We 
examined the ether soluble part of the browned products, and 
found that it has the following properties;
 “(1) The fatty substance has a brown amber color and a 
fl uorescence.
 “(2) The fatty substance has a high acid value and a low 
iodine value.
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 “(3) The fatty substance has a large content of nitrogen.
 “From these points, we assumed that in the browned 
products, the fatty substances are highly polymerized and 
contain a large content of phosphatides such as lecithin, 
compared with the normal products.” Address: Utsunomiya 
Univ., Japan.

1067. Albanese, A.A. ed. 1959. Protein and amino acid 
nutrition. New York, NY: Academic Press. 604 p.
• Summary: Includes soybeans as a source of proteins and 
essential amino acids, and soybean supplement in infant 
nutrition. Address: St. Luke’s Convalescent Hospital, 
Greenwich, Connecticut.

1068. Biggers, J.D. 1959. Plant phenols possessing 
oestrogenic activity. In: J.W. Fairburn, ed. 1959. The 
Pharmacology of Plant Phenolics. New York: Academic 
Press. See p. 51. *
• Summary: Genistein, genistin, and daidzein were isolated 
from soybeans. Like all isofl avones, these compounds are 
weak estrogens.

1069. Fieser, Louis F.; Fieser, Mary. 1959. Steroids. New 
York, NY: Reinhold Publishing Corp. xvii + 945 p. Illust. 
Author index. Subject index. [300+* ref]
• Summary: This excellent study of steroids, including those 
derived from soybeans, contains some information on history 
and soybeans. Contents: Glossary. 1. Orienting survey. 2. 
Investigation of cholesterol. 3. Structures of the bile acids 
and of cholesterol. 4. Vitamin D. 5. Physical methods of 
characterization. 6. Oxidation. 7. Enes and Ols. 8. Ketones. 
9. Displacements and rearrangements. 10. Stereochemical 
correlations and conventions. 11. Sterols. 12. Methylsterols. 
13. Biosynthesis of cholesterol. 14. Bile acids and alcohols. 
15. Estrogens. 16. Androgens. 17. Progestogens. 18. Homo 
and nor steroids. 19. Adrenocortical hormones. 20. Cardiac-
active principles. 21. Sapogenins. 22. Alkaloids.
 Chapter 11 titled “Sterols” (p. 341-63) discusses: 
Cholesterol and companions. Stigmasterol. Delta-5-
Stigmastene-3Beta-ol (“Beta”-Sitosterol). Brassicasterol and 
campesterol. Stereochemistry of the side chain. Sitosterols. 
Spinasterols. Zymosterol. Minor yeast sterols. Sterols of 
algae. Sterols of marine invertebrates.
 Pages 346-47 state: “Stigmasterol. Windaus and Hauth 
(1906) isolated this phytosterol from the Calabar bean 
(Physostigma venenosum) and named it accordingly. It was 
later isolated from the sterol mixture from soybean oil, and 
this source has made stigmasterol one of the most abundant 
starting materials for the synthesis of steroid hormones. 
The nonsaponifi able fraction from soybean oil contains 
12-12% of stigmasterol and the remainder is a mixture 
of sitosterols, which are largely monounsaturated delta-5 
stenols.” “The 22,23-double bond was recognized as trans, 
like that of ergosterol, from the presence of the IR spectrum 

of a characteristic band at 10.3 μ, and this band formed 
the basis of a method of analysis (see Johnson, Grostic 
and Jensen 1957) developed at the Upjohn laboratories in 
an investigation of the isolation of stigmasterol from soy 
sterols.”
 Page 349 notes that campesterol has been isolated from 
soybean oil, wheat germ oil, and rapeseed oil derived from 
Brassica campestris.
 Page 352 states that sitosterols (in Greek sito = grain) 
are the most abundant and widely distributed of the plant 
sterols but they occur in very complex mixtures and isolation 
of pure individual components is very diffi cult.
 Page 543 states: “One of several commercial processes 
operated in Germany for the progesterone utilized the 
Butenandt-Fernholz procedure as applied to the phytosterol 
mixture from soybean oil, which consists mainly of ‘gamma’ 
-sitosterol (saturated side chain) but contains 12-25% of 
stigmasterol. The intermediate pregnenolone was converted 
directly into progesterone by Oppenauer oxidation (76% 
yield from 2.5 kg of pregnenolone).
 Pages 547-54 discuss “Hormones from Diosgenin,” 
noting that the steroid hormone industry acquired a new 
outlook with the discovery of diosgenin and the development 
of effi cient methods for its degradation. The sapogenin 
was isolated in 1936 from the root of a Japanese Dioscorea 
[glutinous yam] by Tsukamoto and Ueno. It discusses the 
pioneering work of Russell E. Marker at Pennsylvania 
State (1929), Rockefeller Institute (with Levene), move to 
Pennsylvania State College (1935) and work on sapogenins 
supported by Parke Davis and Co. Having found a way 
in 1940 of converting diosgenin to progesterone, he 
launched a series of extensive botanical collection trips 
in North American to fi nd a source of diosgenin. Results 
were published briefl y in 1943, then in detail in 1947. In 
1944 Marker broke his connections at Pennsylvania State 
College and with Parke Davis and transferred his activities 
to Mexico. “He had found an abundant source of diosgenin 
in a species of Dioscorea known in Mexico as cabeza de 
negro, and his method of degradation of the side chain 
was admirably adapted to the conversion of diosgenin into 
prenenolone. He thus saw the possibility of establishing 
a steroid hormone industry in Mexico, but Parke Davis 
failed to act on his urgent recommendation that they 
apply for foreign patents on his work and he departed for 
Mexico City. There he joined the owners of the Mexican 
Enterprise Hormona Laboratories, with whom Marker in 
1944 established the fi rm Syntex... In the fi rst year he was 
able to produce several kilograms of progesterone than 
valued at about $80 per gram. Soon afterwards, however, 
he had a falling out with his associates and left Syntex for a 
succession of other ventures... Eventually Syntex rose to a 
position of prominence in hormone production and steroid 
research.”
 “Diosgenin thus proved to be very useful as starting 
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material for the production not only of progesterone but 
also of androgenic and estrogenic hormones. Discovery by 
the Upjohn Company in 1952 of an effi cient process for 
the production of cortisone starting with progesterone gave 
fresh impetus to expansion of the production of progesterone 
from diosgenin. By this time considerable progress already 
had been made. A Dioscorea used by Mexican Indians as 
a fi sh poison and called barbascoa was recognized around 
1949 to contain as the toxic agent a disogenin glycoside 
and to afford 3-10 times as much diosgenin as cabeza de 
negro. Progesterone had been prepared and sold in kilogram 
lots but, when Upjohn sought a manufacturer capable of 
supplying the hormone in the ton quantities required for the 
production of cortisone, Syntex accepted the challenge of 
setting up the necessary production facilities and thereby 
was able to offer progesterone as an intermediate at a 
price of $0.48 per gram, well below the fi gure of $1.75 per 
gram which the substance commanded at the time as a sex 
hormone.”
 “The phytosterol route (p. 554). Diosgenin has the 
advantage over cholesterol of being a plant product and 
therefore potentially available in unlimited quantity. 
Since stigmasterol would offer the same advantage, the 
Upjohn group explored further this route to progesterone. 
Improvements in the isolation of the substance from soybean 
oil have been described (p. 346-47).
 Page 622 notes that the fi rst synthesis of cortisone 
was achieved by Sarett (1946. J. of Biological Chemistry 
162:601). The work of Percy Julian and co-workers (1951; 
The Glidden Co.) is also discussed.
 Percy Julian is mentioned on page 51, 317, 343, 557, 
622, 656, and 678.
 The glossary (p. viii–ix) lists: Trivial names and 
their full names (such as androstenedione, pregnenolene) 
plus preferred names (e.g. Cortisol, not Hydrocortisone). 
European terms: Ciba = Gesellschaft für Chemische 
Industrie, Basel. ETH = Eidgenoessische Technische 
Hochschule, Zurich (Swiss Federal Institute of Technology). 
Privatdozent = Post equivalent to that of an assistant or 
associate professor. Address: 1. Sheldon Emery Prof. of 
Organic Chemistry, Harvard Univ. [Massachusetts]; 2. 
Research Fellow in Chemistry, Harvard Univ.

1070. Fischer, Milton Harold. 1959. Part I. Graft 
polymerization and transglycosidation of polysaccharides. 
Part II. The bound carbohydrate constituents of soybean 
lecithin. Part III. The isolation of isomaltose from enzyme 
degraded starch. PhD thesis, University of Minnesota. 116 
p. Page 3246 in volume 21/11 of Dissertation Abstracts 
International. *
Address: Univ. of Minnesota.

1071. Griffi th Laboratories, Inc. 1959. The successful soy 
proteins: Promax and Isopro–70% protein. Chicago, Illinois. 

6 panels. 22 cm.
• Summary: On the cover of this brochure is a black-and-
white photo of numerous foods (incl. sliced bread, pasta, 
breakfast cereal, and hot dogs) against a dark background. 
At the bottom, in orange letters, is written: “Free of soybean 
taste!” The next two inside panels, titled “Success in soy,” 
describe the importance of soy products having a bland taste. 
“Griffi th is the fi rst to remove completely that stubborn 
soybean taste! The Griffi th process is patented: U.S. Patent 
No. 2,881,076 (April 7, 1959 [issued to Louis Sair]).” 
Behind the text is an orange line drawing of a scientist in a 
lab coat holding a test tube and a round-bottomed fl ask.
 The next two inside panels are titled “Promax and 
Isopro: Five ways outstanding in high-protein sales appeal.” 
The fi ve ways are 1. High concentration of protein: 67-70%. 
2. High lysine content. 3. Nutritional quality. 4. Bland taste. 
5. Economical. The next panel explains that “Research is the 
reason.” The panel after that shows the spray dryer used in 
the production of Promax and Isopro. A table compares the 
composition of these two products with soy fl our. The back 
panel discusses Promax in bread and other food products.
 Griffi th also has facilities at: (1) 4900 Gifford Ave., Los 
Angeles 58, California. (2) 855 Rahway Ave., Union, New 
Jersey.
 Note: The word “concentrate” does not appear in this 
booklet. Address: 1415 West 37th St., Chicago 9, Illinois.

1072. Ingram, William Prentiss, Jr. 1959. The 
physiochemical and nutritional properties of ribofl avin-
active substances in soybean-oil meal. PhD thesis in Animal 
Husbandry, North Carolina State University–Raleigh. ix + 
106 p. Page 2529 in volume 20/07 of Dissertation Abstracts 
International. [56 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Biography. Acknowledgments. List 
of tables. List of appendix tables. Introduction. Review 
of the literature: A. Observed differences in estimates of 
ribofl avin in soybean-oil meal. B. Evaluation of the principal 
methods used in ribofl avin assays: 1. The fl uorimetric and 
the microbiological assay methods The rat-growth assay 
method. a. Development of basic procedure. b. Composition 
and adequacy of reference diets. used in rat-growth assays. 
c. Equivalence of standard reference diets and test diets with 
respect to accepted nutrients. (1) Quantitative equivalence. 
(2) Availability of accepted nutrients. d. Other factors that 
may be involved in the stimulation of growth by the test 
diets. C. Summary of the literature. Experimental.
 Part I. Ribofl avin-active substances in extracts of 
soybean-oil meal.
 A. Investigation of soybean-oil meal test material and 
extracts. 1. Suitability of commercial soybean-Oil meal. 
2. Properties of extracts prepared by autoclaving soybean-
oil meal with aqueous extractants containing various 
concentrations of sulfuric acid.
 B. Fluorimetric assays of soybean-oil meal fractions for 
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ribofl avin.
 C. Procedures used in and results from rat-growth assay 
of residues and of photolyzed extracts from soybean-oil 
meal.
 1. First rat-growth assay. a. Preparation of test material. 
b. Preparation of diets. c. Design of assay. d. Results of 
assay.
 2. Second rat-growth assay. a. Preparation of test 
material. b. Preparation of diets. C. Design of assay. d. 
Results of assay.
 3. Third rat-growth assay. a. Preparation of test material. 
b. Preparation of diets. c. Design of assay. d. Results of 
assay.
 D. Summary of Part I. 1. Test materials and extracts. 2. 
Fluorimetric assay methods. 3. Rat-growth assays.
 Part II. Bound ribofl avin of soybean-oil meal A. Release 
of ‘bound’ ribofl avin from soybean-oil meal. 1. Extraction 
methods tested. a. The autoclave-trypsin extraction method. 
b. The pepsin-trypsin extraction method.
 2. Assays of soybean-oil meal extracts prepared by 
means of the autoclave-trypsin and the pepsin-trypsin 
methods. a. Procedure (1) The modifi ed fl uorimetric method. 
(2) The modifi ed microbiological method. b. Results. B. 
Ribofl avin derivatives in extracts of soybean-oil meal 
1. Identifi cation of fl uorescent materials in extracts. a. 
Procedure. b. Results.
 2. Detection, by microbiological assays, of non-
fl uorescent growth-promoting substances in extracts. a. 
Procedure. b. Results.
 3. Detection, by rat-growth assays, of ribofl avin-active 
substances in extracts and in residues. a. Rat-growth assay 
IIA.
 b. Rat-growth assay IIB.
 G. Summary of Part II.
 General Discussion.
 General Summary.
 List of References.
 Appendix A.
 Appendix B.
 List of Tables:
 1. Rat-growth assay of residue and extract prepared by 
a procedure that included autoclaving with 0.45 N sulfuric 
acid.
 2. Rat-growth assay of commercial soybean-oil meal and 
residue resulting from the extraction of commercial soybean-
oil meal by means of autoclaving with 1.35 N sulfuric acid.
 3. Rat-growth assay of two soybean-oil meal fractions; 
A. The acetone-water (1:1) soluble fraction of an 0.45 
N sulfuric acid extract of soybean-oil meal; and B. The 
acetone-water (1:1) insoluble fraction of an 0.45 N sulfuric 
extract of soybean-oil meal.
 4. Fluorimetric and microbiological assays of soybean-
oil meal extracts prepared by two methods
 5. Relative effi ciencies of the pepsin-trypsin (PT) 

method and the autoclave-trypsin (ATA) method for the 
extraction of ribofl avin from soybean-oil meal.
 6. Rat-growth assay of extract of soybean-oil meal 
obtained by means of the autoclave-trypsin method
 7. Rat-growth assay of residue and extract prepared by 
means of a procedure that involved the autoclave-trypsin 
method.
 8. Microbiological and rat-growth assays of an extract 
and a residue prepared from soybean-oil meal by a procedure 
that included the autoclave-trypsin method.
 List of Appendix Tables:
 1. Rat-growth assay of commercial soybean-oil 
meal (1954-1955). 2. The concentration of ribofl avin in 
commercial soybean-oil meal. Estimates obtained by means 
of the fl uorimetric method of Paterson (1951). and by means 
of a modifi ed fl uorimetric method.
 3. Assays of soybean-oil meal samples for ribofl avin by 
a fl uorimetric method.
 4. Ribofl avin in photolyzed and unphotolyzed extracts of 
soybean-oil meal.
 5. Assays of ribofl avin-enriched soybean-oil meal 
samples by the fl uorimetric method of Peterson (1951).
 6. Effect of solvent-sample ratio upon the extraction 
and measurement of ribofl avin added to soybean-oil meal 
samples.
 7. Fluorimetric assays of ribofl avin-enriched soybean-oil 
meal samples.
 8. Fluorimetric assays of ribofl avin-enriched soybean-oil 
meal samples
 9. First rat-growth assay of soybean-oil meal fractions.
 10. Second rat-growth assay of soybean-oil meal 
fractions.
 11. Third rat-growth assay of soybean-oil meal fractions.
 12. Fluorimetric analyses of soybean -oil meal extracts 
prepared by methods that included incubation processing 
with proteolytic enzymes.
 13. Fluorimetric analyses of extracts prepared by means 
of the pepsin-trypsin method (A), and the autoclave-trypsin 
method (B).
 14. First microbiological assay of extracts prepared by 
two methods.
 15. Second microbiological assay of extracts prepared 
by two methods.
 16. Third microbiological assay of extracts prepared by 
two methods.
 17. Fourth microbiological assay of extracts prepared 
by two methods. 18. Response of L. casei (ATCC 7469) to 
re-extracted material following paper resolution of extract 
prepared by the autoclave-trypsin method.
 19. Rat-growth assay IIA.
 20. Rat-growth assay IIB.
 21. Microbiological assay of dried extract and residue 
used in rat-growth essay II B.
 Note: William P. Ingram, Jr. was born in 1914. Address: 
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North Carolina State Univ., Raleigh.

1073. Kahn, Varda. 1959. Some aspects of fat metabolism 
in germinating soybeans. PhD thesis, University of Illinois 
at Urbana-Champaign. 121 p. Page 3036 in volume 20/08 of 
Dissertation Abstracts International. *
Address: Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.

1074. Keys, Ancel; Keys, Margaret. 1959. Eat well and stay 
well. Garden City, New York: Doubleday. 359 p. Foreword 
by Dr. Paul Dudley White. 2nd ed. 1963. [80* ref]
• Summary: Note: In 1936, Ancel Keys became a professor 
at the University of Minnesota, where he established the 
Laboratory of Physiological Hygiene. Keys directed the 
laboratory from 1939 until his retirement in 1975. After that 
he moved to Pioppi, a small village of fi shermen in southern 
Italy where he lived until 2003 (for 28 years) studying food 
habits of the locals, leading to the foundation of health 
evidence for the Mediterranean Diet.
 Ancel Keys died on 20 Nov. 2004, two months before 
his 101st birthday. Address: Univ. of Minnesota.

1075. McCollum, Elmer V. 1959. The history of nutrition. 
World Review of Nutrition and Dietetics 1:1-27. [104* ref]
• Summary: An excellent, short treatment. Address: The 
Johns Hopkins Univ., Baltimore, Maryland.

1076. Prescott, Samuel Cate; Dunn, Cecil Gordon. ed. 1959. 
Industrial microbiology. 3rd ed. Revised by Cecil Gordon 
Dunn. New York, NY: McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc. 942 p. 
Illust. Index. 23 cm.
• Summary: Chap. 41, titled “Mold enzyme preparations: 
Uses and products” (p. 666-83) discusses: Mold enzymes: 
Submerged culture method, continuous tray method 
for producing mold enzymes, rotating drum method for 
producing mold enzymes (described by Underkofl er 
et al. 1947), glucose oxidase, uses of mold enzymes 
(proteases, fungal enzymes). Some mold products: Use in 
Japan and China, soy sauce (koji from Aspergillus fl avus-
oryzae, Chinese soy sauce, preparation of the “kojies,” 
chemical soy sauce), soy sauce yeasts, tamari, miso, 
koji. The section on patents (p. 682) cites 15 patents by 
J. Takamine yet (amazingly) Takamine’s name does not 
appear in the extensive index at the end of the book–though 
he is considered by some to be the father of industrial 
microbiology.
 The amylo process and a modifi ed amylo process are 
discussed on pages 864-66. The amylo process is used 
primarily for converting starch to sugar by the use of selected 
molds (Mucor, Rhizopus), some of which have the ability to 
produce small quantities of alcohol from sugar.
 Soy is also discussed on the following pages: Soybean 
oil and meal are used in the production of vitamin B-12 
by Streptomyces olivaceus (p. 485-86). In the production 

of pentonic acids, several drops of soybean oil were used 
as an antifoam agent (p. 508). In the production of sodium 
gluconate, small amounts of soybean oil could be used as an 
antifoam agent, though they decreased the sugar utilization 
to an impractical value. (p. 594). L-Glutamic acid can be 
produced in a number of ways. One is by the hydrolysis 
of wheat gluten, soybean cake, or other protein-rich food 
material (p. 713-16). The commercial process now being 
used in Japan employs sweet potatoes as the chief raw 
material in a one-stage fermentation process with a strain of 
Micrococcus (p. 712-13).
 In the chapter on Saccharifying Agents, Takamine is 
discussed in the section on “Mold bran” (p. 844). “Takamine, 
in 1914, advocated the use of mold enzymes (from A. 
oryzae) in the distilling industry. Studies were carried out in 
distilleries in Canada using his mold-bran preparation (Taka-
koji) in place of malt to saccharify grains. Although the 
yields of alcohol obtained through the use of mold bran were 
reported to be higher than those obtained through the use of 
malt, the process was not adopted.”
 A table (p. 857) lists 19 sources of microbial amylase, 
including Taka-Diastase, made by Parke, Davis & Co., and 
Alase, made by Takamine Lab. Also in this chapter, in the 
section on submerged culture of mold amylases, a table (p. 
859) shows that soybean meal is used as a protein source 
in the production of dextrinizing enzyme by Aspergillus 
niger NRRL 337. Address: 1. Sc.D., Prof. of Industrial 
Biology (Emeritus), Former Head of the Dep. of Biology and 
Public Health and Dean of the School of Science, MIT; 2. 
Assoc. Prof. of Industrial Microbiology in the Dep. of Food 
Technology, MIT (Massachusetts).

1077. Taira, Hirokadzu; Ebisawa, H.; Sugimura, K.; Sakurai, 
Y. 1959. Daizu kakô-hin no amino-san in kansuru kenkyû. 
I. Shoshu shihan daizu seihin no zen amino-san ganryô 
[Studies on amino acid content of processed soybeans. I. 
Total amino acids of soybean products]. Eiyo to Shokuryo (J. 
of Japanese Society of Food and Nutrition) 11(6):351-54. [12 
ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: The total amino acid content of 16 kinds of 
soybean products were determined by microbiological assay 
method. These included two species of soybean, tofu, abura-
age [deep-fried tofu pouches], okara, Kori-dofu [dried-frozen 
tofu], yuba, kina-ko [kinako, roasted full-fat soy fl our], 
natto, and nyu-fu [fermented tofu]. Address: National Food 
Research Inst., Tokyo.

1078. Taira, Hirokadzu; Ebisawa, H.; Sugimura, K.; Sakurai, 
Y. 1959. Daizu kakô-hin no amino-san in kansuru kenkyû. 
II. Tôfu seizô kôtei ni okeru amino-san no suii [Studies on 
amino acid contents of processed soybeans. II. Transfer of 
amino acids during “tofu” processing]. Eiyo to Shokuryo (J. 
of Japanese Society of Food and Nutrition) 11(6):355-57. [1 
ref. Jap; eng]
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• Summary: The amino acid pattern of tofu was quite similar 
to that of the soybeans from which it was made, except that 
a signifi cant amount of tyrosine ends up in the okara, as do 
smaller amounts of methionine and tryptophan. Address: 
National Food Research Inst., Tokyo.

1079. Forbes, R.M.; Yohe, Martha. 1960. Zinc requirement 
and balance studies with the rat. J. of Nutrition 70(1):53-57. 
Jan. [17 ref]
• Summary: One of the protein sources used was “C-1 Assay 
Protein containing 30 ppm zinc (Archer-Daniels Midland 
Co., Cincinnati [Ohio]).” Address: Div. of Animal Nutrition, 
Univ. of Illinois, Urbana.

1080. Maplesden, D.C.; Harvey, J.D.; Branion, H.D. 1960. 
Nutritional muscular dystrophy in calves: I. Addition 
of dried brewer’s yeast, phosphorus and tocopherol to a 
dystrophogenic diet. Canadian Veterinary Journal 1(1):10-
19. Jan. [34 ref]
• Summary: Page 13: The basal calf diet contained 2.0% 
Alcolec S (soybean lecithin), provided by American Lecithin 
Co., Woodside, New York. Address: 1. Dep. of Medicine 
and Surgery, Ontario Veterinary College, Guelph, Ontario, 
Canada.

1081. McCay, Clive M. 1960. The struggle for better bread: 
The problem of getting clean wheat for home-made fl our. 
Number fi ve in the series Use and Abuse of Food. Natural 
Food and Farming (Atlanta, Texas) 6(8):6-7, 26, 28. Jan.
• Summary: “Under present conditions of commerce it is 
impossible for the consumer to learn about the previous 
treatment of wheat that goes into his bread.” This includes 
problems of storage and transit free from contamination by 
rodents and insects.”
 “Problem one of the next great advances of the 
protection of grain against insects will be the use of 
irradiation.” Their destruction, like the prevention of 
sprouting in potatoes, takes relatively little radiation–15,000 
Rads or less. “For some years extensive tests have been in 
progress under the leadership of the Army to make sure that 
such radiation does not make the food radioactive or create 
some chemical in the food that would lead to cancer.”
 “Certifi ed wheat: Possibly the day will come when there 
will be the production of certifi ed wheat whose whole history 
is known from the planting until it is ground into fl our. 
This would involve the storage on the farm as well as the 
conditions of the wheat and fl our in transport.”
 “Although Ithaca is only a small city of 25,000 it has 
long been the seat of many controversies over bread and 
fl our. The reason for the unusual interest is the concentration 
of trained nutrition specialists in Ithaca. There are fi ve 
nutrition laboratories at Cornell with fi fty to a hundred 
specialists studying problems of feeding animals and men. 
Ithaca is also the headquarters of the GLF, one of the largest 

feed cooperatives... At one time GLF ground and marketed a 
whole wheat fl our but had so much trouble with insects that 
this was stopped.”
 “Five miles from Ithaca is also the central training 
school and 800 acre subsistence of Jehovah Witnesses. Here 
they teach not only religious principles but also give more 
than a hundred graduates every six months some training in 
farming methods, and the making and processing of foods 
such as cheese, honey and whole grain breads.”
 “Ithaca is provided with an excellent supply of freshly 
ground whole wheat fl our largely due to the efforts of a 
public spirited citizen, S.L. Boothroyd. He is a retired 
astronomy professor and a living example that one does not 
need to be a professional biochemist to provide leadership in 
a city. He produces a large garden and grinds whole wheat 
fl our for anyone who cares to buy it in the community.
 “He has a small mill in his garage and grinds fl our fresh 
at frequent intervals. This fl our is then picked up by a small 
local baker and converted into whole wheat bread or stored 
in the frozen food cabinets of the co-op grocery until it is 
picked up by the housewife. The local baker brings his bread 
into the same co-op store so the housewife has her choice of 
either the bread or the fl our.”
 “Flour deterioration: One question that we cannot 
answer concerns the rate of deterioration of whole wheat 
fl our. We know that the fl avor of freshly ground fl our 
disappears from the whole wheat product on the grocer’s 
shelf in a warm room... We know that the germ of wheat 
becomes rancid within a few days in a warm room.”
 “We wonder of if America will ever follow the Swiss 
practice of forbidding all bleaching agents in fl our.”
 In Ithaca we not only sell several types of whole 
wheat bread but several versions of white bread which was 
developed some years ago as a high quality food for old 
people, are sold. These are sold under several trademarks 
but the distinguishing feature is that the label is unique since 
it has an open formula. In other words it tells what is in the 
bread and how much of each substance is used. We believe 
that if every housewife insisted upon open formulas for all 
the foods she buys that we would soon have better quality 
foods and better nutrition in our families.
 “The white bread formula which contains 2% wheat 
germ, 8% dry skim milk and 6% full fat soy fl our provides 
both the lecithin and the unsaturated fatty acids of soybean 
oil. It also contains vitamin E because Miss E. Hawley put 
through twelve generations of rats upon no other food than 
this bread with 10% of margarine.” Address: Ph.D., Prof. of 
Nutrition, Cornell Univ., Ithaca, New York.

1082. Nielsen, K.F.; Cuddy, T.F.; Woods, W.B. 1960. The 
infl uence of the extract of some crops and soil residues 
on germination and growth. Canadian J. of Plant Science 
40(1):188-97. Jan. [19 ref]
• Summary: The soybean was one of six crops whose seeds 
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were germinated. “Early work on the injurious effects of 
preceding crops... suggested that nutrient defi ciency may be 
important... More evidence has accumulated recently to show 
that many plants contain germination and growth inhibitors... 
and also to show that toxic compounds are produced in 
the decomposition of crop residues in the soil.” Soybean 
germination was most negatively infl uenced by alfalfa 
extract, followed by timothy extract. Address: Canada Dep. 
of Agriculture, Ottawa, Ontario.

1083. Spears, Robert G. 1960. Nature’s miracle bean. Times 
of India (The) (Bombay). Feb. 14. p. 7.
• Summary: “The author is a member of the Agricultural 
Mission at the U.S. Small Industries Exhibition now on view 
in Bombay. The Soyabean Council of America, Inc. has a 
very interesting section at this Exhibition.”
 The article begins: “The soyabean is among the most 
valuable foods known to man, because of its high protein and 
fat content.” The USA is the world’s largest producer and 
exporter of soyabeans. Most of the soybeans produced in the 
USA are yellow in color. The protein quality of the soyabean 
is higher than that of other legumes.
 “Body-building: It is well known that soyabean eaters 
[such as Japanese, Chinese, and Koreans] are of greater 
stature and have more stamina than people who subsist 
largely on rice, millet, or other grains.”
 In many countries soyabean curd [tofu] and milk 
furnish good nutrition. The soyabean can be fermented to 
yield various sauces and seasonings, pressed to yield oil for 
cooking, sprouted to furnish a fresh green vegetable that is 
rich in vitamins, only ground dry to make a fl our (soyafl our) 
that is used in baked goods and confections. During the 
early 20th century the soyabean fi rst became important and 
popular in the Western World.
 Many countries now buy U.S. soyabeans and make them 
into “their own soya foods.”
 Note: This is the earliest article or ad seen (Aug. 2010) 
in The Times of India that contains the term “soya foods.” 
Today soya bean oil is used in the manufacture of more than 
50 food products in the United States.

1084. Hydovitz, Jerrold D. 1960. Occurrence of goiter in an 
infant on a soy diet. New England J. of Medicine 262(7):351-
53. Feb. [15 ref]
• Summary: A boy, age 4½ months, had an enlarged thyroid 
gland indicating possible goiter. His skim milk formula was 
“replaced by a popular soybean formula, which served as 
the sole nutrient except for vitamins A, C and D until the 
laboratory studies here reported were completed at 6 months 
of age.” The soy formula was apparently made from soy 
fl our, but the name of the manufacturer is not given. After 
substituting whole milk for the soy formula, the thyroid 
problem gradually disappeared. Address: Univ. of Pittsburg 
School of Medicine, Pennsylvania.

1085. McNaughton, Jean W. 1960. The soya-bean–Its 
properties and nutritive values. Rural Missions No. 112. p. 8. 
Winter. [1 ref]
• Summary: As human populations increase, animal 
populations decrease increasing the need for plant proteins. 
This article focuses on soya milk. “Details of the step by 
step processing of the soya-bean in its various uses may be 
obtained from FAO, 1325 C Street S.W., Washington 25, 
DC.” Address: Regional Nutrition Offi cer, FAO, Washington, 
DC.

1086. O’Dell, B.L.; Savage, J.E. 1960. Effect of phytic 
acid on zinc availability. Proceedings of the Society for 
Experimental Biology and Medicine 103(2):304-06. Feb. [10 
ref]
• Summary: Several investigators have reported zinc in soy 
protein less available than that in animal proteins (2, 3, 4). 
Other researchers have reported that heat treatment increases 
the availability of zinc in soy protein, although we have not 
been able to confi rm this observation.
 “Phytin accounts for about 70% of the phosphorus in 
soybean meal, and during extraction of soy protein, phytic 
acid forms a complex with protein (7).” Since isolated soy 
protein has a high affi nity for zinc, it was decided to test 
whether or not a casein-phytic acid complex would decrease 
availability of zinc to the growing chick.
 The original soy protein contained 0.5% of phytic acid 
phosphorus and 0.8% of the casein-phytic acid complex.
 It was concluded that zinc in isolated soy protein is less 
available than that in casein.
 Although this experiment does not prove that the natural 
inhibitor in soy protein is phytic acid, it strongly suggests 
that phytic acid is involved in making zinc less available. 
Address: Depts. of Agricultural Chemistry & Poultry 
Husbandry, Univ. of Missouri, Columbia.

1087. Renner, Ruth; Hill, F.W. 1960. Studies of the effect 
of heat treatment on the metabolizable energy value of 
soybeans and extracted soybean fl akes for the chick (Open 
Access). J. of Nutrition 70(2):219-25. Feb. [18 ref]
• Summary: “The benefi cial effect of moist heat on the 
nutritive value of soybeans and soybean-oil meal for 
chickens, rats and other monogastric species is well 
established. A major part of the benefi cial effect is due to 
the inactivation of one or more trypsin inhibitors.” For the 
rat, the destruction of another heat-labile substance (soyin) 
is also necessary. Address: Dep. of Poultry Husbandry and 
Agric. Exp. Station, Cornell Univ., Ithaca, New York.

1088. Inagaki, Choten; Fukuba, H.; Miyakawa, T.; Iwata, S. 
1960. On the combination of protein and thiamine [in frozen 
tofu]. J. of Vitaminology (Kyoto, Japan) 6(1):43-51. March 
10. [1 ref. Eng]
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• Summary: On the disappearance of thiamine when soybean 
curd is frozen and thawed. Address: Lab. of Nutrition 
Chemistry, Ochanomizu Univ., Bunkyo-ku, Otsuka, Tokyo.

1089. Finberg, Joseph. Assignor to ERB-Tobacco Products 
Co., Inc. (Chicago, Illinois). 1960. Smoking composition. 
U.S. Patent 2,930,719. March 29. 3 p. Application fi led 14 
Oct. 1954. [6 ref]
• Summary: Soybean is used as a tobacco substitute. 
Nicotine in tobacco has been shown to be harmful to 
smokers, in part by constricting the blood vessels. Tobacco 
manufacturers have attempted to remove nicotine by 
extracting it from the tobacco or removing it from the 
smoke by means of a fi lter. But vasco constriction can be 
counteracted by addition of the vitamins niacin (nicotinic 
acid) and rutin.
 A nicotine-free smoking composition, consisting of 
vegetable fi bers and herbs (which were previously cured) has 
been found to be particularly effective. The ingredients are: 
nasturtium (40% by weight), soy fi bers (35%), sage (15%), 
and coltsfoot (10%). These can be used in a cigarette or pipe. 
Niacin and rutin can be added. Address: Chicago, Illinois.

1090. American Soybean Association. 1960. Soybean Blue 
Book. Hudson, Iowa: American Soybean Assoc. 144 p. 
Advertisers’ index. 22 cm.
• Summary: Contents: American Soybean Association. 
Japanese American Soybean Institute. National Soybean 
Processors Association. Soybean Council of America. 
Midsouth Soybean and Grain Shippers Association. Ontario 
Soya-Bean Growers’ Marketing Board. U.S. Department 
of Agriculture: Agronomic Research (ARS [Agricultural 
Research Service]), Disease Research, Entomological 
Research, Utilization Research and Development (Northern 
Utilization Division [NRRL], Eastern, Southern, Western), 
Marketing Research.
 Tables: (1) World soybean production. (2) Canadian 
soybean production. (3) Soybean production, utilization 
and value, 1936-1959 Canada. (4) Soybean crushings in 
Canada. (5) Soybean production–United States (with acreage 
and yield), 1924-1959. (6) U.S. Soybean production by 
states (1959). (7) U.S. soybean production, supply, and 
utilization (incl. exports, carryover), 1924-1959. (8) U.S. 
soybean production, acreage, and yield by state, 1924-1959. 
(9) U.S. soybeans: Inspected receipts. (10) U.S. soybeans–
supply and distribution, 1952-1959 (1,000 bushels). (11) 
U.S. Soybean oil meal and cake production, supply and 
utilization, 1924-1959 (1,000 tons). (12) Soybean oil, meal 
and cake production and stocks by states, 1955-1958. (13) 
Oilseed cake a meals, supply and distribution, Oct. 1950-59. 
Incl. soybean, cottonseed, linseed, peanut, copra, total. (14) 
Production of protein concentrates (cake and meal), 1937-
41 (avg.) to 1951-59. Incl. soybean, linseed, cottonseed, 
copra, gluten feed and meal, tankage and meat scraps, fi sh 

cake and meal, dried milk products (dried and concentrated 
skim milk, buttermilk, and whey used for animal feed), 
other milk products (fed on farms), total. Note: In 1953-
54,395,000 tons of dried milk products were fed to animals. 
(15) U.S. soy fl our production. (16) Production and exports 
of soy fl our and grits (incl. full fat, low fat, and defatted 
products, exported commercially or to military). (17) 
Production of mellorine [frozen dessert where vegetable oil 
replaces butterfat], 1953-59, by month. (18) U.S. fats and 
oils production, 1937-41 (avg.) to 1959. Incl. Butter, lard, 
edible beef fats, total edible animal fats, corn oil, cottonseed, 
edible olive oil, peanut oil, soybean oil, total edible vegetable 
oils, inedible oils. (19) Soybean oil utilization, 1931-1959 
(million lb). Incl. Foods: Margarine, shortening, other, total, 
Non-food products: Soap, paint & varnish, other drying 
oil products, miscellaneous, loss, total, total domestic 
disappearance. (20) Same as No. 19 but in percentages.
 (21) Utilization of soybean products, 1955-56 to 1958-
59. Incl. meal and oil: Livestock feed, industrial, fertilizer, 
export; from 1955 to 1959, use of soybean oil meal as a 
fertilizer was negligible, whereas 2.5 to 3.9% was exported. 
(22) Prices of U.S. soybeans, by month and season average, 
1923-1959. (23) Same as No. 22 but only for No. 1 yellow: 
Chicago, Illinois country shipping points, Minneapolis. (24) 
Same as No. 21 but soybeans for crushing, No. 2 yellow. 
(25) Value of U.S. soybean crop, 1925-59 (thousand dollars) 
in these states: Total USA, Illinois, Iowa, Indiana, Ohio, 
Missouri, Minnesota. (26) Soybean price support operations, 
1932-33 to 1959-60. Started in 1941-42 and has continued to 
the present, with a peak of $2.56 per bushel in 1953-55. (27) 
Price spread, soybeans and end products, 1945-1958. Spread 
between price received by farmers and value of products. 
(28) Prices of U.S. soybean oil meal (44% protein), 1929-
1959 by month. (29) Prices of U.S. crude soybean oil, by 
month, 1929-30 to 1959-60. (30) Imports, exports, soybeans, 
oil and meal.
 (31) Soybeans: Inspections for export, 1957-59, with 
country of destination and port of departure. (32) U.S. trade 
in soybeans, fats and oils. (33) Oil and fat exports under 
P.L. 480. Total, cottonseed oil, soybean oil, Oct. 1954 to 
Sept. 1959. Incl. country of destination, the top four being 
Turkey, Pakistan, Israel, and Egypt. (34) Imports, exports 
cake and meal, 1929-1958, incl. cottonseed, soybean, 
linseed, peanut, copra. Exports incl. country of destination. 
(33) Soybeans: Crushings and yields of oil and meal. (35) 
Bar chart: Major markets for U.S. soybeans since 1953: 
West Germany, Netherlands, Other Europe, Japan, Canada, 
Other. (36) Composition of soybean seeds, by variety, incl. 
Maturity Group No., % protein, % oil, weight of 100 seeds in 
grams. (37) Amino acids of soy protein. (38) Composition of 
Lecithin. (39) Composition of soybean oil, by variety. Incl. 
linolenic acid, linoleic acid, oleic acid, saturated acids.
 Offi cial standards for soybeans, Revised effective 
Sept. 1, 1955. Soy fl our standards, for full-fat, low-fat, and 
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defatted. Densities of various soybean products. Map of the 
USA showing the best adapted soybean varieties for each 
major soybean producing state. Directories: Processors of 
soybeans, by state, with address and names of offi cers (p. 56-
74). Canadian soybean processors (p. 74). Manufacturers of 
50% protein soybean meal (by state, p. 76). Foreign soybean 
processors, by country (p. 78-81). Refi ners of soybean oil, 
by state (p. 82-84). Manufacturers and handlers of soy foods 
(p. 86-93): Beverages, breakfast foods, canners of green 
vegetable soybeans, canners of mature soybeans, cookies, 
crackers, toasts and wafers, frozen desserts (companies 
that make vegetable oils used in frozen desserts), health 
food store & supply houses, lecithin, macaroni, spaghetti 
& noodles, margarine, meat substitutes, proteins (Griffi th 
Labs, Gunther, Worthington Foods), pudding powders 
(Brockville, Ontario, Canada), Salad and cooking oils, 
shortening, sausage binders, seasonings, soups, soybean 
oil, soybeans for cooking and sprouting, soy butter (Town 
Food Co., Riverside, California, makes “Town: soy lecithin 
spread”; Shedd-Bartush Foods, Detroit, Michigan, makes 
“Willow Run” soy spread), soy cheese [tofu], soy fl our, grits 
and fl akes, soy fl our mixes, soy milk, soy sauce, sprouts, 
vitamins, whipping agents.
 Manufacturers of industrial products employing 
soybeans (p. 94-95): Caulking compounds & fl oor tile, 
coated papers & leather dressing, fi re-fi ghting foam, 
glues, plywood & adhesives, insecticides, laminating, 
lecithin, oilcloth and coated fabrics, paints and varnishes 
(13 companies), paper sizings, wallpaper and wallboard 
coatings, resins, soaps, soybean fatty acids (8 companies), 
soybean oil. Services for the industry (p. 96-109): Analysts, 
appraisals, brokers, commission merchants & jobbers, 
consultants, engineering services, export elevators, exporters 
& importers, export warehousing and handling, farm 
management, fi eld warehousing, futures market, market 
analysis, mill construction contractors, milling service, 
miscellaneous services, oil transports, transportation.
 Equipment and supplies for the soybean industry (p. 
110-32): Aspirators, bagging equipment, belting, chains, 
conveyors, elevators, defoliants, drying and aeration 
equipment (farm driers, grain driers, meal driers), dust 
control systems & dust collectors, elevator buckets, 
fans, farm equipment, fertilizers, fumigants, fungicides, 
germinators, grain and seed cleaning and separation 
equipment, grain grading equipment & moisture testers, 
grain handling equipment, granulators, grinding & mixing 
equipment, herbicides, insecticides & pesticides, inoculants, 
laboratory equipment, man-lifts, material level indicators, 
materials handling equipment, miscellaneous equipment, 
packaging materials, pelleting machines, power transmission 
equipment, pumps, respirators, seed protectants, sifters, 
soil testing, soybean storage (elevator & processing units, 
farm units), spraying and irrigating equipment, temperature 
systems, transportation equipment, truck lifts, unloaders, 

waterproofi ng, weighing and packaging equipment.
 Soybean processing [crushing] and oil refi ning 
equipment and supplies (p. 134-42): Bleaching and fi ltering 
equipment, catalysts, complete plants [for crushing], 
continuous counter-current solvent extractors, continuous 
screw presses, degumming, deodorization, fractionation, 
hydraulic pressing equipment, hydrogenation, margarine, 
miscellaneous equipment, neutralization, shortening, solvent 
recovery, solvents, soybean seed [suppliers and private 
breeders], vegetable soybean seed.
 Advertisers’ index: Incl. Allied Mills, V.D. Anderson, 
ADM, Arkansas Grain Corp., Big 4 Cooperative Processing 
Assn., Blaw-Knox Co., Buhler Mill Engineering Co., Cargill 
Inc., Central Soya Co., Crown Iron Works Co., Dannen Mills 
Inc., Delphos Grain and Soya Products Co., Albert Dickinson 
Co., Louis Dreyfus Corp., Esso Standard Oil, Farmers 
Cooperative Assn., Farmers’ Cooperative Co., Felco Soybean 
Oil Meal Dealers, French Oil Mill Machinery Co., Funk 
Bros. Seed Co., Galesburg Soy Products Co., General Mills 
Inc., Jacob Hartz Seed Co., Inc., Honeymead Products Co., 
Huntley Mfg. Co., Illinois Soy Products Co., Iowa Milling 
Co., Iowa Soya Co., Jensen Mills, Kansas Soya Products Co, 
Inc., Spencer Kellogg & Sons, Inc., Lauhoff Soya Co., Albert 
Lea Engineering Co., North Iowa Cooperative Processing 
Assn., Penola Oil Co., Phillips Petroleum Co., Pillsbury Co., 
Port of New Orleans, Quincy Soybean Products Co., Rice 
Grain Corp., Seedburo Equipment Co. (measures oil content 
of soybeans in 10 minutes), Skelly Oil Co., A.E. Staley Mfg. 
Co., T.W. Wood & Sons (Seedsmen since 1879; Richmond, 
Virginia). Address: Hudson, Iowa.

1091. Krishnamurthy, K.; Ramakrishnan, T.N.; Rajagopalan, 
R.; Swaminathan, M.; Subrahmanyan, V. 1960. Studies 
on the nutritive value of composite protein foods based on 
blends of groundnut, soyabean and sesame fl ours. Food 
Science (Mysore, India) 9(3):86-88. March. [9 ref]
• Summary: Overall nutritive value of the protein foods 
compared with skim milk powder determined by the rat 
growth method. Address: Central Food Technological 
Research Inst. (CFTRI), Mysore, India.

1092. Ribelin, Wm. E.; Booth, A.N.; Robbins, D.J. 1960. 
Pancreatic hyperplasia in rats induced by soybean meal diets. 
Federation Proceedings (FASEB) 19(1):189. March.
• Summary: “When raw soybean meal was fed to rats for 
22 days or longer as the sole source of protein, grossly 
visible enlargement of the pancreas occurred and growth 
was inhibited... The pancreatic factor is highly labile, being 
destroyed by heating during processing of the meal, and is 
unlikely to be of general nutritional signifi cance.” Address: 
Western Regional Research Lab., Albany, California.

1093. Wasserman, R.H.; Lengemann, F.W. 1960. Further 
observations on lactose stimulation of the gastrointestinal 
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absorption of calcium and strontium in the rat. J. of Nutrition 
70(3):377-84. March. [20 ref]
• Summary: Lactose is known to stimulate gastrointestinal 
absorption of calcium. The absence of lactose in soy-based 
infant formulae may theoretically impair growth or bone 
mineralization in infants fed such formulae. Address: Lab. 
of Radiation Biology, New York State Veterinary College, 
Cornell Univ., Ithaca, New York.

1094. Dutra de Oliveira, J.E.; Oliveira, Marilda M. 1960. 
Aminoácidos essenciais na farinha de soja, no girassol e no 
lêvedo–Dosagens microbiológicas [Essential amino acids in 
soy fl our, sunfl ower seeds, and yeast]. Revista da Associacao 
Medica Brasileira (Sao Paulo) 6(2):107-12. April. Also in 
Soja: Relatorio de Trabalhos e Pesquisas. Ribeirao Preto: 
Departamento de Clinica Medica. Faculdade de Medicina. 
1972. p. 8. [14 ref. Por]
• Summary: The essential amino acid content of soya fl our, 
sunfl ower seeds, yeast extract and of a rat diet produced 
and commercialized in Brazil were determined by a 
microbiological method. Address: 1. Doctor, Seccao de 
Nutricao do Departamento de Clinica Medica da Faculdade 
de Medicina de Ribeirao Prêto, S.P., Brazil; 2. Quimica, S. 
Paulo.

1095. Gastrock, E.A.; Spadaro, J.J.; Crovetto, A.J.; Brian, R. 
1960. A report on the problem of residual solvent in solvent-
extracted meals. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 
37(4):192-95. April. [3 ref]
• Summary: A method for detecting potentially dangerous 
percentages of hexane solvent in soybean meal. Address: 
Central Soya Co, Decatur, Indiana; Southern Regional 
Research Lab., New Orleans, Louisiana.

1096. Paulsen, Twila M.; Holt, K.E.; Anderson, R.E. 1960. 
Determination of water-dispersible protein in soybean oil 
meals and fl ours. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 
37(4):165-71. April. [9 ref]
• Summary: In the early 1930s, investigations on this 
subject began in the ADM laboratories in an effort to fi nd 
a laboratory method that would measure the comparative 
fertilizer value of various type of soybean oil meals for use 
in the tobacco industry. Address: Archer-Daniels-Midland 
Company, Minneapolis, Minnesota.

1097. Shurpalekar, S.R. 1960. Studies on the preparation and 
nutritive value of spray-dried vegetable milk powder. Food 
Science (Mysore, India) 9:176-77. May.
• Summary: Gives details on the preparation and nutritive 
value of spray-dried powder obtained from a blend of 
soyabean and groundnut milks.

1098. Shepard, Thomas H.; Pyne, G.E.; Kirschvink, J.F.; 
McLean, M. 1960. Soybean goiter: Report of three cases. 

New England J. of Medicine 262(22):1099-1103. June 2. 
Abstracted in J. of the American Dietetic Assoc. 37(3):270. 
[21 ref]
• Summary: The article begins: “Although goiters associated 
with soybean feeding have been produced experimentally in 
laboratory animals [5 references] we have been able to fi nd 
only two similar reports in human beings (Rawson & Rall 
1955; Van Wyk et al. 1959). Detailed case reports are given 
of three children who developed goiters after being on a diet 
including “soybean milk.” In Case 1, a goiter developed 
in a female infant who was placed on a soybean formula 
(Mull-Soy, made by Borden Co., Pharmaceutical Div., New 
York City) at 3 months of age. At 11½ months, when cow’s 
milk was substituted, the goiter subsided. In Case 2a goiter 
developed in a female infant after she had been placed on a 
soybean formula at birth. In Case 3, a mentally retarded girl 
was placed on a soybean formula at 3 months of age because 
of eczema.
 The iodine-131 uptakes in all 3 children were high, and 
became normal when the soybean milk was discontinued. 
The goiters became much smaller or disappeared in 2 cases 
when the soybean milk was discontinued and in the other 
when iodine was added to the diet.
 Messina states (2016, Nutrients, p. 18, #400): “Although 
several cases of goiter were attributed to the use of soy infant 
formula, this problem was eliminated in the mid-1960s with 
the advent of iodine fortifi cation of the formula.” Address: 1. 
Dep. of Pediatrics, Univ. of Washington School of Medicine 
& Children’s Orthopedic Hospital, Seattle.

1099. Booth, A.N.; Bickoff, E.M.; Kohler, G.O. 1960. 
Estrogen-like activity in vegetable oils and mill by-products. 
Science 131(3416):1807-08. June 17. [9 ref]
• Summary: Estrogenic activity was reported in such 
vegetable oils as cottonseed, saffl ower, wheat germ, corn, 
linseed, peanut, olive, soybean, coconut, and refi ned or crude 
rice bran oil. Two samples of refi ned soybean oil were fed 
at the 10% level to female mice and the increase in uterine 
weight was measured. After aqueous alcoholic extraction, the 
extracted meal had no estrogenic activity. The agent causing 
the estrogenic activity is not reported.
 “The fi ndings in this report may be related to 
observations of growth stimulation in chicks fed high levels 
of certain fats.” Address: Western Utilization Research and 
Development Div., Albany, California.

1100. Guggenheim, K.; Friedmann, Naomi. 1960. Effect 
of extraction rate of fl our and of supplementation with 
soya meal on the nutritive value of bread proteins. Food 
Technology 14(6):298-300. June. [17 ref]
• Summary: It has been shown repeatedly that the nutritional 
value of wheat fl our proteins rises with the “extraction 
rate.” Note: White fl our has an extraction rate of about 72%, 
whereas wholewheat fl our is 90%. It is also well known 
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that adding soya meal [or fl our] to wheat fl our improves 
the nutritional value of its proteins. Table 1 shows detailed 
results. Address: Lab. of Nutrition, Dep. of Biochemistry, 
Hebrew Univ.–Hadassah Medical School, Jerusalem, Israel.

1101. Hayashi, Uichi. 1960. Nattô ni kansuru kenkyû. X. 
[Studies on natto. X. Manufacture of calcium-enriched 
natto]. Hakko Kogaku Zasshi (J. of Fermentation 
Technology) 38(6):255-58. [1 ref. Jap; eng]
Address: Osaka Municipal Hygienic Laboratory, Japan.

1102. Sachs, Bernard A. 1960. Effect of soybean 
phosphatides on serum lipids and lipoproteins. American J. 
of Clinical Nutrition 8(3):337-39. May/June. [7 ref]
• Summary: Discusses effect of soybean lecithin fractions 
on serum cholesterol levels in human patients. Note: This 
is the earliest document seen that mentions “lipoprotein” 
(pronounced lai-po-PRO-teen) or “lipoproteins” in 
connection with soybeans. Webster’s Dictionary defi nes 
lipoprotein (the term was fi rst used in 1909) as a conjugated 
protein that is a complex of protein and lipid. Address: 
Montefi ore Hospital, New York, NY.

1103. Shurpalekar, S.R.; Chandrasekhara, M.R.; Lahiry, 
N.L.; Swaminathan, M.; Indiramma, K.; Subrahmanyan, 
V. 1960. Studies on milk substitutes of vegetable origin. 
II. The effect of fortifi cation with DL-methionine on the 
nutritive value of spray dried powder obtained from a blend 
of soyabean and groundnut milks. Annals of Biochemistry 
and Experimental Medicine (Calcutta) 20(6):145-56. June. 
[17 ref]
• Summary: Studies done with albino rats. Address: Central 
Food Technological Research Inst. (CFTRI), Mysore, India.

1104. Yap, Bwee-Hwa. 1960. Nutritional and chemical 
studies on tempeh, an Indonesian soybean product. MS 
thesis, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York. 50 p. June. No 
index. 28 cm. [37 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Review of literature. 
Experimental: Preparation of tempeh, yield dimensions, 
determination of pH and temperature changes during the 
period of fermentation, determination of percentage of 
moisture, determination of total protein, preparation of a 
soluble fraction, determination of soluble solids, soluble 
nitrogen, reducing substances, and percentage transmittancy, 
comparison of preservation methods. Results. Discussion. 
Summary. Bibliography. Appendix.
 She thanks Dr. Van Veen for his long-standing interest 
and advice. She did her research at both the Dep. of Food 
Science and Technology, New York State Agricultural 
Experiment Station, Geneva, NY, and in the Graduate 
School of Nutrition, Cornell Univ., Ithaca, New York. At the 
experiment station a standardized method for the preparation 
of tempeh was developed and chemical analyses were 

made to determine changes that took place during tempeh 
fermentation. At the school of nutrition, the nutritive value of 
tempeh was studied on rats.
 She mentions Saridele. Taucho is a seasoning used 
in Indonesia. Mung bean sprouts are more popular than 
soy bean sprouts in Indonesia. Tempeh is thought to have 
originated on the island of Java, whence it was gradually 
introduced to the other islands of Indonesia. In Indonesia, 
tempeh is normally consumed in amounts of 100 to 200 
gm per person per meal. De Bruyn did pioneering work on 
tempeh and its derivatives (such as onchom from peanuts).
 Osborne and Mendel (1917) discovered that preheating 
raw soybean meal increases its nutritive value. Franek (1958) 
in India reported loss of basic amino acids with increases 
in autoclaving temperature. So one must fi nd the optimum 
middle point, as Liener and Fevold did in 1949.
 Everson et al. (1943) showed that germination of 
soybeans improves the nutritive value, equivalent to the 
addition of cystine or to autoclaving. Note: This does not 
mean that it is OK to eat soy sprouts raw!
 Yap acidifi ed the presoak water with lactic acid. She 
dehulled the soybeans with an electric vegetable peeler, 
grew the starter spores on bran, and did tempeh yield 
determinations at 5 points in a 22-hour fermentation. She 
also measured pH and many other variables.
 Fresh tempeh should smell like fresh bread dough. As 
soon as ammonia can be detected, the tempeh is beginning to 
deteriorate–quickly.
 She found the protein effi ciency ratio of tempeh (p. 28) 
to be 2.5, midway between that of cooked soybeans (2.3) 
and casein (2.7). But for rats, the nutritive value of tempeh is 
almost equal to that of casein. The rats ate 1.5 times as much 
tempeh as cooked soybeans, and they grew better on tempeh 
than those on plain cooked soybeans, and almost as fast as 
those on casein.
 During soaking, soybeans increased 2.17 fold in weight. 
Tempeh yield is 1.95 relative to that of soybeans. She cooked 
them for 90 minutes in acidifi ed water. Yap gathered all the 
data used in the Steinkraus (1960) report. She has graphs on 
changes during fermentation: temperature, soluble solids, 
soluble nitrogen. Address: Ithaca, New York.

1105. Food Science (Mysore, India). 1960. Soyabean 
products. 9(8):289. Aug.
• Summary: In response to a letter from a person in 
Jubbalpore, the magazine gives a table showing the 
nutritional composition of soyabeans, then gives a brief 
description of each of 3 products than can be manufacture 
from soyabean: Soyabean fl our, soyabean milk, and soyabean 
curd (“well known as ‘Tofu’ in Far Eastern countries”).

1106. Hayashi, Shizuka. 1960. Soy fl our in Tokyo school 
test. Soybean Digest. Aug. p. 30.
• Summary: “Rice has been the main staple food in Japan for 
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centuries, the number of which cannot be defi nitely counted. 
Production has been steadily increasing with an average 
annual crop of about 13 million metric tons in recent years–
somewhere near the production of soybeans in the United 
States.
 “Because of the traditional rice diet the protein intake 
of the Japanese has been small compared with western 
countries, not to mention the extremely poor intake of fat.” 
Note: Rice contains less than half as much protein as wheat. 
So rice-eating populations tend to be smaller in stature than 
wheat eaters.
 “The fact that protein is indispensable to the human 
body has been seriously considered in Japan only since the 
last World War, along with the question of shifting from 
rice eating to wheat fl our foods. The small income of the 
Japanese population does not permit them to obtain their 
protein from animal foods which are mostly very costly in 
Japan [sic, major oversimplifi cation].
 “It is now realized that soybeans are the most economic 
and ideal source of protein. As a result, the consumption of 
soybeans and soybean products is increasing.
 “The writer believes that the aim of increasing protein 
intake in the diet can be easily attained if soy fl our can be 
included in wheat fl our products such as bread and noodles 
as well as confectioneries. Various promotional activities 
with this as the goal will be included in the program of the 
Japanese American Soybean Institute in the coming fi scal 
year.
 “The total consumption of wheat fl our for the 1959-
60 fi scal year has been set at 2.4 million metric tons by the 
Japanese government. This requires an import of 2.1 million 
metric tons of wheat.
 “Wheat fl our is low in lysine, one of the eight amino 
acids, but it can be fortifi ed or enriched by blending with 
soy fl our which contains an adequate amount of lysine. If 
10% soy fl our is blended with wheat fl our this could mean 
an additional market for a little over 9 million bushels of 
soybeans.
 “The nutritional value of soy fl our is well known, and 
the value of the wheat-soy fl our mixture can easily be taught 
to the public. But whether the fl avor of the mixture will be 
acceptable is a question that needs study.
 “To study the question an experiment has just been 
carried out with 1,600 pupils in one of the Tokyo grammar 
schools. These children are each given a 100-gram piece of 
bread with their school lunches every day. At the request 
of the Japanese American Soybean Institute, the principal 
of the school agreed to try serving the children with bread 
made with wheat with defatted soy fl our added. The test 
was carried out continuously for 5 days, the fi rst 2 days with 
5% soy fl our added, and the following 3 days with 10% soy 
fl our.
 “Bread with the 5% quantity of de- fatted soy fl our 
added came out in a slightly larger sized loaf than the 

loaf containing 10% soy fl our. The bread was given to the 
children without disclosing the fact that it contained soy 
fl our.
 “In general, the result has been very satisfactory. No 
difference was observed between the way the children ate 
wheat fl our bread and bread made with wheat fl our and soy 
fl our blended.
 “There are 900,000 school children in Tokyo now on 
the school lunch program, and 10 million children in Japan. 
On the basis of 10 grams of soy fl our per child per day, 
it would require approximately 30,000 metric tons a year 
to supplement the school lunches.” Address: Managing 
Director, Japanese American Soybean Inst., Nikkatsu 
International Building, No. 1-Chome Yurakucho, Chiyoda-
Ku, Tokyo, Japan.

1107. Kay, Jacob L.; Daeschner, C.W., Jr.; Desmond, M.M. 
1960. Evaluation of infants fed soybean and evaporated 
milk formulae from birth to three months: A comparison 
of weight, length, hemoglobin, hematocrit, and plasma 
biochemical values. American J. of Diseases of Children 
100(2):264-76. Aug. [38 ref]
• Summary: “This careful study leads one to the conclusion 
that there is little difference between the nutritive value of 
these two foods with respect to the parameters studied... 
Total plasma cholesterol increased signifi cantly by the age of 
3 months in infants fed ad libitum diets, but not in infants fed 
soybean milk.”
 Supported in part by the Pharmaceutical Div. of the 
Borden Co., New York, makers of Mull-Soy, the soybean 
milk used as a milk substitute in this study. Address: Dep. of 
Pediatrics, Baylor University College of Medicine, Houston, 
Texas.

1108. Booth, A.N.; Robbins, D.J.; Ribelin, W.E.; DeEds, 
F. 1960. Effect of raw soybean meal and amino acids on 
pancreatic hypertrophy in rats. Proceedings of the Society for 
Experimental Biology and Medicine 104(4):681-83. Sept. [13 
ref]
• Summary: When raw soybean meal was fed to rats as the 
sole source of dietary protein, the adverse effects noted were 
(1) poor growth, (2) low food effi ciency, and (3) pancreatic 
hypertrophy. The later inhibits growth by upsetting the 
balance between methionine and cystine in the pancreas.
 Factors in raw soybean meal that are responsible 
for poor growth and pancreatic hypertrophy are readily 
inactivated by autoclaving the meal with live steam for 
as little as 15 minutes at atmospheric pressure. Address: 
Western Regional Research Lab., Albany, California.

1109. Joseph, Kantha M.; Narayana Rao, M.; Swaminathan, 
M.; Indiramma, K.; Subrahmanyan, V. 1960. The nutritive 
value of protein blends having amino-acid composition 
similar to that of FAO reference protein pattern. Annals of 
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Biochemistry and Experimental Medicine 20(9):243-50. 
Sept. [19 ref]
• Summary: Soya beans (contributing 10% of the protein in 
the diet) had a protein effi ciency ratio (PER) of 2.1, but soya 
beans (6%) mixed with sesame seeds (4%) had a PER of 2.4.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 2020) that contains the term “PER” (or P.E.R.) as 
an abbreviation for “protein effi ciency ratio” in connection 
with soy. Address: Central Food Technological Research 
Inst. (CFTRI), Mysore, India.

1110. Moriguchi, Shigehiro; Ishikawa, Hiroshi. 1960. Maru 
daizu to dasshi daizu no usukuchi shôyu e no iro ni tsuite. 
II. [Studies on the browning of the light-colored shoyu 
made from raw and defatted soy-beans. II. On the chemical 
antioxidation factors in soy-beans]. Hakko Kogaku Zasshi 
(J. of Fermentation Technology) 38(9):413-18. Sept. English 
summary on p. 42 of this issue. [9 ref. Jap]
• Summary: The authors reported in a previous paper that 
shoyu made from raw whole soybeans was lighter in color 
than that made from defatted soybeans. Address: Tatsuno 
Shoyu Co., Ltd., Japan.

1111. Moriguchi, Shigehiro; Ishikawa, Hiroshi. 1960. Maru 
daizu to dasshi daizu no usukuchi shôyu e no iro ni tsuite: 
III. Maru daizu-chû no butsuri-teki sanka bôshi yôin ni 
tsuite [Studies on the browning of the light-colored shoyu 
made from raw and defatted soy-beans. III. On the physical 
antioxidation factor in soy-beans]. Hakko Kogaku Zasshi (J. 
of Fermentation Technology) 38(9):418-22. Sept. English 
summary on p. 42 of this issue. [5 ref. Jap]
Address: Tatsuno Shoyu Co., Ltd., Japan.

1112. Nakayama, Osamu; Fukamachi, Chiharu; Kubo, Shoji/
Akiharu; Suruga, Sachiko; Miyanaga, Setsuko; Horiyasu, 
Shizuko; Watanabe, Tokuji. 1960. Tôfu seizô ni kansuru 
kenkyû. IV. Tôfu seizô-chû no ikô ni kansuru kenkyû. 2. 
Amino-san no [Research on tofu production. IV. Studies on 
the transformation of ingredients during tofu production. 2. 
Amino acids]. Shokuryo Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku (Report 
of the Food Research Institute) No. 14B. p. 56-57. Sept. [Jap; 
eng+]
Address: Food Research Inst., Shiohama 1-4-12, Koto-ku, 
Tokyo, Japan.

1113. North Iowa Cooperative Processing Association. 1960. 
Manufacturers of quality (Ad). Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 84.
• Summary: An illustration (line drawing) shows a 100 lb 
sack of North Iowa 44% Solvent Extracted Soybean Oil 
Meal. The nutritional composition is also shown.
 Talk with Joe Givens of Minnesota. 2005. May 19. This 
was basically a one-man show, owned and run by Glenn 
Pogeler. Address: Mason City, Iowa. Phone: Garden 3-4733.

1114. Watanabe, Toshiyuki; Aso, Kiyoshi. 1960. Shiro 
shôyu no tôsosei ni tsuite [On the sugar composition of 
Shiro Shoyu (clear soy sauce)]. Hakko Kogaku Zasshi (J. 
of Fermentation Technology) 38(9):435-40. Sept. English-
language summary on p. 43-44 of this issue. [11 ref. Jap]
Address: Dep. of Agricultural Chemistry, Faculty of 
Agriculture, Tohoku Univ., Sendai, Japan.

1115. Greer, Monte A. 1960. The signifi cance of naturally 
occurring compounds in the production of goiter in man. 
Borden’s Review of Nutrition Research 21(5):61-73. Sept/
Oct. [71* ref]
• Summary: The soybean is a goitrogenic food. Address: 
M.D., Assoc. Prof. of Medicine and Head of Div. of 
Endocrinology, Univ. of Oregon Medical School.

1116. Wheeler, Eleanor H.; Titus, M.C.; van Duyne, F.O. 
1960. Thiamine in, and palatability of soybeans. J. of the 
American Dietetic Association 37(4):357-62. Oct. [20 ref]
• Summary: The authors believe that “green, vegetable-
type soybeans could be use to increase the nutritive value 
and variety of the American diet.” The thiamine content of 
6 varieties of “green immature soybeans” was measured in 
4 different years. The mean thiamine content was about 4.3 
micrograms per gram. Freezing resulted in a loss of 10% of 
this thiamine, while home canning resulted in a loss of 76%.
 The mean thiamine content of 9 varieties of dry mature 
soybeans ranged from 11.5 to 15.8 micrograms per gram. 
Soybeans soaked for 16½ hours in a refrigerator retained 
signifi cantly more thiamine than did soybeans given a 
1-hour hot soaking treatment both after soaking and cooking. 
Soybeans cooked in a tightly covered saucepan lost 65% of 
their thiamine. Address: Dep. of Home Economics, Univ. of 
Illinois, Urbana.

1117. Cook, Charles D. 1960. Probable gastrointestinal 
reaction to soybean. New England J. of Medicine 
263(21):1076-77. Nov. 24. [8 ref]
• Summary: Describes an infant who had a severe 
gastrointestinal reaction to soy-based infant formulae, fi rst 
to Sobee (made by Mead Johnson) at the age of 11 days, and 
shortly thereafter to Mull-Soy (made by the Borden Co.). 
The infant was initially put on soybean formula because of 
an undiagnosed macular rash. It was discontinued promptly, 
then tried again at age 10 weeks, and again followed by 
explosive vomiting and diarrhea, indicating sensitivity to soy. 
Address: Asst. Prof. of Pediatrics, Harvard Medical School, 
and Dep. of Medicine, Children’s Hospital Medical Center, 
Boston, Massachusetts.

1118. Aljat, -. 1960. Food & utilization of food resources 
(Indonesia). In: Proceedings of the Fourth Pan Indian Ocean 
Science Congress. Section G. Human Ecology. See p. 65-68. 
Held 14-24 Nov. 1960 at Karachi, Pakistan.
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• Summary: Gives detailed instructions for making the 
following soybean products: tempeh (tempe, soya-cake, 
moulded), tofu (tahu, soya curd, coagulated with gypsum 
/ sakow powder), miso (taotjo), and sweet Indonesian soy 
sauce (Ketjap [perhaps ketjap manis], made with black 
soybeans). Also describes how to make onchom (ontjom) 
from peanuts, plus krupuk, and lempers. Table 1 compares 
the nutritional composition of powdered Saridele and cow’s 
milk. Table 2 compares the amino acid composition of 
various mixtures containing soy.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2012) that uses the term “sweet Indonesia soy 
sauce” to refer to what is probably kecap manis. Address: 
Nutritional Inst. Labs., Djakarta, Indonesia.

1119. Prawiranegara, Dradjat; Rawi, Ihsan el. 1960. Food 
& utilization of natural food resources (Indonesia). In: 
Proceedings of the Fourth Pan Indian Ocean Science 
Congress. Section G. Human Ecology. See p. 55-63. Held 
14-24 Nov. 1960 at Karachi, Pakistan.
• Summary: This is a relatively early publication by an 
Indonesian author on soyfoods, especially tempeh. The 
fi rst author’s name is incorrectly listed on the document as 
simply Dradjat. “Protein rich food. Soya beans: In order to 
increase the protein consumption of the people more soya 
bean should be made available, and soya products should be 
popularized and manufactured on large scale.” After praising 
the nutritional properties of soybeans, the authors continue: 
“In order to render soya protein utilizable, both destruction 
of the cell walls and heat treatment are necessary. Crushing 
the beans such as in the manufacture of soya milk and ‘tahu’ 
or the action of fungi which partly digest and break the cell 
wall such as the case with ‘tempeh’ are means of improving 
the nutritional value of soya. All these foods are heat treated 
both during the manufacture and on preparation for the 
table, and the enzyme inhibitors are destroyed. Tempeh, tahu 
[tofu], tautjo [Indonesian-style miso], ontjom, soya milk, 
etc. [are excellent foods. A meal] which gives the maximum 
biological value contains soya proteins and rice protein in the 
ratio of about 2.3. Therefore an adult who receives little or 
no animal food should get 15 or 20 gm soya protein with his 
rice. A medium size family should get 75 to 100 gm of soya 
protein. Unfortunately, soya preparations such as tempeh 
and tahu are comparatively expensive. For example 100 gm 
of soya protein in the form of tempeh costs about 5 rupiahs. 
This is why it is necessary to fi nd a simple way of using 
unprocessed soya beans. The preparations of ‘fried soya’ is 
one such way. Fried soya is simply prepared as follows. Soya 
is soaked overnight in water with a little salt added, ground 
to a paste. The stuff is pleasant smelling, and tastes good. 
It can be used in many different ways, both in adults and in 
children’s food. It costs little, compared to tempeh or tahu, 
and its nutritional value is high, specially when mixed with 
rice or corn. It is certain that the introduction of fried soya to 

the Indonesian family’s daily diet will appreciably improve 
the nutritional status of the people. Three times as much soya 
protein can be consumed for the price paid for tempeh or 
tahu. Recent work on tempeh (which is soya bean product 
subjected to the action of certain fungus) have shown that 
the product is of a higher nutritional quality than heat-
treated soya bean. Apparently the fungus growth on the soya 
favourably alters the biological value of its protein. More 
work is needed on the subject in order to fi nd out the reason 
for such improvement. It was suggested that tempeh should 
be investigated as infant food. (P. Gyorgy’s recent report to 
W.H.O. Protein Advisory Group).
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (March. 2009) uses the word “tautjo” to refer to 
Indonesian-style miso.
 “’Saridele’ is an imitation milk of vegetable origin. It 
is made from soya sesame combination. It is available as 
spray-dried powder. The composition is similar to cow milk 
powder. Animal trials have shown that the protein of the 
product is somewhat inferior to cow milk, but the biological 
value improves considerably when mixed with rice. Trials 
with infants showed that Saridele is well tolerated by older 
infants and it is a valuable addition to the diet after the age 
of 6 months. In case of emergency, when no cow milk is 
available, saridele may be used as food for infants over 4 
months of age (will be published by Children Dep. Medical 
School, Univ. Indonesia).” A table lists gives the nutritional 
composition of soybeans, tempeh, tofu, fi sh fl our, fresh 
cassava leaf, and dry cassava leaf. Address: 1. M.D., M.P.H., 
Director, National Nutrition Inst., Dep. of Health, Djakarta; 
2. FAO Food Chemist.

1120. Rice, E.E.; Poling, C.E.; Mone, P.E.; Warner, W.D. 
1960. A nutritive evaluation of over-heated fats. J. of the 
American Oil Chemists’ Society 37(11):607-13. Nov. [31 ref]
• Summary: This study shows that the nutritional value 
of fats is not damaged by present-day food preparation. 
Soybean oil is included in the study. Address: Research Labs, 
Swift & Co., Chicago, Illinois.

1121. Birk, Yehudith; Applebaum, Shalom W. 1960. Effect 
of soybean trypsin inhibitors on the development and 
midgut proteolytic activity of Tribolium casteneum larvae. 
Enzymologia 22(5):318-26. Dec. 31. [10 ref]
• Summary: The rust red fl our beetle, Tribolium castaneum 
Herbst. is well known as a pest of stored grain. Mickel & 
Standish (1946) reported the impairment of development of 
this insect on soybean meal (SBM).
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2008) that contains the term “trypsin inhibitors” 
(plural). Address: Faculty of Agriculture, Hebrew Univ., 
Rehovoth, Israel.

1122. Arnould, Francis. 1960. La vie et l’oeuvre du Dr. 
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Berczeller et le soja alimentaire [The life and works of Dr. 
Berczeller and soyfoods]. Revue d’Histoire de la Medecine 
Hebraique 13(4):153-68. Dec. [Fre]
• Summary: Note: This is the best biography seen of Dr. L. 
Berczeller. It is also the earliest French-language document 
seen that uses the term “le soja alimentaire” in the title to 
mean “soyfoods.”
 Contents: 1. Introduction: Dr. Berczeller. Our 
relationship with Dr. Berczeller. His diffi culties. His place of 
burial. The divisions of this paper. Remarks.
 II. Soya as a food: The composition of soya. Nutritional 
problems in using soya. The Berczeller process. Related 
technical questions. Matters of medical interest. Cuisine. 
Practical advantages.
 III. The big questions and projects: The problem of 
protein nutrition worldwide. Statistical and econometric 
studies. The International Laboratory for Nutrition. New 
protein foods.
 IV. The life of Dr. Berczeller: Documents and testimony. 
Chronological resume. Dr. Berczeller in France. The attitude 
of C.N.R.S. (Centre Nationale de la Recherche Scientifi que = 
National Center for Scientifi c Research). The Quakers. At the 
Maison de Santé in Saint-Maurice.
 V. Dr. Berczeller’s character / personality: A remarkable 
personality. Curiosity. His publications. Biometrics. The 
general organization of the sciences. International affairs. His 
Jewish origins and his former wife, Mme. Selma Berczeller. 
In Great Britain. His rights in Germany. Collaborators and 
friends.
 Dr. Laszlo Berczeller, a Hungarian biochemist and 
physician, of Jewish origin, was born in Budapest in about 
1885. He died at the Maison de Santé Nationale de Saint-
Maurice, near Paris, in 1955 [Nov. 14]. In 1922 Berczeller 
discovered a physico-chemical process for treating the 
soybean (Haricot de Soja) which permitted the introduction 
of this legume, very rich in high-quality protein, into the 
foods of the western world. He dedicated his entire life to 
this great question and he must be considered as one of the 
principal scientifi c founders–perhaps the main founder–of 
the soyfoods industry (de l’industrie du soja alimentaire). 
He was also a pioneer in the statistical and quantitative study 
of the agricultural and food economy of various countries. 
He wanted to treat the problem of world protein shortages 
scientifi cally, and in its fullness.
 In 1932 Dr. Berczeller asked us [the author] to present 
his works to various scientifi c organizations. One of the 
principal objectives of the development of food uses of the 
soybean would be the introduction of 5% soy fl our into the 
bread of the French army. Since that time we have kept in 
close touch with him. In 1939-40 we studied with him the 
questions about soy for the CNRS (Centre Nationale de 
la Recherche Scientifi que) [a very prestigious and serious 
organization in France] and the military commissariat 
(Intendance Militaire). In 1945 we took up these questions 

again. We are familiar only with those activities of Dr. 
Berczeller’s which pertained to France, so we have been able 
to give only a partial account of his life. Hopefully this will 
inspire others to write the complete story of his life.
 Dr. Berczeller encountered many human diffi culties in 
his work of developing soy fl our. He had to undergo very 
severe battles for his patents, being victorious before 1934 in 
Central Europe and in Germany. But he lost his rights to this 
process in Great Britain, the Netherlands, and the USA. At 
that point his name and his scientifi c titles were practically 
smothered by his industrial adversaries who, by now, had 
become very powerful. He died completely unknown. He 
received a temporary burial at the cemetery of Saint-Maurice 
near Paris until 17 November 1960. The author is working 
to get him a decent place of burial by contacting people 
worldwide. That is one purpose of this article.
 II. Soya as a food: The light toxicity of soybeans has 
been the main cause of the numerous setbacks suffered 
by soyfoods in Europe, for example in the British army in 
1917. In 1922 Dr. Berczeller discovered a physico-chemical 
process, based on the action of steam and temperature, which 
resolved in one stroke all of the diffi culties: toxicity, fl avor, 
taste, digestibility, stability / storage life, etc. He perfected 
this process in the following year up until 1936.
 The author then lists 11 European (British, Austrian, 
French) and U.S. patents concerning soybeans issued to 
Berczeller from 1921 to 1932. We have cited each separately.
 Worn out by sterile fi ghts over patents, he did not 
publish his later discoveries [for improving soy fl our 
processing] but kept them secret.
 He studied and resolved a number of technical problems 
connected with soy fl our production: Special milling 
techniques, nutritional studies, studies on the psychology 
of fl avor, utilization of by-products, and non-food uses of 
soy proteins (especially adhesives). He launched factories 
for the production of this fl our in Hungary, Germany, the 
Netherlands, Great Britain, etc.
 He was interest in medical uses of soy fl our, which he 
found to be excellent for growing infants, and diabetics. Prof. 
Gounelle of Val-de-Grace showed in 1944 that 1 kg of soy 
fl our will cause an undernourished person to gain about 1 kg 
in weight. These medical advantages were known for a long 
time but because of the diffi culties in using soya as food, 
they were not carefully studied until Berczeller’s soy fl our 
became available.
 For ‘Kwashiorkor,” the modern name for symptoms 
and syndromes of undernutrition in warm climates / tropical 
countries he had a direct and complete remedy: use of the 
soybean and soyfoods. Berczeller understood this as early as 
1932, and perhaps even before that.
 For soya to be used rapidly and on a large scale, it must 
be included directly in commonly used foods. Berczeller 
studied methodically European foods adapted to soy fl our. 
With the help of specialists he developed recipes for many 
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food items and dishes. Most of these recipes could be made 
into industrial / commercial food products such as bread, 
biscuits, macaroni, chocolate, pastries, tidbits, sausages, 
soups, sauces, mustard, etc.
 His sales and marketing organization in Berlin, “Edel 
Soja” (Noble Soya) was supplying such products as early 
as 1932 and perhaps even before. Their excellent quality 
was recognized by all. The American food industry 
supplied them in large quantities, and since World War 
II, worldwide. Continued. Address: Former student of the 
Ecole Polytechnique, Engineer of Roads and Bridges, retired 
(Ingénieur des Ponts et Chaussées, E.R.).

1123. Arnould, Francis. 1960. La vie et l’oeuvre du Dr. 
Berczeller et le soja alimentaire [The life and works of Dr. 
Berczeller and soyfoods (Continued–Document part II)]. 
Revue d’Histoire de la Medecine Hebraique 13(4):153-68. 
Dec. [Fre]
• Summary: Continued from page 159: Soy fl our has 
numerous practical advantages. It adds stability and shelf life 
to breads. Containing very little water, it is lightweight and 
easy to transport. It is extremely versatile, for use in many 
foods and dishes. It also has special uses, in war provisions 
and relief foods for refugees. Because of its light weight and 
nutritional density, it was used as a foodstuff by German 
skydivers / parachutists.
 III. The big questions and projects: Berczeller was 
interested in the problem of world protein shortages. 
Germany had long had a serious defi ciency of protein and 
fat, which could be corrected by soy. Germany imported 
about 1 million tons of soybeans before the war, and these 
soybeans were largely treated by the Berczeller process–
which was a triumph. Russia experienced grave famines 
in about 1926, as well as at other times. So Russia turned 
to the soybean and cultivated it on large expanses of land. 
Dr. Berczeller traveled to Russia in about 1927 to create a 
modern soya industry there. North Africa and black Africa 
suffer from undernutrition and protein malnutrition. Soybean 
cultivation and a soyfoods industry would offer a solution to 
the problems of the entire continent.
 In 1936 the Maharaja of Baroda [Maharaja Sayajirao 
Gaekwad III] understood well India’s protein problem and 
had a book published on soya by Indian physicians. But 
they ignored the decisive progress made by Berczeller, so 
they were not able to develop utilization of soya that was 
properly treated. Berczeller was thinking as early as 1932 
that introducing the food use of soya to India would be the 
main human goal of his life.
 Even before 1932 Dr. Berczeller saw–at an early 
date–the great question of world protein supply and 
undernutrition. He studied the problem of the balance of 
nutrition and food in Germany scientifi cally. In 1932, Dr. 
Berczeller met F. Arnould because he took interest in the 
general econometric studies done by F. Arnould; this became 

the basis of their relationship [thus F. Arnould seems to have 
been an economist]. Thus Dr. Berczeller was a pioneer or 
precursor in the fi eld of agricultural and food econometrics.
 He was very interested in various international 
organizations. He foresaw the need for an organization 
or international laboratory for the study of nutrition and 
food. From 1932 he told us that he would like to donate his 
fortune–which was very large–to such an organization.
 His ideas and goals were a perfect match with those 
of existing organizations, the International Institute of 
Agriculture (Rome) before 1939, and the Food and 
Agriculture Organization [FAO] after World War II. 
Particular circumstances–and perhaps even occult 
occurrences–impeded the development of his works under 
this normal framework. He was interested in new protein 
sources, such as yeasts, and in the synthesis of amino acids 
and even poly-peptides.
 IV. The life of Dr. Berczeller: Documents and personal 
accounts (p. 161):
 We know directly about only one part of his life and 
work–just the general and broad events, and only a fraction 
of the details.
 We would like to gather the documents, accounts, 
opinions,–and even critiques–from the many people who 
knew him. By indicating specifi c events from his very active 
life, we hope to make it easier to search for complementary 
elements and encourage those who knew him to add what 
they know.
 First, we will fi rst sum up these events in chronological 
order.
 Chronological summary: Dr. Berczeller told us that he 
got the idea to study soybeans (le soja) in 1912 following a 
soy dinner (dîner au soja) at the Japanese embassy in Berlin.
 He was indisposed, with a headache. The slight toxicity 
of the soybean struck him as a very important question.
 He already specialized in nutrition, and during the war 
of 1914-18, had served as an expert to the Austro-Hungarian 
government. However, he had studied many other subjects 
with the Austro-Hungarian scientifi c general staff.
 Around 1918-1920, he worked in the laboratory of Dr. 
Wassermann studying blood proteins.
 It was around 1921-1922 that he invented his soybean-
processing process. He received help from the laboratories 
at Skoda Works in Czechoslovakia (today’s Czech Republic 
and Slovakia).
 In about 1924, Winston Churchill published articles in 
favor of soyfoods (soja alimentaire) in The Times. A soy 
dinner was held by the British Empire League in London, 
with Mr. Churchill in attendance.
 In 1926, Dr. Berczeller went to Russia to organize the 
soybean industry; there he was named Honorary General of 
the Red Army (Général honoraire de l’Armée Rouge). He 
returned to Russia in 1930.
 In Germany, his patents were used by Hansa Muehle, a 
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large oil mill in Hamburg. His products based on soy fl our-
based (à base de farine de soja) were sold by the Edel Soja 
company in Berlin.
 In England, soy fl our was produced by the Soyolk 
company in Rickmansworth, near London. However, a 
legal battle (procès) ensued between the company and Dr. 
Berczeller. He lost this lawsuit around 1930.
 A soy fl our factory was also built in Holland.
 Dr. Berczeller fi rst proposed introducing soy fl our 
into the human diet to the French government as early as 
1929. We repeated these proposals at the Quai d’Orsay 
[headquarters of the French government] in 1932 in the 
company of Dr. Berczeller.
 To promote the introduction of soy fl our into the diets 
of large organized groups of people, and armies in particular, 
Berczeller went to see the highest offi cials, including Joseph 
Stalin, Benito Mussolini, Miss Dorothy Thompson, and 
President Franklin D. Roosevelt’s secretary [Marguerite 
LeHand].
 From 1929 to 1939, Dr. Berczeller traveled extensively 
in Europe to study nutrition on site: in Romania, Bulgaria, 
Yugoslavia, Italy, Portugal, etc. He often stayed in Great 
Britain, where he studied the countries of the British Empire.
 Dr. Berczeller in France: In 1932, Dr. Berczeller 
asked us to present his work on soybeans in France, but 
the agricultural situation was not conducive to using his 
developments. France was in the midst of an agricultural 
overproduction crisis, with too much wheat, too much meat, 
too much milk, etc.
 Lieutenant-Colonel Bruère, head of the Laboratory of 
Substances Supply Offi ces (Laboratoire des Substances de 
l’Intendance) saw that this was an important proposition, but 
said to us, “You will not be successful now, but keep this fi le 
and reopen it when the war breaks out.” His prediction was 
fulfi lled. In October 1939, we asked the applied National 
Center for Scientifi c Research (Centre National de la 
Recherche Scientifi que, CNRS) to invite Dr. Berczeller to 
come to France. He arrived in Paris via Geneva, with an 
introduction from the secretary general of the League of 
Nations, Mr. Aveline [sic, probably Joseph Avenol].
 We worked in Toulouse in 1939-1940 for a soybean-
growing program in the south of France, while Dr. Berczeller 
studied the introduction of soybeans into army nutrition in 
Paris, at the CNRS.
 However, in June 1940, the defeat [of France by 
Germany] interrupted our work. Dr. Berczeller retreated to 
Toulouse.
 After the Armistice, soy fl our could have been of great 
use in France to feed children. We could have had some 
shipped from the United States, but this was impeded by 
human and political complications.
 Dr. Berczeller left for Marseilles, and we lost touch with 
him. But we found him again in Paris, after the Liberation 
[spring 1945]. We then tried to have soy fl our shipped from 

the United States in 1945, to feed the deported persons 
returning from the German camps. Unbelievable blunders 
made by state offi cials thwarted our efforts. Many Liberty 
Ships loaded with soybeans came to France, but people did 
not know how to process these products. In the end, they 
were fed to pigs.
 The attitude of CNRS: Dr. Berczeller met with all 
kinds of diffi culties in France after the Liberation. Ruined, 
unappreciated, poorly received, old and ill, he eventually 
lost his stability and was no longer able to conduct his very 
complex and delicate affairs and studies.
 He was hospitalized at Lariboisière Hospital (Hôpital 
Lariboisière), and then sent to various psychiatric hospitals.
 The CNRS played a serious role in Dr. Berczeller’s 
unfortunate demise, through its misunderstanding and the 
false information it disseminated. A whole book could be 
written about Dr. Berczeller’s misadventures in the French 
scientifi c community.
 The Quakers: In July 1940, we presented Dr. Berczeller 
to the Quaker Aid Service, which had a branch in Toulouse.
 With them, we were to study the importation of soyfoods 
(aliments au soja) for children, which were produced in 
America.
 Dr. Berczeller remained in contact with them, and the 
Quakers helped him a great deal. They sent for conclusive 
information from America that supported his position. 
They went to the Presidency of the Council (Présidence du 
Conseil) in France to ask for justice, but without success.
 At the Saint-Maurice Mental Home (Maison de Santé 
de Saint-Maurice): In 1952, Professor Veznar from Zurich 
was able to obtain a place for Berczeller in the Saint-
Maurice National Mental Home. The head doctor of this 
establishment, Professor H. Baruk, was very devoted to his 
care. But he could not halt the progression of an already very 
advanced heart disease. Dr. Berczeller died in Saint-Maurice 
on 14 November 1955.
 Note: Translated by Elise Kruidenier, Seattle, 
Washington. And by Martine Liguori, Walnut Creek, 
California. Continued. Address: Former student of the Ecole 
Polytechnique, Engineer of Roads and Bridges, retired 
(Ingénieur des Ponts et Chaussées, E.R.).

1124. Cummings, Bob. 1960. Stay young and vital. 
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc. xi + 208 
p. Dec. Illust. No index. 22 cm. [18* ref]
• Summary: This well-known and good-looking movie star, 
who had his own TV show, was interested in healthy eating. 
The book includes many rules for good health and many 
black-and-white photos of the author. In the chapter titled 
“Sex and salad,” under sources of vitamin E (p. 169), cold-
pressed vegetable oils (incl. soy oil) are mentioned.
 Cummings liked: (1) Bernarr McFadden [Macfadden], 
who “crusaded for ‘making a fad of nature.’”
 (2) Louis Bromfi eld (Pulitzer Prize winner) who 
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“pioneered for a return to ‘natural farming’” (p. 202). 
Bromfi eld was interested in organic and sustainable farming. 
In 1939 he bought a 340-acre farm, which he named Malabar 
Farm; it still exists in Mansfi eld, Ohio. Address: Los 
Angeles, California.

1125. Hsu, K.K.; Hong, W.H.; Chen, F.C. 1960. Studies on 
the constituents of the seed of Glycine max Merrill. Isolation 
of biofl avonoid, genistin. T’ai-wan Yao Hsueh Tsa Chih (J. of 
the Taiwan Pharmaceutical Association) 12(2):87-89. Dec. 
[8 ref. Eng; chi]
• Summary: “The liquor produced by the fermentation of 
the seed of Glycine max Merrill has been widely applied 
as a precious nutriment for women after confi nement in 
Taiwan. Thus it is very possible that there are some special 
components with estrogenic activity in it.
 “An estrogenically active isofl avone, genistein, 
and its glycoside, genistin, were isolated from soybean 
meal... by E. Cheng... in 1953. The isofl avone was fi rstly 
isolated by Perkin and Newbury [Journal of the Chemical 
Society (London) 75:830 (1899)] from Dyer’s Broom 
(Genista Linctoria) as early as 1899, and was proved as 
5,7,4’-trihydroxyisofl avone by W. Baker and R. Robinson 
27 years later. The glycoside, genistin, was proved as 
7-d-glucoside of genistein by E. Walz in 1931, after 
isolation from soybean meal. Genistin is also known to 
exist in soybean fl ake[s]... Its estrogenic activity was shown 
to be about 0.00000444 [times] that of the synthesized 
diethylstilbestrol.
 “From the ethanol extract of the seed of Formosan 
Glycine max Merrill, the authors obtained 2 crystalline 
substances, one of which was identifi ed as genistin after the 
thorough examination of physical constants of the isofl avone 
and of its derivatives.” Address: School of Pharmacy, 
National Taiwan Univ., Taipei, Taiwan, China.

1126. Luyken, R.; Luyken-Koning, F.M.W. 1960. The 
digestibility of boiled ground soybeans. Tropical and 
Geographical Medicine (Haarlem, Netherlands) 12(4):359-
62. Dec. [17 ref]
• Summary: Includes nutritive value. Animal protein 
replaced by soybeans for four Javanese children. Address: 
Central Inst. for Nutrition and Food Research T.N.O., 
Utrecht, Netherlands.

1127. Choe, C.E.; Song, P.S. 1960. [On the biogenesis of 
ribofl avin in soybean fermentation products]. Kwayon Huibo 
(Bulletin of the Scientifi c Research Institute, Korea) 5(1):29-
35. [Kor]*

1128. Choe, C.E.; Song, P.S. 1960. [Fermented soybeans of 
Korea]. Kwayon Huibo (Bulletin of the Scientifi c Research 
Institute, Korea) 5(1):29. [Kor]*
• Summary: Mentions meju–fermented soybeans of Korea.

1129. Dutra de Oliveira, J.E. 1960. Ensaios terapeuticos com 
uma dieta a base de soja [Therapeutic experiments with a 
soy-based diet]. Hospital (O) 58:125. Also in Soja: Relatorio 
de Trabalhos e Pesquisas. Ribeirao Preto: Departamento de 
Clinica Medica. Faculdade de Medicina. 1972. p. 9. [Por]*
Address: Brazil.

1130. Mello, F.A.F. de; Brasil, M. de O.C. do. 1960. 
[Chemical composition of some green manures]. Anais da 
Escuela Superior de Agricultura “Luis de Queiroz” 17:347-
50. [Por; eng]*

1131. Patwardhan, Vinayak Narayan. 1960. Pulses and 
beans in human nutrition. New York, NY: UNICEF. Protein 
Advisory Group, WHO/FAO/UNICEF. Also published in 
American J. of Clinical Nutrition (1962) 11:12-30. *
Address: New York.

1132. Rawi, Ihsan el; Oey, Kam-Nio. 1960. [Soya-rice baby 
food]. Jakarta, Lembaga Makanan Rakjat, Departemen 
Kesehatan Repubublik Indonesia. [Ind]*

1133. Berk, Zeki. 1960. Effect of heat on soybean oil 
meal and soy fl our. PhD thesis, Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology. In: Index to American Doctoral Dissertations 
(1956-67), 1960. *
Address: Massachusetts Inst. of Technology (MIT).

1134. Chang, Hui-chien (Zhang, Huijian). 1960. Li Shih-
chen: Great pharmacologist of ancient China. Peking, China: 
Foreign Language Press. 67 p. Illust. 19 cm. [1 ref]
• Summary: A biography of Li Shih-chen (lived 1518-
1593 in China). He was the author / compiler of the most 
important medical work of ancient China, The Compendium 
of Materia Medica [Bencao Gangmu].

1135. Chiu, Wen-Chiang Liang. 1960. The calcium content 
and palatability of soybean curd from fi eld and vegetable 
varieties. MSc thesis, Dep. of Home Economics, University 
of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois. *
Address: Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois.

1136. Eppinger, Klaus G. 1960. Untersuchungen 
ueber die Qualitaet von Sojaschroten und die Wirkung 
von Methioninergaenzungen [Investigations on the 
quality of soybean meal and the effect of methionine 
supplementations]. PhD thesis, Munich. 61 p. [216 ref. Ger]
Address: Muensingen & Munich, West Germany.

1137. Galdston, Iago. ed. 1960. Human nutrition: Historic 
and scientifi c. New York, NY: International Universities 
Press, Inc. xvii + 321 p. No index. 23 cm. Monograph III, 
Institute of Social and Historical Medicine. [50+* ref]
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• Summary: Our age is without an appreciation for 
and knowledge of history. And we are resistant, indeed 
antagonistic to framing our knowledge and understanding in 
an historical perspective or framework. This wide-ranging 
book looks at food and nutrition in many parts of the world 
and at various times from an historical perspective. One 
chapter is titled “Epidemiology of Protein Malnutrition” 
by Moisés Béhar and Nevin Scrimshaw. Address: The New 
York Academy of Medicine.

1138. Hayashi, Yutaka; Ariyama, Hisashi. 1960. Daizu 
oyobi sono kakôhin no eiyô-ka ni kansuru kenkyû [Studies 
on the nutritive value of the soybean and its products]. Eiyo 
to Shokuryo (J. of Japanese Society of Food and Nutrition) 
13:297-99. [4 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: “The differences of the nutritive value were 
presented in comparison with the rate of gain, serum protein, 
liver-fat, -phospholipid and -glycogen of weanling rats fed 
with various types of soybeans and its products as their sole 
source of protein in vivo.
 “Autoclaved soybean meal produced the best growth, 
and Kinako meal, boiled soybean meal, Tofu meal and Natto 
meal followed. The addition of methionine to the boiled 
soybean, Kinako and Tofu meal resulted in some growth 
improvement, and also the addition of autoclaved soybean to 
the Natto meal showed a good effect.
 “The levels of serum protein, liver-fat, -phospholipid 
and -glycogen of animals showed no remarkable difference 
in each group.”

1139. Kihara, Yoshijiro; Takeuchi, Etsuko. 1960. [Organic 
acids in food products. I. Estimation of organic acids in food 
products by column chromatography]. Eiyo to Shokuryo (J. 
of Japanese Society of Food and Nutrition) 13(4):253-57. 
(Chem. Abst. 59:12077). [3 ref. Jap]*
• Summary: The organic acids in the food products such 
as soy sauce, soybean paste (miso), natto, pickle, vinegar, 
tea, coffee, bread etc. were estimated by the silica gel 
column chromatography. The kinds of the raw materials 
and the processing methods gave remarkable effects on the 
distribution of organic acids in each food product.
 Soy sauces which were suspected to contain the acid-
hydrolysate of soybean showed the presence of levulinic 
acid.
 The miso varieties, fermented for a longer time, 
contained valeric [pentanoic], butyric and propionic acid, 
while only acetic acid was detected in the other products as 
volatile acid. (From journal@rchive).

1140. LaLanne, Jack. 1960. The Jack LaLanne way to 
vibrant good health. Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice 
Hall, Inc. ix + 224 p. Illust. Index. 23 cm.
• Summary: In the section titled “The man who saved my 
life,” LaLanne says that he was a “sickly child” who ate all 

manner of “treats” such as candy, milkshakes, pies, etc. “In 
short, I treated my pimples lavishly.” One evening he went 
to hear Paul Bragg speak at a woman’s club in Oakland, 
California. The hall was full when he arrived. “Paul Bragg 
was the most dynamic man and speaker I had ever heard. 
He soon convinced me that my condition was not incurable–
he’d once been the same way. He spoke of natural laws 
and natural foods, and how we disobey God’s laws by our 
eating habits. My eyes almost popped when he, a man in 
his fi fties, did handstands across the stage. In that moment I 
made my decision... ‘Dear God, give me fortitude to follow 
this course.’ That night I foreswore the very things I craved 
most... I began a systematic program of body-building in our 
back yard.
 “This was my conversion... Paul Bragg was a vegetarian 
and for seven years I followed that regime... I wanted to 
keep people well. After a time, too, I saw that vegetarianism 
wasn’t the answer. I learned to balance my meals healthfully 
with meats and fi sh.” He advocates natural foods and an 
abundance of raw foods (p. 80-83).
 Chapter 14, titled “There are no ‘miracle’ foods,” has a 
full-page, very positive section on “Soy beans” (p. 98-99). 
“Here is a source of protein higher even than eggs and meat. 
Soy beans are also a good source of lecithin which, with 
its ability to fi ght cholesterol, should be in every diet. You 
may have to go to Chinese stores to buy your soy beans, but 
that can be an adventure in shopping. Buy some soy bean 
sprouts while you’re there... I recommend soya bean powder 
(available at all health food stores) to everyone with an 
electric blender...”
 The section titled “Make the electric blender–Nutrition’s 
miracle tool work for you” (p. 114-15) says that every home 
should be equipped with “an electric blender or liquifi er.” 
In moments you can produce a “health cocktail.” “Children 
should be encouraged to drink the blender beverages.” If a 
sweetener is needed, use honey. For vitamins, add skim milk, 
wheat germ, brewers yeast, and black strap molasses.
 The section on “The fun of Oriental cookery” (p. 121-
22) describes shopping for soy beans, bean sprouts, etc. in 
San Francisco’s Chinatown, and visiting Yamato Sukiyaki 
House, Trader Vic’s, and Don the Beachcomber’s. He gets 
brown rice from George Mardikian, the famous restaurateur. 
“I never eat the polished white rice.” On p. 142 is a recipe 
for Soy bean bread (with soy bean fl our).
 Concerning supplements: He takes supplements with 
every meal, every day. “I take bone meal tablets, multi-
mineral-vitamin tablets, Vitamin C and Vitamin E, one 
teaspoon of wheat germ, one tablespoon of brewer’s yeast 
and two tablespoons of soy powder” (p. 145).
 The section titled “Organic foods: Nutrition’s next 
breakthrough” (p. 146-48) includes a long discussion of 
“One of the great success stories I know... a young man 
named Jim Baker and his discovery of organic products. I 
fi rst met Jim during the latter days of World War II when 
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I was stationed at the Navy’s rehabilitation center at Sun 
Valley, Idaho. Jim, a big, handsome, lanky Marine sergeant, 
was in from the island war zones. He had been injured in an 
engagement for which he was to be recommended for the 
Marine Corps’ top medal for heroism. But he didn’t care to 
talk of that.
 “As I worked with him, helping rebuild his body, we 
talked of exercise, nutrition and health. We became fast 
friends there and subsequently, when Jim went home to 
Ohio, he wrote for photos of my conditioning studio in 
California. He built a duplicate gym in Cincinnati and used 
the proceeds to go back to college, where he took advanced 
degrees in public health.
 “The next thing I knew, he was in Hollywood. He had 
discovered the theory of organic gardening and was sold on 
it. In Hollywood he opened a restaurant, The Aware Inn, for 
people who wanted only health food, only vegetables grown 
by organic methods and meat from animals that had been fed 
the same way. Today Jim’s restaurant on the glittering Sunset 
Strip is never empty. His clientele? People who are aware–
who want to eat right. They range from Marlon Brando to 
Red Buttons to Jack LaLanne and all my friends.
 “I foresee a future when millions of Americans will be 
aware of the need for the best foods that can be grown on 
God’s green earth. On that day, Aware Inns will have sprung 
up from coast to coast. A healthier nation will be building 
from the ground up.”
 In 1956 Paul Bragg introduced LaLanne to the “rubber 
cord” which he used to develop more than 100 good 
exercises; he demonstrated some of these on his television 
show. He called it his “Glamour Stretcher” and sold 200,000 
the fi rst year. Today this is widely used in medical physical 
therapy.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2020) 
that mentions the “Aware Inn.” Address: [California].

1141. Meyer, Herman Frederic. 1960. Infant foods and 
feeding practice. Springfi eld, Illinois: Charles C. Thomas. 
xxviii + 332 p. Foreword by Philip L. White. Index. 24 cm. 
[199* ref]
• Summary: Chapter 5 is titled “Bottle-fed (artifi cial) infant 
foods.” A photo (p. 82) shows all known available U.S. and 
Canadian bottle-fed infant foods. These are divided into 3 
basic types: 1. Milk-base dilution mixtures. 2. One-formula 
(ready-modifi ed) mixtures. 3. Preparations with special 
functions. The soy milk products are all listed under type 
3, in the category “Hypo-allergic preparations (liquid or 
dry). The following are mentioned: Mull-Soy Liquid and 
Mull-Soy Powder (The Borden Co., Pharmaceutical Div., 
350 Madison Ave., New York 17, NY). Sobee (dry) and 
Sobee Liquid (Mead Johnson & Co., 2404 W. Pennsylvania 
St., Evansville, Indiana). Soyalac Infant Powder, Soyagen 
(dry), and Soyalac Infant Concentrate (liquid) (International 
Nutrition Laboratories, 11503 Pierce Place, Arlington, 

California; or Box 388, Mt. Vernon, Ohio).
 Soyola (made by Wyeth), a soy-based “Therapeutic 
adjunct and dietary supplement,” has been discontinued 
since 1952. Almond Lac (made by Almond Lac Co.), a 
hypoallergenic preparation, was discontinued during 1952-
59. Address: Assoc. Prof., Dep. of Pediatrics, Northwestern 
Univ. Medical School, Chicago, Illinois.

1142. Rao, Agaram Subba. 1960. Phenylalanine metabolism 
and thyroidal activity in rats fed raw soybean oil meal. PhD 
thesis, University of Nebraska–Lincoln. 77 p. Page 1743 in 
volume 21/07 of Dissertation Abstracts International. *
Address: Univ. of Nebraska–Lincoln.

1143. Reporter, Minocher Cursetji. 1960. Effect of oxidized 
soybean oil on the nutrition of vitamin A and thiamine in the 
rat. PhD thesis, Massachusetts Institute of Technology. In: 
Index to American Doctoral Dissertations (1956-67), 1960. *
Address: Massachusetts Inst. of Technology (MIT).

1144. Sonnenberg, Lydia. ed. 1960. Everyday nutrition for 
your family. Los Angeles, California: Seventh-day Adventist 
Dietetic Assoc. 147 p. Illust. 4 tables on nutritional intake. 22 
cm. [43 ref]
• Summary: Discusses the principles of a vegetarian diet 
for all age groups. Chapter 3, “The Basic Food Groups,” 
lists fi ve: Fruits, vegetables, bread and cereals, protein foods 
(including legumes, cottage cheese, eggs, soy cheese [tofu], 
prepared meat alternates, nuts and nut butters), and the milk 
group. A “soy cheese sandwich” is listed as “something 
hearty” in a month’s suggestions for pack-it lunches. The 
chapter titled “Proteins on Parade” discusses soy milk as 
a good source of protein, “complete proteins,” and the 
supplementary action of proteins (p. 46-47). It has a section 
titled “Soybeans Important” which praises soy fl our and soy 
cheese [tofu].
 Chapter 8, titled “Fats are Concentrated,” has a table 
(p. 53) listing protein-rich foods of animal origin (with 
mostly saturated fat) and plant origin (mostly unsaturated): 
Soybeans, soybean milk, and soybean cheese are mentioned; 
they have 50-70% of their calories from fat. A “Gluten” type 
entree is low in fat. Chapter 21 is titled “The Vegetarian 
Diet.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2013) that 
mentions the Seventh-day Adventist Dietetic Association. 
Address: Director, Dietary Dep., Loma Linda Sanitarium and 
Hospital and Assoc. Prof., School of Dietetics, College of 
Medical Evangelists.

1145. Steinbach, K.J.; Franzke, Cl. 1960. Untersuchungen 
an keimenden Sojabohnen [Investigations on sprouting 
soybeans]. Nahrung (Die) (East Germany) 4(5/6):490-96. 
[16 ref. Ger; eng; rus]
• Summary: During germination, crude protein, crude fat, 
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and carbohydrates are metabolized, but to different degrees. 
The content of soluble carbohydrates decreases, but some 
starch is newly formed.
 The change in the fat content proves that the higher 
unsaturated fatty acids are preferentially involved in the 
metabolism. Address: Institut fuer Lebensmittelchemie und 
-technologie der Humboldt-Universitaet zu Berlin [East 
Germany].

1146. Tatsuno Shoyu Kyodo Kumiai. 1960. Tatsuno shôyu 
no ayumi [Progress / history of Tatsuno Shoyu]. Tatsuno city. 
8 p. 11 x 18 cm. [Jap; eng+]
• Summary: Name of company with diacritics is: Tatsuno 
Shôyu Kyôdo Kumiai. It is written that in 1587 shoyu 
making started in Tatsuno. They made a little bit of sake 
and shoyu there and in 1590 the number of manufacturers 
increased. In 1595 among sake and shoyu makers, sake 
production became very strong and popular. Around 1666 
one shoyu maker invented a unique light-color shoyu and 
began selling it. They received an unexpected positive 
response from the people who used it, so they were 
encouraged, improved the product, and established the base 
of today’s Tatsuno Usukuchi Shoyu.
 During the period 1714-1740, with the rising popularity 
of sake production, many new sake makers opened new 
shops. Some 100 shops made sake on a scale of 20 to 300 
koku (1 koku = 180 liters or 47.6 gallons) per year. But for 
some reason, later, sake gradually lost its popularity and the 
shoyu industry became more popular. The climate of this 
place was suited for making shoyu. They had the advantages 
of easy access to good quality wheat, soybeans, and salt. 
Also there was a river for transportation of their products to 
Kyoto and Osaka. These were the reasons that Tatsuno was 
started.
 In 1672 Wakizaka Yasumasa-ko of Shinshu Iida became 
Lord of that place and grew interested in making shoyu. He 
thought it was a promising industry and encouraged it. It 
is told in 1741, that as a result of that, exports of shoyu to 
Kyoto and Osaka grew to over several thousand kegs (taru) 
per year.
 In 1809 the idea of adding amazake to shoyu (Tatsuno 
usukuchi shoyu) was invented. The new product became 
popular among a wide range of people. At about this same 
time they invented the idea of using the liquid from cooking 
soybeans when they age (shikomu) shoyu.
 In 1830 records show that there were 35 shoyu 
producers in Tatsuno; they made about 20,000 koku (1 koku 
= 47.6 gallons or 180 liters; so 952,000 gallons or 3,600,000 
liters) a year. Of this they exported 49,400 taru (kegs) to the 
Kyoto and Osaka areas. Note: 1 taru = 3 to and 6 sho = 3.6 
to = 17.1 gallons or 64.8 liters. So 49,400 kegs would be 
844,740 gallons or 3,201,120 liters, i.e. they exported about 
88.7% of their shoyu to Osaka and Kyoto.
 In 1848 Lord Wakizaka became a very important 

position of the Kyoto Shoshi Dai and further encouraged 
shoyu production. He gave low-interest loans, helped expand 
the market, and gave the name oshiire-dokoro to shoyu 
manufacturers. Therefore the name of Tatsuno usukuchi 
shoyu became more widely known.
 During 1869-70 the number of companies making 
Tatsuno shoyu grew very rapidly, and with the intensive 
competition, the quality of the product fell drastically as 
output increased. Many companies went bankrupt. In June 
1871 (Meiji 4) the Tatsuno Han Seisankyoku (Tatsuno 
feudal domain production offi ce) was established to try to 
sell Tatsuno shoyu nationwide and treat sale of this shoyu as 
the work of the Han. But the next year the Han system was 
changed, largely ended–unfortunately for Tatsuno. At this 
diffi cult time, one shoyu maker named Shôzo Yokoyama 
(he was the fi rst head of the Tatsuno shoyu union) became 
worried about the future of their industry, and met with other 
local shoyu makers to discuss this problem. In May 1897 
(Meiji 9) they established regulations and worked hard to 
improve their business. As a result they laid the groundwork 
for today’s Tatsuno usukuchi shoyu, which has become 
the most famous type of usukuchi shoyu. By 1882-83 the 
Tatsuno Shoyu Association had 65 members who produced 
over 200,000 koku/year (9,520,000 gallons or 36 million 
liters/year). Tatsuno proudly became one of Japan’s top 3 
shoyu manufacturing places.
 All went well until 1937, when a war unexpectedly 
broke out between Japan and China. Things got worse during 
World War II, and from 1945 the lack of raw materials and 
workers caused major declines in both quality and quantity. 
Production dropped to 50,000 koku/year of regular shoyu; 
a decade of government economic controls (from late 1941 
until March 1950) prohibited the production of usukuchi 
shoyu.
 In Dec. 1949 the Tatsuno Shoyu Association was re-
established with about 40 members, and in July 1950 the 
regulations concerning production and distribution of miso 
and shoyu were cancelled. The members had a lot of ideas 
and energy to rebuild their industry making Tatsuno usukuchi 
(light-colored) shoyu. Production and quality increased 
steadily, soon reaching 250,000 koku/year. In April 1952 the 
trade Association established the Tatsuno Shoyu Technical 
Training Center, where people can learn how to make better 
shoyu. In 1953 they cooperatively built a place to burn 
amino acid presscake. They found a way to reuse the salt 
with good results, so the government supported the project 
with one million yen.
 Since there are few documents available to study the 
history of Tatsuno shoyu, in 1959 the members worked to 
collect this information and published it in October 1959. 
Since then, more interesting materials have been found, and 
the union is planning to publish a second volume. Address: 
Tatsuno city, Japan.
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1147. Wilcox, Robert Alvin. 1960. Unidentifi ed growth 
factors in soybean oil meal. PhD thesis, South Dakota State 
University. 80 p. Page 284 in volume 21/02 of Dissertation 
Abstracts International. *
Address: South Dakota State Univ.

1148. Alumot, Eugenia; Nitsan, Zafrira. 1961. The infl uence 
of soybean antitrypsin on the intestinal proteolysis of the 
chick. J. of Nutrition 73(1):71-77. Jan. [17 ref]
• Summary: The mechanism of chick growth inhibition by 
raw soybeans is still obscure. Many studies since 1945 have 
given contradictory results. The infl uence of a raw soybean 
diet on protein hydrolysis (proteolysis) in the intestine of 
chicks was studied in order to explain growth retardation. 
“In chicks up to three weeks old, intestinal proteolysis was 
almost completely inhibited. From the 4th week, proteolysis 
increased, approaching the normal at 6 weeks.” Address: 
Dep. of Animal Nutrition, Agricultural Research Station, Beit 
Dagan–Rehovot, Israel.

1149. Dillard, Martin G.; Henick, A.S.; Koch, R.B. 1961. 
Differences in reactivity of legume lipoxidases. J. of 
Biological Chemistry 236(1):37-40. Jan. [6 ref]
• Summary: In studying the reactivity of legume lipoxidase, 
the authors noted an extremely rapid production of 
hydroperoxide, followed by an equally rapid decomposition–
when relatively high levels of fresh soy extract were reacted 
with linolenic acid. Address: Quartermaster Food and 
Container Inst. for the Armed Forces, United States Army, 
Chicago, Illinois.

1150. Hayashi, Shizuka. 1961. A visit to two Choshi shoyu 
plants. Soybean Digest. Jan. p. 18.
• Summary: Each year Japan produces about 1,200,000 
metric tons (tonnes) of shoyu (soy sauce), using 
approximately 150,000 tonnes of soybean meal and 23,900 
tonnes of whole soybeans, or the equivalent of 195,000 
tonnes of whole soybeans.
 Before World War II, shoyu manufacturers in Japan used 
only whole soybeans, and no soybean meal. The use of meal 
has been encouraged by the Japanese government under 
the allocation system. Japan’s shoyu industry is the largest 
consumer of soybean meal for edible purposes, taking about 
35% of the meal produced by the processing mills.
 There are seven large manufacturers among some 
5,000 shoyu makers in Japan. The shoyu production of 
these larger factories constitutes about 30% of Japan’s 
total shoyu production. The author recently visited the two 
largest plants in Choshi City: “the Yamasa Shoyu Co., and 
the Choshi Shoyu Factory.” The Choshi factory is the only 
shoyu company in Japan with oil processing equipment. This 
equipment is used to crush approximately 15,000 tons of 
soybeans annually. The meal is used exclusively for making 
shoyu but is insuffi cient to take care of the company’s needs.

 “According to the report of the six-member Japanese 
shoyu team that recently visited the United States the amino 
acid soy sauce made in the United States is altogether 
different from the shoyu produced in Japan.”
 “With a little promotion it will not take long before a 
bottle of naturally brewed shoyu will be found on the table of 
every family on the globe.”
 A photo shows David Harlow of the American Soybean 
Assoc. in the factory of the Yamasa Shoyu Co. with the two 
Hamaguchi brothers who own the plant. Y. Hamaguchi was 
a member of the Japanese shoyu team that recently visited 
the USA. Address: Managing Director, Japanese American 
Soybean Inst., Nikkatsu International Bldg, No. 1-Chome, 
Yurakucho, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, Japan.

1151. Kihara, Yoshijiro; Matoba, Nariko; Nanba, Rimiko. 
1961. Nattô no seibun ni tsuite. I. Nattô no tô oyobi 
nenshitsu-butsu ni tsuite [Chemical constituents of natto. I. 
Sugars and mucilage in natto]. Nippon Nogeikagaku Kaishi 
(J. of the Agricultural Chemical Society of Japan) 35(1):57-
61. Jan. [7 ref. Jap]
Address: Lab. of Food Chemistry, Faculty of Home 
Economics, Ochanomizu Univ., Tokyo, Japan (Ochanomizu 
Joshi-Daigaku, Shokuhin Kagaku Kenkyûshitsu).

1152. Mortimer, Edna Z. 1961. Anaphylaxis following 
ingestion of soybean. J. of Pediatrics 58(1):90-92. Jan. [10 
ref]
• Summary: “There are few reported cases of severe reaction 
following ingestion of soybean, and even fewer reports of 
shock or anaphylaxis.”
 “A case is presented of true soybean anaphylaxis in an 
allergic infant with asthma and eczema. The skin test for 
soybean was markedly positive, correlating with the clinical 
fi ndings and with the subsequent prompt improvements, 
especially of the eczema.” The child was a Negro male, 
age 3 months, who had severe eczema–which appeared 2 
months ago. During the initial visit, he was given an soybean 
formula (Sobee). We must recognize that the soybean is 
antigenic and a sensitizer; that sensitivity is to be found once 
its use becomes widespread.
 Note: Anaphylaxis (a term fi rst used in 1907) is defi ned 
as “Hypersensitivity (as to foreign proteins or drugs) 
resulting from sensitization following prior contact with the 
causative agent.” Address: M.D., The Children’s Memorial 
Hospital, 707 W. Fullerton Ave., Chicago 14, Illinois.

1153. Okuda, Y.; Sakka, A.; Tominaga, S. 1961. Daizu 
tanpaku no shôka kyûshuritsu (Nihon shoku no kenkyû No. 
38) [Digestibility and absorption coeffi cient of soybean 
protein (Studies on Japanese foods, Report 38)]. Fukuoka 
Igaku Zasshi (Fukuoka Acta Medica) 52(1):52-54. (Chem. 
Abst. 61:8683d). Jan. [12 ref. Jap]
• Summary: The digestibility and absorption of soybean 
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protein was studied on albino rats with the following results 
for the absorption coeffi cient of protein: Boiled soybean 
96.46 plus or minus 0.94%. Soybean fl our 96.61 plus 
or minus 2.24%. Isolated soybean protein 97.31 plus or 
minus 1.97%. Address: Laboratory of Protein Chemistry, 
Yamaguchi Medical School. Students at Yamaguchi Kenritsu 
Ika Daigaku, Tanpaku Kagaku Kenkyusho.

1154. Sutedjo, -; Poey, S.H. 1961. [Nutrition, soya and trials 
of it for young children and infants]. Majalah Kedokteran 
Surabaya (J. of the Indonesian Medical Association) 
(Surabaya) 11:7-28. *

1155. Sutedjo, -; Poey, S.H. 1961. [Nutrition: Soja and trials 
of it for young children and infants]. Majalah Kedokteran 
Surabaya, Indonesia (Surabaja J. of Medicine) 10:271-76. 
Jan. [Ind]*

1156. Wilcox, R.A.; Carlson, C.W.; Kohlmeyer, W.; Gastler, 
G.F. 1961. Evidence for a water-soluble growth promoting 
factor(s) in soybean oil meal. Poultry Science 40(1):94-102. 
Jan. [8 ref]
• Summary: Evidence of a growth-promoting factor or 
factors in soybean meal has been presented by Savage et al. 
(Sept. 1950), Hill and Briggs (Sept. 1950) and by Patrick 
(1953). More recently, others (1958-1959) have studied the 
growth response of poults to a methanol extract of soybean 
oil meal. “A large difference in growth rate of poults was 
noted at this station between diets having isolated soybean 
protein as a protein source and diets having soybean oil meal 
as a protein source.”
 “Summary and conclusions: Water extraction of soybean 
oil meal removed materials which increased growth rates of 
poults receiving an isolated soy protein diet.”
 The increased seemed to due to both organic and 
inorganic compounds. Neither 100% acetone nor 100% 
ethanol extracted this active material from soybean oil 
meal. Address: Depts. of Poultry Husbandry and Station 
Biochemistry, South Dakota Agric. Exp. Station, Brookings, 
SD.

1157. Andreenko, G.V.; Kudriashov, B.A. 1961. 
[Experimental thrombosis and its prophylaxis with a trypsin 
inhibitor]. Voprosy Meditsinkoi Khimii 7(1):70-74. Jan/Feb. 
[Rus]*

1158. Chikubu, Shinjiro; Yanai, Shoji; Tani, Tatsuo. 
1961. [Studies on thiamine of cereals and beans by the 
photographic method. VII. The distribution of thiamine in 
the seed of soybean (Abstract)]. Shokuryo Kenkyujo Kenkyu 
Hokoku (Report of the Food Research Institute) No. 15. p. 
173. Feb. [1 ref. Jap]
• Summary: Reprinted from Nippon Nogeikagaku Kaishi (J. 
of the Agricultural Chemical Society of Japan) 34(9):786+ 

(1960). Address: Food Research Inst., Shiohama 1-4-12, 
Koto-ku, Tokyo, Japan.

1159. Ebine, Hideo. 1961. [Determination of crude fat 
in miso (Abstract)]. Shokuryo Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku 
(Report of the Food Research Institute) No. 15. p. 154. Feb. 
[1 ref. Jap]
• Summary: Reprinted from Miso Gijutsu (Miso 
Technology). No. 51. p. 1 (1958). Address: Food Research 
Inst., Shiohama 1-4-12, Koto-ku, Tokyo, Japan.

1160. Kamada, Hidemoto; Sakurai, Yoshito. 1961. Daizu 
seihin no chakushoku ni kansuru kenkyû. VI. [Browning 
reaction of soybean products. VI. Hydrolysis of soybean 
water-insoluble carbohydrate by Taka-diastase (Abstract)]. 
Shokuryo Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the Food 
Research Institute) No. 15. p. 163. Feb. [1 ref. Jap]
• Summary: Reprinted from Nosan Kako Gijutsu Kenkyu 
Kaishi (J. for the Utilization of Agricultural Products) 
7(3):111+ (1960). Address: Food Research Inst., Shiohama 
1-4-12, Koto-ku, Tokyo, Japan.

1161. Takeuchi, Kintaro. 1961. [Insolubilized carrier 
for soluble vitamins]. Japanese Patent 2142. March 28. 
Application fi led 17 July 1958. (Chem. Abst. 56:11726b). 
[Jap]*
• Summary: Fat-free crude soybean fl our is used as a carrier 
for vitamin B-1.

1162. Cesconetto, Ecilda. 1961. A soja na alimentaçao 
[Soybeans in the diet]. Boletim do Campo (Rio de Janeiro) 
17(140):15-16. March. [Por]
• Summary: Discusses the soybean’s protein, carbohydrates, 
minerals, and vitamins. How to consume soybeans: As whole 
beans, as meat, or soymilk. Describes how to make soymilk. 
Address: Brazil.

1163. Scrimshaw, N.S.; Bressani, R. 1961. Vegetable protein 
mixtures for human consumption. Federation Proceedings 
(FASEB) 20:80-88. Part III (March), Supplement 7. 
Proceedings of the Fifth International Congress on Nutrition. 
Held 1-7 Sept. 1960 at Washington, DC. [44 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Basic principles 
involved. Present scope of efforts to develop vegetable 
protein mixtures. Vegetable ingredients for protein-rich 
foods (especially legume seeds and oil seeds). Soy-based 
protein-rich foods (incl. whole soybeans, soy fl our, soybean 
milk, tempeh). Mixtures using chick pea, cow peas, beans, 
peanut fl our or sesame. INCAP Vegetable Mixtures 8 and 9 
(based on corn; neither contains soy). Summary. Address: 
Inst. of Nutrition of Central America and Panama (INCAP), 
Guatemala City, Guatemala.

1164. Shurpalekar, S.R.; Chandrasekhara, M.R.; 
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Swaminathan, M.; Subrahmanyan, V. 1961. Chemical 
composition and nutritive value of soyabean and soyabean 
products. Food Science (Mysore, India) 10(3):52-64. March. 
Published in 1961 as a 32-page book by the Soybean Council 
of America in Hamburg, Germany. [178 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Chemical composition 
and nutritive value. Soyabean oil. Carbohydrate in soyabean. 
Minerals in soyabean. Vitamins in soyabean. Factors 
affecting nutritive value: Trypsin and growth inhibitors, 
heat processing, other factors. Digestibility and biological 
value: Animal experiments, supplementation with sulphur 
amino acids, human feeding experiments. Supplementary 
value to other food proteins. Processed foods from soyabean: 
Soyabean milk, dried milk substitutes from soyabean, malt 
foods containing soyabean, soyabean fl our, multipurpose 
food (fortifi ed soyafl our), dehydrated soup mixture, balanced 
food, soyabean protein isolate. Fermented soyabean 
products: Soy sauce, tofu or soyabean curd, miso, natto, 
tempeh. Conclusion.
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2001) 
from India that mentions tempeh.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Dec. 2015) that uses the term “soyabean protein 
isolate” (or “soyabean protein isolates”) to refer to its food 
uses. Address: Central Food Technological Research Inst. 
(CFTRI), Mysore, India.

1165. White, H.B., Jr.; Quackenbush, F.W.; Probst, A.H. 
1961. Occurrence and inheritance of linolenic and linoleic 
acids in soybean seeds. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ 
Society 38(3):113-17. March. [17 ref]
• Summary: The linolenic acid content of 251 soybean 
varieties ranged from 4.89 to 9.28% and the linoleic content 
ranged from 35.8 to 53.4%. It was found that inheritance of 
both fatty acids was quantitative rather than qualitative.
 The content of polyunsaturated fatty acids in soybeans 
has not generally been used as a criterion for selection in 
soybean breeding. However, since there is solid evidence that 
linolenic acid is at least partly responsible for the undesirable 
off fl avors from fl avor reversion in refi ned soybean oil, 
studies of fatty acid inheritance should provide useful 
information. Address: Purdue Univ., Lafayette, Indiana.

1166. Alumot (Olomucki), Eugenia; Nitsan, Zafrira. 1961. 
The mechanism of soybean antitrypsin action in the growing 
chick. Bulletin of the Research Council of Israel. Section 
C. Technology 9C(3):169-70. Israel Society of Food and 
Nutrition Sciences: Soybean symposium. [2 ref]
• Summary: Growth depression of chicks by soybean 
antitrypsin can now be explained as follows: (1) 
Unavailability of amino acids, caused by inhibition of 
intestinal proteolysis until the age of 3 weeks. (2) Increased 
requirement for protein and energy due to stimulation 
of pancreas activity. Address: Dep. of Animal Nutrition, 

Agricultural Research Station, Bait Dagan, Israel.

1167. Ascarelli, I.; Bondi, A.; Gestettner, B. 1961. On 
quality evaluation of protein feeds for poultry. Bulletin 
of the Research Council of Israel. Section C. Technology 
9C(3):168. Israel Society of Food and Nutrition Sciences: 
Soybean symposium. [8 ref]
• Summary: “Heating of soybean meal enhances the 
availability of methionine for animals as shown by the in 
vitro digestion with pancreatin and the determination of 
the methionine in the digest.” “The quickest and simplest 
method for the evaluation of soybean meals is the empirical 
one based on the absorption of cresol red, which increases 
with heating.” Address: Faculty of Agriculture, Rehovoth, 
The Hebrew Univ. of Jerusalem, Israel.

1168. Birk, Y.; Bondi, A.; Gertler, A. 1961. The effect of 
chemical and enzymatic treatments of soybean meal on its 
digestibility in vitro and in vivo. Bulletin of the Research 
Council of Israel. Section C. Technology 9C(3):169. 
Israel Society of Food and Nutrition Sciences: Soybean 
symposium. [2 ref]
• Summary: Describes experiments “to inactivate the 
soybean trypsin inhibitors (SBTI) present in soybean meal 
(SBM), without a simultaneous destruction of soybean 
proteins.” Treatment with mild HCl, and digestion by pepsin 
and papain enzymes caused a very signifi cant decrease in 
“the antitryptic activity of the SBM digest.”
 Note: This is the 2nd earliest English-language 
document seen (Feb. 2008) that contains the term “trypsin 
inhibitors” (plural). Address: Faculty of Agriculture, 
Rehovoth, The Hebrew Univ. of Jerusalem, Israel.

1169. British Vegetarian. 1961. Soya milk for household use. 
March/April. p. 93.
• Summary: Granose Foods will soon be in a position to 
supply two varieties of spray-dried soya milk, Soyalac and 
Soyagen, made by one of their associated companies, Loma 
Linda Food Company in Arlington, California. Soyalac 
is specially prepared for infants, whereas Soyagen is for 
general use. A table compares the nutritional composition of 
the two products in both powdered and reconstituted forms. 
Reconstituted, Soyalac contains 2.85% protein and 3.39% 
fat vs. 2.80% and 2.80% for Soyagen. Sold in 16-oz. tins, 
Soyalac retails for 10 shillings 6 pence, and Granogen for 9 
shillings 6 pence.

1170. Guggenheim, K.; Ilan, J.; Peretz, E.; Friedmann, 
N.; Josef, S.; Goldberg, A. 1961. Nutritional evaluation 
in rats and humans of extraction rate of fl our and its 
supplementation with soya meal. Bulletin of the Research 
Council of Israel. Section C. Technology 9C(3):167. 
Israel Society of Food and Nutrition Sciences: Soybean 
symposium.
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• Summary: 20 kinds of bread were prepared and fortifi ed 
with soya meal (soy fl our) at 0, 6, 9, and 12% levels. The 
nutritional value was assessed in rats by the net protein ratio 
(NPR).
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 2020) that contains the term “net protein ratio” (a 
measure of protein quality) in connection with soy. Address: 
Lab. of Nutrition, The Hebrew Univ.-Hadassah Medical 
School, Jerusalem, Israel.

1171. Halevy, S.; Friedmann, N.; Guggenheim, K. 1961. 
Comparison of chemical and biological assays of the 
nutritive value of soybean meals. Bulletin of the Research 
Council of Israel. Section C. Technology 9C(3):167. 
Israel Society of Food and Nutrition Sciences: Soybean 
symposium.
• Summary: Soybean meal was fed to young rats. Address: 
Lab. of Nutrition, The Hebrew Univ.-Hadassah Medical 
School, Jerusalem, Israel.

1172. Tagari, H.; Ascarelli, I.; Bondi, A. 1961. Infl uence 
of heating on the nutritional value of soybean meal for 
ruminants. Bulletin of the Research Council of Israel. 
Section C. Technology 9C(3):170. Israel Society of Food and 
Nutrition Sciences: Soybean symposium.
• Summary: “It was generally believed up to now that 
heating of soybean meal, although improving its nutritional 
value for chickens, is without effect on its value for 
ruminants [cows, sheep, etc.].” Research conducted recently 
has shown that the biochemical processes in the rumen are 
affected by the quality of the feed and that these processes 
are most important in determining the effi ciency of the feed.
 When protein in the feed is consumed, it is quickly 
attacked by micro-organisms in the rumen and “undergoes 
its fi rst proteolysis and deamination.” The ammonia formed 
is partially used by bacteria and protozoa in biosynthesis 
of protein. The unused ammonia passes into the blood, is 
converted to urea, then excreted; thus it is not used by the 
animal.
 Sheep were fed soybean meal subjected to different 
degrees of heating. The best results were obtained from 
solvent extracted soybean meal, evaporated at 80ºC for 5 
minutes, then toasted at 120ºC for 15 minutes. Address: 
Faculty of Agriculture, Hebrew Univ., Rehovoth, Israel.

1173. Worthington Foods, Inc. 1961. Wholesale price list–
order blank. Worthington, Ohio. 1 p. May 1.
• Summary: New products in the Worthington Foods line 
include: Barbie Sue. Patties. Big Pat. Saffl ower oil. Kreem-
chee (natural white or pimiento). Ripe green olives. Chili.
 Worthington now owns the Battle Creek line of foods 
including: Burger, Veg. Prime. Nuttose. Protose. Vegetable 
Skallops. Vegetable Steaks. Gluten Flour. Kaffi r “Tea.” 
Malted Nuts. Savita. Savita soup cubes. Soy fl our. Natural 

wheat germ. Acidone tablets. Brewer’s yeast. Lacto dextrin. 
Laxo. LD-Lax. Psyllium seed blond. Sugarless sweetener.
 Worthington now has warehouses in Portland, Oregon, 
and San Leandro, California (near Oakland). Address: 
Worthington, Ohio. Phone: Tuxedo 5-5359.

1174. Huang, Po-Chao; Chen, C-H.; Tung, T-C. 1961. 
Studies of protein-rich foods for infants in Taiwan. II. 
Feeding experiments of soybean-cereal fl akes in infants. J. of 
the Formosan Medical Association 60(5):520-28. May 28. [9 
ref. Eng; chi]
• Summary: “In the greater part of Chinese families, white 
rice has been used as the main food for weaning babies, 
as well as for adults. However rice protein was recently 
found to be limiting in lysine and threonine... The observed 
suboptimal growth rate of infants after weaning in Taiwan 
might be mainly due to inadequate protein intake. Since 
cow’s milk and other animal foods are rather expensive and 
also available to a limited degree, a kind of milk substitute 
was made in our laboratory. This milk substitute is fi berless, 
precooked soybean-cereal fl akes of varied composition.”
 “Of the preparations, fl ake No. 8, which consists of a 
large proportion of soybean extract together with rice and 
wheat fl our, gave the best results. The nitrogen retention was 
30% of the intake and the approximate nitrogen absorption 
was 75%.”
 This study was supported by UNICEF and the 
National Research Council of the USA. Address: Dep. of 
Biochemistry and Dep. of Pediatrics, College of Medicine, 
National Taiwan Univ., Taipei, Taiwan.

1175. Wolf, Walter J.; Smith, Allan K. 1961. Food uses and 
properties of soybean protein. II. Physical and chemical 
properties of soybean protein. Food Technology 15(5):12-13, 
16, 18, 21, 23, 26, 28, 31, 33. May. [51 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Summary. Introduction: 
Properties of soybean protein. Unfractionated soybean 
protein: Electrophoresis and electrophoretic analysis, 
ultracentrifugation, sedimentation constants. Soybean protein 
fractions: Glycinin, acid-precipitated protein, cold-insoluble 
fraction and 11S protein, 7S protein, soybean whey proteins. 
General conclusion.
 “The properties of soybean protein are still poorly 
understood and there is confusion in the literature in certain 
areas.” “Soybean proteins constitute a very complex 
biological system that calls upon the skill and ingenuity 
of the protein chemist to separate and characterize the 
individual components.”
 Figures show: Ultracentrifuge patterns: 2S, 7S, 11S, 
15S. Tables show: (1) Sedimentation constants of soybean 
protein and its fractions. (2) Amino acid composition of 
soybean protein and its fractions–from Lincoln, Hawkeye, 
Adams, and unidentifi ed Japanese soybean varieties. 
(3) Analysis of protein fractions from soybean whey 
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(electrophoretic data, ultracentrifuge data, biological assay 
specifi c activity values). Address: Northern Regional 
Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois.

1176. Scrimshaw, Nevin S.; Behar, Moisés. 1961. Protein 
malnutrition in young children: Malnutrition is still a 
major factor in the high morbidity and mortality rates in 
underdeveloped areas. Science 133(3470):2039-47. June 30. 
[40 ref]
• Summary: In most technically underdeveloped countries, 
10 to 45 children per 1,000 die between their fi rst and fi fth 
birthdays. Main causes of death of kwashiorkor, marasmus, 
and infectious diarrhea. “In areas where kwashiorkor occurs, 
mothers need to be taught to use locally available sources of 
protein, whether milk and dairy products, fi sh or fi sh fl our, 
vegetable mixtures, soya products or other legumes.”
 The prevention of kwashiorkor requires further 
development of low-cost protein-rich foods which can be 
produced in technically underdeveloped areas. “Powdered 
skim milk is a partial solution for some regions, and fi sh 
fl ours and soya products may also be useful. It is evident, 
however, that the oilseeds are the most promising low-cost 
sources of protein for many areas.” Discusses the work of 
INCAP and Incaparina. Address: INCAP.

1177. Hafner, Fred H. 1961. Multi-Purpose Food: Valuable 
aid to improved nutrition. Soybean Digest. June. p. 20-21.
• Summary: “Since 1946, the nonprofi t Meals for Millions 
Foundation has distributed over 62 million 2-ounce servings 
of MPF to 127 countries. Such eminent men as Dr. Albert 
Schweitzer (Gabon), Dr. Glen Tuttle (Congo), and the late 
Dr. Tom Dooley (Laos) praised MPF for its value in treating 
severe cases of protein starvation (kwashiorkor) and in 
meeting dietary needs of the malnourished which were 
treated at their hospitals. Since 1959, General Mills (GMI) 
has been manufacturing MPF for MFM as well as promoting 
its use in the U.S.A. and abroad.”
 A small portrait photo shows Fred H. Hafner. A larger 
photo shows two Southern Rhodesian boys and MPF. 
Address: Director of Protein Operations, Specialty Products 
Div., General Mills, Inc.

1178. Hayashi, Shizuka. 1961. Soybeans in the nutrition of 
Japan. Soybean Digest. June. p. 31.
• Summary: “Japan, with a population of 95 million people 
on a land area smaller than that of the state of California, 
is confronted with the problem of how best to feed its 
population. With the population increasing at a rate of 
1 million annually, the problem perhaps will become 
permanent. According to 1959 government statistics, the 
following amounts of soybeans (in tonnes or metric tons) 
were used to produce oil and soyfoods in Japan: Crushed for 
oil 840,583, tofu 318,150, shoyu (soysauce) 217,686, miso 
173,933, frozen tofu 40,000, natto 35,000, kinako [roasted 

soy fl our] 13,000.
 Japan uses 420,000 tonnes of soybeans that are grown 
domestically and 1 million tonnes imported from the U.S. Of 
the 26.7 gm of fats and oils available to each Japanese daily, 
7.6 gm (28%) is supplied by soybeans. Of the 67.7 gm of 
protein available to each Japanese daily, soybeans provide 
10.6 gm (15.7%).
 “Meat is not only scarce but the price is too high to 
meet the daily needs of average people. Annual per capita 
meat consumption in the United States is 237 pounds while 
in Japan it is only 2.3 pounds.” “The Japanese intake of fats 
and oils is less than 10 pounds per capita in comparison with 
about 50 pounds in western countries.”
 “The Japanese live too much on carbohydrate foods. 
Rice eating must be minimized and more protein foods eaten. 
The obvious conclusion is the increased consumption of 
soybeans.”
 Note 1. This is the 2nd earliest document seen (Jan. 
2012) that contains industry or market statistics for natto by 
geographical region.
 Note 2. On the cover of this issue is written, in large 
black letters: “Export Issue.” Above and below are two large 
hemispherical maps of the world. This is the fi rst issue to 
have the words “Export Issue” written on either the cover 
or inside. In this issue a block of 9 articles (pages 31-458) 
is about exports. Most relate to the work of the Japanese 
American Soybean Institute or the Soybean Council of 
America. Each year after this, the May (or June) issue will 
usually be named the Xth Annual Export Issue. Address: 
Managing Director, Japanese American Soybean Inst., 
Nikkatsu International Building., No. 1-chome Yurakucho, 
Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, Japan.

1179. Mathur, M.L.; Varandani, P.T.; Kehar, N.D. 1961. 
Studies on the nutritive value of soya bean cake. Indian J. of 
Dairy Science 14(2):67-72. June. [9 ref]
• Summary: As cattle feed. Gives the digestibility coeffi cient 
of crude protein in soybean cake and the nutritive value. 
Address: Animal Nutrition Div., Indian Veterinary Research 
Inst., Izatnagar (U.P.), India.

1180. Pomeranz, Y. 1961. Supplementation of bread proteins 
with soy fl our: Based on Dr. Pomeranz’ work in Israel using 
soy fl our as a substitute for milk solids or animal proteins. 
Past experience, problems and perspectives. Soybean Digest. 
June. p. 22, 25.
• Summary: Wheat is not a complete protein; its proteins 
do not contain the ideal proportions of essential amino acids 
for complete utilization of these proteins in the synthesis 
and functioning of human body tissues. Therefore, oil-free 
soy fl our has been recommended as a protein supplement 
for bread since the soybean contains essential amino acids 
that are in short supply in wheat. Supplementation is much 
more important in diets in which wheat products are the 
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predominant source of protein. The benefi cial effect of soy 
fl our supplementation was recently demonstrated in both 
white and dark breads fortifi ed with 6%, 9% and 12% soy 
fl our. Soy protein isolates could also be used but they are 
about 3 times as expensive as soy fl our on a comparable 
protein basis. Photos show: (1) Y. Pomeranz. (2) A man 
loading bags of soy fl our from the United States into a 
truck at Genoa, Italy. Address: Kansas Agric. Exp. Station, 
Manhattan, KS.

1181. Shurpalekar, S.R.; Chandrasekhara, M.R.; Lahiry, 
N.L.; Swaminathan, M.; Indiramma, K.; Subrahmanyan, V. 
1961. Studies on milk substitutes of vegetable origin. III. The 
nutritive value of spray-dried soyabean milk fortifi ed with 
DL-methionine and spray-dried powder from a 2:1 blend of 
soyabean milk and sesame milk. Annals of Biochemistry and 
Experimental Medicine (Calcutta) 21(6):143-50. June. [9 ref]
• Summary: Discusses the nutritive value of soybean 
and sesame milks. Address: Central Food Technological 
Research Inst. (CFTRI), Mysore, India.

1182. Soybean Digest. 1961. Soybeans and the nutrition of 
India. June. p. 32-34.
• Summary: “According to Dr. P.V. Suhhatme, director, 
division of statistics, Food and Agriculture Organization of 
the United Nations, about two-thirds of India’s population is 
malnourished. According to the 1959 U.N. Statistical Year 
Book, India was the worst fed nation of the 40 that supplied 
statistics.”
 Four tables show different aspects of Indian diets. There 
is a shortage of milk in the Indian diet; milk is considered 
a nearly perfect food. One of the newer foods developed is 
Indian Multi-Purpose Food (MPF) which consists of 75% 
specially processed groundnut fl our and 25% Bengal gram 
fl our, fortifi ed with essential vitamins and minerals. It was 
developed at the CFTRI along the lines of American Multi-
Purpose Food, which is based on defatted soy fl our. “Indian 
MPF is a low-cost supplement to the poor-man’s diet.”
 “The greatest handicap toward greater consumption 
of soybean products in India is their lack of availability. 
Soybean production in India is negligible.”
 “India’s third 5-year plan just drawn up envisages an 
increase in vegetable oil consumption from 0.36 ounces 
to 0.47 ounces daily [per person]. This would mean an 
increased annual requirement of over 500,000 tons of 
vegetable oils for edible purposes alone, assuming that the 
Indian population will total 490 million by the end of the 
third plan.”
 “India has made its fi rst purchase of U.S. soybean 
oil–3,000 metric tons of crude degummed soybean oil 
under P.L. 480 from North American Continental Co. in late 
March. The purchase was the culmination of several years’ 
negotiations by the Soybean Council in cooperation with the 
U.S. Department of Agriculture. First shipment was made 

Apr. 12 and consigned to 22 vanaspati manufacturers in 
India.” Address: India Offi ce, Soybean Council of America.

1183. Kawamura, Sin’itirô; Narasaki, Teiiti. 1961. Studies 
on the carbohydrates of soybeans. VI. Component sugars 
of fractionated polysaccharides, especially identifi cation of 
fructose in some hemicelluloses. Agricultural and Biological 
Chemistry 25(7):527-31. July. [10 ref]
• Summary: Soybean polysaccharides were fractionated 
by using water, ammonium oxalate and sodium hydroxide 
solution as successive extracting agents. Fucose, rhamnose, 
xylose, arabinose, galactose, and galacturonic acid were 
identifi ed in purifi ed hemicelluloses. Address: Dep. of 
Agricultural Chemistry, Faculty of Agriculture, Kagawa 
Univ., Japan.

1184. Nicholls, Lucius. 1961. Tropical nutrition and dietetics. 
4th ed. Revised by H.M. Sinclair and D.B. Jelliffe. London: 
Baillière, Tindall and Cox. xii + 457 p. July. Illust. Index. 24 
cm. [100+* ref]
• Summary: Preface to the fourth edition: Nutritional science 
has advanced at an accelerating rate since the last edition. 
The section on protein malnutrition in infants has had to be 
rewritten; it is “now the most immediately practical problem 
of tropical countries.” “The advance of nutritional science 
emphasizes the urgent need to carry it into the fi eld through 
public health measures and especially health education.”
 “Now problems of even greater magnitude are created 
by the growth of population. The world’s population of 
2,800 million [2.8 billion] is expanding at a rate that will 
double by the end of the century... The problem if an 
increasing population in a world where already two-thirds 
of the population is underfed is the greatest challenge facing 
mankind today” (Oxford, Jan. 1961).
 Contents of Chapter II, “Proteins:” Introduction. 
Chemical nature of the proteins (hydrolysis of starches 
and proteins compared, classifi cation of the amino-acids). 
Building the proteins. The proportion of amino-acids 
present in various proteins. Nutritive value of proteins: 
Complete proteins (including glicinin [sic, glycinin] of soya 
bean), partially incomplete, incomplete proteins (zein of 
maize and gelatin). Theoretical protein requirements for 
maintenance and growth (Biological value, Net utilization). 
Limiting amino-acids giving a relative chemical score. 
Supplementing. Theoretical protein requirement during 
pregnancy and lactation. The effect of cooking on proteins. 
Specifi c dynamic action of proteins. The amount of protein 
in diets (high, low, vegetarian, true vegetarianism [avoids all 
foods of animal origin], lacto-vegetarians).
 The contents of the section on “Pulses” (p. 227-43) is 
very similar to that in the 1951 edition:
 A table from FAO (p. 260) shows that six oilseeds 
supply almost all of the world’s vegetable oil: Soya bean 
37.0%. Cottonseed 22.3%. Groundnut 20.2%. Rapeseed 
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9.8%. Sesame 2.7%. Sunfl ower 2.5%. The next section (p. 
260-64) is “Palm nuts and oils.”
 Table 53 (p. 396-97) gives the botanical name and 
composition of cereals and bread. Table 54 (p. 398-99) gives 
the botanical name and composition of pulses, incl. soya 
bean, soya bean curd [tofu], soya bean milk, carob bean, Goa 
bean, tepary bean
 Note: The title C.M.G. (Companion of St. Michael 
and St. George) is an honor conferred upon those 
for distinguished service in the British colonies or 
commonwealth. Address: C.M.G., B.A. (Cantab.), M.D., 
B.C. Late Director of Bacteriological and Pasteur Institutes, 
and Director of Div. of Nutrition, Ceylon; Lecturer in 
Nutrition, Ceylon Univ.; Late Lecturer on Tropical Medicine, 
Ceylon Medical College; Nutrition Adviser to Commissioner 
General, South East Asia.

1185. Ripp, John A. 1961. Soybean-induced goiter. American 
J. of Diseases of Children 102(1):106-09. July. [10 ref]
• Summary: “The goitrogenic effect of soybean diets 
in animals has been recognized for some 25 years” 
(McCarrison 1933). The fact that these effects can be 
modifi ed by heat, etc., suggests that “a specifi c goitrogenic 
substance” is present in soybeans.
 The author reports a case of human goiter caused 
apparently by Mull-Soy brand soybean milk. The white 
male infant had no history of thyroid disease in the family 
and his residence is not considered to be in a goiter area... 
He was fi rst seen by Dr. Ripp at age 3½ months because of 
widespread, moderately severe eczema and constant spitting. 
The infant had been breast fed, then at age 1 month, placed 
on a modifi ed cow’s milk formula. His general condition 
was good, and he was placed on a limited diet plus Mull-Soy 
infant formula. There was an obvious enlargement of the 
thyroid gland, without clear decrease in the metabolic rate. 
Removal of the Mull-Soy from the diet after 15 months led 
to some decrease in the size of the gland but had no clear 
effect on the metabolic rate of the subject. Address: M.D., 
Pediatric Div., Community Hospital, Glen Cove, New York.

1186. Smith, Allan K. 1961. Oriental methods of using 
soybeans as food. With special attention to fermented 
products and notes on Oriental farming practices. USDA 
Agricultural Research Service. ARS-71-17. 65 p. July. Illust. 
27 cm.
• Summary: Contents: Part I: China. Introduction. Farming 
conditions in China. Oilseed production. Soy sauce in China. 
Sweet fl our paste–Tien mien chang [chiang]. Soybean or 
vegetable milk (incl. Willis Miller and the Henningsen 
Produce Co. in Shanghai). Yuba. Soybean curd or tofu. 
Soybean cheese [fermented tofu]: Chee-fan (“cheese” + 
“small cube”), tsüe-fan (“drunken cheese”), hon-fan (“red 
cheese”). Fen-T’iao from mung beans. Fermented soybeans 
[fermented black soybeans]. Vinegar fermentation process.

 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2011) that 
uses the term “tsüe-fan” (“drunken cheese”) to refer to a type 
fermented tofu.
 Part II. China–Chinese Institutions. Henry Lester 
Institute (in Shanghai; Dr. Bernard Read). Academia Sinica 
(headquarters in Nanking). China Vegetable Oil Corporation 
(CVOC, Shanghai). The China Oils and Fat Industries Ltd. 
(Shanghai). National Bureau of Industrial Research. Catholic 
University (Fu Jen, at Peiping). Yen Ching University 
(Peiping). Agriculture Experiment Station (Peiping).
 Part III: Japan. Introduction. Production of miso 
in Japan. Soy sauce in Japan. Trends in soy sauce 
production. Part IV: With Raymond E. Culbertson. Korea. 
Introduction. Breeding work. Soybean varieties. Climatic 
relations. Soils of Korea. Topography. Land use. Cultural 
practices. Marketing. Soybeans as foodstuff. Soy sauce. 
Acknowledgment.
 Page 19 states: “The China National Government has 
taken an active interest in soybean milk for use by its army. 
Mr. Willis Miller, with offi ces and business connections with 
the Henningsen Produce Company in the Dollar Building 
(7th Floor) at 51 Canton Road, Shanghai, had just completed, 
at the time of my visit, the building of a soybean milk plant 
for the Chinese Government. The process is patterned 
after that of the International Nutritional Laboratories at 
Mt. Vernon, Ohio, for making a powdered or spray-dried 
milk. Mr. Miller also was supervising the installation of a 
vegetable canning plant for the same purpose.”
 The text of this bulletin was previously published, 
serially, with slight revisions, in Soybean Digest, from Feb. 
to June 1949. Address: Northern Utilization Research and 
Development Div., Peoria, Illinois.

1187. Haines, Phyllis C.; Lyman, R.L. 1961. Relationship of 
pancreatic enzyme secretion to growth inhibition in rats fed 
soybean trypsin inhibitor. J. of Nutrition 74(4):445-52. Aug. 
[22 ref]
• Summary: Study of the relationship between growth 
depression, restricted diet, and trypsin inhibitor. Address: 
Univ. of California, Berkeley.

1188. Hayward, J.W.; Diser, G.M. 1961. Soy protein as soy 
fl our and grits for improving dietary standards in many parts 
of the world. A special report. Soybean Digest. Aug. p. 14-
18, 20, 22-23. [5 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Defi nition (Defatted 
soy fl our, low-fat soy fl our, high-fat soy fl our, full-fat soy 
fl our). Production. Composition. Nutritional properties. 
Conventional uses. Economic aspects. Recommended uses in 
specifi c diets. Soy milk as a food for children. Summary and 
conclusions.
 This article begins: “Soybeans and products derived 
from them have served as the chief source of protein in the 
diet of millions of oriental people for nearly 5,000 years. 
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Various other oilseed products have been developed over 
the centuries for use as food in different parts of the world. 
However, because they are adapted to a wide range of soil 
and climatic conditions and can be produced economically in 
many areas, soybeans continue to be of special interest in the 
fi eld of worldwide nutrition.
 “In the Orient and many other parts of the Far East, tofu 
and such foods made from fermented soybeans as miso, natto 
and tempeh are extremely popular. These foods are all rather 
uncommon among occidental races. They are not known at 
all to us in the United States except on an experimental basis. 
Our edible soya for protein is available for the most part in 
the form of fl our, grits and concentrated protein. However, 
these forms of edible soya are practically unknown in the 
countries of the Far East.”
 Figures show: (1) Production of defatted, dehulled 
soya products–fl our or grits–for edible uses (extracted with 
hexane solvent). (2) Bar graph–Amino acid composition of 
soy fl our and some cereals commonly used in the human 
diet (grams of amino acid per 100 grams of food; defatted 
soya fl our is very high {relative to degermed corn meal, 
patent wheat fl our, and white rice} in lysine, methionine + 
cystine, phenylalanine, leucine, isoleucine and threonine). (3) 
Pie chart: Supplemental effect of soy fl our on the nutritive 
value of cereal-soya mixtures. (4) Bar graph–Amino acid 
composition of soy fl our in comparison with cottonseed, 
peanut and sesame fl ours (grams of amino acid per 100 
grams of food).
 Tables show: (1) Composition of soy fl ours and grits. 
(2) Calcium and phosphorus content of soy fl ours and grits 
as compared with some cereals (wheat fl our, white rice, 
degermed corn meal). (3) Moisture, protein content, price 
per pound and cost per pound of protein in some food stuffs. 
Address: 1. Director of Nutrition, Soybean Council of 
America, Inc.; 2. Research Dep., Archer-Daniels-Midland 
Co.

1189. Maner, J.H.; Pond, W.G.; Loosli, J.K. 1961. Utilization 
of soybean proteins by baby pigs and by rats. J. of Animal 
Science 20(3):614-20. Aug. [10 ref]
• Summary: “The performance of young pigs fed all plant 
protein rations does not approach that of pigs fed rations 
containing milk protein.
 Growth, digestion and nitrogen-balance trials studied 
(1) the effects of pepsin, trypsin and age on utilization of 
soybean protein by young pigs; (2) the effect of adding 
methionine, lysine and tryptophan to an isolated soybean 
protein basal diet; and (3) the effects of casein and three 
sources of soybean protein on rat growth.
 DL-methionine added to a basal soybean protein diet at 
levels of 0.23% and 0.45% to provide a total of 0.68% and 
0.90% methionine-cystine increased gain and the 0.45% 
added methionine improved nitrogen retention and feed 
conversion when compared with the basal diet. Address: 

Cornell Univ., Ithaca, New York.

1190. Miller, D.S.; Payne, P.R. 1961. Problems in the 
prediction of protein values of diets: The use of food 
composition tables. J. of Nutrition 74(4):413-19. Aug. [21 
ref]
• Summary: “Until recently the only means of assessing the 
protein value of human diets has been by biological assay 
of net dietary protein value which is equal to net protein 
utilization operative (NPU (op)) multiplied by the protein 
content of the diet, and is a measure of utilizable protein.
 “Miller and Payne (1961) proposed an equation for the 
prediction of protein values from chemical data:”
 “NPU may be defi ned as ‘standardized’ or ‘operative’ 
according to whether the measurements are made below 
or above maintenance (Miller and Payne, 1961).” Address: 
Human Nutrition Research Unit, National Inst. for Medical 
Research, London, NW7, England.

1191. Product Name:  Soy Lecithin Capsules.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Victor Lemon Company.
Manufacturer’s Address:  601 S. Vermont Ave., Los 
Angeles, California.
Date of Introduction:  1961 August.
New Product–Documentation:  Ad in Let’s Live. 1961. 
Aug. p. 12. “New low prices on both.” Each Soy Lecithin 
Capsule “contains 8½ grains of soy lecithin with its natural 
fractions of choline, inositol, sterols, and tocopherols.” 100 
capsules, $2.29. 200 capsules, $3.95. 500 capsules, $9.35. 
“The above products are food supplements and are for 
dietary purposes only.”

1192. Wagenknecht, A.C.; Mattick, L.R.; Lewin, L.M.; 
Hand, D.B.; Steinkraus, K.H. 1961. Changes in soybean 
lipids during tempeh fermentation. J. of Food Science 
26(4):373-76. July/Aug. [11 ref]
• Summary: The Rhizopus oryzae mold “possesses strong 
lipase activity and caused the hydrolysis of over one-
third of the neutral fat of the soybean during the three-day 
fermentation... The neutral fat was composed of palmitic, 
stearic, oleic, linoleic, and linolenic acids, with linoleic acid 
predominating... Except for the depletion of some 40% of 
the linolenic acid in the later stages of the fermentation, there 
apparently was no preferential utilization of any fatty acid.”
 “Although fatty acids were liberated by the hydrolysis 
of soybean lipid, there was no subsequent utilization of 
these fatty acids. It can be concluded, therefore, that R. 
oryzae either does not possess the enzyme systems necessary 
for metabolizing these fatty acids or that R. oryzae is 
impermeable to these acids under the conditions of tempeh 
fermentation.”
 Note: Sorenson and Hesseltine (1966, p. 687) state, 
based on this research, that “it is likely that lipid materials, 
and particularly fatty acids, are the primary sources of energy 
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for the tempeh fermentation. The fact that the mold grows 
well on various vegetable oils further suggests that this 
conclusion is true.” Address: New York State Agric. Exp. 
Station, Cornell Univ., Geneva, New York.

1193. Sair, Louis. Assignor to Griffi th Laboratories (Chicago, 
Illinois). 1961. Method of extracting protein from defatted 
soybean material. U.S. Patent 3,001,875. Sept. 26. 3 p. 
Application fi led 28 May 1956. [3 ref]
• Summary: “The present invention relates to the preparation 
of modifi ed soy protein to provide a proteinaceous 
composition useful in preparing various forms of meat. In 
particular, it relates to the preparation of such a composition 
having great capacity for emulsifying fat in ground, cured 
and fresh meat products, and for binding water in such 
products and also in cured and fresh whole meats.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Dec. 2015) that contains the term “modifi ed soy 
protein.”
 “It is the general object of the present invention to 
provide a method of deriving from soybeans a protein which 
derives from the glycinin content thereof, which protein is 
soluble when used in treating meat.”
 “Glycinin is the principal protein of soybean. It is 
not a defi nite chemical compound, and its constitution 
is usually expressed in terms of the analytical content of 
various amino acids, such as arginine, leucine, lysine, and 
others. Methods for concentrating it from soybeans are well 
known. These methods commonly employ soybean meal or 
fl akes, hereinafter referred to as defatted soy bean material. 
This is commonly the residue from extracting soybean oil 
from fl aked bean material by use of volatile solvents. The 
commercial defatted soybean material may contain a small 
percentage of residual oil which in no way interferes with 
processing it to concentrate glycinin therefrom.”
 Note 2. Soy is mentioned 18 times in this patent, as 
“soybeans,” “soybean,” “soybean meal or fl akes,” “defatted 
soybean material,” “modifi ed soy protein” and “defatted soy 
fl our.” Address: Evergreen Park, Illinois.

1194. Brambila, S.; Nesheim, M.C.; Hill, F.W. 1961. Effect 
of trypsin supplementation on the utilization by the chick 
of diets containing raw soybean oil meal. J. of Nutrition 
75(1):13-20. Sept. [23 ref]
• Summary: In chicks receiving diets containing raw 
soybean meal, absorption of dietary fat was considerably 
lower than that in chicks receiving heated soybean meal. This 
problem could be overcome by supplementing the chicks’ 
diet with either a crude or crystalline trypsin preparation.
 Trypsin supplementation does not overcome the growth 
depressing properties of raw soybean oil meal. Address: 
Cornell Univ., Ithaca, New York.

1195. Johnson, Herbert W. 1961. Breeding for oil and protein 

in soybeans. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 73-75.
• Summary: “How far can we go in increasing oil and 
protein of soybeans through breeding? There is no simple 
or exact answer to this question, but trying to arrive at an 
approximate answer to it involves a number of considerations 
that should be of interest to soybean producers.
 “The answer to the question will vary tremendously 
with the restrictions you wish to place on soybean varieties. 
In other words, what else do you want in a soybean variety 
besides the capacity to produce a high-protein content or 
a high-oil content in its seed? If you are interested only in 
high-oil soybeans, I can assure you that we can develop 
varieties that will exceed 25% oil in their seed. If you are 
interested only in high-protein soybeans, I can assure you 
that we can develop soybeans with more than 50% protein. 
If, however, you are interested in both oil and protein content 
in the same variety, the answer is drastically different from 
either of the other two. The more characteristics you want in 
a soybean variety the less chances you have in getting a very 
high performance in any of them.
 “Breeding for both oil and protein: Let us fi rst assume 
that you are interested in the maximum obtainable amounts 
of both oil and protein in the same variety. In considering 
this situation and others to follow, we shall use some charts 
for purposes of illustration; and I should like to emphasize 
that the data are hypothetical and presented only for poses 
of illustration. They can be considered exact only in that 
they indicate in a general way what would be expected 
in the different situations indicated. The actual values 
obtained in practice might differ considerably from those 
to be presented, but we have enough information to date to 
indicate that the trends and conclusions would be the same.
 “The fi rst chart indicates the kind of progress we might 
expect to make in several years if we consider oil and protein 
at the same time. We are assuming that we start with present 
varieties that an the average have about 21% oil an a dry 
weight basis and 41% protein: this is our base starting point 
or Variety 1. (Varieties are identifi ed as V1, V2, etc.) As we 
improve the varieties through the years we could expect to 
increase oil and protein a little at a time and fi nally after 
several years of hard work gain 1% oil and 2% protein.
 “You probably are wondering why we would not make 
more rapid gains than indicated. The reason is fairly simple. 
Oil and protein are closely associated in the soybean seed 
and it is not surprising that this should be so when you 
consider that 21% oil and 41% protein account for 62% 
of the total dry weight of the seed. When one works with 
this proportion of the total seed and increases one of the 
components the chances are that he will decrease the other. 
If just one component were considered at a time, this would 
almost invariably happen; but with intensive effort devoted 
to both components, a little progress can be made in both in 
spite of the tendency for one to increase at the expense of the 
other. The question then arises as to how much advantage 
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there is in breeding for oil and protein at the same time. We 
think that there is very little. We don’t believe that this is the 
way soybean breeding should be done; we don’t believe that 
you are that interested in having as much oil and as much 
protein in the same variety as you can get.
 “Breeding for oil only: Now let’s assume that you are 
interested in only the oil content of your soybean varieties 
of the future and the breeders of the country decide that 
this is the only characteristic they are going to consider in 
soybean breeding. They are going to give you a soybean 
variety with the maximum amount of oil in each seed and 
they want to do it just as quickly as possible. The data in 
chart 2 indicate that they can go from the 21% oil of today 
up to 25%, plus or minus. (We don’t know exactly how far 
we could go.) But just for the sake of curiosity let’s take 
a look at what might be expected to happen to the protein 
content of these varieties. The bottom line of the chart 
indicates what you could expect. Protein is decreased rapidly 
since all the breeding effort is going into the oil fraction. 
Such an approach seems to have some advantage over the 
other situation because we would at least make some good 
progress in oil, and as long as this is the main interest why 
worry about oil and protein in the same seed?
 “Breeding for protein only: Next, let’s assume that you 
are primarily interested in protein content. You don’t care 
about the oil in soybeans; you want to produce soybeans for 
feed and feed only, and since protein is the main component 
in the soybean used as feed, you want to produce as much 
of it in your variety as possible. So the breeders decide that 
the only characteristic they are going to consider is protein. 
Chart 3 indicates that rapid progress could be made. I think 
that protein would go well above the 49% level, but note 
what happens to the oil content of this group of varieties. 
The bottom line indicates that under these conditions oil is 
decreased about half as much as protein is increased. The 
charts illustrate some of the problems involved in answering 
the question: How far can we go in increasing oil and protein 
contents of soybeans by breeding? To answer this question 
one must fi rst defi ne whether he is interested in both oil and 
protein, protein only, or oil only. The charts also illustrate 
reasons why we do things as we do. Over the past several 
years the primary consideration in soybean breeding has 
been percent of oil and we have made substantial progress. 
At the same time we have not lost nearly as much protein as 
would seem to be indicated by chart 2, and one might raise 
the question as to why we have not.
 “Remember that chart 1 indicated that we could make 
a little progress in both components if we worked at it 
hard enough. But suppose that we work hard at one and 
just try to keep from losing too much in the other? This is 
essentially what has been done in soybean breeding in this 
country and we have been able to make substantial progress 
in oil with very little loss in protein. However, every time 
we considered protein in conjunction with oil it made the 

progress more diffi cult.
 “So it seems to us that we are now at a stage in soybean 
breeding when we should defi ne the types of varieties we 
want. Do we want the maximum of both oil and protein we 
can get in the same variety? Are we primarily concerned with 
oil? Or are we primarily concerned with protein? If we insist 
on both in the same variety, little progress is in the offi ng. If 
we are concerned with only oil in the variety, we can achieve 
substantial progress although it will be more diffi cult than the 
progress of the past simply because we have already made 
a good portion of the gains that were originally available in 
the material with which we have to work. If we are interested 
primarily in protein, we can make very substantial gains 
because we have not exploited the variability available 
in this component. Since we have not been emphasizing 
protein, it should yield rapidly to selection and we should be 
able to change it rapidly.
 “However, the important consideration to keep in mind 
is that if we are to make substantial progress in either oil or 
protein, we must be allowed to leave the other one alone. In 
other words, if we are going to continue to emphasize both 
oil and protein and if we are to continue to make signifi cant 
progress in these characteristics in the breeding program, 
then we must develop one set of varieties for oil and another 
for protein. If this were done, I feel confi dent that we could 
approach the 25% level of oil and am fairly certain that we 
could attain the 50% level in protein.
 “I have purposely avoided trying to predict how long 
it would take to develop acceptable varieties with 25% oil 
or 50% protein because of the uncertainties involved. The 
gains would be made a little at a time with each successive 
breeding cycle. The gain made in each cycle would be 
infl uenced greatly by the amount of effort devoted to yield, 
disease resistance, resistance to lodging and shattering, 
etc., in the same material” Continued. Address: Research 
Agronomist, Crops Research Div., Agricultural Research 
Service, USDA, Beltsville, Maryland.

1196. Johnson, Herbert W. 1961. Breeding for oil and protein 
in soybeans (Continued–Document part II). Soybean Digest. 
Sept. p. 73-75.
• Summary: (Continued): “Breeding for yield only: Another 
approach to soybean breeding that might be of interest 
to producers is breeding for yield and characteristics 
infl uencing yield without regard to chemical composition of 
the seed. With this approach, we would expect a decrease 
in oil from the, approximately 21% of current varieties 
but protein might actually increase. The resulting varieties 
probably would have seed a little less concentrated than 
the 62% oil plus protein of current varieties, but they also 
would yield more bushels per acre. The total production of 
oil plus protein per acre from such varieties likely would 
be greater than the production of current varieties but in a 
little less concentrated form. The reason is again a matter of 
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arithmetic. If we didn’t have to consider oil and protein, our 
chances of increasing yield would be greatly increased.
 “General considerations: We of course recognize the 
diffi culties involved in producing, handling, and processing 
two types of soybean varieties, one high in oil and the other 
high in protein. Regardless of these diffi culties, however, the 
most optimistic answer to the question I have been asked to 
consider, ‘How far can we go in increasing oil and protein 
through breeding?’, depends on the two types of varieties. 
From a monetary point of view there would be little 
difference in the two types unless the relative price of oil 
and protein varied considerably. For example, the data in the 
table were obtained from three established varieties and three 
experimental varieties by using average prices for oil and 
protein for 1955-59. They indicate that the combined value 
of the oil and meal from a ton of beans is relatively constant 
for a group of varieties differing greatly in oil and protein 
contents.
 “I have not been asked to consider the question, 
‘How far will we go in increasing oil and protein through 
breeding?’, but it seems appropriate to at least recognize that 
the answer to this question might be quite different from the 
answer to the other because many characteristics in addition 
to oil and protein must be considered in breeding. And the 
greater the number of characters that must be considered the 
less the progress will be in any one.
 “If the number of characters that must be considered in 
breeding, especially diseases, increases as much during the 
next 10 years as in the past 10, we will do well if we can 
simply maintain the progress made thus far. The soybean is 
coming of age as a crop in the United States and the disease 
problems have increased in recent years. A soybean variety 
must produce a reasonable yield in spite of these diseases 
before we are even interested in its oil and protein contents. 
Consequently, much of the breeding effort devoted to oil 
and protein a few years ago is now devoted to various 
diseases and the progress in oil and protein will be slowed 
accordingly.
 “During the past year the American Soybean Association 
demonstrated an awareness of the increasing problems in 
soybean research and we are grateful to it and other groups 
for the interest they displayed. Research men are always 
encouraged when individuals most directly concerned 
with the crop on which they work display an interest in 
the research problems involved. We hope your interest 
will continue and we will continue to try to develop better 
improved, disease-resistant varieties for the future. However, 
it will be awhile yet before varieties with 25% oil or 50% 
protein will be available.” Address: Research Agronomist, 
Crops Research Div., Agricultural Research Service, USDA, 
Beltsville, Maryland.

1197. Tiffi n, Lee O.; Brown, J.C. 1961. Selective absorption 
of iron from iron chelates by soybean plants. Plant 

Physiology 36(5):710-14. Sept. [9 ref]
• Summary: “I. The exudate of chlorotic plants was very 
high in Fe55 and very low in C14: the average assay per 
milliliter gave the ratio cps Fe55 to cps C14 = 10,033 to 6.
 “II. The exudate of green plants was relatively low in 
Fe55 and very low in C14: the average assay per milliliter gave 
the ratio cps Fe55 to cps C14 = 64 to 6.
 “III. The ratio of Fe55 to C14 found in the exudate was 
greatly infl uenced by the availability of Fe in the preculture 
period.
 “IV. Fe55 is bound to exudate components which move 
toward the anode. Electrophoretic evidence suggests that 
most of the C14 in the exudate is not present as the intact 
chelating agents supplied to the roots.” Address: Mineral 
Nutrition Lab., Soil & Water Conservation Research Div., 
ARS, USDA, Beltsville, Maryland.

1198. Wilcox, R.A.; Carlson, C.W.; Kohlmeyer, W.; Gastler, 
G.F. 1961. The growth response of turkey poults to a water-
extract of soybean oil meal as infl uenced by different sources 
of isolated soybean protein. Poultry Science 40(5):1353-54. 
Sept. [3 ref]
• Summary: The following sources of isolated soy protein 
were used: (1) C-1 protein from Archer-Daniels-Midland 
Co., Cincinnati, Ohio; (2) PR protein from Central Soya Co., 
Inc., Chicago, Illinois; (3) 65 protein from Gunther Products, 
Inc., Galesburg, Illinois.
 It was found “that soybean proteins vary considerably 
in their effects on poult growth and that, in poult studies, the 
source of the protein needs to be considered.”
 Note: A “poult” is a young fowl, especially a young 
turkey. Address: Depts. of Poultry Husbandry and Station 
Biochemistry, South Dakota Agric. Exp. Station, Brookings.

1199. Andreenko, G.V.; Kudriashov, B.A. 1961. [Effect of 
a trypsin inhibitor from soy bean on blood coagulation]. 
Voprosy Meditsinkoi Khimii 7(5):513-19. Sept/Oct. [Rus]*

1200. Clark, Linda A. 1961. Stay young longer: How to add 
years of enjoyment to your life. New York, NY: Devin-Adair 
Co. [xvi] + 364 p. Oct. Foreword by Adelle Davis. Preface 
by Beatrice Trum Hunter. 21 cm. [588* ref]
• Summary: This book is well researched and carefully 
documented. The author includes Clive M. McCay in her 
acknowledgments. Contents: Part I: How can you stay 
young? 2. How can correct nutrition help? 3. What makes 
you age? 4. How long will it take to slow down rapid aging? 
5. What’s wrong with us? 6. What’s happened to our bread 
and cereal. 7. Is sugar harmful? 8. Are poisons making you 
old? 9. Is it safe to eat? 10. What else ages us? 11. How 
can you eat safely in a poisoned world? 12. What about 
vitamins? 13. What about minerals and enzymes? 14. What 
about fats and oils. 15. “Wonder” foods. 16. Are you a mirror 
of what you eat? 17. The great debate? 18. How can you eat 
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for health and youth? a summary.
 Part II: 19. How can exercise help? 20. Is there hope for 
sagging faces and fi gures? 21. How can you stay slim? 22. 
Are you proud of your skin, nails, and hair? 23. What about 
menopause, prostates, and male impotency? 24. How can 
you relieve stress?
 Part III: 25. The art of loving. 26. The power of prayer. 
27. The will to live.
 Page 10: Most dog food is more nutritious than human 
food. A typical dog food contains soybean grits.
 Page 12: The human body is replaced every year. Dr. 
Paul G. Aebersold of the Atomic Energy Commission, who 
has used radioactive tracers to study the body, states: “In a 
single year 98% of the old atoms will be replaced by new 
atoms which we take into our bodies from the air we breathe, 
the food we eat, and the water we drink.”
 Page 67: Home-sprouted soy beans are free from 
pesticide contaminants.
 Page 139: Unsaturated fats are found in vegetable oils, 
including soybean oil.
 Page 145-46. What raises our cholesterol level? One 
food that does is butter. When one-seventh of the ½ ounce 
of butter served at each meal was replaced by soy sterol 
(probably lecithin), the average cholesterol level of subjects 
dropped 11%.
 Page 148: Tests by Dr. Lester Morrison (1958) found 
that “soy lecithin granules succeeded in lowering cholesterol 
and reversing atherosclerosis in thousands of his patients.”
 In the chapter on “Wonder foods” we read (p. 170): 
“Soy beans and products made from soy beans such as soy 
fl akes, soy grits and soy fl our, are rich in the only complete 
vegetable protein.” In the same chapter, Dr. Clive M. McCay 
notes (p. 177) that many people “use soy milks. These soy 
milks are now very attractive to taste, They are also being 
sold in various modifi cations such as malted milk. With the 
growing interest in the consumption of unsaturated fatty 
acids which are rich in these soy milks, the future may see a 
real challenge to the dairy industry.”
 A long section titled “Meat-eating vs. vegetarianism” 
(p. 182-88) attempts to look at both sides of the issue from a 
nutritional viewpoint only. In “The case for the vegetarian” 
we read (p. 184): “A few nuts are complete protein. The 
soybean, a legume, is the only complete protein vegetable. In 
all other cases, some of the amino acids are missing. Because 
of the nature of the soybean, it is being recognized more 
and more, by vegetarians and others, for its high nutritional 
value. Other complete proteins include brewer’s yeast, 
cottonseed, and cereal germs such as wheat germ.”
 Page 218-20: Beverages–Milk is also a problem since it 
may contain radioactive strontium 90, iodine 131, penicillin, 
wax, pesticides, etc. “Many nutritionists prefer raw certifi ed 
milk.” To offset the cost of raw milk, “powdered skim 
milk” can be used for cooking. Yogurt or kefi r can be made 
from either kind of milk. “As a milk substitute, soy-bean 

milk (Lager 1955; Chen 1956), an oriental staple, has been 
suggested.”
 The section on healthy skin (p. 262) states: “Cold 
pressed soy oil, because it contains so many elements found 
to occur naturally in skin tissue, is excellent.”
 Note: While this is not a vegetarian book, it favors the 
use of a relatively small amount of fl esh foods and other 
animal products. Address: M.A.

1201. Jeffreys, R.A.; Hale, V.Q.; Wallace, A. 1961. Uptake 
and translocation in plants of labeled iron and labeled 
chelating agents. Soil Science 92(4):268-73. Oct. [7 ref]
• Summary: Soybeans and sunfl owers were among the plants 
studied. Address: Univ. of California, Los Angeles.

1202. Rackis, J.J.; Anderson, R.L.; Sasame, H.A.; Smith, 
A.K.; VanEtten, C.H. 1961. Amino acids in soybean hulls 
and oil meal fractions. J. of Agricultural and Food Chemistry 
9(5):409-12. Sept/Oct. [21 ref]
• Summary: Using ion exchange chromatography, amino 
acids were determined for soybean hulls, dehulled soybean 
meal, isolated soybean protein, and the latter’s residue.
 The United States has a large export market for 
soybeans, and the portion going to the Orient [East Asia = 
Japan] is used almost entirely for food. Foreign markets for 
our soybeans for food use are much larger than the domestic 
market. Address: Northern Regional Research Lab., Peoria, 
Illinois.

1203. Soybean Digest. 1961. The Peoria conference on 
soybean products for protein in human foods. Oct. p. 6-8.
• Summary: “Can the soybean and American know-how help 
feed a hungry child on the other side of the world?
 “This was the basic question that leading scientists of 
government, industry and leading universities considered at 
the working conference on ‘Soybean Products for Protein 
in Human Foods,’ which was held Sept. 13-15 at the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture’s Northern Utilization Laboratory 
in Peoria, Illinois.
 “Paul Gyorgy, M.D., Philadelphia [Pennsylvania] 
General Hospital, termed protein malnutrition the ‘No. 1 
malnutrition problem in the world, particularly in developing 
countries. In some countries infants who cannot get milk 
from their mothers’ breasts have to die.’
 “And Dr. F.R. Senti, director of the Laboratory, said in 
opening the conference: ‘It is timely to consider how this 
important source (soybean) of edible oil and protein can 
contribute to the world’s growing need for a high-quality, 
low-cost protein.’
 “The United Nation’s Children’s Fund and the Soybean 
Council of America, Inc. joined with USDA’s Agricultural 
Research Service and Foreign Agricultural Service to 
sponsor the conference.” A photo (p. 8) shows F.R. Senti, 
R. Sabin, J.W. Hayward, and A.K. Smith tasting samples of 
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miso, tempeh, and tofu which were served at the reception 
and made at the Northern Utilization Laboratory.

1204. Spilsbury, Calvin A. 1961. Japan’s oilseed and fats 
and oils industry. USDA Foreign Agricultural Service. FAS 
M-120. iv + 52 p. Oct. Illust. 28 cm. [9 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Summary. The fats and 
oils industry: Total supply of fats and oils, edible fats and 
oils industries (oilseed crushing and refi ning industry, rice 
bran processing, margarine and shortening, oilseed food 
industries), industrial fats and oils (the soap industry, paint 
and protective coating industry). Domestic production of 
oilseeds and oil-bearing materials: Soybeans (farm income 
and management, research), rapeseed, other oilseeds, rice 
bran, marine oils, including whale, animal fats. Foreign 
trade: Soybeans, other oilseeds, marine oils, animal fats, 
oilcake and meal, trade controls. Demand and price: Price 
supports. Consumption. Marketing and market development: 
Marketing vegetable oils, marketing oilseeds (storage, 
inspection, soybeans, rapeseed), market development. 
Bibliography. No names of Asian crushers are given.
 Japan’s margarine and shortening production in 1960 
was 88,600 metric tons, nearly 4½ times that of 1950... 
Margarine production in 1960 was 43,000 tons. Shortening 
production was only 41,600 tons in 1960. The margarine and 
shortening industry in Japan consists of 26 manufacturers, 
but a large percent of plant capacity is found in only a few 
plants: 4 plants have one-third of the industry capacity, 
which is around 400 metric tons per 8-hour day... 67% of 
the oils used to make margarine and shortening in Japan are 
animal and marine oils, with whale oil being the most widely 
used (26% of the total) followed by tallow and lard (21%), 
then fi sh oil (20.0%). Palm oils comprise 19.0% of the total 
and vegetable oils 14.0%.
 Concerning oilseed food industries (p. 17-20), in 1960 
some 532,218 tonnes (metric tons) of soybeans were used 
directly as foods or manufactured into foods in Japan. 
Substantial amounts of peanuts and sesame seeds were also 
so used. “The Japanese American Soybean Institute in Tokyo 
is actively promoting U.S. soybeans for food uses and has 
promoted soybeans as the meat of the fi eld because of the 
excellence of their amino acids.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2005) 
containing the phrase “the meat of the fi eld.” Notice that 
it refers to soybeans and was apparently coined by an 
American organization in Japan.
 “More soybeans are used directly for food than are 
grown in Japan, and the cake and meal from an additional 
420,000 tons of soybeans are now used each year. The main 
soybean foods are: Miso, shoyu, tofu, aburaage (fried tofu), 
frozen tofu, natto, kinako, monosodium glutamate (extract of 
fermented soybeans and rice used as a seasoning compound; 
a low-grade shoyu is a by-product), tonyu (soybean milk, 
cooked water-extract of soybeans, not widely produced in 

Japan at the present time).
 Miso: There are about 3,200 to 3,800 miso plants 
in Japan, and a large amount of home-made miso is also 
produced. “About 117,600 tons of soybeans and 52,300 
tons of defatted soybean meal (expeller cake is thought to 
be the best) are required by this industry. Miso consumption 
is estimated at 28.9 grams per capita per day.” Domestic 
Japanese soybeans, such as white hilum soybeans from 
Aomori are preferred to U.S. beans, which cook unevenly 
because of their hard seed coats.
 Shoyu: There are about 5,000 producers; some have 
very large plants but many are small. Per capita consumption 
is about 3 gallons per year. This requires about 18,500 
tonnes of soybeans and 155,000 tonnes of defatted soybean 
meal per year. A small amount of soybean oil (about 1,000 
tonnes/year) is skimmed off the top of shoyu and used for 
a cutting oil. The cake that remains after pressing out the 
shoyu contains 4% salt, but it is an ideal hog feed as well 
as a fertilizer. Around 80,000 to 100,000 tonnes a year are 
produced. A taru (4½ gallons) of shoyu wholesales for about 
$3.60. A large volume of soy sauce is now being exported to 
the USA.
 Tofu: There are around 50,000 small tofu plants in 
Japan. Their demand for soybeans is large and increasing. 
In 1960 production of tofu and aburaage required 254,800 
tonnes of soybeans and 20,000 tonnes of defatted soybean 
meal. More soybeans and meal are used to make tofu than 
any other food in Japan, followed by shoyu, then miso. 
About three-fi fths of the soybeans used are imported. In 
1960 production of frozen tofu required 27,100 tonnes of 
soybeans.
 In 1960 about 22,800 tonnes of soybeans were required 
to make natto, 6,200 tonnes to make kinako, 64,800 tones of 
defatted soybean meal were required to make monosodium 
glutamate, and 10,000 tonnes of soybeans plus 30,000 tonnes 
of defatted meal were required to make other soybean food 
products [such as whole soybeans, soybean milk, etc.]. 
Address: USDA Fats and Oils Div.

1205. Feedstuffs. 1961. Soybean processing procedure 
explained. 33(44):42. Nov. 4.
• Summary: “There has been a great deal of interest in 
the possibilities of using heat-treated full-fat soybeans in 
feeding. Also, there is increasing interest in the use of an 
expansion pelleting process for feedstuffs.”
 “The equipment used for preparation of the ground 
heated unextracted soybeans in the Purdue work is shown 
in the accompanying picture. The unit is a Wenger 100 h.p. 
Multi-Duty pellet mill, complete with steam jacketed two-
stage preconditioner (acting as the feeder also for the pellet 
mill), and equipped with the Wenger expansion continuous 
cooking extruder assembly. This is the pellet mill in which 
the soy is cooked.
 “The complete process consists of grinding whole 
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soybeans, elevating them into a bin above the preconditioner, 
applying steam to the ground beans to injection into the 
preconditioner, and by steam jacketing the preconditioner. 
The preconditioner is equipped with a variable speed drive 
motor, and therefore also acts as the feeder for the pellet 
mill. In the high speed mixer, additional steam is applied, 
and the product is then extruded through the continuous 
cooking expansion pelleting assembly. The beans are cooked 
continuously and reach temperatures of approximately 250º 
in this process. It may be noted that the expansion pellet head 
is also steam jacketed.
 “As the pellets are discharged from the expansion pellet 
head, they are run into a cooler where they are rather easily 
cooled, and are thereafter run over crumble rolls to reduce 
them to granular form, and thereafter the material may be 
incorporated into complete feeds or concentrates as required.
 “It is felt at Lafayette that the process is a signifi cant one 
and that continuing feeding tests will bear this out.
 “It is noted that the expansion pelleting assembly in the 
equipment used is a component of the Wenger Multi-Duty 
pellet mill; this unit thus also may be used to produce hard 
pellet or high-molasses pellets.”
 A photo shows “Equipment used for preparation of 
heated unextracted soybeans.” As noted above, the unit used 
is a “Wenger 100 h.p. [horsepower] Multi-Duty pellet mill, 
complete with steam jacketed two-stage preconditioner...”
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2001) 
that mentions Wenger [Wenger Manufacturing, Inc.] in 
connection with soybean extrusion.
 Note 2. The Offi cial Program: Annual Convention of 
the Association of Operative Millers (1960) states: From 
“the People who pioneered extrusion cooking Wenger’s new 
X-15 Snack Extruder was designed by Wenger engineers...” 
Address: Purdue Univ., Lafayette, Indiana.

1206. Jimenez, A.A.; Perry, T.W.; Pickett, R.A.; Beeson, 
W.M. 1961. Effect of feeding raw or heated ground soybeans 
on gains, feed effi ciency and carcass quality of swine. 
Feedstuffs 33(44):42, 60. Nov. 4.
• Summary: This article is a progress report on swine 
feeding research at Purdue University, presented at the 1961 
Purdue Swine Day. “Developments in the use of full-fat 
soybeans and an expansion pelleting process are regarded as 
signifi cant.” The research was supported in part by a grant-
in-aid from Wenger Mixer Mfg., Sabetha, Kansas.
 See also sidebar titled “Soybean processing procedure 
explained,” which contains a photo of the equipment used for 
preparation of heated unextracted soybeans.
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2020) 
concerning the Wenger Mixer Manufacturing Co. in 
connection with soy.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Oct. 2020) that mentions “pelleting” in connection 
with soybeans. Address: Purdue Univ., Lafayette, Indiana.

1207. Tung, Ta-Cheng; Huang, P-C.; Li, H-C.; Chen, H-L. 
1961. [Composition of foods used in Taiwan]. J. of the 
Formosan Medical Association 60(11):973-1005. Nov. 28. 
[27 ref. Chi; eng]
• Summary: Gives the nutritional composition (food calories, 
moisture, protein, fat, carbohydrate, fi ber, ash, calcium, 
phosphorus, iron, vitamin A, thiamine, ribofl avin, niacin, and 
ascorbic acid) of 384 foods commonly used in Taiwan. In 
the section on “Legumes, seeds, and nuts,” the following soy 
products are included: Black bean (hei tou, black soybean; 
37.1% protein, 15.2% fat), miso; soy bean (huang tou); soy 
bean curd (toufu); soy bean curd cake [pressed tofu] (toufu 
kan); soy bean curd cake, spiced (wu-hsiang toufu kan); soy 
bean curd cake, strip; soy bean curd, clot (toupi, yuba); soy 
bean curd, fermented (fermented tofu); soy bean curd, fried 
(yu toufu); soy bean curd, pickled (furu, hu-zu); soy bean, 
fermented (tou chi [fermented black soybeans]); soy bean 
milk (tou nai), soy bean extracted residue (okara). Address: 
1-3. Dep. of Biochemistry, College of Medicine, National 
Taiwan Univ., Taipei, Taiwan, China; 4. Taiwan Provincial 
Hygienic Lab.

1208. Block, Richard J.; Mandl, R.H.; Howard, H.W.; Bauer, 
C.D.; Anderson, D.W. 1961. The curative action of iodine 
on soybean goiter and the changes in the distribution of 
iodoamino acids in the serum and in thyroid gland digests. 
Archives of Biochemistry and Biophysics 93(1):15-24. Nov. 
[29 ref]
• Summary: Rats were fed rations defi cient in iodine (0.7-
2.3 micrograms of iron per 100 grams of diet) based on raw 
soybeans, solvent-extracted soy fl our, isolated soy proteins, 
or soybean infant formulas–with or without added iodine. 
“Signifi cant enlargement of the thyroid gland occurred on the 
iodine-defi cient rations in 1 or 2 weeks. The addition of 160 
micrograms of iodine as KI [potassium iodide]/100 gm to the 
diet caused the hypertrophied gland to return to normal size 
in 2-3 weeks.
 “Although the lack of iodine is the principal cause of 
soybean goiter, raw soybeans, which contain more iodine 
than either solvent-extracted soy fl our or glycinin, produced 
greater thyroid hypertrophy. This observation suggests that 
raw soybeans have a goitrogenic activity (goitrogen?) which 
is removed or destroyed during processing.” Address: 1-2. 
Boyce Thompson Inst. for Plant Research, Inc. Yonkers, New 
York; 3-5. Borden Special Products Co., New York, NY.

1209. Chiu, Wen-Chiang Liang; van Duyne, Frances O. 
1961. Soybean curd: Preparation, calcium content, and 
palatability. Illinois Research (Illinois Agric. Exp. Station, 
Urbana) 3(4):6-7. Fall.
• Summary:  “Tofu, or soybean curd, while practically 
unknown in the United States, has been an important food 
in the Orient for centuries. Such characteristics as low cost, 
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high protein and calcium content, a desirable texture, and 
many uses have contributed to its popularity.
 “It resembles cottage cheese, although there are 
differences in composition, form and palatability. Perhaps 
in the future, if more soybean curd becomes available, this 
nutritious, versatile product will play a greater role in the 
American diet.”
 Objectives of the present study are: “(1) to standardize 
a small quantity method of making soybean curd of good 
quality, (2) to compare the calcium content and palatability 
of curds prepared from fi eld- and vegetable-type soybeans, 
and (3) to develop recipes in which soybean curd would be 
an appetizing and interesting ingredient.”
 Describes how to make tofu from 1 pound of dry 
soybeans using calcium sulfate as the coagulant. A sieve 
lined with cheesecloth was used for forming the tofu. 
Tofu was made from 4 varieties of soybeans: “Two of the 
varieties, Harosoy and Mandarin (Ottawa), are fi eld-type 
beans, while the other two, Jogun and Kim are vegetable-
type.” Tofu was prepared from each variety at least 4 times. 
Jogun gave the highest yield of tofu (952 gm, or 2.1 times 
the weight of dry soybeans), with 84.6% moisture. Dry 
Jogun soybeans contained more calcium than the other 
varieties (254 mg/100 gm) and tofu made from Jogun 
soybeans also had the highest calcium content (256 mg/100 
gm). The palatability of tofu made from the different 
varieties was tested, both plain and in a salad mixture. The 
following tofu recipes were developed: Tofu meat balls, 
fried tofu in mushroom sauce, tofu and beef stew, tofu 
appetizer, tofu sandwich, scrambled eggs with tofu, tofu and 
tomato soup, and tofu with pea soup. They were tested and 
“considered very palatable by the majority of judges. These 
recipes could be used to add variety to the American diet.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (June 2009) that uses the term “fi eld-type beans,” which 
is contrasted with vegetable-type soybeans.
 A photo shows Wen-Chiang Liang Chiu seated at a 
table behind a pile of soybeans. She “studied at the National 
Taiwan University in Formosa before coming to Illinois for 

graduate study. This article is based on her Master’s thesis.” 
Address: 1. Graduate student; 2. Prof. and head. Both: Foods 
and Nutrition Div., Univ. of Illinois.

1210. Birk, Yehudith. 1961. Purifi cation and some 
properties of a highly active inhibitor of trypsin and alpha-
chymotrypsin from soybeans. Biochimica et Biophysica Acta 
54(2):378-81. Dec. 9. [9 ref]
• Summary: “The pronounced stability of purifi ed acetone-
insoluble inhibitor to acid and pepsin suggests that this 
inhibitor may pass the stomach undamaged and reach the 
site of tryptic and -chymotryptic activity. Therefore it may 
play an important role in the growth-depressing activity of 
raw soybean meal." Address: Faculty of Agriculture, Hebrew 
Univ., Rehovot, Israel.

1211. Birk, Yehudith; Gertler, Arieh. 1961. Effect of mild 
chemical and enzymatic treatments of soybean meal and 
soybean trypsin inhibitors on their nutritive and biochemical 
properties. J. of Nutrition 75(4):379-87. Dec. [24 ref]
• Summary: “Analyses of residual trypsin inhibiting 
activities showed that hemagglutinating activity was 
completely destroyed even when incubated with HCl 
[hydrochloric acid] alone, whereas trypsin inhibiting 
activity was destroyed to a varying extent, depending upon 
the material examined.” Address: Dep. of Agricultural 
Biochemistry & Animal Nutrition, Faculty of Agriculture, 
Hebrew Univ., Rehovot, Israel.

1212. Chambers, John A. 1961. Soya–The meal in a bean. 
Arkady Review (Manchester, England) 38(4):50-53. Dec.
• Summary: “Soya beans fi rst made their appearance in 
this country in 1908 [sic] and over the years the volume 
of imports has steadily increased.” From these beans was 
extracted soya oil and protein.
 “Another large soya bean usage in this country is in 
the form of fl our, milled from the whole, full-fat soya bean. 
Raw soya bean endosperm when milled produces an enzyme 
active fl our having a characteristic fl avour. This type of 
fl our has an extensive use in bread baking, because of its 
effect on the keeping qualities of bread. The characteristic 
fl avour present in the raw beans can be removed by effi cient 
processing, and the resultant fl our produced from these 
beans has a pleasant, bland taste.” Address: B.Sc., Research 
Chemist, British Arkady Co. Ltd., Skerton Rd., Old Trafford, 
Manchester 16, England.

1213. Concepcion, Isabel; Cruz, Iluminada S. 1961. Amino-
acid composition of some Philippine plant foods. Philippine 
J. of Science 90(4):497-517. Dec. [44 ref]
• Summary: Tables show the essential amino acid (EAA) 
content of many Philippine plant foods, including [whole 
dry] soybeans and defatted soybeans [meal]. “The EAA 
indices ranged from 42 in fresh cassava to 99 in soybean 
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(defatted) and in tapilan.” Address: Food & Nutrition 
Research Center, National Inst. of Science & Technology, 
Manila.

1214. Ericson, L.-E.; Larsson, S.; Lid, G. 1961. A 
comparison of the effi ciencies of free lysine and of roller-
dried skim milk, fi sh protein and soya bean protein for 
the supplementation of wheat bread. Acta Physiologica 
Scandinavica 53:366-75. Dec. [39 ref. Eng]
• Summary: Free L-lysine with hydrochloric acid, roller-
dried skim milk, fi sh protein and soya bean protein were 
added to the dough of wheat bread; their supplementary 
values for the improvement value of the bread were 
compared in rats. The growth rates and nitrogen effi ciency 
ratios of young albino rats were used to gauge the 
improvements obtained.
 The supplementary values of the added substances 
were directly proportional to the amount of available lysine 
that they provided. No benefi cial effect from other essential 
amino acids was detected. Address: Royal Veterinary School, 
Stockholm, Sweden.

1215. Ueno, Takahiro. 1961. Shinshiki shôyu ni kansuru 
kenkyû. XI. Bunkai genryô yori tansuikabutsu no jôkyô 
oyobi ni bunkai-eki no kassei tanshori to hakkô-sei 
[Studies on shinshiki shoyu (semi-chemical soy sauce). XI. 
Improving the effects of extracting the carbohydrate from 
defatted soybeans and the active charcoal treatment of acid 
hydrolysates for yeast fermentation]. Nippon Nogeikagaku 
Kaishi (J. of the Agricultural Chemical Society of Japan) 
35(12):1193-98. Dec. [11 ref. Jap]
Address: Central Research Lab., Noda Soy Sauce Co. Ltd., 
Noda, Japan.

1216. Weakley, F.B.; Eldridge, A.C.; McKinney, L.L. 1961. 
Alleged “thiamine-destroying factor” in soybeans. J. of 
Agricultural and Food Chemistry 9(6):435-439. Nov/Dec. 
[22 ref]
• Summary: For 15 years the literature has contained an 
unrefuted postulation that soybeans contain a thiamine-
destroying factor. But the reported loss of thiamine is based 
on an unreliable thiochrome assay procedure. Thiamine 
in soybean meal exists as 40% free and 60% bound, 
presumably as cocarboxylase. Enzymes in unheated meal 
readily convert cocarboxylase to thiamine. Address: Northern 
Regional Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois.

1217. James, E.M. 1961. Edible uses of soybean lipids. 
Bulletin of the Research Council of Israel. Section C. 
Technology 9C(3):149-50. Symposia on Soybean Proteins 
and Technology of Edible Oils.
• Summary: A summary of the use of lecithin as a food 
supplement. Address: Technical Advisor, Soybean Council of 
America, Inc.

1218. Matsumoto, M.; Iwahara, S. 1961. [On the 
production of slime substance by natto bacteria. I. Chemical 
composition of the slime substance]. Shimane Noka Daigaku 
Kenkyu Hokoku (Bulletin of the Faculty of Agriculture, 
Shimane University) No. 9 A-1:172-74. [Jap]*

1219. Matsumoto, M.; Iwahara, S. 1961. [On the production 
of slime substance by natto bacteria. III. On the peculiar 
amino acid production by natto bacteria]. Shimane Noka 
Daigaku Kenkyu Hokoku (Bulletin of the Faculty of 
Agriculture, Shimane University) No. 9 A-1:179-82. [Jap]*

1220. Ramboud, M.; Delobez, R. 1961. Facteur antitrypsique 
et cuisson des tourteaux de soja [Trypsin inhibitor and 
the cooking of soybean meal]. Industries Alimentaires at 
Agricoles 78:528. [Fre]*

1221. Sharon, Nathan. 1961. Recent research on soy 
proteins. Bulletin of the Research Council of Israel. Section 
C. Technology 9C(3):158-62. Symposia on Soybean Proteins 
and Technology of Edible Oils.
• Summary: Wide scope exists for study of chemical 
modifi cation of soy protein aimed at improving their 
nutritional qualities. Address: Dep. of Biophysics, The 
Weizmann Inst. of Science, Rehovoth, Israel.

1222. Sutedjo, -; Poey, S.H.; Rawi, I. el. 1961. Soya-milk 
trial on infants up to 6 months old. Paediatrica Indonesiana 
1:57-87. Based on Proceedings, First All Asian Congress on 
Pediatrics (New Delhi). *
Address: 1-2. Pediatric Dep. Medical School, Univ. of 
Indonesia, Jakarta.

1223. Altschul, Aaron M. 1961. The soybean as a source 
of protein for animals and man. Bulletin of the Research 
Council of Israel. Section C. Technology 9C(3):152-54. 
Symposia on Soybean Proteins and Technology of Edible 
Oils.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soybean meal as a 
protein supplement for poultry feed. Soybean meal and 
human nutrition. Concluding remarks.
 “Soybean is popularly called an oilseed, but it could 
just as easily be called a protein seed. Historically the major 
value to the human race of the soybean has been as a protein 
seed. The Chinese and other orientals have survived for 
centuries where there was little of other sources of protein, 
particularly animal protein, because of the way that they used 
the soybean. They isolated the protein from the soybean by 
fi rst grinding the beans with water into a so-called ‘milk’. 
Then they precipitated the protein from this ‘milk’ by heat 
and by addition of sea salt, and made from this precipitate 
cheeses [tofu] and other fermented products as well as other 
suitable food products. This served as their major protein 
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supplement to the proteins in the cereal grain.
 “The soybean contains approximately 18 percent oil and 
35 percent protein. When the oil is removed, there remains 
a meal that contains from 46 to over 50 percent protein 
depending upon the amount of hulls that are removed. 
Hence, the soybean contains a large percentage of protein to 
begin with and this percentage is increased when the oil is 
removed.
 “Not only is the soybean a good source of large 
quantities of protein, but the protein of the soybean contains 
most of the amino acids that the human being requires in 
good supply. The proteins of the cereal grain, which are 
a major source of proteins to people who obtain most of 
their energy from carbohydrates are defi cient in lysine in 
particular. The soybean is particularly rich in lysine and 
therefore supplements the proteins of the cereal grain both 
in amount and in quality so that the mixture of the two has 
good nutritive value. The advantage of legumes in general as 
a source of protein is their high lysine content.
 “Soybean meal is defi cient in another amino acid, 
methionine, and in certain diets addition of other sources 
of methionine improves the performance of food mixtures 
containing large amounts of soybean meal.”
 Soybean meal is used mainly as a protein supplement for 
poultry. In both Israel and the USA the poultry industry and 
the soybean industry grew up together. It is very important 
to heat soybean meal in exactly the right way with just the 
right amount of heat. Proper heating destroys materials 
that interfere with growth, such as trypsin inhibitors, 
hemagglutinins, and others. However overheating decreases 
the protein quality.
 “Concluding remarks: The soybean has brought to Israel 
a great new source of oil and protein. It has brought about a 
remarkable development of the oil processing industry, its 
modernization and its expansion. The soybean has brought 
large quantities of good oil to Israel to be used domestically 
and as an export material, and it has made possible the large 
scale poultry industry. Actually the introduction of the soy-
bean into Israel as a major food item may be considered a 
historic development from the point of view of Israel’s food 
economy.
 “But the introduction of the soybean into Israel creates 
a potential for new sources of food which will depend on 
higher technological advancement and more sophistication 
both in protein manufacture and in protein use. This indeed 
is a challenge to the science and industry of this country.” 
Address: F.A.O. Advisor.

1224. Arimoto, K. 1961. Nutritional research on fermented 
soybean products. National Academy of Sciences, National 
Research Council, Publication No. 843. p. 269-73. Progress 
in Meeting Protein Needs of Infants and Preschool Children. 
[11 ref]
• Summary: Powdered natto (made by the method of Sakurai 

and Nakano 1961) can be added to biscuits, crackers, or 
soup. The addition of 15% powdered natto in biscuits, 20% 
in crackers, and 5% in curry soup was acceptable to school 
children. Address: Director, National Inst. of Nutrition, 
Toyama-cho, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo.

1225. Bain, W.M.; Circle, S.J.; Olson, R.A. 1961. Isolated 
soy proteins for paper coating from a manufacturer’s 
viewpoint. TAPPI Monograph Series No. 22. p. 206-
41. (Synthetic and Protein Adhesives for Paper Coating) 
(Technical Assoc. of the Pulp and Paper Industry, New York). 
[70 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Types of commercial 
soy protein: Unhydrolyzed types (“unmodifi ed” or 
“undenatured”), hydrolyzed types (of high, medium, low, 
or extra low viscosity grades), chemically modifi ed types 
(acylated, hydrolyzed), enzyme-digested types (extensively 
hydrolyzed, not suitable for adhesive purposes). Chemical 
and physical properties of soy protein: Dispersion of protein 
from defatted meal, protein fractions by electrophoresis, 
“embryo” proteins, protein fractions by sedimentation in 
the ultracentrifuge, behavior of the 11S protein, molecular 
weight of unhydrolyzed soy protein, molecular weight 
of hydrolyzed soy protein, viscosity-pH relationship of 
unhydrolyzed and hydrolyzed soy proteins, amino acid 
composition of soy protein. Isolated soy protein for coating 
of paper and paperboard: Commercial isolated soy protein, 
isolated soy protein solutions, plant procedures for dissolving 
soy protein, isolated soy protein high solids coating colors, 
procedure using sigma blade mixer, procedure using kinetic 
dispersion mill, pigment formulations, isolated soy protein 
in size press coatings, defoamers, preservatives, status of 
isolated soy protein in paper coating. Isolated soy protein in 
color coating and printing of Kraft linear board: Coating and 
printing equipment, pigments, coating color formulation. 
Isolated soy protein in coating and printing of wallpaper: 
Preparation of soy protein solutions, defoamers, preparation 
of top colors, water resistance, mixing equipment for 
wallpaper colors, coating and printing equipment.
 “Commercially signifi cant quantities of soy protein 
suitable for paper coating applications fi rst became available 
in the United States in 1937... Isolated soy proteins are now 
routinely employed by many paper mills and converters 
as binder in pigment coatings, as well as in other uses. 
The quantity of soy protein used in coated papers in 1949 
was estimated at 14,500,000 lb; in 1958 the quantity was 
undoubtedly higher” (p. 206).
 Enzyme-digested types of commercial soy protein are 
“extensively hydrolyzed to a point where they are classed as 
polypeptides rather than proteins, and are no longer useful as 
adhesives.”
 Note: This is the 2nd earliest English-language 
document seen (Sept. 2020) with the term “isolated soy 
proteins” (or “isolated soy protein”) in the title. Address: 
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1&3. Industrial Protein Sales; 2. Research Lab. All: 
Chemurgy Div., Central Soya Co., Inc., Chicago 39, Illinois.

1226. Chiu, Wen-Chiang Liang; van Duyne, Frances. 1961. 
Soybean curd: Preparation, calcium content, and palatability. 
Waterloo, Iowa: Soybean Council of America. 17 p. 21 cm.
• Summary: “Reprinted from Illinois Research, Fall, 1961. 
published quarterly by the University of Illinois Agricultural 
Experiment Station,... Urbana, Illinois.”
 Page 17 lists the offi ces and address of the Soybean 
Council of America, Inc. The home offi ce is in Waterloo, 
Iowa. The main international offi ce is in Rome, Italy. 
Other overseas offi ces are in Antwerp, Belgium; Bogota, 
Colombia; Copenhagen, Denmark; Cairo, Egypt; Paris, 
France; Hamburg, Germany; New Delhi, India; Teheran, 
Iran; Jerusalem, Israel; Karachi, Pakistan; Lima, Peru; 
Madrid, Spain; Ankara, Turkey; London, United Kingdom.
 Note: Why would the Soybean Council of America 
publish a booklet on soybean curd? Perhaps they thought it 
could become part of the American diet. Address: Univ. of 
Illinois, Urbana, Illinois.

1227. DeMaeyer, E.M.; Vanderborght, H.L. 1961. 
Determination of the nutritive value of different protein 
foods in the feeding of African children. National Academy 
of Sciences, National Research Council, Publication No. 
843. p. 143-55. Progress in Meeting Protein Needs of Infants 
and Preschool Children. [23 ref]
• Summary: “The incidence of protein malnutrition 
throughout the world has been widely publicized during the 
past 15 years. Attention of governments and international 
agencies has been focused on this important public health 
problem, and the prevention of malnutrition is being 
investigated at present in many parts of the world.”
 “The digestibility, BV and NPU of whole eggs, cow’s 
milk, human milk, soy milk, fi sh fl our, soybean fl our, 
cottonseed fl our, peanut fl our and biscuits made of fi sh, 
peanut and millet fl ours have been investigated by the 
nitrogen balance technique” on 17 African children of the 
Bashi tribe which lives on the shores of Lake Kivu in the 
Kivu Province [formerly Costermansville] (Republic of the 
Congo–later Zaire). Address: 1. Head, Dep. of Nutrition, 
IRSAC, Lwiro, Bukavu, Republic of Congo [later Zaire].

1228. Deutsch, Ronald M. 1961. The nuts among the berries. 
New York, NY: Ballantine Books. 224 p. No index. 18 cm. 
2nd ed., 1967 (320 p.). Revised 1977 as The new nuts among 
the berries. Palo Alto, CA: Bull Publ. Co. 359 p.
• Summary: The back cover states: “From Dr. Graham 
(inventor of the Graham cracker) to Dr. Jarvis, the best-
selling author of ‘Folk Medicine’, this book tells the 
astonishing story of a hundred years of health foods and 
faddists. It names the promoters and the products. It cites the 
fi ndings of the Food and Drug Administration. It quotes the 

warnings of the American Medical Association. It completely 
exposes the hokum and ballyhoo of the health food business–
now bilking the public of $2,000 million ever year–and 
shows why crackpot food fads are a waste of money at best 
and a serious danger to the health of those suffering from 
real illnesses.
 “’We are facing an organized dissemination of medical 
and nutritional quackery which takes the concentrated efforts 
of all of us to combat’–George Larrick, Commissioner Food 
and Drug Administration.”
 In fact, this book ridicules the very people whose ideas 
and lives it purports to discuss; it sarcastically paints them 
all as “nuts.” Its goal is not understanding but a tacit–and 
not so thinly veiled–endorsement of the contemporary Big 
Food, meat and medical industries. We wonder if this book 
was initiated and funded by big businesses who will always 
oppose the growing interest in vegetarianism, etc. How could 
anyone describe Dr. John Harvey Kellogg as a “nut.” Yet 
some real “health food nuts” are also discussed in this book 
too.
 Contents: 1. Of cabbages and things (a brief history 
of “health-foodism”; “For example the Greeks Porphyry 
and Pythagoras maintained that meats are unnatural foods 
for men, and repugnant, while fruits and vegetables were 
the natural nutriment). 2. Mr. Graham bakes a cracker 
(Sylvester Graham, William Cowherd, the Bible Christians, 
William Metcalfe). 3. Little men, little women, little food 
(Louisa May Alcott, Amos Bronson Alcott, William A. 
Alcott, vegetarianism, and the American Vegetarian Society; 
Fruitlands, Sylvester Graham). 4. Father Kneipp and his 
watering can (very effective water cure in Germany). 5. 
Mother White casts her brood upon the waters (Ellen G. 
White and James Caleb Jackson). 6. Snap! Crackle! Enter 
Dr. Kellogg! (Dr. John Harvey Kellogg, founder of the Battle 
Creek Sanitarium). 7. The battle of Battle Creek (Michigan 
and Seventh-day Adventists). 8. From pillar to Postum 
(Charles W. Post, Dr. J.H. Kellogg, Ellen G. White, the 
evils of coffee, Postum Cereal Food Coffee). 9. Kickapoo 
and Kellogg, too. 10. The Jungle, the sausage, and the law 
(Upton Sinclair, Harvey W. Wiley, and the formation of the 
FDA). 11. Chew, chew, baby (Fletcher, Chittenden). 12. Life 
along the alimentary canal (Metchnikoff, Kellogg, Henry 
Ford). 13. The bare torso king (Bernarr Macfadden). 14. 
The bare torso king rampant (Macfadden). 15. I see America 
starving (Alfred W. McCann) 16. How to stop your cow from 
drooling (selling nutrition, Colonel Dinshah Pestanji Framji 
Ghadiali of Bombay, India, and Malaga, New Jersey). 17. 
A plague on both your Hausers (Gayelord Hauser, Benedict 
Lust). 18. How to write about health foods (Lelord Kordel, 
Cathryn Elwood). 19. Mrs. Spratt’s millions (fat and dieting). 
20. My mother squeaked (Dan Dale Alexander PhD and 
arthritis; Dr. D.C. Jarvis, Folk Medicine, honey and vinegar). 
21. The poisons in your health food (how the public is being 
duped by health food hucksters; the American Medical 
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Assoc. estimates this racket is now costing 10 million 
Americans over $500 million a year). 22. Postscript to a sad 
tale.
 In the Introduction, page 9 notes that many health nuts 
and food faddists “are of the most respectable sort.” “Among 
their number are best-selling authors such as Louisa May 
Alcott, Gayelord Benjamin Hauser, Upton Sinclair, D.C. 
Jarvis, and Elbert Hubbard. There are such distinguished 
scientists and innovators as Elie Metchnikoff, Dinshah 
Ghadiali (developer of Spectro-Chrome Therapy), Amos 
Bronson Alcott (the Seer of New England), and Dr. John 
Harvey Kellogg (inventor of cereal fl akes, peanut butter, 
and the mechanical horse). There are famed industrialists, 
Henry Ford, Bernard Baruch, and John D. Rockefeller. There 
are entertainers, as Great Garbo and Robert Cummings, 
and religious leaders, as Sister [Ellen G.] White, founder of 
Seventh Day Adventism.”
 Colonel Dinshah Pestanji Framji Ghadiali was born in 
Bombay, India, in 1873, and came to the USA at the age of 
38 (i.e. in about 1911). “His title derives from his position 
during the fi rst world war as commander of the New York 
Police Reserve Air Service, a little-known organization 
which served little purpose. It was, however, an honorable 
civilian patriotic group... In 1920 Ghadiali brought forth 
one of the scientifi c wonders of our age–Spectro-Chrome 
Therapy.” Based on a vegetarian diet (also free of alcohol, 
tobacco, coffee and tea), the system also made liberal use of 
colored lights. “By 1924 Ghadiali was so successful that he 
opened a Spectro-Chrome Institute on 50 acres at Malaga, 
New Jersey.” In the early days Ghadiali earned more than 
$3.5 million from sales of memberships, equipment, and his 
course. He served a 5-year sentence in a federal penitentiary 
for a violation of the Mann Act by a book he wrote, 
“Railroading a Citizen,” in which he accuses jealous doctors 
of trumping up charges against him. In the 1940s Colonel 
Ghadiali was prosecuted on the basis of his medical work. 
He was found guilty and sentenced to 3 years in jail–though 
his sentence was suspended–and he was fi ned $20,000. His 
work, however, still has devoted followers (p. 151-52).
 The author acknowledges the help of the U.S. Food and 
Drug Administration (FDA), Frederick Stare M.D., and the 
American Medical Association (AMA). Address: Popular 
scientifi c and medical reporter.

1229. Dutra de Oliveira, J.E.; Oliveiro Netto, N. de; Duarte, 
Geraldo G.; Woiski, R.J. 1961. The use of soy products in 
the treatment of protein malnutrition. National Academy of 
Sciences, National Research Council, Publication No. 843. 
p. 1-11. Progress in Meeting Protein Needs of Infants and 
Preschool Children.
• Summary: “The present report deals with the results of 
treatment of children with protein malnutrition, receiving 
initially a diet having soy milk as its only protein supplement 
and later changed to one having 75% of its protein content 

derived from soy milk, soy fl our and ground common beans, 
and the remaining 25% from the usual food of the children’s 
home diet.
 “The results of this treatment were to be compared with 
those from a similar group of children treated initially with 
skim milk and afterwards receiving 75% of the diet protein 
content from skim milk, meat and eggs and the 25% from the 
same food as in the preceding group.”
 The children selected for these studies were from 12 to 
48 months of age, all suffering from protein malnutrition.
 As only 14 children with protein malnutrition were 
studied in this project, the researchers do not believe that 
they could draw general conclusions from our results.
 The 4 children in group I showed the best results and 
development. Address: Faculdade de Medicina, Ribeirao 
Preto (Sao Paulo), Brazil.

1230. Fomon, Samuel J. 1961. Factors infl uencing retention 
of nitrogen by normal full-term infants. National Academy of 
Sciences, National Research Council, Publication No. 843. 
p. 343-53. Progress in Meeting Protein Needs of Infants and 
Preschool Children. [12 ref]
• Summary: When “related to body weight, a specifi c intake 
of protein becomes progressively less effective in promoting 
retention of nitrogen as age increases.”
 The paper is followed by a brief discussion (p. 353). 
Address: Assoc. Prof., Dep. of Pediatrics, Iowa State Univ., 
Iowa City. Iowa.

1231. György, Paul. 1961. The nutritive value of tempeh. 
National Academy of Sciences, National Research Council, 
Publication No. 843. p. 281-89. [3 ref]
• Summary: “The fi rst tempeh preparations and control 
soybeans used in this study were obtained from Indonesia * 
(Footnote: *Through the courtesy of Dr. Poorwo Soedarmo, 
Institute of Nutrition, University of Djakarta, Indonesia) 
(1954, 1955) and Southern Rhodesia ** (Footnote: 
**Through the courtesy of the Executive Offi cer, Nutrition 
Council, Federal Ministry of Health, Salisbury, S. Rhodesia) 
(1955). In the following years attempts, largely futile, 
were made to produce tempeh in our own laboratory. In 
1959 a cooperative arrangement has made it possible to 
produce tempeh and control soybeans on a larger scale 
in the Department of Food Science and Technology, 
New York State Agricultural Station, Cornell University, 
Geneva, N.Y. under the supervision of Drs. D.B. Hand and 
K.H. Steinkraus. Under this arrangement, animal studies 
are carried out independently in our laboratory and in the 
laboratory of the School of Nutrition (Dr. R.H. Barnes), 
Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y.”
 Various rat feeding experiments are described. 
Hemolysis tests were carried out by Dr. Kiku Murata (Osaka, 
Japan) in György’s laboratory. It was found that “tempeh is 
stabilized by virtue of an ‘antioxidant’ produced during the 
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course of the fermentation process. Unfermented soy fl our 
had a high peroxide content and was rancid.
 Note: Dr. Paul György was born in Nagyvarad, Hungary, 
on 7 April 1893. He received his M.D. degree in Budapest 
in 1915 and later studied at Heidelberg, Germany, where 
he became a professor of pediatrics. He has made many 
contributions to the fi eld of nutrition with his studies of 
vitamin B-6, pellagra, biotin and vitamin H. Since 1944 he 
has been associated with the Philadelphia General Hospital 
as a pediatrician and as Professor of Pediatrics at the 
University of Pennsylvania, a post from which he “retired” 
in 1960. Address: Chairman, Dep. of Pediatrics, Philadelphia 
General Hospital, Philadelphia 4, Pennsylvania.

1232. Issoegianti, Seraphine. 1961. Qualitative determination 
of amino acids in Rhizopus. Thesis (Skripsi), Bagian Biologi 
Institut Teknologi Bandung, Bandung, Indonesia. 14 p. 
PBITB. [Eng]*
Address: Bandung, Indonesia.

1233. Maner, Jerome Herman. 1961. Studies of factors 
affecting the utilization of isolated soybean protein by young 
pigs and rats. PhD thesis, Cornell University. 120 p. Page 
2537 in volume 22/08 of Dissertation Abstracts International. 
*
Address: Cornell Univ.

1234. May, Jacques Meyer; Jarcho, Irma S. 1961. The 
ecology of malnutrition in the Far and Near East (food 
resources, habits, and defi ciencies). New York, NY: Hafner 
Publishing Co, Inc. xv + 688 p. Illust. Index. 24 cm. Series: 
Studies in Medical Geography, Vol. 3 [150+* ref]
• Summary: Soybeans are discussed by country on the 
following pages: China (p. 15, 17, 19, 24-25, 31, 38, 40- 41, 
43, 45, 48).
 Taiwan (p. 53, 57, 62, 67, 68).
 Vietnam (p. 105-07, 109, 111).
 Cambodia (p. 123, 124, 130, 131). Thailand (p. 147, 
150, 155, 161, 175). Burma (p. 202, 210, 221). Address: 
1. M.D., Director, Medical Geography Dep., American 
Geographical Society, New York City, NY; 2. M.P.H.

1235. National Academy of Sciences, National Research 
Council, Publication. 1961. Progress in meeting protein 
needs of infants and preschool children: Proceedings of an 
international conference held in Washington, D.C., August 
21-24, 1960 under the auspices of The Committee on Protein 
Malnutrition, Food and Nutrition Board, and The Nutrition 
Study Section, National Institutes of Health. No. 843. 570 p. 
Reviewed by Soybean Digest, Nov. 1961, p. 23.
• Summary: The National Academy of Sciences was 
established in 1863, the National Research Council in 1916, 
and the Food and Nutrition Board in 1940.
 In Aug. 1960, 33 researchers from 18 foreign countries 

joined with 42 researchers from the USA in a 4-day 
conference to review the results of a worldwide research 
program for the development of protein products suitable 
for infants and children from indigenous resources such 
as soybeans, cottonseed, peanuts, and similar products in 
countries where protein defi ciency is most prevalent. This 
research program has been conducted by the Committee on 
Protein Malnutrition with funds provided by the Rockefeller 
Foundation in cooperation with UNICEF, FAO, and WHO. 
The researchers also met to survey the areas of greatest need 
for further research, and to evaluate the status of knowledge 
in protein nutrition.
 The 45 research reports in this volume constitute a 
comprehensive summary of the status of protein nutrition 
around the world and the technological problems involved 
in the development of economical protein foods. The papers 
are divided into the following groups: Central and South 
America (7 papers). Africa and the Middle East (10). India 
and the Far East (10). Relevant research in the United States 
(6). Experimental protein malnutrition in animals (4). Basic 
principles of protein and amino acid evaluation and potential 
protein resources (10). Protein problems around the world 
(3). Summary of the conference. Nomenclature guide to 
plant products cited.
 Autret (p. 537) stated “the No. 1 problem for F.A.O. and 
for national agricultural departments is the production of 
protein foods of good quality.”
 Soy is mentioned on many pages of this book: 1, 4-6, 
10, 143-155, 166, 260, 261, 281, 283, 284, 285, 288, 509.
 Africa is mentioned on 13 pages in this book: 89. 101, 
102, 105, 110, 143, 177, 178, 227, 288, 539, 545, 559, and 
566. Address: Washington, DC.

1236. Nordsiek, Frederick William. 1961. Effects of dietary 
modifi cations, heat and processing on the goitrogenic 
property of soybeans. PhD thesis, Columbia University. 
100 p. Page 1229 in volume 22/04 of Dissertation Abstracts 
International. *
• Summary: The author studied the goitrogenic effect of 
raw soybeans fed to rats at different levels in the ration and 
the treatments required to prevent thyroid enlargement. 
Addition of casein to rations containing 35% and 60% of raw 
soybeans prevented goiter. The effect of the casein was not 
attributable to iodine content. Address: Columbia Univ., New 
York City, NY.

1237. Patwardhan, Vinayak Narayan. 1961. Nutrition in 
India. 2nd ed. Bombay, India: Indian Journal of Medical 
Sciences. 515 p. Illust. 23 cm. *
• Summary: Complete agreement has not been reached in 
India on the relative value of soybean milk and cow’s milk. 
The author was born in 1905.

1238. Patwardhan, Vinayak Narayan. 1961. Nutrition in 
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India. 2nd ed. Bombay, India: Indian Journal of Medical 
Sciences. 515 p. See p. 52-57, 114. Illust. 23 cm. [16 ref]
• Summary: In Chapter 5, “Pulses and legumes” is a long 
section on “Soya Bean” (p. 52-59) which begins: “Soya bean 
has excited a good deal of interest and controversy among 
the nutrition workers in India. It is an important crop in the 
neighbouring country China, but in India its cultivation has 
not been pursued with vigour. Soya bean, however, is not 
altogether unknown in India. It has been cultivated to some 
extent in Bengal, Bihar and Orissa. In addition, it is grown in 
Bhutan, Sikkim and the Kingdom of Nepal. It is likely that 
the varieties may have been originally imported from China 
for cultivation. Sporadic attempts to cultivate soya bean in 
other parts of India have been made but as yet the bean does 
not seems to have assumed the status of a food crop in India. 
One may make a conjecture about the underlying reasons. 
Firstly, soya bean or its products are not such as to permit a 
liking to be easily developed among people unaccustomed 
to them, mainly on account of their bitter taste and strong 
fl avour. Secondly, India is rich in a variety of pulses and 
legumes, several of which have taken a fi rm foothold in 
Indian dietaries. Thirdly, it is quite probable (and for this 
the agricultural expert opinion is necessary) that climatic 
and soil conditions in many parts of India were not suitable 
for soya bean cultivation. The high protein and fat content 
of soya bean are considerations which are of nutritive and 
commercial importance.”
 Page 56: “They found that the biological value of soya 
bean milk approached 90 per cent of that of casein and about 
80 per cent of that of milk proteins.”
 Complete agreement has not been reached in India on 
the relative value of soya bean milk and cow’s milk. Soya 
bean milk is also mentioned on pages 57 and 114. Address: 
PhD, Director, Nutrition Research Labs., Indian Council of 
Medical Research, Coonoor, South India.

1239. Platt, B.S.; Miller, D.S.; Payne, P.R. 1961. Protein 
values of human food. In: J.F. Brock, ed. 1961. Recent 
Advances in Human Nutrition. London: Churchill. xi + 454 
p. See p. 351-74. [64 ref]
• Summary: “The singular and plural of the term ‘protein’ 
are often used indiscriminately. Breese Jones (1939) has 
pointed out that ‘The term “protein”, used as a class name 
to differentiate it from other substances,’ does not signify an 
individual compound. In fact, there are innumerable proteins 
differing from one another chemically and physically. 
They may have identically the same percentages of carbon, 
hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, and sulphur and still have very 
different properties.’ Proteins have, however, one feature in 
common; they all contain nitrogen–from 15 to 18 per cent. 
Much of the work done on total protein metabolism is indeed 
largely a study of the metabolism of nitrogen.
 “The special place of proteins in the diet was recognized 
by the Dutch chemist, Gerrit Jan Mulder, when he gave the 

name to this group of nutrients in 1839. The word is derived 
from the Greek proteios meaning ‘primary’ or ‘fi rst’. Mulder 
wrote: ‘Without it (protein) no life appears possible on our 
planet. Through its means the chief phenomena of life are 
produced.’ Nearly half the dry matter of adult man is protein 
and next to water it is the most abundant material in the 
human body.” Address: 1. Prof. of Human Nutrition, Univ. of 
London; 2-3. Human Nutrition Research Unit., National Inst. 
for Medical Research, London.

1240. Rodale, J.I. ed. 1961. How to grow vegetables and 
fruits by the organic method. Emmaus, Pennsylvania: Rodale 
Books, Inc. 926 p. See p. 507-09. Illust. Index. 23 cm. 
Reprinted in 1974.
• Summary: In the large Section 2, “Organic vegetable 
culture: A complete listing,” is a subsection titled “Soybean” 
(p. 507-09) with the following contents: Introduction, brief 
history [inaccurate], and nutritional value. Range and soil. 
Seed. Planting. Enemies. Harvest. Focuses on how to grow 
“vegetable soybeans” using the organic method.
 “Two types of soybeans are now cultivated in this 
country, out of the hundred or more varieties of the Orient. 
Field soybeans are used to make hay, for seed, for green 
manure and in combination with sorghum, for silage. The 
seed is a rich source of oil which has industrial as well as 
culinary uses. Vegetable soybeans are used green like peas or 
lima beans; dried, like navy beans, or are sprouted like Mung 
beans. Soybean protein is more complete than the protein 
found in any other vegetable. Soy fl our is a valuable protein 
additive to baked products and is used for diabetics because 
it is low in carbohydrates. Soy milk and cheese [tofu] are 
useful for babies and children suffering from cow’s milk 
allergies. Soy meal, like cottonseed meal, is a rich source of 
nitrogen when used as a fertilizer.”
 “Tests at Iowa State have shown that the best way to 
plant soybeans is to plant several varieties, maturing in 
different periods, at the same time. Judging by gustatory 
as well as horticultural standards, Iowa State recommends 
Sac, maturing in 9 weeks, Kanro, maturing in 10 weeks and 
Jogun, maturing in 12 weeks. These may be expected to 
supply green beans for the table during the late summer.”
 Photos show: (1) Wilbert Walker, a Pennsylvania 
organic gardener, with a sprawling vegetable soybean plant 
in his garden. (2) A close-up of soybean pods on a soybean 
plant. Address: Editor-in-Chief, Rodale Books Inc., Emmaus, 
Pennsylvania.

1241. Rodale, J.I. ed. 1961. The complete book of food and 
nutrition. Emmaus, Pennsylvania: Rodale Books. 1054 p. 
Index. 23 cm.
• Summary: J.I. Rodale recommends the consumption 
of natural meat and eggs. He discourages humans from 
consuming or using milk, chemicalized meats, added 
salt, sugar, chocolate, aluminium utensils, and heated or 
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hydrogenated fats. Throughout this book, he uses scientifi c 
sources and cites them carefully.
 Chapters 30-40 (p. 116-56) are a critique of cow’s milk. 
Man has made the cow into a milk machine, with ever larger 
udders, which can produce 75 times as much milk per year 
as in Biblical times. For adults, milk may cause lactose 
intolerance, allergies and excessive tallness, and may contain 
undesirable antibiotics.
 Chapter 40, titled “Nutritive substitutes for milk” (p. 
154-55), mentions “soybean milk and Tahini milk which is a 
milk made from ground sesame seeds. Tahini milk appears to 
us to be an excellent substitute for milk in the diet because of 
its extremely high content of calcium” (p. 155).
 Dr. Stefansson (p. 69-72) lived for one year in good 
health on meat alone. The discovery of cereal culture 2,000 
years ago was the beginning of civilization and human 
degeneration. The human digestive tract has not had time to 
adjust to this change. It took humans 2 million years to adapt 
to the diet of the primitive human hunter (consisting mainly 
of proteins and animal fats) from the largely vegetarian 
diet of the anthropoids. “It is extremely diffi cult to plan a 
vegetarian diet in which the essential amino acids will all be 
represented in their proper proportion.”
 Chapter 127, “How to sprout beans” (p. 472-74), 
discusses mainly how to sprout soybeans, and their 
nutritional value. A table compares the vitamin and mineral 
content of soybean sprouts and mung bean sprouts; the 
former are much more nutritious.
 Chapter 153, “Soybeans–The wonder food” (p. 536-41) 
has the following contents: Introduction. How nutritious 
are soybeans? (“Soybeans are one of the few non-animal 
proteins which are complete–that is, contain all of the 
essential amino acids in good proportion.”) Sprouting 
beans for vitamin C. Soybeans are economical (says the 
best book on soybeans is Soybeans for Health, Longevity 
and Economy, by Philip S. Chen, Ph.D.). Soybean milk for 
infants. “Soybeans are richer in potassium than any other 
food except brewer’s yeast which, of course, is eaten in 
much smaller quantities. They contain more pantothenic acid 
than any other food except egg yolk, brewer’s yeast, liver, 
rice bran, and wheat bran. The iron in soybeans is 96 per 
cent ‘available’–that is, digestible and used by the body.” 
Chapter 154, “Soya milk and soya curds” (p. 541-42), by Dr. 
W. Kring, of Dusseldorf discusses: Use of soybeans in East 
Asia. Fresh soya milk for every household. Acidophilus soya 
milk–Soya curds. Making soya cheese or tofu [at home].
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2013) that uses the term “soya curds” in 
connection with tofu.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Sept. 2012) that contains the term “Acidophilus 
soya milk” (or “Acidophilus soymilk”) regardless of 
capitalization, hyphenation, or spaces.
 Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2020) 

that uses the term “lactose intolerance” in connection with 
soy.
 Chapter 178, “Eggs, meat and soybeans” (p. 675-77) 
gives a nutritional comparison of these three high-protein 
foods. One section titled “Meat substitutes” begins: 
“Soybeans should be a part of your diet as a substitute for 
meat.” It continues: “Even though you include plenty of meat 
in your diet, make use of soybean protein, too. If your family 
does not know soybeans, get some and begin to introduce 
them to a wonder food.”
 Chapter 169, “Are chemical fertilizers harming our 
food” (p. 618-24) is part of a statement made by J.I. Rodale 
on December 15, 1950, to a Congressional Committee 
formed to investigate chemical fertilizers. He argues that 
the organic method is “far superior to the present general 
practice with respect to fertilizer usage, not only from the 
human health standpoint but from the point of view of 
preventing soil erosion and giving higher yields at a lower 
cost.” Also discusses: History of the organic method. What 
is the organic method? What is a chemical fertilizer? The 
health aspect (experiments showing a much higher survival 
rate in mice fed organically grown food). More vitamins 
in “organic” food. Physicians praise the organic method. 
Rejection by our government (and request that agricultural 
experiment stations test and compare the two methods).
 Chapter 173 titled “Investigating Primitive Diet” (p. 
642-54) contains a detailed summary of the work of Weston 
A. Price. D.D.S., as described in his book Nutrition and 
Physical Degeneration. This book is available from the Lee 
Foundation for Nutritional Research, 2023 W. Wisconsin 
Ave., Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
 Chapter 182, titled “When you use fats and oils” (p. 
682-83) discusses margarine, which is made from vegetable 
fats which have been hydrogenated. Soybean oil is one of 
the oils use to make margarine. “As you know, we do not 
recommend using margarine, mostly because of the many 
chemical substances used in it, of which the synthetic 
vitamin A is only one. Artifi cial coloring, preservatives and 
so forth are also used. But, in addition, hydrogenating the 
oils to make them solid destroys most of the essential fatty 
acids which are the chief reason for eating vegetable oil. 
So margarine is no better than butter as a spread, in spite of 
the fact that it is made from substances that do not contain 
cholesterol.” “Soybean oil is another popular vegetable oil.” 
Rodale especially recommends “our old friend, sunfl ower 
seed oil”–which is rich in vitamin E and linoleic acid.
 Chapter 183 titled “Heated fats can cause cancer” (p. 
686-90) summarizes several scientifi c studies and notes that 
“Hydrogenated fats are everywhere” in our food supply. 
“Finally, don’t buy hydrogenated shortenings (the solid 
kind)...”
 Chapter 198 titled “Who pays for nutrition research?” 
(p. 741+) begins: “’Dr. Stare’s Nutrition Department (at 
Harvard University, Massachusetts) received from Food 
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Industries and Foundations representative of their interests 
between and including the fi scal year 1950 to 1956 gifts 
totaling approximately $378,000, half of which was from 
the Sugar Research Foundation, supported by the sugar 
interests, and the Nutrition Foundation, supported largely by 
commercial food processors. A large portion of the other half 
was from the chemical and drug interests.
 “This challenging statement sets the tone for a series of 
open letters from the Boston Nutrition Society, Incorporated, 
to Dr. Nathan M. Pusey, President of Harvard University. 
We think readers will fi nd in these letters the answer to their 
puzzled query Ä ‘Why?’ Why must we eat doctored up, 
chemicalized, refi ned, cheapened food and above all, why 
must some of our top food scientists, men like Dr. Stare of 
Harvard, call everyone a faddist and a crackpot who points 
out that the modern American food is not everything it 
should be?
 “The open letters hit at the very heart of the problem. 
Much university research on nutrition is being fi nanced by 
the very folks who profi t from selling this worthless food.”
 Chapter 199, “A British nutritionist takes stock,” 
summarizes an article titled “Food and Health,” by Dr. H.M. 
Sinclair (British Medical Journal, 14 Dec. 1957) about 
the dangers of feeding too much cow’s milk to infants and 
children. Another article on the same subject by Dr. Milton 
J.E. Senn, was published in McCall’s (Jan. 1958). Chapter 
272 is “Kelp for trace minerals” (p. 1005-09) and Chapter 
273 is “The value of seaweed nutrition” (p. 1010-12).
 Chapter 274 is “Do you need lecithin?” (p. 1013-17; 
Contents: Introduction. How can you avoid cholesterol 
deposits? Lecithin and cholesterol in natural foods. 
Experiments with lecithin prove its healthfulness. Why 
do we not get enough lecithin? Take lecithin as a food 
supplement {it is made chiefl y from soybeans}).
 Chapter 275 is “Why do you need lecithin?” (p. 1018-
1021); Contents: Introduction. The what and how of lecithin. 
Processing at fault. Where can you get lecithin in your 
diet? (seeds and cold-pressed oils). Hydrogenation (which 
destroys all the lecithin, B vitamins, vitamin E, and essential 
fatty acids).
 Chapter 39, “Miscellany on milk” (p. 146-54), 
documents many problems with cow’s milk. Its contents: 
Introduction, detergents in milk, antibiotics in milk, some 
infants can’t take milk at all, is milk the universal antidote?, 
an all-milk diet is hazardous, ulcer patients beware!, cavities 
caused by milk, DDT contamination, misuse of calcium, 
radioactive substances in milk, milk as a cause of goiter, 
a famous nutritionist speaks (Dr. Norman Jolliffe), milk’s 
value questioned (by McCance and Widdowson), allergies 
to milk sugar, dermatologist criticizes both bread and milk, 
and an old (1926) court decision on raw milk. Chapter 41: 
“Yogurt” (p. 156+). “Yogurt is probably the most popular of 
all so-called health foods”. In the 19th century, Metchnikoff 
was the fi rst to investigate it scientifi cally.

 Chapter 96: “Sesame seed–An ancient and nutritious 
food” (p. 342-44; Tahini milk makes a good milk substitute). 
Address: Emmaus, Pennsylvania.

1242. Sano, Tamotsu. 1961. Feeding studies with fermented 
soy products (natto and miso). National Academy of 
Sciences, National Research Council, Publication No. 843. 
p. 257-68. Progress in Meeting Protein Needs of Infants and 
Preschool Children. [31 ref]
• Summary: The author developed a natto powder, low-salt 
miso powder, and an autoclaved soybean powder for use in 
combating infant malnutrition in underdeveloped countries. 
Since 1957 Dr György has been studying these soybean 
foods in collaboration with the author in hopes of increasing 
their use in infant diets. The natto powder had a higher 
content of essential amino acids than the soybean powder. 
Natto powder gave the best results in growth studies on rats, 
but the increase in body weight was not as great as when 
the rats were fed skim milk at the same protein level. The 
miso powder decomposed into a rancid state and thus was 
unsuccessful.
 The vitamin B-12 content of natto was found to be 
higher than that of dry soybeans.
 Soy is mentioned on pages 260 and 261. Address: 
President, Tohoku Kosai Hospital, 10 Motoyagura-cho, 
Sendai, Japan.

1243. Silva Mello, Antonio da. 1961. A alimentacao no 
Brasil [Food and nutrition in Brazil. 2nd ed.]. Rio de Janeiro, 
Brazil: J. Olympio. See p. 110-11. [Por]*
Address: Brazil.

1244. Snyderman, Selma E.; Boyer, A.; Holt, L.E., Jr. 
1961. Evaluation of protein foods in premature infants. 
National Academy of Sciences, National Research Council, 
Publication No. 843. p. 331-42. Progress in Meeting Protein 
Needs of Infants and Preschool Children. [11 ref]
• Summary: “Although the nutritive values of protein foods 
for different animals show a general similarity, species 
differences in requirements are known to exist, such as the 
particular need for arginine in feathered animals (1), and 
apparent need of hairy animals for” sulfur-containing “amino 
acids (2). In evaluating proteins it is therefore desirable to 
study the species for which the information is to be applied.”
 Soy is mentioned on pages 332-33: “2. Cereal mixtures.
 “’J’ Cereal. This was prepared by Salada-Shirrif-Horsey, 
Inc. of Little Falls, New York, from a formula suggested by 
J.B. Allison, the protein component of which was derived 
from soy (69%) and rice (31%).
 “High-protein cereal. This was a product designed 
by Dr. Robert Stewart and prepared by Gerber’s. Inc. of 
Fremont, Michigan, with the following composition: oat 
fl our 27.8%, soy fl our 26.7%, soy protein 14.7%, whole 
wheat fl our 10%, corn fl our 8%, cottonseed protein 4.0%, 
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brewers’ yeast 2.1%.
 Page 328: “Biological values: The superiority of the 
animal protein foods and of the amino acid mixtures stands 
out clearly in the data, with little to choose between them. 
The meat and fi sh products, despite their high BV [biological 
value], show a lower CD [coeffi cient of digestibility; the 
proportion of a nutrient taken into the digestive tract that is 
actually digested] and hence a somewhat lower NPU.
 “Among the vegetable products, the mixed cereals, 
the high-protein cereal and the ‘J’ cereal showed the best 
performance;...”
 Page 340: “In order of decreasing NPU value, the 
products tested [on premature infants] are as follows:” A 
table shows the Uncorrected and Corrected NPU of the 
various foods tested. Cow’s milk has the highest corrected 
NPU (88). followed by Amino acids–human milk pattern 
(84). ‘J’ cereal is 55 and High-protein cereal is 51.
 In the discussion at the end of the paper, two researchers 
(Dr. Bender and Dr. DeMayer) agree that rats have the same 
need for sulfur-containing amino acids (methionine and 
cystine) as humans. However Dr. Holt points out that the 
experimental data that rats require more comes from this 
source: Cox et al, 1947, J. of Nutrition, 33:437. Address: 3. 
Chairman, Dep. of Pediatrics, New York Univ. School of 
Medicine, 550 First Ave., New York 16, NY.

1245. Steinkraus, Keith H.; Van Buren, J.P.; Hand, D.B. 
1961. Studies on tempeh: An Indonesian fermented soybean 
food. National Academy of Sciences, National Research 
Council, Publication No. 843. p. 275-79. Progress in 
Meeting Protein Needs of Infants and Preschool Children. [4 
ref]
• Summary: Same as 1960 article published in Food 
Research 25(6):777-78. Address: 3. Head, Dep. of Food 
Science and Technology, New York State Agric. Exp. Station 
(Cornell Univ.), Geneva, New York.

1246. Tappel, A.L. 1961. Biocatalysts: Lipoxidase and 
hematin compounds. In: Walter O. Lundberg, ed. 1961. 
Autoxidation and Antioxidants. 2 vols. New York: 
Interscience Publishers. Illust. 24 cm. See vol. 1, p. 325-66. 
[98 ref]
• Summary: One important biocatalyst is lipoxidase, a 
naturally occurring substance which has high catalytic 
activity and catalyzes the oxidation of unsaturated fatty 
acids to form peroxides. Address: Dep. of Food Science & 
Technology, Univ. of California, Davis.

1247. Tiling, Wolfgang; Ehring, A.M.; Stewart, C.P. 1961. 
The use of soya-based foods in infant feeding. Nutritio et 
Dieta (European Review of Nutrition and Dietetics) 3(2):89-
104. [2 ref. Eng; ger; fre]
• Summary: A note on the fi rst page states: “Dr. Wolfgang 
Tiling died suddenly at the time when he was about to 

prepare a preliminary report of his observations on the use 
of soy-based foods in infant feeding.” Though his results are 
incomplete, his colleagues feel they are suffi cient to justify 
publication.
 The section titled “Development of a soy-based infant-
food” states that this material, which had been supplied by 
Dr. Ebermann to Dr. Tiling, and was one of the soya foods 
used by Dean, had been modifi ed until the “formulation 
ultimately adopted and used in the later trials at the 
Kinderkrankenhaus Rothenburgsort gave excellent results 
in rat feeding tests, both short and long-term. This material 
is termed Wanderlac in Dr. Tiling’s case records, but it will 
be referred to as Velactin in this paper since it is shortly to 
be marketed in the United Kingdom under this name by A. 
Wander Ltd. who kindly provided the considerable quantities 
used in these trials.”
 Clinical trials were conducted on over 40 children, most 
suffering from various allergies, with good results.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (April 2010) 
that mentions Velactin–though it is not yet on the market. 
Address: 2. Kinderkrankenhaus Rothenburgsort, Hamburg; 
(3) Dep. of Clinical Chemistry, Royal Infi rmary, Univ. of 
Edinburgh, Scotland.

1248. Soybean Council of America, Spanish Offi ce. 1961? 
The role of soybeans and soybean products in the Spanish 
food supply. Madrid, Spain: AmSoy. 174 p. Undated. [23 ref. 
Eng]
• Summary: On the front page: “This publication is the result 
of the foreign market development activities of the Soybean 
Council of America, Inc. in cooperation with the Foreign 
Agricultural Service of the United States Department of 
Agriculture.”
 In the center of the front cover is the new “AmSoy” logo 
of the Soybean Council of America, Inc.
 Summary: The Spanish diet is short on animal protein 
and on fats; both need to be increased signifi cantly.
 Survey on the diet:
 Protein furnished by Cereals
 Protein furnished by Pulses
 Summary on Vegetable Protein in the Spanish daily Diet
 Protein furnished by Meat
 Protein furnished by Eggs
 Protein furnished by Milk
 Protein furnished by Fish
 Summary on Animal Protein in the Spanish daily Diet
 Summing up the Protein Content of the Spanish daily 
Diet
 Problems of Spanish livestock:
 Livestock Market Products
 The Mixed Feed Industry
 Postal addresses of mixed feed manufacturers
 List of laboratories
 Edible oils:
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 Production
 Oil Trade
 Exports
 Imports
 Purchasing procedures
 Purchasing Organizations
 Methods of Spanish Foreign Trade
 Freights unloading and refi ning
 Unloading Stations
 Freight and Transportation
 Refi ning
 Oilseed:
 Trade Imports, Exports
 Crushing industry
 Soybean cultivation in Spain
 The role of soybeans in the Spanish food supply
 Literature
 Page 139: “In 1917 the Spanish Consul in Shanghai 
sent to the Spanish State Department a report on soybean 
cultivations in China, and proposed to start growing this 
plant in Spain.
 “A few years later the Agricultural Stations of Jerez de 
la Frontera and Malaga (both in the South of Spain) began 
experimenting with this new crop in small plots of land. The 
soybeans grown were used only for animal feeding.
 “In 1925 soybeans were grown in the Province of 
Lérida (Catalonia), but only on a small scale, most of the 
production being devoted to the preparation of special foods 
for diabetics. Some tentative cultivation was also started in 
the Province of Pontevedra, in the Northwest of Spain, where 
the climate is humid and mild.
 “The School of Agricultural Engineers began 
experiments on soybean cultivation between 1930 and 
1935; the crops obtained on small pieces of dry land were 
equivalent to a yield of 680 to 720 kgs. per hectare. Further 
experiments were interrupted in 1936, at the time of the Civil 
War.
 “In view of the increasing shortage of olive-oil, the 
Government decided to encourage cultivation of oilseeds, 
soybeans among them. The Ministry of Agriculture 
published an order in the State Gazette of January 30th, 
1957, regulating future cultivation of soybeans. This order 
stated that the Servicio Nacional del Trigo (National Wheat 
Service) would pay 8 pesetas per kilogram to any farmer 
selling his crop to the Service; at the same time, the National 
Wheat Service would provide fertilizers and grant credits 
to encourage soybean cultivation. Soybean cultivation, 
however, did not reach high production fi gures, as can 
be seen in table No. 91a.” This table (p. 152) shows that 
soybean production in Spain increased from 250 tons in 1955 
to 350 tons in 1960. Address: Spain.

1249. Arimoto, K.; Tamura, E.; Matsuno, N.; Obata, Y. 1962. 
Daizu seihin no eiyô-ka ni kansuru kenkyû. III. Funmatsu 

nattô no jintai shôka kyûshû shiken [Research on the 
nutritional value of soybean products. III. Experiments on 
the digestion and absorption of powdered natto in the human 
body]. Kokuritsu Eiyo Kenkyusho, Kenkyu Hokoku (Research 
Report of the National Institute of Nutrition). p. 46-48. Jan. 
10. [Jap]
• Summary: Natto was ground into a fl our for use as a food 
or food supplement.

1250. Tiffi n, L.O.; Brown, J.C. 1962. Iron chelates in 
soybean exudate. Science 135(3500):311-13. Jan. 26. [11 ref]
• Summary: “Chromatography of the water extracts 
separated iron from chelating agents which were identifi ed 
as malic acid and malonic acid. Hence organic acids seem 
to function in the translocation of iron in plants.” Address: 
Mineral Nutrition Lab., USDA, Beltsville, Maryland.

1251. Chen, Philip S.; Chen, Helen D. 1962. Soybeans for 
health, longevity, and economy. 2nd ed. South Lancaster, 
Massachusetts: The Chemical Elements. xii + 242 p. Jan. 
Illust. Index. 21 cm. 1st ed. 1956. [24 ref]
• Summary: This book is identical to the original 1956 
edition, third printing (the dedication is to William J. 
Morse and Harry W. Miller), except that: (1) Table 1, titled 
“Soybean production in the United States” (p. 2) gives 
statistics to 1960, instead of 1958. (2) Appendix B (p. 224-
36) has been updated based on the 1961 Soybean Blue Book. 
(3) The dust jacket has been updated. On the rear dust jacket 
is a portrait photo of Dr. Philip Chen and a biographical 
sketch. (4) The paper is slightly thicker.
 Note: In 1962 Chen wrote A New Look at God, 
published by Chemical Elements (288 p.). Address: 1. Prof. 
of Chemistry, Atlantic Union College, South Lancaster, 
Massachusetts; 2. National Science Foundation Fellow, 
Cornell Univ.

1252. Kamada, Hidemoto; Nakano, Masahiro; Higurashi, 
Yasuo. 1962. Daizu seihin no chakushoku ni kansuru 
kenkyû. IX. [Browning reaction of soybean products. IX. 
Color formation of shoyu during brewing (Abstract)]. 
Shokuryo Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the Food 
Research Institute) No. 16. p. 114. Feb. [1 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: Color formation of shôyu (soy sauce) and of an 
amino acid-sugar system during browning were investigated.
 Color formation in shoyu was caused by the reaction 
between amino acids and sugar, especially pentose (a 
monosaccharide sugar with fi ve carbon atoms). It was found 
to be unlikely that the reaction between amino acids and 
reductone or active carbonyl compound would be signifi cant 
in color formation of shoyu during brewing (fermentation).
 Color formation during fermentation of the mash 
(moromi) and pasteurization (at 82ºC for 30 minutes) of 
shoyu obtained from the mash were accompanied by a 
decrease in the pentose content.
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 Concentration of pentose had a signifi cant effect on the 
rate and extent of browning of an amino acid-sugar system.
 The presence of oxygen had a marked effect on color 
formation in the mash, but no effect on color formation 
during pasteurization of shoyu.
 Reprinted from Nosan Kako Gijutsu Kenkyu Kaishi (J. 
for the Utilization of Agricultural Products) 8(1):6+ (1961). 
Address: Food Research Inst., Shiohama 1-4-12, Koto-ku, 
Tokyo, Japan.

1253. Kantha Joseph, M.; Narayanarao, M.; Swaminathan, 
M.; et al. 1962. The supplementary value of certain 
processed protein foods based on blends of groundnut, soya-
bean, sesame, chick-pea (Cicer arietinum) fl ours and skim-
milk powder to a maize-tapioca diet. British J. of Nutrition 
16(1):49-57. Feb. [25 ref]
• Summary: Study of four processed protein foods on the 
growth of albino rats. The foods were blends which included 
soya-bean fl our, groundnut fl our, chick-pea fl our and sesame 
fl our “Soya-bean fl our was prepared as follows. Soya-bean 
dhal (split beans, free from husk) was damped in water, and 
the excess water was drained off. The wet material was then 
left for 1 hour, so that adhering water was absorbed by the 
dhal. The material was steamed at 10 lb. pressure for 30 
minutes to inactivate the tryptic inhibitor present, dried in 
a current of air at 45º to 50º and powdered to pass through 
a 40-mesh sieve.” Address: Central Food Technological 
Research Inst. (CFTRI), Mysore, India.

1254. Krober, Orland A.; Gibbons, Stephen J. 1962. 
Nonprotein nitrogen in soybeans. J. of Agricultural and Food 
Chemistry 10(1):57-59. Jan/Feb. [7 ref]
• Summary: There is growing interest in the development of 
high-protein soybeans. “Since the protein content is usually 
measured by determining Kjeldahl nitrogen and multiplying 
by 6.25, the method is accurate only if the proportion of 
nonprotein nitrogen is small.” Over 30% of the nitrogen 
in very immature soybeans was found to be nonprotein 
nitrogen, compared to 4 or 5% in mature seeds. Mature 
soybeans are generally higher in nonprotein nitrogen when 
grown under adverse conditions.
 The good quantity and quality (balance of amino acids) 
in soybean protein makes it an excellent constituent of 
animal rations. Soybean production in the USA has increased 
100-fold in the past 25 years (from 5 million to over 500 
million bushels), yet there is still a demand for more soybean 
protein, whereas there is a surplus of soybean oil.
 This article is in the section titled “Composition of 
Feedstuffs.” Address: Crops Research Div., USDA, Urbana, 
Illinois.

1255. Oberleas, D.; Muhrer, M.E.; O’Dell, B.L. 1962. 
Effects of phytic acid on zinc availability and parakeratosis 
in swine. J. of Animal Science 21(1):57-61. Feb. [8 ref]

• Summary: The effect of phytic acid was to make zinc less 
available. Address: Univ. of Missouri, Columbia.

1256. Pomeranz, Y. 1962. The lysine content of bread 
supplemented with soya fl our, wheat gluten, dry yeast, 
and wheat germ. J. of the Science of Food and Agriculture 
(London) 13(2):78-83. Feb. [25 ref]
• Summary: Lysine content of nine milled fl ours was 
determined microbiologically. “High-extraction fl ours 
contained higher lysine contents than did white fl ours. 
No signifi cant content was found between protein content 
and lysine concentration in the protein... It is proposed to 
characterize protein-enriched breads according to their 
protein and lysine contents, instead of designating them 
by level of supplement added.” Soya fl our was used as an 
ingredient (p. 79); its nutritional composition is given on 
p. 80. Address: Ministry of Commerce & Industry, Food 
Testing Lab., Haifa, Israel.

1257. Soybean Digest. 1962. Edible gels and foams: made 
from soybean protein. Feb. p. 18.
• Summary: “Edible gels and foams made from refi ned 
soybean protein, potentially useful as food and industrial 
products, have been produced by U.S. Department of 
Agriculture chemists in research to fi nd additional market 
outlets for soybeans.
 “The new products, developed at the Northern 
Utilization Research and Development Division, Agricultural 
Research Service, in Peoria, Illinois, can add variety to 
diets and improve nutrition, especially in countries where 
meats are less plentiful than they are in the United States. 
A combination of the refi ned soybean protein and cereal 
products, the researchers believe, would provide a diet well 
balanced in amino acids.
 “The gels and foams may also prove useful in industry–
for example, as glues, binders, coatings, and thickening 
agents, according to A.C. Eldridge, W.J. Wolfe, and A.M. 
Nash, who worked out laboratory procedures for making the 
new products. The studies were conducted under leadership 
of A.K. Smith, head of protein investigations, and J.C. 
Cowan, chief of the Division’s oilseeds laboratory.
 “The gels revert to liquid when heated and thicken 
again when cooled. They are the fi rst heat-reversible gels to 
be made from a vegetable protein. The foams are unusually 
stable–several times more so than other foam products tested 
for comparison. Both of the products are bland in taste and 
appearance. In laboratory tests, they proved compatible with 
various added fl avoring and coloring materials.
 “Development of pilot-plant procedures for producing 
the new gels and foams has not yet been attempted. But the 
simplicity of the laboratory procedure–plus the commercial 
availability of the starting material, soybean protein–
indicates commercial production would be feasible.
 “The soybean protein used in making the gels and foams 
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was extracted by acid precipitation from soybean meal. The 
extracted protein was treated with an alcohol solution to 
remove water and fatty materials (lipids), then neutralized 
with sodium hydroxide. The resulting product was sodium 
proteinate, which is soluble in water. If heated and whipped, 
proteinate solutions form foams; if allowed to cool, they 
form gels. When reheated, the gels return to liquid.
 “A main key to success of the new method is correct 
concentration of the alcohol solution used to refi ne the 
soybean protein. The researchers found that any one of 
three solutions–95% methyl, 86% ethyl, or 82% isopropyl 
alcohol–removes lipids that apparently prevent the gelling or 
whipping of less refi ned protein.
 “The method of making the new gels and foams is 
based on earlier studies by Northern Division chemists, who 
refi ned soybean protein and described some of its properties.
 “Other soybean products developed at Peoria include 
protein-rich miso and tofu, traditional Japanese foods, from 
U.S. soybeans (Press Release USDA 158-60) and Gelsoy, 
the fi rst vegetable protein found to have gelling properties. 
Gelsoy can also be whipped, but being less refi ned, it does 
not form heat-reversible gels. Still other uses developed 
for soybean protein include glues for paper lamination and 
plywood, and soybean fl our for enriching food products.”
 A photo shows soybean protein gel being “topped with 
foam from the same source to demonstrate a heat-reversible 
vegetable protein gel developed by USDA chemists.”

1258. Guggenheim, K.; Perez, E.; Ilan, J.; Joseph, S.; 
Goldber, A. 1962. The nutritive value of human diets as 
affected by extraction rate of fl our and its supplementation 
with soya meal. American J. of Clinical Nutrition 10(3):231-
39. March. [27 ref]
• Summary: Soybean meal added improves the nutritive 
value of bread proteins in young human diets. Address: Lab. 
of Nutrition, Dep. of Biochemistry, Hebrew Univ.–Hadassah 
Medical School, Jerusalem, Israel.

1259. Krober, Orland A.; Cartter, Jackson L. 1962. 
Quantitative interrelations of protein and nonprotein 
constituents of soybeans. Crop Science 2(2):171-72. March/
April. [8 ref]
• Summary: High-protein soybeans averaged 48.3% protein; 
low-protein samples averaged 32.4% and 31.3% protein. 
Cellulose, crude fi ber, and ash account for 25-30% of the dry 
weight in mature soybean seeds.
 Note: This is publication No. 362 of the U.S. Regional 
Soybean Laboratory, Urbana, Illinois. Received June 19, 
1961. Address: Crops Research Div., ARS, USDA.

1260. Soybean Digest. 1962. Nutrition team on world survey 
of protein needs: Soybean Council of America, Inc. March. 
p. 20.
• Summary: Nutrition specialists from three U.S. soybean 

processing fi rms have gone into countries in various parts 
of the world on a survey of the protein needs of those areas. 
The soy protein utilization survey is being made under the 
program of the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s Foreign 
Agricultural Service. The men go as representatives of the 
Soybean Council of America. They left on their tour in 
February and will return in March and April.
 “Purpose of the trip is to gather information to help 
other nations solve their nutrition problems, and to determine 
the market potential for U.S. soy proteins in solution of such 
problems. The men will study diets, habits, common menus 
and food distribution patterns in the countries visited. They 
will confer with government agencies, food industry people, 
and relief agencies such as Church World Service, the 
National Catholic Welfare Conference, and the Red Cross. 
They will visit native families, sampling their foods and 
menus.
 “Members of the team will work through agricultural 
attaches and the overseas offi ces of the Council in the 
countries visited.
 “The members of the team and the principal countries 
they will survey:
 “Louis R. Brewster, operations control manager, General 
Mills specialty products division, Minneapolis [Minnesota], 
will visit India.
 “Promod K. Batra, protein sales department, General 
Mills, will return to India, his home, as a member of the 
team.
 “Gleason M. Diser, nutritionist agricultural research 
section, research laboratory, Archer-Daniels-Midland Co., 
Minneapolis, will visit Turkey.
 “James J. Sellner, sales manager, soya specialties 
department, Archer-Daniels-Midland Co., will visit Egypt.
 “Emil A. Buelens, general sales manager for Central 
Soya’s chemurgy division, Chicago [Illinois], will visit 
Portugal and Spain.” A portrait photo shows each member of 
the team.

1261. Lahiri, Nripendra L.; Sastry, L.V.L.; Shurpalekar, S.R.; 
Chandrasekhara, M.R.; Swaminathan, M.; Subrahmanyan, 
V.I. Assignors to Council of Scientifi c and Industrial 
Research. 1962. Vegetable milk powder. Indian Patent 
70,049. April 7. Application fi led 15 Dec. 1959. (Chem. 
Abst. 57:14256a). *
• Summary: Two parts by weight of dehulled soybeans 
and 1 part by weight of peanuts are used as the main raw 
materials. Both are ground and sodium bicarbonate and 
water are added. The resulting milklike emulsion is adjusted 
to pH 8.0–8.2, stirred, then centrifuged to remove the crude 
fi ber and starch. Sugar and buffer salts are added to the 
clarifi ed emulsion, the pH is adjusted to 6.8–7.0, the milk is 
steamed to destroy tryptic inhibitor, then homogenized, spray 
dried, and fortifi ed with vitamins A, B, C, and D, calcium, 
phosphorus, iron, and DL-methionine.
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1262. Komori, Saburo; Shigeno, Yoshihiro. Assignors 
to Riken Vitamin Oil Company, Ltd. 1962. [Epoxidation 
of soybean oil esters]. Japanese Patent 1114. April 30. 
Application fi led 26 March 1959. 2 p. (Chem. Abst. 
59:6581g). [Jap]*
• Summary: The main starting material is soybean oil with 
an acid value of 0.5, saponifi cation value of 192.6, and 
iodine number of 135.1. The main end product is epoxidized 
soybean oil.

1263. Evans, E.J.; Dekker, A.J. 1962. Comparative SR90 
[strontium-90] content of agricultural crops grown in a 
contaminated soil. Canadian J. of Plant Science 42(2):252-
58. April. [9 ref]
• Summary: Strontium-90 “is generally recognized as one 
of the most hazardous of the fi ssion products which have 
contaminated the biosphere since the advent of nuclear 
fi ssion. Attention has, therefore, been focused on the factors 
which infl uence its entry into food consumed by man. One 
of the important paths of entry of Sr90 into the diet is its 
absorption by plants from the soil.” Moreover: “Different 
parts of the same plant species may differ in Sr90 content.”
 The soybean was one of 36 plant species grown in soil 
contaminated with Sr90. Considerable variation was found in 
the Sr90 content of samples of botanically unrelated species; 
it was found to vary directly with the content of the plant 
samples. Legumes, as a group, “contained higher amounts of 
both Ca and Sr90 than did grasses, straw, or cereal grains.”
 High strontium-90 concentrations were associated with 
high calcium (Ca) and high magnesium (Mg) contents. 
Likewise, low strontium-90 concentrations were associated 
with low calcium (Ca) and low magnesium (Mg) contents.
 Table 2 (p. 255) shows the strontium-90 content of 
selected forage crops and tobacco (oven-dry sample). 
Soybean straw contained 99.16 milli-micrograms per gram 
of strontium-90 (relatively high) whereas soybean seed 
contained 10.82 milli-micrograms per gram of strontium-90 
(relatively low). Address: Canada Dep. of Agriculture, 
Ottawa, Ontario.

1264. Johnson, Dale W.; Lighter, Willard C. 1962. Growth 
developments in soybean products. Condensation of a paper 
presented at Meeting of the Chemurgic Council, 13 April 
1962. 12 p. 28 cm.
• Summary: “Much has been said about various aspects of 
the soybean industry, and most people are well acquainted 
with the growth of this industry and many of the diversifi ed 
products which have resulted. This presentation will stress 
the protein-containing products, with emphasis on the more 
recently developed protein products of interest to the food 
industry, and certain other aspects pertaining thereto.
 “Change in Values of Oil and Meal: The original interest 
in the soybean, in the United States, aside from its value in 

putting nitrogen in the soil and the plowing under of soybean 
crops for fertilizer, was for its oil, with the meal portion of 
relatively minor interest. As time progressed, the importance 
of meal in animal feeding became apparent, so, as a result, 
there has been a shift in the relative economic value of the 
protein-containing and the oil portions of the soybean. For 
example; even as late as 1951, the approximate value of the 
oil and meal in 100 pounds of beans was, respectively, $3.70 
and $2.80 (based on ceilings at that time) or a ratio of oil-
to-meal value of around 1.3. This compares, based on the 
market of April 4, 1962, with values of $1.82 for the oil and 
$2.28 for the meal, or an oil-to-meal value ratio of less than 
0.8; in other words, in 1951, the value of the oil was about 
30% more than the meal portion, while today, the oil is worth 
20% less than the meal. This change in relative value is due 
to the increased demand for meal in livestock feeding and 
the relative position of soybean oil to other oils in the world 
market.
 “The production of specialty products from the soybean 
essentially dates back to the middle ‘30’s when the solvent 
extraction process was introduced.
 “Soy Lecithin: In 1935 soy lecithin was one soy product 
which, for practical purposes, was not being produced in 
the U.S. It grew to an estimated 15 to 20,000,000 pounds 
production by 1951, while today it is estimated to be about 
50 to 60,000,000 pounds per year. This product, which is 
removed from crude soybean oil, could theoretically be 
produced in this country at double the present production 
fi gure if all the oil were degummed. Soy lecithin is used in 
literally hundreds of applications, from gasoline to beverage 
products and from rubber goods to chewing gum. Soy 
lecithin has peculiar properties of emulsifying, wetting, 
moisture-holding, dispersing and release which result in its 
use, either alone or in combination with other agents, giving 
desired characteristics to a wide range of industrial and food 
products.
 “By way of a side-light, in view of the fact that 
soy lecithin is a good source of the so-called essential 
unsaturated fatty acids, there has been interest in its use for 
lowering blood cholesterol. Experiments were conducted 
in the laboratories of The Central Soya Company, with rats, 
where half of the fat in the diet of these rats was replaced 
with soy lecithin. These animals were allowed to live their 
normal life span. On analysis of the data, it was found that 
the rats on the lecithin containing diets lived on the average 
of about 10% longer than those on the control diet without 
added lecithin.
 “Soy Flour and Grits: Although soy fl our and grits in 
both foods and specialty industrial products, today, do not 
represent more than 2 to 3% of the beans crushed, the use 
of these materials in a wide variety of foods is steadily 
increasing. While it has long been recognized that the protein 
in soy fl our and grits is of excellent quality and can be used 
to improve the protein quality and increase the protein 
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quantity in many foods, its use in foods (baby foods and 
pet foods excepted) has been primarily of interest because 
of certain functional characteristics which results in foods 
with better acceptance by the consumer. More recently, 
there has been a considerable increase in interest among 
food manufacturers in the use of these products to improve 
nutritional value. Defi nitions of Soy Protein Products
 “More recent developments in specialty products, which 
are the result of expanded chemurgy, include isolated soy 
proteins for both food and industrial use and soy protein 
concentrates primarily for food use. Defi nitions for these 
products were developed by interested people in the soy 
industry, and submitted to the Food and Drug Administration 
for their concurrence:
 “Soy fl our and/or soy grits is the mechanically classifi ed 
product obtained from high quality, sound, clean, dehulled 
soybeans by processing so as to yield products, on a 
moisture-free basis, in a range of 40 to 60% protein (N x 
6.25), and a fi ber maximum of 3.5%, with a variable fat 
content.
 “Soy protein concentrate is a product prepared from 
high quality, sound, clean, dehulled soybeans by removing 
most of the oil and water soluble non-protein constituents 
and shall contain not less than 70% protein (N x 6.25) on a 
moisture-free basis.
 “Isolated soy protein is the major proteinaceous fraction 
of soybeans prepared from high quality, sound, clean, 
dehulled soybeans by removing a preponderance of the 
non-protein components and shall contain not less than 90% 
protein (N x 6.25), on a moisture-free basis.
 “Industrial Proteins: Isolated soy proteins for industrial 
use have been produced commercially for approximately 25 
years [i.e., since about 1937]. At the present time, there are 
three major producers of these products, and the estimated 
production is probably in a range of 40 to 50,000,000 
pounds per year. The major uses for industrial isolated soy 
protein are as a binder for mineral coated paper, paperboard 
and joint cements, as a stabilizer in latex base paints, and 
a number of more minor uses, such as printing inks, shoe 
polish, some specialty coatings other than paper, specialty 
adhesives, etc. There has been some concern that some of 
the newer chemical polymers might eventually take over the 
role of isolated soy proteins in these applications. However, 
it appears that with expanded research and development to 
produce chemically modifi ed isolated soy proteins, the use of 
these products may be extended in known applications and in 
applications yet to be discovered.
 “Protein for Food: There is no question that for food 
use the protein of the soybean is the lowest priced, high 
quality protein available in commercial quantities in these 
United States. With soybean production at present levels and 
indications that these levels can be easily increased, the food 
manufacturers realize that, as demand increases, there is little 
likelihood the price of protein from soy will increase to any 

appreciable degree. Actually, as demand increases with larger 
production facilities and improved processes, these prices 
more than likely will decrease, giving the food manufacturer 
and ultimately the housewife and her family lower priced 
high quality protein-containing foods.
 “It should be pointed out that there are big differences 
in protein, from the standpoint of functional and nutritional 
characteristics. These differences exist in proteins from 
different sources and can be varied with a single type of 
protein product, depending on factors in processing. From 
the nutritional standpoint, in the human, the quality of a 
protein is dependent upon amino acid composition with 
particular recognition of the 8 essential amino acids. Also, 
in speaking of protein quality, or nutritional value, one 
must consider the animal being fed, because the amino acid 
requirement of different animals is not the same.” Continued. 
Address: Central Soya Co., Inc., Chemurgy Div. Johnson’s 
present address: Crest Products, Inc., 4830 S. Christiana 
Ave., Chicago 32, Illinois.

1265. Johnson, Dale W.; Lighter, Willard C. 1962. Growth 
developments in soybean products (Continued–Document 
part II). Condensation of a paper presented at Meeting of the 
Chemurgic Council, 13 April 1962. 12 p. 28 cm.
• Summary: (Continued): “It is very diffi cult to carry out 
accurate studies to determine the amino acid requirements 
of the human. Age, sex, state of health, size, hereditary 
characteristics, which indirectly control metabolic functions, 
geographical area, degree of activity of individuals, and 
a host of other factors, have an infl uence on total protein 
intake need and amino acid requirements. The best that can 
be done is to make reasonable ‘guesstimates’ as to these 
requirements.
 “The perfectly balanced protein would be one which, 
when a given individual or individuals take in the optimum 
amount, supplies all of the amino acids in the exact 
proportion that is required to build body tissue and maintain 
exact nitrogen equilibrium.
 “It is common practice for nutritionists to use the white 
rat for evaluating protein quality. Unfortunately, there 
has been no true standardization of technique and diets 
between different laboratories. When diet composition and 
concentrations of dietary protein in these diets is considered, 
it is very diffi cult to convert data from such experiments 
directly to the human. It seems to be the usual practice to 
feed protein at levels near stress conditions, which usually 
do not exist in actual human feeding. Another common 
fault in judging values of proteins is the feeding of single 
sources of protein and the making of judgements based on 
the results obtained on these single proteins. When one feeds 
rats various proteins at higher than the common experimental 
level of approximately 10%, let us say up to levels of 20 to 
25%, the differences between the so-called poorer quality 
and the better quality proteins are not nearly so evident.
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 “Results of feeding studies from many laboratories 
prove that the use of soy proteins, either in the form of soy 
fl our and grits or the specialty protein products, can be used 
advantageously to give the public higher protein foods with 
better protein quality at relatively low cost.
 “Protein Costs in Food: It is recognized that when 
a housewife buys an item in the grocery store or meat 
market, she is usually concerned only about the price she 
pays for the item in the package. She is not concerned 
about the detailed nutritional values, although she realizes 
the necessity for food in order to keep her family in good 
health, nor does she consider what she is paying for specifi c 
nutrients. Following are some data which give an indication 
as to what the housewife is paying for protein in those foods 
which do furnish dietary protein. These costs for protein are 
based on the retail prices for certain items in the grocery 
store; fi guring that the fat in these products is worth 20c per 
pound, the carbohydrate (sugars and starch) is worth 10C per 
pound and that the moisture, vitamins and minerals do not 
contribute to the value. On this basis, in dairy items, the price 
for protein will run from approximately $1.50 to $2.75 per 
pound. In meat and poultry items, from approximately $2.00 
to $7.00 per pound. In fi sh, from $3.00 to $5.00 per pound. 
In eggs, around $3.00 per pound and in bread, around $2.00 
per pound.
 “When one considers that the protein in soy fl our 
and grits, at the commercial level, on this same basis 
of calculation, is around 6½¢ per pound, in soy protein 
concentrates about 30¢ per pound and isolated proteins, 
about 40¢ per pound, and, considering that the major costs 
in food items is in packaging, labor, distribution, etc., rather 
than ingredients, it is obvious that the addition of small 
amounts of soy protein to such products to get improved 
nutritional value and increased protein content, really would 
contribute little to the cost per pound at the retail level of 
grocery items so fortifi ed.
 “As an example of such fortifi cation, we have made 
a calculation based on macaroni products. In a macaroni 
product selling at 25¢ per pound, at the retail level, (and this 
may be slightly low) and using a value of 10¢ per pound 
for the starch, ignoring fat, since there is very little there, 
the consumer is paying $1.37 per pound for protein. A 
good average fi gure for the protein content of macaroni, as 
purchased in the store, is around 12.7%. If a manufacturer 
were to prepare a macaroni product with the addition of 
approximately 14 pounds of an isolated soy protein to 86 
pounds of Semolina, it would nearly double the protein 
content of the product. Based on present market costs for 
these protein materials, the cost of the product, at the retail 
level, to maintain the same profi t level, as with the non-
fortifi ed product, would be increased approximately 6¢ 
per pound. But, let us assume that we increase the retail 
value to 35¢ per pound, giving the macaroni manufacturer 
and dealer a little higher profi t on an upgraded product, 

now the consumer is paying less than $1.19 per pound, 
as compared to the $1.37 per pound for the protein but, 
it should be emphasized, the quality of the protein in the 
fortifi ed macaroni, on an equal protein basis, would be more 
than doubled. Since in such a product we have doubled the 
protein content and doubled the protein quality per unit of 
protein, on a per serving basis, with the fortifi ed product, she 
would be getting about 4 times as much protein value for 
nearly the same cash outlay.
 “On the surface, it might appear that soy products are 
trying to compete to take away business from grain, meat 
and dairy products, but, in the American dietary, there is no 
need for such concern, because through the use of various 
mixtures of these materials, we can upgrade the nutritional 
quality of many food items and even increase the demand 
for all types of food products by using proper combinations. 
With the publicity given to the undesirability of calories from 
starch and fats, there is a place for soy products to fi t into 
foods containing fats and starch to make food items more 
acceptable to the public through improved nutrition and 
physical characteristics.
 “Isolated Soy Proteins: There is interest in the isolated 
proteins to take advantage of its nutritional value and the 
whipping, gelling, thickening, emulsifying, stabilizing, 
fi lm-forming, moisture-holding, fat binding, adhesive, 
cohesive and dough-forming properties. There is not an area 
of the processed food fi eld where the isolated soy proteins 
cannot fi nd a place. Their use may be only for nutritional 
purposes or nutritional value plus certain desirable physical 
characteristics imparted to foods.
 “In the case of white fl our, the fi rst limiting amino 
acid is lysine. The use of isolated soy proteins, along with 
these grain products, helps to give a better overall balance 
of amino acids, resulting in improved nutritional value. 
Studies have shown that the addition of 10% isolated soy 
protein, based on the fl our, in making bread, will increase the 
protein content of such a loaf by about 75% but will improve 
the nutritional value by 200 to 300%. This nutritional 
improvement can be obtained through the addition of about 
0.25% lysine to white fl our. However, the addition of lysine 
does not result in increased protein content. Interestingly 
enough, the addition of lysine, along with the soy protein, 
gives a further boost to the protein value of such a bread by 
an additional 30 to 40%, making it possible to have a bread 
with a protein value nearly equal to that of meat.
 “Nutritionists agree that the ideal situation would 
be to have every mouthful of food that we take perfectly 
balanced insofar as nutrients are concerned. From a practical 
standpoint, this could not be done with all types of foods 
or beverages which we eat, but some standard foods can be 
markedly improved.
 “The isolated soy protein and protein concentrates have 
a place in the meat industry where they serve as binders 
to emulsify fats and hold moisture, giving these products 
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better slicing and chewing characteristics making them more 
acceptable to the consumer. Shrink in processing is reduced 
and shelf life increased.
 “The isolated soy protein products, along with 
fl avor, carbohydrates, fats, minerals and vitamins, make 
it possible to manufacture tailor-made foods from a 
nutritional standpoint, with a variety of shapes and physical 
characteristics. These proteins can be spun into fi bers, which 
with added fl avors have characteristics of meats. It is also 
possible to simulate many dairy-type products, such as 
coffee cream, whipped cream, sour cream, ice cream, and 
cheese, using isolated soy protein in combination with other 
ingredients” (Continued). Address: Central Soya Co., Inc., 
Chemurgy Div. Johnson’s present address: Crest Products, 
Inc., 4830 S. Christiana Ave., Chicago 32, Illinois.

1266. Krider, J.L.; Cravens, W.W. 1962. Soybean meal in 
poultry and livestock feeding. Soybean Digest. May. p. 38-
41.
• Summary: The rapid growth of the livestock industry in 
many countries is leading to increased use of soybean meal. 
Its nutritional composition and use as a feed for poultry, 
swine and ruminants, dairy cows, beef cattle, and sheep are 
discussed.
 “The story of soybean meal in relation to vitamin B-12 
is a classic in poultry nutrition research. The discovery of 
this vitamin has greatly enhanced the adaptability of soybean 
meal to formulating economical poultry feeds. In the early 
days of building poultry rations with soybean meal supplying 
a good proportion of the protein, poor results were often 
obtained because of a shortage of this very critical vitamin. 
Animal products were relied on to supply vitamin B-12 
and, in some cases, insuffi cient amounts were included in 
the feed when these products were used. The discovery of 
vitamin B-12 in 1948 [by Rickes and co-workers, of Merk 
& Co., Inc., New Jersey], and the subsequent availability of 
standardized sources, have made it possible to effectively 
use soybean meal as the chief high protein feedstuff in 
formulating top quality poultry feeds.”
 “The levels of soybean meal used in livestock and 
poultry rations (total ration basis) range from 10% to 35%, 
with the higher levels being used in turkey and broiler 
rations.”
 Photos show: (1) Dr. Cravens and Dr. Don Middendorf 
examining a chicken with many chickens in the background. 
(2) J.L. Krider. (3) W.W. Cravens. (4) Beef cattle feeding at 
two long and parallel wooden troughs.
 Tables show: (1) Standard specifi cations of soybean 
means (U.S.): 41%, 44%, or 50% protein. (2) Amino acid 
composition of soybean meal: Grams per 16 grams of 
nitrogen. (3) Vitamin content of soybean meal. 4. Mineral 
content of soybean meal. Address: Central Soya.

1267. Oizumi, Hisakazu; Nishiiri, Keiji; Katsura, Isami. 

1962. [Function of leaves in soybean plants. I. Growth, dry 
matter, nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium and carbohydrate 
contents of each leaf]. Nippon Sakumotsu Gakkai Kiji 
(Proceedings of the Crop Science Society of Japan) 
30(3):253-56. May. [4 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: “Summary: In order to clarify the function of 
leaves in soybeans, growth and constituents in each leaf 
were examined every two weeks. The results obtained are as 
follows:
 “(1) The leaves expanded about 10 days after the 
emergence of the leaves and grew large for two weeks after 
that period. The length of upper leaves were commonly 
larger than the lower ones, however, several ones at tips 
became smaller.
 “(2) The content of nutrients in each leaf increased as 
growing and became largest at the period of about one week 
after when the length of leaves became largest, and after 
that period decreased gradually. The changes of the content 
of nutrients had almost same tendency between leaves, 
however, were not volumetrically.
 “(3) The life of lower leaves was shorter than the upper 
ones and the almost constant life after the emergence of 
the branch from the defi nite section was observed in lower 
leaves. The primary and the 1 st leaf are connected deeply 
with the early growth and the other lower leaves with the 
branching.
 “(4) The upper leaves had longer life than the lower 
ones, had pretty long duration of high nutrient contents and 
had close relationships with the fl owering and the fruiting.” 
Address: Tohoku Univ. Agric. Exp. Station.

1268. Ryder, J.W.; Sullivan, G.P. 1962. Analysis of 
nonvolatile material in solvent hexane. J. of the American Oil 
Chemists’ Society 39(5):263-66. May. [5 ref]
• Summary: Toxins removed from oil. Address: Esso 
Research and Engineering Co., Linden, New Jersey.

1269. Davis, P.N.; Norris, L.C.; Kratzer, F.H. 1962. 
Interference of soybean proteins with the utilization of trace 
minerals. J. of Nutrition 77(2):217-23. June. [15 ref]
• Summary: Isolated soy protein contains a component 
which combines with (and makes less available) the zinc, 
manganese, and copper. Iron availability is not affected. 
Address: Dep. of Poultry Husbandry, Univ. of California, 
Davis, CA.

1270. Johnston, A.E.; MacMillan, D.; Dutton, H.J.; Cowan, 
J.C. 1962. Hydrogenation of linolenate. VI. Survey of 
commercial catalysts. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ 
Society 39(6):273-76. June. [14 ref]
• Summary: There is evidence that an improved, 
stabilized salad oil could be made from soybean oil by the 
elimination of linolenic acid containing glycerides. One 
approach is the conversion of linolenate to “linoleate” 
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by selective hydrogenation–the preferential reduction of 
double bonds in linolenate compared to those in linoleate. 
For the hydrogenated soybean oil to remain liquid under 
refrigeration, hydrogenation must proceed with minimal 
formation of trans geometric isomers. Address: Northern 
Regional Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois.

1271. Rodale, J.I. 1962. 20 years of Organic Gardening. 
Organic Gardening and Farming 9(6):17-19. June.
• Summary: The founder and Editor-in-Chief of this 
publication looks at the achievements of the past two 
decades–and points to the challenges of the future. “The fact 
that the magazine now has over 300,000 paid subscribers 
is a sign that the organic movement has established itself... 
The time is coming when our overly-conservative U.S. 
Department of Agriculture will have to listen to the growing 
force of the people... There are quite a few food stores in 
the Unites States where organically grown food is sold... 
Much of the food raised by modern chemical methods is 
very low in vitamins and minerals and reduces the resistance 
of individuals, making them the prey of dangerous germs 
and viruses... Every state experiment station should start an 
experiment comparing organic and chemical farming, side 
by side... As the quality of our food decreases, so does the 
quality of the mind.”

1272. Taylor, Clifford C.; Singh, Bhagwant. 1962. The 
competitive position of Maryland soybeans. Maryland 
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 473. 73 p. 
June. [14 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Summary. 1. Competition in price: 
Production expansion at lower prices, substitution and prices. 
2. Competitive position in total consumption: Consumption 
of soybean meal. 3. Competitive position of oil in end 
products: Margarine, shortening, drying oil products, soap. 
4. Competitive position of meal in feeding. 5. Competitive 
position in export markets: Potentialities of Africa as 
a competitor of United States soybean oil in Europe, 
competitive position of United States soybean oil in Asia, 
competitive position of United States soybean oil in Latin 
America, competitive position of United States soybean oil 
in Oceania, recapitulation. Appendix. Contains 39 tables and 
6 fi gures.
 “Summary: The soybean market has become of prime 
importance to growers on the Eastern Shore of Maryland. 
Here, as in nearby areas of Delaware and Virginia, soybean 
production has multiplied very rapidly within recent years. 
The rate of expansion has been even more rapid than in the 
principal corn-and-soybean belt of the Mid-west. In the 
southern counties of the Eastern Shore of Maryland soybean 
acreage has increased to over one-third of all harvested 
cropland, without notably reducing the acreage of corn, 
which is relatively high priced in Maryland.
 “Maryland farm sales of soybeans are exceeded by only 

two other crops, tobacco and corn. Soybean meal is in great 
demand in the Delmarva peninsula, particularly for poultry 
feeds. However, until quite recently, only one sizeable plant 
for crushing soybeans has existed in this area.
 “As elsewhere, soybean prices in Maryland fell sharply 
after 1947-48 and rather steadily after the Korean War until 
1960-61, even though the general price level was rising. 
However, market prices for soybeans were generally above 
government support prices. They were a refl ection of market 
supply and demand forces, including the direct effects of 
certain government aids to exports and also the indirect 
effects of other kinds of government controls.
 “During the 13 years from 1947-48 through 1959-60 
the straight line trend of soybean prices at Illinois country 
shipping points (when calculated terms of constant dollars 
at the 1947-49 level) declined 11 cents per bushel per year 
and centered at $2.40 in 1953-54. The straight line trend 
of soybean oil prices at Decatur, as similarly calculated, 
declined 0.8 cents per pound per year and centered at 11.9 
cents in 1953-54. By this calculation, soybean meal prices 
at Decatur declined $2.64 per ton per year and centered at 
$57.98 in 1953-54. During this 13-year period the trend 
value of prices in Illinois fell 58 percent for soybean oil, 43 
percent for soybean meal and 43 percent for soybeans. These 
price declines were related to straight line trend increases of 
U.S. supply (production plus carryover) of 242 percent for 
soybeans, 170 percent for soybean oil and 143 percent for 
soybean meal. Production increased rapidly without very 
much government price assistance and despite falling prices 
and refl ected technological improvements in production, 
transportation and processing and also various restrictions on 
alternative enterprises.”
 Page 3: “Soybean meal is preeminently suitable for 
poultry feeds in great demand, especially for the rapidly 
expanded broiler industry. The use of soybean meal for hog 
feeding increased because more hog feeders were using 
protein supplements, less skim milk was separated on the 
farm because of the vanishing production of farm butter and 
only moderately increased supplies of tankage were available 
from the parking industry.
 “For cattle feeding, soybean meal meets real competition 
from cottonseed meal. Dairy cattle and beef cattle can 
depend more upon cottonseed meal because their bodies 
have the ability to produce from its proteins certain essential 
amino-acids which characterize soybean meal. The same 
is true for sheep, but in any case they use relatively little 
of the aggregate supply of meals. However, the supply of 
cottonseed cannot be readily expanded to meet the expanding 
demands of the beef cattle industry. The greater availability 
of soybean meal at a comparable price adds to its relative 
magnitude in consumption.
 “Maryland needs more meal, not oil. Shifting back 
to varieties of lower oil yield per bushel would not help; 
it would hurt fi nancially. Sacrifi cing a pound of oil for a 
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pound of meal would be like trading 10 cents for 3 cents. 
What Maryland has needed and perhaps still needs is 
enlarged processing facilities to produce meal nearby so as 
to narrow the margin of about $15 a ton between Midwest 
and Maryland prices for the meal at wholesale. However, 
questions concerning markets for the additional quantities 
of soybean oil, which are jointly produced with the meal, 
inevitably pose price problems for soybean growers. A more 
rapid development of export markets for the oil could help to 
check the widening spread between prices of meal and oil.” 
Address: Dep. of Agricultural Economics.

1273. USDA Northern Regional Research Laboratory. ed. 
1962. Proceedings of Conference on Soybean Products for 
Protein in Human Foods. Peoria, Illinois. iii + 242 p. Held 
13-15 Sept. 1961 at Northern Regional Research Laboratory, 
Peoria, Illinois. No index. 26 cm.
• Summary:  See next page. The earliest conference on this 
subject in the USA. A very important document, with many 
excellent articles by experts in their fi elds worldwide.
 Contents: Introductory remarks. Session I: Nutritional 
defi ciency problems in developing areas of the world. II: 
World marketing of soybeans and soybean products. III: 
Research and development on soybean foods. IV: Nutritional 
and biological studies. V: Processing and feeding value of 
fl uid and dry soy milks. VI: Problems involved in increasing 
world-wide use of soybean products as foods–panel 
discussion. VII: Committee on quality and processing guide 
for edible soy fl our and grits. VIII: Summary of conference. 
List of attendance. Most of the 106 attendees are PhDs or 
leaders in agriculture, business, government, or scientifi c 
research. The complete list follows:
 Altschul, A.M. Southern Utilization Research and 
Development Division, ARS, USDA, New Orleans, 
Louisiana
 Anderson, D.W., Jr. The Borden Company, 350 Madison 
Avenue, New York 17, New York
 Andrews, J.S. General Mills, Inc., 9200 Wayzata 
Boulevard, Minneapolis 26, Minnesota
 Anson, M.L. Consultant, 100 Eaton Square, London, 
S.W. 1, England
 Bailey, E.M. A.E. Staley Manufacturing Company, 
Decatur, Illinois
 Barnes, R.H. Cornell University, Ithaca, New York
 Bean, L.H. Food for Peace, The White House, 
Washington, D. C.
 Biddle, C.B. Biddle Farms, Remington, Indiana
 Bitting, H.W. Agricultural Research Service, USDA, 
Washington 25, D. C.
 Booth, A.N. Western Utilization Research and 
Development Division, ARS, USDA, Albany, California
 Bowen, H.B. Spencer Kellogg and Sons, Inc., Decatur, 
Illinois
 Brubaker, E.J. The Borden Company, 350 Madison 

Avenue, New York 17, New York
 Buelens, Emil Central Soya Company, Inc., 1825 North 
Laramie, Chicago, Illinois
 Cartter, J.L. Regional Soybean Laboratory, USDA, 
Urbana, Illinois
 Circle, S. J. Central Soya Company, Inc., 1825 North 
Laramie, Chicago 39, Illinois
 Clayton, R. A. General Mills, Inc., 9200 Wayzata 
Boulevard, Minneapolis 26, Minnesota
 Cowan, J. C. Northern Utilization Research and 
Development Division, ARS, USDA, Peoria, Illinois
 Cox, W. B. Honeymead Products Co., Box 50, Mankato, 
Minnesota
 Cravens, W. W. Central Soya Company, Inc., 1825 North 
Laramie, Chicago 39, Illinois
 Darby, W. J. Vanderbilt University, Nashville 5, 
Tennessee
 Dimler, R. J. Northern Utilization Research and 
Development Division, ARS, USDA, Peoria, Illinois
 Diser, G. M. Archer-Daniels-Midland Company, 3100 
38th Avenue South, Minneapolis 40, Minnesota
 Eichenberger, W. R. A. E. Staley Manufacturing 
Company, Decatur, Illinois
 Eldridge, A. C. Northern Utilization Research and 
Development Division, ARS, USDA, Peoria, Illinois
 Eversole, Russell Cargill, Inc., 200 Grain Exchange, 
Minneapolis, Minnesota
 Fischer, R. W. Soybean Council of America, Inc., 
Waterloo, Iowa
 Fomon, S. J. University of Iowa Medical School, Iowa 
City, Iowa
 Frampton, V. L. Southern Utilization Research and 
Development Division, ARS, USDA, New Orleans, 
Louisiana
 Griffi n, E. L., Jr. Northern Utilization Research and 
Development Division, ARS, USDA, Peoria, Illinois
 Groves, M. L. Eastern Utilization Research and 
Development Division, ARS, USDA, Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania
 Gyorgy, Paul Philadelphia General Hospital, Pediatrics 
Department, Philadelphia 4, Pennsylvania
 Hackler, L. R. New York State AES, Cornell University, 
Geneva, New York
 Hafner, F. H. General Mills, Inc., 9200 Wayzata 
Boulevard, Minneapolis 26, Minnesota
 Hand, D. B. New York State AES, Cornell University, 
Geneva, New York
 Hayashi, Shizuka Japanese American Soybean Institute, 
Nikkatsu International Building, Room 410, No. 1, 1-Chomo 
Yurakucho, Chiyoda-Ku, Tokyo, Japan
 Hayward, J. W. Soybean Council of America, 304 Baker 
Building, Minneapolis 4, Minnesota
 Heidinger, H. C. Archer-Daniels-Midland Co., 
Minneapolis 40, Minnesota
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 Hesseltine, C. W. Northern Utilization Research and 
Development Division, ARS, USDA, Peoria, Illinois
 Hilbert, G. E. Foreign Research and Technical Programs, 
ARS, USDA, Washington 25, D.C.
 Hildebrand, F. C. General Mills, Inc., 9200 Wayzata 
Boulevard, Minneapolis 26, Minnesota
 Horan, F. E. Archer-Daniels-Midland Company, 
Minneapolis 40, Minnesota
 Hougen, V. H. Foreign Marketing Branch, FAS [Foreign 
Agricultural Service], USDA, Washington 25, D. C.
 Houghtlin, R. G. National Soybean Processors 
Association, 3818 Board of Trade Building, Chicago 4, 
Illinois
 Hoover, S. R. Utilization Research and Development, 
ARS, USDA, Washington 25, D. C.
 Hubbard, J. E. Northern Utilization Research and 
Development Division, ARS, USDA, Peoria, Illinois
 Huge, W. E. Central Soya Company, Inc., 300 Fort 
Wayne Bank Building, Fort Wayne 2, Indiana
 Jackson, R. W. Northern Utilization Research and 
Development Division, ARS, USDA, Peoria, Illinois
 Johnson, D. W. Central Soya Company, Inc., 1825 North 
Laramie, Chicago 39, Illinois
 Judd, R. W. National Soybean Crop Improvement 
Council, 3818 Board of Trade Building, Chicago 4, Illinois
 Kemmerer, K. S. Mead Johnson Research Center, 
Evansville 21, Indiana
 Kirk, Dorsey Oilseeds and Peanut RMA Committee, 
Oblong, Illinois
 Kirk, L. D. Northern Utilization Research and 
Development Division, ARS, USDA, Peoria, Illinois
 Krober, O. A. Regional Soybean Laboratory, ARS, 
USDA, Urbana, Illinois
 Lemancik, J. F. Central Soya Company, Inc., 1825 North 
Laramie, Chicago 39, Illinois
 Lighter, Willard Central Soya Company, Inc., 1825 
North Laramie, Chicago 39, Illinois
 Maclay, W. D. Utilization Research and Development, 
ARS, USDA, Washington 25, D. C.
 Maddy, K. H. Monsanto Chemical Co., St. Louis, 
Missouri
 Matchett, J. R. Utilization Research and Development, 
ARS, USDA, Washington 25, D. C.
 Mattil, K. F. Swift and Company, Union Stock Yards, 
Chicago 9, Illinois
 McGinnis, James Washington State University, Pullman, 
Washington
 McKinney, L. L. Northern Utilization Research and 
Development Division, ARS, USDA, Peoria, Illinois
 McVay, M. D. Cargill, Inc., 200 Grain Exchange, 
Minneapolis 15, Minnesota
 Melina, F. R. Catholic Relief Services, 451 Madison 
Avenue, New York 22, New York
 Melnychyn, Paul Fruit and Vegetable Laboratory, ARS, 

USDA, Pasadena, California
 Meyer, E. W. Central Soya Company, Inc., 1825 North 
Laramie, Chicago 39, Illinois
 Miller, D. L. Northern Utilization Research and 
Development Division, ARS, USDA, Peoria, Illinois
 Miller, H. W. International Nutrition Research 
Foundation, 11503 Pierce Boulevard, Arlington, California
 Milner, Max United Nations Children’s Fund, United 
Nations, New York
 Mustakas, G. C. Northern Utilization Research and 
Development Division, ARS, USDA, Peoria, Illinois
 Ogilvy, W. S. Mead Johnson Research Center, 
Evansville 21, Indiana
 Oldham, Helen G. Human Nutrition Research Division, 
ARS, USDA, Washington 25, D. C.
 Pellett, Kent The Soybean Digest, Hudson, Iowa
 Pence, J. W. Western Utilization Research and 
Development Division, ARS, USDA, Albany, California
 Post, N. J. Food for Peace, 224 Executive Offi ce 
Building, Washington 25, D. C.
 Rackis, J. J. Northern Utilization Research and 
Development Division, ARS, USDA, Peoria, Illinois
 Rhodes, E. E. A. E. Staley Manufacturing Company, 
Decatur, Illinois
 Rist, C. E. Northern Utilization Research and 
Development Division, ARS, USDA, Peoria, Illinois
 Roach, H. L. Soybean Council of America, Inc., 408 
Marsh Place Building, Waterloo, Iowa
 Rolvaag, K. F. Lieutenant Governor, State of Minnesota, 
St. Paul, Minnesota
 Sabin, D. R. Food Conservation Division, United 
Nations Children’s Fund, United Nations, New York
 Salisbury, G. W. University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois
 Sarett, H. P. Mead Johnson Research Center, Evansville 
21, Indiana
 Schaefer, W. C. Northern Utilization Research and 
Development Division, ARS, USDA, Peoria, Illinois.
 Scheiter, E. K. A.E. Staley Manufacturing Company, 
Decatur, Illinois
 Sebrell, W. H., Jr. Columbia University, Institute of 
Nutrition Sciences, 562 West 168th Street, New York 32, 
New York
 Sellner, J. J. Archer-Daniels-Midland Company, 700 
Investors Building, Minneapolis, Minnesota
 Senti, F. R. Northern Utilization Research and 
Development Division, ARS, USDA, Peoria, Illinois
 Sherman, Norman State of Minnesota, St. Paul, 
Minnesota
 Sikes, W. W. Fats and Oils Division, FAS, USDA, 
Washington 25, D. C.
 Smith, A. K. Northern Utilization Research and 
Development Division, ARS, USDA, Peoria, Illinois
 Steinkraus, K. H. New York State AES, Cornell 
University, Geneva, New York
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 Stewart, George F. University of California, College of 
Agriculture, Davis, California
 Strayer, G. M. American Soybean Association, Hudson, 
Iowa
 Tawa, Andre
 Soybean Council of America, U.A.R., 8 Dr Abdel 
Hamid Said Street, Cairo, Egypt
 Teeter, H. M. Northern Utilization Research and 
Development Division, ARS, USDA, Peoria, Illinois
 Tjossem, W. E. Ralston Purina Company, St. Louis 2, 
Missouri
 Trotter, W. K. Northern Utilization Research and 
Development Division, ERS [USDA’s Economic Research 
Service], USDA, Peoria, Illinois
 Van Buren, J. P. New York State AES, Cornell 
University, Geneva, New York
 van Veen, A. G. Food and Agriculture Organization of 
the United Nations, Viale delle Terme di Caracalla, Rome, 
Italy
 Walker, Alan D. Spillers Limited, Station Road, 
Cambridge, England
 Wall, J. S. Northern Utilization Research and 
Development Division, ARS, USDA, Peoria, Illinois
 Wilcke, H. L. Ralston Purina Company, St. Louis 2, 
Missouri
 Witham, W. C. Northern Utilization Research and 
Development Division, ARS, USDA, Peoria, Illinois
 Wolf, W. J. Northern Utilization Research and 
Development Division, ARS, USDA, Peoria, Illinois
 Wolff, I. A. Northern Utilization Research and 
Development Division, ARS, USDA, Peoria, Illinois
 Woods, L.C. A.E. Staley Manufacturing Company, 
Decatur, Illinois. Address: Northern Regional Research Lab., 
Peoria, Illinois.

1274. Wong, E.; Flux, D.S. 1962. The oestrogenic activity 
of red clover isofl avones and some of their degradation 
products. J. of Endocrinology (London) 24(3):341-48. June. 
[19 ref]
• Summary: The oestrogenic activities of the isofl avones 
biochanin A, genistein, formononetin and daidzein (all 
present in red clover and subterranean clover [Trifolium 
subterraneum]) were measured at 3 dose levels using the 
mouse uterine weight assay. The relative activities found 
were: genistein 1.5, biochanin A 1.0, and daidzein 0.4. 
Formononetin had little or no oestrogenic activity. Thus 
daidzein is only one-fourth as active as genistein, and 
genistein is only 1/100,000th as active as the synthetic 
estrogen, diethylstilbestrol (DES).
 The authors found that mice consuming 5.8 mg genistein 
in a 15 gm diet over a 6 day period showed a twofold 
increase in uterine weight.
 Rackis (1974, p. 170A) notes: “Assuming a genistin 
content of 0.15% in soybean meal, Wong and Flux would 

have had at least 41% soybean meal in their diet for the mice 
to receive 9.3 mg genistin (equivalent to 5.8 mg genistein) 
and for uterine weight to increase twofold.” Address: Plant 
Chemistry Div., Dep. of Scientifi c and Individual Research, 
Palmerston North, and Massey Agricultural College, 
Palmerston North, New Zealand.

1275. Brown, B.E.; Meade, E.M.; Butterfi eld, J.R. 1962. The 
effect of germination upon the fat of the soybean. J. of the 
American Oil Chemists’ Society 39(7):327-30. July. [27 ref]
• Summary: “There was a continuous decrease in the 
total dry matter and crude fat of the cotyledons and whole 
seedlings of soybeans during 12 days of germination [at 
25ºC in the dark], contrary to the observations of some of the 
earlier workers.” The loss of fat gradually decreased and free 
fatty acids increased with the germination time.
 The classic work in this area was done by Hellriegel 
in 1885 with sunfl ower seeds. Address: Dep. of Food 
Chemistry, Univ. of Toronto, Ontario, Canada.

1276. Fujiwara, Kozo; Tokuda, M.; Nanba, A. 1962. Shôyu 
chû no amino-san ni kansuru kenkyû. II. Tennen jôzô 
moromi ni okeru shuyô amino-san no shôchô [Studies 
on amino acids in Japanese soy sauce. II. Changes in the 
amounts of the main amino acids during the ordinary moromi 
(mash) process]. Hakko Kogaku Zasshi (J. of Fermentation 
Technology) 40(7):327-32. July. [6 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: The term “ordinary moromi (mash) process” 
refers to the natural fermentation process. Changes in free 
amino acids were studied by microbioassay. Considerable 
amounts of free arginine disappeared during maturation 
of the mash. The amounts of free isoleucine, leucine, 
methionine and phenylalanine steadily increased in the 
course of maturation from the beginning of the mash process 
to the 396th day, while free glutamic acid, glycine, lysine and 
valine showed maxima. Address: 1. Dep. of Fermentation 
Technology, Faculty of Engineering, Osaka Univ.; 2-3. 
Osaka Joshigakuen Junior College, Japan.

1277. Herb-Mueller, Lene. 1962. Die Soja und 
Ernaehrungsfragen in Entwicklungslaendern [The 
soybean and nutrition problems in developing countries]. 
Ernaehrungs-Umschau 9(5):143-46. July. [Ger]
• Summary: Nutritive value of soybean products. Address: 
Bonn.

1278. Kwong, Eva; Barnes, Richard H.; Fiala, Grace. 1962. 
Intestinal absorption of nitrogen and methionine from 
processed soybeans, in the rat. J. of Nutrition 77(3):312-16. 
July. [11 ref]
• Summary: A study of the infl uence of heating on the 
digestion of soybean diets. Address: Graduate School of 
Nutrition, Cornell Univ., Ithaca, New York.
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1279. Lemancik, John F.; Ziemba, John V. 1962. Versatile 
soy fl ours: Their nutritive and functional properties improve 
product quality and production effi ciency–Flour types, 
properties, and applications detailed. Food Engineering 
34(7):90-91. July.
• Summary: Tailored soy fl ours, increase nutritional values, 
extend shelf life and improve emulsifi cation, cut ingredient 
costs, reduce processing times, improve handling and release 
properties, impart desirable properties such as viscosity 
and anti-caking, contribute antioxidant properties, serve as 
carriers for oleaginous additives, and curb dusting of dry 
ingredients.
 Also discusses: Soy fl our types. Why heat-treated fl ours. 
How they are used: Baked goods, mixes, cereals, meats, 
confections, and other foods such as baby formulas. “Full-fat 
soy fl our provides shortening for baked at nominal cost.”
 Photos: (1) “Higher protein levels are ‘built’ into breads 
by use of soy fl ours containing up to 54% protein. These 
fl ours contain all essential amino acids, and permit adding 
more water to a dough to get desirable characteristics.”
 (2) “In production, soy fl ours improve the forming of 
cookie doughs by enabling better impressions and facilitating 
release from dies.” Address: 1. Sales manager, Soy Flour, 
Central Soya, Chemurgy Div., Chicago, Illinois.

1280. Nordsiek, Frederic W. 1962. Effects of added casein 
on goitrogenic action of different dietary levels of soybeans. 
Proceedings of the Society for Experimental Biology and 
Medicine 110(3):417-20. July. [15 ref]
• Summary: At least 14 papers from 1933 on have reported 
that diets containing soybeans or soybean products cause 
enlargement of the thyroid gland in the chick, rat, guinea pig, 
rabbit and human. Greer (1950, 1960) has reviewed many 
of these papers and has suggested that soybean diets may be 
goitrogenic simply because they have a low iodine content.
 This study is designed to measure and compare the 
goitrogenic effects of low and high levels of soybeans.
 One observation on which there has been complete 
agreement is that heating soybeans reduces or destroys their 
goitrogenic property.
 This paper found that the goitrogenic effect of 35% or 
60% of raw soybeans was negated by adding casein to the 
diets. “This result was not attributable to casein.” Address: 
Inst. of Nutrition Sciences, Columbia Univ., New York City, 
NY.

1281. Patwardhan, V.N. 1962. Pulses and beans in human 
nutrition. American J. of Clinical Nutrition 11(1):12-30. July. 
[66 ref]
• Summary: An excellent review of legumes in human 
nutrition. Address: World Health Org., Geneva, Switzerland; 
Previously, Nutrition Research Lab., Indian Council of 
Medical Research, Hyderabad (Deccan), India.

1282. Sannella, J.L.; Whistler, Roy L. 1962. Isolation and 
characterization of soybean hull hemicellulose B. Archives of 
Biochemistry and Biophysics 98(1):116-19. July. [28 ref]
• Summary: By aqueous alkaline extraction of 
commercial soybean hull holocellulose, one obtains a 
crude hemicellulose B fraction in 6% yield. The major 
polysaccharide from this fraction was isolated by alcohol 
fractionation and is electrophoretically homogeneous with 
a number-average molecular weight of 40,800. Hydrolysis 
shows that this polysaccharide is branched with D-xylose, 
L-arabinose, and D-galactose as end units and D-xylose 
and D-glucose at points of branching. Address: Dep. of 
Biochemistry, Purdue Univ., Lafayette, Indiana.

1283. Wu, Ying Victor; Scheraga, Harold A. 1962. Studies 
of soybean trypsin inhibitor. I. Physicochemical properties. 
Biochemistry 1(4):698-705. July. [28 ref. Eng]
• Summary: “Crystalline soybean trypsin inhibitor (STI) 
was found to be fairly homogeneous by ultracentrifugal 
measurements and by gradient chromatography on 
diethylamino-ethyl cellulose (DEAE-cellulose).” Address: 
Dep. of Chemistry, Cornell Univ., Ithaca, New York.

1284. Rackis, Joseph J.; Smith, Allan K. Assignors to the 
USA as represented by the Secretary of Agriculture. 1962. 
Soybean trypsin inhibitors and method of isolating the same. 
U.S. Patent 3,049,530. Aug. 14. 5 p. Application fi led 25 
Aug. 1959. 3 drawings. [4 ref]
• Summary: “This invention pertains to the discovery and 
commercially practicable isolation from soybean whey of 
a newly identifi ed crystalline protein of the globulin type 
which inactivates the proteolytic action of trypsin and which 
is, therefore, called a trypsin inhibitor.
 “The term, ‘soybean whey,’ as used in the art, refers to 
the liquid residue after the isoelectric separation of certain 
protein constituents from an aqueous extract of hexane-
extracted soybean meal.”
 This patent discusses 3 different soybean trypsin 
inhibitors (SBTI).
 Note: Soy is mentioned 30 times in this patent in 
the forms “soybean,” “soybean meal,” “soybean trypsin 
inhibitors,” “soybean trypsin inhibitor fractions,” “soybean 
whey,” “hexane-extracted soybean meal,” “Kunitz soybean 
trypsin inhibitor,” “pure Kunitz soybean trypsin inhibitor 
(SBTI-A2)” and “soybean hemagglutinin.” Address: Peoria, 
Illinois.

1285. Berry, T.H.; Becker, D.E.; Rasmussen, O.G.; Jensen, 
A.H.; Norton, H.W. 1962. The limiting amino acids in 
soybean protein. J. of Animal Science 21(3):558-61. Aug. [8 
ref]
• Summary: Limiting amino acids must be related to 
the needs of the animal consuming them. Soybean meal 
is probably the most important plant protein for animal 
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feeding in the USA. “It is not severely limiting in any amino 
acid except methionine. Yet, relative to the amino acid 
requirements of the pig and the rat, some amino acids in 
soybean meal are quantitatively in substantial excess. When 
this protein source is fed at a level high enough to meet the 
requirement for its most limiting amino acid, the excess 
amino acids cannot be utilized for body tissue synthesis. 
Therefore, they must be deaminated and the nitrogen 
excreted primarily as urea, a process requiring energy which 
might otherwise be used productively in the animal’s body.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2020) that 
uses the term “most limiting amino acid” (related to protein 
quality) in connection with soy.
 In order to use these excess amino acids, the limiting 
amino acids must be supplemented in such a way that the 
entire amino acid pattern closely resembles that required by 
the animal with a minimum of excess. Protein requirement, 
or nitrogen x 6.25 includes these excess amino acids. If they 
can be effectively lowered, the total protein required can be 
reduced. Address: Univ. of Illinois, Urbana.

1286. Bhagavan, R.K.; Doraiswamy, T.R.; Subramanian, 
N.; et al. 1962. Use of isolated vegetable proteins in the 
treatment of protein malnutrition (kwashiorkor). American J. 
of Clinical Nutrition 11(2):127-33. Aug. [14 ref]
• Summary: Soy and groundnuts are used to treat 
protein malnutrition in children. Address: Central Food 
Technological Research Inst. (CFTRI), Mysore, India.

1287. Fujiwara, Kozo; Ishikawa, H.; Nanba, A. 1962. Shôyu-
chû no amino-san ni kansuru kenkyû. III. Kaon sokujô shomi 
ni okeru shuyo amino-san no shôchô [Studies on amino 
acids in Japanese soy sauce. III. Changes in the amounts of 
the main amino acids during the mash process accelerated 
with elevating temperature]. Hakko Kogaku Zasshi (J. of 
Fermentation Technology) 40(8):384-89. Aug. [7 ref. Jap; 
eng]
• Summary: “Quantitative changes of free arginine, glutamic 
acid, glycine, isoleucine, leucine, lysine, methionine, 
phenylalanine and valine were investigated during the mash 
process which was accelerated by keeping the temperature of 
the mash to 30ºC.
 “The changes of the amounts of these amino acids, 
except for arginine and glutamic acid, during the mash 
process were observed so as to be able to divide them into 
three stages.
 “The fi rst three days of the mash process correspond to 
the fi rst stage where each of the water soluble free amino 
acids considerably increased to the extent of about one third 
of the total amount of amino acids.
 “The second stage is the period between the 3rd and 
30th day after the preparation of the mash. At this stage, each 
of the free amino acids continued to increase, though the 
increase at this stage was less than that during the fi rst stage. 

By the end of this stage, the amount of the individual free 
amino acids in the mash came to occupy about 60% of the 
total amount of the amino acids.
 “The third stage corresponds to the rest period (after 
30 day’s development) during which the increase of the 
individual free amino acids was very little.
 “Free arginine in the mash showed a decrease in the 
maturing period and the increase of free glutamic acid was 
considerably less than those of other amino acids.” Address: 
1. Osaka Univ.; 2. Tatsuno Shoyu Co.; 3. Osaka Joshigakuen 
Junior College.

1288. Miyasaka, Shiro. 1962. Analise comparativa do leite 
de vaca e de soja [Comparative analysis of cow’s milk and 
soymilk]. O Agronomico (Campinas, SP, Brazil) 14(7-8):5. 
July/Aug. [2 ref. Por]
Address: Secao de Leguminosas, Instituto Agronomico, 
Campinas, Sao Paulo, Brazil.

1289. Rackis, J.J.; Sasame, H.A.; Mann, R.K.; Anderson, 
R.L.; Smith, A.K. 1962. Soybean trypsin inhibitors: 
Isolation, purifi cation, and physical properties. Archives of 
Biochemistry and Biophysics 98(2):471-78. Aug. [21 ref]
• Summary: Shows that Kunitz trypsin inhibitor is the major 
trypsin inhibitor. Address: Northern Regional Research Lab., 
Peoria, Illinois.

1290. Baldwin, A.R. 1962. What’s ahead for soybeans? The 
greatest single potential for soybeans is the growing concern 
about fats and health. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 70-72.
• Summary: “To my mind the area in which lies the greatest 
single potential for soybean consumption is the rapidly 
growing concern about effects of fats and oils in the human 
diet. Never has there been so much stir, so much excitement, 
so much discussion about fats and oils as we have today 
regarding the benefi ts of polyunsaturated fatty acids. Pick up 
almost any periodical, be it technical or for the layman, and 
the issue is examined, turned this way and that, commented 
on and reviewed.
 “The trend is as visible among the scientists of Western 
Europe as it is in the United States, as I learned on a recent 
6-week visit to the Continent, and the interest in both this 
country and those overseas is paralleled by research efforts 
to establish once and for all the connection between blood 
cholesterol, polyunsaturated fatty acids and heart disease.
 “The relationship, to be sure, has not been proved. If you 
submit the evidence on hand to an empirical formula, your 
answer inevitably will be negative.
 “Among the most vocal in pointing this out has been 
the U.S. Food and Drug Administration, whose job among 
others is to check the validity of such claims. For the past 30 
months they have said, ‘The role of cholesterol in heart and 
artery diseases has not been established. A casual relationship 
between blood cholesterol levels and these diseases has not 
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been proved. The advisability of making extensive changes 
in the nature of dietary fat intake of the people of this 
country has not been demonstrated.’ One can scarcely be 
more defi nite than that.
 “But although there is not yet proof, there is a growing 
accumulation of circumstantial evidence, assembled by 
responsible persons, to indicate more and more strongly that 
such a relationship may exist.
 “The American Heart Association recommends 
restricted saturated fat intake under medical supervision for 
some persons.
 “During my European tour I visited with a number of the 
more eminent fats and oils scientists, and their conclusions–
arrived at separately and individually–all pointed in the same 
direction. For example:
 “Professor Dam in Copenhagen and his associate, 
Professor Soltoft, report tests on animals (other than humans) 
have established a correlation between fatty acids and 
cholesterol levels. They also indicate a correlation between 
deposits in the circulatory system and cholesterol levels in 
the blood of rats.
 “Similar work by Dr. Thomasson at the Unilever 
Laboratories in Vlaardingen showed virtually the same 
results. Professor Sinclair at Oxford was quite positive 
in declaring the relationship to exist. Professor Frazer at 
Cambridge agrees with the work on animals, but is more 
conservative, about human diets. Professor Hilditch at 
Liverpool, whom you all know, after reviewing much of 
the work done, feels that there is a correlation between 
unsaturated fats in the diet and blood cholesterol, but agrees 
that it still has not necessarily been proved that this is related 
to damage of the circulatory system.
 “Much Work Under Way: Additional work is under way 
in this country in many laboratories. Under sponsorship of 
the National Heart Institute a program is being planned to 
provide complete diets for several groups of approximately 
75 families in each of fi ve locations. Special diets will be 
prepared for the participants, and the effects will be studied 
over several years. If this pilot feeding test of about 1,000 
families is successful the hope is to expand it to about 
100,000 families. This is strong evidence that responsible 
biomedical researchers in this country are concerned about 
the role of unsaturated fats in human diets.
 “In the midst of all this preparation, the polyunsaturate 
band wagon–as a leading food trade publication described it 
recently–is rolling.

“The Wall Street Journal reported on March 27: ‘Heart 
attack fears draw corn oil into more food products. Many 
people believe the oil, by lowering blood cholesterol levels, 
reduces chances of heart trouble. Joining margarine and salad 
oil makers in using the oil are processors of tinned tuna, 
salad dressings, canned meats, potato chips, sauces, bakery 
goods and frozen desserts.’
 “In the midst of this popular clamor, however, the 

silence is awesome if you wait to hear someone mention 
soybean oil. I fi nd it understandable that soybean oil’s 
competitors maintain a discreet silence when the product 
is mentioned, but I fail entirely to comprehend why we 
ourselves have not done a better job of selling and promoting 
our assets and virtues. I can assure you we have those 
qualities in great amounts.”
 The writer goes on to explain that soybean oil contains 
62% polyunsaturated fatty acids; cottonseed oil has 50%, 
corn oil has 54%, peanut oil has 30% and olive oil has only 
7%. Only saffl ower oil, with 78% rates higher.
 Yet soybean oil still has fl avor problems. Address: PhD, 
Asst. Vice President and Director of Research, Cargill, Inc.

1291. Bornstein, S.; Lipstein, Bianka. 1962. Evaluation of 
the nutritive quality of different types of bread by feeding 
trials with chicks. Israel J. of Agricultural Research 
12(2):63-74. Sept. [19 ref]
• Summary: A study on improving the human diet by 
improving its protein content through the use of soy protein. 
Address: National and Univ. Inst. of Agriculture, Rehovot, 
Israel.

1292. Kawashiro, Iwao; Kondo, Tatsuo. 1962. Shokuhin-chû 
no biryô yûgai-sei kinzoku no teiryô. II. Kome, komugi-ko 
oyobi daizu-chû no hiso, kadomiumu, do, mangan oyobi 
suigin ni tsuite [On the determination of trace amounts of 
toxic metals in foods. II. Contents of arsenic, cadmium, 
copper, manganese and mercury in rice, wheat fl our, and 
soybean]. Eisei Shikenjo Hokoku (Bulletin of National 
Institute of Hygienic Sciences) 80:75. Sept. (Chem. Abst. 
61:9951g). [7 ref. Jap]
• Summary: Soybeans contain less than 0.1 ppm (parts per 
million) of arsenic, no cadmium, 10.2 ppm of copper, 16.3 
ppm of manganese, and no detectable mercury.

1293. Nilsson, Anna. 1962. Estrogenic activity of some 
isofl avone derivatives. Acta Physiologica Scandinavica 
56:230-36. Sept. [14 ref]
• Summary: Five isofl avones were synthesized: 
biochanin A, genistein, formononetin, daidzein, and 
5-7-dihydroxyisofl avone. The fi rst four of these occur in 
nature. Daidzein and genistein were about twice as active 
as the other two. Soybean oil meal, which is an important 
feed supplement, is rich in the glucosides of genistein 
and daidzein. The estrogenic activity of the isofl avones 
is very low, only about one hundred thousandth that of 
diethylstilbestrol or estradiol. Address: National Animal 
Experiment Station, Uppsala 7, Sweden.

1294. Soybean Digest. 1962. The world protein survey. 
Seven experts visited 11 countries in Eurasia to check protein 
needs for [Soybean] Council, FAS. Sept. p. 74-75.
• Summary: The departure of these men was announced in 
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Soybean Digest earlier this year. “The survey was undertaken 
between Feb. 1 and March 31. Countries visited included 
Burma, Egypt, Greece, Hong Kong, India, West Pakistan, 
Iran, Philippine Islands, Portugal, Spain and Turkey.” A 
report of fi ndings was written.
 “’Local food preparations supplemented with edible soy 
fl our and grits to increase protein content were acceptable 
in all the countries, as were soy protein beverages in many 
areas,’ states the team’s report.
 “’Bread, a principal food in these countries, offers 
the greatest opportunity for increasing the protein intake 
if properly fortifi ed with soy fl our or grits. Survey team 
members, observing soy-supplemented chapattis, pakoris, 
samosas, buns and various other local breads being made and 
eaten, noted that these were readily acceptable because of 
improved palatability, appearance and storage quality. These 
breads frequently contained two to seven times the amount 
of soy fl our or grits customarily used domestically.
 “’Soups, stews, wheat or rice pilaf, cookies, noodles, 
curries and other native dishes, supplemented with Hi-
Protein soup base or merely soy fl our or grits, were evaluated 
by local food specialists, and found to be very acceptable. 
In most instances lack of availability was the only factor pre 
venting current use, according to local authorities.’
 Note: When the American Soybean Association tried to 
fortify tortillas in Mexico with ground soybeans or soy fl our, 
their efforts were fought successfully by the corn and tortilla 
interests. The same could be expected with any commodity 
in most countries.

1295. Wanamaker, George E. 1962. Marketing soybean oil, 
soybeans, and soybean meal in Cyprus, Lebanon, and Malta. 
USDA Foreign Agricultural Service. FAS-M-141. 43 p. Sept.
• Summary: Discusses U.S. foreign trade with these 
three countries. Contains an appendix on Jordan–but soy 
is not mentioned in it. Malta, an area within the British 
Commonwealth, has a general economy that is closely tied 
to military and naval expenditures of the United Kingdom. 
Malta’s excellent deep seaport of Valletta has port-handling 
and bulk facilities for grains and vegetable oils. Malta 
imports each year with free currency over 3,000 tons of 
crude degummed soybean oil in bulk, and about 2,000 tons 
of margarine and shortening. From its excellent, relatively 
new refi nery, Malta re-exports fully refi ned soybean oil to 
neighboring countries. “U.S. crude soybean oil was exported 
directly to Malta for the fi rst time in 1960... Following a 
gradual introduction of 500 to 1,000 tons of soybean meal, 
import requirements for this high-amino-acid meal could 
average 5,000 tons a year by 1965, especially if the planned 
30,000-unit poultry farms are set up. The United States, 
which is currently delivering bagged soybean meal to 
Greece, can export soybean meal to Malta at a per-protein-
unit price that is competitive with other proteins now being 
imported.

 “Imports of crude soybean oil, begun in 1958, have 
now all but replaced other seed oil imports. Refi ned soybean 
oil has been supplied primarily by Denmark, the United 
Kingdom, Japan, and the Netherlands. Crude degummed 
soybean oil is currently being imported from Denmark and 
the United States, but in earlier years it had originated from 
Israel and Japan.
 Table 10 (p. 33) shows Malta’s imports of selected 
animal fats and vegetable oils, 1957-1961. In 1957 Malta 
imported 1,228 tonnes (metric tons) of refi ned soybean oil 
and no crude soybean oil. In 1958 the country imported 
1,440 tonnes of refi ned soybean oil and 1,446 tonnes of 
crude soybean oil. In 1961 (preliminary fi gures) Malta 
imported 43 tonnes of refi ned soybean oil and 3,186 tonnes 
of crude soybean oil.
 Page 35 states: “The vegetable oil industry of Malta 
is represented by The Edible Oil Refi ning Company, Ltd., 
with its plant at [72 Merchants Street] Marsa, a suburb of 
Valletta. The refi nery has always concentrated on the refi ning 
of crude degummed soybean oil, imported primarily in bulk 
from Western Europe.” Photos show the refi nery. Soybean 
cultivation in Malta is not mentioned. Address: Fats and Oils 
Div.

1296. Watanabe, Toshiyuki; Aso, Kiyoshi. 1962. On the 
sugar composition of Shiro Shoyu (clear soy sauce). 
Tohoku J. of Agricultural Research 13(3):265-71. Sept. 
Originally published in 1960 in Hakko Kogaku Zasshi (J. of 
Fermentation Technology) 38:435-40. [11 ref]
• Summary: The main sugar was glucose and it constituted 
about 70% of the total sugar. Address: Dep. of Agricultural 
Chemistry, Faculty of Agriculture, Tohoku Univ., Sendai, 
Japan.

1297. Baur, Fredric J. Assignor to The Procter & Gamble 
Company (Cincinnati, Ohio). 1962. Crystallization process. 
U.S. Patent 3,059,008. Oct. 16. 3 p. Application fi led 8 Sept. 
1961.
• Summary: This invention relates to an improved 
crystallization process whereby certain crystal modifying 
agents are added to glyceride oils containing fatty materials 
that are insoluble in the oils; this facilitates the separation of 
the insoluble fatty materials from the oils.
 A large amount of vegetable glyceride oil is used in 
salad oil. “If soy bean oil is used as a salad oil it tends to 
develop a characteristic ‘beany’ odor and fl avor. Even when 
it has been rendered completely odorless and fl avorless by 
high-temperature steam deodorization, the characteristic odor 
and fl avor will return, in part, at least, due to the linolenic 
acid content of the oil.
 “It has been proposed that the stability of soybean 
oil against odor and fl avor reversion can be increased by 
hydrogenation. However, hydrogenation decreases the 
unsaturation of unsaturated component fatty acids and also 
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converts the unsaturated acids to higher-melting and less 
soluble isomers. The oil must then be “winterized” by a 
process including cooling and subsequent separation of 
insoluble glycerides to remove materials which will solidify 
when the oil is refrigerated, and thereby cause undesirable 
salad oil performance and appearance.
 “Another important use of glyceride oils is in the paint 
industry. Oils of particular interest are the so-called ‘drying 
oils’ which form protective coatings because of the ability 
of these oils to polymerize or “dry” after they have been 
applied, thereby forming tough, adherent, impervious and 
abrasion-resistant fi lms.”
 In Example 1 refi ned and bleached soybean oil is used 
as the main ingredient. Address: Cincinnati, Ohio.

1298. Valencia, R.; Blum, J.C.; Jacquot, R. 1962. Infl uence 
de la méthionine supplémentant la farine de soja sur la 
biosynthèse de vitamine B-12 par Stroptomyces olivaceus 
[Infl uence of methionine supplement in soybean fl our in the 
biosynthesis of vitamin B-12 by Streptomyces olivaceus]. 
Comptes Rendus des Seances de l’Academie des Sciences 
(Paris) 255(18):2288-90. Oct. 29. [3 ref. Fre]

1299. Allen, R.R. 1962. Practical aspects of hydrogenation. 
J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 39(10):457-59. Oct. 
[15 ref]
• Summary: Table I gives the composition of two 
hydrogenated soybean oils. Three variables were changed 
to give different characteristics to the products: catalyst, 
temperature, and hydrogen pressure. They caused changes 
in the rate of hydrogenation, ratio of the rate of saturation 
vs. isomerization of the double bonds, and selectivity, i.e., 
the rate of reduction of polyenes to monoenes vs. the rate 
of reduction to monoenes to saturated. Since the linolenic 
acid in soybean oil has been found to lead to fl avor defects, 
the question of selectivity has received much attention. 
Discusses catalysts in detail. Address: Foods Div., Anderson, 
Clayton & Co., Sherman, Texas.

1300. Bickoff, E.M.; Livingston, A.L.; Hendrickson, A.P.; 
Booth, A.N. 1962. Relative potencies of several estrogen-like 
compounds found in forages. J. of Agricultural and Food 
Chemistry 10(5):410-12. Sept/Oct. [19 ref]
• Summary: Most naturally occurring estrogenic 
substances show only weak activity. “Alfalfa, red clover, 
and subterranean clover [Trifolium subterraneum] have 
been shown to contain at least fi ve compounds which can 
produce an estrogen-like response in the mouse–coumestrol, 
genistein, biochanin A, formononetin, and daidzein. All, with 
the exception of biochanin A, have also been found in ladino 
clover.”
 Note 1. These fi ve estrogen-like substances found in 
plants soon came to be known as “phytoestrogens.”
 Note 2. Although soy is not mentioned, the fi gures 

would be the same for the estrogen-like substances [such as 
genistein, daidzin, and coumestrol] naturally occurring in 
soybeans.
 The authors evaluated the relative estrogenic potencies 
of these compounds using a standardized mouse uterine 
weight bioassay procedure. Diethylstilbestrol [a synthetic 
form of the female hormone estrogen] and estrone [a 
human female hormone weaker than estrogen] were used 
as standards for comparison. Coumestrol was found to be 
35 times as potent as genistein. Genistein was slightly more 
potent than daidzein, about twice as potent as biochanin A, 
and four times as potent as formononetin. Diethylstilbestrol 
was 2,857 times as potent as coumestrol, and estrone was 
197 times as potent as coumestrol.
 Note 3. Note that the two estrogen-like substances 
derived from animals are hundreds of times more potent 
than those derived from plants. Address: Western Utilization 
Research and Development Div., Western Regional Research 
Lab., Albany, California.

1301. Borsook, Henry. 1962. Plain talk about nutrition. 
Engineering and Science 26(1):9-14. Oct. Reprinted in 
California Institute of Technology Quarterly 4(2):2-7. Winter 
1962-63.
• Summary: The subtitle reads: “What is a ‘good’ food? Will 
any single food substance supply all the essential nutrients? 
How many calories do you need? Some straight answers by 
an expert in the fi eld of nutrition.” The article begins: “One 
of the greatest biological discoveries of this century was the 
separating out of the essential from the accidental in food... 
The next great discovery in the fi eld and it is the discovery 
from which all the future promise comes, was the proof that 
the source of an essential nutrient is immaterial. It may come 
from food which is grown, it may be mined, or it may come 
from a factory.”
 “How much protein do we really need, allowing a factor 
of two for safety? If all of our protein were meat, the most 
expensive source, it would be a surprisingly small amount–
about two ounces [per day]. Most of us eat more than twice 
that. If only a fi fth of the protein in our diet was meat and the 
rest was in a mixture of bread or beans, we would do very 
well.”
 During World War II “the British government, in order 
to save ship tonnage, since all the wheat had to be brought 
in by ship, made the British people eat whole wheat bread 
made of 85 percent extraction fl our. Children soon began to 
show signs of calcium and iron defi ciencies. This came about 
because of a material in the branny layers of the wheat berry 
which forms insoluble salts with calcium and iron; not only 
are the iron and calcium in the wheat berry not usable, but 
the berry robs iron and calcium from the other foods that are 
eaten. The British government then added powdered chalk 
and an iron salt to the fl our to make good the defi ciencies 
that this noxious material in the branny layers had induced.”
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 The author then describes how Mr. Clifford Clinton, of 
the Clifton’s cafeterias in Los Angeles, offered free meals 
then 5-cent meals at his cafeterias, then pioneered the 
development of Multi-Purpose Food, based on soy protein–
and the principles described above. “Mr. Clinton made a 
grant to Caltech to develop this food, and in the course of a 
year it was done... A foundation was then formed, Under Mr. 
Clinton’s leadership–the Meals for Millions Foundation–to 
raise money to make this food and give it away.”
 A photo shows Borsook, “the man responsible for the 
development of Multi-Purpose Food.” Address: Prof. of 
Biochemistry, Caltech (California Inst. of Technology), 
California.

1302. Liener, Irvin E. 1962. Toxic factors in edible legumes 
and their elimination. American J. of Clinical Nutrition 
11(4):281-98. Oct. [265 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Trypsin inhibitors. 
Hemagglutinins. Goitrogenic factor. Cyanogenic glucosides. 
Lathyrism. Favism. Other toxic factors. Elimination of 
toxic factors: Heat, dietary supplementation, germination, 
fermentation, protein isolates. Summary.
 This important paper established that raw soybeans (RS) 
interfere with the normal growth of animals. The best known 
of the antinutritional factors in legumes are probably the 
trypsin inhibitors. “Most of the antinutritional or toxic effects 
of legumes can be partially or wholly eliminated by proper 
methods of cooking.”
 Table 1 (p. 282-83) is titled “The effect of heat on the 
nutritive value of legumes and the presence or absence of 
toxic components.” The botanical name and common name 
of each of 24 legumes is given. The soy bean is one of these. 
Heat improves its nutritional value, and decreases the effect 
of trypsin inhibitor and hemagglutin. Other antinutritional 
factors are: Goitrogenic factor, saponins, anticoagulant, 
diuretic principle, and toxic histone. References are given for 
each.
 Note: Table 1 shows that all edible legumes contain 
toxic substances; many are inactivated by heat. Address: 
Prof., Dep. of Agricultural Biochemistry, Univ. of Minnesota, 
St. Paul, Minnesota.

1303. Needham, Joseph; Lu, Gwei-Djen. 1962. Hygiene and 
preventive medicine in ancient China. J. of the History of 
Medicine 17:429-78. Oct. [49 ref]
• Summary: Pages 460-61 note: “A fascinating chapter of the 
Wai T’ai Pi Yao is entirely devoted to washing and cosmetic 
preparations for personal hygiene under the rubric of tsao 
tou (bath beans).” The author, Wang T’ao, records about 220 
recipes involving many kinds of saponin detergent. There are 
two especially for face washing, fi ve for hair washing, and 
eight for bath soap. Some of these probably contain saponins 
in a suffi ciently active form. Other vegetable products which 
are used in these detergents are “a powder, tou mo, prepared 

from soya bean (Glycine soja) in which saponins must 
certainly have been contained.” Address: Caius College, 
Univ. of Cambridge, England.

1304. Needham, Joseph; Lu, Gwei-Djen. 1962. Hygiene and 
preventive medicine in ancient China. J. of the History of 
Medicine 17:429-78. Oct. [49 ref]
• Summary: Pages 460-61 cite ancient Chinese documents 
that discuss the use of saponins from beans (including 
soybeans) in detergents. Address: Caius College, Univ. of 
Cambridge, England.

1305. Nesheim, M.C.; Garlich, J.D.; Hopkins, D.T. 1962. 
Studies on the effect of raw soybean meal on fat absorption 
in young chicks. J. of Nutrition 78(1):89-94. Oct. [12 ref]
• Summary: A recent paper from this laboratory (Brambila 
et al. 1961) reported that in chicks receiving diets containing 
raw soybean meal, absorption of dietary fat was considerably 
lower than that in chicks receiving heated soybean meal. This 
problem could be overcome by supplementing the chicks’ 
diet with either a crude or crystalline trypsin preparation.
 Investigations reported in this paper provide further 
information on the effect described above. Address: Dep. of 
Poultry Science and Graduate School of Nutrition, Cornell 
Univ., Ithaca, New York.

1306. Pazur, John H.; Shadaksharaswamy, M.; Meidell, G.E. 
1962. The metabolism of oligosaccharides in germinating 
soybeans, Glycine max. Archives of Biochemistry and 
Biophysics 99(1):78-85. Oct. [15 ref]
• Summary: “Oligosaccharides comprise approximately 
15% of the air-dried weight of soybeans (Glycine max) and 
are an important energy source for the developing embryo 
during germination and early growth. Sucrose, raffi nose, 
and stachyose [the constituent units of each are shown] are 
the principal oligosaccharides of this group and occur in the 
ratio of approximately 4:1:2 in the mature bean. Quantitative 
measurement of these compounds in water extracts of 
beans germinated for varying time intervals showed 
that the concentration of the oligosaccharides decreased 
rapidly during germination.” Thus, sprouting is a simple, 
inexpensive way of removing most of the oligosaccharides, 
which cause fl atulence or intestinal gas in humans, from 
soybeans.
 “Paper chromatographic examination of the extracts 
revealed that, of the constituent units of the oligosaccharides, 
D-fructose and D-glucose were present in high 
concentrations while D-galactose was barely detectable. 
Apparently free D-galactose was not liberated from the 
oligosaccharides or, if liberated, it was converted rapidly into 
other metabolites.
 “Enzymes which participate in the metabolism of 
D-galactose and which were found in extracts from the 
germinated bean include -galactosidase, galactokinase, 
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UTP:G-1-P uridyltransferase, UTP:Gal-1-P uridyltransferase, 
UDPG:Gal-1-P uridyltransferase, and UDPG 4-epimerase... 
The occurrence of UDPG:Gal-1-P uridyltransferase in plants 
and its participation in the metabolism of D-galactose had 
not hitherto been recognized."
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2007) that 
mentions -galactosidase in connection with soybeans.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Oct. 2020) with the word "oligosaccharides" (or 
"oligosaccharide") in the title. Address: Dep. of Biochemistry 
and Nutrition, Univ. of Nebraska, Lincoln.

1307. Lebowitz, Jacob; Laskowski, Michael, Jr. 1962. 
Potentiometric measurements of protein-protein association 
constants. Soybean trypsin inhibitor-trypsin association. 
Biochemistry 1(6):1044-55. Nov. 1. *
• Summary: “A potentiometric technique for determination 
of protein-protein association constants is described.” Such 
associations are of great biological importance. Address: 
Dep. of Chemistry, Purdue Univ. Lafayette, Indiana.

1308. Watanabe, Tokuji; Nakayama, Osamu. 1962. Daizu 
no sui-chûshutsu tanpakushitsu ni kansuru kenkyû [Study of 
water-extracted protein of soybean]. Nippon Nogeikagaku 
Kaishi (J. of the Agricultural Chemical Society of Japan) 
36(11):890-95. Nov. [19 ref. Jap]
Address: Food Research Inst., Ministry of Agriculture & 
Forestry, Japan.

1309. Bernardini, G. 1962. Controllo dell’avvenuto 
trattamento termico delle farine di estrazione di soia 
[Control of thermal treatment in solvent extracted soy fl our]. 
Alimentazione Animale 6(10):543-46. Nov/Dec. [Ita]
Address: Italy.

1310. Davis, P.N.; Norris, L.C.; Kratzer, F.H. 1962. Iron 
defi ciency studies in chicks using treated isolated soybean 
protein diets. J. of Nutrition 78(4):445-53. Dec. [18 ref]
• Summary: The isolated soy protein used was ADM C-1 
Assay Protein, Archer-Daniels-Midland Co., Cincinnati, 
Ohio.
 “Reid et al. (1956) showed that molybdenum in isolated 
soybean protein was unavailable to the chick and that by 
use of this protein the dietary requirement was unfulfi lled.” 
Address: Dep. of Poultry Husbandry, Univ. of California, 
Davis, CA.

1311. Oleagineux. 1962. Industrie du soja [The soybean 
industry]. 17(12):919-20. Dec. [3 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents (p. 919): Advantages of soy oil. 
Symposium on soy derivatives for human use will be held 
at the Northern Regional Research Laboratory on Sept. 13-
15. A symposium on soy oil has been organized in Tehran, 
Iran, on April 4-5 by the Soybean Council of America. 

Whey (Le petit-lait de soja), the fi ltrate obtained from the 
curds precipitated by the acid, left over when one isolates 
the protein from soybeans (isole de la protéine de soja). Soy 
fl ours.
 Page 920: Soy macaroni. Soy noodles (nouilles). Soy 
bread. Neutralization of soy oil to make soaps.
 Efforts in Paraguay (the government wants to develop 
soya cultivation; the crop was fi rst introduced in 1920 
by Prof. Ciancio, who was returning from a stay at the 
University of Naples, Italy, where he had studied the 
biological value of soy protein with Prof. Filippo Botazzi. 
From 1936 on some 161 ha of soya were growing in 
Paraguay of four varieties: Mammoth, Hollybrook, Shanghai, 
and Pekin. By crossing the two best {90% Mammoth and 
10% Hollybrook} a new variety was created named Soja 
Paraguaya).
 The soy oil market in Spain. Fertilizing soybeans in 
Arkansas. Autoxidation of soy oil.
 A large photo shows a ship discharging barrels of soy oil 
at the port of Cadix [Cadiz, Andalusia, southwestern Spain].

1312. Steinkraus, K.H.; Hand, D.B.; Hackler, L.R.; Van 
Buren, J.P. 1962. Research on soybean products of improved 
nutritional value. Farm Research (New York Agricultural 
Experiment Station) 28(4):4-5. Dec.
• Summary: Discusses soymilk and tempeh. As a result of 
studies at Geneva, the yield of soybean solids for soymilk 
production has increased from 65 to 90 percent.” Photos 
show: (1) Two men pouring soymilk from a large metal 
vat into a cooker, in the Cornell “pilot plant process for 
producing soymilk. (2) Small packets of tempeh wrapped in 
banana leaves on a round woven bamboo tray in Indonesia. 
Address: Dep. of Food Science and Technology, Geneva, 
New York.

1313. Sutedjo, -; Poey, Seng Hin. 1962. Continuation of soya 
milk trials on premature infants. Paediatrica Indonesiana 
2(4):129-39. Oct/Dec. [4 ref. Eng]
• Summary: “In the Journal of the Indonesian Medical 
Association of January 1961 the results of Indonesian 
made soya milk (Saridele of Jogjakarta) trials on infants 
and prematures have been published by the writers. Their 
conclusions are as follows: (a) Cow’s milk remains superior 
to soya milk (saridele). (b) Soya milk, as a source of 
‘complete protein’ in Indonesia–since cow’s milk and other 
animal proteins are still diffi cult to get and highly expensive–
can be used as a ‘remedy’ and preventive to protein 
defi ciency in adults and children over six months of age. (c) 
Under pressing circumstances, it can probably be used also 
as a substitute for cow’s and breast milk on infants over four 
months old. (d) On infants less than six months–to be more 
exact less than four months–soya milk is unfi t for use as a 
substitute for cow’s milk and breast milk.” Address: Pediatric 
Dep., Medical School, Univ. of Indonesia, Jakarta.
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1314. Teply, L.J.; György, Paul. 1962. Vegetable proteins in 
infant feeding. J. of Pediatrics 61(6):925-33. Dec. [38 ref]
• Summary: “Vegetable proteins in infant feeding may 
be considered in three main aspects: (1) As substitutes 
for milk to provide the protein in the diet of infants. (2) 
As ‘transitional’ foods to supplement breast milk during 
the period of weaning. (3) In a mixed diet after weaning.” 
Address: Chief, Applied Nutrition, UNICEF, United Nations, 
New York.

1315. Tobe, John H. 1962. Margarine (The plastic fat) 
and your heart attack. St. Catharines, ONT, Canada: The 
Provoker Press. 145 p. Dec. 18 cm. No index.
• Summary: Contents: 1. The challenge. 2. What is 
hydrogenation. 3. The hydrogenation principle laid bare. 
Commercial point of view. The mechanics of margarine. 
The 100% corn oil fraud. Hydrogenated oils in the body. 
Dangers in hydrogenated fats. They say not harmful. More 
incriminating evidence. Sure-fi re formula for a heart attack. 
Hydrogenation and sex. Some correspondence. The plastic 
curtain. Summary. It’s up to you!
 Page 4 states that the use of hydrogenated fats “is 
unqualifi edly the greatest known threat to the health of the 
people at the present time.” Page 5 states that the process of 
hydrogenation was discovered by Paul Sabatier, a French 
chemist who lived 1854-1941. He was once the Dean of 
the Faculty of Science at the University of Toulouse. He 
became widely known for his research on catalysis and “in 
1912, along with Victor Grignard, he was awarded the Nobel 
Prize in chemistry for his method of hydrogenating organic 
compounds in the presence of fi nely divided metals.” He was 
interested in hydrogenation solely in order to make soaps 
from vegetable or soft oils.
 Soybean oil is mentioned in passing (p. 103) in a letter 
from Dr. Frederick J. Stare, of Harvard University, School of 
Public Health, Massachusetts.
 Note: This is one of the most poorly researched, poorly 
written, and poorly documented books on the subjects of 
margarine and hydrogenation that we have ever seen. It is 
emotional and sensational fl uff. Address: St. Catharines, 
ONT, Canada.

1316. Arimoto, K.; Tamura, E.; Nishihara, A.; Tamura, A.; 
Kobatake, Y. 1962. [Nutritional value of soybean products. 
I. Nutritional value of natto-like products prepared by 
various processing conditions]. Kokuritsu Eiyo Kenkyusho, 
Kenkyu Hokoku (Research Report of the National Institute of 
Nutrition). p. 40-45. [Jap]*

1317. Arimoto, K.; Tamura, E.; Tamura, A.; Kobatake, Y. 
1962. [Nutritional value of soybean products. II. Effect of 
hulling of soybeans and freeze-drying of fermented product 
on nutritional value of ‘natto’-like product]. Kokuritsu 

Eiyo Kenkyusho, Kenkyu Hokoku (Research Report of the 
National Institute of Nutrition). p. 51-53. [Jap]*

1318. Arimoto, K.; Tamura, E.; Kobatake, Y. 1962. 
[Nutritional value of soybean products. III. Effect of drying 
methods on the nutritional value of ‘natto’-like product]. 
Kokuritsu Eiyo Kenkyusho, Kenkyu Hokoku (Research 
Report of the National Institute of Nutrition). p. 53-54. [Jap]*

1319. Arimoto, K.; Tamura, -; Kawada, M.; et al. 1962. 
Daizu seihin no eiyô-ka ni kansuru kenkyû. IV. Funmatsu 
nattô o mochiita shokuhin no “acceptability test” ni tsuite 
[Research on the nutritional value of soybean products. 
IV. Acceptability tests on 2 or 3 foods contained powdered 
natto]. Kokuritsu Eiyo Kenkyusho, Kenkyu Hokoku (Research 
Report of the National Institute of Nutrition). p. 48-49. [Jap]
• Summary: Used in a biscuit and a cracker.

1320. Bean, Louis H. 1962. Closing the world’s nutritional 
gap. Washington, DC: Govt. Joint Economic Committee, 
87th Congress. Summarized as “Sees world protein 
shortage” in Soybean Digest, June 1962, p. 27. *

1321. Anderson, David W. 1962. Problems in formulation of 
soy milk. In: USDA Northern Regional Research Laboratory, 
ed. 1962. Proceedings of Conference on Soybean Products 
for Protein in Human Foods. Peoria, IL: USDA NRRL. iii + 
242 p. See p. 166-74. [11 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Goitrogenicity of soy. Amino 
acid supplementation of soy milk. Summary. References. 
Address: Pharmaceutical Div., The Borden Co., 350 Madison 
Ave., New York 17, NY.

1322. Arimoto, K.; Tamura, E.; Baba, H.; Tamura, A.; Obata, 
Y. 1962. Daizu seihin no eiyô-ka ni kansuru kenkyû. I. 
Shihan nattô no eiyô-ka ni tsuite [Research on the nutritional 
value of soybean products. I. On the nutritional value of 
commercial natto]. Kokuritsu Eiyo Kenkyusho, Kenkyu 
Hokoku (Research Report of the National Institute of 
Nutrition). p. 36-40. [Jap]

1323. Arimoto, K.; Tamura, E.; Nishihara, A.; Tamura, A.; 
Kojima, Y. 1962. Daizu seihin no eiyô-ka ni tsuite. II. Shuju 
no jôken ni oite seizô sareta funmatsu nattô (“Nattô”-like 
products) no eiyô-ka ni tsuite [Research on the nutritional 
value of soy products. II. Powdered natto produced under 
various conditions]. Kokuritsu Eiyo Kenkyusho, Kenkyu 
Hokoku (Research Report of the National Institute of 
Nutrition). p. 40-45. [Jap]

1324. Diser, Gleason M. 1962. Soy fl our and soy grits as 
protein supplements for cereal products. In: USDA Northern 
Regional Research Laboratory, ed. 1962. Proceedings of 
Conference on Soybean Products for Protein in Human 
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Foods. Peoria, IL: USDA NRRL. iii + 242 p. See p. 52-73. 
[72 ref]
• Summary: This paper begins: “Throughout a period of 
nearly 50 centuries [sic] millions of oriental people have 
relied upon soybeans and products derived from them for the 
primary source of protein in their diet. Recently, increased 
interest has developed in the nutritive value of soybeans and 
other sources of plant proteins which may be used in the 
human diet to partially replace or extend animal proteins, 
such as milk, meat, and eggs. Various oilseed products have 
been developed for this purpose in the different areas of the 
world where proteins of animal origin are in short supply or 
nonexistent. Soybeans and their products continue to receive 
special emphasis in this fi eld of application since they are 
adapted to a wide range of soil and climatic conditions and 
can be economically produced in many areas of the world.
 “Soybeans offer excellent possibilities as a source of 
supply of a large quantity of excellent quality protein which 
is suitable for use in many ways as human food (23). Soy 
fl our and soy grits are being produced in large quantities for 
human consumption. Soybean protein, in the form of fl our 
or grits, is being used in ever-increasing amounts in a wide 
variety of food products (9).
 “It will be the twofold purpose of this paper to (a) 
review the literature on the value of soy fl our and soy grits 
as protein supplements for cereal products, and (b) present 
recent data from experiments conducted in the research 
laboratories of the major producers of these soya products to 
further demonstrate their value in improving the nutritional 
level of the human diet when they are used in conjunction 
with cereals.” Address: Soybean Research Council, National 
Soybean Processors Assoc.; also at Archer-Daniels-Midland 
Co., 3100 38th Ave. South, Minneapolis 40, Minnesota.

1325. Fomon, Samuel J. 1962. Nitrogen balance studies with 
normal infants fed soya bean protein. In: USDA Northern 
Regional Research Laboratory, ed. 1962. Proceedings of 
Conference on Soybean Products for Protein in Human 
Foods. Peoria, IL: USDA NRRL. iii + 242 p. See p. 175-78. 
[8 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Review of studies. Comment. 
Summary. References. Address: Dep. of Pediatrics, State 
Univ. of Iowa Medical School, Iowa City, IA.

1326. György, Paul; Omans, W.B.; Hau, E. W-S. 1962. 
Feeding value of soy milks for premature infants. In: 
USDA Northern Regional Research Laboratory, ed. 1962. 
Proceedings of Conference on Soybean Products for Protein 
in Human Foods. Peoria, IL: USDA NRRL. iii + 242 p. See 
p. 179-87. [9 ref]
• Summary: Discusses Sobee, Mull-Soy, Soyalac, and 
Saridele. The infl uence of processing on protein quality 
appears to be much greater in the case of soy than in the case 
of milk. For the soy-based formulas noted above, PER values 

from 1.39 to 2.20 (skim milk control is 2.63) are reported. 
Address: 1. Chairman of the Dep. of Pediatrics, Philadelphia 
General Hospital, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

1327. György, Paul (moderator); Anderson, D.W.; Fomon, 
S.J.; Hand, D.B.; Miller, H.W.; Sarett, H.P. 1962. Panel 
discussion on soy milk. In: USDA Northern Regional 
Research Laboratory, ed. 1962. Proceedings of Conference 
on Soybean Products for Protein in Human Foods. Peoria, 
IL: USDA NRRL. iii + 242 p. See p. 188-91.
• Summary: This discussion of the fi ve papers in Section V 
(“Processing and feeding value of fl uid and dry soy milks”) 
focuses mainly on feeding soy milks to infants and children, 
rather than to adults.
 “In introducing the panel discussion Dr. György said 
that FAO is writing a manual on milk and milk products. 
Several years ago FAO wrote a summary on milk. At the 
fi rst two conferences 4 years ago there was considerable 
opposition to calling soy milk by that name. There is still 
opposition, but on the international level objections have 
subsided. Soy milk has taken its place along with human (or 
breast) milk, goat milk, and other milks which are normally 
designated to distinguish them from cow’s milk.
 “Dr. Fomon commented that it is important that a study 
be made on a number of babies (30 or more) from birth up 
to 8-9 months of age. They have some opportunity to do this 
with students’ babies. Controls are breast fed or fed pooled 
human milk. Dr. György said that for premature babies breast 
milk is not satisfactory. In the Orient most mothers nurse 
their babies as long as they can, 1 to 2 years, and a higher 
protein diet is needed for the older babies to prevent the 
occurrence of kwashiorkor.
 “Dr. Fomon expressed the opinion that for 
experimentation involving full-term babies the soy milk and 
human milk should be compared on an equal protein and 
fat basis.” Address: 1. Chairman of the Dep. of Pediatrics, 
Philadelphia General Hospital, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

1328. Hilbert, G.E. 1962. Foreign research program of U.S. 
Department of Agriculture on soybean protein products 
under Public Law 480. In: USDA Northern Regional 
Research Laboratory, ed. 1962. Proceedings of Conference 
on Soybean Products for Protein in Human Foods. Peoria, 
IL: USDA NRRL. iii + 242 p. See p. 93-98.
• Summary: “For many years, the Department was fi nancing 
with dollars a farm research program abroad.”
 “A considerable expansion of our foreign research 
program was effected a few years ago under Public Law 480. 
This program of research is fi nanced with foreign currency 
accruing to the United States from the sale of surplus 
agricultural commodities, and, in a sense, trades surpluses 
for research results. Research in the fi eld of economics, 
forestry, farm, marketing and utilization is carried out under 
this program. Projects are selected for fi nancing which are of 
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direct interest to the United States and also of interest to the 
foreign country.
 “At the present time, 195 grants or research agreements 
have been executed in 20 countries in Europe, Asia, and 
Latin America. Funds are available to initiate programs 
in an additional 6 countries. Proposals from most of these 
countries are being processed at the present time. The annual 
cost of the grants already executed amounts to about the 
equivalent of $2-2½ million in foreign currency annually. 
Substantial funds are available for the expansion of this 
program.
 “The Public Law 480 foreign research program is 
being administered by the Foreign Research and Technical 
Programs Division, Agricultural Research Service, U.S. 
Department of Agriculture, in Washington. A regional offi ce 
has been established in Rome, Italy, to negotiate the costs of 
grants and administratively supervise the program in Europe 
and the Near East. A regional offi ce has been established in 
New Delhi, India, also, to carry out the same functions in the 
Far East.
 “The technical phases of the program–that is, the 
approval of projects on which grants are executed and 
the review of progress reports–are handled by the various 
research divisions in the Department. For example, all 
projects on the utilization of soybeans fall under our 
Northern Utilization Research and Development Division. 
All those dealing with the nutritional aspects of soybeans 
as a food are under the jurisdiction of the Institute of Home 
Economics.
 “Ideas for new research projects may come from within 
the Department, from research organizations abroad, from 
our Research and Marketing Advisory Committees, from 
national commodity organizations, or from the processing 
industry. We are indebted to The Soybean Council of 
America for the interest it has taken in developing our 
research program on soybeans abroad. The Council has 
stimulated many foreign research groups to submit projects 
on improving uses for soybeans. It has brought to our 
attention, also, important problems on soybeans that need 
attention.
 “In developing a program on soybeans we have been 
faced with the problem that most countries in which we have 
funds have had practically no knowledge or experience on 
the uses of soybeans, and have conducted very little research 
on their utilization. The opportunity has been very limited 
for fi nancing research on the utilization of soybeans in 
laboratories with background experience on its products.
 “Fortunately, the activities of UNICEF and FAO, on 
increasing the protein level of the diet in the developing 
areas of the world, and the powerful market development 
program of The Soybean Council of America, have 
stimulated great interest in many countries on the usage of 
soy products in the diet. These efforts have facilitated the 
development of our research program on soy products.

 “As the primary emphasis of this conference is on 
soybean products for protein in human foods, the research 
work we are fi nancing on soybean oil and fatty acids will 
not be discussed here. My talk will cover only those projects 
dealing with soybean proteinaceous foods, and with minor 
components in soy fl our or soybean products which may 
affect their food value. A dozen or more projects of this kind, 
in half a dozen countries, are underway or will be shortly.
 “At the National Institute of Nutrition in Rome, 
Italy, we have executed a grant with Professor Visco to 
fi nance research on the use of soybean protein products as 
supplements to wheat fl our production of pasta, such as 
spaghetti and macaroni. The southern part of Italy depends 
to a large extent upon cereal grains as the main staple of 
the diet. Raising the protein level and quality of the diet 
in Italy could be done readily by increasing the protein 
content of pasta with soy protein products. Professor Visco 
has set as his objective an increase of 10 percent in the soy 
protein content of pasta. He believes this amount of soy 
protein in pasta would provide all the essential amino acids 
necessary for good nutrition. The Institute has produced 
pasta containing 10 percent by weight of soy protein. Pasta 
containing the type of commercial soy protein used was 
unaltered in cooking quality, but had a slight gray cast and 
slight change in fl avor. The effect of lowering the content 
of soy protein on color and fl avor of pasta is now being 
investigated. The effect of other sources of commercial 
soy protein on color and fl avor will be studied, also. 
Professor Visco is interested in following up these studies 
by conducting nutritional investigations on groups of school 
children, using pasta fortifi ed with soy protein.
 “In Japan, we are negotiating a grant with the Food 
Research Institute, in Tokyo, for research on dried tofu. 
Fresh tofu is the most important soybean food in Japan. On 
a dry basis, its protein content ranges from 50 to 60 percent, 
and fat content from 21 to 50 percent. It has a bland fl avor. 
It is eaten as such usually with soy sauce. Slabs are deep-
fat fried [tofu], also, forming an envelope which is stuffed 
with hot rice. Fresh tofu is made in thousands of small 
plants, many of them family-run operations. Fresh tofu has a 
relatively short storage life comparable to that of fresh milk. 
Dried tofu, which is a spongelike product, has come into 
production in recent years. It has a shelf life of 6 months or 
longer. However, the product is inferior to the fresh product 
in overall eating quality.
 “Under the grant to be carried out at the Food Research 
Institute there will be studied the varietal effect of soybeans, 
and variation of processing conditions on the physical 
characteristics and fl avor of dried tofu. Fresh and dried 
tofu have promise in supplementing the diet in the protein 
defi cient areas of the world.
 Miso is another important soybean food used in 
Japan. It is produced by the fermentation of soybeans 
with Aspergillus oryzae. The most popular use of miso in 
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Japan is in soup. Miso soup plays an important part in the 
standard Japanese breakfast. Because of uneven uptake of 
water, not all varieties of soybeans can be used, or only with 
diffi culty, in the traditional Japanese process for making 
miso. Most Japanese and Chinese varieties of soybeans 
are better than most American varieties. In preliminary 
experiments conducted at the Northern Utilization Research 
and Development Division, in cooperation with two Japanese 
miso experts, it was found that dehulled soybeans or soybean 
grits absorbed water uniformly and yielded excellent miso. 
Now we are interested in following up these studies on 
a pilot-plant scale using different varieties of soybeans, 
and carrying out the fermentation under various Japanese 
environmental conditions. A grant on this project is being 
negotiated with the Central Miso Institute.
 “As it is produced at the present time, miso has a 
relatively high salt content. Salt is used in the process to 
control the microbiological population. Dr. Gyorgy informs 
me that miso with a greatly reduced salt content might make 
it more suitable for feeding infants and young children. The 
development of procedures for producing miso containing 
very little salt might broaden its usefulness.” Continued. 
Address: Director, Foreign Research and Technical Programs 
Div., USDA, Agricultural Research Service, Washington 25, 
DC.

1329. Hilbert, G.E. 1962. Foreign research program of U.S. 
Department of Agriculture on soybean protein products 
under Public Law 480 (Continued–Document part II). In: 
USDA Northern Regional Research Laboratory, ed. 1962. 
Proceedings of Conference on Soybean Products for Protein 
in Human Foods. Peoria, IL: USDA NRRL. iii + 242 p. See 
p. 93-98.
• Summary: (Continued): A related project on miso is under 
consideration in Israel. This is based upon producing a miso-
type product from controlled amounts of oil ranging from 
none to that originally present in the bean. Japanese miso 
contains all the oil present in the bean.
 “We are negotiating one other project with the Food 
Research Institute in Tokyo. This project deals with 
the development of procedures for producing a yogurt-
type product from soy milk, and obtaining information 
on the changes that occur in the soybean components 
in the transformation. It is planned to have cooperative 
investigations on the nutritional value of the fermented soy 
milk conducted at the Institute of Nutrition Research under 
Dr. Arimoto. Although soy milk has been used for many 
years in the Orient as an infant food, the expansion of its use 
has been very slow, particularly in the underdeveloped areas 
of the world. At times, diffi culties have been encountered 
in its large-scale production due either to lack of technical 
knowledge or to inadequate control methods. Soy milk may 
cause diarrhea or fl atulence in some infants.
 “It is possible that fermented soy milk may have 

advantages over soy milk. One potential advantage of 
fermented soy milk is that the acid may destroy undesirable 
microorganisms that too often occur under unsanitary 
conditions in underdeveloped areas of the world. The 
widespread use of yogurt in the original primitive areas 
of Northeastern Europe and Northern Asia may well have 
resulted from the comparatively greater safeness and stability 
of this product over milk. At the present time, 45 percent 
of all milk consumed in the USSR is in the form of yogurt, 
attesting its popularity and the fact that a taste for it can 
be acquired. Nutritional studies conducted in Europe have 
shown that yogurt is a highly nutritious product, and that 
digestibility is increased during the fermentation. Likewise, 
the fermentation of soy milk may lead to an improvement in 
its food value. At any rate, our hopes are high on this project.
 “Fermented proteinaceous foods are produced and used 
in Indonesia. Three types are tempeh, ontjom, and ragi. 
Tempeh was just discussed by Dr. Steinkraus. Onjom is made 
by fermentation of peanut press cake with molds, probably 
the genus Neurospora. It is a popular food in West Java. Ragi 
is produced by a yeast-mold fermentation of rice fl our and 
sugar. Little is known about the micro organisms effecting 
this fermentation. Ragi is not served as food. It is used in 
recipes for the preparation of other foods.
 “More information on the microorganisms used in 
the fermentations to produce ontjom and ragi, and on the 
composition of these products, is needed. Similar types 
of products might be produced using other raw materials 
abundant in other underdeveloped countries. Knowledge 
on the quality of protein produced would be helpful in 
determining the usefulness of such products in upgrading the 
protein level of the diet.
 “A grant is being negotiated with the Bandung Institute 
of Technology, Indonesia, on the isolation of pure cultures 
of microorganisms present in tempeh, ontjom, ragi, and 
other Indonesian fermented foods produced by different 
manufacturers in different parts of Java, as well as other 
islands of Indonesia. Variations of species used by different 
manufacturers and in different regions for the same type of 
food fermentation will be investigated under this grant also.
 “Studies will be made of the chemical changes and 
physical transformations brought about by the pure cultures. 
This will involve an investigation of the products produced 
in the fermentations including the proteins elaborated in all 
except the tempeh fermentation which already is receiving 
a great deal of attention. Pure cultures of the isolated 
microorganisms will be studied further and characterized 
at the Northern Utilization Research and Development 
Division.
 “A number of grants on soybean protein have been 
executed or are being negotiated with research institutes in 
Israel.
 “One of these deals with the effect of processing 
conditions on the yield and quality of isolated protein. 
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This grant is being negotiated with Professor Zimmerman, 
of the Israel Institute of Technology. A great deal of work 
has been done in the United States and Japan on the 
commercialization of soy products. Large quantities are 
being produced, and some are being used for food purposes. 
However, there is need for more information on processing 
and drying of soy proteins, and the effect of processing 
conditions on fl avor and nutritive value. This is the kind of 
research to be carried out in Dr. Zimmerman’s laboratory. 
Also, he will study the fl avor and acceptability of isolated 
soy protein when used in various Israeli-type foods. The 
effect of processing on the nutritive value of isolated soy 
protein will be determined by animal feeding tests.
 “Although much information has been obtained by 
Dr. Allan K. Smith and others in the United States on the 
physical and chemical properties of soy protein, little is 
known about the complexes of protein in the bean or in 
the meal. There has been neglected the problem of protein 
complexes in the native state or formed in soybean oil meal 
processing operations. Whether protein-phytate complexes 
exist in the bean or result from interaction during processing 
operations is unknown. No information is available as to 
whether nucleoproteins, lipoproteins, and mucoproteins 
exist in soybeans. We have no knowledge, either, as to 
the interaction with protein of pigments, metal ions, and 
carbohydrates during processing of the beans.
 “However, these changes affect the color, fl avor, and 
(in view of the sensitivity of lysine) the nutritive value of 
the protein. This problem on the chemical, physical, and 
biochemical properties of protein complexes in soybeans 
will be studied under a grant which is being negotiated with 
Dr. Katchalski at the Weizmann Institute of Science. Dr. 
Katchalski’s team has a worldwide reputation for the fi ne 
work they have done on the structure and modifi cation of 
proteins. It is an ideal group to investigate this diffi cult and 
very important problem, the solution of which may lead 
to the enhancement of the food value of soy fl our and soy 
protein.
 “A grant is being negotiated with Dr. Guggenheim, 
at Hebrew University, on the development and biological 
evaluation of protein-rich foods from vegetable sources. 
Various mixtures of cereals with combinations of soya, 
sesame, sunfl ower, and chick peas will be studied. The 
nutritive value of different combinations of proteins will be 
assessed on growing rats. In vitro methods of measuring the 
essential amino acids will be made, also, and compared with 
levels of amino acids present in the blood of the portal veins 
of rats following a protein meal. Nutritional evaluation of 
the protein mixtures on humans will be carried out at a later 
stage.
 “There has been a real need for the development of a 
rapid chemical method for measuring the biological value 
of proteins. Such a test would be very helpful in measuring 
change in nutritive value of proteins, including soy protein or 

fl our, during processing and on storage. we are fi nancing two 
studies on the development of such a method. One line of 
work is being carried out at the Israel Institute of Technology 
under Dr. Zimmerman, and the other at the University of 
Cambridge, England, under Dr. K.J. Carpenter.
 “We are fi nancing three basic investigations on 
certain minor components of soybeans which may 
affect the nutritive value of soy products. One of these 
is a comprehensive study of the simple sugar and 
oligosaccharides in soybeans. This work is being done at 
the University of Caen, France. Another investigation deals 
with a detailed study of the polysaccharides of soybeans, 
and is being carried out at the University of Edinburgh, 
Scotland, under Professor Hirst. The third deals with the 
isolation and characterization of saponins in soybeans and 
various processed soy products. This study also will include 
the exploration of methods for inactivating saponins in 
the processing of soybeans. This work is being done by 
Professor Bondi, Hebrew University, Israel.
 “In this discussion I have summarized, briefl y, the 
various lines of activity we are sponsoring abroad under 
Public Law 480 on soy protein and proteinaceous soy foods, 
and related investigations affecting the food value of soy 
products. It is hoped these investigations in countries where 
no work on soybeans has been done previously will stimulate 
additional research on soybeans, and lead to an increased 
recognition of the importance of soy products in the diet. 
It is believed these investigations will provide information 
that should be helpful in guiding efforts to upgrade the diet 
in protein defi cient areas of the world.” Address: Director, 
Foreign Research and Technical Programs Div., USDA, 
Agricultural Research Service, Washington 25, DC.

1330. Huge, Wilbert E. 1962. Present and potential uses of 
soybean fl our, grits, and protein concentrates in foods. In: 
USDA Northern Regional Research Laboratory, ed. 1962. 
Proceedings of Conference on Soybean Products for Protein 
in Human Foods. Peoria, IL: USDA NRRL. iii + 242 p. See 
p. 45-51.
• Summary: New markets are opening “for specialized 
types of soy protein products. This area generally involves 
two classifi cations–soy protein concentrate–over 70 
percent protein on a dry basis, is produced by the removal 
of virtually all of the oil and water-soluble nonprotein 
constituents. The isolated soy protein–exceeding 90 percent 
protein on a dry basis, is virtually free of all nonprotein 
components.”
 “For the purpose of simplicity, I am using the trade 
names of these products, that is Protein 70–to designate 
the concentrated soy protein, and Promine–to designate the 
isolated soy protein. As you will observe from this table 
[Table 1], both soy proteins are defi cient in the sulfur-
containing amino acids.” Note 1. The term “Protein 70” is 
used throughout the rest of this paper.
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 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 2015) that uses the term “Protein 70” to refer to a 
product containing 70% protein on a dry-weight basis. This 
paper was presented in Sept. 1961, but not published until 
1962. Address: Vice President, Central Soya Company, Inc., 
300 Fort Wayne Bank Building, Fort Wayne 2, Indiana.

1331. Jimenez, Antonio Alcides. 1962. Studies on the 
nutritive value of raw and cooked soybeans for growing 
rats and swine and their effect on fat fi rmness. PhD thesis, 
Purdue University. 190 p. Page 2278 in volume 23/07 of 
Dissertation Abstracts International. *
Address: Purdue Univ., W. Lafayette, Indiana.

1332. Kurnik, Erno. 1962. A szoja [The soybean]. Budapest, 
Hungary: Akademiai Kiado [Academy Publishing House]. 
377 p. (Budapest: Magyar Tudomanyos Akademia. 
Agrartudomenyok Osztalya. Monografi ai Sorozat [Hungarian 
Academy of Sciences, Division of Agricultural Science, 
Monographs]). [381 ref. Hun; eng]
• Summary: Contents (in English): Foreword. Part I: 
Distribution of the soybean. 1. Historical: Denominations, 
legendary world of the soybean, soybean and religious cults, 
descent and centre of origin of the soybean, soybean growing 
in Asia, introduction of soybean growing into Europe, 
soybean growing in the USSR, history of soybean growing in 
the USA. 2. Soybean growing in the world and particularly 
in Hungary: Situation of soybean growing in Hungary.
 Part II: Taxonomic place and morphology of soybean. 
1. Taxonomic place of soybean and of related species. 2. 
Botanical description of soybean: Morphology of soybean, 
anatomical structure of soybean, chromosome number of 
soybean.
 Part III: Physiology of soybean. 1. Germination 
of soybean: Conditions of germination, stimulation of 
germination, inhibition of germination, biochemical 
processes of germination, carbo-hydrate metabolism 
of germination, amino acid and protein metabolism of 
germination, lipid metabolism of germination. 2. Physiology 
of soybean. 3. Developmental physiology of soybean: 
Developmental phenomena of soybean, growth of soybean, 
soybean and photoperiodism. 4. Ripening of soybean: 
Protein synthesis, oil synthesis, respiration–cell respiration. 
5. Chemical composition of soybean seed: Proteins, oils 
and phosphatides, carbo-hydrates, vitamins. 6. Biology of 
fl owering.
 Part IV: The growing of soybean. 1. Climatic and 
soil requirement of soybean: Ecologic constitution and 
adaptation of soybean, climatic requirement of soybean, 
soil requirement of soybean, soybean growing regions of 
Hungary. 2. Cold and drought resistance of soybean: Cold 
resistance of soybean, drought resistance of soybean, drought 
endurance of different varieties. 3. On soybean growing in 
general: Preceding crops to soybean, soybean as a preceding 

crop, place of soybean in crop rotation. 4. Fertilization 
of soybean: Organic manuring of soybean, application of 
commercial fertilizers to soybean, effect of liming, foliar 
nutrition of soybean.
 5. Inoculation of soybean: fi xation of atmospheric 
nitrogen by nodule bacteria, effect of daylength on nodule 
formation, relationship of nutrient supply and nodule 
formation, interrelation between time of infection and nodule 
formation as well as effectiveness of inoculation, relationship 
of nodule formation and surplus yield, yield quantity and 
quality as affected by inoculation, effect of inoculation on 
some soybean varieties, correlation between the age and the 
nitrogen assimilation capacity of Rhizobia. The problem 
of repeated inoculations, correlation between effectiveness 
of inoculation and climatic conditions, the practice of seed 
inoculation in soybean, experiences obtained in the domain 
of soybean seed inoculation.
 6. Soil preparation. 7. Sowing and emergence of 
soybean: Time of sowing, row and plant distance, depth of 
sowing, seeding rate, methods of sowing. 8. Plant cultivation. 
9. Chemical weed control. 10. Pests and diseases of soybean: 
Animal pests, virus diseases, fungus diseases. 11. Harvest 
of soybean. 12. Yield of soybean. 13. Storage of soybean. 
14. Seed production of soybean. 15. Yield assessment of 
soybean. 16. Soybean grown for forage: Soybean grown 
for green fodder and hay, soybean grown with silo maize, 
association of soybean with other forage crops. 17. Irrigation 
of soybean: Soil requirement, place in the crop rotation, 
fertilization, soil preparation, varietal problem, sowing, plant 
cultivation, irrigation, yields.
 Part V: Breeding and varieties of soybean. 1. Problems 
of soybean breeding: History of soybean breeding in 
Hungary, objectives of soybean breeding, initial material 
of breeding, inheritance of morphological and qualitative 
plant characters, correlation of plant characters and their 
signifi cance in breeding, mutations, breeding methods, 
breeding practices, artifi cial variety mixtures. 2. Varietal 
taxonomy of soybean: Ssp. gracilis (Skv.) Enk, ssp. indica 
Enk, ssp. chinesis Enk, ssp. manshurica Enk, ssp. korajensis 
Enk, ssp. slavonica Kov. et Pinz. 3. Some important soybean 
varieties: Improved Hungarian soybean varieties, varieties 
bred recently in Ireg, other Hungarian varieties, Soviet 
varieties, other foreign varieties, American soybean varieties.
 Part VI: Utilization of soybean. What is made of 
soybean: Soybean as human food, medical aspects of 
soybean, utilization of soybean in Hungary, prospects in 
soybean utilization.
 Annex: List of fi gures, list of coloured tables, list of 
tables, author index, subject index. Address: Hungary.

1333. Lebowitz, Jacob. 1962. Potentiometric measurements 
of protein, protein associations, soybean trypsin inhibitor-
trypsin. PhD thesis, Purdue University. 85 p. Page 3649 in 
volume 23/10 of Dissertation Abstracts International. *
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Address: Purdue Univ. W. Lafayette, Indiana.

1334. Lundberg, Walter O. ed. 1962. Autoxidation and 
antioxidants. Vol. II. New York: Interscience Publishers. A 
Division of John Wiley & Sons. xv + p. 451-1156. Author 
index. Subject index. 24 cm.
• Summary: Information related to soy oil is found on the 
following pages: p. 454 (soybean oil, fl avor reversion of), p. 
459 (soybean oil, toxic effects of oxidized), p. 494 (soybean 
oil, antioxidants in propyl gallate), p. 497 (soybean oil, 
antioxidants in NDGA [nordihydroguiaretic acid]), p. 595 
(soybean oil, prices of crude and refi ned), p. 596 (soybean 
oil, oxidative rancidity in), p. 598 (soybean oil, causes of 
oxidative rancidity in), p. 598 (soybean oil, effect of iron 
and sorbitol on oxidative rancidity in), p. 602 (soybean oil, 
volatile oxidative cleavage products of), p. 607 (soybean 
oil, effect of iron on oxidative rancidity in), p. 607 (soybean 
oil, effect of iron on fl avor score and peroxide value), p. 611 
(soybean oil, metal-inactivating agent, effect of increasing 
amounts on stability), p. 614 (soybean oil, glyceride 
composition of), p. 617 (soybean oil, furfural-hexane 
extraction of), p. 617 (soybean oil, selective fractionation 
of), p. 619 (soybean oil, metallic content of), p. 619 (soybean 
oil, effect of processing on), p. 619 (soybean oil, reduction 
of during processing), p. 620 (soybean oil, deodorization 
of), p. 623 (soybean oil, selective hydrogenation of), p. 639 
(soybean oil, increase in viscosity during polymerization of), 
p. 642 (soybean oil, heavy-bodied blown), p. 1055 (soybean 
oil, effect of dietary fat on pigment formation in tissues). 
Address: Univ. of Minnesota, The Hormel Institute, Austin, 
Minnesota.

1335. Miner, James Joshua. 1962. Biological evaluation 
of soybean meal and cottonseed meal by amino acid 
digestibility and protein effi ciency ratio studies. PhD 
thesis, The Louisiana State University and Agricultural and 
Mechanical College. 79 p. Page 4045 in volume 23/11 of 
Dissertation Abstracts International. *
Address: The Louisiana State Univ. and Agricultural and 
Mechanical College.

1336. Morrison, Joseph Louis. 1962. Column 
chromatography of soybean whey proteins. PhD thesis, 
Purdue University. 88 p. Page 2312 in volume 23/07 of 
Dissertation Abstracts International. *
Address: Purdue Univ., W. Lafayette, Indiana.

1337. Muehr, Alfred. 1962. Die Medizin entraetselt einen 
Wirkstoff der Natur [Medicine deciphers an active substance 
in nature]. Munich, Vienna & Basel: Verlag Kurt Desch. 124 
p. [101 ref. Ger]
• Summary: This is a popular self-help medicine book 
dealing with arteriosclerosis, diabetes mellitus, gangrene, 
liver diseases, heart attacks, fat embolism, etc. Alfred Mühr 

lived 1903-1981. Armin Wendel writes: He understood how 
to bring complicated facts into an understandable language. 
Address: Writer, Augsburg, Germany.

1338. Nastasovic, Dragoljub. 1962. [The fi rst Yugoslav 
symposium on the use of soybeans for nutrition]. Novi Sad, 
Serbia, Yugoslavia. [Ser]*
Address: Yugoslavia.

1339. Rackis, Joseph J. 1962. Protein effi ciency studies on 
soybean meal and its fractions. In: USDA Northern Regional 
Research Laboratory, ed. 1962. Proceedings of Conference 
on Soybean Products for Protein in Human Foods. Peoria, 
IL: USDA NRRL. iii + 242 p. See p. 110-19. [11 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Experimental results. Summary. 
Literature cited. Address: Principal Chemist, Meal Products 
Investigations, Oilseed Crops Lab., Northern Utilization 
R&D Div., Peoria, Illinois.

1340. Sarett, Herbert P. 1962. Nutritional studies relating to 
development of soy containing foods. In: USDA Northern 
Regional Research Laboratory, ed. 1962. Proceedings of 
Conference on Soybean Products for Protein in Human 
Foods. Peoria, IL: USDA NRRL. iii + 242 p. See p. 127-33. 
[6 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Soybean [infant] formula products. 
Precooked cereals. Special diets. Bibliography. Address: 
Dep. of Nutritional Research, Mead Johnson Research 
Center, Evansville 21, Indiana.

1341. Sebrell, W.H., Jr. 1962. World aspects of protein 
malnutrition. In: USDA Northern Regional Research 
Laboratory, ed. 1962. Proceedings of Conference on Soybean 
Products for Protein in Human Foods. Peoria, IL: USDA 
NRRL. iii + 242 p. See p. 5-14.
• Summary: “There seems to be little doubt that protein 
malnutrition is the most widespread form of defi ciency 
disease in the world today. Although nutritional anemia, 
goitre, and various vitamin defi ciencies continue to be major 
problems for certain segments of the population, from a 
world viewpoint, protein malnutrition far exceeds these in 
importance.
 “There is increasing evidence that protein malnutrition 
accounts for a major part of the deaths of children between 
weaning and school age in many parts of the world. This 
situation has been recognized only in recent years because 
the effects of the defi ciency have been complicated and 
hidden by the occurrence of infectious diseases. Scrimshaw 
has recently pointed out that it is necessary to consider not 
only the effect of nutrition on infections but also the effect of 
infections on nutrition... Thus the child may die either from 
the malnutrition or from the effects of the infection, although 
the basic problem is in each case protein malnutrition.”
 “This situation is further complicated by the rapidly 
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increasing world population which is already posing a 
problem of increasing the food supply to keep up with the 
population growth... It is, of course, essential that caloric 
needs receive fi rst consideration... However of greater 
importance is a long continued partial caloric defi ciency. 
This is so closely tied to the need for protein that the two 
must be considered inseparable from a practical point of 
view.”
 “Since the basic calorie needs of the body receive fi rst 
consideration, if there are not enough calories from other 
foods, some of the protein food must be utilized for energy.”
 A table (p. 12) shows the composition of Indian Multi-
Purpose Food, which consists of 75% peanut fl our and 25% 
Bengal gram, with thiamine, ribofl avin, vitamins A and D, 
and calcium phosphate added.
 Dr. Wei in Taiwan has been experimenting with a 
mixture of 60% soybean, 20% rice, and 20% wheat. He is 
also trying a mixture of 40% soybean, 20% peanuts, 20% 
rice, and 20% wheat (p. 13).
 “American Multi-Purpose Food has been made in a 
variety of formulas based on soybean meal. The results 
of controlled experiments with these products are not yet 
available.
 “There would seem to be no reason why an excellent 
product could not be developed, based primarily on soybean 
meal” (p. 13). Address: M.D., Director, Inst. of Nutrition 
Sciences, Columbia Univ., New York, NY.

1342. Shih, Shêng-han. 1962. A preliminary survey of the 
book Ch’i Min Yao Shu: An agricultural encyclopaedia of the 
6th century. 2nd ed. Peking, China: Science (Kexue) Press. 
x + 107 p. No index. 21 cm. First ed. 1958. Third ed. 1974. 
[Eng]
• Summary: A discussion in English of the contents and 
signifi cance of this key Chinese agricultural work. Contents: 
Preface. The Book Ch’i Min Yao Shu. Analysis of its source 
books. Part I: Original material in the Ch’i Min Yao Shu. 
Realisation of the importance of proper choice of season and 
soil. Cultivation of cereals. Culinary vegetables (Chiang ts’ai 
or soya hydrolysate conserves, p. 53-54). Fruit trees. Timber 
woods. Other economic plants (fi ber crops, tinctorial plants). 
Animal husbandry. Domestic economy: Food processing 
(refi ning table salt by recrystallization, preparation of fi ne 
starch from cereal, saccharifi cation of starch to prepare 
“barley sugar,” fermentation [alcoholic fermentation, 
acetic fermentation, chiang {incl. soybean chiang; protein 
hydrolysates, p. 84-87}, shih {fermented black soybeans, 
interrupted and melanised protein hydrolysates, p. 87-
88}, tsü {pickles, lactic fermentations from intrinsic 
carbohydrate}, cha {pickles, lactic fermentation from 
added carbohydrates}, lo {cheese lactic fermentation with 
casein}], fu and lah [jerked and salted meat]), other technical 
instructions for commodities of daily life (detergents 
{saponins}, extraction of pigments from bastard-saffron, 

dyeing with vegetable pigments, heating to accelerate 
“drying” of oils, glue-making, preparation of cosmetics). 
Part II: The infl uence of the Ch’i Min Yao Shu on agricultural 
science in China. Epilogue. Address: PhD (London), Prof. 
of Plant Physiology, Northwestern College of Agriculture 
[Wukung, Shensi], China.

1343. Shih, Shêng-han. 1962. Chiang (Document part). In: 
Shih Shêng-han, ed. 1962. A Preliminary Survey of the Book 
Ch’i Min Yao Shu: An Agricultural Encyclopedia of the 6th 
Century. 2nd ed. Peking, China: Science (Kexue) Press. x + 
107 p. See p. 83-86. [Eng]
• Summary: The term jiang has no equivalent in most 
European languages. Microorganisms which are alcoholic 
starters include a number of molds that can hydrolyze 
various proteins into component amino acids and amides 
(such as aspargine and glutamine), resulting in a good taste 
or relish. This hydrolysis of proteins is the basic principle for 
preparing jiang.
 The history of jiang has been traced back to the Analects 
of Confucius (Lunyu). By the Han dynasty it was sold 
commercially together with grain-based wines, vinegar, and 
other liquids, so it must have been produced on a rather large 
scale.
 For making jiang, as for wine, it is important to have 
good pure cultures of the fermentative microorganisms fi rst. 
This culture was named huangyi (yellow coating), maiyuan 
(wheat-must), or huangzheng (yellow mold). Steamed wheat 
grains were used as the starting material, culture medium, or 
substrate; kept in a warm and humid place, they soon served 
as a good growth medium for spores of the mold fl oating in 
the air or attached to the leaves of Phragmites or Xanthium 
used to cover the steamed grains.
 After about a week (during the hottest month of 
summer) a yellow coating of sporangia or sporangiophores 
would appear on the surface, indicating the that the starter 
for making jiang (jiangqu) was ready. The yellow coating, 
which also contains spores, is the essential substance for 
starting the fermentation.
 Chapter 70 in the Qimin Yaoshu gives descriptions for 
preparing various kinds of jiang, from both animal products 
(meat, fi sh, crustaceans) and soybeans. In ancient times, 
most jiang was made from animal products: Brief recipes 
for making meat jiang, fi sh jiang, and soya jiang (also called 
“soya-hydrolysate”) are given. Address: Prof. of Plant 
Physiology, Northwestern College of Agriculture, China.

1344. Smith, Allan K. 1962. Theories on improving the 
nutritional value of soybean meal. In: USDA Northern 
Regional Research Laboratory, ed. 1962. Proceedings of 
Conference on Soybean Products for Protein in Human 
Foods. Peoria, IL: USDA NRRL. iii + 242 p. See p. 101-09. 
[19 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Cystine-methionine availability 
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theory. Amino-acid mutual supplementation. Trypsin 
inhibitor and hemagglutinin. Summary. Address: Head, 
Meal Products Investigations, Oilseed Crops Lab., Northern 
Utilization R&D Div., Peoria, Illinois.

1345. Steinkraus, K.H.; Hand, D.B.; Van Buren, J.P.; 
Hackler, L.R. 1962. Pilot plant studies on tempeh. In: 
USDA Northern Regional Research Laboratory, ed. 1962. 
Proceedings of Conference on Soybean Products for Protein 
in Human Foods. Peoria, IL: USDA NRRL. iii + 242 p. See 
p. 83-92. [8 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Indonesian method of tempeh 
production. Changes in soybeans fermented to tempeh: 
General changes, changes in lipids, changes in 
carbohydrates, changes in lysine and methionine, changes 
of nutritive value of protein in tempeh, changes in vitamins 
and other factors related to nutrition. Advantages of tempeh. 
Problems in pilot plant production of tempeh. Fermentation 
by the mold. Summary. Literature cited. Address: New York 
State Agric. Exp. Station, Cornell Univ., Geneva, NY.

1346. Sugimura, Keiichiro; Taira, H.; Ebisawa, H.; Sakurai, 
Y. 1962. Daizu kakô-hin no amino-san in kansuru kenkyû. 
III. Mame miso no amino san [Studies on amino acid 
contents of processed soybean. III. Total and free amino 
acids of soybean “miso”]. Eiyo to Shokuryo (J. of Japanese 
Society of Food and Nutrition) 14(5):411-13. [13 ref. Jap; 
eng]
• Summary: Eighteen kinds of amino acids were observed 
in three types of miso. Address: Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo, 
Tokyo, Japan.

1347. Sugimura, Keiichiro; Taira, H.; Ebisawa, H.; Sakurai, 
Y. 1962. Daizu kakô-hin no amino-san in kansuru kenkyû. 
IV. Mame miso seizô kôtei ni okeru amino-san riyô no henka 
[Studies on amino acid contents of processed soybean. IV. 
Variation of total and free amino acid contents in soybean 
“miso” processing]. Eiyo to Shokuryo (J. of Japanese Society 
of Food and Nutrition) 14(5):414-19. [6 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: “The eighteen kinds of amino acid of the 
following specimen taken in the course of ‘Miso’ processing 
were determined by microbiological assay technique: (1) 
material soybean, (2) soybean immersed in tap water, (3) 
steamed soybean, (4) spent liquor of steamed soybean, (5) 
fi nished ‘Koji,’ (6) specimen obtained at the starting stage 
of ripening, (7) several stages of warmed ripening (a) to 
(f) (depends on days of ripening), and (8) several stages 
of natural ripening (a) to (f), numbers in brackets being in 
coincidence to those appearing in the Tables. Free amino 
acids (water-extracted fraction) were also assayed as well 
as the total (acid or alkali hydrolysates). Total amino acids 
are shown in Tables 1 and 2, and free amino acids are in 
Tables 3 and 4, values being expressed as the percentage of 
each acid in protein (computed from the Kjeldahl nitrogen 

being multiplied by 5.71) through Tables 1 to 4. Tables 5 
and 6 show the rate of liberation (the free amino acid per 
cent total). It was found that the values of total lysine and 
cystine decreased by steaming (Table 1) and further decrease 
was seen in these amino acids at the ripening stage (Table 
2). Total arginine value decreased also in the ripening stage 
(Table 2). No remarkable difference was observed between 
material soybean and ‘Miso’ except the above mentioned 
acids. Proline and methionine showed the highest rate of 
liberation, but the former was liberated at rather earlier 
stage of ripening (Table 4 and 6), while cystine was, on the 
contrary, liberated at rather delayed stage of the ripening. No 
remarkable difference in total and free amino acid patterns 
between warmed and natural ripenings was observed.” 
Address: Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo, Tokyo, Japan.

1348. Sukardi, -. 1962. Peranan katjang-katjangan dalam 
makanan sehari-hari penduduk Patjet [The role of legumes 
in the diet of Patjet inhabitants]. Thesis (Skripsi), Akademi 
Pendidikan Nutrition, Bogor, Indonesia. 25 p. [Ind]*
Address: Bogor, Indonesia.

1349. Wershaw, Irving B.; Logun, John E. Assignors to 
Dome Chemicals, Inc. (Indianapolis, Indiana). 1963. Protein-
tar acid dermatological preparations. U.S. Patent 3,071,510. 
Jan. 1. 2 p. Application fi led 5 June 1958. [8 ref]
• Summary: “This invention relates to a dermatological 
preparation for topical application to the skin. More 
particularly, this invention relates to a dermatological 
preparation which may be used as such (without added 
constituents) in baths and wet dressings and thus applied to 
the skin, or along with or as part of a cream or lotion.
 “It is among the objects of the present invention 
to provide a dermatological preparation which has the 
benefi cial properties of both proteins and tars, particularly 
coal tars and wood tars and yet, unlike the proteins, as such, 
is chemically stable.
 Note: Soy is mentioned 27 times in this patent, as 
“defatted colloidal soy bean fl our,” “defatted soy bean fl our,” 
“dehulling soy beans,” “dehulled soy beans” and “soy bean 
powder or fl our.” Address: 1. New York City; 2. Brooklyn. 
Both: New York.

1350. Ishiguro, Kôzô. 1963. Studies on pantothenic acid 
intake. I. Pantothenic acid content in Japanese foods. Tohoku 
J. of Experimental Medicine 78:375-80. Jan. 25 (Chem. Abst. 
59:2095). [8 ref]
• Summary: Tables show: (1) Pantothenic and 
4’-phosphopantothenic acid content in foods (Pantothenic 
acid {Pa A}) is highest in slimy agaric 0.80 mg/100 gm, 
moderate in stone leek {white part}, stone leek {green part}, 
and Japanese radish (“Daikon”). 4’-phosphopantothenic acid 
is very low in the 10 foods listed.
 Note: The “slimy agaric” is probably Stropharia 
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aeruginosa, commonly known as the verdigris agaric, a 
medium-sized green, slimy woodland mushroom.
 (2) Free pantothenic acid and total panthetine 
[pantethine] content in foods. The section of the table titled 
“Pulses” includes the following two values:
 Soybeans, dried 0.86 / 0.08.
 Azuki beans, dried 1.35 / 0.03.
 Black soy beans, dried 0.76 / 0.24.
 Soy bean curd (“Tohu”) 0.10 / 0.02.
 “Abura-age” 0.12 / 0.04
 “Miso” 0.37 / 0.17.
 Fermented soy beans (“Natto”) 1.60 / 0.60.
 Peanut 1.80 / 0.20.
 Congealed “Tohu” [perhaps dried frozen tofu] 0.12 / 
0.02.
 The foods with the highest content of free pantothenic 
acid in this table are: (1) Rice bran 6.50. (2) Pine agaric, 
fresh 2.00. (3) Peanut 1.80. (4) Natto 1.60.
 The foods with the highest content of total panthetine 
in this table are: (1) Rice bran 2.20. (2) Fresh kantake 
mushroom 1.20. (3) Natto 0.60.
 Note: Pulses generally contain a substantial amount of 
free Pa A, but are rather poor in total panthetine; however 
natto is rich in the latter. Address: Dep. of Hygiene, Tohoku 
Univ. School of Medicine, Sendai [Japan].

1351. Altschul, Aaron M.; Talluto, Katherine F.; Sharer, 
Beatrice A. eds. 1963. Proceedings: Seed Protein 
Conference. New Orleans, Louisiana: USDA Agricultural 
Research Service. iv + 292 p. Held 21-23 Jan. 1963 at 
Southern Utilization Research and Development Division 
(USDA ARS), New Orleans, Louisiana. No index. 27 cm. 
[100+ ref]
• Summary:  See next page. There were 4 opening speeches, 
9 sessions, and 25 papers. A luncheon program was followed 
by speakers. An attendance list is provided. The main 
seed proteins discussed are those from soybeans, peanuts, 
cottonseeds, wheat, and hempseeds. Seven papers on 
soybeans are cited separately. Near the back is a directory of 
participants. Aaron Mayer Altschul was born in 1914.

1352. Bornstein, S.; Lipstein, B. 1963. The infl uence of 
age of chicks on their sensitivity to raw soybean oil meal. 
Poultry Science 42(1):61-70. Jan. [16 ref]
• Summary: The age of chicks was found to affect their 
sensitivity to raw and unprocessed soybean oil meal. The 
growth of younger chicks is more adversely affected. 
Address: Div. of Poultry Husbandry, National & Univ. Inst. 
of Agriculture, Rehovot, Israel.

1353. Nutrition Reviews. 1963. Factors affecting growth 
depression by raw soybeans. 21(1):19-21. Jan. [10 ref]
• Summary: A review of recent research. “Additional 
evidence is accumulating on the complexity of interrelated 

factors concerned with growth depression by raw soybeans 
in the diet.”

1354. Omans, W.B.; Leuterer, W.; György, P. 1963. Feeding 
value of soy milks for premature infants. J. of Pediatrics 
62(1):98-106. Jan. [10 ref]
• Summary: Recently soy products have been included in the 
“Protein-rich food Program of World Health Organization 
[WHO], Food and Agriculture Organization [FAO], and 
United Nations Children’s Fund” [UNICEF]. This program’s 
goal is to prevent protein malnutrition, which is widespread 
among infants and preschool children in most tropical 
countries. A toasted full-fat soybean preparation, Sobee, 
supported better growth in rats (PER 2.3 ± 0.15) and infants 
than soybean water extracts like Soyalac, Saridele, and 
Mull-Soy. The authors found considerably more variability 
in weight gain than with feedings of cow’s milk formula. 
Formulas made from toasted low-fat soy fl our gave the best 
results (PER 2.43), followed by those made from full-fat soy 
fl our (PER 2.40).
 Note: This is the earliest report seen on the results 
of feeding soy protein formula to premature infants. 
Address: Dep. of Pediatrics, Philadelphia General Hospital, 
Pennsylvania.

1355. Saxena, H.C.; Jensen, L.S.; McGinnis, J. 1963. 
Pancreatic hypertrophy and chick growth inhibition by 
soybean fractions devoid of trypsin inhibitor. Proceedings 
of the Society for Experimental Biology and Medicine 
112(1):101-05. Jan. [21 ref]
• Summary: “Discovery of the presence of trypsin inhibitors 
in soybeans (1, 2) and other legumes (3, 4), and the ability 
of concentrates of these factors to inhibit growth in rats 
(5, 6) and chicks (7), led to the assumption that the trypsin 
inhibitor was responsible for the inferior nutritive value of 
raw soybean meal. However, contradictory results were later 
obtained and the mechanism of growth inhibition by raw 
soybean remains obscure.”
 “Summary: Fractionation studies on raw soybean 
meal have shown that the major chick growth inhibiting 
factor resides in the water insoluble residue. This fraction 
was devoid of anti-trypsin activity. Other fractions which 
contained high anti-trypsin activity were found to have an 
innocuous effect on growth of chicks. In all cases, where 
growth depression occurred, the pancreas was markedly 
hypertrophied.” Address: Dep. of Poultry Science, 
Washington State Univ., Pullman, WA.

1356. Steggerda, F.R. 1963. Effects of certain drugs on fl atus 
production while on beans. In: Proceedings of the Sixth Dry 
Bean Research Conference. Los Angeles, California. Publ. 
by Western Utilization Research & Development Div., Agric. 
Research Service. 69 p. See p. 28-30. Held 2-4 Jan. 1963 at 
Los Angeles, California. 27 cm. [2 ref]
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• Summary: Results “indicate that fl atulence production in 
human subjects by beans can be inhibited by means of a drug 
known as Vioform, a constituent of Mexaform which is often 
prescribed for certain types of intestinal enteritis. It would 
appear that the drug, although capable of causing marked 
stimulation of the microfl ora population of the intestine, has 
no effect on the carbon dioxide production. It is our present 
belief that the excess fl atulence, heavily laden with carbon 
dioxide, can be explained on the basis of the biocarbonate 
secretions from the pancreas, and that Vioform in some way 
inhibits this mechanism.” Address: Dep. of Physiology and 
Biophysics, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana.

1357. Talluto, Katherine F.; Altschul, Aaron M. 1963. 
Summary of [Seed Protein] Conference. In: A.M. Altschul, 
K.F. Talluto, and B.A. Sharer, eds. 1963. Proceedings. Seed 
Protein Conference. New Orleans, LA: USDA Agricultural 
Research Service. iv + 292 p. See p. 1-10.
• Summary: “Perhaps for the fi rst time in modern history a 
conference was devoted exclusively to seed proteins. This 
gathering was made possible by the resurgence of interest in 
seed proteins, in their isolation and chemistry, and in their 
role in plant physiology. Aaron M. Altschul (USDA, New 
Orleans), Chairman of the conference pointed out in his 
introductory remarks that although seed proteins always have 
been of practical interest as major sources of protein food 
for man and animal, there is a growing realization that seeds 
and seed proteins can serve as biological models for study of 
problems in growth and differentiation and for clarifi cation 
of certain aspects of protein chemistry.
 “The program included the following subjects:
 “1. Properties of pure seed proteins.
 “2. Questions on organization and conformation of seed 
proteins.
 “3. Recent progress in analysis and purifi cation of 
proteins.
 “4. Isolation and properties of certain biologically active 
seed proteins.
 “5. Subcellular location of seed proteins.
 “6. Synthesis of enzymes during germination.” Address: 
Southern Utilization Research and Development Div. (USDA 
ARS), New Orleans, Louisiana.

1358. Birk, Yehudith; Gertler, A.; Khalef, S. 1963. 
Separation of a Tribolium-protease inhibitor from soybeans 
on a calcium phosphate column. Biochimica et Biophysica 
Acta 67(2):326-28. Feb. 12. [7 ref]
• Summary: A protein fraction (c-1) from soybean meal 
inhibits the growth and proteolytic activity in vitro of 
the larvae of the insect Tribolium confusum. This study 
reports the separation of C-1, an isolated protein fraction 
in soybeans, from the accompanying trypsin inhibitor and 
soybean amylase. It is hoped that this protein fraction will 
serve as a helpful tool in the study of insect proteolytic 

enzymes. Address: Faculty of Agriculture, Hebrew Univ., 
Rehovoth, Israel.

1359. Diser, Gleason M. 1963. Control of the factors 
infl uencing protein quality in soybean meal by proper 
processing. Feedstuffs. Feb. 23. *

1360. American Academy of Pediatrics, Committee on 
Nutrition. 1963. Appraisal of nutritional adequacy of infant 
formulas used as cow milk substitutes. Pediatrics 31(2):329-
38. Feb. [60 ref]
• Summary: Discusses: Soyalac, Mull-Soy, and Sobee. 
The infl uence of processing on protein quality appears to 
be much greater in the case of soy than in the case of milk. 
For the soy-based formulas noted above, PER values from 
1.3 to 2.0 (casein control is 2.5) are reported. Address: 1801 
Hinman Ave., Evanston, Illinois.

1361. Bielorai, Rachel; Bondi, A. 1963. Relationship 
between antitryptic factors of some plant protein feeds and 
products of proteolysis precipitable by trichloroacetic acid. J. 
of the Science of Food and Agriculture 14:124. Feb. *
Address: National and Univ. Inst. of Agriculture, Rehovot, 
Israel.

1362. Hegsted, D. Mark. 1963. Agriculture versus human 
nutrition. Federation Proceedings (FASEB) 22:148-151. Jan/
Feb. [1 ref]
• Summary: A very good, creative overview of the subject. 
Most knowledgeable Americans would agree that it was 
agriculture, the U.S.D.A., and the land-grant colleges that 
were responsible for the emergence of nutrition as a science.
 It is easy to do nutritional research on animals but 
diffi cult on humans.
 Page 150: “Nutritional recommendations must be made 
on a factual basis and the interests of national health must 
not be subjugated to economic interests.”
 Page 151: “Second, I would stress that we, the people, 
have assumed and have the right to assume that the 
Department of Agriculture has a primary concern with the 
nutrition of the people. It is clear, however, that the voice 
of nutrition is now subdued within the Department. I doubt 
that the U.S.D.A. is adequately meeting its obligations in 
this area. As long as commodity interests dominate the 
agricultural program it is diffi cult to see how planning for 
optimum nutrition can receive adequate consideration.” 
Address: Dep. of Nutrition, Harvard School of Public Health, 
Boston, Massachusetts.

1363. Moran, E.T., Jr.; Jensen, L.S.; McGinnis, J. 1963. Dye 
binding of soybean and fi sh meal as an index of quality. J. of 
Nutrition 79(2):239-44. Feb. [15 ref]
• Summary: Underheating or overheating soybean meal 
will produce a product of inferior nutritional value. In 1954 
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Froelich fi rst used dye binding as a method of indicating 
soybean protein quality after processing. Address: Dep. of 
Poultry Science, Washington State Univ., Pullman, WA.

1364. Nakamura, Sadaichi. 1963. Asukorubinsan no 
shokuhin kakô e no riyô ni kansuru kenkyû. II. Tôfu-chû no 
asukorubin san no anteisei ni tsuite [Research on the use of 
ascorbic acid (vitamin C) in food processing. II. Stability 
of ascorbic acid in soybean curd (tofu)]. Nippon Shokuhin 
Kogyo Gakkaishi (J. of Food Science and Technology) 
10(2):67-69. [20 ref. Jap]
Address: Osaka Furitsu Daigaku, Nogyo Tanki Daigaku-bu. 
Osaka-fu, Minami Kochi-gun, Mihara-cho.

1365. Wilding, M.D.; Rice, E.E.; Mattil, K.F. 1963. The 
effect of processing conditions upon the nutritional quality 
of vegetable oils. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 
40(2):55-57. Feb. [4 ref]
• Summary: Discusses the relationship between heat 
treatment during processing and nutritional qualities. 
Address: Research Laboratories, Swift & Co., Chicago, 
Illinois.

1366. Birk, Yehudith; Bondi, A.; Gestetner, B.; Ishaaya, I. 
1963. A thermostable hœemolytic factor in soybeans. Nature 
(London) 197(4872):1089-90. March 16. [10 ref]
• Summary: Soybeans contain growth-depressing substances 
which can be destroyed by heat. “Among these alleged 
anti-nutritional factors are the saponins, which are generally 
characterized by their bitter taste and foam-forming and 
hœmolytic activities.” In order the elevate the nutritional 
value of soybean oil meal for chicks and rats, the authors 
examined the effect of heat processing on the hœmolytic 
activity of soybean saponin extract, which was found to 
be highly hœmolytic compared with saponins from other 
sources. This activity is not affected at all when soybean 
meal is autoclaved under optimal conditions.
 Note 1. This became part I in a series of articles by 
this group on soybean saponins. Note 2. This is the earliest 
English-language document seen (Feb. 2003) that uses the 
term “anti-nutritional factors” (spelled exactly like that). 
Address: Faculty of Agriculture, Hebrew Univ., Rehovot, 
Israel.

1367. Ebine, Hideo; Matsushita, Z.; Sasaki, H.; Hasunuma, 
T.; Otake, T.; Mouri, M. 1963. Dai 3 kai Miso Zenkoku 
Hinpyo-kai sogo seiseki. I. Sogo seiseki to butsuri kagaku 
bunseki kekka no kentô [Results of the third annual 
inspection of miso (1960). I. Relation of organoleptic test 
and chemical or physical analysis]. Shokuryo Kenkyujo 
Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the Food Research Institute) No. 
17. p. 179-201. March. [4 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: Samples of 226 miso varieties, collected from 
throughout Japan, were subjected to organoleptic tests, and 

both physical and chemical analysis. Organoleptic tests 
revealed that miso made from whole soybeans was superior 
to that made from soybean fl akes or from a mixture of whole 
soybeans and fl akes. Miso made from Japanese soybeans 
was superior to that made from soybeans imported from the 
USA or China.
 Most miso graded as excellent or good conformed to the 
following formula: N = 0.1 (5S-R) where N is the weight of 
ordinary salt (NaCl), R is the weight of rice or barley, and 
S is the weight of soybeans. Address: Food Research Inst., 
Shiohama 1-4-12, Koto-ku, Tokyo, Japan.

1368. Ebine, Hideo; Ito, Hiroshi; Kosaka, Shokichi; Furusho, 
Shinji; Matsushita, Zenichi; Sasaki, Hirokuni; Hasunuma, 
Toshiko; Kumai, Keiji. 1963. Dai 4 kai Miso Zenkoku 
Hinpyo-kai sogo seiseki [Results of the 4th annual inspection 
of miso (1961)]. Shokuryo Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku (Report 
of the Food Research Institute) No. 17. p. 201-37. March. [6 
ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: 257 miso samples, collected from throughout 
Japan, were subjected to organoleptic tests, chemical analysis 
(including moisture, sodium chloride, acidity I, acidity II, 
and glutamic acid), physical analysis (pH and color), and 
microbiological counts. Seven conclusions are given.
 (1) As observed in the 3rd annual inspection, Japanese 
soybeans showed general superiority to imported soybeans 
as a raw material for making miso. Note, however, that 
samples of miso made from U.S. soybeans and graded as 
excellent or good, increased in number during the past year. 
Imported soybeans can even be used successfully to make 
bright colored miso. However, soybean fl akes are not yet 
considered a suitable raw material for making miso of good 
quality.
 (3) Miso of high moisture content was graded as poor in 
consistency.
 Reprinted from Miso Kagaku (Miso Science), No. 9, p. 
30. Address: Food Research Inst., Shiohama 1-4-12, Koto-
ku, Tokyo, Japan.

1369. Estacion Experimental Agricola de Los Llanos, Boletin 
Informativo. 1963. Algunas resultados y recomendaciones 
para las zonas tropicales y subtropicales de Bolivia [Some 
results and recommendations for the tropical and subtropical 
zones of Bolivia]. No. 2. 32 p. March. [Spa]
• Summary: This bulletin was published by the Servicio 
Agrícola Interamericano, Ministerio de Agricultura, 
Ganadería y Colonización, Santa Cruz, Bolivia. (General 
Saavedra). “Soya” is mentioned in the introduction (p. 3), but 
is discussed in depth in the section on oilseeds (Oleaginosas, 
p. 12-13), under the following headings: Introduction, 
varieties, time of planting, cultivation, applications, protein 
equivalents. “Soya is a legume which can contribute to the 
diversifi cation of crops in the area of Santa Cruz.” 1 kg of 
soy fl our contains protein equivalent to that in 68 eggs, or 12 
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liters of milk, or 2 kg of beef. Similar details are given on the 
peanut (mani) and sesame seed (sesamo or ajonjoli).
 In the section on Social Assistance (p. 32) is a table 
showing the four basic food groups: (1) Milk and milk 
products. (2) Meat (including eggs, dry arbejas, dry beans, 
peanuts, quinoa, and soya). (3) Fruits and vegetables, and (4) 
Cereal grains and bread.
 The last page states that Ing. Agr. Gover Barja is the 
station’s director and José E. Rocabado is in charge of 
oilseeds. Address: Santa Cruz, Bolivia.

1370. Evaluation of protein quality. 1963. Washington, DC: 
National Academy of Sciences, National Research Council. 
Publication 1100. ix + 74 p. March. Illust. 25 cm. [226* ref]
• Summary: From the title page: “Report of an International 
Conference Committee on Protein Malnutrition. March 1963.
 “Foreword: The Committee on Protein Malnutrition was 
created in the Food and Nutrition Board of the Academy–
Research Council as a result of the Board’s growing 
concern and interest in the protein malnutrition problem 
throughout the world. The work of the committee has been 
supported for several years by a generous grant from the 
Rockefeller Foundation. A study of the situation revealed a 
need for additional fundamental and applied research in the 
development of economical, high-quality protein foods that 
could be made readily available in parts of the world where 
relatively expensive (animal) protein foods of high quality 
such as meat, eggs, and milk cannot be expected to be widely 
available in the foreseeable future...”
 Members of the Committee:
 “W. Henry Sebrell, Jr., Columbia University, Chairman
 “William J. Darby, Vanderbilt University.
 “Grace A. Goldsmith, Tulane University
 “Paul György, Philadelphia General Hospital
 “G.E. Hilbert, U.S. Department of Agriculture
 “J.M. Hundley, U.S. Public Health Service
 “C.G. King, The Nutrition Foundation
 “Nevin Scrimshaw, Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology
 “L.J. Teply, UNICEF
 “LeRoy Voris, Executive Secretary, Food and Nutrition 
Board.”
 Contents: Foreword. Participants. Preface.
 Section I: Analytical Methods for the Determination of 
Nitrogen and Amino Acids in Foods.
 Section II: Evaluation of Protein Quality of Foods from 
Their Amino Acid Content.
 Section III: Biological Assay Methods of Protein 
Evaluation [incl. PER, NPU, Nitrogen Balance Index, Net 
Dietary Protein calories per cent.].
 Section IV: Clinical Methods for Protein Evaluation 
(infant growth, nitrogen balance).
 Section V: Serum Amino Acids and Urinary Sulfur / 
Nitrogen Ratios in the Evaluation of Protein Quality.

 Section VI: Relationship of Stress and Physiological 
State to the Biological Evaluation of Protein Quality.
 Section VII: Summary and Recommendations (p. 55-
59).
 Section VIII: Glossary of Terms Used in Protein Quality 
Evaluation (p. 61-68).
 This report contains 6 tables and 5 fi gures.
 Note: Soy is mentioned as follows:
 Page 24: “Vegetable proteins such as toasted soya fl our, 
cotton seed fl our, and coconut concentrate gave identical 
PER values [to milk and fi sh fl our] with restricted and 
with complete vitamin supplements. The fact that B12 and 
other supplementary vitamins do not increase PER for most 
toasted soya preparations is of special signifi cance and 
worthy of further exploration.”
 Page 33: Soybean oil, used at the 5% level, is used as 
part of a diet tested “to bring the crude protein content of the 
diet to 10 per cent.”
 Page 48: “Soya protein” is used in only one of three 
diets shown in Table 6, which is titled “Diet composition and 
excretion of S [sulfur] and N [nitrogen] in three diets fed to 
young adults.” The protein, calories, and NPU of each diet 
are also given.

1371. Fukamachi, Chiharu; Abe, Kazuyoshi; Watanabe, 
Tokuji. 1963. Tônyû no gyôko ni oyobosu tenkabutsu no 
eikyô ni tsuite [Effects of additives on the coagulation of 
soybean milk by calcium salt]. Shokuryo Kenkyujo Kenkyu 
Hokoku (Report of the Food Research Institute) No. 17. p. 
135-39. March. Reprinted from Nippon Shokuhin Kogyo 
Gakkaishi 9:19 (1962). [9 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: Tofu was coagulated with calcium sulfate 
calcium chloride, and sulfuric acid to compare their hardness 
and volume. The quality of the curd made with the acid was 
similar to that made with calcium chloride. Although the curd 
made with calcium sulfate was very soft and voluminous, 
it became smaller and harder and smaller in volume when 
a small amount of acid was added. Various kinds of agents 
were added to the soymilk before precipitation by calcium 
chloride to try to get a soft curd. Among these agents, sodium 
citrate and sodium polyphosphate seemed to be effective in 
making tofu softer and more voluminous, probably because 
of their high pH and their ability to increase the water-
holding capacity of soy protein. Address: Food Research 
Inst., Shiohama 1-4-12, Koto-ku, Tokyo, Japan.

1372. Sugimura, Keiichiro; Taira, Hirokadzu; Ebisawa, 
Harue; Sakurai, Yoshito. 1963. Daizu kakôhin no amino-
san ni kansuru kenkyû. III. [Studies on amino acid contents 
of processed soybean. III. Total and free amino acids of 
soybean “miso”]. Shokuryo Sogo Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku 
(Report of the National Food Research Institute) No. 17. p. 
312-14. March. [13 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: Reprinted from Eiyo to Shokuryo (J. of 
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Japanese Society of Food and Nutrition) 14:411 (1962). 
Address: 1-2. Food Research Inst., Shiohama 1-4-12, Koto-
ku, Tokyo, Japan.

1373. Sugimura, Keiichiro; Taira, Hirokadzu; Ebisawa, 
Harue; Sakurai, Yoshito. 1963. Daizu kakôhin no amino-
san ni kansuru kenkyû. IV. [Studies on amino acid contents 
of processed soybean. IV. Variation of total and free amino 
acid contents in soybean “miso” processing]. Shokuryo Sogo 
Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the National Food 
Research Institute) No. 17. p. 315-19. March. [6 ref. Jap; 
eng]
• Summary: Reprinted from Eiyo to Shokuryo (J. of 
Japanese Society of Food and Nutrition) 14:44 (1962). 
Address: 1-2. Food Research Inst., Shiohama 1-4-12, Koto-
ku, Tokyo, Japan.

1374. Tada, Minoru; Kawamura, Sin’itiro [Shinichiro]. 
1963. [Changes of soybean carbohydrates during growth 
and germination. I]. Kagawa Daigaku Nogakuba Gakujutsu 
Hokoku (Technical Bulletin of the Faculty of Agriculture, 
Kagawa Univ.) 14(2):148-55. March. [21 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: “Reducing sugar content of soybeans decreased 
during growth and increased on germination. On the contrary 
nonreducing sugar content increased during growth and 
decreased on germination... Starch content was high in 
immature stage and decreased during growth; it increased in 
the fi rst 4-6 days of germination and decreased thereafter.”
 Immature soybean seeds contained 4-5% starch and 
starch decreased to almost zero on maturity. The authors 
also observed that the reducing sugar content of soybeans 
decreased and nonreducing sugar content increased during 
development. Address: Faculty of Agriculture, Kagawa Univ. 
[Japan].

1375. British Vegetarian. 1963. Plant proteins and vegetable 
milks. March/April. p. 87-89. [1 ref]
• Summary: Discusses mostly leaf protein. Nutritionists 
agree that leaf protein should not form more than half of the 
total protein intake, and preferably much less. Amino acid 
defi ciencies can be overcome by mixing the leaf protein with 
an equal amount of soya or groundnut protein and fortifying 
with vitamin B-12.

1376. Donovan, L.S.; Dimmock, F.; Carson, R.B. 1963. 
Some effects of planting pattern on yield, per cent oil and per 
cent protein in Mandarin (Ottawa) soybeans. Canadian J. of 
Plant Science 43(2):131-40. April. [8 ref]
• Summary: “The performance of Mandarin (Ottawa) 
soybeans was tested over a 4-year period in fi fteen planting 
patterns resulting from fi ve row spacings (7, 14, 21, 28, 
and 35 inches) and three plant spacings (1, 2, and 3 inches) 
within the row. Response of yield and oil percentage [in 
the seeds] to spacing was considerable. The combination 

of narrowest row and widest plant spacing within the row 
(7 x 3) gave the highest yield, whereas the highest per cent 
oil was obtained from the widest row and the widest plant 
spacing (35 x 3).”
 The best of both yield and oil is probably obtained from 
a 7 x 4 pattern.
 “Protein [content in the seeds] showed less response 
to spacing. It was highest in the closest spacing... Iodine 
number did not respond to spacing.” Address: Canada Dep. 
of Agriculture, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada.

1377. Eidelman, Martin. 1963. Determination of micro 
quantities of some chlorinated organic pesticide residues 
in edible fats and oils. J. of the Association of Offi cial 
Agricultural Chemists 46(2):182-86. April. [3 ref]
• Summary: Soybean oil is one of the eleven fats and 
oils used in this study. Table 1 shows the percentage of 
pesticides from 50 gm samples of various oils by gas 
liquid chromatography. For soybean oil the percentages 
are: Lindane 97%. Heptachlor 66%. Aldrin 46% (by fat 
the lowest). Heptachlor epoxide 97%. DDT 92%. Dieldrin 
102%. Endrin 87%. Address: Div. of Food, Food & Drug 
Administration (FDA), Washington 25, DC.

1378. Honma, Osamu; Ono, H.; Nishihara, K. 1963. Daizu 
o tanpakushitsu gen toshita nyûji shoku no riyô ni tsuite [On 
the use of soybeans as a source of protein in infant diets]. 
Chiryo (J. of Therapy, Tokyo) 45(4):705-10. April. [28 ref. 
Jap]
• Summary: In Germany, soybeans are valued as a food 
with medicinal uses. There are some products on the market 
sold as Vollsojamehl (whole soy fl our, made by Henselwerk 
in Magstadt) that are used in regular foods and medicinally 
by adults, but also by elderly people and young children. 
Soy-based infant formulas made in the USA include: Mull-
Soy Liquid (made by Borden); Sobee Powder and Sobee 
Liquid (made by Mead Johnson); Soyalac Infant Powder, 
Soyalac Infant Concentrated, and Soyagen Infant Powder 
(made by International Nutrition Lab. [Mt. Vernon, Ohio]). 
Those made in Germany include Soyakraft and Sojabasan 
(Henselwerk); Lactopriv; and Solactin. Address: Tokyo 
Keisatsu Byoin Shonika, Icho (Tokyo Police Hospital, 
Pediatric Div., Head).

1379. James, W.S. 1963. New sources of protein in a hungry 
world. British Vegetarian. March/April. p. 69-77.
• Summary: The world population is now doubling roughly 
every 40 years and by the end of this century it is expected to 
reach 6,000 million. A new source of protein has been found. 
Scientists have discovered ways of separating protein from 
the indigestible cellulose and fi bre of waste vegetable matter, 
including leaves, grass, etc. One of the pioneers in this basic 
research is N.W. Pirie, F.R.S., head of the Biochemistry 
Department at Rothamsted Experimental Research Station, 
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Herts. Pirie and his colleagues have developed a small 
“Village Unit” machine for extracting protein from vegetable 
matter. The leaf protein from these machines is a dark green 
cheeselike substance.
 A chemical company has recently put up the necessary 
capital to form a subsidiary company named International 
Protein Products, Ltd., which has built a factory costing 
£300,000 at Plymouth, England, for extracting protein from 
various vegetable sources using I.H. Chayen’s “Impulse 
Process.” The protein concentrate now produced at Plymouth 
has been given the trade name Lypro; it consists of about 
65% protein and 35% oil loosely combined. It looks very 
much like fl our, has a very pale cream color, and a faint 
attractive nutty fl avor.
 The low biological value of some leaf proteins can be 
greatly improved by mixing them with equal weights of soya 
protein, in the form of commercial food products such as 
Soyalac (Loma Linda Foods) or Velactin (A. Wander Ltd.). 
Address: M.Sc.

1380. Perur, N.G.; Smith, R.L.; Wiebe, Herman H. 1963. 
Catalase activity and iron defi ciency in soya bean leaf tissue 
(Letter to the editor). Current Science (Bangalore, India) 
32(4):162. April.
• Summary: “The set of plants that received very low 
supply of iron apparently did not exhibit symptoms of iron 
defi ciency (chlorosis) on their, leaves. However, the low 
iron supply had infl uence on the catalase activity of the leaf 
tissue. The enzyme activity was reduced by an extent of 32% 
as a result of iron defi ciency. The results of the investigation 
therefore lead to the conclusion that the measurement of 
catalase activity served as an indicator of the physiological 
response of the plants to their nutrient status of iron.” 
Address: Agronomy Dep., Utah State Univ., Logan, Utah.

1381. Smith, A.K.; Rackis, J.J.; Hesseltine, C.W.; Robbins, 
D.J.; Booth, A.N. 1963. Processing losses and nutritive value 
of tempeh, a fermented soybean food. Cereal Science Today 
8(4):129. April.
• Summary: “Rats fed tempeh showed a small reduction 
in growth and protein effi ciency compared to rats fed 
autoclaved and dehulled full-fat soybean meal... There 
was no evidence of pancreatic hypertrophy, indicating 
that heat treatment in normal tempeh preparation was 
suffi cient to destroy the factors in raw soybeans responsible 
for poor growth and pancreatic hypertrophy. Methionine 
supplementation of tempeh signifi cantly increased rate of 
rat growth and protein effi ciency values.” Address: Northern 
Regional Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois.

1382. Thorogood, Elizabeth. 1963. A spectrophotometric 
study of the ionzations in ferrihaemoproteins from soya-bean 
nodules. Biochemical Journal 87(1):114-23. April. [16 ref]
• Summary: A spectrophotometric study of the two primary 

ferrihaemoproteins isolated from soya-bean root nodules 
provided evidence for multiple haem-linked ionizations.
 Ellfolk (1961) published data from soya-bean nodules 
grown in Finland. Address: Botanical Lab., Div. of Biology, 
Univ. of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia 4, Pennsylvania.

1383. Baliga, B.R.; Rajagopalan, R. 1963. Vitamin B-12 
and the nutritive value of heat treated soyabean. Indian J. of 
Medical Research 51(4):758-63. May. [29 ref]
• Summary: Vitamin B-12 and aureomycin. Address: Central 
Food Technological Research Inst. (CFTRI), Mysore, India.

1384. Behar, Moisés. 1963. The story of Incaparina: 
Utilization of available sources of vegetable protein for 
human feeding. J. of the American Medical Women’s 
Association 18(5):384-88. May. (INCAP Publication I-280). 
[12 ref]
• Summary: In 1946 the six nations of Central America 
decided to create, in a cooperative effort, an Institute 
responsible for the study of nutritional problems of the 
region and for fi nding solutions to these problems. In 
1949 the Institute of Nutrition of Central America and 
Panama began operations. It faced widespread nutritional 
defi ciencies, and, “among them, protein defi ciency was the 
most widespread” (Auret & Behar 1954. Scrimshaw & Behar 
1955). Address: M.D., M.P.H., Director INCAP, Guatemala.

1385. Birk, Yehudith; Gertler, A.; Khalef, Shulamith. 1963. A 
pure trypsin inhibitor from soya beans. Biochemical Journal 
87(2):281-84. May. [10 ref]
• Summary: A new trypsin inhibitor has been discovered. 
An existing acetone insoluble trypsin inhibitor was further 
purifi ed and separated from a highly active amylase. Its 
purity was established using two methods. The molecular 
weight of the new inhibitor was found to be 24,000 and 
its isoelectric point was pH 4.2. It’s non-identity with the 
crystalline trypsin inhibitor was further proved by its higher 
specifi c activity (13-fold) against chymotrypsin and by the 
absence of tryptophan. Address: Faculty of Agriculture, 
Hebrew Univ., Rehovot, Israel.

1386. Finney, K.F.; Rubenthaler, G.; Pomeranz, Y. 1963. 
Chemical composition and physical treatment are among the 
soy-product variables affecting bread-baking. Cereal Science 
Today 8(5):166-68, 183. May. [10 ref]
• Summary: Chiefl y fl our. Such variables as chemical 
composition, and soy product blends, used at 2.5% protein 
level are assessed. Address: Kansas State Univ., Manhattan.

1387. Meals for Millions. 1963. Friendship food for a 
hungry world. Distribution of relief shipments, September 
1946–May 15, 1963. 215 West 7th Street, Los Angeles 14, 
California. 4 p. Undated. [2 ref]
• Summary: Total distribution of MPF (Multi-Purpose Food) 
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up to 15 May 1963 was 12,830,416 pounds, comprising 
102.6 million meals. Countries receiving over 20,000 
pounds, in descending order of amount received, were: India 
(1,979,748 lb), Korea (1,356,110), Japan (541,102), Hong 
Kong (394,259), China (358,957, stopped in 1951), Brazil 
(312,244), Germany (206,185), United States (183,366), 
Philippines (146,943), Haiti (139,823), France (126,022), 
Pakistan (101,041), Congo (86,101), Austria (82,159), 
Tanganyika (77,997) Mexico (65,722) Burma (63,554), 
Taiwan (58,639), Lebanon (56,910), Canada (51,836), 
Ceylon (38,428), Israel (38,280), Jamaica (38,171), Greece 
(38,133), Vietnam (37,524), Italy (36,768), Indonesia 
(35,873), Jordan (33,375), Hungary (33,165), New Guinea 
(31,535), Gabon (27,704), Liberia (27,187), Okinawa 
(23,640), Malaya (23,454), Morocco (22,736), Chile 
(22,721), Iran (21,482), Peru (21,374), Honduras (21,168), 
Bolivia (20,860), Nepal (20,626), Borneo (20,053).
 The following countries (listed alphabetically) were 
early recipients of soy-based Multi-Purpose Food from 
Meals for Millions, and were late in introducing soybeans to 
the country: Bahamas (received 6 shipments totaling 2,079 
lb between 1 July 1960 and 31 Dec. 1962). Basutoland 
[Lesotho] (received 2 shipments totaling 1,539 lb between 1 
July 1960 and 31 Dec. 1962). Bolivia (received 2 shipments 
totaling 1,634 lb between Sept. 1946 and 30 June 1960). 
British Honduras (received 5 shipments totaling 11,319 lb 
between Sept. 1946 and 30 June 1960; renamed Belize in 
about 1975). Cape Verde Islands (received 1 shipment of 
2,007 lb between Sept. 1946 and 30 June 1960; independent 
since 1975). Caroline Islands (received 2 shipments totaling 
2,008 lb between Sept. 1946 and 30 June 1960; renamed 
Federated States of Micronesia in 1986). Central African 
Republic (received 1 shipment of 2,025 lb between 1 July 
1960 and 31 Dec. 1962). Eritrea (received 1 shipment 
totaling 2,025 lb between Sept. 1946 and 30 June 1969). 
Fiji Islands (received 2 shipments totaling 2,052 lb between 
Sept. 1946 and 30 June 1969). Finland (received 1 shipment 
of 2,040 lb between Sept. 1946 and 30 June 1960). Gabon 
(received 3 shipments totaling 17,660 lb between Sept. 
1946 and 30 June 1960). Guam (received 3 shipments 
totaling 4,995 lb between 1 July 1960 and 31 Dec. 1962). 
Guadalcanal ([later part of the Solomon Islands] received 1 
shipment of 513 lb between Sept. 1946 and 30 June 1960). 
Iraq (received 3 shipments totaling 8,122 lb between Sept. 
1946 and 30 June 1960). Jordan (received 9 shipments 
totaling 28,839 lb between Sept. 1946 and 30 June 1960). 
Liberia (received 10 shipments totaling 21,949 lb between 
Sept. 1946 and 30 June 1960). Luxemburg [Luxembourg] 
(received 1 shipment of 5,130 lb between Sept. 1946 and 
30 June 1960). Marshall Islands (received 1 shipment of 
739 lb between Sept. 1946 and 30 June 1960). Mozambique 
(received 3 shipments totaling 7,641 lb between Sept. 1946 
and 30 June 1960). New Hebrides [later Vanuatu] (received 
1 shipment of 513 lb between Sept. 1946 and 30 June 1960). 

Oman (received 4 shipments totaling 10,659 lb between 
Sept. 1946 and 30 June 1960). Panama (received 1 shipment 
of 96 lb between Sept. 1946 and 30 June 1960). Samoa 
(American) (received 6 shipments totaling 6,480 lb between 
Sept. 1946 and 30 June 1960). Somali (received 1 shipment 
of 270 lb between 1 July 1960 and 31 Dec. 1962). Swaziland 
(received 1 shipment of 621 lb between 1 July 1960 and 31 
Dec. 1962). Tonga Islands [Kingdom of Tonga, independent 
since 1970] (received 5 shipments totaling 6,723 lb between 
1 July 1960 and 31 Dec. 1962). Virgin Islands [USA] 
(received 2 shipments totaling 2,113 lb between Sept. 1946 
and 30 June 1960). Western Samoa [independent since 1962] 
(received 1 shipment of 1,026 lb between 1 Jan. 1963 and 15 
May 1963).
 Other countries which received MFM shipments by 
15 May 1963 are: Afghanistan, Algeria, Angola, Argentina, 
Basseterre [Probably refers to the island, Basse-Terre 
(or Guadeloupe proper) which is the western half of 
Guadeloupe, separated from the other half, Grand-Terre, 
by a narrow channel. As of 1994 Guadeloupe is a French 
Overseas Department. Probably not the seaport on St. 
Christopher Island, capital of St. Christopher-Nevis–since 
that is not a country], Belgium, Cambodia, Republic of 
Cameroun [Cameroon], Canal Zone, Colombia, Costa Rica, 
Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Dominica, Dominican Republic, 
Ecuador, Egypt, El Salvador, England, Eritrea, Ethiopia, 
French West Indies, Gambia, Ghana, Goa [former Portuguese 
possession; annexed by India in 1962; became a state of 
India in 1987], Grenada, Guatemala, Haute Volta [Upper 
Volta, later Burkina Faso], Iraq, Kenya, Laos, Libya, Macao, 
Madeira Islands [autonomous region of Portugal in east 
Atlantic Ocean, 600 miles due west of Casablanca, off the 
coast of Morocco], Mauritius Islands, Montserrat [island in 
the West Indies], Netherlands, Nicaragua, Nigeria, Northern 
Rhodesia [later Zambia], Nyasaland [later Malawi], Oman, 
Paraguay, Persian Gulf, Poland, Puerto Rico, Ruanda Urundi, 
Rumania [Romania], Ryukyu Islands, American Samoa, 
Santa Lucia [probably Saint Lucia island in the Caribbean], 
Sicily, Sierra Leone, South Africa, Southern Rhodesia 
[later Zimbabwe], Spain, Surinam [Suriname], Switzerland, 
Thailand, Trieste [Italy], Tunisia, Turkey, Uganda, Uruguay, 
Venezuela, Yugoslavia.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2019) 
concerning soybean products (soy fl our in MPF) in British 
Honduras [Belize], Cape Verde, Caroline Islands, Eritrea, 
Iraq, Lesotho, Liberia, Macao (May 1963), Marshall Islands, 
New Hebrides [Vanuatu], Oman, Samoa (American), Tonga, 
or Western Samoa. Soybeans as such have not yet been 
reported in these countries.
 This document contains the earliest date seen for 
soybean products (soy fl our in MPF) in Bolivia (June 1960), 
British Honduras (June 1960), Cape Verde (June 1960), 
Central African Republic (Dec. 1962), Eritrea (June 1960), 
Iraq (June 1960), Lesotho (Dec. 1962), Liberia (June 1960), 
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Marshall Islands (June 1960), New Hebrides (June 1960; 
Vanuatu), Oman (June 1960), Samoa (American) (June 
1960), Tonga (Dec. 1962), or Western Samoa (May 1963). 
Soybeans as such had not yet been reported by that date in 
these various countries. Address: Los Angeles, California.

1388. Senti, Frederic R. 1963. Current status of soybean 
utilization research under P.L. 480. Soybean Digest. May. p. 
28, 30-34.
• Summary: This is the third in a series of USDA research 
reports under the P.L. 480 program. Discusses progress on 
active projects: Soybean oil in Seville, Spain; Chemical 
changes in sterols during refi ning of soy oil by Prof. H. 
Niewiadomski in Gdansk, Poland; Flavor stability of soy oil 
in by Prof. Y. Toyama at Toyo Univ. in Japan; Improving the 
frying quality of soybean oil by Prof. G. Varela at Univ. of 
Granada, Spain; Meal constituents.
 Oriental foods: Production of shoyu (soy sauce) using 
U.S. vs. Japanese soybeans, use of dehulled soybean grits 
for making miso, miso-type food in Israel, use of U.S. 
soybeans in making tofu, or soybean curd, by the Japan Tofu 
Association, Tokyo.
 Industrial applications: Polymerization studied in Milan, 
Italy. Soybean constituents. Oriental foods #2: Dried tofu 
in Japan, Saccharomyces rouxii yeast in shoyu and miso, 
development of fermented products from soybean milk 
in Japan, fermented soybean cheese in Taiwan, fermented 
soyfoods (tempeh, ontjom, ragi) in Indonesia.
 Domestic research for increasing imports: Work with 
soy oil, UNICEF trainees from Brazil studying tempeh, 
projects saponins, protein complexes, and isolated protein 
quality in Israel.
 A small portrait photo shows F.R. Senti. Address: 
Director, Northern Utilization Research and Development 
Div. (also known as the Northern Regional Research Lab.), 
Agricultural Research Service, USDA, Peoria, Illinois.

1389. Robeson, Charles D. Assignor to Eastman Kodak 
Co. (Rochester, New York). 1963. Sterol and piperazine 
complexes and process for the preparation thereof. U.S. 
Patent 3,092,624. June 4. 5 p. Application fi led 26 April 
1962.
• Summary: “Sterols are complex, organic chemical 
compounds, the molecules of which are represented by the 
following general formula: (chemical structure diagram 
shown) wherein R is a hydrocarbon radical containing at 
least 6 carbon atoms. Sterols occur in nature in both plants 
and animals, being generally found in the oils and fats 
obtained therefrom. Sterols of animal origin are referred 
to generally as zoosterols while sterols of plant origin are 
referred to generally as phytosterols. Examples of zoosterols 
are cholesterol, beta-cholestanol and coprosterol. Examples 
of phytosterols are stigmasterol, beta-sitosterol and 
ergosterol.

 “Sterols generally are useful as starting materials in the 
preparation and synthesis of adrenal cortical hormones and 
sex hormones.”
 Note: Soy is mentioned 14 times in this patent, as 
“soybean oil,” “soybean oil sterols” and “mixed soybean oil 
sterols.” Address: Rochester, New York.

1390. Eastman Kodak Company. 1963. [Solubilization 
of complex molecules for use as drugs]. French Patent 
1,330,108. June 21. Application fi led 24 May 1958. 21 p. 
(Chem. Abst. 59:11198f). [Fre]*
• Summary: Soybean oil sterol was prepared.

1391. Hackler, L.R.; Hand, D.B.; Steinkraus, K.H.; Van 
Buren, J.P. 1963. A comparison of the nutritional value 
of protein from several soybean fractions. J. of Nutrition 
80(2):205-10. June. [6 ref]
• Summary: In PER studies, several soybean fractions were 
fed to weanling rats. The results were somewhat surprising in 
that they indicated that the “residue from water extraction,” 
or water-insoluble fraction, was the most nutritious.
 Unextracted [full-fat] soybean fl our was prepared by 
soaking dry soybeans overnight at room temperature in 3 
times their weight of water. The beans were dehulled using a 
vegetable peeler and water fl otation. The dehulled soybeans 
were drained, steamed for 1 hour at 100ºC, frozen at -40ºC 
then freeze-dried whole. The beans were then ground fi nely 
(through the 023 screen of a Rietz Disintegrator) with water. 
The soymilk and solids were separated in a plate fi lter while 
the milk was still cold. The soymilk was then cooked for 1 
hour at 100ºC, concentrated, frozen, and freeze dried.
 The PER for the different fractions and for casein were 
as follows: Casein 2.86, residue 2.71, dehulled soybean 2.51, 
curd [tofu] 2.20, soymilk 2.11, whey 1.93. Address: New 
York State Agric. Exp. Station, Geneva, New York.

1392. Head, M.J.; Coppock, J.B.M. 1963. The future of 
soybean meal in animal feedstuffs in the UK. Soybean 
Digest. June. p. 14-15.
• Summary: “In the United Kingdom the bulk of the 
soybean meal used is solvent extracted and has a protein 
content of about 44%. But there are limited quantities of the 
50%-protein type also in use. Normally, however, in this 
article, we refer to the former.
 “At present the soybean meal inclusion in animal 
feeding in the U.K. is almost solely restricted to poultry 
and pig feeds. Little fi nds it way into cattle feeds, but this 
may be for economic reasons which might very well alter at 
any time. Soy meal is also used in a variety of other animal 
rations, but the total quantity involved is relatively small.
 “In poultry rations the average inclusion rate is (a) 15-
20% in broiler and turkey rations and (b) in layers rations 
roughly half this amount. In pig rations, where the total 
protein level is, however, lower than in poultry rations, 
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approximately half the oilseed portion of the protein may be 
in the form of soybean meal.
 “It is clear, therefore, that many other ingredients are 
used by the British feedstuffs manufacturer, particularly fi sh 
meals. These choices are governed by either geographical 
factors or economic factors or both. The data in Table I 
indicate the relative value of various protein sources in terms 
of the price per unit of two important constituent amino 
acids, lysine and methionine, in the London market during 
November 1962. The relatively favorable position which 
soya meal has in this table should be noted. Therein lies very 
much the key to its future use.
 “It will be observed that the order of the various 
ingredients included in Table I is in decreasing cost of the 
lysine component. The position of soya, when tabulated in 
this way can vary, depending on market conditions and the 
chemical composition of the consignments of soybean meal 
reaching the market. It must be realized in this connection 
that both processed meal and beans for conversion into meal 
are imported into the U.K. In, therefore, such a traditionally 
importing country of many protein sources as the United 
Kingdom, price per ton of soybean meal will always remain 
the most signifi cant factor in determining its future usage. 
Nevertheless, variations in quality are of considerable 
importance and will probably become more so in the future.
 “In attaining the best food conversion effi ciency for 
any class of stock at the most economic level, feedstuff 
manufacturers are becoming increasingly aware that similar 
protein sources can have wide variations in usefulness. 
Consequently great interest has been shown in measurement 
of the comparative biological value of the several protein 
sources economically available. The recent survey of 
Duckworth, Woodham and McDonald indicates the extent 
of the variations in gross protein value (G.P.V.) of several 
meals, including soya, and incidentally underlines how little 
signifi cance can be attached to protein content measured 
chemically as an index of biological worth. Table II 
summarizes some of their data.
 “It will be seen that in the majority of cases the 
maximum gross protein value are obtained at the lower 
protein content.
 “This emphasizes that protein quality is highly 
important, more so than quantity, although it will take much 
education to get this idea across to (a) the farmer who sees 
the chemical declaration of his feeds expressed in terms of 
quantity and (b) the grower and processer who have not yet, 
like the farmer, fully understood that the protein constituents, 
and their maintenance in good condition, are more important 
than just quantity of protein.
 “The data in the table also shows the wide variation 
in biological value that can occur between proteins of the 
same type. The authors of the work summarized in Table II 
observe that among the highest ranking materials, namely 
fi sh meals, dried skimmed milk and soybean meals, the 

greater proportion of the samples examined (e.g. soybean 
meals 14 out of 19) tend towards the maximum in gross 
protein value. This then is a real advantage possessed by 
soybean meals. It means their feeding value is likely to be 
consistently better than the poorer protein sources.
 “Consistency has been emphasized because many regard 
this factor as being of equal importance to quality. Some 
would argue of greater value because of the paramount 
need of maintaining rations at a given nutritional standard.” 
Address: 1. Research Controller, Animal Nutrition Research 
Lab., Spillers Ltd., Middle Aston, Oxon [Oxfordshire], 
UK; 2. Director of Research, Spillers Ltd., and Associated 
Companies, Old Change House, London.

1393. Magee, Aden C. 1963. Biological responses of 
young rats fed diets containing genistin and genistein. J. of 
Nutrition 80(2):151-56. June. [25 ref]
• Summary: “Within recent years numerous investigations 
have been directed towards the detection, isolation, and 
characterization of naturally occurring plant estrogens. One 
of these compounds which has been studied is genistin, an 
isofl avone glucoside found in soybean meal. Genistin and 
its aglucone, genistein, have been shown to have adverse 
effects on reproduction, weight gain and the development 
of several internal organs of young mice.” Genistein was 
isolated from commercial soybean meal that had presumably 
been heated. Young male rats were fed these plant estrogens 
for 4 weeks. “A dietary level of 0.5% of genistin or genistein 
resulted in signifi cant decreases in weight gain and in the 
weights of the kidneys and spleens. Rats fed diets containing 
either plant estrogen had liver and spleen iron levels that 
were signifi cantly higher than those of the controls, but 
hemoglobin and tissue copper levels were not affected by 
the feeding of either genistin of genistein. Levels of zinc in 
the bones and livers of the estrogen-fed rats were higher than 
the corresponding zinc levels of the controls. Genistin and 
genistein enhanced the deposition of calcium, phosphorus 
and magnesium in the bones of young rats. Bone Ca/P ratios 
were lower in the animals receiving diets containing the 
plant estrogens.”
 Rackis (1974, p. 170A) notes: “To obtain an effect 
from soybean meal equivalent to that observed in the 
experiments of Magee [1963], soybean meal would have to 
be the sole constituent of the diet.” Address: School of Home 
Economics, The Woman’s College of the Univ. of North 
Carolina, Greensboro, North Carolina.

1394. Tasker, P.K.; Joseph, A.A.; Ananthaswamy, H.N.; et 
al. 1963. Supplementary value of a protein food based on a 
blend of soya, groundnut and coconut fl ours to a tapioca-rice 
diet. Food Science (Mysore, India) 12:178-81. June. [14 ref]
• Summary: “The incidence of protein malnutrition among 
children is particularly high in countries where tapioca and 
other starchy tubers are consumed along with cereals (1-6). 
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The possibility of using protein-rich foods based on oilseed 
meals and legumes as supplements to the diets of children in 
the above regions has been investigated by several workers 
(7-).”
 This study uses soya fl our. Address: Central Food 
Technological Research Inst. (CFTRI), Mysore, India.

1395. Tasker, P.K.; Ananthaswamy, H.N.; Narayana Rao, 
M.; Swaminathan, M.; Sankaran, A.N.; Sreenivasan, A.; 
Subrahmanyan, V. 1963. The nutritive value of the proteins 
of a processed protein food based on a blend of full-fat soya 
fl our, groundnut fl our, and coconut meal. Food Science 
(Mysore, India) 12:175-77. June. [8 ref]
• Summary: Skim milk powder compared with soybean 
fl our and other vegetable proteins. Address: Central Food 
Technological Research Inst. (CFTRI), Mysore, India.

1396. Tasker, P.K.; Narayana Rao, M.; Swaminathan, M.; 
Sreenivasan, A.; Subrahmanyan, V. 1963. The chemical 
composition and shelf-life of a protein food based on a blend 
of soyabean, groundnut and coconut fl ours. Food Science 
(Mysore, India) 12(6):173-75. June. [16 ref]
• Summary: A protein food was prepared based on a blend of 
4 parts full-fat soya fl our, 3 parts groundnut fl our, and 3 parts 
coconut meal. It contained 42% protein and was adequately 
fortifi ed with calcium salts, vitamins A and D, and thiamine 
and ribofl avin. It had a shelf-life of 9 months. Address: 
Central Food Technological Research Inst. (CFTRI), Mysore, 
India.

1397. Bils, R.F.; Howell, R.W. 1963. Biochemical and 
cytological changes in developing soybean cotyledons. Crop 
Science 3(4):304-08. July/Aug. Based on Bils’ 1962 PhD 
thesis, Dept. of Botany, Univ. of Illinois. [29 ref]
• Summary: The physiology, biochemistry, histology, and 
cytology of developing soybean cotyledons from 15 days 
after fl owering to maturity were studied using manometric 
and histochemical techniques, plus light microscopy and 
electron microscopy.
 By 26 days after fl owering (DAF), starch, lipid, and 
protein bodies were present in cytosol in soybean cotyledons. 
As the seed developed, the cells of the cotyledons became 
packed with the lipid, protein, and starch bodies. However 
the starch bodies disappeared just prior to seed maturation.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 2011) 
that describes the use of an electron microscope (in this case 
a transmission electron microscope) to examine soybeans 
or soyfoods. Address: 1. USC; 2. Plant physiologist, CRD, 
ARS, USDA.

1398. Johnston, A.E.; Ven Horst, Helen M.; Cowan, J.C.; 
Dutton, H.J. 1963. Hydrogenation of linolenate. VIII. Effects 
of catalyst concentration and temperature on rate, selectivity 
and trans formation. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 

40(7):285-86. July. [10 ref]
• Summary: This is part of a study on hydrogenation of 
soybean oil to improve its fl avor by the production of 
fl avor-stable products high in linoleic acid. The rate of 
hydrogenation depends on both temperature and catalyst 
concentration, however trans formation is essentially a 
function of temperature, while selectivity is little infl uenced 
by either parameter. Address: Northern Regional Research 
Lab., Peoria, Illinois.

1399. Roberts, R.C.; Briggs, D.R. 1963. Characteristics of 
the various soybean globulin components with respect to 
denaturation by ethanol. Cereal Chemistry 40(4):450-58. 
July. [11 ref]
• Summary: Describes solvent extraction using ethyl alcohol. 
Address: Univ. of Minnesota, St. Paul.

1400. Ghadimi, H.; Pecora, P. 1963. Free amino acids of 
different kinds of milk. American J. of Clinical Nutrition 
13(2):75-81. Aug. [5 ref]
• Summary: Sobee and Mullsoy, milk substitutes made from 
soybeans, were included in the studies. A table shows their 
amino acid composition. Address: State Univ. of New York, 
Downstate Medical Center, Brooklyn, NY.

1401. Goodall, Jane. 1963. My life among wild chimpanzees. 
National Geographic 124(2):272-308. Aug. *
• Summary: The author was one of the fi rst to show that 
chimpanzees were not strictly vegetarians.

1402. Hill, F.W.; Renner, Ruth. 1963. Effects of heat 
treatment on the metabolizable energy value of soybeans 
and extracted soybean fl akes for the hen. J. of Nutrition 
80(4):375-80. Aug. [10 ref]
• Summary: The amount of heating required for optimal 
nutritional value and number of eggs produced was similar to 
that previously obtained in studies of young chicks. Address: 
Dep. of Poultry Husbandry, Cornell Univ., Ithaca, New York.

1403. Ikenaka, Tokuji; Shimada, K.; Matsushima, Y. 1963. 
The N-terminal amino acid sequence of soybean trypsin 
inhibitor. J. of Biochemistry (Tokyo) 54(2):193-95. Aug. [6 
ref]
• Summary: “Neurath and Davie (1) reported that DNP-
method revealed one N-terminal group, aspartic acid or 
asparagine, in Kunitz’s soybean trypsin inhibitor (STI) (2). 
This paper deals with studies on the N-terminal amino acid 
sequence of STI.”
 “From the results of Table I, it might be suggested 
that the amino acid sequence of peptides A, B and D are 
H-Asp. Phe. Val. Leu. Asp, H-Asp. Phe. Val and H-Asp. 
Phe, respectively. Therefore, the N-terminal amino acid 
sequence of STI is supposed to be H-Asp. Phe. Val. Leu. 
Asp.” Address: Dep. of Chemistry, Faculty of Science, Osaka 
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Univ., Osaka, Japan.

1404. Rosenvold, Doris; Rosenvold, Lloyd. 1963. Rx 
recipes: A guide to healthful food preparation. Montrose, 
Colorado: Rosenvold Publications. Citadel Agencies, P.O. 
Box 135, Fairfi eld, Washington 99012. vii + 186 p. No index. 
23 cm. Spiral bound.
• Summary: This vegan cookbook contains no foods from 
animal sources except honey. It was developed primarily 
to help patients with food allergies and cardio-vascular 
problems. Soy milk, soy fl our, soy grits, and [whole dry] soy 
beans are used extensively throughout the book.
 Chapter 9, “Milk and Cream Substitutes,” gives recipes 
for pecan milk, unsweetened walnut milk, almond cream, 
coconut milk, homemade soybean milk, Loma Linda 
Soyagen (powdered), cashew cream, cashew milk, and 
walnut milk.
 Chapter 11, “Entrees,” contains recipes for: Creamed 
soy beans. Green soy beans. Supreme loaf (with Vegeburger 
plus Yeastex or Savita). Walnut roast (with rich soy milk). 
Scrambled “eggs” with Smokene (and soy cheese/To-fu). 
Scrambled “eggs” with chives (with soy cheese [tofu] and 
soy milk). To-fu with mushrooms. Baked rice and cheese 
(with to-fu). Scrambled “eggs” plain (with soy cheese 
[To-fu] and rich soy milk). Soy beans (boiled). Soy bean 
croquette (with “2 c. soy bean puree”). Soy bean loaf (with 
“2 c. mashed cooked soy beans”). Soy bean patties (with “1 
c. soy cheese” [tofu]). Baked soy beans.
 Chapter 19, “Foreign Dishes,” contains a recipe for 
“How to make to-fu” (using Loma Linda Soyagen powder, 
curded with lemon juice), plus two tofu recipes. The 
companion volume to this book is titled Nutrition for Life.

1405. Saxena, H.C.; Jensen, L.S.; McGinnis, J. 1963. 
Infl uence of age on utilization of raw soybean meal by 
chickens. J. of Nutrition 80(4):391-96. Aug. [12 ref]
• Summary: The age of a chicken strongly affects the 
infl uence that raw soybean meal has on it.
 The effect of raw soybean meal on chickens of different 
ages were investigated in three separate experiments. (1) 
Raw and heated soybean meal were fed to chicks of various 
ages up to 12 weeks of age for a period of two weeks. 
Results: Growth of these chicks that were 6 weeks of age 
before being fed raw soybean meal was not affected by the 
active principle that depresses growth of younger chicks. 
Pancreatic hypertrophy was seen in chicks that showed no 
growth depression, but was greatly reduced in birds at 12 
weeks and completely absent in hens fed raw soybean meal. 
The egg production, feed utilization and nitrogen retention of 
hens fed raw meal was no different from that of the hens fed 
a heated soybean meal diet.
 (2) Experimental diets were fed to one-day-old chicks 
for 8 weeks.
 (3) Experimental diets were fed to 30-week-old laying 

hens for 8 weeks.
 Criteria used to judge infl uence were growth, feed 
conversion effi ciency, pancreas weights, nitrogen retention, 
and egg production.
 “Results support the concept that raw soybean meal 
has an active fraction which cannot be fully digested by the 
young chick because of the lack of specifi c enzyme(s)” and 
that a part of this protein is absorbed and acts in a positive 
manner to produce pancreatic hypertrophy. This active 
fraction is hydrolyzed [split, cut] by enzymes produced by 
the older birds, hence produces no physiological effects 
which are seen in young chicks. Address: Dep. of Poultry 
Science, Washington State Univ., Pullman, Washington.

1406. Chambers, John A. 1963. Soya in nutritional foods. 
Arkady Review (Manchester, England) 40(3):47-50. Sept.
• Summary: Soybeans which are high in protein and low 
in carbohydrates lend themselves to both specialty diets 
(slimming foods) and to food for those suffering from milk 
allergies, coeliac disease [celiac] and phenyl ketonuria. 
A photo (p. 49) shows “Some specialty foods containing 
soya.” These include Metercal [spelled Metrecal in the USA] 
powder and wafers (made by Mead Johnson), Ovaltine, 
Farley’s Gluten Free Biscuits, and Limmits (“The meal in 
a biscuit that helps you slim”). Address: BSc, Research 
Chemist, British Arkady Co., Ltd.

1407. Rackis, J.J.; Smith, A.K.; Nash, A.M.; Robbins, D.J.; 
Booth, A.N. 1963. Feeding studies on soybeans. Growth and 
pancreatic hypertrophy in rats fed soybean meal fractions. 
Cereal Chemistry 40(5):531-38. Sept. [11 ref]
• Summary: “Poor growth, low protein effi ciency, and 
pancreatic hypertrophy occurred when rats fed casein diets 
containing raw soybean whey solids and whey protein. 
Trypsin inhibitor in these diets was very high.” Address: 
Northern Regional Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois.

1408. Todhunter, E.N. 1963. Biographical notes from the 
history of nutrition. David Breese Jones–October 5, 1879–
August 31, 1954. J. of the American Dietetic Association 
43(3):280. Sept. [1 ref]
• Summary: Pronounced BREES.
 1879 Oct. 5–Jones is born in Cambria, Wisconsin, the 
eldest of 3 sons born to John D. and Mary (Breese) Jones, 
both of whom were of Welsh ancestry. Jones receives his 
early education at Ripon College Preparatory School in 
Ripon, Wisconsin.
 1904–He obtains his bachelor’s degree from Ripon 
College, where he has taken all the chemistry and science 
courses offered. He worked his way through college but also 
had various extracurricular activities.
 1904-06–He teaches science plus almost every other 
subject at a high school in Minnesota.
 1906–He obtains a position at Yale University 
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(Connecticut) as Assistant in Chemistry to T.B. Johnson. He 
takes additional science courses at the same time.
 1908-09–He then works in the laboratory of Thomas B. 
Osborne at Storrs, Connecticut.
 1910 Aug. 25–He marries Clara Abigail Chase at 
Rhinelander, Wisconsin. She shares his love of nature, and 
tramping through fi elds and woods.
 1910–He obtains his doctorate from Yale University.
 1911–He is head of the Chemistry Department, 
Morningside College, Sioux City, Iowa.
 1912-1915–He serves for 4 years as instructor in organic 
chemistry at the University of Wisconsin.
 1915–He join’s USDA’s newly established Protein 
Investigation Laboratory in the Bureau of Chemistry; there 
he remains until his retirement in 1949. He begins work on 
the isolation and analysis of seed proteins; his work is noted 
for being systematic, accurate and complete.
 1916 Oct.–He publishes an article on the proteins of the 
peanut in the Journal of Biological Chemistry.
 1917–He begins nutritional studies when a rat colony is 
established.
 1921 March–He publishes his fi rst article on the soy 
bean.
 1947–He is one of the men to receive the Superior 
Service Award presented by the USDA. The wording on 
his citation reads: “For his contribution to science through 
research into the chemical nature, digestibility, and biological 
value of proteins and their constituent amino acids.”
 Note: Another USDA employee who received the same 
award at the same time was William J. Morse.
 During his career D.B. Jones published 160 papers 
of which he was author or co-author; about 60 of these 
appeared in the J. of Biological Chemistry.
 1954 Aug. 31–He died of a heart condition. Address: 
Dean, School of Home Economics, Univ. of Alabama, 
Tuscaloosa, AL.

1409. Haque, Inam-ul. 1963. Infl uence of variety and locality 
on the chemical composition of soybean. Pakistan J. of 
Scientifi c Research 15(4):123-27. Oct. [15 ref]
• Summary: The chemical composition of 25 soybean 
varieties was determined. The following varieties were 
grown at Ludhiana Agricultural Farm: Shillong 1, Shillong 
4, Mis 4, Mis 22 Mis 27, Mis 28, Mis 31, Mis 32, Mis 34, 
Mis 94, K 16, K 30, Behrume 1, Behrume 6, Behrume 14, 
Greenish Yellow, Chocolate, Soybeans Bandhar, Large 
White, Mammoth Yellow, Naga Yellow, Yellow Pusa, 
Otootan, Avoyens, Mirjanhat, and Mirjanhat yellow. 
On average they contained 8.93% moisture, 5.93% ash, 
34.85% protein, 19.37% fatty substances, and 30.92% total 
carbohydrates.
 Chemical composition of soybeans was affected by 
growing them in different localities–Ludhiana, Lyallpur, and 
Multan.

 Note: In 1977, Lyallpur was renamed Faisalabad. 
Located in the province of Punjab, Faisalabad is the 3rd 
largest city in Pakistan. Address: Dep. of Soil Sciences, West 
Pakistan Agricultural Univ., Lyallpur.

1410. Product Name:  Soy Molasses.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Hayes Ashdod Ltd. Renamed 
Solbar Hatzor Ltd. in April 1987.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Habosem Street, Industrial Zone, 
P.O. Box 2230, Ashdod, Israel.
Date of Introduction:  1963 October.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  Letter (e-mail) from 
Daniel Chajuss, founder and owner of Hayes Ashdod Ltd. 
2005. April 8. Hayes Ashdod started selling soy molasses 
in 1963, at the same time it started making soy protein 
concentrate. A by-product of making concentrates, this soy 
molasses was manufactured according to the company’s 
patent submitted in 1963 (“Process for the production of 
molasses-like syrup.” Israel Patent 19,186 (1963)). “The 
name that we gave to the product from the start was always 
only ‘soy molasses” because it looked much like sugar 
molasses, being a brown viscous syrup with a typical 
bittersweet fl avor, smelled the same as sugar molasses, and 
was intended for animal feeding purposes–just like sugar 
molasses. It was thus easier to sell it for animal feeds when 
it was labeled ‘molasses.’ Central Soya did make a product 
like soy molasses at about the same time we did, but they 
called it ‘soy solubles.’ Aarhus Oliefabrik A/S of Denmark, 
which bought our engineering designs for a soy protein 
concentrate and molasses plant, got the name ‘soy molasses’ 
from us as well, and have been using it since about 1974, 
when they started selling the molasses. They mixed it into 
the soybean meal they made and/or sold it to feed mills. 
ADM started making alcohol washed soy protein concentrate 
many years later. They actually made and still are making 
a very diluted soy molasses; they use it as a fermentation 
aid for their industrial alcohol [ethanol] manufacturing 
plant, and as a source of isofl avones. Soy molasses is now 
generally used as an ingredient in mixed feeds, as a pelleting 
aid, added to soybean meal (e.g., by spraying it into the 
soybean meal desolventizer toaster), mixed with hulls and 
in liquid feed diets for ruminants. Pigs are able to digest 
the oligosaccharides present in soy molasses; the stachyose 
and raffi nose are apparently completely fermented by the 
hindgut bacteria of the weanling pig. Soy molasses is also 
used as a fermentation aid, as a prebiotic (Bifi dobacteria 
growth promoter), and as an ingredient in specialized breads. 
It can be used as a substrate for lactic acid production by 
Lactobacillus salivarius, as a plywood adhesive, and to 
stabilize sandy loams. In the late 1960s Hayes Ashdod Ltd. 
sold appreciable quantities for this latter purpose. In the early 
1970s, Dr. Micha Naim, of the Hebrew University, Faculty 
of Agriculture, Rehovot, used soy molasses from Hayes to 
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isolate, characterize, and study the biological activity of 
soybean isofl avones for his PhD thesis; and he found a new 
isofl avone he called glycitein. In 1995 we got a patent (D. 
Chajuss, 1995. “A novel use of soy molasses.” Israel Patent 
119,107). We did not make this product commercially as we 
had sold Hayes Ashdod, but the know-how is used today by 
others.
 Note: This is the world’s earliest known commercial soy 
molasses product.

1411. Product Name:  Haypro (Soy Protein Concentrate).
Foreign Name:  Haypro.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Hayes Ashdod Ltd. Renamed 
Solbar Hatzor Ltd. in April 1987.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Habosem Street, Industrial Zone, 
P.O. Box 2230, Ashdod, Israel.
Date of Introduction:  1963 October.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  Letters from Daniel 
Chajuss, founder and owner of Hayes Ashdod Ltd. 1992 
June 23, and 1993 Jan. 5 and 14. In 1963 Daniel Chajuss 
(pronounced ha-YUT) established and owned the fi rst 
soy protein factory (Hayes Ashdod Ltd., Habosem Street, 
Industrial Zone, P.O. Box 2230, Ashdod, Israel) which 
was using a newly self-developed, proprietary, counter 
current aqueous alcohol extraction system to obtain soy 
protein concentrate from non-toasted, hexane-extracted 
fl ash desolventized “white” soybean fl akes. An aqueous 
alcohol immersion extraction system was already in use 
commercially by Central Soya Co. (and is still used by 
Central Soya in the USA). The name of Hayes’ fi rst soy 
protein concentrate product, introduced in late 1963, was 
Haypro. It was the fi rst commercial soy protein concentrate 
manufactured outside the USA. The main applications for 
Haypro were as a meat extender, and in hypoallergenic 
formulas (especially for babies and children allergic to cow’s 
milk). Most of the product was sold outside Israel, mainly in 
Europe.
 Soy molasses, a concentrated extract of soy solubles 
obtained during the production of soy protein concentrate, 
was also introduced in 1963 by Hayes Ashdod Ltd. 
This product is used in animal feeds and as a source of 
oligosugars [oligosaccharides] for elderly people to maintain 
proper digestive-tract fl ora and regularity (mainly in Japan).
 Note 1. This is the earliest known commercial soy 
product made by Hayes Ashdod Ltd. (Israel).
 Note 2. This is the earliest known commercial soy 
protein concentrate made using the aqueous alcohol 
extraction or wash system.

1412. Liang, C.J.; Yang, Tsu-Hsing. 1963. [Infl uence on 
nutritive value of soybean protein by heat. I. Inactivation of 
urease and antitrypsin activities of soybean by heat]. Chung-
Kuo Nung Yeh Hua Hsueh Hui Chih (J. of the Chinese 

Agricultural Chemical Society, Taiwan) 1(1-2):44-50. Oct. [5 
ref. Chi; eng]
• Summary: “The activities of urease and antitrypsin in the 
extracts of raw and heat-treated soybean meals were studied. 
It was shown that the urease activity was still found in the 
soybean after heating at 80ºC for 15 minutes, but it vanished 
completely by heating at 90ºC for 5 minutes. The antitrypsin 
in soybean was completely destroyed by heating at 100ºC for 
15 minutes or at 110ºC for 10 minutes. After heating at 90ºC 
for 5 minutes, the urease activity vanished, but 95.7% of 
antitrypsin activity still remained in the meal.
 “The urease and antitrypsin activities were found in 
some of the soybean meals randomly sampled from the 
solvent extract process factories. Among nine samples of 
local made soybean meals, fi ve of them revealed urease 
activity, but seven of them showed antitrypsin activity. 
Among those four samples which showed no urease activity, 
antitrypsin activity was found in two of them. When the 
samples showed urease activity, the antitrypsin activity was 
generally high. Therefore it has been concluded that the 
urease test is not suitable for determining the adequacy of 
heat treatment of soybeans.” Address: Dep. of Agricultural 
Chemistry, National Taiwan Univ.

1413. Sanchez, Albert; Scharffenberg, J.A.; Register, U.D. 
1963. Nutritive value of selected proteins and protein 
combinations. I. The biological value of proteins singly and 
in meal patterns with varying fat composition. American J. of 
Clinical Nutrition 13(4):243-49. Oct. [21 ref]
• Summary: Vegetable protein mixtures incorporated into 
human dietaries compare favorably with meat in growth 
and biological value studies in rats. Discusses the biological 
value of proteins singly and in meal patterns with varying fat 
composition. “Soybean milk” was included in experimental 
diets for rats. Address: 1. M.S.; 2. M.P.H.; 3. Ph.D.; All: Dep. 
of Biochemistry, School of Medicine, Loma Linda Univ., 
Loma Linda, California; International Nutrition Research 
Foundation, Riverside, California.

1414. Sanchez, Albert; Scharffenberg, J.A.; Register, U.D. 
1963. Nutritive value of selected proteins and protein 
combinations. II. Biological value predictability. American J. 
of Clinical Nutrition 13(4):250-53. Oct. [13 ref]
• Summary: How accurately can we predict the nutritive 
value of a protein based on a knowledge of its amino acid 
composition?
 “In general the per cent deviation of predicted from 
experimental biological values was greatest in simple 
proteins, less with meal patterns and least in meals when 
a probable defi cit of an essential amino acid was supplied 
either by the limiting amino acid or supplementary 
proteins.” Address: 1. M.S.; 2. M.P.H.; 3. Ph.D.; All: Dep. 
of Biochemistry, School of Medicine, Loma Linda Univ., 
Loma Linda, California; International Nutrition Research 
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Foundation, Riverside, California.

1415. Strayer, George M. 1963. Editor’s desk: Milestone for 
soybean industry. Soybean Digest. Oct. p. 4.
• Summary: “The recent conference at the Regional 
Laboratory at Peoria, where attention was focused on the 
use of soy protein in human feeding, marks a milestone 
in our industry. Never before have men from industry, 
the trade organizations, government and the international 
organizations sat down together for a series of days to 
consider where we are, what we need to know, what we 
do not know, and where we go from here on usage of soy 
protein for human food.
 “Very naturally those of us who can afford beefsteak 
and pork chops and poultry and dairy products are going to 
continue to consume them, and in so doing utilize our share 
of the soy protein in producing those livestock products. 
Likewise we will continue to encourage other peoples to 
increase consumption of those products as rapidly as they 
can afford to do so. But there are millions of people in the 
world who can neither afford nor obtain animal products in 
quantities suffi cient to supply their protein needs. They must 
rely on vegetable proteins. When they do so soy protein is 
the most logical source of the proper balance of amino acids.
 “To Dr. Fred Senti of the Northern Regional Laboratory, 
Dr. J. W. Hayward of the Soybean Council staff, and Dr. Max 
Milner of the United Nations Children’s Fund we hereby 
award the Golden Soybean Cluster for their insight, patience, 
foresight and ingenuity in planning and executing this 
program.”

1416. Food Processing (Chicago). 1963. Swift offers 70% 
soy protein concentrate: Coarse granular product is free from 
bitter fl avor. 24(11):109-10. Nov.
• Summary: “Swift & Company has entered the soy protein 
market with a 70% soy protein concentrate which is granular 
in form and is essentially free of taste.” The product, named 
“Swift’s Food Protein,” contains 70% protein on a dry basis. 
On an as-is basis it contains maximums of 5% moisture, 
2% fat, 15% carbohydrate, and 5% crude fi ber. The coarse 
particles are screened to pass through a US #8 screen and 
be retained by a #20 screen. The light tan product absorbs 
more than twice its weight in water and binds about half its 
weight in fat. The concentrate is made at the Champaign, 
Illinois, soybean mill where Swift & Co. entered the soybean 
business 25 years ago. When used in bread, the coarse 
particles result in a “cracked wheat” type loaf. It may also be 
used in meat loaves and ground meat. For more information 
contact Swift & Company, 115 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago 
4, Illinois. Photos show: (1) Dr. A.H. Pritzlaff, chief product 
engineer, holding a scoopful of the coarse particles. (2) A 
workman viewing a feeder distributor which spreads soy 
protein concentrate on a conveyor belt.
 Note: This product seems to be midway between a 

regular soy protein concentrate (powder form) and a textured 
soy protein concentrate (which is deliberately texturized).

1417. Muto, Shizuko; Takahashi, E.; Hara, M.; Konuma, 
Y. 1963. Soybean products as protein sources for weanling 
infants. J. of the American Dietetic Association 43(5):451-
56. Nov. [12 ref]
• Summary: In Japan, the main protein sources for the 
weanling infant, in the form of solid food, “are tofu (soybean 
curd), natto (fermented soybean), and kinako (toasted 
soybean fl our).”
 Describes briefl y how each is made commercially. For 
example, for kinako, the soybeans are dry heated in an oven 
for about 25 minutes. The temperature inside the beans at the 
time they are removed from the oven is about 105ºC. They 
are then milled into fl our [probably after being allowed to 
cool to room temperature] and sieved through a 70-mesh 
screen. “The product has a pleasant odor, similar to fresh-
toasted bread, and is brownish yellow in color. It is mixed 
with sugar and is used as a coating for rice cakes.”
 Nitrogen balance studies on infants fed these foods 
showed that they “can be substituted at least in part for 
animal foods in the solid diet of weanling infants with no 
appreciable drawbacks on growth, digestibility, and nitrogen 
retention.”
 Note: The researchers seem to assume that animal-based 
protein sources are nutritionally superior to plant-based 
sources. Address: Aiiku Research Inst. of the Mother and 
Child, Tokyo.

1418. Raghavendar Rao, S.; Carter, Fairie L.; Frampton, 
V.L. 1963. Determination of available lysine in oilseed meal 
proteins. Analytical Chemistry 35(12):1927-30. Nov. [22 ref]
• Summary: Nutritive value of vegetable proteins is 
directly related to available lysine, i.e. lysine with epsilon 
amino groups free. To determine this, the protein is 
dinitrophenylated, hydrolyzed in acidic media and the 
epsilon-DNP-lysine produced is eluted from an ion-exchange 
column and determined spectrophotometrically at 435 mu. 
Address: Southern Regional Research Lab., Agricultural 
Research Service, USDA, New Orleans 19, Louisiana.

1419. Standal, Bluebell R. 1963. Nutritional value of 
proteins of Oriental soybean foods. J. of Nutrition 81(3):279-
85. Nov. [18 ref]
• Summary: Hawaii imports 680-907 metric tons/year of 
soybeans from the United States mainland and most of it is 
used for food. “Oriental soybean products are used daily by 
all nationalities in Hawaii. They constitute important items 
in the diet. All soybean products used in these islands, e.g., 
tofu, natto, miso, shoyu, and sprouts, are prepared from the 
matured beans by the methods used in Japan and China. 
A certain amount of the beans is grown locally and picked 
green for use as will be described later” (p. 279).
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 The commercial process for making each product 
is described. Concerning natto: “The preparation had 
a characteristic cheesy odor which attracted fl ies and 
apparently stimulated the appetite of rats. Agar smears of the 
preparation show that it contained an almost pure culture of 
gram-positive rods in long chains, without spore formation 
for 2 days at 31ºC. Three brands of natto were available.”
 The Net Protein Utilization (NPU) values, at 10% 
protein in the diet for rats, were determined to be: powdered 
whole egg (control) 90.4, edamame (green soybeans; “picked 
green and used as a vegetable”) 72.2 (the highest of any 
soyfood in this study), tofu 65.0, [soy] bean sprouts 56.0, 
natto 44.4, and mung bean sprouts (Phaseolus aureus Roxb.) 
35.6.
 “Natto, which was prepared from matured soybeans, 
gave NPU and PER values below reported values for the 
matured beans. It is possible that a substance or substances 
were formed during the incubation process which contributed 
to lower values of NPU” (p. 283-85). Address: Dep. of 
Nutrition, Hawaii Agric. Exp. Station, Univ. of Hawaii, 
Honolulu.

1420. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). 1963. Japan, Communist China agree on soybean 
prices. 1(48):15. Dec. 2.
• Summary: “The price agreed on by the Japan-Communist 
China Trade Mission for the 30,000 metric tons (1.1 million 
bushels) of soybeans scheduled for shipment to Japan 
in November and December was $103.74 per [metric] 
ton ($2.82 per bushel), f.o.b. Addition of the freight rate 
expected to be $5.60 per ton, makes the c.i.f. price $109.34 
per ton, or $2.98 per bushel. This price was reported at the 
end of October to be about $6 per ton lower than that of U.S. 
soybeans.”
 Japan is to take 150,000 tons of soybeans from 
Communist China in 1963, the fi rst year of its 5-year 
agreement to import 700,000 tons (25.7 million bu) of 
Chinese soybeans. An additional 70,000 tons (2.6 million 
bu) was purchased outside the agreed contract, bringing 
Japan’s total 1963 purchases to 220,000 (8.1 million bu). 
Increased purchases from China this year have been brought 
about mainly by increased U.S. domestic prices. The quality 
of Chinese soybeans that Japan has imported this year is 
reported to be better than that of previous imports, and the oil 
content has been higher.

1421. Hesseltine, C.W.; Camargo, R. de; Rackis, J.J. 
1963. A mould inhibitor in soybeans. Nature (London) 
200(4912):1226-27. Dec. 21. [4 ref]
• Summary: This factor inhibits the mould growth of 
Rhizopus species, which are used in the “fermentation 
of soybeans to make the Indonesian food tempeh.” The 
inhibitory factor(s) was found to be heat-stable and water-
soluble. One gets the best tempeh when it is dissolved out 

and rinsed / washed out before the tempeh fermentation. 
Address: National Utilization Research and Development 
Div., USDA, Peoria, Illinois; Northern Regional Research 
Lab., Peoria, IL.

1422. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). 1963. Japanese buy soybeans at Canton trade fair. 
1(51):13. Dec. 23.
• Summary: Japanese purchases from China in 1964 
are expected to total 300,000 tonnes (11.0 million bu). 
The Japanese trading fi rms have become very active in 
purchasing Chinese beans recently owing mainly to an 
increased oil content this year, less cleanout, and lower 
prices than U.S. beans.

1423. Adolphson, Lynn C. 1963. Le développement et 
l’emploi de la farine de soja dans l’alimentation humaine 
[The development and use of soybean fl our in human 
nutrition]. Revue Francaise des Corps Gras 10(12):649-59. 
Dec. Presented at a conference on Le Soja et les Produits 
Derives, 2 Oct. 1963 in Paris. [7 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Includes composition, properties, and nutritive 
value. Address: Archer Daniels Midland Co., Minneapolis, 
Minnesota.

1424. Anderson, Loyd V. 1963. The U.S. soybean story. 
Chemurgic Digest. Nov/Dec. p. 3-4.
• Summary: “Soybean acreage was stimulated by the 
droughts of the 1930’s and by corn acreage allotments 
which made land available for beans... In 1929 a soybean 
laboratory was established in Ohio to conduct research aimed 
at the development of varieties high in oil and protein. The 
U.S. Regional Soybean Industrial Products Laboratory was 
located at Urbana, Illinois in 1936. It carried on industrial 
utilization research and, in cooperation with the experiment 
stations of the North Central states, it also conducted 
agronomic studies in the development of improved 
varieties.”
 Soya Lecithin “has become almost the traditional 
example of Chemurgy whereby an agricultural by-product 
of little value is upgraded and is found to have value as 
the result of scientifi c investigation. Lecithin is nature’s 
wetting agent...” In pharmaceuticals, lecithin is a source of 
choline and inositol. “In the cosmetic industry, it is again a 
satisfactory and safe emulsifying agent. In soaps, it improves 
lather stability and represses alkalinity. In paint products, it 
acts as a wetting and dispersing agent and improves milling, 
paint leveling and brushing qualities. In rubber, it acts as 
an antioxidant and as a dispersing agent for the fi ller. As 
an additive to lubricating oils, it helps counteract bearing 
corrosion and otherwise lengthens the life of the product. 
In gasoline, it is an anticloud and anti-corrosive agent. It 
helps produce softer, silkier leather products.” Address: 
Honeymead Products Co., Mankato, Minnesota.
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1425. Bressani, Ricardo; Marenco, Emelina. 1963. The 
enrichment of lime-treated corn fl our with proteins, lysine 
and tryptophan, and vitamins. J. of Agricultural and Food 
Chemistry 11(6):517-22. Nov/Dec. [17 ref]
• Summary: Discusses the fi rst work with soy fl our at 
INCAP. Results indicate that the nutritive value of lime-
treated corn can be signifi cantly improved by adding various 
protein-rich materials, including 8% soybean protein or 8% 
soybean fl our. Address: INCAP, Guatemala.

1426. Gestetner, B.; Ishaaya, I.; Birk, Y.; Bondi, A. 1963. 
Soybean saponins. III. Fractionation and characterization. 
Israel J. of Chemistry 1:460-67. Dec. [17 ref]
• Summary: This research was supported by a grant from 
the USDA. Address: Faculty of Agriculture, Hebrew Univ., 
Rehovoth, Israel.

1427. Gutiérrez González-Quijano, R. 1963. Sobre la 
conservación con “antioxidantes” y en recipientes abiertos de 
una mezcla de aceite de oliva-soja 50% [On the preservation 
with antioxidants and in open containers of a mixture of 50% 
olive and soybean oils]. Grasas y Aceites 14(6):249-53. Nov/
Dec. [5 ref. Spa]
Address: Instituto de la Grasa y sus Derivados, 
Departamento de Quimica y Microbiologia, Sevilla.

1428. Kwong, Eva; Barnes, Richard H. 1963. Effect 
of soybean trypsin inhibitor on methionine and cystine 
utilization. J. of Nutrition 81(4):392-98. Dec. [14 ref]
• Summary: Feeding unheated extracted soy fl akes to 
rats does not selectively impair the availability or tissues 
utilization of methionine, but there is a metabolic block in 
the utilization of cystine for protein synthesis, caused by 
naturally occurring trypsin inhibitors. Thus adequate cystine 
spares the need for methionine in soybeans by as much 
as 40%. When a rat is fed unheated soybeans, methionine 
utilization is not impaired. Rather, there is a metabolic block 
in the utilization of cystine for protein utilization, and that 
block is somehow caused by the trypsin inhibitors of the 
unheated soybean. Address: Graduate School of Nutrition, 
Cornell Univ., Ithaca, New York.

1429. Thompson, Malcolm J.; Robbins, W.E.; Baker, G.L. 
1963. The nonhomogeneity of soybean sterol–”gamma-
sitosterol.” Steroids 2(5):505-12. July/Dec. [12 ref]
• Summary: Soybean oil was examined for “gamma-
sitosterol,” a sterol which, during the past 20 years, has 
been isolated from numerous plant sources and also from 
the toad. Liquid-gas chromatographic analyses showed that 
this material from soybean oil consisted of a 50:50 to a 
75:25 percent mixture of campesterol-beta-sitosterol. Since 
most plants contain signifi cant amounts of campesterol and 
large quantities of beta-sitosterol, it was concluded that the 

“gamma-sitosterol” reportedly obtained from other sources 
is most likely a campesterol-beta-sitosterol mixture. Address: 
1-2. Entomology Research Div., Agricultural Research 
Service, U.S. Dep. of Agriculture, Beltsville, Maryland; 2. 
ARS Postdoctoral Fellow, Present address Montana State 
College, Bozeman, MT.

1430. Watt, Bernice K.; Merrill, Annabel L. 1963. 
Composition of foods: Raw, processed, prepared. USDA 
Agriculture Handbook No. 8. 190 p. Dec. Revised. Reprinted 
in 1975 by Dover Publications (New York, NY). [35 ref]
• Summary: A classic. Address: Consumer and Food 
Economics Research Div., Agricultural Research Service, 
USDA, Washington, DC.

1431. Banga, I.; Maylath-Palagyi, J. 1963. Effect of 
inhibitors on the activity of trypsin and collagen muco-
proteinase. Acta Physiologica Academiae Scientiarum 
Hungaricae 24:151-56. *

1432. Barnes, R.H.; Fiala, G.; Kwong, E. 1963. Decreased 
growth rate resulting from prevention of coprophagy. 
Federation Proceedings 22:125-28. *
• Summary: Coprophagy is practiced to some degree by 
most animals. Rabbits and rats have been found to recycle at 
least 40% of their feces.

1433. Chang, C.H. 1963. [Studies on chemical composition 
and free amino acids in ordinary and improved Korean 
soysauce]. Theses Seoul Municipal College of Agriculture. p. 
212-23. [Kor]*
• Summary: Korean soysauces were prepared by the 
ordinary and improved method; analysis indicated the 
following results:
 (1) Substances infl uencing taste, such as amino acids, 
organic acids, and reducing sugars, were found more in 
improved soy sauce than in ordinary soy sauce.
 (2) The fact that much ammonia nitrogen is contained in 
ordinary soy sauce was one of the most important elements. 
Therefore, it is necessary for meju [Korean soybean koji] to 
be improved.
 (3) Amino acids in ordinary soy sauce, which were 
identifi ed by two-dimensional paper chromatography and 
colorimetric methods, were found to be aspartic acid, 
glutamic acid, serin, alanine, tyrosine, valine, phenylalanine, 
leucin, lysine, histidine, proline, cystine, and methionine.
 (4) Amino acids in improved soy sauce, which were 
identifi ed by two-dimensional paper chromatography and 
colorimetric methods, were found to be aspartic acid, 
glutamic acid, serin, alanine, tyrosine, valine, phenylalanine, 
leucin, lysine, histidine, proline, cystine, methionine, and 
threonine.
 (5) The total free amino acids were not different from 
each other, especially in quantity, but methionine and 
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histidine are found more in improved soy sauce than in 
ordinary soy sauce. Address: Seoul Agricultural College, 
Seoul, Korea.

1434. Choe, C.E.; Lee, S.K.; et al. 1963. Vitamin B-12 
contents in fermented soybeans inoculated with Bacillus 
megaterum. Kisul Yon-guso Pogo, Seoul, Korea 2:22-23. *

1435. Chung, J.; Cho, B.; Lee, C. 1963. Studies on the 
composition of kochujang. Han’guk Nonghwa Hakhoe Chi 
(J. of the Korean Agricultural Chemical Society) 4:43-46. 
[Eng; Kor]*

1436. Chung, Y.S.; Lee, K.H.; Song, S.H.; Kim, C.H.; 
Chang, K.H. 1963. [Studies on microbiological standards of 
foods. I. The occurrence of coliform organisms in several 
samples of soybean mash, soy sauce, and red pepper mash]. 
Report of the Army Research and Testing Laboratory (Seoul, 
Korea) 2:47-50. [Kor]*
• Summary: The presence of coliform bacteria in or on foods 
depends on many environmental factors, each of which 
must be determined separately for each food item. When a 
correlation is found to exist between unsanitary methods of 
food production and the presence of Escherichia coli in the 
fi nished product, the presence of confi rmed fecal strains of 
coliform organisms can be interpreted as having sanitary 
signifi cance. Address: Food Div., Army Research and Testing 
Laboratory, Seoul, Korea.

1437. Dutra de Oliveira, J.E.; Scatena, L.; Souza, N. de. 
1963. Metabolic studies of malnourished children fed 
formula providing amounts of protein similar to that of 
human milk. Report to the Nutrition Section of the National 
Institutes of Health, USA. *
Address: Faculdade de Medicina, Ribeirao Preto, Sao Paulo, 
Brazil.

1438. Goodall, Jane. 1963. Feeding behavior of wild 
chimpanzees: A preliminary report. Symposia of the 
Zoological Society of London 10:39-47. *
• Summary: The author was one of the fi rst to show that 
chimpanzees were not strictly vegetarians.

1439. Huang, P-C.; Lue, H-C.; Tung, T-C.; et al. 1963. 
Feeding of infants with toasted full-fat soy food in Taiwan. 
Department of Biochemistry and Pediatrics, College of 
Medicine, National Taiwan University. 6 p. Unpublished 
manuscript. *

1440. Jensen, L.S.; Saxena, H.C. 1963. Growth inhibitors in 
soybeans: A review. Feedstuffs 35(17):44, 46. *
• Summary: The major growth depressing factor in raw 
soybeans is present in a water soluble residue fraction, the 
nature of which remains to be determined.

1441. Korac, Stojan. 1963. Proizvodi oplemenjene soje su 
veoma vredne i korisne namirnice u ishrani [Products of 
refi ned soybeans are very valuable and benefi cial as food 
in nutrition]. Vojno-ekonomski Pregled (Military-Economic 
Review) 9(5):346-54. [Ser]*
Address: Yugoslavia.

1442. Liener, I.E. 1963. Seed hemagglutinins. In: A.M. 
Altschul, K.F. Talluto, and B.A. Sharer, eds. 1963. 
Proceedings. Seed Protein Conference. New Orleans, LA: 
USDA Agricultural Research Service. iv + 292 p. See p. 69-
97. [73 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Ricin. Conacalvin A. 
Soybean hemagglutinin. Hemagglutinins from Phaseolus 
[species]. Mechanism of hemagglutination. That the seeds 
of certain plants are highly toxic to man and animals has 
been known for a long time. During the latter part of the 19th 
century when the science of bacteriology was becoming of 
age and having a marked infl uence on the scientifi c thinking 
of the times, it was generally relieved that the toxicity of 
these seeds was due to bacterial toxins. The bacterial theory 
of seed toxins was disproved when, in 1884, Warden and 
Waddel (1) showed that the toxicity of the seed from the 
plant Abrus precatorius resided in a fraction which could be 
precipitated by alcohol from an aqueous extract of the seed 
and to which they gave the name abrin.
 Several years later Dixson (2) obtained a highly toxic 
concentrate from extracts of the castor bean, Ricinus 
communis. Stillmark (3), however, appears to have been the 
fi rst to make the observation that an extract of the castor 
bean which he called ricin, as well as extracts from other 
toxic seeds, were capable of agglutinating the red blood 
cells of various animals. His work attracted the attention of 
Ehrlich who at the time was studying immunology at the 
Institute of Infectious Diseases in Berlin under Robert Koch. 
Ehrlich (4) demonstrated that guinea pigs and rats could be 
immunized against ricin by gradually increasing the level of 
the ingested seed. He also showed that anti-ricin serum was 
able to protect rats against toxic doses of ricin and likewise 
prevented the agglutination of red blood cells by ricin.
 “In 1907 Landsteiner and Raubitschek (5) showed 
for the fi rst time that even edible species of such common 
legumes as the navy bean, lentil, and garden pea contained 
substances which could agglutinate the blood of various 
species of animals. Landsteiner (6) subsequently pointed 
out that seed proteins exhibit a certain degree of specifi city 
regarding the species of animal from which the blood 
is derived. For instance, an extract from the lentil bean 
agglutinates the blood of rabbits quite readily but is without 
effect on pigeon blood, and conversely with a navy bean 
extract. This specifi city of plant agglutinins toward certain 
species of animals has since been extended to cover a wide 
variety of plants and the blood of many species of animals 
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(7, 8).
 “Up until about 1948 the seed agglutinins remained 
nothing more than a laboratory curiosity of academic 
interest. In that year Renkonen (9) in Finland, and one year 
later, Boyd (10) in this country, reported that extracts of 
certain seeds exhibited a high degree of specifi city towards 
human red cells of various blood groups. This discovery 
aroused the interest of immunologists and thus began an 
intensive systematic investigation of literally thousands of 
plants from all over the world with regard to their potential 
use as blood-typing reagents. The literature dealing with this 
part of the story has been covered in a number of excellent 
reviews (11-15) and should be consulted by those who are 
interested in this aspect of plant hemagglutinins.
 “Much of the immunological work dealing with the 
reaction of the seed agglutinins with red blood cells has 
involved the use of crude aqueous or saline extracts of 
the ground seed or, in some cases, the use of concentrates 
partially purifi ed by salt fractionation. The only seed 
hemagglutinins which have been purifi ed to a suffi cient 
extent to permit meaningful measurements of their chemical 
and physical properties are those from the castor bean 
(Ricinus communis), jack bean (Canavalia ensiformis), 
soybean (Glycine max), and beans belonging to the species 
Phaseolus vulgaris. This review then will deal primarily with 
the physical and chemical properties of the hemagglutinins 
derived from the seeds of these plants. In addition, studies 
relating to the possible nutritional signifi cance of these 
substances will be described. Finally, experiments designed 
to elucidate the mechanism of interaction between red blood 
cells and seed agglutinins will be presented.” Address: Dep. 
of Agricultural Biochemistry, Univ. of Minnesota, St. Paul.

1443. Moule, G.R.; Braden, A.W.H.; Lamond, D.R. 1963. 
The signifi cance of oestrogens in pasture plants in relation to 
animal production. Animal Breeding Abstracts 31:139. *

1444. Rac, Marijan; Plecas-Cernikova, Nina. 1963. 
Analiticke metode za ocjenjivanje prehrambene vrijednosti 
termicki oplemenjivanog sojinog brasna [Analytical methods 
for assessing the nutritional value of thermally refi ned soy 
fl our]. Prehrambena Industrija (Food Industry) 8(1):9-13. 
[Ser]*
Address: Yugoslavia.

1445. Rackis, J.J. 1963. Isolation and characterization of 
soybean trypsin inhibitors. In: A.M. Altschul, K.F. Talluto, 
and B.A. Sharer, eds. 1963. Proceedings. Seed Protein 
Conference. New Orleans, LA: USDA Agricultural Research 
Service. iv + 292 p. See p. 98-108. [10 ref]
• Summary: “In 1946, Kunitz (1) isolated a crystalline 
trypsin inhibitor from acid extracts of raw soybean 
meal. Growth inhibition and pancreatic hypertrophy in 
nonruminants fed raw soybean meal have been attributed 

to the physiological action of water-soluble proteins having 
antitryptic activity (2). In all these studies, the trypsin 
inhibitor, prepared by a combination of water and salt 
extraction of raw meal, was of unknown purity. Now, two 
highly purifi ed trypsin inhibitors have been isolated by 
chromatography on DEAE-cellulose.” Address: Northern 
Regional Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois.

1446. Song, S.H. 1963. [Studies on the preservation of 
soy sauce. II. The pellicle forming yeasts as infl uenced 
by fungicides]. Report of the Army Research and Testing 
Laboratory (Seoul, Korea) 2:38-42. [Kor]*
• Summary: The quality of soy sauce is often made to 
deteriorate by harmful microorganisms, especially by yeasts 
which form a fi lm or pellicle on the surface of the sauce 
during long-term storage. At the end of deterioration, the 
sauce gives off an offensive odor and a thick pellicle grows 
on the entire surface of the sauce; then it goes bad and rots.
 Heretofore many fungicides such as capric acid 
[decanoic acid], benzoic acid, esters of benzoic acid, vitamin 
K compounds, sorbic acid and surface active agents (Tweens 
and Emulgens) have been applied in order to prevent growth 
of the yeasts–regardless of their effects on human health.
 These experiments found the following fungicides 
(and their minimum concentrations) to be effective against 
pellicle forming yeasts: Vitamin K group (0.05%). Esters 
of p-hydroxy benzoic acid (0.007%). Sorbic acid (0.05%). 
Emulgen-106 (0.1%). Capric acid (0.003%).
 In addition, the following mixtures are effective: 
Emulgen-106 + p-hydroxylbutyl benzoate; Vitamin-K3 + 
Emulgen-106; and sorbic acid + benzoic acid. Address: Food 
Div., Army Research and Testing Laboratory, Seoul, Korea.

1447. U.S. Interdepartmental Committee on Nutrition for 
National Defense. 1963. Union Burma–Nutrition survey, 
October-December 1961. *

1448. Askelson, Curtis Everett. 1963. Amino acid 
supplementation of a corn-soybean oil meal chick ration. 
PhD thesis, Iowa State University. 93 p. Page 3905 in 
volume 24/10 of Dissertation Abstracts International. *
Address: Iowa State Univ., Ames, Iowa.

1449. Bhutiani, R.C. 1963. Indian multi purpose food: 
Recipes. Mysore, India: Central Food Technological 
Research Institute. 13 p. Illust. 12 cm. *
Address: India.

1450. Cheng, Chih-Fan. 1963. Li Shih-chen and his Materia 
Medica. China Reconstructs 12:29-31. [1 ref. Eng]
• Summary: An illustration shows Li Shih-chen (1518-
1593), who was a great Chinese physician, pharmacologist, 
and naturalist. Address: Lecturer in Medical History, Peking 
Medical College.
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1451. Cooper, Lenna Frances; Barber, Edith M.; Mitchell, 
Helen S. 1963. Nutrition in health and disease. 14th ed. 
revised. Philadelphia, Montreal, etc.: J.B. Lippincott Co. xvii 
+ 615 p. Illust. (part color). Index. *
• Summary: Note: Lenna Frances Cooper, the original and 
lead author, died on 23 Feb. 1961. Address: 1. Food Director, 
Univ. of Michigan; formerly Dean of Home Economics, 
Battle Creek College; formerly, Head Dietitian, Battle Creek 
Sanitarium; and later, Supervising Dietitian, United States 
Army 1918-1919.

1452. Cruz, N.B. 1963. Determination of the protein content 
of soy sauce from different local materials. Thesis, Araneta 
University, Philippines. *
• Summary: The author studied the protein content of 
soy sauce in different mixtures prepared by mold-enzyme 
hydrolysis. Address: Araneta Univ., Philippines.

1453. Hesseltine, C.W.; Smith, Mabel; Bradle, Barbara; Ko 
Swan Djien. 1963. Investigations of tempeh, an Indonesian 
food. Developments in Industrial Microbiology 4:275-87. [8 
ref]
• Summary: “Tempeh is made in Indonesia with mixed 
cultures that appear to be largely Rhizopus oligosporus, of 
which NRRL 2710 is a typical representative. We prepared 
tempeh by pure culture fermentation with 39 strains of 
Rhizopus representing 6 species. A satisfactory laboratory-
scale fermentation is described based on a 20 to 24-hour 
fermentation of dehulled beans with R. oligosporus. Full-fat 
grits may be used in place of dehulled whole beans. Soak 
soybeans (100 gm, Hawkeye variety) in 300 ml tap water 
at 25ºC for 20 hours. Remove the seedcoats by rubbing the 
soaked soybeans by hand under running tap water. Boil 
the dehulled soybeans in fresh tap water for 30 minutes. 
Spread the hot cooked soybeans on cheesecloth with paper 
towels underneath and leave for 15-30 minutes as the beans 
drain and cool, and their surface becomes relatively dry. 
Then inoculate the soybeans with a suspension of Rhizopus 
oligosporus mold spores; mix well. Place soybeans in sterile 
petri dishes (15 x 100 mm) so that they press tightly against 
the cover and are tightly packed. Incubate at 31ºC for about 
20 hours until the soybeans are bound together tightly with 
a fragrant white mycelium. There may be some dark spore 
formation at the edge where the mold comes most in contact 
with the air. Good tempeh should have a pleasant, fresh, 
slightly mushroom odor. A fl ow sheet of this fermentation is 
shown in Fig. 1.
 “The tempeh-producing strains were characterized with 
regard to carbon and nitrogen source required for growth. 
All strains grew on soybean oil, xylose, glucose, galactose, 
trehalose, and cellobiose. None grew on i-erythritol, lactose, 
raffi nose, or inulin. The best nitrogen sources appeared to be 
asparagine and ammonium sulfate.”

 Contents: Introduction. Isolation of the tempeh 
mold (21 species and strains were isolated). Small-scale 
tempeh fermentation (with fl ow sheet, based on 100 gm 
of soybeans). Preserving tempeh. Miscellaneous studies. 
Amylase activity.
 Figures show: (1) Flow sheet for tempeh. (2) Pectinase 
activity of R. arrhizus NRRL 1526 and a non-tempeh-
forming fungus, Gilbertella persicaria NRRL 2700. (3) 
Pectinase activity of R. arrhizus NRRL 1526 at different 
dilutions of the culture fi ltrate. (4) Pectinase of representative 
tempeh molds. Some have low activity and some high.
 Tables: (1) Time and temperature required for making 
good tempeh with 17 different NRRL mold strains and at 
4 different temperatures. (2) Utilization of various carbon 
sources by certain strains of Rhizopus. (3) Amylase produced 
by tempeh producing strains of Rhizopus (26 strains during 
3 different times–42, 66, and 138 hours). (4) Liquefaction of 
gelatin by selected strains of tempeh producing Rhizopus.
 Note: This is the 2nd earliest document seen (March 
2020) that describes how to make tempeh in a laboratory 
scale and the fi rst that describes how to make it on a home 
scale–by hand. Address: Northern Regional Research Lab., 
Peoria, Illinois.

1454. Jayasena, H. 1963. Meals for Millions and Multi-
Purpose Food. How to feed the nation better at less cost 
(Brochure). Ceylon. 14 p. 36 cm. [42 ref]
• Summary: This scholarly mimeographed brochure, which 
cites 42 references, addresses its basic theme directly. In 
recent years, Ceylon has been consuming more than she 
has produced, creating a serious negative trade balance. 
Therefore the people of Ceylon (Sinhalese) must learn to 
make more effi cient use of her existing food. And they need 
more protein in their rice-centered diet.
 Dr. Henry Borsook, Professor of Biochemistry at the 
California Institute of Technology and Research Director 
of the Meals for Millions Foundation and original inventor 
of the world famous “3¢ meal–multi-purpose food” points 
out that one doesn’t need “to have any animal proteins to be 
healthy. The mixture of proteins in most vegetables is hardly 
ever totally devoid of any of the indispensable amino acids. 
One or two may be low in one food. This relative defi ciency 
is not the same in all vegetables and by mixing two or more 
vegetable foods with different relative defi ciencies, the 
mixture can be nutritionally complete, and this is not diffi cult 
to do.” He further points out that “A country’s nutritional 
potential should and can be measured in terms of the 
essential nutrients in all forms which it grows, whether they 
are in foods commonly eaten or not.” (p. 3).
 In addition to “the cultivation of pulses, attention should 
be given to the production of leguminous crops which are 
rich in vegetable proteins like groundnut and soybeans. 
While these crops can be useful in providing much needed 
protein, we feel that soybean which through modern 
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processing methods can be made to yield a ‘complete’ 
protein that compares favourably with milk or meat is the 
crop which should receive the greatest emphasis. In this 
connection it may be noted that: ‘Wherever soybeans can 
be grown–and there are few conditions under which they 
cannot–they are the cheapest source of complete protein in 
terms of land area required and the hours of labour employed 
per pound of protein provided.’” (p. 5. Meals for Millions 
Foundation, International Inter-Affi liate News, Nov. 1956, p. 
8)
 “We are glad to make due acknowledgement of the great 
interest and helpfulness the Meals for Millions Foundation 
is continuing to show, to lead to the day when Ceylon, like 
India, will be able to produce her own multi-purpose food 
and help the people to attain a still higher level of health and 
nutrition.
 “To re-capitulate, we have attempted in this 
memorandum, among other things, to show the steps that 
may be taken towards raising nutritional levels, bringing 
down the cost of living, augmenting savings for ensuring 
better capital investment, emphasising the gravity of the 
population problem before the country, the need for adapting 
food production to meet the nutritional standards of the 
population on more scientifi c lines and, pointed out the 
importance of producing low-cost nutritional supplements 
and infant foods, especially to help the low income groups.” 
(p. 14). Address: All Ceylon Buddhist Congress.

1455. Longenecker, J.B. 1963. Utilization of dietary proteins. 
In: A.A. Albanese, ed. 1963. Newer Methods of Nutritional 
Biochemistry. Vol. 1. New York: Academic Press. xi + 583 p. 
See p. 113-44. [118 ref]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Introduction: 2. General Aspects of 
Protein Metabolism, Digestion and Absorption, Anabolism 
and Catabolism–Dynamic Equilibrium, Factors Affecting 
Protein Metabolism.
 3. Assessment of Protein Effi ciency: Nitrogen Balance, 
Growth, Chemical Score.
 4. Postabsorptive Plasma Utilization: Early Studies, 
Human Studies, Optimum Dietary Amino Acid Pattern,
 5. Other Procedures for Evaluation of Protein Effi ciency: 
Predicting Net Dietary Protein Value, Essential Amino Acid 
Profi le Theory.
 6. Summary. Address: E.I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., 
Inc., Wilmington, Delaware. Presently at Mead Johnson 
Research Center, Evansville, Indiana.

1456. Meidell, Gjert Everett. 1963. The metabolism of 
galactosyl oligosaccharides in the germinating soybean. PhD 
thesis, The University of Nebraska–Lincoln. 65 p. Page 3085 
in volume 24/08 of Dissertation Abstracts International. *
Address: The Univ. of Nebraska–Lincoln.

1457. Nehring, K.; Bock, H.D.; Wuensche, J. 1963. Die 

Eiweissqualitaet von “getoastetem” (dampferhitztem) 
und ungetoastetem Sojaextraktionsschrot [Protein quality 
of toasted (steam-heated) and untoasted soybean meal]. 
Nahrung (Die) (East Germany) 7(3):233-42. [35 ref. Ger; 
eng]
• Summary: Toasting increased the protein availability of the 
soybean meal. “The economic advantages of this procedure 
consist in the possibility of saving 30% of soybean meal or 
20% of fi sh meal” (p. 241). Address: Oskar-Kellner-Inst. 
fuer Tierernaehrung, Rostock, der Deutschen Akademie der 
Landwirtschaftswissenschaften zu Berlin.

1458. Richard, Paul; Richard, Elwood E. 1963. History of 
Fearn Soya Foods. Melrose Park, Illinois: Fearn Soya Foods. 
1 p. Undated. Unpublished typescript.
• Summary: This was an attempt to compile, with relatively 
little information, dates, or original documents, a brief 
biography of Dr. Charles Fearn and a brief history of Fearn 
Soya Foods–to help promote the company and its products.
 “In 1917 President Wilson summoned Charles E. Fearn, 
M.D. to the United States to help develop a soybean industry 
here as part of our war effort. Dr. Fearn was a surgeon major 
in the Royal Army Medical Corps and had been in charge 
of a hospital in England prior to his coming to the U.S. He 
was recognized as a world authority on the soybean and in 
addition was the fi rst to discover that vitamin B was not a 
single vitamin but a group of complex vitamins.
 “Dr. Fearn was granted U.S. Citizenship by Act of 
Congress and after the war he turned his attention to 
promoting the soybean as a commercial venture. In 1920 
he started the Soyex Company in New York–the fi rst soy 
processing plant [sic] in the U.S. However, the public did not 
seem ready for the new soya foods and did not understand 
the nutritional benefi ts. Soyex Company failed and Dr. 
Fearn moved to Chicago in 1923 where he began the Fearn 
Laboratories. Here he developed the formulas for many of 
the well known soya products in use today.
 “Viana–the fi rst liquid diet formula. Solac–an all 
soybean infant formula. Pure Soya Powder–The Fearn 
process for pure soya powder (now called Soya Powder–Full 
Fat) was perfected about 1930. The major improvements 
were: (1) The heating process (needed to inactivate the anti-
trypsin factor present in all uncooked soybeans) was carried 
out in an inert atmosphere to prevent destruction of vitamin 
values; (2) Selected varieties of soybeans were blended to 
achieve the best amino acid balance and nutritional value.
 “In 1925 Dr. Fearn established the Fearn Soya Foods 
Company and developed the processing and formulas for 
a series of products sold within the health food industry. 
Soy-O Wheat Cereal & Soya, Soy-O Pancake Mix, and Pure 
Soya Powder were some of the fi rst products introduced by 
Dr. Fearn. Thirty years later these foods are still produced 
according to the original formulas.
 “Dr. Fearn was well known to every major fi rm and 
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researcher in the soybean industry. Through Dr. Fearn 
and his friend Dr. J.A. LeClerc of the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture, the soybean industry began to grow and prosper. 
Dr. Fearn died in Chicago in 1949.
 “Paul Richard who had been a close friend of Dr. 
Fearn for many years took over the business and gradually 
expanded the operation through new products and effective 
sales programs.
 “In 1961 the Fearn Chart listing composition of over 300 
foods was published and made available to the Health Food 
Industry.
 “In 1963 The American Mount Everest Expedition 
selected three Fearn Products; High Protein Food, Soy-O-
Snaks, and Soy-O Wholewheat Pancake Mix. These products 
helped the team to conquer the world’s highest peak and set 
several records.
 “Today Fearn Soya Foods practices the highest standards 
of food manufacture. Bleaches, preservatives, and harmful 
chemicals are never used. Fearn Soya Foods is growing 
rapidly because more and more people are discovering that 
‘the soybean leads in nutrition, and Fearn is the leader in 
soya foods.’” Address: Fearn Soya Foods, Melrose Park, 
Illinois.

1459. Rose, Ian F. 1963. Faith, love and seaweed. 
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc. 221 p. 
Illust. Index. 24 cm. [30+ ref]
• Summary: This book is written by the father of Murray 
Rose, now age 23, one of the world’s greatest swimmers, 
and the winner of many Olympic gold medals. It is the true 
story of how Murray was raised on a vegetarian diet, with 
emphasis on raw foods, natural foods, natural living, and 
whole-food principles. By the age of 13, Murray’s prowess 
was already making news. In 1956, at age 17, he became the 
youngest triple Olympic gold medalist in the entire history 
of sport. In Rome, 4 years later, he made Olympic history 
again by winning the 400 meter freestyle and thus becoming 
the fi rst person to win a distance swimming event in two 
successive Olympics. In college he swam for the University 
of Southern California (USC).
 Mr. Rose advises 10 important dietary habits: 1. Wait 
until you are hungry before eating. 2. Eat simply, paying 
attention to food combinations. 3. Eat moderately. 4. Chew 
food thoroughly. 5. Eat raw foods whenever possible. 6. 
Never eat when overtired, worried, or emotionally upset. 7. 
Avoid sauces and condiments. 8. Don’t drink with meals. 
9. Avoid drinking alcohol and smoking tobacco. 10. Avoid 
eating meat.
 Rose uses 3 main sources of protein: (1) Seeds 
(especially sesame and sunfl ower seeds); (2) nuts, and 
legumes (especially soybeans); cheese and fertile eggs (but 
not cow’s milk). Rose has “four magic foods that guard you 
against vitamin and mineral defi ciencies”: seaweed, rose hips 
(for vitamin C), brewer’s yeast (for B vitamins), and any 

good source of vitamin E (such as wheat germ and wheat 
germ oil).
 In chapter 8, “Our protein pyramid: Seeds, nuts, and 
dairy products,” the section titled “Soybeans give us better 
protein than steak” (p. 115-17) begins: “The other legume 
that deserves a permanent place in our store cupboard is 
the soybean. This is a better source of protein than meat 
or eggs as is demonstrated by the following table. In every 
case, soybeans come out ahead.” Three tables compare 
meat, eggs, and soybeans for their content of essential amino 
acids, minerals, and vitamins. “It is not hard to conclude that 
soybeans could well be part of everyone’s diet, whether or 
not we include meat. The use of soybean fl our is a good idea, 
too. Merely by substituting as little as fi ve percent in any 
recipe containing wheat fl our, you will be greatly increasing 
the protein value of the food.”
 In the section on dairy products, there are subsections 
titled “The fallacy of cow’s milk as a human food” (p. 
117) and “The alternatives to cow’s milk” (p. 121). “As 
an alternative to cow’s milk we introduced soy milk into 
Murray’s diet with success. Ready prepared soy milk is 
obtainable today in many health stores but it can be made 
at home with a blender. One way is as follows:...” Also 
discusses tahini milk and almond milk.
 Page 186 states that cow’s milk, if consumed at all, 
should be consumed raw. It is wise to specify “certifi ed 
raw milk.” “If only pasteurized milk is available it may 
be best to substitute soy milk or to use a home-made nut 
milk... Soybeans are one of the few legumes which contain 
complete protein. They may be purchased ready-cooked or 
dry.”
 The section titled “The best kind of fat–and how to 
select it” suggests that unsaturated fatty acids are good for 
health and animal fats are best omitted from the diet. “Their 
place should be taken by soy oil, sunfl ower oil, sesame 
oil, saffl ower oil, and other vegetable oils.” The ratio of 
polyunsaturates to saturates is given for each. “Soy oil, 
extracted from the soybean,... contains a high percentage of 
polyunsaturated fatty acids.” Address: Sydney, Australia.

1460. Tappel, A.L. 1963. Lipoxidase. In: Paul D. Boyer, 
Henry Lardy, and Karl Myrback, eds. 1963. The Enzymes. 
2nd ed. 8 vols. New York: Academic Press. See vol. 8, Chap. 
8, p. 275-83. [51 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Occurrence and function. Properties 
and specifi city. Kinetics. Inhibitors. Mechanism.
 Occurrence and function (p. 276): “Lipoxidases have 
been found only in legumes, some cereal grains, and oil 
seeds. Important sources, given in order of decreasing 
activity, are: soybeans, urd beans, lentils, green peas, 
peanuts, navy beans, red beans, lima beans, wheat, barley, 
and sunfl ower seeds (22-25).”
 “Properties and specifi city: The greatest advance in 
the knowledge of the lipoxidase enzyme came from the 
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preparation of pure soybean lipoxidase by Theorell et 
al. (32, 33) and subsequent studies of its properties by 
Holman (34, 35). Crystalline soybean lipoxidase was found 
to be homogeneous by electrophoresis, diffusion, and 
sedimentation in the ultracentrifuge. Its isoelectric point 
is pH 5.4, and its molecular weight is 102,000. The amino 
acid composition and the absorption spectrum of crystalline 
soybean lipoxidase show no distinctions that differentiate 
lipoxidase from other proteins. Ashing of the enzyme and 
metal analysis indicated that there was no metal prosthetic 
group.
 “Lipoxidase is a highly specifi c catalyst for the 
oxidation of unsaturated fatty acids that contain the cis, 
cis-1, 4-pentadiene system. The most commonly occurring 
substrates are the essential fatty acids, linoleic acid...”
 The fi rst edition was edited by J.B. Sumner and K. 
Myrback. Address: Dep. of Food Science & Technology, 
Univ. of California, Davis.

1461. Yang, Hao-jan. 1963. The development and rational 
utilization of soybean. U.S. Joint Publications Research 
Service. Translations from Communist China’s Agriculture, 
Animal Husbandry and Materials 41:39-51. Translated from 
Ta Kung Pao (Peiping), 11 March 1963, p. 3. [Eng]
• Summary: A general article about the problems connected 
with the utilization of soybeans as food, feed and for 
industrial purposes. Contents: Introduction. The functions 
of soybeans on the development of agricultural production. 
Several problems of the development of soybeans. The 
rational utilization of soybean resources.
 Note: This “is a translation of an article by Yang Hao-jan 
(2799 3185 3544) in Ta Kung Pao, Peiping, 11 March 1963, 
p. 3.” Address: China.

1462. AH; Alimentacion Humana (Human Nutrition). 1963-
-. Serial/periodical. Madrid, Spain: Soybean Council of 
America (Consejo de la Soja de EE.UU). [Spa]
• Summary: Also titled simply Alimentacion Humana. 
Eleven issues (numbers) of this were published. All but 
number 3 are owned by the National Library of Medicine, 
Bethesda, Maryland, USA. Address: Madrid, Spain.

1463. American Lecithin Company Incorporated. 1963? 
Improve your products with Alcolec: Lecithins for every 
purpose. Long Island, New York: ALC. 3 p. Undated.
• Summary: “A valuable colloid, emulsifi er and anti-oxidant 
and
 “A dietetic and food ingredient of high biological 
value, for chocolate, candy, biscuits & crackers, chewing 
gum, toppings, fi llings, margarine, shortening, fl our mixes, 
bread, pan & slab grease, instant cocoa, malted milk, frozen 
desserts, macaroni products, dietetic foods, vitamin oils, 
foam breakers [defoamers], animal feeds, etc., etc.”
 Here is a sampling from the start of page 2: “Alcolec 

Lecithins are supplied by the pioneers and developers of 
commercial lecithin in the U.S.A. from its introduction 
by them in 1928. Many advances have come from the 
laboratories of the American Lecithin Co., fi rst to offer 
purifi ed types made in the U.S.A., the discovery of a low 
cost method to make fl uid lecithin was another American 
Lecithin fi rst.
 “Most users now insist on fl uid lecithin, Alcolec S 
being the original fl uid natural soybean lecithin, meeting 
high standards of quality and performance and carefully 
controlled for uniformity. Fluid Alcolec S is convenient and 
economical to handle and mixes readily with fatty materials. 
The bleached grade is Alcolec BS and the highly bleached 
fl uid grade is Alcolec DS. The corresponding semi-solid 
or plastic consistency grades are: Alcolec, Alcolec B and 
Alcolec D.
 “Alcolec S is so low in cost, much less than vegetable 
shortenings, that it may be used as freely as required: 
furthermore, a little Alcolec S goes a long way.
 “Chocolate: Alcolec S is a standard ingredient in 
chocolate the world over. From four ounces to eight ounces 
are used for each one hundred pounds, being added after 
refi ning (some manufacturers add a small part of the Alcolec 
S in the melangeur). Alcolec S saves cocoabutter, saves time 
and power, lowers production costs, improves the working 
properties and quality of the chocolate, stabilizes viscosity, 
and extends shelf life.”
 Note 1. The ALC logo has an eagle with spread wings 
atop the letter “o” in “Alcolec.”
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2015) in 
which American Lecithin Co. is at the address 32-34 61st St., 
Woodside, Long Island, New York. Address: 32-34 61st St., 
Woodside, Long Island 11377, New York. Phone: (212) 274-
4350. Cable address: Armandmay.

1464. Couch, James R.; Stelzner, Harry D. 1964. Preparation 
of poultry growth promoting substances. U.S. Patent 
3,119,692. Jan. 28. 5 p. Application fi led 14 Sept. 1960. [1 
ref]
• Summary: Describes solvent extraction using ethyl alcohol. 
“It has been known for some time that various materials 
such as dried distillers solubles, fi sh solubles, whey, and 
the like contain small amounts of material which produce 
marked growth responses in poultry. It has been found 
that, in part, this growth stimulation is due to the minerals 
molybdenum, potassium and zinc present in these crude 
materials. However, further experiments have indicated the 
presence of other unidentifi ed factors which are at least, 
in part, responsible for the growth promoting activity of 
these materials. It is also known that these various sources 
of poultry growth promoting substances contain certain 
materials which depress rather than promote the growth 
of poultry. It is therefore desirable to separate the growth 
promoting substances and at the same time eliminate the 
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materials responsible for the growth depressing effect.”
 Note: Soy is mentioned 8 times in this patent, as 
“soybean meal,” “soybean protein” and “soybean oil.” 
Address: Poultry Science Dep., Texas A. & M. College, 
College Station, Texas.

1465. Gestetner, B. 1964. A rapid paper chromatographic 
method for separation and identifi cation of soybean 
sapogenols. J. of Chromatography 13(1):259-61. Jan. [9 ref]
• Summary: Identifi ed four sapogenols, designated A, B. 
C, and D respectively. Soybean saponins were prepared 
from ether-extracted soybean meal. The saponins were 
then subjected to acid hydrolysis in ethanolic hydrochloric 
acid. The resulting sapogenols were precipitated by adding 
water. Address: Dep. of Biochemistry and Animal Nutrition, 
Faculty of Agriculture, Hebrew Univ., Rehovot, Israel.

1466. Narayana Rao, M.; Ananthachar, T.K.; Kurup, K.R.; 
Rajagopalan, R.; Swaminathan, M.; Sreenivasan, A.; 
Subrahmanyan, V. 1964. Studies on a processed protein food 
based on a blend of groundnut fl our and full-fat soya fl our 
fortifi ed with essential amino acids, vitamins, and minerals. 
I. Preparation, chemical composition, and shelf life. J. of 
Nutrition and Dietetics (India) 1(1):1-3. Jan. [18 ref]
• Summary: A method for preparing a processed protein 
food based on equal parts of full-fat soya fl our and low-
fat groundnut fl our has been developed. The mix is 
adequately fortifi ed with calcium salts, vitamins A and D, 
thiamine, ribofl avin, and the limiting amino acids lysine 
and methionine. A supplement of 40-50 gm of this food will 
supply one third to one half of the daily requirements of 
proteins, vitamins and minerals for children.
 This protein food has been made in two forms: (1) 
seasoned for use in soups and savoury preparations; (2) 
unseasoned for use in porridge, puddings, and sweets.
 Both the seasoned and unseasoned forms of the food 
kept well for a period of 9 months at 37ºC when packed in 
hermetically sealed tin containers. The losses of vitamin A 
and thiamine were 25% and 15% respectively during this 
period. Address: Central Food Technological Research Inst. 
(CFTRI), Mysore, India.

1467. Panemangalore, Myna; Balaji Rao, M.; Narayana Rao, 
M.; Rajagopalan, R. 1964. Studies on a processed protein 
food based on a blend of groundnut fl our and full-fat soya 
fl our fortifi ed with essential amino acids, vitamins and 
minerals. II. Amino acid composition and nutritive value of 
the proteins. J. of Nutrition and Dietetics (India) 1(1):4-7. 
Jan. [9 ref]
• Summary: Part I of this paper described the development 
of a protein food based on equal parts of full-fat soya fl our 
and low-fat groundnut fl our. That food was fortifi ed with 1% 
each of l-lysine and dl-methionine.
 “The present paper deals with studies on the amino 

acid composition and the nutritive value of the proteins 
present in the food.” Table 1 compares the essential amino 
acid composition (g/16g N) of this food, skim milk powder, 
and FAO reference protein pattern. Address: Central Food 
Technological Research Inst. (CFTRI), Mysore, India.

1468. Parthasarathy, H.N.; Joseph, K.; Narayana Rao, 
M.; Swaminathan, M.; Sankaran, A.N.; Sreenivasan, A.; 
Subrahmanyan, V. 1964. The effect of supplementing 
processed soyabean meal proteins with dl-methionine 
hydroxy analogue (MHA) or dl-methionine on protein 
effi ciency ratio and net protein utilisation. J. of Nutrition and 
Dietetics (India) 1(1):14-18. Jan. [19 ref]
• Summary: Processed soya bean meal was made from 
decorticated soya bean dhal. Free of tryptic inhibitor, it was 
dried in a cabinet drier than powdered to pass through a 
50 mesh sieve. A sample of methionine hydroxy analogue 
(MHA, feed grade) was supplied by Monsanto Chemical Co., 
USA. Table 1 compares the essential amino acid composition 
of the proteins of processed soya bean meal and skim milk 
powder with the FAO reference protein pattern.
 The protein effi ciency ratio (PER) and net protein 
utilization (NPU) values for the different diets fed to 
laboratory animals were as follows: Processed soya bean 
meal = 2.37 and 64.8. Soyabean meal + MHA = 3.20 and 
77.9. Soyabean meal + dl-methionine = 3.21 and 79.6. 
Skim milk powder = 3.08 and 80.8. Address: Central Food 
Technological Research Inst. (CFTRI), Mysore.

1469. Raven, A.M.; Robinson, K.L. 1964. Some recent 
developments concerning the nutrition of calves. J. of the 
Society of Dairy Technology 17(1):5-12. Jan. [9 ref]
• Summary: Lecithin is mentioned throughout this article. 
Its inclusion (in small amounts) in calf-milk replacers makes 
them digestible for young calves.
 “It is generally accepted that calves should be fed either 
whole milk, or a milk replacer based largely on milk by-
products, for at least the fi rst few weeks following birth. 
Since whole milk is an expensive feed for this purpose 
a great deal of work has been carried out on possible 
replacers.” Address: Chemical Research Div., Ministry of 
Agriculture for Northern Ireland, and Queen’s Univ., Belfast 
[Northern Ireland].

1470. Venkat Rao, S.; Daniel, V.A.; Panemangalore, M.; 
et al. 1964. Studies on a processed protein food based on 
a blend of groundnut fl our and full-fat soya fl our fortifi ed 
with essential amino acids, vitamins, and minerals. III. 
Supplementary value to a maize-tapioca diet. J. of Nutrition 
and Dietetics (India) 1(1):8-13. Jan. [9 ref]
• Summary: Maize and tapioca are the staple foods of 
the low-income populations in Africa and Latin America. 
The incidence of protein malnutrition is particularly high 
among children subsisting on such diets. The possible use 
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of oilseed meals and legumes, which are largely available 
in these regions, as supplements to the maize diet, has been 
investigated by several researchers.
 “A diet based on a 1 to 2 blend of maize and tapioca 
contained only about 5% protein and did not promote any 
growth in rats. Supplementation of the diet with a protein 
food based on a 1 to 1 blend of full-fat soya fl our and 
groundnut fl our fortifi ed with l-lysine and dl-methionine 
so as to provide 10% extra protein in the diet resulted in 
a highly signifi cant increase in the growth rate of rats, 
comparable to that obtained with a supplement of skim milk 
powder.” Address: Central Food Technological Research 
Inst. (CFTRI), Mysore, India.

1471. Muelenaere, H.J.H. de. 1964. Studies on the digestion 
of soybeans. J. of Nutrition 82(2):197-205. Feb. [31 ref]
• Summary: Protein digestibility of properly heated soybeans 
was signifi cantly higher than that of raw and overheated 
soybeans. A local variety of soybeans (Swasiland) was 
milled in a hammermill. Note: Pronutro, a soybean product 
made by Hind Bros., is not mentioned. Address: Dep. of 
Biochemistry, Univ. of Natal, Pietermaritzburg, South Africa.

1472. Pekas, Jerome C.; Hays, V.W.; Thompson, A.M. 1964. 
Exclusion of the exocrine pancreatic secretion: Effect on 
digestibility of soybean and milk protein by baby pigs at 
various ages. J. of Nutrition 82(2):277-86. Feb. [28 ref]
• Summary: “The evidence indicates that the relative role of 
the pancreas in the overall digestive process decreased very 
slightly in the case of the soybean protein with advancing 
age but remained relatively unchanged in the case of the milk 
protein, and that the effi ciency of the whole digestive system 
except the pancreas improves considerably with advancing 
age in the case of soybean protein and improves to a lesser 
degree in the case of milk protein.” Address: Dep. of Animal 
Science and Dep. of Zoology and Entomology (Physiology), 
Iowa State Univ., Ames, Iowa.

1473. Akiya, Toshimi. 1964. [Studies on the characteristic 
and nutritive changes in oils during heating. IV. Decay 
of linoleic acid contents of soybean oils during heating]. 
Shokuryo Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the Food 
Research Institute) No. 18. p. 84-87. March. [18 ref. Jap; 
eng]
• Summary: It was found that the linoleic acid content of 
soybean oil had fallen to only 40% of its original value after 
the oil had been heated at 30ºC for 6 hours, whereas the 
content was essentially the same as in the original soybean 
oil when the oil was heated at 200ºC for 6 hours. Address: 
Food Research Inst., Shiohama 1-4-12, Koto-ku, Tokyo, 
Japan.

1474. Bray, D.J. 1964. Pancreatic hypertrophy in laying 
pullets induced by unheated soybean meal. Poultry Science 

43(2):382-84. March. [4 ref]
• Summary: This early study shows that the ingestion of 
raw soybeans by monogastric animals causes pancreatic 
hypertrophy. Address: Dep. of Animal Science, Univ. of 
Illinois, Urbana.

1475. Carlson, C.W.; McGinnis, J.; Jensen, L.S. 1964. Anti-
rachitic effects of soybean preparations for turkey poults. J. 
of Nutrition 82(3):366-70. March. [9 ref]
• Summary: Unheated soybean meal caused rickets in turkey 
poults as judged by a decrease in bone ash. Note: Thus 
soybeans appear to have antivitamin D activity–though the 
term “antivitamin” is not used. Address: Dep. of Animal 
Sciences, Div. of Poultry, Washington State Univ., Pullman, 
WA.

1476. Liener, Irvin E. 1964. Seed hemagglutinins. Economic 
Botany 18(1):27-33. Jan/March. [74 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Ricin. Concanavalin A. 
Soybean hemagglutinin. Hemagglutinins from Phaseolus. 
Mechanism of hemagglutination. Address: Dep. of 
Biochemistry, Univ. of Minnesota, St. Paul.

1477. Miller, T.B.; Rains, A.B.; Thorpe, R.J. 1964. The 
nutritive value and agronomic aspects of some fodders in 
Northern Nigeria. III. Hays and dried crop residues. J. of the 
British Grassland Society 19(1):77-80. March. [11 ref]
• Summary: Digestibility data is given for soybeans as 
fodder. Address: Regional Research Inst., Ministry of 
Agriculture, Samaru, Zaria, Northern Nigeria.

1478. O’Dell, B.L.; Yohe, J.M.; Savage, J.E. 1964. Zinc 
availability in the chick as affected by phytate, calcium, and 
ethylenediaminetetraacetate. Poultry Science 43(2):415-19. 
March. [21 ref]
• Summary: This article begins: “In the original description 
of zinc defi ciency in the chick, O’Dell and Savage (1957) 
reported that the zinc in soy protein was less available than 
that in casein and gelatin. This difference between plant and 
animal proteins has been confi rmed in several laboratories... 
and similar observations have been made with swine (Smith 
et al., 1962).” Address: Depts. of Agricultural Chemistry & 
Poultry Husbandry, Univ. of Missouri, Columbia.

1479. Ohta, Teruo; Ebine, H.; Nakano, M. 1964. Tenpe 
(tempeh) ni kansuru kenkyû. I. Indonesia-san tenpe funmatsu 
no hinshitsu to seijô ni tsuite [Study on tempeh. I. On the 
property of tempeh powder made in Indonesia]. Shokuryo 
Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the Food Research 
Institute) No. 18. p. 67-69. March. [4 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: Soybeans were fermented with Rhizopus oryzae 
for 60 hours at 30ºC, then vacuum dried and ground to a 
powder. The solubility of protein and the rate of amino-
nitrogen to total-nitrogen were 20% and 2% respectively, 
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indicating that protein hydrolysis slightly exceeded that of 
koji-beans, but was far less than that of natto.
 Peroxide value of fat and oil in tempeh stored for 3 
months at room temperature was only 1.3 M.E./kg, whereas 
that of cooked and dried soybean powder and that of natto 
powder stored under the same conditions were 71 M.E./kg 
and 38 M.E./kg respectively. This fact shows that tempeh has 
antioxidative property comparable to that of miso. Address: 
Food Research Inst., Shiohama 1-4-12, Koto-ku, Tokyo, 
Japan.

1480. Parthasarathy, H.N.; Doraiswamy, T.R.; 
Panemangalore, M.; Narayana Rao, M.; Chandrasekhar, 
B.S.; Swaminathan, M.; Sreenivasan, A.; Subrahmanyan, 
V. 1964. The effect of fortifi cation of processed soya fl our 
with dl-methionine hydroxy analogue of dl-methionine on 
the digestibility, biological value, and net protein utilization 
of the proteins as studied in children. Canadian J. of 
Biochemistry 42(3):377-84. March. [16 ref]
• Summary: Early human study using children aged 8-9 
years. Supplementation of soya fl our with dl-methionine 
brought about a signifi cant increase in the biological value 
and net protein utilization (NPU) of the proteins. MHA (dl-
methionine hydroxy analogue) was slightly less effective 
in increasing protein quality. The biological value and NPU 
of the different proteins were as follows: soya fl our 63.5 
and 53.3; soya fl our + MHA 71.5 and 61.4; soya fl our + 
dl-methionine 74.9 and 64.7; skim milk powder 82.6 and 
72.0. Address: Central Food Technological Research Inst. 
(CFTRI), Mysore, India.

1481. Rackis, J.J.; Anderson, R.L. 1964. Isolation of 
four soybean trypsin inhibitors by DEAE-cellulose 
chromatography. Biochemical and Biophysical Research 
Communications 15(3):230-35. March. [10 ref]
• Summary: In 1946 Kunitz fi rst isolated a crystalline 
soybean trypsin inhibitor. In 1962 Rackis described the 
preparation of two highly purifi ed soybean trypsin inhibitors 
designated SBTIA-1 and SBTIA-2. Since then, Rackis and 
co-workers have simplifi ed the preparation of SBTIA-1 and 
have also isolated two more trypsin inhibitors from raw 
soybean meal. Address: Northern Regional Research Lab., 
Peoria, Illinois.

1482. Agricultural Research (USDA). 1964. Flavor-true 
soybean oil: Fine food oils are being perfected through 
research. 12(10):10. April.
• Summary: Chemists at the Northern utilization research 
laboratory at Peoria have identifi ed linolenic acid as the 
source of bad fl avors in vegetable oils.

1483. Carlson, C.W.; Saxena, H.C.; Jensen, L.S.; McGinnis, 
J. 1964. Rachitogenic activity of soybean fractions. J. of 
Nutrition 82(4):507-11. April. [9 ref]

• Summary: The protein isolated from unheated soybean 
meal caused rickets in turkey poults as judged by a decrease 
in bone ash. “The rachitogenic effects of isolated soybean 
protein could be largely overcome by an eightfold increase 
in vitamin D3 supplementation or by autoclaving the isolated 
soybean protein. However, maximal growth and bone ash 
were obtained only when heated soybean meal was included 
in the diet. The growth-depressing and rachitogenic effects 
of raw soybean meal were only partially overcome with a 
tenfold increase in vitamin D3 supplementation, whereas 
autoclaving the meal overcame both effects.” Note: Thus 
soybeans appear to have antivitamin D activity–though the 
term “antivitamin” is not used. Address: Lab. of Animal 
Nutrition, Dep. of Animal Sciences, Washington State Univ., 
Pullman, WA.

1484. Doraiswamy, T.R.; Narayana Rao, M.; Sankaran, 
A.N.; Rajagopalan, R.; Swaminathan, M. 1964. Studies on a 
processed protein food based on a blend of groundnut fl our 
and full-fat soya fl our fortifi ed with essential amino acids, 
vitamins and minerals. IV. Effect of supplementary protein 
food on the growth and nutritional status of school children. 
J. of Nutrition and Dietetics (India) 1(2):87-90. April. [11 
ref]
• Summary: “Summary: 1. A feeding extending over a period 
of 5½ months was carried out on two groups of girls aged 
5-11 years (20 girls in each group) to assess the value of 
supplementing their diets daily with 40g of a supplementary 
protein food based on a blend of full-fat soya fl our and 
groundnut fl our and fortifi ed with lysine, methionine and 
adequate amounts of vitamins and minerals.”
 “3. A highly signifi cant (P<0.001) increase in the height, 
weight, red blood cell count, and haemoglobin level of the 
subjects receiving a 40g daily supplement of the protein 
food was observed as compared with the control group. 
Sixteen children in the experimental group improved in 
their nutritional status as compared with only fi ve children 
in the control group. Further four children in the control 
group deteriorated in their nutritional status while none in 
the experimental group showed any deterioration.” Address: 
Central Food Technological Research Inst. (CFTRI), Mysore, 
India.

1485. Evans, C.D.; Beal, R.E.; McConnell, D.G.; 
Black, L.T.; Cowan, J.C. 1964. Partial hydrogenation 
and winterization of soybean oil. J. of the American Oil 
Chemists’ Society 41(4):260-63. April. [23 ref]
• Summary: In 1960 a partially hydrogenated, winterized 
liquid soybean oil with improved stability characteristics 
began to be sold commercially. This general-purpose salad 
and cooking oil was obtained through a signifi cant reduction 
in the linolenic acid content plus some lowering of the iodine 
value. When soybean oil is winterized, it is chilled then 
the solid stearine fractions are removed. Address: Northern 
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Regional Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois.

1486. Hackler, L.R.; Steinkraus, K.H.; Van Buren, J.P.; Hand, 
D.B. 1964. Studies on the utilization of tempeh protein by 
weanling rats. J. of Nutrition 82(4):452-56. April. [7 ref]
• Summary: Fermentation of soybeans by the tempeh mold 
“did not improve protein effi ciency nor growth in these 
studies [on weanling rats] above the protein effi ciency ratio 
for the unfermented soybeans... In all our studies the animals 
receiving diets containing tempeh have consumed less food 
than similar animals fed diets containing unfermented full-fat 
soybean meal. Our experiments do not show an improvement 
in the nutritional value and digestibility of soybeans 
fermented by a specifi c mold of the Rhizopus species, but 
they do show that properly prepared tempeh contains high 
quality protein.”
 Table 1 shows that the apparent digestion coeffi cient of 
tempeh by weanling rats changed slightly with the length 
of fermentation: 86.9% after 0 hours, 88.0% after 12 hours, 
86.2% after 24 hours, 85.3% after 36 hours, and 85.4% after 
72 hours.
 Table 2 shows that the apparent digestion coeffi cient of 
tempeh by weanling rats changed slightly with the time that 
tempeh was deep fried: 86.8% after 0 minutes, 87.4% after 
1 minute, 84.4% after 3 minutes, 82.8% after 5 minutes, and 
79.0% after 7 minutes. Address: Cornell Univ.

1487. Korula, Soma; Shurpalekar, S.R.; Chandrasekhara, 
M.R.; Rajalakshmi, D.; Swaminathan, M. 1964. Effi cacy of 
a spray dried infant food formulation based on groundnut 
[peanut] protein isolate and soya fl our in meeting the protein 
requirements of protein depleted rats. J. of Food Science and 
Technology (Mysore, India) 1(1):4-7. April. [17 ref]
• Summary: “The protein effi ciency ratios (for a 4 week 
period) of infant fed formulation based on groundnut protein 
isolate, full-fat soya fl our, dextrimaltose and hydrogenated 
groundnut oil were 2.72 and 2.33 at 15 and 20 per cent levels 
of protein intake respectively and did not differ signifi cantly 
from the corresponding values (2.79 and 2.23 respectively) 
for milk food of similar composition.” Address: Central Food 
Technological Research Inst. (CFTRI), Mysore, India.

1488. Roelofsen, P.A.; Talens, Anneke. 1964. Changes in 
some B vitamins during molding of soybeans by Rhizopus 
oryzae in the production of tempeh kedelee. J. of Food 
Science 29(2):224-26. March/April. [11 ref]
• Summary: During tempeh fermentation, ribofl avin and 
niacin increased considerably, whereas thiamin decreased. Of 
the thiamin present in the cooked soybean cotyledons, about 
one-third was used up by the tempeh mold–Rhizopus oryzae.
 During tempeh fermentation, the hyphae of the mold 
penetrate between the cells in the outermost layer of the 
cotyledons, and “secrete enzymes that penetrate further. As 
a result of the enzymatic action on the cell walls, the cells 

in tempeh separate easily when the cotyledons are either 
masticated, squeezed, or shaken with water. The digestibility 
of the cotyledons is greatly increased over that of merely 
cooked ones.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Sept. 2006) with the word “kedelee” (Indonesian 
for “soybean”) in the title. Address: Lab. of General and 
Technical Biology, Technological Univ., Delft, Netherlands.

1489. Diser, G.M.; Hayward, J.W. 1964. Expanding overseas 
markets for U.S. soy protein products: The most serious need 
in the human diet is adequate levels of good quality protein. 
Soybean Digest. May. p. 16.
• Summary: “Based on a presentation made by Mr. Diser at 
the Annual Meeting of the American Association of Cereal 
Chemists in Minneapolis” [Minnesota].
 “During the period Feb. 1 to March 21, 1962, the 
Soybean Council of America, Inc., in cooperation with the 
Foreign Agricultural Service of the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture, conducted a survey in 11 developing countries 
to determine the potential utilization of soy products as 
an aid in alleviating protein defi ciencies in the diets of the 
people in these areas of the world. One of the fundamental 
purposes of this survey was to learn the dietary habits, levels 
and status of the people in these countries. Representatives 
of the soybean processing industry made the survey which 
covered the following countries: Burma, Egypt, Greece, 
Hong Kong, India, Iran, West Pakistan, Philippine Islands, 
Portugal, Spain and Turkey.
 “The results of this survey showed that protein 
malnutrition, suffered by a major portion of the people 
in these countries as a result of inadequate food supplies, 
particularly a serious lack of protein foods, could be relieved 
by utilization of inexpensive oilseed protein products.
 “Bread, a principal food in these countries, if properly 
fortifi ed with soyfl our or grits, offers the greatest opportunity 
for increasing protein in the diet. Soy-supplemented 
chapattis, pakoris, samosas, buns and various other local 
breads were readily acceptable because of improved 
palatability, appearance and storage quality. These breads 
frequently contained two to seven times the amount of soy 
fl our or grits customarily used in the United States. Macaroni 
products, including noodles, and various native dishes, 
supplemented with these soy products, offer another means 
of improving dietary protein intake. These foods, as well as 
beverages and soups based on soy protein, were evaluated. 
by local food specialists and found to be acceptable in all 
countries. In most instances, lack of availability was the only 
factor preventing current use of soy products as a source of 
supplemental protein in the diet.
 “Beverages and infant formulas, based on full-fat or 
defatted soy fl our and nutritionally equivalent to cow’s milk, 
were found to be desirable for improving the general health 
of infants and children as well as expectant and nursing 
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mothers in most of the countries. Products which have been 
developed and tested for this purpose under the auspices of 
the Soybean Council of America are presently available so 
that an 8-ounce serving costs about 1¢.
 “Distribution Channels: Relief agencies, military 
rationing, local government mass-feeding programs, and 
school lunch programs are immediately available as channels 
of distribution.
 “Based on information collected by the members of 
the survey team, market development for edible soybean 
products would logically proceed as follows: (1) samples 
would be provided for large-scale evaluation, (2) methods 
of using protein products to improve the nutritional value 
of foods would be demonstrated to consumers, (3) technical 
assistance would be furnished to local authorities, (4) relief 
agencies would be encouraged to purchase and use U.S. 
soy products to meet protein nutrition problems, (5) locally 
acceptable products would be developed and sold to meet 
the demand created by relief agency distribution and other 
market development efforts, and (6) as a result, developing 
countries would gradually increase their purchases of U.S. 
soy protein products or would increase their purchases of 
soybeans on the open market to process locally into products 
which would be used in the manufacture of and/or included 
in native foods for domestic consumption.
 “Present acceptance and available means of distribution 
indicate that a total of 25,000 tons of edible soy protein 
products could be adequately utilized per month in the 
11 countries surveyed. It is within the present capacity 
of the soy processing industry to produce all the current 
market demands plus an additional 6,000 tons of soy fl our 
and 10,500 tons of soy grits per month. Within 6 months 
presently existing plants could manufacture an additional 
25,000 tons per month without sacrifi cing any of the present 
market requirements. The increased production would 
consume an additional 20 to 22 million bushels of soybeans 
annually.
 “More recently, greater offi cial recognition has been 
given to the need for a market development program on 
the dietary utilization of soy protein products. The Agency 
for Industrial Development is becoming more cognizant 
of the need for protein in nutrition. For example, Alliance 
for Progress sponsored a workshop in Lima, Peru, from 
April 29 through May 10, 1963, with participating agencies 
including the government of Peru, the U.S. AID mission and 
personnel from the Latin American countries. The purpose 
of this workshop was to train administrators and managers of 
child feeding centers in connection with ‘Operation Ninos.’ 
A conference on the use of American foodstuffs to further the 
Alliance for Progress program was held in Quito, Ecuador, 
on May 12, 1963.
 “It is readily apparent that a new concept is being 
formulated as to the type of foreign aid to be rendered in the 
future. This concept will undoubtedly include the furnishing 

of protein from all sources to feed the protein-hungry world.
 “A joint intergovernmental committee has been formed 
to follow up on the utilization of soy protein in foreign aid 
programs. Pilot projects are being developed on the use 
of soy protein in various areas. Shipments of soy products 
have been made to Egypt, Greece, West Pakistan and other 
countries for large-scale evaluation in response to requests 
developed through the efforts of the members of the survey 
team. Institutes have been established in West Pakistan and 
experiments are being conducted on soy protein products, 
particularly in demonstrating their value as nutritional 
supplements for children. The objective in this country is to 
get these products introduced on a commercial basis.
 “Usage in Colombia: Soy products are being promoted 
for bakery uses in Colombia through the Nutritional Institute 
and similar institutions. Isolated soy protein and soy fl our 
are being studied as a means of improving the nutritional 
value of ‘panela,’ a sugar-based food product widely used 
in the diet of infants and children in Colombia. In fact, a 
satisfactory product combining soy fl our and panela has 
been developed by the Colombian Institute of Technological 
Research and submitted for biological evaluation. The 
Soybean Council of America is cooperating with the 
Colombian armed forces in the evaluation of soy protein 
products. A large-scale study is presently under way in Peru 
in which the Council is cooperating with the armed forces to 
compare the nutritive value of soy fl our, fi sh fl our and other 
protein sources as represented by the native supplements.
 “The soybean industry, through the Council, has donated 
suffi cient soy grits for a research project to be conducted by 
the Agricultural Research Service, USDA, in cooperation 
with the University of Hong Kong. In this instance the soy 
grits will serve to provide a known amount of supplemental 
protein in cereal-containing foods in the diet of children in 
that area. The objective of this research is ‘to study the effect 
on growth and nutritional status of children of increasing 
their dietary intake of selected nutrients and of replacing a 
signifi cant part of the rice in the diet with wheat.’
 “A very recent and most important development in this 
area of expanding markets is evidenced by the request from 
USDA for offers from the industry to sell 160,000 pounds 
of defatted soy grits to the Commodity Credit Corp. These 
grits will be donated for distribution overseas by voluntary 
relief agencies through a market development program to 
be administered jointly by AID and the Foreign Agricultural 
Service, USDA. Evaluation of acceptance of this product 
in pilot child feeding projects, including school lunch 
programs, hospitals and orphanage centers, will be carried 
out in Bolivia, Nigeria, Turkey and the Philippine Islands. 
Each of these four countries will receive 40,000 pounds of 
grits for this study.
 “The offi ces of the Soybean Council plan to continue 
their efforts to bring about revision of the offi cial restrictions 
presently existing in many countries against the use of 
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soy protein in meat and bread products and other foods” 
(Continued). Address: Soybean Council of America, Inc., 
Minneapolis, Minnesota.

1490. Diser, G.M.; Hayward, J.W. 1964. Expanding overseas 
markets for U.S. soy protein products: The most serious need 
in the human diet is adequate levels of good quality protein 
(Continued–Document part II). Soybean Digest. May. p. 16.
• Summary: (Continued): The Council will continue to 
provide information and technical data on the properties 
of soy fl our and soy protein to governmental and various 
offi cial agencies. Demonstrations and seminars are scheduled 
in cooperation with schools, hospitals, women’s clubs, 
home economists’ groups and other organizations at the 
consumer level in Belgium, Luxembourg, Denmark and the 
other Scandinavian countries, France, England and other 
areas. These projects will include discussions on soy protein 
products and their nutritional and functional advantages in 
foods and bakery products. Food fairs will also be held in 
certain of the countries served by the Council to disseminate 
such information at both the consumer and industry level. 
The use of soy fl our in bread, baby foods, typical indigenous 
dishes and various specialty products will be demonstrated 
by representatives of the Council.
 “Efforts will be vigorously continued in attempting 
to bring about reduction of duties and other taxes on the 
importation of soy protein products in the United Kingdom, 
Spain and other countries where tariff barriers have been 
imposed.
 “Keep Close Contacts: Close contacts are being 
maintained with governmental and educational institutions in 
Italy in attempting to get soy approved as a food ingredient. 
The Council offi ce in Rome is working very closely with 
the largest manufacturers of pasta. Attempts are also being 
made to improve the level of protein in Italian bread through 
the addition of soy fl our. Licensing of industries for the 
manufacture and utilization of soy protein products is being 
promoted in Israel.
 “U.S. defense agencies are authorized to purchase 
protein products for use by armed forces of friendly nations. 
UNICEF is very active in promoting the utilization of soy in 
the protein-defi cient areas of the world. Church groups and 
other volunteer relief agencies are taking an active interest 
in soy as a potential source of supplemental protein for use 
in their feeding programs. These are only a few examples of 
the type of work being carried on cooperatively by Foreign 
Agriculture Service and the Soybean Council of America 
in attempting to develop the utilization of soy protein in the 
various countries.
 “Greatest Problem Hunger: As long as population 
growth continues to exceed levels of food production, hunger 
can be expected to be the world’s greatest problem. The 
most serious need in the human diet throughout the world is 
for balanced nutrition with adequate levels of good quality 

protein. Unfortunately, many of the distribution programs 
implemented to date have resulted in the shipment of surplus 
grains overseas with little or no regard for defi ciencies in 
quantity and quality of protein in the food supplies of the 
various areas.
 “Protein products from the soybean, providing an 
abundance of excellent quality protein at a greatly reduced 
cost per unit, could properly supplement the cereals which 
make up a large share of the diet and thus aid in alleviating 
protein malnutrition in the protein-defi cient areas of the 
world. These products can be used directly in the human 
diet as a source of readily available protein in those areas 
where ability, facilities and land area are not available for the 
utilization of animals to convert feedstuffs into food.
 “A tremendous potential exists for the utilization of U.S. 
soy protein products in protein-defi cient countries. However, 
this market cannot be effectively expanded without a 
concurrent improvement in the stability of the administrative 
and economic status of the respective governments, together 
with a widespread educational program covering nutrition, 
sanitation and hygiene among those consumers whose need 
for a higher level of protein in their diet is greatest.
 “While samples of soy protein products have already 
been supplied through the Council to several of the 
developing countries for evaluation, it will be some time in 
the future before a report of the results of these studies can 
be expected. Consequently, any program for employing these 
products in improving the nutritional balance of the diets in 
various areas of the world would be signifi cantly expedited 
and greatly implemented if data resulting from the research 
and development studies recently recommended to USDA 
offi cials could be made available to those administering the 
program and providing the technical assistance so necessary 
for the optimum utilization of these protein products from 
the soybean.” Address: Soybean Council of America, Inc., 
Minneapolis, Minnesota.

1491. Fitch, Coy D.; Harville, W.E.; Dinning, J.S.; Porter, 
F.S. 1964. Iron defi ciency in monkeys fed diets containing 
soybean protein. Proceedings of the Society for Experimental 
Biology and Medicine 116(1):130-33. May. [11 ref]
• Summary: “Certain foods reduce iron absorption from the 
gastrointestinal tract. In comparison to many foods the iron 
of soybeans and of diets containing isolated soybean protein 
has been found to be well absorbed.” The isolated soy 
protein used in this experiment was ADM C-1 Assay Protein, 
Archer-Daniels-Midland Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.
 The results showed reduced gastrointestinal absorption 
of iron and iron defi ciency anemia in monkeys receiving a 
diet containing this isolated soy protein. Address: Univ. of 
Arkansas School of Medicine, Little Rock.

1492. Giraldo, Carlos. 1964. Colombia: Push both protein, 
oil. Soybean Digest. May. p. 61.
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• Summary: Substantial quantities of soybean oil are being 
imported into Colombia, both for cash and under P.L. 480 
agreements.
 “Colombia has a small but not entirely negligible 
soybean production of about 1 million bushels which are 
processed here.” This is an important factor is shaping 
Soybean Council (SBC) market promotion programs.
 “The promotion of soybean oil in 1963 was aimed 
mainly at the consumer in an effort to increase the per capita 
consumption of fats and oils, hoping as a result to increase at 
the same time the imports of U.S. soybean oil.”
 “Soybean protein in human offers tremendous 
possibilities for Colombia as for most developing countries. 
A bottleneck heretofore preventing soybean protein from 
becoming an important factor in the nutrition of Colombians 
is that, although no quality products are being manufactured 
in the country, the government will not permit them to be 
imported. The program as a consequence has been directed 
to leaders in nutrition and the economy, who are already 
convinced that soy fl our offers the only feasible answer to 
protein malnutrition in Colombia.” A small portrait photo 
shows Carlos Giraldo. Address: Director for Colombia, 
Soybean Council of America.

1493. Kihara, Yoshijiro; Nanba, Rimiko. 1964. Nattô no 
seibun ni tsuite. II. Nattô no origosakkaraido ni tsuite 
[Chemical constituents of natto. II. Oligosaccharides in 
natto]. Nippon Nogeikagaku Kaishi (J. of the Agricultural 
Chemical Society of Japan) 38(5):257-61. May. (Chem. 
Abst. 62:14983). [16 ref. Jap]
Address: Lab. of Food Chemistry, Faculty of Home 
Economics, Ochanomizu Univ., Tokyo, Japan.

1494. Lo, K.S. 1964. Pioneering soy milk in Southeast Asia. 
Soybean Digest. May. p. 18, 20.
• Summary: “In 1962 we sold 2,500,000 cases of Vitasoy... 
Vitasoy has become the largest single seller in the local soft 
drink market. And this is no small achievement, when we 
are competing with such internationally known brands as 
Coca Cola, Pepsi Cola and Seven Up. We have certainly 
come a long way since we fi rst got started in 1940 with a 
small setup to make ‘milk’ out of the soybean. How I came 
about it was quite an accident. I happened to be in Shanghai 
in 1937 and attended a talk given by the late Julian Arnold 
who was then commercial attache to the American Embassy 
in Nanking. He called soybean the ‘Cow of China’ and 
practically attributed to it the preservation of the Chinese 
race... I was very impressed by his talk and came away with 
soybean stuck in my mind. I soon returned to Hong Kong 
and decided to do some experiments in making a formulated 
soybean milk which could serve as a milk substitute. A few 
friends took an interest in my work, and a private limited 
company with a paidup capital of HK$15,000 was formed 
to put the product on the market. The small factory with its 

crude equipment was formally opened in March 1940 by the 
then director of medical services, Dr. Selwyn-Clarke. In my 
opening speech, I said that the aim and object of this new 
venture was to bring better nutrition to the masses of people 
at the price they could afford to pay. This has ever since 
remained the policy of our company. To this day the retail 
price of our Vitasoy is less than one-third the price of cow’s 
milk.
 “The fi rst couple of years were extremely diffi cult. 
We soon found that, even among us Chinese to whom the 
soybean was by no means new, there was a strong prejudice 
against soy milk. They not only did not believe its nutritional 
values, but thought it could cause diarrhea, indigestion and 
stomach ache. At that stage the taste of our product, too, 
left much to be desired. Many consumers found it hard to 
take, because of the strong beany fl avor and the slightly 
bitter taste. Another problem we had to face was the keeping 
quality of the soy milk. We followed the dairy industry by 
packing it in standard half-pint milk bottles and sealed them 
with paper cap and hood. They spoiled even quicker than 
milk unless they were kept under refrigeration all the time.”
 “Hurt by public prejudice and lack of marketing know-
how, the business soon became a failure. When the Pacifi c 
War broke out in December 1942, the company had not only 
lost all its money, but also owed a large sum to me personally 
because I had to put up the money in order to keep it going. 
After the Japanese took over Hong Kong, they also took over 
our small factory and everything inside it. I left the Colony 
for Free China and remained there until the war was over.
 “I returned to Hong Kong after the war was over, and 
my fi rst task was to get Vitasoy back on the market. I was 
happy to fi nd most of the equipment was left intact in the 
factory and by November 1945 Vitasoy [which was named 
Sunspot Soya Milk at the time] was on sale again. This time 
I decided to push my product to the small people in the street 
and to market it as a beverage rather than a milk substitute.”
 In 1953 the original milk bottle with a paper cap and 
hood was changed to a soft drink bottle with a metal crown 
cap. After sterilization by heat, it could be kept for months 
without refrigeration. “This technical breakthrough gave the 
biggest impetus to the increase in sales volume.”
 “Soft drink sales in Hong Kong are very seasonal, with 
80% of the volume during the 6 summer months and the 
remaining 20% spread out from November to April. So we 
set to work on a heater which will keep Vitasoy hot during 
the cold weather. Its function will be just the opposite of an 
electric beverage cooler. After some initial failures we fi nally 
came out with a heater which has a capacity of heating 
up to 4 cases of Vitasoy at a time and always maintains 
a temperature of 145ºF. So at any time during the winter 
a customer can walk up to a store and ask for a bottle of 
hot Vitasoy which will take away the chill, and yet not hot 
enough to burn his lips... With the help of the heaters, we are 
able to maintain 50% of our peak summer sales through the 
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winter months. Hot Vitasoy stands out uniquely among the 
soft drinks, because there is no other soft drink which one 
can drink hot!”
 In 1963 the company built a new plant in Kowloon with 
twice the production capacity of the old original plant in 
Hong Kong. Today, Vitasoy is consumed by 250,000 people 
daily.
 “The infl uence of our work does not stop within the 
bounds of this little island. We helped UNICEF train 
technicians to operate a soybean milk powder plant in 
Indonesia. In Singapore, Malaya and Thailand, private 
enterprise started soybean milk plants after having seen our 
success in Hong Kong.”
 Photos show: (1) K.S. Lo. (2) Part of the crowd standing 
in line at the Vitasoy plant in Kowloon. Address: Hong Kong 
Soya Bean Products Co., Ltd.

1495. Panemangalore, Myna; Parthasarathy, H.N.; Joseph, 
K.; Sankaran, A.N.; Narayana Rao, M.; Swaminathan, M. 
1964. The metabolism of nitrogen and the digestibility 
coeffi cient and biological value of the proteins and net 
protein utilization in poor rice diet supplemented with 
methionine-fortifi ed soya fl our or skim milk powder. 
Canadian J. of Biochemistry 42(5):641-50. May. [21 ref]
• Summary: Methionine fortifi ed soy fl our is almost as good 
as skim milk and superior to soy fl our as a supplement to rice 
diets. Address: Central Food Technological Research Inst. 
(CFTRI), Mysore, India.

1496. Platt, B.S. 1964. Biological ennoblement: 
Improvement of the nutritive value of foods and dietary 
regimens by biological agencies. Food Technology 18(5):68-
73, 75-76. May. [34 ref]
• Summary: The most common vitamin defi ciency 
worldwide is probably ribofl avin (B-2). The amount 
of ribofl avin is increased in the preparation of various 
fermented foods. Ribofl avin is synthesized by a wide 
variety of microorganisms, notably by a yeastlike organism, 
Eremothecium ashbyii, which has been grown with a high 
yield on wheat bran and on the refuse (tou cha [okara]) from 
the manufacture of soy bean curd (toufu).
 “Ribofl avin is also increased in the fermentation of a 
variety of seeds, notably the seed of the African locust bean 
(Parkia fi licoidea).” Boil the seeds for 24 hours to soften the 
seed coats, then remove the coats. Boil the kernels again for 
about 2 hours, then set them aside, cover with leaves, and 
allow to ferment for 2-3 days. Pound the fermented mass into 
a paste, form it into small balls, then dry these in the sun. 
The resulting product, “which is found widely throughout 
West Africa, is known as dawadawa or uri, keeps well if 
properly dried, and may contain 0.2 to 0.8 mg ribofl avin and 
37% of protein” (Platt, 1962).
 Note: No mention is made of soybeans being used 
to make dawadawa. Address: Prof. of Human Nutrition, 

London School of Hygiene & Tropical Medicine, London, 
W.C. 1, England.

1497. Smith, A.K.; Rackis, J.J.; Hesseltine, C.W.; Smith, 
Mable; Robbins, D.J.; Booth, A.N. 1964. Tempeh: Nutritive 
value in relation to processing. Cereal Chemistry 41(3):173-
81. May. [17 ref]
• Summary: “Rats fed tempeh showed a small reduction in 
growth and protein effi ciency compared with autoclaved 
and dehulled full-fat soybean meal. This reduction in 
nutritive value may not be serious when one considers the 
improved edibility of soybeans for human consumption 
by fermentation. Loss of solids and protein in dehulling, 
soaking, washing, and cooking soybeans before fermentation 
did not reduce the nutritive value of either cotyledons, or 
full-fat grits (chips), used to make tempeh... Methionine 
supplementation of tempeh signifi cantly increased rate of 
rat growth and protein effi ciency values.” Address: Northern 
Regional Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois; Western Regional 
Research Lab., California.

1498. Bhagavan, R.K.; Prasanna, H.A.; Shurpalekar, S.R.; 
Chandrasekhara, M.R.; Acharya, U.S.V.; Swaminathan, 
M.; Krupanidhi, Indira; Ankegowda, K. 1964. The use of 
infant food formulations based on full-fat soya fl our and 
peanut protein isolate in the treatment of protein malnutrition 
(kwashiorkor). Indian Pediatrics 1(6):211-14. June. [13 ref]
• Summary: “Summary: Ten patients suffering for 
kwashiorkor were put on treatment with infant food 
formulations based on (1) full-fat soya fl our and peanut 
protein isolate and (2) full-fat soya fl our; the clinical 
and biochemical response obtained was compared with 
that obtained using skim milk powder. These infant food 
formulations were found to compare favourably with skim 
milk powder in their effi cacy to initiate and consolidate a 
cure of kwashiorkor.” Address: Central Food Technological 
Research Inst. (CFTRI), Mysore, India.

1499. Budowski, P.; Ascarelli, I.; Gross, Jeana; Nir, I.; 
Bondi, A. 1964. Vitamin A activity of acidulated soybean 
soapstocks in chicks. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ 
Society 41(6):441-45. June. [12 ref]
• Summary: Israeli research. Soapstocks increased Vitamin 
A storage in livers of chicks fed a Vitamin A defi cient 
diet. Biological activity was mainly associated with 
one carotenoid, 3’-hydroxyl-3,4-dehydro-B carotene, a 
dehydration product of lutein. Address: National and Univ. 
Inst. of Agriculture, Rehovot, Israel.

1500. Ilany-Feigenbaum, J. 1964. A simple test for trypsin 
inhibitors in soybeans. Food Technology 18(6):884-85. June. 
[5 ref]
• Summary: Israeli research note. The test is based on direct 
determination of the action of trypsin on an insoluble dye-
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soy protein. Address: Dep. of Biochemistry, Bar-Ilan Univ., 
Ramat-Gan, Israel.

1501. Korula, Soma; Shurpalekar, S.R.; Jayaraj, A.P.; 
Chandrasekhara, M.R.; Rajalakshmi, D.; Swaminathan, M.; 
Sreenivasan, A.; Subrahmanyan, V. 1964. Studies on a spray-
dried infant food based on peanut protein isolate and full-
fat soy fl our and fortifi ed with DL-methionine and certain 
vitamins and minerals. III. Supplementary value to a maize-
tapioca diet. Food Technology 18(6):113-16. June. [11 ref]
• Summary: In growth experiments on albino rats: “When 
incorporated at the 20% level (providing about 5% extra 
protein), the food was as effective as an equivalent amount 
of milk food in promoting growth.” Address: Central Food 
Technological Research Inst. (CFTRI), Mysore, India.

1502. Shurpalekar, S.R.; Chandrasekhara, M.R.; Korula, 
Soma; Swaminathan, M.; Sreenivasan, A.; Subrahmanyan, V. 
1964. Studies on a spray-dried infant food based on peanut 
protein isolate and full-fat soy fl our and fortifi ed with DL-
methionine and certain vitamins and minerals. I. Preparation, 
chemical composition, and shelf life. Food Technology 
18(6):108-10. June. (In 3 parts). [17 ref]
• Summary: Meals for Millions may have inspired this 
research, but is not mentioned in the article. Address: Central 
Food Technological Research Inst. (CFTRI), Mysore, India.

1503. Shurpalekar, S.R.; Chandrasekhara, M.R.; 
Swaminathan, M.; Sreenivasan, A.; Subrahmanyan, V. 
1964. Preparation, chemical composition and shelf-life of 
precooked roller-dried protein foods based on full-fat soya 
fl our and low-fat groundnut fl our. J. of the Science of Food 
and Agriculture (London) 15(6):370-72. June. [15 ref]
• Summary: One food consisted of 100% full-fat soya fl our 
and the other of a blend of equal parts full-fat soya fl our 
and low-fat groundnut fl our; fortifi ed with DL-methionine 
and certain vitamins and minerals. When mixed with 
warm water, the foods formed a good porridge which was 
acceptable to weaned infants, pre-school children and adults. 
When packed in sealed tin containers, both foods kept well 
for 9 months at 37ºC, but there was a signifi cant loss of both 
thiamine (13-18%) and vitamin A (20-24%).
 “One ounce of the product, costing about 1 pence, 
provides about one-third of daily requirements of protein, 
plus certain vitamins and minerals, for weaned infants and 
pre-school children.” Address: Central Food Technological 
Research Inst. (CFTRI), Mysore, India.

1504. Shurpalekar, S.R.; Korula, Soma; Joseph, A.A.; et al. 
1964. Supplementary value of precooked roller-dried protein 
foods based on full-fat soya fl our and low-fat groundnut 
fl our to a poor Indian rice diet. J. of the Science of Food and 
Agriculture (London) 15(6):373-77. June. [13 ref]
• Summary: This experiment was conducted using weanling 

albino rats. “Fortifi cation of the foods with DL-methionine 
(1.6 g. per 100 g. of protein) improved signifi cantly the PER 
to 2.99 and 7.57 respectively.”
 “Large-scale production and use of fortifi ed protein 
foods based on soya and groundnut fl ours will help 
effectively in overcoming the incidence of protein 
malnutrition among young children in developing countries.” 
Address: Central Food Technological Research Inst. 
(CFTRI), Mysore, India.

1505. Shurpalekar, S.R.; Korula, Soma; Chandrasekhara, 
M.R.; Swaminathan, M.; Chandrasekhar, B.S.; Sreenivasan, 
A.; Subrahmanyan, V. 1964. Studies on a spray-dried infant 
food based on peanut protein isolate and full-fat soy fl our 
and fortifi ed with DL-methionine and certain vitamins and 
minerals. II. Protein effi ciency ratio and over-all nutritive 
value. Food Technology 18(6):110-12. June. (In 3 parts). [10 
ref]
• Summary: This study was conducted on weanling albino 
rats. The PER of the infant food was 2.34, and that of the 
same fortifi ed with DL-methionine was 2.86, compared with 
3.19 for milk proteins. The infant food (both fortifi ed and 
unfortifi ed) promoted growth well. Address: Central Food 
Technological Research Inst. (CFTRI), Mysore, India.

1506. Todhunter, E. Neige. 1964. Biographical notes from 
the history of nutrition: Grace MacLeod–August 6, 1878–
November 16, 1962. J. of the American Dietetic Association 
44(6):495. June. [1 ref]
• Summary: A brief but excellent biography of Grace 
MacLeod, who was known for her outstanding research in 
the fi eld of energy metabolism and for her teaching ability. 
She obtained her master’s degree at Columbia University 
(New York) in 1914 and her doctorate in 1924. In 1919 she 
joined the faculty of the Nutrition Dept. of Teachers College 
[New York City], where she remained until her retirement 
in 1944. The long years in which she and Mary Swartz Rose 
worked together at Teachers College were fruitful ones in 
nutrition. Address: Dean, School of Home Economics, Univ. 
of Alabama, Tuscaloosa, AL.

1507. Fredericks, Carlton. 1964. Nutrition, your key to good 
health. North Hollywood, California: London Press. 271 p. 
Index. 17 cm.
• Summary: This book (in its 12th printing by April 1971) 
is a revised, enlarged version of the publication Eat, Live 
and be Merry. The author, billed on the cover as “America’s 
Foremost Nutritionist,” is a member of Phi Beta Kappa 
and holds a PhD in Public Health Education from New 
York University. He has a radio show named “Living Can 
Be Fun.” A quotation by Alexis Carrell facing the title 
page reads: “The doctor of today will be the dietician of 
tomorrow.”
 On pages 141, 145, and 146 the author states that 
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soybeans which have been heated are complete proteins “but 
the quality of the protein is not quite equivalent to that of 
dairy products, meat, fi sh or fowl... soy protein is far superior 
to that of other vegetables and they are a good food in many 
ways. Excesses of soy in the diet may interfere with thyroid 
function.
 The author is quite critical of vegetarian diets (see p. 
141-42, 174, 220) and favors consumption of meat and dairy 
products. A major problem in vegetarian diets, he thinks, is 
the lack of vitamin B-12 in plant foods. B-12 was originally 
called the “animal protein factor.”
 A photo on the back cover shows Dr. Carlton Fredericks. 
Address: California.

1508. Soybean Digest. 1964. Stand on fats in the diet. July. p. 
12. [1 ref]
• Summary: “The American Heart Association has 
recommended that Americans reduce the amount of animal 
fat they eat and begin ‘reasonable substitution’ of vegetable 
oils and polyunsaturated fats. This is the fi rst time that any 
major medical group or government agency has urged that 
the general public undertake such a change in the kinds of 
fats eaten. The change is urged as a means of reducing the 
risks of a heart attack or stroke. Animal fats have been linked 
by some researchers to heart disease. The Heart Association’s 
board of directors has thus recommended dietary measures 
for the general public that had previously been urged only for 
persons thought to be prone to heart attacks and strokes.
 “The Heart Association’s statement followed by only a 
few days a warning by Food and Drug Administration that 
it may seize vegetable oil products if they carry the phrase 
‘polyunsaturated’ on their labels.”

1509. Wai, Nganshou. 1964. Soybean cheese. Bulletin of the 
Institute of Chemistry (Taiwan). Academia Sinica No. 9. p. 
75-94. July. [5 ref. Eng]
• Summary: One of the best publications on fermented 
tofu, this work was supported by a grant (FG-Ta-100) from 
the USDA Agricultural Research Service. Contents: 1. 
Introduction. 2. Experimental. Microbiological investigations 
(using sufu made at 3 factories in Taipei, Taiwan. All three 
used the same strain of Rhizopus chinensis). Many photos 
(magnifi cation to 70 x to 700 x) show Rhizopus chinensis 
var. chungyuen, Mucor hiemalis and Mucor silvaticus. 
Procedures and results. Analyses. 3. Discussion. Mucor is 
the preferred mold. Summary of newly developed method. 
Appendix: (1) History of tofu. History of sufu. The ancient 
process for making fermented tofu. Salting. Table showing 
fi ve varieties of sufu and their nutritional composition.
 “Soybean cheese (sufu) has been produced in China for 
many centuries.” “Which kind of fungus is adaptable for 
the preparation of sufu is one of the keystone problems in 
studying this vegetable cheese.” The mycelial mat, grown 
on the cubes of fi rm tofu, should ideally be white (or slightly 

yellowish white), and “the mycelial mat should be dense and 
tenacious so that a fi lm will be formed on the surface of the 
‘pehtze’ to serve as an envelope to protect the fi nished sufu 
from distortion in its shape. (‘Pehtze’ means the bean curd 
freshly grown with the fungus but not yet processed and aged 
to become sufu)” (p. 75).
 In Taipei, Taiwan, sufu is made in three factories; all 
three used the same strain of fungi, which we will designate 
as Rhizopus chinensis var. chungyuen. Sufu is also made at 
home. “It is well recognized by Chinese housewives that 
when soybean curd is covered with rice straw it will at last 
become pehtze of sufu. This may be explained by the fact 
that a kind of fungus naturally inhabiting on the rice straw 
may have the chance to grow on bean curd under favorable 
conditions.” Two strains of fungi were isolated from the 
rice straw: Mucor heimalis and Mucor silvaticus. Many 
photomicrographs of all three molds are shown. Kaoliang 
wine is preferred is the typical solution of 12% NaCl and 
10% ethanol (generally added as rice wine or distilled 
liquor) (p. 76-83). “As to soybean cheese (sufu) it is not 
known when it fi rst started. The Food Encyclopedia, written 
by Wang Su-Hsiung [pinyin: Wang Suxiong] (1861) of 
the Ch’ing Dynasty [Qing / Manchu dynasty, 1644-1912] 
describes [the food] as follows:” Hardened tofu is diffi cult to 
digest and it is not good for children, old people or patients 
[ill persons]. Sufu, which is prepared from tofu, is very good 
for patients. “Therefore, we may presume to say that soybean 
cheese has been put for sale [sold] long before the Ch’ing 
Dynasty” (p. 92).
 The fi ve varieties shown in the table are: Rose sufu (to 
which some rose essence is added), Fermented rice sufu (tsao 
sufu, to which some pressed residue from rice wine {also 
called “fermented rice mash”}, cloves and orange peels are 
added), Red sufu (to which “red koji and soy mash” [red rice 
koji and sake lees] are added; red koji is boiled rice grown 
with Monascus anka [angkak]), and Kwantung Sufu [sic, 
Kwangtung Sufu from Kwangtung province in southeast 
China] (to which salt, red koji, red pepper and anise are 
added), and Yunnan sufu.
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Feb. 2007) that uses the terms “rose sufu” “tsao 
sufu” “fermented rice sufu” “red sufu” “Kwantung sufu” 
“Kwangtung sufu” or “Yunnan sufu” to refer to different 
types of fermented tofu. It is also the 2nd earliest English-
language document seen (Feb. 2007) that contains the term 
“fermented tofu.”
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Oct. 2011) that uses the word “pehtze” to refer to “bean 
curd freshly overgrown with the fungus but not yet processed 
and aged to become sufu.” Address: Inst. of Chemistry, 
Academia Sinica, Taiwan.

1510. Chemical Week. 1964. Ahead: Synthetics for the 
starving. New ways to turn inedible raw materials into 
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protein vie for domestic and world uses. 95(8):79-80, 82, 84, 
86. Aug. 22.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Formulated products. 
Fiber route [spinning soy protein]. Other soy work. How 
different protein sources rate (comparing the amino acid 
content of an Ideal, fi sh, beef, skim milk, soybean, peanut, 
cottonseed). Other soy work (ADM is working on an 
inexpensive extruded soy ingredient) [later to be called 
TVP]. (USDA’s Northern Regional Research Lab. has 
conducted extensive research on “developing edible forms 
of soybean protein, as have other food and agricultural 
manufacturers”). Peanuts and cottonseed. ‘Inedible’ food 
(slaughterhouse waste, trash fi sh and fi sh fl our). Petroleum 
upgrader (petroleum is the newest source of edible protein). 
Synthetic diets.
 A large photo at the top of the fi rst page shows children 
standing with empty bowls and cups. The caption: “Broad 
research effort on new sources of protein promises new hope 
for hungry children.”
 Four photos one page 80 have these 4 captions: 
“Abundant soybean crop, yields 90% protein powder, that 
can be spun into fi ber, for making simulated meat.” Of 
course, no hungry person could afford such an expensive 
result of food science wizardry and Robert Boyer’s U.S. 
Patent 2,682,466.

1511. György, Paul; Murata, K.; Ikehata, H. 1964. 
Antioxidants isolated from fermented soybeans (tempeh). 
Nature (London) 203(4947):870-72. Aug. 22. [10 ref]
• Summary: The isofl avone 6,7,4’-trihydroxyisofl avone was 
found in tempeh and the authors believe this highly active 
substance is probably a normal constituent of soybeans. 
[Note: This isofl avone was later shown to be a product of the 
fermentation process]. This may be an example of isofl avone 
modifi cation that may occur during the fermentation or 
processing of soybeans. “Daidzein and genistein are the 
aglucones of the known glucosides, daidzin and genistin. 
Enzymatic hydrolysis of the glucosides through the action 
of Rhizopus oryzae has been proved... The antioxidants 
liberated in tempeh act probably through their protection 
and preservation of the biologically eminently effective 
vitamin E in soybeans and not by direct biological action. 
When larger amounts of 6,7,4’-trihydroxyisofl avone become 
available, its antioxidant effect in vitamin E-defi cient animals 
should be investigated.” Address: 1. Univ. of Pennsylvania; 
2-3. Osaka City Univ., Osaka, Japan.

1512. Hartmann, G.; Kapp, H. 1964. Erfahrungen mit 
Praeparaten: Beeinfl ussung der Serumlipide mit Hilfe eines 
Diaetpraeparates auf Sojabasis (Naga-di) [Experiments with 
dietary preparations: Infl uencing the serum lipids with the 
help of a dietary preparation based on soya]. Schweizerische 
Medizinische Wochenschrift 94(34):1173-76. Aug. 22. [10 
ref. Ger]

• Summary: This is about Naga-di, a soy protein drink and 
commercial dietary formula made or marketed by Firma 
Nago AG of Olten, Switzerland. “A commercial dietary 
formula prepared from soybeans was examined for a possible 
lipid-depressing effect in a total of 34 individuals with 
normal and elevated serum lipids. Addition of the preparation 
to the normal diet had no effect on serum lipids.
 However, when about ¼ of the daily calorie intake 
was summarily replaced with the soybean preparation for 4 
weeks, comparison with controls showed a slight decrease 
of serum lipids in normo-lipemic subjects and a marked 
decrease in the hyper-lipemic group. All lipid fractions are 
affected, the triglyceride fraction to a marked degree. Six 
subjects with slight to pronounced hyperlipemia showed a 
marked decrease in all lipid fractions after at least 12 days 
on pure formula diet. No undesirable side effects were 
observed.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2010) 
showing reduction of cholesterol levels in response to soy 
protein in a scientifi c human study.
 Also issued as an offprint pamphlet, promoting “naga-
di” by Nago Nährmittel AG, Olten. Address: Medizinischen 
Universitaetsklinik Basel.

1513. Pomeranz, Y.; Mamaril, F.P. 1964. Effect of 
N-ethylmaleimide on the starch liquefying enzyme from soy 
fl our. Nature (London) 203(4947):863-64. Aug. 22. [12 ref]
• Summary: Most researchers believe that soy-bean seeds 
are a good source of Beta-amylase, but the biological 
function of soy-bean amylases is obscure since the beans 
contain very little starch. Non-germinated soy beans appear 
to contain a starch-liquefying enzyme, perhaps -amylase. 
Based on these experiments (liquefaction of pre-gelatinized 
waxy maize starch by soy fl our extracts incubated with 
various combinations of NEMI [the SH-blocking reagent 
N-ethylmaleimide] for 1-4 hours) the authors conclude: 
"With regard to the starch-liquefying enzyme in soy-beans 
two possibilities seem to exist: (a) the starch-liquefying 
enzyme has free–SH [sulphydryl] groups in the active centre; 
(b) starch liquefaction by soy-fl our extracts is the result of 
an enzyme other than the -amylase type." Address: Crops 
Research Div., Agricultural Research Service, Kansas State 
Univ., Manhattan, Kansas.

1514. Polansky, Marilyn M.; Murphy, E.W.; Toepfer, E.W. 
1964. Components of vitamin B-6 in grains and cereal 
products. J. of the Association of Offi cial Agricultural 
Chemists 47(4):750-53. Aug. [6 ref]
• Summary: The percentage of vitamin B-6 in the form of 
pyridoxol, pyridoxal, and pyridoxamine in soy fl our is 63, 
25, and 12 respectively. Address: Human Nutrition Research 
Div., ARS, USDA, Beltsville, Maryland.

1515. Smith, A.K. 1964. The Mount Fuji meeting. An 
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international symposium on oilseed protein foods. Soybean 
Digest. Aug. p. 18-20.
• Summary: The symposium, sponsored by the International 
Institute of Food Technology, was held on May 11-15 
at the Mt. Fuji Hotel, Lake Yamanaka, Japan. “The 85 
technologists participating in the program represented 20 
countries and included 30 from Japan and 20 from the United 
States. An additional 26 technical observers represented the 
Japanese food industry.” “The Mount Fuji symposium was 
a historic occasion for the advancement of oilseed protein 
foods, being the fi rst time an international conference was 
devoted solely to this subject.”
 “Dr. Y. Sakurai of Tokyo University and George F. 
Stewart of the University of California, Davis, were co-
chairman for the meeting. Dr. T.M. Anson, assisted by others, 
developed the program. Dr. Masahiro Nakano was chairman 
of a committee to collect and display oilseed protein foods.”
 “Soybeans, peanuts, cottonseed, sesame, and coconut 
were the fi ve oilseeds included in the program as sources of 
food proteins. Because of their long history and extensive 
use for food, soybeans were the topics of a major part of the 
papers and discussion.”
 “Among the newer developments in the Orient, K.S. 
Lo of Hong Kong reported on his successful commercial 
operation in the daily production of 24,000 cases of soybean 
milk in his two plants. His milk is made from well-washed 
and dehulled soybeans. It contains about 3% protein, 
2-3% fat, and 5-7% carbohydrates, with added vitamins 
and calcium. Mr. Lo’s methods for marketing soymilk are 
unique; he is also a large dealer in bottled soft drinks, and he 
markets soy milk as a soft drink. His milk competes with soft 
drinks rather than with other forms of milk or other health 
foods. Regardless of his method of marketing, he feels that 
the product is serving an important nutritional function in the 
Hong Kong area.” Note: Vitasoy is once again being fortifi ed 
with vitamins and calcium.
 Dr. Tokuji Watanabe of the Food Research Institute 
reported on new ways of making tofu, such as “packed or 
bagged tofu” which is increasing in popularity. The soymilk 
is coagulated with calcium sulfate inside a polyethylene 
or vinylidene chloride plastic bag followed by heating in a 
water bath. This new process saves time and labor. Several 
plants are now producing 20,000 bags per day. Tofu is now 
also being freshly prepared in the home from spray-dried soy 
milk, coagulated with calcium. “More than 285,000 metric 
tons of soybeans and 65,000 metric tons of soybean meal 
are consumed annually for making fresh tofu in Japan, and 
because of low cost and high food quality, its consumption is 
said to be increasing.
 Concerning miso, koji is now being made by a 
continuous method in 20-inch deep metal trays. Miso soup 
is now sold in a dried form. Shoyu production consumes 
250,000 metric tons of soybeans of the equivalent as meal.
 “The use of soy fl our and grits in the United States for 

edible purposes was estimated at 200 million pounds and in 
England at 40 million pounds. The largest use of soy fl our 
in the United States was estimated at 50 million pounds for 
bread and other baked products. In England, most soy fl our is 
the full fat, enzymatic active type and is used at about 0.75% 
for improving color and fl avor of baked goods.”
 “While isolated soybean protein for industrial uses has 
been produced since 1937, the production for food protein 
dates only from 1959. The production of industrial protein is 
carried on by two U.S. producers and annual production was 
estimated to be in the range of 40-50 million pounds. Four 
U.S. companies were reported to be producing or engaged 
in extensive research on isolated protein for food uses. 
The newest to be manufactured is referred to as a protein 
concentrate. It is prepared by washing soy fl akes either with 
80% alcohol or with water at the isoelectric point of the 
protein (pH 4.5). The concentrates must contain 70% protein 
whereas the isolate is 95% or more. The largest use of the 
isolate and concentrate is in comminuted or ground meat 
products, also referred to as sausage-type meats. Soy protein 
concentrate can be legally used in sausage-type meats up to 
3.5% of the fi nished product.” Address: Northern Regional 
Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois.

1516. Westerfi eld, W.W.; Richert, D.A.; Ruegamer, W.R. 
1964. Thyroxine and antithyrotoxic effects in the chick. J. of 
Nutrition 83(4):325-30. Aug. [39 ref]
• Summary: The authors showed that the antithyrotoxic 
activity of soybeans for rats could be separated from a chick 
growth factor by an acid hydrolysis and an acid precipitation 
process. Address: Dep. of Biochemistry, State Univ. of New 
York, Upstate Medical Center, Syracuse, New York.

1517. Booth, A.N.; Robbins, D.J.; Ribelin, W.E.; DeEds, 
F.; Smith, A.K.; Rackis, J.J. 1964. Prolonged pancreatic 
hypertrophy and reversibility in rats fed raw soybean meal. 
Proceedings of the Society for Experimental Biology and 
Medicine 116(4):1067-69. Sept. [4 ref]
• Summary: “The pancreatic hypertrophy in rats ingesting 
raw soybean meal for 38 days was reversed when the rats 
were switched to the control diet for 154 days. Pancreatic 
tissues, which had been hypertrophied for more than 6 
months, showed no histopathological damage.” Address: 
1,2,4. Western Regional Research Lab., Albany, California; 
3&6 Northern Utilization Research & Development Div., 
ARS, USDA.

1518. Kobatake, Yoshiki; Matsuno, N.; Tamura, E. 
1964. Daizu kakô shokuhin no tanpakushitsu no eiyô-ka 
[Nutritional value of protein in Japanese soybean products]. 
Eiyogaku Zasshi (Japanese J. of Nutrition) 22(5):173-77. 
Sept. [7 ref. Jap]
• Summary: The Biological Value of tofu was 68.5, and 
dried-frozen tofu (kori-dofu) was 69.1. Both values indicate 
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high nutritional quality. Even higher protein quality was 
observed in okara, a by-product of tofu. Its Biological Value 
was 84.9, though its absorption rate was 78.4%. The value 
for casein was 80.1, for salt-free miso 73.2, for low-salt 
miso 70.7, and for freeze-dried low-salt miso 60.5. Address: 
Division of Biochemistry of Nutrition, National Institute of 
Nutrition.

1519. Morgan, Agnes Fay. 1964. Interactions of food 
technology with nutrition during the last twenty-fi ve years. 
Food Technology 18(9):68-72. Sept. [21 ref]
• Summary: In 1939 the Institute of Food Technologists 
was organized–25 years ago. Food technology has generally 
improved the nutritional basis of our food supply, but has 
occassionally impeded it. Five examples of improvement are 
given, and two of these mention soybeans.
 Note: The natural foods movement that started in the 
USA in the mid-1960s was a reaction against the sugary, 
highly-processed junk foods sold in mainstream American 
supermarkets and grocery stores. Address: Prof. Emeritus, 
Dep. of Nutritional Sciences, Univ. of California, Berkeley, 
CA.

1520. Mustakas, G.C.; Griffi n, E.L., Jr.; Allen, L.E.; 
Smith, O.B. 1964. Production and nutritional evaluation of 
extrusion-cooked full-fat soybean fl our. J. of the American 
Oil Chemists’ Society 41(9):607-14. Sept. [14 ref]
• Summary: The abstract begins: “A processing method for 
preparing full-fat soybean fl ours for human consumption 
by a new extrusion cooking method was developed.” The 
paper continues: “The extrusion equipment described in this 
paper was used in 1961 to convert soybeans directly to full-
fat meals for feed mixing. Swine feeding tests carried out 
on these meals at Purdue University [Indiana] were reported 
[Jimenez et al. 1961, in Feedstuffs 33(44):42] to give 
comparable weight gains and feed conversion effi ciencies of 
regular defatted soybean meal with added fat.
 “On the basis of the Purdue experiment, it was 
conceived that it might be possible to apply the cooker-
extruder process to dehulled soybeans to produce an edible-
grade full-fat soybean product which could be ground to a 
highly nutritious fl our for human foods.”
 “A collaborative project was therefore sponsored by 
UNICEF, and undertaken by the Northern Utilization Res. 
& Dev. Div., ARS [Agricultural Research Service], USDA 
[NRRL], and the Wenger Mixer Manufacturing [Sabetha, 
Kansas] to develop and evaluate and evaluate a simplifi ed 
extrusion cooking process for the production of full-fat 
soybean fl our for edible uses.” Contains an analysis of 
12 soybean fl ours processed under different conditions. 
“The United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF) has been 
improving local diets in the developing countries, especially 
of children and of pregnant and nursing mothers. Since 
[cow’s] milk is a logical food for this group, UNICEF has 

assisted in building and equipping over 200 milk-processing 
plants in the developing countries to provide safe milk or 
milk powder.”
 “Asians have traditionally used soybean foods, generally 
in a moist form. Some of these are: soy milk (a water extract 
of the ground whole bean); tofu (a precipitated curd similar 
to cottage cheese); and tempeh (a fermented product of the 
decorticated bean). Because of their relatively short shelf life 
they are usually made locally each day as a cottage or small 
village industry.”
 The product fl avor was evaluated. “The prevention of 
off-fl avors and odors which result from fat deterioration is 
of major importance.” Only one lot was stabilized with an 
antioxidant. Accelerated stability tests were conducted on 
two lots at 100ºF and 113ºF for 1-39 weeks. The higher-
temperature lot began to show evidence of rancidity by its 
elevated peroxide value of 6.4 at the end of 15 weeks, and 
this rancidity was strong at the end of 26 weeks when the 
peroxide value reached 54. The fresh products had a desired 
nutty fl avor, and the strong beany-bitter fl avor had been 
removed.
 “Proposed Clinical Testing. A 1,000-lb lot of the 
milled soy fl our has been forwarded to the P.N. Sarihusada 
Co., Jogjakarta, Indonesia, where it will be formulated 
and packaged for acceptability testing in the areas now 
supplied by the plant with the dried water-extracted soya 
milk formulation. Clinical and acceptability testing is being 
done by the College of Medicine of the National Taiwan 
University, Taipei, Taiwan. It is part of a large-scale clinical 
test with infants up to 12 months of age to compare the 
extruded soy fl our formulated as a milk, with various other 
soybean products.” Two illustrations show the extrusion 
equipment, which was operated by LaVon Wenger.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 1997) 
that discusses extrusion cooking in connection with soybeans 
for food uses. This appears to be the fi rst production of full-
fat soy fl our (FFSF) by an extrusion cooker. Address: 1-2. 
Northern Regional Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois; 3. Food 
Conservation Div., UNICEF, United Nations, New York; 4. 
Wenger Mixer Manufacturing, Kansas City, Missouri.

1521. Longenecker, John B.; Martin, W.H.; Sarett, H.P. 
1964. Improvement in the protein effi ciency of soybean 
concentrates and isolates by heat treatment. J. of Agricultural 
and Food Chemistry 12(5):411-12. Sept/Oct. [15 ref]
• Summary: Protein effi ciency values were determined, 
using rats, for 3 soybean concentrates (approximately 60% 
protein) and 4 soybean isolates (ca. 90% protein) before and 
after mild heat treatment. Values for the unheated samples 
were 0.34 to 1.91; mild heat treatment improved the protein 
effi ciency values to 2.02 to 2.29, except for one which 
remained low (1.46). Address: Dep. of Nutritional Research, 
Mead Johnson Research Center, Evansville, Indiana.
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1522. Product Name:  [Naga-Sonda {Powdered Soy 
Beverage for Enteral Tube Feeding}].
Foreign Name:  Naga-Sonda {Pulver}.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Nago Naehrmittel AG. Then Lindt 
& Spruengli from 1971. Then Galactina Ltd. from 1980.
Manufacturer’s Address:  CH-4600 Olten, Switzerland. It 
was partly made at a plant in Sursee. Then Kilchberg near 
Zurich, Switzerland. Then Belp, Switzerland.
Date of Introduction:  1964 October.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  108 gm or 500 gm heavy 
paperboard tube, lined inside with aluminum foil, and having 
aluminum and plastic lids.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
Nutrition:  Per 100 gm powder: Protein 19.4 gm, fat 15.7 
gm, carbohydrate 57.9 gm, minerals 3.2 gm, water 3.8 
gm, calories 463 kcal, sodium 296 mg, potassium 579 mg, 
chloride 528 mg, calcium 324 mg, phosphorus 347 mg, 
magnesium 111 mg, iron 5.9 mg, copper 0.7 mg, manganese 
0.8 mg, zinc 4.6 mg...plus 13 vitamins.
New Product–Documentation:  In French, sonde means 
“probe.” This product is typically administered to a patient 
through a tube that goes in through the nose and down into 
the stomach. This is called enteral tube feeding or simply 
tube feeding. Products so fed may be called “tube feeding 
formulas.”
 Brochure published by Nago Nährmittel AG, Olten, 
in about 1966. “Naga-sonda. Biologisch vollwertige 
Sondennahrung.” 4 p. 14 cm. square. Gives the nutritional 
composition, preparation, concentration, dosage, and 
indications in German, French, and Italian.
 Talk with Peter Speck. 1983. This product, introduced 
in 1969, is sold to the dietetic and pharmaceutical markets 
for enteral tube feeding. Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1984. Soymilk 
Industry and Market, Update. The company is presently 
making 40,000 liters/week of various types of soymilk 
from whole soybeans. Soya Bluebook. 1985. p. 85; 1986. p. 
104, 111. Soya Bluebook. 1986. p. 111; 1989. p. 131. Talk 
with Peter Speck. 1990. June 2. Soya Bluebook contains a 
misprint. Naja Sonda (Dry product for enteral tube feeding) 
is actually Naga Sonda.
 Galactina Diätetica. 1986. Naga-Sonda: Vollbilanzierte 
Trink- und Sondennahrung auf natuerlicher Basis [Naga-
Sonda: A natural, fully-balanced drink and special food]. 
18 page booklet with 15 references. This easily digestible 
product is a nutritionally balanced, low-bulk, natural drink 
and enteral food made with soy protein. It contains the 
required essential amino acids, essential fatty acids, minerals 
and vitamins, and trace elements. It contains no lactose, 
gluten, purines, or cholesterol. It is used mostly by doctors. 
Letter from Peter Speck. 1988. March 11. “Naga Sonda was 
launched in 1969 in dry form.”
 Letter (fax) from Mr. Heinz Knell of Lindt & Spruengli, 
Olten. 1990. July 12. This product was launched in Oct. 1964 
by Nago, Nährmittel, CH-4600 Olten. It was partly made in 

Sursee/Sprueken? It came in 500 gm doses, in aluminum foil 
packets in a carton. It was a powder, which was dissolved in 
water for complete nutrition via a navel tube. This was one 
of the three pioneering soy products he developed. Each was 
the fi rst of its type, as far as he knows, based on soya.
 Letter (fax) from Conrad Seewer of Galactina. 1990. 
July 13. The soybeans for this product, even at the time it 
was launched, were purchased from the USA. From the 
soybeans a soymilk was made and vitamins and minerals 
were added.

1523. Lis, Halina; Sharon, N.; Katchalski, E. 1964. Isolation 
of a mannose-containing glycopeptide from a soybean 
hemagglutinin. Biochimica et Biophysica Acta 83(3):376-78. 
Nov. 1. [19 ref]
• Summary: During the last decade researchers have learned 
much about the structure and properties of glycoproteins 
isolated from animal tissues. However our knowledge of 
the occurrence of plant glycoproteins is still scanty. Here, 
the isolation of a glycopeptide from a proteolytic digest of 
soybean hemagglutinin is described, thus establishing the 
glycoprotein nature of this phyto-hemagglutinin. Address: 
Dep. of Biophysics, The Weizmann Inst. of Science, 
Rehovoth, Israel.

1524. Erickson, B. Arthur; Coots, R.H.; Mattson, F.H.; 
Kligman, A.M. 1964. The effect of partial hydrogenation of 
dietary fats, of the ratio of polyunsaturated to saturated fatty 
acids, and of dietary cholesterol upon plasma lipids in man. 
J. of Clinical Investigation 43(11):2017-25. Nov. [39 ref]
• Summary: “The relatively high degree of saturation of 
coconut oil and fats of animal origin has been associated 
with their cholesterol-elevating effect (8-12) and has led 
to the concept that saturated fatty acids per se are hyper-
cholesterolemic (13). In this regard, Keys. Anderson, 
and Grande (12) reported that saturated fatty acids were 
approximately twice as active in raising serum cholesterol as 
polyunsaturated fatty acids were in reducing it.” But is this 
true? Apparently not. Address: Miami Valley Labs., Procter 
& Gamble Company, Cincinnati, Ohio, and the Univ. of 
Pennsylvania Medical School, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

1525. Fomon, Samuel J.; Owen, G.M.; Thomas, L.N. 1964. 
Methionine, valine and isoleucine: Requirements during 
infancy: Growth and nitrogen balance studies with normal 
fullterm infants receiving soybean protein. American J. of 
Diseases of Children 108(5):487-93. Nov. [12 ref]
• Summary: Knowledge of the requirements of human 
infants for essential amino acids has been derived largely 
from short-term studies of weight gain and nitrogen balance 
of infants fed mixtures of 18 L-amino acids.
 Investigations “of infants fed relatively small amounts 
of protein from soybean or cow milk support the hypothesis 
that requirements for various amino acids may be less than 
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values derived from the study of infants fed mixtures of 18 
L-amino acids.” Address: Dep. of Pediatrics, State Univ. of 
Iowa, Iowa City, IA 52241.

1526. Aspinall, G.O.; Whyte, J.N.C. 1964. Polysaccharides 
of soy-beans. I. Galactomannans from the hulls. J. of the 
Chemical Society (London) 1964:5058-63. Dec. [10 ref]
• Summary: Two galactomannans have been isolated 
from soybean hulls by extraction with water. The two 
polysaccharide fractions contain D-galactose and D-mannose 
residues in the proportions of 1:1.4 and 1:2.35. Address: 
Dep. of Chemistry, Univ. of Edinburgh [Scotland].

1527. Kretovich, V.L.; Morgunova, E.A.; Karyakina, T.I. 
1964. Enzymatic transamination of glyoxylate with various 
amino acids in plants. Doklady Biological Sciences (English 
Translation of Doklady Akademii Nauk USSR, Biochemistry 
Section) 159:410-12. Dec. [18 ref. Eng]
• Summary: This article was translated from Russian and 
fi rst published in Dec. 1964. The following came from 
soybeans: DL-Alanine, L-Glutamic acid, L-Aspartic acid, 
L-Glutamine, and L-Aspargine. Address: A.N. Bakh Inst. of 
Biochemistry, Academy of Sciences USSR.

1528. Van Buren, J.P.; Steinkraus, K.H.; Hackler, L.R.; Rawi, 
I. el; Hand, D.B. 1964. Indices of protein quality in dried 
soymilks: Heat effects on soymilk. J. of Agricultural and 
Food Chemistry 12(6):524-28. Nov/Dec. [19 ref]
• Summary: “Soymilk powders were prepared by various 
heating and drying procedures.” A study of protein damage 
during the process was conducted. For example, overheating 
increased the darkness of the product and decreased the 
available lysine. Table 1, “Indices of adequacy of heat 
treatment,” shows the percentages of soluble nitrogen and 
residual trypsin inhibitor. Address: Cornell Univ., New 
York State Agric. Exp. Station, Dep. of Food Science and 
Technology, Geneva, New York.

1529. Barnes, Richard H.; Kwong, Eva. 1964. Methionine 
absorption and utilization from soybean protein and the 
effect of soybean trypsin inhibitor–a study of amino acid 
availability. In: Role Gastrointestinal Tract Protein Metab. 
Symposium, Glasgow. p. 41 *
Address: Graduate School of Nutrition, Cornell Univ., Ithaca, 
New York.

1530. Beaton, G.H.; McHenry, E.W. eds. 1964. Nutrition–A 
comprehensive treatise. Vol. 1. New York, NY: Academic 
Press. *

1531. Chung, E.S.; Chang, K.H. 1964. [Studies on 
microbiological standards of foods. II. On the contaminative 
ratio and death characters of the Coliform Group 
contaminating soybean mash and red pepper mash]. Report 

of the Army Research and Testing Laboratory (Seoul, Korea) 
3:7-10. [Kor]*
Address: Section of Microbiology, Army Research and 
Testing Laboratory, Seoul, Korea.

1532. DeMaeyer, E.M. 1964. Clinical trials with full-fat soy 
formulation in Taiwan. FAO, WHO, and UNICEF Report. 10 
p. *

1533. Engel, A.; Pechet, L.; Alexander, B. 1964. The 
activation of trypsinogen and plasminogen by thrombin. 
Sangre 9:93. *

1534. Ikehata, Hideo; et al. 1964. Hakkô daizu tempeh 
ni kansuru kenkyû. II. Koyoketsu busshitsu no seishitsu 
[Research on tempeh. II. The nature of hemolytic 
substances]. Eiyo (Nutrition and Nutrology) 17(1):35. [Jap]*

1535. Naturwissenschaften. 1964. 51:409+. *

1536. Poey, S.H. 1964. Trial of soy bean milk on children 
older than fi ve months. In: Proceedings of the A-A Congress 
on Pediatrics. I. See p. 595. *

1537. Sen, S.P. 1964. Tracer studies on the biochemical 
aspects of fl owering: translocation of photosynthates and 
metabolic changes in the shoot apex. Indian J. of Plant 
Physiology 7(1-2):1-15. [17 ref]*
• Summary: The possibility that substances formed in 
the leaves are translocated to the growing points during 
photoperiodic induction was investigated in 4 plants, 
including the soybean variety Biloxi. One theory is that 
the amino acids supplied by the leaves may be synthesized 
in the apical buds into larger molecules, such as protein 
or polypeptides. Address: Radiochem. Lab., Bose Inst., 
Calcutta.

1538. Shibamoto, G. 1964. [Experimental studies on the 
nutritive effect of natto. I]. Tokyo Ika Daigaku Zasshi (J. of 
Tokyo Medical College) 22:337-38. [Jap]*

1539. Shibamoto, G. 1964. [Experimental studies on the 
nutritive effect of natto. II]. Tokyo Ika Daigaku Zasshi (J. of 
Tokyo Medical College) 22:449. [Jap]*

1540. Smith, A.K.; Rackis, J.J.; McKinney, L.L.; Robbins, 
D.J.; Booth, A.N. 1964. Growth and pancreatic hypertrophy 
of rats fed commercial and laboratory soybean meals and 
hulls. Feedstuffs 36(7):46-48. *
Address: Northern Regional Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois.

1541. Tsuno, S.; Matsumoto, M. 1964. [Studies on the 
nutritional value of Natto Prorich I]. Kobe Daigaku 
Kyoikugaku-bu Kenkyu Shuroku (Bulletin of the Faculty of 
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Education, Kobe University) 31:129. [Jap]*

1542. U.S. Interdepartmental Committee on Nutrition for 
National Defense. 1964. Federation of Malaya–Nutrition 
survey, September-October 1962. *

1543. Willner, D.; Gestetner, B.; Lavie, D.; Birk, Y.; Bondi, 
A. 1964. Soya bean saponins. V. Soyasapogenol E. J. Chem. 
Soc., Supplement 1:5885-88. *
Address: Israel.

1544. Abrahamsen, Mary. 1964. Some aspects of the 
carbohydrate metabolism of germinating soybean seedlings 
in relation to levels of carbohydrates and carbohydrate 
precursors. PhD thesis, University of Minnesota. 86 p. Page 
4368 in volume 25/08 of Dissertation Abstracts International. 
*
Address: Univ. of Minnesota.

1545. Akizuki, Tatsuichiro. 1964. Taishitsu to shokumotsu: 
Kenkô e no michi [Physical constitution and food: The path 
to health]. Nagasaki: Published by the author. 40 p. 22 cm. 
[Jap]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. The medical science 
of one’s physical constitution. One’s physical constitution. 
Foods. Nutrition. Food products. Miso. Components of miso. 
Protein. Fat. Minerals. Bacteria. Medical considerations. 
Conclusion.
 Dr. Akizuki, director of the Saint Francis Hospital in 
Nagasaki, was born with a congenitally weak constitution, 
and has devoted his career to researching the use of food 
as preventive medicine. He has placed special emphasis on 
a holistic (rather than symptomatic) approach to healing, 
and on traditional natural foods native to Japan. “I feel that 
miso soup is the most essential part of a person’s diet... I 
have found that, with very few exceptions, families which 
make a practice of serving miso soup daily are almost never 
sick... By enjoying miso soup each day, your constitution 
will gradually improve and you will develop resistance to 
disease. I believe that miso belongs to the highest class of 
medicines, those which help prevent disease and strengthen 
the body through continued usage... Some people speak 
of miso as a condiment, but miso brings out the fl avor and 
nutritional value in all foods and helps the body to digest and 
assimilate whatever we eat... I use and have deep respect for 
modern medicines such as antibiotics and modern surgical 
techniques, yet they must only be employed when absolutely 
necessary. Of prime importance is the development of 
a strong constitution through proper eating. The basic 
condition of a person’s constitution determines whether 
or not he will be only mildly and temporarily affected by 
diseases, or be seriously and chronically affected.”
 In 1945, when the atomic bomb fell on Nagasaki, Dr. 
Akizuki’s hospital–located only one mile from the epicenter 

of the blast–was left in ruins. Fortunately, he and his nurses 
and co-workers were not in the building and were uninjured. 
Throughout the following 2 years, though, Dr. Akizuki and 
his staff worked daily in prolonged close contact with fallout 
victims in areas of Nagasaki which were heavily damaged 
and highly radioactive. Nevertheless, neither he nor his 
associates suffered from the usual and expected effects 
of radiation. Dr. Akizuki was extremely interested in this 
phenomenon, which he hypothesized may well have been 
due to the fact that he and his staff had been drinking miso 
soup regularly. But he felt that only a thorough scientifi c 
study of the phenomenon could provide the full answer.
 One might ask, “Why did Dr. Akizuki wait 17 years 
to write this book?” Dr. Hideo Ebine (10/89) says, “I think 
he was very busy even after the war, taking care of many 
atomic bomb survivors and ordinary patients as a clinician, 
reconstructing the destroyed hospital, and writing the 
book Nagasaki Genbakuki (Diary of the Nagasaki Atomic 
Explosion), and so on. Dr. Akizuki is not a typical western 
type physician. His philosophy somewhat resembles that of 
macrobiotics, based on the use of food and diet to overcome 
disease. He examined the results of his treatment for 30 
working staff of his hospital affected by radiation, and many 
patients who suffered directly from the atomic explosion 
before his confi dence in the results of his treatment was 
obtained.” Note: An abridged, undated edition, edited by 
Kawamura Wataru and titled Taishitsu wa Shokumotsu 
de [Your physical constitution depends on what you eat] 
was published by the Japanese National Miso Association. 
Address: Saint Francis Hospital, Nagasaki.

1546. Allred, J.B.; Kratzer, F.H.; Porter, J.W.G. 1964. Some 
factors affecting the in vitro binding of zinc by isolated 
soya-bean protein and by -casein. British J. of Nutrition 
18(4):575-82. [10 ref]
• Summary: It is well established that soya-bean protein 
contains some compound that renders zinc in the food 
unavailable and increases the turkey’s apparent requirement 
for it.
 Summary: “5. The amount of Zn bound by isolated 
soya-bean proteins and by alpha-casein was relatively low at 
pH 4 but increased markedly as the pH was increased to 5.3.
 “6. The amount of Zn bound by ADM assay protein and 
by alpha-casein increased markedly, particularly at pH values 
below 4.5, in the presence of sodium phytate.
 “7. ADM assay protein from which part of the phytic 
acid had been removed bound less Zn than the original 
protein.
 “8. The signifi cance of these fi ndings is discussed in 
relation to the availability of Zn in diets for chicks and turkey 
poults.” Address: 1-2. Dep. of Poultry Husbandry, Univ. of 
California, Davis; 3. National Inst. for Research in Dairying, 
Shinfi eld, Reading, Berkshire, England.
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1547. Aykroyd, Wallace R.; Doughty, Joyce. 1964. Legumes 
in human nutrition. FAO Nutritional Studies No. 19. xi + 138 
p. Reissued by FAO in 1982 (152 p.). [119 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Preface. Introduction. History of 
legumes. Production and consumption. Composition and 
nutritive value. Methods of processing and cooking: Soybean 
preparations in East Asia (p. 48-52)–Germination (sprouted 
soybeans), soybean curd (tofu, incl. chou tofu or “stinking 
soybean curd”), soy sauce (shoyu), soybean paste (miso), 
tempeh, natto, hamanatto, soybean “milk,” fermented 
preparations from groundnuts. Groundnut fl our.
 Effects of processing on nutritive value: Soaking, 
decortication, heating, germination, fermentation (mentions 
tempeh), effects of storage.
 Toxic substances. Legume proteins. Observations on the 
value of legumes in human feeding. The place of legumes 
in human diets. Appendixes: (1) Legumes eaten by man. 
(2) Nutritive value of important legumes. (3) Amino acid 
content of legumes. (4) Account of lathyrism in central 
India by General Sleeman. (5) Bibliography of soybean (11 
references). Some legume recipes. References.
 Soybeans are also mentioned on: Page 15: Table 1, 
“Important legumes.” Page 23: Indonesia, soybean curd, soy 
sauce, tempeh. Pages 23-24: Japan, miso, shoyu, natto, tofu, 
Korea, Taiwan. Pages 39-40: Carbohydrates in soybeans 
include “galactans, pentoses, and hemicelluloses which are 
poorly utilized.” Fats: only the groundnut and soybean are 
important sources of it.
 Page 55: Heating and trypsin inhibitor, methionine 
and cystine, raw unheated soybean meal, saridele. Page 58: 
fermentation, tempeh, PER. Pages 75-76: Protein values.
 Page 81: Dean used soybeans to treat a protein 
defi ciency. Page 84: Soybeans in India. Page 97: Soybean 
curd.
 Appendix 1, titled “Legumes eaten by man” (p. 101-14), 
lists the various legumes by their Latin names. The entry for 
Psophocarpus tetragonolobus gives its vernacular names 
as “Goa bean, asparagus pea, winged pea, winged bean, 
sesquidillas.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Aug. 2007) that uses the word “sesquidillas” to refer 
to the winged bean. Address: 1. Dep. of Human Nutrition, 
London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine; Former 
Director, Nutrition Div., FAO, Rome, Italy.

1548. Bassir, Olumbe. 1964. Improving the level of nutrition. 
West African J. of Biological and Applied Chemistry 7(3):32-
40. [1 ref]
• Summary: A diet which included gari fortifi ed with soy 
fl our gave increased milk output by lactating mothers. It also 
gave good growth and reproduction in rats. Address: Prof., 
Biochemistry Dep., University College, Ibadan, Nigeria.

1549. Belden, Gail Chester; Congleton, W.L.; DeVoto, W.R.; 

et al. 1964. The protein paradox: Malnutrition, protein-rich 
foods, and the role of business. Management Reports, 38 
Cummington St., Boston, MA 02215. ix + 145 p. No index. 
Also published by Nimrod Press, Boston, in 1965. 28 cm. 
[101 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Foreword by Nevin S. Scrimshaw, 
Massachusetts Inst. of Technology (MIT). Preface (by the 
10 authors, May 1964). I. The problem and the challenge: 
Population and food supply, protein and nutrition, protein 
quality, getting the protein into the diet, the need for action. 
II. Pioneering commercial efforts–Approaches to product 
development and marketing: 1. ProNutro in South Africa: 
Incumbe–the initial product, development and testing 
of ProNutro, commercial test marketing, fi rst national 
campaign, second national campaign, results of the national 
campaigns. 2. Incaparina in Latin America: Development 
of Incaparina, fi eld trials, commercial policies on INCAP, 
advertising policies. 3. Incaparina in El Salvador and 
Nicaragua. 4. Incaparina in Guatemala. 5. Incaparina in 
Mexico. 6. Incaparina: Early development, test marketing, 
results of the fi rst three months. 7. A protein-rich concentrate 
for Africa: Product development, commercial introduction. 
8. Other approaches: Nestle corn-soy weaning food in Brazil, 
India [no soy], Senegal [no soy], Saridele [which means 
“essence of the bean”; a soymilk] in Indonesia, started 
in mid-1957. 9. Lessons from the case histories: Product 
development, price, packaging, distribution, promotion, 
grass roots facilities versus incremental expansion, results, 
government and medical support.
 III. A look at quality problems and processing 
soybeans: Solvent extraction, water-extracted soy protein, 
full-fat soy fl our. Cottonseed: Expeller process, pre-
press solvent extraction. Peanuts. Fish: VioBin process 
(p. 78), Chile process, Bureau of Commercial Fisheries. 
Other protein sources: Protein isolates, protein from 
petroleum, other oilseeds, other plants. Conclusion. Note: 
The VioBin Corporation produces commercially a fi sh 
protein concentrate or fi sh fl our at plants in New Bedford, 
Massachusetts; Monticello, Illinois; and Greenport, New 
York. “Ezra Levin, president of VioBin, states that his 
process can solve the malnutrition problem and that a 
one-time $300 million investment could fi nance enough 
permanent, self-sustaining facilities to overcome the world’s 
animal protein defi cit indefi nitely.” He has written a paper 
titled “The VioBin process for solvent extraction and 
dehydration of wet-fat products” (Monticello, Illinois, Sept. 
1963) (p. 78).
 IV. Are potential protein resources available?: Animal 
vs. vegetable protein. Oilseed resources. Marine resources. 
Protein resources and individual countries. V. The role 
of governments: United States government: Cooley 
loans, guarantees, information, research, Food for Peace, 
competition. Local governments.
 VI. Commercial feasibility–attitudes and opinions: 
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How well is industry informed? What approaches are being 
considered?: Commercial ventures, individual projects, 
incremental basis, licensing arrangements, cooperative 
efforts, government involvement. What are the bottlenecks?: 
Finding the commercial market, distribution, changing food 
habits, product development, motivation and personnel, 
technical problems, risk and economic return. What are the 
opportunities?: Profi tability, future markets, public relations 
value, local government relations, social responsibility. Lack 
of consensus.
 VII. Conclusions, refl ections, and advice: Product 
development, production, promotion, distribution, getting 
started, words of caution. VIII. Bibliography. IX. Appendix.
 Concerning Food for Peace (p. 102-04). “The Food for 
Peace program was an outgrowth of Public Law 480, passed 
in 1954. The original purpose of the law was to provide 
the United States with a means of disposing of surplus 
commodities by selling them for local currencies of needy 
countries. Total exports under this law accounted for 28% of 
total U.S. agricultural exports for the fi rst nine years the law 
has been in operation.” These exports were composed of the 
following: wheat and wheat fl our (56%), fats and oils (16%), 
cotton (13%), feed grains (5%), rice (4%), dairy products 
(2%), and other commodities (4%). “In 1963 these exports 
amounted to 34% (in dollars) of the total United States 
economic assistance effort abroad.
 “In administering Public Law 480 the various agencies 
involved are governed by the provisions of the four sections: 
Title I–sales for foreign currencies (63% of total shipments); 
Title II–emergency relief and economic development (11%); 
Title III–donations through voluntary agencies (25%); Title 
IV–credit sales for dollars (1%).
 “The Department of Agriculture administered the 
program from 1954 until 1960, when President Kennedy 
created the offi ce of the Director of Food for Peace 
program. This person reports directly to the President and 
coordinates the efforts of the many governmental agencies 
that are involved in the administration of Public Law 480.” 
A diagram (p. 103) shows the Food for Peace operational 
[organization] chart. Immediately below the Director of 
Food for Peace are USDA, AID (Agency for International 
Development), State Department, Treasury Department, 
BOB [Bureau of the Budget, later Offi ce of Management and 
Budget], Defense USIA & OEP Commerce [OEP is Offi ce 
of Economic Programs within the Business and Defense 
Services Administration].
 “Much of the free food is distributed through voluntary 
agencies (‘Volagencies’ on the chart). Such organizations as 
CARE, the Church World Service, Catholic Relief Services, 
the Jewish Joint Distribution Committee, and others have 
many projects that are largely dependent on PL–480 for food 
and seed. Shipping charges on these products are often paid 
by AID. Within the recipient country, the local government 
usually pays the distribution charges...”

 “Perhaps the broadest Food for Peace activity is the 
school lunch feeding program under which 40 million 
children (as of August, 1963) receive daily lunches in many 
countries. Another important use of this food is as wages 
for community development projects; present Food for 
Work projects in 22 countries employ an estimated 700,000 
workers. In this manner, the food has been used to encourage 
the building of schools in Bolivia, the planting of trees in 
Tunisia, and the construction of a road in Iran.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 1999) 
that mentions Nestle’s work with soy. Address: Boston, 
Massachusetts.

1550. Bressani, Richardo; Behar, Moises. 1964. The use 
of plant protein foods in preventing malnutrition. In: 
Proceedings of the Sixth International Congress of Nutrition. 
Edinburgh and London: E. & S. Livingstone Ltd. xv + 
683 p. See p. 181-206. Held 9-15 Aug. 1963 at Edinburgh, 
Scotland. INCAP Publication I-281. [75 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Vegetable protein 
sources for human feeding: Cereal grains, legume seeds, 
oleaginous seeds and their industrial by-products the oil-seed 
cakes, nuts, palm kernels, leaf protein and algae protein, 
microbial proteins such as plankton, yeasts and others. 
Factors affecting protein value: Amino acid composition, 
other factors. Utilization of vegetable proteins: Basic 
studies, biological trials in human beings, acceptability and 
market trials. Other vegetable protein mixtures. Summary. 
References.
 The authors stress the equivalency of proteins from 
vegetables with those of animal origin, indicating that 
amino acids, and not proteins, should be considered as the 
basic nutritional units. Address: Inst. of Nutrition of Central 
America and Panama (INCAP), Guatemala.

1551. Budowski, P.; Ascarelli, I. 1964. Vitamin A activity of 
acidulated soya bean soapstock. In: Proceedings of the Sixth 
International Congress of Nutrition. Edinburgh and London: 
E. & S. Livingstone Ltd. xv + 683 p. See p. 544. Held 9-15 
Aug. 1963 at Edinburgh, Scotland.
• Summary: Acidualted soya bean soapstock (ASS), a 
by-product of the edible oil refi ning industry, is used as 
an energy-rich supplement for poultry feeds. When fed at 
the 6% level, it was found to increase vitamin A storage in 
chicken livers. Address: National and University Inst. of 
Agriculture.

1552. Dutra de Oliveira, J.E.; Rolando, Edgardo. 1964. Fat 
absorption studies in undernourished children fed cow’s 
milk or soya milk. In: Proceedings of the Sixth International 
Congress of Nutrition. Edinburgh and London: E. & S. 
Livingstone Ltd. xv + 683 p. See p. 566. Held 9-15 Aug. 
1963 at Edinburgh, Scotland.
• Summary: It is commonly accepted that undernourished 
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children are able to absorb little fat in their diets. Metabolic 
studies on the absorption of fats were conducted using a 
group of 29 undernourished children, ages 1 to 3 years, 
with and without clinical oedema. One group was fed skim 
[non-fat] cow’s milk; there was little or no absorption of 
fat. A second group was fed soya milk, fat absorption was 
generally above 90%; no differences were observed in 
children with or without oedema. A third group was fed 
cow’s milk containing similar amounts of fat as the soya 
milk; they absorbed less of the fat than the group fed soya 
milk–usually less than 80% of intake. Thus the type of 
fat consumed by undernourished children seems to affect 
their ability to absorb it. Address: Faculdade de Medicina, 
Ribeirao Preto (Sao Paulo), Brazil.

1553. Dutra de Oliveira, J.E.; Hadler, Walter A. 1964. 
Infl uence of a soya-fl our diet on the course of experimental 
nephrosis in rats. In: Proceedings of the Sixth International 
Congress of Nutrition. Edinburgh and London: E. & S. 
Livingstone Ltd. xv + 683 p. See p. 607. Held 9-15 Aug. 
1963 at Edinburgh, Scotland.
• Summary: Nephrosis (a term fi rst used in 1916) is “a 
noninfl ammatory disease of the kidneys chiefl y affecting 
function of the nephrons; esp: Nephrotic syndrome.” 
A nephron is “a single excretory unit, especially of the 
vertebrate kidney.”
 A low-protein diet is generally considered benefi cial 
in treating nephrosis, whereas increasing levels of dietary 
protein are associated with progressive renal lesions. Yet 
when rats with nephrosis were fed diets with 4 different 
levels (15%, 37%, 50%, 85%) of soya fl our, the protein 
levels of the diets, per se, did not negatively infl uence 
the disease. “In fact, protein given in the form of soya 
fl our appears to have a favorable effect on the recovery of 
experimental nephrosis in Wistar rats.” Address: Faculdade 
de Medicina, Ribeirao Preto (Sao Paulo), Brazil.

1554. Fisher, Hans; Shapiro, Ralph. 1964. Counteracting the 
growth depression of raw soya bean meal with extra protein 
and calories. In: Proceedings of the Sixth International 
Congress of Nutrition. Edinburgh and London: E. & S. 
Livingstone Ltd. xv + 683 p. See p. 497. Held 9-15 Aug. 
1963 at Edinburgh, Scotland.
• Summary: “Day-old or 3-week-old chicks were used 
in growth studies designed to elucidate the nature of the 
nutritional defect responsible for the growth depression on 
raw soya bean diets.”
 Using day-old chicks it was shown that most of 
the growth depression of raw soybean meal could be 
counteracted with additional amino acids or protein, so long 
a the basal diet contained only a suboptimal level of protein. 
But when optimal protein levels (25%) were provided no 
further improvement in growth rate could be obtained by 
amino acid or protein supplementation.

 Using 3-week-old chicks the growth depression from 
raw soybean meal was completely overcome with additional 
calories (corn oil) and protein (either more raw soya bean, or 
fi sh or isolated soya protein). Address: Rutgers Univ., New 
Jersey, USA.

1555. Garlich, Jimmy Dale. 1964. Studies on the effects of 
feeding diets containing raw soybean meal or certain of its 
constituent proteins on fat absorption and protein digestion 
by the chick. PhD thesis, Cornell University. 162 p. Page 
3241 in volume 25/06 of Dissertation Abstracts International. 
*
Address: Cornell Univ.

1556. Goldblith, Samuel A.; Joslyn, Mayard A. eds. 1964. 
Milestones in nutrition. An anthology of food science. Vol. 2. 
Westport, Connecticut: AVI Publishing Co. xv + 797 p. Illust. 
Portraits. No index. 24 cm. [500+* ref]
• Summary: This collection of facsimile reprints of 
historically important articles on the discovery of vitamins is 
dedicated to Samuel Lepovsky. Much of the early research 
on vitamins was done not at medical research centers as 
might be supposed, but at agricultural colleges and their 
experiment stations, such as those at the University of 
Wisconsin, site of much pioneering work in the fi eld of 
vitamins.
 Jack C. Drummond (of the Institute of Physiology, 
University College, London) did much to clarify and unify 
the system of vitamin nomenclature by suggesting that the 
terminal “e” be dropped from the word “vitamine” and 
by using simple alphabetical letter such as A, B, C, etc. in 
place of the often cumbersome nomenclature such as “water 
soluble B” or “fat soluble A.”
 In 1929 Burr and Burr demonstrated that there must be 
one or more essential fatty acids in the diet, but they did not 
show which ones these were.
 The late 1700s saw a revolution in the science of 
chemistry that later revolutionized the science of nutrition. 
Men like Henry Cavendish (1731-1810, noted for his 
discovery of hydrogen or what he called “fl ammable air”), 
Joseph Priestly (1733-1804, usually credited with the 
discovery of oxygen), and Antoine Lavoisier (1743-1794; he 
recognized and named oxygen {1778}, hydrogen {1783}, 
abolished the phlogiston theory, wrote the fi rst extensive list 
of elements, and helped to reform chemical nomenclature); 
they introduced careful measurement and unifi ed the work 
of their predecessors. Their research was essential to a 
nutritional theory of metabolism.
 Note; Phlogiston was a hypothetical substance once 
believed to be present in all combustible materials and to be 
released during burning / combustion.
 In 1823 the French chemist Michel E. Chevreul (1786-
1889) announced the chemical composition of fat. His work 
with fatty acids led to early applications in the fi elds of art 
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and science.
 Justus von Liebig (1803-1873) applied chemistry to 
physiology. Liebig, like Lavoisier and Carl von Voit (1831-
1908, a German physiologist and dietitian), was a major 
fi gure in the fi eld of nutrition.
 The science of nutrition, formerly the property of 
Europe (primarily England, Germany, and France), partially 
passed to the United States in the early 1900s with the work 
of Thomas B. Osborne and Lafayette B. Mendel (of Yale 
University, Connecticut); they did extensive work isolating 
proteins (incl. from the soybean), feeding these isolated food 
substances to animals, and conducting nitrogen-balance 
experiments.
 One could say that the science of nutrition was fi rst 
centered in Italy, then England, then France (1700s), then 
Germany (1800s). Famous early U.S. nutritionists (mainly 
in the 20th century) were Chittenden, Mendel, Osborne, 
Atwater, Sherman, McCullum, Steenbock, and Rose. 
McCullum was a pupil of Mendel, and Steenbock a pupil of 
McCullum.
 Casimir Funk (1884-1967) was a Polish biochemist. 
He is generally credited with the fi rst formulation of the 
concept of vitamins in 1912; he called them “vital amines” or 
“vitamines.” His key 1912 paper in this fi eld was titled “The 
etiology of defi ciency diseases.”
 Note: Casimir Funk was not the discoverer of vitamins. 
Many researchers went before him, including James Lind 
(1716-1794; he was a pioneer of naval hygiene in the 
Scottish and Royal navies. By conducting the fi rst ever 
clinical trial, he developed the theory that citrus fruits cured 
scurvy) and Christiaan Eijkman (1858-1930; was a Dutch 
physician and professor of physiology whose demonstration 
that Beriberi is caused by poor diet led to the discovery of 
vitamins. Together with Sir Frederick Hopkins, he received 
the Nobel Prize for Physiology or Medicine).
 Historically it was chiefl y the researches in beriberi (by 
Eijkman), and this discovery of vitamins, that put an end to 
the former classical theory of nutrition.
 In 1584 Ronsseus, a Dutch physician, was the fi rst 
to recommend oranges as the antiscorbutic for sailors. 
Unfortunately, it was to be over 200 years before this 
addition to the diet of sailors became mandatory. James 
Lind’s monumental A Treatise of Scurvy was published 
in 1753, based on one of the fi rst modern nutritional 
experiments. Yet it took another 50 years before his 
recommendations were widely adopted.
 Pages 541-42 contain short (one-third page each) 
biographies and photos of Thomas B. Osborne, L.B. Mendel, 
and William C. Rose. Both parts of the classic 1911 work. 
“Feeding experiments with isolated food substances,” 
by Osborne and Mendel, are reprinted on pages 559 to 
698. Address: 1. Dep. of Nutrition & Food Science, MIT, 
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts; 2. Dep. of Nutritional 
Sciences, Univ. of California, Berkeley, CA.

1557. Guggenheim, K.; Goldberg, A. 1964. Endogenous 
loss of nitrogen originating in the pancreas. In: Hamish 
N. Munro, ed. 1964. The Role of the Gastrointestinal 
Tract in Protein Metabolism. Oxford: Blackwell Scientifi c 
Publications. xviii + 402 p. See p. 63. Proceedings of a 
symposium held 5-7 Aug 1963 at the University of Glasgow, 
Scotland. *
Address: Lab. of Nutrition, Hebrew Univ.–Hadassah Medical 
School, Jerusalem, Israel.

1558. Japan Dietetic Assoc. Corp. (JDAC). 1964. [Standard 
composition of Japanese foods]. Tokyo: Daiichi Shuppan 
K.K. 124 p. [Jap; Eng]
• Summary: The basic source of information on the 
nutritional composition of all Japanese foods.

1559. Krauss, H. 1964. Vollwertkost fuer Kranke und 
Erholungssuchende [Whole foods for sick people and those 
seeking recovery / convalescents]. Berlin: VEB Verlag Volk 
und Gesundheit. [Ger]*

1560. Mabuchi, Toichi. 1964. Tales concerning the origin of 
grains in the insular areas of Eastern and Southeastern Asia. 
Asian Folklore Studies (Nagoya, Japan) 23(1):1-92. See p. 3. 
[80+* ref. Eng]*
• Summary: Page 3 tells a story from the Kojiki, which fi rst 
appeared in Japan in 712 A.D.: “A heavenly god asked an 
earthly goddess for a meal. Having seen her cooking various 
kinds of food taken out of her mouth, nose and anus, the 
heavenly god killed her in anger. Shortly afterward there 
appeared seeds of various crops from her corpse; from her 
eyes rice, from her ears the ‘millet’, from her nose the red 
bean [probably azuki], from her anus the soya bean, from her 
vagina barley, while the silk worm came out of her head.”
 Harlan (1975, p. 45) notes: “The source of the soybean 
suggests fl atulence,...”
 Note: This paper was fi rst presented on 20 June 1962 at 
Indiana University.

1561. McGinnis, J.; Carlson, C.W.; Saxena, H.C.; Jensen, 
L.S. 1964. Growth promoting rachitogenic and antirachitic 
effects of various soya bean fractions. In: Proceedings of the 
Sixth International Congress of Nutrition. Edinburgh and 
London: E. & S. Livingstone Ltd. xv + 683 p. See p. 546. 
Held 9-15 Aug. 1963 at Edinburgh, Scotland.
• Summary: Soya bean meal appears to contain two water-
soluble factors. One is rachitogenic and labile to autoclaving. 
The other is antirachitic, growth promoting, and heat-stable. 
Address: Washington State Univ., Pullman, Washington, 
USA.

1562. Muelenaere, H.J.H. de. 1964. Studies of the 
nutritive value and digestion physiology of soya beans. In: 
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Proceedings of the Sixth International Congress of Nutrition. 
Edinburgh and London: E. & S. Livingstone Ltd. xv + 683 p. 
See p. 491. Held 9-15 Aug. 1963 at Edinburgh, Scotland.
• Summary: The passage of raw soybeans through the 
stomach of a rat, a disappearance of total nitrogen from 
the gastro-intestinal tract, was considerably slower than 
for properly heated soybeans. Address: Natal Agricultural 
Research Inst., Pietermaritzburg, South Africa.

1563. Murata, Kiku; Ikehata, H.; György, P. 1964. Detection 
and isolation of the antioxidants from fermented soya beans, 
tempeh. In: Proceedings of the Sixth International Congress 
of Nutrition. Edinburgh and London: E. & S. Livingstone 
Ltd. xv + 683 p. See p. 601. Held 9-15 Aug. 1963 at 
Edinburgh, Scotland.
• Summary: The authors detected an antioxidant in the 
alcohol extract of tempeh which is similar to that of vitamin 
E; it prevents haemolysis of red blood cells to dialuric 
acid. They attempted to isolate the active antioxidants from 
tempeh and succeeded in obtaining two isofl avons and one 
unknown “Factor 2” in crystalline forms. Two of the crystals 
were identifi ed as daidzein and geninstein. Compared 
with vitamin E, they have only 1% and 5% respectively of 
the activity to prevent the haemolysis of red blood cells. 
However “Factor 2” has twice the activity of vitamin E.
 Also summarized in Nutrition Abstracts and Reviews 
(1964, p. 1792). Address: 1-2. Osaka City Univ., Osaka, 
Japan; 3. Philadelphia General Hospital, Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania.

1564. Nagasawa, T.; Tamura, T.; Fujiyama, R.; Kawakami, 
K. 1964. Miso ni tenka shita bitamin A ryokuka no shôchô to 
sono misoshiru-chû no anteisei ni tsuite [Potency of vitamin 
A palmitate added to home-made miso (soybean paste) and 
cooked miso soup]. Eiyo to Shokuryo (J. of Japanese Society 
of Food and Nutrition) 17(3):185-87. [Jap]

1565. Oei Jang Tjoe. 1964. Penentuan kadar ribofl avin dari 
hasil berbagai fermentasi kedelai dengan tjara mikrobiologi 
[Microbiological determination of the ribofl avin level in 
various fermented soybean products]. Thesis (Skripsi), 
Bagian Biologi Institut Teknologi Bandung, Bandung, 
Indonesia. 40 p. PBITB. [Ind]*
Address: Bandung, Indonesia.

1566. Phadnis, Leela. 1964. The effect of rice on the 
biological value of American Multi-Purpose Food. PhD 
thesis, Kansas State University. 115 leaves. 28 cm. *
• Summary: This is the fi rst PhD thesis published about 
Multi-Purpose Food. Address: Kansas.

1567. Saxena, Harish Chandra. 1964. Investigations on the 
mechanism of growth depression and pancreatic hypertrophy 
by raw soybean meal in the chick. PhD thesis, Washington 

State University. 84 p. Page 723 in volume 25/02 of 
Dissertation Abstracts International. *
Address: Washington State Univ.

1568. Stare, Fredrick J. 1964. Eating for good health. Garden 
City, New York: Doubleday and Company, Ltd. xi + 239 p. 
Index. 22 cm. [21 ref]
• Summary: The Introduction begins: “This book is a 
compilation of columns from ‘Food and Your Health,’ a 
twice-weekly syndicated column that I have managed, 
particularly with the help of two of my assistants.” Dr. 
Stare thinks there is no reason to believe that “organically 
fertilized foods” or “natural foods” are better for your health 
than ordinary foods found in any good grocery store or 
supermarket. A signifi cant part of this book is devoted to 
“quacks and quackery.”
 Page 2: The fi rst “Basic Four” was developed at 
Harvard’s Department of Nutrition. A few months later the 
USDA designed a Basic Four. “They were both essentially 
the same.” The four were dairy products, meat or meat 
substitutes, cereal products, and vegetables and fruits. “The 
one and only ‘magic formula’ for healthful eating lies in the 
variety of foods eaten and in not eating too much.”
 Page 3: “Vegetarians who prefer not to consume meats 
can readily get protein of good quality and suffi cient quantity 
by consuming extra milk, cheese, eggs or nuts.” Page 5: “Is 
there one perfect food?” Milk is “the most nearly perfect 
food.”
 Note: Fredrick J. Stare lived 1910-2002. Address: M.D.., 
Prof. of Nutrition, Chairman, Dep. of Nutrition, Harvard 
School of Public Health [Harvard Univ., Massachusetts].

1569. Taira, Harue; Taira, Hirokadzu; Sakurai, Y. 1964. 
Daizu kakôhin no amino-san ni kansuru kenkyû. V. Nattô 
seizô kôtei-chû no aminosan [Studies on amino acid contents 
of processed soybean. V. Variation of total and free amino 
acid contents in “natto” processing]. Eiyo to Shokuryo (J. of 
Japanese Society of Food and Nutrition) 17(4):248-50. [12 
ref. Jap; eng]
Address: Nôrinsho, Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo, Tokyo, Japan; 
Tokyo Daigaku Nogaku-bu.

1570. Takagi, Heiji; Fujiyama, R.; Nagasawa, T. 1964. Nôka 
jika jôzô miso no hinshitsu ni kansuru kenkyû. II. Chiramin 
no ganryô ni tsuite [Studies on the qualities of homemade 
miso (soybean paste) used by farm families. II. On the 
tyramine content]. Eiyo to Shokuryo (J. of Japanese Society 
of Food and Nutrition) 17(2):123-25. [3 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: “Home-made soybean pastes used by farm 
families show occasionally the presence of tyramine but 
seldom in commercial ‘Miso’.
 “From the viewpoint of utilization of soybean as protein 
sources of farm families, an improvement of the quality 
of soybean pastes is an important problem in extension 
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services.
 “In order to disclose the actual condition of the 
tyramine content distribution of home made soybean pastes 
147 samples were collected from 147 farm households in 
Saitama, Tochigi and Gunma prefectures.
 “According to the assay results by paper-
chromatographical and photometrical procedures, the range 
of tyramine content in these soybean pastes was from 0 to 
53 mg per 100 gm. And among these soybean pastes the 
group that contains more than 30 mg per 100 gm tyramine 
accounted for 10% of the total.
 “However, the correlation between tyramine content and 
other individual factors such as duration of aging, sodium 
chloride content and ratio of materials could not be found.”

1571. Takagi, Heiji; Fujiyama, R.; Nagasawa, T. 1964. Nôka 
jika jôzô miso no hinshitsu ni kansuru kenkyû. III. Hissu 
amino-san kôsei ni tsuite [Studies on the qualities of home-
made miso (soybean paste) used by farm families. III. On 
the essential amino acid composition]. Eiyo to Shokuryo (J. 
of Japanese Society of Food and Nutrition) 17(3):181-84. [8 
ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: “The qualities of home-made soybean paste 
used by farm families were investigated from viewpoint of 
their essential amino acid composition.
 “Ten essential amino acids in 28 soybean paste 
samples, which were collected from farm households in 
Saitama, Tochigi and Gunma prefectures, were analysed 
by microbiological assay method. Results were as follows: 
leucine 7.7, isoleucine 4.7, lysine 5.7, methionine 1.2, 
cystine 1.3, phenylalanine 4.7, threonine 3.4, tryptophan 0.9, 
tyrosine 3.9 and valine 4.6 g per cent in protein.
 “The difference of essential amino acid composition 
among any kinds of home-made soybean pastes could not be 
found.”

1572. Yates, Jerome Douglas. 1964. The feeding of unheated 
soybeans to poultry. PhD thesis, Michigan State University. 
124 p. Page 2135 in volume 25/04 of Dissertation Abstracts 
International. *
• Summary: Toasted soybean meal is preferable, however 
small amounts of unheated soybeans can be used. Address: 
Michigan State Univ.

1573. Yoritaka, Toyoji; Matsuda, G.; Oka, K.; Muta, I. 1964. 
The effect of soybean protein for albino rats. In: Proceedings 
of the Sixth International Congress of Nutrition. Edinburgh 
and London: E. & S. Livingstone Ltd. xv + 683 p. See p. 
477. Held 9-15 Aug. 1963 at Edinburgh, Scotland.
• Summary: “From the result of a fundamental dietetic 
study on albino rats it was known that a diet in which animal 
protein (casein or fi sh meal) and soybean protein were mixed 
at the rate of 9 to 3 was more effi cient than a diet composed 
of either one of them.

 “One of the reasons for this higher effi ciency is 
attributable to a supplemental effect of essential amino acids, 
especially of methionine and tryptophan, but it consists in 
yet unknown factors that the addition of soybean protein 
is unexpectedly effective.” Address: Dep. of Biochemistry, 
School of Medicine, Nagasaki Univ., Japan.

1574. Coopercotia (Sao Paulo). 1965. Soja tem proteina de 
primeira qualidade [Soya has protein of premium quality]. 
22(183):62-63. Jan. [Por]*

1575. Szabo, Steve S. 1965. Determination of 2,4-D residues 
in soybeans. Weeds 13(1):76. Jan. [3 ref]
• Summary: This article begins: “Considerable emphasis has 
been placed upon the presence of pesticide residue in crops. 
Even apparently innocuous herbicides, such as... 2,4-D 
cannot be used if residues are found in substances utilized for 
food and/or cosmetics by humans.”
 This research showed that, if sprayed before maturity, 
soybean seeds will accumulate and retain a small residue 
of this herbicide. It also indicated that the 2,4-D amine is 
partially hydrolyzed to the free acid after application to the 
soybean plant. Address: Formerly Plant Physiologist, FDA, 
Washington, DC; presently Plant Physiologist, Ft. Detrick 
Maryland.

1576. Nago Nahrmittel, A.G. 1965. Improvements in and 
relating to the production of an extract of soy milk. British 
Patent 1,036,057. Date of application and fi ling complete 
specifi cation: 24 Feb. 1965. 2 p. Complete specifi cation 
published: 13 July 1966. Application made in Switzerland: 6 
March 1964.
• Summary: The new process is described in 11 steps. 
A soy milk extract is prepared by steeping soy beans in 
water, wet grinding the soaked beans in the presence of an 
excess of water, heating the resultant mixture of ground 
material to about 130 C. to destroy the trypsin inhibitor 
and subsequently cooling in vacuo to between 40 and 60 
C. to deodorize the aqueous mixture, and after physically 
separating the aqueous mixture into solid matter and an 
emulsion the latter is sterilized and concentrated. The 
steeping and/or the wet grinding of the soy beans may be 
effected in the presence of calcium hydroxide. Sterilization 
is effected by heating the emulsion to about 150 C. prior to 
concentration in a vacuum evaporator. The concentrate may 
be freeze dried, spray dried or dried in vacuo, in the latter 
two cases with the addition of 5-15% of carbohydrates prior 
to sterilization. Address: Olten, Switzerland.

1577. Barnes, Richard H.; Fiala, Grace; Kwong, Eva. 
1965. Prevention of coprophagy in the rat and the growth-
stimulating effects of methionine, cystine and penicillin 
when added to diets containing unheated soybeans. J. of 
Nutrition 85(2):127-31. Feb. [6 ref]
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• Summary: Note: Coprophagy is the ingestion of feces as a 
means of obtaining nutrients.
 Abstract: “The growth inhibition caused by feeding 
unheated soybeans to rats is partially overcome by 
supplementing the diet with methionine, cystine or penicillin. 
With conventional rats these supplements were effective 
when the diet contained either a large quantity (50%) of 
unheated, solvent-extracted soybean fl akes or a small 
quantity (25%).”
 When coprophagy was completely prevented by the use 
of fecal collection cups below the tail, the benefi cial effect of 
penicillin was abolished at either level of unheated soybean 
in the diet. Address: Graduate School of Nutrition, Cornell 
Univ., Ithaca, New York.

1578. Borchers, R. 1965. Environmental temperature and 
growth inhibition of weanling rats fed raw soybean rations. 
J. of Nutrition 85(2):205-06. Feb. [5 ref]
• Summary: Rats were fed rations at 10 and 30ºC. At 30ºC, 
growth rates with raw meal were markedly less than with 
heated. At 10ºC, growth rates with raw meal were only 
slightly less than with heated. Address: Univ. of Nebraska, 
Lincoln.

1579. Finkenstadt, William R.; Laskowski, Michael, Jr. 1965. 
Peptide bond cleavage on trypsin-trypsin inhibitor complex 
formation. J. of Biological Chemistry 240(2):962-63. [7 ref]*
Address: Dep. of Chemistry, Purdue Univ., Lafayette, 
Indiana.

1580. Hegsted, D.M.; Chang, Yet-Oy. 1965. Protein 
utilization in growing rats: I. Relative growth index as a 
bioassay procedure. J. of Nutrition 85(2):159-68. Feb. [26 
ref]
• Summary: This is the earliest known paper to propose the 
slope-ratio as a measure of protein quality. If lactalbumin has 
a relative value of 100, casein is 70 and soy protein is 34%. 
The authors propose this as an alternative to PER (protein 
effi ciency ratio), which they think is not an adequate method.
 There are presently only two procedures for evaluating 
the nutritive value of proteins (protein quality). (1) 
Biological value as determined by the method of Thomas 
(1909) as modifi ed by Mitchell (1924) and Mitchell and 
Carmen (1926); this is generally considered the method of 
choice. The measures of chemical score (Block & Mitchell 
1946-47), protein score (FAO 1957), and nitrogen balance 
index (Allinson 1955) are derived from it. (2) Protein 
effi ciency ratio–originally proposed by Osborne and co-
workers (119). Address: 1. Dep. of Nutrition, Harvard School 
of Public Health, Boston, Massachusetts; 2. Div. of Home 
Economics, Univ. of Wyoming, Laramie, Wyoming.

1581. Ishaaya, I.; Birk, Y. 1965. Soybean saponins. IV. 
The effect of proteins on the inhibitory activity of soybean 

saponins on certain enzymes. J. of Food Science 30(1):118-
20. Jan/Feb. [6 ref]
• Summary: Discusses inhibition of cholinesterase, 
proteolytic activity of chymotrypsin, trypsin, papain, etc. 
Saponins from soya and alfalfa have been reported to inhibit 
many enzymes, including alpha-chymotrypsin, proteases, 
and cholinesterase. Address: Faculty of Agriculture, Hebrew 
Univ., Rehovot, Israel.

1582. James, W.S. 1965. The Vegetarian Nutritional 
Research Centre, 1959-1964. British Vegetarian. Jan/Feb. p. 
29-32.
• Summary: Discusses the history and activities of the 
Centre, Wanderlac and Velactin, Frank Wokes, N.W. Pirie, 
Cyril Vesey, vitamin B-12, leaf proteins, etc.
 The article begins: “Since the Research Centre was 
inaugurated in Stanborough Park near Watford in 1959, I 
have, as a member of its scientifi c sub-committee, been in 
close contact with its activities of which the following is a 
brief summary.
 “Scientifi c investigations must be based on much 
previous experience. The Research Centre was fortunate 
in starting in 1959 under the guidance of Dr. Frank Wokes 
with over thirty years’ experience of nutritional research 
especially on vegetarian foods. In 1958 [sic, 1959] this 
culminated in the marketing of the fi rst British vegetable 
milk Wanderlac, now called Velactin (A. Wander Limited). 
At the inaugural meeting of the Research Centre there were 
several vegetarian experts whose investigations during the 
previous ten to fi fteen years had done much to help directly 
or indirectly in the development of Wanderlac. These 
included Dr. W.W. Payne and Dr. Cyril Pink, who carried 
out clinic trials on babies at Great Ormond Street Children’s 
Hospital and at the Vegetarian Nursing Home, Blackheath, 
respectively. Dr. Lester Smith, F.R.S., whose discovery 
of vitamin B-12 in 1948 gave a clue to the successful 
use of vegetable protein, was also present. As the Royal 
Society’s adviser to the research project on vitamin B-12 
in Stanborough School, in which the Research Centre has 
played a leading part, Dr. Lester Smith has taken increasing 
interest in its work.
 “In October, 1959, the Research Centre helped to 
arrange a meeting in Manchester on leaf proteins, addresses 
being given by the leading expert Mr. N.W. Pirie, F.R.S., 
and by Dr. Wokes, who had for some years previously been 
studying these problems with Mr. Pirie.”
 “When the Research Centre started in 1959 its 
administrative headquarters were at Stanborough School 
where the headmaster, Mr. Richard Syme, its chairman until 
February, 1961, and his colleagues gave great help. Mr. Cyril 
Vesey, B.Sc., head of the school’s science department, fi rst 
functioned as Secretary and as Treasurer, but towards the 
end of 1960 handed the latter duties over to Mr. Ted Cox. 
Mr. Vesey, as well as taking an active part with Dr. Wokes 
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and his son Richard in establishing the research laboratory, 
remained Secretary until 1964, when his secretarial duties 
were taken over by Mr. Ronald Luxton, another member of 
the school science department. Mr. Harry Leonard, B.A., 
a third member of the school staff, served as Committee 
Chairman in 1961 and again in 1963-1964.
 “Steady increase in the Research Centre’s activities 
showed the need for its own headquarters. In 1961 these 
were established at Dr. Wokes’ residence, on the outskirts 
of Stanborough Park, close to the research laboratory. They 
contain the registered offi ce of the Centre, also a library 
housing its books and records, providing a unique collection 
of information on vegetarian nutrition.” Address: M.Sc., 
Chairman.

1583. Shurpalekar, S.R.; Korula, Soma; Chandrasekhara, 
M.R.; Swaminathan, M. 1965. Studies on the preparation, 
chemical composition and nutritive value of a spray-dried 
soya food suitable for feeding weaned infants. J. of the 
Science of Food and Agriculture (London) 16(2):90-94. Feb. 
[15 ref]
• Summary: Describes the results of studies using a spray-
dried food based on full-fat soya fl our, dextrin-maltose 
mixture, and hydrogenated groundnut oil fortifi ed with 
DL-methionine and certain essential vitamins and minerals. 
The food contained 26% protein and 18% fat. The basic 
protein effi ciency ratio was 2.47 but fortifi cation with 4 
gm/kg of DL-methionine markedly increased the PER 
to almost the same level as that of a control milk food of 
similar composition. “It may be concluded that in many 
developing regions where milk is in short supply and soya-
bean is readily available, the spray-dried food costing only 
about 4s. per kg. and possessing an overall nutritive value 
comparable to that of a milk food of similar composition can 
be manufactured on large scale and used for supplementary 
feeding of weaned infants.” Address: Central Food 
Technological Research Inst. (CFTRI), Mysore, India.

1584. Todhunter, E. Neige. 1965. The evolution of nutrition 
concepts: Perspectives and new horizons. J. of the American 
Dietetic Association 46(2):120-28. Feb. [30* ref]
• Summary: This Lenna Frances Cooper Memorial Lecture 
was delivered at the 47th Annual Meeting of the American 
Dietetic Association in Portland, Oregon, on July 27, 1964. It 
starts with the following quotation:
 “Every discovery, however important and apparently 
epoch making, is but the natural and inevitable outcome of 
a vast mass of work, involving many failures, by a host of 
different observers.–E.H. Starling.”
 Contents: Introduction. Some perspective (Nutrition 
is a 20th century science, which has depended on the 
development of physiology and chemistry). Some basic 
concepts (each is explained in detail): (1) Adequate nutrition 
is essential for the health of man. (2) A number of elements 

and complex compounds, broadly classifi ed as proteins, fats, 
carbohydrates, minerals, and vitamins, are daily essentials 
in the food of man. (3) Effects of nutritional inadequacy are 
more than physical, and semistarvation profoundly affects 
behavioral patterns. (4) It is essential that certain nutrients 
be provided preformed in food; others may be synthesized 
within the body. (5) Nutrients are inter-related, and a 
metabolic balance must be maintained among them. (6) Body 
constituents are in a dynamic state of equilibrium. (7) Human 
quantitative requirements for nutrients are known within 
certain limits. (8) Nutritional status of population groups and 
of individuals can be measured for some nutrients. (9) Food 
is man’s source of nutrients.
 More perspective and responsibility. New horizons (“All 
the evidence at present points to great new possibilities in 
nutrition”).
 Portrait photos show (1) Lenna Frances Cooper. (2) 
Lafayette B. Mendel. (3) F. Gowland Hopkins. (4) Elmer V. 
McCollum.
 (c) 2018 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. Adapted 
and reprinted with permission. Address: Ph.D., Dean, School 
of Home Economics, Univ. of Alabama, Tuscaloosa.

1585. Journal Star (Peoria, Illinois). 1965. Lab here 
stabilizes soybean oil taste. March 1. p. A-5.
• Summary: Scientists at the “Northern Utilization Research 
Laboratory” have discovered a way to make soybean oil 
more palatable. The process, which is still at the laboratory 
stage–not yet ready for industrial processing. Dr. J.C. 
Cowan, who is in charge of the program, says that two new 
laboratory methods have been developed for reacting the oil, 
or mixtures of its component fatty acids, with hydrogen gas; 
this forestalls the oxidation of linolenic acid, which produces 
the bad fl avor in the oil.
 “The conversion of linolenic acid to more stable fatty 
acids is accomplished by a method called ‘hydrogenating.’” 
Cowan said that about two-thirds of the total U.S. 
consumption of edible vegetable oils and fats comes from 
soybeans.

1586. Chemical Week. 1965. Tastier soybeans. 96(12):48. 
March 20. [1 ref]
• Summary: Soybean oil has been hydrogenated for many 
years to reduce the linolenic acid content from 7% to 3%; 
oxidation of linolenic acid slowly causes an undesirable 
bitter taste. Normal hydrogenation, however, produces 
solid fats as a by-product; these must later be removed in a 
separate step.
 Two techniques developed at the USDA’s Northern 
Regional Laboratory (Peoria, Illinois) increase the selective 
hydrogenation of linolenic acid over other constituents 
of the oil, thereby eliminating the production of solid fat. 
Moreover, the linolenic acid content is reduced to only 2%.
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1587. Agricultural Research (USDA). 1965. Improving 
soybean oil: Laboratory techniques make oil more stable, 
prevents formation of solid fat. 13(9):6. March.
• Summary: These studies, by chemists at the “Northern 
utilization research laboratory,” are a result of the 
identifi cation at Peoria of linolenic acid as the source 
of bad fl avors in vegetable oils. J.C. Cowan is head of 
oilseed research at the Peoria lab. His team of chemists has 
developed two new laboratory methods of hydrogenating 
linolenic acid.

1588. Borchers, R.; Andersen, S.M.; Spelts, J. 1965. Rate 
of respiratory carbon-14 dioxide excretion after injection 
of C-14 amino acids in rats fed raw soybean meal. J. of 
Nutrition 86(3):253-55. March. [8 ref]
• Summary: Data indicate that the raw soybean growth 
inhibitory factor(s) was acting as a block to threonine and 
valine catabolism. Address: Dep. of Biochemistry and 
Nutrition, Univ. of Nebraska, Lincoln.

1589. Ebine, Hideo; Shimokawa, Katsuyoshi; Katayanagi, 
Teruko. 1965. Sodium aluminum chloride no miso henshoku 
bôshi kôka [Application of sodium-aluminum chloride as 
anti-browning reagent of miso]. Shokuryo Kenkyujo Kenkyu 
Hokoku (Report of the Food Research Institute) No. 19. p. 
154-55. March. [2 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: “Sodium-aluminum chloride specially prepared 
from aluminum-chloride and sodium-chloride was applied 
for miso-manufacturing with a purpose to prevent browning 
during fermentation as well as storage. No signifi cant 
difference was seen between sodium-aluminum chloride and 
aluminum chloride which is one of the most effective anti-
browning reagent of miso. Furthermore, sodium-aluminum 
chloride had no unfavorable effect on the quality, such as 
fl avor and taste of miso to which the reagent was added. 
Since sodium-aluminum chloride is feasible to be dissolved 
into water without any trouble which is often seen when 
anhydrous aluminum-chloride is dissolved into water.” 
Address: Food Research Inst., Shiohama 1-4-12, Koto-ku, 
Tokyo, Japan.

1590. Ebine, Hideo; Shimokawa, Katsuyoshi; Katayanagi, 
Teruko. 1965. Tokoferôru no miso henshoku bôshi kôka 
[Application of tocopherols as anti-browning reagent of 
miso]. Shokuryo Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the 
Food Research Institute) No. 19. p. 151-53. March. [7 ref. 
Jap; eng]
• Summary: Tocopherols (prepared from soybean oil 
foots as a by-product of soybean oil production) are very 
effective anti-browning agents. Moreover, their addition 
does not lower the overall quality of the miso. Address: Food 
Research Inst., Shiohama 1-4-12, Koto-ku, Tokyo, Japan.

1591. Govind Rao, M.K.; Venkob Rao, S.; Achaya, K.T. 

1965. Separation and estimation of tocopherols in vegetable 
oils by thin-layer chromatography. J. of the Science of Food 
and Agriculture (London) 16(3):121-24. March. [21 ref]
• Summary: “A method for the separation of alpha-, beta-, 
gamma-, and delta-tocopherols by thin later chromatography 
and their subsequent colorimetric estimation is described. 
Recovery of 97-98%, and no pretreatment of the 
unsaponifi able matter is necessary.”
 The contents of individual tocopherols on a number of 
oils are given. Address: Regional Research Lab., Hyderabad, 
India.

1592. Ito, Hiroshi; Ebine, H.; Esuka, Katsuki; Togano, 
Yasunori. 1965. Miso no nyûsan-kin no kenkyû. VI. Kansô 
nyûsan-kin oyobi kôbo o fukumu tane kôji ni yoru miso no 
jôzô shiken [Studies on lactic acid bacteria in miso. VI. Miso 
manufacturing employing “tane koji” (koji starter) including 
freeze-dried Pediococcus soyae and Streptococcus faecalis]. 
Shokuryo Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the Food 
Research Institute) No. 19. p. 110-20. March. [10 ref. Jap; 
eng]
• Summary: Note: This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 
2009) which mentions that Streptococcus bacteria are 
involved in the miso fermentation. Address: Food Research 
Inst., Shiohama 1-4-12, Koto-ku, Tokyo, Japan.

1593. Matsubara, Hiroshi; Kasper, Charles B.; Brown, 
Douglas M.; Smith, Emil L. 1965. Subtilisin BPN’. I. 
Physical properties and amino acid composition. J. of 
Biological Chemistry 240(3):1125-30. March. [32 ref]
• Summary: Among the proteolytic enzymes, the amino acid 
sequences of chymotrypsin and of trypsin are now known. 
Partial sequences around the reactive serine residue have 
been reported for one strain of subtilisin.
 We have undertaken a study of the subtilisin from 
Bacillus subtilis [the natto bacterium] strain N’ (5).’ 
Although certain features of this enzyme have already been 
described, we have undertaken a more complete study prior 
to an investigation of its amino acid sequence.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Jan. 2012) that mentions the enzyme “subtilisin” in 
connection with natto. It is an alkaline proteolytic enzyme. 
Address: Univ. of Utah College of Medicine, Salt Lake City, 
Utah; Univ. of California Medical Center, Los Angeles 24, 
California.

1594. DeMaeyer, E.M. 1965. Full-fat soy mixtures in the 
feeding of infants in Taiwan. P.A.G. News Bulletin (Protein 
Advisory Group, WHO / FAO / UNICEF) No. 5. p. 50-59. 
April. [2 ref]
• Summary: “In China soy products including soy milk are 
customarily not fed to children below the age of three years.”
 “These trials have thus established the usefulness of 
full-fat soy products as practical and satisfactory alternatives 
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to infants’ foods based on animal milk when they are fed 
at levels which are not critical from the protein and calorie 
viewpoint.” Address: PAG, New York.

1595. Garlich, J.D.; Nesheim, M.C. 1965. Effect of sodium 
taurocholate on fat malabsorption induced by feeding 
unheated soybean proteins. Proceedings of the Society for 
Experimental Biology and Medicine 118(4):1022-25. April. 
[11 ref]
• Summary: Chicks fed diets containing unheated hexane-
extracted soybeans absorb fat poorly. The portion of the 
soybean responsible for causing the poor absorption of fat is 
present in a group of proteins, soluble at pH 4.4 and readily 
extractable from the soybean, sometimes termed “whey” 
proteins. Address: Dep. of Poultry Husbandry and Graduate 
School of Nutrition, Cornell Univ., Ithaca, New York.

1596. Guggenheim, Karl; Szmelcman, Shlomo. 1965. 
Protein-rich mixture based on vegetable foods available 
in Middle Eastern countries. J. of Agricultural and Food 
Chemistry 13(2):148-51. March/April. [22 ref]
• Summary: A mixture of vegetable foods rich in protein 
and available in Middle Eastern countries consists of 47% 
autoclaved chick peas, 35% defatted sesame fl our, and 18% 
heat-processed low-fat soy fl our. It contains 37.8% protein, 
has a biological value of 74 and its protein effi ciency ratio 
(PER, assessed on young rats in a 28-day trial) is 2.90. The 
mixture is a good source of B vitamins, calcium, and iron.
 There are various regions of the world where protein 
defi ciency in infants constitutes a major problem for public 
health and nutrition. Efforts are being made to introduce low 
cost, high quality proteins from local sources. Such foods 
have already been introduced to India and Central America. 
Address: Lab. of Nutrition, Hebrew Univ.–Hadassah Medical 
School, Jerusalem, Israel.

1597. Hesseltine, C.W. 1965. A millennium of fungi, food, 
and fermentation. Mycologia 57(2):149-97. March/April. [38 
ref]
• Summary: A landmark, widely cited work on indigenous 
fermented foods. Interestingly, it makes no mention of 
amazake, or kanjang (Korean soy sauce). Contents: Tempeh. 
Ragi. Sufu (describes process, mentions pehtzes and the 
mold Actinomucor elegans NRRL 3104).
 Color photos (sent by Dr. Clifford Hesseltine) show: 
(1) Luxuriant growth of Actinomucor elegans mold on some 
skewered cubes of tofu in an incubator; on the top row are 
uninoculated cubes. (2) Cubes of sufu in their fi nal form after 
removal from brine.
 Thamnidium (meat tenderizer and fl avor enhancer from 
the mold Thamnidium elegans). Miso. Shoyu (incl. tamari. 
“In China, shoyu is more of the tamari type, that is, more 
soybeans are used and less wheat,...”). Tea fungus. Ang-kak 
(red fermented rice [red rice koji], p. 179-81). Advantages of 

fermenting foods. The future of food fermentations.
 The glossary gives brief descriptions of aga-koji, 
akakoji, amylo process, anchu, angkak, angkhak, ang-quac, 
anka, ankak, arack, arak, arrack, atsumandie, awamori, 
bagoong, bakhar, beni-koji, benikoji, braga, brem, busa, 
chao, ch’au yau (Chinese name for shoyu), chee-fan (a type 
of Chinese cheese or sufu), chiang (Chinese equivalent 
of miso), chicha, Chinese cheese (sufu), Chinese red rice 
(ang-kak), chiu-chu (Chinese yeast), chiu-niang (Chinese 
term for koji), chou [ch’ü; qu] (Chinese equivalent of koji), 
dahi, dawadawa (made from African locust bean–Parkia 
fi licoidea; soy is not mentioned), dhokla, dosai, fermentation 
of citron, fermented fi sh, fermentation of maize, fermented 
minchin (wheat gluten), fermented soybeans (“a Chinese 
food prepared from small black soybeans.” See A.K. Smith 
1961 [fermented black soybeans]), fi sh paste, fi sh sauce, fi sh 
soy, fu-yu, fu-yue, fuyu (see sufu [fermented tofu] for all 
3), ginger beer plant, grib, hamanatto, hon-fan [fermented 
tofu], hongo, hung-chu, idli, injera, jamin-bang, java yeast, 
jotkal, kaffi r beer, kanji, katsuobushi, katyk, kefi r, ketjap, 
kimchi, kishk, kisselo mleko, koji, kombucha (tea fungus 
fermentation), kome-miso, kuban, kumiss, kumys, kushik, 
kushuk, kvass, kwass, kyoku-shi, lao-chao, leben, lebeny, 
levain of khasia, levain of sikkin, lontjom (ontjom), magou, 
mahewu, maize fermentation of the maoris, mazun, medusen 
tee, meen, meitauza, meju (fermented soybeans of Korea), 
mén, mien (Chinese yeast), mirin, mish, miso, moromi, 
mugi miso, murcha, nappi, nata, natto, ngapi, nuoc-mam, 
nukamiso, ontjom, patis, paw tsay, peh-khak, pehtze, 
peujeum, peyem, poi, prahoc, pulque, raggi, ragi, ranu, red 
pepper sauce, red rice, red sufu, sajur asin, saraimandie, 
sekihan [rice cooked with azuki beans; not fermented], shiro 
koji, shottsuru, shoyou, sho-yu, shoyu, soja japonais (shoyu), 
sonti (a rice beer wine of India), South African fermented 
corn, soy, soybean cheese [fermented tofu], soy sauce, 
sufu, su fu [both fermented tofu], sweet fl our paste, taette, 
tahuli, tahuri [both “Philippine fermented soybean curd”], 
takuwan, tamari, tane koji, tao-cho [taotjo], taokoan [pressed 
or fi rm tofu, not fermented], tao dji (see taotjo {sic}), tao-si 
([fermented black soybeans]; see Handbook of Philippine 
Agriculture. 1939. p. 132-43), tao-tjung, tao-yu, taotjo, 
tapej, tape ketan, tape ketella, tarhana, tea beer, tea cider, 
tea fungus, teekwass, teeschwamm, tempe, tempeh, tempeh 
bongkrek, tempeh kedelee, thamnidium, thumba, tibi, tien 
mien chang [chiang], tojo (“Philippine name for soybean 
curd”), tokua (“Philippine name for soybean curd”), torani, 
tosufu, toyo, trassi, tsue fan, tuwak, uri, u-t-iat, wunder pilz, 
yen-tsai.
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2011) 
that mentions Actinomucor elegans in connection with sufu 
[fermented tofu]. In 1966 Hesseltine describes it as the best 
mold for use in making this fermented food.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Oct. 2011) that uses the terms “fuyu” or “fu-yue” or 
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“chao” to refer to fermented tofu.
 Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (July 2000) 
that mentions “mugi miso”–a type of miso made with barley 
koji. By the mid- to late-1960s, macrobiotic companies in the 
USA were importing barley miso from Japan and labeling it 
“Mugi Miso.”
 Photos show: (0) Clifford W. Hesseltine (portrait). (1-3) 
Rhizopus oligosporus mold, used to make tempeh (3 views). 
(4) Skewered cubes of sufu in an incubator, with one skewer 
of uninoculated tofu cubes and three rows of tofu inoculated 
with Actinomucor elegans showing luxuriant growth of 
mold. (5) Cubes of Chinese cheese [fermented tofu] removed 
from brine. (6) Dilution plate of tane koji showing different 
types of Aspergillus oryzae. Address: Northern Regional 
Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois.

1598. Miller, E.R.; Ullrey, D.E.; Zutaut, C.L.; Hoefer, J.A.; 
Luecke, R.L. 1965. Comparisons of casein and soy proteins 
upon mineral balance and vitamin D-2 requirement of the 
baby pig. J. of Nutrition 85(4):347-54. April. [31 ref]
• Summary: Results indicate that the vitamin D-2 
requirement of the baby pig receiving purifi ed diets 
containing isolated soybean protein is greater than the 
100 IU/kg requirement level of casein diets. Thus isolated 
soy protein appears to have rachitogenic (antivitamin D) 
activity in swine–though the word “antivitamin” is not used. 
Address: Depts. of Animal Husbandry and Biochemistry, 
Michigan State Univ., East Lansing, MI.

1599. Odendaal, W.A. 1965. ProNutro. P.A.G. News Bulletin 
(Protein Advisory Group, WHO / FAO / UNICEF) No. 5. p. 
13-18. April. [11 ref]
• Summary: Discusses the background and history, 
ingredients, nutritional composition, and marketing of 
this product. “ProNutro consists of skimmed milk, whole 
soya and peanuts (hand-picked, approved by the South 
African Oilseeds Control Board), fi sh protein concentrate 
(manufactured in Cape Town), food yeast, wheat germ, whey 
powder, bone meal, with added iron, iodised salt, B-vitamins 
(thiamine, ribofl avin and niacin) and sugar for palatability 
purposes.” Address: Hind Bros. & Co., Ltd., Durban, Natal, 
South Africa.

1600. Hafner, Fred H. 1965. No more milk! Soybean Digest. 
May. p. 22, 25.
• Summary: “In discussing the milk powder situation with 
various offi cials who are close to the situation, I found some 
who foresee the time when there will be No More Milk in 
surplus to distribute.”
 “Under sponsorship of the Soybean Council of America 
[SBC], food technologists and nutritionists cooperating with 
the SBC protein products subcommittee developed a product 
which they appropriately named soy beverage powder. 
About 2 years ago Washington [DC] representatives of SBC 

introduced the product in Washington to offi cials of USDA, 
FAS [Foreign Agricultural Service], ARS [Agricultural 
Research Service], AID [Agency for International 
Development] and Food for Peace. Reaction was most 
favorable.”
 “Soy beverage powder is a dry blend of the following 
ingredients: Toasted soy fl our, sugar, milk powder, wheat 
starch, calcium di phosphate, stabilizer-fl avor blend and 
vitamin-mineral premix.” It contains 35% protein, 1.0% fat, 
50% carbohydrates, 5% minerals, and 0.6% calcium, 0.7% 
phosphorus, plus vitamins A, C, B-12, D, and iodine.
 “Soy beverage powder is available commercially and 
can be supplied in limited quantities now but in almost 
unlimited quantities within a year, costs no more than nonfat 
milk powder and can be fl avored to suit the taste preference 
of the recipient country.”
 “Soy beverage powder represents the fi rst major 
breakthrough toward providing a companion product to 
milk powder in a world no longer able to obtain a suffi cient 
quantity to meet the ever increasing demand for it.”
 A round photo shows a tanker next to a grain terminal. 
Address: General Mills Inc., Minneapolis, Minnesota.

1601. Kitamura, Osamu. 1965. Soybean meal as feed in 
Japan. Soybean Digest. May. p. 46-47.
• Summary: As the use of soybean meal in feeding livestock 
and poultry is aimed at the utilization of its protein, there is 
naturally no need to use oilseed meals when protein sources 
of animal origin such as fi sh meal and meat scraps are low 
priced.
 “However, in-shore fi shing in Japan has decreased its 
catches gradually year by year, and many of the fi sh caught 
are now marketed as higher priced chilled and frozen fi sh 
without being processed into fi sh meal. This is a result of 
the rapid development of the cold storage and refrigerating 
industries at the fi shing bases. Consequently, production of 
fi sh meal has declined year by year, and Japan now has to 
import fi sh meal, contrary to the former situation when it was 
exported.
 “It was in about 1925 that the use of soybean meal 
began as a protein source in addition to fi sh meal. At that 
time Manchurian soybean meal was being imported and it 
was publicized that soybean meal was equally valuable as 
fi sh meal as a protein source. Use of soybean meal began 
gradually with the establishment of a special livestock 
experiment station to use it and the announcement of 
experimental data in newspapers and magazines.
 “However, there were some commercial formula 
feeds which did not use soybean meal due to the defective 
amino acid composition of its protein or its lack of [sic] 
unidentifi able growth factors.
 “Present soybean meal use: The feed industry in Japan 
has advanced rapidly along with the steady progress of 
dietetics. Studies in the physiological effects of amino 
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acids and in the application of the energy theory have 
been conducted, accompanied by announcement of the 
experimental data. Thus notions about feeds have changed 
remarkably during the past 14 to 15 years. Exchange of 
scientifi c information with the countries of the world has also 
been carried out, bringing the Japanese nutritional studies 
with livestock and poultry up to the international level.
 “Consequently, in the Japanese feed industry 20-odd 
major manufacturers are engaged in studies to develop 
effi cient and economical feeds by establishing their own 
experiment stations, perfecting their laboratories, and 
increasing the number of fi rst-rate scientists on their staff. 
These efforts are now bringing about signifi cant results.
 “The merits and demerits of soybean meal have been 
completely recognized due to various types of experiments 
conducted so far. Supplementation of methionine and lysine 
has already reached the practical stage, increasing the utility 
of soybean meal year after year. But it is a fact that there 
has been a recent tendency for its use to decrease sharply 
because of the price factor.
 “The comparison of recent prices between soybean 
meal and fi sh meal on the basis of their protein content is 
as follows:” A small table shows that fi sh meal (from Peru) 
contains 65% protein and costs ¥57,000 per ton, or ¥877 per 
1% protein. Soybean meal (Japanese 45% protein and costs 
¥45,000 per ton, or ¥1000 per 1% protein).
 “Thus, we must consider that soybean meal is higher 
priced on the basis of the unit of protein, and its amino 
acid composition is inferior. And in addition to the price 
factor, use of fi sh meal is more advantageous with respect 
to vitamin B-12, which the latter is said to contain. 
These factors seem to be responsible for the declining 
use of soybean meal by livestock feeders as well as feed 
manufacturers. When soybean meal was priced at the level 
of 30,000 yen a ton, there was a trend toward mixing a high 
level (around 15%) of soybean meal by sharply reducing 
the use of fi sh meal in formula feed. At present the level of 
soybean meal mixed is probably below 5% to 6%.
 “When soybean meal was used in large quantities, 
the market price of methionine was brought into question. 
Accelerating domestic production of methionine and 
importation of low-priced methionine have been discussed, 
but these possibilities seem to have been forgotten since the 
price hike in soybean meal.
 “Possibilities of soybean meal: Most domestically 
produced soybean meal is still untoasted. This is the major 
cause hampering the use of soybean meal. Therefore, if the 
Japanese crushers really want to expand the outlets for their 
soybean meal, they should install perfect toasting equipment 
and make an effort to lower its protein-unit price below the 
level of fi sh meal. Japanese feed manufacturers are now 
in a critical condition because of the sharp price hike of 
grains, bran, oilseed meals, animal protein sources and many 
other items. And Japanese poultry farmers, who are major 

consumers of feed, are also desperate because of the low 
price of eggs and the high feed price. It is the view of many 
people that if this situation continues for a half-year, it will 
ruin Japanese poultry farming–which has a total production 
of 166 billion yen, next largest to rice production–with the 
possibility of halving the consumption of feed. It should be 
recognized that the future of both feed uses of soybean meal 
and imports of feedstuffs looks quite dark. If the egg price 
this spring, when production increases, can maintain its 
present level without going down below 165 yen per Kg (net 
received by farmers), the poultry business is expected to be 
stabilized again.
 “Japanese poultry industry: Until 2 or 3 years ago 
poultry raising was stabilized next to rice production in Japan 
and was entered into by farmers without hesitation. Japanese 
poultry farming has rapidly expanded into a large enterprise, 
turning from small fl ock feeding to large fl ock feeding. The 
nation’s poultry production, which totaled 70 million birds 
until 6 or 7 years ago, sharply increased to 120 million birds 
in 1964. The egg price per Kg averaged 196 yen in 1958, 189 
yen in 1961, and 204 yen in 1963, which was a paying basis. 
But the price entered a nationwide slump beginning with the 
sharp drop to the level of 130 yen per Kg registered in Kita-
Kyushu City, July 1964. After a moderate pickup in early 
fall, the price again dropped to around 150 yen in October 
and November. It was feared that the price would go down 
below production costs this spring, but it suddenly took an 
upturn in early March to the delight of poultry farmers.
 “Analysis indicates that the cost of feed is more than 
66% of the production cost of eggs. Thus, if an egg is sold 
at 10 yen (180 yen per Kg), feed cost would be 6 yen to 7 
yen per egg. Since last fall, manufacturers of formula feeds 
have been compelled to refrain from raising their sales prices 
despite the sharp rise of feedstuff prices due to the depression 
of poultry enterprises. The feed manufacturers continued 
this attitude for about a half year at the risk of red ink, but 
in January they were fi nally compelled to announce a price 
hike of 800 yen to 1,000 yen per ton because there was no 
prospect of price reduction either in grains or soybean meal 
and other oilseed meals.
 “During 1964 poultry farmers were distressed by the 
low price of eggs on one hand, and on the other by the high 
price of feed, inevitably going into the red. Many poultry 
farmers went bankrupt, and closed their businesses. This 
reduced fl ocks drastically. Under present circumstances, 
many observers say that the number of chickens fed in 1965 
will be reduced to 70 to 80 million birds, the scale of 2 or 3 
years ago.
 “When the number of chickens has been sharply 
reduced, sacrifi cing small growers as at present, it can be 
anticipated that the relation between egg production and its 
demand will again be unbalanced, incurring a marked rise 
in egg prices. Japanese farmers who have once experienced 
such a confused state will naturally deepen their impression 
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that poultry farming is an extremely unstable enterprise. So 
it is considered hopeless for the time being that there will be 
another poultry boom.
 “Though poultry farmers who have survived will 
have a time of prosperity, big blows will hit the new feed 
manufacturers who have started operations stimulated by 
the recent poultry boom and also old feed manufacturers 
who have expanded their facilities. It is feared that selling 
competition will become even more severe, eventually 
causing marketing of inferior products, and this will result in 
the loss of credit.
 “This is a serious problem concerning not only soybean 
meal but also the entire feed industry in Japan.” Address: 
PhD, Adviser to the Japanese American Soybean Institute.

1602. Miller, Harry W. 1965. Meeting the world’s nutritional 
needs with soy milk. Soybean Digest. May. p. 19-21.
• Summary: In East Asia, milk is in short supply and 
expensive. A replacement made from soybeans has proved 
acceptable both tastewise and nutritionally. Moreover, 
animals are not an effi cient means of producing protein. In 
East Asia, soybeans for food use have traditionally been 
soaked and then milled. Thus a “wet milling operation” is 
used instead of dry milling, as to make fl our. “For adult use, 
they have built up a number of soy protein dishes, called 
‘meat without bones’. However they have not taken into 
consideration the nutritional needs of infants and growing 
children, and malnutrition is seen everywhere in these 
developing countries.”
 “In Japan, 30 pounds per capita of soybean are 
consumed as food but to provide soy milk for infants and 
children another 15 pounds per capita need to be added.” 
For soy milk processing two systems are in use: the small 
community soy milk plant (the fresh milk may be dispensed 
from the conventional milk can without bottling, thus 
lowering the cost) and the large commercial bottling plant. 
“In Hong Kong, soy milk is made, bottled, and distributed 
everywhere in the colony for 3½ cents for a 7-ounce bottle. 
It has the largest sale of any bottled beverage in the colony... 
In Hong Kong are two factories of the most modern type, 
with upwards of 40 large delivery beverage trucks, under the 
genius and leadership of K.S. Lo, general manager. These 
plants daily manufacture some 25,000 cases each containing 
24 bottles of soy milk [i.e. 600,000 bottles/day]. These are 
delivered to hospitals and schools, and this milk is on sale at 
all beverage places...” In Singapore, in Bangkok, Thailand, 
and in Manila, Philippines, soy milk is also made and well 
accepted. In Formosa, where 2-3 years ago there was only 
one soy milk plant in Taipei, today more than a dozen rural 
pilot plants have sprung up all over the country.
 Photos show: (1) A bottling machine at a soy milk 
plant in Hong Kong. (2) Boy scouts in Hong Kong drinking 
bottled soy milk. Address: M.D., Director Emeritus, 
International Nutrition Research Foundation, Arlington, 

California.

1603. Richert, D.A.; Westerfi eld, W.W. 1965. Effect of 
casein and soy protein diets on the growth of ducklings. J. of 
Nutrition 86(1):17-22. May. [20 ref]
• Summary: Maximum growth rate of ducklings was 
obtained with a 30-35% soy protein diet (supplemented with 
methionine and glycine) but not with a 35% casein or 25% 
casein + 10% gelatin diet. Address: Dep. of Biochemistry, 
State Univ. of New York, Upstate Medical Center, Syracuse, 
NY.

1604. Swanson, Pearl. 1965. Charles Ford Langworthy–A 
biographical sketch (August 9, 1864–March 3, 1932). J. of 
Nutrition 86(1):3-16. May.
• Summary: The best and most complete biography seen of 
C.F. Langworthy. Facing the title page is a full-page portrait 
photo with his signature below it.
 Contents: Introduction (birth in Middlebury, Vermont 
{the son of Charles Parker and Ann Elizabeth (Ford) 
Langworthy}, education in the USA {college at Middlebury 
College} and Germany {Emperor Wilhelm Univ. in 
Strasburg}, meeting and working with Dr. W.O. Atwater, 
USDA Offi ce of Experiment Stations). Human nutrition 
investigations: collation of data and summarization of 
knowledge, basic investigations on the metabolism of man, 
digestibility of foods, dietary surveys. Development of the 
program of the Offi ce of Home Economics (from 1915). 
Editor and author. Dr. Langworthy’s role in the home 
economics movement (which was gaining momentum in 
the last decades of the 19th century; some consider this his 
greatest contribution. Ellen H. Richards. The Lake Placid 
Conferences in New York state. Creation of the American 
Home Economics Association. The Journal of Home 
Economics.) Personal characteristics. Address: PhD, Iowa 
State Univ., Ames, Iowa.

1605. Birk, Yehudith; Waldman, Miriam. 1965. Amylolytic-, 
trypsin-inhibiting-, and urease-activity in three varieties 
of soybeans and in soybean plant. Qualitas Plantarum et 
Materiae Vegetabiles 12(2):199-209. June 30. [9 ref. Eng; 
fre; spa; ger]
• Summary: “Among the various biologically active 
proteins present in soybean meal, the most important ones, 
from the nutritional point of view, are amylase, inhibitors 
of proteolysis, and urease.” Trypsin inhibitors inhibit 
proteolysis and urease is important in ruminant metabolism.
 No signifi cant quantitative difference was found 
between these activities in three soybean varieties–Adams, 
Harosoy, and Lincoln.
 Fig. 1 (p. 201) is a graph showing the effect of pH on 
amylase activity of three soybean varieties. No urease and 
trypsin-inhibiting activities and only slight amylase activity 
could be detected in the leaves, stems and empty pods of 
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the soybean plant. Young seeds (3 weeks after setting) were 
compared on a dry weight basis with mature seeds and were 
found to contain only 50% of the trypsin inhibiting activity, 
34% of the amylase, and 3% of the urease of the latter.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 1998) 
that uses the term “biologically active” in connection with 
soybeans. Address: Faculty of Agiculture, The Hebrew Univ., 
Rehovot, Israel.

1606. Howard, A.N.; Gresham, G.A.; Jones, D.; Jennings, 
I.W. 1965. The prevention of rabbit atherosclerosis by soya 
bean meal. J. of Atherosclerosis Research 5(3):330-37. May/
June. [17 ref]
• Summary: Dietary casein was replaced with “whole soya 
fl our” or hexane-extracted soya bean meal; this was found to 
be effective in preventing hypercholesterolemia in rabbits. 
The authors concluded that the natural rabbit diet “contains 
a nutrient which prevents atherosclerosis and which is also 
present in extracted soya bean meal. Preliminary attempts 
to isolate this factor show that it is not purifi ed soya protein, 
phospholipid, or triglyceride.”
 Heated soya fl our (Soyolk), soya protein (99% pure) 
and extracted soya bean meal were supplied by Soya Foods 
Ltd., London. Soya sitosterol was supplied by Eli Lilly, Ltd. 
Address: Dep. of Pathology, Univ. of Cambridge, Cambridge 
(England).

1607. Namba, Haruyuki. 1965. [Studies on heat-denatured 
soybean protein. I. Digestion of protein in autoclaved 
soybean fl our by Taka-diastase]. Nippon Shokuhin Kogyo 
Gakkaishi (J. of Food Science and Technology) 12(6):226-
29. [7 ref. Jap]
• Summary:. Address: Shimane Prefectural Industrial 
Research Lab. (Shimane-ken Kôgyô Shikenjô), Koshihara-
chô, Matsue-shi.

1608. Namba, Haruyuki. 1965. [Studies on heat-denatured 
soybean protein. II. On the autoclaving conditions that 
infl uence the heat-denatured protein of defatted soybean 
fl our]. Nippon Shokuhin Kogyo Gakkaishi (J. of Food 
Science and Technology) 12(6):230-34. [7 ref. Jap]
Address: Shimane Prefectural Industrial Research Lab. 
(Shimane-ken Kôgyô Shikenjô), Koshihara-chô, Matsue-shi.

1609. Perur, N.G.; Smith, R.L.; Wiebe, Herman H. 1965. 
Peroxidase activity and iron defi ciency in soybean leaf tissue 
(Letter to the editor). Current Science (Bangalore, India) 
34(11):347-48. June. [3 ref]
• Summary: “When plants are starving for any of the 
essential nutrients, characteristic symptoms usually appear 
as certain abnormalities, discoloration and deformation of 
leaves, fruits and other parts. The defi ciency symptoms 
though quite apparent in advanced stages of plant growth, are 
not easily recognizable in several cases at the beginning. The 

characteristic symptoms of iron defi ciency in plant nutrition 
is chlorosis.” Address: Agronomy Dep., Utah State Univ., 
Logan, Utah.

1610. Rawi, Ihsan el; Oey, Kam Nio. 1965. Soya-rice baby 
food. Paediatrica Indonesiana 5(1-2):606-08. Jan/June. 
Supplement. [7 ref. Eng]
• Summary: Saridele is a commercial weaning food made in 
a factory in Jogja (Central Java). It is powdered soya milk 
fortifi ed with vitamins and minerals. Animal trials (young 
albino rats) show that saridele has a high P.E.R. value, 
especially after adding rice fl our. A table compares the PER 
of whole milk, skim milk, Saridele, fried tempeh, and fried 
whole soybeans.
 The latter, which are the least expensive, are prepared 
as follows: Soak whole soybeans overnight in water (or for 1 
hour in hot water). Remove the hulls by rubbing and pour off 
the hulls. Drain and rise the soybeans, then drain until dry. 
Deep fry the soaked whole soybeans in hot cooking oil until 
golden brown in color. Then grind or pound the fried beans.
 “The combination of tempeh and red rice is a daily 
food for adults and older children.” There is no reason why 
it cannot be made into a porridge and served to younger 
children after weaning. Address: Nutrition Inst., Ministry of 
Health, Jakarta, Indonesia.

1611. Yin Yang: The Unique Principle (Ohsawa Foundation, 
Chico, California). 1965. Miso. 5(6):8. June. [1 ref]
• Summary: This magazine is the same as The Macrobiotic 
Monthly and The Macrobiotic. It started as Macrobiotic 
News in 1960 in New York. After being moved to Chico, 
California, it was renamed Yin Yang.
 “Miso, a traditional... Contains a nutritional analysis 
of barley miso from S. Yamada’s Manual of the Fermented 
Food Industries of Japan (1957, Tokyo. p. 44).
 Miso has long been recommended as one of the basic 
elements of the Macrobiotic way of eating. Individuals 
who use it every day have found it remarkable in health-
promoting qualities–a valuable aid in instances of general 
weakness, anemia and iron defi ciency. “Miso is a mixture of 
soyabeans, barley, salt and water–cooked and then aged for 
at least eighteen months.” Address: Ohsawa Foundation, P.O. 
Box 238, Chico, California.

1612. Witham, W.C. 1965. Food uses of soy protein increase. 
Notes from the Director of the Northern Division No. 767. p. 
2. July 2.
• Summary: “Dr. Edward Meyer, director of research for 
the chemurgic division of Central Soya and a member of 
USDA’s Utilization Research and Development Advisory 
Committee, conferred Wednesday on OC [Oilseed Crops] 
studies on the fl avor and fl atus of soybean products, 
including edible oil, and methods of testing for fl avor quality. 
Dr. Meyer indicated that production of isolated soybean 
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protein is being increased in two stages. By spring of 1966 
an annual capacity of 30 million pounds is expected. This 
capacity represents a sixfold increase since initial production 
began in 1959.” Address: Acting Director.

1613. Pinchera, Aldo; MacGillivray, M.H.; Crawford, J.D.; 
Freeman, A.G. 1965. Thyroid refractoriness in an athyreotic 
cretin fed soybean formula. New England J. of Medicine 
273(2):83-87. July 8. [17 ref]
• Summary: Note 1. Athyreotic (adj.) refers to an abnormal 
condition caused by the absence or functional defi ciency of 
the thyroid gland.
 Note 2. A cretin (noun) is a person who is deformed 
and mentally handicapped because of congenital thyroid 
defi ciency.
 This article begins with a long, detailed birth history 
of this infant. At 3½ months severe hypothyroidism was 
present. From 3½ to 5 months of age the infant was fed 
whole [cow’s] milk. But the symptoms, suggesting a milk 
allergy, prompted a trial with soybean formula. “Stools, 
which had been normal before soy feedings, became loose, 
bulky and foul. He also became hypothyroid again and the 
dosage of thyroid was increased to 45 mg.
 “Summary: An athyreotic cretin became resistant to 
thyroid medication when placed on a soybean diet. Studies 
with P31-labeled L-thyroxine revealed that soybean 
decreased the intestinal absorption of exogenous thyroxine. 
This fi nding supports the theory that the goiters previously 
described in infants on soy diets were caused by fecal 
wastage of endogenous thyroid hormones.”
 Messina states (2016, Nutrients, p. 18, #401): “Although 
several cases of goiter were attributed to the use of soy infant 
formula, this problem was eliminated in the mid-1960s with 
the advent of iodine fortifi cation of the formula.” Address: 
Depts. of Medicine and Pediatrics, Harvard Medical School, 
and the Medical Service (Thyroid Unit) the Children’s 
Service, Massachusetts General Hospital.

1614. Aso, Kazue. 1965. Dasshi daizu no eiyô-ka ni kansuru 
kenkyû: Toripushin inhibitaa no bunri to hatsuiku sogai sayô 
[Nutritional studies of soybean meals processed in different 
conditions. IV. Study of the trypsin inhibiting fractions]. 
Nippon Chikusan Gakkaiho (Japanese J. of Zootechnical 
Science) 36(7):252-59. July. [9 ref. Jap]
Address: Nihon Nosan Kogyo Co., Ltd., Research Center.

1615. Barnes, Richard H.; Kwong, Eva. 1965. Effect 
of soybean trypsin inhibitor and penicillin on cystine 
biosynthesis in the pancreas and its transport as exocrine 
protein secretion in the intestinal tract of the rat. J. of 
Nutrition 86(3):245-52. July. *
Address: Graduate School of Nutrition, Cornell Univ., Ithaca, 
New York.

1616. Blain, J.A.; Shearer, G. 1965. Inhibition of soya 
lipoxidase. J. of the Science of Food and Agriculture 
(London) 16(7):373-78. July. [14 ref]
• Summary: The enzyme lipoxidase catalyzes the oxidation 
of unsaturated fatty acids or esters containing the pentadiene 
group. “The association between lipoxidase and both 
rancidity of fats and carotene destruction has led to interest 
in compounds which might inhibit this enzyme.”
 “Certain long-chain polyacetylenic fatty acids prove to 
be more potent competitive inhibitors of lipoxydase than any 
of the compounds which have been examined previously.” 
Address: Dep. of Applied Microbiology and Biology, Univ. 
of Strathclyde, Glasgow [Scotland].

1617. Crawford, L.V.; Roane, J.; Triplett, F.; Hanissian, A.S. 
1965. Immunologic studies on the legume family of foods. 
Annals of Allergy *

1618. De, Sasanka S. 1965. The present state of protein-rich 
food development in Asia and the Far East. J. of Nutrition 
and Dietetics (India) 2(3):166-76. July. [23 ref]
• Summary: Gives an excellent account of soymilk 
production in Asia during the mid-1960s and a brief history 
of the FAO/WHO/UNICEF/Protein-rich food program. 
“The First International Conference sponsored by FAO, 
WHO and Josiah Macy Jr. Foundation (New York) held 
in Jamaica in 1953, discussed the biological, technical 
and pathological aspects of protein malnutrition. The next 
Conference on ‘Human protein requirements and their 
fulfi llments in practice’ held in Princeton in 1955 under the 
same sponsorship, gave detailed consideration to the testing 
of new protein rich foods before their use in child feeding 
was recommended.
 “The Protein Advisory Group (PAG) was established 
by the Director-General of WHO in 1955 to ‘act on behalf 
of WHO in rendering advice to FAO and UNICEF on the 
safety and suitability for human consumption of proposed 
new protein-rich foods.’ The PAG... became a tripartite FAO/
WHO/UNICEF Protein Advisory Group in 1961.”
 Soybean milk: “In 1939, K.S. Lo established a fi rm 
known as ‘Hong Kong Soyabean Products’ to produce 
sterilized bottled soya milk. The two plants of the fi rm in 
Hong Kong produce 12,000 cases (24 x 7-oz. bottles per 
case) a day.”
 Also discusses miso, natto, tempeh, full-fat soya fl our, 
soya presscake and meal, groundnut protein isolate. Address: 
Regional Offi ce for Asia and Far East, FAO, Bangkok, 
Thailand.

1619. FAO/WHO/UNICEF Protein Advisory Group (PAG). 
1965. Some recent nutritional studies on soy. New York. R.1/
Add.19. July. *

1620. FAO/WHO/UNICEF Protein Advisory Group (PAG). 
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1965. Summary of recent advances on soya. New York. R.1/
Add.20. July. *

1621. Kawashima, Masao. 1965. Kôri-dôfu seizô ni 
okeru daizu seibun no riyô ritsu [Utilization of soybean 
constituents in the manufacture of dried-frozen tofu]. 
Nippon Shokuhin Kogyo Gakkaishi (J. of Food Science and 
Technology) 12(7):291-94. [10 ref. Jap]
Address: Habutae Tofu K.K. Kikaku, Kagaku Kenkyu 
Shitsu, Ishikawa-ken, Kanazawa-shi, Nishi Kanazawa-cho 
1-145, Japan.

1622. Narayana Rao, M.; Rajagopalan, R.; Swaminathan, 
M.; Parpia, H.A.B. 1965. Studies on a vegetable protein 
mixture based on peanut and soya fl ours. J. of the American 
Oil Chemists’ Society 42(7):658-61. July. [25 ref]
• Summary: A vegetable protein mixture composed of 50% 
edible peanut fl our and 50% full-fat soya fl our, fortifi ed 
with 1% each of l-lysine and dl-methionine, plus adequate 
amounts of essential vitamins and minerals, has been 
developed. This protein mixture contains 49.2% protein 
which has a PER of 2.80 and an NPU of 72.3. These “values 
compare favorably with those for skim milk powder.” 
Feeding trials on school children and growth studies on 
albino rats have shown that the protein mixture has a 
signifi cant supplementary value to poor cereal-based diets. 
The mixture fortifi ed with methionine alone is as effective as 
skim milk powder in treating kwashiorkor. Address: Central 
Food Technological Research Inst. (CFTRI), Mysore, India.

1623. Nitsan, Zafrira. 1965. The effect of heating soybean 
meal on the apparent digestibility and metabolism of 
protein, methionine and lysine by cockerels. Poultry Science 
44(4):1036-43. July. [23 ref]
• Summary: It is an established fact that raw soybean (RS) 
interferes with the normal growth of animals. Several reasons 
have been suggested this depression of growth compared to 
heated soybeans (HS): (1) Lower digestibility, hence lower 
utilization of the RS protein. (2) Slightly lower digestibility, 
but much lower biological value (protein quality). (3) Lower 
availability of the methionine in RS compared to the other 
amino acids. (4) Reduced proteolytic activity in the small 
intestine of chicks–the main site of protein digestion in 
chicks.
 This paper comes to four conclusions related to the 
above suggestions. Address: Dep. of Animal Nutrition, 
National & Univ. Inst. of Agriculture, Rehovot, Israel.

1624. Soybean Digest. 1965. Recommend eat less animal fat. 
July. p. 11. [1 ref]
• Summary: “Eating less animal (saturated) fat and 
substituting unsaturated vegetable fats and other 
polyunsaturated fats for animal fats wherever possible 
are part of an eight-point program of dietary control 

recommended to the American people by the American Heart 
Association as a possible means of lowering the risk of heart 
attacks.
 “The Association also has called on the public to eat less 
food rich in cholesterol, and if overweight, to reduce caloric 
intake. The statement, issued June 5, differs from an earlier 
statement issued in January 1961 in calling for ‘substitution 
whenever possible’ rather than ‘reasonable substitution’ of 
polyunsaturated for saturated fats and in recommending, for 
the fi rst time, reduced intake of cholesterol-rich foods.”

1625. Todhunter, E. Neige. 1965. Biographical notes from 
the history of nutrition: Lenna Frances Cooper–February 
25, 1875–February 23, 1961. J. of the American Dietetic 
Association 47(1):28. July.
• Summary: “To be responsible for the birth of a new 
profession, to have been a teacher, to be a dean of home 
economics, a dietitian, the fi rst head of the Army dietitians 
(1918), an author of books on food and dietetics, and 
recipient of honorary degrees–these are not everyday 
accomplishments. But these were the achievements of Lenna 
Cooper, whose ancestors were used to being among the 
fi rst to do things. The fi rst members of the Cooper family 
in this country arrived in the early seventeenth century with 
George Calvert who founded Maryland. The Coopers settled 
fi rst in Virginia, then in the Carolinas. Later generations 
pioneered the settlement of Springfi eld, Illinois, and others 
moved westward to Kansas. There Lenna Frances Cooper 
was born on February 25, 1875, when there were still many 
hazards to life and existence in that young state. Her early 
education was in a country school; then, when the family 
moved to town, she attended high school in Hutchinson, 
Kansas. Needing money for further education, she taught 
in a country school for two years and then went to Battle 
Creek, Michigan, where her brother was a doctor. There, she 
enrolled in the nurses’ course at Battle Creek Sanitarium. 
Mrs. Kellogg, the wife of Dr. John Harvey Kellogg, the 
famed vegetarian, encouraged Miss Cooper to go to the 
Drexel Institute in Philadelphia to study cookery.
 “When Miss Cooper completed the course and returned 
to Michigan, Dr. Kellogg appointed her Chief Dietitian at the 
Battle Creek Sanitarium. Within the limitations of the foods 
permitted, Miss Cooper worked wonders in serving attractive 
food. Then Dr. Kellogg opened a training school for 
dietitians and appointed Miss Cooper as its head (1906); this 
later became part of Battle Creek College, and Miss Cooper 
served as Dean of Home Economics until 1926. She was an 
inspiring teacher, and loyal alumnae of Battle Creek College 
still gather regularly at the Annual Meeting of The American 
Dietetic Association.
 “In that period, Miss Cooper continued her own 
education with bachelor’s (1916) and master’s (1927) 
degrees from Columbia University. Dietetics became her 
chosen fi eld, and she kept pace with the new knowledge in 
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the growing science of nutrition. She envisioned dietitians 
getting together for exchange of ideas and advancement of 
dietetics and so, with Lulu Graves, she sent invitations to 
all she knew about in the dietetic fi eld to meet in Cleveland, 
October 18 to 20, 1917. Thus The American Dietetic 
Association was born.
 “World War I brought many problems, not the least 
of which was the feeding of men in camps and hospitals, 
and Miss Cooper was appointed by the Surgeon General as 
Supervising Dietitian for the Army (1918-1919). When she 
left Battle Creek, she went to Michigan State as Food Service 
Director (1927-1930) and then in 1930 she became Chief 
Dietitian at Montefi ore Hospital, New York City, where she 
stayed eighteen years.
 “Other responsibilities were accepted along the way; 
in 1920-23 she served as Secretary of the American Home 
Economics Association, and in 1937 she became fourteenth 
President of The American Dietetic Association. She 
recognized the need for professional people to write, and she 
published many articles. Her fi rst book, How to Cut Food 
Costs (1917), met a wartime need. Soon she dreamed of a 
text in dietetics and invited the help of co-authors to produce 
Nutrition in Health and Disease (1928), which has gone 
through so many editions and remains a basic text in the 
fi eld, familiarly referred to more often as ‘Cooper-Barber-
Mitchell-Rynbergen’ than by its title.
 “Recognitions came to Miss Cooper in honorary degrees 
from Michigan State College (Master in Home Economics, 
1927) and Drexel Institute (Doctor of Science), and with the 
Marjorie Hulsizer Copher Award [1951] of The American 
Dietetic Association.
 “This woman who accomplished so much in the fi eld 
of applied nutrition and dietetics was slight of stature, quiet 
in voice, and gentle in manner, but she had the true spirit 
and courage of the pioneers. She had vision, steadfastness 
of purpose, high integrity, and a thirst for knowledge which 
she shared freely with her students and staff. Her warm 
personality and deep understanding of others made her an 
ideal teacher and dietitian and won friends wherever she 
went.
 “Lenna Cooper died February 23, 1961, and is buried at 
Memorial Park Cemetery, Battle Creek, Michigan.”
 Note: Her fi rst book, published in 1913, was The New 
Cookery: A Book of Recipes, Most of Which Are in Use at 
the Battle Creek Sanitarium (v + 298 p.). It was a vegetarian 
cookbook (strongly infl uenced by Seventh-day Adventists 
teachings about diet and health), as was her second book, 
How to Cut Food Costs.
 (c) 2018 Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. Adapted 
and reprinted with permission. Address: PhD, Dean, School 
of Home Economics, Univ. of Alabama, Tuscaloosa.

1626. Cravioto B., Réne O.; Cervantes M., Maragrita. 1965. 
Efi ciencia proteica de la harina de masa enriquecida con 

harina de soya y de la adicionada con proteinas de ajonjoli 
[The protein effi ciency of masa fl our enriched with soy fl our 
and with the addition of sesame proteins]. Ciencia 24(3-
4):159-62. Aug. 25. [12 ref. Spa]
Address: Instituto Nacional de Proteccion de la Infancia, 
Mexico, DF.

1627. Evans, C.D.; Moser, Helen A.; McConnell, D.G.; et 
al. 1965. Flavor evaluation of natural soybean oils of high 
and low linolenate content. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ 
Society 42(8):736-38. Aug. [18 ref]
• Summary: Test on soybean oils with 10.4, 9.4 and 5.2% 
linolenate show that content must be reduced to below 5% 
to improve fl avor. Address: 1-4. Northern Regional Research 
Lab., Peoria, Illinois.

1628. Gitzelmann, Richard; Auricchio, Salvatore. 1965. 
The handling of soya alpha-galactosides by a normal and a 
galactosemic child. Pediatrics 36(2):231-35. Aug. [23 ref]
• Summary: Soy formulas contain galactose [a sugar, less 
soluble and less sweet than glucose] in the form of the 
alpha-galactosides stachyose and raffi nose. A soy formula 
was used in the treatment of galactosemia, an inherited 
metabolic disorder in which the sugar galactose accumulates 
in the blood due to defi ciency of an enzyme catalyzing its 
conversion to glucose. Soybean oligosaccharides cannot 
be metabolized in the small intestinal tract by endogenous 
enzymes from the animal due to the absence of a-1, 
6-Galactosidase activity in intestinal mucosa.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2003) that 
mentions alpha-galactosides in connection with soybeans. 
Address: M.D., Lab. for Metabolic Research, Univ. 
Children’s Hospital, Zurich, Switzerland.

1629. Hackler, L.R.; Van Buren, J.P.; Steinkraus, K.H.; Rawi, 
I. el; Hand, D.B. 1965. Effect of heat treatment on nutritive 
value of soymilk protein fed to weanling rats. J. of Food 
Science 30(4):723-28. July/Aug. [11 ref]
• Summary: “The effect of heating soymilk at 93º and 121ºC 
for varying periods was evaluated in weanling rats. Also 
determined were trypsin inhibitor retention and available 
lysine values.”
 Soybeans were soaked overnight in 3 times their 
weight of tap water. While soaking, the soybeans absorbed 
approximately 1.2 times their weight in water.
 Cooking soymilk at 93ºC for 1-6 hours made no sense 
as it did not improve its quality. However pressure cooking 
soymilk at 121ºC for 5-10 minutes gave the best results. 
Address: New York State Agric. Exp. Station, Cornell Univ., 
Geneva, New York.

1630. Horan, F.E. 1965. Contribution of non-animal proteins 
and fats. Soybean Digest. Aug. p. 21-24. [11 ref]
• Summary: If we try to look 15 years into the future, to 
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1980, we will see that non-animal proteins and fats will 
probably have become increasingly important.
 “At this stage of population development, the 
oilseed proteins can play an important role in giving a 
better nutritional balance to the diet. The most promising 
possibilities lie in the soybean, cottonseed and peanut. In 
fact, soybeans have been a staple in the Oriental diet for 
centuries.
 “The soybean is truly one of the outstanding phenomena 
in the entire history of agriculture in the United States–it 
is well called the miracle crop of the 20th century. It is 
undoubtedly the fastest growing segment of American 
agriculture.
 “Although soybeans were grown in the United States 
as early as 1804, they remained an agricultural curiosity and 
minor crop for over a century. In 1924–just 40 years ago–the 
total production of soybeans in the United States was less 
than 5 million bushels; last year the United States production 
was somewhat over 700 million bushels. Approximately 70% 
of this total was crushed to yield 5 billion pounds of oil and 
11 million tons of meal. Approximately 98% of the meal is 
eventually consumed as animal feed.
 “At present a relatively small amount of the meal is 
upgraded commercially into edible soy fl our products, which 
contain 50% protein. A soy protein concentrate with 70% 
protein and a soy protein isolate containing 90% protein 
are also available. The nutritional values of soy protein 
compared to other types of proteins are given in table 4.
 “A comparison of the basic cost of soy protein with 
other proteins is given in table 5. “Recognizing the 
nutritional value of the soybean protein in itself may be 
insuffi cient. The material still must be agreeable to the palate 
and must have certain aesthetic qualities to be accepted 
in many diets. Therefore, a challenge exists to change the 
forms of the base material in such a way as to build in fl avor, 
texture and mouth-feel. “One approach to this problem has 
been the application of spinning technology, taken from the 
textile industry, using isolated soy protein to produce very 
fi ne proteinaceous fi laments which can then be molded and 
fabricated into a variety of fi nished food shapes. Another 
development concerns the extrusion of soy fl our products 
into forms which can be dried and stored, but later hydrated 
to give particles with textural characteristics.
 “Whether these products should be considered as meat 
substitutes or supplements, or as entirely new forms of 
nutritious protein matter will perhaps ultimately be decided 
by the consumer–and we should have the answer by 1980.” 
Address: Manager, Agricultural Research Div., ADM, 
Minneapolis, Minnesota, MN.

1631. Wang, Hwa L.; Hesseltine, C.W. 1965. Studies on the 
extracellular proteolytic enzymes of Rhizopus oligosporus. 
Canadian J. of Microbiology 11(4):727-32. Aug. [9 ref]
• Summary: “Two proteolytic enzyme systems were 

observed in the culture fi ltrates of Rhizopus oligosporus. One 
has an optimum pH at 3.0; the other, at 5.5. Both enzyme 
systems have maximum activities at 50-55ºC and are fairly 
stable at pH 3.0-6.0. Maximum production of the enzymes 
occurred after 72 to 96 hours of incubation and then it 
decreased rapidly.”
 It is stated that Rhizopus oligosporus reduces the amount 
of raffi nose-family sugars which are believed to cause 
fl atulence.
 Note: An extracellular enzyme (or exoenzyme), is an 
enzyme that is secreted by a cell and that works outside of 
that cell. It is usually used for breaking up large molecules 
that would not be able to enter the cell otherwise. This 
term is also often used to refer to the hydrolytic digestive 
enzymes secreted by fungi [such as Rhizopus oligosporus]. 
The majority of enzymes are intracellular, not extracellular 
(Source: Wikipedia, May 2010). Address: Northern Regional 
Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois.

1632. Huang, Po-Chao; Tung, T-C.; Lue, H-C.; Wei, H-Y. 
1965. Feeding of infants with toasted full fat soybean foods. 
J. of the Formosan Medical Association 64(9):591-605. Sept. 
28. [19 ref. Eng; chi]
• Summary: This paper was originally presented at the 
Second Far East Symposium on Nutrition, held in May 1964 
in Taipei, Taiwan. “Two kinds of protein-rich infant formulas 
which are mainly composed of heated full-fat soybean and 
rice fl ours are prepared. They have been found to have 
protein effi ciency ratios ranging from 2.0 to 2.4 in animal 
studies. These preparations have been then fed to healthy 
infants of 1 to 6½ months of age for a period of 6 months. A 
cow’s milk formula and a American commercial soy product, 
Sobee, served as the control diets. The data of the fi rst 20 
babies are presented in this paper.
 “Infants on the soy-rice formulas and Sobee gained 
their body weights and heights at rates comparable to those 
attained by the milk fed infants. Blood analytical data show 
that no appreciable difference exists between the test and the 
control groups concerning hemoglobin, hematocrit, serum 
total protein, albumin, cholesterol, phosphorus and blood 
urea.
 “From the presented data, it is considered that our 
soybean-rice formulas can be used safely as a milk substitute 
in infant feeding.” Address: 1-2. Dep. of Biochemistry; 3-4. 
Dep. of Pediatrics. Both: College of Medicine, National 
Taiwan Univ., Taipei, Taiwan, China.

1633. Cowan, J.C. 1965. Advances in research on the fl avor 
stability of edible soybean oil–A review. Food Technology 
19(9):1413-16. Sept. [51 ref]
• Summary: Factors reviewed are: Importance of metal 
impurities and their inactivation, identity of precursors of 
undesirable fl avors, need for protection from air and light, 
hydrogenation and hydrogenated winterized oil, lowering 
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of the tocopherol and other minor component content, and 
omission of the bleaching step. A table shows the amount 
of soybean oil used in margarine, shortening, other foods 
uses (salad dressings, salad and cooking oils, and related 
uses), and total, from 1938 to 1963. The total increased from 
256 million lb to 4,021 million lb, a 15.7 fold increase in 
15 years. Much of this increase was due to improvements 
in fl avor stability of soy oil. Address: Oilseed Crops Lab., 
Northern Utilization Research and Development Div., ARS, 
USDA, Peoria, Illinois 61604.

1634. Ehle, Sharon R.; Jansen, G.R. 1965. Studies on 
breads supplemented with soy, nonfat dry milk, and lysine. 
I. Physical and organoleptic properties. Food Technology 
19(9):129-33. Sept. [17 ref]
• Summary: The soy products used were soy fl ours, Promine 
R (an isolated soy protein made by Central Soya), toasted 
soy (General Mills, 100 mesh). Address: Research Div., 
Electrochemical Dep., E.I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., 
Wilmington 98, Delaware.

1635. Imaki, R.; Kashima, Y. 1965. Tôfu no mukisei-bun 
ni tsuite [Mineral constituents of tofu]. Eiyogaku Zasshi 
(Japanese J. of Nutrition) 23(4):83-88. Sept. [4 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: Tofu is rich in calcium. Address: Kanagawa 
Nutrition College.

1636. Jansen, G.R.; Ehle, Sharon R. 1965. Studies on breads 
supplemented with soy, nonfat dry milk, and lysine. II. 
Nutritive value. Food Technology 19(9):133-36. Sept. [16 
ref]
• Summary: “A series of experimental breads containing 
various combinations of soy supplements, nonfat dry milk 
(NDM), wheat gluten, and lysine monohydrochloride were 
evaluated in growing rats for their protein nutritive value. 
Except for NDM breads the protein effi ciency ratios were 
found to be proportional to the lysine content up to 4.7 and 
5.3 g lysine/16 g nitrogen when 85% and 60%, respectively, 
of the protein was supplied by wheat.”
 Although white bread is defi cient in the essential amino 
acid lysine, soy fl our is a good and inexpensive source of 
lysine. Address: Research Div., Electrochemical Dep., E.I. du 
Pont de Nemours & Co., Wilmington 98, Delaware.

1637. Wenger Mixer Manufacturing. 1965. Soy enriched 
foods for protein malnutrition (Ad). Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 
69.
• Summary: A half-page vertical ad. “Since development 
of the Wenger process for cooking full fat soybeans, people 
everywhere can have access to low cost protein-enriched 
diets. Wenger’s new and simple system of producing full 
fat soy granules or fl our–at rates of 600 to 4,000 pounds per 
hour–ensures:
 “Low processing costs. A bland and palatable end 

product. Top biological value of proteins and vitamins. 
Effective control of growth inhibitors. Trouble-less control of 
sanitation. Long shelf life and product stability.
 “The same basic Wenger process will also cook 
complete protein enriched foods in which blends of ground 
soybeans and locally available cereal carbohydrates are 
gelatinized and expanded in palatable forms as beads, 
fl akes or wafers. Consumption may be through these 
palatable forms, or the precooked food may be reduced 
to fl our or reconstituted as a liquid, gruel, pasta, or atole. 
Request complete information on this most important recent 
development in protein enriched foods.” Address: 1802 
Federal Reserve Bank Bldg., Kansas City, Missouri 64106. 
Phone: 816 BA 1-5084. Cable: Wengermix.

1638. Galitz, Donald S.; Howell, Robert W. 1965. 
Measurement of ribonucleic acids and total free nucleotides 
of developing soybean seeds. Physiologia Plantarum 
18(4):1018-21. Oct. [6 ref]
• Summary: The authors studied ribonucleic acid (RNA) 
and total free nucleotides in radicles, cotyledons, and seed 
coats of immature soybeans, measuring how they changed 
as the seeds developed. In the radicles, total RNA increased 
throughout development from seed dry weight of 35 mg 
to maturity, but the percentage RNA on a dry weight basis 
decreased by about one-third during this period. In contrast, 
total RNA of the cotyledons increased only moderately 
during the early developmental period, and decreased during 
ripening. At maturity RNA percentage was about one-fi fth 
that of the youngest stage. In the seed coats RNA decreased 
on both an absolute and percentage basis.
 Also discusses changes in total free nucleotides. 
Address: Dep. of Biological Sciences, Western Illinois Univ., 
Macomb, IL; U.S. Regional Soybean Lab., Urbana, Illinois.

1639. Sakurazawa, Nyoiti [Ohsawa, George]. 1965. You 
are all sanpaku. English version by William Dufty. Hyde 
Park, New York: University Books. 224 p. Index. 22 cm. 
First paperback edition published in 1980 by Citadel Press, 
Secaucus, NJ.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. The divine ritual. A land 
of sanpaku. Faith and medicine. The cause. The cure. The 
daily check-up. Food and sex. Prayer and fasting. The sacred 
act. About salt. About sugar. About milk. About liquids. 
About chewing. About principal foods. Soulfood: Brown 
rice, rice cream, buckwheat, buckwheat cream, wheat, cous 
cous, chapati, millet, raw rice, bread, gomasio [gomashio] 
(sesame salt), umeboshi plums, miso and shoyu, tahini, 
miso cream, about tea, coarse green tea (bancha), soya ban 
(coarse green bancha tea with soy sauce), mu tea, lotus 
tea, lotus tea, mint tea, thyme tea, Ohsawa coffee (Yannoh; 
made of rice, wheat, aduki beans, chick peas, chicory, and 
a little oil), Dandelio (dandelion coffee substitute), kokoh, 
kuzu, umeboshi juice, ume syo kuzu (umeboshi + shoyu + 
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kuzu), aduki juice, radish drink (daikon #1 and #2), special 
rice cream, brown rice tea, wheat tea. The oneness of the 
universe [Ohsawa’s profound and beautiful credo]. Tables: 
1. Macrobiotic table of daily food in order of yin to yang. 
Note: The most yin foods are indicated by 3 downward-
pointing triangles; the most yang foods by 3 upward-
pointing triangles. Beans (except aduki) are quite yin, being 
symbolized by 2 downward-pointing triangles. Eggplant, 
tomato, and potato are the most yin vegetables. The most 
yang cereal is buckwheat, followed by rice. 2. Physical 
phenomena–Yin/yang table. Biographical note on Ohsawa 
(p. 213-18).
 This was the fi rst popular book in English to explain the 
principles of macrobiotics. “Sanpaku describes a condition 
in which they white of the eye can be seen between the pupil 
and the lower lid as the subject gazes directly forward. This, 
we quickly learn, connotes a grave state of physical and 
spiritual imbalance.” It is the Oriental sign of impending 
disaster.
 Introduction (p. 19-20): “After reading Ohsawa’s book 
it struck me once more that in my extensive experience with 
U.S. physicians, I could not remember a single doctor, out 
of dozens who treated me, who had ever shown the slightest 
curiosity about what I ate and drank.”
 Pages 165-66: “About Sugar: “I am confi dent that 
Western medicine will one day admit what has been known 
in the Orient for years: sugar is without question the number 
one murderer in the history of humanity–much more lethal 
than opium or radioactive atomic fallout–especially for those 
people who eat grain as their principal food. Sugar is the 
greatest evil that modern industrial civilization has visited 
upon the macrobiotic countries of the Far East and Africa. 
Sugar turns to water and CO2 in the body, it decreases yang 
elements in the blood and increases the ratio of K to Na. It 
is the most yin of all products used as human food and is the 
direct cause of numerous fatal diseases.”
 Soy-related recipes and information include: Soya bean 
plaster (p. 140). Tofu plaster (p. 141; tofu is called “white 
soya bean cheese”). Tekka [miso] for anemia and general 
weakness (p. 143). Miso and shoyu (p. 190). Miso cream 
(with tahini, p. 190-91). Soya ban: Coarse green bancha tea 
with soy sauce (p. 194). Ume syo kuzu (p. 199; a proven 
medicinal beverage [made from umeboshi, shoyu, and 
kuzu]).
 About sugar (p. 165): “I am confi dent that Western 
medicine will one day admit what has been known in the 
Orient for years: sugar is without question the number one 
murderer in the history of humanity–much more lethal than 
opium or radioactive atomic fallout–especially for those 
people who eat rice as their principal food.”
 About milk (p. 169): “There is no reason for man to 
live on the milk of an animal–especially an animal inferior 
to him biologically and intellectually.” People of the Orient 
avoid milk “because they respect the biological natural laws 

of the Order of the Universe... Once the young offspring of 
animals have their teeth and are weaned from nursing, they 
no longer drink milk... No animal ever does.” “The quality 
and quantity of a mother’s milk controls her child’s destiny. 
In cases where the mother’s milk is not available, babies 
can be fed with Kokoh–a macrobiotic cereal milk made with 
roasted rice, glutinous rice, oatmeal, soya beans and sesame 
seeds reduced to powered form” (see recipe p. 198).
 About Mu Tea (p. 194): “This is the most Yang of 
beverages. It contains the legendary herb ginseng–the 
most Yang of all herbs used to make tea and fi fteen other 
medicinal plants: peony; root of Angelica; sea thistle; 
carthanne; rush; ginger; hoelen; japonica; licorice; cinnamon; 
bitter orange rind; rehmanial radix [rehmannia radix]; 
moutan cortex [the root bark of Paeonia suffruticosa]; 
carophyll fl os and persical semen [semen persicae]. The 
word mu means space or infi nity in Japanese, and Mu tea 
is so named because it is the beverage for development of 
superior judgment. It is usually obtainable only through 
macrobiotic channels and comes in small packages...” Note: 
This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2017) that lists all 
the ingredients in Mu Tea.
 Miscellanea: The Ohsawa Foundation at 317 Second 
Avenue in New York City, located on the fi rst fl oor of an old 
tenement, had a 4-table restaurant in the front and a kitchen 
in the rear. There were several macrobiotic restaurants in 
Paris, plus a tiny macrobiotic food store named Les Trois 
Epis and the Librarie Ohsawa, both on Rue Lamartine Guy 
Massat was editor of the French monthly journal Yin/Yang. 
The author: “I could not remember a single doctor, out of 
dozens who treated me, who had ever shown the slightest 
curiosity about what I ate and drank.”
 “The stark facts presented to the President of the U.S. by 
his Special Commission on the Nation’s Health in December 
of 1964 are staggering: In 1963 heart-artery disease caused 
55% of all U.S. deaths, and cancer 16%. Strokes 210,000; 
diseases of arteries outside the brain combined with diseases 
of the heart to kill 793,000. Cancer killed 285,000” (p. 
66). Occidental medicine is symptomatic medicine; it does 
not seek to cure the basic causes. And it is microscopic/
analytical. It seeks the truth in a maze of details; but the 
“truth is whole.” The “ultimate cause of every illness is 
violation of the order of the universe through ignorance 
or through arrogance,...” (p. 80-81). “Disease is a divine 
warning, a message from nature seeking to guide us to the 
correct path” (p. 98). The essential factor in the proper 
nutrition of the human body is the proper proportion of Yin 
and Yang. The best proportion of Yin/Yang or Potassium/
Sodium is 5 to 1. All those foods whose K/Na ratio is greater 
than 5 to 1 are Yin. The books ends with a “Biographical 
Note: Sakurazawa-Ohsawa” who is said to have “published 
some 300 works in Japanese and more than 20 books in 
Western languages, principally French.” His wife, Lima, is a 
professor of traditional Japanese music. There is a selected 
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bibliography of Ohsawa’s books, especially those published 
in French. Address: New York.

1640. Sorenson, William G.; Hesseltine, Clifford W. 1965. 
Carbon and nitrogen utilization by Rhizopus oligosporus 
(Abstract). Phytopathology 55(10):1077. Oct.
• Summary: The main soluble carbohydrates in soybeans 
(stachyose, raffi nose, and sucrose) were not utilized as sole 
sources of carbon by the tempeh mold Rhizopus oligosporus 
NRRL 2710. However such common sugars as glucose, 
fructose, galactose, and maltose did support excellent growth 
of the mold, as did xylose. Address: Northern Utilization 
Research and Development Div., USDA, Peoria, Illinois.

1641. Matsumura, T.; Kuroume, T.; Tajima, S. 1965. Allergy 
to soybean in childhood in Japan. Presented at the First 
International Symposium on Pediatric Allergy. Held 5-6 Nov. 
1965 at Tokyo, Japan. *
• Summary: Note: The Japanese Society of Pediatric Allergy 
and Clinical Immunology (JSPACI) was established in 1966 
as the “Pediatric Allergy Association. The fi rst president was 
T. Matsumura. The fi rst annual meeting was held in Tokyo 
on 5-6 Nov. 1965.
 For a summary of this meeting see: Journal of Asthma 
Research. 1966. 3(3):161-63. “First International Symposium 
on Pediatric Allergy.” Address: 1-3. M.D..

1642. Rapkin, Richard H.; Gitzelmann, Richard. 1965. 
Soya alpha-galactosides (continued) (Letter to the editor). 
Pediatrics 36(5):806. Nov. [1 ref]
• Summary: Concerns the article in this journal titled “The 
handling of soya alpha-galactosides by a normal and a 
galactosemic child,” by Gitzelmann and Auricchio (Aug. 
1965, p. 231-25). Rapkin believes the writers fail to discuss 
an important implication of their work: “If raffi nose is 
capable of producing diarrhea in a healthy boy, would it not 
do the same in children with ‘milk allergy,’ gastroenteritis of 
viral etiology, or other sundry causes of diarrhea?”
 Dr. Gitzelmann responds that it would be diffi cult to 
administer enough raffi nose in the form of soybean formula 
(which typically contains only about 0.9% raffi nose and 
4.1% stachyose) to cause diarrhea. Address: 1. M.D., 
655 Deer Park Ave., Babylon, New York; 2. M.D., Univ. 
Children’s Hospital, Steinweisstrase 75, Zurich 8032, 
Switzerland.

1643. Cook, L.N.; Andrews, B.F.; Falkner, F.T. 1965. 
Response of low birth weight infants to soybean formula. 
Southern Medical Journal 58:1594-95. Dec.
• Summary: “Ten infants weighing between 1200 and 2000 
grams were fed a standard milk protein formula, 20 calories 
per ounce at 2.5 to 3 ounces per pound of body weight per 
day.
 “Ten infants weighing between 1600 and 2270 grams 

were fed a soybean formula at 2.5 to 3 ounces per pound per 
day.
 “Infants were continued on the soybean formula until 
they reached a weight of 2250 grams or until clinical 
complications dictated the discontinuation of the formula.
 “Results: The mean weight gain on the milk protein 
formula was 23.9 grams per day.
 “The mean weight gain on the soybean formula was 
minus 8.24 grams per day.
 “The above data may refl ect the difference in 
nutritional value of the two formulae and would suggest 
that soybean preparations such as that mentioned above 
are of questionable value in the low birth weight infant.” 
Address: Univ. of Louisville School of Medicine, Louisville, 
Kentucky.

1644. Gigon, Jean-Pierre; Hartmann, G. 1965. Soja als 
vollwertige Sondennahrung [Soya for high-quality enteral 
tube feeding]. Zeitschrift fuer Klinische Medizin 158(7):545-
68. [35 ref. Ger; eng]
• Summary: About Naga-di and Naga-sonda, made by 
Firma Nago AG, Olten, Switzerland. Naga-sonda has a 
higher content of sodium chloride than Naga-di. In French, 
sonde means “probe.” This product is typically administered 
to a patient through a tube that goes in through the nose 
and down into the stomach. “In a short time a new diet 
preparation (Naga-di, whose composition is shown in Table 
5), used for the normalization of serum lipids, will be put 
on the market. This nutritional product, which has a high 
content of unsaturated fatty acids (85% of the total fatty 
acids) makes possible the lowering of cholesterol as well as 
total fats. The pure vegetable raw material is derived from 
the soybean... A clinical report was made on 15 patients, 
who were tube-fed exclusively this soy-based preparation 
for a total of 375 days (9-90 days uninterrupted each). Based 
on metabolic balance studies on 9 patients and clinical and 
biochemical controls, it was demonstrated that high-quality 
nutrition for a longer time period is possible. All patients 
studied were very sick, presenting a deep catabolism caused 
by tumors, paralysis, or severe infections. The nutritive effect 
of the soybean product could be demonstrated by: 1. Increase 
or constance of body weight. 2. Positive nitrogen balance 
in most patients. 3. Increase in the albumin / globulin ratio, 
partly to a normal level. 4. Amelioration of the general status.
 “The individual tolerance of the soybean food is 
good; diarrheas have rarely been observed. The soybean 
product is considered a complete food of vegetable 
origin. The composition of amino acids is discussed.” 
Address: Chirurgische Universitaetsklinik; 2. Medizinische 
Universitaetsklinik. Both: Buergerspital, Basel, Switzerland.

1645. Koritala, Sambasivaro; Dutton, H.J. 1965. 
Hydrogenation of linolenate. XII. Effect of solvents 
on selectivity. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 
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42(12):1150-52. Dec. Based on a paper presented at Fall 
Meeting of the Am. Oil Chem. Soc. Chicago. 1964. [14 ref]
• Summary: The cause of certain undesirable fl avors in 
soybean oil has been attributed to the presence of linolenic 
ester groups. A good-quality soybean cooking or salad oil 
can be obtained using a two-step process: (1) Selective 
hydrogenation to reduce linolenate to 2-3% from its original 
7-9%; and (2) Winterization to remove the solid, high-
melting-point fatty acid esters formed during hydrogenation. 
The solvents dimethyl formamide (DMF), furfural, 
acetonitrile etc. improved stability. Address: Northern 
Regional Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois.

1646. Kutscher, W.; Langnau, Doris. 1965. Ueber 
die biologische Wertigkeit von Soja-Eiweiss und 
aufgeschlossenem Milcheiweiss: Eine kritische Betrachtung 
[On the biological value of soya protein and hydrolyzed milk 
protein: A critical consideration]. Fleischwirtschaft (Die) 
45(12):1432-34. Dec. [Ger]
• Summary: “In the publication ‘Isolated soya protein, a 
possible help for canned frankfurters which are to be stored 
for long periods’ [by W. Bocksch], which appeared in Die 
Fleischwirtschaft, no. 7, 1965, p. 799, some formulations 
have given the wrong impression, and it has been assumed 
in practice that soya products are of equal value from the 
nutritional and physiological point of view to protein isolated 
from milk and, particularly, to hydrolyzed milk protein. 
The author has followed up on this error.” Address: Aus 
dem Physiologisch-Chemischen Institut der Universitaet 
Heidelberg, West Germany.

1647. Murata, Kiku. 1965. Annual report of research 
conducted under grants authorized by PL-480. Project title: 
Nutritional value of tempeh. Osaka, Japan. 15 p. Grant 
Number: FG-Ja-110; A11-HN-1.
• Summary: Dates of research period covered by report: 14 
Oct. 1964 to 31 Oct. 1965. Includes 3 tables and 4 graphs. 
Introduction: “It is signifi cant to study the nutritional 
value of tempeh in detail from various points of view, not 
only to study the biologically active substances but also to 
fi nd changes in content of nutrients of tempeh during the 
fermentation of soybeans.”
 Summary: Hemolysis-preventing and antioxidant 
activities were detected in tempeh but not in boiled 
unfermented soybeans. Among the biologically active 
substances isolated from tempeh, it was found that the 
isofl avone 6,7,4’-trihydroxyisofl avone, which was originally 
isolated from tempeh but never isolated previously from 
natural foods, was most active in preventing in vitro dialuric 
acid-induced hemolysis of red blood cells. The content of 
ribofl avin and nicotinic acid increase signifi cantly during 
tempeh fermentation.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2018) 
that contains the term “biologically active substances.” 

By the early 1990s these substances were renamed 
“phytochemicals.” Address: Food and Nutrition Lab., 
Faculty of Science of Living, Osaka City Univ., Nishi-ku, 
Osaka, Japan.

1648. Rackis, J.J. 1965. Physiological properties of soybean 
trypsin inhibitors and their relationship to pancreatic 
hypertrophy and growth inhibition of rats. Federation 
Proceedings (FASEB) 24(6):1488-93. Nov/Dec. [30 ref]
• Summary: This is the earliest document seen showing that 
crystalline trypsin inhibitor causes pancreatic hypertrophy 
and inhibits growth in rats. Address: Northern Regional 
Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois.

1649. Soybean Digest. 1965. [Altschul] Sees more use of 
oilseed proteins as human food. Dec. p. 15.
• Summary: “The rapidly increasing world population will 
have to look more and more to oilseeds such as soybeans, 
cottonseed, and peanuts as sources of food protein, a U.S. 
Department of Agriculture Scientist said recently.
 Addressing the National Academy of Sciences’ 
Agricultural Research Institute in Washington, D.C., Dr. 
Aaron M. Altschul predicted a fi vefold increase in demand 
for protein concentrates within the next few generations. 
Animal products account for most of the 20 million tons of 
protein now available, but much of tomorrow’s protein will 
have to be supplied by plants, he said.
 “Dr. Altschul, an international authority on seed protein, 
is director of the Agricultural Research Service’s Seed 
Protein Pioneering Research Laboratory in New Orleans.
 “Seed proteins do not have the quality of proteins from 
animal sources, he pointed out, because they are defi cient in 
one or more of the essential amino acids. Soybean protein, 
for example, does not contain an adequate amount of 
methionine. But when this amino acid is added, the quality of 
soybean protein is equal to that of casein (milk protein). The 
methionine could be added in the form of other protein.
 “Dr. Altschul listed the three stages in the development 
of a protein food as (1) economical methods of large-scale 
production, (2) assurance of nutritive quality, safety, and 
reproducibility, and (3) acceptability as a food.
 “The fact that a material is nutritious does not guarantee 
its acceptance as a food, the scientist told the Institute. Any 
new food has to be satisfying, pleasing, and interesting; its 
acceptance is intimately tied in with cultural patterns.
 “Reporting progress being made in tailoring new 
foods from seed protein, Dr. Altschul said new fl avors are 
available and, through modern technology, protein foods can 
be developed that should be entirely satisfying in terms of 
texture and form as well as in nutritional value. Progress in 
the development of this technology is intimately related to 
basic knowledge of the seed proteins themselves.”

1650. Stillings, B.R.; Hackler, L.R. 1965. Amino acid studies 
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on the effect of fermentation time and heat-processing of 
tempeh. J. of Food Science 30(6):1043-48. Nov/Dec. [17 ref]
• Summary: After the typical 24-hour fermentation, the 
amino acid methionine, increased slightly, whereas cystine, 
tryptophan, lysine, histidine, arginine and aspartic (amino 
acids) all decreased slightly. Free amino acids increased 
during fermentation. “Deep-fat frying of tempeh caused 
some amino acids to decrease after 5 minutes [longer than 
tempeh is typically fried]... lysine and cystine were most 
susceptible to heat destruction.” Steaming tempeh for typical 
lengths of time had no effect on the amino acid content. 
Address: Dep. of Food Science and Technology, New York 
State Agric. Exp. Station, Cornell Univ., Geneva, New York 
14456.

1651. Virendrasingh, Maharajkumar. 1965. Soybean–The 
crop without a peer: Answer to India’s protein malnutrition. 
Commerce (Bombay) 111(2852):A120-A122. Dec. Annual 
number at back of volume. [13 ref]
• Summary: One of the oldest known crops, the soybean 
dates back about 5,000 years. It was fi rst described in a 
materia as long ago as 3838 B.C. prepared by the Chinese 
Emperor Sheng-Nung [sic, Shen-Nung], who was known as 
the “Heavenly Farmer.”
 “Soybean eaters are more physically fi t and have more 
stamina than people who subsist on rice, millet and other 
grains.”
 In 1804 the soybean was introduced to the USA [sic]. 
In 1898 many soybean varieties were imported and tested, 
but not until 1924 did it enter into the offi cial record [sic], 
“according to pioneer, Bill Baker from California of soybean 
fame.” The USA discovered the value of soybean during 
World War I, but gave it its rightful place during World War 
II.
 “In India, as nutritionists and agronomists came to know 
of the immense possibilities and nutritional value of the 
soybean, attempts were made to grow it, but it has not caught 
on, perhaps because the varieties tried were unsuitable for 
propagation in the soil and climate of our country. Further, 
there was no ready market to take the small produce and it 
did not prove of economic advantage.
 “High nutritive value at low cost: The soybean can 
be virtually regarded as ‘the miracle golden bean of the 
twentieth century,’ because it is an oilseed with a high 
protein content. The country that has this crop on a major 
scale or can develop it need not worry about protein 
malnutrition among its people.
 “The soybean has the supreme quality of being the 
only vegetable protein to possess all the essential amino-
acids required for maintenance and growth. It is a complete 
vegetable protein like meat, milk, eggs and cheese,...”
 “Research workers at the Central Food and 
Technological Research Institute at Mysore maintain that 
the soybean contains twice the quantity of protein as the 

common pulses of India.” For Indians today, the best 
source of oilseed protein from crops grown in India is the 
groundnut. “However, on equal production per acre, the 
soybean yields twice the quantity of protein. Therefore, if 
soybean growing can be developed, we stand a better chance 
of meeting the protein needs of our people.
 “Uses in Indian diet: The Indian diet has a 
preponderance of cereals, especially rice and wheat, which 
of themselves do not have enough proteins and protective 
elements to build and maintain health.
 “The soybean is described as the poor man’s meat.”
 “Other protein products developed recently are soy 
beverages and soy soups. Soy beverage can replace milk. 
Two tablespoons stirred in a glass of water can provide 
the protein defi ciency in our diet. Soy protein fi bres have 
been developed and when fl avoured can be so prepared that 
vegetarians can have the pleasure of having chicken and 
meat made from vegetable protein.
 “Miss T. Phillip, Principal of the Institute of Catering 
Technology and bean Council of America, Inc., provided. 
The work was sponsored by us. These products can be 
incorporated in popular Indian dishes as Nimki, Sev, 
Samosas, Pakoder, Sambar, Alu Chole, Batata bhajee, 
Dalwada, Rava dosa, Oppuma and sweets like Ladoo, 
Shakarpara, pooran poli, Sooji Halva. Soy fl our did well 
in bakery product. Miss Phillip has reported excellent 
acceptability.”
 Soybean is an excellent source of low-priced, edible 
vegetable oil. “The fi rst ever major agreement by the U.S. 
for the supply of soybean oil to India was signed on 30th 
September 1964 for a quantity of about 75,000 metric 
tons valued at about Rs. 9 crores. The oil began coming in 
March 1965. The price has averaged Rs. 1,525 a metric ton 
inclusive of freight and duties. On the whole, it has been half 
the price of domestic peanut oil. It has helped the vanaspati 
industry to meet its requirement of raw materials... Soybean 
oil helped to keep the price of vanaspati at a reasonable 
level as compared with liquid edible vegetable oils. The 
industry has approached the Government of India to request 
for another 150,000 metric tons of U.S. vegetable oil, and it 
is hoped at the time of writing this that it will come through. 
U.S. vegetable oil can be supplied under title I of P.L. 480.”
 Contains a long quotation by Glenn H. Pogeler, 
President of the Soybean Council of American, in a Dec. 
1964 address to the Delhi Fats and Oils Symposium. 
It begins: “The United States consumer pays a smaller 
proportion of his income for food than any other consumer in 
this world.”
 Tables show: (1) India: Production of the fi ve major 
oilseeds and their products (1958-59 to 1963-64)–Groundnut 
(by far the largest), rape and mustard, sesamum, linseed, 
and castor seed. (2) Oilseed yields (pounds per acre) of the 
above fi ve (1958-59 to 1963-64): Peanuts (in the shell) have 
by far the largest yield–622 to 727 pounds/acre. (2A) Cost of 
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protein content of major foods (wholesale on world market): 
The 3 least expensive sources (in U.S. cents per kg) are 
defatted soybean fl our (40), fi sh fl our (50), dried skim milk 
(51). (3) USA soybean oil and meal, supply and disposition. 
(3a) Consumption per caput per annum of (visible) food 
fats and oils (in lbs.): Netherlands 70, West Germany 56, 
Australia 49, USA 46, India 11. Address: Director for India, 
Soybean Council of America, Inc.

1652. DeMaeyer, E.M. 1965. Clinical trials with full-fat soy 
formulation in Taiwan, Republic of China. FAO, WHO, and 
UNICEF Report. 5 p. *

1653. Gigon, Jean-Pierre. 1965. Est-il possible de couvrir 
les besoins protéiniques de l’homme à l’aide de Soja? [Is 
it possible to cover the protein needs of humans with the 
aid of soya?]. Bulletin de la Societe Scientifi que d’Hygiene 
Alimentaire et d’Alimentation 53(10-12):295-308. [22 ref. 
Fre]
• Summary: About Naga-di and Naga-sonda, tube feeding 
formulas (the latter with added sodium chloride) made by 
Nago Naehrmittel AG, Olten, Switzerland. Address: Clinique 
Universitaire de Chirurgie (Prof. R. Nissen), Hôpital des 
Bourgeois, Bale, Switzerland.

1654. Product Name:  Proteinate GL 301. Renamed simply 
“GL-301” by 1973 (Soy Protein Concentrate Emulsifi er).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Griffi th Laboratories.
Manufacturer’s Address:  1415 W. 37th St., Chicago, IL 
60609.
Date of Introduction:  1965.
New Product–Documentation:  Soybean Blue Book. 
1965. p. 112. Under “Protein Concentrates” lists “Proteinate 
GL 301; Promax; Iso-Pro” as being made by Griffi th 
Laboratories.

Soybean Blue Book. 1969. p. 114. Under “Soy protein 
concentrates,” lists “Proteinate GL 301; Promax; Iso-Pro; 
Patti-Pro” as being made by Griffi th Laboratories.
 Philip S. Chen and Helen D. Chung. 1973. Soybeans for 
Health and Longer Life. New Canaan, Connecticut: Keats 
Publishing, Inc. (A Pivot Health Book). 178 p. Page 69 
states: “Griffi th Laboratories describe its isoelectric method 
for making their soy protein concentrates Isopro and GL-301 
as follows: ‘Finding the taste constituents in soy fl our to be 
water soluble, the research team suspended defatted soy fl our 
in water–adding an acid to adjust its pH to the isoelectric 
point of glycinin, thus keeping the protein insoluble. The soy 
fl our was then washed thoroughly with water at a pH of 4.0–
4.5 to remove the soy fl avor. The insoluble components were 
adjusted to a ph of 5.5, then spray-dried to produce Isopro. 
When the pH was adjusted to the range of 6.7–7.0 followed 
by spray drying the end product became GL-301.’”
 Ad in Food Processing (Chicago). 1975. Aug. p. 29. 
“Solving the puzzle of soy proteins.” Griffi th now makes 

four protein products including: “GL-301–Soy protein 
concentrate emulsifi er (70% protein). Patti-Pro–Soy protein 
concentrate extender (70% protein).” Note: Neither Promax 
nor Isopro are mentioned.
 A catalog (about 1978) titled “The Griffi th Laboratories 
story: A history of over 55 years of leadership, innovation 
and service to the food industry” states that soy-based 
products available now include: GL-301 (soluble soy protein 
concentrate). Patti-Pro (a granular or fi ne ground 70% soy 
protein concentrate of lower solubility than GL-301).
 Eldridge, Arthur C. 1982. J. of Agricultural and Food 
Chemistry 30(2):353-55. March/April. “Determination of 
isofl avones in soybean fl ours, protein concentrates, and 
isolates.” The soy protein concentrates tested were: Response 
(Central Soya Co.), Food protein concentrate (Swift & 
Co.), Pro Con 2000 (Staley), Promosoy 100 (Central Soya), 
and GL-301 (Griffi th Labs). GL-301 had the highest total 
isofl avone content (317) and Promosoy 100 had the lowest 
(16)–a dramatic difference. Those with the highest isofl avone 
content were prepared by aqueous leaching of defatted 
soybean fl ours, whereas those with the lowest content were 
prepared by extracting hexane-defatted soybean meals with 
alcohols, which removed some of the isofl avones from the 
meal.
 Central Soya Co., Inc. news release. 1985. April 11. 
“Central Soya to acquire Remington protein plant” [from 
Griffi th Laboratories, U.S.A., Inc.]. Trademarks included in 
the acquisition are GL-301 and Promax.

1655. Han, Giok Kian. 1965. The nutritional value of milk 
substitutes prepared from selected taro products, tofu and 
coconut milk. MSc thesis, University of Hawaii, Honolulu. 
[5] + 44 leaves. Illust. No. 437. *
• Summary: Includes bibliographic references (leaves 40-
44).

1656. Han, P.J.; Min, B.Y.; Kim, K.S. 1965. [Studies on the 
manufacturing of fermented soybean paste and soy sauce 
using defatted soybeans]. Research Reports of the Offi ce of 
Rural Development 8:333-46. [Kor]*
• Summary: To ensure better utilization of soybean, 
comparative trials were conducted pertaining to the 
manufacturing of Korean condiments, bean paste, and soy 
sauce using the defatted soybean and whole soybean.
 As a starter of fermentation, some elite microbes were 
cultured in carbohydrate resources such as barley, wheat, and 
sweet potato fl our, which may be an important subsidiary 
material for well-fl avored fi nal products.
 (1) From wild strains of microbes, 2 strains were 
preliminarily pure cultured to select an excellent strain, 
which is referred to as Aspergillus oryzae A.
 (2) Through the comparative test among four strains 
already identifi ed (Aspergillus original, Aspergillus oryzae 
#612, Aspergillus sojae, Aspergillus oryzae E209 E2 and 
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Aspergillus oryzae A) the Aspergillus oryzae A was selected 
as an available strain for this purpose, and this strain has 
revealed conspicuously high activities of enzyme, amylase, 
and protease 2.5-3 days after culture.
 (3) With the progress of bean paste fermentation, the 
sugars were decreased, while the total acid and amino-
nitrogen were decreased by the relatively higher degree 
of defatted soybean plot. There was a possibility of 
manufacturing fairly good bean paste utilizing the defatted 
soybean within the shorter time requested, though the 
product has shown slightly inferior quality compared to bean 
paste made from whole bean.
 (4) In the soy fermentation there was no marked 
difference between whole bean and defatted plot with 
regards to progressive sugar decrease and total acid and 
amino-nitrogen increase. However, total nitrogen value 
was higher in the defatted plot. It was found that within the 
relatively shorter time requested to reach full maturity of 
soy sauce, quality of soy could be as good when made from 
defatted soy beans as when it was made from whole beans.
 (5) The paper chromatographic analysis of soy sauce 
gave no difference between the whole bean and defatted plot 
in the features of amino acid pattern, of which more than 12 
kinds of amino acids were identifi ed. This data implies the 
precise relevance of the availability of the defatted soybean.
 (6) Costs of defatted soybean are calculated to 10.90 
won to produce 1 kilogram of bean paste and 18.25 won 
to produce 1 liter of soy sauce. These are comparatively 
reduced costs compared to 14.60 won and 25.75 won for the 
cost of the soybean required. Address: Inst. of Agriculture & 
Engineering Utilization, Ministry of Agriculture & Forestry, 
Suweon, Korea.

1657. Kim, Z.U. 1965. [Studies on peptides during 
soybean koji preparation. II. Amino acid pattern composing 
oligopeptides formed during soybean koji preparation]. 
Han’guk Nonghwa Hakhoe Chi (J. of the Korean 
Agricultural Chemical Society) 6:89-106. [Kor]*
• Summary: In order to detect the amino acid pattern of 
peptides separated from the samples, which were taken 
in seven and a half hour intervals during soybean koji 
preparation, the peptide spots were eluted from two 
dimensional paper chromatogram resulting from X-16 
fraction of moelcular sieving by Dowex-50 ion exchange 
resin. Also, the changes of free amino acid content were 
observed. The following results were obtained.
 (1) When the growth of mycelia and sporulation became 
active, the amount of free amino acids in general was 
increased, and a few new amino acids were formed in the 
koji preparation.
 (2) The change of peptides during the koji preparation 
became active during the growth of mycelia and sporulation.
 (3) Fifteen oligopeptide groups were detected and 
the amino acid pattern of each peptide was as follows: 

(a) cysteine, aspartic acid, serine, glutamic acid, arginine, 
alanine, tyrosine, valine, leucie, and/or isoleucine... Address: 
College of Agriculture, Seoul National Univ., Suweon, 
Korea.

1658. Kim, Z.U. 1965. [Studies on peptides during soybean 
koji preparation. II. Amino acid sequence of oligopeptides 
formed during soybean koji preparation]. Han’guk Nonghwa 
Hakhoe Chi (J. of the Korean Agricultural Chemical Society) 
6:107-17. [Kor]*
• Summary: (1) In order to study the types of peptides 
formed during soybean koji preparation, the amino acid 
sequences for the di- and tripeptide and N-terminal amino 
acid residues and C-terminal amino acid residue were 
identifi ed. The following results were obtained:
 Each of 15 amino acid groups is listed, e.g., Gly, Glu.
 (2) It was found that Aspergillus soya protease has 
a considerably wider range of specifi city than those of 
chymotrypsin, pepsin, and trypsin. However, its range of 
specifi city is not wider than those of mold protease and 
Aspergillus saitoi protease. Asp. Soya protease split the bond 
adjacent to glutamic acid, aspartic acid, glycine, serine, 
alanine, cystine, tryptophan, histidine preferably acidic 
amino acid as C-terminal amino acid residue.
 Note: It’s hard to imagine what is meant by the previous 
sentence. Address: College of Agriculture, Seoul National 
Univ., Suweon, Korea.

1659. Koritala, S.; Dutton, H.J. 1965. Hydrogenation of 
linolenate. XIII. Sodium borohydride reduced catalysts. 
Presented at the Spring Meeting of the American Oil 
Chemists Society. Texas. *
Address: Northern Regional Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois.

1660. Lee, K.H.; Chang, K.H. 1965. [Studies on koji for 
soy sauce brewing. III. On the abilities of UV-induced 
mutants of Aspergillus oryzae to produce protease, amylase, 
and vitamins]. Misaengmul Hakhoe Chi (Korean J. of 
Microbiology) 3:9-14. [Kor]*
• Summary: The enzyme producing potential of industrially 
important strains of Aspergillus was studied. Irradiation of 
three original isolates of Aspergillus oryzae to ultra-violet 
rays resulted in the production of mutants that differed from 
the parent ribofl avin and vitamin B-12 in culture media.
 (1) Irradiation of three strains of Aspergillus oryzae to 
ultra-violet light produced mutants. Two of these strains were 
selected for soy sauce brewing.
 (2) The two strains are the physiological mutants 
of Aspergillus oryzae. Both were found to have superior 
enzyme activity to their relatives.
 (3) Aspergillus oryzae UV-induced mutants 172-722 and 
569-713 were more powerful than others in the production 
of ribofl avin and vitamin B-12. The enzyme activity of these 
strains was high and decreased only slightly even in a 20 
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percent solution of NaCl.
 (4) Aspergillus oryzae UV-induced mutant 172-722 
had more powerful protease producibility in wheat bran 
media than in modifi ed Czapek’s solution. On the contrary, 
Aspergilluz oryzae UV-induced mutant 569-713 had more 
powerful producibility for saccharogenic and dextrinogenic 
amylase in modifi ed Czapek’s solution than in mold bran.
 (5) Aspergillus oryzae UV-induced mutant 172-722 
formed the spore rapidly and Aspergillus oryzae UV-induced 
mutant 569-713 did so ordinarily.
 (6) Aspergillus oryzae UV-induced mutant 172-722 is 
valuable material for the manufacture of soy sauce because 
of its high protease activity in 20 percent solutions of NaCl. 
Aspergillus oryzae UV-induced mutant 569-713 is suitable 
for soybean mash and for fermented red pepper sauce 
because of its high saccharogenic and dextrinogenic amylase 
activity in 20 percent solutions of NaCl. Address: Army 
Research and Testing Laboratory, Seoul, Korea.

1661. Onochie, B.E. 1965. The potential value of soybean as 
a protein supplement in Nigerian diet. In: 1965. Proceedings 
of the Agricultural Society of Nigeria. Papers presented at 
the Third Annual Conference. Vol. 4. See p. 43-45. [18 ref]
• Summary: “Introduction: The problem of low animal 
protein intake in Southern Nigeria continues to cause anxiety 
to pediatricians throughout the country. This is partly due to 
the fact that only a limited number of livestock do thrive in 
the predominantly high forest zone of Southern Nigeria and 
also the high price of protein foods which then eliminates 
people of low income group from utilizing them to any great 
extent.
 “Many Nigerians therefore depend to a great extent on 
plants than on animals as their main sources of proteins. 
The vegetable protein sources include the following–legume 
seeds, oil seed cakes, vegetable leaf proteins and proteins 
from grasses. Some legume seeds like groundnut, lima bean, 
cowpea, pigeon pea, yam beans and bambara groundnut 
are already popular among Nigerians, but soya-bean which 
is grown in several parts of the country is not eaten to any 
extent by the people.
 “The protein content of these legume seeds varies 
between 18-30% of the whole seed although soya bean and 
groundnut are also rich sources of oil. The soya bean seed 
has an advantage over other commercial legume and oil 
seeds because it contains a relatively high ratio of protein 
to oil, and a low proportion of seed coat. Compared with 
cowpea (see Table 1), the soya bean contains a higher 
percentage of total digestible nutrient and is therefore 
superior to cowpea is supplying metabolizable energy.”
 “Soya Bean Foods: During the second World War years, 
the Department of Agriculture in Nigeria made investigations 
on methods of incorporating soya beans into the diet of 
Southern Nigerians. Attempts were made to prepare ‘Akara 
balls;’ this entailed soaking soya beans overnight to remove 

the testa, milling and preparing a paste which was later 
fried in small lots in palm oil... the fi nal product was not 
accepted by the people because of a peculiar ‘beany’ taste 
which developed during the course of preparation. Another 
preparation–the ‘olele’ was similarly rejected on account of 
both the colour and taste.
 “Possible uses of soya bean in Nigerian menu: 
Incorporation into bread–by adding 5% soya bean fl our to 
95% wheat fl our, as is done in Israel, cowpea substitute, use 
in soups, soya bean milk.” Address: Univ. of Ife, Ibadan 
Branch, Ibadan.

1662. Schneegans, Ernest.; Haarscher, A.; Prebay, H.; 
Huntzmann, F. 1965. Étude clinique et biologique d’un 
cas d’intolérance au lactose [Clinical and biological study 
of a case of lactose intolerance]. Annales Paediatrici: 
International Review of Pediatrics (Basel) 204:89+. [Fre]*
• Summary: Mentions that un lait végétal (Vegelact) was 
used effectively to treat an infant that was lactose intolerant 
and who had been vomiting and had diarrhea.

1663. Scrimshaw, Nevin S. 1965. INCAP studies on nutrition 
and infection. In: Transactions of the Far East Symposium 
on Nutrition (2nd). Taipei, Taiwan. v + 332 p. See p. 156-69. 
Held May 18-25, 1964. [2 ref]
• Summary: Pages 163-64: “Panganiban: I was quite struck 
with the rather nonchalant mention by Phillips of hepatoma 
in Taiwan, which he ascribes to mold which has been found 
in soybeans and soy sauce. Has this particular mold been 
found in rice and in other cereals?
 “Phillips: I should not, perhaps, have made that 
reference with Tung here. These are studies that are being 
carried on in his Department of Biochemistry at the National 
Taiwan University. His group has found the mold in dried 
sweet potatoes, if I recall correctly, and they are attempting 
now to ascertain whether it is present in the soy sauce during 
its fermentation process.
 “Scrimshaw: I’d like to comment on this, and review 
very briefl y the status of the afl atoxin problem. Some of you 
are very familiar with it; to others it may be new. Several 
years ago it was recognized that a batch of peanut fl our from 
Nigeria was responsible for Turkey X disease in Britain, 
which was killing turkeys on a large scale. It was then found 
that what made this peanut meal lethal to the turkeys was 
the presence of a strain of Aspergillus fl avus, the so-called 
Link strain, which was capable of producing what was 
apparently quite a potent toxin. At fi rst it was thought that 
this was a chance fi nding in a batch of meal from Nigeria. It 
was soon recognized that peanuts shipped from Brazil and 
from India also occasionally had this toxin, produced by the 
same organism. In toxicity tests in rats it was not found to 
be acutely toxic, but, depending on the dose, rats developed 
primary carcinoma of the liver in from 9 to 18 months. The 
particular change observed in young poultry so tested was a 
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proliferation of the bile ducts in 3 to 5 days, which in other 
susceptible animals went on to the primary hepatoma.
 “Then the question arose as to whether peanuts were the 
only food on which this mold would grow or produce the 
toxin. Aspergillus fl avus is actually an exceedingly common 
mold. It was found that perhaps one strain in three of these 
was capable of producing the toxin. It was also found that 
a toxic strain seeded on rice, wheat, corn, or barley would 
produce toxins just as profusely as it would on peanut meal. 
It was tested on soya and it would also produce the toxin 
on soya though not in such large amounts. On cottonseed 
meal it produces only traces of the toxin while growing 
profusely on the meal. The mold grows in submerged culture 
or surface culture, but with a simple culture medium, it 
does not produce the toxin. Folate, at least, has to be added 
to the medium in order to produce the toxin.” Address: 
PhD, Prof. and Head, Dep. of Nutrition and Food Science, 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology [MIT], Cambridge, 
Massachusetts.

1664. Shibamoto, G. 1965. [Experimental studies on the 
nutritive effect of natto. III]. Tokyo Ika Daigaku Zasshi (J. of 
Tokyo Medical College) 23:367-70. [Jap]*

1665. Van Adrichem, P.W.M.; Frens, A.M. 1965. 
Sojaeiwit als alimentair antigeen bij mestkalveren [Soy 
protein as digestive antigen in calves]. Tijdschrift voor 
Diergeneeskunde 90:525+. [Dut]*

1666. Aguilera, Augusto. 1965. Raw and autoclaved 
soybean oil meal as the sole source of protein for chicks: 
A comparative study on the methionine and protein 
requirements, limiting amino acids and factors infl uencing 
the nutritive properties of soybean oil meal. PhD thesis, 
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. 110 p. Page 
6944 in volume 26/12 of Dissertation Abstracts International. 
*
Address: Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.

1667. Altschul, Aaron M. 1965. Proteins: Their chemistry 
and politics. New York, NY: Basic Books, Inc. xii + 337 p. 
Illust. Index. 22 cm. Summarized in Soybean Digest, April 
1966, p. 38. [300* ref]
• Summary: Contents: Foreword. Preface. Part I: 
Introduction. 1. Introducing proteins. 2. The protein content 
of tissues. Part II: Amino acids, proteins, and proteolysis. 3. 
Amino acids. 4. The primary structure of proteins. 5. The 
size and shape of protein molecules. 6. Proteolytic enzymes 
and proteolysis.
 Part III: Proteins in food. 7. The protein requirements of 
Homo sapiens: I. 8. The nutritive value of proteins. 9. The 
role of amino acid composition. 10. The protein requirements 
of Homo sapiens: II. The effect of heat on food proteins. 12. 
Proteins in food–Some things to think about.

 Part IV: Protein food supply. 13. The protein food 
problem I: A general discussion. 14. The protein food 
problem II: Some details. 15. Examples of partial solutions 
to the protein problem. 16. The animal protein defi cit. 17. 
Possibilities of increasing food supplies. 18. Vegetable 
protein concentrates. 19. Soybeans, cottonseed, and peanuts. 
20. A matter of sophistication.
 This is an early statement of the “protein gap” and 
“proteins are limiting” theory–although neither of those 
terms are mentioned. The author believes it will be 
impossible to meet the needs of children in needy countries 
through the traditional means, such as milk supplies. “For 
this reason, United Nations agencies are assisting programs 
to provide low-cost processed, protein-enriched foods 
capable of meeting in an economical manner the nutritional 
needs of children in low-income urban groups.”
 Dr. Altschul gives a clear statement of the damaging 
effects of hunger (p. 11): “Hunger is the beginning of a 
downward spiral; begotten by it are impaired growth, 
reduced resistance to infection, and loss of ambition and 
ability to work. There is a lowering of the standard of living 
and a further reduction in the ability to produce food, starting 
thereby another downward turn of the spiral.” Address: Chief 
Research Chemist, USDA Seed Pioneering Research Lab., 
New Orleans, Louisiana.

1668. Arimoto, Kinitaro; Sakurai, Yoshito. 1965. Food and 
nutrition in Japan. In: Martin S. Peterson and Donald K. 
Tressler, eds. 1965. Food Technology the World Over. Vol. II. 
South America, Africa and the Middle East, Asia. Westport, 
Connecticut: AVI Publishing Co., Inc. ix + 414 p. See p. 359-
94. Illust. Index. 24 cm. [13 ref]
• Summary: This chapter, after the Introduction, is divided 
into two parts: 1, titled “Nutrition (p. 360-74)” by Arimoto, 
and 2, titled “Food technology” (p. 374-94)” by Yosito 
[Yoshito] Sakurai. In Part 1, table 110, “Food supply in 
Japan” includes average statistics on soybeans, miso, and 
shoyu in kg/year and gm/day for 1944-1948, 1961, and 
1961. in kg/year for the three periods: Soybeans: 3.5, 5.4, 
and 5.0. Miso: 10.6, 8.1, and 7.7. Shoyu: 15.9, 13.0, and 
11.1. Source: Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry, Balance 
Sheets. Surprisingly, supplies were greater for each during 
and immediately after World War II than in the early 1960s.
 Table 116, “Intake of foods classifi ed into food groups 
and type of work (gm per capita per day), 1963” gives 
statistics for the entire nation, agricultural households, and 
non-agricultural households, as follows: Soybeans: 1.3, 
1.7, 1.0. Miso: 25.1, 30.1, 22.5. Soybean products: 37.3, 
29.9, 41.5. Seaweeds: 4.6, 4.2, 4.7. Shoyu: 26.2, 30.0, 23.6. 
Soybean products as a source of high quality protein are 
discussed (p. 366).
 Part 2 begins with a section on “Rice” (p. 374-77) which 
notes that rice supplies half the calories in the Japanese diet. 
Japan produces all of the rice it needs–about 13 million tons. 
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Imported rice (about 150,000 tons) is used only as a raw 
material in confections and miso. Japan imports most of its 
soybean from the USA and China, and these soybeans are 
processed by characteristically Japanese methods to make 
tofu, miso, and shoyu (p. 377).
 Animal husbandry is not widely practiced in Japan, 
largely because the land is hilly with few grazing lands. Thus 
most beef, pork, and chicken are imported. The production 
of cow’s milk is gradually increasing; it is now 27 million 
hectoliters.
 Packaging of foods has changed greatly during the 
past decade. Packaged foods are now common. Shoyu and 
miso, once sold by the measure, are now sold in bottles and 
plastic bags, respectively. Table 128 (p. 378), titled “Supply 
of raw materials and food consumption of their products in 
1959 (Japan)” shows the following for soybeans (in metric 
tons = tonnes). Soybeans–Domestic supply: 410,000 tonnes. 
Imports: 1,000,000 tonnes. Miso consumption: 850,000 
tonnes. Shoyu: 1,280,000 tonnes. Tofu: 640,000 tonnes. 
Aburaage 170,000 tonnes. Natto 60,000 tonnes. Meat 
330,000 tonnes. Fishery products: 6,170,000 tonnes.
 The section titled “Soybeans” (p. 380-86) has the 
following contents: Introduction. Miso, shoyu, natto, tofu, 
koritofu (dried tofu) [dried-frozen tofu], yuba. Photos show: 
(1) Shoyu brewing in tanks in a large factory. (2) Pressing 
and washing of tofu in koritofu manufacture in a large, 
modern factory. (3) Aerial view of a large, modern plant for 
koritofu production. (4) The thawing operation in making 
koritofu. (5) The drying operation in making koritofu. 
Address: 1. PhD, Director, National Inst. of Nutrition, Tokyo, 
Japan; 2. PhD, Prof., Dep. of Agricultural Chemistry, Faculty 
of Agriculture, Tokyo Univ., Tokyo, Japan.

1669. Artz, Neal Ellsworth. 1965. Nutritive value of soybean 
protein for infants and children. Argo, Illinois: Corn Products 
Institute of Nutrition. 26 p. 24 cm. *
• Summary: This pamphlet is part of a collection titled 
by WorldCat as [Nutrition issues in children and mothers 
materials]. It is owned by the Mann Agricultural Library, 
Cornell Univ., Ithaca, New York.
 The overall “Literature References and abstracts 
of reports pertaining to nutritional characteristics of 
soybean protein products” is 10 pages long. It is divided 
into sections. An example is “References dealing with 
preparation, nature, and composition of different soybean 
protein product.” Address: PhD, Asst. Director, Inst. of 
Nutrition, Corn Products. Formerly Associate Professor, 
Dep. of Biochemistry, Syracuse Univ., College of Medicine 
Syracuse, New York, USA.

1670. Davis, Adelle. 1965. Let’s get well. New York, NY: 
Harcourt, Brace & World. 476 p. Index. 18 cm. [2402* ref]
• Summary: This book is about various common health 
problems and diseases and how they can be treated or cured 

by changes in diet. These include cholesterol problems, heart 
attacks, overweight, ulcers, diabetes, arthritis, infections, 
skin problems, digestive tract problems, allergies, liver 
damage, gall bladder problems, gout, kidney diseases, blood 
pressure, disorders of the nervous system, anemia, women’s 
problems, bone problems, surgery, accidents, burns, what 
about sex?, eye problems, cancer, Last chapters: The two 
unvarying rules, planning your nutrition program, a fortress 
against disease, medical references.
 Soy lecithin, soy fl our, soy milk, and soy oil (source of 
linolenic acid and vitamin E) are widely discussed.
 “Adelle Davis [Miss], one of the country’s best-known 
nutritionists, studied at Purdue Univ., graduated from the 
Univ. of California at Berkeley, and took postgraduate 
work at Columbia Univ. and the Univ. of California at Los 
Angeles before receiving her Master of Science degree in 
biochemistry from the Univ. of Southern California Medical 
School.” Note the large number of references in this book. 
Her other books were “Let’s Cook It Right” and “Let’s Have 
Healthy Children.” Over 8,000,000 Adelle Davis books 
in print. Note: Adelle Davis died in 1975. Address: Los 
Angeles, California.

1671. FAO Nutrition Meeting Report Series. 1965. Protein 
requirements. Report of a Joint FAO/WHO Expert Group. 
No. 37. 71 p. Also published as WHO Technical Report 
Series, No. 301. [103 ref]
• Summary: Discusses basic human protein requirements, 
and the many complex considerations involved in 
determining them. Address: FAO, Rome, Italy.

1672. Griffi th, Melvin. 1965. Investigation of the 
unidentifi ed growth factor and phosphorus availability 
factor of soybeans with turkey poults. PhD thesis, Cornell 
University. 125 p. Page 5627 in volume 26/10 of Dissertation 
Abstracts International. *
Address: Cornell Univ., Ithaca, New York.

1673. Kosmack, Kurt; Abele, Ulrich. 1965. Die Sojabohne: 
Eiweiss- und Fettquelle der Zukunft [The soybean: Source 
of protein and oil for the future]. Mannheim, West Germany: 
Verlagsgenossenschaft der Waerland-Bewegung. 40 p. 
[Ger]*
• Summary: Apparently presents an anthroposophic [Rudolf 
Steiner] viewpoint on soybeans. Address: Mannheim, West 
Germany.

1674. Koyanagi, Tatsuo; Oikawa, Keiko. 1965. Daizu seihin 
oyobi shoku-en ga nezumi no hatsuiku oyobi kôjo-sen ni 
oyobosu eikyô [The effect of soybean products or sodium 
chloride in diets on the thyroid and growth of rats]. Eiyo to 
Shokuryo (J. of Japanese Society of Food and Nutrition) 
18(3):190-93. [17 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: Tests with rats showed that the feeding of 
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heated soybeans, natto (fermented soybeans containing no 
sodium chloride), miso (fermented soybeans containing 
sodium chloride) or tofu (soybean curd) produced a high 
incidence of thyroid enlargement in the rats, but the 
enlargement was prevented by increasing the iodine content 
of the diets by a small amount.
 The inclusion of sodium chloride in iodine-defi cient 
diets at the 3% level caused a pronounced hypertrophy 
of the thyroid and weight loss in rats. In this case, the 
supplementation of iodine alone did not prevent the weight 
loss, but adding methionine plus iodine did.
 Axelrod et al. have reported that thyroxine production 
in rats was increased with increasing sodium chloride 
intake. Thus, the effects of a large intake of sodium chloride 
resemble in some respects those of administration of 
thyroxine.
 “It is well established that thyroxine increases the 
metabolic rate and oxygen consumption of animals and 
beyond small and very critical levels the thyroid hormone 
decreases growth and feed effi ciency. Charkey found 
that all of these effects of thyroxine can be reversed by 
methionine. The present fi ndings that methionine prevented 
the weight decrease of rats fed a diet of high sodium chloride 
content may be explained by the antithyrotoxic effect of 
methionine.” Address: Tohoku Daigaku Nôgaku-bu, Eiyo 
Kagaku Kyôshitsu [Lab. of Nutrition, Faculty of Agriculture, 
Tohoku Univ., Sendai, Japan].

1675. Li, Shih-chen. comp. 1965. Pen-ts’ao kang-mu 
[Collected essentials of herbs and trees. Illustrated 
compendium of pharmacopoeia with commentaries]. Hong 
Kong: Commercial Press. [Chi]*
• Summary: This 1965 edition of the classical work 
incorporates the following works on plants by earlier authors, 
now largely unpreserved, which were cited extensively by 
Schafer (1977) in his chapter: Chen, Ch’üan. Yao hsing pên 
ts’ao.
 Ch’en, Ts-ang-ch’i. Pên ts’ao shih i.
 Hsiao, Ping. Ssu sheng pên ts’ao.
 Li, Hsün. Hai yao pên ts’ao.
 Meng, Shen. Shih liao pên ts’ao.
 Su, Kung. T’ang pên ts’ao chu.
 Sun, Ssu-mo. Ch’ien chin shih chih.

1676. May, Jacques M. 1965. Food technology and nutrition 
in Communist China. In: Martin S. Peterson and Donald K. 
Tressler, eds. 1965. Food Technology the World Over. Vol. II. 
South America, Africa and the Middle East, Asia. Westport, 
Connecticut: AVI Publishing Co., Inc. ix + 414 p. See p. 245-
74. Illust. Index. 24 cm. [7 ref]
• Summary: This chapter is reprinted with permission from 
“The Ecology of Malnutrition in the Far and Near East,” 
by Dr. Jacques M. May, with the collaboration of Irma S. 
Jarcho, M.P.H., New York, 1961.

 Despite its vast territory, China lacks good arable land. 
Only 11% of the total surface area is presently cultivated. In 
1958 China was one of the poorest fed nations in the world, 
with 1,830 calories per capita per day; 75% of these came 
from grain foods, 9.2% from vegetable fats, and only 4.5% 
from animal proteins.
 Forced industrialization competes with agricultural 
growth for fi nancial and labor resources. Table 79 shows 
production of various food crops (in millions of tons) in fi ve 
recent years (see below). For soybeans these fi gures were 9.5 
in 1952, 10.2 in 1956, 10.0 in 1957, 12.5 in 1958, and 15 in 
1959 (target).
 China’s Second Five-Year plan (1958-1962) divided 
China into zones and sought to increase agricultural 
production.
 China’s main trading partner is Japan. Table 85 (p. 258) 
shows exports to Japan in metric tons. For soybeans: 204,000 
in 1954, 66,000 in 1955, and 200,000 in 1956.
 Relaxation of the Western economic embargo against 
communist bloc nations may cause China to purchase 
more products from the West. Address: Director, Medical 
Geography Dep., American Geographical Society, New York 
City, NY.

1677. Poey, S.H. 1965. Trial of soy milk on children 
older than 5 months. Paediatrica Indonesiana 5:599-605. 
Supplement. [4 ref. Eng]
• Summary: Indonesia is not self-suffi cient in cow’s milk, 
so large quantities are imported for infant feeding and other 
needs. For growing infants, breast milk or cow’s milk is 
indispensable. But all the space where dairy cattle might be 
pastured is already used for growing rice.
 So the Indonesian government is taking other steps to 
supply the population needs of its people. “It is already know 
that the soybean is a good source of protein. Since soybean 
can easily be grown in Indonesia, and is very popular among 
the population,” there great hopes that it can fi ll these protein 
needs. “But can soybean replace the cow’s milk entirely? 
Can it also replace breastmilk as the food for infants as cow’s 
milk can do?
 “The government has founded a soybean [sic, powdered 
soymilk] factory in Jogjakarta. The product, called saridele, 
has been tested on animals...;” the results show that it has a 
high P.E.R. value, especially after adding rice fl our.
 The purpose of this study is to try the soybean fl our 
prepared by the government factory as a 100% substitute for 
cow’s milk or breastmilk on infants of 5 months or older. 
Trials were conducted on 35 babies, which were divided into 
3 groups. A number of the infants refused the soy bean milk. 
A graph shows that the infants fed soy bean milk has the 
slowest weight increase of the three groups; they weighed 
on average about 1 kg less at the age of 12 months than 
the infants in the other two groups. Address: Dep. of Child 
Health, School of Medicine, Univ. of Indonesia, Jakarta.
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1678. Smith, E.L. 1965. Vitamin B-12. New York, NY: John 
Wiley. *
• Summary: Some illnesses (pernicious anemia) and at least 
two deaths have been attributed to vitamin B-12 defi ciency.

1679. Takahashi, Jûsaku; Jinno, Kan. 1965. Nôka no hozon-
shoku no kyôka ni kansuru kenkyû. I. Jika-yô “jozo name-
miso” no hinshitsu ni tsuite [Studies on the enrichment of 
preserved foods for farm families. I. On the qualities of 
home-made “fermented namemiso”]. Eiyo to Shokuryo (J. of 
Japanese Society of Food and Nutrition) 17(6):381-86. [20 
ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: The chemical composition and sensual qualities 
were studied for twenty-one kinds of homemade ‘fermented 
namemiso’ obtained from the farm villages and nine kinds 
of commercial products as contrast. The results are briefl y 
summarized as follows:
 “1. The raw material for the production of home-
made ‘fermented namemiso’ was composed of cereals 
(soybean, wheat, barley, rice, etc.) salt, water, and sometimes 
vegetables.
 “2. Chemical analysis indicated high contents of crude 
protein, crude fat, and moisture. Moreover, generally, sodium 
chloride was detected in considerable amount, whereas 
reducing sugar was rather low.
 “3. The content of thiamine was estimated to be in 
mg% 0.01-0.10 (average 0.05) by the thiochrome method, 
and content of D-ribofl avin in mg% 0.03-0.84 (ay. 0.29) 
by the lumifl avin method. Also, thiamine and D-ribofl avin 
in the commercial products were found to be contained in 
mg% 0.04-0.11 (average 0.08) and 0.02-0.36 (average 0.19) 
respectively.
 “From these fi ndings, it seems that the enrichment of 
‘fermented namemiso’ by adding vitamin mixtures and the 
other nutritive additives may be essential.”

1680. Takahashi, Jûsaku; Jinno, Kan. 1965. Nôka no hozon-
shoku no kyôka ni kansuru kenkyû. II. Jika-yô “kakô name-
miso” no hinshitsu ni tsuite [Studies on the enrichment 
of preserved foods for farm families. II. On the qualities 
of home-made “namemiso” (processed miso)]. Eiyo to 
Shokuryo (J. of Japanese Society of Food and Nutrition) 
17(6):429-33. [17 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: “The chemical composition and sensual 
qualities were studied for nine kinds of home-made 
‘processed miso’ obtained from the farm villages in Tochigi 
prefecture and a commercial product as contrast. The results 
are summarized as follows:
 “1. The raw material for the production of the home-
made ‘processed miso’ was composed of ready-made miso 
(fermented soybean paste) soybean, peanut, dried codfi sh, 
dried bonito, sesame seed, vegetables, cane sugar, edible oil, 
and relishes.

 “2. High contents of crude protein, crude fat, sugar 
substance, and the others were estimated by ordinary 
chemical analysis. But, moisture content was rather low. 
Therefore, it seems that the homemade ‘processed miso’ has 
an excellent nutritive value.
 “3. The content of thiamine was estimated to be in mg% 
0.02-0.11 (average 0.06) by the thiochrome method, and the 
content of D-ribofl avin in mg% 0. 06-0.87 (average 0.37) 
by the lumifl avin method. Thiamine and D-ribofl avin in the 
commercial product were also found to be contained in mg% 
0.01 and 0.84 respectively.
 “From these data, the present authors intend to conclude 
that the enrichment of vitamin potency in the ‘processed 
miso’ may be essential.”

1681. Territory of Papua and New Guinea, Department 
of Agriculture, Stock and Fisheries, Annual Report (Port 
Moresby). 1965. Division of Plant Industry. p. 40-123. For 
the years 1963-64. See p. 72-73, 96-97, 120.
• Summary: In the section titled “Highlands Agricultural 
Experiment Station, Aiyura” table 82 (p. 72) outlines seven 
crop rotation trials at Aiyura. Soybean and peanut were 
among the crops used. A paragraph on “Soybean variety 
trials” (p. 73) states that these varieties were planted in mid-
April 1964 at Wabag, Korn Farm, Goroka, Gembogi, and 
Aiyura. The six varieties showing the most promise in earlier 
trials were planted at each site.
 The section titled “Plant Introduction and Quarantine 
Station, Laloki” states (p. 96) that 9 bottles of Rhizobium 
inoculum for soybean were distributed to growers throughout 
the Territory. In addition, soils from various areas in the 
Territory were tested for the occurrence of bacteria able to 
nodulate some common legumes, including soybean (p. 97).
 The section titled “Agricultural chemistry” contains a 
paragraph on “Soybean” (p. 120) stating that 21 samples of 
soybean were received from variety trials at the Highland 
centers of Aiyura and Laiagam. “They showed wide 
variations in oil and crude protein content between varieties 
and within the same variety between localities.”

1682. Todhunter, E. Neige. 1965. Some aspects of the history 
of dietetics. World Review of Nutrition and Dietetics 5:32-78. 
[113 ref]
• Summary: Contents: I. Introduction.
 II. Dietetics and Nutrition Differentiated.
 III. A Survey of the Evolution of Modern Concepts: 
Primitive Man’s Food, Diet of Civilized Man, Vegetarian 
Diets, Development of Medicine and Science Contribution to 
Dietetics.
 IV. Diseases of Dietary Origin: Scurvy, Pellagra, 
Rickets, Beriberi, Anemias, Endemic Goiter, Obesity, 
Kwashiorkor.
 V. Dietary Studies and Development of Dietary 
Standards: Dietary Studies, Dietary Standards, Dietary 
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Patterns, Food Enrichment and Fortifi cation.
 VI. Food Composition and Tables of Food Values
 VII. Dietetics and Diet Therapy: Diet Therapy and 
Greek Medicine, Fifteenth Century Dietary Practices, A 
Seventeenth Century Record, Hospital Dietetics from the 
Sixteenth Century.
 VIII. Rise of the Dietetic Profession: The First 
Dietitians, Dietetics in USA, International Dietetics,
 IX. Summary.
 Page 33: “II. Dietetics and Nutrition Differentiated: The 
history of nutrition has been treated by McCollum in the fi rst 
volume of this publication (McCollum, 1959) and at greater 
length in his book A History of Nutrition (1957). Lusk 
contributed an excellent though brief history of nutrition in 
his classic little volume in the Clio Medica series (1933). 
But what of dietetics? Its history has not been so specifi cally 
written, partly because the newer word ‘nutrition’ has 
swallowed up or at least appropriated to itself what was 
in earlier times referred to as diet and dietetics.” Address: 
Ph.D., Dean, School of Home Economics, Univ. of Alabama, 
Tuscaloosa, AL.

1683. Balu, V.; Bhutiani, R.C. 1965? Indian Multi-
Purpose food: Recipes. Mysore City, India: Central Food 
Technological Research Institute. 37 p. Undated. Illust. 12 
cm.
• Summary: “Foreword: The Indian Multi-Purpose Food 
requires no introduction. It is already known over a large part 
of the country as a good protective food, and its usefulness 
has been testifi ed by the users. It is particularly valuable 
to the vulnerable groups viz., the growing children and the 
expectant and nursing mothers. It is not too much to expect 
that before long its popularity will further extend to a large 
section of our people who will benefi t by the use of this 
cheap and nutritious food supplement.
 “It is common knowledge that most of our diets are 
defi cient in food essentials, viz., protein, minerals and 
vitamins. The Multi-Purpose Food is designed to correct a 
large part of this defect at minimum cost. About two ounces 
per day is the prescribed level but even one to one-and-a-half 
ounces will suffi ce in a large number of cases.
 “The Multi-Purpose Food (M.P.F.) is a concentrated 
food by itself. Even at the level at which it is recommended, 
it will effect a saving in the consumption of food grains. It 
will therefore be of dual value, i.e., as a subsidiary and as a 
protective food.
 “The Multi-Purpose Food as now distributed is of two 
types. The seasoned preparation which is popular with a 
large section of people can be used as a savoury by itself or 
with other food preparations. The unseasoned one can be 
used for the preparation of sweets and other types of food. It 
is our general experience that an average housewife or cook 
in India is equally at home with both types of products and 
can use them in a variety of ways. It is nevertheless felt that 

a set of recipes based on our experience would provide a 
basis for a start. We have no doubt that most of the users can 
further improve on our effort.
 “The Multi-Purpose Food is ideally suited for regular 
use in the homes, in various types of institutions, canteens, 
hotels, restaurants etc. It can be easily processed and made 
into a variety of attractive, ‘ready-to-serve’ snacks.
 “About two years ago, we made substantial quantities of 
biscuits (‘Nutro’ brand) incorporating this product with the 
generous assistance provided by the Prime Minister out of 
his Relief Fund. These biscuits were distributed throughout 
the country with the kind co-operation of the Indian Red 
Cross. Plans are now underway for regular production of 
`Nutro’ Biscuits which have already become fairly popular 
and for which there is a substantial potential demand.
 “The value of the product has been recognized by 
several of our National leaders who have warmly exhorted 
the production and distribution of the product all over the 
country. In an address at the Second All-India Nutrition 
Conference at Ambala, our Health Minister (Shri D. 
P. Karmarkar) expressed his warm appreciation of the 
product and recommended its use in rural areas. Further. 
the Central Ministry of Food and Agriculture has provided 
a substantial grant for popularization and extension of the 
use of this product as also various preparations made out 
of it. The Indian Meals for Millions Association has been 
established under the distinguished Presidentship of Dr. 
Panjabrao Deshmukh, Minister for co-operation, primarily 
for developing and popularizing the use of the Multi-
Purpose Food. The goal of the Association is to stimulate the 
manufacture of the product in various parts of the country 
so that the largest possible section of people can benefi t by 
its use. The Association and its Executive have given their 
valuable support in our effort. We have received the most 
generous encouragement and support from the American 
Meals for Millions Foundation. That organization has 
given us every possible assistance in developing the Indian 
product. But for its generous assistance, it would not have 
been possible for us to make the progress that we have 
achieved. The American Organization and particularly its 
Founder President, Mr Clifford Clinton and its enthusiastic 
Executive Secretary, Miss Florence Rose have offered us 
further generous assistance and that help will go a long way 
in establishing the product in our country. Besides, there is 
already a certain amount of demand for the product from the 
neighbouring countries in the Middle-East and South-East 
Asia. It is hoped that with some further effort, the benefi ts of 
the product can be extended to our neighbouring countries 
whose nutritional problems are closely similar to ours.
 The Multi-Purpose Food has already attracted the 
attention of International Organizations like the UNICEF, 
FAO and WHO who are concerned with the nutrition and 
well-being of particularly the vulnerable groups and there 
is a programme for starting a big production unit with the 
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assistance of the UNICEF. It is hoped that this programme 
will soon receive the generous support of our Government.
 “The various States in India have also expressed their 
interest in setting up manufacturing units for the production 
of Multi-Purpose Food. A pioneer in this line is the 
Government of Madras which has already taken a decision 
to set up production units under its own auspices. Several 
manufacturing fi rms and charitable organizations have come 
forth with offers to manufacture the product. It is hoped that, 
before long, there will be a useful network of production 
centres throughout the country. -
 “Research work in India in respect of standardization 
of the manufacture of the product was conducted at the 
Central Food Technological Research Institute, Mysore 
and the Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore. The Council 
of Scientifi c and Industrial Research has taken very keen 
interest in the effort and has given us every possible 
encouragement and support. Our warm thanks are due to 
Professor M.S. Thacker, Director-General, Scientifi c and 
Industrial Research who has taken very keen personal 
interest in the project and has helped us to attain the present 
stage of development.
 “The development of the Indian Multi-Purpose Food 
and its practical application are a result of the collaborative 
effort of a large number of workers. Particular mention 
may be made of the names of Doctors M. Swaminathan, R. 
Rajagopalan, H.A.B. Parpia and Miss S.V. Chandiramani, 
all of whom have worked with missionary zeal. Mention 
must be made of the valuable contributions of Messrs. 
R.C. Bhutiani, V. Balu and K.V. Achyuta Rao. Special 
mention should also be made of the valuable efforts of Dr 
Radha Karnad, Secretary-Treasurer to the Indian Meals for 
Million Association, who has collaborated in the programme 
and spared no pains to make a success the project–V. 
Subrahmanyan, Director
 “General Food Technological Research Institute, 
Mysore.
 The next section, titled “Indian Multi-Purpose Food” (p. 
5-6), gives more details about the product, and its intended 
purposes. Address: Mysore, India.

1684. Worthington Foods, Inc. 1965? Typical analyses–
New Fibrotein products (Leafl et). Worthington, Ohio. 2 p. 
Undated. Front and back. 14 x 22 cm.
• Summary: This is a table, printed with black ink on glossy 
white paper, with 3 holes punched along one of the long 
sides. For each product is given the nutritional composition: 
Product name, serving size and weight of one portion, slice, 
link, etc., protein, fat, carbohydrate, ash, fi ber, moisture, iron, 
calcium, sodium, calories, diabetic exchange list values.
 Side 1: Worthington frozen products: Fri Chik, White 
Chik (roll), White Chik (diced), Prime (roll & sliced), 
Prosage, Veja Links, Wham (like ham).
 Side 2: Worthington canned products–Soyameat label: 

Fried Chicken Style, Diced Chicken Style, Sliced Chicken 
Style, Beef Style with gravy, Veja Links.
 Dehydrated product: Meat Loaf Mix. Address: 900 
Proprietors Rd., Worthington, Ohio.

1685. Woodford County Journal (Eureka, Illinois). 1966. 
Jackson retiring from science position. Jan. 13. p. 3.
• Summary: “Dr. Richard W. Jackson, a man whose 40 
years’ work touches your everyday life, is retiring as chief of 
fermentation studies at the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s 
Northern utilization research laboratory, Peoria.”
 In 1931 at Yale University, he discovered that the amino 
acid methionine, is indispensable in the human diet. Today 
scientists recognize eight of these “essential amino acids.” 
He transferred to Peoria in 1947. His team is working on 
“new methods for making Oriental foods, miso and tempeh, 
from U.S. soybeans,...”

1686. Garlich, J.D.; Nesheim, M.C. 1966. Relationship 
of fractions of soybeans and a crystalline soybean trypsin 
inhibitor to the effects of feeding unheated soybean meal to 
chicks. J. of Nutrition 88(1):100-10. Jan. [30 ref]
• Summary: The soybean whey protein fraction, at 
1.3% of diet, markedly depressed growth rate, caused 
pancreatic hypertrophy, reduced fat absorption and lowered 
metabolizable energy value of the diet. When the whey 
protein fraction was divided into two sections, one high 
in hemagglutinin activity and one high in trypsin inhibitor 
activity, neither section affected these functions to the same 
extent as their combination. Results suggest that multiple 
factors in unheated soybean meal cause the detrimental 
effects. Address: Dep. of Poultry Science and Graduate 
School of Nutrition, Cornell Univ., Ithaca, New York.

1687. Hartman, Warren E. 1966. Vegetarian protein foods. 
Food Technology 20(1):39-40. Jan.
• Summary: “Early Worthington products bore the mark 
and infl uence of John Harvey Kellogg and the Seventh-Day 
Adventists. In 1866 the Adventists established the forerunner 
of the Battle Creek Sanitarium and the Battle Creek Food 
Company, in Michigan. Continuous experimentation with 
materials and methods to provide a wholesome palatable 
non-fl esh diet led to the invention of breakfast cereals, 
peanut butter, cereal coffee substitutes, and decaffeinated 
coffee. It is not generally realized that these products, now a 
regular part of the diet of both meat-eaters and vegetarians, 
emanated from the vegetarian habits of the early Adventists.”
 “Until recently, the majority of the U.S. population was 
totally unaware of the so-called vegetarian protein food 
products, and the food industry gave them little more than 
passing attention. Undoubtedly, the greatest contribution to 
the present technology and status of vegetarian protein foods 
was that of Robert A. Boyer and his method of processing 
edible protein, fi rst by solubilizing and then utilizing textile 
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spinning techniques to orient the molecules in continuous 
fi laments. Convinced of a future for vegetarian protein foods, 
Worthington obtained a license in 1957 under the Boyer 
patent...”
 “In 1960, Worthington acquired Battle Creek Food 
Company, pioneer of the vegetarian protein foods industry. 
And in line with its modernization and diversifi cation policy, 
Worthington has recently acquired Nutrition International 
Corporation and its subsidiary, Madison Foods, Tennessee. 
Prime interest focused on ‘Infa-soy,’ Nutrition International’s 
highly palatable hypoallergenic liquid soy formula for 
infants. Another important addition to the Worthington 
complex is the new Research and Development Center...
 “The fi rst textured soybean protein fi ber product 
marketed in the U.S. is Worthington’s frozen ‘Fri-Chik,’ 
an extruded formulation simulating a small fried portion of 
white chicken meat. This same formulation was next canned 
in a light gravy and called ‘Soyameat–Fried Chicken Style,’ 
and was also later marketed as frozen and canned ‘White-
Chik’ in large rolls for slicing, dicing, etc. The approximate 
analysis of these simulated chicken products: protein 20-
26%, fat 18-25%, and carbohydrate 2-3%.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Oct. 2015) that uses the term “soybean protein fi ber” to 
refer to edible spun soy protein fi ber. Address: Worthington 
Foods, Inc., Worthington, Ohio.

1688. Hoshino, Naoji; Tamura, Shinpachiro; Kawabata, 
Akiko; Taima, Ayako; Hara, Haruki. 1966. [Enzymic 
digestion of cereal proteins. II. Liberation of amino acids 
from raw and heated wheat gluten and soybean glycinin 
with an enzymic preparation]. Shokuryo Kenkyujo Kenkyu 
Hokoku (Report of the Food Research Institute) No. 21. p. 
125-28. Jan. [9 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: Reprinted from Eiyo to Shokuryo (J. of 
Japanese Society of Food and Nutrition) 18(2):111-14 
(1965). Address: Food Research Inst., Shiohama 1-4-12, 
Koto-ku, Tokyo, Japan.

1689. Ito, Hiroshi; Ebine, Hideo. 1966. Miso no nyûsan-
kin no kenkyû. VIII. Taien-sei no hikui Streptococcus 
group [Studies on lactic acid bacteria in miso. VIII. On the 
Streptococcus group having low salt tolerance]. Shokuryo 
Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the Food Research 
Institute) No. 21. p. 44-54. Jan. [16 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: “Isolating lactic acid bacteria from miso 
samples exhibited at the annual inspection in 1960 and 
1961, Streptococcus group of low tolerance against salt 
were identifi ed and classifi ed following Bergey’s Manual of 
Determinative Bacteriology, 7th ed.
 “Eight strains were classifi ed into Viridans group: one 
was Str. mitis although different in respect to fermentation 
property of sugars, one was identifi ed with Str. bais and 
other two were also classifi ed into Str. bovis with differences 

of physiological properties. One does not change a litmus 
milk and can not grow at pH 9.6, another does not ferment 
raffi nose.
 “One resembles to Str. equinus with different properties 
to produce ammonia from arginine and ferment different 
sugars. Two were classifi ed into Str. thermophilus with 
different properties possible to grow in media including 4% 
of NaCl, decompose an esculin, and ferment different sugars. 
One was also Str. thermophilus with different properties 
capable to live at 10ºC and ferment different sugars.
 “Five strains were classifi ed into Lactic group. One was 
Str. saccharolactis with difference to live at pH 9.6. One was 
Str. lactic with difference to ferment sucrose and raffi nose. 
Two were Str. thermolactis with differences to grow in media 
including 2.0% of NaCl and ferment sucrose.
 Two were classifi ed into Str. uberis of different 
properties in respect to fermentation of sugars.
 “Other fi ve strains had properties characteristic to 
Viridans group and Lactic group especially Str. uberis, but no 
defi nite points to be classifi ed into either of them.” Address: 
Food Research Inst., Shiohama 1-4-12, Koto-ku, Tokyo, 
Japan.

1690. Kamada, Hidemoto; Ebine, Hideo; Nakano, Masahiro; 
Chiba, Akira. 1966. [Effect of manufacturing method on 
the properties of shoyu koji]. Shokuryo Kenkyujo Kenkyu 
Hokoku (Report of the Food Research Institute) No. 21. p. 
141-44. Jan. [3 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: Reprinted from Nihon Shokuhin Kogyo Gakkai 
Shi 12(6):242-45 (1965). Address: Food Research Inst., 
Shiohama 1-4-12, Koto-ku, Tokyo, Japan.

1691. Taira, Harue; Taira, Hirokadzu; Sakurai, Y. 1966. 
Daizu kakôhin no amino-san ni kansuru kenkyû. V. Nattô 
seizô kôtei-chû no aminosan [Studies on amino acid 
contents of processed soybean. V. Variation of total and free 
amino acid contents in “natto” processing]. Shokuryo Sogo 
Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the National Food 
Research Institute) No. 21. p. 219-21. Jan. [12 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: Reprinted from Eiyo to Shokuryo (J. of 
Japanese Society of Food and Nutrition) 17(4):248-50 
(1964). Address: 1-2. Food Research Inst., Shiohama 1-4-12, 
Koto-ku, Tokyo, Japan.

1692. Tamura, Shinhachiro; Kenmochi, Kuniko; Watanabe, 
Tokuji. 1966. Tanpaku bunkai kôso-zai o kongô, konnetsu 
shita baai no daizu tanpaku no kasui bunkai ni tsuite 
[Hydrolysis of soybean protein by mixing with protease 
preparation]. Shokuryo Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of 
the Food Research Institute) No. 21. p. 129-35. Jan. [4 ref. 
Jap; eng]
• Summary: The action of several protease preparations on 
soybean protein was studied to elucidate the possibility of 
making cheese-like products from soybean. Dried frozen 
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tofu (kori-dofu) was powdered then mixed with the protease 
solution, kneaded for 30 minutes, then allowed to stand for 
24 hours at 45ºC while digestion / hydrolysis took place.
 Under the proper conditions, products with about the 
same level of total free amino acids as processed cheese can 
be produced. “Although some were good, most of them had a 
rather queer taste and dark color.” The pattern of free amino 
acids in those products was somewhat different from that of 
cheese.
 The possibility that these products could be “used as a 
cheese-like food or a raw material for some processed foods 
is discussed.”
 Reprinted from Nihon Shokuhin Kogyo Gakkai Shi (J. 
of Food Science and Technology) 11(10):438-43 (1964). 
Address: Food Research Inst., Shiohama 1-4-12, Koto-ku, 
Tokyo, Japan.

1693. Wolf, W.J.; Sly, D.A.; Kwolek, W.F. 1966. 
Carbohydrate content of soybean proteins. Cereal Chemistry 
43(1):80-94. Jan. [23 ref]
• Summary: “The presence of carbohydrates in soybean 
proteins was fi rst reported in 1929 by Tillmans and Philippi” 
[in German].
 “Carbohydrate analysis expressed as percent glucose 
included: water-extractable proteins, 2.8-4.2; glycinin, 
1.5-1.9; cold-insoluble fraction 0.3-0.5; and purifi ed 11S 
component, 0.2.” Address: Northern Regional Research Lab., 
Peoria, Illinois.

1694. Gooding, C.M.B. 1966. Fate of chlorinated organic 
pesticide residues in the production of edible vegetable oils 
(Letter to the editor). Chemistry and Industry (London) No. 
8. p. 344. Feb. 19.
• Summary: The U.S. Food and Drug Administration has 
established tolerances for residues of certain pesticides, 
defoliants and herbicides in raw agricultural products. One 
would expect that pesticide residues may appear in crude oils 
from oilseeds (such as soya beans) which have been sprayed 
in the normal course of farming. Of the greatest concern is 
the class of chlorinated organic pesticides.
 “The following commercial grade, chlorinated organic 
pesticide chemicals used in formulating pesticidal sprays, 
etc., were added by us to a crude cottonseed oil in pilot plant 
work. The highest, established FDA tolerance in parts per 
million for the named pesticide in one or more of the named 
seeds is given as the fi rst fi gure in parentheses following the 
name of the pesticide while the second fi gure is the amount 
of the commercial-grade chemical we added to the crude 
cottonseed oil.”
 A long list of pesticides with two numbers after each is 
given.
 “These were added all together in the amounts noted. 
This afforded a rigorous testing at each stage of alkali-
refi ning, bleaching and deodorisation and the fact that all 

disappeared upon deodorisation to produce the fi nal edible 
oil is noteworthy. These results have been confi rmed in 
plant-scale tests...” Address: Corn Products Co., Bayonne, 
NJ.

1695. Abrahamsen, Mary; Sudia, T.W. 1966. Studies on 
the soluble carbohydrates and carbohydrate precursors in 
germinating soybean seed. American J. of Botany 53(2):108-
14. Feb. [26 ref]
• Summary: “In many seeds stored carbohydrates are 
the principal substrates utilized during the early stages in 
seed germination.” Address: Dep. of Plant Pathology & 
Physiology, Univ. Minnesota, St. Paul.

1696. Bondi, A.; Birk, A. 1966. Investigation of soybean 
saponins as related to the processing of petroleum ether-
extracted meal for feed and to the preparation of soy foods, 
to provide information basic to improving the nutritional 
value of soybean protein products. Rehovot, Israel: Hebrew 
University. 80 + xvii p. USDA P.L. 480. Project no. UR-A10-
(40)-18. Grant no. FG-IS-112. Report period 1 March 1961 
to 28 Feb. 1966. Undated. 28 cm. [54 ref]
• Summary: “Conclusions: Soybean saponins are harmless 
when ingested by chicks, rats and mice even in a roughly 
three-fold concentration of that in a 50% soybean meal 
supplemented diet.” They are decomposed by the caecal 
microfl ora of these 3 species. “2. Their non-specifi c 
inhibition of certain digestive enzymes and cholinesterase 
is counteracted by proteins which are present in any natural 
environment of these saponins.
 “3. The haemolytic activity of soybean saponins on red 
blood cells is fully inhibited by plasma and its constituents”–
which naturally accompany red cells in blood. 4. Soybean 
saponins and sapogenins are not absorbed into the blood 
stream (Note: Or perhaps not observed in the blood stream).
 “It may therefore be concluded that haemolysis–one of 
the most signifi cant in vitro [in glass / test tubes] properties 
of soybean saponins and others–bears no ‘obligation’ for 
detrimental activity in vivo [in living organisms].” Address: 
Hebrew Univ., Faculty of Agriculture, Rehovot, Israel.

1697. Jensen, Leo S.; Mraz, Frank R. 1966. Rachitogenic 
activity of isolated soy protein for chicks. J. of Nutrition 
88(2):249-53. Feb. [11 ref]
• Summary: Chicks fed a diet with 40% unheated isolated 
soybean protein and recommended levels of calcium, 
phosphorus and vitamin D-3 had reduced bone ash, thus 
indicating rachitogenic activity in isolated soy protein. 
Supplementation with soybean meal, autoclaving the 
isolated soybean protein or reducing level of soybean 
protein improved bone ash. The authors believe that isolated 
soy protein simply interferes with the normal absorption 
of calcium or phosphorus or both of these minerals. The 
rachitogenic properties of soy protein may be due to its 
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phytic acid–although the evidence on this point is not 
conclusive.
 Note: These observations may be explained by the fact 
that isolated soy protein is known to exhibit metal-binding 
properties. Soybeans appear to have antivitamin D activity. 
Address: Agricultural Research Lab., Univ. of Tennessee, 
Oak Ridge.

1698. Koritala, Sambasivaro; Dutton, H.J. 1966. Selective 
hydrogenation of soybean oil with sodium borohydride-
reduced catalysts. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 
43(2):86-89. Feb. Based on a paper presented at April 1965 
Meeting of the Am. Oil Chem. Soc., Houston, Texas. [17 ref]
• Summary: This key, classic experiment was designed 
to fi nd a way to react linolenic acid out of soybean oil, to 
remove the off-fl avors that it caused. It was found that, 
among the many metals tested, copper behaved with almost 
enzymatic specifi city, hydrogenating linolenic acid some 15 
to 20 times more rapidly than benefi cial, essential linoleic 
acid. This was a major step toward solution to soy oil’s long-
standing fl avor problem.
 The selectivity of copper catalysts was discovered and 
evaluated independently at the Northern Regional Research 
Center.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 2020) that contains the term “selective 
hydrogenation” in connection with soybean oil in the title. 
Address: Northern Regional Research Lab. (NRRL), Peoria, 
Illinois.

1699. Mickelsen, O.; Yang, M.G. 1966. Naturally occurring 
toxicants in foods. Federation Proceedings (FASEB) 25(1, 
Part I):104-23. See p. 105-12. [240 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Species specifi city–
small animals. Species specifi city–swine. Species 
specifi city–ruminants. Species specifi city–man. Effect of 
age. Heat treatment. Ratio or raw-to-heated soybean meal. 
Methionine supplementation. Infl uence of other amino 
acids. Trypsin inhibitor. Pancreatic enlargement. Effect of 
endogenous nitrogen. Hemagglutinin. A metabolic action 
of trypsin inhibitor. Action of antibiotics. Present status. 
Address: Foods and Nutrition Dep., Michigan State Univ., 
East Lansing, MI.

1700. Nesheim, M.C.; Garlich, J.D. 1966. Digestibility 
of unheated soybean meal for laying hens. J. of Nutrition 
88(2):187-92. Feb. [17 ref]
• Summary: Protein in diets containing unheated soybean 
meal was only 54% digested by colostomized laying hens 
compared with 85% for heated meal. Hens failed to adapt to 
better digestion of unheated meal. Address: Dep. of Poultry 
Science and Graduate School of Nutrition, Cornell Univ., 
Ithaca, New York.

1701. Stoddard, Alan. 1966. The development of plantmilk. 
British Vegetarian. Jan/Feb. p. 34-38.
• Summary: The article begins: “In 1847 the Vegetarian 
Society was founded. In 1944 the Vegan movement was 
started. In 1956 the Plantmilk Society was inaugurated. 
These are the historical dates of progressive humanitarian 
ideas in this country.”
 A number of nutritious alternatives to cow’s milk have 
been put on the market: Velactin, Wanderlac, Soyalac, and 
Almondlac. The latest product is called Plantmilk. It is 
sold as a liquid, concentrated to twice the recommended 
concentration. “The protein content of plantmilk is higher 
than human milk and about the same as cow’s. It is derived 
from two sources–leaves and soya. The fat is derived from 
the soya bean and palm oil, the carbohydrate from cane sugar 
and soya, the minerals from leaves and soya. Calcium is 
added to bring the level near to human milk and vitamins A 
and D and B-12 are also added.” Vitamin B-12 is added at 
the level of 0.5 microgram per 100 gm of Plantmilk.
 About £20,000 has already been spent on the research, 
development and production of Plantmilk. “Further 
improvements will be made until a perfect food is evolved.
 “Most of the research into the formulation of the milk 
has been in the extraction of protein from leaves, cabbage, 
caulifl ower, pea pods, etc.,” and the greatest diffi culty 
has been to separate the chlorophyll–the green part of the 
leaf–from the protein. It has fi nally been accomplished with 
activated carbon.
 “First of all the cleaned cabbage leaves are broken down 
by an apparatus called a ‘food Tec’ which has large numbers 
of sharp blades which divide the cabbage into minute pieces. 
Water is added to carry the product to the next stage which is 
that of the separation of the chlorophyll by charcoal from the 
protein. This gives an almost clear fl uid which is then heated 
to precipitate the protein. The fi ltrate is then concentrated to 
form what is now called the ‘curd.’ This vegetable protein 
has most of the amino-acids contained therein, but as it is 
lacking in two essential ones–methionine and cystine, we 
now have to add soya protein necessary for maintaining life.
 “Complete analysis of protein into its component 
amino-acids is a complex and costly procedure. We have 
as yet, not had a quantitative analysis of the amino-acid 
content of Plantmilk but we do know that the sources–viz., 
the combination of leaf protein and soya protein contain the 
complete range of known amino-acids, and we are satisfi ed 
that Plantmilk alone would sustain healthy life from the 
protein point of view.”
 “A small amount of starch comes from the soya protein 
‘isolate.’” The various ingredients are placed in a mixer 
and then de-aerated before being fed into a Fryma, which 
homogenizes them.
 Unfortunately reconstituted Plantmilk costs twice as 
much as cow’s milk. And even at this price, the company is 
operating at a loss. The author urges all vegetarians to buy 
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and use the product. The company’s fi rst goal is to make 
and sell 5,000 cans of Plantmilk a week. By comparison, 
50 million pints of cow’s milk are consumed each day in 
Britain. However its present plant and machinery is capable 
of producing only 2,000 cans/week. So they need bigger 
machinery and more staff.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Dec. 2015) that contains the term “soya protein isolate” 
(or “soya protein isolates”). Address: Chairman, Plantmilk 
Ltd.

1702. Fries, Joseph H. 1966. Experiences with allergy 
to soybean in the United States. J. of Asthma Research 
3(3):209-11. March. Presented at the First International 
Symposium on Pediatric Allergy. Held 5-6 Nov. at Tokyo, 
Japan. [10 ref]
• Summary: The soybean occasionally proves to be highly 
allergenic in older children and adults. The author studied 
“30 allergic children of the atopic type all known to suffer 
from respiratory allergies such as asthma or allergic 
rhinitis. All either gave signifi cantly positive reactions to 
intracutaneous testing with soybean extract, or had been 
maintained for various periods of time during infancy on a 
soybean derived milk. Twenty-seven of the 30 children also 
gave positive intracutaneous reactions to one or more other 
legumes, suggesting the likelihood of cross sensitivity to 
these botanically related foods. Only 3 of the 15 children 
who had been fed soy milk in infancy failed to give a 
positive cutaneous test to that food, and even these gave 
positive tests to other legumes... In early infancy it would 
seem that the target area of allergic sensitivity to soybean 
is the gastrointestinal tract, and symptoms of diarrhea, 
abdominal distress, vomiting and the like were observed.” 
Address: 52 Eighth Ave., Brooklyn, New York 11217.

1703. Johnstone, Douglas E.; Dutton, Arthur M. 1966. 
Dietary prophylaxis of allergic disease in children. New 
England J. of Medicine 274(13):715-19. March. [7 ref]
• Summary: The authors tried to decide whether feeding 
of soy-based formulas will actually suppress the incidence 
of allergy in infants known to be at risk. They followed 
240 children until they were 10 years of age. One group 
was fed evaporated milk and the other a soybean formula. 
A difference was found between the two groups in the 
incidence of asthma and perennial rhinitis, 22.3% for the 
soybean and 42% for the milk. There was no difference in 
the incidence of hay fever.
 They reported that some form of allergy occurred in 
18% of the soy group and 50% of the control group fed 
cows’ milk in 235 children from allergic families.
 Thus, some children were allergic to soy protein. 
Address: Univ. of Rochester School of Medicine and 
Dentistry, Rochester, New York.

1704. Lis, Halina; Sharon, N.; Katchalski, E. 1966. Soybean 
hemagglutinin, a plant glycoprotein. I. Isolation of a 
glycopeptide. J. of Biological Chemistry 241(3):684-89. 
March. [45 ref]
• Summary: A procedure is given for the preparation of 
purifi ed soybean hemagglutinin from untoasted soybean 
fl our. The purifi ed hemagglutinin was found to contain 
mannose (4.5%) and glucoseamine (1%). The carbohydrate 
moiety was released from the protein in the form of a 
glycopeptide with a molecular weight of 4,600. Address: 
Dep. of Biophysics, The Weizmann Inst. of Science, 
Rehovoth, Israel.

1705. Namba, Haruyuki. 1966. [Studies on heat-denatured 
soybean protein. III. Autoclaving of soybean grain / seeds]. 
Nippon Shokuhin Kogyo Gakkaishi (J. of Food Science and 
Technology) 13(3):91-95. [10 ref. Jap]
Address: Shimane Prefectural Industrial Research Lab. 
(Shimane-ken Kôgyô Shikenjô), Koshihara-chô, Matsue-shi.

1706. Smith, A.K.; Rackis, J.J.; Isnardi, P.; Cartter, J.L.; 
Krober, O.A. 1966. Nitrogen solubility index. Isolated 
protein yield and whey nitrogen content of several soybean 
strains. Cereal Chemistry 43(2):261-70. March. [15 ref]
• Summary: Protein or nitrogen solubility measures the 
amount of undenatured protein and acceptability of meal for 
protein isolation. Address: 1-3. Northern Regional Research 
Lab., Peoria, Illinois; 4-5. U.S. Regional Soybean Lab., 
Urbana, IL.

1707. Agricultural Research (USDA). 1966. Soybean fl our: 
In fi ve easy steps. An inexpensive way for villagers to make 
soy fl our in protein-short areas of the world. 14(10): 8-9. 
April.
• Summary: “Villagers in countries where meat, milk, eggs, 
and other animal-protein foods are in short supply may some 
day learn how to make protein-rich soybean fl our–in fi ve 
easy steps developed by ARS engineers.
 “The work is one phase of a broad developmental effort 
by USDA scientists to provide high-protein and high-energy 
foods for people in developing countries.
 “Financed by the Agency for International Development 
(AID), the soy fl our process has been developed by ARS 
engineers W.J. Albrecht, G.O. Mustakas, and E.L. Griffi n, 
Jr., at the Northern utilization research laboratory, Peoria, 
Illinois.
 “Using inexpensive and readily available equipment (see 
photo steps, right), the soy fl our process discards only the 
hulls in converting soybeans to full-fat fl our. The end product 
is about 20 percent fat and 40 percent protein, which is 
expected to be used in beverages, soups, and various cooked 
dishes. Other research has shown that soybean protein has 
more of the essential amino acids than protein of wheat, 
corn, or rice.
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 “Food evaluation under the AID-ARS project is 
providing information on the nutritive value of the soy fl our; 
its use in foreign foods; how it can be formulated into such 
foods as beverages and gruels for infants and children; and 
the acceptability, home preparation, and use of these foods.
 “The development of the fi ve-step process follows other 
research on industrial-type extrusion cookers for preparing 
soy meal that is ground into fl our. Extrusion cooking, 
designed to meet heavy needs in urban communities, offers 
an alternate low-cost way of cooking soybeans for use as soy 
fl our in foreign countries.
 “Foreign technicians are being trained under the AID-
ARS project to insure that the processes developed will 
immediately begin enriching protein-poor diets.
 “To assist in the studies, food technologists and 
mechanical engineers Hsi-Lin Chen and Ching-Tang Yeh 
from Taiwan, and D.T. Salon from the Philippines, are now 
training at the Peoria laboratory. Their training is under 
the sponsorship of the United Nations Children’s Fund 
(UNICEF).
 “The soy fl our project is an outgrowth of ARS-UNICEF 
research started in 1963. Methods were developed to 
produce soy fl our in industrial-type equipment on a scale 
large enough to feed people in urban areas. The fl our, tested 
clinically in Taiwan, was found satisfactory, but an easier 
method of producing it was needed for villages and farms. 
Thus, the fi ve-step process was born.
 “Earlier soybean food studies at the Northern 
laboratory include the processing of Japanese miso and tofu 
(Agricultural Research, March 1960, p. 5) and Indonesian 
tempeh. Brazilians, as well as Indonesians, studied tempeh 
making. ARS is supporting Public Law 480 research on 
foods in Israel, Japan, and Taiwan.
 Photos show the fi ve-step process. “Soybeans are 
(1) soaked overnight in water containing 1 percent soda 
bicarbonate, and boiled 10 to 15 minutes; (2) air dried; (3) 
cracked; (4) dehulled; and (5) ground into fl our. Soaking 
shortens cooking and provides the right moisture content 
without close supervision. Brief cooking in boiling water 
sterilizes the beans, and deactivates growth inhibitors 
without removing protein.”
 Note: There seems to be no extrusion involved anywhere 
in the process.

1708. Arai, Soichi; Suzuki, H.; Fujimaki, M.; Sakurai, Y. 
1966. Studies on fl avor components in soybean. II. Phenolic 
acids in defatted soybean fl our. Agricultural and Biological 
Chemistry 30(4):364-69. April. [12 ref]
• Summary: The ethanol (ethyl alcohol, 1:1) extract of 
defatted soybean fl our was systematically fractionated 
and the resulting phenolic acid fraction was studied. The 
authors identifi ed a series of at least 7 phenolic acids 
(syringic, vanillic, ferulic, gentisic, salicylic, p-coumaric, 
and p-hydroxybenzoic acids) and two isomers of chlorogenic 

acids found in the fl our. The main component among 
the phenolic acids was syringic acid, which was isolated 
as 3,5-dinitrobenzoate. These phenolic acids may have 
some infl uence on soybean fl avor since they possess sour, 
bitter, and astringent tastes. Address: Dep. of Agricultural 
Chemistry, Univ. of Tokyo, Japan.

1709. Bean, Louis H. 1966. Closing the world’s nutritional 
gap–with animal or vegetable protein? P.A.G. News Bulletin 
(Protein Advisory Group, WHO / FAO / UNICEF) No. 6. p. 
20-31. April. [4 ref]
• Summary: Footnote: This paper was fi rst presented by 
the author at the: 8th Annual Conference on Science and 
Technology in Israel and the Middle East, New York, N.Y., 
23 Oct. 1965.
 “The World’s Food Crisis has been fairly well 
publicized, and its main features are beginning to stand out 
clearly. Population practically everywhere is rising. Food 
production is barely keeping pace. In the most populated 
areas of the Far East [East Asia], the Near East, Africa and 
Latin America, increases in population prevent increases in 
per capita income and in per capita food consumption. In 
the U.S.A. production is being held in check, so as to keep 
surplus food production from piling up. In Europe, food 
production is increasing faster than population, and we are 
witnessing there an increase in the so-called quality of the 
diets, that is, an increase in livestock production.”
 “The protein shortage is something over 8 million 
tons, about half derived from animal, half from vegetable 
sources.”
 “I want to dwell on these protein shortages and to use 
them to make two points. The fi rst is that the separation 
between animal and vegetable protein seems to me 
misleading. It leads to placing undue emphasis on livestock 
production in underdeveloped countries. The second point 
is that if this fact were more generally recognized, it would 
help to speed up expansion in the supply of protein food, for 
it would shift some of the emphasis from costly, wasteful 
livestock production in the surplus producing countries as 
well as in the protein defi cit countries to the more immediate 
potential increases in vegetable protein.”
 “Even if by some miracle the poor of India now living 
on $50 a year were to earn $100 or $150 per capita, the 
difference in the amount of animal protein in their diet would 
rise from 2-3 grams per day to 7-8 grams and total protein 
from about 35 grams to 50 (among urban families).”
 “Those who look at the world food crisis in terms of 
decades, see the dire consequences of a doubling of the 
world’s population in the next 30-40 years.” Note: The world 
population in 1965 was 3.29 billion. It doubled in 43 years; it 
topped 6.6 billion in 2008.
 Tables show: (1) World food defi cit, 1959-1961 (million 
metric tons). In calories, protein, and fat. World total, 
Communist Asia, and all other countries. (2) Available 
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food per 100 persons per day: Developing countries (70% 
of world’s people). Developed countries (30% of world’s 
people). USA & Canada (6.6% of world’s people). Includes 
calories per person: 2150, 3050, 3110. Protein–Total per 
person 58, 90, 93 gm. Protein–Animal per person: 9, 44, 
66 gm. (3) Number of days of protein requirement (by a 
moderately active man) produced by one acre, yield selected 
food product: Beef cattle 77 days. Hogs 129. Poultry 185. 
Milk 236. Corn fl akes 354. Oatmeal 392. Corn meal 773. 
Wheat fl our (whole) 877. Beans, dry edible 1,116. Peas, 
split 1,783. Soybeans, edible 2,224. Conclusion: Animals 
are ineffi cient producers of protein; legumes are the most 
effi cient producers.
 Bar charts show: (1) Relative cost of protein from 
selected raw material sources:
 Beef (retail) $4.44.
 Chicken (dressed) $1.50.
 Wheat fl our $0.60.
 Bulgar wheat [bulgur] $0.47.
 Peanut meal (defatted) $0.43.
 Dry skim milk [nonfat dry milk] $0.40.
 Wheat (whole) $0.30.
 Cottonseed fl our $0.17.
 Fish meal (food) $0.14.
 Soy fl our (food) $0.11.
 Note: This analysis is very similar to that of Diet for a 
Small Planet (Sept. 1971). Address: Economic Consultant, 
Arlington, Virginia.

1710. Goldman, H.I.; Deposito, F. 1966. 
Hypoprothrombinemic bleeding in young infants: association 
of diarrhea, antibiotics, and milk substitutes. American J. of 
Diseases of Children 111(4):430-32. *
• Summary: Five infants were found to have 
hypoprothrombinemic bleeding and this was thought to be 
due in part to the low vitamin K content of these formulas.

1711. Gomyô, Toshiharu; Nakamura, Michinori. 1966. 
Biosynthesis of raffi nose from uridine diphosphate galactose 
and sucrose by an enzyme preparation of immature soybeans. 
Agricultural and Biological Chemistry 30(4):425-27. April. 
[15 ref]
• Summary: “Immature soybeans” refers to “Edamame,” 
which were obtained from a local market. Address: Dep. of 
Agricultural Chemistry, The Univ. of Tokyo, Japan.

1712. Hegsted, D. Mark. 1966. World protein defi ciencies 
and human health. P.A.G. News Bulletin (Protein Advisory 
Group, WHO / FAO / UNICEF) No. 6. p. 13-19. April. [16 
ref]
• Summary: “In summary, the major problem is concentrated 
in the pre-school children throughout the underdeveloped 
parts of the world. The problem is complex and involves 
not only inadequate protein but inadequate diets in general. 

There are probably between 100 and 200 million children in 
these age groups that are inadequately fed.
 “The major problem is one of distribution of food 
according to need. There is poor distribution not only among 
regions, social classes and families, but more importantly 
within families. The young child has the highest protein 
requirements but receives the least adequate diets. Poverty 
and ignorance are important causes as well as the inadequate 
food supply.”
 “A more direct approach through the production of 
inexpensive foods suitable for young children seems much 
more promising. A great many protein-rich materials not 
used now in human nutrition [such as soybeans and defatted 
soybean meal] are available.” Address: Dep. of Nutrition, 
Harvard School of Public Health, Boston, Massachusetts.

1713. Steggerda, F.R.; Richards, E.A.; Rackis, J.J. 1966. 
Effects of various soybean products on fl atulence in the adult 
man. Proceedings of the Society for Experimental Biology 
and Medicine 121(4):1235-39. April. [4 ref]
• Summary: Four adult males served as subjects for the 
experiments. Each experiment lasted 6 days during which 
time the subject consumed at each meal a measured amount 
of muffi ns and mush containing known amounts of wheat 
fl our, soybean meal (or other soybean products), and 
cornmeal. The total amount of soybean products consumed 
each day was 146 gm. The following soybean products 
produced the following average amounts of fl atus (in cc/
hour): Sodium soy proteinate 2, 21, 39, 52. Water-insoluble 
residue [okara] 13. Dehulled full-fat soybean meal 30. Soy 
protein concentrate 36, 58, and 138. Dehulled defatted 
soybean meal 71.
 By comparison, a basal diet (with no beans) gave 14 
cc/hr, and a navy bean meal gave 179 cc/hour. Thus “navy 
beans contain the fl atus-producing factor in signifi cantly 
higher quantities than do soybeans... These experiments 
also showed that the soybean hulls, fat, water-insoluble 
polysaccharides, and protein are not associated with 
fl atulence production to any signifi cant degree. Caseinate and 
soybean proteinate appear to inhibit fl atulence.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (May 2005) 
on fl atulence in soyfoods.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (June 2013) that uses the term “Water-insoluble 
residue” to refer to okara. Address: 1. Dep. of Physiology 
and Biophysics, Univ. of Illinois.

1714. Altschul, Aaron M. 1966. A look at the world protein 
situation: We can solve the world food problem but not easily 
and not without new ideas. Soybean Digest. May. p. 15-16, 
19-22.
• Summary: Begins with an autobiography of Aaron 
Altschul. His fi rst interest was in proteins, particularly 
seed proteins. Then he moved to New Orleans and was 
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given broad opportunities in the Seed Protein Laboratory, 
organized almost 8 years ago. His second interest was in 
cottonseed, traditionally a southern crop, and on ways to 
realize to the maximum the potential of its proteins. “The 
success of this effort led the to opening of new markets to 
cottonseed protein in foodstuffs for monogastric animals. 
“Another important event was my meeting Don Sabin of 
UNICEF who invited me to become a consultant to his group 
to help this UN agency to develop new sources of protein for 
humans to replace skim milk powder. At one of the UNICEF 
meetings I met Professor Nevin Scrimshaw, then head of 
INCAP in Guatemala, and this led to my involvement in 
his development of Incaparina. a corn-cottonseed food for 
infants.”
 In 1958 his fi rst book, Processed Plant Protein 
Foodstuffs, was published. It was followed by Proteins–
Their Chemistry and Politics.
 Contents: Protein malnutrition. Situation is urgent. 
Cottonseed as food (Incaparina, soybean foods in Japan–tofu, 
miso, shoyu–provide about 10% of Japan’s protein, soymilk 
in Hong Kong, ProNutro in South Africa). Limiting amino 
acids. Tailormade foods (aleurone grains as seen by electron 
microscopes, the majority of the proteins are the so-called 
globulins). Purifi ed proteins (three major proteins appear 
pure by ultracentrifugation, ion exchange chromatography, 
gel electrophoresis on polyacrylamide gel, the major seed 
proteins of aleurins, ergastic proteins in seeds, ultimate 
structure of seed proteins is unknown). New foods required 
(until world population can be stabilized and controlled).
 A small portrait photo shows Altschul. Address: Seed 
Protein Pioneering Research Lab., New Orleans, Louisiana.

1715. Brown, J.R.; Lerman, N.; Bohak, Z. 1966. The 
amino acid sequence around the disulfi de bonds of soybean 
trypsin inhibitor. Biochemical and Biophysical Research 
Communications’ 23(4):561-65. *
Address: Dep. of Biophysics, The Weizmann Inst. of 
Science, Rehovoth, Israel.

1716. Krober, Orland A.; Cartter, J.L. 1966. Relation of 
methionine content to protein levels in soybeans. Cereal 
Chemistry 43(3):320-25. May. [7 ref]
• Summary: “Widespread use of high-effi ciency rations in 
poultry and livestock creates a demand for soybean meal 
because of its high protein content, relatively high protein 
quality, and the animal’s acceptance.” Breeders would 
like to breed soybean varieties higher in protein, if good 
protein quality can be maintained. The essential amino acid 
methionine is important in such quality. Four experiments 
were conducted using soybeans with as wide a range of 
protein content as can ordinarily be found. The results show 
no signifi cant tendency for methionine in the protein to 
decrease when the total seed protein is increased. Address: 
1. Chemist; 2. Research agronomist. Both: Crops Research 

Div., Agricultural Research Service, USDA.

1717. Newberne, Paul M.; Young, V.R. 1966. Effect of diets 
marginal in methionine and choline with and without vitamin 
B12 on rat liver and kidney (Open Access). J. of Nutrition 
89(1):69-79. May. [13 ref]
• Summary: Rats fed diets containing 20% soybean proteins 
which had been drastically treated with alkali developed 
unusual histological alterations in the kidneys characterized 
by enlarged cells with big nuclei in the straight portion of the 
proximal tubules.
 “Isolated soybean protein (Obtained from Central Soya 
Co., Chicago [Illinois]) was used as the source of protein 
because of its low methionine content (approximately 1.0%) 
and its lack of cystine.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020) 
that describes this potentially harmful condition. However 
lysinoalanine is not mentioned in this article. Address: 
Dep. of Nutrition and Food Science, Massachusetts Inst. of 
Technology (MIT), Cambridge, Massachusetts.

1718. Today’s Food (Loma Linda Foods, Riverside, 
California). 1966. None of these healthy youngsters was 
reared on milk. 11(1):1-3. Spring.
• Summary: Photos show many healthy infants and children. 
Commercial soymilk products include:
 Soyagen: all-purpose, malt fl avored, or carob fl avored; 
in liquid or powdered form.
 “Multigen: This new soy milk just now being placed 
on the market, is specially formulated to supply a total diet 
for those on a restricted menu. It supplies a higher fat and 
carbohydrate content and all the nutrition needed for those 
on a liquid dietary.
 High-So-Pro: a high-protein powdered soymilk, low in 
fat, salt, and carbohydrates that is especially good for those 
on weight-reducing programs and ideal for diabetics.
 “Instagen: an isolated protein soy milk, fortifi ed to 
provide the essential vitamins and minerals. Instagen has a 
little lighter color, a little milder fl avor, and is a little lower in 
price.
 Whether or not you have dietary problems, if you wish 
to lower your cholesterol level, or would like to become a 
complete vegetarian, Loma Linda soy milks provide the easy 
answer.
 “As to those who in years past complained of a ‘beany’ 
fl avor in soy milk: try it once more–today’s product is 
vastly improved! And for the diehard who still demands a 
completely different taste, the new Carob Soyagen with its 
rich chocolate-like fl avor comes not only ready to drink, but 
may be used in any number of tasty recipes for puddings, ice 
cream, and other dishes.”

1719. Wong, Edmon. 1966. Occurrence and biosynthesis of 
4’,6-dihydroxyaurone in soybean. Phytochemistry 5(3):463-
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67. May. [12 ref]
• Summary: A chalcone (isoliquiritigenin) and an aurone 
(hispidol) were found to be present in soybean seedlings. 
These substances appear to be phenolic constituents. 
Address: Plant Chemistry Div., D.S.I.R., Palmerston North, 
New Zealand.

1720. Kawamura, Sin’itirô. 1966. A chromatographic study 
of the sugars and oligosaccharides in soybeans to provide 
information needed to improve processing of fat-free 
soybean meal for foods and feeds, thereby contributing to its 
expanded utilization. Takamatsu, Japan: Kagawa University. 
ii + 51 p. Final report. USDA P.L. 480. Grant no. FG-Ja-105. 
Period covered 9 Feb. 1963 to 8 June 1966. [30 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. 1. General analysis 
and quantitative paper chromatography of sugars of the 
cotyledon, hull, and hypocotyl of soybeans. 2. General 
analysis and quantitative paper chromatography of sugars 
of defatted soybean meal. 3. Isolation and identifi cation 
of the sugars from soybeans. 4. The changes of sugars of 
defatted soybeans by heating. 5. The changes of sugars of 
defatted soybean meal by isoelectric treatment. 6. Enzymatic 
decomposition of raffi nose by intestinal bacteria. Summary. 
Address: Kagawa Univ., Takamatsu, Kagawa-ken, Japan.

1721. Pomeranz, Yeshajahu. 1966. Soy fl our in breadmaking: 
a review of its chemical composition, nutritional value and 
functional properties. Baker’s Digest 40(3):44-48, 78. June. 
[54 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. The economics. 
Classifi cation. Nutrition. Soybean proteins. The lysine 
story. Soy fl our in bread. Soy fl our variables. Effect of 
heat treatment. Oxidation requirements and particle size. 
Soy product composition. Gas production and retention. 
Organoleptic properties. Perspectives. Acknowledgment.
 Tables: (1) Comparative costs of edible protein products 
(50% protein soy fl our is by far the least expensive). (2) 
Typical analyses of soy fl ours: high fat, low fat, extracted & 
untoasted, extracted & toasted, lecithinated.
 Figures: (1) Amino acid composition of soy fl our and 
some cereals commonly used in the human diet (grams of 
amino acid per 100 g. of food). Defatted soy fl our is by 
far the leader in lysine, methionine & cystine, tryptophan, 
threonine, isoleucine, leucine, phenylalanine, and valine.
 (2) Relative Protein Effi ciency based on dried nonfat 
milk solids. Soy fl our is used with 3 of the 4 semolina 
products. Address: Kansas State Univ., Manhattan, KS.

1722. Rios Iriarte, Bertha J.; Barnes, R.H. 1966. The effect 
of overheating on certain nutritional properties of the protein 
of soybeans. Food Technology 20(6):131-34. June. [8 ref]
• Summary: Overheating adversely effects the nutritive 
value by destruction of cystine and a decrease in nitrogen 
absorbability.

 Note: The fi rst author’s present address is: Dept. of 
National Nutrition, Ministry of Public Health, La Paz, 
Bolivia. Address: Graduate School of Nutrition, Cornell 
Univ., Ithaca, New York.

1723. Vest, M.; Olafson, A.; Schenker, P. 1966. Eine neue 
Sojamilch als Nahrung fuer Fruehgeborene und reife 
Saeuglinge Vergleich mit Frauenmilch und adaptierter 
Kuhmilch [A new type of soymilk for feeding premature 
or full-term infants compared with mother’s milk and 
modifi ed cow’s milk formula]. Schweizerische Medizinische 
Wochenschrift (Journal Suisse de Medecine) 96(23):762-68. 
June. [18 ref. Ger; fre; eng]
• Summary: The product examined is Bébénago made by 
Firma Nago, of Olten, Switzerland. “A vegetable infant milk 
made from soybeans by a new process in which the lipids 
are separated by centrifugation and kept suspended by the 
natural emulgators has been compared with breast milk and 
an adapted cow’s milk (albumin milk). Each of the three 
groups comprised some 25 prematures and 10 full term 
infants, mainly aged between 1 and 3 months. Some infants, 
however, were observed for longer periods of up to 1 year. 
The following criteria were used to assess the results: gain 
in weight and length, total serum protein, amino-nitrogen, 
calcium, phosphorus, alkaline phosphatase, iron, optical 
density (as a measure of lipid content), hemoglobin, red 
cell, and reticulocyte count. Excretion of fat, fatty acids, and 
starch in the feces and the pH of the stools were estimated 
semiquantitatively. Under the conditions of the study the 
soybean preparation (Bébénago) was found to be equivalent 
to the other milk preparations tested.” Address: From the 
University Children’s Clinic Universitaetskinderklinik, 
Basel.

1724. Albrecht, W.J.; Mustakas, G.C.; McGhee, J.E. 1966. 
Rate studies on atmospheric steaming and immersion 
cooking of soybeans. Cereal Chemistry 43(4):400-07. July. 
Based on a paper presented at the 50th Annual Meeting of 
the International Symposium on Oilseed Protein Foods. 
Kansas City. July 1966. 8 p. Babatunde 1979. [3 ref]
• Summary: “Simple methods for adequately cooking 
soybeans to produce a full-fat fl our would enable populations 
in many developing countries to have a food that would 
provide needed protein in their diet.” Small particle size is 
the key to rapid cooking so as to inactivate trypsin inhibitor 
and destroy urease activity.

1725. Gestetner, B.; Birk, Y.; Bondi, A. 1966. Soya bean 
saponins. VI. Composition of carbohydrate and aglycone 
moieties of soya bean saponin extract and of its fractions. 
Phytochemistry 5(4):799-802. July. [19 ref]
• Summary: A modifi ed acid hydrolysis method was used 
for the hydrolysis of total soybean saponin and of four of 
its fractions. The sugar portions of the extract were shown 
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to consist of glucose and xylose in addition to the already 
reported galactose, arabinose, rhamnose, and glucuronic 
acid. The amounts of each were determined. Address: 
Hebrew Univ., Faculty of Agriculture, Rehovot, Israel.

1726. Gestetner, B.; Birk, Y.; Bondi, A.; Tencer, Y. 1966. 
Soya bean saponins. VII. A method for the determination 
of sapogenin and saponin contents in soya beans. 
Phytochemistry 5(4):803-06. July. [9 ref]
• Summary: There are fi ve known soya saponins: Soya 
sapogenols A, B, C, D, and E. The saponin content of six 
different soya bean varieties has been determined and found 
to amount to about 0.60% of the defatted soy bean meal. 
Address: Hebrew Univ., Faculty of Agriculture, Rehovot, 
Israel.

1727. Griffi th, Melvin; Young, Robert J. 1966. Growth 
response of turkey poults to fractions of soybean meal. J. of 
Nutrition 89(3):293-99. July. [9 ref]
• Summary: This report “describes experiments conducted 
to concentrate and characterize the component of soybean 
meal responsible for the improved growth of turkey poults.” 
Address: Dep. of Poultry Science and Graduate School of 
Nutrition, Cornell Univ., Ithaca, New York.

1728. Auckland, A.K. 1966. Soyabeans in Tanzania. I. 
The exploitation of hybridization for the improvement of 
soyabeans. J. of Agricultural Science (Cambridge, UK) 
67(1):109-19. Aug. [11 ref]
• Summary: “The inception of the ‘Groundnut Scheme’ by 
the Overseas Food Corporation in 1947 marked the fi rst 
large-scale attempt to grow soyabeans in East Africa. A 
history of varietal introductions and soyabean production in 
mainland Tanzania (i.e. Tanganyika) can be traced in various 
[earlier] publications.”
 This paper describes Tanzania’s fi rst successful selection 
and breeding program for soya beans starting in the 1950s 
in the southern part of the country at Nachingwea, Tanzania. 
Concluded in 1963, this program led to the release of several 
new, well-adapted varieties including IH/192–Tanzania’s 
standard line–3H/1, 3H/101, and 7H/149/1.
 “Summary: The main objectives of the breeding 
programme were to develop two types of soyabeans: 
(a) High yielding, non-shattering, resistant to lodging, 
determinate in habit, with pods formed 5-6 in. from ground 
level, for mechanical harvesting. (b) High yielding, non-
shattering but with no qualifi cations as to habit, for hand 
harvesting by African farmers.”
 “2. The crosses Hernon 237 x Light Speckled, Hernon 
237 x R 184 and Benares x Light Speckled produced the 
highest-yielding and the most agronomically desirable 
strains. The new strain HLS [Hernon Light Speckled] 219, 
over a 5-year period, gave increase in yield of 40 and 36% 
over the parents Hernon 237 and Light Speckled. It was 

more resistant to shattering and had a higher oil content.” 
Address: Ministry of Agriculture, Forests and Wildlife, Dar-
es-Salaam, Tanzania.

1729. Berry, T.H.; Combs, G.E.; Wallace, H.D.; Robbins, 
R.C. 1966. Responses of the growing pig to alterations in the 
amino acid pattern of isolated soybean protein. J. of Animal 
Science 25(3):722-28. Aug. [8 ref]
• Summary: Methionine is the fi rst-limiting amino acid for 
pigs when feed consumption, weight gain, feed effi ciency 
and plasma non-protein nitrogen (NPN) are used as criteria. 
Lysine is probably the second-limiting. Address: Florida 
Agric. Exp. Station, Gainesville.

1730. Bressani, Ricardo; Elías, Luiz G. 1966. All-vegetable 
protein mixtures for human feeding. The development of 
INCAP Vegetable Mixture 14 based on soybean fl our. J. of 
Food Science 31(4):626-31. July/Aug. [18 ref]
• Summary: Incaparina is the generic name given to a 
series of vegetable protein mixtures developed by INCAP, 
formulated so as to contain 25% or more protein comparable 
in quality to proteins of animal origin. This mixture, the 
second earliest INCAP mixture with soy, contains about 27% 
protein. It is comprised of 58% corn fl our, 38% soybean 
fl our, 3% torula yeast, 1% calcium phosphate, and 4,500 I.U. 
vitamin A per 100 gm. The results of this investigation show 
that soybean fl our protein and corn proteins complement 
each other, yielding a mixture having a nutritive value 
higher than that of either component fed alone. However the 
mixture is defi cient in methionine at low levels of protein in 
the diet. Address: INCAP, Guatemala.

1731. Khayambashi, Hassan; Lyman, R.L. 1966. Growth 
depression and pancreatic and intestinal changes in rats 
force-fed amino acid diets containing soybean trypsin 
inhibitor. J. of Nutrition 89(4):455-64. Aug. *
• Summary: “This investigation was conducted with rats 
force-fed amino acid diets, compounded to simulate 14% 
soybean, in order to investigate whether soybean trypsin 
inhibitor (SBTI) could induce growth depression when food 
intake and protein availability were not contributing factors.” 
Address: Univ. of California–Berkeley.

1732. Kirchner-Dean, Otto. comp. 1966. Soybean processing 
and utilization: A selected list of references, 1955-1965. 
USDA Library List No. 83. iv + 183 p. Aug. Author index. 
Subject index. 28 cm. [2218 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Part I: Processing. Meal. Oil. 
Beans. Part II: Utilization. Meal in feed. Oil in feed. Beans 
in feed. Meal in food. Oil in food (General, margarine). 
Beans in food (general, fl our, milk, soy sauce). Meal 
for industrial uses (general, coatings). Oil for industrial 
uses (general, coatings, drying oils, paints, resins, 
soaps). Beans for industrial uses. Part III: Chemistry 
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and research. Amino acids, bibliography, biochemistry, 
chromatography, composition, enzymes, fatty acids, 
lecithin, lipides, lipoxidase, organic chemistry, pesticide 
residues, phosphatides, proteins, research, sterols. Part IV: 
Miscellaneous. Argentina, Australia, Brazil, California, 
Canada, China, Congo, cook books, Far East, government 
loans, India, industry, international trade, Japan, laws and 
legislation, markets and marketing, nutrition, pesticide 
residues, varieties.
 “All citations except those to patents have been 
examined and verifi ed by the compiler. Patents cited were 
obtained from Chemical Abstracts. All foreign language titles 
have been translated into English with the original language 
indicated. [Warning: Many patent titles listed in this are 
different from those appearing on the actual patent.]
 “Sources consulted: Agricultural Index, Bibliographic 
Index, Bibliography of Agriculture, Biological and 
Agricultural Index, Card Catalog of the National 
Agricultural Library, Chemical Abstracts, Dissertation 
Abstracts, Engineering Index, Food Science Abstracts, 
Journal of the Science of Food and Agriculture, Nutrition 
Reviews, and Pesticides Documentation Bulletin.” Address: 
National Agricultural Library, Div. of Reference, Special 
Bibliographies Section.

1733. Kiribuchi, Toshiko; Mizunaga, T.; Funahashi, C. 1966. 
Separation of soybean sterols by fl orisil chromatography and 
characterization of acylated steryl glucoside. Agricultural 
and Biological Chemistry 30(8):770-78. Aug. [15 ref]
• Summary: Sterols are known to exist in plants in 
3 different forms: free state, acyl ester and glycoside 
(phytosteroline). But sterols of ground soybeans, as analyzed 
from acetone extracts, are found in four forms: free, 
ester, and free and acylated glucosides. Address: Dep. of 
Agricultural Chemistry, Faculty of Agriculture, The Univ. of 
Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan.

1734. Shallenberger, R.S.; Hand, D.B.; Steinkraus, K.H. 
1966. Changes in sucrose, raffi nose and stachyose during 
tempeh fermentation. In: Report of Eighth Dry Bean 
Research Conference. Los Angeles, California. Publ. by 
Western Utilization Research & Development Div., Agric. 
Research Service. 76 p. See p. 68-71. Held 11-13 Aug. 1966 
at Bellaire, Michigan. 27 cm.
• Summary: Stachyose decreased the most rapidly of the 
various sugars during the 72-hour tempeh fermentation–
to almost zero at the end. Sucrose decreased only 
gradually, whereas there was no signifi cant decrease in the 
raffi nose-family of sugars. Raffi nose and stachyose are 
oligosaccharides which are believed to cause fl atulence in 
humans.
 “The fl atulence decreasing effect of tempeh fermentation 
is more likely connected with antibacterial compounds 
produced by the mold which inhibit growth of some gas 

forming intestine bacteria (Nowak and Steinkraus 1988, 
Wang et al. 1972).” Address: New York State Agric. Exp. 
Station, Geneva, New York.

1735. Snell, Richard S.; Turner, Raymond. 1966. Skin 
pigmentation in relation to the menstrual cycle. J. of 
Investigative Dermatology 47(2):147-55. Aug. [10 ref]
• Summary: Page 155: “The raised levels of estrogen and 
progesterone immediately prior to the onset of menstruation 
could increase the melanin content of the peri-ocular 
[periocular] facial skin since it is known that these hormones 
are strong melanogenic stimulants.”
 “5. It was concluded that a proportion of normal women, 
especially dark-skinned brunettes, have darkening of the 
facial skin during the later days of the menstrual cycle and 
this mainly involves the peri-ocular skin. The nature and 
control of the hyperpigmentation is discussed.” Address: 
1. M.D., PhD; 2. PhD. Both: Section of Dermatology, Dep. 
of Medicine and Dep. of Anatomy, Yale Univ. School of 
Medicine, New Haven, Connecticut.

1736. Soybean Digest. 1966. Ruling on pesticide residues. 
Aug. p. 16.
• Summary: “The U.S. Food and Drug Administration has 
announced the establishment of tolerances for residues 
of toxaphene and DDT on soybeans or in soybean oil 
effective July 12. The permissible residues on soybeans 
are 2 parts per million for toxaphene and 1.5 for DDT, or 
3.5 parts per million of the combined residues. In soybean 
oil, the maximum tolerance is 6 parts per million for either 
toxaphene or DDT or 12 parts of the combined residues.
 “Growers are cautioned not to apply either of these 
chemicals less than 3 weeks before harvest, not to feed 
soybean mill trash to livestock, or poultry, and not to make 
more than two applications of DDT after the pods form.”

1737. Sturm, Priscilla A.; Parkhurst, R.M.; Skinner, 
W.A. 1966. Quantitative determination of individual 
tocopherols by thin layer chromatographic separation 
and spectrophotometry (Letter to the editor). Analytical 
Chemistry 38(9):1244-47. Aug. [13 ref]
• Summary: “Sir: The natural antioxidants such as the 
tocopherols are important factors affecting the shelf life of 
vegetable oils. The fact that the various tocopherols differ 
considerably both in their biological activities and in their 
ability to protect these oils from oxidative degradation 
emphasizes the need for good analytical methods.”
 This letter concerns peanut oil from 4 types of peanuts: 
Spanish type, Virginia type, runner type, and New Mexico 
Valencia type–as shown in fi ve tables. Alpha, beta, gamma, 
delta, and total tocopherols are analyzed. Address: Dep. of 
Pharmaceutical Chemistry, Stanford Research Inst., Menlo 
Park, California.
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1738. Vogels, G.D.; Van Der Drift, C. 1966. Allantoinases 
from bacterial, plant and animal sources. II. Effect of 
bivalent cations and reducing substances on the enzymic 
activity. Biochimica et Biophysica Acta 122(3):497-509. 
Sept. 12. [9 ref]
• Summary: The enzymes from soybeans were found to 
be strongly inhibited by addition of cysteine. The effect 
of some additions on some properties of allantoinases of 
soybeans: manganese shows activation; zinc shows slight 
activation. Reducing substances show strong inhibition. 
Phosphate buffer shows inhibition. Acid pretreatment 
shows activation. A graph shows how a phosphate buffer 
inhibited the allantoinase activity of soybeans. Address: 
Dep. of Biochemistry, Univ. of Nijmegen, Nijmegen (The 
Netherlands).

1739. Akeson, Walter R.; Stahmann, Mark A. 1966. Leaf 
protein concentrates: A comparison of protein production per 
acre with that from seed and animal crops. Economic Botany 
20(3):244-50. July/Sept. [23 ref]
• Summary: The essential amino acid production of ten 
crops harvested for forage and 15 crops harvested for seed 
was calculated from the average crop yields in the USA for 
the 10-year period 1953-1962. The highest yields per acre 
came from forage crops, which could be processed into leaf 
protein concentrates; alfalfa was the leader by far (almost 
300 lb per acre of essential amino acids). Soybean seed was 
second (about 185 lb). However soybean meal is still the 
least inexpensive source of a pound of protein. Extracting the 
leaf protein concentrates from alfalfa is quite expensive, and 
some of the protein cannot be recovered.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Aug. 2013) that uses the term “leaf protein 
concentrate” in connection with alfalfa, for food use. 
Address: 1. Research Asst. and Prof. of Biochemistry, Dep. 
of Biochemistry, Univ. of Wisconsin, Madison WI 53706.

1740. Chong, Y.H.; Beng, C.G.; Ponnampalam, J.T.; Lim, 
R.K.H. 1966. Moulded soy beans as a potential source of 
afl atoxin contamination. Far East Medical Journal 2(9):298-
300. Sept. [14 ref]
• Summary: The authors isolated Aspergillus fl avus from 
moulded soybeans obtained from local soy sauce factories. 
However these strains of A. fl avus did not produce afl atoxins 
in laboratory cultures. Neither were the authors able to 
detect the presence of afl atoxins in the moulded material or 
their products by the method of thin-layer chromatography. 
However the authors were able to demonstrate afl atoxin 
production with A. parasiticus NRRL 2999.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020) 
that uses the word “afl atoxins” in connection with soybeans. 
Address: Inst. for Medical Research, Kuala Lumpur, 
Malaysia.

1741. Eldridge, A.C.; Anderson, R.L.; Wolf, W.J. 1966. 
Polyacrylamide-gel electrophoresis of soybean whey 
proteins and trypsin inhibitors. Archives of Biochemistry and 
Biophysics 115(3):495-504. Sept. [22 ref]
• Summary: Polyacrylamide-gel electrophoresis (with 
a glycine buffer of pH 9.2 containing 8 moles of urea) 
separated soybean whey proteins into at least 24 bands. 
By contrast, ultracentrifugation indicated only 2 fractions, 
moving-boundary electrophoresis 8-9 components, 
and column chromatography 13 or more proteins. 
“Polyacrylamide-gel electrophoresis appears to be a sensitive 
tool for examining soybean whey protein fractions and 
should greatly facilitate future fractionation studies of this 
complex protein mixture.” Note: This is one of the fi rst 
studies using electrophoresis of soybean trypsin inhibitor. 
Address: Northern Regional Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois.

1742. Komoda, M.; Onuki, N.; Harada, I. 1966. Studies 
on cause of color reversion of edible soybean oil and its 
prevention. I. Relation between the moisture of soybeans 
and the quantity of tocopherol in them. Agricultural and 
Biological Chemistry 30(9):906-12. Sept.
• Summary: “When soybeans with ordinary moisture 
(moisture 13%, tocopherol 1.25 mg/g) are dried to reduce 
the moisture to 1.9%, the tocopherol content in the extracted 
crude oil increases (1.90 mg/g), but it decreases (0.33 mg/g) 
again when the dried soybeans are moistened (moisture 
18%).” Address: 1-2. Sugiyama Chemica Research Inst., 
Mitaka-shi; 3. Hohnen Oil Co. Ltd., Shimizu Plant, Shimizu-
shi, Japan.

1743. Koritala, S.; Dutton, H.J. 1966. Selective 
hydrogenation of soybean oil. II. Copper-chromium 
catalysts. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 43(9):556-
58. Sept. [9 ref]
• Summary: Soybean oil was partially hydrogenated at 170 
and 200ºC with copper-chromium catalysts, which reduced 
the linolenic acid in the hydrogenated soybean oil to less 
than 1%. About 80% or more of the original linoleic acid 
remained in the hydrogenated products. Address: Northern 
Regional Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois.

1744. Prevention (Emmaus, Pennsylvania). 1966. Lecithin 
for lower cholesterol. Sept. p. 52-53. [2 ref]
• Summary: Various studies show that lecithin consumption 
can lower one’s blood cholesterol level. Lecithin, used as a 
food supplement, is made chiefl y from soybeans. “Soybeans 
themselves are a wonderfully nutritious food. For some 
reason, Americans neglect them in spite of the rich protein 
they contain and their important vitamin content. Soybeans 
offer large amounts of calcium, iron and other trace minerals 
as well as the precious B vitamins and vitamin E. Particularly 
plentiful: two of the B vitamins, choline and pantothenic 
acid, and the vital lecithin.
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 “The fresh green soybeans are cooked much as any other 
fresh beans are cooked...”
 Note: This is the earliest article on soy seen (Aug. 2002) 
in Prevention magazine. Address: Emmaus, Pennsylvania.

1745. Taira, Harue. 1966. Studies on amino acid contents 
of processed soybean. X. The infl uence of added sugars on 
the heat destruction of the basic and sulfur containing amino 
acids in soybean products. Agricultural and Biological 
Chemistry 30(9):847-55. Sept. [17 ref]
• Summary: “Cystine was the most heat-labile amino acid. 
But the destruction did not appear to be ascribed to added 
sugars except 50% ethyl alcohol-soluble sugar solution of 
defatted soybean fl our.”
 “Methionine, in soybean products and soybean protein 
or as pure amino acid with and without the addition of 
sugars, was not infl uenced by autoclaving.” Address: 
Food Research Inst., Ministry of Agriculture & Forestry, 
Fukugawa, Koto-ku, Tokyo, Japan.

1746. Chandrasekhara, M.R.; Shurpalekar, S.R.; Subba Rau, 
B.H.; Kurien, S.; Shurpalekar, K.S. 1966. Development 
of infant foods based on soyabean. J. of Food Science and 
Technology (Mysore, India) 3(2):94-97. Oct. [6 ref]
• Summary: Discusses a process for the preparation of 
a spray-dried infant food based on soya dhal, skim milk 
powder and barley malt. The PER of the product is 2.7 as 
compared with 3.0 for skim milk. Addition of Dl-methionine 
to the product at the level of 1.1 gm per 16 gm nitrogen 
raises the PER to 3.0. Address: Central Food Technological 
Research Inst. (CFTRI), Mysore, India.

1747. Dutra de Oliveira, J.E.; Scatena, Luiz; Oliveira 
Netto, D. de; Duarte, Geraldo G. 1966. The nutritive value 
of soya milk and cow’s milk in malnourished children: A 
comparative study. J. of Pediatrics 69(4):670-75. Oct. [11 
ref]
• Summary: “Twenty-four malnourished children, 1 to 3 
years of age, were fed soya milk or cow’s milk with similar 
protein content.” Soya milk compared favorably with nonfat 
cow’s milk in the initial treatment of these children, and the 
results can be considered excellent. “These studies indicate 
that soya milk is a good source of protein for the correction 
and prevention of infantile malnutrition.” Address: Faculdade 
de Medicina, Ribeirao Preto, Sao Paulo, Brazil.

1748. Kasai, Tadasi; Kawamura, Shin’itiro. 1966. Soybean 
oligosaccharides: Isolation by gel fi ltration and identifi cation 
by acetylation. Kagawa Daigaku Nogakubu Gakujutsu 
Hokoku (Technical Bulletin of Faculty of Agriculture, 
Kagawa University) 18(1):9-15. Oct. [9 ref. Eng; jap]
• Summary: The authors used dextran gel fi ltration for the 
isolation and purifi cation of sucrose, raffi nose, stachyose, 
and verbascose from soybeans. They found that Sephadex 

G-15, which may be applied to compounds with molecular 
weights below 1500, was superior to carbon column 
chromatography, especially for isolating and purifying 
stachyose. The Sephadex G-15 elutes fi rst the highest 
molecular weights whereas the carbon column elutes the 
lowest molecular weight.
 The sugars were extracted from both the defatted raw 
and autoclaved fl akes. The melting points and specifi c 
rotations were determined on the sugars and their acetate 
derivatives, and are reported for sucrose, raffi nose, and 
stachyose in tabular form.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2020) that 
mentions “verbascose,” a soybean oligosaccharide. Address: 
Japan.

1749. Narasaki, Teiichi. 1966. Enzymatic hydrolysis of 
soybean polysaccharides. I. Hydrolysis of the hemicellulose 
B-1 of soybean cotyledons by Taka-diastase. Kagawa 
Daigaku Nogakubu Gakujutsu Hokoku (Technical Bulletin 
of Faculty of Agriculture, Kagawa University) 18(1):16-22. 
Oct. [5 ref. Eng; jap]
• Summary: Taka-diastase liberated xylose, arabinose, 
galactose, galacturonic acid in the hydrolyzate and gave an 
unhydrolyzable polysaccharide residue rich in rhamnose, 
fucose, xylose, glucose, and galacturonic acid. Moreover, 
fi ve intermediate hydrolysis products were formed in an 
early stage of the incubation and two of them remained 
unchanged in the hydrolyzate after 48 hours of incubation. 
Address: Lab. of Agricultural Products Technology, Kagawa 
Univ., Japan.

1750. Smith, Allan K. 1966. Grundlagen des Stickstoff–
Protein–Umrechnungskoeffi zienten fuer Soja-Protein, 
bezogen auf den Naehrwert [Basis of nitrogen to protein 
conversion factor for soy protein in relation to nutritive 
value]. Fleischwirtschaft (Die) 46(10):1106-10. Oct. [38 ref. 
Ger; Eng; fre; spa]
• Summary: “It has come to the writer’s attention that an 
issue has been raised in a recent article ‘On the Biological 
Value of Soy Protein and Sodium Caseinate’ appearing 
in Die Fleischwirtschaft, Nr. 12/1965, pp. 1432-33 (1), 
concerning the nitrogen to protein conversion factor for 
isolated soy protein. As one who has for many years been 
occupied with studies on preparation and properties of soy 
protein in various aspects including nitrogen content and 
factor (2, 3), properties (4), food uses (5), and amino acid 
composition (6, 7), it is disturbing that this article attempts to 
demean the nutritive value of soy protein by placing undue 
emphasis on its nitrogen to protein conversion factor.
 “Apparently there is a confusion on the part of the 
authors of this article (1) with respect to the term ‘Biological 
Value’ and the more general term ‘Nutritive Value,’ as 
used by nutritionists...” Address: 6026 Charlotte Dr., New 
Orleans, Louisiana 70122.
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1751. Sorenson, W.G.; Hesseltine, C.W. 1966. Carbon and 
nitrogen utilization by Rhizopus oligosporus. Mycologia 
58(5):681-89. Sept/Oct. [13 ref]
• Summary: “The utilization of various carbon and nitrogen 
compounds by Rhizopus oligosporus Saito NRRL 2710 
was investigated. The principal components of the soluble 
carbohydrates of soybeans, i.e., stachyose, raffi nose, 
and sucrose, were not utilized as sole sources of carbon. 
Common sugars such as glucose, fructose, galactose, and 
maltose supported excellent growth as did xylose. Various 
vegetable oils could be substituted for sugars as sources of 
carbon with excellent growth.
 “Ammonium salts and such amino acids as proline, 
glycine, aspartic acid, and leucine were excellent sources 
of nitrogen. Other amino acids were less suitable, and 
tryptophan supported no growth at all. Sodium nitrate was 
not utilized as the sole source of nitrogen. Experiments with 
citrate-buffered media demonstrated that R. oligosporus 
grows well at a pH as low as 2.6-3.0.” Address: Northern 
Regional Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois.

1752. Swaminathan, M. 1966. The use of soyabean and its 
products in feeding infants and in the prevention of protein 
malnutrition in weaned infants and pre-school children in 
developing countries. Indian J. of Nutrition and Dietetics 
3(4):138-50. Oct. [63 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Chemical composition: 
Carbohydrates, fat, minerals, vitamins, proteins. Factors 
affecting the nutritive value of soya proteins: Trypsin and 
growth inhibitors, heat processing, other factors. Nutritive 
value of soya proteins (with or without methionine 
supplementation): Experiments with animals, experiments 
with human beings, supplementary value to other food 
proteins. Processed foods from soyabean for feeding 
infants and preschool children: Milk substitutes and infant 
foods, processed protein foods based on soya (soya fl our, 
Multipurpose Food or MPF, soup powder). Foods based on 
soyabean and other oilseed meals: Precooked roller dried 
foods, extrusion-cooked full-fat soybean fl our. Other soya 
products (soy protein isolate, tofu, natto, miso, tempeh, soy 
sauce). Conclusion. Address: Central Food Technological 
Research Inst. (CFTRI), Mysore, India.

1753. Wenger Mixer Manufacturing. 1966. Wenger cooked 
foods low cost answer to protein malnutrition (Ad). Soybean 
Digest. Oct. p. 19.
• Summary: “Since development of the Wenger process 
for cooking full fat soybeans, people everywhere can have 
access to low cost protein-enriched diets. Wenger’s new and 
simple system of producing full fat soy granules or fl our–at 
rates of 600 to 4,000 pounds per hour–ensures:
 “Low processing costs. A bland and palatable end 
product. Top biological value of proteins and vitamins. 

Effective control of growth inhibitors. Trouble-less control of 
sanitation. Long shelf life and product stability.”
 “The same basic Wenger process will also cook 
complete protein enriched foods in which blends of ground 
soybeans and locally available cereal carbohydrates are 
gelatinized and expanded in palatable forms as beads, 
fl akes or wafers. Consumption may be through these 
palatable forms, or the precooked food may be reduced 
to fl our or reconstituted as a liquid, gruel, pasta, or atole. 
Request complete information on this most important recent 
development in protein enriched foods.” Address: 1802 
Federal Reserve Bank Bldg., Kansas City, Missouri 64106. 
Phone: 816 BA 1-5084.

1754. Lis, Halina; Fridman, Celia; Sharon, N.; Katchalski, 
E. 1966. Multiple hemagglutinins in soybean. Archives of 
Biochemistry and Biophysics 117(2):301-09. Nov. [18 ref]
• Summary: Many plants are known to contain proteins 
with hemagglutinating activity (lectins). The soybean 
hemagglutinin (SBH) was fi rst isolated in 1952 by Liener 
and Pallansch. In this study, soybean oil meal was found to 
contain four distinct hemagglutinins chromatographically 
separable on columns of DEAE-cellulose. The most 
abundant one is identical with that previously described 
by Liener and Pallansch. The four hemagglutinins are 
all glycoproteins containing mannose and glucosamine. 
Address: Dep. of Biophysics, The Weizmann Inst. of 
Science, Rehovoth, Israel.

1755. Rackis, J.J. 1966. Soybean trypsin inhibitors: Their 
inactivation during meal processing. Food Technology 
20(11):102-04. Nov. [17 ref]
• Summary: The four known factors of trypsin inhibitor 
activity can be readily inactivated by steaming soy fl akes at 
100ºC for 15 minutes. Address: Northern Regional Research 
Lab., Peoria, Illinois 61604.

1756. Saio, Kyoko; Watanabe, Tokuji. 1966. Preliminary 
investigation on protein bodies of soybean seeds. 
Agricultural and Biological Chemistry 30(11):1133-38. Nov. 
[11 ref]
• Summary: Note: This is the second earliest document seen 
(Feb. 2004) that describes the use of an electron microscope 
to examine soybeans or soyfoods. Address: Food Research 
Inst., Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry, Japan.

1757. Yasumatsu, Kkatsuhara; Ohno, M.; Tobari, M.; 
Shimazono, H. 1966. Studies on the enzymes produced by 
Trametes sanguinea. III. Solubilization of yeast and soybean 
meal by the enzymes from Trametes sanguinea. Hakko 
Kogaku Zasshi (J. of Fermentation Technology) 44(11):847-
53. Nov. [18 ref. Eng]
• Summary: “In the light of food ingredients, the hydrolyzate 
by the enzymatic hydrolysis was better than that by acid 
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hydrolysis, because the former was richer in vitamin content, 
poorer in amount of sodium chloride, higher in the yield 
of nitrogen and better in fl avor.” Address: Technological 
Research Laboratories, R&D Div., Takeda Chemical Ind., 
Ltd., Higashiyodogawa-ku, Osaka, Japan.

1758. Calloway, Doris Howes; Colasito, D.J.; Mathews, 
R.D. 1966. Gases produced by human intestinal microfl ora. 
Nature (London) 212(5067):1238. Dec. 10. [5 ref]
• Summary: This article begins: “Nitrogen, carbon dioxide 
and hydrogen are normally present in samples of human 
colonic fl atus, although they may occur in widely differing 
proportions; oxygen is nearly always found and, sometimes, 
methane and hydrogen sulphide (1). The hydrogen and 
methane must clearly be produced endogenously presumably 
from bacterial metabolism, because both are almost absent 
from or present in extremely low concentration in air.” 
Address: Stanford Research Inst., Menlo Park, California.

1759. Hartwig, Edgar E. 1966. Breeding better soybeans: 
today’s high-protein soybean varieties are products of 
intensive breeding research on thousands of Asian strains 
introduced over a 150-year period. Plant Food Review 
12(4):11-13. Winter.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Day length sensitivity 
[photoperiod]. Few varieties necessary (“In 1963, 40 
varieties accounted for 98 per cent of the U.S. acreage and 10 
varieties accounted for 82 per cent. Four varieties: Harosoy, 
Clark, Lee, and Hawkeye alone were grown on 56 per cent 
of the acreage”). Yield-limiting factors (such as disease-
causing organisms, insects, and loss of seed by shattering). 
Progress at intervals (“Ogden, a Group VI variety released 
by the Tennessee Agricultural Experiment Station in 1942, 
played a large role in getting soybean production underway 
in the South”). Conquering a disease (Phytophthora rot). 
Nematodes–another problem. Type of growth important 
(indeterminate vs. determinate). Oil and protein factors 
(Breeders are switching from focus on more oil to more 
protein). Summary.
 “Increased research on soybeans for the production of 
seed for processing in the South was initiated by the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture in cooperation with the state 
experiment stations in 1943. The fi rst varieties to come 
from this program were Jackson, released in 1953, and Lee, 
released in 1954. Both have as one of their parents strains 
introduced from Nanking, China, about 1927. These strains 
made excellent growth in the South and had resistance 
to many of the diseases common to the area, but had 
undesirable qualities making them unsuitable for wide-scale 
production.
 “Lee combined the qualities of excellent shatter 
resistance, plus resistance to the diseases bacterial pustule, 
wildfi re, frogeye, and purple seed stain, and moderate 
resistance to target spot and phytophthora rot. In 1963, Lee 

was grown on nearly 60 per cent of the southern acreage. 
In addition, Lee, or a sister line, is a parent of Hill, Bragg, 
Hampton, and Semmes. Bragg is taller and later maturing 
than Lee, and incorporates most of the qualities of Lee, 
plus resistance to root knot nematodes similar to Jackson. It 
gives promise of being widely accepted by growers in the 
Southeast.”
 “Oil and Protein Factors: Major emphasis in breeding 
has been given toward developing varieties having a high 
percentage of oil. Average composition of present varieties 
is 21 per cent oil and 40.5 per cent protein on a dry matter 
basis. However, expanded markets for protein within the 
U.S. and the industrial nations of the world have made 
protein the most valuable portion of the seed today. On 
the basis of 10-year average prices for protein and oil, the 
protein portion of the seed has been worth 58 per cent of the 
total value.
 “Considerable variability exists among soybean 
genotypes for protein and oil content of the seed. Oil and 
protein contents in the seed are negatively correlated. Thus, 
as we increase protein content by 10 per cent, we can expect 
a nearly similar percentage reduction in oil.
 “It seems logical that greater effort should be given 
toward developing productive types having a higher protein 
content. Types used as sources of genes for high protein have 
poor agronomic qualities. Several cycles of breeding are 
required to incorporate higher protein with good agronomic 
qualities. Progress in this program is still behind that for 
developing improved high oil varieties. Comparative data 
are presented in Table 1 for a standard variety and two high-
protein strains.
 “Another strain, D60-9647, has produced seed yields 
equal to Lee when grown on Sharkey clay, as observed in 
Table 2.
 “Feeding trials comparing protein from high-protein 
strains with that from standard varieties indicate that they 
are biologically equal. Results are encouraging that highly 
productive, high-protein varieties can be made available 
when a demand develops.
 “Summary: Great progress has been made in developing 
disease-resistant and more productive soybean varieties 
adapted to different regions of the U.S. The soybean plant is 
becoming a more effi cient factory in producing protein and 
oil. Like any other factory, water and raw materials must not 
be limiting at any time, and improved future management 
will play a big role in providing these as required for most 
economical yields.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2018) 
describing Dr. Hartwig’s new work in developing soybean 
varieties with higher protein content. Address: 1. Research 
Agronomist, Crops Research Div., USDA, and Mississippi 
Agric. Exp. Station, Stoneville.

1760. Hesseltine, C.W.; Shotwell, Odette L.; Ellis, J.J.; 
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Stubblefi eld, R.D. 1966. Afl atoxin formation by Aspergillus 
fl avus. Bacteriological Reviews 30(4):795-805. Dec. [39 ref]
• Summary: Introduction. Fungi producing afl atoxins and 
other toxins of A. fl avus. Natural occurrence of afl atoxin. 
Factors affecting afl atoxin formation in nature. Production 
of afl atoxin in culture. Afl atoxin studies at the Northern 
Regional Research Laboratory.
 The occurrence of mycotoxins has been known for 
several decades. In 1913 Alsberg and Black of the USDA 
studied the biochemistry of toxins of certain molds isolated 
from corn meal. Penicillium puberulum was found to 
produce penicillic acid which was toxic. Interest in afl atoxins 
arose after the death of a large number of young turkeys 
in Great Britain in 1960. At least 4 afl atoxins are known to 
exist, produced by certain strains of Aspergillus fl avus Link, 
A. parasiticus Speare, and Penicillium puberulum Bainier.

“Aspergillus oryzae and its near relatives are widely 
used in the preparation of koji for such food fermentations 
as shoyu (soy sauce), miso, black beans [fermented black 
soybeans], and sake” (p. 802). A. oryzae is a close relative 
of A. fl avus; they are distinguished on the basis of minor 
morphological characteristics. Afl atoxin has been found on 
only two commercial commodities: Peanuts and cottonseed 
cake. Although A. fl avus can be made to grow on soybeans, 
none of the strains produced much afl atoxin regardless of the 
conditions. Afl atoxins have not been found in commercial 
soyfoods produced by Aspergillus oryzae.
 The authors obtained very low toxin production (0.03 
micrograms/milliliter) on pearled soybeans (Hawkeye 
variety) using a strain of Aspergillus fl avus.
 Note: This is the 2nd earliest document seen (Nov. 
2020) that uses the word “afl atoxins” in connection with 
soybeans. But a world class microbiologist demonstrates that 
afl atoxins do not form on soybeans or fermented soyfoods, 
such as shoyu, miso, and fermented black soybeans. Address: 
Northern Regional Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois.

1761. Howell, R.W. 1966. Challenge to soybean research 
(Editorial). Plant Food Review 12(4):1. Winter.
• Summary: “The soybean is a prime resource in today’s 
battle against hunger. Food has never been more plentiful 
and of higher quality, yet starvation threatens even more as 
we seek better nutrition and as we fi nd ever more billions of 
mouths around the world’s tables. We will never succeed in 
feeding the world without the most effi cient system of food 
production possible.
 “Some have said that an inherent ceiling limits soybean 
yields. This assertion is clearly denied by a verifi ed farmer 
yield of more than 82 bushels, yet the advance in average 
yields remains painfully slow. We know there are problems 
of management, such as water use, fertilization, disease 
and pest control, which are so eloquently described in 
this journal, and we know a lot about how to deal with 
these problems. Why can we not write a prescription for a 

50-bushel yield?
 “No other plant or animal can match the soybean in 
converting the raw materials of the soil and air to nutritious 
protein, the leading defi cit in many diets. But Glycine max 
will not attain its destiny with yields that continue to make it 
only ‘number two’ in the minds of farmers.
 Herein is the most important challenge to soybean 
workers: How can we increase soybean yields today, and do 
it in a way that will be profi table to the grower? We should 
be seeking state averages of 50 bushels, not 30!
 “The emphasis must be on progress now. We have 
high production genotypes. Why is their average yield 
so far below their potential? More and better research 
and extension are needed: (1) to defi ne and describe the 
critical elements of the environment and to teach growers 
how to manipulate them for maximum production; (2) to 
develop better and cheaper means of controlling diseases 
and pests, and to see that they are practiced; (3) to get still 
better combinations of high-yield genes; (4) to improve 
the amount and quality of protein and oil; (5) to eliminate 
antinutritional elements; and (6) to develop better equipment 
and management techniques, and other factors.
 “No one has a better opportunity than the soybean 
researcher to make a priceless contribution to human 
welfare–will we meet the test?
 “Our limits will be fi xed only by the depth of our 
vision.”
 On the cover: “Soybeans–Today’s Wonder Crop.” 
Address: Chief, Oilseed and Industrial Crops Research 
Branch, Crops Research Div., ARS, USDA, Beltsville, 
Maryland.

1762. Randolph, Chet. 1966. New vegetable protein foods 
are now available: International Protein Conference [at 
Peoria]. Soybean Digest. Dec. p. 9-10.
• Summary: “Over 250 people attended the International 
Conference on Soybean Protein Foods at Peoria, Illinois, 
Oct. 17-19. They came from many states, nine countries, and 
the United Nations.
 “At a similar conference 5 years ago many questions 
were raised as to how we might meet the protein needs of 
the world and whether or not the necessary foods could be 
developed and marketed successfully. At this conference it 
became clear that scientists have developed the formulas and 
techniques and that foods are now available from vegetable 
protein sources. How to distribute or market the foods is not 
so clear.
 “Orville G. Bentley, dean of the College of Agriculture 
at the University of Illinois, who opened the conference, 
referred to the soybean as the golden nugget of the Orient 
that is now recognized worldwide as the effi cient producer of 
high-quality protein and oil. The United States produces 71% 
of the world soybean supply.
 “The need for protein in the underdeveloped countries 
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was clearly reestablished at the conference. Dr. Ricardo 
Bressani, of the division of agricultural and food chemistry 
in Guatemala, Dr. Fred T. Sai of the University of Ghana 
Medical School, and Dr. Kamaluddin Ahinad of the 
University of Dacca in East Pakistan all reported graphically 
the need for protein, especially for children and in particular 
those just weaned. In the underdeveloped areas the infant 
is taken from the mother’s breast and abruptly placed 
on a starch gruel which may be made from corn, casava 
[cassava], or rice. At the very time when they need the 
greatest protection against childhood diseases they are given 
a strange gruel, in many cases with only half the protein 
requirements.
 “Several men in the medical profession reported on 
experimental work proving that vegetable sources can supply 
the needed protein where milk is not available or is too high 
priced. Dr. George C. Graham of Baltimore City Hospitals 
[Maryland] reported on a detailed study of undernourished 
infants who responded to vegetable proteins. Dr. Po-Chao 
Huang of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology had 
returned to his native Formosa where he had an experiment 
with 57 babies that averaged 3 months of age. He compared 
cow’s milk, soy beverage, and some soy fl our and rice 
formulas. In all cases he found that the growth rate, skin 
texture and smile of the babies were equal whether the 
protein was from vegetable or milk protein sources. He even 
had two sets of identical twins which added to the study.
 “Sales of Incaparina: John W. Money with Quaker Oats 
Co., working in Colombia in South America, reported that 
Incaparina was beyond the experimental stage and they were 
actually selling it. This high-protein formula is supplying 
the protein needs of children in that area to the equivalent 
of 5 million glasses of milk a month. They have priced their 
product just below the second staple food, rice.
 “We had reports of the many uses of soy fl our and 
soy grits and beverages that can come in an almost infi nite 
variety of forms. One type of soy fl our is used in baked 
goods, another in doughnuts. Soy grits are widely used in 
dog food, with another type of soy fl our fi nding increased 
use as a calf milk replacer. Different companies are prepared 
to sell soy fi ber foods with fl avors similar to those of fi sh, 
ham, chicken, or pizza. Dr. Arthur D. Odell of General Mills, 
Inc., reported on the techniques and sales of their meat-
like products made from modifi ed vegetable tissues. Such 
items as their bacon chips are on the market and beyond the 
research stage.
 “Others reported on sales of the modifi ed vegetable 
proteins to hotels and restaurants. This is the sophisticated 
type of food that goes with a suitable income. People enjoy it 
as a convenience item.
 “We had a report on several formulations of very basic 
foods primarily for nutrition to sell at the lowest possible 
cost. General Mills, Archer Daniels Midland Co., Central 
Soya, and Ralston Purina Co. have highly specialized 

machinery and equipment for spinning the fi bers or preparing 
the foods.
 “Gus C. Mustakas of the Northern Regional Research 
Laboratory at Peoria, Ill., reported on his work to develop a 
simple technique that can be used in any village in India or 
Ghana. This involved soaking the soybeans in a sack, boiling 
on an open fi re and running through a small hand grinder. He 
reported that with such simple equipment they could make 
300 pounds a day to provide half the daily protein needs of 
1,600 people.
 “It was agreed that one of the big needs is for more 
know-how in marketing in many areas of the world where 
cultural, ethnic, and religious backgrounds and tastes vary so 
widely. Dale W. Johnson, executive vice president of Crest 
Products, Inc., and Hugh Robinson of Foreign Agricultural 
Service, Washington, D.C., among others, reported on 
the complexities of the problems that must be overcome, 
including the tariffs and government restrictions, as well as 
such things as the taste habits and advertising patterns in the 
many different countries.
 “Dr. Sai told of Ghana farmers who were quite pleased 
with the new soybeans they were taught to raise. There 
was a celebration at harvest time. But they will never raise 
soybeans again in that area. The reason is that it took so long 
to cook the soybeans that all of the fuel in that area was used 
up before the winter was over.
 “Soybeans in India: Stories were told of planting 
soybeans in India. But at harvest time there was no place to 
sell them because of the lack of processing facilities. The 
University of Illinois indicated they will cooperate with 
India to use soybeans as a teaching tool, in which they are 
stressing the interdependence of the experiment stations, 
extension, and teaching. This is the basis of our Land Grant 
Colleges, but it is something new in other parts of the world. 
They feel that even if soybeans are not successful in India 
the teaching techniques will be worthwhile. They plan to 
approach the problem on a team basis, taking into account 
not only production but also processing, distribution, and 
food uses and tastes.
 “Dr. Joseph J. Rackis of the Northern Laboratory and 
Dr. Frederic R. Steggerda of the University of Illinois 
reported considerable progress in overcoming the fl avor and 
fl atulence (gas) problems in soybeans.
 “Dr. Edwin W. Meyer of Central Soya predicted that 
some day, when the volume is high enough, a 70%-protein 
product can be sold as low as 130 per pound. Some 
companies reported success in the products that will go 
through freezing and then heating, such as added chunks in 
frozen corn that is then heated for food for the table.
 “Dr. Odell reported that two University of Iowa men, 
working with prisoners, found an excellent response in adult 
human volunteers who subsisted on a strictly vegetable 
source of protein. After 6 months they were in excellent 
health.
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 “Other nutrition studies by the Wisconsin Alumni 
Association, as well as those in Guatemala, indicate that 
enough is known now about soy protein so that it can be 
utilized as the sole source of protein, with no adverse effects 
on any species of animal on which it is tested. Dr. Odell 
indicated that it need not cost more than one-half low-quality 
hamburger per unit of protein. However, again soy foods in 
this country are expected to fi nd their way into new markets 
mostly as convenience foods.
 “Dr. Clifford W. Hesseltine of the Northern Laboratory 
reported a former worker is now in Indonesia supplying 
low-cost protein foods at cost to students and faculty at his 
university.
 “Dr. Lester J. Teply of UNICEF reported that while 
the soybean is native to the Orient and has been known for 
centuries, it has not been generally substituted for milk, 
contrary to popular belief. That is why this is a new area. The 
familiarity of the Orientals with soybeans may make it easier 
to introduce soy beverage to provide children with needed 
protein after weaning. (Some soy milk has been available in 
the Orient due to the efforts of such men as Harry W. Miller 
and K.S. Lo.)
 “Dr. George L. Mehren, Assistant Secretary of 
Agriculture, said if we can add protein to the rice, corn, and 
casava [cassava] already in the diet and get it to the children 
we can make a dent in the serious problems of malnutrition. 
He added his offi cial voice to the call for immediate action.
 “It was made clear at the conference that the need 
is there. Scientists have developed the foods and the 
techniques. There is no doubt now as to the direction we 
must take. The question now is how do we move in specifi c 
areas and how soon are we prepared to move.”
 Across the top of the fi rst page is a portrait photo of 7 of 
the conference speakers. Address: Field Director, American 
Soybean Assoc.

1763. Product Name:  Loma Linda Hi-So-Pro (Powdered 
Soymilk for Diabetics. Low in Fat and Salt and 
Carbohydrates).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Loma Linda Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address:  11503 Pierce St., Riverside, CA 
92505.
Date of Introduction:  1966.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  12 oz. can.
New Product–Documentation:  Today’s Food. 1966. 
Wholesale price list. 1968. Sold in 12 oz. cans for $1.42 
retail.

1764. Tung, T-C.; Huang, P-C.; Wei, H-Y. 1966. Feeding 
of infants with toasted full fat soybean foods enriched with 
methionine (Abstract). In: Seventh International Congress on 
Nutrition. See p. 247. *
Address: 1. Chung-Ta-Cheng, Chairman, Dep. of 
Biochemistry, College of Medicine, National Taiwan Univ.; 

3. Wei Huo-Yao, Prof. of Pediatrics, and Dean, College of 
Medicine, National Taiwan Univ.

1765. Vermeersch, G.; Vanschoubroek, F. 1966. Het 
mechanisme van de groeiremming veroorzaakt door rauwe 
sojaboonen en -melen bij éénmagige dieren [The mechanism 
of growth inhibition caused by raw soybeans, and soybean 
meal in monogastric animals]. Vlaams Diergeneeskundig 
Tijdschrift 35:201. [Dut]*

1766. Vermeersch, G.; Vanschoubroek, F. 1966. Snelle 
laboratoriummethodes vor het bepalen van een optimale 
verhitting van sojaboonen en -melen [Rapid laboratory 
methods vor determining optimal heating of soybeans and 
soybean meal]. Vlaams Diergeneeskundig Tijdschrift 35:285. 
[Dut]*

1767. Akinrele, I.A. 1966. A biochemical study of the 
traditional method of preparation of ogi and its effects on 
the nutritive value of corn. PhD thesis, University of Ibadan, 
Nigeria. *
• Summary: There are considerable losses of nutrients 
(especially protein and calcium) during ogi processing. The 
biological quality of the protein in ogi was so poor that it 
did not support growth in rats, but when it was fortifi ed with 
30% heat-treated whole soy fl our, the protein effi ciency 
ratio (PER) increased threefold, making the protein usability 
almost equal to that of casein.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Oct. 2012) in which Nigerian ogi is fortifi ed with 
soy fl our. Ogi is a fermented maize / corn product widely 
consumed in southern Nigeria. Address: Univ. of Ibadan, 
Nigeria.

1768. Ambrose, Anthony M. 1966. Naturally occurring 
antienzymes (inhibitors). In: Food Protection Committee, 
Food and Nutrition Board, National Academy of Sciences, 
National Research Council. 1966. Toxicants Occurring 
Naturally in Foods. Washington, DC: National Academy 
of Sciences. 301 p. See p. 105-11. National Academy of 
Sciences, Natural Research Council, Publication No. 1354. 
[35 ref]
• Summary: “This review is restricted to the proteolytic 
enzyme inhibitors that occur naturally in foods and feeds 
normally consumed by man and animals.” Raw soybeans 
contain a trypsin inhibitor. Address: Prof. of Pharmacology, 
Medical College of Virginia.

1769. Aspinall, G.O.; Hunt, K.; Morrison, I.M. 1966. 
Polysaccharides of soy-beans. II. Fractionation of hull cell-
wall polysaccharides and the structure of a xylan. J. of the 
Chemical Society C: Organic (London) 1966:1945-49. [8 ref]
• Summary: “Extraction of soy-bean hulls with water at 
room temperature and at 60º furnishes two galactomannan 
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fractions which differ only in the proportions of the two 
constituent sugars.”
 Such extraction also furnishes several acidic 
polysaccharide fractions in addition to the galactomannans 
and the xylan whose structures have been established. 
Address: Dep. of Chemistry, Univ. of Edinburgh [Scotland, 
UK].

1770. Burkill, I.H. 1966. Dictionary of the economic 
products of the Malay Peninsula, 2nd ed. 2 vols. Kuala 
Lumpur, Malaysia: Ministry of Agriculture and Co-
operatives. xiv + 2444 p. See vol. 1 (A-H), p. 1098-1103. 
Index. 24 cm. [11 ref]
• Summary: Information on the soy bean (Glycine max) is 
found under Glycine. Contents: Origin. Man has selected 
the more tropical races and is still selecting. Search for a 
race suitable for Malaya. Java, long ago, found one suitable 
for the drier parts of the island. Secondary uses as fodder, 
a cover crop, and green manure. High food-value of the 
seed. The seed, ripe or nearly ripe, as food. Its special use 
in diabetes. Artifi cial milk. Vegetable casein [for industrial 
uses]. substitute for coffee. Seedlings [sprouts] eaten. Sauces, 
&c., from the bean. Témpé made in Malaysia with the aid 
of a fungus. Teou-fu [tofu] prepared by the Chinese. Tao-
cho prepared [in Java] with the aid of fungus. Sho-yu or soy 
kechap. Miso, a Japanese preparation. The making of soy 
kechap in Java. Organisms in fermentation. Oil [soy-bean 
oil, or kachang oil]. Criminal use (hairs on the pods cause 
irritation within the digestive tract). Fibre (in the stem). Joss 
sticks (Ash of the stem is said to be used in joss-sticks in 
Indo-China). The soybean is frequently cultivated in Burma 
and Siam.
 A photo (frontispiece) facing the title page shows Isaac 
Henry Burkill (1870-1965). This second edition is only 
slightly different from the original 1935 edition of which 
2,000 copies were sold. This edition was published on 
behalf of the governments of Malaysia and Singapore by the 
Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives, Kuala Lumpur, 
Malaysia. Address: Director of Gardens, Straits Settlements 
(Singapore; 1912-1925).

1771. Gould, Robert F. ed. 1966. World protein resources. 
Advances in Chemistry Series No. 57. xv + 285 p. (American 
Chemical Society, Washington, DC). [200* ref]
• Summary: Contains 20 papers from a symposium 
sponsored by the Division of Agricultural and Food 
Chemistry at the 150th meeting of the American Chemical 
Society, Atlantic City, New Jersey. Held 13-15 Sept. 1965. 
Aaron M. Altschul, Symposium Chairman. The papers are 
divided into the following groups: Outlook (6 papers), seed 
protein products (5), protein quality factors (4), and future 
developments (5). Contains a memorial tribute to Maurice 
Pate (1894-1965).
 The Preface begins: “In the totality of the problem of 

overcoming the world food shortage, providing suffi cient 
protein occupies a special place, fi rst because it affects 
primarily children–not only as children in terms of their 
survival, but also in terms of their growth and development. 
Evidence is accumulating that protein defi ciency during the 
preschool years could result in retarded mental and physical 
development. This problem also occupies a special place 
because it is becoming clear that to produce the amounts 
of protein concentrate needed, it will not be enough to 
extend the present ‘classical’ methods of producing animal 
protein; there will be the need to develop and exploit other 
sources of protein concentrate ranging from fi sh and oilseeds 
to petroleum.” Address: American Chemical Society, 
Washington, DC.

1772. Hooks, Robert Dave. 1966. Effect of raw soybeans 
upon pancreatic function and performance of pigs. PhD 
thesis, Iowa State University. 151 p. Page 3733 in volume 
27/11-B of Dissertation Abstracts International. *
Address: Iowa State Univ., Ames, Iowa.

1773. Khayambashi, Hassan. 1966. Studies on soybean 
trypsin inhibitors and mechanism by which they evoke 
pancreatic enzyme secretion in the rat. PhD thesis, 
University of California–Berkeley. 103 p. Page 3579 in 
volume 27/10-B of Dissertation Abstracts International. *
Address: Univ. of California–Berkeley.

1774. Lepovsky, Samuel. 1966. Antivitamins in foods. In: 
Food Protection Committee, Food and Nutrition Board, 
National Academy of Sciences, National Research Council. 
1966. Toxicants Occurring Naturally in Foods. Washington, 
DC: National Academy of Sciences. 301 p. See p. 98-104. 
National Academy of Sciences, Natural Research Council, 
Publication No. 1354. [51* ref]
• Summary: Antivitamin A: Raw soybeans contain 
lipoxidase, which oxidizes and destroys carotene (vitamin 
A).
 Antivitamin K: Raw soybeans show anticoagulant 
properties that are not reversed by vitamin K. These 
anticoagulant properties are attributed to the antitrypsin of 
the raw soybeans.
 Antivitamin B-12: “High-protein diets increase 
requirements for vitamin B-12. Ingestion of raw soybeans 
rich in antiproteolytic activity also increases requirement of 
B-12...”
 Note: this is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2018) that 
uses the word “antivitamins” or “antivitamin” in connection 
with soybeans. Address: Dep. of Poultry Husbandry, Univ. of 
California, Berkeley.

1775. Liener, Irwin E. 1966. Hemagglutinins in foods. In: 
Food Protection Committee, Food and Nutrition Board, 
National Academy of Sciences, National Research Council. 
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1966. Toxicants Occurring Naturally in Foods. Washington, 
DC: National Academy of Sciences. 301 p. See p. 51-57. 
National Academy of Sciences, Natural Research Council, 
Publication No. 1354. [57* ref]
• Summary: “The presence of substances in legumes that 
have the ability to agglutinate the red blood cells from 
various species of animals has long been recognized (2-
7). These hemagglutinins are protein in nature and are 
sometimes referred to as phytoagglutinins or lectins (8); their 
distribution among the legumes is shown in Table I” which 
lists 13 common legumes (including the peanut, soybean, 
sweet pea, lentil, mung bean, lima bean and navy bean).
 The soybean hemagglutinin has been reported to 
comprise about 3.2 of the defatted soybean meal. Ricin, the 
hemagglutinin derived from the castor bean, is highly toxic.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (July 2020) that 
uses the word “lectins” (or “lectin”) to refer to a type of soy 
proteins which are also called hemagglutinins. Address: Dep. 
of Biochemistry, Univ. of Minnesota, St. Paul.

1776. Murata, Kiku; Ikehata, H. 1966. Hemolysis 
preventing antioxidant activity of synthesized 6.7.4’ 
-trihydroxyisofl avone and that isolated from tempeh. In: 
1966. Proceedings of the Seventh International Congress of 
Nutrition, Hamburg. Braunschweig, West Germany: Verlag 
Friedr. Vieweg & Sohn GmbH. See vol. 5, p. 656-59. [3 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Synthesis of 6.7.4’ 
-trihydroxyisofl avone and its derivatives and their biological 
activities. Antihemolytic activities of tempeh with different 
fermentation times. Production of Beta-glucosidase activity 
in Rhizopus oligosporus. Summary. Address: Osaka City 
Univ., Osaka, Japan.

1777. Mustakas, Gus C.; Griffi n, E.L., Jr.; Sohns, V.E. 1966. 
Full-fat soybean fl ours by continuous extrusion cooking. 
Advances in Chemistry Series No. 57. p. 101-11. Chap. 8. 
(World Protein Resources). [5 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Summary. Introduction. Extrusion 
cooking of soybeans. Discussion: Removal of growth 
inhibitors (assays for trypsin inhibitor and urease 
activity), proximate analyses of fl ours, animal feeding 
tests (rats, broiler chicks), fl avor evaluation and stability, 
clinical testing with infants, cost study, conclusion, 
acknowledgment. Discussion: (1) Oak B. Smith of Wenger 
Mixer Manufacturing Co., Sabetha, Kansas. (2) M.L. Anson. 
Address: Northern Regional Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois 
61604.

1778. National Academy of Sciences, National Research 
Council, Food and Nutrition Board, Food Protection 
Committee. 1966. Toxicants occurring naturally in foods. 
Washington, DC: NRC Press. 301 p. National Academy of 
Sciences, Natural Research Council, Publication No. 1354.
• Summary: Five of the chapters discuss soybeans; each 

is cited separately: Goitrogens in foods, by J.H. Wills, Jr. 
Estrogens in foods, by Martin Stob. Hemagglutinins in 
foods, by Irwin E. Liener. Antivitamins in foods, by Samuel 
Lepovsky. Naturally occurring antienzymes (inhibitors), by 
Anthony M. Ambrose. Address: Washington, DC.

1779. Odendaal, W.A. 1966. Experiences in development of 
ProNutro in South Africa. In: Preschool Child Malnutrition, 
Primary Deterrent to Human Progress. An International 
Conference on Prevention of Malnutrition in the Pre-School 
Child, Washington, D.C., December 7-11, 1964. 317+ p. See 
p. 224-32. Chap. 21. [15 ref]
• Summary: “Way back in 1944, I myself, at that time 
a member of the Pretoria Medical School, started 
investigations on a suitable substitute for meat (1). Hind 
Bros., however, started in 1937 to provide an inexpensive 
and nutritious food for the masses (2).”
 “Great interest is already refl ected in the Republic, in its 
Agricultural Departments (Technical Services, Economics 
and Marketing) for the production of soya beans, an 
ingredient of ProNutro, as an alternative to maize. Incentive 
prices are offered by Hind Bros. to farmers not only to 
produce more soya, but also to produce soya of a good 
quality. We have already encountered soya of a poor quality, 
which affected the ProNutro protein detrimentally. A price 
of 7 Rand (1 Rand {100 cents} = about US$1.30) per 200 
lbs delivered at the factory is offered, based on a protein 
content of 35 per cent, calculated on a dry basis and using 
the factor N x 5.71; a premium of 20 cents per 200 lbs soya 
is paid for every additional 1 per cent, and 20 cents again 
deducted for every percentage point drop below 35 per cent. 
Foods commonly used in animal feeds, such as skimmed 
milk, wheat germ, fi sh-protein concentrates, food yeast, bone 
meal, legumes and pulses, and others, can in this way also be 
diverted to human consumption.”
 As indicated in my opening remarks, Hind Bros. 
embarked on the manufacture of an inexpensive and 
nutritious food in 1937 at the request of Dr. F.W. Fox, 
who at that time headed the Biochemistry and Nutrition 
Division of the South African Institute for Medical Research 
in Johannesburg. This was a high-quality protein food 
consisting mainly of skim-milk powder and defatted soya 
bean meal. It was called by a Zulu name Incumbe, meaning 
a maize (corn) gruel prepared by the Zulu mother to feed her 
baby. The label showed an African baby, with the feeding 
directions given only in four African languages, eliminating 
English and Afrikaans languages entirely from the label. 
The consumer price was fi xed so as to meet the purchasing 
power of the lower-income groups. To achieve this meant 
sacrifi cing profi ts and relying on greater output as the sole 
means of reducing overheads. Incumbe sales continued 
to increase until 1956, when they started a slow decline; 
the African was becoming more sophisticated and thus 
suspicious of a food, or for that matter any other commodity, 
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made specially for him. Quite understandably he believed 
that such articles must be inferior and that the white man 
was trying to profi teer at his expense. The name Incumbe 
also rebounded, as many African mothers, taking their 
malnourished children to the clinic, on being questioned by 
doctors as to the food given would reply Incumbe, meaning 
the mothers’ own poor quality gruel made from maize. 
Hind’s Incumbe was thus viewed with suspicion by the 
medical profession.
 “Still convinced of the urgent need for a suitable food, 
Dr. E.A. Waldburger of Hind Bros. re-opened research in 
1957 to fi nd a food that would be approved nutritionally 
and be acceptable to all races and age groups, a food that 
can be used under a variety of conditions, on its own, or 
together with a variety of other foods. In order to ensure 
that such a food has the necessary prestige value and will be 
economically successful, it was deemed necessary to cater to 
the whole family and to all racial groups. With a multiracial 
consumer market, best results can be obtained if the product 
can successfully be applied in their traditional menus. The 
food must not be for children only, or for people under 
stress, or be provided by clinics, welfare agencies, or feeding 
organizations only. It must be acceptable on the public 
market to all, to be used at any meal. This was a challenge. 
The original formula consisted of skim milk, defatted soya 
bean and defatted peanut meal, a fi sh-protein concentrate, 
food yeast, wheat germ, bone meal, with added iron, iodized 
salt, B-vitamins (thiamine, ribofl avin, and niacin), and sugar 
for palatability. The results of the investigations conducted at 
McCords Zulu Hospital, Durban, by Dr. Frank Walt (3) and 
by Dr. Mann and his collaborators (4) of the Medical School 
of the University of Natal at King Edward VIIIth Hospital, 
Durban, proved to be satisfactory. When I joined Hind Bros. 
in 1960, we decided to replace the defatted peanut and soya 
meals with whole peanuts and soya, to permit the organized 
women’s associations, by health educators utilizing group 
situations and visiting homes. It is important to know cultural 
and social habits, the likes and dislikes and taboos of the 
community one is to educate.”
 “For the 12 months ending in June 1962, we sold 72 
tons of ProNutro; for the year ending June 1963 we have 
sold 723 tons, and, for the fi nancial year ending June 1964, 
we have sold 2,021 tons, including the soup powders. In 
one town (Durban), the infant mortality rate of Africans 
dropped, during this period, from almost 300 down to 160 
per 1,000. In the four months since June this year the total 
sales amounted to 1,106 tons. In order to meet the costs of 
production, transport, the demands of the trade, and other 
expenditure, and also allowing for a small workable profi t, 
consumer prices have been set at 20 cents for the 1-lb pack 
and at 75 cents for the 4-lb pack. The standard ProNutro in 
bulk quantities of 25 lbs is available to welfare organizations 
and clinics at 11 cents per lb. For other large-scale consumers 
who purchase direct in quantities in excess of nine bags 

at a time, a price of 12.6 cents in quoted; purchases of 1-9 
bags at a time do not qualify for a 10 per cent discount but 
are invoiced at 14 cents per lb. The soup powders in 50-lb 
bags are available at 13.5 cents/lb for direct purchases in 
quantities in excess of nine bags at a time; purchases of 
19 bags at a time do not qualify for a 10 per cent discount, 
but are invoiced at 15 cents per lb. Traders are allowed the 
standard ProNutro in 25-lb bags, but they are not allowed to 
decant and sell in lesser quantities. Negotiations are under 
way to allow traders to decant and sell the soup powders 
supplied to them in bulk in smaller quantities. ProNutro is 
not allowed at trade level in any package but that bearing the 
ProNutro label design.”
 “A nutritious food supplement at low cost will greatly 
contribute to the health and happiness of people, help to 
ensure productive workers, save on hospital and medical 
expenses, and will help housewives balance their food 
budgets and to balance food intakes of their families. Our 
aim, therefore, must not only be to provide such food 
supplements to clinics and welfare organizations, but also 
to make them available in every store. The masses of people 
must be educated to consume nutritionally adequate diets. If 
only governments would appreciate that larger appropriations 
of funds to health programs are a genuine investment in the 
economic welfare and happiness of their people and their 
countries.”
 Note: Also cited as: National Academy of Sciences, 
National Research Council, Publication No. 1282. Address: 
Head, Nutrition Div., Hind Bros. & Co. Ltd., Durban, South 
Africa.

1780. Schenk, E.G.; Naundorf, G. 1966. Lexikon der 
tropischen, subtropischen und mediterranen Nahrungs- 
und Genussmittel [Dictionary of tropical, subtropical, and 
Mediterranean foods and delicacies]. Herford, Germany: 
Nicolaische Verlagsbuchhandlung Herford. xiv + 199 p. 
Foreword by H. Kraut. MD honoris causa. Index. 21 cm. 
Series: Manualia Nicolai 1. [200* ref. Ger]
• Summary: Pages 70-71, under Japanische Nagrungsmittel 
(after Mayerhofer and Pirquet 1926) give a list of Japanese 
foods in no apparent order, with the Japanese name followed 
by a translation of that name into German. Included in the 
long list are the Japanese words:
 Akamiso, braunes Miso, Sojapräparat
 Miso, Sojapräparat
 Shiromiso, weises miso, Sojapräparat
 Tofukasu [okara], Pressrückstand von der 
Tofudarstellung
 Daizu, Sojabohne
 Fu (Kingyo-fu), trockene, wabige Mehlspeise
 Fu (Kirifu) [dried wheat gluten], Mehlspeise aus 
Weizenkleber
 Korimochi [frozen and dried rice cake], Reiskuchen, 
gefroren und dann getrochnet.
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 Ame [malt extract], eine Art Malzextract
 Mirin, Likör
 “Aburage [tofu fried in vegetable oil], in Pfl anzelöl 
gekochter Tofu
 “Natto, Bohnenkäse
 Tofu, Sojatopfen
 Tonyu, Sojamilch
 azuki [small red beans], kleine roten Bohnen
 Fu (Kwansen-fu), leichte Mehlspeise
 Kinako, Sojabohnenmehl, geröstet
 Amasake, unvergorener Sake
 Umeboshi, in Salzwasser eingelegte
 Koritofu [dried frozen tofu], gefrorener und getrockneter 
Tofu
 Midzuame [soft ame = rice syrup], weiche Ame, 
(Malzextrakt)
 Shoyu, Sojasauce
 Yuba–eine Bohnenspeise.
 Plus many types of sea vegetables such as Konbu, Nori, 
Hijiki, Kanten, Wakame, etc.
 On pages 140-42 the following terms are each defi ned in 
2 to 20 lines in German: Soja [soya], Sojabohne [soybeans], 
Sojabohnenkäse [soy cheese or tofu], Sojabohnenmehl 
[soybean meal], Sojabohnenöl [soybean oil], Sojakäse 
[fermented soy cheese], Sojamilch [soymilk], Soja-
Nahrungsmittel [soyfoods]: Koji, Miso, Tofu, Nato [sic, 
natto], kondensierte Soja-Milch [condensed soymilk], 
Japanische Verarbeitungen [Japanese processed foods: 
Japanische Soja-Sauce Shoju (Shoyu), Miso, Tofu], Soja-
Nahrungsmittel, javanische [Javanese] soyfoods: Tao-Hoe, 
Tempeh, Ketjap, Tao-Tjiong [a term, and perhaps a product, 
between doujiang and tao-tjo, Indonesian-style miso], 
Sojatunken, Soja-Verarbeitungen: Sojamilch, Bohnenkäse, 
Teoufou (China), Tofu (Japan), Dan Phu (Vietnam), Natto 
(Japan), Tao-tehe (China).–Bohnenbrei Miso (Japan), Tao-
tjiung (doujiang, China).–Sojasauce: Shogu [sic, Shoyu] 
(Japan), Tsiang-Yeou, Tao-yu (China), Ketjap (Java), Tuong 
(Vietnam).–Gärmittel: Kiut see (Japan). Then a table shows 
the nutritional composition of 8 of these foods.
 Note 1. This is the earliest German-language document 
seen (Dec. 2020) that uses the word Sojabohnenkäse 
(“soybean cheese”) to refer to tofu.
 Note 2. This book contains more than its fair share 
of errors and could be better organized. Address: 1. Prof., 
Doctor of Medicine with Postdoctoral Qualifi cation, Doctor 
of Philosophy in Natural Sciences (Prof. Dr. medicinae 
habilitatus, Dr. philosophiae naturalis (Laurensberg ueber 
Aachen, Germany); Professor, Doctor of Natural Sciences 
with Postdoctoral Qualifi cation (Professor Doctor rerum 
naturalium habilitatus).

1781. Shaw, Richard L. 1966. Incaparina: A low cost protein-
rich food product. P.A.G. News Bulletin (Protein Advisory 
Group, WHO / FAO / UNICEF) No. 6. p. 1-8. [1 ref]

• Summary: Contents: Introduction. The product. The 
price. Development and testing. Government and medical 
profession support. Food industry participation. Present 
commercial development. Product development now under 
way.
 “Incaparina is the name given by INCAP to vegetable 
mixtures containing 25% or more, or proteins, comparable 
in quality to those of animal origin, and which have been 
proved suitable for the feeding of young children.”
 Table 1 shows the composition of 3 formulae. No. 9A 
contains no soya. No. 14 contains 38% soybean fl our and 
58% whole cooked corn. No. 15 contains 19% each soybean 
fl our and cottonseed fl our, and 58% whole cooked corn. Each 
of the 3 contains 3% torula yeast, 1% calcium carbonate, and 
4,500 International Units of vitamin A.
 In 1965 Incaparina cost about $0.10/lb, less than 
one-sixth as much as powdered milk. “Prior to offering 
Incaparina to possible producers, INCAP tested the product 
in Guatemala on a commercial basis in 1959. The success 
of this small test led to more extensive experimental 
commercial sales in over 40 rural communities and the 
Capital City of Guatemala during the following year. The 
results of this seven-month trial indicated that a product 
of this type had considerable commercial potential. Since 
then Incaparina has undergone wide and well-controlled 
consumer acceptability and market testing in Colombia and 
Mexico with equally successful results.”
 Incaparina was fi rst introduced commercially by a 
local company in Guatemala in early 1961. In Colombia, 
Incaparina was subjected to a series of acceptability and 
consumer research studies during 1962; the product achieved 
national distribution in late 1964. Market testing got under 
way in both Panama and Venezuela in June 1965. Figure 2, a 
bar chart, shows quarterly Incaparina sales from early 1963 
until the third quarter of 1965. The names and addresses of 
currently authorized Incaparina producers are given in the 
following countries (p. 6): Guatemala (Cerveceria Centro 
Americana, S.A.), Brazil (Productos Alimenticios Quaker, 
S.A.), Nicaragua (Quaker de Centroamerica; this product is 
also marketed in Costa Rica, El Salvador, and Honduras), 
Panama (Centro Agricola, S.A.), Colombia (Quaker Oats 
Company; this product is also marketed in Peru), and 
Venezuela (Productos Quaker, C.A.). The ingredients in 
these various products are not given, and it is not clear which 
contained soy. Address: Economic-Industrial Adviser, Inst. 
of Nutrition of Central America and Panama (INCAP), 
Guatemala.

1782. Stob, Martin. 1966. Estrogens in foods. In: Food 
Protection Committee, Food and Nutrition Board, National 
Academy of Sciences, National Research Council. 1966. 
Toxicants Occurring Naturally in Foods. Washington, DC: 
National Academy of Sciences. 301 p. See p. 18-23. National 
Academy of Sciences, Natural Research Council, Publication 
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No. 1354. [41 ref]
• Summary: “Estrogenic activity has been detected in 
many plants commonly used for food: carrots, soybeans, 
wheat, rice, oats, barley, potatoes, apples, cherries, plums, 
garlic, sage leaves, parsley, licorice root, and in wheat 
bran, wheat germ, rice bran, and rice polish. Edible oils in 
which estrogenic activity has been reported are cottonseed, 
saffl ower, wheat germ, corn, linseed, peanut, olive, soybean, 
coconut, and refi ned or crude rice bran oil. The estrogenic 
activity of pollen may be responsible for the reported 
estrogenicity of honey.” Other isofl avones isolated from 
apple skins, citrus fruits, and buckwheat are not estrogenic.
 “Summary: Although estrogenic activity has been 
detected in a wide variety of foods of plant or animal origin, 
only three compounds, genistein, genistin, and daidzein 
are from a commonly used human food. They are very 
weak estrogens isolated from soybeans.” Note that all the 
isofl avones are weak estrogens, including coumestrol, and 
anethole. Address: Dep. of Animal Sciences, Purdue Univ., 
Lafayette, Indiana 47906.

1783. Veith, Ilza. trans. 1966. Huang Ti nei ching su wen: 
The Yellow Emperor’s classic of internal medicine. New 
edition. Berkeley, Los Angeles, London: University of 
California Press. xxi + 260 p. Foreword by Henry E. Sigerist, 
M.D. formerly director of the Johns Hopkins Inst. of the 
History of Medicine. Index. 24 cm. [93* ref]
• Summary: This is a translation of the Huangdi Neijing 
Suwen (W.-G. Huang Ti Nei Ching Su Wên), the medical 
classic which dates from the late Warring States period 
(shortly before the Han dynasty, about the 2nd or 3d century 
BC). One of the most important early Chinese medical 
books, it introduces the theory of traditional Chinese 
medicine and discusses yin and yang, acupuncture and 
moxibustion, diagnosis using the pulse, the fi ve directions, 
fi ve elements, fi ve fl avors, fi ve grains (including the 
soybean), fi ve viscera (internal organs), the four seasons, etc. 
The fi ve fl avors (wuwei), for example, are bitter (ku), sour 
(suan), sweet (gan), pungent (xin), and salty (xian). “But the 
fl avors have these basic tendencies only in relation with their 
related viscera; in connection with the other viscera, their 
tendencies change” (p. 54).
 Facing the title page is an illustration (ink brush) of: 
“The three legendary emperors, Fu Hsi, Shen Nung, and 
Huang Ti, who are supposed to have founded the art of 
healing. From a Japanese scroll by Seibi Wake, 1798.”
 The translation is preceded by a 76-page introduction. 
Chapters 1-34 have been translated from the Chinese, with 
an introductory study. An earlier edition was published in 
1949. The “Preface to the New Edition” states that it has 
been prepared because of the dynamic revival of concepts 
and practices of traditional Chinese medicine both in China 
and the West. “They spread rapidly all over Europe, where 
they made their entrance via France, and recently they 

begin to gather adherents in the United States.” Soy is not 
mentioned in the 6-page index.
 However the soybean is mentioned in Book 1, Chapter 
4, titled “Treatise on the truth of the golden box.” In response 
to questions from the Yellow Emperor about the internal 
organs, Ch’i Po explains the complex relationship between 
the various colors, directions, fi ve organs, elements, fi ve 
grains, etc. “Black is the color of the North; it pervades the 
kidneys... its taste is salty; its element is water; its animals 
are pigs; and its [curative] grain is the [soy] bean (gudou); 
it conforms to the four seasons and corresponds to the 
morning star.” It is mentioned again in Book 7, section 22 
titled “Treatise on the seasons as patterns of the viscera.” 
Ch’i Po explains: “The color which corresponds to the spleen 
is yellow; its proper food is salty. Large beans [dadou = 
soybeans], pork, chestnuts, and coarse greens are salty.”
 Note: The date of this book is confusing. The title 
page of one printing says 1972, but the copyright page says 
“First University of California Press edition, 1966. Third 
printing, 1972. First paperback edition, 1972.” The Library 
of Congress Catalog Card Number is for 1966 and the call 
number ends with 1966. The preface to the new edition was 
written in the summer of 1965. Address: Tiburon, California.

1784. Wills, J.H., Jr. 1966. Goitrogens in foods. In: Food 
Protection Committee, Food and Nutrition Board, National 
Academy of Sciences, National Research Council. 1966. 
Toxicants Occurring Naturally in Foods. Washington, DC: 
National Academy of Sciences. 301 p. See p. 3-17. National 
Academy of Sciences, Natural Research Council, Publication 
No. 1354. [83* ref]
• Summary: An example of an “uncharacterized goitrogen” 
is the unknown substance in soybeans that seems to 
be capable of causing enlargement of the thyroid in 
experimental animals. This enlargement of the gland is 
associated with a marked decrease in the iodine content of 
the entire gland. Heating the soybean fl our during processing 
reduced its goitrogenic effectiveness. Address: Inst. of 
Experimental Pathology and Toxicology, Albany Medical 
College [Albany, Georgia].

1785. U.S. National Library of Medicine. 1966--. MEDLINE 
(Computerized bibliographic database on biomedical 
subjects). U.S. National Library of Medicine, Bethesda, 
Maryland. [6200000 ref]
• Summary: One of the major sources of biomedical 
literature, this database corresponds to three printed indexes: 
Index Medicus, Index to Dental Literature, and International 
Nursing Index. Indexes articles from over 3,000 international 
journals. Over 250,000 records are added each year, of which 
70% are English-language publications. Dialog fi le 152: 
1966-74. File 153: 1975-1982. File 154: 1983 to present. File 
155: 1966 to present.
 Note 1. The National Library of Medicine was 
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originally under the control of the Army, and was the 
Surgeon General’s Library before it became the National 
Library of Medicine. Note 2. As of 1993, NLM no longer 
does analytical cataloging for books. Thus, if you know the 
authors and title of a book chapter, there is no way to locate 
the book on MEDLINE. Address: Bethesda, Maryland.

1786. U.S. National Library of Medicine. 1966--. CATLINE, 
SERLINE, SERHOLD, MEDLARS, Grateful Med, 
DOCLINE, and DIRLINE (Computerized databases and 
related software). U.S. National Library of Medicine, 
Bethesda, Maryland.
• Summary: CATLINE is a database of all books owned 
by the National Library of Medicine (NLM); it is the 
library’s catalogue on line. SERLINE (SERials onLINE) 
contains records for all serials and numbered congresses 
received (partially or completely, currently or in the past) 
by NLM. Coverage is international. The database covers all 
serials indexed for MEDLINE, HEALTH, and POPLINE. 
Many records contain locator information for serials in the 
collections of major biomedical libraries within the Regional 
Medical Library Network which have the publications. 
Key fi elds in SERLINE are: TI = Title of journal. TA = 
Title abbreviation. FL = First and last issue published, e.g. 
1(Jan. 1880)-61(Dec. 1940). PL = Publishing location. PU 
= Publisher. GN = General notes, showing change of title, 
publishing organization, number of fi lm on which microfi lm 
editions exist, etc. Y1 = First year the serial was published. 
Y2 = Last year. LA = Language. MH = MeSH Headings 
(Medical Subject Headings, such as History of Medicine). 
CA = NLM call number. Note that this record does NOT 
show NLM’s holdings of this journal. But the GAPS fi eld 
shows what issues are missing from NLM’s collection. As 
of Oct. 1991 there were 683,726 records in CATLINE and 
77,396 records in SERLINE. These two fi les are mostly for 
in-house use.
 SERHOLD is NLM’s National Biomedical Serials 
Holdings database which contains the holdings of 3,000 
biomedical/health sciences libraries. NLM’s holdings are 
not in SERHOLD; they are in the “Master Serials File,” 
which shows what volumes or issues NLM does not have. 
SERLINE is part of the Master Serials File, which is only 
available internally at NLM; SERLINE is widely distributed. 
As of April 1991, the database included approximately 
1,120,000 holdings statements for about 36,000 serials titles 
from the 3,000 libraries.
 MEDLARS stands for Medical Literature Analysis and 
Retrieval System. The MEDLARS system includes all of 
NLM’s databases, roughly 40 in all, including CancerLit, 
Toxline, Toxlit, etc. A brochure describing the system is 
available from NLM. MEDLINE is the most widely used. 
It contains over 6 million citations to biomedical articles, 
indexes 3,500 journals, and is searched more than 10,000 
times a day (8/91).

 Grateful Med (developed in 1986) is a powerful, user-
friendly, and inexpensive ($29.95) software program that 
makes it easy (even for a person with little computer- or 
searching expertise) to search the gigantic MEDLINE 
database or any other any database in the MEDLARS system 
from a personal computer (IBM PC compatible or Apple 
Macintosh).
 DOCLINE is NLM’s automated interlibrary loan request 
and referral service. It was developed to improve service to 
the health professional by rapidly routing interlibrary loan 
requests throughout the National Network of Libraries of 
Medicine (NN/LM). Implementation began in March 1985. 
SERHOLD is a major component of DOCLINE.
 DIRLINE (Directory of Information Resources Online) 
is NLM’s national health information referral database. 
Address: Bethesda, Maryland.

1787. Aspinall, G.O. 1966? A quantitative study of the 
polysaccharides in fat-free soybean meal to provide 
information needed to improve the processing of meal 
for foods and feeds, thereby contributing to its expanded 
utilization. Edinburgh: University of Edinburgh. 1 volume. 
Undated. Various pagings. Final report of research. P.L. 
480 Project no. E29-(40)-50. Grant no. FG-UK-128. Period 
covered Dec. 1960–Dec. 1965. *
Address: Edinburgh Univ., Scotland.

1788. Misuzu-Tofu K.K. 1966? Misuzu-dôfu no jôzu na 
tsukaikata [How to use Misuzu Tofu skillfully]. Nagano City, 
Japan. 8 p. Undated. Illust. 12 x 18 cm. [Jap]
• Summary: Contains 7 recipes for dried-frozen tofu, each 
accompanied by a black-and-white photo. On page 4 are fi ve 
photos showing how the tofu is made inside the factory. On 
page 6 is an illustrated fl ow chart of the process. The steps 
are: Cleaning the soybeans, soaking, wet grinding, heating 
the slurry, fi ltering off the soymilk, pricipitation with the 
coagulant, fi ltering the curds, washing the curds, cutting 
the tofu into small cakes, freezing, cold storage, thawing in 
water, pressing out the water, drying, trimming, ammonia 
treatment, packaging. A photo shows the package. Steps 
translated into English by Eiji Yonemura of Misuzu Co.
 On p. 7, a colored pie chart shows the nutritional 
composition of dried-frozen tofu. A second chart shows that 
Misuzu Tofu is much less expensive per calorie than other 
common foods such as eggs, meat, or fi sh. Cartoons by Hiro. 
Address: Nagano City, Japan.

1789. Worthington Foods, Inc. 1966? Soyamel–Fresh tasting: 
Five different ways (Leafl et). Worthington, Ohio. 4 panels 
each side. Each panel: 22 x 9 cm. Undated.
• Summary: In the middle of the front panel is a photo of a 
boy and girl drinking soymilk from glasses. At the bottom 
of this panel is a photo of 5 cans of Worthington Soyamel: 
All Purpose, Instant Malt Flavor, Instantized All Purpose. 
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Banana Beverage. And Fortifi ed Soyamel: A Powdered Soy 
Milk.
 Two pages of the leafl et describe these products and 
their nutritional composition. “Regular Soyamel, Fortifi ed 
Soyamel, and Soyamel Banana Beverage are packed in a 1 
lb. can, 4 lb. can and a 20 lb. carton. Instant Soyameal and 
Instant Malt Soyamel are packed in a 12 oz. can, 3 lb. can 
and 15 lb. carton.” The ingredients of Soyamel are: “Soy 
bean protein [probably soy protein isolate], soy bean oil, 
dextrose, soy bean lecithin, dextrins and maltose, sucrose, 
barley malt, salt, dicalcium phosphate, and added vitamin 
B-12. To make 1 glass of regular Soyamel place 1 cup 
of water in high-speed mixer or blender and add 6 level 
tablespoons of Soyamel. Mix until powder is dissolved. 
Refrigerate until used. To make instant Soyamel, add 1/3 cup 
of powder to 1 cup water. Stir until dissolved, or use blender. 
One pound of Soyamel will make a gallon of delicious, 
wholesome soy drink. When mixed, a quart of Soyamel will 
cost a little as $0.25 depending upon the richness desired.”
 Four pages of recipes are given. Address: 900 
Proprietors Rd., Worthington, Ohio 43085.

1790. Cavanagh, John Charles. 1967. Process for the 
production of substantially fat free and fl avor free 
proteinaceous foodstuffs. U.S. Patent 3,295,985. Jan. 3. 7 p. 
Application fi led 6 Dec. 1965. [1 ref]
• Summary: Example V describes countercurrent solvent 
extraction of soybeans using a mixture of equal volumes 
of ethyl alcohol, ethyl acetate and acetone. “Analyses 
of the solid product [after extraction] indicated the anti-
tryptic digestive inhibitor and urease, both normally present 
in soybean meal, were removed from the meal without 
resorting to a ‘toasting’ technique to destroy or inactivate 
them. The meal consequently consisted of a higher grade 
protein because heat damage had been avoided.”
 Note: Soy is mentioned 11 times in this patent, but 
only as “soybeans.” Address: 168 Adelaide Terrace, Perth, 
Western Australia, Australia.

1791. Finkenstadt, William R.; Laskowski, Michael, Jr. 
1967. Resynthesis by trypsin of the cleaved peptide bond 
in modifi ed soybean trypsin inhibitor. J. of Biological 
Chemistry 242(2):771-73. Jan. 31. *

1792. Hackler, L.R.; Stillings, B.R. 1967. Amino acid 
composition of heat processed soymilk and its correlation 
with nutritive value. Cereal Chemistry 44(1):70-77. Jan. [11 
ref]
• Summary: The effect of heating soymilk at 93º and 121ºC 
for varying periods was evaluated in weanling rats. The 
effect of spray-drying inlet temperatures on the amino acids 
of soymilk were also investigated.
 Soymilk heated for as long as 4 hours at 93ºC caused no 
signifi cant changes in amino acid composition. On the other 

hand, processing temperatures of 121ºC caused decreases 
in some of the amino acids–especially cystine. Moreover, it 
was found that spray drying inlet temperature is critical and 
it was found that amino acids destroyed during spray-drying 
are different from those destroyed during pressure cooking 
(121ºC). Therefore temperatures must be carefully controlled 
in order to make soymilk of the highest nutritional quality. 
Address: Cornell Univ., Geneva, New York.

1793. Kasai, Takanori; Obata, Yataro. 1967. Changes in 
amino acid composition during germination of soybean. 
III. Changes in gamma-glutamyltranspeptidase activity. 
Agricultural and Biological Chemistry 31(1):127-29. Jan. [8 
ref]
• Summary: Gamma-glutamyltranspeptidase activity during 
germination of soybean was very low during 0-24 hours of 
germination, but reached a maximum during 40-48 hours 
and decreased remarkably after 72 hours. The change in 
activity agreed with the variations in the amount of gamma-
glutamyltyrosine and gamma-glutamylphenylalanine during 
germination. Address: Dep. of Agricultural Chemistry, 
Faculty of Agriculture, Hokkaido Univ., Sapporo.

1794. Kofrányi, Ernst; Jekat, Friedrichkarl. 1967. 
Zur Bestimmung der biologischen Wertigkeit von 
Nahrungsproteinen. XII. Die Mischung von Ei mit Reis, 
Mais, Soja, Algen [Determination of the biological value of 
dietary proteins. XII. The mixture of egg with rice, maize, 
soya and algae / sea vegetables]. Hoppe-Seyler’s Zeitschrift 
fuer Physiologische Chemie 384:84-88. Jan. [4 ref. Ger; eng]
• Summary: “Summary: 1. The biological value of proteins 
in mixtures of egg with algae, maize, rice and soya was 
determined in balance experiments on humans. In agreement 
with our earlier fi ndings, there was an optimal composition 
for each mixture, in which the turnover (= requirement) was 
at a minimum. The minimal point is bisected by two straight 
lines.
 “2. 2. A standardisation procedure is described whereby 
results for the nitrogen turnover of different persons can be 
compared.
 “3. It was shown that with natural foods the biological 
value of the protein mixture does not depend upon single 
limiting amino acids; a decreased level of essential amino 
acids can be partly compensated by unspecifi c nitrogen 
carriers.”
 Sever tables and graphs show these relationships. 
Address: Max Planck Institute for Nutrition Physiology, 
Dortmund [West Germany] (Max-Planck-Institute fuer 
Ernaehrungsphysiologie, Dortmund).

1795. Lease, J.G.; Williams, W.P., Jr. 1967. Availability of 
zinc and comparison of in vitro and in vivo zinc uptake of 
certain oil seed meals. Poultry Science 46(1):242-48. Jan. 
[17 ref]
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• Summary: For studying zinc metabolism in poultry, 
isolated soy protein has been widely used as a vegetable 
protein source. “A relationship between the chick’s dietary 
zinc requirements and phytates has been suggested. The zinc 
content of isolated soy protein is very low, and its effect on 
the chick’s dietary requirement seems to be in increasing the 
amount of added zinc necessary to fulfi ll this requirement.” 
Address: Dep. of Food Science and Biochemistry, Clemson 
Univ., Clemson, South Carolina 29631.

1796. Pusztai, A. 1967. Trypsin inhibitors of plant origin, 
their chemistry and potential role in animal nutrition. 
Nutrition Abstracts and Reviews 37(1):1-9. Jan. [169* ref]
• Summary: A review of the subject, with emphasis 
on research conducted during the last 20 years, and a 
good analysis of soybean trypsin inhibitors. Contents: 
Introduction. Soya bean trypsin inhibitors. Lima bean 
inhibitors. Phaseolus aureus [mung bean] inhibitors. Trypsin 
inhibitors from other beans. Trypsin inhibitors from other 
sources. The distribution of trypsin inhibitors in the plant. 
Physiological and nutritional effects ascribed to trypsin 
inhibitors. Conclusions.
 “Ever since the demonstration of the benefi cial effect 
of heat treatment on the nutritive value of soya beans by 
Osborne and Mendel (1917), a great deal of effort has 
been directed to the identifi cation of the factor or factors 
responsible for the deleterious and growth-retarding effects 
of some raw foods of plant origin. Even before the actual 
discovery of trypsin inhibitors there was some evidence that 
certain plant proteins were digested by pancreatic enzymes 
at a slower rate than were animal proteins like casein 
(e.g. Bhagvat, 1937). When a trypsin inhibitor of protein 
nature in unheated soya bean fl ours was fi rst described by 
Read and Haas (1938) and rediscovered independently by 
Bowman (1944) and Ham and Sandstedt (1944), it seemed 
to offer a perfect explanation for the observed improvement 
in nutritional quality on heating. The confl icting results 
of the numerous studies conducted in the ensuing 22 
years, however, have not supported this rather optimistic 
expectation.” “By far the most extensively studied inhibitors 
of plant origin are the trypsin inhibitors obtained from soya 
beans.” Much of the early work on the proteinase inhibitors 
of plant origin concentrated almost exclusively on the 
inhibitors of trypsin an important serine protease of the 
digestive tract of animals. It soon became apparent however 
that many of the so-called trypsin inhibitors were also 
inhibitory to the related enzyme chymotrypsin.
 Note: Serine is an amino acid. Webster’s Dictionary 
defi nes serine, a word fi rst used in about 1909, as “a 
crystalline amino acid C3H7NO3 that occurs as a structural 
part of many proteins or cephalins.” Address: The Rowett 
Research Inst., Bucksburn, Aberdeen, Scotland.

1797. Takeuchi, Tokuo; Yoshii, Hisao. 1967. Miso, shôyu no 

peptides ni kansuru kenkyû. IV. Genryô C/N hi o i ni shita 
miso no peptides keitai (1) [Studies on the peptides in miso 
and soy sauce. IV. Relation between the C/N ratio of the raw 
materials and the distributive patterns of peptides in miso]. 
Hakko Kogaku Zasshi (J. of Fermentation Technology) 
45(1):29-33. Jan. [16 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: “Soybean koji (low carbon/nitrogen ratio) 
contained more amino acids and peptides than any other koji 
of higher C/N ratio. This tendency seemed to have originated 
from the proteolytic character of soybean koji, because the 
neutral and alkali protease of Asp. oryzae (principal protease 
in soybean koji) would be more active in soybean protein 
than in acid protease.
 “In the ripened miso the same distributive pattern 
of peptides was observed regardless of C/N ratio of raw 
materials. Therefore, the peptide patterns may be virtually 
similar for all types of miso.” Address: Inst. of Food 
Technology, Aichi prefecture, Nagoya, Japan.

1798. Takeuchi, Tokuo; Yoshii, Hisao. 1967. Miso, shôyu 
no peptides ni kansuru kenkyû. V. Genryô C/N hi o i ni 
shita miso no peptides keitai (2) [Studies on the peptides 
in miso and soy sauce. V. Relation between the amino 
acid composition of miso peptides and C/N ratio of the 
raw materials]. Hakko Kogaku Zasshi (J. of Fermentation 
Technology) 45(1):34-39. Jan. [16 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: “In a previous report, the distributive patterns 
of peptides were studied with three types of miso: Soybean 
miso (A, low C/N ratio), Sendai miso (B, medium C/N ratio) 
and Shiro miso (C, high C/N ratio.)
 “This report deals with the further study on the amino 
acid composition of the principal peptides (in average 
peptide length below 5.0) employing the same samples.
 “1. The main amino acids contained in peptides were as 
follows. In miso A: asp. glu. gly. pro. lys. thr., in miso B: asp. 
glu. thr. gly. val. leu., and in miso C: asp. glu. gly. val. thr. 
ser.
 “2. Several amino acids were resistant to the action of 
peptidase and had a tendency to remain as peptide residue in 
miso. These amino acids were as follows in the order of their 
magnitude. This tendency was almost the same in both miso 
B and C.
 “miso A: asp. gly. pro. lys. thr., in miso B: thr. asp. gly. 
val. isolcu. and in miso C: thr. asp. gly. val. ser.
 “3. On the basis of these data, it seemed reasonable to 
assume that the acidic peptides containing aspartic acid, 
glutamic acid and glycine were commonly the principal 
peptides in miso. In detail, proline and lysine were usually 
abundant in the peptides of Soybean miso and threonine 
and valine were abundant in the peptides of Sendai and 
Shiro type miso. These variations might be attributed to the 
characteristics of koji protease infl uenced from the C/N ratio 
of the raw materials.” Address: Inst. of Food Technology, 
Aichi prefecture, Nagoya, Japan.
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1799. Taskar, P.K.; Srinivas, H.; Jayaraj, A.P.; et al. 1967. 
Studies on microatomised protein foods based on blends of 
low fat groundnut, soya bean and sesame fl ours and skim 
milk powder and fortifi ed with vitamins, calcium salts and 
limiting amino acids. IV. Supplementary value of the foods 
to diets based on rice and blends of tapioca, rice and maize 
fl ours. Journal of Nutrition and Dietetics (India) 4(1):65-73. 
Jan. [12 ref]
• Summary: “Diets based predominantly on a mixture of 
tapioca and rice or tapioca and maize are defi cient in protein, 
certain vitamins and minerals, and are widely consumed 
by children in several developing countries of Asia, Latin 
America and Africa.” Soya bean fl our can be used to fortify 
such diets. Address: Central Food Technological Research 
Inst. (CFTRI), Mysore, India.

1800. Yokotsuka, Tamotsu; Sasaki, M.; Kikuchi, T.; Asao, 
Y.; Nobuhara, A. 1967. Kôji-kin no seisan-butsu ni kansuru 
kenkyû. I. Hôsan tane kôji-kin no seisan suru shû toshite 
keikô seibun ni tsuite [Studies on the compounds produced 
by molds. I. Fluorescent compounds produced by Japanese 
industrial molds]. Nippon Nogeikagaku Kaishi (J. of the 
Agricultural Chemical Society of Japan) 41(1):32-38. Jan. 
[22 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: Shows the absence of afl atoxins in Japanese 
fermented foods such as shoyu and miso–based on extracts 
of 60 strains of molds.
 Note: This is the 3rd earliest document seen (Nov. 2020) 
that uses the word “afl atoxins” in connection with soybeans. 
Address: Central Research Inst., Kikkoman Shoyu Co. Ltd., 
Noda Inst. for Scientifi c Research, Noda-shi, Chiba-ken, 
Japan.

1801. Deutsch, Ronald M. 1967. The nuts among the 
berries: An exposé of America’s food fads. New York, NY: 
Ballantine Books (mass market paperback). 320 p. Foreword 
by Frederick Stare, M.D. Index. Feb. 18 cm. Revised in 1977 
as The new nuts among the berries. Palo Alto, CA: Bull Publ. 
Co. 359 p.
• Summary: The back cover states that “this book tells the 
astonishing story of a hundred years of health foods and 
faddists. It names the promoters and the products. It cites the 
fi ndings of the Food and Drug Administration. It quotes the 
warnings of the American Medical Association. It completely 
exposes the hokum and ballyhoo of the health food business–
now bilking the public of $2,000 million ever year–and 
shows why crackpot food fads are a waste of money at best 
and a serious danger to the health of those suffering from real 
illnesses.”
 Contents: Foreword. Introduction. 1. Of cabbages 
and things (a brief history of “health-foodism”). 2. Mr. 
Graham bakes a cracker (Sylvester Graham). 3. Little men, 
little women, little food (Amos Bronson Alcott, Louisa 

May Alcott, and vegetarianism). 4. Father Kneipp and his 
watering can. 5. Mother White casts her brood upon the 
waters (Ellen G. White and James Caleb Jackson). 6. Snap! 
Crackle! Enter Dr. Kellogg! (Dr. John Harvey Kellogg). 
7. The battle of Battle Creek (Michigan and Seventh-day 
Adventists). 8. From pillar to Postum. 9. Kickapoo and 
Kellogg, too. 10. The Jungle, the sausage, and the law 
(Upton Sinclair, Harvey W. Wiley, and the formation of the 
FDA). 11. Chew, chew, baby (Fletcher, Chittenden). 12. 
Life along the alimentary canal (Metchnikoff and yogurt). 
13. The bare torso king (Bernarr Macfadden). 14. The bare 
torso king rampant (Macfadden). 15. I see America starving. 
16. How to keep your cow from drooling (selling nutrition). 
17. A plague on both your Hausers (Gayelord Hauser). 18. 
How to write about health foods (Lelord Kordel, Cathryn 
Elwood). 19. Mrs. Spratt’s millions (fat and dieting). 20. My 
mother squeaked (Don Dale Alexander and arthritis). 21. The 
poisons in your health food (how the public is being duped 
by health food hucksters). 22. How to be an expert. 23. What 
the law can do. 24. Taller in the saddle. 25. The unteachables. 
26. To market, to market. 27. On learning to be a faddist. 
Address: Popular scientifi c and medical reporter.

1802. Dewar, W.A. 1967. The zinc and manganese content 
of some British poultry foods. J. of the Science of Food and 
Agriculture (London) 18(2):68-71. Feb. [18 ref]
• Summary: “A series of foods used in poultry feeding in the 
United Kingdom was analyzed and the zinc and manganese 
contents are reported.” Address: Agricultural Research 
Council Poultry Research Centre, King’s Buildings, West 
Mains Road, Edinburgh, Scotland.

1803. Harkins, Robert W.; Sarett, Herbert P. 1967. Methods 
of comparing protein quality of soybean infant formulas in 
the rat. J. of Nutrition 91(2):213-18. Part I. Feb. [13 ref]
• Summary: Discusses: Prosobee and Sobee (Mead 
Johnson), Mull-Soy (Borden), and Soyalac (Loma Linda, 
Riverside, California). Address: Dep. of Nutritional 
Research, Mead Johnson Research Center, Evansville, 
Indiana.

1804. Hodges, R.E.; Krehl, W.A.; Stone, D.B.; Lopez, A. 
1967. Dietary carbohydrates and low cholesterol diets: 
Effects on serum lipids of man. American J. of Clinical 
Nutrition 20(2):198-208. Feb. [40 ref]
• Summary: Isolated soy protein (in the form of a textured 
soy protein fi ber product supplied by General Mills of 
Minneapolis, Minnesota) completely replaced animal protein 
in a diet fed to 6 human subjects for 28 days. As soon as 
vegetable protein replaced animal protein, serum cholesterol 
levels decreased markedly (42% on average) and remained 
low regardless of the source of carbohydrate (sugar versus 
starch) or the level of fat (15 versus 45% of calories) in the 
diet. Thus current theories, which state that changes in blood 
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cholesterol concentration are related to the amount and type 
of fats consumed, are inadequate to explain both observed 
clinical changes and the differences between cholesterol 
and other lipid levels in the blood of people from East Asia 
compared with Westerners.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2017) 
showing reduction of cholesterol levels in response to soy 
protein in a scientifi c human study. Address: Dep. of Internal 
Medicine, The Univ. of Iowa, Iowa City, IA.

1805. Lebumfacil-Davide, Clara S. 1967. Corn and sorghum 
as possible substitutes for wheat in soy sauce production. 
Philippine Agriculturist 50(9):843-60. Feb. [10 ref]
• Summary: Soy sauce was made from three different 
cereal-soy combinations: Wheat-soybean, corn-soybean, 
and sorghum soybean. Chemical analysis showed that the 
traditional wheat-soybean substrate had the highest pH, 
highest total titratable acidity, and highest percentage of total 
nitrogen, proteins, amino nitrogen in total nitrogen, non-
chloride solids, amino nitrogen and reducing sugars.
 In the soy sauce made from the sorghum-soybean 
substrate, the amino acids tryptophane, lysine, and histidine 
were relatively higher.
 In the soy sauce made from the corn-soybean substrate, 
the aspartic and glutamic amino acids were relatively higher. 
In all the soy sauces, cystine was present in traces only.
 “Results obtained showed that neither corn nor sorghum 
can suitably substitute for wheat in the combinations 
mentioned. Organoleptic tests for aroma and fl avor of the soy 
sauce showed that wheat-soybean” was the best of the three 
substrates.
 Introduction: For many years Japanese and Chinese food 
companies have had a monopoly on the manufacture of soy 
sauce for the Philippine market. “However a number food 
companies in the Philippines are making headway towards 
soy sauce manufacturing.” But one of the basic problems 
facing these local companies is the high cost of production, 
and especially the high cost of importing raw materials, such 
as soybean and wheat. Unless Filipino farmers can produce 
and provide these raw materials, a local soy sauce industry 
will never fl ourish.
 Contains 7 tables. Address: Univ. of the Philippines.

1806. Nash, A.M.; Eldridge, A.C.; Wolf, W.J. 1967. 
Fractionation and characterization of the alcohol extractables 
associated with soybean proteins. Nonprotein components. J. 
of Agricultural and Food Chemistry 15(1):102-08. Jan/Feb. 
[31 ref]
• Summary: Isolated soybean proteins extracted with 
86% (vol/vol) of ethyl alcohol yielded 3.7% of a light 
brown semisolid. When fractionated by chromatography, 
it was found to contain phosphatidyl choline, phosphatidyl 
ethanolamine, saponins, sitosterol glycoside, and genistein. 
About 25% of the alcohol extract was a yellow oil containing 

triglycerides and other neutral compounds. Address: 
Northern Regional Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois.

1807. Roberts, Hibbert Rice. 1967. The Meals for Millions 
Foundation: a study of a non-governmental organization 
(Continued–Document part II). PhD thesis in Political 
Science, University of Washington. 288 leaves. [53 + 100+ 
footnotes]
• Summary: (Continued): “Dr. Borsook soon refi ned his 
original formula, Formula B, so that there are now three 
formulas of the American produced MPF, i.e., Formulas A, 
B, and C. Formula A’s ingredients consist of: toasted soy 
grits, salt, hydrolyzed vegetable protein, granulated onion, 
food yeast, chili powder fortifi ed with calcium carbonate, 
ascorbic acid (vitamin C), niacin, vitamin A, ribofl avin, 
pyridoxine (vitamin B-6), thiamine, vitamin D, potassium 
iodide, and vitamin B-12. The ingredients of formula B are 
the same as formula A without the seasoning, and formula 
C is identical to B except that 25% of the soy protein is 
replaced by dry milk solids” (p. 11). Tables show (p. 12-14): 
(1) Essential amino acids in MPF. (2) Guaranteed nutrients 
in two ounces of MPF (all 3 formulas, and as % RDA and % 
MDR).
 “Once developed Clinton immediately began to serve 
MPF is his restaurants either as a fi ve cent meal or as a 
supplement to other foods. Thus he served nourishing, low-
cost protein dishes to his customers despite meat shortages 
and rationing.”
 Then “Mr. Clinton started to consider the broader 
implications of the product of Dr. Borsook’s research. 
Gradually he realized that MPF represented more than a 
temporary expedient to overcome wartime diffi culties and 
restrictions. It appeared to him that MPF could provide a 
possible answer to the world’s problem of hunger” (p. 14).
 “Convinced that his idea was worth exploring, Clinton 
and his son [Edmond] embarked upon a trip to the east coast 
in 1945 to fi nd some organization that would utilize MPF 
in a program to combat starvation. They spent much time 
in New York City and in Washington, D.C. in an attempt to 
arouse the interest of businessmen, churches, the Red Cross, 
the Salvation Army, and various federal government offi cials. 
No one, however, showed a desire to do anything with 
MPF until the Clintons contacted the East-West Association 
founded by Pearl S. Buck. Miss Florence Rose, an assistant 
of Miss Buck in the East West Association, had heard of Mr. 
Clinton’s efforts to gain a sponsor for MPF and persuaded 
her employer to grant him an interview. During the course 
of the interview Miss Buck became convinced that MPF 
was worth sponsoring. She felt that an organization for 
manufacturing and distributing MPF would be a kind of ‘Red 
Cross in Food.’ Also Miss Buck was ‘very much impressed 
with the singleness of mind and the creative energy’ of 
Mr. Clinton. Miss Rose, who was present throughout the 
interview, expressed her keen interest in the potential of 
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MPF... In fact, her enthusiasm impressed Mr. Clinton to 
the extent that he asked her to join him in the venture of 
promoting MPF.” Miss Rose was unable to accept at that 
time because of other commitments. But “the fi rst contact 
had been made between the future President and the future 
Executive Director of the Meals for Millions Foundation.
 “The Clintons returned to the west coast shortly after 
their interview with Miss Buck. Basically their trip had 
been a failure... Reluctant to allow MPF’s potential to go 
untested, Clinton decided to attempt to form an organization 
of his own. His belief that the need for such an organization 
did exist was re-enforced by the response to an article by 
Paul de Kruif in the September, 1945 issue of the Reader’s 
Digest,” titled “How We Can Help Feed Europe’s Hungry.” 
“As a result of Mr. de Kruif’s laudatory account, requests for 
information about MPF came to Mr. Clinton from all areas 
of the world. Many of the letters contained contributions, 
which he had to return since no means existed for using 
them. Subsequently a small token organization was formed 
and incorporated in the summer of 1946 as the Meals for 
Millions Foundation.
 “Almost immediately the foundation ran into diffi culties. 
Mr. Clinton found that he could no longer afford the time nor 
the energy to provide the leadership and the spark necessary 
to make the foundation a success. In addition to the need 
for a full-time director, the Foundation also found itself in 
danger of collapsing because of a lack of money.
 “At this critical juncture, Mr. Clinton held a meeting 
at his home. Among those present was Florence Rose, 
who had accepted an invitation to come to Los Angeles 
and observe the work of the infant organization. Here Mr. 
Clinton announced that he would no longer be able to devote 
as much time to the promotion of MPF as he had in the past 
and asked if anyone present would take over the direction 
of MFM. When no one else responded, Miss Rose said she 
would accept the responsibility because she ‘hated to see and 
idea die.’
 “Mr. Clinton immediately appointed Miss Rose 
to the post of Executive Secretary and named Ernest 
Chamberlain,... Secretary... Mr. Clinton’s son, Edmond J. 
Clinton, was appointed Vice President. Dr. Borsook accepted 
the post of Research Director, and A.J. Gock, an offi cer of 
the Bank of America, agreed to serve as Treasurer” (p. 17-
18).
 Biographies are then given of Florence Rose and Ernest 
Chamberlain. “Florence Rose brought to Meals for Millions 
the knowledge and experience of a person who had worked 
for nearly twenty-fi ve years for causes espoused by non-
profi t organizations. She had worked in the New York City 
offi ce of Margaret Sanger as her personal assistant. “In this 
capacity, Miss Rose accompanied her employer on many 
trips abroad to promote the idea and teach the techniques 
of birth control. Before she left Margaret Sanger in 1940 to 
work for Pearl S. Buck, Florence Rose learned to endure the 

disappointments that arise out of the promotion of unpopular 
causes and developed the capacity to persevere in the face of 
seemingly immovable opposition or apathy.” She believed 
in demonstration clinics as used by Mrs. Sanger. “From 
personal observation it can also be stated that Miss Rose 
possesses an extraordinary amount of energy and has, as 
refl ected in her choice of career, a keen desire to improve the 
lot of mankind” (p. 18-19).
 Ernest Chamberlain was “a former lawyer, newspaper 
reporter, and public relations agent.” Born in Topeka, Kansas 
on 18 Aug. 1892, he attended George Washington University 
(Washington, DC) where he received a law degree in 1918. 
He enlisted in the U.S. Army during World War I. After the 
war he worked “in the offi ce of the Governor of Kansas, 
George Allen, where he became so fascinated with the 
socialist doctrines of Mr. Jake Sheppard, an opponent of 
Governor Allen and the President of the ‘Peoples’ College,’ 
that he quit his job to teach at the Peoples’ College and 
to organize Consumers’ stores. A year later, in 1920, Mr. 
Chamberlain went to Oklahoma City where he practiced 
law primarily in the area of civil liberties and worked for 
the Oklahoma Leader, a labor-socialist daily newspaper. 
Before the end of 1920 he gave up his law practice to 
become a full-time reporter for the Oklahoma Leader,... 
and other publications printed by the Leader Press.” He 
“also participated in the formation of the Farmer-Labor 
Reconstruction League, which helped to elect Mr. Jack 
Walston governor of Oklahoma in 1922 and to impeach him 
a year later.”
 “In the summer of 1938, Mr. Chamberlain moved with 
his wife and two children to Los Angeles where he worked 
for the information offi ce of the WPA. Before long, however, 
his penchant for causes asserted itself and he became the 
press agent for Clifford Clinton’s campaign to remove ten 
councilmen from offi ce and reform the government of the 
city of Los Angeles. By 1942, Mr. Chamberlain had resigned 
from... WPA and was working as an aide to Mr. Clinton 
on a full-time basis. Not surprisingly, given his more than 
25 year commitment to helping underprivileged people, 
Mr. Chamberlain saw in MPF a tremendous potential for 
combating hunger and quickly accepted his employer’s 
suggestion that he become the Secretary of Meals for 
Millions. MFM thus acquired a man talented in publicity 
techniques, familiar with lobbying in Washington, D.C., and 
obviously ready to devote himself to a non-profi t cause (p. 
20-21).
 The fi nal member of the trio is Dr. Henry Borsook. 
“Holder of both a Ph.D. and an M.D., Dr. Borsook joined the 
staff of the California Institute of Technology in 1929” (p. 
21).
 MFM was a foundation with no endowment, and it was 
founded by default. “But the belief in the effi cacy of action 
shared by the three participants in reform movements... 
coupled with Dr. Borsook’s and their desire to alleviate 
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human suffering gave MFM the unity and strength it needed 
to persist in the promotion for twenty years” [1946-1966] (p. 
22-23). (Continued). Address: Seattle, Washington.

1808. Albrecht, W.J.; Mustakas, G.C.; McGhee, J.E.; Griffi n, 
E.L. Jr. 1967. A simple method for making full-fat soy fl our. 
Cereal Science Today 12(3):81-83. March. [5 ref]
• Summary: NRRL is conducting research, in co-operating 
with the Agency for International Development (USAID) 
to develop a simple method for producing full-fat soy 
fl our in village communities. Discusses the basic process, 
analytical methods used, soaking, cooking, drying, cracking 
and dehulling, milling, quality of product, nutritional 
composition. The soaked soybeans are immersed in a sack 
in boiling water for about 7 minutes until all of the urease 
activity and about 99% of the trypsin inhibitor activity is 
destroyed. Lipoxygenase is not mentioned. Six small photos 
show the pilot plant process and Gus Mustakas. Address: 
Northern Regional Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois 61604.

1809. Food Product Development. 1967. Textured vegetable 
proteins offered in 4 fl avors, many forms. 1(1):38. Feb/
March.
• Summary: TVP is now available from Archer Daniels 
Midland Co. in chicken, ham, beef, or bacon fl avors. The 
various forms include granules, chunks, strips, or chips. The 
products contain, on average, 50% protein, 5% moisture, 
3% fi ber, and 1% fat. They are generally used in recipes and 
formulations in place of meat.

1810. Gertler, A.; Birk, Yehudith; Bondi, A. 1967. A 
comparative study of the nutritional and physiological 
signifi cance of pure soybean trypsin inhibitors and of 
ethanol-extracted soybean meals in chicks and rats. J. of 
Nutrition 91(3):358-70. March. [26 ref]
• Summary: Soybeans contain 0.6% Bowman-Birk trypsin 
inhibitor.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2020) 
that mentions the Bowman-Birk trypsin inhibitor. Address: 
Faculty of Agriculture, Hebrew Univ. of Jerusalem, Rehovot, 
Israel.

1811. Huang, Po-Chao; Tung, T.C.; Lue, H-C.; Lee, C-Y.; 
Wei, H-Y. 1967. Feeding of infants with full-fat soya bean-
rice foods. J. of Tropical Pediatrics 13:27-36. March. [24 
ref]
• Summary: This group’s most important study. Address: 
Dep. of Biochemistry & Pediatrics, College of Medicine, 
National Taiwan Univ., Taipei.

1812. Ito, Hiroshi; Ebine, Hideo. 1967. Miso no bôyu ni 
kansuru kenkyû. III. Clostridium ni yoru fukure [Study on 
the prevention of swelling in miso. III. Swelling caused by 
Clostridium]. Shokuryo Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of 

the Food Research Institute) No. 22. p. 46-53. March. [9 ref. 
Jap; eng]
• Summary: “Several species of gas-forming Clostridium 
were isolated from miso and their effects on the swelling of 
packed miso were investigated.
 “The number of plate-counted Clostridium in 
commercial miso, including white miso, light yellow miso, 
red salty miso, red sweet miso, barley miso and soybean 
miso which were swelled during storage at 30ºC was 
amounted to 102 to 104 per one gram. Pasteurized miso or 
DHA-added miso to the level of 0.02% were swelled by 
Clostridium which showed signifi cant increase up to 104 
from 10. During storage swelling caused by only yeasts was 
capable to prevent by the addition of sorbic acid or DHA, but 
impossible when the swelling was caused by Clostridium.
 “A strain isolated from white miso was classifi ed into 
Cl. perfringens, although it does not ferment starch and 
salcin. A strain from barley miso was classifi ed into a variety 
of Cl. multifermentus, although it produces hydrogen sulfi de 
slightly and does not ferment glycerol. A strain from light 
yellow miso was classifi ed into a variety of Cl. toanum, 
although it produces gas when cultured in iron-milk medium, 
and does not ferment starch and manitol.
 “A strain from light yellow miso and red sweet miso was 
classifi ed into a variety of Cl. tertium, although it has not 
hemolitic activity and does not ferment xylose and starch.” 
Address: Food Research Inst., Shiohama 1-4-12, Koto-ku, 
Tokyo, Japan.

1813. Ito, Hiroshi; Ebine, Hideo; Ohta, Teruo. 1967. Miso no 
bôyu ni kansuru kenkyû. IV. Clostridium no sakkin [Study 
on the prevention of swelling in miso. IV. Sterilization of 
Clostridium]. Shokuryo Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku (Report 
of the Food Research Institute) No. 22. p. 54-60. March. [21 
ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: “Clostridia isolated from miso and soy sauce 
mash have optimum temperature between 30ºC and 37ºC for 
growing, and most of them are sterilized thoroughly at 100ºC 
for 30 min.
 “Heat resistant property could be promoted by egg, soy 
milk and wheat, and spore formation was accelerated by 
calcium carbonate.
 “The effect of sterilization in 5% NaCl solution was 
reduced remarkably when the number of spore was high;
 “Formalin used for fumigation at the rate of 0.3 g/10 
liters at 30ºC for 18 hr was effective for Clostridia, whereas, 
Sulfur, 0.45g/10 liters, at 30ºC for 48 hr was not satisfactory. 
Fumigants including paraformaldehyde and sulphur was 
effective at the level of 2.4g/10 liters. Ethylene-oxide was 
also effective at the level of 500g/1.5 cubic meters at 25ºC 
for 48 hr.

“Streptococcus faecalis has an effect to prevent the 
development of Clostridia. Streptococcus lactis is effective 
against Clostridium butyricum, but not effective against 
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Cl. toanum, except vigorous lactic acid fermentation. 
Pediococcus soyae is also effective only when lactic acid 
fermentation is vigorous.
 “Tyrosin (3.3 p.p.m.) and oxy-tetracyclin (6.6 p.p.m.) 
were effective to prevent gas formation by Cl. butyricum 
after pasteurization at 55ºC for 30 min, but not effective even 
at the level of 16.5 p.p.m. against Cl. toanum.
 “Potassium sorbate was effective against Cl. toanum 
and Cl. butyricum at the level of 1%, but not 0.2% level.” 
Address: Food Research Inst., Shiohama 1-4-12, Koto-ku, 
Tokyo, Japan.

1814. Ito, Hiroshi; Ebine, Hideo. 1967. Miso no bôyu ni 
kansuru kenkyû. V. Clostridium no taien-sei [Study on 
the prevention of swelling in miso. V. Salt-tolerance of 
Clostridium]. Shokuryo Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku (Report 
of the Food Research Institute) No. 22. p. 61-67. March. [13 
ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: “Employing salt-tolerant Clostridia isolated 
from miso and wheat, gas forming capacity in several media 
containing sodium chloride, miso extract and soy milk, the 
components of the gas, and the constituents of the ash of 
cultured cells were investigated.
 “Salt-tolerant Clostridia produced smaller amount of 
gas than halosensitive Clostridia did when cultured in 0.5% 
NaCl media.
 “Miso extract and soy milk were effective for the 
salt-tolerant Clostridia isolated from miso to promote gas 
formation under higher level of sodium.
 “The ratio of carbon dioxide to hydrogen of formed gas 
by salt-tolerant Clostridia was higher than of halo-sensitive 
Clostridia.
 “For gas formation of Clostridium toanum, Na- could be 
replaced by K+ and Mg++, and Cl- by Br-, NO3- and SO4-- 
as inorganic nutrient in media, indicating as characteristics of 
salt-tolerant bacteria.
 “For Clostridium fl avum, Na+ could be replaced by K+ 
and Ca++, Cl- by Br- and SO4--, and showed the maximum 
growth in media of 3.0 to about 3.6% NaCl, indicating the 
characteristics of facultative halophilic bacteria.
 “When cultured in media containing high level of 
NaCl, the contents of K in the cell of Clostridia increased 
in quantity, and the amount of fermented products such as 
butanol, ethanol, acetone, formic acid and butyric acid were 
changed.” Address: Food Research Inst., Shiohama 1-4-12, 
Koto-ku, Tokyo, Japan.

1815. Jirgensons, B. 1967. Effects of n-propyl alcohol 
and detergents on the optical rotatory dispersion of alpha-
chymotrypsinogen, beta-casein, histone fraction F1, and 
soybean trypsin inhibitor. J. of Biological Chemistry 
242(5):912-18. [31 ref]
Address: Univ. of Texas, M.D. Anderson Hospital and Tumor 
Institute, Texas Medical Center, Houston, Texas 7702.

1816. Mizrahi, Sylvia; Zimmermann, G.; Berk, Z.; Cogan, U. 
1967. The use of isolated soybean proteins in bread. Cereal 
Chemistry 44(2):193-203. March. [23 ref]
• Summary: Isolated soybean proteins can be used, but they 
are too expensive. Address: Dep. of Food and Biotechnology, 
Technion, Israel Inst. of Technology, Haifa, Israel.

1817. Ohta, Teruo; Nakano, Masahiro; Kobayashi, Y.; Muto, 
H. 1967. Dai ikkai Zenkoku Nattô Kanhyôkai no sôgô 
seiseki [Report of the fi rst All-Japan “Natto” Exhibition, 
April 1965]. Shokuryo Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku (Report 
of the Food Research Institute) No. 22. p. 68-91. March. 
(Chem. Abst. 66:104143. 1967). [1 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: In order to promote consumer acceptability and 
to rationalize the natto manufacturing process, 56 samples of 
natto products were collected from throughout Japan. They 
were submitted to sensory evaluation and chemical analysis, 
and the soybean varieties and manufacturing facilities of 
each natto maker were investigated. Results:
 1. Soybeans: 59% were grown in China, 30% in Japan, 
and 2% in the USA. The remaining 9% were a mixture of 
these.
 2. The distinctive factor of natto that received the 
highest sensory evaluation is the production of suffi cient 
mucous substance which shows long-lasting viscosity with 
fi ne elastic threads that develop uniformly.
 3. No correlation was found between the origin or type 
of soybeans and the natto quality.
 4. Natto is still made in the traditional way, and the scale 
is mostly domestic or home based.
 The outline of the natto-making process can be 
summarized as follows: Soak the soybeans in water at 15-
20ºC for 15-20 hours or at 7-10ºC (winter) for 20-24 hours. 
Steam under pressure for 30-40 minutes at 1 to 1.2 kg per 
square cm, or for 15-30 minutes at 1.5 to 2.0 kg. Inoculate 
with a pure-culture natto starter after the temperature of the 
soybeans has decreased to: (a) 70ºC. (b) 40-60ºC. (c) Below 
30ºC. These three traditional temperatures appear to make no 
difference in the fi nal product. Pack 80-120 gm of weighed, 
inoculated soybeans into a container made of wood shavings 
or synthetic fi lm. Ferment the soybeans in the containers 
(often with many containers on shelves in a rolling rack) 
for 15-20 hours in a small incubation room, keeping the 
temperature at 40-50ºC.
 5. The shelf life of fresh natto has been prolonged by 
the installation of cold storage (refrigeration). 30-45% of 
natto makers sell their natto refrigerated, depending on their 
location in Japan.
 Natto given the highest scores in sensory evaluation had 
the following characteristics: Moisture around 60%. Protein 
water-solubility 45-60%. Protein decomposition rate (amino-
acid formation) 5-6%. Ammonia formation rate 4-5%. 
Ph value 7.2 to 7.4. Curdmeter hardness 30-40 gm. unit. 
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Colorimetric Rd is 16-22. Address: 1-2. Food Research Inst., 
Shiohama 1-4-12, Koto-ku, Tokyo, Japan.

1818. Shallenberger, R.S.; Hand, D.B.; Steinkraus, K.H. 
1967. Changes in sucrose, raffi nose, and stachyose during 
tempeh fermentation. USDA Agricultural Research Service. 
ARS-74-41. p. 68-71. March. Proceedings of the 8th 
Research Conference on Dry Beans. Held 11-13 Aug. 1966 
in Belaire, MI.
• Summary: During tempeh fermentation (for 80 hours; 
typically tempeh is fermented for 24 hours), sucrose 
decreased, raffi nose increased slightly, and stachyose 
decreased dramatically. Soaking and cooking raw soybeans 
reduced the sugar content by about 50%. On a percent 
dry basis, sucrose decreased the most (to 1.84 from 4.53), 
raffi nose to 0.35 from 0.73, and stachyose to 1.40 from 2.73. 
Address: New York State Agric. Exp. Station, Geneva, New 
York.

1819. Taira, Hirokadzu; Taira, Harue; Sakurai, Yoshito. 1967. 
Daizu kakôhin no amino-san ni kansuru kenkyû. IX. [Studies 
on amino acid contents of processed soybean. IX. Effect of 
heating on amino acid liberation with enzymes in defatted 
soybean fl our]. Shokuryo Sogo Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku 
(Report of the National Food Research Institute) No. 22. p. 
338-44. March. [21 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: Reprinted from Nippon Nogeikagaku Kaishi (J. 
of the Agricultural Chemical Society of Japan) 40(1):41-47 
(1966). Address: Food Research Inst., Shiohama 1-4-12, 
Koto-ku, Tokyo, Japan.

1820. Taira, Harue; Taira, Hirokadzu; Sugimura, Keiichiro; 
Sakurai, Yoshito. 1967. Daizu kakôhin no amino-san ni 
kansuru kenkyû. VI. [Studies on amino acid contents of 
processed soybean. VI. The heat destruction of amino acid 
in defatted soybean fl our]. Shokuryo Sogo Kenkyujo Kenkyu 
Hokoku (Report of the National Food Research Institute) No. 
22. p. 324-30. March. [21 ref. Eng; jap]
• Summary: Reprinted from Agricultural and Biological 
Chemistry 29(12):1074-79 (1965). Address: Food Research 
Inst., Shiohama 1-4-12, Koto-ku, Tokyo, Japan.

1821. Taira, Harue; Taira, Hirokadzu; Sugimura, Keiichiro; 
Sakurai, Yoshito. 1967. Daizu kakôhin no amino-san ni 
kansuru kenkyû. VII. [Studies on amino acid contents of 
processed soybean. VII. The infl uence of added water on 
the destruction of amino acid in defatted soybean fl our]. 
Shokuryo Sogo Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the 
National Food Research Institute) No. 22. p. 331-34. March. 
[4 ref. Eng; jap]
• Summary: Reprinted from Agricultural and Biological 
Chemistry 29(12):1080-83 (1965). Address: Food Research 
Inst., Shiohama 1-4-12, Koto-ku, Tokyo, Japan.

1822. Taira, Hirokadzu; Taira, Harue; Sakurai, Yoshito. 
1967. Daizu kakôhin no amino-san ni kansuru kenkyû. 
VIII. [Studies on amino acid contents of processed soybean. 
VIII. Effect of heating on total lysine and available lysine 
in defatted soybean fl our]. Shokuryo Sogo Kenkyujo Kenkyu 
Hokoku (Report of the National Food Research Institute) No. 
22. p. 335-37. March. [12 ref. Eng; jap]
• Summary: Reprinted from Eiyo to Shokuryo (J. of 
Japanese Society of Food and Nutrition) 18(5):359-61 
(1965). Address: Food Research Inst., Shiohama 1-4-12, 
Koto-ku, Tokyo, Japan.

1823. Belikov, I.F.; Sazonenko, M.K. 1967. O 
raznokachestvennosti semyan u soi [Seed quality variation 
in soyabean]. Fiziologiia Rastenii (Physiology of Plants) 
(Moscow) 14(2):337-41. March/April. [9 ref. Rus; eng]
• Summary: The relative amounts of oil in soybean 
seeds were determined on a nuclear magnetic resonance 
radiospectrometer. Address: Biol. Pochv. Inst. Akad. 
Nauk SSSR, Vladivostok [Biology-Soil Institute, Far East 
Affi liate of Siberian Section of USSR Academy of Sciences, 
Vladivostok].

1824. Dutra de Oliveira, J.E.; Souza, N. de; Alvez de 
Rezende, T.; Valiente, L.R.; Boyd, V.F.; Daggy, E.E. 1967. 
Development of a food mixture for infants and young 
children in Brazil. J. of Food Science 32(2):131-35. March/
April. [11 ref. Eng]
• Summary: “The development of food mixtures containing 
vegetable protein concentrates, minerals, and vitamins 
represents an important approach to the problem of protein-
calorie malnutrition of preschool children in many parts of 
the world. In Brazil, soy fl our is the most readily available 
good-quality protein for this purpose. Protein effi ciency-ratio 
studies in rats demonstrated that soy fl our with a PER value 
of 1.99 was available in large quantities.”
 The proposed infant food contains 39.0% sucrose, 
32.3% corn starch, 19.5% soy fl our, 4.7% vitamins and 
minerals, and 4.5% nonfat dry milk. It contains 12.5 gm 
protein per 100 gm. The PER in rats was 2.31 versus 1.99 for 
soy fl our alone. Address: 1-3. Medical School of Ribeirao 
Preto, Universidade de Sao Paulo, Ribeirao Preto (S.P.), 
Brazil.

1825. Sasaki, Masaoki; Kikuchi, T.; Asao, Y.; Yokotsuka, 
T. 1967. Kôji-kin no seisan-butsu ni kansuru kenkyû. 
II. Hôsan tane kôji-kin no seisan suru shû toshite keikô 
seibun ni tsuite (2) [Studies on the compounds produced by 
molds. II. Fluorescent compounds produced by Japanese 
industrial molds (2)]. Nippon Nogeikagaku Kaishi (J. of the 
Agricultural Chemical Society of Japan) 41(4):154-58. April. 
[8 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: Probably shows absence of afl atoxins in 
Japanese fermented foods. Three fl uorescent compounds, 
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all of which were presumed to be pyrazine derivatives, were 
newly isolated from the culture of Aspergillus sojae X-1. 
Each of these compounds gave the Rf value resembling 
that of Afl atoxin B-1 in some solvent system of thin-layer 
chromatography.
 Note: This is the 4th earliest document seen (Nov. 2020) 
that uses the word “afl atoxins” in connection with soybeans. 
Address: Central Research Inst., Kikkoman Shoyu Co. Ltd., 
Noda Inst. for Scientifi c Research, Noda-shi, Chiba-ken, 
Japan.

1826. Barton, T.L.; Kakade, M.L.; Schaible, P.J. 1967. 
Growth inhibition and pancreatic enlargement in chicks 
fed soy fl akes, extracted with certain solvents. Michigan 
State Univ., Agric. Exp. Station Quarterly Bulletin 49, 445 
49(4):445-49. May. *
Address: Graduate School of Nutrition, Cornell Univ., Ithaca, 
New York.

1827. Bressani, Ricardo. 1967. Soybeans as a source 
of protein for human feeding in Latin America. USDA 
Agricultural Research Service. ARS-71-35. p. 28-37. May. 
Proceedings of International Conference on Soybean Protein 
Foods. Held 17-19 Oct. 1966 at Peoria, Illinois. [12 ref]
• Summary: Tables show: (1) Mean daily food consumption 
of Guatemalan Indian families in terms of edible portion 
(1962). (2) Mean daily intake of calories and protein by 
Guatemalan Indian families (1962). (3) Foods consumed per 
child per day in three rural towns in Guatemala (age 3 years). 
(4) Mean intake per child per day of calories and protein in 
three towns (age 3 years). (5) Soybean production in Latin 
America in 1964 and 1965 (million bushels): Brazil 11.2 / 
16.6. Mexico 1.3 / 2.5. Colombia 1.4 / 1.8. Argentina 0.5 / < 
0.4.
 (6) Supplementation of cereal grains with soybean fl our 
(PER at 6, 8 or 10% with corn, whole wheat, wheat fl our, or 
rice). (7) Composition of INCAP vegetable mixtures 14 and 
15 (containing 38% and 19% soybean fl our, respectively). 
(8) Amino acid supplementation of mixtures 14 and 15. 
(9) Relationships between NI (Nitrogen Intake) and NA 
(Nitrogen Absorbed) to NR (Nitrogen Retention) in children 
fed mixture 14 and mixture 15. (10) Protein quality (PER) 
of full-fat soybean fl our & corn mixtures. Address: INCAP, 
Guatemala.

1828. Carlson, C.W. 1967. Iodine, vitamins, minerals, and 
phytic acid as related to soybean protein. USDA Agricultural 
Research Service. ARS-71-35. p. 81-93. May. Proceedings 
of International Conference on Soybean Protein Foods. Held 
17-19 Oct. 1966 at Peoria, Illinois. [18 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Iodine. Vitamins. 
Minerals. Phytic acid. “In summary, unheated soybean 
protein has been shown to increase the requirements for 
iodine, vitamin B-12, vitamins D-2, or D-3, phosphorus, 

calcium and phosphorus, zinc, manganese and copper. Small 
amounts of iodine or vitamin B-12 will correct for their 
increased requirement; however, relatively large amounts 
of the other nutrients must be used to obtain normal growth 
and bone composition. Use of EDTA in the case of vitamin 
D-3, calcium and phosphorus corrects for their increased 
requirements.” Address: Dep. of Poultry Science, South 
Dakota State Univ., Brookings.

1829. Dysli, R.R.; Ammerman, C.B.; Loggins, P.E.; Moore, 
J.E.; Arrington, L.R. 1967. Effects of steam-heating upon the 
nutritive value of full-fat soybeans for sheep and rats. J. of 
Animal Science 26(3):618-23. May. [15 ref]
• Summary: “In recent years there has been a renewed 
interest in feeding full-fat soybeans to ruminants and 
nonruminants.”
 In the growth study with sheep, there was a signifi cant 
linear increase in average daily gains as the soybean heating 
time increased from 0 to 30 minutes. Address: Univ. of 
Florida, Gainesville.

1830. Hand, David B. 1967. Formulated soy beverages 
for infants and preschool children. USDA Agricultural 
Research Service. ARS-71-35. p. 67-74. May. Proceedings 
of International Conference on Soybean Protein Foods. Held 
17-19 Oct. 1966 at Peoria, Illinois. [8 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Previous work. Wet 
versus dry processing. To soak or not to soak [soybeans 
used to make soy beverages]. Hot versus cold extraction. 
Conclusion.
 Tables show: (1) Composition of soy milk fractions 
(percent on dry basis). (2) A summary of the effect of 
soybean fractions upon growth of weanling rats when 
diets supplied 10% protein. (3) Percent composition of a 
24-hour soak water from dehulled soybeans. (4) Effects of 
soaking dehulled soybeans on content of protein, fat, and 
carbohydrate [incl. oligosaccharides raffi nose and stachyose]. 
Address: New York State Agric. Exp. Station, Geneva, New 
York.

1831. Hayward, J.W. 1967. Heat processing of soybean meal 
for maximum protein quality. Soybean Digest. May. p. 43-
45, 48. [14 ref]
• Summary: From his speech at the World Congress on 
Animal Nutrition in Madrid, Spain. A large photo shows 
Dr. Hayward addressing the congress. In 1960 Dr. Hayward 
retired as director of nutrition at Archer Daniels Midland 
Co., Minneapolis, Minnesota, after 25 years with that fi rm. 
He has since served in the same capacity with the Soybean 
Council of America, Inc., and now with Soypro International.
 “My experience, with rather limited nutritional aspects 
of soybeans, started back at Purdue University in 1918 with 
swine. Research in earnest began for me at the University of 
Wisconsin in 1932, where I investigated rather thoroughly, 
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for a few years, the effect of heat on the protein quality 
of soybean meal produced by all three methods of oil 
extraction. After completion of my graduate studies at the 
University of Wisconsin I joined industry, where many 
years have been devoted to further researches and market 
development work with soybeans.
 “The Archer Daniels Midland Co. (ADM) brought 
to the United States in 1933 the fi rst continuous solvent 
extraction plant to be used in our country on oilseeds (1). It 
was erected and started to operate on a limited scale in the 
spring of 1934. According to ADM’s contact man in Europe, 
many German-owned fi rms in and around Hamburg had 
successfully operated for many years continuous solvent 
extraction plants for removing oil from several different 
oilseeds including some soybeans. Neither these fi rms nor 
any of the others visited in England or on the continent 
purposely heated their oilseeds, including soybeans or the 
meal, for any possible benefi ts the heat might have on the 
nutritional value of its protein, let alone improve the meal 
physically such as reducing dust and improving color and the 
general appearance. Heat and fl aking or rolling were used 
to facilitate oil removal from the oil-bearing seeds. Heat 
was also used to desolventize the meal or fl akes and, where 
needed, to reduce the moisture in oilseeds to a safe level for 
storing.
 “However, heat was not used intentionally as a means 
of improving the feeding value of the meal as could have 
been the case with soybeans. This does not mean that the 
light-colored solvent extracted soybean meal made in 
Germany and some neighboring countries back in 1910 to 
1935 was undercooked for good protein nutrition of such 
critical animals as young poultry, pigs, lambs and calves. 
This possibility does exist, but it wasn’t even discussed while 
ADM’s representative was bargaining for his fi rm’s fi rst 
solvent extractor, a “Hildebrandt” unit, with the developing 
and fabricating fi rm, Brinckman and Mergell, of Hamburg-
Harburg, Germany.
 “In the United States we found that the new light-
colored solvent extracted soybean meal was excellent in 
protein quality as long as we did not tamper with the live 
steam or indirect heat in the desolventizing columns, or as 
long as we ran the unit at the low-gear speed recommended 
by the manufacturer. Samples of the initial light-colored 
solvent extracted soybean meal were sent to Cornell 
University investigators (2) who gave it a “relative protein 
effi ciency” value of 92 in their tests, as compared to 57 for 
the raw soybeans from which this meal was produced.”
 “With the solvent process it has been a common practice 
since 1937 or thereabouts to wet cook the fl akes after oil 
removal. This was done at will in separate cookers since this 
heating process would not discolor the oil as it was removed 
prior to cooking... It was back then (1937) that some of us at 
ADM coined the term ‘toasted’ for this soybean meal from 
the wet cooking process.

 Figures show: (1) Processing of soybeans to get 44% 
protein solvent extracted meal. (2) Processing of soybeans to 
get 50% protein solvent extracted meal.
 Tables: (1) Nutritional quality guide for soybean 
meal. (2) Infl uence of temperature and moisture content of 
soybeans on the utilization of extracted soybeans by the 
chick. Address: Nutrition Director, Soypro International, Inc.

1832. Hesseltine, Clifford W. 1967. Fermented products: 
Miso, sufu, and tempeh. USDA Agricultural Research 
Service. ARS-71-35. p. 170-80. May. Proceedings of 
International Conference on Soybean Protein Foods. Held 
17-19 Oct. 1966 at Peoria, Illinois. [12 ref]
• Summary: Discusses: Miso. Sufu, or Chinese cheese 
[fermented tofu]. Tempeh. Absence of afl atoxin in fermented 
food products. Table 1 shows mold fermented food products 
tested for afl atoxin and found negative. These include shoyu, 
miso, Chinese black beans (Fermented black soybeans from 
Taiwan), Hamanatto, moromi, soy tempeh, wheat tempeh, 
rice tempeh, wheat-soybean tempeh.
 Concerning sufu: “The pehtzes [molded tofu cubes] 
are next brined in various solutions depending on the fl avor 
desired. A typical brine would consist of 12% NaCl and 10% 
ethanol (sometimes added as rice wine). In other instances, 
only a salt brine may be used. The molded cakes are allowed 
to age for about 2 months. The fi nished cheese along with the 
brine is bottled, sterilized, and marketed as sufu.”
 Of all the various Mucor species tested for use in 
making, the Actinomucor elegans used commercially is the 
best proteinase and almost the best lipase producer. “This 
same fungus is used in China to produce a food made by 
fermentation of wheat gluten” Address: Northern Utilization 
R&D Div., ARS, USDA, Peoria, Illinois.

1833. Hill, Ronald A. 1967. Potential and use of soy protein 
for low-cost infant foods in India. USDA Agricultural 
Research Service. ARS-71-35. p. 223-24. May. Proceedings 
of International Conference on Soybean Protein Foods. Held 
17-19 Oct. 1966 at Peoria, Illinois.
• Summary: Starts by discussing the very successful work of 
the Kaira Co-operative Milk Producers’ Union Ltd. at Anand, 
270 miles north of Bombay. Mr. V.H. Shah is production 
manager. They have 110,000 members and a turnover of $15 
million a year. Their infant food named Amul is well known 
throughout India. The Co-operative has requested UNICEF’s 
help in a new project to produce a weaning food consisting 
of a cereal-legume-milk mixture. Soybeans would serve as 
the legume. The cooperative has excellent relations with 
farmer members, and this could be used to promote interest 
in the cultivation of a new crop such as soybeans. Address: 
Senior Engineer, Food Conservation Div., UNICEF, United 
Nations, New York.

1834. Huang, Po-Chao; Tung, T-C.; Lue, H-C.; Lee, C-Y.; 
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Wei, H-Y. 1967. Feeding of infants with full-fat soybean-rice 
foods. USDA Agricultural Research Service. ARS-71-35. 
p. 183-93. May. Proceedings of International Conference 
on Soybean Protein Foods. Held 17-19 Oct. 1966 at Peoria, 
Illinois. [13 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Selection of infants. 
Feeding and care of infants. Clinical fi ndings. Blood data. 
Nitrogen balance studies. Discussion. Summary. Contains 8 
tables. Address: National Taiwan Univ.

1835. Kawamura, Sin’itiro [Shinichiro]. 1967. Review of 
PL 480 work on soybean carbohydrates. USDA Agricultural 
Research Service. ARS-71-35. p. 249-54. May. Proceedings 
of International Conference on Soybean Protein Foods. Held 
17-19 Oct. 1966 at Peoria, Illinois.
• Summary: The soybean consists of 90% cotyledons, 7% 
hull, and 2% hypocotyl by weight on a moisture-free basis. 
The soluble carbohydrates consist of sucrose 4.5% and the 
oligosaccharides stachyose (3.7%) and raffi nose (1.1%). 
Address: Faculty of Agriculture, Kagawa Univ., Mikityo 
[Miki-cho], Kagawa-ken, Japan.

1836. Leverton, Ruth M. 1967. Soybean protein in mixed 
foods. USDA Agricultural Research Service. ARS-71-35. 
p. 75-80. May. Proceedings of International Conference on 
Soybean Protein Foods. Held 17-19 Oct. 1966 at Peoria, 
Illinois.
• Summary: The term “mixed foods” is used to refer to foods 
such as tortillas, chapatties, and cereal bases. Discusses: 
How the human body uses calories and protein. Essential and 
nonessential amino acids. The limiting amino acid. Protein 
Effi ciency Ratio (PER). The factor used to convert total 
nitrogen to protein content (6.25 vs. 5.71). Address: Asst. 
Deputy Administrator, ARS, USDA, Washington, DC.

1837. Meyer, Edwin W. 1967. Soy protein concentrates and 
isolates. USDA Agricultural Research Service. ARS-71-35. 
p. 142-55. May. Proceedings of International Conference 
on Soybean Protein Foods. Held 17-19 Oct. 1966 at Peoria, 
Illinois. [28 ref]
• Summary: This is a very important paper, widely cited.
 “Over the past 10 years, much attention has been 
focused on the commercial production and utilization of 
food-grade soy protein products. This ever-growing interest 
has been the result of a number of factors, among which can 
be mentioned the recognition of, and widespread concern 
for, the serious food protein shortages existing in many areas 
of the world, a better understanding of the technological 
function, and nutritional contribution of these protein 
products in food systems. During these same years, we have 
witnessed the commercial development and introduction of 
refi ned soy protein products designed for use in conventional 
processed foods and in totally new food items.”
 Soy protein concentrates can be made by any of three 

processes: (1) Aqueous alcohol leach process: a water-
alcohol mixture is used to remove the soluble non-protein 
constituents of the fl akes; (2) Moist-heat process: the fl akes 
are treated with moist heat which denatures the protein 
and makes it insoluble in water. The carbohydrates remain 
soluble and can easily be separated from the protein; (3) 
Dilute acid leach method: the soy fl akes are suspended in 
water and adjusted to pH 4.5, the isoelectric point of soy 
protein. Most of the soy protein precipitates. After removing 
the soluble, non-protein part, one can reconstitute the 
protein by neutralizing the solution. The composition of the 
concentrates made by these three methods is similar (70-
72% protein, 3.7-4.5% crude fi ber, and 3.8-6.0% ash on a 
dry weight basis), but the solubility of the protein differs. 
Methods (1) and (2) give a low solubility product, with 
a nitrogen solubility index (NSI) of 5 and 3 respectively. 
Method (3) gives a concentrate which is soluble in water 
(NSI = 69).
 Page 145: “Large-scale factory production of a soy in 
isolate in the United States dates from 1937 and was, and 
still is, concerned with the manufacture of modifi ed products 
suitable for adhesive purposes in paper coating applications. 
The fi rst commercial-scale plant for the production of edible 
grade soy protein isolate went into operation in the United 
States in 1959. Since that date the production capacity 
for the food-grade products has been expanded by several 
companies.
 “Although large quantities of both edible and industrial 
grades of soy protein isolate are produced in this country, 
there exists little published information with respect 
to the specifi cs of design, equipment, and operation of 
processing plants. This is understandable because the large-
scale commercial know-how is limited to a few industrial 
organizations. Nonetheless, the general principles of process 
and product chemistry are fairly well documented.” These 
are then described.
 Page 152: In closing, I want to comment on current 
pricing and estimated sales volumes of soy protein 
concentrates and soy protein isolates, and then to make some 
rough projections on pricing in the near future. At present, 
the soy protein concentrates sell for 18 to 28 cents per 
pound; the isolates sell for about 35 to 38 cents per pound. 
In presenting the estimates of current sales volume, I wish 
to emphasize that these fi gures are really ‘guesstimates,’ 
because such data are not available.
 “Nonetheless, it is my opinion that the soy protein 
concentrates are now selling at a level approaching 15 
million pounds per year and the isolates at a level of about 
10 million pounds per year. This past spring [1966], Central 
Soya announced the construction of a plant for soy protein 
isolates having” a capacity of 10 million pounds per year. 
“With continuing technological improvements, the price of 
soy protein concentrate may drop to 14 cents per pound over 
the next 5-year period. During the same period, it may be 
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predicted that the price of soy protein isolate may decrease to 
about 28 cents per pound. Necessarily, such price decreases 
can come about only through increase in the volume of usage 
and through process and product improvements.
 Tables: (1) Percentage composition of 3 soy protein 
concentrates. The protein content (N x 6.25) on a moisture-
free basis (m.f.b.) ranges from 70.9% to 72.2%.
 (2) Amino acid composition of soy protein concentrates 
as determined by 3 different methods.
 (3) Proximate analysis of 4 commercial soy protein 
isolates. The protein content (N x 6.25) on a moisture-free 
basis ranges from 97.4% to 100.0%.
 (4) Amino acid composition of soy protein isolates as 
determined by 3 different methods.
 (5) Food uses of soy protein concentrates: Comminuted 
meat products. Sausage. Luncheon loaves. Patties. Chili con 
carne. Breading. Breakfast cereal. Dietary wafers.
 (6) Food uses of soy protein isolates: Comminuted meat 
products, Frankfurters. Bologna. Miscellaneous sausage. 
Luncheon loaves. Canned luncheon loaves. Poultry products. 
Dairy-type products. Coffee whiteners. Whipped toppings. 
Frozen dessert. Beverage powder. Dried soup mixes. Infant 
formulations. Special dietary items.
 (7) Soy protein concentrates–protein quality (based on 
rat feeding studies, 10% protein in diet, 4 week period). The 
corrected PER of 3 commercial concentrates ranges from 
2.16 to 2.36; but when 0.15% DL-methionine is added, that 
range increases to 2.88 to 3.00.
 (8) Nutritional value of soy protein products (based on 
rat feeding studies, 10% protein in diet, 4 week period). Soy 
protein concentrate 2.02 to 2.48. Soy protein concentrate + 
1.5% methionine 3.09 to 3.24. Isolated soy protein 1.08 to 
2.11. Isolated soy protein + 1.5% methionine 2.11 to 2.45.
 Note: This is the 2nd earliest document seen (Dec. 2015) 
that uses the term “nitrogen solubility index” in connection 
with soybeans. Address: Chemurgy Div., Central Soya Co., 
Inc., Chicago, Illinois.

1838. Odell, Arthur D. 1967. Meat analogues from modifi ed 
vegetable tissues. USDA Agricultural Research Service. 
ARS-71-35. p. 163-69. May. Proceedings of International 
Conference on Soybean Protein Foods. Held 17-19 Oct. 1966 
at Peoria, Illinois. [7 ref]
• Summary: Discusses work on spun soy protein fi bers 
(“protein monofi laments”) and meatlike products made 
therefrom. This program has been underway at General 
Mills for 4 years. Gives a detailed description of the process 
and equipment used to produce the bundles of fi brils, or 
“tows.” Bontrae is the registered trademark of General Mills, 
Inc. for spun protein food. A bacon analog named Bac*Os 
is discussed and shown in a photo. There are also photos 
showing analogs of a diced ham, chicken, seafood, sloppy 
joe, and hamburger. A typical fi nished product contains (on a 
dry weight basis) 60% protein, 20% fat, 17% carbohydrate, 

and 3% ash. Roughly 1/3 to 2/3 of the fi nished product (on 
a dry weight basis) is spun protein fi bers. “The balance 
is composed of vegetable or animal fats or both, fl avors, 
supplemental nutrients such as vitamins and minerals, an 
all-important thermo-setting binding system [such as egg 
albumin], and other edible materials almost at the whim of 
the fabricator.” Address: Central Research Labs., General 
Mills, Minneapolis, Minnesota.

1839. Rackis, J.J.; Sessa, D.J.; Honig, D.H. 1967. Isolation 
and characterization of fl avor and fl atulence factors in 
soybean meal. USDA Agricultural Research Service. 
ARS-71-35. p. 100-11. May. Proceedings of International 
Conference on Soybean Protein Foods. Held 17-19 Oct. 1966 
at Peoria, Illinois. [12 ref]
• Summary: The authors found that the oligosaccharides, 
raffi nose and stachyose, seemed to produce fl atulence and 
an uncomfortable feeling in those who consumed soybean 
products. Address: Northern Regional Research Lab., Peoria, 
Illinois.

1840. Standal, Bluebell R. 1967. Amino acids in Oriental 
soybean foods: Determined by column chromatography. J. of 
the American Dietetic Association 50(5):397-400. May. [18 
ref]
• Summary: The author used column chromatography 
to determine the amino acid content of various Oriental 
soybean preparations. Methionine was the limiting amino 
acid in all foods. Table 1 shows the amino acid content of the 
following foods: Tofu, edamame (green soybeans), soybean 
sprouts, natto, miso, mungbean sprouts (Phaseolus aureus 
Roxb) and whole egg. Table 2 shows the amino acid ratio, 
essential amino acids index, protein score, and net protein 
utilization (NPU) for each food. Eggs had the highest NPU 
(90.9), followed by edamame (72.2), tofu (65.0), soybean 
sprouts (56.0), and natto (44.0). The fi rst three foods are 
sources are good quality vegetable proteins. Address: Div. 
of Nutrition, Dep. of Home Economics, Univ. of Hawaii, 
Honolulu.

1841. Steggerda, Frederic R. 1967. Physiological effects of 
soybean fractions. USDA Agricultural Research Service. 
ARS-71-35. p. 94-99. May. Proceedings of International 
Conference on Soybean Protein Foods. Held 17-19 Oct. 1966 
at Peoria, Illinois. [6 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Observations on fl atus 
production in human subjects. Location of gas production 
in animals (in vivo technique; duodenum, jejunum, ileum, 
and colon of dogs). The association of the bacterial fl ora 
and gas production (in vitro technique). Proposed research 
to establish whether or not raffi nose or stachyose can serve 
as a source of gas production in the gastrointestinal tract. 
Address: Dep. of Physiology and Biophysics, Univ. of 
Illinois, Urbana.
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1842. Thiagarajan, Bharatan. 1967. Role of the United 
Nations in the industrial advancement of developing 
countries. USDA Agricultural Research Service. ARS-71-35. 
p. 216-20. May. Proceedings of International Conference 
on Soybean Protein Foods. Held 17-19 Oct. 1966 at Peoria, 
Illinois.
• Summary: Discusses: UN interest in food technology. 
Expanded Program of Technical Assistance (inaugurated 
in 1950). World Food Program. Food and Agriculture 
Organization of the UN. Manufacture of lysine from furfural. 
Fortifi cation of nutritionally weak diets with lysine. Address: 
Industrial Development Offi cer, Center for Industrial 
Development of the United Nations, United Nations, New 
York.

1843. USDA Agricultural Research Service. 1967. 
Proceedings of International Conference on Soybean Protein 
Foods. ARS-71-35. iv + 285 p. May. Held 17-19 Oct. 1966 at 
Peoria, Illinois. No index. 27 cm. [250+ ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introductory remarks. Session 
I: Potentials for soybean production and use as related 
to world protein needs. II: Nutritional and chemical 
studies. III: Manufactured soy products. IV: Marketing 
and use of soybean protein products in various countries. 
Banquet address: Closing the protein gap. V: Action, panel 
discussions, and summary. Summary of conference. List of 
attendance (Directory of 274 attendees). Address: Northern 
Utilization Research and Development Div., Peoria, Illinois.

1844. Wolf, Walter J. 1967. Trypsin inhibitors, 
hemagglutinins, saponins, and isofl avones of soybeans. 
USDA Agricultural Research Service. ARS-71-35. p. 112-28. 
May. Proceedings of International Conference on Soybean 
Protein Foods. Held 17-19 Oct. 1966 at Peoria, Illinois. [71 
ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soybean protein 
isolation. Soybean trypsin inhibitors. Soybean 
hemagglutinins. Soybean saponins. Soybean isofl avones. 
Conclusions.
 Concerning soybean isofl avones: Physical and chemical 
properties–Yellow color, phenolic in character, glucosides, 
insoluble in water but soluble in alcohol (methanol and 
ethanol). They occur in soybeans mainly as the glucosides, 
genistin and daidzin. Both isofl avones give characteristic 
spectra in the ultraviolet region, which are useful in their 
identifi cation. Of the two isofl avones, genistein has been 
studied in greatest detail for its biological activities. 
Responses depend on the dosage. Possible estrogenic 
responses are increased uterine weight, vaginal cornifi cation, 
and infertility. Genistein can also inhibit growth. Address: 
Northern Regional Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois.

1845. Aspinall, G.O.; Begbie, R.; McKay, J.E. 1967. 

Polysaccharide components of soybeans. Cereal Science 
Today 12(6):223, 226-28, 260, 261. June. [14 ref]
• Summary: Contents. Polysaccharides from soybean 
hulls: Galactomannans, acidic polysaccharides, xylan. 
Polysaccharides from soybean cotyledons: Arabinogalactan, 
acidic polysaccharide complex. Quantitative analysis of 
polysaccharide components of soybeans. Address: Dep. of 
Chemistry, Univ. of Edinburgh, Scotland.

1846. Evans, Robert J.; Bandemer, Selma L. 1967. Nutritive 
value of legume seed proteins. J. of Agricultural and Food 
Chemistry 15(3):439-43. May/June. [27 ref]
• Summary: Discusses the following soybean varieties and 
products: Chippewa soybeans, Harosoy soybeans, Thailand 
soybeans, soybean curd (tofu).
 Tables show: (1) Essential amino acid content of 
some common legumes. (2) “Relative nutritive values of 
seed proteins” (unheated and heated, based on weight gain 
in rats). (3) “Relative nutritive values of seed proteins 
supplemented with amino acids” (When Chippewa soybeans 
were supplemented with 0.2% methionine, there was a very 
large weight gain in the rats fed those soybeans compared 
with soybeans that had not been supplemented). (4) “Relative 
nutritive values of seed proteins and mixture with other 
seeds.”
 All of the legumes studied were most defi cient in 
methionine or the sulfur-containing amino acids, using 
the FAO pattern as a guide for requirements. Most of the 
legumes are very good sources of lysine, and if all the 
lysine is available, they should make good supplements for 
protein sources that are defi cient in lysine. Address: Dep. 
of Biochemistry, Michigan State Univ., East Lansing, MI 
48823.

1847. Gorrill, A.D.L.; Thomas, J.W. 1967. Body weight 
changes, pancreas size and enzyme activity, and proteolytic 
enzyme activity and protein digestion in intestinal contents 
from calves fed soybean and milk protein diets. J. of 
Nutrition 92(2):215-23. June. [19 ref]
• Summary: Milk and soybean sources of dietary protein 
for calves were compared on the basis of growth, pancreatic 
enzymes, and intestinal proteolysis. Soy protein concentrates 
(called 71% crude protein soybean fl our) gave better results 
than soy fl our in calf milk replacers. This was attributed, at 
least in part, to the negligible trypsin inhibitor content of the 
soy protein concentrates. Address: Dep. of Dairy, Michigan 
State Univ., East Lansing, Michigan.

1848. Orr, Elizabeth; Adair, David. 1967. The production 
of protein foods and concentrates from oilseeds. Tropical 
Products Institute Report No. G31. 104 p. June. Also titled 
T.P.I. Report (London). [44 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Foreword. Acknowledgements. 
Introduction. 1. The use of oilseeds as a source of protein. 
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2. Oilseed resources. 3. The manufacture of protein fl ours 
by standard oil milling processes. 4. Some cost aspects of 
the manufacture of protein fl our by standard oil milling 
processes. 5. Examples of the use of edible fl ours made by 
standard oil milling processes. 6. Full fat soya fl ours. 7. 
Oriental methods of processing soya. 8. Other processes 
for making protein products. 9. The distribution of protein 
products. 10. Current experience of making protein fl ours 
and foods from oilseeds. 11. The initiation of protein food 
programmes with particular reference to the role of the 
administrator. Appendices. 1. Protein nutrition. 2. Oilseed 
statistics. 3. Toxic hazards. 4. P.A.G. Guides [PAG]. 5. 
Afl atoxin. 6. Questionnaire. 7. Some examples of the cost 
of packaging oilseed-based protein foods. 8. Prices of edible 
oilseed products and protein fl ours and foods made from 
oilseeds. Bibliography. Chapters 6 and 7 are especially 
relevant to soyfoods.
 “Full fat soya fl our (FFSF) is manufactured in the USA 
by Archer Daniels Midland Co. and Central Soya, and in 
the UK by 3 fi rms: British Arkady Co. Ltd., Soya Foods 
Ltd., and British Soya Products Ltd. There are no offi cial 
statistics for production in either country. A trade source of 
information has estimated UK usage of soya fl our at 30,000 
tons per annum, but this fi gure includes defatted soya fl our 
made from meal imported from the USA. Full fat soya 
fl ours can be divided into 2 main categories: (a) fl ours used 
primarily for bleaching purposes in bread, and (b) general 
purpose fl ours. When the fl our is to be used mainly for 
bleaching it is made from uncooked beans, since the natural 
enzymes in the bean must remain active until the bleaching 
process has been completed. It is estimated that about half 
the full fat soya fl our made in the UK is used in bread 
manufacture.”
 A table lists all known commercial full-fat soy fl ours, 
their composition and prices. Describes the Promo Process 
and Wenger Process for making FFSF, with cost data. Gives 
case histories for Pronutro in South Africa and Nutresco in 
[Southern] Rhodesia.
 Chapter 7. Oriental methods of processing soya beans: 
Kinako (“a fl our made from ground toasted [soy] beans, 
used in making cakes”). Fermentation products: Soya 
sauce (shoyu), miso, natto, tempeh. Developing the use of 
fermented products. Aqueous extracts: Soya milk and tofu, 
kori-tofu. Soya milk as a substitute for cow’s milk. The 
package soy milk shop (including Tetra Pak and Prepac 
packaging; the Prepac system, developed by the S.E.A.B. 
Co., Villejuif, France, has a capacity of 1,500 packs/hour). 
Case histories for soya milk: Rural cooperatives in Taiwan, 
Saridele in Indonesia, and Vitasoy in Hong Kong. Soya milk 
made from soya fl our: The 4 known manufacturers of soya 
milk are Promo Ltd. of the U.K. (“The product made by 
Promo is marketed under the brand name of ‘Velactin’ by the 
Wander company.”), and Loma Linda Foods (Soyalac and 
Granogen), Mead Johnson (Sobee or Soybee), and Borden’s 

Soy Processing Co., all of the USA. Promo and Loma Linda 
use the traditional Oriental method rather than using soy 
fl our.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2015) 
concerning Tetra Pak and soy. Address: TPI, 56/62 Gray’s 
Inn Road, London WC1.

1849. Saio, Kyoko; Koyama, E.; Watanabe, T. 1967. Protein–
calcium–phytic acid relationships in soybean. I. Effects 
of calcium and phosphorus on solubility characteristics of 
soybean meal protein. Agricultural and Biological Chemistry 
31(10):1195-1200. June. [12 ref]
• Summary: Discusses the solubility characteristics of 
soybean meal protein as a function of pH. Phosphorus and 
calcium have a very signifi cant effect on the solubility of 
that protein. It is diffi cult to increase the calcium content in 
soy milk, since soy protein is coagulated and precipitated 
by calcium-protein interaction. The coagulated soy protein 
is not suitable for beverages. Address: 1&3. Food Research 
Inst., Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry; 2. Japan Tofu 
Assoc.

1850. Zimmerman, Gideon; Berk, Zeki. 1967. Investigation 
of the effect of processing conditions on the yield and quality 
of isolated soybean protein. Haifa, Israel: Technion Research 
and Development Foundation. 99 p. Final report. PL 480 
Project no. UR-A10-(40)-30. Grant no. FG-IS-143. Report 
period July 1962–June 1967. 27 cm. [76 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Part 1. Production and properties of 
isolated soybean protein: 1. Effect of processing conditions 
on yields and purity. 2. 2. Effect of processing conditions 
on the nutritive value of isolated soybean protein. Part II. 
Utilization of isolated soybean proteins in food products: 2. 
Use of isolated soybean protein in bread. 4. Use of isolated 
soybean protein as a spray-drying aid. 5. Utilization of 
isolated soybean protein in cheese-like products. Address: 
Technion Research and Development Foundation Ltd., Haifa, 
Israel.

1851. Smith, Oak B. 1967. Pre-cooking of cereal and protein 
blends. Paper presented at International Symposium on 
Oilseed Proteins and Concentrates, July 3. 16 p. Held at 
CFTRI, Mysore, India. [15 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Methodology of short 
time, high temperature extrusion cookers. Short time / 
high temperature extrusion cooking of oilseed proteins. 
Heat labile growth inhibitors in soybeans and certain 
pulses (trypsin inhibitors; hemagglutinin inhibitors). The 
precooking of cereals and oilseed proteins. Product forms 
of protein-enriched foods. Processing costs abroad for short 
time / high temperature cooking. Cooking of cereals with 
synthetic amino acids (especially lysine). Conclusions.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2019) 
concerning textured, high-protein cereal-soy blends. Address: 
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Director of Market Research, Wenger Mixer Manufacturing, 
Kansas City, Missouri.

1852. Nelson, T.S. 1967. The utilization of phytate 
phosphorus by poultry–A review. Poultry Science 46(4):862-
71. July. [59 ref]
• Summary: “The metabolism of phosphorus derived from 
plant tissues is one of the least understood and most debated 
subjects in the fi eld of mineral nutrition. A small proportion 
of the total phosphorus in plants is inorganic phosphates 
located primarily in the vegetative tissues.”
 Most of the phosphorus in plants is in a variety of 
organic compounds found primarily in the seed; phytate 
phosphorus is the predominant organic form. Address: 
Research and Development Div., International Minerals & 
Chemical Corp., Libertyville, Illinois 60048.

1853. Blattna, J.; Manouskova, J.; Davidek, J. 1967. 
Spektrophotometrische Tokopherolbestimmung in 
Oelen nach duennschictchromatographischer Trennung 
[Spectrophotometric determination of tocopherols in 
oils using thin layer chromatography]. Zeitschrift fuer 
Lebensmittel-Untersuchung und -Forschung 134(4):242-45. 
Aug. [3 ref. Ger]
Address: Prague, Czechoslovakia.

1854. Food Engineering. 1967. Soy protein without the soy 
taste: Complete blandness of the 94%-protein isolate plus 
its high nutritive value promise wide application as protein 
supplement and major food ingredient. 39(8):154. Aug.
• Summary: Supro 610, a spray-dried powder, is completely 
bland and contains more than 94% protein. A table shows the 
nutritional composition, including the essential amino acids 
(in grams per 100 gm of pure protein).

1855. Niederstebruch, A.; Hinsch, I. 1967. Die 
polarographische Bestimmung von Tocopherolen und 
Tocopherylchinonen in Oelen und Fetten [Polarographic 
determination of tocopherols and tocopherylquinones in oils 
and fats]. Fette, Seifen, Anstrichmittel 69(8):559-63. Aug. [6 
ref. Ger]
• Summary: The tocopherol content (micrograms/gm) of 
5 samples of soy oil is given for total tocopherols (835-
1202), alpha (0-108), gamma (430-830), and delta (220-372) 
tocopherols. Address: Unilever Forschungslaboratorium, 
Hamburg.

1856. Obara, T.; Kimura, M. 1967. Gel fi ltration 
fractionation of the whole water-extractable soybean 
proteins. J. of Food Science 32(4):531-34. July/Aug. [22 ref]
• Summary: Five fractions were obtained by gel fi ltration 
with a Sephadex-200 column-4 protein and 1 non-protein. 
Trypsin inhibitor activity was only present in the fourth 
fraction. Address: Dep. of Agricultural Chemistry, Tokyo 

Univ. of Education, Komaba, Meguro-ku, Tokyo, Japan.

1857. Smouse, T.H.; Chang, S.S. 1967. A systematic 
characterization of the reversion fl avor of soybean oil. J. of 
the American Oil Chemists’ Society 44(8):509-14. Aug. [39 
ref]
• Summary: Off fl avors occur when oxygen reacts with 
linolenic acid to form compounds such as 2-n-pentylfuran. 
The authors have been able to isolate and identify 71 
compounds which form during soybean oil reversion.
 Note: By defi nition, reversion is the return of the fl avor 
that a particular oil had before it was deodorized. Address: 
Dep. of Food Science, Rutgers, The State Univ., New 
Brunswick, New Jersey.

1858. Soybean Digest. 1967. High protein soybean varieties 
coming. Aug. p. 38.
• Summary: “Soybeans, one of our cheapest sources of 
protein, pay soon provide even more protein for livestock 
feed and for human consumption.
 “Average composition of soybean varieties currently 
grown is 40.5% protein and 21% oil. In contrast, 
experimental varieties developed and tested by ARS 
[USDA’s Agricultural Research Service] and state 
agricultural experiment stations have yielded 10% to 12% 
more protein than present commercial varieties.
 “In experiments at the State Agricultural Experiment 
Station, Stoneville, Mississippi, ARS agronomist E.E. 
Hartwig produced an experimental line, called D60-9647, 
with 45.1% protein and 19.4% oil. Lee, the variety most 
commonly grown in the South, yielded 40.7% protein and 
21.9% oil in the Stoneville tests.
 “To produce D60-9647, Hartwig crossed and recrossed 
soybean breeding lines to combine high protein content and 
good agronomic qualities. In these crosses, he used breeding 
lines high in protein but with poor yields and disease 
resistance; and lines with high yield and disease resistance 
but low protein content.
 “D60-9647 is lower in protein than some of the lines 
used in the crosses that produced it. However, in the 
Stoneville tests it yielded 2,376 pounds per acre, compared 
to 2,328 for Lee.
 “In the past, the major emphasis in soybean 
development has been for varieties with a high percentage of 
oil. Soybean oil came into prominence during World War II 
as a replacement for imported vegetable oils. Meal was sold 
for livestock feed as a byproduct.
 “Expanded markets for high-protein meal as a livestock 
feed have increased its value. On the basis of 10-year 
average prices of meal and oil, meal has accounted for 58% 
of the total value of soybean crops.”
 “Under the present marketing system, however, it still 
would not pay farmers to grow high-protein soybeans. High-
protein soybeans have a lower oil content than standard 
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varieties, and processors want soybeans with a high oil 
content because oil is worth more than meal per pound.
 “Hartwig, a pioneer in soybean research and 
development in the South, foresees a change in this 
marketing pattern. As demand for meat continues to increase, 
he believes that demand for high-protein livestock feed will 
also increase. Development of soybean-protein foods for 
underdeveloped countries will also increase market demand 
for high-protein soybeans.
 “Progress in developing high-protein soybeans is still 
behind that in developing improved, high-oil varieties. But 
when the demand develops, Hartwig expects that highly 
productive high-protein varieties will be available.”

1859. Woodard, James C.; Alvarez, Marvin R. 1967. Renal 
lesions in rats fed diets containing alpha protein. Archives of 
Pathology 84(2):153-62. Aug. [28 ref]
• Summary: “Alpha protein” is the commercial name for the 
globulin fraction isolated from soy protein. Modifi ed through 
alkaline treatment to develop optimum adhesive qualities, it 
has been used rather extensively in nutritional experiments. 
This protein contains no vitamin B-12 and has a very low 
content of sulfur-containing amino acids.
 When rats are fed such diets, they develop a unique 
renal [kidney] lesion “characterized by nephrocalcinosis 
and cytomegalic changes in the straight portion of proximal 
tubule.” Many highly magnifi ed photos show these lesions. 
Address: 1. DVM [Doctor of Veterinary Medicine], PhD; 2. 
PhD. Both: Dep. of Pathology, J. Hillis Miller Health Center, 
Univ. of Florida, Gainesville, FL 32603.

1860. Catron, Damon V. 1967. Impact of nutrition and food 
science on animal agriculture. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 71-
72, 74.
• Summary: “The food picture has two dimensions–one 
national, another international. Both are inseparable in 
today’s discussion.
 “At home, we are the best-fed (in fact, overfed) nation 
in the world. None need go hungry. There is less than 5% 
malnutrition. Americans consume about 1,400 pounds of 
food a year–44% of which is meat, milk, and eggs–products 
of a great animal agriculture. We have a year-round variety 
of foods (6,000 food items on supermarket shelves)–
unmatched by any nation in the world! This is supported by 
a $89 billion food business, the largest, single industry in the 
United States! Expenditures for food are down to 18% (in 
1966) of disposable income–the lowest in history.
 “Worldwide, as you know, the food picture is entirely 
different. Half the people are hungry; two-thirds suffer from 
malnutrition. World population is growing about twice as 
fast as world food production. Two-thirds of the people 
cannot afford to buy meat, milk and eggs. Animal protein 
consumption is positively correlated with income. Only 30 
of the world’s countries have a per capita annual income 

of $500 a year or more, and only three of these are in the 
less developed countries of the world. It’s the undeveloped 
countries that have both the greatest population increases and 
the need for food.
 “Our Job: We are committed to help fi ght world 
hunger–with both food and technology. But the feed-food 
situation, even in the United States, is at a turning point–
from surpluses to scarcity. It is obvious that the United States 
cannot feed the world. Furthermore, it is highly questionable 
if we should, even if we could. We must now start exporting 
much more of our food producing, processing and marketing 
‘know-how.’
 “Final Goal–Food for Man: Agriculture has only two 
basic functions–the production of food and the production of 
fi ber. From a world standpoint, the most critical need is for 
food.
 “Historically, man has evoluted [sic, evolved] through 
three stages in obtaining his food supply:
 “1–Living off nature: by hunting, fi shing, along with 
fruit and nut- gathering and pastoral animal production.
 “2–Cultivation of crops: fi rst, cereal grains; later, oil-
bearing seeds.
 “3–Animal agriculture: Once man had a surplus of grain, 
he intensifi ed the production of meat, milk and eggs.
 “At this point in history, a meat-eating economy is based 
on an affl uent society–long on grain, a well-developed, 
sophisticated agriculture and strong purchasing power.
 “This generation, through food science, is opening a 
fourth stage in man’s food supply, namely the formulation 
and fabrication of foods from cereals and high-protein 
seeds (like soybeans) by the applications of chemistry and 
engineering. The development of this technology may 
temporarily bypass the third stage (animal agriculture) 
in providing food, especially protein, for the people in 
developing countries.
 “Limitations of Animal Agriculture: Animal agriculture, 
as it has developed in the United States today, has some 
limitations:
 “1–Animals compete directly with man for basic food 
supply.
 “2–They are ineffi cient nutrient convertors.”
 A chart shows that “Food-producing animals 
compete for man’s food supply.” Those that are the 
biggest competitors are non-ruminants such as turkeys, 
broilers, laying hens, and swine, since they need the most 
supplemental protein.
 A small portrait photo shows Damon V. Catron. Address: 
PhD, Food Science and Nutrition, College of Agriculture, 
Univ. of Missouri, Columbia, Mo.

1861. Dimler, R.J. 1967. Soybeans and corn join forces in 
food! Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 50-53.
• Summary: Discusses composition of soybean and corn 
foods, essential amino acids, village process for making full-
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fat soy fl our, CSM (Corn-Soy-Milk mixture; developed by 
the American Corn Millers Federation and originally known 
as Blended Food product, Formula No. 2). The ingredients 
are 68% gelatinized corn meal, 25% defatted soy fl our 
(toasted), 5% nonfat dry milk solids, and 2% vitamins and 
minerals, cereal-soya tempeh.
 “Last fall [1966], the director general of the National 
Children’s Bureau, Health Ministry of Brazil, visited the 
Northern Laboratory to discuss the Village Process. On 
his return to Brazil, he arranged purchase of six sets of 
equipment by UNICEF. Mr. Gus Mustakas, one of the 
chemical engineers responsible for developing the process, 
was invited to Brazil to demonstrate the process and to 
provide technical assistance. Mr. Mustakas has just returned 
home, and reports that he gave instructions on the process 
to groups of doctors, nutritionists, and social workers of 
the National Children’s Bureau. These groups are now 
introducing the process to villages in Brazil for the purpose 
of providing installations to improve nutrition among young 
children suffering from dietary protein defi ciency.” Address: 
Director, Northern Regional Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois 
61604.

1862. Dutra de Oliveira, J.E.; Souza, Nelson de. 1967. 
[Metabolic studies with a corn and soya mixture for 
infant feeding]. Archivos Latinoamericanos de Nutricion 
17(3):197-206. Sept. Also in Soja: Relatorios e Pesquisas. 
Ribeirao Preto. 1972. p. 12. [8 ref. Eng; Por]
• Summary: “Nitrogen balance was used to study, in normal 
and malnourished children, the nutritive value of a vegetable 
protein mixture. Basically the mixture contained corn and 
soybean fl our.”
 “It was found that, when the undernourished children 
received this mixture as the only source of food, absorption 
and retention of nitrogen were 70.1 and 21.3% respectively. 
These values were inferior to those obtained with children 
fed cow’s milk.
 “In the group of normal children this vegetable mixture 
increased the absorption and retention of nitrogen when 
substituted for part of their basic diet. This absorption and 
retention showed to be equal and even greater than when 
cow’s milk substituted part of the basic diet. This is a very 
important fi nding considering that this mixture is intended 
as a supplement to the regional diets of low nutritive value.” 
Address: 1. Faculdade de Medicina de Ribeirao Preto.

1863. Miller, R.J.; Beard, Ben H. 1967. Effects of irrigation 
management on chemical composition of soybeans in the 
San Joaquin Valley. California Agriculture 21(9):8-10. Sept.
• Summary: Contents: Review of early tests. Saline 
sensitivity. Current test objectives. Moisture blocks. Boron. 
Gross value.
 “The recent cutbacks in acreage allotments in the San 
Joaquin Valley have caused cotton ranchers with interests 

in oil-processing facilities to recognize the need for a 
supplemental oil crop, such as soybeans, to allow continued 
use of the facilities at or near capacity.”
 Soybean investigations were begun in 1966 at the West 
Side Field Station, Five Points, California to (1) determine 
the yield responses of 3 soybean varieties to 3 levels of 
irrigation, and (2) to study the effects of the irrigation 
treatments on the oil and protein content of the soybeans. 
Seed of three soybean varieties, Chippewa, Clark, and 
Wayne, were inoculated and planted in pre-irrigated beds on 
May 26, 1966.
 Annual reports on irrigation studies with soybeans, 
submitted over the past 10-12 years by Edwards, Gautham 
and Knowles of the University of California at Davis, 
were utilized in the preparation and conduct of these 
investigations.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2019) 
concerning the cultivation of soybeans in California’s San 
Joaquin Valley. Previous tests with irrigated cultivation of 
soybeans in California were conducted at Davis (1918) and 
at Brawley [Imperial County, Imperial Valley, southeastern 
corner of California] (1954-55). Address: 1. Asst. Water 
Scientist, Dep. of Water Science & Engineering, Univ. of 
California, Davis, West Side Field Station, Five Points, 
California; 2. Research Agronomist, Crops Research Div., 
ARS/USDA, Southwestern Irrigation Field Station, Brawley, 
Calif.

1864. Yokotsuka, Tamotsu; Sakasai, T.; Asao, Y. 1967. Shôyu 
kômi seibun ni kansuru kenkyû. XXVI. Shôyu kôbo ni yoru 
kômi no seisei (1) [Studies on fl avorous substances in shoyu. 
XXV. Flavorous components produced by yeast fermentation 
(1)]. Nippon Nogeikagaku Kaishi (J. of the Agricultural 
Chemical Society of Japan) 41(9):428-33. Sept. [11 ref. Jap; 
eng]
• Summary: Three hundred strains of yeast were isolated 
from several kinds of shoyu mash, which were found to 
have good fl avor. This good fl avor was shown to be caused 
by the formation of 4-ethylguaiacol and other phenolic 
components. This research was fi nanced in part by the USDA 
Agricultural Research Service. Address: Central Research 
Inst., Kikkoman Shoyu Co., Ltd., Noda Inst. for Scientifi c 
Research.

1865. Birk, Yehudith; Gertler, Arieh; Khalef, Shulamith. 
1967. Further evidence for a dual, independent, activity 
against trypsin and alpha-chymotrypsin of inhibitor AA from 
soybeans. Biochimica et Biophysica Acta 147(2):402-04. 
Oct. 23. *
Address: Faculty of Agriculture, Hebrew Univ., Rehovot, 
Israel.

1866. Berg, Alan D. 1967. Malnutrition and national 
development. Foreign Affairs 46(1):126-36. Oct.
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Address: Washington, DC.

1867. Combs, G.F. 1967. Development of a supplementary 
food mixture (CSM) for children. PAG Bulletin (Protein 
Advisory Group, WHO / FAO / UNICEF) No. 7. p. 15-24. 
Oct. [2 ref]
• Summary: Protein-calorie malnutrition is common 
throughout much of the developing world, especially in the 
post-nursing child under 6 years of age.
 “It is estimated that each year over three million children 
die directly or indirectly from malnutrition.” Address: Prof. 
of Nutrition, Univ. of Maryland, College Park.

1868. Dutra de Oliveira, J.E.; Scatena, L. 1967. Nutritional 
value of protein from a soybean milk powder. J. of Food 
Science 32(5):592-94. Sept/Oct. Also in Soja: Relatorio e 
Pesquisas. Ribeirao Preto. 1972. p. 11. Pinto 1978, p. 293. [8 
ref]
• Summary: This paper describes: (1) the preparation of a 
soybean powdered milk in a Brazilian powdered cow’s milk 
plant because special equipment for preparing soymilk is not 
available in Brazil; (2) the nutritive value of this soybean 
milk when tested in rats at varying levels of protein intake 
and as the sole source of protein; and (3) the subsequent 
tests conducted to determine the effect of methionine 
supplementation and proportions of cow’s milk and soya 
milk that might yield protein quality superior to that of any 
of the isolated components.
 “Mixing cow’s milk and soybean milk in different 
proportions did not improved signifi cantly the nutritional 
value of the protein, although such mixtures might have 
advantages for palatability, industrial feasibility, or consumer 
acceptability.” Address: Faculdade de Medicina, Ribeirao 
Preto (Sao Paulo), Brazil.

1869. Fischer, R.W. 1967. A review of the advantages and 
disadvantages of the production and utilization of soybean 
for human feeding in areas where it is not yet produced or 
traditionally consumed. United Nations FAO/WHO/UNICEF 
PAG (Protein Advisory Group), Document 1/22. 15 p. 
Presented at Oct. 1967 meeting, New York.
• Summary: Contents: I. The advantages of producing and 
utilizing soybeans for human nutrition. 1. Superior amino 
acid balance. 2. Yield of protein per hectare. 3. Adaptability 
to a large part of the world’s arable land surface. 4. Low 
labor requirement.
 II. Pros and cons in the economics of soybean 
production. III. Problems and disadvantages of producing 
and utilizing soybeans in human feeding. 1. Soybeans 
require processing. 2. The need for an organized market: 
Transportation and distribution, capital and credit, 
purchasing power. 3. Acceptability of the end products. IV. 
Meeting the problems of soy production and utilization.
 “In the August, 1966 meeting of the PAG held in 

Geneva, the subject of production, cultivation, economics 
of supply, processing and marketing of soybeans was 
admirably covered by a report of the Nutrition Division, 
FAO Headquarters, Rome (PAG Document R.1/Add 21). The 
present paper will amplify or extend the FAO Document, and 
should be considered only in conjunction with that paper...
 “Despite the general belief that photoperiodicity of 
soybeans limits their production to the temperate zones (30º 
to 50º from the equator), they are actually adaptable to a very 
large part of the world’s arable land surface, including the 
equatorial zones themselves. Soybeans of rather poor quality 
have been produced and used in Indonesia for centuries 
within a few degrees of the equator. More recently, quite 
successful soybean production in the equatorial zones has 
been achieved in Colombia, Venezuela (experimentally), 
Nigeria, Rhodesia, Tanzania, and (in districts further 
from the equator) in Mexico and parts of India.” Address: 
President, Soypro International, Inc., Cedar Falls, Iowa.

1870. Henderickx, H.K.; Vanneste, G. 1967. Maïze-soybean 
mixtures as protein sources of high biological value. 
Zeitschrift fuer Ernaehrungswissenschaft 8(4):209-15. Oct. 
[15 ref. Eng]
• Summary: In the Luluabourg [later renamed Kananga] area 
of the Belgian Congo, there is a shortage of proteins. Animal 
protein is too expensive and in short supply. Therefore it 
appears necessary to solve the problem using plant proteins. 
Ground-nuts, beans, and sometimes voanszous (voandzeia 
subterrsmea [subterranea] Thou.) [Bambara groundnuts] are 
cultivated in the Luluabourg area and their growth is highly 
encouraged. “Another possibility would be the introduction 
of the soybean culture. Indeed from a nutritional point of 
view this could be a valuable improvement. The soybeans, 
adequately treated, is quantitatively and qualitatively one 
of the best vegetable protein sources. From an agricultural 
standpoint the soybean growth in this area is more favourable 
than that of other leguminosae as to yield, vegetation 
period, edaphic conditions, etc.” The authors tried making 
soybean milk but with little or no success due to unsanitary 
conditions during preparation. But they got good results 
substituting soybeans for manioc in bidia using 25% soybean 
meal and 75% maize meal. It was sweetened with a piece of 
well matured banana. The nutritional value of the mixture 
was high, with a chemical score of 91. Address: 1. Dep. of 
Nutrition, Faculty of Agricultural Sciences, 235 Coupure, 
Gent (Belgium); 2. BP 110, Tshibashi-Luluabourg ([Belgian] 
Congo).

1871. Kapsiotis, G.D. 1967. A list of protein food mixtures. 
PAG Bulletin (Protein Advisory Group, WHO / FAO / 
UNICEF) No. 7. p. 71-73. Oct.
• Summary: For each product, the following information is 
given: Product name, country, composition, protein content 
(percentage), and price (in US$/kg) and packaging. Of the 18 
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products listed, the following 8 contain soya. Incaparina in 
Colombia and Mexico. Fortifex in Brazil. Pronutro in South 
Africa. Saridele in Indonesia. Prolo in the UK. CSM and 
CEPLAPRO in the USA.
 Several interesting products do not contain soya: 
Peruvita in Peru contains quinua. Bal-Ahar in India (made by 
CFTRI) contains mixed wheat fl our, vegetables and defatted 
oilseed fl our, vitamins, calcium. Address: Food Science and 
Technology Branch, Nutrition Div., FAO, Rome, Italy.

1872. Murata, Kiku; Ikehata, Hideo; Miyamoto, Teijiro. 
1967. Studies on the nutritional value of tempeh. J. of Food 
Science 32(5):580-86. Sept/Oct. [27 ref]
• Summary: The nutritional composition of tempeh and 
unfermented soybeans were compared. There were no large 
differences in protein and ash content between tempeh and 
unfermented soybeans. Fiber was slightly increased during 
fermentation. The fat content of tempeh was slightly lower 
than that of soybeans, but the acid value was noticeably 
higher (1.02 -> 50.95). Free amino acids were increased 
during fermentation. The amount of different free amino 
acids in the palatable tempeh was from 1 to 85 times as much 
as that of unfermented soybeans. Ribofl avin increased 8 to 
47 times, vitamin B-6 (pyridoxine) increased 4 to 14 times, 
and nicotinic acid (niacin) increased 2 to 5 times in tempehs 
made and sun-dried in Indonesia. Pantothenic acid also 
increased during fermentation, although thiamine was little 
altered.
 Tables: (1) Chemical composition of tempeh and 
unfermented soybeans. (2) Amino acid composition of 
tempeh and unfermented soybeans. (3) Changes in free 
amino acids of tempeh during fermentation. (4) Chemical 
characteristics of oils from tempeh and unfermented 
soybeans. (5) Vitamin content of Indonesian tempeh and 
unfermented soybeans (in dry matter).
 Figures: (1) IR spectra of oil fractions from soybeans 
and tempeh. (2) Changes in thiamine and ribofl avin content 
of tempeh during fermentation. (3) Changes in pantothenic 
acid and vitamin B content of tempeh during fermentation. 
(4) Changes in nicotinic acid content of tempeh during 
fermentation. Address: Food and Nutrition Lab., Faculty of 
Science of Living, Osaka City Univ., Osaka, Japan.

1873. Prevention (Emmaus, Pennsylvania). 1967. The 
superior soybean: Delicious to eat and packed with good 
nutrition, this little-used vegetable belongs on every table. 
Oct. p. 60-62. [5 ref]
• Summary: This article begins: “A little girl suffering from 
asthma had attacks that were so severe, she could hardly 
breathe. Her pulse would beat rapidly, and she would turn 
very pale. When milk was eliminated from her diet, and soy 
milk was substituted, her breathing became normal.
 “Mr. D., a man of 48, has already had one heart attack, 
and he does not want to go through the ordeal of another. 

Since his attack, he has, fortunately, been able to keep his 
cholesterol level under control, thanks to soya-lecithin 
tablets.
 “The soybean, long one of the major food staples of 
the Orient, has gradually won worldwide recognition as a 
protective dietary factor against a host of illnesses. Doctors 
have been fi nding that patients with hardening of the arteries, 
respiratory ailments, and food allergies often improve after 
eating soy products.
 “What is there in the soybean? Protein, vital to tissue 
growth and repair, composes almost 50 per cent of the bean. 
Many vegetables contain some of the essential amino acids, 
but the soybean is the only vegetable that comes close in 
competing with meat, fi sh, and eggs, for a good supply of 
them. The protein value of the soybean is of such a high 
quality that nutritionists are seriously considering this food 
as the key to coping with meat shortages in underdeveloped 
nations. It is the easily assimilated protein in soya that makes 
it such a good substitute for the indigestible and allergenic 
protein of milk. While soybeans are a good source of protein, 
however, they are not perfect. They are low in methionine, 
an essential amino acid that is present in many other foods. 
Yet even this defect has made the soybean valuable for 
another reason: the soybean is the only food that has been 
found to be successful in treating a rare inherited disease 
called homocystinuria...” Address: Emmaus, Pennsylvania.

1874. Senti, F.R.; Copley, M.J.; Pence, J.W. 1967. Protein-
fortifi ed grain products for world uses. Cereal Science Today 
12(10):426-30, 441. Oct. [5 ref]
• Summary: “The dimensions of the world food crisis 
have been covered in many previous reports.” In food aid 
programs, blended food products such as the new milled corn 
product, CSM, are designed principally for young children. 
All such foods must be bland and require no more than 1-2 
minutes of cooking. “With the passage of the Food for Peace 
Act of 1966, the requirement that a commodity be in surplus 
to be eligible for distribution under the foreign donation 
has been removed. This, of course, broadens the range of 
ingredients...”
 The fi rst blended food product purchased by the USDA 
and AID was named “Blended Food Product, Formula No. 1; 
the industry referred to it as Ceplapro.” The ingredients are 
corn meal, durum wheat fl our, soy fl our, NFDM [non-fat dry 
milk], vitamins and minerals.
 The USDA purchases the CSM mix as Blended Food 
Product, No. 2.
 Before 1 Jan. 1967, when the Food for Peace Act of 
1966 became effective, the USDA and AID shared the 
cost of purchase of blended food products. To date, some 
200 million lb. of CSM have been purchased. Address: 1. 
Nutrition, Consumer, and Industrial Use Research (NCIUR), 
ARS, USDA, Washington, DC; 2-3. WRRC.
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1875. Akinrele, I.A.; Bassir, Olumbe. 1967. The nutritive 
value of “Ogi,” a Nigerian infant food. Nigeria. 2 p. 
Presented as research proposal submitted to the Federal 
Institute of Industrial Research, Oshodi. Nov. 1967. *

1876. Akinrele, I.A.; Bassir, Olumbe. 1967. The nutritive 
value of “ogi,” a Nigerian infant food. J. of Tropical 
Medicine and Hygiene 70(11):279-80. *

1877. Bressani, Ricardo; Viteri, F.; Elías, L.G.; de Zaghi, S.; 
Alvarado, J.; Odell, A.D. 1967. Protein quality of a soybean 
protein textured food in experimental animals and children. 
J. of Nutrition 93(3):349-60. Nov. [18 ref]
• Summary: “Studies were carried out in experimental 
animals and children to evaluate the protein quality of 
a textured food simulating ground beef, and made from 
isolated soy protein with added egg albumin and wheat 
gluten. On the basis of a PER value for casein, the PER of 
the textured food and of natural dehydrated beef was 2.30 
and 2.34 respectively.” The research was done using a grant 
from General Mills. Address: INCAP, Guatemala.

1878. Clement, G.; Giddey, C.; Menzi, R. 1967. Amino 
acid composition and nutritive value of the alga Spirulina 
maxima. J. of the Science of Food and Agriculture (London) 
18(11):497-501. Nov. [10 ref]
• Summary: Spirulina, which is used for food in the Chad 
Republic (Africa), is a rich source of protein. The algae are 
collected from April to October by the women and spread on 
the sand to dry in the sun. The dried cake, named die, is sold 
mainly in local markets. It is used in a popular local sauce 
with millet. The local people believe that die is effective in 
replacing meat sauce when meat is scarce. At one time die 
was the main protein source of the tribes. It was also found 
to contain several vitamins, particularly Beta-carotene (pro-
vitamin A) and 25.5 mcg of vitamin B-12 per 100 gm edible 
portion. Table III compares the essential amino acids in 
Spirulina with those in cow’s milk, egg, beef, soya meal, and 
groundnut meal. Address: Institut Battele, 7 route de Drize, 
Geneva, Switzerland; and Institut Français du Pétrole, 97 
Rueil Malmaison, France.

1879. Ebine, Hideo. 1967. Miso no seibun. I. Chisso kagô-
butsu [The constituents of miso. I. Nitrogen compounds]. 
Nippon Jozo Kyokai Zasshi (J. of the Society of Brewing, 
Japan) 62(11):1210-14. Nov. [49 ref. Jap]
Address: Norinsho Shokuryo Kenkyujo.

1880. Hackler, L.R.; Stillings, B.R.; Polimeni, R.J. 1967. 
Correlation of amino acid indices with nutritional quality of 
several soybean fractions. Cereal Chemistry 44(6):638-44. 
Nov. [10 ref]
• Summary: The residue or water-insoluble fraction [from 
making soymilk, called okara] was the most nutritious 

fraction as measured by growth and PER; it contained more 
cystine and consequently more total sulfur amino acids than 
all other soybean fractions. Based on Clark soybeans ground 
with water, the residue contains 23.5% of the solids and 
13.5% of the protein found in the original soybeans. The soy 
milk contains 65.0% of the solids and 83.0% of the protein.
 The residue contains 23.1% crude protein, 17.3% lipid, 
and 4.5% water. Discusses the essential amino acid index 
(EAAI) and the requirement index (RI). The results of the 
amino acid composition of the soybean fractions (residue, 
soy milk, curd, whey protein, hulls, soak water) are reported 
in table 1 as grams of amino acid per 16 gm nitrogen. 
Table 2 gives the protein scores of the various soybean 
fractions based on essential acid index. Table 3 gives the 
protein scores of the various soybean fractions based on the 
requirement index. Table 7 shows that the residue contains 
the highest quality protein based on PER and EAAI, but 
second highest based on RI. Address: Cornell Univ.

1881. Nolen, Granville A.; Alexander, J.C.; Artman, N.R. 
1967. Long term rat feeding study with used frying fats. J. of 
Nutrition 93(3):337-48. Nov. [25 ref]
• Summary: Found no practical problems with overheating. 
Address: Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.

1882. Okubo, Kazuyoshi; Shibasaki, Kazuo. 1967. 
Fractionation of main components and their subunits of 
soybean proteins. Agricultural and Biological Chemistry 
31(11):1276-82. Nov. [11 ref. Eng]
• Summary: “The 11S component was fractionated by 
means of a gel fi ltration with Sephadex G200 and column 
chromatography with calcium phosphate gel, and the 7S 
component was fractionated by a gel fi ltration with Sephadex 
G-200. More detailed studies by the ultra-centrifugation 
suggested that the 7 and 11S components are capable 
of dissociating into subunits in the presence of urea and 
detergent, but their subunits have never been fractionated.” 
Address: Dep. of Food Chemistry, Faculty of Agriculture, 
Tohoku Univ., Sendai.

1883. Wenger Mixer Mfg. 1967. The low-cost answer to 
protein malnutrition (Ad). Soybean Digest. Nov. p. 17.
• Summary: “The Wenger process for cooking full fat 
soybeans allows people everywhere the opportunity of 
obtaining low cost, protein enriched foods. Through this 
simple, yet highly reliable system, full fat soy granules or 
fl our can be produced at rates of 600 to 4,000 pounds per 
hour. Processing costs are low. Top biological value or 
proteins and vitamins, in a bland and palatable end product 
is assured. Control of sanitation is troubleless, with shelf life 
and product stability high.
 “This same Wenger process will also cook complete 
protein enriched foods in palatable expanded forms from 
blends of vegetable proteins and locally available cereals. 
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These precooked protein enriched foods may be produced 
in the forms of beads, fl akes, sticks, or wafers. The product 
is ready-to-eat in this form as a snack, a breakfast cereal, a 
candy, or it may be reduced to fl our, reconstituted as a liquid, 
gruel, pasta or atole.” Address: 1808 Federal Reserve Bank 
Bldg., 925 Grand Ave., Kansas City, Missouri 64106. Phone: 
(816) BA 1-5084.

1884. Chong, Y.H.; Ponnampalam, J.T. 1967. The effect on 
duckling of a diet containing moulded-soybeans. Medical J. 
of Malaya 22(2):104-09. Dec. [16 ref]
• Summary: Recent discoveries have shown that several 
common species of mold (such as Aspergillus fl avus, 
Aspergillus parasiticus, and Penicillium puberulum) which 
cause spoilage in food, “produce a group of toxic metabolites 
known collectively as afl atoxins. Afl atoxins are the most 
potent liver poisons yet discovered.” Afl atoxins are also 
extremely carcinogenic, and can cause liver cancer.
 Ducklings are particularly sensitive to afl atoxins. 
In this experiment day-old ducklings were fed a “diet 
containing moulded soybeans which had previously been 
shown by physico-chemical means to be free of afl atoxins. 
No signifi cant difference was observed in the general 
appearance, growth rate, mortality and liver histology 
between ducklings fed the experimental diet and those fed 
the control diet. This not only confi rmed our previous fi nding 
of the absence of afl atoxins but also appeared to rule out the 
possibility of other hepatotoxic principles of fungal origin in 
moulded-soybeans.”
 “Our present results taken in conjunction with those 
of our previous study (Chong et al. 1966) seem to rule out 
fi rmly the possibility of afl atoxin contamination in moulded-
soybeans and their product–soy sauce.” Address: Inst. for 
Medical Research, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.

1885. Collins, F.I.; Alexander, D.E.; Rodgers, R.C.; Silvela 
S., L. 1967. Analysis of oil content of soybeans by wide-line 
NMR. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 44(12):708-
10. Dec. [9 ref]
• Summary: NMR-scanning compared favorably with 
gravimetric analysis. Address: Illinois Agric. Exp. Station, 
Urbana, IL.

1886. Ebine, Hideo. 1967. Miso seibun ichiran. II. 
Tô-rui, yuki-san oyobi sono ta no seibun [A glance at 
miso’s constituents. II. Sugars, organic acids, and other 
components]. Nippon Jozo Kyokai Zasshi (J. of the Society of 
Brewing, Japan) 62(12):1368-73. Dec. [57 ref. Jap]
Address: Norinsho Shokuryo Kenkyujo.

1887. Lease, J.G. 1967. Availability to the chick of zinc-
phytate complexes isolated from oil seed meals by an in vitro 
digestion method. J. of Nutrition 93(4):523-32. Dec. [17 ref]
• Summary: This article begins: “Many oil seed meals 

contain enough zinc so that if it were all available the dietary 
requirement of the chick would be readily met. Phytic acid, 
as the calcium magnesium salt, is also present in the meals.” 
Address: Dep. of Food Science and Biochemistry, Clemson 
Univ., South Carolina.

1888. Matsumura, Tatsuo; Kurome, T.; Watabe, I.; Tateno, 
K. 1967. Shokuesa arerugii no kenkyû. VI. Daizu arerugii 
[Studies on food allergies. VI. Soybean allergies]. Arerugii 
(Japanese J. of Allergology) 16:874. English-language 
summary in Annals of Allergy (1968), 26(11):576. [23 ref. 
Jap; eng]
• Summary: Forty-two clinical cases were reported due 
to allergy to soybeans. Address: Gunma Univ. School of 
Medicine.

1889. Murakami, Hideya; Takase, S.; Ishii, T. 1967. Non-
productivity of afl atoxin by Japanese industrial strains 
of Aspergillus. I. Production of fl uorescent substances in 
agar slant and shaking cultures. J. of General and Applied 
Microbiology (Tokyo) 13(4):323-34. Dec. [14 ref. Eng]
• Summary: “Two hundred and fourteen strains of the 
Aspergillus were cultured both in agar slants and in a liquid 
medium by shaking, and the productivity of afl atoxins was 
studied, respectively, by observation of the fl uorescence 
of the medium and by fl uorometry and thin-layer 
chromatography, using the afl atoxin-producing strain ATCC 
15517 as a control.” None of the resulting products were 
afl atoxins. “However, the fact does exist that certain strains 
belonging to the Aspergillus fl avus-oryzae group or the A. 
fl avus group produce afl atoxins...”
 “Materials and methods–Microorganisms: We used 214 
strains including 176 strains of the yellow-green-spored 
Aspergillus and 38 strains of the other Aspergillus. All of 
the formers were isolated or collected in our institute during 
1904 to 1965, consisting of 100 strains for Sake brewing, 32 
strains for Miso brewing and 44 strains for Shoyu brewing. 
Among the latter 38 strains, 16 strains were those used for 
manufacturing Shôchû (Japanese distilled liquor) and the 
remainings [sic, rest] were non-industrial strains received 
from the Institute of Applied Microbiology, University of 
Tokyo. Afl atoxin-producing ATCC 15517 was sent from the 
National Institute of Health, Tokyo, and used as a control.” 
Address: Research Inst. of Brewing, Tokyo.

1890. Wilkens, W.F.; Mattick, L.R.; Hand, D.B. 1967. Effect 
of processing method on oxidative off-fl avors of soybean 
milk. Food Technology 21(11):86-89. Dec. Based on paper 
presented at New York State Agric. Exp. Station. Cornell 
Univ. Geneva. June 30, 1966. 13 p. Babatunde 1979. [7 ref]
• Summary: Note: This classic study, the fi rst to discover 
that the lipoxidase enzyme in soybeans causes off-fl avors, 
played a major role in starting the modern soymilk boom and 
leading to improved-quality soy fl ours as well.
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 The authors found, by means of sophisticated chemical-
analytical techniques (especially chromatography), that the 
enzyme lipoxidase, which is present in whole soybeans, is 
the cause of the beany fl avor in soymilk. The off-fl avors 
are not present in the whole dry soybeans but are formed 
during processing. As soon as the soaked or dry soybeans 
are ground with water at a temperature below 80ºC (180ºF) 
(or the tissues of the soybean cotyledons are broken or 
damaged in any way in the presence of even a small amount 
of moisture), the lipoxidase enzyme almost immediately 
catalyzes off-fl avor development by acting on the lipids 
(oils and fats) in the soybeans. In particular it catalyzes the 
oxidation of unsaturated fatty acids (principally linoleic and 
linolenic acids), which results in rancidity and off-fl avor 
formation, and produces more than 80 compounds called 
volatiles, all having low molecular weights. The majority 
of these volatiles are reported to be ketones, aldehydes, and 
alcohols, and most impart undesirable fl avors.
 “An acceptable bland milk was produced by grinding 
unsoaked, dehulled soybeans with water at temperatures 
between 80 and 100ºC and maintaining the temperature for 
10 minutes to completely inactivate the lipoxidase enzyme.” 
Address: Cornell Univ., Geneva New York.

1891. Musche, R.; Shimokomaki, M.; Leitao, M.F.F. 1967-
1968. Determinacao do fator antitripsina nos produtos 
derivados da soja [Determining the antitrypsin factor in 
products derived from soybeans]. Coletanea do Instituto de 
Tecnologia de Alimentos (Campinas) 2:103-09. [3 ref. Por]*
Address: Brazil.

1892. Hartwell, Jonathan L. 1967-1971. Plants used against 
cancer: A survey. Lloydia 30(4):379-46. Dec.; 31(2):71-170. 
June; 32(1):79-107. March; 32(2):153-205. Aug.; 32(3):247-
96. Nov.; 33(1):97-194. March; 33(3):288-392. Sept. [1 soy 
ref]
• Summary: In researching the medicinal properties of a 
particular plant, the author was surprised to fi nd a vast body 
of literature, starting with ancient materia medica or herbals 
from China and Egypt, which show the medicinal properties 
of herbs and other plants. This comprehensive review 
discusses only “the unexpectedly large number of plants that 
have been used or recommended at one time or another and 
in various parts of the world for the treatment of cancer.” The 
names of over 3,000 different plant species were discovered. 
A 4-page chronology of works published prior to 1900 is 
given.
 The March 1970 issue of this journal [33(1):105, 128] 
states that the soybean is used to protect against cancer in 
New York, USA (1959). The reference cited (#691) refers 
simply to the “National Cancer Institute, central fi les.” 
Address: National Cancer Inst., Bethesda, Maryland 20014.

1893. Haydak, M.H. 1967. Bee nutrition and pollen 

substitutes. Apiacta: English Edition 1:3-8. *

1894. Kasuya, Ritsu; Ikehata, H.; Miyamoto, T.; Murata, 
K. 1967. Nattô to tempeh no B-rui bitamin [B-vitamin 
content of natto and tempeh]. Kaseigaku Zasshi (J. of Home 
Economics of Japan) 18:362-64. [10 ref. Jap]
Address: Osaka, Japan.

1895. Kawamura, S. 1967. [Quantitative paper 
chromatography of sugars of the cotyledon, hull, and 
hypocotyl of soybeans of selected varieties]. Kagawa 
Daigaku Nogakuba Gakujutsu Hokoku (Technical Bulletin of 
the Faculty of Agriculture, Kagawa Univ.) 15:117-31. [Jap]*

1896. Kawamura, S.; Tada, M.; Irie, N. 1967. [Effect of 
autoclaving on sugars of defatted soybean fl akes from 
selected varieties]. Kagawa Daigaku Nogakuba Gakujutsu 
Hokoku (Technical Bulletin of the Faculty of Agriculture, 
Kagawa Univ.) 15:147-53. [Jap]*
• Summary: The authors examined the sugars of the whole 
soybean and of the defatted seed parts for 6 U.S. and 9 
Japanese varieties by quantitative paper chromatography. 
They estimated the maximum variation by this method as 
± 10%; they reported fi nding verbascose, but they did not 
have a standard for it. They determined the total sugars by 
anthrone colorimetry.
 Their results on a dry basis for U.S. whole soybeans are 
sucrose 4.5%, raffi nose 1.1%, stachyose 3.7%, and traces 
of arabinose and glucose for a total of 9.3% sugars. For the 
Japanese soybeans the values are sucrose 5.7%, raffi nose 
1.1%, stachyose 4.1%, and traces of arabinose and glucose 
for a total of 10.9% sugars. Thus the Japanese soybeans 
appear to be somewhat higher in sugars, especially sucrose, 
than U.S. soybeans.
 The authors state that the arabinose reported in the hull 
may not be free, but could have come from the water-soluble 
saccharides that were liberated in the course of isolation of 
the other components.

1897. Kim, S.Y.; Kim, Z.U. 1967. [Studies on the changes of 
protein, peptides and amino acids during natto preparation]. 
Han’guk Nonghwa Hakhoe Chi (J. of the Korean 
Agricultural Chemical Society) 8:11-20. [Kor]*
• Summary: In order to study the change of nitrogenous 
compounds during the Natto preparation, the contents of 
insoluble protein, water soluble protein, and amino nitrogen 
were determined, and the pattern of peptides and amino acids 
was investigated by paper chromatography for the fractions 
resulting from molecular sieving. The results are as follows:
 (1) Insoluble protein nitrogen, which was increased to 
84% by autoclaving the native soybean, decreased to 44%. 
The trichloroacetic acid soluble nitrogen increased from 
8% to 45% during Natto preparation. The soluble protein 
nitrogen showed a slight increase.
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 (2) Fractionation of the peptides using Dowex-50 resins 
showed that they consisted mostly of lower molecular weight 
peptides, which increased in accordance with the progress of 
fermentation, especially after a 30-hour period.
 (3) Sixteen known and two unknown amino acids, 
and three peptides with different Rf values, were identifi ed 
during the Natto preparation. Their appearance showed some 
difference in that phenylalanine appeared after 10 hours, 
methionine after 20 hours, and proline after 30 hours. The 
three peptides appeared at different stages of fermentation. 
Address: Seoul Agricultural College, Seoul, Korea.

1898. Yokotsuka, Tamotsu. 1967. [Toxic substances 
produced by molds and nonproductivity of afl atoxin by 
Japanese koji-molds]. Chomi Kagaku (Seasoning Science) 
14:23-37. [Jap]*
Address: Kikkoman.

1899. Akinrele, I.A. 1967. Nutrient enrichment of gari. West 
African J. of Biological and Applied Chemistry 10(1):19-23. 
[7 ref]
• Summary: Gari, made of fermented cassava, is widely 
eaten in West and Central Africa and forms the staple food of 
at least 20 million people in the southern regions of Nigeria. 
An estimated 20 million tons were produced in Nigeria alone 
in 1962. Gari contains only 1.3% protein, and is very low in 
vitamins and minerals. The authors fortifi ed gari with four 
locally-grown protein concentrates, including Lockhart’s 
full fat soya fl our. The recipe found most acceptable as a 
protein supplement for gari consisted of 70 parts full-fat 
soya fl our, 20 parts full fat sesame fl our, 5 parts defatted 
groundnut fl our, and 5 parts dried yeast powder. When 1 part 
by weight of this supplement is added to 5.4 parts of gari 
(dry weight), the biological value (protein quality) of the gari 
was increased by 45% (to 68 from 47). It is estimated that 
fortifi ed gari will cost about 1 penny per pound more than 
normal gari. “It is best to add the supplement to fermented 
cassava cake (50 per cent moisture) before ‘garifi cation’ (a 
process involving gelatinisation and drying). This ensues 
that both the gari and supplement are gelatinised into a 
homogenous and inseparable product.” Address: Federal Inst. 
of Industrial Research, Oshodi, Lagos.

1900. Aspinall, G.O.; Hunt, K.; Morrison, I.M. 1967. 
Polysaccharides of soy-beans. V. Acidic polysaccharides 
from the hulls. J. of the Chemical Society C: Organic 
(London) 1967:1080-86. [13 ref]
• Summary: “The results of partial hydrolysis and of 
methylation of some of the fractions indicate that the acidic 
polysaccharides comprise a group of structurally related 
polysaccharides of the pectic acid type.” Address: Dep. of 
Chemistry, Univ. of Edinburgh [Scotland, UK].

1901. Beeuwkes, Adelia M.; Todhunter, E.N.; Weigley, 

Emma S. comps. 1967. Essays on history of nutrition and 
dietetics. Chicago, Illinois: American Dietetic Assoc. 291 p. 
Illust. No index. 29 cm. [638* ref]
• Summary: On the title page: “Reprinted on the occasion 
of the 50th anniversary of the founding, in 1917, of the 
American Dietetic Association.” The papers published here 
have been selected from those that have appeared in the 
Journal of the American Dietetic Association over the past 
36 years.
 The book is divided into four parts: I–History of 
nutrition and dietetics. II–History of food and cookbooks. 
III–History of hospital diets and therapy. IV–Biographical 
studies.
 One of the many excellent chapters is titled “Four 
pioneers in the science of nutrition–Lind, Rumford, 
Chadwick, and Graham,” by Clive M. McCay (p. 263-68). 
It was originally published in 1947 in the Journal of the 
American Dietetic Association (May, p. 397-402). Address: 
1. Prof., Past President, American Dietetic Assoc.; Also Prof. 
of Public Health Nutrition, Univ. of Michigan.

1902. Direktorat Gizi. 1967. Daftar komposisi bahan 
Makanan [Indonesian food composition tables]. Jakarta: 
Bhratara. Direktorat Gizi Departemen Kesehatan R.I. 59 p. 
[Ind]
• Summary: Chapter 2 contains data on the nutritional 
composition of beans and seeds including okara (ampas 
tahu), soybeans–fresh (basah) and dry (kering), and 
bongkrek (tempe bungkil kelapa).
 Note: This is the earliest Indonesian-language document 
seen (June 2013) that mentions okara, which it calls ampas 
tahu. Address: Indonesia.

1903. Dutra de Oliveira, J.E.; Scatena, L.; Duarte, G.G. 
1967. Metabolic studies of the supplementary value of 
animal and vegetable proteins. Nutritio et Dieta (European 
Journal of Nutrition and Dietetics) 9(4):249-58. Also in 
Soja: Relatorio de Trabalhos e Pesquisas. Ribeirao Preto: 
Departamento de Clinica Medica. Faculdade de Medicina. 
1972. p. 17. [6 ref. Eng; ger; fre]
• Summary: “The study of the nutritive value of new 
sources of protein for infant feeding attracts great interest in 
various parts of the world. Mixtures of proteins, especially 
vegetable proteins, have been developed for such a purpose 
in Latin America, Africa, and India.” A metabolic study was 
conducted on 24 children to test the supplementary value of 
animal and vegetable protein with a basic Brazilian diet. The 
vegetable sources of protein were soya milk, soya fl our, and 
ground beans. Two nitrogen balance studies were carried out 
in each child. The vegetable proteins gave excellent results, 
and were much less expensive than their animal counterparts. 
Address: Brazil.

1904. Fomon, Samuel J. 1967. Infant nutrition. Philadelphia, 
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Pennsylvania: W.B. Saunders Co. 299 p. Illust. 25 cm. See p. 
228-33, Formulas from Protein from Soy. [86* ref]
• Summary: In Chapter 12, titled “Milk-free formulas” 
Table 12-1, “Formulas with protein from soy” (p. 229) gives 
detailed nutritional information on the following products: 
“Sobee (Mead), Mull-Soy Liquid (Borden), Mull-Soy 
Powder (Borden), Soyalac Liquid (Loma Linda), Soyalac 
Powder (Loma Linda), ProSobee (Mead), and Isomil 
(Ross).” A footnote states: “Protein of ProSobee and Isomil 
is the acid precipitated fraction, called soy protein isolate.”
 Page 230 continues: “Protein. Although two soy 
formulas made with soy fl our (Mull-Soy and Sobee) have 
for years been widely used as milk substitutes, the greater 
whiteness and improved palatability of water-soluble soy 
isolates makes it likely that in the future such isolates will 
replace soy fl our as the source of protein for most soy 
formulas. ProSobee and Isomil contain a soy isolate fortifi ed 
with methionine.” Analyzes commercial formulas in terms 
of protein (incl. PER comparisons), carbohydrate, minerals, 
vitamins, and heat labile substances. Also describes the 
use of a soy formula to treat disaccharide intolerance and 
disaccharidase defi ciency. Address: Iowa State.

1905. Gaster, Deborah; Havivi, E.; Guggenheim, K. 1967. 
Differential effects of low calcium diets on the bones of mice 
and rats. Nutritio et Dieta (European Journal of Nutrition 
and Dietetics) 9(3):200-07. [15 ref. Eng; ger; fre]
• Summary: “It has been reported that mice and rats 
maintained on a diet composed of meat develop severe bone 
rarefaction [demineralization], which could be demonstrated 
chemically, histologically and radiologically.” This condition 
could be completely prevented by the addition of calcium 
to the diet, or largely prevented by adding 20 mg of copper 
per kg of meat. Address: Dep. of Nutrition, Hebrew Univ.–
Hadassah Medical School, Jerusalem [Israel].

1906. Hauschka, Rudolf. 1967. Nutrition. Translated from 
the German by Marjorie Spock and Mary T. Richards. 
London: Stuart & Watkins. xi + 212 p. Plus 17 plates on 
unnumbered pages. Illust. Index. 23 cm. Originally published 
in 1951 in German as Ernaehrungslehre by Vittorio 
Klostermann (Frankfurt am Main). [30 ref]
• Summary: Hauschka’s interesting and creative analysis 
of nutrition and of legumes is largely based on the teaching 
of Rudolf Steiner. “The legumes or papilionaceae are a 
strange family of plants... It is surprising that legumes are 
not poisonous, for they have more animal aspects than any 
other plant. Their blossoms even look like butterfl ies held 
fast, which shows how far they have gone toward a union 
with the animalic element. Add to this the very high protein 
content of the seed, which comes from the ability of legumes 
to assimilate nitrogen directly from the air.”
 “The papilionaceae or butterfl y-fl owered species make 
up the group of bean-plants that are such an important human 

food source. It includes peas, lentils and soya too, and even 
clover, which, though we seldom bring it into the kitchen, is 
a most valuable cattle fodder and bee-food.”
 According to Steiner’s Spiritual Science theory 
concerning the past evolution of the earth and its kingdoms, 
plants and animals were not highly differentiated as they are 
today. The atmosphere was not dead as it is today but was 
permeated by a fi nely dispersed living protein that had a 
semi-fl uid, semi-airlike consistency. This cosmic “milk” was 
the food of mankind in its infancy. The plant-animals of the 
period also lived on this protein atmosphere. Today legumes 
have an atavistic capacity to enliven into a complete living 
protein the nitrogen they assimilate.
 “He who looks with an artist’s sensitivity at bean plants 
really gets the impression that he has an atavistic animal-
plant before him as he sees the tiny butterfl ies called bean 
blossoms making their way up the stem and turning into 
seeds that in their fi nal stage look just like kidneys.”
 “Peas, lentils and beans are food included in the diet 
because they further the building-up of protein in the 
organs. They have the tendency, already noted with respect 
to excessive protein intake, of causing too great a degree 
of hardening, of making the body tissue dense and heavy 
and tying body and spirit too closely together. This, plus 
the wholly atavistic nature of legumes, was the reason why 
Pythagoras and his pupils avoided pulse foods. The protein 
they contain is more truly animal than milk.
 “The above considerations also throw light on the story 
of Esau, who sold his birthright for a mess of pottage.” 
Steiner views Esau, a shaggy, hairy fellow, as representing 
the old adherence to a tribal spirit that has nothing to offer 
the future. Jacob represents the new man of the future.
 “This volume was conceived as a sequel to my book, 
The Nature of Substance, published in German in 1942 and 
in English in 1966. The latter lays a thorough foundation 
for understanding ‘A New Approach to Nutrition.’ Many 
references will therefore be made to pertinent passages in the 
earlier book,...” Address: D.Sc., Eckwälden / Eckwaelden, 
Germany.

1907. Ikehata, Hideo. 1967. Daizu no furabonoido [Soybean 
fl avonoids]. Shokuhin Kogyo (Food Industry) 10(16):42-47. 
[16 ref. Jap]
• Summary: Discusses genistein, daidzein, daidzin, 
isofl avones, and estrogens. Address: Osaka Shiritsu Daigaku, 
Japan.

1908. Jaky, M. 1967. Neue Tocopherol-Bestimmungs-
Methoden und deren Anwendung bei Pfl anzenoelen [New 
methods for tocopherol determination and their application 
in plant oils]. Fette, Seifen, Anstrichmittel 69(7):507-11. [38 
ref. Ger]
Address: Institut fuer Landwirtschaftliche Forschung, 
Iregszemcse, Hungary.
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1909. Joshi Eiyo Daigaku (Women’s College of Nutrition). 
1967. Tôfu, mame, miso ryôri: Jû-ni ka getsu [Tofu, soybean, 
and miso cookery throughout the 12 months]. Tokyo: Joshi 
Eiyo Daigaku Shuppan-bu. 226 p. Revised 1973. Illust. 
Index. 18 cm. [Jap]
Address: Tokyo, Japan.

1910. Kawamura, Shinichiro. 1967. Kinako no seibun, toku-
ni tôrui [Sugars and other components of kinako or parched 
full-fat soybean fl our]. Eiyo to Shokuryo (J. of Japanese 
Society of Food and Nutrition) 20(3):174-76. [4 ref. Jap; 
eng]
• Summary: Raw soybean fl our was processed to kinako 
(parched full-fat soy fl our) by heating at 140º for 6 minutes, 
or about 160º for 4.5 minutes.

1911. Keys, Margaret; Keys, Ancel Benjamin. 1967. The 
benevolent bean. Garden City, New York: Doubleday and 
Co. 192 p. 2nd ed. 1972. 192 p. See p. 167-77. 22 cm.
• Summary: The authors include a long chapter titled 
“Soybeans” (p. 167-77), which starts with a lengthy 
introduction followed by sections (each with recipes) on: 
(1) Dried soybeans (including homemade tofu and dry 
soybeans). (2) Green soybeans. (3) Soy fl our. (4) A new 
soy product (Textured Vegetable Protein). Address: Lab. of 
Physiological Hygiene, School of Public Health, Univ. of 
Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota.

1912. Kováts, L. Telegdy; Berndorfer-Kraszner, E. 
1967. Ueber die Anwesenheit von Tocopherolen und 
Oxydationsprodukten in einigen Pfl anzenoelen [On the 
presence of tocopherols and oxidation products in certain 
vegetable oils]. Nahrung (Die) (East Germany) 11(7/8):671-
78. [14 ref. Ger; eng]
• Summary: “The present study is concerned with wheat 
germ, maize germ, sunfl ower, soy-bean, groundnut and 
rice germ oils. Subsequently to the determination of their 
contents of linoleic and linolenic acids and of alpha-, beta-
, gamma- and delta-tocopherols, these oils were tested 
for storage life (ultraviolet irradiation, active oxygen 
method). Ultraviolet irradiation revealed the important 
contribution of alpha-tocopherol to the antioxidant effect 
of total tocopherols; the active oxygen method, that of the 
relative amount of gamma-tocopherol. The investigation of 
the oxidation products of the tocopherols showed that the 
reaction with oxygen leads to products, the RF values of 
which resemble that of di-alpha-tocopherone. The effects of 
ultraviolet irradiation were less marked.” Address: Institut 
fuer Lebensmittelchemie, Universitaet fuer Technische 
Wissenschaften, Budapest, Hungary.

1913. Lien Soen In. 1967. Pembuatan Vitempo sebagai 
makanan anak dan penilaian daya tahannya [Preparation 

of Vitempo as a children’s food and shelf-life tests]. Thesis 
(Skripsi), Akademi Kimia Analis, Bogor, Indonesia. 24 p. 
[Ind]*
• Summary: Vitempo is a children’s food made of 78% soy 
tempeh (made from defatted soybean meal), 20% sugar 
powder, 2% rice fl our, and 4 ml/100 gm of coconut oil.
 Note. This is the earliest Indonesian-language document 
seen (Sept. 2016) that mentions soybean meal, which 
in Indonesian is called bungkil kedelai. Address: Bogor, 
Indonesia.

1914. Marsh, Edward E. 1967. How to be healthy with 
natural foods. New York, NY: Gramercy Publishing Co. 157 
p. No index. 21 cm. [23 ref]
• Summary: The message of this unusual, copycat book on 
“natural foods” is largely borrowed from Linda Clark, Adelle 
Davis, Carlton Fredericks, Gayelord Hauser, D.C. Jarvis, and 
other health-food authors of the 1950s and early 1960s. The 
book has no clear publication date, no index, and we are told 
nothing about the author. It advocates a diet based on fatty 
meats plus various “extraordinary foods” such as apple cider 
vinegar, honey, bone meal, brewer’s yeast, lecithin, sea kelp, 
sunfl ower seeds, and yogurt.
 Soybeans are mentioned as follows: Most vegetable 
proteins (except soybeans, sunfl ower seeds, peanuts and 
a few other foods) do not contain all the essential amino 
acids in the correct amounts to be fi rst-class or complete 
proteins. Be sure that at least two-thirds of your protein 
intake comes from animal protein; the other third can come 
from other complete proteins such as soya products (p. 22-
23). Soybeans are listed as a good source of vitamin D (p. 
43), B-complex vitamins (p. 44), vitamin B-1 (p. 47), choline 
(p. 51), folic acid (p. 51-52), niacin (p. 53-54), pantothenic 
acid (p. 54-55), vitamin C (p. 60), vitamin E (p. 66), vitamin 
F (soybean oil, p. 67-68, 71), calcium (p. 76), copper (soy 
fl our, p. 78), magnesium (soy fl our, p. 83), and phosphorus 
(p. 84).
 Lecithin, one of the “extraordinary foods,” is “not a 
drug, but a granular form of soybean lecithin, free from 
objectionable elements.” It can help relieve stress, quiet 
nerves, promote good health, improve mental poise, and 
induce a renewed feeling of well-being. Lecithin is found 
only in natural foods, such as soybean oil (p. 95-97).
 Note: Edward Marsh was born in 1900. This edition was 
published by Gramercy, a division of Crown Publishers, Inc., 
by arrangement with Arco Publishing Co., Inc. Copyright 
Arc Books Inc., 1963. Library of Congress Catalog Card 
No. 67-14909. On the back cover is a full-page ad for The 
Soybean Cookbook, by Dorothea Van Gundy Jones.

1915. Mateles, Richard I.; Wogan, Gerald N. eds. 1967. 
Biochemistry of some foodborne microbial toxins. 
Cambridge, Massachusetts: MIT Press. ix + 171 p. Papers 
presented at the Symposium on Microbial Toxins held at the 
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meeting of the American Chemical Society, New York, on 12 
Sept. 1966. [100+* ref]
• Summary: Contents: Part I: Bacterial and algal toxins. 
Part II: Fungal toxins. One chapter in each part is about 
soy. They are cited separately. Address: MIT, Cambridge, 
Massachusetts.

1916. Peppler, Henry J. ed. 1967. Microbial technology. New 
York, NY: Reinhold Publishing Corp. x + 454 p. Illust. 24 
cm. Revised ed. 1979. 2 vols. [17 soy ref]
• Summary: Chapter 3, “Lactobacillus acidophilus cultures 
(by Arnold B. Storrs and Robert M. Stern, of Great Lakes 
Biochemical Co., Milwaukee, Wisconsin) notes that 
Lactobacillus acidophilus is known to retain its viability 
through the digestive tract and thus affords a means of 
implantation in the lower intestine. A brief review of the 
literature shows that it has been reported to bring benefi cial 
results in about 70-80% of the gastrointestinal conditions 
that involve intestinal fl ora. It is essentially a normal remedy, 
which at best can do much good, and at worst can do no 
harm.
 By contrast, L. bulgaricus, one of the principal 
microorganisms used in making yogurt, is usually not able to 
survive in the digestive tract.
 “Sufu, or Chinese cheese, is fermented from tofu, or 
soy curd” (p. 94). A description of “Sufu (Chinese cheese) 
production” appears on pages 99-100. Address: Universal 
Foods Corp., Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

1917. Swaminathan, M. 1967. Availability of plant proteins. 
In: Anthony A. Albanese, ed. 1967. Newer Methods 
of Nutritional Biochemistry, with Applications and 
Interpretations. Vol. III. New York: Academic Press. xv + 
527 p. See p. 197-241. [179 ref]
• Summary: Soy is mentioned briefl y in various tables and 
other places throughout this chapter. The section titled “Use 
of Plant Proteins in Child Feeding” (p. 220-22), soymilk is 
discussed at length in the subsection on “Infant Foods” and 
soy fl our and Multi-Purpose Food (MPF) in the subsection 
on “Processed Protein Foods.”
 Anthony A. Albanese was born in 1908. Address: 
Applied Nutrition and Dietetics Discipline, Central Food 
Technological Research Inst. (CFTRI), Mysore, India.

1918. Tri-County Cooperative Soybean Association. 1967. 
Annual report: 15th anniversary 1951-1966. Makers of 
Dawson Soybean Meal. Dawson, Minnesota. 16 p. 22 x 28 
cm.
• Summary: An excellent historical document, with many 
photos. Contents: Fifteen years of progress (year by year 
overview). Manager’s report to the stockholders, by Joe 
Givens. Comparative balance sheet (31 Aug. 1966 and 1965). 
Comparative statement of operations. Distribution of net 
savings for the year ending Aug. 31. 1966 member patronage 

(all members are elevators; location of elevator, bushels 
marketed, and location on a map showing relative size and 
counties). Summary, by Givens. Comparative statement 
of operations (1966 vs. 1965): Soybeans processed, oil 
produced, meal produced, yields of meal and oil, average 
price of soybeans, meal, and oil, trucking operations–miles 
traveled, tons of soybeans and of meal hauled. Bar chart of 
bushels of soybeans processed each year from 1952 to 1966 
(steady increase from about 100,000 to almost 6,000,000). 
Graph of net worth and fi xed assets from 1952 to 1966 (rapid 
increase, with net worth growing from about $250,000 to 
about $1.8 million). Graph of operating costs in cents per 
bushel from 1952 to 1966 (steady decrease from $0.45 to 
$0.17).
 Summary: “An initial investment of $205,000 fi fteen 
years ago has been parlayed into $3.5 million in savings for 
the soybean growers in western Minnesota and eastern South 
Dakota. This is slightly more than 11 cents for each bushel of 
soybeans marketed through this soybean cooperative. Over a 
million dollars in cash refunds have been made to these same 
growers. The farmers in the Tri-County trade area now own 
a business which has a net worth of over $2.5 million.” The 
number of employees has grown from an original group of 
11 to over 70 fi ll time employees. The payroll last year was 
over $400,000. Most of this money stayed in the community. 
“In addition, goods and services purchased locally have done 
much to keep the community healthy.”
 Photos show: (1) Offi ce. (2) Present offi cers seated at 
table. (3) First board of directors, with names. (4) Planning 
committee–1951: Seated together talking in a cafe booth: 
John Hanson, Bert Dahl, Glenn Blomquist, and Art Lee. 
(5) Original employees. (6) Laboratory–1952. Art Shurb, 
chemist. (7) Plant buildings–1953 (exterior). (8) Plant 
buildings–1958 (exterior). (9) Plant buildings–1960 (aerial 
view). (10) Plant buildings–1966 (aerial view). (11). 
1964 extractor. (12) Truck fl eet and offi ce. (13) Current 
employees: Offi ce, drivers, plant personnel. Address: 
Dawson, Minnesota.

1919. Valnet, Jean. 1967. Thérapeutique journalière par les 
légumes et les fruits [Daily therapy using vegetables and 
fruits]. Paris: Librairie Maloine S.A. 320 p. Illust. 20 cm. 
[Fre]
• Summary: Advocates a vegetarian diet. Pages 238-40 
discuss therapeutic uses of the soybean, including soy fl our, 
soy oil, soy sprouts, and soy milk. Address: Docteur.

1920. Wilson, Charles O.; Jones, Tony Everett. 1967. 
American drug index. Philadelphia and Toronto: J.B. 
Lippincott Co. x + 785 p. See p. 339. 21 cm.
• Summary: Company list: Associated Concentrates, Div. 
American Lecithin Co., Inc. 32-60 61st St., Woodside, Long 
Island, New York 11377.
 Drugs: Granulestin (Assoc. Concentrates), Concentrate 
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of purifi ed soy phospholipids 80%, comprising equal parts 
of lecithin, cephalin & lipositol. Jar 9 oz. Use: Vitamin 
supplement.
 Lecithin:
 Four entries: (1) (Cavendish)–Tab. (½ gr.) Bot. 100s, 
500s, 1000s.
 (Dumas-Wilson)–Grasol, Bot. 1 pt.
 See: Acietia, Cap. (Assoc. Concentrates).
 (2) With Dexrose anhydrous, cottonseed oil, 
oxyethylene-oxypropelene polymer. See Lipomul I.V. 
(Upjohn).
 (3) With Thyroid, adrenal substance & spermin. See: 
Lolone / Lotone, Tab. (Westerfi eld).
 (4) With Vitamins, See Acletin, Cap. (Associated 
Concentrates).
 Lecithin Complex Plus (V. Lemon) Lecithin 1.1 gm, 
with methionine, inositol, hesperidin, rutin, glutamic acid/15 
gm. Bottle: 8 oz. Use: Food supplement.
 Lecithin, Soya Oil-Free “RG” (Glidden Co.) Granules: 8 
oz pkg. Use: (1 tsp equals 7.5 gm; 1.3 tsp. t.i.d.) for deranged 
lipid & cholesterol metabolism.
 Lexo. (Associated Concentrates) Crude soy 
phospholipids, wheat germ, dried banana, fi sh oil conc., Vit. 
B-1 and mixed tocopherols. Use: Lipid metabolism.
 Phospho-Lecithin w/Strychnine. (Wampole.) Bot. 1 pt., 
1 gal. Use: Faulty fat metabolism.
 Phospholipids, Soy. See: Granulestia [sic, Granlestein] 
Pow. (Associated Concentrates).
 Soyalac (Loma Linda).
 Soya Lecithin (Glidden) Soybean extract. Pkg: 8 oz. 
Use: Phosphorus therapy.
 Soya Phosphatides (Central Soya). Bot. 8 oz., 1 lb. Use: 
Cholesterol reduction in treatment of vascular diseases.
 Soybean Lecithin w/Choline, inositol & other 
phosphatides. w/Saffl ower oil, choline bitartrate, whole 
liver, inositol, methionine, natural tocopherols, B-6, B-12, 
panthenol. See: Nutricol, cap. (Nutrition Control). Address: 
1. PhD, Dean and Prof. of Pharmaceutical Chemistry, 
School of Pharmacy, Oregon State Univ.; 2. PhD, Prof. 
of Pharmaceutical Chemistry, School of Pharmacy, 
Univ. of Colorado; Director of Pharmaceutical Research, 
Carbisulphoil Co.

1921. Yokotsuka, Tamotsu; Sasaki, M.; Kikuchi, T.; Asao, 
Y.; Nobuhara, A. 1967. Production of fl uorescent compounds 
other than afl atoxins by Japanese industrial molds. In: R.I. 
Mateles and G.N. Wogan, eds. 1967. Biochemistry of Some 
Foodborne Microbial Toxins. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press. ix 
+ 171 p. See p. 131-52. [17 ref]
• Summary: Early study showing absence of afl atoxins 
in fermented soyfoods. “Conclusions: 1. None of the 73 
seed cultures or starter strains of Aspergilli tested under 
our conditions produced afl atoxins. These fi ndings confi rm 
the reports of Hesseltine et al. (1965), Aibara and Miyake 

(1965), and Masuda et al. (1965).” Address: Noda Inst. for 
Scientifi c Research and Central Research Inst. of Kikkoman 
Shoyu Co. Ltd., Noda, Japan.

1922. Archer Daniels Midland Co. 1967? Soy fl our: 
Compliment to modern eating (Brochure). Minneapolis, 
Minnesota. 12 panels. Each panel: 22.8 x 10.3 cm. Undated.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. A baking boon! Soy 
fl our: Now and then. Progress pays off. A natural for 
institutions. Scoring on the tech-side. The new taste of 
modern soy fl ours. Types of modern soy fl ours: full-fat 
fl our, low-fat fl our, defatted fl our (containing less than 1% 
fat, with a protein content of more than 50%). Soy grits. 
Heat treatment and solubility. Soy fl our is tops in food 
value. ADM research. ADM products: Introduction, Bakers 
Nutrisoy (screened to 200 mesh–as fi ne as the fi nest wheat 
fl our. Not heat treated). Nutrisoy Flour, Toasted Nutrisoy 
Flour, Special X Flour (“An expeller produced low-fat soya 
fl our containing 6.5% fat...”). Nutrisoy Grits and Flakes 
(“These include a large variety of products which are 
classifi ed according to texture and degree of heat treatment, 
and purchased according to specifi c use. Applications include 
soy sauce, base fl akes for confectionary products, macaroni, 
whip topping, dry soup and stew mixes, and artifi cial 
spices”).
 What type of soy fl our should I use?–Ask ADM.
 Tables show: (1) Approximate composition of ADM 
Bakers Nutrisoy Flour.
 “Why soy fl our? Equally important, but less widely 
known is the fact that soybeans provide a complete, 
balanced protein far superior to that of other vegetables 
and comparable–and in some respects superior–to protein 
derived from meat, milk, and eggs. Soy protein, like that of 
animal origin, provides an effi cient balance of the essential 
amino acids required by the body to build and repair cells 
and tissue. These body-building constituents of protein 
cannot be synthesized by the body rapidly enough to meet its 
requirements and therefore must be acquired through food.
 “Protein of vegetable origin–with the marked exception 
of the soybean–is defi cient in one or more of the essential 
amino acids. Because of this, much of it cannot be utilized 
by the body to build tissue.
 “Picture protein as a barrel constructed of eight staves, 
each of which represents one of the essential amino acids. 
Saw off just one of the staves and the barrel’s usable capacity 
is limited. The same is true of protein. Utilization of the 
entire protein is limited to the degree that just one amino acid 
is defi cient. By adding from 3% to 5% soy fl our to many 
recipes, however, the protein is made complete, comparable 
to that of choice beef steak.”
 “Soy fl our: Now and then.
 Edible soy fl ours, fl akes, and grits marketed today bear 
little resemblance to those of several years ago.
 “The fi rst soy fl our was actually a meal. It contained a 
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high percentage of hulls and had a beany, rather unpleasant 
fl avor. The next step was a highly toasted product, dark in 
color, which disguised the beany taste with a burnt fl avor. 
But in many instances the promiscuous heating denatured the 
protein so that the product was hardly an improvement.
 “Indiscriminate use of soy fl our in all kinds of products–
especially during World War II–was another unfortunate 
page in early history. The War-time scarcity of foods induced 
many to replace wheat fl our, milk, or eggs entirely with soy 
products, regardless of practicability. The unhappy results in 
many instances placed a stigma on soy fl our that still persists 
among some early users like an old-fashioned superstition.
 “Progress pays off: Then, late in the 1940’s, ADM and 
other major producers set out independently and collectively 
to drive the ghosts from the soy fl our industry . . . to 
transform scientifi cally the marvelous nutrititve qualities 
of soy fl our into tastier, fi ner textured doughnuts, cakes, 
cookies, crackers, breads, soups, cereals, and recently, baby 
foods. The inexhaustible list of foods that already contain 
soy fl our, and the many uses currently in the testing stage, 
are proof of their success.
 “This rapidly expanding acceptance of soy fl our as 
an effi cient, low-cost source of protein may be attributed 
to education on proper usage, research, and physical 
improvements in soy fl our products. Ahead is a vast potential 
for usage of soy fl our.
 “Defatted soy fl our is practically fat-free, and with 
the trend today toward low-fat foods and high protein, it is 
rapidly gaining in popularity. Containing less than 1% fat, it 
has a highly digestible protein content of more than 50%.
 “Soy grits are the same products as defatted fl our but 
more coarsely ground... in granules ranging in size from 
that of fi ne corn meal to corn grits. Soy grits and defatted 
fl our are largely interchangeable in recipes, depending 
on the desired texture.” Address: 700 Investors Building, 
Minneapolis 2, Minnesota.

1923. Gunther Products, Inc. 1967? Where to use–How to 
use–GPI Soy Albumen, the scientifi cally controlled vegetable 
protein for the food industries (Brochure). Galesburg, 
Illinois. 8 p. Undated. 23 cm.
• Summary: The cover of this brochure has blue and 
black writing on a white and blue background. Contents: 
Introduction: Soy Albumen is a “pure vegetable product that 
was developed as a complete replacement for egg albumen 
in whipping and other processes.” General observations on 
the use of GPI Soy Albumen. Should GPI Soy Albumen be 
used straight or mixed with egg albumen. Product color with 
Soy Albumen. Production results with Soy Albumen. GPI 
Soy Albumen in frappes and mazetta: Replacement tables 
for liquid and dried egg albumen. Nougats, kisses, etc. Cast 
and hand rolled creams. Fudge. Short creamy or grained 
marshmallow. Formulas: Basic frappe, chewey nougat 
[chewy], short nougat, chocolate wholesale fudge, short 

marshmallow. On the back cover: “The advantages of using 
soy albumen.”
 The inside front cover states: “GPI Soy Albumen: 
Whips faster. Producers smaller, more uniform air cells, 
which means more uniformity of product. Will not break 
down if whipped beyond peak volume, in fact, extra 
whipping improves the fi rmness of the batch. Withstands 
higher temperatures without breaking down. Retains the 
true color of chocolate and cocoa in fudge and chocolate-
fl avored centers, for many products, will help get better 
color with less chocolate. Is a high quality protein food, 
containing relatively high percentages of the essential amino 
acids.” Address: Gunther Products, Inc., 701 West Sixth St., 
Galesburg, Illinois 61401. Phone: 342-0119.

1924. Circle, Sidney J.; Whitney, Robert W. Assignors to 
Central Soya Company (Chicago, Illinois). 1968. Process 
of non-evaporative countercurrent concentration of solids 
in the processing of protein and carbohydrate-containing 
materials from soybeans. U.S. Patent 3,365,440. Jan. 23. 12 
p. Application fi led 21 April 1965. 2 drawings. [6 ref]
• Summary: “This application is a continuation-in-part of 
Serial No. 837,893, fi led Sept. 3, 1959, now abandoned.
 “This invention relates to the recovery of solids and, 
more particularly, to a process involving non-evaporative, 
countercurrent concentration of solids in the processing 
of protein and carbohydrate-containing materials from 
soybeans, and their fractionation.
 “Illustrative of the utility of this invention is the 
separation of the water-soluble solids from soybeans. 
These water-soluble solids contain commercially valuable 
protein, specifi cally alkali-soluble, acid-precipitable protein 
sometimes termed ‘glycinin’ or ‘globulin,’ or ‘glutenin,’ 
or ‘glutelin.’ They also contain other valuable soluble 
matter including water-soluble or acid-soluble protein (also 
termed ‘albumin’), sugars, vitamins, enzymes, minerals, 
phosphatides, pigments, gums, saponins, isofl avones, etc. 
and ‘beany’ or bitter principles.”
 “According to Smith et al. (Journal of Agricultural and 
Food Chemistry, vol. 10, p. 302, col. 1, 1962): ‘The B.O.D. 
(biological oxygen demand) of soybean whey from a plant 
with a 5-ton daily capacity of isolated protein is estimated 
to be equivalent to that needed by a city of 25,000 to 30,000 
population using 80 to 100 grams of oxygen requirement per 
day per capita. As an economical recovery method has not 
yet been developed, whey represents a serious waste disposal 
problem’; also ‘soybean whey... represents about one-third of 
the meal.’
 “The magnitude of the problem is indicated by the 
production fi gure of 27 million pounds of isolated soy 
protein for the year 1951, as reported by Smith in chapter 
10, page 261 of Processed Plant Protein Foodstuffs, A. 
Altschul, editor, Academic Press, New York, 1958. On page 
259, he states, ‘a yield of 30% would be considered good’ 
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of isolated protein from soybean meal commercially. Thus, 
the production of each pound of isolated protein generated at 
least a pound of soybean whey, total production of which in 
1951 would have involved a sewage disposal problem with a 
population equivalent of 180,000 to 220,000. Since the trend 
of isolated soy protein production and utilization has been 
reported as increasing (Smith, page 261), the whey disposal 
problem is growing in seriousness.”
 Note: Soy is mentioned 67 times in this patent in the 
forms “whole soybean,” “soybean solubles,” “soybean 
insolubles (protein & fi ber),” “soybean feed,” “soybean 
protein,” “soybean feed,” “soybean whey,” “soybean meal,” 
“isolated soy protein,” “soybean feed,” “soybean source 
material,” “soybean fl akes,” “fl aked, full-fat soybeans,” 
“soybean hulls,” “soy fractions,” “fractionation of soybeans” 
and “soybean oil.” Address: 1. Chicago, Illinois; 2. 
Mundelein, Illinois.

1925. Call, D.L. 1968. The impact of meat analogs: 
Expanded use of soy products in the meat industry is seen 
as favoring the expansion of animal agriculture. Meat 
(Minnesota) 33(13):34-37. Jan. (Actually: Vol. 34, No. 1). [6 
ref]
• Summary: The use of soy protein concentrates and isolates 
in sausage and prepared meats is the most important for 
soy proteins that could be considered as competition for the 
meat industry. An estimated 4.2 billion pounds of sausage 
are made in the USA, and an estimated 75% of this is 
supplemented with dried milk, soy or other ingredients. If 
soy protein isolates were used at the 2% level to supplement 
all of this 75%, over 60 million pounds would be needed. 
This is not about to happen, since current production of 
isolated soy protein for all purposes is about 15 million 
pounds per year.
 “Since Henry Ford ‘discovered’ the soybean, large 
amounts of time and money have been spent in attempts 
to unlock the potentials of this bean. The two ‘F’s’ fl avor 
and fl atulence, have been tough to conquer but soy protein 
isolate and other forms seem to have great potential as raw 
materials.”
 “The expanded use of soy products in the meat industry 
is seen as favoring the expansion of animal agriculture.” 
Address: Graduate School of Nutrition, Cornell Univ., Ithaca, 
New York.

1926. Fehr, W.R.; Collins, F.I.; Weber, C.R. 1968. Evaluation 
of methods for protein and oil determination in soybean seed. 
Crop Science 8(1):47-49. Jan/Feb. [11 ref]
• Summary: A fast, inexpensive and accurate method 
of protein and oil determination is essential for soybean 
breeders.
 The following methods were evaluated for their 
effectiveness in estimating protein and oil content in 
soybean seed: seed density, specifi c gravity, nuclear 

magnetic resonance, Kjeldahl, and solvent extraction. The 
Kjeldahl was found to be best for direct measurement of 
protein. Nuclear magnetic resonance was better than solvent 
extraction as a fast, accurate method of oil content analysis.
 Nuclear magnetic resonance is the most recently 
developed method for this purpose (Bauman et al. 1963). 
Address: Asst. Prof. of Agronomy, Iowa State Univ.; 
Chemist, Crops Research Div., ARS, USDA.

1927. Food Product Development. 1968. Concentrated, 
isolated soy protein is bland, light colored and water 
dispersible. 1(6):56. Dec/Jan.
• Summary: Supro 610 is made by Ralston Purina Co., 
Special Soy Products Dept. It contains 95% protein with 
none of the typical “beany” fl avor. When supplemented with 
methionine, it has a PER of 2.72.

1928. Shutt, D.A.; Braden, A.W.H. 1968. The signifi cance 
of equol in relation to the oestrogenic responses in sheep 
ingesting clover with a high formononetin content. 
Australian J. of Agricultural Research 19(4):545-53. Jan. [17 
ref]
• Summary: “Summary: Equol (7,4’-dihydroxyisofl avan), a 
metabolite in sheep of the dietary isofl avone formononetin, 
was found to be oestrogenic in mice. By subcutaneous 
administration it had about one-quarter of the activity of 
genistein.” The sheep were eating red clover.
 In 1932, Equol (III) was fi rst isolated from pregnant 
mares’ urine by Marrian and Haslewood; it was described as 
an oestrogenically inactive phenol.
 Equol has been shown to possess weak oestrogenic 
activity. Address: Div. of Animal Physiology, CSIRO, Ian 
Clunies Ross Animal Research Lab., Prospect, N.S.W. 2050 
[Australia].

1929. Associated Press (AP). 1968. Poison food kills 60. 
Chicago Tribune. Feb. 20. p. 13.
• Summary: “Jakarta, Indonesia, Feb. 19–About 60 persons 
have died of food poisoning in Bandung, West Java, the 
offi cial news agency, Antara, reported today. Antara said they 
died after eating poisonous soybean cakes.”
 Note 1. These people almost certainly died from eating 
coconut-presscake tempeh (tempe bongkrek), which contains 
no soybeans, but is made and eaten in much the same way as 
regular soybean tempeh.
 Note 2. This article, titled “Illness kills 60,” also 
appeared in the Hartford Courant (Feb. 20, p. 31C).

1930. Steggerda, F.R. 1968. Gastrointestinal gas following 
food consumption. Annals of the New York Academy of 
Sciences 150(1):57-66. Feb. 26. [9 ref]
• Summary: The consumption of legumes such as navy, 
lima, or soybeans typically leads to the production of 
intestinal gas. “The mechanisms involved in the production 
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of this gas are still far from being thoroughly understood.”
 Contents: Gas production and bean products in men. 
Gas production and bean products in animals. Summary and 
conclusions.
 The results of this experiment “suggest that the 
mechanism involved is a reaction between the low 
molecular-weight carbohydrates and the anaerobic, gram-
positive, spore-forming clostridia type of bacteria usually 
found in the small intestine and colon of man and animals.” 
Address: Dep. of Physiology and Biophysics, Univ. of 
Illinois, Urbana, IL.

1931. Huang, Po-Chao; Tung, Ta-Cheng. 1968. Studies on 
acceptability, tolerance and nutritive value of corn-soybean-
milk mixture in infants and toddlers. J. of the Formosan 
Medical Association 67(2):19-27. Feb. 28. [14 ref. Eng; chi]
• Summary: “It is now well recognized that protein-calorie 
malnutrition is the most serious nutrition problem of the 
developing countries today.”
 “The corn-soybean-milk mixture (CSM), which is 
studied in the present paper, was formulated in the USA for 
the purpose of eliminating protein-calorie malnutrition in 
developing countries through international organizations.”
 “Protein effi ciency ratio (PER) of CSM was found to 
be 2.48 as compared with 2.5 for casein in rats.” Address: 
Dep. of Biochemistry, College of Medicine, National Taiwan 
Univ., Taipei, Taiwan, China.

1932. Catsimpoolas, N.; Meyer, E.W. 1968. 
Immunochemical study of soybean proteins. J. of 
Agricultural and Food Chemistry 16(1):128-31. Jan/Feb. [16 
ref]
• Summary: The immunochemical specifi city of proteins 
is based on the “steric confi guration” of certain antigenic 
groups in each molecule. This property has been used as an 
analytical tool to defi ne protein components in a mixture and 
to prove their homogeneity. In this report immunodiffusion 
studies were used to defi ne soybean protein fractions.
 “Soybean protein fractions were analyzed by double gel 
diffusion and disc. [discontinuous] immunoelectrophoresis 
with antiwhole soybean extract and anti-11S soybean protein 
antisera. At least fi ve immunologically distinct components 
were identifi ed in the whole soybean extract, cold insoluble 
fraction, and cold soluble fraction.”
 Note: Discontinuous electrophoresis (colloquially 
disc electrophoresis) is a type of polyacrylamide gel 
electrophoresis. It was developed by Ornstein and Davis. 
This method produces high resolution and good band 
defi nition. (Source: Wikipedia). Address: Research Lab., 
Chemurgy Div., Central Soya Co., Chicago, Illinois 60639.

1933. Ebine, Hideo; Nakano, M.; Kuroha, I. 1968. Eiyô 
kyôka miso no kenkyû. VI. Mechionin no tenka jiki to seihin 
ni oyobosu eikyô [On the manufacture of enriched miso. 

VI. Effects of added methionine on the quality of miso]. 
Shokuryo Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the Food 
Research Institute) No. 23. p. 5-8. Feb. [10 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: The lysine content of rice or barley miso is 
comparatively high, whereas the content of sulfur-containing 
amino acids and tryptophan is low. DL-methionine was 
added to unripened miso at the level of 0.2–3% at the time 
the cooked soybeans were mixed with salted rice koji and 
ordinary salt. It was allowed to ferment at room temperature 
for a month and then at 30ºC for 3 weeks. During the 
fermentation, much of the added methionine was lost, 
accompanied by an off-fl avor, probably due to the activity of 
microorganisms in the miso. This drawback was improved 
by pasteurization of miso to which DL-methionine had 
been added–after it had ripened adequately. Address: Food 
Research Inst., Shiohama 1-4-12, Koto-ku, Tokyo, Japan.

1934. Ebine, Hideo; Sakano, Keichi; Kizaki, Michiyo; 
Kimura, Haruo. 1968. Eiyô kyôka miso no kenkyû. VII. 
Mechionin oyobi yûdôtai no miso e no tenka [On the 
manufacture of enriched miso. VII. Addition of L and DL 
form methionine and methionine sulfoxide]. Shokuryo 
Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the Food Research 
Institute) No. 23. p. 9-13. Feb. [5 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: L-methionine, DL-methionine and methionine 
sulfoxide were added to two varieties of miso at the level 
of 0.2%. One was a light-yellow rice miso and the other a 
dark-colored rice miso. One group was pasteurized at 60ºC; 
the other was not. Both were allowed to stand at 30ºC for 
one month. There was no signifi cant loss of methionine. 
In general, the non-pasteurized miso was organoleptically 
superior to the pasteurized miso. Address: Food Research 
Inst., Shiohama 1-4-12, Koto-ku, Tokyo, Japan.

1935. Frattali, V.; Steiner, R.F. 1968. Soybean inhibitors. 
I. Separation and some properties of three inhibitors from 
commercial crude soybean trypsin inhibitor. Biochemistry 
7(2):521-30. Feb. *

1936. Schmidt, H.E. 1968. Bestimmung von Tocopherolen 
in Oelen und Fetten: Einfl uss des Tocopherol-Gehaltes von 
Erdnuss- und Sojaoel auf den Oxydationsverlauf dieser Oele 
beim Erhitzen II. [Determination of tocopherols in oils and 
fats: Infl uence of the tocopherol content of peanut- and soy 
oil on the progress of oxidation of these oils upon heating. 
II.]. Fette, Seifen, Anstrichmittel 70(2):63-67. Feb. [6 ref. 
Ger]
Address: Unilever Forschungslaboratorium, Hamburg.

1937. Cerny, K.; Hajkova, S.; Pechar, J.; Van Vinh, V.; 
Rubin, A.; Zvolankova, K. 1968. A comparison of the 
effi cacy of a soy fl our-based milk substitute in feeding 
malnourished Vietnamese and eutrophic Czech infants. J. of 
Tropical Pediatrics 14(1):15-25. March. [30 ref]
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• Summary: “The use of soybean in infant feeding fi rst 
reported by Ruhrah (1909) has been given great attention 
ever since as a substitute for cow’s milk in different forms of 
allergy, but increasingly in the treatment and prevention of 
protein-calorie malnutrition in infants and preschool children 
in developing countries.
 The two main types of vegetable mixtures recommended 
for infant feeding are: (a) packaged commercial products 
of typically high nutritional value but costly due to 
expensive industrial processing, fortifi cation, and (above 
all) packaging; (b) formulae based on low-cost natural 
ingredients available even in regions with an inadequate 
distribution network and cash economy.
 This report details trials with a vegetable milk of type 
(b) based on full-fat soy fl our fed to 40 Vietnamese infants 
and toddlers with different types of malnutrition and to 25 
eutrophic (well-nourished) Czech infants. The results are 
complex. Address: 1. Inst. of Human Nutrition, Prague, 
Czechoslovakia.

1938. Murakami, Hideya; Takase, S.; Kuwabara, K. 1968. 
Non-productivity of afl atoxin by Japanese industrial strains 
of Aspergillus. II. Production of fl uorescent substances in 
rice koji and their identifi cation by absorption spectrum. J. 
of General and Applied Microbiology (Tokyo) 14(1):97-110. 
March. [8 ref. Eng]
• Summary: Fluorescent spots produced by various strains 
of Aspergillus mold were classifi ed into nine patterns, but 
none of these had the same ultraviolet absorption spectrum 
as that of afl atoxin. The preparation of rice koji is described. 
Address: Research Inst. of Brewing, 2-6 Takinogawa, Kita-
ku, Tokyo.

1939. Taira, Harue. 1968. Daizu kakôhin no amino-san 
ni kansuru kenkyû. X. [Studies on amino acid contents of 
processed soybean. X. The infl uence of added sugars on the 
heat destruction of the basic and sulphur containing amino 
acids in soybean products]. Shokuryo Sogo Kenkyujo Kenkyu 
Hokoku (Report of the National Food Research Institute) No. 
23. p. 175-83. March. [17 ref. Eng; jap]
• Summary: Reprinted from Agricultural and Biological 
Chemistry 30(9):847-55 (1966). Address: Food Research 
Inst., Shiohama 1-4-12, Koto-ku, Tokyo, Japan.

1940. Weiss, Maurice. 1968. Nouveaux aliments protéiques: 
aujourd’hui et demain [New protein foods: today and 
tomorrow]. Oleagineux 23(3):201-05. March. [20 ref. Fre]
Address: France.

1941. Cogan, Uri; Yaron, Anina; Berk, Zeki; Zimmermann, 
Gideon. 1968. Effect of processing conditions on the 
nutritive value of isolated soybean proteins. J. of Agricultural 
and Food Chemistry 16(2):196-98. March/April. [17 ref]
• Summary: The Protein effi ciency ratio (PER) of spray 

dried isoelectric proteins was signifi cantly higher than that of 
the same proteins that had been freeze dried. “Toasting of the 
spray-dried proteins did not improve their nutritional value.” 
PER of isolated soy proteins from unheated and from toasted 
meal showed identical values. Address: Dep. of Food & 
Biotechnology, Technion, Israel Inst. of Technology, Haifa, 
Israel.

1942. Margen, Sheldon; Calloway, Doris Howes. 1968. 
Effect of high protein intake on urinary calcium, magnesium 
and phosphorus (Abstract). Federation Proceedings (FASEB) 
27(2):726 (Abst. #2866). March/April.
• Summary: Earlier studies at low protein intakes have 
shown a direct relationship of calcinuria and a inverse 
relationship of phosphaturia to dietary protein. In these 
studies, subjects were fed formula diets three levels of 
nitrogen (N) from purifi ed proteins, and the same highest 
level (96 gm of nitrogen) in the form of food. The urinary 
calcium increased an average of 193% on 48 gm N, 438% 
On 96 gm N in formula, and 423% on 96 gm N in food over 
control values.
 Note: Therefore, high protein diets tend to fl ush calcium 
out of the body. Address: Dep. of Nutritional Sciences, Univ. 
of California, Berkeley.

1943. Saio, Kyoko; Koyama, E.; Watanabe, T. 1968. Protein–
calcium–phytic acid relationships in soybean. II. Effects of 
phytic acid on combination of calcium with soybean meal 
protein. Agricultural and Biological Chemistry 32(4):448-52. 
April. [10 ref]
• Summary: Many molecules of calcium and phosphorus 
may be bound by a single protein molecule. More calcium is 
bound as the amount of phytic acid in the system increases. 
Address: 1&3. Food Research Inst., Ministry of Agriculture 
and Forestry; 2. Japan Tofu Assoc.

1944. Plant Foods for Human Nutrition. 1968-1972. Serial/
periodical. Elmsford, New York: Pergamon Press. 1(1968, 
May)-(1972, March). [Eng]
• Summary: Continued by Qualitas Plantarum–Plant Foods 
for Human Nutrition in Sept. 1973.

The British Vegetarian. 1968. July/Aug. p. 308-310. 
“Plant Foods for Human Nutrition offi cially launched.” 
The offi cial launch of this periodical, which has a 
strong vegetarian orientation, was on 2 May 1968 at the 
Commonwealth Institute, Kensington, London. Address: 
Elmsford, New York.

1945. Wenger, LaVon G.; Wenger, Louis. Assignors to 
Wenger Manufacturing, Inc. (Sabetha, Kansas). 1968. 
Treatment of oleaginous substances. U.S. Patent 3,385,709. 
May 28. 9 p. Application fi led 3 June 1965. 3 drawings. [5 
ref]
• Summary: “Abstract of the disclosure: Continuous 
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treatment of oleaginous products, such as seeds or beans, 
for reduction of the growth inhibitors therein, by passing 
the product through a preconditioner in which steam is 
injected to raise the temperature of the product of about 
180º to 210ºF., passing the product through an extruder 
and increasing the pressure in a coned nose section of the 
extruder so that the product emerges from said section at a 
temperature not lower than approximately 250ºF.
 “This is a continuation-in-part of our copending 
application Ser. No. 136,010, fi led Sept. 5, 1961, and entitled 
‘Treatment of Oleaginous Substances,’ now abandoned.” 
Address: Sabetha, Kansas.

1946. Bickoff, E.M. 1968. Flavonoid estrogens in plants. 
American Perfumer & Cosmetics 83(5):59-62, 64. May. [53 
ref]
• Summary: A survey of literature on estrogens from 1924 
to the present, particularly in forages, as reported from the 
author’s laboratory.
 “While studying the coloring matter of dyers broom 
(Genista tinctoria L.) Perkin and Newbury in 1899 (37) 
isolated a weak yellow dye which they called genistein, after 
the generic name of the plant source. Following this work 
genistein was isolated from the fruits of Sophora japonica 
(21, 52) and from soybeans (46, 47).”
 “Genistin, which was fi rst isolated from soybeans by 
Walz (47 [1931]) has D-glucose attached at position 7 (Fig. 
2).”
 “Daidzein (Fig. 3), which is the 
7,4’-dihydroxyisofl avone, has been isolated from soybeans 
where it normally exists as the 7 -glucoside, which is called 
daidzin (1).” Address: Western Regional Laboratory, ARS, 
USDA, Albany, California.

1947. Fukushima, Danji. 1968. Internal structure of 7S 
and 11S globulin molecules in soybean proteins. Cereal 
Chemistry 45(3):203-24. May. [36 ref]
• Summary: The internal structure of soybean protein 
molecules (7S and 11S, native soybean globulins) was 
investigated by optical rotary dispersion (ORD), ultraviolet 
difference spectra, infrared absorption spectra, and other 
techniques. The 11S globulin contained more sulfur-
containing amino acids than the 7S globulin. The major 
soybean proteins have primary, secondary, tertiary, and 
quatenary structures.
 Native soybean proteins were found to possess a 
fairly compact internal structure, in which most of the 
peptide bonds are buried and cannot be hydrolyzed by 
proteinase without disruption of the internal structure. 
Only when the closely packed peptide chains are unfolded 
upon denaturation do they become accessible to proteinase 
molecules. Thus the substrates are hydrolyzed in proportion 
to the degree of denaturation of the substrate protein 
molecules.

 Hydrolysis by proteinase appears to occur step by step, 
especially in the native protein. This could be explained as 
follows. When a peptide bond located at the surface of a 
tightly folded molecule is hydrolyzed, the molecule would 
be partly unfolded in the form close to a random coil, then it 
would be refolded in a new conformation after a certain time.
 The “author concluded that (1) the major internal 
structures of both 7S and 11S globulins of soybeans are 
not alpha-helix, but are both the antiparallel betastructures 
and the disordered structures; (2) the molecules are fairly 
compact as a whole and even in their disordered parts; (3) the 
molecules are folded tertiarily and the water-impenetrable 
hydrophobic region is formed; (4) the hydrophobic bonds 
play an important role for stabilization of the internal 
structure; and (5) the molecules are not hydrolyzed by 
proteinase before the internal structure is disrupted, and 
the initial velocity of the hydrolysis by proteinases is 
proportional to the degree of its disruption.” Address: Central 
Research Inst., Kikkoman Shoyu Co., Noda, Japan.

1948. Hayashi, Shizuka. 1968. Japanese diets need still more 
oil and protein. Soybean Digest. May. p. 32, 35.
• Summary: For the fi rst time in 12 years (since JASI started 
promoting U.S. soybeans in Japan in 1956), Japan’s import 
of U.S. soybeans, fi gured on a calendar year basis, lost its 
momentum. In 1967 Japan imported 1.770 million metric 
tons of U.S. soybeans, down slightly from 1.772 million 
metric tons in 1966. Fortunately [for the American Soybean 
Assoc.] total Japanese consumption of oils and fats was 
850,000 metric tons, up 11% over 1966–largely due to 
imports of sunfl ower seed from the USSR.
 A table shows percentage consumption of various oils 
and fats in Japan in 1966 and 1967, with 1968 projected. For 
1967: Soybean oil 32%. Other vegetable oils 42%. Animal 
fats and fi sh oils 26%.
 The remedy: Three alternatives could turn the tide: (1) 
Lower the cost of U.S. soybeans to Japanese crushers. (2) 
Stop the import of competing oilseeds. (3) Increase Japanese 
consumption of oils.
 Almost all of the U.S. soybeans imported to Japan are 
crushed to make oil and meal. “Of the total 1.77 million tons 
of U.S. soybeans imported last year about 1.6 million tons 
[90.4%] went for crushing.” Other seeds widely crushed 
for oil and meal in Japan are rapeseed, sunfl owerseed, 
saffl owerseed [saffl ower seed], kapok, cottonseed, copra, 
sesameseed, corn, peanut, palm kernel, and rice bran.
 JASI must persuade the Japanese government to share 
its promotional campaigns and programs. “The intake of oil 
and protein, especially oil, urgently needs to be increased. 
This is the guideline of the Japanese government,” which 
is also encouraging the Japanese people to eat more green 
vegetables. “The future soybean program needs more 
emphasis on salad oil, vegetable margarine, and fried tofu 
(aburaage).
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 Fried tofu consumes 45% (152,000 tons or 5.5 million 
bushels) of the total soybeans used by tofu makers. In 
addition 30,000 tons of soybean oil (from 6.6 million bushels 
of soybeans) is required to fry aburaage. Fried tofu therefore 
presently uses a total of 12 million bushels of soybeans. “In 
fact it is one of the largest of U.S. soybeans. A nationwide 
campaign to double this consumption needs to be planned. 
A total of 18,000 sushi shops and 30,000 noodle shops are 
buyers if fried tofu.” A photo shows Shizuka Hayashi.
 Note: This is the last article seen by Shizuka Hayashi in 
Soybean Digest. Address: Japanese-American Soybean Inst., 
Tokyo.

1949. Iwan, James L. 1968. Fortifi ed bread takes hold in 
India. Modern Bakeries (India) Ltd. starts up world’s largest 
lysine fortifi cation program. Cereal Science Today 13(5):202, 
206. May.
• Summary: “Modern Bakeries (India) Ltd., a Government 
of India enterprise, inaugurated its fi rst bakery unit in 
Bombay on January 2, 1968... This new ‘modern’ Bread is 
probably the most nutritious bread available in Southeast 
Asia... The entire output of bread from the Modern 
Bakeries is being fortifi ed with Vitamin A, Vitamin B 
complex (ribofl avin, thiamine, niacin), iron, and lysine... 
Modern Bakeries proposes to continue its experimentation, 
and is now conducting research on the possibilities of 
manufacturing a less expensive, but no less wholesome 
and nutritious bread, by blending fl ours made from millet, 
corn, groundnuts, soybeans, tapioca and any other feasible 
sources.” Address: USDA International Agricultural 
Development Service, Washington, DC.

1950. Scrimshaw, N.S.; Guzmán, M.A. 1968. Diet and 
atherosclerosis. Laboratory Investigation 18(5):623-28. May. 
*

1951. Soybean Digest. 1968. New weapons for the war on 
hunger: Latest high-protein soy beverage. May. p. 23.
• Summary: “American industry, stimulated by a U.S. 
Agency for International Development (AID) subsidy 
program, has intensifi ed its attack on world malnutrition, the 
‘war on hunger.’ The new weapon in the offensive is high-
protein food supplements.”
 “A new protein-base beverage, Saci, is being 
manufactured and test marketed in Brazil by the Coca Cola 
Co. Saci’s main ingredients are soybean milk, fl avoring, 
sugar and other essential ingredients for nutritional adequacy. 
It is vitamin enriched, sterilized and noncarbonated. 
Monsanto Co. has acquired an interest in the biggest selling 
soft drink in Hong Kong, a high-protein, soybean-based 
beverage called Vitasoy... Future plans call for Vitasoy to be 
bottled and marketed in Latin America as well as Southeast 
Asia. Last December the Yoo-Hoo Chocolate Beverage Corp. 
announced development of a new high-protein beverage. It 

will come in 4 types.”
 “Under phase I of the AID program, grants up to 
$30,000 were offered to U.S. companies to survey the 
availability of local ingredients, food tastes, customs and 
the economics of manufacture and distribution. Under phase 
II, companies would develop their own high-protein food 
additives, retaining a proprietary interest in the results. AID 
then offered grants of another $30,000 (phase III) for test-
marketing the new products, to be paid back if the results 
were successful.”
 “The latest development in the soy beverage fi eld is 
a product that looks and tastes like cow’s milk, but costs 
half as much. Soypro International of Cedar Falls, Iowa, 
has developed the patent for the new beverage whose basic 
ingredient is soybeans.”
 “Cost is said to be around $0.20 per gallon unbottled. 
Production equipment for a 1,000-gallon-per-hour capacity 
plant is estimated at $200,000 installed.”

1952. Wilcke, H.L.; Martinez, W.; Calvert, F.E. 1968. 
Oilseed meals and fl ours for food use: Export issue. Soybean 
Digest. May. p. 18, 20.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Flour for humans. 
Categories of use: Functional characteristics (binder, 
emulsifi er, etc.), texture, color, nutrition. We never buy 
protein (“In fact, if the average housewife were asked to 
defi ne protein, she would probably respond in terms of meat, 
milk, or eggs”).
 Flour from oilseeds (at a 6% moisture level) typically 
contains about 50% protein, 1½% fat, and 3% fi ber. Full-fat 
soy fl our is available on the market, as well as the typical 
defatted fl our.
 Soy concentrate has been defi ned as, “The product 
prepared from high-quality, sound, clean dehulled soybeans 
by removing most of the oil- and water-soluble nonprotein 
constituents and shall contain not less than 70% protein (N x 
6.25) on a moisture-free basis.
 “The isolates, as the name implies, are protein fractions 
isolated from the defatted fl akes or fl our. The protein content 
of the isolate, when calculated on a nitrogen x 6.25 basis, 
varies from approximately 92% to 95%, or on a moisture-
free basis from approximately 97% to 100% protein 
equivalent. The fi ber is quite low and the ash is also low. 
This the protein is provided in a much more concentrated 
form, and consequently less of these products are added than 
when the fl our is used directly.”
 Note: Frank E. Calvert came to Ralston Purina from the 
Ford Motor Company, where he did research on soy proteins. 
Address: Ralston Purina.

1953. Wilding, M.D.; Alden, D.E.; Rice, E.E. 1968. Nutritive 
value and dietary properties of soy protein concentrates. 
Cereal Chemistry 45(3):254-59. May. [6 ref]
• Summary: In rat feeding studies, the protein quality was 
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at a maximum when 75% soy protein concentrate and 25% 
white bread were consumed together. The addition of soy 
protein concentrate to white bread dramatically increased the 
protein quality of the bread.
 Soy protein products “have enjoyed a rapid increase in 
availability during the last 10 to 20 years.” There are various 
types of soy protein concentrates. Address: Swift & Co. 
Research & Development Center, Chicago, Illinois.

1954. Wokes, F. 1968. Proteins. Plant Foods for Human 
Nutrition 1(1):23-42. May. [19 ref]
• Summary: Almost half of the plant proteins consumed by 
humans come from cereal grains. Address: The Vegetarian 
Nutritional Research Centre, Watford, Herts. [Hertfordshire], 
England.

1955. Pirie, N.W. 1968. Use of plant protein concentrates as 
human food. Chemistry and Industry (London) No. 26. p. 
864-66. June 29.
• Summary: As population rises, the world will be forced 
to start using plant protein concentrates as food. Table II 
shows the percentage composition of the edible parts of 
some plants, including soybean fl our (defatted). However 
the author is talking about the protein that can be extracted 
from many species of leaf. Table 4 lists sources of leaves for 
protein production. “During the past 25 years, equipment 
for making protein from leaves has gradually improved.” 
Address: MA, FRS, Rothamsted Experimental Station, 
Harpenden, Herts. [Hertfordshire], England.

1956. Ribbons, D.W. 1968. Potential of microbiological 
protein. Chemistry and Industry (London) No. 26. p. 867-70. 
June 29. [4 ref]
• Summary: Four microbial types are considered: 
Algae, fungi, yeasts, and bacteria. Nine advantages of 
microorganisms over green plants are given. Also discusses: 
PER of whole egg, whole milk, chlorella, and soya fl our. 
Protein from petroleum. Microbial growth on methane. 
Digestibility of microorganisms (the cell walls are not easily 
digested). Cell walls of bacteria. Address: Milstead Lab. of 
Chemical Enzymology, ‘Shell’ Research Ltd., Sittingbourne, 
Kent, England.

1957. Cherry, Flora F.; Cooper, M.D.; Stewart, R.A.; 
Platou, R.V. 1968. Cow versus soy formulas: Comparative 
evaluation in normal infants. American J. of Diseases of 
Children 115(6):677-92. June. [20 ref]
• Summary: This article begins: “Soy bean milk for 
infant feeding has the potential advantage of widespread 
availability and economy in areas where animal protein may 
be scarce.”
 “Justly or unjustly, soy bean milks have been criticized 
for causing gastrointestinal upsets and for not being readily 
tolerated by infants during the fi rst few months of life.

 “In an effort to improve the acceptability and toleration 
of soy bean milk, a special formula was devised from 
isolated soy protein, soy oil, sucrose, and corn syrup solids 
supplemented with vitamins and minerals.”
 In this study, the soy formula (S) is compared with a 
proprietary milk formula (M) (Modilac).
 Soy formula was fed to premature infants with 
good results. One factor that may impair growth or bone 
mineralization in infants fed soy-based formula is the low 
methionine content. Address: M.D., Dep. of Pediatrics, 
Tulane Medical School, New Orleans, Louisiana.

1958. Ikehata, Hideo; Wakaizumi, M.; Murata, K. 1968. 
Antioxidant and antihemolytic activity of a new isofl avone, 
“Factor 2” isolated from tempeh. Agricultural and Biological 
Chemistry 32(6):740-46. June. [14 ref]
• Summary: “A new isofl avone assigned the trivial 
name ‘Factor 2’ which was fi rst isolated from tempeh, 
a fermented soybean product, and identifi ed as 
6,7,4’-trihydroxyisofl avone was technically synthesized and 
tested for antioxidant activity by several methods. Factor 2 
was proved to be a potent antioxidant in aqueous solution 
at pH 7.4. However it was not effective in preventing 
autoxidation of soybean oil and soybean powder. Factor 2 
given orally to rats fed a vitamin-E defi cient diet was also 
negative in hemolysis preventing activity. Biological activity 
of tempeh and the isolated Factor 2 to prevent hemolysis 
of red blood cells of rats fed a vitamin-E defi cient diet was 
discussed.” Address: Food and Nutrition Lab., Faculty of 
Science of Living, Osaka City Univ., Nishi-ku, Osaka, Japan.

1959. Koury, Suzanne D.; Hodges, Robert E. 1968. Soybean 
proteins for human diets? Wholesomeness and acceptability. 
J. of the American Dietetic Association 52(6):480-84. June. 
[29 ref]
• Summary: Soy protein foods, processed to resemble 
familiar animal protein foods, were found to be both 
nutritious and acceptable as the major source of protein in 
the diet. The authors noted in passing that the soy protein 
has a cholesterol-lowering effect on human subjects after 4 
weeks of approximately 100 mg. per milliliter.
 Tofu is consumed in signifi cant amounts in Asian 
countries because of its inexpensive, high quality protein and 
versatility. Address: Univ. of Iowa Hospitals.

1960. Tajima, Yoshio; Kunioka, Etsuo. 1968. Homogeneous 
hydrogenation of soybean fatty esters by the Ziegler type of 
catalyst systems. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 
45(6):478-79. June. [7 ref]
• Summary: Homogeneous hydrogenation of fatty esters 
(methyl linolenate, methyl linoleate) by binary catalyst 
systems of transitional methyl linoleate, by binary catalyst 
systems of transitional metal compounds (Ni (acac)3, CoCl2, 
Co (acac), and FeCl3) and organo-aluminum compounds 
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(triethyl aluminum) is reported. Address: Central Research 
Lab., Toyo Rayon Company Ltd., Otsu, Shiga, Japan.

1961. Wogan, Gerald N. 1968. Afl atoxin risks and control 
measures. Federation Proceedings (FASEB) 27(3):932-38. 
May/June. [53* ref]
• Summary: Afl atoxin has been found as a natural 
contaminant in many types of food including peanut, 
cottonseed meal, corn, cassava, rice, soya beans, wheat, 
sorghum, and barley. Address: Dep. of Nutrition and Food 
Science, Massachusetts Inst. of Technology, Cambridge, 
Massachusetts.

1962. Fujimaki, Masao; Kato, H.; Arai, S.; Tamaki, E. 1968. 
Applying proteolytic enzymes on soybean. I. Proteolytic 
enzyme treatment of soybean protein and its effect on the 
fl avor. Food Technology 22(7):77-81. July. [9 ref]
• Summary: It is demonstrated that enzymatic proteolysis 
is useful for removing trypsin inhibitors and undesirable 
fl avors from soy protein concentrate under mild conditions. 
Spray-dried soy sodium proteinate (Promine-D from 
Central Soya Co.) was as the substrate; it contain 97% 
protein on a dry basis. Three well-known enzymes (papain, 
bromelin, and pepsin), and nine commercial proteolytic 
enzyme preparations of microbial origin (Molsin, Rapidase, 
Prozyme, Takadiastase-SS, Coronase, Thermoase, Pronase, 
Bioprase, and alkaline proteinase of Bacillus subtilis) were 
tested. Molsin gave the best results; optimum conditions are 
given (incl. pH 2.8, temperature 60ºC).
 Undesirable fl avors were mostly removed by treating 
the soy protein preparation with an appropriate proteolytic 
enzyme. Beany fl avor generally decreased in the early 
stage of digestion/fermentation, however bitter fl avor often 
increased with increasing digestion time. In some cases 
astringent fl avor and oily or maltol-like fl avor appeared, the 
latter being prominent after long digestion.
 Takadiastase-SS was produced from Aspergillus oryzae 
by Sankyo Co. in Japan. Address: Dep. of Agricultural 
Chemistry, The Univ. of Tokyo.

1963. Larsen, A.L.; Caldwell, B.E. 1968. Inheritance of 
certain proteins in soybean seed. Crop Science 8(4):474-76. 
July/Aug. [19 ref]
• Summary: “Seed proteins from most of the currently grown 
soybean... varieties were examined by disc-electrophoresis. 
Two components, designated as A and B were found to be 
variety specifi c. Each variety contained one or the other, 
but not both... When a variety with the A seed protein was 
crossed with a variety with the B seed protein, the seed from 
the cross contained both proteins, but at lower concentrations 
for each than when occurring alone... The data indicate that 
the proteins are controlled by a pair of co-dominant genes at 
a single locus.” Address: Beltsville, Maryland.

1964. Ferrara, Peter J.; Dalby, Gaston. 1968. Wheat germ 
and soybean process for extracting glutathione therefrom. 
U.S. Patent 3,396,033. Aug. 6. 4 p. Application fi led 29 July 
1964. [8 ref]
• Summary: Describes solvent extraction using ethyl alcohol. 
“Our invention relates to the production and processing of 
wheat germ, soybean fl our, and similar cereal products for 
use in combination with ordinary fl ours without loss in the 
baking strength of such fl ours, or causing any of the adverse 
dough characteristics underlying baking quality.”
 “The exceptional merits of soybean fl our as a nutritional 
ingredient supplement in bread as well as in macaroni, or 
pasta are well known. In each of these areas, the dimension 
of soybean nutrition is already acknowledged in that the 
present food standards in the United States for bakery 
goods and alimentary pastes provide for the use of tolerable 
amounts of soybean fl our. Soybean protein possesses 
uniquely high values of lysine which is an amino acid not 
very generously present in wheat fl our and the durum fl ours 
for pasta. In addition soybean fl ours have exception ally 
high protein levels compared with even the most selected 
grades of wheat fl ours. Even beyond this, is the fact that the 
planting and cultivation of soybeans has been a world-wide 
endeavor for many years. At present in the regions generally 
rated defi cient in supplies of nutritional quality proteins, 
soybeans are commanding increased attention. Despite the 
recognition of its exceptional quality protein and its generous 
availability, and at low cost, soy beans have been channeled 
more into areas of animal feeds than direct human foods. 
The reasons may be many, but one of the main deterrents has 
been in baked goods as well as pasta, the presence of high 
levels of glutathione which has made the use of soybean 
fl ours even more of a problem than was cited against wheat 
germ.”
 Note: Soy is mentioned 50 times in this patent, as 
“soybean products,” “soybean fl our,” “soybean fl our or 
soybean powder,” “soybean fl akes,” “soybean oil” and 
“soybean enzyme system.” Address: 1. 50 E. 78th St., New 
York, N.Y. 10021; 2. 51 5th Ave., New York, N.Y. 10011.

1965. Akizuki, Tatsuichiro. 1968. Miso, Translation by 
Herman Aihara. Macrobiotic Monthly (The) (Chico, 
California) 8(5):6-12. Aug.
• Summary: “Editor’s note: One day in 1945 lethal atomic 
bomb radiation spread over the razed city of Nagasaki, 
Japan. For many it was an agonizing death. For a few it 
was a miracle. Dr. Akiduki [sic, Akizuki] discovered to his 
amazement that no co-workers in his hospital suffered or 
died from radiation.
 “The following article appeared in a Japanese magazine. 
And the comments made by the author were directed in 
particular to Japanese whose customs, diet and physical 
constitution differ markedly from our own. Thus the reader 
will notice differences between the author’s and George 
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Ohsawa’s application of Macrobiotics. However, in the belief 
that the fundamental concept remains the same, we present 
Dr. Akiduki’s article without modifi cation.
 “One day as I lie in bed ill with tuberculosis I decided 
to change my constitution. I knew I could cure my sickness, 
but how could I change my constitution? The answer was to 
change my diet.
 “Although my parents did not farm, they lived in the 
countryside. Grain and miso soup were staples in their diet. 
They left the countryside when they were about twenty years 
old. To the best of my knowledge they never experienced 
any serious illness. If they caught a cold they cured it simply 
by taking a diaphoretic drug (a drug to make you sweat). To 
stop diarrhea they took salt plum tea. If I were to compare 
myself with them I had a very serious sickness. For example, 
whooping cough, diphtheria, pneumonia, lung tuberculosis. 
Fish was abundant in the seaside city of Nagasaki and 
vegetables were scarce, so my family stopped taking miso 
soup for breakfast. Even when my mother did cook miso 
soup for breakfast my brothers and sisters would eat fi sh or 
fi sh cakes. My mother gradually stopped making miso soup 
altogether.
 “Another reason for the change was that my parents did 
not have an understanding of the importance of miso soup in 
the Japanese diet. Nutritional authorities recommended eggs, 
milk or meat rather than miso soup. It was from the latter 
diet I became sick.
 “Of course, I did not have much faith in miso soup in 
the beginning. I was completely disappointed by occidental 
medicine because no remedy ever cured my sickness 
entirely. Then I decided to change my diet to brown rice, 
vegetables and miso soup. It was war at that time and only 
a few Japanese medical doctors were available then. I was 
forced to leave my bed and carry on duties as a physician. 
I was drafted even though I had tuberculosis. Then when 
the bombs exploded I suffered from radiation. However, I 
continued to work hard. My ability to overcome the hardship 
I had to endure, I attribute to the eating of miso soup.
 “On August 9, 1945 the atomic bomb was dropped on 
Nagasaki. It killed many thousands of people. The hospital 
I was in charge of at the time was located only one mile 
from the center of the blast. It was destroyed completely. 
My assistants and I helped many victims who suffered the 
effects of the bomb. In my hospital there was a large stock 
of miso and tamari. We also kept plenty of brown rice and 
wakame. So I fed my co-workers brown rice and miso 
soup. I remember that none of them suffered from atomic 
radiation. I believe this is because they had been eating miso 
soup. How could miso soup prevent sickness from radiation? 
I contend that science will answer that question conclusively 
if people are allowed to provide data for experiments. I, 
myself, would like to do such an experiment.
 “To improve my constitution I decided to live in the 
countryside. I overworked and came down with tuberculosis 

again. I returned to Nagasaki to assume my medical duties 
as administrator of the St. Francis Hospital. I included miso 
soup as a treatment for tuberculosis. I tried brown rice alone. 
Then vegetarianism, later adding dairy products, but this did 
not last long. I continued to take miso soup.
 “At that time occidental medicine had introduced many 
drugs for tuberculosis. Streptomycin, PAS (para-amino- 
salicylic acid); these drugs were introduced and proven 
to remedy many tuberculosis cases. Also many improved 
surgical methods were also introduced. I applied these new 
drugs and new techniques of the occidental medicine to my 
patients. And I do not deny their effectiveness. Even while 
applying these new medicines I never forgot that if man does 
not change his constitution, his sickness will never be cured 
completely. Whether the sickness is easily cured or not is 
dependent upon the patient’s constitution. Some improve 
quickly, others fi nd it diffi cult to improve, even while taking 
the same drugs. In these cases the effectiveness of drugs 
depends mainly on the person’s constitution.
 “I think miso soup is the most important part of one’s 
diet. Modern medicine recommends milk, eggs, tomato 
juice, etc. Miso soup on the other hand awaits evaluation. 
Few have considered studying the importance of authentic 
Japanese food. Whenever I see a patient, I ask whether he 
eats miso soup or not. It is very interesting. Most people 
answer that they do sometimes. Mothers complaining about 
their children’s illness when asked whether or not they 
give their family miso soup, always say no. They are more 
interested in giving them eggs, etc. occidental food. This 
response comes especially from intelligent people. On the 
other hand, the family that is rarely sick always takes miso 
soup every day, with no exception. However, miso soup is 
not a drug such as a cortical hormone or an antibiotic. It does 
not cure sickness right away. If you are taking miso soup 
daily your constitution improves and you acquire resistance 
to sickness.
 “Medicine has three categories: high, middle and low. 
Low medicine is symptomatic drugs. It removes symptoms 
but leaves side effects. The highest medicine never has 
side effects even should it be continued for a long time. All 
modern medicine is low medicine. If not, then it fi ts into the 
middle classifi cation.
 “Today people are never satisfi ed when a drug is not 
quickly effective. They appreciate morphine, thalidomide 
and cortical hormone (same as adrenalin). I contend that 
miso belongs to the highest medicine. In my family we ate 
miso soup every morning. We continued to eat it for more 
than ten years. With this diet I cured tuberculosis and chronic 
asthma effortlessly. However, I do not condemn milk, eggs, 
etc. Even I used antibiotics for my tuberculosis, but I do 
think that miso soup will restore the body more effectively 
than drugs.
 “People call miso a condiment; but miso is an agent 
which brings out the value from all food. And it more easily 
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allows the body to assimilate its food. The diet of a child is 
diffi cult. Their tendency toward food is to go to extremes. If 
the diet is too strict they become nervous. Therefore, in my 
family I suggested that every morning they eat soup which 
contains wakame, age (fried tofu) and vegetables. The rest 
of the diet I left up to their choice. The result was favorable. 
I recommend to parents at PTA meetings that they give the 
children some miso soup every morning.
 “Food Value: As a source of protein miso is excellent. 
Soy beans which are the basic ingredient of miso are called 
‘vegetable meat.’ Soy beans contain 36% protein, 17% 
fats. Soy beans are very hard to digest even when they 
are cooked, roasted or boiled. In miso, natto and tofu (soy 
beans) are biologically transformed and the protein and fat 
can be digested and assimilated by humans. One cup of 
miso soup contains four grams of protein. Every morning, 
then, when one eats miso soup he gets four grams of protein 
each day. Some people say vegetable protein is inferior to 
animal protein. Protein from soy beans lacks certain amino 
acids. However, this defi ciency can be corrected by adding 
bonita fl akes or small fi shes and scallions to the miso soup. 
Animal protein is not always good. Physiologically speaking, 
animal protein overworks the kidneys. In other words, the 
residue left by meat results in overworking the kidneys. 
Fermentation in the intestine produces poison and damages 
the heart, arteries and the nervous system. Animal protein 
also produces allergy as well as causing acidosis.
 “Miso soup never produces these effects. Moreover, 
miso soup removes the fermentation caused by animal 
protein. Therefore, miso soup is the best source of protein 
for our body in our diet” (Continued). Address: The Ohsawa 
Foundation, Inc., 1422 Almond St., Chico, CA 95926.

1966. Akizuki, Tatsuichiro. 1968. Miso, Translation by 
Herman Aihara (Continued–Document part II). Macrobiotic 
Monthly (The) (Chico, California) 8(5):6-12. Aug.
• Summary: (Continued): “Fat: Miso is very important. For 
the Japanese people it is a source of fat. About one cup of 
miso soup contains ½ gram of fat. This is not a large amount 
of fat, however, if you take one cup of miso soup every day 
it is quite a suffi cient amount of fat. Fat should be taken 
regularly and it should not be taken in too large a quantity at 
one time. Excess fat is rather poisonous if not a waste.
 “Once Dr. Kumagai who was internationally recognized 
as an expert on tuberculosis said, ‘The reason Japanese have 
many tuberculosis cases is the Japanese intake of fat is much 
less than the occidental intake.’ The Japanese diet lacks fat, 
compared with the occidental diet, therefore, miso soup with 
age (fried tofu) is very important. Fish contains much fat, 
however, fat found in fi sh is easy to oxidize, especially in 
the summer. The same as butter and cheese do. Food such 
as these are not recommended in Japan between April and 
October, however, miso is recommended all year long. The 
older the miso the better the taste.

 “Minerals: Occidentals take minerals from milk when 
they are infants to nourish themselves. During adolescence 
the body excretes excessive minerals. If the intake of 
minerals is less than the requirements of the body the 
metabolism will consume the minerals from the organs, 
especially from the bones. The activity of the body is 
oxidation, so, in other words, when we exercise through 
thinking or walking, such activities produce acid in our body. 
However, our blood and body fl uids must be alkaline so 
the acid from activity can be neutralized. Minerals produce 
this alkaline condition. Minerals are important elements for 
the metabolism of the body. Japanese obtain minerals from 
vegetables and seaweed. One pint of milk contains about 300 
milligrams of minerals. One cup of miso soup with wakame 
contains about 120 milligrams of minerals. Therefore, miso 
soup is a very important source of minerals. If you give miso 
soup every morning to your child you can avoid polio (weak 
bones, [sic]).
 “Bacteria: Miso contains many bacteria such as 
lactobacillus. Our large intestine contains many of these 
bacteria. They decompose carbohydrates and protein in our 
large intestine. Cellulose, especially, can be digested by this 
bacteria in the large intestine. Japanese food contains much 
cellulose. It is found in brown rice, barley, vegetables such 
as burdock, pickles, radishes and carrots. Such cellulose is 
digested by bacteria. Therefore, if we do not have bacteria in 
our intestine even good food will not be digested and cannot 
be assimilated by the body. From this standpoint miso soup 
is superior compared to chicken, eggs or butter because 
miso soup aids in digestion. Miso soup supplements animal 
food if a person does not have enough animal food. And for 
those who have too much animal food miso soup neutralizes 
poisons produced by excess animal food.
 (1) As medicine miso soup produces an alkaline 
condition of the body. Many diseases today are caused by 
infection from bacteria. Such an underlying condition leads 
to infection (acidosis). An alkaline condition withstands 
infection. This kind of constitution can be built with our 
diet, our daily food. Miso is a food that produces an alkaline 
constitution.
 (2) Prevention of parasites. Parasites cannot live if our 
food contains many minerals and fats. Salt is especially an 
important factor in preventing parasites. Miso soup contains 
much fat, minerals and salt, therefore, whoever takes miso 
soup every morning hardly ever suffers from parasites.
 (3) Strengthening the frail constitution. The frail 
constitution is caused by lack of minerals and by acidosis. 
We lack minerals in our daily food by eating too much 
animal food and too many sweets. I was once a frail child. 
I tried many different ways to strengthen my body. For 
example, I took cold showers and towel rub downs and 
I tried other activities. However, these are diffi cult to 
recommend for a frail child. The easiest thing to do is to 
change the diet. One cup of miso soup each morning seems 
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to be the best way to strengthen a frail child.
 (4) Longevity during the Sin [Qin? Qing?] Dynasty of 
China. A Chinese emperor sent a man to Japan to investigate 
why people lived so long. The mission turned out to be in 
vain for he never returned. He decided to stay in Japan.
 “Man’s desire for longevity has persisted since ancient 
times. Medicines such as hormones promise us eternal life. 
However, these medicines have side effects. They lead to 
premature death instead of promoting a longer life.
 “Dr. Mechinicoff, a Russian physician, said that the 
most effective way to promote longevity is to prevent the 
poisoning of the intestines. He recommended taking lactic 
acid every day. Miso contains substantial amounts of lactic 
acid. Lactic acid prevents poisoning in our intestines and aids 
digestion.
 “From ancient times the Zen monks ate brown rice and 
miso as their main food. Many monks were very strong and 
kept their vitality until a ripe old age. This kind of vitality 
and longevity came from or was based on their diet. It is a 
fact that meditation will be fruitless unless one’s daily food 
provides the proper nutrition for the body.
 “Conclusion: The problems of man including his life, 
education, and health all depend upon his physiological 
condition. The physiological constitution is made by two 
factors: What is inherited and what one eats daily. Both 
ultimately depend upon the environment; the soil and 
vegetables. This environment and what is grown from the 
soil gives us our customs and culture. Therefore, a diet which 
is eaten over a long period of time has a biological meaning. 
And so it is with grains and miso, the most traditional and 
important food for the Japanese. Many of my patients are 
surprised when I recommend they eat miso soup, salt plums, 
udon and soba because they come to me expecting occidental 
medical advice.
 “I was ill all through childhood. I was told that I 
would not live more than twenty years. I began studying 
and searching for a medicine that would prolong my life. I 
restored my health after I started taking miso soup.
 “Confucius said that truth is within our reach, but people 
are always searching far away for it. The truth should be 
observed every day. If it is not practiced in our daily life, 
how can we consider it truth? The practice of taking miso 
is such a truth. It should be taken every day.” Address: The 
Ohsawa Foundation, Inc., 1422 Almond St., Chico, CA 
95926.

1967. Geddes, R. 1968. Rates of attack of some -amylases 
upon various substrates. Carbohydrate Research 7(4):493-
97. Aug. [10 ref]
• Summary: “The -amylase enzymes which are obtained 
from a wide variety of sources (animal, plant, and micro-
organisms) may be expected to differ more from each other 
than do the Beta-amylases which are only obtained from 
higher plants. The initial action of -amylases on amylose 

has generally been considered to be random, such that the 
long chain is attacked indiscriminately throughout its length 
with the production of shorter chains."
 This short article describes a simple method for 
comparing the activities of -amylases from various sources. 
Address: Dep. of Physical Biochemistry, John Curtin School 
of Medical Research, Australian National Univ. Canberra, 
Australia.

1968. Manabe, Masaru; Matsuura, S.; Nakano, M. 1968. 
Hakkô shokuhin-chû no keiko seibun ni kansuru kenkyû. 
I. Kôji-kin no seisan suru kurorohorumu kayô-sei keiko 
busshitsu ni tsuite [Studies on the fl uorescent compounds 
in fermented foods. I. Chloroform soluble fl uorescent 
compounds produced by koji molds]. Nippon Shokuhin 
Kogyo Gakkaishi (J. of Food Science and Technology) 
15(8):341-46. [15 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: An early study showing the absence of 
afl atoxins in Japanese fermented foods. Address: Food 
Research Inst., Ministry of Agriculture & Forestry, Koto-ku, 
Tokyo.

1969. Times (London). 1968. Proteins help slimmers. Sept. 3. 
p. 2, col. 2.
• Summary: “People who ate special, high-protein bread as 
part of a diet in a slimming experiment lost, on average, 50 
per cent more weight in eight weeks than those who ate the 
same amount of brown bread,” says the current issue of The 
Practitioner.
 The modern view “is that obesity results more from 
over-consumption of calories from carbohydrate than those 
from protein or fat.” “The high protein bread was made from 
wheat germ, wheat protein [gluten], and soya fl our.”

1970. Murata, Kiku; Miyamoto, T.; Taguchi, F. 1968. 
Biosynthesis of B vitamins with Rhizopus oligosporus. J. of 
Vitaminology (Kyoto, Japan) 14(3):191-97. Sept. 10. [4 ref]
• Summary: “The thiamine, ribofl avin, and biotin content 
of the fungus increased during tempeh fermentation in 
proportion to weight or nitrogen content. Concentration 
of ribofl avin and biotin in the medium also increased. The 
thiamine content of the medium decreased indicating that 
it was taken up from the medium by the fungus rather than 
synthesized.” Address: Nutrition Lab., Faculty of Science of 
Living, Osaka City Univ., Nishi-ku, Osaka 550, Japan.

1971. Research Committee. 1968. Controlled trial of soya-
bean oil in myocardial infarction. Report of a research 
committee to the Medical Research Council. Lancet 
ii(7570):693-700. Sept. 28. [13 ref]
• Summary: Reports on the value of diet designed to lower 
serum cholesterol and prevent relapse in men under age 
60 who have recently recovered from a fi rst myocardial 
infarction and been discharged from four district hospitals 
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in London. Some 199 men were randomly allocated to the 
experimental group and given a diet low in saturated fats and 
containing 85 gm of soybean oil daily. The test diet lowered 
the serum cholesterol from a mean initial fi gure if 272 to 213 
mg per 100 ml at 6 months (22% decrease), compared with a 
decrease of only 6% in the control diet. Address: UK.

1972. Kleese, R.A.; Rasmusson, D.C.; Smith, L.H. 1968. 
Genetic and environmental variation in mineral element 
accumulation in barley, wheat, and soybeans. Crop Science 
8(5):591-93. Sept/Oct. [8 ref]
• Summary: Ten varieties of soybeans were grown in 2 
years at two locations to assess genetic and environmental 
variation in accumulation of 12 mineral elements. Only the 
soybean seeds were assayed [tested]. A few of the genotype 
x environment interactions were statistically signifi cant but 
not most.
 In soybean seed, phosphorus, calcium, strontium, 
magnesium, and manganese accumulations were highly and 
positively correlated. Address: Univ. of Minnesota, St. Paul, 
Minnesota.

1973. Koshiyama, I. 1968. Chemical and physical properties 
of a 7S protein in soybean globulins. Cereal Chemistry 
45(5):394-404. Sept. [35 ref]
• Summary: “This paper deals with some chemical and 
physical properties, molecular weight estimations by various 
methods, N-terminal amino acid compositions, and amino 
acid compositions, in the purifi ed 7S protein.” Address: Noda 
Inst. for Scientifi c Research, Noda-shi, Chiba-ken, Japan.

1974. Lo, Winston Yau-Lai; Steinkraus, K.H.; Hand, D.B.; 
Hackler, L.R.; Wilkens, W.F. 1968. Soaking soybeans before 
extraction as it affects chemical composition and yield of 
soymilk. Food Technology 22(9):138-40. Sept. [11 ref]
• Summary: “As the soaking time for soybeans increased, 
larger quantities of water-soluble solids leached into the soak 
water, where they were they were lost in the usual methods 
of manufacturing soymilk. Analysis of the dry solids found 
in the soak water showed the following composition: 23.3% 
crude protein (of which 48.7% was non-protein nitrogen); 
2.8% fat; 4.5% sucrose; 1.5% raffi nose; 3.5% stachyose; and 
63.7% other carbohydrates.
 “Changes, apparently metabolic, in the soybeans during 
soaking caused protein to decrease from 43% in the non-
soaked control to 38% for the 24-hour soak to 36% for the 
72-hour soak. Non-protein nitrogen increased during the 
same intervals from 0.16% to 0.28% to 0.86%. Fat decreased 
during soaking for 24% to 19% (72-hour soak).” Address: 
Cornell Univ., Geneva New York.

1975. Miller, D.S. 1968. The nutritional evaluation of protein 
supplements to diets. In: Symposium on Evaluation of Novel 
Protein Products. Stockholm. See p. 129-42. [12 ref]

• Summary: “Summary: An examination of various national 
diets and comparison with protein requirements expressed 
as a percentage of the diet indicates that the defi ciency of 
calories is at least as serious as that of protein.
 “The effect of supplementing various whole human diets 
with protein sources has been measured by rat assay and the 
results compared with standard human requirements.”
 “Much of the biological evaluation of protein over the 
past 50 years has been academic and unrelated to practical 
problems.”
 At the end of this conference paper is a long discussion 
(p. 138-42). As part of this discussion, Gugenheim says (p. 
141): “I want to make a few comments on fl our enrichment 
with amino acids, based on experiments carried out in 
our laboratory and on our experience in Israel. We enrich 
all fl our with calcium and ribofl avin... What benefi t can 
we expect from fl our enrichment with amino acids or any 
protein source. Some years ago we studied the possible 
effect of enrichment with soybean fl our on the nutritional 
health of the population. We chose for this study two groups 
of approximately 120 adolescents living in two agricultural 
schools. All bread provided to one school was dark (87% 
extraction) enriched with 5% heat-processed soybean 
fl our whereas that of the second school was white (72% 
extraction) and non-enriched. The study lasted one scholastic 
year. Bread consumption in both schools was large, since 
the students were engaged in heavy physical work. No 
difference was found in increase of weight and height, 
skinfold thickness, clinical signs, haematological values, 
and biochemical tests (except urinary excretion of thiamine) 
between the two groups. The reason is probably that the rest 
of the diet provided enough nutrients so that soybean fl our 
and extraction rate had no effect.”
 “We are now in the paradoxical situation that effective 
fl our enrichment is possible only in countries with 
strong administration, where the population subsists on a 
satisfactory diet and where only minor nutritional benefi t can 
be expected from it, whereas in countries which probably 
would derive much nutritional benefi t, it seems to be not 
feasible.” Address: Dep. of Nutrition, Queen Elizabeth 
College, London, W8, England.

1976. Murakami, Hideya; Sagawa, H.; Takase, S. 1968. 
Non-productivity of afl atoxin by Japanese industrial strains 
of Aspergillus. III. Common characteristics of the afl atoxin-
producing strains. J. of General and Applied Microbiology 
(Tokyo) 14(3):251-62. Sept. [13 ref. Eng]
• Summary: The following mycological characteristics were 
found to be most common in afl atoxin-producing strains of 
Aspergillus: (1) Color of conidial heads is green even in old 
cultures; (2) The reverse side of the colony is wrinkled and 
colored; (3) The following are present–sclerotia, globose to 
subglobose vesicles, biserate stigmata, and conidiophores 
with roughened walls; (4) High productivity of pigment, total 
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acid, and kojic acid; (5) Low ability to brown rice koji or to 
produce deferriferrichromes.
 Sixteen mold strains were selected from 160 industrial 
strains as mycologically similar to the so-called afl atoxin 
strains. Their afl atoxin productivity together with the 
productivity of 13 afl atoxin strains was investigated using the 
same methods described in parts I and II. It was found that 
all of the industrial strains and four of the 13 afl atoxin strains 
did NOT produce afl atoxin.
 Most of the afl atoxin strains used in these experiments 
were sent from the Northern Utilization Research and 
Development Division, Peoria, Illinois, USA; most had 
been proved to produce afl atoxin by the duckling assay. 
“Rice kojis were made using 10 g of polished rice in 100 
ml fl asks.” On p. 255, two photos show the oval-shaped 
vesicles of afl atoxin strains, and an illustration shows 
chromatographic patterns of 29 afl atoxin-producing strains. 
Table 3 (p. 260) lists the morphological characteristics of 
16 industrial afl atoxin strains, including details on the color 
of the old slant culture, vesicles, conidia, and colony. Table 
4 (p. 261) lists physiological characteristics of 16 industrial 
afl atoxin strains, including details on the pigments, total 
acid, kojic acid, rice-koji (browning, and DF-value), relative 
intensity of fl uorescence (blue, or green), and pattern of 
TLC (thin-layer chromatograms). Address: Research Inst. of 
Brewing, Tokyo.

1977. Nanda, K.K.; Dhindsa, R.S. 1968. Effect of gibberellic 
acid on starch content of soybean (Glycine max L.) and its 
correlation with extension growth. Plant and Cell Physiology 
(Tokyo) 9(3):423-32. Sept. [6 ref]
• Summary: “The promotive effects of giberellic acid (GA3) 
on extension growth of plants are well known, but its effects 
on metabolism are still not well understood.” Address: 
Botany Dep., Punjab Univ., India.

1978. Ouchi, Ichiro; Mochizuki, Tsutomo. 1968. Miso 
jukusei-chû no chisso seibun no shôchô ni kansuru kenkyû. 
III. Miso jukusei-chû no yûri amino-san no shôchô ni 
tsuite [Studies on the degradation of soybean protein 
during miso making. III. Changes in amino acid content]. 
Nippon Shokuhin Kogyo Gakkaishi (J. of Food Science and 
Technology) 15(9):418-21. [11 ref. Jap]
• Summary: “Changes in free amino acids during miso 
making were investigated. Total free amino acids showed 
a rapid increase in the fi rst 10 days of fermentation and 
then a slow increase in the latter part. Except for glutamic 
acid, aspartic acid and proline, liberation of individual free 
amino acid indicated the same tendency. Free glutamic acid, 
aspartic acid and proline increased almost linearly with 
progress in fermentation up to 50 days. The rate of liberation 
was high for lysine, arginine, threonine, serine, proline and 
tyrosine, and low for valine, histidine, glycine and aspartic 
acid. Glutamic acid showed the lowest liberation among all 

other amino acids.” Address: Shinshu Miso Research Inst., 
Nagano.

1979. Stanton, W.R.; Brook, E.J.; Wallbridge, A. 1968. 
Fermentation methods for protein enrichment of cassava. 
Presented at the Third International Fermentation 
Symposium. Held in Sept. at New Brunswick. *
Address: 1. PhD, Head, Microbiology Section, Tropical 
Products Inst., London, England. Later: Prof. of Botany, 
Univ. of Malaya, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.

1980. Wang, Hwa L.; Ruttle, Doris I.; Hesseltine, C.W. 
1968. Protein quality of wheat and soybeans after Rhizopus 
oligosporus fermentation. J. of Nutrition 96(1):109-14. Sept. 
[17 ref]
• Summary: The growth of rats fed fermented wheat 
improved signifi cantly over those fed unfermented 
wheat. The Protein Effi ciency Ratio (PER) of wheat and 
wheat/soybean mixtures was signifi cantly increased by 
fermentation with Rhizopus oligosporus NRRL 2710, 
although that of soybeans alone was unchanged. These 
improvements were partly attributed to the increase in 
availability of lysine in wheat by fermentation. A mixture 
of equal parts wheat and proteins gave a good pattern of 
amino acids. The fermentation process raised the PER of 
the mixture so that it was comparable to casein. Address: 
Northern Regional Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois.

1981. Sinclair, Hugh. 1968. Soya-bean oil in myocardial 
infarction (Letter to the editor). Lancet ii(7573):877. Oct. 19. 
[4 ref]
• Summary: “In this study, which started in 1958, middle-
aged men in a mental hospital had their diet altered so that 
the main effect was almost totally to replace the milk fat in 
the original diet with vegetable oils, mostly soya-bean oil. 
In a second mental hospital no intentional change in the 
diet was made. The incidence of coronary heart-disease, 
assessed on the basis of either electrocardiographic changes 
or coronary heart disease mortality, was signifi cantly lower 
in the experimental hospital; the authors concluded ‘that the 
lower incidence in the experimental group was primarily due 
to the cholesterol-lowering special diet’.” Address: Oxford 
[England].

1982. Hymowitz, Theodore. 1968. Toxic and anti-nutritional 
factors in soybeans. Indian Farmers’ Digest (Uttar Pradesh 
Agricultural University, Pantnagar) 1(10):8-10. Oct. [1 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Flatulence. Trypsin 
inhibitors. Hemagglutinins. Saponins. Isofl avones.
 “Isofl avones are phenolic compounds which occur in 
soybeans as the glucosides genistin and daidzin. Soy fl our 
contains about 0.1–0.2 percent genistin and daidzin. The 
isofl avones of subterranean clover [Trifolium subterraneum] 
were found to cause infertility in sheep. However, under 
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practical conditions, no adverse effects concerning the 
isofl avones in soybeans have been reported in the literature.” 
Address: Univ. of Illinois.

1983. Richards, Edumnd A.; Steggerda, F.R.; Murata, A. 
1968. Relationship of bean substrates and certain intestinal 
bacteria to gas production in the dog. Gastroenterology 
55(4):502-09. Oct. [28 ref]
• Summary: “Summary: 1. In vivo and in vitro tests 
indicated that certain anaerobic bacteria in the small and 
large intestine are closely related to gas production in the 
presence of navy bean and soybean products.
 “2. The characteristic high carbon dioxide and hydrogen 
content of the gas produced in the in vitro experiments gives 
support to the assumption that the gas production is closely 
related to fermentation by the clostridia type of bacteria.”
 An illustration shows the intestinal tract of a dog. 
Address: Dep. of Physiology and Biophysics, Univ. of 
Illinois, Urbana.

1984. Time. 1968. Sipping soya through a straw. Nov. 15. p. 
101-02.
• Summary: “Vitasoy has become the new soft-drink craze 
in the British crown colony. Vitasoy is a milky brew that is 
enriched with vitamins and offers 5.9 gm of protein in every 
bottle, or as much as a dish of spinach. A 6½ oz bottle costs 
$0.032, compared with $0.048 for the same size bottle of 
Coca-Cola. Sold either chilled in warm weather or warmed 
in cold, Vitasoy has captured 25% of the Hong Kong soft-
drink market. This year an estimated 78 million bottles, 
second only to Coca-Cola’s 100 million, will be sold from 
sidewalk stands, sampans and grocery stores for a total of 
$2,600,000. The drink’s main drawback is that it tastes a 
good deal like liquid library paste.
 “Still, the success of the product attracted the attention 
of the Monsanto Co. of St. Louis [Missouri]. It went in with 
Lo’s Hong Kong Soya Bean Products Co. to create a new, 
more fl avorful soybean drink called Puma, which has more 
than 100 fl avor ingredients, including vanilla, orange and 
cinnamon. Monsanto’s Hong Kong subsidiary, Lomond 
Ltd., will produce the powder concentrate for Puma. The 
fi rst franchise operations are now being set up in Guiana and 
Taiwan, and several others are expected to follow soon in 
other parts of Asia and Latin America. Lo, who owns one-
fi fth of the company’s shares and gets royalties on Puma 
sales, is managing director of Lomond. Monsanto hopes that 
under his hand the proverbial cow of China may yet yield 
a truly international soft drink and, in the bargain, a handy 
source of protein.”
 A photo shows K.S. Lo standing behind many stacked 
cases of Vitasoy in his Hong Kong plant. “Milking the ‘cow 
of China.’”

1985. Bates, Richard D.; Barrett, W.W.; Anderson, D.W.; 

Saperstein, S. 1968. Milk and soy formulas: A comparative 
growth study. Annals of Allergy 26(11):577-83. Nov. [13 ref]
• Summary: Discusses Mull-Soy (made with soy fl our) 
and Neo-Mull-Soy (made with soy protein isolate), both 
manufactured by Borden, Inc. A detailed nutritional analysis 
of both products is given. Concludes that Neo-Mull-Soy 
“supported growth and development of infants comparable 
to that of children raised on the soy fl our (Mull-Soy) or milk 
formulas. A signifi cant advantage of the formula used here, 
formulated from a soy protein isolate, was a lower incidence 
of anal irritation and loose stools as compared to any other 
soy formulations.” Address: 1-2. Southwestern Medical 
School, Univ. of Texas, Dallas, TX; 3-4. Borden, Inc., 350 
Madison Ave., New York, NY 10017.

1986. Bird, Kermit. 1968. Foods of the future: Part I. Using 
conventional materials. Food Product Development 2(5):32, 
34, 36, 44, 82. Oct/Nov. [6 ref]
• Summary: In Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, the Coca Cola Co. has 
been test marketing a beverage named Saci, bottled like a 
soft drink. A chocolate-fl avored energy drink containing 3% 
protein; the protein comes from local Brazilian soybeans. 
The drink is promoted (see ad) as “Powerful” with “delicious 
energy.” Photos show: (1) A bottle of Saci; (2) A graphic ad 
for the drink.
 Synthetic milk, which is now on sale in Southern 
California, contains vegetable oil, whey, and non-dairy 
ingredients. It’s price is lower than that of cow’s milk.
 In Hong Kong, Vitasoy, “a soybean milk with a good 
amino acid balance, has been on the market for many 
years.” It is sold in bottles at a low price, which enables to 
compete with soft drinks. “Its main attraction seems to be 
its nutritional value. Since many soybean products have 
a ‘beany’ taste and cause intestinal gas in humans, it is 
doubtful whether this healthful, nutritious food drink will 
become a best-seller in the U.S. market until these problems 
are overcome.”
 If such drinks expand in foreign markets, they may 
provide an additional outlet for soybeans grown in the USA.
 “Protein foods from plants are a current reality and 
a distinct future development opportunity. Many of our 
synthetic meat analogs of the future of the future will use 
proteins from soybeans, peanuts, sunfl ower, and perhaps 
cowpeas.
 In Latin America, Incaparina was developed as a 
low-cost, nutritious, grain-based food. After 6 years of 
commercial development, annual sales are estimated to be 
4.5 million pounds. Recently, makers of Incaparina have 
agreed to enrich the product with lysine, which will raise its 
protein quality to equal that of casein.
 Corn [maize] could be an excellent protein source except 
that it lacks adequate amount of lysine and tryptophan–two 
of the eight essential amino acids the body cannot make for 
itself. But at Purdue University (Indiana), scientists have 
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discovered “Opaque-2 and Floury-2,” two “cereal grain germ 
plasms” that “upgrade the protein quality of cereal grains to 
equal” that of milk and meat proteins.
 Also discusses: Fish protein concentrate (FPC), fresh 
water fi sh farming (with giant carp and catfi sh), marine 
fi sh and shell-fi sh ranching, raising oysters in the ocean in 
Japan, ranching of wild animals (such as eland, wildebeest, 
and zebra in Africa–”instead of hunting them to extinction 
and replacing them with poorly adapted temperate zone 
species”). Address: Marketing Economics Div., Economic 
Research Service, USDA, Washington, DC.

1987. Chen, Philip S.; Chen, Helen D. 1968. Soybeans for 
health, longevity, and economy. 3rd ed. South Lancaster, 
Massachusetts: The Chemical Elements. xii + 242 p. Nov. 
Illust. Index. 21 cm. 1st ed. 1956. [24 ref]
• Summary: This book is identical to the original 1956 
edition, third printing. Address: 1. Prof. of Chemistry, 
Atlantic Union College, South Lancaster, Massachusetts; 2. 
National Science Foundation Fellow, Cornell Univ.

1988. Chen, Philip Stanley; Chen, Helen D. 1968. Soybeans 
for health, longevity, and economy. 3rd ed. St. Catharines, 
ONT, Canada: Provoker Press. ix + 242 p. Illust. Index. 21 
cm. [24 ref]
• Summary: This is a reprint of the 1956 edition 
published by The Chemical Elements (South Lancaster, 
Massachusetts)–except that Appendix B has been updated 
using the 1961 Soybean Blue Book.
 On the copyright page is a detailed print history of this 
book: Copyright 1956, 1962 Philip Chen. Second printing, 
April 1957. Third printing, June 1959. Second edition, Jan. 
1962. Third edition, Nov. 1968. Second printing, July 1970. 
Third printing, July 1975. Address: 1. Head of the Chemistry 
Dep. and Chairman of the Div. of Biology and Chemistry, 
Atlantic Union College, South Lancaster, Massachusetts; 2. 
National Science Foundation Fellow, Cornell Univ.

1989. Dorworth, C.E.; Christensen, C.M. 1968. Infl uence 
of moisture content, temperature, and storage time upon 
changes in fungus fl ora, germinability, and fat acidity values 
of soybeans. Phytopathology 58(11):1457-59. Nov. [6 ref]
• Summary: “A moisture content between 13 and 14% 
in soybeans permits invasion by storage fungi, and this 
invasion may be accompanied or followed by a decrease in 
germination percentage of the beans and an increase in fat 
acidity value (FAV).”
 Four graphs show these relationships. The lower the 
moisture content and the lower the temperature, the lower 
the rate of infection by fungi and the higher the germination 
rate. At 20ºC (68ºF) 90% soybeans at 14.7% moisture will 
germinate after 24 weeks. Address: Dep. of Plant Pathology, 
Univ. of Minnesota, St. Paul, MN 55101.

1990. Hanaoka, Yoshio. 1968. Shôyu hozon ni kansuru 
kenkyû. VIII. Hikôso-teki kappen hannô busshitsu no 
bobai kôka ni tsuite [Studies on preservation of soy sauce. 
VIII. Effect of nonenzymatic browning reaction products 
on antifungal activity]. Hakko Kogaku Zasshi (J. of 
Fermentation Technology) 46(11):909-14. Nov. [11 ref. Jap; 
eng]
• Summary: “A mixture of 0.2 molar D-xylose and 0.1 molar 
L-amino acid, when heated at 120ºC for 60 minutes, showed 
an inhibitory effect against the growth of Saccharomyces 
rouxii variety halomembranic.” Address: Central Research 
Inst., Kikkoman Shoyu Co. Ltd., Noda, Chiba, Japan.

1991. Izumori, Ken; Omata, Shojiro. 1968. Taien-sei 
nyûsan-kin Tetracoccus soyae no amino-san taisha ni 
tsuite. I. Threonine no sanka-teki taisha [On the amino acid 
metabolism by Tretracoccus soyae. I. Oxidative metabolism 
of threonine]. Hakko Kogaku Zasshi (J. of Fermentation 
Technology) 46(11):869-75. Nov. [27 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: “Tetracoccus soyae is a halo-tolerant 
[halotolerant; tolerant of high salinity], gram-positive and 
tetrad-forming coccus which is considered to be a lactic 
acid bacterium. When grown under aerobic conditions, the 
oxidative ability of its cells is strengthened. There is little 
information available on the amino acid metabolism of 
this organism. The present investigation was undertaken in 
order to study aerobic degradation of amino acid, especially 
threonine by this organism. The following results were 
obtained.
 “1. Proteolytic activity of Tc. soyae is extremely weak.
 “2. Tc. soyae can utilize 9 amino acids aerobically but 
it can utilize only one amino acid anaerobically. The most 
available amino acid is L-serine, L-threonine and glycine 
aerobically.
 “3. The oxidative metabolic activity of threonine by Tc. 
soyae is adaptable and its activity is specifi c to L-threonine.
 “4. The main oxidative metabolic pathway of threonine 
is suggested to be the pathway through glycine.” Address: 
Dep. of Agricultural Chemistry, Osaka Prefectural Univ., 
Sakai, Osaka, Japan.

1992. Nelson, T.S.; McGillivray, J.J.; Shieh, T.R.; Wodzinski, 
R.J.; Ware, J.H. 1968. Effect of phytate on the calcium 
requirement of chicks. Poultry Science 47(6):1985-89. Nov. 
[14 ref]
• Summary: This article begins: “The primary interest in 
plant-origin phytic acid or phytate in animal nutrition has 
been directed toward the availability of the phosphorus 
it contains. Although it has long been known that phytic 
acid chelates calcium, little or no research effort has been 
expended to determine the quantitative effect of this 
compound on the level of dietary calcium needed to supply 
the chick’s requirement for this mineral element.” Address: 
Research and Development Div., International Minerals & 
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Chemical Corp., Libertyville, Illinois 60048.

1993. Rose, William C. 1968. The sequence of events 
leading to the establishment of the amino acid needs of man. 
American J. of Public Health 58(11):2020-27. Nov. [18 ref]
• Summary: In 1914 Osborne and Mendel [of Connecticut] 
provided the fi rst convincing proof that certain amino acids 
must be included in the food of the growing rat in order to 
prevent nutritive failure.
 As late as 1900 only 12 of the 19 or 20 amino acids 
that are now recognized as components of dietary protein 
had been discovered, and very little was known about 
these. Thus, there was little appreciation of the fact that the 
nutritive quality of a protein is determined by the kind and 
quantity of amino acids which it contains.
 Discusses: Dietary role of certain specifi c amino 
acids. Discovery of threonine and the amino acid needs 
of the growing rat. Qualitative amino acid needs of 
man. Quantitative amino acid needs of man. A practical 
application.
 Eight “amino acids are essential for the attainment 
and maintenance of nitrogen equilibrium in man. These 
are valine, leucine, isoleucine, threonine, methionine, 
phenylalanine, tryptophan, and lysine.” Address: Research 
Prof. of Biochemistry, Emeritus, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, IL 
61801.

1994. Lie, Goan-Hong; Oey, Kam-Nio; Prawiranegara, 
Dradjat D. 1968. Corn-soy-milk (CSM) or blended food 
product–Formula no. 2. Paediatrica Indonesiana 8:251-54. 
[3 ref. Eng]
• Summary: CSM is offi cially defi ned by UNICEF as a 
supplement for weanling, preschool and school children, 
and is substantially a complete formula but with a low 
fat content. It is made from processed, precooked and 
gelatinized cornmeal (68% by weight), defatted toasted soy 
fl our (25%), nonfat dry milk powder, spray dried (5%), and 
mineral and vitamin premix (2%). It is a complete and well-
balanced supplementary food for children of all age groups 
starting for 1 year of age. Address: Nutrition Inst., Ministry 
of Health, Jakarta, Indonesia.

1995. Nelson, J.P.; Milun, A.J. 1968. Gas chromatographic 
determination of tocopherols and sterols in soya sludges 
and residues. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 
45(12):848-51. Dec. [11 ref]
• Summary: The method involves saponifi cation of the 
sample followed by gas chromatographic analysis of the 
unsaponifi ables. Address: General Mills, Inc., 2010 E. 
Hennepin Ave., Minneapolis, Minnesota 55413.

1996. Pickles, H. 1968. Are traditional fermented foods and 
lactic acid nutrition out of date? British Vegetarian. Nov/
Dec. p. 520-25.

• Summary: Includes a discussion of soy sauce, Worcester 
Sauce, and miso, and of the writings of Dr. Johannes Kuhl 
(Professor, the Nuclear Research Institute in Rome), and O. 
Warburg (the Nobel Prize winner).
 “In Asia, mould-enzymes are used to break down soya-
beans rich in proteins, when making the spicy sauces [i.e., 
soy sauce]. The well-known Worcester Sauce is made from 
a Japanese recipe from the enzymes of soya beans with 
the same mould Aspergillus orsae [sic, oryzae] that is also 
present in correctly-prepared muesli.”
 Note: The last sentence is largely inaccurate. Worcester 
sauce is not made from a Japanese recipe–although it 
traditionally contained soy sauce.

1997. Smith, Keith J.; Polen, P.B.; de Vries, D.M.; Coon, 
F.B. 1968. Removal of chlorinated pesticides from crude 
vegetable oils by simulated commercial processing 
procedures. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 
45(12):866-69. Dec. [17 ref]
• Summary: Two samples of crude oil were spiked with 
endrin, DDT, DDE, aldrin, dieldrin, heptachlor, and 
heptachlor epoxide before processing. At each processing 
step, the samples were analyzed for pesticide contamination. 
Deodorization, with or without hydrogenation, eliminated 
chlorinated pesticides. Results showed that neither alkali-
refi ning nor subsequent bleaching reduced chlorinated 
pesticide contamination. Hydrogenation before deodorization 
reduced endrin contamination.
 Therefore this study shows that normal commercial 
processing of crude vegetable oils for human consumption 
effectively removes any chlorinated pesticides which 
may be present in the crude oils. It is hypothesized that 
these pesticides are removed by volatilization during 
deodorization. Address: National Cottonseed Products 
Assoc., Inc., P.O. Box 12023, Memphis, Tennessee.

1998. Aichinger, E.C. 1968. A soja e os cereais na merenda 
escolar [Soybeans and other grains in school lunches 
(Abstract)]. Simposio Brasileiro de Alimentacao e Nutricao, 
Anais (Recife) 2:167-70. Recife: Universidade Federal de 
Pernambuco. [Por]*
Address: Brazil.

1999. Araujo, T.M.V.C. de.; Lago, E.S.; Costa, L.P. da. 1968. 
Valor nutritivo da farinha de soja, proteina isolada da soja e 
farinha de algodao [Nutritive value of soy fl our, isolated soy 
protein and cottonseed meal (Abstract)]. Simposio Brasileiro 
de Alimentacao e Nutricao, Anais (Recife) 2:57-58. Recife: 
Universidade Federal de Pernambuco. [Por]*
• Summary: Note: This is the earliest Portuguese-language 
document seen (Dec. 2015) that uses the term proteina 
isolada da soja to refer to isolated soy protein. Address: 
Brazil.
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2000. Bickoff, E.M. 1968. Oestrogenic constituents of forage 
plants. Commonwealth Bureau of Pastures and Field Crops, 
Review Series No. 1. 38 p. [169 ref]*
• Summary: A review of research on forage plant estrogens 
that include early studies, detection, measurement, effects in 
animals, inhibition, factors affecting activity, and benefi cial 
effects.

2001. Chang, C.H. 1968. Biochemical studies on stored soy 
sauce. Han’guk Nonghwa Hakhoe Chi (J. of the Korean 
Agricultural Chemical Society) 9:9-27. [Eng; Kor]*
• Summary: Studies were conducted in order to elucidate 
chemical components and microfl ora in three types of soy 
sauce: 12 year old aged soy sauce prepared by the improved 
method, and 7 year aged and 20 year aged soy sauces 
prepared by the ordinary method. The results are as follows:
 (1) The following are found to be the most important 
factors affecting the quality of soy sauce.
 (a) Organic acids, reducing sugars and free amino acids 
were increased over the course of storage.
 (b) In the aged soy sauces under study, non-volatile 
organic acid increased while volatile organic acid decreased, 
with the total acidity dependent on the latter.
 (c) It was found that salt concentration decreased during 
storage.
 (2) The results of investigation of microfl ora in the 
stored soy sauce are as follows. A table (a) shows the 
type and number of bacteria and yeasts in improved and 
ordinary soy sauce. The three columns show: (1) Name 
of microorganism, such as aerobic bacteria colony. (2) 
Improved soy sauce. (3) Ordinary soy sauce.
 (b) In the stored soy sauces, aerobic bacteria are 
incapable of growth due to a drop in pH value and the 
infl uence of salt concentration.
 (c) Halophilic lactic acid bacteria are incapable 
of growth due to a drop in pH value. Even the salt 
concentrations decreased during the storage.
 (d) Osmophilic yeast continue growth in a low pH value 
and in decreasing salt concentration during this stage.
 (3) The results of amino acid analysis by paper partition 
chromatographic and colorimetric methods are as follows:
 (a) Fourteen different types of amino acids were 
detected in the 12 year aged improved soy sauce. Thirteen 
types of amino acids were detected in the 7 year aged and 20 
year aged soy sauces.
 (b) The contents of aspartic acid, glutamic acid, serine, 
valine, leucine, lysine, histidine, and methionine increased in 
the 20 year aged ordinary soy sauce compared to the 7 year 
aged soy sauce. Contents of alanine, tyrosine, phenylalanine, 
and cystine decreased.
 (4) The results of sugar analysis by paper 
chromatography are as follows.
 (a) In the 12 year aged improved soy sauce, galactose, 
glucose, arabinose, xylose, rhamnose, maltose, and an 

unknown were detected. Their amounts were in the above 
order, except maltose and an unknown. Address: Seoul 
Agricultural College, Seoul, Korea.

2002. Costache, D.; Nica, O. 1968. [Protein and oil content 
of soya beans as affected by variety, fertilizer environment]. 
Lucrarile Stiintifi ce–Institutul Agronomic “Nicolae 
Balcescu” (A) (Scientifi c Works–Agricultural Institute 
“Nicolae Balcescu,” Bucarest) 11:133-47. Summary in Field 
Crop Abstracts 23(2):193 (1970). [4 ref. Rom; eng; fre; rus]*
• Summary: In trials conducted in Romania in 1965 and 
1966, the authors found that the protein content of soybeans 
was greatly infl uenced by the variety and type of fertilizer 
applied. An increase in applied nitrogen usually increased the 
protein content and decreased the oil content.

2003. Edwards, C.C. 1968. The use of soy-ogi in feeding 
programmes for rehabilitation. Paper presented at the Annual 
Conference of the Nutrition Society of Nigeria. 8 p. *

2004. Funahashi, S. 1968. Systematic determination of 
soybean sterols in four classes; method and its application 
to soybean varieties. Tokyo: Dep. of Agricultural Chemistry, 
University of Tokyo. 46 p. Final report, P.L. 480; project no. 
UR-A11-(40)-13 on USDA grant no. FG-Ja-107. [10+ ref]*
Address: Japan.

2005. Harada, K. 1968. Varietal difference in globulin 
composition of soybean cotyledon. II. The ratio of 7-11S 
fraction Reported at 34th Congress of Japanese Society of 
Breeding. *

2006. Product Name:  [Sustilac Soymilk].
Foreign Name:  Sustilac.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Industrial de Alimentos S.A.
Manufacturer’s Address:  146 Poniente 789, Col. Ind. 
Vallejo, Mexico 17, DF, Mexico.
Date of Introduction:  1968.
Ingredients:  Whole soy fl our, cereal hydrolyzates, malt 
extract, vitamins, minerals.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  Powdered. It is ivory in color.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
Nutrition:  Per 100 gm powder: Calories 501, protein 20.3 
gm, carbohydrates 47.2 gm, fat 25.7 gm, moisture 2.9 gm, 
ash 2.8 gm, crude fi ber 1.1 gm. Reconstituted: Protein 3.0%, 
fat 3.7%, total solids 15%.
New Product–Documentation:  F. Suberbie. 1975. 
Produccion y utilizacion de bebidas a base de soya. 
In: American Soybean Assoc., ed. Memorias: Primera 
Conferencia Latinoamericana. p. 89-90. Development of this 
product began in 1968 and it was ready by 1971. It was used 
and evaluated for treating cases of diarrhea in the pediatric 
hospital of Seguro Social, with good results (Luengas, 
Borbon and Col 1972). It is distributed by the Instituto 
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Mexicano del Seguro Social (IMSS; Social Security), 
by the Instituto de Seguridad y Servicios Sociales de los 
Trabajadores del Estado (ISSSTE; Social Security), and by 
specialized pharmacies.
 R.H. Moretti. 1981. Journal of the American Oil 
Chemists’ Society. March. p. 521. “Soy milk developments in 
Latin America... Sustilac was introduced in 1968. This soya 
milk is produced using pregerminated (sprouted) soybeans. 
The pregermination reduces the amount of oligosaccharides. 
Compañia Industrial de Alimentos (his company in Mexico) 
is still producing soya milk. All of its products are in 
powder form.” J. Ponce Aguirre 1982. History of soyfoods 
in Mexico. In 1971 Felipe Suberbie and Felipe Tello of 
Industrial de Alimentos launched Sustilac, which is for 
infants who are allergic to cow’s milk. Production ceased in 
1979.

2007. Roane, J.; Crawford, L.V.; Hilty, L.; Stout, R.H. 1968. 
Observations on isolated protein soy formula as a feeding 
for infants with allergic disease. Lecture presented at the 
Annual Meeting of the American Medical Assoc. Held in San 
Francisco, California. *

2008. Tsuno, S.; Matsumoto, M. 1968. [Studies on the 
nutritional value of Natto Prorich II. Part I Purifi cation and 
some properties of the protease]. Kobe Daigaku Kyoikugaku-
bu Kenkyu Shuroku (Bulletin of the Faculty of Education, 
Kobe University) 40:49-60. [Jap]*

2009. Akizuki, Tatsuichiro (Akiduki). 1968. Miso. Translated 
by Herman Aihara. Macrobiotic Monthly 8(5):6-12. [1 ref]
• Summary: Discusses miso in the treatment of tuberculosis 
and atomic radiation exposure. On 9 Aug. 1945 the atomic 
bomb was dropped on Nagasaki. It killed many thousands of 
people. Dr. Akizuki was in charge of the St. Francis Hospital, 
located only 1 mile from the center of the blast in Nagasaki. 
The hospital was completely destroyed. He and his assistants 
helped may victims who suffered the effects of the bomb. 
He noticed that none of his co-workers suffered or died 
from radiation. He attributed this to the fact that they had 
developed a strong constitution by consuming miso soup and 
brown rice daily. He considers miso to be the highest form 
of medicine. It produces an alkaline condition in the body. 
Address: Chico, California.

2010. Bassir, Olumbe; Loebel, W. 1968. Feasibility studies 
with a plant protein diet as a relief for animal protein 
shortages in child nutrition. West African J. of Biological and 
Applied Chemistry 11(1):70-81. [6 ref]
• Summary: Infants whose diet was supplemented with a 
soya/gari mix (vitamin and mineral fortifi ed) grew well, even 
if they had kwashiorkor. Address: Dep. of Biochemistry, 
Univ. of Ibadan.

2011. Bressani, Ricardo; Elías, Luiz G. 1968. Processed 
vegetable protein mixtures for human consumption in 
developing countries. Advances in Food Research 16:1-103. 
(Academic Press). INCAP Publication I-424. [432* ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Vegetable protein 
sources for human feeding: Raw or processed products and 
concentrates, vegetable-protein isolates. Factors affecting 
protein value. Improvement of nutritive value of vegetable 
proteins: Amino acid supplementation, supplementation with 
other protein sources, combination of two or more proteins. 
Utilization of vegetable proteins: Protein rich foods based on 
soybeans, protein rich foods based on peanut protein, protein 
rich foods based on cottonseed, protein rich foods based on 
beans, protein rich foods based on other products, evaluation 
of other products. Some observations on the utilization of 
vegetable proteins. General conclusions. Address: INCAP, 
Guatemala.

2012. Catsimpoolas, Nicholas; Kona, Martha. comps. 1968. 
Soybean trypsin inhibitors: A selected list of references, 
1944-1968. C.S. Library List No. 1. 12 p. (Central Soya Co., 
Chicago, Illinois). [125 ref]
• Summary: Contains 125 references listed alphabetically by 
author. Address: Central Soya Co., Chemurgy Div., Research 
Lab., Chicago, Illinois.

2013. Cooper, Lenna Frances; Mitchell, Helen S.; 
Rynbergen, Henderika J.; Anderson, Linnea; Dibble, 
Marjorie V. 1968. Nutrición y dieta. 15 ed. [Nutrition and 
diet. Translated into Spanish by Dr. José Rafael Blengio]. 
México: Editorial Interamericana. xvi + 645 p. Illust. (some 
color). Index. 24 cm. [Spa]*
• Summary: This is a translation of Nutrition in Health and 
Disease. New York: Lippincott, 1968 ed. Note that this is the 
15th edition in Spanish. Soy is not mentioned in the index. 
At the end of each chapter, there is a list of references, titled 
Bibliografi a. In addition to that, there is list of references 
titled Bibliografi a Adicional for each topic the chapter 
covers. Address: USA.

2014. Diamant, E.J.; Laxer, S. 1968. Nutritional evaluation 
of miso. Israel J. of Chemistry (Proceedings) 6:147p. (i.e., 
page 147p. of the Proceedings). Proceedings of the 38th 
Meeting of the Israel Chemical Society... Held 8-10 Oct. at 
Beersheba, Israel. [1 ref]
• Summary: This miso is made using defatted soybean fl akes 
instead of whole soybeans. Nutritional evaluation (PER) on 
weanling rats was diffi cult since this miso, a seasoning, had 
a high (8%) content of sodium chloride / table salt. The miso 
was found to contain no methionine and to lack adequate 
tryptophane, arginine and possibly histidine. Address: Dep. 
of Biochemistry, Bar-Ilan Univ., Israel.

2015. Froidl, Ilse. 1968. Die vegetarische Kueche: 350 
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Rezepte fuer gesunde Mahlzeiten... Mit ausfuerlichem 
Register [The vegetarian kitchen: 350 recipes for healthy 
meals... With a detailed index]. Munich, West Germany: 
Wilhelm Heyne Verlag. 175 p. Index. 18 cm. Series: 
Praktische Reihe. [Ger]
• Summary: On page 23 is a half-page, very positive 
introduction to soybeans. It contains the interesting word 
“Sojaspeisen” meaning “Soyfoods,” and also notes that 
soybeans are valuable in both vegetarian and diabetic diets. 
Soy-related recipes include: Noodles with soy fl our (Spätzle 
mit Sojamehl) (p. 135). Omelettes with soy fl our (p. 135).

2016. Genadiev, A.; et al. 1968. Analiz na hranitelnite 
[Analysis of foodstuffs]. Sofi a, Bulgaria: Technika. 696 p. 
See p. 13-14 for soya. [Bul]*
Address: Bulgaria.

2017. Hon, Hazel. comp. 1968. Three week vegetarian menu. 
Sydney, Australia: Published by the author. 88 p. 24 cm.
• Summary: This Seventh-day Adventist vegetarian 
cookbook uses lots of canned Adventist food products, 
gluten, and whole soybeans. The Four Basic Food Groups 
(p. 7) are fruits and vegetables, cereal and bread, protein 
(including legumes, cottage cheese, eggs, soy cheese, nuts, 
peanut butter, and various manufactured nuts, soybean and 
gluten products), and milk groups (“use milk or a suitable 
alternative such as soybean milk”).
 A table titled “Seasonings” (p. 8) divides them into 
(1) Not irritating. (2) Slightly irritating. (3) Strongly 
irritating: Cloves, ginger, paprika (Hungarian). (4) Irritating, 
stimulating, harmful: Cayenne pepper, chili pepper, horse-
radish, mustard, pepper (black or white). (5) Seasoning 
herbs: Oregano, tarragon, chervil, sage, basil or sweet basil, 
bouquet garni, marjoram, rosemary.
 A table (p. 9) lists “Goods obtainable at all Sanitarium 
health food shops” including gluten fl our, soya fl our, 
Soyagen (liquid or powder). Sanitarium canned foods: 
Nutmeat, Nutolene, Soya Beans, Vegetarian Sausages, Lima 
Beans. Worthington Foods: Soya Meat in tins. Chicken Style 
sliced. Chicken Style diced. Beef Style sliced. Beef Style 
diced. Loma Linda: Vegelona, and Linkettes.
 Three weeks of menus and recipes are given. Soy-related 
recipes include: Soya nut loaf (p. 30). Soybean omelette (p. 
65). Soya vegetable loaf (p. 70). Soya mayonnaise (p. 71). 
Soya oven croquettes (p. 82).
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2004) 
concerning the work of Sanitarium Foods in Australia with 
soy. Address: 54 Castle Howard Road, Cheltenham, N.S.W., 
Australia.

2018. Leung, W-T.W.; Busson, F.; Jardin, C. 1968. Food 
composition table for use in Africa. Rome, Italy: FAO. *

2019. Milner, M. 1968. Oilseed proteins. In: FAO: Protein 

Foods for the Caribbean. CF/15648. See p. 55-57. *
• Summary: The potential of oilseeds as new sources of 
edible protein is discussed. Data on the nutritive value of 
soybean, cottonseed and groundnut are presented together 
with food processing notes.

2020. Mitchell, Helen S.; Rynbergen, Henderika J.; 
Anderson, Linnea; Dibble, Marjorie V. 1968. Cooper’s 
nutrition in health and disease. 15th ed. Philadelphia & 
Toronto: J.B. Lippincott Co. xv + 685 p. Illust. (some color). 
Index. 26 cm. [1000+* ref]
• Summary: A magnifi cent book. The Preface describes 
what changes have been made in this edition. After the 
Acknowledgments comes the Table of Contents which 
shows that the book is divided into 4 parts and 41 chapters. 
The parts are: (1) Principles of nutrition. 2. Diet in disease. 
(3) Modifi cation of food for therapeutic diets. (4) Tabular 
material and bibliography.
 About the authors: “Helen S. Mitchell: A.B., Ph.D., 
Sc.D., Research Consultant, Harvard School of Public 
Health; Nutrition Consultant, Head Start Program, 
O.E.O.; Dean Emeritus of the School of Home Economics 
and formerly Research Prof. of Nutrition, Univ. of 
Massachusetts, Amherst; Exchange Prof. Hokkaido Univ., 
Sapporo, Japan; Formerly Principal Nutritionist, Offi ce 
of Defense, Health and Welfare; Prof. of Physiology and 
Nutrition, Battle Creek College [Michigan]. Note: In 
1921 Helen became research director for the Battle Creek 
Sanitarium, Battle Creek, Michigan. As of 1984 the above 
book had been in print for 56 years and had sold more than 
a million copies (Source: New York Times obituary of Helen 
Mitchell, 1984 Dec. 13).
 “Henderika J. Rynbergen: M.P.H., Associate Prof., 
Medical Dietetics, School of Allied Medical Professions; 
Associate Prof., Preventive Medicine, Dep. of Preventive 
Medicine, College of Medicine, Ohio State Univ.
 “Linnea Anderson: M.P.H., Associate Prof., Medical 
Dietetics, School of Allied Medical Professions, and 
Associate Prof., Preventive Medicine, Dep. of Preventive 
Medicine, College of Medicine, Ohio State Univ. Formerly 
Associate Prof., Public Health Nutrition, Univ. of Michigan; 
Nutrition Consultant, Michigan Dep. of Public Health.
 “Marjorie V. Dibble B.S., M.S., Chairman, Dep. of 
Nutrition and Food Science, College of Home Economics, 
Syracuse Univ.
 At the end of each of 41 chapters is a section of 
“Study questions and activities” followed by a section 
titled “Supplementary reading” with 5-15 (average 10) 
bibliographic references related specifi cally to that chapter. 
There is also a detailed bibliography at the end of the book 
(pages 608-651). There is also a long Glossary (p. 652-64) 
just before the Index.
 Soy is mentioned only twice in this book: (1) Page 43: 
The section on “Plant sources of protein” states: “Vegetables 
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are poor sources of protein; the only ones that provide more 
than 1 or 2 per cent are the legumes. These may run as high 
as 5 or 6 per cent when they are fresh and still higher in the 
dried form. For this reason, and because they provide one 
of the better quality of plant proteins, they are listed as meat 
alternates in the Four Food Group chart. Soybeans, which 
are the highest in protein content of the legumes, are not 
used much for human food in the United States, but they 
are important sources of protein in many countries where 
animal foods are scarce. Soybean milk, curd [tofu], cheese 
[fermented tofu] and fl our are a few of the soybean products 
used by Orientals.” (2) Page 543: In the chapter on “Foods 
for allergy diets,” is a recipe for Soy cookies, with 1 cup soy 
fl our.
 Note 1. Lenna Frances Cooper, the original and lead 
author, died on 23 Feb. 1961.
 Note 2. Table 11-3 is “Low-cost vegetarian diet for an 
adult man in rice-eating area of India.” Shows the food items 
and the nutrients in each. Address: See summary.

2021. Oyenuga, V.A. 1968. Nigeria’s foods and feeding-
stuffs: Their chemistry and nutritive value. 3rd ed. Ibadan, 
Nigeria: Ibadan University Press. 99 p. 22 cm. First 
published as Faculty of Agriculture Technical Bulletin No. 1, 
March 1955. 2nd ed. 1959. [158* ref]
• Summary: Table 2, feeding stuffs, gives a nutritional 
analysis of soya bean seeds: The calculated digestible 
nutrients (% of dry matter) are: Protein 39% (crude protein 
44%), lipid 17%, carbohydrate 18%, digestible fi bre 4%. 
Table 3 states that soya bean contains 452.42 calories per 
100 gm. Table 4 gives the mineral and vitamin content of 
soya bean. Table 5 gives the essential amino acid content 
of soyabean meal. Pages 85-87 give a detailed discussion 
of the soyabean, and table 41 compares the composition of 
soyabeans grown in Nigeria with those grown in the USA. 
The Nigerian samples average 44.8% protein versus 40-42% 
for U.S. varieties. Address: Prof. and Head, Dep. of Animal 
Science, Univ. of Ibadan, Nigeria.

2022. Salman, Adel Jiries. 1968. Alterations in the response 
and functions of the chicken pancreas induced by feeding 
unheated and autoclaved soybean meal. PhD thesis, 
Washington State University. 89 p. Page 669 in volume 
29/02-B of Dissertation Abstracts International. *
Address: Washington State Univ.

2023. Stecher, Paul G.; Windholz, M.; Leahy, D.S. eds. 1968. 
The Merck index: An encyclopedia of chemicals and drugs. 
Rahway, New Jersey: Merck & Co. See p. 615. 26 cm. [2 ref]
• Summary: The entry for “Lecithin” gives basic chemical, 
compositional, and therapeutic information. It is obtained 
from soybeans as a by-product in the manufacture of soybean 
oil. Medical use: Lipotrophic agent.

2024. Thompson, Owen Joscelyn. 1968. Characteristics of 
the rachitogenic activity in isolated soybean protein. PhD 
thesis, South Dakota State University. 101 p. Page 2691 in 
volume 29/08-B of Dissertation Abstracts International. *
• Summary: Autoclaving isolated soybean protein for 60 
minutes caused the greatest destruction of the rachitogenic 
properties of the protein and was more effective in this 
respect than supplementing the diet with vitamin D-3. 
Calcium levels in the serum were increased by feeding the 
autoclaved protein, whereas increasing the vitamin D-3 
levels did not affect serum calcium to any signifi cant extent. 
For these reasons, the authors considered the possibility that 
the effect of autoclaving is mediated by a pathway different 
from that involved in the control of rickets by vitamin D-3 
additions. Note: Thus soybeans appear to have antivitamin D 
activity. Address: South Dakota State Univ.

2025. United Nations Advisory Committee on the 
Application of Science and Technology to Development. 
1968. Feeding the expanding world population: International 
action to avert the impending protein crisis: Report to the 
Economic and Social Council... New York, NY: United 
Nations Publication E.68. XIII.2. E/4343/Rev. 1. viii + 106 p. 
No index. 22 cm. [62 ref]
• Summary: This report, which introduced the concept of 
a worldwide protein gap, was submitted in July 1976 to 
the Economic and Social Council. It was the subject of a 
resolution adopted by the council and by the 22nd Session of 
the General Assembly of the United Nations. The importance 
of using more oil-seed protein directly in human diets is 
discussed on pages 30, 54-55, and 69-71. Soy protein foods 
are discussed on the last three pages.
 Contents: Preface. Introduction. 1. The protein gap. 2. 
Policy directions for closing the protein gap: Protein from 
conventional sources, new sources of protein. 3. Specifi c 
proposals (includes expanding the use of oil-seed meals as 
direct sources of protein in human diets; much discussion 
of fi sh protein concentrates, and single-cell proteins). 4. 
How the United Nations family (PAG, UNICEF, UNDP, 
UNIDO, FAO, UNESCO, WHO, IBDR, IAEA) can help 
to close the protein gap: Recommendations relating to 
inter-agency organization, the administration of funds, and 
the role of the Advisory Committee, recommendations 
relating to organizations within the United Nations family, 
recommendations relating to international staff and pool of 
specialists. 5. Activities outside the United Nations family. 
6. What it will take to close the protein gap: Allocation of 
much greater fi nancial resources, marked increase in trained 
manpower, effective institution building, close international 
collaboration, international conferences on programs to 
close the protein gap. 7. Conclusion. 8. Summary of specifi c 
proposals and preliminary cost estimates. 9. Membership 
of the advisory committee on the application of science and 
technology to development for the term 1967-1969. Annex: 
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The Protein Problem. Contents: Summary. Defi nition of the 
problem: Terms of reference, statement of the problem, the 
essential role of protein in the diet, prospective supply and 
demand from traditional agriculture, supplementary sources 
of high quality protein, problems of acceptability and use, 
project planning, action required. Increasing availability 
and utilization of protein foods: Introduction, increasing 
world protein supplies, preventing protein losses, genetic 
improvement of nutritional quality of crops, unconventional 
protein sources, production and use of synthetic amino acids 
and non-specifi c nitrogen sources, ensuring the distribution 
and consumption of new protein foods, requirements for 
research and training. Conclusions and recommendations: 
Introduction, recommendations. Summary list of specifi c 
proposals. Reference list. Erratum.
 Note: McClaren (1974, p. 95) says of this report: “After 
the establishment of the Protein Advisory Group in 1955 
the approach [defi ning world hunger as a protein defi ciency 
problem] became phrenetic [frenetic = frenzied, frantic], 
reaching its zenith with an unsuccessful attempt to set up a 
world council on protein and an abortive effort to convince 
the U.N. that there was an impending protein crisis” [see 
United Nations. 1968. “International Action to Avert the 
Impending Protein Crisis”]. Address: United Nations, New 
York.

2026. Vogel, Rosmarie; Trautschold, I.; Werle, E. 1968. 
Natural proteinase inhibitors. New York, NY: Academic 
Press. 159 p. See p. 9-29. [919+* ref. Eng]
• Summary: Much of the early work on the proteinase 
inhibitors of plant origin concentrated almost exclusively on 
the inhibitors of trypsin, an important serine protease of the 
digestive tract of animals. It soon became apparent however 
that many of the so-called trypsin inhibitors were also 
inhibitory to the related enzyme chymotrypsin.
 The fi rst known plant inhibitor was that from soybean, 
which was discovered in 1944. Investigations of the 1960’s 
suggest that all of the Leguminosae contain proteinase 
inhibitors, and that the earlier negative results were 
probably due to analytical shortcomings. Inhibitors are 
also present in grains, potatoes, and beetroots. Concerning 
proteinase inhibitors from soybeans (SbI), discusses: 
Discovery, isolation, properties and constants (Molecular 
weight, stability, purity and structure, active center), 
inhibition of trypsin, trypsin-SbI complex (isolation of 
the trypsin-inhibitor complex, constants, determination 
of the inhibitor constant K-1 (association or dissociation 
constant)), inhibition of trypsin derivatives, inhibition of 
chymotrypsin, inhibition of plasma kallikrein, inhibition 
of plasmin and blood-clotting factors, inhibition of other 
proteolytic systems. Address: Klinisch-Chemisches Institut 
an der Chirurgischen Klinik der Universitat, Munich, West 
Germany.

2027. C.S. Library List. 1968--. Serial/periodical. Chicago, 
Illinois: Central Soya Company. Chemurgy Div., Research 
Library. No. 1. 1968.
• Summary: The early issues of this periodical, published by 
Central Soya Co., Chemurgy Division, are as follows. The 
references in each issue are sorted alphabetically by author.
 (1) Soybean trypsin inhibitors: A selected list of 
references 1944-1968 (C.S. Library List No. 1). Compiled 
by Nicholas Catsimpoolas and Martha Kona. 12 pages. 125 
references.
 (2) Chemical and physical properties of soybean 
proteins (with the exclusion of biologically active proteins): 
A selected list of references, 1883-1968. (C.S. Library List 
No. 2). Compiled by Nicholas Catsimpoolas and Martha 
Kona. 8 pages. 83 references.
 (3) Soybean seed enzymes: A selected list of references 
1914-1968. (C.S. Library List No. 3). Compiled by Nicholas 
Catsimpoolas and Martha Kona. 13 pages. 162 references. 
Address: Chicago, Illinois: Central Soya Co.

2028. Morgan, S.K. 1969. Vitamin K in bleeding infants: 
Report of two cases. J. of the South Carolina Medical 
Association 65(1):5-6. Jan. *
• Summary: Reports of vitamin K defi ciency among infants 
fed soy isolate formulas unsupplemented with vitamin K.

2029. Saio, Kyoko; Koyama, Emiko; Yamazaki, S.; 
Watanabe, T. 1969. Protein–calcium–phytic acid 
relationships in soybean. III. Effect of phytic acid on 
coagulative reaction in tofu-making. Agricultural and 
Biological Chemistry 33(1):36-42. Jan. Reprinted in English 
in Shokuryo Kenkyusho Kenkyu Hokoku 25:181-88 (1970). 
[9 ref]
• Summary: Phytic acid, which is naturally present in 
soybean seeds, or when added to soybean milk, had 
signifi cant effects on the physical properties of prepared 
tofu-gel. The higher the content of phytic acid in soybean 
milk, the slower the coagulative reaction between soybean 
protein and calcium; a slow reaction is favorable for tofu gel 
formation. Address: 1&4. Food Research Inst., Ministry of 
Agriculture & Forestry, Fukugawa, Koto-ku, Tokyo, Japan; 
2-3. Japan Tofu Assoc.

2030. Catsimpoolas, N.; Ekenstam, C.; Rogers, D.A.; Meyer, 
E.W. 1969. Isolation of the pI 4.5 soybean trypsin inhibitor 
by isoelectric focusing. Biochimica et Biophysica Acta 
175(1):76-81. Feb. 4. [13 ref]
• Summary: Isoelectric focusing is a relatively new 
technique. “Soybean trypsin inhibitor was isolated from 
commercial crude soybean trypsin inhibitor and soybean 
whey protein by isoelectric focusing in the region between 
pH 3 and pH 10...
 “Disc electrophoresis in 11% polyacrylamide gels and 
immunoelectrophoresis in agar gel, using anti-crude soybean 
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trypsin inhibitor and anti-soybean whey protein sera, 
indicated that the isolated inhibitor was not contaminated 
by other proteins.” Address: Protein Research Lab., Central 
Soya-Chemurgy Div., Chicago, Illinois 60639.

2031. Bohstedt, Gustav. 1969. A tribute to soybean meal. 
Soybean Digest. Feb. p. 49.
• Summary: “’Corn-Urea mix won’t match soybean meal’ 
is the heading of an article reporting experimental work 
conducted at Purdue University.
 “Soybean meal or other soybean product still is the 
protein concentrate of reference, the standard of quality. Its 
protein is good enough to serve the nutritional needs of the 
human family.
 “Dr. W.M. Beeson is quoted as saying that soybean 
protein and similar plant protein will eventually be needed to 
feed the world’s human population.
 “Soybean protein is more than protein. It is minerals and 
vitamins and yet unknown nutritional principles that set it 
off from the combination of corn and urea. Important as this 
mixture is for reducing the cost of feeding ruminants, pigs 
and other single-stomached animals cannot use it anyhow.
 “Why is soybean protein so outstanding in its nutritional 
value?
 “It is because of the relative completeness of its amino 
acid content and because of the many other nutrients it 
contains compared to the mixture of corn and urea.
 “Soybean meal has twice as much phosphorus and 
magnesium; seven times as much potassium, sulfur, 
manganese and iron; 12 times as much calcium and copper; 
20 times as much sodium.
 “That is not all. Soybean meal has multiple amounts of 
several vitamins such as thiamine, ribofl avin, pantothenic 
acid, choline, folic acid and betaine [not a vitamin; 
pronounced BEET-uh-een].
 “A number of these nutrients would be supplied if a 
corn and urea mixture were fortifi ed with alfalfa hay or 
alfalfa meal of good quality. At any rate, the rather glaring 
mineral defi ciency of corn-urea would need to be corrected 
by supplementing it with, preferably, the combination of 
alfalfa or similar legume forage and the increasingly popular 
mixture of equal parts dicalcium or comparable feeding 
phosphate and trace mineralized salt.”
 A portrait photo shows Gustav Bohstedt. Address: PhD, 
Emeritus Prof. of Animal Husbandry, Univ. of Wisconsin.

2032. Hetrick, J.H. 1969. Imitation dairy products–Past, 
present, and future. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 
46(2):58A-62A. Feb. [4 ref]
• Summary: This is a “history of substitute dairy products” 
and the impact on the market for dairy products.
 1923–The Federal Filled Milk Act allowed for dairy 
milk products in which vegetable fat was substituted for milk 
fat [butter] in a skim milk base in states where such products 

was legal. Yet it made interstate commerce of such products 
in any form illegal. In Illinois, fi lled evaporated milk is still 
being with billboards which say: “If cows could, they’d give 
Milnot.”
 Milk and milk products, which are an important part 
of the U.S. diet, provide 77% of the calcium, 45% of the 
ribofl avin, 24% of the protein, 12% of the Vitamin A, 10% 
of the thiamin, and signifi cant quantities of B-6, B-12, 
pantothenic acid, folic acid, and essential trace minerals in 
the Nation’s diet. Address: Dep. of Food Science, Univ. of 
Illinois, Urbana, Illinois 61801.

2033. Mattick, Leonard R.; Hand, David B. 1969. 
Identifi cation of a volatile component in soybeans that 
contributes to the raw bean fl avor. J. of Agricultural and 
Food Chemistry 17(1):15-17. Jan/Feb. [4 ref]
• Summary: The volatile component, ethyl vinyl ketone, 
has been identifi ed by gas chromatography and mass 
spectrometry. The green bean odor and fl avor have been 
attributed to this compound, which is not present in the intact 
raw bean, but whose formation is probably the result of 
enzymatic action when raw soybeans are macerated.
 Note. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 2012) with the term “raw bean fl avor” in the title–
used to refer to off fl avors in soybeans.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (June 2013) that contains the term “ethyl vinyl ketone.” 
It is considered responsible for undesirable soy fl avors or 
odors. Address: Dep. of Food Science and Technology, 
Cornell Univ., Geneva, New York.

2034. Popescu, Ovidiu; Koritala, Sambasivarao; Dutton, H.J. 
1969. High oleic oils by selective hydrogenation of soybean 
oil. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 46(2):97-99. 
Feb. [7 ref]
• Summary: Hydrogenation was with copper catalysts, a 
mixture of a nickel and copper chromite catalyst, and a new 
catalyst (copper-on-Cab-O-Sil). Oils obtained contained 61-
72% monoenoic and 14-24% dienoic acids and essentially no 
increase in stearic acid. Citric acid treatment reduced copper 
content of such hydrogenated oils.
 It is known that copper-chromite catalysts possess 
high selectivity for linolenate over linoleate and an infi nite 
selectivity towards linoleate over oleate. Hydrogenation 
of polyunsaturated oils with these catalysts stops at the 
monoene stage. Address: Northern Regional Research Lab., 
Peoria, Illinois 61604.

2035. Rubini, Milton E. 1969. Filled milk and artifi cial milk 
substitutes. American J. of Clinical Nutrition 22(2):163-67. 
Feb.
• Summary: Milk, fi lled with polyunsaturated fats such 
as Saffl ower, soya, corn, and cottonseed oils and fortifi ed 
with vitamins A and D, is viewed by some professional 
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nutritionists as an ideal nutritional, especially for the 
disadvantages population groups where price is critical. 
Soymilk is not mentioned.
 Table 1 (p. 164) shows the nutritional composition of the 
milk of 15 species of mammals. Human milk has the highest 
sugar content (75; elephant milk has 73 and whale milk has 
only 4), the lowest content of protein (11; cow’s milk has 35 
and reindeer milk has 100), a relatively low fat content (35; 
cow’s milk has 40, horse milk has 12, and porpoise milk has 
460), and the lowest content of salts (3; cow’s milk has 9 and 
reindeer milk has 14). Address: M.D.

2036. Scrimshaw, Nevin S. 1969. Nature of protein 
requirements: Ways they can be met in tomorrow’s world. 
J. of the American Dietetic Association 54(2):94-102. Feb. 
Fourth Martha F. Trulson Memorial Lecture, delivered at 
51st annual meeting of the ADA. [21 ref]
• Summary: This article begins: “We live in a world in which 
two-thirds of the population is said to have diets which are 
inadequate in either quantity or quality. For the population 
as a whole, this fi gure would be diffi cult to substantiate, but 
protein-calorie malnutrition suffi cient to restrict physical 
growth occurs in nearly all preschool children in less 
developed countries during the weaning and immediate post-
weaning period.”
 Children with this degree of chronic sub-clinical 
malnutrition are more susceptible to morbidity and mortality 
from infectious disease and not infrequently develop 
marasmus or kwashiorkor. Address: M.D., Ph.D., Head, 
Dep. of Nutrition and Food Science, MIT, Cambridge, 
Massachusetts.

2037. Catsimpoolas, N.; Rogers, D.A.; Meyer, E.W. 1969. 
Immunochemical and disc electrophoresis study of soybean 
trypsin inhibitor SBTIA-2. Cereal Chemistry 46(2):136-44. 
March. [29 ref]
• Summary: Methods for detecting soybean trypsin inhibitors 
are typically based on the ability of these proteins to inhibit 
trypsin or chymotrypsin. However immunochemical 
methods, which offer specifi city and high sensitivity, have 
not been utilized in the study of the inhibitors. The objectives 
of this investigation are to demonstrate the antigenicity 
of the soybean trypsin inhibitor SBTIA-2, to develop 
immunochemical methods for its qualitative and quantitative 
detection, and to examine the trypsin-inhibitor complex 
immunologically. Address: Protein Research Lab., Chemurgy 
Div., Central Soya Co., Chicago, Illinois 60639.

2038. Corneliussen, P.E. 1969. Residues in food and feed: 
Pesticide residues in total diet samples (IV). Pesticides 
Monitoring Journal 2(4):140-52. March.
• Summary: “Pesticide residue levels detected in ready-to-
eat foods remained at low levels during the fourth year of the 
Total Diet Study. Samples were collected from 30 markets 

in 27 different cities. Population of cities ranged from less 
than 50,000 to 1.000,000 or more. Averages and ranges of 
pesticides commonly found are reported for the period June 
1967-April 1968 by region and food class. Pesticides found 
infrequently also are reported for this period by region and 
food class.
 “The study of pesticide residues in ready-to-eat foods, 
conducted by the Food and Drug Administration from June 
1964 through April 1967 has been described in earlier reports 
(3, 4, 7). This report covers the period June 1967 through 
April 1968.” Address: Offi ce of Assoc. Commissioner for 
Science, FDA, U.S. Dep. of Health, Education & Welfare, 
Washington, DC 20204.

2039. Duggan, R.E.; Lipscomb, G.Q. 1969. Dietary intake of 
pesticide chemicals in the United States. II. June 1966–April 
1968. Pesticides Monitoring Journal 2(4):153-162. March. 
[12 ref]
• Summary: By far the leading source of pesticide residues 
(mainly DDT, DDE and TDE) in the U.S. diet is meat, fi sh 
and poultry (0.281 ppm). The next highest level is found in 
dairy products (0.112). “Foods of animal origin continue to 
be the major source of chlorinated organic pesticide residues 
in the U.S. diet” (p. 162).
 Legumes, including soybeans, had one of the lowest 
levels (0.026). Address: Offi ce of Assoc. Commissioner 
of Compliance, FDA, U.S. Dep. of Health, Education & 
Welfare, Washington, DC 20204.

2040. Fujimaki, Masao. 1969. Fundamental investigation of 
proteolytic enzyme application to soybean protein in relation 
to fl avor. Tokyo: University of Tokyo. 112 p. Final technical 
report. P.L. 480 project no. UR-A11-(40)-8. Grant no. FG-
Ja-111. For period Oct. 1964–March 1969. [176 ref]
• Summary: “The ultimate aim of this study is to obtain 
basic information for preparing enzymatic modifi ed soybean 
protein having less odor and less taste.” Address: Dep. of 
Agricultural Chemistry, Univ. of Tokyo, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo, 
Japan.

2041. Inglett, George E.; Cavins, J.F.; Kwolek, W.F.; Wall, 
J.S. 1969. Using a computer to optimize cereal based food 
composition. Cereal Science Today 14(3):69-70, 72, 74. 
March. [10 ref]
• Summary: How can developing countries make optimal 
use of indigenous cereal grains and oilseed meals to 
formulate low-cost foods for their growing population of 
preschool children? One way is to use amino acid analysis 
and computer calculations. In this study, toasted defatted soy 
fl our was used as the protein source for blending with cereal 
products. The protein quantity and quality of a food must be 
considered, as well as its acceptability.
 “A computer can be a useful tool in establishing 
optimum composition of cereal-based food supplements 
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for developing nations.” The guidelines established by the 
computer will enable maximum utilization of indigenous 
cereal grains and protein resources to provide the most 
nutritious food at minimal cost. Address: Northern Regional 
Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois.

2042. Layrisse, M.; Cook, J.D.; Martinez, C.; Roche, M.; 
Kuhn, I.N.; Walker, R.B.; Finch, C.A. 1969. Food iron 
absorption: A comparison of vegetable and animal foods. 
Blood 33(3):430-43. March. [17 ref. Eng; spa]
• Summary: “Iron absorption measurements have been 
made in 131 individuals relating the absorption of nine 
different foods tagged biosynthetically with radioiron. 
Relatively low absorption, ranging from 1.7-7.9, was found 
with wheat, corn, black beans, lettuce and spinach. Higher 
values of from 15.6-20.3 were observed with soybeans, fi sh, 
veal and hemoglobin.” Address: Instituto Venezolano de 
Investigaciones Cientifi cas (IVIC), Caracas, Venezuela; Dep. 
of Medicine, Loma Linda Univ., Loma Linda, California; 
Depts. of Medicine and Botany, Univ. of Washington, 
Seattle, Washington.

2043. Saio, Kyoko; Koyama, Emiko; Watanabe, Tokuji. 
1969. Protein–calcium–phytic acid relationships in 
soybean. I. Effects of calcium and phosphorus on solubility 
characteristics of soybean meal protein. Shokuryo Kenkyujo 
Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the Food Research Institute) No. 
24. p. 99-105. March. [12 ref. Eng; jap]
• Summary: Reprinted from Agricultural and Biological 
Chemistry 31(10):1195-1200 (1967). Address: Food 
Research Inst., Shiohama 1-4-12, Koto-ku, Tokyo, Japan.

2044. Saio, Kyoko; Koyama, Emiko; Watanabe, Tokuji. 
1969. Protein–calcium–phytic acid relationships in soybean. 
II. Effects of phytic acid on combination of calcium with 
soybean meal protein. Shokuryo Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku 
(Report of the Food Research Institute) No. 24. p. 106-11. 
March. [10 ref. Eng; jap]
• Summary: Reprinted from Agricultural and Biological 
Chemistry 32(4):448-52 (1967). Address: Food Research 
Inst., Shiohama 1-4-12, Koto-ku, Tokyo, Japan.

2045. Wolf, W.J. 1969. Soybean protein nomenclature: A 
progress report. Cereal Science Today 14(3):75-76, 78, 129. 
March. [21 ref]
• Summary: Recently there has been an increase of interest 
in food uses of soybean proteins and a need for more 
information about their physical and chemical properties. 
Thus, research on soybean proteins is increasing and new 
components are being isolated and described. This requires 
standardization of nomenclature. In 1967 a Soybean 
Nomenclature Committee was formed under the sponsorship 
of the Oilseeds Div. of the Northern Regional Research Lab. 
Past soybean protein terminology is listed in Table 1 (which 

has 3 columns; Term, year introduced, reference).
 Casein, 1883, Meissl and Böcker (Sitzungsberichte)
 Albumin
 Glycinin, 1898, Osborne & Campbell
 Phaseolin
 Legumelin
 Proteose
 Soybean trypsin inhibitor, 1946, Kunitz
 2S
 7S
 11S
 15S
 Soybean hemagglutinin, 1958, Wada, Pallansch, and 
Liener
 One problem with “using ultracentrifuge terminology is 
that sedimentation properties change with conditions used 
in the analysis. Urea concentration, extremes of pH, heating 
and variations in ionic strength all change sedimentation 
patterns.”
 Six proposals are now under study as possible solutions 
to the soybean nomenclature problem. Each of these is 
described in detail. Contains 5 fi gures and 2 tables. Address: 
Oilseeds Div., Northern Regional Research Lab., Peoria, 
Illinois 61604.

2046. Agricultural Research (USDA). 1969. Tempeh: 
Protein-rich food may increase disease resistance. 17(10):5. 
April.

• Summary:  “Tempeh, a good-tasting, oriental soy food, 
also has a medicinal property–it inhibits the growth of some 
bacteria.”
 “Scientists at the Northern laboratory recently 
discovered that R. oligosporus produces antibacterial 
compounds that may stimulate growth and increase disease 
resistance.”
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 “Antibacterial compounds extracted from tempeh and 
from R. oligosporus growing on skim milk or soybean 
meal were tested against 25 species of bacteria. Eleven 
species were affected by the compounds, and nine species 
completely stopped growing. Four species of bacteria 
inhibited by the antibacterial compounds are typical 
inhabitants of the human intestinal tract.” A photo shows Dr. 
Clifford Hesseltine selecting R. oligosporus culture from 
the USDA Agricultural Research Service (ARS) culture 
collection.

2047. Bernard, R.L.; Creemens, C.R. comps. 1969. 
Evaluation of maturity Groups III and IV of the U.S.D.A. 
soybean collection. RSLM (U.S. Regional Soybean 
Laboratory Mimeograph, Urbana, Illinois) No. 238. April. 
34 p. Not for publication.
• Summary: “A collection of introduced and domestic 
soybean strains obtained over the past sixty years is 
maintained by the U.S.D.A. for use by breeders, pathologists, 
and other research workers. Strains in maturity Groups 00 
to IV are maintained by R.L. Bernard at the U.S. Regional 
Soybean Laboratory, Urbana, Illinois, and those in Groups 
V to VIII by E.E. Hartwig at the Delta Branch Experiment 
Station, Stoneville, Mississippi.
 “This report includes data on the 1,157 strains in 
maturity Groups III and IV in the Collection as of 1960, 
distributed as follows: Maturity Group III: 41 U.S. and 
Canadian varieties, 13 FC strains, and 523 PI strains. 577 
Total. Maturity group IV: 48 U.S. and Canadian varieties, 
18 FC strains, and 514 PI strains. Total: 580 Total. Grand 
total: 1,157. For each strain is given: Name. Foreign name or 
parentage. Origin. Year released. Maturity group.
 “Flower color (P = purple, W = white).
 “Pubescence color: T = tawny (brown), G = gray.
 “Pubescence type: N = ‘normal,’ A = appressed, Sa = 
semi-appressed, Sp = sparse, G = glabrous, Dn = dense, Sdn 
= slightly dense, Dec = curly (deciduous).
 “Pod color: Bl = black, Br = brown, Tan.
 “Seed coat luster: D = dull, S = shiny, I = intermediate.
 “Seed coat and hilum color: Y = yellow, Gn = green, G 
= gray, Ig = imperfect gray, Bl = black, Br = brown, Rbr = 
reddish brown, Ib = imperfect black, Bf = buff, Tan.
 “Dark or light shades of the above colors are indicated 
by prefi xing the abbreviation with ‘D’ or ‘L’ (e.g., Lt = Light 
tawny).
 “Mottling score: Estimated percent of the seed coat 
(hilum excluded) which was dark-pigmented, recorded as a 
score: 1 (0 to trace), 2 (trace to 10%), 3 (10 to 25%), 4 (25 to 
50%), and 5 (over 50%).
 “Other: Abh = imperfect abscission of hilum, Dab = 
delayed abscission of leaves, Def = defective seed coat, 
Fleck = brown fl ecks on black seed coat, Gracilis = plant 
and seeds resemble the semi-wild type of G. max formerly 
classifi ed as G. gracilis, Gn cot = green cotyledon, Nar lf = 

narrow leaf, Ring = black stripes (or rings) on brown seed 
coat, Saddle = saddle-shaped dark pigment on seed coat, Wa 
lf = wavy leaf margin.
 “Performance data were gathered from a test grown at 
Urbana, Illinois. There were two replications of each group, 
one planted May 20, 1965 in fi eld S700 and one planted May 
26-27, 1966 in fi eld S600. Plot size was 80” x 8’ (two paired 
rows eight feet long, row spacing 40 inches). Yields may 
be somewhat overestimated from the effect of the four-foot 
alleys since plots were not trimmed at maturity, but when 
converting to yield per acre the plots were considered to be 
10 feet long to partially compensate for this. There were 
no border rows and, therefore, the Group III strains were-
grown in one block and Group IV in another to minimize 
competition effects. In order to simplify fi nding strains 
and to group material from the same source, strains of the 
two maturity groups are listed together in one series in this 
report. Data should be fairly comparable between the two 
groups, although comparisons are not as precise as those 
within group. Check varieties are listed in the order in which 
they occurred in the fi eld and are, for Group III: Harosoy 
63 (II), Adams, Shelby, Wayne, and Clark 63 (IV), and for 
Group IV, Shelby (III), Clark 63, Kent, Scott, and Hill (V): 
The traits are defi ned below:
 “Flowering: Date that 50% of plants begin to fl ower.
 “Maturity: Date that 95% of pods are ripe.
 “Lodging: Scored 1 (erect) to 5 (prostrate).
 “Height: Plant height in inches.
 “Stem Termination: Scored 1 (very determinate) to 5 
(very indeterminate).
 “Branching: Scored 1 (rarely branching) to 5 (profusely 
branching).
 “Seed Quality: Scored 1 (good) to 5 (poor), considering 
wrinkling, defective seed coat, greenishness, and moldy or 
rotten seeds.
 “Shattering: Estimated percent of pods open at harvest, 
shortly after maturity. Score based on percent of open pods 
as follows: 1 (no shattering), 2 (1 to 10%), 3 (10 to 25%), 4 
(25 to 50%), 5 (over 50% shattered).
 “Seed Weight: Grams per 100 seeds.
 “Yield: Bushels per acre.
 “Seed Composition: (Based on a composited sample 
from the two replications, analyses by F.I. Collins and O.A. 
Krober at the U.S.R.S.L.)
 “Protein: Percent of dry weight of seed (Kjeldahl 
method).
 “Oil: Percent of dry weight of seed (nuclear-magnetic-
resonance method).
 “Protein Composition:
 “Methionine: Percent of total protein (using Krober’s 
modifi cation of the McCarthy-Sullivan colorimetric method 
using enzymatic hydrolysis).
 “Oil Composition:
 “Palmitic, Stearic, Oleic, Linoleic, and Linolenic Acid: 
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Percent of oil (using gas-liquid-chromatography {GLC}).
 “Iodine Number: Calculated from GLC fatty acid 
composition on a crude basis.
 “Disease Reaction:
 “PR = Phytophthora rot caused by Phytophthora 
megasperma var. sojae.
 “Py = Pythium rot caused by Pythium ultimum.
 “R = resistant, S = susceptible (based on data obtained 
from artifi cial inoculations by K.L. Athow {named varieties} 
and F.A. Laviolette {FC and PI strains} at Purdue University, 
Lafayette, Indiana).
 Group III varieties: Harosoy 63, Shelby, Adams, 
Adelphia, A.K. (FC 30.761), A.K. (Harrow), A.K. (Kansas), 
Aoda, Bavender Special, Bethel, Boone, Charlin, Chestnut, 
Chief, Chusei, Clark, Clark 63, Cloud, Columbia, Cypress 
No. 1, Delmar, Dunfi eld, Ebony, Emperor, Fabulin, Ford, 
Fuki, Funk Delicious, Gibson, Granger, Green and Black, 
Guelph, Hahto (Michigan), Harbinsoy, Harman, Higan, 
Hokkaido & Clark 63, Hongkong, Hurrelbrink, Illington, 
Illini, Ilsoy, Imperial, Jefferson, Jogun, Kanrich, Kent, Kim, 
Kingston, Kingwa, Kura & Adams, Lincoln, Little Wonder, 
Macoupin, Manchu (L55-143), Manchu (Lafayette), Manchu 
2204, Manchuria 13177, Manchuria 20173, Mandell, 
Mansoy, Midwest, Mingo, Morse, Norredo, Osaya, Patoka, 
Patterson, Peking, Pennsoy, Perry, Polysoy, Roe, Ross, 
Sanga, Sato-3, Scioto, Scott & Kent, Shelby, Shingto, Shiro, 
Sooty, Viking, Virginia, Wabash, Wayne, Willomi, Wilson, 
Wilson-5 [Wilson-Five], Wing Jet (Source: Ohio. Released 
by 1929), Wolverine.
 Note the spelling “maturity Groups” and “... the 
Group III strains were grown in one block and Group IV 
in another.” But twice in the middle of a sentence we fi nd 
“more appropriate maturity groups,...” and “strains of the 
two maturity groups are listed together...”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (July 2000) that 
mentions the soybean variety Charlin.
 Note from Dr. R.L. Bernard. 1999. July 15. “I was still 
resisting use of ‘germplasm’–a strange word, hard to defi ne–
but later give in to the popular use by management and the 
press. This document shows the extension of the use of 
“maturity Groups” beyond the Uniform Test, as also does the 
1949 USDA Farmers’ Bulletin No. 1520. ‘Maturity Group’ 
was well- and long-established with the soybean germplasm 
when I came in 1954.” Address: 1. Research Geneticist; 
2. Agricultural Research Technician. Both: U.S. Regional 
Soybean Lab., Oilseed and Industrial Crops Research 
Branch, Crops Research Div., Agricultural Research Service, 
USDA.

2048. Chen, Linda H.; Packett, L.V.; Yun, I.; Yu, J. 1969. 
The potential of tempeh to serve as an antioxidant in lipids 
and in tissue (Abstract). Federation Proceedings (FASEB) 
28(2):306 (Abst. #271). March/April.
• Summary: “Tempeh (fermented soybean) obtained from 

Indonesia was mixed into tocopherol stripped corn oil at 1, 
25, and 50% levels. Alpha tocopherol was added to stripped 
corn oil at 0.03% and 0.01% levels and all samples incubated 
six weeks at 37ºC.”
 The antioxidant potential of tempeh was found to be 
greater than that of alpha tocopherol at 0.03% for up to 4 
weeks. Address: Univ. of Kentucky, Lexington, KY 40506.

2049. Cowan, Claude C., Jr.; Brownlee, R. C., Jr.; DeLoache, 
W.R.; Jackson, H.P.; Matthews, J.P., Jr. 1969. A soy protein 
isolate formula in the management of allergy in infants and 
children. Southern Medical Journal 62(4):389-93. April. [10 
ref]
• Summary: The soy formula was successful in alleviating 
symptoms of allergy and maintaining an adequate nutritional 
state. Address: Chrisite Pediatric Group, Greenville, South 
Carolina.

2050. Doty, Harry O., Jr.; Lawler, John V. 1969. Synthetics 
and substitutes for oilseed products. USDA-ERS, 
Miscellaneous Publication No. 1141. p. 60-81. April. [35 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Relative value of oil and 
meal. Fats and oils: Food fats and oils (Food surfactants), 
industrial fats and oils, drying oil uses (paint, printing 
ink, calking [caulking] or sealant compounds {such as 
putty}, fl oor covering {vinyl fl oor tile has largely replaced 
linoleum}, oilcloth {largely replaced by polyvinyl chloride 
fi lm or polyethylene fi lm for covering kitchen tables}), soap 
and synthetic detergents, fats in feeds, fat derivatives (fatty 
acids, other fat derivatives), glycerine.
 Oilseed meals: Food use, feed use, urea, other 
nonprotein sources of nitrogen, synthetic amino acids, 
high-lysine corn. Protein from petroleum. Industrial use. 
Adhesives. Summary.
 In 1947 soybean oil accounted for 53% of the total 
soybean crush value, and soybean meal, 47%. In 1967 the 
oil made up only 32.2% of the total value and the meal 
67.8%. The change in value relationship of the components 
of oilseeds was caused primarily by 3 factors: (1) Increased 
world supply of fats and oils; (2) Large displacement of fats 
and oils by synthetics in several traditional uses; and (3) 
Increased demand for protein meals to feed livestock.
 Since World War II, major changes have occurred in 
the industrial markets for fats and oils. There has been an 
increasing use of plastics and synthetic resins and a decline 
in use of drying oils. The declining use of vegetable oils 
in drying oil applications has been caused not only by the 
development of synthetic resins but also by the availability 
of two lower priced drying oils not of an oilseed origin–tall 
oil and fi sh oils. Address: USDA.

2051. Harmon, B.G.; Becker, D.E.; Jensen, A.H.; Baker, 
D.H. 1969. Nutrient composition of corn and soybean meal. 
J. of Animal Science 28(4):459-64. April. [20 ref]
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• Summary: “Information on the average content and 
variation of nutrients in feedstuffs is essential for formulation 
of diets that will be effi ciently utilized.” Corn and soybean 
meal comprise the major cereal grain and supplemental 
protein sources in the United States for swine and poultry 
diets. Samples of corn and soy were obtained from 16 
locations in Illinois in each of the years 1965 and 1966. The 
chemical composition of each sample was analyzed.
 “Mineral values tended to agree with those reported in 
the literature except for phosphorus in corn and sodium in 
both corn and soybean meal which are considerably less than 
values reported by the National Research Council.” Address: 
Univ. of Illinois, Urbana.

2052. Hymowitz, Theodore. 1969. What is a soybean? 
Soybean News (NSCIC) 20(3):3-4. April.
• Summary: “Taxonomically, the soybean is a member 
of the Leguminosae or the pulse family. The pulse family 
includes the peas, beans, forage, and green manure legumes. 
The proper scientifi c name of the soybean is Glycine max 
(L.) Merrill. The scientifi c name or binomial system of 
nomenclature provides a universal method for designating 
plants. Some plants have many common names, but all 
plants have only one scientifi c name.
 “The soybean can also be defi ned descriptively. A 
workable botanical description of the soybean is as follows.
 “An annual usually bushy herb, from 0.5 to 2 meters 
high; stems up to 4 mm in diameter; leaves 3 foliolate; 
leafl ets 3-15 cm long, 2.5-10 cm wide; racemes axillary, 10-
15 mm long with 1-12 fl owers; fl ower color white, rose, or 
purple; pods usually oblong about 25-75 mm long, 8-15 mm 
wide with several seeds; seed color cream, brown, or black; 
seed weight 4 to 27 grams per 100 seed.
 “The above botanical variations and many other types 
of differences among soybean plants such as disease, seed 
shattering or lodging resistance and climatic adaptation are 
the raw materials used by plant breeders to increase per acre 
yields of soybeans. Fields of soybeans may botanically vary 
from region to region, but one has no problem identifying the 
growing crop.
 “Recent surveys have shown that in the U.S. and abroad, 
the number and proportion of human beings who suffer from 
a lack of quantity (calories) or quality (protein) of food is 
increasing. Children who fail to get a proper protein diet 
during their fi rst few years may become retarded mentally as 
well as physically. In addition, the intellectual attainments 
of children who have recovered from severe malnutrition 
have been shown to be consistently lower than those of 
individuals with adequate nutrition during infancy.
 “The above fi ndings lead me to the third defi nition 
of what is a soybean–its chemical constituents. Today’s 
commercial soybean varieties contain about 41, 21, and 13% 
protein, oil, and sugar, respectively. As there is descriptive 
variation among soybeans, the same is true for chemical 

variation among soybeans. Beans with protein contents from 
27-52% and oil contents from 13-20% have been recorded in 
the literature. Little is known about the variation in the sugar 
content of soybeans.
 “Soybean protein in the form of soy meal is used in 
livestock and poultry feed for the production of milk, butter, 
eggs, poultry, beef, pork, and lamb. In addition to indirectly 
supplying man with protein, soybeans offer the most 
economical and practical source of dietary protein.
 “The increasing protein gap in the world is due to the 
lack of foods with the proper balance of essential amino 
acids in forms readily available and utilizable for human 
consumption. Rice, wheat, maize, sorghum, the millets; 
rye, barley, cassava, sweet potato, potato, bananas, and 
coconuts are the basic foods for man. In large part, these 
basic foods quantitatively are low in total protein content 
and qualitatively, they are defi cient in certain amino acids. 
Except for low methionine content, soybean meal is fairly 
well nutritionally balanced. Studies in India have indicated 
that a consumption of just 2 oz. of soybean meal a day would 
almost balance the defective diets of an average vegetarian 
Indian.
 “On the average, soybean oil contains 15, 4, 24, 49, and 
8% of palmitic, stearic, oleic, linoleic, and linolenic acids, 
respectively. Palmitic and stearic are saturated fatty acids 
while oleic, linoleic, and linolenic are unsaturated fatty acids. 
Soybeans that contain 55-38% linoleic and 11-5% linolenic 
acid have been reported in the literature. Soybean oil is 
used mainly for the production of margarine, shortening, 
mayonnaise, and salad oils.
 “Arabinose, glucose, sucrose, raffi nose, stachyose, 
and verbascose have been reported to be the free sugars in 
a soybean. A recent study at Illinois has indicated that the 
addition of increments of N, P, and K to the soil had no effect 
on the sugar composition of the soybean, However, it is 
reasonable to assume, that among soybeans there is variation 
in the total sugar content as well as variation among the 
individual sugars.
 “Chemical plant genetics or the science of genetically 
modifying chemical constituents of a plant will increasingly 
play a larger role in the expansion of the soybean industry 
and also help alleviate the world food crises. Taxonomically 
and botanically the soybean of today will probably be the 
same soy bean as in the future. Chemically, the soybean 
of the future will have little resemblance to the soybean of 
today.”
 Note: The next short article states: Each year there are 
more than 60 million more mouths in the world. Address: 
Asst. Prof. of Plant Genetics, Dep. of Agronomy, Univ. of 
Illinois.

2053. Ilany-Feigenbaum, J.; Diamant, E.J.; Laxer, S.; Pinsky, 
A. 1969. Japanese miso-type products prepared by using 
defatted soybean fl akes and various carbohydrate-containing 
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foods. Food Technology 23(4):156-58. April. [14 ref]
• Summary: Miso was prepared by 6-12 month’s 
fermentation of steamed soybeans with Aspergillus oryzae 
grown on rice and salt. For miso-type products, defatted 
soyfl akes were used and wheat/corn/bananas etc. replaced 
rice. Differences in fermentation time, fl avor color content 
etc. are given. Address: Dep. of Biochemistry, Bar-Ilan 
Univ., Ramat-Gan, Israel.

2054. Prevention (Emmaus, Pennsylvania). 1969. Lecithin, 
invaluable in reducing diets: Get acquainted with lecithin–it 
may be your ticket to feeling good as well as looking good–
while you’re losing weight. April. p. 48-49, 52, 54. [3 ref]
• Summary: Lecithin is also said to be good for preventing 
gallstones, relaxing jumpy nerves, and curing arthritis. 
“Lecithin dietary supplements are derived chiefl y from 
soybeans, a wonderfully nutritious food which should be 
a staple in every health-conscious weight-watcher’s diet. 
Soybeans are also rich in calcium, iron, other trace minerals, 
the precious B vitamins and vitamin E.
 “If you can obtain fresh green soybeans, cook them the 
same as other fresh beans–with a minimum of liquid, and 
use the liquid.” Dried soybeans have a high protein content 
and “may be served occasionally as a substitute for meat or 
eggs.” Address: Emmaus, Pennsylvania.

2055. Time. 1969. Cancer: A clue from under the eaves. 
93:81. May 9.
• Summary: This article discusses the work of Dr. David 
Seel, who has studied 919 cases of stomach cancer at the 
Presbyterian Medical Center in Chonju, South Korea. He 
thinks the culprit “may be a mold used in the preparation of a 
favorite Oriental delicacy, soya paste.”
 He explained that each winter, almost every Korean 
household makes “loaves of soybean mash” [meju, soybean 
koji, used to make Korean soy sauce and soya paste] and 
stores them in a cool, dark place, often under the eaves, 
where they become moldy. By early spring, a mycelium of 
black or gray mold covers the loaves. The Koreans scrape 
off this mold, then immerse the loaves in brine for a month. 
Finally, they pour off the black liquid, which is soy sauce, 
and “make the debris left in the crock into a stiff soya paste,” 
of which some Koreans consume as much as fi ve ounces a 
day.
 Dr. Seel believes the “soya-paste molds” might well 
be a cause of stomach cancer in South Korea. He suggests 
there may actually be two causes of the problem: “The 
most widely used mold is Aspergillus fl avus, some growths 
of which secrete substances called afl atoxins. For some 
animals, these are among the most powerful cancer-causing 
agents known. Moreover, says Seel, the stomach lining 
seems especially liable to damage, including cancer. Among 
Koreans who had both low vitamin A readings and a high 
consumption of soya paste, stomach cancer was twice as 

common as among other groups.” Afl atoxins have also been 
found in peanuts, which are consumed by Southern Negroes, 
among whom vitamin A defi ciency is known to be prevalent. 
A photo shows a person “immersing soya loaf [meju] in 
brine.”
 Note 1. For another perspective, see the SoyaScan Notes 
interview on this subject with Dr. C.W. Hesseltine (Feb. 
1981), an internationally recognized expert on afl atoxins.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (March 2009) that uses the term “soya paste” to refer to 
miso, or to Korean-style miso.

2056. Medical World News. 1969. Is the staff of Asian life 
the stuff of cancer? 10(20):12. May 16.
• Summary: This article (under the heading “Late News of 
the Week”) seems to be based, at least in part, on a report in 
Time magazine (9 May 1969, p. 66). Aspergillus fl avus is “a 
fungus often found in soya paste or soya sauce. These foods 
are prepared by molding [i.e. from meju]. Aspergillus fl avus 
produces toxic metabolites called afl atoxins, apparently 
the most potent carcinogenic substances ever discovered.” 
Research on stomach cancer patients in Korea seems to 
support the theory that low intakes of vitamin A or a vitamin 
A defi ciency may open the way to stomach cancer if the diet 
is loaded with carcinogens. A Korean team led by American 
missionary doctors [incl. Dr. David J. Seel, associate director 
of the Presbyterian Medical Center in Chonju] examined the 
socioeconomic, clinical, and dietary histories of 70 stomach 
cancer patients and 70 controls, matched by age and sex. “A 
striking fi nding was that the average daily intake of vitamin 
A for the control group was around 3,331 International Units, 
but for the cancer patients, only 2,853. ‘The typical Korean 
stomach cancer patient is apt to be a farmer with poor 
education, at the lowest income level,’ reports Dr. Seel. For 
the poor Korean farmer, soya loaves [meju] are a staple. The 
loaves are prepared each winter from a bean mash and stored 
for molding in a cool, dark place, often under the eaves of 
the farmer’s house.
 “Should the American with exotic tastes limit his 
horizons to avoid carcinogenic intake? A physician attending 
the meeting assured MWN [Medical World News] that 
Occidentals who are Chinese and Japanese restaurant buffs 
have nothing to worry about, since they are probably fully 
protected by the quantities of vitamin A in Western diets.”

2057. Groot, A.P. de; Slump, P. 1969. Effects of severe 
alkali treatment of proteins on amino acid composition and 
nutritive value. J. of Nutrition 98(1):45-56. May. [26 ref]
• Summary: Soy protein, especially isolated soy protein 
(ISP–Promine D made by Central Soya Co., Chicago, 
Illinois) is discussed throughout this paper. The amount of 
lysinoalanine (LAL), an amino acid derivative, formed in ISP 
upon exposure to aqueous alkali at pH 12.2 increased with 
rising temperature and longer exposure period. The presence 
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of LAL in proteins was accompanied by decreased contents 
of cystine and lysine, and decreased net protein utilization 
(NPU).
 Table 3 (p. 50) shows the amino acid composition and 
nutritive value after various treatments of ISP. Table 4 shows 
the effect of amino acid (methionine alone or with lysine) 
supplementation and the nutritive value of ISP before and 
after standard alkali treatment.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020) 
that mentions lysinoalanine in connection with soy. Address: 
Central Inst. for Nutrition & Food Research TNO (CIVO), 
Zeist, Netherlands.

2058. Hammann, W.C. 1969. Development and marketing of 
a soy-protein beverage. USDA Agricultural Research Service 
ARS 72-71. p. 101-04. May. Proceedings of Conference on 
Protein-Rich Food Products from Oilseeds. Held 15-16 May 
1968 at New Orleans, Louisiana. [3 ref]
• Summary: Monsanto’s objective is “The translation of 
Vitasoy, a nutrient soybean soft drink successfully sold in 
Hong Kong, into an internationally acceptable product to 
be marketed as a franchise beverage in various parts of the 
world.” The author reviews the early history of Vitasoy, and 
notes that after introducing the beverage in soft drink bottles, 
the company “developed an effective advertising campaign. 
His soft drink image told the customer that Vitasoy was 
good, and his advertising words and pictures told the 
customer it was good for him–’Vitasoy will make you grow 
taller, stronger, and prettier.’ By these techniques Mr. Lo, in 
the face of sophisticated competition, now has a 24% share 
of the soft drink market in Hong Kong. He has proved that 
a business marketing a high-protein food can succeed.” 
The author then describes how Monsanto reformulated the 
product. They gave it “a yellow color, similar to that of egg 
yolk, a symbol of nutrition around the world.” Giving the 
product a new fl avor was the most diffi cult problem, but was 
solved by “careful control of the process for the soy base of 
our beverage to eliminate volatile fat oxidation products and 
prevent formation of bitter notes due to protein degradation. 
More important, it required development of fl avor agents, 
to mask the bland but still apparent soy taste and the 
creation of a fl avor compatible with the masking agents 
and stable to processing conditions.” A complex group of 
emulsifi ers and stabilizers were used to impart a creamy, 
homogeneous appearance. Each 6.5 oz serving contained 3.8 
gm of protein (from soy), 94 calories, and 1/3 the minimum 
daily requirement of vitamins A, B-1, B-2, B-6, B-12, and 
niacinamide. Monsanto decided to sell the product as a dry 
concentrate, to be supplied to franchised bottlers, who would 
then mix it with sugar and water, and homogenize, bottle, 
and sterilize it. Recently two consumer acceptance tests 
were conducted in different countries. In city I, 61% of the 
respondents liked the product, and of these, 85% confi rmed 
this like by taking more samples instead of money. In City 

II, 75% liked the product and 77% said they would buy. 
Consumers indicated they would be most likely to drink the 
product at lunchtime and other unspecifi ed occasions.
 Note: This product was named Puma and it was fi rst 
sold in Guyana. It may have been the fi rst commercial 
soy product to apply the “boiling water grind” principles 
developed at Cornell University (New York, by Wilkens, 
Mattick and Hand, 1967) for elimination of beany fl avor. 
Address: Monsanto Company, St. Louis, Missouri.

2059. Johnson, B.J.; Jellum, M.D. 1969. Effect of pesticides 
on chemical composition of soybean seed [Glycine max (L.) 
Merrill]. Agronomy Journal 61(3):379-80. May/June. [5 ref]
• Summary: “Abstract: Various herbicides, systemic 
insecticides, and fungicides were applied to soybeans to 
determine whether these pesticides had any infl uence on 
certain chemical characteristics of the seed. Fatty acid 
composition of oil, oil content, and protein content of 
soybean seed were not affected by pesticides applied alone or 
in combination. Seed yields were not affected by any of the 
pesticide treatments used in these studies.”
 Six herbicides did not infl uence soybean oil quality. 
Address: 1. Asst. Prof. of Agronomy; 2. Assoc. Prof. of 
Agronomy. Both: Univ. of Georgia, College of Agric. Exp. 
Station, Georgia Station, Experiment, GA 30212.

2060. Meyer, E.W. 1969. Soy-protein products for food. 
USDA Agricultural Research Service ARS 72-71. p. 95-
100. May. Proceedings of Conference on Protein-Rich Food 
Products from Oilseeds. Held 15-16 May 1968 at New 
Orleans, Louisiana. [28 ref]
• Summary: The article begins: “A recent report of the 
United Nations emphasizes the tragic fact that despite all 
efforts to date, world food production is falling behind 
population growth with a widening of the protein gap.”
 Page 97: “Since their commercial introduction in 1959 
(Meyer 1967), the isolates have received much attention. 
This attention, in part, has been the result of the recognition 
of their compositional and functional characteristics which 
are of value in a wide variety of food systems, high protein 
content and ready dispersibility not being the least of these.
 “The basic elements of soy protein isolation are quite 
simple as shown in fi gure 3. The principles of processing are 
well documented (Cogal et al. 1967; Meyer 1967).
 Page 99: “The pricing of soy protein products has not 
changed materially within the past several years. The soy 
fl ours are now selling at about 7 to 8 cents per pound, the 
concentrates at 18 to 24 cents per pound, and the isolates at 
about 35 to 40 cents per pound. The volume of soy fl our and 
grits produced for food, exclusive of pet foods and specialty 
animal feeds, is estimated to be about 200 million pounds 
per year. The soy concentrates are now selling at a level of 
about 22 million pounds per year and the isolates at about 15 
million pounds per year. These estimates are all higher than 
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those I reported in 1966 (Meyer 1967, p. 152).
 “In conclusion, I hope that the progress in the domestic 
production and utilization of soy protein products can 
provide some guidelines on the approaches that will be of 
value in increasing the food use of oil-seed crops in the 
protein short areas of the world.”
 Tables: (1) Typical proximate analyses of soy fl ours. (2) 
Composition of 3 soy protein concentrates. (3) Proximate 
analyses of 4 commercial soy protein isolates. (4) Amino 
acid composition of defatted soy fl our, soy protein 
concentrate, and isolated soy protein. (5) PER and corrected 
PER of soy protein concentrates (with and without 0.15% 
DL-methionine) based on rat feeding studies–10% protein in 
diet for 4 weeks. (6) PER and corrected PER of isolated soy 
protein (with and without 0.15% DL-methionine) based on 
rat feeding studies–10% protein in diet for 4 weeks. Address: 
Central Soya Co., Inc., Chicago, Illinois.

2061. Moss, M.H. 1969. Hypoprothombinemic bleeding 
in a young infant. Association with a soy protein formula. 
American J. of Diseases of Children 117(5):540-42. May. *
• Summary: Report of vitamin K defi ciency among infants 
fed soy isolate formulas unsupplemented with vitamin K.

2062. Prater, A.N.; Powell, M.E.; Sterner, M.M. 1969. 
Use of oilseed proteins in dairy product substitutes. USDA 
Agricultural Research Service ARS 72-71. p. 87-90. May. 
Proceedings of Conference on Protein-Rich Food Products 
from Oilseeds. Held 15-16 May 1968 at New Orleans, 
Louisiana.
• Summary: “Sodium caseinate which is manufactured from 
nonfat milk is a high protein product with good biological 
value. The casein is fi rst extracted from the milk with acid 
and is then converted into a soluble product by addition of 
a sodium compound. The remaining milk ingredients are 
discarded. Sodium caseinate is used in whole or in part as a 
substitute for the protein in nonfat milk solids, but the overall 
quality of the fi nished product is considered inferior from 
the taste palatability standpoint in direct proportion to the 
amount of substitution.
 “Furthermore, sodium caseinate poses an interesting 
labeling situation. The Food and Drug Administration 
considers sodium caseinate to be a chemical product derived 
from milk. In some products which contain sodium caseinate 
the claim is made that there is no dairy product present. This 
is true when the legal defi nition of milk is applied, but the 
implied inference that no product from milk is present is 
misleading.” Address: 1. Consultant, Encino, California; 2. 
Consultant, Glendale, CA; 3. Meals for Millions Foundation, 
Santa Monica, CA.

2063. Davison, A.G. 1969. Soyabean and groundnut 
proteins, nutritional value, application, acceptability. Voeding 
30(6):286-96. June 5. [11 ref. Eng]

• Summary: Groundnuts and soybeans are two of the major 
oilseed crops produced today. “Of the so-called ‘new protein 
sources’ for human food these were the fi rst to receive 
serious attention.” However, in many parts of the world 
they are not new. In some parts of the world where they are 
indigenous, they are part of the traditional diet although 
any contribution they make to protein nutrition may well be 
accidental. Methods of preparation were probably designed 
mainly to increase their palatability, with no conscious 
consideration of their nutritional contribution.
 In East Asia, for soybeans have been have long been 
used, in both fermented and unfermented forms, as a part of 
the daily diet of all classes of people.
 After World War I an increase in vegetable oil 
production gave rise to an increased availability of the 
oilseed cake by-products, particularly those derived from 
groundnuts and soybeans. Since World War II an awareness 
of the nutritional needs of people in many developing 
countries has increased. The idea of producing protein foods 
directly from the soil, without fi rst running them through 
livestock, has become popular. “It is not surprising that 
agriculturists and food technologists turned to the oilseeds, 
and in particular, groundnut and soy as a protein source for 
human feeding.” Soy protein is superior to groundnut in 
terms of amino acid content.
 They key points are:
 1. Appeal and acceptability of the foods is of 
fundamental importance.
 2. Cereals will remain the staple in most countries which 
have a nutritional for a long time to come.
 3. In some cases there has been a preoccupation with 
high protein foods which is not warranted on practical 
grounds–except for nursing mothers and pre-school children. 
But as D.S. Miller (1968) has suggested, in populations that 
suffer from malnutrition, the need for calories is often at least 
as great as the need for protein.
 4. The long term success of a feeding program will 
only be realised when the food products can be made and 
“distributed at a cost which is acceptable to the consumer, 
and when product appeal is such that the consumer accepts it 
as a way of life, and is prepared to pay for it.”
 Tables show: (1) World soybean and groundnut 
production, by region and country, in 1964/65. The USA 
produces 60% of the world’s soybeans. (2) Composition 
and uses of the basic components of soybeans and 
groundnuts (whole seeds, full-fat fl our, defatted fl our, protein 
concentrate, and protein isolate). For example, the whole 
seeds can be used to make traditional foods, milk, curds, 
fermented foods, and snacks.
 Figures show: (1) The basic process for making full-fat 
fl our, defatted fl our, protein concentrate, and protein isolate 
from oilseeds (especially soybeans and groundnuts). (2) 
Pre-pressing combined with solvent extraction. Four main 
operations are involved: (a) Cleaning and breaking the seeds. 
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(b) Low pressure expulsion. (c) Solvent extraction. (d) 
Desolventization. Address: Unilever Research Lab., Bedford, 
England.

2064. Werle, E. 1969. Toxikologische Aspekte der 
Eiweissprodukte aus Sojabohnen und Erdnussarten. 
I. Antitryptische und II. Antithyreoidale Substanzen 
[Toxicological aspects of protein products from varieties 
of soybeans and peanuts: Antitryptic and antithyroidal 
substances]. Voeding 30(6):312-29. June 15. [31 ref. Ger]
Address: Inst. fuer Klinische Chemie und Klinische 
Biochemie, Universitaet Muenchen, West Germany.

2065. Dimler, R.J. 1969. Protein concentrates from high-
lysine corn. Notes from the Director of the Northern Division 
No. 945. p. 1. June 20.
• Summary: Dr. Marlo Dirks, Flour Technologist, and others 
from Procter & Gamble, Cincinnati, Ohio, visited the lab at 
Peoria. “One P&G snack item, ‘Pringles,’ based on potato 
fl our, is being test marketed.”
 “The P&G men also compared results with W.J. 
Wolf (OC) on soybeans and soybean fl our examined by 
transmission and scanning electron microscopy. Their results 
are in good agreement with Dr. Wolf’s, who has found that 
the protein bodies are readily observed in soy fl ours by the 
scanning procedure. This technique provides a large depth 
of focus and requires a minimum of time for preparing 
specimens for examination. They did not disclose whether 
they had been successful in increasing the protein content 
of soybean fl our by air-classifi cation.” Address: Director, 
Peoria, Illinois.

2066. Bielorai, Rachel. 1969. Comparative digestibility of 
groundnut and soyabean meal in vitro in chicks. J. of the 
Science of Food and Agriculture (London) 20(6):345-48. 
June. [16 ref]
• Summary: In vitro experiments showed that there is less 
trypsin inhibiting activity in raw groundnut meal than in 
raw soybean meal. Address: Div. of Animal Nutrition, The 
Volcani Inst. of Agricultural Research, Rehovot, Israel.

2067. Brown, Earl B.; Josephson, B.M.; Levine, H.S.; 
Rosen, M. 1969. A prospective study of allergy in a pediatric 
population: The role of heredity in the incidence of allergies, 
and experience with milk-free diet in the newborn. American 
J. of Diseases of Children 117(6):693-98. June. [10 ref]
• Summary: The authors tried to decide whether feeding 
of soy-based formulas will actually suppress the incidence 
of allergy in infants known to be at risk. They studied 427 
infants ages 12 to 17 months and found that 10.6% of the 
soybean group developed a disease of allergy compared with 
13.3% in the milk group. This difference was considered too 
small to be signifi cant. However it showed that some infants 
were allergic to soy protein.

 Note: Vegetarian Times (March 1995, p. 85) defi nes a 
prospective study as “A type of epidemiological study that 
looks at events and behaviors in a population, then follows 
the group over the years to see what they do and what 
differences develop. More likely than retrospective studies to 
generate scientifi cally valid results.” Address: Div. of Social 
Medicine, Montefi ore Hospital and Medical Center, Bronx, 
New York.

2068. Catsimpoolas, Nicholas; Meyer, Edwin W. 1969. 
Isolation of soybean hemagglutinin and demonstration 
of multiple forms by isoelectric focusing. Archives of 
Biochemistry and Biophysics 132(1):279-85. June. [27 ref]
• Summary: Proteins showing hemagglutinating activity 
have been found in many plants (1). A hemagglutinin from 
soybean seeds... was fi rst purifi ed by Liener and Pallansch 
(July 1952). Subsequently, Liener (3) showed that this 
protein is partly responsible for the poor nutritive value of 
unheated soybean meal.
 In this experiment soybean “hemagglutinin was isolated 
from soybean whey protein by isoelectric focusing in the 
region between pH 5 and pH 8. Four different forms of the 
protein designated A, B, C, and D were separated and their 
isoelectric points were determined to be at pH 5.85, pH 
6.00, pH 6.10, and pH 6.20, respectively.” Address: Protein 
Research Lab., Chemurgy Div., Central Soya Co., Chicago, 
Illinois 60639.

2069. Edelstein, S.; Guggenheim, K. 1969. Effect of raw 
soybean fl our on vitamin B-12 requirement of rats. Israel J. 
of Medical Sciences 5(3):415-17. May/June. [12 ref]
• Summary: Raw soybean fl our appears to have antivitamin 
B-12 activity in rats. It contains a heat-labile substance that 
increases the requirement for vitamin B-12. The soybean 
fl ours were supplied by Etz-Hazaith Ltd., Oil and Soap 
Factory, Petah Tikva, Israel. Address: Dep. of Nutrition, 
Hebrew Univ.-Hadassah Medical School, Jerusalem, Israel.

2070. Folman, Y.; Pope, G.S. 1969. Effect of norethisterone 
acetate, dimethylstilbesterol, genistein and coumestrol on 
uptake of [3H] oestradiol by uterus, vagina and skeletal 
muscle of immature mice. J. of Endocrinology (London) 
44(2):213-18. June. [8 ref]
• Summary: Alcohol extraction of soy protein concentrates, 
and some soy protein isolates, depending on the method of 
processing, may cause them to lose as much as 90% of their 
isofl avones.
 “Both norethisterone acetate and coumestrol enhanced 
uptake of [3H] oestradiol by the uterus and vagina measured 
1 hour after injection of the two compounds; the effect 
was, however, transient. Otherwise all the weak utero-
vaginotrophic compounds markedly inhibited uptake of [3H] 
oestradiol by the uterus and vagina.” Address: National Inst. 
for Research in Dairying, Shinfi eld, Reading RG 2 9 AT, 
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England.

2071. Honig, D.H.; Sessa, D.J.; Hoffmann, R.L.; Rackis, 
J.J. 1969. Lipids of defatted soybean fl akes: Extraction and 
characterization. Food Technology 23(6):95-100. June. [20 
ref]
• Summary: To determine the source of fl avor of the fl akes, 
pentane-hexane defatted fl akes were further extracted with 
various non-polar and polar solvents. Genistein, genistin, 
and daidzin were found in crude lipid fractions extracted 
from defatted soybean fl akes. Address: Northern Regional 
Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois.

2072. Niekerk, B.P. van; Roux, D.P. le; Koen, I.F. 1969. 
Soybeans. Germination and emergence (1). Farming in South 
Africa 45(3):53-55. June.
• Summary: “The germination capacity of seeds decreases 
as the seeds grow older. This phenomenon is the result of 
chemical, biochemical and genetic changes in the seed, e.g. 
the coagulation of protein, changes in the composition and 
quantity of various nitrogen compounds such as amines 
and amides, changes in the nucleic and amino acids, 
accumulation of inhibiting and toxic substances, destruction 
of enzymes, etc.
 “The rate at which these changes take place is 
determined mainly by the presence or absence of oxygen 
and moisture, as well as by the temperature at which the 
seed is kept. Any factors that slow down the biological 
and/or chemical reactions will therefore also delay seed 
degeneration, and vice versa.” Address: 1. Agricultural 
Research Station, Bethlehem; 2-3. Agricultural Research 
Inst., Potchefstroom. [All: South Africa].

2073. Russo, J.R. 1969. Can new protein sources avert world 
shortage? Part II. Food Engineering 41(6):80-83. June.
• Summary: Part I of this article discussed protein in 
new forms such as fi sh protein concentrate, meat protein 
concentrate, and protein from petroleum. This part 
discusses protein from oilseeds, the least expensive and 
most promising source. Products containing soy include 
beverages such as Vitasoy in Hong Kong, ProNutro in South 
Africa, and Saci in Brazil. In Brazil, Cerealina has been 
introduced by Corn Products Company. Also discussed are 
synthetic amino acids, new foods from meat wastes, and 
food processing “wastes.” Photos show a Saci bottle and an 
Incaparina bag. Address: Asst. ed., Food Engineering.

2074. Andrews, Billy F.; Cook, Larry N. 1969. Low birth-
weight infants fed a new carbohydrate-free formula with 
different sugars. I. Growth and clinical course. American J. 
of Clinical Nutrition 22(7):845-50. July. [25 ref]
• Summary: Thirty premature infants were fed a new 
carbohydrate free formula (based on soy protein isolate) to 
which glucose, sucrose, and lactose were added. Growth of 

the infants was normal. The authors suggest “further clinical 
trials to explore the diagnostic and therapeutic uses of such 
carbohydrate-free formulas.” Address: Univ. of Louisville 
School of Medicine, Kentucky.

2075. Catsimpoolas, N.; Ekenstam, C.; Meyer, E.W. 1969. 
Separation of soybean whey protein by isoelectric focusing. 
Cereal Chemistry 46(4):357-69. July. [27 ref]
• Summary: “The soybean whey protein fraction (Wh) 
consists of water-soluble proteins remaining in the 
supernatant liquor after isoelectric precipitation (at pH 4.5) 
of the soybean globulins from a water extract of defatted 
soybean fl akes, and subsequent removal of phytate salts 
and water-dialyzable compounds. This fraction contains 
proteins of biological interest such as trypsin inhibitors, 
hemagglutinins, and numerous enzymes.” Although the 
function of the soybean globulins as ‘reserve proteins’ has 
been investigated, nothing is known about the role of trypsin 
inhibitors and hemagglutinins in the metabolic processes of 
the germinating soybean seed. Address: Protein Research 
Lab., Central Soya Chemurgy Div., Chicago, Illinois 60639.

2076. Eldridge, A.C.; Wolf, W.J. 1969. Crystalline saponins 
from soybean protein. Cereal Chemistry 46(4):344-49. July. 
[21 ref]
• Summary: “Isolated soybean protein contains saponins 
which can be removed by a mild acid treatment and 
crystallized. The crystalline material is a mixture of at least 
three saponins”–soyasapogenols B, C, and D. Of these, 
soyasapogenol is present in the highest concentrations.
 “Presented at the 49th annual meeting, Toronto, Canada, 
April 1964.” Address: Northern Regional Research Lab., 
Peoria, Illinois 61604.

2077. Fisher, Hans; Griminger, P.; Budowski, P. 1969. 
Anti-vitamin E activity of isolated soy protein for the chick. 
Zeitschrift fuer Ernaehrungswissenschaft 9(4):271-78. July. 
[9 ref. Eng; ger]
• Summary: Soy protein isolate was reported to increase 
the requirement for alpha-tocopherol in the chick as 
measured by growth, mortality, exudative diathesis, and 
encephalomalacia. Thus soybeans appear to have antivitamin 
E activity.
 Note: Whether this factor is the -tocopherol oxidase 
described by Murillo and Gaunt (1975) remains to be proved. 
Address: 1. Dep. of Nutrition, Thompson Hall, Rutgers Univ. 
New Brunswick, New Jersey 08903.

2078. Fukushima, Danji. 1969. Enzymatic hydrolysis of 
alcohol-denatured soybean proteins. Cereal Chemistry 
46(4):405-18. July. [24 ref]
• Summary: The author studied the effect of denaturation 
conditions on the enzymatic digestion of soybean proteins. 
The maximum amount of hydrolysis was 5-10% higher in 
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alcohol-denatured proteins than in water-denatured ones, 
although the initial speed of hydrolysis was slower in the 
former. The enzyme trypsin possesses the strongest ability 
to hydrolyze water-denatured soy proteins. During both 
denaturation treatments, and especially with water, some of 
the oligosaccharides in the soy fl our disappeared. The degree 
of hydrolysis increases rapidly at the beginning then quickly 
slows. The acid-precipitated fraction and the whey fraction 
increased in their degree of maximum proteolysis after 
alcohol denaturation, as compared with water denaturation.
 For soy sauce manufacture, only the maximum 
hydrolysis values with mold proteinases are important. 
Today most of the soybean meal used in Japan for making 
fermented soy sauce has been extracted with alcohol, and 
this has made a great contribution to increasing soy sauce 
yields. Address: Central Research Inst., Kikkoman Shoyu 
Co., Noda-shi, Chiba-ken, Japan.

2079. Ishaaya, I.; Birk, Y.; Bondi, A.; Tencer, Y. 1969. 
Soyabean saponins. IX. Studies of their effect on birds, 
mammals, and cold-blooded organisms. J. of the Science of 
Food and Agriculture (London) 20(7):433-36. July. [18 ref]
• Summary: “Soyabean saponins did not impair the growth 
of chicks when added at fi ve times the concentration in a 
normal soybean-supplemented diet.” Address: Faculty of 
Agriculture, Hebrew Univ. of Jerusalem, Rehovot, Israel.

2080. Malone, Bernadette; Burke, Jerry A. 1969. 
Collaborative study of the sweep co-distillation cleanup for 
chlorinated pesticide residues in edible fats and oils. J. of the 
Association of Offi cial Analytical Chemists 52(4):790-97. 
July. [6 ref]
• Summary: “Sweep co-distillation cleanup” is a method for 
removing pesticides from edible fats and oils. In this case, 
multiple residues of chlorinated pesticides were removed. 
Address: Div. of Pesticides, Food and Drug Administration, 
Washington, DC 20204.

2081. Rice, E.E. 1969. Nutritive values of oilseed proteins. 
Paper presented at Short Course on Oilseed Proteins: 
Chemistry, Technology, and Economics. Sponsored by 
American Assoc. of Cereal Chemists and American Oil 
Chemists’ Society. Held July 13-16, French Lick, Indiana. *

2082. Schlosser, Georgia C.; Dawson, Elsie H. 1969. 
Cottonseed fl our, peanut fl our, and soy fl our: Formulas and 
procedures for family and institutional use in developing 
countries. USDA Agricultural Research Service ARS 61-7. 
51 p. July.
• Summary: Contains many recipes. Address: Washington, 
DC.

2083. Schneider, Donald L.; Sarett, Herbert P. 1969. Growth 
of baby pigs fed infant soybean formulas. J. of Nutrition 

98(3):279-87. July. [18 ref]
• Summary: “Newborn pigs were used to compare the 
nutritional quality of a recently developed soybean protein 
isolate (supplemented with methionine) with that of milk 
protein in 31-day studies.”
 This study had two parts. Results from Part I showed 
that the protein quality of the infant soybean formulas with 
isolate plus methionine was approximately 85% that of the 
milk protein.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Dec. 2015) that uses the term “soybean protein 
isolate” (or “soybean protein isolates”) to refer to its food 
uses. Address: Dep. of Nutritional Research, Mead Johnson 
Research Center, Evansville, Indiana.

2084. Singh, Laxman; Wilson, C.M.; Hadley, H.H. 1969. 
Genetic differences in soybean trypsin inhibitors separated 
by disc electrophoresis. Crop Science 9(4):489-91. July/Aug. 
[12 ref]
• Summary: Early studies on soy electrophoresis show the 
polymorphic nature of Kunitz trypsin inhibitor: there were 
three forms.
 Using polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, it was found 
that commercial soybean varieties have a protein band with 
95% relative mobility which corresponds to the Kunitz 
soybean trypsin inhibitor. An experimental variant soybean 
did not have this band but had a slightly slower-moving band 
with 92% relative mobility. Address: Dep. of Agronomy, 
Univ. of Illinois.

2085. Veen, E. 1969. De toekomst van het vitamineren [The 
future of vitaminization]. Chemisch Weekblad 65(31):24-26. 
Aug. 1. [6 ref. Dut]
• Summary: The development of a yoghurt based on soy 
protein, vegetable fat, lactose, corn starch, and fl avorings, 
and of a cheese based on vegetable protein is questioned. 
Address: Koninklijke Verkade Fabrieken, Zaandam, 
Netherlands.

2086. Hymowitz, Theodore; Shu, Susan H. 1969. Effects of 
nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium on the sugar content 
of soybeans. Illinois Research (Illinois Agric. Exp. Station, 
Urbana) 11(3):7. Summer.
• Summary: Sugars are the third largest component of 
soybeans, making up about 13 percent of present day 
commercial varieties. Some of these sugars are arabinose, 
glucose, sucrose, raffi nose, stachyose, and verbascose.
 “Raffi nose and stachyose are oligosaccharides. They 
are primarily responsible for the fl atulence that people often 
experience after consuming toasted, dehulled, full-fat and 
defatted soybean fl our. The other sugars (monosaccharides) 
are ingested along the lining of the small intestine. But, 
because the human digestive tracts lacks alpha-galactosidase 
activity, the oligosaccharides pass into the large intestine 
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where they are anaerobically fermented to produce gas.
 “The principal value of soybeans on the world market 
lies in their oil and protein content. Their value might be 
enhanced, however, if the oil and protein content remained 
high and the sugar content were modifi ed to make soybeans 
more acceptable for human consumption.
 “To determine whether soil applications of nitrogen, 
phosphorus, and potassium affect total sugar content, an 
experiment was initiated...
 Conclusion: “Evidently any modifi cation of the sugar 
content in soybeans must be done by breeding. The oil and 
protein contents of soybeans are genetically controlled 
by the maternal parent and it has been possible to derive 
genetic lines which are high or low in oil and protein. It 
is reasonable to assume that the sugars in the soybean are 
also conditioned by genetic factors and that it should be 
possible to derive genetic lines high or low in sugar content. 
Additional investigations are therefore being initiated to 
develop soybean lines that vary in total sugar content and 
in the kinds of individual sugars.” Address: 1. Asst. Prof. of 
Plant Genetics; 2. Graduate Research Asst. in Agronomy. 
Both: Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois.

2087. Orr, Martha Louise. 1969. Pantothenic acid, vitamin 
B-6, and vitamin B-12 in foods. USDA Home Economics 
Research Report No. 36. 53 p. Aug. [440* ref]
• Summary: Lists the content of these three vitamins (p. 25) 
for: Soybeans, mature, dry, raw. Fermented product, tempeh. 
Soybean fl ours (full-fat, high-fat, low-fat, and defatted). 
Soybean milk product, sweetened powder.
 The percentage of vitamin B-6 in the form of pyridoxol, 
pyridoxal, and pyridoxamine is as follows: for soybeans (44, 
44, 12) or (18, 77, 5), soyfl our (63, 25, 12).

2088. Slover, Hal T.; Lehmann, J.; Valis, R.J. 1969. Vitamin 
E in foods: Determination of tocols and tocotrienols. J. of the 
American Oil Chemists’ Society 46(8):417-20. Aug. [7 ref]
• Summary: “A method is described for the analysis of 
foods for the forms of vitamin E. Detailed procedures are 
given for extraction, saponifi cation and partial purifi cation 
by thin layer chromatography.” Tocols and tocotrienols are 
individual tocopherols. There are many forms of vitamin 
E. Address: Human Nutrition Research Div., USDA, 
Agricultural Research Service, Beltsville, Maryland 20705.

2089. Agricultural Research (USDA). 1969. Hakko tofu: new 
food from soybeans. 18(3):14. Sept.
• Summary: Hakko tofu is a Japanese term meaning 
“fermented soybean curd.” This food, to be made from 
American-grown soybeans, was developed through a Public 
Law 480 project in Japan sponsored by the U.S. Agricultural 
Research Service (ARS). The ARS sponsoring scientist, Dr. 
Clifford W. Hesseltine, says this food contains high quality 
protein, based on a 21-day rat growth study; the PER is 2.7, 

compared with 2.2 for regular tofu.
 The principal Japanese investigator, Dr. Tetsujiro 
Obara (at the Dep. of Agricultural Chemistry, Tokyo Univ. 
of Education) found that a 1:420 ratio of calcium sulfate to 
soymilk added at 158ºF gave the best product.
 Traditionally the enzymes from a mold were used to 
ripen the tofu, but the investigators experimented with 
commercial enzymes. Papain gave the best individual 
performance, but a mixture of papain, pronase, and bioprase 
gave optimum results for faster ripening and improved 
texture. For bacterial starters that lower the PH, the best 
results were obtained from a blend of half Streptococcus 
cremoris and half S. lactis.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Oct. 2011) that uses the term “Hakko tofu” to refer to 
fermented tofu.

2090. Eldridge, A.C. 1969. A bibliography on the solvent 
extraction of soybeans and soybean products, 1944-1968. J. 
of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 46(9):458A, 460A, 
462A, 464A, 496A, 498A, 500A, 502A. Sept. [297 ref]
• Summary: This covers the effect of several solvents on oil 
removal, toxicity, color, fl avor and texture of soybean fl akes, 
fl our and protein. The literature was searched for processing, 
principles and apparatus.
 Index to bibliography: Apparatus (continuous, 
batch), process (continuous, batch), reviews, principles, 
toxicity, hazards, by-products, effects on oil and meal, 
effects on color, effects on fl avor, effects on texture, costs, 
solvents (general, methyl alcohol, ethyl alcohol, n-propyl 
alcohol, iso-propyl alcohol, n-butyl alcohol, iso-butyl 
alcohol, allyl alcohol, butane, propane, pentane, iso-
pentane, methyl pentane, n-hexane, iso-hexane, heptane, 
dichloromethane, 1,2-dichloroethane, 1,2-dichloropropane, 
1,2,3-trichloropropane, 1,1,1-trichloroethane, 
trichloroethylene, dichlorodifl uoromethane, 
1,2,2-trifl uorotrichloroethane, carbon tetrachloride, 
chloroform, butyl amine, ethanol amine, triethyl amine, 
pyridine, methyl acetate, ethyl acetate, methyl cellosolve, 
ethyl cellosolve, benzene, diethyl ether, carbon disulfi de, 
nitromethane, methyl bromide, butyl bromide, acetone, 
ethyl chloride, toluene, xylene, quaternary ammonium salts, 
petroleum ether, furfural, iso-propyl ether, dioxane).
 Note: “n-hexane” is chemically pure normal hexane (a 
single compound), whereas commercial hexane, used for 
soybean solvent extraction, is a mixture of n-hexane and 
other petroleum-derived compounds having a similar boiling 
point. Address: Northern Regional Research Lab., Peoria, 
Illinois.

2091. Lee, Eun Ock. 1969. [Studies on the contents of 
mercury in Korean soy-bean sprouts and persimmons in 
markets]. Hanguk Yongyang Hakhoe Chi (Korean J. of 
Nutrition) 2(2/3):87-89. Sept. [13 ref. Kor; eng]
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• Summary: The mean mercury content of Korean soybean 
sprouts was 0.088 parts per million. Address: College of 
Pharmacy, Sookmyung Women’s Univ., Seoul, South Korea.

2092. Maini, N.S.; Ramanamurthy, G.V. 1969. Soybean will 
augment vegetable oil resources. Indian Farming 19(6):14-
15, 17. Sept. Series 2.
• Summary: Peanut oil is India’s main industrial oil. In 
the USA, 80% of soybean oil is used for edible purposes 
and 20% for industrial purposes. The latter uses include 
manufacture of paints, varnishes, soaps, polyamide resins, 
etc.
 Cultivation in India: Soybean is not a new crop to India. 
It has been cultivated in northern hill regions for several 
decades, though primarily as a pulse crop. Farmers of south 
Madhya Pradesh and adjoining areas of Maharashtra have 
also been growing soybean on a small scale. An ad-hoc 
estimate made in 1958 puts the area under soybeans as 
17,500 hectares with a production of about 6,000 tonnes. 
The lack of progress in the cultivation of soybean appears 
to be due to the low yield potential of the varieties available 
in India, coupled with their long growing season, lack of 
a steady market, and absence of processing facilities. But 
recently, this situation has begun to change. As a result 
of experiments conducted at various research centres in 
the country, especially at the Uttar Pradesh Agricultural 
University at Pantnagar, and the Jawaharlal Nehru Krishi 
Vishwa Vidyalaya Jabalpur, several varieties imported from 
the USA have been found to have high yield potential, and 
some of them also have a short growing season. Under the 
All-India Co-ordinated Research Project on Soybeans, trials 
are being conducted with imported soybean varieties at 10 
different centers in the country, with promising results. A 
steady demand for soybean meal has developed for use in 
antibiotics and in the high protein food industries, while the 
oil could be used by the vanaspati industry. India is one of 
the largest producers of oilseeds in the world. On average, 
soybean gives the highest yield of oil per unit area per day. 
Growing soybean would save valuable foreign exchange 
stimulate industrial use of soybean oil and meal, and spread 
out the demand for different oil, avoiding undue pressure 
on any particular crop. Why, then, has soybean oil not yet 
caught on? One reason is the peculiar fl avor that develops 
in soybean oil on aging. Address: 1. Director, Regional 
Offi ce, Oilseeds Development, Hyderabad, India; 2. Deputy 
Director.

2093. Naik, M.S.; Das, N.B. 1969. Soybean in the war on 
hunger. Indian Farming 19(6):11, 13. Sept. Series 2.
• Summary: Soybeans “possess a characteristic nutty 
or beany fl avour which is not much favoured in India. 
However considerable work has been done at the Central 
Food Technological Laboratories, Mysore (Technical 
Bulletin 1951-52), to popularise and develop new recipes for 

preparing Indian dishes.
 Table II compares the protein content, biological value, 
and net protein utilization (NPU) of soybeans (2 types), 
gram, and arhar (Cajanus cajan). Compared with soybeans 
grown in Kashmir, those grown in Punjab have more protein 
(40 vs. 38%), higher biological value (57.3 vs. 42.5), and 
much higher NPU (21.5% vs. 14.7%). Address: Indian 
Agricultural Research Inst., New Delhi.

2094. Saio, Kyoko; Kamiya, Makoto; Watanabe, Tokuji. 
1969. Food processing characteristics of soybean 11S and 7S 
proteins. I. Effect of difference of protein components among 
soybean varieties on formation of tofu-gel. Agricultural and 
Biological Chemistry 33(9):1301-08. Sept. Reprinted in 
English in Shokuryo Kenkyusho Kenkyu Hokoku 25:189-97 
(1970). [10 ref]
• Summary: It was showed that the 11S and 7S protein 
fractions could contribute to the textural characteristics of 
tofu. Tofu made from crude 11S protein was much harder 
than tofu made from 7S protein. The crude 11S fraction 
contributed greatly to the springiness, chewiness, and 
gumminess of tofu. Address: 1&3. Food Research Inst., 
Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry; 2. Japan Protein 
Industry Co., Ltd.

2095. Shotwell, Odette L.; Hesseltine, C.W.; Burmeister, 
H.R.; Kwolek, W.F.; Shannon, G.M.; Hall, H.H. 1969. 
Survey of cereal grains and soybeans for the presence 
of afl atoxin. II. Corn and soybeans. Cereal Chemistry 
46(5):454-63. Sept. [12 ref]
• Summary: In a fi eld study involving a survey of 866 
commercial soybean samples in the United States, the 
authors found only 2 that tested positive for afl atoxin. The 
observed incidence of afl atoxin contamination was only 
0.8% although 50% of the samples were contaminated with 
A. fl avus. Address: Northern Regional Research Lab., Peoria, 
Illinois.

2096. Wang, L.C.; Smith, A.K.; Cowan, J.C. 1969. A note 
on the detection of leucoanthocyanins in defatted soybean 
fl akes. Cereal Chemistry 46(5):468-70. Sept. [3 ref]
• Summary: The authors have prepared fractions 
from defatted soybean meal that appear to contain 
leucoanthocyanins, which appear to be phenolic constituents. 
Address: Northern Regional Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois 
61604.

2097. Macrobiotic (The) (Chico, California). 1969. Miso and 
cancer. 9(7):2-8. Sept/Oct. [3 ref]
• Summary: Herman Aihara summarizes and comments on 
two articles about miso and cancer in Time magazine (9 May 
1969) and Medical World News (16 May 1969), then gives 
a synopsis of what miso is from two articles in Health Food 
Business Review (Sept. 1967 and July 1968). Following a 
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translation of Dr. Akizuki’s writings about his experiences 
with miso following the atomic blast at Nagasaki, Aihara 
shares his own thoughts about miso’s health promoting 
properties, and about the causes of stomach cancer (sugar, 
overeating, fi sh and eggs, tropical fruits). He believes that 
smoking tobacco does not cause cancer. Address: The 
Ohsawa Foundation, Inc., 2523 Gunn Road, Carmichael, CA 
95608.

2098. O’Dell, Boyd L. 1969. Effect of dietary components 
upon zinc availability. A review with original data. American 
J. of Clinical Nutrition 22(10):1315-22. Oct. [27 ref]
• Summary: “Only within the last decade has the signifi cance 
of zinc in practical nutrition been recognized.”
 “The fi rst direct evidence that zinc defi ciency may 
develop in animals fed a diet composed of natural products 
was presented by Tucker and Salmon” (1955). Address: Dep. 
of Agricultural Chemistry, Univ. of Missouri, Columbia.

2099. Taira, Harue; Koyanagi, Tatsuo; Takanohashi, 
Y.; Oikawa, K. 1969. Studies on amino acid contents of 
processed soybean. XI. Evaluation of nutritional losses 
of overheated defatted soybean fl our. Agricultural and 
Biological Chemistry 33(10):1387-98. Oct. Reprinted in 
English in Shokuryo Kenkyusho Kenkyu Hokoku 26:181-92 
(1971). [29 ref. Eng]
• Summary: “Effect of heating on the nutritive value of 
defatted soybean fl our has been investigated by animal 
experiments. Loss due to heat degradation was evaluated in 
two ways. In the fi rst method, the amino acids lost during 
overheating were supplemented by cystine and mixture of 
lysine, arginine, tryptophan, and serine at dietary levels 
of 1.6% nitrogen, and cystine and mixture of those amino 
acids plus histidine at dietary levels of 3.2% nitrogen. The 
other procedure adopted was the absorbent test used with 
amino acid mixtures based on the pattern of amino acids 
released by pancreatic hydrolysis of unheated, properly 
heated, and overheated defatted soybean fl our at 6 and 120 
hr hydrolysis.” Address: 1. Food Research Inst., Shiohama, 
Kotoku, Tokyo; 2. Lab. of Nutrition, Faculty of Agriculture, 
Tohoku Univ., Sendai [Japan].

2100. Wolf, W.J. 1969. Chemical and physical properties of 
soybean proteins. Baker’s Digest 43(5):30-37. Oct. [45 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Role of soy proteins in 
baking. Cellular structure of soybeans. Solubility of soybean 
proteins. Disulfi de polymers. Heat denaturation of soybean 
proteins. Conclusions.
 One fi gure is an electron micrograph of a section 
of mature soybean cotyledon. Seed was soaked in water 
overnight, fi xed with osmium tetroxide, and stained 
with uranyl acetate and lead citrate. Protein bodies (PB), 
spherosomes (S), and cell wall (CW) are identifi ed.
 Tables: (1) Commercial forms of soybean protein. (2) 

Role of soybean proteins in bakery products. (3) Essential 
amino acid content of soybean proteins (grams amino acid 
per 16 grams of nitrogen). Address: Northern Regional 
Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois.

2101. Harkness, K.A. 1969. The case for engineering. New 
soy protein food products. Paper presented at United Nations 
Industrial Development Organization Expert Group Meeting 
on Soya Bean Processing and Use. Peoria, Illinois: 17-21 
Nov. 26 p. Document: ID/WG.45/7. Held 17-21 Nov. 1969, 
Peoria, Illinois. [9 ref]
• Summary: Contents: A mission–so carefully planned. 
Man would never be so stupid? Spacecraft Earth–1969. 
Engineering solutions: Cultivate more land?, irrigate more 
land?, apply more fertilizer?, use improved crop varieties?, 
Factors which will force a change in agriculture: Production 
man-hours in U.S. agriculture, competition for water (10 to 
25 tons of water are required to produce a one-pound beef 
steak. This includes water to grow the feed for the animal, 
water to nourish it, plus water needed for processing the 
slaughtered animal), polluting aspects of chemical fertilizer, 
pollution by-products of animal agriculture, consider a beef 
animal under feedlot conditions. Why all the concern about 
protein? (the human body is totally unable to store excess 
protein, to be drawn on as needed; it is stored as fat).
 Insight–agriculture: How much energy is available?, 
how much energy do we capture?, nitrogen conversion 
effi ciency, can we improve animal protein conversion 
effi ciency (feed units required to produce 1 pound of edible 
product)?, what about vegetable protein?, conventional vs. 
non-conventional plant protein sources, noncultivated crops, 
SCP–single cell protein, biological value of plant proteins, 
availability of plant proteins.
 Foresight–agriculture: Needed–market-oriented 
thinking, let’s think at the 20th century level, vegetable 
protein industry needed, let’s establish nutrient economics, 
let’s re-defi ne ‘food engineering,’ let’s quit fi ghting 
symptoms and eradicate the diseases. Concluding remarks. 
Address: Dep. of Agricultural Engineering, Ohio State Univ., 
Columbus, OH 43210.

2102. Harrison, D.W. 1969. Analysis of the Uganda 
experience based on Africa Basic Foods Inc. Paper presented 
at United Nations Industrial Development Organization 
Expert Group Meeting on Soya Bean Processing and Use. 43 
p. plus 6-page summary. Document: ID/WG.45/4. Held 17-
21 Nov. 1969 at Peoria, Illinois.
• Summary: Africa Basic Foods (ABF) Ltd. was established 
in Uganda to develop soybeans as a food cash crop with 
small farmers, to produce and market low-cost soyfoods, 
and to educate the people about their value for good 
health. In 1965 ABF asked the Ministry of Agriculture at 
the Department of Agriculture at Makerere University to 
do research on soybean production. The company built a 
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food factory 4 miles from Kampala, and by May 1966 was 
producing various soy-based foods, and marketed them 
throughout Uganda, especially to hospitals, schools, the 
government, and various institutions.
 “The soya bean was introduced in Uganda from America 
and South Africa in 1938. Within a few years various 
varieties were tested and the crop distributed to the farmers. 
The crop increased in production as the demand from 
overseas grew during the wartime shortage of proteins in 
England.
 “The highest acreage achieved during the Second World 
War was about 35,000 to 40,000 acres. After that time (about 
1948) the acreage gradually dropped, due to lack of demand, 
to only a few thousand acres under cultivation by 1965.
 “Since 1965, ABF Ltd. has been actively promoting 
the growth of soya beans. First, the Ministry of Agriculture 
initiated variety trials. Then in 1966 the University of 
Makerere Department of Agriculture started variety trials 
with over 50 varieties available. The crop production has 
grown very rapidly as the farmers heard of a local demand, 
and the price of 25 cents per pound (US¢ 3½). In 1968 about 
12,000 to 15,000 tons were produced. A large share of this 
was used locally by the oil milling industry...
 “Aside from the oil millers, there is an animal feed plant 
now operating in Uganda since about 1967, as well as our 
human food plant. The consumption from these two plants is 
small, about 352 tons and 120 tons respectively...
 “Over 50% of the local production is perhaps exported.”
 By 1969 ABF was making the following (for each 
is given processing details, and the name and brand of 
equipment used): Roasted soybeans ground to a fl our, soy 
milk sterilized in bottles (adapted from Dr. Harry Miller’s 
method), soy cheese (tofu mixed with a little nonfat dry 
milk, curry, sage, and salt, packed into 1-inch diameter 
casings, pasteurized at 190ºF for 20 minutes, then cooled and 
refrigerated, p. 16-17), soy butter (like peanut butter, from 
soy fl our, oil, sugar, and salt), soy bread mix (wheat fl our 
fortifi ed with 20% soy fl our, plus sugar, nonfat dry milk, 
salt, and yeast), soy fortifi ed maize fl our (25% soy), school 
porridge, and soy porridge (soy fortifi ed corn porridge).
 Note: This is the earliest published English-language 
document seen (Oct. 2013) that uses the term “soy cheese” to 
refer to a Western-style soy cheese.
 In Dec. 1964 Dr. Harrison was hired by the government 
of Uganda, Buganda region, to serve as Director of Nutrition 
and Health Education, with emphasis on local, commercial 
production of high-protein foods (p. 28). Then ABF was 
registered in Uganda as a nonprofi t corporation. Dr. Harrison 
and two of his government departmental employees “operate 
the entire scheme.” Their salaries come entirely from the 
Uganda Government, so the government is to some extent 
helping to fi nance the project. The company has hired 3 other 
persons full time and one part time. They receive salaries 
from sales income. Address: President, Africa Basic Foods 

Inc., Kampala, Uganda.

2103. Mustakas, G.C. 1969. Full-fat and defatted soy fl ours 
for human nutrition. Paper presented at United Nations 
Industrial Development Organization Expert Group Meeting 
on Soya Bean Processing and Use. 31 p. Document: ID/
WG.45/5. Held 17-21 Nov. 1969 at Peoria, Illinois. [12 ref]
• Summary: Discusses: Types of soy fl our. Processing 
(incl. simple Village Process). Composition of fl ours. Heat 
treatment and nutritional value (“raw soybeans contain 
trypsin inhibitors and other antigrowth factors that require 
cooking...”). Flavor evaluation and oxidative stability (incl. 
“deactivation of lipoxygenase E.C. 1.13.1.13 (lipoxidase)). 
Summary.
 Concerning “Heat treatment and nutritional value (p. 
8-9): Although soy protein has a high content of essential 
amino acids, raw soybeans contain trypsin inhibitors and 
other antigrowth factors that require cooking to make the 
bean more edible and more nutritious for humans” (Altschul 
1958). “The tests in common use today for measuring the 
proper degree of heat treatment in toasting are protein 
dispersibility index (PDI) or nitrogen solubility index (NSI), 
and urease activity.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen that uses the 
word “lipoxygenase” in connection with soybeans.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 
2020) that uses the abbreviation “PDI” to refer to “protein 
dispersibility index” in connection with soybeans. Address: 
Principal Chemical Engineer, Engineering and Development 
Lab., Northern Regional Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois.

2104. Sommers, Charles E. 1969. Pronto: Soja alta en 
proteinas [Soon: soybeans high in protein]. La Hacienda 
(Buffalo, New York) 64(11):46. Nov. Translated from 
Successful Farming (Feb. 1968). [1 ref. Spa]
• Summary: This article begins:
 Soy bean proteins, currently a by-product of the 
industrialization of this legume, could become of great 
importance in the near future and be a source of economic 
and good quality protein, for the consumption of man and 
livestock, and for industrial use.
 Commercial varieties of soybeans grown now contain 
around 40.5 percent protein and 21.5 percent oil, on a dry 
matter basis.
 The new varieties that are being developed and tested 
contain an average of 10-12 percent more protein than the 
current ones.
 “Soybean varieties rich in protein are developed:
 Mr. E.E. Hartwig, Phytogeneticist of the Agricultural 
Research Service of the U.S. Department of Agriculture, 
working in the Delta Agricultural Experiment Station, 
Stoneville, Mississippi, USA, has developed some 
experimental strains of high protein content.
 In the tests, these strains have yielded between 45 and 
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50 percent of protein constantly, based on dry matter. To 
compare, one can cite the variety Lee, which yields 40.7 
percent protein and 21.9 percent oil. Address: Successful 
Farming, Des Moines, Iowa.

2105. Swaminathan, M. 1969. The use of oilseeds and nuts 
in the feeding of infants and pre-school children in the 
developing countries. Plant Foods for Human Nutrition 
1(4):205-35. Nov. [106 ref]
• Summary: “There is increasing recognition among 
nutrition workers that the diets consumed by the majority 
of infants and children belonging to low-income groups of 
the population in the developing countries are defi cient in 
various important dietary essentials, such as protein, minerals 
and vitamins... The consequences of consuming such 
defi cient diets are strikingly seen in the vulnerable segments 
of the population, viz. weaned infants, pre-school children 
and expectant and nursing mothers. Protein malnutrition is 
widely prevalent among the children belonging to the low-
income groups of the population.”
 Protein-rich animal foods, such as milk, eggs, fi sh, meat, 
etc. are not available to these people in adequate quantities. 
Therefore there is a need for developing or providing 
low-cost nutritious foods to overcome these defi ciencies. 
Considerable work has been carried out in recent years on 
the utilisation of protein-rich foods of plant origin such 
as oilseed meals and legumes. Address: Central Food 
Technological Research Inst. (CFTRI), Mysore, India.

2106. Gorrill, A.D.L.; Nicholson, J.W.G. 1969. Growth, 
digestibility and nitrogen retention by calves fed milk 
replacers containing milk and soybean proteins supplemented 
with methionine. Canadian J. of Animal Science 49(3):315-
21. Dec. [13 ref]
• Summary: “Milk replacers containing zero (all milk) 
or 70% of the total protein from a soybean protein 
concentrate..., with or without methionine supplementation, 
were fed to Holstein calves... It was concluded that the 
soybean protein concentrate could supply a major portion of 
the protein in milk replacers for rearing dairy calves.” The 
soy protein was supplied by Promosoy, a soybean protein 
concentrate, supplied by Central Soya (Decatur, Illinois). 
Address: Research Station, Canada Agriculture, Fredericton, 
New Brunswick.

2107. Karmas, Endel. 1969. A time to propose. Look to the 
rainbow! Food Technology 23(12):116, 114. Dec.
• Summary: Mankind has graduated from the industrial 
revolution and entered a new phase: the scientifi c revolution. 
“One can predict with confi dence that science will, in 
coming decades, vastly increase our ability to synthesize a 
world of our choosing. This ability will have an enormous 
impact on food preparation.
 “A bit of history: the year was 1828. Wöhler synthesized 

the fi rst organic compound: urea. This shattered the belief 
that a substance elaborated by living cells could not be 
synthesized in the laboratory.
 “The year was 1888. Emil Fischer synthesized 
fructose and glucose. And six years later, in 1894, Emil 
Fischer became the fi rst to prepare synthetic peptides from 
hydrolyzed amino acids and thus to establish the general 
structure of proteins. Today all 20 common amino acids have 
been synthesized.
 “The year was 1927. The fi rst vitamin–thiamine–was 
isolated. During the following two decades, all the common 
vitamins were isolated and their structures became known. 
Today nearly all vitamins are produced more economically 
by synthesis than by isolation... There is no medical or 
health reason for shunning the use of synthetic foods.” Yet 
eventually humans may long for a return to the good old 
days of natural foods.

2108. Moulton, K.J.; Moore, D.J.; Beal, R.E. 1969. Pilot-
plant selective hydrogenation of soybean oil: Activation and 
evaluation of copper-containing catalysts. J. of the American 
Oil Chemists’ Society 46(12):662-66. Dec. [18 ref]
• Summary: The linolenate content of soybean oil was 
reduced to less than 1% without increasing the saturates, by 
hydrogenation to an iodine value of about 115 with an active 
copper-chromite catalyst. The linolenate-linoleate selectivity 
ratio was from 9 to 12. Address: Northern Regional Research 
Lab., Peoria, Illinois 61604.

2109. Dixit, V.K.; Kishore, N. 1969. Effect of 2,4-D and 
different levels of nitrogen on the chemical composition of 
soybean (Glycine max). Indian J. of Science and Industry, 
Section A: Agricultural Sciences 3(1):47-48. [8 ref]*
Address: Chem. Dep., Govt. Agricultural College, Kanpur, 
Uttar Pradesh, India.

2110. Fujita, Mitsuo; Yoshikawa, Yôzô. 1969. Nattô no 
bitamin B-2 seisei to ryûsan ion no shôchô [Vitamin B-2 
production and the rise and fall of sulfate ions in natto]. 
Mimasaka Joshi Daigaku Kiyo No. 2. p. 64-72. [Jap]*

2111. Product Name:  [Soy-Bit (Soybean Fiber. Later 
renamed So-Bit or Sobit)].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Hayes Ashdod Ltd. Renamed 
Solbar Hatzor Ltd. in April 1987.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Habosem Street, Industrial Zone, 
P.O. Box 2230, Ashdod, Israel.
Date of Introduction:  1969.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
Nutrition:  Protein 50%, dietary fi ber 30-40%.
New Product–Documentation:  Food Report (Lehmann). 
1982. Dec. The product, sold in Austria, is called “So-
Bit.” This natural slimming agent, suitable for diabetics, 
was developed in Israel [by Hayes, Ltd. in Ashdod] from 
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soya bean extract. The product is in powder form and is 
essentially protein soya fi bre which should be taken in 
addition to a normal diet in treatment periods of three 
weeks. It is claimed that a weight reduction of 5-6 kg can 
be achieved in the fi rst 4-5 weeks and of 40-50 kg in 7-12 
months. This powder is packed in canisters.
 Z. Madar. 1983. American Journal of Clinical Nutrition. 
Sept. p. 388-89. “The effect of brown rice and soybean 
dietary fi ber [Soy-Bit] on the control of glucose and lipid 
metabolism in diabetic rats.” “This study demonstrated the 
potential benefi t of soybean dietary fi ber [Soy-bit] over 
rice fi ber in diabetes treatment with additional advantages 
resulting from its ease in usage either in a mixture of water 
or milk products and cooking. As well, being devoid of a 
disagreeable taste so characteristic of other fi bers, patients 
acceptance is more forthcoming.” It is not clear what type 
of soy fi ber (okara?) Soy-bit is. Containing 50% protein 30 
to 40% dietary fi ber, it was donated by Hayes Ltd. (Ashdod, 
Israel), which also partially supported the research.
 Spot in Whole Foods. 1984. Jan. p. 37. A photo shows 
the Label. “So-Bit Dietary Fiber.” Letter (fax) from Yitzchak 
Kedem of Solbar Hatzor Ltd. 1992. Jan. 8. Commercial 
sale of SO-Bit began in 1969. It is made from the fi ber left 
over after making soy protein concentrates. Hayes was the 
manufacturer and the product is still available. In early 1987 
the company (Hayes Ltd.) was purchased by Kibbutz Hatzor 
and renamed Solbar Hatzor Ltd. Soya Mainz GmbH of 
Mainz, Germany, has recently acquired 26% of equity in the 
company.
 Letter from Daniel Chajuss, founder and owner of 
Hayes Ashdod Ltd. 1993. Jan. 5 and 14. In 1969 Hayes 
introduced So-Bit (also spelled Sobit), a fi ber product which 
was removed from the soy protein concentrate by a tail-end 
dehulling system containing both aqueous alcohol washed 
hulls and fi bers obtained from soybean cotyledons. This 
product has proven to be benefi cial as a source of dietary 
fi ber, especially for diabetic patients.

2112. Kawamura, S. 1969. Studies on enzymatic hydrolysis 
of soybean oligosaccharides, to provide information basic to 
increasing the utilization of soybean food and feed products. 
Final Report, PL 480 project no. UR-A11-(40)-31 on USDA 
grant no. FG-JA-123. 75 p. [60 ref]*
Address: Dep. of Agricultural Chemistry, Kagawa Univ., 
Hirai, Japan.

2113. Kon, Masayo. 1969. Hamanattô ni kansuru kenkyû. I. 
Biseibutsu teiryô-ho ni yoru hamanattô oyobi Daitokuji-nattô 
no yûri aminosan sosei [Study on hamanatto. I. The free 
amino acid composition of hamanatto and Daitokuji-natto 
determined by a quantitative microorganism assay]. Shizuoka 
Joshi Daigaku Kenkyu Kiyo No. 3. p. 185. [Jap]*

2114. Padilha, Alvaristo do Amaral. 1969. Soja [Soya]. Porto 

Alegre, Brazil: Departamento Estadual de Estatistica, Rio 
Grande do Sul. 55 p. [15 ref. Por]
Address: Porto Alegre, RGS, Brazil.

2115. Pak, K.H.; Han, K.C. 1969. An analysis of food 
consumption in the Republic of Korea, 1964-1967, with 
projective trends, 1968-1971. Seoul, South Korea: Yonsei 
University. *
• Summary: A table shows production and food use of beans 
and consumption of some soybean products from 1964-
1967 (reprinted in Wang 1976, p. 56-57). Bean production 
(see footnote) was 190,000 metric tons (tonnes) in 1964, 
increasing to 203,000 tonnes in 1965, then to 236,000 tonnes 
in 1967, with 361,000 tonnes projected for 1971.
 The amount of soybeans used for food was 94,000 
metric tons (tonnes) in 1964 (49.5% of the soybeans 
produced), increasing to 104,000 tonnes in 1965, then to 
134,000 tonnes in 1967 (56.7% of production), with 206,000 
tonnes projected for 1971 (57.1% of the soybeans produced).
 Consumption of bean curd [tofu] was 223,000 metric 
tons (tonnes) in 1964, increasing to 243,000 tonnes in 1965, 
then to 290,000 tonnes in 1967.
 Consumption of soybean sprouts was 227,000 metric 
tons (tonnes) in 1964 (1.8% more than tofu), increasing to 
240,000 tonnes in 1965, then to 270,000 tonnes in 1967 
(93.1% as much as tofu).
 Consumption of bean sauce [soy sauce] was 57,400 
metric tons (tonnes) in 1964, increasing to 61,000 tonnes in 
1965, then to 69,700 tonnes in 1967.
 Consumption of bean paste [Korean-style miso] was 
22,900 metric tons (tonnes) in 1964, increasing to 24,300 
tonnes in 1965, then to 27,700 tonnes in 1967 (only 39.7% as 
much as soy sauce).
 Footnote: Based on the average production of the 4 
years surveyed, the beans consisted of 85% soybeans, 8.5% 
red beans [azuki], 1.6% green beans [Mung beans], 1.3% 
peanuts, and 3.4% other beans. Address: South Korea.

2116. Schaller, G.W.; Lowther, G.R. 1969. The relevance of 
carnivore behavior to the study of early hominids. Southwest 
J. of Anthropology 25:307-41. *

2117. Yoshikawa, Yôzô; Fujita, Mitsuo. 1969. Nattô no 
nenshitsu-butsu ni kansuru kenkyû [A study of the viscous 
substances in natto]. Mimasaka Joshi Daigaku Kiyo No. 2. p. 
73-78. [Jap]*

2118. Yoshikura, K.; Hamaguchi, Y. 1969. [Anthocyanins of 
black soybeans]. Shokuhin Eiyo Zasshi (Japanese J. of Food 
Nutrition) 22:15-18. [Jap]*
Address: Japan.

2119. Agren, G.; Hofvander, Y.; Selinus, R.; Vahlquist, B. 
1969. Faffa: A supplementary cereal-based weaning food in 
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Ethiopia. In: M. Milner, ed. 1969. Protein-Enriched Cereal 
Foods for World Needs. St. Paul, MN: American Assoc. of 
Cereal Chemists. x + 343 p. See p. 278-87. [14 ref]
• Summary: More than 70% of the food crops produced 
on cultivated land in Ethiopia consists of cereals. Tef 
(Eragrostis abyssinica) is the main cereal, accounting 
for about 40% of the total cereal production, followed 
by sorghum, barley, maize, and wheat in that order. The 
legumes grown include chick-peas, fi eld peas, lentils, vetch, 
and a variety of beans, primarily used in preparing “wot,” 
a highly spiced sauce which is eaten with enjera. The most 
important oilseed produced is niger, in Amharic called “nug” 
(Guizotia abyssinica). Flax and saffl ower are also grown in 
appreciable quantities whereas sunfl ower production is of 
less importance.
 The present Faffa (SM 8 B), contains on average 13-
14% protein, 2% fat, 71-72% carbohydrate, with about 340 
calories/100 gm. Efforts are being made to raise the protein 
content to 20%. As a temporary measure, use of imported 
soy fl our is contemplated, and as a more permanent measure, 
protein concentrate from sunfl ower, which is cultivated 
within the country, will probably be used. Faffa was put on 
the market in the spring of 1967.
 The Faffa which will contain soy fl our (SM 18) is 
scheduled to contain 20% tef, 29% wheat, 25% peas, 15% 
defatted soy fl our, 5% dried skim milk, and 6% sugar and 
salt. It has a PER of 2.74, and a PPV of 46.2. It contains 
3.5 gm of nitrogen per 100 gm of product. Address: 1. Inst. 
of Medical Chemistry, Univ. of Uppsala, Sweden; 2-3. 
Children’s Nutrition Unit, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia.

2120. Altschul, Aaron M. 1969. Low-cost foods: Fortifi ed 
cereals and protein beverages. In: M. Milner, ed. 1969. 
Protein-Enriched Cereal Foods for World Needs. St. Paul, 
MN: American Assoc. of Cereal Chemists. x + 343 p. See p. 
82-96. [27 ref]
• Summary: Contents: The world food problem: Hunger 
and malnutrition are caused by poverty. Food quality vs. 
food cost. Improving food quality: Improving the quality 
of cereals, new protein foods. New foods program. Four 
generations of protein foods (history). Food distribution 
within the family. Discussion: The relative importance of 
adequate nutrition, choosing the most effective approach to 
improved nutrition, the nature of the problem and the value 
of improvements. Conclusion.
 Tables: (1) New Protein Food Program of the Agency 
for International Development (Feb. 1967 to July 1968): 
Countries and products that include soya: Brazil–Krause 
Milling, Monsanto, Swift. Kenya–Del Monte. Pakistan–
General Mills. Thailand–Archer-Daniels-Midland. India–
Swift. (2) Conventional and new protein sources (incl. 
oilseed protein). Address: USDA, Washington, DC.

2121. Birk, Yehudith. 1969. Saponins. In: I.E. Liener, ed. 

1969. Toxic Constituents of Plant Foodstuffs. New York: 
Academic Press. xiii + 500 p. See p. 169-210. Chap. 7. [188* 
ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Chemical composition 
and structure. General characteristics, occurrence, properties, 
and uses. Alfalfa saponins. Soybean saponins. Saponins 
in other foods and feeds. Methods for identifi cation and 
quantitative determination of saponins. General remarks and 
conclusions. Address: Faculty of Agriculture, The Hebrew 
Univ. of Jerusalem, Rehovoth, Israel.

2122. Bressani, R. 1969. Formulation and testing of weaning 
and supplementary foods containing oilseed proteins. In: M. 
Milner, ed. 1969. Protein-Enriched Cereal Foods for World 
Needs. St. Paul, MN: American Assoc. of Cereal Chemists. x 
+ 343 p. See p. 49-66. [35 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Chemical and nutritional 
characteristics of diets to be supplemented. Selection of 
ingredients to be used in supplement (incl. soybean fl our, 
the best source of lysine). Formulations of supplement. 
Evaluation of quality of protein supplement (experimental 
animals {growth studies, nitrogen balance, toxicity tests, 
supplementation of poor quality diets, improvement of the 
amino acid balance of vegetable mixtures}, protein quality 
evaluation in children). Conclusions. Address: Div. of 
Agricultural and Food Science, INCAP, Guatemala.

2123. Brothwell, Don; Brothwell, Pat. 1969. Food in 
antiquity: A survey of the diet of early peoples. New York, 
NY: Frederick A. Praeger. 248 p. Illust. Index. 21 cm. Series: 
Ancient Peoples and Places. [117 ref]
• Summary: This comprehensive book is arranged by food 
type. Contents: List of illustrations. Acknowledgments. 
1. Introduction. 2. The vertebrates. 3. The invertebrates 
(mollusks, insects). 4. Sugars. 5. Fungi. 6. Cereal crops. 7. 
The vegetables (incl. pulses). 8. Fruits and nuts. 9. Olives, 
oils, herbs, and condiments. 10. Drinks. 11. Diet and disease. 
The plates. Notes on the plates.
 In the chapter on “Vegetables,” the section titled 
“Pulses” (p. 105-07) mentions the soy bean. “Not only is it 
eaten as a vegetable [green vegetable soybeans] but, having 
a high oil content, butter oil [sic, margarine?] and cheese 
of a kind [tofu] can be prepared from it.” It still grows wild 
in China. “There is a reference to the soy bean in Chinese 
literature which takes its history back at least as far as 2800 
B.C.” [sic].
 The authors conclude that primitive diets consisted 
primarily of animal products.
 There have been two great population explosions in 
human history: The Agricultural / Neolithic revolution began 
about 10,000 years ago, and the Industrial Revolution began 
about 200 years ago (p. 14-16).
 Also discusses sesame seeds (p. 146, 159), and 
peanuts (p. 151). Address: 1. Senior Scientifi c Offi cer, 
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Sub-Department Anthropology, British Museum of Natural 
History, London; 2. His wife.

2124. Burnett, Ray S. 1969. The role of soybean meal in the 
development and use of modern livestock and poultry feeds. 
Arlington, Virginia: Soybean Council of America, Inc. 37 p. 
24 cm. Printed in Madrid, Spain. [54 ref]
• Summary: This booklet was printed in Madrid, Spain. 
Contents: Introduction. 1. Availability. 2. Technical 
advances: Heat processing of soybean meal, vitamins 
(B-2, B-12), minerals, amino acids and proteins, protein-
energy ratio. 3. Specifi cations: 50% vs. 44% soy meal. 4. 
Increase in productivity from technical advances: Broilers, 
eggs, swine, beef cattle, calves and milk. 5. Formulation 
and feeding practices: Poultry nutrition for meat and eggs, 
turkeys, ducks, and pigeons, swine nutrition, cattle nutrition 
(growing-fattening cattle, milking cows, calf milk replacers 
{substituting soy fl our for part or all of the dry skim milk}, 
calf starters {used only after calves are 24 days old}), sheep, 
horses and mules, miscellaneous (rabbit pellets, trout pellets, 
dog food, mink feed). 6. Continuing needs for improving 
effi ciency of poultry and livestock production.
 Contains 27 tables. Note 1. A box, with a logo, near the 
bottom of the title page states: “Soybean Council of America, 
Inc. Executive offi ce: P.O. Box 9153, Arlington, Virginia 
22209 USA. Cooperating with the United States Department 
of Agriculture.” Glenn Pogeler was executive director of the 
Soybean Council at this time. Address: Technical Director, 
Soybean Council of America, Inc., P.O. Box 9153, Arlington, 
Virginia 22209.

2125. Cahill, Tilda. 1969. A South African vegetarian 
cook book. Cape Town, South Africa: Haum [Hollandsch 
Afrikaansche Uitgevers Maatschappij]. 80 p. Color illust. 25 
cm. *
• Summary: Pages 14-15 describe how to make gluten and 
its broth at home, and give recipes for: Gluten and walnut 
meat. Gluten rissoles. Gluten steak. Gluten casserole. 
Available in the USA from Richard Abel & Co. Reprinted, 
apparently without changes, in 1974.
 The section titled “Dried Legumes–Beans, Peas, 
Lentils” states: “Soya beans or Soy beans are perhaps the 
most nutritious staple diet known to mankind. They contain 
all the essential amino-acid constituents found in meat or 
dairy products. Soy bean fl our can be added in the cooking 
to dishes of all kinds... A spoonful of Soya fl our added to 
sauces, soups, casseroles, nut loaves and rissoles will provide 
extra nourishment. Soya beans are extremely rich in protein.” 
Soya beans are best pressure cooked, as they take a long time 
to soften. Recipes are given for: Soya bean roast. Soya bean 
croquettes.

2126. Cowan, J.C. 1969. Soybeans. In: Raymond E. Kirk 
and Donald F. Othmer, eds. 1969. Encyclopedia of Chemical 

Technology. 2nd ed. New York. Chichester, Brisbane, 
Toronto: John Wiley & Sons. See Vol. 18, p. 599-614. 27 cm. 
[44 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction: Composition, standards 
and trading rules. Handling and storage. Processing: 
Preparation, screw-press and extruder-cooker operations, 
solvent extraction. Soybean products: Oil (in plants 
equipped with continuous screw presses the crude oil can 
be degummed to remove the phosphatides), meal and meal 
products, soy fl our and related products, soy sauce and other 
food specialties (soybean milk, tofu, miso, natto, tempeh, 
sprouted soybeans, green vegetable soybeans). Production 
and export. Bibliography.
 Figures: (1) Two views of a Lincoln soybean seed, with 
exterior parts labeled: h = hilum or seed scar, which is linear-
elliptical. c = chalaza, located at one end of the hilum where 
the seed coat joins the body of the ovule. m = micropyle, 
the minute opening at the other end of the hilum where the 
primary root of the germinating seed emerges. h = outline of 
the hypocotyl, which can be seen beneath the seed coat. The 
seed consists primarily of hull (seed coat) and embryo, but 
it has a very elementary endosperm. Source: L.F. Williams 
1950 (in Markley).
 (2) Cross section of the soybean coat and section of 
the cotyledon. Source: L.F. Williams 1950 (in Markley). 
(3) Schematic diagram of operations of an extruder-cooker. 
Source: Mustakas et al, 1966. (4) Flowsheet for solvent 
extraction plant. Courtesy French Oil Mill Machinery Co. 
(See Table 5 for key notations).
 Tables: (1) Approximate composition of soybeans and 
derived meals. (2) Inorganic constituents of soybeans: ash, 
potassium, sodium, calcium, magnesium, phosphorus, sulfur, 
chlorine, iodine, iron, copper, manganese, zinc, aluminium.
 (3) Requirements of numerical (1-4) and sample grades 
of soybeans.
 (4) Effects of moisture content on respiration, acid value 
of oil, germination, and mold growth of soybeans stored at 
38ºC for 11 days. Moisture (%) ranges from 11.8 to 18.3. 
The lower the moisture, the better.
 (5) Key notations for Figure 4, divided into: Preparation, 
extraction and oil handling, meal handling.
 (6) Amino acid composition of soybean meal from 
Hawkeye beans, expressed in gm amino acid per 16 gm 
nitrogen.
 (7) Composition of soy fl ours and protein concentrates, 
%, incl. defatted fl our, full-fat fl our, protein concentrate, 
protein isolate.
 (8) U.S. and world production of soybeans. Leading 
U.S. states include: Arkansas, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, 
Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, and Ohio. Leading 
countries include: United States, China (mainland), Brazil, 
Canada, Indonesia, Japan, USSR, world total. Figures are 
given for; Yield per acre in bushels, average. Production, 
millions of bushels, average. These are given for three time 
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periods: 1945-1949, 1960-64, 1967.
 (8a) U.S. soybean production, annual, in million bushels, 
from 1939 to 1968.
 (9) Exports of soybeans and soybean products (oil and 
meal). In the years 1950, 1955, 1960, 1965, 1966. Soybean 
exports grew rapidly after 1950, especially with the impetus 
given by the government (FAS [USDA’s Foreign Agricultural 
Service]) and industry (ASA, Soybean Council of America) 
promotion.
 “An estimated 50 million lb of soy fl our was marketed 
in 1967. About one-half of this went into pet foods and the 
rest into foods for humans.” Address: USDA/ARS [Northern 
Regional Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois].

2127. Di Bella, Francis Paul. 1969. The role of disulfi de 
bonds in the structure and activity of soybean trypsin 
inhibitor. PhD thesis, University of Minnesota. 114 p. 
Page 3476 in volume 30/08-B of Dissertation Abstracts 
International. *
Address: Univ. of Minnesota.

2128. Dickerson, Richard E.; Geis, Irving. 1969. The 
structure and action of proteins. Menlo Park, California: 
W.A. Benjamin, Inc. viii + 120 p. Illust. Index. 26 cm. [200* 
ref]
• Summary: An lucid introduction to the structure and 
function of proteins, packed with interesting illustrations 
showing protein structure. Contents: Foreword. 1. The rules 
of the game: The makeup of living organisms, proteins as 
polymers of amino acids, the backbone of the polymer, the 
infl uence of side chains. 2. Bricks and mortar–The structural 
proteins: The limitations of folding, the varieties of fi brous 
proteins, silks and the Beta sheet,  keratin, collagen, 
summary. 3. Molecular carriers: The oxygen-carrying team, 
myoglobin the container, myoglobin the carrier, the history 
of a protein–molecular evolution, cytochrome c–the electron 
carrier, the clocks of evolution. Molecular catalysts: What 
is an enzyme?, lysosine, other catenases–ribonuclease, 
the proteases–chymotrypsin and papain, an exocatenase–
carboxypeptidase A, enzyme architecture. 5. The next step 
up. What sort of step?, proteins with subunits, allostery and 
feedback control, gamma globulins, the serum complement 
system. Suggestions for further reading.
 Proteins play two distinct and separate roles: as 
structural materials and as machines (such as enzymes) that 
operate at the molecular level. Address: California Inst. of 
Technology.

2129. Edlridge, David Wyatt. 1969. Effect of temperature, 
relative humidity, and mycofl ora on growth and afl atoxin 
production by Aspergillus fl avus on soybeans. PhD thesis, 
Auburn University. 83 p. Page 65 in volume 30/01-B of 
Dissertation Abstracts International. *
Address: Auburn Univ., Auburn, Alabama.

2130. Frazer, Alastair. 1969. Nutritional and dietetic 
aspects. In: J.H. van Stuyvenberg, ed. 1969. Margarine: 
An Economic, Social and Scientifi c History, 1869-1969. 
Toronto, Ontario, Canada: University of Toronto Press. xxiv 
+ 342 p. See p. 123-66. Chap. 4. [43 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Historical Development of the 
nutritional sciences: The chemistry and physics of raw 
materials and of food, the basis for specifi cations for 
raw materials or foods, the development of food from 
raw materials, digestion and absorption, metabolism and 
utilization, food safety. The composition of margarine. 
The nutritional properties of fats and oils: The digestibility 
and assimilability of fats, metabolism, transport, disposal 
and utilization of fats, the effects of fats on the body, the 
importance of the chemical and physical characteristics of 
fats in determining biological effects (chain length, degree of 
saturation of fatty acids, polyunsaturated fatty acids–siting 
of double bonds and confi guration), the effects of processing 
or storage on the chemical and physical properties of fats 
(refi ning, fractionation, hydrogenation, oxidative rancidity, 
effects of heating), oils and fats chosen as raw materials 
for margarine manufacture, the nutritional signifi cance 
of the fats and oils in margarine (the nutritional value of 
margarine as an energy source, the nutritional signifi cance of 
margarine as a source of cis cis linoleic acid). Ingredients of 
margarine other than oils and fats: Some general principles 
governing the use of food additives, assessment of safety-
in-use, vitamins in margarine, food additives (preservatives, 
anti-oxidants, colouring agents, fl avours, dispersing agents, 
emulsifi ers, stabilizers and fi lters, anti-spattering agents, 
indicators). Summary of the over-all nutritional signifi cance 
of margarine: Digestion and assimilability, energy 
production, vitamin content, polyunsaturated fatty acid and 
linoleic acid content. Address: Director-General, British 
Foundation Ltd., London, England.

2131. Friedman, Leo; Shibko, S.I. 1969. Adventitious toxic 
factors in processed foods. In: I.E. Liener, ed. 1969. Toxic 
Constituents of Plant Foodstuffs. New York: Academic Press. 
xiii + 500 p. See p. 349-408. Chap. 12. [271* ref]
• Summary: Soy is discussed under: Solvent extraction and 
the production of toxic factors (p. 373-75; trichloroethylene-
extracted soybean oil meal {TCEESOM}). Toxicity of 
oxidized and heated fats (p. 382-85).
 The toxic factor in TCEESOM “was shown to be an 
organic compound which is associated with the protein 
fraction of the soybean meal from which it could be liberated 
by pancreatic digestion into small, water-soluble, dialyzable 
fragments (Seto et al., 1958).” Address: Dep. of Nutrition & 
Food Science, MIT, Cambridge, Massachusetts.

2132. Goldblatt, Leo Arthur. ed. 1969. Afl atoxin: Scientifi c 
background, control, and implications. New York, NY: 
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Academic Press Inc. xii + 472 p. Illust. 24 cm. *

2133. Hartwig, E.E. 1969. Breeding soybeans for high 
protein content and quality. In: Panel on New Approaches to 
Breeding for Plant Protein Improvement (1968: Rostanga) 
and Joint FAO/IAEA Division of Atomic Energy in Food 
and Agriculture. 1969. New Approaches to Breeding for 
Improved Plant Protein: Proceedings of a Panel Meeting on 
New Approaches to Breeding for Plant Protein Improvement: 
Proceedings of a Panel Meeting. Vienna: International 
Atomic Energy Agency. 193 p. See p. 67-70. Held 17-21 
June 1968 in Rostanga, Sweden. 24 cm.
• Summary: “Abstract: Average production of soybean 
protein by US growers is 0.6 ton per hectare. The better 
soybean producers will average 1.0 ton/ha and yields of 
2.0 ton/ha have been produced on small acreages. Protein 
content of moisture-free soybeans varies from 37.0 to 50%. 
The average for commercial cultivars now in production is 
40.55. There is a high negative correlation between protein 
and oil in the soybean seed. Highly productive experimental 
strains have been developed which are 10 to 15% higher in 
protein content than cultivars presently grown. Introductions 
from China and India have been utilized as sources of genes 
for higher protein. The wild type G. ussuriensis Regel and 
Maack has also contributed genes for higher protein. The 
wild type does not have high protein content, but does have 
very low oil content and a wide ratio of protein to oil in 
the seed. Seed yield of high protein strains must be equal 
or superior to cultivars now grown to be commercially 
accepted. Density classifi cation and nuclear magnetic 
resonance (NMR) have been utilized to classify seed of 
single plants of early generation segregating populations for 
oil or protein content. With protein and oil having a high 
negative correlation, selection for low oil has been effective 
in the selection for high protein in Glycine max (L.) Merr.
 “Material discussed is adapted in the latitude range of 
30 to 37’. Although soybeans are extremely responsive to 
photoperiod, germ plasm is available which should permit 
developing highly productive cultivars having medium to 
high protein content of the seed for sub-tropical and tropical 
conditions. Seed from experimental strains having higher 
protein content have been fed to chicks and rats. The protein 
from these strains appear to be biologically equal to that 
from cultivars now grown.”
 Percent protein is inversely related to seed yield. 
Address: Agricultural Research, USDA, Delta Branch 
Mississippi Agric. Exp. Station, Stoneville, Mississippi.

2134. Hegsted, D.M. 1969. Nutritional value of cereal 
proteins in relation to human needs. In: M. Milner, ed. 1969. 
Protein-Enriched Cereal Foods for World Needs. St. Paul, 
MN: American Assoc. of Cereal Chemists. x + 343 p. See p. 
38-48. [38 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction–The problem of protein 

quality requires that we consider two problems: (1) What is 
protein quality, how does one measure it {BV, NPU}, and 
why do proteins differ in quality. (2) What are the minimal 
and the optimal protein needs for people of different ages, 
sexes, environmental conditions, etc. Conclusion.
 Protein effi ciency ratio (PER) is the method most 
commonly used to evaluate protein quality, but Hegsted 
thinks it is not an adequate method (see Hegsted and Chang 
1965). It will usually indicate whether the proteins compared 
are different “but it is theoretically unsound and does not 
give the kind of qualitative data needed.”
 Biological value, as defi ned by Mitchell et al. (1945), 
is generally considered the method of choice. However this 
method is very diffi cult to execute; it still rests on some 
unproven assumptions and probably overestimates the 
quality of proteins of poor nutritional quality (see Hegsted 
1964).
 “Net protein utilization (NPU) has recently become 
quite fashionable and is undoubtedly one of the better 
methods” (Miller & Bender 1955; Miller 1963). However 
the technique has been criticised and the interpretation of the 
results may be considerably in error (Miller & Payne 1961).
 Hegsted prefers the “slope ratio” technique which, 
although subject to the same criticisms as NPU has a much 
better statistical foundation.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Dec. 2020) that contains the term “slope ratio” (a 
measure of protein quality) in connection with soy.
 A second very important question is whether the 
“nutritive value” is a constant or whether it depends on the 
subject to which the protein is fed or the conditions under 
which it is fed. For example, is the nutritive value of the 
proteins in a certain food the same for a growing infant and 
for the adult man and woman, for a weanling rat and an adult 
rat? Despite considerable evidence to the contrary, there has 
been a signifi cant tendency recently to ignore this problem.
 A third question is what determines the nutritive value 
of proteins. As Block and Mitchell (1946) “showed when 
they fi rst computed the chemical score on the basis of the 
most limiting essential amino acid, there is no doubt that a 
substantial amount of the variation in nutritional quality can 
be explained by the essential amino acid content. However 
the correlation coeffi cient between the computed value and 
the value measured by animal tests was 0.86.”
 Tables: (1) Relative nutritional value and utilizable 
protein in various protein sources. Relative to lactalbumin 
(a protein contained in milk and whey; casein is another 
milk protein) equal 100, defatted egg is 99, casein is 75, fi sh 
protein concentrate is 77, cottonseed fl our is 66 to 48, soya 
fl our, heated is 60, full fat soya fl our is 58. Many other values 
based on other measured are also given. (2) Supplementary 
effects of amino acids and protein concentrates on cereal 
proteins. Soy protein concentrate is used in experiment III. 
Address: Dep. of Nutrition, Harvard School of Public Health, 
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Boston.

2135. Heimann, Werner. 1969. Grundzüge der 
Lebensmittelchemie [Fundamentals of food chemistry]. 
Dresden, Germany: T. Steinkopff. xxiv + 610 p. See p. 380-
83. Illust. Index. 25 cm. [Ger]
• Summary: The main section on soybeans is on p. 380-
83, which also discusses soya phosphatides, soybean meal, 
chemical composition, soymilk, tofu (incl. koridofu and 
kinugoshi), miso, soy sauce (Soja-Sosse), and tempeh.
 Soy is also mentioned on pages 21, 67 (soy oil), 71-72, 
76, 90, 221, 239, 347 (soy oil), 370 (soy baked goods), 376, 
378, 381. Address: Director, Institute for Food Chemistry 
(Institut fuer Lebensmittelchemie), Univ. of Karlsruhe, SW 
Germany.

2136. Iljas, Nasruddin. 1969. Preservation and shelf-life 
studies of tempeh. MSc thesis, Ohio State University. *
Address: Ohio State Univ.

2137. Jaffé, Werner G. 1969. Hemagglutinins. In: I.E. Liener, 
ed. 1969. Toxic Constituents of Plant Foodstuffs. New York: 
Academic Press. xiii + 500 p. See p. 69-101. Chap. 3. [176* 
ref]
• Summary: The soybean and soybean agglutinin are 
mentioned throughout. Also mentions the winged bean. 
Address: Instituto Nacional de Nutricion, Caracas, 
Venezuela.

2138. Kapsiotis, G.D. 1969. History and status of specifi c 
protein-rich foods. FAO/WHO/UNICEF Protein Food 
Program and products. In: M. Milner, ed. 1969. Protein-
Enriched Cereal Foods for World Needs. St. Paul, MN: 
American Assoc. of Cereal Chemists. x + 343 p. See p. 255-
65. [13 ref]
• Summary: “History: Protein malnutrition, later termed 
‘protein-calorie malnutrition,’ drew international recognition 
following the fi rst meeting of the FAO Nutrition Committee 
held in Baguio, Philippines, in 1948. It was not until the 
Joint FAO/WHO/Expert Committee on Nutrition met 
for its fi rst session in Geneva in 1949 and recommended 
that ‘kwashiorkor be investigated in the areas where the 
condition occurs,’ that international action was initiated. That 
recommendation led to surveys conducted by Brock (WHO) 
and Autret (FAO) in Africa in 1950 (published 1952) and by 
Autret (FAO) and Béhar (WHO) in 1951 in Central America 
(published 1954). Similar surveys were conducted in the 
following years in other parts of the world and indicated 
that ‘protein-calorie malnutrition’ prevails in most of the 
developing countries.” Address: FAO, Rome, Italy.

2139. Kawaguchi, Yutaka; Tsugo, Tomokichi. 1969. Daizu-
nyû tanpaku tanpakushitsu no rikagaku-teki seishitsu ni 
oyobosu daizu-nyu no chôsei-hô to pH no eikyô [Effect of 

preparation methods and pH values on the physicochemical 
properties of protein in soybean milk]. Eiyo to Shokuryo (J. 
of Japanese Society of Food and Nutrition) 22(1):5-11. [17 
ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: “The changes of physicochemical properties 
of protein in soybean milk affected by the preparation 
techniques and by the pH values were examined comparing 
with the results obtained from cow’s milk. Results were as 
follows:
 “1. The contents of total solids, protein, ash, fat, nitrogen 
free extracts and minerals in the heat-extracted soybean milk 
were higher than those in the unheated one. In heat-extracted 
soybean milk the increase in nitrogen content was noted in 
the acid-insoluble fraction.
 “2. The shape of protein particle of unheated soybean 
milk was spherical under an electron microscope, having the 
diameter of about 50 mμ.
 “3. The shape of protein particle of heat-extracted 
soybean milk was associated to form larger particles.
 “4. With decreasing of pH values of soybean milk 
protein particles tended to form larger particles, and at pH 
2.4 they were present in somewhat swollen shape.
 “5. When the pH values of acidifi ed soybean milks 
were readjusted to the original pH (6.6), it was found 
that the protein particles lost the original shape, showing 
that irreversible transformation had occurred during the 
pH adjustments.” Address: Tokyo Univ., Nôgaku-bu, 
Nogeikagaku-ka.

2140. Kusano, Aiko. 1969. Nattô seizô katei ni okeru daizu 
tanpaku no henka. I. Sô-chisso, suiyô-sei chisso, TCA kayô-
sei chisso, amino-tai chisso, pepuchido-tai chisso ni tsuite 
[Changes in soybean protein during natto production. I. 
On the total nitrogen, water soluble nitrogen, TCA soluble 
nitrogen, amino nitrogen, and peptide nitrogen]. Eiyo to 
Shokuryo (J. of Japanese Society of Food and Nutrition) 
22(9):615-20. [9 ref. Jap]
• Summary: Three kinds of natto were prepared using 3 
different strains of Bacillus natto. Likewise a liquid natto 
was made from steamed soybeans, fermented under aeration 
and crushing. In regular natto water soluble nitrogen 
decreased to 85% of that in raw soybeans. TCA soluble 
nitrogen, amino nitrogen, and peptide nitrogen increased 
signifi cantly in natto and their proportions differed in the 
natto made from two strains of Bacillus natto.
 Note: TCA is probably trichloracetic acid. Address: Gifu 
Daigaku, Kyôiku-bu (Dep. of Education, Gifu Univ.).

2141. Liener, Irvin E. ed. 1969. Toxic constituents of plant 
foodstuffs. New York, NY: Academic Press. xiii + 500 p. 
Second edition, 1980. xiv + 502 p. [700+ ref]
• Summary: Contents: List of contributors. Preface. 1. 
Introduction, by I.E. Liener. 2. Protease inhibitors, by I.E. 
Liener and M.L. Kakade. 3. Hemagglutinins, by W.G. Jaffé. 
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4. Goitrogens, by C.H. VanEtten. 5. Cyanogens, by R.D. 
Montgomery. 6. Cycads, by M.G. Yang and O. Mickelsen. 
7. Saponins, by Y. Birk. 8. Gossypol, by L.C. Berardi and 
L.A. Goldblatt. 9. Lathyrogens, by P.S. Sarma and G. 
Padmanaban. 10. Favism, by J. Mager, A. Razin, and A. 
Hershko. 11. Allergens, by F. Perlman. 12. Adventitious toxic 
factors in processed foods, by L. Friedman and S.I. Shibko. 
13. Miscellaneous toxic factors, by I.E. Liener. Author index. 
Subject index. Address: Dep. of Biochemistry, Univ. of 
Minnesota, St. Paul.

2142. Liener, Irvin E.; Kakade, Madhusudan L. 1969. 
Protease inhibitors. In: I.E. Liener, ed. 1969. Toxic 
Constituents of Plant Foodstuffs. New York: Academic Press. 
xiii + 500 p. See p. 7-68. Chap. 2. [332* ref]
• Summary: Contents: I. Introduction II. Distribution 
in the Plant Kingdom: A. Distribution among Plants. B. 
Distribution within the Plant. C. Physiological Signifi cance 
in Plants.
 III. Physical and Chemical Properties of Inhibitors 
from Various Plants: A. Soybean (Glycine max). B. Lima 
Bean (Phaseolus lunatus). C. Mung Bean or Green Gram 
(Phaseolus aureus). D. Phaseolus vulgaris. E. Red Gram 
or Pigeon Pea (Cajanus cajan). F. Double Bean [also called 
broad bean, faba bean, fava bean] (Faba vulgaris). G. Field 
Bean (Dolichos lablab). H. Black-Eyed Pea (Vigna sinensis). 
I. Peanuts (Arachis hypogaea). J. Cereals. K. Potatoes. L. 
Alfalfa (Medicago sativa).
 IV. Specifi city, Stoichiometry, and Kinetics of Reaction 
of Inhibitors with Proteases: A. Soybean Inhibitors. B. Lima 
Bean Inhibitors. C. Inhibitors from Other Legumes. D. 
Inhibitors from Cereals. E. Potato Inhibitors. V. Structural 
Features Essential for Activity. A. Kunitz Trypsin Inhibitor. 
B. Lima Bean Inhibitor. C. Other Inhibitors.
 VI. Mechanism of Interaction with Proteases.
 VII. Nutritional and Physiological Signifi cance of 
Protease Inhibitors: A. Soybeans. B. Other Plants.
 VIII. Effect of Processing. A. Heat Treatment. B. 
Germination. C. Fermentation. D. Protein Isolates.
 It is known that at least 5 and possibly 6 protease 
inhibitors exist in soybeans. The most extensively studied 
of these and the one that was fi rst isolated and characterized 
by Kunitz (1945, 1946, 1947, 1948) is referred to herein 
as the “Kunitz trypsin inhibitor.” It is readily denatured by 
heat, acid or alkali. Bowman (1946, 1948) also found at 
least two other trypsin inhibitors in soybeans. Address: Dep. 
of Biochemistry, College of Biological Sciences, Univ. of 
Minnesota, St. Paul, MN 55108.

2143. Liener, Irvin E. 1969. Introduction. In: I.E. Liener, ed. 
1969. Toxic Constituents of Plant Foodstuffs. New York: 
Academic Press. xiii + 500 p. See p. 1-6. Chap. 1. [23* ref]
• Summary: Pages 4-5: If toxic substances do exist in 
plant foods commonly consumed by man, why is this not 

better known, and are their negative effects not more often 
manifest? It appears that, through trial and error, man has 
learned to avoid some of these foods and to process others so 
as to render the toxins harmless.
 “Fortunately cooking and other common means of 
preparation have proved to be effective in destroying many 
of the toxic constituents in plant foods. For example, the 
trypsin inhibitor and hemagglutinin found in legumes are 
inactivated by cooking (see Chapter 2 and 3),...” Address: 
Dep. of Biochemistry, College of Biological Sciences, Univ. 
of Minnesota, St. Paul, MN 55108.

2144. Liener, Irvin E. 1969. Miscellaneous toxic factors. In: 
I.E. Liener, ed. 1969. Toxic Constituents of Plant Foodstuffs. 
New York: Academic Press. xiii + 500 p. See p. 409-48. 
Chap. 13. [246* ref]
• Summary: Soya is discussed under: Estrogenic factors (p. 
411-12). Antivitamin factors: Antivitamin A: Lipoxidase (p. 
423), antivitamin D (p. 424-25). Metal-binding constituents: 
Soybean protein (p. 431, 425). Flatus-producing factors 
(p. 432-33). Address: Dep. of Biochemistry, College of 
Biological Sciences, Univ. of Minnesota, St. Paul, MN 
55108.

2145. Milner, Max. ed. 1969. Protein-enriched cereal foods 
for world needs. St. Paul, Minnesota: American Assoc. 
of Cereal Chemists. x + 343 p. Illust. No index. 28 cm. 
Summarized in Soybean Digest, Nov. 1969, p. 52. [400+ ref]
• Summary: Contents: Foreword, by Nevin Scrimshaw. 
Preface, by Max Milner. Part I: Economic aspects (2 papers). 
Part II: Public health implications (1 paper). Part III: The 
world food and nutrition crisis (4 papers). Part IV: Protein 
resources (7 papers). Part V: Bread (3 papers). Part VI: 
Amino acids, vitamins and plant genetics. Part VII: Programs 
and products (6 papers). Part VIII: Acceptability and 
marketing.
 “A signifi cant portion of the book is devoted to recent 
experience in commercial promotion of low-cost protein-
rich foods, emphasizing the increasingly important role 
of sophisticated marketing techniques. It is now widely 
recognized that success in such projects requires much 
more careful planning and use of preproject surveys and 
feasibility studies than have been employed in the past.” 
Address: Senior Food Technologist, Food Conservation Div., 
UNICEF, United Nations, New York.

2146. Muelenaere, H.J.H. De. 1969. Development, 
production, and marketing of high-protein foods. In: M. 
Milner, ed. 1969. Protein-Enriched Cereal Foods for World 
Needs. St. Paul, MN: American Assoc. of Cereal Chemists. x 
+ 343 p. See p. 266-77. [3 ref]
• Summary: “The necessity to produce high-protein 
foodstuffs from vegetable protein sources to alleviate the 
ever-increasing food shortage has generated considerable 
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thought, endeavor, and effort over the last 10 years. Yet 
in spite of this, very few products have been produced 
and marketed successfully. To our best knowledge, only 
two products have made some impact in the fi ght against 
malnutrition and have succeeded commercially, namely, 
Incaparina and ProNutro. Sales of these products are 
estimated to range between 5-10 million lb. per annum 
with a steady yearly increase.” This is an in-depth look at 
ProNutro in South Africa and at its progress during its fi rst 
5 years. Table VIII (p. 271) shows sales of ProNutro each 
quarter during its fi rst year from June 1962 (3,500 lb) to June 
1963 (450,000 lb).
 “As well as utilizing such products as maize and 
groundnuts, it should also be mentioned that Hind 
Brothers, through the production of ProNutro, has created a 
considerable interest in farming communities to plant soya 
beans. Initially, all soya beans had to be imported. At present 
only locally grown high-quality soya beans are used in the 
manufacture of ProNutro.” ProNutro chocolate bars have 
recently been put on the market.
 “I would again emphasize that sales of ProNutro are 
confi ned primarily to the private competitive sector of the 
market. People pay for it. There is no question of large state 
or government take-off for free or subsidized feeding. It is 
a striking example of achievement in the highly specialized 
fi eld of protein nutrition by a private enterprise.” Address: 
ProNutro Research & Development Div., Univ. of Natal, 
Union of South Africa.

2147. Narayana Rao, M.; Swaminathan, M. 1969. Plant 
proteins in the amelioration of protein defi cient states. World 
Review of Nutrition and Dietetics 11:106-41. [135* ref]
• Summary: Contents: World food maps and distribution 
of proteins. Economics of production of animal versus 
vegetable proteins. Vegetable proteins–Their amino acid 
composition and nutritive value. Nutritive value of vegetable 
proteins at higher levels of protein intake. Factors affecting 
the nutritive value of vegetable proteins: Rate of release of 
amino acids and simultaneous availability of essential amino 
acids, toxic factors, processing conditions. Improvements 
in the nutritive value of vegetable proteins: Mutual 
supplementation, fortifi cation with amino acids. Vegetable 
proteins and regeneration of serum proteins. Absorption and 
utilization of vegetable protein foods. Conclusion.
 The authors conclude that recent developments in 
nutrition have “provided the physiological and biochemical 
basis for the use of vegetable protein foods in the effective 
treatment of protein defi ciency states. Since it will be entirely 
impossible the World population with adequate amounts 
of animal protein, at any rate for quite some time to come, 
the answer to the World problem of protein needs should 
be found in the development and utilisation of plant protein 
foods.”
 Soya beans are discussed on pages 111-113, 118-19, 

121-25, 129, 133. The quality of soya bean protein can 
be easily and inexpensively improved by combining it 
with other plant proteins. Hemagglutinins are sometimes 
referred to as phytogglutinins. “Soya beans offer the most 
striking example of a material whose protein value is 
improved by appropriate heat processing and this has been 
attributed to the destruction of the potent tryptic inhibitor, 
hemagglutinin and goitrogenic factors.” Address: Central 
Food Technological Research Inst. (CFTRI), Mysore, India.

2148. Noyes, Robert. 1969. Protein food supplements. Food 
Processing Review No. 3. 412 p. (Noyes Development Corp., 
Park Ridge, New Jersey). [80+ ref]
• Summary: A review of more than 80 patents on soybean 
processing. Address: Park Ridge, New Jersey.

2149. Obara, Tetsujiro; Kobayashi, M.K.; Kobayashi, 
T.; Watanabe, Y.; Ohata, M.; Tanaka, M. 1969. Basic 
investigations on the development of foods from 
enzymatically treated soybean protein concentrates to 
increase the use of United States soybeans in Japan. Tokyo: 
Dep. of Agricultural Chemistry, Faculty of Agriculture, 
Tokyo University of Education. 97 p. Undated. Final report, 
P.L. 480. Project no. UR-A11-(40)-26. Grant no. FG-Ja-122. 
Report period: 13 Oct. 1965–12 Oct. 1968. Summarized in 
Soybean Digest, May 1969, p. 77. [12 ref. Eng]
• Summary: The group prepared a cheese-like soy protein 
food by enzymatic treatment. They began by extracting 
soymilk. The enzymes papain, Bioprase, and Pronase were 
tested. Address: Dep. of Agricultural Chemistry, Tokyo Univ. 
of Education, Komaba 2-19-1, Meguro-ku, Tokyo, Japan.

2150. Perlman, Frank. 1969. Allergens. In: I.E. Liener, ed. 
1969. Toxic Constituents of Plant Foodstuffs. New York: 
Academic Press. xiii + 500 p. See p. 319-48. Chap. 11. [2 
ref]
• Summary: Soy is mentioned only once, briefl y, in the 
section on vegetables (p. 340): “Soybean which has been 
successfully used as a milk substitute (Ratner et al., 1955) 
will on occasion prove highly allergenic in older children 
and in adults (Fries, 1966a). Employees in the plywood 
industry where soybean is used in the preparation of glue 
will have severe symptoms due to inhalation or contact with 
this substance. Such reactions occur in spite of the high 
temperature used in processing the soybean for this use, 
which demonstrates the stability of the allergen.” Address: 
Allergy Clinic, Portland Medical Center, Portland, Oregon.

2151. Schettler, F.G.; Boyd, G.S. eds. 1969. Atherosclerosis: 
Pathology, physiology, aetiology, diagnosis and clinical 
management. Amsterdam, London, and New York, NY: 
Elsevier Publishing Co. xx + 1029 p. Foreword by Dr. Paul 
Dudley White (Boston, Massachusetts). Illust. Index. 26 cm.
• Summary: In the chapter titled “Surface-Active 
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Substances” by Schettler, pages 883-87 state that lecithin or 
phospholipids appear to have medicinal properties.
 “The most common action in the conservative therapy 
of occlusive vascular disease consists in the prescription of 
vasodilator drugs” [vasodilators]. Address: 1. Medical Univ. 
Clinic, Ludolf-Krehl Clinic, Heidelberg, Germany; 2. Dep. 
of Biochemistry, The Univ. of Edinburgh Medical School, 
Edinburgh [Scotland], Great Britain.

2152. Schettler, F.G.; Boyd, G.S. eds. 1969. Atherosclerosis: 
pathology, physiology, aetiology, diagnosis and clinical 
management. Amsterdam, London, New York: Elsevier 
Publishing Co. xx + 129 p. Foreword by Paul Dudley White 
(Boston, Mass.). Illust. Subject index. 26 cm. [1080*+ ref]
• Summary: This detailed book is especially interesting, in 
part, because it was written before the cholesterol hypothesis 
became dominant. For lecithin and phospholipids, see p. 885-
89 in the chapter on “Surface-active substances.” Lipostabil 
is mentioned several times. Address: 1. Medical University 
Clinic., Ludolf Krehl Clinic, Heidelberg, Germany; 2. Dep. 
of Biochemistry, The Univ. of Edinburgh Medical School, 
Edinburgh (Great Britain).

2153. Schingoethe, David John. 1969. Factors in soybean 
infl uencing growth, pancreatic function and digestion. PhD 
thesis, Michigan State University. 147 p. Page 2774 in 
volume 30/06-B of Dissertation Abstracts International. *
Address: Michigan State Univ.

2154. Schmitz, C.M. 1969. A soja na alimentacao humana 
[Soybeans for human nutrition]. Universidade Federal 
de Santa Maria e Instituto Nacional de Desenvolvimento 
Agrario. 45 p. [21 ref. Por]*
Address: Brazil.

2155. Scott, Milton L.; Nesheim, Malden C.; Young, Robert 
J. 1969. Nutrition of the chicken. Ithaca, New York: M.L. 
Scott & Associates. [vii] + 511 p. Illust. Index. 24 cm. 
[3500* ref]
• Summary: Soy is mentioned on pages 25 (soybean oil 
composition), 58 (growth inhibitors), 391 (production of 
soybeans and soybean meal in the USA; in 1965 the U.S. 
produced 70% of the world’s soybeans and 55% of the 
world’s soybean meal), 397-98 (toxic factors in raw soybean 
meal; “Fortunately all these factors can be readily destroyed 
by proper heat treatment of soybean meal”), 403 (variations 
in quality). Address: All: Prof. of Animal Nutrition, Dep. of 
Poultry Science and Graduate School of Nutrition, Cornell 
Univ., Ithaca, New York.

2156. Senti, F.R. 1969. Formulated cereal foods in the U.S. 
Food for Peace Program. In: M. Milner, ed. 1969. Protein-
Enriched Cereal Foods for World Needs. St. Paul, MN: 
American Assoc. of Cereal Chemists. x + 343 p. See p. 246-

54. [5 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Blended food product, 
child food supplement, Formula No. 1 (CEPLAPRO). 
Blended food product, child food supplement, Formula No. 
2 (CSM). Biological value and acceptance for Formula No. 
2 (CSM). Distribution and cost of formula No. 2, CSM. 
Wheat-based formulated foods. Biological testing of Formula 
No. 3 (WSB). Protein-fortifi ed wheat fl our. Rolled wheat-soy 
fl ake mixtures. Other high-protein foods considered for the 
foreign donation programs. Summary.
 Formula No. 1 (CEPLAPRO): “The fi rst formulated 
food purchased by the Department [of Agriculture] for 
distribution by AID in the overseas donation program 
was designated as Blended Food Product, Child Food 
Supplement Formula No. 1. This product was extruded in 
kernel-like form from a blend of corn meal, wheat fl our, 
soy fl our, and nonfat dry milk (58:10:25:5) supplemented 
with vitamins and minerals. The product was developed 
by the American Corn Millers Export Institute and was 
called CEPLAPRO. About 713,000 lb. of Formula No. 1 
were purchased for emergency family feeding programs 
in Vietnam. Cost of the product was approximately 13.3 
cents per lb., packaged in 50-lb. bags, and delivered to 
port. Reports on acceptance of the product were generally 
satisfactory, but its relatively high cost led to development of 
Formula No. 2 in which the extrusion step was eliminated. 
Although the kernel-type product may have advantage in 
promoting acceptance by adults, a fl aked or powdered form 
appears more satisfactory for child feeding programs.”
 “The ingredients of Formula No. 2, commonly called 
CSM, are precooked corn meal, soy fl our, nonfat dry milk 
(68:25:5) plus vitamins and minerals in the form of fi ne 
fl akes or powder. To date, 437 million lb. of CSM have been 
purchased for distribution in over 90 developing countries by 
AID through the voluntary agencies. Biological and clinical 
testing have demonstrated the high quality of the protein. 
Acceptance has been good in the recipient countries.
 “Formula No. 3, a blend of wheat fl our, which may be 
straight-grade or bulgur fl our, wheat protein concentrate, soy 
fl our, and minerals, will be purchased in the near future.” 
Address: Agricultural Research Service, USDA, Washington, 
DC.

2157. Smith, O.B. 1969. History and status of specifi c 
protein-rich foods: Extrusion-processed cereal foods. In: M. 
Milner, ed. 1969. Protein-Enriched Cereal Foods for World 
Needs. St. Paul, MN: American Assoc. of Cereal Chemists. x 
+ 343 p. See p. 140-53. [17 ref]
• Summary: Soybeans are mentioned throughout. Contents: 
Introduction. Control of heat-labile growth inhibitors. 
Simultaneous extrusion cooking of oilseed or pulse protein 
with cereal fl ours. Advantages of precooked protein-
enriched cereal foods: Advantages which proper cooking 
can give to food mixtures, advantages of using pre-cooked 
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foods in the home, regional or local economic advantages. 
Bacteriological status, sanitation, vitamin stability, and 
typical analyses of extrusion cooked protein-enriched foods. 
Processing costs for short time / high temperature cooking. 
Summary. Address: Wenger Mixer Manufacturing Co., 
Kansas City, Missouri.

2158. VanEtten, Cecil H. 1969. Goitrogens. In: I.E. Liener, 
ed. 1969. Toxic Constituents of Plant Foodstuffs. New York: 
Academic Press. xiii + 500 p. See p. 103-42. Chap. 4. [184* 
ref]
• Summary: Section IX, titled “Goitrogens from plants with 
no thioglucosides,” contains a good review of the literature 
on goitrogens in soybeans (12 references) and peanuts, with 
brief summaries on goitrogens in onions and dry cassava. 
Address: Northern Utilization Research and Development 
Div., USDA, Peoria, Illinois.

2159. Arora, S.K.; Sandhu, R.S.; Mehrotra, N. 1970. 
Chemical composition and correlation studies in soybean 
(Glycine max (L.) Merr.). Indian J. of Agricultural Sciences 
40(1):54-58. Jan. [7 ref]
• Summary: Soybean seeds of 50 genetically diverse 
varieties were grown at the Oilseeds Research Substation, 
Kangra, during the rainy (kharif) season of 1966. These 
soybeans came from both India and abroad: Australia, 
China, Japan, USA, Nepal, Sikkim, Bihar (Pusa), Solan, 
Matina, Simla Hills, Punjab. A table shows for each variety: 
Yield (gm/plant), oil (%), protein (%), minerals per 100 gm, 
phosphorus (%), and calcium (%).
 Note: Hissar is a town Haryana state, northern India, 100 
miles west-northwest of Delhi. Address: Punjab Agricultural 
Univ., Hissar [Haryana, India].

2160. Hashimoto, Hikotaka; Yoshida, H.; Yokotsuka, T. 
1970. [Removal of iron from soy sauce]. Hakko Kogaku 
Zasshi (J. of Fermentation Technology) 48(1):50-55. Jan. [16 
ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: “Removal of iron from shoyu (fermented 
soybeans and wheat sauce containing 1.0-1.5% total 
nitrogen), and the form of iron in shoyu were investigated.
 “The iron in shoyu derives, presumably, from its raw 
materials, and mainly from soy beans and wheat.
 “An addition of tannic acid or potassium ferrocyanide 
was effective for the removal of iron from both raw and 
heated shoyu. About 60-70% of the iron in shoyu was 
easily removed by this procedure without affecting the 
organoleptic quality. When a suffi cient amount of tannic acid 
and potassium ferrocyanide were applied during the heating 
process, about 93% of the iron was removed.
 “Most of the iron in raw and heated shoyu was observed 
to be in the form of Fe++. The infl uence of Fe++ on the 
coloring of shoyu during storage was smaller than that of 
Fe+++ and Cu++.

 “The rate of coloring during storage of shoyu containing 
7-10 gamma Fe/ml, that was prepared by the above 
procedures, was almost equal to that of the usual shoyu 
containing 20-23 gamma Fe/ml.
 “The oxidative increase: in color of shoyu containing 2 
gamma Fe/ml, that was prepared by the same method, was 
slightly lower than that of non-treated shoyu containing 32 
gamma Fe/ml.
 “The sediment produced during storage of shoyu was 
not decreased by this much removal of iron. Probably 
this sedimentation was not caused by the metals such as 
Cu++, Fe++, and Fe+++.” Address: Central Research Inst., 
Kikkoman Shoyu Co. Ltd., Noda, Chiba prefecture, Japan.

2161. Edwards, C.C. 1970. The use of soy-ogi in the 
treatment of Kwashiorkor. Paper presented at the Federal 
Institute of Industrial Research, Oshodi. 12 p. Held 7 Feb. 
1970. *

2162. Oster, Merrill J. 1970. Cooked soybeans create 
industry stir Soybean Digest. Feb. p. 14-17.
• Summary: Editor’s introduction: “Farm-sized soybean 
processing devices that put soybeans into more digestible 
form for livestock and poultry are now on the market. Here’s 
a progress report on how industry leaders view the potential 
of soybean cookers:
 “Soybean Cookers released by two commercial fi rms 
have caused more stir in the industry than any new idea in 
a long time. The idea of cooking soybeans long enough to 
deactivate enzymes that are growth inhibitors is not a new 
thought. But practical machines which can do the job are 
new. Mix Mill Inc. of Bluffton, Indiana, and Triple “F” 
Feeds of Des Moines, Iowa, have each developed processing 
machines which are now on farms.
 “The Mix-Mill machine uses dry, pulsating heat from a 
250,000 btu gas burner. Because of moisture inside the bean, 
it cooks from the inside out. In the boiling process growth-
inhibiting enzymes are killed. The cooked bean is then 
ground into rations.
 “The cooker developed by Triple “F” Feeds in Des 
Moines is an extruder that forces beans through a small 
opening. In the process friction and pressure cause 
temperature of the bean to rise destroying the enzymes. The 
extruded product resembles a liquid when it comes out of the 
machine, but the oil is quickly absorbed and it forms a meal 
that can be augured. The meal is ready for mixing without 
further grinding. These machines could be an important 
breakthrough in two key areas: 1–If farmers can achieve 
a lower cost of gain by cutting feed costs, it offers profi t 
potential, by making an acre of soybeans worth more. 2–If 
the underdeveloped nations which now don’t have ready 
access to processing could use this process effi ciently, they 
could import soybeans and convert them to meat through 
livestock feeding and improve their diet and their national 
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economies.
 “The soybean cooker could have a big impact on the 
industry if it became widely accepted, as evidenced by the 
concern expressed by an executive of the soybean division of 
one of the nation’s largest feed companies. He told a group 
of fellow processors that the biggest threat to processors is 
not a new protein developed from petroleum, but the trend 
where farmers eliminate processors from the manufacturing 
chain by processing their own soybeans and feeding them as 
full-energy soybeans.
 “But, there are many farmers and economists who 
believe this concern is unwarranted, because they claim 
there are few advantages for farmers, and that there are some 
missing links that need to fi t into the picture before soybean 
cookers are widely used. Because of the surge of interest in 
full-energy soybean processing units, many research projects 
are underway in universities. These will answer some of the 
unknowns we have today. But here are the basic facts on this 
trend as they stand today:
 “Economic advantage of soybean cookers. You get 
two entirely different economic stories talking with the 
developers of the processing units on one hand, and 
university researchers on the other. A farmer gets about 
$76.50 a ton for soybeans when he sells them at $2.30 per 
bushel. Yet, he pays $95 per ton of soybean meal. Even after 
subtracting $5 a ton for processing his own soybeans into 
meal, the farmer saves about $13.50 per ton over buying 
soybean meal, reasons one manufacturer.
 “One of the companies producing a cooker adds the 
value of the fat which is sold with the beans, but not returned 
with the meal in their sales pitch. By adding $28 in fat value 
lost by selling soybeans this gives the farmer total advantage 
of $41.50 per ton for processing his soybeans instead of 
buying soybean meal.
 “But nutritionists reason that a farmer does not have to 
buy fat; but can use corn for energy at a much lower cost. 
Also a ton of beans has only 720 to 740 pounds of protein, 
and a ton of meal has 880 to 900 pounds; therefore a pound 
of protein is cheaper in the meal form.
 “And, most big hogmen who would consider a cooker 
on their own farm are already buying their soybean meal in 
bulk for about $90 to $95. Some of the commercial literature 
uses higher prices in their examples, but these are Jan. 1, 
1970, Midwest prices.
 “Emmett Stevermer, hog specialist at Iowa State 
University, who has been bombarded by questions on the 
soybean cooker by farmers, points out that using actual 
ration and substituting the full-fat soybean product is a 
much more realistic method of calculating the savings. The 
calculations, using 2¢/lb for corn ($1.12/bu), 3.8¢/lb for 
soybeans ($2.30/bu) and 4.5¢/ lb for soybean meal ($90/ton) 
are at top of page 15. But the full-fat soybean ration has 5% 
more energy per lb., and you should be able to expect a 5% 
improvement in feed effi ciency. This means it will take 2,100 

lbs. of the corn-soybean meal ration to give as much weight 
gain as 2,000 lbs. of the full-fat soybean ration. In other 
words, $56.70 worth of the soybean meal ration ($53.20 
plus 5%) will produce as much weight gain as $54.25 worth 
of the full-fat soybean ration. A hog eats 770 lbs. of feed or 
38% of a ton so the difference is 93¢ extra per hog.
 “Of course this difference in profi t per hog changes 
widely, depending on some of the assumptions you use for 
soybeans and meal price and feed effi ciency. For example, 
Leroy Hansen of Triple “F” gives an advantage of 8¼% 
where 5% was used above. Further research is needed to 
establish good effi ciency fi gures.
 “There are several other important factors that could 
infl uence these economic arguments:
 “ Price relationships: Another method of determining the 
value of whole soybeans is to use Morrison’s feed constants, 
based on net energy and digestive protein content. The 
real key factor in determining the usefulness of the full-fat 
soybean idea is to compare the price of energy. In this basis, 
it takes 0.352 lbs. of corn and 0.746 lbs. of 44% soybean 
meal to equal 1 lb. of whole beans.
 “The chart at bottom page 15 shows that when corn is 
priced at $1.15 and soybean meal is selling for $90 per ton 
the equivalent value of soybeans per bushel is $2.45. If you 
can sell your beans for $2.50, you’d be money ahead. But if 
the selling price for soybeans is $2.30, you would earn 15¢ 
per bushel by feeding your own soybeans. This does not take 
into account the cost of processing the full-fat meal or cost to 
truck soybeans to market and hauling meal back to the farm. 
The question then would be-how much difference in price 
does there have to be to make a soybean cooker profi table?
 “One of the big problems in making an investment in 
a cooker is that the profi t factors would change constantly. 
During periods of low bean, low oil and high meal price, 
the investment looks better than when the opposite cost 
relationships are true. These charts point out how much price 
changes would infl uence the profi tability of an investment 
in a soybean cooker. But there are several other factors that 
affect your decision:
 “Cost of cooker: The least expensive machine available 
on the market (Mix-Mill’s unit) costs about $4,000 now, 
not including the building it is housed in or some of the 
complementary equipment such as augurs. One comment 
farmers make is the cost fi gures companies give don’t 
include everything. The Mix Mill unit sold with a feed 
processing center makes it an $8,000 to $10,000 investment. 
And the Triple “F” machine including blower to cool the 
extruded meal runs about $10,000.
 “Size of operation: It would take a sizable livestock 
operation just to use the cooked soybeans from 100 acres of 
production. Assuming a 35-bushel-per-acre yield, you would 
have 3,500 bushels. That would be enough soybeans for 
nearly 8,500 broilers, 17,000 turkeys, 3,000 hogs (25 lbs. to 
200 lbs.), 1,000 steers (650 lbs. to 1,100 lbs.), or 250 dairy 
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cows. “In most cases the cookers are being used on very 
large farming operations or are being used jointly by several 
farmers,” says Leroy Hansen of Triple “F” who reports the 
company had 60 cooker units sold and about 20 in operation 
as of Jan. 1” (Continued).

2163. Oster, Merrill J. 1970. Cooked soybeans create 
industry stir (Continued–Document part II). Soybean Digest. 
Feb. p. 14-17.
• Summary: “Farmer experience: To date farmer experience 
is too limited to draw any conclusions. ‘I had one of the fi rst 
Triple ‘F’ units on trial,’ says Wally Wright, Elma, Iowa. 
‘But before I go into an investment of this size I will buy 
the extruded product and run some more tests on my farm. 
To date it looks like gains are more effi cient using full-fat 
soybeans, but my tests haven’t been extensive enough that 
I’m willing to invest $10,000 just yet. Ask me again in 6 
months when I’ve had a chance to feed out more cattle on the 
extruded meal.’
 “Bill Tjelemand of Roland, Iowa, is one of the early 
owners of the Mix-Mill Roast-a-Tron. He says operating 
costs alone run $5 per ton, but he is spreading his total 
$9,000 investment over a large volume by cooking soybeans 
for neighboring farmers for $15 per ton. He is running 30 
tons per week through his machine and has experienced only 
a few minor mechanical diffi culties. ‘My feed conversion 
in hogs is running right at 300 pounds of feed per 100 
pounds of gain, and hogs are gaining 2 pounds per day at 
the fi nishing end,’ Tjelemand said recently. He did not have 
any control groups on soybean meal to compare the cooked 
soybeans.
 “’The $9,000 investment includes a Mix-Mill which 
allows me to build my own ration, using a vitamin premix,’ 
says Tjelemand. ‘That saves me some money over having to 
buy a commercial supplement, so you can’t count the $9,000 
investment against the cooker.’
 “Research trials: There have already been some studies 
on the full-energy soybean, but there are several more 
research projects underway now. Here are some results to 
date:
 “Hogs gained 10% faster on 10% less feed on whole 
cooked soybeans in a Purdue University test conducted 
by T.W. Perry. Pigs used 12% less feed from 56 pounds 
to market in University of Illinois tests by D.E. Becker. 
University of Arkansas researcher Paul R. Noland says tests 
are continuing there on both poultry and livestock, but based 
on early trials he predicts that many producers in soybean-
growing areas will incorporate cooked full-energy soybeans 
into their rations in the years ahead.
 “At least one chemist, R.W. Lehman of Eastman 
Chemical Products, believes that the cooking process may 
affect the nutritional balance of the meal. ‘Cooking soybeans 
may increase the need to supplement rations with vitamin E,’ 
Lehman believes.

 “Researcher T.W. Perry of Purdue believes one factor 
he has uncovered could be a ‘sleeping giant’ for the pork 
industry. He says that feeding full-energy soybean meal 
to hogs resulted in production of lard which contained 
10% higher unsaturation of fats. ‘Farmers and infl uential 
nutritionists haven’t really taken hold of this idea, because 
they remember the soft pork produced by pigs on rations that 
were almost 100% soybeans in the 1930’s,’ says Perry.
 “’But,’ he adds, ‘at the recent White House conference 
on food, nutrition and health high priority was placed on 
discussion of saturated fats and foods containing them. This 
could be a real ‘ace in the hole’ for pork producers in the 
future.
 “What are the alternatives? ‘A man has to look at his 
alternative uses for the $4,000 to $10,000 investment it takes 
to install a cooker and the equipment that must go along with 
it,’ says Ray Powell, area extension economist for Iowa State 
University. ‘After carefully budgeting through a soybean 
cooker investment for a hogman who sells about 2,000 
head a year, we found that he could get a 20% return on his 
investment.
 “’But there are lots of things a farmer can do to get a 
20% return. Use of more fertilizer on his crops returns 200% 
or 300%, so a man has to decide if he has taken advantage 
of all the 200% return items on his farm before he makes 
investments in 20% return items.
 “’Another alternative for many of our hogmen is simply 
to use that money to expand their hog business, and that’s 
what I advised this 2,000-head-per-year hogman to do.’
 “The soybean cooker boils down to a very individual 
investment decision. There are no fl at answers that 
apply to every situation. Because this is such a new idea, 
developments in the next year will be important to your 
decision. Soybean Digest will follow these and report them 
to you.
 Photos show (pages 15-16): Two views of the Triple “F” 
machine in operation. A side view of the Mix-Mill Roast-a-
Tron, which converts raw soybeans into palatable feed using 
infrared heat.
 Note. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2020) 
concerning the use of low-cost extrusion cookers to process 
soybeans.

2164. Peng, Andrew. 1970. Plant proteins and their 
utilization. Ohio Agric. Cooperative Extension Service, 
Bulletin No. 524. 16 p.
• Summary: Contents: The difference between plant and 
animal proteins. Plant proteins used as food. Why soybean 
proteins receive more attention than other oilseed proteins. 
Preparation of soybean proteins. Commercially available 
soybean proteins. Antinutritional factors. Utilization. 
Defi ciencies of soybean proteins. Some oriental foods. 
Address: Extension specialist, Food processing, Dep. of 
Horticulture, The Ohio State Univ., Columbus, Ohio.
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2165. Saio, Kyoko; Koyama, Emiko; Yamazaki, Sadao; 
Watanabe, Tokuji. 1970. Protein–calcium–phytic acid 
relationships in soybean. III. Effect of phytic acid on 
coagulative reaction in tofu-making. Shokuryo Kenkyujo 
Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the Food Research Institute) No. 
25. p. 181-88. Feb. [9 ref. Eng; jap]
• Summary: Reprinted from Agricultural and Biological 
Chemistry 33(1):36-42 (1969). Address: 1, 4. Food Research 
Inst., Shiohama 1-4-12, Koto-ku, Tokyo, Japan; 2-3. Japan 
Tofu Assoc.

2166. Soybean Digest. 1970. Business must help bridge 
nutrition gap. Feb. p. 50.
• Summary: So says James A. Summer, who has just been 
elected president and CEO of General Mills, the food 
company based in Minneapolis, Minnesota.
 “’Engineered, structured, formulated, or fabricated 
foods–call them what you will–represent a class of foods 
whose time has arrived,’ said Dr. Arthur D. Odell, director of 
special programs activity for General Mills and the man who 
directed the development of the company’s line of Bontrae 
textured vegetable protein foods.” A photo shows Dr. Arthur 
D. Odell.

2167. Williams, Thomas E.; Arango, L.; Donaldson, M.H.; 
Shepard, F.M. 1970. Vitamin K requirement of normal 
infants on soy protein formula: Does 27 micrograms of 
vitamin K per liter meet the minimum daily requirement? 
Clinical Pediatrics (Philadelphia) 9(2):79-82. Feb. *
Address: Dep. of Pediatrics, Univ. of Virginia School of 
Medicine, Charlottesville, VA 22901.

2168. Koritala, Sambasivarao. 1970. Selective hydrogenation 
of soybean oil. V. A novel copper catalyst with excellent 
re-use properties. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 
47(3):106-07. March. [6 ref]
• Summary: Describes a procedure for the preparation of a 
highly active copper catalyst by chemisorption of copper-
ammonia complex on silica gel. This catalyst was highly 
selective toward the reduction of linolenate in soybean oil. 
The catalyst was re-used four times with no loss in activity. 
Address: Northern Regional Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois 
61604.

2169. Product Name:  Soy Flour with Gluten Flour for 
Bread and Rolls (Specially Processed for Diabetics).
Manufacturer’s Name:  MacDowell Brothers.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Brockville, ONT, Canada. Also 
Box 141, Ogdensburg, NY 13669.
Date of Introduction:  1970 March.
New Product–Documentation:  Soybean Digest Blue Book. 
1970. p. 116. Also listed in 1980.

2170. Potteau, B.; Lhuissier, M.; LeClerc, J.; Custot, 
F.; Mezonnet, R.; Cluzan, R. 1970. Recherches sur la 
composition et les effet physiologiques de l’huile de soja 
chauffée et de différent fractions obtenues à partir de cette 
huile [Research on the composition and physiological effect 
of heated soybean oil and different fractions obtained from 
this oil]. Revue Francaise des Corps Gras 17(3):143-53. 
March; 17(4):235-45. April. [43 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Issue No. 3 (March) contains many 
chromatograms of soy oil in both liquid and gaseous phases. 
Address: 1-3. Station de Recherches sur les Aliments de 
l’Homme, I.N.R.A., 7, rue Sully, 21 Dijon; 4-5. Laboratoire 
Coopératif d’Analyses et de Recherches Gennevilliers; 6. 
Laboratoire d’Anatomie pathologique, Hôpital St- Michel, 
Paris. All: France.

2171. Soybean Digest. 1970. The competing proteins: 
Soybeans can hold their own. March. p. 32-33.
• Summary: Discusses proteins that compete with soybean 
meal: urea, high-lysine corn, petroprotein, cottonseed 
protein, and fi sh protein concentrate.
 The discussion is by Roy E. Martin, general manager, 
vegetable protein products, Swift Chemical Co. (Chicago, 
Illinois) and Edward J. Cordes, general manager, soybean 
division, Ralston Purina Co. (St. Louis, Missouri). A small 
portrait photo shows each of these two men.

2172. Wolf, W.J.; Thomas, Betty W. 1970. Thin layer and 
anion exchange chromatography of soybean saponins. J. of 
the American Oil Chemists’ Society 47(3):86-90. March. [23 
ref]
• Summary: Recent research in Israel indicates that soybean 
saponins are a more complex mixture than previously 
realized. Hydrolysis of these saponins yielded fi ve 
sapogenins and six sugars, including glucoronic acid.
 In this paper, 22 solvent systems were evaluated for 
thin layer chromatography (TLC) of soybean saponins on 
silica gel. “A maximum of four fractions separated by single 
development with the different solvents.” Address: Northern 
Regional Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois.

2173. Rackis, J.J. 1970. Re: Visit to Archer Daniels Midland 
(ADM), Decatur, Illinois. Letter to OC Files, April 8. 2 p. 
Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “After touring the new research facilities of 
ADM, discussions were held with most of the research 
department. As stated by Drs. Horan, Pour-El, Hamby, 
Wilkinson and others, there are four areas of research that are 
of great importance.”
 1. Basic research, with respect to the basic chemistry of 
soy protein. 2. Nutrition: Dr. Horan said that research should 
be directed toward increasing the nutritional value of soy 
products. 3. Flatulence: Research directed toward removal 
and/or inhibition of fl atus factors. 4. Flavor. How to improve 
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fl avor and reduce undesirable fl avors. Address: Principal 
Chemist, Oilseed Crops Laboratory.

2174. Bourne, Malcolm C. 1970. Soybeans, food technology, 
and improved nutrition in southern Asia. Mimeographed text 
of a seminar given at the Ford Foundation, New Delhi, India. 
April 8. 14 p. Unpublished manuscript. [9 ref]
• Summary: Published in the Proceedings of the 3rd 
All India Soybean Conference, held 28-30 Sept. 1970 at 
Jabalpur, India. Tables: 1. Deaths among small children (ages 
1-4) in various countries as a percentage of total deaths in 
population. 2. Comparison of soybean with other protein 
sources in the Philippines (As of early 1965 soy provides 
has the largest amount of protein per peso as purchased 
[559 gm vs. 287 for mungbean, which is second largest]). 3. 
Foods made from soybeans (12 types). 4. Comparison of the 
nutritional composition of soybeans with common dry beans. 
5. Material balance in manufacture of soymilk. 6. Volatiles 
found in cold-grind soybeans. Postulated mechanism of 
formation of ethyl vinyl ketone in soymilk. 8. Boiling water 
process for soymilk (bottled or fresh). 9. Ingredient cost of 
soymilk. 9. Protein supplied by soymilk. Address: Visiting 
Prof. of Food Science, College of Agriculture, Univ. of the 
Philippines, College (Los Baños), Laguna, Philippines. 
Permanent address: New York State Agric. Exp. Station, 
Geneva, NY.

2175. Wong, Ming. 1970. Contribution à l’Histoire de la 
Matière médicale végétale chinoise (suite) [Contribution 
to the history of Chinese vegetable materia medica 
(Continued)]. Journal d’agriculture tropicale et de botanique 
appliquée 17(1-4):92-140. Jan/April. See p. 139. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: This book is about the Bencao Gangmu [The 
great pharmacopoeia], one of the most famous Chinese 
materia medica, compiled in 1596 by Li Shizhen.
 On page 139 of this article is the page from the Bencao 
Gangmu which shows both the soybean plant (ta-teou; 
pinyin: dadou, upper right) and the azuki bean plant (siao-
teou; pinyin: xiaodou, lower right). A brief description of 
each plant is given below the illustrations.
 The word “Soja” also appears 18 times in this book 
(from p. 115 on). Glycine hispida (a former scientifi c name 
of the soybean) appears once (p. 115), Glycine soja appears 
4 times (p. 115, 139), Li Yu-ying appears twice (both on 
page 115). The azuki, called Siao teou, is mentioned briefl y 
on p. 116; footnote 461 states that an illustration of the plant 
appears on p. 461 of the P.T.K.M. (Bencao Gangmu).

2176. Bonati, Luigi. 1970. Poultry breeding in Italy and the 
EEC and outlook for soy meal. Soybean Digest. May. p. 39-
40.
• Summary: “It is too early to make a reliable analysis of the 
agricultural year 1969. To outline the domestic situation of 
poultry raising, we shall refer to our report to the Assalzoo 

Assembly in 1969.
 “The poultry business in Italy cannot be regarded as 
particularly satisfactory. In fact, the domestic output of 
poultry and game meat for 1968 dropped from 537,000 
metric tons in 1967 to 532,000 tons. Per capita consumption 
of poultry and game meat–that had passed from 3 to 11 kilos 
in a 10-year period–has been showing, starting from 1966, a 
downward trend, dropping from 10.7 kg in 1966 to 10.2 kg 
in 1968. A moderate growth was recorded in the production 
of turkey, guinea, pheasant, and other bird meat.
 “There was a slight increase in the output of eggs, which 
reached the fi gure of 477,000 metric tons in 1968. But per 
capita consumption is still lower than in 1966 (9.6 kg).
 “We may close this rapid survey with a few words on 
the import and export trends of poultry products. While 
imports dropped by 2,600 tons in 1967-68 (from 7,900 to 
5,300 tons), exports showed an upward trend from 1,600 to 
2,500 tons. The volume of imports of eggs has settled, with a 
certain regularity, on the fi gure of 13,700 tons.
 “Some other countries
 “To widen the analysis to cover other countries, we note 
that poultry meat in the European Economic Community 
shows an increasing output in the past 3 years. The increase 
was 7.32%, 1,608,000 metric tons in 1966, 1,680,000 in 
1967, and 1,726,000 in 1968.
 “This expansion greatly curtailed the imports from third 
countries, that dropped from 65,000 metric tons in 1966, to 
49,000 in 1967, and to 43,000 in 1968, a reduction of 34.3%. 
The increase in exports to the third countries was also slight, 
from 21,000 metric tons in 1966 to 21,500 in 1968.
 “To complete our analysis, we give the fi gures relating 
to eggs: The grand totals of the EEC show a very moderate 
rise in production (6.5%), as against a decrease of 27.6% 
in the imports from third countries, and 11.8% in exports to 
third countries. Total output amounted to 2,154,600 metric 
tons in 1966, 2,180,100 in 1967, and 2,294,100 in 1968. 
Imports were 36,200 metric tons in 1966, 25,200 in 1967, 
and 26,200 in 1968. Exports were 11,000 metric tons in 
1966, 5,300 in 1967, and 9,700 in 1968.
 “What is the outlook for poultry in Italy and the EEC as 
a whole? At least for our country, we believe that an increase 
in the consumption of poultry meat is more a matter of taste 
than of price, and that we must accordingly give ‘something 
more’ to the consumer. And this approach to the problem 
might also be applied, with some adjustment, to the other 
EEC countries.
 “Meanwhile, a regulation on eggs has become operative. 
It has fi nally removed previously existing doubts on the 
freshness and quality of the product. We trust that, if this 
regulation is executed with rigor both in Italy and abroad, 
egg consumers will be fully protected, and this basic food 
product will be more largely used.
 “But, in order to completely solve the problem of quality 
in poultry products, we must wait for the regulation on 
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commercial poultry meat to be enacted. It is still being drawn 
and in some diffi culty.
 “One thing is certain: In a Community in which meat 
is a much sought-after product, the poultry industry might 
make a determining contribution, not only because the 
production cycle is very short compared, for instance, with 
that of cattle, but also chiefl y because the selling price of 
poultry is among the lowest, owing to production costs that 
have become so competitive as to allow retailers to quote the 
very low prices we all know.
 “The competition springs from the large-scale 
modernization that has occurred in recent years–the 
latest equipment, suitable stocks, a balanced diet with no 
unnecessary waste, and sanitary conditions.
 “Mixed feeds started boom
 “The Italian production of mixed feeds was mainly 
responsible for the poultry-raising boom, as proved by the 
prodigious rise in mixed feed production for poultry that 
took place in recent years–from 120,000 metric tons in 1953 
to 250,000 in 1958. 620,000 in 1963, and 1,446,000 in 1968.
 “The domestic feed industry is now called on to make 
a fundamental choice. To allow poultry breeders to produce 
at the lowest possible cost per kilo of live weight, and to 
simplify the operations connected with the preparation of 
mixed feeds, the feed industry is forced to reduce to the 
minimum possible, or downright eliminate, fi sh meal, whose 
prices on the domestic market almost doubled over a period 
of a few months.
 “The solution of the problem fortunately came from 
soybean meal that, as authoritative experts both in Italy 
and abroad have clearly demonstrated, has proved to be a 
valuable instrument for overcoming the problems related 
to the cost and supply of fi sh meal all over the world as 
compared to the expansion in feed consumption.
 “The feed experts have demonstrated that in the fi eld 
of broilers completely vegetable diets based on corn and 
soybean meal, properly balanced and supplemented with 
methionine and sometimes lysine, afford very satisfactory 
results and insure production comparable to that obtainable 
with our conventional diets that contain animal products and 
fi sh meal in particular.
 “All this is thanks to soybean meal and the capability 
of its essential amino acids to be fully utilized. The reader 
is referred to the interesting comparison appearing in the 
following table:
 “Utilizability of the essential amino acids contained in 
fi sh meal and in soybean meal.” The columns in this table 
are: (1) Name of the essential amino acids. (2) Percentage 
utilized in fi sh meal. (3) Percentage utilized in soybean 
meal. Soybean meal has the highest utilization except in the 
following amino acids:
 (1) Isoleucine: 82.0% vs. 65.4%
 (2) Valine: 67.3% vs. 51.9%
 (3) Histidine: 88.2% vs. 76.0%

 (4) Phenylalanine: 89.5% vs. 59.2%
 “Considering these facts, it appears that soybean meal 
will play a fundamental role in the coming years as a basic 
component of poultry feeds. Thanks to its comparatively low 
price and to its never-ending supply, this meal will become 
the most reliable and valuable ally for poultry breeders, who 
are always striving to achieve a reduction in production 
costs, and an improvement of production, to meet present 
trends of consumption.”
 Note: To what extent has intensive factory farming and 
the change of the birds’ body structure through breeding 
taken hold in Italy at by time? He makes little or no mention 
of either.
 A photo shows Dr. Bonati standing by a microphone 
reading a paper. Address: PhD, President, Italian National 
Feed Manufacturers Assoc. (Assalzoo).

2177. Descamps, Hubert. 1970. Tamari et kokkoh: Source 
d’acides aminés [Tamari and kokkoh: Source of amino 
acids]. Spirale (Brussels, Belgium) No. 36. p. 13-16. May. [1 
ref. Fre]
• Summary: Prof. Christophe of the laboratory of 
biochemistry and nutrition on the faculty of medicine of the 
U.L.B. has done an analysis of Kokkoh (grain coffee) and 
tamari. The composition of 8 amino acids is given for each 
product.
 “Miso, another source of vegetable proteins, strongly 
resembles tamari, except that the dry extract is superior. 
Miso contains about 30-40% moisture. Thus it contains about 
3 times the concentration of amino acids and other nutrients 
found in tamari. It is also clear that one cannot consume 
large quantities of miso. It is interesting to note that miso is 
very useful for making soups.”
 Note: This magazine began publication in 1964.

2178. Italian Feed Manufacturers Assoc. (ASSALZOO). 
1970. The feed industry in Italy and the use of soy meal. 
Soybean Digest. May. p. 36-38.
• Summary: “The production of complete mixed feeds in 
Italy is subject to authorization by the government. The 
application for this authorization indicates, among other 
details, the hourly capacity of the plant. Consequently, exact 
data are available on the production of integrated mixed 
feeds as regards both the number and location of the factories 
and their processing capacity. Therefore, it is not diffi cult to 
show the regional structure of the Italian feed industry with 
data based on 1969 fi gures.
 “Table A makes possible a useful comparison between 
1968 and 1969.
 “It should be pointed out that no substantial changes 
occurred in the 2 above-mentioned years. The annual 
processing capacity rose from 6.2 million to 6.6 million 
metric tons, a 9.3% increase. The number of plants increased 
by only 3%, from 1,293 to 1,333 units. And no great changes 
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occurred in the territorial location and distribution of the 
different plants.
 “As for the total number of plants, northern Italy 
accounts for 65.1%, central Italy 25.6%, southern Italy and 
the Islands.
 “Growth in production
 “Mention has been made of the territorial distribution 
of the factories and their processing capacity; now, stress is 
laid on the actual annual production. When considering the 
data, you can realize the expansion which made possible the 
development from 26,650 metric tons of feeds produced in 
1945 to 166,000 in 1950, and 10 years later 380,000 metric 
tons. In the following 10-year period, even more progress is 
recorded. In 1965, annual production totaled 2 million tons.
 “This growth is still taking place even though somewhat 
quietly. In 1968, the Italian feed industry produced 3,100,000 
metric tons and in 1969, 3,500,000 tons–a 13% increase. 
It is interesting to note the distribution of the mixed feeds 
produced, which shows the present situation in our country. 
See table B.
 Poultry feed has always accounted for the largest part 
of Italian production of mixed feeds. In the last few years, 
the breeding of pheasants, guinea hens, and turkeys has 
developed along with chickens. The feed for calves increased 
considerably in 1965, and feedstuffs for other animals 
(chiefl y for rabbits, sheep, goats) developed.
 “However, when comparing the fi gures of the total 
capacity of the plants with those on actual production, we 
note the industry uses only a part of its actual capacity. The 
production rate of the plants was 42.8% of capacity in 1967 
but reached 50% in 1968 and 53% in 1969.
 “To make a further comparison between capacity and 
actual production, it is necessary to have a look beyond 
our borders, at the European Economic Community. In 
production and, consequently, in consumption, our country 
is still last [in the production of mixed feeds] in the EEC. In 
1968, West Germany, the Netherlands, France, and Belgium-
Luxembourg produced 7.5 million, 6.6 million, 5.5 million, 
and 3.2 million metric tons respectively, against 3.1 million 
metric tons produced in Italy.
 “Our situation becomes worse when considering that 
which exists outside the Community borders. It is enough 
to mention Great Britain, which asked to enter the Common 
Market, where 9 million metric tons of mixed feed are 
produced.
 “The Italian feed industry has still many strides to 
make in order to place itself on the same level as the other 
countries and to face successfully the competition within 
the framework of the EEC and other international trade. The 
feed industry which, incidentally, is governed by some of the 
strictest legislation in the world–even more strict than that 
enforced in our country for foodstuffs–is outstanding in its 
modernization. This should contribute in Italy also to a truly 
effi cient enterprise.

 “Feeding science has made great strides in Italy in these 
last few years. It will have to make even more to equal the 
most recent production trends. To meet the large defi cit 
brought about by the demand for more meat than is produced 
domestically, people are directed not only to poultry, but to 
lean pork, cattle, and lamb.
 “To replace fi sh meal
 “These developments in livestock involve serious 
technical problems and chiefl y the partial or total 
replacement of fi sh meal in the preparation of feed. This 
is not a new problem, but it will probably become more 
pressing in the future considering the expected availability of 
fi sh meal and compound feeds.
 “Vegetable rations mainly contain corn and soya. They 
satisfy the feeding requirements of animals such as poultry, 
swine, and sheep, provided they are adequately mixed with 
vitamins, minerals, and possibly amino acids. The success 
is mostly due to soybean meal, whose protein has an amino-
acid composition particularly recommended to balance the 
protein defi ciency of corn–the most available cereal–and is 
equal to the protein in fi sh meal.
 “The use of soybean meal was necessary in the 
development of the most advanced livestock industry in the 
U.S. and elsewhere. One hopes that the same development 
occurs in Italy.
 “From 1965 to 1968, there was a gradual increase in 
the consumption of this meal in our country, from 466,200 
metric tons to 688,600 metric tons. We anticipate, in the near 
future, an even larger and more profi table use of this product 
in feeding animals bred for the production of meat.
 “The Italian mixed feed industry has become aware 
of the importance of soya, which is a low-cost protein and, 
more important, in constant supply. Livestock men using this 
feed to obtain the best yield from their livestock will take 
advantage of it today and even more tomorrow.”
 Tables show: (A) “Structure of the Italian feed 
industry.” No information is given about individual plants 
or companies. The fi ve columns are: (1) Regions. (2) No. 
of plants. (3) Percent of total plants. Potential processing 
capacity in (4) Metric tons per hour. (5) As a percentage of 
the total. At the bottom each column is the total. The regions 
[in Italian, from north to south] are: Liguria, Piemonte-Val 
D’Aosta, Lombardia, Trentino Alto Adige, Veneto, Friuli-
Venezia-Giulia, Emilia-Romagna, Toscana [Tuscany], 
Marche, Umbria, Lazio, Abruzzi Molise, Campania, Puglie, 
Basilicata, Calabria, Sicilia, Sardegna.
 Table (2). Distribution by animals of the domestic 
production of mixed feeds (tons), 1955-1969 (estimate). The 
7 columns are: Year. Total. Poultry. Swine. Cattle. Calves. 
Others. The total production of mixed feeds increased almost 
10-fold between 1955 and 1969. About 46.7% of all mixed 
feeds in Italy in 1968 was fed to poultry. The next largest 
amount was fed to cattle, followed by swine. Address: Italian 
Feed Manufacturers Assoc.
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2179. Wenger Manufacturing. 1970. Looking at extrusion 
cooked soy foods? (Ad). Soybean Digest. May. p. 71.
• Summary: “Do you want to cook full fat soybeans for 
control of growth inhibitors?
 Desire to produce textured soy proteins from defatted 
soy fl ours or mixtures of isolates and cereal fl ours?
 “Want to produce cereal based protein enriched foods 
as snacks, breakfast cereals, beverage powders, infant foods, 
weaning foods, atoles, pasta products or school lunch wafers 
for home, school, industry or institutional feeding?
 “Plan to produce full fat soy fl ours for fortifying bread 
or other cereal based foods to correct the defi ciency of lysine 
in cereals while economically increasing total protein and fat 
content in the food?”
 A photo of soybeans forms the top and right borders of 
this ad. Address: 1807 Federal Reserve Bank Bldg., Kansas 
City, Missouri 64106. Phone: (816) 221-5084.

2180. Bourne, Malcolm C.; Puertollano, Carmen L. 1970. 
Pilot plant procedure for making PHILSOY [soymilk] at Los 
Baños, Philippines. Mimeographed. 4 p. June 2. Unpublished 
manuscript.
• Summary: The ten steps in the Cornell boiling-water grind 
procedure are described in the form of a two-column table: 
(1) Procedure. (2) Comments. The comments are much 
longer than the procedure.
 The procedure is: 1. Soak clean whole soybeans in water 
at ambient temperature until saturated (about 4-5 hours). 2. 
Discard soak water. Remove any defective beans. 3. Preheat 
grinding machine (to ensure that the fi rst lot of material 
ground does not fall below 80ºC). 4. Grind beans at ambient 
temperature with boiling water. Temperature of bean-water 
slurry must never fall below 80ºC (180ºF). It is advisable to 
hold the slurry at 80ºC. or higher for about 5 minutes before 
proceeding to next step. Ratio is 1 part of dry beans plus 10 
parts by weight of water. This is approximately equivalent 
to 1 volume of soaked beans to 3 volumes of boiling water. 
5. Boil [in open kettle] for 5 to 10 minutes. 6. Filer off 
insoluble residue [okara]. 7. Formulate. 8. Fill into 7 oz. 
bottles and seal. 9. Sterilize in steam for 12 minutes at 250ºF 
(15 lbs. pressure). 10. Cool in air.
 General notes. “If a fresh product is desired that has not 
been sterilized, it is necessary to maintain the milk at near 
the boiling point for approximately 30 minutes in order to 
destroy the antitrypsin.” Address: 1. Visiting Prof. of Food 
Science and Associate Director (Philippines) U.S. AID-
Cornell Contract csd-1815; 2. Food Technologist, Univ. of 
the Philippines, College of Agriculture, Laguna, Philippines.

2181. Althoff, J.D. 1970. Die Stickstoffbilanz in einem 
Ernaehrungsversuch mit TVP [Nitrogen balance in a 
nutritional study with TVP (textured vegetable proteins)]. 
Medizinische Klinik (Munich) 65(25):1204-07. June 19. [15 

ref. Ger]
• Summary: A report on a food trial with TVP, in the course 
of which the animal protein was almost completely replaced 
by TVP. Address: Dep. of Clinical Nutrition (Abteilung fuer 
Klinische Ernaehrungslehre), Inst. of Nutritional Science 
I (Inst. fuer Ernaehrungswissenschaft) I der Justus Liebig 
Universitaet Giessen.

2182. Bressani, Ricardo; Zaghi, Silvia de. 1970. 
Suplementación de caseína y de mezclas vegetales a base de 
harina de soya, con metionina, hidroxi análogo de metionina 
y vitamina B-6 [Supplementation of casein and of vegetable 
mixtures based on soy fl our with methionine, hidroxy-analog 
of methionine, and vitamin B-6]. Archivos Latinoamericanos 
de Nutricion 20(2):179-94. June. [16 ref. Spa]
Address: Instituto de Nutrición de Centro América y Panamá 
(INCAP), Guatemala.

2183. Edelstein, S.; Guggenheim, K. 1970. Changes in the 
metabolism of vitamin B-12 and methionine in rats fed 
unheated soya-bean fl our. British J. of Nutrition 24(2):735-
40. June. [31 ref]
• Summary: Raw soybeans appear to have antivitamin B-12 
activity in rats. This substance causes increased excretion 
of metabolites associated with enzymes that require vitamin 
B-12 as a coenzyme. Address: Dep. of Nutrition, Hebrew 
Univ.–Hadassah Medical School, Jerusalem, Israel.

2184. Manley, Charles H.; Fagerson, I.S. 1970. Major 
volatile neutral and acid compounds of hydrolyzed soy 
protein. J. of Food Science 35(3):286-91. May/June. [37 ref]
• Summary: A number of low molecular weight phenolic 
compounds were identifi ed in soy protein hydrolyzates made 
from defatted soybean fl our (Textrol, made by Central Soya). 
The fl our was subjected to hydrolysis with 6N hydrochloric 
acid at a temperature of 110ºC for 24 hours. In the neutral 
fraction, a number of aldehydes and furan-type compounds 
were major, important compounds; coumarin was also found. 
In the acid fraction were various guaiacols (4-ethyl guaiacol, 
guaiacol) and phenols (ethyl phenol, phenol). Address: 1. 
The Nestlé Co., New Milford, Connecticut 06776; 2. Dep. 
of Food Science and Technology, Univ. of Massachusetts, 
Amherst, MA 01002.

2185. Wokes, Frank. 1970. India revisited: 1920-1970. 
British Vegetarian. May/June. p. 221-25.
• Summary: The author arrived in Bombay on 31 Jan. 1970 
to participate in an international seminar on nutrition at the 
invitation of Prof. C.V. Ramakrishnan of Baroda University, 
India. He and his wife, Dr. Rajalakshmi, both lifelong 
vegetarians, are very interested in increasing production and 
consumption of plant foods in India. The author fi rst visited 
India on 1 Feb. 1920.
 In India there are plenty of cows but their milk yields 
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is far lower than in Western countries. Since hygienic 
conditions are far from satisfactory, much of the milk is 
grossly contaminated. Therefore the Government of India, 
with the help of foreign aid, has established at Anand, 
near Baroda, a large dairy farm to which milk is brought 
by farmers from surrounding areas, pasteurized, and spray 
dried for sales in tins. “In this powdered baby food most 
of the protein now comes from plant foods, the proportion 
gradually being increased as investigations at CeFTRI 
[CFTRI = Central Food Technology Research Institute, at 
Mysore] show its suitability for replacing cow’s milk protein, 
at a lower cost.” CeFTRI has already made, on a pilot plant 
scale, non-dairy milks made entirely from plants, which it 
hopes eventually to commercialize.
 “Many Indians, especially among the Jains and 
Theosophists, pressed me to suggest how they could make 
for general domestic use a liquid vegetable milk similar to 
that in my tins of Plamil. They listened with interest to my 
descriptions of what is being done at CeFTRI, where among 
other things a study is being made of Vitasoy, the liquid soya 
milk, made by wet grinding and processing of steeped soya 
beans by a method developed by Dr. Harry Miller, who fi rst 
made soya milks in China nearly forty years ago [actually 
1936] and described it to me over twenty years ago, when I 
fi rst saw samples of his products. In Hong Kong, Vitasoy is 
said to be rivalling Coca Cola in public favour.”
 Also discusses CeFTRI’s interest in leaf protein, and 
problems with afl atoxins in groundnuts in India.

2186. Amano, Takeo; Takeuchi, Tokuo; Yoshii, Hisao. 1970. 
Shôyu kasu no riyô ni kansuru kenkyû. I. Shôyu kasu-chû no 
to narabini amino-san sosei ni tsuite [Studies on utilization 
of soy sauce cake. I. Chemical composition of soy sauce 
cake and its amino acids]. Hakko Kogaku Zasshi (J. of 
Fermentation Technology) 48(7):425-30. [17 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: “Experiments on fractionation and chemical 
analysis have been carried out to obtain the effective means 
for utilization of the unused ingredients in soy sauce cake.
 “In the present work, soy sauce cake was fractionated 
with hot water, ammonium oxalate and sodium hydroxide 
solutions (0.2-17.5%).
 “1. The values of general components were as follows; 
crude protein about 38% (45-48% in Tamari cakes), crude 
fat 12-13% (8.5%), crude fi ber 15% (17%), ash 11-14% 
(11-15%) and nitrogen free extract 21-24% (12-19%) in soy 
sauce cakes and Tamari cakes respectively.
 “2. When a soy sauce cake was extracted by aqueous 
sodium hydroxide and its concentration was increased, the 
carbohydrate content in each fraction was increased, but the 
extracted weight and the protein content in the fractions were 
gradually reduced.
 “The main fraction (abbreviated F-3) was obtained by 
extracting a cake with 0.20 aqueous sodium hydroxide and 
then by precipitating in a weak acidic solution. The yield of 

the dry matter obtained by this procedure was about 26% in 
the original weight and it contained about 66% protein.
 “3. Large amounts of arabinose and xylose were 
contained in all the fractions, and ribose was only found in 
a fraction which was extracted by 17.5% aqueous sodium 
hydroxide and precipitated in a weak acidic solution.
 “4. The amino acid composition in the F-3 fraction was 
basically observed as the same pattern in comparison with 
raw materials. Large amounts of glutamic acid, aspartic acid, 
leucine and arginine etc. were detected in it.” Address: Food 
Research Inst., Aichi prefecture, Nishi-ku, Nagoya, Japan.

2187. Roy, J.H.B. 1970. Protein in milk replacers for 
calves. J. of the Science of Food and Agriculture (London) 
21(7):346-51. July. [39 ref]
• Summary: The protein fraction of milk replacer diets is 
important not only because of its major contribution to the 
growth of the calf, but also because minor aberrations in 
protein quality and changed in concentration may have a 
profound infl uence on the health of the calf.
 “The substitution of expensive milk protein by vegetable 
protein in the diet of pre-ruminant calves has not been very 
successful.” Most experiments have been conducted using 
soyabean protein, which has a reasonably well-balanced 
amino acid composition. Address: National Inst. for Research 
in Dairying, Shinfi eld, Reading, Berkshire, England.

2188. Wenkam, Nao S.; Wolff, Robert J. 1970. A half century 
of changing food habits among Japanese in Hawaii. J. of the 
American Dietetic Association 57(6):29-32. July. [15 ref]
• Summary: In about 1885, a predominantly vegetarian 
diet was representative of the farming and laboring classes 
in Japan. “The three great staples were rice, barley, and 
soybeans.” Those who could not afford rice consumed a less 
expensive grain such as millet, wheat, barley, buckwheat, or 
even sweet potatoes. Legumes, which were used universally, 
included soybean products, peas, mung beans and azuki. The 
main soybean products were tofu, miso, natto, aburage, and 
shoyu. Other foods in general use included daikon radish, 
several types of cabbage, marine algae such as nori, konbu, 
wakame. etc.
 “According to statistics for 1880, total plant food 
consumption was proportioned as follows: rice, 53 per cent; 
barley and wheat, 27 per cent; tubers and vegetables, 6 per 
cent; fruits and algae, less than 1 per cent.
 “The chief animal food was fi sh, much used near the 
sea, less in the interior. Poultry and eggs were used in small 
amounts. Beef, mutton, pork, milk, and butter formed a 
minor part of the diet. The amounts of animal food available 
per capita per year in 1900 were: meats, 1.3 lb.; fresh fi sh, 27 
lb.; dried fi sh, 2.5 lb.; and imported meats and fi sh, 0.3 lb.”
 A bar chart shows that the daily intake of protein for 
Japanese adults in Japan and Hawaii has increased from 62 
gm in the late 19th century to 101 gm today–an increase of 
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63%. During the same period, daily fat intake has increased 
from 10 gm to 87 gm–an 8.7-fold increase! Calories per day 
are about the same. Address: Dep. of Food and Nutritional 
Sciences, and School of Public Health, Univ. of Hawaii, 
Honolulu.

2189. Yen, J.T.; Hymowitz, T.; Spilsbury, I.; Brooks, J.D.; 
Jensen, A.H. 1970. Utilization by rats of protein from a 
trypsin-inhibitor variant soybean (Abstract). J. of Animal 
Science 31(1):214. July.
• Summary: “Clark and Harosoy soybean varieties have 
trypsin-inhibitor activity proteins that show up as Rf 0.95 
electrophoretic bands. A recently recognized trypsin inhibitor 
variant (SBTI) produces Rf 0.92 electro-phoretic bands.”
 Two trials, with 84 rats, were conducted to evaluate 
protein utilization from these different soybeans. All diets 
were formulated to be isonitrogenous and isocaloric. 
Address: Univ. of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, Illinois.

2190. Akinrele, I.A.; et al. 1970. The development and 
utilization of Soy-Ogi for infant feeding in Nigeria. Paper 
presented at the Third International Congress of Food 
Science and Technology. 16 p. Held 9-14 Aug. 1970 at 
Washington DC. *

2191. Hayward, J.W. 1970. 50 years of soybean meal. 
Soybean Digest. Aug. p. 78-83. [16 ref]
• Summary: “To my knowledge no feed ingredient in the 
U.S. compares with soybean meal in its importance to our 
human food supply from animal and poultry sources. Its 
timely increase in availability (table 1) and high content of 
potentially excellent quality of protein (2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 9) made 
it possible for farmers and commercial growers to increase 
materially the production of poultry meat, both chicken and 
turkey, as well as pork, beef, milk, and eggs, over the past 40 
years.
 “In fact, this nutritional discovery for monogastric 
animals and the increase in protein as soybean meal were 
timed just right so that the men and women in our armed 
forces everywhere during World War II could receive 
adequate meat products. Yet back home we had to have meat 
rationed for only a very short time.
 “The U.S. production of chicken broilers was pretty 
much a seasonal business even by the late twenties. In fact, 
the total production in 1934 was only 34 million birds. It 
increased to 310 million broilers by 1947. But today the 
production of U.S. chicken broilers exceeds the 2½-billion 
mark annually (11). This segment of the poultry industry 
alone must use in excess of 2½ million short tons of soybean 
meal annually (44% or 49% protein type). Currently most of 
our U.S. broiler rations contain 25% to 28% soybean meal. 
They contained little or none even by 1930.
 “Chicken layers and turkeys for meat (11) bring the 
annual requirement of poultry for soybean meal up to some 

4½ to 5 million short tons. I estimate also that U.S. hogs will 
require another 3 to 4 million short tons annually of soybean 
meal. The turkey diet in 1930 contained no soybean meal, 
while the one in 1969 contains 37% and seems to be well 
balanced nutritionally in all respects.
 “The 1908 Minnesota hog ration contained no soybean 
meal–6.3% in 1947, 10.3% in 1953, and 20% in 1958 with 
ground yellow corn at 77.5%. (11). The 1958 Illinois hog 
ration contained 76.10% ground yellow corn and 20% of 
soybean meal (11).
 “In view of all of the increase in numbers of our 
animals and poultry for meat, which require more of our 
domestic soybean meal each year, it may come as a surprise 
to many that at the same time we have been increasing 
considerably our exports of soybeans and soybean meal. 
This year, soybean meal exports should exceed 3 million 
short tons. Soybean exports are likely to exceed 400 million 
bushels, with soybean oil about holding its own on exports at 
somewhat less than 1 billion pounds.
 “Here are some of the many pertinent highlights over 
the past 50 years, concerned with the nutritional, product 
development, and promotional aspects of our U.S. soybean 
meal:
 “Nutritional: 1–Discovery of the mineral defi ciencies 
of soybeans and soybean meal, especially calcium and 
phosphorus, during the early twenties.
 “2–Unextracted soybeans, raw or heated, tended to 
produce objectionable soft carcasses and soft fat when fed 
at 14% or more of the entire ration to young pigs (50 to 60 
pounds) in drylot and continued on to market weights of 200 
to 250 pounds-years 1930-35 (12, 13).
 “3–The protein of raw soybeans and underheated 
soybean meal had favorable amino acid content but failed to 
produce satisfactory growth of white rats, baby chicks, and 
pigs. The same was suspected for humans (2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 12, 
13, 15, 16).
 “4–Proper cooking greatly improved the biological value 
of the protein of soybeans and soybean meal made by either 
of the three processes of oil extraction–hydraulic, expeller or 
screw press, and the continuous solvent extraction method. 
Dry heat was usually ineffective. Overheating was about 
as bad as raw or underheating of soybeans and soybean 
meal for improving the biological value of its protein for 
laboratory rats, chicks, and pigs. (2, 3, 5, 8, 12, 15).
 “5–Ribofl avin needed in soybean meal rations for young 
poultry and pigs was discovered and made available in 
crystalline from 1935-37. Many other B-complex vitamins 
and essential trace minerals were identifi ed. The limitation 
of phytin phosphorus in soybeans and soybean meal was 
reported.
 “The animal protein factor (APF) required in soybean 
meal rations for young monogastric animals and poultry 
was identifi ed, given the name of vitamin B-12, and made 
available in a concentrated form about 1948.*
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 * Footnote: “One of the fi nders of B-12 was Geo. M. 
Briggs of the University of Minnesota, son of George Briggs 
of Wisconsin, a founder of the American Soybean Assn. See 
the latter’s article on page 50.
 “Some of the antibiotics were also identifi ed and 
produced initially for use in feeds in the late forties (11, 12).
 “The Sept. 6, 1969, issue of Feed-stuffs (11) is an 
excellent source of information on most of these basic early 
nutritional discoveries and developments.
 “6–By the early to mid-forties proof was available that 
we could use high levels of a properly cooked soybean meal 
in improved poultry and pig feeds to replace all but some 3% 
of the animal-source proteins such as fi sh meal, meat scraps, 
and dried skim milk (9, 12).
 “7–The formula for the original Connecticut Broiler 
Ration was released in 1947. Its supplemental protein was 
largely a combination of 8% soybean meal, 8% meat and 
bone scraps, and 8% fi sh meal.
 “To my knowledge, the latest version of the ANRC 
(Animal Nutrition Research Council) reference diet for 
broilers was released in May 1956. It contained 27.98% of 
the 50% protein (now 49%) de-hulled soybean meal, 60.7% 
ground yellow corn (grade No. 2) and very little animal 
source protein.
 “8–Cornell University investigators at Ithaca, New York, 
conducted a considerable amount of excellent research on 
heated full-fat soybean meal as well as determined on chicks 
the metabolizable energy of various soybean products (2, 
13).
 “9–In 1949, the uniform rules and standards committee 
for soybean meal in cooperation with the Soybean Research 
Council, both of NSPA (National Soybean Processors Assn.), 
conducted an industry survey and prepared a soybean meal 
exhibit for members of the Nutrition Council of AFMA 
(American Feed Manufacturers Assn.) at their midwinter 
meeting. The samples collected consisted of 28 different 
expeller meals and 25 solvent extracted meals. The fi rst 
choice of the Nutrition Council (AFMA) was a 44% protein 
solvent extracted soybean meal. This meal was practically 
nondusting with 1.2% for the total portion through a 
combination of 80-, 100-, and 200-mesh screens, and its PER 
(Protein Effi ciency Ratio) was excellent. These features are 
still preferred by the majority of our feed industry of today.
 “10–There was no substitute years ago (1940-1960) 
and there is none that I know of today for actual periodical 
animal feeding tests supplemented by proven laboratory 
tests for use by the soybean processor in maintaining top 
performance of his daily soybean meal production when it 
is to be used in current critical feeds for young monogastric 
animals and poultry (2, 3, 8, 12-16).
 “11–In the early fi fties a top-ranking industrial fi rm 
interested in feed additives conducted chicken broiler feeding 
tests to compare fi ve different name brands of soybean meal. 
Two meals were close, with the best one worth $55 more 

per ton than the poorest of the fi ve meals. The additives used 
in most broiler feeds today would overcome a part of this 
difference but not all of it. Most additives are expensive and 
same of them need not be used at all if the soybean meal is 
precision cooked (toasted) and periodically animal tested.
 “12–Urea is on the increase, replacing a part or all of 
many of the natural proteins such as soybean meal in feeds 
for ruminants, especially for growing and fattening beef 
cattle. There is good evidence favoring a combination of 
urea and soybean meal for beef cattle.” Continued. Address: 
Consulting specialist, Minneapolis, Minnesota.

2192. Kon, Samuel; Wagner, J.R.; Guadagni, D.G.; Horvat, 
R.J. 1970. pH adjustment control of oxidative off-fl avors 
during grinding of raw legume seeds. J. of Food Science 
35(4):343-45. July/Aug. [19 ref]
• Summary: Many approaches have been taken to improve or 
reduce the undesirable fl avors of soy products. Preventative 
measures include grinding soybeans under acidic conditions 
(pH 3.85 or lower). Address: USDA Western Utilization 
R&D Div., Albany, California.

2193. Nelson, J.P.; Milun, A.J.; Fisher, H.D. 1970. Gas 
chromatographic determination of tocopherols and sterols 
in soya sludges and residues–an improved method. J. of the 
American Oil Chemists’ Society 47(8):259-61. Aug. [2 ref]
• Summary: “An improved method is described for 
determining the tocopherol and sterol content of soya sludges 
and residues. Samples are saponifi ed and the extracted 
unsaponifi ables are derivatized prior to gas chromatography 
to eliminate interferences.” Examples of the improvements 
are presented. Address: General Mills Chemicals, Inc., 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55413.

2194. Sgoutas, Demitrios; Kummerow, Fred A. 1970. 
Incorporation of trans-fatty acids into tissue lipids. American 
J. of Clinical Nutrition 23(8):1111-19. Aug. [53 ref]
• Summary: Three types of food products provide the 
majority of calories in our diets: dairy, meat, and oilseed. 
Soybean oil alone contributes one-half of the more than 
10,000 million lb of “visible” fats and oils consumed 
each year in the USA. Approximately 3,000 million lb are 
hydrogenated. The use of trans fatty acids in margarine is 
considered desirable because those fatty acids have a higher 
melting point than their cis equivalents.
 The authors found that the trans-fatty acids produced 
during hydrogenation “are deposited in the tissue and 
are metabolized as easily as the naturally occurring cis-
fatty acids. They differ from the naturally occurring cis-
polyunsaturated fatty acids, however, in the manner in which 
they incorporate into triglycerides and phospholipids and 
in the specifi city of their cholesterol esters to cholesterol 
esterases. They seem to alter the permeability characteristics 
of cell membranes, which may result in changes in their 
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biological function. The biological utilization of trans-fatty 
acid, therefore, seems worthy of further study.” Address: The 
Burnsides Research Lab., Univ. of Illinois, Urbana.

2195. Soybean Digest. 1970. Whole beans: The past-future 
link. Aug. p. 72.
• Summary: Contains a detailed chronology of USDA’s 
Northern Utilization Research Laboratory (Peoria, Illinois) 
work with soyfoods–starting in 1926, about 15 years before 
the Lab began operations.
 “Since 1960, the Northern Utilization Research 
Laboratory, Peoria, Illinois, has reported new information on 
using U.S. soybeans in traditional oriental foods–miso, tofu, 
and tempeh, and on making full-fat soy fl our in extruders and 
hand-powered equipment.
 “Under study as sources of vegetable protein for future 
generations, these foods may be as old as civilization itself. 
‘The annals of Old China,’ W.J. Morse wrote in the 1917 
Yearbook of the Department of Agriculture, ‘set forth the 
fact that the soybean was an important food with the Chinese 
fully 5,000 years ago.’
 “1926 Yearbook: Soy sauce, bean curd from domestic 
beans listed as new developments.
 “1933 Extensive investigations of soybeans in food 
by commercial interests in past 3 or 4 years. Soy fl our 
(either full-fat or defatted) used in malted milk, macaroni, 
vermicelli, spaghetti, noodles, crackers, cookies, ice cream 
cones, breakfast foods, health foods, diabetic foods, infant 
foods.
 “1942 Soybean Digest (Feb.): Mention of soya milk 
processing patent held by Dr. H.W. Miller, International 
Nutrition Laboratory, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
 “1943 Soybean Digest (May): Use of soy milk in 
allergy diets, Dr. J.F. Muller, Borden Co. (Sept.) Northern 
Lab review: Soy fl our, other soybean food products now 
receiving attention; successful experiments on debittered soy 
fl our.
 “1947 Research on producing soy sauce. 1948 Soy 
food methods studied in China, Japan, Korea; seed samples, 
microorganisms collected.
 “1949 Series (Soybean Digest) on oriental uses of 
soybeans.
 “1957 Use of U.S. beans in Japan, market development 
survey, by American Soybean Assn., and USDA’s Foreign 
Agricultural Service, Agricultural Research Service. Identity-
preserved bean export started by L.E. West, Farmer City.
 1958-60 New miso process reduces fermentation time 
50%. U.S. soybean varieties equal Japanese varieties for tofu 
processing.
 “1962 Tempeh process improved; 39 tempeh molds 
isolated.
 “1963 Extruded full-fat soy fl our.
 “1964 Research on soy-cereal fermentations. Japanese 
report U.S. varieties accepted for tofu, miso, shoyu.

 “1966 Hand-powered full-fat soy fl our process for 
primitive areas. Tempeh made from soy-wheat, soy-rice 
mixtures.
 “1967 Study of food value of wheat-soy tempeh. 
Laboratory-scale tofu process published in response to 
processors’ interest.
 “1968 Sufu studies by P.L. 480 contractor. Yeast hybrid 
developed for shoyu production (P.L. 480).
 “1969 Antibacterial compounds found in tempeh. Milk-
curdling enzyme produced by tempeh mold. New fermented 
food, hakko tofu [fermented tofu] (P.L. 480).
 Photos show: (1) 1957: C.W. Hesseltine and A.K. 
Smith of the NRRL with visiting Japanese scientists Tokuji 
Watanabe and Kazuo Shibasaki. (2) 1963: “Extruder-cooked 
full-fat soy can be ground to fl our.”

2196. Tanaka, Seiichi; Nakayama, Tokiko; Koda, Maki. 
1970. Chûgoku shokuhin jiten [Encyclopedia of Chinese 
foods]. Tokyo: Shoseki Bunbutsu Ryutsukai. 438 p. [Jap]
• Summary: Gives nutritional analyses for the various types 
of Chinese tofu, yuba, and related products (p. 310-13). 
Address: Japan.

2197. USDA Northern Regional Research Laboratory. 1970. 
Soy proteins. Soybean Digest. Aug. p. 75-76.
• Summary: A brief chronology of major food and industrial 
developments with soy proteins from 1917 to 1969.
 “From fertilizer and cow feed, glues and plastic Fords to 
spun fi bers and meat analogs is the story of soy protein uses 
from 50-some years ago into the future.
 “This ‘bean hull’ sketch of studies on meal and protein 
uses in the U.S., excluding whole beans and full-fat products, 
begins in 1917. W.J. Morse described ground soy cake as 
yellow, with a sweet, nutty fl avor and containing 46% to 
52% protein and 5% to 8% oil. ‘Considerable quantities’ 
of domestic meal were going into fertilizers; value in stock 
feed was ‘well established’ by practical experience and 
research and ‘extensive tests’ had been conducted by USDA 
in making bread and pastry. Morse used ‘soy-bean meal’ and 
‘soy-bean fl our’ interchangeably in the Yearbook article.
 “1926 Soy glue industry founded by I. F. Laucks 
(Soybean Digest, May 1942). Yearbook dropped reference 
to fertilizer use. Stated food use ‘has been very limited.’ 
Implied livestock feed was chief use.
 “1933 Research had established soy protein has good 
amino acid balance. Meal used in feed for hogs, sheep, 
dogs, rabbits as well as cattle; oil content satisfactory for 
hogs. ‘Considerable quantities’ of meal going into glue 
for veneer, plywood, insulating materials, water paint, 
bakelite substitute. Meal used in ‘fl our’; diabetic, health, and 
breakfast foods; malted milk.
 “1935 Commercial isolation of protein for paper 
coatings.
 “1938-47 Soy protein plastics, basic and applied studies 
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at Urbana Soybean Lab. and Northern Lab., Peoria. Items 
that follow are USDA utilization research developments if 
not otherwise identifi ed.
 “1939-41 Protein precipitation from water-alkaline 
dispersions, basic to commercial development of protein 
isolation.
 “1940-41 Plastics, fi bers by Robert A. Boyer, Ford 
Motor Co.
 “1942 Heat denatured protein in meal.
 “1942-44 Soy protein adhesives for wood, paper.
 “1944 Extracted protein, fl avor-improved fl our. Soy fi ber 
by Robert A. Boyer, Drackett Co.
 “1946 Water-soluble protein by Borden Co.
 “1948 Edible isolates by Central Soya.
 “1949 Gelsoy from alcohol-washed fl akes: gel, food 
whip, adhesive properties. Protein-formaldehyde dispersion 
studies. Acid-extracted protein. Spun protein fi ber for 
meatlike foods. Patent fi led, Robert A. Boyer.
 “1950 Swift & Co. launches research leading to 
improvement patents on vegetable protein in food, fi lms. 
Cold-setting glue.
 “1952 Protein in fi berboard. Acrylonitrile protein 
derivatives. Heat-sealing adhesives. Protein denaturation 
studies.
 “1952-61 Defatted, full-fat soy fl ours in bread.
 “1954 Protein adhesives. Flash desolventizing 
minimizes protein denaturation.
 “1955 Soy proteases. Electrophoretic studies.
 “1955-58 Toxicity of trichloroethylene-extracted meal.
 “1956-57 Gelsoy in sausages.
 “1957 Protein stabilizer in rubber-based paint.
 “1959 Whey proteins.
 “1959-61 Amino acids of meal, protein, hull.
 “1961 Soy sodium proteinate whips and gels.
 “1962. Conference on soy protein in food, USDA, 
UNICEF, Soybean Council. Flash desolventizing alcohol-
washed meal. Soy whey protein recovery. Soy trypsin-
inhibitor properties. Soy protein 11S component.
 “1963 Purifi ed soy protein.
 “1964-66 Studies on growth inhibitors, saponins. 70% 
protein concentrate by Central Soya.
 “1965 Soy protein glue for southern pine plywood.
 “1966 Carbohydrates in soy protein. Protein, nitrogen in 
soy strains. Trypsin inhibitor inactivation. Soy protein foods 
conference, Northern Lab. General Mills’ major research 
effort on isolated soy protein. Bontrae (coined, copyrighted 
name) foods emerge in commercial test markets.
 “1967 Soy nylon. Extracted impurities of protein. Soy 
globulin studies.
 “1968 Studies on corn-soy-milk food supplement. 
Isolated soy protein: production, in bread, in banana spray 
drying. Soy protein basic studies under P.L. 480.
 “1969 General Mills wins 20th Kirkpatrick Chemical 
Engineering Achievement award for soy protein meat 

analogs.
 “1970 Soy protein isolate replaces milk solids in Central 
Soya’s frozen all-vegetable dessert. Industrial research 
increases.”
 Photos show, from left: (1) Soy protein adhesives in 
shotgun shells, A.K. Smith and Glen Babcock, Northern Lab. 
(2) 1966 General Mills launches research leading to meat 
analogs. (3) Typical entrees made from textured vegetable 
protein. Photos (2) and (3) courtesy General Mills. (4) 1944 
Isolated soy protein produced in Northern Lab pilot plant by 
alcohol extraction. Address: Peoria, Illinois.

2198. USDA Northern Regional Research Laboratory. 1970. 
Soy as a food oil. Soybean Digest. Aug. p. 73.
• Summary: This is a brief chronology of major 
developments with soy oil in the USA from 1916 to 1969.
 “Research on food oil and other utilization studies were 
underway in 1916-17. Soybeans were grow for hay at this 
time, but the beans were not a signifi cant domestic crop.
 1916–Secretary of Agriculture D.F. Houston wrote, “A 
systematic study of the soybean... has been underway for 
several years... Through the efforts of the Department, cotton 
oil mills crushed during the past season over 100,000 bushels 
of southern-grown soybeans with satisfactory results from 
the oil standpoint.”
 1917–W.J. Morse, USDA assistant in forage crops wrote 
in the 1917 Yearbook [of Agriculture] that soybean oil had 
been “found to compare favorably with the more common 
table oils with respect to digestibility... This oil has a good 
color, has but a faint odor and is rather palatable... Until the 
present season it (the soybean) has been grown primarily as a 
forage crop.”
 “1929 Soy oil, protein lab established at the Bureau of 
Plant Industry.
 “1933 Yearbook: Effect of light on rancidity in foods... 
Properties qualify soy for use as cooking oil, shortening, 
margarine, salad oil; prejudice against domestic crude oil, 
said to be inferior to Manchurian product, has been ‘entirely 
overcome.’
 “1934 Yearbook: Grass-green or black wrappers or 
containers proposed to delay rancidity in foods, including 
salad oils.
 “1936 U.S. Regional Soybean Industrial Products 
Laboratory (SBL), Urbana, established. Miami Margarine 
Co., Cincinnati, Ohio, makes the fi rst 100% soy oil 
margarine.
 “1938 Northern Regional Research Laboratory (NRRL), 
Peoria, one of four authorized in Agricultural Adjustment 
Act.
 “1938-41 Series of reports on soy oil composition, SBL.
 “1939-43 Quality of oil from green, damaged beans.
 “1940-59 Series on “The Stability of Vegetable Oils” 
and on soybean oil solvent extraction.
 “1942 SBL chemistry and engineering research 
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transferred to NRRL. First of NRRL research reviews 
published in Soybean Digest.
 “1943 Processing capacity increased to meet war needs 
through screw-press speedup. (Items not otherwise identifi ed 
are Northern Laboratory research developments.)
 “1946 German use of citric acid reported.
 “1947 Human tasting combined with statistical analyses 
in oil taste panel. Critic acid use explained; other metal 
inactivators studied.”
 “1948 Soy oil fractionation by liquid-liquid extraction.
 “1949 Color in edible oil
 “1951 Minute amounts of iron, copper accelerate 
fl avor deterioration. Linolenic acid confi rmed as primary 
source of off-fl avors, thus a primary target of fl avor stability 
studies. Iron, copper in commercial oil determined by 
spectrochemical method.
 “1952 Processing shown to increase metal content of oil.
 “1955-56 New edible spreads from soybean oil.
 “1958 Heat frees metals; affects oil fl avor stability. 
Tritium labeling of fatty acids.”
 “1959-60 Hydrogenated, winterized soy oil appears on 
retail market. (Commercial.)
 “1960 Hydrogenation of linolenate, fi rst of a series on 
removing the primary source of off-fl avors. Low linolenate 
soy variety gives a more stable oil.
 “1961 Hidden oxidation detected by partition 
chromatography. Synthetic cocoa butter.
 “1964 Analog computer and nuclear magnetic resonance 
spectroscopy in oil studies.
 “1965 Solvents, metal-organic catalysts, copper 
chromium catalysts improve selective hydrogenation of 
linolenate in soybean oil. Effect of light on oil fl avor stability 
measured.
 “1966 Miami makes 100% soy, soft margarine. Micro 
reactions introduced in soy oil studies. Computer simulations 
of hydrogenation reactions based on chemical analyses of 
oils. Effects of time, temperature in deodorizing oil.
 “1967 Platinum-tin and other hydrogenation catalysts.
 “1968 Improved method of determining copper in soy 
oil.
 “1969 New oil washing method saves water, reduces 
pollution.”
 A photo shows a person pouring soy oil onto a salad. 
Caption: “Returns from USDA soy oil fl avor studies have 
been estimated at more than $900 million for the period 
1945-1946.” Address: Northern Regional Research Lab., 
Peoria, Illinois.

2199. van Veen, Andre G.; Steinkraus, Keith H. 1970. 
Nutritive value and wholesomeness of fermented foods. J. of 
Agricultural and Food Chemistry 18(4):576-78. July/Aug. 
[18 ref]
• Summary: Contents. Introduction. Materials and methods: 
Tempeh, ontjom, bongkrek, idli, fi sh sauces, fermented rice, 

yoghurt-wheat foods. Nutritive value. Digestibility. Vitamins. 
Acceptability. Wholesomeness of fermented foods.
 Note: No mention is made of using soybeans in idli. 
“During the idli fermentation, the major ingredients are 
transformed into a thin dough which, when steamed, 
resembles a sourdough type bread. The acid and gas required 
for leavening are produced by Leuconostoc mesenteroides 
which is generally present on India black gram.” Address: 
New York State Agric. Exp. Station, Cornell Univ., Geneva, 
New York.

2200. Wang, Hwa L.; Hesseltine, Clifford W. 1970. Sufu and 
lao-chao. J. of Agricultural and Food Chemistry 18(4):572-
75. July/Aug. [8 ref]
• Summary: Sufu is fermented tofu. Synonyms include 
tosufu, fu-su, fu-ru [furu], toe-fu-ru [tofu-ru, doufu-ru], tou-
fu-ru, teou-fu-ru, fu-ju, fu-yu [fuyu], and foo-yue.
 Describes in detail how to make sufu on a small scale. 
Figure 1, “Flowsheet [fl ow sheet] for the production of sufu, 
shows the three basic steps: (1) Preparation of soybean milk 
and soybean curd. (2) Molding. (3) Brining and aging.
 When red rice and soy mash are added, “the fi nal 
product is known as red sufu or hon-fang.” When fermented 
rice mash or a large amount of rice wine are added to the 
brine, the fi nal product has a more alcoholic fragrance and 
“is known as tsui-fang or tsue-fan, which means drunk sufu. 
The addition of hot pepper to the brine would make hot 
sufu.” (3) Changes in soluble nitrogen and free amino acids 
in fermented tofu during aging; both increase rapidly during 
the fi rst 10 days of the fermentation, then the rate of increase 
slows.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Oct. 2011) that uses the terms “hon-fang” or “tsui-
fang” or “drunk sufu” or “hot sufu” to refer to fermented 
tofu.
 Lao-chao is a fermented rice product. Address: Northern 
Regional Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois.

2201. Clark, R.W.; Mies, D.W.; Hymowitz, T. 1970. 
Distribution of a trypsin inhibitor variant in seed proteins of 
soybean varieties. Crop Science 10(5):486-87. Sept/Oct. [11 
ref]
• Summary: Soybean trypsin inhibitor is a protein that 
was discovered by Bowman (1944) and is regarded as an 
“antinutritional factor in soybeans.”
 Consumption of raw soybeans causes pancreatic 
hypertrophy in chickens (Bray 1964; Chernick et al. 1948) 
and “is believed to inhibit growth, by upsetting the balance 
between methionine and cystine in the pancreas” (Booth et 
al. 1960).
 Two different forms of soybean trypsin inhibitor protein 
were studied using electrophoresis with 294 soybeans. 7% 
of the soybeans had Rf 0.92 electrophoretic bands and 93% 
had Rf 0.05 bands, where Rf is the relative mobility of the 
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dye front. Soybean varieties of known origin that had the 
Rf 0.92 band were from Japan or Korea and were mostly 
in Maturity Groups 1 through IV; but not all soybeans from 
Japan or Korea had this band. None of the major commercial 
varieties of soybeans presently grown in the USA contained 
the Rf 0.92 band. The Rf 0.92 predominates in vegetable 
type soybeans. Examples of vegetable types are Agate, Aoda, 
Burwell, Giant Green, Goku, Jogun, Portugal, Rokusun, Sac, 
Sato-3, Soursei [sic, Sousei], Tortoise Egg, and Wolverine.
 Approximately 90 to 95% of the total soybean acreage 
in the USA is seeded to varieties derived from six plant 
introductions that originated in Manchuria: P.I. [plant 
introduction] numbers 30593, 36653, 36846, 50523, 70502, 
and A.K.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2013) 
concerning trypsin inhibitors and seed electrophoresis. It is 
also the fi rst study of the geographical distribution of various 
forms of the soybean trypsin inhibitor SBTI-A2. Address: 
Dep. of Agronomy, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, IL 61801.

2202. Dinshah, Freya. 1970. The vegan kitchen. 6th ed. 
Malaga, New Jersey: The American Vegan Society. 44 
p. Illust. Recipe index. Sept. Saddle stitched. 21 cm. The 
Ahimsa book series No. 2.
• Summary: With a bonus chapter: Why veganism? by Eva 
Batt. Page 6 notes that soya beans can be sprouted. The 
authors believe that the best way to eat cereal grains is to 
sprout them. In a section titled “About Vitamins” we read: 
“Some people, at least in the transition period, may wish 
to supplement the menus given, with a glassful of B-12 
fortifi ed soya-milk. In the USA, Loma Linda Soyagen and 
Worthington Soyamel are marketed in various fl avors. In 
England there is Granogen, Velactin, and a leaf-protein milk 
known as Plantmilk or Plamil. (Plamil is now also being 
made available in North America).” Soy-related recipes 
include: Soya patties (with soya meal or fl our, baked in 
an oiled dish, p. 20). How to shell green soya beans (p. 
21). Soya loaf (with cooked soya beans, baked, p. 23). 
Soya milk (with soya powder/fl our and dates, p. 24). Soya 
cheese Americana (tofu made with soya powder/fl our and 
coagulated with lemon juice, p. 25). Australian soya cheese 
(tofu made with soya powder, coagulated with orange and 
lemon juice, jelled with agar-agar, p. 25). British Plantmilk 
cheese (tofu made with Plamil and lemon juice, p. 25). Vegan 
“mayonnaise” II (with soya milk and mashed potatoes, p. 
26).
 A lifetime vegetarian, the author has been a vegan since 
1959, and the Secretary of the American Vegan Society 
since 1960. Married to AVS President H. Jay Dinshah, she 
is an accomplished author, lecturer, and teacher. Address: 
The American Vegan Society, 501 Old Harding Highway, 
Malaga, New Jersey 08328.

2203. Food Product Development. 1970. Legal 

developments: Nutritional quality is basis for identity 
standard for proposed class of functional proteins. 4(5):12. 
Aug/Sept.
• Summary: “A new class of materials, Tegretein products, 
will be established if a recent proposal from Archer Daniels 
Midland and General Mills is enacted by FDA.” The 
biological quality (biological activity) of tegretein must be at 
least 70 per cent that of casein.

2204. Hymowitz, T.; Walker, W.M. 1970. Leaf analysis as a 
selection index for soybean seed oil and protein. Agronomy 
Journal 62(5):631-32. Sept/Oct. [13 ref]
• Summary: “Abstract: Leaf and seed samples were obtained 
from 46 lines of soybeans in four maturity groups in 1969 
to determine the correlation between selected elements in 
the leaf with oil and protein of the seed. Leaf samples were 
chemically analyzed by standard procedures for their N, P, K, 
Ca, Mg, B, Cu, Fe, Mn, Zn, and Na content. The N content 
of seed was determined by standard Kjeldahl methods 
and their oil content was measured with an NMR Process 
Analyzer. Simple correlations were computed between leaf 
components, maturity date, oil, and protein. Signifi cant 
correlations were found between leaf components and 
maturity date, and leaf components and oil or protein content 
of the seed.”
 NMR stands for Nuclear Magnetic Resonance. Address: 
1. Asst. Prof., Plant Genetics, Agronomy Dep., Univ. of 
Illinois, Urbana, IL 61801.

2205. Kanazawa, Akio; Shimaya, M.; Kawasaki, M.; 
Kashiwada, K. 1970. Nutritional requirements of prawn. I. 
Feeding on artifi cial diet. Nihon Suisan Gakkai shi (Bulletin 
of the Japanese Society of Scientifi c Fisheries) 36(9):949-54. 
Sept. [35 ref]
• Summary: 8% soybean oil was used as a lipid in the 
artifi cial diet of the prawn (Penaeus japonicus). Purifi ed 
soy-bean protein was used as a protein source. Methionine 
and tryptophan [sic] were added to all diets because they are 
limiting in soy protein. Address: Lab. of Fisheries Chemistry, 
Faculty of Fisheries, Kagoshima Univ., Kagoshima, Japan.

2206. Sukhatme, P.V. 1970. Size and nature of the protein 
gap. Nutrition Reviews 28(9):223-26. Sept. [11 ref]
• Summary: The problem is lack of food, not a lack of 
protein. Address: Statistics Div., FAO, Rome, Italy.

2207. Wenger Manufacturing. 1970. Join the march to soy 
foods production (Ad). Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 61.
• Summary: “Produce textured soy proteins from defatted 
soy fl ours or protein concentrates, or mixtures of isolates and 
cereal fl ours.
 “Cook full fat soybeans for control of growth inhibitors.
 “Produce cereal based, protein enriched, precooked 
foods as snacks, breakfast cereals, beverage powders, infant 
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foods, weaning foods, atoles, and pasta products.
 “Produce full fat soy fl ours for fortifying bread, pastas, 
or other cereal based foods to correct that defi ciency of 
lysine in cereals while economically increasing the total 
protein and fat content in the food.
 “Wenger’s short-time / high-temperature extrusion 
cooking systems economically and effi ciently do all or any 
of the above.”
 A photo of soybeans forms the left and bottom borders 
of this ad.
 Note This add also appeared in the March 1971 issue 
(p. 32). Address: 1807 Federal Reserve Bank Bldg., Kansas 
City, Missouri 64106 USA. Phone: (816) 221-5084.

2208. Yamashita, Michiko; Arai, S.; Gonda, M.; Kato, H.; 
Fujimaki, M. 1970. Enzymatic modifi cation of proteins in 
foodstuffs. II. Nutritive properties of soy plastein and its 
bio-utility evaluation in rats. Agricultural and Biological 
Chemistry 34(9):1333-37. Sept. [8 ref]
• Summary: Soy protein was hydrolyzed with pepsin. The 
hydrolyzate was incubated with a commercial microbial 
protease (Bioprase) to obtain soy plastein. Address: Dep. of 
Agricultural Chemistry, Univ. of Tokyo, Japan.

2209. Yamanaka, Yoshitada; Okumura, Shinji; Mitsugi, Koji; 
Hasegawa, Yoshisuke. Assignors to Ajinomoto Company, 
Inc. (Tokyo, Japan). 1970. Method of preparing a sour milk 
beverage. U.S. Patent 3,535,117. Oct. 20. 2 p. Application 
fi led 2 April 1968. [4 ref]
• Summary: “A sour milk beverage having the consistency 
and taste of buttermilk (sour milk) or yoghurt is prepared by 
fermentation of an aqueous dispersion of skim milk solids 
and soybean protein containing certain amino acids by lactic 
acid bacteria. The amino acids modify the fermentation 
process in such a manner as to suppress the soybean fl avor 
which otherwise mars the taste of the fermentation product.” 
Address: 1-2. Tokyo; 3. Yokohama city; 4. Kawasaki city. 
All: Japan.

2210. Better Nutrition. 1970. Serial/periodical. Syndicate 
Magazines, Inc.
• Summary: Murray, Frank; Tarr, Jon. 1984. More than 
one slingshot: How the health food industry is changing 
America. See p. 53-54. This magazine is now owned by 
Communication Channels, Inc. (CCI, Atlanta, Georgia), 
which, in turn, is owned by Argus Press, a division of British 
Electric Traction Co. of London, England. “Today’s Living, 
with the same staff as Better Nutrition, began in Oct. 1970.”

2211. Johnson, Dale W. 1970. Functional properties of 
oilseed proteins. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 
47(10):402-07. Oct. [13 ref]
• Summary: “The functional and physical properties, rather 
than the nutritional value, of protein in protein-containing 

products will largely determine their acceptability as 
ingredients in prepared foods. The nature of the protein per 
se, the presence of other constituents naturally present in 
protein-containing products, the degree to which the protein 
product is refi ned, the presence of other ingredients in a food 
system to which protein products are added, manufacturing 
conditions and a number of other factors, working singly or 
together, will infl uence the way proteins (as well as other 
ingredients) exert their functional characteristics.”
 Retention of maximal functionality of soluble soy 
protein remains a problem during the heat inactivation of 
soybean trypsin inhibitors. Address: Crest Products, Inc., 
Park Ridge, Illinois 60068.

2212. Nakagaki, T.; Hirano, S. 1970. Growth-promoting 
activity of an aqueous extract of soybean seeds for some 
microorganisms. Agricultural and Biological Chemistry 
34(10):1580-83. Oct. [12 ref. Eng]
• Summary: Soymilk that promoted growth of two strains of 
L. acidophilus and one strain of L. bulgaricus was found to 
contain free adenine, guanosine and L-tryptophane. Address: 
1. Central Research Lab., Nippon Rakuno Kyodo Co., Ltd., 
Oda, Izumishi, Osaka; 2. Dep. of Agricultural Chemistry, 
Kyoto Univ.

2213. Narayanaswamy, D.; Daniel, V.A.; Desai, B.L.M.; 
Rajalakshmi, D.; Swaminathan, M.; Parpia, H.A.B. 1970. 
The effect of supplementation with limiting amino acids on 
the protein effi ciency ratio of a low-cost protein food based 
on wheat and soybean fl ours and fortifi ed with essential 
vitamins and minerals. Nutrition Reports International 
2(4):225-30. Oct. [10 ref]
• Summary: A low cost protein food has been prepared. It is 
a blend of 70 parts of wheat fl our and 30 parts of processed 
full fat soybean fl our, fortifi ed with vitamins and minerals. It 
contains about 22.5% protein. “The PER of the food at 10% 
protein level was 1.93. Addition of methionine signifi cantly 
increased the PER to 2.40, while addition of a mixture of 
methionine, threonine and lysine further increased the PER 
to 2.91 as compared with 3.0 for milk proteins.” Address: 
Central Food Technological Research Inst. (CFTRI), Mysore, 
India.

2214. Rackis, J.J.; Sessa, D.J.; Steggerda, F.R.; Shimizu, 
T.; Anderson, J.; Pearl, S.L. 1970. Soybean factors relating 
to gas production by intestinal bacteria. J. of Food Science 
35(5):634-39. Sept/Oct. [13 ref]
• Summary: “An in vitro assay showed that toasted, 
dehulled, defatted soybean meal contains a gas-producing 
and a gas-inhibiting factor. The oligosaccharides–sucrose, 
raffi nose, and stachyose–are associated with the gas-
producing factor when incubated in thioglycollate media 
with anaerobic bacteria in the intestinal tract of dogs. The 
phenolic acids in soybeans–syringic and ferulic acid–are 
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effective gas inhibitors in vitro and in intestinal segments of 
dogs.”
 The amount and composition of gas produced from 
cottonseed meal and from meal were comparable to soybean 
meal. Address: 1-2. Northern Regional Research Lab., 
Peoria, Illinois; 3-6. Dep. of Physiology & Biophysics, Univ. 
of Illinois, Urbana.

2215. Sugimoto, H.; Van Buren, J.P. 1970. Removal 
of oligosaccharides from soy milk by an enzyme from 
Aspergillus saitoi. J. of Food Science 35(5):655-60. Sept/
Oct. [32 ref]
• Summary: A partially purifi ed preparation with alpha-
galactosidase and invertase but free from protease was 
obtained from commercial Aspergillus satoi by simple 
molecular sieving. Address: New York State Agric. Exp. 
Station, Cornell Univ., Geneva, New York.

2216. Theuer, Richard C.; Sarett, Herbert P. 1970. Nutritional 
adequacy of soy isolate formulas in rats: Choline. J. of 
Agricultural and Food Chemistry 18(5):913-16. Sept/Oct. 
[22 ref]
• Summary: “Protein quality and overall nutritional value 
of three concentrated liquid infant formulas containing 
isolated soy protein plus methionine were evaluated in rats. 
Although the formulas differed in levels of protein and 
added methionine, they were not signifi cantly different in 
protein quality when fed at 10% protein (dry basis) and 
supplemented with vitamins and minerals.”
 Formula B, which did not contain added choline, gave 
the poorest weight gain, low serum protein levels, and 
enlarged fatty livers. Addition of choline prevented only 
the development of fatty livers. Address: Mead Johnson 
Research Center, Evansville, Indiana 47721.

2217. Graham, George G.; Placko, R.P.; Morales, E.; 
Acevedo, G.; Cordano, A. 1970. Dietary protein quality in 
infants and children. VI. Isolated soy protein milk. American 
J. of Diseases of Children 120(5):419-23. Nov. [20 ref]
• Summary: “Milks based on isolated soy protein enriched 
with DL-methionine are rapidly coming into common use in 
pediatric practice.” It has been reported that absorption and 
retention of nitrogen, as well as growth rate, were equivalent 
to those from modifi ed cow’s milk.
 “These results confi rm the enormous potential of 
isolated soy protein in human nutrition, particularly in the 
diet of those of milk proteins or lactose.”
 Cow’s milk and its derivatives are expensive and 
perishable, as well as inappropriate for mass feeding in 
populations where the majority of children lose their lactase 
activity as a matter of course. Address: 1,3-5. Grace Dep. of 
Research, British American Hospital, Lima, Peru; 1-2&5. 
Dep. of Pediatrics, Baltimore City Hospital and Johns 
Hopkins Univ. School of Medicine, Baltimore, Maryland.

2218. Mendoza, Josefi na; Meyers, J.; Snyder, R. 1970. 
Soybean sensitivity: case report. Pediatrics 46(5):774-76. 
Nov. [23 ref]
• Summary: “The purpose of this paper is to present a case 
of soybean milk sensitivity in a potentially allergic infant 
who was started on this product as a prophylactic measure to 
reduce the possibility of atopic disease.” The author detected 
an acute anaphylactic response from infants. Address: 
1. Coney Island Hospital, Ocean and Shore Parkways, 
Brooklyn, New York 11235.

2219. Mustakas, G.C.; Albrecht, W.J.; Bookwalter, G.N.; 
McGhee, J.E.; Kwolek, W.F.; Griffi n, E.L., Jr. 1970. Extruder 
processing to improve nutritional quality, fl avor, and keeping 
quality of full-fat soy fl our. Food Technology 24(11):102-08. 
Nov. [16 ref]
• Summary: Extrusion-processing continues to fi nd new 
and broader application in the food industry; it offers 
many unique features, enabling it to become important in 
converting soybeans into food products.
 Extrusion cooking is a recent process. This paper 
describes a series of 24 extrusion-cooking experiments in 
which time, temperature, moisture content were varied to 
determine optimum conditions for manufacture of high-
quality soy fl our.
 The PER (protein effi ciency ratio) of this fl our increased 
up to 89% inactivation of trypsin inhibitors. “A method was 
developed for optimizing the extruder process variables 
to give good nutritive value, fl avor score, and oxidative 
stability.”
 Hawkeye soybeans, from the 1966 crop, were used in 
all experiments. Address: Northern Regional Research Lab., 
Peoria, Illinois 61604.

2220. Puertollano, Carmen L.; Bourne, M.C.; Banzon, J.; 
Melgar, J.C. 1970. Effect of changes in the formulation of 
soymilk on its acceptability to Filipino children. Philippine 
Agriculturist 54(5&6):227-40. Oct/Nov. [9 ref]
• Summary: Dr. Bourne is a visiting professor from Cornell 
University (New York). A large-scale acceptability study 
using various soymilk formulations was conducted with 
approximately 400 Filipino school children as tasters. The 
soymilk was made using the boiling-water grind method, 
developed at Cornell, because it gives soymilk with little or 
no “beany” fl avor. The various formulations ranged from 
77.2% to 91.8% acceptability using a 7 point visual scale.
 Soymilk containing 7% sugar had signifi cantly higher 
acceptability than that containing 5% sugar. Soymilk 
containing 7% sucrose plus 20 ppm [parts per million] 
vanilla essence was accepted as the “standard” formula on 
the basis of acceptability and cost.
 The addition of 2% coconut oil fat to the standard 
soymilk made almost no change in acceptability. The 
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addition of chocolate resulted in a signifi cant increase in 
acceptability. The use of 0.1% sodium hydroxide in the 
water used for soaking the soybeans increased acceptability 
slightly. A mixture of 25% carabao milk and 75% soymilk 
was not liked as well as pure soymilk. Serving the soymilk 
cold gave higher scores than serving it at room temperature. 
A comparative taste study shows that soymilk, when tasted 
fi rst, has an acceptability approaching that of a popular cola 
beverage (89.3% vs. 89.8%). “There is a widely held opinion 
in the Philippines that cow’s milk is indigestible because 
it gives stomach pains and/or fl atus [gas] and diarrhea.” 
None of these problems occurred after consuming soymilk. 
Address: Dep. of Agricultural Chemistry, Univ. of the 
Philippines’ College of Agriculture.

2221. Roberson, R.H. 1970. A comparison of glandless 
cottonseed meal and soybean meal in laying diets 
supplemented with lysine and methionine. Poultry Digest 
54(6):1579-89. [29 ref]
• Summary: Also published as Journal Article 357, 
Agricultural Experiment Station, New Mexico State Univ., 
Las Cruces, New Mexico 88001. Address: Agric. Exp. 
Station, New Mexico State Univ., Las Cruces, New Mexico 
88001.

2222. Saint, Wint F. 1970. Soy foods–West. Soybean Digest. 
Nov. p. 32-33.
• Summary: With such a large number of people of oriental 
ancestry living along the Pacifi c Coast of the United States 
and in the islands of Hawaii–our 50th state–”plus the 
interest in oriental cooking by occidental people, it is hardly 
surprising that edible soybeans play a prominent part in 
the ingredients of many oriental dishes and prepared food 
products in the West.”
 “But very few people have ever heard of a food that has 
been a staple in the oriental diet for centuries–bean cake.
 “Bean cake, which includes tofu and Chinese cheese, 
is an excellent food, high in protein, and containing all the 
essential amino acids.”
 “Being a soft-curd product, similar in consistency to 
our cottage cheese, fresh bean cake alone has no distinctive 
fl avor. In fact, it is quite bland. However, it very quickly 
picks up the fl avor of foods with which it is cooked... Thus it 
may be considered an ‘extender’ or ‘food supplement.’”
 Briefl y describes how to make “fresh bean cake” on a 
commercial scale, with calcium sulphate used to coagulate 
the soy milk (also called “bean milk”). “The residue [okara] 
usually ends up at the local hog ranch.”
 The curded soy milk “is scooped into stainless steel 
trays, or forms, where any excess water is removed. The 
slabs are then put through another machine which, by 
means of wires or knives, cuts the cake into small cubes 
or rectangular pieces which are packed into jars or ‘see-
through’ plastic trays with a very small amount of water. 

Printed heat-sealing cello tops are affi xed along the top edges 
of the trays.
 “The tofu-type bean cake is best when fresh, although if 
kept in water it will hold its freshness for several days in the 
refrigerator.
 “During the early morning business hours the freshly 
packed product is delivered to the colorful oriental food 
shops and restaurants or western supermarkets of the Pacifi c 
Coast and Hawaii. A 1969 news release stated that this 
product accounted for close to $3 million is sales by about 
20 U.S. manufacturers and that only slightly over 50% of the 
consumers were of Oriental descent.
 “Fermented-type cake: The fermented-type bean cake–
Chinese cheese–is also a soy-milk-based product, but its 
manufacture is somewhat more complicated, lengthier, and 
closely guarded than the fresh type. When the fermentation 
process–which is a matter of days rather than hours–has 
been completed,... the small yellow cubes are packed neatly 
in a solution of water plus alcohol, in hermetically sealed 
glass jars, to insure perfect keeping qualities. One large local 
producer [probably Quong Hop & Co.] is distributing his 
product in practically all the 50 states of the U.S. as well 
as shipping into Canada, South America, and even to Hong 
Kong!
 “Of the fermented-type Chinese cheese, the most widely 
known, and used, is the yellow or Foo Yee, the taste of which 
can be compared to a mellow Camembert cheese, while 
the red, or Nam Yee, is more highly seasoned or spicy. The 
yellow is called for in many Chinese recipes. A jar will be 
found in most any Chinese-American kitchen, used mainly 
as a seasoning, as a cheese substitute, or a topping for 
macaroni or vegetable dishes.
 “The red type–Nam Yee–being of a stronger, spicier 
fl avor–is usually used as a condiment or a seasoning for 
fl avoring roasts, steaks, or with fowl.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Oct. 2011) that uses the term “Nam Yee” to refer to 
fermented tofu.
 “Oriental recipes calling for the use of bean cake are 
varied and most interesting. Very simply: bean cake can 
be eaten ‘as is’ with just a bit of sugar sprinkled over it, or 
dipped in soy sauce, to give it fl avor. Or, it may be diced and 
scrambled with eggs for a breakfast dish, or prepared with 
pork–known as Tofu Yuk–or with beef.”
 A portrait photo shows W.F. Saint. Address: W.W. Saint 
Co., San Francisco.

2223. Soybean Digest. 1970. A Southeast Asia soy food fi rm. 
[Yeo Hiap Seng Ltd.]. Nov. p. 3.
• Summary: “A company that started as a family business 
making soybean products is today one of the largest food and 
beverage concerns in Southeast Asia. Yeo Hiap Seng Ltd. 
owns a number of manufacturing plants in Singapore and 
Malaysia and makes soybean products and also soft drinks 
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and canned foods.
 “Yeo Hiap Seng Ltd. started off using soybeans as a base 
for all its products. It made soy sauce, soybean paste, and 
other products that are basic necessities for Chinese food...
 “In 1950, Yeo Hiap Seng Ltd. decided to undertake 
the processing of soy milk on a commercial scale. The fi rm 
successfully launched the fi rst soy milk in bottles in 1952. 
This is marketed as a food beverage known as ‘Beanvit’ and 
retailed at the same price as other soft drinks...
 In 1968 the company successfully introduced soymilk 
in a modern one-way container. “This form of packaging, 
which has been widely used for milk, is the tetrahedron-
shape kraft paper lined with polyethylene-coated aluminum 
foil. The product is sterilized before fi lling.
 “The soy milk is heated to 142ºC and held for 4 seconds, 
cooled instantly to the original temperature, then poured 
into the containers. This method of packaging under sterile 
conditions will enable the product to be kept for about 8 
months without refrigeration. The product is much better in 
both appearance and taste than with the normal sterilization 
at 115ºC for 15 minutes. The container can be discarded after 
use.
 “Yeo Hiap Seng Ltd. has recently introduced an 
improved soy milk, ‘Vitabean.’ Packed the same way, 
Vitabean is enriched with vitamins A, B1, B2, B6, C, D3 
nicotinamide and pantothenic acid suffi cient to provide half 
the normal daily vitamin requirements for adults. It has been 
found there are no great losses of heat-sensitive vitamins 
processed with this UHT [ultrahigh temperature] method.
 “The company says it is looking forward to establishing 
Vitabean plants in other parts of the world.” A photo shows 
a machine packaging Beanvit and Vitabean, with a woman 
standing nearby.

2224. Soybean Digest. 1970. George Briggs dead at 86; was 
last of ASA [American Soybean Assoc.] founders. Nov. p. 
42.
• Summary: “George M. ‘Soybean’ Briggs, who as 
Wisconsin’s fi rst extension agronomist pioneered the 
soybean crop in Wisconsin and the Midwest, died Sept. 23 at 
a nursing home in Madison, Wisconsin.
 “He was one of the founders of the American Soybean 
Assn. and probably the only living member who attended the 
fi rst meeting in 1920. He was the fourth president of ASA 
(1922-23) and an honorary life member. He was 86.
 “Mr. Briggs was a graduate of the Minnesota College 
of Agriculture and a county agent before becoming an 
agronomist in Wisconsin. He retired in 1954 after 38 
years’ activity and a million miles of travel, but continued 
active... When extension agronomist, he traveled all over 
Wisconsin and handed out a soybean or two to farmers and 
friends everywhere with explanation of their value. Thus his 
nickname ‘Soybean’ Briggs. He always used soybeans as his 
‘personal calling card.’”

 “Mr. Briggs was the author of several publications on 
soybeans and played a part in the development of soybean 
varieties in Wisconsin.
 “He is survived by his daughter, fi ve sons, a brother, 18 
grandchildren, and 14 great grandchildren. A son, Geo. M., 
is one of the fi nders of vitamin B-12 and well known for his 
work with soybean meal.”
 A photo shows Briggs.

2225. Soybean Digest. 1970. Soy beverage fi lls nutrition gap. 
Nov. p. 25.
• Summary: “A soybean beverage powder has been 
developed in U.S. Department of Agriculture research to fi t 
into foreign nutrition gaps.
 “It was designed by scientists in USDA’s Agricultural 
Research Service for use in a variety of beverages acceptable 
to babies and children who have similar nutritional needs but 
different fl avor preferences.
 “This soy powder disperses in water to a cream-colored 
liquid with a creamy fl avor unless a more distinctive fl avor 
is added. A beverage containing 12.5% of the powder has a 
nutrient composition comparable to that of milk.
 “Cost to make this beverage is estimated at 10¢ a gallon. 
Price to the consumer, including marketing costs and profi ts, 
would be more.
 “The process for making the beverage powder from 
dehulled, extrusion-cooked soy fl our was developed at the 
Northern Utilization Research Laboratory, Peoria, Illinois, by 
Gus C. Mustakas, William J. Albrecht, Virgil E. Sohns and 
Edward L. Griffi n Jr., engineers, and George N. Bookwalter, 
food technologist.
 “In extrusion cooking, soybeans without hulls are 
exposed to high pressure and temperature for a short time 
then extruded to room temperature and pressure. The beans 
are thoroughly cooked but retain their nutritional value.
 “In the beverage powder process studies, extrusion-
cooked soybeans were ground to fl our. This soy fl our was 
dispersed in water, hydrogenated soy oil was added, and this 
mixture was milled and spray dried. Sugar, salt, imitation 
cream fl avoring, minerals, and vitamins were blended into 
the spray-dried powder.
 “The amounts and kinds of these blended additives can 
be adjusted to fi t nutritional needs and tastes of children in 
different countries.
 A photo shows Gus Mustakas, one of the developers of 
the soy beverage powder, holding up a glass of the liquid soy 
beverage.

2226. Thorne, J.C.; Fehr, W.R. 1970. Incorporation of high-
protein, exotic germplasm into soybean populations by 2- 
and 3-way crosses. Crop Science 10(6):652-55. Nov/Dec. [11 
ref]
• Summary: “Abstract: Exotic high-protein parents were 
studied as sources of variability for protein, oil, and protein 
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+ oil in soybean... populations derived from 2- and 3-way 
crosses. Random lines from homozygous 2-way adapted 
x exotic and 3-way (adapted x exotic) x adapted soybean 
crosses were evaluated.” Address: Iowa State Univ.

2227. Murata, Kiku; Miyamoto, Teijiro; Kokufu, Etsuko; 
Sanke, Yukiko. 1970. Studies on the nutritional value of 
tempeh. III. Changes in biotin and folic acid contents during 
tempeh fermentation. J. of Vitaminology (Kyoto, Japan) 
16(4):281-84. Dec. 10. [10 ref]
• Summary: Changes in biotin and total folic acid activities 
during fermentation with Rhizopus oligosporus were 
investigated. It was found that the contents of biotin and total 
folate compounds in tempeh were 2.3 and 4-5 times higher 
than those in unfermented soybeans, respectively. Address: 
Food and Nutrition Lab., Faculty of Science of Living, 
Osaka City Univ., Sumiyoshi-ku, Osaka, Japan (Post No. 
558).

2228. Bernard, R.L.; Cremeens, C.R. 1970. Evaluation of 
maturity group 00 to IV named varieties of the U.S.D.A. 
soybean collection. RSLM (U.S. Regional Soybean 
Laboratory Mimeograph, Urbana, Illinois) No. 244. Dec. iii 
+ 31 p. Not for publication. A revision of RSLM No. 205, 
1960.
• Summary: An extremely valuable report. Contents: 
Introduction:
 “A collection of introduced and domestic soybean 
strains obtained over the past seventy years is maintained 
by the U.S.D.A. for use by breeders, pathologists, and 
other research workers. Strains in maturity Groups 00 to IV 
are maintained at the U.S. Regional Soybean Laboratory, 
Urbana, Illinois, and those in Groups V to VIII at the Delta 
Branch Experiment Station, Stoneville, Mississippi.
 “This report brings together data on the Group 00 
to IV named varieties from four previous reports. It 
contains information on descriptive characters, agronomic 
performance, and seed composition for each variety and 
is part of a series of evaluation reports which provide 
background data on the strains in the U.S.D.A. Soybean 
Collection to guide research workers planning to use material 
from this collection.
 “There are 213 United States and Canadian named 
varieties (including two or more strains of some varieties) 
in the Group 00 to IV Soybean Germplasm Collection at 
Urbana [Illinois] as of December 1970.”
 A table (p. i) shows the number of varieties in each of 
the six maturity groups; the greatest number (54) is in Group 
IV. Defi nitions of column headings follow on page ii-iii.
 Table 1 (p. 1-3): Checklist of U.S. and Canadian 
varieties, groups 00 to IV. Lists variety name (alphabetical), 
maturity group, and code. At the end is a description of the 
code sequence.
 Table 2 (p. 4-17): Origin of groups 00 to IV varieties. 

Lists variety name (alphabetical), prior designation, source, 
year named or released, developer or sponsor & year 
selected. An appendix to this table (p. 16-17) adds 21 more 
varieties.
 Table 3 (p. 18-19): Agronomic evaluation and seed 
composition data on 63 Group 0 and 00 soybean varieties 
grown at St. Paul, Minnesota, in 1963. For each variety is 
given: Maturity group, fl owering date, maturity date, lodging 
score, height (inches), stem termination score, branching 
score, seed quality score, shattering score, weight of 100 
seeds, yield (bu/acre), seed composition (protein, oil), protein 
composition (methionine, soybean trypsin inhibitors), oil 
composition (% linolenic acid, % linoleic acid), reaction to 
phytophthora rot disease (resistant or susceptible), mottling 
score.
 Table 4 (p. 20-23): Agronomic evaluation and seed 
composition data on 22 Group I and I soybean varieties 
grown at Urbana, Illinois, in 1964.
 Table 5 (p. 24-29): Agronomic evaluation and seed 
composition data on 89 Group III and IV soybean varieties 
grown at Urbana, Illinois, in 1965 and 1966.
 Table 6 (p. 30-31): Agronomic evaluation and seed 
composition data on 37 Group 00 to IV soybean varieties 
grown at Urbana, Illinois, in 1968.
 Varieties evaluated: A-100, Acme, Adams, Adelphia, 
Agate, A.K. (FC 30.761), A.K. (Harrow), A.K. (Kansas), 
Aksarben, Altona, Amsoy, Amsoy 71, Anoka, Aoda, Bansei, 
Bansei (Ames), Bavender Special A, Bavender Special 
B, Bavender Special C, Beeson, Bethel, Black Eyebrow, 
Blackhawk, Bombay, Boone, Burwell, Calland, Capital, 
Carlin, Cayuga, Chestnut, Chief, Chippewa, Chippewa 64, 
Chusei, Clark, Clark 63, Clay, Cloud, Columbia, Comet, 
Corsoy, Crest, Custer, Cutler, Cypress No. 1, Delmar, Disoy, 
Dunfi eld, Dunn, Earlyana, Early White Eyebrow, Ebony, 
Elton, Emperor, Ennis I, Etum, Fabulin, Flambeau, Ford, 
Fuji, Funk Delicious, Funman, Giant Green, Gibson, Goku, 
Goldsoy, Granger, Grant, Green and Black, Guelph, Habaro, 
Hahto (Michigan), Hakote, Harbinsoy, Hardome, Hark, 
Harly, Harman, Harosoy, Harosoy 63, Hawkeye, Hawkeye 
63, Henry, Hidatsa, Higan, Hokkaido, Hongkong, Hoosier, 
HP-963, Hurrelbrink, Illington, Illini, Ilsoy, Imperial, 
Jefferson, Jogun, Jogun (Ames), Kabott, Kagon, Kanrich, 
Kanro, Kanum, Kent, Kim, Kingston, Kingwa, Korean, 
Kura, Lincoln, Lindarin, Lindarin 63, Linman 533, Little 
Wonder, Macoupin, Madison, Magna, Manchu, Manchu 
(Lafayette), Manchu (Lafayette) B, Manchu (Madison), 
Manchu-Hudson, Manchu-Montreal, Manchu 3-Wisconsin, 
Manchu 606-Wisconsin, Manchu 2204, Manchukota, 
Manchuria, Manchuria 13177, Manchuria 20173, Mandarin, 
Mandarin-Ottawa, Mandarin 507, Mandell, Manitoba Brown, 
Mansoy, Medium Green, Mendota, Merit, Midwest, Miller 
67, Mingo, Minsoy, Monroe, Morse, Morsoy, Mukden, 
Norchief, Norman, Norredo, Norsoy, OAC 211, Ogemaw, 
Ontario, Osaya, Ottawa, Pagoda, Pando, Patoka, Patterson, 
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Peking, Pennsoy, Perry, Poland Yellow, Polysoy, Portage, 
Portugal, Pridesoy 57, Prize, Protana, Provar, Rampage, 
Renville, Richland, Roe, Ross, Sac, Sanga, Sato-3, Scioto, 
Scott, Seneca, Shelby, Shingto, Shiro, Sioux, Sooty, Sousei, 
Soysota, SRF300, Tastee, Toku, Tortoise Egg, Traverse, 
Verde, Viking, Virginia, Wabash, Waseda, Wayne, Wea, 
Willomi, Willomi B, Wilson, Wilson B, Wilson-5 [Wilson-
Five], Wilson-5B, Wilson-6, Wing Jet, Wirth, Wisconsin 
Black, Wolverine, Yellow Marvel.
 Note the capitalization in the text: “Strains in maturity 
Groups 00 to IV are maintained at the U.S. Regional 
Soybean Laboratory, Urbana, Illinois, and those in Groups V 
to VIII at the Delta Branch Experiment Station, Stoneville, 
Mississippi.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2003) 
that contains the term “Soybean Germplasm Collection” 
(regardless of capitalization).
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen that mentions 
the soybean varieties Anoka (Aug. 2000), or Provar (Aug. 
1999). Anoka (p. 32-33) was licensed or released in 1970. 
Developer: Minnesota AES and USRSL. Provar (p. 52-53) 
was licensed or released in 1969. Developer: Iowa AES and 
USRSL. Address: Urbana, Illinois.

2229. Bhumiratana, A. 1970. How Thailand closes the 
protein gap. In: Institute of Food Research & Product 
Development, Kasetsart University, Bangkok, Report on 
Protein Food Promotion. Nov. 22-Dec. 1, 1970. *
Address: Thailand.

2230. Cowan, J.C.; Evans, C.D.; Moser, H.A.; List, G.R.; 
Koritala, S.; Moulton, K.J.; Dutton, H.J. 1970. Flavor 
evaluation of copper-hydrogenated soybean oils. J. of the 
American Oil Chemists’ Society 47(12):470-74. Dec. [18 ref]
• Summary: The use of copper catalyst to selectively reduce 
the linolenate in soybean oil improves its fl avor. Taste panels 
scored three copper-hydrogenated vegetable oils in the 
following order: 1. Copper-reduced cottonseed oil (0.0% 
linolenate). 2. Copper-reduced soybean oil (3% linolenate). 
3. Nickel-reduced soybean oil (3% linolenate).
 The NRRL has conducted extensive investigations into 
the use of copper-chromite and copper-oxide supported 
catalysts for hydrogenating soybean oil. These tests have 
shown that copper catalysts have a selectivity of as high as 
15 or more for linolenate, where selectivity is the ratio of 
the rate of hydrogenation of linolenate divided by the rate 
of hydrogenation of linoleate. Address: Northern Regional 
Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois 61604.

2231. Crane, Paul S.; Rhee, S.U.; Seel, D.J. 1970. 
Experience with 1,079 cases of cancer of the stomach 
seen in Korea from 1962 to 1968. American J. of Surgery 
120(6):747-51. Dec. [14 ref]
• Summary: This case-control study shows a very high 

incidence of stomach cancer when compared with other 
forms of cancer seen in a rural Korean mission hospital. 
Consumption of miso soup or miso (“soya paste” [doenjang]) 
was associated with increased risk of stomach cancer. “The 
fact that Aspergillus fl avus is found in soya bean cakes 
[meju] raises the possibility that afl atoxins produced by this 
mold which grows on the soya cakes (from which soya bean 
paste is made) may be a possible etiologic factor in the high 
incidence of stomach cancer seen in 1,079 patients with 
stomach cancer in a 130 bed hospital in the seven year period 
from 1962 through 1968 in Southwest Korea.”
 66.5% or 717 of the patients with stomach cancer were 
farmers. “Koreans with stomach cancer seem to ingest 
signifi cantly larger amounts of soya bean paste than persons 
of the same age and sex without stomach cancer.” Soya 
sauce intake was also studied.
 Note 1. Dr. Clifford W. Hesseltine, a world-famous 
mycologist at the Northern Regional Research Laboratory 
(Peoria, Illinois) published his fi rst study on afl atoxins 
in 1966. In 1984 he published the defi nitive paper on the 
subject, in both English and Japanese Nihon Shoyu Kenkyujo 
Zasshi (J. of Japan Soy Sauce Research Inst.) 10(3):69-
92. He showed that afl atoxins are not produced during the 
process of making soy sauce or miso in Japan.
 Note 2. On 25 Nov. 1983 Dr. Clifford W. Hesseltine of 
the USDA’s Northern Regional Research Center (NRRC, 
Peoria, Illinois) received the award of the Third Class of 
the Order of the Rising Sun from the Emperor of Japan in 
recognition of the meritorious services he has rendered: 
proving the safety of Japan’s traditional fermented foods, etc.
 Note 3. This is the earliest soy-related document seen 
that mentions a “case-control study.” “A case-control study 
is a type of observational study in which two existing groups 
differing in outcome are identifi ed and compared on the 
basis of some supposed causal attribute. Case-control studies 
are often used to identify factors that may contribute to a 
medical condition by comparing subjects who have that 
condition/disease (the “cases”) with patients who do not 
have the condition/disease but are otherwise similar (the 
“controls”). They require fewer resources but provide less 
evidence for causal inference than a randomized controlled 
trial” (Source: Wikipedia, May 2017).
 Concerning observational study designs, see also: Case 
control vs. cohort; prospective cohort; retrospective cohort.
 “OR” stands for “odds ratio” which is a measure of 
association between an exposure and an outcome. The OR 
represents the odds that an outcome will occur given a 
particular exposure, compared to the odds of the outcome 
occurring in the absence of that exposure.
 “RR” stands for relative risk. In statistics and 
epidemiology, relative risk or risk ratio (RR) is the ratio 
of the probability of an event occurring (for example, 
developing a disease, being injured) in an exposed group to 
the probability of the event occurring in a comparison, non-
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exposed group. Address: 1. M.D., Nashville, Tennessee; 2-3. 
M.D., Chonju, Korea.

2232. Edelstein, S.; Guggenheim, K. 1970. Causes of the 
increased requirement of vitamin B-12 in rats subsisting on 
an unheated soybean fl our diet. J. of Nutrition 100(12):1377-
82. Dec. [11 ref]
• Summary: Raw soybeans appear to have antivitamin 
B-12 activity in rats. The results of this experiment were 
interpreted to indicate that soybeans contain a heat-labile 
substance that somehow accentuates the requirement for 
vitamin B-12. In addition, the vitamin B-12 formed by 
the intestinal fl ora is, for some reason, less available for 
absorption when synthesized by rats subsisting on unheated 
soybeans. Address: Dep. of Nutrition, Hebrew Univ.-
Hadassah Medical School, Jerusalem, Israel.

2233. Keys, Ancel. ed. 1970. Coronary heart disease in seven 
countries. Circulation 41(Supplement 1):I-1 to I-211. Dec. 
Also published as American Heart Association Monograph 
No. 29. [114* ref]
• Summary: “In an international cooperative study on the 
epidemiology of coronary heart disease (CHD), international 
teams examined 12,770 men aged 40 through 59 years in 
Finland, Greece, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, the United 
States, and Yugoslavia.” CHD tends to be directly related to 
the distributions of serum cholesterol values. Address: Univ. 
of Minnesota, School of Public Health, Minneapolis.

2234. Kofrányi, E.; Jekat, F.; Müller-Wecker, H. 1970. 
Determination of the biological value of dietary proteins. 
XVI. The minimum protein requirements of humans, tested 
with mixtures of whole egg plus potatoes and maize plus 
beans. Hoppe-Seyler’s Zeitschrift fuer Physiologische 
Chemie 351(12):1485-93. Dec. [15 ref. Eng; ger]
• Summary: Soy is mentioned only once, in passing, on 
p. 1493. However it is cited as a major ingredient used 
in a 1967 article by the fi rst two authors, published in 
this journal. Address: Max Planck Institute for Nutrition 
Physiology, Dortmund [West Germany] (Max-Planck-
Institute fuer Ernaehrungsphysiologie, Dortmund).

2235. Rackis, Joseph J.; Honig, D.H.; Sessa, D.J.; Steggerda, 
F.R. 1970. Flavor and fl atulence factors in soybean protein 
products. J. of Agricultural and Food Chemistry 18(6):977-
82. Nov/Dec. [29 ref]
• Summary: “Gas-producing factors in soybeans reside 
mainly in the water-soluble, low-molecular-weight 
carbohydrate fraction. Human and dog experiments indicate 
that soybean fl atulence is caused by anaerobic fermentation 
of carbohydrates in the ileum and colon, with egestion of 
high concentrations of carbon dioxide and hydrogen gas.” 
Address: 1-3. Northern Regional Research Lab., Peoria, 
Illinois. 4. Univ. of Illinois.

2236. Saito, Masataka; Yamamoto, Tadashi; Goto, 
Kazuo; Hashimoto, Koji. 1970. [The infl uence of cool 
temperature before and after anthesis, on podsetting and 
nutrients in soybean plants]. Nippon Sakumotsu Gakkai 
Kiji (Proceedings of the Crop Science Society of Japan) 
39(4):511-19. Dec. [4 ref. Eng; jap]
• Summary: In Hokkaido, temperature requirements of 
different soybean varieties are investigated at agricultural 
facilities and experiment stations in both fi eld tests and 
phytotrons.
 Note 1. A phytotron is a completely closed greenhouse 
that can be used for study of environmental conditions on 
plant growth. Also, the production (or consumption) of gases 
can be monitored.
 Cold hardy local strains are crossed with market 
varieties to improve the weather / cold resistance of the 
latter.
 Note 2. Anthesis (derived from the Greek word anthesis 
= to bloom) is the period during which a fl ower is fully open 
and functional. It may also refer to the onset of that period. 
The major factor controlling length of time from emergence 
to anthesis in the soybean is daylength. Address: 1-2. 
Hokkaido Prefectural Tokachi Agric. Exp. Station, Tokachi, 
Hokkaido.

2237. Shih, Vivian E. 1970. Soybean milk: A low-methionine 
substitute for cow’s milk for children and adults. J. of the 
American Dietetic Association 57(6):520-22. Dec. [15 ref]
• Summary: “Low-methionine diets are fi nding therapeutic 
uses in treatment of certain inborn errors of metabolism. 
This physician recommends the use of soybean milk for such 
purposes, gives simple directions for making it, and reports 
on its amino acid content.”
 The article begins: “Soybean has played an increasingly 
important role in clinical nutrition in recent years.” Address: 
Massachusetts General Hospital and Harvard Medical 
School.

2238. Wang, H.L.; Hesseltine, C.W. 1970. Oriental 
fermented foods. Paper presented at Part I, Seminar on 
Protein Food Promotion. 5 p. Typed manuscript. Held Nov. 
22 to Dec. 1, 1970 at Inst. of Food Research and Product 
Development, Kasetsart Univ., Bangkok, Thailand. [13 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Miso. Hamanatto. 
Sufu. Natto. Tempeh. Nutritional value of fermented foods. 
Absence of afl atoxin in fermented food products.
 A note on page 1 of this manuscript states: “To be 
published in Part I of Seminar on Protein Food Promotion, 
November 22-December 1, 1970, Institute of Food Research 
and Product Development, Bangkok, Thailand.” This was an 
invited paper. Address: Northern Regional Research Lab., 
Peoria, Illinois.
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2239. White, Philip L. 1970. Soy oil: Your health and your 
future. Soybean Digest. Dec. p. 12-15.
• Summary: “While preparing for this presentation I 
carefully read the June 1970 USDA publication, ‘Fats and 
Oils Situation.’ Essentially, the entire issue is devoted to 
soybeans refl ecting their king-of-the-hill position in the meal 
and oil markets. Great gains are being made in all categories 
of use. As a nutritionist, I am impressed with the fact that 
the annual per capita consumption of vegetable oils has risen 
from around 25 pounds to 39 pounds in the last 20 years. 
Soybean oil accounts for 30 of the 39 pounds!
 “With the progressive increase in use of vegetable oils, 
it should not be too long before the critics who maintain that 
the U.S. diet is excessively high in saturated fats and too low 
in polyunsaturated fats must fi nd another scapegoat.
 “There is considerable confusion in public 
understanding of relationships between fats and health. The 
terminology used in the description of the characteristics of 
fats and oils has also added to the confusion.
 “Fats are important in nutrition. They add immeasurably 
to the fl avor and appeal of foods. Relief from the feeling of 
hunger and delayed onset of hunger is due, in part, to the 
satiety value of fats.
 “Fats, being our most concentrated sources of calories, 
provide important fuel needed for the day’s activity. They are 
the only signifi cant storage form of utilizable energy since 
humans cannot store signifi cant amounts of carbohydrates.
 “Vitamin carriers: Fats either provide important sources 
of vitamins A, D, E, and K or assist in their absorption. The 
principal vitamin in vegetable oil is vitamin E. Vitamin E is 
now recognized as an essential nutrient with an important 
role to play in the proper utilization of fatty acids, especially 
the polyunsaturated variety. This vitamin acts in some way as 
a biological antioxidant.
 “To recap–because fats add fl avor and appeal to foods, 
they turn the ordinary cook into a culinary expert. It is the 
fat in food, along with protein, that sticks to the ribs and 
delays onset of hunger. Fats and the vitamins they carry are 
essential in human nutrition.
 “My invitation to speak today suggested that some 
general guidelines be given on health and the full life. I think 
the best advice I can give is to keep busy. Use your mind, use 
your muscles, and use your time.
 “Other than to suggest that meals be chosen from a wide 
variety of foods, there is little more I can say about diet. It is, 
of course, important that the total caloric intake for a period 
of time, say 1 day, be equal to the calories used up in order to 
avoid unwanted weight gain.
 “Strange as it may seem, adults are not supposed to 
gain weight–unless they are female and pregnant. When too 
much fat is stored in our bodies, there are two choices open 
to us–to try to pass off the bulges as increased muscle or to 
suddenly grow several inches taller thereby stretching out the 
bulging fat.

 “In adult life, as in childhood, nutrition and exercise 
should be discussed concurrently. In many ways they are 
inseparable. Who was it that said: ‘Americans are the most 
overfed and underexercised people in the world.’? The 
human body is a machine that must be exercised in order to 
avoid unwanted degradation of muscles and bones.
 “Reducing calories by dieting in an attempt to offset the 
effects of a sedentary life is not the answer. There is no diet 
known that will take the place of physical activity.
 “Some of our major health problems such as obesity and 
coronary heart disease are still perplexing to the extent that 
the average person tends to simplify matters by concentrating 
on only one feature of the problem. By concentrating 
on one feature of weight reduction, say diet, one has not 
acknowledged that the ratio of body fat to lean tissue is 
infl uenced by exercise and that the integrity of muscle and 
skeletal tissue is vital for good health!
 “The interrelationships of weight, and exercise are 
coupled with several other variables in determining 
susceptibility to heart disease–smoking, stress, and genetic 
factors. It is still not possible, however, to determine the 
importance of only one factor. Taking all of these into 
consideration is a step toward good health.
 “Relation of fats to heart attacks” The question of 
whether or not the ‘American diet’ is a causative agent 
in the chain of events leading to atherosclerosis and 
subsequent heart attacks remains unanswered, in my opinion. 
The association between elevated cholesterol levels and 
heart disease development is quite well established when 
large groups of people are considered. Many factors may 
account for the high cholesterol levels–and diet is under 
consideration. The American Heart Assn. has for a number 
of years been trying to educate the public to change dietary 
practices by substituting vegetable oils for animal fats. Such 
oversimplifi cation deemed necessary for general education 
will accomplish little. The signifi cant changes in food 
use patterns necessary to substantially lower cholesterol 
levels require professional intervention–in-depth dietary 
counseling. This is not possible in a general program of 
education.
 “When the physician fi nds it desirable to attempt to 
lower cholesterol in a patient, he may choose diet as a means 
or he may try other measures. In general, he will try to get as 
much linoleic acid (vegetable oils) into the diet as feasible 
while holding to a minimum to amounts of the saturated fatty 
acids (animal fats) and cholesterol. He must do this while 
maintaining caloric balance and adequate intake of protein. It 
is not simple.
 “The soybean has been very obliging in making 
available an oil that ranks with saffl ower, corn, and 
cottonseed oils as the signifi cant sources of polyunsaturated 
fatty acids. That is as far as one need go in praising soy oil or 
any other oil’s role in a cholesterol-lowering diet.
 “The oil is the source of polyunsaturated fats. The 
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effectiveness of the source, however, will be governed by 
responsible use–or lack of responsible use.
 “Responsible use means that the oil becomes part of a 
diet that has been found experimentally to be suitable for 
use in lowering serum cholesterol levels. The suitable diet 
was described by Dr. Helen Brown in the JAMA as one in 
which total fat is 38% (34.7-40.5) of the calories; saturated 
fat is 11% (10.6-12.6) of calories; polyunsaturated fat is 17% 
(15.2-18.1) of calories; and contains 200 mg (180-232) of 
cholesterol.
 “To put this in terms of food, the effective diets were 
those that contained less than 20 grams of animal fat, not 
more than 8 ounces of lean meat per day and 4 eggs per 
week, and oil with at least 48% polyunsaturates. Soybean oil 
has 58% polyunsaturates and is certainly qualifi ed for use.
 “I described the diet in detail not only to illustrate its 
complexity but also to highlight its austerity.
 “The demand for convenience in food preparation along 
with concerns about overweight, heart disease, diabetes, 
hypertension, and allergies have had profound infl uence on 
the design of today’s foods. The consumer consequently is 
confused about the nutritional quality of foods. The fat in 
food is a constant source of aggravation to some people. 
These people do not appreciate the role fat plays in nutrition.
 “Generally speaking, negative attitudes toward food 
sources of fat are unwarranted. Last year, for example, the 
U.S. Department of Agriculture placed the maximum fat 
content of hot dogs at 30%. At the time, less than 1% of hot 
dogs produced by major processors contained more than 
36% fat. Most processors aimed for 34% or 35% fat. There 
is not suffi cient evidence of any health hazard associated 
with the average of one and one-half hot dogs per person per 
week to justify concern about the total fat content.
 “Suggestions were made that fat is added to cut costs. 
This concern is of little merit, however, since industry’s 
need to satisfy consumer taste preferences dictates the raw 
materials that are used.”
 Also discusses: “Kids need calories! Oils are precious.” 
The last paragraph reads:
 “Do you suppose the time will come when soyburger, 
soy dogs, soysage, soyabraten, and soyloin steak will 
become the principal American entree? If so–you can bet 
that the meat industry will compete by producing imitation 
soyburgers made from 100% pure beef or chicken fed with 
soy meal.” Address: Sc.D., Director, Council on Foods and 
Nutrition, American Medical Assoc.

2240. Wolf, Walter J. 1970. Soybean proteins: Their 
functional, chemical, and physical properties. J. of 
Agricultural and Food Chemistry 18(6):969-76. Nov/Dec. 
[65 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Forms of soybean 
proteins: Flours and grits, concentrates, isolates. Prices and 
production. Functional properties. Chemical and physical 

properties: Amino acid composition, protein solubility, 
solubility of isolates, complexity of soybean proteins, 
properties of 7S and 11S globulins, effect of heat on soybean 
proteins. Conclusions. Address: Northern Regional Research 
Lab., Peoria, Illinois.

2241. Busta, F.F.; et al. 1970. Effects of isolated soy proteins 
on the growth of Clostridium perfringens. Bacteriological 
Proceedings p. 2-3. *

2242. Davis, N.D.; Diener, U.L. 1970. Environmental factors 
affecting the production of afl atoxin. In: M. Herzberg, ed. 
1970. Proceedings of the U.S.-Japan Conference on Toxic 
Microorganisms. Washington DC: U.S. Dept. of the Interior. 
See p. 43-47. *
• Summary: Considerable yields of afl atoxin (48 to 138 
micrograms/ml) were obtained on the Bragg variety of 
soybean after 21 days of incubation with a toxigenic strain of 
A. parasiticus.

2243. Ebine, Hideo; Miyairi, M. 1970. [Studies on enriched 
miso: (Part 8) Trial to enrich miso with iron]. Miso no 
Kagaku to Gijutsu (Miso Science and Technology) No. 196. 
p. 28-. [Jap]*
Address: National Food Research Inst., Tokyo.

2244. Food and Agricultural Organization of the United 
Nations. 1970. Amino acid content of foods and biological 
data on proteins. Rome, Italy. *
Address: FAO, Rome, Italy.

2245. Hu Hsu, S. 1970. Carbohydrates in soybeans (Glycine 
max (L.) Merrill). PhD thesis, University of Illinois at 
Urbana-Champaign. 86 p. *
• Summary: Determined the percentage of carbohydrates 
in two cultivars (varieties) and two soybean lines over the 
growing season. In the cultivars Amsoy and Harosoy the 
carbohydrates represented 13% and 15% of the dry matter 
in the seed at 25 days after fl owering (DAF). The percentage 
dropped slightly as the seeds developed and then increased 
again to approximately its original value at maturity.
 In the soybean lines P.I. 86002 and P.I. 232990, the 
carbohydrates had a value of 5-7% at 25 DAF and this 
increased to a value of 11-13% in mature seeds.

2246. Shim, M.J. 1970. [Analysis of afl atoxins in Korean 
fermented foods]. Journal of the College of Home 
Economics, Yonsei University 3:32. [Kor]*

2247. Yokotsuka, Tamotsu; Asao, Y.; Sasaki, M.; Oshita, 
K. 1970. Pyrazine compounds produced by molds. In: 
Proceedings of the First U.S.-Japan Conference on Toxic 
Microorganisms. U.S. Dept. of Interior and UJNR Panel on 
Toxic Microorganisms. See p. 133. *
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• Summary: Shoyu is a safe food. Address: Noda Inst. for 
Scientifi c Research and Central Research Inst. of Kikkoman 
Shoyu Co. Ltd., Noda, Japan.

2248. Abehsera, Michel. 1970. Cooking for life. Swan 
House, P.O. Box 638, Binghamton, NY 13902. xiv + 364 p. 
First Avon Flare Books printing, March 1972. Recipe index. 
21cm.
• Summary: A beautifully-written, sometimes poetic, book. 
Contains many imaginative and joyous macrobiotic recipes.
 Contents: Foreword. Woman in the kitchen (“The 
kitchen is the heart of the home”). The cook is a philosopher. 
A cook in the fi elds. The cerealian’s dictionary. The Yin and 
yang story. The promised land. Utensils. Cooking brown 
rice. About salt. Cooking other grains. Nutritionists versus 
nutrition. Cooking beans, chick-peas and lentils. Doctor 
M is cooking at my brother’s restaurant tonight. Soups. 
Vegetables. The fi rst meal. Sea vegetables. Fruits, meat, 
grains and man. The condiments on your table. Why do we 
overeat? The companions of grains. Of weak and strong 
men. Something fresh on your dish (Salads and Pickles). 
Sauces. Dressings. Spreads. The biochemistry of violence. 
Special dishes. Baking bread and other things. How about a 
drink? Tempura. Why do we cook our foods? Flours make 
wonderful things. The acid and the alkaline (“The well-being 
of the soul can only be obtained after that of the body has 
been secured”–Maimonides {Guide of the Perplexed}).
 “The balance between acid and alkaline is so important 
that a failure to maintain it can be extremely harmful to the 
body. Biochemists have discovered that death always occurs 
when there is positive acidity in the organism. We must 
maintain alkalinity to survive”.
 Cooking fi sh. Don’t call a doctor, I need a cook! What 
we enjoyed last week. The ceremony. The international chef. 
Desserts. The traveller’s pack. The Ten Commandments of 
Health. Epilogue.
 Dedication: To Georges Ohsawa–I am infi nitely grateful.
 Acknowledgments: “This book could never have been 
completed without the help of my wife, Claude. Most of the 
recipes are hers; she cooked, tested and wrote them down... 
Jack Garvy completed the editing of the book and made 
defi nite English corrections. My exceptional friend William 
Dufty gave valuable advice. Finally, my brother Charles was 
very helpful...”
 The author uses the term “black beans” and from his 
defi nition on page 18 it seems that he is referring to black 
soybeans: “Black Beans, twin brothers of the red aduki in 
size, are sold in Chinese, Japanese and natural-food stores. 
They are the milk and honey of the bean family, and their 
fl avor and texture impart a delightful sweetness and richness 
to any soup or vegetable dish.” No defi nition is given of 
soybeans. In the section titled “Condiments” (p. 20-21), 
the author defi nes soya sauce, miso, seitan, salted plums, 
tofu, kuzu, etc. “Tofu is another name for soya-bean curd. 

In Chinatown, you’ll see it in wooden barrels. It looks like 
Feta Greek Cheese and some people would swear it tastes 
like chicken. It is excellent served with sauteed vegetables, 
sauces, fried or cooked in Miso Soup.
 “Seitan: Your guests will almost certainly mistake this 
for meat. Teeth fi nd it pleasant to chew. A combination of 
wheat gluten, wheat soya beans [sic], water and salt, it comes 
in handy when mixed with vegetables, sauces and soups.” 
Note 1. No recipe for making or using seitan appears in this 
book.
 Soy-related recipes include: Cooking beans in a 
pressure-cooker (p. 66; “Do not pressure cook black beans. 
Their skins may come off and clog the pressure cooker 
spout. It is quite dangerous!”). Cooking beans in a pot (incl. 
soya beans, p. 67). Black-bean stew (with miso, p. 70). Soja 
jardiniere (with whole soya beans and miso).
 In the chapter titled “Soups,” the author tells the story of 
how the famous Japanese physician, Dr. Tatsuichiro Akizuki, 
used miso to strengthen his constitution and to survive 
the atomic bomb dropped on Nagasaki on 9 Aug. 1945. 
Under “Minerals” in that chapter he discusses other virtues 
possessed by miso, then gives a recipe for Miso soup (p. 86).
 Radishes sauteed in miso (p. 114). Sandwich au gratin 
(with miso spread, p. 114). Macrobiotic marbles (with miso, 
p. 155). Claudia’s pizza (with miso, p. 158). Salade au 
cresson (with miso, p. 169). Nato [sic, Natto] (Japanese salad 
with natto, p. 171; Note 2. The author describes “Nato” as 
“sour soy-beans, bought in a Japanese store”). Miso sauce (p. 
178). Miso spread (with tahini, p. 187). Oat-miso spread (p. 
188). Scallion spread (with miso, p. 188). Miso pâté (p. 189). 
Komoku (with tofu, deep-fried and cut into strips, p. 212). 
O’Sushi (with tofu, p. 217). Kasha à l’Orientale (with tofu, 
p. 220). Bi-Cuan (Vietnamese recipe with fried tofu, p. 226). 
Kagetsu ice cream (with fi ne soya powder [perhaps Jolly 
Joan from Ener-G foods in Seattle], p. 334; “Kagetsu is a 
beautiful restaurant in Seattle”). Yellow pompidou (with soya 
bean powder, p. 336).
 The Foreword states (p. 1-2): “Ten years ago I was a 
sick man, struggling to stay alive and to fi nish a novel. I 
suspected I might fail in both matters and the doctors of Paris 
agreed. They abandoned me as a hopeless case. It was then 
that I discovered a way of life called Macrobiotics. After a 
year of eating grains and vegetables, my health restored, I 
ventured to New York to discover America and fi nish my 
novel.”
 Note 3. Webster’s Dictionary (1985) defi nes feta, a word 
fi rst used in English in 1940, as “a white semisoft Greek 
cheese made from sheep’s or goat’s milk and cured in brine.”
 Fax from Jimmy Silver. 1991. Dec. 17. This was the 
fi rst best-selling macro / natural food cookbook. Michel is 
head of a Jewish community in Montreal, Canada. He has 
7-9 brothers and 1 sister. “His brother, George, founded the 
Nature de France clay based body care company–originally 
called Cattier but changed after they were sued by Cartier. 
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I thought they would have prevailed in the suit but George 
didn’t want to spend $500,000 to fi ght it even if he won.” 
Address: New York.

2249. Barnard, W.G. 1970. Health via the carrot and other 
vegetables. St. Catharines, Ontario, Canada: The Provoker 
Press and Paul S. Eriksson, Inc. xiv + 144 p. No index. 19 
cm.
• Summary: This is apparently a reprint (with several 
words missing from the title) of the original edition (which 
Soyfoods Center has never seen), published in about 1939 
by the Natural Foods Institute of Cleveland, Ohio. This 
edition contains 37 short chapters on a variety of subjects 
such as: What causes good health and poor health? Personal 
experiences of the author. The natural laws that govern 
health–God’s simple rules of natural living. About vitamins 
and minerals. Various health problems or diseases and 
testimonials of cures and prevention. Good and bad foods, 
etc. Enemies of health: Coffee, alcoholic liquors, tobacco, 
denatured foods, tea, cocoa, cola drinks.
 The introduction begins: “One of the most wonderful 
gifts God gave to man is a healthy body. It costs not one 
penny to preserve your health, but it may cost you a fortune, 
untold suffering, yes, even life itself, once health is lost... 
Primitive man sustained himself on natural foods...” (p. ix). 
“In our opinion some of the worst enemies man has today are 
High Pressure Advertising of Denatured foods, drugs, etc... 
Through the powerful medium of radio, billboard, magazine, 
and newspaper advertising, the public has fastened 
themselves upon the use of aspirins, alkalizers, narcotics, 
pills, laxatives, seltzers, cold cures,... Some of the largest 
buildings in our cities are the hospitals... Oh, what tragedy!” 
Sadly man fails to recognize that he has brought all these 
diseases upon himself (p. xiii).
 Chapter 3, titled “My personal experiences with carrots 
and other fruits and vegetables” (p. 11) begins: “For the past 
14 years the writer has been lecturing in food shows, trade 
shows, and expositions on the proper preparation of foods. 
I lectured at the Century of Progress in Chicago [Illinois] in 
1933 and again in 1934, and at the Great Lakes Exposition 
in Cleveland in 1936 and again in 1937. I am the founder 
of the Natural Foods Institute in Cleveland, Ohio. He has 
proclaimed the health-giving carrot to thousands.
 “Up to ten years ago, I had been living the average 
life, eating anything and everything, drinking coffee, tea, 
cocoa, and colas. The base of my meal was potatoes and 
white bread. I acquired an excessive weight of 212 pounds. 
Heartburn followed every meal.” He then describes a typical 
day’s diet, loaded with meats, sugar, fat and refi ned foods–
and the agony that followed. He lost his pep and ambition, 
and was refused life insurance because of sugar in his urine. 
His family became very concerned. A doctor warned him of 
the possibility of immanent death, and “prescribed a diet of 
milk, bananas, lots of raw vegetables and vegetable and fruit 

juices, which I heeded” (p. 14). He began to feel better from 
the fi rst day. “Today I feel like a new man... at the age of 
sixty-six my recovery is so complete that I am now enjoying 
exceptionally good health” (p. 15).
 “With the return of spirituous liquors [in Jan. 1934], 
cocktail recipes and cocktail bars are prevalent all over 
the land. We all know that alcoholic cocktails are injurious 
regardless of the content as long as alcohol prevails... There 
are cocktails however, that can be made from Nature’s 
vegetables and fruits that are healthful, exhilarating and 
bracing.” “A new machine called a liquefi er propelled by 
electricity liquefi es vegetables in from one to three minutes 
and marvelous Health-Cocktails can thus be prepared at 
least once each day for the entire family” (p. 16-17). He also 
mentions the “liquefi er” on p. 34, and p. 53 (“liquefying 
machine”). So this book was apparently not written mainly 
to promote the liquefi er. Note: This liquefi er would later 
become known as a “blender” and Barnard’s company would 
later make and market the Vita-Mix or Vitamix, a powerful 
type of blender.
 “Constipation is a disease known mainly to the civilized 
races” (p. 29). Barnard regularly cites and summarizes the 
writings or Dr. John Harvey Kellogg.
 Essential for good health is a “pure, red blood stream 
created by natural foods, fresh air, sunshine, and exercise. 
Soy bean products, spinach, parsley, celery, cabbage and 
beets, as well as carrots help make good red blood. Eat a 
plate of salad made of three grated carrots together with 
orange juice dressing. Drink freely of carrot juice daily” (p. 
49). “Carrot juice and other vegetable and fruit juices can 
be included in the diet of every child every day.” In growing 
boys or girls, beware of “False Sugar Appetites.”
 “A strict vegetarian diet is used in the treatment of 
cancer with notable success...” (p. 88).
 Like many in the 1930s, the author believes that an 
alkaline diet fi ghts acidosis and promotes good health (p. 91). 
“Salt is a very harmful substance if not used in moderation” 
(p. 119).
 Chapter 35, titled “Soy bean (the perfect protein food)” 
(p. 127-28) begins: “For centuries the Chinese have used the 
Soy Bean as a source of protein and fat and the necessary 
Amino acids that are found in fl esh foods. In America the 
production of the soy bean is now running into millions of 
bushels and vegetable meat factories and milk factories are 
springing up all over the country.
 “Henry Ford, who has done so much to educate the 
American people to the value of the Soy Bean, recently made 
the prophecy that the cow and hog were destined to oblivion 
and we will soon be eating our meat from the Soy Bean 
and drinking our milk from the Soy Bean. In other words 
obtaining our food direct from the soil fi rst hand instead of 
second hand...” “It is the experience of the Natural Foods 
Institute that babies taken from the natural mothers milk 
thrive on soy bean milk and we have found no one allergic to 
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it.
 “Soy Meat substitutes, Soy Milk, Soy Flour, Soy Cheese 
[tofu], Soy Coffee substitutes, canned green soy beans, 
canned soy beans in tomato sauce, soya macaroni are fast 
becoming popular among health minded people.”
 In conclusion (p. 133-34): “In writing this book I have 
consistently followed one line of reasoning. It is agreed to 
by many physicians, dieticians [sic, dietitians], and food 
scientists, that vegetables and fruits are absolutely essential 
for maintaining good health, natural balance, and physical 
well being. I have tried to help those who are affl icted by 
giving this information.” I also want to help those who are 
healthy to stay healthy. At the end of the book is a food 
dictionary and lists of acid-forming foods (bad) and foods 
with an alkaline reaction (good). Address: Cleveland, Ohio.

2250. Candeias, Olegário Ribeiro. 1970. Soja, 
vegetarianismo e saude (dialogo com o povo) [Soya, 
vegetarianism, and health (dialog with the people)]. Sao 
Paulo, Brazil: Composto e impresso pela Duplicadora 
Gráfi ca Batico. 355 p. Illust. 21 cm. [Por]
• Summary: The 62-year old author is a well-known and 
skilled vegetarian runner. A popular book emphasizing a 
unique health regimen and yoga. Address: Brazil.

2251. Clement, Guy; Coenen, J.W.E.; Feron, R.; Mossel, 
D.A.A. 1970. [Margarine today: Technological and 
nutritional aspects. Proceedings of s seminar held at Dijon 
University under the chairmanship of Prof. Guy Clement, 
Dijon 20-21 March 1969]. Leiden: E.J. Brill. [Fre]

2252. Gassmann, B.; Heine, W.; Kietzmann, A. 1970. 
Ueber eine neue milchfrei Saeuglingsfertignahrung. 
Zusammensetzung und Vergleich mit Nahrungen auf 
Milchbasis [On a new nonmilk infant food. Composition 
and nutritional comparison with milk-based foods]. 
Ernaehrungsforschung 15(2):81-91. [23 ref. Ger]
Address: 1-2. Universitaetskinderklinik, Rostok.

2253. Hardjohutomo, Harsono. 1970. Pengganti tempe 
bongkrek [Substitutes for tempeh bongkrek]. Jakarta: 
Penerbit Pradnja Paramita. 31 p. 18 cm. [Ind]
Address: Dosen Fakultas Perikanan, Institut Pertanian Bogor, 
Indonesia.

2254. Haw, Kum; Yu, Jong Yull; Lee, K.Y.; Sung, N.E.; 
Tchai, B.S.; Cha, C.H. 1970. A report of nutrition survey 
(1969). Hanguk Yongyang Hakhoe Chi (Korean J. of 
Nutrition) 3:1-43. [16 ref]
• Summary: The last nation-wide nutrition survey in Korea 
was conducted in 1947. The authors of the present survey, 
with fi nancial support from the Ministry of Health and Social 
Affairs, conducted this nation-wide survey (incl. dietary, 
clinical, and socio-economic aspects) from 29 July to Aug. 

15, 1969.
 Table II-6 (p. 7), titled “Average food intake per person 
per day (gm)” shows various categories of food in fi ve 
different areas or occupations, plus the average. Soyfoods 
are listed under “A. Vegetable foods–2. Pulses and their 
products” as follows: Soybean–City 2.6, agriculture 3.6, 
fi shery 3.7, mountainous -, mining -, average 2.4 gm/day. 
Soybean paste [jang]–City 7.5, agriculture 12.4, fi shery 5.8, 
mountainous 11.2, mining 8.1, average 10.4 gm/day. In this 
category, fi gures for “Small red bean” [azuki] are also given, 
with an average of 1.7 gm/day.
 Other tables show (with the 1st 3 columns above): II-7. 
Average nutrient intake per person per day. II-8. Average 
nutrient intake per adult per day. II-9. Average food and 
nutrient intake per person per day and % distribution 
(protein, fat, carbohydrate, energy).
 IV-8. Education. IV-9. Roof materials on house. IV-10. 
Number of rooms in house. IV-11. Wall materials on house. 
IV-12. Lighting in house. IV-13. Water supply in house. 
IV-14. Latrine. IV-15. Bath (private, public, well, stream or 
spring). IV-16. Kitchen (in the house, out, public). IV-17. 
Fire place (number in house). IV-18. Fuels IV-19. Kitchen 
equipment (no. of iron pots, bowls, small bowl, spoons or 
chopsticks). IV-20. Bed clothes (no. of quilts, of mattresses). 
IV-21. Occupation (90.6% in agriculture). IV-22. Ownership 
of house IV-23. Monthly income. IV-24. Land. IV-25. 
Domestic animals (chicken is by far the most popular). 
Address: 1. College of Pharmacy, Kyung Hee Univ., Seoul, 
Korea.

2255. Hixson, Harry Franklin, Jr. 1970. Kinetic and 
thermodynamic studies of the trypsin–soybean trypsin 
inhibitor interaction. PhD thesis, Purdue University. 184 
p. Page 1790 in volume 31/04-B of Dissertation Abstracts 
International. *
Address: Purdue Univ., W. Lafayette, Indiana.

2256. Holman, Ralph T. 1970. Biological activities of and 
requirements for polyunsaturated acids. Progress in the 
Chemistry of Fats and Other Lipids 9:611-82. [391* ref]
• Summary: Linolenic acid does not substitute fully for 
linoleic acid as an essential fatty acid. It does not have 
the same growth promoting activity, it does not cure the 
dermatitis of EFA defi ciency, and it is not converted to 
linoleic acid nor to PUFA derived from linoleic acid.
 Series edited by R.T. Holman, W.O. Lundberg and T. 
Malkin; London: Pergamon Press. Address: The Hormel 
Inst., Univ. of Minnesota, Austin, MN 55912.

2257. Kanthamani, S. 1970. Tasty recipes from soybean. 
Jabalpur, India: Directorate of Extension and USAID, 
Jawaharlal Nehru Krishi Vishwa Vidyalaya. 100 p. Illust. 28 
cm.
• Summary: The majority of the recipes use “full-fat soy 
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fl our.” Lime juice is the coagulant used for making tofu. 
Textured soy fl our is not mentioned.
 Contents: Defi nition of terms. Substitutions. Glossary. 
Introduction. 1. Soybeans are rich food: Findings of nutrition 
research, soybeans are good for certain patients (diabetics, 
those with nervous disorders, those with acidity in blood 
tissues needing to be alkalinised), soybeans must be properly 
processed, how to make full-fat soy fl our [at home]. 2. Fried 
soy products. 3. Soy sweets. 4. Roasted soy fl our. 5. Baking. 
6. Dals and vegetables. 7. Soy milk and milk products 
(including homemade soy milk and homemade soy paneer 
{tofu, p. 88-89}). 8. Miscellaneous. Appendix.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (April 2013) 
that contains the word “paneer” (spelled that way) used 
in connection with tofu or soy, or that contains the term 
“soy paneer.” Paneer is a soft, fresh dairy cheese, widely 
consumed in India. It is more expensive than tofu.
 Chapter 1 begins (p. 11): “A large proportion of the 
people of India are vegetarians who obtain only a small part 
of their protein from animal products, principally milk and 
milk products. Oilseeds are an important source of protein 
to such persons. Both groundnuts and soybeans are rich in 
protein. However the protein content of soybeans is higher 
than that of groundnuts and the protein of soybeans is 
nutritionally superior to the protein of groundnuts.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Dec. 2005) that contains the term “roasted soy fl our.”
 Note 2. The page facing the title page announces a 
Hindi version of this book, by the same author, which will 
be published soon. Address: Extension Specialist, Home 
Science, Jawaharlal Nehru Krishi Vishwa Vidyalaya, 
Jabalpur, India.

2258. Kassel, Beatrice. 1970. Naturally occurring inhibitors 
of proteolytic enzymes. Methods in Enzymology 19:839-906. 
See p. 853-62. Gertrude E. Perlmann and Laszlo Lorand, eds. 
“Proteolytic Enzymes.” [54* ref]
• Summary: Pages 853-62 are titled “[66c] Trypsin and 
chymotrypsin inhibitors from soybeans.” A review with 
many references. Contents: Introduction. Kunitz soybean 
inhibitor: Purifi cation procedure, properties. Bowman-Birk 
inhibitor from soybeans: Purifi cation procedure, properties.
 Much of the early work on the proteinase inhibitors of 
plant origin concentrated almost exclusively on the inhibitors 
of trypsin an important serine protease of the digestive tract 
of animals. It soon became apparent however that many of 
the so-called trypsin inhibitors were also inhibitory to the 
related enzyme chymotrypsin.
 Note: This article is followed by an article on 
trypsin inhibitors from other legumes. Address: Dep. of 
Biochemistry, Marquette School of Medicine, Milwaukee, 
Wisconsin.

2259. Kawaguchi, Yutaka; Tsugo, Tomokichi. 1970. Daizu 

nyû tanpakushitsu no rikagaku-teki seishitsu ni oyobosu 
kanetsu no eikyô [Effect of heating on the physicochemical 
properties of protein in soybean milk]. Eiyo to Shokuryo (J. 
of Japanese Society of Food and Nutrition) 23:98-107. [6 ref. 
Jap; eng]
• Summary: “Six kinds of soybean milk were prepared by 
extraction of soybean immersed in water for thirty minutes at 
50, 60, 70, 85, 100 or 120ºC, respectively. Control soybean 
milk was prepared without heating and the effect of heating 
on the physicochemical properties of protein in soybean milk 
was studied, comparing the results with those obtained by 
heating of skimmilk.
 “1. It was observed by use of electron microscope that 
protein particles of soybean milk tended to aggregate at 
lower heating temperature forming giant particles above 
100ºC, than those of skimmilk.
 “2. On higher heating temperature the increase of acid-
soluble nitrogen compounds was observed both with soybean 
milk and skimmilk.
 “3. From the study on the effect of heating on centrifugal 
sedimentation (6,590 x g) of nitrogen compounds, it became 
clear that on heating between 50-100ºC, 20-50% of total 
nitrogen of soybean milk was present in the sediment. 
Heating to 120ºC caused a remarkable increased in the 
rate of total nitrogen sedimentation. Similar tendency was 
observed with skimmilk.
 “4. The rate of trichloroacetic acid-soluble nitrogen in 
acid-soluble nitrogen compounds was larger with soybean 
milk than with skimmilk.
 “5. The soluble and insoluble fractions in saturated 
magnesium sulfate solution were found to decrease in both 
soybean milk and skimmilk with higher heating temperature. 
With heating above 100ºC, these fractions disappeared 
wholly.” Address: Tokyo Univ., Nôgaku-bu, Nogeikagaku-
ka.

2260. Kwok, C.K. 1970. Effect of heat treatment on the 
trypsin inhibitor and urease activities of water extracts of 
soybean. MSc thesis, University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois. 
*
Address: Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois.

2261. Lawrie, R.A. ed. 1970. Proteins as human food: 
Proceedings of the sixteenth Easter School in Agricultural 
Science, University of Nottingham, 1969. London: 
Butterworths; or AVI Publishing Co. in USA and Canada. 
xvii + 525 p.
• Summary: Soy is mentioned on pages 42-43, 54, 57, 143-
46, 247, 346-60. Address: Prof. of Food Science, Univ. 
of Nottingham School of Agriculture, Sutton Bonington, 
Loughborough, England.

2262. Leeuwen, J.M. van; Weide, H.J.; Braas, C.C. 1970. 
De voederwaarde van sojabloem, mede in vergelijking met 
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mager melkpoeder [The nutritive value of soybean oil meal 
in comparison with dried skimmed milk]. Verslagen van 
Landbouwkundige Onderzoekingen (Wageningen) No. 732. 
19 p. [28 ref. Dut; eng]
• Summary: “Summary and conclusions: In fattening 
trials with veal calves the effects of different treatments of 
soybean oil meal on its nutritive value were measured. The 
production of antibodies against the proteins of soybean 
oil meal given with the food, was checked through serum 
agglutination. Amino acid contents in the soya products were 
analysed as well. Soya protein (promine-d) isolated from 
untoasted soybean oil meal (5.5% in milk substitute) affected 
growth and slaughter quality of the animal and caused high 
antibody titers against soya protein.
 “Dry toasting of soybean oilmeal (10% in milk 
substitute instead of dried skimmed milk) made some 
improvement, especially when followed by a light chemical 
(hydrolisation) or heat (autoclave) treatment, as was shown 
by results of fattening and lower antibody-titers compared 
with promine-d. The optimum in autoclaving of dry toasted 
soybean oilmeal for veal calves was at 120ºC, under 1 
atmosphere steam pressure, by 3 cm thickness of the layer 
and for 30 minutes.
 “The hemagglutination reaction used is described.” 
Address: Instituut voor Veevoedingssonderzoek, Hoorn.

2263. Liener, Irvin E. 1970. A study of antinutritional factors 
in different varieties of soybeans as related to processing 
for producing improved protein foods. Minneapolis, MN: 
University of Minnesota. 56 p. Final report. USDA P.L. 480. 
Grant no. 12-14-100-9180(71). Period covered June 1967-
Dec. 1970.
• Summary: Contents: Summary. I. Introduction. II. Initial 
Screening Program. III. Relationship of Various Chemical 
and Biochemical Parameters to the Nutritive Value of 
the Protein. IV. The Relationship between Sulfur-Amino 
Acids and PER of Heated Soybean Samples. V. Nutritive 
Value of Acid-Treated Soyfl our. VI. The Effect of Storage 
on the Trypsin Inhibitor and Hemagglutinating Activities 
of Soybeans. VII. Other Work: A. Available Lysine. B. 
Molecular Weight of the Bowman-Birk Inhibitor.
 VIII. Appendices:
 A. An Evaluation of Natural vs. Synthetic Substrates for 
Measuring the Antitryptic Activity of Soybean Samples
 B. Note on the Determination of Chymotrypsin and 
Chymotrypsin Inhibitor Activity Using Casein.
 C. Determination of Available Lysine in Proteins.
 D. The Molecular Weight of the Bowman-Birk 
Protease Inhibitor. Address: Prof. of Biochemistry, Dep. 
of Biochemistry, College of Biological Sciences, Univ. of 
Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55114.

2264. Matsuura, Shinji. 1970. Afl atoxins and fermented 
foods in Japan. JARQ (Japan Agricultural Research 

Quarterly) 5(1):46-51. [6 ref. Eng]
• Summary: No afl atoxins were detected in any samples of 
miso or shoyu examined. However, afl atoxin-like compounds 
were detected in about 30% of the koji molds examined, but 
these compounds differed from afl atoxins in their ultraviolet 
absorption spectra. Address: Chief, Lab. of Fermentation 
Technology, Fermentation Div., National Food Research 
Instute, Tokyo.

2265. Miller, Harry W. 1970. Nutritional value of soymilk. 
Riverside, California: International Nutrition Foundation. *
• Summary: Basic factual and nutritional information on 
soymilk. Address: Riverside, California.

2266. Murata, Kiku. 1970. Hakkô daizu, tenpei (Tempeh) 
no eiyô-ka ni kansuru kenkyû (Sosetsu) [Studies on 
the nutritional value of tempeh (general remarks and 
introduction)]. Osaka Shiritsu Daigaku Kaseigakubu Kiyo 
(Bulletin of the Faculty of Home Economics, Osaka City 
University) 18:19-33. [30 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: “After investigation of the nutritional value 
of tempeh, including antioxidative and antihemolytic 
activities of tempeh, for several years, the following results 
were obtained: 1. Lipid of the tempeh powder is stable, 
while that of the unfermented soybean powder is labile to 
oxidation during storage. 2. It was found that isofl avones, 
especially Factor 2 (6-7-4’-trihydroxyisofl avone), which 
was liberated with Beta-glucosidase during fermentation 
with Rhizopus, was one of the antioxidants in tempeh. 3. 
The isolated or chemically synthesized crystalline Factor 
2 was active in preventing hemolysis of the red blood cells 
of the vitamin E defi cient rats in vitro but not in in vivo 
tests. 4. Protein Effi ciency Ratio (PER) of tempeh and of 
unfermented soybeans (fresh or stored) were not signifi cantly 
different. However, hemolysis percentages of blood of rats 
fed stored tempeh were less than 20%, while those of rats 
fed stored unfermented soybeans were 100% throughout the 
experimental period after 2 weeks. The serum tocopherol of 
the tempeh group was higher than that of the unfermented 
soybean group. 5. Most of the B vitamins except thiamine 
in tempeh were increased to 4-8 times as much as those 
of unfermented soybeans during fermentation. 6. It was 
observed that supplementation of methionine (1.09%), lysine 
(0.34%), and threonine (0.24% in protein level) improved 
PER as well as that of tempeh 7: whole egg 3 in protein 
level.” Address: Osaka.

2267. Mustakas, G.C. 1970. Full-fat and defatted soy fl ours 
for human nutrition. Northern Regional Research Laboratory. 
31 p. Summarized in Soybean Digest, April 1970, p. 48. *
• Summary: The protein in soy fl ours is now the most 
economical source of food-grade vegetable protein. This 
paper gives a detailed review of the technological aspects 
of soy fl ours, including both full-fat and defatted types. 
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“He describes processes the Laboratory has developed for 
producing full-fat soy fl ours, including an extrusion process 
for use in urban communities and a simple hand process 
for villages of developing countries where skilled labor, 
machines, and steam power are unavailable.” Address: 
Northern Regional Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois.

2268. Patten, Jimmy Ray. 1970. The effect of dietary raw 
soybean on physiological and biochemical parameters of 
the canine pancreas. PhD thesis, Baylor University. 218 
p. Page 4298 in volume 31/07-B of Dissertation Abstracts 
International. *
Address: Baylor Univ., Waco, Texas.

2269. Riepma, S.F. 1970. The story of margarine. 
Washington, DC: Public Affairs Press. vi + 157 p. Illust. 
Index. 24 cm. [144* ref]
• Summary: This is one of the best books ever written 
about margarine, by one of America’s leading experts on the 
subject. Contents: 1. Introduction: Defi nitions of margarine, 
the name “margarine,” characteristics and classes, types of 
margarine, what consumers mostly use, margarine and butter 
compared. 2. The farm beginning: Growing and extracting, 
the fats protein complex. Making margarine: Refi ning, 
selecting fats and oils, manufacture (oils blending), coloring, 
vitamins, emulsifi ers, liquid phase, fl avor, salt, preservatives, 
completing the margarine, packaging, the industry. 
Distribution to consumers: Per person and household, 
a distribution profi le, consumer acceptance, brands, 
marketing, in the store. The nutritional role: Equivalency, 
as food fat, margarine and calories, the make-up of food fat, 
essential fatty acids, fatty acids and heart disease, vitamin A 
standardization, minor nutrients. Margarine law: The special 
laws, principal laws and federal regulations, federal laws, 
state laws, summary of provisions of state margarine laws 
that affect marketing or composition and are not uniform 
with the federal law, labeling and packaging, principal 
court decisions. History: Beginnings, American beginnings, 
developing attitudes, restrictionism, the yellow wall, 
reconstruction, turning point 1911-1920, breakthrough 1938-
1950, since 1950. Appendices.
 Note: A 2-page typed update as of May 1, 1979, to 
certain sections of this book that had changed, was made 
available free of charge to anyone interested. For example:
 “Page 81: All margarine now fortifi es to supply a 
minimum of 15,000 IU units of vitamin A per pound. This is 
true also of ‘diet,’ ‘imitation’ and ‘spread’ types of margarine 
products.”

2270. Rosenberger, Gustav. 1970. Krankheiten des Rindes 
[Cattle diseases]. Berlin and Hamburg: Verlag Paul Parey. 
xxviii + 1390 p. See p. 1249-50. Illust. (part color). 28 cm. 
[14 soy ref. Ger]
• Summary: This “bible” of veterinary medicine discusses 

the Duren cattle disease, which is caused by extraction of 
soybean meal using trichloroethylene solvent, and which 
leads to aplastic anemia. The disease is of historical interest 
only, since use of this solvent has been discontinued. 
Contains an excellent bibliography. Address: Dr. med. vet. 
habil., Dr. med. vet. h.c., o Professor, Direktor der Klinik 
fuer Rinderkrankheiten der Tieraerztliche Hochschule 
Hannover.

2271. Schaible, Philip J. 1970. Poultry: Feeds and nutrition. 
Westport, Connecticut: AVI Publishing Co. xii + 636 p. 
Illust. Index. 24 cm. 2nd ed. by H. Patrick and P.J. Schaible, 
1980, 668 p. [961* ref]
• Summary: This excellent book is about the rise of factory 
farming and use of chickens as biological machines that 
make money. The system has kept the prices of eggs and 
poultry meal low, but it rests an consumers not understanding 
what is being done on their behalf.
 The commercial broiler industry came of age in America 
in the mid-1940s. Broilers used to require 5 lb of feed to gain 
1 lb in weight and it took approximately 15 weeks for them 
to reach a 3-lb market weight. Today, broilers require half 
that amount of feed and time.
 “Good crop land will produce 10 to 20 times the amount 
of human food that can be obtained by utilization of animals 
produced on the same area of land. At best, only a fourth of 
the protein in the edible parts of plants is returned as meat. 
A dairy cow is the most effi cient converter (28%) and the 
beef cow the least effi cient (6%) in converting plant protein 
into animal protein. The broiler, laying hen, and swine are 
intermediate with 22, 22, and 16% effi ciencies, respectively. 
Alfalfa and soybean crops are the leading producers.”
 “Lavoisier in 1777 laid the foundation for the science 
of nutrition by supplying the basic facts regarding energy 
metabolism. Not until the 19th century was it known that 
there was a difference in the dietetic value of different foods” 
(p. 1)
 “A world now populated by 3.3 billion people maintains 
a livestock and poultry population equivalent to almost 15 
billion human beings or a total feeding burden exceeding that 
of 18 billion human beings. The present world living mass 
(biomass) consists of 180 million metric tons of humans 
requiring 920 million metric tons of livestock and poultry for 
their food... Only 1/10 of what the human race eats consists 
of animal products.” Address: Dep. of Poultry Science, 
Michigan State Univ., East Lansing, Michigan.

2272. Schwarz, Richard W. 1970. John Harvey Kellogg, 
M.D. Nashville, Tennessee: Southern Publishing Assoc. 
256 p. Illust. Index. 22 cm. See p. 44, 120-23, 243. Also 
published in 1970 by Andrews Univ. Press (Berrien Springs, 
Michigan).
• Summary: This excellent biography of Dr. J.H. Kellogg 
was originally written as a 1964 PhD thesis at the University 
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of Michigan. Although it contains no references or footnotes, 
and thus lacks the documentation and completeness of the 
dissertation, it is still (March 2009) the best biography of Dr. 
Kellogg. The author is a Seventh-day Adventist.
 Contents: Preface. 1. The boy foreshadows the man. 2. A 
convert (the early health reform and vegetarian movements 
in America). 3. From teacher to doctor. 4. A man is what 
he eats. 5. Changing American habits. 6. Developing the 
Battle Creek Sanitarium. 7. Sanitarium ups and downs. 8. A 
torrent of words. 9. Variations on a boyhood dream. 10. The 
unwilling surgeon. 11. Products of an active mind. 12. All 
work, but little play. 13. What manner of man. 14. Father of 
forty-two children (and Ella Eaton Kellogg, his wife). 15. 
His brother’s keeper. 16. The ties of fi fty years are broken. 
17. Food manufacturing and family quarrels. 18. New outlets 
for promoting an old program. 19. The last battles. 20. An 
epilogue.
 Concerning meat substitutes [meat alternatives] (p. 121-
23): “During the years in which he directed the experiments 
which led to the production of fl aked cereals, Bromose, 
and Malted Nuts, Dr. Kellogg also attempted to develop a 
substitute for meat from plant sources. He traced his interest 
in such a product to conversations with Dr. Charles W. 
Dabney, noted agricultural chemist and former president 
of the University of Tennessee. When Dabney was serving 
as President Cleveland’s Assistant Secretary of Agriculture 
[probably about 1893-1897], he had discussed with Kellogg 
the problem of supplying adequate protein for the world’s 
rapidly expanding population. The men agreed that it was 
better economics to use grain for human food than to feed 
it to animals and then use them for food. The problem, as 
Dabney saw it, was to produce a grain product which would 
have all the nutritional value and taste appeal of meat.
 “In 1896 Kellogg announced that he had perfected the 
ideal substitute for meat in Nuttose, a nut product which 
he could prepare to taste much like beef or chicken... The 
doctor’s interest in new vegetarian meatlike protein foods 
continued active until shortly before his death. Among 
some of the more popular creations later developed in his 
laboratories were Protose, Battle Creek Steaks, and Battle 
Creek Skallops. Various combinations of nuts and wheat 
gluten composed the principal ingredients in the imitation 
meats...
 “Kellogg’s last major food discovery was an artifi cial 
milk made principally from soybeans. He was particularly 
enthusiastic over soy milk because it proved an excellent 
host for the acidophilus bacteria which the doctor believed 
needed to be implanted in the intestinal tract in order for it to 
function perfectly. Shortly after Kellogg had developed soy 
acidophilus milk, he chanced to read that Marie, smallest of 
the Dionne quintuplets, was suffering from bowel trouble. 
Immediately wiring the quints’ physician, Dr. A.R. Dafoe, he 
announced he was sending him a supply of soy acidophilus 
milk, which he was certain would cure Marie’s problem. 

About ten days later he received a letter from Dafoe which 
indicated that the soy acidophilus milk had indeed corrected 
the situation and asked that a continuous supply be sent to 
Callander, Ontario [Canada], for the fi ve little girls.”
 In summarizing Dr. Kellogg’s major accomplishments, 
the author notes (p. 243): “His introduction of peanut butter 
added another widely accepted item to the American diet, 
and it probably did more to provide a market for peanuts 
than did the efforts of any other person, with the possible 
exception of George Washington Carver. John Harvey’s 
development of meatlike products from nuts and legumes 
combined with wheat gluten has not only helped to enrich 
the dietary of thousands of persons who for ethical, health, 
or religious reasons choose to be vegetarians, but such high-
protein foods also hold possibilities for supplementing the 
diet in countries where the supply of meat is insuffi cient to 
provide enough protein for a rapidly expanding population.”
 Concerning Granola: In the early 1860s, Dr. James 
Caleb Jackson of Dansville, New York, developed Granula, 
America’s fi rst successful cold breakfast cereal, made 
solely from wheat. For 40 years, Dr. Jackson operated “Our 
Home on the Hillside,” probably the most successful of the 
“water-cure” institutions that blossomed in the 1850s. “In 
an atmosphere approaching that of a European spa, Jackson 
provided hydropathic treatments and a special diet for as 
many as a thousand patients a year.” In about the 1870s, at 
the Battle Creek Sanitarium, John Harvey Kellogg developed 
a similar product, which he named Granola. It differed from 
Jackson’s Granula in that it consisted of several grains, and 
longer baking dextrinized the starch more thoroughly. “At 
fi rst he apparently had no thought of selling it. He intended 
it solely for sanitarium patients. Gradually, however, as 
former patients and others interested in dietetic improvement 
sent to the sanitarium for Granola, a small commercial 
business developed, and Battle Creek thus took its fi rst 
step toward becoming the ‘Breakfast Food Capital of the 
World.’... Shortly after the production of Granola for patients 
at the sanitarium began in 1877, Dr. Kellogg organized the 
Sanitarium Food Company as a subsidiary of the Battle 
Creek Sanitarium. Operated as an adjunct to the sanitarium 
bakery, for more than a decade it marketed a variety of 
oatmeal, graham, and fruit crackers and whole-grain cooked 
cereals–all originally devised to provide variety in the 
menu of sanitarium patients.” All products were made from 
whole grains without artifi cial additives, and all underwent 
prolonged high-temperature baking designed to dextrinize 
their starch. “By 1889 the Sanitarium Foods had become 
popular enough to warrant the establishment of a separate 
factory; Granola alone sold at the rate of two tons a week.” 
But when Dr. Kellogg wanted to expand the business, other 
sanitarium doctors refused to vote the funds. So Dr. Kellogg 
launched the private Sanitas Food Company, relying heavily 
on his younger brother, Will Keith, who had served as his 
personal accountant and business manager since 1880. John 
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Harvey’s new fl aked cereals and vegetable meats became 
the property of the Sanitas Company. In mid-1906 Dr. 
Kellogg decided to change Sanitas’ corporate name to the 
Kellogg Food Company. Then: “In the spring of 1921, to 
avoid further diffi culties with Will Kellogg’s manufacturing 
business [Battle Creek Toasted Corn Flake Company], Dr. 
Kellogg changed his concern’s name to the Battle Creek 
Food Company.”
 Concerning fl aked breakfast cereals: The fi rst ones were 
developed from wheat jointly by Dr. J.H. Kellogg and his 
brother Will, in about 1894. Dr. Kellogg named their fi rst 
successful wheat fl akes product Granose Flakes, and on 31 
May 1894 he applied for a U.S. patent on “Flaked cereal and 
process for preparing same.” But in 1903 courts declared the 
doctor’s patent invalid. Will Kellogg developed the product 
into a great commercial success, in part by adding sugar 
to the malt and corn combination from which he made the 
fl akes. “The sugar greatly enhanced the cereal’s taste appeal, 
and, as a result, the Corn Flakes business was booming by 
late 1905.” Will convinced his brother, John Harvey, to 
relinquish Sanitas’ rights to Corn Flakes, and in early 1906 
Will established a separate Battle Creek Toasted Corn Flake 
Company with outside fi nancing. John Harvey agreed not 
to take an active part in the new company’s management. 
Six months later John Harvey decided to change Sanitas’ 
corporate name to the Kellogg Food Company. The new 
company “began operating in July 1908, with Dr. Kellogg 
owning all but two of its fi fteen thousand shares of stock. 
Not only did the new company absorb the old Sanitas 
Company, but it also leased the entire plant, machinery, 
goodwill, and business of the Battle Creek Sanitarium Food 
Company, thus bringing the manufacture and distribution of 
all the food products with which Dr. Kellogg was associated 
into one organization. By then John Harvey had decided that 
it would be a good thing to put out all company products 
under the trade name ‘Kellogg’s.’”
 Will became very upset when Dr. Kellogg attached 
the family name to his new food company and products. 
Eventually a series of legal battles developed between the 
two brothers over this and other products. Will Keith Kellogg 
is discussed on pages 64, 118-20, 122, 144, 148, 192, 210-
18, 224, 237-38.
 On pages 193-208 are 16 pages of excellent black-and-
white photos from the life of Dr. Kellogg, starting with a 
portrait of him and his wife in 1884.
 Reprinted in 2006 by Review and Herald Publishing 
Association (Hagerstown, Maryland)–but with the new 
subtitle: “Pioneering health reformer.” Adventist pioneer 
series. On the new cover, on a snipe in the upper right corner: 
“Father of the health food industry.” Address: Andrews 
Univ., Berrien Springs, Michigan.

2273. Setayesh, A.M. 1970. Study of the effects of 
nutritional feeding program with Multi-Purpose Food on 

students of schools in the DIP. Hudson, Iowa: Soybean 
Digest. Summarized in Soybean Digest, April 1970, p. 48. *
• Summary: Soybean Digest states: “Multi-Purpose Food 
(MPF) showed marked results in feeding tests with Iranian 
school students. Dr. A.M. Setayesh, who conducted the tests, 
reports:
 “MPF, which contains 50% vegetable protein balanced 
with the required vitamins and minerals is produced by 
Meals for Millions Foundation of California. Students on the 
test received 20 grams of MPF mixed with water daily.
 “There is considerable malnutrition in Iran, partly due to 
a shortage of food but in large part due to ignorance of what 
constitutes a good diet. Steps are being taken to cultivate 
fruits and vegetables and also to expand the livestock 
program.
 “Over a third of the students who did not receive the 
high protein food did not gain weight during the academic 
year, and some lost weight. Over 90% of those receiving 
MPF made a good gain in weight during the test period.” 
Address: Kuezestan Water & Power Authority.

2274. Seth, J.N. 1970. Effect of soybean supplementation in 
the diet of malnourished children. M.D. thesis (pediatrics), 
Jabalpur University, India. *
Address: Jabalpur Univ., India.

2275. Singh, Rajeshwari (Mrs). comp. and ed. 1970. 
Soyahar: Indian recipes of soybean. Pantnagar, Nainital, 
India: U.P. Agricultural University. xxviii + 216 p. Illust. 25 
cm. Also published in Hindi.
• Summary: Contents: 1. Acknowledgment. 2. List of 
contributors. 3. Preface (by Singh). 4. General information: 
Introduction, how to soak soybeans, how to make soybean 
milk (at home or commercially), how to make soybean curd 
[tofu] (at home or commercially), how to make soybean 
fl our (at home or commercially), cultivation of soybeans in 
India. Tables show: (1) The amino acid content of various 
vegetable and meat products. (2) Nutritive value of important 
legumes–groundnut, pigeon pea (arhar), chick pea (Bengal 
gram), soybean. (3) Chemical composition of some soybean 
products (seed, meal, fl our, full fat fl our, protein concentrate, 
isolate, textured food, beef analogue). (4) Nutritional value 
of the soybean compares with selected other foods. (5) 
Composition of mature green soybean [green vegetable 
soybeans, 70% water]. (6) Composition of dry soybeans. (6) 
Uses of vegetable protein products (soybean fl ours, soybean 
concentrates, isolated soy proteins, textured foods–incl. 
simulated meats). 5. Milk products (including homemade 
soy milk, homemade soy curd {dahi}, homemade soy 
cheese {paneer}). 6. Cereals and lentils. 7. Soups, curries, 
vegetables, chutney & raita. 8. Snack foods. 9. Indian sweets. 
10. Cookies and confections. 11. Meat products (mostly 
meatless / vegetarian, but includes mutton and fi sh). 12. 
Useful cooking information. 13. Glossary: Hindi-English and 
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English-Hindi. Contains 221 recipes. 4 p. of errata.
 Photos show: On the cover, a young Indian girl drinking 
soymilk from a large glass (color). (1) The seven women 
who comprise Pantnagar’s Soybean Utilization Team. (2) 
Mrs. D.P. Singh, honorary leader of the Team, explains a 
fi ne point to Prof. Alvin Nelson. (3) Many Indian ladies in 
traditional Indian clothing standing behind a long table on 
which are soybean delicacies prepared in a conventional 
Indian kitchen. There are many color photos of prepared 
dishes. (4) A soybean plant with pods and leaves. Address: 
Pantnagar, India.

2276. Trager, James. 1970. The enriched, fortifi ed, 
concentrated, country-fresh, lip-smacking, fi nger-licking, 
international, unexpurgated foodbook. New York, NY: 
Grossman Publishers. xv + 579 p. Illust. Index. 24 cm. 
[350+* ref]
• Summary: This hefty volume is packed with information 
about a multitude of interesting, little known, or bizarre 
subjects related to food. It is divided into 11 major chapters, 
each of which contains many mini-chapters, often with 
witty or enticing (but often undescriptive) titles such as 
“mushrooms take savvy” or “Farmer Jefferson.” The 
extensive index is very useful, containing entries for such 
things as Accent/MSG (p. 445-48), prehistoric agriculture 
and food (p. 3-11), meat analogs and Bac*Os (p. 450-51, 
457, 501), Archer Daniels Midland (p. 450), bean curd (p. 
333, 362), Battle Creek Sanitarium (p. 460), Kellogg (p. 384, 
460-61), miso soup (p. 362), soybeans (p. 21, 262, 382, 450-
51, 518), soy protein (p. 450), vegetarianism and vegetarians 
(p. 3, 324, 343, 457-59).
 In Chapter 10, titled “Nuts in the Fruitcake” (p. 455-86), 
the author takes the opportunity to make fun of anything he 
discusses related to health/natural foods or vegetarianism. 
To him, it all smacks of food faddism and extremists. There 
are sections about vegetarians past and present (“there are 
no convincing nutritional justifi cations for vegetarianism”), 
Sylvester Graham (“One of America’s fi rst home-grown food 
faddists”), Horace Fletcher, Dr. William Howard Hay and 
acidosis, Gayelord Hauser (“Perhaps the most prominent 
diet and health mythologist in recent years”), organic foods 
baloney (“DDT has not yet been shown to have harmful 
effects for humans”), Carlton Fredericks and Adolphus 
Hohensee, Tiger’s Milk, aphrodisiac foods, and food and 
astrology. Address: New York.

2277. White House Conference on Food, Nutrition, and 
Health (1st: Final Report). 1970. Washington, DC: U.S. 
Government Printing Offi ce. 345 p. Held Dec. 1969 at 
Washington, D.C.

2278. Robinson, W.B.; Bourne, M.S.; Steinkraus, K.H. 1971. 
Development of soy-based foods of high nutritive value 
for use in the Philippines. National Technical Information 

Service. U.S. Department of Commerce. PB-213-758. iv 
+ 100 p. Jan. 31. 28 cm. (Washington, DC). Agency for 
International Development, Contract AID/csd-1815. [29 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Results in the 
Philippines: Personnel, the Food Science pilot plant, 
laboratory studies on soy milk, pilot plant studies on soy 
milk production, acceptability of soy milks produced in the 
pilot plant, effect of alkali soaks and alkali addition on fl avor 
acceptability of soy milks, variety trial, tests on soy milk 
by commercial fi rms, storage stability of soy milk, other 
soybean products, quick-cooking mungo beans, coconut 
milk beverages, coconut protein studies, concentrated 
coconut water, the future of soymilk research at Los Baños, 
extension activities. Engineering studies: Grinding, liquid-
solids separation, spray drying, concentration of soy milk. 
Nutritional studies: Complementary and/or supplementary 
effect of various food proteins, effect of soaking soybeans 
in NaOH [sodium hydroxide] solutions on fl avor and 
nutritional value, fl avor and nutritional attributes of 
roasted soybeans, utilization of the residue from soy milk 
manufacture, nutritional value of several soybean varieties. 
Chemical and physical investigations: Identifi cation of 
a volatile component in soybeans that contributes to the 
raw bean fl avor, effect of processing methods on off-
fl avors of soybean milk. Volatile fl avor components of 
coconut meat, effect of physical and chemical processing 
factors on the redispersibility of dried soy milk proteins, 
evaluation of monosaccharides, disaccharides, and corn 
syrups as dispersants for heat-processed dried soy milk 
proteins, removal of oligosaccharides from soy milk by an 
enzyme from Aspergillus Saitoi, an enzymatic process for 
a nutritional beverage based on soybean protein and lemon 
juice. Address: Dep. of Food Science and Technology, New 
York State Agric. Exp. Station, Geneva, New York.

2279. Adrian, J. 1971. Traitement thermique et qualité des 
protéines du soja: III. Infl uence des modalités de la cuisson 
du tourteau sur ses teneurs en thiamine, acide pantothénique 
et méthionine [Thermal treatment and quality of soy 
proteins. III. Infl uence of the ways of cooking of the cake on 
its content of thiamine, pantothenic acid and methionine]. 
Annales de Zootechnie (France) 20(1):31-40. [9 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Toasting soybean cake or meal destroys most 
of the thiamine and causes a moderate loss of pantothenic 
acid and never destroys the methionine. Note: This journal 
is published by the Institut national de la recherche 
agronomique. Address: Centre de Recherches sur la 
Nutrition, 92-Bellevue, Centre national de la Recherche 
scientifi que.

2280. Ambler, J.E.; Brown, J.C.; Gauch, H.G. 1971. Sites 
of iron reduction in soybean plants. Agronomy Journal 
63(1):96-98. Jan/Feb. [10 ref]
• Summary: Where does reduction of iron take place in 
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soybean roots? “Reduction was most pronounced between 
the regions of root elongation and root maturation at both 
the epidermis and the endodermis. Reducing capacity was 
greatest in the young lateral diarch roots indicating that these 
roots contribute signifi cantly to the ability of the plant to take 
up iron.”
 Note: “In a diarch root the lateral roots arise between 
the phloem and xylem strands.” “The root has three 
distinct tissue systems. These are epidermal, codex and 
vascular tissue systems.” Address: Plant Physiologist and 
Soil Scientist, Oil and Water Conservation Research Div. 
(SWCRD), ARS, USDA, Beltsville, Maryland.

2281. Bourne, Malcolm C. 1971. Production, acceptability, 
and nutrition aspects of soy beverages in the Philippines. 
Paper presented at the meeting on “Potentials for soy 
beverages in the Philippines” U.P. College of Agriculture, 
January. 11 p. [1 ref]
• Summary: An excellent summary, with some history. 
“About ten years ago the Food Technology Group at Cornell 
University [Geneva, New York] under the leadership of Dr. 
D.B. Hand became interested in the soybean as a rich source 
of low-cost protein. They quickly came to the conclusion 
that soymilk provided a god vehicle to bring a nutritious, 
low cost protein food to people in developing countries but 
that the bad fl avor of soymilk was the principal obstacle to 
its widespread acceptance. A lengthy study of the chemistry, 
biochemistry and nutritional value of the soybean was 
initiated. In 1967 the Offi ce of the War-on-Hunger of the 
U.S. Agency for International Development supported this 
research program with a grant which enabled the tempo of 
the research to be greatly increased. When Dr. Hand retired, 
Dr. W.B. Robinson became the Director of the team working 
on this project.
 “One member of the Cornell team, Dr. K.H. Steinkraus, 
who was Associate Director of the project, came to Los 
Baños in 1967 and initiated an important section of the 
research program, namely to develop a product under 
Philippine conditions that was highly acceptable to the 
Philippine palate.” A “research project was started and 
a pilot plant for making soymilk was established in 
temporary quarters in the Agricultural Chemistry building. 
Dr. Steinkraus and his group conducted acceptability 
studies with 6th grade Filipino children in several schools 
in this area. In this study they found that it was necessary 
to add sugar to the soymilk in order to make it acceptable 
to Filipino schoolchildren and that 7% sugar was the 
optimum level. They found that the addition of vanilla 
fl avoring improved acceptability Ninety fi ve per cent of the 
children said they liked a formulation containing 7% sugar 
with added vanilla fl avoring. The addition of chocolate 
fl avoring increased acceptability to 96%.” The Steinkraus 
group “also found that 5% coconut milk incorporated into 
soymilk containing 9% sugar made a good product with a 

96% acceptability. Soymilk frozen in plastic bags in 60 ml. 
portions was very acceptable to the children as an ice candy.”
 “Dr. Bourne took Dr. Steinkraus’ place as leader of the 
Los Baños group when Dr. Steinkraus returned to Cornel in 
June 1969 and continued the research program...” Address: 
College of Agriculture, Univ. of the Philippines, Laguna, 
Philippines (Visiting Prof.).

2282. Fries, Joseph H. 1971. Studies on the allergenicity of 
soy bean. Annals of Allergy 29(1):1-7. Jan. [17 ref]
• Summary: “Soy bean sensitivity is not uncommon and may 
imply cross sensitivity to other legumes. The soy bean may 
be carried more than a mile from its source, thus increasing 
the list of air pollutants.” Provides additional evidence of 
a high incidence of soy sensitivity in older children with 
atopy on the basis of intracutaneous tests. Thus soy cannot 
be regarded as hypoallergenic in humans. Address: Dep. of 
Pediatrics, Nassau Hospital, Mineola, New York.

2283. Lepkovsky, S.; Furuta, F.; Dimick, M.K. 1971. Trypsin 
inhibitor and the nutritional value of soya beans. British J. of 
Nutrition 25(1):235-41. Jan. [29 ref]
• Summary: “1. One reason, based on indirect evidence, 
advanced in explanation of the low nutritional value of raw 
soya bean (RS) is that it stimulates the pancreas to secrete 
massive amounts of protein which are ultimately lost in the 
faeces. This theory has been investigated directly.
 “2. The expected outpouring of pancreatic protein did 
not occur when the secretion of enzymes and protein in 
pancreatic juice from chickens and rats given successively 
heated soya bean (HS) and RS diets was measured directly.
 3. We suggest here that raw soya bean, acting upon 
intestinal proteins, forms trypsin inhibitor-protein complexes 
which, despite adequate proteolytic activity, escape digestion 
and are therefore lost with the faeces, thus decreasing 
the nutritional value of the diet. Address: Dep. of Poultry 
Husbandry, Univ. of California, Berkeley, California 94720.

2284. Odell, A.D. 1971. Meat analogs–Potential in 
developing countries. Report to the FAO/WHO/UNICEF 
Protein Advisory Group. 9 p. Presented at the 18th PAG 
Meeting in Rome. 8 Jan. 1971. Document 2.44/1.
• Summary: “Meat analogs possess the ability to 
supply precisely reproducible balanced dietary inputs of 
essential amino acids. Their structural matrix permits the 
incorporation of non-protein aliments of nearly unlimited 
choice range. Thus, they can be designed to fi t into any 
food pattern with any nutritional impact desired. In the 
U.S.A. there is a growing acceptance at all income levels. 
The potential for developing countries depends on the 
ability to meet or surpass practical requirements of utility, 
marketability and viability.
 “The ‘Spun’ monofi lament products sell at present 
in the U.S.A. for 20-25% less than meats, but are still too 
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expensive to be of interest for developing countries. The 
extrusion-expansion products, however, sell for 10-15¢ per 
pound.” Address: General Mills.

2285. Catsimpoolas, N.; Kenney, J.; Meyer, E.W. 1971. The 
effect of thermal denaturation on the antigenicity of glycinin. 
Biochimica et Biophysica Acta 229(2):451-58. Feb. 16. [17 
ref]
• Summary: Glycinin was prepared from defatted soybean 
fl akes. Antisera to the native protein were obtained. 
The effect of temperature and time of heating on the 
antigenicity of glycinin was investigated by using the 
methods of radial immunodiffusion, complement fi xation, 
and disc immunoelectrophoresis. The protein retains its 
immunological activity even after heating for 30 minutes 
at temperatures of up to 65ºC. However a rapid loss in 
antigenicity is found at temperatures from 70 to 90ºC. 
Address: Lab. of Protein Chemistry, Central Soya Research 
Center, Chicago, Illinois 60639.

2286. Lo, Kwee-Seong. Assignor to Hong Kong Soya 
Bean Products Company, Ltd. 1971. Process for preparing 
a soybean beverage. U.S. Patent 3,563,762. Feb. 16. 5 p. 
Application fi led 2 Aug. 1965. [5 ref]
• Summary: This invention relates to the production 
of a soybean beverage from a full-fat soybean powder. 
The powder, water, and a stabilizer are mixed and then 
homogenized at 8,000 lb per square inch to form a beverage, 
which may additionally be centrifuged and homogenized at a 
lower temperature.
 To make the powder, soybeans are cleaned, toasted, 
quickly cooled by currents of cold air causing separation 
of the cotyledons and hull, and dehulled (dressed). The 
hulls and cotyledons are separated by aspiration, then the 
cotyledons are fl aked in a hammermill. The fl akes are cooked 
in a Wenger expansion cooker. Within the cooker they are 
preconditioned with steam. The resulting full-fat soy fl our 
does not have any objectionable bitterness. The pellets are 
again toasted to reduce the moisture content to 3.5 to 4%, 
then rapidly cooled and ground in an Alpine mill to 270-300 
mesh.
 In making the beverage, homogenization should 
precede centrifugation. The stabilizer is carrageenan from 
the seaweed Chondrus crispus (Irish moss). The basic 
raw materials are water 50 gallons, soybean powder 67 lb, 
sucrose 50 lb, carrageenan 0.55 lb, refi ned soybean oil 20 lb, 
table salt 0.63 lb, sodium bicarbonate 0.32 lb, vitamin A 5.81 
gm, vitamin B-1 1.31 gm, vitamin B-2 1.56 gm, niacinamide 
14.0 gm.
 The resulting soy beverage, which contains insoluble 
carbohydrates, contains 3.0% protein, 3.1% fat, 5.0% 
sucrose, 1.7% other carbohydrates, 0.4% ash, and 86.8% 
water.
 To produce a soybean beverage with no insoluble 

carbohydrates, 80 lb of soybean powder were used, 30% of 
the coarse particles were centrifuged out, and no carrageenan 
was used. The beverage contained 2.4% protein, 2.7% fat, 
5% sucrose, 1.0% other carbohydrates, 0.3% ash, and 88.6% 
water. The pH was 6.8. Address: Hong Kong.

2287. USDA Food and Nutrition Service (FNS). 1971. 
Textured vegetable protein products (B-1) to be used in 
combination with meat for use in lunches and suppers served 
under child feeding programs. FNS Notice No. 219. Feb. 22. 
4 p. [1 ref]
• Summary: Includes various dated attachments: (1) 
Textured vegetable protein products (B-1). 1971 July 22. 2 p. 
Discusses ingredients, chemical composition, and biological 
of the protein (PER). A table gives maximum and minimum 
values for key nutrients.
 (2) Information on using textured vegetable protein 
in child feeding programs. 1971 Nov. 7 p. Contents: 
Introduction. Background. Forms of textured vegetable 
protein products (TVPP). Requirements for using TVPP in 
school lunch recipes. Procedures for calculating the amount 
of raw meat, TVPP and water to use. Recipes using TVPP: 
Beef patties, Chili con carne with beans, Lasagna, Meat loaf, 
Pizza, Meat sauce.
 (3) Guidelines for the formulation of CN Pizzas (Type 1 
and Type 2) for use in the Food and Nutrition Service, Child 
Nutrition Programs. 1973 July. 1 + 11 p.
 Note: This is the 2nd earliest document seen (Nov. 2016) 
concerning USDA’s Food and Nutrition Service (FNS), 
but published on the same day as the earliest. Address: 
Washington, DC 20250.

2288. Badenhop, A.F.; Hackler, L.R. 1971. Protein quality of 
dry roasted soybeans: Amino acid composition and protein 
effi ciency ratio. J. of Food Science 36(1):1-4. Jan/Feb. [14 
ref]
• Summary: Dry roasting led to amino acid losses in 
tryptophan (35% loss), available lysine (31%), total lysine 
(17%), cystine (15%), and histidine (6%). The essential 
amino acid index (EAAI) and PER both decreased with 
increasing degree of roast. Thus optimum palatability is 
gained at the expense of protein quality.
 Roasted soybeans can be ground with the addition of 
suffi cient oil to produce a “peanut butter analog.” Address: 
Dep. of Food Science & Technol, Cornell Univ., Geneva, 
New York.

2289. Carroll, K.K. 1971. Plasma cholesterol levels and 
liver cholesterol biosynthesis in rabbits fed commercial or 
semisynthetic diets with and without added fats and oils. 
Atherosclerosis 13(1):67-76. Jan/Feb. [27 ref]
• Summary: “An elevation of serum cholesterol usually 
precedes the development of lesions in experimental animals 
and there is also considerable evidence of a correlation 
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between level of serum cholesterol and incidence of 
cardiovascular disease in human populations” (Scrimshaw & 
Guzman 1968).
 “There is little evidence that dietary cholesterol plays a 
major role in the development of atherosclerosis in humans 
and raising the level of cholesterol in the diet has a relatively 
small effect on human serum cholesterol levels” (Hegsted et 
al. 1965; Ancel Keys 1967). Address: Dep. of Biochemistry, 
Univ. of Western Ontario, London, ONT, Canada.

2290. Catsimpoolas, N.; Funk, S.K.; Wang, J.; Kenney, J. 
1971. Isoelectric fractionation and some properties of a 
protease from soyabean seeds. J. of the Science of Food and 
Agriculture (London) 22(2):79-82. Feb. [18 ref]
• Summary: Although the presence of proteolytic enzymes in 
soyabean seeds has been described (Laufer et al. 1944; Ofelt 
et al. 1955) their systematic purifi cation and characterization 
have only recently been attempted (Weil et al. 1966; Pinsky 
& Grossman 1969).
 “A protease capable of hydrolysing benzoyl DL-
arginine p-nitroanilide (BAPA), and L-amino acid beta-
naphthylamide derivatives, was purifi ed by isoelectric 
focusing in the region pH 3-6, from dormant and 6-day 
germinated soyabean seeds.” Address: Lab. of Protein 
Chemistry, Central Soya Research Center, Chicago, Illinois 
60639.

2291. Ebine, Hideo; Miyairi, Masao. 1971. Eiyô kyôka 
miso no kenkyû. VIII. Tetsu no kyôka no kokoromi [Studies 
on enriched miso. VIII. Trial to enrich miso with iron]. 
Shokuryo Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the Food 
Research Institute) No. 26. p. 141-44. Feb. Reprinted from 
Miso no Kagaku to Gijutsu. No. 193. p. 28-30 (1970). [2 ref. 
Jap; eng]
• Summary: Commercial miso was found to contain 2.94 
± 0.36 mg per 100 gm at the 5% level of error. This value 
is very low compared with the 5.95 ± 1.15 mg per 100 gm 
obtained in 1955. When ferric citrate was used to enrich the 
iron content of miso, the addition of 1 mg of iron to 100 gm 
of miso gave satisfactory results, but 2.5 mg of iron gave 
an unfavorable effect on both the color and fl avor. Address: 
Food Research Inst., Shiohama 1-4-12, Koto-ku, Tokyo, 
Japan.

2292. Horan, F.E.; Odell, A.D.; Forman, M.J. 1971. Textured 
vegetable proteins. PAG Bulletin (Protein Advisory Group, 
WHO / FAO / UNICEF) 2(1):22-26. Winter. No. 13.
• Summary: This paper was compiled from background 
documents presented by the authors at the 18th PAG [Protein 
Advisory Group] meeting held on 9-12 Feb. 1971 at Rome, 
Italy. Contents: Introduction. Spun monofi lament products. 
Extrusion-expansion products (currently marketed at about 
$0.45/lb). General considerations. Case studies: Thailand 
(ADM’s TVP), Brazil (Swift & Co.’s textured meat analogs), 

India (Swift & Co., ditto). Textured vegetable protein 
products: Fibroprotein–Spun Protein Fibers (Worthington 
Foods Div., Ohio), Textured Edi-Pro (Ralston Purina Co., 
Missouri), Texgran (Swift & Co., Illinois), Bontrae (General 
Mills, Minnesota; spun vegetable protein products), Carne 
Vegetal (Industria e Comercio de Productos Alimenticios 
Vegetal Ltd., Brazil). LiveLong–VP (Nisshin Flour Milling 
Co. Ltd., Japan; a wheat gluten extract in the form of a dried 
or frozen mincemeat-like product. “It seems to be made by 
a fi lament extrusion process using isolated wheat gluten 
protein”). The Farmarco Co. (Far-Mar Co., Kansas), The Fuji 
Oil Co. (Japan; thermoplastic extrusion), and Shefa Protein 
Foods Ltd. (Israel) each manufactures texturized soy food 
products by thermoplastic extrusion.
 Introduction: “The chief virtue of the individual 
members of this new class of foods rests in their ability to 
supply precisely reproducible balanced dietary inputs of 
essential amino acids with greatly enhanced agronomic 
effi ciency and with high consumer acceptance... At the 
moment two broad classes of meat analogues are apparent. 
The extrusion–expansion products sell for US 10-15¢ per 
pound; the spun monofi lament products sell at present in the 
USA for 20-25% less than meats, but are still too expensive 
to be of interest for developing countries.”
 “General considerations: Meat analogs do not appear 
to have a negative connotation to vegetarians; there are 
many examples of eager acceptance of meat analogs by 
such groups. The textured protein approach is also a stride 
forward in food effi ciency, since conversion of soy to animal 
protein averages about 7% effi ciency.”
 “Over the past few years US/AID has entered into 
contracts with twelve different U.S. commercial companies 
to investigate and evaluate low-cost proprietary protein 
products in some ten developing countries.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Dec. 2004) that uses the word “Fibroprotein” to refer 
to edible spun soy protein fi ber. Address: 1. ADM, Decatur, 
Illinois; 2. General Mills, Minneapolis, Minnesota.

2293. Manley, William T.; Gallimore, William W. 1971. 
Emerging product inroads into agriculture: Synthetics and 
substitutes. In: USDA Economic Research Service. 1971. 
Proceedings of the 1971 National Agricultural Outlook 
Conference. Washington, DC. See p. 6-11. Held 24 Feb. 
1971 in Washington, DC.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction (Increasing concern 
about the ability of the world’s population to feed and 
clothe itself, the search for substitutes, discovery of new 
food processing techniques). Meat and poultry substitutes. 
Implications.
 Vegetable proteins can be used as partial or complete 
substitutes for meat in processed items (patties, chili, etc.)” 
or as meat analogs which resemble meats in texture, color, 
and fl avor. Soy fl our, grits, or concentrate are the usual 
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extenders, while the concentrate or isolate is either spun or 
textured by some other method to be used in fabricating the 
analogs” (p. 7).
 “Four major types of defatted soy protein products 
are now being used for human food. They are fl our and 
grits, concentrates, isolates, and textured items... From a 
nutritional viewpoint, they are comparable to meat in amino 
acids, although slightly lower in methionine and lysine. Flour 
and grits are simplest in form, lowest in protein, with prices 
ranging from 5½ to 11½ cents per pound. Concentrates (65-
70 percent protein) and isolates (90-97 percent protein) have 
prices from 18 cents to 45 cents per pound... Textured items 
have prices over 50 cents per pound and are the fabricated 
foods that appear, bite and taste most like natural animal 
products.
 “A recent survey of the producers of soy proteins for 
human use showed 11 fi rms producing soy fl our and grits 
with a 1970 production of 325-500 million pounds. Four 
companies produced concentrates at a level of 29-30 million 
pounds. Three companies produced 25 million pounds of 
isolates. Eight fi rms produced textured products (extruded 
and spun), and volumes were around 25 million pounds... 
In all, 17 fi rms produced soy protein in one form or another. 
However, in 1969 the soybeans used for human food was 
[sic] less than 2 percent of total U.S. soybean production.”
 Table 1, titled “Soy protein foods” shows: Type of soy 
protein food, percent protein, price range, 1970 estimated 
volume of production in the U.S., and current uses. The 
volumes produced (in million lbs) are: Soy fl our & grits: 
325-500. Concentrates: 25-30. Isolates 20-25. Textured: 25.
 Table 2, titled “relative costs of net utilizable protein 
coming from selected sources” shows, for example: Beef 
costs $0.49/lb but $3.26 per pound of net utilizable protein. 
Soybean fl our, the least expensive protein source shown, 
costs $0.08/lb but only $0.31 per pound of net utilizable 
protein–less than one-tenth the cost of beef on an NPU 
basis! Address: Marketing Economics Div., USDA, ERS, 
Washington, DC.

2294. Meyer, E.W. 1971. Progress in soy protein products 
for food. USDA Agricultural Research Service. ARS-72-84. 
p. 62-68. Feb. In: Proceedings of the Nineteenth Cottonseed 
Processing Clinic. Held 16-17 Feb. 1970 at New Orleans, 
Louisiana. [14 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Processing of soy 
protein products: Soybeans, soy fl our, grits and fl akes 
(“Although full fat soy fl our has never become a signifi cant 
factor in the United States soy fl our market, the product has 
received renewed attention in more recent years... it is a low-
cost protein- and calorie-rich food ingredient which can be 
made in simple processing units located in areas of need”), 
soy protein concentrates, soy protein isolates, composition of 
soy protein products.
 Utilization of soy protein products for food: 

Introduction. Soy fl ours and grits, soy protein concentrates, 
soy protein isolates (“Since their commercial introduction 
in about 1959, the food-grade isolates have grown in 
production to an estimated 18 million pounds per year. Much 
of this growth has been due to the functional properties of 
isolates...”). Pricing of soy protein products. Food laws and 
regulations.
 Figures show: (1) Diagram of soy protein ingredients 
for food: soy milk (fl uid and dried), full-fat fl ours (extrusion 
cooked, village process), defatted fl ours and grits, 
lecithinated defatted fl ours, concentrates, isolates. (2) Soy 
protein concentrate processing from defatted soybean fl akes 
or fl our (3 processes). (3) Soy protein isolation from defatted 
soybean fl akes.
 Tables: (1) Proximate analysis of commercial soy 
protein products. (2) Amino acid composition of soy protein 
products (average values for defatted soy fl our, soy protein 
concentrate, isolated soy protein). Address: Central Soya 
Co., Chicago, Illinois 60639.

2295. Murata, Kiku; Ikehata, H.; Edani, Y.; Koyanagi, K. 
1971. Studies on the nutritional value of tempeh. II. Rat 
feeding test with tempeh, unfermented soybeans, and tempeh 
supplemented with amino acids. Agricultural and Biological 
Chemistry 35(2):233-41. Feb. [13 ref]
• Summary: In a rat feeding experiment, it was observed 
that the PER value of tempeh (fresh or stored) was not 
signifi cantly different from that of the unfermented soybeans 
(fresh or stored). However the peroxide value of the oil 
of stored tempeh was only 10% of that of stored soybean 
powder [soy fl our].
 “Substitution of whole egg for tempeh to supply 30% 
of protein in the diet improved the quality of the protein 
as measured by the protein effi ciency ratio. An equal 
improvement was accomplished by supplementation of 
tempeh with lysine, methionine, and threonine in such 
amounts as the level of these amino acids equal to that in the 
tempeh-egg diet.” Address: Food and Nutrition Lab., Faculty 
of Science of Living, Osaka City Univ., Sumiyoshi-ku, 
Osaka, Japan.

2296. Olson, Robert E. 1971. Scientifi c contributions of 
Wendell H. Griffi th to our understanding of the function of 
choline. Federation Proceedings (FASEB) 30(1):131-38. Jan/
Feb. [70 ref]
• Summary: “In many ways, Wendell Griffi th was the 
prototype of the physiological chemist studying intricate 
problems of intermediary metabolism in the whole animal 
body. In addition, he was a great teacher, an inspired 
investigator, and a compassionate and wise counsellor. His 
impact on the fi elds of nutrition in which he worked was as 
great as his specifi c contributions to our science to which this 
Symposium is eloquent testimony.
 “I should like to review Dr. Griffi th’s scientifi c career 
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around his long and sustained interest in amino acid 
metabolism of which his investigation of the function of 
choline was an important diversion.”
 Note: This Nutrition Society Symposium is titled 
“Evolution of Present Concepts Concerning the Action 
of Lipotrophic Agents.” The initial page of “Introductory 
Remarks” (p. 130) is by E. Neige Todhunter (Dep. of 
Nutrition, Vanderbilt University School of Medicine, 
Nashville, Tennessee). Address: Dep. of Biochemistry, St. 
Louis Univ. School of Medicine, St. Louis, Missouri.

2297. Prevention (Emmaus, Pennsylvania). 1971. Milk is 
not for grown-ups: Most people can’t tolerate it and nobody 
needs it. Why does our government insist on giving it to 
people who can’t use it? Feb. p. 193-94, 196, 201-04. [2 ref]
• Summary: This article is based on articles in two medical 
journals: (1) “Adult milk intolerance” in Medical Digest 
(Aug. 1967) and (2) an editorial by Dr. Robert D. McCracken 
(an anthropologist at the Univ. of California School of Public 
Health) in the J. of the American Medical Association (28 
Sept. 1970).
 The fi rst is about a man who was unable to sit through 
the Sunday morning church service without getting “sudden 
abdominal pain and urgent diarrhea.” He was concerned 
that he might need psychiatric care. However his doctor, 
after an investigation of his eating habits, found that it was 
the several glasses of milk that he drank only on Sunday 
morning before church were the cause of his troubles. He 
was lactose intolerant. The problem was easily solved. 
“Elimination of milk also eliminated the need for psychiatric 
care.”
 In the 2nd, Dr. McCracken believes that before the 
domestication of dairy animals some 9,000 to 11,000 years 
ago, humans–like all other animals–became lactose intolerant 
in early childhood, after they were weaned. However in 
ancient dairying cultures, individuals with the inherited 
“abnormality” of high lactase production beyond childhood, 
may have been favored for survival by natural selection. 
Dr. McCracken calls for “an immediate curtailment of all 
efforts directed at the feeding of lactose-rich foods to lactase-
defi cient adults,...”
 During the mid-1960s, when the scientifi c literature 
refl ected a growing awareness that large numbers of people 
worldwide cannot tolerate milk, there was a debate over 
whether you can “teach” your body to produce lactase 
by slowly increasing consumption of dairy foods. The 
consensus answer was “No.”
 For those who give up milk or never have consumed it, 
there are many other good sources of calcium. These include 
a bone meal supplement, or calcium rich foods such as 
collards, kale, turnip greens, egg yolk, molasses, soy beans, 
soy fl our, etc.

2298. Rackis, J.J.; Honig, D.H.; Sessa, D.J.; Cavins, J.H. 

1971. Soybean whey proteins–Recovery and amino acid 
analysis. J. of Food Science 36(1):10-13. Jan/Feb. [17 ref]
• Summary: The whey fraction, which is usually disposed 
of, has amino acid levels which would make it suitable for 
use in animal feeds. Address: USDA, Northern Regional 
Research Lab., ARS, Peoria, Illinois 61604.

2299. Rubini, Milton E. 1971. The many-faceted mystique 
of monosodium glutamate [MSG]: Editorial. American J. of 
Clinical Nutrition 24(2):169-71. Feb. [3 ref]
• Summary: “The use of seaweeds, sea tangles [kombu], and 
soy sauces as condiments has a history in the Orient of at 
least a thousand years. All contain monosodium glutamate...” 
It is used in home economics classes, in cooking schools, 
and by food processors. It is on the US FDA’s Generally 
Recognized as Safe (GRAS) list [it was grandfathered in, not 
approved after testing].
 The so-called “Chinese Restaurant Syndrome” was 
recently brought to the attention of scientists and the public 
by Schaumberg and co-workers (1969) in the prestigious 
journal Science.
 Different individuals show widely different reactions 
to monosodium glutamate. Some react vigorously to doses 
of 1-2 gm, but many develop no symptoms even if they 
consume 12 gm. It is hard to understand how a simple 
substance such as MSG that is readily absorbed is so much 
more toxic when given parenterally [by injection] than orally 
[consumed by mouth].
 Recently glutamate was removed from baby foods; the 
real question is why it was added in the fi rst place. Address: 
M.D., Editor in Chief, American J. of Clinical Nutrition, Los 
Angeles, California.

2300. Smith, Oak B. 1971. Why use extrusion. Paper 
presented at Symposium on Extrusion Cooking. Feb. 12. 
25 p. Held in St. Louis, Missouri. Organized by American 
Assoc. of Cereal Chemists. [27 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Methodology of 
extrusion cooking. The texturing of extrusion cooked 
products. Why use extrusion cooking? Structured chewy 
gels by extrusion cooking of defatted vegetable proteins. 
Extrusion cooking for control of heat labile growth 
inhibitors. Protein enriched cereal based foods. Address: 
Director of Market Research, Wenger Manufacturing, 
Missouri.

2301. Taira, Harue; Koyanagi, Tatsuo; Takanohashi, Teru; 
Oikawa, Keiko. 1971. Daizu kakôhin no amino-san ni 
kansuru kenkyû. XI. [Studies on amino acid contents of 
processed soybean. XI. Evaluation of nutritional loses of 
overheated defatted soybean fl our]. Shokuryo Sogo Kenkyujo 
Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the National Food Research 
Institute) No. 26. p. 181-92. Feb. [29 ref. Eng; jap]
• Summary: Reprinted from Agricultural and Biological 
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Chemistry 33(10):1387-98 (1969). Address: 1. Food 
Research Inst., Shiohama 1-4-12, Koto-ku, Tokyo, Japan; 
2. Lab. of Nutrition, Faculty of Agriculture, Tohoku Univ., 
Sendai; 4. Dep. of Home Economics, Iwate Univ., Morioka.

2302. Anderson, Earl V. 1971. The new priorities. Food: 
Preventing hunger and malnutrition. Chemical and 
Engineering News 49(10):19-22. March.
• Summary: This special report looks at new opportunities 
for chemists and chemical engineers in three areas: food, 
shelter, and health. Technology can help in solving the 
problems of world hunger and malnutrition. FAO “estimates 
that 2 billion people are hungry or undernourished, including 
several million Americans.” USDA’s Aaron M. Altschul 
believes that food technology, properly directed, can help 
solve these problems. In addition to the Green Revolution, 
there has been “the other Silent Revolution of this century,”... 
the explosive growth in our knowledge of foods and 
nutrition, and in the ability to engineer foods.
 The emphasis has been on protein foods “because 
protein defi ciency is the most universal nutritional problem... 
Of the 82 million tons consumed in the world, only 25 tons 
[31%] come from animal sources.” Most of the animal 
protein is consumed by the 1 billion people in developed 
countries.
 Protein defi ciencies can be overcome by fortifying 
grains or natural protein concentrates–as from soybeans–with 
amino acids such as lysine. Or we can use new techniques 
for converting “inexpensive vegetable proteins into textured 
foods that look and taste much like the more expensive 
animal foods. Products have been made from vegetable 
protein that closely resemble beef, chicken, seafood, ham, 
and bacon. They cost less than the real thing yet they are 
nutritious and attractive. Such products from textured soy 
already are being widely marketed in the U.S., western 
Europe, and Japan. In time they may become new protein 
sources in the less-developed countries.
 “In fact, AID now is sponsoring studies of textured 
products in less developed countries. Archer-Daniels-
Midland is conducting one in Thailand and General Mills in 
Pakistan.”
 But what should we call these new products? You 
can’t call it meat because it isn’t. “You can call it soybeans 
because nobody would buy it. These products have been 
called animal protein food analogs... But that’s not a 
marketable name either. The name that industry and the 
Government seem to be settling on is textured protein 
products (TPP).” The FDA has proposed a standard for TPP.
 “Vitasoy, a soybean soft drink that has been sold in 
Hong Kong for 25 years, has captured 25% of the soft 
drink market there.” Based on that success, “Monsanto is 
marketing a soy protein beverage called Puma through a 
franchiser in Guyana. It is now the second most popular soft 
drink in the country (Coke is fi rst). Coca Cola, meanwhile, 

is marketing a fruit-fl avored beverage, Samson, in Dutch 
Guiana (Surinam).
 “So far, soybeans are the major source of vegetable 
proteins used in food fortifi cation and TPP products.”
 Also discusses: Cottonseed protein, proteins from 
peanuts, sunfl ower, and saffl ower seeds, fi sh protein 
concentrate (FPC), and single-cell protein from petroleum, 
computer controlled food processing lines, etc.
 Photos show: (1) “Liquid protein fed into this spinning 
machine emerges as bands of tiny food fi bers.” The 
machine is tended by a man in a white hard hat. (2) A black 
boy drinking Puma in Guyana. (3) “British Petroleum’s 
protein-from-petroleum plant at Grangemouth, Scotland.” 
It produces 4,000 tons/year of animal-grade protein by 
fermentation of Candida yeasts on a petroleum substrate. 
Address: Senior Editor, New York City.

2303. Erhard, Darla. 1971. Nutrition education for the “now” 
generation. J. of Nutrition Education 2(4):135-39. Spring. 
[41 ref]
• Summary: Describes the author’s efforts in Berkeley, 
California, to provide factual nutritional information to 
members of various San Francisco Bay Area counterculture 
groups, including Zen macrobiotics, the One World Family 
Commune, Krishna Consciousness devotees, and fruitarians.
 “Food faddism–which used to be associated with older 
population groups–coupled with vegetarianism has now 
become the panacea for some members of the younger 
generation, often called ‘hippies.’
 “The majority of my information on the Zen 
Macrobiotic diet was derived from classes that I attended 
taught by a former pupil of George Ohsawa, believed by 
some to be the originator of Zen Macrobiotics. From these 
groups, I learned that the widely publicized, all-cereal diet 
originating from the seven levels of eating (dietary eating 
pattern with initial allowance of certain percentages of all 
foods with seven progressions to the ultimate all-cereal 
diet) was the result of mistranslation and misuse of the Zen 
Macrobiotic principles by the American public.” The author 
then gives a fair and balanced description of a macrobiotic 
diet; miso, soy sauce and tofu are listed as part of a typical 
daily macrobiotic menu. Address: 323 Monte Vista Ave., 
Oakland, California 94611.

2304. Martin, Roy E. 1971. Edible soy proteins: Challenge 
and opportunity. Soybean Digest Blue Book Issue. p. 26-30, 
32-33. March. [6 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction (“A new frontier is being 
forged in food technology with the development of soy 
protein for human consumption”). The proteins defi ned (Soy 
fl our, fl akes, and grits). Types of soy fl our (Full-fat, low-fat, 
defatted). Soy proteins. The concentrates. The isolates. The 
spun proteins. Textured proteins. Soy milk. Soy beverages. 
Blended foods (USDA CSM, WSB). Special products for 
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overseas (Puma, Sobee {“A U.S. full-fat soy fl our product 
nutritionally adequate to support infant growth, introduced 
in Taiwan”}, Cerealina, Pro-Nutro, Saridele, Saci, Nutresco, 
Nestle’s soy-corn fl our marketed in Brazil). How large is the 
market? Further reading.
 Soy milk: “Soy milk has been used for centuries in 
the Orient for infant feeding [sic] and other purposes... the 
process has been refi ned and its application greatly extended 
in the Far East by Dr. H.W. Miller and others. K.S. Lo 
[of Vitasoy, Hong Kong] has been bottling soy milk as a 
nutritious low-cost soft drink and selling many millions of 
bottles yearly.” In 1959 the World Health Organization built 
a $1 million soy milk plant in Indonesia [to make spray-dried 
Saridele]. In the Western world soy protein [isolate] is used 
in soy-based infant forumlas. “It is also used by adults with 
allergies, diabetes, or who for other reasons prefer” a non-
dairy milk.
 Tables show: (1) New Protein Food Program of the 
Agency for International Development (an independent 
federal agency). Five columns show: Country. U.S. company. 
Date of product [launch]. Product description & contract [no 
product names are given]. Raw materials. Of the 11 products 
in 7 countries, eight contain soya. They are: Brazil, Krause 
Milling Co., March 1967. Brazil, Monsanto, June 1967. 
Brazil, Swift, April 1967 (two products). Kenya, Del Monte, 
June 1968. Pakistan, General Mills, June 1968. Thailand, 
ADM, Aug. 1968. India, Swift, July 1968.
 (2) Protein cost per pound of various foods:
 Beef (retail) $4.44.
 Chicken (dressed) $1.50.
 Wheat fl our $0.60.
 Bulgar wheat [bulgur] $0.47.
 Peanut meal (defatted) $0.43.
 Dry skim milk [nonfat dry milk] $0.40.
 Wheat (whole) $0.30.
 Cottonseed fl our $0.17.
 Fish meal (food) $0.14.
 Soy fl our (food) $0.11 (from Bean 1966).
 (3) Effi ciency of land use for protein production. Three 
columns give the name of the crop or animal, average yield 
per acre, and pounds of protein per acre.
 Soya bean, 24.2 bu, 508 lb.
 Other legumes, 20.7 bu, 293 lb.
 Maize, 64.2 bu, 323 lb.
 Wheat, 25.1 bu, 180 lb.
 Milk, 2,780.0 lb, 97 lb.
 Beef, 342.0 lb, 58 lb.
 Note: No earlier source of this table can be found; it is 
not in Bean (1966).
 Photos show: (1) Sukiyaki made with textured vegetable 
protein. (2) A stable whip of soy protein being ejected 
from the spout of a pressurized can onto the top of a parfait 
dessert. (3) Defatted soy fl akes, which are the raw material 
for defatted soy fl our, special soy protein, soy protein 

concentrate, isolated soy protein. Address: General Manager, 
Vegetable Protein Products, Swift Chemical Co.

2305. Okuhara, Akira; Saito, N.; Yokotsuka, T. 1971. Color 
of soy sauce. VI. The effect of peptides on browning. Hakko 
Kogaku Zasshi (J. of Fermentation Technology) 49(3):272-
87. March. [10 ref. Eng]
• Summary: The browning of soy sauce is much faster than 
that of solutions containing only sugars and amino acids. 
In soy sauce, a small amount of amino acids is consumed 
during browning.
 Peptides are among the most important components 
promoting the browning of soy sauce, and some part of the 
browning of other fermented products is also caused by 
peptides. Address: Central Research Inst., Kikkoman Shoyu 
Co. Ltd., 399 Noda, Chiba prefecture, Japan.

2306. Sellars, William A.; Halpern, S.R.; Johnson, R.B.; 
Anderson, D.W., Jr.; Saperstein, S.; Shannon, B.S., Jr. 1971. 
New growth charts: Soy, cow, and breast milk comparison. 
Annals of Allergy 29:126-34. March. [16 ref]
• Summary: Growth of 1,583 infants from birth to one year 
is reported and new infant growth charts are presented. 
Supported by a research grant from Borden, Inc. Sub-groups 
by diet (breast, cow, and soy milk) and family history of 
allergy were compared using a computer. No differences 
were observed between the growth of those in the various 
sub-groups. However, compared to Iowa Growth Norms, 
these babies were taller.
 “Babies were placed in one of three categories according 
to family history for allergy. It was considered to be 
immediately positive for allergy if siblings, half-siblings, 
or parents had a history of atopic disease, such as asthma, 
allergic rhinitis, atopic dermatitis, allergic gastroenteritis, 
or hives; remotely positive if atopic disease occurred in 
grandparents, aunts, or uncles but not cousins, and negative 
if there was no history of atopy.”
 Page 133: “Our fi ndings confi rm those of Kay [1960] 
that weight and length gains of normal infants receiving 
soy milk (Mull-Soy(R)) and evaporated milk formulas are 
similar. These infants received no supplemental feedings 
other than vitamins until 2 months of age when rice cereal 
was permitted.” Address: Dep. of Pediatrics, Univ. of Texas 
Southwestern Medical School.

2307. Calloway, D.H.; Hickey, C.A.; Murphy, E.L. 1971. 
Reduction of intestinal gas-forming properties of legumes by 
traditional and experimental food processing methods. J. of 
Food Science 36(2):251-55. March/April. [18 ref]
• Summary: Tofu and tempeh have little fl atus activity, i.e. 
they cause little gastrointestinal gas.
 The two basic types of bean sprouts, soybean and mung 
bean, gave almost identical reactions. Both cause slightly 
more breath hydrogen, total fl atus and bacterial gases in the 
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fl atus than the baseline treatment but somewhat less than the 
100-gram doses of beans.
 MPF [Multi-purpose food] is a high-protein food 
(containing 50% protein) with toasted soy grits as the only 
protein source. The size of the test dose (136 gm) contained 
the same amount of protein as 20 gm of soybeans. This 
amount of MPF contains only one-third the carbohydrate 
content found in soybeans (21 vs. 67 gm) a very little fat (1.4 
gm). The gas forming property of the soybean was found 
to be “retained in proportion to the amount of carbohydrate 
present and was otherwise unchanged by the processes 
applied.” The legumes were fed to healthy young men who 
volunteered. Address: Dep. of Nutritional Sciences, Univ. of 
California, Berkeley.

2308. Graham, George G.; Morales, E.; Acevedo, G.; Placko, 
R.P.; Cordano, A. 1971. Dietary protein quality in infants and 
children. IV. A corn-soy-milk blend. American J. of Clinical 
Nutrition 24(4):416-22. April. [11 ref]
• Summary: “For many years milk solids have been the 
mainstay of emergency child feeding programs throughout 
the world; their success has been varied”–probably due 
to lactose intolerance. Address: 1-3&5. British American 
Hospital, Lima, Peru; 4. Johns Hopkins School of Medicine.

2309. Tsen, C.C.; Hoover, W.J.; Phillips, D. 1971. High-
protein breads: Use of sodium stearoyl-2 lactylate and 
calcium stearoyl-2 lactylate in their production. Baker’s 
Digest 45(2):20-23, 26, 74. April. [18 ref]
• Summary: “Protein malnutrition is a serious nutritional 
problem for people who diet consists mainly of cereal or 
starchy products. Because breadstuffs are staple foods in 
many countries, it is desirable to fortify wheat fl our with 
protein-rich foodstuffs to raise the protein content and to 
balance” the essential amino acids found in breads.
 “Of all protein-rich foodstuffs now available, soy fl our 
is the most attractive in price and quality.” It is also a good 
source of lysine (3.2%) to complement the relative low level 
of lysine (0.38%) found in wheat fl our, and the fi rst limiting 
essential amino acid found in wheat fl our. The lysine content 
of a mixture of wheat fl our fortifi ed with more than 12% soy 
fl our more than doubles.
 Unfortunately, fortifying wheat fl our with soy fl our 
can result in adverse effects on dough properties and bread 
quality, including altered absorption, mixing and machining 
properties, poor color and fl avor, changed fermentation rates, 
and a modifi ed gluten complex. But these can be offset.
 Note: This is the earliest publication seen written by this 
group at Kansas State University. Address: Dep. of Grain 
Science, Kansas State Univ., Manhattan.

2310. Wolf, W.J.; Cowan, J.C. 1971. Soybeans as a food 
source. CRC Critical Reviews in Food Technology 2(1):81-
158. April. [276 ref]

• Summary: For the contents, see the 1971 book edition 
published by CRC Press. Address: Northern Regional 
Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois.

2311. Agricultural Research (USDA). 1971. Agrisearch 
Notes: Quick-cooked soybeans. 19(11):15-16. May.
• Summary: “A new method of cooking soybeans, called 
radiofrequency dielectric heating, is a quick effective way to 
improve their nutritional value.” Soybeans must be cooked 
to inactive the trypsin inhibitor they contain. “A 30- to 
50-percent increase in nutritional has been observed after 
proper cooking.” Using the new method, soybeans are heated 
for approximately 1 minute, which raises their temperature 
to 280ºF. “Dielectric heating is similar to microwave heating 
except that it employs electric fi elds of lower frequency and 
higher intensity than those in modern microwave ovens.”

2312. Krishnaswami, R.; Pundarikakshudu, R. 1971. 
Environmental infl uence on seed protein and oil in soybean. 
Madras Agricultural Journal 58(5):414-17. May. [9 ref]
• Summary: Soybean “is a new crop in India, and its 
importance as a high protein source is of added signifi cance 
in a country where protein defi ciency in food is a chronic 
problem.” Only recently have many new soybean varieties 
been introduced to India and varietal improvement work 
been taken up on a large scale. Different varieties are suited 
to particular agro-climatic zones. Within one such particular 
zone, a certain variety may exhibit signifi cant variations in 
yield and quality characteristics. This the key to soybean 
research is to fi nd the best varieties for each agro-climatic 
zone.
 In this study, three soybean varieties were studied for 
their oil and protein content when raised under different 
conditions in two locations (Aduthurai and Coimbatore) in 
order to assess their stability. The crop was grown without 
inoculation and hence there was no nodulation.
 Tables show: (1) The protein and oil content of 3 
varieties grown in these 2 locations, and the ratio of protein 
to oil in each. (2) The important climatic and soil factors 
of the two locations. The factors are soil pH, available soil 
nutrients (N, P, and K), latitude, mean maximum temperature 
(March to June) mean minimum temperature (March to 
June), and date of planting / sowing.
 Experiments conducted previously at Pantnagar (U.P.) 
and Jabalpur (M.P.) in India showed that the fi rst crop 
of newly introduced soybean had lower protein than in 
subsequent seasons. This may be due to the increased and 
more effi cient nitrogen fi xation. All soybean varieties grown 
at Aduthurai had unusually high content of both protein and 
oil. Address: IARI Regional Station, Coimbatore, Tamil 
Nadu, India.

2313. Slover, Hal T. 1971. Tocopherols in foods and fats. 
Lipids 6(5):291-95. May. [39 ref]
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• Summary: “Alpha-tocopherol, although the most widely 
distributed, is in many instances not the predominant form. 
In a number of important tocopherol sources, e.g., soybean 
oil, much larger amounts of gamma-tocopherol are found.” 
A table of tocopherols in vegetable oils (mg/100 gm) gives 
the following for soybean oil (average of 14 values): alpha-
tocopherol 10.1. Gamma-tocopherol 59.3. Delta-tocopherol 
26.4. The richest source of alpha-tocopherol is wheat germ 
oil 133.0, of gamma-tocopherol is corn oil 60.2, and of delta 
tocopherol is neem oil 59 and walnut oil 45.0. Address: 
Human Nutrition Research Div., ARS USDA, Beltsville, 
Maryland 20705.

2314. Wenger Manufacturing. 1971. Extrusion cooking of 
soy foods (Ad). Soybean Digest. May. p. 63.
• Summary: “Wenger Extrusion Cooking Systems offer a 
whole range of profi table and industry-proven products to the 
food processor:
 “Textured vegetable proteins from defatted soy fl ours or 
fl akes, protein concentrates or isolates, can be produced as 
chewy bits that have great market potential as meat extenders 
in soups, stews, hamburger, gravies, chili, meat loaf, dry 
soup mixes, sausages, wieners, curry, pot pies, tacos, 
enchiladas, stuffi ng, etc.
 “Full fat soy can be cooked in such a way by extrusion 
cooking methods to control its growth inhibitors... these full 
fat soy proteins may be reduced to a fl our for use in bread, 
pasta, infant foods, soy milk, soft drinks, allergy foods, and 
vegetarian diets.”
 “Precooked, cereal based, protein enriched foods.” A 
photo of soybeans forms the top and right borders of this ad.
 Note: This is the 2nd earliest document seen (Nov. 
2015) concerning textured soy protein concentrates. Address: 
1807 Federal Reserve Bank Building, Kansas City, Missouri 
64106.

2315. Sanke, Yukiko; Miyamoto, Teijiro; Murata, 
Kiku. 1971. Studies on the nutritional value of tempeh. 
IV. Biosynthesis of folate compounds with Rhizopus 
oligosporus. J. of Vitaminology (Kyoto, Japan) 17(2):96-100. 
June 10. [5 ref]
• Summary: A previous study (Murata et al. 1970) showed 
that active folate compounds were produced in tempeh 
during fermentation with Rhizopus oligosporus. This study 
was conducted to clarify whether folate activity in tempeh 
was formed de novo or released from a bound form during 
fermentation. The former (de novo formation) was found to 
be the case.
 Folate compounds are related to folic acid. Webster’s 
Dictionary defi nes folic acid (derived from the Latin 
folium = leaf, and fi rst used in 1941) as “a crystalline 
pteroylglutamicacid (C19H19N7O6) that is a vitamin of the B 
complex and is used especially in the treatment of nutritional 
anemias.” Address: Food and Nutrition Lab., Faculty of 

Science of Living, Osaka City Univ., Sumiyoshi-ku, Osaka, 
Japan (Post No. 558).

2316. Honig, David H.; Rackis, J.J.; Sessa, D.J. 1971. 
Isolation of ethyl -D-galactopyranoside and pinitol from 
hexane-ethanol extracted soybean fl akes. J. of Agricultural 
and Food Chemistry 19(3):543-46. May/June. [13 ref]
• Summary: The authors isolated ethyl--D-
galactopyranoside and L-tryptophan as bitter components 
in soy fl akes produced by hexane-ethanol extraction. 
Galactoside appeared to be an artifact formed during 
extraction. Address: Northern Regional Research Lab., 
USDA, Peoria, Illinois 61604.

2317. Nasuno, Seiichi; Nakadai, Tadanobu. 1971. Formation 
of glutamic acid from defatted soybeans by Aspergillus 
oryzae 460. Hakko Kogaku Zasshi (J. of Fermentation 
Technology) 49(6):544-51. June. [25 ref. Eng]
• Summary: Aspergillus oryzae 460, a strain which was 
isolated from air, liberates twice as much glutamic acid 
from defatted soybeans as did ordinary shoyu molds. This 
strain never produced afl atoxins on two different special 
media for afl atoxin production. Amino peptidase activity was 
found to have a signifi cant correlation with the formation 
of glutamic acid by the isolated strain and related strains 
of Aspergillus species. A mutant exhibiting about twice as 
much aminopeptidase activity as that of the parent strain was 
obtained by UV (ultraviolet) irradiation. Address: Noda Inst. 
for Scientifi c Research, Noda-shi, Japan.

2318. Saio, Kyoko; Kajikawa, Masahiro; Yamazaki, Sado; 
Watanabe, T. 1971. Food processing characteristics of 
soybean proteins. II. Effect of sulfhydryl groups on physical 
properties of tofu-gel. Agricultural and Biological Chemistry 
35(6):890-98. June. [11 ref]
• Summary: “Changes in the amount of sulfhydryl groups 
by heating or treatment with urea were more rapid in 11S 
protein as compared with 7S protein.” “Tofu-gel from 11S 
protein got harder and stronger as the amount of sulfhydryl 
groups increased.
 “The results may suggest that tofu prepared from 11S 
protein has more disulfi de bonds in its gel than that from 7S 
protein.” Address: 1&3. Food Research Inst., Ministry of 
Agriculture and Forestry; 2. Food and Feed Research Lab., 
Takeda Chemical Industry, Ltd.

2319. Sessa, D.J.; Abbey, K.J.; Rackis, J.J. 1971. Tryptophan 
in soybean meal and soybean whey proteins. Cereal 
Chemistry 48(3):321-27. May/June. [14 ref]
• Summary: “Pronase hydrolysates of soybean meal, 
whole-whey protein, and heat-coagulated and supernatant 
proteins prepared from whey heated at 75ºC. for 30 min. 
were analyzed for tryptophan by two different colorimetric 
methods.”
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 Note: Pronase is a proteolytic enzyme.
 “Calculations based on values of amino acid analysis of 
these soybean samples and the mean of the tryptophan values 
obtained by the two colorimetric methods show that soybean 
meal, whole-whey, heat-coagulated proteins, and supernatant 
protein contain 120, 113, 153, and 90% of the tryptophan 
content of the hen’s egg essential amino acid pattern (mg. per 
g. total essential amino acids {EAA}).” Address: Northern 
Regional Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois 61604.

2320. Theuer, Richard C.; Kemmerer, K.S.; Martin, W.H.; 
Zoumas, B.L.; Sarett, H.P. 1971. Effect of processing on 
availability of iron salts in liquid infant formula products: 
experimental soy isolate formulas. J. of Agricultural and 
Food Chemistry 19(3):555-58. May/June. *
Address: Mead Johnson Research Center, Evansville, Indiana 
47721.

2321. Friedlander, A.; Sklarz, B. 1971. Catecholic fl avonoids 
from soybean fl akes. Experientia (Switzerland) 27(7):762-
63. July 15. [18 ref]
• Summary: 6,7,4’-trihydroxy fl avone was isolated from 
defatted soybean meal. This uncommon isofl avone glycoside 
was isolated from an extremely “browned” sample. Address: 
Stored Products Research Lab., Plant Protection Branch, 
Ministry of Agriculture, P.O.B. 15030, Jaffa Israel.

2322. Buttery, B.R.; Buzzell, R.I. 1971. Properties and 
inheritance of urease isoenzymes in soybean seeds. 
Canadian J. of Botany 49(7):1101-05. July. [23 ref]
• Summary: Takeuchi (1909) was the fi rst to observe urease 
activity in seeds of the soybean. “Soybean urease has been 
of practical use in estimating urea (Van Slyke and Cullen 
1914), and for producing ammonia from urine (Takeuchi 
1911). It is, also, of some importance in ruminant nutrition 
and may be of value as an indicator of the effectiveness of 
heat treatment of soybean feed.” Address: Canada Dep. of 
Agriculture, Research Station, Harrow, Ontario, Canada.

2323. Hymowitz, T.; Mies, D.W.; Klebek, C.J. 1971. 
Frequency of trypsin inhibitor variant in seed protein of four 
soybean populations. East African Agricultural and Forestry 
Journal 37(1):73-77. July. [8 ref]
• Summary: At least four different trypsin inhibitors have 
been found in soybeans. The authors used acrylamide disc 
electrophoresis to study 274 soybean genotypes from four 
diverse populations (East African, Himalayan, Japanese, and 
Genetic Type Collection). The Rf 0.92 electrophoretic band, 
which represents a trypsin inhibitor variant, was found in 
high frequency in Japanese plant introductions of Maturity 
Groups I and II.
 “Perhaps, electrophoretic banding patterns of seed 
protein such as utilized in this study can be adapted to 
determine the movement of soybean germ plasm from North 

China to Africa, Europe, North and South America.”
 “In the United States, soybean cultivars may be divided 
into stem termination groups, namely determinate and 
indeterminate. Soybean cultivars grown in the north usually 
have the indeterminate character while those cultivated in the 
south possess the determinate character.” All soybeans grown 
in northern Japan have determinate stems. Address: Dep. of 
Agronomy, Univ. of Illinois.

2324. Wang, L.C. 1971. Separation of soybean 
isofl avones from their 5-hydroxy derivatives by thin-layer 
chromatography. Analytical Biochemistry 42(1):296-98. July. 
[3 ref]
• Summary: Soybeans contain two isofl avone glycosides 
(daidzin and genistin), and two isofl avone aglycones 
(daidzein, genistein). Other isofl avone aglycones not found 
in soybeans are formononetin, and biochanin A. Thin-layer 
chromatography separation of daidzin from genistin was 
better with aluminum oxide than with silica gel. Crystalline 
genistin isolated from soybeans contained daidzin, genistein, 
and daidzein. Address: USDA Northern Regional Research 
Lab., Peoria, Illinois 61604.

2325. Mattson, Fred H.; Volpenhein, Robert A. Assignors to 
The Procter & Gamble Company (Cincinnati, Ohio). 1971. 
Low calorie fat-containing food compositions. U.S. Patent 
3,600,186. Aug. 17. 5 p. Application fi led 23 April 1968. [3 
ref]
• Summary: “Low calorie food compositions are produced 
by replacing at least a portion of the fat content of a 
conventional food with a sugar fatty acid ester or sugar 
alcohol fatty acid ester having at least 4 fatty acid ester 
groups with each fatty acid having from 8 to 22 carbon 
atoms.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 2003) with the term “Low calorie” in the title. 
Address: 1. Mount Healthy, Ohio; 2. Green Township, 
Hamilton Co., Ohio.

2326. Hadsell, Robert M. 1971. Food processing: Search for 
growth. Concern for nutritive value, additives, convenience 
items, and new products, as well as diversifi cation, mark this 
$90 billion industry. Chemical and Engineering News. Aug. 
23. p. 17-27.
• Summary: The food industry is one of the largest segments 
of the U.S. economy. The $90-billion food processing 
industry, noted for its low profi t margins and steady growth, 
is always looking for new growth areas. In 1960 U.S. 
consumers spent 20.0% of their disposable income on food, 
but only 16.6% in 1970. There is a long-term trend toward 
convenience foods–those that require less preparation 
before serving. Sales of snacks are booming. There has been 
a major shift to vegetable sources of oils and fats, away 
from animal sources such as butter and lard. Proteins are 
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increasingly used as ingredients in foods.
 Hammonds and Call of Cornell University [Ithaca, 
New York] found (1969, 1970) that the four largest selling 
proteins in human foods were nonfat dry milk (1,020 
million lb), whole dry milk (50 million lb), soy protein (192 
million lb), and casein (100 million lb). Others included 
egg proteins, hydrolyzed vegetable proteins [from wheat 
and soybeans], and whey. They point out that many of these 
protein ingredients are added to foods for functional rather 
than nutritional reasons. “Soy proteins in particular are noted 
for their ability to bind water and fats.” The retention of 
water improves the freshness of baked goods, for example. 
In processed meats, added protein retains natural juices 
and fl avor, and may help bind ground particles together–as 
in hamburger patties. “Proteins also act as stabilizers for 
whipped dairy products. Of the vegetable proteins, soy 
protein is most widely used as a food ingredient. “Dr. 
Hammonds and Dr. Call estimate that 121 million pounds of 
soy fl our and grits were used in food products for human use 
in 1969, along with 33 million pounds of soy concentrates 
and 38 million pounds of soy isolates.” The fl our and grits 
(40-55% protein) cost 5.5 to 11 cents/lb, the concentrates 
(60-79% protein) cost 18-25 cents/lb, and the isolates (90-
97% protein) cost 35-45 cents/lb.
 In 1970 Dr. William T. Manley and Dr. William W. 
Gallimore, economists in the USDA’s Economic Research 
Service, came up with slightly different estimates. 
Production in a fourth category, textured soy proteins, was 
about 25 million pounds. They cost about 50 cents/lb and 
up, depending on the type. If all of Manley and Gallimore’s 
soy protein products were used in human foods, “per capita 
consumption in 1970 would have been less than 3 pounds.” 
Yet they predict that by 1980 vegetable protein extenders 
will displace 15-20% of the meat in food preparations.
 A photo shows two hands spreading a tow of spun soy 
protein fi bers. Each tow contains 16,000 monofi laments.
 The section titled “Integration” discusses ADM, 
Central Soya, and A.E. Staley Manufacturing Co. how 
they specialize in soybean processing, and how they are 
undergoing vertical integration. The 1970 acquisition of 
Gooch Food Products marked ADM’s entry into the sale of 
consumer products. ADM makes and “markets a line of soy 
protein ingredients, including textured soy protein made by 
extrusion in a 3,000 ton-per-month plant at Decatur, Illinois.” 
One of ADM’s textured soy protein products resembles bits 
of bacon; it is sold to other food companies to market–not to 
consumers. Address: Asst. Editor.

2327. American Assoc. of Cereal Chemists, Southern 
California Section. ed. 1971. Soy: The wonder bean. 
California. 140 p. Proceedings of a symposium held 19-21 
Aug. 1971 at Miramar Hotel, Santa Barbara, California. [340 
ref]
• Summary: Contains 11 chapters by various authors, plus 

contributors’ biographies at the rear. Contents: Soybean 
varieties and geographical distribution, by Richard L. 
Cooper. Processing of soybeans, by Dean M. Wilding. 
What is soy protein, by Walter J. Wolf. Biologically active 
constituents of soybeans, by Samuel Lepkovsky. Indigenous 
and derived fl avor constituents in soy products, by Joseph 
Maga. Soybean lecithins and proteins as emulsifi ers, by 
Gabor Puski and Bernard Szuhaj. Soybean components 
in cereal fl ours, by Akiva Pour-El. New concepts for use 
of soy fl our in baking, by Cho C. Tsen. Afl atoxin in soy 
and cereal products, by Dean Thomas. Texturization of 
vegetable proteins, by N. Richard Lockmiller. Production 
and processing of perishables in East Pakistan, by David L. 
Meggison. Address: California.

2328. Busta, F.F.; Schroder, D.J. 1971. Effect of soy 
proteins on the growth of Clostridium perfringens. Applied 
Microbiology 22(2):177-83. Aug. [4 ref]
• Summary: Although some soy proteins had a stimulatory 
effect on the growth of Clostridium perfringens, others had 
an inhibitory effect its growth. In a liquid medium in which 
meat or soy meat was the source of protein, there was a 
signifi cant stimulation by beef, chicken, and soy beef. Soy 
chicken supported growth at a lower rate than observed with 
Trypticase. Under actual meat loaf conditions, the addition 
of soy meat or protein additives to meat did not affect the 
growth of C. perfringens. Address: Dep. of Food Science and 
Industries, Univ. of Minnesota, St. Paul, Minnesota 55101.

2329. Lepkovsky, Samuel. 1971. Biological properties of the 
soybean. In: American Assoc. of Cereal Chemists, Southern 
California Section, ed. 1971. Soy: The Wonder Bean. 
California (Symposium). 160 p. See p. 40-46. [28 ref]
• Summary: This is largely a discussion of trypsin inhibitor.

2330. Samsudin, -. 1971. Some aspects of children nutrition 
in Indonesia. Lecture presented at Workshop on Nutrition. 
Held Aug. 28 at Vienna. *
• Summary: Protein-calorie malnutrition was found in 30 to 
50 percent of Indonesian children between the ages of 1 and 
3 years. Kwashiorkor, a severe protein-calorie defi ciency 
disease, was found in 1 to 2% of hospitalized children, with 
a peak incidence occurring in the 12 to 16 month age group. 
Address: Indonesia.

2331. Thomas, R. Dean. 1971. Afl atoxin in soy and cereal 
products. In: American Assoc. of Cereal Chemists, Southern 
California Section, ed. 1971. Soy: The Wonder Bean. 
California (Symposium). 160 p. See p. 132-36. [19 ref]
• Summary: The common saprophytic mold, Aspergillus 
fl avus, can elaborate four highly toxic metabolites called 
afl atoxins when it grows on a number of agricultural 
products. The afl atoxins, which are substantially coumarins, 
are designated B-1, B-2, G-1, and G-2; their nomenclature 
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is derived from the blue or green fl uorescence they exhibit 
when exposed to ultraviolet light. They separate by thin layer 
chromatography (TLC) on silica gel and this forms the basis 
of most analytical methods. Afl atoxins are toxic to most 
farm animals and they are recognized as a potential threat 
to human life. Address: Delst Chemical and Research Co., 
Anaheim, California.

2332. Tsen, C.C. 1971. New concepts for use of soy fl our 
in baking: Preparation of high-protein bread. In: American 
Assoc. of Cereal Chemists, Southern California Section, ed. 
1971. Soy: The Wonder Bean. California (Symposium). 160 
p. See p. 112-31. [47 ref]
• Summary: Protein malnutrition is a serious problem of 
people whose diets consist mainly of cereals or starchy 
foods. Because bread is a staple food in many countries, it is 
an ideal food for fortifying with protein. Of all the protein-
rich foodstuffs now available, soy fl our is the most attractive 
in price, quantity, and quality. Soy fl our contains 3.2 to 3.8% 
lysine (the fi rst limiting essential amino acid in wheat fl our) 
compared with only 0.38% in wheat fl our. Fortifying wheat 
fl our with 12% soy fl our more than doubles its lysine content 
to 0.76 to 0.83%. Address: Dep. of Grain Science & Industry, 
Kansas State Univ., Manhattan, Kansas 66502.

2333. Los Angeles Times. 1971. ‘Whole grains’ term 
explained by millers. Sept. 26. p. H6.
• Summary: “Whole grains are those that are almost intact.” 
The outermost hull is carefully removed, but the underlying 
polish and bran layers, and the germ (such as wheat germ) 
remain. These remaining layers contain the vitamins and 
minerals that make grain such a wholesome, nutritious food.
 El Molino Mills says it hulls their brand of natural 
brown rice using special rubber rolling techniques. Natural 
brown rice is reported to contain at least nine times as many 
elements as the usual polished white rice. Moreover, the 
germ is a rich source of B-vitamins and of vitamin E. In 
stone grinding, as practiced by El Molino Mills, the cool, 
slow rubbing spreads oil of the germ of evenly throughout 
the fl our so that it does not turn rancid. El Molino also sells 
raw wheat germ–untreated and uncooked.
 A photo shows various tempting foods, including a 
“soya-rice banana bread.”

2334. Akinrele, I.A.; Edwards, Charity C.A. 1971. An 
assessment of the nutritive value of a maize-soya mixture, 
“Soy-Ogi”, as a weaning food in Nigeria. British J. of 
Nutrition 26(2):177-85. Sept. [23 ref]
• Summary: Sour maize pap fortifi ed with soya (Soy-Ogi) 
has been developed at the Federal Institute of Industrial 
Research, Oshodi, Nigeria. The traditional weaning food 
used in this locality and by over 10 million Yorubas living 
in the western states of Nigeria is a maize preparation 
called “ogi” (pap). Soy-Ogi is a “complete protein food, 

suitable for feeding to children after weaning, and it 
compares favourably and economically with milk foods. It 
was successfully used to restore normal health to children 
suffering from kwashiorkor.”
 “It has been estimated that Soy-Ogi could be 
produced at one-third the cost of the branded infant foods 
commercially available in Nigeria... In a report prepared by 
Cadbury’s (Nigeria) Ltd (1969, private communication), 
based on 600 consumer tests, it was stated that ‘except for its 
unattractive container, the baby food powder (Soy-Ogi) was 
preferred to the other products compared.’”
 Table 6 shows the cost in new pence of 20 gm of protein 
from various infant foods worldwide: Incaparina (Mexico) 
0.8, Incaparina (Guatemala) 1.6, Pro-Nutro (South Africa) 
2.0, Soy-Ogi (Nigeria) 3.0. These 4 foods are vegetable 
protein mixtures. The cost of popular infant foods that 
contain milk is: Lactogen (Nestle milk, 6.4), Farex (Glaxo 
cereal, 11.2), Nestum (Nestle cereal, 11.4). Address: Federal 
Inst. of Industrial Research, P.M.B. 1023, Ikeja, Lagos, 
Nigeria.

2335. Catsimpoolas, N.; Kenney, J.A.; Meyer, E.W.; Szuhaj, 
B.F. 1971. Molecular weight and amino acid composition of 
glycinin subunits. J. of the Science of Food and Agriculture 
(London) 22(9):448-50. Sept. [15 ref]
• Summary: “Glycinin, the major soybean globulin, is 
composed of subunits having molecular weights of about 
22,300 and 37,200. On the basis of amino acid analysis, the 
six subunits of glycine isolated by isoelectric focusing are 
all different. The ‘acidic’ subunits have higher content of 
glutamic acid and proline, whereas the ‘basic’ subunits are 
higher in the hydrophobic amino acids leucine, tyrosine, 
phenylalanine, valine and alanine.” Address: Lab. of Protein 
Chemistry, Central Soya Research Center, 1825 N. Laramie, 
Chicago, Illinois 60639.

2336. Food Product Development. 1971. Nutrition notes: 
Where are we going with school feeding? 5(5):79. Aug/Sept.
• Summary: About the USDA’s Food and Nutrition Service, 
textured vegetable proteins, and the reasons for USDA’s 
interest in “engineered foods.”
 “The Food and Nutrition Service, USDA, is about to 
release a position statement that pinpoints several areas 
of interest to development. In it, a class of products, 
‘engineered foods,’ are identifi ed as products that have been 
taken apart and put back together to meet specifi c needs. 
As examples, the paper identifi es four foods that have been 
‘engineered’ and are of interest to FNS in the school lunch 
program. These include the fortifi ed baked product, textured 
vegetable proteins, fortifi ed macaroni, and the cup-can 
entrees.”
 USDA is interested in those “engineered foods” that are 
less perishable, more convenient, labor saving, lower in cost, 
more nutritious, more functional, and more acceptable that 
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the traditional alternative foods.

2337. Lappé, Frances Moore. 1971. Diet for a small planet. 
New York, NY: Ballantine Books. xiv + 301 p. Illust. by 
Kathleen Zimmerman & Ralph Iwamoto. Index. 18 cm. [90 
ref]
• Summary: This one of the most important and infl uential 
books written about food, nutrition, and world hunger during 
the 1970s. It became a huge best-seller and infl uenced 
millions of people and many other authors. The idea for 
The Book of Tofu came directly from reading this book–in 
Japan. Published on 1 Sept. 1971, it introduced the concepts 
of “protein complementarity” and “eating low on the food 
chain” to countless Americans. By April 1973 the book had 
been reprinted 7 times. The book’s roots lie in the University 
of California at Berkeley, where Ms. Lappé was enrolled in 
the School of Social Work in 1968. A committed community 
organizer of welfare recipients, she was frustrated in her 
inability to fi nd an agenda that would truly end the people’s 
suffering. So she began to study the political economy of 
food in the Natural Resources library. From this research 
came a 1-page handout, then a 5-page handout, then a 70-
page booklet, and fi nally this landmark book.
 Contents: Acknowledgments. Foreword. Part I: Earth’s 
labor lost. Part II: Bringing protein theory down to earth. 
Part III: Eating from the earth: Protein theory applied. Part 
IV: Combining non-meat foods to increase protein values. 
Appendixes. Notes.
 Key quotes: “This book is about PROTEIN–how we as 
a nation are caught in a pattern that squanders it... I propose 
that our meat-centered diet is at the very heart of our waste 
of the earth’s productivity” (p. xi). “Fully one-half of the 
harvested agricultural land in the U.S. is planted with feed 
crops. We feed 78% of all our grain to animals. This is 
the largest percentage of any country in the world” (p. 5). 
We feed animals “89% of our corn crop, 98% of our grain 
sorghum crop, 87% of our oat crop, 64% of our barley crop, 
as well as 95% of our unexported soybean crop. To make 
beef or veal, “a cow must be fed 21 pounds of protein [from 
feed] in order to produce 1 pound of protein from human 
consumption.”
 This vegetarian book contains 125 pages of recipes 
and makes extensive use of soybeans and soyfoods–though 
mostly in the form of dry soybeans or grits (*) or soy fl our 
(+), which are two of the least interesting ways of using 
soybeans. In the section titled “Getting the most protein 
for the least calories,” subsection 5 on “Legumes” (p. 106) 
states: “Soybean curd (tofu) has the fewest calories for 
the amount of usable protein, largely because most of the 
fat is removed in its processing. Tofu is truly an excellent 
protein source. Lightly sautéed with a fresh vegetable 
accompaniment, one could easily eat 7 ounces of tofu and 
fulfi ll 25 to 30 percent of a day’s need for protein Ä at the 
cost of only about 5 to 7 percent of a day’s calorie allotment. 

I’ve included several tofu dishes among the recipes given 
later in this book.”
 Tofu is not mentioned in the index, but under “Soy 
Curd” we fi nd one recipe titled “Leafy Chinese tofu (Soy 
curd)” (p. 144). It notes that soy + rice, and soy + sesame are 
complementary proteins.
 The recipes are grouped by complementary 
combinations. Rice and soy (p. 140-45; combining in the 
proper proportions gives a 32% increase in usable protein): 
Crusty soybean casserole*. Stuffed cabbage leaves*. Curry 
rice*. Leafy Chinese tofu (soy curd). Sukiyaki (with tofu).
 Rice and wheat and soy (p. 146-50; 24% increase in 
usable protein): Hearty vegetable soup (with miso and soy 
sauce)*. Sweet and pungent vegetable curry*. Mexican 
grains*. Rice-wheat “kasha”*.
 Whole wheat and soy (p. 181-88; 32% increase): 
“Complementary” pizza+. Savory onion quiche+. Wheat-soy 
waffl es+. Chameleon spice cake+. Wheat-soy pudding+.
 Wheat, soy, and sesame (p. 189-94; 42% increase): 
Sesame crisp crackers+. Sesame dream bars+. Journey 
cakes+. Orange sesame muffi ns+. wheat-soy-sesame bread+.
 Cornmeal and soy and milk (p. 202-08; 13% increase): 
My favorite cornbread+. Boston brown bread+. Pineapple-
corn muffi ns+. Corn spice coffee cake+. Cornmeal-soy 
waffl es+. Indian pudding*.
 Soy, wheat, rice, and peanuts (p. 220-26; 15% increase): 
Curried soybeans and peanuts*. Nutty bean tacos*. Soybean 
croquettes*. Spanish soybeans over mixed grains*+. Deep 
dish vegetable pie*.
 Soy and sesame seeds (or sunfl ower seeds) and peanuts 
(p. 227-32; 25% increase): Nutty noodle casserole*. Soy-
sesame-peanut spread+ (with roasted soy fl our). Peanut-
sesame loaf supreme+. Soy-pea sesame snacks*. Bean 
burgers*.
 This was one of the fi rst popular books to show the 
connection between intensive livestock production and 
environmental degradation. Part I, titled “Earth’s Labor 
Lost,” shows how: (1) Animal wastes from huge feedlots 
cause water pollution (p. 15-16); (2) Growing crops for 
livestock feed and overgrazing leads to soil erosion, loss 
of topsoil, and soil depletion (p. 17-18); (3) The increased 
pressure on our land to grow livestock feeds has led to 
increased use of pesticides, which kill untargeted species and 
cause water pollution (p. 26-27). In short, a vegetarian diet 
“maximizes the earth’s potential to meet man’s nutritional 
needs and, at the same time, minimizes the disruption of the 
earth necessary to sustain him. It’s as simple as that” (p. 3).
 Also gives a recipe for “Crunchy granola” (p. 251, based 
on rolled oats, coconut shreds, sesame seeds, and wheat 
germ).
 Note 1. As of Sept. 1991, this book had sold about 
4 million copies, and of that 3 million copies in English-
language editions.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (May 2002) 
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concerning the environmental impact of a vegetarian diet. 
Address: California.

2338. McCormick, Richard D. 1971. Let’s look beyond 
nutrition to identify proteins. Food Product Development 
5(5):6. Aug/Sept.
• Summary: It is not clear why FDA requires a “single 
standard for two totally different materials–the textured form 
of these vegetable proteins and the products formed from 
spun fi laments.” USDA’s Food and Nutrition Service, in FNS 
Notice 219, has no such problem in permitting the “partial 
replacement of meat, fi sh, or poultry with textured vegetable 
proteins from soy. These are identifi ed as meeting the cost 
and nutritional objectives of the feeding programs that are 
impossible with straight animal proteins.” FDA is said to be 
planning to propose a protein quality equivalent (PER 2.5) 
implying total replacement. Address: Editorial Director.

2339. Moulton, K.J.; Beal, R.E.; Griffi n, E.L., Jr. 1971. 
Hydrogenation of soybean oil with commercial copper-
chromite and nickel catalysts: Winterization of low-
linolenate oils. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 
48(9):449-502. Sept. [31 ref]
• Summary: It is widely recognized that the major factor for 
the instability of soybean oil for food uses is the linolenate 
present in the oil. Attempts to eliminate this fatty acid from 
soybean triglycerides by soybean breeding have not been 
successful. Partial hydrogenation of soybean oil, using 
nickel catalysts, followed by low-temperature winterization 
and separation of a hard stearine fraction is now generally 
practiced by the industry to produce a salad oil with reduced 
linolenate content–but still containing several per cent of 
linolenate.
 In this investigation, for soybean oil in which linolenate 
was reduced to 0.1% with a commercial copper-chromite 
catalyst or to 3% with a nickel catalyst, yields of winterized 
oil were about the same: 92% for oil winterized 2 days at 7ºC 
and 89% for oil winterized 2 days at 4ºC. The losses were 
mostly from removed stearines. Address: Northern Regional 
Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois 61604.

2340. Soybean for protein. 1971. In: Proceedings of the 
Eastern Africa Regional Follow-up Meeting. 45 p. Held 9-10 
Sept. 1971 at Kenya. *

2341. Chun, Sea Yull. 1971. [Determination by neutron 
analysis of mercury residues in foodstuffs]. Hanguk Sikp’um 
Kwahakhoe Chi (Korean J. of Food Science and Technology) 
3(3):135-43. Oct. [47 ref. Eng; kor]
• Summary: The mercury content of Korean soybeans was 
0.0141 mcg/gm, and of soybean sprouts 0.123 mcg/gm. 
The soy sprouts contained an unexpectedly large amount of 
mercury. Address: Biology Div., Atomic Energy Research 
Inst., Seoul, South Korea.

2342. Packett, Leonard V.; Chen, Linda H.; Liu, Jean Y. 
1971. Antioxidant potential of tempeh as compared with 
tocopherol. J. of Food Science 36(5):798-99. Sept/Oct. [6 
ref]
• Summary: “Different levels of tempeh were mixed into 
corn oil, and incubated at 37ºC for a maximum of 6 weeks. 
Peroxide values were determined biweekly. Results showed 
that tempeh can prevent lipid oxidation. Corn oil containing 
50% tempeh showed higher antioxidant potential than those 
containing 25% tempeh, 0.01% -tocopherol, or 0.03% 
-tocopherol. This study substantiates the antioxidant 
potential of tempeh and suggests its use with other foodstuffs 
to help preserve the lipids contained therein." Address: Dep. 
of Nutrition & Food Science, Univ. of Kentucky, Lexington, 
KY 40506.

2343. Porter, M.C.; Michaels, A.S. 1971. Membrane 
ultrafi ltration: Part 4. Application in processing vegetal foods 
and beverages. Chemtech [Chemical Technology] 1:633-37. 
Oct. [25 ref]
• Summary: The authors “wish to acknowledge the 
cooperation of R.A. Fiedler and Paul Stavenger of Dorr-
Oliver [a company in Stamford, Connecticut] for making 
available Dorr-Oliver ultrafi ltration data...” (personal 
communication 18 May 1970). Dorr-Oliver has ultrafi ltered 
soybean whey (fl ux rates of 1-3.3 GSFD [gallons per square 
foot per day]) to remove salts; they found 68-75% of the total 
nitrogen retained (some of the amino acids slipped through 
the membrane) along with 40-73% of the nitrogen-free 
extract retained. The ash freely permeated the membrane.”
 Figure 32 shows concentration of protein in soya extract 
with PM-30 membrane in TC-1. As the ultrafi ltration fl ux 
(GSFD) decreases, the concentration of retained protein 
(weight %) increases.
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March 2002) 
that uses the term “ultrafi ltration” in connection with soy, 
and specifi cally for processing soy extracts.
 Note 2. Webster’s Dictionary defi nes ultrafi ltration (a 
term fi rst used in 1909) as “fi ltration through a medium (as a 
semipermeable capillary wall) which allows small molecules 
(as of water) to pass but holds back larger ones (as of 
protein).”

2344. Wallace, G.M.; Bannatyne, W.R.; Khaleque, A. 1971. 
Studies on the processing and properties of soymilk. II. 
Effect of processing conditions on the trypsin inhibitor 
activity and the digestibility in vitro of proteins in various 
soymilk preparations. J. of the Science of Food and 
Agriculture (London) 22(10):526-31. Oct. [26 ref]
• Summary: Pre-soaking the soybean in 0.4 M sodium 
carbonate solution for 24 hours as a pretreatment facilitated 
deactivation of trypsin inhibitor activity. Other effects of 
carbonate presoaking are also discussed. Address: Dep. of 
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Food Technology, Massey Univ., Palmerston North, New 
Zealand.

2345. Hawken, Paul; Rohe, Fred. 1971. The oil story 
(Leafl et). Boston, Massachusetts: Organic Merchants, c/o 
Erewhon. 1 p. Front and back. 22 x 14 cm. Undated.
• Summary: Most vegetable oils are extracted with solvents, 
then refi ned; Organic merchants sell only crude (unrefi ned), 
pressed oils. When an industrial oil technician sees a dark 
color, it represents the presence of “impurities”–material 
that “prevents the oil from being light colored, odorless and 
bland in taste. From our viewpoint, those ‘impurities’ look 
desirable–the things which impart color, odor and fl avor 
are nutrients. It is both tragic and ironic that the removal of 
nutrients should be equated with ‘purity.’ Tragic because 
if those nutrients were present they would contribute to 
the health of the consumer. Ironic because establishing the 
desired ‘purity’ really results in producing poor quality 
food.”
 “There are three methods of extracting vegetable oils 
from nuts, grains, beans, seeds or olives. The fi rst is by use 
of a hydraulic press. This is an ancient method and yields 
the best quality oil. The only two materials that will yield 
enough oil without heating them fi rst are sesame seeds and 
olives. Therefore sesame oil and olive oil from a hydraulic 
press are the only oils which could be truly called ‘cold 
pressed.’” “Virgin” olive oil refers only to the fi rst pressing 
by a hydraulic press without heat. “If an Organic Merchant 
has an oil which has been extracted [sic, expressed] by 
hydraulic press but has been heated prior to pressing, he will 
refer to it as ‘pressed,’ not ‘cold pressed.’”
 “The second method is by expeller, described in 
‘The Lowdown on Edible Oils’ as follows: ‘This uses a 
screw or continuous press with a constantly rotating worm 
shaft. Cooked material goes into one end and is put under 
continuous pressure until discharged at the other end with 
the oil squeezed out.’ Temperatures between 200 and 250 
degrees are normal. Obviously, this type of extraction [sic] 
does not qualify as ‘cold pressed’ either. Organic Merchants 
will refer to it as ‘expeller pressed.’” Most expeller pressed 
oil is refi ned after extraction. So Organic Merchants will 
use either the word ‘crude’ or ‘unrefi ned’ to identify this 
additional classifi cation of acceptable oils.”
 The last method is solvent extraction described in ‘The 
Lowdown on Edible Oils’ as follows: ‘Defi nitely dangerous 
to health.’... This method is universally used by the big 
commercial oil processors because it gets more oils out 
quicker and cheaper. About 98% of the soy oil in the U.S. 
is solvent extracted.” “What about these solvents? Most 
commonly used solvents are light petroleum fractions–four 
types of Naphtha used are Pentane, Heptane, Hexane, and 
Octane; another solvent used is synthetic Trichloroethylene. 
Some of these are commonly found in gasoline. Most used 
solvent is Hexane. Oils dissolved by this method are solvent 

extracted dissolved oils; they are not pressed oils.”
 Refi ned oils are susceptible to rancidity, because their 
antioxidants are removed during refi ning. Crude oils retain 
their natural anti-oxidants. A rancid oil has a bitingly sharp 
taste and is unhealthy. A crude oil contains all its natural 
vitamin A, vitamin E, lecithin, and all other natural food 
factors.
 On the bottom back of one edition is: “Preprints 
available from: Erewhon Trading Co., 8454 Steller Drive, 
Culver City, California 90230. Phone: (213) 836-7569.” 
Address: 33 Farnsworth Street, Boston, Massachusetts 
02210.

2346. Narayanaswamy, D.; Kurien, S.; Daniel, V.A. Daniel; 
Swaminathan, M.; Parpia, H.A.B. 1971. Supplementary 
value of a low cost protein food based on a blend of wheat 
and soyabean fl ours to poor Indian diets based on wheat and 
kaffi r corn. Indian J. of Nutrition and Dietetics 8(6):309-14. 
Nov. [7 ref]
• Summary: Wheat and Kaffi r corn (Sorghum vulgare) are 
important cereals consumed as staple food by the low income 
groups in different parts of India. “Soyabean is potentially 
an important source of protein as it grows well in certain 
parts of North India. It has an important advantage over 
common legumes as it contains about twice as much protein 
as the latter and its proteins are rich in lysine in which cereal 
proteins are defi cient.” Address: Central Food Technological 
Research Inst. (CFTRI), Mysore-2 a, India.

2347. USDA Food and Nutrition Service. 1971. Information 
on using textured vegetable protein in child feeding 
programmes. Washington, DC. Nov. *

2348. Yen, J.T.; Hymowitz, T.; Jensen, A.H. 1971. Utilization 
by rats of protein from a trypsin-inhibitor variant soybean. J. 
of Animal Science 33(5):1012-17. Nov. [24 ref]
• Summary: It has been known since 1917 that unheated 
soybean meal (SBM) is inferior to properly heated soybean 
meal. The trypsin inhibitor found in raw soybean has been 
proposed as one of the factors responsible for this poor 
nutritional value.
 Using polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, it was found 
in 1969 that commercial soybean varieties has a protein band 
with 95% relative mobility which corresponds to the Kunitz 
soybean trypsin inhibitor. An experimental variant soybean 
did not have this band but had a slightly slower-moving band 
with 92% relative mobility. The researchers referred to this 
variant soybean as 661.
 Clark, Mies and Hymowitz (1970) found that this 
electrophoretic behavior is not unique to 661; using the same 
technique used in 1969 they found that 20 of 294 varieties of 
soybean tested had the same electrophoretic band.
 “The present study was conducted to determine if this 
soybean variant, 661, had nutritional value different from 
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that of two commercial soybean varieties, namely Clark and 
Harosoy” when fed to rats. Indeed it did.
 In addition, DL-methionine supplementation (0.3%) 
improved nitrogen (P<.01) growth rate and gain/feed 
(P>.05), but did not prevent pancreatic enlargement. 
Address: 1&3. Animal Science Dep.; 2. Dep. of Agronomy. 
All: Illinois Agric. Exp. Station, Urbana, IL 61801.

2349. Kies, Constance; Fox, Hazel M. 1971. Comparison 
of the protein nutritional value of TVP, methionine enriched 
TVP and beef at two levels of intake for human adults. J. of 
Food Science 36(6):841-45. Sep/Oct. [14 ref]
• Summary: Three groups of adult men were fed beef, an 
extruded soybean product resembling beef (TVP; textured 
soy fl our produced and supplied by the Archer Daniels 
Midland Co.), and a 1% DL-methionine fortifi ed product–at 
two levels of nitrogen intake. Mean nitrogen balances of 
subjects fed 8.0 gm nitrogen per subject per day were: beef 
+0.74 gm nitrogen per day, TVP +0.78, methionine fortifi ed 
TVP +0.72. Mean nitrogen balances of subjects fed 4.0 gm 
nitrogen per subject per day were: beef -0.30 gm nitrogen 
per day, TVP -0.70, methionine fortifi ed TVP -0.45. DL 
methionine fortifi cation at the 1% level of the TVP was 
demonstrated to be partially effective in improvement of 
nitrogen balance at low nitrogen intakes. Address: Univ. of 
Nebraska, Lincoln, Nebraska.

2350. Kosikowski, Frank V. 1971. Nutritive and organoleptic 
characteristics of non-dairy imitation milks. J. of Food 
Science 36(7):1021-25. Nov/Dec. [11 ref]
• Summary: This article is about imitation milk powder, 
which was not easy to fi nd. Two of these powders were 
intended more for bakeries and confectionery makers 
than for dairies. “Others apparently containing soybean 
ingredients had references emphasizing their nonallergic 
properties. Despite such specialized uses, these products 
could replace milk if a demand were created.”
 Several of these imitation milks were given fl avor scores 
that were as good as or better than cow’s milk reconstituted 
from whole milk powder, but in each of these cases, 
including the cow’s milk, the fl avor quality was only fair. 
Address: Dep. of Food Science, Cornell Univ., Ithaca, New 
York 14850.

2351. Mustakas, G.C. 1971. Full-fat and defatted soy fl ours 
for human nutrition. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 
48(12):815-19. Dec. [14 ref]
• Summary: New simple production methods are described: 
an extrusion process for urban communities and a simple 
hand process for use in villages. Heat treatment as a critical 
factor in nutritional value is reported. “Lipoxygenase 
inactivation before toasting treatment is important to obtain 
a stable, high fat product.” Address: Northern Regional 
Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois.

2352. Taira, Harue; Taira, Hirokadzu. 1971. Infl uence of 
location on the chemical composition of soybean seeds. 
I. Protein, oil, carbohydrate, and ash contents. Nippon 
Sakumotsu Gakkai Kiji (Proceedings of the Crop Science 
Society of Japan) 40(4):530-44. Dec. [19 ref. Eng; jap]
• Summary: “Summary: The chemical composition of 
30 varieties of soybean seeds grown at 3 locations, i.e., 
Ishioka, Shiojiri, and Kumamoto, was determined and the 
results indicated that there were remarkable differences in 
the composition. On the mean value, Kumamoto showed 
the highest in protein and ash contents and the lowest in 
carbohydrate content among the locations. On the other 
hand, Shiojiri showed the lowest in oil content. Regarding 
coeffi cient of variation of chemical constituents at each 
location, the oil was the largest and the ash was the smallest. 
On the correlation between the chemical constituents and 
the estimated characters and climatic environments, it was 
shown that the protein content was negatively infl uenced by 
sum total of days from seeding to fl owering, from fl owering 
to maturity, and from seeding to maturity, accumulated daily 
mean temperature from seeding to fl owering, from fl owering 
to maturity, and from seeding to maturity, accumulated 
sunshine hours from seeding to fl owering, from fl owering 
to maturity, and from seeding to maturity, and amount of 
totalized precipitation from seeding to fl owering, from 
fl owering to maturity, and from seeding to maturity. The 
oil content was positively infl uenced by sum total of days 
from fl owering to maturity and from seeding to maturity, 
and accumulated daily mean temperature from fl owering to 
maturity and from seeding to maturity...” Address: National 
Food Research Institute, Ministry of Agriculture and 
Forestry, Koto-ku, Tokyo.

2353. Yamashita, Michiko; Arai, Soichi; Tsai, Shun-Jen; 
Fujimaki, Masao. 1971. Plastein reaction as a method for 
enhancing the sulfur-containing amino acid level of soybean 
protein. J. of Agricultural and Food Chemistry 19(6):1151-
54. Nov/Dec. [25 ref]
• Summary: “The plastein reaction, i.e., a reversal of 
enzymatic proteolysis, was applied to prepare a higher-
molecular, protein-like substance (plastein) in which the 
sulfur-containing amino acids supplemented were held in a 
state of peptide bonding. Soybean protein was hydrolyzed 
with pepsin and the hydrolysate (A) used as a material to be 
supplemented with methionine or half-cystine.” Address: 
Dep. of Agricultural Chemistry, Univ. of Tokyo, Bunkyo-ku, 
Tokyo, Japan.

2354. Chan, Ik. 1971. Vlianie na azotno-fosfornia rejim 
na hranene na soiata varhu dobiva himicheskia sastav, 
beltachnite fraktsii i sadarjanieto na aminokiseli ni [Infl uence 
of nitrate phosphoric fertilizers on soybean yield, chemical 
composition, proteins, and amino acids]. Post-graduate 
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thesis, Vissh Selscostopanski Institut G. Dimitrov, Sofi a. 
[Bul]*
Address: Bulgaria.

2355. DESA/UN (Department of Economic and Social 
Affairs, United Nations). 1971. Strategy statement on action 
to avert the protein crisis in developing countries. United 
Nations, New York. ST/ECA/144 E/5018/Rev. 1. *
Address: New York.

2356. Fafunso, M. 1971. The biochemistry and technology 
of the proteins of some leafy vegetables in Western Nigeria. 
PhD thesis, University of Ibadan, Nigeria. [43 ref]*
• Summary: In-vivo experiments with growing rats were 
performed to compare the nutritional quality of proteins for 
four Nigerian leaves with that of soy protein. The soy protein 
was found to be slightly superior in terms of biological 
value (BV), true digestibility (TD), net protein utilization 
(NPU), and protein effi ciency ratio (PER). However the 
protein from the edible leaves (leaf proteins) also had a 
high nutritive value, which seems to justify their traditional 
role in the dietary pattern of various communities. Address: 
Biochemistry Dep., Univ. of Ibadan, Ibadan, Nigeria.

2357. Federal Register. 1971. Label statements relating to 
infant food. 36:23555. *
• Summary: Iodine supplementation of soyamilk infant 
formulas is recommended as a precautionary measure against 
the goitrogenic potential of this product.

2358. Gopalan, C.; Narasinga Rao, B.S. 1971. Nutritional 
constraints on growth and development in current Indian 
dietaries. Proceedings of the Nutrition Society of India 
10:111. *
• Summary: Alternative citation: The Indian Journal of 
Medical Research, 31 May 1971, 59(6 Suppl):111-122. Until 
the early 1970s it was widely held that the diets of poor 
children in developing countries were defi cient in protein 
and that malnutrition was due primarily to a protein gap. 
Suffi cient evidence has now accumulated to show that the 
primary lack in the habitual diets of these children is calories 
and not protein.

2359. Hayashi, Yoshio; Kawabata, Makoto; Taguchi, Kuniko. 
1971. Nattô no nenshitsu-butsu ni kansuru kenkyû [A study 
of the viscous substances in natto]. Kyoto Furitsu Daigaku 
Gakujutsu Hokoku, Rigaku, Seikatsu Kagaku (Kyoto 
Prefectural Univ., Scientifi c Reports: Natural Science and 
Life Science) 22:13-17. (Chem. Abst. 76:110278y). [Jap]*
• Summary: Natto mucilage is composed mainly of an 
acidic glycopeptide. 600 mg mucilage was obtained from 
220 gm natto (100 gm soybeans). The chemical composition 
of the mucilage is: sugar 61.5%, hexosamines 2.8%, total 
nitrogen 4.1%, amino-nitrogen 2.9%, and uronic acid 

20.4%. The constituent sugars of the mucilage are arabinose, 
xylose, rhamnose, galactose, glucose, glucosamine, and 
galactosamine. The peptide portion comprises 16% of 
the mucilage and 17 amino acids were liberated from the 
mucilage on hydrolysis. Address: Kyoto Prefectural Univ., 
Kyoto, Japan.

2360. Murata, Kiku. 1971. [Studies on the nutritional value 
of tempeh]. Osaka Shiritsu Daigaku, Kassei Gakubu Kiyo 
(Report of Osaka City University) 18:19-33. [30 ref. Jap]*
• Summary: Daidzein and genistein found in fermented 
soybeans are reported to possess antioxidant activity. 
Address: Osaka City Univ., Japan.

2361. United Nations Children’s Fund. 1971. Soybean for 
protein. Proceedings of the Eastern Africa regional follow-
up meeting on the Kampala Seminar on the Production, 
Utilization, and Marketing of Soyabeans. Rome, Italy: 
UNICEF/FAO. *

2362. Wang, L.C. 1971. Effect of phytate on isoelectric 
focusing of soybean whey proteins. Cereal Chemistry 
48:229-37. *
• Summary: “Changes in isoelectric points of soybean whey 
proteins as a result of phytate elimination or addition were 
studied by isoelectric focusing between pH 3 and 6. Major 
whey proteins concentrated at pH 4.2, 4.6, and 5.5. Adjusting 
the pH of whey solution to pH 8.0 precipitated phytate and 
decreased a protein peak focused at pH 4.6 in the whey.” 
Address: Northern Regional Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois 
61604.

2363. Ashida, Jun. 1971. Eiyôgaku gairon [Nutritional 
chemistry]. Tokyo: Yokendo. [Jap]

2364. Belikov, I.F.; Kurkaev, V.T. eds. 1971. Vnekornevaia 
podkormka soi na Dal’nem Vostoke [Foliar feeding of 
soybeans in the Soviet Far East]. Vladivostok. 150 p. Illust. 
[10+ ref. Rus]
• Summary: Discusses foliar fertilizers. Contents: 1. 
Agrochemical characteristics of soil in the Primor’ya 
and Priamur’ya region and the necessity of soybeans in 
fertilization. 2. Biological basis of foliar fertilization of 
soybeans. 3. Foliar superphosphate fertilization of soybeans. 
4. Infl uence of foliar fertilization of superphosphates on the 
accumulation of oil, albumen and phosphorus connections 
in soybean seeds. 5. Infl uence of foliar fertilization 
consisting of nitrogen and molybdenum on some of the 
biochemical processes of soybeans. 6. Infl uence of foliar 
fertilization consisting of nitrogen and molybdenum on 
amino acid concentration of albumen in the seeds and leaves 
of soybeans. 7. Infl uences of foliar fertilization on the 
development of fungal diseases of soybeans. Address: USSR.
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2365. Birk, Yehudith; Gertler, Arieh. 1971. Chemistry and 
biology of protease inhibitors from soybeans and groundnuts. 
In: H. Fritz and H. Tschesche, eds. 1971. Proceedings of 
the 1st International Research Conference on Proteinase 
Inhibitors. Berlin: Walter de Gruyter. ix + 304 p. See p. 142-
48. Conference held 4-6 Nov. 1970 in Munich. [25 ref]
• Summary: Soybeans contain at least three different 
proteinase inhibitors; Proteinase is the enzyme that digests 
protein. (1) The Kunitz soybean trypsin inhibitor (SBTI). (2) 
The acetone insoluble trypsin inhibitor reported by Bowman; 
it is also a strong chymotrypsin inhibitor. (3) The Trilobium 
larval proteinase inhibitor. Address: Faculty of Agriculture, 
The Hebrew Univ. of Jerusalem Rehovot, Israel.

2366. Clark, Roger William. 1971. Variation in Kunitz 
soybean trypsin inhibitor properties. PhD thesis, University 
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. 67 p. Page 752 in volume 
32/02-B of Dissertation Abstracts International. *
Address: Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.

2367. De Larco, Joseph Edward. 1971. The site of interaction 
between soybean trypsin inhibitor and trypsin. PhD thesis, 
University of Minnesota. 123 p. Page 4392 in volume 32/08-
B of Dissertation Abstracts International. *
Address: Univ. of Minnesota.

2368. De, Sasanka S. 1971. Technology of production 
of edible fl ours and protein products from soybean. FAO 
Agricultural Services Bulletin No. 11. 151 p. AGS: ASB/11. 
[37 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Preface. Introduction. Oil milling 
operations. Quality control of edible fl our and grits. Process 
procedure for production of soya fl our and grits. Production 
of full-fat soya fl our: Wenger process, Buehler process, 
simple process for villagers. Protein isolate: Advantages, 
process, yield and quality, Alfa-Laval process, estimated 
cost and calculations on economic return. Production of 
other soya products: Soy milk, Saridele, Stork method of soy 
milk production, pilot plant production of tempeh, protein 
fi bers and meat analogs, extrusion-expansion products (meat 
analogs), bean curd (tofu). List of equipment suppliers. 
Annexes: PAG Microbiological requirements. 27 tables. 23 
fi gures.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2015) 
concerning Alfa-Laval’s work with soy products (soy protein 
isolate). Address: Senior Food and Agricultural Industries 
Offi cer, Food and Agricultural Industries Service, FAO.

2369. Detroy, R.W.; Lillehoj, E.B.; Ciegler, A. 1971. 
Afl atoxin and related compounds. In: A. Ciegler, S. Kadis, 
and S.J. Ajil, eds. 1971. Microbial Toxins. 8 vols. New York, 
NY: Academic Press. Illust. 24 cm. Vol. 6, p. 1-178. See p. 
22. [850+* ref]
• Summary: The introduction (p. 4-15) is an interesting 

historical overview. “Afl atoxins are a closely related group 
of secondary fungal metabolites that have been shown to be 
mycotoxins.” One of the earliest known diseases caused by 
a mycotoxin was ergotism. Soybeans appear to be a poor 
substrate for the production of afl atoxins. Address: Northern 
Regional Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois.

2370. Dovring, Folke; Jindia, J.R.; Misra, R.S. 1971. 
Economic production possibilities of soybeans in northern 
India: A preliminary study. Urbana, Illinois: University 
of Illinois. Offi ce of International Programs and Studies, 
Publication Series No. 1. ix + 57 p. Illust. No index. 23 cm. 
[20 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Foreword. Acknowledgments. 1. 
Introduction. 2. Field survey [in Madhya Pradesh] and 
analytical framework. 3, Assumptions about prices and other 
variables. 4. Rates of return to several crops and to major 
factors. 5. The possible place of soybeans in north central 
India. Appendix. Contains 35 tables and two outline maps (of 
India, and of Madhya Pradesh).
 The soybean shows great promise in both tropical and 
temperate climates. In India, soybeans have long been grown 
in the northern hill regions, primarily for local consumption. 
“The crop varieties were late maturing and low yielding.” 
Varieties bred in the U.S. have been very successful in 
northern India; they are early maturing and have yielded as 
well as or even better than in the U.S. The best is Bragg, 
a group 7 maturity rating type. Also good are Lee, Hood, 
Hampton, Hardee and Clark 63. “This work has brought the 
soybean into the limelight as a new crop of great promise in 
India.
 “These fi ndings occurred in the midst of technological 
revolution in Indian agriculture, as new varieties of crops 
were being introduced. The high-yielding dwarf varieties 
of wheat and rice, as well as hybrid maize and hybrid jowar 
(sorghum), have created a breakthrough in agricultural 
production [widely known as the “green revolution”]. So far 
the advances have been mainly in the production of cereal 
grains. There is a need to introduce variety into cropping 
patterns” (p. 1).
 Soybean varieties such as Bragg and Clark 63 can 
be “grown in the rainy season (as ‘kharif’ crops) and the 
same land can be available for planting dry-season (‘rabi’) 
crops like wheat which is normally sown in early or mid-
November.”
 Note 1. This key insight played a major role in launching 
the soybean as a commercial crop in India.
 “The degree of malnutrition in the Indian population is 
gauged by the average protein availability of 53 grams per 
day as against the recommended standard of 75 grams per 
day. The lower income group (over 70% of the population) 
in India cannot afford to purchase high-protein food to 
balance its diet (Footnote: “Annual Report of Agricultural 
Production.” 1969. Ministry of Food and Agriculture, 
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Government of India). Animal sources provide only about 
12% of the protein supply in India, the balance being based 
on vegetable sources such as pulses and oilseeds. Soybeans 
may well come to occupy an important position here. 
Compared to 20-25% protein content in most Indian pulses, 
soybeans have a protein content of 40-45%. Pulses in India 
yield only 3.5 quintals [350 kg] per acre on average, while 
soybeans yield about 7.7 quintals under similar conditions. 
Thus soybeans can yield 3½ to 4 times as much protein per 
acre as pulses and twice as much as other oilseeds. Soybean 
protein is superior to other protein sources. The protein 
effi ciency ratio (PER) of soybeans is 2.4 as compared to 1.7 
for groundnuts and 1.5 to 1.7 for pulses. The PER of milk is 
3.0 and of eggs is 4.0” (p. 2).
 There is a ready market for soybean oil in India. 
The vanaspati industry already consumes nearly 81,000 
tons of soybean oil per year (average of 4 years, 1965-
68), purchased from the USA “under the Public Law 480 
program. The demand is expected to go even higher (150,000 
tons per year) by the end of the fourth fi ve-year plan in 
1976” (p. 2).
 Where are the best places for soybean production in 
India? In “northern India, where the University of Illinois is 
helping to build two agricultural universities (at Pant Nagar, 
Uttar Pradesh, and Jabalpur, Madhya Pradesh) with facilities 
for research and extension.” “In most of northern and central 
India, rainfall averages between 30 and 50 inches, which 
presents close to ideal conditions for soybean growth without 
irrigation.
 One of the important characteristics of the land use 
system in this part of the country is the high incidence of 
cropland lying fallow during the kharif (monsoon) season. 
In Madhya Pradesh, this is especially striking–nearly 42% of 
the total cropland area is idle during this season of abundant 
vegetation; there are also large fallow areas (often 30% or 
more) in most of Uttar Pradesh and in northwestern Bihar” 
(p. 4)
 Note 2. This is another way of expressing the key basic 
insight about the potential for soybean production in northern 
India, and especially in Madhya Pradesh
 Field survey: The state of Madhya Pradesh (MP), 
which lies in the center of India, approximately between 
the latitudes of 18º and 27º (see maps in Appendix) is a 
landlocked state, bounded by Uttar Pradesh on the north. 
Madhya Pradesh has a low population density compared with 
India as a whole–152 persons per square mile against 312 
for the country. 88% of the people in Madhya Pradesh live in 
rural areas. “The most striking fact about the agriculture in 
this state is the low productivity” (p. 7).
 Table 3 (p. 15) shows that the yield of soybeans at 
research stations in Madhya Pradesh is 1,222 kg/ha whereas 
the yield from sample farms is only 758 kg/ha (only 62% 
as much). This difference, called a “yield gap,” shows the 
great potential for improving soybean yields on farms. The 

key factor in improving soybean yields is “cash inputs.” If 
cash investments are increased by 50%, the acreage under 
soybeans will nearly double–on land that is presently fallow.
 “The Vanaspati Manufacturers Association maintains 
that, compared to groundnut oil, soybean is diffi cult to 
process; it must undergo degumming before refi ning, it needs 
more hydrogenation for hardening [hydrogenation] than 
groundnut oil, and consequently, a longer production cycle 
leading to smaller production per unit time” (p. 15).
 Analysis shows that soybeans may have great 
possibilities in Madhya Pradesh. The three input groups 
are human labor, bullock labor, and cash inputs. The latter 
are the critical factor in expanding soybean production 
on farms. Soybean production is most responsive to cash 
inputs, the input group in shortest supply. Soybeans have a 
higher net cash value return per acre than any other crop of 
signifi cance in the area. In terms of gross returns per rupee of 
total cash costs, the advantage of soybeans over other crops 
becomes even more striking. In terms of returns to human 
labor, soybeans again show the highest rate of return–all 
regardless of farm size! The inclusion of soybeans in the 
cropping systems of farmers in the large specifi ed areas 
“would increase the income of the farmers by 88% without 
an increase in resources” (p. 52-54). Address: Offi ce of 
International Programs and Studies, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana.

2371. Dudley, Richard Paul. 1971. Soy protein inhibition of 
intestinal beta-carotene absorption. PhD thesis, University of 
Missouri. xii + [194] leaves. 21 cm. Dissertation Abstracts 
International, B. 32:254. [70+ ref]*
• Summary: Soy protein inhibits beta-carotene absorption. 
Address: Missouri.

2372. Fritz, H.; Tschesche, H. eds. 1971. Proceedings of the 
1st international research conference on proteinase inhibitors. 
Berlin: Walter de Gruyter. ix + 304 p. Conference held 4-6 
Nov. 1970 in Munich.
• Summary: Contains 42 papers by various authors in 
8 sections, which are: 1. Proteinase inhibitors in human 
medicine (4 papers). 2. Specifi c isolation methods (3). 
3. Inhibition mechanism: Theories and methods (6). 4. 
Inhibitors of plant tissue (incl. soybean trypsin inhibitors, 
7). 5. Basic bovine inhibitor and related inhibitors (8). 6. 
Pancreatic secretory inhibitors (4). 7. Seminal inhibitors 
and fertilization (7). 8. Inhibitors from dog submandibular 
glands, Ascaris lunbricoides, and leeches (3).
 The three soy-related papers are section 3 are cited 
separately. Address: 1. Institut fuer Klinische Chemie und 
Klinische Biochemie, 8 München 15, Nubaumstr. 20, 
W.-Germany; 2. Organisch-Chemisches Laboratorium der 
Technischen Universität München, Lehrstuhl für Organische 
Chemie und Biochemie, 8 München 2, Arcisstr. 21, W.-
Germany.
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2373. Gopalan, C.; Ramasastri, B.V.; Balasubramanian, S.C. 
1971. Nutritive value of Indian foods. Hyderabad, India: 
National Institute of Nutrition. Indian Council of Medical 
Research. 204 p. Revised ed., 1976.
• Summary: This comprehensive and detailed book mentions 
the soybean. Address: Hyderabad, India.

2374. Graham, George G. 1971. Methionine or lysine 
fortifi cation of dietary protein for infants and small 
children. In: N.S. Scrimshaw and A.M. Altschul, eds. 1971. 
Amino Acid Fortifi cation of Protein Foods: Report of an 
International Conference Held at the Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology. September 16 to 18, 1979. Cambridge, MA: 
MIT Press. xxv + 664 p. See p. 222-36. Illust. 24 cm. [8 ref]
• Summary: This study, conducted at the British American 
Hospital in Lima, Peru, summarizes experience with infants 
and children in the enrichment with methionine or lysine 
of a variety and number of protein sources, especially soy 
and wheat. “In addition, one of the most valuable sources of 
protein available to man is the soybean. Modern technology 
has made possible its consumption in an incredible variety 
of forms, now added to many already well established soy 
foods used in many parts of the world. The correction of its 
well-known methionine defi ciency offers the possibility of 
multiplying its nutritional value.” Address: Prof. of Human 
Nutrition, The Johns Hopkins Univ. of Medicine, Baltimore, 
Maryland; Grace Dep. of Research, British American 
Hospital, Lima, Peru.

2375. Heritage, Ford. 1971. Composition and facts about 
foods: And their relationship to the human body. Mokelumne 
Hill, California: Health Research. 121 p. No index. 28 cm. 
[18 ref]
• Summary: A very useful book for fi nding, for example, 
which foods are the richest sources of calcium, or iron, 
or vitamin A. Copyrighted in 1968 by Ford Heritage, this 
edition was republished in 1971 by special permission.
 Contents: Introduction. Composition of foods: I. 
Alphabetical list: Fruits, seeds, nuts, vegetables, legumes, 
grains. Quantitative list: Calcium, potassium, sodium, 
magnesium, iron, etc.
 Minerals of which soybeans are an important source: 
Calcium–Dried soybeans contain 226 mg/100 gm edible 
portion or 10th out of 228 foods. Fresh soybeans contain 67 
mg/100 gm (66th out of 228).
 Potassium–Dried soybeans contain 1,667 mg/100 gm 
edible portion or 4th out of 210 foods.
 Sodium–Dried soybeans contain 5 mg/100 gm edible 
portion or 100th out of 180 foods.
 Magnesium–Dried soybeans contain 265 mg/100 gm 
edible portion or 6th out of 134 foods.
 Iron–Dried soybeans contain 8.4 mg/100 gm edible 
portion or 10th out of 228 foods. Fresh soybeans contain 2.6 
mg/100 gm (62 out of 228).

 Phosphorus–Dried soybeans contain 8.4 mg/100 gm 
edible portion or 14th out of 228 foods. Fresh soybeans 
contain 225 mg/100 gm (46 out of 228). Soybean sprouts 
contain 67 mg/100 gm (87 out of 228).
 Dried soybeans are also a source of chlorine (40 mg/100 
gm edible portion), sulfur (265 mg/100 gm edible portion), 
silicon (27 mg/100 gm edible portion).
 Vitamins: Vitamin A–Fresh soybeans are a good 
source (690 IUs) and soybean sprouts are a fair source 
(80 IUs). Thiamine (vitamin B-1)–Dried soybeans are an 
excellent source (1.10 mg), as are fresh soybeans (0.44 mg). 
Ribofl avin (vitamin B-2)–Dried soybeans are an excellent 
source (0.31 mg). Soybean sprouts are a good source (0.20) 
as are fresh soybeans (0.16). Niacin–Dried soybeans are a 
good source (2.2 mg) as are fresh soybeans (1.4). Ascorbic 
acid (vitamin C)–Fresh soybeans are a fair source (29 mg).
 Energy (calories)–Dried soybeans are an excellent 
source (403 calories/100 gm edible portion). Fresh soybeans 
are a good source (134 mg). Fat–Dried soybeans are an 
excellent source (17.7 gm/100 gm). Protein–Dried soybeans 
are #1–the single best source, 34.1 gm/100 gm. Fresh 
soybeans are a good source of protein (10.9 gm).
 Alkalinity-acidity of foods in metabolic reaction (p. 
68-69). “When foods are eaten they are oxidized in the 
body which results in the formation of a residue or ash. In 
this residue, if the minerals sodium, potassium, calcium, 
and magnesium predominate over sulfur, phosphorus, 
chlorine, and uncombusted organic acid radicals, they are 
designated as alkaline ash foods. The converse of this is true 
for foods designated as acid ash... The values obtained are 
called degrees of acidity or alkalinity.” Foods with the most 
alkaline reactions are: Dried fi gs 43.7. Dried lima beans 41.6. 
Dried apricots 36.6. Raisins 25.3... Soybean sprouts 16.4. 
etc. Those with the most acid reactions are: Rye grain 11.3. 
Wheat grain 10.9. Peanut 10.6. Lentil 10.5. White rice 7.8. In 
the middle are foods with a neutral reaction, such as olive oil 
0.1 and blueberries 1.4. Address: B.S.M.E., Researcher.

2376. Hirayama, Takeshi. 1971. Epidemiology of stomach 
cancer. In: Tadashige Murakami, ed. 1971. Early Gastric 
Cancer. Baltimore, Maryland: University Park Press. Gann 
Monograph on Cancer Research No. 11. viii + 301 p. See p. 
3-19. (Tokyo: Tokyo Univ. Press). [18 ref]
• Summary: This paper outlines the results of an 
epidemiological case-control study of stomach cancer in 
Japan. Table 1 (p. 10) shows “Factors associated with the 
standardized death rate for stomach cancer in 46 prefectures 
in Japan.” Many foods and nutritional elements are included. 
A negative association means: The more one consumes, the 
less one’s risk of dying from stomach cancer in Japan. The 
author reported a signifi cant negative association for tofu 
(-5.28), vitamin A (- 4.12), and calcium (-6.54), and a very 
signifi cant negative association for milk (-9.19). Thus these 
foods and nutrients appear to protect against stomach cancer. 
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There was a signifi cant positive association for fermented 
soybeans (+4.90; probably natto) and with a large amount 
of highly salted foods, including highly salted miso, but not 
including soy sauce or regular miso.
 “The number of deaths from cancer of the stomach is 
still on the increase in Japan. Most of the increase, however, 
was found to be due to the increase in population itself. 
When the change in age structure was taken into account, the 
disease was noted to be on the downward trend since 1958. 
The death rate for age 45-49 in 1970 was 29% less for males 
and 14% less for females than in 1955.” The standardized 
death rate from stomach cancer for men in Japan (68.57) 
was the highest in the world, and over 7 times higher than 
for U.S. whites (9.42). By marital status, widowed men have 
the highest rate (376.3), followed by separated men (273.6), 
then married men (116.4), with single men (75.1) having the 
lowest rate.
 “In an international survey of 24 countries, the decline in 
the death rate for stomach cancer in recent years was found 
to be closely correlated to milk consumption.” Address: 
Epidemiology Div., National Cancer Center Research Inst., 
Tsukiji 5-1-1, Chuo-ku, Tokyo, Japan 104.

2377. Holasova, M.; Jirusova, J.; Blattna, J. 1971. Ergebnisse 
von Linolsaeure- und Linolensaeurevergleichsanalysen in 
den Laboratorien in der CSSR [Results of determinations 
of linoleic acid and linolenic acid in Czechoslovak 
laboratories]. Nahrung (Die) 15(5):539-43. [2 ref. Ger; eng; 
rus]
• Summary: Gives the results of determinations by gas-
chromatography of linoleic and linolenic acids in soybean 
oil, rapeseed oil, and melted lard in 13 Czechoslovakian 
laboratories. Address: Forschungsinstitut der 
Lebensmittelindustrie der Tschecischen Landwirtschaftlichen 
Akademie, Prag-Smichov, Na Belidle 21, CSSR.

2378. Holman, Ralph T. 1971. Essential fatty acid defi ciency: 
a long scaly tale. Progress in the Chemistry of Fats and 
Other Lipids 9(2):279-348. [368 ref]
• Summary: Tells the story of the development of the 
concept of essential fatty acid defi ciency. As early as 
1918 Aron concluded that fats (butter) have a specifi c 
nutrient value which cannot be provided by other dietary 
components. The author has conducted extensive studies to 
see if linolenic acid is an essential fatty acid–like linoleic 
acid. Soy is mentioned only briefl y (p. 288). Address: 
Hormel Inst., Univ. of Minnesota, Austin, MN 55912.

2379. Hymowitz, T.; Jethmalani, S.C.; Tiwari, K.L.; 
Walker, W.M. 1971. Effect of inoculum, variety, nitrogen, 
phosphorus, and potassium on yield, protein, and oil content 
of soybeans at Jabalpur, M.P., India. Communications in Soil 
Science and Plant Analysis 2(4):283-92. [14 ref]
• Summary: There is a great need for information on 

soybean management and productions practices in India. 
This study, conducted in 1967 on research plots of the 
Jawaharlal Nehru Krishi Vishwa Vidyalaya (JNKVV) 
found: “Regardless of inoculum or fertility rate Bragg 
outyielded Clark 63 soybeans. Yields of Bragg and Clark 
63 were increased by about 1000 kg per ha by treatment 
with inoculum at the rate of approximately 313,000 bacteria 
per seed. At the highest rate of applied Nitrogen, yields 
of uninoculated soybeans, were lower than the inoculated 
soybeans at the lowest applied Nitrogen rate. Phosphorus 
fertilizer increased yields at a decreasing rate and yields 
were decreased at the highest rate of applied phosphorus. 
Potassium fertilizer had a negative affect on soybean yields 
and did not signifi cantly effect the protein or oil content of 
soybean seed. With increasing phosphorus fertilizer rates, 
there was a decrease in oil content and an increase in protein 
content of soybean seed.” Address: Agronomy Dep., Univ. of 
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Urbana, Illinois 61801.

2380. Ikenaka, Tokuji; Koide, T.; Odani, S. 1971. Structure 
and chemical modifi cation of the Kunitz soybean trypsin 
inhibitor. In: H. Fritz and H. Tschesche, eds. 1971. 
Proceedings of the 1st International Research Conference on 
Proteinase Inhibitors. Berlin: Walter de Gruyter. ix + 304 p. 
See p. 108-16. Conference held 4-6 Nov. 1970 in Munich. 
[18 ref]
• Summary: The fi rst details of the primary structures of the 
plant proteinase inhibitors started to appear in 1971 with 
the sequences of the lima bean inhibitor and the soybean 
(Kunitz) inhibitor. Address: Dep. of Chemistry, Osaka Univ. 
College of Science, Toyonaka [Japan].

2381. Kusano, Aiko. 1971. Nattô seizô katei ni okeru daizu 
tanpaku no henka. II. TCA kayôsei kubun ni okeru zen 
amino-san, yûri amino-san pepuchido-tai amino-san ni tsuite 
[Changes in soybean protein during natto production. II. 
On the TCA soluble total and free amino acids in the TCA 
soluble fraction]. Eiyo to Shokuryo (J. of Japanese Society of 
Food and Nutrition) 24(1):8-12. (Chem. Abst. 75:87257). [4 
ref. Jap]
Address: Faculty of Pedagogy, Gifu Univ., Nagara Gifu City, 
Japan.

2382. Legel, S.; Tafran, A. 1971. Investigations into the 
nutrient content of cultivated and forage plants grown under 
subtropical conditions in the Syrian Arab Republic and of 
their by-products. I. Grains (cereals and legumes). Beitraege 
zur Tropischen und Subtropischen Landwirtschaft und 
Tropenveterinaermedizin (Leipzig) 9(4):267-76. [16 ref. Eng; 
ger; fre; spa]
• Summary: The section titled “Materials and methods” 
(p. 267) states that “The investigated foodstuffs dated from 
1968, 1969, and 1970.”
 The section titled “Soya bean” (p. 274-75) contains 
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table 12 titled “Crude nutrient content of soya bean samples” 
gives the average crude nutrient content (percentage) of 12 
samples grown in the Douma region. The values of crude fat 
and crude fi ber were higher than the reported mean values 
from six German-language documents. The feeding value 
of the soya beans was also higher than that reported in the 
German-language literature.
 Note: It appears that the soya beans analyzed were 
grown in Syria, probably during 1968-1970–but this is not 
clearly stated. Address: Experimental and Training Station 
for Animal Production, Deir el Hajar, Syria.

2383. Lhuissier, M.; Potteau, B. 1971. Infl uence des huiles 
de soja et de lin thermopolymérisés sur la teneur du foie en 
thiamine, ribofl avine, vitamine B-6 et niacine (chez le rat) 
[Infl uence of soybean oil and heat polymerized linseed on 
the content of thiamine, ribofl avin, vitamin B-6 and niacin in 
the liver (of rats)]. Annales de la Nutrition et l’Alimentation 
25(1):215-21. [6 ref. Fre]
Address: Station de Recherches sur les Aliments de 
l’homme, Centre de Recherches de Dijon, I.N.R.A., 21–
Dijon, France.

2384. Liener, Irvin E. 1971. Chemical studies on the site of 
interaction between trypsin and the Kunitz soybean trypsin 
inhibitor (STI). In: H. Fritz and H. Tschesche, eds. 1971. 
Proceedings of the 1st International Research Conference on 
Proteinase Inhibitors. Berlin: Walter de Gruyter. ix + 304 p. 
See p. 156-61. Conference held 4-6 Nov. 1970 in Munich. 
[18 ref]
• Summary: The site of interaction is still not known. 
However, two aspects of the interaction of trypsin and STI 
are now well documented:
 “1. when the histidine and serine components of the 
active site of trypsin are chemically modifi ed, combination 
with STI can no longer be demonstrated (1-3) and
 “2. an Arg-Ile bond in STI is split by trypsin under 
certain well defi ned conditions (4, 5).” Address: Dep. of 
Biochemistry, College of Biological Science, Univ. of 
Minnesota, St. Paul, Minnesota 55101.

2385. Long, David Webster. 1971. Metabolism of 
photosynthetically carbon-14 labeled sugars in developing 
soybean seeds. PhD thesis, The Ohio State University. 96 
p. Page 2035 in volume 32/04-B of Dissertation Abstracts 
International. *
Address: The Ohio State Univ.

2386. Ney, K.H. 1971. Voraussage der Bitterkeit von 
Peptiden aus deren Aminosaeurezusammensetzung 
[Predicting the bitterness of peptides based on their 
amino acid composition]. Zeitschrift fuer Lebensmittel-
Untersuchung und -Forschung 147(2):64-68. [13 ref. Ger]
• Summary: The authors present a method they developed 

for predicting the bitterness of peptides based on their amino 
acid composition. A numerical value calculated from the 
solubility data of the individual amino acids indicates the 
bitter taste. Address: Unilever Forschungsgesellschaft mbH 
D-2000 Hamburg 50, Begringstr. 154.

2387. Niekamp, Carl William. 1971. Equilibria in hydrolysis 
of the reactive site peptide bond of soybean trypsin inhibitor. 
PhD thesis, Purdue University. 164 p. Page 1417 in volume 
32/03-B of Dissertation Abstracts International. *
Address: Purdue Univ., W. Lafayette, Indiana.

2388. Pederson, Carl Severin. 1971. Microbiology of food 
fermentations. Westport, Connecticut: AVI Publishing Co. vi 
+ 283 p. Illust. Index. 24 cm. [22 soy ref]
• Summary: Chapter 11, “Nutritious fermented foods of 
the Orient” (p. 231-46) contains: Introduction. Soy sauce. 
Natto. Koji, ragi, and similar inocula. Miso. Sufu or Chinese 
cheese [fermented tofu]. Monosodium glutamate. Aroz 
fermentado of Ecuador. Tempeh (“Tan-chey, prepared in 
Thailand, is similar.” Includes bongkrek or tempeh bongkrek, 
ontjom, tapé ketella, peujeum, péyém. tapai, tapaj, tape 
ketan, minchin or wheat gluten prepared in North China by 
fermentation with molds, tao-si prepared in the Philippines, 
dawadawa made in West Africa by fermentation of the 
African locust bean). Fish sauces (nuoc-mam, shottsuru, 
trassi-ikan, burong dalag). Taro.
 In Chapter 12, the section on “Glutamic acid 
(monosodium glutamate)” (p. 265-66) begins: “Glutamic 
acid as monosodium glutamate enhances the natural fl avor of 
many food substances. Monosodium glutamate, also known 
as ajinomoto, Chinese seasoning, MSG, Accent, Vetsin, Zest, 
and other names, apparently was fi rst recognized in China. 
Fermented soybean curd was observed to enhance fl avor and 
zest to a limited and monotonous diet. Soybeans contain a 
very high amount of glutamic acid; in fact, 18% of the amino 
acid of soybean protein consists of this acid.” Address: Prof. 
Emeritus of Bacteriology, Cornell Univ. and New York State 
Agric. Exp. Station, Geneva, New York.

2389. Phythyon, John Raymond. 1971. Changes in the lipid 
composition of the developing seeds of carbon-14 labeled 
soybean plants. PhD thesis, Kansas State University. 118 
p. Page 6203 in volume 32/11-B of Dissertation Abstracts 
International. *
Address: Kansas State Univ.

2390. Scrimshaw, Nevin S.; Altschul, A.M. eds. 1971. 
Amino acid fortifi cation of protein foods. Cambridge, 
Massachusetts: MIT Press. xxv + 664 p. Report of an 
International Conference held at the Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology, Sept. 16 to 18, 1969. [673* ref]
• Summary: Soy fl our is mentioned throughout the book (see 
index). Address: 1. MIT, Massachusetts.
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2391. Steinkraus, K.H.; van Veen, A.G. 1971. Biochemical, 
nutritional and organoleptic changes occurring during 
production of traditional fermented foods. In: Y.M. Freitas 
and F. Fernandes, eds. 1971. Global Impacts of Applied 
Microbiology, GIAM III. India: Univ. of Bombay. See p. 
444-50. Conference held in 1969 at Univ of Bombay, India. 
[13 ref]
• Summary: Discusses tempeh, ontjom, Ecuadorian rice, fi sh 
paste, idli, fl our kishk, bongkrek, and the wholesomeness of 
fermented foods. Address: Cornell Univ., New York.

2392. Subcommittee on Feed Composition, Committee on 
Animal Nutrition, Agricultural Board, National Research 
Council, USA. Committee on Feed Composition, Research 
Branch, Dep. of Agriculture, Canada. 1971. Atlas of 
nutritional data on United States and Canadian feeds. 
Washington, DC: National Academy of Sciences. 772 p. See 
p. 621-34. Generated from Feed Composition DataBank.
• Summary: Gives detailed nutritional data in tabular 
form on many types of soybean feeds including: Soybean 
hay, dehydrated. Soybean hay, dehydrated, dough stage. 
Soybean hay, fan air dried. Soybean hay. Soybean hay, full 
bloom. Soybean hay, milk stage. Soybean hay, dough stage. 
Soybean hay, mature. Soybean hay, over ripe. etc. Address: 
Washington, DC.

2393. Wahab, Abdul Hyatt. 1971. Dry matter changes and 
carbohydrate metabolism of germinating soybeans. PhD 
thesis, Iowa State University. 138 p. Page 5655 in volume 
32/10-B of Dissertation Abstracts International. *
Address: Iowa State Univ., Ames, Iowa.

2394. Watanabe, Tokuji; Ebine, Hideo; Ohta, Teruo. eds. 
1971. Nattô [Natto]. In: Tokuji Watanabe, H. Ebine and T. 
Ohta, eds. 1971. Daizu Shokuhin [Soyfoods]. Tokyo: Korin 
Shoin. 271 p. See p. 123-38. [5 ref. Jap; eng+]
• Summary: An excellent scholarly work. This chapter was 
translated by Alfred Birnbaum. Chapter 8, titled “Fermented 
soyfoods,” has four parts, beginning with “Natto.”
 Introduction: There are two types of natto: regular natto 
(itohiki natto), produced by the action of natto bacteria on 
cooked soybeans, and salty natto (shio-natto), produced 
by letting a koji mold [Aspergillus oryzae] grow on the 
cooked beans [to make soybean koji], then adding salt 
water. Although both are traditional fermented soyfoods 
that have been passed down in Japan from ancient times, 
the fermenting agent, production method, and nature of 
each product are different. The main fermenting agent for 
regular natto is bacteria and, as no salt is added to the basic 
ingredients as with salty natto, the ripening time is shorter, 
although the fi nished product does not keep well. Also 
regular natto has the characteristic of forming large amounts 
of sticky fi laments. We will discuss salty natto separately.

 At present, the production of regular natto is by far the 
larger of the two, being carried out in all regions of Japan; 
this product is better known and is usually referred to as 
simply “natto.”
 8.1.1 Regular natto (itohiki nattô): (a) The history of 
natto: The origins of natto are not certain, but tradition 
has it that it was discovered some 1,000 years ago in the 
Tôhoku [northeast] region of Japan and has been passed 
down to the present. At fi rst it was made by wrapping cooked 
soybeans in rice straw, but since 1920, when Dr. Hanzawa 
of Hokkaido’s Agriculture Department fi rst succeeded in 
producing pure-culture bacteria, industrialized production 
has been carried out as it is today using this pure culture. 
Whereas formerly, when natural fermentation dependent on 
the natto bacteria found in the rice straw meant instability of 
production levels and many questions of sanitation, this new 
method has become the basis for today’s comparatively safe 
industrialized natto production.
 (b) Regionality of natto consumption: Before World War 
II, consumption of natto was confi ned almost exclusively 
to the Tôhoku region (northeast prefectures) and further 
north, though recently it has spread throughout Japan. This 
tendency is most noted in the cities, which are now areas of 
large consumption. For example, looking at the cities listed 
by prefecture in the Tables of National Consumption, we fi nd 
that in 1968 the average amount per capita spent that year on 
natto was highest in Sendai at 967 yen, followed by others 
such as Sapporo 719 yen, Fukushima 915 yen, Mito 871 yen, 
Tokyo 489 yen, Nagoya 177 yen, Kyoto 183 yen, Osaka 98 
yen, Hiroshima 139 yen, Matsue 144 yen, Matsuyama 78 
yen, and Fukuoka [the furthest south, in northern Kyushu] 
217 yen, the national average being 343 yen. While there 
exist many large differences between the various in money 
spent, we can see clearly that the consumption of natto has 
spread nationwide.
 8.1.2 Natto bacteria and their characteristics: Although 
natto has a history of some 1,000 years, the history of 
bacteriological research on the bacteria that produce natto 
amounts to less than 100 years. The oldest bacteriological 
study on natto-producing bacteria in Japan is thought to be 
Yabe’s report in the 15th issue of the Journal of the Japanese 
Chemists’ Society (1895) that he had succeeded in isolating 
several strains of bacteria from natto.
 From that time on, much research was carried out on 
natto bacteria, but it was not until 1906 that Sawamura 
successfully isolated from those natto bacteria a bacterium 
which, when recultured on cooked soybeans, would 
consistently produce the characteristic sticky fi laments and 
fl avor of natto. Upon researching the morphological and 
propagative characteristics as well as the physiological 
makeup of this bacterium, he found it to be very similar to 
Bacillus mesentericus and named the new strain Bacillus 
natto Sawamura. This research ascertained that natto is 
produced solely by the fermenting action of the natto 
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bacteria. The bacteriological characteristics of this strain are 
shown in Table 8.1.
 However in the 6th edition (1948) of Bergey’s Manual of 
Determinative Bacteriology recognized the world over as the 
authoritative classifi cation of bacteria, B. natto Sawamura is 
listed under B. sublitis, whereas the 7th edition fails to list 
it at all. In other words, as far as Bergey’s classifi cation is 
concerned a sub-strain of B. subtilis is responsible for natto 
fermentation. Be that as it may, culturing any of the bacteria 
which closely resemble B. natto, such as B. subtilis, B. 
cereus, B. megaterium, or B. mycoides, on cooked beans fails 
to produce a product of natto’s sticky fi laments and fl avor.
 The choice of strains to be actually used in producing 
natto is carried out by testing which successfully produce a 
natto with characteristic fi laments and fragrance. Moreover, 
common to all natto bacteria chosen in this way are found to 
be certain marked differences from other B. subtilis strains. 
For example, while natto bacteria can neither germinate nor 
grow without biotin, other strains of B. subtilis can. Further, 
while a bacteriophage that dissolves natto bacteria has been 
discovered, this bacteriophage has no effect on other strains. 
Judging from evidence such as this even if natto bacteria 
were to be classifi ed under B. subtilis, for all practical 
purposes they are clearly a bacterial group having special 
characteristics distinct from other B. subtilis strains.
 8.1.3 Natto bacteria growth and soybean composition: 
Natto bacteria grow well on cooked soybeans of course, but 
they also grow well on other beans, and other foodstuffs of 
plant origin such as grains. They can even grow on animal 
foodstuffs such as meat, fi sh, and dairy products. However, 
growth on plant protein is greater, as is the production of 
sticky fi laments. As exhaustive research has been carried out 
on the composition of nutrients needed for the germination 
and growth of natto bacteria, and those nutritional 
requirements are now clear. The result was that natto bacteria 
use sugars, particularly dextrose, sucrose, glucose, etc. as 
sources of carbon, and that sucrose was necessary not only 
for bacterial growth, but also for the production of the sticky 
fi laments. Soybeans are approximately 20% of carbohydrate 
in composition, some 30% of that being sucrose, enough for 
the growth of natto bacteria.
 Protein, that is to say amino acids, are used as nitrogen 
sources. Of these amino acids, natto bacteria fi nd glutamic 
acid, arginine, aspartic acid, proline, etc. easy to utilize 
whereas threonine, tryptophane, phenylalanine, methionine, 
etc. are comparatively diffi cult. However of the amino acids 
composing the soybean’s protein, that former group of 
amino acids readily utilized by natto bacteria is in greater 
abundance than the latter less readily utilized ones such 
as methionine and tryptophan. Though not solely for this 
reason, it is nonetheless true that natto bacteria grow better 
on a culture medium of glycine, the soybean’s major protein, 
as a nitrogen source than on a culture medium of milk casein.
 In regard to vitamins, natto bacteria require biotin, any 

culture media lacking in biotin being incapable of causing 
spore germination or growth of the nutrient cell (eiyo saibo). 
Though certain bacteria classifi ed as belonging to the same 
genus, such as B. subtilis, B. megaterium, and B. cereus, do 
not require biotin, besides B. natto such other members of 
the Bacillus family such as B. mycoides, B. pumilus, and B. 
coagulans do not require biotin, while the absolute minimum 
density of biotin necessary for natto bacteria growth is 
0.18%, complete growth requires at least 18%. Other 
vitamins particularly the B group, are useful in creating a 
suitable growing medium for natto bacteria, and as shown 
in Table 8.2, soybeans contain biotin suffi cient not only for 
the germination of natto bacteria spores, but also for the 
propagation of the nutrient cell, thus eliminating any need for 
adding biotin in the production of natto.
 8.1.4 Natto bacteria growth and environment: Beyond 
a doubt the single most important thing in the production 
of natto is to allow the natto bacteria to grow fully on the 
cooked soybeans, however in order to achieve this, it is 
also important to know what environmental conditions are 
most conductive to the germination and propagation of natto 
bacteria. In the production of natto, the natto bacteria used 
are in the forms of spores, either in a liquid cells (eiyo saibo) 
and fi nally proceed into cell division.
 The optimum temperature for natto bacteria spore 
germination is approximately 40ºC, most spores having 
germinated and begun propagation within 2 hours on 
a peptone-glucose culture medium, though at 50ºC the 
germination is rather slow, and at 55ºC and above no 
germination can be found within a 24 hour period.
 Tables show: 8.1 Propagative and physiological 
characteristics of Bacillus natto Sawamura. 8.2 Vitamins in 
soybeans (per 100 gm). Continued. Address: National Food 
Research Inst., Tokyo.

2395. Watanabe, Tokuji; Ebine, Hideo; Ohta, Teruo. eds. 
1971. Nattô [Natto]. In: Tokuji Watanabe, H. Ebine and T. 
Ohta, eds. 1971. Daizu Shokuhin [Soyfoods]. Tokyo: Korin 
Shoin. 271 p. See p. 123-38. [Jap; eng+]
• Summary: Continued. As soon as inoculation is completed, 
a standard measure of the cooked beans is immediately 
packed into containers. This packing step is the step lagging 
most behind mechanization in natto’s production process. 
Although an automatic measuring and packaging machine to 
pack a standard measure of the cooked beans into containers 
without harm will no doubt be developed someday, at present 
this step is largely done by hand. One reason is that the 
containers used are specialized and of many types.
 (f) Containers: The packaging containers for natto 
are made of straw, then wood sheets, man-made paper, 
polyethylene, high-density polyethylene (a kind of HDPE, 
haizekkusu = Hai-Zex, developed by Suzuki Chemical Co.), 
polystyrene, etc. alone or in combination. Although with 
straw and wood sheeting, there are problems of sanitation 
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caused by the presence of many unwanted bacteria, the 
image of simplicity presented by such materials is well suited 
to a traditional food such as natto, and many consumers like 
such packaging. Thus, straw and wood sheeting are used, 
having been sterilized fi rst.
 (g) Fermentation chamber: Up until a few years ago, 
natto was made in insulated double-wall fermentation 
chambers, the temperature being controlled by charcoal fi re 
or electric heat, and the moisture level being maintained by 
boiling water in the chamber, but since the development of 
automatic natto production equipment, natto can now be 
made without the constant care that was formerly required. 
The principle behind this change of improved insulation, 
thus accommodating and averaging of fermentation chamber 
interior temperature and moisture levels.
 The natto bacteria on the cooked beans germinate 
around the optimum temperature of 40ºC. At this time, 
heat is not yet produced by fermentation, so a pilot light 
is used to prevent the chamber temperature from falling 
below 40ºC. Some 4-6 hours after placement in the 
chamber, a fermentative heat accompanying the natto 
bacteria preparation arises, and both the temperature of 
the product and of the chamber increase. The equipment 
is set so that cooling will come on during this time if the 
chamber temperature rises to 42-45ºC and above. Within 
approximately 6-8 hours, the product temperature climbs 
to 50-53ºC. After several hours at this temperature, the 
product temperature is cooled to external air temperature 
and fermentation is stopped approximately 14-18 hours after 
placement in the chamber. To prevent the moisture level in 
the fermentation chamber from reaching the dew point under 
the forced-air cooling, care is taken to prevent excessively 
moist air from being cycled into the chamber.
 (h) Storage and transport: Once fermentation is 
completed, the natto is taken out of the fermentation 
chamber, cooled to 10ºC and below in a cooling chamber and 
then shipped. In case it is not to be shipped it is kept at 2-7ºC 
in a refrigeration room.
 (i) Natto production results: The ingredient soybeans 
vary somewhat, but 100 parts soybeans will produce 220 
parts cooked soybeans and 200 parts natto.
 8.1.6 Compositional changes in the soybean during the 
natto production process: (a) Chemical change: As natto 
bacteria fermentation progresses the components of the 
soybean break down and its structure softens, thus making 
it easier to digest and absorb. Concerning the changes 
occurring throughout this period (as shown in Table 8.5), 
we fi nd that among the carbohydrates, the complete sugars 
those reduced sugars released by 205% hydrochloric acid 
hydrolysis, decrease from the beginning to the middle of 
fermentation. From the start of heat production during the 
fourth hour of natto’s fermentation when protein reduction 
begins to the completion of ripening at 16-18 hours, we fi nd 
that nearly 60% of the protein has been changed into water 

soluble nitrogenous compounds, though only a relatively 
minor approximate 10% have been reduced to amino acids. 
The progressive stages of protein reduction are shown in 
Table 8.6. After the sixteenth hour at which natto’s ripening 
is generally thought to be complete, there is an increase 
in ammonia production, bringing an increase in a distinct 
ammonia smell.
 (b) Changes in soybean structure caused fermentation: 
Although the main changes in protein are as described above, 
the changes in soybean structures brought about by the action 
of natto bacteria are as in the summarized observations 
reported by Iguchi, et al. While both uncooked and cooked 
soybeans stained to a uniform brick color throughout by 
Millon’s reagent (miron shikiyaku), it was clearly found that 
natto is broken down progressively from the outer surface, 
and on staining fat with Sudan III, both uncooked and 
cooked soybeans showed a distribution of fat globules of 
uniform size throughout the cell, but in natto’s outer cells, 
the breakdown of the protein causes these fat globules to 
fuse together into large clusters. Further, in the outer surface 
of the soybean, it was shown that when the intercellular 
material breaks down the state of decomposition has begun.
 Note: Sudan III is a lysochrome (fat-soluble dye) diazo 
dye used for staining of triglycerides in frozen sections, 
and some protein bound lipids and lipoproteins on paraffi n 
sections.
 Saio et al. have observed under the electron microscope 
the structural changes undergone by the embryonic leaf 
of the soybean during the natto production process, and 
according to their fi ndings, the components of the soybean 
do not exist uniformly throughout the soybean; for example, 
the bean becomes natto the protein bodies themselves are 
broken up and fat droplets spill out into the intercellular 
areas, though upon staining with osmium tetroxide (shisanka 
osumiumu) stain it was found that the fat had already lost 
the ability to maintain a droplet state and had permeated the 
cellular structure itself.
 8.1.7 Special components of natto: (a) Natto fl avor: The 
fl avor of natto being produced by natto bacteria fermentation, 
it is said that the main fl avor comes from substances broken 
down from soybean proteins. As stated under the heading 
of Compositional Changes During Fermentation, the 
breaking down of soybean proteins under the action of natto 
bacteria turns 50-60% of those proteins into water soluble 
nitrogenous compounds, of which 10% are amino acids. 
Table 8.7 on the distribution and isolability (ability to be 
isolated) of the amino acids in natto shows that each amino 
acid is different and that glutamic acid, said to be directly 
related to fl avor, has a isolability of 11%, with a rather strong 
0.36 gm per 100 gm of natto. In addition, such other amino 
acids as threonine, tryptophan, leucine, valine, etc. have high 
isolability.
 Organic acids are also related to fl avor. As shown in 
Table 8.8, acetic and lactic acids are in abundance, although 
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the same amounts are present in cooked beans. Those organic 
acids that increase in fermentation are butyric, propionic, 
and succinic (kohaku-san) acids, the production of butyric 
acid being greatest in rice straw-wrapped natto. Occasionally 
there will be a bitter taste or strong smell to natto, or a 
mold-like spotting on its surface, the bitter taste coming 
from a peptide having isoleucine at its nitrogen extremity, 
and the mold-like spotting often being a crystallization 
of tyrosine. Further, the main causal component of the 
unpleasant smell, commonly referred to as “lazy fragrance” 
(fushoko), is said to be isovaleric acid. That which known 
as the smell of natto is related to the presence of the above-
mentioned ammonia, organic acids, fatty acids, etc., as 
well as to diacetyl (jiasechiru; IUPAC systematic name: 
butanedione or 2,3-butanedione). Diacetyl increases along 
with natto ripening, though it decreases with the storage of 
the fi nal product. Note: Diacetyl is a natural by-product of 
fermentation.
 Tables show: 8.5 Compositional changes in natto during 
fermentation (after 0, 4, 8, 12, 16, and 18 hours).
 8.6 Morphological changes in nitrogenous compounds 
(percentage of dry material, percentage of total nitrogen) 
after 0, 4, 8, 12, 16, and 18 hours.
 8.7 Amino acids in natto (per 100 gm) (total amino acid, 
gm), isolable amino acid (gm, isolability %).
 8.8 Organic acids in natto (Kibara et al.) (After 0, 3, 6, 
9, 12, 15, 16 hours of fermentation, and after 1 or 2 days of 
storage). For each time is given: Moisture (%), valeric acid 
(or pentanoic acid), butyric acid, propionic acid, acetic acid, 
levulinic acid (reburin-san), succinic acid (kohaku-san), 
lactic acid. Note: Formation of sticky fi laments begins after 
3-6 hours of natto fermentation. A strong smell is emitted 
after 2 days of storage. Address: National Food Research 
Inst., Tokyo.

2396. Wolf, W.J.; Cowan, J.C. 1971. Soybeans as a 
food source. Cleveland, Ohio: CRC Press, and London: 
Butterworth & Co. 86 p. Illust. No index. 28 cm. [276 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Seed structure and 
composition. Soybean production: Early history, areas of 
production, production, importance of varieties. Disposal 
of the crop: Grading standards, disposition. Processing 
soybeans into oil and meal: Storage, preparation of 
beans, extraction, desolventizing, degummed oil and 
lecithin separation. Conversion to edible oil products: 
Alkali refi ning, bleaching, hydrogenation, deodorization. 
Soybean oil products: Salad and cooking oils, shortening 
and margarine oils, fl avor stability of soybean oil, soybean 
lecithin–products and use. Food uses of soybean proteins: 
Physical and chemical properties (solubility as function of 
pH, molecular size, reactions of the 7S and 11S globulins, 
solubility of isolates, denaturation, amino acid composition), 
forms of soy proteins (whole soybeans, processed soybean 
protein products–soy fl ours and grits), selling prices and 

production estimates, functional properties (emulsifi cation, 
fat absorption, water absorption, texture, dough formation, 
adhesion, cohesion, and elasticity, fi lm formation, color 
control, aeration), nutritional properties (antinutritional 
factors, protein quality of soybean products), foods 
containing soy proteins (oriental foods, domestic foods), 
problem areas. Conclusions.
 An excellent source of information on soy fl our and 
modern soy protein products, this book contains surprisingly 
little information about traditional East Asian soyfoods such 
as tofu, soymilk, miso, tempeh, etc., even though a number 
of the latter foods are much more widely used worldwide. 
Moreover, scientists at the USDA laboratory in Peoria 
where both authors work wrote or published more than 45 
documents on miso between 1948 and 1971, and more than 
40 documents on tempeh between 1960 and 1971. The book 
would be greatly improved by the addition of an index. The 
extensive bibliography would be greatly improved by the 
inclusion of the titles of the articles. Address: 1. Head, Meal 
Products Investigations; 2. Chief, Oilseed Crops Lab. Both: 
Northern Regional Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois.

2397. Yudkin, John; Edelman, Jack; Hough, Leslie. eds. 
1971. Sugar: Chemical, biological, and nutritional aspects 
of sucrose. London: Butterworths; Hartford, Connecticut: 
Daniel Davey & Co., Inc. [7] + 246 p. Illust. 23 cm. Papers 
presented at an inter-disciplinary symposium on sugar held at 
Queen Elizabeth College, London. *

2398. B.A.S. 1972. Food of the future? Hospital food notes. 
Hospitals 46(1):69. Jan. 1.
• Summary: Victor F. Froelicher, M.D., fellow in cardiology 
at the Univ. of Alabama Medical Center, Birmingham, 
Alabama, held a special luncheon for physicians, research 
fellows, and medical students “to demonstrate that fat-
modifi ed diets can be enjoyable and that soybean imitation 
products could be the ‘food of the future.’” He believes these 
meatlike products, which are free of cholesterol and low in 
saturated fat, can and should be used to reduce the rate of 
heart disease. Seventh-Day Adventists make and have been 
using these products for many years.

2399. Sherba, Samuel E. Assignor to Rohm and Haas 
Company (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania). 1972. Process for 
rendering innocuous fl atulence-producing saccharides. U.S. 
Patent 3,632,346. Jan. 4. 5 p. Application fi led 30 April 
1968. [6 ref]
• Summary: “This invention is directed to a process for 
rendering innocuous fl atulence-producing saccharides in 
foodstuffs by contacting such with an enzyme preparation 
capable of hydrolyzing the 1,6 linkages of stachyose in an 
amount and for a time which is effective to hydrolyze said 
fl atulence-producing saccharides.” This enzyme preparation 
is named Carbohydrase.
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 Some typical fl atulence-producing saccharides 
include stachyose, raffi nose, melibiose, galactobiose, 
and manninotriose. The fl atulence-producing saccharides 
(oligosaccharides) in soybeans and soybean products are 
mainly stachyose and raffi nose. These two saccharides, 
like other fl atulence-producing saccharides, tend to remain 
unhydrolyzed in the upper intestine of human beings and 
animals. Thus, when the saccharide is fermented by bacteria 
in the lower bowel, it produces gas. Address: Willingboro, 
New Jersey.

2400. See, Carolyn. 1972. The sage of sensible eating. Los 
Angeles Times. Jan. 15. p. W23, 26, 28, 30. Saturday.
• Summary: This excellent, long, positive character sketch 
and biography of Adelle Davis begins: “Adelle Davis may 
be the most wonderful woman in the world. If there were a 
Wonderful Woman Olympics, she would at least make the 
fi nals.” The writer interviewed Adelle at her home in Palos 
Verdes Estates, California–expecting a short talk. Adelle 
(actually Mrs. Frank Sieglinger), age 67, plays tennis every 
morning from 7 to 9, then answers her mail until noon with 
the aid of a secretary, naps in the afternoon, and plays bridge 
at night. Somewhere in between she “revises her books and 
speaks to every living, breathing group of people remotely 
interested in nutrition.” Only recently has Adelle become a 
real celebrity, even though she has been working in the fi eld 
for almost 30 years. The public has fi nally caught up with her 
views on nutrition and health.
 Her message is opposed by two different sets of 
powerful interests: (1) Food processors who make millions 
of dollars each year by selling “comparatively worthless 
products.” (2) Vendors of patent medicines, who treat those 
who have eaten the “refi ned, chemical-laden products” once 
they start to feel lousy.
 “Miss Davis” advises people to eat plenty of fresh, green 
vegetables, organic meats, and “whole grains–brown rice,” 
soy beans, barley, and lentils. Avoid anything instant–rice, 
mashed potatoes, etc. Take large daily vitamin supplements.
 Adelle Davis grew up on a farm in the Midwest, 
the “fi fth girl in a family that wanted just one boy.” She 
joined a 4-H club, and became involved in many projects 
with livestock and nutrition. This led to a BA in nutrition 
from Purdue University [Indiana], followed by her MS in 
biochemistry. She married Frank Sieglinger [and is still 
married, her 2nd marriage], they adopted two children [a boy 
and a girl], and she wrote four books. She is restless and has 
a small vegetable garden. They all swim nude in her home 
pool. 20% of Americans know who Adelle Davis is.
 They end up having lunch together at a little outdoor 
cafe nearby. “Adelle knows everyone in the restaurant. 
Housewives come up and hug her.”
 Those old enough to remember World War II remember 
the Basic Seven food groups. These have now been 
simplifi ed down to four–which nutritionists consider the 

basis of a good diet: (1) milk and its products, (2) meat, 
poultry or fi sh, (3) vegetables and fruits, and (4) breads and 
cereals.
 Photos show Adelle Davis: (1) As a child, about 2-3 
years old. (2) As young dietitian in New York. (3) As a 
married woman in about the 1950s. (4) Today, with her partly 
grey hair drawn back in a tight bun.

2401. Cooper, Richard L. 1972. Soybean varieties of the 
future (Continued–Document part II). Soybean Digest. Jan. 
p. 10-13. Publication No. 685 of the U.S. Regional Soybean 
Laboratory. [2 ref]
• Summary: (Continued): “In some ways this may be 
desirable in that those varieties most competitive with weeds 
may require a larger percentage of their dry matter in the 
vegetative plant parts, hence reducing the percentage of dry 
matter in the seed. Also, such plant types may have excessive 
leaf area resulting in considerable mutual shading and 
reduced light use effi ciency.
 “Varieties of the future, bred for increased light use 
effi ciency, may well be less competitive with weeds, making 
chemical weed control an essential part of the management 
system if maximum yields are to be obtained.
 “Special use varieties: Breeding for higher yield will 
continue to be the major objective of most plant breeders. 
But a portion of their efforts has been, and will continue to 
be, directed to the development of special use varieties, even 
if some sacrifi ce in yield may be necessary. Examples of 
such varieties are high protein varieties (up to 50% protein), 
high oil varieties (up to 25% oil), varieties with oil of vastly 
different fatty acid composition, and large-seeded varieties 
for specialty food markets.
 “Also, as more is learned about amino acid composition 
and protein quality of soybeans, varieties for special food 
uses may be developed. Such varieties will continue to be a 
fairly small part of the total production, however.
 “Hybrid soybeans: The recent discovery of male 
sterility in soybeans has generated much excitement about 
the potential of hybrid soybeans. There are many obstacles 
to overcome in the route to hybrid soybeans. Whether this 
approach will be successful, and whether the yield advantage 
of hybrid soybeans will be suffi cient to justify the higher cost 
of seed, remains to be seen.
 “In the meantime, the use of male sterility by the plant 
breeder, as a tool to make many more crosses and to obtain 
many new genetic combinations, may result in development 
of new, higher yielding pure line varieties, making it 
increasingly diffi cult to develop hybrid varieties which are 
superior in yield.
 “Source of future varieties: In the past 5 years the 
number of private breeders has increased, and with the 
passage of the new Plant Protection Act, to permit protection 
of new varieties, there is reason to believe this trend will 
continue.
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 “However, I do not foresee a sudden drop in breeding 
efforts by public breeders, although emphasis may gradually 
shift to more fundamental studies. It can take up to 10 years 
to get a new breeding program established to the point of 
releasing new improved varieties; and even then there is no 
guarantee that the initial crosses made will produce superior 
varieties.
 “In an attempt to shorten the varietal development 
period, some private breeders are contemplating release of 
nonpure lines which may contain considerable variation in 
plant characteristics (e.g., fl ower, pubescence, and hilum 
color). Whether such varieties will be acceptable remains to 
be seen.
 “I would anticipate that public agencies will continue to 
release new varieties which are developed as a normal part of 
their research programs to better understand the soybean.
 “Private blends, brands, and a few varieties have already 
begun to reach the market and many more will be marketed 
in the near future. Initially, some companies began by 
marketing blends of publicly developed varieties. Then other 
companies began marketing publicly developed varieties 
under brand name with the variety name unstated. This has 
led to a rapid proliferation of private blends and brands.
 “Because of the numbers involved, it has been diffi cult, 
and will be more diffi cult in the future, for any one testing 
group to provide good performance data on all blends, 
brands, or varieties being sold. In an attempt to provide some 
information on private releases, a number of states have set 
up a fee testing program for private varieties on a volunteer 
basis. This information is available on request from the 
various state experiment stations for use in evaluating new 
varieties.
 “In absence of this information a grower can use the 
procedure he has adopted for testing corn hybrids, on-the-
farm strip tests. In this manner he can determine which 
varieties are most productive for him. Use of publicly 
developed varieties, with known parentage, can serve as 
useful reference varieties in evaluating the performance of 
private blends, brands, and varieties. Care should be taken to 
use a reference variety of similar maturity to the private entry 
being tested, and to grow them side by side in order to obtain 
a fair comparison of performance.
 “As the breeding programs of private breeders 
become better established, I would anticipate the release of 
increasingly improved varieties, necessitated by the keen 
competition that will develop.”
 Photos: (1) A small portrait photo of Richard L. 
Cooper. (2) A new straight-stem variety and one of the 
older branching types–growing side by side in a fi eld. 
Address: Research agronomist, Plant Science Research Div., 
Agricultural Research Service, USDA, and Assoc. Prof., 
Dep. of Agronomy, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, Ill. 61801.

2402. East, Jerry W.; Nakayama, T.O.M.; Parkman, 

S.B. 1972. Changes in stachyose, raffi nose, sucrose, and 
monosaccharides during germination of soybeans. Crop 
Science 12(1):7-9. Jan/Feb. [13 ref]
• Summary: Raffi nose and stachyose are sugars which cause 
fl atulence when whole soybeans are used as food. Raffi nose 
disappeared by the end of 96 hours (4 days) of germination 
and stachyose disappeared by the end of 144 hours (6 days). 
Address: Univ. of Georgia, Athens, Georgia.

2403. Hammond, E.G.; Fehr, W.R.; Snyder, H.E. 1972. 
Improving soybean quality by plant breeding. J. of the 
American Oil Chemists’ Society 49(1):33-35. Jan. [10 ref]
Address: Depts. of Food Technology and Agronomy, Iowa 
State Univ., Ames, IA 50010.

2404. Koritala, S. 1972. Selective hydrogenation of soybean 
oil. VI. Copper-on-silica gel catalysts. J. of the American Oil 
Chemists’ Society 49(1):83-84. Jan. [4 ref]
• Summary: Describes the preparation of copper-on-silica 
gel catalysts containing 15% and 20% copper. These 
catalysts can be re-used three times without signifi cant loss 
of activity. It is well known that copper catalysts are the 
most selective for the reduction of linolenate in soybean oil. 
Address: Northern Regional Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois 
61604.

2405. Akinrele, I.A.; Oniwinde, A.B. 1972. Soy-ogi: Its 
production and nutritional value. Presented at the First 
Medical Research Seminar, West African Council for 
Medical Research (WACMR). Held 1-4 Feb. 1972 in 
WACMR Compound, Yaba, Lagos. *

2406. Ament, Marvin E.; Rubin, Cyrus E. 1972. Soy protein–
another cause of the fl at intestinal lesion. Gastroenterology 
62(2):227-34. Feb. [25 ref]
• Summary: Soy protein can cause signs of gastrointestinal 
intolerance in infants. “This is a prospective study of the 
pathogenesis of a violent gastrointestinal reaction to soy 
protein in an infant. Within 24 hours of changing this 
6-week-old infant’s formula to soy milk, he developed 
sequentially: fever, leukocytosis, cyanosis, vomiting, massive 
blood-tinged mucoid diarrhea, dehydration, and metabolic 
acidosis. All symptoms disappeared after discontinuing soy 
milk. At 6 and 10 months the patient was given a single 
test feeding of soy milk formula and soy protein isolate 
respectively. All symptoms recurred promptly... This is the 
fi rst documentation of a reversible fl at jejunal lesion caused 
by feeding soy protein to a susceptible infant.” Address: Dep. 
of Medicine, Univ. of Washington, Seattle, WA.

2407. Bardhan, D.K.; Surana, K.; Netke, S.P. 1972. Quality 
of bread containing various levels of soybean fl our. In: 
Highlights of 1971 Soybean Research at Jawaharlal Nehru 
Krishi Vishwa Vidyalaya. Fifth Research Workshop 
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Conference on Soybeans. Held 24-26 Feb. 1972 at JNKVV, 
Jabalpur, India. *
Address: Jabalpur, India.

2408. Chen, Linda H.; Packett, L.V.; Yun, Insun. 1972. 
Tissue antioxidant effect on ocean Hake fi sh and fermented 
soybean (tempeh) as protein sources in rats. J. of Nutrition 
102(2):181-85. Feb. [13 ref]
• Summary: “Soybean, tempeh, fi sh or fi sh-soybean and 
fi sh-tempeh mixtures were used as the sole protein source 
in diets with or without vitamin E added. Rats were fed 4 
weeks, killed and the antioxidant status of the liver, spleen 
and kidney was determined by using thiobarbituric acid 
(TBA) assay. Dietary vitamin E reduced TBA values in 
the liver, kidney and spleen by factors of 11.1, 1.1 and 
4.6 respectively. Tempeh did not alter tissue antioxidant 
status even though earlier studies proved it to contain a 
potent natural antioxidant. Fish-tempeh or fi sh-soybean 
combinations acted synergistically in reducing liver TBA 
values (P<0.01) below fi sh, tempeh or soybean alone.” 
Address: Dep. of Nutrition and Food Science, Univ. of 
Kentucky, Lexington, KY 40506.

2409. Kakade, Madhusudan L.; Simons, N.R.; Liener, I.E.; 
Lambert, J.W. 1972. Biochemical and nutritional assessment 
of different varieties of soybeans. J. of Agricultural and 
Food Chemistry 20(1):87-90. Jan/Feb. [22 ref]
• Summary: Over 100 different commercial varieties 
and experimental strains of soybeans were screened for 
antitryptic and hemagglutinating activities. Of all the factors 
examined, only the weights of the rat pancreas showed a 
signifi cant inverse correlation with PER. “The possibility is 
suggested that there exists in raw soybeans a factor(s) which 
has no demonstrable antitryptic activity in vitro but which is 
nevertheless capable of causing pancreatic hypertrophy and 
an inhibition of growth.” Address: Dep. of Biochemistry, 
Univ. of Minnesota, St. Paul, MN 55101.

2410. Kwon, Shin Han. 1972. [Origin and importance 
of protein and oil of Korean soybean]. Hanguk Sikp’um 
Kwahakhoe Chi (Korean J. of Food Science and Technology) 
4(2):158-61. Feb. [21 ref. Kor]
Address: Seoul, South Korea.

2411. Manabe, M.; Ohnuma, Shizuko; Matsuura, Shinji. 
1972. Jôzô shokuhin-chû no keikô seibun ni kansuru kenkyû. 
II. Miso oyobi miso kôji no afuratokishin osen no yûmu ni 
tsuite [Studies on the fl uorescent compounds in fermented 
foods. II. Tests on afl atoxin contamination of miso and miso-
koji in Japan]. Nippon Shokuhin Kogyo Gakkaishi (J. of 
Food Science and Technology) 19(2):76-80. (Chem. Abst. 
81:167,973). [10 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: Studies were conducted to investigate whether 
or not miso and miso-koji in Japan contained afl atoxins. 

108 samples of commercial miso, 33 of home-made miso, 
and 28 of miso-koji from almost all the prefectures of 
Japan were tested for their afl atoxin content. The results 
showed no afl atoxin on any of them. “But on the thin-layer 
chromatograms, 3 commercial misos, one home-made 
miso, and two miso-kojis showed afl atoxin-like fl uorescent 
substances. The extracts of these afl atoxin-like substances 
were examined by the yolk sac test for their toxicity to the 
chicken embryo. The results however were all negative.” 
Address: National Food Research Inst., Ministry of 
Agriculture & Forestry, Koto-ku, Tokyo.

2412. Rodale, Robert. 1972. The greatest bean of them all. 
Prevention (Emmaus, Pennsylvania). Feb. p. 25-30. [2 ref]
• Summary: That bean is the soybean. “Make 1972 a 
memorable year for good health and good eating.” Make it 
your goal to put some great soybeans on your table before 
Christmas. Not any old soybeans, but “edible soybeans” as 
opposed to the regular kind. Yet stores that sell soybeans 
rarely tell you which type or named variety they are selling.
 “I recently had one of those euphoric soybean 
experiences, and it was with a variety called Kanrich, which 
we grew in our garden last summer at the Organic Gardening 
Experimental Farm.” He fi rst realized they had a special 
variety when he and his wife enjoyed the Kanrich soybeans 
as tender green soybeans. The “taste was out of sight.”
 You can buy Kanrich variety soybean seeds to plant 
in your garden from Burpee Seed Co., Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania 19132, and from Schell’s Seed House, 10th and 
Market Streets, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17105.
 The writer then discusses problems with meat. “So 
if you are truly interested in getting the best of nutrition 
and food safety for your family, you will want to try to eat 
less meat.” Rely instead on sources of plant protein, such 
as the soybean. Learn to combine these foods to improve 
protein quality. Beans and rice together are a great protein 
combination–long a staple of Latin American cooking. Use 
the book Diet for a Small Planet, by Frances Moore Lappe to 
learn how to combine plant proteins to achieve high protein 
values and good taste. Address: Emmaus, Pennsylvania.

2413. Shutt, D.A.; Cox, R.I. 1972. Steroid and phyto-
oestrogen binding to sheep uterine receptors in vitro. J. of 
Endocrinology (London) 52(2):299-310. Feb. [37 ref]
• Summary: “The binding affi nities of the weak oestrogens 
fall within a range which has usually been neglected.” “The 
results obtained are relevant to competitive protein-binding 
analyses and to the mechanism of action of oestrogens and 
phyto-oestrogens.” Address: Div. of Animal Physiology, 
C.S.I.R.O., Ian Clunies Ross Animal Research Lab., 
Prospect, N.S.W. 2148, Australia.

2414. Thio, Goan Loo. 1972. Introduction of soybeans 
for human nutrition, Republic of Zambia. Amsterdam, 
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Netherlands: Royal Tropical Institute, Dept. of Agricultural 
Research. iii + 48 p. Feb. 28 cm.
• Summary: Description of workshops held at 8 places in 
Zambia in August and Sept. 1971, teaching preparation 
and use of traditional foods made from soybeans (soymilk, 
tofu, tempeh, okara). Contents: Summary. Introduction. 
Programme. Equipment and raw materials. Finance. 
Language. Workshops: Lusaka morning workshop, Lusaka 
afternoon workshop, Kabwe workshop, Ndola workshop, 
Solwezi workshop, Katete workshop, Mansa workshop, 
Kasama workshop, Monze workshop. Conclusions. 
Recommendations. Acknowledgments.
 List of Annexes: I. Itinerary. II. Technical programme 
of soybean workshops. III. Soybeans, soybean products, 
and their applications (a brochure prepared for Zambia in 
June 1971; discusses soymilk, tofu, tempeh, fried soybeans 
[soynuts], boiled young whole soybeans [green vegetable 
soybeans], fried tofu, dried sliced tofu, soymilk residue fl our 
[ground okara], soy croquettes (soyrolls, made from okara 
fl our and soymilk), soy biscuits [made with okara fl our], 
vegetable soysoup [with soymilk], tofu omelette, tofu salad 
with peanut sauce, soy-maize bread [with soymilk and tofu], 
average chemical composition of soybeans). IV. Examples 
of modifi ed Zambian recipes with the addition of soybean 
products (using mostly tofu, soymilk, and okara fl our). V. 
Preparation methods for soybean products adapted to village 
conditions: Soymilk, tofu. VI. Proposed training system. 
Address: Senior Technologist, Royal Tropical Institute, Dep. 
of Agricultural Research.

2415. Hashiba, Hironaga. 1972. Non-enzymic browning of 
soy sauce: Comparison of the browning of soy sauce with 
that of a sugar-amino acid model system. Agricultural and 
Biological Chemistry 36(3):390-97. March. [6 ref]
• Summary: “The browning reaction in soy sauce was 
compared with that in the model system containing sugars 
(glucose 4%, xylose 1%) and amino acids (glycine 5%, 
glutamic acid 5%).
 “In both cases, browning was developed on heating 
or static oxidation (spontaneous oxidation). On shaking 
oxidation (obliged oxidation), on the contrary, browning was 
observed only in soy sauce, and in the model system it was 
rather repressed by this treatment. The brown pigments in 
the model system were fractionated into two components, 
designated as F-A and F-B, by gel fi ltration with Sephadex 
G-25. The amount of F-A was increased on oxidation, and 
that of F-B was increased on heating but decreased on 
oxidation. The color of F-A was dark tone and that of F-B 
was light tone. F-A and F-B were suggested to be analogous 
to brown pigment P-I and P-III in soy sauce, respectively, 
judging from the results of gel fi ltration, characteristics of the 
color and UV absorption spectra.
 “Amino acid solutions (hydrolyzates of soybean) 
resembled soy sauce more closely than the model system 

in the browning behaviors on shaking oxidation and in 
chromatographic patterns of brown pigments on Sephadex 
G-25.
 “In addition, not only glycine and glutamic acid but 
also many kinds of amino acids were found to be lost 
considerably during the browning of soy sauce.” Address: 
Noda Inst. for Scientifi c Research, Noda-shi, Chiba-ken, 
Japan.

2416. Hegsted, D.M. 1972. Deprivation syndrome or protein-
calorie malnutrition. Nutrition Reviews 30(3):51-54. March.
• Summary: Early statement that the problem is lack of 
food, not protein. Address: Dep. of Nutrition, Harvard Univ. 
School of Public Health, 665 Huntington Avenue, Boston, 
Mass. 02115.

2417. Hymowitz, T.; Hadley, H.H. 1972. Inheritance of a 
trypsin inhibitor variant in seed protein of soybeans. Crop 
Science 12(2):197-98. March/April. [11 ref]
• Summary: Soybeans were analyzed for the electrophoretic 
banding pattern of one soybean trypsin inhibitor. Address: 
Dep. of Agronomy, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, IL 61801.

2418. Miller, Carlos O. 1972. Modifi cation of the cytokinin 
promotion of deoxyisofl avone synthesis in soybean tissue. 
Plant Physiology 49(3):310-13. March. [9 ref]
• Summary: “Soybean tissue incubated in liquid media 
formed daidzin in response to cytokinin when the media 
contained 0.1 M sucrose but formed another, unidentifi ed 
compound when the media contained 0.6 M sucrose or 
mannitol. The cytokinin effect in either setup was detectable 
only after a lag period of several hours.” Address: Botany 
Dep., Indiana Univ., Bloomington, Indiana 47401.

2419. Borchers, Raymond; Manage, Lata D.; Nelson, S.O.; 
Stetson, L.E. 1972. Rapid improvement in nutritional quality 
of soybeans by dielectric heating: A research note. J. of Food 
Science 37(2):333-34. March/April. [10 ref]
• Summary: Radiofrequency (RF) dielectric heating of 
whole soybeans had many of the same effects and treating 
with moist heat. Trypsin inhibitors were rapidly inactivated 
and there was little browning. Address: 1-2. Dep. of 
Biochemistry and Nutrition, Univ. of Nebraska; 3-4. USDA 
Agricultural Engineering, ARS. All: Lincoln, Nebraska 
68503.

2420. Clark, R.W.; Hymowitz, T. 1972. Activity variation 
between and within two soybean trypsin inhibitor 
electrophoretic forms. Biochemical Genetics 6(2/3):169-82. 
April. [8 ref]
• Summary: “The Kunitz soybean proteinase inhibitors 
(SBTI-A2) of 13 soybean pure-lines were examined for 
variation in antitryptic activity.”
 “There appeared to be three levels of inhibition 
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averaging 21.9, 29.2, and 39.5 specifi c activity units.” 
Address: Dep. of Agronomy, Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign, Urbana, Illinois. Clark is currently at Inst. of 
Molecular Biophysics, Florida State Univ., Tallahassee, 
Florida.

2421. Cook, J.D.; Layrisse, M.; Martinez-Torres, C.; Walker, 
R.; Monsen, E.; Finch, C.A. 1972. Food iron absorption 
measured by an extrinsic tag. J. of Clinical Investigation 
51(4):805-15. April. [36 ref]
• Summary: The fi ndings indicate that there is a common 
pool of nonheme iron, the absorption of which is infl uenced 
by various blocking or enhancing substances present in 
the meal of vegetable foods. Address: Depts. of Medicine, 
Botany, and Home Economics, Univ. of Washington, Seattle, 
WA 98195; and the Instituto Venezolano de Investigaciones 
Cientifi cas, Caracas, Venezuela.

2422. Johnstone, Douglas E. 1972. Offi ce management of 
food allergy in children. Annals of Allergy 30(4):173-80. 
April. [35 ref]
• Summary: “The pioneers of pediatric allergy in this 
country discovered early that the commonest offending foods 
in bringing on eczema in allergic families were eggs, milk 
and wheat.”
 “In the present state of our knowledge about food 
allergy in young infants, a careful history, a thorough 
physical examination, and a thoughtfully conducted 
elimination diet still constitute the mainstays of the diagnosis 
and management of food allergy.”
 Note: There is no mention of children being allergic to 
soy. Address: M.D., F.A.C.A., Dep. of Pediatrics of the Univ. 
of Rochester School of Medicine and Dentistry, Rochester, 
New York.

2423. Pratt, Dan E. 1972. Water soluble antioxidant activity 
in soybeans. J. of Food Science 37(2):322-23. March/April. 
[6 ref]
• Summary: Natural antioxidants from fl avenoids in 
soybeans can retard auto-oxidation in meat. Address: Dep. 
of Foods & Nutrition, Purdue Univ., West Lafayette, Indiana 
47907.

2424. Rosenfi eld, Daniel. 1972. What’s new in foods? Food 
and Nutrition 2(2):11-13. April.
• Summary: One section of this article, in a question and 
answer format, is titled “Textured vegetable proteins.” 
Q. “What are textured vegetable proteins?” A. The 
specifi cations allowing them as a partial meat alternative 
are contained in FNS Notice 219. “Soybeans are a common 
source material.
 Q. “What is the USDA’s interest in textured vegetable 
proteins?” A. They offer a new choice in protein foods 
and can help to reduce the cost of school lunches without 

sacrifi cing nutritional value.
 Q, “How should textured vegetable protein be mixed in 
a school kitchen? A. It may be hydrated fi rst and then mixed 
with meat.
 Q. “Is it necessary to develop new recipes for use of 
textured vegetable protein-meat mixtures? A. Yes. Some 
companies have developed such recipes and FNS has a fact 
sheet describing their hydration and use.
 A photo shows Dr. Daniel Rosenfi eld.
 Note: The Food and Nutrition Service (FNS), an agency 
of the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) was 
established on 8 Aug. 1969 by President Richard M. Nixon 
to eliminate hunger and malnutrition in the United States. 
FNS is the federal agency responsible for administering the 
nation’s domestic nutrition assistance programs, including 
the Food Stamp Program (FSP, operating since 1964), the 
National School Lunch Program (NSLP, operating since 
1946), etc. Address: Director, Nutrition and Technical 
Services Staff, Food and Nutrition Service (FNS), USDA.

2425. Van Buren, J.P.; Hackler, L.R.; Steinkraus, K.H. 
1972. Solubilization of soybean tempeh constituents during 
fermentation. Cereal Chemistry 49(2):208-11. March/April. 
[12 ref]
• Summary: Tempeh is typically fermented for about 24 
hours. However if it is fermented for 72 hours (3 times as 
long as usual) about two-thirds of the nitrogen-free extract 
(NFE) and half the crude protein and fat have become 
soluble in water. Changes in the composition of tempeh 
during fermentation at 0, 12, 24, 36, and 72 hours are given 
for crude protein (decreases slightly), ammonia (increases 
8-fold after 24 hours), available lysine (decreases slightly), 
free fat (decreases), bound fat (decreases), fatty acids as a 
percentage of total fat (increases 8.7-fold after 24 hours), 
crude fi ber (increases), nitrogen-free extract (increases 
slightly), pH (increases), and moisture (increases).
 The disappearance of crude protein shows that the 
mold rapidly utilizes amino acids and low-molecular-weight 
peptides for its own growth. Address: Dep. of Food Science 
and Technology, New York State Agric. Exp. Station, 
Geneva, New York 14456.

2426. White, Hilda. 1972. The organic foods movement. 
What it is and what the food industry should do about it. 
Food Technology 26(4):29-33. April. [6 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Food habits and dietary practices are 
changing. Nutrition concerns are changing. Defi ning organic 
foods. Proponents claim benefi ts. Organic a misnomer. 
Using agricultural chemicals. Distrusting food additives. 
Comparing nutrition & taste. Movement is growing. 
Regulating organic foods. What [mainstream food] industry 
should not do (don’t jump on the bandwagon). What industry 
should do (assume an even more active role in consumer 
education). Address: Assoc. Prof., Home Economics, 
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Northwestern Univ., Evanston, Illinois 60201.

2427. Barbaix, Erik. 1972. La verifi cation scientifi que 
du projet soja [Scientifi c verifi cation of the soya project]. 
In: Comité de Coordination pour le Developpement en 
République du Zaïre (CODEZA). Séminaire National sur le 
Soja [National Seminar on Soya]. Kananga, Zaire. 191 p. See 
p. 94-103. Published in 1986. [2 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Discusses the nutritional value of soya, 
commercial products containing soya (such as Fortifex 
from Brazil, Pronutro from South Africa, or Saridele from 
Indonesia) from other countries, suggestions for establishing 
statistical health means (such as average birth weight, 
and infant growth curves) in Kananga, results of a survey 
measuring infants in Kananga.
 The author concludes:
 1. Theoretically, the soya project offers an ideal solution 
to the problem of protein defi ciency.
 2. A series of verifi cation tests will be necessary to prove 
that this project is living up to hopes.
 3. The fi rst results of surveys have furnished a growth 
curve (weight).
 4. The initial experiments have confi rmed the benefi cial 
effect of adding soya to the diet in a boarding school. 
Address: Dr. at the Military Center, 1st Military Region, B.P. 
1773, Kananga, Zaire.

2428. Farmilant, Eunice. 1972. Macrobiotic cooking. New 
York, NY: New American Library. 224 p. Foreword by 
Herman Aihara. May. Index. 18 cm. [31 ref]
• Summary: This pocketbook has a color (beige) photo on 
the cover of ears of wheat, one wooden spoon fi lled with 
soybeans and one fi lled with unpolished rice. It is “A basic 
introductory guide to cooking and eating the macrobiotic 
way.” The author’s interest in macrobiotics began in April 
1968. Basic information on soyfoods (especially miso, 
tamari, and tofu) is given on pages 29, 33-38, 213-14. Soy-
related recipes include: Wheat berries and black beans (i.e. 
black soybeans, p. 78). Sprouts (incl. soy sprouts, p. 82-83). 
Miso pickles (p. 124-25). Miso soup (p. 128-29). Cream of 
miso soup (p. 135). Black beans and wheat berries (p. 139).
 There is an entire chapter on miso and tofu (p. 142-46) 
including: What makes miso so benefi cial? Barley miso 
(nutritional analysis). Miso-vegetable stew. Miso-rice. 
Miso stew with vegetables. Miso-vegetable spoon bread. 
Homemade tofu (curded with fresh lemon juice).
 Pizza–Macrobiotic style (with miso, p. 149). Chop suey 
(with tofu and miso, p. 151-52). Miso bechamel sauce (p. 
159). Miso gravy. Simple tahini and tamari sauces (p. 160). 
Tempura dip (with tamari). Simple miso spreads (p. 161). 
Miso-vegetable spread. Miso-watercress spread.
 There is a directory of macrobiotic stores and restaurants 
in the U.S. (p. 191-203, subdivided alphabetically by state, 
and within each state alphabetically by city). The following 

states have the following number of stores and restaurants: 
Alaska 1, Arizona 4, Arkansas 1, California 32, Colorado 4, 
Connecticut 18, District of Columbia 3, Florida 14, Georgia 
7, Hawaii 2, Illinois 7, Indiana 2, Iowa 5, Louisiana 4, Maine 
14, Maryland 7, Massachusetts 51, Michigan 12, Minnesota 
3, Mississippi 2, Missouri 3, Nevada 1, New Hampshire 20, 
New Jersey 9, New Mexico 3, New York 61, North Carolina 
5, Ohio 14, Oklahoma 3, Oregon 2, Pennsylvania 8, Rhode 
Island 5, South Carolina 1, Texas 4, Utah 1, Vermont 26, 
Virginia 4, Washington 3, Wisconsin 2.
 There is also a directory of stores, restaurants, and 
centers outside the U.S. (p. 204-07, subdivided by country). 
The following countries have the following number of 
stores, restaurants, or centers: Australia 1, Belgium 2, Brazil 
2, Canada 15, Denmark 4, France 29, Germany 1, Holland 
(Netherlands) 2, India 1, Italy 1, Japan 3, Portugal 1, Puerto 
Rico 1, Spain 1, Sweden 1, Switzerland 2, United Kingdom: 
England 13, Scotland 1, Vietnam 2.
 A list of wholesale distributors in the U.S. (p. 208-09) 
includes Shiloh Farms (Route 59, Sulfur Springs, Arkansas; 
[Warren Clough]), Erewhon Trading Co. (8003 W. Beverly 
Blvd., Los Angeles, California 90048), Chico San Foods 
(1262 Humboldt Ave., Chico, California 95926), Erewhon 
Trading Co. (33 Farnsworth St., Boston, Massachusetts 
02210), Deer Valley Farms (Guilford, New York 13780), 
Infi nity Food Co. (171 Duane, New York, NY 10013), Mottel 
Foods (451 Washington, New York, NY 10013), Juniper 
Farms (Box 100, Sugar Loaf, NY 10981), Pioneer Specialty 
Foods (Fargo, North Dakota 58100), Merit Food Co. (Pill 
Hill Lane, Box 177, Bally, Pennsylvania 19503), Essene 
(58th & Grays Ave., Philadelphia, PA 19143).
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2020) 
that contains a directory of macrobiotic food stores in the 
United States and worldwide.

2429. Gandjar, I.; Hermana, -. 1972. Some Indonesian 
fermented foods from waste products. In: W.R. Stanton, ed. 
1972. Waste Recovery by Microorganisms: Selected Papers 
for the UNESCO / ICRO Work Study Held at the University 
of Malaya, 1-18 May 1972. Kuala Lumpur: Published by the 
Ministry of Education, Malaysia, for the Malaysian National 
Commission of UNESCO. 221 p. See p. 49-54. Held at 
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia [9 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. The products: Ontjom, 
dage [pronounced dageh or dagé], tempe bongrek, tempe 
mata kedele, tempe gembus (okara inoculated with the tempe 
mold, Rhizopus species) and ontjom tahu (okara inoculated 
with Neurospora sitophila). Nutritive value. Toxicity studies 
(have been carried out for ontjom from peanut press cake, for 
ontjom tahu, and for tempe bongkrek). Discussion.
 Table 1, titled “Various kinds of Indonesian fermented 
foods from waste products” contains 3 columns: Name of 
food, raw material, and microorganism(s). For example: 
Ontjom is made from peanut press cake inoculated with 
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Neurospora sitophila or Monilia sitophila. Address: 
Indonesia.

2430. Green, Gary M.; Lyman, R.L. 1972. Feedback 
regulation of pancreatic enzyme secretion as a mechanism 
for trypsin inhibitor-induced hypersecretion in rats. 
Proceedings of the Society for Experimental Biology and 
Medicine 140(1):6-12. May. [24 ref]
• Summary: First described the negative feedback 
mechanism for control of pancreatic secretion. Address: Dep. 
of Nutritional Sciences, Univ. of California, Berkeley CA 
94720.

2431. Konijn, A.M.; Edelstein, S.; Guggenheim, K. 1972. 
Separation of a thyroid-active fraction from unheated 
soya bean fl our. J. of the Science of Food and Agriculture 
(London) 23(5):549-55. May. [21 ref]
• Summary: The goitrogenic principle in soybeans, reported 
to have a low molecular weight, was not destroyed by either 
digestion with pancreatin or by boiling for 2 hours. It is 
water soluble, is dialyzable, and is not precipitated by either 
ammonium sulfate or trichloroacetic acid. The proper heat 
treatment of unheated soya bean fl our largely abolishes the 
goitrogenic effect.
 Note: This effect is not a practical problem since 
commercial soya bean fl our is always heated; unheated soya 
bean fl our has a raw, beany, grassy fl our, making it inedible. 
Address: Dep. of Nutrition, Hebrew Univ.–Hadassah 
Medical School, Jerusalem, Israel.

2432. Machida, Yoshiro. 1972. Tanpaku shokuhin toshite no 
tôfu [Tofu as a protein source]. Daizu Kaihatsu, Shokuhin 
Kaihatsu (Soybean Development, Food Development). May. 
p. 1-4. [Jap]
Address: Sugiyama Industrial Chemical Research, Tokyo, 
Japan.

2433. O’Dell, B.L.; Burpo, C.E.; Savage, J.E. 1972. 
Evaluation of zinc availability in foodstuffs of plant and 
animal origin. J. of Nutrition 102(5):653-60. May. [21 ref]
• Summary: Minerals from plant sources, particularly those 
that arise from seeds, are less effectively utilized than those 
from animal sources.
 Note: This is the last (most recent) document seen 
(July 1999) from the USA in which the title of one of the 
author’s contains the word “Husbandry.” Address: Depts. 
of Agricultural Chemistry and Poultry Husbandry, Univ. of 
Missouri, Columbia, MO 65201.

2434. Ramsey, H.A.; Witaszek, P. 1972. Effect of 
chlorotetracycline on the performance of calves fed soy fl our 
milk replacers (Abstract). J. of Dairy Science 55(5):705 
(Abst. #P117). May.
• Summary: Chlortetracycline increased growth only slightly 

when added to the diet. Therefore it is unlikely that intestinal 
fermentation of oligosaccharides is a primary cause of poor 
growth in calves fed soy fl our replacers for milk. Address: 
North Carolina State Univ., Raleigh, North Carolina.

2435. Sudweeks, E.M.; Ramsey, H.A. 1972. Growth of 
calves fed milk replacers prepared from different fractions 
of fully cooked soy fl our (Abstract). J. of Dairy Science 
55(5):705. May.
• Summary: “To determine whether the improved growth of 
calves fed acid-treated soy fl our is associated with a change 
in the protein or the oligosaccharides, fully-cooked soy fl our 
was suspended in cold water and separated by centrifugation 
into two fractions, supernatant (S) and precipitate (P). Most 
of the protein was in P, and it was assumed that S contained 
most of the oligosaccharides...” Address: Dep. of Animal 
Science, Georgia Agric. Exp. Station.

2436. Vanneste, G. 1972. La valeur alimentaire des protéines 
du mélange maïs-soya [The nutritional value of the proteins 
in a corn-soya mixture]. In: Comité de Coordination pour 
le Developpement en République du Zaïre (CODEZA). 
Séminaire National sur le Soja [National Seminar on Soya]. 
Kananga, Zaire. 191 p. See p. 59-64. Published in 1986. [1 
ref. Fre]
• Summary: Discusses protein and amino acids, protein 
quality (biological value, chemical score), the nutritional 
value of soya, application of the principal of protein 
complementarity. ETSA is the Ecole Technique Secondaire 
Supérieure d’Agriculture, de Tshibashi. Address: Ingénieur 
agronome, Director of ETSA–Tshibashi, B.P. Kananga, 
Zaire.

2437. Wolf, W.J. 1972. What is soy protein? Food 
Technology 26(5):44-45, 48, 50, 52-54. May. [43 ref]
• Summary: This is a section on “Ingredients.” Contents: 
Introduction. Cellular structure. Common forms: Flours, 
concentrates, isolates. Amino acid composition. Protein 
classifi cation. Solubility of proteins. Solubility of 
isolates. Ultracentrifuge fractions of soybean proteins. 
Molecular size distribution. Gel electrophoretic behavior. 
Association-dissociation reactions. Sub-unit structure 
(or 7S and 11S globulins). Effects of heat. Denaturation 
studies: Solubilization, high concentrations, lipids, low 
concentrations, purifi ed 11S, turbidity. Further research 
needed.
 Retention of maximal functionality of soluble soy 
protein remains a problem during the heat inactivation of 
soybean trypsin inhibitors.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Dec. 2020) that uses the word “sub-units” (hyphenated) 
in connection with changes in soy protein. Address: Head of 
Meal Products Investigations, Oilseed Crops Lab., Northern 
Regional Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois 61604.
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2438. Wolf, W.J.; Baker, F.L. 1972. Scanning electron 
microscopy of soybeans. Cereal Science Today 17(5):124-26, 
128-30, 147. May. [8 ref]
• Summary: Contains many fascinating photos 
(micrographs) taken with a scanning electron microscope, 
showing the structure of various parts of the soybean 
and of soybean products. The micrographs range in size 
(magnifi cation) from 20 microns to 1 micron across, 
corresponding to magnifi cations of 20 to 20,000 times.
 Nine photos (p. 124) show the porelike structure of the 
soybean coat, a damaged seed coat with hourglass cells, the 
interior seed-coat surface, and the hilum. Nine micrographs 
on p. 126 show hilum cross sections, palisade layers, 
tracheids, cross section of seed coat showing palisade layer, 
hourglass cells, parenchyma cells, aleurone cells, compressed 
cells, and cotyledon cells, plus the fl at face and the round 
face of a cotyledon.
 Nine micrographs on p. 128 show whole (undefatted) 
cotyledon sections, defatted cotyledon section, undefatted 
and defatted fracture surface of cotyledon, spherosomes and 
protein network, partially emptied cell in defatted fracture 
surface, and interior surface of cell wall.
 Nine micrographs on p. 129 show defatted soy fl our, 
textured surface of protein body in defatted fl our, breakdown 
(?) of large protein body, protein, a protein body consisting 
of smaller units, and a smooth protein body in buffer-wetted 
soy fl our.
 Early researchers such as Wallis (1913) and Kondo 
(1913) used optical microscopy the study the structure of 
soybeans at the cellular level, and their studies are still the 
cornerstone of our present information. But because the 
light microscope has low resolving power (2,000 angstrom 
units), details of subcellular structure remained obscure 
until the 1960s, when the transmission electron microscope 
was focused on soybean sections by several workers: Bils 
and Howell (1963), Saio and Watanabe (1966), Tombs 
(1967), and Saio and Watanabe (1968). But preparation of 
specimens was complex and tedious. “The scanning electron 
microscope now makes it possible to view three-dimensional 
structures over a practical magnifi cation range of 20 to 
20,000x, with the added advantage that specimen preparation 
is simple.” Address: Northern Regional Research Lab., 
Peoria, Illinois.

2439. Taira, Harue; Taira, Hirokadzu. 1972. Infl uence of 
location on the chemical composition of soybean seeds. III. 
Protein component content by disc electrophoresis. Nippon 
Sakumotsu Gakkai Kiji (Japanese J. of Crop Science) 
41(2):235-43. June 25. [7 ref. Eng; jap]
Address: 1. National Food Research Inst., Ministry of 
Agriculture and Forestry, Koto-ku, Tokyo.

2440. Kaldy, M.S. 1972. Protein yield of various crops as 

related to protein value. Economic Botany 26(2):142-44. 
June. [7 ref]
• Summary: The author compares the yield of usable 
protein per hectare of land for 6 crops taking into account 
the Biological Value (BV), Protein Score (PS; also called 
Chemical Score), and Net Protein Utilization (NPU). He then 
calculates the number of people whose protein needs could 
be met from one hectare of land using the three different 
values. For soybeans, the Biological Value is 29.2 (egg is 96 
and potatoes are 73), the Protein Score is 70 (egg is 100 and 
potatoes are 70), and the NPU is 56 (egg is 100 and potatoes 
are 71). One acre planted to soybeans can supply the protein 
needs of more people under each of the 3 criteria than can be 
supplied by any of the other 5 crops, 29.2 people measuring 
protein quality by BV, 28.4 people measuring PS, and 22.7 
people measuring NPU. Potatoes can supply the protein 
needs of the next largest number of people, followed by corn, 
beans, peas, and spring wheat.
 Note: In March 1991, in answer to an enquiry from 
Soyfoods Center, Kaldy wrote: “In the paper I published 
in 1972 in Economic Botany, I was working with data 
representing average values for all Canada and not 
specifi cally for Alberta. My data refl ects conditions in 
Ontario and to a lesser extent Nova Scotia, Prince Edward 
Island and Manitoba, but not in Alberta.” But none of the 
names of these provinces are listed in the paper. Address: 
Research Station, Canada Dep. of Agriculture, Lethbridge, 
Alberta, Canada.

2441. Matsuoka, Hiroatsu; Sasako, Kenji. 1972. Daizu-
nyû o riyô shita chiizu-yô shokuhin no seizô ni kansuru 
kenkyû. II. Daizu-nyû no kanetsu shori oyobi kaado seizô-
ji ni okeru toripushin inhibitaa kassei no henka [Research 
on manufacturing a cheese-like food from soymilk. II. 
Changes in the trypsin inhibitor activity during heating of the 
soybeans and making the curds]. Nippon Shokuhin Kogyo 
Gakkaishi (J. of Food Science and Technology) 19(6):262-
67. [Jap]*

2442. Taira, Harue; Taira, Hirokadzu. 1972. Infl uence of 
location on the chemical composition of soybean seeds. II. 
Potassium, phosphorus, magnesium, and calcium contents. 
Nippon Sakumotsu Gakkai Kiji (Proceedings of the Crop 
Science Society of Japan) 41(2):213-25. June. [8 ref. Eng; 
jap]
• Summary: “Summary: The seeds of 30 soybean varieties 
grown at 3 locations, i.e. Ishioka, Shiojiri, and Kumamoto, 
were analyzed for potassium, phosphorus, magnesium, and 
calcium contents...” For example:
 “a. Variation in potassium content: Among the 30 
varieties, the potassium content on dry matter basis varied 
from 1.56 to 2.00% (mean: 1.762%) at Ishioka, from 1.47 to 
1.87% (mean: 1.686%) at Shiojiri, and from 1.28 to 2.05% 
(mean: 1.691%) at Kumamoto (table 3)...” Address: National 
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Food Research Institute, Ministry of Agriculture and 
Forestry, Koto-ku, Tokyo.

2443. Bean, G.A.; Schillinger, J.A.; Klarman, W.L. 1972. 
Occurrence of afl atoxins and afl atoxin-producing strains of 
Aspergillus fl avus in soybeans. Phytopathology 62(7):745-
47. July.
• Summary: Soybeans in the fi eld became naturally 
contaminated with afl atoxins an afl atoxin-producing strains 
of Aspergillus fl avus. after heavy rain in Maryland during 
August through October resulted in heavy mold growth 
on the soybeans. Afl atoxins were identifi ed by thin-layer 
chromatography, absorption spectra, and chick embryo 
bioassay. Address: Univ. of Maryland, College Park.

2444. Cavins, J.F.; Kwolek, W.F.; Inglett, G.E.; Cowan, J.C. 
1972. Amino acid analysis of soybean meal: Interlaboratory 
study. J. of the Association of Offi cial Analytical Chemists 
55(4):686-91. July. [12 ref]
• Summary: Five laboratories studied the amino acid 
composition of soybean meal. Between- and within 
laboratories variations were signifi cant for most amino 
acids. A table shows results. The study was initiated by the 
National Soybean Processors Association. Address: Northern 
Marketing and Nutrition Research Div., ARS, USDA, Peoria, 
Illinois 61604.

2445. Ebine, Hideo; Matsushita, Z.; Sasaki, H.; Yanai, 
S.; Ariyoshi, M.; Machi, M. 1972. Beikoku-san daizu no 
miso genryô to shite no tekisei hyôka [Evaluation of U.S. 
soybeans as raw materials for making miso]. Report of 
Central Miso Institute No. 7. 66 p. July. Collection of 7 
articles, in Japanese, with 4-page English-language summary. 
[28 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: Part I: Miso manufacturing test on a laboratory 
scale. (1) Employing 13 varieties of U.S. soybeans and 
11 varieties of Japanese soybeans of 1961 crops, U.S. 
soybeans were generally higher in oil content and lower in 
carbohydrate content than Japanese soybeans. Among the 
tested U.S. varieties, Comet, Yelnanda and Harosoy were 
promising.
 (2) In 1962, 27 samples of U.S. soybean crops and 5 
samples of Japanese soybeans were employed. Not all the 
Japanese varieties tested were evaluated superior to the U.S. 
varieties, but the evaluation of consistency or texture was 
higher than that of U.S. varieties.
 (3) Fourteen samples of U.S. soybeans from the 1963 
crop and 26 samples from the 1964 crop were evaluated for 
their suitability in making miso. From the 1963 crop, Comet, 
J.E.W.-45, and Mandarin were considered the best. From the 
1964 crop, Mandarin and Kanrich were considered best.
 (4) Of the soybean samples of 1965 and 1964 crops, the 
results showed that Kanrich variety of 1964 was the best. 
“In comparison with U.S. soybeans, the characteristics of 

Japanese soybeans can be signifi cantly recognized in the 
consistency of miso, namely in its fi ne and smooth texture.”
 Part II: Miso manufacturing from soybean-grits. 
Twice as much dry matter was lost during cooking as when 
whole soybeans were used. The main constituents of the 
loss were water-soluble sugar (6.1%) and protein (3.9%) 
which cause color formation of miso. When the soybean 
grits were soaked in water before cooking, the color of the 
cooked soybean grits as well as miso made from them were 
bright and beautiful. The fl avor of fermented miso was also 
improved by this method of using soybean grits.
 Part III: Miso manufactured from screened soybean 
varieties in pilot plants. The variety M-1 gave the best results 
for light colored salty miso, red salty miso, and white miso.
 (Supplement) Evaluation tests were conducted on 101 
U.S. and 24 Japanese soybean samples. In comparison with 
Japanese soybeans, the U.S. soybeans showed a higher level 
of oil content and a lower level of carbohydrate content. 
The varieties of U.S. soybeans suitable for making miso are 
Kanrich, Mandarin, and Comet. Soft and bright soybeans are 
generally suitable, since they show a high absorbing capacity 
of water. Soybeans rich in carbohydrate show generally 
high capacity of water absorption. Large size of soybeans 
are generally acceptable. Address: 1. Shokuryo Kenkyujo, 
Tokyo.

2446. Hymowitz, T.; Palmer, R.G.; Hadley, H.H. 1972. Seed 
weight, protein, oil and fatty acid relationships within the 
genus Glycine. Tropical Agriculture (Trinidad) 49(3):245-50. 
July. [17 ref]
• Summary: “Average seed protein, oil, fatty acid contents 
and weight of seed from (subgenus Glycine) Glycine 
clandestina, G. falcata, G. tabacina, G tomentella (subgenus 
Bracteata) G. wightii and (subgenus Soja) G. ussuriensis 
were determined and compared with those of seed from 
(subgenus Soja) G. max, the soya bean... Seeds in the 
subgenus Glycine averaged about 30 per cent protein, while 
those of G. ussuriensis and G. wightii contained about the 
same amount of protein (41 per cent) as U.S. soya bean 
cultivars. Seeds of G. wightii had the lowest oil content in 
the genus, about six per cent; those of the other wild species 
averaged about 12 per cent.” Table 2 shows that the seeds 
of various wild perennial Glycine species are very small, 
ranging from 0.4 to 2.2 grams per 100 seeds (compared 
with about 17.5 gm average for typical domesticated U.S. 
soybeans).
 This is also Publication No. 671 of the U.S. Regional 
Soybean Laboratory, Urbana, Illinois 61801. This paper 
is based on a thesis submitted by R.G. Palmer in part 
fulfi llment of his MSc degree. Address: Dep. of Agronomy, 
Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois. Palmer present address: 
Crops Research Div., Agricultural Research Service, USDA, 
Ames, Iowa.
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2447. Labow, Rosalind S.; Layne, D.S. 1972. The formation 
of glucosides of isofl avones and of some other phenols by 
rabbit liver microsomal fractions. Biochemical Journal 
128(3):491-97. July. [21 ref]
• Summary: The soybean isofl avones are not metabolized 
completely in the intestinal tract. Only an indeterminate 
amount is absorbed and then excreted as glycosides. 
Mentions biochanin A, daidzein, genistein, genistin, equol, 
glucoronic acid, monoglucuronides, monoglucosides, 
glycosides, and glucoside. Equol [7-hydroxy-3-(4’ 
-hydroxyphenyl)-chroman] is an isofl avone derivative which 
was found to form a glucoside in a rabbit liver.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2020) that 
uses the word “equol” in connection with soybeans. Address: 
Dep. of Biochemistry, Univ. of Ottawa, Ottawa, Ontario K1N 
6N5, Canada.

2448. Liener, Irvin E. 1972. Summary and research needed. 
In: M. Milner, ed. 1972. Nutritional Improvement of Food 
Legumes by Breeding. xiii + 389 p. See p. 307-09.
• Summary: Soybean trypsin inhibitors inhibit bovine 
trypsin. “Surprisingly human trypsin is not inhibited by the 
soybean inhibitor... I am forced to conclude that trypsin 
inhibitors are really of little signifi cance in human nutrition.” 
Address: Dep. of Biochemistry, Univ. of Minnesota, St. Paul, 
Minnesota.

2449. Milner, Max. ed. 1972. Nutritional improvement of 
food legumes by breeding. New York, NY: John Wiley & 
Sons. 389 p. Proceedings of a symposium sponsored by the 
Protein Advisory Group, held at the Food and Agricultural 
Organization, Rome, Italy, 3-5 July 1972. And PAG 
Statement 22: “Upgrading Human Nutrition Through the 
Improvement of Food Legumes.”
• Summary: Soybeans are mentioned throughout this book; 
see Index. Address: Scientifi c Secretary, PAG of the United 
Nations System, New York, NY 10017.

2450. Silva, M.L.P. da; Dutra de Oliveira, J.E. 1972. Valor 
nutritivo de produtos de soja [Nutritive value of soy products 
(Abstract)]. In: Sociedade Brasileira para o Progresso da 
Ciencia, 24th Annual Meeting. See p. 388. Held 2-8 July at 
Sao Paulo. [Por]*
Address: Brazil.

2451. Yen, J.T.; Hymowitz, T.; Jensen, A.H. 1972. Utilization 
of protein from a trypsin-inhibitor variant soybean by 
growing gilts (Abstract). J. of Animal Science 35(1):225-26 
(Abst. #234). July.
• Summary: Clark and Harosoy soybean varieties have 
trypsin-inhibitor (TI) activity proteins that show up as Rf 
0.95 electrophoretic band (EB), which is that of Kunitz 
soybean TI. Address: Univ. of Illinois, Urbana.

2452. György, Paul. 1972. Food product containing tempeh. 
U.S. Patent 3,681,085. Aug. 1. 3 p. Application fi led 27 April 
1970. [4 ref]
• Summary: “An edible food product is prepared by forming 
a uniform admixture of fi sh pieces or fatty meat pieces and 
tempeh and sterilizing the resulting admixture.” In this 
invention, the tempeh is typically lyophilized (freeze-dried) 
then sieved to produce a fi ne, fl uffy powder, and mixed with 
the macerated fi sh or cut meat.
 Table 1 shows the PER of fi sh/soybean combinations. 
Carnation milk has a corrected PER of 3.00, whereas 
tempeh/fi sh (3:1 weight ratio) has a corrected PER of 2.48, 
and soybean/fi sh (3:1 weight ratio) has a corrected PER of 
2.20.
 Antioxidants in the tempeh keep the fi sh or meat fat 
from becoming rancid. Table 2 shows the oil content and 
peroxide value of two soy/fi sh products after 8 months 
of storage at room temperature in an atmosphere of air. 
Fermented tempeh/mackerel (3:1 weight ratio) had an oil 
content of 31.2% and a peroxide value of 0.6. Unfermented 
soybean/mackerel (3:1 weight ratio) had an oil content 
of 32.9% and a peroxide value of 16.6. A high peroxide 
value indicates rancidity. After the 8 months of storage, the 
tempeh/mackerel sample had a pleasant ester-like smell, 
whereas the unfermented soybean/mackerel sample smelled 
very strongly of rancid fi sh oil. Address: 201 Curwen Road, 
Rosemont, Pennsylvania.

2453. Murata, Kiku; Fujita, K. 1972. Hakkô daizu tenpei 
no kôsansei kôyô ketsuin-shi no kensatsu [Studies on 
antioxidative and antihemolytic factor in tempeh]. Seikagaku 
(Biochemistry) 44(8):496. Aug. Presented at the 45th Annual 
Meeting of the Japanese Biochemical Society. [1 ref. Jap]
Address: Osaka Shiritsu Daigaku, Kasei Shokumotsu, Japan.

2454. Orr, Elizabeth. 1972. The use of protein-rich foods for 
the relief of malnutrition in developing countries: an analysis 
of experience. Tropical Products Institute Report No. G73. 
71 p. Aug. Summary in PAG Bulletin (1973) 3(2):59. 28 cm. 
[17 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Acknowledgements. Foreword. I. 
Introduction: the protein problem and approaches to it. 
II. Protein-rich food schemes (69 schemes are described): 
Introduction, schemes no longer in operation–and which 
ceased within a year of inception or after a market trial 
period, schemes no longer in operation–but which ran for 
more than one year before termination, schemes operating 
irregularly, schemes currently in regular production 
(beverages, other products), schemes at exploratory 
stages. III. Some aspects of protein-rich food schemes: 
Location, source of the idea, ownership of the enterprise, 
characteristics of the products (ingredients, composition, 
type of product), promotion, external assistance. IV. 
Evaluation of the protein-rich food approach: Summary of 
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the outcome of the various schemes: Operational status, 
sales volume (the largest are Bal-Ahar, Vitasoy, and 
Pronutro), sales trend, distributive outlets. Reason for the 
outcome (success or failure). Impact on the protein problem: 
Production capacity, sales of Incaparina in Guatemala, 
income levels, prices of protein-rich foods (Bal-Amul is the 
most expensive since it is canned, followed by Pronutro), 
prices in relation to incomes, prices of competing products, 
distribution of protein-rich foods in rural areas. Impact 
made by protein-rich food schemes on the protein problem: 
Summary (very small). Future contribution of protein-rich 
foods to the protein problem. V. Initiation of protein-rich 
food schemes: guidelines for Government Administrators. 
References. Statistical appendix.
 List of tables: Text: I. Daily protein requirements. II. 
Protein contents and protein biological values. III. Protein 
products/enterprises. IV. Cost of product allowances per 
child at retail prices. Appendix: I. Ownership of enterprise. 
II. Ingredients of protein-rich foods. III. Composition of 
protein-rich foods. IV. Outlets for protein-rich foods. V. 
Capacity of plant/sales. VI. Retail prices/protein prices. VII. 
National income in selected countries.
 The following foods containing soya are discussed (see 
Table II, p. 66, for full list of ingredients, and Table III, p. 
67, for nutritional composition). The percentage of soya in 
the product, when known, is shown in parentheses: Brazil: 
Incaparina (38%), Golden Elbow Macaroni (30%), Fortifex 
(47.5%), Solein, Cerealina, Saci (3% protein). Colombia: 
Incaparina Blanca (30%), Colombiharina (30%), Incaparina 
(20.9%), Duryea, Pochito (20.0% protein). Ethiopia: Faffa 
(18%). Guyana: Puma. Hong Kong: Vitasoy (3% protein). 
India: Bal-Amul (20-25%). Indonesia: Saridele (18-19% 
protein). Madagascar: Weaning Food (38%). Malaysia: 
Vitabean (2.75% protein). Mexico: Conasupo products 
(30%), Protea (24.0% protein). Mozambique: Super Maeu 
(10%). Singapore: Vitabean (2.75% protein). South Africa: 
Kupangi Biscuits, Pronutro. Taiwan: Weaning Food (30%). 
Thailand: Noodles, Poluk, Kaset Cookies, Kaset Protein. 
Turkey: Weaning Food (20%). Uganda: Soya Porridge 
(38%; 21.0% protein), Soya Maize (16.0% protein), School 
Porridge (15.0% Protein). U.S.A.: WSB (Wheat-soya 
blend, 20%), CSM (Corn-soya milk, 25%). Venezuela: 
Incaparina (19%). Zambia: Milk Biscuit (7.1%). Address: 
Foreign and Commonwealth Offi ce (Overseas Development 
Administration), TPI, 56/62 Gray’s Inn Rd., London WC1 
8LU, England.

2455. Orr, Elizabeth. 1972. Vitasoy, made by Hong Kong 
Soya Bean Products Co. Ltd (Document part). Tropical 
Products Institute Report No. G73. p. 15. Aug.
• Summary: “The earliest of the enterprises making a soya-
based beverage is the Hong Kong Soya Bean Products Co. 
Ltd. which began making Vitasoy in 1940, ceased operations 
when the factory was taken over by the Japanese in 1942, 

and recommenced in 1945. Vitasoy is made by the traditional 
Oriental process. Originally it was promoted primarily as a 
substitute for cow’s milk, particularly for use by children, 
and it was delivered daily from the factory to consumers’ 
homes in the same way as fresh milk. Initially sales were 
so poor that the company was on the verge of bankruptcy. 
There were a number of reasons for the unfavourable 
market reaction. The organoleptic appeal was poor, the 
product having a strong ‘beany’ fl avour, and its keeping 
qualities–it was packed ‘fresh’ in milk bottles with paper 
closures–were even poorer than those of fresh cow’s milk, 
and constant refrigeration was required. The major reason 
for the low sales was probably, however, the promotional 
approach. It was found that even among the Chinese 
population, who are well used to soya products, there was a 
prejudice against soya milk. It was not considered to have 
nutritional value and it was also thought to have undesirable 
side effects. Moreover, it was not the local custom to give 
cow’s milk to children, this being regarded as a Western 
luxury. After the war these problems were tackled. The 
technology was improved, and with it the organoleptic 
qualities of the product. It was also sterilized, giving it a 
shelf life of several months. Most importantly, perhaps, 
the promotional approach was completely changed: it was 
promoted as a ‘thirst-quenching drink’ and distributed 
through the conventional soft drink outlets. The company 
also exploited a quality which soya milk has and the typical 
soft drink does not have: it is very palatable when heated. 
Heaters were sold to retailers, with the result that Vitasoy 
became much less of a seasonal product (80 per cent of 
the sales of soft drinks in Hong Kong normally take place 
during the six summer months). Along with these changes 
went a vigorous promotional effort which is said to have 
been maintained to the present. The company later took on 
the license for a conventional soft drink popular in the Far 
East, Greenspot, and in recent years has replaced Greenspot 
with the Pepsi Cola franchise. The handling of these two 
closely related products has obvious economic advantages. 
Demand for Vitasoy has been buoyant for many years and 
appears still to be following a rising trend. Sales increased 
from 2½ million cases per year in the mid-1960s to 5 
million cases (120 million bottles) in 1970, and the capacity 
of the plant has been trebled over the years. Vitasoy is 
undoubtedly a commercial success. In contrast to many of 
the other enterprises dealt with in this report, the producer 
responded to the market situation and showed considerable 
staying power. It may be signifi cant that the company was 
not a multi-product enterprise: its prosperity depended for 
many years solely on the success of Vitasoy.” Address: 
Foreign and Commonwealth Offi ce (Overseas Development 
Administration), TPI, 56/62 Gray’s Inn Rd., London WC1 
8LU, England.

2456. Orr, Elizabeth. 1972. Pronutro made in South Africa 
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by Hind Bros. (Document part). Tropical Products Institute 
Report No. G73. p. 24-25. Aug.
• Summary: “Pronutro is produced in South Africa by 
Hind Bros. This fi rm, primarily a manufacturer of baby 
foods, was taken over in recent years by Food Corporation 
(Pty.) Ltd., a company with a number of subsidiaries in the 
processed foods fi eld, and itself a subsidiary of South African 
Breweries.
 “Pronutro was preceded by a protein-rich food which 
was fi rst put on the market by Hind Bros. in 1938, and 
which was therefore one of the very earliest of the products 
designed to contribute to the protein problem. The great 
signifi cance of this earlier experience is the infl uence it had 
on the concepts used in the promotion of Pronutro. Hind 
Bros’ earlier interest was aroused by an approach from 
Dr. F.W. Fox of the South African Institute for Medical 
Research, who was concerned about the high rate of infant 
mortality among the African population in a certain area 
and asked if the fi rm could produce a low cost high protein 
baby food. The fi rm initially considered using dried milk 
only, but, being unable to fi nd a suffi ciently cheap source 
of supply, formulated a product made from defatted soya 
fl our plus skim milk powder. It was given a Zulu name and 
directed primarily towards the African market. Sales were 
quite satisfactory for almost twenty years but then declined 
and production ceased. It was felt that one of the reasons 
for the decline in sales was that the African population had 
begun to believe that a product produced essentially for their 
use must be inferior to products intended to be bought by 
the white population as well, and also that the price of such 
a product was likely to be unreasonable. When Pronutro was 
developed it was the intention of the late Philip Hind, head 
of what was then a family fi rm, to make a product which 
would be acceptable to the African sector of the community, 
for he had a personal interest in improving nutritional status. 
However, in view of the earlier experience he decided that 
the product should be launched fi rst on the European market 
and that after its image had been established there an attempt 
could be made to interest the African population. Although 
Pronutro can be used as a food additive, it is noteworthy that 
it was essentially promoted as a separate dietary item, with a 
specifi c use, namely as a breakfast food (primarily) but also, 
in fl avoured form, as a soup powder.
 “One of the most notable features of the Pronutro story 
is the launching of the product in 1962. It was the subject of 
a promotional campaign which, in terms of sophistication 
and intensity, surpassed anything applied to protein-
rich foods up to that time, although some of the recent 
promotional campaigns involving large companies may be 
of the same order. It is also interesting to note that stress was 
laid on attributes such as health and vigour rather than the 
concept of protein. It is not the company’s policy to reveal 
sales fi gures. However, it is understood that in 1963-64 sales 
were around 1,750 tons and by 1966/67 had grown to 7,000 

tons. Since then the capacity of the plant has been increased, 
and it is said to be operating at full capacity. The company 
has stated that ‘Sales of product are beyond expectations and 
have led to capacity problems’. There are therefore plans to 
expand capacity still further.
 “The great bulk of the sales of Pronutro have always 
been on the retail market, and currently retail sales account 
for 90 per cent of the total. The company estimates that a 
signifi cant proportion of sales are made to the local African 
population. It is understood that the company is now 
undertaking external market explorations, in particular in the 
United Kingdom and the USA. The choice of these countries 
may be due to the political barriers which might exist against 
sales in developing countries, or it may simply indicate that 
Pronutro is essentially thought of as a foodstuff particularly 
suited to that sector of sophisticated markets which has an 
interest in nutrition.”
 Table II (p. 66) shows that this product contained 
soya, groundnut, DSM (dry skim milk), maize, yeast, and 
wheat germ. Address: Foreign and Commonwealth Offi ce 
(Overseas Development Administration), TPI, 56/62 Gray’s 
Inn Rd., London WC1 8LU, England.

2457. Orr, Elizabeth. 1972. Africa Basic Foods Co. in 
Uganda (Document part). Tropical Products Institute Report 
No. G73. p. 25. Aug.
• Summary: “The Africa Basic Foods Co. was set up in 
Uganda in 1965 by Dr. Warren Harrison, one time advisor 
on health and nutrition to the Government. A feasibility 
study by consultants had suggested the use of soya, a 
comparatively new crop in Uganda. UNICEF supplied raw 
materials, particularly full fat soya fl our, for trial marketing. 
Full-scale marketing began early in 1968. The basic product 
produced is full fat soya fl our. This is supplied to bakeries for 
the manufacture of enriched bread and buns. The company 
also produces enriched maize meal, porridge and soya nut 
‘butter’. Annual soya fl our production is in the region of 75 
tons. Sales of the products are approximately 110-135 tons of 
enriched bread, 50 tons of porridge and 100 tons of ‘school’ 
porridge per year. Institutions provide 60-75 per cent of the 
outlet, although retail sales are said to be increasing.
 “The company has had a number of production 
diffi culties. Originally the intention was to contract for 
production of the soya fl our with local mills, but diffi culty 
was experienced in getting regular production of a consistent 
quality in what was, to the fi rms, a new line of production. 
The fact that several varieties of maize and soya beans 
have to be purchased continues to give rise to problems. 
Technical problems have arisen, with which a private US 
fi rm has assisted on a goodwill basis. Sales have been slow 
to develop. An initial attempt to develop the market primarily 
through a single distributor failed. The major problem as 
seen by the company is the lack of local personnel with 
appropriate expertise, particularly in the marketing fi eld. The 
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company recognizes that a good deal of attention should be 
paid to promotion, particularly of the personal approach type 
and on the basis of blanketing particular areas, and would 
apparently like more Government support with promotion. 
There is also an indication that it is disappointed in the rate 
of growth of sales to institutions, which it considers should 
provide a basis for development of the market at large. It has 
also been suggested, although not by the company, that the 
slow growth in sales may be partly attributable to the failure 
of the products to fi t into the local diet. Although there 
are parts of Uganda where maize is an important item of 
consumption, it is the case that the staple diet of the area in 
which the factory is situated is based on plantains.” Address: 
Foreign and Commonwealth Offi ce (Overseas Development 
Administration), TPI, 56/62 Gray’s Inn Rd., London WC1 
8LU, England.

2458. Orr, Elizabeth. 1972. USAID Commercial Protein 
Food Studies Program (Document part). Tropical Products 
Institute Report No. G73. p. 28. Aug.
• Summary: USAID is the U.S. Agency for International 
Development. This program, launched in Feb. 1967, “was 
designed to provide an incentive to U.S.-based companies 
to conduct exploratory work in the fi eld of protein-rich 
foods for use in developing countries by providing a sum of 
approximately $60,000 for undertaking a preliminary study 
without any obligation either to invest or to reimburse AID 
for any part of the study. Projects had three phases: fi rstly a 
study of food habits and nutritional needs, secondly product 
development, thirdly market tests. The fi rst and third phases 
were funded by the AID contract and the results had to be 
made available to AID. Product development was fi nanced 
by the companies and the results remained the companies’ 
property.”
 To date fourteen schemes have been sponsored under 
the Program. Nine of these schemes (each of which is 
summarized briefl y) have been terminated, the exploratory 
work having led to the decision not to proceed further. One 
is still under investigation. The four remaining schemes 
connected with the USAID Protein Program are moving 
forward. Two of these involve soya. In Brazil, General 
Mills is setting up a demonstration plant for making a corn-
based Golden Elbow Macaroni fortifi ed with soya fl our. 
General Foods has “already entered the institutional market 
in the USA with this product. In addition to having a higher 
protein content (20 per cent compared with 12 per cent for 
conventional macaroni) with a superior biological quality, 
functional advantages are claimed, namely 50 per cent less 
cooking time and a less sticky product.”
 “In Pakistan, General Mills has been conducting studies 
of oilseed-based meat analogues since September 1968. 
The company already markets beef and poultry analogues 
in the USA. So far the company has used analogues made 
from soya fl our in the USA, but if the project goes ahead 

the intention would be, in time, to use local oilseeds, e.g. 
cottonseed–for which it is hoped the Dorr-Oliver process 
could be used–and rapeseed.”
 General Foods also has a plan in Mexico, not connected 
with the USAID Protein Program, to launch a baby food 
named Nutri Bebe in which soya will be used as the 
main source of protein enrichment. Address: Foreign 
and Commonwealth Offi ce (Overseas Development 
Administration), TPI, 56/62 Gray’s Inn Rd., London WC1 
8LU, England.

2459. Orr, Elizabeth. 1972. Full fat soya fl our tested by Wei 
Chuan Foods Corp. in Taiwan (Document part). Tropical 
Products Institute Report No. G73. p. 31. Aug.
• Summary: “In Taiwan the Wei Chuan Foods Corporation 
has developed, with the assistance of the United Nations 
Agencies, a weaning food based on full fat soya fl our cum 
dried skim milk. USAID has assisted with the provision of 
equipment and the Agencies have allocated US$50,000 for 
use primarily in market promotion and in subsidising the 
selling price in the interests of low-income consumers. This 
project provides an example of the length of time that can be 
required to fi nalise a scheme for the production of a protein-
rich food. The Agencies began discussions with Government 
on the possible use of a soya-based product (originally a 
dried soya milk) for nutritional purposes as long ago as 1960 
and the Wei Chuan company became interested at the end 
of 1964. Since then delays have been caused by technical 
problems involving processing (solved by assistance from 
the Agencies) and obtaining a formula acceptable to WHO, 
on whose approval continuing support by the other United 
Nations Agencies was dependent. The latter involved very 
extensive clinical tests, which demonstrated clearly the value 
of full-fat soya fl our as a weaning food protein supplement. 
As a result of this work the time required for product 
formulation in schemes using this type of protein concentrate 
may be expected to be reduced.
 “Another delaying factor has been the Wei Chuan 
company’s very cautious approach to the market launch. The 
company has been concerned about the local availability 
of foodstuffs donated by the World Food Programme, 
and of commercial weaning foods, which are said to be 
of inferior quality but low in price.” Address: Foreign 
and Commonwealth Offi ce (Overseas Development 
Administration), TPI, 56/62 Gray’s Inn Rd., London WC1 
8LU, England.

2460. Bean, George A.; Schillinger, J.A.; Klarman, W.L. 
1972. Occurrence of afl atoxins and afl atoxin-producing 
strains of Aspergillus spp. in soybeans. Applied Microbiology 
24(3):437-39. Sept. [9 ref]
• Summary: Rainfall in Maryland that was above average 
in August, September, and October of 1971 resulted in 
heavy mold growth on soybeans while they were still in 
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the fi elds. Of 28 samples of soybean seed, afl atoxins were 
found in 14, and 2 of these had been used in poultry feed. 
The afl atoxins were identifi ed by thin-layer chromatography, 
chicken embryo bioassay, and spectrophotometry. Species 
of Aspergillus were isolated from 11 samples, and 5 of these 
isolates produced afl atoxins when grown in liquid culture. 
Address: Dep. of Botany, Dep. of Agronomy, Univ. of 
Maryland, College Park, Maryland 20742.

2461. Fernando, G.W.E. 1972. Production of some food 
legumes in Ceylon. Tropical Agriculture Research Series No. 
6. p. 127-35. Sept. Symposium on Food Legumes.
• Summary: Rice is the main food crop in Ceylon. “The 
plantation crops, tea, rubber and coconuts provide the main 
overseas funds on which depend the imports of a great 
variety of manufactured products and of additional rice and 
other food stuffs including pulses.”
 Recent surveys and investigations, conducted by 
food scientists, show that there is a shortage of proteins 
in human diets, especially in South and South East Asia, 
which has given rise to protein malnutrition. “This condition 
is associated with mental retardation, lower capacity for 
physical work and lethargy and is largely due to the lack 
of essential amino acids such as lysine and methionine” 
in human diets. “These essential amino acids are found in 
proteins of both plant and animal origin.”
 The annual consumption of animal products in Sri 
Lanka and the Western world are then compared: Milk 
45.6 lb vs. 456 lb. Meat 7.4 lb vs. 172 lb. Eggs 22 vs. 250. 
The implication is that consumption at Western levels is a 
standard and a goal.
 Pulses form an important part of Ceylon’s daily diet. 
These include lentils, green gram, black gram, cowpea, 
toor dhal, horse gram, and peas. The average per capita 
consumption during the period 1956-67 was found to be 6.83 
kg per annum.
 The writer suggests that the soybean deserves a place in 
the agriculture of Ceylon; it is presently not consumed to any 
appreciable extent.
 In the discussion at the end of the paper, J. Fukui of 
Japan says: “There are many kinds of well-known oil plants 
in Ceylon. For example oil-palm. So I think it is better to use 
soybean as a protein producing plant than to use it as an oil 
plant. What do you think on this point?”
 Answer by Fernando: “We are not interested in 
soybean as an oil crop. At the moment, we are interested in 
the soybean meal which can be a substitute for fi sh meal. 
Soybean oil is a by-product in the process. We hope to 
promote soybean for edible uses in the future.” Address: 
Director, Agricultural Research Station, Maha-Illuppallama, 
Sri Lanka.

2462. Graham, George G.; Baertl, Juan M.; Placko, R.P.; 
Cordano, A. 1972. Dietary protein quality in infants and 

children. VIII. Wheat- or oat-soy mixtures. American J. of 
Clinical Nutrition 25(9):875-80. Sept. [8 ref]
• Summary: This article begins: “Much of the effort directed 
toward improving the diets of needy people is centered on 
the improvement of the protein content and quality of cereals 
by the addition of protein-rich foods, protein concentrates, 
or essential amino acids. Many such mixtures have been 
formulated and tested in experimental animals, or actually 
tested in children, but few have achieved signifi cant human 
consumption.” Address: Johns Hopkins Univ. School of 
Hygiene & Public Health, Baltimore, Maryland; Nutrition 
Research Inst., Lima, Peru.

2463. Kaizuma, Norihiko; Fukui, Juro. 1972. Breeding for 
chemical quality of soybean in Japan. Tropical Agriculture 
Research Series No. 6. p. 55-68. Sept. Symposium on Food 
Legumes. [16 ref]
• Summary: As is now well known, in many parts of the 
world there are chronic nutritional defi ciencies, especially 
protein defi ciencies, which have become serious problems. 
The breeding and production of soybeans with high protein 
content could offer a promising solution to such problems.
 However, methionine is the limiting amino acid in 
soybeans. If the methionine content of soybeans can be 
increased, the usable protein will automatically increase.
 Since 1968, the authors have carried out fundamental 
research on the breeding of soybeans with high protein and 
high sulfur-containing amino acid (especially methionine) 
contents. This paper gives a summary of the what has been 
learned to date in this research–conducted under a 1969 
mandate from Japan’s Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry. 
Address: Faculty of Agriculture, Iwate Univ., Morioka-shi, 
Japan.

2464. Motomiya, Giichi; Ito, Ryuji. 1972. Domestic 
production, importation and utilization of food legumes 
and research organization in Japan. Tropical Agriculture 
Research Series No. 6. p. 23-32. Sept. Symposium on Food 
Legumes.
• Summary: “The history of soybean cultivation in Japan 
seems to be fairly old, because some descriptions on ‘Daizu’ 
(soybean) can be seen in the ancient chronicles of Japan 
(Kojiki and Nihonshoki, written at the beginning of 8th 
century) and the carbonized ‘Daizu’ was found in the vestige 
of ancient civilization of the strawrope pottery in the period 
of B.C. But the statistical data of soybean production was not 
yet established completely before 1878... But the production 
of soybean in Japan was gradually decreased by the cause 
of sudden increase of importation from China since 1930, 
and this decrease was accelerated furthermore by the cheap 
American soybean imported abundantly since 1961 under the 
free trade system, and consequently the cultivation areas of 
soybean decreased to 100,000 hectares in 1971...
 Research and experiment on food legumes in Japan. 
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Soybean: The agricultural experiment stations were 
established one after another in every prefecture in Japan 
since the establishment of the National Agricultural 
Experiment Station in 1893. And about 80 years have passed 
since the breedings of rice, wheat, barley and soybean were 
started in these experiment stations...
 “Breeding objectives are as follows: High yielding 
(more than 4 tons per ha.), good qualities (yellow hilum, 
large seed, protein contents over 50% or oil contents over 
25%), resistance against disease and insects,... resistance 
against cold weather and adaptability for mechanized 
cultivation...
 “The whole country has been divided into fi ve breeding 
regions according to the ecological types of cultivated 
soybean to accomplish the above described breeding 
objectives.”
 Soybean production / imports in Japan in tonnes (metric 
tons): 507,100 / 808,177 in 1955; 417,600 / 1,128,290 in 
1960; 229,700 / 1,847,469 in 1965; 126,000 / 3,243,790 in 
1970; 122,400 / 3,211,568 in 1971.
 Page 32 discusses peanuts, kidney beans, and azuki 
beans. Address: Ministry of Agriculture & Forestry, 
Kasumigaseki, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, Japan.

2465. Rebello, D. 1972. Synthesis of selected pure 
diglycerides and triglycerides of stearic, palmitic, elaidic, 
oleic, linoleic and linolenic acids, as model compounds for 
research on soybean oil to provide a basis for increasing the 
utilization of this commodity. Bombay: Bombay University 
Press. 79 p. Grant no. FG-In-350. Project no. UR-A7-(40)-
133. Period covered Sept. 1967 thru Sept. 1972. [33 ref]
• Summary: “Summary: Pure fatty acids were prepared 
by fractionation of technical grade fatty acids, either as 
such or as their methyl esters, at atmospheric or under 
reduced pressure depending on their molecular weight. 
Oleic and stearic acids were obtained by low-temperature 
crystallization of the fatty acids or methyl esters of Garcinia 
Indica (Kokum) seed fat and these were purifi ed further 
by fractionation. Pure elaidic acid was obtained by cis-
trans isomerization of pure oleic acid with nitrous acid and 
subsequent crystallization of the product from methanol. 
Pure methyl linoleate was prepared by initial crystallization 
of the urea-adducts of the mixed fatty acids of saffl ower 
oil from methanol, followed by fractional distillation of the 
methyl esters derived from the linoleic acid-rich fraction. 
The purity of all esters was ascertained by gas-liquid 
chromatography and in all cases these were found to contain 
over 99.9% of the pure component, with the exception of 
linoleic acid, which could not be enriched above 99%.
 “1–Monoglycerides of palmitic, stearic, elaidic, oleic 
and linoleic acids were prepared in quantities from 50 gm up 
to 1 kg in a single batch, by an alkali-catalysed ester-ester 
interchange between 1-acetyl isopropylidene glycerol and 
methyl ester of the fatty acid and by subsequent hydrolysis 

of the 1-acyl isopropylidene glycerol with 75% acetic 
acid at 30ºC, in the absence of any other organic solvent. 
High yields (80-94%) of the pure 1-monoglycerides were 
obtained by our procedure. 1,3-diglycerides were prepared 
by partial acylation of the appropriate 1-monoglyceride 
with the required. acyl chloride, according to established 
procedures, duly modifi ed by us and subsequently purifi ed 
by crystallization from solvents. Thin-layer chromatography 
was used to monitor the purifi cation of the 1-monoglycerides 
and 1,3-diglycerides, obtained as crystals, during the 
crystallizations; and also to determine the purity of the 
fi nal products. In all cases the partial glycerides were found 
to contain 99.8% of the pure isomer. Triglycerides were 
prepared by acylation of the partial glycerides with any 
one of the chlorides of myristic, oleic, linoleic or linolenic 
acid or with butyric anhydride. Acylation was found to be 
complete at room temperature (30ºC) within 24 hours with 
the minimum amount (not more than 40% molar excess) 
of the acylating agent. The triglycerides were purifi ed by 
crystallization from appropriate solvents and analysed 
by thin-layer chromatography. The structural identity of 
all the triglycerides was established by hydrolysis with 
hog pancreatic lipase and these were found to be pure. 
Differences were observed in the relative rates of release of 
the different acyl chains by the lipase. Extended studies on 
the acyl-chain specifi city of lipase with specifi c substrates, 
particularly synthesised for this study, showed that the acyl 
chains are released from primary positions of the triglyceride 
molecule at different rates and these are dependent on the 
length and unsaturation of the acyl chains. This detailed 
study is included as an Annexure to this report.
 “Physical properties such as melting point, density, 
refractive index and viscosity of the synthesised triglycerides 
have been measured at temperature-intervals of 10ºC above 
the melting point up to 80ºC, in the case of triglycerides 
melting above 30ºC and from 30 to 80ºC in the case of 
triglycerides melting below 30ºC. Correlations have been 
obtained between these properties and temperature (t) and 
equations of the type y = mt + c have been derived. The 
value of constants m and c compare well with the values 
obtained in our earlier investigation. Molar volume and 
molar refraction have been calculated respectively, from 
the values obtained for density and refractive index of the 
synthesised triglycerides. From these data, the increment 
per added CH2 group (RCH2) has been obtained. The values 
obtained for this increment compare favourably with values 
reported by previous investigators. Melting points of a 
number of binary mixtures of triglycerides have also been 
determined, at 10% (5% near the eutectic point) levels 
from 10 through 90 mole per cent.” Address: Prof., Dep. of 
Chemical Technology, Univ. of Bombay, Bombay 400 019, 
India.

2466. Rogers, W. Michael. 1972. The use of a solid support 
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for the extraction of chlorinated pesticides from large 
quantities of fats and oils. J. of the Association of Offi cial 
Analytical Chemists 55(5):1053-57. Sept. [11 ref]
• Summary: The analysis of chlorinated pesticide residues in 
large quantities of extracted fats and oils is an area in which 
improvements are needed.
 “Recoveries of 5 chlorinated pesticides added to corn oil 
and butterfat samples at the 0.01 and 0.30 levels ranged from 
83 to 100%.” Address: Food and Drug Administration, 900 
Madison Ave., Baltimore, Maryland 21201.

2467. Tung, Ta-Cheng; Huang, Po-Chao. 1972. Feeding 
of infants with toasted full fat soybean foods. Tropical 
Agriculture Research Series No. 6. p. 199-208. Sept. 
Symposium on Food Legumes. [18 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Contains 5 fi gures and 
4 tables. Table 1 shows ingredients of the soya-bean rice 
formulae: Full-fat soya fl our (from ADM or Wenger) 45%. 
Pre-cooked rice fl our 15%. Soya oil 10%. Sucrose 27.5%. 
Salt mixture 2.5%. Address: Dep. of Biochemistry, College 
of Medicine, National Taiwan Univ., Taipei.

2468. Weisberg, Samuel M. 1972. Developing and marketing 
low-cost protein foods in developing countries. Experience 
indicates that private industry must play a major role. Food 
Technology 26(9):60, 62, 64, 66, 68. Sept.
• Summary: Presents case histories of the following low-cost 
protein foods: Reconstitutable powder products–ProNutro 
(Durban, South Africa), Nutresco (Salisbury, Rhodesia), 
Incaparina (Guatemala, Colombia, El Salvador, Brazil). 
Milky beverages–Vitasoy (Hong Kong), Vitabean (Yeo 
Hiap Seng Ltd., Singapore), Vitamilk (Bangkok, Thailand), 
Miltone (India). Soft drinks–Puma (soft drink developed by 
Monsanto and franchised to D’Aguiar Brothers (DIH) Ltd., 
Georgetown, Guyana), Samson (made by Coca-Cola Co., 
sold in Paramaribo, Surinam). Soup products–Nutrovite 
(Salisbury, Rhodesia; it “has been marketed for 7 years 
in Rhodesia, Mozambique, and Angola”), Protone (South 
Africa, no soy). Baked goods–Modern bread (India. “It is 
planned to improve the protein quality of the bread by means 
of groundnuts or soybeans, instead of through the use of 
amino acids).” Pasta products–Golden Elbow Macaroni, Sam 
Yang Noodles.
 “Production of Vitasoy at present is at the rate of over 
100 million 6½- and 8½-oz. bottles/yr, and sales have 
recently been exceeding the sales of conventional soft drinks 
such as Coca-Cola.” Six reasons for the product’s success 
are given, including strong marketing and advertising (5% 
of sales price goes for promotion and advertising). Address: 
Executive Director, League for International Food Education.

2469. Gordon, Arthur L. 1972. Re: Increasing the quality of 
soy protein by means of a plastein reaction. i.e., a reversal of 
enzymatic proteolysis. Letter to Dr. Walter Wolf of NRRL, 

Peoria, Illinois, Oct. 27. 1 p. Typed, with signature on 
letterhead.
• Summary: This work was reported by Japanese researchers 
in the Journal of Agricultural and Food Chemistry 19:1151 
(1971). In this reaction they incorporated methionine in the 
protein and thereby increased the PER from 1.20 to 3.38. 
Gordon asks whether “this research is being pursued by one 
of the government labs such as yours at Peoria.”
 Dr. Wolf replied (14 Nov. 1972) that it was not being 
pursued. He cites a more recent reference to the work of Dr. 
Fujimaki’s group, then adds: “Major factors to be considered 
in this type of product are cost, fl avor and uniformity of 
the fi nal product. These factors have not been discussed 
in the papers that I have read.” Address: Ph.D., Kraftco 
Corp., Research and Development Div., 801 Waukegan Rd., 
Glenview, Illinois 60025.

2470. Haenszel, William; Kurihara, M.; Segi, M.; Lee, 
Richard K.C. 1972. Stomach cancer among Japanese in 
Hawaii. J. of the National Cancer Institute 49(4):969-88. 
Oct. [53* ref]
• Summary: Consumption of bean curd [tofu] was associated 
with a signifi cant decrease in risk from stomach cancer.
 A study compared 220 Japanese stomach cancer patients 
and 440 hospital controls in Hawaii. Associations of stomach 
cancer with consumption of specifi c foods is given in table 4 
(p. 976). For Hawaiian Japanese, bean curd is in the low-risk 
category with the lowest relative risk (0.69).
 The high risk foods for Hawaiian Japanese are dried 
fi sh (1.8), salted fi sh (1.6), shoyu (1.5), sake (1.42), pickled 
Japanese radish [salt-pickled daikon] (1.41), and salted fi sh 
guts (1.40). Note how many high-risk foods contain salt. 
Address: Biometry Branch, National Cancer Inst., Bethedsa, 
Maryland 20014.

2471. Hymowitz, T.; Collins, F.I.; Panczner, J.; Walker, W.M. 
1972. Relationship between the content of oil, protein, and 
sugar in soybean seed. Agronomy Journal 64(5):613-16. 
Sept/Oct. [12 ref]
• Summary: The oligosaccharides, raffi nose and stachyose, 
have been implicated as causative factors in the production 
of intestinal gas and discomfort among those who consume 
soybean products. Calloway (1966) and Rackis, Sessa, and 
Honig (1967) have pointed out that because the human 
digestive tract lacks -galactosidase activity, both raffi nose 
and stachyose pass into the large intestine where they are 
anaerobically fermented to produce gas. Low molecular 
weight sugars such as glucose [a monosaccharide] are 
normally ingested along the lining of the small intestine. 
Lowering the oligosaccharide content of soybeans might 
make them more acceptable for human consumption.
 Seeds of 60 selected lines from Maturity Groups 00 to 
IV were analyzed for their content of selected nutrients. The 
ranges in values (percent by weight) were: oil 14.5 to 23.0, 
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protein 33.1 to 49.2, total sugar 5.6 to 10.9, sucrose 2.5 to 
8.2, raffi nose 0.1 to 0.9, and stachyose 1.4 to 4.1.
 The average total sugar content of the soybeans sampled 
was 8%. Of this, 60% was sucrose, 36% was stachyose, and 
4% was raffi nose.
 Total sugar content and oil content in soybean seeds 
were positively correlated, and each was negatively 
correlated with protein content. "Sucrose and raffi nose 
were positively correlated with oil content, while stachyose 
content was positively associated with protein."
 Note. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (June 2013) that mentions "oligosaccharides" in 
connection with whole soybeans. Address: Dep. of 
Agronomy, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, IL 61801.

2472. Kushi, Michio. 1972. Macrobiotic seminars of Michio 
Kushi. Boston, Massachusetts. 152 p. Illust. No index. 28 
cm. Transcribed by Joan Mansolilli.
• Summary: This is a transcript of talk given by Michio 
Kushi, macrobiotic teacher, in the fall of 1972, from Oct. 10 
to Dec. 20. The main subjects are: Theory and practice of 
natural agriculture. Principles of the ancient world calendar. 
Disease–Origin, causes, and cures.
 Soyfoods are mentioned briefl y as the cure for various 
ailments, including diabetes mellitus (p. 92, 94; miso, 
tamari), venereal disease (p. 104; tekka, strong miso), 
stomach cancer (p. 128-29; miso soup, fried tofu, tekka, miso 
pickles), toxication from cigarette smoking (p. 131; miso 
soup), appendicitis with high fever (p. 132-33; tofu plaster 
on head). Address: Boston, Massachusetts.

2473. Landau, Heddy; Rabinowitz, David; Freier, S. 1972. 
An uncommon cause of high serum protein-bound iodine. 
Israel J. of Medical Sciences 8(10):1749-51. Oct. [10 ref]
• Summary: Estimation of serum protein-bound iodine (PBI) 
remains a standard and well proven test in the evaluation 
of thyroid function. However a large number of factors 
can infl uence the PBI level. This paper reports elevation of 
serum PBI levels in eight infants in whom excessive intake 
of iodine was found in the form of a locally made soybean 
preparation which the infants had consumed as a milk 
substitute for various periods of time. Seven of the infants 
were allergic to milk proteins. After thorough investigation, 
hyperthyroidism was excluded as a cause of high BPI levels.
 “Lack of iodine is the principal cause of soybean 
goiter.” The soybean preparation fed to these children had 
an iodine content of 1,400 micrograms/liter, which is ten 
times higher than the content of several well known soybean 
preparations (Mull-Soy, Soybean). “Due to our fi ndings 
the makers undertook to reduce the iodine content of their 
preparation. Iodine goiter can appear in subjects who receive 
large amounts of iodine for prolonged periods of time.” 
“Fortunately, in our children the quantity of soya milk 
preparation was reduced, usually over a period not exceeding 

two months, as other foods were introduced into the diet.” 
Address: Pediatric Gastroenterology Research Unit, Shaare 
Zedek General Hospital; Hadassah Univ. Hospital, Jerusalem 
[Israel].

2474. Lundberg, Walter O. 1972. Chemical, biochemical 
and nutritional aspects of soybean oil. Fette, Seifen, 
Anstrichmittel 74(10):557-65. Oct. [14 ref. Eng]
• Summary: Only 10 years ago, the use of soybean oil in the 
USA and Europe amounted to almost 40% of total food fats 
and oils, and about 62% of all vegetable oils used in food 
applications; these percentages have increased signifi cantly 
since that time.
 The principal uses are in margarines, shortenings, and 
salad and cooking oils, but there are industrial uses in non-
edible products as well.
 “Soybean oil is now the major oil used in the United 
States for various food purposes.” One reason for this 
widespread use is the general belief that the high percentage 
of polyunsaturated fatty acids found in soybean oil is 
important to good health, and contributes to a reduction in 
the incidence of heart attacks and strokes. Another reason 
is the low cost. Address: Hormel Inst., Univ. of Minnesota, 
Austin, Minnesota.

2475. Murphy, W.B. 1972. Some things you might not know 
about the foods served to children. Nutrition Today 7(5):34-
35. Sept/Oct.
• Summary: The writer opposes the use of textured soy 
protein products as partial replacements for meat in the 
school lunch program. “The problem now is twofold; fi rst, 
the lower price of textured protein products developed from 
the soybean is causing them to be substituted for traditional 
higher-grade proteins and second, this substitution is not an 
open book.” Many parents are not aware that such foods are 
being fed to their children. These soy protein products “have 
not been put through long-term feeding tests.” Address: Past 
President, Campbell Soup Co.

2476. Rubaihayo, P.R.; Hadley, H.H.; Hymowitz, T. 1972. 
Effect of puberulent genotype on oil, protein and sugar 
content of soybean seed. East African Agricultural and 
Forestry Journal 38(2):175-78. Oct. [12 ref]
• Summary: Note: Webster’s Dictionary defi nes puberulent 
(derived from the Latin puber = pubescent, and fi rst used in 
1864) as “covered with fi ne pubescence,” i.e. fi ne soft short 
hairs. Address: 1. Makerere Univ., P.O. Box 7062, Kampala, 
Uganda; 2-3. Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, IL.

2477. Walker, Ruth M.; Linkswiler, Hellen M. 1972. 
Calcium retention in the adult human male as affected by 
protein intake. J. of Nutrition 102(10):1297-1302. Oct. [18 
ref]
• Summary: Nine young men had a calcium intake of 800 
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mg daily. The calcium balance (net calcium retention) with a 
low-protein diet (47 gm protein/day) was +12 mg, but with 
a high-protein diet (142 gm protein/day) it was -85 mg. The 
higher the protein in the diet, the higher the calcium in the 
urine. But protein intake had no effect on serum calcium. 
Address: Dep. of Nutritional Sciences, Univ. of Wisconsin, 
Madison, WI 53706.

2478. Midwest Natural Foods Distributors, Inc. 1972. 
Catalog and price list 11/1/72. Offering the best in natural 
foods. Ann Arbor, Michigan. 58 p. Nov. 1. Index. Illust. 22 
cm.
• Summary: This is a very early natural foods catalog, 
typewritten and mimeographed on pink paper; it contains 
a few logos of manufacturers but no ads. On the front 
cover is a stylized illustration of a rayed sun, with each 
ray represented as a fruit or vegetable. Contents: Hi! Who, 
where, phone, why. General information: Service, terms, 
freight, notes, contact (Henry Bednarz and Larry Kociela, 
p. 1-2). Special case lot discount–5%. Lines on which case 
lot discounts are not allowed (7). “Computerized billing by 
January 1, 1973 including Quantity, Unit, Description, Size, 
Sugg. [Suggested] Retail, Unit cost, extension, 10 day 2% 
discount, 10 day case lot discount” (p. 4).
 The body of the catalog is an alphabetical listing of 
suppliers / manufacturers, with major brands or product 
categories a cross references (e.g. Bakon Yeast, see Sovex). 
Within each, products are listed alphabetically (shown below 
in parentheses). These include: Acme juicer Co. Appliances 
& utensils. Barth’s Nutra Foods (Barth Soya Date Cereal). 
Books (Nutri-Books Corp., Denver, Colorado). Chico 
San (Rice Cakes, Lima Tamari Soy Sauce, Miso Soybean 
Puree, Sesame Salt, Sesame Butter, Salt Plums, Kuzu 
{wild arrowroot}, azuki beans, Mu Tea, kombu, soysauce 
tableserver–glass, chopsticks), Celestial Seasonings teas, 
Continental Culture Specialists (acidophilus culture, kefi r 
grains, royal yogurt), Dr. Bronner & Assoc. (dulse sea 
lettuce, lecithin protein cereal, Do It Twice Soy Vege Base, 
pure peppermint oil soap), El Molino (7 Grain Cereal, soy 
beans–whole, soya fl our, soya grits, soya meal, Graham 
fl our), Fearn Soya Foods (Pancake S.F. [Soya Flour] Mix, 
liquid lecithin, High Protein (carob, chocolate, vanilla), soya 
protein 96%, Protein 600 Tablets (vanilla, chocolate), Muscle 
Protein, Soya Powder–Natural, Soya Powder–Low Fat, 
Soya Granules, cooking soybeans, Wheat Cereal Soya Mix, 
Corn Bread Soya Mix, Salted Plain SoyoSnax, Soybean–
sprouting, lecithin granules, Soy O Snaks–Natural, barley–
hulled organic, triticale fl our–organic), Flavor Tree (Pernola, 
Pernuts {unsalted, sea salted, mild garlic, onion, carosel 
[carousel] carob covered}), Gides, Inc. (Nu-Life {vitamins 
& minerals–has the most products of any supplier}; A 
Soyadophilus, vitamin E natural mixed tocopherols), Lassen 
Foods (granola), Malt-O-Meal (Soytown) (salted soy beans 
[roasted], unsalted, barbecue fl avor, garlic, soy spread, soy 

honey bar, soy nut bar), Miracle Juicer Co., Modern Products 
(Gayelord Hauser), Norganic (vegetable oils, incl. peanut 
oil, soy oil, saffl ower oil, sesame oil, sunfl ower oil, Gold 
Soya Mayonnaise), Richter Bros. (Familia cereals {Swissy 
Cereal, Fritini Mix}, Morga vegetable bouillon, Pero coffee 
substitute, Herbmare seasoning salt), A. Sahadi Co. (sesame 
tahini), Sourdough Jack’s Country Kitchen (sourdough 
starter), Sovex (granola, Bakon Yeast), Seelect Dietary 
Products: Herb teas (incl. Bladderwrack, dulse leaves, saw 
palmetto, Irish moss), St. Laurant Peanut Butter, Sunshine 
Valley, Viobin (lists 16 products, incl. wheat germ oil), 
Mineral Waters (incl. Apollinaris, Vichy, Perrier, Mountain 
Valley), Grist Mill (granola, Wunder Bars, Honey Graham 
Cracker, Super Protein Concentrate), Norwalk Juicer Co., 
Parkelp (Ocean Labs, Inc.; lists 4 kelp products), Nuvita 
Foods (Langes; Soya Carob Macaroni). Organic Sun Valley 
Dried Fruits (incl. Calimyrna fi gs, Monukka raisins, Black 
Mission fi gs, Zahadi dates). Honey Preserves–No sugar 
added. Index by products and suppliers.
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March 2020) 
concerning Midwest Natural Foods.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (June 2006) that mentions the “Acme Juicer” or the 
“Acme Juicer Co.” Address: 310 W. Ann St. (P.O. Box 100), 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48107. Phone: 313-761-2997.

2479. Glyer, John. 1972. Diet healing: A case study in the 
sociology of health. J. of Nutrition Education 4(4):163-66. 
Fall. [7 ref]
• Summary: “There is an increasing interest in ‘natural’ 
and ‘health’ foods. This study compares and contrasts the 
attitudes, beliefs, and habits of the new ‘hip’ groups with 
those of the older movement.” This article is based on 
research conducted during the summer of 1971 under a 
National Institutes of Health grant. Twenty-three questions 
were asked of the new groups, and the results tabulated. The 
older ‘health food faddists’ wrote books that about half the 
members the hip group read. Adelle Davis’s books were the 
most popular. Others were Zen Macrobiotics, by George 
Ohsawa (1965); Mucousless Diet Healing System, by Ehret 
[1924?]; and Back to Eden, by Jethro Kloss (1939).
 On Ninth Avenue in San Francisco are three ‘natural’ 
foods stores near each other. Two are actually part of New 
Age Natural Foods, which grew so large it had to move 
the granary section to another storefront. Fred Rohe is the 
owner; he sells no meat and the dairy products come from 
certifi ed raw milk. Address: Univ. of California Medical 
Center, San Francisco.

2480. Hartwig, E.E.; Hinson, K. 1972. Association between 
chemical composition of seed and seed yield of soybeans. 
Crop Science 12(6):829-30. Nov/Dec. [5 ref]
• Summary: Major emphasis in soybean breeding has 
been directed toward development of seeds with a high oil 
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content. “More recently, considerable progress has been 
made in developing highly productive breeding lines that 
are higher in protein and lower in oil. Protein percentage is 
inversely related to oil percentage.”
 “Backcross populations” are being developed. Address: 
1. Research Agronomist, Plant Science Research Div. 
(PSRD), ARS, USDA, Stoneville, Mississippi; 2. Research 
Agronomist, Gainesville, Florida.

2481. Ram, Mahabal; Kempanna, C.; Balasubramanian, A. 
1972. Soybean can raise nutritional status of human diet. 
Indian Farming 22(8):19, 21-22. Nov. Series 2.
• Summary: Malnutrition is a major problem in India and 
there is a shortage of proteins. On the national level, several 
measures have been taken to augment the supply of protein-
rich products like milk, egg, meat, fi sh, vegetables, pulses, 
etc. Yet is it alternative to explore alternative protein sources, 
such as the soybean, which has a high protein content (42%) 
and “occupies an exalted position amongst the protein-rich 
legumes.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 2014) that contains the term “alternative protein” 
or the term “alternative protein sources.”
 Tables show: (1) Average nutritional composition of 
soybean. (2) Production of soy-protein in comparison with 
that of major pulses, cereals, milk, meat, etc. (3) Nutritive 
value of soybean and the other pulses. (4) Average weekly 
growth rate of rats on basal poor diet chapati containing soy-
fl our.
 The fi nal section briefl y describes 13 methods of 
preparing different soybean recipes: (1) Soak soybeans 
in water then fry in deep fat. (2) Roast green soybeans 
in their pods. (3) Soak soybeans in water then bake. (4) 
Sprout soybeans. (5) Dahi bada. (6) Pakoda namkin [Pakora 
namkin; a pakora is a fritter–any kind of food coated in 
batter and deep fried]. (7) Pakoda sweet. (8) Gullab jamun. 
(9) Puri and chapati. (10) Vegetables. (11) Curd, made from 
soybean milk. (12) Add soymilk to tea in place of buffalo 
milk. (13) How to prepare soymilk at home. Also: Soybean 
oil can be used at home in place of mustard oil, coconut oil, 
groundnut oil, etc. Address: Indian Council of Agricultural 
Research, New Delhi.

2482. Rubel, A.; Rinne, R.W.; Canvin, D.T. 1972. Protein, 
oil, and fatty acid in developing soybean seeds. Crop Science 
12(6):739-41. Nov/Dec. [20 ref]
• Summary: The authors followed the deposition of protein, 
oil, and fatty acids in developing seeds of Acme, Chippewa, 
and Harosoy 63 variety soybeans. Approximately 25 days 
after fl owering, soybean seeds contained only 2% of the 
protein and 1% of the oil found in the mature seeds. During 
the last 25 days of the maturation process, about 70% of the 
total protein, oil, palmitic acid, oleic acid, and linoleic acid 
were synthesized, and 65% of the total stearic acid and 50% 

of the total linolenic acid were synthesized. The seeds did 
not reach full size until just before maturity, as indicated by 
the continued increase in fresh weight until 63-64 days after 
fl owering. From that time until maturity, the weight of each 
seed decreased. This proves that green vegetable soybeans 
are not mature (immature).
 Tables show: (1) Oil and fatty acid composition of 
Harosoy 63 seed at various stages of development (24-
72 days after fl owering): Seed–Fresh weigh, dry weight, 
moisture. Oil–mg/seed, percentage dry. Oil composition 
(%): Palmitic, stearic, oleic, linoleic, linolenic. (2) Nitrogen 
composition of Acme variety soybean seed from node 1 
during various stages of development (25-72 days after 
fl owering). (3) Weight of fatty acids from Harosoy 63 seed 
during various stages of development. Address: USDA; 
Urbana, Illinois.

2483. Shannon, J.G.; Wilcox, J.R.; Probst, A.H. 1972. 
Estimated gains from selection for protein and yield in the 
F4 generation of six soybean populations. Crop Science 
12(6):824-26. Nov/Dec. [9 ref]
• Summary: “Protein content of currently grown northern 
soybean... varieties is 40 42%, which is considerably below 
the maximum value of 53% reported in the northern soybean 
germplasm collection (3). Breeding systems to increase 
protein content of soybeans have utilized crosses between 
high-protein plant introductions and high-yielding adapted 
varieties (4, 5, 8). Progress has been slow in developing 
strains with both the yield and desirable agronomic 
characteristics of existing varieties plus the high protein 
content of the plant introductions.” Address: Purdue Univ., 
Lafayette, Indiana 47907.

2484. Wang, Hwa L.; Vespa, Janet B.; Hesseltine, C.W. 1972. 
Release of bound trypsin inhibitors in soybeans by Rhizopus 
oligosporus. J. of Nutrition 102(11):1495-1500. Nov. [13 ref]
• Summary: During tempeh fermentation an active soybean 
trypsin inhibitor (SBTI) was liberated from a heat-resistant, 
inactive, bound (insoluble) form by protease enzymes 
produced by the Rhizopus oligosporus mold. Thus extracts 
prepared from tempeh showed higher trypsin-inhibiting 
activity than extracts prepared from boiled soybeans. Once 
released, however, the inhibitor was readily inactivated 
by heat. Rhizopus oligosporus protease was also found to 
inactivate crystalline SBTI. Address: Northern Regional 
Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois.

2485. Wilkinson, R.E.; Hardcastle, W.S. 1972. Soya bean oil 
quality after herbicide treatment in oil. J. of the Science of 
Food and Agriculture (London) 23(11):1301-03. Nov. [7 ref]
• Summary: Herbicides were applied to 54% of the soybeans 
harvested in the USA in 1968. Some 300,000 tons of 
soybean oil were produced from this crop and much of it 
was used for human consumption. This paper does not look 
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at herbicide residues in the oil, but rather at changes in fatty 
acid composition. It concludes: “Variations in fatty acid 
compositions were found to be random and not the result of 
herbicide treatment.” Address: Assoc. and Asst. Agronomists, 
Georgia Station, Experiment, Georgia 30212.

2486. Yen, J.T.; Hymowitz, T.; Jensen, A.H. 1972. Utilization 
of protein from a trypsin-inhibitor variant soybean by 
growing barrows (Abstract). J. of Animal Science 35(5):1112 
(Abst. #108). Nov.
• Summary: Note: A barrow is male pig castrated before 
puberty, usually at 2-3 weeks of age. Why? To make him 
grow fat faster. Barrows fed soybean meal lacking the Kunitz 
soybean trypsin grew faster than those fed meal with the 
trypsin inhibitor. Address: 1. Animal Science Dep., Illinois 
Agric. Exp. Station, Urbana, IL 61801.

2487. Costa, Sebastiao Irineu da. 1972. Consideracoes sobre 
a utilizacao da farinha de soja no enriquecimento proteico de 
alguns alimentos [Considerations on the use of soy fl our for 
protein enrichment of some foods]. Boletim do Instituto de 
Tecnologia de Alimentos (Campinas, Sao Paulo, Brazil) No. 
32. p. 23-38. Dec. [8 ref. Por]
Address: Brazil.

2488. Leung, W-T.W.; Butrum, R.R.; Chang, F.H. 1972. 
Food composition table for use in East Asia. Atlanta, 
Georgia: Center for Disease Control, U.S. Dept. of Health, 
Education, and Welfare. xiii + 334 p. Dec. No index. 30 cm.
• Summary: Part I. Proximate composition, mineral and 
vitamin contents of East Asian foods, by Woot-Tsuen 
Wu Leung, Ph.D. (Nutrition Program, Center for Disease 
Control, Dep. of Health, Education and Welfare), and 
Ritva Rauanheimo Butrum, M.S., and Flora Huang Chang, 
B.S. (Federation of American Societies for Experimental 
Biology).
 Part II. Amino acid, fatty acid, certain B-vitamin and 
trace mineral content of some Asian foods, by M. Narayana 
Rao, Ph.D., and W. Polacchi (Food Policy and Nutrition 
Division, Food and Agriculture Organization of the United 
Nations).
 In Part I, Food Group 3 titled “Grain legumes and 
legume products” (p. 16-22) gives the composition of the 
following (100 grams edible portion and as purchased): 
Adzuki beans (Phaseolus angularis; incl. “Azuki-an,” and 
boiled sweetened). Asparagus bean: See Cowpea, yardlong. 
Asparagus pea: See Goabean. Bambara groundnut or jugo 
bean (Voandzeia subterranea). Bengal gram: See Chickpea. 
Blackeyed pea: See Cowpea, catjang. Blackgram: See Mung 
bean. Broad bean or horse bean (Vicia faba; incl. “Fuki-
mame” and “Otafuku mame”). Burma bean: See Lima bean. 
Butter bean: See Lima bean. Catjang pea: See Pigeonpea. 
Chickpea or Bengal gram (Cicer arietinum). Cowpea, all 
varieties (Vigna species). Cowpea, yardlong: See Cowpea, all 

varieties. Dhal: See Lentil. Dolichos, Australia pea (Dolichos 
lignosus). French bean: See Kidney bean. Goabean [goa 
bean], asparagus pea, or winged bean (Psophocarpus 
tetragonolobus). Golden gram: See Mung bean. Green gram: 
See Mung bean. Haricot bean: See Kidney bean. Hindu 
cowpea: See Cowpeas, all varieties. Horse grain or horse 
gram or Madras gram (Dolichos unifl orus; D. bifl orus). 
Horsebean: See Broadbean. Note 1. This is the earliest 
English-language document seen (Jan. 2005) that uses the 
word “horsebean” or the word “broadbean” to refer to Vicia 
faba.
 Horsegram: See Horse grain. Hyacinth bean or Indian 
butterbean (Lablab niger; Dolichos lablab). Indian bean: 
See Mung bean. Indian butterbean: See Hyacinth bean. 
Jackbean, common (Canavalia ensiformis). Jugo bean: See 
Bambara groundnut. Kidney bean, French bean, navy bean, 
pinto bean, snap bean, or string bean (Phaseolus vulgaris; 
incl. “Usura-mame”). Lentil or dhal (Lens culinaris; Lens 
esculenta; Ervum lens). Lima bean, butter bean, or Burma 
bean (Phaseolus lunatus; Phaseolus limensis).
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (May 2003) that uses the scientifi c name Lens culinaris 
to refer to lentils.
 Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Jan. 2009) that uses the name “Burma bean” to refer to 
the lima bean.
 Madras gram: See Horse grain. Mung bean, Indian bean, 
red bean, green gram, golden gram, or blackgram / black 
gram (Phaseolus aureus; Vigna radiata; incl. vermicelli, 
dried starch, starch jelly, instant powdered green or red 
products with sugar and fl our added). Mung bean, black 
gram or urd (Phaseolus mungo; Vigna mungo). Navy bean: 
See Kidney bean. Peanut or groundnut (Arachis hypogaea; 
incl. raw, roasted, with or without shell, salted, parched, 
seasoned, fried, peanut fl our, peanut butter, peanut milk, 
peanut cake–defatted, peanut cake–defatted and fermented 
[onchom]). Peas, garden or fi eld (Pisum species; incl. 
parched–salted, “Uguisu-mame”). Pigeonpea, or catjang 
pea (Cajanus cajan; Cajanus indicus). Pinto bean: See 
Kidney. Red bean: See Mung bean. Rice bean (Phaseolus 
calcaratus; Vigna calcarata). Soybean and soy products 
(Glycine max; G. hispida; G. soja; p. 19-21), incl: Whole 
mature seeds–dried (yellow, black), whole immature 
seeds dried, whole seeds–salted (black, green, green 
soaked, fried, fermented {natto}, pickled, roasted), fl our 
made from roasted soybeans, defatted soybeans–whole 
seeds. Soybean products: Curd–unpressed, curd–tofu–raw 
(plain, kinugoshi, fukuroiri), curd–tofu–fried (moist type, 
dried type–regular size, dried type–small size, canned, 
abura age), curd–roasted [grilled], curd–tofu–fermented 
(home-prepared, jarred), curd–tofu (dried–spongy square, 
preserved, dried–rope-like, commercial {fermented with chili 
pepper}–jarred), curd cheese, curd sheet (milk clot sheet 
{yuba}) (moist type, dried type, pickled in soysauce), curd–
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pressed–raw (plain, fermented, spiced, strips–semi-dry), 
miso (Japan) (plain, sweet {5.3% salt added}, salty–light 
{10.4% salt added}, salty–dark {11.7% salt added}, mame-
miso {9.7% salt added}, powdered {18.5% salt added}), 
paste [jiang] (plain, fermented, red pepper added, sweet, 
malt), soybean milk (unenriched–unsweetened, “Kaset” 
{Thailand; canned–concentrated, fl uid}, Saridele {a mixture 
of soybeans, sesame seeds or peanuts, with vitamins and 
calcium added–Indonesia}), soybean sauce (dark–thick, 
light–thin, unspecifi ed), tempeh (fermented soybean product, 
Indonesia), “Budo-mame” (cooked [whole soybeans]–
Japan), Soybean residue [okara] (liquid, powder). Urd: See 
Mungo bean. Velvetbean (Mucuna utilis; Stizolobium utilis; 
incl. dried or mold-treated {tempeh}). Winged bean: See 
Goabean, Indes.
 Food Group 4 titled “Nuts and seeds (p. 23-29) includes: 
Almonds, hemp seeds–whole, perilla–common (Perilla 
frutescens), saffl ower seeds, sesame seeds, sunfl ower seeds 
(Helianthus annuus), watermelon seeds.
 Food Group 5, titled “Vegetables and vegetable 
products” (p. 30-75) includes: Amaranth, mungbean sprouts, 
seaweeds (many types), soybeans–immature seeds [green 
vegetable soybeans], soybean sprouts (raw, cooked).
 Note 4. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2013) that mentions silken tofu, which it 
calls (in a table): “Curd, tofu, raw: ‘Kinugoshi,’ Japanese 
preparation.”
 Note 5. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 2012) that contains the term “fl our of roasted 
soybeans.”
 Note 6. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Oct. 2006) that uses the term “Blackeyed pea” to refer 
to the cow pea. Address: Dep. Health Education and Welfare.

2489. Leung, Woot-Tsuen Wu; Butrum, R.R.; Chang, F.H. 
1972. A selected bibliography on East-Asian foods and 
nutrition arranged according to subject matter and area. 
Atlanta, Georgia: Center for Disease Control, U.S. Dept. of 
Health, Education, and Welfare. vii + 296 p. Dec. 27 cm. 
[1500* ref]
• Summary: The references are arranged by country, and 
within each country by subject. Contents: Map of East Asia. 
Foreword. Whole region- East Asia. Burma. Cambodia. 
China, Mainland. China, Republic of (Taiwan). Hong Kong. 
Indonesia. Japan. Korea. Laos. Malaysia. Philippines. 
Singapore. Thailand. Vietnam.
 Subject matter within each country: General. Food 
resources. Food composition. Food supplements. Food 
technology. Food habits. Nutrition and dietary surveys. 
Nutritional status. Nutrition education. Address: 1. Nutrition 
Program, Center for Disease Control, Dep. of Health, 
Education, and Welfare; 2-3. FASEB.

2490. Manes, J. Damon; Fluckiger, H.B.; Schneider, D.L. 

1972. Chromatographic analysis of vitamin K-1; Application 
to infant formula products. J. of Agricultural and Food 
Chemistry 20(6):1130-32. Nov/Dec. [12 ref]
• Summary: Vitamin K-1, the antihemorrhagic vitamin, 
occurs primarily in green plants. Infant formulas based on 
soy protein isolates have higher levels of vitamin K (74-
94 micrograms/quart) than does cow’s milk (18-53 mcg/
quart). Address: Dep. of Nutritional Research, Mead Johnson 
Research Center, Evansville, Indiana 47721.

2491. Bergmann, Ernst D. 1972. Studies of the isolation, 
identifi cation and characterization of sterols in soybean oil 
to provide basic information important to the utilization of 
soybeans in Israel. Jerusalem: Hebrew University. 53 p. Final 
report of research conducted under grants authorized by U.S. 
Public Law 480. [30+ ref]*
Address: Hebrew Univ., Israel.

2492. Harada, Motô; Nakamura, Y.; Tanimura, A. 1972. 
Shokuhin-chû no nitorosamine ni kansuru kenkyû. IX. 
Shokuhin-chû no ashô sanen no bunpu [Studies on 
nitrosamines in food. IX. Distribution of nitrite in various 
foods]. Shoku Eishi (J. of Food Hygiene) 13(1):36-40. [Jap]*
• Summary: Nitrosamines [pronounced nai-TRO-suh-meens] 
are reaction products from nitrite and amines. Some salt-
pickled foods contain considerable amounts of nitrite. But 
very small amounts of nitrite were found in rice, wheat, and 
soybeans used as raw materials for making shoyu and miso.
 Interest in the safety of nitrites started in about 1970. 
The following nitrite levels (parts per million) were found 
in other Japanese foods: Shiouri shiozuki (salt pickled 
cucumbers) 96, red hot dogs 64-79, niboshi (small dried 
sardines) 31, ham 29, fi sh sausage 24. Very low levels were 
found in fresh bread crumbs 16, and roasted soy fl our 15.

2493. Hayashi, Yoshio; Kawabata, Noboru; Taguchi, Kuniko. 
1972. Nattô no nenshitsu-butsu ni kansuru kenkyû [A 
study of the viscous substances in natto. B.]. Kyoto Furitsu 
Daigaku Gakujutsu Hokoku B (Scientifi c Reports of the 
Kyoto Prefectural University, B) No. 22. p. 13-. [Jap]*

2494. King, Maurice H. 1972. Nutrition for developing 
countries. Oxford, England: English Language Book Society 
and Oxford University Press. *
• Summary: With special reference to the maize, cassava and 
millet areas of Africa.

2495. Lhuissier, M.; Potteau, B. 1972. Infl uence de 
différentes fractions préparées a partir d’huile de soja 
chauffée sur le métabolisme de la thiamine et de la 
ribofl avine (chez le rat) [Infl uence of different fractions 
prepared from heated soy oil on the metabolism of thiamine 
and ribofl avin (in rats)]. Annales de Biologie Animale, 
Biochimie, Biophysique 12(2):335-39. [2 ref. Fre]
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• Summary: Heated soybean oil signifi cantly decreases 
urinary excretion of thiamine and ribofl avin, while 
their content in the liver is increased. Address: Station 
de Recherches sur les Aliments de l’homme, Centre de 
Recherches de Dijon, I.N.R.A., 21–Dijon, France.

2496. Petro, Berrangé. comp. 1972. Natural foods: 
nutritional value. A bibliography. Johannesburg: University 
of the Witwatersrand, Dept. of Bibliography, Librarianship 
and Typography. vi + 59 p. 20 cm. *

2497. Slamet, Dewi Sabita. 1972. The nutrient content of 
some protein-rich fermented foods and by-products from 
beans and nuts. Paper presented at International Course in 
Food Science and Nutrition, Leuven, Netherlands. 15 p. *
Address: Indonesia.

2498. Suberbie, F.; Tello, F.; Guzman, L.; Rocha, R.; 
Perez-Villa senor, J. 1972. Sustilac: Una contribucion a la 
solucion del problema de la desnutricion infantil [Sustilac: 
A contribution to the solution of the problem of infant 
malnutrition]. Paper presented at the Third Congress of 
Asociation Nacional de Tecnicos en Alimentos de Mexico, 
Mexico City. [Spa]*

2499. Tskhakaya, K.E.; Tskhadaya, E.T. 1972. [Changes in 
carbohydrate contents in soyabean seeds as affected by trace 
elements]. Tbilisie Universitetis Shromebi No. A5(147). p. 
155-58. [Geo; rus]*
Address: Universitet, Tbilisi, Georgian SSR.

2500. Vanneste, G. (Père).; D’Heer, A. 1972. Report of the 
soybean project in comprehensive nutritional education in 
the Luluabourg Region, Luluabourg (Kasai Province, Zaire). 
ETSA and WHO. Unpublished manuscript. *
Address: Zaire.

2501. Yokotsuka, Tamotsu. 1972. Some recent technological 
problems related to the quality of Japanese shoyu. In: 
Gyozo Terui, ed. 1972. Fermentation Technology Today: 
Proceedings of the Fourth International Fermentation 
Symposium. See p. 659-62. [40 ref]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Amino acid containing seasonings 
around the world and the general situation of the Japanese 
shoyu industry. 2. Chemical composition of Japanese shoyu, 
and the factors which infl uence the preference for shoyu. 
3. Some important technical items in the production of 
Japanese fermented shoyu. 4. Mycotoxin problems with 
koji mold (research suggests that koji molds do not produce 
afl atoxins on TLC {thin layer chromatography}). Address: 
Kikkoman Shoyu Co., Ltd., Noda-shi, Chiba-ken, Japan.

2502. Cadwallader, Sharon; Ohr, Judi. 1972. Whole earth 
cook book. Boston, Massachusetts: Houghton Miffl in Co. 

Published in association with San Francisco Book Company. 
xix + 120 p. Illust. by Anita Walker Scott. Index. 24 cm. 
Preface by Paul Lee. [3 ref]
• Summary: All 138 recipes in this natural foods (but not 
vegetarian) cookbook have been tested at the Whole Earth 
Restaurant. Soy-related recipes include: Cheese soybean 
soup (with cooked whole soybeans, p. 5). Soybean spread (p. 
27-29). Soybeans as a good “alternative” source of protein 
(p. 32). Cold-pressed soy oil (p. 33). Soybeans and soybean 
products (incl. soy grits, tofu or soybean curd or soy cheese, 
soy and/or wheat macaroni noodles, p. 34). Basic soybean 
recipe (not pressure cooked, p. 36). Super soybean casserole 
(p. 37). Tofu-egg omelet (p. 37). Using gluten fl our with soy 
fl our in breads (since soy fl our is heavy, p. 73). Quick breads 
and muffi ns (using soy fl our, p. 82).
 The chapter titled “Nonmeat protein dishes” notes 
(p. 34) that soybeans, which are native to the Orient, are 
relatively new to this country. “They are amazingly healthful, 
as high in protein as meat. They are considered a complete 
protein, or one that contains the eight amino acids. Since 
they taste different from other legumes,... they need careful, 
imaginative preparation.” The light, soft consistence and 
bland taste of tofu “make it easy to use as an addition or 
substitute in your favorite recipes.” Address: 1. Manager, 
Whole Earth Restaurant, Univ. of California campus, Santa 
Cruz, California; 2. Organic gardener and housewife, San 
Juan Bautista, California.

2503. Callenbach, Ernest. 1972. Living poor with style. New 
York, NY: Bantam Books. 600 p. Illust. (by Judith Clancy 
Johns). Index. 18 cm. Series: A Straight Arrow Book. [80+* 
ref]
• Summary: Cover title: “The ‘encyclopedia’ for survival in 
the seventies.” Callenbach is the author of the 1970 book, 
Ecotopia, which has become an underground classic.
 This book opens (before the title page) with this 
statement: “Poor is ‘in.’ Millions of Americans have 
discovered how to be free. And to do that, they are willing to 
be poor... This book has been written to try to bring together 
information that can be useful in living this new life.” At the 
end of each chapter is a good bibliography.
 In the chapter on “Eating,” the section on “Buying 
food” states (p. 45): “So the real problem in buying food 
economically, then, is how to get cheap protein. The 
chief answers are: dried milk [non-fat], beans (especially 
soybeans), fi sh, enriched bread,...” It is also possible to use 
special protein-fortifi cation products like ‘Multi-Purpose 
Food,’ a dry powder with a mild, nutlike fl avor, which can 
be added to practically any kind of dish and provides very 
substantial enrichment in protein and many other body 
requirements; two ounces of MPF, for instance, provide 40 
percent of a man’s daily protein requirement, and a third of 
his needs in many minerals and vitamins. Made basically 
from soybeans, MPF comes in airtight storage cans. So far, 
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unfortunately, it can only be obtained in the US by mail 
order, from Box 1666, Santa Monica, California 90406.”
 The section on “Beans” states (p. 74): Beans “come in a 
delightful variety of forms and colors, and some of them will 
not make you fart. The best protein suppliers are soybeans, 
which can be eaten in many different ways, including bean 
sprouts (which gives them even more nutritional value than 
they have as cooked beans).”
 A growing number of young people in America are 
choosing to become vegetarians. “Some communes share 
vegetarian food practices” (p. 9). Some freethinking people 
become vegetarians (p. 43). The one vitamin missing from a 
good vegetarian [sic, vegan] diet is vitamin B-12; vegetarians 
should get it in capsule form (p. 59).
 On pages 66-67 are long paragraphs on vegetarianism 
and on macrobiotics. “Vegetarianism is an ancient and well-
tested food practice, and a non-meat diet can provide all 
the proteins you need, and easily, especially if it contains 
soybeans, as well as milk, cheese, brown rice, and so on.” 
There are now many ingenious vegetarian cookbooks (see 
end of chapter). “Practically the whole of the enormous 
population of India is vegetarian, and they have a delicious 
cuisine.” They are discussed on page 9, etc. Address: USA.

2504. Circle, S.J.; Smith, A.K. 1972. Processing soy fl ours, 
protein concentrates, and protein isolates. In: A.K. Smith and 
S.J. Circle, eds. 1972. Soybeans: Chemistry and Technology. 
Westport, CT: AVI Publishing Co. xiii + 470 p. See p. 294-
338. Chap. 9. [119 ref]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Introduction: Practical and 
commercial fractions of soybeans. 2. Defatting of soybeans: 
Bean preparation, solvent extraction, desolventizing. 3 
Protein dispersibility: Water dispersibility of protein, effect 
of pH variation, effect of temperature variation, effect of 
aging, effect of phytates. 4. Processing soy fl our and grits: 
Description of soy fl our, types and composition, moist heat 
treatment, bean selection, full-fat soy fl our, defatted soy 
fl our, extruder-cooker processing, debittering methods. 5. 
Processing soy protein concentrate: Description and history 
(composition, volume, uses and price), processing, disposal 
or use of solubles, nutritive value, fl our-concentrate mixture. 
6. Processing soy protein isolate: Description and history 
(volume and price), processing (source material, schematic 
process fl ow, aqueous extraction, clarifi cation, precipitation, 
curd-whey separation, drying step), disposal and utilization 
of by-products, sanitation in operating practices, economics 
of operation (yield, other factors). 7. Modifi ed soy protein 
isolates: Spun fi ber textured protein “tows,” enzyme 
modifi ed proteins. 8. Functional properties of soy protein 
products: Introduction, delineation of functional properties, 
functional properties of soy fl our and protein concentrate 
products (soy fl our and grit products [Lemancik and Ziemba 
1962; Ziemba 1966], soy protein concentrates [Ziemba 
1966]), functional properties of soy protein isolate, tests for 

functional properties, water absorption and NSI (aerating 
capability, emulsifying capacity of soy protein isolate, 
rheological properties of soy protein isolate).
 Concerning soy protein concentrates: “Although they 
had not yet been so defi ned, products conforming to this 
defi nition were made in years past for industrial applications 
(Burnett 1951B), primarily for adhesive uses and as fi llers 
in phenolic resin molded products. It is only since 1959 
that edible products of this type have become commercially 
available in response to the need for a blander derivative 
of soybeans than the soy fl our products extant. Several 
companies have ventured into this fi eld in the United States, 
but only three at present are believed to be in commercial 
production. Each uses a different approach, based on 
wet processing, for obtaining the protein concentrate 
from defatted fl akes or fl our; other approaches have also 
been described. All of these depend on the concept of 
immobilizing the major protein fractions while permitting 
the soluble carbohydrates, salts, and other soluble low 
molecular weight components of the fl akes or fl our to 
diffuse or be leached from the cellular matrix comprising 
the defatted crushed cotyledons (see Fig. 9.15 for schematic 
of process fl ow). The protein is prevented from diffusing 
by one of several treatments: (a) leaching with 20-80% 
aqueous organic solvent, the concentration range in which 
the proteins are insoluble but which extracts the nonprotein 
solubles (Circle and Whitney 1968); (b) leaching with 
aqueous acids in the isoelectric range of minimum protein 
solubility, pH 4-5 (see Fig. 4.4 of Chap. 4); (c) leaching with 
chilled water in the presence or absence of alkaline earth 
cations; or (d) leaching with hot water of cooked or toasted 
soy meal having a low NSI. In the fi rst three methods the 
soy fl akes may have a high NSI, which may or may not be 
retained in the end product, depending on the processing.”
 Concerning disposal or use of solubles resulting from 
making soy protein concentrates (p. 317-19): Fig. 9.15, 
a schematic of the process fl ow, shows that “Soy ‘whey’ 
(syrup) is a major by-product; when dried, it yields “soy 
solubles.” In process (a) using aqueous organic solvents, 
recovery and reuse of the organic solvent is mandatory 
because of its expense. “During such recovery the solubles 
may be concentrated suffi ciently to permit their economical 
recovery in the form of a syrup or in a dry state.” In either 
form, the solubles may be added to animal feeds.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (April 2004) 
which mentions the “syrup” (later called “soy molasses”) 
that is a by-product of making soy protein concentrate by the 
aqueous alcohol wash process.
 Concerning soy protein isolate: “Historically, as in 
the case of the concentrate, initial commercial interest in 
soy protein isolate in the early 1930’s was for industrial 
purposes. So-called soy ‘casein’ was used as a replacement 
for bovine casein in paper coatings, in which it served as a 
pigment binder. Signifi cant quantities became available in 
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1937. The authors estimate that current consumption world 
wide for paper coatings is in excess of 50 million pounds 
annually. Reviews on industrial soy protein are available in 
the literature (Bain et al. 1961; Burnett 1951B). Unmodifi ed 
edible soy protein isolate as a major article of commerce 
appeared in 1957 (Meyer 1969, 1967; Circle and Johnson 
1958). But earlier reference (Burnett 1951A) had been made 
to relatively small quantities of neutral soy protein and 
enzyme-modifi ed soy protein being sold as ingredients of 
confections, toppings, and other applications using minor 
amounts.
 “In 1967, it was estimated that production of the isolate 
was in the range of 22-35 million pounds annually, and of 
the modifi ed, about 1 million pounds.” Address: Northern 
Regional Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois.

2505. Cooksey, Dymple Charlene Butler. 1972. Comparative 
growth in rats on bread formulas containing ten and fi fteen 
percent soybean fl our supplementation. PhD thesis, Texas 
Woman’s University. In: Index to American Doctoral 
Dissertations (1956-67), 1973. *
Address: Texas Woman’s Univ., Denton, Texas.

2506. Costa, J.; Dutra de Oliveira, J.E. 1972. Efeito de 
suplemento proteico a base de soja no estad-nutricional de 
pre-escolares. Estudo na communidade [Effect of a soy-
based protein supplement on the nutritional state of pre-
schoolers. Community study]. In: Relatorio de Trabalhos e 
Pesquisas: Soja. Ribeirao Preto: Faculdade de Medicina. See 
p. 16. [Por]*
Address: Brazil.

2507. Dutra de Oliveira, J.E.; Hadler, W.A. 1972. Infl uencia 
de una dieta de soja na evolucao da nefose experimental do 
rato [The infl uence of a soybean diet on the evolution of 
experimental nephrose? in rats]. In: Relatorio de Trabalhos 
e Pesquisas: Soja. Ribeirao Preto: Faculdade de Medicina. 
Departamento de Clinica Medica. See p. 6. [Por]*
Address: Brazil.

2508. Dutra de Oliveira, J.E.; Oliveira Netto, N.; Scatena, 
L.; Duarte, G.G.; Woiski, J.R. 1972. O uso de produtos 
de soja no tratamento da desnutricao proteica [The use of 
soy products in the treatment of protein malnutrition]. In: 
Relatorio de Trabalhos e Pesquisas: Soja. Ribeirao Preto: 
Faculdade de Medicina. Departamento de Clinica Medica. 
See p. 5. [Por]*
Address: Brazil.

2509. Ebata, Junko; Fukuda, Y.; Hirai, K.; Murata, K. 
1972. Tenpei no kôsan kasei busshitsu no seisei ni kanyo 
suru beta-gurukoshidaaze [-glucosidase involved in the 
antioxidant formation in tempeh, fermented soybeans]. Noka 
(Agricultural Chemistry) 46(7):323-29. [10 ref. Jap; eng]

• Summary: The Beta-glucosidase involved in formation of 
antioxidants (some isofl avones) from fermented soybeans 
with Rhizopus oligosporus was investigated. Genistin was 
hydrolysed. Address: Faculty of the Science of Living, Osaka 
City Univ., Osaka, Japan.

2510. Ferrándiz, Vincente L. 1972. Armonías alimenticias: 
La buena combinación de los alimentos. Quinta edicion. 
Corregida y ampliada [Nutritious harmonies: The good 
combination of foods. 5th ed., corrected and enlarged]. 
Viladrau (Gerona prov.) or Barcelona, Spain: Ediciones 
Cedel. 112 p. Portraits. Illust. 23 cm. [Spa]
• Summary: The section titled “Harmonious breakfasts for 
diabetics” (p. 25) recommends a number of dishes containing 
soy fl our and gluten, especially breads made from gluten 
and/or soy fl our. The section titled “alkaline vegetables” lists 
soybeans (haba soja) and soy extract (extracto de soja).
 A table titled “Some foods and their iron content” 
(p. 112) lists, in descending order of concentration: Savin 
(Sabinas), an extract of yeast 0.2170%, Pure gluten 0.0340%, 
40% gluten 0.0136%, soybeans 0.0057%. Address: Dr., 
Barcelona, Spain.

2511. Food and Agriculture Organization of the United 
Nations (FAO). 1972. A selected bibliography of East-Asian 
foods and nutrition arranged according to subject matter and 
area. [Washington, DC]: Food and Agriculture Organization 
of the United Nations; U.S. Dept. of Health, Education, and 
Welfare. vii + 296 p. Dec. 27 cm. [1500* ref]
• Summary: This book has two title pages and can be cited 
in two ways. See Leung (1972). Address: Dep. of Health 
Education and Welfare.

2512. Frankul, W. 1972. Inter-relationships between the 
dietary protein level and the copper content of the body. J. 
of the Faculty of Medicine, Baghdad, Iraq 14(4):179-189. 
[Eng]*
Address: Dep. of Biochemistry, College of Medicine, 
Baghdad, Iraq.

2513. Frey, John E. 1972. The effects of ozone on the 
synthesis and storage of nutrients in soybean seeds. PhD 
thesis, University of Northern Colorado. 109 p. Page 580 in 
volume 33/02-B of Dissertation Abstracts International. *
Address: Univ. of Northern Colorado.

2514. Furia, Thomas E. ed. 1972. CRC handbook of food 
additives. 2nd ed. 2 vols. Cleveland, Ohio: CRC Press (a 
Division of The Chemical Rubber Co.). Vol. 1: xi + 998 p. 
Vol. 2. 412 p. Index. 27 cm. [624* ref]
• Summary: The many chapters are published by various 
authors. Contents of Vol. 1: Introduction. 1. Enzymes. 2. 
Vitamins and amino acids. 3. Antimicrobial food additives. 
4. Antioxidants as food stabilizers. 5. Acidulants in food 
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processing. 6. Sequestrants in food. 7. Gums. 8. Starch in 
the food industry. 9. Surface active agents. 10. Polyhydric 
alcohols. 11. Natural and synthetic fl avorings. 12. Flavor 
potentiators. 13. Nonnutritive sweeteners. 14. Color additives 
in food. 15. Phosphates in food processing.
 Contents of Vol. 2: Legal considerations on food 
additives. Antioxidants as stabilizers for fats, oils, and 
lipid-containing foods. Enzymes. Nonnutritive sweeteners: 
Saccharin and cyclamate. New sweeteners. Natural and 
artifi cial fl avors. Synthetic food colors.
 Vol. 1: Chapter 12, titled “Flavor potentiators” (p. 513-
21), by Loren B. Sjöström (Vice-President, Arthur D. Little, 
Inc., Cambridge, Massachusetts) notes (p. 513): “In the 
context of fl avor, the term ‘potentiator’ is only a few years 
old. The identifi cation of fl avor potentiators is a twentieth 
century accomplishment, an area of research still in its 
infancy.” Yet seasonings (such as salt), as well as herbs and 
spices, have been used since ancient times.
 The section on “Flavor enhancers” begins (p. 515): 
“The best known and most widely used fl avor enhancer is 
monosodium glutamate (MSG). In 1866, a German chemist, 
Ritthausen, isolated glutamic acid. Later another chemist 
converted the acid to a sodium salt, monosodium glutamate. 
In doing their work, neither had any interest in fl avor.
 “More than 40 years later, in 1908, a Japanese chemist 
at the University of Tokyo, Dr. Kikunae Ikeda, discovered 
the fl avor enhancing properties of MSG. Dr. Ikeda had set 
out to fi nd out why and how a certain seaweed, Laminaria 
japonica [kombu], affected fl avor. Japanese cooks had used 
this seaweed for centuries to improve the fl avor of soups and 
certain other foods. Dr. Ikeda discovered that the ingredient 
in the seaweed that made the difference was MSG, and that 
it had an unusual ability to enhance or intensify the fl avor of 
many high protein foods.
 “After isolating MSG, Dr. Ikeda developed a process 
for extracting it from wheat fl our and other fl ours. Working 
with the Japanese chemical company, Suzuki and Co., he 
supervised the construction of a plant and, as a partner with 
the company, began commercial production of MSG in 1909.
 “There were several attempts to produce MSG in the 
United States in the years following, but it was not until 
the 1940’s that large-scale MSG production began in this 
country. By 1968, U.S. production had grown to 46 million 
pounds per year and world consumption had increased to 
more than 150 million pounds per year.”
 The section titled “Types of potentiators” discusses 
5’-nucleotides, maltol, dioctyl sodium sulfosuccinate, and 
several others. The 5’-nucleotides are synergistic with salt, 
and especially with MSG; they can have something like a 
multiplier effect in increasing the effectiveness of salt or 
MSG.
 Note: Soy does not appear in the index of this book. 
Nor can we fi nd it mentioned in Chapter 12. Yet there 
are scattered mentions throughout the book: Soy protein 

concentrate (p. 5). Soy sauce, tamari sauce, and miso–made 
for centuries in the Orient using fungal protease (p. 59). 
Studies on breads supplemented with soy, nonfat dry milk, 
and lysine (p. 114).
 Experimental use of esters of p-hydrobenzoic acid in 
soy sauce and other foods (p. 128). Gas sterilants: Ethylene 
and propylene oxides. The ethylene oxide process was used 
during World War II to reduce the bacterial counts in soy 
fl our and cereal products used in processed meat products for 
the Armed Forces (p. 156). An excellent acidulant for hams 
and soy bean curds [tofu] has been obtained by coating citric 
acid with suitable animal or plant oils (p. 242-43).
 “Synthetic aroma for soy sauce,” by K. Ebihara. 1954 
Japanese patent No. 5250’54 (p. 258). Soy fl our as a widely 
used binder for processed meat (p. 425). Soy fl akes (31.5% 
parts by weight) and soy hulls (3.0%) as ingredients in “Soft 
moist pet food” (p. 445).
 Cake doughnut mixes sometimes contain soy fl our (p. 
656). Completely synthetic coffee whiteners usually contain 
a combination of vegetable fats, sodium caseinate or soy 
protein, gums as viscosity stabilizers, phosphate or citrate 
salts as stabilizers for the proteins and as buffering agents, 
corn syrup solids or sugar as sweeteners and bodying agents, 
liquid-type emulsifi ers, and colors to duplicate the color of 
cream (p. 671-72). Whipped toppings are used to replace 
high-fat cream products just as coffee whiteners are used to 
replace low-fat cream products. Both use protein, which may 
be soy protein (p. 672).
 Imitation sour cream, sour cream dressings, and chip 
dips. Replacements for fermented cream products represent 
a growing market These non-dairy products contain 
vegetable oil / fat, protein (either soy protein or sodium 
caseinate [derived from milk], gum stabilizers, etc., p. 
673). When partially hydrolyzed soy protein and sodium 
hexametaphosphate (SHMP) are added to dried egg white, 
an angel food cake mix can be prepared in which all of the 
ingredients can be included in a single mixing stage (p. 
679). Gelsoy, a patented soy protein made from specially 
processed, defatted and dehulled soybean fl akes, is reported 
to have improved water- and fat-binding capabilities when 
treated with SHMP (p. 746, 778).
 Improving protein whipping properties: Sevall and 
Schaeffer prepared protein whipping compositions from 
soy protein by combining the protein with SHMP etc. (p. 
747). Gunther made an entirely new whipping protein 
composition by combining an enzyme-modifi ed soy protein 
similar to Gelsoy, with gelatin and a polyphosphate (p. 747). 
A long table on the regulatory status of direct food additives 
mentions “Isolated soy protein” (p. 874-75); its use as a 
binder is regulated by the Meat Inspection Division (MID) of 
the USDA.
 The word “soybean” is mentioned on 22 pages; all 
of these concern soybean oil except when noted (p. 65 
{soybean protein}, 67 {soybean meal, soybean fl our / 
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fl ours}, 99, 114 {soybean products}, 192, 193, 197, 198, 
207, 221, 222, 263, 264, 280, 289, 290, 319 {the soybean 
plant resembles the guar plant}, 350 {soybean protein, 
soybean methylcellulose}, 424, 746 {soybean fl akes}, 747 
{soybean protein}, 749 {soybean milk}). Address: Technical 
Development Manager, Industrial Chemicals Div., Geigy 
Chemical Corp., Ardsley, New York; President, Intechmark 
Corp., Palo Alto, California.

2515. Hale, Gerald Don. 1972. Oral versus abomasal 
supplemental DL-methionine, methionine hydroxy analog, 
casein, gelatin, whey or zein and urea or soybean meal orally 
for lactating cows. PhD thesis, University of Kentucky. 109 
p. Page 1870 in volume 33/05-B of Dissertation Abstracts 
International. *
• Summary: The abomasum is the chamber of the ruminant 
stomach that is fourth and has a true digestive function. 
Address: Univ. of Kentucky.

2516. Hermana, -; Sibarani, Sujana; Herlinda, Judith. 
1972. Percobaan perbaikan campuran “Tempe Fish Rice” 
[Experiment on the improvement of Tempeh Fish Rice 
mixture as a protein source]. Penelitian Gizi dan Makanan 
(Research on Food and Nutrition) 2:57-61. [4 ref. Ind]
• Summary: The previous composition of Tempeh Fish Rice 
was modifi ed for the consumption as a food supplement 
by pre-school children. Composition the of the TFR was 
30% tempeh powder, 30% rice fl our, 10% fi sh meal, 25% 
sucrose, and 5% peanut oil. Improvement of quality was 
achieved. Even though the nutritional components were 
about the same, the NPU (Net Protein Utilization) was 
higher. The fl avor, color, and aroma of the mixture were 
stable during the 10-week storage period. Address: 1. Balai 
Penelitian Gizi Unit Semboja, Departemen Kesehatan R.I., 
Bogor, Indonesia; 2. Bagian Gizi dan Makanan Departemen 
Ilmu Kesejahteraan Keluarga Fakultas Pertanian, Institut 
Pertanian Bogor; 3. Balai Penelitian Gizi Unit Diponegoro, 
Departemen Kesehatan R.I., Jakarta.

2517. Hymowitz, T.; Walker, W.M.; Collins, F.I.; Panczner, 
J. 1972. Stability of sugar content in soybean strains. 
Communications in Soil Science and Plant Analysis 
3(5):367-73. [10 ref]
• Summary: Soybean seeds of various varieties from 6 
Maturity Groups were tested for sugar content. The average 
content of total sugar, sucrose, raffi nose, and stachyose 
was 9.36, 5.96, 0.75, and 2.65 gm per 100 gm of seed, 
respectively. Address: Dep. of Agronomy, Univ. of Illinois at 
Urbana-Champaign, Urbana, Illinois 61801.

2518. Inglett, George E. ed. 1972. Symposium: Seed 
proteins. Westport, Connecticut: AVI Publishing Co. 320 p. 
Held 28 March to 2 April 1971 at Los Angeles, California. 
Illust. Index. 24 cm. [300+ ref]

• Summary: The four papers containing signifi cant 
information about soy are cited separately. Address: Chief, 
Cereal Properties Lab., Northern Marketing and Nutrition 
Research Div., USDA ARS, Peoria, Illinois.

2519. Konijn, A.M.; Eyal, Z.; Birnbaum, D.; Guggenheim, 
K. 1972. Amylase secretion by rat pancreas following 
prolonged stimulation by unheated soybean fl our. Digestion 
6:330-37. [24 ref]
• Summary: Review of earlier literature on trypsin inhibitors 
of soybeans. Address: Depts. of Nutrition and Surgery A 
and Gastroenterological Service, Hebrew Univ.–Hadassah 
Medical School, Jerusalem, Israel.

2520. Ku, Shun. 1972. Extraction of oligosaccharides in 
processing whole soybeans. PhD thesis, Dep. of Food 
Science, University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois. 130 p. 
Page 709 in volume 34/02-B of Dissertation Abstracts 
International. *
Address: Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois.

2521. Kusano, Aiko. 1972. Nattô seizô katei ni okeru daizu 
tanpaku no henka. III. Nattô seizo-ji ni okeru TCA kayô-
sei kubun no ion kôkan kuromatogurafi i oyobi geru roka 
ni yoru bunkaku [Changes in soybean protein during natto 
production. III. Fractionation of TCA soluble fraction during 
manufacture of natto by ion exchange chromatography and 
gel fi ltration]. Eiyo to Shokuryo (J. of Japanese Society of 
Food and Nutrition) 25(1):21-24. [9 ref. Jap]
Address: Faculty of Pedagogy, Gifu Univ., Nagara Gifu City, 
Japan.

2522. Kuznetsova, A.A.; Muradov, K.M.; Kazantseva, V.N. 
1972. Khimicheskii sostav nekotorykh zernovykh bobovykh 
kul’tur, perspektivnykh dlya vozdelyvaniya v Turkmenskoi 
SSR [Chemical composition of some legumes, prospective 
for cultivation in Turkmen SSR]. Izvestiia Akademii Nauk 
Turkmenskoi SSR, Seriia Biologicheskikh Nauk (Proceedings 
of the Academy of Sciences of the Turkmen SSR, Biological 
Sciences Series) No. 5. p. 47-50. [5 ref. Rus; tum; eng]
• Summary: Vigna, Dolichos, soybeans, and jack beans 
are fodder crops in Turkmenistan. Data on seed yields and 
seed contents of protein, starch, moisture, phosphorus, 
potassium, and calcium are given for these legumes which 
were introduced in 1968-69 into the Turkmen SSR. The 
chemical composition of the green matter and seeds of the 
crops is strongly infl uenced by the phenological rhythm of 
development. The largest amounts of protein (25.0–33.7%) 
accumulate at the beginning of fl owering.
 Table 1, titled “Nitrogen content of the seeds of various 
beans (% of dry matter): Experiments in 1968-69” (p. 48) 
contains six columns: Species and varieties, yield, nitrogen 
content (average), albuminous nitrogen, non-albuminous 
nitrogen, protein (N x 6.25). The soybean varieties tested 
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were: Ogden, Ito-San, Shelbi, Urumchi. Ito-San gave the 
highest yield in both years (2,280 kg/ha and 2,830 kg/ha).
 Table 2, titled “Protein content of the green mass of 
various plants corresponding to stages of development,” 
(p. 48) contains three columns for stages of development: 
Beginning of fl owering, full bloom and beginning of bean 
formation, and beans fully grown. Figures are given for the 
Ogden and Ito-San soybean varieties.
 Table 3, titled “Chemical composition of the ash of 
different varieties of bean seeds” (p. 49) gives fi gures for 
moisture, total ash, and 3 minerals.
 Table 4, titled “Seed yield, protein yield, and in 1968 
and 1969 for four soybean varieties: Ogden, Ito-San, Shelbi, 
and Urumchi.
 Note 1. Ashkhabad, formerly Poltoratsk, is the capital 
of the Turkmen SSR. It is located near the Iran border in a 
fertile oasis.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (April 2008) 
concerning soybeans in the Turkmen SSR (Turkmenistan), or 
the cultivation of soybeans in Turkmenistan. This document 
contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in Turkmenistan, 
or the cultivation of soybeans in Turkmenistan (1968). The 
source of these soybeans is unknown.
 Note 3. Reference 2 is titled “Cultivation of bean seeds 
in the south of the republic,” published in Agriculture in 
Turkmenistan (1968). Reference 5 is titled “Content and 
quality of protein and bean seeds,” published in Vestnik 
Sel’skokhozyaistvennoi Nauki (Journal of Agricultural 
Science, Moscow) (1962). Address: Institut Botaniki [Inst. 
of Botanical Sciences], Akademii Nauk Turkmenskoi SSR, 
Ashkhabad, Turkmen, SSR.

2523. Liener, I.E. 1972. Nutritional value of food protein 
products. In: A.K. Smith and S.J. Circle, eds. 1972. 
Soybeans: Chemistry and Technology. Westport, CT: AVI 
Publishing Co. xiii + 470 p. See p. 203-77. Chap. 7. [417 ref]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Introduction. 2. Protein and 
amino acid requirements of man: Protein requirements, 
amino acid requirements. 3. Evaluation of protein quality: 
Amino acid composition, biological techniques involving 
animals, protein effi ciency ratio (PER), N-balance studies, 
plasma amino acids, experiments with human subjects, 
amino acid availability, in vitro techniques (physical tests, 
available lysine, tests for biologically active components 
[urease, trypsin inhibitor], enzymatic and microbiological 
techniques). 4. Nutritional signifi cance of other soybean 
constituents: Available energy, vitamins (fat-soluble 
vitamins, water-soluble vitamins), minerals (calcium, 
phosphorus, zinc, other minerals), unknown growth factor(s).
 5. Factors affecting the nutritive properties of soybean 
protein: heat treatment, supplementation with amino acids, 
storage, germination, effect of antibiotics, dietary source 
of carbohydrate. 6. Soybean products used for human 
consumption: Soybeans as a vegetable, soybean fl our (incl. 

Multi-Purpose Food {MPF}), “toasted full-fat soy fl our” 
{referred to in Japan as “kinako”}, soybean milk, soybean 
curd, other fractions, protein concentrates, protein isolates 
(use in infant foods, use in textured foods), fermented 
products (tempeh, natto, miso).
 Note. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 2012) that uses the term “toasted full-fat soy 
fl our” to refer to kinako.
 7. Use of soybean products as protein supplement: As 
supplement to wheat protein (bread, other baked goods), as 
supplement to corn, as supplement to rice, use in vegetable 
protein mixtures, peanut and other oilseed proteins, blends 
containing corn, other cereals and legumes. Address: Univ. 
of Minnesota.

2524. Mata, J.L.; et al. 1972. Un modelo de fortifi cación 
del maíz con harina de soja, lisina y otras nutrientes, en una 
comunidad rural de bajo nivel socioeconómico [A model 
for fortifi cation of corn with soy fl our, lysine, and other 
nutrients in a rural community having a low socioeconomic 
level]. In: R. Bressani, J.E. Braham, and M. Behar, eds. 
1972. Mejoramiento Nutricional del Maíz [Nutritional 
Improvement of Corn]. Guatemala: INCAP. See p. 278-93. 
[Spa]*
• Summary: Corn in the main food in hundreds of Central 
American communities, providing 70% or more of the total 
daily protein and calories in the typical diet. A long-term 
study in one of these communities, in the highlands of 
Guatemala, revealed that: (1) 40% of all infants experienced 
retardation of fetal growth or were born prematurely; (2) 
The majority of the infants showed physical retardation in 
any given year; (3) The infant mortality rate is 100 per 1,000 
live births; (4) Certain infectious diseases tend to become 
chronic. In this locality, as in most of the communities 
in Guatemala, the “nixtamal” (corn cooked with lime/
calcium) is milled in mechanical mills. So a supplement 
was added during milling. The supplement, comprising 
8% of the nixtamal, added 7.82% soy fl our, 0.12% lysine, 
and a mixture of vitamins A, B-1 and B-2, niacin and iron. 
Field trials showed that this level of supplementation is not 
detectable by the local people and that the fortifi ed tortillas 
have organoleptic properties similar to regular tortillas. The 
inhabitants accepted the product and the fortifi cation began 
in June 1972. The benefi cial effects of the intervention could 
be seen in the fetal development, growth curves during 
the fi rst year of life, infant mortality, and the duration of 
illnesses. Address: INCAP, Guatemala.

2525. Ney, K.H. 1972. Aminosaeure-Zusammensetzung 
von Proteinen und die Bitterkeit ihrer Peptide [Predicting 
the bitterness of peptides based on their amino acid 
composition]. Zeitschrift fuer Lebensmittel-Untersuchung 
und -Forschung 149(6):321-23. [17 ref. Ger; eng]
• Summary: A formula developed by the author in this 
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journal in 1971 can also be used to predict the origin of 
bitterness during hydrolysis of a particular protein. Address: 
Unilever Forschungsgesellschaft mbH D-2000 Hamburg 50, 
Behringstr. 154 Bundesrepublik Deutschland.

2526. Oke, O.L. 1972. A nutrition policy for Nigeria. World 
Review of Nutrition and Dietetics 14:1-47. [21 ref]
• Summary: Soybeans, peanut fl our, and peanut protein 
isolate are used in baby foods. Address: Chemistry Dep., 
Univ. of Ife, Ibadan, Nigeria.

2527. Oliveira, L.R.; Dutra de Oliveira, J.E. 1972. Estudos 
em ratos do valor nutritivo do diversos produtos de soja 
[Studies on rats of the nutritive value of various soy 
products]. In: Relatorio de Trabalhos e Pesquisas: Soja. 
Ribeirao Preto: Faculdade de Medicina. Departamento de 
Clinica Medica. See p. 3. [Por]*
Address: Brazil.

2528. Petenuci, V.L.; Dutra de Oliveira, J.E. 1972. Efeito 
do calor no valor nutritivo da soja [The effect of heat on 
the nutritive value of soybeans]. In: Relatorio de Trabalhos 
e Pesquisas: Soja. Ribeirao Preto: Faculdade de Medicina. 
Departamento de Clinica Medica. See p. 4. [Por]*
Address: Brazil.

2529. Poullain, B.; Guisard, D.; Debry, G. 1972. Étude 
de l’infl uence des protéines texturées de soja sur le bilan 
azoté de l’homme [Study of the infl uence of textured soy 
proteins on the nitrogen balance in humans]. Nutrition and 
Metabolism 14(5):298-306. [15 ref. Fre]
Address: 1-2. Dep. de Nutrition et des Maladies 
Metaboliques, Universite de Nancy I; 3. Director, Groupe 
des Recherches de Nutrition et de Dietetique de l’INSERM 
U 59, 40 rue Lionnois, F-54000 Nancy, France.

2530. Rackis, Joseph J. 1972. Biologically active 
components. In: A.K. Smith and S.J. Circle, eds. 1972. 
Soybeans: Chemistry and Technology. Westport, CT: AVI 
Publishing Co. xiii + 470 p. See p. 158-202. Chap. 6. [336 
ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Enzymes: Amylases, 
lipases, lipoperoxidase, lipoxygenase (lipoxidase), 
proteinases, urease. Proteinase inhibitors: Isolation and 
characterization, physicochemical and enzymatic properties, 
mechanism of interaction, physiological signifi cance, 
assay procedures, effect of processing, nutritional and 
physiological effects of proteinase inhibitors (general 
aspects, pancreatic hypertrophy and enzyme secretion, 
proposed mechanisms). Hemagglutinins: Isolation and 
characterization, biological effects and detection. Allergenic 
factors. Flatus factors: Human studies, in vivo and in vitro 
studies, other considerations. Saponins. Sterols and triterpene 
alcohols. Goitrogens: Soybean goitrogenicity, antithyrotoxic 

factor (ATF). Growth-vitamin-mineral factors: Growth-
promoting and antiperotic factors, mineral availability, 
rachitogenicity (rachitogenic factors). Phenolic constituents 
(Genistein, daidzein, genistin, daidzin). Other factors.
 Concerning phenolic constituents: “Since most naturally 
occurring estrogenic substances show only weak activity, it 
is doubtful that normal consumption of foods that contain 
estrogens would provide suffi cient amounts to elicit a 
physiological response in humans.”
 Much information has been published about the 
effects of soybean meal and soy protein isolates (mostly 
unheated) on the availability of vitamins and minerals, and 
on growth of animals. It is increasingly evident that some 
of these undesirable effects may be due, in part, to phytic 
acid. Soybeans (especially when unheated) also increase 
the requirement for vitamin B-12, vitamins D-2 and D-3, 
calcium, phosphorus, zinc, and other essential trace minerals. 
Studies on various animals have shown that poor growth, 
perosis (weak bones), rickets, and other bone calcifi cation 
problems occur in diets containing high levels of soy protein 
isolates. Yet soybeans also appear to contain an unidentifi ed 
growth-promoting factor.
 Concerning “Allergenic factors” (p. 178-79): Only a 
few actual cases of soybean allergenicity have occurred in 
spite of the great increase in the use of soybeans for food. 
In fact, soybean milk prepared from soy fl our is often used 
as a hypoallergenic substitute for infants allergic to human 
milk and cow’s milk. Ratner et al. (1955), in agreement with 
Glaser and Johnstone (1953A, B), concluded that soybean 
milk is an ideal hypoallergenic foodstuff and that soybean 
oil and soy sauce were devoid of allergenicity. Milks, based 
on soy protein isolates, effectively alleviate allergenic 
symptoms while maintaining an adequate nutritional state 
(Cowan etal. 1969).
 “In 7 yr, only 2 cases of soybean sensitivity were 
documented among 1500 employees in a soybean meal 
processing plant (Ratner et al. 1955). Asthmatic symptoms 
have occurred in a few employees of a plywood plant where 
soy fl our was used as a glue (Perlman 1965). Less than 15% 
of newborn infants developed some clinical manifestations 
when human milk or cow’s milk was replaced completely 
with a soy milk formula. Soybeans are an innately weak 
antigen in guinea pigs (Ratner and Crawford 1955) and 
in humans (Ratner et al. 1955). Sensitization of guinea 
pigs to raw soybean protein extracts was not enhanced 
by multiple sensitizing injections or inhalation of dust 
from raw soy fl our. A soybean allergen has been isolated 
by Spies et al. (1951). The preparation, however, is quite 
heterogeneous as indicated by Sephadex chromatography 
and ultracentrifugation studies (Rackis, unpublished data). 
Several workers have said that the soybean allergen is quite 
thermostable (Ratner et al. 1955; Crawford et al. 1965; 
Perlman 1965). A strong positive skin reaction can be 
obtained with soybean preparations heated at 100ºC for 30 
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min. Heating to 180ºC for 30 min was required to almost 
abolish the skin reaction (Perlman 1965). Only 15 min of 
steaming at 100ºC inactivates the antinutritional factors in 
raw soy fl our and achieves a maximum protein effi ciency 
ratio (Rackis 1965).”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 1999) 
with the term “biologically active” in the title–and with 
the article about that subject. Address: Northern Regional 
Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois.

2531. Sakaguchi, Kinichiro. 1972. Development of industrial 
microbiology in Japan. In: Proceedings of the [Sixth] 
International Symposium on Conversion and Manufacture 
of Foodstuffs by Microorganisms. Tokyo: Saikon Publishing 
Co. viii + 297 p. See p. 7-10. Held 5-9 Dec. 1971 at Kyoto, 
Japan. [Eng]
• Summary: Japan has made many important contributions 
to the development of industrial microbiology, especially 
industrial mycology, because of the widespread use of koji 
molds (Aspergillus oryzae). Foods made from this one mold 
(including sake, miso, and soy sauce) accounted for about 
1.5% of the Japanese gross national product, or ¥75,000 
billion, in 1970.
 Early documents show that molds were being used to 
make foods as early as 1,000 B.C. in China and as far back 
as the 6th century [A.D.] in Japan. In Japan, the use of lactic 
acid fermentation in the pure culture of yeast is already 
mentioned in “the diary of sake” [Goshu no Nikki] written 
in 1355, however the technology of adding koji starter [tané 
koji or “seed koji”] is even 400 years earlier [i.e., ca 955]. 
Moreover, an unmistakable description of low temperature 
pasteurization (hiire) appears in the Tamon-in Diary (1539-
1596), “which was written about 300 years prior to Pasteur’s 
famous invention.”
 When Japan began to introduce European scientifi c 
techniques during the Meiji period (Sept. 1868 to July 
1912), the fi rst subject of scientifi c research in Japan was the 
unique koji mold. One of the fi rst major discoveries was the 
invention of Takadiastase [a diastatic enzyme] by Jokichi 
Takamine. This enzyme has a great infl uence on biological 
chemistry, enzyme chemistry, and various enzymes using 
microorganisms worldwide.
 Soon the physiology of the koji mold and its 
fermentation products (especially organic acids) was studied 
by Japanese scientists. The determination of kojic acid by 
Yabuta was a major discovery. The Rhyzopus [Rhizopus] 
mold was also investigated; this led to the development of 
producing organic acids fumaric acid, citric acid, isocitric 
acid, itaconic acid, gluconic acid and others.
 Two outstanding discoveries have recently been made 
in Japan: (1) The technology for making L-glutamic acid, 
lysine, and other amino acids; (2) The microbial technology 
for making fl avor-enhancing nucleotides such as inosinic 
acid and guanylitic acid.

 Japanese scientists and industries soon realized that 
instead of using microorganisms, the enzymes isolated from 
them could be used (in whole or in part) with no reduction 
in yield or quality. In the case of Aspergillus oryzae, which 
produces various enzymes (amylase, lipase, protease, etc.) 
this idea has been applied to the manufacture of alcohol, 
sake, mirin, miso, and soy sauce.
 The classifi cation and taxonomy by Jun Hanzawa of 
microorganisms used in the manufacture of natto (fermented 
soybean) and other popular Japanese fermented foods was of 
major importance.
 Recently, Japanese scientists including Murakami and 
Yokotsuka [of Kikkoman] have found that the koji mold does 
not produce afl atoxins.
 The industrial application of molds to establish a method 
of mass culture involves various diffi cult problems. Many 
Japanese manufacturers of sake, miso, and soy sauce “are 
practicing the conventional solid culture by using what are 
called Koji rooms” but large manufacturers are gradually 
switching over to aerobic apparatus.
 To use the living action of microorganisms or their 
enzymatic action to make foods on a large scale will 
be increasingly seen “as a form of bioengineering or 
biotechnology,” and the life sciences will increasing be 
spoken of as “a science for the future. ‘Seek whatever is 
desired in microorganisms fi rst. They will never betray you,’ 
is my slogan.” Although it may seem a little exaggerated, “I 
should like to ask you to take it as my fi rm conviction.”
 As I stated above, “microorganisms are the most 
intimate friends of the food industry,” yet they are at the 
same time its powerful enemies. Their malignant side is as 
powerful as their benevolent side.
 I am very glad, even proud, to see fi rst-class microbial 
specialists and food specialists exchanging technological 
knowledge and cooperating with one another, “here in Japan 
where fermented foods have so long been a tradition.” 
Address: Prof. Emeritus, Univ. of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan.

2532. Sankosha Kateibu. comp. 1972. Maruhi tôfu ryôri 
hyaku-sen [One hundred top secret tofu recipes]. Tokyo: 
K.K. Sankosha. 165 p. Illust. No index. 18 cm. [Jap]
• Summary: Contents: Part I: 100 selected tofu recipes. 
How to cook tofu. Tofu cooking techniques/hints. How to 
drain tofu. How to treat/handle tofu. Tofu boiled/simmered/
cooked in sauces. Broiled tofu. Steamed tofu. Pickled, raw, 
boiled, tossed tofu. Sauteed tofu. Deep fried tofu. Part II: 
Information about tofu. History of tofu. Tofu was born in 
China. Origin of the name “okabe.” Other names for tofu. 
Various types of tofu. Names of tofu. Cruel tofu recipes. 
How to make tofu recipes tasty. Japanese cooking and the 
taste of tofu. The relationship between tofu and miso soup. 
How to make good tofu miso soup. How to cut tofu for miso 
soup. Good ingredients for tofu miso soup. Good ingredients 
for tofu soups. To what degree are you interested in tofu? 
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Tofu is the best healing food. Tofu is valued overseas. If you 
don’t eat tofu, you lose! How to make tofu. Changes in the 
prices of tofu products. Did you know...? Address: Tokyo, 
Japan.

2533. Shaikh, M.A.Q. 1972. Effect of population and 
spacing on the protein and the oil content of soybean seeds. 
Bangladesh J. of Biological and Agricultural Sciences 
1(2):24-26. [10 ref]
• Summary: These fi eld trials were conducted at the 
Agricultural Research and Education Centre of the American 
University of Beirut, Lebanon, situated in the Beqa’s plain 
[Bekáa Valley]. Soybean cultivars Ford, Perry, and Clark 
were sown with between-plant spacings of 2, 3 or 4 cm, and 
between-row spacings of 20, 50 or 75 cm. The seed protein 
contents of Ford, Perry and Clark averaged 35.62%, 35.58% 
and 36.19% respectively, and were not affected by spacing. 
The highest protein content was obtained with Ford grown at 
3 x 25 cm spacing, and the lowest protein content with Ford 
grown at 4 x 25 cm spacing. Ford seeds contained an average 
of 22.39% oil and these values were not affected by spacing.
 “Acknowledgement: The author is grateful to Prof. W.W. 
Worzella, Head of Crop Production and Protection Division, 
Faculty of Agricultural Sciences, American University of 
Beirut, Lebanon for guidance and constructive criticism and 
to the U.S. A.I.D. for fi nancial support during the course of 
this study.”
 Note 1. This study is part of the author’s M.S. Thesis of 
the American University of Beirut, Lebanon.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2010) 
concerning soybeans in connection with Bangladesh 
after it became an independent country in March 1971. 
However these soybeans were not in Bangladesh and 
were not cultivated in Bangladesh, even though the trial 
was conducted by a researcher from Bangladesh and the 
results were published in a journal in Bangladesh. Address: 
Agriculture Div., Atomic Energy Centre, Bangladesh.

2534. Smith, A.K.; Circle, S.J. 1972. Protein products as 
food ingredients. In: A.K. Smith and S.J. Circle, eds. 1972. 
Soybeans: Chemistry and Technology. Westport, CT: AVI 
Publishing Co. xiii + 470 p. See p. 339-88. Chap. 10. [180 
ref]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Flavor: Taste panel results, 
fl avor components, plastein formation and fl avor, plastein 
formation and nutrition, some food uses tolerant of soy 
fl avor. 2. Bread and pastries: Soy fl our history, effect of soy 
fl our on baking characteristics, soy protein isolate in bread, 
soy fl our and fl avor, enzyme active soy fl our, soy fl our in 
Britain, detecting of soy fl our in wheat fl our. 3. Other baked 
goods: General, doughnuts, snack products. 4. Breakfast 
cereals. 5. Macaroni products. 6. Dairy-type products: 
Imitation milk, soy milk, fi lled milk, soybean cheese, 
imitation cream cheese, coffee whiteners, whip toppings, and 

frozen desserts, yogurt type products. 7. Comminuted meat 
products and meat analogs: Comminuted meat products, 
meat analogs, spun fi ber type meat analog, extrusion-cooked 
type meat analog, heat-gelled type meat analog, meat fi bers 
in heat-gelled protein matrix, assay of soy protein products 
in meat-type foods. 8. Gelling and aerating agents: Gelsoy as 
gelling agent, soy protein isolate as gelling agent, soy protein 
isolate as aerating agent, soy whey protein as aerating agent, 
enzyme modifi ed isolates as aerating agent, foam-mat drying 
adjunct, foaming agent for soda water. 9. Miscellaneous 
food applications: Brew fl akes, soups, gravies and sauces, 
confections, imitation nut meats, and [soy] nut butters, spray 
drying adjunct. 10. Nonfermented Oriental soybean foods: 
Introduction, Chinese soy milk, dried soybean whole and 
defatted milks, tofu (fresh tofu, bagged tofu, dried tofu, fried 
tofu), yuba, kinako (“The Japanese have a product which is 
similar to full-fat soy fl our except that it is made from whole 
roasted soybean and this contains the seed coat”), soybean 
sprouts (compositional changes).
 Concerning Brew Flakes (p. 373): “Soy fl akes, grits, 
and peptones have been used since about 1937 or earlier 
(Burnett 1951) as adjuncts in brewing beer. Grits and ground 
meal from screw press processing were the fi rst products 
used in brewing but later they were replaced by solvent-
extracted fl akes. The best results are obtained with fl akes or 
fl our having a high NSI (nitrogen solubility index) with a 
minimum of heat treatment in processing. Up to 0.75 lb. of 
fl akes per barrel of beer has been recommended by Hayward 
(1941).
 “The fl akes may be used in the normal mashing 
operation to provide amino acids, peptides, minerals, and 
vitamins as nutrients for the yeast. It was reported by 
Wahl (1944) and Wahl and Wahl (1937) that addition of 
hydrolyzed soybean protein directly to the beer improves 
foam stability, fl avor, and body of the beer.” Address: 
Northern Regional Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois.

2535. Smith, A.K.; Circle, S.J. 1972. Historical background 
(on soybeans and soybean foods). In: A.K. Smith and S.J. 
Circle, eds. 1972. Soybeans: Chemistry and Technology. 
Westport, CT: AVI Publishing Co. xiii + 470 p. See p. 1-26. 
Chap. 1. [53 ref]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Introduction. 2. U.S. history: 
Introduction of soybeans, processing for oil, soybean oil. 
3. Soybean meal and protein: Animal feed industry, poultry 
industry, industrial uses. 4. Soybean production. 5. Oriental 
history: Ancient history, Oriental fermented foods (shoyu, 
miso, tempeh, ontjom, natto, hamanatto, tao tjo [Indonesian-
style miso], kochu chang, ketjap), Oriental nonfermented 
foods (soybean milk, tofu), wedge press. 6. Soybeans and 
world food problems: Green Revolution, protein supplements 
(high protein food formulations, AID funded), amino acids, 
CSM, cottage industries (tofu, kinako).
 Concerning industrial uses (p. 8-9): Soybeans rose 
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in popularity as an agricultural crop in the USA at a time 
when other crops such as corn, wheat, cotton, and tobacco 
were being produced in surplus quantities. Soybeans took 
over much of the acreage vacated by these crops. “At that 
early period it was the hope of many leaders of agriculture, 
government, and industry that much of the oil and protein 
of the soybean could be diverted from the food and feed 
industries into industrial products such as paints, varnishes, 
soap stock, plastics, adhesives, plywood glue, paper coating 
and lamination, paper sizing, textile fi bers, and other uses... 
In 1936 the US organized the Regional Soybean Industrial 
Products Laboratory for this purpose. These new industrial 
uses were expected to help relieve the problem of farm 
surpluses... In 1935 the Glidden Company built the fi rst 
plant for the isolation of industrial grade soybean protein 
(transferred to Central Soya in 1958). The largest use of 
industrial grade protein is in the paper-making industry, for 
coating and sizing of paper board.
 “After World War I, soybean meal, because of its low 
cost, replaced casein as an adhesive for Douglas fi r plywood 
glue, where it still retains a substantial part of the market for 
the interior grade product.”
 “While soybean proteins have several important 
industrial applications, especially in the paper industry for 
coating and sizing paper, which are expected to continue 
for years to come, the original dream of an ever-expanding 
industrial market [for soy proteins] has faded. In the polymer 
market it appears that for most applications the proteins 
cannot be made competitive with the increasing number 
of low cost, high quality synthetic resins... It is generally 
recognized that the increasing demand for proteins for feed 
and food will greatly surpass the anticipated industrial uses.”
 A graph (p. 1) shows: Soybean production in the United 
States for seed, 1940-1970. Address: 1. Oilseeds Protein 
Consultant, New Orleans, Louisiana; 2. Director, Protein 
Research, W.L. Clayton Research Center, Anderson Clayton 
Foods, Richardson, Texas.

2536. Smith, Allan K.; Circle, Sidney J. eds. 1972. Soybeans: 
Chemistry and technology. Vol. 1. Proteins. Westport, 
Connecticut: AVI Publishing Co. xi + 470 p. Illust. Index. 24 
cm. [500+ ref]
• Summary: One of the best and most comprehensive 
reviews on the subject, with extensive information on 
modern soy protein products. Each of the 12 chapters 
is written by an expert on the subject, and each is cited 
separately. Volume 2 was never published. Address: 1. PhD, 
Oilseeds protein consultant, New Orleans, Louisiana; 2. 
PhD, Director, Protein Research, W.L. Clayton Research 
Center, Anderson Clayton Foods, Richardson, Texas.

2537. Smith, A.K.; Circle, S.J. 1972. Chemical composition 
of the [soybean] seed. In: A.K. Smith and S.J. Circle, eds. 
1972. Soybeans: Chemistry and Technology. Westport, CT: 

AVI Publishing Co. xiii + 470 p. See p. 61-92. Chap. 3. [54 
ref]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Introduction. 2. Nitrogenous 
constituents: Nitrogen conversion factor, protein composition 
of the seed, high protein soybeans, garden type soybeans, 
nonprotein nitrogen, nitrogen distribution in meal fractions, 
amino acid distribution in meal fractions. 2. Soybean oil. 3. 
Ash and mineral constituents. 4. Phosphorus constituents: 
Phytin and inorganic phosphorus, phospholipids, nucleic 
acids. 5. Minor organic constituents: Phenolic acids, 
other organic components. 6. Soluble carbohydrates: 
Sucrose, raffi nose, stachyose and verbascose. 7. Insoluble 
carbohydrates of cotyledons. 8. Seed coat: Chemical 
composition, amino acids.
 In addition to high protein soybeans (for meal) and high 
oil soybeans (for soybean oil), there are also “Garden type 
soybeans: Garden types are soybeans which the Chinese and 
other oriental people use during the summer as green beans 
for the table. They were introduced into the U.S. program 
and tested as a potential garden crop by Lloyd and Burlison 
(1939, Illinois), Woodruff and Klaas (1938, Illinois), and 
Weiss et al. (1942). The garden type soybeans are sometimes 
referred to as vegetable or edible soybeans; however, at 
present the most popular designation is “garden type.” The 
garden varieties can be preserved by freezing and canning 
much like other vegetables.
 “Garden type soybeans are not basically different from 
fi eld varieties but are reported generally to be larger in 
size, higher in protein, lower in oil, lower in yield, and on 
reaching maturity they have a tendency to shatter from the 
pod, resulting in substantial loss if harvested with a combine. 
Garden varieties are reported to have a better fl avor and 
texture than the regular fi eld beans and have been compared 
in these qualities to lima beans.
 “Table 3.3 gives the protein and oil content of several 
varieties of garden type beans and Table 3.4 compares 
garden type beans with other common beans and with peas. 
The garden type contains about twice as much protein as the 
other beans and peas and 11 times as much oil. Thus, they 
are much higher in nutritive and caloric value than other 
garden beans and peas.”
 “Raffi nose is a nonreducing sugar without food 
value unless it has been hydrolyzed by strong acids into 
its components of galactose, glucose, and fructose.” The 
raffi nose can be hydrolyzed by either of two enzymes: 
invertase or emulsin. “Invertase will hydrolyze the sucrose 
part of the molecule to give melibiose and D-fructose. 
Emulsin, which contains an -D-galactosidase as well as 
a Beta-glucosidase, can hydrolyze the melibiose residue to 
yield galactose and sucrose. Bottom yeasts, which contain 
both enzymes, can completely hydrolyze raffi nose" (p. 83).
 Concerning verbascose (a soluble carbohydrate/sugar): 
Kawamura and Kasai (1966) used dextran gel fi ltration for 
the isolation and purifi cation of sucrose, raffi nose, stachyose, 
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and verbascose (p. 84). Address: 1. Oilseeds Protein 
Consultant, New Orleans, Louisiana; 2. Director, Protein 
Research, Anderson Clayton Foods, Richardson, Texas.

2538. Stare, Fredrick J.; Hegsted, D.M.; Mayer, J.; et al. 
1972. “Health” foods: Defi nitions and nutrient values. J. 
of Nutrition Education 4(3):94-97. Testimony presented at 
hearing on “Health, Organic, and Natural Foods” by the 
Department of Consumer Affairs, City of New York, Dec. 
1971. [3 ref]
• Summary: Gives testimony presented at a hearing on 
“health, organic, and natural foods,” held in Dec. 1971, by 
the Dept. of Consumer Affairs, City of New York. Address: 
Dep. of Nutrition, Harvard School of Public Health, 665 
Huntington Ave., Boston, Massachusetts.

2539. Strozha, I.K.; Vevere, L.K.; Stroza, I.; Vevere, 
L. 1972. Izmenenie kolichestva vitamina E v Krovi i 
tkanyakh tsyplyat v zavisimosti ot soderzhaniya ego v 
ratsione [Changes in vitamin E contents in blood and 
tissues of chickens in relation to the amount in the diet]. In: 
Biokhimiya i fi ziologiya pitaniya zhivotnykh. Latvian SSR: 
Riga, Izdatel’stvo Zinatne. See p. 83-90. [Rus; eng]*

2540. Sugimoto, Yoshimi; Murata, Kiku. 1972. Tenpei no 
kôsan kasei yûkô busshitsu no kensaku [Studies on the 
antioxidative factors in tempeh]. Osaka Shiritsu Daigaku 
Kaseigakubu Kiyo (Bulletin of the Faculty of Home 
Economics, Osaka City University) 20:13-19. [9 ref. Jap; 
eng]
• Summary: “For the purpose of fi nding new antioxidative 
factors in tempeh, fermented soybeans, investigation was 
made for detecting and concentrating the active new fraction, 
which protects oxidation of oil, from tempeh powder.
 “The following results were obtained: (1) Hexane 
2:ethylalcohol 1 was most effi cient among several solvents 
investigated to extract tempeh oil containing antioxidants. (2) 
The antioxidative factors were concentrated in the emulsifi ed 
fraction obtained after treating tempeh oil (extracted with 
hexane:alcohol) with 50% alcohol. (3) The precipitate, 
which has the antioxidant activity, was obtained from about 
80% acetone solution of the water layer extracted from 
the emulsifi ed fraction after removing oil with petroleum 
ether. (4) The active fraction was ethanol soluble and also 
water soluble. The fraction was positive for Emmerie-Engel 
Reaction, (5) Fraction of Rf 0.04 and 0.17 with the paper 
partition chromatography (butanol 4:acetic acid 1:water 1) 
were both active to prevent the oxidation of oil. The UV 
maximum of the 0.04 and 0.17 fractions extracted with 
ethanol was 260 mμ.” Address: Osaka Shiritsu Daigaku, 
Katei Gakubu, Japan.

2541. Whyte, R.O. 1972. Rural nutrition in China. Hong 
Kong, London & New York: Oxford University Press. 54 p. 

[77 ref]
• Summary: Soybeans are discussed in Chap. X, “Sources of 
Plant Protein” (p. 37-40). Table 14 (p. 39) shows the value of 
soybean exports from China, 1959 to 1967. They increased 
from $49.46 million in 1959 to $68.24 million in 1967. 
Table 15 discusses soybeans as a source of plant protein for 
China’s population of 640 million people.

2542. Wolf, W.J. 1972. Purifi cation and properties of the 
[soybean] proteins. In: A.K. Smith and S.J. Circle, eds. 1972. 
Soybeans: Chemistry and Technology. Westport, CT: AVI 
Publishing Co. xiii + 470 p. See p. 93-143. Chap. 4. [163 ref]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Introduction. 2. Nomenclature. 
3. Subcellular structure. 4. Protein extraction: Preparation 
of fl akes and meal, extraction of meal (extraction solvents, 
meal-to-solvent ratio, extraction temperature, effect of pH). 
5. Fractionation methods: Fractional precipitation (isoelectric 
precipitation, use of metal cations, cryoprecipitation, 
ammonium sulfate precipitation, fractionation with 
organic solvents), fractional extraction (neutral salts, salts 
at pH 4.5), chromatography (hydroxylapatite, modifi ed 
polysaccharides, ion-exchange resins, gel fi ltration). 6. 
Chemical properties of soybean protein: Nitrogen content, 
nonprotein constituents in soybean proteins, amino acid 
compositions (amino acid analyses, sulfhydryl content), 
primary structures, disulfi de polymerization (polymers in 
defatted meal, polymerization during protein precipitation). 
7. Physical properties of soybean proteins: Solubility, 
molecular size, molecular structure and conformation 
(Bowman-Birk [1.9S] inhibitor, Kunitz trypsin inhibitor, 
hemagglutinin, lipoxygenase, 7S globulin, 11S globulin, 15S 
globulin, urease), electrochemical properties (electrophoresis 
{moving boundary electrophoresis, gel electrophoresis, 
immunoelectrophoresis, isoelectric focusing}, titration 
studies). 8. Denaturation of soybean proteins: Heat 
denaturation, denaturation by extremes of pH (acid pH, 
alkaline pH), denaturation by organic solvents, denaturation 
by detergents, effects of urea and guanidine hydrochloride. 
9. Immunochemical properties of soybean proteins. Address: 
Northern Regional Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois.

2543. Yokotsuka, Tamotsu. 1972. Shoyu. In: Proceedings 
of the [Sixth] International Symposium on Conversion and 
Manufacture of Foodstuffs by Microorganisms. Tokyo: 
Saikon Publishing Co. viii + 297 p. See p. 117-25. Held 5-9 
Dec. 1971 at Kyoto, Japan. [68 ref]
• Summary: Tables show: (1) Basic characteristics of 
various types of soy sauce from different countries: Koikuchi 
(Japan), usukuchi (Japan), soy sauce (China, Malaya, 
Indonesia) and Fish soy (Malaya). For each is given: Baumè 
(density of liquids). NaCl in gm per 100 gm. Total nitrogen 
in gm per 100 gm. Reducing sugars in gm per 100 gm. 
Alcohol in ml per 100 ml. Color (dark to light).
 (2) Japanese agricultural standard (JAS) for shoyu–
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koikuchi, tamari, and usukuchi. Grade depends most on total 
nitrogen content. (3) The relation between the preference for 
a shoyu and its chemical composition. The highest partial 
correlation coeffi cient is alcohol content = 0.35.
 (4) The relation between the preference for a shoyu 
and its odorous components. (5) The relation between the 
preference for a shoyu and its taste components.
 (6) Effect of cooking conditions of soybeans on the 
digestibility of protein in the mash. (7) Effect of cooking 
condition of soybeans on the enzymatic digestibility 
of protein (high pressure, short time has the highest 
digestibility).
 (8) Fluorescent pyrazine compounds produced by 
moulds similar to afl atoxins regarding Rf values on TLC.
 (9) Fluorescent isocoumarine compounds produced by 
moulds similar to afl atoxins regarding Rf values on TLC.
 Graph: Yeast fl ora in shoyu fermentation. 
Saccharomyces rouxii has a count that peaks at about 
2 months and has largely disappeared after 6 months. 
Torulopsis sp. has a count that peaks at about 15 days 
and again at 6 months and has disappeared after about 12 
months. Address: Central Research Laboratories, Kikkoman 
Shoyu Co., Ltd., Chiba-ken, Japan.

2544. Yudkin, John. 1972. Sweet and dangerous: The new 
facts about the sugar you eat as a cause of heart disease, 
diabetes, and other killers. New York, NY: W.H. Wyden. x + 
208 p. Index. 21 cm. [50* ref]
• Summary: Contents: Why This Book Is Necessary for 
Your Health. Chapter 1. What’s So Different About Sugar? 
2. Everybody Likes the Sweet. 3. What Sugar Is–and Isn’t. 4. 
“Brown Is Beautiful.” 5. Who Eats Sugar, and How Much? 
6. Sugar’s Calories Make You Thin–They Say. 7. How To 
Eat More Calories Without Eating Real Food. 8. Can You 
Prove the Case? 9. Tracking Down Coronary Thrombosis, 
the Modern Epidemic. 10. Eat Sugar and See What Happens. 
11. The Ill-Effects of Too Much (or Too Little) Blood 
Sugar. 12. How Sugar Can Give You a Pain in the Middle, 
The Eyes, Teeth, Skin, Joints–and Cancer. 14. Does Sugar 
Accelerate the Life Process–and Death, Too? 15. How 
Does Sugar Produce Its Effects? 16. Why Sugar Should Be 
Banned. 17. The Sugar Industry’s Defense Strategy: Attack. 
18. The Honest Manufacturer and the Objective Scientist. 
Selected Bibliography (divided into 3 parts, including books 
and papers from the Nutrition Department, Queen Elizabeth 
College, London University).
 Note: This book was part over the debate about what 
foods raise one’s risk of heart attack. Some doctors now 
believe that having high blood sugar is actually a more 
accurate indication of future heart disease than having high 
cholesterol. Why? One theory is: Because too much sugar 
changes the chemistry of your artery walls, making them 
as sticky as fl ypaper. Traveling blood clots get stuck in the 
fl ypaper, and soon you’ve got a blockage. Address: M.D., 

Queen Elizabeth College, London Univ., London, England.

2545. Koyanagi, Tatsuo. 1972? Soybean elements and 
sodium chloride which affect the thyroid function. Sendai, 
Japan: Tohoku University. 18 p. Undated. Final technical 
report. USDA P.L. 480. Grant no. FG-Ja-125. [15 ref. Eng]
• Summary: This undated report, published between 1971 
and July 1975, describes studies on rats of the goitrogenicity 
of various soybean preparations. The goitrogenic element 
in soybeans was extracted by methanol. It was soluble in 
acetone and butanol, but not in ethyl ether. Address: Faculty 
of Agriculture, Tohoku Univ., Sendai, Japan.

2546. Buttery, B.R.; Buzzell, R.I. 1973. Varietal differences 
in leaf fl avonoids of soybeans. Crop Science 13(1):103-06. 
Jan/Feb. [21 ref]
• Summary: Flavonoids are found in most higher plants. 
They have been studied for their intrinsic interest as chemical 
compounds, for their value as “markers” in genetics and 
taxonomy, and for their function in the plant.
 “Nine 3-0-glycosides of kaempferol and 10 of quercetin 
were characterized by thin-layer chromatography, UV 
spectrophotometry, and hydrolysis.”
 No comprehensive study of fl avonoids in soybeans 
has yet been published, but various reports have described 
phenolic substances involved in seed color. Address: 
Research Station, Canada Dep. of Agriculture, Harrow, 
Ontario.

2547. Fomon, Samuel J.; Thomas, L.N.; Filer, L.J., Jr.; 
Anderson, T.A.; Bergmann, K.E. 1973. Requirements for 
protein and essential amino acids in early infancy: Studies 
with a soy-isolate formula. Acta Paediatrica Scandinavica 
62(1):33-45. Jan. [23 ref]
• Summary: “Requirements for essential amino acids in early 
infancy are not yet fi rmly established.”
 Rates of gain in length and weight by full-size infants 
receiving 6 to 7 percent of calories from cow milk protein 
or soy protein were found to be similar to those by breastfed 
infants. Address: Dep. of Pediatrics, Univ. of Iowa, Iowa 
City.

2548. Horan, F.E. 1973. Wheat-soy blends: High-quality 
protein products. Cereal Science Today 18(1):11-14. Jan. [13 
ref]
• Summary: Wheat-Soy Blend is a mixture of bulgur wheat 
fl our, wheat protein concentrate, defatted soy fl our, soy oil, 
minerals and vitamins.
 In recent years “empty calories” has become a 
household saying when matters of everyday nutrition are 
discussed. It refers to food that are high in calories and low 
in nutritional value. Address: Director of Research, ADM, 
Decatur, Illinois.
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2549. Loosli, J.K. 1973. Clive Maine McCay (1893-1967): A 
biographical sketch. J. of Nutrition 103(1):1-10. Jan. [1 ref]
• Summary: A superb biography. On page 2 is a full-page 
portrait photo of Clive McCay.
 1898 March 21–Clive Maine McCay is born on a farm 
in Winamac, Indiana, the oldest of three children and the 
only son of Lewis J. McCay, a country school teacher, and 
May Crim.
 1902–The family moves to Logansport, Indiana, where 
the father begins work on the Pennsylvania railroad. Clive 
goes to grade school and high school in Logansport.
 1909 July–Clive’s mother dies of stomach cancer when 
he is age 11. Clive’s father remarries within two years.
 1914–Clive’s father is killed in a train accident when he 
is age 16. His father was on top of a train when it went under 
a covered bridge. His stepmother becomes his only parent. 
Clive’s sisters remember him as a serious, industrious child, 
never getting into trouble and with no bad habits, but being 
original in the way he did things. An excellent character 
sketch follows. He “did what he set out to do.” “To an 
unusual degree McCay combined the dreamer and the doer.”
 1916 spring–He graduated from high school in 
Logansport.
 1916 fall–Entered the University of Illinois.
 1920 spring–Graduated with an A.B. degree specializing 
in chemistry and physics.
 1920-21–Taught chemistry at Texas A&M College.
 1923–Graduated from Iowa State College with an M.S. 
degree in biochemistry.
 1925–Graduated from the University of California, 
Berkeley, with a Ph.D. degree in biochemistry under C.L.A. 
Schmidt.
 1927–Studied nutrition at Yale University [New Haven, 
Connecticut] on a National Research Council Fellowship 
under L.B. Mendel, a leading nutritionist of the day. 
Nutrition had interested Clive even as a boy.
 During his postdoctorate studies at Yale, McCay became 
acquainted with L.A. Maynard who was on leave from 
Cornell Univ., also studying with Osborne and Mendel at the 
time.
 1927–The young McCay accepts Maynard’s invitation 
to join him as assistant professor of animal husbandry and 
assistant animal nutritionist in the Experiment Station in the 
Department of Animal Husbandry at Cornell.
 “McCay’s most important early contribution was 
probably the demonstration that restriction of calories 
in a diet otherwise adequate extended the life span. The 
stimulus for this research came during his postdoctorate 
studies at Yale University. He started lifespan studies on 
trout while at Yale and continued these [at the Cortland Fish 
Hatchery] after joining the Cornell faculty where he initiated 
experiments with rats. [The white rat was the subject of most 
of Clive’s nutritional studies]. It was found that a severe 
restriction of energy which retarded growth, markedly 

extended the lifespan of rats and delayed the biochemical and 
pathological changes related to aging... This research brought 
him international recognition and much of his later research 
was related to the aging process. More than 50 papers were 
published reporting the results of various nutritional factors 
on the aging process and the life span of rats and hamsters.”
 1927 July 11–Clive marries Jeanette Beyer of Iowa just 
before they moved to Cornell Univ. Her training, interest 
and stimulation to his research undoubtedly added greatly 
to his accomplishments. A biography of Jeanette is given. 
The daughter of Dr. S.W. Beyer, Prof. of Geology and Dean 
of Science at Iowa State College, she earned a B.S. degree 
of Iowa State in foods and nutrition. Then she worked 
for General Mills, Inc. for several years teaching cooking 
schools for homemakers. She wrote a weekly column on 
foods for about 10 years while she pursued graduate studies 
in nutrition and child development at Cornell Univ. In 1934 
she was awarded an M.S. degree and in 1939 a PhD degree.
 “Clive and Jeanette developed a true partnership devoted 
to the teaching and practice of proper nutrition. Together 
they developed the Cornell formula bread (also called Triple 
Rich bread) which contained 8% of nonfat dry milk solids, 
6% of full fat soybean fl our and 2% of wheat germ.”
 1933–The McCays buy a run-down 55-acre farm about 
3 miles from Cornell on Route 1, in Ithaca; they call it Green 
Barn Farm.
 1935-36–Sabbatical leave with Jeanette to Oxford 
University, England.
 1936–McCay is promoted in rank and becomes 
Professor of Nutrition.
 1943–Clive enlisted in the U.S. Navy. He was 
commissioned and assigned to take charge of research on 
food and nutrition. His work included the improvement of 
“abandon-ship rations.” He was honorably discharged in 
1946.
 Upon returning to Cornell after World War II, Clive 
devoted more of his energy to research on problems directly 
related to human nutrition and health.
 1946–He is given a joint appointment to the Food and 
Nutrition faculty of the College of Home Economics.
 1953–Sabbatical to Basel, Switzerland.
 The section titled “History of Nutrition” notes: “This 
interest in history was maintained throughout his active life.” 
“... history was his great passion. He loved to read it and 
loved to quote it.” In one of his papers Clive wrote: “The 
study of history affords a means of maturing in wisdom... 
History tends to inculcate a spirit of modesty in regard to 
our own time and to make us realize that we have made but 
a beginning in solving the intricate and diffi cult problems of 
feeding men.”
 The section titled “McCay as a teacher” notes that “his 
teaching responsibilities at Cornell were primarily concerned 
with graduate students.” He supervised the training of about 
30 graduate students, “all of whom devoted their careers to 
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some aspect of nutrition in many different countries” (p. 8).
 “The McCay home became a family center for his 
many graduate students. There they made frequent visits for 
food and fun liberally spiced with discussions of nutrition 
research, both theoretical and applied.” “... his enthusiasm 
greatly stimulated his students and associates.”
 “During the 35 years he served on the faculty of the 
Department of Animal Husbandry at Cornell he authored and 
coauthored some 200 technical articles published in more 
than 30 journals.” He also contributed review chapters to at 
least fi ve books. His book titled Nutrition of the Dog, which 
was published in 1943, won the National Dog Week Award 
and Medal in 1948. A revised edition appeared in 1949.
 “McCay’s basic interest was in improving human 
welfare through better nutrition of man himself and of the 
animals that serve him.” He wrote: “The nutritional status of 
every person lies largely in his own hands during the latter 
half of life and depends largely upon his ability to curb his 
intake of such common foods as sugar, alcohol, low-grade 
cereals and many fats, as well as his ability to select foods of 
high nutritional value.” The McCays had no children of their 
own but adopted a son, Kenneth Button, who now lives in 
Victoria, Texas.
 1959 Oct.–Clive has his fi rst stroke; after two years he 
has almost recovered.
 1962–He retires from Cornell and he and Jeanette move 
to Florida.
 1967 June 8–Clive dies in Florida. Jeanette still resides 

there. Address: Dep. of Animal Science, New York State 
College of Agriculture, Cornell Univ., Ithaca, New York 
14850.

2550. Naim, M.; Gestetner, B.; Kirson, I.; Birk, Y.; Bondi, 
A. 1973. A new isofl avone from soya beans. Phytochemistry 
12(1):169-70. Jan. [10 ref]
• Summary: The introduction begins: “Soya beans contain 
glycosides of the isofl avones genistein and daidzein. György 
et al. (1964, in Nature, p. 870) reported the presence of 
6,7,4’ -trihydroxyisofl avone in fermented soya beans, which, 
however, was shown to be a product of the fermentation 
process. In this communication evidence is presented for 
the occurrence of an additional isofl avone–glycitein–in 
soya beans, the structure of which has been determined.” 
Glycitein, which was isolated from defatted soybean meal, is 
7,4’-dihydroxy, 6-methoxyisofl avone.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2021) 
that mentions glycitein, an isofl avone just found in soya 
beans. Address: Faculty of Agriculture, The Hebrew Univ. of 
Jerusalem, Rehovot, Israel.

2551. Koide, Takehiko; Ikenaka, Tokuji. 1973. Studies on 
soybean trypsin inhibitors. III. Amino-acid sequence of 
the carboxyl-terminal region and the complete amino-acid 
sequence of the soybean trypsin inhibitor (Kunitz). European 
J. of Biochemistry 32(3):417-31. Feb. [28 ref]
• Summary:  See above. Gives (for the fi rst time) the 
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complete amino acid sequence and primary structure of 
the Kunitz soybean trypsin inhibitor. Address: Dep. of 
Biochemistry, Niigata Univ. School of Medicine, Niigata, 
Japan.

2552. Kosaric, Naim; Singh, Narendra. 1973. Nutrition–Two 
views. Kosaric: develop new technologies. Singh: research 
is on the wrong track. Ceres: FAO Review on Development 
6(1):32-40. Jan/Feb.
• Summary: Discusses: Population explosion, amino acid 
fortifi cation of foods, fi sh protein concentrate, leaf proteins 
and leaf protein concentrate, single-cell proteins (especially 
petroleum-grown yeast protein), ramie (Bohemeria nivea), 
etc.
 Singh argues that corporate elites from developed 
countries set the R&D priorities and patterns in Third World 
countries for their own (elite) benefi t, while disregarding 
simple, local solutions to nutritional problems. “Soy 
interests have extensively supported specifi c R & D use of 
the soybean. TVP promotion is the latest manifestation of 
their pursuits. In India, even research on groundnuts was 
supported by North American interests because of the market 
potential for soybean technology. Now, overt and covert 
promotional pressures have started to displace groundnut by 
soybean, even in raw material research and development.”
 Singh notes that leaf protein research started over 40 
years ago and research on petroleum-grown yeast protein 
(SCP) started about 10 years ago. There are large sidebars 
on “Amino acid fortifi cation of foods” and “Leaf protein 
concentrate” based on information provided by the Joint 
FAO/WHO/UNICEF Protein Advisory Group. Address: 
1. Assoc. Prof., Faculty of Engineering Science, Univ. of 
Western Ontario, Canada; 2. Inst. for Storage and Processing 
of Agricultural Produce, Wageningen, Netherlands.

2553. Marnett, L.F.; Tenney, R.J.; Barry, V.D. 1973. Methods 
of producing soy-fortifi ed breads. Cereal Science Today 
18(2):38-43, 50. Feb. [10 ref]
• Summary: “Summary: A study was made of 70% sponge 
dough, straight dough, and 100% sponge dough procedures 
to produce 12% soy-fortifi ed bread. Proper dough mixing 
and absorption, and use of sodium stearoyl-2-Iactylate were 
found to be the most important factors in producing high-
quality soy-fortifi ed breads.” Address: C.J. Patterson Co., 
3947 Broadway, Kansas City, Missouri 64111.

2554. Reichlova, E. 1973. [The effects of fertilization with 
different kinds of phosphoric compounds on the content of 
nitrogen and free amino acids in the leaves of soyabeans]. 
Rostlinna Vyroba (Plant Production) 19(2):147-152. Feb. [12 
ref. Cze; eng; rus]
• Summary: “The lack of phosphorus in a nutritious 
environment with insoluble aluminium, phosphate markedly 
inhibited the forming of nodules. The plants suffered from 

lack of nitrogen, and amino acids concentrated in the leaves 
without being built up in the proteins. Calcium phosphate 
proved to be a suitable source of available phosphorus. The 
nutrition of plants with mineral nitrogen together with a 
suffi cient dose of available phosphorus was connected with 
a smaller nitrogen content in the above-ground parts of the 
plants. The percentage of the nitrogen content in the roots 
was not infl uenced by a different phosphorus level in the 
nutritious environment.” Address: Inst. of Plant Nutrition, 
Praha-Ruzyne (Ustav vyzivy rostlin VURV, Prague Ruzyne), 
Czechoslovakia.

2555. Shemer, Michael; Wei, L.S.; Perkins, G. 1973. 
Nutritional and chemical studies of three processed soybean 
foods. J. of Food Science 38(1):112-15. Jan/Feb. [15 ref]
• Summary: The authors determined the nutritional and 
chemical properties of whole soy fl akes, canned whole 
soybeans (water packed), and whole soy-banana fl akes 
(weaning food). These were made from enzyme-inactive 
soybeans with and without methionine supplementation. The 
protein cost ratio (PCR; grams of weight gain per cents cost) 
was calculated. The product with the highest PCR (43) as 
plain whole soy fl akes supplemented with methionine (5%). 
Supplementation with methionine did not noticeably increase 
product cost but resulted in a higher PCR is every case; the 
rise in PCR was a remarkable 44% for canned soybeans.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2008) that 
mentions Michael Shemer, founder of Tivall, maker of meat 
alternatives in Israel. Address: Dep. of Food Science, Univ. 
of Illinois.

2556. Tsen, C.C.; Hoover, W.J. 1973. High-protein bread 
from wheat fl our fortifi ed with full-fat soy fl our. Cereal 
Chemistry 50(1):7-16. Jan/Feb. [15 ref]
• Summary: “All breads with 12 to 28% soy fl our exhibited 
a small loaf volume and poor grain score. When 0.5% SSL 
(sodium stearoyl-2 lactylate) was added, acceptable bread 
resulted from wheat fl our fortifi ed with soy fl our up to 24%.” 
SSL also helped stored breads retain softness.
 Note: This is the sort of manipulation by food scientists, 
using a chemical (SSL) to make bread fl uffi er and softer, 
that hippies rebelled against as they turned to natural foods. 
Address: Kansas State Univ., Manhattan, Kansas.

2557. Yeung, David L.; Cheung, L.W.Y.; Sabry, J.H. 1973. 
The hot-cold food concept in Chinese culture and its 
application in a Canadian-Chinese community. J. of the 
Canadian Dietetic Association 34(4):197-203, 209. Winter. 
[18 ref]
• Summary: The origins of the idea that Yin and Yang are 
the two principle forces in the universe “can be traced back 
4,000 years to the age of Huang Ti [the Yellow Emperor] 
as recorded in the Nei Ching and Su Wen.” Chinese who 
immigrated to Canada retained many ethnic food concepts 
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and choices after a decade abroad. There was good 
agreement on traditional categorizing of foods as hot or cold. 
Cooking changed these qualities. Most of these Chinese 
could describe symptoms of taking too much hot food. 
Conscious efforts were made to balance hot and cold in daily 
meals.
 “It is the opinion of the authors that an appreciation of 
the food and health benefi ts of this ethnic group would aid 
dietitians, nutritionists and physicians in their work with 
Chinese patients,”
 This whole subject can be indexed under: Ethnic food 
classifi cations, Food beliefs and taboos, or eating patterns. 
Address: Dep. of Family Studies, Univ. of Guelph, Guelph, 
Ontario [Canada].

2558. McFadden, Charles B. 1973. Cost-saving soybean 
product marketed. Minneapolis Tribune. March 8. p. 1A, 5A.
• Summary: General Mills announced Wednesday that a 
new textured protein product, obtained from soybeans and 
designed to blend with ground beef. Assuming the cost of 
ground beef to be $0.95/lb, a pound of the mixture of ground 
beef and Bontrae would be about $0.76/lb, for a savings 
of 20%. Available in a wide range of fl avors and textures, 
Bontrae can be made to resemble beef, ham, chicken, 
or fi sh–or even fruit and nuts. These products have been 
incorporated into stews, casseroles, salad dressings, spreads, 
dips, pizza, and snacks by some food processors.
 “The U.S. Department of Agriculture has approved 
the product’s use in school lunches at a 30 percent level in 
combination with meat, fi sh, and poultry.”
 General Mills said that various vegetable proteins 
could be used to make Bontrae, but the soybean was chosen 
because “it is the highest among vegetable proteins in the 
quality and quantity of the amino acids so necessary for 
human health and growth.” Address: Staff Writer.

2559. Ahlström, Antti; Räsänen, Leena. 1973. Review of 
food grouping systems in nutrition education. J. of Nutrition 
Education 5(1):13-17. Jan/March. [20 ref]
• Summary: “Although there are many different approaches 
to teaching nutrition, food grouping systems have become an 
almost universal tool. This article is a detailed comparison of 
food grouping systems in use in 47 countries.
 “A balanced diet is the central aim of nutrition 
education... The food grouping systems used in various 
countries differ considerably from each other.”
 Food grouping was fi rst introduced into nutrition by C.L. 
Hunt in March 1923 in her “Good Proportions in the Diet” 
(USDA Farmers’ Bulletin No. 1313). In this booklet, which 
eventually became quite popular, foods were apportioned to 
fi ve groups on the basis of similarity of nutrient content: (1) 
vegetables and fruits, (2) meat, fi sh, and milk, (3) cereals, (4) 
sugar, and (5) fat.
 “When some foods were rationed, even in the United 

States, during World War II, a new and more detailed 
grouping was needed. As part of the National Wartime 
Nutrition Program, the U.S. Department of Agriculture 
published the National Wartime Nutrition Guide.” Address: 
1. Acting Assoc. Prof. of Nutrition; 2. Teaching Asst. Both: 
Dep. of Nutritional Chemistry, Univ. of Helsinki, 00710 
Helsinki 71, Finland.

2560. Ashworth, A.; Milner, P.F.; Waterlow, J.C.; Walker, 
R.B. 1973. Absorption of iron from maize (Zea mays L.) 
and soya beans (Glycine hispida Max.) in Jamaican infants. 
British J. of Nutrition 29(2):269-78. March. [22 ref]
• Summary: Suggests that soy products are inhibitory to 
nonheme iron absorption. Address: 1-3. Tropical Metabolism 
Research Unit and Dep. of Hematology, Univ. of the West 
Indies, Kingston 7, Jamaica; 4. Dep. of Botany, Univ. of 
Washington, Seattle, WA.

2561. Beghin, Ivan; DeMello, Alavaro Vieira; Costa, 
Tereza; Monteiro, Emilia; Lucena, Ma. Anunciada; Varela, 
Ramanita. 1973. Assessment of biological value of a new 
corn-soy-wheat noodle through recuperation of Brazilian 
malnourished children. American J. of Clinical Nutrition 
26(3):246-58. March. [27 ref]
• Summary: A new macaroni, containing 60% maize, 30% 
defatted soy fl our, and 10% wheat germ–with a total protein 
content of 20.5%–was tested on Brazilian malnourished 
children, who were fed daily in a nutritional rehabilitation 
center.
 Acceptability was excellent; the average noodle 
consumption per child was 121 gm for 4 months. Address: 
Inst. of Nutrition, Federal Univ. of Pernambuco, Recife, 
Brazil.

2562. Fukui, Juro; Taira, Hirokadzu; Kaizuma, Norihiko; 
Taira, Harue. 1973. [Subgeneric and specifi c differences in 
the content and amino acid composition of the seed protein 
in the genus Glycine]. Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo Kenkyu 
Hokoku (Report of the National Food Research Institute) No. 
28. p. 176-81. March. [20 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: This experiment used 8 varieties of the 
cultivated soybean Glycine max, 4 strains of the semi-
cultivated soybean G. gracilis, and 13 strains of wild species, 
including 7 strains of G. soja, 2 of G. tabacina, 2 of G. 
tomentella, and 1 of G. clandestina.
 In 1969, the plants were grown in pots at the 
experimental fi eld of the Plant Breeding Laboratory, Faculty 
of Agriculture, Iwate Univ.
 The seeds of Glycine soja were found to have the 
highest protein content. “This fact shows the feasibility 
of breeding soybeans with higher protein content by the 
interspecifi c hybridization of G. max x G. soja.
 Little difference in the sulfur-containing amino acids 
was found.
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 Reprinted from Ikushugaku Zasshi (Japanese J. of 
Breeding) 22(4):197-202 (1972). Address: 1&3. Faculty 
of Agriculture, Iwate Univ., Morioka; 2&4. National Food 
Research Inst., MAFF, Tokyo, Japan.

2563. Halpern, Salmon R.; Sellars, W.A.; Johnson, 
R.B.; Anderson, D.W.; Saperstein, S.; Reisch, J.S. 1973. 
Development of childhood allergy in infants fed breast, 
soy, or cow milk. J. of Allergy and Clinical Immunology 
51(3):139-51. March. [28 ref]
• Summary: 1,753 “infants fed breast, soy, or cow milk from 
birth to 6 months of age were followed for varying periods to 
7 years to observe the development of childhood allergy.”
 In the fi rst 6 months: “Allergy to soy milk occurred in 
0.5 per cent; to cow milk, in 1.8 per cent.”
 Thus, some infants were allergic to soy milk.
 In attempting to answer the question of why earlier 
workers reported more allergy in babies fed cows’ milk and 
found soy milk to be relatively hypoallergenic, the authors 
suggest that with better control of processing, including 
higher and longer heat treatment, cows’ milk is now 
considerably less allergenic. Address: Dep. of Pediatrics 
and Div. of Biomathematics and Biostatistics, Dep. of 
Biophysics, Southwestern Medical School (Dallas), Univ. of 
Texas.

2564. Holm, H.; Fossum, K.; Eide, W.B. 1973. Chemical and 
biological evaluation of protein quality of locally produced 
and processed full-fat soya bean fl our from three Tanzanian 
villages. J. of the Science of Food and Agriculture (London) 
24(3):333-41. March. [29 ref]
• Summary: “In Tanzania, the Government has started a 
pilot programme in 3 Ujamaa (cooperative) villages to grow 
soya beans, produce full-fat soya bean fl our and utilise it for 
human consumption. The programme is based on the Faculty 
of Agriculture, University of Tanzania, Morogoro. UNICEF 
has provided simple manually-operated equipment for the 
processing of fl our.” Address: Nutrition Inst., Univ. of Oslo, 
P.O. Box 1046, Blindern, Oslo 3, Norway.

2565. Horii, Masaharu; Miyazaki, Motoyoshi. 1973. [Studies 
on trypsin inhibitor alteration in the processes of treatment 
of soybean. I. Trypsin inhibitor contents of soybeans, other 
beans, and soy products]. Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo Kenkyu 
Hokoku (Report of the National Food Research Institute) No. 
28. p. 52-58. March. [26 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: “1. Analytical methods of trypsin inhibitor 
contained in soybeans and soy-products were investigated, 
and trypsin inhibitor was determined quantitatively by the 
colorimetric determination using the crystal trypsin inhibitor 
(Sigma’s product, 1-S type) as standard. On one hand, 
trypsin inhibitor activity was calculated from liberation of 
tyrosine.
 “2. Trypsin inhibitor contents were different according 

to the kind and the brand of soybeans. Soybeans contained 
trypsin inhibitor from 0.5 mg to 0.9 mg per 1 mg of nitrogen 
(24-43 TIU per mg of protein). It was observed that protein 
contents and trypsin inhibitor contents in soybeans had a 
tendency to be an inverse ratio.
 “3. There is a very small amount of trypsin inhibitor 
in the seed of peanuts (germ and endosperm), but trypsin 
inhibitor was contained richly in the seed-coat (117 TIU per 
mg-protein). More than 40% of protein of the seed-coat is 
correspond to trypsin inhibitor. When peanuts were parched 
moderately for edible, trypsin inhibitor in the seed-coat was 
reduced merely by half.
 “4. Trypsin inhibitor was remained in ‘Tofu’ at a level of 
11-12% of raw soybean. Destruction of trypsin inhibitor is 
performed in the following 2 steps during ‘Tofu’ production. 
At the fi rst step, when hot steam was jetted to ‘Go’ (raw 
solution of soybean protein) and ‘Soy milk’ was produced, 
trypsin inhibitor was reduced to a level of 20% of original 
protein. Next step is coagulation process, from this fact, it 
was supposed that there is denaturation of trypsin inhibitor 
by coagulant.” Address: National Food Research Inst., 
MAFF, Tokyo, Japan.

2566. Horii, Masaharu; Miyazaki, Motoyoshi. 1973. [Studies 
on trypsin inhibitor alteration in the processes of treatment 
of soybean. II. Trypsin inhibitor reduction during heating, 
defatting, and irradiation of soybean]. Shokuhin Sogo 
Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the National Food 
Research Institute) No. 28. p. 59-62. March. [6 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: Trypsin inhibitor in whole soybeans is most 
effectively destroyed by moist heat. At 100ºC, it was reduced 
to 46% by 2 minutes of steaming, 1% by 30 minutes, and 
0.4% by 1 hour.
 Note 1. Presumably, pressure cooking or autoclaving 
would reduce it even faster.
 Note 2. Presumably the soybeans were soaked in 
water before steaming, but this is not stated in the English 
summary. Nor are we told for how long they were soaked or 
at what temperature. Address: National Food Research Inst., 
MAFF, Tokyo, Japan.

2567. Konijn, A.M.; Gershon, B.; Guggenheim, K. 1973. 
Further purifi cation and mode of action of a goitrogenic 
material from soybean fl our. J. of Nutrition 103(3):378-83. 
March. [23 ref]
• Summary: The goitrogenic substance in soya beans has 
been reported to be a compound of low molecular weight, 
probably an oligopeptide composed of two or three amino 
acids, or a glycopeptide made up of one or two amino acids 
and a sugar. It inhibits iodine uptake by the thyroid. Address: 
Dep. of Nutrition, Hebrew Univ.–Hadassah Medical School, 
Jerusalem, Israel.

2568. Lockmiller, N.R. 1973. Increased utilization of protein 
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in foods. Cereal Science Today 18(3):77-81. March. [13 ref]
• Summary: Details are given on each type of soy protein 
product and the way each is used. Table 4 gives the price per 
pound for various soy protein foods, the estimated annual 
production in 1972, and the current uses. Soy fl our and grits, 
$0.15-$0.17/lb, 352-500 million pounds produced in 1972. 
Used as ingredients for baked goods, dog foods, sausages.
 Soy protein concentrates, $0.21-$0.25/lb, 40-50 million 
pounds produced. Used in manufacturing textured products. 
Ingredients in processed meats, baby foods, and health foods.
 Soy protein isolates: Regular $0.41-$0.45/lb, modifi ed 
isolates $0.92-$1.33/lb. Production of both types: 35-40 
million pounds. Regular isolates are used in manufacturing 
analogs such as meatless ham, bacon, hot dogs, etc. Modifi ed 
isolates are used in whipping agents.
 Textured soy protein products: Extruded fl ours, $0.27/
lb and up. Spun isolates $0.50/lb and up. Production of 
both combined: 35-40 million pounds in 1972. Textured 
soy protein products are use in bacon bits, bacon strips and 
similar foods.
 Table 6 shows what companies supply which of the 
following types of edible soy-based ingredients: Soy fl our 
and grits (defatted, low-fat, full-fat), concentrates, isolates, 
spun fi bers, textured soy prod. The companies are ADM 
(soy fl our and grits–defatted, low-fat, and full fat, textured 
soy prod.), Cargill, Central Soya, Far-Mar-Co, General 
Mills, Griffi th Labs, Gurley, Inc., Lauhoff Grain Co., Miles 
(Worthington), National Protein, Ralston Purina, A.E. Staley, 
Swift & Company. Address: A.E. Staley Mfg. Co., Decatur, 
Illinois.

2569. Madhavi, V.; Pralhad Rao, N.; Mathur, Y.C.; Reddi, 
Y.R. 1973. Brief communication: Processed soya fl our as 
substitute for dry skim milk in the “protein packet” in the 
treatment of protein calorie malnutrition. Indian Pediatrics 
10(3):191-92. March. [2 ref]
• Summary: The original “protein packet” (OPP) which 
contained 8.5% dry skim milk, was used successfully in 
treating protein-calorie malnutrition. However considering 
the non-availability and the high cost of dry skim milk, 
a modifi ed “protein packet” (MPP) was developed using 
defatted soya fl our as a substitute for dry skim milk.
 The composition of the MPP is: Wheat 50%. Bengal 
gram 16.5%. Sugar 16.5%. Groundnut 8.5%. Defatted soya 
fl our 8.5%. The MPP contained 16.8% protein and 370 
calories. the OPP contained 15.4% proteins and 370 calories.
 The MPP was tested on children and the results are 
given in 2 tables. The results were good, but not quite 
as good as from the OPP. Address: Inst. of Child Health, 
Pediatric Centre, Niloufer Hospital for Women & Children, 
Hyderabad AP, India.

2570. Manabe, Masaru; Ohnuma, Shizuko; Matsuura, Shinji. 
1973. [Studies on the fl uorescent compounds in fermented 

foods. II. Test on afl atoxin contamination of miso and miso-
koji in Japan]. Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku 
(Report of the National Food Research Institute) No. 28. p. 
239-43. March. [10 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: Reprinted from Nihon Shokuhin Kogyo Gakkai 
Shi (J. of Food Science and Technology) 19(2):76-80 (1968). 
Address: National Food Research Inst., MAFF, Tokyo, 
Japan.

2571. Manabe, Masaru; Matsuura, Shinji. 1973. [Studies 
on the fl uorescent compounds in fermented foods. III. 
Degradation of added afl atoxin during miso fermentation]. 
Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the 
National Food Research Institute) No. 28. p. 244-50. March. 
[14 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: “Although afl atoxin-like substances were 
detected in a few samples,” no actual afl atoxin was detected 
in any of the rice samples.
 Reprinted from Nihon Shokuhin Kogyo Gakkai Shi 
(J. of Food Science and Technology) 19(6):268-74 (1972). 
Address: National Food Research Inst., MAFF, Tokyo, 
Japan.

2572. Manabe, Masaru; Matsuura, Shinji. 1973. [Studies 
on the fl uorescent compounds in fermented foods. IV. 
Degradation of added afl atoxin during miso fermentation]. 
Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the 
National Food Research Institute) No. 28. p. 251-55. March. 
[9 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: “A certain amount of afl atoxin was added to 
green miso before fermentation in order to investigate the 
degradation of the toxin during miso fermentation.” There 
was some degradation of afl atoxin B1 and G1 in miso during 
the early stage of miso fermentation, but in the later stage 
the velocity was remarkably reduced. As a result, more than 
50% of afl atoxin B1 and G1 remained in miso after 1 month 
fermentation. No degradation of afl atoxin B2 and G2 was 
detected during miso fermentation.
 Reprinted from Nihon Shokuhin Kogyo Gakkai Shi 
(J. of Food Science and Technology) 19(6):275-79 (1972). 
Address: National Food Research Inst., MAFF, Tokyo, 
Japan.

2573. Register, U.D.; Sonnenberg, L.M. 1973. The 
vegetarian diet: Scientifi c and practical considerations. J. of 
the American Dietetic Association 62(3):253-61. March. [37 
ref]
• Summary: “Without sound nutritional knowledge, 
following a vegetarian diet can be hazardous. However, 
as shown by a number of studies reviewed here, it is 
perfect possible to construct a vegetarian diet that provides 
all essential nutrients.” One section in this article, titled 
“Soy products,” discusses spun soy protein isolates, and 
textured soy protein products. Another discusses “The Pure 
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Vegetarian [Vegan] Diet.”
 The introduction states: “The use of Zen macrobiotic 
diets is a well known example of problems that potentially 
may develop when the diet is improperly selected.
 “The Zen macrobiotic regimen basically consists of ten 
diets, ranging from the lowest level (Diet -3) which includes 
fruits, vegetables, and some animal products in addition 
to cereals, to the highest level (Diet 7) made up entirely of 
cereals. Individuals who persist in following the more rigid 
diets are in great danger of developing serious nutritional 
defi ciencies. Cases of scurvy, anemia, hypoproteinemia, 
hypocalcemia, emaciation due to starvation, and other forms 
of malnutrition, in addition to loss of kidney function due 
to restricted fl uid intake, have been reported, some of which 
have resulted in death.”
 This review of the literature was reprinted in: Ioannis S. 
Scarpa and Helen C. Kiefer, eds. 1978. Sourcebook on Food 
and Nutrition. p. 220-28. Address: Dep. of Nutrition, School 
of Health, Loma Linda Univ., Loma Linda, California.

2574. Taira, Harue; Taira, Hirokadzu. 1973. Infl uence of 
location on the chemical composition of soybean seeds. I. 
Protein, oil, carbohydrate and ash contents. Shokuhin Sogo 
Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the National Food 
Research Institute) No. 28. p. 182-96. March. [19 ref. Eng; 
jap]
• Summary: Reprinted from Nippon Sakumotsu Gakkai 
Kiji (Proceedings of the Crop Science Society of Japan) 
40(4):530-44 (1971). Address: National Food Research Inst., 
MAFF, Tokyo, Japan.

2575. Taira, Harue; Taira, Hirokadzu. 1973. [Infl uence of 
location on the chemical composition of soybean seeds. II. 
Potassium, phosphorus, magnesium, and calcium contents]. 
Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the 
National Food Research Institute) No. 28. p. 197-209. 
March. [8 ref. Eng; jap]
• Summary: Reprinted from Nippon Sakumotsu Gakkai 
Kiji (Proceedings of the Crop Science Society of Japan) 
41(2):213-25 (1972). Address: National Food Research Inst., 
MAFF, Tokyo, Japan.

2576. Taira, Harue; Taira, Hirokadzu. 1973. [Infl uence of 
location on the chemical composition of soybean seeds. III. 
Protein component by disc electrophoresis]. Shokuhin Sogo 
Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the National Food 
Research Institute) No. 28. p. 210-18. March. [7 ref. Eng; 
jap]
• Summary: Reprinted from Nippon Sakumotsu Gakkai 
Kiji (Proceedings of the Crop Science Society of Japan) 
41(2):235-43 (1972). Address: National Food Research Inst., 
MAFF, Tokyo, Japan.

2577. Yeutter, Clayton. 1973. Proposed rules: Food and 

Nutrition Service [7 CFR Parts 210, 225] National School 
Lunch Program; Special Food Service Program for Children. 
Federal Register 38(70):9234-38. April 12.
• Summary: The section titled “Appendix A: Alternate 
foods for meals” (p. 9234) contains a long section enabling 
schools and service institutions to use textured vegetable 
protein products, and gives defi nitions of 4 such products 
(incl. minimum water content on a dry weight basis), the 
percentages that can be used, and the labeling requirements. 
The four types of products are: (1) Textured vegetable 
protein (minimum 50% protein). (2) Granular protein 
concentrate (min. 70% protein) [from Swift & Co]. (3) 
Textured (structured) isolates (min. 90% protein). (4) 
Mixtures of two or more of the above items and/or new 
textured products (min. 55% protein).

2578. Badenhop, A.F.; Hackler, L.R. 1973. Methionine 
supplementation of soy milk to correct cystine loss resulting 
from an alkaline soaking procedure. J. of Food Science 
38(3):471-73. March/April. [15 ref]
• Summary: A previous report by Badenhop and Hackler on 
the effects of alkali (sodium hydroxide) soaking of soybeans 
when making soy milk showed that the only amino acid 
cystine was signifi cantly affected; it was reduced.
 “In conclusion, it would appear that methionine 
supplementation is an effective means of improving the 
nutritive value of alkali-treated, heat-processed soy milk... 
This indicates that methionine supplementation alone is 
not suffi cient and that in order to obtain the most nutritious 
product both heat processing to destroy trypsin inhibitor and 
supplementation to correct cystine defi ciency are required.” 
Address: Cornell Univ., New York State Agric. Exp. Station, 
Geneva, New York 14456.

2579. Conway, H.F.; Anderson, R.A. 1973. Protein-fortifi ed 
extruded food products. Cereal Science Today 18(4):94-97. 
April. [10 ref]
• Summary: The high-protein materials used for enrichment 
of cereal grains to make “protein-fortifi ed cereal blends” 
were selected from the following commercial products: 
defatted soy fl akes, defatted soy fl our, soy isolate (90% 
protein), soy concentrate (70% protein), and vital wheat 
gluten (70% protein). A Wenger X-5 laboratory extruder 
(made by Wenger Mfg., Sabetha, Kansas) processed the 
materials using a high-temperature, short-time cook. The 
extruded products, which were completely cooked, could be 
used as a base for soups or gruel, as a beverage (especially 
if sweetened and fl avored), and as a high-protein snack 
(after coating with oil and adding seasoning). A photo shows 
the extruder and some of its key parts. Address: Northern 
Regional Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois.

2580. Lotan, R.; Siegelman, H.W.; Lis, Halina; Sharon, N. 
1973. Physicochemical studies of soybean agglutinin. Israel 
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J. of Medical Sciences 9(4):555-56. April.
• Summary: Soybean agglutinin (SBA) was found to be 
composed of four subunits. Address: Dep. of Biophysics, 
Weizmann Inst. of Science, Rehovot, Israel.

2581. Naim, M.; Gestetner, B.; Birk, Y.; Bondi, A. 1973. 
Characterization of soybean isofl avones. Israel J. of Medical 
Sciences 9(4):555. April.
• Summary: “Isofl avones are present either in the free state 
or as glycosides in a number of leguminosae. They have 
shown estrogenic, antifungal and antihemolytic activities... 
The known isofl avones in soybeans are genistein and 
daidzein. A new isofl avone has been isolated recently from 
a mixture of isofl avone glycosides... The new isofl avone, 
designated glycitein is a 7,4’-dihydroxy, 6-methoxy 
isofl avone.” Address: Faculty of Agriculture, Hebrew Univ., 
Rehovot, Israel.

2582. Reichlova, E. 1973. [The determination of sugars and 
free amino acids in soybean plants under different conditions 
of phosphorus nutrition]. Roslinna Vyroba (Plant Production) 
19(4):435-440. April. [13 ref. Cze; eng; rus]
• Summary: “The response of inoculated plants to an 
increased dose of phosphorus in the nutrient medium was 
examined during the study of the effect of phosphorus on the 
symbiosis of nodule bacteria with the soybean. In two trials, 
conducted after each other, the inoculated plants responded 
to a doubled dose of phosphorus by increased production 
of nodules yet–on the other hand–the transport of amino 
acids from roots to the overground parts was reduced and 
the content of sugars in roots was decreased. In addition, the 
percentual [sic] proportions of individual amino-compounds 
in the root sap of plants also varied as a result of a two-
told level of phosphorus in different vegetation periods.” 
Address: Inst. of Plant Nutrition, Praha-Ruzyne (Ustav 
vyzivy rostlin VURV, Prague Ruzyne), Czechoslovakia.

2583. Southern Research Institute. 1973. Preparation of 
nylon 9 from soybean oil. Birmingham, Alabama. vi + 54 p. 
April. 28 cm. Final report. Contract 12-12-100-9567. Project 
2331-XII.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Summary. Synthesis 
of 9-aminononanioc acid: Basis of synthesis, synthesis of 
methyl soyate (preferred procedure, alternatives considered), 
synthesis of soy nitriles, synthesis of oleonitrile, discussion 
of synthesis routes. Polymerization of 9-aminononanioc 
acid. Physical properties of Nylon 9. Estimates of cost of 
producing Nylon 9. Acknowledgements. Appendix.
 “Summary: Nylon 9 has been made from methyl 
soyate, soy nitriles, and oleonitrile. The synthesis of methyl 
soyate involved ozonolysis to form methyl azelaaldehyde, 
separating this product by distillation, converting it to methyl 
9 aminononoate by reductive amination, hydrolyzing this 
ester to obtain 9-aminononanoic acid, and polymerizing this 

monomer.”
 For several years the USDA has investigated the basic 
chemistry involved in synthesizing 9-aminononanoic acid 
from soybean oil. This amino acid can be polymerized to 
form nylon 9, a potentially useful polymer.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2007) 
that mentions “soyate” or “methyl soyate.” Address: 
Southern Research Inst., 2000 Ninth Ave. South, 
Birmingham, Alabama 35205.

2584. Woodard, J. Carroll.; Short, Dennis D. 1973. 
Toxicity of alkali-treated soyprotein in rats. J. of Nutrition 
103(4):569-74. April. [11 ref]
• Summary: “The feeding of Alpha Protein, an industrial 
soyprotein, resulted in cytomegalic alterations of the 
renal tubular cells. The nephrotic factor was found to be 
heat stable... The toxin was not indigenous to soybeans 
but resulted when soyprotein was modifi ed by alkaline 
treatment,” resulting in the formation of lysinoalanine.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Dec. 2020) that contains the word “soyprotein” (or 
“soyproteins”). Address: Dep. of Pathology, College of 
Medicine, Univ. of Florida, Gainesville, FL 32601.

2585. Iacobucci, Guillermo Arturo; Myers, Dirck van Buren; 
Okubo, Kazuyoshi. Assignors to The Coca-Cola Company 
and Kikkoman Shoyu Company, Ltd. (Tokyo, Japan), 
fractional part interest to each. 1973. Process for preparing 
protein products. U.S. Patent 3,736,147. May 29. 10 p. 
Application fi led 5 April 1971. 6 drawings. [5 ref]
• Summary: Process for preparing plant protein products 
having low phytic acid content by subjecting protein isolates 
to ultrafi ltration in the presence of a suitable chemical 
reagent. Address: Coca-Cola Co., Atlanta, Georgia 30301.

2586. Baker, E.C.; Mustakas, G.C. 1973. Heat inactivation of 
trypsin inhibitor, lipoxygenase and urease in soybeans: Effect 
of acid and base additives. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ 
Society 50(5):137-41. May. [19 ref]
• Summary: “Without additives, lipoxygenase proved to 
be the most heat labile and TI [trypsin inhibitors], the least. 
With either acid or base additives, the initial inactivation 
of urease and lipoxygenase was accelerated signifi cantly; 
however, while TI inactivation was accelerated by base, it 
was retarded by acid addition.” Address: Northern Regional 
Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois 61604.

2587. Deodhar, A.D.; Lal, M.S.; Sharma, Y.K.; Mehta, S.K. 
1973. Chemical composition of vegetable type varieties of 
soybean. Indian J. of Nutrition and Dietetics 10(3):134-38. 
May. [8 ref]
• Summary: “Twelve vegetable type and two grain type 
varieties of soybean grown at Jabalpur during the kharif 
season of 1971 were harvested at the edible pod [green] stage 
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(i.e. about 2 weeks before maturity).” The named vegetable-
type varieties were: Disoy, Kim, Kanrich, Coker 102, Coker 
240, and Coker-stuart. The grain types were Bragg and 
Punjab. Table 1 shows the chemical composition of the green 
seeds and mature dry seed of these varieties (on a moisture-
free basis). Table 2 shows the fatty acid composition of the 
oil. Table 3 consumer acceptance of the different varieties. 
Coker-stuart was judged to have the best taste, followed by 
Coker-240. It was concluded that green seeds could as well 
serve as a source of protein, as mature seeds. Address: Dep. 
of Plant Breeding and Genetics, Jawaharlal Nehru Krishi 
Vishwa Vidyalaya, Jabalpur-4, MP, India.

2588. Ewald, Ellen Buchman. 1973. Recipes for a small 
planet: The art and science of high protein vegetarian 
cookery. New York, NY: Ballantine Books. xi + 366 p. May. 
Foreword by Frances Moore Lappé (Hastings-on-Hudson, 
New York). Illust. by Diane Coleman. 18 cm.
• Summary: Lacto-ovo-vegetarian recipes based on Diet 
for a Small Planet by Frances Moore Lappe. The protein 
content is given for each recipe. Also contains information 
on complementary proteins. The author was born in 1946.
 The chapter on protein complementarity discusses 
combinations of rice, wheat, peanuts or cornmeal with soy 
(in the form of whole beans, grits, fl our, or tofu). A chart on 
protein / calorie comparisons gives the number of calories 
per gram of usable protein including the following: Defatted 
soybean fl our 11, soybean sprouts 12, low fat soybean fl our 
12, tofu 15, full fat soybean fl our 18, soybeans 20, gluten 
fl our 23; Note that all these are relatively low in calories 
per gram of usable protein. By comparison: Hamburger 15, 
brown rice 69, cornmeal (whole, ground) 80.
 Many recipes in this book contain small amounts of soy 
fl our or grits, or soy sauce. Recipes containing signifi cant 
amounts of soy include: All-protein crunchy granola (with 
soy grits, p. 48-49). New granola (with soy fl our, p. 52-
53). Orange pancakes with orange sauce (with soy fl our, p. 
58-59). Soy-sesame peanut spread (with roasted soy fl our, 
p. 67). Peanut paté (with whole soybean and soy sauce, p. 
70-71). Hot and sour soup (with tofu, p. 83-84). Soybean 
stew (p. 85). Peanut, tofu and sesame soup (p. 86-87). Exotic 
barley stew (with miso, p. 87-88). Cabbage soup for a meal 
(with soybeans, p. 91-92). Curried rice salad (with soybeans, 
p. 98-99). Gado gado (with tofu, p. 102-03). Soy-peanut 
marinade (p. 106). Dairy rich sauce (with tofu, p. 115). 
Chiles rellenos en casserole (with soybeans, p. 126-27). 
Herbed soybean bulgur casserole (p. 128-29). Garbanzo and 
cheese loaf (with miso, p. 133-34). Fesenjon–spiced ground 
beans (with soybeans, p. 135-36). Bean stroganov (p. 140-
41). Crusted caulifl ower (with soy fl our, p. 143-44).
 Breads and other baked goods (each with soy fl our 
or grits, p. 195-274): Whole wheat soy bread. Wheat grits 
bread. Triple rich bread. Unusual pickle or olive juice 
bread. Cornmeal wheat bread. High rising bread. Spicy rye 

bread. Limpa bread. Oat rye soy bread. Caraway rye bread. 
Sourdough whole wheat bread. Egg and yogurt bread (SD 
= sourdough). Sun seedy oatmeal bread (SD). Four grain 
bread (SD). Nut and seed bread (SD). Mixed grain bread 
(SD). Crunchy nut muffi ns. Spiced pear muffi ns. Basic 
complementary muffi ns. Oatmeal muffi ns. Sour orange 
muffi ns. Pancake, waffl e, or camping bread mix. Sourdough 
corn bread. Quick wheat soy bread. Quick molasses bread. 
Quick coconut bread. Cheese-fi lled coffee cakes. Walnut-
and-raisin fi lled coffee cake. Orange coffee cake. Chocolate 
coconut cookies. Pumpkin cookies or bars. Fruit bar crunch. 
Honey almond bars. Banana spice bars. Gingerbread.
 Cooking beans (p. 309-10, including soy and azuki/
aduki). Putting more protein in your family’s diet (Appendix 
F, p. 326-31).
 Glossary (p. 339-44) discusses miso, soy fl our, soy grits, 
tofu (“Tofu is soybean cheese, also known as bean curd... 
Some supermarkets carry tofu, and you can also get it in 
health food stores and oriental groceries and restaurants...”). 
Address: Berkeley, California.

2589. Graham, George G.; Baertl, J.M.; Placko, R.P.; 
Morales, E. 1973. Dietary protein quality in infants and 
children. IX. Instant sweetened corn-soy-milk blend. 
American J. of Clinical Nutrition 26(5):491-96. May. [7 ref]
• Summary: The protein quality and nutritional value of 
Mx-86 (a corn-soy-milk [CSM] blend, sweetened with 
cane sugar, and processed to eliminate the gelatinization 
characteristics of the cornmeal) was evaluated in 
convalescent malnourished infants. “Whereas CSM was 
made up of 68% gelatinized processed cornmeal, 25% 
toasted defatted soy fl our, and 5% nonfat regular dry milk, 
and yielded 2.0% fat and 20.5% protein; Mx-86 was made 
up of 39.85% cornmeal, 38.0% full fat soy fl our, 5.0% dry 
skim milk, and 15.0% sugar, and yielded 8.5% fat and 20.5% 
protein. Both contained mineral and vitamin premixes; the 
new product also contained a fl avoring premix.”
 “The digestibility of Mx-86 was excellent, nitrogen 
absorption was high, and nitrogen retention similar to that of 
casein. Methionine supplementation produced questionable 
increases in nitrogen retention.” Address: The Johns Hopkins 
Medical Institutions, Baltimore, Maryland 21205.

2590. Mori, Tomohiko; Satouchi, K.; Matsushita, S. 1973. A 
protein inhibiting pancreatic lipase activity in soybean seeds. 
Agricultural and Biological Chemistry 37(5):1225-26. May. 
[5 ref]
• Summary: An inhibitor of pancreatic lipase was isolated 
from soybeans. Address: Research Inst. for Food Science, 
Kyoto Univ., Kyoto, Japan.

2591. PAG Bulletin (Protein Advisory Group, WHO / FAO 
/ UNICEF). 1973. PAG statement (No. 20) on the “protein 
problem.” 3(1):4-10. Spring. [2 ref]
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• Summary: This long article begins: “The PAG from 
its inception has dealt with protein-calorie malnutrition 
and has always considered protein defi ciency in relation 
to the concomitant need for calories and other essential 
nutrients. The term protein-calorie malnutrition (PCM) 
includes many different clinical syndromes, all of which are 
accompanied by retardation of growth and development. 
The manifestations of PCM vary widely, depending on 
the nature of the causative factors, the time for which they 
operate, and the age of the patient, Two severe clinical forms 
are recognized: nutritional marasmus and kwashiorkor, The 
former results from deprivation of protein and calories to 
a similar degree and the latter is due primarily to a protein 
defi ciency relative to intake... and is commonly precipitated 
by infectious episodes.”
 Page 6: “1. Is there a protein gap? If one looks at fi gures 
for world and per caput availability of protein, the answer is 
no. FAO’s Agricultural Commodity Projections for 1970 to 
1980, based upon national food balance sheet data submitted 
to FAO by Member Governments, were calculated according 
to safe levels of intake recommended by the FAO/WHO 
Expert Committee report (1973) on protein requirements for 
healthy men, women, children and infants. These projections 
show that the per caput level of protein supplies available 
for human consumption exceeds those safe levels by 70%. 
Further confi rmation of the accuracy of the information 
derived from food balance sheets and clearer defi nition of 
what constitutes safe levels of protein intake are needed, but 
there is no doubt that there is enough dietary protein in the 
world if there were any way it could be distributed according 
to need. However, there is much evidence that protein 
foods are not distributed in direct proportion to individual 
need. The data available indicate that the amounts of both 
protein and calories actually reaching the preschool child 
are seriously inadequate in most of the developing countries. 
These inadequacies, coupled with recurrent episodes of 
infectious disease, are the cause of the widespread protein 
malnutrition seen in the world today.
 “2. Is there a protein problem? The answer is ‘yes.’ The 
continuing high * prevalence of protein-calorie malnutrition 
among children of the developing countries is prima facie 
evidence that suitable foods are not provided to such 
children, and, in many countries, that cultural practices deny 
young children suffi cient access to protein foods. Suitable 
foods would, of necessity, provide relatively concentrated 
sources of energy and would be adequate in protein and other 
nutrients. Increased cereal production alone will not improve 
this situation to any signifi cant degree. In this sense, the 
assurance of a supply and consumption of suitable protein-
rich foods for vulnerable groups is a continuing ‘protein 
problem’.
 Footnote (*): “The milder, generally subclinical, forms 
of protein-calorie malnutrition (PCM) are almost ubiquitous 
among children in lower income families in developing 

countries, and the frank clinical diseases of kwashiorkor and 
marasmus and various combinations of the two continue to 
occur in most of these countries. The nature and frequency 
of these various forms of PCM are described in the most 
recent report of the FAO/WHO Joint Expert Committee 
on Nutrition (World Health Organization Technical Report 
Series No. 477, Geneva, 1971).
 “In some cases the defi ciency is equally one of calories 
and protein, but the protein component of the defi ciency 
is frequently of special concern. This is because foods 
containing high-quality protein are inequitably distributed 
between developed and developing regions of the world, 
between high and low socioeconomic groups within 
countries, and within households where the vulnerable 
members rarely receive a share of the available protein foods 
commensurate to their needs.
 “The problem arises from:
 “(a) low wages and income, and underemployment or 
unemployment in rural or urban areas, all of which limit the 
purchase of the relatively costly foods that contain protein of 
good quality,
 “(b) diffi culties associated with the production of 
protein-rich foods of animal or plant origin because of 
ecological and agricultural limitations with the result that 
they are usually costly and in relatively short supply,
 “(c) the lack of effective food processing, distribution 
and marketing systems resulting in loss of food crops, and
 “(d) lack of knowledge of food values and food 
preparation for children and specifi c prejudices against 
giving some protein foods to young children, especially 
when they have an infectious illness.
 “3. Is there a protein problem for adults in developing 
countries?
 “Not if the basic staple is wheat or millet, consumed in 
adequate quantities to meet caloric needs, and if individuals 
stay healthy. This is also the case, with less margin, for 
populations eating sorghum, rice or maize at adequate 
energy levels. However, optimum recuperation from severe 
infections, especially if repeated or chronic, and from 
trauma, requires a diet higher in protein value than that 
supplied by cereal-based diets if they are nearly devoid of 
animal protein and very limited in legumes and pulses. When 
starchy roots, tubers, or plantain are the staple, the poor may 
have insuffi cient other protein foods in their diet to make up 
for the small amounts of protein in these staples.
 “4. Cannot protein-calorie malnutrition be prevented by 
increasing the quantity of the traditional diet?
 “In some areas of the world this may be the case, but in 
most developing countries it is unlikely, For young children, 
particularly those under three years of age, the traditional 
diet is frequently so bulky that they have diffi culty in eating 
enough of it to meet fully either calorie or protein needs. 
It really depends on whether the traditional diet contains 
enough supplementary animal or plant protein of good 
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quality to meet not only the recommended allowances 
for healthy children but also to cover the needs of those 
suffering from the diarrheal and other infectious diseases that 
are frequent among young children in developing countries.”
 Note: When calories are defi cient, part of the protein in 
the diet is used to meet energy needs.

2592. Schuster, W.; Marquard, R. 1973. Ueber den Einfl uss 
des Standortes und des Anbaujahres auf Protein- und 
Fettgehalt sowie das Fettsaeuremuster bei unterschiedlichen 
Sojabohnensorten [On the infl uence of location and the 
year of planting on the protein- and fat content and fatty 
acid pattern of different soybean varieties]. Fette, Seifen, 
Anstrichmittel 75(5):289-98. May. [30 ref. Ger; eng; fre; rus]
• Summary: “These studies were carried out using 12 
different materials [soybean varieties] that were collected 
during a cultivation period of 2-3 years from various 
locations in Germany, France, Italy and Turkey. In addition, 
8 Asian varieties of soybean, 4 of which were grown in 
Hongkong and 4 in Sweden, were investigated as well.”
 In fi eld trials in 1969-1971, twelve soybean varieties 
were grown at sites in West Germany, Italy, France, and 
Turkey. Crude oil and protein contents of the seeds showed 
signifi cant varietal differences, but these were lower than 
the differences related to location or year. Oil content was 
infl uenced mainly by differences between years/seasons and 
crude protein by differences between location. Fatty-acid 
composition also showed signifi cant differences between 
varieties, but again these were less than the infl uences of 
season and locality. Table 8 shows the strong infl uence of 
climatic conditions on experiments with soybean varieties 
from Asia which were grown in Hong Kong and Sweden. 
Varieties grown in Hong Kong were: Iksan, Bong-Ui, 
Kwang-Kyo, and Changdan-backmok. The palmitic 
acid and oleic acid content of each is given (average, 
plus range). Address: 1-2. Institut fuer Pfl anzenbau und 
Pfl anzenzuechtung, Ludwigstrasse 23, 6300 Giessen, West 
Germany.

2593. Wei, L.S.; Berra, Reuben; Nelson, A.I.; Steinberg, 
M.P. 1973. Canned pork and soybeans: A nutritious and tasty 
new product. Illinois Research (Illinois Agric. Exp. Station, 
Urbana) 15(2):6-7. Spring.
• Summary: “Soybeans are one of the most nutritive 
vegetable foods known to man.” And soybeans typically cost 
only about one-third as much as navy beans. Researchers at 
the Department of Food Science, University of Illinois have 
shown how to get rid of the undesirable “beany” or “painty” 
fl avor (which is not inherent in the soybean, but is induced 
by enzymes when ruptured cells are moistened) by dropping 
whole soybeans directly into boiling water.
 One of the soy products developed by the Department 
of Food Science is canned pork and beans, with soybeans 
substituted for navy bens or pea beans. Whole, unbroken 

soybeans should be soaked in water for several hours, then 
blanched in a solution containing 1 teaspoon of sodium 
bicarbonate (baking soda) to a quart of water. Address: Univ. 
of Illinois Agric. Exp. Station.

2594. Storer, Fern. 1973. A fond look at “uncle” Clive 
McCay: His Cornell Bread made nutrition history. Cincinnati 
Post. June 20. p. 42.
• Summary: Clive McCay was born in 1898 in Indiana. He 
earned money for college as an itinerant worker in midwest 
wheat fi elds. He earned an A.B. degree from the University 
of Illinois, a M.S. from Iowa State University, and a Ph.D. 
in biochemistry from the University of California, followed 
by 2 years of post-doctorate study at Yale. He was then 
appointed to Cornell University, where he spent 3 decades 
doing research and teaching.
 Clive was the uncle of Tom Stevens of Finneytown, 
located about 5 miles northwest of Cincinnati, Ohio. He 
recalls that Clive loved to grow his own foods in part 
because he liked doing things himself. He built a cabin with 
his own hands on his land. After dinner each night he’s sit in 
a rocking chair in his study, with a fi replace on one side and 
bookshelves on the other, and work with a big board placed 
across the arms of the chair. For relaxation, he’d play the 
violin.
 He’d rise early each morning and take off through the 
woods with 40-50 dogs for their romp through the 55 acre 
farm. “Midway in the walk he’d sit down on a fallen tree 
which he called his ‘petting log,’ and at once be the vortex of 
a mass of dogs, each vying for its own petting time.”
 “Clive had a way with dogs–he could calm the most 
vicious” by talking calmly to them and approaching them 
directly.
 “Clive was the greatest teacher I have ever known, both 
academically and by personal example. He knew how to 
teach boys!... When I was 13 or 14–that nasty age boys go 
through–Clive had observed me throwing apples at the cows 
that were always pastured in the orchard. One day he said, 
‘Come down to the barn–stand over there (against the barn).’ 
He had a basket of apples, walked about 25 feet away and 
threw every one of them at me! I couldn’t dodge them and he 
didn’t miss. When fi nished, he walked away without a word. 
I have never again thrown anything at an animal!
 “Clive made his nutrition classes fantastically 
interesting. Every year he gave each of his nutrition 
graduates a copy of his complete notes.”
 A large photo shows Clive McCay examining a beautiful 
Dalmatian dog, one of his experimental animals.
 Note: Another article in this issue, titled “Cornell bread,” 
gives a detailed recipe for making that bread at home. A large 
photo shows Tom Stevens cutting the bread he has baked. 
Address: Ohio.

2595. Dean, M.E. 1973. A study of normal infants fed a soya 
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protein isolate formula. Medical J. of Australia 1(26):1289-
93. June 30. [8 ref]
• Summary: A powdered soy formula (Similac-Isomil) when 
fed for 6 months to healthy, full-term infants, gave good 
growth. “The soya bean isolate formula appears to be an 
adequate nutritional source for normal Australian babies and 
compares at least as well as one of the most commonly used 
infant feeding formulæ in this country. The newer soya bean 
isolate appears to have none of the disadvantages previously 
associated with soya bean formulæ, apart from some perianal 
irritation in the fi rst two weeks of life.” This study was 
supported by Ross Laboratories. Address: Dep. of Pediatrics, 
Adelaide Children’s Hospital, North Adelaide, SA 5006, 
Australia.

2596. Knapp, J.; Barness, L.A.; Hill, L.L.; Kaye, R.; 
Blattner, R.J. 1973. Growth and nitrogen balance in infants 
fed cereal proteins. American J. of Clinical Nutrition 
26(6):586-90. June. [14 ref]
• Summary: “Fortifi ed cereals have been recommended as 
sources of protein to combat protein defi ciency, particularly 
in developing countries.” Products provided: Soyalac, Loma 
Linda Company, Riverside, California; Toasted Soy Protein, 
General Mills, Minneapolis, Minnesota; and Indonesian 
Saridele.
 “In short-term balance studies, little difference was 
found in nitrogen retention between milk and various 
vegetable protein mixtures, and cottonseed and rice alone...” 
Address: Driscoll Foundation Children’s Hospital, Corpus 
Christi, Texas; Depts. of Pediatrics, Baylor Univ. College of 
Medicine and the Univ. of Pennsylvania School of Medicine 
[Texas].

2597. Mies, D.W.; Hymowitz, T. 1973. Comparative 
electrophoretic studies of trypsin inhibitors in seed of the 
genus Glycine. Botanical Gazette 134(2):121-25. June. [19 
ref]
• Summary: “Seed protein extracts from collections 
representing seven wild species of Glycine [from the 
subgenera Bracteata and Glycine] were analyzed for trypsin 
inhibitor bands by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis... 
Trypsin inhibitor activity was found in seed protein of 
all species tested.” Of special interest were Glycine soja 
and Glycine gracilis which hybridize very readily with 
the soybean, G. max. It was found that the electrophoretic 
banding patterns of seed proteins from these two species 
were indistinguishable, thus providing reinforcing 
information of their close relationship.
 Electrophoretic banding patterns indicated the different 
types of trypsin inhibitors present. Trypsin inhibitors have 
been found in a wide range of crop plants, especially the 
Leguminosae, but also some cereal grains including rice, 
barley, and corn. Address: Dep. of Agronomy, Univ. of 
Illinois.

2598. Surana, Kiran; Roy, D.; Netke, S.P. 1973. Studies on 
soybean enriched bread. J. of Food Science and Technology 
(Mysore, India) 10(2):61-64. April/June. [10 ref]
• Summary: “Fortifi ed breads were prepared using 5, 10, 15 
and 20 per cent semifatted soyfl our (SSF). The quality scores 
of the bread considerably decreased with the incorporation 
of soyfl our at all levels. Loaf volumes were also greatly 
diminished. It was found that by increasing the water content 
from 60 to 70 per cent and the yeast content from 2 to 3 per 
cent, the loaf volume was considerably increased in breads 
fortifi ed with 10 per cent SSF or 10 per cent defatted soyfl our 
(DSF). Loaf volume of 70 per cent water and 3 per cent 
yeast bread was not signifi cantly different from that of the 
standard bread or 10 per cent SSF bread, while it was slightly 
less than that of the standard for 10 per cent DSF bread. The 
addition of ‘Emplex’ always gave the best breads.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2019) that 
contains the word “semifatted” in connection with soy fl our, 
or that contains the term “semifatted soyfl our.” Address: 
Veterinary College, Jabalpur, India.

2599. Bhatty, R.S.; Sosulski, F.W.; Wu, K.K. 1973. Protein 
and nonprotein nitrogen contents of some oilseeds and peas. 
Canadian J. of Plant Science 53(3):651-57. July. [13 ref. 
Eng; fre]
• Summary: Table 1 gives the nitrogen fractions of 7 
oilseed meals and 3 varieties of peas. Soybean contains the 
following in mg per gram of meal: Meal protein 449. Nitrate 
nitrogen 0.0. Amide nitrogen: 5.8. Alkali-soluble nitrogen 
67.0%. Soybean also contains the following nonprotein 
nitrogen as a percentage of meal nitrogen: NaOH-TCA 
[trichloracetic acid] 6.8%. EtOH 1.9%. TCA 12.8%.
 Table 2 shows the free amino acid composition of 
the nonprotein nitrogen fractions of 7 oilseed meals and 3 
varieties of peas (in micromoles per gram of meal). Address: 
Crop Development Centre, Dep. of Crop Science, Univ. of 
Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, Sask. S7N 0W0.

2600. Dairy Record. 1973. Soybean “milk” producer gets 
underway in Florida. 74(2):23. July.
• Summary: “Dairene of Florida, a manufacturer of a 
soybean ‘milk,’ has announced plans to construct Dairene 
plants in Charlotte, North Carolina; Springfi eld, Missouri; 
Woonsocket, Rhode Island; and El Paso, Houston, and 
Dallas, Texas.
 “Dairene received a favorable ruling last December 
when a Circuit Court judge ruled that the Dairene fi rm 
should be classifi ed as a food producer, and not subject 
to regulation by the state agriculture department’s dairy 
division.
 “President of Dairene of Florida is Eddie Goldstein, who 
was previously associated with Reddi-Whip and Fount-Wip, 
imitation whipped cream manufacturers. Goldstein says the 
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soybean milk powder, called Pureblend, is manufactured 
from 35 ingredients in Newark, New Jersey. His processing 
operation is simple: ‘Mix the powder with water, run it 
through a pasteurizer at 170º, cool it down to 36º and you 
have milk.’
 “Goldstein says that Miami will become the big test 
market for his products. He notes that ‘Imitation Vitamin D 
Milk’ will retail for 59 cents a half gallon in Miami stores 
and will have the advantage of ‘complete uniformity.’”

2601. Hsu, S.H.; Hadley, H.H.; Hymowitz, T. 1973. Changes 
in carbohydrate contents of germinating soybean seeds. Crop 
Science 13(4):407-11. July/Aug. [20 ref]
• Summary: Part of Hsu’s PhD thesis. Discusses total soluble 
carbohydrate, galactose, glucose, fructose, sucrose, raffi nose, 
stachyose. Address: Dep. of Agronomy, Univ. of Illinois, 
Urbana-Champaign.

2602. Hymowitz, T. 1973. Electrophoretic analysis of 
SBTI-A2 in the USDA soybean germplasm collection. Crop 
Science 13(4):420-21. July/Aug. [6 ref]
• Summary: First work on geographic distribution of alleles 
determined by electrophoretic techniques. Hymowitz reports 
that the soybean’s Ti-b (trypsin inhibitor) allele is present at 
a much higher frequency in Japanese and Korean soybean 
germ plasm
 germplasm than in soybean populations from other areas 
of the world.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2003) 
with the term “soybean germplasm collection” or “USDA 
soybean germplasm collection” in the title. Address: Dep. of 
Agronomy, Univ. of Illinois.

2603. Arizona Republic (Phoenix, Arizona). 1973. Soy 
protein equals meat. Aug. 22. p. 107 [newspaper page G-19].
• Summary: “Honolulu–Duane Wosje said soy protein 
contains all of the amino acids essential to human nutrition.”
 Four nutrition studies on Bontrae, were conducted 
by independent researchers. The fi rst study, which was 
conducted on rats and dogs, established that Bontrae protein 
quality was about 90% of milk casein. The second study, on 
12 male hospital in-patients who were given only Bontrae 
as a protein source, showed that it could be substituted for 
meat “and was retained by the bodies as meat or milk protein 
would be.”
 The third study involved people who were out-patients. 
“Acceptance over a long period was excellent.”
 A third human nitrogen balance study with Bontrae was 
conducted by Dr. Ricardo Bressani of INCAP–the Institute of 
Nutrition of Central America and Panama. “Several children 
who had recovered from Kwashiorkor (protein malnutrition) 
were fed Bontrae.” The children showed normal growth and 
weight gain; the “product was digestible and acceptable.”
 A table shows the RDA in grams of protein for infants 

and children of different ages.

2604. Korslund, Mary; Kies, C.; Fox, H.M. 1973. 
Comparison of the protein nutritional value of TVP, 
methionine-enriched TVP and beef for adolescent boys. J. of 
Food Science 38(4):637-38. July/Aug. [6 ref]
• Summary: Textured vegetable protein [made from defatted 
soybean meal] is used increasingly as a economical source 
of protein. This 23-day experiment, consists of a 5-day 
adjustment period and three 6-day experimental periods 
during which nitrogen balance is measured in human 
subjects.
 “Mean nitrogen balances for subjects fed TVP, 
methionine-enriched TVP or beef as the primary source 
of dietary protein were -0.08. +0.48 and +0.32 g per day, 
respectively (Table 3).” Address: Dep. of Food & Nutrition, 
Agric. Exp. Station & College of Home Economics, Univ. of 
Nebraska, Lincoln, NE 68503.

2605. PAG Bulletin (Protein Advisory Group, WHO / FAO 
/ UNICEF). 1973. PAG statement (No. 22) on upgrading 
human nutrition through the improvement of food legumes. 
3(2):1-24. Summer. [106 ref]
• Summary: Identifi ed research defi ciencies in the most 
prevalent food legume crops and proposes desirable 
procedures for increasing yield and improving nutritional and 
food use qualities. “The PAG recommends urgent research 
attention to six major species of food legumes: dry peas, 
pigeon peas, cow peas, chick peas, broad beans, and peas; 
and the two leguminous oilseeds, peanuts and soybeans.”

2606. Rosenfi eld, Daniel. 1973. Feeding children through 
USDA programs. Food Technology 27(8):36-38. Aug.
• Summary: The author was formerly Director of Nutrition 
and Technical Services Staff of USDA’s Food and Nutrition 
Service (FNS). The largest USDA program is the School 
Lunch Program, in which approximately 25 million children 
participate. These child food service programs, which have 
a turnover of over $2,600 million per year, encompass much 
more than feeding children lunch. The Child Nutrition 
Division of the U FNS operates three programs: School 
Lunch, School Breakfast, and Special Food Service. The 
FNS was established in 1969.
 Textured vegetable proteins are now allowed to be used 
in combination with meat, poultry, or fi sh is the School 
Lunch Program and the lunch and supper of the Special Food 
Service Program. The maximum rate is 30 parts of hydrated 
textured vegetable protein to 30 parts of uncooked animal 
protein on the basis of weight. Address: Director of Nutrition 
Planning, Miles Laboratories, Inc., 1127 Myrtle St., Elkhart, 
Indiana 46514.

2607. Tsen, C.C.; Peters, E.M.; Schaffer, T.; Hoover, W.J. 
1973. High-protein cookies. I. Effect of soy fortifi cation and 
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surfactants. Baker’s Digest 47(4):34, 36-39. Aug. [10 ref]
• Summary: “One of the most serious nutritional problems 
today is protein malnutrition.” Thus, there is growing interest 
in developing acceptable high-protein foods to improve 
human diets, particularly in less developed countries and 
areas.
 “Cookies, though not a staple food like bread, have 
several attractive features, including long shelf life and” high 
acceptability. Address: Dep. of Grain Science and Industry, 
Kansas State Univ., Manhattan, KS.

2608. Ouest-France. 1973. Alimentation animale: Rhône-
Poulenc se lance dans la fabrication de la lysine synthétique 
[Animal feed: Rhône-Poulenc launches the manufacture of 
synthetic lysine]. Sept. 23. [Fre]
Address: France.

2609. Carpenter, D.L.; Slover, H.T. 1973. Lipid composition 
of selected margarines. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ 
Society 50(9):372-76. Sept. [29 ref]
• Summary: Commercial margarines were purchased in 
local markets in July 1970. This paper discusses their 
fatty acid composition, altered fatty acid composition 
(trans and conjugated isomers), glyceride structure, and 
tocopherol composition. “Eight of the ten margarines 
examined contained more than 15% trans monoene and nine 
contained less than 5% trans diene... Partially hydrogenated 
fats contain trans unsaturation, positional isomers and 
conjugation not naturally found in vegetable fats. The 
physical properties of these altered fatty acids differ from 
those of naturally occurring fatty acids; there are limited 
data indicating that their nutritional effects are also different 
(Sgoutas & Kummerow 1970).” Note that trans fatty acids 
occur naturally in small amounts in beef and dairy products. 
Hydrogenated soy oil is discussed on p. 372. Address: 
Nutrition Inst., ARS, USDA, Beltsville, Maryland 20705.

2610. Scrimshaw, Nevin S. 1973. The “protein problem.” 
Nutrition Notes (AIN, Bethesda, Maryland) 9(3):3-4. Sept.
• Summary: In a Guest Editorial, the author tries to explain 
the “protein problem” in terms of “an unequal distribution of 
world protein supplies.”
 The article begins: “The nature of the ‘protein problem’ 
and the emphasis on protein in world food programs 
have been widely misunderstood. The problem is not 
global shortage of protein per caput, but rather an unequal 
distribution of world protein supplies, which is growing 
worse with rising expectations and affl uence. By 1940, 
the U.S. was consuming 55 pounds of beef per caput, but 
in 1972, beef consumption was 117 pounds per caput.” 
Address: PhD, M.D., Prof. of Human Nutrition and Head, 
Dep. of Nutrition and Food Science, MIT, Cambridge, 
Massachusetts.

2611. Yen, J.T.; Jensen, A.H.; Hymowitz, T.; Baker, D.H. 
1973. Utilization of different varieties of raw soybeans by 
male and female chicks. Poultry Science 52(5):1875-82. 
Sept. [28 ref]
• Summary: Three trials, involving 352 male and 96 female 
8-day-old chicks, were conducted to compare the nutritional 
values of a trypsin-inhibitor variant soybean designated 661, 
and the commercial soybean varieties, Clark and Harosoy. 
Solvent-extracted soybean meal (SBM) was used as the 
control source of protein.
 “With methionine supplementation male chicks utilized 
661 better than the Harosoy variety, but females responded 
similarly to both varieties. Both male and female chicks had 
better gain/feed from SBM than from raw 661 soybeans 
regardless of methionine supplementation.” Address: Univ. 
of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign Campus, Urbana, Illinois 
61801.

2612. György, Paul. 1973. Stabilized edible oil and fat 
compositions containing oil of tempeh. U.S. Patent 
3,762,933. Oct. 2. 4 p. Application fi led 21 June 1971. [8 ref]
• Summary: Tempeh oil is extracted from tempeh using 
a solvent (50% aqueous ethanol solution) and used as an 
antioxidant for edible fats and oils. The peroxide value 
(POV) is a measure of the oxidative rancidity of an oil. The 
larger the POV value, the more rancid is the oil. When 100% 
soybean oil was stored for 35 days at 37ºC (98.6ºF) the POV 
was 118. However if a mixture of 90% soybean oil and 10% 
tempeh oil was stored under the same conditions, the POV 
dropped to 55. And when a mixture of 50% soybean oil and 
50% tempeh oil was stored under the same conditions, the 
POV dropped to 8. The same type of stabilizing effect was 
found with corn oil, cottonseed oil, saffl ower oil, and lard. 
Address: 201 Curwen Rd., Rosemont, Pennsylvania 19010.

2613. Aonuma, Tatsuo; Yasuda, A.; Yuasa, T.; Arai, A.; 
Mogi, K.; Yokotsuka, T. Assignors to Kikkoman Shoyu 
Company, Ltd. (Noda-shi, Chiba-ken, Japan). 1973. Method 
of preparing soy and miso-paste. U.S. Patent 3,764,708. Oct. 
9. 8 p. Application fi led 11 Aug. 1971. [1 ref]
• Summary: “A method of preparing soy and miso-paste of 
superior fl avor and taste and of high quality, which comprises 
treating the starting soy-beans and/or carbohydrates with a 
current of superheated steam at a gauge pressure of 4-8 kg/
square cm and a temperature of 200ºC to 280ºC for a time 
not exceeding 15 seconds. The treated soybeans are quickly 
exhausted into the atmosphere at atmospheric pressure.”
 The examples use either defatted soybean fl akes or 
granular soybeans. Both the present invention and the 
conventional method contain 17.55 gm of common salt per 
100 ml of soy sauce. Products from the present invention and 
the conventional method contain (in gm/100 ml) respectively 
total nitrogen (1.808/1.680), amino nitrogen (0.890/0.828), 
glutamic acid (1.484/1.376), alcohol (2.08/2.01), and yield of 
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nitrogen (89.42%/82.93%). Address: 1. Kashiwa; 2-5. Noda; 
6. Nagareyama. All: Japan.

2614. Nagarajan, V.; Bhat, R.V.; Tulpule, P.G. 1973. 
Afl atoxins production in some varieties of soybeans (Glycine 
max L.). Experientia (Switzerland) 29(10):1302-03. Oct. 15. 
[15 ref]
• Summary: Toxin production (0.12 to 31.25 micrograms/
ml) was found on soybeans using different isolates of A. 
fl avus and A. parasiticus. The authors observed that soybeans 
supported the production of afl atoxins under optimal 
laboratory conditions but that the amount of toxin produced 
was determined by both the fungal isolate and the soybean 
variety used. Address: National Inst. of Nutrition, Indian 
Council of Medical Research, Hyderabad 7, India.

2615. Federal Inst. of Industrial Research, Oshodi. FIIRO. 
1973. Soy ogi: Nigerian traditional ogi enriched with protein. 
Technical Information Bulletin for Industry 3(4):1-4. Oct. *
Address: Oshodi, Nigeria.

2616. Odani, S.; Ikenaka, T. 1973. Studies on soybean 
trypsin inhibitors. VIII. Disulfi de bridges in soybean 
Bowman-Birk proteinase inhibitor. J. of Biochemistry 
(Tokyo) 74(4):697-715. Oct. [27 ref]
• Summary:  See above. Gives (for the fi rst time) the 
complete amino acid sequence and covalent structure of the 
Bowman-Birk soybean trypsin inhibitor. Residues at the two 
reactive sites are shown as solid black circles. Probable sites 
of peptide bond cleavage are also shown. Address: Dep. of 
Biochemistry, Niigata Univ. School of Medicine, Niigata 
951, Japan.

2617. Ranhotra, G.S.; Loewe, R.J.; Lehmann, T.A. 1973. 
Breadmaking characteristics of wheat fl our fortifi ed with 
various commercial soy protein products. Cereal Chemistry 
51(5):629-34. Sept/Oct. [17 ref]
• Summary: In a study of the characteristics of breads 
fortifi ed with fi fteen commercial soy protein products, it 
was found that most soy fl ours, especially full fat and high 
fat products, permitted fortifi cation at the 15-20% level and 
produced breads of acceptable volume, fl avor, and overall 
quality with resultant substantial increase in protein content 
and greatly improved amino acids balance. Address: 1-2. 
Nutrition Lab.; 3. Pilot Bakery, American Inst. of Baking, 
Chicago, Illinois 60611.

2618. Taira, Harue. 1973. Heat destruction of amino acids 
in soybean products. JARQ (Japan Agricultural Research 
Quarterly) 7(4):267-73. Oct. [11 ref]
• Summary: Traditional, processed soybean foods that are 
widely used in homes in Japan include “Shoyu (fermented 
soy sauce), Miso (fermented soybean paste), Natto 
(fermented soybeans), Tofu (bean curd), Aburaage (fried 
bean curd), Kori-tofu (dried Tofu) and Kinako (roasted 
soybean fl our).”
 One of the steps in making each of these foods is 
heating, which denatures the protein (making it more 
digestible), eliminates the peculiar soybean fl avor, and 
develops colored substances (which “can prevent oxidation 
of the unsaturated fatty acid contained abundantly in 
soybeans during the fermentation process of Miso as an 
example”). Heating also eliminates antinutritional factors.
 “But overheating causes excessive denaturation of 
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soybean protein and destruction of amino acids.”
 Tables show: (1) Amino acid composition of 7 soybean 
products, including Mamemiso [soybean miso, such as 
Hatcho miso] and yuba. (2) Change of amino acid after three 
steps in the process of making Mame-miso: Soaking the 
soybeans, heating the soybeans, the fi nal product. (3) Change 
of amino acid after two steps in the process of making natto: 
Heating the soybeans, fi nal product. After heating at a rather 
high temperature for a short time (120ºC for 30 minutes), 
there was no decrease in any amino acids except arginine, 
which decreased by 17.8%, and decreased by 29.1% in the 
fi nal product. Some essential amino acids increased during 
the natto process. Methionine increased from 0.9 gm per 
17 gm of nitrogen to 1.1 gm, an increase of 22.2%. Cystine 
remained unchanged at 1.0. (4) Change of amino acid after 
three steps in the process of making Tofu: Soaking the 
soybeans, heating the soybeans, the fi nal product. No amino 
acids are reduced by heating, and some (such as methionine) 
increase. Of the 18 amino acids measured, 5 are unchanged, 
10 increase, and 3 decrease slightly: Glutamic acid 19.6 > 
19.3. Tryptophan 1.5 > 1.4. Serine 6.6 > 6.4.
 One of the products which is heated by dry heat only 
(without soaking in water) is kinako. It is heated at 160ºC for 
10 minutes, then ground. This heating reduced lysine from 
5.1 to 4.8.
 Figures (graphs) show: (1) The heat destruction of lysine 
in defatted soybean fl our at 4 different temperatures (from 
100ºC to 126ºC) for 4 different times (from 30 minutes to 4 
hours). The higher the temperature and the longer the time, 
the greater the destruction of lysine.
 (2) The heat destruction of cystine in defatted soybean 
fl our. Same 4 temperatures and times; roughly same results.
 (3) The infl uence of water on the heat destruction of 
lysine in defatted soybean fl our. Same 4 temperatures and 
times. Adding water reduces the destruction of lysine.
 (4) The infl uence of water on the heat destruction of 
cystine in defatted soybean fl our. Same 4 temperatures and 
times. Adding water reduces the destruction of cystine.
 (5) Heat destruction of total and available lysine in 
defatted soybean fl our. Same 4 temperatures and times.
 (6) Enzyme treatment and total liberated amino acids. 
Address: Food Analysis and Nutrition Div., National Food 
Research Inst., Ministry of Agriculture & Forestry, Koto-ku, 
Tokyo.

2619. Wolf, W.J.; Thomas, Betty W. 1973. Acylated 
steryl glucosides from soybean globulins: Isolation and 
characterization. Cereal Chemistry 50(5):580-89. Sept/Oct. 
[18 ref]
• Summary: These glucosides are a new fraction extractable 
with 86% (v/v) ethanol from freeze-dried acid-precipitated 
soybean globulins. Previous studies at the NRRL showed 
that isolated soybean proteins contain materials extractable 
with aqueous alcohols consisting of phosphatides, saponins, 

Beta-sitosteryl glucoside, genistein, triglycerides, and 
unidentifi ed compounds. Address: Northern Regional 
Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois.

2620. Edelsoja GmbH. 1973. Edelsoja: Top food protein 
(Portfolio). Hamburg, West Germany. 4 inserts. 31 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: The cover of this portfolio has light-green 
letters and the company logo on a dark-green, glossy 
background. The inside front cover states that Edelsoja 
GmbH has been processing soybeans for more than 40 years 
(i.e. since before 1935). “It is one of the oldest and most 
experienced fullsoy protein manufacturers. Associates are 
the Ölmühle Hamburg AG with a yearly soybean processing 
of approximately 600,000 tons, and the Lucas Meyer group, 
which is a leader in the soy lecithin fi eld.” The inserts are: 
(1) Letter dated 3 June 1975 to Mr. Arthur C. Eldridge, 
USDA NRRL, Peoria, Illinois, from Günter Krull, signed, 
on letterhead. His company is one of the few producers 
of full-fat soyabean fl our. He and his technical colleagues 
would like to meet Eldridge in the USA during an upcoming 
trip. Business cards from the following colleagues are 
enclosed: Heinz Thiem of Oelmuehle Hamburg AG / Hansa 
Muehle. Ruediger Zieglitz. On the letterhead the old place 
of production (Neuhaeuser Damm 27) has been crossed out; 
the new place is Koehlbrandstrasse 1. (2) Soypur product 
description. It is “a fi nely ground full-soy protein [whole soy 
fl our] from which the bitterness has been removed by the 
special Edelsoja process.” Contains 40.0% protein, 21.0% 
fat and 3.5% crude fi bre (2 p.; 7 Nov. 1973). (3) Nurupan 
product description. A whole soy fl our from dehulled 
soybeans with 41.0% protein, 20.0% fat and 2.5% crude fi bre 
(3 p.; 7 Nov. 1973). (4) Soyapan product description. “An 
enzyme active full-soy protein [whole soy fl our] for white 
and toast bread.” Contains 41.0% protein, 20.0% fat and 
3.5% crude fi bre (1 p.; 7 Nov. 1973).
 Note: These dated inserts (7 Nov. 1973) are the earliest 
documents seen (April 2001) concerning Lucas Meyer 
GmbH. Address: Ausschlaeger Elbdeich 21, 2 Hamburg 28, 
West Germany. Phone: (040) 78 1708.

2621. Liener, Irvin E. 1973. Toxic factors associated with 
legume proteins. Indian J. of Nutrition and Dietetics 
10(6):303-22. Nov. [80 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Protease inhibitors 
in soybeans (Glycine max) and other legumes: Historical 
background, mode of action in the animal organism, factors 
affecting the trypsin inhibitor content (heat treatment, 
germination, fermentation, soybean isolates), varietal 
differences, possible signifi cance in human nutrition. Other 
anti-nutritional factors in legumes: Phytohemagglutinins, 
goitrogens, cyanogenic glycosides, anti-vitamin factors, 
metal-binding constituents (incl. phytic acid binding soy 
protein), estrogenic factors, toxic amino acids (mimosine, 
djencolic acid), unidentifi ed growth inhibitors. Lathyrogens. 
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Favism. Conclusion.
 Tables show: (1) The effect of heat and methionine 
on the nutritive value of soybeans for rats. (2) The trypsin 
inhibitor activities of soybean fl our / soyfl our (unheated), 
soybean isolate, soybean fi ber, chicken analog, ham analog, 
beef analog [the last 3 probably containing spun soy 
protein fi ber]. (3) Growth inhibitory effect of the soybean 
hemagglutinin (SBH). (4) Effect of heat on nutritive value 
of some legumes. (5) Hemagglutinating and antitryptic 
activities of crude extracts of raw legumes.
 Figures show: (1) Scatter diagram relating trypsin 
inhibitor activity to protein effi ciency ratios of various 
soybean samples. Taken from Kakade et al. 1972. (2) 
Relationship of weights of pancreas to protein effi ciency 
ratios of various soybean samples. r = coeffi cient of 
correlation = -0.77. Taken from Kakade et al. 1972. The 
points form an approximately straight line; the lower the 
protein effi ciency ratio, the heavier the relative weight of 
the pancreas. (3) Effect of soybean trypsin inhibitor and 
ovomucoid on the activities of human and bovine trypsin. 
Based on data from Coan and Travis (1971). (4) Effect of a 
soybean diet with and without iodine on the thyroid gland of 
the rat. Taken from Anderson (161). Potassium iodide cases 
the thyroid gland of the rat to decrease in weight. Address: 
Dep. of Biochemistry, College of Biological Sciences, Univ. 
of Minnesota, St. Paul, Minnesota 55101.

2622. Mital, B.K.; Shallenberger, R.S.; Steinkraus, K.H. 
1973. -Galactosidase activity of Lactobacilli. Applied 
Microbiology 26(5):783-88. Nov. [27 ref]
• Summary: Some lactic acid bacteria possess alpha-
galactosidase, an enzyme necessary to split -galactosidic 
bonds present in raffi nose and stachyose. Address: Cornell 
Univ., New York State Agric. Exp. Station, Geneva, NY 
14456.

2623. Turk, R.E.; Cornwell, P.E.; Brooks, M.D.; Butterworth, 
C.E. 1973. Adequacy of spun-soy protein containing egg 
albumin for human nutrition. J. of the American Dietetic 
Association 63(5):519-24. Nov. [20 ref]
• Summary: Nitrogen balance studies were carried out 
on 5 young adults and 3 teen-agers during 5 consecutive 
1-week periods in which spun-soy protein foods constituted 
the principal source of dietary nitrogen. The spun-fi ber 
soy product used in these studies was Soyameat, made by 
Worthington Foods, Inc., and available either canned or 
frozen in beef or chicken fl avor. Egg albumin, added to 
facilitate the commercial spinning process, represented 
slightly less than one-third of the total available dietary 
protein in these studies. It enhanced the nutritional quality 
of the fi nished product. “We conclude that spun fi ber 
foods of the type employed in this study represent a high 
quality of protein for teen-agers and adults.” Address: The 
Nutrition Program, Univ. of Alabama School of Medicine, 

Birmingham, Alabama.

2624. Garnier, Jean-François. 1973. Protéines: Construction, 
en France d’une usine de lysine franco-japonaise [Proteins: 
Construction in France of a French-Japanese lysine factory]. 
Ouest-France. Dec. 15. [Fre]
Address: France.

2625. Björn-Rasmussen, E.; Hallberg, L.; Walker, R.B. 1973. 
Food iron absorption in man. II. Isotopic exchange of iron 
between labeled foods and between a food and an iron salt. 
American J. of Clinical Nutrition 26(12):1311-19. Dec. [13 
ref]
• Summary: Suggests that soy products are inhibitory to 
nonheme iron absorption. Address: Dep. of Internal Medicine 
II, Univ. of Goetborg, Sweden.

2626. Fung, W.P.; Tye, C.Y. 1973. Evaluation of soya bean 
milk as an antacid. Singapore Medical Journal 14(4):515-18. 
[5 ref]
• Summary: Soymilk has neutralizing properties like an 
antacid but is signifi cantly less effective than a standard 
antacid like SIMECO, although it has no side effects. 
Address: Dep. of Medicine, Univ. of Singapore.

2627. Haenszel, William; Berg, J.W.; Segi, M.; Kurihara, M.; 
Locke, F.B. 1973. Large-bowel cancer in Hawaiian Japanese. 
J. of the National Cancer Institute 51(6):1765-79. Dec. [54* 
ref]
• Summary: The authors reported a signifi cant increased risk 
of colon cancer among Japanese-born Issei (fi rst generation 
immigrants) residing in Hawaii who consumed fermented 
soybeans (Relative Risk = 1.6), or red [azuki] beans (RR = 
1.6). They did not fi nd an increased risk among Nisei (second 
generation immigrants) or Hawaiian Japanese. Address: 1. 
Biometry Branch, National Cancer Inst., National Institutes 
of Health, Public Health Center, U.S. Dep. of Health, 
Education, and Welfare, Bethesda, Maryland 20014.

2628. Hurst, Clyde J.; Sudia, T.W. 1973. The effect of light 
on the use of the nitrogen reserves of germinating soybean 
seeds. American J. of Botany 60(1):1034-40. Nov/Dec. [23 
ref]
• Summary: “Most of the sugars are transported out of the 
cotyledons during the fi rst three days of germination...” 
Address: Dep. of Agronomy, Univ. of Minnesota, St. Paul.

2629. Kakade, M.L.; Hoffa, D.E.; Liener, I.E. 1973. 
Contribution of trypsin inhibitors to the deleterious effects of 
unheated soybeans fed to rats. J. of Nutrition 103(23):1772-
78. Dec. [13 ref]
• Summary: Describes the contribution of trypsin inhibitors 
and protein digestibility to growth inhibition in animals. 
Address: Univ. of Minnesota.
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2630. Kies, Constance; Fox, Hazel M. 1973. Effect of 
varying the ratio of beef and textured vegetable protein 
nitrogen on protein nutritive value for humans. J. of Food 
Science 38(7):1211-13. Nov/Dec. [7 ref]
• Summary: “When the mixing of two or more sources of 
dietary protein are mixed together resulting in a better total 
quality protein than any of the sources individually, this is 
referred to as the mutual supplementation effect. This is 
usually achieved by the mixing of protein resources having 
different fi rst limiting amino acids.”
 Since both of these products probably have methionine 
(sulfur containing amino acids) as their fi rst limiting amino 
acid, it is not surprising that no mutual supplementation 
effect was found. Address: Dep. of Food & Nutrition, 
Nebraska Agric. Exp. Station, and College of Home 
Economics, Univ. of Nebraska, Lincoln, Nebraska 68503.

2631. Oniwinde, A.B.; Akinrele, I.A. 1973. Toxicological 
evaluation of soy-ogi–a new infant protein food in Nigeria. 
West African J. of Biological and Applied Chemistry 
16(3):29-34. Dec. [10 ref]
• Summary: In a long-term feeding trial with rats, soy ogi 
was found to be safe and free from toxicological problems. 
Protein defi ciency is still the most common nutritional 
problem of infants in Nigeria. “One major factor for the high 
prevalence of kwashiorkor (a protein defi ciency syndrome) is 
the widespread use of a low protein sour maize mash or pap 
(Ogi) for weaning...
 “The product described as ‘Soy-Ogi’ is made from a 
mixture of 70 parts of corn to 30 parts of soya, wet milled, 
sieved before fermentation, pasteurisation and drying. The 
food is further enriched with vitamins and minerals and 
fl avoured to improve its palatability. The gross protein 
content of the fi nal product is about 20%.” Address: Federal 
Inst. of Industrial Research, Oshodi, Lagos, Nigeria.

2632. Privett, O.S.; Dougherty, K.A.; Erdahl, W.L.; 
Stolyhwo, A. 1973. Studies on the lipid composition of 
developing soybeans. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ 
Society 50(12):516-20. Dec. [32 ref]
• Summary: “The percentage of saturated fatty acids 
decreased rapidly in the early stages of the development of 
the bean; oleic and linoleic increased rapidly as the bean 
developed. Linolenic acid increased rapidly to a maximum 
concentration in the early stages of the development of the 
bean and then gradually decreased as the bean matured.” 
Address: The Hormel Inst., Univ. of Minnesota, Austin, MN 
55912.

2633. Schroder, D.J.; Elliot, J.I.; Jackson, H. 1973. 
Nutritional studies on soybean curd produced by calcium 
sulfate precipitation of soybean milk: A research note. J. of 
Food Science 38(6):1091-92. Nov/Dec. [13 ref]

• Summary: In this study, soybean curd [tofu] was fed to 
rats as part of a test diet. The level of dietary protein in this 
diet was 22.31% and the PER was 1.71. The average protein 
quality (PER soybean curd / PER casein x 100) in this study 
was 84.6. This test diet meets the amino acid requirements 
of the rat for all amino acids except methionine. Address: 
Depts. of Food Science & Animal Science, Univ. of Alberta, 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada.

2634. Tracor-Jitco, Inc. 1973. Scientifi c literature reviews 
on Generally Recognized as Safe (GRAS) food ingredients–
Hydrogenated soybean oil. Report No. FDABF-GRAS-200 
PB-228 557. vii + 87 p. Dec. No index. 27 cm. Prepared for 
Food and Drug Administration. Available from NTIS, U.S. 
Dept. of Commerce, P.O. Box 1553, Springfi eld, VA 22161. 
[430 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Summary. Part I: Chemical 
information. Nomenclature. Empirical formula. Structural 
formula. Molecular weight. Specifi cations. Description. 
Analytical methods. Occurrence. Part II: Biological data. 
Acute toxicity. Short term studies: Direct toxicity, nutritional 
imbalance, EFA defi ciency, vitamin E or antioxidant 
defi ciency, autoxidation and peroxidation effects. Long 
term studies. Special studies. Part III: Biochemical aspects. 
Breakdown. Absorption–distribution. Metabolism and 
excretion. Effects on enzymes and other biochemical 
parameters. Drug interactions. Consumer exposure. Address: 
1300 E. Gude Dr., Rockville, Maryland 20851.

2635. Azumaya, Naoki. 1973. Nattô-kin ni yoru bitamin B-2 
seisan ni kansuru kenkyû. I. Nika oyobi sankatetsu ion no 
eikyô [Study on vitamin B-2 production by natto bacteria. 
I. The effect of divalent and trivalent ions]. Kumamoto 
Joshi Daigaku Gakujutsu Kiyo (J. of Kumamoto Women’s 
University) 25(1):45-52. [Jap]*

2636. Chan, Ik. 1973. Vlianie na azotno fosfornoto torene 
varhu aminokiselinnia sastav v soiata [Infl uence of nitrogen 
and phosphate fertilizers on the amino acid content of 
soybeans]. Nauchni Trudove–Vissh Selskostopanksi Institut 
“Vasil Kolarov” (Scientifi c Works–Vasil Kolarov Higher 
Institute of Agriculture) No. 23. p. 169-79. (Agronomicheski 
Fakultet, Seria Obshto Zemedelie). [16 ref. Bul]*
Address: Bulgaria.

2637. Dividich, J. Le. 1973. Valeur protidique des graines de 
Vigna sinensis et de feverole: comparaison chez le rat avec le 
tourteau de soja [Protein value of seeds of Vigna sinensis and 
fi eld bean [Vicia faba]: comparison with soya bean oilmeal 
for rats]. Annales de Zootechnie 22(3):267-277. [Fre; eng]*
Address: Station de Recherches Zootechniques, Centre de 
Recherches Agronomiques des Antilles et de la Guyane, 
INRA, Domaine Duclos, Petit Bourg, Guadeloupe.
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2638. FAO/WHO. 1973. Energy and protein requirements; 
Report of a joint FAO/WHO ad hoc committee. WHO 
Technical Report Series No. 522. (Geneva). *
• Summary: The earliest known report to lower protein 
recommendations. Led to a big debate.

2639. Quong Hop Company (The). 1973. Products fact sheet 
(Leafl et). South San Francisco, California. *
• Summary: “Tofu is the coagulated protein of the soybean, 
extracted from the whole bean by soaking, grinding, 
cooking, and fi ltering the beans with water to produce a milk 
which is then processed into a curd in much the same way 
cottage cheese is derived from cow’s milk. Its appearance is 
that of a light cheese, its consistency that of a fi rm custard, 
and its taste very plain, making it very adaptable to any dish 
or seasoning you choose to use.”
 The Quong Hop Company claims that its tofu contains 
substantial amounts of vitamin A, B complex, E, and K, and 
that it is rich in lecithin, and free of cholesterol. Depending 
on the coagulation or curdling process, tofu can be a good 
source of calcium. Address: South San Francisco, California.

2640. Yamamoto, Yukiko. 1973. Hakkô daizu, tenpei 
no eiyô-ka ni tsuite [The nutritional value of fermented 
soybeans and tempeh]. Hyogo Joshi Tandai No. 6/7. p. 128. 
[Jap]*

2641. Yamashita, Akira. 1973. Tôfu no naka no shishitsu ni 
tsuite [The lipids in tofu]. Obihiro Otani Tandai Kiyo [Jap]*
Address: Obihiro, Hokkaido, Japan.

2642. Altman, Nathaniel. 1973. Eating for life: A book 
about vegetarianism. Wheaton, Illinois: The Theosophical 
Publishing House. xv + 142 p. Index. 21 cm. Series: A Quest 
Book Original. 2nd ed. 1977. Revised ed. 1984 (New York: 
Vegetus Books). [150+* ref]
• Summary: A scientifi cally sound and very well 
documented book about vegetarianism by a young man who 
draws a clear and logical picture for the need to eliminate 
excessive amounts of animal products from an ecological 
view as well as from the view of human physiology and 
humane standpoints.
 Contents: 1. Dedication. Acknowledgments. 
Introduction, by Geoffrey Hodson. Preface. 1. The history 
of vegetarianism. 2. Comparative anatomy and physiology. 
3. Vitality, health, and strength through a vegetarian diet. 4. 
Hygiene. 5. The world food shortage, economy, and ecology. 
6. A vegetarian diet can save you money. 7. The sin of the 
slaughterhouse. 8. Rights for the animals? 9. Questions 
answered. 10. Vegetarianism: Not an end in itself. 11. 
Scientifi c nutrition. Appendices: A. What to eat if you don’t 
eat meat. B. Selected vegetarian recipes. C. Vegetarianism in 
literature. D. Veganism? E. Some livestock by-products and 
their uses. F. Food values. G. Recommended reading.

 Soybeans are discussed on p. 41 (ineffi ciency of a meat 
diet; effi ciency of soybeans in producing protein per acre), p. 
42 (77% of the soybean meal in the USA was fed directly to 
livestock in 1971), p. 83 (table showing daily requirements 
of essential amino acids, incl. those in cow’s milk, soybean 
milk, whole wheat bread, etc.), p. 84 (table showing the 
protein content in various foods, including soybean milk, 
low-fat soybean fl our, peanuts, peanut butter, etc.), p. 
88 (table of saturated and unsaturated fats in foods, incl. 
soybeans, soybean milk, soybean oil, sesame seeds, etc.), p. 
92 (table of calcium content of foods, incl. cooked soybeans, 
soybean milk, almonds, sesame seeds).
 About the author: “Nathaniel Altman was born in 1948 
in New York City, and graduated from the University of 
Wisconsin. He was raised as a meat eater but became a 
vegetarian at the age of twenty-one when he was studying in 
Latin America. He says that he decided to stop eating meat 
when he learned that man’s violence toward the animals is 
related to the wars he wages with his own kind. At the age 
of twenty-three he decided to fi nd out more about the subject 
of vegetarianism and this book is the result.” Address: Ojai, 
California.

2643. Aprahamian, Simon. 1973. Protein nutrition and 
metabolism after raw soybean feeding. PhD thesis, The 
University of Nebraska–Lincoln. 73 p. Page 3327 in volume 
34/07-B of Dissertation Abstracts International. *
Address: The Univ. of Nebraska–Lincoln.

2644. Berg, Alan D. 1973. The nutrition factor. Washington, 
DC: Brookings Institution. Condensed as “Nutrition, 
Development, and Population Growth” in Population 
Bulletin, 29(1). *

2645. Bogert, L. Jean; Briggs, George M.; Calloway, 
Doris Howes. 1973. Nutrition and physical fi tness. 9th ed. 
Philadelphia, London, Toronto: W.B. Saunders Company. xi 
+ 598 p. Illust. Index. 26 cm. 1st ed. 1931. [200+* ref]
• Summary: An excellent textbook. In the section on 
“Legumes and nuts,” soybeans are mentioned on p. 394. 
Address: 1. Deceased. Formerly Instructor in Experimental 
Medicine, Yale Medical School, New Haven, Connecticut, 
etc.; 2-3. Prof. of Nutrition, Dep. of Nutritional Sciences, 
Univ. of California at Berkeley.

2646. Bressani, R.; Elías, L.G. 1973. Development of new 
highly nutritious food products. In: M. Rechcigl, Jr., ed. 
1973. Man, Food, and Nutrition. CRC Press. 344 p. See p. 
251-74. [87 ref]
• Summary: Table 3 (p. 257-58) gives the ingredient 
composition of some high protein-containing foods. For each 
food the product name, country of origin, main ingredients, 
percentage of protein, the PER (protein effi ciency ratio) 
or NPU (net protein utilization), and main use are listed. 
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Commercial products containing soy fl our are: 1. Incaparina 
No. 14, Colombia, 25% protein, 2.5 PER, gruel. 2. 
Incaparina No. 15, Colombia, 25% protein, 2.0 PER, gruel. 
3. Soyacyt (with full-fat soy fl our), Mexico, 21% protein, 
PER unknown, drink. 4. Pro Nutro, South Africa, 22% 
protein, 71 NPU, cereal & soup mix. 5. Duryea, Colombia, 
28% protein, 2.40 PER, weaning food. 6. CSM, worldwide 
from USA, 19% protein, 2.40 PER, gruel. 7. VPM, Middle 
Eastern countries, 37.8% protein, PER unknown, gruel. 8. 
Vitalia, Colombia, 17.8% protein, 2.69 PER, macaroni. 9. 
TRL, location not given, 21% protein, 2.30 PER, weaning 
food. Note: The meaning of the terms VPM and TRL are not 
given; nor is the address of CRC Press. Address: INCAP, 
Guatemala.

2647. Clark, Linda. 1973. Know your nutrition. New 
Canaan, Connecticut: Keats Publishing, Inc. 267 p. Index. 22 
cm. [68 + 333 endnotes]
• Summary: This book is mainly about vitamins, minerals, 
and nutritional supplements, but the infl uence of the young 
natural and organic foods movements can be seen. Chapter 
1 is titled “Should you take vitamins and minerals?” 
Chapters 2-14 are each about one of the known vitamins. 
15. The magic minerals. 15. Where to fi nd safe sources of 
all minerals. 17. Cholesterol, fats and oils (Clark advocates 
eating plenty of eggs). 18. High power foods (Lecithin, 
brewer’s yeast, wheat germ, sunfl ower seeds, alfalfa, 
rice polishings / rice bran, cultured milks {kefi r, cultured 
buttermilk, yogurt}, blackstrap molasses, liver, sprouts {incl. 
mung, soy, alfalfa, wheat}). 19. Protein, the real staff of life. 
Epilogue. Suggested additional reading.

2648. Cowan, J.C. 1973. Processing and products 
[soybeans]. In: B.E. Caldwell, ed. 1973. Soybeans: 
Improvement, Production, and Uses. Madison, Wisconsin: 
American Society of Agronomy. xviii + 681 p. See p. 619-
64. Chap. 20. [52 ref]
• Summary: Contents. 1. Introduction. 2. Processing for 
oil and meal: Preparation of fl akes, solvents, extraction, 
desolventizer-toaster, degumming. 3. Conversion to 
edible oil products: Refi ning, bleaching, deodorization, 
hydrogenation. 4. Edible fat products: Salad and cooking 
oils, status of fl avor stability, shortenings and margarine 
oils, lecithin. 5. Essential fatty acids and atherosclerosis. 
6. Industrial uses of oil. 7. Meal for livestock and poultry: 
Nutritional aspects, factors affecting use of meals. 8. Edible 
protein products: Soy fl our, concentrates and isolates, 
textured protein products (textured soy fl our or textured 
soy protein fi bers made into “meat analogues” resembling 
chicken, bacon, etc.). 9. Fermented and specialty foods: 
Tofu, soybean milk (an intermediate step in the manufacture 
of tofu), miso, shoyu (tamari, light-colored shoyu), sufu, 
tempeh, hamanatto, and natto.
 Soybeans fl ow through a crushing plant as follows: First, 

they are cracked to release or loosen the hull and to break the 
cotyledon into about 4 parts. Shakers and aspirators separate 
the hull from the cracked cotyledons and rollers fl ake 
them. “Purifi ed petroleum hydrocarbons known as hexane 
extract the oil from the fl akes and the solvent is recovered. 
Moistened fl akes are heated to inactivate the antinutritional 
factors and are converted to feeds for livestock and poultry. 
A small proportion of the fl akes goes to a wide variety 
of soybean protein products including fl our, isolates, and 
concentrates.”
 Tables show: (1) Utilization of soybean in U.S. in 
million pounds, every 5 years from Oct. 1933 to 1970 
(Kromer 1970). (2) Use of soybean meal in the USA for 
feeding livestock and poultry (million tons). In 1969, the 
estimated amounts used were as follows: Cattle 3.43. Hogs 
1.69. Other livestock 1.73. Total livestock: 6.85. Broilers 
3.07. Hens and pullets 1.28. Other poultry 1.10. Total 
poultry 5.45. Total livestock + poultry 12.30. Note that 
cattle are the single biggest users. (3) Bleaching soybean 
oil (process, % clay and type, change in Lovibond color 
rating). (4) Effect of bleaching, citric acid, and light exposure 
on soybean salad oil. (5) Specifi cations for soybean oil. 
(6) Effect of linolenate content on fl avor of soybean oil at 
elevated temperatures. (7) Composition of certain edible oil 
products from soybean oil and related products (salad oil, 
hydrogenated-winterized soybean salad oil, hydrogenated 
soybean oil liquid shortening, plastic shortening types I and 
II). (8) Changes in iron and copper content of soybean oil in 
commercial refi ning. (9) Properties of all-purpose and high-
stability shortenings from all-hydrogenated vegetable oils 
and blends of animal fat and/or vegetable oil (iodine value, 
melting point, % linoleic acid, solid fat index {% solid at 
temperatures indicated}). (10) Typical analyses for mellorine 
and cookie and confectioner’s fat. (11) Analytical data for 
typical margarine oils low and high in polyunsaturates 
(iodine value, melting point, % linoleic acid, solid fat index 
{% solid at temperatures indicated}).
 (12) NSPA–tentative lecithin specifi cations (NSPA, 
1969-1970). The fi ve columns are: Analysis. Fluid natural. 
Fluid bleached. Fluid double-bleached. Plastic, double 
bleached. The four rows under “Analysis” are: Acetone 
insoluble (minimum) %. Acid value, as oleic. Color, Gardner 
(maximum). Viscosity, poises at 25ºC.
 (13) Composition of soybean lecithins. The fi ve columns 
are: Component. Soybean lecithin. Acetone insolubles. 
Alcohol insolubles. Alcohol insolubles. The fi ve rows under 
component are: Lecithin (phosphatidyl choline) %. Cephalin 
%. Phosphoinosides %. Oil %. Sugars, sterol, and others %.
 (14). Approximate composition of soybeans and meal 
products (whole bean, cotyledon, hull, hypocotyl, meal 
{cake–extruded, fl akes–solvent extracted, dehulled fl akes–
extracted, mill feed–separated hulls, mill run–separated 
hulls}). (15) Amino acid analysis of soybean meal (44% 
protein and 49% protein {dehulled}) and corn. (16) Amino 
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acid analysis of blends of soy fl our with cereals and milk 
(Inglett 1968; Corn soy milk {CSM}, Millet soy milk, Wheat 
soy milk, etc.). (17) Partial formulas for young swine and 
boiler rations in percent total rations. (18) Partial formulas 
for dairy feeds (14% protein). A supplement to forage or 
roughage. (19) Soybean grits and fl our–screen size. (20) 
Composition of soy fl our. (21) Composition of 4 types of soy 
protein concentrates. (22) Uses for high-protein soy products 
(protein 70 [concentrates] and protein 90 [isolates]).
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Dec. 2015) that uses the term “protein 90” to refer to a 
soy protein isolate.
 (23) Amino acid analysis of fractions derived from 
dehulled extracted fl akes (Rackis et. 1961, 1970). (24) Effect 
of cooking in salt solutions on texture of structured granules. 
(25) Composition and use (1,000 metric tons in 1964 and 
1967) of soybeans for traditional foods in Japan (Use of 
whole soybeans in 1967 in 1,000 metric tons: Miso 169. 
Shoyu 15. Natto 47. Tofu 329. Total 642. Use of defatted 
fl akes or grits in 1967 in 1,000 metric tons: Miso 8. Shoyu 
154. Natto 0. Tofu 77. Total 284).
 Figures show: (1) Flowchart: Processing of soybeans 
to oil and meal using hexane extraction. (2) Illustration: A 
modern soybean processing facility (aerial view, Central 
Soya, Inc.). (3) Schematic diagram / fl owchart: Manufacture 
of edible soybean oil products (salad oil, salad and cooking 
oil, shortenings, margarines, liquid shortening). (4) 
Illustration: A continuous deodorizer for soybean oil. (5) 
Graph: Effect of prolonged storage at 100ºF on fl avor score 
of hydrogenated-winterized soybean oil or soybean salad oil 
(nitrogen packed, air packed). (6) Illustration: Continuous 
chilling and working equipment for margarine production 
(Votator Div., Chemetron Corp.). (7) Flow diagram; 
Conversion of emulsions of margarine oils and ripened milk 
to conventional stick, whipped stick, and tub margarines 
(Votator Div.) (8) Chemical structure of prostaglandin-E2, 
a fatty acid with hormone activity. (9) Diagram: Vapor- 
desolventizer- deodorizer for soybean fl akes (Blaw-Knox 
Co.). (10) Flowchart and diagram: Operations with extruder-
cooker. (11) Flow diagram: Manufacture of protein 70 [soy 
protein concentrate]. (12) Schematic diagram: Manufacture 
of soy protein isolate (Protein 90). (13) Photo: Chicken-
simulated soy protein “meat” in three forms (Swift Edible 
Oil Co.). (14) Photo: Protein tow containing 16,000 
monofi laments spread apart to show its fi brous nature; other 
tows in background (General Mills, Inc.). Address: Northern 
Regional Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois.

2649. Crocco, Stephanie Carmela. 1973. Treatment of soy 
milk oligosaccharides by a homogeneric enzyme extract 
containing alpha-galactosidase. PhD thesis, The Louisiana 
State University and Agricultural and Mechanical College. 
92 p. Page 878 in volume 35/02-B of Dissertation Abstracts 
International. *

Address: The Louisiana State Univ. and Agricultural and 
Mechanical College.

2650. FAO. 1973. Energy and protein requirements: Report 
of a joint FAO/WHO ad hoc expert committee. FAO 
Nutrition Meeting Report Series No. 52. 118 p. [166 ref]
• Summary: The committee met in Rome from 22 March to 
2 April 1971.
 This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2021) that 
recommends lowering protein recommendations. It led to a 
big debate.
 1. Introduction.
 2. Basic concepts: 2.1 General considerations. 2.2 
Defi nitions.
 3. Glossary of terms and units: 3.1 Energy requirement. 
3.2 Safe level of protein intake. 3.3 Reference man and 
reference woman. 3.4 Sample children and adolescents. 
3.5 Units of energy. 3.6 Energy value of foods. 3.7 Crude 
protein. 3.8 Net protein utilization. 3.9 Relative nitrogen 
utilization. 3.10 Protein effi ciency ratio.
 4. Background: 4.1 Historical. 4.2 Energy protein 
interrelationships. 4.3 The share of nutrients in the energy 
supply.
 5. Energy: 5.1 Physical activity. 5.2 Body size and 
body composition. 5.3 Climate. 5.4 Energy requirements 
of reference adults. 5.5 Energy requirements of infants, 
children, and adolescents. 5 6 Energy requirements during 
pregnancy and lactation. 5.7 Relative energy requirements 
for maintenance, growth, and activity. 5.8 Food energy in 
relation to other nutrients.
 6. Protein: 6.1 Nitrogen requirements–methods of 
estimation. 6.2 Amino acid requirements and amino acid 
patterns. 6.3 Evaluation of dietary protein quality. 6.4 Factors 
infl uencing protein requirements. 6.5 The safe level of intake 
of egg or milk protein. 6.6 Adjustments for the quality of 
protein in the diet.
 7. Practical applications: 7.1 Interpretation of energy and 
protein requirements. 7.2 Estimation of energy requirements 
at the national or population. level. 7.3 Estimation of protein 
needs at the national or population level. 7.4 Identifi cation 
of needs. 7.5 Long-term planning for energy and protein 
supplies.
 8 Future research: 8.1 Need for fi eld data. 8.2 Ethical 
considerations. 8.3 Gross energy supplies for the community. 
8.4 Prediction of energy requirements. 8.5 Gross protein 
supplies for the community. 8.6 Prediction of nitrogen 
and amino acid requirements. 8.7 Signifi cance of diets in 
pregnancy, lactation, and perinatal feeding. 8.8 Protein-
energy interactions. 8.9 Nutrition, infection, and parasitism.
 Annex 1. Percentiles for weight and height of males and 
females aged 0-18 years.
 Annex 2. Calculation of the energy values of foods or 
food groups by the Atwater system.
 Annex 3. Conversion of nitrogen to protein.
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 Annex 4. Standard basal metabolic rates of individuals 
of both sexes.
 Annex 5. Some values of energy expenditure in 
everyday activities. Address: FAO, Rome, Italy.

2651. Goldbeck, Nikki; Goldbeck, David. 1973. The 
supermarket handbook: Access to whole foods. New York, 
NY: Harper & Row. xvii + 413 p. Illust. by Ellen Weiss. 
Index. 22 cm. Second ed. published 1976 by New American 
Library/Plume Books. 460 p.
• Summary: This infl uential book is dedicated “To the 
Preservation of the Family Farm.” The authors believe that 
butter is a better spread than margarine, which is made by 
saturating polyunsaturated oils and adding many artifi cial 
ingredients (artifi cial color, preservatives). The chapter 
on beans contains a table titled “Protein for Pennies” that 
includes soybeans at the top of the list: Calories/lb: 1,828, 
protein/lb 154.7 gm, cost/lb: $0.25. Soybeans, unlike 
other beans, are a complete source of protein. “Soybeans: 
Soybeans are the most virtuous of all beans. They are the 
only food in the vegetable kingdom that contains all the 
essential amino acids the body needs to synthesize protein. 
People often talk about masking the fl avor of soybeans with 
gravies and lots of seasoning; we don’t know why since 
these beans actually have quite a pleasant taste of their own. 
Although cookbooks dealing exclusively with soybeans have 
been written, soybeans can be used just as you would any 
other bean and require no special handling” (p. 124).
 A quarter pound soybeans grow into about 1 pound of 
soy sprouts. A nutritional comparison of the whole beans and 
the sprouts is given, showing the increase in vitamins. An 
illustrated description of making sprouts is given (p. 130).
 Prepared sauces: Imported natural and “tamari” soy 
sauces are recommended. “The American simulation of soy 
sauce is unfortunately doctored with sugar, caramel coloring, 
and preservatives. Kikkomen [sic, Kikkoman] is the purest of 
these, tainted only with preservatives.” Lea & Perrins, “the 
original Worcestershire Sauce,” is considered the best and 
the only natural one. Other brands add corn syrup, artifi cial 
coloring and fl avoring, and stabilizers. Recommended soy oil 
brands: Melba, Hain, Hollywood. They contain no artifi cial 
additives.
 “The section ‘Soybeans: The greatest snack on earth’ 
(p. 292) recommends: ‘Soy Ahoy, roasted, unsalted soy 
nuts; Flavor Tree Pernuts, plain or seasoned; Parker’s Soy 
Joys.’ Flavor Tree also makes a variety of ‘chips.’” But 
these contain no soy. Note that neither tofu nor miso are 
mentioned in this book. The book does not advocate a 
vegetarian diet, but in the chapter “Meeting the Challenge of 
Meat,” it discusses the many health problems with meat and 
recommends that if you still want to eat meat, try to fi nd a 
natural, good quality product.
 A photo on the back of the dust jacket shows Nikki and 
David Goldbeck. Address: R.D. 1, Box 452, Woodstock, 

New York 12498.

2652. Gonzalez Moreira, M.A. 1973. Equilibrio de 
aminoacidos essenciais no pao enriquecido com soja 
[Equilibrium of essential amino acids in bread enriched with 
soy]. Master’s thesis: Faculdade de Tecnologia de Alimentos, 
Campinas. 158 p. [Por]*
Address: Brazil.

2653. Goodhart, Robert S.; Shils, M.E. 1973. Modern 
nutrition in health and disease: Dietotherapy. 5th ed. 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: Lea & Febiger. 1153 p.
• Summary: See Hegsted chapter on Phosphorus & 
Calcium–6A. p. 268-86. Address: 1. Director, Offi ce of 
Medical Education and Exec. Secretary, Committee on 
Medical Education, New York Academy of Medicine, 
New York, NY; 2. Assoc. Prof. of Medicine, Cornell Univ. 
Medical College, New York.

2654. Hardinge, Mervyn G.; Scharffenberg, J.A.; Sanchez, 
A.; Baldwin, M.; Sonnenberg, L.M.; Vyhmeister, I.B.; 
Crooks, H. 1973. Vegetarianism. Washington, DC: Review 
and Herald Publishing Assoc. 52 p. 29 cm. Life and Health 
Supplement. [81* ref]
• Summary: Contents: Vegetarianism–a new concept? Is man 
designed to eat meat? Why be a vegetarian? Is a nonfl esh diet 
adequate? Plant foods and your diet. But what about protein? 
Still skiing at eighty-four! (ski champion Anders Haugen). 
Something new and different (meat-like products made from 
soybeans). Now, how?

2655. Hartwig, Edgar E. 1973. Varietal development 
(in soybeans). In: B.E. Caldwell, ed. 1973. Soybeans: 
Improvement, Production, and Uses. Madison, Wisconsin: 
American Society of Agronomy. xviii + 681 p. See p. 187-
210. Chap. 6. [68 ref]
• Summary: Contents. 1. Introduction. 2. Maturity 
classifi cation. 3. Photoperiod response: Latitude, light 
quality. 4. Early history. 5. Growth habit. 6. Germplasm 
collection: Range of maturity, seed size (seed weight), 
percent protein and oil, oil quality, protein quality, seed 
holding (pod dehiscence and shattering), seeds per pod, 
pubescent type (pubescence density and erectness, glabrous), 
response to minerals, source of genes for pest resistance 
(disease resistance).
 7. Varietal development: Introduction and history, the 
northern states (Lincoln, Harosoy, Clark, Hark, Amsoy, 
Corsoy, Wayne), the southern states (Ogden, Roanoke, 
Jackson, Palmetto, Lee), mid-Atlantic states. 8. Genetic 
background for major U.S. varieties. 9. Breeding for special 
qualities: Phytophthora rot, brown stem rot, cyst nematodes, 
resistance to feeding by insects, differences in oil and protein 
content, vegetable types, height of lower pods, adaptation to 
short-day regions [i.e. southern latitudes]. 10. Comments.
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 “Varietal development” has been of great importance 
in establishing the soybean as a major crop in the USA. 
Understanding photoperiodism in relation to varietal 
development has also “been of extreme importance. For 
no other major crop is photoperiodism as important in 
determining area of adaptation” (p. 187).
 Maturity classifi cation: In the early 1900s, soybeans 
were often classifi ed on a scale from early to late, and the 
number of days to maturity was given. But various studies, 
starting with Haberlandt (1877), including Mooers (1908), 
and especially those by Garner and Allard (1920-1930) 
on the signifi cance of day length on fl owering behavior 
(photoperiodism), indicated that “days to maturity was not 
an adequate means of describing these types. Also, it was 
not adequate to describe them as early or late”–unless the 
latitude and date of planting was given, since the average 
days maturity for any given variety depends strongly on 
both of these variables. As a method of describing this 
responsiveness to day length, ten maturity groups were 
developed. For example, groups OO, O, and I are adapted 
to the longer days in the northern areas of adaptability in the 
USA and Canada. Varieties classed in Group VIII are adapted 
to the southernmost portions of the continental United States.
 Early history: Discusses–Perry expedition to Japan 
(1854), Ball (1907–recognized 23 varieties), Piper & Morse 
(1910–described 47 soybean types and listed 280 types that 
had been grown in the Washington, DC, area). By 1922 more 
than 800 introductions had been made by the USDA and 
tested in various parts of the United States (Piper & Morse 
1923). Some 43 introductions, which were found to be suited 
for production in the USA, were given names. Suitability 
for forage production was emphasized. During the 20-year 
period from 1907 to 1927, more than 2,000 lots of seed 
received from China, Japan, Korea, Siberia, and India were 
introduced by the USDA for testing (Morse 1927). Dorsett 
(1927) collected nearly 1,500 seed lots from northeastern 
China (39-53º north latitude) during a 2½-year period prior 
to 1927.
 Because of the growing interest in soybeans in the 
United States, the USDA organized the Dorsett-Morse 
expedition to the northeast prefectures of China, Korea, and 
Japan during the years 1929 to 1931. This was the only plant 
exploration program for which the primary objective was 
soybean collection. A total of 4,578 seed lots were collected. 
Of these, 3,379 (74%) were from Korea, 622 (14%) were 
from China, and 577 (13%) were from Japan. Many of 
the soybeans from Japan were “large-seeded, vegetable 
types. Several of these were named in anticipation of their 
acceptance by the U.S. public, but few were ever grown 
extensively. One of these, PI 80481 named Rokusun, has a 
100-seed weight of 55 gm, the largest seed size known in 
soybeans.”
 Germplasm collection: “Prior to 1949, no organized 
effort was made to maintain soybean introductions. Many 

were discarded after their initial observation if an immediate 
use was not recognized. Since that time an effort has been 
made to catalog the characteristics of each introduction and 
maintain viable seed.”
 Seed size: The 100-seed weight for soybean varieties 
currently produced in the USA ranges from 12-18 gm. 
Varieties classifi ed as vegetable types will usually have a 
100-seed weight greater than 20 gm. The seeds of Glycine 
max, the cultivated soybean, range in weight from 4 to 55 gm 
per 100 seeds. The wild annual soybean, Glycine ussuriensis, 
has very small seeds (1.2 to 1.8 gm/100 seeds).
 Concerning vegetable types: “No clear-cut distinction 
exists to defi ne a vegetable-type soybean. In general, seed 
size is in excess of 20 gm per 100 seeds and the beans 
have a milder fl avor. Several vegetable-type varieties with 
somewhat improved agronomic qualities have been released 
in recent years. Disoy is of Group I; Magna and Prize are 
of Group II; and Kim, Kanrich, and Verde are of Group III 
in maturity. Verde produces seed having green cotyledons 
on maturity, which is assumed to be an advantage when 
immature seeds are used for canning or freezing.”
 Tables: (1) Effect of latitude and day length on maturity 
date of the soybean variety Lincoln planted about May 20. 
The table shows location, latitude, date it is mature. (2) 
Approximate length of effective photoperiod at various 
latitudes for an assumed adapted variety that would be 
planted May 20 and would mature Sept. 20 at each latitude. 
(3) Soybean varieties recognized in the U.S. in 1907 and 
classifi ed as to seed color. There were 6 black, 4 brown, 2 
mottled, 2 green, 3 yellowish green, and 6 yellow.
 (4) Soybean varieties registered by the Crop Science 
Society of America since 1942 according to maturity groups 
and approximate distribution of U.S. acreage by maturity 
groups. For example, maturity group 00, consisting of Acme, 
Portage, Flambeau, Altona, and Norman, accounts for only 
0.1% of U.S. acreage. Maturity group II counts for 29.0%, 
III counts for 17.0%, IV counts of 12.0%, etc. (5) Parentage 
of the ten soybean varieties most widely grown in the U.S. in 
1971. For example, Wayne, No. 1, of maturity group III, had 
as its parentage L49-4091 x Clark.
 Note: This chapter was later cited as an early study 
that classifi ed soybean varieties into different maturity 
groups based on their photoperiod requirements. Address: 
Agricultural Research Service–USDA, Stoneville, 
Mississippi.

2656. Hermana, -. 1973. Tempe: An Indonesian fermented 
soybean food. In: W.R. Stanton, ed. 1972. Waste Recovery 
by Microorganisms: Selected Papers for the UNESCO/
ICRO Work Study held at the University of Malaya. Kuala 
Lumpur: Ministry of Education, Malaysia... 221 p. See p. 55-
62. Held 1-18 May 1972 at Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. Illust, 
Maps. 27 cm. [34 ref]
• Summary: An excellent early summary. Contents: 
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Introduction. Methods of preparation: Dehulling, packaging. 
The mold (Rhizopus species): Characteristics desirable for 
a strain of mold used to manufacture tempe, requirements 
for mold growth. The inoculum: Methods used to prepare 
it. Nutritive value: Changes in protein (soluble nitrogen, 
changes in amino acids and free amino acids), changes 
in lipids (strong lipolytic activity, changes in fatty acid 
composition, changes in linolenic acid, acid number and pH), 
changes in carbohydrates, changes in B vitamins, changes 
in solids (and soluble solids), changes in nutritive value of 
protein (changes in PER). Uses of tempe (keeping quality, 
extending shelf life by sun drying or deep frying).
 A table (p. 60) shows the nutritive value of tempe per 
100 gm.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2011) 
that describes commercial production of tempeh. Address: 
Bandung, Indonesia.

2657. Hill, James Edward. 1973. The accumulation of 
the major protein components of soybean during seed 
development and maturation. PhD thesis, The University of 
California–Davis. 106 p. Page 3087 in volume 34/07-B of 
Dissertation Abstracts International. *
Address: The Univ. of California–Davis.

2658. Ikediobi, Christopher Okwuolisa. 1973. Co-oxidation 
of beta-carotene by soybean lipoxygenase. PhD thesis, Iowa 
State University. 211 p. Page 4819 in volume 34/10-B of 
Dissertation Abstracts International. *
Address: Iowa State Univ., Ames, Iowa.

2659. Iljas, Nasruddin; Peng, A.C.; Gould, W.A. 1973. 
Tempeh: An Indonesian fermented soybean food. Wooster, 
OH: Ohio Agricultural Research and Development Center, 
Dept. of Horticulture. 36 p. Horticulture Series No. 394. [134 
ref]
• Summary: An excellent review of the literature with a 
large bibliography. Contents: Introduction. Production and 
consumption of soybeans (worldwide). Nutritive value. 
Defi ciencies inherent in soybeans: Amino acid, beany fl avor, 
antinutritional factors. Tempeh: The tempeh mold, methods 
of preparation, Changes in chemical composition (proteins 
and amino acids, lipids, carbohydrates, vitamins, minerals), 
nutritive value, preservation, acceptance and potential use.
 Footnote (p. 1): “Part of the review was from a 
Ph.D. dissertation by the senior author at The Ohio State 
University. Present address: Fakultas Pertanian, Universitas 
Negeri Seriwidjaja, Djl. Bukit Besar, Palembang, Indonesia.” 
Address: Ohio State Univ.

2660. Jaffé, Werner G. 1973. Toxic proteins and peptides. In: 
National Academy of Sciences, National Research Council, 
Food and Nutrition Board, Food Protection Committee. 
1973. Toxicants Occurring Naturally in Foods, 2nd ed. 

Washington, DC: National Academy of Sciences. vii + 624 p. 
See p. 106-29. Chap. 5. [130 ref]
• Summary: Includes a detailed discussion of legume 
hemagglutinins, especially soybean hemagglutinins. The 
literature is reviewed to March 1970. Address: Instituto 
Nacional de Nutrición, Apartado 2049, Caracas, Venezuela.

2661. Kim, W.J.; Smit, C.J.B.; Nakayama, T.O.M. 1973. The 
removal of oligosaccharides from soybeans. Lebensmittel-
Wissenschaft + Technologie (Zurich) 6(6):201-04. [9 ref]
• Summary: Soaking whole soybeans overnight (15 hours) 
does not reduce their oligosaccharide content, but sprouting 
them does. Thus sprouting helps to reduce intestinal gas in 
soybeans. Address: Dep. of Food Science, Univ. of Georgia, 
Athens, GA 30601.

2662. Latham, M.C. 1973. Human nutrition in tropical 
Africa. Rome, Italy: FAO. Fifth printing. *

2663. Li, Shih-Chen. comp. 1973. Chinese medicinal herbs. 
Translated and researched by F. Porter Smith, M.D. and G.A. 
Stuart. San Francisco, California: Georgetown Press. 467 + 
[41] p. See p. 189-96, 411. Index. 24 cm. [1 ref. Eng]
• Summary: This paperback book, which has an orange 
and yellow cover, is a reprint, published without proper 
explanation or credit. It is a facsimile copy of Rev. G.A. 
Stuart’s fi ne book, titled Chinese Materia Medica (1911), 
which is based on the famous Pen-ts’ao kang-mu and (as the 
title page of Stuart’s work states) “Extensively revised from 
Dr. F. Porter Smith’s Work” titled Contributions towards the 
materia medica & natural history of China. For the use of 
medical missionaries & native medical students (1871).
 The preface to this 1973 reprint is by Beatrice Bliss, 
in whose name the book is copyrighted. On the back cover, 
Bliss notes: “For over 4500 years Chinese scholars have 
been compiling medical treatises. The greatest and most 
complete of all was published in 1578, after 26 years of 
labor, by Li Shih-chên. American physicians in China, long 
impressed with the effi cacy of organic medicine, translated, 
researched, and updated his herbal Pên Ts’ao, now published 
for the fi rst time in the United States.” The preface continues: 
“Unlike the Western world, China has been fl ooded since 
time immemorial with medical treatises. While the fi rst 
English-language pharmacopoeia was published in London 
in 1618, the earliest Chinese treatise still in existence 
is attributed to the Yellow Emperor who, according to 
legendary history ascended the throne of China in the year 
2698 B.C... The complete Pên Ts’ao comprises 1,892 species 
of drugs, animal, vegetable and mineral, and includes 8,160 
prescriptions.”
 The plants discussed are listed alphabetically by 
scientifi c name. The sections on soybeans, which have many 
uses as medicinal herbs, are identical to those found in Stuart 
(1911).
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 Also discussed are: Kudzu vine, ko, or pueraria 
(Pachyrhizus thunbergianus; p. 299). Azuki bean or Ch’ih-
hsiao-tou (Phaseolus radiatus; p. 316. “It is considered to 
be good food for donkeys, but is too heavy and heating for 
mankind. Medicinally, it drives away dropsy and scatters 
carcinomatous and purulent swellings.”).
 Wheat Gluten (Mien-chin; p. 445-46). “This is prepared 
by washing out the starch, and when a small quantity is 
wanted for catching birds, it is only necessary to masticate 
the wheat until nothing else is left. It is used as a nutritious 
article of diet, and is also considered to be antifebrile.”

2664. Mayer, Jean. ed. 1973. U.S. nutrition policies in the 
seventies. San Francisco, California: Freeman and Co. *

2665. McCay, Clive M. 1973. Notes on the history of 
nutrition research. Edited by F. Verzar. Berne, Switzerland: 
Hans Huber Publishers. 234 p. Illust. (portrait). Author 
index. 23 cm. [432* ref]
• Summary: The preface is a nice tribute to and brief 
biography of Prof. Clive M. McCay by F. Verzár. I. Finding 
your way in the nutrition literature: Literature prior to 1800. 
Early 19th century literature.
 II. Three great problems in nutrition and biochemistry. 
III. Proteins and their nutritive value. IV. Proteins: The 
discovery of amino acids, the era of biological testing of 
proteins and the development of the concept of essential 
amino acids, other food factors, the development of methods 
for the determination of hydrogen ion concentration and the 
recognition of the amphoteric nature of proteins, indicator 
methods, the hydrogen electrode, quinhydrone, the glass 
electrode, the determination of the physical properties of 
proteins.
 V. Proteins and pathology: The protein concerned in 
respiration, hemoglobin, nucleoproteins, the utilization of 
non protein nitrogen. VI. Inorganic substances [minerals 
and vitamins]. A portrait photo (p. 13) shows Clive McCay. 
Note: This book was published after Prof. McCay’s death on 
8 June 1967. Address: School of Nutrition, Cornell Univ., 
Ithaca, New York.

2666. Ministerio da Agricultura. Centro de Tecnologia 
Agricola e Alimentar. 1973. Contibuiçao ao estudo da soja 
no Brasil [Contributions to the study of soybeans in Brazil]. 
Centro de Tecnologia Agricola e Alimentar, Boletim Tecnico 
(Rio de Janeiro) No. 10. 28 p. [4 ref. Por]
• Summary: “Summary: The analysis of 2183 soybean 
samples has showed no great differences among 10 Brazilian 
States. Protein content varied from 29.2 to 57.9% while 
the oil content varied from 14.7 to 28.4%. The mean was 
respectively, 41.2 and 22.2%.
 “Analyses of soybean oils from 1,689 samples indicated 
a mean Iodine Value of 128.9, with a minimum of 111.3 and 
a maximum of 145.6. Variations were observed particularly 

between Middle-West and Southern regions, this one 
showing higher value, what might be due to its colder 
climate. Vicoja variety has distinguished itself for its very 
good characteristics, viz., high protein and oil contents, allied 
to a low Iodine Value.” Address: Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.

2667. Mors, W.B.; Nobre, A.; Orlando, J.C.; Pape, G.; 
Leme, M.P.J. 1973. Enriquecimento nutricional da farinha 
de mandioca com proteina de soja [Nutritional enrichment 
of manioc fl our with soy protein]. Centro de Tecnologia 
Agricola e Alimentar, Boletim Tecnico (Rio de Janeiro) No. 
6. 15 p. [18 ref. Por]
Address: Ministerio da Agricultura, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.

2668. National Academy of Sciences, National Research 
Council, Food and Nutrition Board, Food Protection 
Committee. 1973. Toxicants occurring naturally in foods. 
2nd ed. Washington, DC: National Academy of Sciences. vii 
+ 624 p. Illust. Index. 24 cm.
• Summary: Three of the chapters discuss soybeans; each is 
cited separately: Toxic proteins and peptides, by Werner G. 
Jaffé (Chap. 5). Enzyme inhibitors in foods, by J.R. Whitaker 
and R.E. Feeney (Chap. 13). Estrogens in foods, by Martin 
Stob (Chap. 24).
 Soy is mentioned in connection with the following 
subjects in the 1966 edition, but is NOT mentioned in this 
edition: Antivitamins (antivitamin A, K, and B-12 are found 
in soybeans, p. 98-104 of 1966 edition, but not mentioned 
in 1973 edition; Yet, in this 1973 edition, Chap. 12 (p. 254-
76) is titled “Antivitamins” and vitamins A, K, and B-12 
are discussed), goitrogens (p. 3-17 of 1966 edition, but not 
mentioned in 1973 edition). Antienzymes (such as trypsin 
inhibitors) are called enzyme inhibitors in the 1973 edition. 
Address: Washington, DC.

2669. Nobre, Adilson; Tavares, M.; Orlando, J.C. 1973. 
Viabilidade tecnica-economica do enriquecimento proteico 
da farinha de mandioca [Technical and economic viability of 
enriching manioc fl our with protein]. Centro de Tecnologia 
Agricola e Alimentar, Boletim Tecnico (Rio de Janeiro) No. 
9. p. 1-26. [8 ref. Por]
• Summary: The manioc fl our was enriched with soy fl our, 
soy protein isolate, and calcium caseinate. Address: 1. 
Engenheiro Agronomo do Centro de Tecnologia Agricola 
e Alimentar (CTAA)–Rua Jardim Botanico, 1.024 Rio 
de Janeiro. Bolsista do Conselho Nacional de Pesquisas 
(CNPq); 2. Economista.

2670. Orok, Etim Jonathan. 1973. Comparison of peanut 
meal, rapeseed meal, and soybean meal as protein 
supplements for pigs and laboratory rats. PhD thesis, 
University of Alberta, Canada. In: Index to American 
Doctoral Dissertations (1956-67), 1974. *
Address: Univ. of Alberta, Canada.
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2671. Parsons, Mothey. 1973. Almonds to zoybeans: A 
cookbook of delicious, varied & high protein recipes for 
vegetarians. New York, NY: Larchmont Books. 192 p. Illust. 
by Maren Ate and Jim Blackfeather. Index. 18 cm. [1 ref]
• Summary: An early natural-foods, vegetarian cookbook–
inspired in part by Diet for a Small Planet, by Frances 
Moore Lappe. Contents: Introduction: How this book 
came to be written. Appetizers-dips. Eggs. Soups. Cheese 
dishes. Soybean dishes. Salads. Vegetable dishes. Jerusalem 
artichokes. Beverages. Miscellaneous. Desserts. Food charts: 
Sources of thiamine (vitamin B1), ribofl avin (B2), niacin 
(B3), pyridoxine, vitamin B-12, pantothenic acid, biotin.
 In the chapter titled “Soybean dishes” all the 14 recipes 
call for [whole dry] soybeans, cooked soybeans, or “thick 
soybean puree.”
 The last recipe, “Mock turkey souffl e,” combines 
soybeans and sage to give a baked dish that tastes “a lot like 
turkey.”

2672. Porter, J.W.G.; Rolls, B.A. eds. 1973. Proteins in 
human nutrition. London: Academic Press. xi + 560 p. No 
index. 24 cm. [500+ ref]
• Summary: Soybeans are mentioned on pages 383-95, 407-
420. These two chapters are cited separately.
 See also: Pronutro (South Africa, p. 89). Protein 
Advisory Group (United Nations, p. 131). Address: National 
Inst. for Research in Dairying, Shinfi eld, Reading, Berkshire, 
England.

2673. Ryan, C.A. 1973. Proteolytic enzymes and their 
inhibitors in plants. Annual Review of Plant Physiology 
24:173-96. [192 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Proteinases. Proteinase 
inhibitors. Conclusions. Proteolytic activity in plants was 
reported over 170 years ago (Vauquelin 1799) but was 
probably recognized much earlier by inhabitants of tropical 
lands. Trypsin inhibitors are said to account for 6% of the 
total soybean protein (although according to Rackis and 
Gumbmann, the fi gure may be as high as 11.3%). Address: 
Dep. of Agricultural Chemistry, Washington State Univ., 
Pullman, WA.

2674. Shemer, Michael. 1973. Studies on the effect of 
thermal processing on the chemical, nutritional and 
functional properties of soybean protein. PhD thesis, 
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. 140 p. 
Page 4432 in volume 34/09-B of Dissertation Abstracts 
International. *
• Summary: Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 
2007) that mentions Michael Shemer in connection with soy 
or soy protein. Michael later founded Tivall, a maker of meat 
alternatives. Though headquartered on a kibbutz in Israel, 
they export and market their products throughout the Western 

world. Address: Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.

2675. Singh, K.B.; Gill, K.S. 1973. Soybean. Ludhiana, 
India: Communication Centre, Punjab Agricultural 
University. 22 p. Plus 3 leaves of plates. [1 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Climatic requirements. 
Soil. Rotation. Preparation of land. Manuring. Improved 
varieties. Sowing: Good seed, seed treatment, seed 
inoculation, time of sowing, seed-rate and spacing, 
methods of sowing, depth of sowing. Control of weeds. 
Irrigation. Diseases. Insect pests. Harvesting. Storage. Uses. 
Conclusions. Appendix (15 recipes).
 Recipes include those for soy milk, soy-curd (dahi), 
soy-fl our, soy-dal and many Indian dishes. Page 12 notes: 
“Soybean has wide industrial uses. Edible oil is used in 
the manufacture of vanaspati. Refi ned oil is used in the 
manufacturing of a large number of products, such as 
candles, electric insulations, fuel-oil, insecticides, greases, 
resins, paints, soaps, varnishes, etc. The oil is also used 
in the preparation of candy, ice-cream, chocolate coating, 
rubber, cosmetics, etc. Crude soybean fatty acids are used in 
manufacturing adhesive tape, lubricants, leather dressings, 
typewriter ribbons, carbon papers, etc.” Address: 1. PhD, 
Senior pulse breeder; 2. PhD, Prof. & Head, Dep. of Plant 
Breeding, Punjab Agricultural Univ., Ludhiana, India.

2676. Stob, Martin. 1973. Estrogens in foods. In: National 
Academy of Sciences, National Research Council, Food 
and Nutrition Board, Food Protection Committee. 1973. 
Toxicants Occurring Naturally in Foods, 2nd ed. Washington, 
DC: National Academy of Sciences. vii + 624 p. See p. 550-
57. Chap. 24. [58 ref]
• Summary: Includes a discussion of isofl avones and 
coumestans, incl. genistein (which was fi rst isolated from 
soybeans by E. Walz in 1931), and coumestrol (which was 
fi rst isolated from alfalfa in 1957, but which has also been 
detected in soybeans and soy sprouts). The literature is 
reviewed to April 1, 1971.
 The introduction notes: “The classic review of 
Bradbury and White (1954) fi rst focused attention on the 
occurrence of estrogens in plants. Subsequent reviews 
by Moule et al. (1963) and E.M. Bickoff (1968) have 
emphasized the ubiquitous distribution and diverse chemical 
types of phytoestrogens. That estrogens in plants may be 
a contributing factor in cases of infertility of livestock 
is beyond question, but fortunately for humans, their 
occurrence in plants, in the majority of cases, is only of 
academic interest, either because the plants containing the 
compounds do not constitute a signifi cant portion of the diet 
or because the quantity of estrogenic compounds is too low 
to exert physiological effects...
 “The isofl avones and coumestans are biogenetically 
similar, i.e., they are formed by similar biosynthetic 
pathways. The isofl avones commonly associated with plants 
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are genistein, biochanin A, daidzein, formononetin, and 
pratensin; the coumestans are coumestrol and 4’-O-methyl-
coumestrol. The chemical characteristics of these compounds 
are well documented, and methods for their detection by 
paper or thin-layer chromatography have been described.” 
Address: Dep. of Animal Sciences, Purdue Univ., Lafayette, 
Indiana 47906.

2677. Strong, Frank M. 1973. Introduction. In: National 
Academy of Sciences, National Research Council, Food 
and Nutrition Board, Food Protection Committee. 1973. 
Toxicants Occurring Naturally in Foods, 2nd ed. Washington, 
DC: National Academy of Sciences. vii + 624 p. See p. 1-5. 
[12 ref]
• Summary: “Nutritious food is essential to life. It is also 
a mixture of thousands of chemicals, any of which, in 
suffi cient amounts, would be harmful, perhaps fatal, to the 
consumer. This holds even for essential nutrients such as 
zinc, copper, methionine, and vitamin A. Human beings 
cannot live without them, but in excess they are very toxic.
 “The great concern of the public in demanding an 
absolutely safe food supply, free of harmful ‘chemicals,’ is 
mistaken and misdirected. It is mistaken because the belief 
that foods can be free of ‘chemicals’ is false; all foods 
consist exclusively of chemicals. It is equally mistaken to 
demand a food supply containing no harmful substances; all 
substances are toxic in some degree and therefore potentially 
harmful. As in all other aspects of human life, no absolute 
safety or security is possible. However, it is important to 
distinguish between toxicity and actual hazard. A particular 
food chemical may or may not be hazardous depending 
on many factors, chiefl y the amount ingested. (see chapter 
26.)” Address: Dep. of Biochemistry, Univ. of Wisconsin, 
Madison, WI 53706.

2678. Tanaka, Yonemi; Tomiyasu, Yukio. 1973. Nattô no 
hakushoku kenshoku-butsu no kagaku-teki sosei [Chemical 
components of the white deposits of natto (fermented 
soybeans)]. Eiyo to Shokuryo (J. of Japanese Society of Food 
and Nutrition) 26(8):473-78. [5 ref. Jap]
Address: Fukuoka Women’s Junior College, Dazaifu-machi, 
Fukuoka.

2679. Wade, Carlson. 1973. Health secrets from the Orient. 
West Nyack, New York: Parker Publishing Co., Inc. 252 p. 
Index. 24 cm. Foreword by William S. Keezer, M.D.
• Summary: This “Hollywood-style” book of miracle 
foods, magic bullets, and eternal youth, unfortunately has 
no bibliography and only one reference (a footnote) in 
the chapter on soybeans. Chapter 12, titled “The miracle 
vegetable protein from the Orient–A key to forever-young 
vitality” (p. 153-63) is about soybeans and soy products. 
Its contents: Introduction. Soybeans–A meatless source 
of complete protein. Soybeans–Meat without a bone. The 

magic ingredient in soybeans that helps promote perpetual 
youth: Secret youth power of soybean’s lecithin, the magic 
power of lecithin, the ten youth-building powers of lecithin 
in soybeans, soybeans for better energy, improved memory 
and steady hands, secret ingredient (lecithin contains 
auxines). Why Orientals call soybeans their “perfect food.” 
How soybeans gave Rose B. the look and feel of youth. 
A customer-friend offers Rose B. an Oriental soybean 
secret: Soybeans offer digestive balance, soybeans improve 
skin and hair health, soybeans improve the posture and 
fi nger fl exibility, soybeans help create a youthful feeling 
internally and externally. How cooked soybeans offer 
protein-plus health benefi ts: Here’s how it works (soybeans 
contain all essential amino acids but three of them–lysine, 
methionine and trypsin–are enhanced by cooking. “The 
soybean deserves its name–the ‘holy bean’”). How to 
prepare soybeans (try to use organically grown soybeans; 
drink the cooking liquid as “soybean tea”). Soybeans offer 
vitality-boosting nutrients (and no starch). For health-plus, 
try soybean fl our. The Oriental way to make soybean milk 
(recipe for “vegetable milk”). Why Orientals value soybean 
protein above meat protein. Meat protein may be less 
effective. Main points (Summary).

2680. Whitaker, John R.; Feeney, R.E. 1973. Enzyme 
inhibitors in foods. In: National Academy of Sciences, 
National Research Council, Food and Nutrition Board, Food 
Protection Committee. 1973. Toxicants Occurring Naturally 
in Foods, 2nd ed. Washington, DC: National Academy of 
Sciences. vii + 624 p. See p. 276-98. Chap. 13. [123 ref]
• Summary: Includes a discussion of protein inhibitors 
of proteolytic enzymes, including trypsin inhibitors and 
chymotrypsin inhibitors. The literature is reviewed to Feb. 
1971. Address: Dep. of Food Science & Technology, Univ. of 
California, Davis, CA 95615.

2681. Wineinger, Irma Hendricks. 1973. Dietary practices 
and preferences prior to introduction of Multi-Purpose Food. 
MSc thesis, Texas Tech University. 93 leaves. 28 cm. *
• Summary: This is the 3rd PhD thesis published about 
Multi-Purpose Food. Address: Texas.

2682. Zimmerman, Gerald Lee. 1973. Factors determining 
calcium activation or inhibition of soybean lipoxygenase. 
PhD thesis, Iowa State University. 81 p. Page 3293 in 
volume 34/07-B of Dissertation Abstracts International. *
Address: Iowa State Univ., Ames, Iowa.

2683. Altman, R.F.A.; de Mendonca, J.M.; Schaeffer, 
G.M.V.; Ramos de Souza, J.; Bandoli, J.G.; da Silva, 
J.G.; Lopes, C.R.N. 1974. Phospholipids in experimental 
atherosclerosis. Arzneimittel Forschung = Drug Research 
(Germany) 24(1):11-16. Jan. [86 ref. Eng; ger]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Mechanism of 
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atherogenesis (“Atherosclerosis is an accumulation of lipids, 
particularly cholesterol and its esters, within the arterial 
intima”). Applications of phospholipids in atherosclerosis. 
Materials and methods: Phospholipids, rabbits, analytical 
data. Analytical fi ndings. Discussion. Summary in English 
“Free cholesterol in excess is one of the most important 
factors promoting instability of the blood emulsion. 
Theoretically speaking, phospholipids must be able to 
counterbalance this harmful effect because of their strong 
emulsifying properties and because of their capability to 
form molecular associations with cholesterol. In the present 
paper it is shown that i.v. injections of phosphatidylcholine 
(in the form of Lexinol-Cal(R)) in heavily atherosclerotic 
rabbits accomplishes a spectacular resolution of the 
atheromatous plaques of the aorta wall, even when 
cholesterol administration to the rabbits is maintained. 
This is an evident proof of the agent’s prophylactic and 
therapeutic value as well. No injurious side-effects of 
the drug were observable even after the very prolonged 
application of freshly prepared emulsions.” Summary in 
German.
 Asolecithin 29.5%, PC 29.5%, PE 31.6%, PI in soyoil; 
Lexinol-Cal SPC Emulsion in Glucose.
 Note: The many references have no article titles, and 
thus are hard to use unless one is very familiar with this 
literature. Address: Dep. of Chemistry and Experimental 
Therapy, Lab. of Chemotherapy, Instituto Oswaldo Cruz, Rio 
de Janeiro, Brazil.

2684. American Soybean Assoc. ed. 1974. Proceedings: 
World Soy Protein Conference. J. of the American Oil 
Chemists’ Society 51(1):47A-216A. Jan. Held 11-14 Nov. 
1973 in Munich, Germany. 28 cm. [566 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Session I: World protein markets. 
Session II: Soy protein products, their production, and 
properties. Session III: Legal and regulatory aspects of soy 
utilization in foods. Session IV: Utilization of soy proteins in 
foods. Session V: Utilization of soy protein in foods. Session 
VI: Nutritional aspects of soy protein foods. Session VII: 
Future developments and prospects. Round-tables papers. 
Registration list (directory of participants). Directory of 
exhibitors and press.
 Berwin Tilson, president of the American Soybean 
Assoc., notes in the introduction (inside front cover): In 
Oct. 1972 “It was felt that the time was right to gather 
together top representatives from all areas affecting the soy 
foods industry... 1,100 representatives from 47 countries 
actually attended.” This was a pioneering and very 
important conference. It was opened by the U.S. Secretary 
of Agriculture Earl L. Butz, and senator Hubert Humphrey 
delivered a memorable, inspirational address. Many 
distinguished scientists and politicians also presented papers.
 Exhibitors (inside back cover): Purina Protein 
Europe (Brussels, Belgium). Archer Daniels Brussels 

S.A. (Belgium). Cargill Inc. (Minneapolis, Minnesota). 
McKee CTIP (Rome, Italy). Central Soya International 
Inc.–Chemurgy Division (Brussels, Belgium), Alfa Laval 
AB (Tumba, Sweden; soymilk equipment). Staley Europe 
(Amsterdam, Holland). A/S N. Foss Electric (Hilleroed, 
Denmark). Westfalia Separator AG (Oelde, West Germany). 
A/S Nirg Atomizer (Soeborg/Copenhagen, Denmark). 
Nabisco Inc.–Protein Foods Div. (Fairlawn, New Jersey). 
Miles GmbH (Frankfurt am Main, Germany). Lucas Meyer 
und Edelsoja GmbH (Hamburg, Germany). General Mills 
Inc. (Minneapolis, Minnesota). Address: Hudson, Iowa.

2685. Araujo Neto, Julio Silva. 1974. Food staples as 
vehicles for protein concentrates. Nutrition Reports 
International 9(1):85-90. Jan. [11 ref]
• Summary: Soy protein isolate or soy fl our can be used to 
enrich corn meal or cassava meal foods. “Soy protein isolate 
was kindly supplied by the distributors of Proteimax (Sanbra, 
Brazil).” Address: Dep. of Pharmacy, Fluminese Federal 
Univ. Niterói, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.

2686. Balla, Ferenc. 1974. Nutritional value and economic 
aspects of fortifi cation of foods of plant origin with 
soy protein. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 
51(1):156A-58A. Jan. Proceedings, World Soy Protein 
Conference, Munich, Germany, Nov. 11-14, 1973. [1 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Nutritional 
and economical aspects of soy protein. Address: Budapest, 
Hungary.

2687. Coppock, John. 1974. Soy proteins in foods: 
Retrospect and prospect. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ 
Society 51(1):59A-62A. Jan. Proceedings, World Soy Protein 
Conference, Munich, Germany, Nov. 11-14, 1973. [5 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Retrospect. Prospects. 
References.
 Page 60A: “The table [Table 1] also shows that only in 
the sulphur containing amino acids, cystine and methionine, 
is the soybean low, indicating that methionine is the fi rst 
limiting amino acid to be considered when using soy 
products in the diet.” Address: Spillers Ltd., London Univ. of 
Surrey, England.

2688. Crenshaw, Mary Ann. 1974. My amazing cider 
vinegar, lecithin, kelp, vitamin B-6 diet. Family Circle. Jan. 
p. 32, 126-27. Adapted from her book The Natural Way to 
Beauty 1974. New York: David McKay. [2 ref]
• Summary: The soybean is mentioned as a source of 
lecithin–which contains choline and inositol. The writer 
sprinkles lecithin granules over the wheat germ she eats 
every morning. Lecithin granules are said to be more 
“potent” than capsules.
 Note: This is the earliest article on soy seen (Aug. 2002) 
in Family Circle magazine.
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2689. Debry, G.; Poullain, B.; Bleyer, R. 1974. Study of 
nutritive and biological value of textured soy proteins in 
adults, children, and rats. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ 
Society 51(1):203A-04A. Jan. Proceedings, World Soy 
Protein Conference, Munich, Germany, Nov. 11-14, 1973.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Study of acceptability 
of textured soy proteins by adults for a 3 week period. 
Comparison of the acceptability of a fi xed diet and an ad 
libitum diet by children. Comparative nitrogen balance 
of adults fed both a normal diet and a diet containing 
soy protein for one week each. Comparison between the 
effi cacy of casein and the effi cacy of textured protein on 
the nutritional recuperation of rats fed a protein free diet for 
14 or 42 days. Address: 1. Dep. of Nutrition and Metabolic 
Diseases, Univ. of Nancy, Nancy, France; 2-3. Research 
Group of Nutrition and Dietetics, National Inst. of Health 
and Medical Research, Nancy, France.

2690. Decock, Alain. 1974. Soy protein isolates in 
hypoallergenic infant formulations and humanized milks. 
J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 51(1):199A-200A. 
Jan. Proceedings, World Soy Protein Conference, Munich, 
Germany, Nov. 11-14, 1973.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soy protein isolates. 
Humanized milks.
 “Since the term ‘hypoallergenic’ generally is defi ned 
as an allergy of infants to animal protein, in this discussion 
we are only considering allergies to animal protein and not, 
as in some limited cases, allergies to soy proteins. Although 
soybean fl our performed well in providing nutrition, it 
had some disadvantages, such as unpleasant fl avor, and 
intestinal side effects (gas formation and colic), as well as an 
occasional tendency to increase dermatitis.” Address: Purina 
Protein Europe, Brussels, Belgium.

2691. Graham, George G.; Baertl, Juan M. 1974. Nutritional 
effectiveness of soy cereal foods in undernourished infants. 
J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 51(1):152A-155A. 
Jan. Proceedings, World Soy Protein Conference, Munich, 
Germany, Nov. 11-14, 1973. [6 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Materials and 
methods. Results. Discussion. References. Address: Dep. of 
International Health, School of Hygiene and Public Health, 
Baltimore, Maryland.

2692. Hamdy, M.M. 1974. Nutritional aspects of textured 
soy proteins. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 
51(1):85A-90A. Jan. Proceedings, World Soy Protein 
Conference, Munich, Germany, Nov. 11-14, 1973. [19 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Studies on 
the biological value (BV) of textured soy proteins. Facts 
on nutrients in textured soy proteins. The biochemical 
and physiological effects of textured soy proteins in 

humans. Quality assurance aspects in textured soy proteins. 
References.
 The availability of iron in soy proteins appears to be 
relatively high. Address: Lauhoff Grain Co., Danville, 
Illinois.

2693. Hertzler, Ann A.; Anderson, Helen L. 1974. Food 
guides in the United States. J. of the American Dietetic 
Association 64(1):19-28. Jan. [67* ref]
• Summary: “With the ‘Basic 4’ currently under fi re, this 
historical review gives perspective to the question. Contents: 
Introduction. Guides based on the Atwater standard (1894). 
The fi ve food groups of 1916-1923 (developed by C.F. 
Langworthy, they were vegetables and fruits, protein, cereal 
grains and their products, sugars and sugar foods, fats and 
fat foods.) The decade of the 1930’s. Guides based on the 
Recommended Dietary Allowances: 1941 food guides, 
1942–Eight food groups, 1943–The seven food groups (or 
“Basic Seven,” arranged in a circle, sometimes called the 
“Wheel of Good Eating”), 1954–The four food groups.
 In 1956, the four food groups were presented in the 
USDA publication, “Essentials of an Adequate Diet,” 
authored by Louise Page and Esther Phipard, nutritionists 
with the Institute of Home Economics. The four food groups 
were milk, meat, vegetable-fruit, and bread-cereal. They 
differed from the “Basic Seven” in that the three vegetable 
groups were combined into one group, and fat was omitted 
altogether. The resulting food guide was issued in 1958 
as USDA Leafl et No. 424, “Foods for Fitness–A Daily 
Food Guide.” Nutritional needs of individuals and families 
were based on the 1953 Recommended Daily Allowances. 
Because of dietary inadequacies of calcium, vitamin A, and 
ascorbic acid in the American population, food sources of 
these nutrients were emphasized. The nutritive values of 
foods were derived from the 1950 edition of the Agriculture 
Handbook No. 8. Address: Dep. of Human Nutrition, 
Foods, and Foods Systems Management, College of Home 
Economics, Univ. of Missouri, Columbia, Missouri.

2694. Humphrey, Hubert H. 1974. Proposal for a world 
protein research network. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ 
Society 51(1):53A-56A. Jan. Proceedings, World Soy Protein 
Conference, Munich, Germany, Nov. 11-14, 1973.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Food production and 
society. Interrelationships and food production. Need world 
food conference. Strategic food reserves. Need to eliminate 
barriers to use of soy proteins. Relationship of food and 
energy. “Protein crisis decade.” World-wide protein research 
system.
 This is an inspirational speech. Senator Humphrey 
predicted that the 1980s would be known as the protein 
crisis decade. He proposed a worldwide protein research 
system–a network of protein research institutions. We must 
establish joint research with the Peoples’ Republic of China 
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and with Japan. The USA, with less than 6% of the world’s 
population, uses about 40% of the world’s resources and 
35% of world’s energy. In the USA we use fi ve times as 
much cereal grain per person than in the poorer countries. 
All of you here are public servants, no matter what your 
particular job. “The world needs to know what you know. 
People who are illiterate and uneducated need to know what 
you know.” Address: U.S. Senator, Minnesota.

2695. Karpati, György. 1974. Chemical-nutritional 
physiological evaluation of a few products manufactured 
with the use of soy protein. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ 
Society 51(1):159A-60A. Jan. Proceedings, World Soy 
Protein Conference, Munich, Germany, Nov. 11-14, 1973.
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Institute 
studies on meat analogues. Substances used for 
supplementing and publication of the products thus obtained. 
Address: Central Research Inst. for the Food Industry, 
Budapest, Hungary.

2696. Kinderlehrer, Jane. 1974. Using soybeans instead of 
meat. Prevention (Emmaus, Pennsylvania). Jan. p. 168-78.
• Summary: Ever since the price of meat began to skyrocket, 
substitutes for meat have been featured in American food 
columns. A large ad in the Wall Street Journal shows one 
soybean regally encased in a jeweled pill box with the 
caption “Life pill for an over crowded world.”
 But the soybean should not be presented as a meat 
analogue–a fancy name for imitation, fabricated, or 
synthetic–in part because it is not a “complete protein.” 
However this is not a problem when you understand how to 
combine complementary proteins, and how to inactivate the 
soybean’s trypsin inhibitor–by high pressure steam cooking 
whole soybeans, or by transforming the soybean into milk or 
“bean curd.” Dr. Royal Lee suggests a method for cooking 
whole soybeans: Put a cup of soybeans in a quart of water, 
then put this in the refrigerator and let it stand for 24 hours. 
Change the water 4 times during that 24-hour period. The 
beans can then be cooked as you would regular beans such as 
navy beans–boiled for 20 minutes with constant stirring.
 If you have a borderline iodine defi ciency or suffer from 
a sluggish thyroid, the soybean may not be for you. The 
soybean also contains a shortage of calcium compared to its 
high phosphorus content. “Since the body requires more than 
twice as much calcium as phosphorus, it is a good idea to use 
a calcium-rich complementary food if you use much soy.
 Next come three recipes: Soysesame pancakes (with “½ 
cup soy fl our”). Soy balls (with “½ cup soy powder”). Soy 
cheeseburgers (with “3/4 to 1 cup soybeans {preferably small 
variety}. Crack or split beans in food mill. Soak overnight 
and cook in the soaking water for two hours with these 
ingredients:...”).
 You can also enjoy the nutritional benefi ts of soybeans 
in the form of soy grits or soy meal (which need much less 

soaking and cooking than whole soybeans). Or try green 
soybeans (more attractive and delicious than fresh lima 
beans). Describes how to remove the pods and cook these as 
a vegetable.
 “While the soy is certainly the greatest bean of them all, 
it is still a bean.”
 “Enjoy your soybeans and you may fi nd, as Mrs. 
Mito Umeda [of Kumamoto, Japan] did, that they lead to 
longevity.” According to an A.P. release of 25 March 1973 
(which appeared in the Milwaukee Journal, 1 April 1973), 
she is believed to be the oldest woman in Japan at age 110. 
She said of her long life: “I eat any kind of food, but I never 
miss taking soybean fl our as well as fruit once a day.”

2697. Kolb, Erich. 1974. Use of soy protein isolate in 
slimming food. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 
51(1):200A-02A. Jan. Proceedings, World Soy Protein 
Conference, Munich, Germany, Nov. 11-14, 1973. [12 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Factors involved in 
slimming food development. What is best protein source. 
Soy protein isolates. References. Address: Firma Peter 
Eckes, Nieder-Mainz, West Germany.

2698. Mattil, Karl F. 1974. Composition, nutritional, and 
functional properties, and quality criteria of soy protein 
concentrates and soy protein isolates. J. of the American Oil 
Chemists’ Society 51(1):81A-84A. Jan. Proceedings, World 
Soy Protein Conference, Munich, Germany, Nov. 11-14, 
1973.
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Analytical 
characteristics. Organoleptic attributes. Sample testing. 
Address: Food Protein R&D Center, Texas A&M Univ., 
College Station, Texas.

2699. Mtenga, L.A.; Sugiyama, T. 1974. A note on the 
amino-acid composition of some legume seeds grown in 
Tanzania. East African Agricultural and Forestry Journal 
39(3):307-10. Jan. [19 ref]
• Summary: Table 1 gives the amino acid contents of 5 
legume seeds grown in Tanzania, including 4 samples of 
soya beans. The “protein score” of the soya beans ranged 
from 52 to 74. “Soya beans showed the highest protein 
score followed by pigeon peas, kidney beans, cowpeas and 
groundnuts. It is consequently seen that soya beans are 
of nutritionally great importance while groundnuts have 
relatively low protein quality... The results suggest that 
soya beans, with higher lysine content than groundnuts, are 
a potential source of protein supplement to cereal diets.” 
Address: Faculty of Agriculture, Univ. of Dar es Salaam, 
P.O. Box 643, Morogoro, Tanzania.

2700. Rackis, Joseph J. 1974. Biological and physiological 
factors in soybeans. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 
51(1):161A-74A. Jan. Proceedings, World Soy Protein 
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Conference, Munich, Germany, Nov. 11-14, 1973. [218 ref]
• Summary: Contains the fi rst discussion of the role of 
cholecystokinin-pancreozymin (CCK-PZ: pronounced kol-
uh-sis-to-KAI-nin; CCK-PZ stimulates enzyme synthesis in 
the pancreas for repletion of digestive enzymes) and of an 
allergen in soy protein.
 Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Biological factors 
in soy protein products: Raw soybean meal, soy by-
products, protein isolates and concentrates, toxicity a 
misnomer, unidentifi ed growth factors. Elimination of 
antinutritional factors: Heat treatment, other processing 
techniques. Interrelationship between antinutritional factors: 
Available energy, amino acid supplementation. Proteinase 
inhibitors: Natural occurrence, nutritional signifi cance 
of other proteinase inhibitors, pancreatic hypertrophy 
and enzyme secretion (CCK-PZ), proposed mechanisms. 
Phytohemagglutinins. Antivitamin and mineral factors: 
General considerations, effect of phytic acid, zinc, iron, 
vitamin B-12 (raw soy fl our, but not toasted soy fl our, 
increases vitamin B-12 requirements in rats), vitamin D 
(the rachitogenic activity of soy protein isolates might 
be due to phytic acid), other vitamins. Goitrogenicity: 
Iodine, antithyrotoxic factor (ATF). Allergenicity. Other 
factors: Saponins, sterols, phenolic compounds (mainly the 
isofl avones, genistein and daidzein). Flatulence: Human 
studies, animal and in vitro studies, elimination of fl atulence.
 A weak allergen has been isolated in crude form from 
soybeans. Nevertheless, soybeans can be regarded as 
hypoallergenic in the sense that less of the population display 
a sensitivity to soy than to either other legumes or cow’s 
milk.
 The major phenolic compounds in soybeans are the 
isofl avones, genistein and daidzein, which occur mainly as 
the respective glycosides, genistin and daidzin. Genistin 
accounts for most of the estrogenic activity in soybeans. 
“The isofl avone content of soy protein isolates is extremely 
low.” “Most likely soybean isofl avones have no nutritional 
signifi cance in man.” Address: Northern Regional Research 
Lab., Peoria, Illinois.

2701. Satouchi, Kiyoshi; Tomohiko, M.; Matsushita, S. 1974. 
Characterization of inhibitor protein for lipase in soybean 
seeds. Agricultural and Biological Chemistry 38(1):97-101. 
Jan. [17 ref]
• Summary: An inhibitor of pancreatic lipase and of fungal 
lipases was isolated from soybeans. Address: Research Inst. 
for Food Science, Kyoto Univ., Kyoto, Japan.

2702. Takeuchi, Tokuo; Yokoo, Yoshio. 1974. [Studies on 
peptides in miso and soy-sauce. XI. Effect of koji addition 
on the proteolytic patterns of soybean miso manufactured 
with an enzyme preparation]. Hakko Kogaku Zasshi (J. of 
Fermentation Technology) 52(1):58-61. Jan. [2 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: Four types of soybean miso was made by 

several different combinations of the commercial enzyme 
Biosaime A, which was prepared by the water extraction of 
wheat bran koji made with Aspergillus oryzae. The enzyme 
was combined in different proportions with koji (0 to 100%), 
and the amount of free and bound amino acids in each 
miso was measured. Address: Food Research Inst., Aichi 
prefecture, Nishi-ku, Nagoya, Japan.

2703. Tschesche, Harald. 1974. Biochemie natuerlicher 
Proteinase-Inhibitoren [Biochemistry of natural proteinase 
inhibitors]. Angewandte Chemie 86(1):21-40. English 
translation in Angewandte Chemie, International Edition. 
[249 ref. Ger; eng]
• Summary: The natural enzymes of proteolytic enzymes 
are themselves proteins. Address: Organisch-chemisches 
Laboratorium, Lehrstuhl fuer Organische Chemie und 
Biochemie der Technischen Universitaet, 8 Munich, 
Arcisstrasse 21, West Germany.

2704. Weisberg, Samuel M. 1974. Nutritional experience 
with infant formulas containing soy. J. of the American Oil 
Chemists’ Society 51(1):204A-07A. Jan. Proceedings, World 
Soy Protein Conference, Munich, Germany, Nov. 11-14, 
1973. [35 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Development of soy-
based infant formulas. Problems with soy-based formulas 
and remedial measures. Clinical feeding results. Soy-
cereal food blends. Technological and marketing aspects. 
References.
 Of the various commercial soy-based infant formulas 
made in the USA, Isomil (Ross), Neo-Mull-Soy (Syntex), 
and ProSobee (Mead) are made from soy protein isolates, 
whereas Sobee (Mead) and Mull-Soy (Syntex) are made 
from soy fl our. A detailed nutritional analysis of the two 
types of products is given in Table 1.
 “Development of soy-based infant formulas: It has been 
estimated that in 1973 ca. 10% of infants in the U.S. will be 
fed formulas based on soy protein isolate (1). In the U.S. in 
the 1950’s and 1960’s, infant formulas based on soy fl our as 
the protein source in place of milk proteins were developed 
and marketed. These were among the better milk substitutes. 
However, the formulas often produced loose, malodorous 
stools and caused chafi ng in the diaper area.
 “In the mid 1960’s, water dispersible soy protein isolates 
became available. These permitted the formulation of infant 
foods white in color nearly odorless, and seldom causing 
loose or malodorous stools. In the process for producing 
the soy protein isolate, it became possible to remove 
indigestible or irritating components. In the 1970’s, formulas 
based on soy protein isolate have largely replaced the soy 
fl our formulas.” Address: League for International Food 
Education, Washington, DC.

2705. Wilding, M. Dean. 1974. Textured proteins in meats 
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and meat-like products. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ 
Society 51(1):128A-30A. Jan. Proceedings, World Soy 
Protein Conference, Munich, Germany, Nov. 11-14, 1973. [6 
ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Improved 
functionality. Fat control. Nutritional qualities. How to use 
textured soy protein. Bacteriology and color. References. 
Address: R&D Center, Swift & Co., Oak Brook, Illinois.

2706. Kushi, Michio. 1974. Natural agriculture and food 
processing. Michio Kushi Seminar Report (Brookline, 
Massachusetts) No. 2. Feb. 12. p. 1-4. Edited by Ane & 
Mark Riegel.
• Summary: On Feb. 12 Mr. Kushi, a macrobiotic teacher, 
lectured on: Soybeans. Making tofu: Lemon juice and 
vinegar vs. nigari. Making natto.
 For making tofu, Kushi recommends using nigari rather 
than lemon juice or vinegar, since the yang nigari balances 
the yin soybean.
 The soybean, “according to our Unifying Principle of 
macrobiotics, belongs to the yin category. And if you are 
taking plenty of soybeans, then you become a fool... if you 
cook kombu together with soybeans, the taste is very good, 
and nutritionally it is a better balance.”
 Soybean milk is easy to make. It can often be a 
substitute for cow’s or goat’s milk. Soybean milk is yin. If 
you give this to a baby for a long period, the baby becomes 
very yin. It is better to give soybean milk for a short period. 
Address: Brookline, Massachusetts.

2707. Erhard, Darla. 1974. The new vegetarians. II. The 
Zen macrobiotic movement and other cults based on 
vegetarianism. Nutrition Today 9(1):20-27. Jan/Feb.
• Summary: This article is mainly a very critical assessment 
of the macrobiotic diet and movement introduced as a cure 
by George Ohsawa. It also discusses Sufi  groups, the new 
Vrindaban International Society for Krishna Consciousness 
(founded in 1966 by his Divine Grace A.C. Bhaktivedanta 
Swami Prabhupada), and various vegan groups.
 A pie chart on page 21 shows the various major food 
movements in the U.S. counterculture “and how they all lead 
to unscientifi c vegetarian forms of food faddism.” Within 
the natural food movement are organic communes, Krishnas, 
vegans, Sufi s, followers of the Ehret’s mucusless diet healing 
system, and practitioners of Yoga. Within the health food 
movement are four major teachers: Paul C. Bragg, Herbert 
Shelton, Carleton Fredericks, and Adelle Davis. Within the 
“Cosmic Nutrition Movement” are Zen macrobiotics (yin/
yang polarity), and the Messiah’s Crusade (positive/negative 
polarity).
 “Veganism is the philosophy and practice of 
compassionate living. Founded in England in 1944, the 
Vegan Society originally stressed the ethics of eating. The 
American Vegan Society, based in New Jersey, was founded 

in 1960 and is composed of individuals who are more 
health oriented. This Vegan philosophy was essentially 
based on Dr. Albert Schweitzer’s concept of reverence for 
life, and Mahatma Gandhi’s concept of Ahimsa, a Sanskrit 
term meaning non-killing and non-injury” [dynamic 
harmlessness] (p. 27). “Vegans who practice more restrictive 
diet interpretations may use Dr. Shelton’s Food Combining 
System.” Vegans and their children often use soya milk.
 The reason is that the general natural foods movement 
is an example of unscientifi c food faddism is that the 
“Diet emphasizes natural and/or organic vegetables, fruits, 
legumes, grains, and usually dairy products, and restricts 
meat.”
 A sidebar briefl y defi nes “Vegetarian terms” including 
amasake, miso, mochi, nirvana, tamari, tofu, and umeboshi.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 2002) 
concerning Sufi sm (or Islam) and Vegetarianism. Address: 
RD, MPH, Research Nutritionist, Clinical Study Center, San 
Francisco General Hospital, California.

2708. Hallab, A.H.; Khatchadourian, H.A.; Jabr, I. 1974. The 
nutritive value and organoleptic properties of white Arabic 
bread supplemented with soybean and chickpea. Cereal 
Chemistry 51(1):106-12. Jan/Feb. [22 ref]
• Summary: Soybean fl our used in this study was obtained 
from Yoshihara Oil Mill, Ltd., Osaka, Japan. It was defatted, 
heated with live steam, and fortifi ed with 0.15% DL-
methionine. Bread made from wheat fl our alone contained 
11.57% protein. With 4, 6, 8 and 10% of soya bean fl our it 
contained 13.24%, 13.84%, 14.62%, and 15.40% protein 
respectively.
 The net protein utilization (NPU) of the bread made 
from wheat fl our alone for rats was 37. With the four levels 
of soya bean fl our it increased to 50, 50, 54, and 55. Bread 
made with 10% soya bean fl our was recommended for use 
in orphanages and refugee camps. Address: 1. Assoc. Prof.; 
2. Research Asst.; 3. Research Asst. All: Dep. of Food 
Technology and Nutrition, American Univ., Beirut, Lebanon. 
Jabr’s current address: Food Chemist, Ghandour Factory, 
Beirut, Lebanon.

2709. Hunter, Beatrice Trum. 1974. Textured vegetable 
proteins: Satisfactory meat substitutes. Consumers’ Research 
Magazine 57(2):32-35. Feb. [2 ref]
• Summary: The author concludes that “Soy proteins are 
not an adequate substitute for meat, poultry, and fi sh.” This 
articles focus mostly on TVP brand textured soy protein, 
which has been widely promoted. TVP products are inferior 
in nutrient quality to traditional animal protein sources. They 
are indigestible for some individuals and produce fl atulence. 
Blended with ground beef at levels up to 25%, the TVP can 
leave an aftertaste. “It was estimated that by the summer of 
1973 one out of every four food stores across the country 
was selling such blends. Such sales have often outstripped 
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sales of pure ground beef... Vegetable proteins are now said 
to be selling at a total rate of $83 million annually, but the 
industry anticipates sales to reach $1,500 million by the end 
of the present decade.
 “Clearly, TVP products do not represent a move toward 
the rational use of plant protein in a world headed toward a 
serious shortage of animal protein. Rather, these products 
must be viewed as a new triumph of food technologists 
and processors who have succeeded in persuading many 
individuals to substitute such ‘reasonable facsimiles’ for real, 
natural foods.”

2710. Singleton, A.D.; Robertson, R.G. 1974. Nutritionally 
equivalent replacement of nonfat dry milk in bread. Baker’s 
Digest 48(1):46-49. Feb.
• Summary: Kraft is marketing a replacement for nonfat 
dry milk (NFDM) used in bread. While NFDM, used at 
6% of fl our, signifi cantly improves the quality of bread (as 
measured by PER), the cost of NFDM has unfortunately 
tripled in the last few years, and the cost of casein has 
increased rapidly.
 Discusses: (1) The meaning of protein quality; “Soy 
protein is one of the better vegetable proteins.” (2) The 
meaning of PER (protein effi ciency ratio), “a test which 
measures the growth of very young rats when they are fed a 
single protein source in an otherwise adequate diet. The PER 
is the ratio of weight gain (growth) to the amount of protein 
consumed. (3) How different proteins (which are large 
molecules) are digested in the human body, being broken 
down into individual free amino acids, which “may be 
converted into blood protein, bone protein, muscle protein, 
enzymes, hormones, cartilage, hair, etc.–whatever the body 
requires at that time.” (3) Complete, partially complete, 
and incomplete proteins. “An incomplete protein is entirely 
lacking in one or more of the essential amino acids. Gelatin 
is an incomplete protein” having a PER of -1.2, meaning that 
young animals consuming it actually lose weight during the 
test period.
 A NFDM replacement, marketed by Kraft under the 
trade name of Bread Classic, has recently been developed. It 
is a carefully tested blend of cheese whey and whey protein, 
combined with specially treated soy fl our, calcium minerals 
and added Vitamin B-2 (ribofl avin). Whey protein is an 
exceptionally good source of both lysine and tryptophan... 
Combining the soy fl our and whey protein gives the essential 
amino acid fortifi cation needed for wheat protein at the 
lowest cost.”
 “Soy fl our is permitted in the standards for bread, but 
the concentrated soy proteins are not included, and should 
not be used in bread unless the standards are changed. Soy 
concentrate, sold under many trade names, contains 70 per 
cent protein, while soy isolate contains 90 per cent protein.”
 Tables show: (1) Protein effi ciency ratio (PER) for some 
common proteins. Whole egg is highest (3.5), followed 

by whey protein (3.2) and milk (2.7). Soy fl our is 2.0 and 
soy protein isolate is 1.7. (2) Comparison of the chemical 
analyses of nonfat dry milk and Kraft’s replacement blend. 
(3) PER values (from 3 laboratories) of commercially baked 
enriched white bread made with either 6% NFDM of 6% 
replacement blend. (4) Example of a nutritional label from 
either of the two types of bread.
 Figures show: (1) Photo of slices of the two types of 
bread. (2) Three farinograms for the soy fl our used in this 
study. Address: Kraft Foods Co., Glenview, Illinois.

2711. Sipos, E.F.; Turro, E.; Williams, L.D. 1974. Soy 
protein products for baked foods. Baker’s Digest 48(1):29-
31, 34-35, 38, 67. Feb. [23 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Processing. Soy protein 
concentrate. Soy protein isolates. Nutritive value of soy 
proteins. Supplementation value. Baking applications: High 
water-soluble protein soy fl our, special process soy fl our, 
and new composite special process soy fl our (White bread 
products, cake formulations, miscellaneous applications), 
low water-soluble protein soy fl our, coarse low water-soluble 
protein soy fl our, enzyme active soy fl our, lecithinated soy 
fl our (5-15%), soy protein concentrate, isolated soy protein. 
Summary.
 Tables: (1) Typical analyses of soy protein products (9 
products; Soyafl uff 200T and 200W, and Soyabits 25T (soy 
fl ours), Hizyme 280 (enzyme-active soy fl our), Soyalose 
105W and Soyarich 115W (lecithinated soy fl ours), Baker’s 
Concentrate (composite special process soy fl our), Promosoy 
(soy protein concentrate), Promine-D (soy protein isolate)). 
(2) Essential amino acid composition of soy protein 
products. (3) Protein effi ciency ratios (PER) of soy protein 
concentrates. (4) Protein effi ciency ratios (PER) of soy fl our 
products. (5) Advantages of wheat protein blends made 
with soy proteins. Address: Central Soya Co., Inc., Chicago, 
Illinois.

2712. Smith, Oak B. 1974. Pre-cooking of cereal and protein 
blends. In: International Symposium on Protein Foods and 
Concentrates, Proceedings. Mysore, India: Central Food 
Technological Research Inst. (CFTRI). vii + 450 p. See p. 
253-68. Held 27 June–4 July 1967 at CFTRI, Mysore. Illust. 
25 cm. [15 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction (incl. Incaparina, Hind 
Brothers and Pro-Nutro, advantages of proper cooking). 
Methodology of short time, high temperature extrusion 
cookers. Heat labile growth inhibitors in soybeans and 
certain pulses. Short time/high temperature extrusion 
cooking of oilseed proteins. The pre-cooking of mixtures 
of cereals and oilseed proteins. Product forms of protein 
enriched foods. Processing costs abroad for short time/
high temperature cooking. Cooking of cereals with 
synthetic amino acids. Conclusions. Address: Wenger Mixer 
Manufacturing, Kansas City 6, Missouri.
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2713. Yen, J.T.; Hymowitz, T.; Jensen, A.H. 1974. Effects 
of soybeans of different trypsin-inhibitor activities on 
performance of growing swine. J. of Animal Science 
38(2):304-09. Feb. [26 ref]
• Summary: “Solvent-extracted, heated soybean meal 
(H-SBM), used as a standard, produced superior performance 
when compared to raw soybeans for both barrows and gilts.” 
Address: Illinois Agric. Exp. Station, Urbana, Illinois 61801.

2714. Fleming, Cecil. 1974. How to save on milk: Get it in a 
box. Powdered product a good calcium source. Los Angeles 
Times. March 14. p. G1.
• Summary: “Sacramento (AP)–California’s 4,000 dairymen 
may have to slaughter 25% of their milk cows unless they are 
granted a price increase of 16 cents per gallon, an industry 
spokesman warned Wednesday.–LA Times, Feb. 28.”
 Dr. Genevieve Ho, nutritionist at the UC Agricultural 
Extension Service, suggests that consumers consider other 
less expensive dairy sources of calcium, such as instant 
nonfat dry milk, which can be reconstituted quickly and 
easily.
 A table shows other sources of calcium, with the number 
of milligrams of calcium per unit. These include “Soybean 
curd (tofu),” which contains 64 mg of calcium per ¼ cup [= 
256 mg per cup].

2715. Yeutter, Clayton. 1974. Rules and regulations: Food 
and Nutrition Service [7 CFR Parts 210, 220] National 
School Lunch Program; Special Food Service Program for 
Children. Federal Register 39(60):11247-52. March 27.
• Summary: “c. A number of respondents [from the meat 
industry, p. 11247] made the point that “textured vegetable 
protein products” and “enriched macaroni with fortifi ed 
protein” products should be used as supplements to, and not 
substitutions for, meat components.”
 “d. Textured Vegetable Protein Products. Some 
respondents maintained that there has been no long-term 
testing results available on these products. In addition, some 
respondents maintained that potential allergic reactions from 
these products could have an adverse effect on children.”

2716. Dosti, Rose. 1974. Making nutrition culturally 
acceptable: Project for Chinese elderly. Los Angeles Times. 
March 28. p. H1.
• Summary: Every afternoon the banquet room at the Hong 
Kong restaurant is fi lled with elderly Chinese from the 
Los Angeles area. Dr. Genevieve Ho, a nutritionist at the 
University of California Agricultural Extension Service 
designs the menus and recipes, but also gives talks on 
nutrition in Chinese–while stressing the importance of 
calcium, vitamin A, and protein in the diet.
 Sardines (bones and all) over a bed of bean curd supply 
plenty of calcium. A recipe is given for Sardines with bean 

curd.
 Ground seasoned fi sh, seasoned with green onion and 
ginger, “is formed into walnut size balls and sauteed in oil to 
serve with braised bean curd,” for a dish that is rich in both 
calcium and protein.
 Dr. Ho also talks about avoiding salty foods such as 
bean paste, fermented black beans, pickles, and salt fi sh.
 A photo shows a group of happy Chinese seniors seated 
at a round table. Dr. Ho (standing) also looks very happy.

2717. Akiya, Toshimi; Araki, Chuji; Igarashi, Kiyoko. 1974. 
Novel methods of evaluating deterioration and nutritive 
value of oxidized oil. Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo Kenkyu 
Hokoku (Report of the National Food Research Institute) No. 
29. p. 207-11. March. [15 ref. Eng; jap]
• Summary: “The peroxide content of an oxidized oil is of 
limited value in estimating the toxicity of the oil, because 
some decomposition products of peroxides are also injurious 
to health.” Because peroxides are easily destroyed by heat, 
frying fats can have low peroxide contents even when they 
are highly deteriorated.
 The researchers prepared oxidized soybean oil having 
PV [peroxide values] of 10, 110, 180, and 380. They found 
the method based on the mortality of chicken embryos 
following injection of oil into the yolk sac “to be much more 
sensitive and reproducible than tests based on the growth rate 
of weanling rats or mice fed deteriorated oils.”
 Reprinted from Lipids 8(6):348-52 (1973). The 
paper was fi rst presented at the symposium “Biological 
Signifi cance of Autoxidized and Polymerized Oils,” JOCS-
AOCS Joint Meeting, Los Angeles, California, April 1972. 
Address: National Food Research Inst., Shinjo Branch, 4-19 
Ishikawa-cho, Shinjo-shi, Yamagata-ken 996, Japan.

2718. Leake, Rosemary D.; Schroeder, Kathleen C.; Benton, 
D.A.; Oh, W. 1974. Soy-based formula in the treatment 
of infantile diarrhea. American J. of Diseases of Children 
127(3):374-76. March. [12 ref]
• Summary: A lactose-free formula containing isolated soy 
protein has been successful in treating infants with diarrhea 
during the gastroenteritis recovery phase. Twenty-two infants 
hospitalized for severe diarrhea were given, at random, a 
formula based on either soy protein isolate or skim milk. 
Infants recovering from nonbacterial gastroenteritis and fed 
a soy-based lactose-free formula had a 9% rate of diarrhea 
recurrence, contrasted with a 64% rate of recurrence for a 
similar group fed a milk-based formula. The researchers 
speculated that lactose intolerance secondary to diarrhea 
could be an important factor in causing recurrent diarrhea in 
infants fed a milk-based formula.
 “The carbohydrate source is another major difference 
between soy- and cow’s milk-based formulas. The lactose-
free characteristic of soy-based formula could account for 
the higher success rate.” “Lactose intolerance is particularly 
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common among black and Oriental infants (Chung 1968; 
Bayless 1969). Black and Oriental infants were of equal 
distribution in our two groups and constituted 45% of the 
patients studied.” Endnote: “A grant for this investigation 
and the formula used were provided by Ross Laboratories, 
Columbus, Ohio.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 
2021) in which a soy formula or beverage is specifi cally 
recommended as a solution to the problem of lactose 
intolerance. Address: Dep. of Pediatrics, Harbor General 
Hospital, UCLA School of Medicine, 1000 W. Carson St., 
Torrance, California 90509.

2719. Saio, Kyoko; Watanabe, Tokui. 1974. [Distribution 
of inorganic constituents (Calcium, phosphorus and 
magnesium) in soybean seed and their changes in food 
processing]. Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku 
(Report of the National Food Research Institute) No. 29. p. 
188-91. March. [9 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: Reprinted from Shokuhin Kogyo Gakkaishi 
(J. of Food Science and Technology) 19(5):219-22 (1972). 
Address: National Food Research Inst., MAFF, Koto-ku, 
Tokyo, Japan.

2720. Saio, Kyoko; Kajikawa, Masahiro; Watanabe, Tokui. 
1974. [Deamidation of soybean CIF protein]. Shokuhin Sogo 
Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the National Food 
Research Institute) No. 29. p. 192-94. March. [4 ref. Jap; 
eng]
• Summary: CIF (cold insoluble fraction) protein is a unique 
type of protein. In chemistry, an “amide” is one of three 
kinds of compounds. “Deamidation is a chemical reaction 
in which an amide functional group is removed from an 
organic compound. In biochemistry, the reaction is important 
in the degradation of proteins because it damages the amide-
containing side chains of the amino acids asparagine and 
glutamine” (Source: Wikipedia, Nov. 2008).
 Reprinted from Shokuhin Kogyo Gakkaishi (J. of Food 
Science and Technology) 19(7):321-23 (1972). Address: 
1&3. National Food Research Inst., MAFF, Koto-ku, Tokyo, 
Japan; 2. Food Research Labs., Takeda Chemical Industries, 
Ltd., Jusho-Nishinocho, Higashiyodagawa-ku, Osaka.

2721. Sen, N.P. 1974. Nitrosamines. In: I.E. Liener, ed. 
1974. Toxic Constituents of Animal Foodstuffs. New York: 
Academic Press. x + 222 p. See p. 131-94. Chap. 5. [217* 
ref]
• Summary: “Magee and Barnes (1956) fi rst reported the 
carcinogenicity of dimethylnitrosamine (DMN) in rats 
and subsequent reports (Schmaehl and Preussmann, 1959; 
Druckrey et al., 1967) established that DMN as well as many 
other N-nitrosamines [pronounced nai-TRO-suh-meens] are 
carcinogenic to a wide range of species causing cancer at 
different sites of the body...

 Page 161 notes: “Recent reports (Hedler et al., 1971) 
indicate that soybean oil may contain fairly large amounts 
of DMN (0.45 ppm) and dibutylnitrosamine (0.29 ppm). 
The identity of DMN was confi rmed by GLC-mass 
spectrometry.”
 Note: GLC stands for gas-liquid chromatography (a 
term fi rst used in 1952). Webster’s Dictionary defi nes mass 
spectrometry (a term fi rst used in 1943) as “an instrumental 
method for identifying the chemical constitution of a 
substance by means of the separation of gaseous ions 
according to their differing mass and charge.” Address: Food 
Research Laboratories, Health Protection Branch, Dep. of 
Health and Welfare, Ottawa, Canada.

2722. Soybean Digest. 1974. Soy-enriched meat products in 
Mexico. March. p. 34.
• Summary: “Since November 1973, the Mexican 
government has been selling two kinds of soy-fortifi ed meat 
products in their super-markets: meat balls and ‘milanesas,’ 
a kind of breaded cutlet. Both products are precooked and do 
not need refrigeration.
 “The formula for the products was developed by the 
National Nutrition Institute and are manufactured and 
packaged by the Proteida division of Industrial de Abastos, 
S.A...
 “Three hundred gram packages of the product are sold 
at 5.50 pesos (U.S. 44¢). This amounts to about 66¢/lb 
of ground meat product, 70% meat and 30% textured soy 
protein.
 “Mexico purchases soybeans to the exclusion of all other 
oilseeds, purchasing 18½ million bushels of U.S. soybeans in 
1973 up from zero 3 years ago.”

2723. Taira, Harue; Taira, Hirokadzu. 1974. [Infl uence of 
location on the chemical composition of soybean seeds. V. 
Infl uence of variety and location]. Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo 
Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the National Food Research 
Institute) No. 29. p. 21-26. March. [9 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: The chemical composition of the soybean seeds 
of the thirty varieties grown at the 3 locations [in Japan] (i.e., 
Ishioka, Shiojiri and Kumamoto) was reported in previous 
papers.
 “Based on the data, variance ratio and contribution 
ratio were calculated. The protein, oil, carbohydrate, ash, 
phosphorus, magnesium, calcium, calcium/ash, protein 
component (A, B, C, D (11S), E (7S) and E/D) and amino 
acid (18 kinds of amino acid) were infl uenced by variety, and 
protein, oil, carbohydrate, phosphorus, magnesium, calcium, 
potassium/ash, phosphorus/ash, magnesium/ash, calcium/
ash, protein component (A, D (11S) and E/D) and amino 
acid (glutamic acid, lysine, arginine, phenylalanine, tyrosine, 
tryptophan, methionine, cystine and threonine) by location.
 “From the results of contribution ratio, it was observed 
that the protein, oil, protein component (A, B, C, D (11S), 
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E (7S), E/D) and amino acid (18 kinds of amino acid) 
were infl uenced more by variety than by location, whereas, 
carbohydrate, ash, phosphorus, magnesium, calcium, 
potassium/ ash, phosphorus/ash, magnesium/ash and 
calcium/ash [were infl uenced] more by location than by 
variety.” Address: National Food Research Inst., MAFF, 
Tokyo, Japan.

2724. Taira, Harue; Taira, Hirokadzu. 1974. Infl uence of 
location on the chemical composition of soybean seeds. IV. 
Amino acid composition. Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo Kenkyu 
Hokoku (Report of the National Food Research Institute) No. 
29. p. 75-86. March. [17 ref. Eng; jap]
• Summary: Reprinted from Proceedings of the Crop Science 
Society of Japan (Nippon Sakumotsu Gakkai Kiji) 42(2):185-
96 (1973). Address: National Food Research Inst., MAFF, 
Koto-ku, Tokyo, Japan.

2725. Taira, Harue; Taira, Hirokadzu; Saito, Masataka. 1974. 
Daizu no ryûdo, hinshu oyobi saibai-nendo ga kagaku seibun 
sosei ni oyobosu eikyô [Effect of size of seed, variety, and 
crop year on the chemical composition of soybean seeds. 
I. Protein, carbohydrate and ash contents]. Shokuhin Sogo 
Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the National Food 
Research Institute) No. 29. p. 27-34. March. [10 ref. Jap; 
eng]
• Summary: “In order to know the effect of size of seed, 
variety and crop year on the protein, carbohydrate and ash 
contents, soybean seeds of 13 varieties grown at the same 
location in the 2 crop years were investigated. When size 
of seed decreased, the protein and carbohydrate contents 
increased, whereas, the ash content did not vary. The variety 
was more infl uential on the protein, carbohydrate and ash 
contents, as compared with the size of seed. The crop year 
and variety infl uenced the protein, carbohydrate and ash 
contents, but the variety was more infl uential.
 “Regarding the relationship between chemical 
constituents, a negative correlation was observed between 
protein content and oil or carbohydrate content, and between 
carbohydrate and ash contents, and a positive correlation was 
observed between ash content and protein or oil content.” 
Address: National Food Research Inst., MAFF, Tokyo, 
Japan.

2726. Kaizuma, N.; Taira, H.; Taira, H.; Fukui, J. 1974. On 
the varietal differences and heritabilities for seed protein 
percentage and sulfur-containing amino acid contents in 
cultivated soybeans, Glycine max Merrill. Ikushugaku Zasshi 
(Japanese J. of Breeding) 24(2):81-87. April 30. [12 ref. Jap; 
eng]
• Summary: “Summary: For the purpose of investigation of 
varietal differences for sulfur-containing amino acid contents 
in soybean seed protein, and of studying their genetic 
properties, 55 varieties grown at the Faculty of Agriculture, 

Iwate University, Morioka, in 1968 and 1969, were used for 
the determinations of protein percentage by macro-Kjeldahl 
method (N x 6.25) and the analyses of sulfur-containing 
amino acid contents by micro-bioassay.
 “The principal results obtained were as follows:
 “1. The variation among the varieties ranged from 34.8 
to 49.1% in protein, from 0.67 to 0.96g/16 gN in methionine 
content, from 0.62 to 1. 22 g/16 gN in cystine content, and 
from 1.29 to 2.15 g/16 gN in total sulfur-containing amino 
acid content. The coeffi cients of variation (C. V.) were 6.2, 
7.2, 14.2, 10.0% in the above four characters, respectively. 
The extent of varietal differences for sulfur-containing amino 
acid contents was considered to be equal to or more than for 
protein percentage.
 “2. The heritabilities for protein percentage, methionine, 
cystine and total sulfur-containing amino acid contents were 
58.8, 55.1, 66.8 and 66.6%, respectively. Sulfur-containing 
amino acid contents were thought to have almost equal or 
higher heritability values, compared with protein percentage.
 “3. The varieties, Kosodefuri, Gokuwase-edamame, 
Gokuwase-hayabusa, Sangowasedaizu and Laredo showed 
the highest sulfur-containing amino acid contents, which 
were regarded as of much use as hybridization materials. 
The varieties Okute-kuro-daizu [Okute black soybeans], and 
Tairamame [Taira soybeans] were interesting as materials for 
the studies on soybean protein quality.
 “4. No genetic correlationships between protein 
percentage and each of sulfur-containing amino acid 
contents were found, while considerable high correlation 
coeffi cient, +0.77, was obtained between methionine and 
cystine contents. This was favourable for breeding of protein 
quantity and quality.
 “5. No evidence was discovered that the characteristics 
for seed shape, seed coat color, hilum color, and cotyledon 
color might be associated genetically with protein percentage 
and sulfur-containing amino acid contents.
 “6. Maturity, plant height, and 100 seed weight were 
showed to be fairly highly and negatively correlated with 
sulfur-containing amino acid contents, though the cause 
of such correlation was still unknown. This would become 
important for revealing the mechanism of varietal differences 
for sulfur-containing amino acid contents.
 “7. From the results mentioned previously it was 
concluded with much confi dence that breeding of the strains 
with high protein percentage and high sulfur-containing 
amino acid contents would probably be successful.” Address: 
1&4. Faculty of Agriculture, Iwate Univ., Morioka, 020; 2-3. 
National Food Research Institute, Ministry of Agriculture 
and Forestry, Tokyo [Japan].

2727. Cremiers, Patrice de. 1974. Les nouvelles sources de 
protéines et leurs utilisations en alimentation humaine [New 
protein sources and their use in human nutrition]. Ecole 
Francaise de Meunerie, Bulletin des Ancien Eleves (Paris) 
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No. 260. p. 82-87. March/April. [Fre]
• Summary: The paper is followed by a discussion. 
Address: Ingénieur Agronome INA, Laboratoire d’Etudes 
et de Prospectives sur l’Economie des Industries Agro-
alimentaires–INRA.

2728. Del Valle, F.R.; Perez-Villasenor, J. 1974. Enrichment 
of tortillas with soy proteins by lime cooking of whole raw 
corn-soybean mixtures. J. of Food Science 39(2):244-47. 
March/April. [11 ref]
• Summary: In Mexico, tortillas are consumed by all social 
classes. Average per capita consumption is about 120 kg (264 
lb) per year. However tortillas have poor protein quality. 
Therefore they represent an ideal food for enrichment 
with “whole raw soybeans.” This article shows that whole 
soybeans can be blended with corn to prepare tortillas by 
the traditional method. Address: 1. Mexicana de Jugos 
y Sabores, S.A., Monterrey, Mexico; 1. Present address: 
School of Marine Sciences & Food Technology, Monterrey 
Inst. of Technology, Guaymas, Sonora, Mexico; 2. Dep. de 
Biochimica, Facultad de Química, Universidad Nacional 
Autonoma de Mexico, Mexico City.

2729. Gnileerb, J.L. 1974. 2074 and all that. Nutrition Today 
9(2):30. March/April.
• Summary: A humorous article. “The many food products 
formulated from soybeans have been a staple of the 
American diet for generations.” The author, an eminent 
orthonutritionist, who contends he was born in 2030, is 
trying to locate alternate sources of protein. He describes 
his experiments to make imitation soyburgers out of beef. 
“Animal tissue and, in particular, beef provided a large 
portion of the protein in the American diet at one time. A few 
very old Americans may actually have tasted beef, and they 
may remember that some of the fi rst soybean products on 
the American market were beef analogues.” A cartoon shows 
a man viewing a restaurant menu with 6 fl avors of soybean 
sandwiches.

2730. Hymowitz, T.; Collins, F.I. 1974. Variability of sugar 
content in seed of Glycine max (L.) Merrill and G. soja Sieb. 
and Zucc. Agronomy Journal 66(2):239-40. March/April. [8 
ref]
• Summary: “The fl atus-producing factor in soybean seed 
appears to be associated with the sugars raffi nose and 
stachyose... Among the cultivars [tested], ‘Bansei’ had the 
highest total sugar, sucrose, and stachyose contents–16.6, 
10.2, and 3.8 g/100 g seed respectively. The extent of 
variability detected for total sugar and individual sugar 
content offers opportunities for modifi cation of the sugar 
contents of soybeans.” Address: Dep. of Agronomy, Univ. of 
Illinois, Urbana.

2731. Keen, N.T.; Kennedy, B.W. 1974. Hydroxyphaseollin 

and related isofl avonoids in the hypersensitive resistant 
response of soybeans against Pseudomonas glycinea. 
Physiological Plant Pathology 4(2):173-85. April. [44 ref]
• Summary: Many plants, when attacked by fungal 
pathogens, produce antibiotic chemicals called 
“phytoalexins” in the plant parts that are attacked. 
The hypersensitive reaction (HR) of soybean leaves to 
inoculation with incompatible races of Pseudomonas 
glycinea (bacteria) resulted in rapid production of the 
isofl avonoid compounds hydroxyphaseollin, coumestrol, 
daidzein, and sojagol. The same compounds were produced 
in response to inoculation with the non-pathogen P. 
lachrymans. Address: Dep. of Plant Pathology, Univ. of 
California, Riverside 92502; 2. Dep. of Plant Pathology, 
Univ. of Minnesota, St. Paul 55101.

2732. Steinkraus, Keith H. 1974. Research on traditional 
Oriental and Indian fermented foods. Current Science and 
Technology, Special Report No. 16. p. 10-13. April. (Cornell 
University). [13 ref]
• Summary: Discusses tempeh, ontjom, idli, Ecuadorian 
“yellow” rice, Indonesian tape (tapeh, tapé), fermented 
soy milks, and fi sh paste, including their nutritive value, 
digestibility (apparent digestion coeffi cient), vitamins, 
and acceptability, plus thoughts on the wholesomeness of 
fermented foods.
 Nutritive value: “In no case have we observed an 
improvement in the protein effi ciency ratio (PER) of the 
fermented over the properly heat treated raw materials.”
 Acceptability: “Organoleptic acceptability of the 
fermented foods is generally higher than it would be for the 
cooked raw materials.”
 “Indian idli is resistant toward development of food 
spoilage or pathogenic microorganisms because of its 
relatively low pH.”
 Note: The use of soybeans as an ingredient in making 
idli is not mentioned. Address: Prof. of Microbiology, Dep. 
of Food Science & Technology, New York State Agric. Exp. 
Station, Geneva, New York.

2733. Mustakas, Gus C. Assignor to the USA as represented 
by the Secretary of Agriculture. 1974. Process for obtaining 
full-fat oilseed-protein beverages. U.S. Patent 3,809,771. 
May 7. 5 p. Application fi led 8 Aug. 1972. [5 ref]
• Summary: Abstract: “A full fat oilseed beverage is 
prepared by suspending full-fat oilseed fl our in water, 
inactivating the lipoxygenase, precipitating the lipid-protein, 
resuspending the precipitate in water at pH of about 9, 
heating and cooling the suspension, adjusting the pH to about 
7 and clarifying.”
 Describes a process for making soymilk from full-fat 
soy fl our. This process removes the fl atulence factor in 
typical soymilks.
 “The fi nal step is a clarifi cation process best carried 
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out in a centrifuge as described for separation of the lipid 
protein curd. This removes any agglomerated particles that 
have resisted complete dispersion, leaving a highly stable, 
bland, nonfl atulent soy milk product having a mouthfeel of 
essentially the same quality as cow’s milk.”
 Note: Soy is mentioned 52 times in this patent, as 
“soybean milk,” “full-fat soy fl our,” “soy fractions,” “whole 
raw soybeans,” “soyfl our” “isolated defatted soy protein,” 
“isolated soy protein,” “full-fat soy fl akes,” “soy milk” and 
“dried reconstitutable soy milk powders.” Address: Peoria, 
Illinois.

2734. Bressani, Ricardo. 1974. Soybean as human food. 
INTSOY Series No. 2. p. 147-72. Proceedings of the 
Workshop on Soybeans for Tropical and Subtropical 
Conditions (College of Agric., Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign). [5 ref. Eng; spa]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Introduction. 2. Soybean products 
in food applications: The products are whole soybeans, 
soybean fl ours, soybean grits, soybean protein concentrate 
(70% protein), soybean protein isolate (90% protein). 3. 
Protein quality of soybean products. 4 Supplementary and 
complementary effects of soybean protein. 5. Soybeans as 
human foods in developed countries.
 The Introduction begins: There is a sense of urgency 
around the world caused by the reality that the demand 
for food exceeds the supply. This reality has been more 
evident in recent years and will become more so in the 
future. Expressed in terms of nutrients, the demand calls for 
more calories and protein, good-quality protein, as well as 
for other nutrients such as ribofl avin, vitamin A, and iron. 
Although the largest demand is in the pre-industrialized 
countries, the needs are also emerging in industrialized 
societies. The problem is becoming so diffi cult, in spite of 
the efforts done in the recent past, that more vigorous and 
imaginative programs are needed on the scientifi c, economic 
and social fronts.
 “The role of soybean as human food is very old, 
particularly for populations in Japan, Korea, China and 
others living in the Orient. However, because of food habits 
being what they are, it is likely that all of such soybean foods 
will not be readily adopted by other population groups.”
 Contains 10 tables and 2 fi gures. Address: PhD, Head, 
Div. of Agricultural and Food Sciences, INCAP, P.O. Box 
1188, Guatemala.

2735. Central Soya Co., Chemurgy Div. 1974. Centex–The 
high protein, low cost meat extender formulated for today’s 
food market (Brochure). Chicago, Illinois. 20 p. 28 cm. [1 
ref]
• Summary: On the cover of this glossy color brochure is a 
close-up photo of Centex. The subtitle near the bottom of the 
cover reads: “Everything you should known about this 100% 
natural textured soy protein (TSP).” Centex is a textured 

soy fl our made by the Chemurgy Division of Central Soya 
Company, Inc.
 Contents: What’s the future for soy protein? A message 
from Dr. Aaron Altschul, Georgetown University School of 
Medicine–a timely look at the future of Soy Protein. What is 
Centex? Centex: a profi le. Economy, nutrition, quality, fl avor 
& appearance, color and versatility. How does the consumer 
feel about Soy Protein?–a look at the record. The Soy 
Protein success story in the School Lunch Program–what has 
happened and what will happen. Textured Soy Protein in the 
nation’s supermarkets–research and reactions. The national 
brands move to Soy Protein for economy and quality. The 
consumer becomes Soy Protein-conscious. Soy Protein 
becomes big news in our media. Some facts you should 
know before ordering TSP. Why Centex? The technology 
of Centex. Compositional analysis, essential amino acid 
composition, mineral analysis, protein effi ciency ratio and 
functional properties. Address: 1825 North Laramie Ave., 
Chicago, Illinois 60639. Phone: 312/237-8600.

2736. INTSOY. 1974. Proceedings of the Workshop on 
Soybeans for Tropical and Subtropical Conditions. INTSOY 
Series No. 2. 185 p. May. Held 4-6 Feb. 1974 at Univ. of 
Puerto Rico, Mayaguez Campus (College of Agric., Univ. of 
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign). Proceedings of the Workshop 
on Soybeans for Tropical and Subtropical Conditions 
(College of Agric., Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign). 
[50+ ref]
• Summary: 21 papers by various authors were presented at 
this conference. Many are cited separately. Each begins with 
a Spanish-language summary. Address: Univ. of Illinois, 
Urbana, Illinois.

2737. Kay, Theodore. 1974. Soybeans in the Nigerian diet. 
Samaru Agricultural Newsletter 16(1):18-22. May. [Eng]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Nutritional value of the 
soya bean. Daily amino acid requirements for men, women, 
and children. Suggested methods of incorporating soya bean 
into the Nigerian diet: Soya bean paste (soaked, uncooked 
soya beans, with the hulls on, ground to a white paste) and 
whole beans (not dehulled). Utilization of the paste: Directly 
for kosei (akara ball) and panke (puff-puff), for preparation 
of soya bean milk, which can be used to make protein-
enriched pap, fu-fu, bean curd (to-fu), awara or wara. Use 
of the residue from preparation of soy bean milk [okara]: In 
Alele (moin-moin), or biscuits. Utilization of whole soya 
beans: baked soya bean, sweet baked soya bean powder, soya 
bean stew.
 Discussion: Why do we need soya bean in Nigeria? Five 
reasons are given.
 “1. It has higher protein content and net protein 
utilisation (NPU [a measure of protein quality]) than 
cowpeas, groundnut and other legumes.” A table compares 
the nutritional value of cowpea, groundnut and soya bean.
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 “Moreover, soya bean is much cheaper than other 
legumes in Nigeria. The producer price for soya bean has 
been N4.50 per ton compared to the producer price for 
groundnut, N94.50 per ton. (Northern States Marketing 
Board 1973/74 season).
 “2. Soya bean proteins which we called soya bean 
milk have little taste and can therefore be incorporated into 
traditional foods without changing the original taste and 
texture.
 “3. It can be processed into traditional foods such as 
kosai, alele, panke and awara in northern Nigeria or akara 
ball, moin-moin and puff-puff in southern Nigeria, with 
acceptable taste.
 “4. In this way prevention of protein defi ciency in 
children becomes possible without reliance on imported 
foods such as dried skim milk, which are no doubt valuable 
for the treatment of patients in hospitals, but useless in the 
villages.
 “5. The bean has been used from time immeasurable in 
China and Japan and is the most effective way of preventing 
protein defi ciencies in a largely vegetarian community. It is 
therefore a reliable and safe food.
 “Soya bean protein is a top quality protein. If the use of 
soya bean products were widely promoted, kwashiorkor, the 
protein defi ciency disease which causes so many children’s 
deaths in Africa, could disappear from Nigeria.”
 Acknowledgments to many co-workers.
 “Introduction: The soya bean has been cultivated in the 
Far East since about 2800 B.C. It has [been] the main source 
of protein for all of East Asia, particularly for the vegetarian 
Buddhist. It has been used as bean curd (To-fu) and soya 
sauce in most parts of the Far East from Indonesia up to the 
Northern end of Japan, as soya bean milk in China, as soya 
paste (mi-so) in Japan, and as a fermented product (Tempe) 
in Indonesia.
 “The soya bean grows best in warm and moist climates. 
It will succeed on nearly all soil types except very deep sand 
soils. The crop is well established in Benue Plateau State 
south of Makurdi, in the North-Western State around Abuja 
and in the southern part of North-Central State. However, it 
has been very diffi cult to cook the beans in a traditional West 
African way so it has never become popular in this country. 
Most of the soya bean produced in Nigeria has been exported 
as a cash crop, except a little for animal consumption.” 
Address: Inst. for Agricultural Research, Samaru, Ahmadu 
Bello Univ., PMB 1044, Zaria, Nigeria.

2738. Nishino, Ryuzo; Ozawa, Y.; Yasuda, A.; Sasaki, T. 
1974. Oligosaccharides in soy sauce. Nippon Nogeikagaku 
Kaishi (J. of the Agricultural Chemical Society of Japan) 
48(5):291-96. May. [17 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: “Automated analysis of oligosaccharides in 
soy sauce was performed according to gel fi ltration method 
with Biogel P-2 by using JLC-6 AH liquid chromatograph 

apparatus. As the results, mono-, di-, tri-, tetra-, and 
polysaccharides in soy sauce were separated.
 “The contents of oligosaccharides in Koikuchi and 
Usukuchi shoyu, almost of which consisted of disaccharides, 
were about 0.5g/100ml. On the other hand, the contents of 
oligosaccharides in Tamari and Shiro shoyu, almost of which 
consisted of di-, tri-, and tetrasaccharides, were about 1.0 and 
3.0g/100ml, respectively.
 “In Koikuchi shoyu mash, there existed di-, tri-, and 
tetrasaccharides during fi rst 20 days of aging. After stage of 
alcohol fermentation, the tri-, and tetra saccharides almost 
disappeared from the mash.
 “Each fraction separated by gel fi ltration was 
chromatographed on anion exchange resin with borate 
buffer. As the results, several peaks were detected in each 
chromatographic pattern. The sugar composition of the di-, 
and trisaccharide fractions were determined as glucose, 
galactose, arabinose, xylose and mannose. Among them, 
glucose was main component. The tetrasaccharide fraction 
from Tamari shoyu was composed of considerably amount 
of rhamnose. In the case of Shiro shoyu, tetrasaccharide 
fraction consisted of a lot of xylose and arabinose.” Address: 
Central Research Labs., Kikkoman Shoyu Co., Ltd., 399 
Noda, Noda-shi, Chiba-ken, Japan.

2739. Whigham, D.K. 1974. International variety trials. 
INTSOY Series No. 2. p. 20-37. Proceedings of the Workshop 
on Soybeans for Tropical and Subtropical Conditions 
(College of Agric., Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign). 
[Eng; spa]
• Summary: “The INTSOY variety evaluation trials were 
established in early 1973 to determine the adaptability of 
soybeans throughout the tropical and subtropical areas of the 
world. Commercially available soybean varieties were used 
because of the quantity of seed required. Large quantities of 
experimental lines were not available.”
 In 1973, soybean trials were conducted in 33 different 
countries. In 11 of these countries, FAO cooperated in the 
trials. The 1973 trials consisted of 20 varieties which were 
replicated four times in a randomized complete block design. 
Table I titled “1973 INTSOY variety evaluation trials” (p. 
22) lists the names of the 33 cooperating countries and the 
number of variety trials conducted by each country during 
1973. A total of 90 trials (the number for each country is 
shown after the country name) were conducted during the 
year. An asterisk (*) shows the 11 countries in which FAO 
cooperated. Africa: Egypt* 1, Ethiopia* 3, Ghana 3, Kenya 
1, Sierra Leone 2, Somalia* 2, South Yemen* 1, Sudan* 1, 
Tanzania 3.
 In Somalia, the two soybean trials in 1973 were 
conducted by: Mr. M.A. Dukseyeh, Head, Agricultural 
Research Service, Ministry of Agriculture, Central 
Agricultural Research Station–Afgoi, Mogadishu, Somalia. 
Note: These are the fi rst soybean trials conducted in Somalia 
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since 1927 (see Vivenza 1928).
 Asia: Afghanistan* 1, India 2, Indonesia 5, Malaysia 2, 
Pakistan* 3, Philippines 3, South Viet Nam 3, Sri Lanka 12, 
Taiwan 2, Thailand 7, Tonga 2.
 Mesoamerica: Belize 3, Costa Rica 4, Guatemala 2, 
Mexico 3, Nicaragua 1, Puerto Rico 6.
 Middle East: Iran* 1, Iraq* 1, Jordan* 2, Syria 1.
 South America: Colombia 3, Ecuador 2, Peru 2.
 Specifi c results for all varieties tested are given for Sri 
Lanka (4 sites), Philippines (2 sites), Puerto Rico (2 sites), 
Pakistan, and Indonesia. At most locations the protein and oil 
content was greater than when the same varieties were grown 
in the USA.
 A comparison of the Appendix of this report (p. 33-
37, unnumbered) with the “International soybean variety 
experiment: First report of results” (Whigham, Oct. 1975. 
INTSOY Series No. 8) shows that cooperators in six 
countries who were sent soybeans for trials did not send 
back any results: They were: (1) South Yemen–Dr. H. 
Idris, Agricultural Research Station, El Kod, Aden, South 
Democratic Yemen. Note: This is the earliest document 
seen (Dec. 2007) concerning soybeans in Yemen. (2) 
Sudan–Dr. M.O.M. Salih, Director of Agric. Research Corp., 
Wad Medani, Sudan; (3) Tonga–Mr. Merle M. Anders, 
Agronomist, Dep. of Agriculture, Box 14, Nuku’alofa, 
Tonga. Note, however, that Mr. Anders reported his results in 
1976 in the Fiji Agricultural Journal 38(2):77-80.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2010) 
concerning soybeans in Tonga; they arrived there in 1973 
and were planted by Anders on 27 June 1973 (See Anders 
1976). The source of these soybeans was INTSOY at the 
University of Illinois.
 (4) Guatemala–Dr. Albert N. Plant, USAID, Guatemala 
City, and Dr. Ricardo Bressani, Jefe de la Div. de Ciencias 
Agricolas y de Alimentos, Carretera Roosevelt, Zone 11–AP 
Postal 1188, Guatemala; (5) Iran–Dr. N.C. Amirshahi, Head, 
Dep. of Agronomy, Karaj Agric. College, Univ. of Tehran, 
Iran; (6) Iraq–Mr. Haji Abdul Sattar, Director, Research Ind. 
Crops, Abu Ghraib Agricultural Research Station, Baghdad, 
Iraq. For a report on the results of these trials, see Fadhil-
Alzubaidi 1975. Note: This is the earliest document seen 
(Dec. 2007) concerning soybeans in Iraq.
 The cooperator in Belize in 1973 was (p. 35): Dr. J.P. 
Cal, Agronomist, Department of Agriculture, Central Farm–
Belmopan, Caijo District, Belize, British Honduras. No 
results for soybeans in Belize are given.
 The cooperator in Nicaragua in 1973 was (p. 36): Mr. 
Mack H. McLendon, Deputy Food & Agri. Offi cer, USAID/
Nicaragua, c/o American Embassy, Managua, Nicaragua. 
No results for soybeans in Nicaragua are given. Address: 
Asst. Prof., Dep. of Agronomy, INTSOY, Univ. of Illinois at 
Urbana-Champaign.

2740. Wright, Pearce. 1974. The dangers of vegetarian diets: 

science report. Times (London). June 17. p. 14.
• Summary: Extreme vegetarian diets are being adopted by 
a growing number of Americans. A special investigation 
has been published by the National Research Council to 
point out the dangers that can arise from such nutritionally 
unbalanced diets.
 The greatest risk faces overreliance on a single type of 
plant food, such as a cereal grain. “Adoption of some of the 
more restrictive diets, such as the Zen Macrobiotic Diets, 
without taking into account their nutritional limitations can 
only endanger health.”
 The main causes of the increase in vegetarian diets 
is “steadily rising prices of high value protein foods, cult 
movements, and slimming schemes...”
 In all-plant diets there are likely to be defi ciencies in 
calcium, iron, ribofl avin, and vitamin B-12. Milk and eggs 
are essential to the diets of pre-school children.
 Fortifi ed soya bean milk or vitamin B-12 supplements 
should be taken by everyone on a total vegetarian regime. 
Address: Science correspondent.

2741. Anand, Chander Rekha; Linkswiler, Hellen M. 1974. 
Effect of protein intake on calcium balance of young men 
given 500 mg calcium daily. J. of Nutrition 104(6):695-700. 
June. [10 ref]
• Summary: When healthy adults consume amounts of 
proteins representative of the amounts many Americans eat 
every day, a negative mineral balance results. Nine young 
men had an intake of 500 mg of calcium daily. The calcium 
balance with a low-protein intake (470 gm/day of protein) 
was +31, whereas with a high protein intake (142 gm/day 
of protein) it was -120. On experimental human diets with 
a constant calcium intake, the loss of calcium in the urine 
increases markedly as the protein intake goes up. Address: 
Dep. of Nutritional Sciences, Univ. of Wisconsin, Madison, 
WI 53706.

2742. Bressani, R.; Murillo, B.; Elías, L.G. 1974. Whole 
soybeans as a means of increasing protein and calories in 
maize-based diets. J. of Food Science 39(3):577-80. May/
June. [15 ref]
• Summary: Cooked soybeans were added to maize when 
making tortillas. Rats fed these soybean-enriched tortillas 
grew well. Address: INCAP, Carretera Roosevelt, Zone 11, 
Guatemala City.

2743. Kaizuma, Norihiko; Miura, Shoei. 1974. Variations 
of seed protein percentage and sulfur-containing amino acid 
content among various leguminous species. Ikushugaku 
Zasshi (Japanese J. of Breeding) 24(3):125-32. June. [21 ref. 
Eng; jap]
• Summary: “The authors investigated the intertribal and 
intergeneric variations of protein percentage and sulfur-
containing amino acid among various leguminous species. 
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Market distinctions were recognized among Glycineae, 
Phaseoleae, Vicieae, and Trifolieae. Soybean (Glycine 
max) was in one of the groups richest in both of protein 
percentage and sulfur-containing amino acid content among 
the leguminous species examined... One of the most striking 
features is that, of all the species tested, soybean (G. max), 
wild soybean (G. soja), and semi-wild soybean (G. gracilis), 
had the richest content not only in protein but also in sulfur-
containing amino acid.” Address: Faculty of Agriculture, 
Iwate Univ., Morioka, Japan.

2744. Kakade, M.L.; Rackis, J.J.; McGhee, J.E.; Puski, 
G. 1974. Determination of trypsin inhibitor activity of soy 
products: A collaborative analysis of an improved procedure. 
Cereal Chemistry 51(3):376-82. May/June. [4 ref]
• Summary: Describes a more accurate and reproducible 
process for measuring the trypsin inhibitor activity of 
soybeans than the method developed by Kakade in 1969 for 
measuring the antitryptic activity in raw soybeans. This new 
method is recommended for use in evaluating the percentage 
of trypsin inhibitors destroyed by heat in soybean samples. 
“Both raw and toasted, dehulled, defatted soy fl ours were 
evaluated for their trypsin inhibitor activity.” Address: 1. 
Land O’Lakes, Minneapolis, Minnesota; 2-3. Northern 
Regional Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois. 4. Central Soya.

2745. Kalbrener, J.E.; Warner, K.; Eldridge, A.C. 
1974. Flavors derived from linoleic and linolenic acid 
hydroperoxides. Cereal Chemistry 51(3):406-16. May/June. 
[16 ref]
• Summary: Hydroperoxides of linoleic and linolenic acid 
were prepared using soybean lipoxygenase. The fl avor of 
linoleic acid hydroperoxide (50 ppm) was described by a 
trained taste panel as predominantly grassy/beany, musty/
stale, and bitter. Linolenic acid hydroperoxide (10 ppm) 
was described was described with a variety of terms, the 
most predominant being grassy/beany, followed by bitter 
and astringent. Address: Northern Regional Research Lab., 
Peoria, Illinois.

2746. Orok, E.J.; Bowland, J.P. 1974. Nigerian cocoa husks 
and cassava meal as sources of energy for rats fed soybean 
meal- or peanut meal-supplemented diets. Canadian J. of 
Animal Science 54(2):229-38. June. [12 ref]
• Summary: Inclusion of cassava meal at 30-50% of the diet 
gave the best overall rat growth. Cocoa husks, with their 
theobromine removed and fortifi ed with DL-methionine and 
L-lysine can also be used effi ciently in animal diets fortifi ed 
with soybean meal. Address: Dep. of Animal Science, Univ. 
of Alberta, Edmonton, ALB, TG6 2E1, Canada.

2747. Rizek, Robert L.; Friend, B.; Page, L. 1974. Fat in 
today’s food supply–Level of use and sources. J. of the 
American Oil Chemists’ Society 51(6):244-50. June. [3 ref]

• Summary: Daily per capita consumption of fats in the USA 
has increased by about 25% over the past 60 or so years. 
About 40% of this fat comes from fats and oils, including 
butter, more than 33% comes from meat, poultry and fi sh, 
and about 12% comes from dairy products. This large 
increase in fat consumption is to mainly to the increased use 
of vegetable fats in the form of margarine, shortening, and 
salad and cooking oils. Per capita consumption of animal 
fats has decreased, led by large decreases in butter and lard, 
partially offset by increased consumption of meats.
 During the years 1937-1972 beef fat usage in the USA 
more than doubled from 9.4 gm/capita per day to 22.6 gm/
capita per day. All vegetable fats increased from 36 gm to 59 
gm/capita per day. Address: Consumer and Food Economics 
Inst., Hyattsville, Maryland.

2748. Soybean Digest. 1974. Mexico promotes soy-fortifi ed 
tortillas. June. p. 17.
• Summary: “The Mexican government has recommended 
that principle government agencies responsible for feeding 
people use soy-fortifi ed tortillas, according to ASA President 
W.B. Tilson.
 “The recommendation was made because of the 
increased nutritional value of soy-fortifi ed tortillas. By 
adding 4% defatted soy fl our to a tortilla, its protein content 
increases by one-third. The additional amino acids of soy 
also make the tortillas have a higher biological value.
 “The recommendation, if followed, would effect 272 
government-owned agencies in Mexico. Included among the 
agencies are hospitals, old peoples’ homes, orphanages and 
social security institutes.
 “To increase interest among tortilla producers to produce 
soy-fortifi ed tortillas, the Mexican government is loaning 
the Assn. of Tortilla Manufacturers money to enlarge and 
modernize their facilities.”

2749. Ohkuro, Isamu; Suzuki, Kakuyoshi; Ito, S.; 
Komatsuzaki, T. 1974. Nattôkin zenshori hatsuka nezumi 
no ôshoku budô kyûkin kansen-shi ni taisuru teikôsei 
[Resistance of mice pretreated with Bacillus natto to 
lethal challenge with Staphylococcus aureus]. Igaku to 
Seibutsugaku (Medicine and Biology) 89(1):35-40. July 10. 
[6 ref. Jap]
Address: Dep. of Microbiology, Tokyo Medical College, 
Tokyo; The Kohno Clinical Medical Research Inst., Tokyo. 
All: Japan.

2750. Nutrition Reviews. 1974. Vitamin E–Miracle or 
myth? Vitamin E is being sold in unprecedented amounts. 
Here we examine the validity of claims being made for it. 
32(suppl):35-36. July.
• Summary: Footnote: Reprinted from FDA Consumer, U.S. 
Dept. of Health, Education and Welfare, July-August 1973.
 This article starts: “It will help you grow hair. Cure your 
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skin problems. Ease your arthritis pain. Prevent ulcers. Make 
you sexually young.
 “These are just a smattering of the claims being made 
for vitamin E, whose sales in recent years have soared.
 “Why all the sudden popularity? Has something new 
been discovered about vitamin E?
 “Far from it. The presence of vitamin E in foods has 
been known for decades. And it is necessary in the diet.
 “But there is no scientifi c evidence that vitamin E will 
do any of the dramatic things that are being claimed for it, 
or that large supplements are needed for the treatment of 
disease.”

2751. Nutrition Reviews. 1974. Supplementation of human 
diets with vitamin E: A statement of the Food and Nutrition 
Board, Division of Biology and Agriculture, National 
Research Council. Prepared by the Committee on Nutritional 
Misinformation. 32(suppl):37-38. July.
• Summary: This article starts:
 “Among all the vitamins probably none has commanded 
more public attention or been the subject of more clinical 
controversy than vitamin E. The list of ailments claimed 
to be relieved by this vitamin includes most noninfectious 
diseases, e.g., heart disease, sterility, muscular weakness, 
cancer, ulcers, skin disorders, burns, and shortness of breath. 
As for apparently healthy subjects, vitamin E has been 
claimed to promote physical endurance, enhance sexual 
potency, prevent heart attacks, protect against the health-
related effects of air pollution, and slow the aging process 
and alleviate its accompanying ailments.
 “How did these claims come about? To some extent they 
arose from a misinterpretation of the results of research on 
experimental animals.”

2752. Gandjar, Indrawati; Steinkraus, K.H. 1974. 
Biochemical, nutritional, and organoleptic changes occurring 
during production of indigenous fermented foods. In: 
UNESCO/ICRN/ITB Training Course on Indigenous 
Fermented Foods. 25 p. Held 12-31 Aug. 1974 at Bandung, 
Indonesia. *
• Summary: Discusses kecap ([pronounced kechap], soy 
sauce), tauco ([taucho] Indonesian-style miso), tempeh, idli, 
tapeh ketan, and terasi.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (March. 2009) uses the word “tauco” (spelled in that 
way) to refer to Indonesian-style miso.

2753. György, Paul; Murata, K.; Sugimoto, Y. 1974. Studies 
on antioxidant activity of tempeh oil. J. of the American Oil 
Chemists’ Society 51(8):377-79. Aug. [4 ref]
• Summary: A powerful water-soluble antioxidant 
has been isolated from tempeh and recognized as 6, 7, 
4’-trihydroxyisofl avone. Crude oil extracted from dried 
tempeh (with 2 parts hexane and 1 part alcohol and recovered 

by evaporation of the solvents) contains this antioxidant, and 
when small amounts of this oil are added to typical vegetable 
oils or lard it protects them from autoxidation, i.e. prevents 
the typical rise in their peroxide value, even after exposure 
to air and at temperatures of up to 60ºC for many weeks. 
“This mixture appears to be, at present, the best natural way 
of preserving various kinds of oil in fresh condition for long 
periods of time. Soy oil, which under ordinary commercial 
conditions (in bottles without complete elimination of air), 
develops undesirable fl avor within a few months, retains, for 
an almost indefi nite period of time when mixed with a small 
amount of tempeh oil, its normal physical, chemical, and 
gustatory qualities.”
 The tempeh isofl avone, however, did not show any 
protective antioxidant effect when it was added to soybean 
powder or soybean oil. Address: 1. Dep. of Pediatric 
Research, Philadelphia General Hospital, Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania 19104; 2-3. Faculty of Science of Living, 
Osaka City Univ., Osaka, Japan.

2754. Hirota, Takako; Goto, S.; Katayama, M.; Funahashi, 
S. 1974. Note: Fractional analyses of soybean sterols in four 
classes. Agricultural and Biological Chemistry 38(8):1539-
40. Aug. [4 ref]
• Summary: “Recent studies from this and other laboratories 
showed plant sterols to be present in several classes (2-4); 
fatty acid esters, free form, and acylated and non-acylated 
glucosides. Although their physiological function or 
biological signifi cance has been unknown yet, it should be 
notifi ed that all varieties of soybean so far analyzed had 
the four classes of sterols.” Address: Dep. of Agricultural 
Chemistry, Univ. of Tokyo, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo 113, Japan.

2755. Malynicz, G.L. 1974. Whole soyabeans, a protein 
supplement for sweet potato in pig rations. Papua New 
Guinea Agricultural Journal 25(1-2):15-17. Aug. [10 ref. 
Eng]*
• Summary: In these feeding trials with 46 pigs in Papua 
New Guinea, sorghum was used as the control diet. Cooked 
soya beans performed better than raw ones, but in both cases 
the control diet performed better. Adding salt improved the 
results. Address: Tropical Pig Breeding and Research Centre, 
Dep. of Agriculture, Stock and Fisheries, Goroka, Papua 
New Guinea.

2756. Saio, Kyoko; Sato, Iwao; Watanabe, Tokuji. 1974. 
Food use of soybean 7S and 11S proteins: High temperature 
expansion characteristics of gels. J. of Food Science 
39(4):777-82. July/Aug. [12 ref]
• Summary: The authors studied aburage [deep-fried tofu 
pouches], which is one of Japan’s most popular foods 
derived from Tofu, soybean curd. Thin sliced Tofu, after 
being dehydrated by pressing, is deep-fried twice, fi rst in oil 
at low temperature (110-120ºC) and then at high temperature 
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(180ºC). During the low-temperature deep-frying, the Tofu 
gel swells to more than 3 times its original area and its 
texture becomes very porous.
 The effect of different coagulant types and 
concentrations, pH levels, and ratio of 7S to 11S proteins was 
studied. Aburage expands more when made with a calcium-
type than with an acid-type coagulant. Calcium chloride 
works very well, an expansion increases with its increasing 
concentration and the increased use of NaCl in the buffer. 
11S proteins expand better. Address: 1&3. National Food 
Research Inst., MAF, 12-4-1 Shiohama, Koto-ku, Tokyo; 2. 
Kyowa Hakko Kogyo Co., Tokyo.

2757. Wywiol, Volkmar. 1974. Edelsoja–A complete 
programme. Lecithos: Lucas Meyer Information No. 1. p. 5. 
Aug. [Eng; Ger]
• Summary: In mid-1973 Lucas Meyer and Oelmuehle 
Hamburg AG (which processes about 600,000 tons/year of 
soybeans) each acquired a 50% interest in Edelsoja GmbH 
and Nurupan GmbH, Hamburg and Düsseldorf. The goal of 
the new Edelsoja organization is to make the food industry 
a package offer of all kinds of processed soybean protein 
products.
 A chart lists the company’s commercial products: 
Nurupan: A full-soy protein. Soyapan: An enzyme active 
full-soy protein for white and toast bread. Soyoco: Pleasant-
tasting soya nuts. Procarno: Texturized soybean protein. 
Soyena 40: Granular, full-fat soybean proteins from which 
the bitterness has been removed. Soyena 50: Granular, 
defatted soybean proteins from which the bitterness has 
been removed. Soyamin 90: A soy protein isolate. Soyamin 
70: A soy protein concentrate. Soyamin T: A 50% soy 
protein concentrate of high biological value from which 
the bitterness has been removed. Soyamin 50E: A deoiled / 
defatted soybean protein of high albumin dispersibility.
 A photo shows the Edelsoja booth during the November 
1973 World Soy Protein Conference in Munich, Germany.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Jan. 2016) that uses the term “albumin dispersibility” 
to refer to soy protein properties.

2758. Anderson, R.H.; Saari, A.L.; Mulley, E.A. 1974. 
Biological values of beef, textured defatted soy fl our, and 
mixtures of the two. In: Proceedings Fourth International 
Congress Food Science and Technology. Madrid, Spain: 
International Union of Food Science & Technology. 6 vols. 
See vol. 5, p. 60-69. Held 23-27 Sept. 1974 at Madrid, Spain. 
[19 ref]
• Summary: Textured defatted soy fl our is commonly called 
textured soy protein (TSP). The biological value of the 3 
foods was evaluated by the PER method. The PER of TSP 
was increased by the addition of dl-methionine. TSP can be 
used to lower the fat content when mixed with beef. Address: 
James Ford Bell Technical Center, General Mills Inc., 

Minneapolis, Minnesota 55427.

2759. Areekul, Suvit; Thearawibul, Rawadee; Matrakul, 
Duangmarn. 1974. Vitamin B-12 contents in fermented 
fi sh, fi sh sauce and soya-bean sauce. Southeast Asian J. of 
Tropical Medicine and Public Health 5(3):461. Sept.
• Summary: Fermented fi sh contain a mean of 2.27 
micrograms of vitamin B-12 per 100 gm. Fish sauce contains 
a mean of 1.91 micrograms, and soya-bean sauce contains 
a mean of 0.14 micrograms–although 13 out of 48 samples 
contained no B-12 at all.
 The average daily consumption of fi sh sauce or 
fermented fi sh in Thailand is 15 ml or 15 gm per person. 
This could explain the fi ndings (previously reported) that 
megaloblastic anemia is rarely seen in Thailand. Address: 
Dep. of Radioisotopes, Faculty of Tropical Medicine, 
Mahidol Univ., Bangkok, Thailand.

2760. Chandrasekhara, M.R. 1974. Vegetable proteins for 
combatting protein malnutrition in developing countries. In: 
Proceedings Fourth International Congress Food Science 
and Technology. Madrid, Spain: International Union of Food 
Science & Technology. 6 vols. See vol. 5, p. 257-66. Held 
23-27 Sept. 1974 at Madrid, Spain. [14 ref]
• Summary: Edible peanut fl our is used in India to help the 
hungry and malnourished. Bal Ahar (“children’s food”) is a 
dry blend of fl ours from cereals, oil seed meals, and pulses; 
several formulas have been used, including one (Formula IV) 
containing 15% soya fl our. Miltone, a milk-like preparation 
containing peanut protein isolate, has been produced at 
the Bangalore Dairy for the past six years; production has 
increased from 5,180 liters in 1966-67 to 1,047,797 liters in 
1973-74.
 Afl atoxin is a problem in peanut meal. In India, edible 
peanut protein concentrate is mostly used in child feeding 
programmes. Soya fl our has recently been introduced, 
however large quantities are not yet available for feeding 
programmes. Yet the CARE organization in India is 
importing CSM (85% bulgar wheat fl our and 15% solvent 
extracted soya fl our) as well as soya fl our, and using both in 
its programmes. Sesame fl our is still in the developmental 
stage. A high protein food named India Multipurpose Food 
was used in school feeding programmes as a supplement to 
staple food; it was a blend of 75 parts edible peanut fl our 
and 25 parts of chick pea fl our–fortifi ed with vitamins and 
minerals. Address: Project Administrator and Coordinator, 
Miltone Project, (Ministry of Agriculture) Bangalore Dairy, 
Bangalore–560029, India. Present address: 53, 13 Cross 
Road, Malleswaram, Bangalore, 560003, India.

2761. Gutfi nger, Tamar; Letan, Arieh. 1974. Quantitative 
changes in some unsaponifi able components of soya bean 
oil due to refi ning. J. of the Science of Food and Agriculture 
(London) 25(9):1143-47. Sept. [23 ref]
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• Summary: When compared with crude soy oil, the refi ned 
oil contained less tocopherols (by 31-47%), less sterols (by 
25-32%), and less squalene (by 15-37%). No signifi cant 
differences were observed in the composition of the sterol 
and tocopherol fractions of the crude and refi ned soya bean 
oils. Address: Dep. of Food Engineering and Biotechnology, 
Technion–Israel Inst. of Technology, Haifa, Israel.

2762. Hymowitz, T.; Dudley, J.W.; Collins, F.I.; Brown, 
C.M. 1974. Estimations of protein and oil concentration in 
corn, soybean, and oat seed by near-infrared light refl ectance. 
Crop Science 14(5):713-15. Sept/Oct. [5 ref]
• Summary: Simultaneous estimations of the protein and 
oil concentrations in the meals of corn, soybeans, and oats 
were made using a near-infrared light refl ectance instrument 
coupled to an analog computer (grain analyzer). These values 
were compared to protein and oil determinations by Kjeldahl 
and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) respectively. 
Correlations between the three methods of determining the 
oil and protein content of whole seeds were all greater than 
.91. However the grain analyzer has several advantages over 
the other two systems: It is fast (50 samples/hour), easy to 
operate, compact, and nonpolluting.
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (June 2010) that contains the term “near-infrared” in 
connection with soybeans, and especially in connection with 
high-speed techniques for measuring the composition of 
soybean seeds.
 Note 2. Dr. Hymowitz and colleagues were the fi rst to 
report the use of a near-infrared light refl ectance instrument 
to estimate simultaneously the oil and protein concentration 
in soybeans–or in corn or oat seed... Address: Dep. of 
Agronomy, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana.

2763. Murphy, Elizabeth W.; Watt, Bernice K.; Rizek, 
R.L. 1974. U.S. Department of Agriculture Nutrient Data 
Bank. J. of the Association of Offi cial Analytical Chemists 
57(5):1198-1204. Sept. [22 ref]
• Summary: Thanks to nutrition labeling, there has recently 
been a renewal of interest in food composition.
 “As part of its long-standing program for providing 
representative data on the nutrient composition of foods, 
the U.S. Department of Agriculture is developing a Nutrient 
Data Bank which, compared with the past, will have a far 
greater input of data from industry, an increase in the amount 
of data available for computer use, and an increase in the 
speed of releasing data to the public.” Address: Consumer 
& Foods Economics Inst., Agricultural Research Service, 
USDA, Hyattsville, Maryland 20782.

2764. Pompei, C.; Lucisano, M.; Maletto, S. 1974. 
Production d’isolats de soja par ultrafi ltration et diafi ltration 
[Production of soy isolates by ultrafi ltration and diafi ltration 
purifi cation]. In: Proceedings Fourth International Congress 

Food Science and Technology. Madrid, Spain: International 
Union of Food Science & Technology. 6 vols. See vol. 5, 
p. 125-34. Held 23-27 Sept. 1974 at Madrid, Spain. [23 ref. 
Fre; eng]
• Summary: The traditional process and technology for 
making soy protein isolates (isolats de soja) causes a 
signifi cant denaturation of the proteins with a proportional 
loss of solubility in the fi nal product. This paper reports the 
results of purifi cation experiments conducted on “aqueous 
protein extracts through a combines process of ultrafi ltration 
and diafi ltration.”
 The extracts were obtained from defatted soy fl akes, 
desolventized at low temperature. The resulting isolates 
had the following characteristics: (1) Slightly higher trypsin 
inhibitor activity than the best commercial isolates. (2) Low 
denaturation of proteins as confi rmed by electrophoretic 
analysis. (3) A Nitrogen Solubility Index (NSI) of about 
93%, which is much better than that of the best commercial 
isolates where the NSI rarely exceeds 68%.
 Tables show: (1) Characteristics of the membranes 
used in the laboratory trials. (2) Flow charts of three 
processes used in the pilot plant trials. (3) Percentage of 
nutrients an non-nutritional biologically active substances 
retained with different membranes used in the laboratory 
trials: Proteins, nitrogen soluble in 12% TCA, sugars after 
inversion, calcium, phosphorus, soybean trypsin inhibitor 
activity, urease activity, saponins. (4) Composition of the 
isolate obtained by UF-DF and a typical commercial isolate. 
(5) Amino acid composition of the same two isolates. (6) 
Coeffi cients of digestibility of the two isolates.
 Note: This is the earliest French-language document 
seen (Nov. 2015) that uses the term isolats de soja to refer 
to soy protein isolates. Address: 1-2. Istituto di Tecnologie 
Alimentari, Univ. di Milano, Milan, Italy; 3. Istituto di 
Zootecnia Speciale, Univ. di Torino, Italy.

2765. Brody, Jane E. 1974. Soybean has become the focus 
of drive to give more protein to world’s hungry. New York 
Times. Oct. 12. p. 62.
• Summary: “This is the second of two articles on the drive 
to increase the amount of protein in the human diet.” These 
are part of a series of articles examining the world food 
situation.
 Americans are already familiar with at least two 
products made from soybeans: bacon-fl avored bits and 
hamburger extender (also known as “textured vegetable 
protein”). Scientists believe that Americans will be among 
the hardest to please with new protein sources. General 
Mills, Inc. is presently test-marketing two soy protein meat 
analogues named “Country Cuts”–frozen, ready to eat 
cubes with the texture or fl avor of chicken or ham. They 
are 25-40% less expensive than the meats they imitate. 
These products contain meat-like fi bers made from defatted 
soybean fl our and pumped through a “spinnerette,” which 
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resembles a showerhead. The chewiness of the “Cuts” can 
be changed by adjusting the stretch on the fi brils as they pass 
through the spinnerette.
 University of Illinois food scientists Steinberg, Wei, 
and Nelson are taking a different approach. Starting with 
the whole soybean (oil and all), they have developed a 
wide range of foods from soy “milk” and “yogurt” to an ice 
cream-like dessert, custard, and fl akes–and gotten rid of the 
normal “beany” or “painty” fl avor by heating the beans to 
inactivate the enzyme that causes it.
 Another approach is fortifi cation of foods with soy fl our 
or the missing amino acids. Some are working to extract 
protein from green leaves or from waste, others to grow 
single-cell protein.
 Some of these approaches are little more than ideas, on 
which a great deal of research needs to be done. However 
for others, such as “various soy foods” and fi sh protein 
concentrate, the technology has been nearly or completely 
worked out, at least on a pilot scale, and “could theoretically 
be incorporated soon into the diets of protein-starved people. 
But the obstacles to such incorporation are substantial.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Aug. 2013) that uses the term ‘soy “milk”’ in 
connection with soy milk.
 Note 2. This article was reprinted in the Times of India 
(New Delhi) on 16 Oct. 1974 (p. 6) under the title “Looking 
for new protein sources in war on malnutrition.”

2766. Agrawal, P.K.; Vyas, O.P. 1974. Oil and protein 
in developing pods of soybean. Indian J. of Agricultural 
Sciences 44(10):652-54. Oct. [5 ref]
• Summary: During the rainy season of 1969, Clark-63 
and Bragg soybean varieties were grown to study the 
accumulation of oil and protein in developing pods. 
Maximum fresh and dry seed weights were recorded at 48 
and 54 days after tagging in Clark-63 and Bragg respectively. 
Protein accumulation was almost complete by the 3rd week 
after tagging. “About 19 days after tagging, oil accumulated 
rapidly, and 94% of the total seed oil was accumulated in 
33 days in both varieties. Protein content decreased at later 
stages of pod development.” Address: Govind Ballabh 
Pant Univ. of Agriculture and Technology, Pantnagar, Uttar 
Pradesh, India.

2767. Farm, The. 1974. Yay soybeans! How you can eat 
better for less and help feed the world. Summertown, 
Tennessee: The Book Publishing Co. 14 p. Illust. 22 cm.
• Summary: This highly creative little booklet, printed 
with blue ink on white paper (a similar 1978 edition 
used brown ink on white paper), contains many original 
/ pioneering soyfoods recipes (marked with an asterisk 
(*)). Contents: Living on soybeans. Some of our favorite 
ways to eat soybeans. Basic cooked soybeans: Soybeans 
and tortillas, Soybean stroganoff, Soyburgers, Soy fritters, 

Cheezy soybeans (Good Tasting Nutritional Yeast gives 
the cheezy fl avor), Soy nuts (dry roasted), Soy coffee. Soy 
milk: Homemade using soy fl our or using soybeans, Soy 
ice cream–”Ice Bean,”* (made with soy milk in vanilla or 
cocoa fl avors), Soy yogurt* (p. 5, made with soymilk and 
starter from Chr. Hansen’s Lab. in Milwaukee, Wisconsin). 
Soy fl our: Basic salad and sandwich spread, Seasoned 
sandwich spread. Soy cheese* (made from fermented / 
soured soymilk), Soy cheesecake* (made with “soy cheese”), 
Cookie crust for cheesecake, Soy mayonnaise* (made with 
soymilk). Soy pulp [okara]: Introduction, Soy pulp burgers*, 
Scalloped potatoes and pulp, Soysage*, Protein spice cake 
(with soy pulp), Soy pulp cookies, and Soyola* (soy pulp 
granola). Eggless cookery: Introduction, Pancakes (with 
soymilk), Chocolate cake (with sour fresh soymilk), Soy 
souffl é (with soy fl our). Good Tasting Nutritional Yeast: 
Introduction, Melty nutritional yeast “cheese,” Nutritional 
yeast “cheese” crackers, Golden gravy. Nutrition of 
soybeans: Nutritional composition of 1 cup whole cooked 
soybeans, 1 cup sweetened soymilk, 1 cup mother’s milk, 1 
cup cow’s milk. “We supplement our soymilk with vitamin A 
(150 mcg./cup), vitamin D (2.5 mcg./cup), and vitamin B12 
(6 mcg./cup).” Composition of soymilk and soypulp (wet 
and dry, including PER). Some facts about people and food. 
Plenty.
 Page 1 begins, “On The Farm we live on soybeans. They 
supply us with the protein part of our diet, taking the place of 
meat, fi sh, eggs, milk, and dairy products. We are complete 
vegetarians and don’t eat any of those foods. We are growing 
150 acres of soybeans this year to feed our community of 
800 folks... We’ve been living, working, and growing on this 
diet for four years now, as a community, and many of us have 
been vegetarians longer than that. So far we’ve delivered 230 
babies here on the Farm...” The last page notes that The Farm 
has “formed a new non-profi t corporation called Plenty, with 
the following purposes, as stated in its charter: To help share 
out the world’s food, resources, materials, and knowledge 
equitably for the benefi t of all...”
 The section titled “Soy Pulp” (p. 7) states: “If you make 
soymilk, you’ll have soy pulp left in the cloth when your 
milk is done. Our soy dairy produces lots of pulp every day, 
and although the pulp contains less protein than the milk, 
the protein it has is high quality, so we’ve been putting our 
creative kitchen instincts to work developing new ways 
to use this nutritious foodage. We’ve found that soy pulp 
can be substituted for rice in many recipes. It also can be 
used in baked goods like cakes and cookies, where it gives 
a coconutty fl avor when combined with sugar and vanilla 
extract...” Three recipes are given.
 The last page is about “Plenty.” “Living in Tennessee 
and eating our soybeans hasn’t seemed like quite enough 
to be doing about world hunger and other areas of human 
need around the planet. So we have formed a new non-profi t 
corporation called Plenty, with the following purposes, as 
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stated in its charter:
 “’To help share out the world’s food, resources, 
materials, and knowledge equitably for the benefi t of all.
 “’To help and aid any people anywhere in the world who 
due to any natural or man-caused disaster such as drought, 
famine, fl ood, earthquake, tidal wave, weather imbalance, 
disease epidemic, storm, fi re, insect devastation, crop failure, 
population imbalance, war, political oppression, religious 
oppression, racial discrimination, or greed, are in need of 
food, clothing, shelter, medical aid and supplies, resources, 
materials; agricultural, engineering, or scientifi c assistance or 
education; or anything else, to enable them to lead healthy, 
comfortable, responsible, and productive lives in the pursuit 
of happiness...
 “’To accept donations, gifts, devises, bequests, and 
loans of food resources, materials, equipment, funds, stocks, 
bonds, and property of all kinds from any and all sources to 
help achieve the purposes of the corporation;
 “’To establish and coordinate a group of volunteer 
workers who will help achieve the purposes of the 
corporation; such volunteers will not be salaried, but will 
receive only necessary subsistence...
 “’To enter into any partnership or union of interest 
with others... or produce food, resources, materials, funds, 
or knowledge that will help achieve the purposes of the 
corporation;
 “’To establish and operate orphanages and foster homes 
to care for and provide homes for orphans from all countries 
of the world...
 “’To help and aid in fi nding homes with adopting parents 
for orphans from all countries of the world, and to help these 
orphans settle in these homes with adopting parents...’
 “We really do have Plenty. Let’s spread it around!
 “For further information, write: Plenty, Route 1, Box 
289, Summertown, Tennessee 38483.”
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (June 2013) that uses the term “soy pulp” or the word 
“soypulp” to refer to okara.
 Note 3. This is the earliest document (Oct. 2013) seen 
that contains a recipe for a soy cheesecake (one of two 
documents).
 Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (June 2013) 
that uses the word “soysage” to refer to a meatless sausage-
like food product in which soy pulp is the major ingredient. 
Whereas the original 1943 Soysage was a meatless dry mix, 
a yellow meal containing soy fl our, peanut fl our, cottonseed 
fl our, etc., this Soysage is ready to be sliced and fried.
 Note 5. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2019) 
that mentions Plenty (Summertown, Tennessee).
 Note 6. This is the earliest document seen in connection 
with The Farm (Feb. 2002) that mentions tofu (called “soy 
cheese”).
 Note 7. This is the 3rd earliest publication seen (Sept. 
2019) in the SoyaScan database under the subject heading 

“Soyfoods Movement.” Address: Tennessee.

2768. Ford, Frank. 1974. Pack to nature: Nutrition made 
easy in the home or in the woods. Fort Worth, Texas: Harvest 
Press. vii + 157 p. Introduction by Roger Hillyard. Index. 
Oct. 18 cm. [13* ref]
• Summary: This book, containing over 250 recipes, 
describes how to use whole, natural food staples in quick, 
easy to prepare dishes. By Sept. 1976 this book had become 
The Simpler Life Cookbook from Arrowhead Mills.
 In the introduction, Roger Hillyard (writing in Oct. 
1974 from Soquel, California) recalls that in late February of 
1969, he and his wife and daughter were returning to Boston 
from California. They stopped in the small Texas town of 
Hereford to visit Deaf Smith County and the company that 
was supplying food to a growing number of natural foods 
followers and devotees–including Erewhon. Four years 
later they spent a year in Hereford working with Frank 
Ford and Arrowhead Mills. “During the fi ve years I have 
worked with, lived with, and been friends with Frank, I have 
witnessed one of the most dramatic and beautiful personal 
unfoldings. Frank never wore that robe of self-righteousness, 
and he helped me to exchange mine for something more 
embracing.”
 Soy-related recipes include: Quick soy pancakes (with 
soy fl our, p. 35). Soybean salad (with cooked soy fl akes, p. 
43). Quick tamari orange salad dressing (with tamari soy 
sauce, p. 47). Paul’s salad dressing (with tamari, p. 47). 
Soybean chili (with dry soybeans and “tamari soysauce,” p. 
54). Sprout soup (with 2 cups fresh soybean sprouts, p. 54). 
Sprouted lentil soup (with soy fl our, p. 55). Squash stew 
(with soy fl akes, p. 55). Tamari bouillon (p. 56). Vegetable-
soy-sesame soup (with soy fl akes, p. 59). Basic soybeans (p. 
74). Basic soy fl akes (p. 75). Basic bulghur-soy grits (p. 75). 
Lentil soy loaf (with cooked soybeans or soybean fl akes, 
p. 84). Soy & mushroom loaf (with soy fl akes, p. 85). Soy 
patties (with soy fl akes, p. 87). Stuffed peppers (with soy 
fl akes, p. 87). Soyfl ake & tahini spread (with soy fl akes, p. 
106).
 A 2-page directory titled “Some Natural Foods Sources” 
(p. 153-54) lists 30 of the natural food industry’s pioneers, 
including Akin Distributors, Inc. (Tulsa, Oklahoma), 
Arrowhead Mills, Inc. (Hereford, Texas), Basic Needs 
(Grand Prairie, Texas), Cinagro Distributors, Inc. (Atlanta, 
Georgia), Cliffrose (Longmont, Colorado), Collegedale 
Distributors, (Collegedale, Tennessee), The Concord 
(Snowfl ake, Arizona), Deer Valley Farms (Guilford, New 
York), Eden Organic Foods (Ann Arbor, Michigan), Erewhon 
Trading Company (33 Farnsworth St., Boston, Massachusetts 
02210, and 8454 Steller Dr., Culver City, California 90320), 
Food for Health (Phoenix, Arizona), Food for Life (Elmhurst, 
Illinois), Good Food People (Austin, Texas), Great Plains 
Distributors (Kansas City, Missouri), Happy Health Products 
(Miami, Florida), Janus (Seattle, Washington), Laurelbrook 
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Foods (Bel Air, Maryland), Lifestream Natural Foods 
(Vancouver, BC, Canada; Ratana and Arran Stephens), 
Mottel Health Foods (New York, NY), Naturally Good 
Foods (Hereford, Texas), Nu-Vita Foods Inc. (Portland, 
Oregon), Organic Foods & Gardens (City of Commerce, 
California), Shadowfax (Binghamton, New York), Shiloh 
Farms (Sulphur Springs, Arkansas), Taiyo, Inc. (Honolulu, 
Hawaii), Tree of Life (St. Augustine, Florida), Vim & Vigor 
(Honolulu, Hawaii), The Well (San Jose, California), Walnut 
Acres Inc. (Penns Creek, Pennsylvania).
 A small photo on the back cover shows Frank Ford out 
hiking, wearing a backpack.
 Note: This is the earliest published document seen 
(March 2020) concerning Lifestream Natural Foods 
(Vancouver, BC, Canada). Address: Deaf Smith County, 
Texas.

2769. Fölsch, U.R.; Wormsley, K.G. 1974. The pancreatic 
secretion of enzymes in rats treated with soybean diet. 
Scandinavian J. of Gastroenterology 9(7):679-83. Oct. [17 
ref]
• Summary: Administration of diets containing raw soya 
fl our for 20 days resulted in marked hypertrophy and 
hyperplasia of the pancreas of rats and in the development of 
hyperplastic nodules and adenomas.
 Note: Webster’s Dictionary defi nes adenoma (a term fi rst 
used in 1870) as “a benign tumor of a glandular structure or 
of glandular origin.” Address: 1. Div. of Gastroenterology 
and Metabolism, Dep. of Medicine, Univ. of Goettingen, 
Goettingen, West Germany; 2. Ninewells Hospital, Dundee 
DD2 1UB, Scotland.

2770. Goossens, Alfred E. 1974. Protein foods–Flavors and 
off-fl avors. Food Engineering 46(10):59-60. Oct.
• Summary: A tables shows “Off-fl avors components in 
soybeans by functional group.” There are 8 alcohols, 5 
aldehydes, 5 ketones, 2 phenols, and one each amines, esters, 
acids, and sulfi des. The real troublemakers in each group are 
marked with an asterisk. The off-fl avors in soybeans may be 
divided into two groups: bitter off-fl avors and grassy beany 
off fl avors. Address: Director, Flavor Research, Miles Labs., 
Inc., Elkhart, Indiana.

2771. Kies, Constance. 1974. Nutritional implications of 
textured protein products. Cereal Science Today 19(10):450-
52, 468-69. Oct. [17 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction (these products are 
fi nding increasingly greater usage in typical American diets). 
Protein evaluations. Infl uence of heat and alkali treatments 
(trypsin inhibitors, lysinoalanine, cytomegalia). Other 
nutritional qualities. Conclusion (“The challenge will be to 
determine ways of strengthening the positive aspects and 
eliminating or minimizing the negative aspects so as to best 
serve the consumer”). A photo shows Prof. Kies. Address: 

Prof. of Food and Nutrition, Univ. of Nebraska, Lincoln, NE 
68503.

2772. Naim, Michael; Gestetner, B.; Zilkah, S.; Birk, Y.; 
Bondi, A. 1974. Soybean isofl avones. Characterization, 
determination, and antifungal activity. J. of Agricultural and 
Food Chemistry 22(5):806-10. Sept/Oct. [18 ref]
• Summary: The content of isofl avones in soybeans was 
found to be about 0.25% (250 mg per 100 gm) and 99% 
of the isofl avones are present as the following glycosides: 
genistin 64%, daidzin 23%, and glycitein 7-O-Beta-glycoside 
13%. Soybean oil does not contain isofl avones. These 
isofl avones are the main phenolic compounds in soybeans. 
A diagram shows the structure of these 3 glycosides plus the 
aglycones genistein, daidzein, and glycitein.
 Isofl avones were separated and isolated from soybeans 
and soybean meal. The quantitative determination of these 
isofl avones was performed using gas liquid chromatography. 
The authors developed a method to quantitate the 
trimethylsilyl derivatives of genistein and daidzein by using 
gas chromatography. Isofl avone glycosides were extracted 
on a preparative scale from an aqueous syrup (Chayot 
Industries, Ashdod, Israel). The syrup [soy molasses], which 
contains about 50% dry matter, was obtained as a residue 
after extraction with 60% ethanol of commercially defatted 
soybean fl akes and subsequent evaporation of the ethanol. 
Ten kg of soybean fl akes yielded approximately 3 kg of 
syrup. Details of the rest of the isolation process are given.
 Free soybean isofl avones mixed into the growth medium 
of various fungi seems to depress fungal growth. The activity 
of the glycosides is in most cases negligible. Antifungal 
activity was shown against: Trichoderma lignorum, 
Rhizoctonia solani, Fusarium oxysporum, Pythium species, 
Rhizopus species, and Sclerotium rolfsii.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 2001) that 
gives quantitative data on the concentration of isofl avones 
in soybeans. Address: Dep. of Agricultural Biochemistry, 
Faculty of Agriculture, Hebrew Univ., Rehovot, Israel.

2773. Ranhotra, G.S.; Loewe, R.J.; Puyat, L.V. 1974. Phytic 
acid in soy and its hydrolysis during breadmaking. J. of Food 
Science 39(5):1023-25. Sept/Oct. [17 ref]
• Summary: Phytic acid is hydrolyzed during breadmaking 
by the action of the wheat phytases on the yeast. It is not 
destroyed by cooking, even in boiling water. Address: 
Nutrition Lab., American Inst. of Baking, Chicago, Illinois 
60611.

2774. Newsweek. 1974. Running out of food? Can the 
world feed itself? This week offi cials of 130 nations meet to 
consider the mounting crisis. Nov. 11. p. 56-62, 67-68.
• Summary: How can we ease the hunger pangs? The areas 
of greatest famine are Africa and the Indian subcontinent. 
At the Rome food conference this week, experts may well 
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be discussing some of the following new approaches: 1. 
New farmlands: Only 11% of the world’s total land surface 
(about 3.5 billion acres) is under cultivation. Another 6.6 
billion acres could be converted to farmland–but the cost to 
do so will be immense. 2. Better yields, from new miracle 
seeds like those from the “Green Revolution.” 3. Population 
control. The present growth rate of 2.4% must be cut to 
practically zero before the world can feed its people properly. 
The world’s population has grown from about 1.5 billion 
to 4 billion in 1973 and a projected 6.5 billion in the year 
2,000. 4. New food, as from petroleum, leaf proteins, fi sh 
meal, algae, or mixtures of cereal grains and oilseeds (such 
as Incaparina–a blend of corn, cottonseed fl our, soy fl our, 
and amino acids). Or from farming the sea. 5. Eating less, 
by reducing intake of animal protein, and reducing waste. 
6. Land reform–Take lands from absentee landlords and 
put them in the hands of the tillers, like the U.S. occupation 
forces did after World War II. 7. Global cooperation.

2775. Aihara, Herman. 1974. Soybean diet: Diet for 
the better protein. Oroville, California: George Ohsawa 
Macrobiotic Foundation. xi + 164 p. Nov. Illust. Index. 21 
cm.
• Summary: This book is an expanded version of “Miso and 
Tamari” (1972). Contents: Preface. Introduction. 1. Theory: 
Steak vs. gasoline, is animal protein indispensable, protein 
requirements, essential amino acids–law of all or nothing, 
minimum daily requirement of essential amino acids.
 2. Miso: Introduction, the origin of miso, kinds of miso, 
ingredients, how to make miso, value of miso, miso in the 
treatment of tuberculosis, how to make miso at home using 
mugi koji, recipes using miso for warmer seasons, recipes 
using miso for colder times.
 3. Tamari or traditional soy sauce: History, chemical 
change of tamari, how to make tamari soy sauce at home, 
how to use soy sauce, soy sauce cooking for warmer times, 
soy sauce cooking for colder times.
 4. The other soybean and high protein foods: How to 
make tofu at home, how to make tofu plaster, how to make 
agé–deep fried tofu at home, how to make seitan at home. 
4A. Tofu, seitan, and gluten cooking for warmer times: 
How to make tofu, nigari, and bulk tofu at home, how to 
make wheat gluten, seitan and fresh wheat fu at home. 4B. 
Tofu, seitan and gluten cooking for colder times. Appendix: 
Cutting styles, useful information. Bibliography.
 On pages 49-52 is a long section titled “7. Miso in the 
Treatment of Tuberculosis and Atomic Radiation Exposure.” 
It begins: “A Japanese medical doctor, Dr. S. Akizuki of St. 
Francis Hospital, Nagasaki, Japan, not only cured his life-
long illness but also prevented fatal illness from radiation 
when the atomic bomb exploded near the hospital in 1945. 
His article on the subjects was published in The Macrobiotic 
Monthly, No. 5, and reprinted here. He wrote:...”
 Large photos near front of book show: (1) Herman 

Aihara. (2) Cornellia Aihara looking very happy at her stove. 
Address: Oroville, California.

2776. Rackis, J.J.; McGhee, J.E.; Liener, I.E.; Kakade, 
M.L.; Puski, G. 1974. Problems encountered in measuring 
trypsin inhibitor activity of soy fl our. Report of collaborative 
analysis. Cereal Science Today 19(11):513-16. Nov. [9 ref]
• Summary: “A collaborative study by a Committee on 
Soybean Trypsin Inhibitor Analysis revealed that several 
factors affect both accuracy and reliability of the procedure 
used to determine trypsin inhibitor activity in raw and heat-
treated soy fl ours.”
 “The relative standard deviation (RSD) between 
collaborators analyzing extracts prepared in their own 
laboratories was ±48% compared with an RSD of about ±5% 
for common extracts.” Address: Northern Regional Research 
Lab., Peoria, Illinois.

2777. Smith, Oak B. 1974. Versatility of texturizing by 
extrusion cooking. Paper presented at 67th Annual Meeting, 
American Institute of Chemical Engineers. Dec. 2. 32 p. 
Held in Washington, DC. [14 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Defi nition of: (1) 
Denaturation of proteins. (2) Growth inhibitors. (3) 
Gelatinization. Types of extrusion cookers. Methodology 
of high temperature / short time extrusion cookers. Control 
of textural properties in extrusion cooking. Control of pH 
of process materials. Selection and arrangement of extruder 
assembly. Effect of processing variables on product structure 
and texture. Extruded cooking of extruded soy proteins 
as meat extenders and in foods containing textured plant 
proteins.
 Figures show: (1) High temperature / short time 
extrusion cooker: cut away view. (2) Tunnel type drier. (3) 
Cooking extruder feeding directly into cooling and forming 
extruder. (4) Flow diagram–Textured soy protein. (5) Wide 
opening jaws of large capacity extrusion cooker facilitate 
clean outs and exchange of extruder components. (6) 2 
head, 10 head, and 4 head screw confi guration. Ability to 
lengthen and shorten the extruder assembly is an important 
design consideration... (7) Smaller extrusion cooker with 
preselection and automatic control of product temperature 
at multiple points... (8) Graph of low temperature-high 
moisture extrusion: Degerminated corn meal. (9) Graph of 
high temperature-low moisture extrusion: Degerminated 
corn meal. (10) Graph of low temperature-high moisture 
extrusion: Soft spring wheat fl our. (11) Graph of high 
temperature-low moisture extrusion: Soft spring wheat fl our.
 Scan electron microscope photographs of: (12) 
Uncooked defatted soy fl akes. (13) Textured soy protein 
produced from ground, defatted soy fl our. (14) Similar 
textured soy protein product. (15) Cross sectional view of 
textured soy shown in Fig. 14. Magnifi cation X 155.
 (16) Cross sectional view of textured soy shown in 
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Fig. 15 but Magnifi cation X 384. (17) Dense textured soy 
rehydrated prior to photographing. Magnifi cation X 128. (18) 
Dense textured soy as in Fig. 17, but Magnifi cation X 636.
 Conclusion: “A new generation of fabricated plant 
protein foods are being introduced commercially. These 
foods are marketed as frozen foods of intermediate moisture 
content and designed for the family table. The base materials 
for these new foods are extrusion cooked defatted soy 
concentrates or fl ours, into which the producers have blended 
isolated spun protein fi bers, egg albumin, polyunsaturated 
vegetable oils, cereal fl ours, fl avors, minerals, vitamins, 
emulsifi ers, etc. Rosenfi eld et al. (1974) have described 
the marketing concept, nutritional balance, and ingredient 
makeup of the important new generation of plant protein 
foods.
 “The ability to modify textures, to produce desired 
mouthfeel, rehydration characteristics and densities; the 
need to meet specifi ed functional characteristics of extrusion 
cooked proteins can be accomplished in most cases. The 
versatility of product line, economy of production and 
bacteriological status and shelf life of extrusion cooked 
products, combine to bring extrusion cooking into an ever 
widening utility in food production.” Address: Director of 
Market Research, Wenger Manufacturing, Missouri.

2778. Ohkuro, Isamu; Suzuki, K.; Ito, S.; Komatsuzaki, T. 
1974. Nattô-kin zenshochi ni yoru ôshoku budô kyûkin teikô 
hatsuka nezumi no momo to kessei-to no kôso [Enzymatic 
activity of the spleen and serum in mice with Staphylococcus 
aureus resistance induced by pretreatment with Bacillus 
natto]. Igaku to Seibutsugaku (Medicine and Biology) 
89(6):383-88. Dec. 10. [10 ref. Jap]
Address: Dep. of Microbiology, Tokyo Medical College; and 
Kohno Clinical Medical Research Inst., Tokyo.

2779. György, Paul. 1974. Oil of tempeh. U.S. Patent 
3,855,256. Dec. 17. 4 p. Application fi led 27 June 1973. [2 
ref]
• Summary: Tempeh oil is extracted from tempeh using a 
solvent and used as an antioxidant for edible fats and oils. 
See also the inventor’s U.S. Patent 3,762,933 of 2 Aug. 1973. 
Address: 201 Curwen Rd., Rosemont, Pennsylvania 19010.

2780. Beek, L. van; Feron, V.J.; Groot, A.P. de. 1974. 
Nutritional effects of alkali-treated soyprotein in rats. J. of 
Nutrition 104(12):1630-36. Dec. [11 ref]
• Summary: Spun soy protein fi bers, which are made by 
alkali treatment of soy protein, are increasingly used to 
make meatless meat alternatives. The “alkali-treated spun 
soy isolate” used in this study was provided by Worthington 
Foods and the research was supported, in part, by Miles 
Laboratories, owner of Worthington Foods. When this 
alkali-treated spun soy isolate was fed to rats at dietary 
levels of 5, 10, and 20%, the “results failed to reveal 

any adverse effects on general appearance, growth, feed 
effi ciency, hematological indices, blood serum values, urine 
composition, kidney function, organ weights, and gross and 
microscopic pathology except for an increase in both the 
relative kidney weights and degree of nephrocalcinosis in 
females only. These renal changes were, however, shown to 
be related to the high dietary level of available phosphorus. 
Renal cytomegalia was not observed.” Address: Central Inst. 
for Nutrition & Food Research TNO, Zeist, The Netherlands.

2781. Kitagawa, Isao; Yoshikawa, M.; Yosioka, I. 1974. 
Structures of three soybean saponins: Soyasaponin I, II, and 
III. Chemical and Pharmaceutical Bulletin 22(12):3010-13. 
Dec. [12 ref]
• Summary: Illustrations show the structures of the three 
soybean saponins; chemical formulas accompany each 
illustration. Address: Faculty of Pharmaceutical Sciences, 
Osaka Univ., Japan.

2782. Miyazaki, Motoyoshi. 1974. Miso no eiyô [Nutritional 
value of miso]. Shoku no Kagaku (Food Science Journal) 
No. 21. p. 32-34. Dec. [Jap]
Address: Kokuritsu Eiyo Kenkyujo.

2783. Ryan, Eamon; Fottrell, Patrick F. 1974. Subcellular 
localization of enzymes involved in the assimilation 
of ammonia by soybean root nodules. Phytochemistry 
13(12):2647-52. Dec. [27 ref]
• Summary: This paper was received by the journal for 
publication on 9 April 1974. “Experimental (p. 2651): Plants. 
Soybeans (Glycine max var. Kent; seeds obtained from 
U.S. Department of Agriculture, Beltsville, Maryland) were 
grown in nitrogen free medium and inoculated as described 
previously (Fottrell 1966) with Rhizobium japonicum strain 
392.
 “Nodule fractionation: Nodules were removed after 6 
weeks growth, crushed and extracted...”
 “Ammonia, the primary product of nitrogen fi xation, 
causes repression of nitrogenase synthesis. Therefore to 
maintain a high rate of nitrogen fi xation over extended 
periods of time, as in nodulated legumes, it is obvious 
that an effi cient system must exist in legume nodules 
for assimilation of ammonia.” In fact, this ammonia is 
rapidly incorporated into a number of amino acids such as 
glutamate and aspartate. “A novel enzyme system glutamine: 
2-oxoglutarate aminotransferase oxidoreductase, which 
probably has an important role in ammonia assimilation has 
been detected, in the present studies, in the rhizobial fraction 
of the soybean root nodules and in Rhizobium japonicum 
grown in culture.” The role of this latter enzyme and other 
enzymes such as glutamate dehydrogenase (GDH), aspartate 
aminotransferase (AAT), and alanine aminotransferase 
(GPT) in ammonia assimilation by soybean nodules is 
discussed.
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 Other abbreviations used: glutamine 2-oxoglutarate 
aminotransferase oxido-reductase (GOGAT), pyridoxal-5’- 
phosphate (PLP). Address: Dep. of Biochemistry, University 
College, Galway, Ireland [Irish Republic], Ryan’s present 
address: Dep. of Biochemistry, Purdue Univ., Lafayette, 
Indiana 47907.

2784. Today’s Living. 1974. How can you use soybeans? Let 
us count the ways. Dec. p. 20-23, 46, 48.
• Summary: A good introduction to tempeh and to food 
uses of soybean with 4 photos plus recipes for Soy stuffed 
peppers (with ¼ cup soy grits) and Baked soybeans (with 2 
cups dry soybeans).
 It begins: “In the orient soybeans are used in 400 
different ways, according to Charles B. Heiser in Seed to 
Civilization.” “Soy protein is of very high quality, its amino 
acid content almost equalling that of eggs and meat.”
 Tempeh is a staple food throughout Indonesia with its 
100 million people; it is made in hundreds of thousands of 
homes and in many small tempeh shops. “More than half of 
Indonesia’s annual soybean crop is used for making tempeh.” 
Gives a brief description of how Indonesians make tempeh.

2785. Antunes, P.L.; Sgarbieri, V.C. 1974. Inativacao dos 
fatores antinutricionais da soja [Inactivity of the anti-
nutritional factors of soybeans (Abstract)]. Suplemento de 
Ciencia e Cultura, Resumos 26(7):482. Presented at 26th 
Reuniao Anual da Sociedade Brasileira para o Progresso da 
Ciencia, Sao Paulo. 1974. [Por]*
Address: Brazil.

2786. Azumaya, Naoki. 1974. Nattô-kin ni yoru bitamin B-2 
seisan ni kansuru kenkyû. I. Co2+, Cu2+, Mn2+, Al3+ no eikyô 
[Study on vitamin-B production by natto bacteria. II. The 
effect of cobalt, copper, and manganese positive divalent 
ions, and of aluminum positive trivalent ion]. Kumamoto 
Joshi Daigaku Gakujutsu Kiyo (J. of Kumamoto Women’s 
University) 26(1):12. [Jap]*

2787. Bleyer, R.; Poullain, B.; Debry, G. 1974. Étude du 
comportement alimentaire des jeunes enfants vis-à-vis des 
protéines textureés de soya [Study of the feeding behavior of 
young children using textured soybean proteins]. Medecine 
et Nutrition 10(1):81-88. [Fre]*

2788. Bressani, R. 1974. Utilización de las fuentes de 
proteína vegetal [Utilization of vegetable sources of protein]. 
In: Seminario Internazionale sull’Alimentazione ed il 
Problema Proteico in America Latina. Rome: Istituto Italo-
Americano. See p. 599-624. Held 6-9 Nov. 1973 at Rome, 
Italy. [Spa]*
Address: INCAP, Guatemala.

2789. DHEW (U.S. Department of Health, Education, and 

Welfare) Publication. 1974. A barefoot doctor’s manual. No. 
75-695. NIH [National Institutes of Health]. *
• Summary: In China, the soybean is used medicinally as a 
carminative, to aid circulation, as a diuretic, for edema and 
enuresis, nervine, pregnancy, vertigo, and vision.

2790. Gurinovich, O.I.; Volodin, V.I.; Gryadunova, N.V. 
1974. [Variation in protein components and nucleic acid 
contents in ripening seeds of legumes]. In: 1974. 3 i 
Vsesoyuzni biokhimicheskii s ezd. Referaty nauchcykh 
soobshchenii. Tom 2. Latvia, SSR: Riga. [Rus]*

2791. Hayashi, U. 1974. [Study of the cause of increase in 
nitrogen content in the course of manufacture of natto. I. 
Preliminary experiments on fl uctuations in total nitrogen 
during processing of Bacillus natto medium and during 
culture]. Reports of Teikoku Joshi Daigaku Laboratory of 
Natto 49:1-9. [Jap]*

2792. Hayashi, U. 1974. [Study of the cause of increase in 
nitrogen content in the course of manufacture of natto. II. 
Study of the method of estimation of nitrogen in soybean 
and soybean products]. Reports of Teikoku Joshi Daigaku 
Laboratory of Natto 49:10-20. [Jap]*

2793. Hayashi, U. 1974. [Study of the cause of increase 
in nitrogen content in the course of manufacture of natto. 
III. On the fl uctuations in all-nitrogen with the growth 
of Bacillus natto]. Reports of Teikoku Joshi Daigaku 
Laboratory of Natto 49:21-29. [Jap]*

2794. Hayashi, U. 1974. [Study of the cause of increase 
in nitrogen content in the course of manufacture of natto. 
IV. Experiment to confi rm the ability of Bacillus natto to 
utilize atmospheric nitrogen by means of stable isotope 
Nitrogen-15]. Reports of Teikoku Joshi Daigaku Laboratory 
of Natto 49:30-34. [Jap]*

2795. Hun, Kim E. 1974. [Changes in carbohydrates of 
soybean seeds]. Kangwon Taehak Yongyu Nonmunjip 
(Research Bulletin of Kang Won University) 8:24-26. (Chem. 
Abst. 85:139816u). [Kor]*
• Summary: The changes were measured using thin-layer 
chromatography. As germination proceeded, the contents 
of glucose, fructose, and galactose increased, whereas the 
contents of raffi nose and stachyose (both oligosaccharides, 
which cause fl atulence) decreased. Stachyose disappeared 
by the end of 96 hours of germination. This shows that 
sprouting improves the digestibility of soybeans and 
increases their potential for use as human foods. Address: 
South Korea.

2796. Kanematsu, Hiromu; Chimi, K.; Maruyama, T.; Niiya, 
I.; Imamura, M.; Oshiba, K.; Kawakita, H.; Matsumoto, 
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T. 1974. Shokuyô yushi no seisei kakô kôtei ni yoru yûki 
enso-kei zanryû nôyaku no genshô [Removal of chlorinated 
pesticide residues from crude oils and fats by processing 
procedures]. Yukagaku (Oil Chemistry) 23(1):49-52. (Chem. 
Abst. 80:094365). [10 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: “Removal of chlorinated pesticide residues in 
four crude animal and eight crude vegetable oils and fats 
were studied in manufacturing process;
 “Results obtained were as follows:
 “(1) Crude vegetable oils were generally less 
contaminated by chlorinated pesticide residues than crude 
animal oils.
 “(2) It was recognized that chlorinated pesticides were 
not reduced in deacidifying and decolorizing process, but 
remarkable reduction was observed in hydrogenating and 
deodorizing process, especially in the deodorized oil after 
hydrogenation, chlorinated pesticides were eliminated almost 
all.
 “(3) Total DDT was reduced more effectively than 
total BHC [benzene hexachloride] in hydrogenating and 
deodorizing process.
 “(4) Chlorinated pesticides in animal oils were removed 
by deodorizing process more effectively than those in 
vegetable oils were. But no difference in the removal was 
observed in the case of hydrogenating process.” Address: 
1-5. Zaidan Hojin Nihon Shokuhin Yushi Kensa Kyokai, 
Nihonbashi Hama-cho 3-27-8, Chuo-ku, Tokyo-to, Japan; 
6-7. Osaka Shiritsu Eisei Kenkyu-jo.

2797. Korte, R. 1974. The role of legumes in alleviating 
protein defi ciency in Papua New Guinea. Science in New 
Guinea 2(1):6-14. [12 ref]*
• Summary: Gives the protein and oil content of the seed, 
and the estimated yields of the following plants grown in 
New Guinea: Soybean, peas, groundnuts, winged beans 
(Psophocarpus tetragonolobus), Dolichos lablab [Lablab 
purpureus], Phaseolus lunatus, Phaseolus vulgaris. Address: 
Dep. of Public Health, Konedobu, Papua New Guinea.

2798. Leonard, J.B.; Watts, Katherine. 1974. The protein 
report: Focusing on investment opportunities created by 
developments in protein, nutrition, and food technology. 
New York, NY: Merrill Lynch Pierce Fenner & Smith. *

2799. Antunes, P.L. 1974. Algumas propriedades fi sico-
quimicas e nutricionais das proteinas da soja [Some physical-
chemical and nutritional properties of soy proteins]. Master’s 
thesis, Universidade Estadual, Campinas, Brazil. 86 p. [106 
ref. Por]*
Address: Universidade Estadual, Campinas, Brazil.

2800. Archer Daniels Midland Co. 1974. The growing 
challenge: Protein cereal products for world needs 
(Portfolio). Decatur, Illinois. 28 p.

• Summary: The jacket of this portfolio has color 
illustrations on the front, and a two-page table with 3 
columns containing information about ADM’s operations 
and plants, products, and markets. The 24-page booklet 
inside has a girl’s face looking out through a globe-shaped 
hole; below that is a huge fi eld of grain harvested by fi ve 
combines.
 Contents: Introduction. World population and world 
food supply. The protein gap. Protein calorie malnutrition–A 
global struggle. Early detection of PCM can save lives. 
Treatment of protein calorie malnutrition. Solving the protein 
calorie malnutrition problem. Protein quantity and protein 
quality are essential to good health. Wheat and soybean 
blends provide low cost high quality protein sources. 
The situation in the United States. Key nutrients. The 
macronutrients. Address: Box 1470, Decatur, Illinois 62525.

2801. Butler, W.H. 1974. Afl atoxin. In: I.F.H. Purchase, 
ed. 1974. Mycotoxins. Amsterdam, Netherlands: Elsevier 
Publishing Co. xiii + 443 p. See p. 1-28. Chap. 1. [145 ref]
• Summary: An excellent review of the literature and history 
of the discovery of afl atoxin. Although the biological activity 
of the afl atoxins was not recognized until 1960-61, there is 
evidence that these compounds produced liver disease before 
that time. There are numerous reports from the 1950s on 
similar liver disease in guinea pigs, rats, and dogs fed toxic 
groundnut meal. “There have been many reports since 1935 
of high incidence of hepatomas in hatchery-raised trout from 
Italy, France, Japan, and the United States. Although it is not 
possible to attribute this directly to afl atoxins it would appear 
that these compounds are the most likely causative agents” 
(p. 2).
 Afl atoxins are most widely found on peanuts and peanut 
meal. Yet it has been found that Aspergillus fl avus does not 
invade groundnuts to any signifi cant extent prior to harvest 
(Austwick & Ayerst 1963). “Afl atoxin has been found as a 
natural contaminant in many types of food including peanut, 
cottonseed meal, corn, cassava, rice, soya beans, wheat, 
sorghum, and barley” (Wogan 1968).
 Austwick & Ayerst (1963) “demonstrated that the most 
important factor in the growth and production of afl atoxin 
by A. fl avus was the relative humidity surrounding a natural 
substrate. At a humidity at less than 70% very few fungi will 
grow on stored foods but with a relative humidity of 85% 
and a moisture content of 30% within the groundnut A. fl avus 
is able to produce afl atoxin.”
 Table 1 shows the chemical properties of ten different 
afl atoxins; for each it gives the name, molecular formula, 
molecular weight, melting point, 362-363 nm absorption 
(e), and fl uorescence emission (nm). Figures 1 and 2 show 
the chemical structures of the ten afl atoxins. Address: MRC 
[Medical Research Council] Toxicology Unit, Medical 
Research Council Labs., Woodmansterne Rd., Carshalton, 
Surrey (Great Britain).
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2802. Ciancio, Pedro N. 1974. La soja y el problema 
alimentario del Paraguay. ed. 2 [The soybean and Paraguay’s 
nutritional problem. 2nd ed.]. Asunción, Paraguay: Imprenta 
Nacional. 585 p. 22 cm. [50 ref. Spa; eng]*
• Summary: At head of title: Ciencia de la nutrición 
(metabolismo). Address: Prof., Dr., Asunción, Paraguay.

2803. Cottrell, Edyth Young. 1974. The oats, peas, beans & 
barley cookbook. Santa Barbara, California: Woodbridge 
Press. 271 p. Illust. Index. 24 cm.
• Summary: This very creative Seventh-day Adventist 
vegetarian cookbook, featuring nature’s most economical 
foods, contains 450 recipes including many using soybeans 
and gluten (see p. 59-68), and many color photos. One 
acre of soybeans will supply 34 times as many calories, 
49 times as much protein, and 33 times as many vitamins 
as beef produced on one acre. Soy-related recipes include: 
Garbanzo-soy-oat patties with Brazil nuts (p. 39). Soybeans–
Prairie gold (Boiled soybeans, p. 51. Freezing soaked 
soybeans helps to shorten the cooking time. The use of soft 
or spring water in soaking and cooking also helps to reduce 
the cooking time. The author adds salt to soybeans after they 
have been boiled for at least 1 hour. Baked soybeans (p. 52). 
Soy-oat patties with tomato sauce (with whole soybeans, 
p. 53). Tofu (p. 54, curded with calcium lactate or calcium 
carbonate, then seasoned with Vegex or Savorex). Creamed 
curd cheese: May be used as cottage cheese (p. 55; made 
with tofu curds and soy sour cream). Scrambled tofu (p. 56). 
Rice with tofu–Chicken style (p. 56-57). Home-baked bread 
(with soy fl our, p. 70-76). Modifi ed pioneer bread (with soy 
fl our, p. 81). Pioneer soy bread (p. 82). Soy-oat waffl es (p. 
109). Barley-soy waffl es. Cornmeal-soy waffl es. Millet-soy 
waffl es (p. 111). Rice-soy waffl es (p. 112). Soya French toast 
(p. 116). Cornmeal with soy grits (p. 117). Corn granola 
(with soy fl our, p. 118). Good earth granola (with soy fl our, 
p. 119).
 One chapter, titled “Soybean Magic” (p. 121-26) 
contains the following soy-related recipes: Soybean 
concentrate: Replaces milk and eggs in many recipes (Note: 
This is fresh soybean puree, or gô, made with the hot water 
grind method). Soy milk and concentrated soy milk. Cream 
sauces. Soy whipped topping. Soy cream. Soy sour cream. 
Sweet cream custard sauce.
 Whipped soy topping (with fortifi ed soy milk powder, 
p. 141). Cabbage baked in ‘soy sour cream’ (p. 165). 
Caulifl ower baked in soy cream (p. 167). Soy mayonnaise 
(with concentrated soy milk, p. 195). Savory yeast spread 
with soy milk, p. 196).
 Pages 255-67 give a nutritional analysis of each of 
the recipes in this book. A photo on the back cover shows 
Cottrell. A second edition was published in 1980 by 
Woodbridge. As of early 1993 some 157,000 copies of this 
book are in print. Address: Research Nutritionist, Loma 

Linda Univ. School of Health, Loma Linda, California.

2804. Cowan, J.C.; Wolf, J.C. 1974. Soybeans. In: A.H. 
Johnson and M.S. Peterson, eds. 1974. Encyclopedia of Food 
Technology. Westport, Connecticut: AVI Publishing Co. xiv 
+ 993 p. See p. 818-28. Illust. Index. 26 cm. [29 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Handling and storage. 
Processing. Extraction. Oil products for food. Food uses of 
soybean oil. Lecithin. Protein products: Whole soybeans, 
fl ours and grits, protein concentrates, protein hydrolysates. 
Uses of soy proteins.
 Tables: (1) U.S. soybean production for 44 years 
(1930-1973). (2) Production in 1973 for leading states. (3) 
Requirements of soybean grades. (4) Composition of the 
soybean and its parts. (5) Specifi cations for edible soybean 
oil. (6) Different grades of commercial lecithin–bleached. 
(7) Composition and properties of commercial lecithin 
fractions. (8) Proximate analyses of commercial soybean 
fl ours and grits. (9) Amino acid composition of soybean 
protein products. (10) Analyses and properties of soy protein 
concentrates. (11) Proximate analyses of commercial soy 
protein isolates. (12) Selling prices and production estimates 
for soybean protein products. (13) Uses of soybean protein 
products. Address: 1. Retired. Both: Northern Regional 
Research Lab., ARS/USDA, 1815 N. University St., Peoria, 
Illinois 61604.

2805. Cristofaro, E.; Mottu, F.; Wuhrman, J.J. 1974. 
Involvement of the raffi nose family of oligosaccharides in 
fl atulence. In: H.L. Sipple and K.W. McNutt, eds. 1974. 
Sugar in Nutrition. New York, NY: Academic Press. See p. 
313-26. *
• Summary: -Galactosidase is useful in removing raffi nose 
and stachyose from soymilk and soy whey.

2806. Dreyer, Christiaan Johannes. 1974. Die 
voedingswaarde van sojabohne (Soja max Piper) vir kleinvee 
[The nutritive value of soybeans for small livestock]. MSc 
thesis, Universiteit van Pretoria, South Africa. 110 p. March. 
29 cm. [88 ref. Afr; eng]
• Summary: Part A reports the results of a study on the 
feeding value of heat-treated, full-fat soybeans for sheep. 
Part B reports investigations on the nutritive value of 
“soybean oilcake-meal” for sheep. Address: Pretoria, South 
Africa.

2807. Estado do Rio Grande do Sul, Assembleia Legislativa, 
Comissao de Agricultura e Pecuaria. 1974. $oja [Soja] 
[Soya]. Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil: A Comissao. 414 p. No 
index. 23 cm. [53 ref. Por]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Introduction. 2. Food: The soybean 
in human foods (malnutrition in Brazil, soymilk, lecithin, 
isolated and concentrated protein {proteina isolada e 
concentrada}), animal feed (the value of protein in animal 
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feed, the benefi cial effect of protein or amino acids on 
animals, the importance of soya in feedlots).
 Note: This is the earliest Portuguese-language document 
seen (Nov. 2015) that uses the term proteina isolada e 
concentrada to refer to soy protein isolates and concentrates.
 3. Production: Soybean production in Brazil, fertilizers, 
harvest, rural credit, minimum prices, future perspectives 
on the expansion of the soybean crop. 4. Storage. 5. 
Transportation. 6. Industrialization. 7. Commercialization. 8. 
Conclusions and suggestions. 9. Appendixes. Address: Rio 
Grande do Sul, Brazil.

2808. Fomon, S.J. 1974. Infant nutrition. 2nd ed. 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: W.B. Saunders Co. xiii + 575 p. 
Illust. Index. 25 cm. [84+* ref]
• Summary: Soy is mentioned on pages 136, 223, 381, 386-
89. Address: Dep. of Pediatrics, College of Medicine, Univ. 
of Iowa, Iowa City, IA 52242.

2809. Fomon, Samuel J.; Filer, L.J., Jr. 1974. Milks and 
formulas. In: S.J. Fomon, ed. 1974. Infant Nutrition. 2nd ed. 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: W.B. Saunders Co. xiii + 575 p. 
See p. 359-407. Chap. 15. [169* ref]
• Summary: A full-page table (Table 15-9. p. 381) titled 
“Examples of commercially prepared formulas with protein 
from soy isolate or soy fl our” gives a detailed composition 
of each of the following two groups, each of which contains 
fats in the form of vegetable oils and carbohydrate in the 
form of corn syrup solids and/or sucrose: (1) Protein source–
Soy isolate: Isomil (Ross Labs.), Neo-Mull-Soy (Syntex), 
ProSobee (Mead), and Nursoy (Wyeth). (2) Protein source–
Soy fl our: Sobee (Bristol Myers–* Not marketed in the 
United States). Mull-Soy (Syntex).
 Soy is discussed in detail in the section on “Milk-free 
formulas and special formulas” (p. 386-90). This section 
begins: “Milk-free diets are utilized most commonly in 
management of infants who are allergic to milk or suspected 
of milk allergy” (p. 386).
 The subsection on “Soy-based formulas” (p. 387) 
contains a good history of the development of such formulas: 
“In the United States in the 1950s and 1960s, formulas with 
protein contributed from soy fl our were utilized as milk 
substitutes. Although more satisfactory than most other milk 
substitutes available at the time, parents complained that 
the formulas produced loose, somewhat malodorous stools 
that stained the diapers and not infrequently resulted in 
excoriation of the diaper area. The formulas were pale tan in 
color and had a slightly nutty odor.
 “Formulas based on soy fl our are rarely used in 
the United States at present. However, a great deal of 
information is available from animal studies and clinical 
experience With such formulas as Mull-Soy and Sobee 
(Table 15-9). Bebenago [Bebe Nago] (Nago) and Lactopriv 
(Töpfer

 Topfer) are soy fl our-based formulas marketed in 
Europe.
 “In the mid 1960s, formulas with protein from water-
soluble soy isolates rather than from soy fl our became 
popular in the United States, and early in the 1970s these 
formulas almost completely replaced soy fl our formulas. 
Soy-isolate formulas * are white in color, nearly odorless 
and are rarely reported to cause loose or malodorous stools. 
Unoffi cial estimates by manufacturers of infant formulas 
suggest that, in 1973, about 10 per cent of infants in the 
United States were fed soy-isolate formulas. Examples of 
soy-isolate formulas are included in Table 15-9.”
 Footnote: *”For convenience we have referred to soy 
protein isolate based formulas as ‘soy isolate formulas’ or 
‘soy isolate-based formulas.’” Address: Iowa.

2810. Fritz, J.; Tschesche, H.; Greene, L.H.; Truscheit, E. 
eds. 1974. Proteinase inhibitors. New York, NY: Springer 
Verlag. 340+ p. *

2811. Hanson, L.P. 1974. Vegetable protein processing. Park 
Ridge, New Jersey: Noyes Data Corporation. xii + 308 p. 
See p. 264-77. Illust. 25 cm. Company index. Inventor index. 
U.S. patent number index. Series: Food Technology Review, 
no. 16.
• Summary: The Foreword begins: “The detailed, descriptive 
information in this book is based on U.S. patents relating to 
the processing of proteins of vegetable origin.
 “The book has a double purpose in that it supplies 
detailed technical information and can be used as a single 
guide to the U.S. patent literature in the fi eld.”
 Contents: Introduction. General process for vegetable 
proteins: Removal of lipids, protein isolation processes, 
protein treatment processes, protein hydrolysates. Processing 
whole soybeans. Processing full fat soy products. Defatted 
soy products. Soy protein concentrates. Soy protein isolates. 
Soy hydrolysates: Enzymatic hydrolysis, hydrolysis under 
acid conditions nutrient amino acid compositions.
 Cottonseed protein. Grain proteins (incl. wheat gluten 
and zein). Processing other vegetable proteins (sunfl ower 
meal, saffl ower seeds, sesame seeds, castor beans, peanuts, 
rapeseed, alfalfa, coconut, mistletoe).
 Extruded fi ber processing (incl. Boyer process). Other 
protein fi ber production methods. Textured protein gels and 
expanded products. Consumer products (simulated milk 
products {high yield process from soybeans, soy milk from 
sprouted beans, deodorizing soybean and peanut milks, 
wet milling of vegetable protein, dispersible soy protein 
for milks, dual inoculation for fl avor improvement of soy 
milk, lipoxygenase inactivated full fat soy fl our for milk}, 
other dairy type products {soy yogurt, heat stable cheese 
from soy milk, blue cheese from soy milk}, paste spread, 
tofu, miso and tempa [tempeh] products, fl avoring materials, 
miscellaneous products {whipping agents from soy protein, 
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malt treatment of soy for use in cereals, soy protein–soy 
lecithin mixture}). Address: USA.

2812. Hollar, N.S. 1974. A study of lipid antioxidation of 
soy protein isolates. MSc thesis, Purdue University, West 
Lafayette, Indiana. *
Address: Dep. of Foods & Nutrition, Purdue Univ., West 
Lafayette, Indiana 47907.

2813. Hulse, J.H. 1974. Protein enrichment of bread and 
baked products. In: A.M. Altschul, ed. 1974. New Protein 
Foods. Vol. 1A. Technology. New York: Academic Press. 511 
p. See p. 155-229. Chap. 4. [254 ref]
• Summary: In Section IV on “Grain legume and oilseed 
proteins” (p. 176+), soya beans and soya fl our are mentioned 
repeatedly–in the format of a review of the literature. 
Address: Agriculture, Food, and Nutrition Sciences, 
International Development Research Center, Ottawa, 
Canada.

2814. Ikenaka, T.; Odani, S.; Koide, T. 1974. Chemical 
structure and inhibitory activities of soybean proteinase 
inhibitors: Assignment of seven disulfi de bridges of 
Bowman-Birk proteinase inhibitor. In: H. Fritz et al. 
eds. 1974. Proteinase Inhibitors: Proceedings of the 2nd 
International Research Conference (Bayer-Symposium V). 
New York, Heidelberg, Berlin: Springer-Verlag. See p. 325-
43. Held 16-21 Oct. 1973 at Grosse Ledder. [20 ref]
• Summary: “One of the most fundamental studies to 
understand the inhibition mechanism of proteinase inhibitors 
is to elucidate the amino acid sequence of the inhibitors... 
Kunitz soybean trypsin inhibitor, isolated and crystallized 
by Kunitz, consists of 181 amino acid residues including 2 
disulfi de bridges and the complete amino acid sequence of 
the inhibitor was determined by us.” A diagram shows the 
covalent structure of the Kunitz trypsin inhibitor.
 Note: Bayer-Symposium V was held in Grosse Ledder 
at the same time as the Second International Research 
Conference on Proteinase Inhibitors. The First International 
Research Conference on Proteinase Inhibitors was held 
on 4-6 Nov. 1970 in Munich, Germany. Address: Dep. of 
Biochemistry, Niigata Univ. School of Medicine, Niigata 
951, Japan.

2815. Ko Swan Djien. 1974. Self-protection of fermented 
foods against afl atoxin. In: 1974. Proceedings Fourth 
International Congress Food Science and Technology. 
Madrid, Spain: International Union of Food Science & 
Technology. 6 vols. See vol. 3, p. 244-53. [7 ref]
• Summary: When making tempeh or onchom, the ability of 
Aspergillus fl avus to produce afl atoxin B-1 was considerably 
suppressed when grown together with Neurospora species 
on a peanut substrate, or when it was grown together with 
Rhizopus oligosporus on soybeans. Large amounts of the 

afl atoxin mold (10 to 100 times normal levels) were used 
during inoculation, yet little or no afl atoxin was detected 
during the fi rst 3 days of incubation at 30ºC. Therefore 
accumulation of afl atoxin during traditional fermentation of 
tempeh or onchom is unlikely when a natural contamination 
with A. fl avus occurs. Address: Lab. of Food Microbiology 
& Hygiene, Dep. of Food Science, Agricultural Univ., 
Wageningen, The Netherlands.

2816. Kowalski, David. 1974. Chemical-enzymatic 
insertions and replacements of amino acid residues in 
the reactive site of soybean trypsin inhibitor. PhD thesis, 
Purdue University. 141 p. Page 5287 in volume 35/11-B of 
Dissertation Abstracts International. *
Address: Purdue Univ., W. Lafayette, Indiana.

2817. Mamedov, T.G.; Mirizade, A.R. 1974. [Effect of 
sowing methods and stand density of cereal/legume mixtures 
on yield and chemical composition of fresh fodder]. Trudy, 
Azerbaidzhanskii Institut Kormov, Lugov i Pastbishch 1:6-
13. [Rus; aze]*
• Summary: Fresh fodder yields were higher in sorghum/
soybean and maize/soybean mixtures than in their pure 
stands. Data on the chemical composition of fodders in 
mixtures and pure stands are given.

2818. Mattis, Jeffrey Allan. 1974. Kinetics of dissociation of 
the soybean trypsin inhibitor (Kunitz)–bovine beta-trypsin 
complex. PhD thesis, Purdue University. 173 p. Page 695 in 
volume 36/02-B of Dissertation Abstracts International. *
Address: Purdue Univ., W. Lafayette, Indiana.

2819. Meyer, W.H.; Babayan, V.K.; Barta, S.; et al. Technical 
Committee of the Institute of Shortening and Edible Oils, 
Inc. 1974. Food fats and oils. 4th ed. Washington, DC: 
Institute of Shortening and Edible Oils. 18 p.
• Summary: Table IV (p. 15) shows the typical fatty acid 
composition of the principal vegetable oils and meat fats. 
The saturated fatty acid content of some of these oils and 
fats are: Saffl ower oil 10%, sunfl ower oil 11%, soybean oil 
14%, corn oil 14%, peanut oil 21%, lard (from hogs) 44%, 
tallow (from cows) 51%, palm kernel oil 85%, and coconut 
oil 93%. Oleic, linoleic, and linolenic are unsaturated fatty 
acids.
 Table V (p. 15) shows the fatty acid composition of 
4 types of household shortenings. The saturated fatty acid 
content of some of these shortenings are: All vegetable fat 
(before 1961) 19-33%, all vegetable fat (after 1961) 22-32%, 
animal/vegetable fat blend 30-50%, and all animal fat 34-
45%.
 Table VI (p. 15) shows the fatty acid composition of 4 
types of commercial shortenings.

2820. Mital, Brij Kishore. 1974. Fermentation of soymilk 
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oligosaccharides by lactic acid bacteria. PhD thesis, Cornell 
University, Ithaca, New York. 120 p. Page 880 in volume 
35/02-B of Dissertation Abstracts International. *
Address: Cornell Univ., Ithaca, New York.

2821. National Academy of Sciences, National Research 
Council, Food and Nutrition Board, Committee on Amino 
Acids. 1974. Improvement of protein nutriture. Washington, 
DC. 200 p. [200* ref]
• Summary: Contains 9 chapters by individual authors, who 
are members of the committee, including Alfred E. Harper 
(Chairman), George G. Graham, and D. Mark Hegsted. 
Address: Washington, DC.

2822. Newman, Marcea. 1974. The sweet life: Marcea 
Newman’s natural-food dessert book. Boston, Massachusetts: 
Houghton Miffl in Co. 161 p. Illust. by Linda Stine. Index. 29 
cm. A 1981 revised edition contained 176 p. [63* ref]
• Summary: This early and beautifully presented natural 
foods cookbook contains very innovative and tasty tofu 
dessert recipes made with limited natural sweeteners and 
no dairy products. It discusses the harmful effects of refi ned 
and denatured foods, with details on white fl our, sugar, oil, 
salt, eggs, milk, and baking powder [which contains alum, a 
product of aluminum; “it may even be harmful”].
 Chapter 1, titled “Natural necessities: Equipment, 
techniques, and ingredients,” gives good defi nitions of and 
introductions to amasake (p. 6), miso (p. 10), tamari (p. 12), 
and tofu (soybean cheese, p. 13). Soy-related recipes include: 
Basic cake II with tofu sour creame (p. 25). Cheesecake 
tofu pie (p. 37). Cantaloupe cheesecake (p. 37, with tofu). 
Upside-down tofu cake (p. 38). Mincemeat fi lling with miso 
(p. 50-51). Tofu poppy seed fi lling (for pastries or phylo, p. 
53). Instant tofu creame (p. 59). Tofu creame (p. 59). Tofu 
creame whip (p. 60). Tofu sour creame I and II (p. 60). Tofu 
custard (p. 62). Apple tofu delight (p. 82). Creame puffs with 
amasake fi lling (p. 82). Cherry tofu strudel (p. 88). Tofu sour 
creame cherry tart (p. 92). Thanksgiving squash-mincemeat 
pie (with miso in the fi lling, p. 98-99).
 The inside dust jacket gives a brief biography of the 
author, who was born and raised in New York. In Berkeley, 
California, she studied Japanese and natural-food cooking, 
and helped to start a “noodle bar” where she baked her fi rst 
dessert. Now she lives in Boston and caters weddings, parties 
and school fairs with natural and organic foods and desserts.
 An Appendix (p. 151-52) lists the name and address of 
39 suppliers of natural foods in the USA (divided into fi ve 
regions), with 2 in Canada. This list includes the following 
companies. Northeast: Erewhon Trading Co. (33 Farnsworth 
St., Boston, Massachusetts 02210), Good Nature Distributing 
Co. (Box 447, Export, Pennsylvania 15632), Infi nity Co. 
(173 Duane Ave., New York, NY 10005), Shadowfax (25 N. 
Depot St., Binghamton, NY 13901), Sundance Organic Food 
(R.D. #1, Box 146A, Coventry, Connecticut 06238), Walnut 

Acres (Penns Creek, Pennsylvania 17862; founded by Paul 
Keene).
 Southeast: Collegedale Distributors (Box 492, 
Collegedale, Tennessee 37315), Laurelbrook Foods (Box 
47, Bel Air, Maryland 21014), Tree of Life (Box 1391, St. 
Augustine, Florida 32084).
 Midwest and Mountain States: Ceres, Inc. (2582 
Durango Dr., Colorado Springs. Colorado 80910), Cliffrose 
(129 Coffman St., Longmont, Colorado 80501), Eden Foods 
(Box 100, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48107), Food for Life (420 
Wrightwood St., Elmhurst, Illinois 60126).
 Southwest: Akin Distributors (Box 2747, Tulsa, 
Oklahoma 74101), Arrowhead Mills (Box 866, Hereford, 
Texas 79045), Shiloh Farms (Box 97, Sulphur Springs, 
Arizona 72768), Sunrise Distributors (Box 5216, Phoenix, 
Arizona 83010).
 West Coast: Erewhon Trading Co. (8454 Steller Dr., 
Culver City, California 90230), Janus Natural Foods (1523 
Airport Way, South, Seattle, Washington 98134), New Day 
Distributors (1242 S. Berendo St., Los Angeles, CA 90006), 
The Well / Pure & Simple (795 West Hedding St., San Jose, 
CA 95126).
 Canada: Lifestream Natural Foods, Ltd. (724-26 W. 6th 
Ave., Vancouver 9, BC), and Natural Foodstuffs (1 Main St., 
Box 27, Sutton, Quebec).
 Note: This book contains the earliest recipe seen (Dec. 
2005) for a tofu cheesecake. It is also the earliest English-
language document seen (Dec. 2005) that uses the term 
“cheesecake tofu pie” to refer to a tofu cheesecake. For 
the story of how Marcea got interested in tofu and wrote 
this book see the interview: Marcea Newman. 1994. Oct. 
Re: Early work with tofu and tofu cheesecakes in America. 
Address: Boston, Massachusetts.

2823. Null, Gary; Null, Steve. 1974. Protein for vegetarians. 
New York, NY: Pyramid Communications, Inc. 174 p. No 
index. 18 cm. [21 ref]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Vegetarianism. 2. Understanding 
proteins. 3. Understanding food values. 4. Understanding 
food combining. 5. Rational fasting. 6. Food value tables.
 Soy related information: Soybean fl our contains over 
40% protein (p. 28). Table titled “Legumes” (p. 51) showing 
the average serving size, total protein, and usable protein, 
incl. soybeans or soy grits, and tofu. Table titled “Flour” 
(p. 56) including soybean fl our, both defatted and full fat. 
Table titled “Vegetables” (p. 57) including soybean sprouts. 
Soybeans and products are also included in the long USDA 
food composition tables that fi ll pages 108-72. See p. 158 
for dry soybeans, soy fl our, fl akes and grits, soybean curd, 
and soybean milk. See p. 171 for the minerals and excess of 
acidity (HCl) or alkalinity (NaOH) in mature soybeans. On 
the back cover of the book: “Public enemy #1: The American 
diet.”
 Despite the title of this book, it has a color photo of a 
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fi sh (and dry soybeans) on the cover. In chapter 3, the fi rst 
two pages are about fi sh and seafood, starting with this 
puzzling statement: “Many people on a vegetarian diet will 
include seafood in their diets.” Address: Nutrition Inst. of 
America, Inc., 200 West 86th St. #17A, New York, NY 
10024.

2824. Ohsawa, Lima. 1974. The art of just cooking. 
With Nahum Stiskin. Hayama, Japan and Brookline, 
Massachusetts: Autumn Press. 216 p. Illust. by Maurice 
Owen. Index. 19 x 23 cm. Reissued in 1984 as Macrobiotic 
Cuisine by Japan Publications, NY. 175 p. [26 ref]
• Summary: This work is based on Lima’s Japanese-
language book titled Macrobiotic Cookery (1971; in 
Japanese Makurobiotiku ryôri: Shokuyô katei ryôri 700 shu). 
The Preface to this book is a 3-page autobiography by Lima 
starting in 1953, when she was about age 54. In 1953, at age 
54, Lima Ohsawa fi rst ventured beyond the shores of her 
native Japan. She and her 2nd husband, Georges Ohsawa, 
left on their fi rst world tour. In 1955-56 they spent time 
with Dr. Albert Schweitzer in Lambarene, Gabon. “Being 
vegetarian Dr. Schweitzer was always very interested in the 
nutritional assets of the soybean and asked me to show him 
different ways to prepare it” (p. 10). During this and many 
subsequent travels, Lima learned many traditional, natural 
recipes from around the world.
 Contains numerous Japanese macrobiotic style recipes. 
Page 32 gives good defi nitions of miso and shoyu. Soy-
related recipes include: Brown rice with soybeans (p. 53). 
Inarizushi (p. 55). Brown rice porridge with vegetables and 
miso (p. 58). Soya omochi (mochi with soya fl our). Burdock 
with miso and lemon peel (p. 90). Broccoli and radish with 
miso dip (p. 92). Carrot with green beans and tofu (p. 95). 
Ninjin shiro-ae (with “½ cake of tofu, drained and mashed 
{p. 173},” p. 95). Cucumber with wakame and walnut miso 
(p. 96). Cucumbers with miso and sesame (p. 97). Onion 
nitsuke with miso (p. 100). Onion goma-miso-ae (onion 
with sesame miso, p. 100). Eggplant nabeshigi-yaki (with 
miso, p. 101). Scallion and aburage nitsuke (p. 101). Scallion 
dengaku (with miso, p. 102). Renkon ikada age with kuzu-
lemon sauce (p. 103). Kabocha miso ni (p. 106). Kabu miso-
ae (turnips with sesame miso, p. 109). Daikon age rolls (with 
aburage, p. 114). Vegetable skewers with koya-dofu (dried-
frozen tofu, p. 114). Kombu with shoyu (p. 117). Renkon 
miso inro (lotus root tempura with miso, p. 123). Coltsfoot 
buds with miso (p. 126). Wakame miso soup (p. 137). Mugi-
miso soup (p. 137). Sake-no-kasu jiru (miso soup with sake 
lees, p. 137). Go jiru (soybean potage with aburage, p. 141). 
Oden with ninjin and gobo kombu maki (with aburage, p. 
146).
 Condiments and pickles (p. 154-57): Gomashio (sesame-
salt). Tekka miso (sauteed vegetables with miso). Shigure 
miso (moist tekka). Miso sauté. Soybeans with miso and 
burdock. Soybeans with miso. Miso pickles (fall and winter). 

Sauces, spreads and salad dressings (p. 161-63): Lemon 
shoyu. Ginger shoyu. Orange shoyu. Tsuje-jiru dipping sauce 
(with shoyu). Goma joyu sauce (with shoyu). Scallion miso. 
Walnut miso. Citron miso. Goma miso (sesame).
 Beans (p. 165-78). Black bean ni (the black beans are 
actually black soybeans. Soak 1 cup soybeans overnight in 
3 cups water. “Drain the beans through a strainer reserving 
any soaking water.” Add enough fresh water to equal 4 cups 
then pour this liquid into a heavy saucepan. Add the soaked 
beans, bring to a boil over high heat. Reduce heat to low, 
cover and simmer for 2+ hours, or until tender. Add water 
during cooking if liquid completely evaporates. Toss pan to 
stir. When done, season with a dash of salt and/or shoyu. “In 
Japan this exquisitely sweet dish [nimame] is a must on New 
Year’s Day. It gets even sweeter after standing for a day or 
two.” Cooking soybeans with a small strip of kombu helps to 
soften them). Gomoku-mame (soybean nitsuke).
 Tofu ryori (p. 173-78; “Tofu or bean curd is rich 
in vegetable protein. Although it is rather yin in our 
classifi cation of foods, the recipes I have included here 
balance its yin characteristics with yang so don’t hesitate to 
use it occasionally. It’s delicious in miso soup, stews and 
nabe, and as a dish by itself. It is available at Oriental food 
shops and can also be made at home.”). Homemade tofu 
(p. 174; 3 cups soybeans plus nigari make 1 lb. tofu; also 
describes how to make nigari {sea brine} by dampening 5 
lb. sea salt). Variation: Homemade grilled tofu. Unohana 
pouches (with okara and aburage). Gammodoki. Tofu with 
kuzu sauce. Tofu roll. Koya-dofu sandwich. Tofu nitsuke. 
Chinese dow-foo oroshi-ae. Tofu mold (with kuzu). Tofu 
tempura. Goma dofu (sesame tofu).
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2013) that contains the term “grilled tofu.”
 Squid and scallion miso-ae (p. 183). Salmon head soup 
(with soybeans, p. 183). Surimi shinoda (with aburage, p. 
184). Red snapper in miso. Koi koku (with miso, p. 184). 
Egg tofu (p. 185). Amazake manju (sweet sake dumplings, p. 
198). Amazake (homemade, using glutinous “sweet” brown 
rice, p. 207).
 The section titled “Kofu: Wheat Gluten” (p. 85-
86) includes recipes for Homemade kofu (wheat gluten, 
including Kofu loaf and Seitan), and Kofu cutlet. “First 
introduced to Japan from China by Buddhist monks, kofu 
became a very popular food in Zen temples. It is delicious 
in soups and stews and mixed with sautéed vegetables. Kofu 
cutlet looks, feels, and tastes like meat.” Seitan is made 
by simmering 5 cups cold wheat gluten, separated into 
small pieces, for 3 hours in shoyu, sesame oil, and minced 
gingerroot.
 Dandelion coffee (made from minced and dry roasted, 
ground dandelion root) and Yannoh (prepackaged grain 
coffee, made from 5 different grains) are described on p. 
206-07.
 The book, which contains many fi sh recipes, begins with 
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a nice photo of Lima at age 75–she looks 20 years younger–
and ends with a good glossary. Lovely illustrations, a wealth 
of original information on Japanese foods.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (July 2000) 
that mentions “Tekka miso” (spelled that way).
 Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Feb. 2005) that used the word “kofu” to refer to wheat 
gluten. Address: Tokyo, Japan.

2825. Okada, Chiyoko; Kataoka, E.; Togano, T.; Tamura, 
S.; Suzuki, T. 1974. Nyûfu no ippan seibun, amino-san 
oyobi kihatsu-san ni kansuru kenkyû [Analysis of some 
components, amino acids and volatile acids of nyufu 
(fermented soybean curd)]. Eiyo to Shokuryo (J. of Japanese 
Society of Food and Nutrition) 27(7):309-15. [10 ref. Jap; 
eng]
• Summary: Nyufu is made by partial dehydration of tofu 
followed by inoculation with Actinomucor repens. After the 
mold mycelium covers the surface, it is immersed in soy 
sauce moromi mash for aging. During ageing, the moisture 
content decreases, while the contents of salt, reducing sugars, 
and amino nitrogen increase. Only small amounts of lysine 
and amino-butyrate are found in nyufu. Formic and acetic 
acids can be detected at every step, whereas propionic acid 
and isobutyric acid can be detected only in the moromi mash 
and nyufu. Isovaleric acid is found in nyufu. Butyric acid is 
found after inoculation with the mold. Address: 1-3. Dep. of 
Nutrition, Tokyo Univ. of Agriculture; 4-5. National Food 
Research Inst., Tokyo.

2826. Passmore, Reginald; Nicol, B.M.; Narayana Rao, M.; 
Beaton, G.H.; DeMayer, E.M. 1974. Handbook of human 
nutritional requirements. FAO Nutritional Studies (Rome, 
Italy). No. 28. vii + 66 + 14 p. Also: WHO Monographic 
Series No. 61.
• Summary: Contents: Foreword. Recommended intakes 
of energy and nutrients. Energy. Proteins. Vitamins (incl. 
Retinol = A-1; Cholecalciferol = D-3). Calcium. Iron. Iodine. 
Fluorine. Other trace elements essential for human nutrition 
(zinc, magnesium, copper, chromium, selenium, cobalt, 
molybdenum, conclusion). Tables. Address: 1. Reader in 
Physiology, Univ. Medical School, Edinburgh, Scotland.

2827. Quick, Vivien; Quick, Clifford. 1974. Everywoman’s 
wholefood cook book. Wellingborough, Northamptonshire, 
England: Thorsons Publishers Ltd. 128 p. Illust. Index. 21 
cm. [16 ref]
• Summary: A vegetarian cookbook. The Preface contains 
a nice statement by Bill Pickering, one-time holder of the 
world swimming record for the English Channel, on the 
importance of a vegetarian diet.
 Soy-related recipes include: Soya bean savoury (p. 
52). Nut savoury (with soya fl our and Nutmeat Mixture, p. 
56). Soya fl our noodles (p. 57). Baked soya beans (p. 58). 

Protoveg (TVP) and recipes for using it. “Protoveg is in our 
opinion one of the nicer textured protein foods on the market 
at the moment. It is made by Direct Foods Ltd., which is 
licensed for the benefi t of Compassion in World Farming 
(a Public Trust). All profi ts will be recycled for further 
development of protein direct from the growing crop.
 “There is an unfl avoured pack and various specifi c 
fl avours–all of which are of 100 per cent vegetarian 
origin.” Note: Barmene and Vecon are used occasionally as 
seasonings (e.g., p. 58). Barmene is a yeast extract which, by 
1976, contained vitamin B-12. Address: Elmer, Middleton-
on-Sea, Sussex, England.

2828. Seventh-day Adventist Dietetic Assoc. 1974. About 
nutrition. Revised ed. Nashville, Tennessee: Southern 
Publishing Assoc. 192 p. Index. 20 cm. 1st ed. 1971. [50 ref]
• Summary: A layman’s guide to vegetarian nutritional 
principles, including food groups, menu planning, and 
nutritional needs of various age groups. Individual authors 
are listed as Alice G. Marsh, Dorothy Christensen, Rose G. 
Stoia, and Sylvia M. Fagal. Coordinator: Darlene R. Schmitz.
 Chapter 1 introduces the “Four Food Groups” which 
resemble a simple preschool puzzle. They are: Fruits and 
vegetables, cereals & breads, protein foods, and milk 
products. Soy products (including soy beverages) and gluten 
(wheat protein) are included in the protein foods group. A 
surprisingly strong (apparently slightly defensive) anti-food-
faddist message runs throughout this book. Chapter 16 is 
titled “Current quackery.” Chapter 17, titled “Food fads and 
facts,” gives 13 examples of commonly encountered fallacies 
with explanations of the facts.

2829. Svanberg, Ulf; Gustafson, A.; Ohlson, R. 1974. 
Polyunsaturated fatty acids in hyperlipoproteinemia. 
II. Administration of essential phospholipids in 
hypertriglyceridemia. Nutrition and Metabolism 17(6):338-
46. [31 ref]
• Summary: Ischemic heart disease (IHD) has multiple 
origins. Since we lack a fi nal proof of its cause, certain 
conditions with a statistical relationship to the occurrence of 
IHD have been designated as risk factors. Hyperlipidemia is 
one such risk factor. High cholesterol levels in their family 
form were recognized as a risk factor by Müller as early as 
1938. High triglyceride levels (hypertriglyceridemia) have 
been statistically linked to IHD since 1959.
 The daily oral administration of 1,700 mg of lecithin 
linoleate, as Lipostabil(R) to fi ve males with high 
triglyceride levels, caused after 5 weeks a mean increase in 
alpha-lipoproteins, a mean increase in relative linoleic acid 
(18:2) content of alpha-lipoprotein phosphoglycerides, and a 
tendency to serum triglyceride reduction by 16%. Therefore 
lecithin lineolate may help to reduce the risk of IHD. 
Address: Inst. of Medical Biochemistry, Dep. of Medicine 
I, Sahlgren’s Hospital, Univ. of Göteborg, Göteborg and 
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Karishamns Oljefabriker, Karlshamn [Sweden].

2830. Villegas Ferrari, C.R.A. 1974. Fortifi cacao de biscoitos 
com proteinas. I. Emprego de concentrado proteico de 
soja e de pescado [Fortifying biscuits with protein. I. Use 
of concentrates of soy and fi sh protein]. Master’s thesis: 
Faculdade de Tecnologia de Alimentos. 70 p. [Por]*
• Summary: Note: This is the earliest Portuguese-language 
document seen (Nov. 2015) that mentions soy protein 
concentrate, which it calls concentrado proteico de soja. 
Address: Brazil.

2831. Wilson, J.F.; Lahey, M.E.; Heiner, D.C. 1974. Studies 
on iron metabolism. J. of Pediatrics 84:335-44. *

2832. Young, V.R.; Scrimshaw, N.S. 1974. Relation of 
animal to human assays of protein quality. In: P.L. White 
and D.C. Fletcher, eds. 1974. Nutrients in Processed Foods–
Protein. Acton, MA: Publishing Sciences Group, Inc. See p. 
85-98. *
Address: MIT, Cambridge, Massachusetts.

2833. Zezulka, Allison Yates. 1974. Effect of soy protein 
supplementation with sulfur-containing compounds on 
nitrogen retention and amino acid levels in young men. PhD 
thesis in nutrition. University of California, Berkeley. xi + 
163 p. [134 ref]
• Summary: “Soy protein, although a vegetable protein of 
high biological value, is limiting in content of methionine 
and cystine, the sulfur-containing amino acids. Two 
metabolic studies were undertaken: the fi rst to determine the 
amount of L-methionine required as a supplement for soy 
protein in normal adults, and the second to determine if other 
sulfur-containing compounds could replace L-methionine as 
a supplement to soy.” Address: Univ. of California, Berkeley, 
California.

2834. Andreas, Dwayne O. 1975. Presentation on ADM. 
Paper presented to the New York Society of Security 
Analysts. 11 p. Jan. 21. Unpublished manuscript.
• Summary: Mr. Andreas has been processing soybeans 
and other agricultural commodities constantly since 1938. 
Four of ADM’s top executives come from competing 
companies: Mr. Walker from Ralston [Purina], Mr. Burket 
from Central Soya, Mr. Randall from Cargill, and Mr. Bean 
from Anderson-Clayton. In 1965, thanks to an entirely new 
technology that was developing for soybean processing, 
ADM was transformed from a conglomerate into a non-
conglomerate focusing on food technology. “Thanks to a 
great job that had been done in research, ADM received 
basic patents on TVP (Textured Vegetable Protein; TVP is 
a registered trademark). This knowledge was immediately 
commercialized and TVP has been very successful... it is 
now produced by some 12-13 different companies.”

 “The Marshall Plan developed Western Europe and 
Japan into the greatest cash customers that the United States 
ever had... This global internationalizing of food distribution 
had the effect of disorienting much of the entire food 
processing industry. That is, a plant that was not located so 
that it had access to the world markets might have become 
worthless or obsolete overnight. And dozens did.”
 Currently ADM has about 17% of the soybean 
processing business in the U.S., 17% of the wheat milling, 
25% of the barley malting, 25% of the margarine oil 
business, 30% of the linseed oil, and 27% of the durum fl our 
business (the basic fl our for making pasta products).
 A four-horse team is pulling ADM in a certain direction 
for the future. “One is the edible soy business which includes 
our TVP and soy fl ours, in which we are the leaders, and will 
soon include our soy protein concentrates. It is inevitable that 
edible soy proteins will increase in use over the next 20 years 
by leaps and bounds on a worldwide basis. And it is for no 
other reason than economic compulsion. The cost of making 
good quality high protein edible products out of soy is so low 
compared to other protein sources that it is just a matter of 
how long it will take the food companies to learn how to use 
it in more ways. In the soy fl our business many soy fl ours 
are now being used to replace dried milk products just as 
margarine once replaced butter and this use is due to grow 
substantially in the next few years. The soy fortifi ed bread 
and roll products you saw today are examples of how protein 
levels can be boosted by 50% with little or no increase in 
cost. ADM is the largest producer in the world of soy fl our.
 “TVP business has an enormous potential, maybe 
largely outside of the United States. In every country where 
there is a balance of payments problem, and where they 
are importing meat, we get a terrifi c tail wind from the 
government in selling TVP...
 “The second thing going in our favor is the continuing 
worldwide expansion of the margarine business. Margarine 
is replacing butter, and that’s a trend that is unstoppable. 
This trend is fundamental to our business, since about eighty 
percent of all of our fats and oils, corn oil, soybean oil, go in 
margarine.
 “A third part of our business which has almost unlimited 
future growth is the soybean meal portion, where we make 
a refi ned [dehulled] grade of soybean meal that’s used 
by the poultry industry all over the world. Under today’s 
technology, poultry is by far the cheapest form of meat that’s 
commercially produced. It will expand very much faster 
than either pork or beef, because it’s so much cheaper and 
so easy to produce, and that business will continue to grow 
enormously, worldwide.
 “The fourth horse of our four-horse team is the corn 
refi ning business.” We produce corn syrup and fructose 
[two different products], which are experiencing very rapid 
growth in demand. Two other very good fi rms, Standard 
Brands and the A.E. Staley Co. are now producing fructose, 
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but suddenly most of the soft drink people have decided to 
use fructose, creating an enormous demand. So “we changed 
our plans and now plan to produce about 480 million pounds 
of fructose by next winter and to double that by sometime in 
1976.”
 So the four-horse team pulling ADM into the future 
is edible soy products, margarine, soybean meal, and 
refi ned corn sweeteners (corn syrup and fructose). Address: 
Chairman and CEO of ADM.

2835. Buttery, B.R.; Buzzell, R.I. 1975. Soybean fl avonol 
glycosides: identifi cation and biochemical genetics. 
Canadian J. of Botany 53(2):219-24. Jan. [11 ref]
• Summary: “The products of controlled hydrolysis and 
oxidation of the fl avonol 3-O-glycosides in soybean leaves 
were studied.” Address: Agriculture Canada, Research 
Station, Harrow, Ontario.

2836. Chichester, C.O.; Darby, William J. 1975. The 
historical relationship between food science and nutrition. 
Food Technology 29(1):38, 40, 42. Jan. Symposium: History 
of Food Science and Technology.
• Summary: Contents: Art and superstition. Early food 
technology (In 1812 Nicolas Appert was the French inventor 
of airtight food preservation. Appert, known as the “father of 
canning”, was a confectioner, who described his invention 
as a way “of conserving all kinds of food substances in 
containers.” He avoided the use of salt, which, he stated, was 
the cause of scurvy, Yet in 1753 James Lind had shown that 
citrus fruits cured scurvy).
 Preservation and safety emphasized. Nutrition emerges 
(Pioneers were Lavoisier who discovered metabolism and 
Liebig who investigated protein). Technology and nutrition 
linked. Paths converge (In the 1950s and 1960s, food 
technology advanced very rapidly).
 “It was not until the biological effects of food were 
studied that nutritional science and food technology became 
united. In 1889, committee was formed by W.O. Atwater, 
C.G. Caldwell, E.H. Jenkins, W.H. Jordon, and H.W. Wiley 
to develop better chemical methods for nutritional analysis. 
The report of this committee established the classical fi gure 
that protein is equal to 6.25 times the total nitrogen of the 
food,...”
 A photo shows Dr. Harvey W. Wiley standing in his 
laboratory in about 1900.
 This article is based on a paper presented at the 
symposium on “History of Food Science and Technology,” 
at the 34th annual meeting of the Institute of Food 
Technologists, New Orleans, Louisiana, May 12-15, 1974. 
Address: 1. Vice-President for Science; 2. President. Both: 
The Nutrition Foundation, Inc., 489 Fifth Ave., New York, 
NY 10017.

2837. deMan, J.M.; Stanley, D.W.; Rasper, R. 1975. 

Composition of Ontario soybeans and soymilk. Canadian 
Institute of Food Science and Technology Journal 8(1):1-8. 
Jan. [4 ref. Eng; fre]
• Summary: Samples of 55 varieties Ontario-grown 
soybeans were analyzed. All samples were made into 
soymilk and the composition of the milk was determined, 
including the content of phosphorus, calcium, and 
magnesium. The soymilk was subjected to ultrafi ltration and 
the diffusate analyzed for soluble constituents. “Correlations 
of variables indicated that an increased protein level in the 
soybeans was accompanied by a decrease in fat.” Sucrose 
was the predominant sugar; certain varieties were found 
to have a very low content of raffi nose and stachyose, the 
oligosaccharides that cause fl atulence. On average, 63.5% of 
the calcium in the soybeans was recovered in the soymilk. 
The soymilk from the 55 samples had the following mean 
composition: total solids 5.98%, protein 2.71% (3.64% 
maximum), fat 1.24% (0.72% minimum), soluble solids 
2.03%, calcium 9.87 mg/100 ml (13.0 mg max.), protein 
recovery 72.69% (94.1% max., i.e. the percentage of protein 
in the soybeans that was recovered in the soymilk). Address: 
1. Dep. of Food Science, Univ. of Guelph, Guelph, ONT 
(Biz 1985: Food Technology Services, 58 Applewood Cres., 
Guelph, ONT N1H 6B5). Phone: 519-821-3436.

2838. Kapoor, U.; Kushwah, H.S.; Datta, I.C. 1975. Studies 
on gross chemical composition and amino acid content 
of soyabean varieties. Indian J. of Nutrition and Dietetics 
12(1):47-52. Jan. [22 ref]
• Summary: In recent years there has been a growing 
realization of the dangers of protein malnutrition and 
of “intellectual dwarfi ng of children particularly in the 
preschool age group. The majority of the people in India are 
vegetarians; the staple food continued to be based primarily 
on cereals and millets with only a small percentage of 
legumes... Protective [animal] foods like fi sh, meat, eggs 
and milk” containing proteins of high biological value, are 
basically beyond the reach of the masses.
 Twelve varieties of soybeans were studied. Address: 
Dep. of Biochemistry, College of Veterinary Science and 
Animal Husbandry, J.N. Krishi Vishwa Vidyalaya, Jabalpur, 
India.

2839. Appurao, A.G.; Narasinga Rao, M.S. 1975. Binding 
of Ca(II) by the 11S fraction of soybean proteins. Cereal 
Chemistry 52(1):21-33. Jan/Feb. [22 ref]
• Summary: Note: A calcium (chemical element symbol Ca) 
atom that is missing one electron is called Ca II. Normal, 
neutral calcium is called Ca I.
 “Soybean proteins consist mainly of four fractions 
which are usually designated as 2S, 7S, 11S, and 15S, based 
on their sedimentation coeffi cient (1). The 11 S fraction can 
be preferentially precipitated with Ca(II) and the supernatant 
can be used for the preparation of the 7S fraction (2). It 
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was therefore of interest to us to determine the binding of 
Ca(II) by the various fractions...” Address: Central Food 
Technological Research Inst. (CFTRI), Mysore 570013, 
India.

2840. Bieri, J.G.; Evarts, R. Poukka. 1975. Vitamin E 
adequacy of vegetable oils. J. of the American Dietetic 
Association 66(2):134-39. Feb. [25 ref]
• Summary: In 1968 the Food and Nutrition Board of the 
National Research Council fi rst proposed a recommended 
daily allowance for vitamin E. Soy oil is a good source. 
Address: National Inst. of Arthritis, Meatbolism and 
Digestive Diseases, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, 
Maryland.

2841. Carroll, K.K.; Hamilton, R.M.G. 1975. Effects of 
dietary protein and carbohydrate on plasma cholesterol levels 
in relation to atherosclerosis. J. of Food Science 40(1):18-
23. Jan/Feb. Symposium: Nutritional Perspectives and 
Atherosclerosis. [73 ref]
• Summary: The diets in this experiment were fed to rabbits. 
However the foregoing discussion shows that dietary 
protein and carbohydrates serum lipid levels in humans as 
well as in other animal species, and may also infl uence the 
development of atherosclerotic lesions. “It is diffi cult to say 
whether these effects play a signifi cant role in the etiology 
of cardiovascular disease in humans,...” Address: Dep. of 
Biochemistry, Univ. of Western Ontario, London, ONT, 
Canada.

2842. Kay, Theodore; Ifeacho, C.L.; Onowu, G.; Udenze, 
V.; Nnamani, G.; Anazonwu-Bello, J.N.; Ifenu, F.; Modebe, 
V.; Emembolu, M. 1975. Use of soya bean to improve the 
protein content of the diet in West Africa and thus prevent 
kwashiorkor. J. of Tropical Pediatrics and Environmental 
Child Health 21(1B):45-48. Feb. Special issue. [Eng]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Nutritional value of 
soya bean. Nigerian foods prepared with soya bean paste: 
Soya bean paste (soaked, ground soybeans without the 
“husk” removed), kosei (akara ball), panke (puff-puff). 
Nigerian foods prepared with soya bean milk: how to make 
the basic milk, wara (milk curd), and alele (moin-moin, 
made with soya milk residue [okara]). Note: “The above fi ve 
recipes have been fully accepted in many parts of Nigeria. 
The taste and the preparation procedure of these traditional 
Nigerian foods made from soya beans worked out to be 
almost the same or very similar to the foods traditionally 
made from cow peas (white beans) for kosei and alele, wheat 
fl our only for panke, and cow milk for wara.”
 Nigerian foods made with soya bean fl our (pre-cooked): 
How to make the basic fl our, protein enriched pap (with 
akamu), and protein-enriched fu-fu (with gari or cassava 
fl our). Discussion.
 “Soya bean is being successfully established in Nigeria, 

but it has been very diffi cult to cook in a traditional West 
African way so it has never become popular in this country. 
Most soya bean produced in Nigeria has been exported as 
cash crop except a little for animal consumption.”
 Kosai, alele, panke, and awara are traditional foods in 
Northern Nigeria, while akara ball, moin-moin and puff-puff 
are traditional foods in Southern Nigeria.
 Discussion: “Why do we need soya bean in Nigeria?”
 “1. It has higher protein content and net protein 
utilisation (NPU) than cowpeas, groundnut and other 
legumes [a table shows this]. Moreover, soya bean is much 
cheaper than other legumes in Nigeria.
 “2. Soya bean fl our and soya bean milk have little taste 
and can therefore be incorporated into traditional foods such 
as pap and fu-fu without changing the appearance, taste and 
texture.
 “3. It can be processed into traditional foods such as 
kosai, alele, panke and awara in Northern Nigeria or akara 
ball, moin-moin and puff-puff in Southern Nigeria, with the 
same or almost the same taste and similar cooking process.
 “4. In this way prevention of protein defi ciency in 
children becomes possible without reliance on imported 
foods such as dried skim milk, which are no doubt valuable 
for the treatment of patients in hospitals, but useless in the 
villages.
 “5. The bean has been used from time immeasurable in 
China and Japan and is the most effective way of preventing 
protein defi ciencies in a largely vegetarian community. It is 
therefore a reliable and safe food.
 “Soya bean protein is a top quality protein. If the use 
of soya bean products were widely promoted, kwashiorkor 
could disappear from Nigeria.” Address: 1. Dep. of Chemical 
Pathology, Faculty of Medicine, Ahmadu Bello Univ., 
Zaria, Nigeria; 2-5. East Central State Ministry of Health 
and Social Welfare, Enugu, Nigeria; 6. East Central State 
Ministry of Education, Enugu, Nigeria; 7-9. Univ. of Nigeria 
Teaching Hospital, Enugu, Nigeria.

2843. Kies, Constance; Fox, Hazel M.; Nelson, L. 1975. 
Triticale, soy-TVP and millet based diets as protein suppliers 
for human adults. J. of Food Science 40(1):90-93. Jan/Feb. 
[12 ref]
• Summary: “These results suggest that triticale additions 
may be advantageous in the case of relatively poor quality 
plant protein resources such as millet and also in the case 
of relatively good quality sources such as soy. Additional 
work is needed on the effects of mixing cereal/plant protein 
resources in human diets.” Address: Dep. of Food & 
Nutrition & Dep. of Agronomy, Nebraska Agric. Exp. Station 
& College of Home Economics, Univ. of Nebraska, Lincoln, 
NE 68503.

2844. La Hue, Delmon W.; Kirk, L.D.; Mustakas, G.C. 1975. 
Fate of dichlorvos residues during milling and oil extraction 
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of soybeans. Environmental Entomology 4(1):11-14. Feb. [5 
ref]
• Summary: Dichlorovos is a potent insecticide. Residues 
can be removed from soybean hulls and crude meal by 
toasting, and from the crude oil by refi ning. Address: 1. 
Entomologist, Grain Marketing Research Center, Manhattan, 
Kansas 66502; 2-3. Chemical Engineer and Principal 
Chemical Engineer, Northern Regional Research Lab., 
Peoria, Illinois 61604.

2845. Mital, B.K.; Steinkraus, K.H. 1975. Utilization of 
oligosaccharides by lactic acid bacteria during fermentation 
of soy milk. J. of Food Science 40(1):114-18. Jan/Feb. [29 
ref]
• Summary: Oligosaccharides (raffi nose and stachyose) 
cause fl atulence when consumed by humans; therefore their 
removal from soy milk by fermentation would be desirable. 
This study found that lactic acid bacteria possessing the 
enzyme alpha-galactosidase utilize galacto-oligosaccharides 
contained in soy milk. “Thus, lactic fermentation can be 
used to reduce raffi nose and stachyose contents which are 
believed to contribute to fl atulent properties of soybeans.” 
However, rapid utilization of sucrose resulted in a pH low 
enough to inhibit further utilization of fl atulence-causing 
saccharides, and this proved to be a limiting factor in their 
complete removal.
 Contains 8 fi gures, including 2 gas chromatograms, 
4 graphs of changes in bacterial numbers with time, and 1 
graph show mannitol increases as sucrose decreases during 
fermentation.
 Soy milk (91.63% moisture) contains 0.48% sucrose, 
0.07% raffi nose, and 0.39% stachyose. Address: Dep. of 
Food Science & Technology, Cornell Univ., New York State 
Agric. Exp. Station, Geneva, NY 14456.

2846. Rackis, J.J.; McGhee, J.E.; Booth, A.N. 1975. 
Biological threshold levels of soybean trypsin inhibitors by 
rat bioassay. Cereal Chemistry 52(1):85-92. Jan/Feb. [16 ref]
• Summary: The authors’ data do not support claims that 
residual trypsin inhibitor in properly processed soy fl our 
has antinutritional properties. Address: 1-2. Northern 
Regional Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois; 3. Western Regional 
Research Lab., Berkeley (Albany), California.

2847. Tabuchi, Ichiro. 1975. Nijû seiki no mana: Majikku 
beenzu no deban; Daizu-nyû no eikyô narabini chiryô kôka 
ni kansuru hôkoku. II. [“The manna of the 20th century.” 
Magic beans’ turn to go on stage: Report on the nutritional 
and therapeutic effects of soymilk]. Shokuhin Kaihatsu (Up-
to-Date Food Processing) 10(2):27-31. Feb. [3 ref. Jap]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. About the soymilk and 
Soyalac program. (Soyalac is made by San-iku Foods in 
Japan.) Nutritional and healing effects of formulated soymilk 
(chôsei daizunyû). Summary of clinical experiments with 

premature infants who were fed soymilk and then had body 
measurements taken, as reported by Dr. W.B. Omans et al. 
in the 1963 Journal of Pediatrics (62:98). Experiments on 
raising infants on soymilk at the Shanghai Hospital (Eisei 
Byôin) in China. Report on dairy milk allergies and their 
cures. Follow-up research on users of Soyalac. Experiments 
on the effects of soymilk on the growth of elementary and 
high school students. Conclusion.
 Note: This is the earliest Japanese-language document 
seen (Aug. 2013) that uses the word daizunyû (“soybean 
milk”) or the term chôsei daizunyû (“formulated soybean 
milk”) to refer to soymilk. Address: San-iku Foods, Japan.

2848. Welch, Ross M.; Van Campen, Darrell R. 1975. Iron 
availability to rats from soybeans. J. of Nutrition 105(2):253-
56. Feb. [25 ref]
• Summary: The availability of iron in soybeans is not 
directly correlated with phytate content. The immature seeds 
contain a factor or factors other than phytate that may reduce 
iron availability. Address: U.S. Plant, Soil & Nutrition Lab., 
USDA ARS, Ithaca, New York, NY 14853.

2849. Bims, Hamilton. 1975. Percy L. Julian’s fi ght for his 
life: The famous research chemist is stricken by liver cancer. 
Ebony 30(5):94-96, 98, 100, 102, 104. March.
• Summary: Contains the best biography seen to date of Dr. 
Percy Julian (1899-1975), with numerous photos of him and 
his wife and children. Dr. Julian says that “nothing he has 
done has been dearer to his heart than creation of a chemical 
known as Compound S, a man-made cousin of the miracle 
drug cortisone. Thousands of sufferers of rheumatoid arthritis 
regained the use of their limbs after treatment with the drug, 
and it has had a wealth of other uses.
 “But the biggest reward for Dr. Julian as a man has been 
the lessening of suffering which the drug has made possible: 
relief from the excruciating pain of arthritis. ‘I have had one 
goal in my life,’ he said recently, ‘that of playing some role 
in making life a little easier for the persons who come after 
me.’”
 But starting in May 1974 Dr. Julian had to cut way back 
on his work and start chemotherapy treatments because of 
liver cancer. He has so little energy that he must sometimes 
travel in a wheelchair.
 Dr. Julian’s work has “produced over 100 patents, 
including one for the synthesis of physostigmine (employed 
in the treatment of glaucoma), and a means he developed 
for the quantity production of two important hormones, 
testosterone and progesterone. In addition, he isolated a 
protein of the soybean which in time became the basis of a 
fi re-fi ghting solution used widely by the Navy in World War 
II.”
 Percy Julian grew up as the eldest of 6 children in 
Montgomery, Alabama. His father was an intellectual, a 
strict disciplinarian, and perfectionist who demand top 
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performance from his children. When Percy was a teen-ager, 
his family moved to Greencastle, Indiana, where the children 
all studied at DePauw University. Interested in organic 
chemistry, Percy was valedictorian of his graduating class. 
With the fi nancial assistance of an Austin fellowship, he 
enrolled in Harvard University, where he fi nished near the 
top of his graduating class. But he was not allowed to teach; 
authorities feared southern white students might not accept 
him. Then he studied with the famous chemist, Ernst Spaeth, 
living in his home in Vienna, Austria. “Percy was awarded 
his PhD at the University of Vienna in 1931, and for the 
next several years resumed teaching in the fi eld. He went to 
Howard University [in Washington, DC] as chairman of the 
chemistry department and later taught at DePauw, his former 
alma mater.” In his spare time he did laboratory research 
on the synthetic production of the drug physostigmine, 
important in treating glaucoma. He fi nally succeeded–and his 
reputation began to spread.
 “The Glidden Co., a Chicago manufacturer, had been 
scouring the country for a research scientist to examine 
the potential of the protein-rich soybean. When news of 
his achievement reached Glidden offi cials, Dr. Julian was 
appointed as director of the company’s huge soya product 
division.” The association lasted some 17 years, and Dr. 
Julian was idolized by his employers and subordinates–
including chemist Edwin G. Meyer. “In the years ahead, 
Dr. Julian found uses which had never been imagined for 
soybean protein, including a new technique for the coating 
of paper and an ingenious new chemical that was used as an 
ingredient of Aero-Foam, the Navy’s fi re-fi ghting solution... 
Another of his successes was an imaginative technique by 
which to mass-produce hormones... Many key hormones are 
available in nature–via sterols produced in certain animals 
and vegetables. The problem was simply that animal sterols 
were incredibly sparse...
 “Dr. Julian devised an imaginative new means by which 
to fi lter the chemicals from soybean oil, providing quantity 
production of two all-important hormones: testosterone 
(male) and progesterone (female)... But Dr. Julian’s biggest 
achievement was his synthesis of cortisone...
 “The drug he created out of soybean sterols–called 
Compound S–was distinguishable from cortisone in one way 
only: its molecular structure lacked an oxygen atom in a key 
position in its crystallized form. Luckily, however, earlier 
studies had established that the body itself is capable of 
replacing such an atom, rendering widespread treatment with 
the drug a possibility. The wonders of cortisone were fi nally 
available to modern medicine.”
 In 1950, when Dr. Julian and his wife bought a 
sprawling estate in the virtually all-white community of 
Oak Park, a suburb of Chicago, he was subjected to ongoing 
racial harassment. “Even before the family moved into the 
house, a mob of angry whites attempted to burn it to the 
ground. A bomb was later placed on the lawn of the estate, 

and years later still an anonymous writer threatened the lives 
of the Julian children, Percy Jr., Faith and Rhoderic.”
 “The scientist by then had resigned at Glidden and 
founded Julian Laboratories, a string of pharmaceutical 
businesses. Subsidiaries were established in Mexico and 
Guatemala, where the Mexican yam [Dioscorea species; 
Mexican barbasco] was intensively researched for possible 
pharmaceutical uses. The businesses thrived to such an 
overwhelming extent that the aging Dr. Julian found the 
pressure overbearing. In 1964, he sold most of his holdings 
to a Philadelphia [Pennsylvania] company, Smith, Kline & 
French, for nearly $2.4 million.
 “Today the Julians live in semi-retirement with their 
only daughter Faith, a Spanish instructor. Despite illness 
and age, Dr. Julian continues to head two companies, Julian 
Associates and the Julian Research Institute, both in Franklin 
Park, Illinois, where his studies are continuing. He is also 
writing his autobiography.”
 In Nov. 1974 Sigma Xi, a prestigious society of research 
chemists, awarded him its Procter Prize for extraordinary 
service to science and humanity.

2850. Edwards, C.C.; et al. 1975. Soy-fortifi ed bread for 
nutritional improvement in Nigeria. Paper presented at the 
1st African Nutrition Congress. 4 p. Held 16-21 March 1975 
at Univ. of Ibadan. *

2851. Gupta, A.K.; Deodhar, A.D. 1975. Variation in trypsin 
inhibitor activity in soybean (Glycine max). Indian J. of 
Nutrition and Dietetics 12(3):81-84. March. [10 ref]
• Summary: “Sixteen soybean varieties each of grain 
and vegetable type” grown at Jabalpur during 1972 were 
analyzed for protein and trypsin inhibitor (TI) activity. For 
vegetable type soybeans, the mean protein content was 
40.60%, and the mean specifi c number of TI activity units 
per mg of protein was 40.78 (range 21.21 to 65.54), whereas 
for grain type soybeans the mean protein content was 
41.42% and the mean specifi c number of TI activity units 
per mg of protein was 57.13 (range 33.46 to 86.37). Thus, 
little differentiation could be made between vegetable-type 
and grain type soybean varieties on the basis of chemical 
composition. Address: Crop Quality Breeding Lab., Dep. of 
Plant Breeding and Genetics, J.N. Krishi Vishwa Vidyalaya, 
Jabalpur, MP, India.

2852. Kaizuma, Norihiko; Taira, Harue; Taira, Hirokadzu; 
Fukui, J. 1975. [On the varietal differences and heritabilities 
for seed protein percentage and sulfur-containing amino 
acid contents in cultivated soybeans, Glycine max Merrill]. 
Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the 
National Food Research Institute) No. 30. p. 168-74. March. 
[12 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: Fifty-fi ve Japanese soybean varieties were 
tested. The protein content ranged from 34.8% to 49.1%. The 
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varieties with the highest protein content were: Kosodefuri 
49.1%, Gokuwase-hayabusa 48.5%, and Gokuase-edamame 
47.1%.
 The methionine content ranged from 0.67 to 0.6 gm per 
16 gm of nitrogen. The cystine content ranged from 0.62 to 
1.22 gm per 16 gm of nitrogen. The total sulfur-containing 
amino acid content (methionine + cystine) ranged from 1.29 
to 2.15 gm / 16 gm of nitrogen. The varieties with the highest 
total sulfur-containing amino acid content were: Kosodefuri 
2.15, Gokuwase-hayabusa 2.08, Sango-wasedaizu 2.08, 
and Gokuase-edamame 2.06. Reprinted from Japanese J. 
of Breeding 24(2):81-87 (1974). Address: National Food 
Research Inst., MAFF, Tokyo, Japan.

2853. Payne, P.R. 1975. Safe protein-calorie ratios in diets. 
The relative importance of protein and energy intake as 
causal factors in malnutrition. American J. of Clinical 
Nutrition 28(3):281-86. March. [16 ref]
• Summary: “Abstract: There has been up to now at lack 
of agreement as to the way in which protein and energy 
requirements could be combined in give estimates of 
adequate dietary protein-energy ratios.
 “The method based on minimum maintenance 
requirements offers the further advantage that it allows an 
assessment of protein energy malnutrition; those situations 
in which protein defi ciency is a secondary consequence of a 
low energy intake are differentiated from those in which the 
primary cause is an inadequate level of protein in the diet. 
The adequate ‘safe’ level of protein-energy ratio in the diets 
of 2- and 3-year-old children is close to 5% and since most 
varieties of cereal grains appear to provide utilizable protein 
levels of close to this amount, this lends further support 
to the view that primary protein defi ciency is unlikely to 
be the main factor causing protein-energy malnutrition in 
communities for which cereals are the cheapest source of 
energy.”
 Note: This is an extremely important and infl uential 
paper. P.R. Payne destroyed the myth that protein was the 
nutrient is shortest supply, and the most expensive one 
as well. He bolstered this argument in another even more 
famous paper titled “The Protein Gap” published in the 
prestigious journal Nature in November 1975. Address: Dep. 
of Human Nutrition, London School of Hygiene and Tropical 
Medicine.

2854. Ramsey, H.A.; Willard, T.R. 1975. Soy protein for 
milk replacers. J. of Dairy Science 58(3):436-41. March. [16 
ref]
• Summary: Fully-cooked soy fl our contains an inactive 
form of trypsin inhibitor that is converted to an active form 
at pH 7 to 9. This inhibitor can be destroyed by heating the 
soy fl our in water. Address: Dep. of Animal Science, North 
Carolina State Univ., Raleigh, North Carolina 27607.

2855. Steinkraus, Keith H. 1975. Exotic fermented foods for 
Americans. New York’s Food and Life Sciences Quarterly 
8(1):8-11. Jan/March.
• Summary: “Nearly all of us are familiar with soy sauce, 
the shoyu of Japan and China, since this is an exotic food 
that has become a part of our diet. Few Americans, however, 
know the fl avor and aroma of genuine, fermented soy sauce 
or are aware of how the product is manufactured. Actually, 
much of the soy sauce available today is produced by 
hydrolyzing (digesting) soybeans with hydrochloric acid. 
This acid splits the proteins and lipids and other soybean 
components, yielding, when neutralized, a salty, tasty liquid 
that imparts a meatlike fl avor to bland foods.”
 Describes how fermented shoyu is made. Then gives a 
brief introduction to miso, nuoc-mam and other fi sh sauces, 
fi sh pastes, tempeh kedele, ontjom (made from peanut 
presscake), bongkrek (made from coconut presscake), tapé, 
and idli.
 Photos show: (1) A round tray of koji to be used for 
making soy sauce. (2) A man holding a tray on which are 
several large pieces of tempeh wrapped in banana leaves. (3) 
A deep tray fi lled with fresh, white tempeh, made at the New 
York State Agricultural Experiment Station. Address: Dep. of 
Food Science and Technology, New York State Agric. Exp. 
Station, Geneva, New York.

2856. Taira, Harue; Taira, Hirokadzu. 1975. [Infl uence of 
location on the chemical composition of soybean seeds. 
VI. Amino acid composition (continued)]. Shokuhin Sogo 
Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the National Food 
Research Institute) No. 30. p. 33-42. March. [6 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: “Eighteen kinds of amino acid were determined 
in 30 varieties each grown at 3 locations [in Japan], i.e. 
Ishioka, Shiojiri, and Kumamoto. By the correlation 
between amino acid content and seed character or climatic 
environment, the amino acids were classifi ed in group 
A (positive correlation), group B (negative correlation) 
and group C (no correlation). On the correlation between 
chemical component and amino acid content, the oil and 
carbohydrate had a positive correlation with the amino acids 
in group A and had a negative correlation with the amino 
acids in group B. On the ash, phosphorus, magnesium and 
calcium, a positive correlation was observed with the amino 
acids in group B and a negative correlation was observed 
with the amino acids in group A. With regards to the 
correlation between amino acid pairs, a positive correlation 
was observed in the same group, and a negative correlation 
was observed between the different groups, whereas a 
positive or negative correlation was observed between 
the amino acids in group A and group C, and a positive 
correlation was observed between the amino acids in group 
B and group C.” Address: National Food Research Inst., 
MAFF, Tokyo, Japan.
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2857. Tajima, Makoto. 1975. [The amino acid composition 
of new protein products for food from soybean]. Shokuhin 
Sogo Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the National Food 
Research Institute) No. 30. p. 208-10. March. [18 ref. Jap; 
eng]
• Summary: These six new soy protein products include: 
(1) 7S-rich protein–high in lysine. (2) 11S-rich protein. (3) 
Sponge protein–low in lysine + methionine. (4) Soya milk 
protein #1 (freeze-dried). (5) Soya milk protein #2 (vacuum-
dried). (6) Okara protein (treated with cellulase enzyme)–
which had the highest protein quality of all.
 Reprinted from Eiyo to Shokuryo (J. of Japanese Society 
of Food and Nutrition) 27(6):295-97 (1974). Address: 
National Food Research Inst., MAFF, Tokyo, Japan.

2858. Whigham, D. Keigh. ed. 1975. Soybean production, 
protection, and utilization. INTSOY Series No. 6. 266 p. 
March. Proceedings of a Conference for Scientists of Africa, 
the Middle East, and South Asia. Held 14-17 Oct. 1974 at 
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia (College of Agric., Univ. of Illinois at 
Urbana-Champaign). [100+ ref]
• Summary: Contents: Foreword, by William N. Thompson, 
Director of INTSOY. List of Participants (directory of 97 
people). Introduction (3 papers). Invited papers: Production 
(8 papers). Protection (4 papers). Utilization (3 papers). 
Country reports (18 papers). Volunteered papers (2 papers). 
Individual papers are cited separately. Address: Dep. of 
Agronomy, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, IL 61801.

2859. Miller, Harry W. 1975. Re: On soymilk, tofu, and their 
production. Letter to William Shurtleff, c/o Aoyagi, 278-28 
Higashi Oizumi, Nerima-ku, Tokyo 177, Japan, April 30. 2 p. 
Typed, with signature on aerogram.
• Summary: “Yesterday Apr. 28 your letter arrived and it was 
so helpful and interesting. I am answering your enquiries as 
best I can. The fi rst is the hot and the cold grind. Soybeans 
are fi nding their way in so many types of foods these days 
and I think you will fi nd depending on their place in the 
foods we will fi nd varying procedures. On account of costs 
economy must be considered. Our research tells us that 
grinding with Stone Buhrs and disintegration with blenders 
equal same water soluble amount of solids. On a large scale 
Grinders are cheaper than disintegrators but [for] small 
production blenders are better.
 “Also our fi ndings keeping the temperature under 
150 degrees Fahr. of the slurry before fi ltering gives us 
approximately the same yield as [if] brought to 212 degrees 
[boiling]. So when we make soy milk the higher temperature 
to fi ltering brings out of the fi ber more of the bean taste. This 
is a question debatable, I know.
 “When making ToFu we bring the slurry just up to 
boiling and our directions is wrong on saying the water 
extract is treated same for tofu as for soy milk. We know 
that long boiling or high pressure for at least 7 to 8 minutes 

at 100 Centigrade is needed to rid the bean of trypsin 
inhibiter or perhaps gas former. But not for the tofu. The 
fi gure of adding 556 grams cerelose or corn syrup to 16 lbs 
or 7½ kilos soy extract for milk is rather high, more than 
7%. Though 7% is about the standard for carbohydrate in 
Mother’s Milk. And we are inclined to follow the formula 
of human milk rather than Cows Milk for mankind. In our 
regular milk formula we aim to add 6% carbohydrate, as 
carbohydrates of soybeans are questionable.
 “Providing you get the soy fl avor out in processing. I 
agree that soymilk is good with less corn syrup. The sheet I 
sent you is the fi rst run off and it needs some corrections and 
the sugar content should be lowered 1¼%. I have tried to 
calculate what the total solids are in your fi nished soy milk. 
Your water dilution may be less than ours. Out of 5 pounds 
of soybeans we make 50 pounds of soy milk, slightly over 6 
gallons. To this has been added 3 pounds cerelose, 3O grams 
salt, 1 pound of corn oil. The resulting milk tests 13% solids.
 “You make reference to our cutting the curd in 2 inch 
squares. It is general practise in cheese makers in this 
country to cut the curd by that, as the curd begins to form 
you run a sharp-edged stick, or in cheese plants a stainless 
steel long knife passing three the slit area is curd, so that the 
curd gathers together between the cuttings, and they know 
when best to separate and place in cheese pressing boxes. 
This may not be necessary in soy curd but it seems to be 
a guide to us when to place and or transfer to the cheese 
pressing box.
 “We surely have something to learn [about] how to make 
so much Tofu out of a pound of soy beans. Your beans may 
be a little heavier in protein as we fi nd the large beans we get 
yield more protein, but not that difference. We have reached 
3 pounds but that depends on when we stop dewatering the 
curd, but any curd more than 3 pounds out of 1 pound of soy 
beans is hard to handle. But on Tofu we have much to learn, 
however on Soymilk and building up of maximum yield of 
total water soluble solids as also taste wise, that is getting 
rid of the beany fl avor, we have defi nitely made progress 
and I think moved ahead of any that we have heard of. As 
for mouth feel, possibly more concentrated formula may be 
acceptable. The ratio of ingredients we take to the human 
milk formula and not cows milk made to rear a calf, a hairy 
animal and rapid grower. I did not have time this evening 
to review you chapter 10 on soy milk, as I am writing this 
at home and it is fi led at my offi ce with Loma Linda Foods. 
We have had experience in the above named coagulants, 
tried them all except sea water and sea salt. We mostly 
prefer Calcium sulphate and Glucono delta Lactone for 
convenience.
 “I know that the Japanese are very meticulous in making 
the soy curd, and the people of using same. To translate their 
methods in writing, you have done very well, but still I can 
assure you that experience is needed in this fi eld. Soy milk 
and Tofu the world as for western nations has yet to learn to 
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use. Thanks for your letter and your points well taken and I 
remain, very sincerely yours, Harry Miller.
 “Bill, I have written this letter at the end of a very busy 
day with many interruptions, so it is so poorly typed I almost 
decline to mail it but it does explain to you what we are 
doing. I assure you that soy foods are very hard to put over 
in U.S.A. but people are learning, they are very sensitive to 
soy fl our and Tofu also soy Milk well made has a fi eld for the 
future. HWM.”
 Note: Dr. Miller was age 95 years, 9 months and 28 
days when he wrote this letter by himself, using a manual 
typewriter. He was born on 2 July 1879 in Ohio. Address: 
M.D., 11384 Norwood Ave., Riverside, California 92505.

2860. Bates, R.P.; Wu, Lawrence C. 1975. Protein quality 
of soy protein-lipid fi lms (yuba) and derived fractions: A 
research note. J. of Food Science 40(2):425-26. March/April. 
[11 ref]
• Summary: The writers know of no information regarding 
the nutritional quality of yuba. This study was undertaken to 
establish the protein quality of yuba and several soy fractions 
derived during the formation of yuba fi lms.
 Yuba was made from Bragg variety soybeans. “The 
recovered fi lms were air dried at 50ºC for 4-8 hours and the 
whey and residue [okara] were freeze dried at 70ºC for 24 
hours.” Protein effi ciency ratio [PER] was determined using 
10 mile albino rats per diet.
 Table 1 shows the PERs of yuba processing fractions. 
Yuba 1.44. Yuba + methionine 1.1 gm per 16 gm nitrogen = 
2.08. Yuba + methionine 2.2 gm per 16 gm nitrogen = 2.85. 
Yuba whey 1.85. Residue 1.13 Casein ref 2.88.
 Fig. 1 shows “Film formation fl ow scheme, dry mass 
and protein distribution. Dry mass (in grams) is underlined; 
Protein mass is in parentheses; and percentage of total 
protein is in brackets.
 Conclusion: The protein quality of plain yuba is 
relatively low, but it responds dramatically to methionine 
supplementation. Address: Food Science Dep., Univ. of 
Florida, IFAS, Gainesville, Florida 32611.

2861. Bookwalter, G.N.; Warner, K.; Anderson, R.A.; 
Mustakas, G.C.; Griffi n, E.L. 1975. Fortifi cation of dry 
soybean-based foods with DL-methionine. J. of Food 
Science 40(2):266-70. March/April. [26 ref]
• Summary: Soybeans are high in lysine, the fi rst limiting 
amino acid in cereals. Methionine is the fi rst limiting amino 
acid (Coppock, 1974) in soybean products.
 Adding DL-methionine to soybean products during 
manufacture would provide a high quality protein for 
children, such as soy milks, or for the Food for Peace 
Program. However DL-methionine gives off an unpleasant 
odor during heating at high temperatures. Address: Northern 
Regional Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois.

2862. Bressani, Ricardo. 1975. Nutritional contribution of 
soy protein to food systems. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ 
Society 52(4):254A-62A. April. [23 ref]
• Summary: Scrimshaw 1979 calls this a key review of soy 
protein in human nutrition. Contents: Abstract. Introduction. 
Role of soybean protein. Nutritional role of soybean protein. 
Soy products as human foods in developed countries. 
Use of soy protein in traditional foods for Latin America. 
References. Address: INCAP, Guatemala.

2863. Crowley, Paul R. 1975. Practical feeding programs 
using soy protein as base. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ 
Society 52(4):277A-279A. April. [2 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Nutritious 
processed foods. Use of soy protein in Title II commodities. 
WSDM [whey soy drink mix]. References. Address: National 
Economic Analysis Div., Economic Research Service, 
USDA, Washington DC 20250.

2864. Khaleque, A.; Wallace, G.M. 1975. Studies on the 
processing and properties of artifi cial milk. IV. Evaluation 
(in vitro) of nutritional quality of proteins in various 
heat-processed soymilks. Bangladesh J. of Scientifi c and 
Industrial Research 10(1&2):148-57. Jan/April. [27 ref]
• Summary: Presoaking soybeans in a sodium carbonate 
solution gives soymilk with an improved taste and nutritional 
value. Address: Dep. of Food Technology, Massey Univ., 
Palmerston North, New Zealand. 1. Present address: 
B.C.S.I.R. Laboratories, Dacca, Bangladesh.

2865. Lappé, Frances Moore. 1975. Diet for a small planet. 
Revised ed. New York, NY: Ballantine Books. xix + 412 p. 
Illust. by Kathleen Zimmerman and Ralph Iwamoto. Index. 
April. 18 cm. Series: Ballantine/cookbook. [90 ref]
• Summary: This is the second edition of the 1971 classic, 
one of the most important and infl uential books written about 
food during the 1970s. It introduced the concepts of “protein 
complementarity” and “eating low on the food chain” to 
millions of Americans. By Jan. 1975 the book had been 
reprinted 14 times and had sold 1 million copies.
 This new 1975 2nd edition contains 187 pages of 
vegetarian recipes, which are quite similar to those in the 
1971 edition. However this new edition is 116 pages longer 
than the 1971 edition, and contains more information on 
soy. Address: Inst. for Food & Development Policy, San 
Francisco.

2866. Okubo, Kazuyoshi; Waldrop, A.B.; Iacobucci, G.A.; 
Myers, D.V. 1975. Preparation of low-phytate soybean 
protein isolate and concentrate by ultrafi ltration. Cereal 
Chemistry 52(2):263-71. March/April. [18 ref]
• Summary: “Phytic acid, the hexaorthomonophosphate ester 
of myo-inositol, occurs at fairly high levels in grains and 
oilseeds as the calcium magnesium salt, phytin. In soybean 
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meal, roughly 70% of the total phosphorus is accounted for 
by phytin.”
 The authors describe a process for removal of phytate 
from defatted soybean meal to produce low-phytate protein 
concentrates and isolates. The process involves two steps: 
(1) dissociate the phytate from the protein; (2) Remove the 
dissociated phytate from the protein by ultrafi ltration using a 
membrane permeable to phytate but impermeable to protein.
 The section titled “Ultrafi ltration Experiments” (p. 265) 
states that the retentate was maintained “at a constant volume 
throughout the dialysis by ultrafi ltration (diafi ltration). 
During diafi ltration... the retentate was analyzed for total 
phosphorus. Upon completion of diafi ltration, the retentates 
were recovered by freeze drying and analyzed for nitrogen 
and phosphorus.” Page 268 describes “Phytate removal by 
diafi ltration” and the chemical composition of “soybean 
protein isolates prepared by diafi ltration.” Page 270 states 
that “Diafi ltration is an effi cient way to prepare protein 
concentrates low in phytate from defatted soybean meal 
and fl ours.” It works better than acid leaching. Good results 
were obtained with diafi ltration of a soybean slurry (pH 3.0) 
containing calcium chloride (0.5 M).
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen that uses the word “diafi ltration” in connection with 
soybeans. Address: Dep. of Food Chemistry, Faculty of 
Agriculture, Tohoku Univ., Sendai, Japan, and Corporate 
R&D Dep., The Coca-Cola Company, Atlanta, Georgia 
30301.

2867. Rackis, J.J.; McGhee, J.E.; Honig, D.H.; Booth, A.N. 
1975. Processing soybeans into foods: Selected aspects of 
nutrition and fl avor. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 
52(4):249A-53A. April. [26 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Processing and 
analytical techniques. Methods for quality control of edible 
soy protein products. Process procedures for production of 
soy fl our products. Soy protein isolates. References. Address: 
1-3. Northern Regional Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois 
61604. 4. WRRC, Albany, California 94710.

2868. Shemer, Michael; Perkins, Edward G. 1975. 
Degradation of methionine in heated soybean protein and 
the formation of beta-methylmercaptopropionaldehyde. J. 
of Agricultural and Food Chemistry 23(2):201-04. March/
April. [13 ref]
• Summary: Methionine, when added to soy protein isolate 
then heated in boiling water, is destroyed under aerobic 
conditions. A portion of the added methionine was degraded 
to form methional (Beta-methylmercaptopropional), which 
has an undesirable fl avor. Address: Dep. of Food Science, 
The Burnsides Research Lab., Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, IL 
61801.

2869. Dearlove, Ray. 1975. Mitchell Foods profi t in switch 

to retailing. Evening Observer (Dunkirk, New York). May 25.
• Summary: “This is the 212th in a series of articles on 
industries and businesses which have headquarters in the 
Buffalo area and contribute to the Niagara Frontier.” A photo 
shows Frank S. Mitchell, founder.
 “A Fredonia producer of frozen non-dairy foods that 
went from 100 per cent wholesale customers to 95 per cent 
retail marketing in the past 11 years has found the move most 
profi table.
 “The 26-year-old Mitchell Foods Inc. had relied on its 
whipped topping product called Whipped Filling Base for 
revenues from 1949 until 1964. The product, developed 
by Frank S. Mitchell, founder of Mitchell Foods, was a 
concentrated nondairy product sold mostly to commercial 
baking companies as toppings for pies.
 “Pie producers liked the product because it was less 
expensive and allowed larger production of soft pies which 
were more profi table than fruit pies.
 “But as more and more of the major pie makers started 
producing their own non-dairy whipped toppings, Mitchell 
realized his company would have to try the retail fi eld. 
Aided by the introduction of Perx, a non-dairy creamer that 
the company developed, the emphasis was put on retail 
distribution and has resulted in a $5 million a year business 
for Mitchell Foods.
 “Mitchell, a native of Bradford, Illinois, had long been 
associated with food development prior to forming his own 
company. A graduate in chemistry of Bradley University, 
Peoria, Illinois, he went on to obtain a master’s degree in 
fats and oils chemistry from North Dakota State University’s 
School of Agriculture, Fargo, North Dakota.
 “Mitchell eventually wound up working for the former 
Spencer Kellogg & Sons of Buffalo, now the Spencer 
Kellogg Div. of Textron Inc. He worked in the research 
department of Spencer Kellogg for nine years prior to 1949 
when he formed Mitchell Foods.
 “While with Spencer Kellogg, Mitchell had worked in 
the Edible Oils Div. It was this experience that led him to 
develop his non-dairy whipped topping.
 “When he heard that an ice cream and dairy plant was 
up for sale in Fredonia, he acquired the 6,000-sq.-ft. facility 
at 152 W. Main St. to house Mitchell Foods.
 “Mitchell perfected his whipped topping formula and set 
out to create a market for the product. Traveling extensively, 
he hit big cities such as Buffalo, Cleveland, Detroit, 
Cincinnati, Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, etc.
 “It was strictly a one-man operation from the start, with 
Mitchell getting orders while on his trips, then hurrying back 
to his Fredonia facility to make the product to fi ll the orders.
 “From the start, Mitchell sold only to institutional and 
commercial bakeries, basically pie companies. Trying to 
create a marketing setup for a new product proved costly to 
Mitchell who lost $35,000 the fi rst year Mitchell Foods was 
in business.
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 “The fi rst-year loss, however, was the only loss Mitchell 
Foods has ever had. The company turned a profi t in its 
second year and has been growing ever since.
 “Within a year of forming Mitchell Foods, Mitchell 
hired his fi rst employee and within the fi rst three years, had 
three working in the plant. Mitchell himself continued to 
expand the marketing area for his product which was being 
shipped to customers frozen in 30 pound tins.
 “In 1958, the big pie makers such as ITT Continental 
Baking Co. Inc. started mass production of frozen cream pies 
which by then had become big sellers. Mitchell Foods was 
fortunate to acquire a majority of the business in whipped 
toppings for the pies and Mitchell Foods’ business was 
suddenly increased several hundred per cent.
 “By 1962, Mitchell Foods employed about 50 persons 
and the company was supplying Continental Baking Co.’s 
big pie plants in Iowa and Virginia among others. In 1963, 
Continental and most of the other major pie makers started to 
produce their own non-dairy whipped toppings.
 “By this time, Mitchell Foods had developed a 
concentrated topping that became the backbone of the 
company’s expansion as a supplier to frozen food distributors 
selling to the food service industry. Also by this time, 
Frank Mitchell had formulated a non-dairy creamer that the 
company started marketing under the brand name of White 
Nectar.
 “White Nectar was sold as an all-purpose lightener for 
restaurants, lounges, institutions and hospitals, and chefs and 
waiters liked the product so well, they asked that the product 
be made available in retail stores for their home use. This led 
to the introduction in 1964 of the company’s Perx non-dairy 
creamer which when frozen, could be stored indefi nitely.
 “Perx was introduced in the metropolitan New York 
City market and soon became the leading brand in that area, 
capturing up to 35 per cent of the frozen and powdered non-
dairy creamer market. Mitchell Foods was solidly into the 
retail market.
 “By 1969, the Fredonia plant had been expanded but 
couldn’t handle the volume of business that was being 
done by Mitchell Foods. To supplement production, the 
company purchased an ice cream plant in North Abington, 
Massachusetts, and converted it to produce the same product 
lines as the Fredonia plant.
 “In 1971, Mitchell Foods got another product boost with 
the introduction of its Poly-Perx, a polyunsaturated non-
dairy creamer. The company developed the product at the 
request of the American Heart Association and the American 
Diabetic Association.
 “Poly-Perx contains no cholesterol or lactic acid and 
because it fi lled a specifi c consumer need, it began to be 
stocked by an increasing number of supermarkets. The 
marketing area for Perx and Poly-Perx was soon expanded 
from the East Coast to the Rocky Mountain area.
 “Mitchell Foods only delivers its products to frozen 

food warehouses, mainly by common carrier. The company 
currently employs 60 persons.
 “Sales at Mitchell Foods hit the $1 million mark for the 
fi rst time in 1959 and have averaged in the $5 million area 
for the past several years. The company expects to stay in 
that area this year.
 “Frank Mitchell has been president and treasurer of 
Mitchell Foods from the beginning, and his wife, Evelyn, 
has been vice president and secretary. Their son Lawrence, 
joined the company in 1973 in accounting and has been 
assistant treasurer since 1974. He is a graduate of the 
University of Palm Beach, Palm Beach, Florida.
 “Harry A. Hebberd has been executive vice president 
and sales manager of Mitchell Foods since joining the 
company in 1967. A graduate of Bucknell University, 
Lewisburg, Pennsylvania, he was formerly in the advertising 
fi eld and was a vice president at Stokely-Van Camp Inc.
 “Alfred Naraway has been comptroller of the company 
since joining in 1970. He was born and educated in England 
and came to the U.S. in the mid-1960’s.
 “Mitchell Foods is currently doing research on new 
products related to its fi eld. If it’s as fruitful as previous 
research has been future growth will be assured.”

2870. Farnsworth, Norman R.; Bingel, A.S.; Cordell, G.A.; 
Crane, F.A.; Fong, H.H.S. 1975. Potential value of plants as 
sources of new antifertility agents–II. J. of Pharmaceutical 
Sciences 64(5):717-54. May. See p. 723, 746-47, 754. [18 
soy ref]
• Summary: This excellent review article on pharmacognosy 
(containing 1,675 total references) is important because 
it gives the chemical structure of the phytoestrogens and 
isofl avones in soybeans, and their biological activities. Page 
723 lists the following isofl avonoids in Glycine max: The 
number of references given for each is shown in parentheses: 
Daidzein (4). Daidzein 7-O-glucoside (7). Genistein (7). 
Genistein 7-O-glucoside (3). Glycitein (CLXXXVII) (1). 
6,7,4’-Trihydroxyisofl avone (CLXXXVI) (3). Isofl avonoids 
(1). Address: Dep. of Pharmacognosy and Pharmacology, 
College of Pharmacy, Univ. of Illinois at the Medical Center, 
Chicago, IL 60612.

2871. Jenks, John. 1975. Vitamin defi ciency in vegetarians. 
East West Journal. May. p. 22-23. [1 ref]
• Summary: Mentions miso and sea vegetables as vegetarian 
sources of vitamin B-12. Address: Graduate student in 
nutrition, Univ. of Rhode Island, and a medical student at 
Halnemann [Hahnemann?] Medical College, Philadelphia.

2872. Shurtleff, William. 1975. Miso: A soybean miracle 
food. East West Journal. May. p. 24-25. [1 ref]
• Summary: A pre-publication excerpt from The Book of 
Miso by Shurtleff and Aoyagi. It begins: Throughout Japan, 
there are a number of areas and particular villages where 
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many of the inhabitants live to be over 100-years-old. 
Recently, a number of scientifi c studies have been conducted 
in order to try to isolate the causes of this longevity. One 
fi nding that has received considerable publicity in Japan 
concerns the high correlation between long life and the 
regular consumption of miso, most of which was homemade 
and served in miso soups. When we visited a “long-life” 
village located deep in the mountains west of Tokyo, we 
asked a number of very elderly and hearty people what 
they felt were the secrets of health and long life. The most 
frequent responses were: Work hard in the fi elds; get plenty 
of clean, cold mountain air; eat mostly grains and vegetables 
and not much animal food; drink plenty of miso soup. It is 
interesting to note that the centenarians living in the Balkan 
countries and Eastern Europe give almost the same advice 
except that they recommend another fermented food, yogurt, 
instead of miso.
 Throughout Japan, miso is regarded as a food which 
defi nitely aids in the digestion and assimilation of other 
foods. At least four benefi cial elements are contained 
in all non-pasteurized miso: natural digestive enzymes, 
lactobacillus or lactic acid bacteria, salt resistant yeasts, and 
the molds and other micro-organisms in the koji (grain base) 
itself.
 Lactic acid bacteria are one of the key factors which 
make both yogurt and miso excellent aids to digestion. 
Recent Russian longevity experts have suggested that the 
benefi cial effects of lactobacillus on the digestive process 
may be a basic cause of the association of yogurt with long 
life and health. Since lactobacillus are living organisms, they 
are easily killed by prolonged heating. Thus to assure their 
full benefi t, serve miso in uncooked dishes or add it to soups 
shortly before removing from the heat. Try to use miso that 
has not been pasteurized and does not contain preservatives.
 After centuries of experimentation using intuitive 
and systematic methods based on a wholistic view of life, 
the Japanese and Chinese have found that eating miso 
together with a diet low in animal foods is an effective 
way to improve one’s physical constitution and internal 
environment. Miso is said to be particularly valuable in 
alkalizing-the blood and developing an alkaline constitution 
which aids resistance to disease. In standard East Asian 
nutritional sourcebooks, basic foods are listed as either 
alkaline (yang) or acidic (yin). This information is common 
knowledge throughout the culture since it is considered one 
of the basic principles of maintaining good health... Address: 
c/o Aoyagi, 278-28 Higashi Oizumi, Nerima-ku, Tokyo 177, 
Japan. Phone: (03) 925-4974.

2873. Soybean Digest. 1975. ASA promotes soy for nutrition. 
May. p. 8-9.
• Summary: American Soybean Assoc. market development 
activities from the Mexico City regional offi ce helped 
production of soy protein products from less than 2 tons 

daily in 1971 to over 35 tons daily at present. Proteida 
resulted from the fi rst government effort to introduce 
texturized soy protein (TSP) into meat products. The 
factory to produce Proteida was inaugurated by Mexico’s 
President Echeverria in Sept. 1973. Initially only a few 
hundred pounds of meatballs and a pre-cooked patty 
called “Milanesa” were produced. “This patty requires no 
refrigeration and was developed by the National Nutrition 
Institute. Now this product is being sold in the government 
CONASUPO stores at a rate of approximately 110,000 lb/
day at a very low price in low income areas. At a 25% TSP 
level this amounts to 27,500 lbs. of TSP daily.” Proteida is 
produced by the Mexican government packinghouse.
 Alborada is beef-fl avored TVP which is made by the 
Miles/Worthington group. Sold in an attractive paperboard 
box, it “has received very good acceptance by the public and 
is being sold in all the leading supermarkets. It is also sold in 
large quantities to institutions such as restaurants, hospitals, 
meal packaging plants and canned food producers.
 “Another TSP product, Protoleg, is the oldest product on 
the market. Its producer, Industrial de Alimentos, is now the 
largest manufacturer of soy protein products [in Mexico] and 
cannot keep up with the demand. It is the leader in Mexico 
with tasty and economically priced soy products that appeal 
to Mexican appetites.
 “The largest volume of sales is soy fl our for baking. 
The tortilla industry consumes some 60% of the total. The 
remaining 40% is about evenly divided between TSP and 
beverage or milklike products. The largest bakery in Mexico, 
Bimbo, plans to start producing a soy based milk substitute, 
containing sweet whey powder. The product will consume 5 
million pounds of soy fl our annually...
 “Last December ASA’s Mexico City offi ce contracted 
for the services of an experienced home economist-
nutritionist to give lectures, write articles and inform the 
public in general of the many benefi ts and advantages of soy 
protein. Mrs. Ruth S. Orellana has over 25 years experience 
in Mexico in human nutrition and diets and is doing an 
excellent job of promoting soy. ASA will soon publish a 
recipe booklet for soy based traditional dishes for Mexico 
and all Latin America. Mrs. Orellana will be travelling 
throughout the entire territory to spread the news about 
soy nutrition.” A photo shows paperboard packages of the 
following products: Alborada, Protoleg, Rikiroz, Estrella 
Blanca, Soyacyt.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Aug. 2013) that uses the term “milklike products” (or 
“milklike product”) in connection with soymilk.

2874. Fordham, J.R.; Wells, C.E.; Chen, L.H. 1975. 
Sprouting of seeds and nutrient composition of seeds and 
sprouts. J. of Food Science 40(3):552-56. May/June. [27 ref]
• Summary: Describes how to sprout at home or 
commercially, and gives nutrient data. Six types of peas and 
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12 types of beans (including soybeans and mung beans) were 
tested. Soybeans were soaked for 6 hours in a chlorinated 
lime solution containing 0.02% chlorine. Sprouting time: 
4-5 days. Washing frequency: daily. Yield 60%. Grade B 
= good for sprouting. Table 2 gives proximate analyses of 
seeds and sprouts: Water 5.7% / 92.3%. Ash 4.4% / 0.4%. 
Protein 42.7% / 3.8%. Lipids 21.0% / 0.5%. Table 3 gives the 
ascorbic acid, tocopherol, and carotene contents of seeds and 
sprouts. Soybeans: Ascorbic acid–reduced form (mg/100 gm) 
5.5 / 3.6. Ascorbic acid–total 7.5 / 21.1. Tocopherol (mg/100 
gm) 1.87 / 0.085. Carotene (mcg/100 gm) 16.34 / 3.28.
 Table 4 gives thiamin, ribofl avin and niacin content of 
seeds and sprouts (mg/100 gm). Soybeans: Thiamin 1.03 / 
0.18. Ribofl avin 0.32 / 0.15. Niacin 2.20 / 2.72. Table 5 gives 
mineral composition of seeds and sprouts (mg/100 gm). 
Soybeans: Iron 9.53 / 0.60. Magnesium 200 / 15. Calcium 
318 / 32. Phosphorus 427 / 12. Potassium 1362 / 157. 
Manganese 18.2 / 10.2. Address: Dep. of Nutrition & Food 
Science, Univ. of Kentucky, Lexington, KY 40506.

2875. Fung, Wye-poh. 1975. Effect of soya bean milk on 
the healing of gastric ulcers: A controlled endoscopic study. 
Medical J. of Australia 1(23):717-18. June. [4 ref]
• Summary: Although the effect on gastric ulcer healing was 
not signifi cant, soya bean milk was shown to be effective in 
the relief of peptic ulcer pain. The mean ulcer healing grade 
was 1.600 in the soya bean milk group as compared with 
1.000 in the control group. Address: Dep. of Medicine, Univ. 
of Singapore.

2876. Girija Bai, R.; Prabha, T.N.; Ramachandra Rao, T.N.; 
Sreedhara, V.P.; Sreedhara, N. 1975. Studies on tempeh. 
I. Processing and nutritional evaluation of tempeh from a 
mixture of soybean and groundnut. J. of Food Science and 
Technology (Mysore, India) 12(3):135-38. May/June. [22 ref]
• Summary: A good tempeh-like product was prepared using 
a mixture of equal parts soybeans and partially defatted 
peanuts. This tempeh had a better quality than soy tempeh; 
all samples tested had PER values above 2.0, with a high of 
2.84. Address: Central Food Technological Research Inst. 
(CFTRI), Mysore, India.

2877. Gupta, S.K.; Venkitasubramanian, T.A. 1975. 
Production of afl atoxin on soybeans. Applied Microbiology 
29(6):834-36. June. [17 ref]
• Summary: Addition of zinc to both autoclaved and 
nonautoclaved soybeans promotes afl atoxin production. 
However, addition of varying levels of phytic acid at a 
constant concentration of zinc depresses afl atoxin synthesis 
with an increase in the added phytic acid. In a synthetic 
medium known to give good yields of afl atoxin, the addition 
of phytic acid (10 mM = millimolar) decreases afl atoxin 
synthesis. Address: Dep. of Biochemistry, Vallabhbhai Patel 
Chest Inst., Univ. of New Delhi, Delhi–7, India.

2878. MacMillan, Joan Bradford; Smith, Elizabeth B. 1975. 
Development of a lacto-ovo vegetarian food guide. J. of the 
Canadian Dietetic Association 36(2):110-17. Summer. [13 
ref]
• Summary: Page 111: “Whether the plant-based diet is 
arrived at by means of simple elimination of meat, fi sh and 
poultry, or by judicious substitution of suitable high protein 
vegetable sources for the animal proteins, it is known that 
it is possible to supply a nutritionally adequate dietary by 
means of plant foods plus milk and eggs.” “The guide was 
designed for vegetarians who consume some milk and eggs.”
 Page 112: Table 1. Food groups and serving sizes. “The 
standard serving of milk is one cup whole, 2%, skim (added 
Vitamins A and D).” Other dairy products, such as 4 oz. 
cream cheese, may be substituted. “One and a half eggs on 
the average are recommended by the guide. This includes 
those used in baked items,...”
 The four food groups are: 1. Bread, cereal, pasta, and 
rice. 2. Vegetable protein foods, including TVP, A. Legumes: 
1 cup cooked soybeans or other beans, ¼ cup peanuts or 
peanut butter, 6 oz. soybean curd. “Meat analogues: These 
are usually canned or frozen meat-like foods derived from 
vegetable protein (often soy, gluten or nut protein).” B. Nuts 
and seeds (1½ oz. or 3 tablespoons). 3. Milk and eggs. 4. 
Fruits and vegetables.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2014) that 
contains the term “plant-based diet” in a nutritional context. 
This term, which is now widely used, denotes a diet that 
contains a high percentage of calories from plant foods, with 
an optional small percentage of animal foods allowed. There 
is no universally agreed numeric value for the defi nition of 
high vs. small percentages in this context. The term appears 
to mean different things to different authors; these diets 
can range from strict vegan to non-vegetarian with limited 
consumption of fl esh foods. Address: 1. Research Asst.; 2. 
Assoc. Prof. Both: Dep. of Foods and Nutrition, Faculty of 
Home Economics, Univ. of Mannitoba, Winnipeg [Canada].

2879. Saio, Kyoko; Terashima, Masahiko; Watanabe, Tokuji. 
1975. Food use of soybean 7S and 11S proteins: Heat 
denaturation of soybean proteins at high temperature. J. of 
Food Science 40(3):537-40. May/June. [11 ref]
• Summary: In this paper, qualitative changes in proteins 
of heat-induced gels solubilized with various solvents, are 
reported. Address: 1&3. National Food Research Inst., 
Tokyo; 2. Fuji Oil Co. Ltd., Osaka, Japan.

2880. Saio, Kyoko; Terashima, Masahiko; Watanabe, Tokuji. 
1975. Food use of soybean 7S and 11S proteins: Changes 
in basic groups of soybean proteins by high temperature 
heating. J. of Food Science 40(3):541-44. May/June. [10 ref]
• Summary: This paper seeks to clarify the change/s in basic 
groups of 7S and 11S proteins during heating at 100ºC to 
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170ºC.
 Table 2 shows that the gross structure of the subunits 
remains intact during heating to about 125ºC, and is little 
degraded as the temperature rises to 150ºC. However above 
150ºC the structure is degraded.
 The solubility shows a rapid decrease during heating to 
105ºC, then a slow increase during heating from 105ºC to 
150ºC, followed by a rapid increase as the temperature rises 
above 150ºC.
 The binding force shows a rapid increase during heating 
to 105ºC, then a slow decrease during heating from 105ºC to 
150ºC, followed by a rapid decrease as the temperature rises 
above 150ºC. Address: National Food Research Inst., Tokyo.

2881. Turner, Richard H.; Liener, Irvin E. 1975. The effect 
of the selective removal of hemagglutinins on the nutritive 
value of soybeans. J. of Agricultural and Food Chemistry 
23(3):484-87. May/June. [23 ref]
• Summary: “The hemagglutinating activity of a crude 
extract of unheated soybean fl our was removed by passage 
through a column of Sepharose-bound con-canavalin A.”
 “It was concluded that the soybean hemagglutinin plays 
a relatively minor role in the deleterious effects of unheated 
soybean fl our.” Address: Dep. of Biochemistry, College 
of Biological Sciences, Univ. of Minnesota, St. Paul, MN 
55101.

2882. de Angelis, R.C.; Amaral, L.A. 1975. Comparacao 
entre o valor nutricional do feijao jalo e da soja 
[Comparative nutritional value of jalo beans and soybeans 
(Abstract)]. In: Sociedade Brasileira para o Progresso da 
Ciencia, 27th Annual Meeting. See p. 537. Held 9-16 July at 
Belo Horizonte. [Por]*
Address: Brazil.

2883. Filisetti, T.M.; Lajolo, F.M. 1975. Substancias da soja 
com atividade sobre a tireoide [Substances in soybeans with 
activity on the thyroid (Abstract)]. In: Sociedade Brasileira 
para o Progresso da Ciencia, 27th Annual Meeting. See p. 
535. Held 9-16 July at Belo Horizonte. [Por]*
Address: Brazil.

2884. Food Engineering. 1975. 70%-protein textured soy 
concentrate is bland, versatile and economical [Response, 
made by Central Soya Co.]. 47(7):29. July.
• Summary: Central Soya’s Chemurgy Division in Chicago 
has developed Response, which it introduced at the IFT 
show in Chicago. A “structured soy protein concentrate,” 
it contains 70% protein on a dry weight basis, has a PER 
of 2.1 to 2.2, and offers important benefi ts in new product 
development–very bland fl avor, light color, versatility, 
relatively low end-use cost, and taste and textural integrity 
under extreme processing conditions–as in retort processing.
 Applications include seafoods, poultry, and fresh 

salads. Conventional “textured soy fl ours” cannot be used 
successfully in these applications because of their darker 
color and lack of structural stability in storage.
 Available in 2 sizes, crumbles and chunks, with and 
without color, it is packed in 25-lb multiwall bags with poly 
liner.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 2015) that uses the term “textured soy 
concentrate.”

2885. Garruti, R.S.; Hartman, L.; Sgarbieri, V.C.; Chaib, 
M.A. 1975. Estudo sensorial e valor nutricional de misturas 
de feijao (Paseolus vulgaris) e soja (Glycine max) [Flavor 
study and nutritional value of mixtures of common 
beans (Phaseolus vulgaris) and soybeans (Glycine max) 
(Abstract)]. In: Sociedade Brasileira para o Progresso da 
Ciencia, 27th Annual Meeting. See p. 482. Held 9-16 July at 
Belo Horizonte. [Por]*
Address: Brazil.

2886. Honorof, Ida. 1975. “Miso”–the miracle soybean 
food: Man does not live by amino acids alone. Report to the 
Consumer 5(106):104. July. [4 ref]
• Summary: Contains a long reproduction of Herman 
Aihara’s translation in Soybean Diet of Dr. Akizuki’s account 
of miso soup curing victims of the Nagasaki atomic bomb. 
This section begins: The following was translated from 
Japanese by Herman Aihara: “On August 9, 1945, the atomic 
bomb was dropped on Nagasaki. Lethal atomic radiation 
spread over the razed city. For many it was an agonizing 
death. For a few it was a miracle. Not one co-worker in 
the hospital suffered or died from radiation. The hospital 
was located only 1 mile from the center of the blast. My 
assistant and I helped many victims who suffered the effects 
of the bomb. In the hospital there was a large stock of miso 
and tamari. We also kept plenty of brown rice and wakame 
(seaweed used for soup stock or miso soup). I had fed my 
co-workers brown (whole-grain) rice and miso soup for 
some time prior to the bombing. None of them suffered from 
atomic radiation. I believe this is because they had been 
eating miso soup. How could miso soup prevent sickness 
from radiation... Someday science will answer the question 
conclusively, if people are allowed to provide data for 
experiments. I myself would like to do such an experiment.” 
Address: P.O. Box 5449, Sherman Oaks, California 91493.

2887. Koranne, K.D.; Singh, Gurmel; Bhushan, L.S. 1975. 
Soybean for food and soil cover. Indian Farming 25(4):13. 
July. Series 2.
• Summary: Two years’ research at this institute has shown 
decisively that “soybean can be grown successfully and 
profi tably in this region under rainfed conditions and its 
thick vegetative canopy can help soil and water conservation. 
Gives details on land preparation ad sowing, and on the best 
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varieties.
 Six reasons are given to favor soybean cultivation over 
the less effi cient traditional Indian pulse crops such as mung 
and urd [Vigna mungo].
 “1. Soybean yields (2,500 to 3,000 kg/ha) are much 
higher than the yields of most of the other pulses.
 “2. Nutritive value of soybean is much higher than that 
of other pulses. Soybean has 43 per cent protein and 20 per 
cent fat and can be an ideal diet for diabetic patients.
 “3. Soybean is a crop with multiple uses as compared 
with other pulse crops which are extensively used as dal 
only.
 “4. Research experiences have shown that in crop 
mixtures, soybean profi tably stands the company of maize 
crop whereas crop mixture of maize and urd or mung is not 
as successful.
 “5. Most important fact in favour of soybean is its 
tolerance to irregular rains while lengthy monsoons of Doon 
valley affect the urd and mung crops considerably.
 “6. Soybean can also profi tably be used as a green 
manure crop.” Address: Central Soil and Water Conservation 
Research and Training Inst., Dehra Dun.

2888. Lopez, J.L.; Moretti, R.H. 1975. Estudo de misturas 
de leite de soja e seu valor nutricional [Study of soymilk 
mixtures and their nutritional value (Abstract)]. In: 
Sociedade Brasileira para o Progresso da Ciencia, 27th 
Annual Meeting. See p. 494-95. Held 9-16 July at Belo 
Horizonte. [Por]*
Address: Brazil.

2889. Mattson, F.H.; Hollenbach, E.J.; Kligman, A.M. 1975. 
Effect of hydrogenated fat on the plasma cholesterol and 
triglyceride levels of man. American J. of Clinical Nutrition 
28(7):726-31. July. [21 ref]
• Summary: “It is now generally accepted that the levels of 
blood lipids are infl uenced by the fatty acid composition of 
the diet. Thus, relative to monounsaturated acids, saturated 
fatty acids elevate and polyunsaturated fatty acids depress 
blood cholesterol.”
 In this study of 33 adult males divided into two groups, 
80% of the fat in the control diet was replaced with a 
hydrogenated fat. Over 60% of the monounsaturated acids 
and about half of the polyunsaturated acids in the diet were 
in the trans confi guration. The fatty acid intakes of the two 
groups were the same, except for the presence or absence of 
trans. During the 4 weeks that the two diets were consumed, 
the group consuming the hydrogenated fat showed no 
change in plasma cholesterol or triglyceride levels relative 
to the control group. “It is concluded that the effect of a 
hydrogenated fat on blood lipid levels is determined by its 
fatty acid composition and this effect is not altered by the 
isomeric [trans] form of the unsaturated acids.” That is, the 
presence of trans fatty acids had no effect on blood lipids.

 Table 1 shows the fatty acid composition that is typical 
of commercial vegetable shortenings. They contain, on 
average, 25% saturated, 47% monounsaturated (33% cis 
and 14% trans), and 28% polyunsaturated (23% cis,cis, 5% 
cis,trans, and a trace of trans,trans) fatty acids. Address: 
Miami Valley Laboratories, Procter & Gamble Co., 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45257.

2890. Rinne, R.W.; Gibbons, S.; Bradley, J.; Seif, R.; Brim, 
C.A. 1975. Soybean protein and oil percentages determined 
by infrared analysis. Agricultural Research Service, North 
Central Region NC-26. 4 p. July. [8 ref]
• Summary: “Protein and oil percentages in soybean 
(Glycine max (L.) Merrill) seed meal were determined by an 
infrared light refl ectance instrument (IR) and compared with 
standards for protein analysis by Kjeldahl and oil analysis 
by the Soxhlet pet[roleum] ether extraction method. Within 
the ranges for which the IR instrument is calibrated, it will 
do a satisfactory job. The correlation coeffi cient between 
IR protein and Kjeldahl protein determinations of the 
soybean seed meal used in the calibration was 0.995, and the 
correlation coeffi cient between IR oil and Soxhlet pet ether 
extraction of oil was 0.983.” Address: 1-2. ARS, Urbana, 
Illinois; 3-4. Dep. of Agronomy, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, 
IL; 5. ARS, Raleigh, North Carolina.

2891. Ugarte, J.; Preston, T.R. 1975. Soybean meal as 
a protein supplement for steers fattened on molasses/
urea based diets. Cuban J. of Agricultural Science (Cuba) 
9(2):119-23. July. [14 ref. Eng]
• Summary: Based on these experiments, soybean meal 
is recommended as a protein source for animals on a diet 
of restricted forage but with free access to molasses/urea. 
Address: 1. Finca “El Pilar,” Bauta, La Habana; 2. Instituto 
de Cienca Animal, Apartado 24. Both: Cuba.

2892. Ugarte, J.; Preston, T.R. 1975. Harina de soya como 
suplemento proteico a novillos en ceba con dietas de miel-
urea [Soybean meal as a protein supplement for steers 
fattened on molasses / urea based diets]. Revista Cubana 
de Ciencia Agricola (Cuban J. of Agricultural Science) 
9(2):125-29. July. [14 ref. Spa]*
• Summary: Fish meal has generally been the preferred 
protein source for bulls fattened with molasses / urea 
plus restricted amounts of forage. Soybean meal is also 
recommended as a protein source with this type of diet. 
Address: 1. Finca “El Pilar,” Bauta, La Habana; 2. Instituto 
de Ciencia Animal, Apartado 24. Both: Cuba.

2893. USDA Northern Regional Research Center. 1975. 
Summary of progress for extramural projects. Report of the 
USDA Northern Regional Research Center. p. 88-89. July. 
See p. 89.
• Summary: “A pure culture believed to be Leuconostoc 
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mesenteroides has been isolated from soy idli, an Indian 
fermented food. The bacteria apparently secrete an enzyme 
that inactivates hemagglutinin in soy idli; ability of the 
enzyme to inactivate hemagglutinins in other edible legumes 
is under study.” Address: Northern Regional Research 
Center, Peoria, Illinois.

2894. Vozari-Hampe, M.M.; Oliveira, J.; Kopp, E. 1975. 
Fito-hemoaglutinin de feijao de soja e sintese de RNA em 
pancreas de rato [Phyto-hemoglutinin in the soybean and 
RNA synthesis in the rat pancreas (Abstract)]. In: Sociedade 
Brasileira para o Progresso da Ciencia, 27th Annual Meeting. 
See p. 435. Held 9-16 July at Belo Horizonte. [Por]*
Address: Brazil.

2895. Food Product Development. 1975. Structured soy 
concentrate is stable to freeze-thaw, retorted applications. 
9(6):46. July/Aug.
• Summary: Response soy protein concentrates have a 
moisture-free protein content of 70%, with 1% fat (max), 
6% crude fi ber, 7% ash, and 18% carbohydrates (max, by 
difference). The line includes two sizes, crumbles (smaller) 
and chunks, each available as uncolored or with added 
caramel color. Bulk density for the crumbles is 22-26 pounds 
per cubic foot, and for the chunks is 19-23 lb/cubic foot. 
Response is available from Central Soya Co., Chemurgy 
Div., Chicago.

2896. Fukuyama, M.; Hirai, K.; Murata, K. 1975. Hakkô 
daizu, tenpe no kôsan kasei kôyô ketsu-sei inshi no shosei-
shitsu [Properties of antioxidative and antihemolytic factor 
isolated from tempeh, fermented soybeans]. Seikagaku 
(Biochemistry) 47(8):771. Aug. Presented at the 48th Annual 
Meeting of the Japanese Biochemical Society. [1 ref. Jap]

2897. Njike, M.C.; Mba, A.U.; Oyenuga, V.A. 1975. The 
effect of heat treatment on the nutritive value of ether-
extracted soybean (Glycine max L. Merr.) meal for the rat. 
Ghana J. of Agricultural Science 8(2):143-48. Aug. [24 ref]
• Summary: Raw soybean meal did not support growth. But 
soybean meal samples heated at 121ºC for 15-20 minutes 
supported the best growth of the rats. Heating for 25 minutes 
signifi cantly decreased the nutritive value of the meal 
samples. Address: Dep. of Animal Science, Univ. of Ibadan, 
Ibadan, Nigeria.

2898. Food Processing (Chicago). 1975. Textured vegetable 
protein with PER equal to 96% of casein: PER 2.0 + PER 0.8 
= PER 2.4. Sept. p. 40.
• Summary: Perplus-73 is a textured vegetable protein 
product made from a blend of 80% defatted soy fl our and 
20% vital wheat gluten. Containing 52% protein with a 
PER (Protein Effi ciency Ratio) of 2.4, it is available from 
Industrial Grain Products Limited, 1620 Sun Life Building, 

Montreal, Canada H3B 2X2.

2899. Food Systems Branch and Research Branch, 
Agriculture Canada; Grain Marketing Offi ce. Industry, Trade 
and Commerce. 1975. Plant proteins in Canada: Utilization 
for human food. Canada. iii+ 163 p. Sept. 28 cm. [25+ ref]
• Summary: The title page depicts this as “An assembly of 
information describing protein crops, status of ingredient 
manufacturers and marketing, potential markets, research 
effort, government incentives and regulations, protein status 
reports, and sources of information.”
 Contents: Introduction. Protein crops: 1. Trends in 
breeding Canadian protein crops. 2. Statistical summaries, by 
crop, of production area, yield, production, farm price, farm 
value and protein yield.
 Manufacturing: 1. Manufacturers, distributors, and 
vegetable protein associations in Canada, U.S.A., United 
Kingdom, Australia and Japan (incl. Canadian Vegetable 
Protein Association, Don Mills, Ontario; Food Protein 
Council (USA)). 2. Extraction processes for broad bean 
protein, oilseeds, soybean protein, rapeseed protein, wheat 
gluten, oat protein, corn refi ning, alfalfa protein.
 Markets: 1. Canada’s position in world plant protein 
markets. 2. Canada’s position in world gluten markets. 3. 
Projected growth of plant protein food ingredients.
 Tariffs: 1. Tariff description, by country and BTN 
number. 2. Canadian tariffs on vegetable fl ours, protein, 
oilseeds, oilcake and meal. 3. Countries entitled to British 
Preferential Tariff, Most Favoured National Customs Tariff, 
General Tariff, General Preferential Tariff.
 Regulations: 1. Status of plant protein under Canadian 
Food and Drug Regulations. 2. Canadian regulations–protein 
and fat content in simulated and extended meat products. 3. 
Problems in evaluating protein quality. 4. Aspects of current 
U.S. legislation. 5. Proposed revised regulations for plant 
protein in U.S.A.
 Government incentives: 1. Federal government 
assistance programs. 2. Provincial government assistance 
programs. 3. POS Pilot Plant Corporation.
 Research effort: 1. Estimate of research effort, in man-
years, on utilization of plant protein in Canada. 2. Non-
exhaustive list of research topics on plant protein in Canada.
 Status of Canadian plant protein development: 
1. Canadian role in development of plant proteins. 2. 
Production and utilization of sunfl ower. 3. Current status of 
leaf protein. 4. Status of rapeseed protein. 5. SCP status. 6. 
Review of buckwheat as a potential source of human food. 7. 
Status of oat protein.
 U.S.A. situation: 1. Review of “U.S. Plant Protein 
Situation.” 2. Non-conventional food sources. Major sources 
of information on plant proteins. Address: Canada.

2900. Hymowitz, Theodore. 1975. Soybeans: Compositional 
and nutritional changes induced by breeding (Abstract). 
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Cereal Foods World 20(9):451 (Abst. #65). Sept.
• Summary: “Breeding for compositional and nutritional 
changes in the soybean are dictated primarily by three 
factors–incentives, germplasm resources and analytical 
capabilities. Since total crude protein in a soybean is 
inversely proportional to yield, a release of a very high 
protein containing soybean variety will not be accepted by 
farmers unless they are compensated by the loss in yield. 
Normally, the breeder has to screen the germplasm collection 
for sources of variation whether they be for chemical 
composition or disease resistance. Unfortunately, the U.S. 
soybean (Glycine) collection is quite small when compared 
to corn, wheat, sorghum or rice collections. Chemists 
generally are concerned with non-correlative, highly accurate 
and precise analyses fur a relatively few samples...” Address: 
Univ. of Illinois.

2901. Industrial Grain Products Ltd. 1975. IGP: Quality 
products ingrained (Leafl et). Montreal, Quebec, Canada. 2 p. 
Front and back.
• Summary: On the front of this color glossy leafl et is “IGP” 
in large red letters against a sky-blue background. Below 
are golden ears of wheat in a fi eld. The text: “Industrial 
Grain Products Ltd. World leaders in: wheat proteins, wheat 
starches, hydrolyzed vegetable proteins.”
 On the back is a full-page color ad for PerPlus textured 
soy-wheat protein products. They have a minimum PER 
of 2.4. “PerPlus: the fi rst textured natural soy-wheat 
protein products to comply with new Canadian regulatory 
requirements. Extra helping, extra profi t... maintain 
nutritional value.” A color large photo shows ground beef 
on a spatula. Address: 1620 Sun Life Building, Montreal, 
Quebec H3B 2X2, Canada. Phone: 514-866-7961.

2902. Kaizuma, Norihiko. 1975. Studies on the theoretical 
basis of seed protein improvement in soybeans. Iwate 
Daigaku Nogakubu Hokoku (J. of the Faculty of Agriculture, 
Iwate University [Japan]) 12(3):259-62. Sept. [13 ref. Eng]
• Summary: “The results obtained are summarized as 
follows:
 “(1) Variations of seed protein percentage and sulfur-
containing amino acid content were investigated on 37 
leguminous species out of 18 genera in 10 tribes. This led to 
the conclusion that (a) the species of the subgenus Soja in the 
genus Glycine (including soybeans) gave the highest values 
in the both characters of seed protein percentage and sulfur-
containing amino acid content, (b) sulfur-containing amino 
acid content was comparatively poor in variability in contrast 
with seed protein percentage, that is, the former showed 
no marked variations among the related genera (there was 
considerably clear differentiation only between different 
tribes), but the latter indicated remarkable differences 
even among the subgenra of the genus Glycine, and (c) 
no signifi cant correlation was found between the generic 

averages of seed protein percentage and sulfur-containing 
amino acid content...”

2903. Smith, Elizabeth B. 1975. A guide to good eating the 
vegetarian way. J. of Nutrition Education 7(3):109-11. Sept. 
[17 ref]
• Summary: A food usage guide for lacto-ovo vegetarians 
shows in stepwise form how to select food and plan 
acceptable family meals with nutritional quality as the fi rst 
priority. Address: Dep. of Foods and Nutrition, Faculty 
of Home Economics, Univ. of Manitoba, Winnipeg, MB, 
Canada R3T 2N2.

2904. Tsen, C.C.; Farrell, E.P.; Hoover, W.J.; Crowley, 
P.R. 1975. Extruded soy products from whole and dehulled 
soybeans cooked at various temperatures for bread and 
cookie fortifi cations. Cereal Foods World 20(9):413-18. 
Sept. [9 ref]
• Summary: The article begins: “Malnutrition is a serious 
problem in developing countries where growing population 
results in short supply of high-quality protein in the diet. 
Soy-fortifi ed bakery products, particularly bread, could be 
used effectively to alleviate protein-malnutrition in poverty 
areas of the world.”
 A photo shows the newly developed Brady Crop Cooker, 
which, unlike other extrusion cookers, operates without the 
addition of water or steam during processing. Address: 1-3. 
Kansas State Univ., Manhattan, KS 66506; 4. Nutrition & 
Agribusiness Group, USDA, Washington, DC 20250.

2905. Kylen, Anne M.; McCready, R.M. 1975. Nutrients 
in seeds and sprouts of alfalfa, lentils, mung beans and 
soybeans. J. of Food Science 40(5):1008-09. Sept/Oct. [15 
ref]
• Summary: There is no difference in degree of acceptability 
between mung bean and soybean sprouts germinated for 3 
days. Includes a detailed nutritional analysis of soybeans and 
soy sprouts, raw and cooked. Cooked soy sprouts contain 
13.1% protein versus 4.3% for mung beans and 5.1% for 
alfalfa seeds. Vitamin and mineral contents for raw and 
cooked seeds and sprouts are analyzed. Address: USDA 
Western Regional Research Lab., ARS, Berkeley (Albany), 
California 94710.

2906. Wang, Hwa L.; Swain, E.W.; Wallen, L.L.; Hesseltine, 
C.W. 1975. Free fatty acids identifi ed as antitryptic factor in 
soybeans fermented by Rhizopus oligosporus. J. of Nutrition 
105(10):1351-55. Oct. [16 ref]
• Summary: The trypsin inhibitory activity in tempeh comes 
from free fatty acids. “Oleic, linoleic, and linolenic acids 
are primarily responsible for the increased trypsin-inhibiting 
activity of cooked soybeans after fermentation. The free fatty 
acids are liberated from oil in the soybeans by fungal lipase, 
and they differ from other reported soybean trypsin inhibitors 
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that are protein in nature.” Address: Northern Regional 
Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois.

2907. Pimentel, David; Dritschilo, W.; Krummel, J.; 
Kutzman, J. 1975. Energy and land constraints in food 
protein production. Science 190(4216):754-61. Nov. 21. [85* 
ref]
• Summary: This year the world population is expected to 
reach 4 billion; by the year 2000 it is expected to reach 7 
billion.
 With the rapid growth of the human population comes, 
obviously, a rapid growth in demand for food.
 “An integral part of the population-food equation is the 
use of fossil energy.” Plant foods provide over 70% of the 
protein consumed by humans; most of this protein (47%) 
comes from cereal grains. Legumes provide about 20% of 
this plant protein. So cereal grains and legumes account for 
most of the protein and calories consumed by the majority of 
people worldwide–and these sources are expected to become 
more important in the future; however in the United States 
69% of the protein is derived from livestock sources.
 “An estimated 29% of the world’s protein supply 
(51 million metric tons) suitable for human food is fed to 
livestock.
 Most people live on about 2100 kilocalories per day and 
they obtain most of their protein from cereal grains. “Most 
of the instances of protein defi ciencies occur in parts of the 
world where calorie intakes are also inadequate.”
 “Vegetable proteins are of poorer quality than animal 
protein because most are defi cient in one or two of the 
essential amino acids.” Proteins provided by rice, wheat, 
and corn, for example, are low in lysine. The amino acid 
composition of whole eggs is taken as the standard (100%). 
Address: College of Agriculture and Life Sciences, Cornell 
Univ.

2908. Adams, Catherine F. 1975. Nutritive value of American 
foods, in common units. USDA Agriculture Handbook No. 
456. 291 p. Nov. See p. 155-56. Index. 30 cm.
• Summary: This book is comprised mostly of table 1, titled 
“Nutritive values for household measures and market units of 
foods.” Under “Soybeans” (p. 155-56) values are given for 
each of the following (usually per cup and per pound, unless 
otherwise stated):
 Mature seeds, dry: Raw or cooked.
 Sprouted seeds: Raw or cooked.
 Soybean curd (tofu): Piece (2½ x 2.75 x 1 inch) or 
pound.
 Soybean fl ours: Full fat or low fat or defatted.
 Soybean oil and soybean-cottonseed oil blend (see also 
oils).
 Soy sauce. Address: Washington, DC.

2909. Altschul, A.M. 1975. Modelos de alimentacion y el 

papel de la soya [Dietary models and the role of soya]. In: 
American Soybean Assoc., ed. 1975. Memorias: Primera 
Conferencia Latinoamericana Sobre la Proteina de Soya. 
Mexico City. 232 p. See p. 13-18. [8 ref. Spa]
Address: School of Medicine, Georgetown Univ., 
Washington, DC 20007.

2910. American Soybean Assoc. ed. 1975. Memorias: 
Primera Conferencia Latinoamericana sobre la proteina de 
soya [Proceedings, First Latin American Conference on 
soy proteins]. Mexico City. 232 p. Held 9-12 Nov. 1975 in 
Mexico City. Illust. No index. 27 cm. [150+ ref. Spa]
• Summary: Contains 32 papers by various authors. Most of 
those by Latin American authors are cited separately. Session 
I is an introduction, moderated by Francisco Cardenas (10 
papers). Session II concerns available soy products and their 
uses, moderated by Felipe Suberbie (8 papers). Session III 
concerns soya in the socio-economic development of Latin 
America, moderated by Javier Pérez Villaseñor (6 papers). 
Session IV concerns education aspects of the utilization 
of soya in human foods, moderated by Aaron Altschul (8 
papers). The proceedings end with: List of offi cial delegates. 
List of participants. List of exhibitors.
 An estimated 300+ people from 22 countries attended 
the conference. Address: Hudson, Iowa.

2911. Berra, Ruben. 1975. Planes para la difusion de la 
utilizacion de la soya a nivel rural [Plans for the diffusion 
of the utilization of soya at the rural level]. In: American 
Soybean Assoc., ed. 1975. Memorias: Primera Conferencia 
Latinoamericana Sobre la Proteina de Soya. Mexico City. 
232 p. See p. 193-95. [Spa]
Address: Faculdad de Quimica, UNAM, Mexico.

2912. Bressani, R. 1975. Calidad proteinica de la soya y 
su efectividad suplementaria [Soy protein quality and its 
effectiveness as a supplement]. In: American Soybean 
Assoc., ed. 1975. Memorias: Primera Conferencia 
Latinoamericana Sobre la Proteina de Soya. Mexico City. 
232 p. See p. 118-33. [32 ref. Spa]
Address: INCAP, Guatemala.

2913. Diaz Delgado, D. 1975. Valor nutritivo y uso 
potencial de las proteinas solubles e insolubles de la soya 
[Nutritive value and potential uses of soluble and insoluble 
soy proteins]. In: American Soybean Assoc., ed. 1975. 
Memorias: Primera Conferencia Latinoamericana Sobre la 
Proteina de Soya. Mexico City. 232 p. See p. 44-55. [5 ref. 
Spa]
• Summary: Provesol is a fi ne powder with a protein content 
of 50%. Bebida Proteinica is a liquid containing 2.7% 
protein. These are apparently not commercial products. El 
Instituto de Bienestar Familiar de Colombia studies food 
and its availability. Address: Instituto de Investigaciones 
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Technologicas de Colombia.

2914. Elías, L. 1975. Enriquecimiento del maíz con proteína 
de soya [Enrichment of corn (maize) with soy protein]. In: 
American Soybean Assoc., ed. 1975. Memorias: Primera 
Conferencia Latinoamericana Sobre la Proteina de Soya. 
Mexico City. 232 p. See p. 79-87. [22 ref. Spa]
Address: INCAP, Guatemala.

2915. Product Name:  Hain Super-E Soy Oil, and Hain Pure 
Soy Oil.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Hain Pure Food Company, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address:  13660 South Figueroa, Los 
Angeles, CA 90061.
Date of Introduction:  1975 November.
New Product–Documentation:  Midwest Natural Foods 
Distributors, Inc. 1975. Catalog #7. Nov. Ann Arbor, 
Michigan. 108 p. See p. 49. “Super E Soy Oil” (pint).
 Ad in Tom Riker and Richard Roberts. 1979. The 
Directory of Natural & Health Foods. p. 54-55. “Hain 
presents an honest approach to oils.” “Hain prepares 
three polyunsaturated oils that are super-rich in vitamin 
E. Each of these oils–saffl ower, soy and all blend–has 
Vitamin E added to supply 14.7 International Units per 
teaspoon... It is generally agreed that the greater the intake 
of polyunsaturates, the greater the requirement for Vitamin 
E. In addition to its nutritive value, the Vitamin E acts as an 
antioxidant to help prevent rancidity.” The natural form of 
vitamin E is D-Alpha-tocopherol.

2916. Henry, Wayne F. 1975. Valor nutritivo de la proteina 
texturizada [Nutritional value of texturized (soy) protein]. 
In: American Soybean Assoc., ed. 1975. Memorias: Primera 
Conferencia Latinoamericana Sobre la Proteina de Soya. 
Mexico City. 232 p. See p. 55-62. [18 ref. Spa]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Texturization. Analogs 
of centrifuged protein. Texturized soy fl our. Texturized 
soy protein and nutrition. Centrifuges proteins. Tables 1-8. 
Address: Far-Mar Co., St. Joseph, Missouri.

2917. Kies, Constance. 1975. Valor nutritivo de la proteina 
texturizada [Nutritive value of textured (soy) protein]. In: 
American Soybean Assoc., ed. 1975. Memorias: Primera 
Conferencia Latinoamericana Sobre la Proteina de Soya. 
Mexico City. 232 p. See p. 70-74. [18 ref. Spa]
Address: Dep. Food and Nutrition, Univ. of Nebraska.

2918. Rackis, J.J.; McGhee, J.E. 1975. Importancia 
practica de los inhibidores de tripsina de la soya [Practical 
signifi cance of soybean trypsin inhibitors]. In: American 
Soybean Assoc., ed. 1975. Memorias: Primera Conferencia 
Latinoamericana Sobre la Proteina de Soya. Mexico City. 
232 p. See p. 145-58. [30 ref. Spa]
Address: Northern Regional Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois.

2919. Schwartz, F.H. 1975. Valor nutritivo y usos de las 
proteínas aisladas de soya [Nutritive value and uses of 
isolated soy proteins]. In: American Soybean Assoc., ed. 
1975. Memorias: Primera Conferencia Latinoamericana 
Sobre la Proteina de Soya. Mexico City. 232 p. See p. 63-69. 
[11 ref. Spa]
• Summary: Note: This is the earliest Spanish-language 
document seen (Dec. 2015) that uses the term proteínas 
aisladas de soya or proteínas de soya aisladas to refer to 
isolated soy protein. Address: Ralston Purina Co., St. Louis, 
Missouri.

2920. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1975. Tofu as a 
food. Macrobiotic (The) (Oroville, California) No. 110. p. 
14-24. Nov. [2 ref]
• Summary: Excerpted from the forthcoming Book of Tofu.
 The magazine’s editor notes: Tofu is also good for 
external plasters, especially on a head injury or concussion, 
etc. However it is not advisable to use it on heart area 
injuries, as tofu is very yin, and could weaken the heart.
 Tofu as food should be balanced with Tamari or Miso, 
or eaten with fi sh, burdock or any other yang food. This will 
balance its yin quality. Address: Lafayette, California.

2921. Soybean Digest. 1975. Mexico conference base for 
Latin American nutrition. Nov. p. 25.
• Summary: “The fi rst Latin American Soy Protein 
Conference which will be held Nov. 9-12 in Mexico City 
promises to be an important step in furthering soy for human 
nutrition... There will be simultaneous translation of the 
talks in English and Spanish. Gil Harrison, ASA [American 
Soybean Assoc.] country director to Mexico and Northern 
Latin America, is the coordinator of the conference.”

2922. Tsen, C.C. 1975. El bolillo reforzado con soya: 
Su preparacion y valor nutritivo [Latin American bread 
fortifi ed with soya: Its preparation and nutritional value]. 
In: American Soybean Assoc., ed. 1975. Memorias: Primera 
Conferencia Latinoamericana Sobre la Proteina de Soya. 
Mexico City. 232 p. See p. 74-79. [17 ref. Spa]
Address: Kansas State Univ.

2923. Urrutia, J.J.; García, Bertha; Mata, L.J.; Bressani, 
R. 1975. Reporte preliminar del efecto biologico de 
la fortifi cacion del maiz con harina de soya y lisina 
[Preliminary report on the biological effects of the 
fortifi cation of corn (maize) with soy fl our and lysine]. In: 
American Soybean Assoc., ed. 1975. Memorias: Primera 
Conferencia Latinoamericana Sobre la Proteina de Soya. 
Mexico City. 232 p. See p. 134-45. [16 ref. Spa]
Address: INCAP, Guatemala.

2924. Wei, L.S.; Steinberg, M.P.; Nelson, A.I. 1975. A new 
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Illinois soybean beverage: Tasty, smooth, nutritious, and 
economical. Illinois Research (Illinois Agric. Exp. Station, 
Urbana) 17(4):3-4. Fall.
• Summary: This is a relatively short description of the new 
11-step process designed to inactivate the “lipoxygenase 
enzyme,” which can produce a distinctly “painty” off-fl avor 
in soymilk, whenever the beans are ground and exposed to 
water ambient temperatures. The fi ber in the soybean is not 
removed, but rather is fi nely pulverized by grinding and 
homogenization to produce a stable colloidal system, in 
which the fi ber and protein do not settle and the oil does not 
rise. “Instability of the colloidal system, causing a grainy 
mouth feel, can be a severe problem.” The product obtained 
at the end of Step 5, called “Soybean beverage base,” can 
be used to prepare such “dairy analogs” as yogurt and ice 
cream, as well as milk.
 “The University of Illinois Foundation has recently 
patented this process in the United States and in a number of 
other countries. Already three U.S. companies and several 
foreign fi rms have been licensed to use the process in 
manufacturing the beverage, yogurt, ice cream, and similar 
products. We hope that some of these products will appear 
in your local supermarket before too many months have 
passed.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Aug. 2013) that uses the term “dairy analog” (or “dairy 
analogue”) to refer to soymilk.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Aug. 2013) that uses the term “soybean beverage 
base” to refer to a concentrated form of soymilk from which 
regular soymilk or soymilk products can be made by adding 
water, fl avors, sweetener, etc. Address: 1. Assoc. Prof. of 
Food Science; 2. Prof. of Food Engineering; 3. Prof. of Food 
Processing. All: Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois.

2925. Wolf, W.J. 1975. El sabor y los oligosaccharides como 
factores limitantes en el consumo de la soya [Flavor and 
oligosaccharides as limiting factors in the consumption of 
soya]. In: American Soybean Assoc., ed. 1975. Memorias: 
Primera Conferencia Latinoamericana Sobre la Proteina de 
Soya. Mexico City. 232 p. See p. 158-68. [30 ref. Spa]
Address: USDA Northern Regional Research Lab., Peoria, 
Illinois.

2926. Sternberg, M.; Kim, C.Y.; Schwende, F.J. 1975. 
Lysinoalanine: Presence in foods and food ingredients. 
Science 190(4218):992-94. Dec. 5. [13 ref]
• Summary: This unusual amino acid (LAL) has been 
implicated as a renal toxic factor in rats. It may be created 
when soy proteins are treated with alkali. “Although it has 
been reported to occur in both edible and nonfood proteins 
only after alkali treatment, it has now been identifi ed in food 
proteins that had not been subjected to alkali. Lysinoalanine 
is generated in a variety of proteins when heated under 

nonalkaline conditions.”
 Table 1 (p. 993) gives the results of LAL analyses in 
home-cooked foods, food ingredients, and commercial food 
preparations (in micrograms of LAL per gram of protein). 
In home-cooked foods, the largest amounts are found in: 
(1) Egg white, pan fried 30 minutes at 150ºC 1,100. (2) 
Egg white boiled 30 minutes 370. In commercial food 
preparations: (1) Simulated cheese 1,070. (2) Evaporated 
milk 860. (3) Infant formula–milk 640. In food ingredients: 
(1) Whipping agent 50,000. Sodium caseinate 6,900. Egg 
white solids, dried 1,820. Hydrolyzed vegetable protein (a 
total of 18 commercial samples of different batches from fi ve 
manufacturers) 40-500. Soya protein isolate (a total of 45 
commercial samples from two manufacturers) 0-370.
 Table 2, titled “Formation of LAL in proteins by heating 
under nonalkaline conditions” (p. 994, varying concentration, 
temperature, time, and pH) shows: Bovine serum albumin 
3,500. Casein 1,700. Lysozyme 1,000. Ovalbumin (150-
570–increases with increasing pH). Soya globulin (120ºC 
for 16 hours) 40-130–as the pH rises from 2 to 6. Soya 
globulin (100ºC for 3 hours at pH 6.5) 130. Address: Miles 
Laboratories, Inc., Elkhart, Indiana 46514.

2927. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1975. The book of 
tofu: Food for mankind. Hayama-shi, Kanagawa-ken, Japan: 
Autumn Press. 336 p. Illust. by Akiko Aoyagi. Index. Dec. 
15. 28 cm. Rev. ed. 1977 Autumn Press, Brookline, MA. [53 
ref]
• Summary: This pioneering work started the 
“tofu revolution” in America. Contents: Preface. 
Acknowledgments. Part I. Tofu: Food for mankind. 1. 
Protein East and West. 2. Tofu as a food: Introduction, rich 
in high quality protein (NPU, biological value, protein 
score, amino acid content), high protein complementarity 
(tofu contains an abundance of lysine, an essential amino 
acid that is defi cient in many cereal grains; increase usable 
protein by combining tofu with wheat, rice, corn, etc.), easy 
to digest, an ideal diet food, low in saturated fats and free of 
cholesterol, rich in vitamins and minerals, a health-giving 
natural food, backbone of the meatless / vegetarian diet, free 
of chemical toxins, low in cost, easily made at home, quick 
& easy to use, versatile.
 3. Getting started: Introduction, buying and storing tofu, 
basic ingredients (whole-wheat fl our, miso {rice-, barley-, 
and soybean miso, special Japanese miso, Chinese chiang}, 
oil, brown rice, salt, shoyu {natural shoyu, shoyu, Chinese 
soy sauce, synthetic or chemical soy sauce}, sugar, vinegar, 
monosodium glutamate {MSG}), Japanese kitchen tools 
(each illustrated), preparatory techniques (salt rubbing, 
rinsing and pressing leeks and onions, soaking burdock root, 
reconstituting dried sea vegetables {dried hijiki, wakame, 
agar}, wheat gluten and kampyo [kanpyo], parboiling, 
cutting tofu and vegetables, using sesame seeds, toasting 
nori, preparing a steamer), basic recipes (soup stocks and 
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broths {dashi}, basic shoyu dipping sauces {tsuke-jiru}, 
miso toppings {sweet simmered miso / nerimiso, miso sauté / 
abura miso, special miso toppings and dipping sauces, fi nger 
lickin’ miso, and regular miso}, miso salad dressings, nut 
and seed butter toppings (incl. sesame butter or tahini, peanut 
butter), spreads and dressings, basic sauces, rice, noodles and 
other basic preparations).
 Our favorite tofu recipes (lists about 80 recipe names for 
each of the different types of tofu, plus soymilk, yuba, whole 
soybeans, gô, okara, and curds; very favorites that are also 
quick and easy to prepare are preceded by an asterisk).
 Part II. Cooking with tofu: Recipes from East and 
West (500 recipes). 4. Soybeans: History of soybeans and 
“soybean foods,” cooking with whole dry soybeans, roasted 
soybeans (iri-mame), fresh green soybeans (edamame, 
incl. a recipe for “Sweet emerald bean paste {Jinda}),” 
kinako (roasted full-fat soy fl our, incl. Japanese health food 
treats such as kinako amé, gokabo, kokusen, kankanbo, 
and abekawa mochi), soybean sprouts (daizu no moyashi), 
natto (“sticky fermented whole soybeans,” with “gossamer 
threads”), tempeh (fermented soybean cakes), Hamanatto 
and Daitokuji natto (raisin-like natto), modern western 
soybean foods (natural soy fl our [full-fat], soy granules, 
defatted soy fl our and grits, soy protein concentrates, soy 
protein isolates, spun protein fi bers, textured vegetable 
protein {TVP}, soy oil products). 5. Gô (a thick white puree 
of well-soaked uncooked soybeans). 6. Okara or Unohana. 7. 
Curds and whey. 8. Tofu (includes history, and preparatory 
techniques: Parboiling, draining, pressing {towel and 
fridge method, slanting press method, sliced tofu method}, 
squeezing, scrambling, reshaping, crumbling, grinding, 
homemade tofu (basic, from powdered soymilk, fermentation 
method related to soymilk yogurt), tofu quick and easy {incl. 
Chilled tofu–Hiya-yakko}, tofu dressings, spreads, dips and 
hors d’oeuvre {incl. Creamy tofu dressings and dips, Tofu 
mayonnaise dressing, Tofu tartare sauce, Tofu cream cheese, 
Tofu sour cream, Tofu cottage cheese, Tofu guacamole}, tofu 
in salads {Western style and Japanese style salads incl. Shira-
ae}, tofu with sandwiches and toast, tofu in soups {Western 
style and Japanese style soups, incl. miso soup}, tofu in 
sauces, tofu in breakfast egg dishes, tofu baked, tofu sautéed, 
stir-fried or topped with sauces {incl. Mabo-dofu [Ma Po 
doufu]}, deep-fried tofu, tofu with grains, tofu broiled 
{incl. Tofu dengaku}, tofu simmered in one-pot cookery 
and seasoned broths, tofu steamed, tofu desserts {incl. Tofu 
whipped cream or yogurt, Banana tofu milkshake, Tofu 
icing, Tofu ice cream, Tofu cheesecake, Tofu-peanut butter 
cookies}).
 9. Deep-fried tofu: Thick agé or nama-agé (incl. atsu-
agé meaning “thick deep-fried tofu,” “three-cornered agé” 
{sankaku-agé} in Kyoto, agé cubes {kaku-agé}, “fi ve-color 
agé” {gomoku-agé}), ganmo or ganmodoki (incl. hiryozu / 
hirosu, “Flying Dragon’s Heads,” “treasure balls,” “Ganmo 
treasure balls”), agé or aburagé (incl. kiji, “agé pouches,” 

“crisp agé”, kanso aburagé, “agé puffs,” “fried soybean 
cakes,” “hollow agé cubes,” “Smoked tofu,” p. 189-91, 197).
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2013) that contains the following terms related 
to deep-fried tofu (p. 180-90): “Thick agé,” nama-agé, atsu-
agé, Hiryozu, “Dragon,” “Flying Dragon’s Heads,” “treasure 
balls,” “fi ve-color agé,” gomoku-agé, “Ganmo treasure 
balls.” “fresh or raw deep-fried tofu,” “three-cornered agé,” 
sankaku-agé, “agé cubes,” kaku-agé, kiji. “agé pouches,” 
“crisp agé,” kanso aburagé, “agé puffs,” “fried soybean 
cakes,” or “hollow agé cubes.”
 10. Soymilk. 11. Kinugoshi (“Kinu means ‘silk’; kosu 
means ‘to strain’; well named, kinugoshi tofu has a texture 
so smooth that it seems to have been strained through silk.” 
It is made from concentrated soymilk). 12. Grilled tofu 
(incl. sukiyaki). 13. Frozen and dried-frozen tofu. 14. Yuba 
(incl. many meat alternatives such as Yuba mock broiled 
eels, Buddha’s chicken, Buddha’s ham, sausage). 15. Tofu 
and yuba in China, Taiwan, and Korea (incl. Savory tofu 
{wu-hsiang kan}; see p. 258 for illustrations of many meat 
alternatives, incl. Buddha’s fi sh, chicken, drumsticks, and 
duck, plus vegetarian liver and tripe, molded pig’s head, and 
molded ham). One type of Korean soybean miso is called 
kotsu jang [sic, kochu jang]. When tofu is served with miso 
[Korean-style, Tenjang] as the dominant seasoning, and with 
rice, “it becomes the popular Tenjang Chige Pekpem” (p. 
262). 16. Special tofu.
 Note 2. This is the earliest (and only) English-language 
document seen (March 2009) that uses the word “Tenjang” 
to refer to Korean-style soybean jang (miso).
 Part III–Japanese farmhouse tofu: Making tofu for more 
and more people. 17. The quest. 18. Making community 
tofu. 19. The traditional craftsman. 20. Making tofu in the 
traditional way.
 Appendices: A. Tofu restaurants in Japan; many are 
vegetarian: In Tokyo: Sasa-no-yuki / Sasanoyuki, Goemon, 
Hisago, Sanko-in, Shinoda-zushi, Dengaku (south of Tokyo 
in Kamakura). In Kyoto: Nakamura-ro, Okutan, Takocho, 
Izusen, Junsei, Nishiki, Hakuun-an, Rengetsu, Sagano, 
Sorin-an. Tea ceremony cuisine (Kaiseki ryori), Zen temple 
cookery or Buddhist vegetarian cookery (Shojin ryori), Tea 
ceremony cookery from China (Fucha ryori), Wild gathered 
cookery (Sansai ryori). A directory of these and others, with 
addresses and phone numbers, is given (p. 312).
 B. Tofu shops in the West (Directory of 43 shops in 
the USA, 3 in Europe, and 3-7 in Latin America {Mexico 
City, Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paolo, Brazil}). C. People and 
institutions connected with tofu. D. Table of equivalents. 
Bibliography. Glossary. Index. About the authors 
(autobiographical sketches; a photo shows Shurtleff and 
Aoyagi, and gives their address as New-Age Foods Study 
Center, 278-28 Higashi Oizumi, Nerima-ku, Tokyo, Japan 
177). Sending tofu in the four directions.
 Pudding recipes include: Rice pudding with gô and 
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apple (p. 76, incl. 2 cups soymilk). Tofu chawan-mushi 
(p. 147; Steamed egg-vegetable custard with tofu). Tofu 
fruit whips (p. 148). Tofu rice pudding (p. 150, incl. 1 cup 
soymilk). Tofu custard pudding (p. 152). Soymilk custard 
pudding (p. 208). Brown rice pudding (p. 208, with 2 cups 
soymilk). Soymilk chawan-mushi (p. 209). Chawan-mushi 
with yuba (p. 249).
 Dessert recipes include: Tofu whipped cream or yogurt 
(p. 148; resembles a pudding or parfait). Tofu ice cream 
(p. 149, with chilled tofu, honey, vanilla extract and salt). 
Banana-tofu milkshake (p. 149). Tofu cream cheese dessert 
balls (p. 149). Tofu icing (for cake, p. 149). Tofu cheesecake 
(p. 150). Tofu-pineapple sherbet (p. 151). Also: Soymilk 
yogurt (cultured, p. 205). Healthy banana milkshake (p. 206). 
On p. 160 is a recipe for “Mock tuna salad with deep fried 
tofu.”
 Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Sept. 2013) that uses the term “Tofu ice cream” to 
refer to soy ice cream or that contains a recipe for “Tofu ice 
cream.”
 Note 4. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2013) that uses the term “Tofu Cheesecake” and 
the fi rst to give a recipe for a tofu cheesecake.
 Note 5. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Oct. 2013) that uses the term “Tofu sour cream” (p. 
109) or that contains a recipe for “Tofu sour cream.”
 Note 6. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2013) that uses the term “tofu milkshake” or that 
gives a recipe for a shake made with tofu.
 Note 7. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Jan. 2012) that uses the term “sticky fermented” to 
refer to natto.
 Note 8. This is the 2nd earliest English-language 
document seen (April 2013) that uses the term “dried-frozen 
tofu.”
 Note 9. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2013) that describes preparatory techniques for 
tofu (p. 96-98).
 Note 10. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2013) that contains the term “smoked tofu.”
 Note 11. This is also the earliest English-language 
document seen (April 2013) that uses the term “kinugoshi 
tofu” to refer to silken tofu.
 Note 12. As of March 2007, the various English-
language editions of this book have sold more than 616,000 
copies.
 Note 13. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Aug. 2011) that contains the term “Modern Western 
soybean foods” (see p. 69), a term that Shurtleff would soon 
(by 1983) replace by the more accurate “Modern soy protein 
products.”
 Note 14. This is the earliest published English-language 
document seen (Jan. 2012) that contains the term “creamy 
tofu dressings” (or “dressing”).

 Note 15. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Sept. 2012) that contains the term “Soymilk yogurt.”
 Note 16. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2012) 
that contains an adequate or detailed description of how to 
make yuba at home.
 Note 17. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (June 2013) that contains the term “whole dry 
soybeans.”
 Note 18. This is the earliest published English-language 
document seen (Oct. 2013) that contains the term “Tofu 
whipped cream” (regardless of capitalization). This term 
appears on pages 113, 148 (with recipe), 149, 153, and 179.
 Note 18. For a biography and genealogy of William 
Shurtleff and Akiko Aoyagi see: The Shurtleff and Lawton 
Families: Genealogy and History (2005). Free on the web in 
PDF format. Address: c/o Aoyagi, 278-28 Higashi Oizumi, 
Nerima-ku, Tokyo 177, Japan. Phone: (03) 925-4974.

2928. Franz, Kay. 1975. Tortillas fortifi ed with whole 
soybeans prepared by different methods. J. of Food Science 
40(6):1275-77. Nov/Dec. [8 ref]
• Summary: “Improvement of the protein quality of the 
tortilla can result in greatly improved protein intake among 
low-income families who consume the greatest amount 
of tortillas.” The key to fortifi cation lies in using whole 
soybeans. Address: Dep. of Food Science & Nutrition, 
Brigham Young Univ., Provo, Utah.

2929. Kapoor, A.C.; Gupta, Y.P. 1975. Biological evaluation 
of soybean protein and effect of amino acid supplementation. 
J. of Food Science 40(6):1162-64. Nov/Dec. [32 ref]
• Summary: Three popular Indian soybean varieties (Bragg, 
Punjab-1 and Lee) used in this experiment were obtained 
from the Div. of Plant Introduction, Indian Agricultural 
Research Institute, New Delhi. For each variety, the 
following were measured: protein effi ciency ratio (PER), 
total digestibility (TD), net protein utilization (NPU), 
protein value (PV), net protein retention (NPR), and protein 
retention effi ciency (PRE).
 “The present investigation showed that Punjab-1 
appeared to be superior to Bragg and Lee in protein quality. 
All three varieties were unable to provide suffi cient amounts 
of methionine and tryptophan to meet the minimum daily 
requirements of growing rats and supplementation with these 
two amino acids improved their nutritional quality for the 
young rats.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2018) that 
contains acronym “PRE” which stands for protein retention 
effi ciency. Address: Div. of Agricultural Biochemistry, Indian 
Agricultural Research Inst., New Delhi, 110012, India.

2930. Kiuchi, Kan; Ohta, Teruo; Ebine, Hideo. 1975. 
Changes in lipid components of miso-dama koji. Hakko 
Kogaku Zasshi (J. of Fermentation Technology) 53(12):869-
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74. Dec. [6 ref. Eng]
• Summary: “A large amount of lipids [such as oil and 
lecithin] is contained in miso, especially soybean miso, 
since soybean is the raw material of miso.” However the 
free fatty acid content of miso dama was higher than that of 
soybeans. Address: National Food Research Inst., Ministry of 
Agriculture and Forestry, Shiohama, Koto-ku, Tokyo, Japan.

2931. Macrobiotic (The) (Oroville, California). 1975. Miso 
as a replacement for meat. No. 111. p. 39. Dec.
• Summary: “Miso is Yang. It replaces meat, being as 
Yang as meat. One who eats miso every day will soon have 
no desire to eat meat. The Yang mineral salts he craves 
are amply supplied by miso. Without miso, it is diffi cult 
to remain healthy and free of disease. With miso, for the 
intestines, the root of all disease, are maintained in a healthy 
condition. Animal foods which are not digested completely 
easily breed bacteria which are toxic... Carnivorism is a short 
term adventure, always reckless and dangerous, that ends in 
tragedy and disease...”

2932. PAG Secretariat. 1975. Marketing basic consumer 
goods in Mexico: The CONASUPO system. PAG Bulletin 
(Protein Advisory Group, WHO / FAO / UNICEF) 5(4):16-
18. Dec.
• Summary: In 1961 the Mexican government organized 
CONASUPO (Compañia Nacional de Subsistencias 
Populares, or National Company for Popular Subsistencies). 
In a short time it has become a major agency in the 
marketing of essential consumer goods, or “popular 
supplies,” consumed mainly among the lower income 
masses.

2933. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1975. Natto (sticky 
fermented whole soybeans) (Document part). In: W. Shurtleff 
and A. Aoyagi. 1975. The Book of Tofu. Hayama-shi, 
Kanagawa-ken, Japan: Autumn Press. 336 p. See p. 67-68.
• Summary: “Natto are prepared (commercially or at home) 
by steaming soaked soybeans until they are soft, inoculating 
the warm (104ºF) beans with the bacteria Bacillus natto, 
and then allowing them to ferment for 15 to 24 hours in a 
humid environment at about 104ºF. The dark-brown beans 
have a fairly strong and unusual aroma and fl avor, and a 
sticky, slightly slippery surface texture. When lifted from 
the bowl with chopsticks (fi g. 13), like some varieties of 
melted cheese, they form gossamer-like threads. Although 
most whole soybeans are somewhat diffi cult to digest, natto 
are highly digestible because the beans’ complex protein 
molecules have been broken down by the bacteria during 
fermentation. A whole, natural food, natto contains 16.5 
percent protein and are rich in vitamins B-2, B-12, and iron. 
In Japan and in Japanese grocery stores in the West, natto are 
sold in small (3 to 4 ounce) packages wrapped in straw, from 
which they traditionally received bacteria for fermentation. 

Generally served as a topping for rice, natto are also used 
in miso soups and Aemomo-dressings, or sautéed with 
vegetables. In the provinces, they are mixed with a little 
sugar and served as an hors d’oeuvre. About 50,000 tons of 
soybeans are made into natto each year in Japan, about one-
fourth the amount used to make either miso or shoyu.”
 Recipes are given for: Natto topping for brown rice. 
Natto miso soup. Illustrations show: (1) Natto wrapped 
in rice straw during the soybean fermentation. (2) Natto’s 
gossamer threads.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2010) that 
uses the word “sticky” or the term “sticky fermented whole 
soybeans” to describe Japanese natto. Address: Lafayette, 
California.

2934. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1975. Tempeh 
(fermented soybean cakes) (Document part). In: W. Shurtleff 
and A. Aoyagi. 1975. The Book of Tofu. Hayama-shi, 
Kanagawa-ken, Japan: Autumn Press. 336 p. See p. 68-69.
• Summary: “These cakes of cooked soybeans, bound 
together by a fragrant, white mycelium of Rhizopus mold, 
have a delectable fl avor: fried or deep-fried, they taste 
remarkably like fried chicken or veal cutlets. Rich in 
protein (18.3% fresh or 48.7% dried), tempeh is also highly 
digestible, and Rhizopus serves as an effective deactivator of 
trypsin inhibitor (p. 70). Like other fermented soy products 
(miso, shoyu, natto) and sea vegetables, tempeh is one of 
only a few non-meat sources of vitamin B12.
 “For centuries prepared daily on a cottage scale 
throughout Indonesia (where it is a basic food for millions 
of people and makes use of more than 50 percent of the 
country’s soybean crop), tempeh is also an important staple 
in New Guinea and Surinam, and is eaten on a small scale 
in Malaysia and Holland. Its adaptability to household 
industries and its low cost should make it, like tofu, a food of 
worldwide commercial interest during the coming decades.
 “Tempeh can be prepared without diffi culty in any 
Western kitchen using either whole soybeans, okara (p. 81), 
or cooked grains (wheat, rice, barley, or rye) fermented alone 
or mixed with soybeans. In Indonesia, ½ cup portions of 
partially cooked, inoculated soybeans are wrapped in banana 
leaves, tied, and fermented. For larger scale preparation, 
use (stainless steel) trays with 1/8-inch holes every 2 inches 
throughout the top and bottom, or similarly-perforated, 
sausage-shaped plastic bags 1½ inches in diameter. Be sure 
that all containers are well washed since even small amounts 
of oil or salt hinder mold growth.
 “The starter is available from the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture, Northern Regional Research Lab., 1815 N. 
University Ave., Peoria, Illinois 61604. The Farm (p. 316) is 
now making up a brochure on tempeh preparation which will 
soon be available with the starter.
 “To prepare new starter, carefully scrape darkened 
(sporulated) mycelium from the surface of freshly fermented 
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cakes or from the wrapper or tray in which tempeh was 
fermented. Mix with 1 teaspoon (sterile) water and use in 
place of commercial starter.
 “Homemade Tempeh: Makes 6 cakes.
 “1 cup soybeans, washed and soaked for 18 hours in 
a mixture of 1 quart water and 1 teaspoon vinegar or lactic 
acid.
 “½ teaspoon tempeh starter (Rhizopus oligosporus mold 
spores).
 “Squeeze beans fi rmly and repeatedly with one hand in 
soaking water to remove all seed coats, then carefully pour 
off water and coats. Refi ll soaking container with water and 
repeat until all coats are removed. Combine drained beans 
and 4 cups water in a pot, bring to a boil, and simmer for 60 
minutes. Drain beans, rinse 4 to 5 times under water, then 
drain well. Allow to cool to body temperature, then mix in 
starter. Divide inoculated beans into 6 equal portions, placing 
each at the center of a 7 by 9 inch piece of aluminum foil.
 “Fold over sides, then ends of foil, sealing tightly, to 
form a 4- by 3- by ½-inch thick ‘package.’ Place packages 
in a warm clean place or incubator and allow to stand for 24 
hours at 88º (or as long as 30 hours at 78º), or until beans are 
bound together into a cake by a fragrant white mycelium. 
For best fl avor, serve these fresh tempeh cakes as soon as 
possible, cooked in any of the following ways:
 “Deep-fried or Fried: Deep-fry cakes (or pan-fry on 
both sides) until crisp and golden brown. Serve topped with 
shoyu, ketchup, Worcestershire, or any of the following 
Basic Sauces (pp. 48 to 49): Onion, Mushroom, Sweet & 
Sour, Ketchup-Worcestershire, or Tomato & Cheese. Also 
delicious in sandwiches and soups.
 “Tempeh Goreng (Savory Cutlets): Score both surfaces 
of 3 fresh tempeh cakes to a depth of 1/8 inch. Combine 
3 tablespoons water, ½ teaspoon salt, ½ clove of crushed 
garlic, and ¼ teaspoon coriander. Add tempeh, marinate for 
5 minutes, and drain well. Deep-fry in (coconut) oil (p. 130). 
Serve as an accompaniment for rice dishes, topped with red-
pepper sauce (sambal) if desired.
 “Tempeh Kemul (Crisp Chips): Cut 3 tempeh cakes 
horizontally into paper-thin slices; sun-dry for 5 minutes 
if desired. Combine 6 tablespoons (rice) fl our, 1 clove of 
crushed garlic, ½ teaspoon salt, and ¼ teaspoon coriander. 
Mix in enough (coconut) milk to form a fairly thin batter, 
then add tempeh slices and allow to stand briefl y. Deep-fry 
until crisp, and serve like potato chips. For variety use a 
well-salted tempura batter.
 “Tempeh Bacham [Bachem] (Rich Fillets): Combine in 
a skillet ¼ grated onion, ½ teaspoon salt, 3 to 4 tablespoons 
brown sugar, and 1½ cups water. Add 3 tempeh cakes (cut 
crosswise into fourths), bring to a boil, and simmer until 
all liquid has evaporated. Deep-fry cakes and serve as for 
Tempeh Goreng.
 “Tempeh Kering (Fiery Sauté): Cut 3 tempeh cakes 
into paper-thin ½-inch squares; sun-dry for 1 to 2 hours if 

desired. Deep-fry and drain well. Sauté ½ clove of crushed 
garlic and ½ minced onion in 3 tablespoons oil for 5 minutes. 
Add 2 tablespoons each brown sugar and water, 1 to 2 
minced red peppers, ½ teaspoon salt, and spices (salam, 
laos, asam) to taste: sauté for 2 minutes more. Add tempeh 
slices and sauté for 4 more minutes. Scoop out tempeh with a 
slotted spoon or spatula, drain briefl y over wok or skillet, and 
serve as a topping for cooked rice.
 “In Soups: Add diced fresh tempeh to soups and simmer 
for 30 minutes. Season with salt, miso, or shoyu.
 “Baked or Roasted: Bake at 350º for about 20 minutes, 
or until nicely browned and fragrant. If desired, use as the 
basis for a pizza-type preparation, or serve topped with any 
of the sauces mentioned above.”
 Illustrations show: (1) Small round and square cakes of 
tempeh. (2) How to fold inoculated, cooked soybeans into 
a small packet when making Indonesian-style homemade 
tempeh.
 Note 1. This is the earliest published document seen 
(Oct. 2011) that describes how to make tempeh at home. 
The process was learned from an Indonesian couple, Mr. and 
Mrs. Mustam, in Tokyo, Japan, in March 1975.
 Note 2. Shurtleff & Aoyagi fi rst learned about tempeh, 
while they were in Japan, from The Farm in Summertown, 
Tennessee. A friend at The Farm sent them a copy of the 
newly published Farm Vegetarian Cookbook, just as their 
Book of Tofu was about to go to press. On 1 Sept. 1975 
Shurtleff (in Tokyo) sent a copy of the section on “Tempeh” 
(typeset galley proofs) from this book to Cynthia Bates at 
The Farm (Summertown, Tennessee) and requested her 
comments. Address: Lafayette, California.

2935. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1975. The book 
of tofu: Food for mankind (Illustrations–line drawings). 
Hayama-shi, Kanagawa-ken, Japan: Autumn Press. 336 p. 
Illust. by Akiko Aoyagi. Index. Dec. 28 cm. Rev. ed. 1977 
Autumn Press, Brookline, MA. [53 ref]
• Summary: Continued: Illustrations (line drawings, both 
numbered and unnumbered) show: A hearth in a traditional 
Japanese farmhouse with tofu dengaku roasting around a bed 
of coals in a sunken open-hearth fi replace. An old Japanese 
plum tree blossoming in winter. Three pieces of skewered 
tofu dengaku with a sansho leaf atop each in a special 
serving box. A sprig of sansho with berries. Stylized top of 
a soybean plant in a circle. Fig. (4) Tofu products available 
in the West (tofu, dofu, kinugoshi, thick agé triangles, cubes, 
and cake, agé and agé puffs, hollow agé cubes, soymilk, tofu 
pudding, doufu-ru {white and red}, ganmo {patties, small 
balls, and treasure balls}, grilled tofu, dried-frozen tofu, 
instant powdered tofu, okara, dried yuba, soymilk curds, 
pressed tofu, savory tofu). A wooden cutting board and 
Japanese broad-bladed vegetable knife (nagiri-bôcho) with 
vegetables and tofu on a woven bamboo tray.
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
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seen (April 2013) that uses the term “treasure balls” to refer 
to Chinese-style tofu mixed with various fi nely-chopped 
vegetables, rolled into balls, and deep-fried tofu. (8) A 
wooden keg of red miso and a plastic bag of barley miso. (9) 
Shoyu in a metal can, wooden keg, glass bottle, and table-
top dispenser. Traditional Japanese kitchen tools: Miso-koshi 
(woven bamboo strainer used in making miso soup). cutting 
board, Japanese vegetable knife, wooden spatula, bamboo 
rice paddle (shamoji) and spoon, woven bamboo colander or 
tray (zaru), suribachi, Japanese grater (oroshi-gané), sudaré 
(bamboo mat), pressing sack for tofu or soymilk, serrated 
tofu-slicing knife, tawashi scrub-brush (made of natural palm 
fi ber), wok with draining rack and wooden lid, stir-frying 
ladle and spatula, long cooking-chopsticks, mesh skimmer, 
deep-frying thermometer, Chinese bamboo steamer (seiro), 
charcoal brazier (konro, shichirin), broiling screen. Covered 
pot steamer. Small lidded pottery pot. More kitchen tools 
(p. 50-51). (10) A soybean measuring box (isshô-bako). (11) 
The soybean plant. Two views of a soybean seed with seed 
coat, hilum, and hypocotyl labeled. A bag full of soybeans. 
Roasted soybeans in a woven bamboo tray (zaru). Edamamé 
in the pods. Three shapes of kinako treats. Soybean sprouts. 
Natto on a bamboo mat (sudare). Natto wrapped in rice 
straw as it ferments. A hand holding chopsticks that lift natto 
up from a bowl of natto–connected by gossamer threads. 
Tempeh (round and square pieces). Wrapping a small packet 
of inoculated soybeans to make tempeh. (15) Two Japanese 
women in traditional clothing using hand-turned grinding 
stones (quern) to grind soaked soybeans when making tofu. 
(16) Push-pull grinding stones. (17) Motor-driven grinding 
stones. (18) Water-powered millstones. (19) Wind-powered 
millstones. (20) Unohana. (21) A tofu maker sitting on a 
traditional lever press that presses soymilk from the okara 
in a pressing sack on a rack. A heavy iron skillet. (22) 
Folding okara omelet pouches. Okara doughnuts. (23) A 
bamboo colander. (24) A tofu maker weighting a colander 
with a brick so that whey will collect in it. (25) Ladling 
whey from curds; it foams! (27) A horse drinking whey 
from a wooden vat. Soymilk curds in a bamboo mat. (28) 
Ladling curds for Awayuki. (29) Fresh tofu in a plastic tub. 
(30) A tofu maker placing a weight on pressing lids as tofu 
is pressed in settling boxes (forming boxes). Transferring 
tofu-fi lled settling box to sink. Cutting a block of tofu into 
cakes under water. Eggplant halves in a yin-yang dance. 
Preparatory techniques used with tofu (slanting press, sliced 
tofu, squeezing, scrambling, reshaping, crumbling). (32) 
Utensils for making tofu at home. (33) Three designs for a 
homemade settling container. (34) Preparing homemade tofu 
(a-l). (35) Removing tofu from a farmhouse-style settling 
container (forming box). (36) Chilled tofu. Iceberg chilled 
tofu. A hot, moist, white towelette (o-shibori) is used to 
wipe the face and hands before (or occasionally after) a 
meal. Tofu salads in three Japanese pottery dishes. Japanese 
soups in three types of containers. (37) Chrysanthemum tofu. 

(38) Tofu poached egg. Tofu-stuffed green peppers. A wok. 
(39) Filling a wok with oil. (40) Testing oil temperature in 
a wok. (41) Deep-frying tofu tempura–and (42) Serving it 
in a shallow bamboo basket. (43) Making Kaki-agé. (44) 
Dengaku Hoshi (from Tofu Hyaku Chin). (45) Skewered 
Tofu dengaku. Preparing Tofu dengaku in old Japan (from 
Hokusai’s sketchbooks). (46) A variety of skewers. (47) 
Chinese fi repots. (48) A Simmering Tofu wooden serving 
container heated by coals from within. (49) Miso oden. (50) 
Tofu wrapped in rice straw. (51) Nanzenji wrapped tofu. (52) 
Gisei-dofu. (53) Serving freshly deep-fried agé. (54) The 
deep-frying area of a traditional tofu shop. (55) Deep-frying 
tools. (56) Wooden bamboo tray with raised sides. Chinese 
cleaver. (57) Nori-wrapped sushi with agé (making and 
serving; six drawings). Eating noodles from old Japan (from 
Hokusai’s sketchbook). (58) Preparing homemade noodles. 
(59) The Oden man on a winter’s eve. A pottery bowl of 
Oden. Kombu rolls. (60) Making konnyaku twists. (61) 
Nishime in a multi-layered lacquerware box. (61) Pressing 
tofu for thick agé in a tofu shop. (62) Deep-frying tofu 
for thick agé. (63) A tofu maker with deep-fried thick agé 
triangles on screen trays.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (May 2012) that contains the terms “deep-fried thick 
agé triangles” (p. 181) or “hollow agé cubes” (p. 23).
 (64) Stuffi ng thick agé. (65) Thick agé stuffed with 
onions. (66) Pressing tofu for ganmo. (67) Adding seeds and 
vegetables. (68) Deep-frying ganmo. (69) A farmhouse open-
hearth fi replace with nabe kettle. (70) Preparing homemade 
ganmo. Ganmo balls in a draining tray. Ganmo cheeseburger. 
(71) Cutting tofu to make agé slices (kiji). (72) Deep frying 
agé. (73) Opening agé into pouches. Agé treasure pouches.
 Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2013) that contains the term “treasure pouches” 
or the term “Agé treasure pouches” They refer to a Kyoto-
style delicacy made with deep-fried tofu pouches.
 (74) Agé pouches sealed with foodpicks. Inari shrine 
with Shinto torii. (75) Kampyo-tied pouches [kanpyo]. (76) 
Making rolled agé hors d’oeuvre. (77) Tofu maker ladling gô 
(fresh soy puree) into a cauldron. (78) Stirring down the gô. 
Pressing soymilk from okara with a hand-turned screw press. 
(79) Serving fresh soymilk in a tofu shop. Six Japanese 
commercial soymilk products. Little girl at The Farm 
(Summertown, Tennessee) seated on a small chair drinking 
a cup of soymilk. Chinese breakfast soymilk soup with 
deep-fried crullers (Siento-chiang with yu-chiao tsao pi). 
(80) Takigawa-dofu. (81) Tofu maker pouring the soymilk 
for kinugoshi tofu. (82) Adding solidifi er. (83) Trimming 
kinugoshi from sides of box. (84) Modern lactone kinugoshi 
(with GDL). (85) Modern kinugoshi factory. (86) Sasa-no-
Yuki’s Gisei-dofu container. (87) Kinugoshi with ankake 
sauce. The entrance way to a traditional Japanese restaurant 
featuring tofu. Traditional metal skewer for making grilled 
tofu. (88) Traditional tofu maker grilling tofu over a charcoal 
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brazier (hibachi). Grilling tofu in a traditional open hearth. 
(89) An early method of elaborate grilling. Pieces of tofu 
on different types of skewers. Farmhouse sukiyaki with 
grilled tofu. (90) Tying frozen tofu with rice straw. (91) 
Drying farmhouse frozen tofu. (92) Pressing frozen tofu 
at home. (93) Deep-fried frozen tofu with cheese. (94) 
Making deep-fried frozen tofu sandwiches (Hakata-agé). 
(95) Frozen tofu wrapped in kombu. (96) Steaming table 
in a yuba shop. Ten different types / shapes of yuba. (97) 
Lifting yuba away from soymilk. (98) Yuba sashimi. (99) 
Yuba envelopes. (100) Deep-fried yuba dengaku. (101) 
Folding yuba into bundles. Trimming half-dried yuba from 
a skewer. (102-113) Tofu and yuba in Taiwan, China, and 
Korea (see separate record). Sesame tofu in pottery bowl. 
(114) Traditional farmhouse tofu, tied into a package with 
rice straw rope. (115) Shirakawa-go farmhouses with water-
powered rice-dehusker in foreground. (116) Making seawater 
tofu at Suwanose. Mortar and pestle for pounding mochi. 
Making community tofu: Western metal hand mill, hand-
turned stone mill apparatus, faces of upper and lower stones, 
colander and cloth, two shapes of cooking pots, Japanese 
farmhouse earthen cooking stove, cooking pot set on cut-
off oil drum, ladle, two wooden paddles, pressing rack, 
pressing okara, lever press, pressing sack, wooden settling 
[forming] container with cloths. (117) Making nigari with 
salt in bamboo colander, a traditional “salt boat” for refi ning 
salt of nigari. (119) Country farmhouse tofu (5 illust.). 
(121) Morning shopping at a tofu shop. (122) Diagram of a 
tofu-shop fl oor plan. (123) Modern pressure with hydraulic 
press. (124) Modern centrifuge with 3 soymilk barrels. 
Thirty-one unnumbered illustrations showing every step in 
making and selling tofu in a traditional Japanese shop (p. 
299-306). (125) Cutting tofu for Dengaku (from Tofu Hyaku 
Chin). (126) Ladies busy making dengaku (from Tofu Hyaku 
Chin). (127) Hearth at Nakamura-ro. (128) The garden at 
Okutan. Six types of Japanese sea vegetables: Hijiki, aonori, 
wakame, agar, nori, kombu. (129) Japanese vegetables (27 
illustrations). Address: c/o Aoyagi, 278-28 Higashi Oizumi, 
Nerima-ku, Tokyo 177, Japan. Phone: (03) 925-4974.

2936. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1975. The book 
of tofu: Food for mankind (Tables, graphs, and diagrams). 
Hayama-shi, Kanagawa-ken, Japan: Autumn Press. 336 p. 
Illust. by Akiko Aoyagi. Index. Dec. 28 cm. Rev. ed. 1977 
Autumn Press, Brookline, MA. [53 ref]
• Summary: Tables, graphs, diagrams (etc.) show: (1) Bar 
chart of per-acre yields of usable protein from different 
food sources: Soybeans 356, rice 265, corn 211... milk 82, 
eggs 78, meat (all types) 45, beef 20. (2) Graph of world 
meat consumption versus income: People in rich countries 
(those with high per capita income) tend to eat a lot of 
meat, while those in poor countries tend to eat little. Table 
showing percentage of protein by weight in 20 basic Western 
foods and foodstuffs. (3) Table of 18 tofu products available 

in the West: For each is given–Name used in this book, 
other names, description, where sold, how sold. (5) Table 
showing composition of nutrients in 100 gm of tofu and 
related products (16 products in all). (6) Graph of protein 
vs. moisture content in various types of tofu. Table of NPU 
(net protein utilization) ratings of 13 basic foods. (7) Table 
of amounts of essential amino acids and their percentages 
with minimum daily requirements in 100 gm portion of tofu. 
Table of amount of various foods combinations that provide 
exactly 50% of the daily adult male requirement of usable 
protein. Table showing the cost of one day’s supply of usable 
protein from various foods.
 (14) Diagram showing Gô as the source of all tofu 
products. (26) Percentage of original soybean protein 
contained in by-products of the tofu-making process: 
73.5% ends up in the fi nal tofu. (31) Effects of preparatory 
techniques on 1 cake of tofu: Final weight, percentage 
protein in fi nal tofu, percent reduction in weight from 
water loss. Table of nutritional composition of soymilk, 
dairy milk, and mother’s milk (compared on an equal water 
basis, p. 200). Table showing composition by weight of 
seawater (p. 282). Table of the composition of the solids 
in clean seawater: Sodium chloride 77.8%, magnesium 
chloride 9.5%, magnesium sulfate 6.6%, calcium sulfate 
3.4%, potassium chloride 2.1%, magnesium bromide 0.2% 
(p. 283). Table of the composition of the liquid that drips 
out of natural / unrefi ned sea salt when making nigari (p. 
284). Table of the composition of the solids in natural nigari 
(mostly magnesium chloride, p. 284). (120) Graph of soaking 
time vs. temperature for soybeans. Address: c/o Aoyagi, 278-
28 Higashi Oizumi, Nerima-ku, Tokyo 177, Japan. Phone: 
(03) 925-4974.

2937. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1975. Soymilk 
(Document part). In: W. Shurtleff and A. Aoyagi. 1975. The 
Book of Tofu. Hayama-shi, Kanagawa-ken, Japan: Autumn 
Press. 336 p. See p. 199-210. Chap. 10.
• Summary: Contents: Making soymilk in a Japanese tofu 
shop as part of the tofu-making process. Comparative 
analysis of the composition of soymilk, dairy milk, and 
mother’s milk (human), each adjusted to the same percentage 
of water (88.6%) (with table). “Vegetable milks” prepared 
from other nuts (almonds, peanuts, walnuts, and coconut) 
and seeds (sunfl ower and sesame). Low cost of fresh 
soymilk, in East Asia and on The Farm (Summertown, 
Tennessee). Soymilk in Taiwan. History of Vitasoy and K.S. 
Lo. UNICF / FAO / WHO soymilk plant making Saridele dry 
soymilk in Indonesia. Smaller plants in Manila, Philippines, 
and Bangkok, Thailand. History of the work of Dr. Harry W. 
Miller in China (starting in 1936) and the USA (Soya Lac / 
Soyalac, 1939). Current status of soymilk sold as a beverage 
in Japan: Sold in tetrapak cartons or, in condensed form, in 
cans.
 “In the West, the growing recognition of the value of 
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soymilk has been greatly stimulated by the work of Dr. Harry 
W. Miller, now a resident of Southern California. Strong, 
alert, and very active at age 95, he is a living testimony to 
the health-giving virtues of soymilk. In 1936, while working 
as a medical missionary in Shanghai, Dr. Miller started the 
fi rst soy dairy where soymilk was prepared on a large scale, 
sterilized in bottles, and distributed daily. Largely through 
Dr. Miller’s efforts, soymilk fortifi ed with vitamins and 
minerals has fi nally come to be used in the United States, 
too, primarily for feeding infants. His life’s dream has 
been to see soymilk made available to people throughout 
the world, especially to the increasing number of children 
suffering from malnutrition.
 “The research work of Dr. Miller and other nutritionists 
around the world, based on experiments with large 
numbers of infants and young children, shows clearly and 
conclusively that soymilk can be used as a complete and 
effective substitute for dairy or human milk. When fortifi ed 
with sulphur-containing amino acids, calcium, and vitamins 
A, B, C, and D, the nutritional balance of the product 
approaches its ideal as a baby food. In 1937, when Dr. Miller 
patented the fi rst such formulated drink, he was advised that 
if he called it by its common and obvious name, soymilk, 
he would be fought by the dairy industry; so he latinized the 
name to Soyalac. The actual cost of preparing this milk in 
the United States is about one-half the cost of obtaining dairy 
milk (before bottling and distribution). Reports in various 
publications suggest that, for this reason, the American dairy 
industry may be growing increasingly concerned about the 
use of soymilk and other soy products to extend, or even 
replace, dairy products.
 “In Japan, soymilk is prepared by a number of large 
companies and sold in tetrapak cartons or, in condensed 
form, in cans. Now available in a variety of fl avors (plain, 
honey, barley-malt, strawberry or chocolate) in virtually all 
natural and health food stores and at most supermarkets; 
some types are even dispensed from vending machines or 
delivered door to door.
 “Many Japanese tofu makers used to deliver a bottle 
of soymilk each morning to a large number of their regular 
customers, but the tradition has gradually declined with the 
increasing availability of commercial soymilk and the post-
war trend toward drinking dairy milk.
 “A formulated, canned soymilk for infants (and 
those allergic or sensitive to dairy milk) and at least four 
varieties of powdered, spray-dried soymilk packaged in 
cartons are available at most pharmacies or natural food 
stores. Plain powdered soymilk contains 44 to 52 percent 
protein, 28 percent fat (mostly polyunsaturated), and 12 
percent carbohydrates; stored at room temperature, it will 
keep its fl avor indefi nitely and is an excellent lightweight 
ingredient for use on camping trips or picnics. One type of 
powdered soymilk, called Bonlact, is especially formulated 
for infants and growing children. Another, used primarily 

as a health food by adults on low-fat or reducing diets, is 
fortifi ed with lecithin and linoleic acid, methionine, fruit 
sugar, plus vitamins and minerals. The most popular spray-
dried soymilk is packaged together with a small envelope 
of lactone solidifi er and sold at most food markets as instant 
homemade tofu.
 “Soymilk is well thought of by medical practitioners 
as well as laymen. Many Japanese doctors view it as an 
effective natural medicine and prescribe it as a regular part 
of the diet for diabetes (because it is low in starch); heart 
disease, high blood pressure, and hardening of the arteries 
(because it is free of cholesterol, low in saturated fats, and 
rich in lecithin and linoleic acid); and anemia (because it 
is rich in iron and is thought to stimulate the production 
of hemoglobin). It is also used to strengthen the digestive 
system (since health-giving lactic acid bacteria thrive and 
multiply in its presence) and alkalize–hence fortify–the 
bloodstream (since it is among the most alkaline sources of 
protein).” Address: Lafayette, California.

2938. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1975. Soybeans 
(Document part). In: W. Shurtleff and A. Aoyagi. 1975. The 
Book of Tofu. Hayama-shi, Kanagawa-ken, Japan: Autumn 
Press. 336 p. See p. 55-62.
• Summary: The section titled “Cooking with whole dry 
soybeans” (p. 59) begins: “In Japan, soybeans are only 
occasionally cooked at home. To save time and the cost of 
lengthy cooking, most people purchase ready-made soybean 
dishes, usually at the local delicatessen. Many of these store-
bought preparations contain large amounts of shoyu and/or 
sugar to serve as natural preservatives. Whole (tan) soybeans 
are also available commercially deep-fried in a sweetened 
batter and sold as Soy Brittle (p. 62), while black soybeans 
are often used in confectionery treats.
 “But when most of us in the West set out to use 
soybeans, we usually start with those available in their 
whole, dry form at natural food stores and supermarkets. 
Presently the least expensive known source of usable protein, 
whole soybeans are also rich in iron, and vitamins B-1, and 
B-2. A truly remarkable food, they contain 1½ times as much 
protein as any other legume (34% to 38%), and are low in 
carbohydrates. Many recent cookbooks, especially those 
emphasizing natural foods, have begun to include a wide 
variety of recipes using boiled or baked soybeans in Western-
style salads, soups, casseroles, and spreads.
 “Fresh, new-crop soybeans–the tastiest type–are 
generally available from the beginning of November. When 
storing large quantities, always use cloth rather than plastic 
sacks. When soybeans are kept over long periods, a small 
harmless moth and its eggs may appear among the beans. 
These can be easily removed by sifting and then exposing the 
beans to direct sunlight for one day.
 “Once you decide to make soybeans, tofu, and soymilk 
a basic part of your diet, buy a 60- to 100-pound sack of 
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food- or seed grade beans at greatly reduced prices from a 
wholesaler or farmer’s supply store; avoid the little packages 
retailed at infl ated prices.
 “To ensure best fl avor, digestibility, and deactivation 
of trypsin inhibitor (see p. 70), soybeans must be cooked–
preferably pressure cooked–until they are very soft; a single 
bean should be easily crushed between the thumb and ring 
fi nger or between the tongue and roof of the mouth. The 
beans should also be thoroughly soaked in plenty of water 
(see graph, p. 289), the water discarded, and new water 
used for cooking; this helps remove the oligosaccharides 
believed to cause fl atulence. When pressure cooking, some 
cooks add 1½ teaspoons oil for each cup of beans in order to 
prevent the seed coats from clogging the steam escape valve; 
some also prefer to add salt and seasonings before pressure 
cooking. If cooking the beans at only 10 pounds pressure, 
double the cooking times given in the following recipes.”
 After recipes for pressure cooked soybeans, and boiled 
soybeans, are 15 Western-style soybean recipes followed by 
the following named Japanese recipes: Budomame (Sweet 
soybeans). Kombu mame. Kuro mame. Gomoku mame.
 Illustrations show: (1) A 1 shô (1.8 liter) wooden 
measuring box (masu) widely used in Japan for measuring 
soybeans, grains, etc. The sides are joined by fi nger joints. 
(2) A soybean plant. (3) Basic parts of a single soybean. 
Address: Lafayette, California.

2939. Siegel, A.; Bhumiratana, A.; Lineback, D.R. 1975. 
Development, acceptability, and nutritional evaluation 
of high-protein soy-supplemented rice noodles for Thai 
children. Cereal Chemistry 52(6):801-12. Nov/Dec. [24 ref]
• Summary: “Dehydrated rice noodles, supplemented with 
20 and 30% full-fat soy fl our (dry basis), were developed 
for use in feeding programs at Child Nutrition Centers in 
Thailand... These soy-rice noodles contain 15.0 and 18.0% 
protein on a moisture-free basis, respectively; the control 
contained 7.8% protein... Protein costs of soy-rice noodles 
were substantially less than those for regular rice noodles.” 
These noodles were not apparently sold commercially. 
“The soy fl our used was Kaset full-fat soy fl our, prepared 
semicommercially by the Institute of Food Research and 
Product Development (IFRDP), Bangkok, by the procedure 
described by Bhumiratana and Nondasuta” in 1972. This soy 
fl our contained 40-49% protein. Address: 1&3. Kansas State 
Univ.; 2. Inst. of Food Research & Product Development, 
Kasetsart Univ., P.O. Box 4-710, Bangkok, Thailand; 
Siegel’s present address: International Development 
Research Centre, Box 8500, Ottawa, Canada K1G 3H9.

2940. Wu, Arnold C.M.; Eitenmiller, R.R.; Powers, J.J. 
1975. Effect of fl uctuating temperature treatment on milk 
coagulation and inactivation of soybean trypsin inhibitor. J. 
of Food Science 40(6):1171-73. Nov/Dec. [22 ref]
• Summary: In the processing of raw soybeans into various 

soy products, soybean trypsin inhibitors (STI) are usually 
inactivated by heating. Fluctuating temperature treatment 
(FTT) was applied to determine if faster inactivation rates 
could be obtained. The graph in fi g. 3 shows that 70% of the 
STI can be inactivated by constant temperature treatment 
(CTT) for 6 minutes at about 127ºC, and that 80% can be 
inactivated by CTT for 6 minutes at about 145ºC. “The 
residual antitryptic activity for CTT at 125ºC was 32.5%, 
compared with 12.6% for the FTT with 125 ± 25ºC...” 
Thus FTT can be used effectively at temperatures around 
125ºC to enhance heat inactivation of STI. Yet “in a natural 
environment such as soy meal or soy whey, where the 
ultimate goal is to retain the functionality of the soy protein, 
the overall signifi cance of FTT depends on the competition 
between the effect of FTT on inactivating STI and damage to 
the functional property of the soy protein.” Address: Dep. of 
Food Science, Univ. of Georgia, Athens, Georgia 30602.

2941. Azumaya, Naoki. 1975. Nattô-kin ni yoru bitamin B-2 
seisan ni kansuru kenkyû. I. Mg2+, Ni2+, Zn2+ no eikyô [Study 
on vitamin-B production by natto bacteria. III. The effect of 
magnesium, nickel, zinc, and lead positive divalent ions]. 
Kumamoto Joshi Daigaku Gakujutsu Kiyo (J. of Kumamoto 
Women’s University) 27(1):81. [Jap]*

2942. Berra, Ruben; Pontecorvo, A. 1975. The soybean and 
its nourishing properties for the rural areas of Mexico. In: 
Proceedings of the Second Latin American Seminar on Food 
Science and Technology. Vol. 1. See p. 103. (Campinas, Sao 
Paulo, Brazil). *
Address: National Univ. of Mexico, Mexico City (UNAM).

2943. Figueiredo, L.B.; Travaglini, D.A. 1975. Estudo de 
aminoacidos e valor nutritivo de soja acucarada [Varieties 
of amino acids and the nutritive value of refi ned? soy 
fl our]. Coletanea do Instituto de Tecnologia de Alimentos 
(Campinas) 6:446-58. [24 ref. Por]*

2944. Fraumeni, J.F., Jr. 1975. Cancers of the pancreas 
and biliary tract: epidemiological considerations. Cancer 
Research 35:3437. *
• Summary: The risk of pancreatic cancer increases among 
Japanese immigrants to the U.S. Their change in dietary 
habits includes a reduction in soy intake.

2945. G.E.P.S. (which became C.E.P.V.). 1975. Les protéines 
de soja dans l’alimentation humaine [Soy proteins in human 
nutrition]. France. 18 p. Booklet. [Fre]*

2946. Hayashi, U.; Narasc, A.; Oura, Y. 1975. [Experimental 
study on the nutritional value of natto. V. Relationship 
between preservation of natto and its nutritive value]. 
Teikoku Gakuen Kiyo (Memoirs of the Teikoku Women’s 
University) 1:7-12. (Chem. Abst. 85:45330d). [Jap]*
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2947. Hayashi, U.; Nagao, Kazumi. 1975. Nattô no eiyô-
ka ni kansuru jikken-teki kenkyû. VI. Missen hozon de 
eiyô-ka no masu shuin ni tsuite [Experimental study on the 
nutritional value of natto. VI. The main factor in increasing 
the nutritional value during storage under tight sealing]. 
Teikoku Gakuen Kiyo (Memoirs of the Teikoku Women’s 
University) 1:13-20. [Jap]*

2948. Inciarte, F. 1975. Procesamiento industrial de la 
soya (Glycine soja) y su infl uencia en la alimentacion de 
monogastricos [Industrial processing of soybeans and its 
infl uence on the feeding of monogastric animals]. Maracaibo, 
Universidad del Zulia. Facultad de Ciencias Veterinarias. 38 
p. Trabajo de ascenso. [Spa]*
Address: Venezuela.

2949. Kay, T. 1975. Use of soya bean to improve the 
protein content of the diet in West Africa and thus prevent 
Kwashiorkor, a most prevalent disease of children. In: 
Proceedings: 16th Annual Conference of Science Association 
of Nigeria. 8 p. *

2950. Kazakov, A.L.; Kechatov, E.A.; Chemerko, V.M. 1975. 
[Isofl avones from the oil cake of Glycine hispida seeds]. 
Khimiya Prirodnykh Soedinenii (Chemistry of Natural 
Compounds) (Tashkent, Uzbekistan) 2:256-57. [Eng]*
• Summary: Tashkent is the capital of the Uzbek SSR, and 
also capital of the Tashkent Oblast, USSR.

2951. Kuitunen, P.; Visakorpi, J.K.; Savilahti, E.; et al. 
1975. Malabsorption syndrome with cow’s milk intolerance: 
Clinical fi ndings and course in 54 cases. Archives of Disease 
in Childhood 50:351. *

2952. Kuznetsova, A.A.; Muradov, K.M.; Kazantseva, V.N. 
1975. [Amino-acid composition leguminous crops of tropical 
origin cultivated in the Turkmen SSR (USSR)]. Izvestiia 
Akademii Nauk Turkmenskoi SSR, Seriya Biologicheskikh 
Nauk (Proceedings of the Academy of Sciences of the 
Turkmen SSR, Biological Sciences Series) No. 5. p. 19-23. [6 
ref. Rus; eng; tum]
• Summary: At the beginning of anthesis, soybeans, Vigna, 
and Dolichos contain the highest content of essential amino 
acids (86.35 to 99.96%). At this period, the nutritive value 
of the biomass is higher than that at the following phases of 
vegetation. Address: Inst. Bot., Acad. Sci., Turkmen SSR, 
Ashkhabad, USSR.

2953. Kwon, S.H.; Oh, J.H.; Kim, J.R.; Song, H.S.; Kim, 
B.W. 1975. [Diversity and oil contents of the Korean native 
soybean seeds. II.]. Korean J. of Breeding 7(1):40-44. [15 
ref. Kor]*
Address: Korea Atomic Energy Research Inst., Seoul, South 

Korea.

2954. Murillo, E.; Gaunt, J.K. 1975. Investigations on alpha 
tocopherol oxidase in beans, alfalfa, and soybeans. In: 1975. 
First Chemical Congress of the North American Continent. 
See Abst. No. 155. Held in Mexico City. *
• Summary: The anti-vitamin E factor in soybeans might be 
tocopherol oxidase.

2955. Nakamura, Yasuhiko. 1975. Okara no suiyô-sei, tôseki-
sei seibun no kôsan kasei ni tsuite [Anti-oxidation of water 
soluble and diffusable components of okara]. Kagoshima 
Daigaku p. 19. [Jap]*

2956. Rackis, J.J. 1975. Oligosaccharides of food legumes: 
Alpha-galactosidase activity and the fl atus problem. In: A. 
Jeans and J. Hodge, eds. 1975. Physiological Effects of Food 
Carbohydrates. Washington, DC. See p. 207-22. ACS Symp. 
Series No. 15. *
• Summary: Anaerobic bacteria in the lower intestinal tract 
degrade oligosaccharides to yield gases such as hydrogen, 
carbon dioxide, and small amounts of methane.

2957. Sabel’nikova, V.I.; Voloskova, M.M. 1975. [Effect of 
Nitragin and molybdenum on amino acid composition of 
peas and soyabeans]. Izvestiya Akademii Nauk Moldavskoi 
SSR, Biologicheskikh i Khimicheskikh Nauk (Bulletin of 
the Academy of Sciences of the Moldavian SSR, Series on 
Biological and Chemical Sciences) No. 1. p. 35-39. [Rus]*

2958. Stafford, Walter W.; Day, Charles E. 1975. Regression 
of atherosclerosis effected by intravenous phospholipid. 
Artery 1(2):106-14. [20 ref]
• Summary: Polyunsaturated lecithin was administered 
intravenously to Japanese quail which were on an 
atherogenic diet. The lecithin was injected once a week at 
a level of 400 mg/kg/week for 3 months. “Grossly visible 
atherosclerosis in the thoracic aorta and right brachiocephalic 
artery was signifi cantly reduced. Arterial cholesterol was also 
reduced.”
 The injected phospholipid was Lipostabil(R) made by 
Nattermann Co., Cologne, Germany. This regression effect 
on atherosclerosis has been shown on a variety animals, but 
only if it is administered intravenously. Address: The Upjohn 
Co., Kalamazoo, Michigan.

2959. Stanilova, D. 1975. Sastav na aminokiselinite v 
zarnoto na soiata v zavisimost ot toreneto [Infl uence 
of fertilizer on the amino acid content of soybeans]. 
Pochvoznanie i Agrohimia (Pedology and Agrochemistry) 
5:113-21. [Bul]*
Address: Bulgaria.

2960. Stanilova, D. 1975. Vlianie na usloviata na hranene 
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i vlajnostta na pochvata varhu dobiva i himichnia sastav 
nazarnoto ot dva sorta soia [Infl uence of soil fertilization and 
moisture on soybean yield and the chemical composition 
of the beans]. Pochvoznanie i Agrohimia (Pedology and 
Agrochemistry) No. 2. p. 82-91; No. 4. p. 130-36. [16 ref. 
Bul]*
Address: Bulgaria.

2961. Suriawira, Unus. 1975. Diteksi dan pengukuran bakteri 
patogen penghasil racun beberapa jenis makanan fermentasi 
Indonesia dan faktor lingkungan yang mempengaruhinya 
[Detection and counting of pathogenic bacteria in several 
Indonesian fermented foods, and the causative environmental 
factors]. Bandung: Badan Research Institut Teknologi 
Bandung. 42 p. Research report. [Ind]*
Address: Bandung, Indonesia.

2962. Teleki, G. 1975. Primate subsistence patterns: 
Collector-predators and gatherer-hunters. J. of Human 
Evolution 4:125-84. *

2963. Barnhill, Matthew Talbot, Jr. 1975. A calorimetric 
study of the pH-dependence of the thermodynamics of the 
reaction of beta-trypsin and Kunitz soybean inhibitor. PhD 
thesis, Emory University. 114 p. Page 674 in volume 36/02-
B of Dissertation Abstracts International. *
Address: Emory Univ., Atlanta, Georgia.

2964. Benjamin, Alice; Corrigan, Harriett. 1975. Cooking 
with conscience: a book for people concerned about world 
hunger. 52 simple, healthful meals based on vegetable 
protein, milk and eggs. Norton, Connecticut: Vineyard 
Books. 94 p. Illust. by Ann Gibb. Index. 23 cm. [14 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Table of menus. Acknowledgments 
(“In particular we would like to thank the 52 volunteer cooks 
and their families and friends who tested our recipes. Most, 
but not all, were members of the St. Luke’s Church, Darien, 
Connecticut.” Their names are listed). Introduction (“We 
can eat less grain-fed meat”). What this book is–and is not 
(it owes much to Diet for a Small Planet, by Frances Moore 
Lappe). Understanding vegetable protein. Please read before 
cooking. Breakfast, lunch & leftovers. Useful cookbooks. 
Growing your own. Sources of unusual ingredients (Walnut 
Acres, El Molino Mills, Erewhon Trading Company, Inc. 
They carry soy grits).
 Soy beans are discussed briefl y on page 21: “Very broad 
claims have been made lately about the protein value of 
soy beans. We agree that they are very high in protein and 
contain all of the essential amino acids. But soy beans alone 
are not suffi ciently high in all of the essential eight [amino 
acids] to provide a nutritionally sound and economical 
source of protein [sic]. This could be remedied in cooking 
by using smaller amounts of soy beans (than other legumes) 
in proportion to grains, etc., if the culinary problem did not 

arise. We are just unused to large plates of rice with a few 
beans.
 “There is an easy solution to this problem, but we 
believe that it lies largely in the domain of the food industry. 
The meat extenders & textured vegetable proteins now on 
the market are usually produced from soy. Or if they contain 
other protein ingredients to make them a better substitute 
for meat than soy alone, they do not adequately explain this 
to the consumer. Soy fl our is more easily used by cooks & 
in commercial products, but again, consumer education is 
lacking.”
 Recipes that mention soy: Chinese sweet & sour (p. 34, 
with soy sauce). Sausage patties without meat (p. 64, with 
soy grits). Address: Darien, Connecticut.

2965. Borenstein, Benjamin. 1975. Vitamin and mineral 
fortifi cation [of fabricated foods]. In: G.E. Inglett, ed. 1975. 
Fabricated Foods. Westport, CT: AVI Publishing Co. vii + 
222 p. See p. 207-12. Chap. 16. [8 ref]
• Summary: “The fact that fabricated foods have a signifi cant 
place in the American diet and present special nutritional 
problems has now been recognized by the nutrition 
community. The Food and Nutrition Board has issued a 
revised statement on the improvement of nutritive quality of 
foods (Food and Nutrition Board 1973) which discusses this 
subject as follows: ‘New Foods can imitate common foods 
in appearance, texture, fl avor and odor. Examples are foods 
resembling dairy products, fruit juices and meats. Other 
such foods do not physically resemble conventional foods. 
Another type of product is produced primarily to serve as 
a meal replacement. Because these products are replacing 
foods that make signifi cant nutrient contributions, their 
nutritional value should at least equal the foods replaced. The 
composition of a new or formulated food becomes especially 
important when an average serving of the product it imitates 
or replaces contributes 5% or more of the recommended 
daily allowance of any essential nutrient or energy...’
 “In 1973 the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) 
adopted the Recommended Dietary Allowances (RDA) of 
the Food and Nutrition Board (in place of the Minimum 
Daily Requirements established by FDA in 1941) as the 
offi cial way to express nutrient potency in labeling.” 
Address: Manager, Food Industry, Technical Service Dep., 
Roche Chemical Div., Hoffman-LaRoche, Inc., Nutley, New 
Jersey.

2966. Bragg, Paul; Bragg, Patricia. 1975. Hi-protein meatless 
health recipes: With history and reasons. Desert Hot Springs, 
California: Health Science. 184 p. Illust. No index. 21 cm.
• Summary: A vegetarian cookbook. Whereas Paul Bragg 
used to advocate moderate amounts of meat and fi sh in the 
diet, he now advocates a meatless / vegetarian diet. These 
recipes are free of salt and sugar. On the cover the word 
“Meatless” appears in large bold letters.
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 Contents: Total health for the total person. Food for 
thought (sayings). Introduction, by Patricia Bragg (p. 1-9. 
Strongly advocates a vegetarian diet. Your health food store 
can substitute for your meat market. Cured meats may cause 
cancer. Animal fats can be harmful. Vegetarian gourmet 
cookery). Abundant protein without meat: An arduous 
journey without meat (Guatemala), health and vitality in 
Africa’s Atlas Mountains [Berbers in Morocco, Algeria, 
and Tunisia], Arab vegetarians in the Sahara desert, India 
produces many strong people on a vegetarian diet (incl. 
Gandhi, yogis. Paul was Gandhi’s friend, and they hiked 
together over miles of hot, dusty roads in India), 175 years 
of vegetarianism in England (George Bernard Shaw, Bragg’s 
personal friend, lived into his 90s), great vegetarians of the 
past, fruitarians–a type of vegetarianism, vegans–another 
type of vegetarian, lacto-vegetarians–the most popular 
type, vegetarians excel as athletes, degenerative diseases 
in an affl uent society, animal proteins and fats connected 
with cancer, our malnourished youth, young people are 
awakening to the importance of good nutrition, a meatless 
diet must avoid protein defi ciency, human individuality, 
300,000 retardants born each year in the U.S., how to solve 
your nutritional problems, how much protein does the body 
need, protein-hungry hair, sprouts a tremendous source of 
vegetable protein (incl. soybean sprouts), you must have 
all the amino acids, vegetarian foods that are rich in amino 
acids (incl. peanuts, soy beans), B-12 supplement essential 
in vegetarian diet (soy beans have traces), raw fresh wheat 
germ also essential in a vegetarian diet, how I discovered the 
nutritional value of raw wheat germ, combine good nutrition 
with exercise, brewer’s yeast as a vegetable protein–plus, 
buckwheat leads all grains in protein, buckwheat also rich 
in minerals and vitamins, here’s how to serve buckwheat, 
use no salt!–its harmful, herbs and garlic add nutrition plus 
beautiful fl avors, the Chinese Restaurant Syndrome, no 
nutritional value in MSG, Bragg Liquid Aminos (ad, p. 44; 
many of the recipes in this book call for Bragg Aminos).
 Mushrooms an ancient nutritional delicacy. Mushrooms 
and mushroom recipes. Sesame seeds and recipes. Tahini 
and recipes. Hulled millet and recipes. Barley and recipe. 
Chinese yogurt or tofu (and 4 recipes). Suggestions for using 
Bragg Liquid Aminos (ad, p. 66).
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2011) 
that contains the term “Bragg Liquid Aminos.” Mexico 
gives us delicious meatless protein dishes. History of corn. 
Soybeans. Appetizers. Salads and dressings. Soups important 
in vegetarian diet. Vegetables. Casseroles. Entrees (incl. 
Soybean loaf). Egg and cheese dishes. Health beverages. 
Pineapple holds the secret of protein-digesting enzymes 
(smoothie recipes). Breads and grains. Sandwiches and 
fi llings. Spreads. Health desserts (incl. Zesty protein 
confection {with 2/3 cup soy powder [protein isolate]}). Hi-
protein carob brownies (with ½ cup soybean powder).
 The Bragg travel diet (he takes along his own meatless 

food). Sickness is expensive (between 1950 and 1979, 
medical costs in the USA increased 1,568%). Very little 
money spent on preventive medicine. “Getting old”–True 
or false? (False, no part of the human body is more than 7 
years old, and our blood is replaced every 90 days). When 
you are healthy–you are happy! Individuals can extend 
their lives by natural living (examples of Vilcabamba in 
Ecuador, the Hunza in West Pakistan, and people in the 
highlands of the Soviet Caucasus; all eat very little meat). 
Natural diet and exercise the secret of agelessness. Exercise 
improves circulation to all parts of the body. Why should 
man die? Man is not originally carnivorous (physiology and 
anatomy of the human body). The meatless way of eating 
is simple. What is a balanced diet? Easy method to balance 
your nutrition. Modern nutrition confuses even so-called 
experts (but is basically simple. Paul was “born and reared 
on a large farm in Virginia.” They grew practically all their 
own foods and had their own gristmill). Health is easiest and 
safest way. Your body is your closest companion (Be careful 
about what you eat. The greatest thing in life is energy). Our 
personal message to you. Protein research data. Protein and 
calorie counter (a table showing calories, protein, and usable 
protein for many basic foods). Life’s greatest treasure is 
radiant health. Your health food store: The specialist that is 
different (list incl. 3 Bragg products). Let your health food 
store be your meatless butcher shop. Food for thought (p. 
182-84; quotations, most have the author given). From the 
authors (“This book was written for You... We Professional 
Nutritionists join hands in one common objective... Scientifi c 
Nutrition points the way–Nature’s Way–the only lasting way 
to build a body free of degenerative diseases and premature 
aging...”). My favorite recipes (mostly blank page).
 Advertisements: (1) Send for important free health 
bulletins. (2) Bragg live longer, live stronger self-
improvement library (list of 25 books by Bragg, with prices).
 From the authors. Brief biography of Patricia Bragg (on 
unnumbered page at end of book), Ph.D., Nutritionist, beauty 
and health consultant. Advisor to world leaders, glamorous 
Hollywood stars, singers, dancers, athletes. Lecturer and 
author (She says she is the daughter of Paul C. Bragg. An 
accomplished musician, dancer, tennis player, swimmer, 
and mountain climber. The youngest woman to ever have 
been granted a U.S. patent. Graduate of the University of 
California. Lists her famous clients).
 The section on “Chinese yogurt or tofu” (p. 61-65) notes 
that many years ago, while Bragg was an associate editor of 
Bernarr MacFadden’s famous Physical Culture Magazine, 
he “made one of the greatest nutritional discoveries” of 
his life. Macfadden asked Bragg to travel to Manchuria, a 
long and arduous trip, to study these people well known for 
their tremendous vitality, energy and health. He was well 
rewarded, for there he “discovered the magic of the soybean, 
the most potent of vegetable high-protein foods.” He found 
that Manchurians eat low on the food chain, make soy milk 
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and tofu. Tofu is sold in food stores throughout Hawaii, 
where he lives. Tofu is related [sic, unrelated] to spun soy 
protein. He gives recipes for: Chop suey with tofu. Vegetable 
casseroles using tofu. Tofu casserole supreme. Tofu & 
scrambled eggs.
 The section titled “Soybeans” (p. 73-81) has the 
following contents: Herbs to savor soybeans (21 herbs). 
Soybeans (introduction). How to make soybean sprouts. 
Soybean recipes. Green soybeans. How to cook dried 
soybeans. Method for cooking beans. Soy milk. Soybean 
cheese (made by allowing soy milk to curdle in a warm 
place, without using a coagulant). Soybean casserole. 
Soybean and vegetable stew. Sauteed soybean sprouts 
and onions. Boston baked soybeans. Stuffed peppers with 
soybeans. Soybean sprouts en casserole. Soybean-rice loaf. 
Baked soybean croquettes. Soybean patties with tomato 
sauce. Soybean loaf (with soybean pulp [ground, cooked 
soybeans]). Stuffed soybean peppers.
 Photos show: (1) Jack LaLanne, Patricia Bragg, Elaine 
LaLanne, Paul Bragg, standing together. (2) “Paul C. Bragg, 
N.D., Ph.D., Life Extension Specialist,” in Hawaii, standing 
and smiling in front of tropical plants (facing p. 1). Note: 
This is the earliest document seen (April 2010) in which it 
is claimed that either Paul C. Bragg or Patricia Bragg have 
Ph.D. degrees. When and from where did they get them?
 (3) “Paul C. Bragg and daughter Patricia” (p. 1). (4) 
Paul Bragg with the members of the “Longer Life, Health 
and Happiness Club” at Fort DeRussy on Waikiki Beach, 
Honolulu, Hawaii (p. 89). (5) “Paul Bragg and daughter 
Patricia” standing by the railing of a ship. They travel the 
world gathering health recipes (p. 156). (6) Paul Bragg and 
his daughter, Patricia, dressed in workout suits, running in 
place. and looking very healthy, happy, and energetic. They 
“carry out a vigorous morning exercise program every day 
and keep in peak physical condition” (p. 160). (7) Paul 
C. Bragg and Duncan McLean, age 83, England’s oldest 
champion sprinter, running together in London’s Regent’ 
Park (p. 162). (8) Paul Bragg standing on Waikiki Beach 
with six female members of the Longer Life, Health and 
Happiness Club; all have both hands raised high (p. 171). 
Address: Health Science, Box 477, Desert Hot Springs, 
California 92240.

2967. Briggs, George M. 1975. Nutritional aspects of 
fabricated foods. In: G.E. Inglett, ed. 1975. Fabricated 
Foods. Westport, CT: AVI Publishing Co. vii + 222 p. See p. 
170-85. Chap. 13. [11 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Why the increased 
interest in nutrition? The new U.S. RDA’s. Indicators 
of nutrition problems in the United States. Reasons for 
malnutrition problems in the United States. What are the 
basic nutrients? Making fabricated food nutritious. Use of 
isolated texturized proteins not nutritionally sound. Need 
for biological testing of fabricated foods. Food habits and 

fabricated foods. Summary.
 Note: The author, a professor of nutrition, is the son of 
soybean pioneer George M. Briggs of Wisconsin. Address: 
Dep. of Nutritional Sciences, Univ. of California, Berkeley, 
CA.

2968. Cerne, Vasili; Sintes Pros, Jorge. 1975. La soja: 
Su cultivo, su exceptional valor nutritivo y sus virtudes 
dieteticas y curativas [The soybean: Its cultivation, its 
exceptional nutritive value, and its dietetic and curative 
virtues]. Barcelona, Spain: Editorial Sintes. 224 p. Illust. 
Series: Biblioteca Naturista. [Spa]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. 1. Origin and general 
information. 2. Botanical characteristics. 3. Species and 
varieties. 4. The soybean plant’s nitrogen-rich nodules. 
5. Surroundings and soil. 6. Preparation of the terrain. 7. 
Selection. 8. Planting and germination. 9. Cultural care. 
10. Crop rotations using the soybean. 11. Intercropping 
with soybeans. 12. Harvesting the pods. 13. Harvesting 
the soybean as forage. 14. Yields. 15. The red beetle (el 
coleóptero rojo, family Elateridae). 16. Soy oil: Lecithin 
and soy oil extraction using the Hansa-Muehle system. 
17. Soya (la soja), the exceptional food: Soya in human 
nutrition, nutritional composition of the seeds, minerals and 
vitamins in soya, soya in the kitchen, soy sprouts, soymilk, 
soy casein, curds and soy cheese (requesón y queso de soja), 
soy fl our, soy bread, defatted soy fl akes? (copos de soja), 
soy meat (carne de soja), soy sauce. 18. The dietetic and 
therapeutic value of soya: Soya–the vegetable meat, soy 
proteins, soy oil, soy carbohydrates, digestibility, therapeutic 
uses, summary of properties and indications, soya in the 
macrobiotic diet. Appendix: A revolutionary food: The bread 
of Soyuva (3,600 calories, in existence by June 1974).
 “In 1917 soybeans started to be cultivated in Spain 
thanks to the efforts of an architect from Tortosa, don 
Juan Abril Guanyabens, who was sick with diabetes. His 
physician, Dr. Maneget, director of the resort Caldes de 
Malavella (Gerona) had recommended this new food to 
counteract his diabetes. The magazine Consejos para Vivir 
(Advice for Living) stated in its issue no. 106 of March 
1971 that the above-mentioned doctor, in 1918, published an 
article on the spectacular results of this plant and its healthy 
nutritional effects in the Barcelona periodical La Veu de 
Catalunya.”
 “In about the 1930s a Spanish farmer grew soybeans and 
found himself with big diffi culties in selling the harvest, even 
though in other countries it was produced and consumed in 
huge quantities, due to its high nutritional value, its richness 
of protein, and its ability to enrich the soil with nitrogen. 
Nonetheless, there is no doubt that the cultivation of this 
plant can also provide Spain with substantial economic 
benefi ts.
 “For this reason in 1934 the Ministry of Agriculture, as 
indicated by the engineer from Montes, don Juaquín Martín 
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Laplaza, in an interesting work, gave 4 kg of seeds to the 
Division of Hydrology and Forests (División Hidrológica 
Forestal) to that the latter would conduct the appropriate 
tests concerning the cultivation of this plant. This was done, 
and care was taken to vary the locality, type of soil and 
terrain, climate, and irrigation.
 “The locations chosen were: (1) a nursery in the 
mountains of Prades, between the city of Montblanch and the 
town of Rojals (province of Tarragona); (2) the city of Seo de 
Urgell, and (3) in la sierra del Cadí. These test plots were set 
on the outermost edges of the agricultural pastures and near 
the forest areas of high altitude, the very areas most likely to 
be unfavorable for growing soybeans.” But despite this, the 
soybean plants gave good yields of both seeds and forage (p. 
6-8). Address: Spain.

2969. Eusebio, J.S.; Barba, C.V.; Pena, C.C. 1975. Eat 
legumes for better nutrition. Quezon City, Philippines: Agrix 
Publishing Corp. *

2970. FAO Nutrition Policy and Programmes Service, Food 
Policy and Nutrition Division. 1975. Food composition 
tables: Updated annotated bibliography. Rome, Italy: FAO. 
xii + 181 p. 21 x 28 cm. [200+* ref]
• Summary: The references are listed alphabetically by 
continent (starting with International, then Africa), then 
alphabetically by country within each continent. Address: 
USDA Agricultural Research Service, Indiana.

2971. Ferrier, L.K.; Bird, D.; Wei, L.S.; Nelson, A.I. 1975. 
Weaning food prepared from whole soybeans and bananas 
by drum drying. In: Werner G. Jaffe, ed. 1975. Nutritional 
Aspects of Common Beans and Other Legume Seeds as 
Animal and Human Foods. Caracas, Venezuela: Archivos 
Latinoamericanos de Nutricion. 24 cm. 325 p. See p. 281-95. 
Proceedings of a meeting held Nov. 1973 at Ribeirao Preto, 
S.P., Brazil. [9 ref]
• Summary: “Since the soybean contains 20% oil and 40% 
protein, it is an excellent source of both energy and protein.” 
Its amino acid balance is one of the best among readily 
available plant sources. Therefore, the soybean has great 
potential for people who must rely mostly upon vegetable 
sources for protein. Address: Dep. of Food Science, Univ. of 
Illinois, Urbana, Illinois.

2972. Friedman, Mendel. ed. 1975. Protein nutritional 
quality of foods and feeds. Vol. 1, Part 1: Assay methods–
biological, biochemical, and chemical. New York, NY: 
Marcel Dekker. xx + 626 p. Illust. Subject index. Author 
index. 24 cm.
• Summary: Soy is mentioned on the following pages: 
42 (soybean meal in ruminant diets), 93 (PER of wheat-
soy), 94 (soybean meal, PER), 117 (Table 3: Amino acid 
content of two soy products–textured soy [fl our], soy 

isolate), 118 (Table 4: PER of three soy products–Textured 
soy, soy isolate, soy isolate + methionine), 125 (PER of 
soy products), 128 (soybean meal, PER), 131 (PER of soy 
products), 215 (soybean meal, effect of heat processing), 238 
(soybean meal, amino acid composition), 252 (soybean meal 
oxidation), 460 (soybean meal, tryptophan content), 508 
(soybean meal, available lysine). Address: Western Regional 
Research Lab., ARS, USDA, Berkeley, California.

2973. Friedman, Mendel. ed. 1975. Protein nutritional 
quality of foods and feeds. Vol. 1, Part 2: Quality factors–
plant breeding, composition, processing, and antinutrients. 
New York, NY: Marcel Dekker. xx + 674 p. Illust. Subject 
index. Author index. 24 cm.
• Summary: Soy is mentioned on the following pages: 46 
(biological value), 164-82 (soy protein concentrate), 233 and 
239 (soybean meal), 280-85 (soybean meal), 424 (soy fl our), 
442 (whey enrichment of soy), 464 (whey beverage with 
soy), 494 (tofu, urease), 507 (soy milk, soy proteinases), 527 
(soy protein isolates), 528 (soy fi ber, soy fl our), 540 (soy 
protein–phytic acid complex), 595 (alkali treatment, tofu).
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 2020) that contains the word “antinutrients.” 
Address: Western Regional Research Lab., ARS, USDA, 
Berkeley, California.

2974. Gabriel, Ingrid. 1975. Fleischlose Kost: Das 
Vegetarier-Kochbuch–Sonderausgabe [Meatless food: The 
vegetarian cookbook–Special edition]. Olten, Switzerland: 
Schweizer Buchzentrum. 176 pages. Color illust. Index. 18 
cm. [Ger]
• Summary: The author was born in 1927. A nutritional 
analysis of soybean fl our or fl akes (Sojamehl, Sojafl ocken) 
is given on p. 28-29. A recipe for Soya Goulash (with “Soya 
Meat” [Sojafl eisch], probably TVP) is given on p. 66, with a 
photo on p. 53.

2975. Glicksman, Martin. 1975. Carbohydrates for fabricated 
foods. In: G.E. Inglett, ed. 1975. Fabricated Foods. Westport, 
CT: AVI Publishing Co. vii + 222 p. See p. 68-88. Chap. 8. 
[38 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Role of carbohydrates: Functional 
properties of hydrocolloids. Meat analogs: Fiber spinning 
(basic spinning processes, alginate fi bers, puffed spun 
fi bers, simulated spun fi ber formation), extrusion (basic 
process, jet-cooking extrusion, high-moisture extrusions, 
hydroxypropylcellulose thermoforming, chewy gel 
formation, soft moist [intermediate moisture] foods). Dairy 
analogs: Types of dairy analogs, whipped toppings, coffee 
whiteners, imitation cheese, sour cream. Novel fabricated 
foods.
 Table 8.1 lists types of fabricated foods: “Meat analogs 
(texturized protein foods). Dairy analogs (formulated non-
dairy products). Soft moist (intermediate moisture foods). 
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Novelty foods (imitation caviar, French-fried molded onion 
rings, etc.). Low calorie foods. Special-purpose dietary foods 
(low cholesterol, low sodium, low fat, sugar-free, etc.). 
Convenience foods (snack packs, TV dinners, etc.). Baby 
foods. Geriatric foods. Snack foods.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Oct. 2013) that uses the term “imitation cheese” to 
refer to a Western-style soy cheese. Address: General Foods 
Corp., Corporate Research Dep., White Plains, New York.

2976. Guhardja, Edi. 1975. Evaluations of some hybrid plant 
materials of possible use in a recurrent selection program for 
protein in soybean seeds. PhD thesis, University of Illinois at 
Urbana-Champaign. 111 p. Page 1998 in volume 36/05-B of 
Dissertation Abstracts International. *
Address: Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.

2977. Keys, Ancel; Keys, Margaret. 1975. How to eat well 
and stay well the Mediterranean way. Garden City, New 
York: Doubleday & Co. xvi + 488 p. Foreword by Jean 
Mayer, PhD, ScD., Prof. of Nutrition, Harvard Univ. School 
of Public Health. Index. 22 cm.
• Summary: Foreword: Ancel Keys, a very great scientist, 
revolutionized the science of nutrition. Before his work 
in the 1940s and 1950s, nutritionists studied nutritional 
“requirements” and were concerned with defi ciency diseases. 
He refocused attention on diseases of excessive consumption 
of certain nutrients, especially fats. In his famous laboratory, 
located under the Stadium of the University of Minnesota, 
“he demonstrated the crucial role of the fat level of the diet 
in determining the risk of death from diseases of the heart 
and blood vessels. He went on to... show that saturated fats 
and cholesterol were the villains in this effect...” The concept 
of risk factor in cardiovascular disease originated with Keys.
 Chapter 3, on “Diet and health,” contains a wealth 
of interesting information on many subjects including 
Linus Pauling and vitamin C, vegetable oils and vitamin 
E (“a teaspoon of soybean oil provides as much vitamin 
E as most of the packages sold by the druggist”), Dr. John 
Ludkin of London and sugar as a cause of coronary heart 
disease, salt, vegetarians (“recently careful studies on the 
health of Seventh Day Adventists have produced surprising 
evidence that there is some truth in the health claim”), 
autointoxication, aging, yogurt and Elie Metchnikoff (“Louis 
Pasteur’s successor as director of the Pasteur Institute”), 
the milk-drinking Masai of East Africa (their bodies handle 
cholesterol quite differently from our own), “natural foods” 
(grown without chemical fertilizers or pesticides), DDT, 
lecithin (made commercially from soy beans), fad and 
“kook” diets unlimited (incl. Dr. Atkins “dietary revolution” 
and–even worse–”the ‘Zen macrobiotic diet,’ violently 
condemned by all who know anything about nutritional 
science, because it is likely to cause real trouble if actually 
adhered to”).

 The Mediterranean diet is found in Greece, Italy, 
southern France, and Spain. Characteristics include: Use of 
olive oil, wine in moderation for dinner, fruit for dessert, 
meats that contain less fat than their U.S. counterparts. 
Address: 1. Director, International Cooperative Study on 
Cardiovascular Epidemiology (in 7 countries), Univ. of 
Minnesota, Minneapolis and St. Paul, Minnesota.

2978. Kies, Constance. 1975. Nutritional evaluation of 
fabricated foods. In: G.E. Inglett, ed. 1975. Fabricated 
Foods. Westport, CT: AVI Publishing Co. vii + 222 p. See p. 
186-95. Chap. 14. [7 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Approaches to 
measurement of nutritive quality. Comparison of protein 
value of ground beef, TVP and methionine-enriched TVP 
at two levels of intake. Effect of varying the ratio of beef 
and TVP nitrogen on protein value. Comparison of protein 
quality of several commercially available plant protein 
products processed to resemble ground beef. Vitamin/protein 
interrelationships infl uencing the protein value of TVP. 
Conclusion. Address: Prof. Dep. of Food and Nutrition, The 
Univ. of Nebraska–Lincoln, Lincoln, Nebraska.

2979. Kulvinskas, Viktoras. 1975. Survival into the 21-st 
century: Planetary healers manual. Omangod Press, P.O. Box 
255, Wethersfi eld, CT 06109. 323 p. Cover illust. by Peter 
Max. Introduction by Dick Gregory. Index. 28 cm. [259* ref]
• Summary: This book is about sprouts, sprouting, and a 
vegetarian live-foods diet. It is a catch-all of New-Age/
dietetic ideas assembled with the uncritical journalistic eye 
of a supermarket tabloid. Concerning soybeans the author 
states (p. 71): “The soybean is one of the most versatile 
foods. It is among the few seeds that have an alkaline ash. It 
will sour just like milk. Sprouted, it makes a delicious cheese 
and yogurt. It keeps well and can be bought organically 
grown for as low as 16 dollars per 100 pounds. Sprout for 
three days. Refrigerate. The best use of soybean sprouts is 
in making yogurt.” On p. 257 is a recipe for Seed Yogurt 
(1 cup seeds plus 2 cups Rejuvelac). The preferred seeds 
are sunfl ower seeds. “A very bland, delicious yogurt can be 
made from sunfl ower alone, or from a mixture of cashew, 
almond, soy, pumpkin, and/or sesame... If using soybeans, 
soak them for at least 24 hours, changing water every 4 
hours, fi nally draining. Blend to a creamy consistency using 
equal parts water and soybeans. The ferment has a delicious, 
sour taste. It is nutritionally superior to tofu and much less 
expensive.” A recipe for Rejuvelac is given on the same 
page.
 Page 248: “Dulse should be soaked in water (this is true 
for all sea vegetables) to soften it and to wash away the sea 
salt. Kelp, wakame, nori, kombu, hiziki can be found in most 
macrobiotic stores. Sea vegetables are food and seasoning.”
 On p. 249 is a recipe for Soy Loaf using 2 cups soy bean 
sprouts. Copyright 1975 but published until 1979. Photos 
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(on p. 323 and the inside back cover) show Kulvinskas. He 
was born in Lithuania, and received his MSc degree in pure 
mathematics from the University of Connecticut, where he 
later taught math. For 6 years he was a computer consultant 
for Harvard Univ., MIT, Smithsonian Astrophysical 
Observatory, Appolo Project, etc. He retired in 1968 at 
age 29. He was co-founder with Dr. Ann Wigmore, of the 
Hippocrates Health Institute in Boston. He is presently 
director of the Survival Foundation, established in 1977. 
Address: Wethersfi eld, Connecticut.

2980. Labuza, Theodore P. 1975. The nutrition crisis: a 
reader. St. Paul, New York, Boston, Los Angeles, San 
Francisco: West Publishing Co. xiv + 512 p. Index. 25 cm.
• Summary: This book contains 43 chapters by various 
authors in seven parts. Many of the chapters are 
reprinted from previous publications. Contents: Preface. 
Acknowledgments. A. Nutritional standards for humans: the 
scientifi c crisis. B. Nutritional status of humans: the crisis. C. 
Nutrients in the diet: the controversy and crisis. D. The crisis 
surrounding certain foods and unusual dietary practices. E. 
The overweight crises. F. The nutrition crisis in heart disease 
and atherosclerosis. G. The food-people-energy crisis. 
Epilogue.
 Chapter 27, titled “Zen macrobiotic diets,” is by the 
Council on Foods and Nutrition. The believe that this diet, 
which “has been shown to cause irreversible damage to 
health and ultimately lead to death.” should be condemned. 
In Chapter 28, “The vegetarian diet,” by U.D. Register and 
L.M. Sonnenberg (Loma Linda University), soy products are 
discussed on pages 263-65.
 Also discusses: Lactose intolerance (p. 59-64). Food of 
the future (p. 443-55). Address: Univ. of Minnesota.

2981. Lerza, Catherine; Jacobson, Michael. eds. 1975. Food 
for people, not for profi t: A sourcebook on the food crisis. 
New York, NY: Ballantine Books. xiii + 466 p. 18 cm. 
Preface by Ralph Nader. [46* ref]
• Summary: Contains various chapters by different 
authors. This is the earliest book seen that uses the word 
“Sourcebook” in the title. Address: Center for Science in the 
Public Interest, 1779 Church St., Washington, DC 20036.

2982. Liener, Irvin E. 1975. Effects of antinutritional 
and toxic factors on the quality and utilization of legume 
proteins. In: M. Friedman, ed. 1975. Protein Nutritional 
Quality of Foods and Feeds. Vol. 1, Part 2: Quality Factors–
Plant Breeding, Composition, Processing, and Antinutrients. 
New York, NY: Marcel Dekker. xx + 674 p. See p. 523-50. 
[81 ref]
• Summary: An excellent review by a pioneer in the fi eld. 
Contents: Introduction (incl. defi nition of food legumes; 
“Much of the material contained in this review is taken 
from a similar review on this subject published elsewhere–

Liener, I.E. 1973. “Toxic factors associated with legume 
proteins.” Indian J. of Nutrition and Dietetics 10:303”). 
Protease inhibitors: Historical background, mode of action 
in the animal organism, factors affecting the trypsin inhibitor 
content (heat treatment, germination, fermentation, soybean 
isolates), possible signifi cance in animal and human 
nutrition. Phytohemagglutinins. Goitrogens. Cyanogens. 
Anti-vitamin factors. Metal-binding constituents (incl. 
phytic acid binding soy protein). Lathyrogens. Favism. 
Conclusions.
 Tables show: (1) The trypsin inhibitor activities of 
soybean fl our / soyfl our (unheated), soybean isolate, soybean 
fi ber, chicken analog, ham analog, beef analog [the last 3 
probably containing spun soy protein fi ber]. (2) Effect of 
removing soybean hemagglutinin (SBH) on the growth 
promoting activity of raw soybean extracts. Lists fi ve protein 
components of the diet: Original soybean extract (324, 0.91), 
original soybean extract minus SBH (29, 1.13), original 
soybean extract heated (6, 2.25), raw soy fl our (330, 1.01), 
heated soy fl our (13, 2.30). The two fi gures in parentheses 
after each are: Hemegglutinating activity per gm of protein 
x 10-3. And PER = protein effi ciency ratio. Address: Dep. 
of Biochemistry, College of Biological Sciences, Univ. of 
Minnesota, St. Paul, Minnesota.

2983. Lopez Martinez, J.L. 1975. Estudo do processamento 
e avaliacao nutricional de misturas contendo leite de soja, 
milho, leite de vaca e soro de queijo [The processing and 
nutritional evaluation of mixtures containing soymilk, corn, 
cow’s milk and cheese whey]. Master’s thesis: Faculdade de 
Tecnologia de Alimentos, Campinas. 95 p. [Por]*
Address: Brazil.

2984. Manocha, Sohan L. 1975. Nutrition and our 
overpopulated planet. Springfi eld, Illinois: Charles C. 
Thomas, Inc. *

2985. Mayer, Jean. 1975. A diet for living. New York, NY: D. 
McKay Co. x + 293 p. 22 cm. Pocket book ed. publ. 1977. *
• Summary: George Ohsawa’s “call, if followed faithfully, 
is that of a Pied Piper who can lead young people to a totally 
inappropriate and miserable death.”
 Note: Jean Mayer was born in 1920.

2986. Nutrition Search, Inc. 1975. Nutrition almanac. New 
York, NY: McGraw-Hill. viii + 263 p. Illust. Index. 26 cm. *
• Summary: Page 71 states: “In addition to providing 
complete protein, soybeans contain vitamins and minerals 
in a natural relationship that is similar to the human body’s 
needs.”
 “Soy milk: In comparison to cow’s milk, soy milk is low 
in fats...”
 “Malt is the germinated seeds of various grains, usually 
barley” (p. 76).
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2987. Ohta, Teruo. 1975. Nattô kenkô-hô [The natto way to 
good health]. Tokyo: Futaba Books. 242 p. Illust. No index. 
18 cm. [28 ref. Jap; eng+]
• Summary: This interesting, comprehensive book, by a 
scientist and expert on the subject, discusses all aspects of 
natto. Contents: Preface (p. 3). 1. History of natto and its 
mystery (p. 15). When did natto bacteria appear on earth? 
The mystery of ancient natto. The fi rst meeting of ancient 
humans and sticky beans (neba mame). Natto is preserving 
food which was nurtured by the climate where people 
opposed the government. Why was the Japanese palate 
better? The amazing wisdom of the Japanese race–”Ancient 
fermented foods.” Tôshikyô was a salty natto (kata natto) of 
2,200 years ago. Natto originated during the Heian period 
[A.D. 794-1185]. Medicinal natto which Japanese monks 
kept secretly in olden times. The god of childbirth and 
princess natto (hime natto). Reasoning the “Natto Road.” 
Village natto (mura natto) of Tanba, Yamaguni (p. 40). 
Shoyu-fl avored natto started during the Muromachi period 
[1336-1573]. War provisions in fi eld campaigns and natto. 
The military commanders of the Sengoku period also used 
Jinchô natto. Vendors calling out “Natto! Natto!” started 
during the Edo period (1600-1868). People who challenged 
the secrets of natto. The dark period of natto making. The 
mystery of the straw wrapper (wara zuto) and the Japanese 
people. The power of natto, which was studied by even the 
German army. The Japanese Army and navy studied the 
power of natto thoroughly (p. 60). Strong ally natto in the 
time of food shortage. The elite of the foods of the future. 
Mysterious medicinal effects of natto found in folklore.
 2. The homeland of natto (p. 71). From Hime natto 
to Daraku nabe–Fukushima prefecture. Teramichi natto 
of Yonezawa and Goto natto–Yamagata prefecture. The 
early, noncommercialized form of Yukiwari-natto was 
Goto natto, made with natto, koji, and salt, fermented 
together for 1 month. Since the middle of the Edo period 
(about 1735) it has been made in Yamagata prefecture, 
mostly in farmhouses. It is widely served over rice, mixed 
with a popular type of diced miso pickle. One commercial 
manufacturer is Maruyome Shokuhin in Yonezawa city, 
Yamagata prefecture. Yukiwari-natto looks like Finger 
Lickin’ Miso. The legend of kuromame [black soybeans] of 
Kiyomasa-kô–Kumamoto prefecture. Pounded natto (tataki 
natto), “Ito” and “Oito”–Kyoto. Tôzô and ôzutsu natto–
Chiba prefecture. Mito natto which was sold in train stations 
along the Jôbansen line–Ibaraki prefecture. Straw-wrapped 
natto (warazuto natto) and natto mochi of Omi–Shiga 
prefecture. Iwadeyama natto which was eaten by Hachiman 
Taro Yoshiie–Miyagi prefecture. Is hikiwari natto ancient 
natto?–Aomori prefecture. Fluffy natto (fukkura natto) in 
large cooked rice containers (hettsui)–Saitama prefecture. 
Stood still at Kawanakajima saying “Nantoshô” (“What to 
do?”)–Nagano prefecture. Naisho mame in the pitch dark–

Gunma prefecture. The origin of natto culture–Yokote’s 
hikiwari natto–Akita prefecture.
 3. The secret of eating natto (p. 95). What are fermented 
foods. Super abilities of wonderful microorganisms. 
Comrades of microorganisms. Why cooked soybeans 
become natto. The natto bacterium is a magician. The useful 
component of amazing natto. Natto is the last natural food. 
Stamina food gives endurance to modern people. Natto 
protein is of high quality. Natto is an excellent maker of 
amino acids. Natto vitamins which are used by famous 
people to increase their stamina. The stickiness of natto is a 
bunch of active strong enzymes. The wondrous abilities of 
enzymes. Natto has a strong power to prevent sickness. If 
you take acidic food continuously, the body’s resistance will 
decrease. Natto is a wonderful alkaline food. There are many 
unsolved mysteries related to natto. To research the secret 
of very strong multiplication. The Japanese are an advanced 
country in terms of soybean utilization. It is important that a 
true health food should have good balance.
 4. Medicinal effects of natto (p. 141). Common colds 
run away when they see natto. Dysentery and typhoid run 
away too. Skin disease such as favus and scabies–and natto. 
When the blood pressure rises, eat natto fi rst. A feeling of 
faintness when you try to stand up is a sure sign of anemia. If 
you eat natto–no constipation problems. If you get fat during 
middle age, start a natto diet. The ideal food to prevent 
heart disease. Arteriosclerosis and natto. Natto strengthens 
the liver. The big news–natto bacteria control cancer. 
Natto keeps you from getting very drunk. Eating natto 
makes beautiful white skin. White rice and natto are ideal a 
mealtime. Natto–a strong ally of the stomach. Natto bacteria 
condition the intestines. Natto has the power to remove 
radioactivity. Challenge the eternal youth and longevity with 
natto. Natto and mustard pack a double whammy.
 5. How to make natto at home (p. 171). How to grow 
natto bacteria well. Steps in making natto. Various methods 
of incubation. The method of making natto at home. This 
is how natto was made in the old days. How to select good 
natto. How to measure the freshness of natto. The secret 
of small-bean natto. The difference between domestically 
grown and imported soybeans.
 6. How to eat natto well (p. 199–with many natto 
recipes). Unique ways of eating natto over rice. Various natto 
soups. Deep fried natto dishes. Fun one-pot cookery. Snacks. 
Natto miso and dried natto. Famous preserved natto foods in 
the various provinces. Other uses and hints.
 7. Chronology of natto from 10,000 B.C. to the present 
(p. 217-39). Key early dates include the following: Heian 
period: 1051–The legend of Minamoto (Hachimantaro) 
Yoshiie and natto began (Note: Minamoto Yoshiie was a 
famous Japanese warrior who lived 1039-1106). The Oshû 
Kaido [Oshu] became known as the natto road. 1062–Abe 
Sônin (or Abe Sadamune) started to make “Tôhoku Natto” (a 
type of sticky natto) in the Hida or Higo region of Kyushu, 
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and was respected by the local people there. 1068–The 
word “natto” (usu-shiokara natto; lightly salted natto) fi rst 
appeared in the Shin Sarugakuki by Fujiwara Akihira.
 Kamakura period: Fermented black soybeans became 
very popular among the samurai and monks. 1129–Zen 
master Dogen of the Soto sect returned from Sung-dynasty 
China and introduced Buddhist Vegetarian Cookery 
(shojin ryôri) to Japan. 1211- Samurai (bushi) during the 
Kamakura period eat brown rice and fermented black 
soybeans (shiokara natto) for stamina. 1332–Soybeans were 
cultivated on a fairly large scale on land near Kamakura by 
the Tokugawa shogunate (bakufu). From these were made 
fermented black soybeans and other soyfoods which were 
quite widely used. 1334–During the Nanbokuchô period 
Kôgen Hôô appeared. In the Jôshôkôji in Tanba Yamaguni 
made Warazuto Natto and taught the process to the villagers. 
It was also called Yamaguni Natto, and remains there to this 
day.
 Muromachi Period: The popularization of regular natto 
started as itohiki natto became “O-ito.” The Teikun ôrai 
contained recipes using fermented black soybeans (shiokara 
nattô). Fermented black soybeans were eaten by people as 
tenshin or ochauke with tea. Natto and tofu were widely 
served with Buddhist Vegetarian Cookery (shojin ryôri). 
Natto soup (nattô-jiru) originated. 1450–In the Shôjin 
gyorui monogatari [A comic tale of the great war between 
vegetarian foods and animal foods], natto appears as a person 
named Nattô Tarô Itogasane. 1532–The Daiso ryôri-sho (The 
Daiso cookbook) contains a detailed recipe for how to make 
natto soup (nattô-jiru).
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2012) 
that mentions Yukiwari-natto (with or without a hyphen). 
Continued. Address: National Food Research Inst., Tokyo, 
Japan.

2988. Ohta, Teruo. 1975. Nattô kenkô-hô [The natto way to 
good health (Continued–Document part II)]. Tokyo: Futaba 
Books. 242 p. [28 ref. Jap; eng+]
• Summary: (Continued): Page 218: Doki natto is in an 
earthenware pot.
 Page 220: Kusa-no-ki natto is fermented wrapped in tree 
leaves, which may also harbor natto bacteria. See illustration.
 Page 222: Picture of Tohoku natto.
 Page 223: Yamaguni natto and Sandara-bochi natto. Still 
made in Niigata for use mainly as a gift.
 Page 224: Ito, Oito, Natto Taro.
 Page 226-27: Hamana natto, Goto natto, Mushiro 
natto, kombu natto is a type of tera natto [fermented black 
soybeans]. Hachi natto: Incubate topped with straw in a 
suribachi.
 Page 228: Momen natto and zaru natto. An illustration 
shows that a zaru is quite deep.
 Page 230: Hishi natto: Made in the middle of winter. 
Miso natto, shiru natto, kibako natto, jubako natto, oke natto, 

hachi natto. Illustration with 1 sho measure of beans.
 Page 232: Tofuya natto, kaki natto, warazuto natto = 
tsuto natto = tsutoiri natto.
 Page 233: An illustration shows tataki natto, itohiki 
natto.
 Page 234: Korumame, ogi natto (fan shaped), Hanzawa-
shiki natto yoki, kyogi natto.
 Page 236: Take no kawa natto, kyogi natto (kyo is the 
warp in weaving), poly natto, sudare natto.
 Page 238: Roketto natto, jinko kyogi natto, kappu (cup) 
natto, PSP (polystyrene paper) yoki, tomobuta PSP natto.
 Page 240: Aluminum yoki, monaka natto (like Tai-yaki, 
eat the whole thing). Note 1. The preceding pages would 
enable one to write an illustrated history of natto containers. 
This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2012) that mentions 
PSP (polystyrene paper) containers used to package natto.
 Note 2. There are many good cartoons about natto in this 
book. Address: National Food Research Inst., Tokyo, Japan.

2989. Pfeiffer, Carl C. 1975. Mental and elemental nutrients: 
A physicians guide to nutrition and health care. New Canaan, 
Connecticut: Keats Publishing, Inc. xix + 519 p. Index. 24 
cm. Assisted by the Publications Committee of the Brain Bio 
Center. A Brain Bio Book. [400+* ref]
• Summary: The two major nutrients that vegetarians must 
be sure to consume in adequate amounts are vitamin B-12, 
and zinc. Vegetarian diets usually consume large amounts of 
foods rich in phytates (beans, legumes, and grains), which 
bind zinc, calcium, and other minerals. Sprouting neutralizes 
the phytates in soybeans. “Zinc insuffi ciency is one of 
the greatest and least-known dangers of vegetarianism.” 
Humans should consume 15 mg of zinc daily. Copper 
antagonizes zinc in the body. Soybeans are high in copper 
and low in zinc. Copper in excess can become a toxic heavy 
metal. A defi ciency of zinc accentuates copper excess. A 
zinc defi ciency is indicated by brittle nails, wounds that 
are slow to heal, and sometimes a “light-headed feeling 
of detachment.” Extra calcium in the diet decreases zinc 
absorption. Phytates chelate (grab onto) zinc ions so that they 
are not absorbed by the body. Since people need both zinc 
and calcium, they should be consumed separately.
 “Many fats are naturally protected by the presence 
of antioxidants such as vitamin E and lecithin. Lecithin is 
found naturally in eggs, soybeans and vegetable oils. This 
phospholipid is manufactured in the body and is also an 
emulsifi er which is used by some fi rms in the food industry 
to prevent rancidity. The phospholipids, as emulsifi ers, have 
an affi nity for water and break up fat into tiny particles 
so that it can be dissolved in water. Their vital role in 
metabolism stems from the fact that they are essential to 
the digestion and absorption of fats by the cells. Some say 
lecithin is the natural antagonist of cholesterol, and animal 
studies have shown that lecithin can dissolve atheromatous 
plaques in blood vessels. However, the evidence is far from 
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conclusive. Lecithin’s effect may be due to the choline 
molecule which is part of the structure.” (p. 80-81).
 In Part 3, “Essential Trace Elements Open New 
Vistas,” chapter 31 is titled “Aluminum.” The author states: 
“Although aluminum is plentiful in the earth, relatively low 
concentrations are found in the tissues of plants and animals. 
Dr. Henry Schroeder, a foremost authority on the relationship 
between trace elements and man, believes that there may be 
more aluminum in modern man than was present in primitive 
man; one of the principal causes may be food additives... 
Although concern has been expressed about the ingestion of 
aluminum from cookware and aluminum-containing baking 
powder, some authorities such as E.J. Underwood and H.A. 
Schroeder contend that no harmful effects or dangers result 
from using these things in the preparation of food.
 “Dr. Schroeder discovered that mice and rats fed 10 
ppm aluminum in their drinking water during their lifetime 
did not develop ill effects either in their growth or lifespan. 
Ehrismann reported in 1939 that rabbits and guinea pigs 
exposed to aluminum dust six hours daily for several weeks 
showed no abnormalities except for irritation of the lining of 
the nose and throat with the larger doses.
 “However, the stomach antacid, aluminum hydroxide 
gel, which has many trade names, can greatly reduce blood 
phosphate, according to L.R.I. Baker of London. With 
low serum phosphate the bones dissolve, the muscles ache 
and are extremely weak. In a patient on regular dialysis 
therapy for his poor kidney function, bone pain and the 
muscle weakness disappeared six weeks after the aluminum 
hydroxide therapy was stopped. The porosity of the bones 
was healed in three months, as judged by X-ray examination. 
Older patients, who are particularly subject to osteoporosis, 
should therefore limit their use of aluminum hydroxide gel.”
 “To date, there is no conclusive evidence that aluminum 
is essential for the life of microorganisms, plants, animals 
or man. On the contrary, aluminum may be harmful.” The 
author then discusses 3 experiments which suggest that 
“aluminum may be implicated as a factor in at least one brain 
disease.” He notes that a “high level of aluminum (12 mcg 
per gm) [is] found in the brains of patients suffering from 
Alzheimer’s disease, which is one type of senile dementia.”
 Also contains good discussions of lactose, lactase and 
lactose intolerance. Address: Director, Princeton’s Brain Bio 
Center, Princeton, New Jersey.

2990. Pirie, Norman Wingate. ed. 1975. Food protein 
sources. Cambridge, London, New York, Melbourne: 
Cambridge University Press. xx + 260 p. Index. 24 cm. 
Series: International Biological Programme 4.
• Summary: Includes 26 chapters by various authors, 
including: Contents: List of contributors. Preface, by N.W. 
Pirie. Part I: Sources edible after minimal processing. 4. The 
Spirulina algae, by N.W. Pirie. 6. Green micro-algae, by H. 
Tamiya.

 Part II: Concentrates made by mechanical extraction. 8. 
Soybeans and soybean products, by S.J. Circle & A.K. Smith 
(cited separately). 10. Sunfl ower, saffl ower, sesame and 
castor protein, by A.A. Betschart, et al. 11. Groundnut, by 
O.L. Oke, et al. 12. Broad bean, by A. Hagberg & J. Sjödin. 
14. Leaf protein, by N.W. Pirie. 15. Industrial production of 
leaf protein in the USA, by G.O. Kohler & E.M. Bickoff.
 Part III: Concentrates made by biological conversion. 
23. Yeasts grown on hydrocarbons, by C.A. Shacklady. 
24. Variation in the composition of bacteria and yeasts and 
its signifi cance to single-cell protein production, by C.L. 
Cooney & S.R. Tannenbaum.
 Part IV: The use of novel foods. 25. Quality standards, 
safety and legislation, by F. Aylward. 26. Acceptance of 
novel foods by the consumer, by R.P. Devadas.
 Note: With advice from M.S. (Monkombu Sambasivan) 
Swaminathan, Indian Council of Agricultural Research, New 
Delhi, India. Address: Rothamsted Experimental Station, 
Harpenden, Herts., AL5 2JQ, England.

2991. Rosenfi eld, Daniel. 1975. Protein considerations 
for fabricated foods. In: G.E. Inglett, ed. 1975. Fabricated 
Foods. Westport, CT: AVI Publishing Co. vii + 222 p. See p. 
196-206. Chap. 15. [7 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Protein food processing. 
Food labeling. Utilizable protein. Amino acid fortifi cation. 
Nutritional implications. Acknowledgment. Address: 
Director, Nutrition Affairs, Miles Labs., Inc., Elkhart, 
Indiana 46514.

2992. Sands, David C.; Hankin, Lester. 1975. Fortifi cation 
of foods by fermentation with lysine-excreting mutants 
of lactobacilli (Abstract). Abstracts of Papers, American 
Chemical Society No. 170. AGFD 10.
• Summary: Both wild-type Lactobacillus acidophilus and 
a lysine-excreting mutant were used to ferment soymilk to 
make yogurt. The wild type decreased the lysine content of 
the soymilk by 20% whereas the mutant increased it by 14%. 
The use of lysine-excreting mutants in producing fermented 
foods is compared with direct fortifi cation of foods with 
lysine and modifi cation of plant protein through genetics. 
Address: Dep. of Plant Pathology and Dep. of Biochemistry, 
Connecticut Agric. Exp. Station, Box 1106, New Haven, 
Connecticut 06504.

2993. Schlebecker, John T. 1975. Whereby we thrive: A 
history of American farming, 1607-1972. Ames, Iowa: The 
Iowa State University Press. x + 342 p. Illust. Index. 24 cm. 
Summarized in Soybean Digest, Sept. 1975, p. 42. [175* ref]
• Summary: An excellent historical overview of the 
social, economic, and technological aspects of commercial 
agriculture in America. Discusses: The tractor appears, 1892-
1914 (p. 199-205). Development of oleomargarine (p. 274). 
Discovery of vitamins and their use in oleomargarine (p. 
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274-76, incl. Casimir Funk and Elmer V. McCollum). Food 
for Peace–The new markets, 1945-1972 (p. 284-87): Public 
Law 480 (Agricultural Trade Development and Assistance 
Act, 1954), price supports, the Soil Bank. Harvesting 
machinery (incl. combines for soybeans, p. 247, 297). 
Advances in animal nutrition and additives (p. 306-09, incl. 
soybean meal, concentrated feeds, vitamin B-12, antibiotics, 
the synthetic hormone diethylstilbestrol {stilbestrol}–by 
1954 some 80-85% of all beef cattle were on stilbestrol; it 
was prohibited late in 1972 as a possible cause of cancer in 
humans).
 The section on “Grain harvesters” states (p. 247): 
“The binder and the stationary thresher remained the chief 
machines for harvesting and threshing of the U.S. grain crop 
from 1914 to 1945. The combine had appeared in the 19th 
century, but it did not dominate grain harvesting until World 
War II.
 “In 1930, manufacturers added pneumatic tires to 
tractors and the combine found new favor because of the 
lighter weight and faster operation the tires made possible. 
Soybeans, which became an important crop in the 1920s, 
could be harvested with the combine. In 1928, Illinois 
farmers used 400 of the machines in their soybean fi elds. 
In 1937, manufacturers sold more than 28,000 combines.” 
Address: Curator, Agriculture & Mining, Smithsonian 
Institution. Formerly Assoc. Prof. of History, Iowa State 
Univ. until 1965.

2994. Shuib, Zaidah. 1975. Insiden kehadiran bakteri 
patogen penghasil racun pada proses pembuatan oncom dan 
tempe, dan faktor-faktor yang mempengaruhinya [Factors 
affecting the incidence of bacterial pathogens during onchom 
and tempeh processing]. Thesis (Skripsi), Bagian Biologi 
Institut Teknologi Bandung, Bandung, Indonesia. 48 p. 
PBITB. [Ind]*
Address: Bandung, Indonesia.

2995. Smith, Oak B. 1975. Textures by extrusion processing. 
In: G.E. Inglett, ed. 1975. Fabricated Foods. Westport, CT: 
AVI Publishing Co. vii + 222 p. See p. 89-108. Chap. 9. [15 
ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Methodology of 
high-temperature, short-time extrusion-cookers. Capacity 
of extrusion-cookers. Advantages of extrusion-cooking. 
Disadvantages of extrusion-cooking. Control of process 
variables to effect textural properties. Texturing of extrusion-
cooked products. Flatulence in fabricated plant protein 
foods. Experimental determination of textural requirements. 
Address: President, Wenger International, Inc., 1807 Federal 
Reserve Bank Building, Kansas City, Missouri.

2996. Sudarmadji, Slamet. 1975. Certain chemical and 
nutritional aspects of soybean tempe. PhD thesis, Dep. 
of Food Science and Human Nutrition, Michigan State 

University. ix + 151 leaves. Page 4371 in volume 36/09-B of 
Dissertation Abstracts International. Illust. 29 cm.
• Summary: Discusses: Changes in fatty acid content and 
profi le of tempeh during fermentation. Total free fatty acids 
produced by tempeh during 100 hours of fermentation (The 
most rapid production occurs during the fi rst 28 hours). Total 
bacterial count in tempeh during fermentation (This increases 
most rapidly during the fi rst 18 hours). The temperature of 
tempeh at ambient temperatures of 25ºC and 32ºC. (At 32ºC 
the temperature in the tempeh rises rapidly from the 15th 
hour until the 27th hour, reaching a peak of about 43.5ºC). 
Rats fed fried soy tempeh gained weight more slowly than 
rats fed cooked and fried unfermented whole soybeans.
 Note: The bibliography is on leaves 130-137. Slamet 
Sudarmadji was born in 1941. Address: Michigan State Univ.

2997. Thio, Goan Loo. 1975. Small-scale and home 
processing of soya beans with applications and recipes. 
Royal Tropical Institute (Amsterdam), Dept. of Agric. 
Research. Communication No. 64. vii + 51 p. Illust. Third 
ed., revised and enlarged. 1978. No. 64a. 59 p. 24 cm. [26 
ref]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Introduction: History, botany, 
cultivation, pests and diseases, harvesting, yield and 
storage. 2. Chemical composition. 3. Nutritive value: 
Supplementation, trypsin inhibitor, hemagglutinins. 4. Small-
scale and home processing methods: Soya milk, yogurt of 
soya milk, toufu (Soya bean curd), soya-bean sprouts, soya 
steak (Tempeh). 5. Applications of soya beans and soya-bean 
products [recipes]: Fried soya beans, cooked, young whole 
soy beans [green vegetable soybeans], fl avoured soya milk, 
fried toufu, fried soya steak, dried sliced toufu (toufu crisp/
crisps), soya fl our (including soya-milk-residue fl our [ground 
okara]). 6. Recipes based on soya bean products: soups with 
soya bean products, fl avoured soya milk, soya yogurt with 
fruits, toufu bread/cake, toufu dishes, modifi ed Zambian 
recipes, recipes with soya fl our, soya shashlick (tofu kebab), 
and soya [tofu] spring roll. 7. Discussion. References. Note: 
Toufu = Tofu.
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Jan. 2013) that uses the term “soya-bean sprouts” to 
refer to soy sprouts.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2012) 
that uses the term “soya yogurt” to refer to soy yogurt. 
Address: Dep. of Agricultural Research, Royal Tropical 
Inst. (Koninklijnk Institute von den Tropen), Amsterdam, 
Netherlands.

2998. Trémolières, J. 1975. A history of dietetics. Progress in 
Food and Nutrition Science 1(2):65-114. [350* ref. Eng]
• Summary: Contents:
 1. Introduction
 1.1. Man’s History as Refl ected by his Food
 1.2. The Problems of the Historian: The Life and Death 
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of Words
 1.3. The Words and the Content of Dietetic History
 2. Early Dietetics and Archaic Man
 2.1. The Three-milliard-year Milestone: Man
 2.2. Paleolithic Man
 2.3. Food in Archaic Thought
 2.3.1. The Signifi cance of Foods
 2.3.2. The Infl uence of Food on the Human Being: 
Archaic Dietetics
 3. Antiquity
 3.1. The Ancient Orient
 3.2. A New Way of Thought: The Ideological Currents 
of the ‘Axial Period’
 3.3. The Natural Philosophers: The Rise of Greek 
Medicine and Dietetics
 3.4. Hippocratism
 3.4.1. Ideas About the Mechanism of Human Nutrition
 3.4.2. Classifi cation of Foods According to their 
Properties: Dietetic Principles
 3.4.3. The Originality of Hippocrates
 3.5. Post-Hippocratic Tendencies
 3.5.1. Solidism
 3.5.2. The Methodists
 3.5.3. Galen
 4. Selected Hippocratic Texts
 5. Eating and Drinking in Judaeo-Christian Tradition
 6. The Middle Ages
 6.1. The Church and the Dietetics of the Ancients
 6.2. The Principles of Medical Dietetics
 6.3. Dietetics and Epidemics
 6.4. Some Social Aspects of Nutrition
 7. The Modern Period: Sixteenth, Seventeenth, and 
Eighteenth Centuries
 7.1. The Renaissance: The Dietetic of the Humanists 
(Montaigne)
 7.1.1. The Spirit of the Age
 7.2. The Dietetic of the Doctors
 7.2.1. The Dietetics of Acute Diseases
 7.2.2. The Dietetics of Chronic Diseases
 7.3. Diseases of Nutritional Origin
 7.4. Dietetics and Dietary Innovations
 8. Scientifi c Dietetics: The Dialogue Between Science 
and Clinical Experience
 8.1. The Use of Standards for Energy and Protein
 8.2. Vitamins and Dietetics
 8.3. The Three Trends of Contemporary Dietetics
 8.4. The History of Tomorrow
 9. Bibliography. Address: Laboratoire de Nutrition 
Humaine, Hopital Richat, 170 Boulevard Ney, 75 Paris, 
France.

2999. Vergroesen, A.J. ed. 1975. The role of fats in human 
nutrition: An introduction. New York, NY: Academic Press. 
xiii + 494 p. Illust. Index. 24 cm. See p. 1-36. [100+* ref]

• Summary: Chapter 1 is “The role of fats in human 
nutrition: An introduction,” by A.J. Vergroesen and J.J. 
Gottenbos.
 Soy oil is mentioned on pages 21, 26, 309-10, and 423. 
See also Linoleic acid. Elaidic acid. Hydrogenation.
 With human subjects there appears to be a remarkable 
hypercholesteremic effect of feeding trans fatty acids 
along with ordinary intakes of cholesterol. Address: 
Unilever Research, Vlaardingen / Duiven, Vlaardingen, The 
Netherlands.

3000. Whelan, Elizabeth M.; Stare, Fredrick J. 1975. Panic 
in the pantry: food facts, fads and fallacies. New York, NY: 
Atheneum. xxi + 231 p. Illust. Index. 21 cm. [279 ref]
• Summary: This book is a response to concerns about the 
safety of food additives and of the use of hormones, and 
of the benefi ts of raising animals in confi ned enclosures. 
Throughout the book, those who share this concern are called 
“food faddists” who advocate the “back-to-nature mania.”
 The Wall Street Journal estimated that in 1970-1971 
there were from 1,500 to 2,000 individual health food stores 
in operation in the United States. Others have estimated that 
by 1972, the total number reached well over 3,000.
 Soyfoods or soybeans are mentioned several times: “... 
brown rice and good old-fashioned soybean sprouts” (p. 55).
 “Afl atoxin-producing strains [of Aspergillus fl avus] 
are widely dispersed in air and soil, and have the capacity 
to grow on a variety of substances, including peanuts, rice, 
corn, soybeans, whole oats, and wheat (particularly shredded 
wheat)” (p. 88).
 “One of the widely used emulsifi er additives is lecithin, 
a derivative of corn and soybeans. There is something very 
ironic about a natural food enthusiast’s condemning of all 
‘chemical food additives’ which, of course, would have to 
include the emulsifi er lecithin, while he is at the same time 
stuffi ng himself with the expensive lecithin wafers he bought 
in Healthfoodland” (p. 120).
 Dr. Fredrick J. Stare of Harvard University 
(Massachusetts) is beyond doubt the country’s most 
infl uential teacher of nutrition. He founded the department of 
nutrition at Harvard’s School of Public Health; he advises the 
government and food industry; he is coauthor of a sumptuous 
manual on nutrition that is distributed free to medical 
students by the Upjohn Company [a major pharmaceutical 
maker]; and his is coauthor of a best-selling textbook on 
the subject for undergraduates studying to become home 
economists, dieticians, or teachers.
 Dr. Stare reaches the general public directly through a 
syndicated radio program, a syndicated newspaper column, 
and a series of popular books–such as Panic in the Pantry. 
Address: Sc.D., Research Associate, Harvard School of 
Public Health; 2. M.D., Chairman, Harvard School of Public 
Health.
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3001. Whorton, James. 1975. Before silent spring: Pesticides 
and public health in pre-DDT America. Princeton, New 
Jersey: Princeton University Press. 288 p. [75+* ref]
• Summary: An interesting history of pesticide use, public 
health, and food contamination. Address: Assoc. Prof. of 
Biomedical History, Univ. of Washington.

3002. Wilson, Eva D.; Fisher, Katherine H.; Fuqua, Mary 
E. 1975. Principles of nutrition. 3rd ed. New York, London, 
Sydney, Toronto: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. xiii + 598 p. Illust. 
Index. 24 cm. [500+* ref]
• Summary: A textbook. Address: 1. Prof. Emerita, Ohio 
State Univ., Visiting Prof., Univ. of Sao Paulo [Brazil].

3003. Wolf, W.J.; Cowan, J.C. 1975. Soybeans as a food 
source. Revised ed. Cleveland, Ohio: CRC Press. 101 p. 
Illust. Index. 26 cm. CRC Monotopic Series. [416 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Seed structure and 
composition. Soybean production: Early history, areas of 
production, production, importance of varieties. Disposal 
of the crop: Grading standards, disposition. Processing 
soybeans into oil and meal: Storage, preparation of beans, 
extraction, desolventizing, degummed oil and lecithin 
separation. Conversion to edible oil products: Alkali refi ning, 
bleaching, hydrogenation, deodorization. Soybean oil 
products: Salad and cooking oils, shortening and margarine 
oils, fl avor stability of soybean oil, soybean lecithin–products 
and use. Food uses of soybean proteins: Physical and 
chemical properties (solubility as function of pH, molecular 
size, reactions of the 7S and 11S globulins, solubility of 
isolates, denaturation, amino acid composition), forms of 
soy proteins (whole soybeans, processed soybean protein 
products), selling prices and production estimates, functional 
properties (emulsifi cation, fat absorption, water absorption, 
texture, dough formation, adhesion, cohesion, and elasticity, 
fi lm formation, color control, aeration), nutritional properties 
(antinutritional properties, protein quality of soybean 
products), foods containing soy proteins (Oriental foods 
[tofu, dried {kori} tofu, kinako, miso, natto, shoyu, tempeh], 
domestic foods [baked goods, meat products, simulated 
meats, breakfast cereals, infant foods, beverages, dietary 
foods, snack foods, miscellaneous uses]), problem areas. 
Conclusions.
 Addendum. Introduction: Origin of soybeans, soybean 
situation–future, recent sources of information, soybean 
organizations. Production: Short-term situation, storage 
and exports, soybean varieties, yield barrier, varieties and 
antinutritional factors, afl atoxin in soybeans. Edible oil 
products: Deodorization, an antioxidant for soybean oil, 
fl avor stability of soybean oil, oil from fi eld-damaged beans, 
fl avor components in soybean oil. Conversion to edible 
protein products: Production and producers, new processes 
(full-fat products, defatted fl akes and related products, 
concentrates, isolates, textured protein products). Properties 

of soy proteins: Functional properties (solubility, water 
absorption and swelling, viscosity, emulsifi cation, fi lm 
formation, texture), nutritional and physiological properties 
(trypsin inhibitors, soybean proteins in blended foods, 
nutritional value of textured soybean proteins, soybean 
proteins in infant formulas, effect of alkali treatment on 
soy protein), fl avor studies on soy proteins (organoleptic 
evaluation of commercial protein products, origin of fl avor 
compounds). Food uses of soybean proteins: Baked goods, 
meat products and analogs, instant breakfast items, snack 
foods, legal and regulatory aspects. References.
 An excellent source of information on soy fl our 
and modern soy protein products, this book contains a 
surprisingly small amount of information (about 1 page total) 
about traditional soyfoods such as tofu, miso, natto, shoyu, 
tempeh, etc. even though a number of the latter foods are 
much more widely used worldwide. Soy beverage (soymilk) 
is not even mentioned. The extensive bibliography would be 
greatly improved by the inclusion of the titles of the articles.
 Table 26, titled “Selling prices and production estimates 
(in 1970) for soybean proteins” (p. 42) states: Defatted fl our 
and grits sell for 7-8 cents/lb ex factory and estimated annual 
production in 1970 was 232-237 million lb. Soy concentrates 
(18-26 cents/pound, 20-35 million lb). Soy isolates (35-
45 cents/pound, 25-50 million lb). Address: 1. Research 
Leader, Meal Products, Oilseed Crops Lab., USDA Northern 
Regional Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois; 2. Adjunct Prof. of 
Chemistry, Bradley Univ., Peoria, Illinois 61606 (Formerly 
Chief, Oilseed Crops Lab., NRRL, Peoria).

3004. Wolf, Walter J. 1975. Soy proteins for fabricated 
foods. In: G.E. Inglett, ed. 1975. Fabricated Foods. Westport, 
CT: AVI Publishing Co. vii + 222 p. See p. 49-67. Chap. 7. 
[47 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soybean structure and 
composition. Soy protein forms: Grits and fl ours (full-fat 
fl ours, defatted fl ours), protein concentrates, protein isolates. 
Physical and chemical properties: Amino acid composition, 
solubility, molecular size distribution (4 fractions with 
sedimentation coeffi cients of 2, 7, 11, and 15S), association-
dissociation reactions, subunit structure, denaturation. 
Functional properties. Address: Research Leader, Meal 
Products Research, Northern Regional Research Lab., ARS, 
USDA, Peoria, Illinois.

3005. Yen, Jong-Tseng. 1975. Factors affecting the utilization 
of raw soybeans by some monogastric animals. PhD thesis, 
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. 122 p. Page 171 
in volume 36/01-B of Dissertation Abstracts International. *
Address: Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.

3006. Lopez, Anthony. 1975? Manufacturing cooking oil, 
salad oil, and margarine. Blacksburg, Virginia: Virginia 
Polytechnic Inst. and State University, Dept. of Food 
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Science and Technology. iv + 26 p. Undated. Unpublished 
manuscript. [12 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Acknowledgements. 1. Introduction. 
2. Preparation of oilseed for processing: Cleaning, dehulling 
or decorticating, degerming, reducing, cooking or heating. 3. 
Oil extraction: Solvent extraction, screw-pressing, hydraulic-
pressing. 4. Oil degumming (designed to remove the 
phospholipids and as much of the nontriglyceride materials 
as possible). 5. Oil refi ning: The process, byproducts and 
purifi cation. 6. Oil bleaching. 7. Oil hydrogenation: The 
process, selectivity, postbleach. 8. Oil deodorization. 9. 
Winterization: The process, variations. 10. Cooking and 
salad oils. 11. Margarine. 12. Storage: Cooking and salad 
oils, margarine. Glossary. References cited. Suggested 
additional references.
 This report gives an overall review of the processes and 
equipment used in the vegetable oil industry. This research 
was carried out under a cooperative agreement between 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, and the 
Commodities Economics Division of the USDA Economic 
Research Service.
 “Fats and oils are chemically the triglyceryl esters of 
fatty acids. The fatty acids of natural fats have between 
4 and 24 carbon atoms, usually in even numbers. The 
characteristics of soybean oil are detailed on p. 3. It has a 
“Beta” crystal structure and iodine number from 120-141. 
Its fatty acid composition is: Linoleic 54.5%, oleic 22.3%, 
palmitic 10.5%, linolenic 8.3%, stearic 3.2%, eicosenic 
0.9%, arachidic 0.2%, and myristic 0.1%. When fully 
hydrogenated, it crystallizes in Beta phase which limits its 
use.
 The fi rst successful solvent extraction systems were the 
Bollman [Bollmann] (percolator type) and the Hildebrandt 
(total immersion type) extractors. The Blaw-Knox “Rotocel” 
is an improved percolation type extractor. Hexane solvent 
is a light paraffi nic fraction of petroleum. Batch-type 
hydraulic presses may be divided into two main classes: 
“open” type which requires that the oil material be confi ned 
in press cloths (pressure: 4,000 p.s.i.), and the “closed” type 
which dispenses with cloths and confi nes the material in 
cages (pressure: 6,000 p.s.i.). A small amount of oil is still 
produced in the USA by the hydraulic press method. “This 
is referred to as ‘cold pressed oil’ and goes primarily to the 
health foods market.”
 When soybean oil is winterized, “stearines” formed 
during hydrogenation are removed. Address: Dep. of Food 
Science and Technology, Virginia Polytechnic Inst. and State 
Univ., Blacksburg, Virginia 24061.

3007. Gallagher, James R. 1976. ‘China Doctor’ Harry 
Miller dies at 97 (News release). Washington, DC: Seventh-
day Adventist Church. 4 p. Jan. 4.
• Summary: “Washington, D.C.–Harry Willis Miller, M.D., 
known to generations of Asians and Americans as the ‘China 

Doctor,’ died Saturday, January 1, in Riverside, California. 
He was 97.
 “Dr. Miller reportedly suffered a massive heart attack on 
his way to Seventh-day Adventist morning church services.
 “Famous in the Orient for his skill as a thyroid surgeon, 
Dr. Miller was also a pioneer in the fi eld of nutrition. He 
developed the process of making soybean milk to feed 
malnourished Chinese children in areas where cow’s milk 
was unavailable.
 “Dr. Miller served as a physician to Chou En-lai, 
Madame Chiang Kai-shek, and once treated the Republic 
of China’s fi rst leader, Sun Yat-sen. During his fi rst stay 
in mainland China he cured a Manchurian leader, Marshal 
Chang Hsueh-liang of the opium habit.
 “His later years were devoted to research in vegetarian 
proteins and fund-raising for the establishment of 20 
hospitals throughout the Far East. He returned from his 
work at the Hong Kong Adventist Hospital, which he helped 
found, just two years ago.
 “Born in Ludlow Falls, Ohio, in 1879, Dr. Miller 
received his medical degree from American Medical 
Missionary College in 1902. The following year he was 
sent by the Seventh-day Adventist Church as one of its fi rst 
missionaries to Central China. He went fi rst to the small 
town of Hsintsai in Honan Province.
 “Living in the shadow of the Boxer Rebellion, when 
many foreign missionaries were killed, Dr. Miller and his 
wife, Ethel, dressed as Chinese and gained the respect of rich 
and poor alike.”
 Ill health forced Dr. Miller to return to Washington, 
DC, where he remained until 1925. “The years 1925 to 
1935 again saw Dr. Miller in mission service to China. He 
built Shanghai Sanitarium and Hospital, the fi rst Adventist 
medical institution outside the United States, and the Wuhan 
Sanitarium and Hospital in Central China.”
 “The years of World War II found Dr. Miller in the 
United States once again, this time as medical director of the 
Mount Vernon Hospital in Ohio. While there, he founded 
the International Nutrition Laboratory, which carried out 
experiments on vegetarian protein products. The laboratory 
is now part of Loma Linda Foods, an Adventist-owned 
company.
 “Dr. Miller returned to Shanghai in 1949, only to be 
evacuated in 1950 as the Communist revolution overfl owed 
China.”
 During the 1950s Dr. Miller returned to research work 
in nutrition [related to his soy products] in both Ohio and 
California. He also worked as a surgeon and administrator 
in many countries worldwide. Then in 1960, at age 81, 
Miller was called to establish a hospital in Hong Kong. He 
remained in Hong Kong until 1974, practicing surgery and 
seeing patients in a weekly clinic. “By his own estimate, 
Dr. Miller performed 6,000 thyroid operations and ‘about 
30,000’ operations during the span of his 70-year career 
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in medicine.” In 1997 he returned to Riverside, California 
where [at Loma Linda Foods] he actively continued his 
nutrition research until his death.
 “Dr. Miller served on the American Relief 
Administration at the appointment of President Woodrow 
Wilson. Among his famous American patients were 
Alexander Graham Bell and William Jennings Bryan, as well 
as several senators and congressmen.
 “A book by Dr. Raymond Moore, China Doctor 
(Harper & Row, 1961), is available on the life and career 
of Dr. Miller. In a 1974 letter, President Richard Nixon 
commended him by writing, ‘You leave an admirable legacy 
of compassion and accomplishment.’
 “Dr. Miller is survived by his wife, the former Mary 
Greer, and four children by a previous marriage.
 “Funeral services are scheduled in Loma Linda, 
California, on Wednesday, January 5. Willis H. Hackett, 
chairman of the Board of Trustees of Loma Linda Food 
Company, and Charles Taylor, associate director of the 
Department of Education of the General Conference 
of Seventh-day Adventists, will represent the world 
headquarters of the Adventist Church.”

3008. Isaac, Robert A.; Johnson, William C. 1976. 
Determination of total nitrogen in plant tissue, using a block 
digester. J. of the Association of Offi cial Analytical Chemists 
59(1):98-100. Jan. [6 ref]
• Summary: The soybean was one of eight seeds tested. 
Address: Soil Testing and Plant Analysis Lab., Univ. of 
Georgia, 2400 College Station Rd., Athens, GA 30602.

3009. Kitagawa, Isao; Yoshikawa, M.; Yosioka, I. 1976. 
Saponin and sapogenol. XIII. Structures of three soybean 
saponins: soyasaponin I, soyasaponin II and soyasaponin III. 
Chemical and Pharmaceutical Bulletin 24(1):121-29. Jan. 
[25 ref]
• Summary: Since the toxic principle of alfalfa (Medicago 
sativa L.), which is an important feed for farm animals, was 
reported to be saponin, the saponins of soybean have also 
evoked considerable attention, and several physiological 
activities of the soybean saponins (mixture) such as 
hemolytic, piscicidal, and insecticidal properties, have been 
reported.
 In this study, on the basis of chemical and 
physicochemical evidence, the structure of three 
soyasaponins has been elucidated. All three possess 
soyasapogenol B as the common aglycone. Address: Faculty 
of Pharmaceutical Sciences, Osaka Univ., Japan.

3010. Scrimshaw, Nevin S. 1976. Strengths and weaknesses 
of the committee approach: An analysis of past and present 
recommended dietary allowances for protein in health and 
disease–Shattuck lecture. New England J. of Medicine 
294(3):136-42, 198-203. Jan. [62 ref]

• Summary: The main type of committee discussed is the 
expert committee. The subject of protein requirements has 
fascinated physicians and nutrition scientists for more than 
100 years and continues to spark a lively debate.
 In April, 1971, a Joint FAO/WHO Expert Committee on 
Energy and Protein Requirements (1), convened in Rome, 
lowered the estimated safe allowances for protein and 
thereby redefi ned dietary protein malnutrition. Nutritionists 
working with the planning commissions of several 
developing countries suddenly found themselves preparing 
a vigorous attack on a problem that no longer existed as 
a priority, if the decisions of the Rome committee were 
applied to existing dietary consumption data. “Nevertheless, 
the hospitals and clinics of these countries were still fi lled 
with children who had clinical evidence of various forms 
of protein-calorie defi ciency. If their protein intake was no 
longer to be regarded as defi cient, it was logical to conclude 
that calorie defi ciency was primarily responsible for their 
illness.” Address: Dep. of Nutrition & Food Science, MIT, 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139.

3011. USDA Farmer Cooperative Service. FCS Research 
Report. 1976. Current good manufacturing practice (relevant 
to soy protein food products). No. 33. p. 35-39. Jan. 
Edible Soy Protein: Operational Aspects of Producing and 
Marketing. [1 ref]
• Summary: The most recent guidelines were published 
in the Federal Register of 26 April 1969. Contents: 
Introduction. Defi nitions. Sanitation. Plant and grounds. 
Equipment and utensils. Sanitary operations. Processes and 
controls. Personnel. Exclusions.

3012. Wolf, W.J. 1976. Kinds of soy products. USDA Farmer 
Cooperative Service. FCS Research Report No. 33. p. 3-11. 
Jan. Edible Soy Protein: Operational Aspects of Producing 
and Marketing. [26 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Effect of moist heat on 
soybean proteins. Flours and grits: Full-fat fl ours and grits, 
defatted products. Protein concentrates. Protein isolates. 
Textured soybean protein products: Extruded soy fl ours, spun 
protein isolates. Tables: (0) Soy fl ours and grits, by particle 
and mesh size (U.S. standard screen). Coarse grits must pass 
through a 10-20 mesh screen, medium grits through a 20-50 
mesh screen, and fi ne grits through a 50-80 mesh screen. Soy 
fl ours must pass through a 100 mesh screen or fi ner.
 (1) Soy fl our standards. For full-fat soy fl our, low-fat 
soy fl our, and defatted soy fl our–on a moisture-free basis. 
For each gives the minimum allowable protein (nitrogen x 
6.25 or x 5.7), fat (ether extract), fi ber, moisture (8.0% max), 
and ash.
 (2) Proximate analysis of soy fl ours and grits. (3) 
Proximate analysis of soy protein concentrates. Alcohol 
leach, acid leach, moist-heat, water leach. (4) Proximate 
analysis of four commercial soy protein isolates.
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 (5) Composition of spun protein isolate products (on a 
moisture-free basis): Spun fi ber 40%, protein binder 10%, fat 
20%, fl avors, colors and supplemental nutrients 30%.
 “Protein concentrates: Concentrates are made from 
defatted fl ours or grits by removing soluble sugars (sucrose, 
raffi nose, and stachyose), along with some ash and minor 
constituents, as shown in fi gure 4. Sugars make up about 
one-half of total carbohydrates of defatted fl ours; the other 
half consists of indigestible polysaccharides that make up 
the cell walls in soybeans. Sugars are removed by extracting 
with: (1) aqueous alcohol (Mustakas and others, 1962); 
(2) dilute aqueous acid (Sair, 1959); or (3) water, after fi rst 
insolubilizing the proteins by moist heating (McAnelly, 
1964). All these processes are patented, although the alcohol 
extraction process patent is assigned to the U.S. Government 
(Mustakas and Griffi n, 1966) and is available for licensing 
on a nonexclusive, royalty-free basis. In all three extraction 
processes, proteins and polysaccharides remain insoluble and 
are recovered in the fi nal product.”
 Protein isolates: Isolates are the most refi ned form of 
soybean proteins available commercially. By defi nition, they 
must contain a minimum of 90 percent protein (N X 6.25) 
but often analyze 95 percent or better. Like concentrates, 
isolates are made from defatted fl akes or fl ours, but the 
starting material must have a high NSI [nitrogen solubility 
index] or PDI value to ensure economical yields of protein. 
The isolation process is summarized in fi gure 5. Defatted 
fl akes are extracted with water plus suffi cient alkali to adjust 
the pH to 7 to 9. Spent fl akes, which contain the water-
insoluble polysaccharides plus some residual protein, are 
then separated by fi ltration or centrifugation. The clarifi ed 
extract, containing most of the proteins plus sugars, is 
acidifi ed to about pH 4.5. This step adjusts the proteins to 
their isoelectric point and causes them to coagulate so that 
they can be separated by centrifugation or fi ltration. The 
supernatant or fi ltrate (also referred to as soybean whey) 
contains sugars, ash, and minor constituents. Next, the 
protein curd is washed, slurried in water, and spray-dried 
to give the isoelectric protein. More commonly, however, 
the protein is neutralized with alkali and then spray-dried to 
yield the sodium proteinate form.”
 “Small amounts of protein isolates (estimated to be 
less than a million pounds in 1967; Eley, 1968) are treated 
with the proteolytic enzyme pepsin to partially hydrolyze 
the protein for use as a whipping agent in the confectionery 
and bakery trades. These products are often referred to as 
modifi ed or enzyme-modifi ed isolates.
 “Textured Soybean Protein Products: Further processing 
of the basic forms–fl ours and grits, concentrates, and 
isolates–is now practiced to give soybean proteins a texture 
that resembles specifi c types of meat; these items range from 
extenders to be used with ground meats to complete meat 
analogs. The textured protein products are of two general 
categories: (1) extruded soy fl ours and (2) spun protein 

isolates. However, this distinction is being blurred by new 
products. One consists of a mixture of soy fl our, protein 
concentrate, and protein isolate, although soy fl our is the 
major ingredient. Another product contains soy protein 
concentrate, spun soy isolate, and isolated soy protein 
in order of decreasing proportions. U.S. patent literature 
on textured products for 1960 to 1972 was summarized 
by Gutcho (1973), and a detailed review of meat analogs 
appeared recently (Horan, 1974B).”
 “Extruded Soy Flours: Extruded fl ours are made by 
mixing defatted soy fl our with water plus fl avors, colors, 
and supplementary nutrients, if desired, and then passing 
the mixture through a cooker-extruder. Elevated pressure 
and temperature in the extruder convert the wet fl our into a 
plastic mass that is extruded through a die. The pressure and 
temperature drop that occur on extrusion cause expansion 
and a fi brous structure. The expanded product is then dried 
to about 8 percent moisture. The extrusion process gives the 
soy fl our a chewy texture when it is hydrated. This is the 
major type of textured product currently available, and about 
a dozen companies now make these materials (see Table 8, 
Production Estimates and Market Outlets). The process is 
patented (Atkinson, 1970) and licensing is required.”
 “Composition of textured soy fl ours is essentially 
the same as that of defatted fl ours and grits–that is, about 
50 percent protein. Flavors, colors, and supplements of 
vitamins and minerals, when added, do not change overall 
composition signifi cantly. Advantages of textured soy fl ours 
over spun protein isolates include: (1) ease of manufacture; 
(2) low cost; and (3) long storage life. The bacterial count for 
these products is low and under normal storage conditions 
they can keep for at least a year. They are, however, limited 
in their applications because they do not have the high 
degree of meat-like texture characteristic of the spun fi ber 
products.
 “Spun Protein Isolates: The basic process for spinning 
soy protein isolates into meat-like fi bers was fi rst described 
in a patent issued to Boyer (1954). The basic patent has 
expired but companies now engaged in this business hold 
patents on improved versions of the original invention and 
on methods for converting the fi bers into meat analogs 
(Hartman, 1967; Tombs, 1972; Westeen and Kuramoto, 
1964).
 “Spinning is a complex operation involving a highly 
sophisticated technology and requires large capital 
investments (Thulin and Kuramoto, 1967). Protein isolate 
is dispersed in alkaline solution, which is then fi ltered and 
forced through a spinnerette (a metal plate, usually platinum, 
with up to 15,000 holes about 0.003 inch in diameter) into 
an acid-salt bath that coagulates the streamlets of protein 
solution as they emerge to form fi bers. Bundles of fi bers or 
‘tows’ are then drawn from the coagulating bath with power-
driven rolls to stretch and toughen them. The stretched fi bers 
are then passed through a washing bath to remove the acid-
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salt coagulant, followed by immersion in a vat containing 
a binder (such as egg albumin). After impregnating the tow 
with binder, it is heated to set the binder and to cement the 
fi bers together. Next, fat, fl avors, colors, and nutrients–such 
as vitamins–can be added. After appropriate shaping, cutting, 
and drying, a variety of analogs of ham, beef, chicken, and 
seafood can be prepared.” Address: Northern Regional 
Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois.

3013. American Academy of Pediatrics, Committee on 
Nutrition. 1976. Commentary on breast-feeding and infant 
formulas, including proposed standards for formulas. 
Pediatrics 57(2):278-85. Feb. [20 ref]
• Summary: “Conclusions: This statement proposes 
recommendations toward increasing the practice of breast 
feeding. Specifi c recommendations made for standards 
of infant formulas as to calorie, protein, fat, vitamin, and 
mineral levels apply to both milk-based and milk-substitute 
infant formulas. Such formulas, when used in place of 
breast-feeding, must supply most or all of the nutrients 
infants require during the fi rst weeks or months of life.
 Members of the Committee on Nutrition are: Lewis 
A. Barness (Chairman), Alvin M. Mauer (Vice Chairman), 
Malcolm A. Holliday (Chairman, 1974-1975), Arnold S. 
Anderson, Peter R. Dallman, Gilbert B. Forbes, Richard B. 
Goldbloom, James C. Haworth, Mary Jane Jesse, Charles 
R. Scriver, Myron Winick, O. L. Kline, Robert W. Miller 
and Donough O’Brien. All are have medical doctor (M.D.) 
degrees. Address: USA.

3014. Bortz, Brenda. 1976. The joys of soy. I. Vegetable 
soybeans. Organic Gardening and Farming 23:28-30, 32, 
34, 36, 38. Feb.
• Summary: An excellent, pioneering study. “Using growth 
trials and a reader survey, OGF Research and Development 
Group checks out vegetable soybeans.” Relatively little 
research has been done on vegetable soybeans for gardeners. 
In 1975 the R&D group tested 19 varieties: Imperial, Hark, 
Provar, Kanrich, Bansei, Verde, Kim, Fuji, Funk’s Delicious 
[Funk Delicious], Higan, Protana [high protein but not 
large-seeded vegetable type], Ra, Hokkaido, Disoy, Willomi, 
Jogun, Magna, Fiskeby V, and Mandelli.
 A table (p. 29) gives statistics on the ten top-yielding 
varieties in descending order of yield: Higan (40.98 gm 
of dry beans per plant), Kim (19.02), Hokkaido (36.25), 
Protana, Willomi, Fuji, Imperial, Ra, Mandelli (25.64), and 
Kanrich (25.39–the lowest yielding). The days to maturity as 
a fresh vegetable in Pennsylvania ranged from 70 days for 
Protana to 82 days for Kanrich and Kim. The most resistant 
to shattering were Kanrich, followed by Ra, Protana, and 
Kim. The least resistant to shattering was Fuji, followed by 
Mandelli, Hokkaido, and Willomi. Of the top 10 varieties, 
only Kanrich was sold commercially, by W. Atlee Burpee 
Co. and Nichols Garden Nursery. Other commercially 

available varieties are: Fiskeby V (from Thompson & 
Morgan), Early Green (Kitazawa Seed Co. in San Jose, 
California), Early Green Bush (Stokes Seeds, Inc.), The 
Edible Soybean (The Natural Development Co.), and Giant 
Greenboy (Farmer Seed and Nursery).
 “But more than yield should be considered in choosing 
‘the best’ variety for a given garden. In areas with short 
growing seasons, late-maturing soybeans are a risky bet with 
crops often reduced or cancelled out by the brisk climate. 
To beat this problem a Swede named Sven Holmberg spent 
40 years developing an edible soybean that would crop in a 
short, cool growing season. Called the Fiskeby V Vegetable 
Bean, this variety is now available only from Thompson 
& Morgan (P.O. Box 24, Somerdale, NJ [New Jersey] 
08083). Containing from 39 to 40 percent protein, Fiskeby is 
reportedly very low in the antitrypsin factor that inhibits the 
digestion of uncooked soybean protein” (p. 32).
 Note: This is the only document seen (Oct. 1999) that 
mentions the soybean variety Mandelli. It is not available 
commercially and its source is not given.

3015. Collins, J.L.; Sanders, G.G. 1976. Changes in 
trypsin inhibitory activity in some soybean varieties during 
maturation and germination. J. of Food Science 41(1):168-
72. Jan/Feb. [14 ref]
• Summary: Trypsin inhibitor activity (TIA) of 4 varieties 
of soybean was studied. The amount of trypsin inhibitor 
in soybeans increased as they matured. Dehulled soybeans 
held for 2.5 minutes in boiling water had 97-98% of the 
extractable TIA destroyed. Rinsing soybeans in water 
removed up to 10.2% of the TIA. Soybeans which were 
soaked, germinated for 3 days, and rinsed twice daily lost up 
to 13.2% of their TIA. Thus, sprouting results in a small loss 
in TIA. Address: Dep. of Food Technology & Science, Univ. 
of Tennessee, Knoxville, TN 37916.

3016. Ferretti, R.J.; Levander, O.A. 1976. Selenium content 
of soybean foods. J. of Agricultural and Food Chemistry 
24(1):54-56. Jan/Feb. [14 ref]
• Summary: The level of selenium believed to be desirable 
is 0.1 micrograms per gram. Several soybean meat analogues 
[meat alternatives] contained 0.375 mcg/gm, well above the 
desired level, however two meat extenders based on textured 
soy protein contained less than one-third of the 0.199 mcg/
gm found in ground beef. The soy ingredients measured were 
full-fat and defatted fractions, soy protein concentrates and 
isolates. The “meat analogues” were ground beef extended 
with a soy protein product. Table 1 gives details for meat 
analogues described as Beef slices, ham slices, turkey slices, 
and chicken slices. The average selenium level is 0.375 
mcg/gm; the range is 0.287 to 0.517. Address: Vitamin 
and Mineral Nutrition Lab., Nutrition Inst., ARS, USDA, 
Beltsville, Maryland.
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3017. Nitsan, Zafrira; Liener, Irvin E. 1976. Enzymic 
activities in the pancreas, digestive tract and feces of rats fed 
raw or heated soy fl our. J. of Nutrition 106(2):300-05. Feb. 
[24 ref]
• Summary: “Trypsin, chymotrypsin and amylase levels 
were determined in the pancreas, all along the intestinal tract, 
and in the feces of rats fed raw or heated soy fl our diets. 
The levels of all enzymes measured in the pancreas in the 
non-fasted state were lower in the raw than in the heated soy 
fl our-fed rats.”
 Inhibition of growth induced by soybean products is 
thought to result from a defi ciency of the sulfur-containing 
amino acids caused by dramatic increases in fecal levels 
of endogenous protease enzymes, particularly trypsin and 
chymotrypsin, two enzymes that are rich in these amino 
acids. Address: Dep. of Biochemistry, College of Biological 
Sciences, Univ. of Minnesota, St. Paul, MN 55108. Nitsan 
permanent address: Div. of Animal Nutrition, Agricultural 
Research Organization, The Volcani Center, Rehovot, Israel.

3018. Skurray, Geoffrey R.; Osborne, Christopher. 1976. 
Nutritional value of soya protein and milk coprecipitates in 
sausage products. J. of the Science of Food and Agriculture 
(London) 27(2):175-80. Feb. [20 ref]
• Summary: Meat contributes to the average Western diet: 
29% of the fat, 28% of the protein, 36% of the nicotinic 
acid, 29% of the iron, 25% of the vitamin A, 20% of the 
ribofl avin, 17% of the thiamin, and 2% of the calcium.
 Sausages were prepared by replacing 60% of the meat 
proteins with an isolated soy protein (Promine D, made by 
Central Soya) or a milk coprecipitate. Growth rates and 
plasma amino acid levels in rats fed diets based on these 
products showed that the nutritional values of these non-meat 
proteins were markedly lower than meat sausages. Address: 
School of Food Sciences, Hawkesbury Agricultural College, 
Richmond, NSW 2753, Australia.

3019. Thananunkul, Darunee; Tanaka, M.; Chichester, 
C.O.; Lee, Tung-Ching. 1976. Degradation of raffi nose 
and stachyose in soybean milk by -galactosidase from 
Mortierella vinacea. Entrapment of -galactosidase within 
polyacrylamide gel. J. of Food Science 41(1):173-75. Jan/
Feb. [10 ref]
• Summary: “Three different forms (undisrupted, disrupted, 
and entrapped) of M. vinacea mycelium were used to 
hydrolyze the oligosaccharides in soybean milk. Disrupted 
mycelium gave the highest hydrolysis ratio in these three 
different forms; however, it was found that after long-
term usage at 50ºC, the thermal stability of the disrupted 
mycelium was relatively poor.” Address: Dep. of Food & 
Resource Chemistry, Univ. of Rhode Island, Kingston, RI 
02881.

3020. Zezulka, Allison Yates; Calloway, Doris Howes. 1976. 

Nitrogen retention in men fed varying levels of amino acids 
from soy protein with or without added L-methionine. J. of 
Nutrition 106(2):212-21. Feb. [23 ref]
• Summary: “A metabolic study was undertaken to 
determine methionine requirements of six young men fed 
soy protein isolate (SB) for 9-day periods. Formula diets 
contained 9 g of nitrogen from intact proteins with glycine 
and alanine added.” Address: Dep. of Nutritional Sciences, 
Univ. of California, Berkeley CA 94720.

3021. Cheeke, P.R. 1976. Nutritional and physiological 
properties of saponins. Nutrition Reports International 
13(3):315-24. March. [38 ref]
• Summary: This paper focuses almost entirely on saponins 
found in alfalfa, as used for forage. The “yield of protein per 
unit area is greater with alfalfa than for any other common 
crop, including soybeans.” Saponins possess a bitter taste 
and they may have serum cholesterol-lowering properties. 
This may be important for humans because of the increasing 
use of alfalfa sprouts in the diet in North America. Most 
monogastric animals reject alfalfa forage, presumably 
because of its bitter taste. Address: Dep. of Animal Science, 
Oregon State Univ., Corvallis, Oregon.

3022. Cremer, Hans-Diedrich. 1976. Die Bedeutung des 
pfl anzlichen EiweiBes fuer die menschliche Ernaehrung 
[The importance of plant protein in human nutrition]. 
Ernaehrungs-Umschau 23(3):75-82. March. [13 ref. Ger; 
eng]
• Summary: Since the science of nutrition began, 
nutritionists have discussed whether it is best to consume 
more food or protein of vegetable origin or of animal origin. 
Both types of food continue to be important in human diets. 
This paper deals with three main issues: (1) The importance 
of plant proteins for human health. Animal and plant proteins 
from an economical viewpoint. (3) Plant proteins is the diets 
of people in developing countries. Table 3 (p. 79) shows 
the energy and protein content in 100 gm of various foods, 
including “Soja,” which contains both the most energy (445 
calories) and the most protein (37 gm, tied with low fat 
cheese). Address: Institut fuer Ernaehrungswissenschaft I der 
Justus-Liebig-Universitaet GieBen Wilhemnstr. 20 D-6300 
GieBen [West Germany].

3023. Gauhar, Ali; Jawad, Mohammad. 1976. Nutritive and 
organoleptic evaluation of soy fortifi ed baked products. 
Agriculture Pakistan 27(1):61-68. March. [11 ref]
• Summary: NWFP stands for “North-West Frontier 
Province, Pakistan.”
 “Nan” (local bread), cake, and biscuits were fortifi ed 
with defatted soy fl our (obtained from the United States) 
at the rates of 0, 5, 10, 15, and 20%. Fortifi cation at the 5 
or 10% levels gave good overall acceptability. Address: 
Agricultural Research Inst., Tarnab, Peshawar, NWFP.
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3024. Ito, Hiroshi. 1976. Hamanattô [Hamanatto]. Nippon 
Jozo Kyokai Zasshi (J. of the Society of Brewing, Japan) 
71(3):173-76. March. [Jap; eng+]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. A brief history 
of Hamanatto. Methods of production: Yamaya and 
Horinji methods, Daifukuji method. The microbiology 
and chemistry of Hamanatto fermentation. Hamanatto’s 
special characteristics. Serving Hamanatto. Conclusion. 
Acknowledgments.
 Two fl owcharts show Hamanatto production methods 
at Horinji and Daifukuji. Tables: 1. Distribution of various 
microorganisms in Hamanatto (cells per gram) at Yamaya, 
Horinji, Daifukuji. 2. Nutritional composition of Hamanatto 
(from Yamaya, Horinji, and Hamana), Daitokuji natto, and 
regular sticky natto. 3. Composition of free amino acids (mg 
per 100 gm defatted, and gm per 10 gm protein) in Yamaya 
Hamanatto, Daitokuji natto, Yamaya Hamanatto, soybean 
miso (temperature controlled- and natural fermentations), 
and Hatcho miso. 4. Composition of Hamanatto fats. 5. 
Volatile acids in Hamanatto. 6. Aromatic compounds in 
Hamanatto.
 In Japan, there are basically two types of natto: 
Regular natto (itohiki-natto) and salty natto (shiokara-
natto). Generally the word ‘natto’ refers to the former but in 
Shizuoka prefecture in and around Hamamatsu city a type 
of salty natto called hamanatto is famous. Totally unrelated 
to regular natto except in name and the fact that both are 
fermented soyfoods, it is actually a close relative of soybean 
miso in terms of its fl avor and the way it is produced. 
However unlike miso, the soybeans retain their original 
form, uncrushed, and the product has its own unique fl avor 
and aroma. Another type of salty natto is Kyoto’s Daitokuji-
natto.
 A brief history of hamanatto: Hamanatto originated in 
ancient China and is one of the progenitors of today’s miso 
and shoyu. Many old documents show that its relatives 
kokusho (‘grain chiang’) and teranatto (‘temple natto’) were 
brought to Japan from ancient China. A type of fermented, 
salt-preserved cooked soybeans called tou-ch’ih kyo was 
excavated together with articles buried with one Mao-tai, a 
ruler of the early Han dynasty who lived about 2200 years 
ago. This was the earliest form of hamanatto. According to 
the fi rst scholars and envoys from Japan to T’ang dynasty 
China, chiang and kuki, both progenitors of miso and shoyu, 
were introduced to Japan from China. Records show that 
the great T’ang dynasty Buddhist master Ganjin, who came 
to Japan by boat in 753, brought with him 1428 gallons of 
‘sweet kuki,’ an early type of salty natto. The fi rst mention of 
salty natto in Japan appears in Fujiwara Akihara’s Shinsaru 
Gakki / Shin Sarugakuki, written in 1286 [Note: Others give 
the date as 1068]. The fi rst character of the word ‘natto’ 
means ‘to pay, supply, or dedicate;’ the second means ‘bean 
or soybean.’ According to the Honcho Shokkan, written in 

1697, the fi rst character was derived from the fact that natto 
were fi rst prepared in Japanese temple kitchens which are 
known as na-ssho, the place which supplied the monk’s 
food. Since the propagation of salty natto throughout Japan 
was done primarily by temples, they also came to be known 
as ‘temple natto’ (tera-natto). They served as an important 
source of protein and savory seasoning in the Buddhist 
vegetarian diet. Kyoto’s Daitokuji-natto, Ichimei Ikkyuji-
natto, and Tenryuji-natto, each made in temples, and the 
Hamanatto made at Daifukuji and Horinji temples in and 
around Hamamatsu city are popular to this day. Hamanatto 
fi rst became known when the monks of Daifukuji temple 
presented some to the seventh Ashikaga shogun, Ashikaga 
Yoshikatsuko, during the 1400s. during the Warring States 
Period (1467 to 1568) they also presented Hamanatto to 
lords of the families of Imagawa Toyotomi, and Tokugawa.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2011) that 
mentions “Ikkyuji” or “Ichimei Ikkyuji” in conjunction with 
Daitokuji natto.
 Because of its unique fl avor and aroma and good 
keeping qualities, hamanatto became known throughout 
Japan. in some cases the skin of sansho seeds (Japanese 
pepper; Zanthoxylum piperitum) were mixed in and the 
product called kara-natto (‘spicy natto’). When Toyotomi 
Hideyoshi undertook his Korean campaigns, he took lots 
of hamanatto with him. When he arrived in the ancient 
province of Hizen in northwest Kyushu, just before his 
soldiers embarked in boats to Korea, he gave this food the 
same name, kara-natto, but written with characters which 
mean ‘beans for subjugating T’ang dynasty Korea.’ This 
name, he hoped, would bring him luck in his campaign. After 
returning to the Hamamatsu area in central Japan, he donated 
land to makers of hamanatto to encourage their craft.
 Later, when Tokugawa Ieyasu took over Hamamatsu 
castle, he used hamanatto as soldiers’ provisions. Each year 
the local monks gave hamanatto as a gift to the shogun, who 
in turn used it as a New Year’s offering. Still later, produced 
by temple cooks and craftsmen, it was given as a New Year’s 
gift to parishioners; it also had a symbolic meaning since the 
word for soybeans (mamé) has also come to mean healthy 
and robust. In 1968 Yamaya, a producer of tamari shoyu 
(soy sauce) under the direction of Suzuki Yasuke, attempted 
to make an improved version of the product previously 
prepared at Daifukuji temple and fi rst affi xed the name 
‘hamanatto.’ Thus the name of the product developed in the 
following order: shiokara-natto (‘salty natto). kara-natto 
(T’ang dynasty natto), hamana-natto, and hama-natto. To 
this day, Daifukuji has maintained its own special method of 
production, but this too has been commercialized.
 Methods of production: Today hamanatto is prepared 
by two methods: the traditional method handed down from 
generation to generation since ancient times, and the modern 
industrialized method which made improvements on the 
traditional method without harming the special fl avor and 
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aroma. Yamaya company and Horinji temple use closely 
related methods; the former is industrialized while the latter 
is a handmade process using koji starter. Daifukuji uses a 
different traditional process without koji starter since the 
ancient incubation room, wooden trays, and rice-straw 
covering mats are each permeated with starter mold spores. 
The soybean koji (molded soybeans) is combined with brine 
and put into vats for the second fermentation in September. 
Since the room temperature during the koji making (fi rst 
fermentation) is 20º to 25ºC (68-77ºF) no special incubation 
heat source is needed. Yet since the molds propagate 
naturally, without special inoculation, the koji making takes a 
long time, up to ten days.
 There are numerous points of difference from regular 
miso production; when making salty natto [fermented black 
soybeans] the soybeans are not crushed; the koji is incubated 
with brine in a keg or vat with a heavy pressing lid; and 
the fi nal product is sun-dried. At the factory, the soybeans 
are only partially reconstituted [by soaking in water] until 
they reach 1.5 to 1.6 times their dry weight; this takes 2 
hours in winter and 1½ hours in summer. They are then 
drained and allowed to stand for 4-5 hours so the absorbed 
water penetrates deeper. If they are drained for too long, the 
beans become hard. They are then steamed for 4-5 hours 
[at atmospheric pressure] and allowed to stand overnight in 
the steamer. At Daifukuji, the unsoaked beans are dropped 
into boiling water, parboiled for 7-8 minutes, steamed for 
7-8 hours in a 2 meter deep steamer, then allowed to stand 
in the steamer until the next morning. Care is taken that 
the beans are not crushed or dehulled. Nowadays, since it 
is known that the process of leaving the beans overnight in 
the steamer lowers their net protein utilization and makes 
them more diffi cult for the enzymes to digest, this step is 
generally omitted. Traditionally it was always used to darken 
the beans; there were apparently no problems with bacterial 
contamination, perhaps because the reaction of sugars and 
amino acids under heat produces substances which reduce 
the proliferation of bacteria and yeasts. In fact, the overnight 
period in the steamer may have been done expressly to 
encourage this effect. Continued.

3025. Ito, Hiroshi. 1976. Hamanattô [Hamanatto 
(Continued–Document Part II)]. Nippon Jozo Kyokai Zasshi 
(J. of the Society of Brewing, Japan) 71(3):173-76. March. 
[Jap; eng+]
• Summary: (Continued): The steamed beans are then spread 
on a thick rice straw mat (mushiro), drained well, sun dried, 
sprinkled with roasted barley fl our, and mixed until each 
bean is well coated. The straw mat helps to absorb excess 
water. In factories, the roasted fl our is premixed with koji 
starter (Aspergillus oryzae mold spores). They dried the 
straw mat and used it year after year. Molds such as A. 
oryzae, A. soyae, and Rhizopus species inoculated the beans 
during mixing with the fl our. The mixture is covered for one 

night with rice straw mats, then the next day transferred to 
wooden koji trays, which are arranged in the koji incubation 
room to make koji. Care must be taken that excess heat 
does not develop during fermentation, lest alien bacteria 
proliferate and the product’s fl avor and aroma decline. To 
prevent this, the koji mycelium is broken up three times by 
hand in the trays during the incubation.
 At factories, the fi nished koji is sun-dried for 4 to 
5 hours in winter (Hamamatsu is famous for its dry fall 
winds) or for 2 hours in summer so that the moisture content 
is reduced to below 30 to 35 percent. IF this drying is 
insuffi cient, after the beans have been put into the vats they 
easily get crushed. The vat used is a 19-gallon wooden vat or 
a small wooden tub. The koji is divided among several vats, 
brine made by combining salt with boiled water is added, a 
pressing lid equal to twice the weight of the vat contents is 
set in place, and the mixture is allowed to ferment for 80 to 
90 days in summer or 150 days in winter. (In some places 
(Daifukuji), unpasteurized shoyu is used in place of brine).
 The use of a heavy pressing lid is preferable since it 
causes the fermentation to proceed slowly; a light one helps 
it to go faster, but the soybeans more easily lose their form. 
At temples they sliver the middle skin of sansho seeds and 
place these at the bottom of the vat, then add the fi nished 
koji and fi nally the brine. In factories they add a more 
concentrated brine and ferment the mixture for at least 2 
months. The fermentation room (kura) should have good 
air circulation and ventilation, otherwise the product may 
develop and unpleasant moldy or musty odor.
 After draining off the brine scooping the beans out of 
the vats, they are spread on rice straw mats (traditionally 
mushiro from the Ryukyu islands; today tatami matting), 
sun-dried, and sifted to remove small pieces, which are 
discarded. In a separate process, gingerroot is cut thinly, 
soaked in boiling water, sun dried, and soaked in moromi 
(shoyu mash) for about 10 days to make pickled gingerroot. 
Sansho seeds are also added to some types.
 The microbiology and chemistry of Hamanatto 
fermentation: The molds found in fresh hamanatto koji and 
commercial hamanatto, in addition to Aspergillus oryzae, 
include Rhizopus species and A. niger. Hamanatto such as 
that made at Daifukuji using a low incubation temperature 
(20-25ºC) and a long time contains a large proportion of 
Rhizopus on the surface of the soybeans. Moreover the 
amylase and protease enzymes in these molds are weaker 
and less active than those from the koji used for commercial 
shoyu or miso. For this reason the soybeans are not broken 
down, but rather remain in their whole form. If the koji 
is made mechanically, the enzyme strength and quality 
increases. The incubation proceeds more quickly in summer 
since the temperature is higher; the koji is ready in 3 days.
 In general during the koji production, amylase, protease, 
and pepsidase activity reach a maximum at 50 hours, but 
in order to dry it, it must be left longer which causes the 
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activity to decrease. In addition to molds, lactic acid bacteria 
and fi lm yeasts, which are related to Pediococcus, are found 
in all hamanatto; they are mixed in during contact with the 
straw mats. If air circulation during koji production is poor, 
lactic acid bacteria proliferate more than usual. Unlike most 
lactic acid bacteria, they ferment soybean sugars creating 
undesirable effects, but do not ferment lactose. After the koji-
brine mixture is in the vats, fi lm yeasts proliferate among 
the various fl avors; at 45 days they are most abundant, then 
later decrease. Especially on the surface of vats with poor 
air circulation, they are found as a white mold. These yeasts 
produce hamanatto’s unique aroma.
 Hamanatto’s special characteristics: Because the 
fermentation time is long, the color turns a dark brown. 
The form of the beans is well preserved. The composition 
of nutrients is shown in fi gure 2. Compared with regular 
natto, hamanatto has less moisture and more salt. Free amino 
acids are shown in fi gure 3. Those abundant are glutamic 
acid, leucine, and proline, while cystine, tryptophan and 
methionine are the most scarce. Compared with soybean 
miso, arginine, cystine, and histidine are also relatively 
scarce. Since soybean miso undergoes an even longer 
fermentation than hamanatto the difference is the amino 
acids freed from the soybeans, which is particularly 
enhanced by protease enzymes from the koji molds. 
Hamanatto fl avor is rich and full-bodied, somewhat like that 
of soybean miso, but with a special aroma, more tartness, 
and a unique fl avor component that Japanese call egumi. 
The latter, related to oil rancidifi cation, imparts what some 
describe as a subtle harsh or unpleasant stimulation to the 
tongue or throat. Kiuchi et al, in 1976, in an analysis of 
hamanatto lipids, found that this egumi originates from 
linoleic acid. Hamanatto fats, unlike those of regular natto, 
are more than 70 percent of free fatty acids. The majority 
of fats in both natto and soybeans are triglycerides, with 
other fat components being relatively low. The lipase in 
hamanatto koji breaks down a large percentage of the fats but 
the composition of the resulting fatty acids is not different 
from those found in soybeans; in both cases, linoleic acid 
comprises more than 50 percent of the total.
 Hamanatto’s volatile acids and aromatic compounds are 
shown in fi gures 5 and 6. The aroma of Yamaya’s hamanatto 
was superior to that of Daifukuji or Hamana. This aroma was 
very poor just after the koji was made but during the ripening 
of various fl avors, isobutyl aldehyde, isobutyl alcohol, and 
various amines decrease together with a decrease in the poor 
aroma. However if the air circulation is bad while making 
koji or during the vat fermentation, alien microorganisms 
proliferate, leaving an undesirable aroma.

3026. Ito, Hiroshi. 1976. Hamanattô [Hamanatto 
(Continued–Document Part III. Continued)]. Nippon 
Jozo Kyokai Zasshi (J. of the Society of Brewing, Japan) 
71(3):173-76. March. [Jap; eng+]

• Summary: (Continued): Serving Hamanatto: Hamanatto 
is used both as a seasoning and as a protein source. Like 
Daitokuji-natto it is sprinkled as a seasoning over hot rice 
in a small bowl, then doused with hot green tea to make the 
popular Ochazuke. It may also be served as an hors d’oeuvre 
with sake, used in place of tea cakes with whisked green tea 
as Chauke, or served as a rice seasoning in box lunches like 
shoyu-simmered kombu. Since ancient times it has been used 
in Zen Temple Cookery as a source of subtle fl avor, diced 
and mixed with grated daikon, sprinkled with vinegar, or 
used in the Chinese tofu dish Mabo-dofu. Its abundance of 
glutamic acid and nucleic acids enrich the fl avor of any food 
with which it is served.
 Conclusion: Hamanatto, a progenitor of today’s miso 
and shoyu, has been made by traditional methods since 
ancient times. Long lasting, it embodies the fermentation 
and nutritional wisdom of our forebears. Thus its scientifi c 
study reveals new and valuable information. In its traditional 
processing methods there are points that should be improved, 
yet today it is a long lasting food with its own distinctive 
characteristics.
 Acknowledgements: I would like to thank the Yamaya 
and Hamana companies for supplying documents and 
samples, and allowing me to quote selected portions; 
Professor Kayo Kon of Shizuoka Women’s University; and 
my colleagues at the National Food Research Institute, Kan 
Kikuchi, Teruo Ota, and Shinkuni Sasachi.
 Figures show: (1) Hamanatto production methods: 
Flow charts of the Yamaya-Horinji method (Horinji is in 
parentheses), and of the Daifukuji method.
 Tables show: (1) Distribution of microorganisms in 
Hamanatto made by Yamaya, Horinji, and Daifukuji. For 
each maker, there is one column for surface and another for 
interior. The types of microorganisms are: General bacteria, 
micrococcus, streptococcus, pediococcus, halophilic lactic 
acid bacteria, fi rm-forming yeasts, and molds (Mostly 
Aspergillus oryzae and Rhizopus species).
 (2) Nutritional composition of three varieties of 
Hamanatto (Yamaya, Horinji, Hamana), Daitokuji natto, and 
regular “stringy” (itohiki) natto.
 (3) Composition of free amino acids in various 
fermented foods: (A) Yamaya Hamanatto, Daitokuji Natto 
(both in mg per 100 gm defatted); (B) Yamaya Hamanatto, 
Daitokuji Natto, Soybean miso (made at controlled 
temperature), Soybean miso fermented at natural ambient 
temperature (all four in gm per 100 gm of protein); (C) 
Hatcho miso (in mg per gm). In the far left column 18 amino 
acids are listed.
 (4) Composition of Hamanatto lipids. The four vertical 
columns are: TG = Triglycerides. DG = Diglycerides. ST = 
Cholesterol. FFA = Free fatty acids, MG = Monoglycerides. 
The four horizontal rows are: Soybeans, dry. Soybeans, 
steamed. Natto. Hamanatto.
 (5) Hamanatto volatile acids. (6) Hamanatto aromatic 
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compounds.

3027. Jensen, Benny. 1976. Rat testicular lipids and dietary 
isomeric fatty acids in essential fatty acid defi ciency. Lipids 
11(3):179-88. March. [39 ref]
• Summary: Past studies have shown that partially 
hydrogenated oils exert a stressing effect on the symptoms 
of essential fatty acid (EFA) defi ciency. In a recent study 
partially hydrogenated soybean oil, peanut oil, and herring 
were examined in this respect.
 In this study weanling rats were fed diets defi cient in 
EFAs; they were either completely fat free or contained 
partially hydrogenated fi sh oil. It was shown that the harmful 
effect of high levels of partially hydrogenated fi sh oil in the 
diet was not due to a deposition of the long chain isomeric 
fatty acids in the testes.
 Note: Soy oil was not used in this experiment, but it is 
mentioned on p. 179. Address: Dep. of Biochemistry, Royal 
Danish School of Pharmacy, Copenhagen.

3028. Norinsho. 1976. Nihon shokuhin hyôjun seibunhyô 
[Food composition tables for Japan. 2nd ed]. Tokyo: Ishiyaku 
Shuppan K.K. 180 p. March 25. Index. 15 x 21 cm. [Jap]
• Summary: The fi rst edition of this book was published 
on 15 Jan. 1964. The fi rst revised edition (130th printing) 
was published on 25 Jan. 1969. This is the second revised 
edition (265th printing), published on 25 March 1976. Also 
published by Joshi Eiyo Daigaku Shuppan-bu.
 For soybeans and soyfoods, see pages 33-35, 69, and 
74 (basic nutritional composition), and 111-12 (amino acid 
composition).
 Page 88, No. 812: Amazake. Per 100 gm. Calories 101, 
moisture 74.0 gm, protein 2.4 gm, fat 0.1 gm, carbohydrates 
(sugars 22.7 gm, fi ber 0.6 gm), ash 0.2 gm, calcium 74 mg, 
phosphorus 25 mg, iron 0.4 mg, vitamin A 0 mg, vitamin 
B-1 0.08 mg, vitamin B-2 0.06 mg, nicotinic acid 0.06 mg, 
vitamin C 0 mg.
 A later edition (after 1976), containing at least 298 
pages, gives details on the following soy-related foods (p. 
76-80): Japanese-grown whole soybeans (dry, or boiled). 
Whole dry USA-grown soybeans. Whole dry Chinese-grown 
soybeans. Green immature soybeans (edamame; raw, or 
boiled). Soybean sprouts (raw, or boiled). Defatted soybeans 
(whole, or dehulled). Kinako (soybeans roasted and ground). 
Budô-mame (soybeans boiled with shoyu). Momen tofu 
(regular). Kinugoshi tofu (silken). Soft tofu. Packed tofu. 
Okinawa tofu. Yaki-tofu (grilled). Nama-age. Abura-age. 
Ganmodoki. Kôri-dofu. Tofu-chikuwa (steamed type, or 
roasted type). Natto (fermented soybeans): Itohiki-natto, 
Goto natto, or tera-natto.
 Miso: Rice-koji miso (sweet type, light yellow type, 
dark yellow type). Barley-koji miso. Soybean-koji miso. 
Dried miso. Kinzanji miso. Hishio-miso.
 Other: Okara. Soymilk (regular, reconstituted, or soft 

drinks). Yuba (wet, or dried).
 Page 254 gives the amino acid composition of soybeans 
and various soyfoods. Page 298 gives the protein scores, 
amino acid values, and chemical scores of selected foods. 
Page 8 gives the energy conversion factor for tofu, agé, and 
yuba.

3029. Saio, Kyoko; Murase, Makoto. 1976. [Formation of 
lysinoalanine on alkaline treatment of soybean protein]. 
Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the 
National Food Research Institute) No. 31. p. 176-82. March. 
[14 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: Lysinoalanine was formed in soybean protein 
depending on the pH, temperature, and time of alkaline 
treatment. The higher the pH, temperature and time, the 
larger the amount of lysinoalanine formed–although 
relatively small amounts were formed in soy products.
 Reprinted from Nihon Shokuhin Kogyo Gakkai Shi (J. 
of Food Science and Technology) 22:30 (1974). Address: 
1. National Food Research Inst., MAFF, Koto-ku, Tokyo, 
Japan; 2. Food Research Inst., Aichi prefecture, Nishi-ku, 
Nagoya.

3030. Taira, Harue; Taira, Hirokadzu. 1976. Daizu no 
ryûdo, hinshu oyobi saibai-nendo ga kagaku seibun sosei 
ni oyobosu eikyô [Effect of size of seed, variety, and crop 
year on the chemical composition of soybean seeds. III. Oil 
content and fatty acid composition of soybean seeds grown 
in the U.S.A. and China]. Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo Kenkyu 
Hokoku (Report of the National Food Research Institute) No. 
31. p. 161-70. March. [18 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: Reprinted from Nihon Shokuhin Kogyo Gakkai 
Shi (J. of Food Science and Technology) 22:42 (1975). 
Samples of 11 soybean varieties from the USA and 10 
varieties from China were investigated. Address: National 
Food Research Inst., MAFF, Koto-ku, Tokyo, Japan.

3031. Taira, Harue; Taira, Hirokadzu; Saito, Masataka. 1976. 
Daizu no ryûdo, hinshu oyobi saibai-nendo ga kagaku seibun 
sosei ni oyobosu eikyô. II. Shishitsu ganryô oyobi shibôsan 
sosei [Effect of size of seed, variety, and crop year on the 
chemical composition of soybean seeds. II. Oil content and 
fatty acid composition]. Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo Kenkyu 
Hokoku (Report of the National Food Research Institute) No. 
31. p. 150-60. March. [26 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: Reprinted from Nippon Sakumotsu Gakkai 
Kiji (Proceedings of the Crop Science Society of Japan) 
43(4):482-92 (1974). Address: 1-2. National Food Research 
Inst., MAFF, Koto-ku, Tokyo, Japan; 3. Hokkaido Prefectural 
Central Agricultural Experiment Station, Naganuma, 
Hokkaido.

3032. Churella, Helen R.; Yao, Benita Co; Thomson, William 
A.B. 1976. Soybean trypsin inhibitor activity of soy infant 
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formulas and its nutritional signifi cance for the rat. J. of 
Agricultural and Food Chemistry 24(2):393-97. March/
April. [22 ref]
• Summary: The soybean trypsin inhibitor (SBTI) activity of 
fi ve soy-based infant formulas was determined by a method 
specifi cally designed to test their relatively low levels of 
SBTI. All formulas, except one, contained 15% or less of the 
SBTI activity of a soy protein isolate source typically used in 
the manufacture of such formulas. Resterilizing two of these 
formulas did not signifi cantly reduce residual SBTI activity.
 Weanling rats were fed a variety of soy-based formulas 
ranging in processing from unprocessed to fully processed 
commercial products. “No pancreatic hypertrophy or 
hyperplasia was observed in any of the rats. Our results show 
that the level of SBTI in the soy infant formulas tested is low 
and of no nutritional signifi cance for the rat.”
 The following commercial soy-based infant formulas 
were tested: Isomil (Ross Laboratories, Columbus, Ohio), 
ProSobee (Mead Johnson Lab., Evansville, Illinois), Neo-
Mull-Soy and Mullsoy (Syntex Lab., Palo Alto, California), 
and Soyalac (Loma Linda Foods, Riverside, California). 
Trypsin inhibitor activity is expressed as trypsin units 
inhibited (TUI), and it was measured in trypsin units 
inhibited (TUI) per gram of protein. The soy protein isolate 
used to manufacture Isomil had an activity of 14.4. The 
activity of the fi ve commercial products, each sold in 
concentrated form, ranged from 0.7 (for ProSobee) to 2.1 
(for Mullsoy and Soyalac). The activity in ready-to-feed 
forms ranged from 1.6 to 8.1. Address: Ross Laboratories, 
Div. of Abbott Labs., Dep. of Product Development, 
Columbus, Ohio.

3033. Del Valle, F.R.; Montemayor, E.; Bourges, H. 1976. 
Industrial production of soy-enriched tortilla fl our by lime 
cooking raw corn-soybean mixtures. J. of Food Science 
41(2):349-51. March/April. [6 ref]
• Summary: A new method of making tortillas has recently 
become popular in Mexico–use of industrially prepared 
limed corn fl our. This makes preparation of tortillas for 
the Mexican housewife more convenient and simpler. The 
protein quality of this fl our can be improved by adding 
soybeans. Address: 1. School of Marine & Food Sciences, 
Instituto Tecnológico de Monterrey, Guaymes, Mexico; 2. 
Asesorí a de Empresas, S.A., Monterrey; 3. INN, Div. de 
Nutrición, Mexico City.

3034. Iwao, Hirono. 1976. Daizu no eiyô-ka [The nutritional 
value of soybeans]. Shoku no Kagaka (Food Science 
Journal) No. 29. p. 50-54. April. [Jap]
Address: Kokuritsu Eiyô Kenkyû-jo, Oyô Shokuhin Buchô 
[National Nutritional Research Lab.].

3035. Kiuchi, Kan; Ohta, T.; Itoh, H.; Takabayashi, T.; Ebine, 
H. 1976. Studies on lipids of natto. J. of Agricultural and 

Food Chemistry 24(2):404-07. March/April. [16 ref. Eng]
• Summary: The lipid contents and compositions of three 
products were measured: Itohiki natto (2.8% lipids), 
Yukiwari natto (10.9%), and Hama-natto (6.4%). Yukiwari 
natto is made by mixing Itohiki natto with rice koji and salt, 
then aging the mixture at 25-30ºC for 15 days.
 The gas chromatographic pattern of fatty acid 
composition of Hama-natto is similar to that of soybeans, 
however 78% of the total lipids in hamanatto is free fatty 
acids.
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Jan. 2012) that mentions “Itohiki natto.”
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Jan. 2020) that mentions “Yukiwari natto.” Address: 
Div. of Applied Microbiology, National Food Research Inst., 
Tokyo.

3036. Ku, Shun; Wei, L.S.; Steinberg, M.P.; Nelson, A.I.; 
Hymowitz, T. 1976. Extraction of oligosaccharides during 
cooking of whole soybeans. J. of Food Science 41(2):361-64. 
March/April. [20 ref]
• Summary: Boiling whole soybeans for 20, 40, or 60 
minutes in tap water removed respectively 15, 30, and 49% 
of the oligosaccharides, whereas boiling in 0.5% solution of 
sodium bicarbonate removed 21, 48, and 60%. Thus boiling 
soybeans in water is a good way to reduce their fl atulence 
causing activity. Address: 1. Maxwell House Dr., General 
Foods Technical Center, Tarrytown, New York 10591; 1-4. 
Dep. of Food Science; 5. Dep. of Agronomy. All: Univ. of 
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Urbana, IL 61801.

3037. Longacre, Doris Janzen. 1976. More-with-less 
cookbook. Scottdale, Pennsylvania: Herald Press. 328 p. 
April. Illust. Index. 22 cm. Introduction by Mary Emma 
Showalter Eby. Spiral bound. [30* footnotes]
• Summary: Commissioned by the Mennonite Central 
Committee. On the cover: “Suggestions by Mennonites on 
how to eat better and consume less of the world’s limited 
resources.” However, this is not a vegetarian cookbook. 
Contents: Introduction. Part I: More with less. 1. Less 
with more: World shortages, North America: Five times as 
much, overspending money, overeating calories, overeating 
protein, overeating sugar, overcomplicating our lives. 2. 
Change–An act of faith: Does it really help anyone if I cut 
back?, it seemed inadequate, we liked it better the second 
time. 3. Building a simpler diet: The protein question, what 
is complete protein?, amino acid teamwork, no-meat, low-
meat, and which meat, increasing protein content in foods.
 II. Sharing the recipes. Soy-related recipes (all use 
whole soybeans unless otherwise stated): Nameless soybeans 
(p. 47). Soybean granola (with roasted soybeans, p. 91). 
Section of soybean recipes (p. 96-98, 109-15): Savory baked 
soybeans. Soybean loaf. Soybean hamburger casserole (with 
ground beef). Soybean casserole. Fresh soybean-cheese 
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casserole (with “fresh green soybeans”). Soybean pie. 
Refried soybeans. Soybean souffl é. Sweet and sour soybeans. 
Marinated soybeans. Soybean sandwich spread. Basic 
soybean spread or dip. Soybean curd sauté (with bean curd 
[tofu]). Gather up the fragments. Soy, cheese and meat loaf 
(with “vegetable-protein meat extender, p. 166). Basic burger 
mix (p. 166). Quick soybean soup (p. 211). Soybean salad (p. 
259). Roasted soybeans (3 recipes, p. 305).
 Soy is also mentioned elsewhere: Soybeans contain 
complete protein (p. 28). Protein complementarity: In 
Indonesia fermented soybean cakes go with a rice meal. 
Chinese and Japanese use bean curd [tofu] and bean sprouts 
with rice (p. 29) Use soybeans or soy fl our to increase 
protein content of foods (p. 31). Table showing protein and 
calorie content of some common foods (low fat soy fl our, 
dry soybeans, immature cooked soybeans, mature cooked 
soybeans, p. 34). Table showing comparative costs of protein 
sources (dry soybeans {the least expensive of all!}, textured 
vegetable protein meat extender, soybean breakfast sausage, 
soy fl our, p. 37). Soybeans and soy fl our (p. 45). Cook large 
amounts of soybeans and freeze them to save time (p. 48). 
Soybeans contain fewer calories per gram of protein than 
common white beans (p. 49). When making granola, add soy 
fl our, soy grits, roasted soybeans, or soaked soybeans (p. 88). 
Address: Akron, Pennsylvania.

3038. Openshaw, S.J.; Hymowitz, T.; Hadley, H.H. 1976. 
Determination of sugar content of individual soybean seeds. 
Soybean Genetics Newsletter 3:25-26. April. [1 ref]
• Summary: A method described by Hymowitz et al. (1972) 
has been modifi ed to analyze the sugar content of 20-40 mg 
samples of soybean meal. Address: Dep. of Agronomy, Univ. 
of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois.

3039. Garino, David P. 1976. Foreign demand for soy protein 
is seen tied more to economics than nutrition. Wall Street 
Journal. May 17. p. 28 (East). Or West Coast ed. p. 22.
• Summary: “Foreign countries are developing quite an 
appetite for soy protein.”
 A shortage of meat in Poland has led the government 
to decree that Polish sausage and other meats contain soy 
protein.
 International demand for soy protein is growing faster 
than U.S. demand say experts in the fi eld.
 Although soy protein is being used in an ever increasing 
number of foods, its main use continues to be as a meat 
extender and substitute, largely for economic rather than 
nutritional reasons. It generally takes 2-2½ lb of feed to 
produce one lb of chicken (live weight), 3½-4 lb of feed 
for one lb of pork, and 4-5 pounds of feed for one pound 
of beef–all live weight. So when feed prices rise, as they 
have in recent years, meat production becomes more costly 
and soy protein extenders look more attractive. Sales of soy 
protein isolates climbed 60% last year, following a gain of 

about 40% in 1974 according to Ralston Purina. In 1976 
sales of textured soy fl our in Europe are growing at 15-20% 
a year. West Germany doesn’t permit use of soy protein in 
meat.
 The percentage of disposable income spent on food is 
18% in the USA, 25% in Western Europe, more than 25% 
in Eastern Europe, and about 40% in developing countries. 
Address: Staff Reporter.

3040. Bullock, J. Bruce; Nichols, T.E., Jr.; Updaw, Nelson. 
1976. Pricing soybeans to refl ect oil and protein content. 
North Carolina State Univ., Dep. of Economics and Business, 
Economic Research Report No. 37. 31 p. May. [1 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Testing soybeans for oil and 
protein. Measurement problems. A system of discounts and 
premiums: Oil value of soybeans, meal value of soybeans. 
Total discounts. Effects of penalty structure for pricing 
soybean meal. Acceptability of discount system. Summary.
 “The value of soybeans depends on their oil and 
protein content and the price of soybean oil and meal. Until 
recently, traders could not accurately determine the oil and 
protein content of soybeans through a quick and reliable 
method. Instead, market value is determined through 
visual inspection. Grades are related to standards based 
on moisture, foreign material, damage and other factors. 
Instruments for quick and accurate measurement of the 
protein and oil content of soybeans are becoming available. 
This will make it possible to price soybeans on the basis of 
their protein and oil content.
 “The purpose of this bulletin is to report the 
development of a system of discounts and premiums that will 
more accurately refl ect value differences of soybeans due to 
their oil and protein content and the price of soybean meal 
and oil.”
 “The newly developed instruments use an optical 
system involving infrared analysis to quickly determine the 
moisture, oil and protein content of soybeans and other grain 
products. The new infrared analysis is based on research 
completed over the past 10 years by engineers and scientists 
at the Agricultural Research Service’s Agricultural Marketing 
Research Institute...”
 “It was found that discounts (premiums) for some types 
of soybeans can be substantial. For example, soybeans with 
17 percent oil and 32 percent protein are worth 53.64 cents 
per bushel less than standard soybeans when soybean oil is 
priced at 25 cents per pound and 44 percent soybean meal is 
priced at $140 per ton.
 “Acceptability of a premium-discount system based 
on oil-protein content will undoubtedly vary greatly among 
producers, handlers and processors. Processors would likely 
have the greatest incentive for widespread adoption of the 
practice once reliable instruments for quick determination of 
oil and protein content were available.
 “Handlers would be less enthusiastic about changing 
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the present pricing practices unless handling margin were 
widened suffi ciently to cover the entire costs of testing 
and handling. Farmer acceptance would depend largely on 
the quality of beans produced and the premium-discount 
schedule applied. Growers producing high protein-low 
oil beans would no doubt favor adoption of the premium-
discount system when protein prices are high while farmers 
producing high oil-low protein beans would not favor any 
change in the present pricing system.”
 Note: This is an in-depth study of the subject of 
“component pricing,” although that term does not appear in 
this bulletin. Address: Raleigh, NC.

3041. Chah, C.C.; Carlson, C.W.; Semeniuk, G.; Palmer, 
I.S.; Hesseltine, C.W. 1976. Further investigation and 
identifi cation of growth promoting effects of fungus-
fermented soybeans for broilers. Poultry Science 55(3):911-
17. May. [7 ref]
• Summary: Whole soybeans fermented with Aspergillus 
oryzae NRRL 506 showed increases in lysine which were 
thought to have contributed to improved weight gain and 
feed effi ciency of broiler chickens. Address: 1-4. Depts. 
of Animal Science, Plant Science, and Biochemistry, 
respectively, South Dakota State Univ., Brookings, South 
Dakota 57006; 5. Northern Regional Research Lab., 
Agricultural Research Service, USDA, Peoria, Illinois 
61604.

3042. Kardjati, Maria Sri. 1976. Protein quality of rice-soya 
bean and rice-green gram [mung bean] mixtures. Nutrition 
Reports International 13(5):463-70. May. [15 ref]
• Summary: Legumes are key supplementary sources 
of protein in many developing countries. “The protein 
quality of diets containing mixtures of rice-green gram and 
rice-soyabean was evaluated by determining the Protein 
Effi ciency Ratio (PER) and Net Protein Utilization (NPU). 
Raw rice-soyabean mixture had a low NPU and PER.” 
Cooking improved both and a cooked rice-tempeh diet had 
a PER value higher than the casein diet. Address: National 
Inst. of Nutrition, Hyderabad–500 007, India.

3043. Potter, Julia M.; Nestel, P.J. 1976. Greater bile acid 
excretion with soy bean than with cow milk in infants. 
American J. of Clinical Nutrition 29(5):546-551. May. [22 
ref]
• Summary: Substitution of soymilk for cow milk, which 
lowers the plasma cholesterol in all infants, leads to an 
increase in bile acids and probably also in cholesterol 
excretion in young infants.
 Note: Webster’s Dictionary defi nes bile acid (a term 
fi rst used in about 1881) as “any of several steroid acids 
(as cholic acid) of or derived from bile.” Bile acids are 
related to cholesterol, and their excretion from the human 
body is considered desirable. This is the earliest document 

seen that mentions the effect of soya on excretion of bile 
acids. Address: Dep. of Clinical Science, The John Curtin 
School of Medical Research, The Australian National Univ., 
Canberra.

3044. Powell, Geraldine K. 1976. Enterocolitis in low-
birth-weight infants associated with milk and soy protein 
intolerance. J. of Pediatrics 88(5):840-44. May. [23 ref]
• Summary: Enterocolitis in low-birth-weight infants has 
been associated with both cow’s milk and soy protein 
intolerance.
 Note: It is advocated that infants with severe allergy to 
cow’s milk should be monitored closely when soy protein 
is introduced into their diets. Address: Dep. of Pediatrics, 
Div. of Gastroenterology, Univ. of Texas Medical Branch, 
Galveston, TX 77550.

3045. Satouchi, Kiyoshi; Matsushita, Setsuro. 1976. 
Purifi cation and properties of a lipase inhibiting protein from 
soybean cotyledons. Agricultural and Biological Chemistry 
40(5):889-97. May. [17 ref]
• Summary: An inhibitor of castor bean lipase was isolated 
from soybeans. The mode of inhibition is discussed. Address: 
Research Inst. for Food Science, Kyoto Univ., Kyoto, Japan.

3046. Sherertz, Peter C.; Eadie, T.; Young, J.W.; Llewellyn, 
G.C. 1976. Afl atoxin occurrence on raw and cooked York 
soybeans inoculated with three Aspergillus isolates. J. of the 
Association of Offi cial Analytical Chemists 59(3):662-65. 
May. [17 ref]
• Summary: York, a newly developed soybean variety, was 
used in these tests. A cooked soybean medium supported 
higher afl atoxin production by A. fl avus NRRL 3251 and A. 
parasiticus NRRL 2999 than did a raw soybean medium. 
Larger quantities of afl atoxins B1, B2, G1, and G2 were 
produced by A fl avus ATCC 15548 on a raw soybean 
medium than were produced by any of the isolates on a 
cooked soybean medium. These afl atoxins were produced 
under ideal laboratory conditions; the medium had a high 
moisture content (74%), and the temperature was held at 
27ºC (±3º) for 30 days. Address: 1,3-4. Dep. of Biology, 
Virginia Commonwealth Univ., Richmond, VA 23284; 2. 
Virginia Div. of Consolidated Lab. Services, Richmond, 
23219.

3047. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1976. Excerpts 
from The Book of Tofu: Cooking with whole dry soybeans. 
Roasted soybeans, fresh green soybeans, soybean sprouts, 
and fermented soybean cakes (tempeh). Mother Earth News 
No. 39. May. p. 40-43. [1 ref]
• Summary: The fi rst in a series of excerpts from this book. 
Describes how to make each of these foods at home, and 
gives several recipes for each (including 7 tempeh recipes). A 
sidebar discusses trypsin inhibitor, and soybean soaking time 
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at various room temperatures.
 Mother’s introduction to the book reads: “The various 
food-processing industries (bless ‘em) seem to be trying 
hard to alleviate this overcrowded planet’s shortage of 
animal-derived protein. How? By ‘beefi ng up’ our store-
bought rations with ‘inexpensive’ meat substitutes procured 
from–primarily–the good old soy bean. And as they do so, 
these self-proclaimed wizards of matters comestible are 
weaving a web of mystery around the useful bean. But now, 
for us ‘little guys,’ there’s a book that (1) not only brings the 
versatile vegetable out of the arcane commercial fog and into 
our kitchens, but (2) shows and tells us how we all can save 
grocery money and eat more nutritious meals (WHILE we 
loosen the hold that the doctored-food moguls have on all 
our lives and diets!). We’re proud, then, to present excerpts 
from... The Book of Tofu.”
 The section on tempeh (and how to make it at home) 
states: “The starter is available from the U.S. Department 
of Agriculture, Northern Regional Research Lab., 1815 N. 
University Ave., Peoria, Illinois 61604. The Farm (Rt. 1, Box 
156, Summertown, Tennessee 38483) is now making up a 
brochure on tempeh preparation which will soon be available 
with the starter.”
 Note: This information about tempeh starter appears on 
page 68 of The Book of Tofu. Address: c/o Aoyagi, 278-28 
Higashi Oizumi, Nerima-ku, Tokyo 177, Japan. Phone: (03) 
925-4974.

3048. Adjei-Twum, Daniel C.; Splittstoesser, W.E.; 
Vandemark, J.S. 1976. Use of soybeans as sprouts. 
HortScience 11(3):235-36. June. [13 ref]
• Summary: During 6 days of sprouting, carbohydrates 
and lipids decreased in soybean seeds. Stachyose and 
raffi nose, which are not digestible by humans, decreased 
by about 80% in 3 days and disappeared in 6 days. Protein 
decreased slightly while amino acids increased rapidly. Taste 
acceptability of 3-day-old soy sprouts and mung bean sprouts 
were similar. Address: Dep. of Horticulture, Univ. of Illinois, 
Urbana; Adjei-Twum now at Dep. Hort., Univ. of Science & 
Technology, Kumasi, Ghana.

3049. Carr, Roy A. 1976. Degumming and refi ning practices 
in the U.S. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 
53(6):347-52. June. [4 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Raw materials: 
utilization, quality. Primary purifi cation processes. 
Degumming. Refi ning: caustic soda process, crude oil 
storage and preparation, caustic storage and preparation, 
caustic-oil mixing, soap-oil separation, water-washing, 
vacuum drying and storage. Control.
 Figures: (1) Bar chart: Estimated world production of 
vegetable oils in 1985 from 1965-73 trends (in million metric 
tons). The top 4 are soybean (33.7% of total), sunfl ower 
(13.4%), rapeseed (10.1%), and palm (10.0%). Peanut oil is 

no. 7 (7.4%).
 (2) Bar chart: U.S. utilization of vegetable oils in 1974 
(in million metric tons). The top 4 are soybean (71.5%), 
cottonseed (10.2%), lauric (7.0%), and corn (5.2%). Peanut 
oil is no. 6 (1.5%). The total is 4.60 million metric tons.
 (3) Chemical formula: Natural antioxidants: alpha-
tocopherol.
 (4) Flow diagram: Primary crude oil processing system. 
The name of each piece of equipment is given.
 (5) Chemical formulas: Phosphatides. 
Phosphatidylcholine. Phosphatidylethanolamine.
 (6) Flow diagram: Degumming crude soybean oil. Each 
piece of equipment is named.
 (7) Flow diagram: Primary refi ning system (U.S.). (8) 
Crude oil storage and preparation. HE = heat exchanger. FIC 
= fl ow indicator controller.
 (9) Flow diagram: Caustic storage and preparation,
 (10) Flow diagram: Crude oil mixture treatment.
 (11) Flow diagram: Refi ning centrifuge (RC). FIC–Flow 
indicator controller.
 (12) Flow diagram: Water washing, drying, storage. 
HE = heat exchanger. WC = water-wash centrifuge. VD = 
vacuum dryer. FIC = Flow indicator controller.
 Tables: (1) Phosphatide content in crude oils: The top 
4 are soybean (1-3%), corn (1-2%), cottonseed (1-2%), 
rapeseed (0.2-2%).
 (2) Degumming in the De Laval SRPX-317: oil 
discharge, gums, degummed oil heat break.
 (3) Crude oil preparation conditions. (4) Caustic 
preparation conditions.
 (5) Caustic oil mixing conditions.
 (6) Refi ned oil quality control. The key endpoint for 
soybean oil is acetone turbidity. (7) Refi ning effi ciency.
 Soybean oil contains a signifi cant amount of 
phosphatides [such as lecithin and cephalin], which are 
removed by degumming. Degumming makes use of the 
affi nity of phosphatides for water by converting them 
to hydrated gums, which are insoluble in oil and easily 
separated by centrifuging. Because of a strong demand 
for lecithin in the U.S., crude soybean oil is frequently 
degummed before it is refi ned (see Fig. 6). For single-
bleached lecithin, hydrogen peroxide may be added during 
hydration. If double-bleached lecithin is required then 
benzoyl peroxide powder is added. The mixture of water, 
phosphatides and oil is called the “sludge phase.” The sludge 
phase from the centrifuges is vacuum dried [to remove 
water] and cooled, then pumped to the lecithin work tank. 
About 7% soybean oil and 3% vegetable fatty acids are 
blended with the lecithin in the work tank to make it more 
fl uid at room temperature. “This fi nal blend is fi lled into 
drums and sold as lecithin.”
 A small portrait photo shows Roy A. Carr. Address: 
Director of Quality Assurance, Hunt-Wesson Foods, Inc., 
Fullerton, California.
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3050. Crowley, Paul R. 1976. Extrusion cooking as a 
utilizable technology to produce nutritious foods. LEC 
Report No. 1. p. 9-11. D.E. Wilson, ed. Low-Cost Extrusion 
Cookers: International Workshop Proceedings. (Fort Collins, 
CO: Dep. of Agric. and Chemical Engineering, Colorado 
State Univ.).
• Summary: Starts with an introduction to extrusion cooking 
then gives examples of foods that illustrate the potential of 
extrusion cooking in less developed countries: 1. Textured 
soy protein (sold in Colombia; one product is named 
CARVE). 2. Blended foods (such as Bienstarina in Colombia 
and Bal Ahar in India). 3. Snack foods (such as corn curls). 
4. Enzyme inactivation. Address: Nutrition and Agribusiness 
Group, USDA/ERS, Washington, DC.

3051. De Mel, Beatrice V. 1976. Sri Lanka nutrition 
intervention projects using extruded products. LEC Report 
No. 1. p. 105-11. D.E. Wilson, ed. Low-Cost Extrusion 
Cookers: International Workshop Proceedings. (Fort Collins, 
CO: Dep. of Agric. and Chemical Engineering, Colorado 
State Univ.).
• Summary: “The food and nutrition situation confronting 
Sri Lanka today is in many respects similar in nature, though 
not in magnitude, to those confronting many developing 
countries of the world. The three major factors that 
generally determine the nutritional profi le of any country 
are population growth, food production and the distribution 
of food. The population of Sri Lanka, which stood at 5.5 
million in 1935, rose to 14.1 million in 1975, and according 
to current projections, Sri Lanka’s population, even allowing 
for the most optimistic estimates of the impact of family 
planning programs, will reach 21.9 million in the year 2000 
(Fig. 1).”
 A graph shows that Sri Lanka’s population is projected 
to grow rapidly.
 “The age structure of Sri Lanka’s population is also 
unfavorable from the nutritional and economical standpoints 
due to a high dependency ratio. Children below 14 years 
constitute 39% of the total population, of which 15% are 
under 5 years and 3% under 1 year. It would seem unlikely 
that the situation will be materially different by the turn of 
this century (Fig. 2).”
 “The increase of world food production over the last 
15 years, especially of rice and wheat, has brought about an 
increase in Sri Lanka’s intake of about 75 grams of cereals 
per head per day–equivalent to 256 calories and 6 grams of 
protein (Fig. 3).”
 Figure 5 shows Thriposha production from 1973 to 
1976.
 Figure 6 shows Thriposha geographical distribution.
 Figure 7 shows infant mortality in Sri Lanka.
 The last fi gure shows the Thriposha package.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2020) 

that mentions Thriposha. Address: Medical Research Inst., 
Ministry of Health, Colombo, Sri Lanka.

3052. Green, J.R.; Lawhon, J.T.; Cater, C.M.; Mattil, K.F. 
1976. Protein fortifi cation of corn tortillas with oilseed 
fl ours. J. of Food Science 41(3):656-60. May/June. [14 ref]
• Summary: Three “oilseed fl ours–deglanded liquid cyclone 
process (LCP) cottonseed fl our, glandless cottonseed fl our, 
and a high nitrogen solubility soy fl our were used to fortify 
corn tortillas. Tortillas containing each of these fl ours 
blended with a corn tortilla fl our to give 11%, 13%, and 15% 
protein in the blends were statistically compared in sensory 
tests for fl avor, texture, and overall acceptability.”
 Soy-fortifi ed tortillas were liked the least by a taste 
panel. Fortifi cation of tortillas at the 11%, 13% and 15% 
blend levels increased the total protein by 18%, 40% and 
61%, respectively.
 Tortillas are considered to be the universal food of 
Mexico. enjoyed by all social classes and usually eaten at 
most meals where they are served instead of bread. The 
average annual per capita consumption is about 120 kg per 
capita.
 “Although tortillas are a good calorie source, their 
protein quantity is low (9% on a dry basis) and of poor 
quality, having a Protein Effi ciency Ratio (PER) of 1.5 
(Cravioto et al., 1950).”
 In very poor families, protein malnutrition can and often 
does occur.
 Two basic types of tortillas are used in Mexico–corn 
and wheat fl our. About twice as many corn tortillas are sold 
commercially as fl our tortillas. Address: Food Protein R&D 
Center, Texas A&M Univ.

3053. Gupta, A.K.; Kapoor, Manjusha; Deodhar, A.D. 
1976. Chemical composition and cooking characteristics of 
vegetable and grain type soybeans. J. of Food Science and 
Technology (Mysore, India) 13(3):133-37. May/June. [27 ref]
• Summary: Eight vegetable type and four grain type 
soybeans were analyzed for their nutritional composition. 
The two types have about the same protein and oil content. 
Vegetable types were superior to grain types in that they had 
lower levels of phytic acid. Ascorbic acid content increases 
during sprouting. All varieties are easier to cook after they 
have been dehulled. Kali Tur [Kalitur], an indigenous [black] 
variety, was found promising since it had a good nutritional 
composition.
 Note. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Oct. 2012) that contains the term “Kali Tur” (or 
“Kalitur”); it uses this term to refer to a black-seeded 
soybean variety. Address: Dep. of Plant Breeding and 
Genetics, J.N. Krishi Vishwa Vidyalaya, Jabalpur, MP.

3054. Honig, D.H.; Warner, K.; Rackis, J.J. 1976. Toasting 
and hexane:ethanol extraction of defatted soy fl akes: Flavor 
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of fl ours, concentrates and isolates. J. of Food Science 
41(3):642-46. May/June. [15 ref]
• Summary: “Flours and protein concentrates, prepared from 
defatted soybean fl akes steamed up to 20 min before or after 
extraction with hexane:ethanol azeotrope 82/18 v/v, were 
presented to a 15-member trained taste panel Flavors and 
odors were described and rated for intensity on a scale of 1 to 
10 where 1 is strong and 10 is bland. Azeotropic extraction 
for 6 hr by itself signifi cantly affected fl avor of fl ours and 
of concentrates so that they scored 7.4 and 6.8, respectively, 
compared to 4.0 for raw, hexane-defatted, soy fl our. Toasting 
after azeotropic extraction raised fl avor scores of fl ours 
and protein concentrates to 7.9, a value which compares 
favorably with 8.1 for wheat fl our. Toasting is also necessary 
to inactivate trypsin inhibitors...” Address: USDA Northern 
Regional Research Lab., ARS, Peoria, Illinois 61604.

3055. Jansen, G. Richard. 1976. Nutritional evaluation of 
extruded products. LEC Report No. 1. p. 57-65. D.E. Wilson, 
ed. Low-Cost Extrusion Cookers: International Workshop 
Proceedings. (Fort Collins, CO: Dep. of Agric. and Chemical 
Engineering, Colorado State Univ.). [13 ref]
• Summary: This paper begins: “Rationale of LEC Program: 
A good place to start a discussion of the nutritional 
evaluation of extruded products would be to restate the 
rationale for a low-cost extrusion cooker (LEC) program. 
Simply stated, it is to provide low-cost nutritious food using 
relatively simple technology utilizing indigenous food crops, 
and to introduce the resulting foods into a child or maternal 
feeding program with the intent of achieving a nutritional 
impact. The nutritional impact hoped for includes reducing 
the mortality and morbidity, and increasing the growth and 
well-being of children, especially those in the preschool 
years.
 “The potential payoff of feeding programs is a 
nutritional one and therefore, nutritional evaluation becomes 
a key factor against which the costs of various programs 
are being judged. It goes without saying that the products 
must be well-accepted by the target group to achieve any 
kind of nutritional impact. This paper will, however, deal 
only with strictly nutritional aspects. Nutrition is involved 
at three levels in LEC programs as follow: (1) nutritional 
specifi cation of products, (2) nutritional evaluation 
of products, and (3) nutritional evaluation of feeding 
programs.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2020) that 
contains the phrase “low-cost extrusion cooker.” Address: 
Dep. of Food Science and Nutrition, Colorado State Univ., 
Fort Collins, CO.

3056. Langstraat, A. 1976. Characteristics and composition 
of oil-bearing materials. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ 
Society 53(6):241-47. June. [27 ref]
• Summary: A superb overview. Contents: Abstract. 

Introduction. Origin and occurrence: Coconut, oil palm, 
olive, babassu, soybean, sunfl ower, groundnut, cottonseed, 
rapeseed. Characteristic and composition of vegetable oils: 
Laurics, palm oil, oils high in oleic acid, oils with medium 
essential fatty acid content (soybean oil may contain as 
much as 2.5% phosphatides [such as lecithin]), oils high in 
essential fatty acids, oils high in erucic acid. Protein content 
and composition. The future.
 Figures show: (1) Graph: World production of vegetable 
oils in million tons (Mt); the y axis is a log scale, so this is 
a semi-log graph. The linear graph shows that production 
is increasing exponentially. (2) Bar chart: Per capita 
consumption of edible oils in several countries: The top four 
countries are The Netherlands, USA, Sweden, and Spain. 
(3) Bar chart: Per capita consumption of protein in several 
countries; The top four countries are USA, The Netherlands, 
Sweden and Spain. (4) Bar chart: Relative effi ciency of 
protein production in terms of utilization of land for various 
protein sources: Edible soybeans 1.00. Split peas 0.80. 
Edible dry beans 0.50. A small portrait photo shows A. 
Langstraat.
 Tables show: (1) Approximate production (1974) of 
commercially important oil-bearing fruits, nuts and seeds–
expressed as the crop and its oil. The top 6 oils soybean (9.2 
million Mt), sunfl owerseed (3.8), groundnut (3.0), cottonseed 
(2.9), palm fruit (2.7) and coconut (2.4).
 (2) Rise in average yield of oil from sunfl owerseed in 
Russia, from 29% in 1940 to 46% in 1971. (3) Oil content of 
a number of oil-bearing materials. The top ones are: Copra 
65-68%, babassu 60-65%, sesame 50-55%, palmfruit 45-
50%, groundnut 45-50%. The lowest is soybean 18-20%.
 (4) Major fatty acids of vegetable oils. (5) Major 
vegetable oil categories. (6) Protein content of various 
oilseed meals: Soybean is highest 45-50%, groundnut 50-
55%, cottonseed 40-45%.
 (7) Protein content of some cereals, legumes, and pulses: 
Wheat 10-13%, maize 8-11%, rice 8-10%, peas 21-28%, 
beans 23-32%.
 (8) World protein supply: Grains 49%, pulses, oilseeds 
and nuts 13%, meat and poultry 13%, dairy products 11%. 
(9) Limiting amino acids of some oilseed proteins. Address: 
Development Manager, Van den Bergh and Jurgens B.V. 
(Univlever), Rotterdam, The Netherlands.

3057. MacDonald, W.C.; Dueck, J.W. 1976. Long term effect 
of shoyu (Japanese soy sauce) on the gastric mucosa of the 
rat. J. of the National Cancer Institute 56(6):1143-47. June. 
[13 ref]
• Summary: The long term effects of feeding shoyu to rats 
and its effect on gastric mucosa were studied. The animals 
fed shoyu were smaller and healthier than the controls. 
Breast tumors developed in 10 control rats, but none 
developed in those fed shoyu. It was concluded that shoyu 
did not appear to be a carcinogen in rats.
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 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2020) 
concerning soy and prevention of breast cancer–in laboratory 
animals. Address: 1. Dep. of Medicine, Univ. of British 
Columbia, Vancouver, BC, Canada.

3058. Meals for Millions Foundation. 1976. A case for hope 
(Portfolio). Santa Monica, California. 4 inserts. 21 cm. [2 
ref]
• Summary: The cover of this mini-brochure is brown letters 
with a hairline orange border on beige. In the lower left is 
the logo of a plant growing out of mounded soil in a bowl 
which is half of a globe. Below that: “Self-help for a hungry 
world,” plus the organization name and address in orange. 
Contents (printed on the portfolio): Why hunger? Why help? 
What is Meals for Millions? What are MFM’s objectives? 
Board of trustees. Regional offi ces. How does Meals for 
Millions implement its objectives? Linking past and present. 
Affi liations and memberships. For further information (Mark 
M. Sterner).
 The four small inserts, each a different height and color, 
printed on both sides, are: (1) Nutrition education: Where 
are you on the protein chain? (blue). (2) Research and 
development: Textured vegetable protein foods (orange). (3) 
Education and training: The International Institute of Protein 
Food Technology (IIPFT) is a division of MFM. Photo 
of man with Wenger Extruder (brown). (4) Technical and 
material assistance. Photo of farmers in Ecuador admiring 
their second crop of soybeans (yellow).
 Note: Two versions of this little portfolio were issued. 
The content and size of the two is identical, but the design 
and use of colors is somewhat different. The 2nd one is 
printed on brown paper. Concerning the cover: It is divided 
vertically into two, the logo (on the lower left half) is brown 
on orange, the name of the organization is printed in much 
larger letters, vertically, beige on dark brown, on the right 
half and the title is printed horizontally, on 4 lines, dark 
brown on brown, on the left side. Address: 1800 Olympic 
Boulevard, P.O. Box 1666, Santa Monica, California 90406. 
Phone: (213) 829-5337.

3059. Portnoy, Benjamin L.; Goepfert, John M.; Harmon, 
Stanley M. 1976. An outbreak of Bacillus cereus food 
poisoning resulting from contaminated vegetable sprouts. 
American J. of Epidemiology 103(6):589-94. June. [12 ref]
• Summary: On March 15, 1973, four people ate raw 
vegetable sprouts that had been grown in a home seed 
sprouting kit purchased at a local health food store. The 
four-tiered plastic cylindrical seed sprouting kits were 
imported from Switzerland and sold with packets of seeds 
from Uganda (soybeans), Holland [Netherlands] (cress), 
and Denmark (mustard seed). During sprouting, the seeds 
became contaminated with Bacillus cereus (at levels of 10 
million per gram) and caused gastrointestinal illness. The 
four people initially experienced nausea and vomiting, 

followed in 3 cases by abdominal cramps and diarrhea. 
Address: Univ. of Texas Medical School, P.O. Box 20708, 
Houston, Texas 77025.

3060. Shaughnessy, Daniel E. 1976. Food for Peace 
Program: Past, present, and future. LEC Report No. 1. p. 
141-44. D.E. Wilson, ed. Low-Cost Extrusion Cookers: 
International Workshop Proceedings. (Fort Collins, CO: Dep. 
of Agric. and Chemical Engineering, Colorado State Univ.).
• Summary: “The Past and Present:
 “Footnote 1: The factual and background material 
presented in this section represents a combination of 
several documents prepared recently by the AID Offi ce of 
Food For Peace. In particular, a paper dealing with U.S. 
Public Law 480 foods recently presented to the United 
Nations Committee on Food Aid Policies in Rome by 
Peggy Sheehan, Chief, Food For Peace Program Operations 
Division, has been heavily drawn upon.
 “Public Law 480, the Agricultural Trade Development 
and Assistance Act of 1954, authorizes the United States 
Government to fi nance long-term credit sales of U.S. 
agricultural commodities to friendly countries that cannot 
pay on normal commercial terms. It also authorizes donation 
of commodities to feed underfed, undernourished, and 
disaster-stricken populations of developing nations. The 
overall P.L. 480 Program is generally referred to as Food For 
Peace. In recent years, it has accounted for U.S. agricultural 
exports valued at approximately $1 billion a year.
 “The sales program is authorized by Title I of the Act. 
Sales of food and fi ber are made through private trade 
channels, generally from privately owned commodity stocks. 
The Commodity Credit Corporation (CCC) of the United 
States Department of Agriculture (USDA) fi nances the sales 
and is reimbursed through appropriations.
 “The donation program authorized under Title II of 
the Act is administered by the Agency for International 
Development (AID), with the Department of Agriculture 
determining commodity availability and purchasing 
the commodities for overseas shipment. Actual foreign 
distribution is made by voluntary agencies (PVO’s), 
international organizations, or foreign governments and is 
monitored by AID.
 “As originally enacted, P.L. 480 stated as its general 
purpose ‘To increase consumption of United States 
agricultural commodities in foreign countries, to improve 
foreign relation of the United States, and for other purposes.’ 
The original law was not substantially changed until 1966. 
During the fi rst 12 years of the program, the period from 
1955-1966, United States surplus stocks played a major role 
in maintaining the balance between world food consumption 
and world food production. It was in this period that the 
U.S. food aid program reached its highest volume levels. 
From 1955 to 1966 the total food aid program, i.e., donations 
and concessional sales, averaged 14 million tons per year 
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with a peak of 18.8 million tons in 1962. Of this amount, 
the donation program averaged about 2 million metric tons 
per year, reaching the peak of 2.9 million tons in 1962. The 
principal commodities shipped under the donation program 
during this period were wheat, feed grains, rice, nonfat dry 
milk (NFDM) and oil. Since these were surplus years in 
the United States, the program served the dual purpose of 
feeding the hungry while at the same time reducing surplus 
commodities held in U.S. warehouses and grain elevators. 
The quantity of food aid available for shipment under 
P.L. 480 during this period was limited by a legislative 
dollar ceiling of $1.9 billion for concessional sales and 
$600 million for donations. During the early part of this 
period, there was not a great deal of emphasis placed on the 
development of fortifi ed foods; nor was the development 
potential of food aid fully recognized.
 “In 1966 there were major shifts in P.L. 480 policy. 
The commodities are now determined by the Secretary 
of Agriculture to be ‘available’ if using them for food aid 
purposes will not reduce the supply needed for domestic 
consumption, carry-over and commercial export needs. 
The 1966 Amendment added reference to self-help efforts 
on the part of the recipient country. It is required, before 
an agreement is made, that an evaluation be done of the 
country’s attempt to achieve self-reliance, including its 
efforts to meet food production and population growth 
problems. Since 1967, agreements have included self-help 
measures. The Congress also included a requirement in 
the 1966 legislation that a progressive transition be made 
from foreign currency sales to long-term credit sales. This 
transition was completed at the end of 1971. In addition, 
an amendment to Section 203 authorized the CCC ‘To pay, 
with respect to commodities made available under Title II 
of the Act, cost for packaging, enrichment, preservation, 
fortifi cation, processing, transportation, handling and other 
incidental costs up to the time of their delivery free on board 
vessels in the United States ports...”
 “These changes in P.L. 480 legislation added a [new] 
dimension to the Food For Peace Program. It enabled the 
Food For Peace Offi ce of AID and the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture, in cooperation with food processors and trade 
associations–such as The Miller Federation, The Wheat 
Associates and Bulgur Associates–to develop low-cost 
fortifi ed foods specifi cally engineered to overcome serious 
dietary defi ciencies of recipients in developing countries.
 “For several years prior to the change in the legislation, 
there was a growing awareness of the need to provide more 
nutritious foods through the donation program. In December 
of 1961, the Secretary of Agriculture established the 
‘Committee on Food Processing in Developing Countries.’ 
The members of the committee included several agencies 
of the USDA and the AID Offi ces of Food For Peace and of 
Nutrition. The committee’s function was to ‘consider specifi c 
research and development in or for developing countries and 

to recommend appropriate courses of action.’ It worked very 
closely with United States private industry and international 
organizations such as UNICEF and the Protein Advisory 
Group (now the Protein-Calorie Advisory Group) of the 
United Nations.
 “Through the combined efforts of the United States 
Government, private industry, universities, voluntary 
agencies and the international community, the U.S. donation 
program has evolved from a program which provided only 
whole-grain cereals, nonfat dry milk and vegetable oils into 
a program which, in the fi scal year 1975, provided almost 50 
percent of its volume in the form of enriched, fortifi ed and/or 
blended foods.
 “This change did not take place overnight. There have 
been successes and false starts. In the early 1960’s numerous 
studies and experiments were conducted to produce low-
cost nutritious foods which would meet caloric, protein, 
and vitamin-mineral requirements of the undernourished 
and the malnourished. As a result of 15 years of research 
and fi eld testing, there are three blended foods and six 
fortifi ed foods currently available under the P.L. 480 Title 
II Program. A blended food can be defi ned as a blend of 
ingredients generally consisting of a cereal-based fl our or 
sweet whey, a protein-fortifying agent (such as soy fl our 
or NFDM), vitamins and minerals. In particular, the blends 
have been engineered to meet the nutritional requirements 
of the young child or pregnant and lactating women. The 
blends have about 20% protein with a PER range of 2.1-2.4. 
A fortifi ed food is a cereal product to which either soy fl our 
or soy grits has been added to increase the protein level of 
the base cereal. The end product appears much the same as 
the nonfortifi ed cereal. The cooking properties and recipes 
of the fortifi ed cereal are usually the same as those of the 
nonfortifi ed version.
 “In December 1975, the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 
was amended to include signifi cant changes in the P.L. 480 
legislation. The new foreign assistance act was renamed 
the ‘International Development and Food Assistance Act 
of 1975’ and amended certain sections of the Agricultural 
and Trade Development Assistance Act of 1954 (P.L. 
480). The new act makes specifi c reference to goals set by 
the World Food Conference and amends P.L. 480 to read 
‘Pursuant to the World Food Conference recommendation 
that donor countries provide a total of 10 million tons of 
food assistance to needy countries annually, the President is 
urged to maintain a signifi cant contribution to this goal and 
to encourage other countries to maintain and increase their 
contributions as well.’ Another amendment of particular 
signifi cance to the Title II Donation Program is the addition 
of a minimum tonnage requirement giving priority to Title 
II activities. The law reads ‘The minimum quantity of 
agricultural commodities distributed under this Title (Title II 
Donations) shall be 1,300,000 tons, of which the minimum 
distributed through nonprofi t voluntary agencies and the 
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World Food Program shall be one million tons in each 
fi scal year, unless the President determines and reports to 
the Congress, together with his reasons, that such quantity 
cannot be used effectively to carry out the purposes of the 
Title: provided that such minimum quantity shall not exceed 
the total quantity of commodities determined to be available 
under this act pursuant to Section 401, less the quantity of 
commodities required to meet famine or other urgent or 
extraordinary relief requirements.’ Additional amendments 
to Title I require that 75% of all Title I resources go to 
countries with an annual per capita income of $300 or less; 
added a ‘15% loan forgiveness’ provision; and tightened 
certain reporting requirements” (Continued). Address: Offi ce 
of Food for Peace, Agency for International Development, 
Washington, DC.

3061. Shaughnessy, Daniel E. 1976. Food for Peace 
Program: Past, present, and future (Continued–Document 
part II). LEC Report No. 1. p. 141-44. D.E. Wilson, ed. 
Low-Cost Extrusion Cookers: International Workshop 
Proceedings. (Fort Collins, CO: Dep. of Agric. and Chemical 
Engineering, Colorado State Univ.).
• Summary: (Continued): The legislative minimum of 1.3 
million tons annually will provide the Donation Program 
of P.L. 480 with an assured availability of commodities. 
The minimum requirement eliminates the uncertainty of 
the quantity of food aid available to-the Donation Program 
of P.L. 480. This provision should lead to more effective 
program implementation, which in past years was disrupted 
due to the lack of an assured availability. However, the law 
does not specify types of commodities to be supplied, and 
the program may still be faced with temporary shortages of 
a specifi c commodity which will require substitutions where 
feasible.
 “Obviously, the United States will continue to explore 
the use of new technology in order to improve current 
commodities. In addition, research is underway to develop 
new sources of calories and protein. New fortifying agents 
and improved packaging are also under review.
 “It is a continuing goal of United States food aid 
donation activities to provide recipient countries with 
commodities which are nutritious; which meet strict 
specifi cation standards; and which complement recipient 
countries’ efforts to develop their own blended and fortifi ed 
foods. In this context, a brief review of P.L. 480 blended 
food development may be in order.
 “A forerunner of present day blended foods was 
CEPLAPRO. This product was a cereal grain and plant 
protein food designed specifi cally for the preschooler. It was 
a combination of degermed cornmeal, wheat fl our, nonfat dry 
milk, processed soy grits, soy oil and a vitamin/mineral mix.
 “CEPLAPRO was soon replaced by CSM Formula 
#2. The original corn-soy-milk blend (CSM) consisted of 
68% gelatinized cornmeal, 25% defatted soy fl our, and 5% 

NFDM enriched with 2% vitamins and minerals. The present 
formulation consists of 59.2% precooked cornmeal, 17.5% 
defatted soy fl our, 15% NFDM, 5.5% soy oil, and 2.8% 
vitamin and minerals. CSM contains 20% protein, and it has 
a protein effi ciency ratio of nearly equal to the 2.5 PER of 
NFDM. CSM is almost completely precooked and can easily 
be incorporated in the food of most countries. It can be added 
to soups and gruels, unleavened bread, desserts, or, being 
highly soluble in water, used as a beverage.
 “Instant CSM, a fully precooked modifi cation of CSM, 
was developed primarily as a weaning food for use in child-
feeding programs. It also extends the usefulness of CSM 
to situations where cooking facilities are limited or non-
existent.
 “Another blended food is wheat-soy blend (WSB). 
WSB was introduced in 1969 and is popular in areas where 
wheat products are already prominent in diets. WSB includes 
73% wheat-based products (such as bulgur fl our and wheat-
protein concentrate), 20% defatted soy fl our, 4% soy oil, and 
2.6% vitamins and minerals. It has a 2.4 PER as compared 
to 2.5 for casein and is more than 20% protein. WSB is 
also precooked and can be used as a beverage, in soups and 
gruels, or in bakery products such as cookies, snacks or 
cakes.
 “A recently developed nutritious food is the whey-soy 
beverage mix developed through the efforts of AID, industry, 
and, in particular, the USDA Nutrition and Agribusiness 
Group. This is a product also designed for the preschooler. It 
consists of 4l% sweet whey, 36% full-fat soy fl our, 12% soy 
oil and 9% corn syrup solids. The nutritional value per 100 
grams of commodity is 435 calories and 20 grams of protein, 
with a PER of 2.1.
 “In addition to the blended foods, there have been a 
number of other foods especially engineered for the FFP 
Program. For example, bulgur wheat is produced by boiling 
whole-grain wheat, drying it, removing some of the outside 
bran particles and cracking the kernel. Some might know 
bulgur wheat as wheat pilaf. In Syria, Lebanon, Egypt, 
Turkey and other Middle Eastern countries, bulgur has been 
the mainstay of the diet for many centuries. Bulgur is even 
referred to in the New Testament as “Arisah” and has been 
known for many centuries as bulgor, bulgur and burghoe. 
While regular (nonfortifi ed) bulgur is very nutritious and 
provides 354 calories and 11.2 grams of protein per 100 
grams and has a PER of 1.0, the United States Government 
sought to further enhance the product through enrichment. 
The fi rst attempt was with lysine fortifi cation. This improved 
the PER of the commodity, but production problems ensued 
due to the limited supply of lysine. Soy-fortifi ed bulgur 
replaced the lysine-fortifi ed version, and it provides 350 
calories and 17.3 grams of protein per 100 grams, with a 
PER of 2.3. In the Title II Donation Program soy-fortifi ed 
bulgur now ‘outsells’ regular bulgur by a ratio of 2 to 1. In 
fi scal year 1975, 423 million pounds of soy-fortifi ed bulgur 
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were shipped, as compared to 178 million pounds of regular 
bulgur.
 “Another newly developed fortifi ed cereal is soy-
fortifi ed sorghum grits (SFSG). The product was fi rst 
introduced in the sorghum-consuming area of Africa, 
principally the Sahel. During the 1974 drought several 
thousand tons of SFSG were distributed to the victims. The 
product provides 359 calories and 16 grams of protein per 
100 grams of product and has a PER of 2.3.
 “Standard cereals such as wheat fl our, cornmeal, and 
rolled oats have also been fortifi ed, and the donation program 
now supplies soy-fortifi ed fl our (6% and 12%), soy-fortifi ed 
cornmeal and soy-fortifi ed rolled oats.
 “In every case where a new commodity has been 
designed, developed and fi nally introduced into the Food For 
Peace Program, very careful analysis and planning preceded 
this introduction. For every new commodity added to the 
program, hundreds may have been reviewed and determined 
to be unacceptable. As noted earlier, the group responsible 
for this review is the Processed Foods Committee of USDA. 
Members of this committee include representatives from 
USDA/ASCS, FAS, ARS, as well as from AID/FFP and 
AID Offi ce of Nutrition. Only after a commodity has passed 
the preliminary evaluation of this committee is it tested in 
the fi eld. The committee attempts to certify (1) that there 
is a need for that commodity to meet a specifi c program 
objective; (2) that the cost factors are justifi ed in terms of 
delivered nutrition and product versatility; (3) that the supply 
outlook for basic ingredients is good; (4) that the commodity 
has an acceptable shelf-life; (5) that there are suffi cient 
potential suppliers ready to produce the product; and (6) that 
the commodity is legally exportable under the provisions 
of the P.L. 480 legislation. If this preliminary review of the 
new product is positive, AID/FFP then asks USDA/ASCS 
to buy small quantities for testing by program sponsors such 
as CARE, CRS, and WFP. The tests are generally conducted 
in ongoing projects in selected countries around the world. 
The product is evaluated in terms of recipient acceptability, 
shipment and storage qualities, and adaptability to local 
conditions and taste patterns. In some cases, FFP specifi es 
that a particular product should be distributed to one 
category only, such as maternal-child feeding programs, or in 
other cases, FFP makes the product available to all program 
types. If, at this stage of testing, the results are still positive, 
FFP then asks that the commodity be added to the P.L. 480 
availability list. After fi nal approval by the Secretary of 
Agriculture, the commodity is available for worldwide use.
 “The U.S. Government, U.S. industry, international 
agencies, and university teams have also assisted developing 
countries in the development, production and marketing 
of fortifi ed indigenous foods. The objective of developing 
highly nutritious fortifi ed foods locally is to reduce the 
dependence on food aid, make better use of expanding local 
production and eventually eliminate the need for food aid. 

Examples of locally produced and enriched fortifi ed foods 
include Incaparina in Central America, Modern Bread in 
India, Puma in Guyana. fortifi ed Atta in India, and Balahar 
in India. In many of these cases, Title II donation foods 
were prototypes for the locally produced food. In such 
cases, foreign donations have led to the development and 
marketing of locally produced nutritious foods rather than to 
dependence.
 “The Future:...” Address: Offi ce of Food for Peace, 
Agency for International Development, Washington, DC.

3062. Van Peursem, Marvin. 1976. Manufacturer’s 
experiences with LEC’s: The Brady Crop Cooker. LEC 
Report No. 1. p. 29-30. D.E. Wilson, ed. Low-Cost Extrusion 
Cookers: International Workshop Proceedings. (Fort Collins, 
CO: Dep. of Agric. and Chemical Engineering, Colorado 
State Univ.).
• Summary: “The Crop Cooker soybean extruder was 
developed by the Brady Operations of the Koehring Farm 
Division during 1969 and 1970. The principal objective was 
to manufacture and market a machine suitable for heating 
soybeans suffi cient to destroy the trypsin growth inhibitor. 
The resulting processed material would be used by farmers 
for livestock rations fed primarily on farms in the United 
States and Canada.”
 A photo shows a Brady #206 Crop Cooker. Address: 
Koehring Farm Div., Des Moines, Iowa.

3063. Wilson, David E.; Stumpf, Peggy. ed. 1976. Low-cost 
extrusion cookers: International Workshop Proceedings. LEC 
Report No. 1. vii + 173 p. June. Illust. 28 cm. Held 2-5 June 
1976 at Colorado State University (Dept. of Agricultural and 
Chemical Engineering, Colorado State Univ., Ft. Collins. 
CO). [35 ref]
• Summary: Contains about 29 papers by various authors; 
at least 17 of these are cited separately. Also contains two 
sets of opening remarks, numerous discussions, and a 
directory of 51 workshop participants from many countries. 
The workshop was sponsored by: (1) U.S. Agency for 
International Development, Technical Assistance Bureau, 
Offi ce of Nutrition; (2) USDA Economic Research Service, 
Nutrition and Agribusiness Group; (3) Dept. of Food Science 
and Nutrition, Dept. of Agricultural Engineering, Colorado 
State Univ., Fort Collins, Colorado. The Preface is by 
Judson M. Harper, Paul R. Crowley, G. Richard Jansen, and 
Irwin Hornstein. Judson M. Harper and G. Richard Jansen 
were technical editors. Address: Colorado State Univ., Fort 
Collins, Colorado 80523.

3064. Young, Vernon R.; Scrimshaw, Nevin S.; Milner, Max. 
1976. Foods from plants. Chemistry and Industry (London) 
No. 14. p. 588-98. July 17. [79 ref]
• Summary: The article begins: “The population of the earth 
reached about four billion people this year and in the next 25 
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years there will be another three billion people.” Fortunately, 
per capita food production has maintained a pracarious 
balance with the rapid growth of world population, but this 
has not been the case in developing countries where FAO 
estimates that 500 million people are severely malnourished.
 In this paper, plants as direct sources of dietary protein 
for people will be given major emphasis. Clearly plants 
will continue to be a primary source of food for humans, 
providing both the bulk of needs for both energy and protein. 
The proportion of these needs furnished by foods of animal 
origin will probably diminish on a global basis. There is a 
great need to fi nd better ways of producing and using plant 
foods. Address: 1-2. Dep. of Nutrition and Food Science, 
Massachusetts Inst. of Technology, Cambridge, MA 02139; 
3. Offi ce of Technology Assessment, Congress of the United 
States, Washington, DC.

3065. Quarterly Report of the Department of Agricultural 
Engineering and Food Science and Nutrition of Colorado 
State University. 1976. Evaluation of low-cost extrusion 
cookers for use in LDC’s [less developed countries]. July 31. 
*

3066. Araujo, T.M.V.C. de; Zucas, S.M.; Teodosio, N.R. 
1976. Estudo do aproveitamento biologico do nitrogenio 
em fetos e placentas de ratos. Infl uencia do tipo e ivel de 
proteina da racao [The biological benefi ts of nitrogen for 
the fetuses and placentas of rats. Infl uence of the type and 
protein level of the ration (Abstract)]. Suplemento de Ciencia 
e Cultura, Resumos 28(7):520-21. July. Presented at 28th 
Reuniao Anual da Sociedade Brasileira para o Progresso da 
Ciencia, Brasilia. 7-14 July, 1976. [Por]*
Address: Brazil.

3067. Emmerich Filho, D. 1976. Uso da soja em produtos 
nutricionais para consumo humano [Use of soy products in 
nutritional foods for human consumption]. Congresso Soja 
Brasileira: Realidade e Perspectivas, Anais (FECOTRIGO, 
Porto Alegre) p. 140-46. July. Held 5-8 July 1976, at Porto 
Alegre, Brazil. [20 ref. Por]*
Address: Brazil.

3068. Filisetti, T.M.C.C.; Marquez, U.M.L.; Mancini Filho, 
J.; Lajolo, F.M. 1976. Fatores antinutricionais em alguns 
produtos comerciais de soja [Antinutritional factors in some 
commercial soy products (Abstract)]. Suplemento de Ciencia 
e Cultura, Resumos 28(7):449-50. July. Presented at 28th 
Reuniao Anual da Sociedade Brasileira para o Progresso da 
Ciencia, Brasilia. 7-14 July, 1976. [Por]*
Address: Brazil.

3069. Kuroume, T.; Oguri, M.; Matsumura, T.; Iwasaki, 
I.; Kanbe, Y.; Yamada, T.; Kawabe, S.; Negishi, K. 1976. 
Milk sensitivity and soybean sensitivity in the production 

of eczematous manifestations in breast-fed infants with 
particular reference to intrauterine sensitization. Annals of 
Allergy 37(1):41-46. July. *
• Summary: Three cases of milk sensitivity and two of 
soybean sensitivity are presented, suggesting that both pre-
natal and post-natal sensitization may have been involved 
in the production of eczematous manifestations of early 
infancy.
 Five newborn infants developed eczema on fi rst 
postnatal contact with soybeans, apparently as a result of 
intrauterine sensitization. Address: Japan.

3070. Momcilovic, Berislav; Belonje, B.; Giroux, A.; Shah, 
B.G. 1976. Bioavailability of zinc in milk and soy protein-
based infant formulas. J. of Nutrition 106(7):913-17. July. 
[19 ref]
• Summary: According to trials on young rats, to “provide 
equivalent amounts of available zinc, the total zinc content of 
the soy protein-based formula would need to be at least 20% 
higher than that of the formula containing milk protein.” 
Address: Nutrition Research, Food Directorate, Dep. of 
Health and Welfare, Ottawa, Canada.

3071. Moretti, R.H.; Hinojosa, G.R.L. 1976. Valor nutritivo 
de proteinas de soja texturizadas por extrusao [Nutritive 
value of soy protein textured by extrusion (Abstract)]. 
Suplemento de Ciencia e Cultura, Resumos 28(7):521. July. 
Presented at 28th Reuniao Anual da Sociedade Brasileira 
para o Progresso da Ciencia, Brasilia. 7-14 July, 1976. [Por]*
Address: Brazil.

3072. Nogueira, F.J.A.; Zucas, S.M. 1976. Infl uencia da 
proteina de soja nos niveis hepaticos de retinol [Infl uence 
of soy protein on the hepatic levels of retinol (Abstract)]. 
Suplemento de Ciencia e Cultura, Resumos 28(7):519. July. 
Presented at 28th Reuniao Anual da Sociedade Brasileira 
para o Progresso da Ciencia, Brasilia. 7-14 July, 1976. [Por]*
Address: Brazil.

3073. Pereira, L. 1976. Aspectos educacionais paraa 
utilizacao da soja no meio rural brasileiro [Educational 
aspects of using soybeans in the middle of rural Brazil]. 
Congresso Soja Brasileira: Realidade e Perspectivas, Anais 
(FECOTRIGO, Porto Alegre) p. 133-35. July. Held 5-8 July 
1976, at Porto Alegre, Brazil. [Por]*
Address: Brazil.

3074. Pereira, L.; Matsura, P.T.; Travaglini, D.A. 1976. 
Desenvolvimentode uma mistura calorico-proteica 
destinada a suplementacao alimentar de gestantes e nutrizes 
[Development of a caloric-protein mixture to supplement 
the diets of fetuses and infants (Abstract)]. Suplemento de 
Ciencia e Cultura, Resumos 28(7):861-62. July. Presented at 
28th Reuniao Anual da Sociedade Brasileira para o Progresso 
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da Ciencia, Brasilia. 7-14 July, 1976. [Por]*
Address: Brazil.

3075. Reis, O. 1976. Papel da soja em programas nacionais 
de alimentacao e nutricao [The role of soybeans in national 
programs on nutrition]. Congresso Soja Brasileira: 
Realidade e Perspectivas, Anais (FECOTRIGO, Porto 
Alegre) p. 125-31. July. Held 5-8 July 1976, at Porto Alegre, 
Brazil. [Por]*
Address: Brazil.

3076. Sandolim, J. 1976. Enriquecimento de alimetnos 
basicos com produtos de soja (panifi cacao e macarrao) 
[Enriching basic foods with soy products (breads and pasta)]. 
Congresso Soja Brasileira: Realidade e Perspectivas, Anais 
(FECOTRIGO, Porto Alegre) p. 96-100. July. Held 5-8 July 
1976, at Porto Alegre, Brazil. [3 ref. Por]*
Address: Brazil.

3077. Vivacqua Filho, A. 1976. A utilizacao da soja na 
alimentacao das forcas armadas ate janeiro de 1976 [Use 
of soybeans to feed the armed forces until January 1976]. 
Congresso Soja Brasileiro: Realidade e Perspectivas, Anais 
(FECOTRIGO, Porto Alegre) p. 70-75. July. Held 5-8 July 
1976, at Porto Alegre, Brazil. [Por]*
Address: Brazil.

3078. Food Protein Council. 1976. Educated, affl uent 
consumers prefer soy protein for nutrition and economy 
(News release). 1800 M Street, N.W., Washington, DC 
20036. 2 p. Aug. 16.
• Summary: This is a summary of a Gallup Poll conducted 
in May 1976 for the Food Protein Council. “The better 
educated and more affl uent of American consumers believe 
that ‘soy protein provides more nutritional value than meat,’ 
according to a nationwide opinion poll conducted in May of 
this year. The same type of consumer is ‘more inclined than 
others to feel using soy protein as a meat extender is a good 
economic value,’ the survey reports.
 “In a study of attitudes conducted for the Food Protein 
Council by The Gallup Organization, 1543 adult men and 
women were interviewed in their homes to measure their 
perception of nutritional and economic value and their 
experience with soy protein foods.
 “The poll found that 63% of all college-educated 
Americans believe that when soy protein is used completely 
in place of meat, it provides the same or more nutrition than 
meat. Exactly half of all college-educated consumers said 
that soy protein as a meat extender was a ‘good economic 
value,’ while 79% of those consumers with annual family 
income exceeding $15,000 view soy protein as a good or fair 
economic value when used as an extender.
 “In general, the Gallup research discovered that 
Americans in younger age groups and those living in larger 

cities have more favorable views of foods containing soy 
protein. Given the condition that use of soybeans rather than 
animal as a protein source would make more effi cient use of 
land, energy and other resources, 61% of Americans between 
18 and 34 years of age said they would be more likely to 
prefer foods containing soy protein.
 “Gauging the consumer’s expectation of the future, the 
Gallup study stated: ‘The most prevalent opinion among the 
public is that soybeans will be the most important source of 
protein for human nutrition in the future.’ With a choice of 
soybeans, beef, fi sh, powdered milk and cheese, pork and 
ham, and peanuts, more of those questioned in the survey 
selected soybeans as the most important future nutritional 
resource than selected other food types.
 “Evaluating Americans’ frequency of eating soy protein 
foods, the report concluded: ‘The majority of individuals 
report eating foods with soy protein as a primary ingredient 
at some time in the past twelve months.’ A total of 43% of 
college-educated persons said they had eaten foods with soy 
protein ‘a few time’ in the last year, while 18% reported they 
had ‘frequently’ done so.”
 Note: The study found that 33% of those questioned 
believe soybeans will be the primary future source of protein 
for human nutrition. Meat was cited fi rst by 24% and fi sh by 
21%. Address: Washington, DC. Phone: (202) 467-6610.

3079. Chicago Tribune. 1976. Soybeans may get booster. 
Aug. 26. p. D9.
• Summary: “The soybean, a near-perfect vegetable 
protein,” would be even more nutritious if it contained 
more methionine–its fi rst-limiting amino acid. Scientists 
now believe the methionine content of the soybean could be 
increased if more research were devoted to the problem.
 Breeding in the methionine would be a much more 
elegant solution than adding the amino acid to soybean food 
products–according to a nutrition expert at the American 
Soybean Association’s annual convention in Kansas City 
(Missouri).
 The need to expand the utilization of soybean foods in 
Latin America was also discussed.

3080. Feedstuffs. 1976. Soy protein use grows in EC 
countries; nutrition, economics motivate increase. 48(35):3, 
34. Aug. 30. [1 ref]
• Summary: Based on a USDA report, growth potential 
exists for use of soy proteins in European foods, but food 
regulations need to become more fl exible, tariff barriers 
more clearly defi ned, and end users better educated. “Most 
European countries allow soy protein in food items not 
containing meat, and within limitations, soy protein may be 
added to some meat products. Legal harmonization of EC 
regulations would eliminate the confusion surrounding soy 
protein, the report said.
 “Using soy fl our and grits, textured soy protein, soy 
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concentrates and isolates, the EC countries most frequently 
use soy proteins in bakery goods, dietetic foods, baby foods, 
sauces, soups, and in some cases sausage, ground beef and 
other processed meats, the report said. The institutional 
and food processing areas most frequently use soy protein 
products, while the retail level is generally limited to health, 
dietetic, and vegetarian foods...”

3081. Edwards, C.C. 1976. Formulation and consumer 
acceptance of soy-fortifi ed bread. Paper presented at the staff 
seminar at the Federal Inst. of Industrial Research, Oshodi. 
FIIRO. 18 p. Held 13 Aug. 1976. *

3082. Gupta, A.K.; Wahie, N.; Deodhar, A.D. 1976. Protein 
quality and digestibility in vitro of vegetable and grain type 
soybeans. Indian J. of Nutrition and Dietetics 13(8):244-51. 
Aug. [27 ref]
• Summary: Eight vegetable type and four grain type 
soybean varieties, grown at Jabalpur in 1974, were analyzed 
for protein and limiting essential amino acid contents. “Black 
soybean (Kali Tur) has been included in this study as it is 
an indigenous material of Western Madhya Pradesh and 
has great potential.” Of the 12 soybean varieties analyzed, 
Coker 240, a vegetable type, had the highest protein content 
(40.43%); Kalitur contained 38.05% protein. Methionine 
levels were highest in the variety JS-2.
 Little differentiation could be made between vegetable-
type and grain type soybeans on the basis of protein quality 
and digestibility. Address: Crop Quality Lab., Dep. of Plant 
Breeding and Genetics, J.N. Krishi Vishwa Vidyalaya, 
Jabalpur, MP 482/004, India.

3083. Hamilton, R.M.G.; Carroll, K.K. 1976. Plasma 
cholesterol levels in rabbits fed low fat, low cholesterol diets: 
effects of dietary proteins, carbohydrates and fi bre from 
different sources. Atherosclerosis (Amsterdam) 24(1-2):47-
62. July/Aug. [46 ref]
• Summary: “A commercially formulated diet in which 
the alfalfa and soybean meal components were replaced by 
ground corn and oats did not produce a signifi cant elevation 
of plasma cholesterol.” Address: Dep. of Biochemistry, Univ. 
of Western Ontario, London, Ontario N6A 5C1, Canada.

3084. Jokinen, J.E.; Reineccius, G.A. 1976. Losses in 
available lysine during thermal processing of soy protein 
model systems. J. of Food Science 41(4):816-19. July/Aug. 
[22 ref]
• Summary: This study was conducted at the Univ. of 
Minnesota in order to develop a mathematical model 
for predicting lysine losses during the processing of soy 
products. Address: 1. Dep. of Food Science & Nutrition; 2. 
Dep. of Agricultural Engineering. Both: Univ. of Minnesota, 
St. Paul, Minnesota 55108.

3085. Okubo, K.; Myers, D.V.; Iacobucci, G.A. 1976. 
Binding of phytic acid to glycinin. Cereal Chemistry 
53(4):513-24. July/Aug. [23 ref]
• Summary: “The binding of phytic acid, the 
hexaorthophosphate ester of myo-inositol, to glycinin, 
the major globulin of the soybean, was investigated over 
a broad range of pH.” Address: Corporate Research and 
Development Dep., The Coca-Cola Co., Atlanta, Georgia 
30301.

3086. Tsen, Cho C.; Weber, J.; Perng, S.K. 1976. Evaluation 
of the quality, acceptability and taste of soy-fortifi ed buns. J. 
of Food Science 41(4):825-27. July/Aug. [19 ref]
• Summary: Hot-dog buns were made from wheat fl our and 
wheat fl our fortifi ed with 12% defatted soyfl our. These buns 
contained 27.5% more protein and 29.2% more minerals than 
wheat buns. The soy fortifi ed buns were rated acceptable 
by 85% of the elementary school children used in the tests. 
Address: Dep. of Grain Science & Industry, Kansas State 
Univ., Manhattan, KS 66506.

3087. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1976. The book of 
miso. Hayama-shi, Kanagawa-ken, Japan, Soquel, California, 
and Brookline, Massachusetts: Autumn Press. 256 p. Sept. 
23. Illust. by Akiko Aoyagi. Index. 28 cm. Revised ed. 1981. 
New York, NY: Ballantine Books, 620 p. [60 ref]
• Summary: Contents: What is miso? Preface. 
Acknowledgments. Part I. Miso: Savory, High Protein 
Seasoning. 1. Soybeans, protein and the world food crisis. 
2. Miso as a food. 3. The miracle of fermentation. 4. The 
varieties of miso: Introduction. An overview: Natural 
vs. quick miso, salty vs. sweet miso, red vs. white miso, 
chunky miso and koji miso vs. smooth miso, expensive vs. 
inexpensive miso, miso from the provinces.
 Regular Miso: Rice miso (red / aka, light-yellow / 
shinshu, mellow red / amakuchi akamiso, mellow beige / 
amakuchi tanshoku, mellow white / shiro koji, sweet red 
/ edo or edo ama-miso, sweet white / Kyoto shiro miso), 
barley miso (karakuchi mugi, mellow barley / amakuchi 
mugi), soybean miso / mamé miso (miso-dama, Hatcho 
miso, soybean miso / mame miso, tamari miso). Special 
Miso: Finger lickin’ miso / Namemiso (Kinzanji miso, 
moromi miso, hishio, namémiso, natto miso, goto miso), 
sweet simmered miso / nerimiso. Modern Miso: Akadashi 
miso, dehydrated or freeze-dried miso, low-salt / high-
protein miso.
 Part II. Cooking with Miso (400 recipes). 5. Getting 
started. 6. Recipes from East and West: Miso toppings, miso 
in dips & hors d’oeuvres, miso in spreads & sandwiches, 
miso dressings with salads, miso in soups & stews, miso in 
sauces, miso with grains, beans & tofu, miso in baked dishes, 
miso sautéed & simmered with vegetables, miso in grilled 
dishes, miso in deep-fried dishes, miso & eggs, miso in 
desserts, miso pickles, koji cookery.
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 Part III. The Preparation of Miso. 7. Making miso at 
home and in communities. 8. Japanese farmhouse miso (incl. 
miso-dama). 9. The traditional miso shop. 10. The modern 
miso factory.
 Appendixes: A. A brief history of chiang, miso, and 
shoyu: Introduction, Chinese chiang, early Japan, the Nara 
Period (710 A.D. to 784 A.D.), the Heian Period (794 A.D. to 
1160 A.D.), the Kamakura Period (1185 A.D. to 1333 A.D.), 
the Muromachi Period (1336 A.D. to 1568 A.D.), tamari–the 
forerunner of shoyu (Priest Kakushin returns to Japan from 
China, where he learned how to make Kinzanji miso, settles 
at Kokoku-ji temple near town of Yuasa, discovers tamari), 
miso during the Edo Period (1603 A.D. to 1867 A.D.), the 
development of shoyu the Meiji and Pre-war Periods (1867 
A.D. to 1941 A.D.), modern times, transmission to the West.
 B. The varieties of Chinese chiang, Korean jang and 
Indonesian Tao-tjo. C. The chemistry and microbiology of 
miso fermentation: Introduction, koji starter molds, making 
koji starter, making koji–the fi rst fermentation, cooking 
the soybeans, preparing the miso–the second fermentation, 
the fi nished miso. D. People and institutions connected 
with miso: In Japan–Miso research scholars and institutes, 
exporters of natural miso and koji to the West, traditional 
or semi-traditional shops making natural miso, Japan’s ten 
largest miso factories (gives the production in tons/year for 
several companies), other well-known miso makers. Makers 
of koji starter and koji, Japanese restaurants specializing in 
miso cuisine. North America–Miso research scholars and 
institutes, commercial miso makers, companies importing 
Japanese miso, koji, or koji starter, individuals interested 
in miso. Europe (Belgium, England, France, Germany, 
Holland, Italy, Portugal) and Latin America (Brazil, Costa 
Rica, Mexico, Venezuela). E. Miso additives. F. Miso with 
seafoods, chicken, and meat. G. Table of equivalents. H. So 
you want to study miso in Japan? Bibliography. Glossary. 
About the authors (autobiographical).
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language book seen 
(July 2000) that has the word “miso” in the title. It is also the 
fi rst book in the Western world written entirely on the subject 
of miso.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (July 2000) 
that mentions “Hatcho miso” (spelled that way–which is now 
the correct romanization). Hatcho is a Japanese place name 
meaning (approximately) “Eighth Street.”
 Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2002) 
that contains industry and market statistics on individual 
miso companies.
 Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (March 
2009) that gives illustrated details about commercial miso 
production.
 Note 5. An advertisement on the inside back cover of the 
paperback edition of this book announced that the authors 
were preparing The Book of Sea Vegetables. That book was 
half researched and written but never published because 

of concern with pollutants in sea vegetables, and increased 
interest in soyfoods. Address: 790 Los Palos Dr., Lafayette, 
California 94549.

3088. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1976. The book 
of miso (Illustrations–line drawings) (Document part). 
Hayama-shi, Kanagawa-ken, Japan, Soquel, California, and 
Brookline, Massachusetts: Autumn Press. 256 p. Sept. Illust. 
by Akiko Aoyagi. [60 ref]
• Summary: Continued: Illustrations (line drawings, both 
numbered and unnumbered) show: The two Japanese 
characters for miso. Three men “Putting Hatcho miso to 
bed” by piling nearly round river stones on top of a huge vat; 
the pyramid shape makes the pile earthquake proof. A child 
holding a sheaf of grain. A round zaru (woven split bamboo 
tray) with a circle of salt in the middle. A square wooden 
measure (isshô-baku) fi lled with soybeans. The top of rice 
and barley plants showing grains and leaves. A wooden 
vat of red miso tied with rice-straw ropes. A miso maker 
standing by large wooden vats of two different sizes, with 
braided bamboo hoops. A well stocked miso shop in Japan 
(at Kichijoji train station, Tokyo). A woman standing behind 
two deep earthenware crocks fi lled with miso; balls of miso 
are in a basket. A sunken open-hearth fi replace (irori) in a 
traditional Japanese farmhouse with a pot hanging over the 
coals on a hook (jizai kagi) and tofu dengaku being grilled 
around the coals, their skewers stuck into the ash.
 Nine wooden kegs of different kinds of miso piled up 
on 3 levels. A fi eld of soybeans planted in rows. A hand 
holding soybeans pods still attached to the stem. A soybean 
pod split open to show the beans. (1) Bar chart of protein 
from different sources vs. protein returned. (2) Diagram of 
energy fl ow through two different food chains, one with a 
steer in the middle, the other with direct consumption of 
soy and grains. (3) Development aid from affl uent nations 
as a percentage of GNP (1960-1971). Stylized soybean 
plant growing out of a stylized Planet Earth. Miso gift 
pack, with poly bags of rice, barley, and Hatcho miso. A 
Japanese pipe kiseru. (6) Graph of intestinal cancer vs. meat 
consumption among females in selected countries; the more 
meat consumed, the more cancer. Miso aging (from Miso 
Daigaku). (7) The varieties of miso and their characteristics 
(full-page table). (8) The percentage of salt in different miso 
varieties.
 (9a) Map of Japan showing where the different types 
of miso originate. (9b) Map of Japan showing geographical 
miso preferences. A head of rice. (10) Famous sub-varieties 
of salty rice miso. Two heads of barley. Table about two 
types of barley miso. Two sets of soybean leaves with pods. 
Table about three types of soybean miso. The Japanese 
characters for Hatcho Miso. (11) A wooden sign in a Hatcho 
miso offi ce: “Supplier to the Imperial Household.” (12) Two 
cross-section views of a tamari miso vat. A small pottery 
crock of sweet simmered miso (Nerimiso). Packages of 
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different types of modern miso: Peanut miso, akadashi 
miso, low-salt, high protein miso, Instant miso soup with 
dried frozen tofu, leeks, wakame. (14) Different types of 
miso packaging, both traditional and modern. A sample 
miso label. (13) Varieties of miso available in the West, plus 
characteristics of each. Squeezing a bean of miso out of the 
cut corner of a plastic bag. Three different shoyu containers. 
Six different types of tofu on a cutting board. (15) Oriental 
kitchen tools (utensils; full page). A small crock of salt with a 
wooden spoon in it.
 Suribachi and modern sesame seed grinder. Tofu 
preparatory techniques. Broiling tofu with chopsticks on a 
broiling screen. Four forms of kombu. Two stylized crossed 
sheaves of rice. A traditional farmhouse kamado (raised 
earthenware cooking area). Pottery crock. Black and white 
sesame seeds and plant. Yuzu. Sprig of kinome. Head of 
garlic. Two burdock roots. Two leeks (negi). Making broiled 
miso. Hoba miso. Kaiyaki miso. Yubeshi miso. Wakame 
plant. A bowl of miso soup. A woman drinking hot miso soup 
next to a vending machine. Vegetables cut for miso soup (mi 
or gu). Table of the most popular ingredients in miso soup. 
How to make miso soup at home (4 views). Miso-koshi 
(woven bamboo strainer). Mad monks grinding miso. (19) 
Full-page table of miso soup throughout the four seasons. 
Shiso / beefsteak leaves. Kabocha. Daikon. Irori and jizai 
kagi (sunken farmhouse fi replace and overhead hanging 
hook). Woman serving miso by a sunken / open hearth 
fi replace. Woman kneeling, grinding miso with a pestle (suri 
kogi) in a suribachi (serrated earthenware mortar / mixing 
bowl).
 (20) Rice patties with nori (o-musubi, o-nigiri). Bamboo 
noodle tongs. Homemade noodles in a pot. (21) Broiled 
mochi wrapped with nori. (22) Steamed tofu. A Chinese 
cleaver, with its tip stuck into a chopping block. Cultivated 
shiitake mushrooms growing on a log. Kabocha. Daikon. 
(23) Miso oden. Doténabé [Dotenabe]. Konnyaku twists. 
Dengaku Hoshi. Tofu dengaku (2 pieces, skewered; 3 pieces 
skewered in a box). Japanese eggplant (nasu) scored and 
Shigiyaki. Deep-frying with a wok. Lotus root stuffed with 
miso. (24) Deep-fried sandwiches. (25) Gashouse eggs. 
(26) Layered omelets. Japanese bamboo steamer. Kashiwa 
mochi. Selling miso pickles. Two pickling containers. (27) 
Salt-pressing. Air-drying daikon and turnips (kabu). Miso 
pickles with tea and chopsticks. Amazaké at the Nakamura-
ro restaurant.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (July 2012) that uses the term “Amazaké” to refer to 
amazake.
 How to make miso at home: Utensils, ingredients, and 
process (7 fi gures). (29) Miso fermentation crocks. Corona 
hand-mill. Soft mat koji.
 (30) Proportions by weight of basic ingredients for 
various homemade misos; full-page table. (32) Utensils 
for homemade koji and koji starter. (33) Miso fl ow chart. 

(34) Composition of nutrients in 100 gm of basic miso 
ingredients. (35) Process for homemade rice koji (9 fi gures). 
(36) Graph of changes in koji temperatures. Woman leaning 
over miso vat.
 Japanese farmhouse miso: Traditional country 
farmhouses (2 views). Raised farmhouse kitchen hearth, 
caldrons and earthenware dais (kamado). (38) Farmhouse 
fl oor plan. A kura (family treasury and storehouse). Two 
bamboo colanders. Pounding miso at Suwanose. Making 
miso in a traditional farmhouse (9 fi gures). Farmhouse 
soybean miso made with miso-dama (miso balls) (5 fi gures).
 The traditional miso shop: (39) A 17th century 
workplace (2 fi gures). (40) Tsujita shop fl oor plan. Koji 
trays. (41) Insulated fermentation box. (42) The small tools 
(full-page). (43) Shop with 2 cauldrons. (44) Steamer and 
cauldron. (45) A fermentation vat. (46) Shop fl oor at vat’s 
rim. Preparing traditional rice miso (31 fi gures). Making koji 
using natural mold spores. Stacked koji trays. Making miso 
in a semi-traditional shop (5 fi gures). Hatcho miso; company 
and vats (2 views).
 The modern factory (2 fi gures).
 A brief history of chiang, miso, and shoyu (incl. 
evolution of Chinese characters). Hideyoshi Toyotomi and 
a robber on the bridge (Hatcho miso history). Making miso-
damari. Inside a Kikkoman shoyu factory around 1900. 
Traditional shoyu seller.
 Chinese chiang in earthenware jars in a courtyard. 
Korean jang; selling it and making at home. The koji mold 
life cycle. Conidiophores of Aspergillus and Penicillium. 
(48) The interaction of basic miso components during 
fermentation. (49) Temperature control curves for four quick 
misos. Edo period shoyu production. Woman cutting tofu for 
Dengaku and women busy making dengaku, both from the 
book Tofu Hyaku Chin. Cartoon of a man pouring himself 
sake, yet thinking of miso soup. Ebisu with fi shing rod and 
big fi sh under left arm. Tamari shoyu pouring out of spigot 
at base of miso vat. Traditional Japanese kitchen utensils. 
Sunken fi replace (irori) with huge carved wooden overhead 
hook hanging from braided rice straw rope. Photo (in 
Nerima-ku, Tokyo) with brief biography of William Shurtleff 
and Akiko Aoyagi. Address: 790 Los Palos Dr., Lafayette, 
California 94549.

3089. Bressani, Ricardo. 1976. Improved soy breeding [to 
increase methionine]. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 24.
• Summary: “The soybean, a near-perfect vegetable protein, 
could be even more useful in improving protein-defi cient 
diets if it contained more of the amino acid methionine.
 “Dr. Ricardo Bressani, a Central American food and 
nutrition expert, believes greater methionine content could be 
bred into the soybean if more research were devoted to the 
problem.
 “Addressing the 56th Annual Convention, Dr. Bressani 
noted that cereal grain varieties with greatly improved 
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protein quality have been developed in recent years. He 
pointed to Opaque-2 corn as an example.
 “’I’m sure the same could be done for soybeans if 
attention were given to this problem,’ he said.
 “The soybean’s methionine defi ciency could be 
corrected by addition of the amino acid to soybean food 
products, Dr. Bressani conceded, but breeding it into the 
soybean would be much better.
 “Dr. Bressani is head of the division of agricultural 
and food sciences for the Institute of Nutrition of Central 
America and Panama (INCAP). He spoke to the convention 
about the potential for expanding soybean usage throughout 
Latin America.
 “Malnutrition in Latin America is a diffi cult problem 
to solve, he said, because it is caused by a variety of factors 
such as poverty, poor education, low availability and variety 
of foods, feeding habits, environmental factors and poor 
sociological conditions.
 “’We must recognize that it is not possible or advisable 
to equate soybeans to the solution of the problem,’ said Dr. 
Bressani, ‘but we must admit that today, more than ever 
before, the soybean has a great opportunity to contribute.’
 “Using the soybean as a supplement is a method of using 
soy which Dr. Bressani mentioned that has gained some 
success in the Central American countries. By supplementing 
corn tortillas with soy fl our, the children retained 32% of the 
protein, nearly the same as from milk, as opposed to only 
16% from straight corn.
 “Other methods of utilizing soy are: direct consumption 
of the whole bean, use in high protein foods and as an animal 
protein extender.
 “Superior aspects of the soybean include its nutritive 
value and its unique chemical and physical characteristics, 
which have permitted development of ‘a new and promising 
variety of foods and food components,’ he said.
 “Resistance of large segments of the Latin American 
population to processed foods is one problem that must be 
overcome if soy protein foods are to become widely used in 
Latin America, noted Dr. Bressani. Another hindrance is a 
poor system of marketing and distribution.
 “Despite these problems, he said: ‘I am inclined to 
believe that soy foods will be used increasingly. This is 
suggested by the fact that income is increasing, distribution 
systems and markets are improving and communication by 
radio, television and other means is expanding.’” Address: 
PhD, INCAP.

3090. Graham, George G.; MacLean, W.C., Jr.; Placko, R.P. 
1976. Plasma amino acids of infants consuming soybean 
proteins with and without added methionine. J. of Nutrition 
106(9):1307-13. Sept. [13 ref]
• Summary: This article begins: “In the evaluation of human 
diets, it is of considerable practical signifi cance to be able to 
determine if one of the essential amino acids is limiting for 

protein synthesis. Diets which are reputedly fi rst-limiting 
in the sulfur-containing amino acids are consumed in many 
parts of the developing world” (1).
 Soybean protein, which is well known to be defi cient in 
methionine (Met), is being used more and more in the diet of 
the affl uent countries.
 For children who are malnourished, it is important to try 
to supplement soy protein with methionine, which is often 
limiting for protein synthesis and fi rst-limiting in the dietary 
protein. Address: Depts. of Pediatrics and International 
Health Schools of Medicine and of Hygiene and Public 
Health, The Johns Hopkins Univ., Baltimore, Maryland 
21205, and Instituto de Investigacion Nutricional, Apartado 
55, Mirafl ores (Lima), Peru.

3091. Jung, Jai-Kie; Chung, T.-Y.; La, S.-M. 1976. [Studies 
on the sterols of bean sprouts]. Hanguk Yongyang Hakhoe 
Chi (Korean J. of Nutrition) 9(3):238-42. Sept. [4 ref. Kor; 
eng]
• Summary: Composition of sterols in soy sprouts, measured 
by mass spectrometry (MS), was found (on a dry weight 
basis) to be 4.52 mg% campesterol, 10.35 mg% beta-
sitosterol, and 7.75 mg% stigmasterol. Address: College of 
Engineering, Inha Univ., Incheon, South Korea.

3092. Orf, J.H.; Hymowitz, T. 1976. Inheritance of a second 
trypsin inhibitor variant in seed protein of soybeans. Crop 
Science 17(5):811-13. Sept/Oct. [11 ref]
• Summary: “These data along with data previously reported 
establishes that three forms of the SBTI-A2, designated as 
Ti1, Ti2, and Ti3 are electrophoretically distinguishable from 
one another by their different Rf values of 0.79, 0.75, and 
0.83, respectively. The forms are controlled by a codominant 
multiple allelic system at a single locus.” Address: 1. 
Graduate Research Asst.; 2. Professor of Plant Genetics. 
Both: Dep. of Agronomy, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, IL.

3093. Scrimshaw, Nevin S.; Young, Vernon R. 1976. The 
requirements of human nutrition. Scientifi c American 
235(3):50-64. Sept.
• Summary: Gives an in-depth discussion of protein 
needs, combining proteins (actually combining essential 
amino acids), and protein requirements (only 2.5% of a 
normal population are not covered by an intake that is 2 
standard deviations above the mean requirement). Address: 
Dep. of Nutrition and Food Science, MIT, Cambridge, 
Massachusetts.

3094. Shannon, Gail M.; Shotwell, Odette L. 1976. Thin 
layer chromatographic determination of sterigmatocystin in 
cereal grains and soybeans. J. of the Association of Offi cial 
Analytical Chemists 59(5):963-65. Sept. [12 ref]
• Summary: Sterigmatocystin is a potential health hazard 
because it is toxic and carcinogenic to rats. It is produced 
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on various seeds (including soybeans) by strains of 
common molds. Address: Northern Regional Research 
Lab., Agricultural Research Service, USDA, Peoria, Illinois 
61604.

3095. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1976. Tofu & Miso 
America Tour: 29 Sept. 1976 to 3 Feb. 1977. Continued from 
Jan. 1977. [Itinerary with two maps]. Lafayette, California: 
New-Age Foods Study Center. Unpublished manuscript.
• Summary: Continued: 1976 Dec. 21. Arrive at The Farm 
in Summertown, Tennessee. Meet Margaret Nofziger and 
Stephen Gaskin. Stay until 2 Jan. 1977. We stayed most of 
the time at “Hoot Owl Hollow,” a large community owner-
built home with many families; our host was Edward Sierra. 
During the next few weeks we stayed in a parked mobile 
home (owned by the Sandlers) in a lovely valley about 1 
hour drive away. I worked on The Book of Kudzu fi nal draft. 
Heavy confrontation with Farm folks–as I am about to start a 
program–about how they didn’t like my way. Write a 4-page 
pamphlet titled “What is Tempeh?” jointly with Cynthia 
Bates. 1976 Dec. 31–This is our fi rst year with signifi cant 
income ($27,390, mostly from Autumn Press royalties) but 
no profi t. During 1976 thirty articles and book reviews about 
our work with tofu and miso were published in magazines 
and newspapers in the USA and Japan.
 1977 Jan. 2–Our Tofu & Miso America Tour continues. 
Jan. 3–Stay in a suburban home with Lynn Delacruz 
in Meridian, Mississippi. Jan. 4–Program for Atlantis 
Distributors in New Orleans. That night we stay in a trailer 
home with John and Katherine Gabriel in Houma, Louisiana. 
They are from The Farm and make commercial tempeh 
in their trailer. Jan. 6–Jim Baker (Dallas, Texas). After the 
program I meet Dr. Ralph Sand who is studying tofu and soy 
cheeses at Anderson Clayton. We also visit with my cousin, 
Bob Shurtleff, near Dallas. Jan. 7–Jane Binante in Denton, 
Texas. Jan. 9–Jim Hemminger of Gregg St. Tofu Co. (started 
by Thom Leonard) in Fayetteville, Arkansas. His partner is 
Mary Weingartner. We sleep on the fl oor of a small house 
in Fayetteville and the next morning see Jim make tofu in 
a bathtub. Jan. 10–East Wind in Tecumseh, Missouri. Jan. 
12–Stay with Robert Nissenbaum (a fi ne, humble fellow) in 
St. Louis, Missouri. I fi nish typewritten manuscript of “What 
is Tempeh?” Jan. 13–Program at a restaurant, The Sunshine 
Inn (St. Louis). Sponsored by The Ethical Society. Stephen 
Uprichard, Dale Deraps, and Robert Nissenbaum are there.
 Jan. 15–Meet David and Danette Briscoe (Kansas 
City, Missouri; they soon start publishing Soycraft, a small 
periodical on soyfoods), dinner with Thom Leonard at his 
home in Lawrence, Kansas (we have miso soup with miso 
that Thom made, then do a big program sponsored by the 
Mercantile Community Co-op in downtown Lawrence at 
either the Lawrence Library or Community Center–in a big 
downstairs room. I tape the lecture. Unbeknownst to me, Ken 
Bader, CEO-to-be of the American Soybean Assoc., is in 

attendance). Jan. 16–Visit Bob Amelay of the Omaha Food 
Co-ops in Omaha, Nebraska. Jan. 17–Drive across Nebraska 
to Denver. Jan. 18-19–Dave Bolduc and Christie Shurtleff in 
Boulder, Colorado. The fi rst night we do a big tofu program 
in the historic Boulder Theater. That afternoon we have an 
audience with the Karmapa–a high Tibetan spiritual leader, 
who has diabetes; we give him an inscribed hardcover copy 
of The Book of Tofu. Akiko recalls cooking tofu burgers for 
him. That evening in a large, packed hall, we witness his 
Holiness conduct the Black Crown Ceremony.
 Jan. 20. Jimmy Carter is inaugurated as president. Jan. 
24–Program for The Colorado Farm in Hotchkiss, Colorado–
way out in the boondocks. Jan. 25–Stay with Andrea Chin in 
Taos, New Mexico. Visit Lama Foundation high above Taos 
in the snow (Steve Durkee, teacher). They have many small 
meditation cubicles around the hillside and have just fi nished 
a nice adobe meditation hall. Near Durango, Colorado, we 
visit Ed Tripp, who looks lonely, sad and desolate, farming a 
little patch of organically grown wheat and living alone in a 
bare shack on coffee and cigarettes.
 Jan. 26. We stay somewhere in New Mexico. Jan. 27–
Program at the First Unitarian Church in Albuquerque (79 
p.m.) hosted by Michele E. Martin of Jemez Bodhi Mandala 
Zen Center, Jemez Springs, New Mexico. Sit meditation in 
their cold Rinzai zendo then soak in the hot springs outside 
in the snow. Their teacher, Sasaki roshi, is not there. Jan. 
28–Susan Berry in Silver City is supposed to host a program. 
We cannot fi nd her house. At one point along in here we do 
a program in or near Utah in a remote church up on a little 
bluff. Dinner before at Frosty Hot Dog place. Jan. 29–Long 
drive across Arizona to San Diego. Jan. 30–Big program in 
San Diego for 350 people at the Ocean Beach Community 
School hosted by David and Barbara Salat, publishers of 
Well Being magazine. Afterwards we stayed overnight on 
their houseboat in San Diego Bay. Magical. Akiko had a bad 
cough and was very tired.
 In Los Angeles we spend a day (in late January or early 
February 1977) with Lewis Headrick and Jimmy Silver 
visiting three small tempeh shops: Bali Foods (in Baldwin 
Park, run by Mr. Henoch Khoe), Country Store Health Foods 
(in Sun Valley; Joan Harriman), and Toko Baru (in West 
Covina; Randy Kohler). One evening we had dinner with Mr. 
Yamauchi and perhaps Al Jacobson. I gave a presentation on 
tofu. Afterwards, in the parking lot, Mr. Yamauchi gave me 
an envelope containing several hundred dollars in bills–his 
way of saying thank you for the work we were doing on 
behalf of tofu.
 Feb. 1. Drive to northern California, then have dinner at 
the home of Herman and Cornellia Aihara (Oroville, CA). 
Feb. 2. Last program of the tour for Harold Lockhard of the 
Sacramento Natural Foods Co-op (Sacramento, California; 
Program is in a modern college building).
 On 3 Feb. 1977 arrive home in Lafayette, California.
 On this 4-month tour the Shurtleffs, trying to do for 
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soyfoods what Johnny Appleseed did for apples, presented 
70 public programs attended by about 3,646 people, did 
many media interviews and appearances, and traveled 15,000 
miles. They had a gross income of $18,020 from honoraria 
and sales of their books (Book of Tofu, Book of Miso), tofu 
kits, pamphlets, and nigari. Total trip expenses were about 
$5,361 plus about $7,200 for books from the publisher, 
leaving a net income of about $5,459. It was a huge, 
challenging, and exhausting Odyssey that bore abundant fruit 
in the founding of a new tofu shop almost everywhere they 
spoke.
 1977 Feb. 9–Meeting in Lafayette (790 Los Palos Dr.) 
with Robert Dolgin and David Sandler (from the Farm and 
Farm Foods in San Rafael) and Larry Needleman leads to 
the establishment of Bean Machines, Inc. (BMI). The Farm 
places a fi rm order for a Japan tofu system.
 1977 Feb. 12–Bill and Akiko leave America and fl y to 
Japan. Air fare paid by Hydrometals. Address: 790 Los Palos 
Manor, Lafayette, California 94549. Phone: 283-3161.

3096. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1976. Tamari 
(Document part). In: W. Shurtleff and A. Aoyagi. 1976. The 
Book of Miso. Hayama-shi, Kanagawa-ken, Japan, Soquel, 
California, and Brookline, Massachusetts: Autumn Press. 
256 p. See p. 50, 219-21. Sept. Illust. by Akiko Aoyagi. 
Revised ed. 1981. New York, NY: Ballantine Books, 620 p. 
[60 ref]
• Summary: In Chapter 5, “Getting started,” in the section 
on “Basic ingredients,” is a subsection titled “Tamari” 
which states (p. 50): “A close relative of shoyu, tamari is 
prepared from a koji which contains only soybeans and no 
wheat; it has a distinctive, slightly strong fl avor and aroma, 
a dark brown color, and a fairly thick consistency. Produced 
either as a byproduct of tamari miso (p. 44) or as a food in 
its own right, it is now rarely used in its natural form, being 
generally made into sashimi-damari by mixing it with miso-
damari (see below), mizuamé, cane sugar, caramel, and often 
preservatives. Although not widely used in Japan, it remains 
fairly popular in Kyoto and central Japan, where it is used 
as a seasoning for sashimi (raw fi sh). In ancient times tamari 
was widely used in its natural form and highly prized as a 
fi ne seasoning, having much the same fl avor as a best-grade 
Chinese soy sauce. Today, an increasing amount is made 
synthetically.

“Miso-damari–also called uwahiki–is the tamari-
like liquid that accumulates in any variety of miso during 
fermentation. Thicker and richer than tamari, it is gathered 
only in very small quantities and is not sold commercially. A 
delicious by-product of most homemade miso (it rises to the 
surface in summer and settles in winter), it may be used like 
shoyu and is especially delicious with hors d’oeuvres.
 In “Appendix A: A brief history of chiang, miso 
and shoyu,” is a section (p. 219-21) titled “Tamari: The 
forerunner of shoyu.” Address: 790 Los Palos Dr., Lafayette, 

California 94549.

3097. Shutt, Donald A. 1976. The effects of plant oestrogens 
on animal reproduction. Endeavour 35(126):110-13. Sept. 
[36 ref]
• Summary: Oestrogenic compounds found in some pasture 
plants can produce a temporary or permanent infertility in 
livestock eating the plants. Such oestrogenic compounds can 
occur at high concentrations in some species of legumes. 
The isofl avones genistein, biochanin A, coumestrol, and 
formononetin occur in variable concentrations in the leaves 
of many clover species, with usually low concentrations 
in white clover (Trifolium repens), and especially high 
concentrations in certain cultivars of subterranean clover 
(Trifolium subterraneum). Coumestrol can be found in low 
concentrations in clover and in legumes such as Medicago 
sativa–which is called alfalfa in the USA and lucerne in 
Australia. The concentration of coumestrol in either clover or 
alfalfa can increase in response to fungal disease and may be 
associated with the defence mechanisms of plants exposed to 
foliar pathogens.
 Historically equol is an interesting compound. 
It was fi rst isolated from the urine of pregnant mares 
[female horses] and named equol by G.F. Marrian and 
G.A.D. Haslewood in 1932. Later a plant precursor of 
equol was found in the blood of animals ingesting clover 
isofl avones. Address: MSc, PhD, Senior Research Fellow 
in Reproductive Endocrinology, Dep. of Obstetrics and 
Gynaecology, Sydney Univ. [Australia].

3098. Worthington Foods, Inc. Div. of Miles Laboratories, 
Inc. 1976. Why textured vegetable protein? The real facts 
about meat substitutes and how they contribute to balanced 
nutrition (Ad and leafl et). Mother Earth News No. 41. Sept. 
p. 45. Also in No. 42. Nov. p. 57.
• Summary: Shows peanuts in the shell, soybeans, and 
ears of wheat on a plank of wood. “Vegetable protein foods 
are made primarily from soybeans, wheat and peanuts... 
Worthington products average more than 16.5% of the U.S. 
Recommended Daily Allowance for protein in each serving... 
There are no animal derivatives of any type, no preservatives 
and no cholesterol. Ingredients are primarily from natural 
sources. Vegetable protein foods help make the transition to 
a non-meat diet quick and easy... Most Worthington products 
contain important minerals and vitamins (like B-12) that are 
sometimes lacking in vegetarian diets.”
 The booklet / leafl et lists Worthington product names: 
3 are dry, 18 are canned, and 25 are frozen. Address: 
Worthington, Ohio 43085.

3099. Zandi, Parvin; McKay, James E. 1976. Determination 
of tocopherols in soybean oil using fractional crystallisation. 
J. of the Science of Food and Agriculture (London) 
27(9):843-48. Sept. [17 ref]
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• Summary: Crystallization can be substituted for 
saponifi cation in the determination of tocopherols in soybean 
oil. Since the discovery of vitamin E some 50 years ago (in 
1922), there has been considerable interest in the activity of 
this vitamin in foods and in the determination of chemical 
compounds which display this activity. Vegetable oils are 
particularly good sources of the tocopherols. Address: 
Procter Dep. of Food and Leather Science, The Univ. of 
Leeds, Leeds LS2 9JT, England.

3100. Zezulka, Allison Y.; Calloway, Doris H. 1976. 
Nitrogen retention in men fed isolated soybean protein 
supplemented with L-methionine, D-methionine, N-acetyl-L-
methionine, or inorganic sulfate. J. of Nutrition 106(9):1286-
91. Sept. [23 ref]
• Summary: Vegetable proteins have recently attracted 
increased attention as low cost replacements for animal 
protein, both as meat substitutes (1) and as milk substitutes 
in infant formulas and supplementary feeding mixtures 
(2). Although the quality of soy protein is high compared 
to other vegetable proteins, it is limiting in methionine 
or total sulfur-containing amino acids. Therefore the 
addition of L-methionine or a compound that can substitute 
for L-methionine is of interest in formulating soybean-
containing products. L-methionine is expensive and its 
addition to foods before processing has caused unacceptable 
fl avors due to degradation of the L-methionine with 
formation of volatile sulfi des.
 In this experiment: “The ability of various sulfur-
containing compounds to replace L-methionine (L-Met) was 
investigated by metabolic balance studies in man. N-acetyl-
L-Methionine (AcMet), D-methionine (D-Met), and sodium 
sulfate (Na2SO4) were used to supplement a diet defi cient in 
sulfur amino acids.” Address: Dep. of Nutritional Sciences, 
Univ. of California, Berkeley, CA 94720.

3101. Stein, M. 1976. Natural toxicants in selected 
leguminous seeds with special reference to their metabolism 
and behaviour in cooking and processing. Qualitas 
Plantarum–Plant Foods for Human Nutrition 26(1/3):227-
43. Oct. 15. [65 ref. Eng; ger]
• Summary: Discusses the most relevant heat labile and 
heat stable natural toxicants soybeans and dry beans 
(Phaseolus vulgaris). Contents: Introduction. Feeding 
of animals on raw legume meals. Protein proteinase 
inhibitors. Haemagglutinins. Physiological and nutritional 
considerations. Other heat-labile factors: Goitrogenic 
factors and cyanogenic glycosides. Miscellaneous 
toxicants: Lathyrogens, favism, fl atulence factors. How 
to remove natural toxicants: Breeding, heat inactivation, 
extraction. Address: Food Science Laboratories, Dep. of 
Applied Biochemistry and Nutrition, Univ. of Nottingham, 
Nottingham, England.

3102. Quarterly Report of the Department of Agricultural 
Engineering and Food Science and Nutrition of Colorado 
State University. 1976. Evaluation of low-cost extrusion 
cookers for use in LDC’s [less developed countries]. Oct. 31. 
*

3103. Archer Daniels Midland Co. comp. 1976. Edible soy 
protein seminar, Moscow and Warsaw. Decatur, Illinois. 220 
p. 28 cm. No index. [366 ref]
• Summary: Held 13-14 Oct. 1976 at Moscow, USSR and 
Oct. 18-19 Oct. 1976 at Warsaw, Poland. These seminars, 
conducted by soy protein manufacturers, were designed 
to educate eastern Europeans and sell products. Address: 
Decatur, Illinois.

3104. Burket, R.E. 1976. An introduction to edible soy 
protein. In: Archer Daniels Midland Co., comp. 1976. Edible 
Soy Protein Seminar. Decatur, Illinois. 220 p. See p. 1-12. 
Held at Moscow, USSR and Warsaw, Poland.
• Summary: A good introduction to modern soy protein 
products.
 A brief biography of Richard E. Burket is given on page 
2.
 “Born: Sandusky, Ohio, U.S.A., 1928
 “Schools: Sandusky High School
 “Oberlin College–Bachelor’s Degree–Liberal Arts, 1950
 “Military Service: U.S. Army, Armor Branch, 1950-53
 “Business Background: 1954-69, Central Soya 
Company. Over a fi fteen year period, worked in a variety 
of positions with Central in the areas of edible proteins, 
soybean processing and merchandising, grain merchandising 
and other related areas, including extensive work in 
international marketing.
 “In 1967 Mr. Burket led the organization of the Edible 
Soy Protein Committee [within National Soybean Processors 
Association] and served as its fi rst Chairman. This 
organization grew to become the Food Protein Council and 
he is again serving as Chairman.”
 “1969-Present, Archer Daniels Midland Company. 
Joined ADM in 1969 as a corporate Vice President with 
responsibilities for the marketing of ADM specialty proteins.
 “In 1974 was promoted to Vice President and Assistant 
to the President with responsibilities for the corporate 
research, public relations and governmental relations in 
addition to assigned duties in growth opportunities being 
investigated by ADM.” Address: Vice President and Asst. to 
the President, Archer Daniels Midland Co., Decatur, Illinois; 
and Chairman, Food Protein Council.

3105. Groot, A.P. de; Slump, P.; Feron, V.J.; Beek, L. van. 
1976. Effects of alkali-treated proteins: Feeding studies 
with free and protein-bound lysinoalanine in rats and other 
animals. J. of Nutrition 106(10):1527-38. Oct. [28 ref]
• Summary: “To fi nd out whether alkali-treated proteins 
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possess nephrotoxic [toxic to the kidneys] properties, feeding 
studies were conducted with drastically treated soybean 
protein and casein, and also with lysinoalanine (LAL), the 
amino acid known to be formed in proteins subjected to 
high pH at elevated temperature... No renal changes were 
encountered upon feeding diets with 1,000 ppm synthetic 
LAL to mice, hamsters, rabbits, quail, dogs or monkeys, 
which suggest a species specifi city of LAL induced renal 
changes in rats.
 Note: Soy is mentioned 38 times in this document, 
usually in the form “soybean protein” or “soybean oil” but 
also “soyprotein,” “soyfl ours,” and “Soyfi bers.” Address: 
Central Inst. for Nutrition & Food Research TNO [CIVO], 
Utrechtseweg 48, Zeist, The Netherlands.

3106. Kimura, Shuichi; Suwa, J.; Ito, M.; Sato, H. 1976. 
Development of malignant goiter by defatted soybean with 
iodine-free diet in rats. Gann (Tokyo) 67:763-65. Oct. [4 ref]
• Summary: Female rats which were fed an iodine-free diet 
containing 40% defatted soybean meal for 6-12 months 
showed thyroid carcinomas. This effect, however, was 
completely prevented by iodine supplementation.
 Note: It is diffi cult for people in developed countries 
to consume an iodine-free diet unless they consume no 
table salt. Since 1924 most table salt in the USA has been 
“iodized,” which means that an iodine source, such as 
potassium iodine / iodide is added in amounts necessary 
to supply the recommended daily allowance. However in 
1983 there were an estimated 400 million iodine-defi cient 
persons in the less developed regions of the world, and an 
estimated 112 million in the more developed regions. The 
best known natural goitrogens are found in cabbage and 
cassava. Address: 1-3. Dep. of Food Chemistry, Faculty 
of Agriculture; 4. Dep. of Oncology, Research Inst. for 
Tuberculosis. All: Tohoku Univ.

3107. Koshiyama, I.; Fukushima, D. 1976. A note on 
carbohydrates in the 11s globulin of soybean seeds. Cereal 
Chemistry 53(5):768-69. Sept/Oct. [12 ref]
• Summary: “The carbohydrates in the 11S globulin 
consisted of glucose, xylose, arabinose, mannose, galactose, 
and several unknown polysaccharides as determined by 
sugar analyzer using a column of anion-exchange resin 
equilibrated with borate buffer.” Address: Noda Inst. for 
Scientifi c Research, 399 Noda, Noda-shi, Chiba-ken, Japan.

3108. Liener, Irvin E. 1976. Nutritional aspects of soy 
protein products. In: Archer Daniels Midland Co., comp. 
1976. Edible Soy Protein Seminar. Decatur, Illinois. 220 p. 
See p. 13-85. Held in 1976 at Moscow, USSR and Warsaw, 
Poland. [265 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Nutritional value of the protein of 
individual soy products: General considerations, soybeans 
as a vegetable, soyfl our, soybean milk, soybean curd, protein 

concentrates, protein isolates, fermented products. Blended 
soy products: Blend with wheat protein, blend with corn 
protein, blend with rice, vegetable-protein formulations, soy 
protein as meat extender. Textured meat analogs. Nutritional 
value of non-protein constituents: Available energy, crude 
fi ber, vitamins (fat-soluble vitamins, water-soluble vitamins), 
minerals (calcium, phosphorus, zinc, other metals). 
Antinutritional factors: Heat-labile factors (trypsin inhibitor, 
hemagglutinins, other heat-labile factors), heat-stable factors 
(saponins, estrogens, fl atulence factors, lysinoalanine). 
References. Tables.
 Concerning lysinoalanine (p. 58-59): “Sternberg et 
al. (1975) have recently shown lysinoalanine to be widely 
distributed in cooked foods, commercial food preparations, 
and food ingredients, many of which had never been 
subjected to alkaline treatment. Many of these foods had 
levels of lysinoalanine which were considerably higher than 
those found in commercial samples of soy protein isolate. 
The wide distribution of lysinoalanine among commonly 
cooked foods would tend to indicate that” this is neither a 
novel protein nor a serious problem, as some humans have 
long been exposed to proteins containing lysinoalanine with 
apparent impunity. “Its presence in soy protein can hardly 
be considered a serious problem for man.” Address: Dep. of 
Biochemistry, Univ. of Minnesota, St. Paul, MN 55108.

3109. O’Donovan, C.J. 1976. Recent studies of lysinoalanine 
in alkali-treated proteins. Food and Cosmetics Toxicology 
14(5):483-89. Oct. [25 ref]
• Summary: Lysinoalanine (LAL) is found in alkali-treated 
proteins. “Lysinoalanine (N’-(31.-2-amino-2-carboxyethyl)-
L-lysine; LAL), a recently recognized amino acid that has 
been found to occur as a protein-bound residue in various 
alkali-treated edible and non-food proteins, has also been 
found in many food proteins which have been subjected to 
conventional home cooking procedures under non-alkaline 
conditions.” In rats LAL may form unique microscopic 
lesions of the kidney. These fi ndings have prompted some to 
suggest that alkali-treatment of protein might have important 
toxicological implications for man.
 “Failure to induce the renal cytomegalic lesion in 
six other species by feeding free LAL at levels greatly in 
excess of that which is uniformly nephrotoxic to the rat (100 
ppm) strongly suggests that LAL-induced cytomegaly is 
a phenomenon specifi c to the rat species.” Address: Miles 
Laboratories, Inc., Elkhart, Indiana 46514.

3110. Robertson, Laurel; Flinders, Carol; Godfrey, Bronwen. 
1976. Laurel’s kitchen: A handbook for vegetarian cookery 
and nutrition. Nilgiri Press, Box 477, Petaluma, CA 94952. 
508 p. Oct. Foreword by George M. Briggs, Prof. of 
Nutrition, Univ. of California, Berkeley. Illust. Index. 24 x 
20 cm. Bantam Books pocketbook ed. Dec. 1978. 641 pages. 
[45 ref]
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• Summary: One of the best, most original, and most 
infl uential books of lacto-ovo vegetarian recipes and 
nutritional information published during the 1970s. 
Handsomely illustrated with woodcuts by Laurel, this classic 
is divided into three parts: Part I, “Giving the Gift of Life (p. 
10-62), is by Carol Flinders, a superb writer who majored 
in creative writing at Stanford University. It begins with her 
preface and a dedication that reads: “This book is dedicated 
to the glossy black calf on his way to the slaughterhouse 
many years ago, whose eyes met those of someone who 
could understand their appeal and inspire us, and thousands 
of others like us, to give the gift of life.” The fi rst section 
describes how one woman, Laurel, made the transition from 
Sloppy Joes to vegetarian culinary and nutritional mastery. 
The second section, “The Keeper of the Keys, talks about 
alternate and traditional roles for women in the home and 
society.
 Part II is recipes and menus (p. 65-297). Pages 66-69 
introduce “The Four Food Groups”: 1. Grains, legumes, nuts, 
& seeds. 2. Vegetables. 3. Fruit. 4. Milk & eggs. The “Four 
Food Groups for the Vegan” (p. 320-24) are grains-nuts-
seeds, legumes, vegetables, and fruit.
 Part III, “Nutrition for a Meatless Diet” (p. 298-486) is 
one of the best sources available on vegetarian nutrition. Of 
special value are the extensive tables on nutrient composition 
of foods, which include vitamins and minerals; they are up 
to date and well documented. A 22-page index adds to the 
books usefulness.
 Soybeans and soy products are praised as an excellent 
source of low-cost high quality protein (p. 69). Pages 82-83 
give details on soy fl our (full-fat) and soy powder.
 Soy-related recipes include: High protein bread (with 
soy fl our, p. 91). Pumpernickel (with soy meal, p. 92). Soy 
bread (with cooked whole soybeans or soy grits, p. 92-93). 
Pine nut pinwheels (with Soy Spread, p. 97). Breakfast 
beans (p. 122). Better-Butter (p. 123, a blend of 1 cup each 
vegetable oil and butter plus 2 tablespoons each water and 
dried skim milk, ¼ teaspoon lecithin, and ½ teaspoon salt). 
Soy milk (basic information and how to make at home using 
the Cornell method, p. 134-36). Sandwich ideas (incl. Soy 
burgers, Tofu patty, Soy Pâté, p. 138). Soy spread (p. 140). 
Tofu-peanut butter spread (p. 141). Minestrone (p. 166). 
Creamy green soup (p. 170). Stuffed peppers (with soy grits, 
p. 202). Chinese vegetables & tofu (p. 217). Soybean stock 
(p. 224). Soy stock gravy (p. 229). Zucchini oat-fl ake loaf 
(with soy meal, p. 243). Vegetable bean noodle bake (with 
soybeans, p. 245). Beans (with “1 cup cooked soy pulp, or 
coarsely chopped soybeans,” p. 257-60). Savory dinner loaf 
(with soy grits, p. 265). Soy burgers (p. 266). Neat balls 
(with Soy spread, p. 266). Tofu patties (p. 267).
 Pages 299-486 are about nutrition for a meatless diet. 
Information on soy is given on pages 307, 322-24, 381 
(“Soybean protein is a complete protein; its amino acid 
pattern conforms closely to that of milk.”), 460 and 463-64 

(tables of nutritional composition).
 Note: The authors use the term “soy pulp” to refer to 
soybeans that have been cooked and ground, and the term 
“insoluble residue” (p. 136) to refer to okara. Address: 
California.

3111. Vemury, Merlyn K.D.; Kies, Constance; Fox, Hazel M. 
1976. Comparative protein value of several vegetable protein 
products fed at equal nitrogen levels to human adults. J. of 
Food Science 41(5):1086-91. Sept/Oct. [25 ref]
• Summary: The goal of this study was to determine the 
protein nutritional value of several vegetable protein 
products processed to resemble ground beef. This human 
metabolic study lasted 32 days; there were nine subjects.
 “Results showed that the mean nitrogen balance of 
subjects fed extruded defatted soy fl our protein, extruded 
soy concentrate protein and blended wheat protein products 
were -1.16, -1.31 and -0.99, respectively, as compared to 
the standard controls beef and egg, which were -0.42 and 
-0.34, respectively. There was a signifi cant difference in 
the nitrogen balance of the standard controls and the test 
products but not among them.” Address: Dep. of Food & 
Nutrition, Nebraska Agric. Exp. Station; College of Home 
Economics, Univ. of Nebraska, Lincoln, NE 68583.

3112. Wald, George. 1976. The case against genetic 
engineering. Sciences (The) 16(5):6-12. Sept/Oct.
• Summary: “During hearings before the Cambridge, 
Massachusetts City Council, Harvard biologist [and Nobel 
laureate] George Wald–among others–testifi ed in opposition 
to performing genetic recombination research at Harvard 
University.”
 “Recombinant DNA technology faces our society with 
problems unprecedented not only in the history of science, 
but of life on Earth. It places in human hands the capacity to 
redesign living organisms, the products of some three billion 
years of evolution.
 “Such intervention must not be confused with previous 
intrusions upon the natural order of living organisms: animal 
and plant breeding, for example; or the artifi cial induction 
of mutations, as with X-rays. All such earlier procedures 
worked within single or closely related species. The nub of 
the new technology is to move genes back and forth, not 
only across species lines, but across any boundaries that now 
divide living organisms, particularly the most fundamental 
such boundary, that which divides prokaryotes (bacteria and 
bluegreen algae) from eukaryotes (those cells with a distinct 
nucleus in higher plants and animals). The results will be 
essentially new organisms, self-perpetuating and hence 
permanent. Once created, they cannot be recalled.
 “This is the transcendent issue, so basic, so vast in its 
implications and possible consequences, that no one is as yet 
ready to deal with it. We can’t deal with it until we know a 
lot more; and to learn those things we would have to venture 
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out into this noman’s land. It is nothing like making new 
transuranic elements.”
 “Up to now living organisms have evolved very slowly, 
and new forms have had plenty of time to settle in. It has 
taken from four to 20 million years for a single mutation, for 
example the change of one amino acid in the sequence of 
hemoglobin or cytochrome c, to establish itself as the species 
norm. Now whole proteins will be transposed overnight into 
wholly new associations, with consequences no one can 
foretell, either for the host organisms or their neighbors.
 “It is all too big, and is happening too fast. So this, the 
central problem, remains almost unconsidered. It presents 
probably the largest ethical problem that science has ever had 
to face. Our morality up to now has been to go ahead without 
restriction to learn all that we can about nature. Restructuring 
nature was not part of the bargain; nor was telling scientists 
not to venture further in certain directions. That comes hard.” 
A large photo shows Prof. Emeritus George Wald speaking.
 Note 1. In a sidebar titled “The Nobel Letters” (p. 8), 
contains excerpts from three other Nobel laureates, incl. 
Joshua Lederberg and Arthur Kornberg of the Stanford 
University Medical School, to the mayor of Cambridge, 
defending recombinant DNA research at Harvard.
 Note 2. This important article was reprinted in 
1979 in David A. Jackson and Stephen P. Stich, eds. The 
Recombinant DNA Debate. Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: 
Prentice-Hall. See p. 127-28. Address: Prof. Emeritus of 
Biology, Harvard Univ.

3113. Waldroup, Park. 1976. Full-fat soybeans a potential 
livestock feed (Continued–Document part II). Soybean 
Digest. Oct. p. 12-15.
• Summary: (Continued): “It may be concluded that heat-
treated whole soybeans may be used successfully in diets 
for laying hens with no adverse effects on performance. In 
some trials, rate of lay has even been increased, perhaps 
as a consequence of increased dietary energy levels. These 
increased energy levels have also been refl ected in increased 
egg size or improved feed utilization.
 “Although some studies have suggested that raw or 
unprocessed whole soybeans might be used as part or all 
of the major protein source, production on these studies 
has quite often been low even for those fed the control 
diets, although some exceptions can be found. However, 
it cannot be considered by the authors of this review as a 
recommended practice for layer hen diets.
 “No major health hazards to the hen have been noted 
from the inclusion of heat-treated soybeans. Mortality rates, 
incidence of liver fat, body weights and other indicators of 
metabolic or physiological health all support the view that 
properly processed full-fat soybeans may be an effective 
protein source for layer diets if economically justifi ed.
 “Full-fat Soybeans in Ruminant Diets: During its fi rst 
6 to 12 weeks of life, the ruminant animal (cow, sheep, 

goat, etc.) undergoes a transition in its digestive system 
from one similar to the mono-gastric (pig, chicken, etc.) 
to one having an active microbial fermentation vat, the 
reticulo-rumen. Once the reticulo-rumen becomes functional, 
micro-organisms (bacteria and protozoa) account for a large 
percentage of the breakdown of ingested feed of the ruminant 
animal.
 “Soybean oil meal has been used as a source of protein 
in ruminant diets for several years. However, limited 
amounts of full-fat soybeans have been used in ruminant 
rations. This. has been due in part to (1) the economics of 
feeding full-fat soybeans in comparison to soybean meal or 
other sources of protein; (2) the fear of poor utilization or 
digestion of unheated soybeans due to the trypsin inhibitor; 
and (3) to the poor utilization of fats when fed at high levels 
in ruminants diets. Maynard and Loosli observed that high 
amounts of fatty acids in the diet of cattle formed insoluble 
calcium and magnesium salts and were excreted undigested 
via the feces.
 “Univ. of Arkansas studies have evaluated roasted and 
extruded full-fat soybeans as the major source of protein in 
calf starter rations. These workers fed thirty Jersey heifer 
calves free choice starter rations containing soybeans which 
were roasted in an infra-red type cooker for 2 minutes at 
250ºF, extruded through a Brady farm cooker at 275ºF, or 
soybean oil meal plus 2% added animal fat. No differences 
were observed in average daily gains from 3 to 46 days of 
age. However, during this period, all calves were fed whole 
milk daily. Calves receiving the diet containing roasted 
soybeans grew slower than those fed either the extruded 
soybeans or soybean oil meal rations from 46 to 112 days of 
age. Overcooking of the roasted soybeans may have occurred 
which altered the protein quality. No differences in rate 
of growth during the 46 to 112 day period were observed 
among calves fed rations containing extruded soybeans or 
soybean oil meal but calves fed the extruded soybeans were 
more effi cient.
 “However, in Arkansas studies on the use of full-fat 
soybeans in diets of growing cattle, animals fed full-fat 
soybeans did not have as desirable feed-to-gain ratio as 
those fed the ration containing soybean meal. The ration 
containing raw soybeans was lower in apparent digestible 
dry matter, protein and energy than were the other rations. 
These workers concluded that in young growing dairy cattle, 
the naturally occurring trypsin inhibitor is not completely 
destroyed in the rumen as evidenced by the lower apparent 
digestibility of dry matter, protein and energy. Considerable 
research has been done on the use of full-fat soybeans in 
the diets of lactating dairy cows. Several studies report that 
raw soybeans, when fed in diets of lactating dairy cows, 
increased the percent of milk fat. Others have reported that 
dairy cows fed raw soybeans exhibited milk production 
equal to that obtained from cows fed soybean oil meal, and 
fat content of the milk was increased when raw soybeans 
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were fed. However, another researcher observed lower 
milk production in dairy cows fed diets containing raw 
soybeans. He concluded that the trypsin inhibitor was not 
completely destroyed in the rumen if more than 5 lb. of raw 
soybeans were fed per day. A study found that when all of 
the protein was furnished by full-fat heat treated soybeans, 
cows produced 3.5 lb. more milk daily than cows fed rations 
containing soybean oil meal.
 “In summary, it appears that full-fat soybeans, properly 
cooked, can be utilized effi ciently by young growing 
ruminants and lactating dairy cows. However, if large 
quantities of raw full-fat soybeans are fed, the trypsin 
inhibitor is probably not completely destroyed in the rumen 
and poor performance by the animal may occur.
 “Feeding Cooked Soybeans to Pigs: Properly cooked 
soybeans provide an excellent source of protein for swine. 
Uncooked soybeans are a poor source of protein for pigs. 
In an Arkansas trial conducted a number of years ago, it 
was demonstrated that growing pigs fed uncooked soybeans 
gained only 67% as fast and required 10% more feed to 
make a pound of gain as contrasted to pigs fed a properly 
processed soybean meal. Numerous other researchers have 
shown even larger differences in the performance of pigs fed 
uncooked soybeans and soybean meal.
 “Adequate cooking of soybeans prior to feeding to 
pigs is absolutely essential if optimum feeding value is 
to be obtained from the soybeans. Cooking accomplishes 
several objectives. These include the destruction of a 
substance in raw soybeans which inhibits the action of the 
digestive enzyme, trypsin. Proper cooking also improves 
the availability of the amino acids in the soybean protein. 
It is essential that the soybeans be cooked carefully 
since overcooking can also reduce the protein quality by 
destroying or reducing the digestibility of the amino acid 
lysine in the soybean protein.
 “Several experiments were conducted during the 1930s 
in which soybeans were fed as the only source of energy and 
protein. Since soybeans contain approximately 18% oil and 
37% protein, this practice results in a ration which contains 
too much protein, and the high oil content is likely to result 
in a pork carcass with soft fat.
 “About 15 to 20 years ago interest was renewed in 
studying various means of preparing whole soybeans so they 
provide the primary source of protein in swine rations. This 
practice becomes economical when the value of the cooked 
soybean on the farm is equal to or less than the cost of an 
equal quantity of protein purchased in soybean meal.
 “Most of the processing procedures involve the use 
of either a dry heat cooker or an extruder to properly heat 
the whole soybeans. Usually the beans are ground after 
processing to reduce particle size”
 “Experimental Findings With Full-Fat Soybeans: 
Several research workers at various experiment stations have 
contributed to the information currently available concerning 

the processing of full-fat soybeans for use in swine rations” 
(Continued): Address: Univ. of Kansas.

3114. Bates, R.P.; Matthews, R.F. 1976. Ascorbic acid and 
-carotene in soybeans as infl uenced by maturity, sprouting, 
processing, and storage. Proceedings of the Florida State 
Horticultural Society 88:266-71. Nov. 4-6. (Held 4-6 Nov. 
1975 at Lake Buena Vista, Florida. Published 15 March 
1976). [22 ref]
• Summary: “Severe ascorbic acid losses (50 to 70%) were 
experienced due to cooking or canning, whereas, freezing 
and storage losses were less (10-30%). Beta-carotene 
retention was 80-90% in all treatments. The large-seeded 
vegetable type is preferable as a green-mature vegetable 
and the smaller agronomic type is more effective as sprouts. 
Vegetable and agronomic types were similar in acceptance 
when evaluated at either fresh green or soaked dry 
maturities.” Address: Food Science Dep., Univ. of Florida, 
IFAS, Gainesville.

3115. Dahlke, Connie I. (Mrs.). 1976. Re: “Ten Talents” 
Cookbook. Letter to Mr. Wayne Darnell, Book Store 
Manager, Colorado Conference of SDA’s, 2520 S. Downing, 
Denver, Colorado 80210, Nov. 5. 3 p. Typed, with signature 
(carbon copy).
• Summary: This a 21-point negative review of the well-
known book; the reviewer has nothing good to say about 
it. Sample points are given below. The review begins: 
“Dear Mr. Darnell. “As per our recent conversation, I have 
reviewed the cookbook A Good Cook, Ten Talents by Frank 
and Rosalie Hurd. I have marked my comments in the copy I 
am sending you. However, I will summarize them here.
 “1. Raw sugar and honey are consistently recommended, 
while brown and whit sugar (refi ned) are considered poison 
(p. 13). Nutritionally this is incorrect. Brown sugar has 
a very small advantage over honey which in turn has a 
very small advantage over white sugar. Raw sugar is not 
recommended because it is quite often contaminated.”
 “3. Raw foods are touted as being of much assistance 
in digestion due to the high enzyme concentration (pp. 213, 
227). Such enzymes, it is claimed, help digest protein in 
the stomach (p. 227). The truth is, the body manufactures 
all enzymes needed for digestion. Raw foods have their 
place but not for the reasons claimed, nor in the amounts 
recommended. (“Ten Talents” recommends at least one-half 
to three-fourths of the diet should be from raw foods (pp. 33, 
44)), and it says all nuts should be eaten raw (p. 213).
 “4. Remedial properties of various herbs are listed which 
are not supportable with current scientifi c knowledge (pp. 
170-175). No references are given.”
 “8. It is claimed that sunfl ower seeds, almonds and 
coconut are ‘valuable sources’ of Vitamin D (p. 20) when in 
fact they contain no vitamin D.
 “9. Many false claims are made for Vitamin E (p. 21).
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 “10. Avocadoes are touted as being non-fattening and as 
having ‘wonderful properties.” (p. 260) They are also highly 
recommended as a wonderful fi rst solid food for infants. (p. 
53).”
 “20. The medical profession is denounced as not 
consulting ‘the manual that our Creator has given us” with 
the implication that physicians are not reliable sources of 
medical information (p. 26). (However, Hr. Hurd does not 
prove to be a reliable source of information himself.)
 “21. Monstrous statements about the ingredients of 
ice cream (pp. 124-125) and objections to meat eating (p. 
176) reveal emotionalism and poor judgment. Enough good 
reasons are available in these areas that there is no need to 
rely on questionable statements and unproven ‘facts.’
 “I could make additional comments, but I will refer you 
to the notations I have written in the book.”
 “I am sure that Mr. and Mrs. Hurd wrote this book with 
the best of intentions, however its merits are far outweighed 
by the gross misinformation that it contains. I therefore 
strongly recommend that this cookbook not be offered for 
sale by the Colorado Conference Offi ce, nor by any other 
outlets [bookstores] authorized by the Seventh-day Adventist 
Church.
 “Thank you for your consideration.” Copies of this 
review were sent to:
 “Mrs. Medford, Porter Memorial Hospital, Denver
 “Ella Mae Stoneburner, Health Dept., Gen. Conf. of 
SDA’s
 “U.D. Register, Ph.D., Chairman, Dept. of Nutrition, 
Loma Linda
 “Fonda Chaffee, Ph.D., Dept. of Home Economics, 
Andrews University
 “Alice Marsh, Dept. of Home Economics, Andrews 
University
 “Seventh-day Adventist Dietetic Association, Loma 
Linda
 “Mr. and Mrs. Frank J. Hurd, Chisholm, Minnesota
 Note 1. The Hurds quickly responded to this review by 
making many changes in their book before it was reprinted.
 Note 2. Dr. Hurd is apparently not recognized as a 
doctor by the reviewer. Address: R.D., Chief Therapeutic 
Dietitian, Boulder Memorial Hospital, 311 Mapleton, 
Boulder, Colorado 80302.

3116. Goodnight, Kenneth C., Jr.; Hartman, Grant H., 
Jr.; Marquardt, Robert F. Assignors to Mead Johnson & 
Company (Evansville, Indiana). 1976. Aqueous purifi ed soy 
protein and beverage. U.S. Patent 3,995,071. Nov. 30. 9 p. 
Application fi led 23 June 1975. [4 ref]
• Summary: Soy protein isolate is used to make a superior 
beverage. This invention describes a “process for the 
preparation of an improved soy protein having exceptionally 
low phytic acid [and phytate] content, improved digestibility, 
high water solubility, improved functional characteristics, 

lack of beany fl avor with substantially improved palatability, 
a neutral protein with low ash content, and affords improved 
protein yield, and high retention of sulfur containing amino 
acids.”
 The soy protein “is prepared by aqueous extraction of 
defatted soy fl akes, basifi cation to a pH in excess of 10.1 and 
removal of insolubles. The clarifi ed extract may be reduced 
in mineral and carbohydrates content by ultrafi ltration. 
The purifi ed aqueous extract may be advantageously used 
directly in the preparation of liquid dietary products without 
drying.”
 Note: Though Mead Johnson is a manufacturer of soy-
based infant formulas, no mention of them is made in this 
patent. Address: Evansville, Indiana.

3117. Bates, R.P.; Weiss, D.D.; Matthews, R.F. 1976. Pickled 
soybeans as a nutritious snack. Proceedings of the Florida 
State Horticultural Society 89:210-11. Nov. 2-4. (Published 1 
May 1977). [14 ref]
• Summary: “Soybeans harvested in the green mature (GM) 
stage are an attractive, appetizing, nutritious vegetable 
with intriguing potential. However, the thermal processing 
required to preserve this low acid (pH approximately equal to 
6.4) food has a detrimental effect upon product quality. Three 
vegetable pickling formulations, bread and butter, spicy, 
and dill have been modifi ed and evaluated to permit the 
use of a low temperature, acidifi ed pack (pH approximately 
equal to 4.3) process. The major process modifi cation was 
an increase in vinegar to compensate for the higher solids 
and buffering effect of soybean protein relative to most 
other vegetables... The bread and butter recipe was most 
popular but all formulations were found acceptable, with 
no signifi cant differences between packs from vegetable 
or agronomic types of GM soybean. The pickling process 
is a straightforward means of popularizing soybeans as a 
vegetable for direct consumption.” Address: Food Science 
Dep., Univ. of Florida, IFAS, Gainesville, FL 32611.

3118. Chaudry, M.M.; Nelson, A.I.; Perkins, E.G. 1976. 
Distribution of aldrin and dieldrin in soybeans, oil, and by-
products during processing. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ 
Society 53(11):695-97. Nov. [11 ref]
• Summary: Soybean samples were acquired from fi elds 
that had been treated and not treated with the chlorinated 
pesticide aldrin. The samples were analyzed for the aldrin 
and dieldrin content of the oil. Deodorization of the oil 
was found to be the most effective step in removal of 
the pesticides, and deodorizer distillate contained high 
concentrations of aldrin and dieldrin. However fully refi ned 
soybean oil was found to be free of aldrin and dieldrin 
residues–up to the limits of detectability by instruments. 
Address: Dep. of Food Science, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, IL 
61801.
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3119. Ebine, Hideo. 1976. Fermented soybean foods. 
INTSOY Series No. 10. p. 126-29. R.M. Goodman, ed. 
Expanding the Use of Soybeans (College of Agric., Univ. of 
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign). [11 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Miso. Shoyu. Natto. 
Conclusion. Literature cited. Discussion.
 Production of fermented soyfoods in Japan in 1974 was 
as follows: Miso 587,228 tonnes (metric tons; this miso was 
made from 191,621 tonnes of whole soybeans, 2,200 tonnes 
of defatted soybean meal, 102,104 tonnes of rice, 22,280 
tonnes of barley, 80,265 tonnes of salt).
 Shoyu 1,213,350 tonnes (made from 14,278 tonnes of 
whole soybeans, 176,138 tonnes of defatted soybean meal, 
176,319 tonnes of wheat, 209,674 tonnes of salt).
 Natto 90,000 tonnes (made from 47,000 tonnes of 
whole soybeans). “In 1960 the National Food Research 
Institute initiated a project to develop a new type of soybean 
food in order to comply with a request from UNICEF to 
supply a nutritious protein food for children. The product 
thus developed is processed in the following way: soaked 
soybeans are fi rst cooked in an autoclave at 121ºC for 30 
minutes. A starter of B. natto is then added to the hot, cooked 
soybeans and mixed well. The inoculated soybeans are 
fermented at 42ºC for 8 to 10 hours. The fermented soybeans 
are then passed through a chopper and spread over trays 
for vacuum dehydration. The dried material is made into 
a powder for use as an ingredient, mixed with wheat fl our, 
in biscuits. In animal feeding experiments this new food 
had an absorption rate of 83 percent and a biological value 
of 63 percent, a notable improvement compared with the 
absorption rate and biological value of raw soybeans.”
 “An ancient legend indicates that the technology for 
making soybean foods with the aid of microorganisms 
originated in China. These foods and the manufacturing 
process involved were introduced into Japan between 500 
and 600 A.D.” Address: Applied Microbiology Div., National 
Food Research Inst., Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry, 
Tokyo, Japan.

3120. Ferrier, L.K.; Cheosakul, Ubolsri; Ebine, H.; Kopp, 
E.; Winarno, F.G. 1976. Small scale soybean processing: 
What is needed? INTSOY Series No. 10. p. 207-210. R.M. 
Goodman, ed. Expanding the Use of Soybeans (College of 
Agric., Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign).
• Summary: The Introduction by L.K. Ferrier states: “In 
recent years food scientists have become increasingly 
concerned about the nutritional status of people in the 
developing nations of the world... Participants in this 
symposium believe that the development of small-scale 
processing equipment for use in the home, village, or small 
industry is crucial.”
 The fi rst section of this discussion deals with the 
practical problems in developing a small-scale soybean food 
industry in Thailand.

 “Kopp: Dry-roasted soybeans have met with 
considerable success in Ethiopia.”
 “Winarno: In 1976 Indonesia launched an ambitious 
program called the National Campaign for Nutrition 
Improvement of the Nation, whose purpose is to combat 
protein and calorie malnutrition. Four organizations are 
involved: (a) the Nutrition Intervention Program, (b) the 
Food Technology Development Center, (c) the Nutrition 
Research and Development Center, and (d) the Nutrition 
Education and Training Program.” Address: 1. Dep. of Food 
Science & INTSOY, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana.

3121. Fisher, Chirstopher E.; Leach, I.B.; Wilding, P. 1976. 
Improved separation of the major water-soluble proteins of 
soya meal by a single-step chromatographic procedure. J. of 
the Science of Food and Agriculture (London) 27(11):1039-
43. Nov. [15 ref]
• Summary: The major water-soluble proteins of soya meal 
are the storage globulins (glycinin and gamma-conglycinin) 
and the anti-nutritional factors (Kunitz trypsin inhibitor and 
soya bean haemagglutinin). The material used was Central 
Soya Soyafl uff 200W, a defatted soya bean meal. Address: 
Unilever Research, Colworth/Welwyn Lab., Colworth 
House, Sharnbrook, Bedford MK44 ILQ.

3122. Kapoor, A.C.; Gupta, Y.P. 1976. Note on cookability 
and beany fl avour of soybean. Indian J. of Agricultural 
Sciences 46(11):546-48. Nov. [6 ref]
• Summary: Dry roasting was reported to be effective in 
eliminating the beany fl avor of soybeans. Address: Indian 
Agricultural Research Inst., New Delhi 110 012 India.

3123. Koch, Carol. 1976. Latin American approaches to 
nutrition: Expand soy communication channels. Soybean 
Digest. Nov. p. 18-19.
• Summary: Agnes Teske, a nutrition technician for the 
American Soybean Assoc., discussed the opportunities for 
plugging soy into future plans after a 6 country survey of 
nutrition programs in Central America. Teske and Ruth 
Orellana, ASA nutritionist in Mexico, did a series of 
seminars on soy protein in these countries earlier this year. 
Programs funded by Food for Peace, Catholic Relief, AID, 
etc., have been phased out in a number of these countries. 
A rundown of the countries Teske surveyed–Mexico, El 
Salvador, Costa Rica, Columbia, Ecuador and Venezuela–
and what they are involved with is given.

3124. Koch, Carol. 1976. USSR, Polish seminars foundation 
for future contracts. Soybean Digest. Nov. p. 19.
• Summary: “’Edible soy protein seminars being conducted 
in Poland and the USSR are just the foundation on which 
we hope to build a future for soybean market development 
in these countries,’ according to Dennis Blankenship, ASA 
director of market development.
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 “Conducted in late October, Blankenship remarked that 
these seminars marked the fi rst time American industry could 
deal directly with prospective Soviet and East European 
customers on the topic of soy protein foods as a means 
of meeting world food needs. The seminars were jointly 
sponsored by ASA, the Food Protein Council and the Foreign 
Agricultural Service.
 “Drawing together expert technicians in the production 
and application of various soy protein products, the seminars 
briefed government and institutional feeding offi cials 
on the uses soy could have in their nutritional programs. 
Delegates came from the USSR, Hungary, Poland, Romania, 
Yugoslavia, East Germany, Czechoslovakia and Bulgaria.
 “Among, the speakers at the seminars was Richard 
Burket, Archer Daniels Midland. According to Burket, ‘As 
an industry, the edible soy protein industry is rather young.’ 
But as a food product, it fi nds uses ranging ‘from basic [soy] 
fl our to the textured products and are used in everything 
from bakery products to meat and dairy products.’ It looks to 
be a growing market on an international basis, he contends, 
because soy protein provides an economic protein source 
that is versatile. It’s biggest boost came from the U.S. 
Government when it’s use was approved in school lunch 
programs thus opening the door to the growing institutional 
feeding market.
 “One portion of the seminar discussed the nutritional 
aspects of soy protein products; the general manufacturing 
process plus composition, function and nutritional properties 
of soy fl our and grits; textured soy protein products, and 
soy concentrates and isolates. Speaking to these topics, 
respectively, were Dr. Irvin E. Liener, Univ. of Minnesota; 
Dr. Donald Quass, Dawson Mills, Minnesota; Dr. Bernard 
Link, Cargill Inc., Minnesota; Dr. L.D. Williams, Central 
Soya Co., Illinois.
 “The second part of each seminar covered the various 
applications of soy ranging from consumer applications 
to bakery, meat and whipping applications plus a look 
at developments that may take place in the future. Chris 
Edwards, Ralston Purina S.A., Belgium, opened the 
discussion of soy applications and was followed by Robert 
Bartz, Nabisco Protein Foods, New Jersey; Dr. Morton S. 
Cole, Archer Daniels Midland, Illinois; William Readdy, 
Griffi th Laboratories, Illinois; Jaap Van Son, A.E. Staley, The 
Netherlands; and Sheldon J. Hauck, Food Protein Council, 
Washington, D.C.
 “Addressing both seminars on the future soybean 
supply prospects and technology available to U.S. soybean 
farmers were Dick Falb, ASA, and Gerald Michaelson, ASA 
president from Dawson, Minnesota.
 Keynoting the Moscow meeting was U.S. Assistant 
Secretary of Agriculture Richard Bell, and U.S. Ambassador 
Richard T. Davies opened the Warsaw conference.
 “A special 1-day seminar on soybean meal utilization 
followed the USSR meeting.

 “Following an introduction to participants by Alan 
Trick, ag attache, Dick Falb, ASA, provided an overview of 
U.S. soybean production. Then the conferees were given the 
technical information for application of soybean meal in their 
livestock and poultry rations.
 “Dr. Keith Smith, ASA animal nutritionist, discussed 
the production, composition and utilization of soybean meal; 
and Dr. Park Waldroup, Univ. of Arkansas, delineated current 
trends in amino acid nutrition.
 “Dr. Vaughn Speer, Iowa State Univ., addressed the use 
of soybean meal and amino acid requirements for pregnancy 
and lactation in swine. Closing out this special conference 
was W.W. Cravens, Central Soya, discussing soybean meal 
usage in U.S. feed.
 “With favorable reception of these seminars, both from 
the soy for human nutrition standpoint and for livestock 
rations, Blankenship says ASA hopes to be able to expand 
communication channels between the U.S. and these 
countries.”

3125. Spiekerman, David. 1976. Four vegetable treasures 
from Japan. Organic Gardening and Farming 23:58-60, 62. 
Nov.
• Summary: The four are: Gobo or domestic burdock, the 
Hokkaido pumpkin (kabocha), black soybeans, and the 
Japanese eggplant. “The black soybean is the easiest of these 
Far Eastern vegetables to grow.” After 70 days of growing, 
the plants fl ower and produce fruit.
 “Unlike the common black bean, the black soybean 
is one food few Americans have eaten. When cooked, it is 
sweeter than any bean in the world. It is a high-protein sweet, 
which the Japanese feature during festive occasions. Prepare 
them like any bean, though they cook fi rmer than most. The 
Japanese believe the Hokkaido [pumpkin] strengthens the 
liver, whereas the black soybean strengthens the kidneys. 
So uncommon is the bean that it retails for over $1.50 per 
pound.”

3126. Winarno, F.G.; Karyadi, Darwin. 1976. Nutrition and 
processing of soybeans. INTSOY Series No. 10. p. 137-
42. R.M. Goodman, ed. Expanding the Use of Soybeans 
(College of Agric., Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign). 
[21 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Nutritional status. 
Soybeans as source of good-quality protein: Chemical 
composition, nutritive value, other components. Storage 
of soybeans. Processing and its effects on nutritive value: 
Effects of heating on nutritive value, effects of heating on 
fl avor, soybean varieties and processing methods. High 
protein food mixtures: Saridele, Tempeh-fi sh-rice, soya-rice 
baby food, soybean residue-fi sh-rice (with okara), other food 
mixtures. Conclusion. Discussion.
 “In 1952 the Institute of Nutrition started a study of 
soybean milk. As a result of the study, a factory was set 
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up in Jogyakarta in 1957 with the assistance of FAO and 
UNICEF. The product, which was called Saridele, was made 
from soybeans, peanuts, and sesame seeds, and was fortifi ed 
with minerals and vitamins. The nutrient composition of 
Saridele compared with that of cow’s milk is shown in Table 
6. The production of Saridele was discontinued after 1966 
because of the irregular supply of soybeans and marketing 
problems.” Address: 1. Agricultural Engineering and Product 
Technology, Bogor Agricultural Univ., Fate Meta, Jl. Gu 
Gede; 2. Nutrition Research and Development Centre. Both: 
Bogor, Indonesia.

3127. Carpenter, Dorothy L.; Lehmann, J.; Mason, B.S.; 
Slover, H.T. 1976. Lipid composition of selected vegetable 
oils. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 53(12):173-18. 
Dec. [12 ref]
• Summary: Gives data on the composition of 14 selected 
liquid vegetable oils sold commercially in Washington, 
DC, in May 1972, including soybean oil, soy-cottonseed 
blends, etc. Brand names are given. Includes the fatty 
acid composition, content of trans fatty acids, location of 
the double bonds in the unsaturated fatty acids, percent 
conjugation, tocopherol content, ratio of polyunsaturated 
to saturated fatty acids, and the ratio of -tocopherol to 
polyunsaturated fatty acids. Trans fatty acid isomers were 
found in commercial vegetable oils. Address: Lipid Nutrition 
Lab., Nutrition Inst., ARS, USDA, Beltsville, Maryland 
20705.

3128. Food Product Development. 1976. Textured soy 
protein for rapid hydration [Staley’s Textured Procon]. 
10(10):40. Dec.
• Summary: “Textured Procon is a textured soy protein 
concentrate produced from A.E. Staley’s Procon soy 
concentrate that provides a low fl avor profi le.” This bland, 
white-colored product is high in protein (71.5%) with high 
water absorption, fast hydration, and absence of fl atulence. 
Textured Procon is available in two particle sizes with 
options of caramel coloring and fortifi cations for use in 
school lunch programs.
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 2015) that contains the term “textured soy protein 
concentrate.”
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Oct. 2015) that uses the term “Textured Procon” to 
refer to textured soy protein concentrate. Address: A.E. 
Staley Mfg. Co., Decatur, Illinois.

3129. Food Product Development. 1976. National poll 
queries consumer views on soy protein: Aids to marketing. 
10(10):66-67. Dec.
• Summary: “Soybeans are named as a prime food of 
the future more frequently than any other food source, 
according to results of a national opinion poll by the Gallup 

Organization. The study measured opinions of consumers 
about economic and nutritional values of soy protein foods.”
 The “study found that 33% of those questioned believe 
soybeans will be the primary future source of protein for 
human nutrition. Meat was cited by 24% and fi sh was 
mentioned fi rst by 21%.”
 The study was commissioned by the Food Protein 
Council (Washington, DC). Gallup interviewed 1,543 adult 
men and women.

3130. Hashemy-Tonkabony, S.E.; Soleimani-Amiri, M.J. 
1976. Detection and determination of chlorinated pesticide 
residues in raw and various stages of processed vegetable oil. 
J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 53(12):752-53. Dec. 
[3 ref]
• Summary: One hundred and ten samples oil were taken 
from seven operating oil factories in Iran. These included 
raw oil and oil from the various stages of processing, i.e., 
neutralized, hydrogenated, decolorized, deodorized, and 
shortening. “The results show the presence of DDT and its 
metabolites as well as lindane, dieldrin, and endrin in raw 
and processed oil, and their relative loss due to chemical and 
heat treatment.
 Table 1 shows “Chlorinated pesticide residues in crude 
vegetable oils after various stages of processing.” The six 
stages are described above. The seven columns showing 
pesticide residues are for lindane, heptachlor, DDE, TDE, 
DDT, dieldrin, and endrin. In each case, the pesticides 
residues are highest in the crude oil and lowest in the 
shortenings (most refi ned). Address: Lab. of Toxicology, 
Dep. of Food Hygiene, Tehran Univ., P.O. Box 3262, Tehran, 
Iran.

3131. Hofi , A.A.; Rabie, A.M.; Farahat, S.E.; et al. 1976. The 
yield, quality, and chemical composition of Domiati cheese 
from buffaloes and soy milk mixture. Egyptian J. of Dairy 
Science 4(2):141-45. Dec. [10 ref]
• Summary: The yield of Domiati cheese, made from a 
4:1 mixture of water buffaloe’s milk and soymilk dropped 
slightly, and weight losses during pickling were slightly 
higher than for buffaloe’s milk cheese. Quality of the cheese 
from the Buffalo/soy milk mixture was lower than that of 
the control cheese. Changes in composition of both cheeses 
during pickling were very similar. Address: Dep. of Food 
Science, Ain Shams Univ., Cairo, Egypt.

3132. Knuckles, B.E.; deFremery, D.; Kohler, G.O. 1976. 
Coumestrol content of fractions obtained during wet 
processing of alfalfa. J. of Agricultural and Food Chemistry 
24(6):1177-80. Nov/Dec. [27 ref]
• Summary: Soybean sprouts are very high in coumestrol 
(71.1 micrograms per gram), an estrogen that occurs in 
extremely low amounts in most other soybean products 
(typically 0.2 to 1.2 micrograms per gram). The biological 
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signifi cance of the high coumestrol level in soybean sprouts 
is unknown. Address: USDA Western Regional Research 
Lab., Berkeley (Albany), California.

3133. Kokoczka, P.J.; Stevenson, K.E. 1976. Effect of 
cottonseed and soy products on the growth of Clostridium 
perfringens. J. of Food Science 41(6):1360-62. Nov/Dec. [10 
ref]
• Summary: Clostridium perfringens has become a major 
cause of foodborne disease in the United States. Substitution 
of soy protein for about half of the meat protein did not 
signifi cantly affect the generation times.
 The soy protein sources used were: (1) Fern brand Low 
Fat Soya Flour (Richard Foods Corp., Melrose Park, Illinois 
60160), and (2) Bontrae texturized soy product (General 
Mills, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55453). Address: Dep. of 
Food Science & Human Nutrition, Michigan State Univ., 
East Lansing, Michigan 48824.

3134. Laignelet, B.; Feillet, P.; Nicolas, D.; Kadane, V.V. 
1976. Potential use of soy proteins in the pasta industry. 
Food Industries of South Africa. Dec. p. 14-16, 19-20. [9 ref]
• Summary: Pasta products were supplemented with soy 
fl ours, soy protein concentrates, and soy protein isolates. 
Increasing the amount of isolates increases pasta brownness, 
fi rmness after cooking, and canning stability, and decreases 
water absorption. The use of Promine D and F isolates 
improves the nutritional value of the pasta (protein content 
25-30% dry weight basis; chemical score 80%) without 
deleterious effects on the organoleptic properties. The 
overall quality of pasta enriched with soy fl our or soy 
protein concentrates is lower than that enriched with isolates. 
Address: 1-2. INRA–Laboratoire de Technologie des Blés 
Durs et du Riz, 9 place Viala, 34060 Montpellier Cédéx, 
France; 3-4. Central Soja, 66 rue Royale, 1000 Brussels, 
Belgium.

3135. Lolas, G.M.; Palamidis, N.; Markakis, P. 1976. The 
phytic acid-total phosphorus relationship in barley, oats, 
soybeans, and wheat. Cereal Chemistry 53(6):867-71. Nov/
Dec. [6 ref]
• Summary: “Phytic acid, which is myoinositol 
1,2,3,4,5,6-hexakis (dihydrogen phosphate), has attracted 
considerable attention in recent years as it interferes with the 
intestinal absorption of certain minerals, especially zinc, and 
thereby causes nutritional defi ciencies.
 “The following correlation coeffi cients were found 
between phytic acid content and total P content of four 
seed types: 0.9612 for barley, 0.9103 for oats, 0.9852 for 
soybeans, and 0.9682 for wheat.” This high correlation may 
be used for the estimation of phytic acid content through the 
simpler total phosphorus determination. Address: 1-2. Dep. 
of Food Science and Human Nutrition, Michigan State Univ., 
East Lansing, Michigan 48824.

3136. Monckeberg, Fernando; Yanez, E.; Ballester, D.; 
Merchack, N.; Jarpa, S.; Martner, J.; Alvarez, M.; Alvear, 
J.; Contreras, I.; et al. 1976. Desarrolo de una formula 
alimentaria (Fortesan) para-escolares [Development of 
a food formulation (Fortesan) for pre-school children]. 
Archivos Latinoamericanos de Nutricion 26(4):426-47. Dec. 
[12 ref. Spa; eng]
• Summary: Summary: The studies conducted on the 
development of a protein-rich mixture (Fortesan) intended 
for pre-school and school children are presented in this 
paper. This food is composed of 70% extruded wheat-soy 
blend, 25% non-fat dry milk and 5% cocoa powder. The 
purpose of this product is to substitute a fraction of the milk 
that the National Health Service (Chile) distributes freely to 
children up to 15 years of age. Fortesan contains 23% protein 
and provides 345 calories per 100 grams.
 “The biological value of Fortesan was tested in both rats 
and children. The protein effi ciency ratio (PER) was 2.6 as 
compared to 2.8 for casein; the net protein utilization (NPU) 
of Fortesan was 70 and that of casein was 72. Nitrogen 
balance studies showed a retention of 16.1% for milk and 
29% for Fortesan. These results show that the protein of 
Fortesan has a biological quality comparable to that of milk.
 “The long term acceptability of Fortesan was tested in 
children attending a Kindergarten and in 440 families. In 
both cases acceptability was excellent.
 “In summary, Fortesan is a food of high protein content, 
good biological quality and acceptability that can be used 
as a milk substitute in children. Based on these results the 
industrial production of Fortesan is highly recommended.”
 Note: In 1971 Dr. Fernando Monckeberg Barros was 
Director, Laboratorio de Investigaciones Pediatricas, Escuela 
de Medicina, Universidade de Chile, Santiago, Chile. 
Address: 1-13. Instituto de Nutricion y Tecnología de los 
Alimentos, Universidade de Chile.

3137. Naim, Michael; Gestetner, B.; Bondi, A.; Birk, 
Y. 1976. Antioxidative and antihemolytic activities of 
soybean isofl avones. J. of Agricultural and Food Chemistry 
24(6):1174-77. Nov/Dec. [20 ref]
• Summary: Soybean isofl avones, in addition to their 
estrogenic activity, inhibit lipoxygenase activity (thus 
enabling them to behave as antioxidants) and exert 
an antihemolytic effect on erythrocytes subjected to 
peroxidation. Specifi cally, they prevent peroxidative 
hemolysis of sheep erythrocytes in vitro. The extent depends 
on the structures of the isofl avones. “Very high antihemolytic 
activity of some isofl avones such as daidzein was exerted 
toward sheep erythrocytes, very little and only by genistein 
was exerted toward rat erythrocytes, and no antihemolytic 
effect was noted at all on rabbit erythrocytes.” The 
physiological signifi cance of these phenomena in the human 
diet is not clear.
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 Table 1 shows inhibition of lipoxygenase by isofl avones 
from soybeans. The inhibitors tested were: Quercetin 
(reference), genistein, genistin, daidzein, daidzin, glycitein, 
glycitein 7-O-Beta glucoside, dimethoxy-daidzein. Address: 
Dep. of Agricultural Biochemistry, Hebrew Univ. of 
Jerusalem, Rehovot, Israel.

3138. Perry, Aiko K.; Peters, C.R.; Van Duyne, F.O. 1976. 
Effect of variety and cooking method on cooking times, 
thiamine content, and palatability of soybeans. J. of Food 
Science 41(6):1330-34. Nov/Dec. [13 ref]
• Summary: Soybeans soaked and boiled in water or in 
0.07% sodium bicarbonate solution contained more thiamine 
and had higher total acceptability scores than did those 
prepared with 0.2% or 0.5% sodium bicarbonate solutions. 
Soybeans soaked and boiled in the latter solutions were 
darker and had mealy textures and alkaline fl avors. “Fried 
and boiled soybeans retained the most thiamine and had 
the highest fl avor scores.” Address: 1&3. School of Human 
Resources & Family Studies, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, 
IL 61801; 2. Dep. of Food Science & Human Nutrition, 
Michigan State Univ., East Lansing, MI 48824.

3139. Sands, David C.; Hankin, Lester. 1976. Fortifi cation 
of foods by fermentation with lysine-excreting mutants 
of lactobacilli. J. of Agricultural and Food Chemistry 
24(6):1104-06. Nov/Dec. [12 ref]
• Summary: Both wild-type Lactobacillus acidophilus and 
a lysine-excreting mutant were used to ferment soymilk to 
make yogurt. The wild type decreased the lysine content of 
the soymilk by 20% whereas the mutant increased it by 14%. 
The use of lysine-excreting mutants in producing fermented 
foods is compared with direct fortifi cation of foods with 
lysine and modifi cation of plant protein through genetics. 
Address: Dep. of Plant Pathology and Botany, and Dep. of 
Biochemistry, Connecticut Agric. Exp. Station, New Haven, 
Connecticut 06504.

3140. Singh, Neelam; Gupta, A.K. 1976. Biochemical 
evaluation and cooking quality of some soybean varieties 
recommended for cultivation in North India. Food Farming 
and Agriculture (Calcutta) 8(6):1-3. Dec. [10 ref]
• Summary: 18 promising varieties were evaluated 
for protein content, oil, cooking time, tryptophan, and 
methionine. Address: 1. MSc, Senior Research Fellow, 
(ICAR); 2. MSc (Ag.), PhD (IARI), Assoc. Prof. (Food 
Scientist) and Offi cer-in-Charge, Crop Quality Lab., Dep. of 
Plant Breeding, J.N. Krishi Vishwa Vidyalaya, Jabalpur 482 
004, MP, India.

3141. Todhunter, E. Neige. 1976. Chronology of some 
events in the development and application of the science of 
nutrition. Nutrition Reviews 34:353-65. Dec.
• Summary: A superb compilation by an expert in the history 

of nutrition. From 1 to 5 events appear under each year in the 
20th century. For example:
 “1909-1928: Classic studies performed by Thomas Burr 
Osborne and Lafayette B. Mendel on the nutritive value of 
proteins.”
 “1914-1918: World War I gave impetus to food and 
nutrition studies.”
 “1915: Discovery of a water-soluble factor required for 
growth.” Address: PhD, Visiting Prof. of Nutrition, School of 
Medicine, Station 17, Vanderbilt Univ., Nashville, Tennessee 
37203.

3142. Bastos, S.T.G.; Baracho, I.R. 1976. Teor de vitaminas 
em cultivares de soja [Signifi cance of vitamins in soybean 
cultivars (Abstract)]. Suplemento de Ciencia e Cultura, 
Resumos 28:518. Presented at 28th Reuniao Anual da 
Sociedade Brasileira para o Progresso da Ciencia, Brasilia. 
1976. [Por]*
Address: Brazil.

3143. Bates, R.P. 1976. Fresh green-mature soybeans: 
A nutritional, versatile vegetable. Florida Cooperative 
Extension Service. FS-1. 4 p. *

3144. Bressani, Ricardo. 1976. Nutritional value of vegetable 
mixtures. Interciencia 1(1):26-31. *
• Summary: Discusses soy and Maisoy.

3145. Chávez, O.G.; Buckle, Teresa S. de; Pfeifer, W.; 
Cabrera, J.A. 1976. Producción experimental de harina de 
soya para la sustitución parcial de trigo en pastas alimenticias 
enriquecidas [Experimental production of soy fl our for the 
partial substitution of wheat in fortifi ed alimentary pasta]. 
Tecnologia (IIT, Colombia) 18(102):25-51. [Spa]*

3146. Development of composite fl our using local resources 
and use of the fl our to produce high nutrition low-cost food 
products. 1976. Seoul, South Korea: Korea Institute of 
Science and Technology. 177 p. *
Address: South Korea.

3147. Dronne, Yves. 1976. Le marché mondial de proteínes 
de soja destinées à l’alimentation humaine [The world 
market for soy proteins to be used for human nutrition]. 
Rungis, France: Institut National de la Recherche 
Agronomique (INRA). 50 p. [Fre]*
Address: France.

3148. Díaz, D. 1976. Valor nutritivo y uso potencial de las 
proteínas solubles e insolubles de soya [The nutritive value 
and potential use of soluble and insoluble proteins from 
soybeans]. Tecnologia (IIT, Colombia) 18(101):9-27. [Spa]*

3149. Flengmark, Poul. 1976. Baelgsaedarter 1969-73 
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[Species of grain legumes, 1969-73]. Tidsskrift for Planteavl 
(Denmark) 80(4):433-41. [5 ref. Dan; eng]
• Summary: In 11 trials from 1969 to 1973 at three locations 
in Denmark (Roskilde, Borris, and Roenhave), seeds of the 
following plants were planted between April 20 and June 
1: Soyabeans (cultivars Fiskeby V and Donovans 052-903), 
yellow lupin, yellow sweet lupin, brown beans, Vicia faba 
and Phaseolus vulgaris. Seed yields ranged from a low of 
1.36 tonnes/ha for soybean cultivar Fiskeby V to a high of 
3.74 tonnes/ha in Vicia faba cultivar Ackerperle. Protein 
yields ranged from a low of 0.27 tonnes/ha in Phaseolus 
vulgaris cultivar Master to 0.91 tonnes/ha in Ackerperle. 
Information is given for each cultivar on dates of emergence, 
start of fl owering, maturity, and seed amino acid contents.
 “Field beans gave the highest yield of seed as well as 
of protein. Sweet lupin gave the second highest yield, also 
of both seed and protein. Soybean gave the lowest seed 
yield, but because of a high protein content in the seed a 
higher protein yield than those of french bean and white 
bean was harvested.” The highest protein quality was found 
in the soybean, followed by lupin, french bean, white bean, 
and fi eld bean. Address: Statens Forsoegsstation, Roskilde, 
Denmark.

3150. Hayashi, Koreichi; Nagao, Kazumi; Wakabayashi, 
Keiko; Takahashi, Hiromi. 1976. Nattô no eiyô-ka ni 
kansuru jikken-teki kenkyû. XI. Nattô-shoku ni okeru 
reshichin, mechionin, keiran oyobi gyûniku no hosoku kôka 
[Experimental study on the nutritional value of natto. IX. The 
effect of substituting lecithin, methionine, chicken, eggs, or 
beef for natto in the diet]. Teikoku Gakuen Kiyo (Memoirs of 
the Teikoku Women’s University) 2:19-24. [Jap]*

3151. Hayashi, Ueichi; Nagao, Kazumi; Tosa, Sachiyo; 
Yoshioka, Hideaki. 1976. Nattô no eiyô-ka ni kansuru 
jikken-teki kenkyû. VIII. Nattô tenka-shoku to SHR no 
ketsuatsu to no kanren ni tsuite [Experimental study on the 
nutritional value of natto. VIII. The relationship between 
a diet containing natto and the blood pressure of SHR]. 
Teikoku Gakuen Kiyo (Memoirs of the Teikoku Women’s 
University) 2:9-17. [Jap]*

3152. Huang, P.C.; Tung, T.C.; Chen, T.Y. 1976. Nutritive 
value of soybean milk formula supplemented with partially 
autolyzed egg in infants and rats. Presented at Republic of 
China-United States Cooperative Program, Seminar on Food 
Science and Nutrition, Taipei, Taiwan. *

3153. Kanematsu, H.; Maruyama, T.; Niiya, I.; Imamura, 
M.; Suzuki, K.; Kutsuwa, Y.; Murase, I.; Matsumoto, T. 
1976. Shokuyô yushi no seisei, kakô kôtei ni okeru biryo 
seibun no kyôdô ni tsuite. II. Kôka kôtei ni okeru PCB, yûki 
enso-kei noyaku no shôchô [Studies on the behavior of trace 
components in oils and fats during processing for edible 

use. II. Variation in the amount of PCB and organochlorine 
pesticides during the hydrogenation process]. Yukagaku (Oil 
Chemistry) 25(1):42-46. (Chem. Abst. 84:104013). [7 ref. 
Jap; eng]
• Summary: Five types of organochlorine pesticides and 
PCB (polychlorinated biphenyl; a family of highly toxic 
chemical compounds) were added to purifi ed soybean oil and 
the oil was hydrogenated under 11 different conditions. The 
amounts of residual organochlorine pesticides and PCB were 
determined, and it was found that they decreased markedly 
by hydrogenation–but the degree of decrease was not 
uniform. Address: 1-4. Japan Institute of Oils, Fats & Other 
Foods Inspection Foundation, Nihonbashi Hama-cho 3-27-
8, Chuo-ku, Tokyo-to, Japan; 5-7. Asahi Electro Chemical 
Co. Ltd., Tokyo. 8. Nihon Univ., College of Science & 
Technology, Kanda-Surugadai 1-8, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo.

3154. Lee, C-H. 1976. [The effect of Korean soysauce 
and soypaste making on soybean protein quality]. Hanguk 
Sikp’um Kwahakhoe Chi (Korean J. of Food Science and 
Technology) 8(1):12-32. [Eng; kor]*

3155. Oliveira, A.J. 1976. Growth, heat resistance, and 
survival of Escherichia coli and Staphylococcus aureus on 
milk protein and soy protein foods. Dissertation Abstracts 
International (B) 36(a):4370. *

3156. Sastroamidjojo, M.S.A. 1976. Proses pertempean 
sebagai sesuatu jalan untuk mengatasi crisis protein 
[Tempeh processing as a solution to the protein crisis]. 
Yogyakarta: Fakultas Pertanian Universitas Gadjah Mada. 4 
p. Unpublished manuscript. [Ind]*
Address: Yogyakarta, Indonesia.

3157. Suharni, Th. Tri; Sidemen, I.G. Badjra; Sutariningsih, 
Edang. 1976. Peranan beberapa bakteri dalam pembentukan 
growth factor pada fermentasi tempe [The role of several 
bacteria in growth factor formation during tempeh 
fermentation]. Yogyakarta: Fakultas Biologi Universitas 
Gadjah Mada. 16 p. Research report. [Ind]*
Address: Yogyakarta, Indonesia.

3158. Taira, Harue; Taira, Hirokadzu; Kaizuma, Norihiko; 
Fukui, J.; Matsumoto, S. 1976. [Varietal differences of seed 
weight, protein and sulfur-containing amino acid content of 
soybean seeds]. Nippon Sakumotsu Gakkai Kiji (Proceedings 
of the Crop Science Society of Japan) 45(3):381-93. [35+ ref. 
Jap; eng]
• Summary: These studies sought to determine the effect 
of varietal differences on seed weight (dry weight), protein 
content (moisture free basis), and sulfur-containing amino 
acid content in the protein (N x 6.25; methionine, cystine, 
and methionine + cystine) of 1,110 samples of soybean seeds 
grown in 1970 at Kariwano, Akita, Japan.
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 For all the samples, the weight of 100 seeds ranged from 
2.6 gm to 47.0 gm, with a mean value of 20.4 gm, and a 
coeffi cient of variation of 35.59%.
 The protein content ranged from 29.81% to 53.29%, 
with a mean value of 39.82% and a coeffi cient of variation of 
7.71%.
 The methionine content ranged from 0.78% to 1.34%, 
with a mean value of 1.03% and a coeffi cient of variation of 
7.71%.
 The cystine content ranged from 0.85% to 2.36%, with 
a mean value of 1.40% and a coeffi cient of variation of 
17.14%.
 The total sulfur-containing amino acids (methionine + 
cystine) content ranged from 1.66% to 3.52%, with a mean 
value of 2.43% and a coeffi cient of variation of 11.93%.
 Concerning the mean value of each group classifi ed by 
place of origin of the variety, the weight of 100 seeds was 
smallest in Southeast Asia (10.0 gm) and largest in Tohoku 
[northeastern provinces], Japan (24.2 gm).
 Protein content was lowest in Europe (35.98%) and 
highest in Southeast Asia (43.35%).
 Methionine content was lowest in the Chugoku 
[southwestern] region of Japan (0.93%) and highest in 
Southeast Asia (1.14%). Cystine content was lowest in 
Hokkaido [Japan’s northernmost main island] (1.32%) and 
highest in Europe (2.02%). The content of total sulfur-
containing amino acids was lowest in Chugoku (2.30%) and 
highest in Europe (3.13%).
 “With regard to the correlation between varietal 
characters and weight of 100 seeds or chemical constituents 
in all samples, the date of maturity and growing period 
had a positive correlation with weight of 100 seeds, and 
negative correlations with methionine, cystine and total 
sulfur-containing amino acids content. Weight of 100 
seeds was negatively correlated with methionine, cystine 
and total sulfur-containing amino acids content. On the 
other hand, a low positive correlation was shown between 
weight of 100 seeds and protein content. On the chemical 
constituent pairs, protein content was negatively correlated 
with methionine, cystine and total sulfur-containing amino 
acids content. Positive correlations were observed between 
sulfur-containing amino acid pairs.” Address: 1-2. National 
Food Research Inst., Ministry of Agric. & Forestry, Koto-
ku, Tokyo; 3-4. Faculty of Agric., Iwate Univ., Morioka; 5. 
Tohoku National Agric. Exp. Station, Kariwano, Akita. All: 
Japan.

3159. USDA Northern Regional Research Center. 1976. 
Removal of phytic acid in soybeans to increase utilization of 
trace elements in soybeans and also the solubility of soybean 
protein. Report of the USDA Northern Regional Research 
Center. p. 11. *
Address: Northern Regional Research Center, Peoria, 
Illinois.

3160. Yamashita, Akira. 1976. Tôfu no seizo katei ni okeru 
shishitsu seibun no hendô ni tsuite [Changes in the lipid 
composition of tofu during the manufacturing process]. 
Obihiro Otani Tandai Kiyo [Jap]*
Address: Obihiro, Hokkaido, Japan.

3161. Akinyele, Isaac Olaolu. 1976. Nutritional evaluation 
of soybean protein in milk replacers for young dairy calves. 
PhD thesis, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. 147 
p. Page 1981 in volume 37/05-B of Dissertation Abstracts 
International. *
Address: Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.

3162. Archer Daniels Midland Co. 1976. ADM Foods: 
Where the people who feed the world buy their groceries. 
Decatur, Illinois. 17 p. 28 cm.
• Summary: ADM supplies basic food ingredients to food 
processors. This report is designed to show visually (with 
various captions accompanying 2-page color spreads) the 
huge scale of ADM’s food ingredients operations. Contents: 
ADM Foods: 10,000,000 acres of it. “The retail value of the 
foods made with our ingredients exceed $20 billion in 1975... 
and that’s more than the sales of the top fi ve packaged food 
companies in the U.S. combined. Our business is food. On a 
big scale.”
 “ADM Foods: Enough high fructose corn sugar to make 
50,000,000 12-oz. soft drinks every day.” “Corn sugars 
and syrups” help to cut costs. “At the world’s largest, most 
effi cient corn sugar plant located in the heart of Iowa corn 
country, ADM Corn Sweeteners can produce 40 tank cars 
of high fructose syrup a day. Another plant at Decatur will 
almost double that capacity.” Note 1. High fructose was fi rst 
introduced in the USA in 1967. ADM soon became a leading 
manufacturer.
 “ADM Foods: Enough bakery fl our every day to make 
more than 300 square miles of bread (and enough margarine 
to spread on it). ADM Foods: Enough malt to roll our more 
beer every hour than 50 eight-horse hitches can haul.
 “ADM Foods: Enough textured vegetable protein to top 
a 125 acre pizza daily.
 On the right page of this dramatic 2-page spread we 
read: “Textured vegetable proteins have been heralded as the 
meat, milk and eggs of the future. Well, the future is now! 
ADM Protein Specialties introduced this economical source 
of food protein in 1967. Today, more than 500 consumer 
products in your grocery stores contain our TVP(R) brand 
textured vegetable protein. TVP(R) has also found great 
acceptance in Europe and many other countries.
 “So far, TVP(R) has been used primarily to extend 
meats in products such as patties, stews, tacos, pizzas, 
prepared dinners and casseroles. But recently, ADM 
introduced TVP(R)/2 [TVP/2], a second generation textured 
protein made from soy protein concentrate. This 70% protein 
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product can replace meat entirely in many applications, with 
no loss of appetite appeal.
 “Our researchers also have developed luncheon meats, 
sausages and chops containing between 30% to 50% TVP(R) 
that maintain excellent product quality.
 “Other products ADM processes from soybeans are 
helping to feed the world by replacing scarce and costly 
animal proteins in baked goods, dairy and egg replacers and 
highly nutritious beverages.”
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2020) 
that uses the term “TVP/2” (actually “TVP(R)/2”) to refer to 
textured soy protein concentrate.
 “ADM Foods: Enough pasta to feed 23,940,000 people 
every day.”
 “ADM Foods: Enough [granulated white] sugar to coat 
a donut the size of the New Orleans Superdome every 23 
minutes.”
 “ADM Foods: Enough animal feed to fatten 8 turkeys 
a year for every American home.” Address: Box 1470, 
Decatur, Illinois 62525.

3163. Assmann, G. 1976. Lecithin cholesterol acyl 
transferase: Lipoprotein and phospholipid substrate 
specifi city. In: H. Peeters, ed. 1976. Phosphatidylcholine: 
Biochemical and Clinical Aspects of Essential Phospholipids. 
Berlin & New York: Springer-Verlag. See p. 34-46. [89 ref]*
Address: Koeln (Cologne), West Germany.

3164. Baker, David H.; Easter, Robert A. 1976. Soy protein 
as a source of amino acids for nonruminant animals. In: 
L.D. Hill, ed. 1976. World Soybean Research [Conference 
I: Proceedings]. Danville, Illinois: Interstate Printers and 
Publishers, Inc. xvii + 1073 p. See p. 969-76. [20 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soybean products in 
swine and poultry diets. Protein quality of soybean meal. 
References. Address: Dep. of Animal Science, Univ. of 
Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, IL.

3165. Batt, Eva. 1976. What’s cooking? A guide to good 
eating. Revised ed. Enfi eld, Middlesex, England: The Vegan 
Society. xxxii + 100 p. Introductions by Gordon Latto, and 
by Muriel Dowding. Portrait. Index. 21 cm.
• Summary: A vegan cookbook, the fi rst edition of which 
was published in 1973. The author has been a vegan for the 
past 16 years. She was the secretary of the Vegan Society for 
5 years and has been the vice-president for the past 7 years.
 The acknowledgements contains a poem which ends 
with the verse: “Old Mother Hubbard’s sweet smelling 
cupboard, Has no meat for the doggie to chew; But he’s 
happy to eat Vegetarian eat, Now she puts TVP in the stew.” 
Page v. recommends Delice (non-dairy frozen dessert). Page 
x features a half-page section titled “Soya” focuses on soya 
fl our and recommends the Soyolk brand, which has been 
heat treated. The section titled “Milk” (p. xv) notes that 

“The fortifi ed vegetable milks such as Plamil, Granogen and 
Granolac are useful sources of all of these nutrients [found 
in cows milk] and a daily glass of one of these is a very good 
habit. Page xvi discusses Textured Vegetable Protein (TVP) 
and notes that the brands Vitpro and Protoveg also contain 
added vitamin B-12 in the unfl avoured types. Soyanutta is a 
vegetable oil product that is praised for being “entirely free 
of any hydrogenated oils or fats.”
 On pages xxix to xxxii is 4-page advertorial titled 
“Why Plamil?” by Leslie J. Cross [Secretary, The Plantmilk 
Society, Uxbridge, England]; it talks about the suffering that 
dairy milk consumption by humans causes to calves and 
cows, gives a history of the Plantmilk Society (founded in 
June 1956 in London as a registered charity), the company 
named Plantmilk Ltd. (founded in 1961), and the production 
of its fi rst non-dairy milk in 1965 at Langley, Bucks. (It 
as initially sold under the name Plantmilk, but later for 
legal reasons the brand was changed to Plamil). In 1972 
the plantmilk factory at Langley was closed and moved to 
Folkestone, Kent–the very town where the idea of making 
such a milk fi rst crystallized. Plamil, sold in 2 sizes of cans, 
is now extracted from the soya bean and contains added 
vitamins, including B-12. “In addition to plantmilk, the 
company also makes a non-animal replacement for dairy 
cream: this is sold in cans under the brand name of Plamil 
Delice. There is also a chocolate bar–Plamil Chocolate.
 Soy-related recipes include: Junket (made with Plamil, 
p. 62). Frozen fruit nog (made with Granogen). Banana ice 
cream (with Plamil). Plamil ice cream (p. 63). Vegetable 
cream cheese (made with Plamil, Granogen, or Velactin, p. 
82). Soya cheese (Cheddar style, made with Soyolk soy fl our 
and margarine, p. 82). Soya compote (with Plamil and soya 
fl akes, p. 82). Onion soup (with soya fl our, p. 83).
 Page 101 is about The Vegan Society, founded in 1944, 
and located at 47 Highlands Road, Leatherhead, Surrey, 
England. Mrs. K. Jannaway is Secretary. Address: England.

3166. Birk, Yehudith. 1976. Trypsin and chymotrypsin 
inhibitors from soybeans. Methods in Enzymology 45B:700-
07. Gertrude E. Perlmann and Laszlo Lorand, eds. [22 ref]
• Summary: An excellent review. “The two prevalent trypsin 
inhibitors in soybeans are the Kunitz soybean inhibitor 
(SBTI) and the Bowman-Birk inhibitor (inhibitor AA). 
They differ markedly from each other in size, amino acid 
composition, structure, and properties.” Address: Dep. of 
Agricultural Biochemistry, Faculty of Agriculture, The 
Hebrew Univ. of Jerusalem, Rehovot, Israel.

3167. Blaton, V.; Deqlercq, B.; Vandamme, D.; et al. 1976. 
The human plasma lipids and lipoproteins under infl uence of 
EPL-therapy. In: H. Peeters, ed. 1976. Phosphatidylcholine: 
Biochemical and Clinical Aspects of Essential Phospholipids. 
Berlin & New York: Springer-Verlag. See p. 125-32. [11 
ref]*
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• Summary: EPL is “essential phospholipids.” Address: 1. 
Brugge, Belgium.

3168. Bowyer, D.E.; Davies, P.F. 1976. Effect of EPL 
[essential phospholipids] on the metabolism of lipids in the 
arterial wall. In: H. Peeters, ed. 1976. Phosphatidylcholine: 
Biochemical and Clinical Aspects of Essential Phospholipids. 
Berlin & New York: Springer-Verlag. See p. 160-86. [41 
ref]*
Address: Univ. of Cambridge, Cambridge, England.

3169. Chen, Tung-ta. 1976. Chûgoku-shiki yôjô-hô [Chinese 
rules for good health]. Kyoto: PHP Kenkyujo. 215 p. 18 cm. 
[Jap]

3170. Clamp, Betty Ann. 1976. Cooking with low-cost 
proteins: Nutritious, economical, and easy recipes using less 
familiar protein sources. New York, NY: Arco Publishing Co. 
176 p. Index. [27 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. What protein is. Foods 
which supply protein. Why we need protein. Protein’s 
relationship to a total menu plan. Recipes: Soybeans, tofu, 
textured vegetable protein (TVP), legumes, grains, nuts, 
and seeds, breads, eggs and cheese, meat stretchers, fi sh. 
References.
 Given the relatively early date of this book, there is 
a fairly large amount of information about tofu, including 
nutritive value, cooking tips and 22 recipes. Some of this 
was supplied by The Quong Hop Company of South San 
Francisco. The are also 15 recipes using TVP [textured soy 
fl our].
 The author graduated Phi Beta Kappa and With Honors 
from the University of California at Berkeley, with a major 
in Home Economics. After earning a Masters Degree from 
Cal in Nutrition, she taught home economics in high school 
for 5 years and is presently assistant prof. at Ohlone College 
in Fremont, California. Address: USA.

3171. Clark, Linda. 1976. A handbook of natural remedies 
for common ailments. Old Greenwich, Connecticut: Devin-
Adair Co. 291 p. Index. 22 cm. [100+* ref]
• Summary: In Chapter 19, “Help for heart trouble,” soy 
lecithin is mentioned on page 223. Clark often cites Adelle 
Davis and Carlton Fredericks (“who may be the most learned 
living nutritionist of our time” {p. 223}) as authorities on 
nutrition and health.
 She also deals with the subject of saturated fat (p. 222): 
“Then there is the fat furor. Saturated fat is considered a dirty 
word, whereas unsaturated fat is extolled from the housetops. 
But this concept has been distorted and converted into a 
scare story which many experts refuse to believe.
 “You will notice that Dr. Yudkin has pointed out that 
many tribes with a low incidence of heart disease, have a 
high consumption of animal fat (saturated) and butter, though 

low in sugar.”
 Clark remembers Carlton Fredericks saying more than 
20 years ago that the theory of natural saturated (animal) fat 
as being dangerous would be disproved. Address: M.A.

3172. C.V. Ramakrishnan, C.V.; Parekh, L.J.; Akolkar, 
P.N.; Rao, G.S.; Bhandari, S.D. 1976. Studies on soyidli 
fermentation. Plant Foods for Man 2(1/2):15-33. [19 ref]
• Summary: Soybeans were used in place of black gram 
(Phaseolus mungo), with rice, to give an acceptable idli, a 
fermented food from south India.
 In India, whole legumes as referred to as pulses and the 
split, decorticated ones as dals.
 “Soybeans, although they are superior to legumes 
in nutritive value, are not popular in this country [India] 
because they take much longer to cook than the popular dals. 
In addition, the presence in them of trypsin inhibitors and 
hemagglutinins is a factor that might limit their potential 
use.”
 Note. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Oct. 2012) that contains the term “soyidli.” Address: 
Dep. of Biochemistry, Faculty of Science, M.S. Univ. of 
Baroda [Gujarat], India.

3173. Dewailly, P.; Decoopman, E.; Desreumaux, C.; 
Fruchart, J.C. 1976. Plasma removal of intravenous 
essential phospholipids in man. In: H. Peeters, ed. 1976. 
Phosphatidylcholine: Biochemical and Clinical Aspects 
of Essential Phospholipids. Berlin & New York: Springer-
Verlag. See p. 80-86. [8 ref]*
Address: 1. Laboratoire de Physiopathologie des Lipides, 
Institut Pasteur, F-59012 Lille Cedex, France.

3174. Dinaburg, Kathy; Akel, D’Ann Ausherman. 1976. 
Nutrition survival kit: A natural foods recipe and reference 
guide. San Francisco, California: Panjandrum Press and 
MidPress Productions. viii + 248 p. Illust. Index. 23 cm. [152 
endnotes]
• Summary: This book advocates a natural-food (but not 
vegetarian; see p. 156-58) diet in place of a junk-food meat-
centered diet.
 Chapter 6, which emphasizes the importance of dietary 
fi ber–found in whole grains and many other natural foods–
advises (p. 110) that cooks use 2 tablespoons of soy granules 
for every cup (dry measure) of grain or grain product 
cooked. This will not affect the texture or taste, but it will 
usually raise the NPU to a level comparable to or greater 
than that of meat. On page 119 in this chapter is a recipe for 
Grainburgers (with soy grits or granules and “tamari sauce).
 The section on “Sprouts” (p. 164-66) includes soy 
sprouts (good stir fried) and sprouting instructions.
 Chapter 8, titled “Meat is Bean Replaced” (p. 168-88) 
discusses: vegetarianism, federal meat inspection, DES 
(hormones in animal feeds), antibiotics in animal feeds, beef 
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and cancer, world famine, meat and ecology, lost protein, 
protein, essential amino acids and Net Protein Utilization, 
cost of 100 gm of usable protein, nutritional value and 
cost comparison of meat and non-meat foods, mutual 
supplementation, the “cost” of meat protein, lingering meat 
myths, soybeans. Soy recipes: Soybeans (pressure cooked). 
Soybeans (not pressure cooked). Baked beans. Soy cheese 
(homemade tofu). Soybean curry. Mexican beans (soybean 
frijoles refritos). Soybean chili (incl. “vege burger”). Bean 
and/or grain patties.
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 2014) that contains the term “Grainburgers” (or 
“Grainburger”).
 Note 2. A paperback edition was published in May 1978 
by Jove/HBJ.

3175. Ditschuneit, H.; Klor, H.-U.; Ditshcuneit, H.H. 1976. 
Effects of essential phospholipids on the carbohydrate-
induced hypertriglyceridemia. In: H. Peeters, ed. 1976. 
Phosphatidylcholine: Biochemical and Clinical Aspects 
of Essential Phospholipids. Berlin & New York: Springer-
Verlag. See p. 98-114. [11 ref]*
Address: Ulm, West Germany.

3176. Dutton, Herbert J. 1976. Developments in edible oil 
production (Continued–Document part II). In: L.D. Hill, ed. 
1976. World Soybean Research [Conference I: Proceedings]. 
Danville, Illinois: Interstate Printers and Publishers, Inc. xvii 
+ 1073 p. See p. 805-10. [17 ref]
• Summary: (Continued): “Fortunately, at this time our basic 
researches of catalyst selectivity bore fruit. NRRC’s Dr. S. 
Koritala found that among many metals he was reducing 
with sodium borohydride and depositing on Kieselguhr, 
copper behaved with almost enzymatic specifi city, 
hydrogenating linolenic acid some 15 to 20 times more 
rapidly than linoleic acid (3, 14). It meant not 3 percent 
linolenic salad oils but ‘zero’ percent linolenic oils could be 
produced, with little attack on the essential linoleic acid and 
with concomitantly low winterization losses. Room odor 
studies, similar to the study done in Italy but conducted by 
our taste-odor panel, could scarcely detect the fi shy odors 
characteristic of unhydrogenated soybean oil or of soybean 
oil partially hydrogenated by conventional nickel catalysts.
 “Now, I can report to you that in the United States a new 
plant has been built and has come on stream using copper 
catalysts. A large producer in Holland was observed last fall 
to be test marketing three brands of copper-hydrogenated 
soybean oil in France, and a major French oil processor has a 
plant operating with copper catalysts.
 “The special interest in copper-hydrogenated soybean 
oil in France stems in part from the quadrupling in price 
of peanut oil coming from the African colonies. (Afl atoxin 
in the meal lowers its feed value and therefore raises oil 
prices.) A French law permits soybean oil with less than 2 

percent linolenic acid to be sold as a salad cooking oil. The 
copper-hydrogenation soybean oil should rank as one of the 
important developments in edible oil production in recent 
years.
 “As a researcher I cannot resist speculating about ‘what 
is at the end of the tunnel’ or ‘just around the corner’ for 
edible oil production. One development has to be computer 
control of the soybean refi nery. Where the petroleum oil 
refi nery may be said to be generally automated and under 
computer control, vegetable oil refi ning may be said to 
be highly automated but, except for rare and unconfi rmed 
rumors, not yet under computer control.
 “The fi rst problem to rear its ugly head when we 
consider computerization of a vegetable oil refi nery is the 
virtual nonexistence of appropriate transducers. Transducers 
are those ‘black boxes’ that convert chemical analyses 
to analog electrical signals which can read by a digital 
computer.
 “Researchwise, we have begun to devise transducers 
where not already available and to modify and adapt where 
they are ‘on the shelf’ (2). For soap content we have devised 
a transducer consisting of a simplifi ed fl ame photometer 
for sodium ion to give an electrical signal; for color we 
have built a modifi ed fi lter photometer to give an electrical 
signal proportional to pigment content; and for free fatty 
acids we have programmed an automatic titrator to change 
samples and give electrical signals proportional to amount 
of free fatty acids. For temperature, there are, of course, 
thermocouples; for alkalinity, a pH meter; for rotor speeds, 
an electrical tachometer–all giving electrical signals.
 “Specifi cally for the unit operation of hydrogenation, 
we have worked with an instrument company to develop an 
attenuated total refl ectance infrared fi lter photometer–this 
to monitor the trans- from cis-bond conversion; we have 
adapted a continuous fl ow refractometer to indicate iodine 
value and an electronic fl ow meter to measure hydrogen 
absorption. All these devices give electrical signals as 
analogs of the chemical analyses (5). These may serve as 
direct input to a real time or process control-type computer.
 “Implementation of computer control may be anticipated 
in three phases. In the fi rst phase, namely, monitoring, 
analog signals are converted by the computer to appropriate 
numbers and units of the desired chemical analysis. These 
analytical values would be reported to the refi nery operator 
over a teletype located at the remote site of the refi nery. The 
second phase of implementation uses the computer ‘brain’ 
in decision making and sending to the refi nery operator the 
instructions such as to raise the amount of alkali, change 
its Baumé, raise or lower temperatures, or alter fl ow rates. 
The third phase of implementation closes the loop or has the 
computer opening and closing valves, raising and lowering 
temperatures, or altering fl ow rates and speeds. Already 
computer-based refi ning loss meters are being announced 
by vendors. At the World Conference on Vegetable Oil 
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Processing Technology in Amsterdam in March 1976, 
automation was included in the program as a new topic for 
discussion. Indeed, this novel development does seem to be 
just around the corner.
 “On a quite different phase of our latest developments 
comes a challenge to the time-honored procedure of 
hardening fats by hydrogenation. A shrewd wag long ago 
observed that if hydrogenation were discovered today, 
it probably would never be approved by the Food and 
Drug Administration. The basis for this witticism is our 
prior ignorance of the complex mixture of isomers that 
hydrogenation catalysts produce (4). In part, the demand 
for unhydrogenated products comes from whole animal 
and molecular level research that compares metabolism 
of natural and hydrogenated fat isomers (1). In Europe, 
nutritional margarines with no trans double bonds have 
already appeared and are being promoted for health 
reasons. But these zero trans fats may also be formulated 
for practical reasons. In Europe, natural saturated fats and 
natural unsaturated fats are available for blending. The 
interesterifi cation process for blending and improving 
physical properties of products may be more economic 
than the hydrogenation process. While availability of 
saturated fats for blending is not so prevalent in the United 
States as in Europe, we believe zero trans fats can be made 
from 100 percent soybean oil by the simple expedient of 
interesterifying soybean tristearin with soybean oil to get the 
desired plasticity characteristics for margarine oil (15).
 “In conclusion, in no sense of fi nality can my review 
be said to have met the broad promise of present and future 
developments in edible oil production; it does, it is hoped, 
give you an insight into the ongoing progress of cooperative 
basic research and industrial development and points to 
revolutionary developments in edible oil production that are, 
or seem to be, the direction the growing tip is taking us.” 
Address: Northern Regional Research Lab. ARS USDA, 
Peoria, Illinois.

3177. Ehrly, A.M.; Blendin, R. 1976. Infl uence of essential 
phospholipids on the fl ow properties of the blood. In: H. 
Peeters, ed. 1976. Phosphatidylcholine: Biochemical and 
Clinical Aspects of Essential Phospholipids. Berlin & New 
York: Springer-Verlag. See p. 228-36. [17 ref]*
Address: Frankfurt, West Germany.

3178. Fafunso, M.; Bassir, O. 1976. Protein quality of local 
vegetables: the comparative assessment of the protein quality 
of Nigerian leafy vegetables with that of soyabean. Plant 
Foods for Man 2(1/2):35-41. [43 ref]
• Summary: In-vivo experiments with growing rats were 
performed to compare the nutritional quality of proteins for 
four Nigerian leaves with that of soy protein. The soy protein 
was found to be slightly superior in terms of biological 
value (BV), true digestibility (TD), net protein utilization 

(NPU), and protein effi ciency ratio (PER). However the 
protein from the edible leaves (leaf proteins) also had a 
high nutritive value, which seems to justify their traditional 
role in the dietary pattern of various communities. Address: 
Biochemistry Dep., Univ. of Ibadan, Ibadan, Nigeria.

3179. Fischer, Karl-Heinz; Belitz, Hans-Dieter. 1976. 
Untersuchungen zum Nachweis von Sojaeiweiss in 
Fleischerzeugnissen. Isolierung einer characteristischen 
Proteinbande [Studies of the detection of soybean protein 
in meat products. Isolation of a characteristic protein band]. 
Zeitschrift fuer Lebensmittel-Untersuchung und -Forschung 
162(3):231-33. [11 ref. Ger; eng]
• Summary: When in doubt, the electrophoretic detection 
of soy protein in meat products can be made certain by the 
isolation of the “soy band #2” with the aid of preparative 
electrophoresis in polyacrylamide gel. This protein zone is 
characterized by its amino acid composition, N-terminal 
amino acid, isoelectric point, and molecular weight. 
Address: Institut fuer Lebensmittelchemie der Technischen 
Universitaet und Deutsche Forschungsanstalt fuer 
Lebensmittelchemie, Leopoldstr. 175, D-8000 Munich 40.

3180. Fischer, Karl-Heinz; Belitz, H.-D.; Kloos, G. 
1976. Untersuchungen zum Nachweis von Sojaeiweiss in 
Fleischerzeugnissen. Nachweis von Canavanine [Studies of 
the detection of soybean protein in meat products. Detection 
of canavanine]. Zeitschrift fuer Lebensmittel-Untersuchung 
und -Forschung 162(3):227-29. [7 ref. Ger; eng]
• Summary: The amino acid canavanine is useful as 
an indicator for the presence of soybean protein in 
meat products. A method for its detection is described. 
Address: Institut fuer Lebensmittelchemie der Technischen 
Universitaet und Deutsche Forschungsanstalt fuer 
Lebensmittelchemie, Leopoldstr. 175, D-8000 Munich 40.

3181. Fox, J.M. 1976. A glossary of essential phospholipids, 
lipids and lipoproteins. In: H. Peeters, ed. 1976. 
Phosphatidylcholine: Biochemical and Clinical Aspects 
of Essential Phospholipids. Berlin & New York: Springer-
Verlag. See p. 1-7. [9 ref]*
Address: Koeln (Cologne), West Germany.

3182. Harrison, Sharon L. 1976. Development of a high-fi ber 
food product containing soy protein. MSc thesis, Southern 
Illinois University. *
• Summary: The new product, named FibraTofu, containing 
fi ber in the form of pulverized soybean hulls, was developed 
for the elderly. It has a very bland fl avor and is an excellent 
source of protein, calcium, and dietary fi ber, but with very 
low levels of sodium and saturated fat, and no cholesterol. 
Address: Illinois.

3183. Hegner, D. 1976. Effect of essential phospholipids on 
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the ATPases and on the fl uidity of liver plasma membranes. 
In: H. Peeters, ed. 1976. Phosphatidylcholine: Biochemical 
and Clinical Aspects of Essential Phospholipids. Berlin & 
New York: Springer-Verlag. See p. 87-96. [12 ref]*
Address: Munich, West Germany.

3184. Hellendoorn, E.W. 1976. Digestibility and fl atulence 
activity of beans. In: M.A. Rifai, ed. 1976. ASEAN Grain 
Legumes. Bogor, Indonesia: Central Research Institute of 
Agriculture. 225 p. See p. 207-15. [14 ref]
• Summary: It is well known that common beans and 
soybeans cause fl atulence in humans. However the cause of 
this fl atulence has not been established. Initially the carbon 
dioxide of the intestinal gas was thought to originate from 
the bicarbonate of the pancreatic fl uid. Later investigations 
of Steggerda and co-workers, in which a mixture of 
antimicrobial drugs was used, indicated that fl atus production 
by beans, in vivo and in vitro could largely be inhibited. This 
shows that a microbial production of gas in the intestine 
is involved. Address: Central Inst. for Nutrition and Food 
Research TNO, Zeist, The Netherlands.

3185. Hill, Lowell D. ed. 1976. World Soybean Research 
[Conference I: Proceedings]. Danville, Illinois: Interstate 
Printers & Publishers, Inc. xvii + 1073 p. Held 3-8 Aug. 
1975 at Champaign, Illinois. Illust. No index. 25 cm. [1000+ 
ref]
• Summary: The book contains the following major 
divisions: Foreword. Preface. 1. Production (p. 5-374): 
Growth habits and cultural practices, fertilization and 
nitrogen fi xation, equipment, genetics and varietal research, 
techniques of research and selection. 2. Protection (p. 
375-638): Control of soybean pests, weed control, disease 
control, insect control (incl. nematodes). 3. Economics of 
marketing and production (p. 639-774): World trade and 
competition, price relationships, storage and transportation. 
4. Utilization (p. 775-998): Food products and human 
consumption. Animal feed. 5. Summing up (p. 999-1024). 
Contributed papers–authors and titles. Authors of invited 
papers (directory of 199 authors). List of participants 
(directory by country of 522 people).
 Note 1. 622 people from 48 countries attended this fi rst 
World Soybean Research Conference. It was held on 3-8 
August 1975 at the Ramada Inn, Champaign, Illinois. 168 
papers were presented at the 5-day session. The Conference 
was sponsored by the University of Illinois, Illinois Natural 
History Survey, USDA, U.S. Agency for International 
Development, and the National Soybean Crop Improvement 
Council.
 Note 2. These are the proceedings of the world’s fi rst 
international soybean research conference, held in Aug. 1975 
at Champaign, Illinois. Address: Univ. of Illinois, Urbana-
Champaign.

3186. Hitomi, Hitsudai; Shimada, Isao. 1976. Honchô 
shokkan [A mirror of food in this dynasty. 5 vols.]. Tokyo: 
Heibonsha. 18 cm. Translation from the 1697 Chinese-
language edition by Isao Shimada of the Pen chao shih 
chien. [Jap]*
• Summary: See Hitomi 1695. He died in 1701.

3187. Holzl, J. 1976. Pharmacokinetic studies on 
phosphatidylcholine and phosphatidylinositol. In: H. Peeters, 
ed. 1976. Phosphatidylcholine: Biochemical and Clinical 
Aspects of Essential Phospholipids. Berlin & New York: 
Springer-Verlag. x + 254 p. See p. 66-79. [14 ref]*
• Summary: Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 
2015) with the word “phosphatidylcholine” (written as one 
word) in the title. Address: Munich, West Germany.

3188. Horsch, A.K.; Hudson, K.; Day, A.J. 1976. Infl uence of 
essential phopholipids on serum lipids and lipid metabolism 
in the aortic wall: Experiments in normal and atherosclerotic 
rabbits. In: H. Peeters, ed. 1976. Phosphatidylcholine: 
Biochemical and Clinical Aspects of Essential Phospholipids. 
Berlin & New York: Springer-Verlag. See p. 140-59. [14 
ref]*
Address: 1. Heidelberg, West Germany.

3189. Howard, A.N.; Patelski, J. 1976. Effect of EPL 
[essential phospholipids] on the lipid metabolism of the 
arterial wall and other tissues. In: H. Peeters, ed. 1976. 
Phosphatidylcholine: Biochemical and Clinical Aspects 
of Essential Phospholipids. Berlin & New York: Springer-
Verlag. See p. 187-200. [27 ref]*
Address: 1. Univ. of Cambridge, England; 2. Medical 
Academy, Poznan, Poland.

3190. Inprint Caribbean Ltd. 1976. Soybean cookbook: A 
guide to more nutritional cooking. Port of Spain, Trinidad: 
Inprint Caribbean Ltd. 48 p.
• Summary: After discussing the nutritional value of 
soybeans, this cookbook gives recipes, mostly for using 
whole soybeans, but also for making and/or using full 
fatted soyfl our, soymilk, okara, and soynuts. Early in 1976 
the publisher was “approached by representatives of the 
Chaguaramas Agricultural Development Project to edit and 
publish a soybean cookbook for distribution in Trinidad and 
Tobago. The German partners in the project at Chaguaramas 
were about to hand over the project to the Trinidad and 
Tobago Government, after six years of a cooperative 
effort, and it was felt that such a publication would make 
the project, and soya, more widely known to the people of 
Trinidad and Tobago.” The cookbook was the idea and dream 
of Dr. H. Seidel, one of the German agricultural experts 
on the project. Publication costs were supported by local 
companies who advertised in the book and some of whose 
food products were listed by name in various recipes. Soy-
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related advertisers include Worthington Foods (via Trinidad 
Health Foods; p. 31) and Bontrae (via Quesnel & Fernandez; 
p. 32).
 “Over the past four years in Trinidad and Tobago, 
through efforts at the Chaguaramas Agricultural 
Development Project (a cooperative venture between the 
Government of Trinidad and Tobago and West Germany), 
considerable success has been achieved in the production of 
this rich bean” (p. 6-7). Address: Trinidad.

3191. Iwadare, Shoji. 1976. Miso, nattô, tôfu kenkô-hô 
[Miso, natto, tofu: The way to health]. Tokyo: Yomiuri 
Shinbun-sha. 238 p. Illust. 18 cm. [Jap]
• Summary: Soyfoods Center has done a 10-page typed 
translation of the natto section of this book. Contents: 
Legends of natto’s origin: Pinch hitter in times of food 
shortage, natto’s stringiness surprised people of the Yayoi 
period (200 B.C.–A.D. 250), Hachimantaro Yoshiie–Natto’s 
fi rst public relations agent (1051-1085), calling out “natto, 
natto” starting in the Edo period (1603), areas where natto is 
popular today.
 The technical revolution in natto production: Pioneers 
of commercial natto production (Drs. Yabe, Sawamura, 
Hanzawa), University Natto sold by Hokkaido University, 
what kind of natto is most delicious?
 The effectiveness of natto: The procreative power of 
natto bacteria promotes long life in people who eat natto, 
natto can cure diarrhea, natto suppresses typhus and cholera 
bacteria (in 1936 Dr. Matsumura, a Kyoto University 
bacteriologist, found with rabbits that natto bacteria actually 
killed typhus bacteria), natto does the following–helps 
people with weak stomach and intestines, prevents intestinal 
gas, fi ghts cancer (Kameda 1967), prevents radiation harm 
(via dipicolinic acid, which was fi rst discovered in natto 
and later found in all bacterial cells; it binds heavy metals 
like radioactive strontium and expels them from the body), 
prevents infant milk allergy, contains vitamin B-2 which 
increases stamina, rejuvenates the cells.
 Natto throughout the provinces: Hikiwari natto from 
Tsugaru, Hikiwari natto from Akita (the birthplace of natto 
is said to be Oyashin-machi in Yokote city, Akita prefecture; 
charred soybeans mixed with Yayoi period earthenware 
pottery from 2,000 years ago have been excavated from 
ruins at nearby Mt. Komori), Hettsui natto from Saitama 
prefecture, Naisho mame from Gunma prefecture, small-
bean natto from Mito, Tataki natto from Kyoto, Koru mame 
from Higo.
 Seasonal natto recipes: Spring, summer, fall, winter, all 
four seasons.
 Natto’s springiness surprised people of the Yayoi period 
(200 BC–250 AD): There are various legends regarding 
the origin of natto but all begin with the meeting of cooked 
soybeans and rice straw. No documents record this origin. 
Yet soybeans and rice straw are known to have existed in 

Japan since the Yayoi period. Perhaps a piece of rice straw 
fell into a portion of leftover soybeans. In pit dwellings with 
rice straw roofs, rice straw littered the fl oor and the rooms 
were warm. At the proper temperature (how?) the beans 
would develop stickiness/strings and a good fl avor result. 
The subtle sweetness of rice straw added to the unique 
aroma. Some may have eaten the natto sprinkled with salt. 
Once you’ve tasted natto you can never forget the fl avor. 
Some women may then have incubated natto next to their 
bodies overnight in bed. The Yayoi era is concealed in the 
transmission of Hikiwari natto since ancient times in the 
northeast prefectures.
 There is also the legend that cooked soybeans were 
offered at household Shinto shrines on which there was often 
a rope of braided rice straw (shimenawa). (The fi rst character 
of the word natto means “to offer.”) The bacteria from the 
straw may have inoculated the beans; it is generally thought 
that they were developed in Japan.
 Hachimantaro Yoshiie was a general of the Genji clan 
during the wars of 1051 and 1085. One night during the war 
the soldiers were cooking soybeans for horse fodder when 
they were suddenly attacked. They quickly packed the beans 
into a rice-straw sack (tawara), tied the bag to a horse’s 
back and battled for several days. Finally, the battle over, 
they took the bundle off the warm horse’s back and opened 
it to fi nd that the cooked soybeans had fermented to become 
natto. In the second war, Yoshiie had captured a fortress in 
Sankanbu Akita in northern Japan. He wanted to give cooked 
soybeans to the local farmers as a gift but since he was in 
a hurry and had no other container, he put them in a rice-
straw sack and gave it to them. All were surprised when, 
after several days, the beans gave off a unique odor and were 
stringy. The farmers liked the fl avor and soon adopted natto 
as a food. Yoshiie, having enjoyed natto, recommended it to 
his fellow men. The farmers soon learned of this and began 
producing natto. The tradition has been passed down from 
generation to generation.
 After his conquests in Northern Japan, Yoshiie’s army 
returned to Kyoto and he taught people along the way how 
to make natto. The people of Sankanbu in Akita, far from 
the sea, had little fi sh or other animal protein in their diet 
and must have delighted in natto. The route taken by Yoshiie 
back to Kyoto has been called the ‘natto road.’
 Page 141: The word “natto” fi rst appeared in 1286 in 
the Shinsaru Gakki, by Fujiwara Myoe,... Address: Tokyo, 
Japan. President of Manyu Eiyo KK. Teaching at Nihon 
Daigaku Daigaku-in and Meiji Daigaku Nôgaku-bu. Prof. at 
Shobirin Joshi Tanki Daigaku.

3192. Karayiannis, N.I. 1976. Lysinoalanine formation in 
alkali-treated proteins and their biological effects. PhD 
thesis, University of California, Berkeley. *
Address: Berkeley, California.
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3193. Klemm, J. 1976. The treatment of arterial and venous 
circulatory disturbance with EPL [essential phospholipids]. 
In: H. Peeters, ed. 1976. Phosphatidylcholine: Biochemical 
and Clinical Aspects of Essential Phospholipids. Berlin & 
New York: Springer-Verlag. See p. 237-43. *
Address: Munich, West Germany.

3194. Landman-Bogues, Jacqueline. 1976. Rastafarian food 
habits. Cajanus: The Caribbean Food and Nutrition Institute 
Bi-Monthly (Trinidad) 9(4):228-34. [9 ref]
• Summary: Rastafarians (including “lockmen”), a Jamaican 
religio-political cult, exclude meat and meat products 
from their diet. They do eat freshly caught fi sh and freshly 
harvested vegetables. Coconut milk is substituted for cow’s 
milk. Many “rely on the ‘organic’ produce of their own 
kitchen gardens or plots;... brown sugar and honey replace 
granulated [white] sugar; processed or canned foods are 
avoided.”
 “Among the members of the cult, who are largely 
vegetarians, there are strict vegans as well as lacto-ovo 
vegetarians. Vegans exclude all animal foods from their 
diets, also processed, mass-produced foods–including “soya-
based infant formulae.” This can create “problems because 
incorrectly prepared soya will retain many anti-nutrients 
such as goitrogenicity, antitrypsin activity, phytates, and anti-
vitamin activity.” Soya ‘milk’ is not a traditional part of the 
Jamaican diet.
 Ganga tea is made with marijuana leaves. There is a 
trend toward asceticism. Rastas “who have been in touch 
with the Essene cult are most likely to be vegans and to eat 
raw foods. Secular infl uences are also likely, such as contact 
with the Zen Macrobiotic cult and organic food enthusiasts 
in the Western world.” Address: Recently Asst. Lecturer at 
the Tropical Metabolism Research Unit, Univ. of the West 
Indies.

3195. Lekim, D. 1976. On the pharmacokinetics of orally 
applied essential phospholipids (EPL). In: H. Peeters, 
ed. 1976. Phosphatidylcholine: Biochemical and Clinical 
Aspects of Essential Phospholipids. Berlin & New York: 
Springer-Verlag. See p. 48-65. [22 ref]*
• Summary: “Pharmacokinetic studies were performed 
in male and female Wistar rats in order to determine the 
portion of intact absorption of orally applied polyunsaturated 
phosphatidylcholine (PU-PC), i.e. essential phospholipids 
(EPL).” Address: A. Nattermann & Cie. GmbH, Chemische 
Forschung und Entwicklung, D-500 Koeln 30 (Cologne), 
West Germany.

3196. Lie, Goan-Hong; Oey, Kam-Nio; Prawiranegara, D.D.; 
Herlinda, J.; Sihombing, G.; Jus’at, I. 1976. Nutritive value 
of various legumes used in the Indonesian diet. In: M.A. 
Rifai, ed. 1976. ASEAN Grain Legumes. Bogor, Indonesia: 
Central Research Institute of Agriculture. 225 p. See p. 183-

93.
• Summary: This general overview discusses soybeans 
(Kacang kedelai), tempeh, soy milk, “tahu or soycurd” 
[tofu], kecap, taoco [Indonesian-style miso], soy milk, 
residue of soy milk or tahu [okara] which may be fermented 
and sold as oncom. The average nutritional composition of 
the fi rst 6 products is given. Address: Nutrition Research 
Inst., Jakarta, Indonesia.

3197. Lin, Florence. 1976. Florence Lin’s Chinese vegetarian 
cookbook. New York, NY: Hawthorn Books. xix + 236 p. 
Illust. by Nai Gi. 24 cm.
• Summary: Contains a great deal of information on and 
recipes using soyfoods. Chinese food expert Barbara Tropp 
says this book has the best glossary available, and has very 
creative and interesting but drab recipes.
 Hoisin sauce is a ground bean sauce to which sugar, 
garlic, and other fl avorings have been added. It is the most 
popular commercially prepared fl avored bean sauce.
 Civilized Chinese patterns of eating were established by 
Confucius. The second great infl uence was Taoism, which 
advocated a simple diet, natural foods, and the basic belief 
that proper eating leads to good health. The third great 
infl uence was Buddhism, which was opposed to killing, so 
advocated a vegetarian diet. The art of vegetarian cookery 
was initially developed mainly in Buddhist monasteries; later 
it spread to private homes and restaurants.
 To make good meatless broths use soybeans, soy 
sprouts, tough or wilted vegetables, mushrooms, and / or 
bamboo shoots. To make soy sprouts, it is best to use new-
crop soybeans, which have the highest germination rate. This 
book contains many recipes that call for sea vegetables. Soy 
sauce is widely used in Chinese vegetarian recipes.
 Chapter 3, titled “Soybeans, soybean products, and other 
legumes” contains much useful information and recipes. A 
diagram titled “Chart of soybean products” (p. 53) shows 
the complex relationships, includes Chinese characters for 
each product, and shows a few soy products that are not in 
the Glossary: Fermented soybean curd (Fu ju), comes in 
white (pai), red (hung) and spiced (la). The many interesting 
recipes, each with a Chinese name (with Chinese characters) 
and an English name include: Su huo t’ui and su chi (Mock 
ham), Su ya (mock pressed duck), and Wu hsiang tou fu kan 
(Seasoned pressed bean curd).
 Glossary (soybeans, soybean products, and legumes, 
p. 208-13; Chinese characters are given): “Fresh young 
soybeans–Mao tou:” Delicious. They are in season in the 
early fall. “They come in dark fuzzy pods and are sold by 
weight. Young soybeans are like corn and should be eaten as 
soon as they are picked from the plant. They may be cooked 
with or without the pods.”
 “Dried soybeans–Huang tou:” Yellow soybeans.
 “Soybean sprouts–Huang tou ya:” Sold by weight. Best 
when made in cooler weather. “When bought fresh, they will 
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keep in the refrigerator for 2-3 days, or longer if kept in a 
brown paper bag inside a plastic bag.”
 “Soybean milk–Tou chiang:... usually served hot as a 
beverage with breakfast.”
 “Soybean milk skin–Called by many names [Fu yi, 
fu p’i; see p. 53]. Each region has a different name for it, 
as does each food processor, and the thickness shape and 
wrapping may be different.” Four kinds are readily available 
in Chinese food stores” (1) Erh chu is “cut into rectangles 
1½ x 4 inches and 1/8 inch thick. The pieces some stacked 
and wrapped in paper, in half- or one-pound packages.” 
(2) Yüan chu comes in sticks [dried yuba sticks]. When 
reconstituted, its thickness is about the same as erh chu. (3) 
San pien fu chu is half-moon shaped. When still soft, it is 
folded into 6 x 10-inch rectangles then dried. It is thinner 
than erh chu. (4) Fu yi “is the thinnest of the bean milk skins. 
It is paper thin and almost transparent. When dried it is very 
brittle, and must be handled very gently. It is used mainly to 
wrap fi llings. It comes in stacks of 8-10 sheets...”
 “Soybean milk residue–Tou fu cha;” [okara]. Can be a 
delicious ingredient in cooking. “What is not used for food 
is made into a feed for animals or put into the ground as 
fertilizer.”
 “Curdled soybean milk–Tou fu hua:” Hua means 
“fl owers.” These very tender curds are “eaten hot with soy 
sauce or cold with syrup as a snack.” It is “sold only in bean 
curd factories by the pint.”
 “Bean curd coagulant–Shou shih kao” [calcium sulfate]: 
A “white substance which comes in powdered form. It is use 
to coagulate soybean milk to make tou fu (bean curd).”
 “Tender soybean curd–Nen tou fu: When some water 
is removed from the curdled bean milk, it is known as fresh 
tender bean curd. It is cut into squares 4 x 4 by 1½ inches.
 “Firm soybean curd–Lao tou fu: When a coagulant is 
added to the boiled bean milk of a different concentration 
and some of the water is removed, the milk becomes fi rm 
bean curd. It is fi rmer than the tender bean curd and is cut 
into 3 x 3 x 3/4-inch squares.
 “Pressed bean curd sheet–Pai yeh: Fresh bean curd sheet 
looks almost like a sheet of unbleached muslin. When it is 
frozen, the color turns darker, to a light brown. It is made 
into square sheets of various sizes. It is used to wrap fi llings 
and it is also sometimes cut into short strips and cooked in 
dishes along with seasoning vegetables. Pressed bean curd 
sheet is best eaten fresh...”
 “Pressed soybean curd–Tou fu kan–plain: When even 
more water is pressed out of fi rm bean curd, it becomes 
pressed bean curd... it is almost like a fi rm cheese.” It may be 
bought either plain (Pai tou fu kan) or seasoned (Wu hsiang 
tou fu kan). “The seasoned curd is cooked in soy sauce and 
star anise [pa chiao], giving it a brown color.” “The white 
pressed bean curd should be soaked in salt water (made of 1 
tablespoon salt to 4 cups water) in a covered container. The 
seasoned pressed bean curd should be soaked in salt water 

and soy sauce. If stored in the coldest part of the refrigerator, 
they will keep for several weeks.”
 “Fried soybean curd–Yu tou fu:... The bean curd is cut 
into 1½ inch cubes and deep fried in oil until a golden crust 
forms outside, which the inside... remains soft.” It “is sold by 
weight, usually in half- or one-pound bags.”
 “Wheat gluten–Mien ching:” (p. 217). “Deep-fried 
gluten–Yu mien ching:” “Fresh or dried wheat gluten–K’ao 
fu:”
 Glossary (condiments and seasonings, p. 219-23): “Soy 
sauce–Chiang yu:” The “most important seasoning liquid in 
Chinese cooking. Comes in light or dark, thick or thin. Dark 
or thick is Lao ch’ou. Light or thin is Sheng ch’ou. Soy sauce 
also comes in different “fl avors, such as mushroom soy sauce 
and, for nonvegetarians, shrimp roe soy sauce. Flavored soy 
sauces are used mainly for dips and for special fl avors in 
salads, noodles, and as a fi nal touch to a dish.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (April 2012) 
that uses the term “mushroom soy” or the term “mushroom 
soy sauce” to refer to a type of dark soy sauce fl avored with 
mushrooms, or that uses the term “Lao ch’ou” to refer to 
dark or thick Chinese soy sauce.
 “Salted black beans–Tou shih:” These beans [fermented 
black soybeans] are “used to fl avor bland foods, such as 
eggplant or bean curd.” They are never eaten alone.
 “Brown bean sauce–Yüan shai shih:” Made from 
“fermented soybeans and wheat fl our mixed with salt and 
water. The beans in the sauce may be either ground (to make 
ground brown bean sauce–Mo yüen shih), or left whole. 
To this basic beans sauce, spice and other seasonings are 
added [in different proportions], creating many varieties” in 
“different regions of China. In Szechuan, large amounts of 
hot peppers and crush Szechuan peppercorns are added; in 
the northern provinces, garlic and scallions are used;...”
 “Hoisin sauce–Hai hsien chiang:” A “ground bean sauce 
to which sugar, garlic, and other fl avorings have been added. 
It is the most popular commercially prepared fl avored bean 
sauce. It is used for cooking, or very often as a dip for deep-
fried batter-dipped vegetables.”
 “Sesame paste–Chih ma chiang:” “Sesame oil–Ma yu:”

3198. Lohman, T.G.; Romack, F.E. 1976. Comparison 
of corn oil versus partially hydrogenated soy oil on 
atherosclerosis. In: L.D. Hill, ed. 1976. World Soybean 
Research [Conference I: Proceedings]. Danville, Illinois: 
Interstate Printers and Publishers, Inc. xvii + 1073 p. See p. 
883-91. [13 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Methodology. Results. 
Discussion. Summary. References. “The hydrogenation 
of vegetable fats produces fatty acids with the trans rather 
than the cis confi guration (fats found in nature are in the 
cis confi guration) and decreases the unsaturated fatty acid 
content with the loss of essential fatty acids.”
 “Swine fed diets containing hydrogenated fat had 
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signifi cantly more atherosclerosis (p. > .01) in the abdominal 
aorta than did those fed diets with unhydrogenated fat.” 
Address: 1. College of Applied Life Studies; 2. College 
of Veterinary Medicine. Both: Univ. of Illinois, Urbana-
Champaign.

3199. Mitchell, Helen S.; Rynbergen, Henderika J.; 
Anderson, Linnea; Dibble, Marjorie V. 1976. Nutrition in 
health and disease. 16th ed. Philadelphia, New York, San 
Jose, Toronto: J.B. Lippincott Co. xii + 652 p. Illust. (some 
color). Index. 26 cm. [400+* ref]
• Summary: “First published in 1928 under the title: 
Nutrition in Health and Disease for Nurses.” The index 
shows that soy is discussed as follows:
 Soy fl our, p. 108, 168, 169.
 Soybean oil: fatty acid composition, p. 29t, 423t; in 
margarines and cooking fats, p. 32; vitamin E content, p. 87t, 
88.
 Soybeans: in Chinese cooking, p. 205; and goiter, p. 
301; lecithin source, p. 29; in milk substitutes, p. 256, 291; 
protein source, p. 44, 45, 201.
 Soy sauce, p. 208.
 Note: This appears to be the next to last edition of this 
nutritional classic. Address: 1. A.B., Ph.D., Sc.D., Formerly 
Research Consultant, Harvard School of Public Health; Dean 
Emeritus of the School of Home Economics and formerly 
Research Prof. of Nutrition, Univ. of Massachusetts, 
Amherst; Exchange Prof. Hokkaido Univ., Sapporo, Japan; 
Formerly Principal Nutritionist, Offi ce of Defense, Health 
and Welfare; Prof. of Physiology and Nutrition, Battle Creek 
College [Michigan].

3200. Nagano-ken Kori-dofu Kogyo Kyodo Kumiai. 1976. 
Kenko na karada to tabemono. Jissho sareta kôri-dôfu no 
shinka. Seijinbyô no yobô to biyô [A healthy body and 
food: Reevaluation of the true value of dried-frozen tofu. 
Prevention of geriatric diseases and beauty care]. Nagano-
ken. 20 p. 21 cm. [Jap]
• Summary: This research shows that consumption of 
dried-frozen tofu lowers blood cholesterol in human beings. 
The experiment used a crossover design. This report was 
presented by Dr. T. Miyoshi (of Tokushima Univ. Medical 
Dept.) at the International Nutrition Conference held 3-9 
Aug. 1975 in Kyoto, Japan. It is based on research conducted 
by Dr. T. Fukui (presently director of the National Nutrition 
Research Center) and his group of 6. The 3-month study 
was conducted in the fall of 1974, when Dr. Fukui was a 
professor at Tokushima Univ. Medical Dept. There were 
6 human subject, 4 men and 2 women, ages 27-62. In the 
experiment, each person consumed his or her regular diet 
for 4 days, then meat-centered meals for 10 days, then meals 
based on dried-frozen tofu for 39 days, then regular meals 
for 18 days, then meat centered meals for 9 days. Recipes are 
given. Cholesterol levels for each person were monitored and 

graphed. They rose during the meat-eating period, dropped 
during the tofu-eating, and rose again during the meat-eating 
period. Address: Nagano, Japan.

3201. Neufeld, Don F. 1976. Seventh-day Adventist 
encyclopedia, 2nd ed.: DE-VAU-GE Gesundkostwerk GmbH 
(German Health Food Factory, Ltd.). Washington, DC: 
Review and Herald Publishing Assoc. 1640 p. See p. 389-90.
• Summary: “A fi rm in Hamburg, Germany, owned by 
the Euro-Africa Division, which makes a wide variety of 
products ranging from bread and cereal fl akes to nut creams, 
vegetable spreads, meat analogs from soybeans, and diabetic 
food. The products are distributed through several channels, 
but mainly through health-food stores. The factory was 
founded in 1899 at Friedensau, near Magdeburg, and began 
operation in an old mill under the management of Augusto 
Pages. But since the factory was too small and too far from 
markets and sources of imported raw materials, such as fruits 
and nuts, to operate economically, a new plant was built at 
Hamburg shortly before World War I.
 “In 1940 the political conditions in Germany forced the 
denomination to transfer the factory to four SDA trustees–
Willie Luhr, the former manager, A. Vollmer, O. Schildhauer, 
and H. Niemann–who continued to operate it as a private 
company until the building was almost completely destroyed 
in an air raid on July 28, 1943. Some 12 months later the 
factory resumed production, but on a diminished scale.
 “After World War II, in 1947, a new organization, 
formed by the former Central European Division, took over 
operation of the food factory from the remaining trustees. In 
1966 a new building was constructed in north Hamburg, at 
Brodermannsweg 17. New soy products were developed, and 
a new sales force was organized. The rapid growth of sales, 
both in and outside Germany, made it necessary to lay plans 
for more space and greatly expanded facilities. Early in 1974 
a new property was purchased in Lueneburg, an attractive 
industrial area of Germany. The yearly turnover exceeds $5 
million.”
 Note: DE-VAU-GE is an abbreviation for “Deutscher 
Verein für Gesundheitspfl ege” (German Society for Health 
Care). They owned and used the brand GranoVita from at 
least 1958 until 1991. After that, the story becomes very 
complicated (See Drosihn 2010). Address: Washington, DC.

3202. Oiso, Toshio. 1976. History of food and diet in Japan. 
Progress in Food and Nutrition Science 2(1):35-48.
• Summary: Contents: 1. Fundamental conditions in the 
history of the food habits of the Japanese. 2. Age of primitive 
food (Origin of Japanese culture–2nd century B.C.). 3. Age 
of stabilized rice-eating habits (2nd century B.C. to fi rst half 
of 3rd century). 4. Ancient tomb age (Latter half of third 
century to 6th century). 5. First age of tabooing of meat 
eating (6th century to 8th century). 6. Age of formalization of 
food habits.
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 7. Age of warriors’ [samurai] diet (13th century to fi rst 
half of 15th century). 8. Age of Zen-styled food in vogue 
(Latter half of 15th century to fi rst half of 16th century. 9. 
Age of imported food culture (Latter half of 16th century to 
fi rst half of 17th century). 10. Age of completion of Japanese 
feod (Latter half of 17th century to fi rst half of 19th century). 
11. Age of Japanese-Western mixed diet (Latter half of 19th 
century to the present). 12. Acknowledgements.
 Japan has relatively little arable land. Many ancient 
Japanese rice grains have been found in remains from 
the Yayoi Era, both round-grain rice (Oryza sativa) and 
elongated rice (Oryza sativa indica). Buddhism (and its 
precept against killing or eating meat) was introduced 
to Japan in the middle of the 6th century; production of 
dairy foods gradually faded out. In China the Han culture 
was fl ourishing. A centralized nation with an emperor was 
established at this time.
 In the warrior’s diet we fi nd unpolished / brown rice, 
rice cake (mochi), fermented bean past (miso), salted plum 
(umeboshi), and soy sauce. “Salt was regarded as the most 
indispensable item” (p. 41). Temples made and sold foods.
 In the age of Zen-styled foods the tea ceremony 
Chanoyu) was in vogue, brought to completion by Sen 
no Roikyu (1521-1591); it was accompanied by the 
development of the “Kaiseki-style dinner” (Kaiseki ryôri). 
A labeled diagram of this dinner is given–shown from two 
angles.
 After the Tokugawa regime was founded, the shogunate 
closed Japan to foreigners and most foreign infl uence; this 
continued for 219 years, as Japanese food and menus became 
standardized.
 In 1867, the last Shogun abandoned the rule of the 
Tokugawa clan, which had lasted for 263 years. Emperor 
Meiji became Japan’s ruler and national isolation was ended. 
Address: National Inst. of Nutrition, 1-Toyamacho, Shinju-
ku, Tokyo, Japan.

3203. Omar, E.M.; El-Kotoury, M.I.; Kamar, G.A.; Ahmed, 
N.A. 1976. The effect of amino acid supplementation to 
raw soybeans and cotton-seed meal on the growth and body 
composition of growing chicks. Libyan J. of Agriculture 
5:147-154. [19 ref. Eng; ara]*
Address: Tripoli University, Libyan Arab Republic.

3204. Patelski, J. 1976. Arterial metabolism of 
cholesterylesters: Mechanism of action of polyunsaturated 
phosphatidylcholine. In: H. Peeters, ed. 1976. 
Phosphatidylcholine: Biochemical and Clinical Aspects 
of Essential Phospholipids. Berlin & New York: Springer-
Verlag. x + 254 p. See p. 201-10. [22 ref]*
Address: Medical Academy, Poznan, Poland.

3205. Peeters, Hubert. ed. 1976. Phosphatidylcholine: 
Biochemical and clinical aspects of essential phospholipids. 

New York, Heidelberg, Berlin: Springer Verlag. x + 254 p. 
Illust. (some color). 25 cm. Proceedings of a symposium held 
at the Simon Stevin Institute, 15-18 Nov. 1975 in Brugge, 
Belgium. [415 ref. Eng]
• Summary: This symposium and book were sponsored 
by Nattermann Phospholipid GmbH in Cologne, West 
Germany. Many scientists later criticized both for trying to 
promote a product named EPL, which stands for “Essential 
Phospholipid.” Yet it is not “essential” in the sense that some 
vitamins are essential for the maintenance of good health. 
Address: Simon-Stevin-Instituut voor Wetenschappelijk 
Onderzoek, B-8000 Brugge, Belgium.

3206. Peeters, Hubert. 1976. The biological signifi cance 
of the plasma phospholipids. In: H. Peeters, ed. 1976. 
Phosphatidylcholine: Biochemical and Clinical Aspects 
of Essential Phospholipids. Berlin & New York: Springer-
Verlag. x + 254 p. See p. 10-33. [60 ref]
• Summary: Contents: 1. The phospholipids in 
dyslipoproteinemia. 2. The role of phospholipids in the 
lipoprotein structure. 3. Phospholipids and the lipases. 4. 
The therapeutic potential of phospholipids. Address: Simon-
Stevin-Instituut voor Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek, B-8000 
Brugge, Belgium.

3207. Rackis, J.J. 1976. Flatulence problems associated 
with soy products. In: L.D. Hill, ed. 1976. World Soybean 
Research [Conference I: Proceedings]. Danville, Illinois: 
Interstate Printers and Publishers, Inc. xvii + 1073 p. See p. 
892-903. [26 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Flatulence in man. 
Animal tests and in vitro analysis. Flatulence-mechanism. 
Removal of fl atus factors. References. Address: Northern 
Regional Research Center, Agricultural Research Service, 
U.S. Department of Agriculture, Peoria, Illinois.

3208. Radford, R., Jr.; Hymowitz, T. 1976. Investigation on 
the variability of sulfur to nitrogen ratios in seeds of Glycine 
max and G. soja (Abstract). Agronomy Abstracts p. 112.
• Summary: “A technique using the ratio of total nitrogen/
total sulfur was developed to index the concentration of 
methionine and cystine in seed of Glycine max (L.) Merrill 
and G. soja Sieb. and Zucc. The correlation between the 
N/S ratios and g methionine + cystine/16g N was highly 
signifi cant (r = -787).”
 Note that this is a negative correlation. Address: Dep. of 
Agronomy, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, IL.

3209. Ramsey, Harold A.; Willard, Tommy R. 1976. 
Utilization of soy protein by newborn mammals. In: L.D. 
Hill, ed. 1976. World Soybean Research [Conference I: 
Proceedings]. Danville, Illinois: Interstate Printers and 
Publishers, Inc. xvii + 1073 p. See p. 977-89. [6 ref]
• Summary: Discusses milk replacers. Contents: 
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Introduction. Experimental results. Summary. References. 
Address: Dep. of Animal Science, North Carolina State 
Univ., Raleigh, NC.

3210. Samochowiec, L. 1976. On the action of essential 
phospholipids in experimental atherosclerosis. In: H. Peeters, 
ed. 1976. Phosphatidylcholine: Biochemical and Clinical 
Aspects of Essential Phospholipids. Berlin & New York: 
Springer-Verlag. See p. 211-26. [17 ref]*
Address: Pomeranian Medical Academy, Szczecin, Poland.

3211. Sarett, Herbert P. 1976. Soy-based infant formulas. In: 
L.D. Hill, ed. 1976. World Soybean Research [Conference 
I: Proceedings]. Danville, Illinois: Interstate Printers and 
Publishers, Inc. xvii + 1073 p. See p. 840-49. [24 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Development of 
soy-based infant formulas. Protein quality of early soy 
formulas. Soy protein isolates for soy-based infant formulas. 
Conclusions. References.
 “Development of soy-based infant formulas: ‘Allergy’ 
to cow’s milk stimulated the fi rst development of soy-based 
infant formula. For many years, infants who were unable 
to tolerate cows’ milk formulas were all considered to be 
‘allergic’ to milk proteins. Today, we realize that lactose, the 
carbohydrate in cows’ milk, may have been the cause of the 
problem in some of the infants, especially those who had 
been ill, since gastrointestinal diseases and diarrhea often 
result in temporary defi ciency of the enzyme lactase. In any 
event, soy fl our was used to produce hypoallergenic infant 
formulas as milk-substitutes for feeding ‘allergic’ infants.
 “In 1929, the powdered formula product Sobee, made 
from full-fat soy fl our, was introduced by Mead Johnson... 
This early formula was dark tan in color, had a beany taste 
and contained complex carbohydrates and other factors from 
soybeans which led to fl atus and poor smelling stools. It 
would probably not be aesthetically acceptable today, but in 
1929, it was a godsend for infants allergic to milk.
 “In 1937, liquid Mull-Soy [was] developed by the 
Borden Company... A powdered version of this product 
became available in the late 1940’s.” Liquid Sobee was 
introduced in 1954. ProSobee, based on soy protein 
isolates, was launched in 1965. “From technological 
and physiological standpoints, soy isolate has important 
advantages over soy fl our in making an infant formula. The 
lower viscosity decreases heat requirements in sterilization, 
thereby resulting in better protein quality and a whiter 
formula; in addition, the absence of raffi nose stachyose, and 
hemicelluloses decreases fl atulence and stool problems.” 
Address: V.P., Nutritional Science Resources, Mead Johnson 
Research Center, Evansville, Indiana.

3212. Schneider, J.; Fuchs, G.; Kaffarnik, H. 1976. Infl uence 
of essential phospholipids on human platelet aggregability. 
In: H. Peeters, ed. 1976. Phosphatidylcholine: Biochemical 

and Clinical Aspects of Essential Phospholipids. Berlin & 
New York: Springer-Verlag. See p. 244-48. [13 ref]*
Address: Marburg, West Germany.

3213. Skorepa, J.; Mares, P.; Todorovicova, H.; 
Tvrzicka, E. 1976. New analytical approach to the 
study of hyperlipidemia. In: H. Peeters, ed. 1976. 
Phosphatidylcholine: Biochemical and Clinical Aspects 
of Essential Phospholipids. Berlin & New York: Springer-
Verlag. See p. 133-37. [12 ref]*
Address: 1. Charles Univ., Praque, Czechoslovakia.

3214. Szyszka, K. 1976. Infl uence of EPL [essential 
phospholipids] on lipolysis in vitro and in vivo. In: H. 
Peeters, ed. 1976. Phosphatidylcholine: Biochemical and 
Clinical Aspects of Essential Phospholipids. Berlin & New 
York: Springer-Verlag. See p. 115-24. [16 ref]*
Address: Szczecin, Poland.

3215. Troll, Walter. 1976. Blocking tumor promotion 
by protease inhibitors. In: P.N. Magee, S. Takayama, T. 
Sugimura, T. Matsushima, eds. 1976. Fundamentals in 
Cancer Prevention. Tokyo: University of Tokyo Press. xvii 
+ 433 p. See p. 41-55. Proceedings of the 6th International 
Symposium of The Princess Takamatsu Cancer Research 
Fund, Tokyo, 1975. Also published by University Park Press. 
[33 ref]
• Summary: The feeding of a soybean diet rich in 
protease inhibitors was shown to delay the onset of 
2-stage carcinogenesis in mouse skin. Address: Dep. of 
Environmental Medicine, New York Univ. Medical Center, 
New York, NY.

3216. American Lecithin Company Incorporated. 1976? 
Alcolec Xtra-A. Long Island, New York: ALC. 1 p. Undated.
• Summary: Alcolec Xtra-A is a premium soybean 
lecithin product containing a higher percentage of 
active phosphatides than the ordinary fl uid commercial 
lecithin–66% minimum acetone insoluble (phosphatides) for 
the Xtra-A compared with 62% minimum acetone insoluble 
as set for commercial grade fl uid lecithin by the NSPA 
(National Soya Processors Association).
 “Alcolec Xtra-A comprises the naturally occurring 
phosphatides in association with a carrier of fatty oil and 
is suitable for use in foods and for industrial purposes. Its 
higher lecithin content represents extra value and extra 
effi ciency–a more potent product. Further, our Alcolec 
Xtra-A liquid lecithin has a signifi cantly lower acid value 
and does not contain the free fatty acid [sic] usually found 
in commercial lecithins and being free of added fatty acid is 
more suitable for use with or in oil and fat products where 
low free fatty acid is important and in fl avor sensitive 
applications.
 “The standard specifi cations for Alcolec Xtra-A provide:
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 “Acetone Insoluble: 66.00% minimum
 “Moisture: 0.75% maximum
 “Hexane Insoluble: 0.10% maximum
 “Acid Value: 25 maximum
 “Color, Gardner: 17 maximum
 “Color, Gardner 5%: 10 maximum
 “Viscosity, 80.1: 15,000 cps maximum
 “The following typical values may also be mentioned:
 “Specifi c Gravity: 1.03%
 “Phosphorus: 2.0 %
 “Iodine Value: 95
 “Tocopherols: 1.3 mg/gm” Address: 32-34 61st St., 
Woodside, Long Island 11377, New York; Corporate 
Headquarters: P.O. Box 4056, Atlanta, Georgia 30302. 
Phone: (212) 274-4350. Cable address: Armandmay.

3217. Associated Press (AP). 1977. Food poisoning takes 69 
lives. Daily Colonist (Victoria, BC, Canada). Jan. 9. p. 28, 
col. 5.
• Summary: “Sixty-nine persons died and 265 others in East 
Java were in hospital for food poisoning after eating tempe, 
a local dish made from soy beans, the daily newspaper 
Kompas reports.”
 Note: The tempeh that killed these people was probably 
tempe bongkrek, made from shredded coconut presscake 
rather than from soybeans. There are no known reports of 
soybean tempeh being toxic, but many reports of coconut 
presscake being toxic.

3218. Ausman, Lynne M.; Gallina, D.L.; Camitta, B.M.; 
Flath, L.C.; Hegsted, D.M. 1977. Acute erythroid hypoplasia 
in malnourished infant squirrel monkeys fed isolated soy 
protein. American J. of Clinical Nutrition 30(1):1713-20. 
Jan. [39 ref]
• Summary: Infant squirrel monkeys fed low-protein diets 
using isolated soy protein develop an acute anemia, perhaps 
caused by soy glycoproteins. Address: 1-2. Research 
Assoc., Dep. of Nutrition; 3. Asst. Prof. of Pediatrics, 
Children’s Hospital Medical Center. Present address: 
Asst. Prof. of Hematology/Oncology, Medical College of 
Wisconsin, Milwaukee, WI 53233; 4. Research Asst., Dep. 
of Nutrition; 5. Prof. of Nutrition, Dep. of Nutrition. All: 
Dep. of Nutrition, Harvard School of Public Health and the 
Children’s Hospital Medical Center, Boston, Massachusetts 
02115.

3219. Gorton, Laurie A. 1977. Soy “nuts” improve yield/lb 
30-40%. Baking Industry 144(1758):12. Jan.
• Summary: Pro-Nuts are made by Edible Soy Products, 
711 Seventh St., Hudson, Iowa 50643. They “resemble dry 
roasted split peanuts. They are neutral in fl avor after basic 
processing.” A table shows the nutritional composition of 
Pro-Nuts, peanuts (dry roasted), black walnuts, cashew nuts, 
almonds, English walnuts, Brazil nuts, macadamia nuts, 

fi lberts, and pecans. Pro-Nuts contain 47.4% protein (highest 
of all nuts on the chart by far), 19.5% fat (2nd lowest after 
cashew nuts), 23.5% carbohydrates, 2.0% water, 3.73% ash 
(2nd highest after peanuts), 3.81% fi ber (2nd highest after 
peanuts), and 355 calories per 100 gm (lowest).
 Flavored soy “nuts” put the crunch into the compound 
coating for Sno-Cap Eclair Cookies. They are an excellent 
substitute for nutmeats in many baked goods such as nut 
bread, banana bread, and other batter breads, cookie doughs, 
and cake and muffi n batters. They can add crunchy texture 
to toppings, streusels, glazes, icings, and coatings. They are 
already used as an ingredient in granola mixes. Address: 
Editor.

3220. Kagawa, Ryo. 1977. Shokuhin seibunhyô [Food 
composition tables for Japan]. Tokyo: Joshi Eiyo Daigaku 
Shuppan-bu. 145 p. Jan. 15 x 22 cm. [Jap]
• Summary: For tables of information on soybeans and 
soyfoods, see p. 21-22. Includes Kinako, soymilk, regular 
tofu, kinugoshi tofu, fukuro-iri tofu, yaki-dofu, abura-
age, namaage, ganmodoki, kori-dofu, yuba, okara, natto, 
hamanatto, miso, red miso, light yellow salty miso, red salty 
miso, soybean miso, powdered miso. Address: Japan.

3221. Sunwheel Foods Ltd. 1977. Importers and distributors 
(Ad). Spiral (London, England). Winter. p. 24-25. Jan.
• Summary: Sunwheel Foods Ltd. are importers and 
distributors of six varieties of Sea Vegetables, Tamari Soya 
Sauce, and three varieties of Naturally Fermented Miso Soya 
Bean Paste. This is ad is part of an article titled “Vitamin 
B-12 and the vegetarian,” by John Jenks. Address: 12 
Orpheus St., London SE5 8RR, England.

3222. Canadian Adventist Messenger. 1977. Ten Talents 
cookbook not recommended. Feb. 1. p. 4.
• Summary: “The cookbook A Good Cook, Ten Talents 
has been placed on the not recommended book list by 
the General Conference Health Department. A review 
by dietitians, pharmacists and physicians has found the 
nutritional and medical information contained in the book 
to be generally unsound and in several instances actually 
dangerous.
 “Persons using this cookbook are advised to view with 
caution any nutritional statements or medical advice which 
it contains. Especially dangerous are the recommendations 
regarding formulas and foods for infants and small children, 
certain herbal remedies (some of which are poisonous), the 
listing of several plant foods as ‘valuable’ sources of Vitamin 
B-12 or Vitamin D, and the recommendation that apricot 
kernels be added to soy milk to improve the fl avor (apricot 
kernels are poisonous).
 “For further information, please contact: Ella Mae 
Stoneburner, R.N., M.S., Associate Director, Dept. of Health, 
General Conf. of Seventh-Day Adventists, 6840 Eastern 
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Ave., N.W., Washington, DC 20012.”

3223. Sirtori, C.R.; Agradi, E.; Conti, F.; Mantero, O.; Gatti, 
E. 1977. Soybean-protein diet in the treatment of type-II 
hyperlipoproteinaemia. Lancet i(8006):275-77. Feb. 5. [18 
ref]
• Summary: This is Dr. Sirtori’s major and most infl uential 
study on lowering plasma cholesterol by substituting soy 
proteins for animal proteins. Temptein (textured soy protein 
isolate) completely replaced animal protein in a diet fed to 20 
human subjects. Total cholesterol was lowered 14% after 14 
days and 21% after 21 days.
 However A.S. Truswell (in Heaton 1979, p. 109) 
states: “In Milan, Sirtori and co-workers (1977) recently 
reported impressive reductions of plasma cholesterol 
and low-density lipoprotein cholesterol in patients with 
type II hyperlipidaemia given a soya-bean ‘isolate’. They 
attribute the effect to the soya-bean protein. However the 
preparation they used, ‘Temptein,’ is a concentrate, not 
an isolate. It contains 80 per cent of protein but 10 per 
cent of polysaccharide, most of this indigestible. We and 
others (Helms, 1977) think it likely this latter fraction had 
the cholesterol-lowering effect.” Address: 1-2. Centre E. 
Grossi Paoletti for the Study of Metabolic Diseases and 
Hyperlipidaemia, Univ. of Milan, Italy; 3-4. Maggiore 
Hospital, Milan.

3224. Hansen, Ole Kaae. Assignor to Aarhus Oliefabrik A/S 
(Aarhus, Denmark). 1977. Process for removal of water-
soluble carbohydrates in the production of plant protein 
products. U.S. Patent 4,008,334. Feb. 15. 6 p. Application 
fi led: 5 June 1975. Priority date (UK): 5 June 1974. [3 ref]
• Summary: “Abstract: This invention provides a method for 
removal of all water soluble carbohydrates in the production 
of plant protein products, including oligosaccharides 
containing alpha-1, 6-galactosidic bonds which are known 
to cause fl atulence in man and animals. In the method an 
aqueous solution or dispersion of the plant protein material 
containing 1-60%, and preferably 15-50% of the dry matter 
is fermented with particular strains of Saccharomyces that 
have been found to degrade and assimilate fl atus-causing 
carbohydrates. The fermentation is effected at a temperature 
between 20º and 40º C for from 12 to 48 hours, on which, if 
desired, the fermented material is dried.”
 The main plant protein used in this patent is defatted 
soybean meal. Soy is mentioned 14 times in this patent in 
the forms “soybean,” “soybean meal,” “soy fl our,” “textured 
soy protein,” “soy beans,” “defatted soybean meal,” “soy 
protein concentrate” and “soybean fl akes.” Address: Aarhus, 
Denmark.

3225. Bates, R.P.; Knapp, F.W.; Araujo, P.E. 1977. Protein 
quality of green-mature, dry mature and sprouted soybeans. 
J. of Food Science 42(1):271-72. Jan/Feb. [19 ref]

• Summary: Germination for 4 days was reported to reduce 
trypsin inhibitor activity of soybeans to 33% of the amount 
present in green-mature or dry-mature beans. Address: Univ. 
of Florida, Gainesville.

3226. Darby, William J. 1977. The Renaissance of nutrition 
education. Nutrition Reviews 35:33-38. Feb. [20 ref]
• Summary: The year 1976 marked the Bicentennial of the 
United States and of the modern science of nutrition. “As we 
now enter the third century, there is evidence of a Nutrition 
Renaissance, a rebirth of vigorous intellectual activity in the 
science of nutrition and its application in medicine and the 
health sciences.”
 Before the development of the sulfonamides and 
antibiotics in medicine, the majority of specifi c therapeutic 
agents were nutritional. The conquest of classical defi ciency 
diseases (beriberi, pellagra, scurvy, rickets, xerophthalmia) 
in developed countries was closely followed by dramatic 
advances in treatment and control of infectious diseases, 
exciting advances in surgery, immunology, genetic disorders, 
reproductive physiology and psychopharmacology. Nutrition 
as a subject was “crowded out of” the curriculum of most 
medical schools and became a neglected area of medical and 
postgraduate education.
 But now that is changing, as shown by many recent 
developments. Address: M.D., Ph.D., President, The 
Nutrition Foundation, 489 Fifth Ave., New York, NY 10017.

3227. Dotson, C. Ray; Frank, H.A.; Cavaletto, C.G. 1977. 
Indirect methods as criteria of spoilage in tofu (soybean 
curd): A research note. J. of Food Science 42(1):273-74. Jan/
Feb. [4 ref]
• Summary: “Changes in the liquid surrounding packaged 
tofu (viz., increases in acidity, optical density and viable 
count) indicated that spoilage of tofu cakes was associated 
with bacterial growth. These indirect criteria had a high 
correlation with fl avor deterioration detected by sensory 
evaluation of the tofu cakes.”
 For example, tofu stored for 0, 1, 2, and 3 days at 15ºC 
(59ºF) had a total fl avor score (where 7 is highest and 1 
is lowest) of 5.85, 5.43, 3.70 and 2.08 respectively. In the 
liquid surrounding the tofu cake, the pH was 5.64, 5.29, 4.60, 
and 4.49 respectively (i.e. the water became more acidic), the 
optical density (600 nm) 0.016, 0.061, 0.136, and 0.161 (the 
water became cloudy), and the viable counts per ml of water 
were 3.5 million, 99 million, 680 million, and 760 million 
(i.e. unwanted microorganisms proliferated very rapidly).
 Note: This is the earliest publication seen in the U.S. or 
the Western world on the microbiological quality and safety 
of tofu. Address: Dep. of Food Science and Technol, Univ. of 
Hawaii at Manoa, Honolulu, HI 96822.

3228. Kapoor, Amin C.; Gupta, Yogindera P. 1977. Changes 
in proteins and amino acids in developing soybean seed and 
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effect of phosphorus nutrition. J. of the Science of Food and 
Agriculture (London) 28(2):113-20. Feb. [23 ref]
• Summary: “Two varieties of soybean (Bragg and Punjab-1) 
grown in pot culture with three levels of phosphorus were 
studied for the changes in protein content, ether extract, 
amino acids and protein fractions during the development of 
the seed, and the effect of phosphorus nutrition thereon was 
also studied.”
 “Phosphorus application increased crude protein and 
true protein and decreased ether extract but had little effect 
on amino acids and protein fractions.” Address: Div. of 
Agricultural Biochemistry, Indian Agricultural Research 
Inst., New Delhi-110012, India.

3229. Nakadai, Tadanobu; Nasuno, Seiichi. 1977. The action 
of acid proteinase from Aspergillus oryzae on soybean 
proteins. Agricultural and Biological Chemistry 41(2):409-
10. Feb. [14 ref]
• Summary: Until recently it has long been considered that 
large amounts of free amino acids are liberated from proteins 
by the hydrolytic action of acid protease from Aspergillus 
oryzae. However recent reports indicate that the liberation 
of free amino acids in miso brewing is due to the action of 
carboxypeptidase of the mold. This investigation clearly 
indicates that “free amino acids are liberated from soybean 
protein by the hydrolytic action of both acid proteinase and 
acid carboxypeptidase of A. oryzae in the miso brewing, 
but not liberated by the hydrolytic action of only acid 
proteinase.” Address: Noda Inst. for Scientifi c Research, 
Noda, Chiba, Japan.

3230. Quadri, M.A.; Kapoor, U.; Dulta, I.C.; Kushwah, 
H.S. 1977. A note on anti-nutritional principles in different 
varieties of soybean (Glycine max.). Food Farming and 
Agriculture (Calcutta) 8(8):16-17. Feb. [6 ref]
• Summary: “Improvement in the quality of soy protein 
during controlled heat processing appears to be due primarily 
to the destruction of anti-trypsin activity” (Westfall and 
Hauge 1948). Address: 1. MSc, Senior Biochemist; 2. MHSc, 
Research Scholar; 3. PhD, Dead of Dep. of Biochemistry, 
College of Veterinary Science and Animal Husbandry, 
Jabalpur, MP, India.

3231. Tanuwidjaja, Lindayati. 1977. Pengaruh kadar minyak 
dan kadar air pada fermentasi tepung kedelai [Effects of oil 
content and water content on soy fl our fermentation]. Paper 
presented at Lokakarya Bahan Pangan Berprotein Tinggi 
(Conference on High Protein Foods). 21 p. Held 22-24 Feb. 
1977 at Bandung, Indonesia. [Ind]*
• Summary: Discusses soy fl our tempeh.

3232. Vyhmeister, Irma B.; Register, U.D.; Sonnenberg, 
Lydia M. 1977. Safe vegetarian diets for children. Pediatric 
Clinics of North America 24(1):203-10. Feb. [24 ref]

• Summary: A guide for management of vegetarian diets 
for infants and children. The three main categories of 
vegetarianism are lacto-vegetarian, lacto-ovo-vegetarian, and 
“total or strict vegetarian (vegan).” The latter diet, excluding 
all foods of animal origin, consists only of plant foods. 
Gives charts of food groups with sources, and sample menus 
for children of different age groups. “A variety of foods 
as unprocessed as practical is important when no animal 
foods are used in a vegetarian diet.” Fortifi ed soymilk and 
soya meat products are mentioned as providing necessary 
nutrients. Address: 1. Assoc. Prof. of Nutrition; 2. Prof.; 3. 
Assoc. Prof., All: Dep. of Nutrition, School of Health, Loma 
Linda Univ., Loma Linda, California.

3233. Wolf, W.J. 1977. Physical and chemical properties of 
soybean proteins. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 
54(2):112A-117A. Feb. [30 ref]
• Summary: “Recent physical and chemical studies are 
reviewed for Bowman-Birk and Kunitz trypsin inhibitors, 
agglutinin, and 7S and 11S globulins of soybeans. 
Differences between gelation properties of crude 7S and 11S 
globulin fractions are also discussed.” Address: Northern 
Regional Research Center, ARS, USDA, Peoria, Illinois 
61604.

3234. Brody, Jane E. 1977. Personal health. New York Times. 
March 2. p. 55.
• Summary: Discusses the basics of a balanced vegetarian 
diet, including food combinations that increase protein 
quality using “complimentary plant proteins”–where one 
supplies the amino acids defi cient in the other, and vice 
versa. Examples include a peanut butter sandwich, and 
soybeans with sesame seeds. Even on a “strict vegetarian 
diet,” adults rarely have diffi culty getting enough protein to 
maintain good health.
 The National Academy of Sciences recommends that 
vegetarians consume 2 servings a day of “high-protein meat 
alternatives,” such as legumes, nuts, peanut butter, dairy 
products, eggs, or “meat analogs.” A wide variety of such 
analogs, or “pretend” meats, made from vegetable protein, 
are now commercially available. Vegetarians who consume 
no animal products risk a vitamin B-12 defi ciency; they 
can drink “fortifi ed soy milk or take a B-12 supplement to 
prevent anemia and neurological damage.”

3235. Cyborski, Cathy K. 1977. Nutrition content in medical 
curricula: A survey indicates that nutrition training is 
increasing in U.S. medical school curricula. J. of Nutrition 
Education 9(1):17-18. Jan/March. [6 ref]
• Summary: In a survey of 114 accredited U.S. medical 
schools, 102 responded; 19 of these offered a required course 
in nutrition, 72 offered elective course in nutrition, and 94 
teach nutrition within the framework of other subject areas. 
Address: Nutritionist, Dep. of Foods & Nutrition, American 
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Medical Assoc. (AMA), 535 N. Dearborn St., Chicago, 
Illinois, 60610.

3236. Fried, Ralph I. 1977. One hundred years of infant 
feeding: Refl ections on the development of the understanding 
of the relationship between infant behavior and infant 
nutrition. Clinical Pediatrics 16(3):215-218. March.
• Summary: An excellent history although soy is not 
mentioned. Address: M.D., 3255 Greenway Rd., Shaker 
Heights, Ohio 44122.

3237. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society. 1977. 
Continuous solvent extraction... The early beginnings of a 
giant industry. 54(3):202A-204A. March.
• Summary: The origins of solvent extraction: On 13 Nov. 
1855 a patent to extract fat from bones and wool using 
carbon bisulphide was issued in France to E. Deiss. On 
3 Dec. 1856 additional patents were issued to the same 
inventor covering extraction of oil from oil-bearing seeds.
 In the USA a batch solvent extraction plant at Southport 
Mills, New Orleans, Louisiana, ran in 1917-1919 on 
aviation-type gasoline and later on benzene to remove 
oil from cottonseed cake, copra, palm kernel, and other 
oleaginous material. The experiment ended when business 
conditions returned to normal in the USA after World War I.
 The origins of continuous solvent extraction are 
integrally linked with soybeans, largely because soybeans 
contain less oil than most oilseeds. “The end of World War 
I left Germany with a shortage of fats and oils as well as 
animal feedstuffs. The Germans began to seek better ways 
to get the most out of their imported Manchurian soybeans. 
Two continuous solvent extractors using countercurrent 
principles were developed. The Bollman [Bollmann], or 
basket, extractor, was patented in Germany in 1919 and 
1920; the Hildebrandt, or U-tube, extractor, was patented in 
1934.
 “Solvent extraction also was being tried in the United 
States. In Monticello, Illinois, the Piatt County Soybean 
Cooperative Company operated a batch plant in 1923-24; 
Eastern Cotton Oil Company operated a Bollman extractor 
from Germany, at Norfolk, Virginia, in 1924-25. Both 
ventures proved unprofi table.”
 “Prosco Oil Co. in Norfolk, Virginia, ran a solvent 
extraction operation for several years in the 1920s. A 
relatively small quantity of soybeans was processed. “Most 
early efforts at solvent extraction failed at least partially 
because of a lack of suffi cient volume of soybeans.
 “The best publicized effort in the United States was 
part of Henry Ford’s soybean research plant at the Edison 
Institute (see accompanying article). Ford perceived farmers 
as his prime customers for his Model T automobile and 
decided if he wanted farmers for customers, he would have 
to fi nd a new way for industry to become a customer for 
farmers.

 “’ADM and Glidden initiated large-scale solvent 
extraction of soybeans (in the United States) in 1934,’ John 
Cowan recently wrote in an introduction for a forthcoming 
volume on soybean oil. ‘By importing equipment from 
Germany for the manufacture of oil, meal, and phosphatides. 
The plants processed 100 tons a day.’
 “The ADM and Glidden plants were both in Chicago 
and both utilized Hildebrandt, or U-tube, extractors, with a 
petroleum of the hexane-type as a solvent. The ADM plant 
went on stream in March 1934, A.E. MacGee says [in a 
1947 article for Oil Mill Gazetteer], with the Glidden plant 
following about November 1934.
 “On Oct. 7, 1935, the Glidden plant at 1845 N. Laramie 
Ave. reopened after being shut down for fi ve weeks. At 11:40 
that morning the plant was destroyed in an explosion that 
shattered windows as far as a mile away and rained bricks on 
nearby structures. Eleven persons died and 43 were injured... 
The explosion apparently was triggered by a solvent leak... 
Cowan says the plant was immediately rebuilt at double its 
original capacity.
 “In those early 1930s while Ford was looking for 
industrial uses for soybeans and the fi rst large-scale plants 
were rising in Chicago, Proctor & Gamble in Cincinnati had 
set Norman F. Kruse to work on soybean oil research. P&G 
was examining soybean oil for use in Crisco [shortening] 
and salad oils. In January 1933, P&G shifted a recent Purdue 
graduate, R.P. Hutchins, to the project as Kruse’s assistant. 
Kruse and Hutchins became friends, a friendship that would 
endure corporate animosity more than a decade later when 
each was with a different fi rm.
 “’Kruse was a wonderful man,’ Hutchins recalls. ‘He set 
about to teach me everything he knew. He was completely 
unselfi sh.’ Kruse directed lab work with Hutchins, letting 
Hutchins write the reports so Kruse could spend more time 
working with the pilot plant crew.
 “In September 1936, Kruse left P&G for Central Soya 
and Hutchins became head of P&G’s soybean research 
efforts. Hutchins says Kruse left because he wanted to work 
on soybean oil extraction on a larger scale. If so, Kruse went 
to the right place. In 1936, the two-year-old Central Soya 
fi rm sent Kruse and Harry C. Offutt to Germany to study 
continuous extractors. Kruse and Offutt recommended that 
Central Soya buy a Bollman (basket) extractor.” In Jan. 
1937, during a trans-Atlantic phone call, Dale W. McMillen, 
Central Soya’s founder, to buy the largest extractor available.
 Years later, in 1966, Harold W. McMillen, Dale’s son, 
told a dinner audience in Indiana that this decision came in 
the midst of the Great Depression, when solvent extraction 
was a new process, “and the future of the soybean was still 
regarded with skepticism by many.”
 In Nov. 1937 the plant went on stream in a fi ve-story 
structure beside a cluster of tall (110 feet) silos that increased 
Central Soya storage capacity by 1 million bushels. With 
a capacity of 275 tons/day of soybeans, the plant was the 
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largest of its time in the USA.
 In the fall of 1936 Honeymead Products Co. of Cedar 
Rapids, Iowa, opened a plant, based on the German process, 
with a capacity of 100 tons/day of soybeans.
 “Kruse’s former employer, Proctor & Gamble, had 
a subsidiary fi rm in Louisville [Kentucky] that produced 
cottonseed oil for P&G products, Hutchins says. Cotton 
acreage around Louisville was declining, soybean acreage 
was increasing. P&G decided to buy a Bollman extractor for 
a new plant in Louisville.
 “In September 1939 with ground broken and 
foundations started in Louisville, and the extractor sitting 
on the Hamburg docks for imminent shipment to the United 
States, England declared war on Germany and a blockade 
of her ports. Hutchins recalls the German manufacturer said 
the extractor could be delivered via overland routes to Italy, 
still neutral at the time, for shipment to the United States. 
P&G, perhaps mindful that its English operations depended 
on government allocation of scarce raw materials, decided 
not to try to circumvent the English blockade. Instead, 
P&G turned to Piqua, Ohio where French Oil Mill’s C.B. 
Upton recently had hired Harry Robinson as solvent plant 
superintendent. Robinson had been with Central Soya when 
the Decatur, Indiana, plant was built, but apparently he and 
Kruse had clashed. Robinson left and brought his know-how 
to French Oil.
 “French Oil told P&G it could produce a virtual copy of 
the Hansa-Muhle V. Bollman unit stranded on the Hamburg 
docks. Allis-Chalmers preparation equipment was to be used, 
but the extractor was the fi rst one to be built in the United 
States by French Oil. The extractor based on Central Soya’s 
unit, went into operation during February 1941.” Continued.

3238. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society. 1977. 
Trichloroethylene. 54(3):205A. March.
• Summary: “One effort to produce a small, safe [solvent] 
extractor during the 1930s and 1940s led to an unexpected 
result–the death of cattle” that ate the meal. In the USA early 
work on the development of a solvent extractor that used 
trichloroethylene was done at Iowa State University. This 
solvent was selected because it is nonfl ammable at normal 
temperatures.
 But many articles had been published in Europe, 
some before World War I, warning of the potential dangers 
of feeding to cattle trichloroethylene extracted soybean 
meal (TESOM). Yet in the late 1930s through about 1947, 
soybeans were extracted with trichloroethylene in quite a few 
small plants in the USA with no apparent bloody noses or 
deaths, says John Cowan [NRRC, Peoria, Illinois].
 L.K. Arnold of Iowa State Univ., now retired in Texas, 
says “Iowa State shipped quite a lot of meal to Cornell 
University [Ithaca, New York] where tests were run on two 
sets of cattle.” Cornell reported the meal was non-toxic, and 
Arnold and co-workers assumed that evaluation was correct. 

But today Arnold thinks that toxicity didn’t show up because 
“the amount they used in the feed mixture was too small.”
 “Whatever the reason, the danger went unperceived. 
Iowa State licensed Crown Iron Works in Minneapolis to 
sell the extractor. Crown Iron had been in the extraction 
industry before, but with the end of World War II had begun 
to look for ways to diversify, according to Joe Givens, now 
manager of Dawson Mills at Dawson, Minnesota. He was to 
be manager of Crown Iron’s pilot extractor plant.
 “Iowa State has built a plant in Plainfi eld, Iowa. Crown 
Iron’s fi rst plant began to go up in Glencoe, Minnesota, in 
1949 and was completed in 1950. Plants were to follow 
rapidly at Blooming Prairie, Minnesota; Granite Forks, 
South Dakota [sic, Grand Forks, North Dakota]; Townsend, 
Indiana; Vermont, Illinois; and Fremont, Nebraska.
 “But in December of 1951, Givens recalls, the roof fell 
in. Cattle had begun to keel over and die within 35 days. The 
meal reacted in the ruminants’ digestive tract in a unique and 
fatal manner. Swine and poultry fed the feed did well.
 “’By January of 1952, I would say all of the plants had 
closed down with the exception of Dawson Mills,’ Givens 
says.” At Dawson, Givens removed the pressure toasting 
and “scrubbed the meal in process with live steam that either 
removed the trichlorethylene or the toxic material. The 
Dawson plant also labeled its product ‘not for ruminants.’”
 Trichloroethylene plants built by Crown Iron Works 
were “converted to hexane solvent and the fi rm stayed in the 
solvent extraction industry, building its fi rst 200-ton extractor 
in 1959; it recently completed a 2,000 ton plant with two 
extractors and is fi nishing a 1,500 ton one-extractor plant for 
MFA [Missouri Farmers Assoc.] this year. It also markets a 
desolventizer toaster-dryer-cooler.”
 Dr. Cowan believes that “trichloroethylene probably 
reacted with SH groups in the meal to produce agents that 
caused the bloody nose and aplastic anemia.” “The precise 
reaction between solvent and meal and cattle was never 
pinpointed.”

3239. Kiuchi, Kan; Ohta, Teruo; Itoh, Hiroshi; Takabayashi, 
Tokuji; Ebine, Hideo. 1977. Studies on lipids of natto. 
Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the 
National Food Research Institute) No. 32. p. 257-61. March. 
[16 ref. Eng; jap]
• Summary: Reprinted from J. of Agricultural and Food 
Chemistry 24(2):404-07 (March/April 1976). Address: 
National Food Research Inst., MAFF, Tokyo, Japan.

3240. Kiuchi, Kan; Ohta, Teruo; Ebine, Hideo. 1977. 
Accumulation of diglycerides and monoglycerides and 
decrease of unsaturated fatty acids in miso. Shokuhin Sogo 
Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the National Food 
Research Institute) No. 32. p. 262-67. March. [8 ref. Eng; 
jap]
• Summary: Reprinted from Nihon Shokuhin Kogyo Gakkai 
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Shi (J. of Food Science and Technology) 23:455-60 (1976)–
as “Studies on lipids of soybean foods. II.” Address: National 
Food Research Inst., MAFF, Koto-ku, Tokyo, Japan.

3241. Kiuchi, Kan; Ohta, Teruo; Ebine, Hideo. 1977. 
[Changes in lipid components of miso-dama koji]. Shokuhin 
Sogo Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the National Food 
Research Institute) No. 32. p. 268-73. March. [6 ref. Jap; 
eng]
• Summary: Reprinted from Hakko Kogaku Zasshi (J. of 
Fermentation Technology) 53(12):869-74 (1975). Address: 
National Food Research Inst., MAFF, Shiohama, Koto-ku, 
Tokyo, Japan.

3242. Richardson, M. 1977. The proteinase inhibitors of 
plants and micro-organisms. Phytochemistry 16(2):159-69. 
March. [159 ref]
• Summary: A review of post-1972 advances in knowledge 
of the proteinase inhibitors of plants and microorganisms. 
Much of the early work on the proteinase inhibitors of plant 
origin concentrated almost exclusively on the inhibitors of 
trypsin, an important serine protease in the digestive tract of 
animals. It soon became apparent however that many of the 
so-called trypsin inhibitors also inhibited the related enzyme 
chymotrypsin.
 The fi rst details of the primary structures of the plant 
proteinase inhibitors started to appear in 1971 with the 
sequences of the lima bean inhibitor and the soybean 
(Kunitz) inhibitor. Address: Dep. of Botany, Univ. of 
Durham, Science Laboratories, South Rd., Durham City, 
DH1 3LE, England.

3243. Saio, Kyoko. 1977. Soybeans resistant to water 
absorption. Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku 
(Report of the National Food Research Institute) No. 32. p. 
220-25. March. [6 ref. Eng; jap]
• Summary: Reprinted from Cereal Foods World 21(4):168-
73 (April 1970). Address: National Food Research Inst., 
MAFF, Koto-ku, Tokyo, Japan.

3244. Shorter, R.; Byth, D.E.; Mungomery, V.E. 1977. 
Estimates of selection parameters associated with protein 
and oil content of soybean seeds (Glycine max (L.) Merr.). 
Australian J. of Agricultural Research 28(2):211-22. March. 
[16 ref]
• Summary: Three soybean crosses were grown at two 
locations, one near the coast, the other on the Darling 
Downs. The protein, oil, and protein plus oil content of each 
cross was studied. Address: Dep. of Agriculture, Univ. of 
Queensland, St. Lucia, Qld 4067. Mungomery’s present 
address: Queensland Dep. of Primary Industries, Research 
Station, Biloela, Qld. 4715.

3245. Taira, Harue; Taira, Hirokadzu; Kaizuma, Norihiko; 

Fukui, Juro; Matsumoto, Shigeo. 1977. [Varietal differences 
of seed weight, protein and sulfur-containing amino acid 
content of soybean seeds (Continued)]. Shokuhin Sogo 
Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the National Food 
Research Institute) No. 32. p. 25-66. March. [6 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: “In the previous paper, the date of maturity, 
growing period, weight of 100 seeds, protein content and 
sulfur-containing amino acid content of soybean seeds were 
examined with regard to 1110 samples of soybean seeds 
grown at Kariwano, Akita Prefecture in 1970, and the range, 
mean value and coeffi cient of variation of each group by the 
place of origin of the variety were shown.
 “In this paper, the data of each sample were shown and 
the test of signifi cant between the group pairs was further 
investigated.” Address: National Food Research Inst., MAFF, 
Tokyo, Japan.

3246. Taira, Harue; Taira, Hirokadzu; Kaizuma, Norihiko; 
Fukui, Juro; Matsumoto, Shigeo. 1977. [Varietal differences 
of seed weight, protein and sulfur-containing amino acid 
content of soybean seeds]. Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo Kenkyu 
Hokoku (Report of the National Food Research Institute) No. 
32. p. 207-19. March. [19 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: Reprinted from Nippon Sakumotsu Gakkai 
Kiji (Proceedings of the Crop Science Society of Japan) 
45(3):381-83 (1976). Address: National Food Research Inst., 
MAFF, Tokyo, Japan.

3247. Helms, Peter. 1977. Soybean-protein diet and plasma-
cholesterol (Letter to the editor). Lancet i(8015):805. April 9. 
[1 ref]
• Summary: Concerning Sirtori’s experiment published 
in the Lancet on Feb. 5, Helms thinks it was probably the 
dietary fi ber in the soybean preparation, Temptein, not the 
soy protein, that lowered plasma cholesterol.
 Gatti and Sirtori reply: They gave 1,800 calories/day to 
their patients and at most 90 gm of Temptein. Of this, about 
20 gm is carbohydrate, including 10 gm of monosaccharides 
and oligosaccharides, “8 of the other 10 gm being non-
digestible, non-cellulose material... This daily amount of 
indigestible fi bre is unlikely to achieve any signifi cant 
hypocholesterolaemic effect.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2020) 
suggesting that dietary fi ber from soybeans might lower 
blood cholesterol.
 Note 2. It appears from the reply above that Temptein 
is made by spinning soy protein concentrate, rather than 
soy protein isolate–as Sirtori and co-workers originally 
stated. Address: Inst. of Hygiene, Univ. of Aarhus, DK 8000 
Aarhus, Denmark.

3248. Bunch, W.L.; Matthews, M.E.; Marth, E.H. 1977. 
Fate of Staphylococcus aureus in beef-soy loaves subjected 
to procedures used in hospital chill foodservice systems: a 
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research note. J. of Food Science 42(2):565-66. March/April. 
[7 ref]
• Summary: “Staphylococcus aureus was inoculated into 
uncooked mixtures of ground beef and soy protein and 
survival of the organism was determined during the stages 
of food handling that would occur in a hospital with a chill 
foodservice system. Although the initial inoculum was only 
approximately 5000/g, heating the mixture as loaves in a 
convection oven at 121ºC to an internal temperature of 60ºC 
was not lethal to S. aureus.” Address: Dep. of Food Science, 
Univ. of Wisconsin, Madison 53706.

3249. De Rham, O.; Van De Rovaart, P.; Bujard, E.; Mottu, 
F.; Hidalgo, J. 1977. Fortifi cation of soy protein with cheese 
whey protein and the effect of alkaline pH. Cereal Chemistry 
54(2):238-45. March/April. [22 ref]
• Summary: Replacement up to 40% of the soy protein 
in a product with whey protein can increase the protein 
effi ciency ratio (PER) from approximately 1 to up to 3. 
“PER improvement was similar for both ‘heat-denatured’ 
and ‘nonheated’ (recovered by ultrafi ltration) whey 
protein, and was due to a better balance of the essential 
amino acids in the protein mixture, as compared to that of 
the soy protein alone.” The whey protein made its most 
important contribution by adding methionine and cysteine 
/ cystine, which are the limiting amino acids in the soy 
protein. Address: Research Dep., Nestlé Products Technical 
Assistance Co. Ltd., Case Postale 1009, CH-1001, Lausanne, 
Switzerland.

3250. Eskin, N.A. Michael; Grossman, S.; Pinsky, A. 1977. 
Biochemistry of lipoxygenase in relation to food quality. 
Critical Reviews in Food Science and Nutrition 9(1):1-40. 
April. [268 ref]
• Summary: An extensive review of lipoxygenase in relation 
to food quality. This enzyme has been recognized since the 
late 1920s. It is well known for the variety and intensity of 
undesirable fl avor it can produce from its normal substrate, 
linolenic acid. Address: 1. Dep. of Foods and Nutrition, 
Univ. of Manitoba, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada; 2-3. Bar-
Ilan Univ., Ramat-Gan, Israel.

3251. Hattori, Terumitsu. 1977. Ordinary analysis of 
Kikkoman soy sauce (Naturally brewed in the United 
States). 1581 Webster St., San Francisco, CA 94115. 2 p. 
Unpublished manuscript.
• Summary: Solids content: 31.23 gm/100 gm or 37.10 
gm/100 ml. Ash (minerals) 15.7 gm/100 g, or 18.7 
gm/100 ml. NaCl 14.30 gm/100 gm or 17.00 gm/100 ml. 
Total nitrogen 1.39 gm/100 gm or 1.65 gm/100 ml. The 
nitrogenous component is: Amino nitrogen 44%, peptide 
nitrogen 44%, ammonia nitrogen 12%. Also gives amino 
acid content, reducing sugar, pH (4.75), titratable acidity 
(2.40), content of lactic and acetic acids, alcohol (ethanol 

1.7 ml/100 gm or 2.05 ml/100 ml), specifi c gravity (1.188 
gm/ml), color, calories (66 cal/100 gm or 79 cal/100 ml), 
and sodium benzoate preservative 0.05 to 0.07 gm/100 gm. 
Address: Kikkoman Foods, Inc., Japan Center, P.O. Box 784, 
San Francisco, California 94101. Phone: 415-563-8700.

3252. Japan Food Research Laboratories. 1977. Analysis 
certifi cate for Morinaga brand aseptically packaged tofu 
(soy bean curd). 52-1 Motoyoyogi-cho, Shibuya-ku, Tokyo, 
Japan. 1 p. Report 6120678-15.
• Summary: Product was produced by Morinaga Milk 
Industry Co. Ltd. on 22 Dec. 1976. Assay was conducted 15 
April 1977. Moisture 89.1%, crude protein (N x 5.71) 4.7%, 
crude fat 2.8%, crude ash 0.6%, carbohydrate 2.8%, total 
solids 10.9%, vitamin B-1 0.12 mg/100 gm, vitamin B-2 0.04 
mg/100 gm, nicotinic acid 0.23 mg/100 gm. Address: Tokyo, 
Japan.

3253. Osborn, Thomas W. 1977. Elemental composition 
of soybean meal and interlaboratory performance. J. of 
Agricultural and Food Chemistry 25(2):229-32. March/
April. [4 ref]
• Summary: “A large quantity of hexane-extracted soybean 
meal was prepared from Amsoy soybeans and analyzed for 
87 elements in ten independent laboratories using a variety 
of techniques. A tabulation of the ‘best values’ is included.” 
Address: The Procter & Gamble Co., Miami Valley 
Laboratories, Cincinnati, Ohio.

3254. Sudarmadji, Slamet; Markakis, Pericles. 1977. The 
phytate and phytase of soybean tempeh. J. of the Science of 
Food and Agriculture (London) 28(4):381-83. April. [13 ref]
• Summary: In the process of making tempeh, the “phytic 
acid content of soybeans was reduced by about one-third 
as a result of this fermentation, while an equivalent amount 
of phosphate was released in the tempeh. The reduction of 
phytic acid was due to the phytase enzyme elaborated by the 
mould of the fermentation. The pH optimum of this enzyme 
was 5.6.” Address: Dep. of Food Science and Human 
Nutrition, Michigan State Univ., East Lansing, Michigan 
48824.

3255. Waikar, M.; Mehta, T.; Quadri, M.A.; Kushwah, 
H.S.; Datta, I.C. 1977. Palatability score, nutritive value 
and trypsin inhibitor activity of some common soybean 
substituted recipes. JNKVV Research Journal 11(1&2):106-
11. Jan/April. [5 ref]
• Summary: Soybeans were used popular Indian recipes, in 
the form of roasted fl our in chapati, with red gram in ahar 
and in soy cutlets, in the form of sprouts in usal (an Indian 
dish containing bean sprouts) and salad, as dry roasted 
soynuts in chikki, and as whole dry soybeans cooked in a 
preserve called urad dal papad. Addition of soybeans greatly 
improved the nutritional value of each dish. Organoleptic 
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trials showed that the soybean preparations compared well 
with their standard counterparts. Trypsin inhibitors were 
reduced to safe levels by conventional processing involved in 
the preparation.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Aug. 2007) that uses the term “red gram” to refer 
to Cajanus cajang. Address: 1-2. M.H. College of Home 
Science for Women, Jabalpur; 3-5. College of Veterinary 
Science & Animal Husbandry, Jabalpur, India.

3256. Bricklin, Mark. 1977. Improve your circulation 
without surgery. Prevention (Emmaus, Pennsylvania). May. 
p. 34-5, 38-40, 42, 44. [3 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. “Good” cholesterol 
vs. “bad” (HDL and LDL). What lecithin does. Soybeans: 
‘Remarkable’ cholesterol fi ghters. A role for vitamin E. 
Nothing is better than exercise. More vegetarian meals.
 The last section begins: “On the nutritional front, try to 
make soybeans a frequent visitor at your table.”

3257. Havel, Eileen; Tweeten, T.N.; Seib, P.A.; Wetzel, D.L.; 
Liang, Y.T. 1977. Oligosaccharides released during hydration 
of textured soya as determined by high performance liquid 
chromatography. J. of Food Science 42(3):666-68. May. [20 
ref]
• Summary: “High performance liquid chromatography 
(HPLC) was used to determine the amount of stachyose 
released from an extruded textured soy (‘Uni-Tex’) during 
its hydration in boiling water. Hydration was complete in 
approximately 25 minutes, at which time three-fourths of 
the sugars originally present in the texturized product were 
released into the cooking waters.” Address: 1-5. Dep. of 
Grain Science & Industry, Kansas State Univ., Manhattan, 
KS 66506; 6. Wenger International, Inc., Kansas City, 
Missouri 64108.

3258. Whitington, Peter F.; Gibson, Richard. 1977. Soy 
protein intolerance: Four patients with concomitant cow’s 
milk intolerance. Pediatrics 59(5):730-32. May. [8 ref]
• Summary: “An infrequently encountered and poorly 
understood infantile disorder is gastrointestinal soy protein 
intolerance. Four patients who had intractable diarrhea 
of infancy and who failed to thrive were tested by oral 
challenge with soy protein isolate and were found to have 
soy protein intolerance. All four exhibited concomitant 
sensitivity to cow’s milk protein. The response to challenge 
with soy protein included diarrhea, vomiting, hypotension, 
lethargy, and fever. These symptoms were immediate, of 
short duration, and occurred with each subsequent challenge 
dose.”
 Four case reports are given. Address: M.D., Dep. 
of Pediatrics, Univ. of Tennessee Center for the Health 
Sciences, Memphis, TN.

3259. JAMA: J. of the American Medical Association. 
1977. Experts link heart disease and diet. 237(24):2593. 
June 13. Reprinted by U.S. Select Committee on Nutrition 
and Human Needs, Dietary Goals for the United States: 
Supplemental Views, p. 712-13. [1 ref]
• Summary: Kaare Reidar Norum, MD, chair, Nutrition 
Research Inst., Univ. of Oslo, Norway, sent a questionnaire 
last December to 214 men and women around the world 
who are engaged in lipid, lipoprotein, atherosclerosis, and 
nutrition research.
 Dr. Norum selected the recipients himself, so this was 
not a random sample–as he noted in the 10 March 1977 issue 
of The Journal of the Norwegian Medical Association. In 
fact, about half the respondents are from the United States. 
About 85% of the addressees responded with the following 
results:
 Is there a connection between diet and development of 
coronary heart disease Yes 99.4%. No 0.6%.
 Is there a connection between diet and plasma 
lipoprotein concentration? Yes 98.9%. No 1.2%.
 Is there a connection between plasma cholesterol 
concentration and the development of coronary heart 
disease? Yes 98.9%. No 1.2%.
 Is there a connection between plasma triglyceride 
concentration and the development of coronary heart 
disease? Yes 77.9%. No 22.1%.
 Is your knowledge of diet and coronary heart disease 
suffi cient for recommending a moderate change in the diet of 
our society? Yes 91.9%. No 8.1%.
 Is your diet effected by your knowledge? Yes 92.4%. No 
7.6%.
 Do you smoke? Yes 14.8% No. 85.2%.
 The basic recommendations are to eat fewer calories, 
less fat (especially saturated fat) and less cholesterol.
 “In November 1975, the Norwegian Ministry of Agri- 
culture issued a report to that nation’s parliament outlining 
nutritional guidelines for food policy and recommending, 
among other things, limiting meat consumption as part of an 
effort to limit total fat and saturated fat intake.”
 Norway’s meat industry (of course) objected. Address: 
Kaare Reidar Norum, Chairman, Nutrition Research Inst., 
Univ. of Oslo, Norway.

3260. Tallent, William H. 1977. Soy proteins in Europe. 
Northern Regional Research Center: Notes from the Director 
(Peoria, Illinois) No. 1295. p. 1. June 24.
• Summary: “Despite the higher prices of meat and other 
animal proteins, the food industry has lagged behind their 
U.S. counterpart in the use of soy proteins. However the 
developing markets encourage several U.S. companies, 
as well as Unilever, to build plants to manufacture fl ours, 
concentrates, and isolates. Last week, Dr. H. Herstel, 
Unilever Research, Zeuenaar, The Netherlands, visited with 
us concerning use of soy in foods. Unilever now has a plant 
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(in Zwijndrecht) with an annual capacity of 60,000 metric 
tons (132 million pounds) in which they produce fl ours, 
concentrates, and isolates. Dr. Herstel discussed extrusion of 
soy proteins, lipid protein concentrates, quantitation of soy 
in meat-soy mixtures, ultrasonic extraction of soy proteins, 
fl atulence, and fl avor problems with members of OC and 
ED. He stated that aqueous alcohol extraction used in the 
preparation of protein concentrates removes precursors 
(p-coumaric and ferulic acids) of ‘cooked (retorted) soybean 
odor.’ Unilever workers attribute this odor to p-vinylphenol 
and p-vinylguaiacol and feel such odors were responsible 
for poor acceptance of textured soy fl ours when they were 
introduced in Europe in the late 1960’s. These developments 
dramatize the signifi cance of NRRC’s research on the 
soybean fl avor problem.
 “Alcohol extraction to greatly increase the versatility 
of soy protein products in foods is one of the signifi cant 
developments of NRRC research.” Address: Acting Director.

3261. Collins, J.L.; Falasinnu, G.A. 1977. Yam (Dioscorea 
spp.) fl our fortifi cation with soy fl our. J. of Food Science 
42(3):821-23. May/June. [22 ref]
• Summary: Yams serve as a dietary staple for millions of 
people in West Africa. Yet in areas where yams are a stable 
food, many people suffer from malnutrition because yams 
are low in protein (1-2%), the protein is low in quality, and 
yams are also low in most vitamins except vitamin C. The 
most important culinary product made from yams throughout 
the yam zone of West Africa is “fufu” or “iyan,” made of 
cooked, pounded yams.
 Nigerian-grown soybeans were made into soy fl our, 
which was used at the 5% or 10% level to successfully to 
enrich fufu. Address: Dep. of Food Technology & Science, 
Univ. of Tennessee, Knoxville, TN 37916.

3262. Eka, O.U.; Kay, T. 1977. Chemical evaluation of the 
nutrient status of soya bean meals prepared using traditional 
methods. Samaru Agricultural Newsletter 19(2):76-81. June. 
[9 ref]
• Summary: Full-fat soy fl our was used in place of the 
more popular cowpea fl our to make popular Nigerian 
dishes such as bean cake (akara or kosei), puff-puff, moin-
moin or alele (made with okara), and soya bean milk. The 
soybean products were generally richer in protein than their 
cowpea counterparts. The soya bean samples were supplied 
by the Institute for Agricultural Research, Ahmadu Bello 
University, Zaria. Address: Ahmadu Bello Univ., Zaria, 
Nigeria.

3263. Forbes, Richard M.; Parker, Helen M. 1977. Biological 
availability of zinc in and as infl uenced by whole fat soy 
fl our in rat diets. Nutrition Reports International 15(6):681-
88. June. [8 ref]
• Summary: “In slope ratio tests of the availability of dietary 

zinc, using log total femur zinc of young rats as the criterion 
of response to increasing dietary zinc concentrations, the 
following results were obtained. Zinc added to the diet in the 
form of whole fat soy fl our was utilized 34% as effi ciently as 
zinc added as zinc carbonate to an egg-white protein diet...” 
Address: Dep. of Animal Science, Univ. of Illinois.

3264. Gaskin, Stephen. 1977. The plowboy papers: Stephen 
Gaskin and The Farm. Mother Earth News No. 45. May/
June. p. 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22.
• Summary: This tells the story of The Farm, but it is not 
an interview. It seems more like excerpts from a book by 
or about Stephen. “It all started in the fall of 1966 when 
someone decided to start an experimental college in San 
Francisco... and away over in the corner of the registration 
room a guy named Stephen Gaskin, a maverick English 
professor from San Francisco State Univ., put up a little 
sign which said he’d be teaching something called ‘Monday 
Night Class.’
 “Only six people made it through that fi rst semester 
with Gaskin. So he began tinkering around with new names 
for his course. First it was ‘Group Experiments in Unifi ed 
Field Theory’... then ‘Magic, Einstein, and God’... and then 
‘North American White Witchcraft’. But what that Monday 
Night Class was really about all the time was religion 
and the psychedelic-drug-inspired, long-overdue spiritual 
reawakening which was then just beginning to stretch, come 
alive, and sweep across our jaded, materialistic, modern 
world.”
 In late 1971 Stephen and his followers bought a 1,014 
acre farm in Tennessee for $70/acre. It has since been 
expanded to 1,700 acres.
 “Babies love soymilk. They can be weaned directly onto 
it and most of ours have been. It’s especially good for babies 
who are allergic to cow’s milk or who can’t tolerate lactose. 
(Commercial non-allergenic baby formulas are made from 
soybeans.)
 “We fortify our milk with vitamin B-12. In the winter, 
when we don’t have fresh greens and there’s less sunshine, 
we also add vitamins A and D.” A recipe is given for making 
soymilk at home.
 “When we work in the soy dairy we tie our hair back, 
wash our hands, and put on clean aprons. We believe that 
being spiritual means having a well-trained, effi cient crew 
of folks who have fun working together... and that everyone 
should be able to go home after work 100% confi dent that 
we’ve made wholesome, sanitary, nutritious food.” Address: 
156 Drakes Lane, Summertown, Tennessee 38383.

3265. Green, J.R.; Lawhon, J.T.; Cater, C.M.; Mattil, K.F. 
1977. Utilization of whole undefatted glandless cottonseed 
kernels and soybeans to protein-fortify corn tortillas. J. of 
Food Science 42(3):790-94. May/June. [13 ref]
• Summary: “Tortillas have long been recognized as the 
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ideal vehicle for fortifi cation to upgrade the nutritional status 
of peoples of the South and Southwest where tortillas are 
widely consumed.” Address: Food Protein R&D Center, 
Oilseeds Products Div., Texas A&M Univ., F.E. Box 183, 
College Station, TX 77843.

3266. Hsu, Chi Ming Lee; Kummerow, Fred A. 1977. 
Infl uence of elaidate and erucate on heart mitochondria. 
Lipids 12(6):486-94. June. [39 ref]
• Summary: Many studies have shown that partially 
hydrogenated soybean oil as well as rapeseed oil have caused 
lipids to accumulate in the myocardium and change the 
fatty acid composition of heart mitochondria when fed to 
weanling rats as a sole source of dietary fat. Address: The 
Burnsides Research Lab., Univ. of Illinois, Urbana.

3267. McNamara, Stephen H. 1977. FDA concerned about 
nutrition of engineered foods. Food Engineering 49(6):ef-16, 
17, 20. June. In special section on Engineered Foods.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Problems for FDA: 
Introduction, standard of identity, nutrition labeling, common 
or usual name regulation, nutritional quality guideline, 
imitation policy, general principles. New regulatory 
approaches: Expansion of nutrition labeling, affi rmative 
warnings, promulgation of a standard of identity, increased 
restrictions on additives, new legislation.
 The basic question is whether FDA has the authority to 
regulate “new fabricated food products which substitute for 
and resemble traditional foods but may not provide the same 
nutritional value as traditional foods.”
 This article was adapted from the author’s presentation 
at “Food Update 1977” (Food and Drug Law Institute), 27 
April 1977. Address: Assoc. Chief Counsel for U.S. Food 
and Drug Administration, Washington, DC.

3268. Nutrition Reviews. 1977. Plant foods and 
atherosclerosis. 35(6):148-150. June. [12 ref]
• Summary: Plant foods may prevent a rise in plasma 
cholesterol, whereas animal proteins seem to have the 
opposite effect. Diets in industrialized societies, which tend 
to be low in fi ber, and high in saturated fats and animal 
protein, may be responsible for the increasing incidence 
of atherosclerosis. Phytosterols in plants have commanded 
attention as possible hypocholesterolemic agents.

3269. Parihar, Asha S.; Mittal, M.; Datta, I.C.; Quadri, M.A.; 
Kushwah, H.S. 1977. Organoleptic evaluation and nutritive 
value of recipes of soymilk and soyresidue. J. of Food 
Science and Technology (Mysore, India) 14(3):130-32. May/
June. [6 ref]
• Summary: Soyresidue [okara], the solid material remaining 
after soymilk preparation, can be used effectively for 
improving the nutritional value of traditional snacks like 
Samosa. Soyresidue snacks are 25-33% less expensive than 

the standard preparations.
 “Soymilk ice cream was rated good and standard ice 
cream excellent. Soymilk custard was adjudged very good, 
and standard custard excellent.
 Note 1. This is the earliest published English-language 
document seen (Sept. 2013) that uses the term “soymilk ice 
cream” to refer to soy ice cream.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (June 2013) that uses the word “soyresidue” to refer to 
okara. Address: Dep. of Biochemistry, College of Veterinary 
Science, Jabalpur, India.

3270. Rutkowski, Antoni. 1977. Evaluation of soybean 
protein isolates and concentrates as meat additives to 
provide a basis for increasing utilization of soybeans: Final 
research report covered a period, July 1st, 1973 to June 30th, 
1977. Olsztyn, Poland: Institute of Food Engineering and 
Biotechnology. 243 p. June 30. Project no. PL-ARS 13; grant 
no. FG-Po-290. 21 cm. [181 ref]
• Summary: Summary: “The complex studies carried out 
on the factors infl uencing successful utilization of soybean 
protein preparations (SPP) as meat additives led to the 
following general conclusions:
 “1. The critical limiting factors of increased application 
of SPP in meat products are their functionality and sensory 
properties. However, above factors shall be considered not 
only by determining them per se (e.g. in pure preparations 
or their water solutions) but also in the interaction with the 
multicomponent systems (meat-water-fat) to which they are 
added. It shall be kept in mind that such important properties 
SPP as water holding capacity and ability to form fi rm 
structures when added to the meat are by some preparations 
highly interfered with the physico-chemical characteristics 
of meat (e.g. by its pH). Concentrates and meal-based 
preparations are generally less pH-dependent in their 
functional characteristics and therefore can be applied to the 
meat of wider pH range with positive results. A ‘safe’ level 
of SPP additives to the meat products from the functionality 
point of view is about 20% of meat-to-soybean protein 
exchange. Increasing this exchange up to 50% does effect 
negatively such technologically important characteristics, as 
texture and water retention after thermal processing.
 “Also sensory properties of meat products with SPP 
additives are lowered with increasing level of substitution. 
The drop of fl avour notes is especially sharp and is 
diffi cult to be corrected by additional seasoning or even 
supplementation by artifi cial meat fl avour.
 “It should be noticed however that the level of consumer 
acceptance of such products is closely related to the local 
feeding habits.
 “More research in this fi eld is needed to elucidate above 
complicated problem.
 “2. In the state of present knowledge nutritional 
aspects are not limiting in wider use of SPP. Antinutritive 
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[antinutritional] factors (SBTI and SBH) from soybean are 
partially deactivated during processing of concentrates and 
isolates as well as by the toasting of soybean meal. The 
further deactivation of them takes place during thermal 
processing of meat products to which soybean additives were 
applied, therefore they are practically free of antinutritive 
factors
 “The biological value of protein in the meat products 
supplemented by SPP can be regulated and maintained 
on the certain level based on the amino acid content of all 
compounds. In the products to which the meat of lower 
quality was used, the addition of concentrates and meal-
based preparations improves the biological value of protein, 
which is important especially for institutional and school 
feeding. Above does not concern the addition of isolates 
which lower biological value observed earlier has been 
confi rmed.” Address: Dr., Technical Univ. of Olsztyn, 
Poland.

3271. Soybean Digest. 1977. How toxic are your herbicides? 
Although some herbicides are less toxic than others, they’re 
no safer than the person using them. June. p. 13.
• Summary: “Every year someone misuses an agricultural 
chemical and ends up with complications. Most 
complications are short lived, but some are chronic–yet 
others become fatal.
 “Some of the fi rst chemicals you’ll come in contact with 
this season are herbicides. We’ve provided a list of some 
common herbicides and their relative toxicity. We’ve also 
added in aspirin and common table salt as a comparison. 
Toxicity levels are given in number of milligrams of 
herbicide that it takes per kilogram of body weight to kill 
50% of the test animals under laboratory conditions.
 “To make the conversion a little easier, here’s the 
probable lethal dose for a 150-pound man. (Compare with 
chart.)
 “Highly toxic–A few drops to 1 teaspoon.
 “Toxic–1 teaspoon to 1 ounce.
 “Moderately toxic–1 ounce to 1 pint or 1 pound.
 “Almost non-toxic–1 pint to over 1 quart.
 “We’re also providing a dermal response rating. This 
rating tells how easily the chemical can be absorbed by 
the skin or if skin irritation may result. The ratings are as 
follows.
 “1–Absorbed and poisonous.
 “2–Causes burns and blisters.
 “3–Moderately irritating.
 “4–Mildly irritating.
 “5–Nonirritating.
 “Note that one of the most common postemergence 
soybean herbicides, dinitro (dinoseb), is listed in the highly 
toxic class. But, if you use good common sense and go out 
of your way to be cautious, there’s no reason you should run 
into problems.

 “Don’t let past experience blindfold you, though. It’s all 
too easy to say, ‘I’ve been using it for 10 years and nothing 
has happened.’
 A long vertical table titled “Toxicity rating” has 3 
columns: (1) Herbicide name, divided into the 4 categories 
of toxicity mentioned above. (2) Oral toxicity (mg/kg body 
weight). (3) Dermal response rating. We will list only the 
most toxic + 2 comparisons. “Highly Toxic:
 “Sodium Arsenite 10
 “Endothall 35
 “dinoseb (DNBP) (Dinitro) 40
 “Toxic:
 “Arsenic 138
 “Paraquat 157
 “PCP (Sod. Salt) 210
 “DMPA (Zytron) 270
 “Copper sulfate (bluestone) 300
 “2,4-D (acid) 375
 “Diquat 400
 “2,4,5-T (acid and ester) 500
 “Moderately Toxic:
 “DSMA 600
 “2,4-D (Sod. Salt) 666
 “MCPA (acid) 700
 “2,4-D (Isop. ester) 700
 “2,4-DB (Est’d) 700
 “Aspirin Comparison 750
 “AMA 794
 “CDEC (Vegadex) 850
 “2,4-DES (Sesone) 1,000
 “Calcium Cyanamide 1,000
 “Dicamba (Banvel) 1,040
 “Diphenamid 1,050
 “Pebulate (Tillam) 1,120
 “MCPA (amine) 1,200
 “Cacodylic acid 1,350
 “Linuron (Lorox) 1,500
 “AMS (Ammate) 1,600
 “EPTC (Eptam) 1,630
 “Naptalam (Alanap) 1,770
 “Vernolate (Vernam) 1,780
 “Bensulide (Betasan) 1,910
 “Arsenic Acid 2,000
 “Dichlobenil (Casoron) 2,710
 “Prometone (Pramitol) 2,980
 “DCPA (Dacthal) 3,000
 “Atrazine 3,080
 “Table Salt Comparison 3,320.”

3272. Tejerina, Juana; Gómez-Brenes, R.A.; Bressani, R. 
1977. Efecto de varios procesos sobre la calidad proteinica 
de un alimento a base de soya y de maiz [Effect of different 
processes on the protein quality of a food based on whole 
soybeans and maize]. Archivos Latinoamericanos de 
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Nutricion 27(2):181-194. June. [10 ref. Spa; eng]
• Summary: This study deals with the effects of different 
processing methods on the protein value of Maisoy, a 
commercial blend of 30% whole soybeans and 70% corn.
 The processes evaluated were: (1) Lime cooking using 
calcium hydroxide; (2) Toasting; and (3) Extrusion cooking 
using a Brady Crop Cooker. Processes 1 and 3 produced 
a food with a protein effi ciency ratio which varied from 
2.30 to 2.60. Both processes destroyed “antiphysiological” 
[antinutritional] factors in the soybeans. Address: Inst. 
Nutricion Centro America y Panama, Guatemala City, 
Guatemala.

3273. Yazdi-Samadi, Bahman; Rinne, R.W.; Seif, R.D. 1977. 
Components of developing soybean seeds: Oil, protein, 
sugars, starch, organic acids, and amino acids. Agronomy 
Journal 69(3):481-86. May/June. [21 ref]
• Summary: Soybean seeds from Harosoy 63 grown in the 
fi eld and Steele grown in the greenhouse were analyzed for 
these components as they grew, from 10 days after fl owering, 
at 10-day intervals, until maturity. “These components 
accounted for 75% of the dry weight of the seed. The 
remaining dry weight of the seed is cellulose, crude fi ber, 
and ash.”
 Sugars detected in the soybean seed were glucose, 
fructose, galactose, sucrose, raffi nose, and stachyose. 
But raffi nose and stachyose [oligosaccharides that cause 
fl atulence] were not detected until 40-50 days after 
fl owering. Starch reached a maximum at 30-40 days after 
fl owering, then declined sharply. Address: 1. Former 
research assoc.; 2. Plant physiologist, ARS-USDA; 3. Prof. 
of Biometry, Dep. of Agronomy, Univ. of Illinois, Illinois 
Agric. Exp. Station, Urbana, IL 61801. Present address of 
Yazdi-Samadi: Dep. of Agronomy, College of Agric., Univ. 
of Tehran, Karaj, Iran.

3274. Wurtman, R.J.; Hirsch, Madelyn J.; Growdon, J.H. 
1977. Lecithin consumption raises serum-free-choline levels. 
Lancet i(8028):68-69. July 9. [12 ref]
• Summary: Administration of choline is an effective way 
of treating tardive dyskinesia, thought to be caused by 
acetylcholine defi ciency.
 Note: Dr. Bernard Szuhaj has stated that “The 
information in this study is worth a million dollars.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020) 
showing that soy lecithin can help mental function Address: 
Lab. of Neuroendochrine Regulation, Dep. of Nutrition and 
Food Science, MIT, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139.

3275. Yokotsuka, Tamotsu. 1977. “Shoyu”: Japanese 
fermented soy sauce. Paper presented at SCOGS (Select 
Committee on GRAS Substances) Hearing. 17 p. Held 
26 July 1977 at the Hilton Hotel, Bethesda, Maryland. 
Unpublished manuscript.

• Summary: Reports on the acute and long term effects of 
feeding shoyu to mice and rats. Concludes that the acute 
toxicity of shoyu was accounted for by the toxicity of its 
sodium chloride content. Address: Kikkoman Shoyu Co. 
Ltd., 339 Noda-Shi, Chiba-ken, Japan.

3276. Chen, L.H.; Pan, S.H. 1977. Decrease of phytates 
during germination of pea seeds (Pisum sativa). Nutrition 
Reports International 16(1):125-31. July. [15 ref]
• Summary: Also contains information on soy sprouts. 
After 5 days of germination, the phytase activity increased 
as follows compared with the original dry seeds: soybeans 
227%, Dwarf Gray pea 807%, and Early Alaska pea 3,756%. 
The increase in phytase activity was inversely related to the 
phytate content of the seeds. This study shows that phytate, 
an antinutritive factor which binds essential minerals and 
decreases their availability, decreases during germination. 
Address: Dep. of Nutrition & Food Science, Univ. of 
Kentucky, Lexington, KY 40506.

3277. Kapoor, A.C.; Gupta, Y.P. 1977. Note on the effect of 
roasting on the nutritional quality of soybean protein. Indian 
J. of Agricultural Sciences 47(7):365-67. July. [6 ref]
• Summary: In a previous communication, the researchers 
showed that dry-roasting of soybean was “effective in 
eliminating its beany fl avour.”
 Now, seeds of Bragg, Punjab 1, and Lee soybean 
varieties were fi rst soaked in 0.03% sodium bicarbonate for 
8 hours, then roasted by heating at 120ºC for 12 hours in an 
oven. The roasted seeds were ground to a fi ne powder for 
chemical analysis and feeding to rats. Roasting reduced the 
PER to 2.28 for Bragg, 2.40 for Punjab 1, and 2.51 for Lee. 
The PER of casein is 3.0. Address: Defence Food Research 
Lab., Mysore 570 010, India.

3278. Morgan, Reginald G.H.; Levinson, D.A.; Hopwood, 
D.; et al. 1977. Potentiation of the action of azaserine on 
the rat pancreas by raw soya bean fl our. Cancer Letters 
(Shannon, Ireland) 3(1/2):87-90. July. [6 ref]
• Summary: Raw soy fl our consumption potentiates 
the effect of pancreatic carcinogens. Note: Azaserine 
(pronounced ay-zuh-SEER-een) is a modifi ed amino acid. It 
is a mutagen, and sometimes a carcinogen. Address: Univ. 
Depts. of Therapeutics and Pathology, Ninewells Hospital, 
Dundee DD2 1UB, Scotland.

3279. Mulyadi, Tri Suharni; Sutarto, E.E. Sutariningsih; 
Sidemen, I.G.P. Badjra. 1977. Protein terlarut pada tempe 
kedelai yang dicampur dengan bahan berkarbohidrat 
[Soluble protein in soy tempeh mixed with carbohydrate-
containing food]. In: Collected manuscripts (Kumpulan 
Naskah) from Seminar Biologi V. Held 7-9 July 1977 at 
Malang, Indonesia. [Ind]*
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3280. Shotwell, Odette L.; Goulden, M.L.; Bennett, G.A.; 
Plattner, R.D.; Hesseltine, C.W. 1977. Mycotoxins: Survey 
of 1975 wheat and soybeans for afl atoxin, zearalenone, 
and ochratoxin. J. of the Association of Offi cial Analytical 
Chemists 60(4):778-83. July. [12 ref]
• Summary: None of these three mycotoxins was detected 
in 180 lots of soybean samples collected in 8 major soybean 
producing states. Address: Northern Regional Research 
Center, Peoria, Illinois 61604.

3281. Stern, N.J.; Hesseltine, C.W.; Wang, H.L.; Konishi, 
F. 1977. Lactobacillus acidophilus utilization of sugars 
and production of a fermented soybean product. Canadian 
Institute of Food Science and Technology Journal 10(3):197-
200. July. [12 ref. Eng; fre]
• Summary: Eight strains of Lactobacillus acidophilus, 
obtained from the ARS (Agricultural Research Service) 
culture collection, were tested for their ability to use 
monosaccharides (fructose, galactose, glucose and D (+) 
mannose), disaccharides (lactose, maltose and sucrose) and 
two oligosaccharides (raffi nose and stachyose). As judged 
by titratable acidity and pH changes during growth, strain 
variation existed in the ability of the microorganisms to 
utilize the sugars. Strain NRRL B-1910 was a superior 
utilizer of raffi nose and stachyose as measured by medium 
pH changes. Therefore, B-1910 was selected as inoculum for 
the successful production of a yogurt-like soybean product, 
which has potential as a good protein food source. Address: 
Northern Regional Research Center, Peoria, Illinois 61604.

3282. Struthers, Barbara J.; Dahlgren, R.R.; Hopkins, D.T. 
1977. Biological effects of feeding graded levels of alkali 
treated soybean protein containing lysinoalanine (N-2-
[carboxyethyl]-L-lysine) in Sprague-Dawley and Wistar rats. 
J. of Nutrition 107(7):1190-99. July. [14 ref]
• Summary: Lysinoalanine (LAL), an unusual amino acid, 
is one of the products resulting either from severe alkaline 
treatment or heat processing of proteins. It has been shown 
to cause a unique renal lesion in rats (i.e. it harms their 
kidneys). Address: Ralston Purina Co., 900 Checkerboard 
Square, St. Louis, Missouri 63188.

3283. Hayashi, U.; Nagao, K.; Ueda, T.; Kitamura, K. 1977. 
[Studies on nutrition of natto. X. Effect of various calcium 
salts on growth of rats]. Natto Kagaku Kenkyu Kaishi (J. 
of the Natto Research Society) 1(1):63-69. (Chem. Abst. 
91:90001. 1979). [Jap]*

3284. Bookwalter, G.N.; Warner, K.; Anderson, R.A. 1977. 
Fortifi cation of dry-milled sorghum with oilseed proteins. J. 
of Food Science 42(4):969-73. July/Aug. [25 ref]
• Summary: “Sorghum is the world’s third most important 
food grain, following only wheat and rice. In much of Africa 
and parts of India, Pakistan and mainland China, sorghum is 

the chief food grain.”
 In this test, “there were no preferences between all-
sorghum meal and blends containing up to 20% soy fl our or 
50% cottonseed fl our.” Address: Northern Regional Research 
Center, Peoria, Illinois 61604.

3285. Erdman, J.W., Jr.; O’Connor, M.P.; Weingartner, K.E.; 
Solomon, L.W.; Nelson, A.I. 1977. Production, nutritional 
value and baking quality of soy-egg fl ours. J. of Food 
Science 42(4):964-68. July/Aug. [20 ref]
• Summary: Note: This is the earliest publication seen 
related to soybean utilization by the Nutrition Group at the 
Dept. of Food Science, Univ. of Illinois. Address: Dep. of 
Food Science, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, IL 61801.

3286. Harland, B.F.; Oberleas, D. 1977. A modifi ed method 
for phytate analysis using an ion-exchange procedure: 
Application to textured vegetable proteins. Cereal Chemistry 
54(4):827-32. July/Aug. [13 ref]
• Summary: Gives the phytate content of 8 meat analogs and 
alternatives made by General Mills and ADM. The amount 
of phytate per serving ranges from 31 mg to 354 mg. The 
phytate content per 100 gm edible portion (EP) ranges from 
112 to 1,321 mg. Address: 1. Div. of Nutrition, Food and 
Drug Administration, Washington, DC 20204; 2. Dep. of 
Nutrition and Food Science, Univ. of Kentucky, Lexington, 
Kentucky 40506.

3287. Kiuchi, Kan; Ohta, T.; Itoh, H.; Takabayashi, T.; Ebine, 
H. 1977. Studies on lipids of natto. Natto Kagaku Kenkyu 
Kaishi (J. of the Natto Research Society) 1(1):71-80. Aug. 
[16 ref. Eng]
• Summary: “The lipid contents and compositions of three 
kinds of natto, Itohiki-, Yukiwari-, and Hama-natto, were 
investigated. The lipid contents of the fi nished products of 
Itohiki-, Yukiwari-, and Hama-natto were 5.0, 6.4, and 17.3% 
respectively. The lipid composition was determined by high-
speed liquid chromatographic analysis.”
 “When fermented by Bacillus natto, the surface of the 
soybean is covered with characteristic viscous substances 
consisting of a polymer of glutamic acids. Yukiwari-natto is 
made by mixing Itohiki-natto with rice koji and salt, aged at 
25-30ºC for 15 days. Hama-natto is made by using soybean 
koji.”
 Reprinted from Journal of Agricultural and Food 
Chemistry (April 1976, p. 404-07). This paper is part IV of 
the series “Studies on Lipids in Soybean Foods.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 2011) that uses the word Hama-natto 
(hyphenated) to refer to fermented black soybeans–a 
completely different food from natto. Address: Div. of 
Applied Microbiology, National Food Research Inst., 
Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry, Koto-ku, Tokyo, Japan.
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3288. Lane, Joshua. 1977. Vegetable soybeans (Letter to the 
editor). Alternatives (Miami, Florida) 1(8):5. Aug.
• Summary: “Just a quick comment on your well-done 
sprouting article. There are different types of soybeans; a 
vegetable type of soybean differs from a standard soybean by 
being higher in protein and having a lower oil content. It also 
does not [sic] contain the trypsin inhibitor that is found in the 
standard soybean. It has been developed as a vegetable rather 
than as a oil type soybean.
 “The Chinese and Japanese have been using vegetable 
soybeans for centuries. It makes much better tofu and 
produces a higher yield than regular soybeans. Vegetable 
soybeans are higher priced than the standard soybean; the 
reason is that the vegetable soybean has a yield per acre 
which is considerably lower than the standard soybean.” 
Address: Hollandale, Florida.

3289. Menshaw, Ben. 1977. How does soy oil stack up 
against other oils. Soybean Digest. Aug. p. 16h.
• Summary: Soy oil has taken a taken a dramatic lead in 
use in the edible oils industry–for six main reasons: “(1) 
High level of unsaturation (54% linoleic acid and 8.3% 
linolenic acid).” (2) Liquid oil over a relatively wide 
temperature range (minimum 5-hour cold test). “(3) Can 
be hydrogenated under highly selective conditions for 
blending with semisolid or liquid oils. (4) Soy oil is slow in 
palmitic acid for utilization as a pourable, semisolid oil due 
to crystal structure. (5) It can be processed by removal of 
phosphatides, trace metals and soaps for a relatively stable 
oil. (6) It has tocopherols present as a natural antioxidant.” 
Address: Riceland Foods, Stuttgart, Arkansas.

3290. Mital, B.K.; Prasad, R.; Singh, Surjan. 1977. Effect of 
carbohydrates and phosphates on acid production by lactic 
acid bacteria in soy milk. J. of Food Science and Technology 
(Mysore, India) 14(4):182-84. July/Aug. [7 ref]
• Summary: Soy milk contains approximately 1% 
fermentable carbohydrates. However, not all the 
carbohydrates in soy milk are fermented by lactic acid 
bacteria. Moreover, lack of buffering capacity in soy milk 
may also be a factor that limits greater acid production. 
Therefore, this investigation was conducted to study the 
effects of different carbohydrates and phosphates on acid 
production in soy milk.
 Addition of the carbohydrates glucose, sucrose, and 
lactose and various phosphates to soy milk enhanced acid 
production by three species of lactic acid bacteria and by 
a heme catalase-negative Streptococcus isolated from the 
soymilk. Yet each carbohydrate differed in its ability to 
increase acid production. Production of acid at the 1% level 
of carbohydrate was found to be greater than at 0.5% level 
but approximately similar to the 2% level. Addition of two 
phosphates did not result in increased acid production by all 
the cultures.

 “A maximum of 1.20% developed acidity was 
exhibited by the mixed culture of heme catalase-negative 
Streptococcus isolated from soy milk and Lactobacillus 
acidophilus in soy milk enriched with 1% sucrose and 
phosphates.” Address: Dep. of Food Science & Technology, 
G.B. Pant Univ. of Agriculture & Technology, Pantnagar, 
Nainital, UP, India.

3291. Neurath, G.B.; Duenger, M.; Pein, F.G.; Ambrosius, 
D.; Schreiber, O. 1977. Primary and secondary amines in 
the human environment. Food and Cosmetics Toxicology 
15(4):275-82. Aug. [17 ref]
• Summary: Nitrosamines are reaction products from nitrite 
and amines. Some salt-pickled foods contain considerable 
amounts of amines, and thus some nitrosamines may form 
during processing. But very small amounts of amines were 
found in rice, wheat, and soybeans used as raw materials for 
making shoyu and miso.
 There are primary and secondary amines. The main 
secondary amines are dimethyl- and diethyl-amine. 80% of 
all N-nitroso compounds tested in animal species have been 
found to induce tumors. Nitrosamines can be found only in 
the presence of secondary and tertiary amines on the one 
hand, and nitrite or nitrate ions or nitrogen oxides on the 
other. High levels of both are found in red radishes, spinach, 
and green salad. Address: Microanalytical Lab., 2000 
Hamburg 56, Hexentwiete 32, Federal Republic of Germany.

3292. Sofos, J.N.; Allen, C.E. 1977. Effects on lean meat 
source and levels of fat and soy protein on the properties of 
wiener-type products. J. of Food Science 42(4):875-78. July/
Aug. [11 ref]
• Summary: The effects of different meat sources (beef, 
pork, beef hearts) and of varying fat and textured soy protein 
(TSP) levels on properties of wiener-type products were 
studied. By lowering the fat and increasing the soy level, 
a high-protein, low-fat wiener was produced. Shrink and 
moisture content of this wiener were also higher. A lean 
content of 40-45% was adequate for good color formation in 
soy-containing wieners.
 Soybean products provide good physical properties, 
such as the absorption of water and the ability to emulsify fat 
and also provide a good source of protein. Address: Depts. 
of Food Science & Nutrition, and Animal Science, Univ. of 
Minnesota, St. Paul, MN 55108.

3293. Sofos, J.N.; Noda, Izumi; Allen, C.E. 1977. Effects 
of soy proteins and their levels of incorporation on the 
properties of wiener-type products. J. of Food Science 
42(4):879-84. July/Aug. [32 ref]
• Summary: Textured soy protein (TSP; actually textured soy 
fl our) and soy protein isolate (SPI) were the main ingredients 
used. Flavor of treatments with high levels (more than 25%) 
of soy was improved by using different seasoning mixes. 
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Some 40-45% lean beef, with 30% fat, was found adequate 
for acceptable color intensity of the cooked product. After 
processing, products with increasing levels of soy in the 
formulation had higher residual nitrite levels. Address: 
Depts. of Food Science & Nutrition, and Animal Science, 
Univ. of Minnesota, St. Paul, MN 55108.

3294. Sood, D.R.; Wagle, D.S.; Nainawatee, H.S.; Gupta, 
V.P. 1977. Varietal differences in the chemical composition 
of soybean (Glycine Max. L.). J. of Food Science and 
Technology (Mysore, India) 14(4):177-79. Aug. [17 ref]
• Summary: “Variability for chemical composition, energy 
value and crushing hardness was studied in fi fty fi ve varieties 
of soybean, Variety PK 71-5 under late sown trial gave the 
highest protein content (53.35%) and the average protein 
content was found to be 43.27 per cent. The maximum fat 
content of 25.13 per cent was observed in Harsoy [Harosoy] 
deciduous in spring trial and 20.21 per cent by PK 73-97 
in late sown trial. The mean energy value did not show any 
remarkable variation under both the trials. The mean value 
for crushing hardness under late sown trial was greater than 
spring trial, which also showed higher values for protein 
content.” Address: Dep. of Chemistry & Biochemistry, 
Haryana Agricultural Univ., Hissar-125 004, India.

3295. Steinke, F.H. 1977. Protein effi ciency ratio. Pitfalls 
and causes of variability: A review. Cereal Chemistry 
54(4):949-57. July/Aug. [13 ref]
• Summary: PER is grams of weight gained divided by 
grams of protein consumed. In all tests a casein control 
group is included and the value of the test protein is reported 
relative to the casein group. By long history, the PER 
value of the test protein may be reported relative to casein 
corrected to 2.5 PER. Address: Ralston Purina Co., St. Louis, 
Missouri 63188.

3296. Tontsirin, K.; Aranyskananda, A.; Valyasevi, A. 1977. 
Metabolic evaluation of Kasset Infant Food. Report of the 
ASEAN Workshop on Metabolic Evaluation. Held 22-28 
Aug. 1977 at Bangkok, Thailand. *

3297. Young, V.R.; Rand, W.M.; Scrimshaw, N.S. 1977. 
Measuring protein quality in humans: A review and proposed 
method. Cereal Chemistry 54(4):929-48. July/Aug. [56* ref]
• Summary: “Various aspects of the determination of dietary 
protein quality in human subjects are reviewed.”
 Proposes a new method known as Relative Nitrogen 
Requirement (RNR) based on studies at 4 levels of protein 
intake: 1.5, 1.0. 0.75 and 0.5 g/kg/day.
 “The RNRs for a soy protein isolate and whole ground 
wheat protein were 0.83 and 0.68, respectively, when studied 
in young adult men.” Address: Dep. of Nutrition and Food 
Science, MIT, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139.

3298. Growdon, John H.; Hirsch, Madelyn J.; Growdon, 
J.H.; Wurtman, R.J.; Wiener, W. 1977. Oral choline 
administration to patients with tardive dyskinesia. New 
England J. of Medicine 297(10):524-27. Sept. 8. [33 ref]
• Summary: Tardive dyskinesia is a nervous disorder 
characterized by involuntary twitches of the tongue, lips, jaw, 
and extremities. It is a type of chorea. Pharmacologic doses 
of choline were effective in treating this disorder. Address: 
Dep. of Endocrinology & Metabolism, MIT, Cambridge, 
Massachusetts.

3299. Rasmussen, Carol. 1977. Vegetarians straight off The 
Farm: Soy is source of successful diet. Chicago Tribune 
(Illinois). Sept. 8. p. 29 (Sect. 6, p. 3).
• Summary: Most of The Farm people’s nutrients come from 
the soybean. “They grow 250 acres of beans a year and turn 
much of into such basic menu items as soy milk and fl our.” 
From these two products they make an incredible array of 
foods.
 “Soy milk is made into yogurt, mayonnaise, a cheese 
similar to brick, and ice cream.
 “Tofu, which is a Japanese soybean curd similar, they 
say, to a solid, uncreamed cottage cheese, is made from soy 
milk and is as ‘in’ among this nation’s vegetarians as it is in 
Japan.
 “The next ‘now’ food to watch for is tempeh (tem pee), 
which is a fermented soy product borrowed from Indonesian 
cuisine. It’s made from cracked soybeans and takes on a 
subtle fi sh or chicken, or perhaps mushroom fl avor, Margaret 
[Nofziger] said.
 “Because tempeh is loaded with nutrients and, like 
chicken, can be prepared in a thousand savory ways, it as 
great growth potential, so much so that a huge American 
food conglomerate asked The Farm to help it develop the 
product under its label, boasted Margaret. They rejected the 
offer.
 “On the Farm, soybeans are roasted for nuts, [roasted 
then] ground to make coffee, turned into a pulp [okara] 
which goes into sausage, and when mixed with white fl our 
forms the base for cakes, cookies, and other baked goods. 
And that’s not all. They have many more ideas, some of 
which are included in their free ‘Yay soybeans’ booklet.
 “But if you want a good old soybean soup or soy ‘refried 
beans,’ you’re advised to cook those beans not one hour, or 
two hours, or even six hours, but at least 19, Margaret said.”
 Or, they “got hip enough” to get pressure cookers, which 
bring soaked soybeans to perfection in 1 hour at 15 pounds 
pressure.
 Breakfast at The Farm consists of toast (made from their 
freshly-ground white fl our), fried tofu, tea and sugar. Or 
perhaps fried potatoes and tofu and hot soy milk or tea.
 Lunch and dinner are bigger: Tortillas with soybeans, 
cooked spinach, sliced tomatoes, cookies and soy milk, 
followed at night with fried tempeh, hard french rolls, a leafy 
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vegetable, tomatoes and cake.
 “On their meatless, eggless diet it is impossible to get 
suffi cient vitamin B12 so they put a supplement in their soy 
milk.” Address: Features editor.

3300. Davis, Susan. 1977. Tofu, a Far East staple from 
Vashon Island. Seattle Times. Sept. 11. p. 26-30. Sunday. 
Nine photos.
• Summary: Photos show: (1) Peggy and Nancy Lukoskie, 
sisters of Island Spring’s owner, Luke Lukoskie, preparing 
dishes with tofu at a recent natural-food fair on Capitol 
Hill. (2) Nine steps in the tofu-making process: (a) Ben 
O’Loughlin washes the soybeans in water and readies them 
for soaking in water. (b) Soybeans are ground to a pulp 
called “go” which a man ladles into a huge caldron of boiling 
water. (c) The soybean pulp is brought to a boil three times to 
break down the enzyme trypsin [sic, trypsin inhibitors]. Then 
O’Loughlin uses a coarse cloth sack to press out the soymilk. 
(d) Nigari is stirred into a batch of soymilk. (e) Susan Jaffe 
stirs the nigari as the curds begin to form. (f) Crystal Collins 
ladles the whey out of the caldron into a white plastic bucket. 
(g) She then ladles the fresh curds into cloth-lined settling 
boxes, where they are pressed and formed. (h) She slices a 
large block of tofu under water. It will then be packaged in 
sealed and dated containers, which are shipped throughout 
the Puget Sound area. Address: Washington.

3301. Fountain, David W.; Foard, D.E.; Replogle, W.D.; 
Yang, W.K. 1977. Lectin release by soybean seeds. Science 
197(4309):1185-87. Sept. 16. [22 ref]
• Summary: “Proteins or glycoproteins collectively classed 
as lectins and capable of reversible binding interactions with 
specifi c carbohydrates or carbohydrate residues are present 
in relatively high concentrations in leguminous seeds... 
Lectin is released from soybean seeds during water uptake.” 
This release is independent of seed viability and insensitive 
to azide. Address: Univ. of Tennessee-Oak Ridge, Graduate 
School of Biomedical Sciences, and Biology Div., Oak Ridge 
National Lab., Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830.

3302. Mann, George V. 1977. Diet-heart: End of an era. New 
England J. of Medicine 297(12):644-50. Sept. 22. [54 ref]
• Summary: Contends that the hypothesis that dietary 
modifi cation can prevent arteriosclerotic heart disease is 
unproven, and a misguided pursuit. Address: M.D., Dep. 
of Biochemistry, Vanderbilt Univ. School of Medicine, 
Nashville, Tennessee 37232.

3303. East West Foundation. 1977. Food policy 
recommendations for the United States: Statement of Michio 
Kushi, September 21, 1977. 359 Boylston St., Boston, MA 
02116. 32 p. 28 cm.
• Summary: On September 21, 1977, Michio Kushi and 
several associates, including Dr. Robert Mendelsohn, M.D., 

met in Washington with members of the White House staff. 
The meeting, which lasted approximately two hours, began 
with a 45 minute presentation of a series of recommendations 
by Michio Kushi, a description of the activities and goals 
of the East West Foundation (founded 1972), and a history 
of Erewhon (fi scal 1978 sales estimated at $10 million). 
An outline of the East West Journal’s position on various 
political, social, and economic applications of the national 
food policy was also included in the meeting’s agenda.
 Recommendations for seasoning foods and to aid 
digestion of grains, was traditional foods such as pickled 
vegetables and naturally fermented soy bean products (such 
as soy sauce, miso, tempeh, etc.). Note: Dr. Mendelsohn died 
in about May 1988. Address: Boston, Massachusetts. Phone: 
617-536-3360.

3304. Halpin, Thomas C.; Byrne, W.J.; Ament, M.E. 1977. 
Colitis, persistent diarrhea, and soy protein intolerance. J. of 
Pediatrics 91(3):404-07. Sept. [8 ref]
• Summary: The authors describe soy protein-induced acute 
colitis with persistent diarrhea in four infants; they were 
intolerant to soy formula but not to cow’s milk.
 The four children who displayed soy formula intolerance 
experience diarrhea, weight loss, vomiting and fever. They 
had been receiving soy formula for suspected cows’ milk 
allergy. The authors conclude that not all soy formulas are 
hypoallergenic for all infants. Address: Dep. of Pediatrics, 
School of Medicine, Univ. of California, Los Angeles, CA 
90024.

3305. Naim, Michael; Kare, M.R.; Ingle, D.E. 1977. Sensory 
factors which affect the acceptance of raw and heated 
defatted soybeans by rats. J. of Nutrition 107(9):1653-58. 
Sept. [26 ref]
• Summary: The acceptability of heated soybean meal 
compared to raw soybean fl akes was studied by means of 
diet selection in free choice situations. The rats preferred 
the heated soybean meal in short- and long-term preference 
tests. Texture did not seem to be an important factor in this 
preference. Address: Monell Chemical Senses Center, Univ. 
of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104.

3306. Orf, J.H.; Mies, D.W.; Hymowitz, T. 1977. Qualitative 
changes of the Kunitz trypsin inhibitor in soybean seeds 
during germination as detected by electrophoresis. Botanical 
Gazette 138(3):255-60. Sept. [19 ref]
• Summary: “Changes in the three forms of the Kunitz 
trypsin inhibitor protein (SBTI-A2) in six populations 
of soybeans during germination were detected using 
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. In each population 
there was a shift in the mobility of the SBTI-A2 band(s) 
that appeared in the mature dry seed...” Address: Dep. of 
Agronomy, Univ. of Illinois.
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3307. Park, Jae Hong; Nam, Hyun Keun. 1977. [Studies 
on the harmful heavy metals in foodstuffs. I. Contents of 
mercury in edible bean sprouts]. Hanguk Yongyang Hakhoe 
Chi (Korean J. of Nutrition) 10(3):137-39. Sept. [10 ref. Kor; 
eng]
• Summary: 36 samples of soy sprouts collected from the 
Gwangju city area contained mercury in amounts ranging 
from 0.010 to 0.553 parts per million (ppm); average 
0.240 (ppm). About half the samples were contaminated 
with mercury. Address: Gwangju Seowon Junior College, 
Gwangju, South Korea.

3308. Roy, J.H.B.; Stobo, I.J.F.; Shotton, Susan M.; 
Ganderton, P.; Gillies, Catherine M. 1977. The nutritive 
value of non-milk proteins for the preruminant calf. The 
effect of replacement of milk protein by soya-bean fl our or 
fi sh-protein concentrate. British J. of Nutrition 38(2):167-87. 
Sept. [36 ref]
• Summary: Up to 360 gm/kg of milk protein could be 
replaced by protein from thermo-alkali-treated soy fl our, 
and up to 610 gm/kg of milk protein from fi sh-protein 
concentrate (FPC) without markedly affecting performance, 
especially if an effective growth promoter is included in 
the diet. Benefi cial effects result from the reduction in the 
fermentation of the oligosaccharides of soy fl our, which 
is refl ected in higher digestibility particularly of fat and 
absorption of calcium and in reduced thickness of the 
intestines. Address: National Inst. for Research in Dairying, 
Shinfi eld, Reading RG2 9AT, England.

3309. Sakakibara, Masaki; Noguchi, Hajime. 1977. 
Interaction of 11S fraction of soybean protein with calcium 
ion. Agricultural and Biological Chemistry 41(9):1575-80. 
Sept. [29 ref]
• Summary: Calcium salts have long “been used to 
precipitate soybean proteins in order to make a soybean cake 
(‘Tofu’ in Japanese).”
 When calcium chloride was added to an 11S protein 
solution, the volume increased to a constant saturated 
value with increasing calcium chloride concentration. Then 
the volume decreased with concentrations above 0.04 M 
calcium chloride. “By CD measurements it was shown that 
the addition of 0.05 M calcium chloride did not cause any 
change in the secondary structure of the protein molecules.” 
Address: Dep. of Food Science and Technol., Faculty of 
Agriculture, Nagoya Univ., Nagoya, Japan.

3310. Sastroamidjojo, M.S.A. 1977. Re: Design of a wet-
process bean dehuller for making tempeh. Letter to William 
Shurtleff at New-Age Foods Study Center, Oct. 11–in reply 
to inquiry. 2 p. Typed, with signature.
• Summary: Discusses the principles of the design.
 “Dear Mr. Shurtleff,
 “Thank you for your letter of the 4th of September, 

1977, asking for information about the hull separator.
 “The process is a wet process both beans or rather bean-
halves and hulls, being thrown into the vortex. If it was just a 
vortex, in the steady state, everying would just go round and 
round in a circle and no beans or skins would fl ip over the 
inner rim.
 “However, because of:
 “(a) the baffl es in the walls being set not only at an 
up and down angle but at the same time also at a left-right 
angle, i.e. slanting left down to right-up.
 “(b), the water being circulated by the propeller not only 
in a horizontal circular motion but also going up in the centre 
and coming down at the sides of the inner drum, we get not 
an ordinary vortex but a pulsed vortex because of the venturi 
effect of the baffl es.
 “Don’t try to set up the differential equation of the 
particles suspendend in the fl uid. It’s not impossible but 
should be left to astronomers working with plasma’s in 
space.
 “As a result, periodically a little wave at the inner rim 
gets a motion both upward and ontward and so fl ips over the 
inner rim.
 “Once over the rim it is in unperturbed calm, water and 
setles down as in a sluice box the same way the old miners 
used a straight sluice box for separating sand and gold 
particles.
 “The space between the inner and outer rim is nothing 
but a circular sluice box.
 “The inner rim is perforated close to the bottom of the 
sluice box and so the water drains back into the main vessel.
 Since the surface of the hulls is greater than the beans 
they are carried much easier by the sluice box circulation and 
end up all piled up close to the inner wall, while bean-halves 
are piled up on the opposite side of the sluice box.
 “It is a nice scheme if you are (esthetically) inclined to 
make tempeh from half beans and not from broken pieces 
(grit).
 “If you don’t mind using grit, you better use dry 
cracking and dehulling and separation in an air stream.
 “However if you do that you’ll lose one third of your 
solids.
 “Also you do not water-disolve the growth inhibitor 
and have to take care of that during subsequent soaking and 
cooking.
 “Well that’s it for now. The photo-lab is making some 
prints of our tempeh-plant and it will be ready in about week. 
I will sent them to you as soon as possible. Hoping that all is 
well with you and your wife,
 Sincerely yours,
 P.S. Thanks a lot for the books you sent. I loved the 
drawings.
 “I realize that I have forgotten to answer some of your 
questions; here they are:
 “(a). One propellor is ample. How fast do they rotate? 
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you have to adjust the speed so that a steady state, forming 
a closed circle, is prevented from forming. If the streamlines 
become closed circle no bean-halves and skins will be 
fl ipped over the inner rim.
 “(b). The angled bottom is best. Little stones and other 
debris will settle more easily in one place.
 “(c). The inner part of the whirlpool (vortex) rises; 
the outer part goes down, (see my former letter) because 
the propeller pushes only the inner part of the water up 
while at the same time slowly setting the whole mass in 
circular motion.” Address: PhD., Solar Energy Research 
Centre, Faculty of Science, Gadjah Mada Univ., Sekip III, 
Yogyakarta, Indonesia.

3311. Hafner, Fred. 1977. A tribute to Dr. Henry Borsook–
An account of a man, a product, and a project. Unpublished 
manuscript. 6 p. Oct. 14. Unpublished manuscript.
• Summary: In 1942 (during World War II) when Clifford 
Clinton needed help in developing a nutritious food from 
non-rationed materials to feed non-paying “customers” in 
his cafeteria on Olive Street in downtown Los Angeles, he 
contacted Dr. Henry Borsook, a biochemist at Cal-Tech. Mr. 
Clinton offered Dr. Borsook a monetary grant if he would 
undertake the project; Dr. Borsook accepted. Borsook used 
partially defatted soy grits or soy fl our plus essential vitamins 
and minerals as the basic formula, then added salt, spices, 
and hydrolyzed vegetable protein. “The resulting product 
when mixed with water and heated in an oven formed a high 
protein, nutritious and tasty mush. This product was served 
from the steam table of the Clifton Cafeteria to those who 
had no money but were hungry and deserving of care. The 
product was well received by the destitute vagrants who 
looked to Mr. Clinton for a “hand out”; the developmental 
work of Dr. Borsook had met the need of the emergency 
created by the war.
 “Mr. Clinton was able to contract with Gentry, Inc. of 
Oxnard, California, to manufacture the product; Gentry was 
selected because they had available the spices needed for the 
product, as well as the blending facilities.”
 In 1946 when World War II came to an end the Meals 
for Millions (MFM) Foundation was born and the Borsook 
formula, renamed MPF, became the key component of a 
program to fi ght hunger throughout the world. Among the 
many fi ne people associated with the Foundation were 
Dr. Borsook, Clifford Clinton, Edmond Clinton, Florence 
Rose, Ernest Chamberlain, Hazel Hopkins, Bea Azedo, 
Reg Helfferich, Elsie Russell, Lloyd Bellisime, Gerlad [sic, 
Gerald] Miller, Col. “Sandy” Saunders, Larry Lyvman, Neal 
O’Donnell, Mark Sterner, Don Ebright and Peter Davies to 
name a few.
 In 1958 General Mills relieved Gentry as the 
manufacturer of MPF. Eventually partially defatted soy 
grits were replaced by fully defatted soy grits, giving the 
product a higher protein content. And the following essential 

vitamins were added to the formula: Vitamin C, vitamin E, 
vitamin B-6, and vitamin B-12.
 “Back in the days of the 3¢ postage stamp, the 
Foundation promoted MPF as ‘the 3¢ meal’; 2 ounces of 
MPF, costing only 3¢, provided 1/3 of the MDR for many 
valuable nutrients likely to be lacking in the diet of low 
income families in developing countries.”
 Dr. Albert Schweitzer [who died in 1965] used MPF 
extensively at his hospital in Lambarene, Gabon. Dr. Tom 
Dooley [who died in Jan. 1961] used MPF in his MEDICO 
hospital in Laos. 80,000 lb of MPF were used in the Biafran 
war in Nigeria. During the prisoner exchange with Cuba’s 
Castro in the mid-1960s, over 800,000 lb of MPF were 
shipped to Cuba and converted into MPF sausage. After 
earthquakes in Morocco, Turkey, and Central and South 
America, MPF was donated in time to relieve severe cases of 
protein shortage. In 1960 it was fl own to needy orphanages 
in Morocco.

3312. Bielorai, Rachel; Tamir, Musha; Hurwitz, S. 1977. 
Amino acid absorption along the intestinal tract of chicks fed 
heated and raw soybean meal. J. of Nutrition 107(10):1775-
78. Oct. [8 ref]
• Summary: “For many years it has been known that feed 
protein is digested by proteolytic enzymes in the intestine to 
amino acids which pass through the intestinal wall into the 
circulatory system.” Some researchers have concluded that 
di- and tripeptides are adsorbed by the intestinal wall and 
hydrolyzed in situ to amino acids, which then pass into the 
circulatory system.
 A graph of the net absorption in the duodenum of the 
individual amino acids of the raw soybean meal (RS) fed 
to chicks versus the amino acids of heated soybean meal 
(HS) approximates a straight line. In humans, the small 
intestine is divided into the duodenum, jejunem, and ileum. 
Address: Inst. of Animal Sciences, Agricultural Research 
Organization, The Volcani Center, Bet Dagan, Israel.

3313. French, Frank. 1977. Bakery uses of soy products. 
Baker’s Digest 51(5):98-103. Oct. [7 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Production of soy 
products. Use in bread production. Use of other soy products: 
Lecithin, cakes and doughnuts, sweet goods, variety breads, 
fi ber breads. Conclusion.
 The use of soy fl our in making white bread has several 
signifi cant advantages: Moisture retention, bleaching and 
oxidation using an enzyme active soy fl our, crust color 
improvement, improved nutritional profi le.
 Fig. 3 (p. 100) is a bar chart showing the cost per pound 
of protein from various sources. The three least expensive 
sources are “lowfat soybean fl our, granular soybean 
concentrate, and extruded soybean fl our;” the three most 
expensive are beef (about 15 times as expensive as soy 
fl our), pork, and tuna fi sh.
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 Fig. 4 shows the improvements in protein quantity 
realized from fortifying white bread with 12% soy fl our: (1) 
It raises the protein quantity by 50% from 8.0% to 12.0% 
protein; (2) It raises the protein quality by 95% from 1.00 to 
1.95–compared with 2.50 for casein.
 “Nutrisoy fi ber is the toasted ground cotyledon of the 
soybean and at 40 per cent crude fi ber is highest in fi ber 
among natural fi ber materials.” Table V gives a nutritional 
analysis of Nutrisoy fi ber, which contains: Protein 10%, 
moisture 9%, fat 1%, crude fi ber 40%, minerals 4%, 
carbohydrates 36%. Address: Archer Daniels Midland Co., 
Decatur, Illinois.

3314. Hunt, W.H.; Fulk, D.W.; Elder, B.; Norris, K. 1977. 
Collaborative study on infrared refl ectance devices for 
determination of protein in hard red winter wheat, and for 
protein and oil in soybeans. Cereal Foods World 22(10):534-
36. Oct. [5 ref]
• Summary: “The technique for near-infrared spectroscopy 
for compositional analysis of grain was fi rst applied to 
moisture analysis” (Norris and Hart 1963; Norris 1964). 
In the present study, 80 samples of hard red winter wheat 
and 75 samples of soybeans were ground in a Mikro mill. 
Oven tests were made on each sample at the Federal Grain 
Inspection Service, USDA (formerly Grain Division, USDA 
Agricultural Marketing Service) laboratories at Beltsville, 
Maryland.
 “Nine Neotec and eight InfraAnalyzers were involved in 
the soybean tests.”
 Conclusion: “These studies show that is possible to 
calibrate and use NIR instruments to measure... protein and 
oil in soybeans... The accuracy of the NIR instruments when 
calibrated to a single lab, was at least equal to that of the 
Kjeldahl labs.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (June 2010) that contains the abbreviation “NIR” in 
connection with soybeans, and especially in connection 
with high-speed techniques for measuring the composition 
of soybean seeds. Address: 1-2. USDA, FGIS, ARC-East, 
Beltsville, Maryland 20705.

3315. Robinson, Jill D.; Judd, H.L.; Young, P.E.; Jones, 
O.W.; Yen, S.S. 1977. Amniotic fl uid androgens and 
estrogens in midgestation. J. of Clinical Endocrinology & 
Metabolism 45(4):755-761. Oct. [35 ref]
• Summary: “Amniotic fl uid androgen and estrogen levels 
associated with 48 male and 72 female [human] fetuses 
between 14 and 20 weeks of gestation were measured.” 
Amniotic fl uid testosterone levels were signifi cantly higher 
in the male than in the female fetuses with no overlap of 
values. “\ It is interpreted that the higher amniotic fl uid 
testosterone and androstenedione levels for the male fetuses 
refl ect fetal testicular secretion. The signifi cantly higher 
estradiol concentrations for the female fetuses may refl ect 

early ovarian secretion.” Address: Depts. of Reproductive 
Medicine, Univ. of California, San Diego, School of 
Medicine, La Jolla, California 92093.

3316. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1977. The book 
of kudzu. Brookline, Massachusetts: Autumn Press, and 
Lafayette, California: Soyfoods Center. 102 p. Illust. by 
Akiko Aoyagi Shurtleff. Index. 28 cm. Reprinted in 1985 by 
Avery Publishing Group, Inc. (Wayne, New Jersey). [79 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Acknowledgments. Kudzu (poem) by 
James Dickey. 1. The ancient genie. 2. Cooking with kudzu 
(70 recipes): Basic recipes, sauces, soups, jelled salads, 
deep-fried preparations, grains with kudzu powder, primary 
food made from kudzu powder, special tofu with kudzu, 
jelled desserts, Japanese-style jelled confections, thickened 
beverages, kudzu noodles, kudzu leaves, shoots, fl owers, 
and roots. 3. Healing with kudzu. 4. Making kudzu powder. 
5. Weaving with kudzu. 6. Kudzu and the ecosystem. 
Appendices: A. Real kudzu powder and its imitations. B. 
Institutions and people connected with kudzu. Bibliography. 
Glossary.
 Kinako (roasted soy fl our) is mentioned several times in 
this book: “Kudzu Mochi... is a bite-sized mound of jelled 
kudzu sprinkled with a layer of kinako (roasted soy fl our) 
and a little natural sweetening” (p. 11).
 A recipe for Kinako tofu calls for “10½ tablespoons 
kinako” (p. 38).
 A recipe for Kudzu mochi states: “This is probably 
the most popular way of using kudzu powder in Japanese 
confectionery.” The recipe calls for “6 tablespoons kinako 
(roasted soy fl our)” (p. 43).
 Three recipes on p. 45 call for the use of kinako: Lima 
Ohsawa’s kudzu mochi. Milk kudzu mochi, and Ouda no 
goko. Address: New-Age Foods Study Center, P.O. Box 234, 
Lafayette, California 94549.

3317. Yadav, N.R.; Liener, Irvin E. 1977. Reduction in serum 
cholesterol in rats fed vegetable protein or an equivalent 
amino acid mixture. Nutrition Reports International 
16(4):385-89. Oct. [18 ref]
• Summary: Replacing casein by soybean fl our, “soybean 
isolate,” or roasted navy bean fl our in a hypercholesterolemic 
diet fed to rats caused a signifi cant reduction in serum 
cholesterol. An amino acid mixture prepared to simulate 
the amino acid pattern of soybean isolate likewise produced 
levels of serum cholesterol which were lower than that 
obtained with an amino acid mixture corresponding to that of 
casein. Address: Dep. of Biochemistry, College of Biological 
Sciences, Univ. of Minnesota, St. Paul, Minnesota 55108.

3318. Ingham, John L.; Keen, N.T.; Hymowitz, T. 1977. A 
new isofl avone phytoalexin from fungus-inoculated stems of 
Glycine wightii. Phytochemistry 16(12):1943-1946. Nov. 3. 
[29 ref]
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• Summary: The ability of a legume to produce phytoalexins 
may provide useful chemotaxonomic information. There is 
controversy as to whether Glycine wightii is a member of 
the genus Glycine or not. The cultivated soybean, Glycine 
max, is known to accumulate 3 isomeric 6a-hydroxylated 
pterocarpans, now termed glyceollin 1, 2 and 3. The 
authors report that G. wightii does not produce pterocarpan 
phytoalexins after fungal inoculation of treatment with 
aqueous CuCl2; instead this species produces 3 isofl avone 
derivatives. One of these is 6-Isopentylgenistein 1 
(wighteone). Address: 1. Phytochemical Unit, Dep. of 
Botany, Univ. of Reading, Reading RG6 2AS, England; 2. 
Dep. of Plant Pathology, Univ. of California, Riverside, CA 
92502; 3. Dep. of Agronomy, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, IL 
61801.

3319. Democrat and Chronicle (Rochester, New York). 1977. 
Ike prof to aid Indonesian diet. Nov. 11. p. 49 (p. 2B).
• Summary: “Seneca Falls–An Eisenhower College 
professor is in Bangkok, Thailand, this month to describe 
to colleagues, a fi nd he has made in connection with the 
nutritional value of traditional Indonesian foods.”
 Paul Curtis, professor of biology at the college, while on 
a sabbatical from Eisenhower, has been conducting research 
in the laboratory of Keith Steinkraus at the state Agricultural 
Experiment Station in Geneva, New York. While studying 
tempeh, a traditional fermented food made from soybeans, 
he discovered varying amounts of vitamin B-12, which is 
essential to balanced human nutrition but is generally lacking 
in plant foods.
 The B-12 in tempeh is a byproduct of a bacterium found 
in conjunction with the tempeh mold.
 He isolated then studied the bacterium. His results 
appear in a scientifi c paper titled “Microbial synthesis of 
vitamin B-12 in tempeh, which he will present later this 
month at a symposium in Thailand on indigenous fermented 
foods to be held in conjunction with the Fifth International 
Conference on Global Impacts of Applied Microbiology.”
 He wants to help develop methods to ensure that vitamin 
B-12 will be produced regularly and deliberately in the 
process of fermenting soybeans to make tempeh. Address: 
Features editor.

3320. Chang, C.H.; Lee, S.R.; Lee, K.H.; Mheen, T.I.; Kwon, 
T.W.; Park, K.I. 1977. Fermented soybean foods. Paper 
presented at Symposium on Indigenous Fermented Foods, 
Bangkok, Thailand. Summarized in K.H. Steinkraus, ed. 
1983. Handbook of Indigenous Fermented Foods. New York: 
Marcel Dekker, Inc. ix + 671 p. See p. 465-66, 482-87.
• Summary: Contents: Korean soy sauce: Kanjang (is made 
by primitive methods in the home), steps in preparation, 
microbiology, biochemical changes (p. 465-66). Korean 
doenjang and kochujang: Description (Soy sauce and miso 
were introduced to Japan, from Korea, during the Nara 

period {645-793 AD}), patterns of consumption (Daily per 
capita consumption of doenjang and kochujang are estimated 
to be about 15 gm and 10 gm, respectively), steps in 
preparation (utensils, substrates, essential microorganisms), 
control of process, biochemical changes, economics of 
production and distribution.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (March 2009) that uses the word “kochujang” to refer to 
Korean-style red pepper and soybean paste (miso).
 Illustrations show: (17) Flow sheet: Production of 
Korean doenjang (soybean paste). Soak soybeans, boil, 
mash, form into balls, wrap in rice straw, and incubate under 
rafters until covered with mold (meju). Crush, mix with 
salt brine, and ferment for 6 months to obtain doenjang. 
(18) Flow sheet: Production of Korean kochujang (soybean 
paste). Soak soybeans, boil, mash, suspend in rice straw 
sacks until overgrown with mold (meju). Crush, sun-dry, and 
pulverize to obtain 10 liters of crushed meju. Add cooked 
gelatinous rice fl our (2 liters), hot pepper fl our (0.5 to 0.7 
liters), kanjang (Korean soy sauce), dried beef, jujube fl our, 
honey, and salt brine. Mix. Ferment for 2 months to obtain 
kochujang.
 A table (p. 487) shows the amino acid composition of 
doenjang. Address: 1. Food & Nutrition Dep., Sacred Heart 
Women’s Univ., Bucheon, Kyungki-do, South Korea.

3321. Curtis, Paul R.; Cullen, R.E.; Steinkraus, K.H. 1977. 
Identity of a bacterium producing vitamin B-12 activity 
in tempeh. Paper presented at Symposium on Indigenous 
Fermented Foods, Bangkok, Thailand. Summarized in K.H. 
Steinkraus, ed. 1983. Handbook of Indigenous Fermented 
Foods. New York: Marcel Dekker, Inc. ix + 671 p. See p. 38-
40. Original manuscript is 8 p.
Address: 1. Div. of Science & Mathematics, Eisenhower 
College, Seneca Falls, New York 13148; 3. New York State 
Agric. Exp. Station, Geneva, NY 14456.

3322. Dijkhof, Jan; Poort, Swiebertus R.; Poort, Cees. 1977. 
Effect of feeding soybean fl our containing diets on the 
protein synthetic pattern of the rat pancreas. J. of Nutrition 
107(11):1985-95. Nov. [35 ref]
• Summary: This investigation compared the infl uence 
of orally ingested raw soybean fl our and heated soybean 
fl our. In rats fed the raw soy fl our all amylase isoenzymes 
were synthesized at a lower rate, whereas rats fed the 
cooked soy fl our the synthesis of two trypsinogens and of 
one chymotrypsinogen were increased. Address: Lab. of 
Histology and Cell Biology, Div. of Cytochemistry, Medical 
School, State Univ., Utrecht (2501), 22 Nicolaas Beetsstraat, 
The Netherlands.

3323. Duke, James A. 1977. Phytotoxin tables. CRC Critical 
Reviews in Toxicology. Nov. p. 189-237. [9 ref]
• Summary: The article is largely composed of tables. Table 
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1 (p. 191-212) titled “Toxins: Their toxicity and distribution 
in plant genera” is sorted by the name of the toxic chemical. 
Column 1 is the name of the chemical (e.g. saponin), column 
2 is the toxicity (e.g. the number of milligrams that, taken 
orally, would kill 50% of a sample of rats), and column 3 
is the plant genera in which these toxins are found. Table 2 
(p. 213-37), titled “Higher plant genera and their toxins,” is 
sorted by the name of the plant genus.
 Under the genus Glycine (p. 223) we read: Family: 
Fabaceae. Toxin: Betaine, choline, guanidine, hydrocyanic 
acid, maltose, oxalic acid, saponin, trigonelline, tryptophane. 
Address: Herbal Vineyard, Fulton, Maryland.

3324. Food Technology. 1977. Central Soya begins Bontrae 
production. 31(11):73. Nov.
• Summary: “Central Soya Co., Inc. has completed 
construction of its new steam texturizing facility at its 
Gibson City, Illinois multiple purpose plant, and is now 
producing Bontrae texturized vegetable proteins.
 “Central Soya signed a long-term leasing and licensing 
agreement with General Mills on November 11, 1976, 
giving Central Soya rights to General Mills’ patented steam 
texturized protein technology...
 “The steam texturizing process by which Bontrae 
products are made consists of: (1) Batch mixing of white 
soy fl akes, fl avoring ingredients, colors, vitamins, minerals, 
and other ingredients; (2) Conditioning by addition of water 
and other liquid ingredients; (3) Injection of steam under 
high pressure and then suddenly reducing the pressure by 
discharging the product into the atmosphere through the 
steam texturizing gun orifi ce; and (4) Sizing of particles by 
means of milling and screening.”

3325. Gandjar, I. 1977. Tempe benguk [Velvet-bean 
(Mucuna pruriens) tempeh]. Paper presented at Symposium 
on Indigenous Fermented Foods, Bangkok, Thailand. 
Summarized in K.H. Steinkraus, ed. 1983. Handbook of 
Indigenous Fermented Foods. New York: Marcel Dekker, 
Inc. ix + 671 p. See p. 50-54.
• Summary: In Central and West Java, the velvet bean is 
already utilized by the Indonesian people. Grown in less 
fertile soil or in drier climates than soybeans and other 
tropical legumes, it sells for about half the price of soybeans. 
Therefore velvet-bean tempe (tempe benguk) is much less 
expensive than soybean tempe (tempe kedele)–and more 
available to the poor. This tempe is consumed as a side dish.
 Tables: (18) Comparison of nutrients of tempe gembus 
with those of oncom (from peanuts) and other tempes (tempe 
koro benguk and tempe lamtoro). (19) The protein content 
of Mucuna pruriens seeds in Indonesia. (20) Changes in 
amino nitrogen and total acid content during the fermentation 
of tempe benguk with Rhizopus oryzae R128 and with 
Rhizopus oligosporus R116. (21) Changes in total amino 
acids and total essential amino acids of tempe benguk during 

the fermentation process. (22) The amino acid content of 
the seeds of Mucuna pruriens, tempe benguk, soybean, 
and soybean tempe. Address: Dep. of Biology, Faculty of 
Mathematics and Natural Sciences, Univ. of Indonesia, 
Jakarta.

3326. Hayashi, U. 1977. Japanese natto. Paper presented 
at Symposium on Indigenous Fermented Foods, Bangkok, 
Thailand. Summarized in K.H. Steinkraus, ed. 1983. 
Handbook of Indigenous Fermented Foods. New York: 
Marcel Dekker, Inc. ix + 671 p. See p. 530-45.
• Summary: The section in Steinkraus (1983), titled 
“Miscellaneous Oriental fermentations” (p. 530-45) 
discusses two different types of fermented foods: (1) Itohiki 
natto (from Japan) and Thua-nao (from Thailand); and 
(2) Hama-Natto (from Japan) and related products (which 
we call “fermented black soybeans,” involving a mold 
fermentation). However each type is discussed separately, 
with part (1, p. 530-45) coming before part (2).
 Contents of part (1): Description. Patterns of 
consumption. Steps in production. Microorganisms. Yields of 
product. Biochemical changes. Nutritional value. Economics 
of natto production.
 Itohiki natto: In northern Thailand, thua-nao serves as an 
alternative for fermented fi sh. In Japan (according to USDA 
1958) there were about 800 natto factories nationwide, 
including roughly 80 in Tokyo.
 The essential natto bacterium, Bacillus natto is an 
aerobic Gram-positive, spore-forming rod, closely related 
to B. subtilis. B. natto SB 3010 presently seems to be the 
variety best suited to making natto since its rapid growth on 
steamed soybeans leads to a partial degradation of protein to 
amino acids.
 Natto mucilage is composed mainly of an acidic 
glycopeptide. Address: 5-13-11 Minami Tanabe, 
Higashisumiyoshi-ku, Osaka-shi 546, Japan.

3327. Jung, A.L.; Carr, S.L. 1977. A soy protein formula 
and a milk-based formula: a comparative evaluation in milk-
tolerant infants show no signifi cant nutritional differences. 
Clinical Pediatrics 16(11):982-85. Nov. [12 ref]
• Summary: Various investigations have shown that milk-
intolerant infants grow and thrive on soy-based infant 
formulas. “With the advent of nutritionally balanced soy 
protein formulas, these have received widespread acceptance 
as alternatives to milk-based formulas for infants intolerant 
of milk proteins or lactose. Growth of normal infants fed a 
soy-based formula has been found to be comparable to that 
of infants fed breast milk (3, 4) or evaporated milk (3, 5) and 
other modifi ed formulas (7, 9),” Soy-based infant formulas 
with added methionine work even better. Address: 1. Assoc. 
Prof. of Pediatrics, Univ. of Utah Medical Center, Salt Lake 
City, UT 84132.
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3328. Murata, Kiku. 1977. Antioxidants and vitamins in 
tempeh. Paper presented at Symposium on Indigenous 
Fermented Foods, Bangkok, Thailand. Summarized in K.H. 
Steinkraus, ed. 1983. Handbook of Indigenous Fermented 
Foods. New York: Marcel Dekker, Inc. ix + 671 p. See p. 
38-40.
• Summary: “Murata attributed the improved nutritive 
value of tempeh to stabilization of the oil by antioxidants 
produced during the fermentation and synthesis of B 
vitamins. Stored tempeh does not develop rancidity” because 
the mold produces an isofl avone (factor 2) which acts as an 
antioxidant. “The antioxidant is not effective in preventing 
autoxidation of soybean oil and soybean fl ours” (p. 40).
 Note: Autoxidation is any oxidation that occurs in open 
air or in presence of oxygen and/or ultraviolet (UV) radiation 
and forms peroxides and hydroperoxides. Address: Dep. of 
Food and Nutrition, Teikoku Women’s Univ., 173-6 Thoda-
cho, Moriguchi City 570, Japan.

3329. Noparatnaraporn, N.; Techa-akrakul, C.; 
Silapanapaporn, S. 1977. Factors affecting fermentation and 
vitamin B-12 content in tempeh and tempeh-like products. 
Paper presented at Symposium on Indigenous Fermented 
Foods, Bangkok, Thailand. Summarized in K.H. Steinkraus, 
ed. 1983. Handbook of Indigenous Fermented Foods. New 
York: Marcel Dekker, Inc. ix + 671 p. See p. 38-40. Original 
manuscript is 10 p. [9 ref]
Address: Dep. of Microbiology, Kasetsart Univ., Bangkok, 
Thailand.

3330. U.S. Senate, Select Committee on Nutrition and 
Human Needs. 1977. Dietary goals for the United States: 
Supplemental views. Washington, DC: U.S. Government 
Printing Offi ce. 869 p. Nov. [500+* ref]
• Summary: In Feb. 1977 the Senate Select Committee 
on Nutrition and Human Needs released a report entitled 
“Dietary Goals for the United States.”
 This fi rst report, the fi rst such statement by any branch 
of the Federal Government, “has generated a great deal 
of interest, debate, and controversy among consumers, 
scientists, and industry representatives.
 “Two industries–meat and egg producers–requested 
additional hearings to express their views. These were held 
on March 24 and July 26 respectively.
 “The National Live Stock and Meat Board sent the 
committee the names of 24 experts ‘whose professional 
backgrounds and experience in recent years suggest intimate 
knowledge of the fact. fallacies and controversy which 
surround the concepts or hypotheses of diet as a precursor 
to atherosclerosis and other of the degenerative diseases in 
America and elsewhere.’ Their opinions; were sought along 
with the–views of other experts. In all, approximately 50 
additional opinions were solicited.”
 Now, nine months later, this report (in 4 chapters) 

contains responses to the fi rst report. These are from 
academics, trade associations, scientifi c journals, and major 
reports and surveys. This report was compiled by George 
McGovern, Chairman, and Charles H. Percy, Ranking 
Minority Member. Address: U.S. Senate, Washington, DC.

3331. Hwang, David L.-R.; Lin, K.-T. Davis; Yang, 
Wen-Kuang; Foard, D.E. 1977. Purifi cation, partial 
characterization, and immunological relationships of 
multiple low molecular weight protease inhibitors of 
soybean. Biochimica et Biophysica Acta 495(2):369-82. Dec. 
20. [45 ref]
• Summary: The Summary begins: “Five protease inhibitors, 
I-V, in the molecular weight range 7000-8000 were purifi ed 
from Tracy soybeans by ammonium sulfate precipitation, 
gel fi ltration on Sephadex G-100 and G-75, and column 
chromatography on DEAE-cellulose. In common with 
previously described trypsin inhibitors from legumes, I-V 
have a high content of half-cystine and lack tryptophan...” 
Address: The Univ. of Tennessee-Oak Ridge Graduate 
School of Biomedical Sciences and Biology Div., Oak 
Ridge National Lab., Oak Ridge, TN 37830, and Univ. of 
Tennessee Memorial Research Center, Knoxville, TN 37920.

3332. Amuti, Kofi  S.; Pollard, Clifford J. 1977. Soluble 
carbohydrates of dry and developing seeds. Phytochemistry 
16(5):529-32. Dec. [29 ref]
• Summary: The distribution of raffi nose saccharides in 32 
different dry seeds was surveyed; quantitative data were 
given only for soybeans. “Neither free glucose nor fructose 
was detected in the developing soybean seed at any stage 
studied.” Address: Dep. of Botany and Plant Pathology, 
Michigan State Univ., East Lansing, MI 48824.

3333. Erdman, J.W., Jr.; Forbes, R.M. 1977. Mineral 
bioavailability from phytate-containing foods. Food Product 
Development 11(10):46, 48. Dec.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Phytic acid chemistry. 
Natural occurrence. Mineral bioavailability. University of 
Illinois research. Future research. Address: 1. Asst. Prof., 
Dep. of Food Science; 2. Prof., Dep. of Animal Science. 
Both: Univ. of Illinois, Urbana.

3334. Filisetti, T.M.C.C.; Mancini Filho, J.; Marquez, 
U.M.L.; Lajolo, F.M. 1977. Factores anti-nutricionais em 
produtos comerciais de soja [Antinutritional factors in 
some commercial soy products]. Revista de Farmacia e 
Bioquimica da Universidade de Sao Paulo 15(1-2):93-108. 
Jan/Dec. [42 ref. Por; eng]
• Summary: Using an NaCl extraction process, trypsin 
inhibitors were found in commercial soy products in the 
following concentrations (in units/mg of protein): Soy 
protein isolates (isolado protéico) 177.4, soy protein 
concentrates (concentrado protéico) 66.6, uncooked 
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soybeans (soja natural) 48.1. toasted soy fl our (farina de 
soja tostada) 9.8, soybean milk–type A (leite de soja) 5.8, 
soybean milk–type B (leite de soja) 3.4, and textured soy 
protein (proteina texturizada) 2.6.
 Hemagglutinins in soybean products, which were shown 
to be more resistant to thermal processing, were found in 
all of the above products, in concentrations equal to 25% 
that of the original soybean content. Goitrogens–factors 
capable of decreasing by 30% iodine-131 capture by the rat 
thyroid gland–were found in soybean milk, toasted soybean 
fl our, and soy protein isolates. Address: 1. Student, Post-
Graduate Course in Food Science (Ciencia dos Alimentos); 
2. Asst. Prof., Dep. of Food and Experimental Nutrition 
(Departamento de Alimentos e Nutricao Experimental). All: 
Faculdade de Ciencias Farmaceuticas, Universidade de Sao 
Paulo, Sao Paulo, Brazil.

3335. Hayes, R.E.; Bookwalter, G.N.; Bagley, E.B. 1977. 
Antioxidant activity of soybean fl our and derivatives–A 
review. J. of Food Science 42(6):1527-32. Nov/Dec. [73 ref]
• Summary: This is an excellent, comprehensive review. 
Soy fl our has been shown to be a source of antioxidant 
compounds such as isofl avone glycosides and their 
derivatives, phospholipids, tocopherols, amino acids and 
peptides. There may be some antioxidant effect from 
aromatic amines, and sulfhydryl compounds. Address: 
USDA Northern Regional Research Center, ARS, Peoria, 
Illinois, 61604.

3336. Kay, Theodore; Ogunsola, V.A. (Mrs.). 1977. 
Elimination of beany taste in soya bean preparations 
for a rural community. J. of Tropical Pediatrics and 
Environmental Child Health 23(6):291-92. Dec. [3 ref]
• Summary: Note: Kay (June 2010, personal 
communication) considers this to be his most important 
work. These methods can be used to make a good-tasting 
soya bean fl our or soya milk.
 “The beany taste is due to an enzyme–lipoxidase–acting 
on free fatty acids to produce varieties of small organic 
molecules including a potent beany element, ethyl vinyl 
ketone. However this lipoxidase can be inactivated above 
80ºC, by heating at the fi rst step of cooking thus eliminating 
the beany taste which is palatably unacceptable.”
 “With these two publications (in J. of Tropical 
Pediatrics and Environmental Child Health) technical 
diffi culties toward soya bean popularization were fully 
solved. Present diffi culties have been mostly political.” 
Address: 1. Dep. of Community Medicine, Univ. of Jos, Jos, 
Nigeria; 2. Dep. of Home Economics, School of Agriculture, 
Ahmadu Bello Univ., Zaria, Nigeria.

3337. Liem, Irene T.H.; Steinkraus, K.H.; Cronk, T.C. 1977. 
Production of vitamin B-12 in tempeh, a fermented soybean 
food. Applied and Environmental Microbiology 34(6):773-

76. Dec. [14 ref]
• Summary: It is believed that the vitamin B-12 in 
tempeh is synthesized by a Klebsiella bacterium, which 
is a contaminating microorganism rather than one of the 
microorganisms responsible for the fermentation of the 
legume substrate. Therefore one may not be able to consider 
tempeh a reliable, consistent source of this vitamin.
 Several varieties of soybeans generally contained less 
than 1 ng [nanogram] of vitamin B-12 per 100 gm... Pure 
tempeh molds obtained from different sources did not 
produce vitamin B-12. It was found that the major source of 
vitamin B-12 in commercial tempeh purchased in Toronto, 
Canada [made commercially by Tjing Giok Tan {Mr. Tjeng 
Giok Tan} of Toronto] was a bacterium that accompanies the 
mold during fermentation. Reinoculation of pure bacterium 
onto dehulled, hydrated and sterilized soybeans resulted 
in the production of 148 ng of vitamin B-12 per gm... 
Nutritionally signifi cant amounts of vitamin B-12 were also 
found in the Indonesian fermented food, ontjom.”
 “Indonesian tempeh, a protein-rich vegetarian food, is 
one of the world’s fi rst meat analogs.” Mycelia of Rhizopus 
molds “overgrow hydrated, dehulled, and partially cooked 
soybeans, knitting them into a fi rm cake, which can be sliced 
and deep-fat fried or cut into cubes and used in place of meat 
in soups.”
 “Ontjom samples from Indonesia were obtained through 
the courtesy of A.G. van Veen, Cornell University. Sample 
1 was traditional ontjom made from peanut presscake and 
sample 2 was ontjom [okara tempeh] made from soybean 
residue.”
 Table 2 shows the vitamin B-12 content of commercial 
tempehs made in Toronto (6.3 mcg [micrograms] per 100 
gm), Indonesia (sun dried, 1974, 2.9 mcg; oven-dried, 1975, 
0.4 mcg), and California (freeze-dried 1.5 mcg per 100 gm).
 Note: Klebsiella pneumoniae is the microorganism 
which causes bacterial pneumonia in humans. Address: 
Cornell Univ., Geneva, New York 14456.

3338. Rackis, J.J.; Anderson, R.L. 1977. Mineral availability 
in soy protein products. Food Product Development 
11(10):38, 40, 44. Dec.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Edible soy proteins. 
Phytate complexes, bioavailability [and phytic acid]. Zinc 
availability. Iron and magnesium availability. Summary.
 Phytic acid interferes with mineral (mainly zinc) 
nutrition when it comprises 1% or more of the diet, but not 
at levels around 0.2% such as those encountered in the usual 
soy-based diet. Address: Northern Regional Research Center, 
Peoria, Illinois.

3339. Robinson, R.J.; Kao, C. 1977. Tempeh and miso 
from chickpea, horse bean, and soybean. Cereal Chemistry 
54(6):1192-97. Nov/Dec. [6 ref]
• Summary: The authors made soybean tempeh, chickpea 
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tempeh, and horse bean tempeh from 0.2 to 0.4 cm diameter 
grits. The soybean tempeh had the best fl avor, texture, and 
color.
 It is stated that Rhizopus oligosporus reduces the amount 
of raffi nose-family sugars which are believed to cause 
fl atulence.
 They also made soybean miso, chickpea miso, and horse 
bean miso. Compared with soybean miso, chickpea miso’s 
color was darker, while horse bean miso’s is lighter. Address: 
Dep. of Grain Science & Industry, Kansas State Univ., 
Manhattan, KS 66506.

3340. Scrimshaw, Nevin S. 1977. Through a glass darkly: 
Discerning the practical implications of human dietary 
protein-energy interrelationships. Nutrition Reviews 
35(12):321-37. Dec. [37 ref]
• Summary: This, the 9th annual W.O. Atwater Memorial 
Lecture, sponsored by USDA’s Agricultural Research 
Service, “was given on Aug. 15, 1977, at the Open Plenary 
Session, Western Hemisphere Congress V, Quebec, Canada. 
These lectures commemorate the life and work of Dr. 
Atwater, who established the science of modern human 
nutrition in the United States.
 The Introduction begins: “No issue of human nutrition 
in the last decade has occasioned more controversy and 
misunderstanding, or been more signifi cant to national and 
international strategies for dealing with malnutrition in 
developing countries, than the relative importance of protein 
and energy defi cits in the diets of the underprivileged.”
 Throughout the 1960s, there was a growing recognition 
of the problem of assuring adequate dietary protein for 
the rapidly increasing populations of the less developed 
countries of the world. Researchers emphasized that, while 
increased cereal production utilizing Green Revolution 
techniques might ensure adequate dietary calories, there was 
a parallel need to assure production of foods providing more 
protein relative to calories.
 “In April 1971, a Joint FAO/WHO Expert Committee 
on Energy and Protein Requirements proposed ‘...for 
normal, healthy individuals,’ levels of dietary protein intake 
expressed as egg or milk protein, that, for adults, were 20 
percent lower than the 1965 recommendations, while the 
energy recommendations remained essentially unchanged.’ 
Comparisons of the average intake of populations studied 
in developing countries, using these new criteria, usually 
indicated protein to be as adequate, or less inadequate, than 
caloric intakes.” Scrimshaw has discussed elsewhere the 
development of these recommendations.
 Page 322: “It is now well recognized that concentration 
on improving yields of cereals–wheat, corn, and rice–has 
been associated with a decrease in the per caput production 
and a rise in the relative price of legumes in most developing 
countries in which Green Revolution techniques have made 
progress (4). Because legumes are important sources of more 

concentrated protein to complement cereal diets, and the 
poor in these countries have been able to afford less of them, 
their nutritional status has deteriorated in some instances.”
 Page 335: “There is no doubt that good nutrition 
requires a balanced complement of protein and calories, and 
neither can be neglected in the diets of the underprivileged 
and vulnerable. To the extent that the pendulum swung 
too far in emphasizing protein in the 1960s, and too far 
in emphasizing calories in the 1970s, it must come to a 
more appropriate intermediate position for the 1980s and 
beyond.” Address: PhD, M.D., Institute Prof. and Head, 
Dep. of Nutrition and Food Science, Massachusetts Inst. of 
Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139.

3341. Tseng, Rose Y.L.; Smith-Nury, E.; Chang, Young 
Sook. 1977. Calcium and phosphorus contents and ratios in 
tofu as affected by the coagulants used. Home Economics 
Research Journal 6(2):171-75. Dec. [12 ref]
• Summary: Three commercial brands of tofu (all made by 
Azumaya in San Francisco) were analyzed. The fi rm tofu, 
coagulated with calcium sulfate, contained over 4 times as 
much calcium and over twice as much phosphorus as the 
softer silken tofu coagulated with glucono delta lactone. The 
calcium / phosphorus ratios of the fi rm and soft tofu samples 
were 2.0-2.5/1 and 1/1, respectively.
 The amount of calcium in the tofu depended on the 
method used to measure it: (1) a titration method modifi ed 
from the Association of Offi cial Agricultural Chemists 
(1970) and (2) a method using the atomic absorption 
spectrophotometer. For tofu coagulated with calcium sulfate, 
by the fi rst method it contained 208-209 mg of calcium per 
100 gm, whereas by a second method it contained 166-170 
mg/100 gm. “Tofu, a high protein food, is a good source 
of dietary calcium. Since the average American diet has 
a high phosphorus content and a low calcium/phosphorus 
ratio, tofu, particularly the fi rmer kind [made with a calcium 
coagulant], also would result in a better calcium/phosphorus 
ratio.” The recommend ratio of calcium to phosphorus in the 
human diet is 1 to 1, however the average American diet has 
a ratio of 1 to 2.8.
 Note: Prevention magazine (Rodale Press, Emmaus, 
PA; Aug. 1978, p. 46) cited and summarized this article as 
follows: “Tofu: A Calcium Source for You. Accumulated and 
inherited wisdom has taught the Orient that soybeans are a 
good food only when they have been in some way processed, 
via cooking or fermentation. Modern nutrition has taught 
us that in this high-protein bean there is an enzyme which 
interferes with protein utilization, but processing inactivates 
it. Soybean curd–called tofu–is a good example of the 
manner in which traditional treatment of the bean makes it 
into a better food. It is prepared by extracting soy milk from 
whole soybeans with hot water and separating out protein 
with lime, magnesium chloride, calcium sulfate or glucono 
delta lactone.
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 “When the calcium salt is used to prepare tofu, this food 
becomes a good source of calcium, low in phosphorus. This 
is quite different from the standard American diet where 
high-phosphorus, low-calcium foods like meat, poultry, 
fi sh and processed cheeses predominate. This is especially 
important because calcium is more effi ciently utilized by 
the body if it is supplied in amounts equal to or greater than 
phosphorus. Selecting a tofu prepared with calcium could, 
therefore, help to raise your calcium intake without adding 
more phosphorus.” Since tofu extracted by several methods 
is on the market, be careful to choose brands made from the 
calcium salt. If you are uncertain, a note to the manufacturer 
will elicit the information you want in choosing which of 
these products will best serve you for added protein and 
calcium in your diet. Address: Dep. of Home Economics, 
San Jose State Univ., San Jose, California 95192.

3342. Shibata, Atsuko; Matsumoto, Shinji; Ohara, Tetsujirô. 
1977-1978. Yuba seizô-chû ni okeru seisei yuba no kagaku-
teki sosei narabini shishitsu ni tsuite [Chemical composition 
and fat content of yuba fi lms during production of yuba]. 
Tokyo Nogyo Daigaku Nogaku Shuho (J. of Agricultural 
Science of the Tokyo Agricultural College) 22(1-4):180. 
[Jap]*

3343. Allen, Linda Cheryl. 1977. Proximate composition and 
selected mineral analyses of a soy protein product containing 
varying levels of fi ber. MSc thesis, Southern Illinois 
University. v + 78 leaves. Illust. *
• Summary: A tofu-with-fi ber product was developed. It was 
an excellent source of protein, calcium, and dietary fi ber, 
while being low in sodium, saturated, and calories, with no 
cholesterol. Address: Illinois.

3344. Arkcoll, D.B. 1977. Estudos sobre a aceitabilidade 
de farelo de soja e de feijao de soja inteiro como alimento 
humano [Studies on the acceptability of soy bran and whole 
soybeans for human consumption (Abstract)]. Suplemento de 
Ciencia e Cultura, Resumos 29(7):129. Presented at the 29th 
Reuniao Anual da Sociedade Brasileira para o Progresso da 
Ciencia. Sao Paulo.1977. [Por]*
Address: Brazil.

3345. Chander Mohan. 1977. Utilization of soybean and 
whey for the manufacture of weaning food of high protein 
effi ciency ratio. PhD thesis, Panjab University, Chandigarh, 
India. *
Address: Panjab Univ., Chandigarh, India.

3346. Dewdney, P.A.; Meara, M.L. 1977. Natural fat-
soluble antioxidants. British Food Manufacturing Industries 
Research Association, Scientifi c and Technical Survey No. 
96. 52 p. *

3347. Dronne, Yves. 1977. Les proteínes extrudées de soja 
en alimentation humaine [Extruded soy proteins in human 
nutrition]. Rungis, France: Institut National de la Recherche 
Agronomique (INRA). 11 p. [Fre]*
Address: France.

3348. Faculty of Agriculture, University of College of 
Swaziland, University of Botswana and Swaziland, Annual 
Report of the Agricultural Research Division (Malkerns, 
Swaziland). 1977. Crop agronomy section. p. 9-35. For the 
years 1975-76. [3 ref]*
• Summary: In trials at Malkerns, Swaziland, 14 American 
soybean cultivars were compared with the local cultivars 
Pioneer 701 at highveld, middleveld, and lowveld sites. 
Only Forest and Pioneer 701 grew well in the highveld. The 
plants were shortest in the lowveld, where high temperature 
encouraged rapid maturity. Jupiter and Pelican lodged badly 
at all sites. Seed quality was best at middleveld sites and 
oil content decreased with increasing altitude. The cultivar 
Williams gave the highest yields. Address: Malkerns, 
Swaziland.

3349. Fukuya, Yôko; Matsuoka, Hiroatsu. 1977. Shihan tôfu-
chû no seibun bunseki–Karushimu o chûshin ni [Analysis 
of the composition of commercial tofu–Focus on calcium]. 
Tachikawa Tandai Kiyo 10:53. [Jap]*

3350. Kanai, Mieko; Miyazawa, Fumio. 1977. Shihan 
yôki-iri tôfu saikin osen jittai [Bacterial contamination in 
commercial packaged tofu]. Jissen Joshi Daigaku Kasei 
Gakubu Kiyo No. 14. p. 51-54. [Jap]*

3351. Product Name:  [Soena {Soymilk} (Lactic 
[Acidophilus], Celery, Carrot, Plain)].
Foreign Name:  Soiina.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Kibun Health Foods K.K.
Manufacturer’s Address:  1-11-8, Shin-Sayama, Sayama-
shi, Saitama-ken, 350-13, Japan.
Date of Introduction:  1977.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  Wide-mouth cup with foil lid.
How Stored:  Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation:  Only the lactic 
(acidophilus) one of these soymilk products is cultured/
fermented. Color photo from a Kibun brochure shows the 
product (Celery Cocktail) in the package (a cup) with a straw 
in the top.
 Fukushima. 1978. In: American Soybean Assoc. ed. 
International Soya Protein Conference, Proceedings. Hudson, 
Iowa: ASA. p. 40. “Recently, a new fermented drink using 
soybeans appeared on the market. This product is a drink 
which is made by the fermentation of soy milk by lactic acid 
bacteria.”
 Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1979. Tofu & Soymilk Production. 
p. 313. “Kibon Foods, Odakyu Kashiwagi Biru 8-gai, Nishi 
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Shinjuku 7-7-30, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 160, Japan. Tel. 03-
365-5011. Attn. Mr. Mizumachi. Maker of Soena lactic 
soymilk drinks, and dairylike soymilk in Tetra Brik cartons.”
 Toyo Shinpo. 1982. July 21. “The soymilk industry and 
market in Japan.” States that Kibun fi rst made commercial 
soymilk in Japan in 1977.
 Brian Fitzpatrick. 1982. Soya Milk in Asia. States that 
Kibun fi rst launched soymilk in Japan in 1976.
 Poster, 6 by 8.5 inches, color. Reprinted in Soyfoods 
Marketing. Lafayette, CA: Soyfoods Center.

3352. Klatilova, E. 1977. A importancia da soja no 
enriquecimento dos alimentos [The importance of soybeans 
in enriching food]. Coordenadoria de Assistencia Tecnica 
Integral, Instrucao Tecnica No. 178. 21 p. [Por]*
Address: Campinas, Brazil.

3353. Koenig, W.A.; Krauss, C.; Zaehner, H. 1977. 
Stoffwechselprodukte von Mikroorganismen: 
6-Chlorogenistein and 6,3’-Dichlorogenistein. Report 164 
[Metabolites from microorganisms: 6-chlorogenistein and 
6,3’-dichlorogenistein. Report 164]. Helvetica Chimica Acta 
60(6):2071-78. [7 ref. Ger; eng]
• Summary: “A strain of Streptomyces griseus produced 
chlorinated metabolites in media containing soybean meal.” 
Two of these could be identifi ed as the isofl avone genistein. 
Address: 1. Inst. fuer organische Chemie und Biochemie der 
Universitaet Hamburg, D-2000 Hamburg.

3354. Loegito, Mas. 1977. Afl atoxins in tempeh. Presented 
at Symposium on Indigenous Fermented Foods, Bangkok, 
Thailand. *

3355. Maki, Mitsufusa; Satô, Sachio; Ishida, Tokuo. 1977. 
Yamagata-ken ni okeru chiiki shokuhin ni kansuru kenkyû. 
I. Hôsô tôfu ni tsuite [A study of the local food in Yamagata 
prefecture. I. Packaged tofu]. Yamagata Kenritsu Yonezawa 
Joshi Tandai Fuzoku Seikatsu Bunka Kenkyujo Hokoku No. 
4. p. 1-24. [Jap]*

3356. Marcy, G.; Adam, W. 1977. Sojasprossensalat als 
hygienisches Risiko [Soy sprout salad as a health hazard]. 
Archiv fuer Lebensmittelhygiene 28(5):197-98. [2 ref. Ger; 
eng]*
• Summary: Soybeans sprouting in a warm, moist 
medium are often contaminated with large numbers of 
microorganisms. Salmonella can easily multiply under these 
conditions. Rinsing in running water does not ensure removal 
of the bacterial risk. Only blanching for 3 minutes in boiling 
water reduced to acceptable levels the total bacterial counts 
(less than 14,000/gm), coliform counts (less than 10/gm), 
and salmonellae counts (zero per gram). Address: Hygiene 
Inst. der Freien & Hansestadt Hamburg, Gorch-Fock-Wall 
15-17, 2000 Hamburg 36, West Germany.

3357. Matsuoka, Nobu; Hiji, San. 1977. Daizu moyashi 
no bitamin C no bunseki oyobi soshiki kagaku-teki kentô 
[Analysis of vitamin C and histochemical investigation of 
soy sprouts]. Joshi Tandai Kaseigaku Kenkyukai Kiyo No. 5. 
p. 33. [Jap]*

3358. Nagano Miso Co. 1977. Composition of salt-free miso, 
red and yellow, including free and total amino acids. Tenjin 
3-9-29, Ueda-shi, Nagano-ken 386, Japan. 4 p.
• Summary: The light yellow variety contains 53.4% 
moisture, 14% protein, 7.2% oil, 1.5% fi ber, 1.2% ash, 
19.3% sugars, 3.4% ethanol, and 85.9 mg/100 gm salt. Ph is 
5.7. 193.5 calories per 100 gm. Address: Nagano-ken, Japan.

3359. Ogawa, Hideko; Sato, H.; Murayama, N. 1977. 
[Content of erucic acid in Japanese food aburaage (fried 
soybean curd or tofu pouches)]. Sagami Joshi Daigaku Kiyo 
(Bulletin of the Sagami Women’s College) No. 41. p. 25-28. 
(Chem. Abst. 89:195703). [Jap]*
• Summary: Rapeseed oil produced from Asian strains 
contained more erucic and linolenic acids than that produced 
from European strains. This was refl ected in the content of 
the 2 fatty acids in aburage. All panelists in organoleptic 
tests preferred aburage fried in rapeseed oil over that fried in 
either soybean oil or peanut oil. Address: Sagami Women’s 
Univ., Sagamihara, Japan.

3360. Oku, E.O.; Eka, O.U. 1977. Chemical evaluation 
of nutritive value of soya pap and soya porridge: The 
Nigerian weaning foods (Unpublished data). Published in 
and cited by Ahmadu Bello University, Extension Bulletin 
No. 21. (Reprinted Nov. 1985). See p. 10, 74. Unpublished 
manuscript.
• Summary: Page 10 gives the average chemical composition 
of various Nigerian paps and porridges, including: Millet pap 
supplemented with soyabean fl our. Millet pap supplemented 
with soyabean milk. Millet porridge supplemented with 
soyabean fl our. Millet porridge supplemented with soyabean 
milk. In each case, the soy-fortifi ed food was much richer in 
protein than the basic cereal food. Address: Nigeria.

3361. Pusat Penelitian dan Pengembangan Gizi Unit 
Diponegoro (Committee on Nutritional Research and 
Deverlopment Unit at Diponegoro). 1977. ASEAN Project 
on soybean and protein rich foods. Jakarta: Badan Penelitian 
dan Pengembangan Gizi Unit Diponegoro. Research paper. *
Address: Jakarta, Indonesia.

3362. Shikata, Hideo; Tsukiyama, R.; Ishigami, Y.; 
Nishiyama, T.; Moriguchi, S. 1977. Amazake no seibun 
ni tsuite. I. Tô no teiryô [Components in amazake. I. 
Determination of sugar composition]. Nihon Shoyu Kenkyujo 
Zasshi (J. of Japan Soy Sauce Research Inst.) 3(3):105-10. 
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[10 ref. Jap; eng+]
• Summary: Not long ago, amazake had been declining in 
popularity as a sweet drink in Japan. However recently its 
popularity has begun to recover, probably due to the growing 
interest in natural foods.
 In the Ryuno area, light shoyu (usukuchi shoyu) has long 
been made with amazake as an ingredient; it augments the 
sugar which was consumed during the fermentation, adds its 
own bouquet, and helps prevent coloration.
 The authors found, using paper chromatography (PPC) 
and other techniques on fi ve types of amazake, that amazake 
contains about 40% sugar. 50-80% of the total sugar in 
amazake is glucose, followed by 3.3–9.1% of isomaltose 
and maltotriose, and 5.5–8.9% of nigerose, maltose, and 
kojibiose.
 Also discusses the changing content of fructose, 
saccharose, panose, and isomaltotriose. Address: Research 
Laboratories, Higashimaru Shoyu Co., Ltd., Tatsuno, Japan.

3363. Tsukiyama, R.; Maeda, T.; Miyashita, K.; Shikata, 
K.; Ishigami, Y. 1977. [Components in amazake. II. Amino 
acids, organic acids composition, and other components]. 
Nihon Shoyu Kenkyujo Zasshi (J. of Japan Soy Sauce 
Research Inst.) 3(5):205-09. [46 ref. Jap]
• Summary: One of the best analyses seen of the nutritional 
composition of amazake. Note the large bibliography. 
Address: Research Laboratories, Higashimaru Shoyu Co., 
Ltd., Tatsuno, Japan.

3364. Abd-El-Rehim, M.A.; Michail, S.H.; Abu Elgasim, 
E.A. 1977. Changes in the amino acid patterns of soybean 
and pea seeds due to infection by Cephalosporium sp. Acta 
Phytopathologica Academiae Scientiarum Hungaricae 
(Budapest) 12(3-4):273-76. [11 ref. Eng]
• Summary: “Amino acid patterns of soybeans cv. Hardey 
and peas cv. Little Marvel seed samples, healthy and 
inoculated with Cephalosporium sp. clarifi ed that certain free 
amino acids were depleted, namely isoleucine, beta-alanine, 
glycine and arginine in inoculated soybean seeds, and beta-
alanine only in inoculated pea seeds. However, certain free 
amino acids were detected in inoculated seeds only. These 
were phenylalanine, threonine and citrulline in soybeans, and 
aspartic acid besides an unidentifi ed amino acid in pea seeds. 
Combined amino acid patterns of soybeans and pea seeds 
revealed that infection resulted in depletion of arginine and 
phenylalanine respectively. Moreover, leucine, isoleucine 
and two unidentifi ed amino acids were synthesized in pea 
seeds.” Address: Faculty of Agriculture, Univ. of Alexandria, 
Egypt.

3365. ADM Milling Co. 1977. The growing challenge. 
Shawnee Mission, KS 66207. 28 p.
• Summary: This booklet is about world hunger, and ADM’s 
involvement in the U.S. government’s attempts to solve it

 The color cover shows the sun, low in the sky, shining 
behind heads of wheat growing in a fi eld. Describes ADM’s 
involvement in the P.L. 480 Food for Peace program and the 
company’s product of what are called “protein cereal grain 
blends.”
 Contents: Nutrition, infant survival, and family planning 
(The four countries adding the most people to the annual 
world population increase are China (13.3 million), India 
(12.8), Indonesia (3.4), and Brazil (2.8)). Supplemental food: 
A vehicle to good health and national development (P.L. 480 
foods fi ght protein-calorie malnutrition). Defi cient diet: What 
is a food supplement (Protein-cereal food products are ideal 
food supplements). Pregnancy. Lactation. Children: Their 
special needs. WPC-Soy. Health: Good health and the school 
age child. Adult health and productivity. Energy requirements 
by year and age. Emergencies and national disaster relief. 
Key nutrients: Protein, amino acids, protein content, PER 
and NPU for protein cereal grain blends and other protein 
sources. PCM: Protein calorie malnutrition, marasmus 
and kwashiorkor. Treatment of PCM. Micronutrients. U.S. 
Recommended Daily Dietary Allowances.
 The back fl ap contains product description sheets. 
In Oct. 1989 there were sheets for SFCM: Soy fortifi ed 
cornmeal, 12% soy-fortifi ed wheat fl our, WSB: Wheat Soy 
Blend, CSM: Corn Soy Milk, WPC-Soy, SFB: Soy fortifi ed 
bulghur, and ICSM: Instant Corn Soy Milk. Address: 
Shawnee Mission, Kansas.

3366. Bernstein, J.; Brown, H.; Bell, D.E.; et al. 1977. World 
food and nutrition study. The potential contributions of 
research. Washington, DC: National Academy of Sciences. 
xxvi + 192 p. No index. 23 cm. [67* ref]
• Summary: This report concludes that, given the political 
will in the USA and abroad, it should be possible, by the 
end of this century, to eliminate most of the hunger and 
malnutrition now associated with mass poverty. “Few of the 
challenges facing humanity are larger or more important than 
the problem of world hunger and malnutrition.”
 Possibly as many as 450 million people (FAO estimate) 
to 1,000 million people (World Bank estimate, p. 26) do not 
receive enough food. These people represent 11-25% of the 
world’s population. Large and increasing numbers of people 
are hungry and malnourished. Most of the hungry people live 
in the poor countries.
 The problem of alleviating hunger and malnutrition in 
the world is a complex one. Success will depend on how 
effectively we undertake four major tasks: 1. Increasing the 
supply of the right kinds of food where it is needed. It is 
encouraging that developing countries collectively increased 
their food production by 38% during the period 1965 to 
1975. 2. Reducing poverty. 3. Improving the stability of food 
supplies. 4. Decreasing the rate of population growth. “In 
the short run, gains in nutrition in low-income countries may 
increase population growth rates by decreasing mortality 
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before fertility declines.”
 Losses from pests may average, worldwide, a third 
of potential production. Rice, the world’s most important 
crop, suffers losses of perhaps 40-50%. Fluctuations in 
weather and climate cause the largest variations in food 
production. “Most of the potentially arable land that is not 
farmed is in the tropics of Africa and South America, about 
1 billion [1,000 million] hectares, or three-fourths again 
as much land [i.e. 1.75 times as much land] as is presently 
cultivated in the world–but 75% of this land has acidic 
soil... Today, 14% of the world’s farmland is irrigated [this 
does not include rainfed agriculture] and estimates suggest 
that the area irrigated could be doubled... Fertilizer sources: 
The use of chemical fertilizers is usually the most rapid 
means of increasing farm production... Ruminant livestock: 
Two thirds of the world’s agricultural land is in permanent 
pasture, range, and meadow, of which 60% is not suitable for 
cultivation. These lands, where not claimed for other uses, 
are best exploited by large ruminant livestock, primarily beef 
and dairy cattle...
 “Malnutrition causes millions of premature deaths each 
year... In some societies 40% of the children die before 
the age of fi ve, mostly from nutrition-related causes. A 
substantial portion of the survivors suffer handicaps of 
learning, behavior, and work capacity because of inadequate 
diets and recurring illness... With the rapid growth of world 
population, the absolute number of malnourished people has 
increased greatly, although the proportion has decreased.” 
1.1 billion people live in the high-income countries. “The 
poorest countries with GNP per capita under $200, include 
about 1.2 billion people in 36 extremely poor countries 
spread across Asia and the middle of Africa. Hunger and 
malnutrition are the most severe in these countries. An 
estimated one-third to one-half of the people in these 
countries are malnourished.” In the centrally planned 
countries, malnutrition is not common. Address: National 
Academy of Sciences, Washington, DC.

3367. Bodwell, C.E. ed. 1977. Evaluation of proteins for 
humans. Westport, Connecticut: AVI Publishing Co. xvi + 
327 p. Illust. Index. 24 cm. [300+* ref]
• Summary: Chapters include: 1. Nutritional evaluation 
and the utilization of protein resources, by Scrimshaw and 
Young. 2. Human protein and amino acid metabolism and 
requirements in relation to protein quality, by Young and 
Scrimshaw. 3. In vitro indices: Relationships to estimating 
protein value for the human, by Hackler. 4. Animal 
bioassays: A critical evaluation with specifi c reference to 
assessing nutritive value for the human, by Samonds and 
Hegsted. 5. Human assays and applications, by Bressani. 6. 
Biochemical indices in humans, by Bodwell. 7. Techniques 
in rat bioassays, by Miller and Lachance. 8. Techniques in 
human nitrogen balance studies, by Kies. 9. Amino acid 
fortifi cation, by Jansen. 10. Protein supplementation and 

complementation, by Bressani. 11. Chemical changes in food 
proteins, by Feeney. 12. Processing effects, by Vaughan. 13. 
Severe alkali treatment of proteins, by de Groot. 14. Protease 
inhibitors and hemagglutinins of legumes, by Liener. 15. 
Other antinutritional factors of practical importance, by 
Martinez. Address: USDA ARS.

3368. Bressani, R. 1977. Protein supplementation and 
complementation. In: C.E. Bodwell, ed. 1977. Evaluation of 
Proteins for Humans. Westport, CT: AVI Publishing Co. xvi 
+ 327 p. See p. 204-32. Chap. 10. [30 ref]
• Summary: Amino acid defi ciencies can be corrected in 
at least three ways: (1) By adding synthetic amino acids 
in amounts appropriate to bring the pattern up to the level 
required by the individual. (2) By supplementation, which 
involves adding small amounts protein from a food which 
is rich in the amino acids lacking in the reference food. 
(3) By complementation, which involves combining two 
protein sources so that they mutually balance each other’s 
defi ciencies or excesses.
 “For the purpose of this chapter, only the specifi c role 
of the essential amino acid pattern relative to the effi ciency 
of protein utilization will be discussed.” Address: INCAP, 
Guatemala.

3369. Cahill, Tilda. 1977. The best of South African 
vegetarian cooking: 500 choice tested recipes. Cape 
Town, South Africa: Hollandsch Afrikaansche Uitgevers 
Maatschappij (HAUM). ix + 116 p. Index. 23 cm.
• Summary: The chapter titled “Dried Legumes” (p. 28-31) 
states: “Of all legumes soya beans are the most important. 
Their protein quality is such that they have been described 
as ‘the meat that grows on vines’ and as ‘the meat without 
bones.’ Analysis shows that essential amino acids are there in 
almost optimum proportions. Unfortunately merely cooked 
on their own, they are not really very palatable. However 
there are many ways of preparing them so as to render them 
quite delicious. One of the simplest and most nutritious ways 
of using this commodity is in the form of soya bean fl our, 
which can be added to main dishes, soups, sauces, bread, 
scones and rolls.” Soy-related recipes include: Soya and nut 
patties (with soya fl our, p. 30). Soya bean roast with bread 
stuffi ng (with cooked soya beans). Soya bean savoury (with 
cooked soya beans). Address: South Africa.

3370. Carroll, K.K.; Huff, M.W.; Roberts, D.C.K. 1977. 
Dietary protein, hypocholesterolemia, and atherosclerosis. 
In: G. Schettler et al., eds. 1977. Atherosclerosis IV. New 
York: Springer-Verlag. See p. 445-48. [29 ref]
• Summary: Feeding casein to rabbits produced 
hypercholesterolemia which in turn led to atherosclerosis. 
Address: 1. Univ. of Western Ontario.

3371. Chang, K.C. ed. 1977. Food in Chinese culture: 
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Anthropological and historical perspectives. New Haven, 
Connecticut, and London: Yale University Press. 429 p. 
Illust. Index. 24 cm. [200+ ref]
• Summary: One of the fi nest scholarly overviews of food 
in Chinese culture ever written, with each chapter, arranged 
chronologically by dynasty, written by an expert in the fi eld. 
Contents: Introduction, by K.C. Chang. 1. Ancient China, by 
K.C. Chang. 2. Han, by Ying-shih Yü. 3. T’ang, by Edward 
H. Schafer. 4. Sung, by Michael Friedman. 5. Yüan and 
Ming, by Frederick W. Mote. 6. Ch’ing, by Jonathan Spence. 
7. Modern China: North, by Vera Y.N. Hsu and Francis 
L.K. Hsu. 8. Modern China: South, by E.N. Anderson, Jr. 
and Marja L. Anderson. Glossary of Chinese characters. 
Bibliography. Address: Prof. of Anthropology, Harvard 
Univ., Cambridge, Massachusetts.

3372. Chang, Kwang-chih. 1977. Introduction. In: K.C. 
Chang, ed. 1977. Food in Chinese Culture. New Haven, CT, 
and London: Yale Univ. Press. 429 p. See p. 1-21.
• Summary: This book looks at food through a cultural 
framework, rather than a chemical or anthropological 
one. One of “the best ways of getting to a culture’s heart 
is through its stomach.” The Japanese scholar “Shinoda 
Osamu has almost singlehandedly carved out the fi eld of 
Chinese food studies...” “Paleolithic hunters the world over 
relied heavily on animal fl esh, which was cooked by a very 
small number of techniques.” China’s major legumes are 
the soybean, broad bean, peanut, and mung bean. Peanuts 
and sweet potatoes were brought to China by coastal traders 
during the Ming period.
 Despite the “continuous introduction of dairy products 
and processes throughout the early historical periods, and 
despite the adoption of some dairy delicacies by the upper 
strata of society during the T’ang period, milk and dairy 
products, to this date, have not taken a prominent place in 
Chinese cuisine.”
 In China, the key distinction is between fan, grains and 
other starch foods, and ts’ai, vegetable and meat dishes. 
Fan is considered the main or primary food, and ts’ai the 
supplementary or secondary food. Grains have almost a 
sacred nature in Chinese food thought. Moreover, one should 
eat frugally and never overindulge in food.
 “The overriding about food in China–in all likelihood an 
idea with solid, but as yet unrevealed, scientifi c backing–is 
that the kind and the amount of food one takes is intimately 
relevant to one’s health. Food not only affects health as a 
matter of general principle, the selection of the right food at 
any particular time must also be dependant upon one’s health 
condition at that time. Food, therefore, is also medicine.” 
There are underlying principles governing the choice of 
food. “The bodily functions, in the Chinese view, follow the 
basic yin-yang principles. Many foods are also classifi able 
into those that possess the yin quality and those of the 
yang quality. When yin and yang forces in the body are not 

properly balanced, problems result. Proper amounts of food 
of one kind or the other may then be administered (i.e. eaten) 
to counterbalance the yin and yang disequilibrium... This 
belief is documented for the Chou period, several centuries 
before Christ, and it is still a dominant concept in Chinese 
culture.” Many Chinese also distinguish between hot and 
cold foods.
 Pages 17-18 note that one of the foods presented at 
graves is “dried bean curd.” Address: Prof. of Anthropology, 
Harvard Univ., Massachusetts.

3373. Chen, Jung. 1977. Microbiological evaluation of 
soymilk. MSc thesis, University of Hawaii. 52 p. [68 ref]*
Address: Univ. of Hawaii.

3374. Chen, Philip S. 1977. The joy of being a vegetarian. 
Mountain View, California, Omaha, Nebraska, and Oshawa, 
Ontario: Pacifi c Press Publishing Association. 127 p. 22 cm. 
[81 ref]
• Summary: Contents: About the author (a 1-page 
autobiographical sketch). Preface. 1. Vegetarianism, form 
fad to favor. 2. Food for philosophers. 3. Is man carnivorous. 
4. Food for champions. 5. Mineral content of animal and 
vegetable foods. 6. Roughage and health. 7. The number 
one killer. 8. How wholesome is our meat? 9. What else 
is wrong with meat eating? 10. Animal protein versus 
vegetable protein. 11. The wise abstainers. 12. The joys of 
being a vegetarian. 13. The problem of animal waste. 14. 
The coming food crisis. 15. The soybean–A vegetarian’s best 
friend. 16. Selected vegetarian recipes (using commercial 
meat substitutes or analogs). 17. Selected recipes (using 
homemade gluten and tofu). 18. Selected recipes (using 
natural, readily available ingredients).
 Chapter 1 begins: “Vegetarianism in America used to 
be the butt of ridicule. But now the situation has changed. 
The laughter that once greeted mention of a vegetarian diet 
has died, thanks to discoveries made in biochemistry and 
nutrition during the last fi fty years.” It concludes: “Dr. Jean 
Mayer, professor of nutrition at Harvard University School 
of Public Health [in Boston, Massachusetts] and chairman of 
the 1969 White House Conference on Food, Nutrition, and 
Health, says that vegetarianism has three things going for it 
all at once–economics, health, and compassion.”
 Chapter 15, titled “The soybean–A vegetarian’s 
best friend,” begins by stating: “The soybean is a food 
without peer...” It discusses: Effi ciency of soy protein (and 
supplementary value), soybean oil, minerals, vitamins, and 
simulated meats. Address: Camarillo, California.

3375. Craven, S.E.; Blankenship, L.C.; Mercuri, A.J. 1977. 
Staphylococcus aureus growth and enterotoxin production 
in soy proteins and soy-supplemented meats (Abstract). 
Abstracts of the Annual Meeting of the American Society for 
Microbiology p. 257. Abst. #P19. Meeting held May 8-13, 
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1977 in New Orleans, Louisiana.
• Summary: “These fi ndings suggest that the addition of 
soy proteins to beef and pork does not increase the risk of 
S. aureus food poisoning.” Address: USDA, ARS, RRC, 
Athens, Georgia.

3376. Davidescu, Velicica; Panitescu, Elena. 1977. 
Modifi carea nivelului critic si al echilibrului nutritiv la soia 
in raport cu carenta in diferite elemente nutritive [Changing 
the critical level and nutritional balance of soybean with 
defi ciency in different nutrients]. Lucrari Stiintifi ce, Institutul 
Agronomic “Nicolae Balcescu.” Seria A (Romania) 17:52-
56. For the year 1974. [Rom; eng]*

3377. Deutsch, Ronald M. 1977. The new nuts among the 
berries. Palo Alto, California: Bull Publishing Co. viii + 359 
p. Index. 22 cm. [260* ref]
• Summary: This is a follow-up to the author’s 1961 work 
(revised in Feb. 1967) titled “The nuts among the berries: 
An exposé of America’s food fads.” The basic premise of 
both books is the same–That all popular books and people 
advocating health foods, natural foods, organically-grown 
foods, vegetarian or macrobiotic diets are nuts (crazy). 
The book is well researched but the tone is again that of an 
exposé of popular nutrition, one-sided and derogatory. There 
are two excellent bibliographies. The fi rst, titled “Some 
controversial books in nutrition, contains 223 citations, 
listing almost every book ever published on the subjects 
noted above, including books such as Diet for a Small 
Planet. The second, titled “The factual resources for this 
book,” includes 37 basic nutrition books, textbooks, and 
articles.
 Contents: 1. The magical feast (Adelle Davis; Daisey 
Adelle Sieglinger). 2. Of cabbages and things (a brief history 
of “foodism”). 3. Mr. Graham bakes a cracker (Sylvester 
Graham). 4. Little men, little women, little food (Amos 
Bronson Alcott, Louisa May Alcott, and vegetarianism). 5. 
Water, water everywhere (The naturopaths, James Caleb 
Jackson, Ellen G. White, Father Kneipp). 6. Snap! Crackle! 
Enter Dr. Kellogg! (Dr. John Harvey Kellogg). 7. The battles 
of Battle Creek (Michigan and Seventh-day Adventists). 8. 
Life along the alimentary canal (Metchnikoff). 9. The jungle, 
the sausage, and the law (Upton Sinclair, Harvey W. Wiley, 
and the formation of the FDA). 10. Chew, chew Horace 
(Fletcher, Chittenden). 11. The bare torso king goes public 
(Bernarr Macfadden, Jack La Lanne, macrobiotics). 12. 
How to stop your cow from drooling (selling nutrition). 13. 
Eating for the hull of it (raw sugar, bran, fi ber, and foodist 
or food extremist Alfred Watterson McCann). 14. The drinks 
are on the Hauser (Gayelord Hauser, macrobiotics). 15. 
Old proteinaceous Joe or Is there sex after dinner (Lelord 
Kordel, protein myths, and sex). 16. Mrs. Spratt’s millions 
or Diet is a four-letter word (fat and dieting). 17. Protomania 
or Richard Nixon’s diet revolution (high-protein diets). 18. 

Swing low, sweet glucose tolerance (hypoglycemia or low 
blood sugar). 19. How to sell a vitamin (Linus Pauling). 
20. My mother squeaked or How to write about health 
foods (popular health books and articles). 21. The red faced 
confession and other tales of food cures and law (fraudulent 
advertising, the FTC). 22. Quick, nurse! The bean sprouts! 
(unproven therapies and cures, megavitamin therapy). 23. 
Meanwhile, back at the organic ranch (Jerome I. Rodale). 
24. Organic politics or Gloria Swanson goes to Washington 
(toxic chemicals in foods). 25. How the poison gets into your 
health food (Center for Science in the Public Interest, Gary 
Null, and other health promoters).
 Let us examine one chapter, 13, titled “Eating for the 
hull of it.” It was well known by the 1990s that dietary fi ber 
was the one nutrient in shortest supply in the American diet, 
and that this shortage is the cause of many diseases, from 
simple constipation to various disorders of the digestive tract. 
Those advocating a natural foods diet argued that we should 
return to eating whole-grain bread, primarily for the dietary 
fi ber it contains, but also for its extra vitamins and minerals 
lost in the process of making white fl our. Instead of dealing 
with these important issues, the author spends most of the 
chapter ridiculing a “foodist” and “food extremist” named 
Alfred Watterson McCann (born in 1879) and a physician 
named Dr. William Howard Hay (who graduated in 1891 
from the medical school of the University of the City of New 
York), and comparing the nutritional value of raw vs. white 
sugar. He also notes that before the Civil War, the wheat used 
to make most American bread was soft winter wheat. It was 
easily ground between stones, then “bolted” through a soft 
cloth to sieve out some of the larger bran particles–a process 
which Sylvester Graham “felt was against God’s purpose.” 
After the Civil War, Scandinavian and German emigrées 
moved into the virgin lands of Wisconsin, Minnesota, the 
Dakotas, and Iowa, bringing with them a new tough wheat–
the hard spring wheat. When the millers began to grind and 
bolt it, they found that much of the valuable gluten stuck 
to the bran. “To leave the bran in the fl our meant creating 
a product that only a Graham or an Alcott would buy; dark 
coarse in texture, and hard to chew. Not surprisingly, the 
public rejected it.” The fi rst solution was the “middlings 
purifi er” fi rst installed in Minneapolis in about 1871; the 
purifi er used a blast of air to blow away the bran. The 
primary solution was the Hungarian Mill, or highmilling 
machine–which had 6-7 sets of porcelain or chilled steel 
rollers. Sylvester Graham, James Caleb Jackson, and others 
said it was “unnatural” to take the bran out of bread. “Dr. 
[John Harvey] Kellogg’s protests, which began about the 
time that the new wheat and new milling methods arrived, 
were based on his belief in ‘auto-intoxication,’ which called 
for bran to ‘sweep out’ the intestines and clear away their 
‘toxins.’” Address: Popular scientifi c and medical reporter.

3378. Draper, Marta Jean. 1977. Structural studies of 
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glycinin: The major storage protein of the soybean. PhD 
thesis, Massachusetts Institute of Technology. In: Index to 
American Doctoral Dissertations (1956-67), 1978. *
Address: Massachusetts Inst. of Technology.

3379. Edelsoja GmbH. 1977. Nurupan does it. Hamburg. 37 
p. Undated. 30 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: Editors: Dr. Werner Schaefer, Dr. Dietrich 
Spannuth, Volkmar Wywiol, and Ruediger Ziegelitz. 
Contents: 1. The company. 2. The product: The double 
function of Nurupan, Edelsoja protein range, analytical 
specifi cations of Edelsoja proteins, Edelsoja process of 
removing bitter principles. 3. Nurupan constituents: Protein, 
fats, carbohydrates and sugar, vitamins, minerals. 4. The 
active ingredients in Nurupan: Lecithin, tocopherol. 5. The 
use of Nurupan: Bread, biscuits, pastries, etc., long-life 
bakery products, wafer biscuits, sweets, chocolate, pralines, 
sweetmeats, liquid fi llings, soft caramels, hard caramels, 
baking mixes, meat products. 6. Nurupan in human nutrition: 
Nurupan in the kitchen. 7. Summary of uses of Nurupan.
 Chapter 1 is a history of the company: “In 1932 Dr. 
Hans Weiss–for many years the well-known scientifi c 
head of the (German) Federation for Food Laws and Food 
Education in Bad Honnef–and some of his friends evolved 
the idea of using soya beans in Germany, too, as a food for 
the people. For this purpose they founded the Edelsoja fi rm 
which was then run for over forty years by Walter Klein 
who, from a very modest beginning, turned it into a fi rm of 
international repute. Quite early on Dr. Hans Weiss and later 
Professor W. Lintzel realized that the full-fat soya protein 
product Nurupan had a double function as a basic food and 
as an additive. Nurupan full-fat soya fl our additive, unlike 
hexane-extracted soya fl ours, contains all the required natural 
substances and active ingredients. Nurupan became a term 
denoting the high quality of the fi rst edible soya bean protein 
in continental Europe.
 “In 1973 the company was taken over by the 
fi rms Ölmühle Hamburg Ag and Lucas Meyer whose 
managements had for many years been on friendly terms 
with Walter Klein. The integration of Messrs. Edelsoja with 
a modern, soya bean processing factory (extracting over 
800,000 tons of soya beans) was the logical continuation of 
the farsighted and pioneering commercial policy of Walter 
Klein.”
 Photos (p. 4-5) show: (1) Prof. Dr. W. Lintzel. (2) Dr. 
Hans Weiss. (3) Walter Klein. (4) Aerial view (color) of 
“Oelmühle Hamburg AG with the Edelsoja production 
plant.”
 Note: For the real history of the Edelsoja company, see 
the life of Dr. Laszlo Berczeller, who developed and patented 
Edelsoja whole soya fl our in 1928, promoted the product 
with considerable success throughout Europe. In Germany, 
he licensed his patent to Hansa Muehle in Hamburg. Then, in 
1940, his patents were taken from him by the Nazis, during 

World War II, because he was a Jew. Other accounts say 
the patents were licensed by IG Farbenindustrie. Address: 
Ausschlaeger Elbdeich 62, D-2000 Hamburg 28, West 
Germany. Phone: (040) 78 1708.

3380. FAO (Food and Agricultural Organization of the 
United Nations). 1977. Dietary fats and oils in human 
nutrition. Rome, Italy: FAO. 94 p. (Chem. Abst. 89:128296). 
*
• Summary: Amply confi rmed the concept of an essential 
fatty acid defi ciency.

3381. Farm (The). 1977. Vegetarian prenatal nutrition and 
high protein recipes. Summertown, Tennessee: The Book 
Publishing Co. 14 p. 22 cm.
• Summary: Printed with green ink on white paper. On the 
cover is a photo showing a fi eld of soybeans, in neat rows 
free of weeds.
 Contents: Introduction (“The Farm is a large longhair 
spiritual community of 1100 people in Tennessee... We 
are all complete vegetarians [vegans]. Ours is a soy-based 
vegetarian diet). Taking care of your self while you’re 
pregnant (by Margaret, Nutritionist for the Farm, incl. iron, 
calcium, table of nutritional value of soybeans). Recipes: 
Basic cooked soybeans. Soybeans and tortillas. Soyburgers. 
Soybean stroganoff. Soy mayonnaise. Soy fritters. Soy 
yogurt. Soy milk (homemade using soybeans or soy fl our) 
Tofu (Bean curd, homemade using whole soybeans and 
nigari or epsom salts). Soy cheese [tofu]. Soy fl our basic 
salad and sandwich spread. Seasoned sandwich spread. 
Hi-protein soy bread (incl. soy milk and soy fl our). Soy 
souffl e (incl. soy fl our and nutritional yeast). Soy “nuts” (dry 
roasted or deep fried). T.V.P. Textured vegetable protein. 
T.V.P. tortilla fi lling. Spaghetti sauce with T.V.P. Sloppy joes. 
Good tasting nutritional yeast (A good source of B vitamins. 
Distributed by The Good Tasting Yeast Company, c/o The 
Farm). Melty nutritional yeast “cheese.” A word about B12 
[vitamin B-12] (“If you are a complete vegetarian, eating 
only plant foods, you will need to supplement vitamin B12”).
 People at The Farm eat “soy ice cream” which is 
mentioned in the introduction, but no recipe is given. 
Address: The Farm, Summertown, Tennessee.

3382. Feron, V.J.; van Beek, L.; Slump, P.; Beems, R.B. 
1977. Toxicological aspects of alkali treatment of food 
proteins. In: Jens Adler-Nissen et al., eds. 1978. Biochemical 
Aspects of New Protein Foods. New York: Pergamon Press. 
ix + 218 p. See p. 139-47. FEBS Federation of European 
Biochemical Societies, 11th meeting Copenhagen 1977, Vol. 
44, Symposium A3. [25 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Experiments 
with free LAL: Minimum effect level of LAL in rats, effect 
of LAL in mice and hamsters, one-year feeding study with 
LAL in rats, recovery study in rats fed LAL for 4 weeks, 
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some preliminary observations on the ultrastructure of 
LAL-induced NC (nephrocytomegaly), feeding studies 
with the stereoisomers of LAL in rats. Experiments with 
ornithinoalanine and diaminopropionic acid. Factors 
infl uencing the renal effect of protein-bound LAL in rats: 
Feeding period, protective action of untreated proteins, 
unknown factors. Discussion. Acknowledgements.
 “Abstract: Rats fed alkali-treated food proteins may 
develop nephrocytomegaly (NC). Lysinoalanine (LAL), 
an unusual amino acid formed in proteins during alkali-
treatment, is the main causative factor. Whether NC occurs, 
seems, however, less dependent on the dietary level than 
on factors such as animal species, feeding period, chemical 
form of LAL, type and structure of the treated protein, 
and presence or absence in the diet of non-treated proteins 
of high quality. Possible human health implications are 
discussed.”
 “In modern food technology alkali treatment is widely 
applied to improve the technological properties of proteins 
e.g. to obtain protein solutions suitable for spinning fi bres 
used in the manufacture of analogs of common foods 
possessing the texture of meat (Ref. 19).
 “Toxicity studies have shown that a unique renal 
lesion may occur in rats following the feeding of alkali-
treated proteins (Ref. 11, 17, 20, 21). This renal alteration, 
designated nephrocytomegaly (NC), consists of enlarged 
nuclei and increased amounts of cytoplasm in epithelial cells 
of the straight portion of the proximal tubules (Ref. 20).” 
Address: Central Inst. for Nutrition & Food Research TNO, 
Zeist, Netherlands.

3383. Groot, A.P. de; Slump, P.; van Beek, L.; Feron, V.J. 
1977. Severe alkali treatment of proteins. In: C.E. Bodwell, 
ed. 1977. Evaluation of Proteins for Humans. Westport, CT: 
AVI Publishing Co. xvi + 327 p. See p. 270-83. Chap. 13. 
[34 ref]
• Summary: Lysinoalanine (LAL), an amino acid fi rst 
reported in 1964, can result from severe alkali treatment of 
proteins. It is sometimes created in the process of making 
isolated soy protein (ISP) after alkali treatment. Address: 
Central Inst. for Nutrition & Food Research TNO (CIVO), 
Zeist, Netherlands.

3384. Hansra, R.K. (Miss). 1977. Evaluation of soy-
whey weaning and supplementary food in terms of 
protein effi ciency ratio, true digestibility and effect of its 
supplementation on the nutritional status of pre-school 
children. M.Sc. thesis, Punjab Aricultural University, 
Ludhiana. *
Address: India.

3385. Harper, A.E. 1977. Human amino acid and nitrogen 
requirements as the basis for evaluation of nutritional quality 
of proteins. In: J.R. Whitaker and S.R. Tannenbaum, eds. 

1977. Food Proteins. Westport, CT: AVI Publishing Co. xi + 
602 p. See p. 363-86. [43 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Protein (nitrogen) 
requirements and allowances. Requirements for amino acids. 
Nutritional value of food proteins (the more protein one 
consumes, the less effi ciently it is used by the body).
 Nitrogen is used for both growth and maintenance. The 
portion used for growth is greatest during the fi rst year of 
life (max. 27% of the total), but decreases to about 10% of 
the total by age 10 and zero after about age 18. The total 
(expressed in mg of nitrogen per kg of body weight per day, 
and with an added safety factor included) is greatest during 
the fi rst year of life (150-200), falling to about 100 by age 10 
and 80 by age 18.
 Tables: (1) Average nitrogen intakes that maintain 
nitrogen equilibrium in adults. (2) Average obligatory 
nitrogen losses of adult (70 kg) man. (3) Change in protein 
requirements with age. (4) Amino acid requirements of 
human adults. (5) Range of amino acid requirements of men. 
(6) Change in amino acid requirements with age. (7) Percent 
deviations of the essential amino acid content of whole wheat 
proteins from amino acid content of whole egg proteins 
and calculation of chemical score. (8) Adequacy of proteins 
resembling in composition NAS/NRC or FAO/WHO amino 
acid scoring patterns for meeting estimated amino acid 
requirements in infants and adults. (9) Comparison of amino 
acid composition of proteins of cow’s milk or corn-bean 
mixture with that of protein based on FAO/WHO amino acid 
scoring pattern. (10) Average nitrogen retention of children 
fed cow’s milk or corn beans as a protein source. Figures: 
(1) Limited effect of income on proportion of calories 
from protein. (2) Change with age in proportion of dietary 
nitrogen required for growth and maintenance. (3) Effect 
of N intake on biological value of proteins for children. 
Address: Dep. of Nutritional Sciences, Univ. of Wisconsin, 
Madison, WI 53706.

3386. Hegsted, D.M. 1977. Protein quality and its 
denaturation. In: J.R. Whitaker and S.R. Tannenbaum, eds. 
1977. Food Proteins. Westport, CT: AVI Publishing Co. xi + 
602 p. See p. 347-62. [19 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Estimation of biological 
value. Limiting amino acids. Net protein utilization (NPU). 
Net protein ratio (NPR). Protein effi ciency ration (PER). 
Slope-ratio assay. Acknowledgments. Address: Harvard 
School of Public Health, Boston, Massachusetts.

3387. Heide, Manfred. 1977. Vegetarische Ernaehrung: 193 
Rezeptvorschlaege und Speiseplaene fuer ein Vierteljahr 
[Vegetarian nutrition and food: 193 recipe suggestions and 
meal plans for a quarter of a year]. Stuttgart, West Germany: 
Paracelsus Verlag. 133 p. Illust. (some color). Index. 24 cm. 
[13 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Chapter V, titled “Soya, and important food,” 
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discusses the nutritional value of soya and various soyfoods 
including soy oil, soy lecithin, soymilk, soy fl our (and its 
use in diabetic diets), whole soybeans, textured soy protein 
(Soja-Pfl anzenfl eisch), soy sprouts, “We have every reason 
to incorporate soya into our diets!” Soya is so versatile. The 
introduction of soya into our kitchens can serve our health 
and keep our fi tness for work. Soy-related recipes include: 
How to cook whole soybeans. How to make soy fl our at 
home. How to sprout soybeans. Soy sprout salad. Soy 
sprouts with soy noodles and vegetables.
 In other parts of the book, textured soy fl our 
(Sojafl eisch) is served with rice. Soy fl our can be added to 
soups and sauces.
 One half-page ad titled “No meal without protein” is 
run by Henselwerk GmbH, 7031 Magstadt bei Stuttgart. 
It states that Henselwerk in Magstadt is the pioneer 
company in processing soybeans. The company’s products 
include: Hensel Vollsoja [Hensel whole soy fl our], Hensel 
Soja fettarm [low-fat soy fl our], Hensel Soja-Kost nach 
Hackfl eischart [textured soy protein granules], Hensel Soja-
Fleisch in Trockenwuerfeln [textured soy protein cubes], 
Hensel Soja-Flocken (whole soy fl akes), Hensel Kleine 
gruene Sojabohnen zum Keimen (small green soybeans for 
sprouting).
 A full-page ad titled “For your healthy day” is run by 
granoVita Soja-Kost. The 8 soy products shown are sold 
in Reform Houses. All but the fi rst is sold in a can. Soja-
Vita (Fertig gewuerzte Bratlings-Mischung). Pasta chuta 
Bolognese. Koletts (Cutlets). Soja-Goulasch (Soy Goulash 
in Tomato Sauce). Soja-Curry (Soya Meat in Curry Sauce). 
Sojamilch (Soymilk). Soja-zart. Soja Wuerstchen (Soy 
Sausages). The author was born in 1934. Address: Germany.

3388. Hidalgo, J. 1977. Functional properties of food 
proteins from a biophysical point of view. In: Jens Adler-
Nissen et al., eds. 1978. Biochemical Aspects of New Protein 
Foods. New York: Pergamon Press. ix + 218 p. See p. 89-98. 
FEBS Federation of European Biochemical Societies, 11th 
meeting Copenhagen 1977, Vol. 44, Symposium A3. [13 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Defi nition of functional 
property. Importance of the functional properties. Protein 
solubility. Emulsifying properties. Conclusions.
 Fig. 1 shows: (1) Chemical and physico-chemical 
properties of proteins: Molecular weight, amino acid 
composition, structure, net charge and reactivity. These give 
rise to: (2) Functional properties: Solubility, emulsifying 
ability, foaming capacity, gelling capacity, water retention, 
organoleptic properties. Finally, these lead to: (3) Nature of 
fi nished food product: Fluid emulsion, soluble powder, jelly, 
spread, dough, whippable topping, meat analogue, snack. 
Address: Nestle Products Technical Assistance Co. Ltd., 
Research Dep., P.O. Box 88, CH-1814 La Tour-de-Peilz, 
Switzerland.

3389. Horan, F.E. 1977. Protein texturization. In: J.R. 
Whitaker and S.R. Tannenbaum, eds. 1977. Food Proteins. 
Westport, CT: AVI Publishing Co. xi + 602 p. See p. 484-
515. [75 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Emphasis is on foods. 
Meaning of texture. Why Protein Foods? Evolution of 
textured protein foods: The fi rst protein food–human 
milk, Early achievements with textured protein products, 
More recent achievements with textured protein products. 
Assessment of textured protein foods: Scientifi c and 
technological aspects, Marketing aspects. Outlook for the 
future.
 Tables: (1) Protein supplies throughout the world. (2) 
Proteins available for U.S. civilian consumption. (3) Annual 
U.S. per capita consumption of some meats. (4) Disposable 
income spent for beef. (5) Proximate composition of milks 
and soybeans. (6) Lysine and methionine plus cystine 
in wheat and soy. (7) Composition of bacon analog. (8) 
Consumer’s cost comparison of meat and meat-soy blend. 
(9) Fat and water relationships in extended beef patties. (10) 
Economic basis for TVP in frankfurters.
 Figures: (1) Sources of protein. (2) Income and 
expenditures. (3) Commercial cereal-soy blended products. 
(4) Diagram of a typical cooker-extruder. (5) Productivity 
as a function of an extruder pump zone. (6) Some types 
of extruder screws. (7) Instron measurements on textured 
soy fl our and textured soy protein concentrate. (8) Instron 
measurements on textured soy products and meat. (9) 
Scanning electron microscope photographs. (10) Textured 
soy fl our before and after hydration. (11) Institutional and 
retail applications of textured soy protein. Address: ADM, 
Decatur, Illinois.

3390. Hsu, Lichu; Tung, Ta-Cheng. 1977. Nutritional 
concepts and dietary practices in China. Progress in Food 
and Nutrition Science 2(10):499-503.
• Summary: Contents: Nutritional concepts. Dietary practice.
 This article begins: “Nutritional knowledge among 
the Chinese did not by tradition constitute a distinctive 
academic discipline, such as it is today in the West. Neither 
was it an empirical science that was dissected, quantitated, 
and analyzed in the laboratory. Nutrition was instead a 
time-tested, down-to-earth pragmatic art expressive of 
man’s attitude and feelings towards foods and eating. The 
nutritional concepts and dietary practices defi ning this art 
had an ancient history; passed from one generation to the 
next by word of mouth and example, they were woven into 
the very fabric of the Chinese way of life.”
 The Chinese have very few food taboos–except for milk 
and dairy products. Address: College of Medicine, National 
Taiwan Univ., Taipei, Taiwan.

3391. Kitagawa, Isao; Yoshikawa, Masayuki. 1977. 
Selective cleavage of glucuronide linage in oligoglycoside. 
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Heterocycles 8:783-811. [27 ref]
• Summary: “In the course of structural studies on 
oligoglycosides such as saponins, acid hydrolysis has 
been commonly used for cleavage of the glycoside linkage 
between the aglycone and the carbohydrate residue.”
 “In this review we describe the outline of four 
selective cleavage methods for the glucuronide linkage 
in oligoglycoside (saponin) which have been recently 
developed in our laboratory. There are photolysis, lead 
tetraacetate degradation, acetic anhydride and pyridine 
degradation, and anodic oxidation.”
 There are fi ve soya saponins having glucuronide 
linkages between oligoglycosides and oleanene triterpenes. 
Address: Faculty of Pharmaceutical Science, Osaka Univ., 
133-1, Yamada-kami, Suita, Osaka 565, Japan.

3392. Koie, B.; Djurtoft, R. 1977. Changes in the 
immunochemical response of soybean proteins as a result of 
heat treatment. Annales de la Nutrition et de l’Alimentation *

3393. Laughing Grasshopper Tofu Shop. 1977. Laughing 
Grasshopper tofu recipes (Leafl et). 3 Main St., Millers Falls, 
Massachusetts 01349. 2 panels each side. Each panel: 25.2 x 
19 cm. Undated. [1 ref]
• Summary: Though no author is listed, this leafl et (25 by 
19 cm, dark-green ink on beige paper) was probably written 
by Richard Leviton. A later edition had New England Soy 
Dairy as the publisher, indicating that the latter was selling 
this brand of tofu for a while. Discusses soybeans, protein, 
and world hunger, gives a nutritional analysis of Laughing 
Grasshopper Tofu, then gives 20 tofu recipes: Basic pan-fried 
tofu. Basic pan-fried tofu with sauce. Raw vegetable dip. 
Creamy scallion salad dressing. Creamy dill dressing. Bean 
curd soup. Tofu guacamole. Tofu ‘egg’ salad. Scrambled tofu 
sandwich. Tofu kebab. Tofu barbecue. Tofu baked in tomato 
sauce. Ravioli or manicotti. Sweet & sour tofu. Strawberry-
tofu ice (popsicles or ice cream). Raspberry pudding. 
Creamy carob pie. Creamy carob pudding. Tofu ‘cheesecake’ 
deluxe. Peach kuchen.
 At the bottom right of the rear panel we read: “We’re 
planning to put together a more complete vegetarian 
cookbook containing recipes using many varieties of soy 
products. If you would like to contribute any recipes or 
suggestions, please send them to: Laughing Grasshopper 
Tofu Shop, 3 Main Street,...”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2013) 
that contains the term “Tofu ‘egg’ salad” or a recipe for what 
would soon become one of the fi rst popular tofu products, 
widely called “Eggless Egg Salad” (1977), “Tofu No-Egg 
Salad” (1978), and “Missing Egg Salad” (1978). This recipe, 
which contains no eggs, calls for tofu, celery, carrots, onions, 
mushrooms, green peppers, scallions, mayonnaise, prepared 
mustard, tamari soy sauce, turmeric, paprika, celery seeds, 
etc. Address: Millers Falls, Massachusetts. Phone: 413-659-

3883.

3394. Liener, I.E. 1977. Protease inhibitors and 
hemagglutinins of legumes. In: C.E. Bodwell, ed. 1977. 
Evaluation of Proteins for Humans. Westport, CT: AVI 
Publishing Co. xvi + 327 p. See p. 284-303. Chap. 14. [62 
ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Protease inhibitors: 
Historical background, mode of action, effect of processing, 
other considerations, the role of trypsin inhibitors in other 
legumes. The phytohemagglutinins: Soybeans, other 
legumes. Conclusions. Address: Dep. of Biochemistry, Univ. 
of Minnesota, St. Paul, MN.

3395. Liener, Irvin E. 1977. Toxicological considerations in 
the utilization of new protein foods. In: Jens Adler-Nissen et 
al., eds. 1978. Biochemical Aspects of New Protein Foods. 
New York: Pergamon Press. ix + 218 p. See p. 129-38. FEBS 
Federation of European Biochemical Societies, 11th meeting 
Copenhagen 1977, Vol. 44, Symposium A3. [35 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Protease 
inhibitors (“The protease inhibitors are probably the 
best known, and certainly the most studied, of all the 
antinutritional factors since they are so widely distributed 
among the legumes, particularly the soybeans”). 
Hemagglutinins (lectins). Lathyrism. Favism. Address: Dep. 
of Biochemistry, College of Biological Sciences, Univ. of 
Minnesota, St. Paul, MN 51108 U.S.A.

3396. Martinez de Acurero, Mirian. 1977. Laboratory studies 
on varietal differences in the nutritional value of soybean 
stover. MSc thesis, University of Illinois. 45 p. *
Address: Venezuela.

3397. Matsumoto, Kosai, II. 1977. Traditional herbs for 
natural healing: Japanese plums (ume) and shelf mushroom 
(reishi). Settsu City, Osaka, Japan: Kosai Matsumoto Offi ce. 
147 p. Illust. No index. 21 cm. [10 ref. Eng]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Letters of support. Part 
I: History of the Japanese plums (Ume)–born in China and 
raised in Japan. Japanese plums introduced as medicine. 
The use of Japanese plums as a protection against various 
diseases. Salted plums (Umeboshi) during the Samurai 
period. Plantings and location of the valuable plum trees. 
Plum extract, 160 years old. Plum extract’s effi cacy was 
accepted by both the Japanese army and navy. Relationship 
of Japanese plums for restoring acid-alkaline balance. 
Japanese plums are known as king of alkaline foods. The 
value of citric acid of Japanese plums. Chemical composition 
of Japanese plums. Why is citric acid good for your health 
Citric acid also metabolizes sugar. What is the citric acid 
cycle. Umeboshi conquers the Himalayas. Japanese plums 
have powerful antibacterial properties. Even radioactivity 
can be combatted by Japanese plums. Ume can balance 
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your spirit (like a good tranquilizer). The unique properties 
of the Japanese plums. Ume has immediate effect on 
hangovers. Pregnant women need Japanese plums. The 
secret of beautiful skin. Ume as a source of stamina. A 
Japanese plum a day slows the aging process. The effective 
prevention of anemia. How to treat food poisoning with 
Ume. The best way to prevent a cold. Ume goes to work 
instantly on stomach pains. Ume has a remarkable effect on 
liver troubles. Good news for people who are suffering from 
stomach ulcers. The problem of high blood pressure. Plums 
for Athlete’s foot, snake bites, and as a unique contraceptive. 
Japanese plums as seen through the eyes of oriental 
medicine... The best is yet to come. How to properly select 
Japanese salted plums. Japanese traditional health foods 
using plums.
 Part II: Reishi–The shelf mushroom or monkey seat 
mushroom (Polyporaceae) of Japan.
 The recipe section, titled “Japanese traditional health 
foods using plums” includes some that call for soy: Soy 
sauce with plum extract (p. 74; a good dressing for wakame 
seaweed salad). Crushed bean curd [tofu] with plum sauce 
(p. 80). Tasty dressings using salted plums (with soy sauce, 
p. 81). Plum dip (with soy sauce, p. 84).
 A section titled “Soy beans” (p. 125) states: “The high 
level of vegetable fat and protein make soy beans the ideal 
food for daily health.”
 A map of Japan inside the front cover and facing page 
shows the nine major plum growing areas: From north to 
south they are: Mito Kairakuen Garden (Ibaragi [Ibaraki]). 
Yoshino plum district (Tokyo). Hyakusoen park (Tokyo). 
Soga plum district (Kanagawa). Atami plum gardens 
(Shizuoka). Mizunoo plum forest (Osaka). Kitano shrine 
(Kyoto). Tsukigase (Nara). Minabe plum forest (Wakayama). 
The spectacular fl owers bloom in Feb. and March, moving 
from south to north.
 A note/ad on page 146 states: “For your information. 
This book along with the following products are available 
from Soken Trading, Inc., P.O. Box 1705, Sausalito, 
California: Meitan Granules, Plum (Ume) Extract, 
Handpicked Umeboshi (Salted Plums), Plum Candy, and 
Kobai Reishi.” A color photo on the back cover shows Mr. 
Kosai Matsumoto II. He has three written other books about 
umeboshi and reishi. Address: 4-14-1 Shojaku, Settsu City, 
Osaka, Japan. Phone: 06-383-0911.

3398. Milner, Max; Scrimshaw, N.S.; Wang, D.I.C. 1977. 
Research needs in protein resources. College of Tropical 
Agriculture (Univ. of Hawaii), Miscellaneous Publication 
No. 145. p. 1-20. J.M. Vincent, A.S. Whitney, and J. Bose, 
eds. Exploiting the Legume-Rhizobium Symbiosis in 
Tropical Agriculture.
• Summary: “The Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
(MIT) has prepared, for the U.S. National Science 
Foundation (NSF) section on Research Applied to National 

Needs, a detailed examination of U.S. protein resources, 
including conventional and unconventional types.”
 Contents: Introduction. Organization of the study. 
Insights determining research recommendations (15 
insights). Common problems and issues requiring research: 
Nutrition, toxicology, innovative technology for protein 
utilization, potentials for improving protein quality in plants 
by genetic means, biological nitrogen fi xation. Potentials 
and research needs in specifi c protein resources: Grain 
crops for food and feed, cereal protein technology, oilseed 
proteins, food legumes, livestock production, animal protein 
from dairy products, animal protein from meat, poultry and 
eggs, aquatic proteins, potatoes, nonphotosynthetic single-
cell protein, photosynthetic single-cell protein, leaf protein, 
chemical synthesis of nutrients. Research recommendations: 
Fundamental mission-oriented research, mission-oriented 
research in specifi c resource areas, advanced science and 
technology. Address: Massachusetts Inst. of Technology 
(MIT), Cambridge, Massachusetts.

3399. Okundaye, Joseph Eghianruwa. 1977. The use of 
antioxidants as a means of retarding deterioration in high 
lysine corn and soybean seeds. PhD thesis, Mississippi 
State University. 121 p. Page 1495 in volume 38/04-B of 
Dissertation Abstracts International. *
Address: Mississippi State Univ.

3400. Orr, Elizabeth. 1977. The contribution of new food 
mixtures to the relief of malnutrition: A second look. Food 
and Nutrition (U.N.) 3(2):2-10. [4 ref]
• Summary: This is an update of the 1972 Tropical 
Products Institute study. A table lists products by continent 
and country, and categorizes them as exploratory stage, 
production terminated, production irregular/position not 
known, and in regular production, each with its year of 
introduction. Soy products terminated include Saci (1968) in 
Brazil and Saridele (1957) in Indonesia.
 Soy products with production irregular or position not 
known include Soya Products in Mexico (introduced by 
Conasupo in the early 1960s) and Solein (1963) in Brazil.
 Soy products in regular production include Puma (1969) 
in Guyana, Pronutro (1962) in South Africa, Soya Products 
(1968) in Uganda, Vitasoy (1940) in Hong Kong, Vitabean 
(1952) in Malaysia and Singapore, and Soya Products (1963) 
in Thailand. Other soy products discussed include Superchil 
and Fortesan in Chile, Bienestarina in Colombia, Incaparina 
in Guatemala, Maisoy in Bolivia, Leche Avena in Ecuador, 
Nutri Nugget, Protesnac, Protein Plus, Shaktiahar, and 
Paushtikahar (all from Soya Production and Research Assoc., 
Bareilly) in India, and Thriposha in Sri Lanka. Address: 
Head, Marketing and Industrial Economics Dep., Tropical 
Products Inst., London.

3401. Orth, R. 1977. Mycotoxins of Aspergillus 
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oryzae strains used in the food industry as starters and 
enzyme producing molds. Annales de la Nutrition et de 
l’Alimentation 31(4-6):617-24. (Chem. Abst. 89:58538k). 
[17 ref. Eng; fre]
• Summary: Aspergillus oryzae may be harmful to human 
health. This mold is used in food fermentations because 
of its ability to produce large quantities of amylolytic, 
proteolytic, and lipolytic enzymes. Sixteen strains of A. 
oryzae were examined on different substrates with regard to 
the production of 4 mycotoxins: afl atoxin, sterigmatocystin, 
cyclopiazonic acid, and Beta-nitropropionic acid. None 
of the strains formed afl atoxin or sterigmatocystin, but 8 
strains (50%) were capable of producing the carcinogenic 
mycotoxin cyclopiazonic acid. Beta-nitropropionic acid was 
detected in the culture fi ltrates of 7 strains (43%). Three A. 
oryzae strains, about 19%, were able to form both toxins, 
but on different media and under different conditions. The 
potential occurrence of mycotoxins in A. oryzae strains 
could be a hazard to human health if such strains were 
used as starters. Enzyme preparations for food technology 
may present a similar hazard with regard to potential toxin 
residues. Address: Federal Research Centre for Nutrition, 
D-7500 Karlsruhe, Germany.

3402. Payne, P.R. 1977. Protein requirements of man. In: 
Jens Adler-Nissen et al., eds. 1978. Biochemical Aspects of 
New Protein Foods. New York: Pergamon Press. ix + 218 p. 
See p. 193-201. FEBS Federation of European Biochemical 
Societies, 11th meeting Copenhagen 1977, Vol. 44, 
Symposium A3. [22 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction (“Usage falls under 
two distinct categories, diagnosis and prescription). 
The estimation of protein requirements. Protein: Energy 
relationships. Future developments: Individual variation and 
adaptability. Criteria of adequacy.
 Figures show: (1) Recommended dietary protein 
requirements (large black dot) and estimated minimal 
protein requirements (large white dot) for a 65 kg man. 
The x-axis (vertical) shows protein (grams per day); the 
y-axis (horizontal) shows time from 1880 to 1980. Protein 
requirements have decreased sharply during this period.
 Tables show: (1) Estimates of protein and energy 
requirements at one year of age, from 1948 to 1974, by 
various authoritative organizations. The number of grams 
of protein per kg of body weight have decreased from 3.3 
gm in 1948 to 1.35 gm in 1974, both estimates made by the 
prestigious National Research Council (USA).
 (2) Ratio of human protein requirement to energy 
requirement with increasing age. It generally decreases with 
age. It is highest at 6-9 months: 6.9. It is lowest in an adult 
female: 4.2. For a pregnant woman: 4.8. For a lactating 
woman: 5.2.
 (3) Utilisable protein content of cereals measured in 
children (using NPU). For maize, millet, rice, and wheat, the 

utilisable protein content ranges from a high of 6.1% for rice 
to a low of 4.8% for maize.
 (4) Utilisable protein content of some common staple 
foods (uses NPU). Ranges from a high of 8.6 for soya beans 
(followed by 7.9 for oats and 7.8 for peas) to a low of 0.3 for 
sago (next to lowest is 0.9 for cassava, then 1.6 for plantain, 
then 4.6 for yam). Address: London School of Hygiene and 
Tropical Medicine, Keppel Street, London, U.K.

3403. Purchio, Adhemar. 1977. Search for B-1 afl atoxin 
and similar fl uorescent compounds in ‘misso’ [miso]. 
Mycopathologia 58(1):13-17. [5 ref. Eng]
• Summary: Reports the “results obtained using thin layer 
chromatography (TLC) with three different solvent systems 
and spectrophotometric analysis in order to differentiate 
between actual B-1 Afl atoxin and Afl atoxin-like substances. 
Twenty ‘Misso’ substances were studied and we could detect 
Afl atoxin in 3 of them. An Afl atoxin-suspected substance 
was also isolated. No Afl atoxin-producing Aspergillus was 
isolated from the samples analysed.
 “Twenty samples of ‘Misso’ [miso] (a kind of condiment 
prepared with fermented rice and soybean) for human 
use were investigated. Eighteen of them were prepared 
in small industries [miso shops] in the state of Sao Paulo 
and two others... were obtained from families of Japanese 
origin which used in their preparation an old home process. 
This includes the fermentation of rice and soybean after 
previous contact with the open air and further natural mold 
contamination. Excluding the last two samples, all the others 
had been picked up in some supermarkets in Sao Paulo.” 
Address: Faculdade de Medicina da Univ., de Sao Paulo 
Depto. de Microbiologia, C.P. 2921, Sao Paulo, Brasil.

3404. Queiroz, Eduardo Flavio Oliveira. 1977. Studies on 
acceptability and protein quality of a soybean protein isolate. 
PhD thesis, Massachusetts Institute of Technology. In: Index 
to American Doctoral Dissertations (1956-67), 1977. *
Address: Massachusetts Inst. of Technology.

3405. Rackis, Joseph J. 1977. Enzymes in soybean 
processing and quality control. ACS Symposium Series No. 
147. p. 244-65. Robert L. Ory and Allen J. St. Angelo, eds. 
Enzymes in Food and Beverage Processing (Washington, 
DC: American Chemical Society). [43 ref]
• Summary: “Lipoxygenase, in raw soy fl our, can replace 
chemicals to improve dough and crumb quality and bleach 
pigments during breadmaking. This is the only commercial 
application of the enzymes in soybeans.”
 “Enzyme treatment affords the possibility to develop 
a broader spectrum of functional properties.” Address: 
Northern Regional Research Center, Peoria, Illinois.

3406. Schafer, Edward H. 1977. T’ang. In: K.C. Chang, 
ed. 1977. Food in Chinese Culture. New Haven, CT, 
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and London: Yale Univ. Press. 429 p. See p. 85-140. [34 
endnotes]
• Summary: The T’ang dynasty lasted from +618 to 907. 
Contents: Introduction. Foodstuffs. Sweeteners. Condiments 
and spices (incl. salt). Pickles and preservatives. Cooking. 
Beverages. Utensils. Visual aspects. Geographical 
differences. Taboos and prejudices. Food in ceremonies 
and special occasions (incl. feasts and festivals). Inns and 
taverns. Footnotes (34).
 Legumes (tou) were an important part of the Chinese 
diet in T’ang times. Soybeans (ta tou = large beans) had a 
variety of uses and received considerable attention from the 
T’ang pharmacologists, who claimed to have discovered 
that the beans had different effects on the body depending 
on the way they were prepared. For example, when stir-
roasted they were excessively heating, boiled they were too 
chilling [cooling], made into a relish (shih = fermented black 
soybeans) they were very cool, but pickled to make chiang 
(Chinese-style miso) they were balanced. However when 
stir-roasted and taken in wine, they were said to be curative 
of certain kinds of paralysis. The young shoots of a variety of 
soybean called “white legume” (po tou) were much admired 
for their fl avor, either cooked or raw, and were said to be 
good for the kidneys (p. 90).
 Also important in the diet were “true” millet (chi; 
Panicum miliaceum), foxtail millet–also called spiked or 
Italian millet (su; Setaria italica), shu was the common 
word for glutinous millet and no was that for glutinous rice, 
various sea vegetables such as purple-leaved laver, green 
laver or “sea lettuce,” and the sugary sweet tangle (p. 91), 
Far Eastern eggplant or brinjal (p. 93), and the jujube–which 
resembled the Western date (p. 95). Sesame seeds were 
chiefl y of interest as a source of oil, but they were also fried 
and eaten (p. 98).
 Concerning animal milk, there is the widespread idea 
that a line divides East Asia into two cultural groups: One 
depends on milk products (Indians, Tibetans, and many 
Central Asian nomads), and the other (which includes the 
Chinese) rejects them with loathing. “Indeed some evidence 
for this classifi cation can be found at every period of Chinese 
history, even though warm milk was regarded as a highly 
nutritious food from very ancient times (Cooper and Sivin 
1973, p. 227). It seems, however, that after Han times, when 
the intermingling of Chinese and Altaic customs became 
pronounced to a new degree, the barrier of prejudice broke 
down, and by T’ang times milk products formed a signifi cant 
part of the diet of the upper classes.” Probable reasons for 
this change are given. “Milk was modifi ed in many ways. It 
was curdled to make, for instance, (ju fu), analogous to bean 
curd [tofu]. Indeed. much more popular than unaltered milk 
were a number of fermented or soured derivatives.” Three of 
these, which formed a hierarchy, were given special attention 
and spiritual signifi cance corresponding to the development 
of the Buddha spirit: kumiss (lo, the lowest), kaymak or 

Devonshire cream (su), and clarifi ed butter (t’i-hu, the 
highest) (p. 105-06).
 Fresh ginger had a cooling property if used with the skin 
intact, but was warming if the root was peeled (p. 111).
 The section titled “Pickles and preservatives” notes that 
the most characteristic and traditional Chinese methods of 
preserving involved fermentation processes which reduced 
“proteins into their component amino acids and amides by 
the action of enzymes, ferments, and molds. A very special 
species of pickle was called chiang, which has been aptly 
translated ‘bean-pickle.’ The word chiang appears in altered 
form as the fi rst syllable of the Americanized Japanese 
expression for shoyu–soya. However in pre-modern times, 
chiang was not necessarily a soybean product. Indeed the 
word was sometimes applied to pickles based on meats and 
seafoods (Shih 1959, p. 84-85; Fan Sheng-chih Shu)... I 
shall use the term bean-relish to represent the Chinese word 
shih, the name of a popular relish of decomposed soybeans 
that assumes a dark color by interruption of the hydrolytic 
process or by drying at a high temperature (Shih 1959, p. 
87). The name was given to a number of similar concoctions, 
some prepared with wine, some with vinegar, some with 
brine, and so on. The differences were frequently local. One 
authority mentions a variety peculiar to a region in Honan 
that was made from steamed soybeans, with salt and fagara 
added. It matured in two or three days of warm weather. It 
was said that this salty pickle could be kept for ten years 
without spoiling.”
 “The milky bean curd–also known to Westerners by its 
Japanese name, tofu (Chinese tou-fu)–was a ferment made 
from many kinds of beans and peas. It was an ancient and 
familiar product (S.C. Li 1965 ed. of Pen-ts’ao kang-mu, 
25:5).” Note: The author must be referring to fermented tofu, 
which was usually made from soybeans.
 In the discussion of fi sh farming (p. 102) no mention 
is made of soybeans being fed to the fi sh. Address: Prof. of 
Oriental Languages, Univ. of California at Berkeley.

3407. Seki, Nobuo; Sakaya, Hiroshi; Onozawa, Tetsuhiko. 
1977. [Studies on proteases from Antarctic krill]. Nihon 
Suisan Gakkai shi (Bulletin of the Japanese Society of 
Scientifi c Fisheries) 43(8):955-62. [12 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: Proteases were extracted from Antarctic krill 
(Euphausia superba). Through purifi cation, they were 
separated into two trypsin-like proteases and a protease of 
unknown specifi city. The trypsin-like proteases inhibited 
the activity of soy-bean trypsin inhibitor. Also mentions 
myosin. Address: Lab. of Biochemistry, Faculty of Fisheries, 
Hokkaido Univ., Hakodate [Japan].

3408. Skorupska, Halina; Hymowitz, Theodore. 1977. On 
the frequency distribution of alleles of two seed proteins in 
European soybean [Glycine max (L.) Merrill] germplasm: 
Implications on the origin of European soybean germplasm. 
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Genetica Polonica (Poland) 18(3):217-24. [15 ref. Eng; pol]
• Summary: “Seed protein extracts from the European 
soybean germplasm introduced into the U.S. were analyzed 
electrophoretically for the frequency distribution of the 
alleles of the Kunitz trypsin inhibitor and sp-1 protein. Most 
of the soybean strains in Europe were classifi ed into Maturity 
Groups 00, 0 and I.” Address: 1. Inst. of Genetics and Plant 
Breeding, Academy of Agriculture, Poznan, Poland; 2. Univ. 
of Illinois.

3409. Talking Food Company. 1977. Miso & tamari 
(shoyu): Foods steeped in culture (Leafl et). Charlestown, 
Massachusetts. 2 panels each side. Each panel: 21.5 x 14 cm. 
[2 ref]
• Summary: Printed with red ink on off-white paper. 
Contents: Introduction. Fabulous fungus from antiquity. 
Secret life of molds. B12 and the protein profi le. Beyond 
vitamins. Is miso pasteurized? Miso and tamari in the USA. 
Recipes (3).
 “In 1976 over 85 tons of traditional miso and 100,000 
gallons of traditional tamari were shipped to natural food 
distributors in the USA by Muso Shokuhin of Osaka and 
Mitoku Ltd. of Tokyo.”
 Others in this series (copyrighted 1977) are: “More on 
sugar and how it got that way” (4 p.). “Fiber: Grandmother 
was right” (4 p.). Address: Charlestown, Massachusetts 
02129.

3410. Wapinski, Jacobo. 1977. Inactivation of lipoxygenase 
and trypsin inhibitor in soybeans with retention of protein 
solubility. PhD thesis, University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign. 176 p. Page 129 in volume 38/01-B of 
Dissertation Abstracts International. *
Address: Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.

3411. Whitaker, John R.; Tannenbaum, Steven R. eds. 1977. 
Food proteins. Westport, Connecticut: AVI Publishing Co. xi 
+ 602 p. Illust. Index. 24 cm. [500+ ref]
• Summary: Contains 23 chapters by various authors. 
Preface. 1. Effects of amino acid composition in 
microenvironment on protein structure, by K.E. Van Holde. 
2. Denaturation and renaturation of proteins, by J.R. 
Whitaker. 3. Water and protein hydration, by O. Fennema. 
4. Cellular degradation of proteins, by A. Tappel. 5. Protein 
separation and analysis by electrophoretic methods: An 
overview of methods, by N. Catsimpoolas.
 6. Muscle proteins, by D.E. Goll, R.M. Robson and 
M.H. Stromer. 7. Milk proteins, by J.R. Brunner. 8. Egg 
proteins, by D.T. Osuga and R.E. Feeney. 9. Cereal proteins, 
by G.E. Inglett. 10. Legumes: Seed composition and 
structure, processing into products, and protein properties, by 
W.J. Wolf.
 11. Single-cell protein, by S.R. Tannenbaum. 12. 
Some observations on the roles of basic research in the 

development of high protein food products, by J.M. 
McIntire. 13. Nutrition and technology: The role of sensory 
properties of proteins, C.F.E. von Sydow and I.H. Quist. 14. 
Protein quality and its determination, by D.M. Hegsted. 15. 
Human amino acid and nitrogen requirements as the basis for 
evaluation of nutritional quality of proteins, by A.E. Harper.
 16. Functional properties of proteins and their 
measurement, by H.M. Schoen. 17. Chemical and nutritional 
modifi cations of food proteins due to processing and 
storage, by J.C. Cheftel. 18. Effects of lysine modifi cation 
on chemical, physical, nutritive, and functional properties of 
proteins, by M. Friedman. 19. Protein texturization, by F.E. 
Horan. 20. Plant protein sources, by G.O. Kohler and C.K. 
Lyon.
 21. Food protein production: Land, energy, and 
economics, by D. Pimentel and M. Pimentel. 22. Outlook for 
alternative protein sources in processed foods, R.H. Forsythe 
and E.J. Briskey. 23. Research needs in protein resources, by 
M. Milner, N.S. Scrimshaw and D.I.C. Wang. Index.
 The word protein is derived from the Greek word 
proteios meaning “holding to the fi rst place.” The native 
structures of globular proteins (one of the two main protein 
classes, comprising “globe”-like proteins that are more or 
less soluble in aqueous solutions, where they form colloidal 
solutions whose tertiary structure is both compact and 
spherical) are both precise and enormously complex. In most 
cases, they involve linear chains of more than 100 amino 
acid residues, folded in a complex way and often associated 
with other similar and dissimilar chains to form higher-order 
structures.
 A globular protein can be transformed by changes in 
temperature, pressure, or solvent environment into a more 
or less “random coil” form, which is devoid of at least most 
of the precise 3-dimensional structure of the native protein. 
There are alpha helical, beta-sheet, and beta-turn regions.
 A great many globular proteins function not as 
individual polypeptide chains but as multi-subunit structures. 
This is their quaternary structure. The simplest are dimers.
 The hydrophobic amino acids are val, pro, leu, ile, and 
phe. Small amounts of hydrophobic residues can be buried 
completely within the molecule. There are both polar and 
nonpolar amino acids. Denaturation and renaturation of 
proteins takes place.
 The sequence of amino acids in the primary structure 
determines the exact way in which the protein is to be folded. 
The -SS bonds are disulfi de bonds. Bonds stabilize protein 
structure. The most important bond in primary structure is 
the covalent peptide bond. This bond is not broken during 
protein denaturation, which is defi ned as a change in the 
secondary and tertiary structures of the protein. Breakage 
of the peptide bond is a hydrolytic reaction [hydrolysis], by 
an acid, base, or enzymes. Address: 1. Univ. of California 2. 
Massachusetts Inst. of Technology.
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3412. Whitaker, J.R. 1977. Denaturation and renaturation of 
proteins. In: J.R. Whitaker and S.R. Tannenbaum, eds. 1977. 
Food Proteins. Westport, CT: AVI Publishing Co. xi + 602 p. 
See p. 14-49. [95 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Folding of proteins: 
Importance of primary structure in protein folding, Nature 
of bonds stabilizing protein structure, Role of the solvent 
in protein folding. Unfolding and refolding of proteins: 
Alkaline phosphatase, Peroxidase, Myoglobin, Other 
proteins. Generalized scheme of protein folding.
 Tables: (1) Energies and bond distances of several types 
of bonds found in proteins. (2) Transition state denaturation 
constants for various proteins. (3) Phosphatase activity in 
220% HTST pasteurized cream after storage at 31º C. (4) 
Effect of time of heating at 76ºC on recovery of peroxidase 
activity. Figures: (1) Bonds which stabilize protein 
structure. (2) Primary structure of Bowman-Birk protease 
inhibitor from soybeans. (3) Schematic representation 
of interaction of hydrophobic groups in proteins with 
water. (4) Effect of storage temperature and MgCl2 on 
regeneration of milk alkaline phosphatase activity. (5) 
Effect of heating temperature and time on reactivation of 
milk alkaline phosphatase. (6) Schematic representation 
of the denaturation and renaturation of Escherichia coli 
Alkaline phosphatase. (7) Effect of heating rate on the 
regeneration of turnip peroxide activity. (8) Effect of pH on 
rate of inactivation and extent of reactivation of horseradish 
peroxidase. (9) Rate and extent of regain of peroxidase 
activity. (10) pH dependence of the rate constants for 
the unfolding and refolding of myoglobin and 25ºC. (11) 
Refolding of denatured myoglobin as a function of pH and 
time of holding and pH 3.4 (times of 2-1400 min given on 
the curves). (12) Schematic representation of the steps in 
the pH-induced denaturation and renaturation of myoglobin. 
(13) Schematic representation of steps in the thermally 
induced unfolding of ribonuclease A. (14) Time dependence 
of the reoxidation of reduced ribonuclease A in the presence 
of oxidized and reduced glutathione as measured by loss 
of sulfhydryl groups change in fl uorescence and regain of 
activity. (15) Schematic representation of steps occurring 
in the folding of a polypeptide chain into native structure 
and assembly into quaternary structure. Address: Univ. of 
California, Davis, CA.

3413. Zardain C., Maria Isabel. 1977. Evaluación de diversos 
tratamientos del frijol de soya para inhibir la actividad de 
los factores antinutricios [Evaluation of various treatments 
of soybeans to inhibit the activity of antinutritional factors]. 
BSc thesis, Universidad Ibero-Americana, Mexico. [Spa]*
Address: Mexico.

3414. Product Name:  [Hensel Soyfoods: Hensel Whole 
Soy Flour, Partially Defatted Soy Flour, Soy Flakes, Textured 
soy protein granules, Textured soy protein cubes, Whole soy 

fl akes, Small green soybeans for sprouting].
Foreign Name:  Hensel Soja-Kost: Hensel Vollsoja, Hensel 
Soja fettarm, Hensel Soja-Kost nach Hackfl eischart, Hensel 
Soja-Fleisch in Trockenwuerfeln, Hensel Soja-Flocken, 
Hensel Kleine gruene Sojabohnen zum Keimen.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Henselwerk GmbH. Div. of 
Walther Schoenenberger.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Muehlstrasse 5-7, Postfach 1120, 
D-7037 Magstadt, West Germany.  Phone: 07159/4906.
Date of Introduction:  1977?
Ingredients:  Whole soybeans.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  Ad for 6 soy products in 
the book by Manfred Heide. 1977. Vegetarische Ernährung: 
193 Rezeptvorschläge und Speisepläne für ein Vierteljahr 
[Vegetarian nutrition and food: 193 recipe suggestions and 
meal plans for a quarter of a year]. Stuttgart, West Germany: 
Paracelsus Verlag.
 Listed on the back of the package for Hensel Soja-Kost 
Soja-Schrot are Hensel Soja-Kost Voll-Soja (Sojamehl; 
whole soya fl our), Soja-fettarm (Sojamehl; partially defatted 
soy fl our), and Soja-Flocken (soy fl akes). Other products 
from the Hensel Soja-Kost Program. “The whole soy fl our is 
an ideal protein source for enhancing the value of all foods. 
Soy fl akes can be used for protein enrichment of muesli and 
cereal grain dishes.”
 Manufacturer’s leafl et. Sent. 1990. March 30. Black-
and-white photo shows box (label) of Voll-Soja and Soja-
fettarm. Neuform certifi cation symbol. The full-fat fl our 
contains 40% protein and 20% fat. The partially-defatted 
contains 50% protein and 7% fat. BE = Broteinheiten.
 Manufacturer’s leafl et. Sent. 1990. Hensel Information. 
Scientifi c communication 6. Hensel Vollsoja für den 
Diabeteker [Hensel whole soya fl our for diabetics]. Whole 
soya has a BE (Broteinhalten or diabetic exchange) of 1.0, 
compared with 1.4 for low-fat soy fl our, 4.7 for beans, peas, 
and lentils, 5.5 for oatmeal, 6.2 for rye and wheat meal, and 
for brown rice. Contains recipes for using whole soy fl our in 
Muesli, mayonnaise, tomato sauce, wheat & soy bread, fruit 
cake, and noodles.

3415. Sinaiko, Joe. 1977? History of Ike Sinaiko’s business 
career. Cedar Rapids, Iowa? 5 p. Undated. Unpublished 
typescript.
• Summary: In about 1935, when Ike Sinaiko got the urge to 
enter the soybean milling business, Max and Anna (Sinaiko) 
Albers lived in Cedar Rapids, Iowa. Max, “a most able, 
tireless, hard working, and honest individual,” was Joe’s 
partner in the Iowa Milling Company at the time.
 Joe already had limited experience in soybean milling, 
whereas Ike had none. It was a new industry and there were 
only a few companies in it, so it was quite a struggle to 
manufacture and sell unknown products in those early days 
with untried or unproven machinery. Soy oil was an edible 
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product and soy meal was fed to livestock.
 When Ike’s fi rst plant [the Illinois Soy Products Co.] 
was completed in Springfi eld, Illinois, Joe was surprised by 
how well he took to it. From then on, he was much on his 
own. Of course they talked on the phone quite often, and Joe 
visited Ike’s plant and Ike visited Joe’s to exchange ideas.
 This is now Ike got started. To the best of Joe’s 
knowledge, he had very little capital–almost none. While 
Max (a great chemist) was operating the Iowa Milling 
Company in Joe’s absence, Joe and Ike began looking for a 
location in Illinois, because that is where the most soybeans 
were grown at that time. Building a company from scratch 
was impossible with Ike’s fi nances and Joe had little more. 
Joe’s debts were all paid off but he had no credit with banks 
or elsewhere.
 To get started they had to have any kind of an old, 
inexpensive building, with little or no down payment located 
on railroad tracks. Many buildings were available and empty, 
left by companies that had gone broke during the depression, 
however there was always something about them that was 
not quite suitable.
 It was quite a wild good chase. They looked everywhere, 
even in Chicago. It took months. Joe would come home on 
weekends then continue searching the next week. Finally 
they came across an old building in Springfi eld, Illinois, on 
top of an abandoned coal mine. It had what they wanted but 
was badly run down. It was small and needed much repair, 
but a lot of soybeans were grown in the surrounding area. 
They decided on this property and found an attorney named 
Carl Sorling who represented the property. He said it could 
be bought and advised us to get an attorney, but they induced 
him to represent them also to save expenses, although he 
claimed it was unethical for him to represent both buyer and 
seller.
 Ike bought the property with practically no down 
payment. It was worthless in the condition it was in, and 
Sorling wisely invested $3,000 with Ike. Ike and his wife, 
Ruth, moved to Springfi eld.
 Joe always had friends in Cedar Rapids who helped him 
put together his meager operation, so he induced them to 
take on the job at Springfi eld. Somehow two expellers were 
bought on credit. Joe went there often to help with the plant 
lay-out and give what little advice he could. The mill was 
ready to go after about six months.
 It was really a miracle. They didn’t even have enough 
money to buy nails, so they tied things together with wires. 
They built most of the equipment themselves, except for 
things that they couldn’t such as motors, a steam boiler, etc. 
They invested very little cash in this plant because they had 
none.
 The plant began operating in the fall of 1935, when 
the soybean crop started moving. Joe was amazed at how 
well Ike did. Ike found a fairly good superintendent but had 
no working capital. It didn’t take much so Joe mailed him 

a check for about $3,000. Ike had this advantage: He was 
always honest and the people who sold him soybeans sensed 
this, so they would give him a little time to get his product 
sold, and the business went quite well.
 In short, Ike prospered in a limited way, built on to the 
plant to expand the capacity, built a beautiful new home, 
gave a lot to charity, and became quite a prominent citizen of 
Springfi eld.
 However he had one great disadvantage: He had very 
bad asthma and could not go in the plant [perhaps he was 
allergic to soy]. He suffered a great deal and it endangered 
his health. In about 1945 [actually early 1944] he sold the 
plant to Cargill at a good price. It was a good investment for 
all who were involved with Ike, including his brother Arlie. 
“After visiting California, I found a climate that was very 
good for him, so he moved to Los Angeles (LA).”
 Ike did nothing for about a year and had no complaints. 
In conversations with Ike, Joe sensed that he felt very good 
but was getting tired of doing nothing. He told Joe that his 
big jobs were getting and opening the mail, and doing some 
charitable work.
 He and Joe investigated the possibility of an oil mill 
in the LA area near where he lived and decided it might be 
a fairly good location. Joe asked him to look for land that 
was near railroad tracks with the idea of building a mill. He 
fi nally found about 10 acres in Norwalk, 25 miles east of LA. 
It was an orange grove. Joe and his son, Bill, travelled to LA 
to look at the property and it appeared suitable. Norwalk at 
the time was a little village, with one small grocery store, a 
barber shop, and a little post offi ce. They bought the land for 
a little over $1,000 an acre. Today the value is $100,000 [an 
acre].
 While Joe was there, he was informed that someone else 
was building an oil mill in the area. His policy “has always 
been to know competitors in a friendly way.” They went to 
see the gentleman involved and told him of their intentions. 
“He said, ‘Boys, why don’t you buy my mill? It’s about half 
fi nished on three acres of land, with trackage, etc.’ He said he 
was over 80 years old. His only son didn’t like the business 
and farmed about 15,000 acres in the San Joaquin Valley. A 
very fi ne old gentleman.” So they bought his property with 
some equipment. He lived about 5 miles from the plant in 
a nice modest home (it looked new) with a 25-acre orange 
grove. He offered to sell that to the Sinaikos for $25,000. 
They didn’t buy it. “In retrospect, what a mistake.”
 Ike’s mill was named Liberty Vegetable Oil Co. He 
got his excellent superintendent from the manager of the 
Borden Co. mill about 5 miles away. Before long Borden 
discontinued their operation, which was losing much 
money. Ike, however, prospered. “His operation was almost 
perfection.”
 Farmers began growing fl ax in the Imperial Valley, so 
Ike bought fl ax, but made a mistake and bought too much. 
Iowa Milling Co. invested $1,000,000 in his project [a loan], 
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and that is about all it could spare. Flax was a high-priced 
commodity and Ike was embarrassed because he could not 
pay for it when the payment was due. “By the way, Ike paid 
off Iowa Milling in one year.
 At this time Irving Rosen was doing very well with his 
Quincy Soybean Products Co. in Quincy, Illinois. Joe phoned 
him and explained Ike’s predicament. Irving said, “How 
much do you want me to send him?” Joe said “$500,000 will 
help.” Joe recalls: “I’ll never forget his reply. ‘This is the 
happiest moment of my life that I can help both of you.’” 
Irving mailed the check to Ike immediately.
 A word about Irving. He never fi nished 5th grade and 
in Joe’s opinion, he became a brilliant business man. He and 
Joe always exchanged ideas, always searched for new ideas, 
and learned a lot from one another. Joe will say more about 
him in his own biography. With all his success, he never 
changed; he was always a simple person.
 Ike advantage: He had a way with people, and was 
always trusted by people who didn’t even know him too 
well. Anyway, Ike was bailed out of his fl ax predicament. 
From then on his milling operation changed a great deal. 
Processing soybeans became not very profi table, so he 
developed a market for walnut oil and almond oil, and he 
ran some saffl ower oil, coconut oil, peanut oil, etc. Some of 
these oils he successfully introduced into the paint business. 
His almond oil was used in cosmetics. These oily seeds are 
all controlled by California co-ops. Without exception they 
all took a liking to him and sold him the surplus nuts that the 
edible market could not absorb.
 Later Ike was fortunate in having a son-in-law, Irwin 
Field, who is a bright young man and of course more 
aggressive than Ike. With his initiative, they enlarged the 
plant, built a refi nery and did much more. They bought 
additional land where their plant is located and acquired 
other land which Joe believes was very profi table.
 The miracle of Ike’s operation was that he seemed 
always relaxed. He took it easy, and that was probably 
to some extent the secret of his success. He always used 
common sense and dealt with everyone in an honest, straight 
forward manner. He seemed to fi nd time for all the charities 
he was involved in. His wife, Ruth, was a big help to him; 
their beautiful home was open to charitable meetings, 
dinners, and hospitality. She really was a great help.
 Note: Sally Dogon, Joe’s daughter, adds (Dec. 2000) that 
Joe and Ike were similar in many ways. Joe probably wrote 
this shortly after Ike died on 2 May 1977 in Beverly Hills, 
California. Joe never wrote his own biography. Address: 
Cedar Rapids, Iowa?.

3416. American Soybean Assoc. ed. 1978. International Soya 
Protein Food Conference, Proceedings. Hudson, Iowa: ASA. 
136 p. Held 25-27 Jan. 1978, Republic of Singapore. No 
index. 29 cm. [328 ref]
• Summary: Contains 34 papers, largely about the use of 

modern soy protein products. Individual papers are cited 
separately. The “registration list” (p. 127-35) is a detailed 
directory of participants and the press, sorted by country or 
continent.
 The eight “Exhibitors” (p. 136) were American Soybean 
Association (Hudson, Iowa), DeKalb County Exports Inc. 
(Ottawa, Illinois), Intercom News (Kansas), Japan Vegetable 
Protein Food Association (Tokyo), Kikkoman Shoyu Co. 
Ltd. (Tokyo), Ralston-Purina (St. Louis, Missouri), United 
Vegetable Oil Co. (Pte) Ltd. (Singapore), and Wenger 
International Inc. (Kansas City, Missouri). Address: Hudson, 
Iowa.

3417. Bressani, Ricardo. 1978. The quality of soybean 
protein as tested in children. In: American Soybean Assoc., 
ed. 1978. International Soya Protein Food Conference, 
Proceedings. Hudson, Iowa: ASA. 136 p. See p. 30-34. [17 
ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Studies with soybean 
as the sole source of protein: As a milk substitute in infants 
and malnourished children, protein quality in children aged 
8-12 years. As a protein supplement. Conclusions. Address: 
INCAP, Guatemala.

3418. Carroll, K.K. 1978. Dietary protein in relation to 
plasma cholesterol levels and atherosclerosis. Nutrition 
Reviews 36(1):1-5. Jan. [50 ref]
• Summary: Page 4: Summary: “In human populations, 
atherosclerosis and heart disease are more prevalent in 
countries where more animal protein is eaten. Controlled 
experiments with human subjects are also providing evidence 
that replacing animal protein in the diet by plant protein can 
reduce the level of plasma cholesterol.” Address: PhD, Prof. 
of Biochemistry, Univ. of Ontario, London, ONT, Canada 
N6A 5C1.

3419. Hwang, David L.; Yang, Wen-Kuang; Foard, Donald 
E.; Lin, K.-T.-Davis. 1978. Rapid release of protease 
inhibitors from soybeans: Immunochemical quantitation and 
parallels with lectins. Plant Physiology 61(1):30-34. Jan. [25 
ref]
• Summary: Trypsin contains a large amount (15-22%) of 
the sulfur amino acids methionine and cystine. Address: 
1-3. Univ. of Tennessee–Oak Ridge Graduate School of 
Biochemical Sciences and Biology Div., Oak Ridge National 
Lab., Oak Ridge, TN 37830. 4. Univ. of Tennessee Memorial 
Research Center, Knoxville, TN 37920.

3420. Singh, Surjan. 1978. Potential of soy protein in 
improving Indian diet. In: American Soybean Assoc., 
ed. 1978. International Soya Protein Food Conference, 
Proceedings. Hudson, Iowa: ASA. 136 p. See p. 70-73.
• Summary: Contents: Problems associated with soybean 
utilization. Pattern and potential of soybean uses in India.
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 “Systematic research on soybean utilization was 
initiated at the G.B. Pant University of Agriculture & 
Technology in 1971 with the technical collaboration of both 
the Nave Technical Institute Shahjahanpur and the University 
of Illinois U.S.A. Some of the products developed include: 
Some of the products developed include:
 1. Nutrinugget [sic, Nutri Nugget] (a textured protein 
product made from 100% defatted soyfl our...) 2. Protesnac (a 
fl avoured and spiced snack item, made from a combination 
of 84% rice and 14.3% defatted soyfl our...) 3. Protein plus (a 
ready to eat product made from a combination of corn and 
defatted soyfl our...) 4. Paustic Ahar (a sweetened ready to eat 
food made by extruding a mixture containing corn and full 
fat soy fl our...) 5. Nutri Ahar (an extruded product made from 
cooked soybeans...)
 “Nearly 70 tons of these products are manufactured per 
month by Soy Production and Research Association–a non 
profi t and charitable organization established in 1971. It is 
a joint venture of Nave Technical Institute, Shahjahanpur 
and G.B. Pant University of Agriculture and Technology, 
Pantnagar. It is the fi rst organization in India, producing and 
marketing high protein soy foods in the country. Nutrinugget 
and Protesnac cater to the consumer market whereas Protein 
plus, Paustic Ahar and Nutri Ahar are particularly suited 
for ever expanding institutional feeding programs. In view 
of the great demand on these products the capacity is being 
increased to 500 tons a month.” Address: Head, Dep. of Food 
Science and Technol., G.B. Pant Univ., U.P., India.

3421. Swan Food Corp. 1978. Swan Foods: Remember the 
name! (Ad). Alternatives (Miami, Florida). 2(1):1. Jan.
• Summary: This full-page black-and-white ad lists the 
company’s soy products, iced herbal beverages, and 
baked goods & pastries. Soy products include: Baked 
tofu, Marinated tofu, Caraway tofu, Tofu chip dip, Soy 
melk (sweetened & carob), Soy shakes (carob, vanilla & 
strawberry), Soyogurt (a cultured soy product), Wholegrain 
soy burgers. Baked goods include: Tofu cheesecakes, Carob 
maple swirl, Mary’s cream cake, Mary’s devil’s food cream 
cake–”and more to come.”
 On the top half of the ad is a large circular logo featuring 
a stylized swan, with two large wings symmetrical about a 
vertical axis and an arched neck on the left side. The other 
half of the arch is drawn in to form a heart, inside of which 
is written “Because we love you.” Across the inside top are 
the large words “Swan Foods.” A full-color rainbow arches 
below them and over the swan. At the top center, between 
the words “Swan Foods,” are the smaller words “Nature’s 
Finest” written one below the other; between them is an 
infi nity sign.
 Across the bottom of the ad is written: “Every Swan 
Soybean Product contains all 8 essential amino acids (which 
are necessary for a balanced diet) and have no cholesterol. 
Available in health and natural food stores. Retailers: Swan 

Quality Products are distributed by your local Natural Foods 
Distributor, or contact Swan Food Corp., 5758½ Bird Rd., 
Miami, FL 33155. In Miami enjoy all Swan Products at 
Swan’s Retail Deli & Bakery, The Soybeanery, 5758½ Bird 
Rd.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest ad seen for soyfoods in a 
U.S. magazine or periodical by one of the new generation of 
soyfoods manufacturers.
 Note 2. In 1978 Alternatives (a small-circulation 
counter-culture magazine) was located at P.O. Box 330139, 
Miami, Florida 33133. Phone: 305-856-6975. Ad inquiries: 
305-856-2473. Editor & publisher: Chik Shank. West coast 
contact: Steven M. Haines: 415-841-9217.
 Note 3. This is the earliest known Swan Foods’ ad 
published in Alternatives magazine–which began publication 
in August 1976. In May 1998 Jeanne Janson of Coral Gables 
(near Miami) checked every issue!
 This full-page ad also appeared in the July/Aug. 1978 
issue (p. 49) of this magazine. A half-page version of this ad 
appeared in the March, April (p. 45), May (p. 45, 49), June, 
September (p. 51), October (p. 51), November (p. 53), and 
December (p. 53) 1978 issues of this magazine. Thus Swan 
Foods has an ad (at least half-page in size) in every issue of 
Alternatives during 1978; then the ads disappear. Address: 
The Soybeanery, 5758½ Bird Rd., Miami, Florida, 33155.

3422. Tung, Ta-Cheng; Huang, P-C.; Chen, Y-T. 1978. 
Feeding of infants with a soybean milk-egg formula. In: 
American Soybean Assoc., ed. 1978. International Soya 
Protein Food Conference, Proceedings. Hudson, Iowa: ASA. 
136 p. See p. 104-08. [4 ref]
• Summary: Note: Breast milk is the preferred food for 
infants unless there is a good reason for choosing an 
alternative.
 “The authors have studied previously the nutritive value 
of several soybean-cereal formula with infants of 3 to 5 
months of age (1). The feeding was conducted for a 6-month 
period using a cow milk formula as the control. Soybean 
used was in the form of toasted full-fat soybean fl our. The 
soybean-cereal formula, to which vitamins, minerals and 
some vegetable oil were mixed in, provided more than 4 g 
of protein per kg body weight per day. They were able to 
support normal growth of infants. The weight and height 
gains of the soybean-cereal groups were similar to those of 
the cow milk group and superior to those of average Chinese 
infants. Blood analyses also revealed normal after 6 months 
on the vegetable infant formulae.
 “Although nutritionally adequate sales was not 
successful when put on the market after some modifi cation 
of the formula, there were two possible reasons for the 
failure. One is that infants of younger than 5-month of age 
often encountered with loose stools and consequently peri-
anal skin rash before adapting to the soybean-cereal formula 
for 1 to 3 weeks. Similar observations concerning the nature 
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of feces were also made by other investigators (2). Another 
reason is that soybean fl our in the formula would precipitate 
after standing for a while, and the formula did not look white 
and has less fl uidity than a cow milk formula.” Address: 
Inst. of Biochemistry, College of Medicine, National Taiwan 
Univ., Taipei, Taiwan, R.O.C.

3423. Watanabe, Tokuji. 1978. Traditional non-fermented 
soybean foods in Japan. In: American Soybean Assoc., 
ed. 1978. International Soya Protein Food Conference, 
Proceedings. Hudson, Iowa: ASA. 136 p. See p. 35-38. [7 
ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Tofu and deep fried 
tofu. Kori-tofu. Miscellaneous. Conclusion.
 In 1960 soyfoods supplied 15.6% of the daily per capita 
protein supply of 69.4 gm. In 1975 they supplied 12.7% of 
the 78.8 gm. The leading sources in 1975 were (1) fi sh and 
seaweed, (2) rice, (3) soyfoods, (4) wheat. Address: Kyoritsu 
Woman’s Univ., Hitotsubashi 2-2-1, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, 
Japan.

3424. Young, Vernon R.; Scrimshaw, Nevin S. 1978. Soy 
protein in adult human nutrition: An update with original 
data. In: American Soybean Assoc., ed. 1978. International 
Soya Protein Food Conference, Proceedings. Hudson, Iowa: 
ASA. 136 p. See p. 18-29. [54 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Considerations of 
protein quality. Other aspects of soy in adult human nutrition: 
Soy protein and blood lipids, the utilization and availability 
of dietary metals (incl. iron), lysinoalanine. Long-term 
tolerance and acceptability to soy protein products in adults. 
Summary and conclusion. Acknowledgments. Address: Dep. 
of Nutrition and Food Science and Clinical Research Center, 
MIT, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139.

3425. Atherton, D.J.; Soothill, J.F.; Sewell, M.; Wells, R.S.; 
Chilvers, C.E.D. 1978. A double-blind controlled crossover 
trial of an antigen-avoidance diet in atopic eczema. Lancet 
i(8061):401-03. Feb. 25. [4 ref]
• Summary: “20 out of 36 children (aged two to eight years) 
with atopic eczema completed a twelve-week, double-
blind, controlled, crossover trial of an egg and cows’ milk 
exclusion diet. During the fi rst and third four-week periods, 
patients on an egg and cows’ milk exclusion diet received a 
soya-based milk substitute (trial period) or an egg and cows’ 
milk preparation (control period)... There was no correlation 
between a positive prick test to egg and cows’ milk antigen 
and response to the trial diet.”
 Note 1. Atopic: “Atopy refers to the genetic tendency 
to develop allergic diseases such as allergic rhinitis, asthma 
and atopic dermatitis (eczema). Atopy is typically associated 
with heightened immune responses to common allergens, 
especially inhaled allergens and food allergens.”
 Note 2. Vegetarian Times (March 1995, p. 85) defi nes 

a double blind study as one in which “Neither the subjects 
nor the researchers are aware of the treatment being used. 
Provides the greatest precision because it removes any 
possibility of experimental bias.”
 A crossover design is defi ned as follows: “At different 
periods during the experiment, all subjects receive all 
possible treatments. For example, during a 10-week study 
of the effectiveness of a diet pill, researchers give half the 
subjects the pill and the other half a placebo. At week six, 
the treatments are switched. This design often gives more 
reliable data because the effects of the treatment and placebo 
are recorded for every subject.” Address: 1-4. Hospital for 
Sick Children, Great Ormond St., and Inst. of Child Health, 
Guilford St.; 5. Dep. of Medical Statistics and Epidemiology, 
London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, Keppel 
St. All: London WC1, England.

3426. Barbeau, A. 1978. Emerging treatments: Replacement 
therapy with choline or lecithin in neurological diseases. 
Quebec cooperative study of Friedreich’s ataxia. Canadian J. 
of Neurological Sciences 5(1):157-60. Feb. [76 ref. Eng; fre]
• Summary: A defi ciency may be the cause of fi ve 
neurological disorders: Huntington’s chorea, Tardive 
dyskinesia, Gilles de la Tourette’s disease, Friedreich’s 
ataxia, and pre-senile dementia. Preliminary data from 
various laboratories indicates that some clinical improvement 
can occasionally be seen by taking supplements of choline 
or lecithin. Address: Clinical Research Inst. of Montreal, 110 
Pine Ave. West, Montreal, QUE, Canada.

3427. Black, L.T.; Bagley, E.B. 1978. Determination 
of oligosaccharides in soybeans by high pressure liquid 
chromatography using an internal standard. J. of the 
American Oil Chemists’ Society 55(2):228-232. Feb. [15 ref]
• Summary: “A method was developed for the quantitative 
analysis of oligosaccharides in soybeans by high pressure 
liquid chromatography. The sugars [raffi nose and stachyose] 
were extracted from soy fl our using an ethanol-water 
solution.” Address: Northern Regional Research Center, 
Peoria, Illinois 61604.

3428. McGhee, John E.; Silman, R.; Bagley, E.B. 
1978. Production of -galactosidase from Aspergillus 
awamori: properties and action on para-nitrohenyl--D-
galactopyranoside and galacto-oligosaccharides of soy milk. 
J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 55(2):244-47. Feb. 
[10 ref]
• Summary: “A large portion of the world population is 
undernourished because of insuffi cient protein in the diet. 
Soybeans and derivatives of soybeans are being utilized 
increasingly to alleviate this problem.” However, the 
discomfort of fl atulence associated with ingestion of soy 
products must be solved or minimized to produce protein 
acceptable for humans.
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 Note: Galacto- is a combining form meaning “milk.” 
Alpha-galactosidase is an enzyme. Address: Northern 
Regional Research Center, Peoria, Illinois 61604.

3429. Mishra, Arvind; Gupta, A.K.; Mehta, S.K. 1978. 
Variation in protein, oil, and tryptophane contents of black 
soy-bean (kalitur). Food Farming and Agriculture (Calcutta) 
9(8):235-37. Feb. [7 ref]
• Summary: 39 samples of black soybeans, which are 
indigenous to Madhya Pradesh, India, were collected from 
various locations in the state and analyzed. The protein 
content on a moisture free basis (MFB) averaged 40.41%, 
with a range of 37.72% to 42.92%. The oil content averaged 
18.16% (range: 14.75 to 19.90%); this is somewhat less 
than for yellow soybeans. The content of tryptophane (a 
limiting essential amino acid) averaged 0.692% (range 0.511 
to 0,931); this is higher than for yellow soybeans. Address: 
Dep. of Plant Breeding & Genetics, J.N. Krishi Vishwa 
Vidyalaya, Jabalpur 482004, India.

3430. Sgarbieri, Valdemiro C.; Garruti, R.S.; Moraes, 
M.A.C.; Hartmen, L. 1978. Nutritional and sensory 
evaluation of mixtures of soybean (Glycine max L.) and 
common bean (Phaseolus vulgaris L.), for direct use as 
human food. J. of Food Science 43(1):208-10. Jan/Feb. [14 
ref]
• Summary: Describes an effort to include soybeans in the 
diets of populations with limited purchasing power. It was 
found that resistance to adoption of the soybean (or any other 
material) as a food source is usually strongest in those social 
classes of people where the nutritional and fi nancial benefi ts 
would be the greatest. Address: Dep. de Planejamento 
Alimentar e Nutricao, UNICAMP (Univ. Estadual de 
Campinas), Caixa Postal 1170, 13100 Campinas, Sao Paulo, 
Brazil.

3431. Kritchevsky, D.; Tepper, S.A.; Story, J.A. 1978. 
Infl uence of soy protein and casein on atherosclerosis 
in rabbits (Abstract). Federation Proceedings (FASEB) 
37(3):747 (Abst. #2801). March 1.
• Summary: Feeding casein to rabbits produced 
hypercholesterolemia, which in turn led to atherosclerosis. 
Address: Wistar Inst. of Anatomy and Biology, Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania 19104.

3432. Fumagalli, R.; Paoletti, R.; Howard, A.N. 1978. 
Hypocholesterolaemic effect of soya. Life Sciences 
22(11):947-52. March. [16 ref]
• Summary: “A group of rabbits were given in sequence 
a laboratory stock diet (I), a semi-purifi ed diet containing 
25% casein (II), and a similar diet in which soya bean meal 
replaced casein (III) On changing from diet I to II, plasma 
cholesterol rose four-fold after 16 weeks, but fell 50% after 
12 weeks on changing from diet II to III. Replacement of 

casein with soya bean meal in the semi-purifi ed diet caused 
an increased faecal excretion of sterols but not of bile acids... 
It is concluded that the hypocholesterolaemic effect of soya 
bean meal is probably due to its action in increasing the 
excretion of faecal neutral sterols.” Address: 1-2. Instituto 
di Farmacalogia, Inst. di Farmacologia e Farmacognosia, 
Milan, Italy; 3. Dep. of Medicine, Univ. of Cambridge, 
England.

3433. Hammerschmidt, Patricia A.; Pratt, Dan E. 1978. 
Phenolic antioxidants of dried soybeans. J. of Food Science 
43(2):556-59. March. *

3434. Kapoor, C.M.; Gupta, S.K. 1978. Dairy product 
analogs: A weaning food from soybean and whey. Indian 
Dairyman 30(3):179-81. March. [2 ref]
• Summary: “A child’s life is determined, to a great extent, 
by the quality of food provided in its fi rst fi ve years. Serious 
dietary defi ciencies in this period would damage health, 
inhibit growth, drain physical strength and possibly rob it 
of a chance to attain full mental development as has been 
clearly shown in several medical studies.”
 Milk protein is of superior quality. However milk and 
milk-based foods are out of the reach of many need children 
from low-income families. “Soybean protein ranks high in 
quality among the vegetable proteins besides being cheaper 
than most of the animal proteins... Soymilk or soybased 
formulae have been of considerable interest to nutritionists 
as a possible substitute for or supplement to cow or human 
milk particularly in the feeding of infants who are allergic to 
animal milk or have no access to it.”
 Tables show: (1) Essential amino acid requirements of 
infants compared with intake of protein from soymilk, cow 
milk, or human milk. The fi ve columns show: (1) Amino 
acid. (2) Minimum requirement in mg per kg of body weight 
per day. (3-5) Amino acid provided by protein fed at a level 
of 2 gm of protein per kg of body weight per day. Note 
that soymilk is most defi cient in the total sulphur amino 
acids (methionine + cystine), followed by tryptophane. (2) 
Physical properties of the soy-whey feeding food (SWFF). 
Nineteen properties (average values) are discussed. The 
whey was Cheddar cheese whey from buffalo milk–a waste 
product.
 A fl ow diagram shows all basic steps in making of 
the weaning food. Experiments with albino rats show the 
weaning food had a PER of 3.24, which was higher than that 
of casein (2.50). The true digestibility was 86.0% vs. 94.9% 
for skim milk powder. “Child feeding trials with the product 
gave very encouraging results with respect to acceptability 
and value as a supplement” for feeding pre-school children. 
Address: Dairy Technology Div., National Dairy Research 
Inst., Karnal (Haryana), India.

3435. Kiuchi, Kan; Ohta, Teruo; Ishima, Toshio; 
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Takabayashi, Tokuji; Ebine, Hideo. 1978. [Miso lipids and 
the relations between free fatty acids and quality of miso]. 
Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the 
National Food Research Institute) No. 33. p. 209-13. March. 
[9 ref. Eng; jap]
• Summary: Reprinted from Nippon Shokuhin Kogyo 
Gakkaishi (J. of Food Science and Technology) 24:295-
99 (1977). Address: National Food Research Inst., MAFF, 
Tokyo, Japan.

3436. Mounts, T.L.; Warner, K.A.; List, G.R.; Fredrich, 
J.P.; Koritala, S. 1978. Flavor and oxidative stability of 
hydrogenated and unhydrogenated soybean oils: Effects 
of antioxidants. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 
55(3):345-49. March. [18 ref]
• Summary: Antioxidants were found to be ineffective in 
enhancing the storage stability of soy oil. Unhydrogenated 
soy oils were found to be stable during storage and use 
at room temperatures. Note: Subsequently virtually all 
soy salad/cooking oils came to be formulated without 
antioxidants, and a number of “natural” soy salad oils were 
developed and marketed. Address: Northern Regional 
Research Center, Peoria, Illinois 61604.

3437. Murali, N.S.; Nielsen, J.M. 1978. Evaluation 
of nutritional status of soybean based on the chemical 
composition of young plants. Indian J. of Agricultural 
Sciences 48(3):125-31. March. [10 ref]
• Summary: “A preliminary model and a method of 
diagnosis and yield prognosis were developed” based on the 
composition of nitrogen and phosphorus in the aerial parts 
of the soybean plant at a fi xed weight of dry plant matter. 
Address: Asian Inst. of Technology, Bangkok, Thailand.

3438. Page, Louise; Friend, Berta. 1978. The changing 
United States diet. BioScience 28(3):192-98. March. [9 ref]
• Summary: Two major changes have occurred in the U.S. 
diet between 1909-13 and the present. “First, we are using 
much more meat, poultry, and fi sh; dairy products; sugars 
and other sweeteners; fats and oils; and processed fruits 
and vegetables. Second, we are using fewer grain products; 
potatoes and sweet potatoes; fresh fruits and vegetables; and 
fewer eggs.”
 Use of oils and fats has increased by about 50%, beef 
by about 75%. The use of margarine has increased eightfold 
and shortening more than twofold since 1909-13. Address: 
USDA Agricultural Research Service, Consumer and Foods 
Economics Inst., Hyattsville, Maryland 20782.

3439. Steinke, Fred H.; Hopkins, Daniel T. 1978. Biological 
availability to the rat of intrinsic and extrinsic iron with 
soybean protein isolates. J. of Nutrition 108(3):481-89. 
March. [27 ref]
• Summary: A rat feeding study employing the hemoglobin 

repletion methodology showed the relative iron availability 
for 3 isolated soy proteins to be 59-64% (mean = 61%) 
that of ferrous sulfate. Iron added to the diets containing 
isolated soybean protein had bioavailabilities similar to that 
of iron present in the soybean which supports the common 
dietary iron pool hypothesis. The high iron content (0.18 
mg/gm protein) coupled with the bioavailability data 
make the isolated soybean proteins a good dietary iron 
source. Address: Central Research, Ralston Purina Co., 
Checkerboard Square, St. Louis, Missouri 63188.

3440. Taira, Harue; Taira, Hirokadzu; Saito, Masataka; Mori, 
Yoshio; Fujimori, Ikuo. 1978. [Infl uence of dry treatment 
after harvest on quality of soybean seeds. I. Physical 
properties, chemical composition, and suitability for food 
processing]. Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku 
(Report of the National Food Research Institute) No. 33. p. 
155-62. March. [14 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: Reprinted from Proceedings of the Crop Science 
Society of Japan (Nippon Sakumotsu Gakkai Kiji) 46:67-
74 (1977). Address: National Food Research Inst., MAFF, 
Tokyo, Japan.

3441. Taira, Harue; Taira, Hirokadzu; Ozawa, Eiji; Sasaki, 
Kunitoshi. 1978. [Chemical composition of soybean seeds 
grown by drained paddy fi eld culture]. Shokuhin Sogo 
Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the National Food 
Research Institute) No. 33. p. 163-70. March. [27 ref. Jap; 
eng]
• Summary: Reprinted from Proceedings of the Crop Science 
Society of Japan (Nippon Sakumotsu Gakkai Kiji) 46:103-
10 (1977). Address: National Food Research Inst., MAFF, 
Tokyo, Japan.

3442. Taira, Harue; Taira, Hirokadzu. 1978. Daizu no 
ryûdo, hinshu oyobi saibai-nendo ga kagaku seibun sosei ni 
oyobosu eikyô [Effect of size of seed, variety, and crop year 
on the chemical composition of soybean seeds. IV. Protein, 
carbohydrate and ash contents of soybean seeds grown in the 
U.S.A. and China]. Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku 
(Report of the National Food Research Institute) No. 33. p. 
171-77. March. [18 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: Reprinted from Nippon Shokuhin Kogyo 
Gakkaishi (J. of Food Science and Technology) 23:6-12 
(1976). Address: National Food Research Inst., MAFF, 
Tokyo, Japan.

3443. Pull, S.P.; Pueppke, S.G.; Hymowitz, T.; Orf, J.H. 
1978. Research notes: Screening soybean seed for lectin 
content (Open Access). Soybean Genetics Newsletter 5:66-
70. April 1. [10 ref]
• Summary: “Soybeans... contain at least four glycoproteins 
that are capable of clumping red blood cells. These 
glycoproteins are called lectins. The lectin content in 
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defatted soybean meal is about 3% (Liener and Rose, 1953). 
The major lectin in soybean seed, termed soybean lectin 
(SBL), has a molecular weight of 120,000 and specifi city for 
D-galactose and N-acetyl-D-galactosamine.”
 Five “lines (‘Columbia’, ‘Norredo’, ‘Sooty’, ‘T102’ and 
‘Wilson-5’ [Wilson Five]) lacked any detectable soybean 
lectin.” Address: 1-2. Dep. of Biology, Univ. of Missouri, 
St. Louis, Missouri 63121; 3-4. Dep. of Agronomy, Univ. of 
Illinois, Urbana, Illinois 61801.

3444. Snedaker, Kit. 1978. Tofu, the once and future, 
universal Oriental protein. Los Angeles Herald Examiner. 
April 5. Food section. p. C-1, C-4. Wednesday.
• Summary: A good introduction to tofu. Includes a brief 
description of making tofu at home, which she notes is 
explained in detail in The Book of Tofu, by Shurtleff & 
Aoyagi. Address: Food editor.

3445. Livingston County Daily Press and Argus (Howell, 
Michigan). 1978. Howell chiropractor at E. Lansing event. 
April 12. p. 55 (p. 25B).
• Summary: Livingston County: On Saturday, April 15 the 
Natural Foods and Spring Fest is being held in East Lansing. 
This all-day educational event will include workshops on 
chelation therapy and tempeh.
 “Vegetarian lunch and dinner will be available.” 
Address: Features editor.

3446. Baker, R.D.; Baker, S.S.; Margo, G.M.; Reuter, 
H.H. 1978. Successful use of a soya-maize mixture in the 
treatment of Kwashiorkor. South African Medical Journal 
53(17):674-77. April 29. [16 ref]
• Summary: “Forty-eight children aged 5 years or less 
admitted consecutively [between Feb. and June 1976] with a 
clinical diagnosis of kwashiorkor were randomly allocated to 
two groups. One group was treated with milk while the other 
group was fed soya-maize porridge; both groups received the 
same supportive treatment. The recovery rate in both groups 
was comparable. Protein intake and the rate of rise in serum 
albumin and transferrin concentrations were greater in the 
milk-fed group. The incidence of diarrhoea [diarrhea] was 
signifi cantly less in the children fed soya-maize. Soya-maize 
porridge is recommended as an effective and inexpensive 
treatment for kwashiorkor.” Address: 1,2&4. Charles 
Johnson Memorial Hospital, Nqutu, KwaZulu; 3. South 
African Inst. for Medical Research and School of Pathology, 
Univ. of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg (Permanent 
address: Syracuse Medical Center, Syracuse, New York).

3447. Abdel-Rahman, A.Y.; Youssef, S. 1978. Fortifi cation 
of some Egyptian foods with soybean. J. of the American Oil 
Chemists’ Society 55(4):338A-41A. April. [10 ref]
• Summary: Flours from full fat and defatted soybeans were 
made in the laboratory and used as supplements to Egyptian 

bread and two popular legume foods (lentil soup and falafel). 
Very little work has been reported from Egypt on the 
desirability of using soy fl our in food production. We became 
interested in the subject because of our enormous food grain 
defi cits. For example, currently we import more than two 
million tons of wheat annually. The Egyptian diet consists 
mainly of cereals and legumes, and as much as 70% of the 
daily protein intake is derived from cereals. Address: 1. Food 
Technology Dep., Faculty of Agriculture, Alexandria Univ., 
Egypt; 2. Agronomy Dep., Faculty of Agriculture, Kafr El-
Sheikh, Tanta Univ., Egypt.

3448. Commission of the European Communities. 
Agriculture. 1978. Report of the study group on vegetable 
proteins in foodstuffs for human consumption, in particular 
in meat products. Luxembourg. v + 150 p. April. (EUR 
6026). [166 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Summary of conclusion and 
recommendations. Introduction: Origin, terms of reference 
and composition of the Study Group, mode of operation 
of the study group and the form of its report, scope of the 
report. Sources of vegetable protein foods: Vegetable protein 
foods and the farming community. Vegetable protein foods 
and the consumer: Nutrition, safety, acceptability. Current 
technology and commercial development: Legislation, type 
(a), (b), (c), and (d) products. Enforcement. Other foods.
 Appendixes. I. Membership of the Study Group and the 
Commission Secretariat (p. 28. The fi rst of the 11 members 
mentioned is “Prof. A.G. Ward. Chairman of the Study 
Group. Procter Professor of Food and Leather Science, 
University of Leeds). II. Part 1. The nutritional situation in 
the EEC, by A. Ferro-Luzzi and A. Mariani. Part 2. Note 
on the methods for the evaluation of protein quality, by A. 
Ferro-Luzzi and A. Mariani. Part 3. Amino acid composition 
of some traditional foodstuffs and of potential sources of 
proteins for human consumption, by T. Staron. III. Part 1. 
Existing and new sources of plant proteins suitable for use 
in human nutrition, by T. Staron. Part 2. Toxic substances 
contained in potential sources of proteins for human 
consumption, by T. Staron. IV. Commercial development 
of soya bean protein products in the EEC, by A.G. Ward. V. 
Potential vegetable protein sources for human consumption 
from within the EEC, by T. Staron. VI. Summaries of 
existing legislation concerned with the use of vegetable 
protein foods in meat products and the meat product 
regulations of the EEC countries, Canada and USA, by A. 
Brincker.
 Summary of Conclusions and Recommendations (p. 
iii-v):
 “1. The soya bean will continue to be the main source of 
specialised vegetable protein products within the EEC in the 
next period (paragraph 7).
 “2. Efforts in terms of research, experimental farming 
and methods of utilisation should be made to develop 
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vegetable protein sources readily and economically grown 
within the EEC (paragraphs 8, 9).
 “3. The use of vegetable protein foods with meat 
in mixed products is unlikely to have a serious adverse 
commercial effect on meat production and marketing and 
may even facilitate the economic use of the less easily 
utilised meat cuts (paragraph 10).
 “4. Ready acceptability as foods and cost reduction 
rather than nutritional considerations will determine the rate 
of entry of vegetable protein foods on the market (paragraphs 
14, 40).
 “5. In the absence of evidence of inadequacy of protein 
intake for any signifi cant sector of population within the 
EEC there is no need to bring the biological performance 
of vegetable protein to a high level, as indicated by animal 
tests. Further research is needed to develop a reliable and 
reproducible biological test method. It is recommended that 
a minimum fi gure for an appropriate biological test be set 
(equivalent to 65% of that for casein in the PER method), 
although the possibility of using a combination of chemical 
test methods for routine industrial purposes should be 
explored (paragraphs 19-22).
 “6. A crude protein content (N x 6.25) of 48% on dry 
weight should be required, in order to justify the use of the 
word “protein” in the product title (paragraph 24).
 “7. When vegetable protein foods are used in 
replacement of, or as substitutes for, meat, the following 
nutrient levels should be present in the vegetable protein 
food or food ingredient:
 “Quantity per 100 g. dry matter
 “Iron 10 mg., achieved, if necessary, by the addition of 
ferrous sulphate or other assimilable form of iron.
 “Thiamin 2.0 mg.
 “Ribofl avin 0.8 mg.
 “Vitamin B12 5.0 mcg.
 The use of amino acid supplementation is considered 
neither advisable nor necessary (see No. 5 above). While 
the majority of the Study Group members consider the 
nutritional requirements to be applicable throughout the 
EEC, a minority would prefer that enrichment should be left 
to national authorities for decision (paragraphs 25-29).
 “8. The following sources of vegetable protein foods are 
regarded as offering no hazard to human health and should 
be accepted for use in the preparation of food products:
 “(i) the main cereal seeds
 “(ii) the potato
 “(iii) legumes already widely used as vegetables in the 
EEC (e.g. peas, beans)
 “(iv) soya beans
 “(v) groundnuts (subject to testing for absence of 
afl atoxin).
 “Further consideration should be given to confi rm the 
acceptability of sunfl ower seed and coconut.
 “The Scientifi c Committee for Food should be asked 

to investigate and add to the above permitted list, where 
appropriate, further sources of vegetable protein foods and 
also to consider any processing method which could or might 
give rise to toxic substances (paragraphs 34-39)...”
 Page 102 states that in Luxembourg “The addition 
of vegetable protein products to meat products is not 
permitted.” Address: Luxembourg.

3449. Desai, Girish N.; Peng, Andrew C. 1978. Variety 
affects soymilk protein content. Ohio Report on Research 
and Development 63(2):30-31. March/April.
• Summary: “Soy bean milk, also called soymilk, vegetable 
milk, or touchiang, is reported to have been developed and 
used in China before the Christian era by Lord Huai Nan 
in the Han dynasty about 160 B.C. when he invented tofu. 
Traditionally, soymilk is made by soaking the soybeans in 
water overnight, wet grinding the beans, fi ltering the residue, 
and heating to improve fl avor and nutritional value. Soymilk, 
in one sense, is simply an aqueous extract of soybeans.
 “In 1925, Dr. Harry Miller, while a medical missionary 
in China, produced a milk-like product from soybeans and 
used it in nursing homes and hospitals for feeding babies, 
children, and nurses. On his return to the United States, he 
introduced the use of soymilk, fortifi ed with vitamins and 
minerals.
 “Soymilk has been of considerable interest to 
nutritionists. For infants who are allergic to cows’ milk or 
where cows’ milk is either unavailable or too expensive, 
soy-milk can be used as a substitute. It has been reported that 
in the U.S. alone, up to 7 percent of the infant population 
is allergic to cows’ milk. Soy milk has been found to be 
palatable and nutritionally balanced in formulation baby 
feeding and this has created a specialty market for the 
product.
 “Qualitatively, soymilk is comparable to cows’ milk in 
terms of protein and amino acid composition. Quantitatively, 
there is little information on soymilk, since protein content 
varies when different varieties are grown in different 
environments. Ohio ranked sixth in soybean production 
in the United States last year. Because of the importance 
of soybeans, a study of the protein content of Ohio-grown 
soybeans and their milk derivatives was undertaken in 
order to provide such information to the Ohio soybean food 
industry and others who are interested.
 “Thirty soybean cultivars were supplied by the Ohio 
State University Department of Agronomy. Moisture and 
protein contents were determined. Each soybean variety was 
made to its milk derivative and the moisture and protein 
analyzed. The results are summarized in Table 1.
 “The moisture content of soybeans ranged from 8.5 to 
10.7 percent. This percentage is entirely dependent upon 
the conditions during harvest and storage. The crude protein 
content on a dry weight basis had a range of 36.9 to 44.1 
percent. The four highest protein varieties were Calland 
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(44.1%), Wells (43.5%), FFR 223 (43.5%), and Wayne 
(43.5%). French 2150 (36.9%), Asgrow 2625 (37.8%), and 
Cutler 71 (38.8%) were the varieties with lowest crude 
protein levels.
 “Soymilk made from the 30 varieties contained very 
high moisture content, ranging from 93.1 to 94.7 percent. 
The crude protein, on a fresh weight basis, found in the 
soymilk was 2.3 to 3.5 percent. This varies with different 
soybean:water ratio when soymilk is made (1:9 wt/wt in this 
study). The varieties Calland (3.5%), SKB 400 (3.4%), Wells 
(3.4%), Wayne (3.4%), and FM 1220 (3.4%) were highest in 
protein. French 2150 (2.3%), FFR 223 (2.7%), Asgrow 2625 
(2.8%), and Clemens (2.9%) ranked lowest in protein in their 
soymilk.
 “Most varieties were of light yellow color. The 
exceptions were Washington II, Shawnee, FM 1220, 
Cherokee, and Anderson, which were green or light green, 
and Peterson 3105, Still 400, Peterson 3125, and Voris B 
350, which were pink colored. The green and pink pigments, 
although soluble in water and partly removed in soaking 
water, were still retained to certain degree in the soymilk.
 “Except for the varieties French 2150, FFR 223, and 
Asgrow 2625, the study revealed that all other varieties 
tested are suitable for soymilk manufacturing as far as 
protein content is concerned. Different individuals or 
companies may have different preferences and this survey 
only provides general information.”
 Table 1 gives percent protein and moisture content of 
soybeans and soymilk of thirty varieties. The varieties are: 
French 2150, Clemens, Asgrow 2625, FFR 223, Agripro 
20, Arnsoy 71, Shawnee, Corsoy, Wells, CX 215 Pfi zer, 
Peterson 3105 SKB 400, Gries, FM 1220, Beeson, Cherokee, 
Wayne, SRF 307 P, Woodworth, Calland, 101644, Anderson, 
Washington II, Funks seed, Ruff RB 34, Williams, Peterson 
3125, Cutler 71, Mitchell, and Voris B 350. Address: 1. 
Chief Chemist, Borden Inc., Corporate Quality Assurance, 
Columbus, Ohio; 2. Associate Prof., Dep. of Horticulture, 
Ohio Agricultural Research and Development Center, The 
Ohio State Univ., Columbus, Ohio.

3450. Ford, J.R.; Mustakas, G.C.; Schmutz, R.D. 1978. 
Phytic acid removal from soybeans by a lipid protein 
concentrate process. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 
55(4):371-74. April. [12 ref]
• Summary: Phytic acid reduces the bioavailability of 
minerals in the diet; zinc is one of those minerals.
 “Over 90% of phytic acid has been removed from full-
fat soy fl our by a lipid-protein concentrate process previously 
reported in 1974 by the Northern Regional Research Center. 
In the current study, parameters for optimizing phytic acid 
removal were evaluated.” Address: Northern Regional 
Research Center, Peoria, Illinois 61604.

3451. Hymowitz, T.; Orf, J.H.; Kaizuma, Norihiko; 

Skorupska, H. 1978. Screening the USDA soybean 
germplasm collection for Kunitz trypsin inhibitor variants. 
Soybean Genetics Newsletter 5:19-22. April. [14 ref]
• Summary: “The trypsin inhibitors as a group form one of 
the major anti-nutritional factors in soybean... seed. Several 
different trypsin inhibitors have been reported to be present 
in soybeans. However, much of the soybean trypsin inhibitor 
activity is thought to be due to the protein SBTI-A2 which is 
generally known as the Kunitz trypsin inhibitor.
 “Seed from the USDA soybean germplasm collection 
have been screened using polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis 
for the presence or absence of electrophoretic forms 
of SBTI-A2. Thus far, four electrophoretic forms have 
been discovered (Hymowitz and Hadley, 1972; Orf and 
Hymowitz, 1977a; Orf et al., 1977; and Singh et al., 
1969). Three of the forms designated Ti1, Ti2 and Ti3 are 
electrophoretically distinguishable from one another by their 
different Rf values of 0.79, 0.75 and 0.83, respectively (Rf 
= mobility relative to the dye front in a 10% polyacrylamide 
gel anodic system using a pH 8.3 Tris-glycine buffer)...”
 Table 1: “Distribution of Kunitz trypsin inhibitor 
variants in the USDA soybean germplasm collection.”
 “Sources for the Ti3 allele are PI 86.084, PI 196.172, PI 
205.384, PI 227.557, PI 246.367, PI 304.217, PI 342.002 and 
PI 360.844. Sources for the ti allele are PI 157.440 and PI 
196.168.
 “The screening and inheritance study phases of the 
project essentially are completed. However, the feeding trial 
phase of the project will increase in importance (Bajjalieh 
et al., 1977; Yen et al., 1971, 1973 and 1974). At present, 
feeding trials have been initiated to compare the nutritive 
value of raw defatted soybean meal from an accession 
without the Kunitz trypsin inhibitor with accessions 
containing the Kunitz trypsin inhibitor. In addition, linkage 
tests are being carried out to determine whether the Kunitz 
trypsin inhibitor is linked to certain chemical components of 
seed or certain morphological characters of plants (Orf and 
Hymowitz, 1977b).” Address: Dep. of Agronomy, Univ. of 
Illinois, Urbana.

3452. Mounts, T.L.; Koritala, S.; Friedrich, J.P.; Dutton, H.J. 
1978. Selective hydrogenation of soybean oil: IX. Effect of 
pressure in copper catalysis. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ 
Society 55(4):402-06. April. [25 ref]
• Summary: The higher the pressure, the shorter the time 
require to reduce the iodine value to a desired level. It was 
found that an appropriate selection of pressure, temperature, 
and catalyst concentration can permit: (1) a signifi cant 
increase in the rate of reaction while retaining the high 
linolenic acid selectivity of copper catalysts; (2) use of lower 
concentrations of copper catalyst while maintaining the 
higher reaction rate; and (3) elimination of conjugated diene 
as a measurable product in the hydrogenated oil.
 Fig. 7 shows the double bond distribution in cis and 
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trans monoenes for selected hydrogenated soybean oils. 
Address: Northern Regional Research Center, Peoria, Illinois 
61604.

3453. Munoz, Juan M.; Sandstead, H.H.; Jacob, R.A.; Logan. 
G.M., Jr.; Klevay, L.M. 1978. Improvement of oral glucose 
tolerance test and peripheral insulin activity by dietary fi ber. 
Clinical Research 26(3):584A. April.
• Summary: Types of fi ber consumed were “soybean hulls 
(SH; 86.7% dietary fi ber), textured vegetable protein (TVP),” 
soft white wheat bran (SWW), corn bran (CB), or hard red 
spring wheat bran (HRS). The oral glucose tolerance was 
improved in healthy subjects by the consumption of SH, CB, 
and HRS. Address: USDA, Agricultural Research Service, 
Human Nutrition Lab., Grand Forks, North Dakota.

3454. Munoz, Juan M.; Sandstead, H.H.; Jacob, R.A.; Logan, 
G.M. Jr.; Klevay, L.M. 1978. Effects of dietary fi ber on 
plasma lipids of normal men. Clinical Research 26(3):584A. 
April.
• Summary: Types of fi ber consumed were “soybean hulls 
(SH; 86.7% dietary fi ber), textured vegetable protein (TVP),” 
soft white wheat bran (SWW), corn bran (CB), or hard 
red spring wheat brans (HRS). Total plasma cholesterol 
decreased 14.0% with soybean hulls, and 17.56% with HRS.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2001) 
containing experimental evidence that soy fi ber lowers blood 
cholesterol. Address: USDA, Agricultural Research Service, 
Human Nutrition Lab., Grand Forks, North Dakota.

3455. Product Name:  Vidasoy (Maple-Vanilla Soymilk).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Nasoya Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Mechanic St. Ext. (P.O. Box 
841), Leominster, MA 01453.
Date of Introduction:  1978 April.
Ingredients:  Organically grown soybeans, untreated deep 
well water, pure maple syrup, pure vanilla extract.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  16 oz plastic jug.
How Stored:  Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation:  Letter from John Paino of 
Nasoya. 1979. Jan. 16. Nasoya discontinued its sweetened 
soymilk in Aug. 1978. There were spoilage problems after 
3-5 days with the screw-cap plastic bottle and distribution 
system they used, although it would last 2-3 weeks in the 
walk-in at 34-38ºF. They could get 3-5 weeks if they bottled 
the soymilk at 180ºF or hotter, but this put quite a strain on 
their refrigeration system and the polyethylene bottles were 
very easily crushed due to softening while hot. Tetra Pak 
was considered ideal but too expensive. The best solution 
in retrospect was thought to be hot packing in Pure Pak 
cartons. “We feel that there is an excellent market potential 
for soymilk, but we were glad to be able to gracefully get 
out of making it. The most popular types of soymilk were 
the sweetened kinds, and we feel strongly that sweetened 

soymilk is not a good quality food for most people to take 
on a regular food basis. We arrived at this conviction after 
producing a maple-vanilla soymilk for over 2 months, while 
watching the effects it produced on ourselves, friends and 
co-workers. It made us scattered, confused, and accident 
prone, and also created chronic intestinal problems, although 
it was cooked for over 30 minutes. Thus we did not wish to 
take responsibility for making sweetened soymilk available 
commercially.”
 Leviton. 1979. Soyfoods. Summer (July). p. 29. John 
Paino notes: “’We stopped making sweetened soymilk 
because we felt it made everyone too yin, it spaced 
people out. If you drink sweetened soymilk every day, 
you will loose touch with reality.’ Bob Bergwall says that 
when Nasoya fi rst introduced their soymilk last year, the 
market was wide open and they could have sold enormous 
quantities. ‘But we didn’t want to put out a product we 
couldn’t believe in. We might produce a plain soymilk 
sometime.’”
 Letter from John Paino. 1981. Jan. “We were the fi rst to 
manufacture fresh soymilk for non-frozen distribution on the 
East Coast.” Label. 1981. 3 inches square. Self adhesive. Red 
brown and tan on white. “Nasoya Vidasoy is the wholesome 
milk of the soybean, high in easily digested protein and 
cholesterol free.” Reprinted in Tofu & Soymilk Production. 
1979. p. 234, and Soyfoods Marketing. Lafayette, CA: 
Soyfoods Center.
 Letter from John Paino of Nasoya. 1982. April. Vidasoy 
soymilk was introduced in April 1978 and discontinued in 
Aug. 1978.
 Letter from John Paino of Nasoya. 1990. Sept. 
25. Vidasoy was introduced in April 1978, the same 
month Nasoya introduced its fi rst tofu product. It was 
packaged in 16 oz plastic jugs from Bercon Plastics, 
Gardner, Massachusetts. “It was discontinued because 
of: 1. Coagulation into curds and whey, or ‘yogurt’ in the 
container; 2. Insuffi cient funds to expand walk-in and repair 
ice water tank. I should have stuck with it! But alas, we 
were too inexperienced to realize that selling soymilk was a 
lot more profi table than selling tofu, which was made very 
slowly and with much labor. Live an learn!”

3456. Omosaiye, O.; Cheryan, M.; Matthews, M.E. 1978. 
Removal of oligosaccharides from soybean water extracts by 
ultrafi ltration. J. of Food Science 43(2):354-60. March/April. 
[50 ref]
• Summary: Omosaiye is a Nigerian graduate student. 
The group found that up to 96% of the oligosaccharides 
in soymilk could be removed by a two-stage ultrafi ltration 
process. The fi nal soymilk, on a dry basis, was found to 
contain 60% protein, 35% fat, and 0.6% oligosaccharides. 
Address: Dep. of Food Science, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, IL 
61801.
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3457. Bennett, Jean. 1978. Soybean curd: Ancient staple of 
the Oriental diet. Los Angeles Times. May 4. p. J25.
• Summary: An introduction to tofu, based on a talk with 
Dr. Genevieve Ho, home adviser, UC Extension Service; she 
was born in China and educated in the USA.
 The use of bean curd in China was recorded in about 
160 BC during the Han dynasty. With this long history of 
development and refi nement, and with continuous regional 
and local innovation, it is easy to understand why bean curd 
has become so tremendously popular in China and in nearby 
countries, and why so many varieties exist today.
 Ho adds that “fermented bean curd has suffi cient vitamin 
B-12 to prevent pernicious anemia.”
 In East Asia, “Buddhists do not eat anything that 
contains blood. Nor do they eat milk, eggs, or shellfi sh.” 
In this vegan diet, tofu is a very valuable food. “Strict 
vegetarian restaurants serve dinners and banquets made of 
food from only plant sources.” Main dishes include mock 
chicken, mock fi sh, and mock sausage.
 In our world, with increasing population and decreasing 
food supply, the soybean is “invaluable in helping us to 
return to original foods as opposed to converted foods.” 
When a food is converted from a plant to an animal food, it 
requires 7-11 units of plant protein to obtain 1 unit of animal 
protein. “’No wonder I am always trying so hard to get 
people to eat more bean curd.’ See also The Book of Tofu 
by Shurtleff and Aoyagi (Autumn Press, Box 469, Soquel, 
California 95073; $6.95). Includes 4 recipes for bean curd 
supplied by Dr. Ho. One of these, Hot spicy bean curd, 
includes “1½ teaspoons hot fermented bean paste” and “1 
pound fresh bean curd, cut into ½-inch cubes” as ingredients.
 A photo shows Dr. Ho at a market in Chinatown.
 A comparative nutritional evaluation chart gives the 
nutritional composition of soybean curd, pressed soybean 
curd, milk (cow’s, whole fl uid), and soybean milk. Address: 
Times staff writer.

3458. Growdon, John H.; Greenberg, A.J.; Hirsch, Madelyn 
J. 1978. Lecithin can suppress tardive dyskinesia (Letter to 
the editor). New England J. of Medicine 298:1029-30. May 
4. [7 ref]
• Summary: “To the Editor: Choline is the physiologic 
precursor of the neurotransmitter acetylcholine (1); its 
administration increases blood choline, brain choline 
and brain acetylcholine levels in rats (2) and blood and 
cerebrospinal-fl uid choline levels in human beings (3).” 
Address: 1. Tufts-New England Medical Center, Boston, 
Massachusetts 02111.

3459. Belton, Elizabeth A.; Truswell, A.S. 1978. Effect of 
casein compared with soya-bean protein isolate on plasma 
cholesterol in the rabbit. Proceedings of the Nutrition Society 
(London) 37(1):12A. May. [3 ref]
• Summary: Casein raised the cholesterol level in rabbits. 

Address: Dep. of Nutrition, Queen Elizabeth College, 
London W8 7AH.

3460. Carroll, K.K. 1978. The role of dietary protein in 
hypercholesterolemia and atherosclerosis. Lipids 13(5):360-
65. May. [50 ref]
• Summary: When Ignatowski (1908, 1909) discovered that 
atherosclerosis could be produced in rabbits by feeding them 
animal products such as meat, milk, and eggs, he thought 
the lesions were due to injurious effects of the animal 
protein on the arterial wall. This idea was largely abandoned 
after Anitschkow and Chalatow (1913, 1933) showed that 
atherosclerotic lesions could be produced in rabbits by 
feeding them cholesterol, although some subsequent reports 
provided evidence that dietary protein could play a role in 
the development of atherosclerosis.
 These studies on dietary protein made no lasting 
impression, and after the discovery in the early 1950s 
that feeding polyunsaturated fat caused serum cholesterol 
levels in humans to decrease, most of the emphasis in 
atherosclerosis was concentrated on effects of dietary fat 
(Ahrens 1952; Kinsell 1963). Yet the idea that nonlipid 
components of the diet might play an important role in 
experimental atherosclerosis slowly began to be accepted.
 This experiment found: “The elevation of plasma 
cholesterol and development of atherosclerosis are dependent 
on the kind of protein in the diet and can be prevented by 
replacing casein with isolated soy protein. Feeding trials with 
enzymatic digests or mixtures of amino acids indicate that 
this difference is at least partly due to the differing amino 
acid composition of the two proteins.”
 Dietary protein has generally been considered to be of 
little signifi cance in the cause of atherosclerosis in humans, 
but evidence is now accumulating which indicates that it can 
have a signifi cant infl uence on plasma cholesterol levels. 
Address: Dep. of Biochemistry, Univ. of Western Ontario, 
London, ONT Canada N6A 5C1.

3461. Cereal Industry Newsletter. 1978. High fi ber/low 
cholesterol. High fi ber bread diets have lowered blood serum 
cholesterol levels by 12 to 17%. 8(5):1. May.
• Summary: High fi ber bread diets have been found to lower 
serum cholesterol levels by 12-17% in 15 male volunteers. 
This preliminary human nutrition study was conducted by 
USDA’s Science and Education Administration (SEA). 
Speaking before FASEB, SEA medical offi cer Juan M. 
Munoz said the volunteers were fed bread supplemented with 
fi nely ground soybean hulls and other substances. “Serum 
cholesterol levels were lowered signifi cantly in the six males 
eating diets with soybean-hull supplemented bread.
 Typed note attached to the article by ADM: “Dr. Munoz 
has indicated to us his conclusion that soy bran is the 
‘best’ overall performer of this research. Soy bran had the 
most signifi cant effect in lowering cholesterol of all items 
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tested. Soy bran was the only fi ber product tested to show 
signifi cant reduction of LDL [bad] cholesterol and signifi cant 
increase in glucose tolerance.”

3462. Davis, Alan T.; Stickney, Robert R. 1978. Growth 
responses of Tilapia aurea to dietary protein quality and 
quantity. Transactions of the American Fisheries Society 
107(3):479-83. May. [23 ref]
• Summary: Juvenile tilapia were fed diets containing fi sh 
meal, soybean meal, or mixtures of these to provide 15%, 
22%, or 36% of dietary protein. Average daily gain and 
feed conversions were determined during a 12-week period. 
Growth rates of fi sh fed the 36% protein diets were greater 
than those fed the other protein levels. Within each protein 
level, the 100% fi sh meal diets produced the greatest growth, 
although no differences were found between any of the 
protein sources when fed at the 36% level. Address: Dep. of 
Wildlife and Fisheries Sciences, Texas A&M Univ., College 
Station, TX 77843.

3463. van Stratum, Piet. 1978. Physiological effects of a high 
soybean diet in man. Cereal Foods World 23(5):234-36, 238-
39. May. [9 ref]
• Summary: No problems were observed. Address: Unilever 
Research, Vlaardingen, P.O. Box 114, 3130 AC Vlaardingen, 
The Netherlands.

3464. Velu, J.G.; Rindsig, R.B.; Brennan, M.; Harshbarger, 
K.E. 1978. Protein nutritive value of drum dried soy, 
soy-cereal and soy-banana blends. Nutrition Reports 
International 17(5):537-49. May. [19 ref]
• Summary: “Several processed proteins, drum dried soy 
and soy-combination products, were nutritionally evaluated 
using weanling male Sprague-Dawley rats. Protein effi ciency 
ratio (PER), net protein ratio (NPR) and protein retention 
effi ciency (PRE) were determined for each diet.” Address: 
Dep. of Dairy Science, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, IL 61801.

3465. Weingartner, K.E.; Erdman, J.W. 1978. Bioavailability 
of minerals in human soybean foods. Illinois Research 
(Illinois Agric. Exp. Station, Urbana) 20(2):4-5. Spring.
• Summary: “It has been reported that the American diet 
may be marginally defi cient in some of the minerals–such 
as zinc, calcium, and iron–that soybeans contain... Research 
is currently under way at the University of Illinois to 
investigate the bioavailability of zinc, magnesium, iron, and 
calcium from processed soybean foods.” Address: Illinois 
Agric. Exp. Station.

3466. Whitaker, John R. 1978. Biochemical changes 
occurring during the fermentation of high-protein foods. 
Food Technology 32(5):175-80. May. [42 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Reasons for fermenting 
foods. Occidental vs. oriental fermentations. Major 

fermented high-protein foods. References.
 Table 1 shows “Some reasons for fermenting foods.” 
Foods are fermented for preservation and to improve the 
fl avor, color, aroma, texture, digestibility and nutritional 
value. Fermentation also increases solubilization, creates 
foods that require less cooking, and removes toxic 
constituents.
 Table 2 gives the “Antinutritional constituents of 
soybeans.” Protease inhibitors. Phytohemagglutins (lectins). 
Goitrogens. Phytic acid. Amylase inhibitor. Estrogens. 
Flatulents. Allergenic substances. Phenolic compounds. 
Sterols. Saponins.
 Table 3 gives “Some fermented high protein foods.” 
The six columns are: (1) Product (divided into animal or 
vegetable). (2) Made from (e.g., milk, soybeans, soybean 
curd). (3) Microorganism used. (4) Nature of product (e.g., 
solid, paste, liquid). (5) Changes produced (e.g., fl avor, 
texture, color). (6) Area of commercial use (e.g., Europe, 
America, Japan, China). The following foods are discussed: 
Animal: Cheeses (particularly Roquefort and Cheddar), sufu, 
yoghurt, meat, fi sh. Plant: shoyu (soy sauce), miso, tempeh, 
ontjom, sufu (Chinese cheese), natto, and ang-kak.
 Figures show: (1) Hydrolysis of lipids. (2) Conversion 
of starch, lactose and cellulose. (3) Flow sheet for the 
production of sufu. (4) Flow sheet for the fermentation of 
soy sauce by the conventional method. (5) Hydrolysis of 
proteins (fi rst into peptides).
 Occidental fermentations generally use bacteria and 
non-fi lamentous fungi, whereas Oriental fermentation 
procedures generally use fi lamentous fungi. Address: Prof., 
Dep. of Food Science and Technology, Univ. of California, 
3450 Chemistry Annex, Davis, California 95616.

3467. Zabel, Nancy L.; Harland, J.; Gormican, A.T.; Ganther, 
H.E. 1978. Selenium content of commercial formula diets. 
American J. of Clinical Nutrition 31(5):850-58. May. [39 ref]
• Summary: Analyses were conducted of the selenium 
content of infant formulas, formulas for tube feeding, food 
supplements, chemically defi ned diets, and total parenteral 
nutrition solutions. The following soy-based infant formulas 
were tested: Isomil (Ross Labs), Neomulsoy and Mullsoy 
(concentrated) (Syntex Labs). Nursoy (concentrated) (Wyeth 
Labs). Prosobee (concentrated) (Mead Johnson). They 
ranged from 0.006-0.025 micrograms of selenium (Se) per 
gm. These formulas would provide 6.3 to 13.3 micrograms 
Se to infants consuming 700 kcal/day. These levels would 
be inadequate to provide the safe and adequate range of 
selenium intake recommended by the FNB/NRC (1980) for 
infants 6 months to 1 year old (20-60 micrograms Se/day) 
or children aged 1-3 (20-80 micrograms Se/day). Address: 
Dep. of Nutritional Sciences, 1300 Linden Dr., Univ. of 
Wisconsin, Madison, WI 53706.

3468. Pull, S.P.; Pueppke, S.G.; Hymowitz, T.; Orf, J.H. 
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1978. Soybean lines lacking the 120,000-dalton seed lectin. 
Science 200(4347):1277-79. June 16. [17 ref]
• Summary: Five lines of soybeans which totally lacked the 
120,000-dalton soybean lectin were identifi ed. Inoculation 
tests showed that this lectin is probably not required for the 
initiation of soybean-Rhizobium symbiosis.
 Roughly 175 million tonnes (metric tons) of atmospheric 
nitrogen are biologically fi xed each year by microorganisms. 
About half of this total is the result of symbiosis between 
legumes and bacteria of the genus Rhizobium. A given 
legume is usually nodulated by only a small group of 
rhizobial strains. Address: 1-2. Dep. of Biology, Univ. of 
Missouri, St. Louis, Missouri 63121; 3-4. Dep. of Agronomy, 
Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois 61801.

3469. Howarter, Kay B.; Klein, Barbara P. 1978. Thiamine 
content and palatability of quick breads made with soy-egg 
fl ours. J. of Food Science 43(3):1010-1011. May/June. [12 
ref]
• Summary: “Abstract: Full fat soy (S), 85% full fat soy 
and 15% egg (85S) and 75% full fat soy and 25% egg 
(75S) fl ours were prepared and substituted for 10, 20 and 
30% of the wheat fl our in a chemically leavened quick 
bread. Thiamine content of the breads was signifi cantly 
different from the control and was affected by the level of 
substitution.”
 Taste tests indicated that acceptable products could be 
made with up to 30% substitution of S, 85S and 75S fl ours 
although scores decreased with increasing levels of the soy 
fl ours.
 Wolf and Cowan (1975) state that over 70 million 
pounds of soy fl ours are added to baked products annually, 
primarily as a protein supplement. Address: Div. of Foods & 
Nutrition, School of Human Resources and Family Studies, 
Univ. of Illinois.

3470. Jacobs, Leonard. 1978. Menage: Vitamin B-12 in 
macrobiotic or strictly vegetarian diets. East West Journal. 
June. p. 10-11. [2 ref]
• Summary: A reader asks: “Many critics of a macrobiotic 
or strictly vegetarian diet point out the lack of a source 
of vitamin B-12. Can this essential vitamin actually be 
synthesized (or transmuted) by the body if one’s diet is 
composed entirely of whole grains?”
 Jacobs discusses vegetarian sources of vitamin B-12 
(sea vegetables, microalgae {Spirulina maxima}, and 
fermented soy products including soy sauce and miso), and 
the results of a B-12 defi ciency–pernicious anemia. Dr. 
Wolfgang Tilling, who administered a diet of only soymilk 
to undernourished children in Germany, is said to have 
“discovered the synthesis of vitamin B-12 in the intestines of 
these children.” Address: Publisher, East West Journal.

3471. Jansen, G.R.; Harper, J.M.; O’Deen, L. 1978. 

Nutritional evaluation of blended foods made with a low-cost 
extruder cooker. J. of Food Science 43(3):912-15, 925. May/
June. [34 ref]
• Summary: In response to the widespread and serious 
nutritional problems in less developed countries (LDC’s), 
the Institute of Nutrition of Central America and Panama 
(INCAP) has developed a group of cereal-legume blends for 
feeding malnourished children known as Incaparina. They 
are produced using a Brady Crop Cooker–a type of low-cost 
extruder cooker (LEC).
 An important new direction of the Food for Peace 
Program is toward local processing of cereal and legumes 
as a means of extending the Title II blended foods in child-
feeding programs.
 The nutritional evaluation was conducted on corn or 
sorghum blended with soy or cottonseed. The results of 
this experiment “suggest the utility of this extrusion system 
in producing low-cost nutritious blended foods for use 
in supplemental feeding programs.” Address: 1&3. Dep. 
of Food Science & Nutrition; 2. Dep. of Agricultural and 
Chemical Engineering. All: Colorado State Univ., Fort 
Collins, CO 80523.

3472. Lam-Sánchez, Alfredo. 1978. Production and nutritive 
value of soybeans. Archivos Latinoamericanos de Nutricion 
28(2):155-68. June. Presented at the X International 
Congress of Nutrition. Held Aug. 1975 in Kyoto, Japan. [57 
ref. Eng; spa]
• Summary: During the past 10 years, soybean production 
in Brazil has increased at the rate of 32% a year. In 1973-74 
it reached 7,112,000 tons. World soybean production during 
the period 1965-72 has grown at the rate of 5.2% a year. All 
Brazilian production is located between the latitudes 15º 
and 33ºS, but new areas are being developed, mainly above 
the Tropic of Capricorn where a “Cerrado” area is located. 
Rio Grande do Sul was the fi rst producer State. In the State 
of Sao Paulo, the third producer, soybeans have shown a 
production expansion of 54% per year during the period 
1964-65 to 1971-72. Address: Plant Sciences Dep., School of 
Veterinary Medicine and Agriculture, Jaboticabal, Sao Paulo, 
Brazil.

3473. Llewellyn, J.W.; Dean, A.C.; Sawyer, R.; Bailey, F.J.; 
Hitchcock, C.H.S. 1978. Technical note: the determination of 
meat and soya proteins in meat products by peptide analysis. 
J. of Food Technology 13(3):249-53. June. [4 ref]
• Summary: Many different methods of analysis of soya 
protein in meat products have been investigated. “In 
general, they depend on differences in the physical and 
chemical properties of meat and soya protein molecules, 
such as electrophoretic mobility, molecular weight and 
immunochemical response. Denaturation of the proteins 
by heating, either during cooking or production processes, 
substantially alters their physical and chemical properties 
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and consequently the sensitivity and accuracy of methods 
depending on these properties is greatly diminished.”
 Thermal denaturation rarely changes the sequence of 
amino acids but, usually, causes aggregation of individual 
protein molecules into large groups which are then diffi cult 
to dissolve, and hence are not amenable to many analytical 
techniques. These problems can be overcome by hydrolysis 
of the proteins to peptides or amino acids, which can be 
dissolved more readily. Address: Lab. of the Government 
Chemist, Cornwall House, Stamford St., London SE1 9NQ.

3474. Plantmilk Ltd. 1978. Alternative infant feeding: A 
survey of Plantmilk case histories. Alive (England). June. p. 
14-15.
• Summary: Contains a table prepared by Plantmilk Ltd. 
summarizing the health records of 31 children introduced to 
Plamil soymilk at ages ranging from a few days to 2 years. 
Information on each child is: name, reason for introduction 
to Plamil, Condition at time of introduction to Plamil, 
Weight, Age, Present Condition, Weight, Age. Concludes 
that Plamil can be used successfully in infant feeding. Arthur 
Ling is the managing director of Plantmilk Ltd.

3475. Rasmussen, Arlette I. 1978. Nutrient comparison 
of fresh and fi eld-dried green-seeded soybeans. J. of the 
American Dietetic Association 72(6):604-08. June. [28 ref]
• Summary: This study suggests that “fresh, green-seeded 
soybeans could be a valuable item on the menu, comparable 
or superior to Lima beans in nutrient contribution to the 
diet.” The author studied “one variety (Verde) of a green-
seeded, vegetable-type, edible soybean.” Compared with 
Lima beans, it had as much iron and more fat, calcium, 
phosphorus, magnesium, and zinc. When fed to rats, “Fresh, 
green-seeded soybean meal supported signifi cantly better 
growth than did the fi eld-dried, green-seeded soybean meal.” 
The PER for the former was 90% that of casein. Address: 
Dep. of Food Science and Human Nutrition, Univ. of 
Delaware, Newark.

3476. Wells, P. 1978. Macrobiotics: A principle, not a diet. 
New York Times. July 19. p. C1, C8, C9.
• Summary: Some critics, including Harvard nutritionist Dr. 
Frederick Stare, have become believers. Bill Dufty tells his 
story. Address: Staff.

3477. Vaisrub, Samuel. 1978. Dietary fi ber for the diabetic. 
JAMA: J. of the American Medical Association 240(4):379. 
July 28. [6 ref]
• Summary: Fiber is, of course, great for preventing 
constipation. But it has had a hard time living up to the 
claims that can also help prevent a host of other disorders: 
hemorrhoids, hiatus hernia, varicose veins, gallbladder 
disease, appendicitis, diverticulitis, colon cancer, diabetes, 
and ischemic heart disease.

 Recent studies suggest it may also be good for 
controlling hyperglycemia. In a long study, Munoz and 
co-workers recorded the effects of added fi ber on the oral 
glucose tolerance test in 7 healthy men. Glucose tolerance 
tests showed great improvement after the trial periods with 
corn bran (92.1% fi ber) and soy bean hulls (86.7% fi ber). 
Address: M.D.

3478. Eka, O.U. 1978. Chemical evaluation of nutritive 
value of soya paps and porridges, the Nigerian weaning 
foods. Food Chemistry 3(3):199-206. July. [30 ref]
• Summary: Paps and porridges fortifi ed with soya bean 
milk or soy fl our can serve as high-quality, low-cost weaning 
foods for children. Nutritionally they are comparable to 
“Soy Ogi” and other commercial foods such as Cerelac and 
Lactogen. Millet porridge fortifi ed with soya bean milk had 
the highest content of protein and essential amino acids. 
Address: Dep. of Biochemistry, Ahmadu Bello Univ., Zaria, 
Nigeria.

3479. Hashizume, Kazumoto; Maeda, Masamichi; Watanabe, 
Tokuji. 1978. [Relationship of heating and cooling conditions 
to hardness of tofu]. Nippon Shokuhin Kogyo Gakkaishi (J. 
of the Japanese Society for Food Science and Technology) 
25(7):387-91. [11 ref. Jap; eng]*
Address: National Food Research Inst., Ministry of 
Agriculture & Forestry, Shiohama-1, Koto-ku, Tokyo, Japan.

3480. Hashizume, K.; Ka, Ginran. 1978. Karushiumu-en to 
gurukono deruta rakuton de gyôko saseta tôfu no sai ni tsuite 
[Difference between types of tofu coagulated with glucono-
delta-lactone and calcium salts]. Nippon Shokuhin Kogyo 
Gakkaishi (J. of the Japanese Society for Food Science and 
Technology) 25(7):383-86. [11 ref. Jap]
Address: National Food Research Inst., Ministry of 
Agriculture & Forestry, Shiohama-1, Koto-ku, Tokyo, Japan.

3481. Openshaw, S.J.; Hadley, H.H. 1978. Maternal effects 
on sugar content in soybean seeds. Crop Science 18(4):581-
84. July/Aug. [10 ref]
• Summary: Soybean varieties grown in the USA typically 
contain, on a dry matter basis, about 21% oil, 40% protein, 
and 11% soluble carbohydrates (not including insoluble 
fi ber), the latter fraction being composed primarily of 
fructose, sucrose, raffi nose, and stachyose. “Raffi nose and 
stachyose, both of which contain alpha-galactoside linkages, 
have been implicated as being responsible for the fl atulence 
experienced by humans after eating soybeans. (Rackis 1974). 
Hymowitz and Collins (1974) screened germplasm of G. max
and G. soja Sieb. & Zucc. for sugar content and suggested 
that this trait could be modifi ed by plant breeding.
 This experiment shows that such modifi cation is 
diffi cult. Address: Dep. of Agronomy, Univ. of Illinois, 
Urbana, Illinois.
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3482. Sudarmadji, S.; Markakis, P. 1978. Lipid and other 
changes occurring during the fermentation and frying of 
tempeh. Food Chemistry 3(3):165-70. July. Originally 
presented in 1977 at the Symposium on Indigenous 
Fermented Foods, Bangkok, Thailand. Summarized in K.H. 
Steinkraus, ed. 1983. Handbook of Indigenous Fermented 
Foods. New York: Marcel Dekker, Inc. [10 ref]
• Summary: As tempeh is fermented for 30 hours, there is 
a rapid increase in free fatty acid (FFA) content, number of 
bacteria, and temperature, along with a copious growth of 
the mould. “Upon frying in coconut oil, tempeh undergoes 
a sharp reduction in FA content with a concomitant increase 
in the FFA content of the frying oil. While frying alters the 
percentage composition of the glycerides of tempeh because 
of coconut oil absorption, the glyceride composition of the 
frying oil barely changes.” Address: Dep. of Food Science 
& Human Nutrition, Michigan State Univ., East Lansing, MI 
48824.

3483. Weihrauch, John L.; Gardner, John M. 1978. Sterol 
content of foods of plant origin. J. of the American Dietetic 
Association 73(1):39-47. July. [57* ref]
• Summary: Soybeans are a major contributor of 
phytosterols to the diet, particularly Beta-sitosterol (90 mg 
per 100 gm edible portion of the soybean). Soybean oil is 
a potentially important source of phytosterols, but upon 
refi nement and hydrogenation, phytosterol levels are reduced 
from 315 mg to 217 mg and 127 mg, respectively, per 100 
gm of oil. Address: Consumer and Food Economics Inst., 
Science and Education Administration, USDA, Hyattsville, 
Maryland.

3484. Mayer, Jean; Dwyer, Johanna. 1978. Nutrition. 
Washington Post. Aug. 3. p. A1.
• Summary: “Q. Recently my daughter and her apartment-
mates invited me for a vegetarian dinner. One of the dishes 
contained something they call tofu. They said it was made 
from soybeans. Can you tell me more about it?”
 “A. Tofu–also called bean curd–is made from dried 
soybeans, water and a solidifying agent.” Explains briefl y 
and accurately how tofu is made, its nutritional value, basic 
ways of serving it, and where it can be purchased. Address: 
1. PhD, President of Tufts Univ. [Medford, Massachusetts].

3485. Ali, Mohammed H.; Peng, Andrew C. 1978. Recovery 
and functionality of soybean leaf proteins. Ohio Agricultural 
Experiment Station, Research Circular No. 240. p. 39-43. 
Aug. [14 ref]
• Summary: As world population continues to expand (it is 
expected to reach 7 billion by the year 2000), the need for 
all nutrients, especially protein, will be acute. Leaf protein 
is potentially the most abundant protein source. This study 
of soybean leaf proteins was undertaken to evaluate the 

yield, functionality, and mineral and amino acid composition 
(all shown in tables). Leaves of the cultivar Beeson were 
collected 45 days after planting. Soybean LPC was a 
very good source of essential amino acids. Address: Dep. 
of Horticulture, Ohio State Univ. and Ohio Agricultural 
Research and Development Center.

3486. Carroll, K.K.; Giovannetti, P.M.; Huff, M.W.; 
Moase, O.; Roberts, D.C.K.; Wolfe, B.M. 1978. 
Hypocholesterolemic effect of substituting soybean protein 
for animal protein in the diet of healthy young women. 
American J. of Clinical Nutrition 31(8):1312-21. Aug. [29 
ref]
• Summary: Type II hyperlipidemic patients appear to be 
signifi cantly more sensitive to the cholesterol lowering 
effects of soy proteins than normolipidemics. Thus, in type 
II hyperlipidemic patients, plasma cholesterol levels were 
found to be signifi cantly lower on the plant protein diet as 
compared to the animal protein diet. Address: 1. Univ. of 
Western Ontario.

3487. Desai, Girish N.; Peng, Andrew C. 1978. Investigation 
of protein content of Ohio grown soybeans. Ohio 
Agricultural Experiment Station, Research Circular No. 240. 
p. 37-39. Aug. [5 ref]
• Summary: “Introduction: Soybean has been the number 
one cash crop in the U.S., surpassing both wheat and corn 
for several years. This year, according to a USDA report (5), 
soybean plantings will set a new high, 63.9 million acres. 
This is also expected to set a new production record, 1.74 
billion bushels as compared to 1.72 billion bushels in 1977.
 “Soybeans in the United States were originally mainly 
used as hay and silage before their value with respect to oil 
and protein content was realized. The good quality of oil 
and proteins and high quantity of unit production made the 
soybean itself a success in the food and feed market.
 “The protein content of soybeans is affected by many 
factors, such as variety, cultural practices, environment, 
etc. This study was undertaken to investigate the protein 
content of 30 varieties of Ohio-grown soybeans and their 
milk derivatives in order to provide such information to the 
Ohio soybean food industry and others who are interested. 
Soybean milk has been adopted by the food industry as a 
milk substitute for infants who are allergic to cow’s milk, or 
where cow’s milk is either unavailable or too expensive.” 
Address: Former Graduate Student and Prof., Dep. of 
Horticulture, Ohio State Univ. and Ohio Agricultural 
Research and Development Center.

3488. Freed, R.C.; Ryan, D.S. 1978. Changes in Kunitz 
trypsin inhibitor during germination of soybeans: An 
immunoelectrophoresis assay system. J. of Food Science 
43(4):1316-19. July/Aug. [24 ref]
• Summary: Dry soybeans in their natural state contain 1.5% 
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Kunitz trypsin inhibitor. “The Kunitz inhibitor concentration 
of soybeans (Glycine max L. var. Steele) decreased by 13% 
on a dry weight basis during the fi rst 9 days of germination. 
Enzymatic assay of total trypsin inhibitor activity showed 
similar decreases during germination.
 “Since rapid decreases in Kunitz inhibitor content do not 
take place during germination it seems improbable that the 
Kunitz inhibitor functions as a storage protein in the seed.”
 Note 1. Only a small percentage of the Kunitz trypsin 
inhibitor is eliminated by sprouting. Address: Dep. of Food 
Science, 123A Babcock Hall, Univ. of Wisconsin, Madison, 
WI 53706.

3489. Hess, John J. 1978. Harvard’s sugar-pushing 
nutritionist. Saturday Review. Aug. *
• Summary: About Dr. Fredrick J. Stare of Harvard 
University, who “is beyond doubt the country’s most 
infl uential teacher of nutrition. He founded the department of 
nutrition at Harvard’s School of Public Health; he advises the 
government and food industry; he is coauthor of a sumptuous 
manual on nutrition that is distributed free to medical 
students by the Upjohn Company [a major pharmaceutical 
maker]; and his is coauthor of a best-selling textbook on 
the subject for undergraduates studying to become home 
economists, dieticians, or teachers.”
 Dr. Stare reaches the general public directly through a 
syndicated radio program, a syndicated newspaper column, 
and a series of popular books–such as Panic in the Pantry.

3490. Hirsch, Madelyn J.; Growdon, J.H.; Wurtman, R.J. 
1978. Relations between dietary choline or lecithin intake, 
serum choline levels, and various metabolic indices. 
Metabolism 27(8):953-60. Aug. [34 ref]
• Summary: “Serum choline concentrations were related 
to the amount of choline in the diet: they did not vary 
signifi cantly during 24-hr periods when the subjects 
consumed a low-choline diet for two consecutive days, but 
rose substantially (p < 0.01) after each high-choline meal... 
Lecithin consumption increased serum triglyceride levels 
and lowered serum cholesterol concentration.” Address: 
Dep. of Endocrinology & Metabolism, MIT, Cambridge, 
Massachusetts.

3491. Jansen, G. Richard.; Harper, J.M.; O’Deen, Louise A. 
1978. Nutritional evaluation of full-fat soy fl our produced 
by dry heat roasting. J. of Food Science 43(4):1350-51. July/
Aug. [16 ref]
• Summary: “Full fat soy fl our was made by roasting whole 
soybeans in a heated agitated salt bed followed by dehulling 
and grinding.” The protein effi ciency ratio (PER) was 
calculated and found to range from 2.11 to 2.31 compared 
with 2.50 for reference casein (a milk protein). The highest 
PER’s were achieved when roasting bed temperatures ranged 
from 206 to 234ºC and roasting times ranged from 15 to 

24 seconds. “The process reduced the level of anti-trypsin 
activity 75-90% under these roasting conditions.”
 The quality of soybean protein can be increased by the 
addition of methionine (Fomon, 1959). However in recent 
years, in connection with problems of nutrition in developing 
countries, the emphasis has shifted from protein quality to 
energy. In reality, however, it is generally agreed that both 
protein and energy [calories] are of considerable importance 
in feeding young children.
 Mustakas et al. (1964, 1970) have described an extrusion 
process for making a full-fat soy fl our with a PER of 2.15. 
Harper and Lorenz (1974) have described a dry-roasting 
process, using a bed of hot agitated salt, for making full-fat 
soy fl our that is very well suited for making bread.
 Since no water is required in the dry roasting process, 
no redrying is required. Moreover, the “roasting process 
greatly simplifi es the dehulling process, since roasting 
partially cracks the hulls which, after light rolling, are easily 
winnowed away in stream of air.” Address: 1&3. Dep. 
of Food Science & Nutrition; 2. Agriculture & Chemical 
Engineering Dep. All: Colorado State Univ., Fort Collins, 
CO 80523.

3492. Jao, Y.C.; Mikolajcik, E.M.; Hansen, P.M.T. 1978. 
Growth of Bifi dobacterium bifi dum var. pennsylvanicus in 
laboratory media supplemented with amino sugars and spent 
broth from Escherichia coli. J. of Food Science 43(4):1257-
60, 1263. July/Aug. [33 ref]
• Summary: In 1899 Bifi dobacterium bifi dum was fi rst 
introduced by Tissier as Bacillus bifi dus. It was later found 
to be an anaerobic, gram positive bacterium. A large number 
of strains of B. bifi dum which require a specifi c growth 
factor have been isolated from the stools of infants (György 
1953) and from the vaginal secretions of pregnant women. In 
1954 György and co-workers gave these strains the variety 
name pennsylvanicus. This variety requires human milk for 
growth.

B. bifi dum comprises nearly 100% of the bacteria 
cultured from the stools of breast-fed infants, and may 
number as many as 100,000 million per gram of feces. 
In contrast, this bacterium comprises only 30-40% of the 
intestinal fl ora of formula-fed infants. Various researchers 
have found that the B. bifi dum in breast-fed plays a role 
in resistance to infections from E. coli and other bacteria. 
Address: Dep. of Food Science & Nutrition, Ohio 
Agricultural Research & Development Center and The Ohio 
State Univ., Columbus, Ohio 43210.

3493. Kao, C.; Robinson, R.J. 1978. Nutritional aspects of 
fermented foods from chickpea, horsebean, and soybean. 
Cereal Chemistry 55(4):512-17. July/Aug. [9 ref]
• Summary: Tempeh and miso were made from chickpeas 
(Cicer arietinum), horsebeans (broad beans; Vicia faba), and 
soybeans. Rats on freeze-dried tempeh diets ate more, gained 
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more weight, and had higher PERs than did rats eating 
autoclaved (unfermented) grits. The PER of chickpea tempeh 
was slightly higher than that of soybean tempeh. The PER of 
horsebean tempeh was signifi cantly lower than that of either 
of the other two tempehs. Misos contained about 25% salt 
on a dry weight basis–too much to be acceptable rat diets. 
Address: Dep. of Grain Science & Industry, Kansas State 
Univ., Manhattan, Kansas 66506.

3494. Kummerow, Fred A.; Mizuguchi, T.; Arima, T.; Cho, 
B.H.S.; Huang, W.Y. 1978. The infl uence of three sources 
of dietary fats and cholesterol on lipid composition of swine 
serum lipids and aorta tissue. Artery 4(4):360-84. Aug. [46 
ref]
• Summary: Introduction: Three main sources of “visible” 
fats furnish approximately ten billion pounds of fat or 
50 pounds per capita to the American diet per year: (1) 
approximately 12 pounds per capita from the cholesterol-
containing animal fats such as butter, lard and tallow; (2) 
14 pounds per capita from high polyunsaturated fatty acids 
(PUFA) vegetable oils such as corn and cottonseed oil; and 
(3) 24 pounds per capita from hydrogenated soybean oil. The 
stabilization of soybean oil against autoxidation (rancidity) 
by means of hydrogenation has made it possible to supply to 
the diet an abundance of economical and sensory-acceptable 
calories such as those in shortening, margarine and frying 
oils.
 In commercial practice, the undesirable linolenic acid 
in soybean oil is converted to the more stable monoenoic 
(oleic) and saturated fatty acids through hydrogenation of 
the double bonds. In this process the double bonds are also 
isomerized, and as much as 50-60% of them are converted 
from the natural cis to the trans form. Address: 1. Burnsides 
Research Lab., Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, IL 61801.

3495. Bhatia, Iqbal S.; Kaur, Narinder; Sukhija, Pritam 
S. 1978. Role of seed phosphatides as antioxidants for 
ghee (butter fat). J. of the Science of Food and Agriculture 
(London) 29(9):747-52. Sept. [17 ref]
• Summary: Antioxidant potentiality of seed phospholipids 
for stored ghee was found to be in the order of sunfl ower, 
groundnut, soybean, and cotton seed, possibly corresponding 
to their phosphatidyl ethanolamine content. “Out of 
phosphatidyl choline, phosphatidyl ethanolamine, and 
phosphatidic acid, phosphatidyl ethanolamine was found 
to be the most effective antioxidant.” During storage, 
it provided better protection against oxidation of the 
unsaturated fatty acids. Address: Dep. of Biochemistry, 
Punjab Agricultural Univ., Ludhiana 141004, India.

3496. Orf, J.H.; Hymowitz, T.; Pull, S.P.; Pueppke, S.G. 
1978. Inheritance of a soybean seed lectin. Crop Science 
18(5):899-900. Sept/Oct. [17 ref]
• Summary: “Amsoy contains SBL while T102 lacks SBL. 

From data collected using polyarcylamide gel electrophoresis 
the presence of SBL is controlled by a single dominant gene 
designated Le.”
 Lectins belong to “a group of glycoproteins that cause 
the agglutination of certain red blood cells.” Address: Dep. 
of Agronomy, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana.

3497. Rackis, J.J. 1978. Conversion of raw soybeans into 
high-quality protein products. Paper presented at Symposium 
on “Soya and Soybean Protein for Human Nutrition,” at XI 
International Congress of Nutrition and Food Exhibition. 41 
p. Held Aug. 27-Sept. 1. 1978 at Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. [48 
ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Nutritional assessment 
of soybean trypsin inhibitors: Biochemical effects of raw 
soybeans, growth inhibition and pancreatic hypertrophy–
proposed mechanism. Biological threshold levels of TI: TI 
content of soy products. Mineral bioavailability in soybeans. 
Other biological-physiological factors: Goitrogens, estrogens 
(the isofl avone glucosides, genistein, daidzein, and glycitein-
9-0-Beta-glucoside are the major phenolic compounds in 
soybeans), allergens.
 Concerning “Allergens: Since 1928, soy protein has 
been used as a replacement for milk protein in infants 
allergic to cow’s milk or intolerant to lactose (Sarett, 
1976). A weak allergen has been isolated in crude form. 
Nevertheless, soybeans can be regarded as hypoallergenic 
in the sense that less of the population display a sensitivity 
to soy than to either other legumes or cow’s milk (Rackis, 
1974). On the other hand, four children were found to be 
intolerant to soy formula but not to cow’s milk (Halpin 
et al., 1977). However, the number of recently reported 
clinical cases concerning adverse reactions to soybeans are 
very few. Five newborn infants developed eczema on fi rst 
postnatal contact with soybeans (Kuroume et al., 1976), and 
four infants developed diarrhea, vomiting, hypertension, 
lethargy, and fever following oral challenge with soy protein 
isolate (Whitington and Gibson, 1977). The infants were also 
sensitive to cow’s milk protein.” Address: Northern Regional 
Research Center, Peoria, Illinois.

3498. Torun, B.; Viteri, F. 1978. Soy and soybean 
products for human consumption. Paper presented at XIth 
International Congress on Nutrition. Held Aug. 27-Sept. 1 in 
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. *

3499. Hirsch, Madelyn J.; Wurtman, Richard J. 1978. 
Lecithin consumption increases acetylcholine concentrations 
in rat brain and adrenal gland. Science 202(4364):223-25. 
Oct. 13. [22 ref]
• Summary: “Abstract: Consumption of a single meal 
containing lecithin, the major source of choline occurring 
naturally in the diet, increased the concentrations of choline 
and acetylcholine in rat brain and adrenal gland. Hence, the 
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concentration of acetylcholine in the tissues may normally be 
under direct, short-term nutritional control.” Address: Lab. 
of Neuroendocrine Regulation, Dep. of Nutrition and Food 
Service, Massachusetts Inst. of Technology, Cambridge, 
Massachusetts 02139.

3500. Ajinomoto U.S.A., Inc. 1978. Ajinomoto has the 
recipes that make good taste better (Ad). Food Processing 
(Chicago). Oct. p. 58.
• Summary: “The Ajinomoto Company makes some of the 
world’s fi nest food ingredients: World famous monosodium 
glutamate, the popular fl avor enhancer.” Various nucleotides. 
Lysine HCl and other amino acids for foods. A branch offi ce 
is in Los Angeles. Address: 9 West 57th Street, New York, 
New York 10019. Phone: (212) 688-8360.

3501. Eastham, Edmund J.; Lichauco, T.; Grady, M.I.; 
Walker, W.A. 1978. Antigenicity of infant formulas: role of 
immature intestine on protein permeability. J. of Pediatrics 
93(4):561-64. Oct. [17 ref]
• Summary: It was demonstrated in a prospective feeding 
trial that soy protein is at least as antigenic as cow’s milk 
protein.
 Note: “The defi nition of antigen is a harmful substance 
which enters the body which causes the body to make 
antibodies as a response to fi ght off disease. An example of 
an antigen is a common cold virus which causes the body to 
make antibodies which help prevent the person from getting 
sick.” Address: Dep. of Pediatrics, Harvard Medical School; 
Pediatric Gastrointestinal Unit, Massachusetts General 
Hospital; and Pediatric Dep., Cambridge City Hospital, 
Boston, MA.

3502. Goel, Krishan; Lifshitz, F.; Kahn, E.; Teichberg, 
S. 1978. Monosaccharide intolerance and soy-protein 
hypersensitivity in an infant with diarrhea. J. of Pediatrics 
93(4):617-19. Oct. [11 ref]
• Summary: This is a report of “a patient [a 6-week-old 
white girl] with diarrhea and monosaccharide intolerance 
who developed a sensitivity to soy protein, which responded 
to the exclusion of both carbohydrate and soy protein from 
the diet.” Address: 1. M.D., Dep. of Pediatrics, North Shore 
University Hospital, 300 Community Dr., Manhasset, NY 
11030.

3503. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). 1978. Latin America joins soy protein bandwagon. 
Nov. 13. p. 5-7.
• Summary: “Emulating sharp gains already achieved in the 
United States, textured soy protein and other food derivatives 
of the multipurpose soybean are fast gaining acceptance in 
Latin America.
 “It is diffi cult to quantify the extent of this growth–or its 
impact on trade–owing to the numerous products involved 

and often vague tariff classifi cations. But the United States 
has been an obvious benefi ciary, both directly through 
increased exports of soy protein and products to Latin 
America and indirectly through sales of soybeans for further 
processing. In 1977/78, the United States shipped nearly 
1.3 million tons of soybeans and products to the region, 
compared with 1.1 million in 1976/77.
 “Humanitarian concern about dietary defi ciencies and 
practical concern about rising food costs together have 
sparked the interest in soy products, says Ruth S. Orellana, 
R.D., home economist-nutritionist with the Mexico City 
Offi ce of the American Soybean Association (ASA). She 
reports that in the 16 Latin American countries reached by 
ASA activities, Government and tradespeople have been 
eager to learn about the many food uses of soybeans: ‘The 
soybean is sort of a magic bean with so many uses that 
people soon start experimenting with it and the word passes.’
 “The appeal, she says, is nutritional, functional, and 
economical.
 “Nutritionally, there is widespread concern in Latin 
America about the relatively low protein intake from diets 
that often include little meat, eggs, milk, or other animal 
products. One study by the Institute of Nutrition of Central 
America and Panama pointed out that a typical diet in rural 
areas of Latin America includes about 72 percent lime-
treated maize and 8 percent cooked beans.
 “With so large a proportion of the diet dependent on 
corn, which is defi cient in two of the eight essential amino 
acids–lysine and tryptophan–the protein intake is below 
normal. Tortillas made of corn fl our, for instance, have a 
protein content of just over 4 percent. Thus, people for whom 
this is the dietary mainstay would have to consume huge 
quantities of tortillas to get the needed protein level.
 “One study shows that a 14-month-old child would have 
to consume about 820 grams–nearly 2 lbs.–a day of tortillas 
to obtain the 34.4 grams of protein recommended as the 
daily minimum. And even that protein would be incomplete 
because of the lysine and tryptophan defi ciency.
 “In contrast, soy fl our now being used by some feeding 
programs to fortify tortillas is 40-50 percent protein. 
Moreover, textured soy protein (50 percent protein) can 
be used to extend meat or even replace it when none is 
available. The proper combination of soy and grain protein 
can supply human needs for growth, tissue repair, and 
disease resistance.
 “Adequate protein-calorie levels, of course, are essential 
for optimum physical and mental development. Therefore, 
growing children need a higher percentage of protein in 
their diets than do adults. With the young making up a 
disproportionately large portion of the population in Latin 
America, owing to high population growth rates, these needs 
are magnifi ed even further.
 “Economically, soy can be used to extend meat, and it 
can be used both functionally and nutritionally in bakery 
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products. Soy protein can account for up to 35 percent, 
hydrated weight, of sausage and other processed meats, 
according to Orellana. Minute quantities of soy can be used 
to bleach fl our in white bread. And soy fl our has become 
increasingly popular to fortify bread and bakery products.
 “Economics obviously come into play here since soy 
protein usually is cheaper than the ingredients it replaces.
 “To develop this potential, ASA has been promoting soy 
protein in a score of Latin America countries. ‘Our human 
nutrition program extends from Mexico to Peru,’ explains 
Orellana. ‘In South America, we go to Peru, Ecuador, 
Colombia, and Venezuela; in Central America, to Guatemala, 
El Salvador, Costa Rica, and Panama; in the Caribbean, to 
Trinidad, the Dominican Republic, and Jamaica.
 “’In some of these areas, Governments and industries 
have begun to add soy protein to their feeding programs. 
Trinidad, for instance, launched a school lunch program in 
April 1978 and plans to reach all school-age children by 
the end of 1979. This program will be using soy protein–
both because the product is economical and because it is 
nutritious. Program leaders feel that it is important to teach 
the people to use soy in the home, so in this respect it will 
involve a nutrition-education program, too.’
 “According to Orellana, soy protein is being used 
in stews, curries, ethnic breads, and beverages. Another 
potentially big buyer of soya is the Mexican Government, 
whose Family Development Center in Mexico City has 
started a nutrition program that includes soy products, plus a 
nutrition education program that will demonstrate the uses of 
soy protein products. The Center currently is feeding nearly 
300,000 breakfasts a day to children in low-income areas of 
Mexico City.
 “Soy-fortifi ed products now being used by the Center 
include a candy that has been enriched with soy fl our, as well 
as a number of bread and bakery products.
 “The Mexican Government also requires a day nursery 
Service for the children of working mothers. Breakfast, 
midmorning snacks, lunch, and dinner all are available at 
such nurseries–depending, of course, on the working hours 
of the mother. While most such programs do not yet use soy 
in their foods, some have begun to use a soy milk product 
similar to malted milk, soy-fortifi ed tortillas, soy sausages, 
and textured soy protein as a meat extender.
 “Orellana says acceptance of these products has been 
extremely high, and efforts are now underway to increase the 
number of nurseries and hospitals using these and other soy 
products.
 “In Venezuela, the Government School Food Service 
serves soy-fortifi ed arepas (corn meal muffi ns), and a 
new Government-subsidized industrial food service is 
being undertaken by ALIPOSA, a Government program 
connected closely with the National Nutrition Institute. This 
feeding program includes soy products in meals served to 
Government and industrial workers.

 “The Venezuelan Government also is serving the 
8-percent soy-fortifi ed arepas to undernourished children in 
both rural and urban areas.
 “Commercial use of soy protein likewise has expanded. 
A Dominican Republic fi rm, for instance, recently introduced 
a line of canned soy-extended meats called ‘veg-meat.’ These 
include chopped and ground meat, sausages, and meat balls. 
Promotional material touts the veg-meats as being identical 
in texture, color, and fl avor to all-meat products; lower in 
cholesterol; and about twice as high as the meat products in 
essential amino acids. Consumer acceptance so far reportedly 
has been high.
 “In Costa Rica, some 1 million tortillas a day are 
prepared from an 8-percent soy-fortifi ed corn fl our. These 
tortillas are sold in retail outlets as a convenience food and 
have contributed to increased corn-soy consumption in Costa 
Rica, and Panama as well.
 “Another interesting product developed in Bolivia is a 
potato-soy combination for use in snacks, infant feeding, and 
other outlets. It is viewed as a marketable product for potato-
producing countries of Latin America.
 “During a trip to major Latin American markets last 
year, Orellana found widespread interest in soy protein. Her 
trip included the organization and presentation of soy protein 
conferences and seminars in Venezuela, Colombia, and 
Peru; meetings with food nutritionists, manufacturers, and 
retailers; and food-product demonstrations. As a followup, 
more soy protein conferences are planned, including possibly 
a regional workshop on adding soy-identifi ed items.
 “Another possibility being explored by Orellana is a 
‘mini’ course for major universities. ‘It could be a 2-day 
course that would include basic instruction on soy and its 
uses, food-preparation demonstrations, and taste testing. The 
program would be directed at teachers in positions to pass 
the information on to their students, which, to me, is one of 
the fastest ways to get feedback from our program.’”
 Note: More information follows.

3504. Gormely, Patrick J. 1978. Are high-protein foods 
economically effi cient? The case of soy-fortifi ed wheat fl our 
in Ecuador. Food Policy 3(4):280-88. Nov.
• Summary: This particular high-protein product is not an 
economically sound replacement for ordinary wheat fl our 
and therefore not appropriate as a nutrition intervention. 
Address: Prof. of Economics, Kansas State Univ., 
Manhattan, KS 66502.

3505. Nomura, Abraham; Henderson, B.E.; Lee, J. 1978. 
Breast cancer and diet among the Japanese in Hawaii. 
American J. of Clinical Nutrition 31(11):2020-25. Nov. [16 
ref]
• Summary: The authors studied the diets of 6,860 men 
to examine the relationship between soy consumption and 
breast cancer risk. Soy intake was measured twice: Once 
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during the period 1965-1968 and again during 1971-1975. 
During the fi rst period, no association was observed between 
soy intake and breast cancer. However for the second 
period an inverse association was found between intake of 
miso soup and risk of breast cancer; the more miso soup 
consumed, the lower the rate of breast cancer. And a trend 
was found toward an inverse association between intake 
of tofu and subsequent risk of breast cancer; the more tofu 
consumed, the lower the rate of breast cancer.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2020) 
indicating that soy may prevent breast cancer in humans. 
Address: 1. Director, Japan-Hawaii Cancer Study; 2. 
Advisor, Japan-Hawaii Cancer Study; 3. Biostatistics 
consultant, Japan-Hawaii Cancer Study. All: Kuakini 
Medical Center, Honolulu, Hawaii 96817.

3506. Soyanews (Sri Lanka). 1978. Boneless meat [tofu]. 
1(3):1, 8. Nov.
• Summary: About tofu. “A curd formed from soya milk 
that’s as delicious as meat is dietary staple in a great part of 
Asia, said Mrs. Gai Kim, President of the United Nations 
Women’s Guild, at the Hotel School in Colombo on October 
17th. Over 50 representatives from the leading women’s 
associations in Sri Lanka were present to hear Mrs. Kim 
explain why soya curd [tofu] is receiving such praises from 
both gourmets and nutritionists.
 “The curd making demonstration was organized by the 
Sri Lanka Women’s Conference...” Two photos show Mrs. 
Kim demonstrating how to make “soya curd,” and how it can 
be cubed or “sliced for currying, frying, grilling and salads.”
 She said it is available at the “Modern Chinese Cafe on 
Havelock Road [in Colombo] where it is available at Rs. 
4/- a pound. If it made at home, the cost is less than Rs. 1.50, 
she said, and will provide a little more than half the daily 
protein needs of an adult.”
 “Unlike high protein foods like meat, bean curd is not 
acidic but has an alkaline composition.”
 Mrs. Kim said that she would like to see curd called 
“’Boncheese’ because it sounded like ‘bonchi’ the word for 
bean in Sinhala. ‘Bon’ means ‘good’ in French which would 
give the name ‘boncheese,’ derived from ‘this god-sent 
grain,’ a truly international character.”

3507. Swan Food Corp. 1978. Swan Foods: Remember the 
name! (Ad). Alternatives (Miami, Florida). 2(11):53. Nov.
• Summary: This half-page ad lists the company’s soy 
products, iced herbal beverages, and baked goods & 
pastries. Soy products include: Baked tofu, Marinated tofu, 
Caraway tofu, Tofu chip dip, Tofu salad dressing, Soy melk 
(sweetened, or carob soy milk), Soyogurt (a cultured soy 
product), Wholegrain soy burgers. Baked goods include: 
Tofu cheesecakes, Carob maple swirl, “and more to come.”
 On the top half of the ad is a large circular logo featuring 
a stylized swan, with two large wings symmetrical about a 

vertical axis and an arched neck on the left side. The other 
half of the arch is drawn in to form a heart, inside of which 
is written “Because we love you.” Across the inside top are 
the large words “Swan Foods.” A rainbow arches below them 
and over the swan. At the top center, between the words 
“Swan Foods,” are the smaller words “Nature’s Finest” 
written one below the other; between them is an infi nity sign.
 Across the bottom of the ad is written: “Every Swan 
Soybean Product contains all 8 essential amino acids (which 
are necessary for a balanced diet) and have no cholesterol. 
Available in health & natural food stores. Retailers: Swan 
Quality Products are distributed by Tree of Life, Inc., or 
contact Swan Food Corp., 5758½ Bird Rd., Miami, Florida 
33155. In Miami enjoy all Swan Products at Swan’s Retail 
Deli & Bakery, The Soybeanery, 5758½ Bird Rd.”
 Note: A full-page Swan Foods ad that is very similar to 
his half-page ad was published in the July/August issue of 
this magazine. There are four differences between the two 
ads: (1) This November ad is smaller; Swan Foods went out 
of business one month later, in December 1978; (2) A Tofu 
Salad Dressing and Red Zinger tea appear in this ad but not 
in the earlier ad; (3) This ad states that Swan Foods’ products 
are distributed by Tree of Life, Inc., a major distributor, 
whereas in July/August they had been “distributed by your 
local Natural Foods Distributor”–less impressive. (4) The 
following products appear in the earlier (July/August) ad 
but do not appear in this one: Soy Shakes (Carob, Vanilla 
& Strawberry), three iced herbal beverages (Lemon Mist, 
Miami Cooler, Red Quencher), and two baked goods & 
pastries (Mary’s Cream Cake, and Mary’s Devil’s Food 
Cream Cake). Address: The Soybeanery, 5758½ Bird Rd., 
Miami, Florida, 33155.

3508. Etienne, P.; Gauthier, S.; Dastoor, D.; Collier, B.; 
Ratner, J. 1978. Lecithin in Alzheimer’s disease (Letter to the 
editor). Lancet ii(8101):1206. Dec. 2. [9 ref]
• Summary: This letter concludes: “This pilot study suggests 
that oral doses of lecithin, the major dietary source of 
choline, might help a proportion of patients with Alzheimer’s 
disease at an early stage of their illness.” Address: Douglas 
Hospital Center; Montreal Neurological Inst.; Dep. of 
Pharmacology, McGill Univ.; Maimonides Hospital. All: 
Montreal, Canada.

3509. Bryan, Raenette. 1978. Health. Daily Sentinel (The) 
(Grand Junction, Colorado). Dec. 6. p. 24.
• Summary: “A vegan is a vegetarian who not only avoids 
meats and fi sh, but also avoids eggs and dairy products. 
Vegans’ diets consist solely of plant origin foods. As a 
result, vegans may suffer from Vitamin D or Vitamin B12 
defi ciencies... Recent research has shown that a fermented 
soybean food, known as tempeh, may well contain a 
signifi cant amount of B12.”
 Note: It may, unless it is prepared under typical Western 
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sanitary conditions.

3510. Fleiss, Paul M.; Douglass, J.M.; Wolfe, L. 1978. 
Vitamin B-12 defi ciency in strict vegetarians. New England 
J. of Medicine 299(23):1319. Dec. 7. [2 ref]
• Summary: This letter was written in response to a letter 
by Higginbottom et al. in the Aug. 17 issue of JAMA. “A 
nutritionally adequate, strict vegetarian diet is, in fact, 
possible. Natural vitamin B-12 is synthesized by micro-
organisms, and, accordingly, vegans may obtain vitamin 
B-12 from soy sauce (3 micrograms per 5 ml), miso, and 
tempeh, as well as certain seeds and nuts, or by colonic 
synthesis when adequate unheated seeds are eaten (U.D. 
Register, personal communication)... Our experience 
with hundreds of healthy, breast-fed infants indicates that 
omnivores, lacto-ovo-vegetarians, lacto-vegetarians, and 
strict vegans (some practicing lifetime avoidance of animal 
products) can nourish their infants adequately for the fi rst 
few months of life without supplementation.” Address: 1. 
USC School of Medicine; 2-3. Kaiser-Permanente Center, 
Los Angeles, California 90027.

3511. Carey, Ann E.; Gowen, J.A.; Tai, H.; Mitchell, W.G.; 
Wiersma, G.B. 1978. Pesticide residue levels in soils and 
crops, 1971–National Soils Monitoring Program (III). 
Pesticides Monitoring Journal 12(3):117-36. Dec. [11 ref]
• Summary: Lists pesticide residues for DDT, DDE, 
Dieldrin, Endrin, Heptachlor epoxide and Toxaphene (ppm 
averages, minimums, maximums) in soybeans and soybean 
hay. Address: Ecological Monitoring Branch, Benefi ts 
& Field Studies Div., Offi ce of Pesticide Programs, U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency, TS-768, Washington, DC 
20460.

3512. Chaudry, M.M.; Nelson, A.I.; Perkins, E.G. 1978. 
Distribution of chlorinated pesticides in soybeans, soybean 
oil, and its by-products during processing. J. of the American 
Oil Chemists’ Society 55(12):851-53. Dec. [12 ref]
• Summary: Only the deodorization step removes chlorinated 
pesticide residues. Address: Dep. of Food Science, Univ. of 
Illinois, Urbana, IL 61801.

3513. Gupta, Y.P.; Grover, H.L.; Kapoor, A.C. 1978. 
Preliminary studies on the quality characters of soybeans. 
Current Agriculture 2(3-4):39-43. July/Dec. [15 ref]
• Summary: “In India, people are predominantly vegetarians 
and most of their nutrients requirement are met from cereals 
and pulses. Soybean has a great nutritional potential being 
rich in protein, lipids and mineral salts.”
 Thirty-two soybean varieties were assessed for their 
chemical composition. Address: Div. of Biochemistry, Indian 
Agricultural Research Inst., New Delhi.

3514. Lookhart, G.L.; Jones, B.L.; Finney, K.F. 1978. 

Determination of coumestrol in soybeans by high-
performance liquid and thin-layer chromatography. Cereal 
Chemistry 55(6):967-72. Nov/Dec. [17 ref]
• Summary: Coumestrol is an estrogenic compound found 
in many forage crops and vegetables. High levels are found 
in alfalfa sprouts and soybeans. The authors discuss two 
quantitative methods for quick analysis of coumestrol 
in extracts of soybean endosperms, germs, hulls, and 
whole beans. One method, using high-performance liquid 
chromatography (HPLC), takes about 12 minutes. The other 
method uses thin-layer chromatography and requires 2-25 
minutes.
 Soybeans were found to contain 0.05 to 30 parts per 
million of coumestrol. Address: U.S. Grain Marketing 
Research Center, USDA ARS, Manhattan, Kansas 66502.

3515. Marstow, Ruth; Page, Louise. 1978. Nutrient content 
of national food supply. National Food Review. Dec. p. 28-
33.
• Summary: The fat in the American diet comes from the 
following sources:
 43% cooking and baking fats and oils, salad oils, butter, 
and margarine.
 34% red meat, poultry, and fi sh.
 12% dairy products, not including butter.
 4% beans, peas, nuts, soy fl our, grits.
 4% grains, vegetables, fruits.
 3% eggs. Address: USDA’s Science and Education 
Administration.

3516. Robertson, Laurel; Flinders, Carol; Godfrey, Bronwen. 
1978. Laurel’s kitchen: A handbook for vegetarian cookery 
and nutrition. New York, NY: Bantam Books. xxi + 643 p. 
Dec. Foreword by George M. Briggs, Prof. of Nutrition, 
Univ. of California, Berkeley. Illust. Index. 18 cm. [45 ref]
• Summary: This is the unrevised pocketbook edition of the 
original classic, fi rst published by Nilgiri Press in Oct. 1976. 
Address: California.

3517. Swan Food Corp. 1978. Collected papers (Archival 
collection). Miami, Florida. 5 fi le folders, 1½ linear inches.
• Summary: Swan Foods was the fi rst soyfoods company 
in the United States to make a wide variety of innovative 
soyfoods products–and to make them from organically 
grown soybeans. The company’s papers are located at 
Soyfoods Center in Lafayette, California. In December 1978, 
when the company declared bankruptcy after about two 
intense years in business, Danny Paolucci cleaned out the 
offi ce, keeping all documents that he believed might be of 
future importance. He kept them for 19 years, then sent them 
to Bill Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center at Shurtleff’s request. 
Most of the papers relate to recipes. There are no commercial 
papers (invoices, ledgers, etc.).
 Folder 1: Bulk soyfoods recipes, typed. Each recipe is 
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typed on a sheet of 8½ by 11 inch lined paper. Recipes made 
in a Hobart mixer are marked with an asterisk (*) after the 
recipe name. The recipes (listed alphabetically) are: Baked 
tofu (with tamari sauce for marinade, bake at 350ºF for 30-35 
minutes). Caraway tofu (add 5 ingredients to curding tofu; 
stir and let curds form). Carob cream cake* with topping 
(incl. 2 gallons soymelk). Cashew carob swirl cake* (incl. 3 
gallons soymelk). Devils food cream cake* (incl. 2 gallons 
soymelk and tofu topping). Eggless egg salad* (incl. 10 lb 
boiled and cooled Swan Tofu). Marinade for tofu (incl. 1 
gallon tamari; mix all ingredients in a 5 gallon bucket, add 
sliced tofu, and seal). Soy burgers* (incl. 2 gallons each 
cooked rice and fresh okara, and 2½ cups tamari). Tofu chip 
dip* (large and small; the small incl. 6 lb tofu boiled and 
cooled, ¼ cup tamari, and ¼ cup umeboshi plum paste; the 
large incl. 42 lb tofu).
 Folder 2: Lists of ingredients for various soyfoods 
products typed on Swan Foods’ blue-on-white letterhead: 
The products (listed alphabetically) are: Carob swirl marble 
cake (non-dairy) (incl. soy milk). Okara granola. Roasted 
cashew tofu pie (incl. tofu and organic soy milk). Soyogurt 
(non-dairy): Note: These ingredients are handwritten below a 
sample label design on the back of the bottom half of a Swan 
Foods order form.
 Folder 3: Legal-sized yellow lined note pad with 17 
pages of notes written in blue ink–probably by Mary Pung. 
Subjects: Nutrition Almanac (soybeans and soy milk, p. 
71; malt, p. 76). One page of 6 bibliographic references for 
publications related to soy, with a large note: “Sell Book of 
Tofu, etc. in shop.” The Health Food Dictionary & recipes 
(mu tea, p. 102; soybean, p. 159; tofu, p. 174). Diet for a 
Small Planet (Lappé, 1975 ed.) (protein table III–Legumes; 
notes on tofu, p. 102, soy yogurt vs. milk yogurt, p. 128-
29; tofu, p. 132). Recipes for a Small Planet (Ewald, 1973) 
(table showing no. of calories you have to consume in order 
to get one gram of usable protein, p. 16; notes on Net Protein 
Utilization). Soybean Diet (Herman Aihara, 1974) (table of 
nutrients in various foods; cow’s milk, p. 44; soybeans can 
help with environmental problems, p. 4; soybeans vs. meat, 
p. 6, 8-9; tofu preparation, p. 115; nigari, p. 116; nutrient 
value of tofu, p. 125). The Book of Tofu (Shurtleff & Aoyagi, 
1975) (moral and emotional appeal, health, religion, ecology, 
economic, p. 19; complementary proteins, p. 24, 26; easy 
to digest and diet food, p. 26; low in saturated fats and 
cholesterol, linoleic acid, rich in minerals and vitamins, p. 
27; nigari, free of chemical toxins, p. 28; quick and easy to 
use, p. 29; ecological, nitrogen from the air, p. 55; okara, p. 
77-78; uses of agé, deep-fried tofu, p. 154-55; soymilk, p. 
200). Six interesting teas.
 Folder 4: Handwritten recipes (some very rough) and 
notes, in pen and pencil, mostly on individual sheets of 
paper. Soy-related recipe names (listed alphabetically): 
Basic tofu cheesecake. Basic tofu pie. Carob marble cake. 
Carob on blonde with tofu topping (also called Blonde 

on carob; baked, with soy milk). Carob tofu pie. Dips in 
tofu containers: Chive tofu dip, pimento tofu dip, sea tofu 
dip, Italian herb tofu dip, pimento olive dip (ideas only). 
Dressings: Miso, avocado, green goddess, creamy garlic, red 
Russian, spinach Russian (ideas only). Eggless egg salad. 
Eggless tofu salad. Frozen tofu cutlets. Mary’s deluxe pizza 
(with tofu, from “Swan Food Corp.”). Milk shake. Nori 
rolls. Okara products: burgers, burritos, felafels (ideas only). 
Pumpkin pie. Quiche with tofu. Sweetened carob shake. Tofu 
lemon pie. Tofu mayonnaise. Tofu pie fi lling. Tofu pudding, 
vanilla. Tofu quiche lorraine [Note: According to the Joy of 
Cooking (1975, p. 254-55), early recipes for quiche called 
for bacon and cream, but later cheese was added. When 
sautéed onions were included, the dish was called Quiche 
Alsacienne. Quiche Lorraine now typically contains egg 
white, bacon, milk or cream, and Swiss cheese]. Tofu rice 
salad. Tofu tarts. Tofu turkey (Barbara’s, with stuffi ng). 
Yogurt dressing. The names of some people are included: 
Diane Kellar. Sherry (nori rolls).
 Folder 5: Other. Tear-off recipes published by Natural 
Recipes, 94 Bourne St., Boston, Massachusetts 02130. Carob 
brownies (copyright 1974). Carob cake (copyright 1975). 
Note: Neither of these recipes contains any soy. Address: 
5758½ Bird Road, Miami, Florida 33155. Phone: (305) 667-
7141.

3518. Bhavanishankar, T.N.; Shatha, N.V.; Rajashekaran, 
V.P.; Sreenivasmurthy, V. 1978. Studies on tempeh made 
from groundnut and soybean mixture. In: Proceedings 
of the First Indian Convention of Food Scientists and 
Technologists. No. 9.2. See p. 95. *
• Summary: The authors reported a considerably better 
release of free amino acids like methionine and lysine, and 
higher non-protein nitrogen and free amino nitrogen in the 
fermented groundnut-soybean mixture than in the fermented 
soybean. Address: Central Food Technological Research Inst. 
(CFTRI), Mysore, India.

3519. Del Valle, F.R.; Camacho, A.; Acosta, H.; Lujan, F.J. 
1978. The Chihuahua, Mexico high nutrition low cost food 
program (Abstract). In: 1978. International Congress of Food 
Science and Technology–Abstracts. See p. 81. [Eng]*
• Summary: Describes production of nutritious, low-cost 
foods made at two plants. The products are extruded full-fat 
soy fl our for enrichment of foods such as tortillas, soy milk 
(natural or chocolate fl avor), soy ice cream, and soy sweets. 
Address: Chihuahua Center for Research and Technical 
Assistance, Calle 15 No. 305, Chihuahua, Mexico.

3520. DHEW Publication. 1978. Vital statistics of the United 
States. Vol. II. Mortality. Part A. No. (PHS) 79-1101. (Dep. 
of Health, Education & Welfare, National Center for Health 
Statistics). *
• Summary: Shows the number and percentage of Americans 
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who die from different causes. Atherosclerosis and its 
consequences kill more than half of all Americans. Address: 
Hyattsville, Maryland.

3521. Gridley, Daila S. 1978. Effect of time and diet on the 
immune status of mice challenged with herpes-transformed 
cells. PhD thesis, Loma Linda University, California. *
• Summary: Meat and high-soy protein depressed immunity 
and enhanced tumor development in rats. A high-fat diet was 
tumor enhancing when combined with casein, but tumor 
inhibiting when combined with soy protein.

3522. Matzkies, F.; Berg, G. 1978. Cholesterinsenkende 
Wirkung einer Kombinationsdiaet aus Sojaprotein, 
Apfelpektin und Weizenkleie [The cholesterol-lowering 
effect of a diet combining soy protein, apple pectin, and 
wheat bran]. Zeitschrift fuer Ernaehrungswissenschaft 
17:262-69. [11 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Each component of this diet, called the 
Hensel-CM-diet, plays a role in lowering serum cholesterol. 
Address: Univ. Erlangen-uernberg, Krankenhausstr. 12, 
D-8520 Erlangen, West Germany.

3523. Murthy, V. Sreenivasa. 1978. Development of tempeh 
and ontjom-type of food products for use in India. USDA, 
Final Technical Report. Public Law 480 Project UR-A7-(40)-
207. *
• Summary: The Protein Effi ciency Ratio (PER) was 
improved when groundnut/soybean mixtures were fermented 
with Rhizopus oligosporus NRRL 2549.

3524. Nose, Yukiko; Suzuki, Akiyo; Takei, Kumiko. 1978. 
Tôfu no chozô kikan-chû no saikin-sû [The number of 
bacteria in tofu during storage]. Tachikawa Tandai Kiyo 
11:1-4. [Jap]*

3525. Sales, A.M.; Travaglini, D.A.; Travaglini, M.M.E.; 
Costa, S.I.; Ferreira, V.L.P. 1978. Desenvolvimento de 
formula para alimentacao a base de soja e leite de vaca 
[Development of an infant formula based on soybean and 
cow milk]. In: EMBRAPA–Centro Nacional de Pesquisa de 
Soja, ed. 1978. Anaias do I Seminario Nacional de Pesquisa 
de Soja [National Seminar on Soybean Research]. Vol. 2. 
Londrina (PR), Brazil: EMBRAPA–CNPS. See p. 245-53. 
[14 ref. Por]
Address: Instituto de Technologia de Alimentos (ITAL), Cx. 
Postal 139–13.100–Campinas, SP, Brazil.

3526. Thier, H.P. 1978. [Pesticide residue analysis in 
foods. VII. Results with the recovery from fat following 
a miniaturization process]. Lebensmittelchemie und 
Gerichtliche Chemie 32(6):121-22. (Chem. Abst. 
91:156146). [Ger]*

3527. Ballentine, Rudolph. 1978. Diet and nutrition: 
A wholistic approach. Honesdale, Pennsylvania: The 
Himalayan International Inst. 634 p. Illust. Index. 24 cm. 
Seventh printing (revised): 1982. [799* ref]
• Summary: Ballentine is an M.D. The book, advocating 
a vegetarian diet and based in part on the principles of 
Indian Ayurvedic medicine, is carefully researched and well 
written. He has a nice 1-page statement on tofu. Concerning 
de-gassing beans: “The gas that comes from eating beans 
is caused primarily by two unusual starches, stachyose and 
raffi nose (Rackis 1970). They are rather short chains of 
sugar molecules, but they are joined by a special linkage 
that cannot be broken by any of the enzymes usually found 
in the intestine. For this reason they cannot be absorbed, 
but remain behind in the digestive tract where they are 
metabolized by certain bacteria that are more common in 
those who eat meat. Especially in one who is not accustomed 
to a vegetarian diet, these bacteria break down the short 
starches into carbon dioxide and hydrogen, the two main 
components of gastrointestinal gas (Rackis 1975). These 
starchy villains (stachyose and raffi nose), responsible for so 
many unsavory misdeeds, can fortunately be removed from 
the beans. Soaking overnight helps a little since enzymes 
in the bean break down the starches into sugars. But this 
probably eliminates less than a tenth of the problematic 
starches. Boiling for 20 minutes will remove a third of them, 
and 85% can be removed if soybeans, for example, are 
boiled 5 minutes, soaked for a half hour in tap water, rubbed 
until the hulls fl oat free, then cooked for an hour (Wolf 1975, 
Latin Am.).
 Most of the gas-producing starches can be eliminated by 
sprouting. This also increases the protein content, decreases 
the starch content, and shortens the cooking time of legumes.
 “Phytic acid (p. 71) is phosphorous compound found in 
most plant foods but in especially large amounts in whole 
grains, beans, and peas. It has the property of combining with 
minerals, especially calcium, iron and zinc, to form insoluble 
compounds which are carried out in the stool.” It can lead to 
rickets or softening of the bones in adults. Chapter 6, titled 
“Protein,” contains interesting sections on legumes (“The 
soybean holds a position of honor in traditional Chinese 
culture... the higher the income in India the greater the 
quantity of legumes consumed”), history of attitudes toward 
protein (origin of the ideas of complete proteins, incomplete 
proteins, and complementary amino acids), and beans and 
grains (p. 135-40).
 Note 1. By 1987 this book was in its 14th printing and 
had sold over 100,000 copies. Note 2. This is the earliest 
document seen (July 1999) with the word “wholistic” in the 
title. Address: Honesdale, Pennsylvania.

3528. Boyer, Robert A. 1978. Technological gaps in 
vegetable protein texturization. J. of Texture Studies 
9(1/2):179-89. [14 ref]
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• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Vegetable protein raw 
materials. Raw material fl avor problems. Current texturizing 
methods. Binders. Scientifi c literature gaps. Proposed new 
texturizing techniques. Conclusions.
 “The growth of the textured vegetable protein industry 
has not kept pace with early predictions. High costs and 
marginal quality are among the factors retarding progress. 
Some of the technological gaps handicapping the industry 
are: lack of a process for preventing formation of off-fl avors 
by enzymes while maintaining protein functionality, lack of 
a low cost thermosetting binder, lack of a protein suitable 
for spinning, and the indigestibility of certain soybean 
fractions.”
 “Two methods of texturization dominate the industry 
today: extrusion by screw presses and wet spinning... 
Extrusion accounts for a majority of the tonnage of textured 
vegetable protein (TVP) being produced today.” The 
relatively inexpensive soy fl our (about one-third the cost of 
soy protein concentrate and one-sixth the cost of soy protein 
isolate) can be used as the starting material. The extruded 
products are usually in the form of dry granules or expanded 
and porous chunks.
 Perhaps the most serious problem confronting 
any process based on the use of soy fl our is the lack of 
digestibility and frequent incidence of fl atulence. Address: 
Miles Laboratories, Worthington, Ohio 43085.

3529. Brewster, Letitia; Jacobson, Michael F. 1978. The 
changing American diet. Center for Science in the Public 
Interest, 1755 S Street N.W., Washington, DC 20009. 80 p. 
No index. 22 cm. Update 1982 compares fi gures for 1976 
and 1980, and gives percentage changes.
• Summary: A classic. Uses graphs to show changes in per 
capita “disappearance” of all basic foods (eggs, meat, milk 
and cheese, poultry, fruit, soft drinks, alcoholic beverages, 
fats and oils [broken down into vegetable oils, butter and 
margarine, and cooking fats]) and major nutrients (calories, 
fat, carbohydrate, protein, plus individual vitamins and 
minerals) from 1910 to 1976. Also shows the sources of our 
major nutrients.
 Concerning alcohol (in terms of absolute alcohol): Per 
capita consumption peaked in the period 1810-1830 at a little 
over 7 gallons/person/year (mostly beer and cider), then fell 
sharply primarily as a result of the Temperance Movement. 
During the prohibition years of 1920-1933 no statistics were 
kept. When prohibition ended, consumption was just under 
1 gallon/person/year but since then it has grown steadily to 
2.69 gallons in 1975.
 Concerning dry beans and peanuts: Consumption of 
dry beans was 6.5 pounds per person in 1910. It rose to 9.5 
pounds in 1930 and has fallen ever since–to 6.5 pounds in 
1975.
 Consumption of peanuts rose dramatically from 2.5 
pounds per person in 1910 to 6.5 pounds in 1945. It then 

fell back to 4 pounds in 1955, after which it has increased 
steadily to about 6 pounds in 1975. “In 1975, 46% of peanuts 
were ground into peanut butter; 22% were salted for snacks; 
and 17% were made into peanut candy.”
 Concerning fat consumption: “The most alarming 
change in our diet is our growing fat intake. In 1976, we 
consumed 27% more dietary fat (159 gm/person/day) than 
in 1909-13 (125 gm/person/day)... Most of our increased 
fat intake has come in the form of ‘separated fats’ and oils 
(margarine, vegetable oil, shortening, etc.).” Consumption 
of ‘separated’ fats and oils has jumped from 45 gm in 1921 
to 70 gm in 1976. Consumption of animal fats has declined, 
while consumption of vegetable fats has skyrocketed from 
about 10 gm/person/day in 1920 to 58 gm/person/day in 
1975.
 Total red meat (beef, veal, pork, lamb, mutton, edible 
offals) consumption was 135 lb/person/year in 1910. It fell to 
105 lb in 1935, then has risen steadily ever since to 162.5 lb 
in 1976.
 Egg consumption was 305 per person per year in 1910. 
It rose to a peak of 403 in 1945, then has fallen ever since, 
reaching a low of 276 in 1976.
 Total fl uid milk consumption was 37 gallons/person/year 
in 1910. It rose to a peak of about 47 gallons in 1940, and 
has been falling ever since, to about 32 gallons in 1976. Soft 
drinks have lured Americans away from milk (p. 37-40).
 Fig. 4 (p. 19) shows coffee, tea, and cocoa consumption. 
Coffee consumption (by far the largest of the three) peaked 
in 1945 at 16.5 pounds per person of raw green coffee beans. 
By 1976 it had dropped to about 11 pounds per person. The 
downward trend in consumption is said to be due to the rapid 
rise in coffee prices after 1945.
 Fig. 7 (p. 22-23) shows butter and margarine 
consumption. In 1957 Americans fi rst used more margarine 
than butter in their kitchens–8.6 lb/person of margarine 
and 8.3 lb of butter for a total of 16.9 lb/person. In 1910 
the total of the two was about 20 lb/person, so the trend for 
consumption of the two has been downward–especially since 
1935. Address: Washington, DC.

3530. Cater, C.M.; Cravens, W.W.; Horan, F.E.; Lewis, C.J.; 
Mattil, K.F.; Williams, L.D. 1978. Oilseed proteins. In: M. 
Milner, N.S. Scrimshaw, and D.I.C. Wang, eds. 1978. Protein 
Resources and Technology: Status and Research Needs. 
Westport, CT: AVI Publishing Co. xxi + 629 p. See p. 278-
301. Chap. 17. [43 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Oilseed protein resources. Soybeans: 
Production and utilization [worldwide], physical and 
chemical characteristics, the spinning process [of isolated 
soy protein], the thermoplastic extrusion process, expanded 
production and utilization–potentials and constraints, 
advantages, disadvantages, research–current status and future 
needs, agronomic research, basic research, processing and 
utilization research, nutrition research.
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 Cottonseed: Research needs, food and food products 
from cottonseed, environmental contaminants in food and 
feed products from cottonseed, identifi cation, control, 
and elimination of mycotoxins, nutrient composition of 
cottonseeds and edible processed products.
 Peanuts: Research needs, improved fl avor and stability 
of peanut products, nutrient composition of peanuts, 
biochemistry of peanut fl avor, peanut product and process 
development, peanut by-product utilization. Sunfl owers. 
Note: Of these four, soy protein looks the most promising.

3531. Dwivedi, Basant K. ed. 1978. Low calorie and special 
dietary foods. W. Palm Beach, Florida: CRC Press. 138 p. 
[390* ref]
• Summary: Only about 0.5 gm of sodium per day is 
required for proper biological functioning, but the average 
U.S. sodium intake is about 3-6 gm per day.
 Methionine is bitter.
 About 70% of the world’s adult population is affected by 
lactose intolerance.
 Diabetes is a metabolic disorder attributable to a 
defi ciency of insulin. Diet is the cornerstone of diabetic 
therapy. We need a proper balance of carbohydrates, protein 
and fat. Diabetic patients are advised to exclude the quickly 
absorbable carbohydrates, dextrose, invert sugar, and 
oligosaccharides, from their diet. It is OK to use noncaloric 
sweeteners. Fructose is an excellent sweetener in diabetic 
diets.
 Diabetes is the number 3 cause of death in the U.S. It is 
strongly associated with obesity in 60-80% of patients. In a 
recent national survey, 46% of diabetic individuals described 
themselves as “overweight” and 66% were attempting to lose 
weight by dieting or exercise.
 Saccharine and cyclamate are “synthetic or chemical 
sweeteners.” Fructose is 1.1 times as sweet as sucrose.
 Aspartame is a promising new sweetener; the author 
has written a whole chapter about it. Invented in 1965, it is a 
white crystalline powder.
 There are two types of diabetes. Juvenile onset is severe. 
Adult onset is milder. Address: Vice President & Director, 
Research & Development and Quality Control, The Estee 
Corp., Parsippany, New Jersey.

3532. FAO Plant Production and Protection Paper. 1978. 
Pesticide residues in food–1977. No. 10. Rev. 81 p. Updated 
annually thereafter. [36 ref]
• Summary: Subtitle: “Report of the joint meeting of the 
FAO panel of experts on pesticide residues and environment 
and the WHO expert committee on pesticide residues, held in 
Geneva [Switzerland], 6-15 December 1977.
 Contents: List of attendees. Introduction. The 
monographs. List of pesticides examined (e.g., Aldrin/
dieldrin, Amitrole, Captan, Chlordane, etc.). Address: FAO.

3533. FAO Plant Production and Protection Paper. 
1978. Pesticide residues in food: 1977 evaluations. The 
monographs. No. 10. Supplement. 459 p. Report of the 
joint meeting of the FAO panel of experts on pesticide 
residues and environment and the WHO expert committee 
on pesticide residues. Held 6-15 Dec. 1977 at Geneva, 
Switzerland. Updated annually thereafter. [9 ref]
• Summary: Contents: List of attendees. Introduction. The 
monographs. List of pesticides (in alphabetical order): 
Aldrin//dieldrin. Amitrole. Bromophos, etc. Address: FAO.

3534. Farm Foods. 1978. Products catalog. 156 Drakes Lane, 
Summertown, TN 39483. 6 p. 21 cm.
• Summary: Printed with brown ink on light beige paper. 
Products sold include Whole Cleaned Soybeans, Full-Fat 
Soy Flour, Good For Ya Texturized Vegetable Protein, 
Nigari, Tempeh Kit, Tempeh Starter, Good Tasting 
Nutritional Yeast, The Farm Vegetarian Cookbook, and Yay 
Soybeans! T-Shirts. Free literature includes: Yay Soybeans!, 
Vitamin-B-12 for Complete Vegetarians, Feeding Your Baby 
Vegetarian, Feeding Your Young Vegetarian Child, and 
Vegetarian Prenatal Nutrition and High Protein Recipes.
 This innovative catalog is printed with brown ink on 
white paper. At the top of the cover are the words “Farm 
Foods.” To the left of them is a circular logo, which shows 
rows of crops (soybeans) in a fi eld converging in the distance 
at the foot of three mountains. Below that is the address, 
phone number, and catalog title. On the bottom half of the 
cover is a photo of many young soybean plants growing in a 
fi eld.
 A very similar catalog was printed / published in 1979. 
Address: Summertown, Tennessee.

3535. Farm, The. 1978. Yay soybeans! How you can eat 
better for less and help feed the world. Second revised 
edition. Summertown, Tennessee: The Book Publishing Co. 
14 p. Illust. 22 cm. 2nd rev. ed. 1978, 14 p.
• Summary: The fi rst edition of this creative little booklet, 
published in 1974, was printed with blue ink on white 
paper; this 1978 edition uses brown ink on white paper. 
Contents: Living on soybeans. Some of our favorite ways 
to eat soybeans. Basic cooked soybeans: Soybeans and 
tortillas, Soybean stroganoff, Soy fritters, Cheezy soybeans 
(Good Tasting Nutritional Yeast gives the cheezy fl avor), 
Soyburgers, Soy nuts (dry roasted), Soy coffee. Soymilk: 
Using soybeans or using soy fl our, Soy mayonnaise (made 
with soymilk), Soy yogurt.
 Tofu: How to make at home (6 step process using 
nigari, epsom [sic, Epsom] salts, vinegar, or lemon juice as a 
coagulant), Tofu salad dressing, Tofu salad [like an eggless 
egg salad], Scrambled tofu, Pan fried tofu, Tofu cheesecake. 
Soy pulp: Introduction, Scalloped tomatoes and pulp, Soy 
pulp burgers, Soy pulp cookies. Soy fl our: Basic salad and 
sandwich spread, Seasoned sandwich spread. TVP–Textured 
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Vegetable Protein: Introduction, TVP tortilla and taco fi lling, 
Taco fi lling sauce, TVP spaghetti sauce, Sloppy Joes. Good 
Tasting Nutritional Yeast: Introduction, Melty cheese, Cheese 
crackers, Golden gravy, Yeast ‘omelette.’ Eggless cookery: 
Introduction, Pancakes (with soymilk), Chocolate cake (with 
sour soymilk), Cookie crust for cheesecake. A word about 
vitamin B-12. Some facts about people and food. Plenty. 
Address: Tennessee.

3536. Faryna, Paulette J. 1978. Soyabeans in the Nigerian 
diet. Ahmadu Bello University, Extension Bulletin. No. 21. 
74 p. Home Economics Series No. 1. Reprinted in Nov. 
1985. [64 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Acknowledgements (especially 
Mrs. V. Ogunsola of Home Economics Section, Samaru 
College of Agriculture, and Mr. T. Kay, Dept. of Chemical 
Pathology, Ahmadu Bello Univ., Zaria). Foreword. The 
history of soyabeans. The role of soyabeans in the diet. 
Soyabeans in Nigerian weaning foods. Protein defi ciencies. 
The preparation of soyabeans. Soyabeans enriched paps 
and porridges. Soyabean soups. Soyabeans as a meal on 
their own. Soyabean patties. Soyabean sweet snack foods. 
Soyabean breads. Fermented soyabean products: Soyabean 
Daddawa, Soyabean Sprouts. Soyabean oriental delicacies: 
Tofu (curded with lemon juice, vinegar, kuka [the fruit of the 
baobab tree], calcium sulphate, or epsom salts), Basic Fried 
Tofu, Soyabean Cheese (with okara), Soy Yogurt. Appendix: 
Measurements. Home made ovens. Soyabean feeding trials 
with infants. References.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2013) that uses the term “soyabean cheese” to 
refer to tofu.
 Includes 67 Nigerian-style recipes. Soybeans are used 
mostly in the form of “soybean paste” (fresh soy puree or 
gô) and homemade whole soy fl our. To make the paste: Soak 
soybeans overnight, dehull by hand and fl oat off hulls, grind 
cotyledons with a small amount of water, use in a cooked 
preparation. To make fl our: Boil beans for 30 minutes, wash, 
soak in two times the volume of water for 12-24 hours, 
change water every 4-6 hours, sun-dry, grind.
 Soyabeans were introduced to Nigeria in 1908, and 
most of the early research was carried out at the Moor 
Plantation in Ibadan. Germination of the imported seeds 
was a major problem, leading to the failure of early 
attempts to grow soybeans in Southern Nigeria. However 
subsequent trials in the Guinea Savannah belt proved 
successful. In 1928 soyabeans were successfully grown at 
the Samaru Experimental Station. This success encouraged 
the development of a programme which eventually resulted 
in the distribution of seed to subsistent farmers in order to 
establish soyabeans as a cash crop. A world shortage of oil 
seeds immediately after World War II accelerated the drive 
for increased soybean production in Nigeria.
 A map (Fig. 1, p. 2) shows the main soybean growing 

area in Nigeria, which is in the Southern Guinea Zone; here a 
rainy season of 5 months or more discourages the cultivation 
of groundnuts and cowpeas. Benue state is the main soybean 
growing area, followed by the Abuja area in Niger State and 
the southern divisions in Kaduna State. The crop is planted 
in small holdings of 1 to 2 hectares per farmer. The most 
common variety planted is the Malayan variety.
 Table I shows Nigerian soybean production and market 
value from 1957-58 to 1972-73. The peak production 
year was 1962-63 (26,450 long tons); only 234 tons were 
produced in 1972-73. Address: Extension Home Economist, 
Ahmadu Bello Univ., Agricultural Extension and Research 
Liaison Services, P.M.B. 1044, Samaru-Zaria, North Nigeria.

3537. Ford, Barbara. 1978. Future food: Alternate protein 
for the year 2000. New York, NY: William Morrow and 
Company, Inc. 300 p. Index. 22 cm. [40+ ref]
• Summary: The author concludes that soybeans are most 
likely to be the protein source of the future. Chapter 2, “The 
Cinderella Bean” (p. 32-53) and Chapter 3, “Soybeans, 
Oriental Style” (p. 54-71) both discuss the benefi ts of 
soybeans. Pages 37-38 note that soybeans were once called 
“haybeans” and their hay was called “haybean hay.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Oct. 2011) that which uses the term “haybean” or 
“haybeans.”
 The work of the USDA Northern Regional Research 
Lab. (NRRL) with soyfoods is described at length. While at 
the NRRL she fi rst encountered “sufu.” In “Chinese markets, 
sufu is not called sufu but ‘bean curd’ or ‘bean cake.’ As 
soon as I saw sufu I realized it has an image problem–not 
as unappetizing as natto, but distinctly unpleasant. Picture 
grayish chunks of some odd-looking material fl oating in a 
murky liquid, like biology specimens in a bottle, and you 
have a typical bottle of sufu.
 “Sufu looks so bad that my husband, who has faithfully 
eaten a number of odd-looking sources of protein that I have 
purchased over the years, refused it. It took a little courage 
for me to tackle one of the grayish lumps myself but I fi nally 
ate one. To my surprise, it was good, rather like a tangy dairy 
cheese but with a distinctive, nonbeany fl avor of its own” (p. 
60-61).
 Chapter 6, “It Ain’t (Just) Hay,” is about alfalfa leaf 
protein and leaf protein concentrate. Research on leaf protein 
“really started during World War II, when British scientist 
N.W. Pirie suggested the use of leaves to augment dwindling 
meat supplies... Pirie’s proposal never got underway during 
the war because of the costs involved, but after the war he 
was given a laboratory where he carried out most of the 
pioneering work on leaf protein.”
 Chapter 9, “SCP: Promises, Promises,” is about 
single-cell proteins such as the bacteria Cellulomonas and 
Pseudomonas (the champion, which can double its weight 
in 9 minutes). A probable culprit in SCPs is “nucleic acids, 
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which have been shown to cause elevated uric acids in 
humans if used over an extended period of time. Raised uric 
acid levels lead to gout, kidney stones, and gallstones. Some 
bacteria contain from 15 to 16 percent nucleic acids, a fairly 
high level. Yeasts and fungi contain from 6 to 11 percent, 
still a high level. Algae have less.” It is recommended that 
humans not consume more than 2 grams (0.7 ounces) of 
nucleic acids per day. Address: USA.

3538. Hagler, Louise. ed. 1978. The Farm vegetarian 
cookbook. Revised ed. Summertown, Tennessee: The Book 
Publishing Co. 223 p. Illust. Index. 22 cm.
• Summary: An expanded and extensively revised version of 
its pioneering and very creative and infl uential predecessor. 
There are excellent expanded sections on gluten (p. 76-81), 
tempeh and tempeh starter (p. 82-93), miso (p. 93), soymilk 
(p. 95-101), Ice Bean (soy ice cream, including recipes for 
5 fl avors), Frogurt (soymilk frozen yogurt, p. 107), soy 
yogurt (p. 108-13 including a non-fermented cheese made by 
draining soy yogurt curds in a cotton bag; from this “yogurt 
cheese” are made soy-based cottage cheese, sour cream, 
cream cheese, and cheesecake), tofu (p. 114-41), yuba (142-
43), soy coffee, soy nuts, granola, and Soysage (p. 144-47), 
soy fl our (p, 148-53), sprouts (incl. alfalfa, mung beans, and 
soybeans, p. 154-57).
 Loaded with new illustrations (including amazing border 
designs) and photos, such as: Soy Flar (soy fl our, p. 149), 
and woven bread border (p. 179). Address: Summertown, 
Tennessee.

3539. Halpin, Anne Moyer. 1978. Unusual vegetables: 
Something new for this year’s garden. Emmaus, 
Pennsylvania: Rodale Press. xv + 443 p. See p. 46-52. Illust. 
by Cynthia Hellyer. Index. 24 x 20 cm. [45* ref]
• Summary: The chapter titled “Soybean” (p. 46-52) starts 
with a beautiful, full-page illustration and contains excellent, 
accurate, detailed information by an organization that has 
done pioneering work with green vegetable soybean varieties 
(and organic gardening and farming) in America. Contents: 
History of vegetable soybeans in the USA. Description 
of plant. Habit: Erect vs. prostrate. Preferred climatic 
conditions. Choosing the best variety: Kanrich (shatter 
resistant), Seminole, Rokusan [Rokusun], Jogun, Hokkaido, 
Fuji, Bansei, Extra Early Green, Early Green Bush, Fiskeby 
V Vegetable Bean, Pickett, Okuhara, Akita, Altona, Envy, 
black soybeans. Planting. Fertilizer (on poor soil can increase 
yield markedly). Inoculation. Plant protection against 
diseases and insects. Growing in a cold frame or greenhouse. 
When and how to harvest. Freezing. Basic cooking. 
Nutritional value. Serving as edamame, in the pods. Recipe 
ideas. Growing with high-lysine corn for succotash. Making 
coffee from dry soybeans. Seed sources: Burgess Seed and 
Plant Co. (Galesburg, Michigan); W. Atlee Burpee Co. 
(Warminster, Pennsylvania; Kanrich); Comstock, Ferre and 

Co. (Wethersfi eld, Connecticut); William Dam Seeds (West 
Flamboro, Ontario, Canada); DeGiorgi Co. (Council Bluffs, 
Iowa); Gurney Seed and Nursery Co. (Yankton, South 
Dakota; Disoy); Johnny’s Selected Seeds (Albion, Maine; 
Envy, Altona, Traverse, Meredith, Giant Green); Kitazawa 
Seed Co. (San Jose, California; Extra Early Green); Le 
Jardin du Gourmet (West Danville, Vermont); Earl May 
Seed and Nursery Co. (Shenandoah, Iowa); Nichols Garden 
Nursery (Albany, Oregon); Stokes Seeds, Inc. (Buffalo, New 
York; Early Green Bush, Verde); Thompson and Morgan, 
Inc. (Farmingdale, New Jersey; Fiskeby V, Okuhara); and the 
Vermont Bean Seed Co. (Manchester Center, Vermont; Black 
Soybean).”
 Soybeans are also mentioned in each appendix: 1. 
Directory of seed sources for the vegetables in this book (p. 
385-89). 2. A seasonal planting guide (p. 390-91). 3. Soil 
preferences (p. 396). 4. Optimum climate conditions (p. 
401). 5. Making the best use of your garden (p. 406-07). 6. 
Food values of exceptional vegetables (p. 414-15). 7. A quick 
kitchen guide: How to use these vegetables in your favorite 
dishes (and a few new ones!) (p. 420-21; Flavor: Buttery, 
unique. Use green beans in appetizers, hors d’oeuvres and 
snacks. Salads. Soups. Vegetable side dishes. Main dish 
casseroles and combinations. Can be frozen or canned).
 Also discusses: Amaranth (p. 1-8, incl. grain amaranths). 
Cowpea (p. 140-45). Peanut (p. 276-301). Address: Rodale 
Press, Emmaus, Pennsylvania.

3540. Hellendorn, Emile W. 1978. Fermentation as the 
principal cause of the physiological activity of indigestible 
food residue. In: Gene A. Spiller, ed. 1978. Topics in Dietary 
Fiber Research. New York: Plenum Press. x + 223 p. See p. 
127-68. Chap. 6. [76 ref]
• Summary: The “terms ‘roughage,’ ‘fi ber,’ and particularly 
‘cellulose’ are not applicable to the indigestible parts of 
human vegetable food and should no longer be used in this 
context.” The author prefers the terms “indigestible residue 
(IR)” which contains “crude fi ber (CF).”
 Defatted “soyfl our” has a lower IR value than peas and 
beans. During tempeh fermentation, part of the indigestible 
matter disappears. A table (p. 132) shows that tempeh 
contains 49.8% dry matter of which (on a dry weight basis), 
6.0% is crude fi ber and 6.8% is indigestible residue. Defatted 
soyfl our contains 88.1% dry matter of which 7.5% is crude 
fi ber and 11.9% is indigestible residue. Foods with a high 
content of indigestible residue include: (1) Legumes–Canned 
Dun peas 19.6%. Pressure cooked kidney beans 15.0%. 
Cereal products–Wheat bran 56.0%. Rye bread 21.0%. 
Vegetables: Dehydrated cassava leaves 34.6%. Dehydrated 
curled kale 30.2%.
 Foods with the greatest difference between the CF and 
IR values generally cause the most fl atulence. Thus, beans 
and dun peas are more fl atulent than soybeans, tempeh, 
or peanuts. Address: Central Inst. of Nutrition and Food 
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Research, Zeist, The Netherlands.

3541. Isakari, Kiyo; Hirakawa, Aiko. 1978. Shokuhin-chû no 
karushiumu ni tsuite. XII. Gyôko-zai no chigai ni yoru tôfu 
no karushimu, rin ganryô to tekusuchaa [The calcium content 
of foods. XII. Differences in calcium content, phosphorus 
content, and texture of tofu depending on the type of 
coagulant used]. Saga Joshi Tanki Daigaku Kenkyu Kiyo No. 
12. p. 16-23. [Jap]
Address: 1. Saga Daigaku, Kyôiku-bu Kyôju (Prof., Dep. of 
Education, Saga Univ., Japan).

3542. Kulvinskas, Viktoras P. 1978. Nutritional evaluation 
of sprouts and grasses. Wethersfi eld, Connecticut: Omango 
d’Press. 162 p. Illust. Index. 19 x 11 cm. [151* ref]
• Summary: The author was the former Director of Research, 
Hippocrates Health Inst., Boston. Discusses both the 
mystical and scientifi c aspects of sprouts, including soybean 
sprouts (see p. 1, 4, 8, 9, 17, 20).
 He contends (p. 32-33) that (1) The trypsin inhibitor 
in seeds is eliminated by sprouting. (2) Heating destroys 
protein whereas sprouting increases the quality of protein. 
(3) “Thus we see it would be preferable to eat raw protein 
[sprouted beans and seeds]. We overcome the problem of the 
inhibitors by noting that they are not only heat sensitive, but 
also water soluble. During sprouting they are washed away. 
Considering that sprouted legumes–soybeans, mung beans, 
lentils, alfalfa,–are an important staple for many earthlings, 
and considering the good health of those who eat little food 
and who eat their sprouts raw, one need not worry about 
inhibitors.” Address: M.S., P.O. Box 255, Wethersfi eld, 
Connecticut 06109.

3543. Milner, Max; Scrimshaw, N.S.; Wang, D.I.C. eds. 
1978. Protein resources and technology: Status and research 
needs. Westport, Connecticut: AVI Publishing Co. xxi + 629 
p. Illust. Index. 26 cm. [400+ ref]
• Summary: Contents: Contributors. Preface. 
Acknowledgments. Section I: Summary and research 
recommendations. 1. Objectives and research 
recommendations. 2. Factors affecting protein supply 
and demand. 3. Common issues in the development and 
utilization of protein resources. 4. Status and potential 
of specifi c resources. Section II: Common issues and 
problems in protein resource development. 5. United States 
and world protein production and consumption. 6. Energy 
constraints in protein production. 7. Legal and regulatory 
barriers to the introduction of novel protein foods. 8. The 
politics of new protein: Obstacles and opportunities facing 
research and development. 9. The marketing factor for 
nonconventional-protein products. 10. Nutritional evaluation 
of proteins and protein requirements. 11. Toxicological 
aspects of protein production and processing. 12. Basic food 
science and technology problems affecting the properties 

and processing of protein resources. 13. The constraints on 
improving protein quality in plants by genetic means. 14. 
Research on nitrogen and carbon input to increase domestic 
crop protein production. Section III: A review of specifi c 
protein resources. 15. Grain crops. 16. Cereal proteins from 
grain processing. 17. Oilseed proteins. 18. Food legumes 
as a protein source. 19. Livestock animal production. 20. 
Proteins from dairy products. 21. Animal protein from meat, 
poultry and eggs. 22. Aquatic proteins. 23. Potatoes. 24. 
Nonphotosynthetic single-cell protein. 25. Photosynthetic 
single-cell protein. 26. Leaf protein in relation to forage 
crop production and utilization. 27. Chemical synthesis of 
nutrients. Address: MIT, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139.

3544. Mitsubishi Kasei. 1978. Tônyû no eiyô kôka 
[Nutritional effect of soymilk]. Tokyo: MK. 38 p. [27 ref. 
Jap]

3545. Orthoefer, Frank T. 1978. Processing and utilization 
[of soybeans]. In: A.G. Norman, ed. 1978. Soybean 
Physiology, Agronomy, and Utilization. New York: 
Academic Press. xii + 249 p. See p. 219-46. Chap. 7. [11 ref]
• Summary: Contents. 1. Introduction. 2. Composition of 
the seed: Proximate composition, protein composition, 
enzymes, lipid composition, carbohydrate composition, 
biologically active constituents. 3. Processing: Oil extraction, 
oil processing, processing of the meal. 4. Utilization: 
Soybean oil, protein products, textured proteins, modifi ed 
soy proteins, specialty uses of soybean protein. 5. Future 
projections.
 “The direct consumption of soybean protein in human 
foods accounts for only 26.5 million bushels of the 1,260 
million bushel crop (Table XI, [2.1%]). The utilization of 
soybean proteins as food ingredients is expected to increase 
three to four times by 1985. By 1980 simulated meats and 
meat extenders are projected to reach a sales volume of 
nearly $2 billion. But even by 1985, the expected direct food 
usage of soybeans will only account for approximately 5% of 
the crop.” Address: A.E. Staley Manufacturing Co., Decatur, 
Illinois 62525.

3546. Pimentel, David. 1978. Energy constraints in protein 
production. In: M. Milner, N.S. Scrimshaw, and D.I.C. 
Wang, eds. 1978. Protein Resources and Technology: Status 
and Research Needs. Westport, CT: AVI Publishing Co. xxi + 
629 p. See p. 86-89. Chap. 6. [8 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Interrelationships of 
energy, land, and labor in protein production. Vegetable 
protein production. Energy inputs for animal protein 
production. Conclusion. Address: Dep. of Entomology, New 
York State College of Agriculture & Life Sciences, 50A 
Comstock Hall, Cornell Univ., Ithaca, NY 14853.

3547. Rackis, Joseph J. 1978. Biochemical changes in 
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soybeans: Maturation, postharvest storage and processing, 
and germination. In: Herbert O. Hultin and Max Milner, eds. 
1978. Postharvest Biology and Biotechnology. Westport, CT: 
Food and Nutrition Press. [xii] + 462 p. See p. 34-76. Illust. 
Index. 24 cm. Contains 31 tables and 3 graphs. [125 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Potential, 
problems and products: Projections (of U.S. production 
of soybeans and edible soy protein products), problems, 
soybean food products. Characteristics of mature 
soybeans: Garden types, cookability, oil and protein, other 
constituents, protein quality. Compositional changes during 
maturation: Degree of maturity, lipid composition, protein 
composition, carbohydrates, vitamins. Biochemical changes 
occurring during germination: General aspects, protein 
content, carbohydrates and lipids, minerals and vitamins. 
Effect of maturation and germination on protein quality. 
Biological and physiological factors: Trypsin inhibitors 
(TI), maturation, germination, signifi cance of TI, estrogenic 
activity, phytic acid and mineral bioavailability, maturation 
and germination, other aspects (phosphorus, phytic acid, 
phytase). Flatulence: Elimination of fl atulence. Flavor: 
Mature soybeans, immature soybeans, effect of variety. 
Postharvest storage: Whole soybeans. Research needs.
 “The direct use of green immature soybeans because 
their protein content is twice that of other food legumes” 
and only short cooking times are required. “The primary 
diffi culty with immature soybeans is the need for special 
harvesting and shelling equipment to prevent damage.” In 
“immature soybeans, raffi nose and stachyose content is 
very low and starch content is high.” “Garden-type varieties 
are soybeans which the people of the Orient use during 
the summer as green beans for the table. The garden types, 
which are also referred to as vegetable soybeans, were the 
seeds fi rst introduced into the United States (Smith and Van 
Duyne 1951).” Address: USDA, Peoria, Illinois.

3548. Schaefer, Mary Jane. 1978. The copper and zinc 
content of meat and meat analogs. MSc thesis, University of 
Missouri-Columbia. 153 p. [113* ref]
• Summary: M.B. Kohrs, thesis supervisor. There are 
generally higher copper levels and lower zinc levels in meat 
analogs than in meats. The availability of the zinc in meat 
analogs is not known. Some of it may be bound by phytates. 
Address: Presently: Dep. of Human Nutrition, Univ. of 
Missouri, 217 Gwynn Hall, Columbia, MO 65211. Phone: 
314-882-4288.

3549. Silterra, Reba G. 1978. Effect of soybean components 
on the viscosity of Illinois Soy Beverage. MSc thesis, Dep. 
of Food Science, University of Illinois. v + 68 leaves. [40+ 
ref]
• Summary: The author received his BSc degree from 
Cornell Univ. in 1975. Contents: Introduction. Literature 
review: History, nutritional value of soy protein, soy 

beverage processes, composition of soybeans and Illinois 
soy beverage, viscosity of fl uids, rheology of soy protein 
dispersion, soy polysaccharides and their rheology in 
aqueous dispersions, soy polysaccharides and their 
infl uence on viscosity. Materials and methods: Preparation 
of model systems, preparation of the Illinois soy beverage, 
pH adjustment, apparent viscosity by Brookfi eld, fl ow 
characteristics by Haake rotoviscometer, solids content, 
statistics. Results and discussion: Introduction, total soy 
solids concentration, formulation variables, homogenization 
pressure, characterization of model system viscosity. 
Summary and conclusions. List of references. Address: Dep. 
of Food Science, Univ. of Illinois.

3550. Smith, Allan K.; Circle, S.J. eds. 1978. Soybeans: 
Chemistry and technology. Vol. 1. Proteins. Revised. 
Westport, Connecticut: AVI Publishing Co. xiii + 470 p. 
Illust. Index. 24 cm. [500+ ref]
• Summary: This revised edition contains relatively few, 
unimportant changes from the original, classic 1972 edition. 
The following changes have been made: Addition of a 7-line 
preface to the “revised second printing” dated 4 Oct. 1977, 
updating of a graph of U.S. soybean production (p. 1). 
Updating (to 1976) of a table on U.S. and world production 
of important oilseeds (soybeans, cottonseeds, peanuts, 
sunfl ower, rape, sesame) (p. 2). Minor textual changes on 
pages 18-19. Addition of a table showing distribution of 
the 3 leading soybean varieties in 14 major states and the 
percentage of acreage harvested for each variety in 1976 
(e.g., in Illinois, Williams accounted for 25.1% of harvested 
acreage, Amsoy 17.3%, and Wayne 12.8%). And updating of 
a table on U.S. soybean production by state showing acreage 
harvested, yield per acre, and production for 1974, 1975, and 
1976 (p. 32).
 The foreword, chapter titles, and index have not been 
changed at all. Note: Vol. 2 was never published. Address: 
1. Oilseeds protein consultant, Hot Springs, Arkansas; 2. 
Oilseed protein consultant, Protein Technology, Richardson, 
Texas.

3551. Spiller, Gene A.; Amen, Ronald J. eds. 1978. Topics in 
dietary fi ber research. New York, NY, and London: Plenum 
Press. x + 223 p. 22 cm. [150+* ref]
• Summary: A review of the literature on the health and 
nutritional aspects of dietary fi ber. This book is meant as 
a supplement to the 1976 book Fiber in Human Nutrition 
(Plenum Press). Contains 8 chapters by various authors. 
1. The detergent system of fi ber analysis, by James B. 
Robertson. 2. Wheat bran: Composition and digestibility, 
by Robert M. Saunders. 3. The chemical structure of lignin 
and quantitative and qualitative methods of analysis in 
foodstuffs, by Anthony J. Gordon. 4. Pectin, by Lorne A. 
Campbell and Grant H. Palmer. 5. Plant fi bers and human 
health, by Mervin G.H. Hardinge. 6. Fermentation as the 
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principal cause of the physiological activity of indigestible 
food residue, by Emile W. Hellendorn. 7. Practical dietary 
research design and applications for southwest American 
Indians, by Margaret E. Hendrikx. 8. Paleodietetics: A 
review of the role of dietary fi ber in preagricultural human 
diets, by Michael Kliks. Appendix–Dietary fi ber content of 
foods, by Elizabeth Shipley. Address: Syntex Research, Palo 
Alto, California.

3552. Status and potential of specifi c resources. 1978. In: M. 
Milner, N.S. Scrimshaw, and D.I.C. Wang, eds. 1978. Protein 
Resources and Technology: Status and Research Needs. 
Westport, CT: AVI Publishing Co. xxi + 629 p. See p. 24-43. 
Chap. 4.
• Summary: An excellent overview of world protein 
sources, their current and potential contributions to human 
nutrition. Contents: Introduction. Grain crops for food 
and feed: Research needs. Cereal protein technology: 
Research needs. Oilseed proteins: Research needs. Food 
legumes: Research and development needs and objectives. 
Livestock animals: Research needs. Animal protein from 
dairy products: Research directions. Animal protein from 
meat, poultry and eggs: Summary of research needs. Aquatic 
proteins: Research needs. Potatoes: Major research needs. 
Nonphotosynthetic single-cell protein (SCP, such as yeasts 
or bacteria): Research needs. Photosynthetic single-cell 
protein (PSCP, such as microalgae; Chlorella, Scenedesmus, 
Spirulina): Research needs. Leaf protein. Current research 
and research needs. Chemical synthesis of nutrients (such as 
amino acids): Research summary.
 Animal protein from dairy products: Dairy products 
supply about 22.5% of the daily protein, 75.5% of the 
calcium, and 36.1% of the phosphorus for the U.S. 
population.
 The future output of dairy products in the U.S. depends 
heavily on U.S. government milk price supports. “If the 
support price is increased, past experience indicates that the 
dairy farmer will respond with higher output...”

3553. Steinkraus, K.H. 1978. Imitation milks. In: M.S. 
Peterson and A.H. Johnson, eds. 1978. Encyclopedia of Food 
Science. Westport, CT: AVI Publishing Co. xviii + 1005 p. 
See p. 405-08. [21 ref]
• Summary: Synonyms and related terms: Simulated milks, 
milk substitutes, synthetic or artifi cial milks, milk analogues, 
vegetable protein milks, protein concentrate milks, soy 
milks.
 Contents: Processing soybeans to soy milks. Defatted 
soy processes. Infant formulas. Indian peanut protein toned 
milk (Miltone; Whole buffalo milk extended or “toned” 
with peanut protein isolate). Soft drink approach (Vitasoy, 
Yeo Hiap Seng, Green Spot). Flavor problems. Nutritional 
problems. Commercial prospects for the future. Address: 
Cornell Univ.

3554. Thrash, Agatha Moody. 1978. Eat for strength: a 
vegetarian cookbook. Oil-free, sugar-free, dairy free. Seale, 
Alabama: New Lifestyle Books. 225 p Illust. Index. 25 cm.
• Summary: A vegan cookbook by a physician.
 On the cover and title page: “Blessed art Thou, o Lord, 
when thy princes eat for strength and not for drunkenness 
(Ecclesiastes 10:17).”
 Contents: Preface (“We recommend that complex 
mixtures be avoided, that pungent fl avors be used lightly, 
and that any concentrated or refi ned food be included only 
sparingly.” “You may enjoy a higher level of personal 
production as you simplify your diet”). Breads. Breakfasts. 
Dairy product substitutes. Desserts. Entrees and nut main 
dishes. Rice dishes. Gravies and sauces. Salad dressings, 
sandwich and burger spreads. Vegetables (by season). 
Sprouts and salads. Sandwiches. Menus. Canning, drying 
and soapmaking. Kitchen tips. Abbreviations.
 Soy-related recipes: Soy bread (p. 15). Soy noodles 
(p. 28). Corn meal squares (with Soy Base, p. 39). Soy or 
garbanzo waffl es (p. 41). Pain perdu: leftover bread dish 
(with soy or nut milk, p. 41). Double strength soy milk 
for cream (p. 45). Banana soy milk (p. 46). Soy base and 
milk: with fl avor variations (p. 46). Soy sour cream (p. 
47). Vegetarian cream (p. 47). Soy cottage cheese (p. 52). 
Scrambled tofu (p. 53). Tofu: oven method (using soy fl our, 
p. 53). Tofu: pressure cooker method (using soy fl our, p. 
53). Tofu: third method (using whole soybeans, p. 53). Soy 
yogurt (p. 54).
 Puree of kidney beans, lentils, soybeans (p. 82). Soaked 
soybeans (p. 85). Soynuts I (p. 45). Soynuts II (p. 86). Soy 
patties I (p. 86). Soy patties II (p. 86). Soy loaf (p. 87). Soy 
cheese balls (p. 88). Soy souffl é (p. 88). “Salmon loaf” 
(with soy fl our, p. 90). Bread dressing (with Soy Base, p. 
91). Corn pudding (with soaked soybeans, p. 91). Soy corn 
chowder (with Soy Milk or Basic Cream Sauce, p. 105). 
Cream of “mushroom” soup (with Soy Milk or Basic Cream 
Sauce, p. 105). Basic Cream Sauce (with Soy Base, p. 127). 
Soyannaise–Oil free (with 2/3 c. Soyagen, p. 128). Soy 
spread (with soy fl our, p. 134). Soybean sprouts (p. 158-59). 
Tofu salad (with Soy Sour Cream, p. 162). Golden slaw 
(with Soy Saur Cream, p. 163). Sandwich fi llings (with Soy 
Cottage Cheese, p. 175).
 Gluten is mentioned in several places: Homemade from 
wheat fl our (p. 96). Gluten & pasta (p. 97).
 The author, a physician, was born in 1931. Her color 
photo appears with a brief bio on the back cover. Address: 
M.D., Yuchi Pines Inst., Route 1, Box 441, Seale, Alabama 
3675.

3555. Truswel, A. Stewart. 1978. Effect of different types of 
dietary fi bre on plasma lipids. In: Kenneth W. Heaton, ed. 
1978. Dietary Fibre: Current Developments of Importance to 
Health. Kellogg Symposium, December 1977. London: John 
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Libbey; Westport, Connecticut: Technomic Publishing Co., 
Inc. 158 p. See p. 105-12. [57* ref]
• Summary: Short term experiments on humans have 
shown that wheat fi bre (bran) does not effect total plasma 
cholesterol. However pectin and guar gum lower plasma 
cholesterol in humans.
 The section on legumes (p. 109) states that Temptein is 
a soy protein concentrate, not an isolate. Address: Head of 
Nutrition & Food Science Dep., Queen Elizabeth College, 
Univ. of London, W8 7AH, England.

3556. Vinson, L.J. 1978. Dietary lipids in health and disease. 
In: Basant K. Dwivedi, ed. 1978. Low Calorie and Special 
Dietary Foods. W. Palm Beach, Florida: CRC Press. 138 p. 
See p. 23-37. Chap. 2. [60* ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction (incl. 
prostaglandins). Dietary fat and high serum cholesterol 
(hypercholesterolemia). Hypercholesterolemia, 
atherosclerosis, and CHD. The need to modify the American 
diet. Medium chain triglycerides (MCT). Trans fatty 
acids. Erucic acid (rapeseed oil). Dietary fat and arterial 
thrombosis. Lecithin and atherosclerosis. Sitosterol and 
hypercholesterolemia. Multiple sclerosis and polyunsaturated 
fat. Dietary fat and cancer. Conclusions.
 Lecithin and atherosclerosis: Soybean lecithin contains 
a high percentage of linolenic acid, whereas egg lecithin 
contains predominantly saturated fatty acids. Adams (1967) 
demonstrated in rabbits that polyunsaturated lecithin 
accelerated cholesterol resorption much more effectively 
than relatively saturated lecithins. Armstrong and Megun 
(1972) found in Rhesus monkeys that regression in 
atheromatous lesions can be achieved with polyunsaturated 
lecithin.

3557. West, L.G.; Birac, P.M.; Pratt, D.E. 1978. Separation 
of the isomeric isofl avones from soyabeans by high-
performance liquid chromatography. J. of Chromatography 
150:266-68. [9 ref]
• Summary: The authors report a method for high-
performance liquid chromatographic (HPLC) separation and 
analysis of genistein and 4’,6,7-trihydroxyisofl avone but give 
no data for daidzein or the glucosides genistin and daidzin.
 Authentic samples of genistein were obtained from 
K. & K. Labs, Plainview, New York. Authentic samples of 
4’,6,7-trihydroxyisofl avone were obtained from Pfaltz & 
Bauer, Stamford, Connecticut. Address: Dep. of Food & 
Nutrition, Purdue Univ., West Lafayette, Indiana 47907. 
Birac is now at Quaker Oats Co., Barrington, Illinois 60010.

3558. Yaghoubian, Vazgen. 1978. Preparation and evaluation 
of cheese from cow’s and soybean milk. PhD thesis, Dep. 
of Food Science, Louisiana State University. xi + 239 p. 
Page 3743 in volume 39/08-B of Dissertation Abstracts 
International. 28 cm. [174 ref]

• Summary: “Abstract: Soy curd prepared from soymilk 
extracted from Lee-74 variety of soybeans was incorporated 
in the proportions of 1:3, 1:2 and 1:1 with cow’s milk curd 
in the preparation of three cheese-type products, Cheese I, II 
and III, respectively. During ripening periods of six weeks 
at 4.4ºC and three weeks at 29.4ºC, aliquots of each of these 
three kinds of cheese were removed from storage at weekly 
intervals and analyzed for” many different variables of 
chemical composition as well as hedonic
 organoleptic scores.
 “According to the overall mean hedonic scores for each 
of the fi fteen sensory attributes, the three soy cheese products 
were found to be organoleptically acceptable” (p. x).
 “Signifi cantly associated with increased soy curd content 
were lower hedonic scores for general appearance, color, 
odor, smoothness, fi rmness, mouthfeel, cheese fl avor, beany 
fl avor, rancidity and acidity.
 “Signifi cantly associated with elevated storage 
temperature were lower hedonic scores for odor, elasticity, 
mouthfeel, cheese fl avor, rancidity, acidity and bitterness.
 “There were signifi cant differences with respect to the 
effects of elapsed storage time on the preferences of the two 
panels regarding general appearance, odor, smoothness, 
fi rmness, graininess, mouthfeel, cheese fl avor, beany fl avor, 
rancidity, saltiness and spreadability. In general, Panel II 
preferred the organoleptic qualities of fresh soy cheese 
whereas Panel I preferred the qualities of cheese that had 
been stored for a few weeks” (p. xi).
 On pages 5-47 is a good review of the literature, 
including: Composition of soybean seeds. Chemical and 
physical properties of soybean protein. Carbohydrates. 
Soybean milk. Soybean curd. Growth of lactic acid bacteria 
in soymilk. Soybean cheese. Soft pickled cheese. Cheese 
fl avor. Fats and fatty acids. Proteins and amino acids. Bitter 
fl avor in cheese.
 Summary and conclusion (p. 155): “This investigation 
was undertaken to study the feasibility of preparing 
cheeselike products, acceptable in terms of palatability and 
shelf life for Iranian and American markets, by incorporating 
large amounts of soybean curd into a white pickled cheese 
prepared from cow’s milk which would be essentially free 
of the bean-like fl avor normally associated with soybean 
products.” Address: Louisiana State Univ.

3559. Young, V.R.; Scrimshaw, N.S. 1978. Nutritional 
evaluation of proteins and protein requirements. In: M. 
Milner, N.S. Scrimshaw, and D.I.C. Wang, eds. 1978. Protein 
Resources and Technology: Status and Research Needs. 
Westport, CT: AVI Publishing Co. xxi + 629 p. See p. 136-
73. Chap. 10. [168 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Some metabolic aspects 
of the daily protein requirement. Approaches and methods 
in the assessment of protein and amino acid requirements. 
Current data on the essential amino acid requirements 
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of man. Current estimates of the protein requirements 
of man. Protein requirements and evaluation of protein 
quality. Dietary energy, nitrogen metabolism and protein 
utilization. Conclusions and recommendations. Specifi c 
recommendations.
 The availability of iron in soy proteins appears to be 
relatively high. Address: MIT, Cambridge, Massachusetts.

3560. Onyekwere, O.O.; Edwards, C.C. 1978? Soy-ogi, a 
corn-soya Nigerian weaning food. FIIRO (Federal Inst. of 
Industrial Research, Oshodi), Technical Memo (Lagos) No. 
30. 12 p. *
Address: Nigeria.

3561. Soya Production and Research Association. 1978? 
Nutri Nugget. Golden nuggets of nutritious protein. Pure 
vegetable protein food from soyabeans (Leafl et). Bareilly, 
UP, India. 3 panels each side. Each panel: 13.5 x 9.2 cm. 
Undated. [Eng; Hin]
• Summary: Printed with green ink on grayish-tan paper. 
Contents: What is Nutri Nugget? Why soyabeans? (with bar 
graph). How important is protein? Who should eat Nutri 
Nugget? Is Nutri Nugget expensive (not on a protein basis; 
Nutri Nuggets contain 50% protein). What do doctors say? 
(quotation from 1978 world conference). General directions 
for use. Give your budget a break! Try these sample recipes 
(Nugget vegetable biryani {with NN chunks}, Nugget pakora 
{with NN chunks}). “Special features: 50% body-building 
protein. Pure vegetable food. Contains natural minerals and 
vitamins. Low fat. Low cholesterol. Low in saccharides. Low 
salt. Idea for diabetics, cardiac patients, slimmers, low salt 
dieters. A must for growing children as well as pregnant & 
nursing mothers.” Address: 182 Civil Lines, Bareilly, UP 243 
001, India.

3562. Srikantia, S.G. 1978? Chemistry and nutritive value 
of sorghum, maize and other millets. In: National Inst. of 
Nutrition, Indian Council of Medical Research. See p. 31-37. 
*
Address: Director, National Inst. of Nutrition, Indian Council 
of Medical Research, Hyderabad 500 007, India.

3563. Williams, Peter; Robinson, David; Bailey, Alan. 1979. 
High-density lipoprotein and coronary risk factors in normal 
men. Lancet (British ed.) 313(8107):72-75. Jan. 13. [28 ref]
• Summary: Serum high-density-lipoprotein cholesterol 
(H.D.L.) was measured in 2568 men attending a screening 
centre and registered with a medical practitioner in Great 
Britain. HDL was inversely related to cigarette-smoking, 
relative weight, and serum-triglyceride level, and directly 
related to physical activity, total-cholesterol level, and 
alcohol consumption.
 Soy is not mentioned. Address: BUPA Medical 
Research, 300 Gray’s Inn Road, London WC1, United 

Kingdom.

3564. Koebernick, Barb. 1979. At Dawson Mills, soybeans 
are king: Farm focus. Independent (Marshall, Minnesota). 
Jan. 24. p. 1B.
• Summary: Discusses diversifi cation at Dawson Mills, 
based on the company’s recent annual report and an 
interview with Joe Givens. The new soy isolate plant under 
construction represents a $17 million investment. The 
isolated soy protein will be marketed in two forms: as spray-
dried powder, and as “hair-like fi bers called fi brils,” which 
will be produced by a special patented spinning process 
(similar to spinning rayon thread), and will be used as an 
ingredient by food manufacturers. The isolate plant will have 
a 40-acre lagoon and a waste treatment plant large enough 
for a city of 150,000 people. There are only 4 other U.S. 
companies that start with soybeans and end up with isolate.
 The market for edible soy products is expanding. Givens 
believes the outlook for Dawson Mills is very bright, because 
the company is in a growing business–the protein business.
 In 1952 the cooperative came “dangerously close to 
failure, and the St. Paul Bank for Cooperatives was reluctant 
to loan more operating capital without additional local 
money.”
 There are 3 other soybean processing plants in 
Minnesota and one in Sioux City, Iowa. But about 
25% of the processed soybeans grown in Minnesota go 
through Dawson Mills. The resulting soy products are 
sold worldwide. Dawson Mills buys all its soybeans from 
cooperative elevators. The plant’s current storage capacity 
is 3 million bushels. Dawson ships about 250 tons of “soy 
oil” per day, or over six rail tank cars full, most destined for 
the West Coast. After the oil has been extracted, the fl akes 
are toasted to destroy the anti-digestive enzyme called “anti-
trypsin” [trypsin inhibitor]. Most of the soybean meal is 
shipped in bulk by truck, but some is bagged.
 Photos show: (1) Tri-County Co-op soybean plant and 
offi ce in 1951. (2) Aerial view of the plant in 1961. (3) 
Forming the foundations of 10 slip-form concrete storage 
tanks in 1971. (4) The completed tanks located near the 
Dawson Mills water tower. (5) New offi ces built in 1962. 
(6) The concrete storage tanks at the half way completed 
position.

3565. Potter, J.D.; Topping, D.L.; Oakenfull, D. 1979. Soya, 
saponins, and plasma-cholesterol. Lancet i(8109):223. Jan. 
27. [16 ref]
• Summary: Suggests that the hypocholesterolaemic 
action of soybean products is attributable to the presence 
of saponins, not to the amino acid content. Address: 1-2. 
CSIRO Div. of Human Nutrition, Adelaide, South Australia 
5000, Australia; 3. CSIRO Div. of Food Research, North 
Ryde, New South Wales.
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3566. Aihara, Herman. 1979. Macrobiotic lecture trip in 
Europe, 1978. GOMF News (Oroville, California). Jan. p. 1.
• Summary: “About 200 macrobiotic leaders from Europe 
and some from the United States gathered to honor Mrs. 
Lima Ohsawa and Shuzo Okada [of Muso]. The fi rst 
European Macrobiotic Congress was held during November 
at the Community Health Foundation in London. Having a 
restaurant, food shop and many lecture halls, this building 
served well for the meeting. Originally the Congress was 
scheduled for Ghent and the sudden change was diffi cult for 
them. However, the Congress was well organized.
 “I arrived in London from Los Angeles around 6 
o’clock in the morning. However, due to a deep fog over 
the airport, the plane did not land in London until 4 o’clock 
in the afternoon. Mr. K. Takaki greeted me at the airport 
and took me to his home. It was about 9 o’clock in the 
evening when Rosa Takaki and I arrived at the Congress. 
The meeting started with a meditation in memory of George 
Ohsawa whose picture was displayed on the wall. Michio 
Kushi gave the opening speech saying that a North American 
Macrobiotic Congress will be held in 1979, and will be 
followed by a Congress in South America, and then one in 
Asia.
 “The next day, I was asked to give a speech after Lima 
Ohsawa’s and Shuzo Okada’s speeches. I said: “’Michio 
Kushi will organize similar congresses in North America, 
South America and Asia. This is a great idea. Many will be 
stimulated and observe a macrobiotic diet. However, I see 
two diffi culties in this movement. One is a jealous mentality 
among leaders. A less popular leader will be jealous of 
another who is more popular. This jealousy will create 
emotional resentments and be a hazard to a peaceful mind. 
Even though one peaceful world is realized, if each one is 
not peaceful, how good is such a world.
 “’Another problem concerns food distribution. The 
macrobiotic movement is related to food–the special kinds of 
food which can not be bought at a regular market. Therefore, 
food distribution is one of the activities of macrobiotics as 
well as a source of income for some macrobiotics. Many 
macrobiotics as well as some non-macrobiotics perform the 
macrobiotic food businesses. Performing business can create 
a greedy mentality and an exclusive ego attitude which is 
not the character which macrobiotics aim to achieve. If 
this happens, resentment, gossiping, tricks, even arrogance 
will be observed among macrobiotic people. We have to 
be humble and refl ect more in order to succeed in such a 
movement.’
 “Amsterdam: On November 14 in the evening, I left 
London for Amsterdam with Ineke Niermeyer, who had been 
at Vega two years ago with her husband and two children. 
We took the train and then a boat to the Holland port. I was 
very hungry because I hadn’t eaten since morning except for 
a cup of miso soup. I went to the ship’s restaurant and ate a 
fi sh dinner. It was expensive, but very fresh and delicious. 

The sea was rough, but I slept well in the cabin.
 “The next morning early, we arrived at the port. The 
weather was nice, but chilly. Ineke had rice and miso soup, 
while I drank a cup of miso soup. We arrived at Amsterdam 
after a two hour ride on the train. The town was busy and 
active, and very clean. By street car, we went to Ineke’s 
apartment. Leaving my stuff there, we went to the East West 
Center which is within walking distance. The center, which 
was organized eight years ago by Adelbert Nelissen, is a 
big house facing a canal. It consists of a big lecture hall, an 
exercise hall, a food store, a printing room, a camera room, 
a dining room, several dormitories and Adelbert’s family 
room. They own eight stores, bakeries and the center house. 
They bake one ton of bread every day using fl our ground by 
windmill. It seems to me one of the best organized centers 
in Europe. Adelbert, a young Jewish fellow who started this 
two million dollar per year macrobiotic activity, lives at the 
center with his beautiful wife and two daughters in three 
rooms. He gave me a room in which to stay. When I was 
introduced at the center, Abe Nakamura came from his home 
in Dusseldorf. He moved my suitcases to the center from 
Ineke’s apartment so that I could take a nap until 6 o’clock. 
Then, he took me to an authentically decorated Japanese 
restaurant. The food was very tasty, but very expensive when 
compared with Japanese restaurants in America. It seems to 
me that everything is expensive in Holland when compared 
to the cost of living in America.
 “I started the fi rst night lecture at 8 pm with about 70 
people attending. They were mostly between 20 and 30 
years old. I talked about how I met Ohsawa, and about my 
diffi culty with the Immigration Law and its cause. I fi nished 
around 10:30 pm.
 “On November 16, Abe took me to his home–a two hour 
drive. His business has been well established in Germany. 
However, he is loosing his customers to Michio’s students, 
who are opening several stores in the same town. Such things 
make him reluctant to help Michio. I see such mentality 
among the Japanese macrobiotic leaders in Europe. This 
problem relates to their living income; so, it is diffi cult to 
solve.
 “That night, I spoke about the macrobiotic diet, 
physiology, yin/yang principles, balancing sodium and 
potassium and balancing acid and alkaline.
 “On the 17th, I talked about balancing hormones, 
nervous systems and Selye’s stress theory, concluding 
that we will not have absolute peace of mind unless we 
reach complete gratitude, absolute faith in the Order of the 
Universe.
 “On the 18th, the meeting started in the morning. I 
talked about the spiralic concept of man. Real man is the 
whole universe. Macrobiotic means becoming such a person. 
During the afternoon, I taught Sotai exercise, which they 
enjoyed very much. Then I gave palm diagnosis of family 
and marriage, and palm reading. This created a strong 
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curiosity–everyone came around me, asking me to read their 
palms.
 “In Holland, there is no Christmas ceremony, but there 
is the Santa Claus custom. He arrived in town that day 
and stays for a month giving many gifts to the children as 
he passes through the streets. Therefore, there was a big 
parade...” Address: 1544 Oak St., Oroville, California.

3567. Alvarado A., Rigoberto. 1979. Review of the Honduras 
[LEC] program. LEC Report No. 7. p. 85-93. D.E. Wilson, 
ed. Low-Cost Extrusion Cookers: Second International 
Workshop Proceedings (Fort Collins, CO: Dept. of Agric. 
and Chemical Engineering, Colorado State Univ.). Held in 
Dar es Salaam, Tanzania. [5 ref]
• Summary: “Introduction: Honduras is a country with 
approximately 80% of its population suffering some degree 
of malnutrition (Consuplane, 1978). Available data also 
indicate that in 1977, of the total of 653,000 children under 
fi ve years of age, 75% or 490,000 were suffering some form 
of malnutrition, and 29% or 190,000 of all children under 
fi ve were suffering from moderate to severe malnutrition. 
The bulk of the most severe cases was found within these 
190,000 children, or within this 6% of the country’s total 
population. Another recent study (Flores, 1977), which 
involved a survey of food intake by low socioeconomic 
groups in rural areas, has also revealed that nutrient intake 
by pre-school children is drastically below the recommended 
nutrient intake (RNI) in calories, retinol, ribofl avin and 
niacin; therefore, it is potentially conducive to severe cases 
of malnutrition (Table I). The adult diet also had considerable 
defi ciencies (Table II); however, as far as adequacy of 
nutrient intake, the worst diets were found among pre-school 
children.
 “Obviously the malnutrition problem is severe; however, 
now that a clear diagnosis of the nutrition situation of 
the population is available, it is expected that food and 
nutrition programs will be designed more effi ciently. 
Furthermore, SAPLAN (National System for Food and 
Nutrition Planning), the foremost authority in nutritional 
planning, is well aware that maximum effi ciency in the 
country’s nutritional projects can only be obtained by an 
interinstitutional and interdisciplinary approach to the 
problem. SAPLAN states in the National Plan of Food and 
Nutrition (NPFN, 1979-1983) that to tackle malnutrition it 
is necessary, among other things, to increase the availability 
of food crops, obtain a better distribution of income, 
improve rural health care (preventive and curative), promote 
the nutritional education of the layman and improve the 
effi ciency in the distribution of complementary foods 
(Consuplane, 1978).
 “On the subject of supplementary feeding the NPFN 
describes the local production of Maisoy (Corn/Soy Blend) 
as a project of top priority, basically because there is a 
strong desire to produce a low-cost food so formulated as 

to supplement the Honduran diet with its most defi cient 
nutrients. A review of the progress to date for the Maisoy 
processing facility follows.
 “Historical Overview: The fi rst extrusion equipment 
(Brady) tested in Central America to produce low-cost 
nutritious foods was loaned in 1975 by CARE/USAID 
to the Institute of Nutrition of Central America and 
Panama (INCAP), and since then considerable research 
has been undertaken to optimize the running parameters 
of the extruder, so as to obtain food systems with the best 
nutritional, organoleptic and storage stability properties. 
Of the many food mixtures tested (Table III), the Maisoy 
formula (70 parts corn / 30 parts soybeans) has been 
considered the best mixture for Hondurans, basically because 
it has a high nutritional value, a relatively low-cost, and a 
fl avor somewhat similar to cooked corn fl our (atole), a staple 
food in the traditional Honduran diet.
 “Interest in the possibility of establishing a Maisoy 
processing facility was high in 1975, and by the end of that 
year a prototype processing facility was proposed by INCAP 
(Bressani, 1976). Likewise, in the same year, an extensive 
acceptability trial was conducted in various communities in 
Honduras. The acceptability trial was effi ciently conducted 
by PANI (National Children’s Foundation), INCAP and 
British nutritionists with highly encouraging results (Table 
IV). A pre-feasibility study which also indicated the 
soundness of the project was performed in the same year.
 “As it can clearly be seen, substantial efforts were 
undertaken in 1975 to promote the establishment of the 
Maisoy processing facility. However, implementation of the 
protect was delayed primarily because of the lack of capital 
and the unavailability of locally-grown soybeans. Only 
recently (April, 1978) has the project restarted because of 
three major reasons:
 “1. Soybeans are being produced locally in suffi cient 
quantities by a program sponsored by the Ministry of Natural 
Resources (Table V).
 “2. A grant of 250,000 U.S. dollars will probably be 
obtained from the European Economic Community (EEC) to 
buy the majority of the processing equipment for the plant.
 “3. Organizations sponsoring complementary food 
programs like CARE, CRS/Caritas, WFP and Co-haat 
(the bi-lateral GOH / German government food for work 
program) have indicated that they will continue with their 
programs. However, there is a general consensus (de 
Muelenaere, Dec. 1978) that within the next 3-5 years 
more initiative and effort is expected from the Honduran 
Government (GOH) to help alleviate the malnutrition 
affecting pre-school and school children...” Address: 
Dep. of Central Planning, Ministry of Natural Resources, 
Tegucigalpa, Honduras.

3568. Chin, L.; Oditt, V. 1979. The LEC program in Guyana. 
Parts A and B. LEC Report No. 7. p. 79-83. D.E. Wilson, 
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ed. Low-Cost Extrusion Cookers: Second International 
Workshop Proceedings (Fort Collins, CO: Dept. of Agric. 
and Chemical Engineering, Colorado State Univ.). Held in 
Dar es Salaam, Tanzania.
• Summary: The Guyana Pharmaceutical Corp. (GPC), a 
state agency, was identifi ed by the government in March 
1977 as the organization responsible for the production of a 
low-cost weaning food, Cerex. A Brady low-cost extrusion 
cooker was ordered. A breakfast cereal will also be produced. 
Cerex will consist of 36% degermed cornmeal, 20% soy 
fl our (defatted, toasted), 15% white rice (broken), 10% skim 
milk powder, 10% white sugar, 7% soy oil (salad grade), 
1.9% mineral premix, 0.1% vitamin premix. A photo shows 
the Cerex package. Address: Guyana Pharmaceutical Corp., 
Georgetown, Guyana.

3569. De Mel, Beatrice V. 1979. Sri Lanka nutrition 
intervention projects using extruded products. LEC Report 
No. 7. p. 203-12. D.E. Wilson, ed. Low-Cost Extrusion 
Cookers: Second International Workshop Proceedings (Fort 
Collins, CO: Dept. of Agric. and Chemical Engineering, 
Colorado State Univ.). Held in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania.
• Summary: “Sri Lanka was one of the fi rst countries in 
the Third World to appreciate the importance of correcting 
malnutrition caused by poverty and to introduce programs 
for achieving this objective. A scheme of subsidized food 
began as a wartime necessity, fi rst in food marketing.” 
Many believe that subsidized food has reduced the rate of 
population growth, “In Sri Lanka the birth rate decreased 
from 38.7 to 27.5 between 1953 and 1976. Table I shows that 
total caloric intake depends on income.
 “Soya stands out as the best source of protein for 
inexpensive formulated foods, as it provides the most protein 
for the money. It is also a good source of oil, which is now in 
short supply due to the dwindling supply of coconuts.”
 “Research has demonstrated the very close relationship 
between infection and malnutrition.” “The Sri Lankan 
government has traditionally placed high priority on health, 
education, and nutrition intervention programs.” Address: 
Ministry of Health, Colombo, Sri Lanka.

3570. Forman, Martin J. 1979. Letter to Dr. G. Richard 
Jansen, Project Co-Director, Colorado State University. 
LEC Report No. 7. p. v. Jan. Held 15-18 Jan. 1979 at Hotel 
Kilimanjaro, Dar es Salaam, Tanzania (Available from: 
Department of Agricultural and Chemical Engineering, 
Colorado State Univ., Ft. Collins, CO 80523).
• Summary: This letter, which appears near the front 
of “Low-cost extrusion cookers: Second International 
Workshop Proceedings, is dated 10 Jan. 1979 and addressed 
to Dr. G. Richard Jansen, Project Co-Director, Dep. of Food 
Science and Nutrition, Colorado State University, Fort 
Collins, Colorado 80523. It begins:
 “The 1970’s have certainly been turbulent years for 

international nutrition. When the decade began, there was 
still a strong clamor to attack the ‘protein crisis’; a short time 
later understand of nutrition requirements changed, and the 
‘crisis’ diminished sharply. In 1970, the ‘green revolution’ 
was still being hailed as a dramatic break-through which held 
high promise for solving the world’s food supply problem; 
shortly thereafter, the alternating weather years, fi rst bad, 
then good, brought back the reality of how dependent world 
agricultural production still is on weather. Oil prices went up 
in the mid 70’s and the price of agricultural inputs–and food–
went haywire.
 “The 1974 World Food Conference produced a 
consensus by governments and international aid agencies 
on the need for drastic action in agricultural development, 
food security, food aid and nutrition. Four years later the 
follow-up record is mixed. Some of the sense of urgency 
has disappeared, and the track record in responding to WFC 
nutrition recommendations is poor.
 “One thing that has remained constant throughout the 
period, however, is the steady and persistent progress being 
made by a small army of private voluntary organizations, 
the rank and fi le workers in government nutrition programs, 
and a dedicated group of pragmatic professionals who 
have somehow managed to employ new technologies and 
scientifi c methods without losing touch with the realities at 
the grass roots level.” Address: Director, Offi ce of Nutrition, 
Development Support Bureau, Agency for International 
Development (USAID), Dep. of State, Washington, DC 
20523.

3571. Hong, Sik Cheigh. 1979. The LEC program in Korea. 
LEC Report No. 7. p. 115-20. D.E. Wilson, ed. Low-
Cost Extrusion Cookers: Second International Workshop 
Proceedings (Fort Collins, CO: Dept. of Agric. and Chemical 
Engineering, Colorado State Univ.). Held in Dar es Salaam, 
Tanzania. [4 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. The Wonseong County 
Comprehensive Nutrition Program in Korea. The MFM-
KIST extruder. Development of high-nutrition low-cost 
(HNLC) food with a LEC system for the Wonseong Country 
program. Partial cooking of rice and corn for a pasta program 
with the MFM-Kist extruder. Experiments for rice bran 
stabilization by the extrusion process. Future program.
 “Extrusion cooking is now practiced widely in the 
production of snack foods, blended foods, textured vegetable 
protein and inactivation of enzymes (Crowley, 1976). The 
Korean Institute of Science and Technology (KIST) has had 
several years of experience in the development of a high-
nutrition low-cost (HNLC) food utilizing barley, soybean and 
sesame (BSS) and corn, soybean sesame (CSS) compositions 
through the extrusion process.”
 The MFM-KIST extruder is 1½ [2½] inch diameter 
single-screw unit, and the screw has constant pitch. It is 
driven by a 30-Hp [horsepower] motor whose speed can be 
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changed with a 3-speed gear box. The barrel is divided into 
three sections without any cooling or heating jacket.” It “is 
capable of producing 100 kg of product per hour.
 Tables show: (1) Specifi cation of MFM-KIST Extruder. 
(2) Trials for test production of proposed formulas with 
MFM-KIST extruder. (3) Chemical composition of proposed 
products. (4) Amino acid composition of proposed formulas. 
(5) Protein Effi ciency Ratio (PER) and adjusted PER of 
proposed products. The PER ranges from 3.37 to 3.64. The 
adjusted PER (relative to casein, which has a PER of 2.5) 
ranges from 2.33 to 2.53. (6) Results of sensory evaluation 
of products (based on fl avor, taste, texture, and color). 
(7) Effect of extrusion temperature and retention time on 
moisture content and residual peroxidase [enzyme] activity 
in extruded rice bran.
 Figures show: (1) Graph of effect of extrusion 
temperature on free fatty acid development in rice bran 
during storage at 30ºC and 87% humidity. (2) Photo of dryer, 
enrober and packaging machine at KIST. Address: Korea 
Inst. of Science and Technology, Seoul, South Korea.

3572. Hutt, Peter Barton; Sloan, A. Elizabeth. 1979. FDA 
regulation of vegetable protein products. Nutrition Policy 
Issues. Jan. p. 1-2. *
• Summary: Discusses the background, history, and major 
provisions of tentative FDA regulation of vegetable protein 
products.

3573. Ishima, Toshio. 1979. [Correlation between sensory 
evaluation of miso and its chemical analysis]. Shokuhin Sogo 
Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the National Food 
Research Institute) No. 34. p. 252-57. Jan. [4 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: Reprinted from Miso no Kagaku to Gijutsu 
(Miso Science and Technology). No. 286. p. 26-31 (1977). 
Address: National Food Research Inst., MAFF, Tokyo, 
Japan.

3574. Jansen, G.R. 1979. Nutritional aspects of the LEC 
program at Colorado State Univ. LEC Report No. 7. p. 121-
41. D.E. Wilson, ed. Low-Cost Extrusion Cookers: Second 
International Workshop Proceedings (Fort Collins, CO: Dept. 
of Agric. and Chemical Engineering, Colorado State Univ.). 
Held in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania. [38 ref]
• Summary: Includes a long discussion of the nutrients 
in full-fat soy fl our. Address: Dep. of Food Science and 
Nutrition, Colorado State Univ., Fort Collins, CO 80523.

3575. Manabe, Masaru; Matsuura, Shinji. 1979. [Studies 
on the fl uorescent compounds in fermented foods. V. The 
behavior of fungi during miso and shoyu fermentation and 
afl atoxin inspection]. Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo Kenkyu 
Hokoku (Report of the National Food Research Institute) No. 
34. p. 79-83. Jan. [9 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: “(1) As a basic experiment, the effects of 

NaCl on the growth of fungi in koji culture media were 
investigated. The tested fungi were Aspergillus fl avus, A. 
parasiticus, A. versicolor, A. ochraceus, A. clavatus and 
Penicillium citreo-viride selected as mycotoxin producing 
fungi, and A. oryzae as useful fungus for producing 
fermented food. After 1 week culture at 30ºC all of the 
strains grew well in koji culture media containing 0% to 12% 
NaCl, but in the media of over 15% NaCl, the growth of 
these strains was inhibited. (2) The possibility of mycotoxin 
production by fungus during fermentation of miso and 
shoyu were examined. The fungi, most of them were A. 
oryzae, in miso and shoyu appeared to be immediately 
inactivated in early stage of the fermentation, because miso 
and shoyu contained high percent of NaCl. In conclusion, it 
became clear that there is little possibility of the mycotoxin 
contamination during the fermentation of miso and shoyu. 
(3) The afl atoxin inspection of 39 samples of commercial 
shoyu collected from various prefectures in Japan was 
conducted. There was no single instance of afl atoxin 
contamination in the shoyu samples.” Address: National 
Food Research Inst., MAFF, Tokyo, Japan.

3576. Nave, Robert. 1979. Experience with extrusion 
cookers in India. LEC Report No. 7. p. 95-100. D.E. Wilson, 
ed. Low-Cost Extrusion Cookers: Second International 
Workshop Proceedings (Fort Collins, CO: Dept. of Agric. 
and Chemical Engineering, Colorado State Univ.). Held in 
Dar es Salaam, Tanzania.
• Summary: Contents: Background and objectives of SPRA. 
Extrusion cookers at SPRA. Other extrusion cookers in 
India. Types of products produced at SPRA on various 
machines: Commercial products, feeding program products. 
General observations. The Brady Crop Cooker and Wenger 
X-900: Comparisons or machines and cost, advantages of 
each machine. Basic requirements for production facilities 
housing a LEC. Conclusion.
 “1. Background: A. The Soya Production and Research 
Association, which we established in 1971, grew out of 
our desire: (1) To establish a project for the utilization of 
soybeans which were being introduced as a farm crop but for 
which no market seemed to be developing. (2) To develop 
some soybean-based food products which could be processed 
in large quantities and which would be readily accepted by 
the Indian people; and (3) To produce low-cost soybean-
based foods and yet be a viable company which could 
produce some surplus income for use in developmental and 
charitable projects.
 “B. SPRA is a partnership of the Methodist Church 
in India and the G.B. Pant University of Agriculture and 
Technology which is the Uttar Pradesh State Agricultural 
University... (D) SPRA has made it a point not to be 
dependent on government feeding programs.
 “II. There are three extrusion cookers at SPRA. These 
are a Wenger X-25 with the necessary parts to convert it 
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to an X-900, a Brady Crop Cooker and a Wenger X-155... 
The X-900 and Brady Crop Cooker can process unground 
soyabeans and do not require water, steam or a drier to 
reduce moisture after processing. (B) Mysore Snack Foods 
Company of Bangalore has an X-25 and is producing 
product for government feeding programs. They attempted to 
produce TVP for the commercial market but withdrew after a 
few months.
 “IV. Types of products produced by SPRA on various 
machines: A. Commercial Products: 2777Textured Vegetable 
Protein, Corn-Defatted Soya Weaning Food, Rice-Defatted 
Soya Snack Food (fl avored with peanut oil and local spices). 
B. Feeding program products: Corn and ground soyabeans, 
Full-fat soya meal from whole ground soyabeans, Full-fat 
soya meal from whole unground soyabeans, Full-fat soya 
meal from whole dehulled soyabeans.
 “Our inability to put the full-fat soya fl our... on the 
market is due to our inability to fi nd suitable packaging.”
 “Advantages of each machine:
 “The X-900: high production per hour, lower cost of 
production, easier cleaning, more versatile, inactivation 
of trypsin inhibitor good (0.05 when measured as urease 
activity).
 “The Brady crop cooker: lower initial cost, easier to 
operate, less skill required for maintenance, inactivation 
of trypsin inhibitor good (0.10 when measured as urease 
activity).”
 “VII. Conclusions: At SPRA we feel that LEC’s can 
fulfi ll an important need in providing low-cost nutritious 
foods for both the commercial market and feeding programs 
in man Third World countries.” Address: Soya Production 
and Research Assoc., Bareilly, India.

3577. Ochiai-Yanagi, Sonoe; Fukuzawa, Chikafusa; Harada, 
Kyuya. 1979. Formation of storage protein components 
during soybean seed development. Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo 
Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the National Food Research 
Institute) No. 34. p. 178-84. Jan. [25 ref. Eng; jap]
• Summary: “Formation and accumulation of protein 
components and their subunits in developing soybean seeds 
were investigated ultracentrifugally, electrophoretically 
and immunologically from fl owering until maturity.” 
Immunological specifi city of mature 7S globulin was 
clearly detected 40 days after fl owering, whereas that of 11S 
globulin was seen after at least 50 days of fl owering.
 Reprinted from Agricultural and Biological Chemistry 
42:697-702 (1978). Address: National Food Research Inst., 
MAFF, Tokyo 135, Japan.

3578. Ochiai-Yanagi, Sonoe; Miyauchi, Hiroko; Saio, 
Kyoko; Watanabe, Tokuji. 1979. Modifi ed soybean protein 
with high water-holding capacity. Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo 
Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the National Food Research 
Institute) No. 34. p. 185-96. Jan. [11 ref. Eng; jap]

• Summary: Reprinted from Cereal Chemistry 55:157-67 
(1978). Address: National Food Research Inst., MAFF, 
Tokyo 135, Japan.

3579. Orf, J.H.; Hymowitz, T. 1979. Inheritance of the 
absence of the Kunitz trypsin inhibitor in seed protein of 
soybeans. Crop Science 19(1):107-09. Jan/Feb. [15 ref]
• Summary: Trypsin inhibitor proteins make up about 6% 
of the total protein in soybean seeds, yet they account for 
perhaps 30-50% of the growth inhibition when raw soybeans 
are fed to monogastric animals (Footnote: Rackis 1965). 
Address: Dep. of Agronomy, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana.

3580. Pelaez, R.; Walker, D.M. 1979. Milk replacers for 
preruminant lambs: Limiting amino acids in two soybean 
protein isolates determined with a change-over design. 
Australian J. of Agricultural Research 30(1):125-34. Jan. [15 
ref]
• Summary: Methionine was the fi rst limiting amino acid; 
Lysine and threonine were second limiting. The mean 
digestibility coeffi cient of nitrogen in isolated soy protein 
B (ISP-B) was 0.842, and the diets containing it were 
readily accepted by lambs. Address: 1. Departamento de 
Alimentacion, Facultad de Veterinaria de Leon, Leon, Spain; 
2. Dep. of Animal Husbandry, Univ. of Sydney, NSW 2006, 
Australia.

3581. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1979. The book of 
tofu: Food for mankind. Condensed and revised. New York, 
NY: Ballantine Books. A division of Random House, Inc. xii 
+ 433 p. Jan. Illust. by Akiko Aoyagi Shurtleff. Index. 18 cm. 
[60 ref]
• Summary: This book has been extensively revised 
and updated. Many names of Japanese tofu have been 
Americanized. Contents: Preface. Acknowledgements. 1. 
Protein East and West. 2. Tofu as a food. 3. Getting started: 
Favorite tofu recipes. 4. Soybeans. 5. Fresh soy puree. 6. 
Okara (Soy pulp). 7. Curds and whey. 8. Tofu & fi rm tofu. 
9. Deep-fried tofu: Deep-fried tofu cutlets, deep-fried tofu 
burgers & treasure balls (tofu treasure balls, p. 269), and 
deep-fried tofu pouches. 10. Soymilk. 11. Silken tofu. 12. 
Grilled tofu. 13. Frozen & dried-frozen tofu. 14. Fermented 
tofu. 15. Yuba. Appendices: A. Tofu restaurants in Japan. B. 
Tofu shops and soy dairies in the West. C. Varieties of tofu in 
East Asia. D. Table of equivalents. Bibliography. Glossary. 
Contains 250 recipes and 100 illustrations. Price: $2.95.
 This new edition features: (1) New recipes: Over fi fty 
new American-style tofu recipes including Creamy Tofu 
Dressings, Tofu Teriyaki, Tofu Burgers, Tofu Eggless Egg 
Salad, and the like. The key to the book is an updated list of 
favorite tofu recipes plus suggestions for incorporating them 
into a weekly menu (p. 56). (2) New sections: An extensive 
new introduction to Soy Protein Foods (p. 66), dairylike 
products made from tofu (p. 150), dairylike products made 
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from soymilk (p. 302) including soymilk yogurt (fermented), 
ice cream, kefi r, mayonnaise, whipped cream, popsicles, 
buttermilk, and soy shakes. (3) New chapters: Fermented 
Tofu and Varieties of Tofu in East Asia. (4) New basic 
methodologies: The key recipes for homemade tofu and 
homemade soymilk have been simplifi ed and improved. 
(5) Updates: A complete listing of the 120 tofu shops and 
soy dairies now operating in the West; over 60 Caucasian-
run shops have opened in the past two years. (6) New 
Americanized tofu names: Including deep-fried tofu burgers, 
deep-fried tofu cutlets, deep-fried tofu pouches, deep-fried 
tofu puffs, silken tofu, wine fermented tofu, and fresh soy 
puree. A major goal of this book is to coin English names 
for tofu products that will catch on and come to be used in 
labeling commercial products, in cookbooks, etc. (7) No 
sugar.
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2013) that contains the following terms related 
to deep-fried tofu: “fried tofu cutlets” or “deep-fried tofu 
cutlets” (p. v, to refer to nama-agé), “fried tofu burgers” 
or “deep-fried tofu burgers (to refer to ganmodoki), “tofu 
treasure balls” or “deep-fried tofu treasure balls” (p. v, 269, 
to refer to Hiryozu), “fried tofu pouches” or “deep-fried tofu 
pouches” (p. v, to refer to aburagé).
 Page 110: “In Japan, tofu is also called momen-
goshi (‘cotton-fi ltered’) to distinguish it from its popular 
counterpart kinu-goshi (‘silken tofu’).” Note 4. This is the 
earliest English-language document seen (April 2013) that 
uses the term “silken tofu.”
 Note 5. This is the 2nd earliest English-language 
document seen (Oct. 2011) that contains the term “Wine-
fermented tofu” (p. 361).
 In Jan. 1988 a new printing (but not a new edition) of 
this book (the 13th), slightly revised, appeared. It had a new 
cover and many new small illustrations. The subtitle was 
“Protein Source of the Future–Now!” The heading: “The 
World’s Bestselling Book on Tofu.” Address: New-Age 
Foods Study Center, P.O. Box 234, Lafayette, California 
94549.

3582. Soyanews (Sri Lanka). 1979. Your money goes a long 
way with soya: Nutrition. 1(5):4-5. Jan.
• Summary: Bar charts and a table show the nutritional 
composition of each of fi ve legumes, plus rice, potatoes, and 
sweet potatoes, their cost per pound of protein or per 1,000 
calories, and for their protein yield per acre. Soyabeans 
contain twice as much protein and yield about 3 times as 
much protein per acre as any of the others.

3583. Taira, Harue; Taira, Hirokadzu; Saito, Masataka. 1979. 
Daizu no ryûdo, hinshu oyobi saibai-nendo ga kagaku seibun 
sosei ni oyobosu eikyô. V. Kariumu, rin, maguneshiumu 
oyobi karushiumu ganryô [Effect of size of seed, variety, and 
crop year on the chemical composition of soybean seeds. V. 

Potassium, phosphorus, magnesium, and calcium content]. 
Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the 
National Food Research Institute) No. 34. p. 169-77. Jan. 
[15 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: Reprinted from Nippon Sakumotsu Gakkai Kiji 
(Proceedings of the Crop Science Society of Japan) 46:483-
91 (1977). Address: National Food Research Inst., MAFF, 
Tokyo, Japan.

3584. Taira, Harue; Taira, Hirokadzu; Yoshio, Mori; 
Ushirogi, Toshizo; Fujimori, I.; Kawasaki, Y.; Suzuki, N.; 
Koyatsu, H.; Takei, R. 1979. Daizu shushi no kansô shori 
hôhô to sono hinshitsu ni tsuite. III. Teisui-bun ganryô shushi 
no kansô shori ga shushi no butsuri-teki seijô oyobi kakô 
tekisei ni oyobosu eikyô to tôfu oyobi nattô no kôjô seizô 
shiken [Infl uence of dry treatment after harvest on quality of 
soybean seeds. III. Infl uence of low moisture seeds drying 
on the physical properties and suitability for food processing 
and factory production of tofu and natto]. Shokuhin Sogo 
Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the National Food 
Research Institute) No. 34. p. 19-28. Jan. [9 ref. Jap; eng]
Address: National Food Research Inst., MAFF, Tokyo, 
Japan.

3585. Wang, H.L.; Mustakas, G.C.; Wolf, W.J.; Wang, L.C.; 
Hesseltine, C.W.; Bagley, E.B. 1979. Soybeans as human 
food: Unprocessed and simply processed. USDA Utilization 
Research Report No. 5. iv + 54 p. Jan. Slightly revised, July 
1979. Jan. No index. 28 cm. Compiled for USAID. [50+ ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. 1. Soybean food uses 
in Asia. China: Soaking dry soybeans, tou chiang (soybean 
milk), tou fu (soybean curd), processed tou fu products, tou 
fu pi (protein-lipid fi lms), huang tou ya (soybean sprouts), 
whole soybeans, fermented soybean foods, production and 
consumption.
 Japan: Tofu (soybean curd), kinugoshi tofu, processed 
tofu products, yuba (protein-lipid fi lm), soybean milk, gô 
(ground soybean mash), daizu no moyashi (soybean sprouts), 
whole soybeans (edamame {fresh green soybeans}, whole 
dry soybeans, kinako), fermented soybean foods: Production 
and consumption.
 Korea: Tubu (soybean curd), processed tubu product, 
soybean sprouts, whole soybeans (green soybeans, parched 
or roasted soybeans, boiled soybeans), soybean fl our 
(“Soybeans are fi rst roasted and then ground into fl our. 
The fl our is used extensively as an ingredient in food 
preparations.” Note: The name of the roasted soy fl our is not 
given), fermented soybean foods (Soy sauce and [soy] bean 
paste are commonly used in Korea as fl avoring agents. Natto 
is also enjoyed), production and consumption [of soybeans in 
Korea].
 Indonesia: Tahu or tahoo (soybean curd), bubuk kedele 
(soybean powder. “Soybeans of the white variety are roasted 
until no beany fl avor can be detected. They are ground into 
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a powder and mixed with such spices as garlic and chili”), 
tempe kedele, tempe gembus [the name in Central and East 
Java for okara tempeh], oncom tahu [the name in West Java 
for okara onchom], other soybean products (soybean sprouts, 
green soybeans, roasted and boiled soybeans, kecap {soy 
sauce}, tauco {soybean paste}), food mixtures, production 
and consumption.
 Thailand: Tofu (tauhu), soy sauce, green soybeans in the 
pods (tourae).
 Philippines: Soybean sprouts, soybean coffee, soybean 
cake, soybean milk, tou fu and processed tou fu products, 
production and consumption.
 Burma. India. Malaysia. Nepal. Singapore. Sri Lanka 
(Ceylon). Vietnam. Middle East. References–Soybean food 
uses in Asia.
 2. Soybean food uses in Africa. Ethiopia: Injera, wots 
and allichas, kitta, dabbo, dabokolo, porridge. Kenya. 
Morocco. Nigeria: Whole soybeans, soybean paste, corn-
soy mixtures (soy-ogi). Tanzania. Uganda. Production. 
References–Soybean food uses in Africa.
 3. Soybean food uses in Europe and U.S.S.R.
 4. Soybean food uses in Latin America. Argentina. 
Bolivia. Brazil. Chile. Colombia. Ecuador. Guyana. 
Paraguay. Peru. Uruguay. Venezuela. Mexico: New village 
process, commercial developments. Honduras. Costa Rica. 
Panama. Dominican Republic. Jamaica. Haiti. Trinidad. 
References–Soybean food uses in Latin America.
 5. Soybean food uses in North America. United States. 
Canada. References–Soybean food uses in North America.
 6. Soybean food uses in Australia. 7. Summary of 
soybean food uses. Traditional soybean foods: Soybean milk, 
soybean curd and processed soybean curd products, protein-
lipid fi lm, soybean sprouts, tempe (tempeh), green soybeans, 
boiled soybeans, roasted soybeans, soybean fl our, soy 
sauce, fermented soybean paste, fermented whole soybeans, 
natto, fermented soybean curd. Experimental soybean 
foods: Whole soybean foods, soybean paste, soy fl our, soy 
beverage. Production and consumption.
 8. Simple village process for processing whole 
soybeans: Equipment, process, sanitation requirements, 
quality of product, evaluation of product in formulas and 
procedures for family and institutional use in developing 
countries. NRRC village process. 9. Industrial production 
and selling prices of edible soybean protein products.
 10. Barriers to accepting and using soybeans in food: 
Availability. Cultural and social factors. Texture. Flavor. 
Nutrition and food safety. Technology development. 
Technology transfer.
 Tables: (1) Soybean production, imports, and total 
supply in Taiwan, 1962-1975. (2) Consumption of soybean 
foods in Taiwan, 1964-1974 (incl. tofu, which increased from 
18.75 kg per person per year in 1964 to 32.04 kg per person 
per year in 1974). (3) Supply and disposition of soybeans in 
Japan, 1971-1974. (4) Whole soybeans (metric tons) used 

in the production of traditional foods (miso, shoyu, tofu and 
others) in Japan, 1970-1974. (5) Defatted soybeans meal 
(metric tons) used in the production of traditional foods 
(miso, shoyu, tofu and others) in Japan, 1970-1974.
 (6) Production (metric tons) of traditional soybean 
foods in Japan (miso, shoyu, tofu and others). (7) Production 
and food use of beans and consumption of some soybean 
products in Korea, 1964-67. Note: The beans consisted of 
85% soybeans, 8.5% red beans [azuki], 1.6% green beans, 
1.3% peanuts, and 3.4% other beans. (8) Soybean production 
(metric tons) in Indonesia, 1960-74 (Winarno 1976). (9) 
Consumption in kilograms per capita per year of soybeans 
in various parts of Indonesia in 1970 (Winarno 1976). (10) 
Production (metric tons) of 3 soybean foods in Central Java, 
1968-1972 (Winarno 1976).
 (11) Area planted to soybeans and total soybean 
production (metric tons) in Thailand, 1964-1974. Page 27: 
Sales (metric tons) of faffa and soy-wheat-fl our in Ethiopia, 
1973-75. Page 29: Soybean area and production in 6 
leading African countries, 1976. Page 30: Soybean area and 
production in 6 leading European countries, 1976. Page 36: 
Consumption of soy as human food in Mexico (in metric 
tons per capita per day).
 (12) Supply and disposition of soybeans in the United 
States, 1967-76 (in million bushels). (13) Soybean supply 
and distribution in Canada, 1964-74 (in 1,000 bushels). (14) 
Soybeans: area and production in specifi ed countries of the 
world, annual 1970-76. (15) Use of soybeans by soybean-
consuming countries, 1964-66 (metric tons) (FAO 1971). 
(16) Amounts of cereal-soy blends distributed under Title 
II, Public Law 480 in fi scal year 1974 to various countries 
worldwide. (15) Use of soybeans by soybean-consuming 
countries, 1964-66 (Production, imports, domestic use, per 
capita consumption as food per year–of which the leaders 
are: China 6.7 kg. Japan 5.1 kg. Korea 5.0 kg).
 (17) U.S. exports of full-fat soy fl our, 1974-75 (in 1,000 
lb). Mostly to Canada and Mexico. (18) Equipment and cost 
information on making soy fl our by hand process (Mustakas’ 
process). (19) Nutritional analysis of full-fat soy fl our. (21) 
U.S. production and price estimates for soy proteins, 1976 
(in million kg; soy fl ours, concentrates, isolates, textured 
soy fl ours, textured soy protein concentrates). (20) Yield 
and analysis of basic products (milk, atole, pasta; from 1 kg 
soybeans, adding about 9 liters water in the boiling process) 
(NRRC village method). (21) U.S. production estimates for 
soy proteins, 1976 (fl ours, concentrates, isolates, textured 
fl ours, textured isolates) (Personal communication, N.R. 
Lockmiller, 1976). Address: Northern Regional Research 
Center, Peoria, Illinois.

3586. Whole Foods (Berkeley, California). 1979. Do 
soyfoods stunt your growth? 2(1):34. Jan.
• Summary: Uses scientifi c studies to debunk myths about 
“antinutritional elements” in soybeans, including trypsin 
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inhibitors and hemagglutinins. Also discusses denaturation of 
soy protein during heating, and its improved digestibility.

3587. Leviton, Richard. 1979. Tofu is a complete protein 
food (Letter to the editor). Boston Globe (Massachusetts). 
Feb. 7. p. 20.
• Summary: “In regard to Alexis Beck’s article on tofu: 
As a New England company engaged in the manufacture 
and distribution of tofu, soymilk and mayonnaise, we were 
delighted with the informative coverage of tofu in Alexis 
Bech’s [sic. Beck’s] article. We would, however, like to offer 
some amendments and corrections on several points.
 “Besides tofu’s impressive low price, two other major 
facts need emphasis. Tofu is a complete protein food and 
contains no cholesterol whatever. Americans today are 
examining their expensive and disease-fostering animal 
diets, and are turning to healthful alternatives. and are 
discovering soyfoods (tofu, soymilk, miso, tempeh) are the 
answer. Tofu’s excellent nutritional profi le and low price are 
contributing to its popularity.
 “Tofu does not, as Alexis Beck contends, require 
supplementation by other protein foods. Tofu contains all 
eight essential amino acids...” Address: N.E. Soy Dairy, 
Greenfi eld, Massachusetts.

3588. Howes, Charles D. 1979. Re: More about soymilk at 
Loma Linda Foods. Letter to William Shurtleff at New-age 
Foods Study Center, Feb. 12–in reply to inquiry. 2 p. Typed, 
with signature on letterhead. [3 ref]
• Summary: “We only use an isolate [soy protein isolate] in 
the infant formula i-Soyalac, all of our other products are 
made starting with the whole bean. i-Soyalac was developed 
several years ago in response to market demands. The 
main reason for the demand, I rather suppose, was due to 
the reduced fl atulence associated with an isolate product. 
It is much more simple to make a product starting with the 
isolate so that if only one line were to be built it might be 
a little less expensive to formulate starting with the isolate 
due to reduced capital investment. However, even when all 
the necessary equipment is in, there is still some trade-off in 
making the isolate product vs. the whole bean product. Some 
of these are (a) reduced time for production when starting 
with an isolate, (b) reduced clean-up and sanitation because 
less equipment is used, (c) reduced need for storage space for 
bulk beans since the isolate comes in bags (d) no soy fi nes 
[okara].
 “The advantages of starting with the bean over the 
isolate include (a) a better fl avor (at least to some people), 
(b) better stability, (c) some oil from the bean is utilized, 
(d) the cost [of ingredients] is a little less than starting with 
isolate, but as mentioned above there is a trade-off and more 
equipment, steam, time, etc. are required and the problem of 
dealing with the soy fi nes must be handled.
 “Trypsin inhibitor inactivation is approached 

realistically in our process. The paper by Baker & Mustakas 
(1973) is enclosed and might be helpful to you in your 
discussion of this problem. Infant formulas such as Soyalac 
contain only residual amounts of trypsin inhibitor since about 
95-97% is destroyed during processing (see J. Agric. Food 
Chem. 24: 393-397 for exact levels).
 “Dr. Harry W. Miller’s International Nutrition 
Laboratory started making soymilk in the United States in 
the autumn of 1939. Production ended in the Shanghai plant 
on 13 August 1937 due to the war. The plant was destroyed 
by fi re and bombing at the beginning of World War II. A 
copy of the rare booklet “The Story of Milk from the Soya 
Bean” published by Dr. Miller in 1944 is enclosed and will 
give some interesting details.
 “The fi rst American to work with soymilk (I believe) 
was John Harvey Kellogg under whom Dr. Miller worked 
and studied while in medical school. Dr. Kellogg was not 
only Harry Miller’s supervisor at the food plant, but also the 
president of his medical school, and his professor in several 
classes. Enclosed are a couple of pages from Schwarz’s 
biography of Kellogg that might be helpful in your study. 
Miller took a good idea and developed it into a manufactured 
product. Miller did a lot of research and development as well 
as engineering to make his idea a reality. The plant became 
part of Loma Linda Foods in 1950.
 “Sincerely,... 3 enclosures.” Address: Loma Linda 
Foods, 13246 Wooster Rd., P.O. Box 388, Mount Vernon, 
Ohio 43050. Phone: (614) 397-7077.

3589. Steinkraus, Keith H. 1979. Re: Vitamin B-12 content 
of tempeh. Detecting “true” vs. “pseudo” B-12 activity. 
Letter to William Shurtleff at New-Age Foods Study Center, 
Feb. 14–in reply to letter of Feb. 10. 1 p.
• Summary: “Thank you for your letter of Feb. 10 and also 
the copy of your paperback book–The Book of Tofu...”
 “Regarding your article on vitamin B-12, the best I can 
do is to inject a word of caution. It is probably a good idea if 
you can distribute the ‘facts’ but the question is what are the 
‘facts.’
 “Even the Liem et al. paper [1977] can be interpreted 
wrongly. What we report in that paper are vitamin B-12 
‘activities’. In our original publication, we reported a level of 
about 5 nanograms vitamin B-12 activity in dried Indonesian 
tempe. Our assay then was based upon experiments using a 
photosynthetic protozoa–Ochramonas malhamensis. This 
organism supposedly detects only ‘true’ vitamin B-12 and 
thus is a ‘supposedly’ accurate measurement of the vitamin 
B-12 activity that product would have in man. Even this is 
not necessarily so if the consumer does not have enough 
‘intrinsic factor’ in the diet which directly infl uences 
absorption of vitamin B-12 consumed. But let’s assume that 
the fi gure is correct for true vitamin B-12 in tempeh.
 “In Liem’s studies, she used another assay for vitamin 
B-12 activity–Lactobacillus leichmanii. It is somewhat easier 
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to use than Ochramonas but it is probably not as fastidious in 
detecting only ‘true vitamin B-12 activity’. It also responds 
to pseudo-vitamin B-12 activity of which there are several 
forms. So, a portion of the vitamin B-12 activity reported 
in Liem’s paper may be inactive in the human consumer. 
We are repeating that work with Ochramonas in an effort to 
determine the ‘true B-12 activity’.
 “You should worry not only about our fi gures on B-12 
activity but also the fi gures published by others. How many 
of the others have used Ochramonas and how many have 
used L. leichmanii and therefore include some pseudo-B-12 
(inactive in the human) in their fi gures.
 “Next we do not know of any yeasts or molds where it 
has been proven that they produce vitamin B-12. Vitamin 
B-12 is produced only by prokaryotes (the bacteria and 
possibly some Actinomycetes).
 “Thus, this area of vitamin B-12 activity in tempeh 
and other products is quite complex and it would be very 
easy to distribute false information. If you are dealing with 
scientists, most will be familiar with the basic assumptions 
and the possible fallacies that may be involved. In other 
words, the amount of the vitamin found is dependent upon 
the method used and the type of activity detected (whether 
‘true’ or ‘pseudo’) and the relative proportions depend upon 
the actual amounts of both types present and the method and 
organism of assay. If these same fi gures are thrown at the lay 
public, they may get entirely wrong ideas about the amounts 
of B-12 they are ingesting.
 “This is another reason why I caution producers also not 
to make too many claims regarding the vitamin B-12 activity 
in their products. As soon as a claim is made that the product 
contains a certain amount of B-12, the FDA can challenge 
them to prove that their claims are accurate and that the 
vitamin B-12 is ‘true’ B-12 and not ‘pseudo.’ Based upon 
our studies with Ochramonas we know that our basic results 
are all correct. Tempeh does contain vitamin B-12 activity in 
the ‘true’ form when Klebsiella is present but the levels may 
vary anywhere from 3 to 15 nanograms per gram tempeh. We 
do not know for certain what the exact levels of ‘true’ B-12 
activity are in tempeh (not to our satisfaction at any rate).” 
Address: Prof. of Microbiology, Dep. of Food Science & 
Technology, New York State Agric. Exp. Station, Geneva, 
NY 14456. Phone: 315-787-2255.

3590. Klein, Barbara P. 1979. Re: Comments on tofu and 
soymilk production manuscript. Trypsin inhibitors. Letter 
to William Shurtleff at New-Age Foods Study Center, 
Lafayette, Feb. 28. 1 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: It is still unclear whether trypsin inhibitors are 
important in human nutrition, and if the 80% inactivation 
which undoubtedly occurs during production of tofu and 
soymilk is adequate. She and co-workers have been doing 
some studies of trypsin inhibitor destruction in home cooked 
soybeans. The main objective is to determine if partially 

cooked ground soybeans can be satisfactorily incorporated 
into food products such as bread and meatloaves. Address: 
Asst. Prof., Foods and Nutrition, 274 Bevier Hall, College of 
Agriculture, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, IL 61801. Phone: 217-
333-3790.

3591. Morning Star Laboratories, Inc. 1979. Nutritional 
analysis of Hatcho miso, and “Promiso #2.” Vernon, 
California. 3 p. 28 cm.
• Summary: This analysis was conducted for Proteus 
Corporation, 1242 Glen Ave., Berkeley, California 94708. 
Hatcho miso was found to contains: Moisture 43.9%. Protein 
21.06%. Fat 8.46%. Fiber 6.9%. Ash 12.91%. Carbohydrates 
6.77%. Calories per 100 grams 187. Vitamin B-12 0.1 
micrograms per 100 gm. Signed James A. Laubscher.
 A similar but more detailed analysis (dated 9 March 
1979) is given for “Promiso #2,” which is probably a mixture 
of spirulina and Hatcho miso. This analysis includes the 
content of all amino acids (aminogram), bacterial counts, the 
salt content (7.57%), and the fatty acid profi le. Address: 2800 
Jewel Ave., Vernon, California 90058. Phone: (213) 582-
0981.

3592. Pyler, Ernie. 1979. Editorial: Protein supplementation. 
Baker’s Digest 53(1):6. Feb.
• Summary: “The consumer has become so used to the 
physical quality characteristics of conventional white 
bread that he tends to reject out of hand any product that 
deviates in color, texture, fl avor, etc., from his preconceived 
ideal. However, that he can be persuaded, with nutritional 
information or convincing health arguments, to accept 
bread products that are darker in color, harsher in grain and 
texture, and of greater fi rmness, is amply demonstrated by 
the growing popularity of the numerous whole-grain, high-
fi ber and high-protein bread varieties that are invading the 
marketplace.
 “Bakers would do well to keep informed about the 
continuing developments in the area of supplementation 
of bakery foods with plant proteins, both for reasons of 
economy and nutritional improvement. Who knows, the day 
may come when fl ours and protein concentrates obtained 
from glandless cottonseed, sunfl ower seed, fababean, 
soybean and peanut may become standard adjuncts to 
wheat fl our in bread production in the interest of improved 
nutritional value, greater product variety and increased 
profi ts.”

3593. Rosseneu, M.; Declercq, B.; Vandamme, D.; et al. 
1979. Infl uence of oral polyunsaturated and saturated 
phospholipid treatment on the lipid composition and fatty 
acid profi le of chimpanzee lipoproteins. Atherosclerosis 
32(2):141-53. Feb. *
• Summary: Polyunsaturated lecithin was compared with 
saturated lecithin.
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3594. Rotruck, J.T.; Luhrsen, K.R. 1979. A comparative 
study in rats of iron bioavailability from cooked beef and 
soybean protein. J. of Agricultural and Food Chemistry 
27(1):27-33. Jan/Feb. [32 ref]
• Summary: A rat feeding study employing the hemoglobin 
repletion methodology showed that iron from the soy 
protein isolate and iron from the processed soy protein 
isolate had bioavailabilities 82-100% of ferrous sulfate. 
Iron from cooked beef had a bioavailability of 26-55% of 
ferrous sulfate. The results of these animal experiments are 
compared to iron absorption studies conducted in anemic 
and normal humans. Address: Procter & Gamble Co., Miami 
Valley Labs., Cincinnati, Ohio 45247.

3595. Weingartner, K.E.; Erdman, J.W., Jr.; Parker, H.M.; 
Forbes, R.M. 1979. Effect of soybean hull upon the 
bioavailability of zinc and calcium from soy fl our-based 
diets. Nutrition Reports International 19(2):223-31. Feb. [11 
ref]
• Summary: Results of feeding trials with young male albino 
rats indicate that inclusion of soybean hill has not signifi cant 
effect upon the bioavailability of soy four in or of the 
calcium added to rat diets. Address: Dep. of Food Science 
and Dep. of Animal Science, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, IL 
61801.

3596. Yamashita, Michiko; Arai, S.; Imaizumi, Y.; Amano, 
Y.; Fujimaki, M. 1979. A one-step process for incorporation 
of L-methionine into soy protein by treatment with papain. 
J. of Agricultural and Food Chemistry 27(1):52-56. Jan/Feb. 
[20 ref]
• Summary: “The plastein reaction has been studied in detail, 
especially for its application to food protein improvement 
(Fujimaki et al., 1970; Arai et al., 1975; Yamashita et al., 
1976a; Fujimaki et al., 1977). In particular, this reaction 
can have effective use in covalently incorporating amino 
acids (ester forms) into peptides (Yamashita et al.. 1971; 
Yamashita et al., 1972: Arai et al., 1974; Yamashita et al., 
1975; Yamashita et al., 1976b; Arai et al., 1976: Aso et al., 
1977). A typical example has fi rst appeared in the paper that 
reports the papain-catalyzed incorporation of methionine to 
enhance the sulfur-containing amino acid level of soy protein 
(Yamashita et al., 1971).”
 Instead of the typical two-step enzymatic process, this 
research reports a one-step process using L-methionine ethyl 
ester. Address: Dep. of Agricultural Chemistry, Univ. of 
Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan.

3597. Yao, M.Y.; Peng, A.C. 1979. New chemical coagulant 
for making soybean curd. Ohio Report on Research and 
Development 64(1):11. Jan/Feb.
• Summary: Compares GDL (Glucono delta-lactone) with 
gypsum (calcium sulfate). Address: Ohio Agricultural 

Research and Development Center, Ohio State Univ., 
Columbus, Ohio.

3598. Zmora, Ehud; Gorodischer, R.; Bar-Ziv, J. 1979. 
Multiple nutritional defi ciencies in infants from a strict 
vegetarian community. American J. of Diseases of Children 
133(2):141-44. Feb. [16 ref]
• Summary: Four children, ages 5-13 months, from a 
religious vegan commune, the Black Hebrews in Israel, 
were studied. They began to arrive in Israel from the USA 
in 1967. Their number is estimated today as 1,000 and their 
social structure is that of a commune. Their diet is totally 
vegetarian. They showed severe protein/calorie and vitamin 
B-12 defi ciencies. Defi ciencies resulted from diets that were 
extremely low in both calories and protein. After starting to 
wean their children, starting at age 3 months, they fed them 
a variety of “totally vegetarian” foods including “almond 
milk” and “soya milk” which they prepared themselves. 
Address: Sokora Univ. Hospital, and Faculty of Health 
Sciences, Ben-Gurion Univ. of the Negev, Beer-Sheba, 
Israel.

3599. Godfrey, Bronwen. 1979. Re: Protein, essential amino 
acids, calories, nutritional defi ciencies, NPU, soyfoods, and 
vegan diets. Letter to William Shurtleff at New-Age Foods 
Study Center, March 7. 3 p. Typed, with signature.
• Summary: Bron is a registered nurse (RN) and one of the 
authors of the popular book Laurel’s Kitchen (Oct. 1976); she 
wrote the section on nutrition.
 “We all enjoyed your visit [to Ramagiri on 27 Feb. 
1979] immensely, especially that we are able to share with 
you our food and our friends and also exchange thoughts and 
ideas.
 “Since you were here I have been thinking about your 
questions and your work. Here are a few ideas I’ve had about 
things our conversation touched on–I hope they aren’t too 
disconnected.
 “About protein, calories and nutritional defi ciencies: It 
is important to consider protein in the context of the whole 
diet. The amount of calories is especially signifi cant, as 
calories spare protein for its body building functions. To 
me the beauty of grains is that they provide carbohydrate 
calories for energy and protein calories for tissue repair in 
approximately the proportion the adult body requires. Of 
course, supplemental legumes are also necessary to improve 
the quality of the protein and to add vitamins and minerals.
 “You have probably heard that in severe malnutrition 
and starvation the single most important deprivation is 
calories. The result is multiple defi ciency syndromes–
everything is inadequate.”
 “In the United States there is an interesting example 
of protein defi ciency among women who are on reducing 
diets–diets restricted in calories. Have you heard of the 
grapefruit and cottage cheese diet? The essential amino acid 
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requirement is met, but the total protein requirement is not. 
An adult who eats protein foods of good quality can fall 
short in this way.
 “Another thing to keep in mind about protein is that 
many of the scarcer nutrients follow its distribution in 
nature–vitamin B12, iron and zinc, for example. So one of 
the most important effects of emphasizing protein in the 
diet is to increase the amount of other nutrients. It is much 
easier for people to relate to protein than to all of those other 
complicated things.”
 “About NPU:
 “I went to try to outline a little more clearly for you why 
I didn’t bring out the concept of NPU in our protein chapter. 
The fi rst point is that the RDA is set taking into account 
the protein quality of most diets, including a reasonably 
well-mixed all-plant diet. If you meet your total protein 
requirement there is no need to know how much ‘usable 
protein’ is in any mixture you eat.
 “Now Lappé subtracts the adjustment for protein quality 
from the RDA (p. 76 revised ed. Diet for a Small Planet). 
She then asks you to use her fi gures for the protein content of 
foods which have the unusable? grams of protein subtracted.
 “To me this obscures the main point, which is that a 
food’s NPU changes the minute another protein is added. 
Since almost all whole foods have at least a little protein in 
them, it would be impossible to know the NPU of all the 
various mixtures you eat.
 “Naturally we didn’t want to write about the 
defi ciencies of Lappés presentation. We did want to make 
our presentation as clear and practical as possible. NPU is 
basically a laboratory measurement of the protein quality of 
single foods or combinations of two or three foods. Since 
Lappé has confused the use of NPU, it was much easier for 
us to present the concept of protein quality without NPU. 
And while the terms ‘complete’ and ‘ideal’ have no place in 
scientifi c language, they help people like Laurel and Carol 
grasp the concept much more directly than NPU.
 “About soyfoods:
 “The soybean not only has the best quality protein found 
in the plant kingdom, it also contains generous quantities of 
not only protein, but vitamins and minerals as well. Since it 
is not easy to use soybeans in their whole, cooked form, your 
contribution is very special.
 “I’m sure you are aware of this, but I think it is 
important not to forget that at each remove from the whole 
soybeans nutrients are lost. Because soybeans are such an 
incredible food, they can be ‘separated’ several stages and 
still be quite worthwhile. Nevertheless, B vitamins and trace 
minerals are one of the virtues of legumes, and I suspect that 
in making tofu a lot of the water-soluble B vitamins go with 
the whey.
 “Traditional diets have evolved over time so that all 
their components fi t together. When you start mixing the 
traditions, you have to be careful. For example, if the 

traditional nigari is not used to curdle tofu and the tofu is 
used as a dairy substitute, the diet may become calcium 
defi cient–I know it isn’t quite this clear-cut.
 “It seems to me that in the U.S. the people who have 
the most to gain from soyfoods are children and pregnant 
women. What works for Buddhists monks or even 
lactovegetarian Trappist monks is not good enough for them. 
You might do a book, for example, on soyfoods for children. 
Their needs are special, they have defi nite preferences, and 
both these change as they grow.
 “About vegans:
 “I believe that people like you and me have a unique 
responsibility to the vegans. They eat our diet in its extreme 
form and they are much more likely to hear us and listen to 
us than to anyone else.
 “You asked me if I had seen vitamin B12 defi ciency. 
Well there is a steady trickle in the literature of vegan-related 
problems, so I am enclosing 2 articles for you that appeared 
last month. In relation to vegans and those articles, please see 
the footnote to our soymilk on p. 463 hardcover.
 “The bacteria-produced vitamin B12 in tempeh is a 
marvelous discovery. Making available a reliable way of 
using the culture should be a high priority. Are the Farm 
people working on this? I know it isn’t a simple project.
 “Another issue which becomes more of an issue as 
animal foods are decreased in the diet is phytates. Phytic acid 
binds minerals, and it is found in the outer portion of grains, 
legumes, seeds, etc. As we explain, the leavening process 
can liberate minerals from phytic acid. So can cooking your 
grains by starting them in cold water and bringing up the 
temperature slowly. I doubt if this is 100% effective, but it 
probably helps.
 “Again, throughout the history of the literature there 
have been reports of mineral defi ciencies in people eating 
grain-centered diets. The study of mineral nutrition is 
expanding rapidly right now, and we can watch for the 
developments which apply to us.
 “Enough nutrition. Sunday Carol and I tried making 
soymilk in our bread-machine grinder. The grinder didn’t 
grind fi nely enough, so the milk was very thin. However, it 
was easier to maintain the temperature than with the blender.
 “It is much easier to sell the okara to our cooks now that 
it is ‘okara’ instead of ‘soy pulp’!
 Please keep in touch, it is great to have new friends. 
Everyone here sends you their warmest regards, Bron
 “Larry [Needleman] was in class last night and brought 
us your packet and kind letter. We are really looking forward 
to using the pressing bags, and will enjoy all the articles too.” 
Address: Blue Mountain Center of Meditation (Ramagiri), 
Box 477, Petaluma, California 94952. Phone: 707-878-2395.

3600. Alimentation. 1979. Les protéines végétales en 
alimentation humaine [Vegetable proteins in human 
nutrition]. No. 70. March. [Fre]*
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3601. American Soybean Assoc. 1979. Proceedings: World 
Conference on Vegetable Food Proteins. J. of the American 
Oil Chemists’ Society 56(3):207A-485. March. Held Oct. 29 
to Nov. 3, 1978 in Amsterdam, The Netherlands. Illust. No 
index. 29 cm. [1193 ref]
• Summary: Session A: Protein nutrition. Session B: 
Economics of vegetable protein. Session C: Current 
developments in protein food regulations. Session D: 
Characteristics of protein ingredients. Session E: Vegetable 
proteins in cereals, snacks and bakery products. Session F: 
Vegetable proteins in meat and fi sh products. Session G: 
Vegetable proteins in confectionary [confectionery] products. 
Session H: Vegetable proteins in fermented foods and other 
products. Session I: Vegetable proteins in dairy products. 
Session J: Marketing requirements and experiences. Session 
K: Advances in new vegetable proteins. There is a summary 
at the end of each session.

3602. Andrews, W.H.; Wilson, C.R.; Poelma, P.L.; Romero, 
A.; Mislevic, P.B. 1979. Bacteriological survey of sixty 
health foods. Applied and Environmental Microbiology 
37(3):559-66. March. [16 ref]
• Summary: “A bacteriological survey was performed on 
1,960 food samples encompassing 60 types of health foods 
in the Baltimore-Washington, DC, metropolitan area. No 
consistent bacteriological distinction (aerobic plate counts, 
total coliform, and fecal coliform most probable numbers) 
was observed between foods labeled as organic (raised on 
soil with compost or nonchemical fertilizer and without 
applications of pesticides, fungicides, and herbicides) and 
their counterpart food types bearing no such label. Types and 
numbers of samples containing Salmonella were: sunfl ower 
seeds 4, soy fl our 3, soy protein powder 2, soy milk powder 
1... The occurrence of this pathogen in three types of soybean 
products should warrant further investigation of soybean 
derivatives as potentially signifi cant sources of Salmonella.”
 Though these organisms were isolated from these dry 
soy protein products, the products were not considered to 
be potentially hazardous. Their low water activity value 
prevents “rapid and progressive growth.”
 “Interestingly, soybeans themselves were one of the 
maximally sampled food types, yet Salmonella was not 
detected in any of the 60 soybean samples examined.” It 
is conjectured that trypsin inhibitors, typically removed 
during processing the soybeans into food, may inhibit 
Salmonella. Address: Div. of Microbiology, Food and Drug 
Administration, Washington, DC 20204.

3603. Applewhite, T.H. 1979. Summary of discussions in E: 
Cereals, snacks and bakery products. J. of the American Oil 
Chemists’ Society 56(3):310. March.
• Summary: “It was agreed that soy protein appears to be 
the most economical for bread fortifi cation on a PER basis. 

Although casein has a PER of 3 vs. soy protein at 2, soy fl our 
is 51% protein and NFDM protein content is only 33%.” 
Address: Recorder, Kraft Inc., Glenview, Illinois.

3604. Bau, H.M.; Debry, G. 1979. Germinated soybean 
protein products: Chemical and nutritional evaluation. J. of 
the American Oil Chemists’ Society 56(3):160-62. March. 
[18 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Material and 
methods: Preparation of protein products, chemical analyses, 
enzymatic analyses, amino acid analyses, rat bioassays. 
Results and discussion: Composition of protein fractions, 
phosphorus-vitamin changes during germination, amino acid 
composition, nutrition evaluation, rat bioassay.
 Germination reportedly reduced trypsin inhibitors 
by 30% and improved nutritional quality (PER) of some 
soybean protein products. Address: Univ. of Nancy, 40 rue 
Lionnois, 54000, Nancy, France.

3605. Bodwell, C.E. 1979. The nutritive value of the 
same protein preparations as estimated by human, rat, and 
chemical assays. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 
56(3):156-59. March. [22 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Description 
of studies. Results: Human assays vs. rat and C-PER assays, 
human assays vs. chemical scores. Discussion. Address: 
Protein Nutrition Lab., Nutrition Inst., Human Nutrition 
Center, USDA, Beltsville, Maryland 20705.

3606. Cowan, J.C. 1979. Dry roasting of beans. J. of the 
American Oil Chemists’ Society 56(3):168. March.
• Summary: Dr. Irving Liener (Minneapolis, Minnesota) and 
Grant Kuhn (Grant L. Kuhn and Co., Saginaw, Michigan) 
have reviewed a new process for dry-bed roasting of 
navy beans; it has been reported in detail elsewhere. The 
batch process appears applicable to many seeds, including 
soybeans, that require heat treatment prior to consumption by 
humans or animals.
 The process: Using a screw conveyor, drop the beans 
into an inclined rotating drum which contains sand, salt, or 
ceramic pellets as a heat transfer medium. Hold at 196-204ºC 
for 20-25 seconds. Drop contents of drum into a separator, 
which permits transfer of the salt, sand, or pellets back to 
the rotating drum heater. The roasted beans may be ground 
to any degree of coarseness, converted to other products, or 
marketed as “roasted” beans.
 “Tests showed the [navy] beans to have digestibility 
and PER superior to autoclaved [pressure cooked] beans.” 
Trypsin inhibitor was reduced by approximately 75%. “With 
added methionine, the PER was 3.1 plus or minus 0.08 and 
with 50-50 corn-beans, the PER was equal to or better than 
casein. Tests are currently being completed on soybeans.” 
Address: Recorder, Bradley Univ., P.O. Box 3442, Peoria, 
Illinois 61604.
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3607. Favre, Bernard. 1979. Nutritional evaluation and 
acceptance of a novel spun protein food. J. of the American 
Oil Chemists’ Society 56(3):146-50. March. [61 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Preparation of the product. 
Raw materials. Nutritional value: Formation of ‘Novel’ 
amino acids, protein nutritional value. Acceptability: 
Traditional product with partial substitution, completely new 
product, meal, questions, analog. Address: Rhone-Poulenc 
Industries, Paris, France.

3608. Fitch, Peter. 1979. Vegetable proteins in snacks. J. of 
the American Oil Chemists’ Society 56(3):304-05. March.
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Product 
applications.
 Key issues concerning snacks are a high degree of 
convenience (ready to eat/serve), nutritional value, and 
consumer appeal. One soybean snack [oil-roasted soynuts] 
is made by subjecting whole soybeans to a patented fl ash-
frying technique, which causes them to expand and change 
texture so that they are virtually indistinguishable from 
roasted nuts. “By selection of cooking oil, process time, and 
postfl avoring, it is possible to arrive at a highly acceptable 
quality snack with novelty appeal and excellent nutritional 
properties. The protein content of the product is in the order 
of 35%. Antioxidants and suitable packaging ensure adequate 
shelf stability for the 25% oil content, most of which is soy 
origin and present in the bean prior to processing.
 “Such a product is currently on sale in a limited section 
of the British Retail Market, where it is in the form of the 
whole bean. For manufacturing purposes, a kibbled or 
particulate material would probably be more desirable.”
 Soy proteins can also be added to expanded snacks. In 
Britain, textured soy proteins are used in snacks such as a 
meat pie and pizza. Cakes, biscuits, and breads are enriched 
with soy fl our. A photo shows Fitch. Address: The British 
Arkady Company Ltd., Arkady Soya Mills, Old Trafford, 
Manchester M16 0NJ, England.

3609. Fondu, M. 1979. Nutrition and product identity issues 
regarding vegetable protein legislation. J. of the American 
Oil Chemists’ Society 56(3):234. March.
• Summary: Legislation regarding foodstuffs must have two 
main goals: 1. Consumer health protection, and 2. Protection 
of fair commercial transactions. Address: Associate Director, 
Food Law Research Center, Univ. of Brussels, Belgium.

3610. Hardin, Clifford M. 1979. Conditions and trends in 
the world protein economy. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ 
Society 56(3):173-77. March. [5 ref]
• Summary: This brilliant article unfortunately contains 
no subdivisions (A-level heads), making it diffi cult to 
summarize.
 A graph shows U.S. exports of feed grains and wheat 

from marketing year 1970-71 to 1976-77 (million tons). 
Tables show: (1) Grain and livestock–production and exports 
1974-75 as percent change from year earlier. (2) Feed uses 
of grain in Developed countries (with USA broken out), 
centrally planned countries, and developing countries, in 3 
years–1960, 1970, 1976.
 (3) Estimates of sources of world protein production. 
Plants produce 79% of the world’s protein vs. 21% from 
animals. Among the plants, cereals, roots and tubers produce 
52% of the total vs. 12% from oilseeds. (4) FAO estimates of 
world average per capita protein supply, 1961-65 and 1974, 
in booth grams per day and percentage of total.
 A photo shows Clifford M. Hardin. Address: Vice 
Chairman of the Board, Ralston Purina Co., Checkerboard 
Square, St. Louis, Missouri.

3611. Hofsten, Bengt v. 1979. Legume sprouts as a source of 
protein and other nutrients. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ 
Society 56(3):382. March.
• Summary: Advantages of sprouting: Sprouts require much 
shorter cooking times than dry seeds. In places where fuel 
is in short supply, this can be a major advantage. During the 
germination process, the fl atulence-producing carbohydrates 
largely disappear.
 Sprouts contain signifi cantly higher levels of vitamins 
than the dry seeds, and sprouts are often a remarkably good 
source of vitamin B-12.
 The phytic acid in the seed is degraded by the phytase 
synthesized during germination. This helps to make trace 
minerals more available. Address: Food Lab., Swedish 
National Food Administration, Box 622, S-751 26 Uppsala, 
Sweden.

3612. Kritchevsky, David. 1979. Vegetable protein and 
atherosclerosis. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 
56(3):135-40. March. [30 ref]
• Summary: “A number of studies purport to demonstrate 
that animal protein (usually casein) is more cholesteremic 
and atherogenic than vegetable protein (usually soy protein). 
These fi ndings are generally true but the effect of any single 
dietary component may be infl uenced by any other one.”
 “In 1909 Ignatowsky (1) provided a clear demonstration 
that diet could affect atherosclerosis”–he fed rabbits a diet 
rich in meat, eggs and animal products.
 This article shows that dietary protein per se can play 
an important role in cholesteremia and atherosclerosis. Yet it 
is the interaction between protein and the other components 
of the diet “that ultimately determines levels of serum lipids 
and lipoproteins and their effect on the arterial wall.”
 A photo shows David Kritchevsky.
 Note: This is the earliest (and only) document seen 
(Jan. 2021) that contains the word “cholesteremic” or the 
word “cholesteremia.” Address: Wistar Inst. of Anatomy and 
Biology, 36th St. at Spruce, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
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3613. Levison, D.A.; Morgan, R.G.H.; Brimacombe, 
J.S.; Hopwood, D.; Coghill, G.; Wormsley, K.G. 1979. 
Carcinogenic effects of di(2-hydroxypropyl)nitrosamine 
(DHPN) in male Wistar rats: Promotion of pancreatic cancer 
by a raw soy fl our diet. Scandinavian J. of Gastroenterology 
14(2):217-24. March. [19 ref]
• Summary: Administration of diets containing raw soya 
fl our resulted in marked hypertrophy and hyperplasia of 
the pancreas of rats and in the development of hyperplastic 
nodules and adenomas. Enhanced pancreatic acinar cell 
carcinogenesis was demonstrated in rats fed diets containing 
a high proportion of raw soya fl our concurrently with 
a carcinogen. “We conclude that a diet of raw soy fl our 
augments the carcinogenicity of pancreatic carcinogens 
in the rat.” Address: Depts. of Pathology, Chemistry, and 
Therapeutics, Univ. of Dundee, Dundee, Scotland.

3614. Liener, I. 1979. Signifi cance for humans of 
biologically active factors in soybeans and other food 
legumes. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 56(3):121-
29. March. [78 ref]
• Summary: One of the best treatments seen of this subject. 
Contents: Introduction. Protease inhibitors: Historical 
background, mode of action, the role of protein digestibility, 
physiological signifi cance in man. Lectins: Soybeans, 
other legumes, mode of action, signifi cance in human diet. 
Goitrogens. Cyanogens. Lathyrism. Favism. Address: Dep. 
of Biochemistry, Univ. of Minnesota, St. Paul, MN.

3615. Lo, G.S.; Settle, S.L.; Steinke, F.H.; Hopkins, 
D.T. 1979. Effect on transit time and fecal output of soy 
polysaccharides in pigs. Federation Proceedings (FASEB) 
38(3):548 (Abst. #1644). March.
• Summary: Soy polysaccharides (SP) are primarily the 
cell wall components of soybean cotyledons, which are 
derived from processing defatted soybean fl akes. Tests were 
conducted on pigs to investigate the physiological functions 
of SP. Calcium, phosphorus, zinc, and copper retention were 
not affected in the pigs fed diets containing SP and cellulose. 
Magnesium retention was reduced signifi cantly in the pigs 
fed SP and wheat bran. Results from this study indicated that 
SP is able to decrease transit time, increase fecal volume and 
fecal moisture with minimal effects on mineral and nitrogen 
utilization. Address: 1-3. Ralston Purina Company, St. Louis, 
Missouri 63188.

3616. Mariani, A.; Spadoni, M.A. 1979. Rat models in 
protein quality evaluation. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ 
Society 56(3):154-56. March. [13 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Experimental data. Address: 
Istituto Nazionale della Nutrizione, Via Lancisi, 29, Rome, 
Italy.

3617. Miller, Sanford A. 1979. New concepts in biological 
evaluation of novel protein foods. J. of the American Oil 
Chemists’ Society 56(3):141-44. March.
• Summary: “Technology has advanced to where it is now 
possible to fabricate new foods having high acceptability 
and providing better nutrient balance than the traditional 
foods they replace. If such products ultimately represent a 
major portion of the diet, then a new approach to toxicology 
and nutritional evaluation has to evolve to allow proper 
estimation of the safety and adequacy of the products.” “For 
food analogs, any deleterious effect will probably be at levels 
just above the natural noise level of the system.”
 The term “vegetable protein analog” and its abbreviation 
VPA are used throughout. A photo shows Miller. Address: 
Dep. of Nutrition and Food Science, Massachusetts Inst. of 
Technology, Cambridge, MA.

3618. Munoz, Juan M.; Sandstead, H.H.; Jacob, R.A.; Logan, 
G.M.; Reck, S.J.; Klevay, L.M.; Dinitzis, F.R.; Inglett, G.F.; 
Shuey, W.C. 1979. Effects of some cereal brans and textured 
vegetable protein on plasma lipids. American J. of Clinical 
Nutrition 32(3):580-92. March. [94 ref]
• Summary: The hypothesis that dietary fi ber lowers serum 
cholesterol was tested and confi rmed in ten healthy men, 
ages 19 to 54 years. Total plasma cholesterol decreased 
14% when “soybean hulls” were added to the diet. Textured 
vegetable protein (TVP) was also added. Soybean hulls, by 
themselves, contained 92% dietary fi ber. Address: USDA 
Science & Education Administration, Human Nutrition Lab., 
Grand Forks, North Dakota 58201.

3619. Oakenfull, D.G.; Fenwick, Dorothy E.; Hood, R.L.; 
Topping, D.L.; Illman, R.L.; Storer, G.B. 1979. Effects of 
saponins on bile acids and plasma lipids in the rat. British J. 
of Nutrition 42(2):209-16. March. [37 ref]
• Summary: Saponins, which are prevalent in soybeans, 
partially reversed the high blood cholesterol levels caused 
by a high-cholesterol diet and increased the rate of bile 
acid secretion and of fecal excretion of bile acids and 
neutral sterols. These results are discussed in relation to the 
hypothesis that saponins act by inducing the adsorption of 
bile acids by dietary fi ber. Address: 1-3. CSIRO Div. of Food 
Research, P.O. Box 52, North Ryde, NSW 2113 Australia; 
4-6. CSIRO Div. of Human Nutrition, Kintore Ave., 
Adelaide, SA 5000.

3620. Pion, R.; Menoles-Pereira, E.; Prugnaud, J. 1979. 
Effect of composition and processing on the nutritive value 
of some leguminous seeds. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ 
Society 56(3):150-53. March. [8 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Materials and 
methods. Results and discussion: Digestibility experiments, 
growth experiments. Address: Laboratoire d’Etude du 
Metabolisme Azote, THEIX 63110, Beaumont, France.
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3621. Rackis, Joseph J. 1979. Soy protein foods. In: G.E. 
Inglett and G. Charalambous, eds. 1979. Tropical Foods: 
Chemistry and Nutrition. Vol. 1. New York: Academic Press. 
x + 701 p. See p. 485-510. [65 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction: Production, human 
consumption. Constraints on the use of soy protein foods: 
Production, regulatory standards, nutrition, antinutritional 
factors, fl atulence, functionality, fl avor. Soy protein 
foods: Soybean beverages (soy-based infant formulas, soy 
beverages), fermented soybean milk, traditional Oriental soy 
foods, present status. Blended soy foods (Food for Peace 
/ PL-480). Protein foods from immature and germinated 
soybeans. Summary. Address: Northern Regional Research 
Center, Agricultural Research, Science and Education 
Administration, USDA, Peoria, Illinois.

3622. Rackis, J.J.; McGee, J.E.; Gumbmann, M.R.; Booth, 
A.N. 1979. Effects of soy proteins containing trypsin 
inhibitors in long term feeding studies in rats. J. of the 
American Oil Chemists’ Society 56(3):162-68. March. [19 
ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Experimental 
procedures: Materials and methods (soy protein products, 
rat bioassay, pathology studies). Results: Reversibility 
of pancreatic hypertrophy, biological threshold levels of 
TI in long term feeding, long term feeding of soy fl our, 
concentrate, and isolate, identifi cation of the growth factor in 
reformulated soy diets. Discussion.
 Describes the fi rst long-term animal feeding studies with 
commercial soy protein products. “Pancreatic hypertrophy 
that occurs in rats fed raw soy fl our containing about 1200 
mg tripsin [sic, trypsin] inhibitor (TI)/100g diet was reversed 
by switching the rats to control diets or to diets containing 
30% toasted defatted soy fl our. No pancreatic hypertrophy 
occurs in rats fed commercial, edible grade soy fl ours, 
concentrate or isolate from time of weaning to adulthood 
(ca. 300 days). TI content of the soy diets ranged from 
178-420 mg/100 g. Except for pancreas enlargement in rats 
fed raw soy fl our, gross and microscopic examination of 
pancreata revealed no abnormalities. The gross appearance 
of heart, kidney, spleen, and liver was normal. Soy fl our, 
protein concentrate, and protein isolate in a formulated corn-
soy diet provided optimum growth and maintained body 
weight only if supplemented with vitamin B-12 in long term 
feeding studies with rats... Supplementation of the soy diets 
with vitamin B-12 stimulated growth to the greatest extent, 
calcium pantothenate or ribofl avin had an intermediate 
effect, other vitamins had little or no effect; whereas a 
complete mineral mix was detrimental... The dietary protein 
level in these diets was 20%, with casein or soy protein 
representing 75% of total protein.” Address: 1-2. NRRC, 
Peoria, Illinois; 3-4. Western Regional Research Center, 
Agricultural Research, SEA/USDA, Berkeley, California.

3623. Roberts, Howard. 1979. Regulatory outlook on 
vegetable protein. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 
56(3):206-10. March.
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Nomenclature: 
Primary products, fi nished foods, fl avor labeling, vegetable-
animal protein mixtures, multicomponent foods, nutritional 
equivalency, protein quality, nutrition labeling, sodium-
potassium labeling, related regulations. A photo shows 
Roberts. Address: Bureau of Foods, FDA, 200 C St., S.W., 
Washington, DC.

3624. Rockland, Louis B.; Nishi, Susan K. 1979. Tropical 
grain legumes. In: G.E. Inglett and G. Charalambous, eds. 
1979. Tropical Foods: Chemistry and Nutrition. Vol. 1. New 
York: Academic Press. x + 701 p. See p. 547-74. [31 ref]
• Summary: Soybeans are one of the grain legumes 
discussed. In 1975, world production of pulses, soybeans 
and peanuts totaled about only 133 million metric tons 
(tonnes) containing 40 million tonnes of protein, compared 
to more than one billion tons of wheat, rice and corn, which 
contained 90 million tonnes of protein. However the legumes 
produced about 2.7 million tonnes of the essential amino acid 
lysine compared to only 2.5 million tonnes obtained from 
cereal grains. Lysine is the principal defi ciency in most plant 
proteins. Address: Western Regional Research Center, SEA-
AR, USDA, Berkeley, California 94710.

3625. Satterlee, L.D.; Marshall, H.F.; Tennyson, J.M. 1979. 
Measuring protein quality. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ 
Society 56(3):103-09. March. [44 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Secondary 
assay methods: Rat assays, PER [protein effi ciency ratio], 
NPR [net protein ratio], NPU [net protein utilization], slope 
ratio assays, assays utilizing microorganisms, assays using 
proteolytic enzymes, assays utilizing the amino acid profi le. 
The T-PER [Tetrahymena estimated PER] and C-PER 
[computed PER] assays. Materials and methods: Food 
sample ingredients and additives tested, protein content, rat 
bioassay for PER, the C-PER assay, computation procedure, 
the T-PER assay, calculation of T-PER. Discussion of the 
C-PER and T-PER assays. A photo shows one of the authors. 
Address: Food Protein Research Group, Univ. of Nebraska.

3626. Schutte, L. 1979. Comments on the report of the study 
group on vegetable proteins for human consumption, in 
particular meat products, by the Commission of the European 
Communities (April, 1978). J. of the American Oil Chemists’ 
Society 56(3):237. March.
• Summary: This article begins: “Recently an E.C. 
Study Group, chaired by Prof. Ward, has published 
recommendations for use of vegetable proteins for human 
consumption, in particular meat products. The spirit of 
this report is extremely positive, since it acknowledges 
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specifi cally soy protein products as valuable food 
ingredients, of which the use should rather be regulated 
than restricted. Notwithstanding this positive attitude, some 
criticism on certain proposed rules is still possible.
 “1. The report recommends products in which more than 
2% soy protein product is used should contain a minimum 
level of vitamin B1, B2, B12 and iron. If this would mean 
that these micronutrients should be added to the soy protein 
ingredients rather than to the end-product (the report is not 
clear about this), the following comments can be made: I 
am opposed to addition of micronutrients to ingredients. 
If, in view of nutritional requirements of a population, 
fortifi cations are necessary, this should be done in foods 
rather than ingredients. It is unfair to place the burden of 
adequate nutrition on one ingredient just because it happen to 
be new.
 “Soy protein materials are by themselves wholesome 
and natural food ingredients which do not have to be 
modelled to equivalency of other food ingredients.” Address: 
UniMills B.V., Lindtsedijk 8, 3336 LE Zwijndrecht, 
Netherlands.

3627. Simpson, D.S.B. 1979. A case study of the introduction 
of vegetable protein into school meals. J. of the American Oil 
Chemists’ Society 56(3):192-94. March.
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Initial 
considerations: Nutrition, why introduce vegetable protein 
into school meals at all?, fi nancial economies, publicity. 
Committee approval. Selecting a brand of vegetable protein: 
Formulation of recipes, nutritional analysis. Training of staff: 
The module and training pack, ‘climate of acceptability’, 
practical experience for kitchens in the use of vegetable 
protein, television fi lm, planned savings, ‘customer’ reaction. 
A photo shows Simpson. Address: Principal Education 
Catering Organizer, Inner London Education Authority, 
Ethlin House, Cornwall Rd., London SR1, England.

3628. Standal, Bluebell R. 1979. Tropical foods of the 
Pacifi c region. In: G.E. Inglett and G. Charalambous, eds. 
1979. Tropical Foods: Chemistry and Nutrition. Vol. 1. New 
York: Academic Press. ix + 340 p. See p. 1-23. [25 ref]
• Summary: Page 11 discusses the nutritional value of 
soybeans, which “are not traditional foods of the islanders 
of the South Pacifi c.” Address: Dep. of Food and Nutritional 
Science, Univ. of Hawaii, Honolulu, Hawaii.

3629. Taira, Harue; Taira, Hirokadzu; Kunii, Teruo; Fujimori, 
Ikuo. 1979. Daizu shushi no kansô shori hôhô to sono 
hinshitsu ni tsuite: II. Chûryû shushi ni okeru butsuri-teki 
seijô oyobi kakô tekisei no henka [Infl uence of dry treatment 
after harvest on quality of soybean seeds. II. Physical 
properties and suitability for food processing of the middle 
seed-size variety]. Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku 
(Report of the National Food Research Institute) No. 34. p. 

13-18. March. [9 ref. Jap; eng]
Address: National Food Research Inst., MAFF, Tokyo, 
Japan.

3630. Tallent, W.H. 1979. Current developments in protein 
food regulations–Nutrition and standards of identity. J. of the 
American Oil Chemists’ Society 56(3):233. March.
• Summary: This is a summary of discussions in Session 
C of this world conference. Address: Recorder, Northern 
Regional Research Center, Peoria, Illinois.

3631. Troll, Walter; Wiesner, R.; Belman, S.; Shellabarger, 
C.J. 1979. Inhibition of carcinogenesis by feeding diets 
containing soybeans (Abstract). Proceedings of the American 
Association for Cancer Research 20:265 (Abst. #1075). 
March.
• Summary: The feeding of a soybean diet rich in protease 
inhibitors was observed to reduce mammary tumor incidence 
in X-irradiated rats. Address: New York Univ. Medical 
Center and Brookhaven National Lab.

3632. Tsen, Cho C. 1979. Using nonwheat fl ours and 
starches from tropical crops as bread supplements. In: G.E. 
Inglett and G. Charalambous, eds. 1979. Tropical Foods: 
Chemistry and Nutrition. Vol. 1. New York: Academic Press. 
ix + 340 p. See p. 239-47. [12 ref]
• Summary: Soy fl our can be used to fortify breads; it raises 
the bread’s protein content and improves its protein quality 
as refl ected by the increase in protein effi ciency ratio (PER). 
A table on p. 246 shows the specifi c volumes (cc/gm), 
acceptabilities, protein percentages, and PER of four breads 
containing 80% wheat fl our and fortifi ed with soy fl our plus 
one other type of nonwheat fl our. The percentage of soy 
fl our used ranges from 8.0% to 2.3%. Address: Dep. of Grain 
Science, Kansas State Univ., Manhattan, Kansas.

3633. van Stratum, Piet G.; Rudrum, M. 1979. Effects of 
consumption of processed soy proteins on minerals and 
digestion in man. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 
56(3):130-34. March. [11 ref]
• Summary: A linear relationship is reported between the 
oligosaccharide content of soy products and fl atulence. 
Address: Unilever Research, Vlaardingen, Netherlands.

3634. Winarno, F.G. 1979. Fermented vegetable protein 
and related foods of Southeast Asia with special reference 
to Indonesia. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 
56(3):363-66. March. [22 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Fermented 
foods and food needs. Tempeh and oncom. Bongkrek (and 
its toxic-producing bacteria) and tauco. Wholesomeness of 
fermented foods. Development of food supplement using 
fermented food as a basic ingredient.
 Table I shows the population, population growth rate, 
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and average national income per capita in ten Southeast 
Asian countries. Indonesia has by far the largest population 
(136.9 million), followed by Vietnam (47.3). Khmer republic 
(Cambodia) has the highest population growth rate (2.8%), 
followed by the Philippines (2.7%); Singapore has the lowest 
(1.3%). Singapore has by far the highest average national 
income per capita (US$2,510), followed by Malaysia ($720), 
then Maungthai (Thailand–$350); Khmer Republic and Laos 
have the two lowest per capita incomes ($70). Table II shows 
the nutritional composition of tempeh, oncom, bongkrek, 
and tauco per 100 gm. Table III shows 7 fermented vegetable 
protein foods in Southeast Asia: Tempeh, bongkrek, oncom, 
tauco, kecap (shoyu), ang-kak, and sofu (sufu); for each is 
given the microorganism used, substrate, nature of product 
(solid, liquid), and area where article is sold commercially. 
Table IV shows the composition and nutritional value of TFR 
(Tempeh-Fish-Rice), as developed at the National Research 
Institute, Bogor, Indonesia. A photo shows F.G. Winarno. 
Address: Bogor Agricultural Univ., Fatemeta, IPB, Jalan 
Gunung Gede, Bogor, Indonesia.

3635. Worthington Foods, Inc. Div. of Miles Laboratories, 
Inc. 1979. Nutritional data sheet [Nutritional analyses 
of 64 Worthington products]. Worthington, Ohio. 6 p. 
Manufacturer’s catalog.
• Summary: Products are divided into canned and frozen. 
Address: Div. of Miles Laboratories, Inc., Worthington, Ohio 
43085.

3636. Young, V.R.; Scrimshaw, N.S.; Torun, B.; Viteri, F. 
1979. Soybean protein in human nutrition: An overview. J. 
of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 56(3):110-20. March. 
[63 ref]
• Summary: Note: Young and Scrimshaw at MIT usually do 
excellent research resulting in outstanding papers.
 For young children and adults, under conditions of 
normal usage of soy protein, methionine supplementation 
of good-quality products is unnecessary and probably 
undesirable. For the feeding of newborns, the limited 
data available suggest that supplementation of soy-based 
infant formulas with methionine may be benefi cial. Yet the 
appropriate level of supplementation is considerably less 
than that suggested from rat feeding trials.
 “At total protein intakes that approximate current dietary 
protein allowances, well processed soy protein products 
can replace meat and fi sh proteins without reducing the 
utilization of dietary nitrogen in adults,...”
 Dietary processed protein studied include full fat soy 
fl our, regular soy fl our, soy protein, and textured soy protein. 
Address: 1-2. MIT, Cambridge, Massachusetts; 3-4. INCAP, 
Guatemala.

3637. Rackis, J.J. 1979. Re: Cooking time required to 
inactivate trypsin inhibitors when making tofu. Letter to 

William Shurtleff at New-Age Foods Study Center, April 24. 
2 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead. [1 ref]
• Summary: “The rate of destruction of TI is dependent upon 
time, temperature, pressure, and initial moisture levels prior 
to heat treatment. Particle size is also an important factor... 
It would be generally true that once the temperature of a 
slurry of soybeans reached 100ºC, at least 80% of the TI 
activity would most likely be destroyed. However, in order 
to provide a safety margin because of the factors cited above, 
recommendations call for a longer cook. In thin fl akes, 90% 
of the TI activity can be inactivated in only 20 minutes of 
cooking.”
 “Soybean meal is toasted prior to feeding cattle in order 
to destroy urease activity. This is necessary because urea 
is often added to cattle rations and low urease activity is 
required to prevent conversion of urea into ammonia. Rapid 
release of ammonia from urea can cause toxicity in cattle.” 
Address: Research Chemist, Oilseed Crops Lab., NRRC, 
1815 N. University St., Peoria, Illinois 61604.

3638. Gardner, H.W. 1979. Lipid hydroperoxide reactivity 
with proteins and amino acids: A review. J. of Agricultural 
and Food Chemistry 27(2):220-229. March/April. [127* ref]
• Summary: “Lipoxygenase is responsible for the production 
of lipid hydroperoxides in inadequately processed foods. The 
hydroperoxides as well as their products of decomposition 
are potentially reactive substances that can cause 
deterioration of food proteins or amino acids.”
 It is quite remarkable that living tissue is relatively 
immune to lipid peroxidation although all the necessary 
ingredients are present, i.e., polyunsaturated lipids, oxygen, 
and catalysts. Address: Northern Regional Research Center, 
Federal Research, Science and Education Administration, 
USDA, Peoria, Illinois 61604.

3639. Leviton, Richard. 1979. Itinerary and notes from 
trip to the Midwest in March-April to study soyfoods and 
soybeans. Colrain, Massachusetts. 65 p. April. Unpublished 
manuscript. 28 cm.
• Summary: Contents (places and people visited): The Soy 
Plant, Ann Arbor, Michigan: Their soy deli, deli items on 
sale and prices, talk with Steve Fiering. Wonder Life Corp. 
of America, Des Moines, Iowa: Founded 1957, bio-humic 
method like organic farming. Two bio-humic farmers: Owen 
Langlie in Mankato, Minnesota (p. 10); Cyril Vernon in 
Iowa. Midwest Soya International, Cedar Falls, Iowa: Talk 
with Wes Randall, Altoona processing plant, variety chart 
on wall with 1979 yields and 4-year average yield (Corsoy, 
Amsoy, Marion, Beeson, Private SS, Agripro 25, Wayne). 
George Strayer of Agricultural Exports, Hudson, Iowa (p. 
15). Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa: Walt Fehr and the 
public soybean breeding program, breeding soybeans low in 
lipoxygenase and linolenic acid, Dr. Harry Snyder and work 
on lipoxygenase and antinutritional factors. Robert Fischer, 
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Soypro, Cedar Falls, Iowa (p. 25). Professional Farmers in 
Cedar Falls, Iowa. American Soybean Assoc., St. Louis, 
Missouri (p. 29). Pfi zer Genetics, St. Louis, Missouri (p. 
30). Several organic farmers in Arcola, and Oblong, Illinois. 
Les Karplus. ADM, Decatur, Illinois. A.E. Staley Mfg. Co., 
Decatur, Illinois. INTSOY program at the University of 
Illinois: John Santas, Wm. Thompson, Robert Howell, Joe 
Jackobs, Bill Judy, L.S. Wei, John Erdman, R.L. Bernard, 
Ted Hymowitz, Dr. Hadley. American Oil Chemists’ 
Society, Champaign, Illinois (p. 55). National Soybean Crop 
Improvement Council (NSCIC), Urbana, Illinois: Robert 
Judd. Northern Regional Research Center, Peoria, Illinois: 
Walter Wolf, Joe Rackis. Golden Key Farm: Frank Pilotte. 
Joe Rakosky, food industry consultant. Fearn Soya Foods. 
Address: 100 Heath Rd., Colrain, Massachusetts 01340. 
Phone: 413-624-5591.

3640. Omosaiye, O.; Cheryan, M. 1979. Low-phytate, full-
fat soy protein product by ultrafi ltration of aqueous extracts 
of whole soybeans. Cereal Chemistry 56(2):58-62. March/
April. [20 ref]
• Summary: The feasibility of using ultrafi ltration (UF) 
to eliminate phytic acid from soymilk was studied. UF to 
a volume concentration of 5 resulted in 65, 43, and 27% 
elimination of phytic acid at pH 6.7, 8, and 10, respectively. 
Address: Dep. of Food Science, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, IL 
61801.

3641. Rham, O. de; Jost, T. 1979. Phytate-protein 
interactions in soybean extracts and low-phytate soy protein 
products. J. of Food Science 44(2):596-600. March/April. 
[23 ref]
• Summary: Phytic acid can bind ionically to proteins in 
aqueous media. It interferes with mineral (mainly zinc) 
nutrition when it comprises 1% or more of the diet, but 
not at levels around 0.2% such as those encountered in the 
usual soy-based diet. In this study the behavior of phytate is 
explained in terms of its binding to calcium-magnesium and/
or to proteins. Address: Nestlé Products Technical Asst. Co. 
Ltd., P.O. Box 88, CH-1814 La Tour-de-Peilz, Switzerland.

3642. Troll, Walter; Belman, S.; Wiesner, R.; Shellabarger, 
C.J. 1979. Protease action in carcinogenesis. Paper presented 
at Mosbacher Kolloquium der Gesellschaft fuer Biologische 
Chemie. 11 p. Held April 26-28.
• Summary: This paper begins: “The major cause of cancer 
appears to be the environment. Estimates of 80-90% of 
cancer incidence have been ascribed to environmental factors 
(1) (2). The main evidence for this startling hypothesis has 
come from epidemiological studies of migrant populations. 
Here, it has been noted, that the cancer incidence pattern 
changes from that of the migrants native country to that of 
the host country within a few generations (3). A well known 
example is the study of Japanese migrants to the United 

States. The incidence of colon and breast cancer in Japan is 
low, while that of stomach cancer is high. The reverse pattern 
is prevalent in the United States. Within three generations, 
the incidence of cancer in Japanese living in the U.S. shifts 
from the pattern found in Japan to that in the U.S. (Fig. 1).
 “Similar observations have been made with Polish 
migrants to the United States, showing the increased risk of 
breast cancer among the Polish born in the United States (4) 
(Fig. 2); whereas in Poland, the rate of breast cancer is very 
low. The observation of cancer incidence pattern change 
has also been observed in migrants to Israeli and Hong 
Kong and for rural migrants to Columbia (5).” Address: 1-3. 
Dep. of Environmental Medicine, New York Univ. Medical 
Center, New York, NY 10016; 4. Brookhaven National Lab., 
Radiobiology Div., Associate Universities Inc., Upton, Long 
Island, New York.

3643. Yoshida, Hiromi; Kajimoto, Gorô. 1979. Qualitative 
and quantitative changes in sterol lipids of cotyledons 
of germinating soybeans. Agricultural and Biological 
Chemistry 43(4):705-12. April. [30 ref]
• Summary: “Soybean seedlings were grown at 28ºC in 
the dark or the light for 12 days, and four classes of sterol 
lipids, sterol esters (SE), free sterols (St), acylated steryl 
glycosides (ASG) and steryl glycosides (SG), were isolated 
from the cotyledons by solvent extractions, Florisil column 
chromatography, and thin-layer chromatography (TLC), 
successively. Each, sterol lipid (SE, ASG and SG) obtained 
was hydrolyzed and then separately divided into sterol, fatty 
acid and/ or sugar fractions. The hydrolysates and St were 
analyzed mainly by gas-liquid chromatography (GLC).” 
Address: Faculty of Nutrition, Kobe-Gakuin Univ., Tarumi-
ku, Kobe, Japan.

3644. Tallent, W.H. 1979. More on tofu and trypsin 
inhibitors. Notes from the Director: Northern Regional 
Research Center (Peoria, Illinois) No. 1377. p. 2. May 25.
• Summary: “NRRC research on tofu has produced 
great dividends both at home and abroad (Issue 1372). 
Coincidentally, NRRC involvement in the development 
of a reliable assay procedure for trypsin inhibitor (TI) 
has resulted in additional benefi ts. Ted Tyler (Research 
Supervisor, Herbert V. Schuster Company, Quincy, 
Massachusetts) reports that, with the assistance of J.E. 
McGhee and J.D. Glover (ED) and J.J. Rackis (OC), he 
has been able to successfully adapt the offi cial American 
Association of Cereal Chemists-American Oil Chemists’ 
Society TI Method to analysis of TI activity in tofu. Other 
procedures proved to be unreliable after an exhaustive study.
 “The AACC-AOCS TI assay was developed in 1975 by 
a group of collaborators from university, government, and 
industrial laboratories; J.E. McGhee was a member of the 
group and J.J. Rackis was its chairman.” Address: Center 
Director.
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3645. Smith, Robert A. 1979. Henry Ford, George 
Washington Carver, and the Carver Laboratory. The plastic 
car and Edsel Ruddiman (Document part) (Interview). In: 
1979. The Ford Experimental Laboratory and the “Square 
House.” Conducted by Donald V. Baut of Dearborn 
Historical Museum, May 31. 72 p. transcript. See p. 15-43.
• Summary: The Carver Laboratory developed because Mr. 
Carver had told Mr. Ford that he knew how to get rubber 
from domestic plants. World War II was on and Ford’s main 
rubber supply had been cut off by the Japanese. “Mr. Ford 
was interested in fi nding out what Carver’s plants were 
and what the process was. He decided to entertain Carver 
and get him to reveal the source of his rubber.” He came to 
Smith one day and said he would like Smith to convert the 
waterworks (the plant that had once been the waterworks 
for the city of Dearborn) into a laboratory and to have it 
done in one week. “George Washington Carver was coming 
to Dearborn for a visit and this laboratory was going to be 
named in his honor. We were supposed to fi nd out through 
this how to make rubber out of domestic plants.” With 
all top Ford executives, Charles Lindbergh, the newsreel, 
newspaper, and wire service people plus photographers 
in attendance, “we had the big opening and dedicated the 
laboratory for work on soybeans.” In July 1942, with Mr. 
Smith in charge, they spent the next 2 weeks with Carver and 
never did fi nd out how to make rubber from domestic plants. 
They were convinced he did not know how, but said he did 
just for publicity.
 After the big dedication. Smith moved all his equipment 
from Moir House to the Carver Lab, where he had a lot 
more room and equipment. But Bob, with his wife and 
two daughters, continued to live at the Square House in 
Dearborn until 1952, when he moved the house to Garden 
City. Eventually there were 25 employees at the Carver 
Lab, including 3 chemists. “One of the reasons for moving 
to the Carver Lab was to have more room to build a [soy] 
milk plant. He [Mr. Ford] wanted us to build a plant that 
would produce 150 gallons of milk a day.” Prior to that 
time they had produced 1-2 quarts a day, all by hand work 
in the lab. After about 2 months they had the soymilk plant 
in operation. For the next few years they produced soymilk 
to supply the Henry Ford Hospital in Detroit and the Ford 
cafeterias. “The milk wasn’t as good as cow’s milk as far 
as fl avor was concerned but it made good ice cream and we 
made a lot of ice cream from it.” When asked if they used the 
word “ice cream,” Smith answered: “Well, it turned out there 
is a law against making anything that looks like ice cream 
if it’s not made out of milk. The patent attorney said that we 
could probably fi ght it but it would be bad publicity for the 
company so we eventually discontinued it.”
 At the Carver Lab extensive research was also 
conducted on chlorophyll, since it is a very unique 
substance: (1) its chemical structure is almost identical to 

that of hemoglobin in the blood; and (2) it is responsible 
for transforming solar energy into the various nutrients that 
can be used by humans and animals. Mr. Ford found these 
facts fascinating. The Carver Lab became one of Henry 
Ford’s favorite projects. Bob Smith worked at the Carver 
Lab from about July 1942 until August 1945; the main job at 
that time was production of soybean milk. Starting in about 
Sept. 1942 they made 150 gallons a day by a continuous 
process that worked around the clock. There were three 
shifts. The soymilk was made from purifi ed [isolated] soy 
protein, hydrogenated soy oil, and corn sugar. Then they got 
involved in making ice cream for the cafeterias, the Ford 
Veterans and Ford Hospital. They also began testing the 
value of soybean milk in rats. “We found we could raise six 
generations of rats with nothing but soybean milk, which 
was, the doctors thought, pretty unusual. There are very few 
foods that you can eat exclusively and survive on for very 
long.” In Aug. 1945 he left to work full time with the Russell 
Taylor Company making Delsoy [a soy-based non-dairy 
whip topping]. Clem Glotzhober took over the Lab after 
Smith left. Mr. Ford got sick in January 1945 when he was in 
Georgia and he never recovered.
 Development of the plastic car was started at the 
chemical plant, where a solvent extractor produced soybean 
oil and meal. The defatted meal, when reacted with phenol 
formaldehyde, produced a good plastic, and many small 
molded plastic parts went into Ford cars. The story of the 
development of the plastic car is told. Hud McCarroll was 
supposed to be the engineer on the project. Lowell Overly 
designed the fi rst plastic car. “That car was probably 40 or 
50 years ahead of its time, like a lot of things Ford did.” The 
fi rst step was to build a plastic rear deck for Mercury. It was 
pulled off the molds in about 1938 and cost $3,500,000. Ford 
liked to slam this rear door with an axe that he carried in the 
trunk of his car. After the plastic car was demonstrated in 
1941, it ended up in the basement of the Engineering Lab, 
covered with a piece of white cloth.
 Smith (p. 25) then tells the story of how Mrs. Edsel 
Ruddiman wanted her husband, who was almost 80 years 
old, to retire. “So she spoke to Mr. Ford about getting him 
to retire. Instead of Ford saying, ‘Edsel, I think you’ve 
worked long enough. You’d better retire,’ or something like 
that, he just took his work away from him. He went into his 
laboratory one day and he said, ‘I want everything cleaned 
out of here in the next couple of hours.’ So dump trucks 
backed up to the door and threw everything out. Then they 
let Ruddiman sit there for a couple of months with nothing 
to do–in about 1941... He was very bitter about the way 
the boss was treating him.” At times he cried. After a short 
time he quit. The Twin Lakes lab was also closed in 1941. 
Address: Smith: 26351 Hollywood Ave., Roseville, Michigan 
48066; Baut: Dearborn Historical Museum, 915 Brady St., 
Dearborn, Michigan 48124. Phone: Smith: 313-777-5394. 
Baut: 313-565-3000.
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3646. Barratt, M.E.J.; et al. 1979. Immunologically mediated 
nutritional disturbances associated with soya-protein 
antigens. Proceedings of Nutritional Sociology 38(1):143-49. 
May. *

3647. Growdon, John H.; Wurtman, Richard J. 1979. Dietary 
infl uences on the synthesis of neurotransmitters in the brain. 
Nutrition Reviews 37(5):129-136. May. [33 ref]
• Summary: The writers are surprised to discover that 
nature would enable our daily food choices to affect the 
brain at all. Moreover, they are startled to discover that 
our foods normally infl uence such an important process as 
neurotransmitter synthesis.
 “Whatever the reason, it is clear that the availability 
of choline and of the amino acids tryptophan and tyrosine 
to the brain normally infl uences the rates at which neurons 
synthesize acetylcholine, serotonin and catecholamines, 
respectively.” This suggests a new strategy for designing 
treatments for non-nutritional neurologic and psychiatric 
diseases. Address: 1. Asst. Prof., Tufts Univ. School 
of Medicine, Medford, Massachusetts; 2. Prof. of 
Endocrinology and Metabolism, Dep. of Nutrition and Food 
Science, MIT, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139.

3648. Munoz, Juan M.; Sandstead, H.H.; Jacob, R.A. 1979. 
Effects of dietary fi ber on glucose tolerance of normal men. 
Diabetes 28(5):496-502. May. [40 ref]
• Summary: “Soy hulls,” which contained 86.7% fi ber, were 
fed to 15 men as part of a mixed diet. When the men at soy 
hulls: (1) Oral glucose tolerance improved signifi cantly; 
(2) Corrected insulin response at the glucose peak (CIRp) 
and peripheral insulin sensitivity (GTp) improved; (3) 
Postprandial serum glucose concentrations were signifi cantly 
lower when subjects were fed diets supplemented with 
soy hull fi ber compared with the same diet without fi ber. 
Address: 1. Dep. of Medicine, Univ. of North Dakota School 
of Medicine, Fargo, North Dakota 58102.

3649. Whole Foods (Berkeley, California). 1979. B-12 
bonanza. May. p. 20.
• Summary: Tempeh, a fermented soyfood from Indonesia, 
is one of the few vegetarian sources of vitamin B-12. The 
bacterium Klebsiella has been identifi ed as the producer of 
B-12 in tempeh. “Samples of tempeh commercially available 
in this country were found to contain 1.5 to 6.3 micrograms 
per 3½ ounce (100 gm) serving. When researchers added 
Klebsiella to the starter used to make tempeh, B-12 content 
was boosted as high as 14.8 micrograms per 100 gram 
serving.”

3650. Naudé, S.P.E.; Prinsloo, J.G.; Haupt, C.E. 1979. 
Comparison between a humanized cow’s milk and a soy 
product for premature infants. South African Medical 

Journal 55(24):982-86. June 9. [11 ref]
• Summary: “A soy-based infant feed was compared with 
a humanized cow’s milk product in [40] newborn preterm 
babies... The trial lasted 35 days for each patient... With 
formula intakes of 200 ml/kg/day,... the body weights and 
serum albumin levels of the babies receiving the soy product 
were signifi cantly lower than those of babies on the cow’s 
milk formula at the end of the trial. Until more work has 
been done, we suggest that soy formulas should be employed 
with caution in the feeding of small preterm infants.” 
Address: Dep. of Paediatrics, Univ. of Pretoria and Kalafong 
Hospital, Pretoria, South Africa.

3651. Zilliken, Fritz W. Z-L Limited Partnership (Janesville, 
Wisconsin). 1979. Antioxidants, antioxidant compositions 
and methods of preparing and using same. U.S. Patent 
4,157,984. June 12. 8 p. Application fi led 8 June 1977. [8 
ref]
• Summary: An alcohol-soluble mixture of antioxidants 
and antioxidant compositions has been extracted from a 
natural source, tempeh, a fermented soybean product. The 
oil of tempeh demonstrates improved antioxidant properties 
over those of unextracted tempeh. The mixture is purifi ed 
and used as a food, or a stabilizer for oils and fats. “An 
ergostadientriol which possesses antioxidative properties 
and which in combination with mixtures of isofl avones 
provides compositions having exceptional antioxidative 
properties has been produced. This new sterol, either alone 
or in combination with mixtures of isofl avones or other 
compounds, would appear to be useful in the prevention and/
or treatment of various diseases including atherosclerosis... 
Two novel isofl avones have also been produced and 
recovered from tempeh. A mixture of these isofl avones 
possesses antioxidative properties which are enhanced by the 
presence of the ergostadientriol and known isofl avones.”
 The principal antioxidants currently used by the 
food industry are BHA (butylated hydroxyanisole), 
BHT (butylated hydroxtoluene), and TBHQ (tertiary 
butylhydroquinone). Address: Remangen, West Germany.

3652. San Francisco Chronicle. 1979. Tofu hepatitis toll 
doubles. June 16. p. 7.
• Summary: Seventy persons in the San Francisco Bay area 
contacted hepatitis from eating contaminated tofu salad 
sandwiches dispensed at the Haight Street fair on May 6. 
While tofu was fi nally exonerated. The outbreak was blamed 
on a man in the early stages of hepatitis “who prepared the 
onions for the bean curd concoction.” But tofu, and the Bay 
Area’s largest tofu supplier, Farm Foods (which did not even 
produce the spoiled product) received all the immediate 
blame and unfavorable publicity. “It wasn’t us. We didn’t 
even use onions,” reported Robert Tepper, a Farm Foods 
spokesman. “But I’m afraid we’re going to lose a lot of sales 
over this.” Note: This is the earliest article on soy seen (Aug. 
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2002) in the San Francisco Chronicle newspaper. Address: 
California.

3653. Abrams, H. Leon, Jr. 1979. The relevance of 
paleolithic diet in determining contemporary nutritional 
needs. J. of Applied Nutrition 31(1/2):34-59. June. [40 ref]
• Summary: “This paper constitutes an examination of 
the diets of modern man’s progenitors over the past three 
to four million years, until the advent of agriculture and 
animal husbandry, approximately 10,000 years ago, for 
the purpose of providing insights into the constitutional 
adaptive nutritional requirements of contemporary humans in 
maintaining health and vigor.”
 Recent ethological discoveries prove that primates 
include some animals in their overwhelmingly vegetarian 
diet. “The central impetus of paleolithic man’s search for 
food focused upon meat supplemented by plant foods. 
Plant foods played a subordinate role, and most of the 
plants primarily eaten by humans could not be utilized until 
man discovered how to use fi re and subsequent cooking 
which took place in the latter part of the paleolithic period. 
Although humankind had always been omnivorous, data 
indicate that humans have a basic physiological need for 
animal protein if optimal health is to be maintained.”
 “All contemporary hunting and gathering societies, such 
as the Australian aborigines, cook the majority of the wild 
plants they collect, thus greatly reducing or eliminating the 
hazards of toxicity. Most of the plant foods eaten by modern 
man and all of those that constitute staple foods, such as 
wheat, rice, corn, legumes and potatoes, must be cooked.
 “When humans discovered how to use fi re and 
subsequently developed the art of cooking, it represented 
a major revolution in human advancement by profoundly 
increasing the availability of plant foods for nourishment 
that cooking rendered edible. This major technical advance 
took place only during the last two percent of the time span 
that mankind has so far had on earth.” Address: Assoc. Prof. 
of Anthropology, ECJC, University System of Georgia, 
Swainsboro, Georgia.

3654. Dintzis, F.R.; Legg, L.M.; Deatherage, W.L.; Baker, 
F.L.; Inglett, G.E.; Jacob, R.A.; Reck, S.J.; Munoz, J.M.; 
Klevay, L.M.; Sandstead, H.H.; Shuey, W.C. 1979. Human 
gastrointestinal action on wheat, corn, and soy hull bran–
preliminary fi ndings. Cereal Chemistry 56(3):123-27. May/
June. [14 ref]
• Summary: Table 1 (p. 124) shows that soybean hulls, on a 
moisture-free basis, contain on average the following types 
of fi ber: dietary fi ber 88%, apparent hemicellulose 33%, 
cellulose 53%, and lignin 2%. The hulls also contain 7.0% 
protein, 0.9% oil, 4.3% ash, and less than 1% starch.
 It was found that soybean hulls could be greatly 
disrupted by the human digestive system, with major losses 
of cellulose and apparent hemicellulose. Table V shows that 

digestion of soy hulls may differ greatly between individuals. 
Sometimes cellulose and lignin were almost fully recovered, 
whereas apparent hemicellulose was about 50% recovered.
 Fig. 6 (p. 126) shows four scanning electron 
micrographs of soy hulls. Address: 1-5. NRRC, Federal 
Research, Science and Education Administration, USDA, 
Peoria, Illinois 61604.

3655. Gelenberg, Alan J.; Doller-Wojcik, J.C.; Growdon, 
J.H. 1979. Choline and lecithin in the treatment of tardive 
dyskinesia: Preliminary results from a pilot study. American 
J. of Psychiatry 136(6):772-76. June. [41 ref]
• Summary: In 5 men with mild to severe tardive dyskinesia, 
both choline and lecithin decreased abnormal movements. 
Lecithin had fewer side effects. Address: 1. Asst. Prof. of 
Psychiatry, Harvard Medical School, Boston, Massachusetts.

3656. Kamata, Yoshiro; Okubo, K.; Shibasaki, K. 1979. 
Decrease of the soybean glycinin digestibility in excess 
denaturation: Effect of refolding. Agricultural and Biological 
Chemistry 43(6):1219-1223. June. [17 ref. Eng]
• Summary: “The digestibility of denatured glycinin with 
various denaturants such as urea, GuHCl [guanadine 
hydrochloride] and SDS [sodium dodecyl sulfate], and heat 
treatment, was studied by a pH -stat method. It increases 
with increasing concentration of the denaturants and heating 
temperature. However, further addition of the denaturants 
and 120ºC heating caused decrease of digestibility.” Address: 
1&3. Dep. of Food Chemistry, Faculty of Agriculture, 
Tohoku Univ., Sendai; 2. Lab. of Nutrition and Food, Faculty 
of Education, Yamagata Univ., Yamagata. All: Japan.

3657. Liebman, Bonnie. 1979. Sea salt: No great shakes. 
Nutrition Action 6(6):13, 16. June.
• Summary: Because a healthful mystique surrounds sea 
salt, many people are willing to pay twice as much for it 
as regular salt. But, in fact, there is no practical difference 
between the two. Sea salt is the same as supermarket salt. 
The three brands of sea salt purchased in Washington, DC, 
area retail stores “(Hain Pure Foods, Balanced Foods, and 
Better Foods)” all “buy their salt from Leslie Salt Company 
in Newark, California.”
 Magnesium carbonate is added by Leslie to make the 
salt fl ow freely. But even sea salt has something added to 
prevent the salt from caking.
 “An average daily serving of Hain Iodized Sea Salt 
contains more than seven times the USRDA for iodine. 
Iodine is added to the salt to prevent goiter, which was once 
a major problem in the U.S...”
 Replacing your salt shaker with a dispenser of soy sauce 
makes no sense. Soy sauce might as well be called ‘soy 
salt’ or ‘liquid salt’; just one tablespoon contains about 1½ 
teaspoons (2.5 gm) of salt, which is roughly half the daily 
salt income recommended by the Senate Dietary Goals. 
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Address: Center for Science in the Public Interest (CSPI) 
Nutritionist.

3658. Madison Survey & Alumni News (Madison, 
Tennessee). 1979. Dr. Frances Linda Dittes: Obituary. June.
• Summary: Frances arrived at Madison College in 1910 
from Monticello, Minnesota, and joined the faculty in 1912. 
She was the fi rst Seventh-day Adventist to earn a PhD in 
nutrition, obtaining hers from Peabody College in August 
1935. She was the 9th person in the USA to receive a degree 
in that fi eld. From 1935 to 1955 she worked at Madison 
College and Hospital, expanding its nutrition department. 
“At the time of her retirement she had served 48 years, 
more than any other staff member at Madison College and 
Hospital, as teacher and head of the department of nutrition.” 
Dr. Dittes was listed in Who’s Who Among American Women. 
She also gave free dietetic service through a Nashville 
vegetarian restaurant.
 She died in Nashville, Tennessee, at the Trevecca 
Health Center, on 7 April 1979 at age 88. “Following funeral 
services at Madison Funeral Home, Dr. Dittes’ body was 
sent to Monticello, Minnesota, for burial. She is survived by 
several nieces and nephews, among them Dr. Albert Dittes 
of Portland, Tennessee, and William H. Dittes of Red Wing, 
Minnesota.”
 Note: Frances Dittes was born in 1891.

3659. O’Connor, M.P.; Erdman, J.W., Jr.; Nelson, A.I. 1979. 
Baking characteristics and protein quality of soy-whole egg, 
soy-egg yolk and soy-egg white supplemented breads. J. of 
Food Science 44(3):839-42. May/June. [15 ref]
• Summary: “Full-fat soy (S), and other full-fat soy-whole 
egg (SE), soy-egg yolk (SEY) and soy-egg white (SEW) 
fl ours were produced and utilized as 12% supplements 
for patent wheat fl our in breads. Addition of 0.5% sodium 
stearoyl-2-lactylate (SSL) improved loaf volumes of all 
bread types except SEY.” Address: Dep. of Food Science, 
Univ. of Illinois.

3660. Pardo, L.V.; Luis, E.S.; Soriano, M.R.; Bucoy, 
A.S. 1979. Changes in the free amino acid content of an 
experimental soy sauce. Philippine J. of Food Science and 
Technology 3(1):31-45. Jan/June. Paper presented at the 
13th annual convention of the Philippine Assoc. of Food 
Technologists, 20-21 Nov. 197a, Manila. [26 ref]
• Summary: Describes changes in the content of 16 free 
amino acids (of which 9 were essential amino acids) in a soy 
sauce mash during a 12-week fermentation. “The maximum 
formation of amino acids was reached between the 7th and 
11th week of fermentation. Glutamic acid was the most 
abundant and it exhibited a very irregular increase-decrease 
pattern. The others also showed almost the same pattern.” 
Address: Food Technology Research Div., Industrial 
Research Center, National Inst. of Science and Technology, 

NSDB, Manila, Philippines.

3661. Shurtleff, William. 1979. Sources of vegetarian 
vitamin B-12. Vegetarian Times No. 31. May/June. p. 36-37, 
39-40. Reprinted, revised and updated, in Vegetarian Times, 
Feb. 1983, p. 61-63. [11 ref]
• Summary: This review of the literature shows that the 
major vegetarian sources of vitamin B-12 are fermented 
soyfoods (tempeh, natto, miso), single-cell-proteins 
(spirulina, chlorella, scenedesmus, unfortifi ed yeasts), sea 
vegetables (kombu, wakame, and others). The richest known 
animal source is beef liver. Address: New-Age Foods Study 
Center, P.O. Box 234, Lafayette, California 94549.

3662. Thompson, S.A.; Weber, C.W. 1979. Infl uence of pH 
on the binding of copper, zinc and iron in six fi ber sources. J. 
of Food Science 44(3):752-54. May/June. [16 ref]
• Summary: Examines the soybean hull’s mineral binding 
attributes. Address: Dep. of Nutrition and Food Science, 
Univ. of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721.

3663. Product Name:  Bodhi Sauce and Tuong Cu-Da 
(Vietnamese Soy Sauces).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Vietnam Food and Drink Co.
Manufacturer’s Address:  12653 Heming Lane, Bowie, 
Maryland 20716.  Phone: (301) 322-7948, 262-3735.
Date of Introduction:  1979 June.
Ingredients:  Soy-beans, rice, salt, water.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  10 oz.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  Hoang, Van Chi. 
1979. “Report to the Bureau of Industrial Guidance, 
FDA: Vietnamese soysauce. Its particularities and our 
manufacturing process.” Bowie, Maryland: Vietnam Food & 
Drink Co. 4 p. May 25.
 Label. 1980. 7.25 by 3 inches. Paper. Black on white. 
“A wholegrain soybean sauce used for centuries by 
Buddhist monks in S.E. Asia. Wholegrain soysauce like 
this one has many virtues among which: It helps the skin 
remain fresh and young. There probably lies the secret of 
Oriental women’s skin beauty. It eliminates from the body 
toxic substances produced by tobacco, alcohol and atomic 
radiation. The yeast that remains alive in the sauce prevents 
the development of harmful germs. It is a food for good 
health and longevity. Reference The Chinese Journal, New 
York. Used to dip To-Fu (bean curd), boiled vegetables or 
just plain rice. Non-vegetarians can use this sauce to dip: 
chicken, duck, pork, beef boiled or roasted.”
 Leviton. 1982. Soyfoods. Winter. p. 68-69. “Tuong Cu-
Da is identical to Bodhi Sauce but contains added sugar for 
the extra sweetness the Vietnamese prefer.” Both are made 
with glutinous rice (sweet rice). Soya Bluebook. 1987. p. 92. 
Address is now 3824 Ironwood Place, Landover, Maryland 
20785.
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 Spot in Whole Foods magazine. 1982. Feb. p. 50. A 
photo shows Hoang Van Chi and many bottles of his Bodhi 
Sauce.

3664. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1979. The book of 
tempeh: A super soyfood from Indonesia. New York, NY: 
Harper & Row. 160 p. Illust. by Akiko Aoyagi Shurtleff. 
Index. July. 28 cm. [24 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Acknowledgments. What is 
tempeh? Preface. 1. Soybeans–Protein source of the future: 
Introduction, the causes of hunger and starvation–two 
analyses (The Twenty-Ninth Day, by Lester Brown–
population, affl uence; Food First: Beyond the Myth of 
Scarcity, by Lappé and Collins–population, narrow focus on 
increasing food productivity, international food exploitation, 
land monopolization and misuse, cash crop system of export 
agriculture). Ten reasons soy will be the protein source of the 
future: 1. Optimum land utilization. 2. Lowest cost protein. 
3. High nutritional value. 4. Time tested. 5. Remarkably 
versatile. 6. Appropriate technology. 7. New dairylike 
products. 8. Hardy and adaptive. 9. Free nitrogen fertilizer. 
10. Energy and resource effi cient. “All of these ten factors 
work together synergistically, reinforcing one another, to 
give added weight to the prediction that soybeans will be 
a key protein source for the future on plant earth.” Present 
patterns of soy protein utilization. New developments. An 
idea whose time has come.
 2. Tempeh as a food. 3. Getting started (incl. basic 
preparatory techniques and 18 recipes, incl. a recipe for 
sweet Indonesian soy sauce {kechap manis}). Favorite 
tempeh recipes (13 Western favorites, 6 non-fried favorites, 
and 12 Indonesian favorites; also Suggestions for serving 
tempeh throughout the day). 4. Western-style and Oriental 
tempeh recipes (68 recipes). 5. Indonesian tempeh recipes 
(70 recipes). 6. Making tempeh at home or in a community. 
7. Making tempeh starter. 8. The Indonesian tempeh shop. 
Map of Southeast Asia, including Indonesia. Map of Java, 
Madura, and Bali (p. 144). Appendix A: A brief history 
of tempeh East and West. Appendix B: Tempeh shops in 
the West. Weights, Measures, and Equivalents. Glossary. 
Bibliography. About the authors. About the New-Age Foods 
Study Center.
 This book contains the fi rst sizeable collection of 
American-style and Indonesian tempeh recipes (130 in all), 
the fi rst illustrated descriptions of making tempeh, tempeh 
starter, and onchom on various scales in Indonesian tempeh 
shops, the fi rst history of tempeh, detailed discussion of 
tempeh in Indonesian culture and of the many varieties 
of Indonesian tempeh, and the fi rst recommendations for 
commercial names for the more than 30 types of tempeh that 
could easily be made in the West. It also contains chapters 
and reviews of the literature on tempeh nutrition and the 
microbiology and biochemistry of tempeh fermentation, plus 
the largest bibliography on tempeh to date (including many 

new Indonesian references), an annotated listing of 61 people 
and organizations around the world connected with tempeh, 
and the fi rst list of tempeh companies in the West.
 Page 26 states: “Modern soy-protein products, such 
as textured soy proteins, are increasingly available at 
supermarkets, often in forms that simulate the fi brous, chewy 
texture of meat.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest known book in any language 
worldwide devoted entirely to tempeh. Note 2. This is the 
earliest English-language document seen (Aug. 2011) that 
contains the term “modern soy protein products;” Shurtleff 
would soon start to use it to refer to defatted soy fl our or 
grits, soy protein concentrates, soy protein isolates, and 
textured soy protein products.
 Illustrations (line drawings; unnumbered, not including 
“spots”). Indonesian dancer in sarong and crown. Balinese 
lion mask dancer. Two Indonesian women dancing. Cuts 
of fresh tempeh on a woven bamboo tray. Woman in a 
traditional Indonesian kitchen cooking tempeh. Terraced 
rice patties in Java. Woman selling tempeh in Bali market. 
Masked Indonesian fi gure. Soybeans in the pod. A hand 
holding dry soybeans over a sack of such soybeans. Three 
women selling beans and grains in a Javanese market. Two 
men selling tempeh in a Javanese market. Balinese mask. 
Indonesian mortar and pestle. Traditional oil skimmer for 
deep frying. A wok. Tamarind paste and pods. Soy sprouts. 
Pieces of tempeh on a bamboo tray Gado-gado. Laos root 
& chilies. Palm sugar. Chilies. Indonesian woman carrying 
fruits in a bowl on her head. Salam leaf. Botok tempeh. 
Peté beans. Winged and masked Balinese fi gure. Indonesian 
spices. Soybean (enlarged). Cartoon of a fuzzy little critter 
driving his tiny tractor over a cake of tempeh, inoculating it 
with a secret enzyme (The Farm, Summertown, Tennessee). 
Placing tempeh into a homemade Styrofoam incubator. Cross 
section of good tempeh and bad. Winged beans. Close-up of 
outside of a homemade tempeh incubator. Dry soybeans in 
pods on plant. Woman in the USA making tempeh. A deep 
woven bamboo basket for treading soaked soybeans. Ten 
steps in the process for making traditional soy tempeh in a 
small shop (GIZI, Bogor). Twenty steps in the process for 
making and delivering traditional soy tempeh in a large shop 
(Oeben, Bandung). Two views of a modern dehuller and 
dehuller-separator. Five steps showing making tempeh in 
plastic bags. Three steps showing making tempeh in banana-
leaf wrappers. Fourteen steps in the process for making and 
delivering Malang tempeh.
 Map of Southeast Asia. Map of Java, Madura, and 
Bali (incl. West, Central and East Java). Indonesian stilt 
house (house on stilts, famous among the Dayak in Borneo, 
the Minangkabu and Batak of Sumatra, and the Toraja of 
Sulawesi). Woman selling leaf-wrapped tempeh in a Balinese 
market (color, back cover).
 Numbered fi gures (line drawings unless otherwise 
stated. The number before the decimal refers to the chapter 
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number). 1.1 Table: The changing pattern of world grain 
trade (exporters and importers). 1.2 Graph: Projected 
population densities in various regions of the world. 1.3 
Bar chart: Per capita protein consumption in rich and poor 
countries. 1.4 Bar chart: Per acre yields of usable protein 
from various food sources (pounds per acre). 1.5 Graph: 
Word soybean production (1965-1977). 1.6 Bar chart: 
Protein consumed vs. protein returned from milk, eggs, 
chicken, pork, beef. 1.7. Where the world’s money goes 
(yearly global and U.S.).
 2.1 Table: Percentage of protein in various foods. 2.2 
Table: Composition of nutrients in 100 grams of tempeh 
of different types. 2.3 Table: Protein quality (NPU) of 
various foods. 2.4 Table: Amino acid composition of tempeh 
compared with the FAO/WHO reference pattern. 2.5 Bar 
cart: Limiting amino acids in rice and tempeh. 2.6 Table: 
Combining foods to increase protein. 2.7 Bar chart: Grams 
of dietary fi ber in 100 grams of various foods. 2.8 Table: 
Fatty acids in soy tempeh. 2.9 Table: Vitamins and minerals 
in soy tempeh. 2.0 Table: Price of one day’s supply of usable 
protein from various foods.
 3.1 Bar chart: Comparison of nutrients in brown and 
white rice. 3.2 Shoyu (natural soy sauce) in four wooden 
keg, can, bottle, and small dispenser. 3.3 Grating a coconut. 
3.4 Mortar & pestle (two types). 3.5 Cross section of a 
coconut in the husk. 3.6 Making coconut milk (7 steps). 3.7 
Ladies in a Javanese market selling chilies (in mounds). 4.1 
Deep-frying tempeh, with all utensils shown. 4.2 Shallow-
frying tempeh. 4.3 Seasoned crisp tempeh with dip. 4.4 
Tempeh shish kebab. 4.5 Coriander & garlic crisp tempeh. 
4.6 Tempeh fondue. 4.7 Making tempeh-fi lled pot-stickers 
or gyoza. 4.8 Tempeh pita bread sandwich. 4.9 Tempeh 
burger. 4.10 Tortilla with tempeh & guacamole. 4.11 Tempeh 
guacamole. 4.12 Tomatoes stuffed with tempeh.
 5.1 Woman in an Indonesian village kitchen. 5.2 Woman 
grinding spices with a mortar. 5.3 Table: Indonesia’s 7 most 
popular tempeh recipes, in descending order of popularity: 
Tempeh goreng, tempeh bachem, keripik tempeh, sayur 
lodeh, sambal goreng tempeh, terik tempeh, sambal goreng 
kering tempeh. Recipes for each are given. 5.4 Selling 
traditional banana-leaf wrapped tempeh in Yogyakarta, Java. 
5.5 Deep-frying tempeh keripik in batter. 5.6 Deep-frying 
tempeh keripik in Javanese market. 5.7 Botok tempeh #1. 
5.8 Botok tempeh #2. 5.9 Gadon tempeh. 5.10. Folding leaf 
wrappers for gadon tempeh. 5.11 Rolling leaf wrappers for 
pepes tempeh. 5.12. Pepes tempeh on broiler and packets 
ready to serve. 5.13 Folding leaf wrappers for Balinese 
pepesan. 5.15. Saté tempeh on broiler. 5.15 Saté vendor 
in Java. 5.16. Saté manis tempeh. 5.17 Tempeh sambal 
accompaniment for rice.
 6.1 Flowchart for homemade soy tempeh. 6.2 Tempeh 
incubator (home-made). 6.3 Good soy tempeh (diagonally 
sliced). 6.4 Four types of homemade tempeh. 6.5 Wooden 
tempeh incubation tray designs. 6.6 Community tempeh 

incubator. 6.7 Graph: Tempeh incubation time versus 
temperature for soy tempeh (shows slow, moderate, and 
quick combinations).
 7.1 Graph: Loss of tempeh starter potency when stored 
at various temperatures and humidities. 7.2 Sporulated 
tempeh for starter in bread pan. 7.3 Dry-strainer spore 
extraction. 7.4 Sporulated rice, pressure cooker, and Mason 
jar method of making tempeh starter. 7.5 Picking leaves from 
a hibiscus tree for tempeh starter. 7.6 Arranging inoculated 
soybeans on hibiscus leaves. 7.7 Covering hibiscus leaf 
sandwiches in trays. 7.8 Hibiscus leaves for tempeh starter 
ready to use. 7.9 Hibiscus inoculum leaves on round tray. 
7.10 Drying inoculum leaves in sun on roof. 7.11 Tying 
inoculum leaves under rafters to dry.
 8.1 Flowchart for basic Indonesian soy tempeh method. 
8.2. A small Indonesian tempeh shop (fl oor plan). 8.3 Floor 
plan of the large Oeben tempeh shop in Bandung, Java. 8.4 
Flowchart for Malang tempeh.
 A color photo shows a high-quality cake of tempeh 
sliced on a plate. Address: New-Age Foods Study Center, 
P.O. Box 234, Lafayette, California 94549.

3665. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1979. The book 
of tempeh: A super soyfood from Indonesia. Professional 
hardcover edition. New York, NY: Harper & Row. 248 p. 
Illust. by Akiko Aoyagi Shurtleff. Index. July. 28 cm. [190 
ref]
• Summary: A special cloth-bound professional edition 
of The Book of Tempeh prepared for libraries, commercial 
tempeh producers, microbiologists, students of Indonesian 
foods, and those who love fi ne books. In addition to the full 
contents of the paperback edition, it contains the following 
lengthy appendixes: B: Tempeh in Indonesia (an overview 
of the tempeh industry and market, including the number 
of shops by province, per capita consumption, etc.). C: The 
Varieties of Tempeh. D: Soybean Production and Traditional 
Soyfoods in Indonesia. E: The Microbiology & Chemistry 
of Tempeh Fermentation. H. Onchom or Ontjom. A Glossary 
of Indonesian Foods (the most extensive one available in 
English). Bibliography on Tempeh containing over 190 
entries: Works on the world food crisis, works on tempeh 
cookery or Indonesian cuisine, scientifi c journal articles 
on tempeh, early Dutch- and German-language works on 
tempeh, Indonesian-language works about tempeh, key 
English-language works on microbiology, fi lm and color 
slides on tempeh. Illustration of an Indonesian dancer. 
Expanded Index. A great deal of original research is 
contained in the extra 88 pages and 54 illustrations.
 Appendix C, “The varieties of tempeh, states: “The 
many varieties of tempeh may be grouped into fi ve basic 
types, according to the primary ingredient used: legumes, 
grains & soy, grains, presscake residues, and nonlegume 
seeds. Legume tempehs: Soy tempeh (témpé kedelé or 
kedelai, made from the seeds of Glycine max). Velvet-bean 
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tempeh (tempe benguk or tempe koro benguk, made from 
the seeds of Mucuna pruriens, which are called kara benguk 
in Indonesian). Winged-bean tempeh (tempe kecipir, made 
from the seeds of Psophocarpus tetragonolobus). Leucaena 
tempeh (tempe lamtoro or tempe mlandingan, made from 
the seeds of Leucena leucocephala). Mung bean tempeh 
(tempe kacang hijau, made from the seeds of Vigna radiata, 
which are called kachang hijau in Indonesian). Broad-bean 
or fava-bean tempeh (tempe kacang babi, made from the 
seeds of Vicia faba, also called horse beans). Sesban-bean 
tempeh (tempe turi, made from the seeds of Sesbania 
grandifl ora). Pigeon-pea tempeh (tempe kacang iris, made 
from the seeds of Cajanus cajan). Green-bean tempeh 
(tempe kacang merah, made from the seeds of Phaseolus 
vulgaris, which are called kacang buncis in Indonesian). 
Lima-bean tempeh (tempe kara or tempe kara kratok, made 
from the seeds of Phaseolus lunatus). Lablab-bean tempeh 
(tempe kara-kara or tempe koro wedus, made from the seeds 
of Lablab purpureus, which is called hyacinth bean in the 
USA). Jack-bean tempeh (tempe kara bedong or tempe kara 
pedang, made from the seeds of some strains of Canavalia 
ensiformis). Lupin tempeh (developed in Australia, made 
from the seeds of the narrow-leafed sweet lupin (Lupinus 
angustifolius) or the Andean lupin (Lupinus mutabilis)). 
Cowpea or black-eyed pea tempeh (developed in West Africa 
and Thailand, made from the seeds of Vigna unguiculata). 
Note: Chickpeas (garbanzo beans), baby limas, and great 
northern beans have also been used to make tempeh.
 Grain & soy tempehs: Wheat & soy tempeh, barley & 
soy tempeh, rice & soy tempeh, bulgur & soy tempeh. Grain 
tempehs: Barley, rice, wheat, oats, and rye have been used 
with good results.
 Presscake tempehs: Okara tempeh (called tempe gembus 
in Central and East Java where it is most popular, and called 
oncom hitam in West Java where it is not widely used). 
Peanut presscake tempeh (called black onchom (oncom 
hitam) in the Bogor region of West Java where it is most 
widely consumed, or white onchom (oncom putih) in the 
Tasikmalaya region, or “tempeh from peanut presscake” 
(tempe bungkil kacang) in East Java). Coconut presscake 
tempeh (tempe bongkrek, tempe bungkil kelapa, or tempe 
kapuk) comes in several varieties and can be can be 
poisonous if the pathogenic aerobic bacterium Pseudomonas 
cocovenenans grows on it and produces either yellow-
colored toxofl avin or the more toxic colorless bongkrek acid. 
Peanut- & coconut-presscake tempeh (tempe menjes). Mung-
bean-presscake tempeh (oncom hitam or oncom ampas 
kacang hijau). Soy- & peanut-presscake tempeh. Defatted 
soy-meal tempeh.
 Seed tempehs (nonleguminous): Rubberseed tempeh 
(tempe kaloko) is made from the seeds of the rubber tree 
(Hevea brasiliemsis). Okra tempeh. Sesame & soy tempeh. 
Tempeh extenders and adulterants: Okara, cassava, mung-
bean presscake, soybean hulls, sweet potato, coconut- or 

peanut presscake, papaya. The stages of tempeh fermentation 
(underripe to overripe): Premature tempeh (tempe koro), 
mature tempeh, slightly overripe tempeh (tempe semangit 
or tempe lanas), overripe tempeh (tempe busuk or tempe 
bosok), rotten tempeh. Tempeh wrappers.
 Appendix D: “Soybean production and traditional 
soyfoods in Indonesia” discusses: Soybean production in 
Indonesia, traditional Indonesian soyfoods: Kechap (kecap 
/ ketjap, incl. kecap manis), taucho (tauco or taoco), okara 
onchom, sereh (sere), taokoan or takoa, tofu (tahu). Other 
nonfermented soyfoods: Soy sprouts (taugé kedele), yuba 
(bungah tahu), soymilk, roasted soybeans (dele sangan, 
kedele sangrai), roasted soy grits or full-fat fl our (bubuk 
kedele), fresh green soybeans (kedelai rebus).
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (March. 2009) uses the word “taucho” (spelled in that 
way) to refer to Indonesian-style miso.
 Appendix E: “The microbiology and chemistry of 
tempeh fermentation” discusses: What are fungi?, general 
characteristics of Rhizopus molds, Rhizopus species used 
to make tempeh, pure cultures versus mixed cultures, 
preparing soybeans for fermentation, requirements for 
mold growth, general changes during tempeh fermentation, 
changes in nutrients and digestibility, the fi nished tempeh, 
the advantages and disadvantages of tempeh fermentation, 
suggestions for further research.
 Appendix H: “Onchom or ontjom” discusses: 
Introduction. The varieties of onchom (onchom merah 
or onchom beureum): Peanut-presscake onchom, okara 
onchom, soy onchom, coconut-presscake onchom. Making 
peanut-presscake onchom in a commercial shop. Making 
okara onchom in a commercial shop. The microbiology of 
onchom. Laboratory studies of onchom. Afl atoxins. Works 
on onchom and Neurospora. People connected with onchom 
and Neurospora. Continued. Address: New-Age Foods Study 
Center, P.O. Box 234, Lafayette, California 94549.

3666. Hermus, R.J.J.; Dallinga-Thie, G.M. 1979. Soya, 
saponins, and plasma-cholesterol (Letter to the editor). 
Lancet ii(8132):48. July 7. [7 ref]
• Summary: Concerns an article by Dr. Potter and colleagues 
in the Jan. 27 issue (p. 223) of the Lancet. The amino acid 
composition of dietary protein has been shown to shown to 
infl uence the cholesterol level in rabbits. “In healthy human 
volunteers the effect of soy protein appears rather small 
compared with what can be achieved by dietary manipulation 
of fat and cholesterol intake.” However, no long-term 
experiments have been conducted. Address: Dep. of Human 
Nutrition, Agricultural Univ., De Dreijen 12, 6703 BC 
Wageningen, The Netherlands.

3667. Erickson, David R. 1979. Soy oil primer, or “how to 
be a fat chemist in one easy lesson.” St. Louis, Missouri: 
American Soybean Assoc. 10 p. July 9. Unpublished 
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manuscript.
• Summary: An excellent introduction to the subject 
for beginners. Contents: Introduction. What are fats and 
oils? Chemical considerations (cis and trans fatty acids, 
triglycerides, saturated, unsaturated, polyunsaturated, double 
bonds). Soy oil: Crude, crude degummed, once refi ned, fully 
refi ned, lightly hydrogenated and winterized (LHWSO), 
hydrogenated. Health aspects of hydrogenated soy oil 
(isomerism). The story of polyunsaturates and heart attacks.
 “In a classical sense, the only difference between a 
fat and an oil is that an oil is liquid at room temperature 
(68ºF/20ºC) while a fat is solid at the same temperature. In 
a chemical sense they are essentially the same since they are 
both made up of three fatty acids connected to a glycerol 
molecule. Such a combination is called a triglyceride and 
these constitute 99+% of a fat or oil.”
 The most common fatty acids in edible oils are palmitic 
(C16), stearic (C18), oleic (C18:1), linoleic (C18:2), and 
linolenic (C:183). There are two saturated fatty acids 
(palmitic and stearic), one unsaturated fatty acid (oleic), and 
two polyunsaturated fatty acids (linoleic and linolenic).
 The fatty acids can be divided into two classes–saturated 
and unsaturated. Each carbon along the chain has the ability 
to hold two hydrogens, and if all do, then the fatty acid is 
saturated. If a pair of hydrogens on adjacent carbons are 
missing their hydrogens, the carbons satisfy the loss by 
hooking to each other creating a double bond which is then a 
point of unsaturation. If there is more than one double bond, 
then the fatty acid is polyunsaturated.
 A current theory is that the way cholesterol is 
transported in the blood is more important than the absolute 
level of cholesterol. Basically, cholesterol is transported by 
two classes of plasma lipoproteins, which are combinations 
of fat and proteins. These two classes are high density 
lipoprotein (HDL) and low density lipoproteins (LDL). In 
effect the HDL carries less cholesterol (about 1/3 of the total) 
and appears to remove deposited cholesterol from the artery 
walls, while LDL carries more cholesterol (2/3) and deposits 
cholesterol on the artery walls. Address: Director, Soy Oil 
Programs, American Soybean Assoc., St. Louis, Missouri 
63141.

3668. Baker, E.C.; Mustakas, G.C.; Moosemiller, M.D.; 
Bagley, E.B. 1979. Water and solute transport across 
cellulose acetate membranes in the treatment of soybean 
whey by reverse osmosis. J. of Applied Polymer Science 
24(1):135-45. July. [22 ref]
• Summary: In processing full-fat soy fl our to obtain an 
acid-precipitated lipid protein concentrate (LPC) curd, an 
earlier development of this laboratory, a whey by-product 
results that contains soluble oligosaccharides and other 
whey solids. Because of its high biological oxygen demand 
(BOD), it represents a serious disposal problem. Membrane 
processing in the forms of reverse osmosis and ultrafi ltration 

provides a new technology for solving pollution problems 
in food processing wastes. One of the more attractive 
aspects of reverse osmosis is its low theoretical energy 
requirement, since no phase change is involved as in 
evaporation or drying. Reverse osmosis has become one 
of the major separation processes in less than two decades, 
mainly because of the impetus supplied by the Offi ce of 
Saline Water of the U.S. Dep. of the Interior in the pursuit of 
techniques for the desalination of sea water. The discovery 
by Reid and Breton of cellulose acetate as an effective 
membrane material for salt rejection, together with the 
demonstration by Loeb, et al., of high-fl ux cellulose acetate 
membranes, initiated this technological growth. Address: 
Northern Regional Research Center, Peoria, Illinois.

3669. Cogan, Uri; Fuchs, R.; Mokady, S.; Shemer, M. 1979. 
Nutritional upgrading of a new soya-protein isolate–SP55. J. 
of the Science of Food and Agriculture (London) 30(7):664-
68. July. [12 ref]
• Summary: The nutritional quality can be upgraded by 
supplementation with sulphur-containing amino acids, 
tryptophan and threonine. The fi rst limiting amino acid in 
most soy proteins is methionine. Address: 1-3. Dep. of Food 
Engineering and Biotechnology, Technion–Israel Inst. of 
Technology, Haifa, Israel.

3670. Cummings, David A.; Jansen, G.R.; Kellerby, J.D.; 
Tribelhorn, R.E. 1979. Evaluation of low-cost extrusion 
cookers for use in LDC’s. Annual report. LEC Report No. 6. 
viii + 157 p. July. (Departments of Agricultural and Chemical 
Engineering, and Food Science and Nutrition, Colorado State 
Univ., Ft. Collins, CO 80523). 28 cm.
• Summary: Contents: List of Tables. List of Figures. 1.0 
Introduction: 1.1 Background. 1.2 LDC Requirements for 
Extrusion Cookers. 1.3 Program Objectives.
 2.0 Product Evaluation: 2.1 Clinical Evaluation of Corn/
Soy Blends. 2.2 Nutritional Specifi cations. 2.3 Retention 
of Vitamins During Extrusion and Storage. 2.4 Blends of 
Soybeans with Cassava or Potatoes. 2.5 Protein Quality 
Evaluation of Extruded Products. 2.6 Analysis of Products. 
2.7 Full-fat Soy Flour. 2.8 Viscosity Reduction Studies. 
2.9 Storage Studies. 2.10 Use of Microtracers. 2.11 Calorie 
Density of Extruded Cereals and Blends. 2.12 Extrusion 
Procedures. 2.13 Sample Preparation. 2.14 Viscosity 
Measurements. 2.15 Results.
 3.0 Specifi cations for LEC Food Products:
 4.0 Demonstration Sites: 4.1 Tanzania. 4.2 Costa Rica. 
4.3 Sri Lanka. 4.4 Guyana.
 5.0 Testing Sites: 5.1 Thailand
 6.0 Project Related Activities: 6.1 Workshop. 6.2 
Protocol Development. 6.3 Plant Write-out. 6.4 LEC Manual. 
6.5 Survey of FFSF [full-fat soy fl our] Milling and Handling 
Experiences. 6.6 Honduras Technical Assistance.
 7.0 Summary: Appendix A. Appendix B. Appendix C. 
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Appendix D.

3671. Kjellman, N.-I. M.; Johansson, S.G.O. 1979. Soy 
versus cow’s milk in infants with a biparental history 
of atopic disease: development of atopic disease and 
immunoglobulins from birth to 4 years of age. Clinical 
Allergy 9(4):347-58. July. [32 ref]
• Summary: Forty-eight children with a bi-parental history 
of atopic disease (allergy) were followed from birth to 4 
years of age. The study was unable to detect a benefi cial 
effect from soy feeding.
 Note: Webster’s Dictionary defi nes immunoglobulin 
(a term fi rst used in 1953) as “any of the vertebrate serum 
proteins that are made up of light chains and heavy chains 
usually linked by disulfi de bonds and include all antibodies.” 
Address: Dep. of Pediatrics, University Hospital, Linköping; 
and Blood Centre, University Hospital, Uppsala, Sweden.

3672. Leviton, Richard. 1979. Judging the suitability 
of soybeans for tofu-making. Soycraft (Greenfi eld, 
Massachusetts) 1(1):30-38. Summer. [40 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction, Strategies for selecting 
suitable soybeans: Composition analysis, shop tests, soybean 
pedigrees. Soybean agronomy: Maturity groups, Japanese 
and U.S. soybeans compared, environmental stress and 
soybean composition. The physical and chemical properties 
of soybean proteins: Physical description of the proteins, 
hydration, solubility, soak-water pH, heat treatment, 
phytates, disulfi de polymerization. ionic environment and 
salt concentration, denaturation of the proteins, future 
studies.
 Tables show: (1) Soybeans classifi ed by maturity group 
and composition. (2) Map of Maturity Groups in North 
America. (3) Pedigrees of selected soybean cultivars released 
in the U.S. and Canada. (4) Selections from Uniform 
Soybean Tests: Year, variety, lowest protein, highest protein.
 “Novice tofu-makers in this country undoubtedly have 
experienced a full range of bewildering diffi culties and 
perplexing performances with their soybeans. In the early 
days of Laughing Grasshopper Tofu Shop, for example, a 
full day’s production, quite often, was (tearfully) discarded 
because the tofu was too oily, or too crumbly, or too dense, 
or, plainly, no good, and we were never able to determine 
precisely the origin of the problem. We soon learned, 
thereafter, about varietal differences among soybeans–there 
are hundreds–and that certain varieties are simply better 
suited for tofu production than others. Later, we received 
two shipments of Corsoy–one from Minnesota, one from 
Iowa–and the performances for each were startlingly 
different, as if they were two different varieties altogether. 
This was puzzling and the situation was repeated again, 
when we experimented with Hodgson, reputedly good for 
tofu-making: our results demonstrated poor performance, 
yet reports from another shop indicated Hodgson was a 

satisfactory tofu bean. Why is this?
 “In this article we will look at the questions, how to tell 
which varieties of soybeans are suitable for tofu, what makes 
them so, why do some varieties perform poorly, and why 
proven varieties can vary so greatly in their performances. 
We will examine these problems from two primary angles-
fi rst, soybean agronomy, in order to assess the effect of fi eld 
conditions on soybean composition and quality, and second, 
the physical and chemical properties of the proteins, in 
order to examine the subtle biochemical interactions among 
soybean components in tofu-making–and we will begin 
with an assessment of several strategies for establishing 
guidelines for selecting suitable soybeans for tofu.” Address: 
Colrain, Massachusetts.

3673. Madar, Z. 1979. Kinetics of native and modifi ed 
Bowman-Birk soya-bean trypsin inhibitor on growth and 
enzymes activities of the chick pancreas. British J. of 
Nutrition 42(1):121-26. July. [22 ref]
• Summary: “The Bowman-Birk soya-bean trypsin inhibitor 
(BBTI) begins to cause pancreatic enlargement and increased 
enzymatic activity in the pancreas of chicks after a minimum 
of 7 days of feeding.
 “The active inhibitory site of BBTI against trypsin 
is the factor involved in the pancreatic enlargement and 
increase of pancreatic activity in chicks.” Address: Faculty of 
Agriculture, Hebrew Univ. of Jerusalem, Rehovot, Israel.

3674. Ohta, Naokazu; Kuwata, G.; Akahori, H.; Watanabe, T. 
1979. Isofl avonoid constituents of soybeans and isolation of 
a new acetyl daidzin. Agricultural and Biological Chemistry 
43(7):1415-19. July. [14 ref]
• Summary: The fl avonoids of defatted soybeans were 
studied using a linear gradient high-performance liquid 
chromatographic (HPLC) procedure developed by the 
authors. They isolated and characterized two new soy 
isofl avones; one is 6”-O-acetyl daidzin, and the other (called 
compound III) is unknown. They also isolated daidzin, 
daidzein, genistin and genistein. The structures of the 6 
known soybean isofl avones are shown. Address: 1. Dep. of 
Food Science, Kumamoto Women’s Univ., Kumamoto; 2. 
Research Inst., Morinaga & Co., Ltd., Yokohama; 3. Faculty 
of Agriculture, Kyushu Univ., Fukuoka. All: Japan.

3675. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1979. Tofu & 
soymilk production: A craft and technical manual. Lafayette, 
California: New-Age Foods Study Center (Renamed 
Soyfoods Center in Sept. 1980). 336 p. Illust. by Akiko 
Aoyagi Shurtleff. Index. July. 28 cm. First published in Aug. 
1977 as a rough photocopied manuscript with a yellow cover. 
[223 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Preface. 1. How to start a tofu shop 
or soy dairy. 2. Setting up shop; The community or village 
shop; The traditional caldron shop; The steam cooker plant; 
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The pressure cooker plant; The soy dairy; The automatic 
steam cooker plant; The modern factory. 3. Ingredients. 
4. Sanitation and safety. 5. Principles of tofu & soymilk 
production. 6. Tofu. 7. Firm tofu, pressed tofu & smoked 
tofu. 8. Foods made from tofu: Introduction, creamy tofu 
dressing, tofu chip dip, tofu mayonnaise, tofu cream cheese, 
cottage cheese, sour cream, tartare sauce, tofu eggless egg 
spread or missing egg salad, tofunafi sh spread or salad, 
tofu rice salad, tofu cheesecake (Sprucetree Baking Co. and 
White Wave), tofu pies, tofu creamies or tofu-coconut cream 
bars, tofu tarts, tofu turnovers, tofu puddings, fruit whips, 
custards and parfaits, tofu cinnamon rolls, tofu whipped 
cream, tofu icing and cream cakes, marinated tofu (fried 
or baked, p. 166), tofu jerkey [sic, jerky] (p. 166), teriyaki 
tofu, tofu teriyaki, savory baked tofu, savory pressed tofu 
(with fi ve spice powder, wu-hsiang toufu-kan), nori rolls 
with brown rice & tofu, tofu & brown rice burgers, tofu 
baby foods, tofu in ready-made sandwiches. 9. Using okara, 
whey, curds & hulls. Deep-fried tofu (cutlets, cubes, burgers, 
treasure balls, burger balls, pouches, puffs). 11. Soymilk. 
12. Dairylike products made from soymilk: Frozen soymilk 
desserts (soymilk ice cream, frozen soymilk yogurt, soymilk 
sherbets, soysicles, frozen soymilk custard, ice soymilk), 
fermented or cultured soymilks (soymilk yogurt, acidophilus 
soymilk, soymilk kefi r, soymilk piima, soymilk buttermilk 
and other fermented milks), soymilk cheeses (unripened 
fresh, unripened soft {quark, queso blanco, panir, etc.}, 
ripened soymilk cheeses), soymilk mayonnaise, soy shakes 
and energy drinks, soymilk eggnog (soy nog), soymilk 
whipped cream, chip dips, puddings, custards. 13. Silken tofu 
& pressed silken tofu (Silken tofu is made from concentrated 
soymilk). 14. Lactone silken tofu (GDL). 15 Grilled tofu. 16. 
Fermented tofu. 17. Dried-frozen tofu. 18. Yuba. Appendix 
A: Resources. People & institutions connected with tofu & 
soymilk production. B: Weights, measures & equivalents. 
Bibliography. About the New-Age Foods Study Center.
 See ¼-page ads in East West Journal. 1979. Dec. p. 4. 
1980. Jan. p. 19.
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language book seen 
with the term “soymilk,” spelled as one word, in the title.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2002) 
that mentions tofu jerky or any kind of soy jerky.
 Note 3. This is also the earliest English-language 
document seen (April 2013) that uses the word “quark,” or 
“queso blanco” in connection with soy cheese or tofu.
 Note 4. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Sept. 2012) that contains the term “cultured soymilks” 
(or “cultured soymilk”).
 Note 5. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Sept. 2012) that contains the term “ripened soymilk 
cheeses” (or “ripened soymilk cheese”).
 Note 6. This is the 2nd earliest English-language 
document seen (April 2013) that uses the term “smoked 
tofu,” but the fi rst that uses it in its modern sense.

 Note 7. This book contains the most detailed and 
complete descriptions seen to date (Oct. 2012) of how to 
make tofu, soymilk, and yuba on a commercial scale.
 Note 8. This book was fi rst printed on 1 Aug. 1977 in a 
photocopied and rough-typed edition with a yellow and black 
cover.
 Note 8. Reviews of this book appeared in many 
publications: (1) Richard Leviton. 1980. Soycraft 
(Massachusetts). 2(1):63-64. Winter. “An indispensable 
operating manual for soyfoods entrepreneurs... The 
illustrations alone make the book a valuable reference tool... 
a sustained inspiration. The only book of its kind in English.” 
(2) Food Chain (Intermediate Technology, England). 1997. 
No. 20. March. p. 6.
 Note: As of Sept. 2014 this is the most widely cited 
publication by W. Shurtleff on Google Scholar, having been 
cited in 125 other articles and books. Address: New-Age 
Foods Study Center, P.O. Box 234, Lafayette, California 
94549.

3676. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1979. The book 
of tempeh: A super soyfood from Indonesia. Professional 
hardcover edition (Continued). New York, NY: Harper & 
Row. 248 p. Illust. by Akiko Aoyagi Shurtleff. Index. July. 
28 cm. [190 ref]
• Summary: Continued: Numbered fi gures (line drawings 
unless otherwise stated. The capital letter before the decimal 
refers to the appendix number). B.1 Table: Tempeh shops 
in Indonesia by province: Home-industry scale. B.2 Table: 
Relative frequency of tempeh consumption in Indonesia (by 
province). B.3 Carrying tempeh to market in Java using a 
shoulder pole and trays stacked on two baskets. B.4 Cost of 
one day’s supply of protein in Indonesia.
 C.1 Table: Edible grain legumes. C.2 Map: Distribution 
of legumes in southeast Asia. C.3 Winged bean, showing 
leaves, pods, fl owers and beans. C.4 Leucaena leaves and 
pods (peté china). C.5 Reduction in bongkrek toxicity from 
bongkrek acid during fermentation (Ko 1977). Okra. Packets 
of tempeh, ready to sell, wrapped in leaves and tied. A large 
soybean, with hilum showing.
 D.1 Table: Soybean production in Indonesia (1950-
1976). D.2 Table: Major Indonesian food crops, D.3 Table: 
Indonesian soybean production and yields (by province). 
D.4 Map: Major soybean producing districts in Java (1976; 
most are in East Java, led by Jemper and Pasuruan). Table: 
Daily per capita consumption of tempeh (by province, led by 
Central Java, then West Nusa Tenggara, Yogyakarta, and East 
Java). Table: Percent of dietary protein supplied by major 
food categories (led by cereal grains, then fi sh, nonlegume 
vegetables, and soy products). Table: Percentage of dietary 
protein supplied by soy products (by province, led by Central 
Java, then East Java, Yogyakarta, and West Java). D.5 Table: 
Statistics on production and consumption of basic Indonesian 
soyfoods (led by tempeh, then tofu, kechap, taucho). D.6 Star 
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anise. Grinding soybeans for tofu using traditional push-pull 
stone mills. Pouring soy curds into cloth-lined forming box. 
Javanese shadow puppet (wayang kulit).
 Note. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2013) that uses the term “soy curds in connection 
with tofu. The curds, when pressed in the box, will become 
tofu.
 Table: Classifi cation of Rhizopus oligosporus. E.1 Two 
stages in the germination of a spore (after 1½ and 10 hours). 
E.2 Two successive views of hyphal tip growth at half-hour 
intervals. 
 E.3 Rhizopus oligosporus (Frazier 1957, showing 
sporangium, columella, apophysis, sporangiophores, stolon, 
sporangiospores, node, rhizoid). E.4 Rhizopus stolonifer. A. 
Columella and attached spores. B. Collapsed (invaginated) 
columella (Webster 1970). 
 E.5 Life cycle of Rhizopus (Raven and Everet 1976). E.6 
Graph: Changes in tempeh oil and moisture content during 
fermentation (Sudarmadji 1977). E.7 Graph: Three phases 
of tempeh fermentation (rapid, transition, and deterioration; 
Sudarmadji 1977). E.8 Graph: Changes occurring during 
tempeh fermentation (temperature, soluble solids, pH, 
soluble nitrogen, and reducing solids; Steinkraus et al. 1960). 
E.9 Graph: Yields of tempeh and of solids and different 
stages of the fermentation process (100 gm of whole dry 
soybeans yield 173 gm of tempeh on average; Steinkraus 
1960; Murata 1967). E.10 Table: Loss of solids and protein 
during tempeh fermentation. E.11 Table: Percentage changes 
in composition of key essential amino acids during tempeh 
fermentation. E.12 Table: PER (protein effi ciency ratio, 
a measure of protein quality for humans) changes during 
tempeh fermentation. E.13 Graph: Changes in concentration 
of three carbohydrates during tempeh fermentation (sucrose, 
stachyose, and raffi nose, all decrease; Shallenberger et al. 
1976). E.14 Table: Amount of B-complex vitamins in 100 
gm of tempeh vs. 100 gm unfermented soybeans (all increase 
in tempeh except thiamine {vitamin B-1}). Changes in 
peroxide value and TBA value tempeh and soy fl our during 
storage at 37ºC (98.6ºF; both rise rapidly in soybeans, but 
stay near zero and stable for tempeh; Watanabe et al. 1971).
 H.1 Table: Foods known in Indonesia as “onchom” 
(made from peanuts or soybeans). H.2 Selling onchom in 
a Javanese market. H.3 Graph: Changes in soy onchom 
during fermentation (temperature, soluble solids, pH, soluble 
nitrogen, and reducing solids; Steinkraus et al. 1965). H.4 
Flowchart for preparation of peanut presscake onchom. 
Unnumbered illustrations show 12 steps in the process 
of making onchom in a commercial shop in Indonesia. 
Neurospora: Budding conidia, conidiophore. H.5 Graph: 
Reduction in onchom afl atoxin during fermentation with 
Neurospora (Ko 1974). A thermometer, showing both 
Fahrenheit and Centigrade.
 Glossary of Indonesian foods, spices, etc. Agar. 
Amaranth, Indonesian. Apem. Arak. Aren sugar. Aromatic 

ginger. Asam. Bananas (pisang). Basil. Bawang merah. 
Bawang putih. Bayam. Bean sprouts. Belimbing. Blachan. 
Brem. Bumbu. Candlenuts (kemiri). Carambola (belimbing). 
Cassava. Chabé. Chayoté. Chilies (red, green, fi ery dwarf). 
Two-page spread (p. 220-21) showing illustrations of 
Indonesian natural foods. Choko. Citrus leaves. Cloves. 
Coconut. Coconut, grated. Coconut milk and cream. Coconut 
oil. Coconut water. Coriander. Cumin. Dageh. Daun asam. 
Daun jeruk purut. Daun salam. Daun seré. Daun-so. Durian. 
Fermented fi sh. Fermented fi sh sauce. Fruits. Galangal, 
greater. Galangal, lesser. Gingerroot. Indonesian amaranth. 
Jackfruit. Jaggery. Jinten or jintan. Kangkung leaves. Kecap 
(kecap) or ketjap. Kemangi leaves. Kemiri. Kenchur root. 
Ketjap. Ketumbar. Kluwak. Koji. Kolang-kaling. Krupuk. 
Kunyit. Labu siam. Laos root. Lemongrass. Lime leaves. 
Lombok. Melinjo leaves. Mochi, Indonesian (uli). Mung-
bean sprouts. Nutmeg. Okara. Onchom or ontjom. Palm 
sugar. Pandanus leaf. Pasta. Pepper. Peté beans. Petis. 
Peuyeum. Prawn paste. Putjung nuts. Ragi. Rempeyek. 
Rice. Salam leaf. Sambals. Santan, Sayur asin. Seré or serai. 
Shallots. Shrimp crisps. Shrimp paste. Soursop. Soy sauce, 
Indonesian. Star fruit. Swamp cabbage. Tahu. Tamarind. 
Taocho, tauco, taoco, or taotjo. Taogé or taugé. Tape. 
Tapioca. Taucho or tauco. Terasi. Tofu. Trasi. Tuak or tuwak. 
Turmeric. Winged bean. Note on monosodium glutamate. A 
woman holding a tray of leaf-wrapped tempeh in Surinam. 
Photo of Shurtleff and Aoyagi on inside rear dust jacket. 
Address: New-Age Foods Study Center, P.O. Box 234, 
Lafayette, California 94549.

3677. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1979. Using okara, 
whey, curds & hulls (Document part). In: W. Shurtleff and 
A. Aoyagi. 1979. Tofu & Soymilk Production: A Craft and 
Technical Manual. Lafayette, California: New-age Foods 
Study Center. 336 p. See p. 168-71. Illust. by Akiko Aoyagi 
Shurtleff. July. 28 cm.
• Summary: This chapter begins: Okara (pronounced 
oh-KAR-uh), the insoluble residue from tofu or soymilk 
production (also known as soypulp or soy pulp) and whey 
are two byproducts of the tofu-making process.
 Both can be put to a number of creative uses, which 
can serve as potential sources of income and utilize their 
nutrients. Curds can be sold at low prices for institutional use 
or as a ready-to-serve snack. Hulls can be ground to make 
soy bran.
 Okara: Every pound of dry soybeans made into tofu 
or soymilk generates about 1.1 pounds or 2.5 cups (0.15 
gallons) of well pressed, fi rmly packed okara, containing 76 
to 80% moisture, 20 to 24% solids, and 3.5 to 4.0% protein. 
On a moisture free basis, this okara contains 23.6 to 24.0% 
protein, 8.1 to 15.2% fats, and 12.0 to 14.5% crude fi ber. 
And it contains some 17% of the protein from the original 
soybeans. Not only is okara a rich source of dietary fi ber, it 
contains higher quality protein (as measured by PER, protein 
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effi ciency ratio) than any other fraction in the tofu making 
process (Hackler et al., 1963, 1967), largely due to its high 
content of cystine, a limiting sulfur-containing amino acid. 
(Lysine is the fi rst-limiting amino acid in okara.) To measure 
various PER values, soymilk was cold extracted and cooked 
at 100ºC for 1 hour. The numbers in parentheses are PER 
values: milk casein (2.86), okara (2.71), dehulled soybeans 
(2.51), tofu (2.20; coagulated with glacial acetic acid), 
soymilk (2.11), soy whey (1.93).
 In poorer countries, a majority of the okara is used as 
food. With the growing awareness of the importance of 
crude fi ber in human diets, okara can be utilized in foods 
specially formulated with a high fi ber content. Plain or 
with the addition of suitable fl avorings, okara can easily 
be dehydrated on a drum dryer to make a dry staple; the 
Johnson Boiler Co. in Japan makes drum dryers specifi cally 
designed for drying and fl aking okara. Dried okara might 
be able to be milled to produce a high-fi ber soy fl our, which 
could be used as is in breads or roasted like kinako. The fi rst 
three uses described below are nonfood.
 Livestock Fodder: Most of the okara from Japanese and 
American tofu shops and soy dairies is fed to dairy cattle 
or hogs. Generally a local farmer picks it up from the shop 
daily in his truck and pays a small price for it (several cents 
a pound); in cities, some shops give it away or even have to 
pay farmers to truck it away. In China many makers of tofu, 
soymilk, or yuba run a hog farm adjacent to their shop and 
use the okara as a primary fodder source. Ruminants (cows, 
sheep, buffalo) can digest crude fi ber (okara) and use it as a 
nutrient source. Monogastrics (chickens, hogs) cannot utilize 
nearly as much. While this way of using okara may be the 
most convenient, it is relatively wasteful of nutrients and 
brings only a low fi nancial return.
 Organic Compost: Added to a compost pile or turned 
directly into the soil, okara adds valuable nitrogen and 
organic nutrients, while helping to aerate and lighten heavy 
soils. Contact organic gardeners.
 Pet Food: Okara makes a good addition to household or 
commercial dog or cat foods. In Japan some large factories 
sell much of their output to pet food manufacturers.
 Soysage: This tasty sausage-like food, developed by 
The Farm in Tennessee, is now produced commercially at a 
number of U.S. tofu shops and soy dairies, and may be the 
simplest and best way to utilize okara. Packed with nutrition, 
it can easily be produced in large quantities.
 White Wave in Boulder uses this recipe. Mix the 
following ingredients in a VCM-40 and blend well on low 
speed: 56 cups (15% gallons) okara, 21 cups each wheat 
germ and whole-wheat fl our, 14 cups nutritional yeast, 
10½ cups oil, 4 cups shoyu, 14 tablespoons each oregano, 
prepared mustard, and garlic, 9.3 tablespoons allspice, ½ cup 
salt, 6.7 tablespoons each fennel and sage, and 1 tablespoon 
cayenne, and a little diluted liquid smoke (hickory smoked 
water). (Some producers add enough soymilk to give the 

desired consistency.) Pack in specially made stainless steel 
tubes (each tube is 3 inches in diameter, 12 inches long, 
open at both ends, and capable of being opened and closed 
via a lengthwise overlap seam.) Seal both ends of tube with 
heavy aluminum foil. Fill a large pot with 2 to 3 inches of 
water, set a rack above the water, and stand the tubes upright 
on the rack. Steam cook at atmospheric pressure for 45 
to 60 minutes, then allow to cool for easy removal. Open 
tube along side, slide out soysage, and cut it crosswise into 
8-ounce disks, which are sold wrapped in plastic wrap. To 
serve, they are sliced into thin rounds and fried in oil on both 
sides until crisp and golden brown, then served like breakfast 
sausages (with scrambled tofu), used in sandwiches or pizza, 
or mashed and used like a vegetable pate.
 Crystal Hills Tofu Shop makes several hundred pounds 
of soysage each week; it contains okara, whole wheat fl our, 
wheat germ, nutritional yeast, oil, soy sauce, honey, herbs, 
and spices. Our favorite recipe is given in The Book of Tofu 
(Ballantine).
 Baked Goods: Many tofu shops connected to bakeries 
use their okara like bran to add natural fi ber and protein, 
and to give a crumbly texture to breads, muffi ns, brownies 
(usually made with carob), fudge, cookies (okara coconut 
macaroons or okara peanut butter cookies), okara & tofu 
gingerbread, or other baked goods. Try recipes for Wonderful 
Okara & Barley Flour Muffi ns, and for pancakes, waffl es, 
leavened breads, and chapaties in The Book of Tofu. Okara 
might also work nicely in Japanese-style rice crackers 
(senbei). Okara contains 14.5% fi ber on a dry weight basis 
versus only 4% for wheat bran; large amounts may cause 
intestinal distress in some individuals.
 Okara Tempeh: One of the most delicious and creative 
ways we know of to use large amounts of okara is in the 
form of okara tempeh, a popular Indonesian fermented food 
that consists of okara (alone or mixed with soybeans) bound 
together into cakes or patties by a fragrant mycelium of 
Rhizopus mold. The spore starter is now available in North 
America and the fermentation takes only about 22 hours. 
The fi nished product, sliced and fried until crisp and golden 
brown, has a fl avor described variously as reminiscent of 
“southern fried chicken,” “savory veal cutlets,” or “seafood 
fi llets.” The concept of a tofu and tempeh shop operating 
together (as many do in Indonesia) is most interesting, and 
several tofu shops in North America are now preparing 
both okara and soy tempeh. For full details see our Tempeh 
Production (New-Age Foods Study Center) and The Book of 
Tempeh (Harper & Row).
 Okara Granola: White Wave Soyfoods in Boulder, 
Colorado uses okara, cashews, sesame meal, saffl ower oil, 
salt, and maple syrup. For our favorite recipe, see The Book 
of Tofu. Someone should also develop an okara granola 
(candy) bar that is not too sweet.
 Okara Party Mix: Develop your own using toasted 
okara, nuts, sunfl ower seeds, shredded coconut, raisins, etc.
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 Soysage Pâté: At White Wave, this pate is served in 
delicious sandwiches. Ingredients include: soysage, tofu, 
soymilk mayonnaise, mustard, celery, pickles, and sunfl ower 
seeds. It is served on onion-herb bread with alfalfa sprouts, 
tomato, and pickle. Okara & Vegetable Saute: A number of 
tofu shops in Hawaii and Japan use their okara to prepare 
this dish which is sold chilled through delicatessens or 
natural food stores. For our favorite recipe see The Book of 
Tofu.
 Okara Burgers: Also called Okara & Grain Burgers 
these were developed by Swan Foods in Miami, Florida. 
Ingredients include organic brown rice, okara, carrots, 
onions, garlic, whole-wheat fl our, corn oil, sesame seeds, 
rolled oats, and sea salt. Mix the okara in a VCM with 
dry-cooked rice (use 2 volumes water to 1 rice), plus diced 
onions and carrots, garlic powder, a little fl our, and the 
remaining ingredients. Puree well, then put the mixture 
through a Hollymatic Burger Press; the patties, which are 
not as fi rm as burger patties, drop out on patty paper. Freeze 
immediately or okara will sour. To serve, bake at 350ºF for 
40 minutes (or deep-fry); serve between buns or toast with 
trimmings. Better than soyburgers but not as good as tofu 
burgers. For our recipe, see The Book of Tofu.
 Okara Onchom: Another popular Indonesian fermented 
food, onchom (also spelled ontjom) is a close relative of 
tempeh, made and served in the same way but using a 
different starter culture, Neurospora. The fi nished product 
has overtones of fl avor reminiscent of walnuts or almonds. 
Starter cultures for commercial use are available in small 
quantities from Dr. H.L. Wang, USDA/NRRC, 1815 
N. University St., Peoria, Illinois 61604. Preparation is 
described in The Book of Tempeh, Professional Edition.
 Other Food Uses: Okara can be used in salads (with 
mayonnaise, sliced vegetables, and seasonings), in miso 
as a substitute for part of the whole soybeans, as a primary 
ingredient in dry breakfast cereals, or as a hamburger 
extender. Address: Lafayette, California.

3678. Suharni, Th. Tri. 1979. Pemilihan bakteri yang 
berpengaruh dalam pembentukan growth factor pada 
fermentasi tempe [Selections of bacteria that affect growth 
factor formation during tempeh fermentation]. Presented 
at Kongres Nasional Biokimia IV. Held 10-12 July 1979 at 
Bandung, Indonesia. [Ind]*

3679. Verdeal, Kathey; Ryan, Dale S. 1979. Naturally-
occurring estrogens in plant foodstuffs–a review. J. of Food 
Protection 42(7):577-83. July. [87 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Estrogens in 
plants. Isofl avones (which are the most common naturally-
occurring isofl avonoids. “Wong {1975, #85} listed over 70 
isofl avones and 40 isofl avone glycosides which have been 
shown to occur naturally”). Coumestans (a second class 
of isofl avonoids). Resorcyclic acid lactones (a 3rd class of 

estrogenic substances). Human exposure to dietary estrogens.
 Tables: (1) Estrogenic activity of selected plant 
foodstuffs (12 are listed).
 (2) Relative potency of some naturally-occurring 
estrogens in mice. The two most potent are diethylstilbestrol 
and estrone.
 (3) Relative affi nity of phytoestrogens for mammalian 
estrogen receptors.
 (4) Naturally-occurring coumestans isolated from alfalfa 
(8 are listed).
 (5) Coumestrol content of plant products (in micrograms 
per gram dry weight basis). Includes: Soybean sprouts (fresh; 
71.1). Soybean (dry; 1.2). Soybean meal defatted (dry; 0.4). 
Soybean concentrate [Soy protein concentrate] (dry; 0.2). 
Soybean isolate [Soy protein isolate] (dry; 0.6).
 (7) Human exposure to exogenous estrogens (incl. 
Morning-after pill, birth control pill, etc.).
 “It is somewhat unfortunate for our purposes that most 
of the information available on plant estrogens is concerned 
with the estrogenic substances in feeds (clover, alfalfa, 
fungus-infected grains) rather than concerned specifi cally 
with those estrogens of signifi cance in human foods.”
 A number of non-steroidal estrogenic substances are 
common naturally occurring constituents of human foods. 
Concern over dietary estrogens has focused largely on 
the consumption of trace amounts of diethylstilbestrol 
(DES) from tissues of cattle fed the compound as a 
growth stimulant. Address: Dep. of Food Science, Univ. of 
Wisconsin-Madison, Madison, Wisconsin 53706.

3680. Yao, Moon-Lan; Peng, Andrew C. 1979. The effect of 
coagulants on protein content and amino acid composition 
of soybean-cheese whey curd. Ohio Agricultural Experiment 
Station, Research Circular No. 250. p. 48-51. July. [11 ref]
• Summary: Soymilk was mixed with “cheese whey milk” 
(made by mixing sodium cheese whey protein concentrate). 
The protein quality of the mixture was higher than that of 
soymilk alone. Adding various coagulants (GDL, calcium 
sulfate, or magnesium chloride) resulted in soft, white 
gelatinous curds. Address: Dep. of Horticulture, Ohio State 
Univ., and Ohio Agricultural Research and Development 
Center.

3681. Zamora, Regalado G.; Veum, Trygve L. 1979. 
The nutritive value of dehulled soybeans fermented with 
Aspergillus oryzae or Rhizopus oligosporus as evaluated by 
rats. J. of Nutrition 109(7):1333-39. July. [23 ref]
• Summary: The diets containing heated dehulled soybeans 
fermented with either Aspergillus oryzae or Rhizopus 
oligosporus had a greater apparent biological value and 
apparent net protein utilization when fed to rats compared 
to diets containing heated unfermented dehulled soybeans. 
In two experiments, a 30% and a 12% improvement in 
average daily weight gain by the rats was observed due to 
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fermentation of the soybeans. Address: 110 Animal Science 
Research Center, Univ. of Missouri, Columbia, Missouri 
65211.

3682. [Adams, Ruth]. 1979. How you can use soybeans. 
Better Nutrition. July. p. 22-23, 38, 40.
• Summary: A good introduction to tempeh and to food 
uses of soybean with 4 photos plus recipes for Soy stuffed 
peppers (with ¼ cup soy grits) and Baked soybeans (with 2 
cups dry soybeans).
 It begins: “In the orient soybeans are used in 400 
different ways, according to Charles B. Heiser in Seed to 
Civilization.” “Soy protein is of very high quality, its amino 
acid content almost equalling that of eggs and meat.”
 Tempeh is a staple food throughout Indonesia with its 
100 million people; it is made in hundreds of thousands of 
homes and in many small tempeh shops. “More than half of 
Indonesia’s annual soybean crop is used for making tempeh.” 
Gives a brief description of how Indonesians make tempeh.

3683. Signal and Saugas Enterprise (Newhall, California). 
1979. Tofu loaded with iron, calcium; low in fat. Aug. 1. *

3684. Fisher, Kathleen. 1979. Illness from soy formulas 
diagnosed in area infants. Kansas City Star (Missouri). Aug. 
7. p. 1, 2.
• Summary: “At least 12 Kansas City area infants have been 
victims of an illness apparently caused by a diet of soybean-
based formulas banned from the market last week by the 
U.S. Food and Drug Administration.
 “The formulas blamed for the illness and banned by the 
FDA and Neo-Mull-Soy and Cho-Free, both made by the 
Syntex Corp.
 “The illness suffered by the infants is ‘metabolic 
acidosis,’ a salt defi ciency that leads to loss of appetite, 
failure to gain weight, muscular weakness and ‘a general 
failure to thrive,’ said Dr. Stanley Hellerstein, a pediatric 
nephrologist (kidney specialist) at Children’s Mercy 
Hospital. Hellerstein saw fi ve infants with the illness 
from December through June before he began to link the 
symptoms Neo-Mull-Soy, he said.”
 Dr. Hellerstein said the babies he saw had been on the 
formula from 1-4 months. They began to improve in 7-10 
days after they were taken off the formula and salt was added 
to their diets.
 An estimated 20,000 infants are using one of the two 
products, which were developed for babies allergic to cow’s 
milk protein.
 “Neo-Mull-Soy has been sold since 1966 and Cho-Free 
since 1968.” Syntex, located in Palo Alto, California, has 
recalled the product, starting August 1, at an estimated cost 
of $3 to $5 million. Fortunately the infant formulas represent 
only 2% of Syntex’s total sales.
 Note: Syntex took chloride out of their infant formulas 

in 1978; they dropped out of the baby formula business in 
1980. The U.S. Recommended Dietary Allowances show that 
healthy humans need both sodium and chloride, which are 
classifi ed as electrolytes. Sodium requirements range from 
120 mg at age 0-5 months, increasing to 500 mg at age 18. 
Chloride requirements range from 180 mg at age 0-5 months, 
increasing to 750 mg at age 18. Obviously breast milk 
contains all of an infant’s nutritional needs plus some extra 
protective benefi ts in the colostrum.
 By May 1984 the Justice Department had decided 
not to prosecute Syntex, rejecting the Food and Drug 
Administration’s recommendation that they do so. Howard 
Metzenbaum was the senate sponsor of the Infant Formula 
Act of 1960. Address: Star medical writer.

3685. Southeast News & Champion (Downey, California). 
1979. Tofu: Nutrition at low cost. Aug. 30. *

3686. Deeslie, W. David; Cheryan, Munir. 1979. Enzyme-
modifi ed proteins: A new generation of functional food 
ingredients. Illinois Research (Illinois Agric. Exp. Station, 
Urbana) 21(3):10-11. Summer.
• Summary: “The food industry is constantly searching for 
new and better food ingredients to use in making palatable, 
safe, and nutritious products. Particular attention is being 
paid to developing modifi ed proteins for foods such as meat 
extenders, sauces, gravies, and whipped toppings. After 
the nutritional value and safety of protein ingredients are 
established, the functional properties responsible for making 
a food palatable and appetizing become paramount.
 “During the past decade utilization of plant proteins, 
especially from soybeans, has increased tremendously, 
primarily for nutritional and economic reasons. In many 
cases, however, the texture or fl avor needs to be altered for 
certain uses. Functionally modifi ed proteins, collectively 
known as hydrolyzed proteins or hydrolyzates, have been 
introduced quite recently to meet this need.
 “The usual raw materials for manufacturing 
hydrolyzates are meat, fi sh, blood, dairy products, grains, 
alfalfa and other leaves, and oilseeds such as soybeans, 
peanuts, and cottonseed. Either chemical (acid or alkali) or 
enzymatic methods can be used to produce hydrolyzates. 
In acid hydrolysis, strong acids at high temperatures break 
the chemical bonds of the protein. Uncomplicated but 
relatively harsh, this treatment can result in some loss of 
essential amino acids and in undesirable side-reactions with 
nonprotein components of the reaction mixture. Alkaline 
hydrolysis also requires fairly extreme conditions for 
producing the reaction. Consequently there is always the 
danger that lysinoalanine, a potentially toxic by-product, 
may form. In addition, the large amount of residual acid or 
alkali in the hydrolyzate limits its use in most food products.
 “Enzyme hydrolysis: Enzyme hydrolysis is an attractive 
alternative to chemical treatment because the process is mild. 
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Moreover, the inherent specifi city of various proteolytic 
enzymes should enable us to control the nature and extent of 
hydrolysis and thus the functional properties of the product.
 “Two major problems associated with this method have 
so far limited its general use. First, the cost of enzymes 
in conventional, batch-type hydrolytic systems can be 
prohibitive. The protein source and the enzyme are typically 
mixed in suspension at the optimum temperature and pH 
for a few hours. When the desired degree of hydrolysis is 
obtained, the enzyme is inactivated either by changing the 
pH, increasing the temperature, or both. Hence the enzyme 
can be used only once. The heat treatment also adds to the 
cost of this method.
 “Second, the extent of the reaction must be carefully 
controlled. The few studies published to date indicate that if 
hydrolysis goes on too long or is uncontrolled, off-fl avors or 
bitterness may develop.
 “The bitterness, which arises from the production of 
small peptides, seems to be especially pronounced if peptides 
with a molecular weight of less than 6,000 are produced. 
However, our research indicates that this condition depends 
to some extent on the protein and on the specifi city of the 
enzyme. Milk and soy proteins in particular often develop an 
intensely bitter fl avor when hydrolyzed.
 “Many of the unwanted effects can be overcome 
by using enzyme immobilization and ultrafi ltration, two 
technologies that are developing rapidly. In the fi rst of these 
processes, the enzyme is immobilized, either by chemical 
procedures or physical adsorption, when attached to a solid 
support such as silica, alumina, or iron oxide. The reaction 
mixture is then allowed to fl ow through a column containing 
the immobilized enzyme. The extent of hydrolysis is 
controlled essentially by the fl ow rate or length of time in 
the reactor. A major drawback is that immobilization causes 
a large drop in enzyme activity. The procedure is also fairly 
expensive. Ultrafi ltration, an alternative to immobilization, 
is being investigated at present in the Department of 
Food Science under a grant from the Illinois Soybean 
Program Operating Board. This process uses ultrafi ltration 
membranes, which are essentially fi lters with very fi ne pores 
that retain macromolecules but permit passage of small 
molecules. The basic concept is illustrated in Figure 1.
 “Enzyme-membrane reactors have been demonstrated 
by other researchers for hydrolysis of starch, and alfalfa, 
cottonseed, and fi sh proteins. In these early studies, however, 
several problems were encountered, for example, poor 
engineering design of the units and a fairly rapid drop in 
reactor output from the accumulation of unhydrolyzed 
material on the membrane. Our approach was to design 
and perfect the ultrafi ltration unit and the reaction vessel 
separately, then to merge the two parts of the system, and 
fi nally to optimize the entire system.
 “In the operation we developed, a continuous stirred-
tank reactor is connected to a hollow fi ber ultra-fi ltration unit 

in a closed-loop system. Enzyme and protein are allowed 
to react in the vessel until the desired degree of hydrolysis 
is obtained. At this point the reaction mixture–consisting 
of enzyme, unreacted and partly hydrolyzed protein, and 
hydrolyzate–is pumped under pressure past the ultrafi ltration 
membrane.
 “The hydrolyzate molecules, being smaller than the 
pores of the membrane, pass through and are removed as 
product. The enzyme and those partly or unhydrolyzed 
protein molecules too large to go through the membrane 
are returned to the vessel for further reaction. By 
careful selection of operating parameters and membrane 
characteristics, a continuous steady-state operation can 
be achieved. Since the enzyme is still in its soluble form, 
diffusional resistances are much less and enzyme activity is 
much higher than in immobilized systems.
 “Advantages of membrane reactor” This type of 
operation has several advantages. The enzyme stays within 
the system and hence can be recycled and used a number of 
times, thus vastly improving the productivity of the system 
and the effi ciency of enzyme utilization. Unlike the batch 
process, the continuous process can operate for an extended 
time and is relatively easy to maintain.
 “Most important, in ultrafi ltration fairly close control 
of molecular size is possible. With the hollow fi ber unit 
having a molecular weight cut-off of 10,000, the product 
averaged 92 percent protein (N x 6.25) and 7 percent ash, 
compared with 93 percent protein and 4.5 percent ash 
for the unhydrolyzed protein isolate used as feed in the 
reactor. The product’s molecular size, determined by gel 
permeation chromatography, indicated that there were three 
major peptide fractions in the product. The largest one 
corresponded to 2,500 molecular weight and the others to 
900 and 180.
 “The molecular weight or size of the product appears 
to be controlled essentially by the membrane’s pore size, 
while the percent hydrolysis or yields are controlled by the 
amount and activity of the enzyme, reaction volume, fl ow 
rate, and substrate concentration in the feed. (Yield is defi ned 
as product output rate divided by feed input rate.) With our 
enzyme-membrane system we have obtained yields in excess 
of 90 percent, compared with 65 percent in conventional 
batch hydrolysis systems.
 “Functional properties: Solubility is the most important 
functional property of a protein, which generally has to 
be in solution to exert its other desirable properties. Many 
commercial protein isolates are not too suitable for food 
product formulation, primarily because of poor solubility. 
The hydrolyzate, on the other hand, is completely dispersible 
over the entire pH range, and so can be used to fortify acidic 
foods or beverages. Other properties of interest include 
emulsifi cation, whipping, foaming, and water binding. 
Researchers in the fi eld commonly believe that functional 
properties are governed to a large extent by molecular 
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size. The ultrafi ltration method of producing hydrolyzates 
now affords the opportunity to study such effects. The use 
of membranes with different pore sizes should produce 
hydrolyzates of correspondingly different molecular sizes, 
each of which probably has a unique set of functional 
properties.
 “Protein hydrolyzates are important in formulating 
special diets to treat people who are allergic to proteins or are 
unable to properly digest and absorb protein from a normal 
diet. In such cases predigested, protein-based products 
are relied upon, but they are expensive when produced by 
conventional means.
 “Whether made by a chemical or an enzymatic process, 
protein hydrolyzates are generally recognized as safe. 
However, people who consume large amounts of acid-
hydrolyzed protein should do so with caution because 
of the excess salt levels in these products. In the future, 
ultrafi ltration reactors may prove to be a practical method 
for producing safe yet relatively inexpensive protein 
ingredients.” Address: 1. Graduate Research Asst.; 2. Asst. 
Prof. Both: Dep. of Food Science, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana.

3687. Eldridge, Arthur C.; Black, L.T.; Wolf, W.J. 1979. 
Carbohydrate composition of soybean fl ours, protein 
concentrates, and isolates. J. of Agricultural and Food 
Chemistry 27(4):799-802. July/Aug. [22 ref]
• Summary: Products tested include: Nutrisoy 7B, toasted 
Nutrisoy, and unfl avored minced TVP (from ADM), Baker’s 
Concentrate, Promosoy 100 [soy protein concentrate made 
by aqueous alcohol leach process], and Promine D [isolate] 
(from Central Soya), uncooked fl avored Crumbles [textured 
soy fl our] (General Mills, Inc.), undenatured GL-301 [soy 
protein concentrate made by dilute acid leach process], 
and denatured Patti-Pro [soy protein concentrate made by 
dilute acid leach process] (Griffi th Laboratories, Inc.), FPC 
[food protein concentrate, made by steaming & water leach 
process] (Swift and Co.), Edi-Pro N, Edi-Pro A, Supro 700, 
Supro 610 (isolates from Ralston Purina Co.).
 Dehulled, defatted soybean fl ours contained the 
following mean sugar content: rhamnose 0.6%, fucose 0.1%, 
ribose 0.1%, arabinose 2.4%, xylose 1.0%, pinitol 0.9%, 
mannose 0.9%, galactose 7.6%, and glucose 8.1%. The same 
sugars were found in soybean protein concentrates; however, 
the amount of each was less. Soybean protein isolates 
contained mannose 0.8%, galactose 0.5%, and glucose 
0.5%, with traces of the other fi ve sugars. Address: Northern 
Regional Research Center, Peoria, Illinois.

3688. Erdman, J.W., Jr. 1979. Oilseed phytates: Nutritional 
implications. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 
56(8):736-41. Aug. [86 ref]
• Summary: An excellent review, including phytic acid. 
Address: 567 Bevier Hall, Dep. of Food Science, Univ. of 
Illinois, Urbana, 61801.

3689. Ferrier, Les K.; Lopez, Mario J. 1979. Preparation of 
full-fat soy fl our by conditioning, heating and grinding. J. of 
Food Science 44(4):1017-21, 1031. July/Aug. [30 ref]
• Summary: “Abstract: A method for manufacturing full-
fat soy fl our was developed which appears suitable for 
developing countries. Soybeans were conditioned to about 
23% moisture by soaking for 10 min and tempering for 1 
hr. They were then heated in an air drier at 99º or 110ºC. 
During heating, the trypsin inhibitor activity in the soybeans 
decreased by at least 80% in 25 min at 99ºC or 15 min at 
110ºC when tap water was used for conditioning. Full-fat 
fl our made from these soybeans had PDI’s of 55 and 42 when 
the soybeans were heated at 99º and 110ºC, respectively. In 
organoleptic, farinograph and baking tests these soy fl ours 
performed as well as or better than commercial soy fl our.” 
Address: Dep. of Food Science, Univ. of Illinois. Author 
Ferrier is presently with General Foods Corp., Tarrytown, 
New York 10591. Lopez is with Laboratorio de Alimentos, 
Banco Central de Nicaragua, Managua, Nicaragua.

3690. Kim, Younghee; Linkswiler, Hellen M. 1979. Effect 
of level of protein intake on calcium metabolism and on 
parathyroid and renal function in the adult human male. J. of 
Nutrition 109(8):1399-1404. Aug. [23 ref]
• Summary: Investigates mechanisms involved in the 
hypercalciuria caused by high levels of protein intake. 
Calcium in the urine was elevated signifi cantly when the 
daily protein intake was raised from 47 gm to 142 gm. The 
increase in urinary calcium appears to be caused in part by 
an increase in the fi ltered load of calcium by the glomeruli 
and in part by a decrease in calcium reabsorption by the renal 
(kidney) tubules. Address: Dep. of Nutritional Sciences, 
Univ. of Wisconsin, Madison, WI 53706.

3691. Krivoruchco, D.; Kaba, H.; Sambucetti, M.E.; 
Sanahuja, J.C. 1979. Maturation time and some seed 
composition characters affecting nutritive value in soybean 
varieties. Cereal Chemistry 56(4):217-19. July/Aug. [14 ref]
• Summary: Results with 30 soybean varieties showed 
signifi cant differences between different bioclimatic groups.
 “Late and semilate varieties had lower fat content, 
greater protein content, and signifi cantly lower trypsin 
inhibitor activity. Some samples. such as Dortchsoy 2, 
Ogden, and Hood, had all three favorable characteristics: 
high fat and protein contents, and low trypsin inhibitor 
activity.” Address: Dep. of Nutrition and Food Science, 
School of Pharmacy and Biochemistry, Univ. of Buenos 
Aires, Argentina.

3692. Lin, J.Y.; Wang, H-I.; Yeh, Y-C. 1979. The 
mutagenicity of soy bean sauce. Food and Cosmetics 
Toxicology 17(4):329-31. Aug. [15 ref]
• Summary: This is the earliest known investigation of 
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mutagens in shoyu. The Ames test was used. Mutagenicity 
was studied by adding various levels of nitrite to shoyu. 
Mutagenic material was formed in shoyu when 2000 ppm 
of nitrite was present at pH 3.0. Addition of ascorbic acid to 
the shoyu prevented the formation of mutagenic products. 
Address: Inst. of Biochemistry, College of Medicine, 
National Taiwan Univ., Taipei.

3693. Null, Gary. 1979. The lecithin rip-off: Although 
lecithin is one of our most popular–and necessary–nutrients, 
very often the brand you are buying is not the real thing. 
Forum. Aug. p. 37-41.
• Summary: Lecithin is found in every cell of the human 
body, with the highest concentrations found in the brain, 
kidneys, liver, bone marrow, and spinal cord. In plants, the 
highest concentrations are found in the seeds. The lecithin 
in our bodies acts as an emulsifi er, enabling the fats and fat-
soluble vitamins (A, D, E, and K) to be easily absorbed and 
digested. Two important constituents of lecithin, choline and 
inositol, regulate the deposition of fat in the liver, increase 
the effectiveness of message transmission by the nerves, and 
help make healthy skin and hair.
 Lecithin is found in many foods such as soybeans, whole 
grains, and nuts, but modern processing removes much of it, 
so we are getting less than it we ate a whole-foods diet. Most 
commercial lecithin comes from the soybean.
 This article is especially critical of a product labeled 
“Soya Lecithin Granules” sold by a company name Trophic 
International a few years ago when the demand for lecithin 
was greater than the supply. Address: New York.

3694. Orf, J.H.; Hymowitz, T. 1979. Genetics of the Kunitz 
trypsin inhibitor: An antinutritional factor in soybeans. J. of 
the American Oil Chemists’ Society 56(8):722-26. Aug. [44 
ref]
• Summary: The Kunitz trypsin inhibitor is the major trypsin 
inhibitor present in the soybean seed. It is also designated 
SBTI-A2. Four types of Kunitz trypsin inhibitors have been 
identifi ed in the U.S. soybean germplasm collection. Three of 
the types designated Tia, Tib, and Tic are electrophoretically 
distinguishable from one another; they have Rf values of 
0.79, 0.75, and 0.83 respectively. Tia is the most common 
type in the germplasm collection. The fourth type is the 
absence SBTI-A2; its gene is designated ti and is inherited as 
a recessive allele to the other three SBTI-A2 types.
 Perhaps soybean seed without the Kunitz trypsin 
inhibitor does not need to be processed as extensively with 
moist heat as currently grown soybean seed. The ingestion 
of unheated soybean meal causes pancreatic hypertrophy and 
inhibits growth. Although the trypsin inhibitors comprise 
only about 6% of the total protein in soybeans, it has been 
estimated that they are responsible for 30-50% of growth 
inhibition and much of the pancreatic hypertrophy which 
results when monogastric animals consume unheated 

soybeans. Address: Dep. of Agronomy, Univ. of Illinois at 
Urbana-Champaign, Urbana, Illinois 61801.

3695. Schade, D.S.; Woodside, W.; Eaton, R.P. 1979. 
The role of glucagon in the regulation of plasma lipids. 
Metabolism 28(8):874-86. Aug. [106* ref]
• Summary: Glucagon is a protein hormone that promotes 
an increase in the sugar content of the blood by increasing 
the rate of glycogen breakdown in the liver. Glycogen 
is a polysaccharide that is the principal form in which 
carbohydrate is stored in animal tissues; glycogen is stored 
sugar.
 Soy protein may stimulate glucagon leading to a lower 
level of cholesterol synthesis. Address: Depts. of Medicine 
and Pharmacology, Univ. of New Mexico, School of 
Medicine, Albuquerque, NM.

3696. Sirtori, C.R.; Gatti, E.; Mantero, O.; et al. 1979. 
Clinical experience with the soybean protein diet in the 
treatment of hypercholesterolemia. American J. of Clinical 
Nutrition 32(8):1645-58. Aug. [26 ref]
• Summary: Soy fl our completely replaced animal protein in 
a diet fed 42 human subjects for 21 days. Total cholesterol 
was lowered 19.9%, LDL cholesterol was lowered 20.9%, 
and VLDL cholesterol was lowered 9.3%. Address: Milan, 
Italy.

3697. Suwa, Junichi; Koyanagi, T.; Kimura, S. 1979. Studies 
on soybean factors which produced goiter in rats. J. of 
Nutritional Science and Vitaminology (Tokyo) 25(4):309-15. 
Aug. [8 ref. Eng]
• Summary: The goitrogenic factor in soybeans appears to 
be concentrated in the curd, but the goitrogenicity of soybean 
curd was not eliminated by proteolytic digestion. This report 
supports the fi ndings of Sharpless et al. (1939) that rats fed 
soybeans required twice as much dietary iodine as control 
animals to prevent goiter. The method for making soybean 
curd is described and illustrated on page 311. Address: Lab. 
of Nutrition, Faculty of Agriculture, Tohoku Univ., Sendai, 
Miyagi 980, Japan.

3698. Esko, Wendy. 1979. Introducing macrobiotic cooking. 
Tokyo: Japan Publications. 144 p. Foreword by Aveline 
Kushi. Preface by Edward Esko (both written June 1978). 
Illust. by Bonnie Harris. Index. 26 cm. Reprinted in 2006 by 
Square One Publishers (Long Island, NY, 240 p.).
• Summary: The author was introduced to macrobiotics in 
upstate New York in about 1971. This is her fi rst book on 
macrobiotics. It was originally published under the title of 
An Introduction to Macrobiotic Cooking by the East West 
Foundation, 17 Station Street, Brookline, Massachusetts 
02146. Though copyrighted in 1978, the fi rst edition 
appeared in Sept. 1979. The fourth printing was May 1981.
 The chapter titled “Beans including tofu and natto” gives 
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descriptions of and recipes for making: Japanese black beans 
(black soybeans, p. 54; “These beans are therapeutic for 
the sexual organs and will relieve an overly yang condition 
caused by too much animal food or fi sh.”) Soybeans (p. 
54. “These beans are the most yin of the bean family... It is 
recommended that soybeans be eaten only occasionally as a 
separate side dish. Because they are very yin, they should be 
cooked with yang vegetables such as lotus root or burdock, 
for balance. The best way to eat soybeans is in the form of 
tofu, okara, natto, tempeh, and, of course, miso and tamari.”) 
Tofu, and Homemade tofu (curded with nigari, p. 54-55). 
Okara (p. 55-56). Tofu and corn. Tofu, onions and water 
cress. Dried tofu (dried-frozen, p. 57). Yuba (dried soy milk; 
how to make at home). Vegetables and dried soy milk (p. 
57). Ganmodoki (Tofu and jinenjo patties, p. 57-58). Natto 
(description and how to make at home, p. 58-59).
 Other soy-related recipes include: Tofu soup (p. 68). 
Miso soup (p. 69-70, basic, or quick). Watercress miso soup 
(p. 71). Daikon and sweet rice dumpling soup (with miso). 
Chinese cabbage and tofu miso soup (p. 71). Aveline Kushi’s 
miso stuffed lotus root (p. 86). Tofu dressing (p. 91). Miso-
tahini spread (p. 92). Miso-sesame spread (p. 92). Miso-
lemon sauce (p. 93). Tofu dip (p. 93). Miso with scallions (p. 
95). Tamari (description, p. 95). Tekka (made with Hatcho 
miso, p. 96). Miso pickles (p. 100-01). Tamari pickles (p. 
101). Tofu plaster (p. 130). Ume-Sho-Kuzu drink (with 
umeboshi, tamari and kuzu, p. 131). Ume-sho-bancha (with 
tamari, p. 131). Use of tamari, miso, and tekka (p. 132).
 Also includes instructions for making amasake at home 
(p. 116; it is a natural sweetener made from fermented sweet 
rice), and a recipe for Amasake bread (p. 107), instructions 
for making seitan at home (p. 46-47, using 3½ lb of hard 
spring or hard winter whole wheat fl our; spring wheat fl our 
produces a much softer texture of seitan than the winter 
variety), and recipes for seitan stew, seitan-barley soup, 
sauteed vegetables and seitan, stuffed cabbage with seitan, 
and seitan croquettes (p. 47-49), plus recipes for leftover 
seitan (p. 125). Address: East West Foundation, near Boston/
Cambridge, Massachusetts.

3699. Forbes, Richard M.; Weingartner, K.E.; Parker, H.M.; 
Bell, R.M.; Erdman, J.W., Jr. 1979. Bioavailability to rats 
of zinc, magnesium, and calcium in casein-, egg- and soy 
protein-containing diets. J. of Nutrition 109(9):1652-60. 
Sept. [23 ref]
• Summary: The bioavailability of zinc and magnesium 
differ for general categories of soy protein products, 
including full fat soy fl our (SF), freeze-dried soy beverage 
(SB), and soy concentrate (SC), when fed to weanling 
rats. Zinc was poorly available from these soy products, 
especially SC. Magnesium was highly available from SF and 
SB. Calcium added to all soy products was highly available. 
Address: Dep. of Animal Science, and Dep. of Food Science, 
Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois 61801.

3700. Hymowitz, T.; Kaizuma, Norihiko. 1979. 
Dissemination of soybeans (Glycine max): Seed protein 
electrophoresis profi les among Japanese cultivars. Economic 
Botany 33(3):311-19. Sept. [22 ref]
• Summary: Seed protein electrophoresis is shown to be a 
powerful tool for resolving problems of taxonomy, evolution, 
and paths of dissemination of domesticated plants. By the 
use of these seed protein banding patterns, which act like 
silent fi ngerprints, the movement of germplasm and the paths 
of dissemination of soybeans to and within Japan may be 
clarifi ed.
 Seed protein extracts from 477 cultivated Japanese 
soybean varieties were analyzed by polyacrylamide gel 
electrophoresis to determine the distribution of the alleles of 
three trypsin inhibitor loci (Ti-a, Ti-b, Ti-3c) and two special 
protein loci (Sp1-a, Sp1-b) with respect to the maturity group 
and area of adaptation of each variety. A map (Fig. 2) shows 
Japan divided into 5 geographical areas. About 60% of the 
soybean varieties had the Ti-a allele. The frequency of the 
Ti-b allele was found to be highest in southeastern Japan and 
lowest in northeastern Japan. The Ti-c allele, discovered in 6 
varieties, was traced to two possible sources adapted to the 
Tohoku area.
 In conclusion, the writers conclude that the present 
population of cultivated Japanese soybean varieties was 
developed from two distinct sources of introductions: (1) A 
short-season crop cline or summer-season type having almost 
exclusively the Ti-a Sp1-b genotype. (2) The full-season crop 
cline having either the Ti-a Sp1-b or T1-a Sp1-b genotype. 
The full-season crop cline probably came from north-central 
China through to Japan. The short-season crop cline appears 
to have evolved in either Korea or on Kyushu, Japan’s 
southernmost main island.
 The problem of determining the origin of the short-
season crop cline “is complicated by the fact that the 
movement of soybeans from Korea to Japan and vice versa 
across the Korea Strait has been going on since at least the 
third century A.D. and perhaps earlier.”
 Contains 3 fi gures and four tables. Address: 1. Crop 
Evolution Lab., Univ. of Illinois; 2. Iwate Univ., Morioka, 
Iwate, Japan.

3701. Null, Gary. 1979. Everything you thought you knew 
about cholesterol could be wrong. Forum. Sept. p. 58-63.
• Summary: One’s serum cholesterol level is not only 
impossible to control by diet, it does little to cause heart 
disease. More important is HDL (high density lipoprotein), 
the cholesterol carrier. HDL is able to attach to cholesterol 
and transport it back to the liver, where it is converted into 
bile. LDL (low density lipoprotein) can transport fats to the 
arterial walls. Address: New York.

3702. Pryde, E.H. 1979. Fats and oils as chemical 
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intermediates: Present trend and future uses. J. of the 
American Oil Chemists’ Society 56(9):849-54. Sept. [42 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. The 
current situation in synthetic organic chemicals. 
Fats and oils: Adhesives, agrichemicals (herbicides, 
insecticides, fungicides, plant grown regulators), coatings, 
corrosion inhibitors, evaporation retardants, engineering 
thermoplastics, fabric softeners, plastic additives, surfactants, 
synthetic lubricants. The future for fats and oils.
 Fig. 1, a diagram titled “Uses of soybeans,” lists the 
following industrial products made from crude soybean oil: 
Coatings, detergents, vinyl plasticizers, adhesives, and fatty 
acids. The latter are used in emulsifi ers, pharmaceuticals, 
antioxidants, and vitamin E. Address: Northern Regional 
Research Center, Peoria, Illinois 61604.

3703. View: Santa Cruz City Schools (California). 1979. 
Food program ‘shines’ across the country. 1(6):1, 3-4. Sept.
• Summary: Discusses the work of Thelma Dalman, Maxine 
Prairie, and Mary Tolan (a photo shows each) in introducing 
natural foods and tofu to the city’s schools. Tofu serves as a 
partial substitute for meats, and some dishes contain up to 
30% tofu. Nutrition education is one of the program’s goals. 
Foodservice people from across American contact Dalman 
regularly to seek advice on how to upgrade their programs. 
She is western regional director of the American School 
Food Services Association. Address: Santa Cruz, California.

3704. Belson, Abby Avin. 1979. Super soy. Family Health 
11(9):52-53, 55. Oct.
• Summary: “Healthier than a hearty hamburger, more 
maligned than a little liver pill, able to leap from salads to 
stews in a single bound... It’s a bean, its protein, its Super 
Soy.” An introduction to: Soybean history. Ways of using 
soybeans and commercial soy foods (incl. bean curd, or 
tofu). Textured soy protein as a hamburger extender. Soy 
lecithin, choline, and the human brain. Recipe for soybean 
salad. Soy sprouts. Soy and cancer (protease inhibitors). 
Frederic Stare, M.D., professor of nutrition at the Harvard 
School of Public Health (in Boston, Massachusetts) says: 
“Nutritionists used to think that 50 percent animal protein 
was appropriate to an average diet, but they now realize 
that this is an unnecessarily large supply of animal food. 
If you get ten to fi fteen percent of your total protein from 
animal sources, the rest can come from plant foods. And 
soy products can provide half of that vegetable protein.” 
David Kritchevsky of the Wistar Institute in Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania, is fi nding that both soy oil and soy protein 
may be capable of lowering dangerously high levels of 
cholesterol in the blood of consumers.

3705. Keough, Carol. 1979. Soybeans do it again. Organic 
Gardening 26(10):104. Oct.
• Summary: Research shows that the lecithin in soybeans 

“give us the means to fi ght heart disease and gallstones.”

3706. Kiuchi, Kan; Suzuki, Osamu; Ohta, Teruo; Sato, 
Emiko; Ebine, Hideo. 1979. [Studies on lipids of soybean 
foods. VII. Isolation of halotolerant yeasts capable of 
assimilating linoleate in miso]. Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo 
Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the National Food Research 
Institute) No. 35. p. 224-30. Oct. [20 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: Reprinted from Nihon Shokuhin Kogyo Gakkai 
Shi (J. of Food Science and Technology) 25(9): (1978). 
Address: National Food Research Inst. (Shokuhin Sogo 
Kenkyujo), Kannon-dai 2-1-2, Yatabe-machi, Tsukuba-gun, 
Ibaraki-ken 305, Japan.

3707. Lookhart, G.L.; Finney, Patrick L.; Finney, K.F. 1979. 
Note on coumestrol in soybeans and fractions at various 
germination times. Cereal Chemistry 56(5):495-96. Sept/Oct. 
[11 ref]
• Summary: Coumestrol is an estrogenic compound found 
in most forage plants. In the seed of three soybean cultivars 
(Amsoy 71, Clark 63, and Columbus), the authors used 
high performance liquid chromatography to fi nd that the 
coumestrol content ranged from 0.09 to 0.02 micrograms 
per gram dry weight. Germinated soybeans were reported to 
contain 70-150 times more coumestrol than ungerminated 
ones.
 “Germinated soybeans were manually fractionated 
into hulls (seed coats), cotyledons (endosperm) plus germs, 
epicotyls (plumules), hypocotyls less roots (stems), and 
roots, as determined by visual inspection.”
 “Coumestrol level was highest in the hulls, which are 
readily separable from the beans.” Address: 1&3. Manhattan, 
Kansas.

3708. Saio, Kyoko; Hondo, Masaaki. 1979. [Phytic acid 
determination in vegetable protein products]. Shokuhin Sogo 
Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the National Food 
Research Institute) No. 35. p. 48-51. Oct. [6 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: “Phytic acid determination in vegetable protein 
products distributed on the Japanese market was carried out. 
Because of their sophisticated processing, texturized and 
fi berized products were so diffi cult to disperse into water that 
3% trichloric acid containing 1% mercaptoethanol and 2% 
SDS were used as an extracting solvent.
 “Total phosphorus content was 1.5 to 8.5 mg/g of 
products, about 90% of which being extractable. Phytate 
phosphorus in extractable one was 75% on average, taking 
rather low recovery of phytic acid into consideration.
 “Vegetable protein products derived from soybean 
contain 1 to 2% phytic acid, whereas very little phytic acid 
was observed in those derived from wheat, except one 
specimen in the present experiment. Detection of phytic 
acid in fabricated foods may suggest blending of vegetable 
protein products, since phytic acid is seldom detected in 
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the proteins from animal sources.” Address: National Food 
Research Inst. (Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo), Kannon-dai 2-1-
2, Yatabe-machi, Tsukuba-gun, Ibaraki-ken 305, Japan.

3709. Taira, Harue; Taira, Hirokadzu; Asahi, Yukimitsu; 
Iguchi, Takeo. 1979. [Infl uence of fertilizer and planting 
density on chemical composition of soybean seeds. II. 
Protein, oil, carbohydrate and ash content of summer 
soybean seeds]. Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku 
(Report of the National Food Research Institute) No. 35. p. 
42-47. Oct. [8 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: “Effect of the quantity of fertilizer and planting 
density in varied degrees on protein, oil, carbohydrate, 
and ash content of soybean seeds was studied by gravel 
culture and fi eld culture. The experiments were conducted 
on summer soybean variety, Koganedaizu, grown at the 
Kyushu Agricultural Experiment Station in 1973. As for the 
quantity of fertilizer, signifi cant difference was observed on 
protein, carbohydrate, and ash content for the soybeans in 
fi eld culture, whereas such difference was not found in that 
of gravel culture. However, the soybeans of neither culture 
revealed any effect on oil content. The planting density made 
no difference in the effect on the soybeans of both gravel 
and fi eld cultures, either.” Address: National Food Research 
Inst. (Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo), Kannon-dai 2-1-2, Yatabe-
machi, Tsukuba-gun, Ibaraki-ken 305, Japan.

3710. Taira, Hirokadzu; Taira, Harue; Kaizuma, Norihiko; 
Fukui, Juro. 1979. [Subgeneric and specifi c differences in 
the chemical composition of the seed in the genus Glycine]. 
Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the 
National Food Research Institute) No. 35. p. 150-59. Oct. 
[21 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: “The chemical composition of the seed of the 
genus Glycine was investigated on Glycine max (8 samples), 
G. gracilis (4 samples), and G. soja (7 samples) belonging 
to the subgenus Soja, and G. tabacina (3 samples) and G. 
tomentella (2 samples) belonging to the subgenus Glycine.”
 The “highest oil and potassium content and the lowest 
phosphorus and calcium content were observed in G. max 
[the cultivated soybean], and the highest protein content and 
the lowest oil content were observed in G. soja [the wild 
soybean].
 Reprinted from Proceedings of the Crop Science Society 
of Japan (Nippon Sakumotsu Gakkai Kiji) 47(3):365-74 
(1978). Address: 1-2. National Food Research Inst., MAF, 
Koto-ku, Tokyo 135, Japan; 3-4. Faculty of Agriculture, 
Iwate Univ., Morioka 020.

3711. Vegetarian Times. 1979. An interview with Dr. Paavo 
Airola. No. 33. Sept/Oct. p. 45-51. [1 ref]
• Summary: Dr. Airola who was born in Eastern Europe and 
educated in Scandinavia, is a citizen of Canada and resides 
in the USA. He advocates a vegetarian diet and distinguishes 

between a therapeutic diet and an optimum diet. “Many 
foods are better eaten raw. But some foods, such as grains 
and some vegetables, are actually better eaten cooked... 
I could not fi nd a single group of people known for good 
health who eat an exclusively raw-food diet. On the contrary, 
the diet of the Hunzakuts is up to 70-80% cooked, and the 
diet of the extremely healthy Vilcabambas and Yucatan 
Indians is up to 90% cooked. I generally recommend a ratio 
of 70-80% raw to 20-30% cooked.
 Concerning protein for vegetarians: “Raw proteins in 
my diet come mostly from seeds, nuts, vegetables, and raw 
milk. According to the Max Planck Institute, raw proteins are 
utilized twice as effectively by the body as cooked proteins. 
Soybeans, sunfl ower seeds, sesame seeds, almonds, potatoes, 
buckwheat, and most fruits and green vegetables contain 
complete proteins. As you can see, this is what Americans 
have been told for several decades, that only animal proteins 
are complete and that vegetable proteins are not complete... 
Soybeans are very diffi cult to use in human nutrition because 
they contain trypsin inhibitors which interfere with protein 
digestion. They must be cooked thoroughly to destroy these 
inhibitors and make them edible.
 Two photos show Dr. Airola.

3712. Yasui, Takeshi; Hase, Saki. 1979. [Quantitative 
determination of oligosaccharides in beans and their products 
by gas liquid chromatography]. Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo 
Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the National Food Research 
Institute) No. 35. p. 303-08. Oct. [13 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: Reprinted from J. of the Japanese Society of 
Starch Science, 25(4):234-39 (1978). Address: National Food 
Research Inst. (Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo), Kannon-dai 2-1-
2, Yatabe-machi, Tsukuba-gun, Ibaraki-ken 305, Japan.

3713. Raaij, Joop M.A. van; Katan, M.B.; Hautvast, J.G.A.J. 
1979. Casein, soya protein, and serum cholesterol (Letter to 
the editor). Lancet ii(8149):958. Nov. 3. [5 ref]
• Summary: “Epidemiological studies suggest a relation 
between intake of animal protein and cardiovascular disease” 
(Stamler 1979). The writers have investigated the effects 
of casein (caseinate) and soy protein isolate in 69 healthy 
volunteers (ages 18-28) under strict dietary control. No 
benefi cial effect of either diet was found. Address: Dep. of 
Human Nutrition, Agricultural Univ., De Dreijen 12, 6703 
BC Wageningen, The Netherlands.

3714. Citizen (Arlington, Nebraska). 1979. Soybeans can be 
protein supplement. Nov. 8. *

3715. Grain Processing Corp. 1979. Pro-Fam: Quality 
soy protein isolate products (Catalog). 1600 Oregon St., 
Muscatine, IA 52761. 8 p. Undated. 28 cm.
• Summary: Contents: What is Pro-Fam? (a trademark for a 
family of spray dried isolate products made from soybeans). 
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Vegetable proteins (table showing % protein, P.E.R., and 
form for soy fl our, soy concentrate, soy isolate, wheat gluten, 
and T.V.P.). GPC vegetable protein products. GPC soy 
protein isolate product data sheet (table, lists 15 Pro-Fam 
products: S-970, S-971, S-972, S-973, S-975, S-796, S-920, 
S-950, S-955, S-640, S-646, S-647, S-901, S-788, S-792; for 
each product is given protein (dry basis), moisture, ash, pH, 
and NSI minimum, plus applications). Index of suggested 
Pro-Fam formulas: Bakery, confections, meat, non-dairy, 
pasta, sauces and spreads, egg replacement, nutritional 
supplement powdered drinks. Address: Muscatine, Iowa.

3716. Kilshaw, P.J.; Sissons, J.W. 1979. Gastrointestinal 
allergy to soyabean protein in preruminant calves. Antibody 
production and digestive disturbances in calves fed heated 
soyabean fl our. Research in Veterinary Science 27(3):361-65. 
Nov. *
• Summary: “Preruminant calves were fed heated soyabean 
fl our as a constituent of a milk based diet. Within two 
weeks IgG and IgE antibodies specifi c for soyabean 
proteins appeared in their serum... These results suggest 
the development of a gastrointestinal allergy to soyabean 
proteins.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020) 
that mentions the terms “IgG” or “IgE” in connection with 
soybean antibodies.

3717. Rodale, Robert. 1979. The amazing three-way bean: 
With the editor. Organic Gardening. Nov. p. 28-35.
• Summary: Some people see soybeans as just another 
bean. Soycrafters see in soybeans the potential for a natural, 
healthful and even profi table new way of life. And one doctor 
even sees in soybeans a possible way of controlling cancer.
 After discussing tofu and tempeh, and why one might 
want to become a soycrafter, Rodale continues: “What may 
really cause soycraft to boom, though, is new information 
that the eating of soy foods may give people a potent weapon 
in the control of cancer. Walter Troll, Ph.D., a researcher at 
New York University Medical Center, is about to publish 
details of experiments which show that experimental animals 
fed soybeans were able to resist the effects of chemical 
carcinogens (cancer-causing substances). It is already known 
that women living in countries where soybeans and other 
seeds are important sources of protein have less breast 
cancer. Now there is laboratory evidence showing why. 
Substances called protease inhibitors [or trypsin inhibitors] 
are the key.”
 “If you are interested in tofu or tempeh-making as a 
business, you may want to check out Soycraft magazine. The 
address is 158 Main Street #3, Greenfi eld, Massachusetts 
01301. A one-year subscription–four issues–is $15.” Photos 
show: (1) Robert Rodale. (2) Tofu being made at the New 
England Soy Dairy.

3718. Sautier, Claude; Doucet, C.; Flament, C.; Lemonnier, 
D. 1979. Effects of soy protein and saponins on serum, tissue 
and feces steroids in rat. Atherosclerosis 34(3):233-41. Nov. 
[45 ref]
• Summary: Four groups of rats were fed different diets. 
The soy protein diet, compared to the casein one, produced 
an increase in the excretion of neutral sterols. The effect of 
soy protein cannot be attributed to its saponin content but 
other substances associated to soy protein may interfere. 
The effects of saponins were suppressed or greatly reduced 
by the soy protein diet. These results could be explained 
by binding of the sterols in insoluble forms. Address: Unité 
de Recherches sur la Nutrition et l’Alimentation, INSERM 
U-1, Hopital Bichat, 170 Blvd. Ney, 75877 Paris Cedex 18, 
France.

3719. Worthington Foods, Inc. Div. of Miles Laboratories, 
Inc. 1979. Product catalog: Introducing the fi nest in 
vegetable protein foods. Worthington, Ohio. 4 panels each 
side. Front and back. Each panel 9 x 24 cm. Glossy color.
• Summary: A brief description of each vegetarian product is 
given and one color photo shows all the packages and labels. 
The products are grouped as follows: Canned (20 products): 
Veja-Links, Non-Meat Balls, Sliced “Beef” Style, FriChik, 
Sliced “Chicken” Style, Diced “Chicken” Style, Worthington 
209, Vegetable Steaks, Choplets, Cutlets, Veja-Bits, Super-
Links, Chili, Saucettes, Vegetarian Burger, Vegetable 
Skallops, Protose, Numete, Prime Stakes, Sandwich Spread.
 Dry (3 products): GranBurger, Soyamel (Regular, 
fortifi ed, or lowfat), Kaffree Tea (Original, Mint, or Spicy 
Orange).
 Frozen (20 products): Meatless “Chicken” Style, Chic-
Ketts, “Chicken” Style Pie, “Beef” Style Pie, Tuno Pie, 
Wham, Stakelets, FriPats, Fillets, Tuno, Meatless Salami, 
Corned “Beef” Style, Smoked “Beef” Style, Smoked 
“Turkey” Style, Prosage, Vegetarian Egg Rolls, Stripples, 
Meatless “Beef” Style, Bolono, Croquettes. Address: Div. of 
Miles Laboratories, Inc., Worthington, Ohio 43085.

3720. Yingst, William L., III; Stickney, Robert R. 1979. 
Effects of dietary lipids on fatty acid composition of channel 
catfi sh fry. Transactions of the American Fisheries Society 
108(6):620-25. Nov. [25 ref]
• Summary: Channel catfi sh (Ictalurus punctatus) fry were 
reared in fl ow-through troughs and circular tanks on diets 
supplemented with fi sh oil, soybean oil, or beef tallow. Fry 
raised on the fi sh oil diet increased in weight signifi cantly 
more than the those fed the soybean oil or beef tallow diets. 
Fry fed the fi sh oil diet contained high levels of linolenic 
family fatty acids, while those reared on the soybean oil diet 
showed high carcass levels of linoleic family fatty acids. 
Address: Dep. of Wildlife and Fisheries Sciences, Texas 
A&M Univ., College Station, Texas 77843. Yingst’s present 
address: New Jersey Dep. of Transportation, Bureau of 
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Environmental Analysis, 1035 Parkway Ave., Trenton, NJ 
08624.

3721. SoyaScan Notes. 1979. Chronology of soybeans, 
soyfoods and natural foods in the United States 1979 
(Overview). Dec. 31. Compiled by William Shurtleff of 
Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Jan. Yvonne and Irene Lo incorporate The Soya 
Bean Products Co., N.A. in San Francisco as a marketing 
company and immediately begin to import and distribute 
Vitasoy, the world’s most popular soymilk, to Canada from 
their parent company in Hong Kong. It is not yet sold in 
America due to an FDA ban on aseptic Tetra Pak cartons.
 Jan. Soycrafters Association of North America 
headquarters moves to Colrain, Massachusetts. Richard 
Leviton takes over as Director. Decides to edit and publish 
Soycraft magazine.
 Jan. “The Soyfoods Revolution” published as a cover 
story by Whole Foods magazine.
 Jan. 15-18. Second International Workshop on Low-Cost 
Extrusion Cookers held in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania, with 43 
participants.
 Feb. Takai catalog of large scale equipment published.
 Feb. 9. Judith Rubenstein, institutional consultant for 
the New England Soy dairy, initiates a correspondence with 
Carol Tucker Foreman, Director of Child Nutrition programs 
at USDA, on the subjects of tofu standards and acceptance of 
tofu in USDA Child Nutrition Programs, including the school 
lunch program. Four letters are exchanged between Feb. and 
Aug. 1979. This is the start of work of tofu standards and 
tofu in school lunch programs.
 Feb. Natural Foods Merchandiser magazine starts 
publication, founded by Doug and Karen Greene.
 March 11. KOPTI is founded in Indonesia. It soon 
functions as an active, effective trade association for 
Indonesian tempeh and tofu manufacturers. By June 1986 it 
has more than 12,000 members from 40 cooperatives, and is 
promoting mechanization of production.
 March. Soycrafters Assoc. and Quong Hop & Co. have 
adjoining booths at the New Earth Expo in San Francisco. 
6,000 people sample free tofu burgers, tofu chip dips. 
Farm Foods sells Ice Bean (soymilk ice cream) and tofu 
cheesecakes. Gilman Street Gourmet sells tofu burgers.
 March. Oak Feed Miso Company is founded by Sandy 
Pukel, John Belleme, and Barry Evans. Joe Carpenter, 
Michio Kushi, and James Kenny are also involved. It is soon 
renamed American Miso Co.
 March 26-29. World Soybean Research Conference 
II held at North Carolina State University. The 897-page 
proceedings, edited by F.T. Corbin, are published in 1980.
 March. Food Protein Council holds International 
Soybean Fair in Washington, D.C. Many Congressmen, 
consular offi cials, etc. attend and sample soy protein 
products and tofu dips.

 March. The Ohio Miso Company, founded by Thom 
Leonard and Richard Kluding, begins production in Ohio. 
America’s fi rst Caucasian-run miso company.
 March. Richard Leviton takes a 3-week soyfoods 
research trip to the Midwest. Establishes many important 
contacts.
 April. New England Soy Dairy Product and 
Merchandising Guide published.
 April 12. “Good Old Bean Curd Is Suddenly Popular, 
But You Call It Tofu” by W.M. Bulkeley published as a front 
page article in The Wall Street Journal.
 May 24. “The Americanization of Bean Curd,” an 
expansion of Bulkeley’s April article, published in the 
Washington Post.
 May. Quong Hop & Co. in San Francisco introduces 
vacuum packed fi rm tofu, tofu cutlets, tofu burgers, and 
teriyaki tofu. Each of the latter three products is the earliest 
known product of its type in America.
 June. The Tofu Cookbook by Kathy Bauer and Juel 
Andersen published by Rodale Press.
 June 29. An internal FDA memorandum is prepared by 
FDA headquarters personnel to set forth the agency’s views 
on the attributes of tofu. Publication of a “pull date” on tofu 
packages is encouraged.
 July. Farm Foods starts national advertising of tempeh 
starter and tempeh kits.
 July. David Mintz, owner of Mintz’s Buffet, a kosher 
Jewish deli in New York City, fi rst learns of tofu from Pesach 
Lazaroff, a young Jewish vegetarian. That summer Lazaroff 
spends many hours working with Mintz as a paid consultant, 
developing kosher tofu recipes. Mintz later becomes rich and 
famous for developing Tofutti, a soy ice cream.
 July. The Book of Tempeh, by Shurtleff and Aoyagi 
published by Harper & Row in both large-format paperback 
and professional hardcover editions. The world’s fi rst book 
about tempeh.
 July. Tofu & Soymilk Production, by Shurtleff and 
Aoyagi published by The Soyfoods Center. This is the fi rst 
book to use the term “soyfoods” in English.
 July 17. “Tofu–The Oriental Way to High-Protein, Low-
Calorie Meals” published by Family Circle.
 July 23. Judith Rubenstein (see Feb. above) writes 
the Commissioner of the FDA requesting that the agency 
establish a standard of identity for tofu. She notes that the 
Director of Nutrition and Technical Services for USDA 
suggested that FDA give top priority to this issue. Issues 
of imitation tofu products and bacterial contamination are 
raised.
 July 26-29. Second Soycrafters of North America 
Conference: “Producing and Marketing Soyfoods,” held 
at Hampshire College, Amherst, Massachusetts, organized 
by Richard Leviton and fi nanced on a shoestring. A major 
milestone for the U.S. soyfoods industry. 230 people attend 
and the content is a great success, but Leviton loses $1,000 
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on the venture. The fi rst issue of Soycraft magazine, written 
and published (1,900 copies) by Leviton, is distributed at the 
conference. In the keynote address, Shurtleff notes that the 
biggest challenges facing the industry are to build a strong 
trade association with adequate funding, and to develop 
soyfoods standards.
 July. Alimentacion Integral Para Una Vida Plena: Los 
Mil Usos de la Soya (Integral Nutrition for a Full Life: The 
Thousand Uses of Soya), by Blanca Dominguez published 
by Editorial Posada in Mexico. The country’s fi rst book on 
soyfoods.
 Aug. Robert Rodale and Rodale Press gives strong 
support to Soycraft magazine, with ads and a nice mention in 
an article, which brings in 135 subscriptions in November.
 Sept. The Soycrafters Apprenticeship Program is started 
by Luke Lukoskie at Island Spring, Vashon, Washington. 
Here people can spend about 3 weeks getting hands-on 
experience in making tofu, soymilk, and tempeh.
 Sept. Tempeh Works, America’s fi rst Caucasian-run 
commercial tempeh shop in a commercial building and 
making only tempeh, starts production in Greenfi eld, 
Massachusetts. Founded and run by Michael Cohen.
 Sept. Many articles about the Amherst Soyfoods 
Conference published in national magazines, such as New 
Age.
 Sept. New England Soy Dairy opens America’s fi rst in-
house tofu & soymilk sanitation laboratory.
 Sept. “Chinese Cuisine: Bean Curd” by Nina Simonds 
published in Gourmet magazine.
 Nov. 26. A fi re destroys Eden Foods warehouse and 
$800,000 inventory. The company, struggling for its life, 
moves to rural Clinton, Michigan.
 Oct. The Great American Tofu Cookbook by Patricia 
McGruter published by Autumn Press.
 Dec. Rodale Press contacts Richard Leviton to announce 
plans to do a Soybean Newsletter, with Leviton as editor. The 
idea later falls through.
 Dec. Frijol Soja (Soybeans) published in Peru by 
INTSOY.
 Dec. The Soysage Cookbook, by Cloud and Burdett self-
published in Vermont.
 * San-J tamari starts to be imported to America from 
Japan.
 * California and Maine become the second and third 
states to enact organic labeling laws. California’s becomes a 
model and a standard for many other similar laws, and it is 
cited on many soyfood product labels. By 1988 there are 12 
states with organic laws, and 5 more planned.
 * Tofu production in Japan tops 1.1 million metric tons 
for the fi rst time.
 * Soybean research in America begins to shift from 
emphasis on production to emphasis on utilization.
 * Syntex corporation of Palo Alto, California, recalls its 
soymilk Neo Mull Soy after it is found to be missing a key 

nutrient, chloride. Many children who used this product were 
mentally damaged.
 * Lauhoff Grain Corp. acquired by Bunge.
 * 1979-82. Years of the “salt craze.” Growing concern 
with the level sodium in American food products begins to 
hurt sales of miso and shoyu. Continued.

3722. SoyaScan Notes. 1979. Chronology of soybeans, 
soyfoods and natural foods in the United States 1970s 
(Overview). Dec. 31. Compiled by William Shurtleff of 
Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Overview of the 1970s:
 The Soyfoods Movement Begins. This industry focused 
on traditional, low-tech soyfoods such as tofu, soymilk, 
tempeh, and miso. Many of the pioneer Caucasian-American 
(non-Asian) soyfoods companies started during this decade, 
often for philosophical and ideological reasons. The 
founding of the Soycrafters Association of North America in 
July 1978 marks the beginning of this movement.
 By Dec. 1979 there are 159 tofu manufacturers in 
the United States. Ninety of these are run by Caucasian 
Americans and are less than 3 years old. There are also 18 
tempeh companies and 3 commercial miso companies (not 
including those in Hawaii).
 Natural Foods and Vegetarian Movements Grow. The 
basic philosophy of natural foods and vegetarianism became 
more widely accepted, and this greatly helped the soyfoods 
movement.
 Unprecedented Interest in Nutrition, Health, and 
Fitness. During this decade, the interest in nutrition grew 
dramatically, both among consumers and professionals. 
Consumers, seeking ways of protecting themselves from the 
ravages of heart disease and cancer, try more healthful diets. 
Exercise and looking healthy are now “in.” For example, the 
New York Marathon, which had 55 fi nishers (no women) in 
1970, boasted 10,477 fi nishers (including 1,621 women) in 
1979. Preventive medicine is becoming a new profession.
 Steady Increase in Population of Asian-Americans. The 
number of Asian- and Pacifi c-Americans living in the USA 
increased from about 800,000 in 1960 to 1,369,000 in 1970 
to 3,500,000 in 1980, at which time they comprised 1.5% of 
the total U.S. population. Their burgeoning numbers were 
a major factor in steadily growth of the soyfoods industry, 
since many Asians use soyfoods in their daily diets.
 U.S. Soy Sauce and Miso Consumption Grows. Soy 
sauce consumption grew from about 9,000 kiloliters in 1970 
to about 38,000 kl in 1979, a 4.2-fold increase during the 
decade. In 1974 domestic production passed imports.
 U.S. miso consumption grew from about 750 metric tons 
(tonnes) in 1970 to about 1,800 tonnes in 1979, a 2.4 fold 
increase.
 Shipments of Soy-Fortifi ed Foods in the Food For 
Peace (P.L. 480) Program jumps. Shipments of two products 
in 1970 totaled 131,000 tonnes. In 1979 a record 664,000 
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tonnes of ten products were shipped to needy countries, a 
5-fold increase during the decade. In 1979, the main products 
shipped were SFB (soy-fortifi ed bulgur), CSM (corn-soy-
milk), and WSB (wheat-soy blend).
 The Ongoing Protein-Versus-Calories Debate. As 
Nevin Scrimshaw concluded prophetically in his insightful 
1977 lecture “Through a Glass Darkly: Discerning the 
Practical Implications of Human Dietary Protein-Energy 
Interrelationships”: “To the extent that the pendulum swung 
too far in emphasizing protein in the 1960s, and too far 
in emphasizing calories in the 1970s, it must come to a 
more appropriate position for the 1980s and beyond.” He 
noted that two big protein issues concerned (1) human 
requirements for protein at different ages and physiological 
states, and (2) the evaluation of the protein quality of foods 
as related to human requirements.
 Reappraisal of the Value of Plant and Animal Proteins. 
During the late 1960s and early 1970s, animal proteins 
probably reached their historical peak of popularity in 
the U.S. A diet rich in animal protein was considered a 
“better diet.” However during the 1970s a growing body 
of nutritional and ecological evidence, and changing 
attitudes toward world hunger and animal rights, led to a 
new appreciation of the quality, now more broadly defi ned, 
of plant (and soy) proteins. They were more healthful, less 
expensive, more effi cient in utilizing farmland, energy and 
water, less polluting, and obviated animal slaughter.
 Switch from Animal to Vegetable Oils. In the early 
1950s Americans were consuming approximately equal 
amounts of animal and vegetable fats. By 1978 the ratio of 
vegetable to animal fat was 84 to 16. The same shift occurred 
worldwide, where the 1978 ratio was 71 to 29.
 There were at least three basic reasons for this shift: (1) 
The growing concern, especially after 1960, with the health 
dangers associated with consumption of saturated fats and 
cholesterol, most of which came from animal fats such as 
butter and lard; (2) Hydrogenation, which allowed vegetable 
oils to be used in making substitutes for butter and lard 
(i.e., margarine and shortening); and (3) the lower price of 
vegetable oils, shortening, and margarine.
 Production of soy oil grew dramatically during the 
postwar period, fi lling most of the increased demand for 
vegetable oil.
 Boom Years for U.S. Agriculture. The 1970s was a 
decade of rapid growth for U.S. farmers. With high infl ation 
and low interest rates, American farm products dominated 
world trade. The boom ended with the second “Oil Shock” 
of 1979-80, which set off the most serious recession of the 
post-war era, and marked the start of the Latin American 
debt crisis that later had a major negative effect on U.S. 
soybean farmers. 1979 was the last year of roughly 50 years 
of essentially non-stop, rapid soybean growth. During the 
next decade, U.S. soybean production zigzagged sideways 
and declined slightly.

 Rapid Increases in Soybean Production in New Third 
World Countries. Prior to the 1970s, soybeans had never 
been widely grown in the tropics or semi-tropics (except 
perhaps in Indonesia). But during this decade a host of 
countries in such areas started to grow soybeans on a large 
scale for the fi rst time. Major causes for this were the U.S. 
soybean boycott of 1973, the pioneering work done by 
INTSOY in Illinois, IITA in Nigeria, and AVRDC in Taiwan, 
and the development of day-neutral soybean cultivars that 
gave high yields at low latitudes. The major areas of rapid 
new production growth were...
 Latin America. Total production increased from 
1,746,000 tonnes in 1970 to 15,384,000 tonnes in 1979, an 
8.8 fold increase during the decade. Latin America’s three 
leading soybean producers in 1979 were Brazil, Argentina, 
and Mexico. Brazil’s production rose 7.8 fold between 1970 
and 1979, but Argentina’s jumped 137-fold!
 In 1979 soybean production in Latin American passed 
that in all of Asia, the birthplace of this ancient crop, and 
became second only to that of North America (61,722,000 
tonnes in 1979/80).
 In 1974, Brazil passed China to become the world’s 
second largest soybean producing nation after the USA. 
The ranking in 1979 by tonnage was USA, Brazil, China, 
Argentina, Mexico, Indonesia, Paraguay, USSR, Romania, 
India, and North Korea.
 Africa: Total production increased from 67,000 tonnes 
in 1970 to 300,000 tonnes in 1979, a 4.5 fold increase during 
the decade. By 1979 Egypt had become the largest soybean 
producing country in Africa, followed by Zimbabwe, 
Nigeria, and South Africa. This promising growth was 
doubly important because it came at a time of steadily falling 
per capita food production in Africa as a whole, down 20% 
from 1970 to 1987.
 India. Total production increased from a mere 18,000 
tonnes in 1971 (production was negligible in 1970) to 
450,000 tonnes in 1980, an astonishing 25-fold increase 
in ten years, and a growth rate greater than that of Latin 
America. Meanwhile, in Asia as a whole soybean production 
was slowly declining.

3723. Abernethy, John D. 1979. Sodium and potassium in 
high blood pressure. Food Technology 32(12):57-59. Dec. 
[31 ref]
• Summary: “Man evolved in a low-salt environment. 
Recent studies on the teeth of early hominids suggest that 
they were in fact fruit eaters (Rensberger 1979). Home 
erectus, the precursor of Homo sapiens, does appear to have 
become a meat eater, but analysis of coprolites (fossilized 
feces or fossil excrements) indicates that the proportion of 
animal protein in the diet was small... These recent fi ndings 
are supported by comparative anatomical evidence. Relative 
to body length, the intestine of a herbivore is longer than that 
of a carnivorous animal; presumably this difference refl ects 
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the greater processing required for plant food. The relative 
length of human intestines is closer to the herbivore model. 
From a comparative biochemical aspect, human saliva 
contains the enzyme ptyalin, which is not found in carnivores 
and which requires starches and plants as substrate...” 
Address: Asst. Prof., Dep. of Medicine, The Univ. of 
Mississippi Medical Center, 2500 N. State St., Jackson, MS 
39216.

3724. Dussaigne, A.; Dronne, Yves. 1979. Les protéines 
nouvelles en alimentation humaine [The new proteins in 
human nutrition]. Rungis, France: Laboratoire de recherches 
et d’etudes sur l’economie des I.A.A. 111 p. Dec. [97 ref. 
Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. List of 30 tables. Part 
I: The protein industry. Defi nition and characteristics of 
proteins. The quantitative structure of the protein industry 
(the world protein industry, the French protein industry). 
Qualitative aspects of the protein industry. Energy problems 
in the protein industry.
 Part II: New proteins in human nutrition. Supply and 
demand. Products derived from soya: Powdered products, 
textured products. The domains of utilization: Restaurants, 
the food industry. Regulations that are in force: In the 
USA, in Europe (France, Britain, European Union). The 
structure of the supply: Overview, manufacturers (American, 
European, Japanese, those in other countries). Development 
of consumption in the principal markets: The American 
market, European, Japanese.
 Part III (p. 77+): Perspectives on development of 
new proteins. The nature and present utilization of new 
proteins: Importance of terminology, characteristics of 
the potential markets (Third World countries, developed 
countries). Consumption of new proteins and the economic 
environment. Bibliography (in chronological order).
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2015) 
that contains the term “European Union” in connection with 
soy.
 Note 2. This is the earliest French-language document 
seen (Nov. 2015) that uses the terms concentrat or 
concentrats to refer to a soy protein concentrate. Address: 
France.

3725. Fomon, Samuel J.; Ziegler, E.E.; Filer, L.J., Jr.; 
Nelson, S.E.; Edwards, B.B. 1979. Methionine fortifi cation 
of a soy protein formula fed to infants. American J. of 
Clinical Nutrition 32(12):2460-71. Dec. [19 ref]
• Summary: “The results suggest that normal infants fed a 
formula providing 2.25 gm/100 kcal of a soy protein isolate 
not fortifi ed with methionine performed less well during the 
fi rst 6 weeks of life than did breast-fed infants and infants 
fed milk-based formulas or other soy isolate-based formulas 
fortifi ed with methionine. The limiting nutrient appears to 
have been methionine.” Address: Dep. of Pediatrics, College 

of Medicine, Univ. of Iowa, Iowa City, IA 52242.

3726. Girija Bai, R.; Ramachandra Rao, T.N.; Prabha, T.N.; 
Sreedharan, V.P.; Sreedhara, N. 1979. Studies on tempeh. II. 
Nutritive value of tempeh and its supplementary value to rice 
diets. Indian Food Packer 33(6):26-33. Nov/Dec. [23 ref. 
Eng]
• Summary: Tempeh prepared from a mixture of equal 
parts (on a dry weight basis) groundnuts and soybeans, was 
compared with soybean tempeh with regard to: (1) effect of 
supplementation with the limiting amino acids methionine, 
lysine, and tryptophan; (2) supplementary value with rice 
diets to rats; (3) Intestinal gas forming properties. Address: 
Central Food Technological Research Inst. (CFTRI), 
Mysore-570013, India.

3727. Hansen, Sandra; Randall, Chris; Dallam, Bette; 
Friedman, Ruth. eds. 1979. Sunyata’s whole foods cookery 
for big & little folks: A vegetarian cookbook. Eau Claire, 
Wisconsin: Sunyata Whole Food Co-op. 332 p. Dec. 3. Illust. 
Index. 22 cm. [9 ref]
• Summary: A glossary titled “Odds and Ends” (p. 32-33) 
contains entries for tamari, miso soybean paste, and tofu. 
Soy-related recipes include: Rye oatmeal soy bread (p. 
69). Soybean casserole (p. 142). Soy fl our and grits are 
discussed under “Complementary protein proportions” (p. 
113). Page 117 notes that soybeans should be cooked for 3 
hours or more, soy grits for 15 minutes. Address: Eau Claire, 
Wisconsin.

3728. Honig, David H.; Rackis, Joseph J. 1979. 
Determination of the total pepsin-pancreatin indigestible 
content (dietary fi ber) of soybean products, wheat bran, 
and corn bran. J. of Agricultural and Food Chemistry 
27(6):1262-66. Nov/Dec. [21 ref]
• Summary: Various soybean products and cereal brans 
were digested successively with the enzymes pepsin and 
pancreatin to determine their indigestible content (IDC), 
which included insoluble material as well as solubilized 
carbohydrate and protein separated by ultrafi ltration (having 
a molecular weight above 5000). Total IDC as a percentage 
of dry matter was: corn bran 97, soybean hulls 86, wheat 
bran 52, whole soybeans 23, soy protein concentrate 40, 
defatted soy fl akes 16.
 Chemical analysis of the insoluble, nondigestible 
fraction of soybean hulls showed a composition of 71% 
cellulose, 20% hemicellulose, and 9% lignin, plus ash. 
The percent protein digestibility was estimated as follows: 
defatted soy fl akes 81, whole soybeans 68, soy protein 
concentrate 61, soybean hulls 60, wheat bran 60, corn bran 
43. The large values for undigested protein in soy protein 
products were unexpected. Address: Northern Regional 
Research Center, Peoria, Illinois.
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3729. Obis, Clare Barrett. 1979. Vegetarian nutrition for 
pregnant and breast-feeding women. Vegetarian Times No. 
34. Nov/Dec. p. 42, 44-46.
• Summary: Describes how to meet the special nutritional 
needs of pregnancy with a well-balanced vegetarian diet 
using vegetarian and vegan sources of nutrients. Contents: 
Introduction. Protein. Iron. Vitamin D. Vitamin A. Vitamin 
C. Vitamin B-6 (ribofl avin). Vitamin B-12. Calcium. 
Supplements. Final words. Resources.

3730. Pratt, Dan E.; Birac, Paula M. 1979. Source of 
antioxidant activity of soybeans and soy products. J. of Food 
Science 44(6):1720-22. Nov/Dec. [6 ref]
• Summary: Soybeans, defatted soy fl our, soy protein 
concentrates, and soy isolates possess appreciable 
antioxidant activity detected by the rate of Beta-carotene 
bleaching in a lipid-aqueous system. The antioxidant 
properties of soybeans, defatted soy fl our, and soy 
protein concentrates are due primarily to polyphenolic 
compounds. Polyphenolic antioxidants of soy were found 
to be isofl avones, chlorogenic acid isomers, caffeic acid, 
and ferulic acid. These compounds occurred primarily 
as glycosides. The isofl avone aglycones were identifi ed 
as genistein (5,7,4’- trihydroxy-isofl avone), daidzein 
(7,4’-dihydoxyisofl avone), and glycitein (7,4’-dihydroxy-6- 
methoxyisofl avone).
 Discusses: Cinnamic acids (chlorogenic, caffeic, 
p-coumeric, ferulic). Address: Dep. of Food & Nutrition, 
Purdue Univ., West Lafayette, Indiana 47907. Birac is now at 
Quaker Oats Co., Barrington, Illinois 60010.

3731. Rodale, Robert. 1979. Vegetables are cancer fi ghters. 
Prevention (Emmaus, Pennsylvania). Dec. p. 20-27.
• Summary: Discusses the research of “Walter Troll, Ph.D., 
professor of environmental medicine at New York University 
Medical Center, who recently demonstrated that feeding 
soybean foods to experimental animals reduces the severity 
of cancers.” Dr. Troll believes that “Naturally occurring 
protease inhibitors such as those found in soybeans may offer 
a novel method of preventing cancer in man.”
 Rodale notes: “Tofu is a much better food than cheese, 
and a growing challenge to meat.”
 Contains recipes for: Sweet potato-soy pancakes, Soy-
sweet potato sauce, and Soybean-sweet potato pie.

3732. Alive–Canadian Journal of Health & Nutrition. 1979. 
Mighty bean: Can something so small really be this good for 
you? No. 18. *

3733. Bradley, J.R., Jr.; Van Duyn, J.W.; Corbin, F.T.; 
Schmitt, D.P. 1979. Pesticide interactions: An IPM dilemma. 
In: H.D. Loden and D. Wilkinson, eds. 1979. Report of the 
Ninth Soybean Seed Research Conference. Washington, DC: 
American Seed Trade Assoc. See p. 56-64. *

3734. Gibney, M.J.; Pathirana, C.; Gallagher, P.J.; Taylor, 
T.G. 1979. Soya saponins and serum cholesterol. In: 1979. 
Proceedings of the Fifth International Symposium on 
Atherosclerosis. Held at Houston, Texas. [9 ref]*
Address: Dep. of Nutrition, Univ. of Southampton, 
Southampton S09 5NH, England.

3735. Graham, G.G.; MacLean, W.C., Jr. 1979. Digestibility 
and utilization of extrusion-cooked corn-soy blends. Report 
submitted to Offi ce of Nutrition, AID, Washington, DC. *

3736. Lajolo, F.M.; Filisetti, T.M.C.C. 1979. Thyroid active 
factor from processed soybean products (Abstract). Paper 
presented at meeting of Institute of Food Technologists, St. 
Louis, Missouri. See Abstract 21.
• Summary: A crude extract was obtained from hexane-
defatted soybean fl our by water extraction and acetone 
fractionation. It was active in depressing the uptake of 
iodine-131 by the thyroid glands of live rats 24 hours 
after administration by stomach tubing. “The depressing 
activity was present only when the extract or the fl our 
had been previously autoclaved.” It was also found in 
commercial products such as soybean milk, soy protein 
concentrate, and toasted soy fl our. “Tested in semi-chronic 
experiments with rats, the extract was able to induce 
changes in thyroid thyrosines and thyroxine. No infl uence 
on growth of the autoclave extract was found. The formation 
of an active factor during processing is proposed and its 
biological signifi cance is discussed.” Address: Depto. de 
Alimentos e Nutricao Experimental, Faculdade de Ciencias 
Farmaceuticas-USP, Caixa Postal 30.786, Sao Paulo, SP, 
Brazil.

3737. Product Name:  Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Natural Pacifi c.
Manufacturer’s Address:  153 Makaala St. (P.O. Box 
4352), Hilo, Island of Hawaii, HI 96720.  Phone: 808-935-
3220.
Date of Introduction:  1979.
Ingredients:  Water, soybean curd precipitated with natural 
nigari. Made with organically grown soybeans.
How Stored:  Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation:  Soyfoods Center. 1980. 
Sept. Tofu shops and soy dairies in the West (2 pages, 
typeset). Gives the company’s name, address, and phone 
number. Owner: David Gantz.
 Talk with Ty Katibah. 1988. Feb. 10. He bought the 
company from David Gantz, the founder in 1987. The 
company was started in 1979. Business is booming. He now 
makes about 3,000 lb/week of tofu. Labels. Both the original 
and the current. The latter says Firm Tofu.
 Talk with Paul Duchesne. 1989. Oct. 27. He talked with 
Ty, who for a while was coagulating his tofu with sea water–
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but it was too much work.
 Talk with Ty Katibah. 1999. Dec. 2. His company 
moved to a new address in July 1999: 15-205 Wiliama Place, 
Keaau (near Hilo), Hawaii 96749. Phone: 808-966-9579. His 
tofu sales have dropped about 15% from local newspaper 
publication of Lon White’s research. Two other tofu makers 
in the island of Hawaii (big island) have indicated a 30-40% 
drop in sales. His company is a maker and distributor of 
natural foods.

3738. Ramakrishnan, C.V. 1979. Studies on Indian fermented 
foods. Baroda J. of Nutrition 6(1):1-54. *
• Summary: Discusses soyidli and soy-idli (p. 13 and 21) 
as well as dhokla made using soybeans as a substitute 
ingredient. Note 1. This article is very similar to his 1979 
PL-480 report.
 Note 2. Khaman Dhokla is a Gujarati fast food made 
with a fermented batter of chickpeas.
 Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Oct. 2012) that mentions “dhokla” made from 
soybeans. Address: Faculty of Science, M.S. Univ. of Baroda 
[Gujarat], India.

3739. Rossander, Lena. 1979. [Iron absorption from 
composite meals]. Var Foeda 31(1):37-44. [Swe]*
• Summary: Vegetarian meals had a high content of vitamin 
C (ascorbic acid) which aided iron absorption, whereas non-
vegetarian meals containing beef inhibited iron absorption.

3740. Sutedja, Lenny; Roestamsjah, -; Suprapto, M.S. 
1979. Lipid hydrolyses during tempeh fermentation. 
Paper presented at The International Symposium on 
Microbiological Aspects of Food Storage, Processing, and 
Fermentation in Tropical Asia. 30 p. Held at Bogor in 1979. 
*

3741. Altschul, A.M. 1979. What we need to know about 
plant proteins. In: H.L. Wilcke, D.T. Hopkins, and D.H. 
Waggle, eds. 1979. Soy Protein and Human Nutrition. New 
York: Academic Press. xiv + 406 p. See p. 369-75.
• Summary: Refl ecting on the entire conference, Dr. Altschul 
suggests that it may be of historic signifi cance, since it 
“might mark the fi nal transition for all of us of soy protein 
into the class of an accepted member of our food supply, and 
this has historic connotations.”
 What might be the consequences if 10% of the meat 
supply in the USA “were replaced by soy.”
 Note the interesting use of the word “soy.” Address: 
Georgetown Univ., 2233 Wisconsin Ave., N.W., Washington, 
DC 20007.

3742. Ament, Marvin Earl. 1979. Intestinal malabsorption: 
Soy milk protein sensitivity. In: Victor C. Vaughan, III, R.J. 
McKay, Jr., and R.E. Behrman, eds. 1979. Nelson Textbook 

of Pediatrics, 11th ed. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: W.B. 
Saunders Co. xxiii + 2170 p. See p. 1035, 1075-91. Illust. 
Index. 27 cm. [1 soy ref]
• Summary: This is a massive and authoritative textbook on 
the subject, with each section written by one or more experts 
on that subject. Each of the three main editors is an M.D., as 
is the Senior Editor, Waldo E. Nelson.
 In Chapter 11, “The digestive system” (p. 1019+) is a 
long section on “The intestinal tract” (p. 1035-1109).
 A subsection titled “Intestinal malabsorption” (p. 
1075-91) is by Marvin Ament. Within this, section 11.44, 
“Malabsorption syndromes” (p. 1080+) contains subsections 
on “Cow’s milk protein sensitivity” and “Soy milk protein 
sensitivity” (p. 1082). In the references section at the end, 
there is 1 reference (p. 1090) to soy protein (Ament and 
Rubin 1972).
 The section on “Soy milk protein sensitivity” states 
that soy protein isolate is the primary protein in all soy milk 
formulas. It “can cause a violent gastrointestinal reaction 
in susceptible infants.” The mechanism of this reaction 
and injury are unknown. “The upper intestinal mucosa 
loses villous structure and becomes fl at within 24 hours of 
challenge with soy protein isolate; recovery occurs within a 
few days. Clinical symptoms are described.
 Note: Unfortunately, we are not told what percentage 
of infants have a negative reaction to soy milk protein. 
Address: M.D., Prof. of Pediatrics, Chief, Div. of Pediatric 
Gastroenterology and Nutrition, UCLA Center for the Health 
Sciences, Los Angeles, California.

3743. Anderson, R.L.; Rackis, J.J.; Tallent, W.H. 1979. 
Biologically active substances in soy products. In: H.L. 
Wilcke, D.T. Hopkins, and D.H. Waggle, eds. 1979. Soy 
Protein and Human Nutrition. New York: Academic Press. 
xiv + 406 p. See p. 209-33. [87 ref]
• Summary: An excellent review. Contents: Introduction. 
Trypsin inhibitors: TI assay, natural occurrence, biological 
signifi cance, threshold for nutritional signifi cance. Soybean 
hemagglutinins. Soybean goitrogenicity. Estrogens. Soybean 
allergenicity. Flatulence. Protein for seven billion.
 “As the use of soybeans for food becomes more 
widespread and consumption of soy protein increases, 
problems relating to soybean sensitivity or allergy might be 
expected to arise.” Although allergy to soybeans is not nearly 
as great as the allergy to cow’s milk, it does exist. Address: 
Northern Regional Research Center, Peoria, Illinois.

3744. Aoki, Hiroshi; Ito, Kiyoe. 1979. Chôri to daizu 
[Cooking and soybeans]. Gakken Shoin K.K., Tokyo. 173 p. 
Illust. Index. 22 cm. [151 ref. Jap]
• Summary: Contents. I. Cooking and soybeans. II. Soybean 
molecules and soybean protein. III. Cooking and traditional 
soy protein foods. 1. Cooked whole soybeans (nimame), 
green vegetable soybeans (yude-mame, edamame), soy 
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sprouts. 2. Roasted soy fl our (kinako). 3. Tofu. 4. Deep-fried 
tofu pouches and tofu burgers (aburaage and ganmodoki). 5. 
Dried frozen tofu (kori-dofu). 6. Yuba. 7. Natto. 8. Tempeh. 
9. Soymilk. 10. Miso (Miso soup, miso-ni, ae-mono). 11. 
Shoyu. IV. Cooking and new soy protein products. Address: 
1. Prof., Otsuma Joshi Daigaku; 2. Prof., Tokyo Gaku Gei 
Dai.

3745. Barbeau, André; Growdon, J.H.; Wurtman, R.J. 1979. 
Choline and lecithin in brain disorders. New York, NY: 
Raven Press. xviii + 456 p. Illust. Index. 24 cm. Series: 
Nutrition and the Brain. Vol. 5. [1580* ref]
• Summary: Contents: Vols. 1-5 in Nutrition and the Brain 
Series. Preface. Acknowledgments.
 I. Acetylcholine synthesis and biochemistry. Precursor 
control of transmitter synthesis, by R.J. Wurtman. An 
overview of choline and acetylcholine metabolism in relation 
to the therapeutic uses of choline, by D.J. Jenden. Transport 
of choline and choline analogues through the blood-brain 
barrier, by W.M. Pardridge, E.M. Cornford, L.D. Braun, 
and W.H. Oldendorf. Sources of choline for acetylcholine 
synthesis in the brain, by G.B. Ansell and S. Spanner. 
Brain lecithin biosynthesis: Evidence that bovine brain 
can make choline molecules, by S. Zeisel, J.K. Blusztajn, 
and R.J. Wurtman. Choline availability and the synthesis 
of acetylcholine, by D.R. Haubrich, N.H. Gerber, and A.B. 
Pfl ueger.
 II. Measurement, sources, and metabolism of choline 
and lecithin. Sources of choline and lecithin in the diet, 
by J.J. Wurtman. Metabolic fate of dietary lecithin, by 
U.M.T. Houtsmueller. Pharmacokinetics of orally ingested 
phosphatidylcholine, by J.M. Fox, H. Betzing, and D. 
Lekim. Hypothesis for interactions between acetylocholine 
and prostaglandin biosynthesis: An introduction, by A.J. 
Vergroesen. Measurement of lecithin and choline, by I. 
Hanin. Sodium dependent high affi nity neuronal choline 
uptake, by R.C. Speth and H.I. Yamamura.
 III. Anatomy physiology, and pharmacology of 
cholinergic neurons. Overview: Cholinergic drugs and 
behavior–What effects may be expected from a “cholinergic 
diet”?, by A.G. Karczmar. Central cholinergic pathways, 
by P.L. McGeer and E.G. McGeer. Are acetylcholine 
levels related to acetylcholine release?, by F.C. MacIntosh. 
Postsynaptic effects of choline administration, by I.H. Ulus, 
Y. Arslan, R. Tanrisever, and B.K. Kiran. A possible central 
muscarinic receptor agonist role for choline in increasing 
rat striatal acetylcholine content, by H. Ladinsky, S. 
Consolo, and P. Pugnetti. Relationship between choline and 
acetylcholine release in the autonomic nervous system, by K. 
Loeffelholz, R. Lindmar, and W. Weide. Effect of choline on 
the release of acetylcholine from the neuromuscular junction, 
by G.G. Bierkamper and A.M. Goldberg.
 IV. Choline and lecithin in movement disorders. Ways 
to predict clinical responses to lecithin administration, 

by J.H. Growdon. Lecithin in movement disorders, by A. 
Barbeau. Cholinergic mechanisms in movement disorders: 
Results of physostigmine and scopolamine administration, 
by C.M. Tanner, C.G. Goetz, and H.L. Klawans. Lecithin 
for the treatment of tardive dyskinesia, by A.J. Gelenberg, 
J.D. Wojcik, and J.H. Growdon. Clinical and preclinical 
experience with choline chloride in Huntington’s disease and 
tardive dyskinesia: Unanswered questions, by K.L. Davis, 
P.A. Berger, and L.E. Hollister. Clinical experience with a 
cholinergic agonist in hyperkinetic movement disorders, 
by J.G. Nutt, C.A. Tamminga, T. Eisler, and T.N. Chase. 
Use of choline in fi ve patients with Huntington’s disease, 
by S-A. Eckernäs and S-M. Aquilonius. Preliminary trials 
of phosphorylcholine in Huntington’s chorea and senile 
dementia, by P. Antuono, R. Taiuti, L. Amaducci, and G. 
Pepeu. Effects of choline in patients with levodopa-induced 
dyskinesia, by P.S. Papavasiliou and V. Rosal.
 V. Choline and lecithin in memory and mood disorders. 
Physiology of acetylcholine in learning and memory, by J.A. 
Deutsch. Effects of cholinergic agents on human learning 
and memory, by D.A. Drachman and B.J. Sahakian. Choline 
chloride and arecoline: Effects on memory and sleep in man, 
by N. Sitaram, H. Weingartner, and J.C. Gillin. Effects of 
choline and lecithin on SCF choline levels and on cognitive 
function in patients with presenile dementia of the Alzheimer 
type, by J.E. Christie, I.M. Blackburn, A.I.M. Glen, S. Zeisel, 
A. Shering, and C.M. Yates. Alzheimer’s disease: Clinical 
effect of lecithin treatment, by P. Etienne, S. Gauthier, 
D. Dastoor, B. Collier, and J. Ratner. Use of cholinergic 
drugs in mental illness, by C.M. Harris, J.M. Davis, and 
D.S. Janowsky. Cholinergic infl uences on affect, by C.A. 
Tamminga and J.G. Nutt. Lithium administration potentiates 
the effect of exogenous choline on brain acetylcholine 
levels, by W.R. Millington, A.L. McCall, and R.J. Wurtman. 
Cholinomimetics in mania, schizophrenia, and memory 
disorders, by P.A. Berger, K.L. Davis, and L.E. Hollister. 
VI. Appendix. Commercially available “lecithin”: Proposed 
guidelines for nomenclature and methodology, by I. Hanin.
 Other volumes in this series are: 1. Determinants of the 
availability of nutrients in the brain (1977). 2. Control of 
feeding behavior and biology of the brain in protein-calorie 
malnutrition (1977). 3. Disorders of eating: Nutrients in 
treatment of brain diseases (1979). 4. Toxic effects of food 
constituents on the brain (1979).
 Note: Soy is mentioned on 21 pages in this book, 
including pages 73-75. Address: 1. Institut de Recherches 
Cliniques de Montréal, Montreal, Quebec, Canada; 2. 
Tufts-New England Medical Center Hospital, Boston, 
Massachusetts; 3. Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 
Cambridge, Massachusetts.

3746. Barbeau, André. 1979. Lecithin in movement 
disorders. Nutrition and the Brain 5:263-71. (A. Barbeau, 
J.H. Growdon, and R.J. Wurtman, eds. Vol. 5. Choline and 
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Lecithin in Brain Disorders. New York: Raven Press). [55 
ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Subjects and methods. 
Results. Discussion. Conclusion. Acknowledgments. 
Address: Dep. of Neurobiology, Clinical Research Inst. of 
Montreal, Montreal, Quebec, Canada H2W 1R7.

3747. Bhatnagar, P.S. 1979. Soybean–For more protein, 
more oil, and better returns to farmers (The status paper). 
Pantnagar, India: All India Coordinated Research Project 
on Soybean (ICAR). G.B. Pant University of Agric. & 
Technology. 31 p. [17 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. World production and 
nutritional value. Soybean in India. All India Coordinated 
Soybean Research Project. Place of soybean in India 
cropping system. False apprehensions on competition of 
soybean with groundnut. Commercial production of soybean 
in India. Problems in expansion of soybean. Black soybean 
vs. yellow soybean. Food uses of soybean: Nutritional 
quality, pattern of utilization in U.S., pattern of utilization in 
Japan, suggested utilization pattern for India. Antinutritional 
factors in soybean–only a myth. Feed uses of soybean for 
livestock and poultry: Soybean meal–an ideal poultry feed. 
Address: Project Coordinator, Pantnagar, India.

3748. Bodwell, C.E. 1979. Human versus animal assays. In: 
H.L. Wilcke, D.T. Hopkins, and D.H. Waggle, eds. 1979. Soy 
Protein and Human Nutrition. New York: Academic Press. 
xiv + 406 p. See p. 331-39. [10 ref]
• Summary: The “data available suggest that none of the 
rat assays can be used to consistently and accurately predict 
protein nutritive value as determined in humans, either 
children or adults.”
 Egg white is still widely considered the highest quality 
protein, followed by casein and lactalbumin–both from dairy 
milk. Address: Protein Nutrition Lab., Nutrition Inst., SEA, 
USDA, Beltsville, Maryland.

3749. Briggs, George M.; Calloway, Doris Howes. 1979. 
Vitamin K (Document part). In: G. Briggs, et al. 1979 
Bogert’s Nutrition and Physical Fitness. Philadelphia, 
London, Toronto: W.B. Saunders Company. viii + 604 p. See 
p. 154-57. [4* ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction and history. Properties 
and distribution. Effects of defi ciency. Role in the body. 
Requirement and nutritional status. Toxicity.
 “The fourth, but not the least, of the fat-soluble vitamins 
was discovered in studies with the chick in 1935 by Dam* 
of Copenhagen, and a few months later independently by 
Almquist and Stokstad of the University of California. 
(Footnote: *”Dam, who died in 1976, received the Nobel 
Prize for this in 1943 with Dr. Doisey of St. Louis [Missouri] 
(who fi rst determined the structure of vitamin K-2)”). 
Because the vitamin is essential for proper coagulation of 

the blood, Dam proposed that it be called the Koagulation 
vitamin (the Danish and German spelling of the word), 
from which the term vitamin K was derived. Vitamin A was 
isolated in pure form in 1939, and shortly thereafter it was 
synthesized and its chemical structure determined.”
 Considerable use “is made of synthetic substances that 
act as antagonists of vitamin K (such as dicoumarol, an 
anticoagulant) to prevent clotting of the blood in patients 
with certain circulatory disorders. The antagonists are also, 
interestingly enough, used as very potent rat killers (such as 
warfarin), which destroy the rat by preventing its blood from 
clotting.”
 “The primary function of vitamin K in the body is the 
formation in the liver of a protein called prothrombin, which 
is necessary for the clotting, or coagulation of the blood.” 
Address: Both: Prof. of Nutrition, Dep. of Nutritional 
Sciences, Univ. of California at Berkeley.

3750. Briggs, George M.; Calloway, Doris Howes. 1979. 
Vitamin E (Document part). In: G. Briggs, et al. 1979 
Bogert’s Nutrition and Physical Fitness. Philadelphia, 
London, Toronto: W.B. Saunders Company. viii + 604 p. See 
p. 149-54. [4* ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Discovery and chemical 
properties. Effects of vitamin E defi ciency. Defi ciency 
signs in animals. Relationship to selenium. Functions of 
vitamin E. Requirement for vitamin E. Nutritional status. 
Vitamin E in foods. Tables show: (7-6) Relationship between 
alpha-tocopherol equivalents and International Units. (7-7) 
Recommended Dietary Allowance from vitamin E activity. 
(7-8) Several common forms of vitamin E in representative 
oils: The best food sources of alpha-tocopherol are: Wheat 
germ oil 110, cottonseed oil 38, saffl ower oil 30, soybean oil 
15, peanut oil 13.
 “In 1922, Herbert Evans and Katherine Bishop, of the 
University of California, discovered that a third unknown 
fat-soluble dietary factor (then called factor X) in lettuce 
and wheat germ was essential for successful reproduction in 
rats. Several years later [1924, 1925], Sure of the University 
of Arkansas, suggested the term vitamin E for the factor, 
and this was widely accepted. With use of the discovery of 
Olcott and Mattill [1931] that the vitamin was an alcohol 
and had antioxidant properties, Evans and his coworkers 
isolated crystalline vitamin E from wheat germ oil in 1936 
and named it tocopherol, from the Greek words meaning 
‘to bear offspring.’ The structure of the four natural forms 
of the tocopherols (alpha, beta, gamma, and delta) were 
soon determined, and synthesis was accomplished in the 
laboratory.” Alpha-tocopherol is, biologically, the most 
active natural form of vitamin E-active compounds.
 “Four other closely related compounds with various 
degrees of vitamin E activity (from 1 to 50 percent) occur 
in food: the alpha-, beta, gamma-, and delta- tocotrienols. 
Foods contain signifi cant amounts of almost all eight natural 
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forms.”
 Functions of vitamin E: The “role of vitamin E in the 
diet appears to be related entirely to its antioxidant role at 
the intracellular level. It is highly effi cient in preventing cell 
membrane damage from naturally occurring peroxides, forms 
of toxic free radicals formed from fatty acids–substances that 
have been suggested as playing a role in the aging process.”
 “Vitamin E in foods: In the typical American diet, about 
66 percent of the intake of vitamin E comes from salad oils, 
shortening, margarines, and other fats and oils.” Address: 
Both: Prof. of Nutrition, Dep. of Nutritional Sciences, Univ. 
of California at Berkeley.

3751. Burkitt, Denis P. 1979. Eat right to keep healthy and 
enjoy life more: how simple diet changes can prevent many 
common diseases. New York, NY: Arco Publishing, Inc. 126 
p. Illust. Index. 23 cm. [43* ref]
• Summary: This book is about the importance of fi ber in a 
healthy and balanced diet.
 Fiber is not a nutrient; it is the skeleton of plants. 
Legumes are considered an excellent source of fi ber.
 A full-page table (p. 111) shows the fi ber content of 
many different foods, which are grouped into types, such 
as cereals, bread, breakfast cereals, legumes, etc. Under 
“cereals” is: Soya fl our (low fat) 14.5% fi ber. Rice, white 
polished, boiled 0.8%. Rice, brown unpolished, boiled 5.5%.
 In the Acknowledgements (p. 116) we read: “I am 
greatly indebted to Dr. Hugh Trowell, former Senior 
Consultant Surgeon Physician at Makerere University 
Teaching Hospital, Kampala, Uganda, He helped write the 
section on coronary heart disease, diabetes and obesity.” 
Address: M.D., FRCS [Fellow of the Royal College of 
Surgeons], FRS, England.

3752. Carroll, K.K.; Huff, M.W.; Roberts, D.C.K. 1979. 
Vegetable protein and lipid metabolism. In: H.L. Wilcke, 
D.T. Hopkins, and D.H. Waggle, eds. 1979. Soy Protein and 
Human Nutrition. New York: Academic Press. xiv + 406 p. 
See p. 261-80. [16 ref]
• Summary: Secretion of neutral and acidic steroids in 
rabbits was increased when the low-fat, cholesterol-free diet 
contained isolated soy protein in place of casein. Address: 
Univ. of Western Ontario, London, ONT, Canada N6A 5C1.

3753. Christie, J.E.; Blackburn, I.M.; Glen, A.I.M.; Zeisel, 
S.; Shering, A.; Yates, C.M. 1979. Effects of choline and 
lecithin on CSF choline levels and on cognitive function 
in patients with presenile dementia of the Alzheimer 
type. Nutrition and the Brain 5:377-87. (A. Barbeau, J.H. 
Growdon, and R.J. Wurtman, eds. Vol. 5. Choline and 
Lecithin in Brain Disorders. New York: Raven Press). [39 
ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Methods: Diagnosis 
of Alzheimer presenile dementia, choline and lecithin 

administration, plasma and CSF choline levels, nurses’ 
ratings, psychological testing, clinical global assessment. 
Results: Serum and CSF choline levels, nurses behavioral 
ratings, psychological testing. Discussion. Address: MRC 
[Medical Research Council] Brain Metabolism Unit, Thomas 
Clouston Clinic, Edinburgh, Scotland EH10 5LG.

3754. Davis, Kenneth L.; Berger, Philip A.; Hollister, Leo 
E. 1979. Clinical and preclinical experience with choline 
chloride in Huntington’s disease and tardive dyskinesia: 
Unanswered questions. Nutrition and the Brain 5:305-15. 
(A. Barbeau, J.H. Growdon, and R.J. Wurtman, eds. Vol. 5. 
Choline and Lecithin in Brain Disorders. New York: Raven 
Press). [86 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Does choline actually 
increase central cholinergic activity? Is choline an effective 
treatment for tardive dyskinesia? Of what value are 
cerebrospinal fl uid and plasma choline? How does increased 
cholinergic activity improve the symptoms of tardive 
dyskinesia? Acknowledgments. Address: Dep. of Psychiatry 
and Behavioral Sciences and the Psychiatric Clinical 
Research Center, Stanford Univ. School of Medicine, 
Stanford, California; Veterans Administration Medical 
Center, Palo Alto, CA 94304.

3755. Deutsch, J. Anthony. 1979. Physiology of 
acetylcholine in learning and memory. Nutrition and the 
Brain 5:343-50. (A. Barbeau, J.H. Growdon, and R.J. 
Wurtman, eds. Vol. 5. Choline and Lecithin in Brain 
Disorders. New York: Raven Press). [14 ref]
• Summary: Reviews briefl y some of the experimental 
evidence which suggests that modifi cations of cholinergic 
synapses form the physiological basis of memory. This 
evidence consists of experiments on the behavior of rats. 
Address: Dep. of Psychology, Univ. of California, San 
Diego, La Jolla, CA 92039.

3756. Doyle, Rodger Pirnie. 1979. The vegetarian handbook: 
A guide to vegetarian nutrition and foods. New York, NY: 
Crown Publishers. x + 182 p. Illust. Index. 24 cm. [20+ ref]
• Summary: Table 3, “Daily food guide for vegan adults” (p. 
30) recommends soy milk, tofu, and fermented soybean curd 
[fermented tofu].
 The section titled “Weaning infants on vegan diets” (p. 
40-44) also discusses soy milk and The Farm in Tennessee. 
Soy milk is also recommended for pregnant and lactating 
women (p. 54-55).
 Chapter 9, titled “A pair of unusual diets,” discusses 
macrobiotic diets and fruitarian diets. The author is quite 
critical of a number of macrobiotic practices and teachings: 
Studies have shown nutritional defi ciencies. Restricted intake 
of liquids may lead to kidney stones and kidney failure. “The 
greatest danger of a macrobiotic diet is not to adults but to 
newly weaned infants... Don’t wean infants on Kokoh... 
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Wean them instead on either milk or fortifi ed soy milk.”
 Page 93 states: “Soybeans are among the most valuable 
of vegetarian foods, not only because of their high-quality 
protein but because they can be made into soy milk and tofu 
(soybean curd)... Two other soy products that are widely 
used in the United States are soy sauce and miso.”
 Pages 96-97 discuss soy milk and textured vegetable 
protein (TVP).
 Table A, “Typical vegetarian menus” (p. 134-35) is 
divided into lacto-vegetarian and vegan, and within each 
type it gives menus for breakfast, lunch, dinner and snacks 
for: (1) Infants 6 to 12 months–970 calories. (2) Children 
4 to 6 years–1800 calories. (3) Males 11 to 14 years–2800 
calories. (4) Males 15 to 50 years–2700 calories. (5) Males 
over 50–2400 calories. (6) Females 11 to 14 years–2800 
calories. Various soyfoods are listed, including “soy milk” 
and “soy ice cream.”

3757. Drachman, David A.; Sahakian, B.J. 1979. Effects of 
cholinergic agents on human learning and memory. Nutrition 
and the Brain 5:351-66. (A. Barbeau, J.H. Growdon, and 
R.J. Wurtman, eds. Vol. 5. Choline and Lecithin in Brain 
Disorders. New York: Raven Press). [66 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Cholinergic antagonists. 
Cholinergic agonists. Specifi city of cholinergic role in M/C 
functions. Cholinergic changes in aging and dementia. 
Treatment of aging and dementing disorders with cholinergic 
agents. Role of the cholinergic system in memory and 
learning. How do cholinergically active drugs affect 
memory? Acknowledgments. Address: Dep. of Neurology, 
Univ. of Massachusetts Medical Center, Worcester, MA 
01605.

3758. Eckernäs, Sven-Ake; Aquilonius, Sten-Magnus. 
1979. Use of choline in fi ve patients with Huntington’s 
disease. Nutrition and the Brain 5:325-30. (A. Barbeau, 
J.H. Growdon, and R.J. Wurtman, eds. Vol. 5. Choline and 
Lecithin in Brain Disorders. New York: Raven Press). [25 
ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Patients and methods: 
Patients, choline administration, evaluation of hyperkinesia, 
plasma choline determination. Results and discussion. 
Address: Dep. of Neurology, Univ. of Uppsala, Uppsala, 
Sweden.

3759. Emken, Edward A.; Dutton, H.J. eds. 1979. 
Geometrical and positional fatty acid isomers. Champaign, 
Illinois: American Oil Chemists Society. xii + 344 p. [500+* 
ref]
• Summary: Consists of 11 chapters, several of which are 
cited separately. The index, under soy, lists soybean fat, 
hydrogenated (p. 69), and soybean lipoxidase (p. 286).
 One chapter in this book cites and summarizes most 
of the important early studies on trans fatty acids and their 

effect on cholesterol levels. Address: Northern Regional 
Research Center, Peoria, Illinois.

3760. Etienne, P.; Gauthier, S.; Dastoor, D.; Collier, B.; 
Ratner, J. 1979. Alzheimer’s disease: Clinical effect of 
lecithin treatment. Nutrition and the Brain 5:389-96. (A. 
Barbeau, J.H. Growdon, and R.J. Wurtman, eds. Vol. 5. 
Choline and Lecithin in Brain Disorders. New York: Raven 
Press). [24 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Methods. Results. 
Discussion. Acknowledgments. Summary. Alzheimer’s 
disease appears to be associated with a selective, 
partial degeneration of central cholinergic neurones. 
There are indications that the activity of the enzyme 
choline acetyltransferase (CAT) is reduced. Address: 1. 
Allan Memorial Inst., Montreal H4K 1B3; 2. Montreal 
Neurological Inst., Montreal H3A 2B4; 3. Douglas Hospital 
Center, Verdun H4H 1R3; 4. Dep. of Pharmacology 
and Therapeutics, McGill Univ., Montreal H3G 1Y6; 5. 
Maimonides Hospital and Home for the Aged, Montreal 
H4W 1W3. All: Canada.

3761. Florent, J.; Ninet, L. 1979. Vitamin B-12. In: Henry J. 
Peppler and D. Perlman, eds. 1979. Microbial Technology. 
2nd ed. New York and London: Academic Press. xvii + 552 
p. See Vol. 1, p. 497-519. [173 ref]
• Summary: This Vol. 1 is titled “Microbial technology.” 
Contents: Part I: Introduction. A. Historical background. B. 
Structure of vitamin B-12. C. Sources of vitamin B-12. D. 
Assay methods.
 Part II: Production of vitamin B-12: A. General. B. 
Fermentation processes from carbohydrates (Production 
by propionibacteria, production by Pseudomonas). C. 
Fermentation processes from other substances.
 Part III: Production of vitamin B-12 derivatives and 
antagonists. A. Cobalamin derivatives. B. Vitamin B-12 
antagonists.
 Part IV: Marketing prospects for cobalamines.
 Vitamin B-12, also named cyanocobalamin, “is an 
important biological compound active as a hematopoietic 
factor [involved in the formation of blood or blood cells] 
in mammals and as a growth factor for many microbial and 
animal species.”
 In 1925 Wipple and Robscheit-Robbins suspected its 
existence when studying the therapeutic effect of beef liver 
on pernicious anemia. Yet it was not until 1948 that it was 
isolated by two groups of researchers independently: (1) 
Rickes et al. (published on 14 April 1948 in Science) and (2) 
E.L. Smith (published on 24 April 1948 in Nature (London)). 
In 1955 Hodgkin et al. fi rst determined its structure by means 
of X-ray crystallography. It took ten years from the fi rst 
efforts of Woodward and Eschenmoser until a full chemical 
synthesis was achieved (see Krieger 1973; Maugh 1973). 
However since this synthesis is diffi cult, requiring 70 steps, 
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it is of little value today for industrial purposes. The vitamin 
B-12 group of compounds is now obtained by fermentation 
processes.
 The fi rst source used for therapeutic purposes was 
beef liver, which contains 1 mg per kg. Yet vitamin always 
originates from microorganisms. Some animals obtain 
B-12 from their own intestinal fl ora, but humans need an 
exogenous [external] supply, Propionibacterium shermanii is 
widely used in large-scale production of vitamin B-12.
 The present world market for cyanocobalamin is 
estimated to be 9,000 to 10,000 kg per year; a major part of 
this is directed to the synthesis of other cobalamins. “The 
bulk selling price of cyanocobalamin dropped from $500 
to $15 per gm between 1951 and 1963,...” Address: Centre 
Nicolas Grillet, Rhône-Poulenc Industries, Vitry-sur-Seine, 
France.

3762. Fomon, Samuel J.; Ziegler, Ekhard E. 1979. Soy 
protein isolates in infant feeding. In: H.L. Wilcke, D.T. 
Hopkins, and D.H. Waggle, eds. 1979. Soy Protein and 
Human Nutrition. New York: Academic Press. xiv + 406 p. 
See p. 79-99. [19 ref]
• Summary: Summarizes the results of 37 studies on 
nitrogen balance and concludes that, in an infant formula, 
soy protein isolate (Edi-Pro A) fortifi ed with methionine, is 
at least as satisfactory as protein from cow’s milk. Infants 
fed fortifi ed soy milk, cow’s milk, or human milk as 6% of 
their energy intake, retained similar amounts of nitrogen. In 
experiments where the protein level was 8-11% or 12-16% 
of energy intake, the nitrogen balance from soy formula 
was similar to that from cow’s milk. Older infants receiving 
methionine fortifi ed soy milk retained more nitrogen than did 
their counterparts receiving cow’s milk.
 Contents: Adequacy of soy protein isolates fortifi ed 
with methionine: Nitrogen balance studies, growth studies. 
Methionine supplementation. Summary. Discussion. 
Address: 1. Univ. Hospital, Univ. of Iowa, Iowa City, IA 
52242; 2. Univ. of Iowa.

3763. Forster, R.; Ranum, O. eds. 1979. Food and drink in 
history. Baltimore, Maryland: Johns Hopkins Press. *

3764. Fox, J.M.; Betzing, H.; Lekim, D. 1979. 
Pharmacokinetics of orally ingested phosphatidylcholine. 
Nutrition and the Brain 5:95-108. (A. Barbeau, J.H. 
Growdon, and R.J. Wurtman, eds. Vol. 5. Choline and 
Lecithin in Brain Disorders. New York: Raven Press). [23 
ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Methods: Material, 
absorption studies in intact animals, lymph cannulation 
experiments. Results: Absorption process, infl uence on 
absorption by different dissolving media, comparability of 
phosphatidylcholine absorption in different species, organ 
distribution of absorbed phosphatidylcholine, excretion 

and retention. Discussion: Absorption of polyunsaturated 
phosphatidylcholine, species differences and kinetics. 
Summary. Address: 1-3. Nattermann Research Labs., 
Cologne, West Germany; 1. Faculty of Medicine, Saar Univ., 
Homburg, West Germany.

3765. Gabr, Mamdouh; Maraghi, S.; Morsi, S. 1979. 
Management of lactose intolerance secondary to acute 
diarrhea with a soy-based, lactose-free formula. Clinical 
Therapeutics 2(4):271-76. [7 ref]
• Summary: An isolated soy protein formula containing a 
mixture of sucrose and corn syrup was found more effective 
in infants recovering from non-bacterial diarrhea than a 
standard lactose-containing formula. In a study with 58 
patients of the management of lactose intolerance secondary 
to acute diarrhea, the authors determined that (1) High 
recurrence rates of diarrhea after reintroduction of a milk-
based formula are caused by secondary lactose intolerance, 
and (2) Infants with secondary lactose intolerance can 
establish disaccharide activity while on a soy-based, lactose-
free formula.
 Note: This is the second earliest document seen (Jan. 
2021) in which a soy formula or beverage is specifi cally 
recommended as a solution to the problem of lactose 
intolerance. Address: Cairo Univ. Faculty of Medicine, Dep. 
of Pediatrics and Clinical Pathology, Cairo, Egypt.

3766. Gelenberg, Alan J.; Wojcik, Joanne Doller; Growdon, 
John H. 1979. Lecithin for the treatment of tardive 
dyskinesia. Nutrition and the Brain 5:285-303. (A. Barbeau, 
J.H. Growdon, and R.J. Wurtman, eds. Vol. 5. Choline and 
Lecithin in Brain Disorders. New York: Raven Press). [64 
ref]
• Summary: Contents: Tardive dyskinesia (TD). Choline 
and lecithin. Method: Patients, procedure. Results (8 case 
reports). Discussion. Acknowledgments.
 Note: “Tardive dyskinesia (TD) is a diffi cult-to-treat 
and often incurable form of dyskinesia, a disorder resulting 
in involuntary, repetitive body movements. In this form 
of dyskinesia, the involuntary movements are tardive, 
meaning they have a slow or belated onset. This neurological 
disorder, by defi nition, most frequently occurs as the result 
of long-term (usually at least 3 months duration) or high-
dose use of antipsychotic drugs, or in children and infants 
as a side effect from usage of drugs for gastrointestinal 
disorder” (Source: Wikipedia, Jan. 2017). Address: 1. Dep. 
of Psychiatry, Harvard Medical School, Boston 02114; 
2. Special Studies Clinic, Erich Lindeman Mental Health 
Center and Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston 02114; 
3. Dep. of Neurology, Tufts General Hospital, Boston 02111. 
All: Massachusetts.

3767. Harper, A.E. 1979. Human requirements for lysine 
and sulfur-containing amino acids. In: H.L. Wilcke, D.T. 
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Hopkins, and D.H. Waggle, eds. 1979. Soy Protein and 
Human Nutrition. New York: Academic Press. xiv + 406 p. 
See p. 171-86. [26 ref]
• Summary: Page 180: “In my judgment, the FAO/WHO 
(1973) scoring pattern overestimates the need for sulfur-
containing amino acids. The scoring pattern proposed by 
Williams et al. (1974) is similar in most respects but the 
lower value for sulfur-containing amino acids approximates 
more closely the sulfur-containing amino acid requirement 
of the infant (Fomon, 1973). These scoring patterns are 
based on the requirements of infants for whom protein 
quality is most critical. Amino acid requirements decrease 
with increasing age so that meet the amino acid needs of the 
infant should be more than adequate for older age groups.” 
Address: Dep. of Nutritional Sciences, Univ. of Wisconsin, 
Madison, WI 53706.

3768. Harris, Marvin. 1979. Cultural materialism: The 
struggle for a science of culture. New York, NY: Random 
House. *

3769. Hartwig, E.E. 1979. Breeding productive soybeans 
with a higher percentage of protein. In: International 
Symposium on Seed Protein Improvement in Cereals and 
Grain Legumes (1978: Neuherberg, Germany) & Food 
and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations & 
International Atomic Energy Agency & Gesellschaft fuer 
Strahlen- und Umweltforschung (Germany) (1979). Seed 
Protein Improvement in Cereals and Grain Legumes. Vol. 2. 
International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna. 472 p. See p. 
59-60, 65-66. [7 ref]
• Summary: “Abstract: Attention in our soybean... 
improvement has been directed toward developing 
productive, pest-resistant soybean strains with a higher 
protein content of the seed than cultivars currently in 
production. On a dry matter basis cultivars grown in the 
USA average 40.5% protein and 21.0% oil. Among the 
approximately 2500 germplasm strains from Asia maintained 
at Stoneville, Mississippi, about 10% have a protein 
percentage of 44.5% or higher. These germplasm lines in 
general are low in productivity, susceptible to one or more 
pest problems and shatter their seeds as they reach maturity. 
Our breeding objective in this programme has been to 
develop productive breeding lines adapted for production 
in the southern USA resistant to major pest problems and 
having a 15% higher level of protein than cultivars now 
in production. Thus, our desired type would have 46.5% 
protein and 18.0% oil. Progress in reaching this objective is 
discussed.”
 After the paper is a brief discussion in which Dr. 
Hartwig answers one question each from A. Micke 
and P.M.A. Tigerstedt. Address: USDA, Delta Branch, 
Mississippi Agricultural and Forestry Exp. Station, 
Stoneville, Mississippi.

3770. Heaton, Kenneth W. ed. 1979. Dietary fi bre: current 
developments of importance to health. Kellogg Symposium, 
December 1977. Westport, Connecticut: Technomic 
Publishing Co., Inc.; London: John Libbey. 158 p. Index. 30 
cm. [600+* ref]
• Summary: “The contents of this book are the edited 
proceedings of the third Kellogg Nutrition Symposium 
presented at the Royal Society of Medicine, London, by 
Kellogg Company of Great Britain Limited.” This same book 
was published in 1978 in London by Libbey.
 The fi rst Kellogg symposium was held in 1974. Contains 
17 papers by various authors. Editor’s preface. Recent 
developments in dietary-fi bre hypotheses, by H.C. Trowell. 
The defi nition, analysis and properties of dietary fi bre, by 
D.A.T. Southgate. Critical evaluation of some suggested 
methods of assay of dietary fi bre, by N-G. Asp. The 
digestion and metabolism of polysaccharides by man and 
other animals, by J.S.D. Bacon. Mechanical effects of fi bre, 
with reference to appendicitis, hiatus hernia, haemorrhoids 
and varicose veins, by D.P. Burkitt. Dietary fi bre from 
cereals and incidence of coronary heart disease, by J.N. 
Morris, Jean W. Marr and D.G. Clayton. Dietary fi bre and 
asymptomatic diverticular disease of the colon, by J.S.S. 
Gear. The treatment of diverticular disease with dietary fi bre, 
by A.J.M. Brodribb. Epidemiology of diverticular disease, by 
Martin Eastwood. Diet and transit through the gut, by J.H. 
Cummings. Effect of bulk additives on constipation and in 
diverticular disease, by A.N. Smith. Effect of different types 
of dietary fi bre on plasma lipids, by A. Stewart Truswell 
(discusses soy). The effects of dietary fi bre on mineral 
availability, by N.T. Davies. Maintenance of remission in 
ulcerative colitis with sulphasalazine or a high-fi bre diet: a 
clinical trial, by P.S. Davies and J. Rhodes. Effects of dietary 
fi bre on intestinal absorption, by M.S. Losowsky. Fibre, 
satiety and insulin–a new approach to overnutrition and 
obesity, by K.W. Heaton. Practical experience in fi bre, by C. 
Latto. Address: Consultant Senior Lecturer, Univ. of Bristol; 
Honorary Consultant Physician, Bristol Health District, 
Bristol Royal Infi rmary, Bristol BS2 8HW, England.

3771. Hill, Patrick Reginald. 1979. Nutritional evaluation 
of soy-banana, whole soy fl our and microwave-processed 
whole soybeans. PhD thesis, University of Illinois at 
Urbana-Champaign. 187 p. Page 3645 in volume 40/08-B of 
Dissertation Abstracts International. *
Address: Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.

3772. Houtsmuller, U.M.T. 1979. Metabolic fate of dietary 
lecithin. Nutrition and the Brain 5:83-94. (A. Barbeau, 
J.H. Growdon, and R.J. Wurtman, eds. Vol. 5. Choline and 
Lecithin in Brain Disorders. New York: Raven Press). [31 
ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Recent developments. 
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Origin of choline-containing phospholipids in the intestinal 
lumen. Intestinal metabolism and absorption: Intraluminal 
hydrolysis, metabolism in the enterocyte. PC in lipoprotein 
formation and metabolism. Quantitative aspects of PC 
metabolism. Conclusions. Address: Unilever Research, 
Vlaardingen, The Netherlands.

3773. Imasuen, Itohan William. 1979. Nutritional 
improvement of cassava-gari (eba) with fi sh protein 
concentrate (FPC), Multi-Purpose Food (MPF) and 
groundnut fl our. MSc thesis, North Dakota State University. 
xi + 106 leaves. 28 cm. *
Address: North Dakota.

3774. Inglett, George E.; Falkehag, S. Ingemar. eds. 
1979. Dietary fi bers: Chemistry and nutrition. New York, 
San Francisco, London: Academic Press. xiii + 285 p. 
Symposium held 11-15 Sept. 1978 at Miami Beach, Florida. 
Illust. 24 cm. [662* ref]
• Summary: This symposium was held at the American 
Chemical Society meeting. Contains 18 papers by various 
authors, plus a list of contributors and preface. Soy hulls 
are mentioned at various places in three different chapters: 
Decomposition and properties (p. 100-09). In animal diets, 
including hamster diet (p. 135-37). In human diets (p. 149-
55).
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (June 2013) that uses the term “Soy hulls” to refer 
to soy bran. Address: 1. USDA, Science and Education 
Administration, NRRC, Peoria, Illinois; 2. Natural Resources 
Consultant, Mt. Pleasant, South Carolina.

3775. Jansen, G. Richard. 1979. The importance of protein 
quality in human nutrition. In: H.L. Wilcke, D.T. Hopkins, 
and D.H. Waggle, eds. 1979. Soy Protein and Human 
Nutrition. New York: Academic Press. xiv + 406 p. See p. 
149-68. [35 ref]
• Summary: “Perhaps the most serious challenge to the 
importance of protein quality in human nutrition has come 
from Payne (1975). In his words ‘the adequate safe level of 
protein-energy ratio in the diets of 2- to 3-year-old children is 
close to 5% and since most varieties of cereal grains appear 
to provide utilizable protein levels of close to this amount, 
this lends further support to the view that primary protein 
defi ciency is unlikely to be the main factor causing protein-
energy malnutrition in communities for which cereals are the 
cheapest source of energy.’” Address: Dep. of Food Science, 
Colorado State Univ., Ft. Collins, CO 80523.

3776. Jansen, G. Richard; Harper, Judson M. 1979. 
Application of low-cost extrusion cooking to weaning 
foods in feeding programs. Fort Collins, Colorado: Dept. of 
Agricultural and Chemical Engineering. 43 p. Illust. 28 cm. 
[31 ref]

• Summary: Introduction: Background, food extrusion, 
alternative extrusion systems (low cost extrusion cookers), 
objectives of the LEC program (at Colorado State Univ.). 
Description of food products: Blended foods (such as CSB 
or corn/soy blend), full-fat soy fl our, full-fat cottonseed 
fl our, costs of processing. Current applications in developing 
countries: Sri Lanka and Thriposha, Costa Rica, Tanzania 
and Lisha, Guyana and Cerex, other countries (Guatemala, 
Honduras, Korea, India, Indonesia, Philippines, Thailand). 
Commercial applications: Pro-Nutre in Costa Rica, Maisoy 
in Bolivia, Ciatech in Mexico. Nutritional issues: Calories, 
protein-calorie ratio, fi ber, vitamins and minerals, impact 
of supplemental food in Sri Lanka. Signifi cant aspects of 
development: Technology transfer, funding, raw material 
aspects, quality control, packaging, storage and distribution, 
implementation and evaluation. Conclusions.
 “The concept of adapting low-cost extruders to the 
production of low cost weaning foods in developing 
countries was originated by Mr. Paul R. Crowley, USDA, 
and the program has been under his general guidance since 
that time.”
 Tanzania: The Tanzanian Government decided to locate 
a weaning food plant at the National Milling Corporation 
in Dar es Salaam. “With assistance from Colorado State 
University, an LEC plant (fi g. 4) went into production in 
May 1978, and since then has been continuously making 
CSM by extruding a corn soy mixture and blending in milk 
solids, vitamins and minerals.” Named Lisha, the product 
is distributed to Maternal and Child Health (MCH) Centers 
under the auspices of the MInistry of Health. It is intended 
to augment CSM imported into Tanzania under the Food for 
Peace Program (p. 13).
 “CIATECH of Chihuahua, Mexico, has designed 
an LEC full-fat soy processing plant at Delicious, S.A., 
an agricultural cooperative. The product is being sold 
commercially to bakeries as an egg solids replacer in 
small bags through retail grocery channels and as a major 
ingredient in a frozen ice cream like product” (p. 20).
 Note: Also published as an article in Food and Nutrition 
1980; 6(1):2-9 and 6(2):15-23. Address: Colorado State 
Univ.

3777. Jhekova, Dora St. 1979. Soiata v ratsionalnoto i 
dietichnoto hranene: Rakovodstvo [Soya in rational and 
therapeutic nutrition: A manual]. Sofi a, Bulgaria: Meditsina 
i Fizkulatura [Medicine and Physical Culture]. (Printed at 
Plovdiv by Pechatnitsa “D. Blagoev”). 47 p. [Bul]*
Address: Bulgaria.

3778. Kummerow, Fred A. 1979. Effects of isomeric fats 
on animal tissue, lipid classes, and atherosclerosis. In: 
E.A. Emken and H.J. Dutton, eds. 1979. Geometrical 
and Positional Fatty Acid Isomers. Champaign, Illinois: 
American Oil Chemists Society. xii + 344 p. See p. 151-79. 
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Chap. 7. [104* ref]
• Summary: “Yet, a strikingly similar correlation can also 
be found between the incidence of CHD [coronary heart 
disease] and the intake of the isomeric fatty acids, or trans 
fatty acids, that are present in hydrogenated vegetable 
fat products such as margarines (14). In Europe, for 
example, Southern Europeans like the Spaniards, Italians, 
Yugoslavians, and Greeks, who consume little hydrogenated 
fat, have signifi cantly lower rates of death from CHD than 
Northern Europeans like the British, Germans, Swedes, 
and Finns, who, like Americans, take in large amounts of 
hydrogenated fat. Similarly, Eastern Europeans like the-
Bulgarians and rural Romanians consume large amounts of 
saturated fat and cholesterol and also, according to World 
Health Organization data, have lower death rates from CHD 
than Northern Europeans (15).” Address: Burnsides Research 
Lab., Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois 61801.

3779. McLaughlan, J.M. 1979. Critique of methods for 
evaluation of protein quality. In: H.L. Wilcke, D.T. Hopkins, 
and D.H. Waggle, eds. 1979. Soy Protein and Human 
Nutrition. New York: Academic Press. xiv + 406 p. See p. 
281-97. [28 ref]
• Summary: Like other animals, humans “require many 
nutrients including essential fatty acids, vitamins, minerals, 
and fatty acids. Human requirements for the nine essential 
amino acids have been estimated recently (World Health 
Organization, 1973) and are similar to those proposed for 
other animals.
 Long before the isolation and characterization of 
individual amino acids, it was recognized that, in general, 
proteins from some sources (such as plants) were inferior to 
those from other sources (animals). “This knowledge led to 
the concept of protein quality... Many people during the past 
75 years have been engaged in the sometimes frustrating 
problem of evaluating protein quality.
 “If research had followed a different course we might 
have set requirements for each essential amino acid (the 
way we do for vitamins) and the idea of ‘protein quality’ 
might never have arisen. In theory, we don’t need a method 
for ‘protein quality’–all we need are satisfactory methods 
for measuring (available) amino acids and an accurate 
knowledge of human requirements for each essential amino 
acid. Block and Mitchell (1946) pioneered this approach to 
evaluating food proteins, calling the method chemical score.”
 “Thomas (1909) provided us with the fi rst true method 
for assessing differences in protein quality–the biological 
value (BV) method. Mitchell (1924) standardized the 
procedure and applies it to many foods.” Equation: BV = 
(retained nitrogen divided by absorbed nitrogen) x 100. 
A more detailed and meaningful equation is then given. 
“Biological value is a nitrogen balance technique...” The 
method is laborious and subject to several possible sources 
of error.

 Osborne, Mendel, and Ferry (1919) “increased the 
dependency of the rat growth method by expressing the 
weight gained and protein consumed as a ratio–hence the 
name “protein effi ciency ratio” or PER.” Equation: PER = 
Weight gained divided protein consumed. “PER values for 
a protein increase as the protein content of the diet is raised 
up to a maximum value (usually about 9-10% protein)... 
Although PER is the offi cial method of the United States 
and Canada, it has serious shortcomings which are generally 
well-known and will be discussed later.
 “Miller and Bender (1953) proposed net protein 
utilization (NPU) which assessed the nitrogen (N) utilization 
of the test protein. The carcass nitrogen of the test group and 
a group fed a non-protein diet are measured.” Equation: NPU 
= (Body N of test group minus body N of group fed a non-
protein diet) divided by the N consumed by the test group. 
“Determination of body nitrogen is a messy business... NPU 
is widely used, particularly in Europe.
 “Bender and Doell (1957) published a simpler version 
of NPU called net protein ratio or NPR. Body weight rather 
than body nitrogen was measured.” Equation: NPR = (Body 
weight of test group minus body weight of group fed a non-
protein diet) divided by the protein consumed by the test 
group.
 “Hegsted and Chang (1965) “proposed the slope ratio 
(SR) assay which is a multi-dose procedure which includes a 
non-protein diet and three or more dietary levels of protein. 
Only levels falling in the linear portion of the slope are used 
in computing the slope. Lactalbumin [a protein obtained 
from milk whey that is similar to the albumin in human 
blood serum] was chosen as a reference protein and the slope 
of the test protein was expressed as a percent of the slope for 
lactalbumin.”
 Relative protein value (RPV) “is the same as the slope 
ratio (SR) except that the data for the non-protein is omitted 
when calculating the slope.” SR is generally considered more 
suitable that RPV.
 “All of the methods discussed measure, either directly 
or indirectly the effi ciency of the utilization of the food 
protein for deposition of body nitrogen.” The search is on 
for a method to replace PER. It is important to remember 
that “protein quality depends principally on the content of 
the limiting amino acid and the relative requirements of that 
amino acid for maintenance and growth.”
 An interesting discussion and debate follows. Dr. Peter 
L. Pellett of MIT [Massachusetts] concludes: “Data for 
lysine, total sulfur amino acids and perhaps threonine are all 
that are necessary for the vast majority of food proteins and, 
when expressed as percentages of food requirements, have 
the tremendous of being additive for mixed complementary 
dietaries, an attribute that is impossible for bioassays, no 
matter how accurate, to emulate.” In short, in the future, we 
should focus on amino acid requirements rather than protein 
quality. Address: Dep. of National Health and Welfare, 
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Tunney’s Pasture, Ottawa 3, ONT, Canada.

3780. Moore, Carolyn E. 1979. Effect of trans-fatty acids on 
tissue lipids and lecithin: Cholesterol acyltransferase. PhD 
thesis in Health Science and Nutrition, UCLA, Los Angeles. 
187 p. *
Address: Los Angeles, California.

3781. Ng Sock Nye. 1979. Soya bean–Nutritious food for 
the people. Malaysia: Institut Masyarakat Berhad, 9 Lorong 
Kucing, Pulau Tikus, Penang. 19 p. Illust. 21 cm. [3 ref]
• Summary: A very original and informative booklet, 
containing a photo or illustration (line drawing) of most of 
the soyfood products discussed.
 Contents: Nutritional value of soya bean, soya bean milk 
(tau chui [soymilk]), soya bean curd (tau fu fah [soymilk 
curds]), soya bean jelly (tau fu [tofu]), fried bean cake cubes 
(tau fu pok [deep-fried tofu cubes]), bean cakes (tau kuah 
[pressed tofu]), dried soya strands (tau ki / fu chok [dried 
yuba sticks]), soya skin sheets (tau pui; dried yuba), sweet 
bamboo (t’im chok [sweet dried] yuba), vegetarian duck 
(chai ak [Buddha’s duck made from seasoned and steamed 
yuba]), vegetarian salted fi sh (chai kiam hu [Buddha’s fi sh 
made from tofu spread on yuba]), vegetarian meat (chai 
tu kar [Buddha’s ham made from seasoned yuba; may be 
steamed]), soya bean sprouts (tau geh [soy sprouts]), soya 
sauce (tau eu [soy sauce]), salted soya beans (tau chio 
[Malaysian fermented black soybeans]). Bibliography.
 On page 18 is a photo of all the soyfood products 
discussed on one table, each neatly labeled with its 
Malaysian name.

3782. O’Dell, Boyd L. 1979. Effect of soy protein on trace 
mineral availability. In: H.L. Wilcke, D.T. Hopkins, and D.H. 
Waggle, eds. 1979. Soy Protein and Human Nutrition. New 
York: Academic Press. xiv + 406 p. See p. 187-207. [53 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction: bioavailability and 
its evaluation, composition of soybeans and products, 
bioavailability of Zn, Fe, Cu, Mn and Mg in soybean 
protein, constituents of soybean protein that may affect 
bioavailability. phytate-protein interaction (“Phytate forms 
strong complexes with some proteins...”), possibilities of 
reducing phytate in foods, Conclusions,
 “Bioavailability is defi ned here as that proportion of 
a chemically determined nutrient which is absorbed and 
utilized.” Such an assay must involve a non-human animal 
and then man himself.
 Contains 6 tables and 4 fi gures. Address: Univ. of 
Missouri, 322 Chemistry Building, Columbia, MO 65201.

3783. Okoro, Chioma Ezinma. 1979. The effect of toasting 
on the protein quality of white bread and white bread 
supplemented with soybean. MSc thesis, North Texas State 
University. 96 p. Page 101 in volume 18/02 of Masters 

Abstracts. *
Address: North Texas State Univ.

3784. Parham, Barbara. 1979. What’s wrong with eating 
meat? Ananda Marga Publications, 854 Pearl St., Denver, 
CO 80203. 67 p. Illust. Index. 18 cm. [15 ref]
• Summary: Contents: What’s wrong with eating meat? But 
our ancestors have always eaten meat, haven’t they? But 
isn’t it natural for human beings to eat meat? History of 
vegetarianism. What are the dangers of meat eating? Why do 
meat eaters get more diseases and die sooner? Vegetarians 
are far healthier than meat eaters. Vegetarians are far more 
physically fi t than meat eaters. Will I get enough nutrition 
without eating meat? Is there any connection between our 
meat eating habits and world starvation? Yes! The politics of 
hunger. “Ahimsa”: Non-injury to living beings. What is the 
“vital life principle?” Some famous vegetarians. I still like 
the taste of meat–What shall I do? Bibliography.
 Pages 35-36 state: “There is a tremendous range of 
protein content in vegetarian food, ranging from 8-12% in 
cereal grains to the incredibly protein rich soybean which 
has 40% protein, twice the amount found in meat. (Even the 
leanest cut of beefsteak has only 20% usable protein.) Many 
nuts, seeds, and beans are 30%.
 “The protein we need actually consists of 8 “essential” 
amino acids. Meat has often been purported to be superior 
because it has all 8 amino acids. What most meat eaters 
don’t realize is that meat is not the only complete protein–
soybeans and milk, for example, are also complete proteins. 
That is, they provide all the 8 amino acids we need, in the 
proper proportions.”
 “In 1972 Dr. Frederick Stare of Harvard University 
[Massachusetts] conducted a comprehensive study of 
vegetarians (including adult men and women, pregnant 
women, and adolescent girls and boys). He found that all 
groups were consuming over twice their minimum daily 
protein requirement.” Address: Denver, Colorado. Phone: 
303-832-6465.

3785. Pollard, Douglas C. 1979. Sprouts for dieters. Cobalt, 
ONT, Canada: Highway Book Shop. vi + 89 p. Illust. No 
index. 18 x 11 cm.
• Summary: Contents: Preface. Note. Sprouts: A valuable 
food for dieters. Seeds to sprout (discusses 37 varieties, 
including soybeans [p. 30]). Sprouting containers. How to 
sprout. Suggested ways to use sprouts. Soy-related recipes: 
Soy vegetable soup (p. 58). Creole soy sprouts (p. 71). 
Soybeans (74). Soy sprout butter (81). Soy sprout milk (84). 
Address: Cobalt, ONT, P0J 1C0, Canada.

3786. Roberts, Leonard H. 1979. Worldwide regulatory 
perspective of plant proteins in foods. In: H.L. Wilcke, D.T. 
Hopkins, and D.H. Waggle, eds. 1979. Soy Protein and 
Human Nutrition. New York: Academic Press. xiv + 406 p. 
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See p. 359-68. [8 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Food class orientation. 
Regulatory approach (vertical vs. horizontal). Diversifi cation 
of legislation. Conclusion.
 Regulations concerning the use of vegetable proteins 
has been under continuous review by the U.S. Food and 
Drug Association (FDA) and by the USDA, “On June 14, 
1974, FDA issued its proposed Common or Usual Name for 
Plant Protein regulation” (Federal Register, 1974). Address: 
Ralston Purina Co., Checkerboard Square, St. Louis, 
Missouri 63188.

3787. Sales, A.M.; Travaglini, D.A.; Travaglini, M.M.E.; 
Costa, S.I.; Ferreira, V.L.P. 1979. Desenvolimento de 
formula para alimentacao infantil a base de soja e leite de 
vaca [Development of infant food formula based on soybean 
and cow milk]. In: EMBRAPA–CNPS. 1979. Anais do I 
Seminario Nacional de Pesquisa de Soja [Proceedings of 
the First National Seminar on Soybean Research. vol. 2]. 
Londrina (Parana), Brazil: EMBRAPA–Centro Nacional de 
Pesquisa de Soja (CNPS). 389 p. See p. 245-53. Held 24-30 
Sept. 1978 at Londrina, Brazil. [14 ref. Por; eng]
• Summary: Contents: Summary. Introduction. Material and 
methods. Results and discussion. Flowcharts for formulas 
A, B, and C. Contains 4 tables. The goal of this work was 
to develop a food formula, based on soy protein and whole 
milk, fortifi ed with man vitamins and minerals, for infants 
above 6 months of age, in order to improve the nutritional 
status of nursing infants and pre-school children. Three 
formulas were developed and compared. The soy protein 
component was an extract (soymilk) of whole soy fl our. 
The formulas contained 1.8 to 4.5 gm of protein per 100 
kilocalories. The biological value was above 85% when 
compared to casein. The PER raged from 2.18 to 2.48 and 
the in vivo digestibility from 79.9 to 81.6. Address: Instituto 
de Tecnologia de Alimentos (ITAL), Cx. Postal, 139–13.100–
Campinas, SP [Brazil]. Phone: 23-9850.

3788. Sandstead, Harold H.; Klevay, L.M.; Jacob, R.A.; 
Munoz, J.M.; Logan, G.M., Jr.; Reck, S.J.; Dintzis, F.R.; 
Inglett, G.E.; Shuey, W.C. 1979. Effects of dietary fi ber and 
protein level on mineral element metabolism. In: George E. 
Inglett, S.I. Falkehag, eds. 1979. Dietary Fibers: Chemistry 
and Nutrition. New York, San Francisco, London: Academic 
Press. xiii + 285 p. See p. 147-56. Symposium held 11-15 
Sept. 1978 at Miami Beach, Florida. Illust. 24 cm. [32 ref]
• Summary: Introduction: The effects of dietary fi ber on 
metabolism are of great interest. “Burkitt and Trowell 
reviewed experimental and epidemiologic data and suggested 
that low intakes of dietary fi ber in Western countries might 
contribute to the occurrence of disease (1). They proposed 
that an increased consumption of dietary fi ber may have 
a preventive effect on the occurrence of diverticulitis and 
carcinoma of the colon, atherosclerotic cardiovascular 

disease, diabetes mellitus, and obesity.”
 Yet in some populations, diets rich in dietary fi ber 
may interfere with the absorption of iron, zinc, calcium, 
magnesium and phosphorus.
 Soy bean hulls were one of the fi ber sources that were 
found to interfere with intestinal absorption of minerals. 
Address: 1-6. USDA, Science and Education Administration, 
Human Nutrition Lab., Grand Forks, North Dakota; 7-8. 
USDA SEA Northern Regional Research Center, Peoria, 
Illinois.

3789. Scrimshaw, Nevin S.; Young, Vernon R. 1979. Soy 
protein in adult human nutrition: A review with new data. In: 
H.L. Wilcke, D.T. Hopkins, and D.H. Waggle, eds. 1979. Soy 
Protein and Human Nutrition. New York: Academic Press. 
xiv + 406 p. See p. 121-48. [33 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Available data on 
soy protein quality for adult humans. MIT studies of soy 
protein (using Supro 620 and 710, made by Ralston Purina). 
Evaluation of soy protein quality. Comparison of the protein 
quality of soy products and beef. Long-term tolerance and 
acceptability of soy protein products. Summary. Discussion.
 “At total protein intakes that approximate current dietary 
allowances for good-quality protein in adults, well processed 
soy protein isolate products fully replace beef without 
reducing the utilization of dietary nitrogen...
 “Under conditions of normal usage in adults, methionine 
supplementation of good-quality soy protein products is 
unnecessary and probably undesirable...
 “Properly processed soy protein foods are well tolerated 
and of good protein value for human nutrition.”
 The discussion session contains the following exchange: 
“Scrimshaw: I suggest that PER [Protein Effi ciency Ratio] 
should be discarded entirely as soon as possible. The 
AOAC (Association of Analytical Chemists) should adopt a 
standardized slope ratio assay instead... PER is not a suitable 
measure of protein quality for humans, and neither is NPU 
[Net Protein Utilization] determined at a single defi cient 
level of intake.
 “Hackler: I disagree; the slope is more expensive 
(it requires more labor, more animals and more dietary 
ingredients), and I would question that it is better for 
nutritional labeling purposes.” Address: Massachusetts Inst. 
of Technology, 77 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge, MA 
02139.

3790. Shulman, Martha Rose. 1979. The vegetarian feast. 
New York, NY: Harper & Row. xii + 319 p. Illust. by 
Beverly Leathers. Index. 24 cm.
• Summary: The author, born in Connecticut in 1950, is the 
daughter of writer Max Shulman. A color photo on the back 
dust jacket shows Martha Shulman. Address: Austin, Texas.

3791. Smith, Elizabeth Bernice. 1979. Vegetarian meal-
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planing guide: A lacto-ovo-vegetarian diet. Winnipeg, 
Manitoba, Canada: Hyperion Press Ltd. 104 p. Illust. (some 
color). 21 x 22 cm. [57+ ref]
• Summary: At head of title: “Dr. Elizabeth Smith’s New 
World of Eating.” Table 5e (p. 25) lists calories for meat 
alternates group. Soybean sprouts, miso, soybean curd (tofu), 
soybean milk, and TVP are moderate calorie, while soybeans 
and soy grits are high calorie.
 Page 47 notes: “Generally speaking, legumes are 
moderately defi cient in methionine. Soybeans are an 
exception, as are their by-products, tempeh (fermented), tofu 
(the curd formed for soya), and soybean milk. All these are 
roughly equivalent in quality to cow’s milk.
 Page 49 notes that when breast feeding is not possible, 
soyamilk may be formulated as a very satisfactory substitute; 
vitamin B-12 must supplement it in pill form. “An infant 
who cannot tolerate cow’s milk because of allergy and 
cannot be breast fed may accept a soybean formula until 3 to 
4 months of age. At weaning, according to Fomon, the child 
should continue to receive by cup either soybean formula or 
soybean milk fortifi ed with vitamin B-12.
 Pages 54-56 describe in detail how to sprout soybeans 
at home, and how to prepare homemade soymilk and tofu 
(soybean curd). It is advised that fermented soybean products 
such as miso and tempeh not be produced at home “as 
the control of the fermentation process by specifi c micro-
organisms is too diffi cult to achieve without specialized 
training and equipment.”
 Soy-related recipes include: American soybean loaf 
(with soaked, ground soybeans, p. 76). Soybeans printanier 
(with cooked soybeans). Soya sesame loaf. Soya cheese balls 
(with cooked, seasoned soybeans). Soybean casserole (p. 
77). Sprouted soybean Creole. Sprouted soybeans au gratin. 
Bean sprout chop suey (with tofu, p. 77). Skillet soya sprouts 
and beans (p. 78). Soybean stroganov (p. 78). Address: 
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada.

3792. Struthers, Barbara J.; Dahlgren, R.R.; Hopkins, D.T.; 
Raymond, M.L. 1979. Lysinoalanine: Biological effects 
and signifi cance. In: H.L. Wilcke, D.T. Hopkins, and D.H. 
Waggle, eds. 1979. Soy Protein and Human Nutrition. New 
York: Academic Press. xiv + 406 p. See p. 235-60. [34 ref]
• Summary: “Lysinoalanine (LAL), an unusual amino acid 
formed as a result of alkali treatment of protein, was fi rst 
reported in alkali-treated ribonuclease (Patchornik and 
Sokolovsky, 1964)... LAL has received the most attention 
because of its ability to induce a unique renal lesion in 
rats. The renal lesion was initially observed by Newberne 
and Young (1966). Woodard (Woodard and Alvarez, 1967; 
Woodard, 1969) was the fi rst investigator to fully describe 
the lesion, which he termed cytomegalia.” Address: Ralston 
Purina Co., Checkerboard Square, St. Louis, Missouri 63188.

3793. Swern, Daniel. 1979. Bailey’s industrial oil and fat 

products. 4th ed. Vol. 1. New York, Chichester, Brisbane, 
Toronto: John Wiley & Sons. xii + 841 p. Illust. Index. 24 
cm. A Wiley-Interscience Publication.
• Summary: Contents: 1. Structure and composition of fats 
and oils, by N.O.V. Sonntag. 2. Reactions of fats and fatty 
acids, by N.O.V. Sonntag. 3. Physical properties of fats and 
fatty acids, by M.W. Formo. 4. Fats in the diet, by M.W. 
Formo. 5. Sources, utilization, and classifi cation of oils and 
fats, by N.O.V. Sonntag. 6. Composition and characteristics 
of individual fats and oils, by N.O.V. Sonntag. 7. Handling, 
storage, and grading of oils and oil-bearing materials, by F.A. 
Norris. 8. Soap, by E. Jungermann. 9. Fat-based surface-
active agents, by E. Jungermann. 10. Paints, varnishes, and 
related products, by M.W. Formo.
 Soy is mentioned on the following pages: 21 
(composition of soy oil), 32 (linoleic acid content of soy oil), 
33 (linolenic acid content of soy oil), 47 (phosphatides of soy 
oil), 77 (buttery fl avor of soy oil), 124 (addition of hydrogen 
peroxide to soy oil), 130 (epoxides of soy oil), 156 (reversion 
of soy oil), 222 (adsorption spectrum of soy oil), 290 
(linolenic acid content of soy oil), 429-34 (soybean oil, incl. 
characteristics, fatty acid composition, genetic development, 
linolenic acid content, lipoxygenase, HOM stability, 
reesterifi cation, reversion, tocopherols, triglycerides, 
unsaponifi ables, uses, world consumption), 485 (hygroscopic 
equilibrium of soybeans), 486 (deterioration of soybeans), 
489 (soybean oil yield after storage), 493 (soybean grades), 
498 (classifi cation of soy oil), 500 (color of soy oil), 742 
(pentaerythritol esters of soy oil). Address: Fels Research 
Inst. and Temple Univ., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

3794. Takenaka, Haruko. comp. 1979. Nihon kaseigaku 
bunken-shu 1969-1978 [Bibliography of home economics 
1969-78]. Tokyo: Nihon Kasei Gakkai (Japan Home 
Economics Assoc.). 678 p. See p. 52-57. [275 ref. Jap]
• Summary: Bibliographies are given for soybeans (protein), 
soybeans (other nutrients), tofu, natto, other soyfoods, and 
azuki beans. Address: Nihon Joshi Daigaku, Kaseigaku-bu 
[Home Economics Dep., Japan Women’s Univ.].

3795. Torun, Benjamin. 1979. Nutritional quality of soybean 
protein isolates: Studies in children of preschool age. In: 
H.L. Wilcke, D.T. Hopkins, and D.H. Waggle, eds. 1979. Soy 
Protein and Human Nutrition. New York: Academic Press. 
xiv + 406 p. See p. 101-19. [23 ref]
• Summary: Tests using two isolated soy protein products 
(Supro 620 and 710, made by Ralston Purina) on school-
aged children showed them to be as digestible as cow’s 
milk. Their nitrogen balance index was 96% and 86% of 
that for cow’s milk, using nitrogen balance techniques for 
measurement. The PER of soy protein isolate was 2.10. 
Address: INCAP, Apartado Postal 1188, Guatemala City, 
Guatemala.
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3796. U.S. Dep. of Agriculture. 1979. Agriculture handbook 
No. 8 series. Washington DC: US Dep. of Agriculture.
• Summary: No. 8-1, titled “Dairy and Egg Products,” issued 
in 1976, contained 144 items.
 No. 8-2, titled “Spices and Herbs,” issued in 1977, 
contained 34 items.
 No. 8-3, titled “Baby Foods,” issued in 1978, contained 
217 items.
 No. 8-4, titled “Fats and Oils,” issued in 1979, contained 
128 items.
 No. 8-5, titled “Poultry Products,” issued in...

3797. U.S. Surgeon General (Julius B. Richmond, M.D.). 
1979. Healthy people: The Surgeon General’s report on 
health promotion and disease prevention. Washington, 
DC: U.S. Government Printing Offi ce. xiv + 177 p. Dept. 
of Health, Education & Welfare (Public Health Service) 
publication no. 79-55071A.
• Summary: In general, Americans are not eating enough 
whole grains, cereals, and fresh produce. They should reduce 
their consumption of sugar, salt, fat, and cholesterol.
 The National Institutes of Health states (https://profi les.
nlm.nih.gov/ps/retrieve/Narrative/NN/p-nid/63) that this 
landmark report represented an emerging consensus in 
the health community that the nation’s health policy had 
to be dramatically recast to emphasize the prevention of 
disease. The report established for the fi rst time ambitious, 
quantifi able objectives for improving the nation’s health, 
to be achieved by 1990. Subsequently, the Healthy People 
objectives have been revised every decade. The 1979 report 
also encouraged people to make more personal responsibility 
for their own health through proper nutrition, regular 
physical exercise and other appropriate behaviors.”
 Some highlights:
 “The health of the American people has never been 
better.
 “In this century we have witnessed a remarkable 
reduction in the life-threatening infectious and 
communicable diseases.
 “Today, seventy-fi ve percent of all deaths in this country 
are due to degenerative diseases such as heart disease, 
stroke and cancer (Figure 1-A). Accidents rank as the most 
frequent cause of death from age one until the early forties. 
Environmental hazards and behavioral factors also exact an 
unnecessarily high toll on the health of our people. But we 
have gained important insights into the prevention of these 
problems as well.
 “It is the thesis of this report that further improvements 
in the health of the American people can and will be 
achieved–not alone through increased medical care and 
greater health expenditures–but through a renewed national 
commitment to efforts designed to prevent disease and to 
promote health. This report is presented as a guide to insure 
even greater health for the American people and an improved 

quality of life for themselves, their children and their 
children’s children.
 “Americans Today are Healthier Than Ever: Since 1900, 
the death rate in the United States has been reduced from 17 
per 1,000 persons per year to less than nine per 1,000 (Figure 
1-B). If mortality rates for certain diseases prevailed today as 
they did at the turn of the century, almost 400,000 Americans 
would lose their lives this year to tuberculosis, almost 
300,000 to gastroenteritis, 80,000 to diphtheria, and 55,000 
to poliomyelitis. Instead, the toll of-all four diseases will be 
less than 10,000 lives” (p. 1-1).
 The four major causes of death in the USA are heart 
disease, cancer, stroke, and cirrhosis of the liver. (p. 6-5, bar 
chart).
 “In 1977, heart disease was responsible for over 700,000 
deaths–the leading cause of death for men after age 40. And 
although women, up to menopause, have about one-third 
the heart disease rate of men, their heart attack incidence 
thereafter increases, begins to approach the male rate by age 
70, and virtually equals it by age 85” (p. 6.6).
 “Nutrition and Cardiovascular Disease: A good case 
can be made for the role of high intake of cholesterol 
and saturated fat, usually of animal origin, in producing 
high blood cholesterol levels which are associated with 
atherosclerosis and cardiovascular diseases.
 “Animal studies have shown that reducing serum 
cholesterol can slow down the atherosclerotic disease 
process.
 “And, in man, studies have shown: people in countries 
where diets are low in saturated fats and cholesterol have 
lower average serum cholesterol levels and fewer heart 
attacks; that Americans who habitually eat less fat-rich diets 
(vegetarians and Seventh-Day Adventists, for example) 
have less heart disease than other Americans; and that 
atherosclerotic plaques in certain arteries may be reversed by 
cholesterol-lowering diets” (p. 10-19).
 Note: This is the fi rst time the U.S. Surgeon General 
has reported that existing coronary heart disease could 
be reduced by dietary measures (Jack et al, 2017, p. 37). 
Address: Washington, DC.

3798. Waggle, D.H.; Kolar, C.W. 1979. Types of soy protein 
products. In: H.L. Wilcke, D.T. Hopkins, and D.H. Waggle, 
eds. 1979. Soy Protein and Human Nutrition. New York: 
Academic Press. xiv + 406 p. See p. 19-51. [42 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soybean supply: 
Seed structure and composition, composition of source 
material, storage and handling, soybean oil, food products 
from defatted soybeans, soy fl ours and grits, soy protein 
concentrates, isolated soy protein, amino acid and mineral 
composition. Food uses of soy proteins: Meat products, 
baked products, infant formulas and food, food analogs, 
dairy type foods (yogurt, sour cream, frozen desserts, cheese, 
and dip-type products), protein supplements, other uses. 
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Address: Ralston Purina, Checkerboard Square, St. Louis, 
Missouri 63188.

3799. Wilcke, H.L. 1979. Keystone Conference: Objectives, 
and summary. In: H.L. Wilcke, D.T. Hopkins, and D.H. 
Waggle, eds. 1979. Soy Protein and Human Nutrition. New 
York: Academic Press. xiv + 406 p. See p. 1-3, 377-81.
• Summary: “This is the fi rst Keystone Conference on soy 
protein and human nutrition.” The Conference has three 
objectives: (1) “To present the most up-to-date information 
on the role that soy protein and plant proteins, in general, 
should fulfi ll in the human diet. The literature has become 
increasingly voluminous...” (2) To “stimulate interest among 
both the public and private sectors in pursuing research 
programs directed toward the determination of the proper 
place of plant proteins in the human diet...” (3) To “stimulate 
interest in better methods of evaluating the quality of plant 
proteins for human nutrition. Present methods of evaluation, 
largely based on animals as they are, do not supply a wealth 
of good information on both the nutritional value and 
the safety of food products... There is always a question 
when we must extrapolate information from one species to 
another.” Address: Ralston Purina Co., St. Louis, Missouri.

3800. Wilcke, Harold L.; Hopkins, Daniel T.; Waggle, Doyle 
H. eds. 1979. Soy protein and human nutrition. New York, 
NY: Academic Press. xiv + 406 p. Illust. Index. 23 cm. 
Proceedings of the Keystone Conference held in Keystone, 
Colorado, May 22-25, 1978. [500+ ref]
• Summary:  See next page. 25 papers by various authors 
were presented at this important conference; many are cited 
separately. A conference summary and list of registrants are 
included.
 The conclusions presented in this book are:
 “(1) isolated soy protein, when measured by human 
nutritional studies, is comparable in protein quality to other 
high-quality protein sources such as meat, milk and eggs;
 “(2) due to its quality, latest information shows that 
properly processed isolated soy protein is a protein source 
that can be used in a wide variety of food applications such 
as infant foods, processed foods, and other modern food 
products; and
 “(3) conventional methods of measuring protein quality 
for human nutrition are not adequate, and the protein quality 
of isolated soy protein is underestimated by the conventional 
and offi cial methods for measuring protein quality.” Address: 
Ralston Purina Co., St. Louis, Missouri.

3801. Wilcke, Harold L.; Hopkins, Daniel T.; Waggle, Doyle 
H. 1979. Preface. New York, NY: Academic Press. xiv + 
406 p. Illust. Index. 23 cm. Proceedings of the Keystone 
Conference held in Keystone, Colorado, May 22-25, 1978. 
[500+ ref]
• Summary: “Results reported here from actual nutritional 

experiments, where soy proteins, particularly the isolates, 
were fed to infants, growing children, and young adults, 
have clearly demonstrated that the soybean is a much more 
nutritionally adequate protein than had been expected on the 
basis of research done with animals. This has demonstrated 
a need for more adequate methods of evaluating proteins 
for the human. A panel of eminently qualifi ed scientists 
has addressed this question and has made some positive 
suggestions on better approaches to the evaluation of 
proteins for humans. Their discussions are presented as a part 
of this volume. Further, the work reported on the possible 
effects of the plant proteins on the plasma cholesterol 
levels of humans opens up an entirely new dimension for 
the evaluation of proteins. Therefore, this volume will be 
of particular interest not only to those who are seeking 
information on the characteristics of the soybean as a food 
and its potential in the food system but also for those who 
have the broader interest in how to evaluate proteins for 
humans.
 “This volume has been organized to present the present 
state of knowledge regarding the nutritional values of the 
soybean as a potential in our food supply...” Address: Ralston 
Purina Co., St. Louis, Missouri.

3802. Wilson, Christine S. 1979. Food–custom and nurture: 
An annotated bibliography on sociocultural and biocultural 
aspects of nutrition. J. of Nutrition Education 11(4):211-264. 
Supplement 1. [660* ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Sociocultural factors. 
Environmental factors. Biologic factors. Psychologic aspects. 
Food ways: Traditional diets, food linkages, cuisines, cultural 
superfoods, ethnic food classifi cations (hot-and-cold foods, 
food cults), food getting and preparation, meal, diet, and 
eating patterns (priorities of food distribution, foods for 
special age statuses, foods for special physiological statuses 
{infant and diet feeding, diets for child-bearing women}). 
Implications. Methodology. Author index.
 Note: Concepts of hot-and-cold foods are widely held in 
Latin America as well as Asia.

3803. Wing, E.S.; Brown, A.B. 1979. Paleonutrition: 
Method and theory in prehistoric foodways. New York, NY: 
Academic Press. *

3804. Wurtman, Judith J. 1979. Sources of choline and 
lecithin in the diet. Nutrition and the Brain 5:73-82. (A. 
Barbeau, J.H. Growdon, and R.J. Wurtman, eds. Vol. 5. 
Choline and Lecithin in Brain Disorders. New York: Raven 
Press). [8 ref]
• Summary: Reviews the content of lecithin in 100 gm of 
various foods: whole milk 6-10 mg, butter 150 mg, eggs 390 
mg, calf liver 850 mg (of which choline as hydrochloride 
forms 650 mg), soybeans 1480 mg, wheat germ 2820 mg, oat 
fl akes 650 mg, peanuts 1113 mg, celery, carrot, and spinach 
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5-14 mg.
 The average consumption of lecithin and choline in a 
typical day’s diet are 3.16 gm of lecithin and 0.009 gm of 
choline. Address: Dep. of Nutrition and Food Science, MIT, 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139.

3805. American Lecithin Company. 1979? ALC lecithin 
granules: preferred valuable nutritive addition to diet. 
Atlanta, Georgia. 3 panels each side. Undated. Each panel 23 
x 10 cm.
• Summary: “Lecithin–Its Nature.–Its Value As a Food. 
Foreword:
 “American Lecithin Company has been serving users of 
lecithin longer than any other company in America. Starting 
in 1929 when soybean lecithin was unknown in this country 
we introduced lecithin and we pioneered its use. Most of 
the early clinical and experimental work with lecithin in the 
hands of investigators was encouraged and sponsored by 
American Lecithin Company and through the years we have 
continued our support of research. When the fi rst modern soy 
processing plants went into operation in this country in 1934, 
our lecithin was being produced and American dependence 
on imported lecithin came to an end. Today we are active, 
as always, in new product development and in making the 
best lecithin available to the widest market for its inherent 
benefi ts and nutritive value.
 “Where Lecithin Occurs–What it is
 “Alcolec Lecithin Granules come from soybeans and 
are a food of exceptional value. In the body lecithin and its 
components perform many vital functions; it is not surprising 
that every living cell contains lecithin–the lecithin plays a 
part in structure and in metabolism. In the plant world the 
seeds which must furnish the food to start the young plant 
embryos are richest in lecithin.
 “Soybeans are the only commercial source of lecithin 
in this country, but lecithin occurs in all oil-bearing seeds 
and is found in milk and in wheat and in most foods as well 
as in the more important organs of the body. When foods 
are processed the lecithin is often lost, as in the refi ning of 
vegetable oils or in the milling of wheat to produce various 
grades of fl our.
 “What actually is lecithin? Lecithin is the best 
known of a group of substances called ‘phospholipids’ or 
‘phosphatides’ and these contain phosphorus and nitrogen 
attached to a glycerine-fatty acid framework–the fatty acids 
in soybean lecithin are mostly ‘active’ polyunsaturates. The 
word ‘Lecithin’ comes from the Greek word ‘Lekithos’ 
meaning egg yolk, because lecithin was fi rst discovered 
in egg yolk (but as we know egg yolk also contains 
cholesterol). Those who wish to include lecithin in their 
diet without any accompanying cholesterol fi nd an excellent 
source of lecithin in our cholesterol-free Alcolec Lecithin 
Granules. Strictly speaking, the chemical name for lecithin 
is ‘phosphatidyl choline’ but in practice ‘lecithin’ is used 

to denote the natural mixture of phospholipids separated 
from the bean along with the crude soybean oil and made 
up of phosphatidyl choline plus its relatives, phosphatidyl 
ethanolamine and phosphatidyl inositol. Differences in the 
structure and composition of the phospholipids may have a 
bearing on their physical and nutritional effects. In soybean 
lecithin the predominant fatty acid is polyunsaturated 
linoleic acid, amounting to about 70% of the fatty acids 
present, whereas in egg lecithin saturated fatty acids (mostly 
palmitic) predominate along with mostly oleic as the 
unsaturated (oleic is not a polyunsaturated fatty acid).
 “As derivatives of neutral fats (oils) in which one 
fatty acid is replaced by a choline or ethanolamine ester of 
phosphoric acid the lecithin (phospholipid) molecule has 
an affi nity for moisture as well as for oil or fat and thus the 
lecithin can act as a sort of ‘bridge’ between oil and water. 
This makes it valuable in living systems.
 “Nutritional Information:
 “Alcolec Lecithin Granules are a palatable food and a 
signifi cant dietary source of polyunsaturated fatty acids and 
phosphorus. They contain no cholesterol. One tablespoon 
(7.5 grams) of the granules supplies approximately 3 grams 
of polyunsaturated fat (or much of the daily essential fatty 
acid requirement).
 “As current knowledge now defi nes them 
polyunsaturated fats (such as those containing linoleic acid) 
are a necessary component of our diet since our body cannot 
synthesize them and they are needed for the synthesis of our 
own body lecithins.
 “Phospholipids, as mentioned, are vitally involved in 
cell structure and function and with lipid metabolism in the 
body. They are natural constituents of most foodstuffs so that 
the well-balanced diet should contain suffi cient lecithin or 
its sub-units: polyunsaturated fats, choline (a water soluble, 
vitamin-like substance) and phosphorus, to provide for our 
normal requirements. Added to a diet that is inadequate 
or defi cient, lecithin in the form of Alcolec Lecithin 
Granules may serve the important purpose of supplying 
polyunsaturated fatty acids and certain essential nutrients 
such as phosphorus, potassium, magnesium, vitamin E and 
choline.
 “We know that water and oil do not readily mix. Our 
bodies consist of about 70% water, yet fats and oils are 
essential. How can the fats function in this environment? 
The answer lies partly in the remarkable emulsifying 
properties of lecithin, whereby one end of the molecule 
(containing fatty acids) is attracted to the oil, and the other 
end, (containing phosphorus and nitrogen), is attracted to the 
water...
 At the bottom of the front panel: “American Lecithin 
Company
 “1st in America
 “(the fi rst is always best)
 “32-34 sixty fi rst street
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 “Woodside, New York 11377.”
 On the back panel are both the Atlanta, Georgia address 
and the “New York Offi ce” address. Above both is the 
Alcolec logo with an eagle, its wings spread, atop the “O” in 
ALCOLEC. Address: 32-34 61st St., Woodside, Long Island 
11377, New York; P.O. Box 4056, Atlanta, Georgia 30302. 
Phone: (212) 274-4350.

3806. Brody, Jane. 1980. No laughing matter: intestinal gas 
vexing problem for many people. Ottawa Journal (Ontario, 
Canada). Jan. 11. p. 32.
• Summary: “Beans are bad: Some foods are infamous for 
their ability to induce gassy intestinal cramps and fl atulence.” 
Beans contain two nondigestible complex sugars, raffi nose 
and stachyose, that are readily fermented by bacteria that live 
in the colon.
 Soybeans are one of the worst offenders. “However 
fermented soy products, such as tofu and tempeh, have 
already had their complex carbohydrates broken down 
before you eat them, so they generally cause little or no gas.” 
Address: New York Times.

3807. British Medical Journal. 1980. How necessary are 
elimination diets in childhood? 280(6208):138. Jan. 19. [8 
ref]
• Summary: Discusses part of the controversy on the value 
of soy in elimination diets.

3808. Sirtori, Cesare R.; Descovich, G.C.; Noseda, G. 1980. 
Textured soy protein and serum-cholesterol (Letter to the 
editor). Lancet i(8960):149. Jan. 19. [8 ref]
• Summary: This letter contains critical comments about: 
van Raaij, J.; Katan, M.B.; Hautvast, J.G.A.J. 1979. “Casein, 
soja [sic, soya] protein, serum cholesterol.” Lancet. ii:958. 
The latter paper is a negative report on the cholesterol-
lowering properties of soy protein. Sirtori et al. believe 
that the experimental design and the diets chosen by these 
investigators both call for comment. They also believe that 
it is the protein in soybean diets that lowers cholesterol. 
Address: 1. E. Grossi Paoletti Centre, Univ. of Milan, 20129 
Milan, Italy.

3809. Food Product Development. 1980. Soy fi ber offers 
functional, dietary plusses. 14(1):40. Jan.
• Summary: About Fitrate, a soy fi ber concentrate from 
Dawson Food Ingredients. A table compares the composition 
of soy fi ber, soy bran, wheat bran, citrus fi ber, and powdered 
cellulose.

3810. Goodyear, Earl J. 1980. Sri Lanka Nutrition 
Intervention Program using LEC technology. In: Amara 
Bhumiratana, ed. 1980. Proceedings: ASEAN Workshop 
on Extruder Technology. Bangkok, Thailand: Kasetsart 
University. xiv + 249 p. See p. 92-107.

• Summary: “Conclusions: LEC activity, from the 
Kundasale plant to the new Thriposha Processing Complex, 
is supporting the Ministry of Health/CARE focus towards 
reducing the incidence of malnutrition in Sri Lanka by 
supplementing inadequate diets. The Family Health Program 
of the Ministry of Health, which is the coordinating party 
of the Thriposha Program, is geared to an integrated 
approach with the reduction of malnutrition, infection 
and the consequences of child bearing as the center of 
all activities. Statistics have shown that distribution of 
Thriposha through the health component has increased clinic 
attendance at Government Health Centers. Relative Health 
and Nutrition Education intervention have been expanded 
at the time of Thriposha distribution by medical and para 
medical personnel. The success of the Thriposha Program 
must be attributed to the fi nancial and technical planning 
and assistance received from the Ministry of Health. This 
assurance of project continuity and plan for the achievement 
of a completely indigenous product by 1988 has stimulated 
external participation and support.
 “Recognition of the important roles played by the USDA 
Nutrition Agrobusiness Group led by Mr. P. Rod Crowley 
and Dr. Judson M. Harper of Colorado State University 
and his associates must be given for the promotion of LEC 
technologies in developing countries. I would also like to 
extend my thanks to Professor Amara Bhumiratana and the 
ASEAN Sub Committee on Protein for the opportunity to 
speak on the Thriposha Program. Having being involved 
with intervention food programs utilizing extruded products 
since 1976, I am most soundly convinced that LEC 
technology has a defi nite potential and an application in the 
uphill battle to overcome malnutrition. I would also like to 
extend an invitation to all participants, should you be in Sri 
Lanka, to visit the Thriposha Processing Complex.” Address: 
Project Director, Thriposha Program, CARE, Sri Lanka.

3811. Hannigan, Kevin J. 1980. Soy fi ber concentrate: It’s a 
mixture of crude and dietary fi ber derived via extraction of 
protein and carbohydrates from defatted soybeans. And its 
uniquely functional. Food Engineering 52(1):44-45. Jan.
• Summary: About Fi-trate from Dawson Mills. Address: 
Features editor.

3812. Harper, Judson M. 1980. The existing availability 
and capacity of cooking extruders including price, types 
of products and production cost. In: Amara Bhumiratana, 
ed. 1980. Proceedings: ASEAN Workshop on Extruder 
Technology. Bangkok, Thailand: Kasetsart University. xiv + 
249 p. See p. 1-24. [8 ref]
• Summary: An excellent overview of the subject, with 
many useful fi gures. “An extruder consists of an Archimedes 
screw, having shallow fl ights, rotating in a stationary 
cylindrical barrel (Figure 1). The action of the screw fl ights 
works, compresses and heats low to intermediate moisture 
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foods until they emerge through a restriction or die at the 
discharge of the extruder. During extrusion cooking, the food 
products generally reach 120 to 180ºC but their residence 
time at these elevated temperatures is very short. Once the 
product emerges from the die, the rapid drop in pressure 
causes the superheated water in the food to fl ash off and is 
the major reason for an expanded or puffed character. The 
operation of the cooking extruder has been summarized by 
Harper (1979) and Smith (1976).
 “The extrusion of food is a relatively new technology. 
Approximately 40 years ago, it was fi rst applied to the 
continuous kneading and forming of pasta at relatively 
low temperatures. In the mid 1940’s, extruders were used 
to cook cereal grains to make highly expanded snack 
foods. The fi rst application of extruders to precook blends 
of cereals and oil seeds came in the late 1940’s for the 
production of animal feeds having improved palatability and 
digestibility. From these original efforts have grown modern, 
high capacity, fl exible food extrusion processing systems. 
Recent applications of extrusion have been the production 
of blended foods, ready-to-eat (RTE) cereals, snack foods, 
textured vegetable protein, breadings, beverage bases, soup 
bases, pregelatinized starches, etc.
 “Extruders offer a signifi cant number of processing 
advantages which have been enumerated by Smith (1969). 
The cooking extruder achieves high productivity in a 
single processing step consisting of both cooking, forming 
and texturizing. The ability of extruders to handle a wide 
variety of raw ingredients and processing conditions well 
documented and has led to a multiplicity of food products. 
The high temperature-short residence time processing 
results in a benefi cial heat treatment of foods that denatures 
enzyme systems which cause rancidity or loss of palatability, 
inactivates antinutritional factors occurring in many raw 
oil seeds and pasteurizes the fi nished product. This high 
temperature heating also cooks the products, rendering the 
starch and protein constituents more easily digestible.
 “Classifi cation of Extruders
 “Functional characteristics
 “The systematic classifi cation of cooking extruders 
based on their functional characteristics and the types of 
food products produced was fi rst done by Rossen and Miller 
(1973). A modifi ed version of their classifi cation is given in 
Table 1 with ranges and conditions being more specifi cally 
defi ned. A description of the categories of extruders 
developed as follows:
 “Low-Shear Cooking Extruders. High moisture food 
products such as precooked doughs are prepared on extruders 
which have moderate shear, high compression to enhance 
mixing and grooved barrels to prevent slip at the barrel wall. 
Heat can be applied to the barrel or screw to heat the product 
since little viscous dissipation of mechanical energy occurs 
due to the relatively low viscosity of the materials being 
extruded.

 “Collet Extruders. Rapid viscous dissipation of the 
mechanical energy input to the short screw (L/D approx. 
3:1) occurs in the collet extruder because of the relatively 
high shear in the shallow fl ights of the screw operating in a 
grooved barrel to prevent slip at the walls. Collet extruders 
normally extrude dry feed materials (< 15%), and heat them 
rapidly to temperatures exceeding 175ºC so the starch is 
gelatinized and partially dextrinized, When this material 
exits the die, the rapid changes in pressure cause substantial 
expansion of the cooked piece resulting in a concurrent 
loss of moisture and the formation of a crisp, expanded 
curl or collet. The most common ingredient extruded is 
degerminated corn grits.
 “High-Shear Cooking Extruders. These extruders were 
designed to produce a large variety of precooked, gelatinized 
or heat treated food products having their tactile components 
restructured. Initially, plastic extruders with long barrels 
(L/D = 15-20:1), high compression ratios and the ability 
to heat or cool the product externally through the barrel 
were used. Such extruders provide a signifi cant operation 
capability, being able to accept a wide range of initial 
product moistures and ingredients along with an ability to 
control the desired processing conditions such as temperature 
and puffi ng. Product applications include RTE cereals, 
textured plant protein, blended foods and snacks.
 “High shear cooking extruders have been classifi ed 
as high temperature / short time (HTST) devices. In most 
applications, feed ingredients can be preheated with steam 
or hot water and then processed through the high shear 
cooking extruder to further work the product and to increase 
its temperature rapidly. Nearly instantaneous cooling occurs 
once the product leaves the die, which when coupled with 
the short residence time in the screw, results in the HTST 
designation.”
 An illustration shows a cross section of a typical 
extrusion cooker. Address: Prof., Dep. of Agricultural & 
Chemical Engineering, Colorado State Univ., Fort Collins, 
CO 80523.

3813. Hildebrand, D.F.; Orf, J.H.; Hymowitz, T. 1980. 
Inheritance of an acid phosphatase and its linkage with the 
Kunitz trypsin inhibitor in seed protein of soybeans. Crop 
Science 20(1):83-85. Jan/Feb. [13 ref]
• Summary: “A soybean seed acid phosphatase exists in the 
germplasm in three different electrophoretic forms,” which 
are inherited. Address: Dep. of Agronomy, Univ. of Illinois, 
Urbana, IL 61801.

3814. Jansen, G. Richard. 1980. The nutritional advantages 
of extruded foods. In: Amara Bhumiratana, ed. 1980. 
Proceedings: ASEAN Workshop on Extruder Technology. 
Bangkok, Thailand: Kasetsart University. xiv + 249 p. See p. 
35-60. [18 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Specifi cations for 
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extruded Corn-Soy Blend and Corn-Soy Milk. Evaluation of 
LEC-CSB. Potential impact of LEC-CSB. Nutritional issues. 
Evaluation of full-fat soy fl our. Conclusions.
 “It is concluded that cereal legume blends, such as 
corn/soy blend made on a low-cost extruder (LEC-CSB) 
and fortifi ed with vitamins and minerals have signifi cant 
nutritional advantages in supplemental feeding of vulnerable 
groups such as pre-school children and pregnant / lactating 
women.
 “The LEC-CSB supplies much needed food energy and 
also improved diet quality in terms of protein, essential fatty 
acids and a broad range of vitamins and minerals. The blend 
can be used in many local recipes as either a cereal or the 
local pulse.
 “When used as a gruel or porridge, LEC-CSB has been 
demonstrated to have signifi cant advantages over unextruded 
raw cereal or raw cereal/ legume blends. The low cost 
extrusion process results in an ‘instant’ cereal product that 
can be used without additional cooking, thus conserving 
home cooking fuel that may be in short supply. Although 
it is recommended that the water used in making a gruel 
be boiled, less fuel is needed to boil water and add to the 
dry product as compared to the fuel needed to cook a gruel 
suffi ciently to gelatinize the starch. If the gruel is cooked, 
however, the LEC-CSB product results in a gruel with a 
considerable increase in calorie and nutrient densities as 
compared to cooked gruels made from raw cereals or cereal 
blends.
 “Nitrogen balance studies carried out in young children 
have confi rmed the high nutritional value of LEC-CSB when 
made from 70% degermed corn and 30% dehulled soybeans. 
It is recommended that, with a few minor modifi cations 
that have been discussed, the specifi cations for vitamin and 
mineral levels in Title II blended foods be used for LEC 
blended foods. It is also recommended that in order to keep 
the protein level in the product high enough in quality as 
well as quantity and to keep the energy and linoleic acid 
levels high, that corn soy blends continue to include 30% 
soybeans. It is further recommended that until additional 
human data become available, both the corn and soybeans, 
used in making blended foods intended to be fed to pre-
school children, should be dehulled.”
 Contains 12 tables. Address: Dep. of Food Science and 
Nutrition, Colorado State Univ.

3815. Lee, Richard D. 1980. Information regarding soybean 
oil. In: Amara Bhumiratana, ed. 1980. Proceedings: ASEAN 
Workshop on Extruder Technology. Bangkok, Thailand: 
Kasetsart University. xiv + 249 p. See p. 126-40.
• Summary: “Soybean oil has a long history of edible usage 
and currently is the number one oil in the World from the 
standpoint of volume going into edible products. The oil 
is hydrogenated for use in margarines or solid shortenings. 
Recently there has been a tremendous surge of interest la 

direct use of soybean oil as a liquid shortening. Several 
factors are responsible for this. First, it is far simpler to 
handle a liquid shortening in commercial practice than it is 
to handle a solid. This improved ease of handling is certainly 
an asset of soybean oil over the conventional hydrogenated 
shortenings.
 “Medically, other developments have given impetus 
to the use of soybean oil for shortening purposes. 
Atherosclerosis is a form of heart disease in which the fl ow 
of blood through the vessels becomes impaired because 
of deposition of fatty material on the walls of the blood 
vessels. Blood pressure goes up and the resultant back 
pressure puts a real strain on the heart. This fatty deposit 
consists of cholesterol, a sterol commonly present in 
meat products and animal fats, together with fatty acids 
derived from fats ingested in the diet. Higher melting solid 
fats such as butter, tallow, lard, coconut oil, palm oil and 
hydrogenated shortenings tend to give rather high melting 
cholesterol fat derivatives which are diffi cult to emulsify and 
remove from the system. It has been found experimentally 
that if liquid fats such as soybean oil are added to the diet 
the resulting high melting cholesterol deposit is replaced 
by a softer cholesterol fatty acid complex which is more 
readily emulsifi ed, removed from the blood system, and 
metabolized. Experimentally, patients suffering from 
atherosclerosis have been relieved of the most serious 
symptoms simply by feeding of a liquid oil and cutting 
down the solid fat intake. For this purpose a number of oils 
such as corn oil, sunfl ower oil, sesame oil, soybean oil, and 
others are apparently about equally effective. Soybean oil 
among these different products has the virtue of most readily 
available supply and lowest average price.
 “To indicate the differences in composition which are 
of importance for reducing a high blood pressure associated 
with atherosclerosis, listed below a comparison of the 
composition of soybean oil, lard, edible tallow, coconut and 
palm. The saturated acids typically melt in the range from 
140 to 1600F and far above body temperature of 99º. The 
unsaturated acids typically melt at very low temperatures 
in the neighborhood of -40ºF. It is easy to see then why the 
saturated or solid acids should give high melting cholesterol 
deposits and the unsaturated or liquid acids give low melting 
cholesterol deposits.” Address: Phil-Asia Food Industries 
Corp., 11th Floor, R. Magsaysay Center, 1680 Roxas 
Building, Manila, Philippines.

3816. Trisnamurti, Roy H.; Mochtar, M.; Yudha M., Adin; 
Roestamsjah, -. 1980. Country report–Recent activities on 
extruder technology in Indonesia. In: Amara Bhumiratana, 
ed. 1980. Proceedings: ASEAN Workshop on Extruder 
Technology. Bangkok, Thailand: Kasetsart University. xiv + 
249 p. See p. 141-75. [5 ref]
• Summary: “I. Introduction: One of the national problems 
in Indonesia is protein calorie malnutrition which is due to 
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the fact that the rate of food production is not in proportion 
with the rate of population growth. Nowadays, the average 
protein consumption in Indonesia is about 41 grams per 
person per day (ppd). According to the national development 
target, the amount should be 55 grams ppd, consisting of 75 
percent vegetable protein and 25 percent animal protein (Lie, 
et al 1977). Thus, the vegetable protein is considered to be 
very important in solving the protein defi ciency problem by 
producing the low cost high protein-rich foods for the low 
socio-economic groups. Soybean, peanut, mungbean and 
legumes have been utilized as protein sources, while corn, 
rice or cassava have been utilize as carbohydrate sources. 
The role of soybean in traditional food preparation, such as 
for tempe, is well known in Indonesia.
 “Recent advances in food technology, especially the 
development of extruded-expanded products, should be 
taken into consideration (Young, et al, 1979). It has been 
shown that a mixture of soybean and corn can give a higher 
protein quality than the individual component. The end result 
was nutritionally adequate and acceptable. The process, 
however, although feasible, was too expensive. Thus, simple 
extrusion cooking offered a promising opportunity (Bressani, 
et al 1978).
 “In solving malnutrition problems, it is important to 
emphasize the production of infant food, which meets the 
standard requirement. Therefore, it is important to carry 
out a study on the development of protein–rich formulated 
food, which is feasible on the production scale. Although the 
extruder is capable of handling a variety of ingredients, the 
processing conditions need to be explored and standardized 
with respect to both equipment and ingredients. A study of 
the matter was done by using as extruder cooker, the Dyason 
Grain Expander DE–301. Other aspects should be taken into 
account such as that of fi nding a suitable packaging method, 
that will protect the stuff from the environment for a certain 
period of time and at a low cost.
 “Recent Activities On Extruder Technology In 
Indonesia: In Indonesia, activities on extruder technology 
can be observed at two institutes, the Bogor Institute of 
Agriculture, Bogor, and the National Institute for Chemistry, 
Bandung.” Address: National Inst. for Chemistry, Indonesian 
Inst. of Sciences.

3817. Kalish, Jon. 1980. Let ‘em eat tofu. Soho Weekly 
News. Feb. 6. p. 5.
• Summary: “This spring a dozen schools with heavy 
populations of Seventh-day Adventists, observant Jews and 
Muslims (all of whom follow strict dietary laws regarding 
meat) will be served meals prepared with tofu. Initially 
the experiment will involve about 2,000 kids. The New 
England Soy Dairy has already begun teaching school lunch 
personnel how to prepare tofu burgers, tofu fi sh cakes, tofu 
egg salad, and tofu Parmesan.” Tofu is also served in schools 
in Rochester, New York, and Santa Barbara, California.

3818. Soothill, J.F. 1980. Elimination diets in childhood. 
British Medical Journal 280(6211):401-02. Feb. 9. [2 ref]
• Summary: Part of the controversy on the value of soy in 
elimination diets. Address: Dep. of Immunology, Inst. of 
Child Health, London WC1N 1EH, England.

3819. Bright-See, Elizabeth; Hope, Jane. 1980. Nutrition 
matters. Times Colonist (Victoria, British Columbia, 
Canada). Feb. 21. p. 22.
• Summary: This is a positive article, mostly about the 
nutritional benefi ts of tofu. Consumers are now “interested in 
‘healthy’ food products, particularly those of plant origin.
 “Because tofu blends so well with spices, the recipe 
possibilities are endless. It’s a good substitute for higher-
priced cheeses in lasagne, pizzas or grilled cheese 
sandwiches (top with a tomato slice and a few herbs).”
 Tofu can also be used to make delicious sweets such as 
tofu cheese cakes and many poultries.
 Tofu is sold in three forms: Firm tofu (which has the 
highest protein content), medium or regular tofu and soft 
tofu. Tofu retails for about $0.80 per pound.
 Since tofu is perishable, keep it refrigerated and use it 
within a week.
 “Watch out for two other imported soy products–
Indonesia’s Tempeh and Japan’s Miso, to start making 
healthy headroads.” Address: 1. PhD, prof. of nutrition at 
Univ. of Toronto; (2) B.A., R.P.Dt, home economist and 
nutrition consultant.

3820. Backhus-Stomquist, Sarah. 1980. Soybeans for birth 
control. Soycraft (Colrain, Massachusetts) 1(2):8. Winter.
• Summary: “A research scientist at Sweden’s Lund 
University has developed a new and possibly safer birth 
control pill based on the natural hormone, estradiol, derived 
from soybeans. Prof. Birger Astedt said research indicates 
that estradiol does not cause the type of blood-clotting 
complications that have been associated with synthetic 
estrogens used in standard oral contraceptives. He said the 
synthetic estrogens interfere with blood coagulation and 
increase the risk of thrombosis, or blood clots.
 “Astedt said that while the new pill is safer in this 
regard, it still produces other common side effects, 
such as headaches and weight gain associated with oral 
contraception.
 “Astedt and his team tested the new pill on 200 women 
in Sweden during a two-year period ending last year. As no 
one became pregnant, Astedt believes the soybean-based 
pill’s effectiveness is now proven.” Address: Stockholm, 
Sweden.

3821. Bajjalieh, N.; Orf, J.H.; Hymowitz, T.; Jensen, A.H. 
1980. Response of young chicks to raw, defatted, Kunitz 
trypsin inhibitor variant soybeans as sources of dietary 
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protein. Poultry Science 59(2):328-32. Feb. [14 ref]
• Summary: The soybeans fed have lower trypsin-inhibitor 
activities than typical U.S. soybeans. Address: Univ. of 
Illinois, Urbana, IL.

3822. Bhumiratana, A.; Flegel, T.W.; Glinsukon, T.; 
Somporan, W. 1980. Isolation and analysis of molds from 
soy sauce koji in Thailand. Applied and Environmental 
Microbiology 39(2):430-35. Feb. [12 ref]
• Summary: Studies to modernize the soy sauce fermentation 
industry in Thailand began in 1978 when a locally isolated 
Aspergillus strain was recommended for use in soy sauce 
factories because it was a high protease producer, it was free 
of afl atoxin and other toxins, and it produced good taste and 
aroma in the fi nal fermentation product.
 This paper was fi rst published in 1979 by the Inst. of 
Food Research and Product Development, Kasetsart Univ., 
Bangkok. Address: 1. Dep. of Mcrobiology, Faculty of 
Science, Mahidol Univ., Bangkok, Thailand.

3823. Fox, Madeline. 1980. Bringing tofu in the front door: 
An approach to institutional marketing. Soycraft (Colrain, 
Massachusetts) 1(2):34-35. Winter.
• Summary: “Many of us in the tofu industry have pondered 
the ways and means of marketing, such as, health foods 
market or chain stores, packaged tofu or bulk, and should 
we pursue the institutional market. This market of hospitals, 
colleges, nursing homes, and others, is one where we know 
tofu could fl ourish for reasons of its healthfulness, versatility, 
nutritional profi le, and low cost. In a business that’s ruled by 
budgets and setbacks, as the institutional fi eld is, a food that 
can help cut costs and create a better diet is in great demand. 
Rising costs have made many institutions more aware of the 
urgency of fi nding low-cost but high quality foods.
 “At New England Soy Dairy we decided to plant the 
tofu seed in institutions and to create a demand for the 
product through teaching them to become familiar with 
tofu. We were timid at fi rst because of our nonexistent track 
record and we found ourselves caught in the Side-Door 
Syndrome. This began fi rst with the food buyer, to whom we 
gave samples, recipes, and literature, only to have him send 
us to the food service supervisor (head cook). We once again 
handed him samples and our materials but learned he felt his 
hands were tied and we should see the dietician. We went 
through our spiel with her; she approved, but sent us back to 
the food buyer again. This is time-consuming, costly, with 
meager results, and just a little frustrating.
 “We were fortunate in meeting Helene Rocket, a 
dietician at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst. 
She had experience in the health foods fi eld; she had an 
understanding of institutional-style recipes, and a good 
working knowledge of food preparatory techniques. Ms. 
Rocket was instrumental in our developing a professional 
approach to the institutional market, most notably in our 

marketing package. This is a package that we can distribute 
at one time to the food buyer, the food service supervisor, 
and the dietician. This is what it contains: (1) a separate 
cover letter to each department that addresses its specifi c 
needs and viewpoint; (2) thirty recipes scaled up in quantities 
of fi fty, one hundred, and two hundred, with a nutritional 
breakdown for each; (3) three categories for tofu are 
presented, including tofu in the salad bar, tofu as the main 
course, and tofu as an extender with other protein foods; 
(4) a cost comparison between tofu and beef, chicken, eggs, 
and cheese; (5) a nutritional comparison chart for tofu, 
beef, chicken, cheese, and cottage cheese; (6) newspaper 
and magazine articles about the soyfoods movement 
that emphasize the irresistibility of tofu as a food of the 
future; and (7) a special section devoted to the digestibility 
and utilization of tofu in special diets, including lactose 
intolerance, diabetes, hyperglycemia, high blood pressure, 
weight control, and heart problems.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2014) that 
contains the term “soyfoods movement.”
 “Many of our prospective institutional accounts include 
hospitals, convalescent homes, out-patient clinics, and senior 
citizen food services. Tofu greets these people as a fl exible 
and inexpensive alternative to their costly special diets, and 
I would like to relate here a few of our successes. This past 
summer, Silers Corporation, a food service company near 
Boston, that deals with hospitals and nursing homes, sent a 
nutritionist intern out to our area for a summer project. Her 
goal was to see how tofu would fi t into the hospital context. 
The intern developed tofu recipes and tested their popularity 
among staff and patients (with a positive outcome) and 
wrote a report about her fi ndings. We are encouraged that a 
company such as Silers saw enough future in tofu to spend 
time and money on this exploratory project; they now have 
several institutional tofu customers.
 “Recently we were asked to conduct tofu demonstrations 
for the Food Service supervisor for the elementary 
schools, New York City Board of Education...” Address: 
Marketing Director, New England Soy Dairy, Greenfi eld, 
Massachusetts.

3824. Hagele, George. 1980. New soy products on the 
market: Pro-Nuts. Soycraft (Colrain, Massachusetts) 1(2):12. 
Winter.
• Summary: “Pro-Nuts are the super nut that is not a nut, 
or a super soybean that thinks it’s a nut. It is the greatest 
snack food to hit the market in many years. Pro-Nuts are a 
new soybean product resulting from three years of research 
and development of a proprietary and unique processing 
technique applied to soybeans.
 “Pro-Nuts are specially selected strains of soybeans 
that have had the size, shape, and texture altered without the 
use of solvents, chemicals, adulterants, or additives. During 
the course of the processing, the traditional soybean fl avor 
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is removed, and the carbohydrate, stachyose, is removed, 
thereby eliminating the fl atulence factor in soybeans. The 
enzyme lipase is inactivated thereby increasing the shelf life 
to eight to ten months before rancidity develops.
 “Pro-Nuts contain the full fat content of the 
soybean–19.5% oil–and come in six fl avors with just the 
right amount of seasoning to coat the soybeans. Pro-Nuts 
contain: 47.4% protein with a Protein Effi ciency Ratio of 2.1 
(85% of casein); 19.5% fat (88% polyunsaturated); pepsin 
digestibility 93.81%; carbohydrates 23.5%; calories 129 per 
ounce; fi ber 3.81%; ash 3.73%. Four and one half ounces 
of Pro-Nuts provides 100% of the protein RDA.” Address: 
Hagele’s Diversifi ed Products, RR #1, Box 93, Hazleton, 
Iowa 50641.

3825. Leviton, Richard. 1980. Sanitary practices and 
soyfoods production. Soycraft (Colrain, Massachusetts) 
1(2):24-31. Winter. [8 ref]
• Summary: Discusses: Bacteria, on overview. Six 
bacterial families. The view from the health department: 
“In Massachusetts the following serve as guidelines for 
evaluating tofu: 1. Total plate count: no more than 100,000 
colonies/gm product. 2. Total coliform: no more than 100 
colonies/gm product. 3. Staphylococcus: no “coagulase 
positive” Staph. Coagulase negative Staph. do not cause 
food poisoning. 4. Minimal enteric (human intestinal) 
bacteria, e.g. Escherichia coli. 5. Zero or very low product 
tolerance for pathogenic organisms, depending on the 
type, e.g. Salmonella, Klebsiella, Shigella. 6. Holding 
temperature of product less than 40ºF or greater than 150ºF.” 
These are compared with milk standards. Recommended 
building, fl oor, and drain specifi cations are discussed. For 
unpasteurized tofu, the Massachusetts Dept. of Public Health 
recommends a 7-8 day shelf life, and would like to see (1) a 
maximum allowable bacterial count established for soyfoods, 
and (2) what are the ideal lowest counts achievable under 
good manufacturing practices.
 Setting up an in-house sanitation laboratory. Last 
summer New England Soy Dairy employed Amy Braveman, 
an undergraduate in microbiology and chemistry at the 
Univ. of Mass. to set up such a lab. Details and photos are 
given. Typical pH values on the soymilk production line are: 
bean soak water 6.5, slurry 6.7, soymilk 6.6, tofu curds 5.9. 
Actual plate count and coliform count for various pieces of 
equipment and stages in the tofu manufacturing process are 
given. Phase II of the companies total sanitation program is 
discussed. Address: Colrain, Massachusetts.

3826. Liu, T.Y.; Chen, H.J. 1980. Antioxidant from 
fermented black soybean (Abstract). J. of the American 
Oil Chemists’ Society 57(2):182A. Feb. (ISF/AOCS World 
Congress–Abstracts of Papers).
• Summary: Toshi, a product of black soybeans fermented 
by Aspergillus oryzae, is widely used as a seasoning in 

Chinese cuisine, as with steamed fi sh and spareribs. Address: 
Food Industry Research & Development Inst., P.O. Box 246, 
Hsinchu, Taiwan.

3827. Lu, J.Y.; Carter, Eloise.; Chung, R.A. 1980. Use 
of calcium salts for soybean curd preparation. J. of Food 
Science 45(1):32-34. Jan/Feb. [9 ref]
• Summary: Adding the coagulant is a delicate step in the 
preparation of soybean curd. The most widely used calcium 
salt is calcium sulfate. In this study the use of other calcium 
salts (calcium chloride, calcium lactate, calcium acetate, 
calcium carbonate, calcium phosphate, calcium hydroxide, 
calcium gluconate) and two noncalcium coagulants 
(glucono-delta-lactone and acetic acid) were investigated.
 Calcium acetate received the highest taste panel scores; 
glucono-delta-lactone got the lowest. Address: Food Science 
and Nutrition Dep., Tuskegee Inst., Tuskegee, Alabama 
36088.

3828. Ohta, Naokazu; Kuwata, G.; Akahori, H.; Watanabe, 
T. 1980. Isolation of a new isofl avone acetyl glucoside, 
6”-O-acetyl genistin, from soybeans. Agricultural and 
Biological Chemistry 44(2):469-70. Feb. [6 ref]
• Summary: The authors isolated and characterized a 
new soy isofl avone, described as an unknown isofl avone 
(compound V) in the July 1979 issue of this journal. It is 
6”-O-acetyl genistin. Its chemical structure is also given. 
Address: 1. Dep. of Food Science, Kumamoto Women’s 
Univ., Kumamoto; 2. Research Inst., Morinaga & Co., 
Ltd., Yokohama; 3. Faculty of Agriculture, Kyushu Univ., 
Fukuoka. All: Japan.

3829. Raicht, Robert F.; Cohen, B.I.; Fazzini, E.P.; Sarwal, 
A.N.; Takahashi, M. 1980. Protective effect of plant sterols 
against chemically induced colon tumors in rats. Cancer 
Research 40(2):403-05. Feb. [23 ref]
• Summary: “Diets rich in vegetables are associated with 
a low incidence of colon cancer.” Plant sterols, abundant 
in vegetarian diets, may help to protect against and prevent 
tumor formation. Soybean sterol, Beta-sitosterol, was tested 
for its ability to reduce colon carcinogenesis. It was able 
to reduce the total number of benign and malignant tumors 
by 39%. Address: Dep. of Gastroenterology, Veterans 
Administration Medical Center, New York, New York 10010.

3830. Schuette, Sally A.; Zemel, M.B.; Linkswiler, H.M. 
1980. Studies on the mechanism of protein-induced 
hypercalciuria in older men and women. J. of Nutrition 
110(2):305-15. Feb. [40 ref]
• Summary: When urea and amino acids enter the kidneys 
on the way to elimination in urine, they cause not only the 
loss of excess water but also the excretion of large amounts 
of minerals. Address: Dep. of Nutritional Sciences, Univ. of 
Wisconsin, Madison, WI 53706.
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3831. Soycraft (Colrain, Massachusetts). 1980. Can 
soybeans prevent cancer? 1(2):4-5. Winter. [3 ref]
• Summary: Discusses Dr. Walter Troll’s research on 
protease inhibitors and rats.

3832. Strayer, George M. 1980. The battle of the coconut 
cow. The early days of the American soybean industry and 
its surprising similarity with today’s soyfoods movement. 
Soycraft (Colrain, Massachusetts) 1(2):50-53. Winter.
• Summary: Contains an excellent history of Strayer’s 
work with soybeans, and an early history of the American 
Soybean Association. So far as George has been able to 
determine, his father, Bert Strayer, “was the fi rst man west 
of the Mississippi River to use a combine on soybeans.” One 
had been used successfully the year before by the Garwood 
brothers in Illinois. “We worked with the International 
Harvester Company and bought the fi rst of their combines to 
be used on soybeans. It was a power take-off drive machine 
with a folding platform. The outer end of the cutting platform 
folded up so that the combine could be driven through farm 
gates. It was a machine designed for farm use on grains and 
for a one-man operation. We soon learned that on soybeans 
the operation was a two-man job–one man driving the tractor 
and keeping the cutting platform in the right position on the 
rows, while the other man controlled the cutting height while 
riding on the tractor platform.
 “For a period of several years, we had the only combine 
being used on soybeans in this entire area. The combine 
carried a tank, the top of which held about twenty-fi ve or 
thirty bushels that could be removed from the tank by driving 
a wagon or truck under the edge of the tank and pulling a 
lever which opened four holes along the tank bottom and 
allowed the soybeans to run out.”
 In Sept. 1927 George Strayer attended his fi rst meeting 
of the American Soybean Association, held at the University 
of Illinois. “One thing that sticks indelibly in my mind is 
a statement made by W.K. Kellogg, of Kellogg’s cereals, 
Battle Creek, Michigan. He said: ‘Some day people in the 
U.S. will realize how foolish it is to feed one hundred pounds 
of soybeans to livestock and get back a very small poundage 
of meat products which have a protein inferior to the protein 
fed to the livestock.”
 The “Battle of the coconut cow,” as Strayer calls the 
margarine-butter controversy, was the battle to get margarine 
legalized in America. First they had to work on the federal 
level, which took six years of cooperative work by the 
soybean, cotton and the margarine industries. “Then we went 
into fourteen different states to change the state laws. We 
were successful in getting a small tariff placed on coconut oil 
in favor of soybeans at the federal level.
 “In September 1940, the Board of Directors of the 
ASA met in Dearborn, Michigan and decided we needed a 
publication because here we are, growing soybeans all over 

the country, but who knows what’s going on, what’s being 
grown, the same thing soycrafters are now discussing. I 
took the job as editor of the Soybean Digest and we started 
out with sixteen pages and had a heck of a time fi nding 
advertising to support it. Before my career as editor ended, 
the magazine was going into seventy countries with as high 
as one hundred twenty pages per issue. It was designed 
for people who grew soybeans, giving them the kind of 
information soybean growers needed. And the growing 
association went just as far as we could in promotional and 
legislative work to protect the interests of soybean growers.
 “During the World War II period, the U.S. acreage in 
soybeans doubled, then redoubled, because we had been 
dependent on other areas of the world for our fats and oils, 
but the supply lines were cut off. At the end of the war we 
had far more soybeans than we could assimilate. Have you 
ever eaten white margarine? It tastes the same as yellow 
margarine, but doesn’t look nearly as good. Back then we 
had a federal law that said it was all right to make margarine, 
put it in a plastic bag, and put in a little capsule of yellow 
coloring matter which the consumer would work through 
the bag [by squeezing the bag innumerable times] to color 
the margarine. The legislation banning the sale of yellow 
margarine and making the sale of white margarine diffi cult 
went back to the days of the ‘coconut cow’ which had been 
a major issue before soybeans came into the picture to any 
extent. Right after the war we went to Washington [DC] 
and spent enough time there to have the federal margarine 
law changed to allow the manufacture and sale of colored 
margarine. Margarine is now in second place as a user 
of soybean oil in the U.S. and margarine consumption is 
approximately twice as much per capita as butter. When we 
were working on changing the law, it was the reverse.”
 “The German army had used soy protein during the war 
and issued a soybean cookbook to army chefs on how to use 
soy protein, soy fl our in army diets. Our basic answer was, 
yes, soy protein will eventually become a major part of the 
protein source for Germany, just as it will in much of the 
world.”
 “In 1955 I was asked to go to Japan to make a study of 
whether American soybean growers ought to be looking at 
Japan as a market for our beans. Keep in mind that soybeans 
came to us from the Orient and here we were talking about 
selling soybeans back to Japan. I spent seven weeks there 
and visited many miso, tofu, natto, kinako and tempeh [sic] 
plants, and I decided that, yes, there was a market. But the 
fi rst thing a Japanese buyer would tell me was, you can grow 
excellent soybeans in the U.S. but why do we get such poor 
quality beans from you? One of the fi rst things we did was 
change the federal grading standards in a manner which 
made it possible for the Japanese buyer to purchase soybeans 
on a federal grade that was meaningful. In 1956 I did the 
same job in ten countries of northern Europe and wherever 
I went, I heard the same story about poor quality soybeans. 
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At that time we were in the process of changing the grading 
standards through public hearings. Today more than fi fty 
percent of all soybeans grown in the U.S. go into the export 
market as raw soybeans, meal, or oil.
 “Prior to World War II we were not an exporter of 
soybeans. A quarter of my time between 1955 and 1967 was 
spent outside the U.S. contacting potential buyers; I also 
helped establish the Japanese-American Soybean Institute, 
an unheard of concept previously because [in Japan] the 
miso makers didn’t talk to the oil crushers or tofu makers. 
There was no liaison, no cooperation among the commodity 
groups–each operated independently.
 “Our fi rst job was to form this institute with 
representatives from each of the trade groups on the Board. 
Today Japan imports over one hundred million bushels of 
soybeans each year from us–our largest customer for U.S. 
soybeans outside our own country.
 “Soy protein is the most successful food ingredient 
in the world because it is the most nearly complete of all 
the known vegetable proteins. There is no other vegetable 
protein grown widely and in quantity that can begin to match 
soy protein, It is the most nearly balanced in the ten essential 
amino acids of any vegetable protein. When we talk about 
soy protein, we mean something that has a potential far 
beyond anything we have yet realized,...”
 Photos show: (1) George Strayer, happily lecturing. 
(2) A $75,000 grain combine, used to harvest soybeans. (3) 
Harvested soybeans being discharged into a waiting truck at 
a small New England farm. Address: President, Agricultural 
Exports, Hudson, Iowa.

3833. Verdeal, Kathey; Brown, R.R.; Richardson, T.; 
Ryan, D.S. 1980. Affi nity of phytoestrogens for estradiol 
binding proteins and effect of coumestrol on growth of 
7,12-dimethylbenz(a)anthracene-induced rat mammary 
tumors. J. of the National Cancer Institute 64(2):285-90. 
Feb. [25 ref]
• Summary: “A number of nonsteroidal estrogens, which 
are common naturally occurring substances in human 
foods, were examined for competitive binding to estrogen 
receptor proteins. These compounds bound competitively 
to estrogen receptor proteins in rat uterine cytosol, In tissue 
from 7,12-dimethyl-benz[a]anthracene (DMBA)-induced rat 
mammary tumors, and in human mammary tumor tissue.”
 The binding property of isofl avones to estrogen 
receptors in rats may reduce breast cancer, which is estrogen 
dependent. Address: 1, 3-4. Dep. of Food Science, Univ. of 
Wisconsin-Madison, Madison, Wisconsin 53706.

3834. Yankelovich, Skelly and White, Inc. 1980. 
Supermarket shoppers in a period of economic uncertainty: 
Third Woman’s day/FMI (Food Marketing Institute) family 
food study. New York, NY: Woman’s Day, and Food 
Marketing Institute. 104 p. Presented at the 1982 FMI 

Convention, Chicago, Illinois. 28 cm. *
• Summary: Of the men and women who participated in 
this study, 72% believed Americans were more interested 
in nutrition than they were only several years earlier. More 
importantly, 38% of respondents said that their families were 
eating more nutritiously.
 Contents: 1. Introduction and methodology. 2. The 
overview and major fi ndings. 3. The detailed fi ndings (A-L). 
Appendixes: A. The questionnaire. B. Description of indices. 
C. The sample.
 Talk with Erica Felman. 1991. Dec. 6. The above 
citation is correct. This was the last of the three studies 
commissioned by Woman’s Day and FMI; subsequent 
studies have been done using volunteer consumer/reader 
panels which are not randomly selected. Address: New York. 
Phone: 212-767-6366.

3835. Smith, Elspeth B. 1980. Atherogenicity and the 
supermarket shelf (Letters to the editor). Lancet i(8167):534. 
March 8. [9 ref]
• Summary: “Even if the Government issued specifi c 
recommendations–and I agree with Professor Ahrens that 
this would be premature and unwise–how is the housewife 
to know what to buy? Dr Ball would do the public a much 
greater service by campaigning for full and proper labelling 
of fats with the proportions of total saturated, long chain 
saturated, cis-cis linoleic, long-chain monoenes (erucic), 
and trans acids than by campaigning for destruction of the 
dairy industry which produces, in milk, the cheapest source 
of fi rst class protein available.” Address: Dep. of Chemical 
Pathology, Univ. of Aberdeen, AB9 2ZD [Scotland].

3836. Bodwell, C.; Satterlee, L.; Hackler, L. 1980. Protein 
digestibility of the same protein preparations by human 
and rat assays and by in vitro enzymic digestion methods. 
American J. of Clinical Nutrition 33(3):677-86. March. [33 
ref]
• Summary: “Abstract: The apparent and true digestibilities 
of the same preparations of six proteins (spray dried whole 
egg, cottage cheese, canned tuna, peanut fl our, soy isolate, 
and wheat gluten) were estimated in four to fi ve men and in 
rats and compared to estimates of digestibility from three 
different in vitro enzymic digestion procedures. For all six 
proteins, the correlation coeffi cient was 0.46 between true 
digestibility in humans and in rats; with values for tuna 
excluded, r = 0.96. With all six proteins, none of the in vitro 
values was signifi cantly correlated with values from humans 
or rats. However, with either the three animal proteins alone 
or the three plant proteins alone, correlations were high 
(r greater than 0.90) between one or more of the in vitro 
estimates and the observed true or apparent human and rat 
digestibilities. The differences in the relationship between 
enzymic digestion estimates and the human digestibility 
estimates for plant or animal proteins suggest that for 
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accurate prediction of protein digestibility in humans by 
these enzymic methods, different equations would have to 
be used for plant and animal proteins. For protein sources 
containing both plant and animal protein, use of the in 
vitro enzymic procedures would give only an approximate 
estimate of digestibility in humans.” Address: 1. USDA, 
Room 313, Building 308, BARC-East, Beltsville, Maryland 
20705.

3837. Hase, Saki; Yasui, Takeshi; Nagashima, Shigeru; Ohta, 
Teruo. 1980. Daizu chozô-chû no hinshitsu henka ni tsuite: 
Tôrui oyobi denpun no dôkô [Change in quality of soybeans 
during storage: Change in sugars and starch content]. 
Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the 
National Food Research Institute) No. 36. p. 7-13. March. 
[11 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: Soybeans imported from the United States 
(IOM = Indiana, Ohio, Michigan) and China, as well as two 
different kinds of soybeans grown in Japan for making natto 
were stored at different temperatures (15, 25 and 35ºC) and 
relative humidities (RH) (60, 70 and 80%).
 “Changes in the content of sugars and starches in these 
samples during storage were as follows: (1) All samples 
tested showed a similar pattern of change of sugars during 
storage.” (2) Under the conditions of 15ºC and 60 or 70% 
RH, virtually no change in sugars was observed during 
storage for 12 months. (3) A greater change was found at 
15ºC and 80% RH than at 25ºC and 60% RH. (4) An increase 
in raffi nose content concomitant with a decrease in stachyose 
content was clearly observed at 25ºC and 80% RH. (5) At the 
start of storage, the samples contained little low molecular 
weight sugars except pinitol, but the content of these sugars 
increased signifi cantly during storage. These sugars included 
such sugar alcohols as sorbitol and galactitol. Glucose and 
galactose showed only a slight increase. (6) No change in 
starch content “was detected in these samples except for 
the one Japanese sample which showed a decrease during 
storage at 25ºC and 35ºC.” Address: 1-3, 4 National Food 
Research Inst.; 4. Okame Natto.

3838. Lo, G.S.; Settle, S.L.; Steinke, F.H.; Hopkins, D.T. 
1980. Effect of soy polysaccharides fi ber (SPF) on lipid 
metabolism in rats. Federation Proceedings (FASEB) 
39(3):784 (Abst. #2735). March.
• Summary: These studies show that SPF lowers serum 
cholesterol and triglycerides of rats fed hypercholesterolemic 
diets but has only minimal effects on rats fed diets without 
added cholesterol. Address: 1-2. Ralston Purina Company, 
St. Louis, Missouri 63188.

3839. Marquard, R.; Schuster, W.; Jobehdar-Honarnejad, R. 
1980. Produktivitaet, Oel- und Eiweissqualitaet von sechs 
Sojabohnensorten in Anbauversuchen auf zwei deutschen 
Standorten [Productivity, and quality of oil and protein of 

six soybean varieties in cultivation studies at two German 
locations]. Fette, Seifen, Anstrichmittel 82(3):89-93. March. 
[9 ref. Ger; eng]
• Summary: The six soybean varieties were: Caloria and 
Gieso (Germany). Altona (Canada). Merit and Beeson 
(USA). F 66/602 (Romania). The two locations were: 
Gross-Gerau (Rhein-Main Region) and Rauisch-Holzhausen 
(20 km east of Marburg [today’s Maribor in Slovenia], a 
relatively cool place at the foot of the Vogelsberg mountains 
in Hesse). The two locations had distinctly different soil 
and climatic conditions. Although the protein content varied 
signifi cantly, the oil content was almost constant. Address: 
1-2. Institut fuer Pfl anzenbau und Pfl anzenzuechtung, 
Ludwigstrasse 23, 6300 Giessen, West Germany; 3. Tehran, 
Iran.

3840. Taira, Harue; Taira, Hirokadzu; Kokubu, Yoshijiro; 
Otake, Shigeto. 1980. Shihan (Murasaki han?) byôkin 
ni yoru higai daizu no kakô tekisei [Suitability for food 
processing of purple specked soybean seeds caused by 
Cercospora kikuchii]. Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo Kenkyu 
Hokoku (Report of the National Food Research Institute) No. 
36. p. 14-20. March. [7 ref. Jap; eng]
Address: National Food Research Inst. (Shokuhin Sogo 
Kenkyujo), Kannon-dai 2-1-2, Yatabe-machi, Tsukuba-gun, 
Ibaraki-ken 305, Japan.

3841. Tsai, Alan C.; Mott, E.; Owen, G.M.; Lo, G.S.; 
Steinke, F.H. 1980. Effect of a fi ber-rich soybean product 
on fecal moisture, mineral excretion, glucose tolerance 
and serum parameters in humans (Abstract). Federation 
Proceedings (FASEB) 39(3):659 (Abst. #2083). April 13-18.
• Summary: In a diet-controlled study, 14 male college 
students were randomly assigned to two groups for 17 
days. One group was fed a fi ber-rich soy product containing 
73.5% fi ber. The fi ber-rich product signifi cantly increased 
fecal water content and did not change fecal excretion of 
nitrogen, calcium, phosphorus, magnesium, iron, zinc, and 
copper, total serum cholesterol (Ch), triacylglycerol (TG), 
levels of Ch and TG in chylomicron, VLDL, LDL and HDL, 
fasting serum glucose, and 20 other commonly tested serum 
parameters. In an oral glucose tolerance test, addition of 15 
gm of the fi ber source to the glucose solution signifi cantly 
prevented the downward rebound of serum glucose at 120 
and 180 minutes after dosing. Consumption of the fi ber 
also appeared to lower serum insulin levels at 30, 60, and 
120 minutes during the same test. No undesirable effects 
(physiological or clinical) were observed.
 This study suggests that this fi ber-rich soy product may 
have benefi cial effects on sugar metabolism and bowel habit 
in humans. Address: Univ. of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI 
48109; and Ralston Purina Co., St. Louis, Missouri 63188.

3842. Schuster, E.M.; Bodwell, C.E. 1980. Phytic acid 
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content of thirty-two commercial soy products (Abstract). 
Federation Proceedings (FASEB) 39(3):659 (Abst. #2084). 
April 13-18.
• Summary: Several studies have suggested that cereal 
phytate or added phytic acid may decrease retention or 
absorption of specifi c minerals in humans. The authors 
analyzed 15 soy isolate products, 4 soy concentrates, 5 soy 
fl ours, and 8 textured soy protein products. The mean and 
range values (in gm of phytic acid per 100 gm of product) 
were as follows: Soy isolates 1.27 (range 0.97 to 1.69); 
concentrates 1.38 (1.21 to 1.72); textured soy protein 
products (1.46) 1.19 to 1.63; soy fl ours 1.47 (1.30 to 1.63).
 When the results were expressed on a basis of gm of 
phytic acid per 100 gms of protein (N x 6.25) values ranged 
from 1.1 to 3.3. (Supported in part by a grant from the 
American Soybean Association Research Foundation, St. 
Louis, Missouri). Address: Protein Nutrition Lab. Nutrition 
Iant., USDA, Beltsville, Maryland 20705.

3843. Altman, R.F.A.; Schaeffer, G.M.V.; Salles, C.A.; 
Ramos de Souza, A.S.; Cotias, P.M.T. 1980. Phospholipids 
associated with vitamin C in experimental atherosclerosis. 
Arzneimittel Forschung = Drug Research (Germany) 
30(I/4):627-30. April. [50 ref. Eng; ger]
• Summary: Atherosclerosis was induced in rabbits by 
means of diet. “The resolution of atheromatous plaques by 
phospholipid infusions was repeatedly and convincingly 
demonstrated by various authors (1, 2, 3, 10, 18, 26, 27, 32, 
39, 40, 48). The polyunsaturated (“essential”) phospholipids 
(EPL) appeared more active than the saturated ones (1, 2).” 
“The EPL consist of polyunsaturated soybean phosphatidyl 
choline with a high content of linoleic acid in the beta-
position.”
 “The results obtained securely confi rm the prophylactic 
and therapeutic value of i.v. applied phospholipids in 
experimental atherosclerosis. Moreover, it could be stated 
that vitamin C alone exerts positively a favourable action. 
Surprisingly the association of the two substances exceeds 
the limits of activity of the separately applied components. 
For this reason, the oral application of vitamin C should 
be warmly recommended in the clinical treatment of 
atherosclerosis by phospholipid infusions.”
 Lexinol/Cal, ALC SPC-emulsion in glucose. Address: 
From the former Lab. of Chemotherapy, Instituto Oswaldo 
Cruz, and from the Dep. of Research, Instituto Abreu Fialho, 
Santa Casa de Miseridordia, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.

3844. Campbell-Platt, Geoffrey. 1980. African locust bean 
(Parkia species) and its West African fermented food product 
dawadawa. Ecology of Food and Nutrition 9(2):123-32. 
April. [71 ref]
• Summary: “In West Africa, from Gambia to Cameroun, the 
beans of the Savannah species, Parkia Biglobosa are widely 
fermented to the traditional dawadawa, while the traditional 

pericarp pulp is eaten as a fresh food, dozim.
 “Small quantities of dawadawa are used as a protein- 
and fat-rich fl avoursome ingredient in the traditional soups 
and stews eaten in West Africa. It contributes useful amounts 
of lysine and ribofl avin, which are defi cient in the diet in the 
region.

“Dawadawa is an interesting example of the use of food 
fermentation as a low-cost method of preservation.”
 A large map (p. 124) shows the distribution of Parkia 
species worldwide; they grow in the tropics near the equator. 
Address: Dep. of Nutrition and Food Science, Univ. of 
Ghana, Legon, Ghana.

3845. Elinson, Paul; Neustadter, L.M.; Moncman, M.G. 
1980. Nutritional osteomalacia (Letter to the editor). 
American J. of Diseases of Children 134(4):427. April. [1 
ref]
• Summary: This letter describes the case of a 25-year-old 
woman with nutritional osteomalacia, including a pigeon 
chest (sharp projection of the sternum). The diagnosis was 
vegetarian osteomalacia secondary to inadequate diet, 
lack of exposure to sunlight, and persistent lactation. The 
authors believe that the vegan diet which they describe, 
with soy substitution, is inadequate to prevent metabolic 
bone disease in adults as well as in children. Address: 
Philadelphia College of Osteopathic Medicine 4150 City 
Ave. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19131.

3846. Food Processing (Chicago). 1980. Soy fi ber 
concentrate aids in producing foods that meet nutritional 
guidelines: Ingredient permits calorie and fat reduction and 
increase in fi ber. April. p. 44-46. Foods of Tomorrow section.
• Summary: This soy fi ber concentrate, named Fitrate, 
is now available in pilot-plant quantities. Commercial 
quantities are expected to be available in the fall of 1980. 
For more information contact Dawson Food Ingredients, 
Subsidiary of Dawson Mills, 7901 Flying Cloud Drive, 
Minneapolis, Minnesota.
 Note: The main ingredient in Fitrate is the dietary fi ber 
left over after making soy protein isolates. A table compares 
its composition with that of soy bran, wheat bran, citrus fi ber, 
and Solka-fl oc.

3847. Fowler, L.G. 1980. Substitution of soybean and 
cottonseed products for fi sh meal in diets fed to chinook and 
coho salmon. Progressive Fish-Culturist 42(2):87-91. April. 
[16 ref]
• Summary: Feeding trials were conducted with chinook 
salmon and coho salmon “to determine whether full-fat 
soybeans, commercial dehulled soybean meal, or solvent-
extracted cottonseed meal could be used in an Abernathy 
diet as a partial replacement for fi sh meal with limited 
supplementation.”
 Inclusion of full-fat soybeans in the diets markedly 
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reduced weight gain and increased mortalities. Commercial 
soybean meal reduced weight gains in both species of 
salmon. The reason for the inadequacies of the soybean 
products was not determined.
 Note: It is suggested that the soybean meal be given 
various heat treatments and be supplemented with various 
amino acids (such as methionine and/or cystine) to determine 
which works best for different fi sh species. Address: U.S. 
Fish and Wildlife Service, Abernathy Salmon Cultural 
Development Center, Longview, Washington 98632.

3848. Lorenz, K.; Jansen, G.R.; Harper, J. 1980. Nutrient 
stability of full-fat soy fl our and corn-soy blends produced 
by low-cost extrusion. Cereal Foods World 25(4):161-62, 
171-72. April. [6 ref]
• Summary: “Abstract: Full-fat soy fl our (FFSF) and corn-
soy blends were extruded with the Brady and Insta-Pro 
extruders. Antitrypsin activity in FFSF decreased with 
increasing extrusion temperature and with addition of small 
quantities of water during extrusion. Urease activity was 
more easily destroyed than antitrypsin activity and was a 
less adequate indicator of the effectiveness of heat treatment 
of soybeans. Extrusion at 143ºC produced the highest 
FFSF protein effi ciency ratio (1.94), compared with 2.3 for 
casein...” Address: 1-2. Dep. of Food Science and Nutrition; 
3. Dep. of Agricultural and Chemical Engineering. All: 
Colorado State Univ., Fort Collins, CO.

3849. Marquard, R.; Schuster, W. 1980. Protein- und 
Fettgehalte des Kornes sowie Fettsaeuremuster und 
Tokopherolgehalte des Oeles bei Sojabohnensorten von 
stark differenzierten Standorten [Protein and fat content of 
the seed and fatty acid pattern and tocopherol content of the 
oil of soybean varieties from distinctly different locations]. 
Fette, Seifen, Anstrichmittel 82(4):137-42. April. [17 ref. 
Ger; eng]
• Summary: “The investigations were carried out on material 
from fi ve soybean varieties that were grown for two years at 
locations in Federal Republic of Germany, Austria, Turkey 
and Tunisia. Considerable differences were observed in 
protein and fat content, depending on variety, location and 
annual climatic conditions. The fatty acid composition 
of the oil was mainly infl uenced by location. Differences 
in tocopherol content of the oil resulted apparently from 
complex action of various factors.” Address: Institut fuer 
Pfl anzenbau und Pfl anzenzuechtung, Ludwigstrasse 23, 6300 
Giessen, West Germany.

3850. Steinkraus, Keith H. 1980. Guideline for the 
production of soybean milk and soybean curd at the village 
level. Food and Nutrition Bulletin (United Nations Univ.) 
2(2):29-30. April.
• Summary: A step-by-step guide to making each product 
using simple equipment. Address: Cornell Univ., Geneva, 

New York.

3851. Topping, David L.; Storer, G.B.; Calvert, G.D.; Illman, 
R.J.; Oakenfull, D.G.; Weller, R.A. 1980. Effects of dietary 
saponins on fecal bile acids and neutral sterols, plasma lipids 
and lipoprotein turnover in the pig. American J. of Clinical 
Nutrition 33(4):783-86. April. [30 ref]
• Summary: In four young mature male pigs, soya saponins 
were found to enhance secretion of bile acids and neutrol 
sterols. The possible role of saponin-containing foods in 
the control of plasma cholesterol in humans is discussed. 
Address: CSIRO Div. of Human Nutrition, Kintore 
Ave., Adelaide, SA 5000, Australia, and Dep. of Clinical 
Biochemistry, Flinders Medical Centre, Adelaide, SA, 5042, 
and Div. of Food Research, CSIRO, Sydney, NSW 2113.

3852. Urbanski, G.E.; Wei, L.S.; Nelson, A.I. 1980. Effect of 
freeze damage on soybean quality and storage stability. J. of 
Food Science 45(2):208-12. March/April. [25 ref]
• Summary: When growth of the soybean planted is arrested 
prematurely by freeze damage, soybeans that would turn 
yellow if allowed to mature normally, are green when 
harvested. The authors harvested green immature soybean 
pods from growing plants, froze them at -5.5ºC (22ºF) for 6 
hours, dried the pods with room-temperature air, removed the 
beans from their pods, and stored them at room temperature. 
Samples were analyzed after preparation and at the end of 
2, 4, 6, 8, and 14 months. Average protein and oil content 
remained fairly constant. Trypsin inhibitor activity increased 
by 17.6% indicating a decrease in protein digestibility during 
storage. Before storage, the lipoxygenase activity of the 
freeze-damaged beans was only 43% as much as that found 
in sound dry soybeans, and this activity remained fairly 
constant during storage, indicating that freeze-damaged 
samples have a lower potential for development of off 
fl avors. Storage resulted in an increase in average free fatty 
acid content (FFA) to 1.63% after 14 months from 0.26% for 
the freeze-damaged samples and to 0.48% from 0.14% sound 
dry soybeans. Therefore storage of freeze damaged soybeans 
greatly increases the losses associated with refi ning crude oil 
from them.
 Organoleptic evaluation of the cooked samples showed 
freeze damaged samples inferior to control samples in color, 
fl avor, and off-fl avors. Address: Dep. of Food Science, Univ. 
of Illinois, Urbana, IL 61810.

3853. Wise, Robert P. 1980. The case of Incaparina in 
Guatemala. Food and Nutrition Bulletin (United Nations 
Univ.) 2(2):3-8. April. [39 ref]
• Summary: Fig. 1 (p. 4) shows the skyrocketing commercial 
sales of Incaparina in Guatemala from 1960 (0 lb) to 1977 
(6.8 million lb). Soy is not mentioned. Address: Harvard 
School of Public Health, Boston, Massachusetts.
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3854. Anderson, Gene. 1980. Re: Thanks for and comments 
on The Book of Miso. Letter to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods 
Center, May 7. 2 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead. [1 
ref]
• Summary: “A million thanks and blessings for The Book 
of Miso. It is the most impressive single book on food 
that I have ever seen in a lifetime of rooting around in this 
literature... I am getting more and more willing to attribute 
near-miraculous powers to ferments. This is partly because 
of one recent discovery you haven’t picked up: soybeans 
are about the richest common source of phytic acid, or 
phytate (ion), which picks up mineral nutrients (specifi cally 
active metals: iron, zinc, calcium, copper...) and renders 
them unavailable in the diet, and also niacin. (Hence the 
pellagra in corn-eating areas, since corn also has a lot, 
though nothing like soybeans.) Well, as you would expect, 
fermentation organisms handle the phytate, metabolizing it 
away. So soybeans by themselves are dangerous, but all the 
fermentation products are perfectly fi ne. Tofu is also OK, 
since the phytate goes off in the whey.” Address: Dep. of 
Anthropology, Univ. of California, Riverside, CA 92521.

3855. Hope, Jane; Bright-See, E. 1980. Milk digestion aid 
now in liquid form: Nutrition matters. Toronto Star (Ontario, 
Canada). May 14. p. D3.
• Summary: Those who don’t drink milk because they can’t 
digest its lactose [a sugar], might want to try LactAid; just 
add 4-5 drops to a glass of milk.
 Other people are forced to avoid milk and milk products 
because they are allergic to milk protein. Babies with milk 
allergies are often given formulas based on soy protein. 
“Since soy protein is a high quality protein, the babies grow 
just as well as if they were getting regular milk.”
 Adults who are allergic to dairy milk might “consider 
using the soy products which are available in many Chinese 
grocery stores. These include soybean milk and bean curd 
(also known as tofu or dow fu). The protein in these products 
is very good.” And they contain no lactose.
 Small photos show Jane Bright and Dr. E. Bright-See.

3856. Moroz, L.A.; Yang, W.H. 1980. Kunitz soybean 
trypsin inhibitor: a specifi c allergen in food anaphylaxis. New 
England J. of Medicine 302(20):1126-30. May 15. *

3857. Shurtleff, William. 1980. Making soynuts in America: 
Pro-Nuts (dry roasted) in Hudson, Iowa. Lafayette, 
California. 3 p. May 23. Unpublished manuscript.
• Summary: America’s only manufacturer of dry-roasted 
soynuts is Edible Soy Products in Hudson, Iowa. Pro-
Nuts were conceived by two men from California in the 
early 1970s. After they had developed the process and 
were producing dry-roasted soynuts at a pilot plant in 
California, George Strayer, who was selling them soybeans 
from Hudson, Iowa, convinced them that it would be more 

economical for them to build the plant where the beans 
were. George joined them to become one of the owners of 
the new business. The plant was opened in Hudson in 1970 
at a cost of $750,000 for a specially constructed building 
and the equipment, much of which was custom built. The 
company presently sells all of its Pro-Nuts in bulk bags. 
Their customers do their own packaging in fi lm or in vacuum 
pack containers when the Pro-Nuts are to be resold as a 
snack food.
 Pronuts resemble large, dry roasted split peanuts; they 
are light in weight and neutral in fl avor. More than 50% of all 
Pro-Nuts are sold plain (unseasoned), mostly to health-food 
consumers who want low-salt items and eat them as is. They 
are also added to candy bars and trail mixes. The second 
best-seller is salted Pro-Nuts and the third best is barbecue 
seasoned. Other seasoned varieties include imitation cheddar 
cheese, sour cream & onion, onion, and garlic. Most of the 
seasoned types contain ingredients such as MSG, dextrose, 
hydrolyzed plant proteins, imitation fl avorings, and disodium 
inositate; they are not targeted primarily at the natural foods 
market. Pro-Nuts may also be coated with sugar, carob, or 
chocolate in a sugaring kettle.
 Pro-Nuts are an excellent source of nutrients. The 
following fi gures are for plain Pro-Nuts; values in 
parentheses are for peanuts: Calories per 100 grams 455 
(570); protein 47.4% (29.4%); and fat 19.5% (42.8%). 
Containing only 2% moisture, they have a storage life of 6 to 
10 months, versus only 2 months for peanuts. Digestibility 
is 93.8% and PER is 2.1 (PER for casein is 2.5). The dry 
roasting process makes Pro-Nuts lower in fat and calories 
than oil roasted soynuts.
 Using three production workers, this plant each year 
transforms 3.1 million pounds of dry soybeans into 2 
million pounds of Pro-Nuts (65% yield). Only select large-
seeded and vegetable-type soybeans are used; the present 
Prize variety soybeans may soon be replaced by the Vinton 
variety. The natural processing methods remove the beans’ 
soy fl avor and change their size, shape, and texture. At 
nearby Agricultural Exports (owned by George Strayer), 
the whole Prize soybeans are size graded then run over a 
gravity separator to remove light and heavy particles. The 
size-graded soybeans are then stored in a bulk storage bin 
adjacent to the Pro-Nuts plant. From here they are run into a 
surge tank, then fl ash dried in a standard grain dryer. Flash 
drying, the key to subsequent dehulling without splitting, 
removes only the moisture in the soybean hull and surface 
of the cotyledons; this causes the hull to later fl ake off easily 
but does not make the cotyledons brittle, which can cause 
unwanted cracking. During fl ash drying, the moisture is 
reduced from 13¼ percent down to 12 or 12¼ percent.
 Now the beans are run through an abrasive huller-
splitter, especially designed and built vertical-axis mill, 
consisting of two 18-inch-diameter discs, whose grinding 
surfaces are coated with a special abrasive (developed by 
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the U.S. space program). The distance between the discs is 
carefully adjusted for each lot of size-graded soybeans. The 
fl ash-dried beans fall down through the eye of the upper disc; 
they are split and the hulls rubbed off as they move toward 
the periphery, and the germs (hypocotyls) are separated. 
Now the soybeans are run through an aspirator which uses 
a vacuum to suck off the light hulls, hypocotyls, and other 
light-weight particles. They then go into a size grader which 
separates off any whole beans and sends them back to the 
huller-splitter. The remaining cotyledons are run through a 
Hart Carter aspirator, and fi nally into a holding bin; by now, 
70-80% of the hulls have been removed.
 The beans are next soaked in hot water for 30 minutes 
in a stainless steel tank 25 feet long; they are moved along 
by a screw conveyor. This hydrates the beans, allowing more 
of the hulls to be fl oated off in an overfl ow system. After 
removal, these hulls are dewatered on a Sweco vibrating 
screen. From the discharge end of the soak tank the soybeans 
are run into a “synthesizer,” a 10-inch-diameter, 60-foot-
long serpentine tube, in which they are totally immersed in 
hot water and cooked at 150-200 pounds per square inch 
(psi) pressure for 10 minutes; this causes them to expand. 
After being run onto another Sweco vibrating screen, which 
separates the small beans and splits from whole cotyledons, 
the cotyledons are run into a dryer-toaster, a closed metal 
compartment about 60 feet long, 4 feet wide, and 2½ feet 
high. On a stainless steel wedge wire screen the beans are 
vibrated and bounced along the length of the toaster. Hot 
air from side ducts (at intervals of 6 to 10 feet) is blown 
up through the layer of beans to roast them; the initial 
temperature of the air is 455ºF, the fi nal temperature is 300ºF, 
and the transit time is 12 minutes. At the discharge end, any 
dark or over-roasted beans are sorted out one by one in a 
falling stream with a Sortex separator.
 The dry-roasted soybeans are then run into a Sweco 
vibrator, which separates out three sizes of splits. The whole 
cotyledons go into a tumbler where, to make seasoned 
soynuts, they are sprayed with heated, partially hydrogenated 
shortening, then sprinkled with salt or seasoning; the oil 
helps the seasoning to stick to the soynuts.
 Finally the plain or seasoned soynuts are bagged in bulk 
in poly-lined paper sacks, which are fi rst heat sealed then 
sewn closed. In June 1980, each 50-pound bag wholesaled 
for $25.00, or $0.50 per pound. Working 3 to 4 days a week, 
the plant produced 185 bags per day, or 32,375 pounds of 
soynuts a week.
 Sunmaid is Pro-Nuts biggest account, with a contract for 
1 million pounds a year; 50% of these Pro-Nuts go into trail 
mixes and 50% are carob coated. Washington Chocolate Co. 
in Portland, Oregon, is making carob coated and chocolate-
coated Pro-Nuts. Nabisco is considering putting Pro-Nuts 
into their cookies. Planters Peanut Co. used to sell Pro-Nuts 
in vacuum sealed jars, and a large peanut distributor still 
does so. The Haegele company in the Midwest does all of the 

consumer retail packaging for Pro-Nuts.
 Why do these large accounts buy soynuts in preference 
to peanuts, even though peanuts are less expensive per 
pound? First are the nutritional reasons given above (20% 
less calories and 61% more protein). Second, soynuts are less 
expensive per unit of volume, which is important in items 
such as mixes and candy bars. And fi nally, soynuts have a 
better crunch and longer shelf life than peanuts. Address: 
Lafayette, California.

3858. Brody, Jane E. 1980. Panel reports healthy Americans 
need not cut intake of cholesterol: Nutrition board challenges 
notion that such dietary change could prevent coronary heart 
disease. New York Times. May 28. p. 1, A16.
• Summary: The board, a part of the National Academy of 
Sciences, is a group of 15 scientists who establish nutrient 
requirements for Americans–such as the recommended 
dietary allowances, or R.D.A.’s–and comment from time 
to time on issues of national nutritional signifi cance. The 
board made its recommendations concerning cholesterol in 
a 20-page report titled “Toward Healthful Diets,” released 
yesterday.
 “In a sharp departure from recent dietary 
recommendations, the Food and Nutrition Board of the 
National Research Council said yesterday that it had found 
no reason for the average healthy American to restrict 
consumption of cholesterol. Nor, the board said, should 
fat intake be reduced except as necessary to a achieve and 
maintain a normal body weight.”

3859. Bannar, Robert. 1980. Let’s talk tofu. Food 
Engineering 52(5):126-28. May.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. What is tofu (Shurtleff, 
New England Soy Dairy). How do you serve tofu? How do 
you make tofu? (discusses Morinaga tofu). Tofu, step by 
step. Nutritional data: Tofu vs. lean beef. A photo shows a 
package of Morinaga Ever-Fresh Silken Tofu.

3860. Cooper, Russell. 1980. Rationale of soy protein 
products. In: Food Protein Council, ed. 1980. Government 
Seminar. May 21, 1980. Abstracts and Remarks. Washington, 
DC: FPC. See p. 5-10.
• Summary: This presentation is divided into an Abstract (p. 
5-6) and Remarks (p. 7-10). Here is the Abstract:
 “Interest in nutrition on the part of the consumer is 
growing by leaps and bounds. Seventy-seven percent of 
consumers interviewed in a recent U.S. survey conducted by 
Yankelovich, Skelly, and White, indicated they were more 
interested in nutrition now than they were only a few years 
ago. Consumers are requesting more information on how to 
eat well on less money; how to plan balanced meals; ideas 
for helpful snacks; diet and weight control and a host of 
other subjects.
 “Research indicates that most people base their dietary 
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habits not on what is good for them but on social and cultural 
factors like familiarity, availability, tradition, cost and 
personal matters like taste and pleasure.
 “Recognizing the need for an overhaul in eating habits, 
agencies of the U.S. government are demonstrating new 
and acute concerns for the health quality of the American 
food supply. In 1977 the Senate select committee on 
nutrition and human health directed by George McGovern, 
issued a groundbreaking report entitled ‘Dietary Goals,’ 
advising Americans to specifi cally ‘reduce cholesterol 
consumption from about 600 to 300 milligrams a day’ and 
to ‘reduce saturated fat consumption from 16 percent to 
about 10 percent of total energy intake and balance that with 
polyunsaturated and unsaturated fat...’ In February 1980, the 
Department of Agriculture and the Department of Health, 
Education, and Welfare issued a report ‘Dietary Guidelines 
for Americans,’ which in principle adopts a McGovern plan 
to avoid too much fat, saturated fat and cholesterol.
 “The use of vegetable protein, particularly highly 
functional, economical, and nutritious proteins, relates 
directly to these factors. Soy proteins, when combined with 
traditional foods, or used in new foods, allow consumers 
to choose traditional food products that are equivalent in 
protein and lower in fat, calories, and cholesterol. Whether 
the food is one in which a cost conscious consumer is 
looking for value, or one which is expected to provide 
nutrition in a prepared convenient manner, food products 
made with soy protein deliver the functional, economic, and 
nutritional alternatives consistent with today’s food buying 
habits.
 “A recently conducted Gallup organization poll 
determined that Americans view soy protein as a good 
nutritional value. Seventy-one percent regarded it favorably 
and seventy-nine percent of all Americans believe soy 
protein is a good or fair economic value. The gallop poll 
concluded that ‘the most prevalent opinion among the public 
is that soybeans will be the most important source of protein 
for human consumption in the future.’
 “The crux of the economics of protein production is the 
cost of conversion of the raw materials into edible proteins, 
regardless of the protein source. Essentially, the comparison 
is one of vegetable-sourced protein versus animal-sourced 
protein. Both have their origins in agricultural products, 
specifi cally grains. Beyond this base, however, the 
conversion of grains to protein from meat, milk, fi sh and 
eggs is a biological conversion whereas the conversion to 
vegetable protein is a technological conversion.
 “Vegetable proteins offer the opportunity to directly 
utilize in the food systems one of the most effi cient protein 
sources known–the soybean. Direct utilization of the soy 
protein offers the opportunity to alleviate the economic 
pressure on protein demanded by a complex, multi-step food 
system.
 “The consumer is not alone in the economic pressures 

on their food budget. Food processors are facing new and 
more diffi cult demands as they work to supply quality 
products for a cost-conscious market. Although there is no 
one cure for these pressures, there are alternatives available 
to food processors today that are products of advancing food 
technology. Soy protein is one of these products. It comes 
from a raw material–soybean–that is abundant in supply, 
and is less costly to produce than traditional, animal-based 
protein products. Properly used, soy protein can be employed 
to produce fi nished food products that maintain traditional 
eating qualities, reduce cost and provide a good source of 
protein nutrition. It is not a panacea for economic woes; but 
it is a product that is commercially available today that can 
help food processors and consumers alike relieve some of 
these pressures bearing upon them.
 “Our present technology and continuing developments 
will result in products that will enable food processors to 
offer effective responses to consumer demands for high 
quality economical nutritional food products. Not only 
are consumers accepting soy protein containing foods in 
growing numbers, they are also beginning to understand 
the importance of the renewable, effi cient source of protein 
that offers quality and value to their traditional foods. 
The challenge of the ‘80’s will be to maximize resource 
effectiveness in satisfying these consumer demands.
 “It is up to government offi cials to make policy and 
program decisions that can encourage the development of 
soy protein products for their economical savings and the 
increased nutritional benefi ts that will accrue in our food 
system.” Address: Manager, Marketing Regulatory Services, 
Ralston Purina Co., St. Louis, Missouri.

3861. Jansen, G. Richard; Triblehorn, Ronald E. 1980. Effect 
of extrusion on calorie density of cereal and cereal/legume 
blends. LEC Report No. 8. ii + 19 p. May. 28 cm. Special 
Report (Depts. of Agricultural and Chemical Engineering, 
and Food Science and Nutrition, Colorado State Univ., Ft. 
Collins, CO 80523).
• Summary: On the cover of this report is written: “Special 
Report: Evaluation of Low-Cost Extrusion Cookers for 
use in LDC’s” [Less Developed Countries]. We fi nd this 
confusing.
 Contents: Introduction. Methods: Extrusion Procedures, 
Sample Preparation, Viscosity. Measurements. Results: 
Bostwick Viscosity, Brookfi eld Viscosity.
 “Conclusions: The low-cost extrusion process should 
be considered advantageous for making blended foods that 
will be used as gruels in supplemental feeding programs. 
LEC-CSB as manufactured in this study can be considered 
a precooked or ‘instant’ cereal product that can be made 
into a gruel by mixing with previously boiled warm water. 
This has an indirect advantage of saving home fuel. If in a 
particular application it is traditional to cook the gruel for up 
to 10 minutes, the LEC process increases the calorie density 
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of the fi nal gruel substantially. For LEC-CSB or LEC-CSM 
fortifi ed with vitamins and minerals, extrusion not only 
increases the calorie density of the gruel but also nutrient 
levels in general.
 “Extruding at a higher temperature of 171ºC appeared 
advantageous for cooked gruels and extrusion at 143ºC was 
advantageous for uncooked gruels. To the extent possible, 
addition of sugar and NFDM [non-fat dry milk] appear to be 
desirable additives to LEC-CSB essentially converting this 
product into LEC-ICSM. Both sugar and NFDM increased 
the calorie densities of the gruels, and experience suggests 
that both are helpful in increasing the acceptability of the 
gruels. The addition of a small amount of an amylase to the 
dry blend would appear to be of substantial advantage as far 
as calorie density is concerned if such an enzyme additive is 
allowable under the food laws in the country of application. 
Preconditioning of the raw ingredients with 9% water does 
not appear to have much effect on calorie density.”
 Contains 6 tables. Address: Depts. of Agricultural and 
Chemical Engineering and Food Science and Nutrition, 
Colorado State Univ., Fort Collins, CO 80523.

3862. Sayavun, Daranee; Tontsirin, Kraisid. 1980. 
Effectiveness of “Kaset Soy Milk” in treatment of infants 
with diarrhea. ASEAN Protein Project Newsletter No. 6. p. 
5-6. May. [Eng]
• Summary: Soymilk, an inexpensive product, was found 
to be effective in the treatment of acute diarrhea in infants. 
Address: Mahidol Univ., Bangkok, Thailand.

3863. Schwartz, Mark G. 1980. When you drink caffeine, 
you’re drinking trouble. Soil and Health News (Emmaus, 
Pennsylvania) 9(2):1-2, 6. May.
• Summary: “Caffeine is a natural ingredient in coffee beans, 
tea leaves, cola (kola) nuts, and mate plants.” “Tea was 
introduced to Europe from China in the early 1600s, and 
soon became England’s favorite hot drink. The American 
colonists fi rst preferred tea, but switched to coffee after the 
Boston Tea Party...
 “Caffeine is a powerful stimulant that acts upon the 
central nervous system. It peps you up, gives you a lift, and 
makes you feel more energetic. Many people say they cannot 
get moving in the morning until they have a cup of coffee or 
tea.”
 “But as the effects wear off, you get a let-down feeling, 
drowsiness, tiredness, lethargy and fatigue, followed by 
depression. So a little more... is necessary to restore your 
energy. This constant cycle of stimulation can be disastrous 
to your health.
 “Caffeine is also habit forming.”
 “The average cup of coffee contains 100 to 150 mg of 
caffeine.”
 Published scientifi c studies show a strong link between 
excess coffee consumption and coronary heart disease; those 

“who consumed up to fi ve cups of coffee per day had a 50% 
greater risk of coronary heart attack than those who had not 
drunk any coffee. When the consumption was six cups or 
more, the risk was 100 percent greater.”
 Another study from U.C. Berkeley linked coffee 
drinking to ulcers. “Of the 25,000 men studied, coffee 
drinkers had a 72 percent higher chance of developing ulcers 
than those who never drank coffee.
 A large table (p. 6) shows the “Caffeine content of 
common products.” Brewed coffee is the highest. Address: 
PhD.

3864. Shurtleff, William. 1980. Notes from INTSOY Short 
Course in soybean processing, SANA Conference (Urbana, 
Illinois), and subsequent research trip (May 5 to Aug. 3). 
Lafayette, California: New-Age Foods Study Center. 143 p. 
Unpublished manuscript. 28 cm. Spiral bound.
• Summary: This fi ve-week INTSOY short course at the 
University of Illinois at Urbana began on 16 June 1980. 
Contents: Introduction (John Santas, Tom McGowen, Dr. 
Siedler, D. L.S. Wei). Tour of Food Science Lab. History 
of INTSOY, by Dr. Thompson. Soybean nutrition, by John 
Erdman. Soybean grading methods, by D. Wei. A.E. Staley 
Mfg. Co., by Hank Parker. Soybean oil and margarine, 
by E.G. Perkins. Soybean crushing, by Ross Brian. 
Soybean agronomy, by Bill Judy. Antinutritional factors in 
soybeans, by Dr. Wei. Harvesting, drying, and handling raw 
soybeans, by Gene Shove. Field trip to University of Illinois 
agricultural machinery dept. Soybean nutrition, by Barbara 
Klein. Livestock feeding, by Don Bray. Processing whole 
soybeans for food, by Dr. A.I. Nelson. Ralston Purina Co. 
and soy protein isolates, by Dr. Kolar. Film titled “Protein for 
People” from Ralston Purina.
 Third week: Margarine, by Dr. Wei. Quality control of 
soy protein products, by Dr. Wei. Field trip to Kraft Foods 
Humco plant in Champaign, Illinois (Margarine, Vegemite). 
Wenger, extrusion cooking, and textured protein foods, by 
Randy McDonald. Low-cost extrusion cookers and cooking, 
by A.I. Nelson. Field trip to Lauhoff Grain Co. (good 
manufacturing practices). Drying foods, by Dr. Wei. Soya in 
Third World countries, by Dr. Thompson.
 Fourth week: Soybean dal, by Dr. Nelson. Visit to Ted 
Hymowitz who is writing a book on the history of soybeans 
(p. 56). Sensory evaluation, by Dr. Tobias. Oriental soyfoods, 
by Dr. Wei.
 Fifth week. Soymilk, soy yogurt, and soynuts, by Dr. 
Nelson (Kibun). Griffi th Laboratories, by Ann Daniels (incl. 
history, HVP, soy protein concentrate, TVP). Home and 
village level production of soybean foods, by Dr. Nelson. 
Soy fl our and soy fortifi ed baked goods, by Dr. Cho-Chen 
Tsen of Kansas State Univ. Soybean crushing, soy fl our, and 
plant sizes, by Sheldon Williams.
 Shurtleff research trip. Visits to ADM and A.E. Staley 
Mfg. Co. in Decatur, Illinois, American Soybean Assoc. in 
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St. Louis, Missouri (Read William Morse’s 1929-31 journal 
of trip to East Asia). Talks with David Hildebrand, Mike 
Tarano. Address: P.O. Box 234, Lafayette, California 94549.

3865. Sipos, E. 1980. Technical and nutritional aspects of 
soy protein. In: Food Protein Council, ed. 1980. Government 
Seminar. May 21, 1980. Abstracts and Remarks. Washington, 
DC: FPC. See p. 11-36. [65 ref]
Address: Asst. Research Director, Central Soya Co.

3866. Tang, B.Y.; Adams, N.R. 1980. Effect of equol on 
oestrogen receptors and on synthesis of DNA and protein 
in the immature rat uterus. J. of Endocrinology (London) 
85(2):291-97. May. [23 ref]
• Summary: “In immature, 3-week-old female rats, 5 mg 
equol given by subcutaneous injection increased uterine wet 
weight 24 hours later to the same degree as did 5 microgram 
oestradiol-17 beta.”
 “It was concluded that equol is a weakly oestrogenic 
compound which is antagonistic to oestradiol-17 beta by 
competing with oestradiol-receptor complex for nuclear 
binding and yet fails to initiate the replenishment of 
oestrogen receptors effectively in the cytoplasm.” Address: 
CSIRO, Div. of Animal Health, c/o Inst. of Agriculture, Univ. 
of Western Australia, Nedlands, Western Australia 6009, 
Australia.

3867. Tanimura, Wahachiro; Kamoi, I.; Obara, T. 1980. 
Daizu kakô shokuhin no toripushin inhibitaa ni kansuru 
kenkyû. II. Moyashi seizô-chû no toripushin inhibitaa no 
shôcho ni tsuite [Study on trypsin inhibitor in soybean foods. 
II. Distribution of trypsin inhibitors during processing of 
soybean sprouts]. Nippon Shokuhin Kogyo Gakkaishi (J. 
of the Japanese Society for Food Science and Technology) 
27(5):240-44. May. [7 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: Trypsin inhibitor (TI) activity in soy sprouts 
was determined after different germination times. Sprouting 
reduced TI activity; soybean sprouts had about 80-85% of 
the TI activity found in soaked unsprouted soybeans. More 
than 99% of the TI activity of soy sprouts was found in the 
cotyledon, and the rest was contained in the axis (sprout). 
After 4 days of germination, the cotyledon contained 64.6 
mg of TI activity and the axis 0.83 mg. Boiling in water 
for 5 minutes completely inactivated the inhibitor from the 
cotyledon, but that of the axis still remained. Address: 1. 
Dep. of Nutrition; 2. Dep. of Agricultural Chemistry. Both: 
Tokyo Univ. of Agriculture, Setagaya-ku, Tokyo 156, Japan.

3868. Tanimura, Wahachiro; Kamoi, I.; Obara, T. 1980. 
Daizu kakô shokuhin no toripushin inhibitaa ni kansuru 
kenkyû. III. [Study on trypsin inhibitor in soybean foods. 
III. Distribution of trypsin inhibitors in green soybean 
(edamame) during cultivation]. Nippon Shokuhin Kogyo 
Gakkaishi (J. of the Japanese Society for Food Science and 

Technology) 27(5):245-51. May. [Jap; eng]*
Address: 1. Dep. of Nutrition; 2. Dep. of Agricultural 
Chemistry. Both: Tokyo Univ. of Agriculture, Setagaya-ku, 
Tokyo 156, Japan.

3869. Blix, Glen. 1980. Dr. Harry Miller and his 
International Nutrition Laboratory (Interview). SoyaScan 
Notes. June 4. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods 
Center.
• Summary: Shurtleff and Aoyagi drove their large white 
Dodge van to visit the Loma Linda Foods plant in Mt. 
Vernon, Ohio. As they were welcomed by Glen Blix (super 
guy) and invited to be seated at his desk, the fi rst thing they 
noticed was a sign, about 15 inches long and triangular 
in cross section, on his desk, between him and his guests, 
facing both him and his guests, which stated clearly: “Do 
unto others as you would have them do unto you.” Wow!
 History: Dr. Harry W. Miller was born north of Dayton, 
Ohio. He returned to the USA from China after the Japanese 
occupation of 1937, to Mount Vernon, a lovely remote rural 
area, where he had attended secondary school (Adventist). 
While building his soy dairy building, he taught at the local 
secondary school; also bought a local hospital with his 
brother and served as a physician. He lived in the big white 
house by the plant.
 He bought a 120-acre farm for $7,000. He got free 
bricks from a demolished schoolhouse. He and his son 
collected these, hired academy students to clean the bricks, 
then he and his son built the original building for the soy 
dairy about 1937-38. It was called the International Nutrition 
Laboratory.
 Here he set up the soymilk process he had developed in 
China. He also set up a plant to can fresh green soybeans; 
this paid his way. And he developed a gluten meat analog, 
Miller’s Cutlets, a gluten patty with fl avorings added, based 
on research done by Dr. John Harvey Kellogg. It contained 
no soy; he later sold it to Worthington Foods. Dr. Kellogg 
was Dr. Miller’s professor in a small class at the Battle Creek 
Sanitarium [Michigan]; Dr. Kellogg taught the class lots 
about nutrition. All students in the class lived past the age of 
80. Miller lived to 97½. In 1951 Miller sold his soy dairy at 
Mt. Vernon, Ohio, to Loma Linda Foods and went back to 
Hong Kong. He returned to America in 1972.
 When he sold the plant he felt he could not sell the 
soymilk process, which he felt had been taught to him 
directly by God, who spoke to him and told him to try certain 
ideas that had eluded him. Thus he gave this process to 
the Adventist church, but sold the building to Loma Linda 
Foods and loaned them the money to buy it. They paid 
him in installments and he used this income to set up the 
International Nutrition Research Foundation in 1951.
 One product he developed and felt he perfected here 
was Acidophilus soymilk. but it couldn’t be canned or the 
organism would be killed. Oliver Miller, no relation to Harry, 
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is a top director in Loma Linda; he is a poor correspondent, 
so best to phone him.
 Loma Linda Foods started in 1906 in Southern Calif 
20 miles from Riverside. Kellogg in the early days had a 
philosophical / ideological split with the Adventist church 
and took back for himself the Battle Creek Sanitarium, whole 
wheat bread bakery, and breakfast cereal operation/plant (no 
soyfoods). The Loma Linda Riverside plant was built about 
1936. It started making meat analogs, pressed wheat fl akes, 
rusket biscuits. Now only two Adventist plants in the world 
make soymilk. Ohio and Saniku in Japan. The method now 
used is an improved variation on the Cornell method [boiling 
water grind]. The Ohio plant used the method patented by 
Miles Laboratories from 1968-69. Blix thinks that the Illinois 
whole-bean method has poor mouthfeel and problems with 
fl atulence. Their claims were overexaggerated. Dr. Miller 
found / felt that the highest percentage of oligosaccharides 
were located just under the soybean hull. The present hot 
soak leaches them out. A high fi ber diet may cause more gas 
than usual, so maybe some fl atulence in fi ber itself explains 
why whole soybeans cause more gas than soymilk. Most 
now use the word “lipoxydase” rather than lipoxygenase. 
More comments on Illinois whole-bean method. Chalky 
mouthfeel, corrosive on the homogenizer. Best to use 
stellite for homogenizer valve seats. At Loma Linda they 
also homogenize whole beans, then extract soymilk, and 
rehomogenize the soymilk etc. Loma Linda sells two types 
of soymilk products. Soyalac is for infants and Soyagen 
is for adults. About 75-80% of their sales are the infant 
Soyalac, so fl avor is not so crucial. Nutritional properties 
are more important. Concerning protein quality: Rats have 
a large demand for sulfur-containing amino acids since they 
have lots of hair, for which these amino acids are largely 
used. Commercial cystine is hydrolyzed hair protein, so its 
not vegetarian.
 Loma Linda started making isolate soymilk out of 
pressure from salesmen since all other infant formula 
makers have an isolate soymilk. They feel it is inferior to 
their regular Soyalac since it is less natural (has less all-
natural ingredients) and has poorer fl avor. But it is lighter 
colored, It is acceptable to Feingold hyperactive kids since 
it contains no additives, and it gives lower fl atulence since 
it contains no carbohydrates (but this is not a signifi cant 
problem), and the stools do not smell bad, i.e. different 
from the stools from animal milks. Loma Linda non-isolate 
soymilk sells best by 2:1 among the Loma Linda products. 
LLF makes 8 basic soymilks. (1) i-soyalac is the isolate and 
Soyalac is the natural. Both come in concentrate, ready to 
feed, and powdered. Soyagen, the adult preparation, comes 
in powdered, with either all purpose or no cane sugar (it 
uses corn syrup as a sweetener), Also carob. All Soyagen 
brands are powdered. The number 1 best seller is Soyalac 
concentrate, #2 is isolate concentrated, #3 is ready to feed 
Soyalac, #4 is powdered Soyalac. Their only competitor is 

Worthington Soyamel, sold powdered in Pure Pak cartons in 
health food stores.
 Dorothea Van Gundy Jones died in 1979.
 Soymilk regulatory problems: Lots of hassle from FDA. 
(1) Cook time in cans. (2) waste disposal.
 Do old soybeans cause low protein extractability? They 
feel extractability is more directly affected by the hardness 
or pH of the water. Alkaline pH gives good extractability; 
that’s why some people cook beans with baking soda. In late 
summer as the water table falls, the pH rises to pH = 8 in late 
summer, then drops to 6.3 in the spring.
 Loma Linda soymilk has 65 employees. They grow 
much of their own beans on 500 acres of nearby land. They 
use fi eld-type soybeans. Best is Williams, which has good 
fl avor and extractability. Beeson and Amsoy are also good. 
Beans are not strictly organically grown but use less and 
milder herbicides so herbicides residues are near the lower 
limits of detectibility. They use 30,000 bu per year = 900 
tons/yr of dry beans. Beans are stored in silos by the plant 
and dried there to 12% moisture. If lower moisture, they 
crack and split. (Honey is not acceptable in baby formulae). 
Botulism problem; also it gets very dark when sterilized in 
cans. Babies can’t digest starch. So LLF uses corn and beet 
sugars.
 The process: Weigh beans in a dry batch, wash, and 
run over stainless steel “stone pans” that look like a sloping 
scrub board to pick up metal and stones. Float off stems and 
sticks. Spray wash beans over a screen. Run into a large 
Rietz screw cooker (open top, 3 feet diameter by 20 feet 
long) and blanch beans at a little above 80*C for about 1 
hour to draw off oligosaccharides, deactivate lipoxydase, 
and hydrate to double weight. This is a key innovation in 
the process. Drain. Mix with hot water (but no steam) and 
run into a Rietz disintegrator to do a hot grind at over 80ºC. 
Repump some of the slurry back into the hopper of the Rietz 
as the hot “water” for the hot grind. When the batch has been 
ground, do a semi-high-temperature short-time cook for 
sterilization in a pressure cooker; this prevents subsequent 
bacterial growth in the holding vats. Then run through a 
high pressure Gaulin homogenizer at 5,000 psi to get high 
soymilk extractability; it works like a colloid mill to break 
up the cooked beans to particles of 20 microns diameter. This 
is essential if you do a hot pre-soak. Continued. Address: 
General Manager, Loma Linda Foods, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.

3870. Blix, Glen. 1980. Dr. Harry Miller and his 
International Nutrition Laboratory (Interview) (Continued–
Document part II). SoyaScan Notes. June 4. Conducted by 
William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: (Continued): Then run through a Scharppel 
(best maker) horizontal axis decanter centrifuge, specially 
made for soymilk. The okara (they call them “soy 
fi nes”) have “tenacious water binding capacity.” Used in 
vegeburgers almost causing them to gel. Some soy fi nes 
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(okara) are spray dried but this is expensive. Dehulling has 
been found to make soymilk with a worse fl avor so don’t 
dehull. In a “formulation tank” mix soymilk, oil, syrup, 
sugar, and micronutrients, and dairy fl avoring. Set the 
amount for each batch. Soymilk contains 6% sugar on a 
ready to feed basis. Now rehomogenize in 2 stages at 2,500 
pounds each, run into a vertical vacuum pan evaporator to 
concentrate the soymilk to double strength (26-22% solids) 
while also removing some volatiles. Cool in a plate-cooler to 
35ºF, then run into a refrigerated storage tank that holds 10 
batches. All milk in one such tank is marked with one code. 
Refrigerate in the tank at 38ºF. Try to can or spray dry within 
12 hours, usually immediately.
 Soy fi nes (okara) contain 20% protein in a dry basis. 
Wanted to market as a bran to the bakery industry; also gives 
soy protein complementarity.
 The canner is a continuous retort. Sterilize for 12 
minutes at 257ºF, especially for botulism. Then run thru a 
continuous cooler, for 8 minutes to cool to 100ºF. Discharge 
and pack in cartons. See that there is a vacuum in each can 
so less rancidity. Check for leaks. The milk has a 2 year shelf 
life. Some vitamin loss takes place during storage, as well 
as some separation of oil, and some protein coagulation. To 
spray dry, spray in the concentrated form into a chamber 50 
feet high. The soymilk falls through air whose maximum 
temperature is 400ºF for 2-3 seconds dwell time. The 
discharge temperature, maximum for the product, is 200*F. 
Then can and label.
 Daily dry soybean usage at this plant is 5.7 tons. They 
work 4 days a week. The equipment in the plant is worth $3 
million plus $1.5 million for the building.
 Evaluation of products: Fresh Soyalac is best of all; 
3.8% fat and 2.1% protein. Reconstituted powdered Soyalac 
is also excellent when it’s new. Powdered Soyagen is salty 
and has a cereallike, haylike fl avor. Not as good. Corn 
syrup sweetener. All powdered soymilk is best if mixed and 
allowed to stand overnight. Diluted canned concentrate is 
very close to the fresh Soyalac but slightly inferior from heat 
of sterilization. Powdered Soyagen is not so hot (see above). 
2.6% fat but only about 1/3 as much oil added per vat-batch.
 Basically the product is sold by “detailing” = educating 
doctors who recommend it to the 2% of infants who are 
allergic to cow’s milk. Methionine has a bad, slightly fi shy 
aroma. Of the infant formula market, 75% is dairy based, 
25% is soy based. About 25-30% of all US mothers are now 
breastfeeding their babies–a big recent increase. Soyalac is 
also used as a weaning food after 3 months breastfeeding, 
for 6 more months. Some infants are allergic to lactose in 
mother’s milk, or use Soyalac is used when the mother 
smokes, drinks, etc. and should not breast feed.
 The chemicals in Loma Linda soymilk are there for 
nutrient fortifi cation. They try to use only “natural” sources 
but the chemical methionine is preferred to animal based 
methionine.

 In Worthington analogs the chemicals serve various 
functions: functional, organoleptic, caramel coloring, and 
nutritional (equivalency of product being replaced).
 Note: if a coloring or fl avoring is added, it must be 
called an “artifi cial” coloring or fl avoring, even if it is natural 
(“natural artifi cial coloring”). Loma Linda is uncomfortable 
with mono- and diglycerides. In MSG, the problem may be 
with the sodium, especially in the case of headaches. Glen 
Blix and most people at Worthington use MSG discreetly at 
their homes. Address: General Manager, Loma Linda Foods, 
Mt. Vernon, Ohio.

3871. Bernardino, Minnie. 1980. The question: Tofu or not 
tofu? Los Angeles Times. June 5. Part VIII, p. 12.
• Summary: In this question and answer column, a reader 
asks about tofu: How many calories does it have? What is the 
protein content and how does it compare with the protein in 
animal foods? Is tofu high in cholesterol and saturated fats?
 Ms. Bernardino gives good answers, noting that tofu is 
“a complete protein, that ism one containing all of the eight 
essential amino acids.” Address: Times staff writer.

3872. Aronson, Naomi. 1980. Social factors in the 
development of nutrition studies: 1880-1920. J. of the NAL 
Associates 5(1/2):32-37. Jan/June. [30 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. The transition from 
animal feeding experiments to human nutrition experiments 
(Carl Voit, Wilbur Olin Atwater). Early efforts to determine 
human protein and caloric requirements (Atwater). The 
opening of the vitamin research era (E.V. McCollum, Joseph 
Goldberger, effect of World War I). Conclusions. Address: 
Dep. of Sociology, Northwestern Univ., Evanston, Illinois.

3873. Billick, Gloria. comp. 1980. References for the history 
of human nutrition in America, 1600 to the present: A 
selected bibliography. J. of the NAL Associates 5(1/2):45-61. 
Jan/June. [406* ref]
• Summary: The references are arranged alphabetically by 
author.
 Page 45: “Nutrition as a science basically has been 
considered to be a twentieth century accomplishment. Many 
of the citations included in this bibliography deal with 
the histories of scientifi c investigations carried out in the 
United States in the recent past. The foundations, though, for 
much of this work lay in earlier observations and numerous 
references elaborate these relationships. The use of food, 
however, is much more than nutritional science. The study of 
how societies and individuals decide what to eat is a subject 
involving many disciplines. Researchers in history, nutrition, 
food science, sociology, and anthropology should be 
assisted by these references.” Address: Consultant in foods, 
Potomack, Maryland.

3874. Collins, J.L.; Sanchez, J.F. 1980. Quality parameters 
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of tortillas fortifi ed with soy and cheese. J. of Food Science 
45(3):667-70. May/June. [22 ref. Eng]
• Summary: Protein-calorie malnutrition is a problem among 
the Bolivian people. The diets of many people are defi cient 
in both quantity and quality of protein. Tortillas were 
prepared according to methods used by Bolivians, but “full-
fat soy meal” was substituted for 10, 20, and 30% cornmeal. 
This increased the PER of the tortillas and could help reduce 
malnutrition. Address: Dep. of Food Technology & Science, 
Univ. of Tennesee, Knoxville, Tennessee 37916.

3875. Consumer Reports. 1980. Vegetarianism: Can you get 
by without meat? 45(6):357-61. June.
• Summary: Large sidebars include “Soybeans–the ‘meat’ 
that grows on vines,” two sample menus for one day–one 
vegan and one with milk and eggs, and “The vitamin B-12 
brouhaha” (tempeh is listed as a source). See also “Meatless 
meats” in this same issue.
 “According to a recent survey, some seven million 
people in the U.S. now consider themselves vegetarians–
nearly three times the number estimated a generation ago.” 
Health is the reason most often cited by U.S. vegetarians. 
They believe that foregoing meat is better for them. 
The word “vegetarian” was coined in 1842 by English 
vegetarians to describe people, such as themselves, who ate 
no meat, fi sh, or fowl. Address: Mt. Vernon, New York.

3876. Consumer Reports. 1980. Vegetarian ‘meats.’ 
45(6):362-65. June.
• Summary: Many meatlike commercial soy products are 
shown or described including Worthington Vegetarian Fillets 
(which got the highest entree ratings), Worthington FriChik, 
Worthington Vegetable Skallops, Loma Linda Foods Vege-
burger, Hain Soy Oil, Cedarlake Meatless Sloppy Joe. Of 
the meat analogs, most were quite low in iron and protein, 
and high in sodium, compared with red meat. A table shows 
analyses of ten products in terms of their cost per package 
and per serving, serving size, protein PER, nutritional 
composition per serving, and sensory comments.
 Samples of meatlike products showed considerable 
variation in nutritional labeling, the addition of some food 
additives in some products, and little taste correlation with 
meat.

3877. Day, Harry G. 1980. The science of nutrition. J. of the 
NAL Associates 5(1/2):27-31. Jan/June. [24 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction (F.G. Hopkins, E.V. 
McCollum). A crowning achievement in the science of 
nutrition: determination of the indispensable and dispensible 
nutrients. Who are nutritional scientists. Credentials in 
science and nutrition. Recommended Dietary Allowances 
(fi rst published in 1943). Labeling food packages. 
Megavitamin eruption. Overview.
 In 1951 E.V. McCollum wrote of the key concept in 

nutrition: “The objective of learning the nature of every 
constituent of plant and animal tissues was admirable, but 
it was still more important to discover those substances, 
well characterized chemically, which a diet must provide 
in order to support the normal physiological needs of the 
animal. It was also necessary to determine the proportions 
in which these substances should be supplied to secure best 
results... It was necessary to combine chemical studies with 
animal feeding tests in which basal diets, simplifi ed as far 
as possible, were used... These studies made it apparent 
that there existed nutrients of which chemists knew nothing 
at all and that these were not furnished by diets composed 
exclusively of the recognized classes of nutrients.” Address: 
Prof. emeritus, Univ. of Indiana, Bloomington, IN.

3878. Jha, Krishna; Verma, Jitendra. 1980. Removal of 
fl atulence principles from legumes by mold fermentation. 
Indian J. of Experimental Biology 18(6):658-59. June. [11 
ref]
• Summary: Tempeh was made by fermenting soybeans, 
black gram, green gram, dried peas, and pigeon peas with 
Rhizopus oligosporus, a mold. Table 1 shows that when 
raw dried peas, black gram or soybeans are made into 
tempeh, the average gas produced at 4 points in the intestinal 
tract of humans (duodenum, jejunum, ileum and colon) is 
dramatically reduced–for soybeans by up to 70%. Address: 
Dep. of Microbiology, College of Basic Sciences and 
Humanities, G.B. Pant Univ. of Agriculture and Technology, 
Pantnagar 263 145 [India].

3879. Kitts, D.D.; Krishnamurti, C.R.; Kitts, W.D. 1980. 
Uterine weight changes and tritium labeled-uridine uptake 
in rats treated with phytoestrogens. Canadian J. of Animal 
Science 60(2):531-34. June. [9 ref]
• Summary: Note: This is a fairly early report showing that 
soybeans have estrogenic activity.
 Biological tests in rodents and ruminants suggest that 
plant estrogens (phytoestrogens) resemble natural occurring 
internal (endogenous) estrogens in their mode of action. 
Estradiol-17Beta, diethylstilbestrol (DES) and certain 
phytoestrogens extracted from soybean meal and alfalfa 
hay were administered intraperitoneally [injected into the 
abdomens] of immature female rats. The major estrogenic 
compounds in soybean meal were genistein and daidzein, 
while those in alfalfa hay were genistein, formononetin and 
coumestrol. Coumestrol and genistein exhibited uterine 
responses (changes in uterus weight and moisture content) 
similar to but much weaker than those of estradiol-17Beta 
and DES; the dose required to produce the effects was 
approximately 100 to 1000 times higher than in the latter 
two compounds. Address: Dep. of Animal Science, Univ. of 
British Columbia, Vancouver, BC V6T 2A2, Canada.

3880. Lerner, Andrea. 1980. Tofu: an ideal protein for 
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athletes. Running Times No. 41. p. 18-20. June.
• Summary: New England Soy Dairy now produces about 
30,000 pounds of tofu a week. “Tom Timmins attributes 
tofu’s recent surge in popularity to four streams of infl uence: 
the maturing natural foods movement, the recognition of a 
world protein shortage, the need for energy conservation, 
and the growth of self-help health care. He regards the 
1975 publication of The Book of Tofu as the catalyst 
which coalesced these into an outpouring of physical 
energy, fi nancial investment, and intensive research and 
development, all focused toward making tofu a staple in the 
American diet.”

3881. Long, Alan; Ling, Arthur. 1980. Plant milks and 
infant feeding. Infant feeding practices: A cause for concern. 
Clarifi cation and facts: A reply by Arthur Ling of Plamil 
Foods. Alive (England). May/June. p. 18. [1 ref]
• Summary: Within the last year 15 severely ill babies have 
been treated at 2 London hospitals because the parents have 
fed them alternative milks “in good faith on the basis of 
publications or on the recommendations of those providing 
advice” (see British Medical Journal). The report mentions 
Plamil, which is said to be low in calcium, vitamin D, and 
potassium. Plamil should not be used as the sole food for 
babies. Ling replies that Plamil contains at least 80 mg of 
calcium per 100 gm, compared with 33 mg in human milk 
and 125 mg in cow’s milk, as well as 70 mg of potassium 
per 100 gm. Vitamin D levels have always been adequate. 
Address: 1. M.D., England.

3882. Lookhart, G.L. 1980. Analysis of coumestrol, a 
plant estrogen, in animal feeds by high performance liquid 
chromatography. J. of Agricultural and Food Chemistry 
28(3):666-67. May/June. [19 ref]
• Summary: Coumestrol is a plant estrogen found in 
many forage crops. The author reported that the maximum 
recovery he could achieve for added coumestrol in defatted 
soybeans was 65%. Water considerably reduced the 
effi ciency of the methanol extraction of coumestrol. Address: 
Manhattan, Kansas.

3883. May, C.D.; Remigio, L.; Bock, S.A. 1980. Usefulness 
of measurement of antibodies in serum in diagnosis of 
sensitivity to cow milk and soy proteins in early childhood. 
Allergy 35(4):301-10. June. [24 ref]
• Summary: Over 50 children, 4-30 months of age, with 
suspicious histories of adverse reactions to cow milk or 
soy products were investigated. Soy protein is only weakly 
antigenic in man [humans]. Address: Dep. of Pediatrics, 
Univ. of Colorado Medical School and National Jewish 
Hospital and Research Center, Denver, Colorado.

3884. Pérez Destephen, Dunia Jalima. 1980. Evaluacion del 
sub-proyecto de consumo de soya en grupos organizados 

de campesinos de la region centro oriental de Honduras 
[Evaluation of the sub-project on consumption of soya in 
groups organized from peasants in the central east region of 
Honduras]. Thesis. INCAP. Centro de Estudios Superiores 
en Nutrición y Ciencias de Alimentos, Escuela de Nutrición, 
T-299, Guatemala. viii + 104 p. June. [78 ref. Spa]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Introduction. 2. Antecedents: The 
soybean, promotion of the use of the soybean in Central 
America (INCAP, work in Honduras 1976-1980), methods 
for evaluation of food consumption. 3. Aims. 4. Material 
and methods. 5. Results: Description of the sample, dietary 
pattern, adequacy of calories and protein in the diet, 
acceptability of the soybean as food, activities for promotion 
developed in the Sub-Project for Soya Consumption, 
soybean production, restrictions and limitations encountered 
during the development of the Sub-Project for Soya 
Consumption. 6. Discussion. 7. Summary, conclusions, and 
recommendations. 8. Bibliography. 9. Appendixes.
 The main food problem among the families studied 
by the Project for the Promotion of Production and 
Consumption of Soya in Groups Organized by Farmers in the 
East Central Region of Honduras is a shortage of calories. 
Address: Centro de Estudios Superiores en Nutrición y 
Ciencias de Alimentos, Escuela de Nutrición, Guatemala.

3885. Troll, Walter; Wiesner, R.; Shellabarger, C.J.; 
Holtzman, S.; Stone, J.P. 1980. Soybean diet lowers breast 
tumor incidence in irradiated rats. Carcinogenesis 1(6):469-
72. June. [27 ref]
• Summary: This study examines, in rats, the relationship 
between a diet rich in protease inhibitors and reduction of 
breast cancer following x-ray irradiation. 45 Sprague-Dawley 
rats were fed raw, whole dry soybeans (which naturally 
contain a high concentration of protease inhibitor) then they 
were irradiated. Only 44% of these rats developed mammary 
(breast) cancer/tumors. Another 50 rats were fed a casein 
diet containing no protease inhibitor; after irradiation 70% of 
these rats developed mammary tumors. Thus, the soybeans 
appears to have a protective effect on breast cancer.
 “Thus, soybeans which are rich in protease inhibitors 
reduced the induction of mammary cancer in x-irradiated 
rats. This work suggests that diets rich in protease inhibitors 
may contribute to reducing cancer incidence in man.
 “Introduction: Epidemiological investigations have 
pointed to diet as a factor in cancer occurrence in man. 
The supporting data have come from two sources: fi rst, in 
examining the occurrence of cancer in migrant populations, 
the incidence of cancer changes from that of the migrant’s 
native country to that of the host country; this has been 
observed with certain cancers in Japanese and Polish 
migrants (1, 2). Second, the incidence of breast, colon and 
some other cancers is lower in populations eating vegetarian 
diets. In particular, fewer cancers occur among Seventh 
Day Adventists than in the general population of the same 
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geographic area (3).” Address: Dep. of Environmental 
Medicine, New York Univ. Medical Center.

3886. Waslien, Carol I.; Steinkraus, Keith H. 1980. The 
potential of microbial cells as protein for man. BioScience 
30(6):397-98. June. [20 ref]
• Summary: “Historically, consumption of microbial cells 
per se by man has been largely limited to mushrooms and to 
certain forms of algae such as Spirulina and Scenedesmus in 
parts of Africa and Mexico...
 “As with soybean protein, methionine and cystine are 
the fi rst limiting amino acids in microbial cells...
 “The high nucleic acid content of microbial, particularly 
bacterial, cells is a strong deterrent to their consumption in 
large amounts. Consumption of 30 g of yeast or algae has 
led to signifi cant increases in serum and urinary uric acid 
concentrations to levels found in gout in man...
 “... the cell walls of most algae are not digested by 
humans...
 “The added cost of this extra processing would tend to 
make microbes noncompetitive with cheaper protein sources 
such as soybeans.” Address: 1. League for International Food 
Education, Washington, DC; 2. Cornell Univ., Geneva, New 
York.

3887. Ceylon Daily News. 1980. Plan to fortify wheat fl our 
with soya. July 2.
• Summary: “Agricultural Development and Research 
Minister E.L. Senanayake said yesterday that wheat fl our 
supplied to consumers would soon be fortifi ed with 5 per 
cent soya fl our. ‘This would cut down our annual wheat 
fl our import by 25,000 tons while strengthening the protein 
content of the fl our,’ he said.” Address: Sri Lanka.

3888. Schwarz, Richard W. 1980. Re: Early work of Dr. John 
Harvey Kellogg with soyfoods. Letter to William Shurtleff 
at Soyfoods Center, July 30–in reply to inquiry. 2 p. Typed, 
with signature on letterhead. [1 ref]
• Summary: Dr. Kellogg fi rst became interested in food 
uses of soybeans in about the early 1930s. “I suspect that 
the fi rst soy acidophilus milk also dates from the early 
1930’s... According to my records, his earliest paper on food 
uses of soybeans was one entitled ‘Special Health Values 
of the Soybean,’ which was presented before the food and 
nutrition section of the American Public Health Association 
on October 5, 1937.” The paper is probably in “Michigan 
Historical Collections, Kellogg Papers, at the University of 
Michigan in Ann Arbor.”
 “Kellogg’s original meat analogs depended heavily upon 
wheat gluten and peanuts.” Dr. Schwarz encloses one of the 
last available copies of his book John Harvey Kellogg, M.D. 
Address: Vice President, Andrews Univ., Berrien Springs, 
Michigan 49104. Phone: 616-471-7771.

3889. American Dietetic Association. 1980. Position paper 
on the vegetarian approach to eating. J. of the American 
Dietetic Association 77(1):61-70. July. [54 ref]
• Summary: This position paper is surprisingly supportive 
of a lacto-ovo vegetarian diet, although the ADA continues 
to feel that combining proteins is important. It states that 
“a growing body of scientifi c evidence supports a positive 
relationship between the consumption of a plant-based 
diet and the prevention of certain diseases,” including 
coronary heart disease, osteoporosis, and gastrointestinal and 
reproductive cancers.
 Contents: Introduction. Defi nition of terms: Vegetarian, 
vegetarianism, traditional vegetarians, total vegetarians 
or vegans, lacto-vegetarians, semi-vegetarians or partial 
vegetarians, new vegetarians (since 1960, incl. yogic 
vegetarians, Hare Krishnas or Krishnas, Sufi s, Sikhs, 
Macrobiotics), fruitarians, raw food eaters, individualistic 
vegetarians, alternative life style diet. Other terms which 
relate to vegetarianism: Natural foods, organic foods, 
unrefi ned foods, unprocessed foods, health foods, meat 
analogs (look and taste like meat), nutritional or food 
yeast, milk substitute (alternate) (usually based on soy. 
“Calcium, zinc, vitamins A, B-12, D, and K, and thiamin 
are all substantially lower (or missing) in these home-made 
products than in breast milk or other proprietary formulas”), 
fermented foods (incl. soy sauce, miso, tempeh–may contain 
some vitamin B-12), seaweeds and algae.
 Vegetarianism past and present: Historical perspectives 
(omnivorous diets), vegetarianism in the U.S. today (it 
is more popular than at any time in the nation’s history). 
Nutrition issues: Proteins, energy, carbohydrates and fats, 
vitamins and minerals (vitamins B-12 and D, calcium and 
ribofl avin, iron and phytic acid, zinc and phytates). Groups 
with special physiologic risks: Pregnant and lactating 
women, infants and children (lacto-ovo- and lacto-vegetarian 
diets, vegan diets–the use of properly fortifi ed soy milk 
is strongly recommended, vitamins and minerals), adults 
with special health problems (lactose intolerance, diabetes 
mellitus). Implications of vegetarian diets for health 
promotion and prevention and treatment of disease: Coronary 
heart disease, cancer, obesity, dental caries, osteoporosis. 
Menu planning guidelines for vegetarians. Meat analogs. 
Summary. The President’s page: Esther A. Winterfeldt, PhD, 
RD, on “Position papers.”
 “Macrobiotics–persons who consume vegan or 
vegetarian diets which involve extensive non-animal food 
avoidances, use of unprocessed, unrefi ned, ‘natural’, and 
‘organic’ foods; and also, in some forms, fl uid restriction. 
Tamari, miso, and various seaweeds are used extensively and 
are believed to be endowed with special properties.
 “Vegetarianism–past and present: The American Dietetic 
Association recognizes that most of mankind for much of 
human history has subsisted on near-vegetarian diets. The 
vast majority of the population of the world today continues 
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to eat vegetarian or semi-vegetarian diets for economic, 
philosophical, religious, cultural, or other reasons. The 
matter of motivation is crucial, because it affects the diet 
adopted, adherence to it, and other characteristics of life 
style.”
 “Nutrition issues: The American Dietetic Association 
affi rms that a well planned diet, consisting of a variety 
of largely unrefi ned plant foods supplemented with some 
milk and eggs (lacto-ovo vegetarian diet) meets all known 
nutrient needs. Furthermore, a total plant dietary can be 
made adequate by careful planning, giving proper attention 
to specifi c nutrients which may be in a less available form or 
in lower concentration or absent in plant foods.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (June 2002) that uses the term “plant-based diet” to 
refer to one that contains no animal products.

3890. Fox, Madeline. 1980. Tofu and special diets: Soyfoods 
and human nutrition. Soyfoods 1(3):9. Summer.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Heart disease 
and atherosclerosis. Diabetes. Hypoglycemia. Lactose 
intolerance.
 In diabetic diets, tofu is low in carbohydrates (2.25 gm 
per 3 oz) and saturated fat (0.9 gm), contains no cholesterol, 
is low in calories (112.5) and is a good source of protein (12 
gm). Address: Marketing Director, New England Soy Dairy, 
Greenfi eld, Massachusetts.

3891. Holmes, William L.; Rubel, Gayle B.; Hood, Sue 
S. 1980. Comparison of the effect of dietary meat versus 
dietary soybean protein on plasma lipids of hyperlipidemic 
individuals. Atherosclerosis 36(3):379-87. July. [9 ref]
• Summary: “Several clinical investigations have suggested 
that soybean protein may have hypocholesterolemic 
activity and, hence, be of benefi t in the treatment of human 
atherosclerosis.”
 “This report is concerned with two studies comparing 
the effect of dietary meat and dietary soybean protein on 
plasma lipids in hyperlipoproteinemic individuals. In the 
fi rst study the mean total plasma cholesterol was reduced 
13% during the fi rst three week dietary sequence using 
a prudent low-fat, low-cholesterol diet containing meat. 
Substituting soybean protein for the meat protein in the 
second dietary sequence had very little additional effect. The 
major cholesterol changes occurred in the LDL and VLDL 
fractions.”
 Note: This study seems to refute the fi ndings of Carroll 
et al. (1978). Address: Dep. of Research, Lankenau Hospital, 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19151; Anderson + 1995 #13.

3892. Huff, Murray W.; Carroll, Kenneth K. 1980. Effects 
of dietary protein on turnover, oxidation, and absorption of 
cholesterol, and on steroid excretion in rabbits. J. of Lipid 
Research 21(5):546-58. July. [56* ref]

• Summary: “Abstract: Rabbits fed a low fat, cholesterol-
free, semi-purifi ed diet containing casein became 
hypercholesterolemic (= 300 mg/dl) after 5 weeks on 
the diet. Rabbits on a similar diet containing soy protein 
isolate had low plasma cholesterols comparable to those 
on commercial feed (40-60 mg/dl).” Address: Dep. of 
Biochemistry, Univ. of Western Ontario, London, ONT 
Canada N6A 5C1.

3893. Needleman, Larry. 1980. The natural nigari mystique 
and the calcium sulfate misconception. Soyfoods 1(3):13. 
Summer.
• Summary: Since “natural nigari” has the word “natural” in 
its name, it must be good. Right? “You mean natural nigari 
is a chemical? Yes, several chemicals. All the coagulants are. 
And what’s more, it has foreign matter present and requires 
fi ltering; it’s quite expensive, hard to get, not approved 
by the FDA, slow, inconsistent, diffi cult to use, and gives 
lower bulk yields. Well then, what’s it good for? Well, it has 
‘natural’ in its name and some people think that if properly 
used, it gives slightly sweeter tofu with a slightly creamier 
texture. However, in commercially made tofu, after a day or 
more in water, I doubt if anyone can tell well-made natural 
nigari tofu from well-made calcium sulfate tofu. And fresh 
and warm, they both taste creamy, sweet and delicious.”
 “Often consumers here in the U.S. think that calcium 
sulfate (CaSO4) is a chemical preservative or, at the very 
least, an artifi cial or human-made ingredient. As you can 
tell from the preceding paragraph, this is defi nitely not the 
case. As a matter of fact, American calcium sulfate is an 
extremely pure, naturally mined mineral, whereas natural 
nigari (gathered from extremely clean water) still contains 
some pollution and foreign matter. Calcium sulfate costs an 
average of 14¢ per pound (compared with a 50¢ per pound 
average for natural nigari); it is easy to use; can be added all 
at once (natural nigari requires careful adding in stages); is 
easy to obtain; nigari is often hard to locate as it is imported; 
provides the often much-needed calcium to the vegetarian 
diet (which natural nigari does not); produces sweet and 
creamy curds; and generally gives bulk yields of 3.1 of tofu 
to dry soybeans by weight (natural nigari generally yields 
2-2.5 to 1).” Address: President, Bean Machines, Inc., 
Bodega, California.

3894. Shurtleff, William. 1980. How to grow soy sprouts in a 
commercial shop. Soyfoods 1(3):7-8. Summer.
• Summary: “With both sprouts of various types and 
soyfoods becoming increasingly popular throughout North 
America, why aren’t soy sprouts more widely available, and 
why aren’t they produced at more tofu shops or soy dairies? 
Are they hard to grow? Does their fl avor and texture leave 
something to be desired? What’s the problem? To fi nd out, 
we visited Silver Sprout, a very successful operation in 
San Francisco that makes tofu, soy sprouts, and mung bean 
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sprouts. The owner, Paul Louie, was extremely open and 
friendly; he showed us everything we wanted to see and 
answered all our questions. He started right off by explaining 
that from his point of view, soybeans and alfalfa seeds are 
the easiest to sprout, much easier than mung beans. Soybeans 
take the least attention, give the fewest problems with 
spoilage, and bring in the best profi t. Silver Sprout is one of 
at least two soy sprout producers in San Francisco; there are 
others in Los Angeles, New York, and most other cities with 
Korean or Chinese communities.
 “The sprouting room at Silver Sprout is a large fl oor-
level concrete room roughly 40 feet x 20 feet x 10 feet. 
Trench drains crisscross the fl oor to drain off the abundant 
water used to soak and water the sprouts (15,000 gallons 
a month, costing $5,000). The soybeans are sprouted in 
either 50-gallon polyethylene garbage-type containers or 
4-foot-square fi berglass vats. Both are 3½ feet deep and 
have numerous ¼-inch-diameter holes in the bottom spaced 
at 2-inch intervals in a grid pattern, each hole covered by a 
screen. Wooden barrels with 1 screened hole in the bottom 
are said to work even better than plastic since the wood 
holds moisture, which the beans like, but wood barrels are 
no longer available and their use is discouraged by the FDA. 
The Chinese like to use deep sprouters since the sprouts 
down near the bottom are the best–fat, crisp, juicy, and 
ivory-yellowish. In Taiwan, however, modern factories grow 
soy sprouts on huge 4-inch-deep screen trays. The succulent 
sprouts rise up about 4 inches above the screen when they 
are full grown, but their slightly tough root tips grow down 
through the screen, where they are trimmed off, leaving only 
the succulent, fat central portion of the sprout.
 “One of the keys to growing good sprouts in obtaining 
good soybeans. Order certifi ed seed beans with a guaranteed 
germination of at least 90-94%, preferably grown in cold 
northern states, such as Minnesota, where germination 
rates are higher. Silver Sprout uses regular, standard 
size, fi eld-type soybeans grown in the northern Midwest. 
They are not the same beans used to make tofu. Regular 
municipal tap water at an average temperature of 66ºF 
(19ºC) is used to soak and water the sprouts; no chemicals 
(such as hypochlorite) are added to retard the growth of 
microorganisms. Relatively cold water is better than warm 
for helping to keep bacterial growth to minimum.
 “To start soy sprouts, whole dry soybeans are poured 
into the sprouting container (15 pounds in the 50-gallon 
vat) and rinsed automatically with a spray of water from 
an overhead spray jet. To reduce the sprouting time by one 
full day, the sprouts may be presoaked in the vat for 2 to 4 
hours, no longer. The vats are then covered with a canopy of 
thick black polyethylene sheeting to keep out light and the 
automatic spray jets water the beans with a rather vigorous 
3-minute jet of water around the clock, every 4 hours in 
summer and every 4½ hours to 6 hours in winter. The sprout 
room temperature is kept at about 68ºF; warmer temperatures 

cause the sprouts to grow faster but also accelerate the 
growth of unwanted spoilage bacteria. Also remember that 
soybean plants generally germinate and grow best in cold 
climates. At this temperature, the sprouts are ready in 5½ 
days, at which time those near the top of the sprout vat 
average a remarkable 6 inches in length and those near the 
bottom, 4 inches. The former tend to have a skinny, slightly 
tough root tip bearing fi ne lateral root hairs (that search for 
deep water), and the cotyledons have begun to turn green 
with chlorophyll from exposure to light; these are considered 
inferior quality and in some shops are discarded. The sprouts 
near the bottom of the vat are fat, crispy, and juicy–Grade A. 
At Silver Sprout, the sprouts are mixed before being sold.
 “In some sprout shops, the sprouts are pressed under a 
weighted, perforated lid during the last half of the sprouting 
process in order to make them fatter and juicier. Typically 
a rigid stainless steel rack or perforated plate (24 inches in 
diameter) is set atop the sprouts topped with a 10-pound 
weight. Silver Sprout feels that the slight increase in quality 
is not worth the extra trouble.
 “To remove their seed coats (hulls), the sprouts are 
placed on a rather large and expensive dehuller-washer 
consisting of a downward slanting, 5-foot-wide, 7-foot-
long, vibrating metal plate perforated with many 7/16-inch 
holes. The entire container of sprouts is simply dumped on 
one end of the plate and moved by vibration to the other 
end. Six strong overhead jets of water blast off the hulls and 
wash them down through the holes in the plate, whence they 
run down into a sieve and are saved for use as a livestock 
fodder. The dehulled sprouts vibrate off the far end of the 
plate, fall into an agitated stainless steel tank of water, where 
they are further rinsed, and then are carried up a chain link 
conveyor, at the end of which they are packaged 10 pounds 
at a time, in paper bags having extra wet strength (Paper is 
said to work better than plastic.) One pound of dry soybeans 
is said to yield 8 to 10 pounds of cleaned sprouts. Silver 
Sprout wholesales its soy sprouts to grocery stores for $0.20 
a pound and to restaurants for $0.25 a pound; they retail for 
$0.35 a pound, the same as mung bean sprouts. Given that 
soy sprouts contain 6.2% protein with an NPU of 62, the cost 
of one day’s adult supply of usable protein of 43.1 grams is 
$0.86, about the same as tofu and less than tempeh, peanut 
butter, chicken, bread, or cheese.” Address: New-Age Foods 
Study Center, P.O. Box 234, Lafayette, California 94549.

3895. Shurtleff, William. 1980. Microwave cooked dairylike 
soymilk. Soyfoods 1(3):4-5. Summer. [1 ref]
• Summary: “This method, which involves a number of 
interesting innovations, was developed and patented by 
Frederick G. Drachenberg and Paul E. Allred (U.S. patent 
No. 3,941,890; issued March 2, 1976). The soymilk, which 
uses the whole soybean. has been produced commercially in 
Egypt and sold in bottles; it is reported to have an excellent 
fl avor. Microwaves, which cook the soybeans from the 
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inside out, use less energy than regular cooking, however, 
the equipment is expensive and the output still rather small. 
Microwave cooking also seems to bind the oil more fi rmly to 
the other parts of the soybean resulting in a longer shelf life 
and reduced tendency to develop off fl avors. The following 
method is that described in the patent; it yields one gallon of 
the dairylike whole-bean soymilk.
 “Heat 150 gm. of dehulled soybeans in a microwave 
oven for 4 minutes to inactivate soybean trypsin inhibitors 
and reduce beany fl avors. (Do not overcook, lest protein 
be rendered insoluble.) Blend microwave cooked soybeans 
with 300 ml. water at 50ºC (122ºF) in a colloid mill to form 
a slurry. During grinding add 0.2 gm. each of the enzymes 
proteolase, amylase, and cellulase. Allow the slurry to stand 
without agitation for about 30 minutes while the enzymes 
reduce the size of the soybean particles by hydrolysis. 
Then add 110 ml. corn oil, 4 tbsp. (70 gm.) sucrose, ¼ to 
½ teaspoon (1 gm.) salt, several drops to ½ tsp. vanilla 
extract, and ¼ teaspoon (½ gm.) each lecithin and sodium 
alginate. (The latter two substances are emulsifi ers and 
suspending agents; they prevent the separation of the oil 
and solid particles while giving a better feel in the mouth. 
A little dicalcium phosphate can also be added to prevent 
the formation of a brown ring at the bottom of the bottled 
soymilk.)
 “Run the mixture through a fi nely set colloid mill for 3 
minutes to yield a smooth colloidal suspension. Now mix in 
enough boiling water to make one gallon of mixture. Bring 
the mixture to a brisk boil and allow to boil for 2 minutes 
to deactivate the enzymes added earlier. Add 2 drops of 
Lechearoma milk fl avor (made in Mexico by Lucta Co.). 
To give a smoother taste homogenize at either low or high 
pressure. After cooling, the product was said to closely 
resemble cow’s milk in fl avor and consistency; there was no 
beany fl avor and no sedimentation.
 “Recently (1979) another similar method has come to be 
used. Whole soybeans are cooked in a continuous microwave 
cooker consisting of a vertical glass tube with a microwave 
unit around it at its center. The soybeans pass slowly through 
the tube past the microwaves. The beans are then cracked 
to grits, air dehulled with compressed air, and the grits are 
passed twice through a roller mill to produce a fl our which is 
reported to store well. This can be reconstituted in hot water 
with the above fl avoring agents, etc., homogenized, bottled, 
and sterilized. It has a shelf life of 6 to 12 months.” Address: 
New-Age Foods Study Center, P.O. Box 234, Lafayette, 
California 94549.

3896. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1980. Das Miso-
Buch: Nahrung fuer alle. Band 1 [The book of miso: Food 
for mankind. Vol. 1]. Soyen, West Germany: Ahorn Verlag. 
266 p. July. Illust. by Akiko Aoyagi Shurtleff. Index. 23 cm. 
A co-production of Ost-West Bund e.V. and Ahorn Verlag. 
Translated from English by Rainer Bosch and Gudrun Klein. 

[43 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Contents: What is miso? Foreword. 
Acknowledgments. Part I. Miso: Nutritional value and 
varieties. 1. Soybeans, protein and the world food crisis. 
2. Miso as a food. 3. The miracle of fermentation. 4. The 
varieties of miso.
 Part II. Cooking with Miso (400 recipes). 5. Getting 
started–principles, kitchen utensils, preparation. 6. Recipes 
from East and West. Part III. The Preparation of Miso.
 Part III. The production of miso. 7. Making miso at 
home and in communities. 8. Japanese farmhouse miso. 9. 
The traditional miso shop. 10. The modern miso factory. 
Appendixes: A. The history of chiang, miso, and shoyu, 
and their historical signifi cance. B. The chemistry and 
microbiology of miso fermentation. C. Miso additives. D. 
Miso with seafoods, chicken, and meat. E. When you want 
to study miso in Japan. F. People and institutions worldwide 
connected with miso. G. Natural food stores in German-
speaking countries. Bibliography. Glossary. About the 
authors and their work (autobiographical).
 Published in both hardcover and paperback editions. 
Address: New-Age Foods Study Center, P.O. Box 234, 
Lafayette, California 94549.

3897. Wang, H.L. 1980. Enhancement of nutritive factors 
in fermented foods. Paper presented at the International 
Fermentation Symposium, London, Canada. July 21-23. 9 p.
Address: Northern Regional Research Center, Peoria, 
Illinois.

3898. Porter, Sylvia. 1980. Tofu gaining popularity as cheap 
protein source. Washington Post. Aug. 7. Special to the 
Washington Star. Widely syndicated.
• Summary: “Once found only in health stores and Oriental 
restaurants, this white, custard-like substance is sold today in 
major supermarket chains, served in schools and hospitals, 
and added to cakes, quiches and casseroles available at urban 
delicatessens. Many nutritionists regard tofu as an ideal diet 
food.
 “I’ve got tofu fever,” claims David Mintz, owner of a 
Manhattan kosher catering service and deli, Mintz’s Buffet. 
“It’s a food of the future, a miracle food. We’re using it 
in almost everything–a Caesar dressing, noodle charlotte, 
even in fresh fruit salad–and people are so glad because 
they can eat these foods now whereas they couldn’t before 
because they weren’t kosher or because of their low-fat, 
low-sodium diets.” Mintz now turns out a range of foods 
from beef stroganoff, muffi ns, cheesecake and quiches, items 
which Jewish dietary law prevented his making before he 
discovered non-dairy tofu. Also mentions Matsuda-Hinode 
Tofu Co., Harry Tanikawa (their sales supervisor), New 
England Soy Dairy, and The Book of Tofu by Shurtleff and 
Aoyagi. “Tofu in some form is among the possible new 
products Dannon Co. is investigating for distribution.”
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 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2013) 
concerning the work of David Mintz with soyfoods. In Aug. 
1981 he created and introduced Tofutti, a pioneering non-
dairy, kosher soy ice cream based on tofu. He later founded a 
company named Tofutti Brands, Inc.
 Note 2. Also appeared in New York Daily News. Aug. 7. 
“Japan’s tofu may be next big import”; Transcript-Telegram 
(Holyoke, Massachusetts). Aug. 11, p. 12. “Tofu–another 
Japanese import”; San Francisco Chronicle. Sept. 8. “Import 
that’s not hard to swallow.”

3899. Wright, Richard A. 1980. Nutritional assessment: 
Commentary. JAMA: J. of the American Medical Association 
244(6):559-60. Aug. 8. [12 ref]
• Summary: “The area of nutrition has been neglected by the 
medical profession. Most medical schools devote less than 
three hours of total instruction to nutritional defi ciency and 
therapy. Only 3% of all questions on parts I, II, and III of the 
National Boards deal with the nutritional aspects of disease. 
In short, physicians in the United States are not required to 
have any understanding of nutrition to be licensed to practice 
medicine.
 “This situation is in striking contrast with increasing 
evidence that a large proportion of patients in our hospitals 
are malnourished. In 1976, Bistrian and co-workers 
conducted three single-day nutritional surveys on patients 
in the general medical wards of the Boston City Hospital. 
By standard criteria more than 44% of the patients were 
malnourished, and the majority had defi nite signs of protein-
calorie malnutrition.” Address: Univ. of Louisville, Veterans 
Administration Medical Center, Louisville, Kentucky.

3900. Zilliken, Fritz W. Z-L Limited Partnership (Janesville, 
Wisconsin). 1980. Antioxidants, antioxidant compositions 
and methods of preparing and using same. U.S. Patent 
4,218,489. Aug. 19. 8 p. Application fi led 17 Jan. 1979. [10 
ref]
• Summary: “This is a division of application Serial No. 
804,594, now U.S. Patent No. 4,157,984, fi led June 8, 
1977.” It describes the process for recovery of a steroid-type 
antioxidant, ergostadientriol, from the lipids of tempeh. This 
antioxidant has exceptional antioxidative properties when 
used in combination with isofl avones. Address: Remangen, 
West Germany.

3901. Drane, H.M.; Patterson, D.S.P.; Roberts, B.A.; Saba, 
N. 1980. Oestrogenic activity of soya-bean products: short 
paper. Food and Cosmetics Toxicology 18(4):425-27. Aug. 
[16 ref]
• Summary: This is an early report showing that “soya meal” 
has oestrogenic activity, which was found in all sixteen 
samples of soya meal examined, Ethyl acetate extracts of the 
meals also had oestrogenic activity. Genistein and daidzein 
were present in the extracts.

 Table 1 shows the “Oestrogenic activity of whole soya 
meal and of ethyl acetate extracts of whole soya meal in the 
mouse uterine weight assay.
 The writers conclude: “Since soya meal is an important 
source of protein for animal feeds and is now increasingly 
used in human food, we feel that this apparently constant 
source of oestrogenic activity should not be overlooked, even 
though it is at a low level. However, species differ greatly in 
their susceptibility to the effects of oestrogens and caution 
must therefore be exercised when attempting to extrapolate 
data from species to species or from the biological effects 
of one oestrogenic substance to another.” Address: Central 
Veterinary Lab., Weybridge, Surrey, KT15 3NB, England.

3902. Patel, A.A.; Waghmare, W.M.; Gupta, S.K. 1980. 
Cultured soymilk and related products. Indian Food Packer 
34(4):47-56. July/Aug. [55 ref]
• Summary: This is an excellent and very useful review 
of the literature (with 55 references) on fermentation of 
soymilk with lactobacilli, mostly to make soy yogurts, lactic 
fermented soy beverages, or soy cheeses. As long ago as the 
1930s, Dr. John Harvey Kellogg popularized soy acidophilus 
milk, and the fi rst systematic studies of the growth of lactic 
cultures in soymilk were conducted by Gehrke in the 1940s. 
Yet only in the last two decades has lactic fermentation of 
researchers interested in soybean utilization. “Scientists at 
the University of Wisconsin, Cornell University [Ithaca, New 
York], and the Northern Regional Research Laboratory of the 
USDA [at Peoria, Illinois] have made valuable contributions 
in this fi eld.
 Contents: Introduction. Soymilk as a substrate for the 
growth of lactic cultures: Effect of heat treatment, effect 
of other processing parameters, effect of the presence of 
fermentable carbohydrates, effect of certain additives. 
Other culturing conditions affecting the growth of lactic 
cultures in soymilk: Incubation time, temperature. Quality of 
cultured soymilk: Flavor, texture. Growth of aroma bacteria 
and development of fl avor compounds in soymilk. Special 
products from lactic-fermented soymilk: Soy yogurts, soy 
cheeses (with or without the use of coagulants). Conclusion. 
Address: National Dairy Research Inst., Karnal–132001.

3903. Pathirana, Chitra; Gibney, M.J.; Taylor, T.G. 1980. 
Effects of soy protein and saponins on serum and liver 
cholesterol in rats. Atherosclerosis 36(4):595-96. Aug. [9 ref]
• Summary: Although the cholesterol-lowering effect of 
soy protein has been consistently demonstrated in rabbits, 
its role in rat and human cholesterol metabolism is less 
conclusive. This study reports that the addition of saponin 
to the diets of non-cholesterol-fed rats has no infl uence on 
serum cholesterol. Address: Dep. of Nutrition, Univ. of 
Southampton, Southampton S09 5NH, England.

3904. Urbanski, G.E.; Wei, L.S.; Nelson, A.I. 1980. Weather 
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damage lowers quality of soybean crop. Illinois Research 
(Illinois Agric. Exp. Station, Urbana) 22(3):10-11. Summer.
• Summary: “Weather-damaged soybeans can spell fi nancial 
trouble for oil producers or whole-bean processors. If the 
damage is extensive enough, many thousands of dollars may 
be at stake. For the past two years weather damage and its 
effects on the quality of soybeans and oil extracted from 
them have been a subject of research in our laboratory.
 “When hard frost prematurely arrests growth of the 
plants, freeze damage occurs in the beans. Any immature 
beans on the plant at that time will have a green color. After 
maturity, fi eld damage is possible. Rain and dampness can 
partly hydrate the crop if it is not harvested promptly. Under 
these conditions mold grows rapidly in the beans, turning 
them a dark brown. Freeze damage is most common in the 
northern soybean-producing states of Illinois and Minnesota, 
whereas fi eld damage is a problem in all areas.
 “Reduced oil quality: Oil is extracted from most 
of the soybeans produced in the United States. As a 
preliminary step the beans are crushed. During a later stage 
of processing, a solvent is added to the prepared beans to 
extract crude soybean oil. However, before the food industry 
can use it, the oil must be refi ned to remove impurities.
 “The refi ning process yields what is called neutral 
soybean oil and undesirable components. The amount of 
impurities removed is referred to as the neutral oil loss. One 
major component that adds to this loss is free fatty acid. If 
it is not removed from crude oil, the end product will taste 
bitter.
 “All crude soybean oil contains some free fatty acid. But 
we have found that the levels are higher in oil from freeze- 
and fi eld-damaged beans than from an undamaged crop 
of the same variety (Table 1). Neutral oil loss is therefore 
greater and the quality lower in oil from damaged beans. 
Crude oil from damaged beans also contains many color 
impurities, which contribute to neutral oil loss. For these 
reasons weather-damaged beans are not recommended for oil 
extraction.
 “Increased loss during storage: When soybeans are 
stored, oil quality continues to decline, as measured by an 
increase in free fatty acid. Undamaged beans as well as 
damaged ones are affected. However, the increase occurs at 
a faster rate in freeze-damaged samples than in those that are 
undamaged. This trend held true for both Williams and Clark 
63, the two varieties we tested (Fig. 1 and 2).
 “Neutral oil loss runs parallel to these rates as storage 
time increases. And the longer that damaged versus 
undamaged beans are stored, the less the oil is worth. To 
calculate the dollar loss for a typical oil plant that produces 
2,400 tank cars of oil per year, we used the industry dockage 
formula for neutral oil loss and a price of 9.75 cents per 
pound. Thus an 18-percent increase in neutral oil loss 
represents an annual dollar loss of $36,000.
 “Severely freeze-damaged soybeans have higher levels 

of free fatty acid than do mildly damaged beans (Fig. 2). 
Thus the degree of damage determines the extent to which 
free fatty acid will increase and oil quality will decrease 
during storage.
 “Some of the freeze-damaged beans that we sampled 
were not noticeably green, except for a very faintly tinged 
seedcoat. Only upon close examination did the condition 
become apparent. Although visually slight, the damage 
produced a greater increase in free fatty acid than is normal 
in undamaged beans.
 “When outdoor temperatures are suspected of having 
dropped below freezing, producers should not assume 
that the crop is undamaged just because the beans are not 
obviously green. From our experiments it appears that freeze 
damage, even without signifi cantly affecting the appearance 
of soybeans, can still cause a reduction in oil quality.
 “Increases in trypsin inhibitor: Raw soybeans contain 
trypsin inhibitor, a substance that interferes with the natural 
digestive enzyme trypsin. Unless inactivated, the inhibitor 
reduces the digestion of protein in the beans.
 “In undamaged soybeans, the activity of trypsin inhibitor 
declines slightly as a result of storing. But when damaged 
beans, both Williams and Clark 63, are stored longer than 
six months, the inhibitor begins to increase. Higher levels of 
trypsin inhibitor present a problem to the processor, because 
the inhibitor must be inactivated for proper protein digestion.
 “Quality of whole beans: Although most soybeans are 
used for oil extraction, some are consumed or processed 
whole. Our food laboratory has developed many foods 
from whole soybeans. During this work we have found that 
organoleptic properties such as texture, color, and fl avor are 
important.
 “We suspected that damaged beans might present 
some problems in this respect. We therefore called upon a 
panel of laboratory personnel experienced in making taste 
evaluations. Members of the panel were asked to rank 
damaged and undamaged soybeans of the same variety 
(Corsoy) soaked overnight in tap water and then blanched for 
30 minutes. Color, fl avor, and off-fl avor were rated on a scale 
of 1 to 9, with 9 being excellent, 5 acceptable, and 1 highly 
unacceptable. A perfect score of 9 would indicate a typical 
yellow color, pleasing fl avor, and no off-fl avor. So that the 
green of freeze-damaged samples would not infl uence the 
panelists, the color was masked in the fl avor and off-fl avor 
evaluations. The evaluations were made immediately after 
harvest and again after six months of storage. Compared with 
undamaged soybeans, the green of newly harvested, freeze-
damaged beans was disliked, the fl avor rated lower, and a 
greater off-fl avor detected (Table 2). Damaged beans were 
considered still less acceptable after having been stored six 
months.
 “Because fi eld-damaged samples were too moldy, the 
taste panelists were not asked to evaluate them. We strongly 
recommend that fi eld-damaged beans never be used for 
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direct consumption.
 “By increasing neutral oil loss, both types of weather 
damage cause a reduction in the quality of crude soybean oil. 
The use of weather-damaged beans for oil extraction should 
therefore be avoided. Field-damaged beans, either whole or 
as extracted meal, are unsafe because it is quite possible that 
they may contain toxins produced by mold development. 
Freeze-damaged beans, although safe for consumption, yield 
a whole-bean product that has a poor color and a strong off-
fl avor.”
 Contains 2 tables and 2 graphs. Address: 1. Research 
Asst.; 2. Prof.; 3. Prof. Emeritus. All: Dep. of Food Science, 
Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois.

3905. Yee, J.J.; Shipe, W.F.; Kinsella, J.E. 1980. A research 
note: Antioxidant effects of soy protein hydrolysates on 
copper-catalyzed methyl linoleate oxidation. J. of Food 
Science 45(4):1082-83. July/Aug. [23 ref]
• Summary: Soy protein hydrolysates show primary or 
synergistic antioxidant properties possibly owing to release 
of phenolic antioxidants or improved copper binding. 
Address: Dep. of Food Science, Sotocking Hall, Cornell 
Univ., Ithaca, New York 14853.

3906. Dubois, Donald K. 1980. Soy products in bakery 
foods. AIB Research Department, Technical Bulletin 2(9):1-
10. Sept. [12 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Processing of soy 
products. Quality factors. Defatted soy fl our. Enzyme active 
soy fl our. Full fat, high fat and lecithinated soy fl ours. Soy 
grits. Soy protein concentrates. Soy protein isolates. Milk 
replacer blends. Soy bran. Nutrition. Products. Summary.
 AIB stands for the American Institute of Baking. “Soy 
products, because of their unique functional and nutritional 
properties, have become major ingredients in many food 
systems. The use of soy protein as an ingredient, extender, 
or analog has spread to every category of food, and 
consumption of edible soy protein in the United States has 
grown from less than one hundred million pounds per year in 
the early 1960’s to over one billion pounds per year in 1978.”
 Ten tables give the nutritional composition plus NSI 
(Nitrogen Solubility Index) and PDI (Protein Dispersibility 
Index) of different soy products, and the manufacturer of 
each, as follows: Table IV–15 defatted soy fl ours: A.E. 
Staley: Bland 50, I-200, and F-200. ADM Company: Baker’s 
Nutrisoy, Nutrisoy, and Toasted Nutrisoy. Central Soya Co.: 
Soyafl uff 200W. Cargill, Inc.: 70 PDI Soy Flour and 20 PDI 
Soy Flour. Dawson Food Ingredients: Dawsoy Flour 100/70, 
Dawsoy Flour 200/20, Dawsoy Flour 200/70, and Dawsoy 
Flour 200/88. Farmland Industries: 200L and 200E.
 Table V–2 enzyme active soy fl ours: ADM Company: 
Nutrisoy 7-B. Cargill, Inc.: 90 PDI Soy Flour.
 Table VI–1 full fat soy fl our made by Ingredients 
Systems, Inc.

 Table VII–1 low fat soy fl our made by Food Ingredients.
 Table VIII–4 refatted soy fl ours made by ADM: 15% 
High Fat, Bakers Nutrisoy, Toasted Nutrisoy T-6, and 
Nutrisoy 220T.
 Table IX–8 lecithinated soy fl ours: ADM Company: 
Soylec C6, Soylec C15, and Soylec T15. Central Soya: 
Soyalose 105W and Soyarich 115W. Cargill, Inc.: 3% 
Relecithinated soy fl our, 6% Relicithinated soy fl our, and 
15% Relecithinated soy fl our.
 Table X–13 brands of soy grits: ADM Company: 
Defatted Soy Grits 8-20, Defatted Soy Grits 20-40, Defatted 
Soy Grits 40-80, and Defatted Soy Grits 80-0. A.E. Staley: 
Bland 50-Medium Grits and Bland 50-Coarse Grits. Lauhoff: 
Soy Grits 5/16, Soy Grits 8/30, and Soy Grits 20/0. Dawson 
Food Ind. [sic, Ingredients]: Dawson Grits 10, Dawson Grits 
20, Dawson Grits 40, and Dawson Grits 60.
 Table XI–3 “soy protein concentrates”: Griffi th Labs: 
Promax 70. ADM Company: Ardex 700F and Ardex 700G. 
A.R. Staley: Sta-Pro.
 Table XII–16 “soy isolates” (incl. pH, particle size, 
and special properties of each): Ralston Purina: Edipro A, 
Supro HD 90, Protein 220, Supro 350, Supro 610, Supro 
620, Supro 630, Supro 660, and Supro 710. Dawson Food 
Ind.: Isoprime 900, Isoprime 900GL, Isoprime 900G, and 
Isoprime 900L. Grain Processing Corp.: Pro-Fam S-955 and 
Pro-Fam S-970.
 Table XIII–1 type of soy bran: Nutrisoy Fiber, made 
by ADM. Address: American Inst. of Baking, Manhattan, 
Kansas.

3907. Grossman, Harvey; Duggan, E.; McCamman, S.; 
Welchert, E.; Hellerstein, S. 1980. The dietary chloride 
defi ciency syndrome. Pediatrics 66(3):366-74. Sept. [24 ref]
• Summary: “Chronic depletion of body chloride developed 
in a group of infants ingesting a diet consisting almost 
exclusively of chloride defi cient Neo-Mull-Soy. Ten of the 
12 infants were on this diet three to fi ve months before loss 
of appetite, failure to thrive, muscle weakness, and lethargy 
led to a diagnostic evaluation. The outstanding laboratory 
features were severe hypokalemic metabolic alkalosis, 
low urinary chloride concentrations (<10 mEq/liter), and 
erythrocyturia. There was marked decrease in weight for age 
in all 12 infants...
 “Shortly thereafter both Neo-Mull-Soy and the 
carbohydrate-free companion product, Cho-Free, were 
withdrawn from the market.”
 “In our review of the literature we have found no 
documentation of other instances of chloride defi ciency in 
the human as a consequence of dietary chloride lack alone.” 
Address: The Children’s Mercy Hospital, 24th at Gillham 
Rd., Kansas City, Missouri 64108.

3908. Klein, Barbara P.; Perry, A.K.; Van Duyne, F.O. 1980. 
Composition and palatability of breads made with ground 
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soybean products. Home Economics Research Journal 
9(1):27-35. Sept. [29 ref]
• Summary: “Three ground soy products were prepared 
from whole soybeans, using equipment available to many 
homemakers, and incorporated into yeast-leavened bread as 
a substitute for 12% of the wheat fl our... The heat treatments 
used decreased the level of trypsin inhibitor to an acceptable 
level. The volumes of soy-containing breads were less than 
the wheat fl our controls,” but they were “judged between 
fair and good for all characteristics by a taste panel. Home 
prepared soy products can be used to prepare palatable 
breads and supplement the protein content of wheat bread.” 
Address: Univ. of Illinois.

3909. Descovich, G.C.; Ceredi, C.; Gaddi, A.; Benassi, 
M.S.; et al. 1980. Multicentre study of soybean protein 
diet for outpatient hypercholesterolemic patients. Lancet 
ii(8197):709-12. Oct. 4. [21 ref]
• Summary: Textured soy fl our completely replaced animal 
protein in a diet fed to 127 human subjects for 156 days. 
Total cholesterol was lowered 19%. HDL cholesterol was not 
changed. Address: Italy; Switzerland.

3910. Mayer, Jean; Goldberg, Jeanne. 1980. Nutrition. 
Washington Post. Oct. 23. p. E20.
• Summary: “Q: I have followed a vegan-type vegetarian 
diet and have eaten no animal products for several years. 
After reading in your recent column that such a diet can 
eventually produce vitamin B-12 defi ciency, my mother 
became extremely upset. Could you please reassure her that 
since I am using a variety of fermented soy foods, like miso 
and tempeh, as well as several sea vegetables, I am getting 
all the B-12 I need?”
 “A: Unfortunately, we cannot provide that reassurance.” 
Fermented foods, may indeed provide some vitamin B12 
from microorganisms, but the amount is variable depending 
on the particular product and the process by which it is made. 
Likewise with sea plants. Reliable sources include traditional 
vitamin supplements, and a special type of yeast grown on 
vitamin-B-12.

3911. Hesseltine, C.W. 1980. Re: Sufu, tempeh, vitamin 
B-12. Letter to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, Oct. 
24. 2 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: Thanks for the two beautiful slides. “We didn’t 
have any slides of the actual production of sufu.”
 Tempeh should be cooked before it is eaten since the 
Rhizopus mold “is still alive and there are members of 
the Mucorales which can grow in the body of diabetics 
and those using anticancer drugs that reduce resistance. 
They apparently get in by growing in breaks in the skin 
and lining of the digestive tract.” So, like other soyfoods, 
tempeh should not be eaten as a raw food. Address: Chief, 
Fermentation Lab., NRRC, USDA, Peoria, Illinois.

3912. Abdel-Baki, M.M.; El-Samahy, S.K.; Seleha, H.; 
Morad, M.M. 1980. Cake-mix supplementation with 
soybean, sweet potato or peanut fl ours. I. Chemical, 
microbiological and rheological studies. Baker’s Digest 
54(5):28-30. Oct. [24 ref]
• Summary: Ether extract, ash, crude fi ber and reducing 
and nonreducing sugars of soybean, peanut, sweet potato 
and wheat fl ours were determined and soybean fl our was 
found to have the highest crude protein, followed by peanut, 
wheat and sweet potato fl ours. Soybean fl our had the lowest 
carbohydrates, followed by peanut, sweet potato and wheat 
fl ours, and soybean and peanut fl ours had the lowest bacterial 
count. The fl ours did not contain coliform and had similar 
mold and yeast contents. Essential amino acids were highest 
in soybean fl our, followed by peanut, sweet potato and wheat 
fl ours. Defatted soybean and peanut fl ours had higher protein 
and some essential amino acid levels and lower microbial 
counts than wheat and sweet fl ours. The bacterial counts of 
liquid eggs decreased after drying, with the major bacterial 
population being spore-forming bacteria, and no Salmonella 
existed. Address: 1-3. Dep. of Food Science, College of 
Agriculture, Zagazig Univ., Egypt; 4. Assoc. Prof., Dep. of 
Food Science, College of Agriculture, Cairo Univ., Egypt.

3913. Arshad, M.; Aslam, M.; Sheikh, Iftikhar Ali. 1980. 
Preparation of soymilk from soybean. Pakistan J. of 
Scientifi c and Industrial Research 23(5):218-20. Oct. [11 ref. 
Eng]
• Summary: A soymilk free of bitter and beany fl avor his 
been developed and standardized. The net protein utilization 
(NPU) of this soymilk was only slightly lower than that of 
skim milk (84.6% vs. 84.7%). The protein effi ciency ratio 
(PER) was 2.4 (compared with 2.6 for casein). Net dietary 
protein (NDP) was 7.05 calories (compared with 7.55 for 
skim milk). Address: PCSIR Lab., Lahore 16, Pakistan.

3914. Erdman, J.W., Jr.; Weingartner, K.E.; Mustakas, G.C.; 
Schmutz, R.D.; Parker, H.M.; Forbes, R.M. 1980. Zinc 
and magnesium bioavailability from acid-precipitated and 
neutralized soybean protein products. J. of Food Science 
45(5):1193-99. Sept/Oct. [28 ref]
• Summary: Zinc bioavailability may differ for general 
categories of soy protein products, including fl ours, 
beverage, concentrate, and isolate. Address: 1-2. Dep. of 
Food Science, 567 Bevier Hall, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, 
IL 68101; 3-4. NRRC, Peoria, Illinois; 5-6. Dep. of Animal 
Science, Univ. of Illinois.

3915. Filisetti, T.M.C.C.; Lajolo, F.M. 1980. Thyroid active 
factor in heated soybean products. J. of Food Science 
45(5):1179-82, 1186. Sept/Oct. [16 ref]
• Summary: A crude extract was obtained from hexane-
defatted soybean fl our by water extraction and acetone 
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fractionation. It was active in depressing the uptake of 
iodine-131 by the thyroid glands of live rats 24 hours after 
administration by stomach tubing. “The inhibitory effect 
was evident at 24 hours only when either the extract or the 
fl our had been previously autoclaved. Similar results were 
recorded when extracts from commercial products such as 
[dried] soybean milk, soy protein concentrate, and toasted 
soy fl our were used. However, using extracts from unheated 
raw soy fl our, the inhibitory effect was only present 6 hours 
after ingestion and it subsequently disappeared. The active 
factor is not precipitated by 90% ethanol. Isolated soybean 
isofl avones, either autoclaved or nonautoclaved, did not 
show any inhibitory activity.”
 The factor appears to be heat stable since all the 
products tested had been previously heated during normal 
processing. The factor is not related to phenolics and 
it may be activated during heating. Address: Depto. de 
Alimentos e Nutricao Experimental, Faculdade de Ciencias 
Farmaceuticas-USP, Caixa Postal 30.786, Sao Paulo, SP, 
Brazil.

3916. Institute of Food Technologists’ Expert Panel on Food 
Safety and Nutrition. 1980. Monosodium glutamate (MSG). 
A scientifi c status summary. Food Technology 34(10):49-53. 
Oct. Also published in Sourcebook on Food and Nutrition, 
3rd ed. 1982. p. 135-39. [38 ref]
• Summary: Glutamic acid is one of the most common 
natural amino acids. The various salts of glutamic acid are 
used to enhance fl avor. The sodium salt of glutamic acid, 
usually called MSG (for monosodium glutamate), is by 
far the most widely used glutamate, although potassium, 
ammonium, and calcium glutamates have been used in low-
salt formulations as salt substitutes.
 In East Asia, cooks have long used the sea vegetable 
Laminaria japonica (called “kombu” in Japanese) to make 
a tasty soup stock. The link between the seaweed fl avor 
and glutamate (fi rst isolated in 1866) was discovered by 
Professor Kikunae Ikeda of the University of Tokyo in 1908. 
He demonstrated that kombu contained generous amounts of 
glutamate and that it was the seaweed component responsible 
for food fl avor enhancement. The Japanese began production 
of glutamate almost immediately. Thirty years passed before 
it was produced in North America from corn and wheat 
gluten. Today, MSG is produced in the USA from sugar beet 
molasses in a fermentation process. Or it may be extract 
directly from sugar beets.
 “Glutamate is ubiquitous in nature and is present in 
both food and the human body, either as one of the amino 
acid building blocks of protein and peptides, on in its free 
form. The glutamate bound into a protein structure has no 
fl avor enhancing properties–only the free form has that, and 
then only the ‘L isomer.’ Protein-rich foods such as human 
milk, cow’s milk, cheese, and meat have a high content 
of bound glutamate, while most vegetables contain little, 

because of their low protein content. However many of these 
vegetables–such as mushrooms, tomatoes, and peas–do have 
high levels of free glutamate. In fact, some investigators have 
suggested that this explains the effectiveness of mushrooms 
and tomatoes in enhancing the fl avor of other foods, in much 
the same way as seaweed.”
 “Glutamate exists as part of the human body in both 
free and bound form. The human body contains 14 to 
17% protein, of which about one-fi fth is glutamate. An 
adult weighing 70 kilograms (156 pounds) contains, on 
the average, 2 kilograms (4.4 pounds) of glutamate in his 
protein... The free glutamate concentration of the brain is 
about 100 times as in the blood.” Address: Chicago, Illinois.

3917. Jansen, G. Richard. 1980. A consideration of allowable 
fi bre levels in weaning foods. Food and Nutrition Bulletin 
(United Nations Univ.) 2(4):38-47. Oct. [37 ref]
• Summary: In adult diets, fi ber is known to have numerous 
benefi ts, however in the diets of infants and pre-school 
children fi ber can have some potential disadvantages. Fiber is 
a particular concern in the low-cost extrusion cooking (LEC) 
program at Colorado State University sponsored by USDA/
AID. Fiber is an exceedingly mixture of poorly characterized 
constituents. The most useful concept presently is that of 
“dietary fi ber,” which is generally plant-cell skeletal remains 
that are resistant to digestion. Dietary fi ber is a newer and 
more useful concept than its old counterpart, “crude fi ber.” 
Although primary plant cell walls consist of cellulose, lignin 
and the hemicelluloses, dietary fi ber also includes soluble 
polysaccharides such as pectin, plant gums, and mucilages.
 Table 1 (p. 42) gives the fi ber content of six corn-soy 
blends extruded with a low-cost extrusion cooker. The 
percentage of crude fi ber (CF), neutral detergent fi ber (NDF), 
and the ratio NDF/CF are given. Table 2 (p. 44) is a summary 
of nitrogen balance studies in infants. Also discusses: 
Analysis of extruded corn-soy blends (LEC-CSB). Studies in 
young children. The discussion section states: “Considering 
all the data available, there does not appear to be any reason 
to require a lower maximum crude fi ber level for weaning 
foods than the 2.0 per cent currently specifi ed for Title II 
CSB. This fi ber level can be achieved in CSB made from 70 
per cent whole corn and 30 per cent dehulled soy.” Address: 
Dep. of Food Science & Nutrition, Colorado State Univ., 
Fort Collins, CO.

3918. Nagata, Y.; Imaizumi, K.; Sugano, M. 1980. Effects of 
soya-bean protein and casein on serum cholesterol levels in 
rats. British J. of Nutrition 44(2):113-21. Oct. [35 ref]
• Summary: Secretion of neutral and acidic steroids in 
rats was increased when the low-fat, cholesterol-free diet 
contained isolated soy proteins. Address: Lab. of Nutrition 
Chemistry, Kyushu Univ. School of Agriculture, Fukuoka 
812, Japan.
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3919. Potter, J.D.; Illman, R.J.; Calvert, G.D.; Oakenfull, 
D.G.; Topping, D.L. 1980. Soya saponins, plasma lipids, 
lipoproteins and fecal bile acids: A double blind cross-over 
study. Nutrition Reports International 22(4):521-28. Oct. [31 
ref]
• Summary: It is known that soy products lower serum 
cholesterol levels but the mechanism by which they do this 
is not certain. To determine whether it refl ected the presence 
of dietary saponins and whether dietary modifi cation was 
of potential benefi t, this cross-over study was conducted in 
young adult males with normal cholesterol levels. Saponins 
increased bile acid secretion but failed to modify plasma 
cholesterol levels. Address: 1. CSIRO Div. of Human 
Nutrition, Kintore Ave., Adelaide, South Australia, 5000.

3920. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1980. What is 
tempeh? (Leafl et). Soyfoods Center, P.O. Box 234, Lafayette, 
CA 94549 USA. 4 panels each side. Each panel: 22 x 9 cm. 
Oct.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Rich in protein and 
vitamin B-12. Tempeh comes west (a brief history). How 
tempeh is made. The miracle of fermentation. Buying 
and storing tempeh. Favorite tempeh recipes: Contains 11 
recipes.
 Note: This leafl et was fi rst produced as a joint venture 
between Soyfoods Center and Soyfoods Unlimited of San 
Leandro, California. From May 1981 to June 1984 seven 
tempeh companies purchased the rights to print an unlimited 
number of these leafl ets under their own logo. These 
included Soyfoods Unlimited (San Leandro, California), 
Tempeh Bros. (Metro New York), Kingdom Foods 
(Washington, DC), Star Soyfoods (Sandpoint, Idaho), Surata 
Soyfoods (Eugene, Oregon), and North Coast Tempeh Corp. 
(Cleveland, Ohio). Address: Lafayette, California. Phone: 
415-283-2991.

3921. TNO and IIT. 1980. Précis of the fi nal report on the 
Colombian-Netherlands project for “Utilization of soybean 
proteins for human consumption,” Colombia, 1977–1979. 
Wageningen, Netherlands: The Netherlands Organization 
for Applied Scientifi c Research (TNO) and Instituto de 
Investigaciones Technologicas (IIT). 12 p.
• Summary: The following products and related processes 
were developed or improved for use in Colombia: Soy 
beverage, soy cheese (tofu), soy yogurt, roasted soybeans, 
quick-cooking soybeans, full-fat soy fl our, soy-enriched 
arepas or maize cakes. IIT is the Instituto de Investigaciones 
Tecnologicas, Bogota, Colombia.

3922. Topping, David L.; Trimble, R.P.; Illman, R.J.; 
Potter, J.D.; Oakenfull, D.G. 1980. Prevention of dietary 
hypercholesterolemia in the rat by soy fl our high and low in 
saponins. Nutrition Reports International 22(4):513-19. Oct. 
[15 ref]

• Summary: In adult male rats, soya saponins were found to 
enhance secretion of bile acids. Address: 1-4. CSIRO, Div. of 
Human Nutrition, Glenthorne Physiology Lab., O’Halloran 
Hill, South Australia 5158, Australia.

3923. Wang, H.L.; Swain, E.W.; Hesseltine, C.W. 1980. 
Phytase of molds used in Oriental food fermentation. J. of 
Food Science 45(5):1262-66. Sept/Oct. [26 ref]
• Summary: “Except for Mucor dispersus NRRL 3103 and 
Actinomucor elegans NRRL 3104, all the other molds tested 
produced both extra- and intracellular phytase.” Molds 
were tested that make the following fermented foods: Sufu, 
tempeh, Lao-chao, soy sauce, and miso. Address: Northern 
Regional Research Center, Peoria, Illinois.

3924. Flegel, T.W.; Bhumiratana, A. 1980. Studies on 
Aspergillus fl avus var. columnaris in soy sauce koji. In: 
ASEAN Sub-Committee on Protein, ed. 1980. Report on the 
Second ASEAN Workshop on Solid Substrate Fermentation. 
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. 415 p. See p. 106-20. [6 ref]
• Summary: Reviews attempts to improve the quality of soy 
sauce and tao chieo [miso] in Thailand by the introduction 
of Aspergillus fl avus var. columnaris inoculum (found to 
produce the most protease) for the koji stage of production. 
Two major proteases were isolated and characterized. A 
low-cost, easy, and reliable method is described for the 
production of koji inoculum by factory personnel using 
plastic bag incubators.
 Good quality soy sauce should have a high soluble 
nitrogen and a high reducing sugar content in the fi nal 
product. To obtain this, one must optimize production of 
protease and amylase during the koji stage. Factory owners 
all prefer green koji (made in cool weather, dominated by 
Aspergillus species) to black koji (resulting from hot weather 
and dominated by Zygomycetous molds such as Rhizopus, 
Syncephal, Mucor, Absidia, etc.). In the moromi stage, 
factory owners say that the total salt content of the moromi 
and fi nal soy sauce should not fall below 18% (w/v = weight 
to volume) lest the soy sauce spoil, nor exceed 22% (w/v) 
lest it be too salty. Koji usually takes 5-7 days to make. The 
optimum growth temperature for the koji mold, determined 
by radial growth on agar, was found to be 30ºC. When tao 
chieo was made by the new method, white crystals of pure 
tyrosine appeared’ since they were not harmful, they were 
accepted by factory owners. An increase in soluble nitrogen 
leads to a darkening of color caused by the complexing 
of glucose with amino acids such as lysine. Address: 
Microbiology Dep., Faculty of Science, Mahidol Univ., 
Rama VI Road, Bangkok, Thailand.

3925. Hain. 1980. Nobody makes more out of nature than 
Hain. Better Nutrition 40(11): Nov.
• Summary: “When it comes to pure cold-pressed vegetable 
oils, no other company can offer you more years of 
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experience and more different oil varieties than Hain.”
 The bottom 2/3 of the page contains a color photo 
of many plastic bottles of Hain “pure cold pressed” oils, 
including soy oil, sesame oil, peanut oil, corn oil, sunfl ower 
oil, saffl ower oil, all blend oil, high potency cod liver oil, and 
apricot kernel oil. None contain cholesterol. Saffl ower oil 
(front and center) is highest in polyunsaturates.

3926. Hildebrand, D.F.; Hymowitz, T. 1980. Rapid test for 
Kunitz trypsin inhibitor activity in soybean seeds. Crop 
Science 20(6):818-19. Nov/Dec. [5 ref]
• Summary: The Kunitz trypsin inhibitor is a protein. The 
new test is described. Address: Graduate fellow and prof. of 
plant genetics, Dep. of Agronomy, Univ. of Illinois.

3927. Impoolsup, Attawut; Flegel, T.W.; Bhumiratana, 
A. 1980. Isolation and characterization of proteases from 
Aspergillus fl avus var. columnaris. In: ASEAN Sub-
Committee on Protein, ed. 1980. Report on the Second 
ASEAN Workshop on Solid Substrate Fermentation. Kuala 
Lumpur, Malaysia. 415 p. See p. 369-400. [21 ref]
• Summary: Aspergillus fl avus var. columnaris is a mold 
that was isolated from a soy sauce factory near Bangkok, 
Thailand. It is recommended for use in preparing soy sauce 
koji because it does not produce afl atoxins and because it 
is an exceptionally high producer of protease. This study 
examines the various types of protease produced by the 
mold. Address: Dep. of Microbiology, Faculty of Science, 
Mahidol Univ., Rama VI Road, Bangkok 4, Thailand.

3928. McCay, Jeanette B. 1980. I remember... Better 
Nutrition 40(11):20-21, 54. Nov.
• Summary: “Jeanette McCay reminisces about the 
exceptional bread that her husband, the late Dr. Clive M. 
McCay (pictured below) developed at Cornell University. 
The bread, known for 30 or 40 years as Cornell Bread, is far 
superior to today’s commercial breads. Her recipe tells how 
to make it.” She begins: “What a debt of gratitude we all owe 
to the health food stores!”
 “Just after he returned to his professorship in the 
nutrition laboratory at Cornell from his stint in the Navy, 
Governor Dewey requested him to improve the diet in the 
New York State mental hospitals. A bread formula was 
worked out. The loaf proved so good that it was offered for 
sale in our local co-op Food Store, which was Ithaca’s fi rst 
‘health food’ kind of store. In less than a year the bread’s 
fame spread to other communities in the state and to other 
states. Every day 60,000 pounds of Cornell Bread were 
baked in the mental hospitals and over 40,000 pounds were 
baked for school lunches in some of the large cities.”
 Photos show: (1) Prof. Clive McCay of Cornell Univ. 
(portrait photo). (2) Two rats atop scales, which show their 
weights. “The animal on the left fl ourished during a long life 
eating only Cornell bread and butter. The animal on the right, 

eating nothing but ordinary baker’s bread, soon sickened and 
died.”

3929. Miller, Oliver H. 1980. Use of soya proteins in the 
vegetarian market. Paper presented at World Conference on 
Soya Processing and Utilization, Acapulco, Mexico. Nov. 4 
p.
• Summary: “Vegetarians can usually be divided into two 
groups: Strict vegetarians, who use no animal products, 
and lacto-ovo vegetarians, who use milk and egg products 
along with plant products... The lacto-ovo segment appears 
to comprise the largest portion of the Loma Linda Foods 
market... ‘Better Health’ appears to be the largest single 
motive for altering former eating habits.”
 “The Loma Linda Foods product line appears to have 
limited appeal to the strict vegetarian, who wants no fl esh 
and wants nothing that resembles fl esh in their diet. Canned 
Green Soybeans and Boston Style Soybeans are two products 
that have some appeal to the strict vegetarian.”
 “Loma Linda Foods produces approximately 60 
different products.” Address: PhD, Vice-President, Research 
& Development, Loma Linda Foods.

3930. Patel, A.A.; Waghmare, W.M.; Gupta, S.K. 1980. 
Lactic fermentation of soymilk–A review. Process 
Biochemistry 15(7):9-10, 12-13. Oct/Nov. [55 ref]
• Summary: This excellent article is identical on one 
published earlier this year (July/Aug. 1980) by the same 
three authors in Indian Food Packer (p. 47-56). Address: 1. 
Indian Dairy Assoc.

3931. Somporn, Wannee. 1980. Review of solid substrate 
fermented products in Thailand. In: ASEAN Sub-Committee 
on Protein, ed. 1980. Report on the Second ASEAN 
Workshop on Solid Substrate Fermentation. Kuala Lumpur, 
Malaysia. 415 p. See p. 235-49. [3 ref]
• Summary: Table 3 shows fermented foods prepared in 
Thailand from legumes and cereals. Fermented foods having 
soybeans are the main substrate are: See iew (a condiment, 
made in central and south Thailand using bacteria, molds, 
and yeasts). Thua nao (main dish, made in north Thailand 
using bacteria). Tao hoo (tofu, main dish, made in central and 
south Thailand using bacteria, molds, and yeasts). Tao jiao 
(fl avoring, made in central and south Thailand using bacteria, 
molds, and yeasts). Tao si ([fermented black soybeans], 
fl avoring agent, made in south Thailand, using molds).
 A survey of all soy sauce factories in Thailand was 
conducted in 1975. Representative samples were analyzed 
for both pathogenic organisms and afl atoxin, but neither was 
found (Biological Science Division, 1975-1976).
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2013) that uses the word “Tao hoo” (or “Tao-
hoo”) to refer to tofu.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
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seen (Jan. 2012) that uses the term “Thua nao” (with no 
hyphen) to refer to Thua-nao. Address: Biological Science 
Div., Dep. of Science Service, Ministry of Science, 
Technology and Energy, Thailand.

3932. Tang, Charles Chang Chiu. 1980. Studies of solid 
substrate fermentation in Singapore. In: ASEAN Sub-
Committee on Protein, ed. 1980. Report on the Second 
ASEAN Workshop on Solid Substrate Fermentation. Kuala 
Lumpur, Malaysia. 415 p. See p. 225-233. [5 ref]
• Summary: Many of Singapore’s fermented foods are 
traditional indigenous foods. These include: (1) Fermented 
soya beans used in the koji to make soya sauce. (2) 
Fermented whole soya beans, which are preserved in brine 
(fermented black soybeans) or made into a paste (like 
Chinese soybean jiang). (3) Fermented cubes of tofu.
 Of these fermented food products, only the fermentation 
process for making soya sauce has been studied at length 
by the National University of Singapore and the Singapore 
Institute of Standards and Industrial Research. Their fi ndings 
of improved Aspergillus mutants for the production of 
better quality soya sauce have been reported at a previous 
ASEAN Workshop on Soya Sauce Manufacturing technique 
(1978 Singapore). “The Department of Scientifi c Services 
has analysed samples of fermented ‘Tofu,’ soya beans, 
soya sauce and shrimp paste and found that afl atoxins were 
absent in these fermented products.” Address: PhD, Dep. of 
Scientifi c, Outram Road, Singapore 0316.

3933. Toyo Shinpo (Soyfoods News). 1980. [Nutritional 
analysis of tofu using various coagulants]. Dec. 1. [Jap; 
eng+]
• Summary: Table 1 gives the nutritional composition of two 
types of tofu: Regular handmade tofu, and lactone silken 
tofu (made by machine). Analyses are given for three types 
of regular tofu, each made with a different coagulant/curding 
agent. For each of these four types of tofu, the content of 
water, protein, fat, calcium, and magnesium per 100 gm is 
given.
 The calcium content (per 100 gm) of the four types of 
tofu is as follows, with the coagulant shown fi rst: calcium 
sulfate 139 mg, natural nigari 42 mg, magnesium chloride 
36 mg, lactone silken tofu coagulated with GDL (glucono 
delta lactone) 14 mg. Note that tofu coagulated with calcium 
sulfate contains more than 3.8 times as much calcium as that 
coagulated with magnesium chloride (refi ned nigari).
 The tofu curded with calcium sulfate contains 89.0% 
water, 3.6% protein, 1.7% fat, and 25 mg of magnesium. 
The tofu curded with magnesium chloride (refi ned nigari) 
contains 88.6% water, 5.3% protein, 2.9% fat, and 84 mg of 
magnesium.
 Table 2 compares the nutritional composition of 
machine-made lactone silken tofu (given above) with 
handmade silken tofu that contains a chemical additive 

(Glycerin fatty acid ester = Guriserin shibosan esuteru) used 
to prevent burning while cooking the soybean puree, and 
improve the tofu yield and texture; each type is coagulated 
with GDL. The calcium content is 14 mg vs. 129 mg.
 Table 3 shows tofu yield using 3 different coagulants: 
From 1 kg of soybeans a manufacturer can get: 2.75–3.25 
lb of tofu coagulated with nigari; 3.50–4.00 lb of tofu 
coagulated with calcium sulfate; or 4.50–5.00 lb of tofu 
coagulated with GDL.
 The analyses were conducted by the Omiya Consumers’ 
Living Center in Japan.

3934. Anderson, Eugene N. 1980. Re: Soybeans, tofu, and 
tempeh. Letter to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, 
Dec. 12–in reply to inquiry. 2 p. Typed, with signature on 
letterhead. [4 ref]
• Summary: A sinophile, he is collaborating with Dr. Paul 
Buell (an historian at Western Washington University, 
Bellingham, WA) on various books on Chinese agriculture, 
including an economic botany. “We are currently working 
on the soybean article for this and drawing heavily on your 
books. He is an inveterate tofu maker who lives by your 
books.”
 The spices in real curry are fascinating and much 
different from those in the “nauseating and disgusting ‘curry 
powder’ of commerce.”
 He is aware of some spectacularly fi ne Chinese books on 
vegetarian soyfoods cookery, written by Buddhist religious 
groups. “Most of the Chinese cookbooks in English are 
obscene and should be banned as pornography.”
 It is now known that the old Shen Nung Herbal is from 
ca. 100 A.D.
 “Tempe I assume to be an application to soybeans of 
earlier technology used on coconut. Incidentally the soybean 
was introduced to the Malay world by people from the 
Fujian-Guangdong border between Xinmen (Amoy) and 
Swatow (Shandou), as shown by the distinctive dialect words 
borrowed into Malay (bahasa Indonesia, bahasa Malaysia)–
taohu, taugé, taucho, tausi, etc. These are also in Indonesian 
and Filipino–though tausi could be from Cantonese. These 
are direct borrowings of precisely the dialect forms of the 
border area, the southern dialects of the Southern Min or 
Hokkien language. Tauhu, for instance, is their pronunciation 
of tofu (doufu in standard Chinese). One word I can’t explain 
is kecap (formerly spelled ketjap and so pronounced), the 
Malay word for soy sauce. It seems to have referred earlier 
to quite a different, local brew. It has nothing whatever to do 
with ketchup.
 “The latest soy news is yet another proof that peasant 
techniques have their reasons. It now appears that soybeans 
have a huge amount of phytate, amounting to up to several 
percent of the bean. Phytate (the distinctive ion of phytic 
acid) takes up calcium, zinc magnesium, niacin and other 
chemically active items in food and makes chemical 
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compounds that humans can’t digest effectively. Thus the 
calcium, niacin, etc., of food is lost. This leads to calcium 
defi ciency, zinc defi ciency (as with whole-grain wheat 
bread eaters in the Near East), or worst of all, pellagra (corn 
is classically associated with pellagra because it’s high in 
phytate and low in niacin). But of course if you add calcium 
or magnesium or the like to your food, it takes up the phytate 
and you’re OK. Heat also destroys some of it. Micro-
organisms such as yeasts and Aspergillus can also destroy 
it, having appropriate enzymes. Thus processing soybeans 
with gypsum, nigari or fungal fermentation wipes out this 
danger.” Address: Dep. of Anthropology, Univ. of California, 
Riverside, CA 92521.

3935. Akizuki, Tatsuichiro. 1980. How we survived 
Nagasaki. East West Journal. Dec. p. 10, 12-13.
• Summary: Describes the use of brown rice and miso in 
saving victims of the atomic bomb blast. “A doctor saves his 
patients from the atomic bomb.
 “Nagasaki, August 1945. The city is under a hot spell 
punctuated by the constant American bombing. The daily 
life is constantly interrupted by the air-raid alarms and the 
rush to the air-raid shelters. Dr. Akizuki is then director at the 
Hospital of Urakami, on Motohara Hill, Nagasaki.
 “On the morning of August 7, I opened the newspaper 
as usual wondering which region had been bombarded 
yesterday. That’s when the front page attracted my attention. 
‘A new type of bomb dropped on Hiroshima. Serious 
damages.’ In spite of myself, I called in Brother Iwanaga 
to see this article. Instead of talking of the usual everyday 
explosions, the report talked about a ‘new type of bomb’ and 
furthermore about ‘serious damages.’ I was very worried. 
Normally, the papers would announce any damage, however 
big, as ‘light’; today, the papers were saying, very openly, 
‘serious damages.’ It was a very bad omen.
 “On August 9, not a cloud in the sky. Some of the 
hospital attendants were preparing a late breakfast. Some 
were fi lling big bowls of miso soup, others were distributing 
them on each fl oor. There was much commotion in the 
hospital. The siren went on announcing the end of the 
American air raids, and the hospital returned to its normal 
activities. ‘At last, we can eat our breakfast. The patients 
must be hungry,’ I said. We were also hungry, but fi rst we 
had to fi nish our consultations.
 “As I started to push a hypodermic syringe in a patient’s 
chest for a pneumothorax, I heard a ‘boumm...’ sounding like 
a motor, far away above our heads.
 “’Why this noise, since the end of the air raid has been 
announced?’ I wondered. As I thought about that, this strange 
‘boum’ came down on us, right above the hospital, coming 
in a crash. I cried out, ‘An enemy airplane! Look out! Take 
shelter!’ At the same time, I withdrew the syringe from the 
patient’s chest and prostrated myself beside his bed.
 “A fl ash! A white fl ash burst. The next moment ‘Bang! 

crack!’ A violent shock shook all of us and the hospital. 
There was maybe only a second or two between this strange 
‘bourn’ and the ‘bang’ of the hit. I lay down on the fl oor, 
consciously or not. Some debris fell tumbling down my 
back.
 “’Our hospital has been struck!’ I thought. I started to 
have fi ts of giddiness and my ears itched. About ten minutes 
later, I got up staggering and looked around me. There was 
nothing but a yellow smoke, with a white powder hanging in 
the air and a certain darkness...
 “After recovering from the shock and as soon as the 
atmosphere cleared up, Dr. Akizuki worried over the state of 
health of his patients who were staying in the hospital. To his 
astonishment, none of them seemed to be badly injured.
 “Sitting at my desk, I looked out of the window into 
the garden and around the hospital. There was neither a 
windowpane nor a window frame left; everything was 
pulverized. The smoke cloud was dissipating little by little 
over the garden. Some people, lightly injured, were running 
away. Looking toward the southeast I was shocked–the sky 
was darker than night, coated over by a cloud-like smoke, 
and under this dark cover, there was another dark yellow 
cloud of smoke. The ground started to appear little by little 
and the spectacle horrifi ed me: all visible buildings were in 
fl ame, not only the buildings but also the straw roof houses.
 “’What’s happening? It’s not our hospital which was 
bombarded!’ I could only understand that. ‘Such an ocean of 
fi re! Such a smoky sky! Is it the end of the world?’
 “After a long while, I could at last identify the bomb: 
‘That’s it! It is the new type of bomb, the one from 
Hiroshima...’ The fi re from the hospital spread little by little. 
It was strange that the main roof had burnt fi rst. Maybe the 
temperature of the atmosphere at the time of the detonation 
was several thousand degrees at the epicenter and several 
hundred degrees near the hospital. The wooden structures, 
located less than a thousand yards from the epicenter, burnt 
immediately, and a huge fi re ensued. At the interior of one 
thousand yards around the epicenter, even steel was burning! 
The hospital was located about a mile from it. The fi re had 
started with a few fl ames around the roof.
 “Most of the medical equipment and supply of medicine 
had been destroyed. Dr. Akizuki found himself practically 
unprepared, with only a pain reliever, some gauze, and 
Mercurochrome to treat his patients.
 “To treat only two persons was as complex and diffi cult 
as treating twenty patients in consultation on a regular day. 
Some of the patients who came to us had widespread and 
deep burns. Some others had fragments of shattered glass 
deeply encrusted in their bodies, in their muscles.
 “I had no idea at all of radioactive rays. Among the 
patients who had not been burnt, many were having stomach 
aches and infl ammation of the mouth. I thought it was 
because they were living in the shelter from the time of the 
explosion. But as days passed by, they started to be affected 
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with diarrhea and bloody stools. The stomatitis brought about 
gum bleeding and subcutaneous hemorrhages followed. Then 
the inside of the mouth became purple.
 “’I fear that it is dysentery,’ I thought then. Actually, it 
was much worse than dysentery, but I did not know it. No, 
none of us knew how terrible all this was.
 “For one year Dr. Akizuki had been assistant in the 
Department of Radiotherapy of the hospital of the Faculty 
of Medicine of Nagasaki. It gave him the opportunity to 
discover that catarrh was frequently brought on by the 
continuous irradiation of various persons suffering from 
uterine or breast cancer. Everyday he also proceeded to take 
X-ray exams and had also experienced symptoms of catarrh. 
This previous experience proved very useful. Around August 
15 he fi nally realized that the symptoms he was now feeling 
after the bombing corresponded exactly to this type of 
catarrh.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020) that 
mentions cancer of the endometrium (lining of the uterus) or 
endometrial cancer, in connection with soy (miso soup).
 “From the point of view of classical physics, X-rays are 
very short electromagnetic waves which can go through the 
cells of the human body and even destroy them in the case 
of intense irradiation like radium. The cells destroyed by 
this type of radiation are the ones where frequent divisions 
arise. The most fragile cells (the sexual cells, marrow cells, 
and all cells which have a vital function) are destroyed by 
radioactivity. It was the only thing I could guess about the 
‘atomic disease.’
 “When I took care of patients suffering from catarrh or I 
was myself suffering from it, I used to drink or give to them 
to drink a salty solution, which contained a little bit more 
salt than the physiological serum, and it turned out to be very 
effective.
 “Salt is good for those who just faced the bomb. Salt is 
effi cacious, I can assure you.
 “I have no knowledge of nuclear physics or atom 
biology; no books, no treatise on atomic disease, yet I was 
convinced about the effectiveness of my dietary method, 
which can be clearly defi ned as this: Salt or sodium ion gives 
back to the blood its vitality while sugar in turn is toxic.
 “This idea corresponded to the patients’ treatment by 
doctors and staff at the Faculty of Medicine of Nagasaki. 
Now my mineral method was turning out to be very effective 
in curing people contaminated from the atomic explosion. 
I felt something like belief welling up in my bosom and 
gave the cooks and staff strict orders that they should make 
unpolished whole-grain rice balls, adding some salt to them, 
prepare strong miso soup for each meal, and never use sugar. 
When they didn’t follow my orders, I scolded them without 
mercy: ‘Never take sugar. Sugar will destroy your blood!’
 “I had fed my co-workers brown rice and miso soup for 
some time before the bombing, and they had not taken any 
sugar, which was at that time rare and inaccessible to the 

Japanese public. ‘Why is sugar poison to the blood? Why is 
salt effective for curing atomic disease?’ they all asked me. 
It was time-consuming to explain this in detail. So I replied, 
‘Sugar is poison. I swear it! Sugar will destroy your blood’” 
(Continued).

3936. Akizuki, Tatsuichiro. 1980. How we survived 
Nagasaki (Continued–Document part II). East West Journal. 
Dec. p. 10, 12-13.
• Summary: (Continued): “This dietary method made 
it possible for me to remain alive and go on working 
vigorously as a doctor. The radioactivity may not have been 
a fatal dose, but thanks to this method, Brother Iwanaga, 
Reverend Noguchi, Chief Nurse Miss Murai, other staff 
members and in-patients, as well as myself all kept on 
living on the lethal ashes of the bombed ruins. It was thanks 
to this food that all of us could work for people day after 
day, overcoming fatigue or symptoms of atomic disease 
and survive the disaster free from severe symptoms of 
radioactivity. I believe it although it is diffi cult to prove from 
a medical point of view.

“Those who were close to the center of the blast in 
Nagasaki were killed instantly. Those who were at a larger 
distance were injured or severely burned depending on 
whether they were exposed or sheltered and the distance 
from the epicenter.
 “Actually, the constitution, the age, and the condition of 
each person’s health also determined individual vulnerability 
and the duration of each survival.
 “Generally, the people of Nagasaki died, day by day, 
in places farther away from the epicenter. Those ‘circles of 
death’ terrifi ed the survivors of the exterior zones who were 
seeing this wave getting closer, slowly, inexorably.
 “As people started to die in the neighborhood around 
the hospital, Dr. Akizuki began to test the condition of those 
around him, pulling their hair. Indeed, loss of hair and 
change in skin color are two signs showing the gravity of 
a person’s condition. All of those who were staying in the 
hospital started to become ‘terribly tired,’ to have diarrhea 
and nausea. But none of them would talk to each other about 
it. Those symptoms got even worse when the deadly wave 
reached the hospital area.
 “When one knows the dangers of the atomic radiation, 
one can only be extremely surprised that Dr. Akizuki and 
those who were helping him in the hospital survived, 
although the surrounding population was decimated, and 
that they continued to live in this highly contaminated area.
 “Medical help from outside the city came very late and 
was unable to do anything for this new unknown ailment. 
Perhaps it was fortunate, for Dr. Akizuki writes: ‘After all, 
there was nothing else to do than go back to brown rice and 
miso soup.’ It was already the basis of the usual macrobiotic 
diet of the hospital long before the nuclear catastrophe. 
Thanks to this food, fortifi ed after the bombing by even more 
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salt and miso soup, the people living in the hospital endured 
and survived. Other people in the city–most of whom were no 
longer eating a traditional or macrobiotic diet–said it was a 
miracle.
 “In fact, this miracle was made possible primarily 
because of Dr. Akizuki’s dietary recommendations and their 
very smart adaptation after the explosion. Two other factors 
also contributed to their survival. First, the hospital was 
built of bricks and constituted for some patients and doctors 
relatively effective protection against the atomic bomb rays. 
Secondly, torrential rains arose twice over Nagasaki, on 
September 2 and 16. The last storm also drenched Hiroshima 
on September 16. These rains, which ended each time with 
violent typhoons, were a diffi cult challenge for the hospital 
survivors. ‘It’s hell on earth: torture by fi re, and torture by 
water,’ Dr. Akizuki thought at the fi rst rain. The fl ood was so 
intense that the meteorological observatory registered one 
foot of rain.
 “However, this intense rain turned out to be a gift from 
God, as well as the typhoon ‘Mazurazaki’, which followed 
two weeks later. The abundant downpour could dissolve and 
drain away the radioactive fallout to the depths of the ocean.
 “After this typhoon, the number of deaths decreased at 
the hospital. The hospital attendants and myself did not have 
any more nausea or bloody excrement. Our hair stopped 
falling out. It was forty days after the bomb had exploded. 
It seemed that at last the number of victims in the city was 
going to decrease. Those who had to die were probably 
already dead. From the days of the typhoon the gradual 
approach towards inevitable death changed to the return of 
life.
 “(Reprinted from Le Compass, Autumn 1980, translated 
for EWJ by Evelyn Harboun. Dr. Akizuki’s complete 
account, from which this excerpt is taken, is published in 
Document of A-Bombed Nagasaki, available in limited 
quantities from Le Compass, B.P. 72 43002 Le Puy Cedex, 
France, for 43 francs.)”

3937. Bailey, David S.; DeLuca, V.; Dürr, M.; Verma, 
D.P.S.; Maclachlan, G.A. 1980. Involvement of lipid-linked 
oligosaccharides in synthesis of storage glycoproteins in 
soybean seeds. Plant Physiology 66(6):1113-18. Dec. [31 
ref]
• Summary: “The 7S complex of soybean storage 
proteins contains about 5% by weight of covalently bound 
carbohydrate (29). When the purifi ed 7S complex is 
subjected to SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, it 
can be resolved into several components, all of which are 
glycosylated as determined by periodic acid-Schiff staining 
(25). The saccharide moieties include oligosaccharides 
attached to asparagine containing 2 glucosamine and up 
to 9 mannose units (28, 29). Similar oligosaccharides are 
found in soybean agglutinin (18). Little is known about the 
mechanisms of biosynthesis.” Address: Dep. of Biology, 

McGill Univ., Montreal, Quebec, Canada H3A 1B1.

3938. Bau, H.M.; Debry, G. 1980. L’art de l’utilisation du 
soja: Habitudes et traditions [The art of soya utilization: 
Customs and traditions]. Cahiers de Nutrition et de 
Dietetique 15(4):277-84. Oct/Dec. [40 ref. Fre; eng]
• Summary: Contents: Summary. 1. Characteristics of 
the soybean (du soja). The art of soybean utilization in 
the oriental countries: Principal non-fermented products 
(soymilk, tofu, yuba, soy sprouts (les graines entières 
germées), edamame {l’edamame}), principal fermented 
products (miso, tempeh, fermented tofu / sufu, shoyu. 
natto). Utilization of the soybean in occidental countries: 
introduction, whole soy fl our, defatted soy fl our, proteins 
structured by extrusion [textured soy protein] (protéines 
structurés par extrusion), protein concentrates (protéines 
concentrées), protein isolates (protéines isolées), textured 
products (les produits texturés). The future of soybean 
utilization.
 Tables: (1) Major sources of protein, animal and 
vegetable, worldwide. With worldwide production and 
nutritional composition for each. The 4 leading sources are 
(in million tons): Wheat (51), soybeans (24.9), rice (23.5), 
and corn (23.4).
 (2) Essential amino acid composition for each major 
protein source. (3) Yield of protein per hectare by major 
sources of protein: Soy 264 kg, maize 146 kg, wheat fl our 81 
kg, cow’s milk 44 kg, beef 26 kg.
 (4) Composition and utilization of soybeans and major 
soy products. (5) Diagram showing how to obtain the major 
edible soy protein products.
 “For many centuries, soybeans have meant meat, milk, 
cheese, bread, and oil to the people of Asia. Because of their 
great food value, they not only have long had a defi nite place 
in the oriental diet but now belong in the diet of America and 
of the entire world. In Europe, the use of soybean products in 
the quotidian diet is still limited, however it is sure that they 
will be an important factor in the balanced diet of the future.”
 Note 1. Soyfoods Center has a 16-page English-
language translation of this article.
 Note 2. Webster’s Dictionary defi nes quotidian (derived 
from the French quot = as many as + dies = day) as 
“occurring every day.”
 Note: This is the earliest French-language document 
seen (Nov. 2015) that uses the term protéines concentrées to 
refer to a soy protein concentrates. Address: University of 
Nancy, France.

3939. Cheryan, Munir. 1980. Phytic acid interactions in 
food systems. CRC Critical Reviews in Food Science and 
Nutrition 13(4):297-335. Dec. [202 ref]
• Summary: Phytic acid limits the bioavailability of the 
minerals present in many plant-derived foods, including 
soybeans. Address: Dep. of Food Science, Univ. of Illinois.
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3940. Johnson, Larry A.; Deyoe, C.W.; Hoover, W.J.; 
Schwenke, J.R. 1980. Inactivation of trypsin inhibitors in 
aqueous soybean extracts by direct steam infusion. Cereal 
Chemistry 57(6):376-79. Nov/Dec. [16 ref]
• Summary: “A means of direct steam-infusion cooking of 
aqueous soybean extracts for milk analogs was developed. 
The effect on trypsin inhibitor (TI) activity of heat in 
continuous processing was quantifi ed over the temperature 
range 99-154ºC. As process temperature increased each 11ºC 
at pH 6.7, the rate of TI inactivation doubled. At 154ºC, 
pH 6.7, 40 sec of heat treatment produced TI inactivation 
equivalent to that in 60 min at 99ºC (7.6% residual TI 
activity). Increasing the pH of the slurry to 9.5 substantially 
increased the rate of TI inactivation. Inactivation of TI 
activity by high-temperature, short-time processing exhibited 
reaction kinetics similar to the summation of two fi rst-order 
reactions with different heat stabilities. We speculate that 
the heat-labile inhibition stemmed from the Kunitz inhibitor 
and the more heat-stable inhibition, from the Bowman-Birk 
inhibitor.” Address: 1. Asst. Research Chemist, Food Protein 
R&D Center, Texas A&M Univ., College Station, TX 77843.

3941. Kito, Makoto; Nakayama, Moriko; Kanamoto, Ryuhei; 
Saio, Kyoko. 1980. Occurrence of a protein-phospholipid 
complex in soybean oil. Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo Kenkyu 
Hokoku (Report of the National Food Research Institute) No. 
37. p. 221-22. Dec. [8 ref. Eng; jap]
• Summary: Reprinted from Agricultural and Biological 
Chemistry 43(10):2219-20 (1979). Address: 1-3. Research 
Inst. for Food Science, Kyoto Univ., Uji-Kyoto 611; 4. 
National Food Research Inst. (Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo), 
Kannon-dai 2-1-2, Yatabe-machi, Tsukuba-gun, Ibaraki-ken 
300-21, Japan.

3942. Pinthong, R.; Macrae, R.; Dick, J. 1980. The 
development of a soya-based yoghurt. III. Analysis of 
oligosaccharides. J. of Food Technology 15(6):661-67. Dec. 
[9 ref]
• Summary: Oligosaccharide utilization by a number of 
lactic acid bacteria was studied in soy milk; tabulated 
data show contents of stachyose, raffi nose and sucrose 
(determined by HPLC after Carrez treatment of ethanol 
extracts) after fermentation of soy milk to pH 4.0-5.8 under 
various conditions. Contents of stachyose and raffi nose 
in soy milk were 438 and 114 mg/100 ml respectively: 
corresponding contents after fermentation were with 
Lactobacillus fermenti 351, O; L. fermentus 336, 37; L. 
delbrueckii 411, 93; Pediococcus pentosaceus 410, 93; L. 
acidophilus 442, 113; L. bulgaricus (in supplemented soy 
milk) 438, 105; and L. fermenti + L. bulgaricus (under 
optimum fermentation conditions) 385, 0. Decrease in 
oligosaccharide content was small, and inclusion of L. 
fermenti solely for this purpose would not be justifi ed. 

Changes in starter preparation method and supplementation 
levels may also affect oligosaccharide consumption. Address: 
Univ. of Reading, Reading, Berkshire, UK, and Chiang-Mai 
Univ., Thailand.

3943. Skurray, G.; Cunich, J.; Carter, O. 1980. The effect of 
different varieties of soybean and calcium ion concentration 
on the quality of tofu. Food Chemistry 6(2):89-95. Dec. [8 
ref]
• Summary: A slight variation in the texture of tofu was 
due to the 7S and 11S proteins in the soybean but an 
important factor affecting the texture of tofu was found to 
be the amount of calcium ions added during processing. 
The fi rmness and coarseness of the product increased with 
increases in the amount of calcium ions added and a linear 
relationship was found between the protein content of the 
beans and the calcium sulphate concentration required 
for good quality tofu. Address: School of Food Sciences, 
Hawkesbury Agricultural College, Richmond, NSW 2753, 
Australia.

3944. Taira, Harue; Taira, Hirokadzu; Kokubu, Yoshijiro; 
Otake, Shigeto; Takezaki, Chikara. 1980. Shihan (Murasaki 
han?) byôkin ni yoru higai daizu no ippan seibun sosei 
[Chemical composition of purple specked soybean seeds 
caused by Cercospora kikuchii]. Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo 
Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the National Food Research 
Institute) No. 37. p. 16-24. Dec. [9 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: The purple specks caused by the fungus 
Cercospora kikuchii is the most common disease which 
develops on the soybean seed coat. Address: National Food 
Research Inst. (Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo), Kannon-dai 2-1-
2, Yatabe-machi, Tsukuba-gun, Ibaraki-ken 305, Japan.

3945. Udaka, Kyoko; Fukazawa, Chikafusa. 1980. [Changes 
in soybean reserve protein components and protein body 
formation during seed development]. Shokuhin Sogo 
Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the National Food 
Research Institute) No. 37. p. 223-36. Dec. [22 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: Contains 8 electron micrographs and 3 scanning 
electron micrographs. Figure 1, an electron micrograph of 
a thin section of a developing soybean cotyledonary cell, 
and subsequent related fi gures show: CW = cell wall. V = 
vacuole. N = nucleus. Nu = nucleolus. DP = dense particle 
of protein. ER = endoplasmic reticulum. RER = rough 
endoplasmic reticulum. Ve = vesicule. PB = protein body. St 
= starch granule. AP = amyloplast. Cyt = cytoplasm. Vm = 
vacuole membrane (tonoplast). PB’ = vacuole-like body with 
a scattering of electron-dense material.
 Reprinted from Michurin Seibutsugaku Kenkyu (Studies 
in Michurin Biology) 14(1):27-40 (1978). Note: “Michurin 
Biology” (from Russia during the oppressive Lysenko era) 
included the study of acquired characteristics. Address: 1. 
National Food Research Inst. (Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo), 
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Kannon-dai 2-1-2, Yatabe-machi, Tsukuba-gun, Ibaraki-ken 
305, Japan; 2. Div. of Biochemistry, NFRI, and Div. of Food 
Chemistry, Tokyo College of Domestic Science, Tokyo.

3946. Chen, Steve. 1980. Nutrition and production of 
soymilk. Paper presented in Bangkok, Thailand. Taipei, 
Taiwan: American Soybean Assoc. 10 p. [4 ref. Eng]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction: Commercial products 
mentioned include President and Wei-Chuan in Taiwan; 
Vitamilk in Bangkok (Thailand); Magnolia, Bonus, Yeo Hiap 
Seng, and Drinho in Singapore and Magnolia. Nutrition of 
soymilk: Composition of soybeans, antinutritional factors, 
composition of soymilk. Production of soymilk: Purposes 
of soymilk production, varieties of soymilk, basic steps of 
soymilk production, beany fl avor of soymilk, production 
methods, soymilk quality standards. Conclusions. Address: 
American Soybean Assoc., Taiwan.

3947. Garcia Michel, Hugo. 1980. La cooperative de la soya 
[The soy cooperative]. Natura (Mexico) p. 38-43. [Spa]
• Summary: About the work of Mrs. Blanca Dominguez 
de Diez Gutierrez with soyfoods in Tepoztlán, Morelos, 
Mexico. Director of the Yoga Center Tapastana in the Valley 
of Tepoztlan, she was invited to do this work by DIF, and 
she founded a very special soya cooperative. Blanca has 
written a book in Spanish titled Whole foods for a full life: 
The thousand uses of soya. A photo shows Blanca with co-
workers in front of the soya cooperative.
 Note: Although the month that this article was published 
is unknown, and therefore the citation is incomplete, we are 
citing it anyway since it is so interesting and is a relatively 
early description of Blanca’s work with soyfoods.

3948. Kularik, J.; Marek, V.; Hruby, Z. 1980. [Quality of 
soybean (Glycine max) seeds: Effect of climatic factors on 
the principal nutrients]. Rostlinna Vyroba (Czechosolvakia) 
26(10):1103-1114. [Cze]*

3949. Kulkarni, P.B.; Hall, R.T.; Rhodes, P.G.; et al. 1980. 
Rickets in very low-birth-weight infants. J. of Pediatrics 
96:249. *

3950. Latvietis, Ya Ya. 1980. [Replacement of protein 
additives of animal and vegetal origin by lysine food 
concentrate in animal rations]. Latvijas PSR Zinatnu 
Akademija Vestis 0(3):124-31. [Rus]*
• Summary: The protein additives include soybeans, fi sh 
meal, peas, wheat bran, sunfl ower seeds, and yeast.

3951. Lovell, T. 1980. Using heat-treated full-fat soybean 
meal in fi sh feeds. Aquaculture Magazine 6(3):39. *
• Summary: The main advantages of roasted, full-
fat soybean meal over defatted soybean meal for trout 
feeding are: (1) Additional heating destroys more of the 

antinutritional factors in soybeans (especially a trypsin 
inhibitor that inhibits digestion); (2) Full-fat soybean meal 
contains more energy, in a highly digestible form. The 
additional fat in the full-fat soybean meal is probably less 
benefi cial to warmwater fi sh than to coldwater fi sh, since 
the former can use the less expensive carbohydrates from 
grains relatively well for energy, whereas salmonids do not. 
Address: Auburn Univ., Auburn, Alabama.

3952. Pratt, Dan E. 1980. Natural antioxidants of soybeans 
and other oil seeds. In: Michael G. Simic and Marcus Karel, 
eds. 1980. Autoxidation in Food and Biological Systems. 
New York, NY: Plenum Press. xii + 659 p. See p. 289-93. 
Chap. 18. 26 cm. Workshop on Autoxidation Processes, held 
in 1979 at Natick, Massachusetts. [18 ref]
• Summary: Three isofl avones–genistein, daidzein, and 
glycitein–are responsible for a portion of the antioxidant 
activity attributed to soybeans and soy products. The 
structure of each of these three aglycones is given. 
“Flavonoids of soybeans are unique in that all identifi ed 
and isolated fl avonoids are isofl avones. The isofl avones 
occur in soybeans primarily as 7-O-monoglucosides of the 
three isofl avones (Figure 1). The glycosides are present 
in concentration of approximately 100 times that of the 
corresponding aglycone.”
 “Phenolic acids, including chlorogenic, isochlorogenic, 
caffeic, ferulic, p-courmaric, syringic, vanillic, and 
p-hydroxybenzoic acids are present in soybeans.”
 “A major portion of the antioxidant activity of oil-
seed and oil-seed fl ours and concentrates is attributable to 
fl avonoid and hydroxylated cinnamic acids.” Address: Dep. 
of Foods & Nutrition, Purdue Univ., West Lafayette, Indiana 
47907.

3953. Slamet, Dewi Sabita; Tarwotjo, Ignatius. 1980. 
Komposisi zat gizi makanan Indonesia [The nutritional 
composition of Indonesian foods]. Penelitian Gizi dan 
Makanan (Research on Food and Nutrition) 4:21-36. [4 ref. 
Ind]

3954. Todorov, D.; Radoeva, A.; Babulkov, H.; Markovska, 
V.; Puncheva, M.; Ivanov, T. 1980. Povishavane 
kolichestvoto i biologichnata stoinost na beltaka na 
pshenichniyat hlyab chrez obogatyavaneto mu sas soevo 
brashno [Increasing the amount and the biological value of 
the proteins in wheat bread by enrichment with soya fl our]. 
Khranitelna Promishlenost (Food Industry) 29(9):12-14. [1 
ref. Bul]*
Address: Bulgaria.

3955. Tsen, C.C. 1980. Soybean fortifi cation. INTSOY Sri 
Lanka Soybean Development Programme. *
• Summary: Tsen was in Sri Lanka from 14 June to 9 July 
1980.
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3956. U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. 
Public Health Service. 1980. Promoting health/Preventing 
disease: Objectives for the nation. Washington, DC. 102 p. *
Address: Washington, DC.

3957. Akizuki, Tatsuichiro. 1980. Taishitsu to shokumotsu: 
Kenkô e no michi [Physical constitution and food: The way 
to health]. Tokyo: Kuriei Shuppan-bu. 61 p. [Jap]
• Summary: Author’s fi rst name is given as Tatsuichiro. 
Kawamura says this is mistaken. However a search of 
Google Ngram viewer shows that the name is clearly spelled 
Tatsuichiro Akizuki.

3958. Baillargeon, Mary Welch. 1980. Studies of the 
interaction of soybean trypsin inhibitor (Kunitz) (STI) 
with trypsin and carboxypeptidase B. PhD thesis, Purdue 
University. 173 p. Page 173 in volume 42/01-B Dissertation 
Abstracts International. *
Address: Purdue Univ., W. Lafayette, Indiana.

3959. Birk, Yehudith; Peri, Irena. 1980. Saponins. In: I.E. 
Liener, ed. 1980. Toxic Constituents of Plant Foodstuffs. 2nd 
ed. New York: Academic Press. xiv + 502 p. See p. 161-182. 
Chap. 6. [83* ref]
• Summary: “The saponins are glycosides that occur in a 
wide variety of plants. They are generally characterized 
by their bitter taste, foaming in aqueous solutions, and 
their ability to hemolyze [break down] red blood cells. The 
saponins are highly toxic to cold-blooded animals, their 
toxicity being related to their activity in lowering surface 
tension. They are commonly isolated by extraction of the 
plant material with hot water or ethanol. Upon complete 
hydrolysis they yield sapogenins, which are either steroids 
(C27) or triterpenoids (C30), and sugars (hexoses, pentoses, 
and saccharic acids). The saponins in foods and feeds have 
been studied very little and different properties that were 
attributed to them have not always been verifi ed.”
 Signifi cant amounts of saponins are found in alfalfa 
seeds and plants, French beans (Phaseolus vulgaris), and 
soybeans. There are various soyasapogenols, such as A, B, 
C, D, and E. Address: Dep. of Agricultural Biochemistry, 
Faculty of Agriculture, The Hebrew Univ. of Jerusalem, 
Rehovot, Israel.

3960. Blesa, O.; Ellenrieder, G.; Geronazzo, H.; Macoritto, 
A. 1980. Las mezclas de leche de vaca con “leche de 
soja”. Estudios sobre su aceptabilidad y eliminacion de 
antinutrientes [Mixtures of cow’s milk and soy milk. Studies 
on acceptability and elimination of antinutrients]. Anales de 
Bromatologia 32(4):327-35. [11 ref. Spa]
• Summary: A mixture of 20% hot-grind soymilk and 60% 
cow’s milk was found to be most acceptable. Address: 
Instituto de Investigaciones para la Industria Quimica 

(I.N.I.Q.U.I.), Universidad Nacional de Salta. Buenos Aires 
177-4400. Salta (Argentina).

3961. Borhan, M.; Snyder, H. 1980. Inactivation of soybean 
lipoxygenase in situ by combinations of ethanol and heat 
treatments (Abstract). In: F.T. Corbin, ed. 1980. World 
Soybean Research Conference II: Abstracts. Boulder, 
Colorado: Westview Press. 124 p. See p. 33.
• Summary: “Soaking soybeans at 45ºC in 15 percent 
ethanol for 24 hours extracted 2 percent protein and 6 
percent oligosaccharides based on the original weight of 
soybeans. Of the total phytate, approximately 20 percent 
was extracted. These changes (loss of oligosaccharides and 
phytate) are benefi cial for products consumed by humans.” 
Address: Dep. of Food Technology, Iowa State Univ., Ames, 
IA 50011.

3962. Brekke, O.L. 1980. Bleaching [soybean oil]. In: D.R. 
Erickson, et al., eds. 1980. Handbook of Soy Oil Processing 
and Utilization. American Soybean Assoc. (St. Louis, MO) 
and American Oil Chemists’ Society (Champaign, IL). viii + 
598 p. See p. 105-130. [50 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. General considerations: 
role of bleaching, nature of the pigments, measurement 
of oil colors, degree of decolorization needed, theory of 
adsorption bleaching, laboratory tests, types of adsorbent 
[activated earths–also known as fuller’s earth–have a much 
higher bleaching effi ciency than natural earths, so the 
former are generally used to bleach soybean oil]. Bleaching 
factors: effect of earth dosage and type of earth, effect of 
time and temperature, effect of vacuum, effect of agitation, 
oil retention, effect of moisture, effect of particle size, 
pretreatment of soybean for physical refi ning. Changes in 
oil characteristics: change in free fatty acid content, soap 
removal, peroxide removal, conjugation and isomerization, 
tocopherol content. Bleaching practice: batch atmospheric 
bleaching, fi ltration, “press bleaching” effect, batch vacuum 
bleaching, continuous vacuum bleaching, recovery of oil 
from spent bleaching earth, bleaching in solvent, activated 
carbon refi ning process, storage of refi ned, bleached oil, 
Conclusion (most U.S. processors use vacuum bleaching). 
Address: Northern Regional Research Center, Peoria, 
Illinois.

3963. Bressani, R.; Elías, L.G. 1980. Nutritional value of 
legume crops for humans and animals. In: R.J. Summerfi eld 
and A.H. Bunting, eds. 1980. Advances in Legume Science. 
Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, Richmond, Surrey, England. 
xvi + 668 p. See p. 135-55. [46 ref]
• Summary: “Abstract: Food legumes are important sources 
of nutrients and provide supplementary protein to diets based 
on cereal grains and/or starchy foods. Protein, provided 
mainly by the cotyledons, ranges in concentration from 
about 17% to 40%. These crops are signifi cant sources of 
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phosphorus, iron, and/or certain water-soluble vitamins; 
the total amount of fat they contain is relatively small, but 
is extremely unsaturated. The protein in legume foods is 
defi cient in sulphur amino acids, although it is relatively rich 
in lysine. The concentrations of these nutrients are affected 
by environmental and genetic factors. Some information 
is available for a few species on the interrelationships 
between agronomic and genetic characteristics and the 
concentration of specifi c nutrients, such as protein and 
sulphur amino acids. These relationships cannot be 
generalised for all legume species or even within the same 
species, and additional studies are needed. Some correlations 
have been established between chemically determined 
nutrient values and biological results but, again, more 
observations are required. Nutritive values of the protein 
for humans are essentially similar to those reported from 
experiments with animals. Legume protein is relatively 
indigestible, and has a poor biological value which can be 
signifi cantly improved by methionine supplementation. 
Nutritionally, the most signifi cant attribute of legume foods 
is their supplementary effect on diets otherwise composed 
largely of cereal-grain protein. This characteristic should 
be maximised by increased availability and improved 
protein digestibility and sulphur amino acid content. The 
reasons for the relatively poor protein digestibility of 
cooked materials are not well defi ned but tannin content 
may be important. Other nutritional attributes such as the 
hypocholesterolemic effects should be exploited. Beans must 
be acceptable if intake is to improve and supplementary 
effects are to be maximised. However, the problem of 
hard seed coats and its consequences in processing must 
receive more attention. Without doubt, beans offer excellent 
opportunities for productive interaction between agricultural 
scientists, nutritionists, and food technologists.” Address: 
Inst. of Nutrition of Central America and Panama (INCAP), 
Guatemala.

3964. Chaudry, Muhammad Munir. 1980. A. Chlorinated 
pesticides in soybeans, soybean oil, and its by-products 
during processing. B. Effect of thermal oxidation on 
mixtures of palm and soybean oil. PhD thesis, University of 
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. 120 p. Page 2106 in volume 
41/06-B Dissertation Abstracts International. *
Address: Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.

3965. Cheryan, Munir. 1980. Vegetable protein isolates 
and concentrates by ultrafi ltration. In: Anthony R. Cooper, 
ed. 1980. Ultrafi ltration Membranes and Applications. 
New York: Plenum Press. See p. 343-52. Proceedings of a 
symposium “Ultrafi ltration Membranes and Applications” 
held 11-13 Sept. 1979 at the 178th National Meeting of the 
American Chemical Society in Washington, DC. [20 ref]
• Summary: “This paper describes some of the studies 
done on the production of lipid-protein concentrates and 

protein isolates from water extracts of soybeans using 
ultrafi ltration...
 “The soybean products produced by ultrafi ltration 
assayed typically 89% protein with defatted extracts 
and 60% protein, 34% fat and very low in undesirable 
oligosaccharides, phytic acid and trypsin inhibitor contents 
[compared] with full fat water extracts. Yields of protein 
were slightly higher than conventional isolation procedures 
due to the recovery of whey proteins. Due to the mild 
operating conditions, functional properties of these vegetable 
protein products are superior in some respects as compared 
to those produced by traditional means. In addition, the 
economics may also be quite attractive.” Address: Dep. of 
Food Science, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, IL 61801.

3966. Collins, J.L.; Sanchez, J.F. 1980. Use of whole 
soybeans to improve protein level and quality of corn-based 
products for developing societies (Abstract). In: F.T. Corbin, 
ed. 1980. World Soybean Research Conference II: Abstracts. 
Boulder, Colorado: Westview Press. 124 p. See p. 36.
• Summary: “This study was conducted to: determine 
the effect of soy meal (soy) on the quality of tortillas [in 
Bolivia]; evaluate the proteins in mixtures of corn, soy, 
and cheese for protein effi ciency ratio (PER); and establish 
chemical scores for limiting essential amino acids (EAA) in 
the samples.” Firmness of tortillas decreased with increase 
of soy and cheese. Soy produced dough and tortillas were 
slightly lighter in color than the control. Addition of only 
10% soy would be a step in the right direction. This low 
level of soy should cause no serious organoleptic problem 
since the taste panel of Latin American students showed 
no preference among tortillas containing up to 20% soy. 
Address: Dep. of Food Technology and Science, Univ. of 
Tennessee, Knoxville, TN 37916.

3967. Committee on Dietary Allowances, Food and Nutrition 
Board, National Research Council. 1980. Recommended 
Dietary Allowances, 9th revised ed. Washington, DC: 
National Academy of Sciences. ix + 186 p. No index. 23 cm. 
7th ed. was 1968. 8th ed. was 1974. [200* ref]
• Summary: “The Recommended Dietary Allowances (RDA) 
were fi rst published in 1943 to ‘provide standards serving as 
a goal for good nutrition.’... Since 1943, the report has been 
revised at approximately 5-year intervals, as additional data 
have become available. Initially, the RDA were intended as a 
‘guide for planning and procuring food supplies for national 
defense.’” Address: Washington, DC.

3968. Corbin, Frederick T. ed. 1980. World Soybean 
Research Conference II: Proceedings. Boulder, Colorado: 
Westview Press. xv + 897 p. Held at North Carolina State 
Univ., 26-29 March 1979. Author index. 24 cm. [1500+ ref]
• Summary: The book contains the following major 
divisions: Foreword. Preface. Keynote addresses. Mineral 
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nutrition (3 papers). Nitrogen fi xation (3). Physiology 
(6). Breeding (8). Entomology (8). Plant pathology 
(2). Weed control (3). Production (4). Engineering (6). 
Modeling soybean systems (6). Research techniques (2). 
Utilization–oils (4). Utilization–protein (5). Protein and oil 
(3). Agribusiness (4). Marketing, transport and storage (6 
papers). Address: Prof. of Crop Science; North Carolina 
State Univ., Raleigh.

3969. Corbin, Frederick T. ed. 1980. World Soybean 
Research Conference II: Abstracts. Boulder, Colorado: 
Westview Press. 124 p. Conference held 26-29 March 1979 
at North Carolina State Univ. Author index. 24 cm.
• Summary: The World Soybean Research Conference II 
was held on 26-29 March 1979 at North Carolina State 
University. This volume contains summaries of the more 
than 200 papers, both invited and contributed, presented at 
that meeting. The full proceedings contains 74 of the invited 
papers in full.
 Contents: Keynote addresses. Mineral nutrition. 
Engineering. Nitrogen fi xation. Entomology. Utilization. 
Breeding. Physiology. Production. Protein and oil. 
Plant pathology. Modeling soybean systems. Regional. 
Agribusiness. Marketing, transport and storage. Weed 
control. Research techniques. Addendum.
 Note: We fi nd this book of abstracts impossible to use. 
We are looking for an abstract by E.L. Pulver, whose name 
is listed in the Author Index. We are told that this abstract 
appears at “Mon. 1615-1630 in Program 4, Abstract 15.” In 
neither of the two volumes (Proceedings and Abstracts) is 
there any reference to date or time. Which volume are we 
supposed to look in? Presumably “Abstracts” so we looked 
manually and never could fi nd the abstract by Pulver. There 
are no instructions for how to use this unusual Author Index. 
Address: Prof. of Crop Science; North Carolina State Univ., 
Raleigh.

3970. Cosgrove, D.J.; Irving, G.C.J. 1980. Inositol 
phosphates: Their chemistry, biochemistry and physiology. 
Amsterdam, Oxford, and New York: Elsevier Scientifi c 
Publishing Co. xi + 191 p. Index. 25 cm. Series: Studies in 
Organic Chemistry 4. [350* ref]
• Summary: Includes details on phytase and phytic acid. 
Chapter 4 is titled “Inositol hexakisphosphates.” Address: 
CSIRO, Div. of Plant Industry, P.O. Box 1600, Canberra 
City, A.C.T. 2601, Australia.

3971. Daza, Camilo. 1980. Losses of available lysine during 
thermal treatment of soybean fl our, concentrate and isolate. 
MSc thesis, Michigan State University. 65 p. Page 49 in 
volume 19/01 of Masters Abstracts. *
Address: Michigan State Univ.

3972. Emken, E.A. 1980. Nutritive value of soybean oil. 

In: D.R. Erickson, et al., eds. 1980. Handbook of Soy Oil 
Processing and Utilization. American Soybean Assoc. 
(St. Louis, MO) and American Oil Chemists’ Society 
(Champaign, IL). viii + 598 p. See p. 439-58. [83 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction (about 75% of U.S. 
soybean oil is estimated to be partially hydrogenated). 
Biochemical function fat. Association of fats with diseases 
or disorders. Fat absorption. Nutritive value of soybean 
oil: partially hydrogenated soybean oil, metabolic studies, 
recommendations. Nutritive value of heated and oxidized 
oils. Summary. Address: Northern Regional Research Center, 
Peoria, Illinois.

3973. Emken, E.A. 1980. Nutritional aspects of soybean 
oil utilization. In: F.T. Corbin, ed. 1980. World Soybean 
Research Conference II: Proceedings. Boulder, Colorado: 
Westview Press. xv + 897 p. See p. 667-79. [54 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Nutritional role of fats in 
metabolic disorders. Fatty acid isomers present in partially 
hydrogenated soybean oil. Absorption of fatty acid 
isomers. Trans fatty acid content of human tissues. Studies 
with partially hydrogenated soybean oil. Isomeric fatty 
acid incorporation into tissue lipids. Essential fatty acid 
requirements. Recommendations. References.
 In 1976 partially hydrogenated soybean oil made up 
about 43.9% (ca. 30 gm/capita/day) of the total U.S. visible 
fat consumption. Address: USDA NRRC AR/SEA, Peoria, 
Illinois 61604.

3974. Erickson, D.R.; Pryde, E.H.; Brekke, O.L.; Mounts, 
T.L.; Falb, R.A. eds. 1980. Handbook of soy oil processing 
and utilization. American Soybean Assoc. (St. Louis, 
Missouri) and American Oil Chemists’ Society (Champaign, 
Illinois). viii + 598 p. Illust. Index. 24 cm. [300+ ref]
• Summary: Contents: Preface. Foreword. List of 
contributors. 1. Soybeans vs. other vegetable oils as sources 
of edible oil products, by E.H. Pryde. 2. Composition of 
soybean oil, by E.H. Pryde. 3. Physical properties of soybean 
oil, by E.H. Pryde. 4. Recovery of oil from soybeans, by 
G.C. Mustakas. 5. Edible oil processing–Introduction, by 
O.L. Brekke. 6. Oil degumming and soybean lecithin, by 
O.L. Brekke. 7. Refi ning, by T.L. Mounts and F.P. Khym. 
8. Bleaching, by O.L. Brekke. 9. Hydrogenation practices, 
by T.L. Mounts. 10. Shortenings and margarines: Base 
stock preparation and formulation. 11. Deodorization, 
by O.L. Brekke. 12. Partially hydrogenated-winterized 
soybean oil, by G.R. List and T.L. Mounts. Addendum, by 
G.E. Hamerstrand and G.R. List. 13. Cost estimates for 
soybean oil refi nery, by D.C. Tandy and W.J. McPherson 
(both of EMI Corporation, Illinois 60018). 14. Soybean oil 
fl avor stability, by E.N. Frankel. 15. Evaluation of fi nished 
oil quality, by T.L. Mounts and K. Warner. 16. Storage, 
handling, and stabilization, by G.R. List and D.R. Erickson. 
17. Special processing for off-specifi cation oil, by G.R. 
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List. 18. Specifi cations for soybean oil, by O.L. Brekke. 19. 
Soybean oil food products–Their preparation and uses, by 
O.L. Brekke. 20. Nutritive value of soybean oil, by E.A. 
Emken. 21. Nonfood [industrial] uses for soybean oil, by 
E.H. Pryde. 22. U.S. and world soybean oil markets, by H.O. 
Doty, Jr. 23. Future developments in the markets for soy oil, 
by R.A. Falb. 24. A. Environmental concerns: Discussion, by 
W.H. Goodrich. B. Environmental concerns: An annotated 
bibliography, by E.H. Pryde and O.L. Brekke. 25. Summary 
and recommendations, by O.L. Brekke, T.L. Mounts, and 
E.H. Pryde. Address: 1. American Soybean Assoc., St. Louis, 
Missouri.

3975. Freed, Robert Coombs. 1980. Kunitz soybean 
trypsin inhibitor: Characterization of genetic variants and 
localization within soybean plants. PhD thesis, University of 
Wisconsin–Madison. 131 p. Page 3257 in volume 41/09-B 
Dissertation Abstracts International. *
Address: Univ. of Wisconsin–Madison.

3976. Froslie, Arne; Karlsen, Jan T.; Rygge, J. 1980. 
Selenium in animal nutrition in Norway. Acta Agriculturae 
Scandinavica 30(1):17-25. [38 ref. Eng]
• Summary: The soybeans used for the soybean meal in 
the study were imported. Address: The National Veterinary 
Institute, Oslo, Norway.

3977. Hong Kong Soya Bean Products Co. Ltd. 1980. The 
Hong Kong Soya Bean Products Co. Limited: 1940-1980. 
Hong Kong: HKSBP. 24 p. In English and Chinese. [Eng; 
Chi]
• Summary: K.S. Lo writes that the 1970s have been a 
decade of ups and downs. “For no sooner had we launched 
a new range of products, namely, precooked Chinese dishes, 
infant weaning food, and cheese from soybean milk; then we 
were forced to suspend all three. What was thought to be a 
great leap forward in diversifi cation, turned out to be a great 
fl op. The expensive lesson learned is never to leap before 
one learns to run.” Fortunately the next venture, a line of 
fruit juices and traditional fl avored teas in Tetra Brik cartons, 
was successful as “all the new products became extremely 
popular from the moment of launching.”
 Today over 10,000 shops in Hong Kong and the New 
Territories carry Vita products. Sales gave grown from 
HK$24.7 in 1970/71 to HK$106.3 in 1979/80. In 1972 the 
Vitasoy line was expanded with the addition of a larger 
and 10 oz bottle, which became very popular. In 1975 the 
company installed the fi rst Tetra Brik packaging line in Hong 
Kong and launched UHT Vitasoy. The disposable pack was 
accepted immediately.
 “In 1976, on seeing the success of the new Tetra Brik 
container, the company decided to branch out into the 
packaging of fruit juices. An initial line of 4 fl avors was 
selected: orange, mango, guava, and kalamansi. This new 

range was so successful that over 30% of the juice market 
was captured in the fi rst 2 years of marketing. Then 3 more 
items were added to the Tetra Brik Line: Chrysanthemum 
Tea, Sugar Cane Juice and Lemon Tea.” In 1978 the new 
Aberdeen factory was completed and that summer Vita 
carbonated drinks were launched in 4 fl avors: Cola, orange, 
cream soda, and root beer. The principal of “consumer 
sovereignty” was followed.
 In 1979 the company entered into an agreement with 
the People’s Republic of China to expand and modernize 
the Kwong Ming Dairy Farm in Shum Chun. Also in 1979 
exporting of the full range of Tetra Brik products to other 
parts of the world commenced. As part of its community 
service program the company is currently supplying multi-
vitamin fortifi ed Vitasoy to refugee camps. Color photos 
show: (1) K.S. Lo, seated informally on the arm of a chair, 
dressed in coat and tie. (2) A bottle of Vitasoy. (3) Young 
people in Hong Kong happily socializing and drinking 
Vitasoy, “Hong Kong’s favourite high protein drink.” (4) A 
map of the world (2-page spread) showing “International 
export markets” of HKSPB. (5) 1970-1980 annual sales chart 
in millions of HK$. (6) The outside of the new Aberdeen 
plant, completed in 1978. (7) The Tetra Brik packaging line. 
(8) The R&D lab. (7) The board of directors seated around 
a long oval wooden table. (8) All new soy and non-soy 
products are sold under the Vitasoy or Vita brands (2-page 
spread). Address: Hong Kong.

3978. Hu, Shiu-ying; Kong, Y.C.; But, Paul P.H. comp. 1980. 
An enumeration of Chinese materia medica. Hong Kong: 
The Chinese University Press. xxiv + 287 p. Illust. Index. 17 
x 24 cm. [40+ ref. Eng; chi]
• Summary: A dictionary, arranged alphabetically. Part of the 
growing interest in ethnopharmacology. Dr. Hu is a woman. 
Contents: Dedication. Foreword, by Richard Evans Schultes 
(Director, Botanical Museum, Harvard Univ.). Preface by 
E. John Staba (College of Pharmacy, Univ. of Minnesota). 
Acknowledgments. Introduction: Selection, structure, 
appendices, literature cited. Part I: An alphabetical list 
(numbered) of Chinese medicines, with their Chinese names 
(transliteration and characters), botanical names, and their 
equivalents in English and pharmaceutical usage (p. 1-188). 
Part II: A systematic arrangement: Plants, animals, minerals, 
and miscellaneous preparations (p. 191-229). Appendices: 
I-A. A guide to the Wade system of romanization. I-B. A 
table for the conversion of Pinyin to the Wade system. II. 
Alphabetic lists of families and general of plants. III. The 
conversion of simplifi ed Chinese characters into classical 
form. IV. An index of Chinese names.
 Soy-related items in Part I. #800, p. 65: “Lu-tou-p’i 
(Tou-i). Soybean husk. Testa Glycines.
 “#1425, p. 115: Ta-tou huang-chuan. Young [yellow] 
soybean sprouts. Plantula Glycines.
 “#1477, p. 119: Tan-tou shih [shih as in fermented black 
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soybeans]. Glycine soja [wild soybean], Morus alba [white 
mulberry], plus Artemisia apiacea [member of the daisy 
family, Asteraceae]. English: Tantoushih. Pharmaceutical: 
Mistura Glycines, Mori, et Artemisiae Fermentata.
 “#1651, p. 134: Tou-fu (Tou-chiang, Tou-fu cha [= 
dregs], Tou-yu). Tofu (Soybean jiang, okara, soy oil). 
Soybean products. Effectus Glycines.
 “#1653, p. 134: Tou-huang. Bean + yellow. Glycine 
soja. Black soybean (cooked and mold yellow). Touhuang.
 “#1661, p. 135. Tou-shih (Hêh-tou shih). Black + 
bean + fermented soybeans. Glycine soja. Black soybean 
(medicated). Semen Sojae Praeparatus.
 “#2105, p. 172: Yeh liao tou. Glycine soja. Wild 
soybean. Semen Glycines Soja.
 “#2129, p. 175: Yeh ta-tou t’êng. Glycine soja. Wild 
soybean. Herba et Radix Glycines Soja.” Address: PhD, 
Botanist.

3979. INARI, Ltd. 1980. Re: Background information on the 
use of soynuts in health care facilities. Letter (Memo) to All 
institutional distributors. 1 p. Typed, without signature on 
letterhead.
• Summary: Contains brief information on the following 
points: Protein. Amino acids. Fiber. Nutrients. High density. 
Fracturability / digestibility. Variety of application. Address: 
2331 Forest Rd., Lansing, Michigan 48910. Phone: (517) 
882-3323.

3980. Jaffé, Werner G. 1980. Hemagglutinins (Lectins). In: 
I.E. Liener, ed. 1980. Toxic Constituents of Plant Foodstuffs. 
2nd ed. New York: Academic Press. xiv + 502 p. See p. 73-
102. Chap. 3. [202* ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Purifi cation. 
General Properties. Structure. Localization. Activity and 
Physiological Function in the Plant. Toxicity Symptoms 
Produced by Lectins. Detoxifi cation. Assay Methods.
 Lectins of Edible Plants: Bean Lectins, Broad Bean 
Lectins, Soybean Lectins, Lentil Lectins, Pea Lectins, Field 
Bean Lectins, Other Legume Lectins, Potato Lectins, Lectins 
of cereals,
 Conclusions. Address: Facultad de Ciencias, 
Universidad Central de Venezuela, Escuela de Biologia, 
Caracas, Venezuela.

3981. Jordan, Darryl; Jenkins, Suzy. 1980. Plenty 
Agricultural Program: Guatemala. Summertown, Tennessee: 
Plenty. 46 p. Illust. 28 cm. Presented to UNICEF Guatemala.
• Summary: This is the single best report on the innovative 
1978 Plenty-UNICEF project in the San Andres Itzapa 
area (Chimaltenango) of the Guatemala highlands. Most of 
the report focuses on trials with soybeans and other crops 
(written by Darryl Jordan), but there is also an excellent 
supplement, with 15 magnifi cent, lively photos showing the 
local people involved in the soy dairy project. Many of these 

photos were taken by Jenny Banks Bryant and others.
 Contents: Preface, by Edward Sierra, executive director 
of Plenty. Soybean variety trials. Photoperiod response 
experiment. Soybean insects and diseases. Continuation of 
the soybean project. Grain amaranth. Quinoa. Winged bean. 
Cover crops and crop rotations. Nematodes. Fertilizer use. 
Seed collection. Plenty report for UNICEF, by Suzy Jenkins 
(Plenty soy technician). Supplement: Soy utilization and 
nutrition. List of fi gures: Field data for soy variety trials. 
Graphs of soybean yield data. Three graphs of soybean 
yield data. Yield equivalents for soybeans. Oil and protein 
analyses. Relative yields of protein for various crops. Crop 
rotation.
 A table (p. 12) shows fi eld data on INTSOY variety 
trials in 1978. The highest yields came from the soybean 
varieties Davis (40.1 bushels/acre = 4,161 lb/manzana; 
1.7 manzanas = 1 hectare), Cobb (34.6 bu/acre = 3,590 lb/
manz.), Bossier (32.8 bu/acre = 3,400 lb/manz.), Forrest 
(31.4 bu/acre = 3,251 lb/manz.).
 Photos in the Plenty report for UNICEF show: (1-3) 
Severely malnourished babies lying on their backs. (4) 
Suzy Jenkins holding Baby Cruz, now age 8 months, after 4 
months of soymilk. “She is one of several children who were 
able to regain good health.” 
 (5) Suzy Jenkins (5’ 4”), a Plenty volunteer (on left) 
walking with her friend Juana (4’ 10”), each carrying water 
in a pot on their heads for a soy demonstration in Solola. 
“Juana stands about the average height for the ladies of 
Guatemala. She eats a protein-defi cient diet.
 (6) A Mayan lady grinding soaked soybeans on a metate, 
traditionally used for grinding corn / maize. (7) Add the 
ground soybeans and, stirring regularly, cook for 20 minutes 
over a wood fi re. Suzy stirs.
 (8) Ladle the cooked soybean slurry into a colander 
lined with several layers of cheesecloth and set over a pot to 
catch the soymilk. Soy pulp [okara] remains behind in the 
cheesecloth. 
 (9) “Soymilk, slightly sweetened, contains 9.1 grams 
of protein per cup. One pint of soymilk or 1 cup of tofu will 
provide nearly one-half of a child’s total protein requirement 
for a day. Children love it.” (10). To make soy cheese [tofu]: 
Add vinegar (or other coagulant) to hot soymilk, causing 
it to separate into curds and whey. Ladle or gently pour 
the mixture into a colander lined with several layers of 
cheesecloth and placed over a pot. The cheesecloth catches 
the curds, while the whey drains through into the pot. The 
whey can be used as a soup stock; it contains some vitamins 
and other nutrients.
 (11) A happy group enjoying their soymilk. (12) Press 
the curds to make tofu, which can be sliced and fried, eaten 
plain with salt, or scrambled and fried with onions and 
tomatoes. A boy, standing, is enjoying a tofu sandwich. 
(13-15). People eating tofu, which is a complete protein; 
when served with grain foods like tortillas or bread, its 
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protein quality is increased. Address: 1. Plenty Agricultural 
Technician; 2. Plenty Soy Utilization Technician. Both: The 
Farm, Summertown, Tennessee.

3982. Kreutler, Patricia. 1980. Nutrition in perspective. 
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc. 692 p. 
Illust. Index. 24 x 20 cm. [300+* ref]
• Summary: An exceptionally good nutrition textbook, with 
an excellent chapter on proteins (p. 120-62), containing 
a supportive sidebar (p. 157-58) titled “Perspective on 
vegetarianism.” Contents of the chapter titled “Proteins”: 
Introduction. Classifi cation, structures, and sources of dietary 
protein: Introduction, classifi cation of amino acids, structure 
of proteins, other ways of classifying proteins, proteins in 
foods. Digestion and absorption: Introduction. Enzymatic 
hydrolysis, amino acid absorption, protein synthesis 
(“breaking” the genetic code, the making of a polypeptide, 
functions of synthesized proteins), synthesis of nonessential 
amino acids, gluconeogenesis and energy metabolism 
(disposal of the carbon skeleton, disposal of nitrogen–the 
urea cycle, lipid synthesis, summary of protein metabolism). 
Protein requirements: Introduction. Nitrogen balance studies, 
determination of protein quality (biological value, net protein 
utilization, protein effi ciency ratio), protein and amino 
acid requirements. Protein excess and protein defi ciency: 
Introduction. High protein intake and the arctic Eskimo, 
protein defi ciency. Trends in U.S. protein consumption. 
Summary.
 The word protein (from the Greek proteios, meaning 
“of the fi rst rank”) was fi rst used by two scientists during 
the 1830s. The Swedish chemist Jöns Jakob Berzelius had 
fi rst proposed the word in a communication to the Dutch 
agricultural chemist Gerard Johannes Mulder. Mulder fi rst 
used the word in published papers in 1838 to describe what 
he thought was a single substance that was a component of 
all living matter.
 Although research since Mulder’s time has shown 
that protein is not one but a multiplicity of substances, it 
has confi rmed that proteins are truly “of the fi rst rank” 
in importance to all life. Some amino acids had been 
chemically identifi ed as far back as 1810, even before 
proteins were described, but others were still being identifi ed 
more than a hundred years later. Amino acids are essential 
for every body process, from transmission of the genetic 
information necessary to perpetuate every species, to the 
growth and maintenance of the cells of the individual 
organism.
 Ever since proteins were identifi ed, controversy has 
raged over dietary requirements. Although most Americans 
already consume amounts far in excess of any known 
need, numerous advertisements for protein-enriched 
products imply that we as a nation are a protein-deprived 
people. Protein-energy malnutrition is, however, of critical 
importance in a number of developing nations, where 

inadequate food supplies led to both protein and energy 
undernutrition. Address: Chair, Dep. of Nutrition, Simmons 
College, Boston, Massachusetts.

3983. Kreutler, Patricia. 1980. Lipids (Chapter 3; Document 
part). In: P. Kreutler. 1980. Nutrition in Perspective. 
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc. 692 p. See 
p. 76-119. 24 x 20 cm. [73* ref]
• Summary: An exceptionally good nutrition textbook, with 
an excellent chapter on lipids. Contents: Introduction. What 
are lipids? Classifi cation of lipids. Chemical organization and 
structure: Fatty acids (incl. cis and trans isomers), fatty acid 
derivatives (glycerol esters, cholesterol esters, glycolipids, 
phospholipids), sterols. Lipids in foods: Functions of 
fats, lipid content of foods (triglycerides, hydrogenation, 
phospholipids and cholesterol). Digestion and absorption: 
Emulsifi cation, lipid transport, lipid digestion, absorption 
(of phospholipids and micelles). Metabolism of lipids: Role 
of the liver, role of adipose tissue, biochemistry of lipid 
metabolism (fatty-acid synthesis, triglyceride synthesis, 
Beta-oxidation, Krebs cycle, ketone bodies, cholesterol 
metabolism, phospholipid metabolism {“The lecithins, the 
most widely distributed phospholipids, are synthesized in 
the liver”}, essential fatty acids), functions of fat in the body. 
Dietary requirements for fats. Fats in the American diet. 
Perspective on diet and heart disease (sidebar, p. 109-14). 
Summary. Bibliography.
 Lipids are the most controversial of the major nutrients. 
Average daily per capita fat consumption in America has 
increased from 125 gm in 1910-13 to 159 gm in 1976, a rise 
of 27.2%. This increase is largely due to three categories: 
edible fats and oils, ice cream, and red meats. Consumption 
of margarine and shortening (hydrogenated vegetable oils) 
have increased, while that of butter and lard has decreased. 
As much as 42% of our calories now come from fats. 
Triglycerides are the most abundant type of lipid in food, 
accounting for about 90% of the total; the remaining 10% 
is mainly in the form of cholesterol and phospholipids. A 
typical egg yolk contains 274 mg of cholesterol; there is 
no cholesterol in egg whites. Visible fats are those such 
as butter, vegetable oils, bacon, and the layer surrounding 
most cuts of meat; invisible fats are found in avocadoes, 
nuts, cheese, etc. When serum cholesterol is lowered by 
polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFAs) we do not always know 
whether the excess cholesterol has been excreted from the 
body or has shifted from the blood into body tissue. PUFA 
intake may have some potentially negative effects as well. 
High intakes of dietary fi ber are associated with lower 
rates of coronary heart disease (CHD). There are enough 
exceptions to the cholesterol theory of heart disease to 
generate controversy. The two key controversial questions 
are: 1. Can diet signifi cantly lower serum cholesterol levels?; 
2. Do lower serum cholesterol levels affect CHD and 
mortality?
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 Note: Soy is mentioned only once in the index of 
this book (see p. 132). Address: Chair, Dep. of Nutrition, 
Simmons College, Boston, Massachusetts.

3984. Leung, Albert Y. 1980. Encyclopedia of common 
natural ingredients used in food, drugs, and cosmetics. New 
York, Chichester, Brisbane, Toronto: John Wiley & Sons. A 
Wiley-Interscience Publication. xvi + 409 p. General index. 
Chemical index. 26 cm. [400* ref]
• Summary: Contents: Foreword, by Donald A. Davis. 
Foreword, by Ara G. Paul, PhD. Preface, by Albert Y. Leung. 
Acknowledgments. Introduction (p. 1-2). Glossary (p. 2-6). 
Natural ingredients (p. 7-331). General references.
 Although this book contains no major entry for 
soybeans, it does mention several related subjects.
 In Chinese medicine, black beans [fermented black 
soybeans] are used as a non-specifi c antidote for aconite 
poisoning (p. 12).
 At the major entry for “monosodium glutamate” (MSG) 
extensive, interesting details are given with 38 references (p. 
234-36). Address: Pharmacist and pharmacognocist, Glen 
Rock, New Jersey.

3985. Liener, Irvin E. ed. 1980. Toxic constituents of plant 
foodstuffs. 2nd ed. New York, NY: Academic Press. xiv + 
502 p. Index. 24 cm. [700+ ref]
• Summary: Contains 13 chapters by various authors. 
Those related to soy are cited separately. Address: Dep. of 
Biochemistry, Univ. of Minnesota, St. Paul.

3986. Liener, Irvin E. 1980. Preface [to the 2nd edition]. In: 
I.E. Liener, ed. 1980. Toxic Constituents of Plant Foodstuffs. 
2nd ed. New York: Academic Press. xiv + 502 p. See p. xi-
xii.
• Summary: Since the fi rst edition was published in 1969, 
there has been growing interest in the use of plant proteins, 
especially in human diets. “Several reasons can be given for 
this interest: (1) the grim realization that the gap between 
the protein needed for feeding a rapidly expanding world 
population and the amount of protein available for meeting 
this need continues to widen, and that plant protein offers the 
most promise for bridging this gap. (2) the growing body of 
evidence that appears to link heart disease to the excessive 
consumption of animal protein, containing as it does, such 
a high proportion of saturated fats, and (3) the benefi cial 
effect that the crude fi ber and other complex polysaccharides 
provided by crude sources of plant protein are believed to 
have in the prevention of colon cancer.
 “These positive effects, however, must be weighed 
against the fact that plant materials are known to contain 
substances which, because of their toxic properties, may 
limit the nutritional potential of proteins of plant origin 
unless eliminated by suitable processing techniques.”
 Information about the physicochemical properties 

and physiological effects of these toxic components has 
increased dramatically since 1969, when the 1st edition of 
this book appeared. Address: Dep. of Biochemistry, College 
of Biological Sciences, Univ. of Minnesota, St. Paul, MN 
55108.

3987. Liener, Irvin E. 1980. Introduction. In: I.E. Liener, ed. 
1980. Toxic Constituents of Plant Foodstuffs. 2nd ed. New 
York: Academic Press. xiv + 502 p. See p. 1-5. Chap. 1. [18* 
ref]
• Summary: Available evidence suggests that by the end of 
the 20th century there will be approximately 6 billion people 
on earth, and that they will need twice as much protein 
supplied by plant sources and 4 times as much protein from 
animal sources to maintain the same nutritional level existing 
at present.
 The stark fact must be faced that man and beast will 
ultimately be forced to compete with one another for the 
same living space and the same available food supply 
(Bonner 1961).
 “We are thus forced to consider plant proteins as the 
major source of dietary protein in the future, particularly in 
those parts of the world where poverty and high birth rate 
always seem to go hand in hand.” Although the production of 
cereal grains such as wheat, corn, and rice could conceivably 
be increased to provide a suffi cient amount of the total 
protein needed, nutritionists realize that cereal proteins are in 
general of poor quality because of an inherent defi ciency of 
certain amino acids, particularly lysine. “On the other hand, 
the protein derived from such oil-bearing seeds as soybean, 
cottonseed, and the peanut or from legumes such as peas and 
beans, although somewhat defi cient in the sulfur-containing 
amino acids, can be combined with cereal proteins to 
produce a protein mixture of high nutritive value (Altschul 
1967).”
 Such diets, using only plant proteins, have been 
successfully used in child-feeding programs, and they 
have produced dramatic cures of kwashiorkor–the dreaded 
childhood disease of protein malnutrition (Swaminathan 
1967). Address: Dep. of Biochemistry, College of Biological 
Sciences, Univ. of Minnesota, St. Paul, MN 55108.

3988. Liener, Irvin E. 1980. Anti-nutritional factors as 
determinants of soybean quality. In: F.T. Corbin, ed. 1980. 
World Soybean Research Conference II: Proceedings. 
Boulder, Colorado: Westview Press. xv + 897 p. See p. 703-
12. [44 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Heat labile factors: 
Trypsin inhibitors, hemagglutinins, goitrogens, antivitamins 
(vitamin D, vitamin E, vitamin B-12), phytate. Heat-stable 
factors: Saponins, estrogens (genistein, daidzein, and 
coumestrol exhibit estrogenic activity), fl atulence factors, 
lysinoalanine. Notes.
 Concerning goitrogens (p. 706): “Unheated soybeans 
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have been reported to cause marked enlargement of the 
thyroid gland of the rat and chick, an effect which could 
be counteracted by the administration of iodine (as KI 
[potassium iodide]) or partially eliminated by heat (2, 32). 
A number of cases of goiter have also been reported in 
human infants fed soybean milk (16, 43), a situation which 
could likewise be alleviated by iodine supplementation. 
Presumably the heat treatment employed for sterilizing 
some soybean milk infant formulas may, in some 
instances, be insuffi cient for the complete destruction of 
the goitrogenic principle. Iodine fortifi cation has therefore 
been recommended for soybean infant formulas (11). A 
goitrogenic principle has been isolated from soybean whey 
and has been characterized as a low molecular weight 
oligopeptide of two or three amino acids or a glycopeptide 
containing one or two amino acids and a sugar residue (23, 
24).”
 Concerning phytate (p. 708): “Phytic acid is known 
to interfere with the biological availability of various 
minerals including zinc, manganese, copper, molybdenum, 
calcium, magnesium, and iron. Most of these same effects 
are observed in diets containing soy protein isolates (Rackis 
1974) and can be eliminated effectively by autoclaving or 
by adding chelating agents. The effect of heat is most likely 
due to the fact that it favors the interaction of phytic acid 
with protein and thus diminishes its ability to bind with 
minerals. Since phytase activity has been reported to be 
present in the intestinal mucosa of man (Bitar and Reinhold 
1972), it may be that this enzyme could negate some of the 
deleterious effects of phytate in the human diet.” Address: 
Dep. of Biochemistry, College of Biological Sciences, Univ. 
of Minnesota, St. Paul, MN 55108.

3989. Liener, Irvin E.; Kakade, Madhusudan L. 1980. 
Protease inhibitors. In: I.E. Liener, ed. 1980. Toxic 
Constituents of Plant Foodstuffs. 2nd ed. New York: 
Academic Press. xiv + 502 p. See p. 7-71. Chap. 2. [572* 
ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Distribution in the plant 
kingdom. Physicochemical properties of inhibitors from 
various plants. Physiological role in the plant. Nutritional 
signifi cance of protease inhibitors. Effect of processing.
 Table 1 lists the names of 92 plants that contain 
protease inhibitors. For each plant is given the botanical 
name, common name, part of the plant (e.g., seed), enzymes 
inhibited, and selected references.
 The section on soybeans (p. 14-23) has these contents: 
Introduction (Two main types: 1. High molecular weight 
with relatively few disulfi de bonds and a specifi city directed 
primarily toward trypsin. 2. Lower molecular weight with a 
high proportion of disulfi de bonds and capable of inhibiting 
trypsin and chymotrypsin at independent binding sites). 
Kunitz inhibitor: Isolation and properties (fi rst purifi ed 
by Kunitz in 1945), specifi city and kinetic parameters, 

mechanism of action. Bowman-Birk inhibitor (a relatively 
small molecule; fi rst described by Bowman in 1944).
 Most research on the potential adverse effects of 
consuming protease inhibitors has been done using small 
experimental animals. Address: Dep. of Biochemistry, 
College of Biological Sciences, Univ. of Minnesota, St. Paul, 
MN 55108.

3990. Liener, Irvin E. 1980. Miscellaneous toxic factors. In: 
I.E. Liener, ed. 1980. Toxic Constituents of Plant Foodstuffs. 
2nd ed. New York: Academic Press. xiv + 502 p. See p. 430-
67. Chap. 13. [322* ref]
• Summary: Soya is discussed under: Estrogenic factors (p. 
430). Antivitamin A (Raw soybeans are know to contain the 
enzyme lipoxidase, which oxidizes and destroys carotene; 
p. 442). Antivitamin D (which leads to rachitogenic activity 
and can cause rickets; p. 442-43). Antivitamin E (p. 444). 
Antivitamin B-12 (p. 447). Other enzyme inhibitors 
(inhibitor of pancreatic lipase; p. 452). Flatus-producing 
factors (p. 455-56).
 The estrogenic principles of plants have been, in most 
cases, chemically identifi ed as isofl avones, which occur 
naturally in the form of glucosides. Isofl avones have been 
isolated from the soybean.
 “One of the major factors limiting the human 
consumption of legumes is their ability to produce gas in 
the gastrointestinal tract, also referred to as fl atulence.” 
The intestinal gas is “composed largely of carbon dioxide, 
hydrogen, and, to a lesser extent, methane. Studies 
have clearly implicated the oligosaccharides raffi nose 
and stachyose as causative factors of fl atus. These 
oligosaccharides are related by having one or two -D-
galactopyranosyl groups attached to sucrose via -1,6-
galactosidic linkages. Owing to the absence of enzymes in 
the human intestinal mucosa that are capable of hydrolyzing 
this linkage, the intact oligosaccharides accumulate in 
the lower intestine, where they undergo fermentation by 
anaerobic bacteria. The gases so produced are responsible 
for the characteristic features of fl atulence, namely, nausea, 
cramps, diarrhea, abdominal rumbling, and the social 
discomfort associated with the ejection of rectal gas. Such 
traditional soybean foods as tofu (soybean curd) and tempeh 
have little fl atus activity." Address: Dep. of Biochemistry, 
College of Biological Sciences, Univ. of Minnesota, St. Paul, 
MN 55108.

3991. Lu, Gwei-Djen; Needham, Joseph. 1980. Celestial 
lancets: A history and rationale of acupuncture and moxa. 
Cambridge, London, New York, New Rochelle, Melbourne, 
Sydney: Cambridge University Press. xxi + 427 p. Illust. 
Index. 26 cm. [300+* ref]
• Summary: Contents: List of illustrations. List of tables. 
List of abbreviations. Authors’ foreword. 1. Introduction. 2. 
The ching-lo system and its classical theory. 3. Historical 
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growth of the system. 4. Moxibustion. 5. Therapy and 
analgesia; physiological interpretations. 6. Infl uences on 
other cultures. 7. The lore of vital spots. 9. Conclusions. 
Bibliographies.
 This is a wonderful, scholarly study of two of the 
most ancient therapeutic techniques of Chinese medicine. 
“Acupuncture is the implantation of very thin needles into 
subcutaneous connective tissue and muscle at a great number 
of different points on the body’s surface: moxibustion is the 
burning of Artemisia tinder (moxa) either directly on the 
skin or just above it. For 2500 years the Chinese have used 
both techniques to relieve pain and to heal a wide variety of 
illnesses and malfunctions.
 “Dr. Lu and Dr. Needham, in this preview of an 
important section of Science and Civilisation in China, give 
a full historical account of acupuncture and moxibustion in 
the theoretical structure of Chinese medicine, and combine 
this with a rationale of the two techniques in the light of 
modern scientifi c knowledge. The book is in no sense a 
clinical manual: rather is it a contribution, judicious and 
enlightened, to that oecumenical medicine which will 
eventually combine all the true powers discovered in China 
and Europe.”
 Authors’ Foreword: “Many conclusions which had 
formerly to based on philological arguments about the 
dating of texts, have now received dazzling confi rmation 
from archaeological discoveries, as for example the four 
manuscripts on silk which contain descriptions of the acu-
tracts and were recovered only very recently from the Han 
tombs of the -2nd century at Ma-wang-tui. These scrolls 
reveal a development of acupuncture a good deal earlier than 
the Nei Ching. And from that same -2nd century there are 
the acupuncture needles found among the grave-goods of 
the Prince of Chung-shan, Liu Shêng. Or one could instance 
the acupuncture texts intended to accompany those life-
size bronze fi gures demonstrating acu-points which were 
introduced fi rst in the +11th century, texts which were later 
discovered inscribed on stone tablets that had been buried in 
the gate bastions of a city wall. It is to be expected that future 
archaeological fi nds will throw much further light on the 
development of Chinese medicine as a whole.”
 “The Huang Ti Nei Ching (Yellow Emperor’s Manual 
of Corporeal Medicine) is the oldest and most famous of 
the Chinese medical classics... We date the Su Wên part of 
it (Questions (and Answers) about Living Matter) in the 
-2nd century, and the Ling Shu (Vital Axis) in the -1st.” 
Acupuncture is fi rst discussed in this remarkable book.
 Concerning moxa, page 171 states that it was often 
desired to apply the stimulus of a heat treatment only, 
without actual cautery. This was called wên chiu (warming 
moxibustion) or “moxa that left no scar on the skin. The 
classical way of doing this was to use a layer of some 
vegetable substance between the skin and the burning 
incense-like cone. One technique was to have it burn down 

on a layer of soya-bean paste (tou chiang chiu); or else a 
slice of garlic, or a slice of ginger could be interposed.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (March 2009) that uses the term “soya-bean paste” to 
refer to miso–in this case tou chiang / doujiang (Chinese-
style miso).
 Pages 268-69 state: “It was throughout the second half 
of the +17th century that information about acupuncture 
began to attract the attention of Europeans. The very fi rst 
writer, so far as we can see, who spoke about acupuncture 
was the Dane Jacob de Bondt (1598-1631) who in his 
capacity as surgeon-general for the Dutch East Indian 
Company at Batavia had come into contact with Chinese and 
Japanese physicians.” The fi rst illustrations (four) of the acu-
points in the Western world appeared in Willem ten Rhijne’s 
book of +1683. Andreas Cleyer in his Specimen Medicinae 
Sinicae (1682) gave detailed illustrations of acupuncture (p. 
276-83). The German naturalist Englebert Kaempfer (1651-
1716) gave the clearest account to date of acupuncture which 
he observed among the Japanese (p. 287-92). Address: 1. 
Assoc. Director; 2. Director. Both: East Asian History of 
Science Library, Cambridge, England.

3992. Mahajan, N.C. 1980. Utilization of soybean in a 
developing country like India: A opinion (Abstract). In: F.T. 
Corbin, ed. 1980. World Soybean Research Conference II: 
Abstracts. Boulder, Colorado: Westview Press. 124 p. See p. 
94.
• Summary: “The excellent work done by the breeders 
and agronomists is going to waste. The soybean producer 
sometimes does not fi nd a buyer of beans at a reasonable 
price.” The soybean’s “antinutritional factors, beany smell, 
and chalky bitter taste are all too well advertised. In India, 
where soybean is a new crop to be grown on a large scale, 
people already have prejudices against it.” Processing 
soybeans commercially to make convenient food products 
increases the cost so that it is beyond the reach of the 
poor. Processed soyfoods benefi t only those people India 
who are already well-fed. “In India, where pulses and 
legumes are the major source of protein, it should be tried 
to persuade people to replace pulses with soybean in their 
meals at least once a week. This will go a long way to help 
improve dietary standards of the ill fed and also release 
some pressure from the pulses which are in short supply 
and their per capita availability becoming more and more 
limited. In some households the practice of consuming home 
processed soybean is already underway.” Address: College of 
Agriculture, Palampur-176062, Himachal Pradesh, India.

3993. McGuinness, E.E.; Morgan, R.G.H.; Levison, D.A.; 
Frape, D.L.; Hopwood, D.; Wormsley, K.G. 1980. The 
effects of long-term feeding of soya fl our on the rat pancreas. 
Scandinavian J. of Gastroenterology 15(4):497-502. [4 ref]
• Summary: “Rats were fed raw and heated soya fl our for 
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up to 2 years. The rats fed raw soya fl our all developed 
pancreatic hypertrophy and hyperplastic and adenomatous 
nodules. Four of 26 rats fed raw soya fl our continuously and 
1 of 5 rats fed raw soya fl our for 2 days each week developed 
pancreatic cancer. Preheating the soya fl our seemed to 
protect against the pancreatic hyperplastic and neoplastic 
changes.”
 In summary: Pancreatic acinar cell adenomas and 
adenocarcinomas were observed in rats which were not 
treat with carcinogens after long-term feeding of raw soya 
products. Address: Depts. of Therapeutics and Pathology, 
Univ. of Dundee, Scotland; and Kennet Nutritional Centre 
& Pet Care Unit, Spillers Ltd., Kennet near Newmarket, 
Suffolk, England.

3994. Mogi, Koya. 1980. Recent progress of soy sauce 
manufacturing in Japan. In: Proceedings of the Oriental 
Fermented Foods. Food Industry Research and Development 
Institute, P.O. Box 246, Hsinchu, (300) Taiwan. iv + 229 p. 
See p. 88-101. Held 10-14 Dec. 1979 in Taipei, Taiwan. 13 
tables. 6 fi gs. [2 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Manufacture: Treatment 
of raw materials, koji making, aging, pressing, refi ning. High 
temperature and short time cooking method. The following 
tables are included: 1. Classifi cation of shoyu (5 kinds, 
3 grades, 3 production methods). 2. Some characteristics 
of different kinds of shoyu (kinds, color, soybean:wheat 
ratio). 3. Typical composition of 5 different kinds of shoyu. 
4. Differences in koikuchi shoyu grades (total nitrogen, 
soluble solids except NaCl, alcohol). 5. Differences in 
shoyu production methods (hon-jozo, shinshiki, amino acids 
liquid mix). 6. Shoyu production of different kinds in 1977 
(koikuchi 917,738 kl = 85% of total, usukuchi 124,829 kl = 
11.6% of total, tamari 23,437 kl = 2.2% of total, shiro 4,456 
kl = 0.4% of total, saishikomi 3,072 = 0.3% of total). 7. 
Shoyu production in different grades in 1977 (special 59.3% 
of total, upper 27.5%, standard 13.2%). 8. Shoyu production 
by different methods in 1977 (hon-jozo 66.9% of total, 
shinshiki-jozo 28.4%, amino acids liquid mix 4.7%).
 The innovation of treating soybeans using the high 
temperature and short time cooking method increased 
the yield of shoyu very much and was patented in Japan, 
the USA, and Canada. The protein in raw soybeans is 
undenatured and cannot be hydrolyzed (digested) by the 
enzymes of koji molds. Therefore it is necessary to denature 
the soybean protein by cooking so that it can be hydrolyzed. 
“The phenomenon of the so-called ‘N-property’ (turbidity 
nature) appears, if portions of soybean protein remain 
undenatured. ‘N-property’ is the phenomenon that shoyu 
becomes turbid when it is diluted and heated. This is the 
appearance of insoluble form of undenatured protein and 
remarkably diminishes the commercial value of shoyu.
 “Undenatured protein is soluble in water, especially 
saline water, and goes into the product. If the product 

contains undenatured protein, ‘N-property’ described 
above appears as a coagulant when shoyu is diluted to the 
concentration fi tted to the specifi ed cuisine and/or further 
heated. However, excess denaturation also makes soybean 
protein undecomposable by proteolytic enzymes. Thus, over-
denaturation results in a decrease of the yield of shoyu and 
an increase of the production cost.
 “Steam cooking has been used as a means to increase 
digestibility of soybean protein. Technical know-how of so-
called ‘NK-method’ developed by Mr. Tateno et al. of the 
author’s company in 1952 has been generally used by many 
soy sauce manufacturers. It was an epoch-making method 
of soybean treatment in shoyu making. Before that time, the 
utilization rate of nitrogen was about 66 to 70%. A utilization 
rate of nitrogen is defi ned as a percentage of soluble nitrogen 
in moromi mash to total nitrogen in the raw materials used. 
In this method, soybeans are cooled rapidly after cooking to 
prevent excess denaturation. Soybeans are steamed at 0.9 to 
1 kilogram per square centimeter gauge pressure for 30 to 
60 minutes (average 45 minutes) and then cooled as soon as 
possible with the aid of jet condenser to reduce the pressure 
inside the cooker. Thus, the utilization rate of nitrogen 
attained by the ‘NK-method’ is 81 to 82%. After many years, 
the ‘NK-method’ was fi rst replaced with ‘high temperature 
and short time cooking method’ in about 1970.
 “It has long been believed that the treatment of the 
‘NK-method’ is best with steam at 0.9 kilograms per square 
centimeter for 30 to 60 minutes and that either higher 
temperature or longer time causes excess denaturation and 
decrease of the utilization rate of nitrogen. However, the 
author’s results of bench-scale experiments indicate better 
digestibility of soybeans when the conditions of higher 
temperature and shorter time are used for denaturation of 
protein.” Address: Kikkoman Shoyu Co., Ltd., Plant No. 7, 
339 Noda, Noda-shi, Chiba-ken, Japan.

3995. Nagahori, Takashi; Motai, H.; Okuhara, A. 1980. 
Shôyu no N-nitoroso amin seisei yokusei busshitsu [On 
the substances in shoyu to suppress the nitrosation of 
dimethylamine]. Eiyo to Shokuryo (J. of Japanese Society of 
Food and Nutrition) 33(3):151-60. [39 ref. Jap]
• Summary: Amino acids in shoyu competitively inhibit 
formation of nitrosamines from nitrite and amines. Shoyu, 
miso, and protein hydrolysates suppress nitrosation by 60-
70%, by means of Van Slyke reactions between amino acids 
in the soyfoods and nitrites. Rates of suppression are: regular 
(koikuchi) shoyu 62-65%, tamari shoyu 69-79%, and rice 
miso 71-77%. Address: Central Research Labs., Kikkoman 
Shoyu Co. Ltd., Noda, Japan.

3996. Nelson, A.I.; Wei, L.S.; Steinberg, M.P. 1980. Foods 
from whole soybeans. In: F.T. Corbin, ed. 1980. World 
Soybean Research Conference II: Proceedings. Boulder, 
Colorado: Westview Press. xv + 897 p. See p. 745-62. [12 
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ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction: Nutritional value. 
A concept for preparation of whole soybeans for human 
food use: Inactivation of the lipoxygenase system, use of 
sodium bicarbonate blanch, inactivation of anti-nutritional 
factors, effects of quality and variety of soybeans for 
direct food use, use of the concept. Home preparation of 
soymilk: Introduction, experimental, results and discussion, 
conclusions, recommendations. Soybean breakfast and 
patty foods: Introduction, raw bean treatments, hydration, 
tenderization, trypsin inhibitor inactivation, soybean foods. 
Weaning or breakfast foods: Soy-whole wheat, soy-corn, 
soy-sweet potato. Fried patty meat substitute: Soy-potato, 
soy-rice. Conclusions. Notes. Address: Dep. of Food 
Science, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, IL 61801.

3997. Noseda, G.; Fragiacomo, C. 1980. Effects of soybean 
protein diet on serum lipids, plasma glucagon and insulin. 
In: G. Noseda, B. Levis, and R. Paoletti, eds. 1980. Diet and 
Drugs in Atherosclerosis. New York: Raven Press. See p. 
61-65. *
• Summary: Failed to confi rm an increased fecal excretion of 
steroids due to feeding soy proteins.

3998. Noseda, G.; Fragiacomo, C.; Descovich, G.C.; 
Fumagalli, R.; Bernini, F.; Sirtori, C.R. 1980. Clinical studies 
on the mechanism of action of the soybean protein diet. In: 
R. Fumagalli, D. Kritchevsky, R. Paoletti, eds. 1980. Drugs 
Affecting Lipid Metabolism. Amsterdam: Elsevier/North 
Holland Biomedical Press. x + 394 p. See p. 355-62. [13 ref]
• Summary: Soy protein may stimulate glucagon leading 
to a lower level of cholesterol synthesis. Or animal proteins 
characterized by a high branched chain amino acid content 
and a low arginine content compared to soy protein may 
increase insulin secretion leading to increased cholesterol 
synthesis. Address: 1-2. Beata Vergine Hospital, Mendrisio, 
Switzerland; 3. II Medical Clinic, Univ. of Bologna, Italy.

3999. Patrick, Homer; Schaible, Philip J. 1980. Poultry: 
Feeds and nutrition. 2nd ed. Westport, Connecticut: AVI 
Publishing Co. xii + 668 p. Illust. Index. 23 cm. [388* ref]
• Summary: The most authoritative text on the subject. 
In 1976, the leading egg producing states were California 
(8,953 million), Georgia, and Arkansas. The leading broiler 
producing states were Arkansas (540 million), Georgia, 
and Alabama. Address: 1. Prof. Emeritus, West Virginia 
Univ., Morgantown, WV; 2. Former Prof., Poultry Science, 
Michigan State Univ., East Lansing, MI (deceased).

4000. Pellett, Peter L.; Young, V.R. eds. 1980. Nutritional 
evaluation of protein foods: Report of a working group 
sponsored by the International Union of Nutritional 
Sciences and the United Nations University World Hunger 
Programme. Food and Nutrition Bulletin, Supplement No. 4. 

154 p. WHTR-3/UNUP-129. [351* ref]
• Summary: Contents: Foreword, by Nevin S. Scrimshaw, 
Senior Adviser, World Hunger Programme, The United 
Nations University. Preface. Part I. Techniques for protein 
quality evaluation: background and discussion. Part II. 
Techniques for protein quality evaluation: methodology. 
Part III. Glossary of terms used in protein quality 
evaluation. Appendices. Address: 1. Dep. of Food Science 
and Nutrition, Chenoweth Lab., Univ. of Massachusetts, 
Amherst, Massachusetts; 2. Dep. of Nutrition and Food 
Science, Massachusetts Inst. of Technology, Cambridge, 
Massachusetts.

4001. Pennington, Jean A.T.; Church, Helen Nichols. 
eds. 1980. Bowes and Church’s food values of portions 
commonly used. 13th ed. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: J.B. 
Lippincott Co. xvii + 186 p. Index. 28 cm. 1st ed. was 1937. 
2nd ed. was 1939. 10th ed. was 1966. [62 ref]
• Summary: The index contains entries for: Beans (but no 
soy). Cheese and cheese food (but alternatives). Cheez-its, 
Chili–vegetarian. Float, Dairy Queen. Flour. French fried 
potatoes (Arthur Treachers, Burger Chef, Burger King, 
Dairy Queen, Long John Silver’s, McDonald’s, Wendys). Ice 
cream bars. Infant formulas (Isomil–Ross Labs, L-Soyalac–
Loma Linda, Neomullsoy–Syntex, Nursoy, ProSobee–
Mead Johnson, Soyalac–Loma Linda). Irishmoss [Irish 
moss]. Milk (goat, human, Indian buffalo, reindeer, sheep, 
soybean, whole). Miso. Natto. Oils. Soyamaise dressing 
(p. 122). Soyamel. Soybeans, fermented. Soybean curd. 
Soybean fl our. Soybean milk. Soybean nuts. Soybean oil. 
Soybean protein. Soysauce. Teriyaki sauce. Tigers Milk Bar. 
Tofu. Tom Collins. Veg Skalops. Veja-Links. Vegeburger. 
Vegetarian products made mostly by Worthington Foods 
and Loma Linda (p. 22-23): Beef style roll, Chicken style, 
Chic-Ketts, Chili, Corned beef style, Croquettes, Dinner 
cuts, Fry Sticks, Gran Burger, Meatloaf mix, Nuteena, 
Prosage, Proteena, Rediburger, Smoked beef style, Stakelets, 
Stripples, Tasteecuts, Turkey Style–Smoked, Vega-links, 
Vegeburger, Veg Skallops, Vegetarian Burger, Vitaburger, 
Wham. Yogurt.
 Aluminum is not among the lists of trace minerals in 
foods in the back. The book does list the following as trace 
minerals: chromium, cobalt, fl uoride, iodine, molybdenum, 
nickel, selenium, and tin. Address: 1. Formerly Instructor 
of Nutrition, City College of San Francisco, San Francisco, 
California [Now with U.S. Food and Drug Administration, 
Washington, DC]. Phone: 202-245-1064.

4002. Perlman, Frank. 1980. Allergens. In: I.E. Liener, ed. 
1980. Toxic Constituents of Plant Foodstuffs. 2nd ed. New 
York: Academic Press. xiv + 502 p. See p. 295-327. Chap. 
10. See p. 319. [72* ref]
• Summary: The soybean occasionally proves to be highly 
allergenic in older children and adults. “Some employees 
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in the plywood industry, where soybean is used in the 
preparation of glue, have severe symptoms due to inhalation 
or contact with this substance. Such reactions occur in spite 
of the high temperature used in processing the soybean for 
this use, thus demonstrating the stability of the allergen.” 
Address: Allergy Clinic, Portland Medical Center, Portland, 
Oregon 97205.

4003. Pryde, E.H. 1980. Composition of soybean oil. In: 
D.R. Erickson, et al., eds. 1980. Handbook of Soy Oil 
Processing and Utilization. American Soybean Assoc. 
(St. Louis, MO) and American Oil Chemists’ Society 
(Champaign, IL). viii + 598 p. See p. 13-31. [47 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soybean fatty 
acids: Fatty acid types and composition, effect of partial 
hydrogenation, effects of breeding and temperature, breeding 
for low linolenic acid content. Triglyceride structure. 
Unsaponifi able matter: Introduction, the phytosterols, the 
tocopherols. Conclusion.
 Conclusion: Soybean oil has a high content of linoleic 
acid, an essential polyunsaturated fatty acid. It is an 
“inexpensive coproduct of soybean meal... The presence 
of 7-8% of linolenic acid contributes to less oxidative 
stability than that of more saturated fats, but the linolenic 
acid content is lowered to a considerable extent by selective 
hydrogenation during processing of the oil into food 
products. Attempts are being made to breed the linolenic 
acid out directly by genetic transformations and indirectly by 
breeding for high-oleic lines.”
 Tables: (1) Average composition for crude and refi ned 
soybean oil: For crude soybean oil–triglycerides 95-97%, 
phosphatides 1.5-2.5%, unsaponifi able matter (incl. plant 
sterols and tocopherols) 1.6%, free fatty acids 0.3-0.7%, 
trace metals (incl. iron 1-3 ppm, and copper 0.03-0.05 ppm). 
Refi ned soybean oil is more than 99% triglycerides.
 (2) The fatty acids of soybean oil and partially 
hydrogenated soybean oil. Saturated: Lauric, myristic, 
palmitic, stearic, arachidic, behenic. Monounsaturated: 
Palmitoleic (cis), oleic (cis), elaidic (trans), positional 
isomers (trans and cis). Polyunsaturated: Diunsaturated, 
triunsaturated, tetraunsaturated.
 (3) Fatty acid composition of soybean oil: Saturated 
15% (of which 71% is palmitic acid and 26% is stearic acid). 
Unsaturated 80.7% (of which 63% is linoleic acid, 28.3% is 
oleic, and 8.4% is linolenic).
 (4) Fatty acid compositions of margarines made from 
partially hydrogenated soybean oil (stick or brick, soft tub, 
tub). (5) Fatty acid compositions of margarines made from 
partially hydrogenated mixtures of vegetable oils (stick 
or brick, soft tub, light blends). (6) Detailed analyses of 
fatty acid composition of representative margarines. (7) 
(7) Fatty acid composition of consumer-available soybean 
oils by brand (Crisco, Giant, Hollywood, Kraft). (8) Effect 
of location on linolenic acid contents and iodine value of 

soybeans (Those grown in the northern USA have a slightly 
higher linolenic acid content and slightly lower iodine value 
than those grown in the south).
 (9) Compositional changes in soybeans during seed 
development. (10) Positional distribution of the fatty acids 
in commercial soybean oil products by brand (Crisco, 
Giant, Hollywood, Kraft). (11) Sterol content of soybean 
oil (for 7 sterols). (2) Representative tocopherol content of 
various soybean oil products (Crude, Refi ned, Crisco, Giant, 
Hollywood, Kraft).
 Note: This is the 2nd earliest document seen (June 2020) 
that mentions “low linolenic.” Address: Northern Regional 
Research Center, Peoria, Illinois.

4004. Renzenbrink, Udo. 1980. Die Sojabohne: Nahrung 
auch fuer uns? [The soybean: Also food for us?]. Bad 
Liebenzell-Unterlengenhardt, West Germany: Arbeitskreis 
fuer Ernaehrungsforschung e.V. 48 p. [6 ref. Ger]
• Summary: This book presents an anthroposophic [Rudolf 
Steiner] viewpoint on soybeans, arguing that they are not 
suited for human food. They are too close to the animal 
kingdom and their composition is too close to that of human 
blood. The fl owers turn away from the sun. The plant 
and pods are hairy, like animals. The anthroposophic diet 
includes fl esh foods and dairy products, as long as they 
are raised according to anthroposophic guidelines. The 
book apparently draws on two lectures given by Rudolf 
Steiner and cited in the bibliography: (1) Lecture presented 
on 22 October 1906 in Berlin, Germany, titled “Ways of 
healing and nutrition in the light of modern science” in 
“Contributions to Rudolf Steiner’s Collected Works” (No. 
35, Dornach Michaeli, 1971); (2) Lecture presented on 10 
Nov. 1923 in Dornach.
 A Dutch-language edition of this book was published 
in 1981 in cooperation with Akwarius in the Netherlands. 
A Norwegian edition was also published. Address: Bad 
Liebenzell / Unterlengenhardt, West Germany.

4005. Roquib, M. 1980. Utilization of soybean (Glycine 
max (L.) Merr.) as a supplementary human food to combat 
protein malnutrition in West Bengal, India (Abstract). In: F.T. 
Corbin, ed. 1980. World Soybean Research Conference II: 
Abstracts. Boulder, Colorado: Westview Press. 124 p. See p. 
37.
• Summary: Recently major efforts have been made to 
extend soybean cultivation throughout the State of West 
Bengal, India, and work has been started to popularize 
soybean as a food among people in low and middle income 
groups. In 1976-78, as part of this effort, an experiment was 
conducted to (1) test the acceptability of full-fat soy fl our, 
whole soybeans, and soybean milk among consumers; (2) 
test the acceptability of chapatties [chapatis] made from 
regular wheat fl our to that made with wheat + soy fl our 
in varying proportions; (3) explore the possibilities of 
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introducing soy-based tiffi n foods and fi nding their costs.
 Consumers generally accepted foods in which soy 
fl our or whole soybeans were substituted. They did not 
accept soymilk as such, but they were very willing to accept 
foods prepared using soymilk or “soymilk residue” [okara]. 
Chapatties made with 0, 10, 15, and 20% “full-fat soyfl our 
were equally acceptable in terms of texture, smell, taste, 
and cooking qualities. With fresh and good-quality soyfl our, 
its proportion can be raised to 25 percent in such foods.” 
Address: Faculty of Agriculture, Bidhan Chandra Krishi 
Viswa Vidyalaya, West Bengal, India.

4006. Roszkowski, Wojciech. 1980. Optymalizacja wartosci 
odzywczej i ocena przydatnosci zywieniowej nowych 
preparatow biatkowych do stosowania w zywieniu cztowieka 
[Optimalization of nutritional value and estimation of 
functional properties of new protein products used in human 
nutrition]. Warsaw, Poland: Wydawn. (Warsaw Agricultural 
Univ.). 45 p. SGGW-AR (Rozprawy naukowe i monografi e; 
2). [120 ref. Pol]
• Summary: “Mixtures of new protein products of high 
nutritional value were produced and used as meat substitutes 
in different culinary products. An estimation of the 
nutritional value and functional properties of the mixtures 
and texturate mixtures was carried out.” Address: Inst. of 
Human Nutrition, Warsaw Agricultural University, 02-776 
Warszawa, ul. Nowoursynowska 166, Poland.

4007. Scarpa, Ioannis S.; Kiefer, H.C. 1980. Sourcebook 
on food and nutrition. 2nd ed. Chicago, Illinois: Marquis 
Academic Media. Includes index. 29 cm. [1500+* ref]
• Summary: One interesting chapter is titled “The affl uent 
diet: A worldwide health hazard,” by Erik Eckholm and 
Frank Record. Address: 1. Chairman, Dep. of Biochemistry, 
School of Dentistry, Loyola Univ., Chicago; 2. Northwestern 
Univ., Chicago.

4008. Shibasaki, M.; Suzuki, S.; Tajima, S.; Nemoto, H.; 
Kuroume, T. 1980. Allergenicity of major component 
proteins of soybean. International Archives of Allergy & 
Applied Immunology 61(4):441-48. *
• Summary: “Allergenic activities of major component 
proteins of soybean 11S-, 7S- and 2S-globulins were 
examined by the radioallergosorbent test (RAST) and by 
RAST inhibition experiments with the sera from soybean-
sensitive patients.” Address: Japan.

4009. Spence, M.; Davignon, J.; Holub, B.; Little, J.A.; 
McDonald, B.E. 1980. Report of the Ad Hoc Committee on 
the Composition of Special Margarines. Minister of Supply 
and Services Canada. Cat. No. H44-46/1980-E. 70 p. [175* 
ref]
• Summary: This report was apparently presented in 
Ottawa on 5-7 Dec. 1979 and published in 1980. Contents: 

Recommendations. Summary. Committee membership. 
Expert witnesses. Report: Glossary, introduction, 
questions addressed by the committee, the need for special 
margarines with declared fatty acid characteristics, trans 
fatty acids–metabolism and biological effects (studies 
with in vitro systems, animals, and human subjects), the 
relative importance of linoleic and linolenic acid in the diet. 
References. Address: Ottawa, Canada.

4010. Strozha, I.K.; Vevepe, L.K. 1980. Vliyanie 
sinteticheskikh antioksidantov na vsasyvanie DL-alpha-
tokoferolatsetata [Effect of synthetic antioxidants on 
absorption of DL-alpha-tocopherol acetate]. In: Vsasyvanie i 
obmen vsehchestv u zhivotnykh. Latvian, SSR: Riga. See p. 
80-88. [16 ref. Rus]*

4011. Thio, Goan Loo. 1980. Processing and application 
of soya beans for human nutrition at home and village 
levels (Abstract). In: F.T. Corbin, ed. 1980. World Soybean 
Research Conference II: Abstracts. Boulder, Colorado: 
Westview Press. 124 p. See p. 35-36.
• Summary: “It is of utmost importance that the less 
developed and the developing countries avail themselves 
of simple methods for processing soya beans into easily 
digestible soya products, which can be manufactured at 
home and village levels. These products should have a 
high nutritive value and preferably a neutral, bland taste, 
so that they can be incorporated into local dishes of the 
countries concerned, without the risk of being refused by the 
population. Because of the neutral bland taste, these soya 
products will take on the taste and fl avor of the national 
dish into which they are incorporated. In this way they will 
in most cases be directly accepted by the consumers. Soya 
products like soya milk and soya bean curd (also called toufu 
[tofu]), which have proved to be high quality protein sources 
and which have existed for thousands of years, can easily be 
fl avored or spiced so that they will become as delicious as 
meat and fi sh dishes.
 “Soya milk can be prepared easily at home and village 
levels just like soya bean curd and soya steak (also called 
tempeh). The most important factor is the absence of the 
beany taste in these products, and also the absence of 
trypsin inhibitors and of hemagglutinins. Especially for 
babies and toddlers these two antinutritive factors should be 
inactivated. As they both belong to the proteins, simple heat 
treatment during a few minutes at temperatures above 90 C is 
suffi cient. With soya products prepared at home and village 
levels, a great variety of delicious dishes and high quality 
weaning food can be prepared.” Address: Royal Tropical 
Inst., Amsterdam, The Netherlands.

4012. Widdowson, E.M.; et al. 1980. Foods which simulate 
meat: The nutritional aspects of vegetable protein foods 
which are meat analogs. Report of the Panel on Novel Foods. 
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Committee on Medical Aspects of Food Policy. Department 
of Health and Social Security (Great Britain), Report on 
Health and Social Subjects No. 17. 20 p. [16 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Preface. Membership of the panel. 
Introduction: Background information, terms of reference, 
acknowledgments. General considerations. Textured 
vegetable protein foods which simulate meat. Water content. 
Protein and amino acids: Protein content, protein quality. Fat. 
Vitamins. Minerals: Introduction, iron, zinc. Consideration 
of the use of textured vegetable protein foods in 
institutional catering. Use of non-textured vegetable protein. 
Recommendations. References. Appendix–Guidelines for 
caterers. Address: Univ. of Cambridge, Dep. of Medicine.

4013. Wolf, W.J. 1980. Soybean proteins in human nutrition. 
In: F.T. Corbin, ed. 1980. World Soybean Research 
Conference II: Proceedings. Boulder, Colorado: Westview 
Press. xv + 897 p. See p. 767-80. [26 ref]
• Summary: An excellent review. Contents: Soybean 
composition. Contribution to U.S. diet. Nutritional quality of 
soybean proteins. Trypsin inhibitors. Summary. References. 
Address: USDA NRRC AR/SEA, Peoria, Illinois 61604.

4014. Yannai, Shmuel. 1980. Toxic factors induced by 
processing. In: I.E. Liener, ed. 1980. Toxic Constituents of 
Plant Foodstuffs. 2nd ed. New York: Academic Press. xiv + 
502 p. See p. 371-427. Chap. 12. [318* ref]
• Summary: Soya is discussed under: Non-urea adduct-
forming compounds (p. 383). Autoxidation: Primary 
products (p. 388). Thermal oxidation and polymerization 
(p. 401, 403). Alkali treatment (the uncommon amino 
acid lysinoalanine, LAL, p. 409). Solvent extraction with 
trichloroethylene (p. 414-15). “The toxic factor was not the 
solvent residues in the meal. Rather, it was associated with 
the protein component of the meal (McKenney et al. 1957; 
Seto et al. 1958), and later it was identifi ed as a derivative of 
cystine residues in the polypeptide” (p. 415). Address: Dep. 
of Food Engineering and Biotechnology, Technion–Israel 
Inst. of Technology, Haifa, Israel.

4015. Glutamate Association. 1980? A fact fi nding guide to 
monosodium glutamate. 5775 Peachtree-Dunwoody Rd., 
Suite 500-D, Atlanta, GA 30342. 8 p. Undated.
• Summary: Contents: Introductory information about this 
book. What is MSG? How MSG is used. How MSG is made. 
How MSG works. History of MSG. MSG and the body. 
Safety of MSG. Hypersensitivity. MSG and sodium in the 
diet. Identifying MSG. Regulation of MSG. Glutamate–a 
remarkable substance. Summary.
 MSG is the sodium salt of glutamic acid, and an amino 
acid. “The various forms of glutamic acid are generically 
referred to as glutamate.” MSG is a fi ne, white crystal which 
imparts no characteristic fl avor of its own. “MSG works well 
with some foods already containing high levels of glutamate 

such as meats, poultry, seafood, and some vegetables.” 
“An estimated 50% loss in the natural glutamate content of 
some vegetables has been observed within 24 hours after 
harvesting.”
 History of MSG: Japanese cooks have used kombu 
(Laminarina Japonica), a sea vegetable, since ancient times 
to make their favorite soup stocks. They were not aware that 
kombu “contained generous amounts of naturally occurring 
free glutamate, and it was this substance that enhanced the 
fl avor” of their soup stock.
 “The link between seaweed, monosodium glutamate, 
and fl avor was discovered in 1908. In that year, Professor 
Kikunae Ikeda of the University of Tokyo isolated 
monosodium glutamate while experimenting with the dried 
seaweed in an attempt to unlock the fl avor enhancing secret. 
He believed that what the Japanese called ‘umami,’ or 
tastiness, existed in addition to the basic tastes–sweet, sour, 
salty and bitter–and could be crystallized from foods.
 “Dr. Ikeda became so impressed with the effect of MSG 
on food fl avor that the production of monosodium glutamate 
was immediately undertaken on a commercial basis in Japan. 
Production in the United States began in the 1940’s. Today, 
MSG is manufactured in 15 countries throughout the world 
accounting for a volume of approximately 200,000 tons 
annually.”
 Tables show: (1) The glutamate content of various 
foods. (2) Comparison of glutamate ingested in foods with 
glutamate added to foods as a fl avor enhancer. Address: 
Atlanta, Georgia.

4016. Soy Plant (The). 1980? Tofu from The Soy Plant 
(Scrapbook). Ann Arbor, Michigan. 7 p. Undated. 51 x 63 
cm.
• Summary: This large 6-ring binder has stiff black covers 
and holds large black sheets with acetate sheet protectors. 
Each hand-lettered sheet (unnumbered and undated), in 
dark green, light green and black letters, is designed to 
give information about and promote the company’s tofu, 
as follows: (1) “A Michigan product. Made from organic 
soybeans, water and nigari.” (2) “Ways to use Soyplant tofu: 
As an alternative source of protein–Stir-fried vegetables 
and tofu, tofu-based dips and salad dressings, sautéed 
tofu sandwich. As a substitute for meat, cheese and eggs–
’Missing egg’ salad, tofu chili or stroganoff, tofu pudding or 
‘cheese’ cake. As an extender for other protein food–tofu-
meat loaf, tofu-fi sh cakes, tofu-hamburger spaghetti sauce.”
 (3) Nutritional value. Versatility. Handling. Cost 
savings. (4) Nutritional value. (5) “Tofu is recommended for: 
Athletes, dieters, lactose-intolerant individuals, diabetics and 
cardiac patients, persons with digestive conditions, infants 
and the elderly.” (6) Versatility. “Tofu takes on the fl avor 
of other ingredients and seasonings. Tofu adapts to many 
recipes–Dips, soups, entreés, casseroles, desserts. Tofu can 
be prepared in many ways–Baked, blended, fried, marinated, 
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cubed, mashed sliced, frozen.” (7) Handling. It comes 
packaged in water in a 1-lb tub or a 20-lb pail. An illustration 
of each is shown. “The water should be replaced after one 
week. Tofu will stay fresh at least two weeks.”
 Location: As of Dec. 2000 this binder is owned by Bruce 
Rose, president of Rosewood Products, Inc., Ann Arbor, 
Michigan. Address: 771 Airport Blvd., Ann Arbor, Michigan 
48104. Phone: (313) 663-8638.

4017. Smith, Oak B. 1981. Re: History of Wenger’s work 
with extrusion cooking. Letter to Michael Zitt at Institut 
National de la Recherche Agronomique (INRA), Nantes, 
France, Jan. 21. 6 p. Typed, without signature. [27 ref]
• Summary: “We believe that the innovation breakthrough 
which Wenger made was the development of the Short 
Time/High Temperature extrusion cooker equipped with 
continuous application of steam and/or water and/or syrups...
 “Wenger started the development of an extrusion 
pelleting process in about 1938, but that extrusion equipment 
was cold extrusion equipment and was utilized primarily in 
the production of feed concentrates for ruminants.”
 It occurred to Wenger in 1955 that they could develop 
an extrusion process which would be a cooking process. 
Smith persuaded the Wengers in 1955 to proceed with the 
development of an extrusion cooking process (in those 
days called an “extrusion pelleting process”). The fi rst 
machines were delivered in 1957, primarily to the pet food 
industry. “Up to that time dry pet foods had been made 
primarily either by baking biscuits, or from kibbled [coarse 
ground] grains, or by fl aking the meal portion of a meal 
type pet food.” The process resulted in the simultaneous 
gelatinization of starches, denaturation of proteins, 
pasteurization of the foods, and bonding of all ingredients 
uniformly into a bite size chunk or kibble. The fi rst published 
work on the new development was Smith’s article titled “The 
How of Expanded” (Petfood Industry, Oct. 1959).
 One of the obvious applications of the new technology 
was in the production of snacks. In about 1964 Wenger 
developed their smaller X-25 extruders, which have 
subsequently become the major large snack machines in the 
market. Capacities of puffed snacks are in the range of 700 to 
1,000 lb/hour.
 In 1958 Wenger started work to determine whether 
they could successfully control growth inhibitors (trypsin 
inhibitor and hemagglutinin inhibitor) which are present 
in soy proteins. Purdue University in Indiana subsequently 
confi rmed that the inhibitors were inactivated. The fi rst 
results, with swine, were published in Feedstuffs (4 Nov. 
1961).
 Oak Smith then suggested to UNICEF, and later to 
USDA, that extrusion cooking could be used to make low-
cost cereal-soy blends for the protein defi cient areas of the 
world. In the early 1960s Wenger was issued a U.S. patent 
covering extrusion cooking of soybeans and cereal soy 

blends (#3,385,709). Soon the Northern Regional Research 
Lab. at Peoria, Illinois, and the medical faculty at the Univ. 
of Taiwan began to work with and test Wenger extrusion 
cookers.
 Wenger started to experiment with double extrusion in 
1966 and made the fi rst deliveries of an X-25 equipped with 
a secondary cooling and forming extruder in 1968. Double 
extrusion is used in the production of Uni-Tex meat analogs, 
breakfast cereal fl akes, and third generation snacks.
 In May 1975 Wenger applied for a U.S. patent on what 
is now called the Uni-Tex process. That patent (#3,970,761) 
was issued to Wenger on 20 July 1976. Address: Chairman, 
Wenger International, Inc., 2400 Pershing Rd., Kansas City, 
Missouri. Phone: (816) 221-5084.

4018. Axelson, M.; Setchell, K.D.R. 1981. The excretion of 
lignans in rats–evidence for an intestinal bacterial source for 
this new group of compounds. FEBS Letters 123(2):337-42. 
Jan. 26. [27 ref]
• Summary: “The lignans are a class of compound with a 
dibenzylbutane skeleton (1) and which until recently had 
only been found in higher plants (2). The fi rst lignans to 
be identifi ed in humans and monkeys were described” by 
Setchell et al. (1980) and Setchell et al. (1981, submitted).
 Note 1. FEBS stands for Federation of European 
Biochemical Societies.
 Note 2. This article is related to the quest for Equol. “A 
compound of as yet unidentifi ed structure is quantitatively 
the major diphenolic compound excreted by rats and its 
physiological behaviour was found to parallel that of the 
lignans.”
 Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2020) 
by Kenneth Setchell concerning soybeans. Address: 1. Dep. 
of Chemistry and Germ Free Research, Karolinska Inst., 
Solnavägen 1, S-104 01 Stockholm 60, Sweden; 2. Div. 
of Clinical Chemistry, Clinical Research Center, Harrow, 
Middlesex, HA1 3UJ, England.

4019. Jansen, G.R.; O’Deen, L.; Tribelhorn, R.E.; Harper, 
J.M. 1981. The calorie densities of gruels made from 
extruded corn-soy blends. Food and Nutrition Bulletin 
(United Nations Univ.) 3(1):39-44. Jan. [17 ref]
• Summary: “Supplemental foods based on blends of corn, 
soybeans, and in most cases non-fat dry milk fortifi ed with 
vitamins and minerals have been distributed since September 
1966 through the Food for Peace Program (1,2). These foods 
are high in protein, vitamins, and minerals, and are able to 
improve the diet of the recipient child both quantitatively 
(calories) and qualitatively (nutrient density).
 “Because breast milk becomes inadequate as the sole 
source of food by four to six months and even earlier in 
some under-privileged populations,” supplementary foods 
for children and mothers are needed. Address: Depts. of 
Food Science & Nutrition, and Agricultural and Chemical 
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Engineering, Colorado State Univ., Fort Collins, CO.

4020. McGuinness, E.E.; Morgan, R.G.H.; Levison, D.A.; 
Hopwood, D.; Wormsley, K.G. 1981. Interaction of azaserine 
and raw soya fl our on the rat pancreas. Scandinavian J. of 
Gastroenterology 16(1):49-56. Jan. [15 ref]
• Summary: Enhanced pancreatic acinar cell carcinogenesis 
was demonstrated in rats fed diets containing a high 
proportion of raw soya fl our concurrently with a carcinogen. 
Address: Depts. of Therapeutics and Pathology, Univ. of 
Dundee, Scotland.

4021. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1981. Que es el 
tempeh? Traducido por Corina Gutman [What is tempeh? 
Translated into Spanish by Corina Gutman]. Soyfoods 
Center, P.O. Box 234, Lafayette, CA 94549 USA. 4 p. Jan. [3 
ref. Spa]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Rich in protein and 
vitamin B-12. Tempeh comes west (a brief history). How 
tempeh is made. The miracle of fermentation. Buying and 
storing tempeh. Tempeh for Latin America. Our favorite 
tempeh recipes: Contains 11 recipes. Address: Authors: 
Soyfoods Center, P.O. Box 234, Lafayette, California 94549.

4022. Stahlhut, R.W.; Hymowitz, T.; Orf, J.H. 1981. 
Screening the USDA Glycine soja collection for presence 
or absence of a seed lectin. Crop Science 21(1):110-12. Jan/
Feb. [19 ref]
• Summary: Glycine soja is the wild ancestor of the soybean. 
Lectins are biologically active proteins. The soybean lectin 
(SBL) is a glycoprotein. At least four different forms have 
been reported, the major form having a molecular weight 
of 120,000 daltons. Nearly half (49%) of the wild soybean 
collection of 559 accessions was found to lack a seed lectin. 
Address: Dep. of Agronomy, Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign, Urbana, IL 61801.

4023. Wang, H.L.; Hesseltine, C.W. 1981. Use of microbial 
cultures: Legume and cereal products. Food Technology 
35(1):79-83. Jan. [38 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Use of nontoxin-
producing cultures. Safety of fermented foods: Several 
factors contribute to their safety: Soaking and cooking, 
salting, acid formation, antibiotic production, alcohol 
production, low surface moisture, decrease of afl atoxin by 
Rhizopus and Neurospora. Shelf life of fermented foods. 
Nutritive value of fermented foods: Complementary effect 
of mixed proteins, protein effi ciency ratio and digestibility, 
vitamins. Future of fermented legume-cereal foods.
 The following fermented soy-related foods are described 
briefl y, including names, area of origin, organisms used, 
substrate, and nature and use: Soy sauce (chiang-yu, shoyu, 
toyo, kanjang, kecap, see-ieu). Miso (chiang, doenjang, 
soybean paste, tauco). Fermented bean (hamanatto, tou-shih, 

tao-si). Sufu (fu-ru, fu-ju, tou-fu-ju, bean cake, Chinese 
cheese). Tempeh (tempe kedelee). Natto. Ontjom (onchom). 
Address: Northern Regional Research Center, Peoria, 
Illinois.

4024. Sripathomswat, Nongnuch; Thasnakorn, Prayad. 1981. 
Survey of afl atoxin-producing fungi in certain fermented 
foods and beverages in Thailand. Mycopathologia 73(2):83-
88. Feb. 13. [25 ref]
• Summary: Afl atoxin-producing fungi (four strains of the 
genus Aspergillus) were found in seven Thai foods and 
beverages, including soybean sauce [sic, miso] (taotjo), soy 
sauce (shoyu), peanut butter, and fermented rice (kaomak). 
Large amounts of afl atoxin were found on only the latter 
two products–both of which contain no soy. Address: Dep. 
of Microbiology, Faculty of Medicine, Siriraj Hospital, 
Bangkok 7, Thailand.

4025. Hesseltine, C.W. 1981. Afl atoxins in soyfoods 
(Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Feb. 18. Conducted by William 
Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Concerning the 1969 Time magazine article on 
afl atoxins in homemade miso and soy sauce in Korea–There 
is a lot of incorrect information in the literature based on 
a problem with determining afl atoxins, since not all things 
that fl uoresce are afl atoxins. A test for fl uorescence needs to 
be followed by a chemical test. He found that one-third to 
one-half of all oats sampled in the USA contained fl uorescent 
material that looked like afl atoxin–but was not. The oats 
were fed to animals and no problems resulted.
 A study in Japan showed that when homemade miso 
was properly inoculated, it contained no afl atoxins, but when 
inoculated with natural spores, it did contain some afl atoxins. 
He has never seen any fi gures on the afl atoxin content of the 
latter miso. He has seen no evidence to indicate that there are 
problems with afl atoxins in naturally inoculated homemade 
misos. Good studies conducted in Japan have found 
afl atoxins in homemade miso but they were found only in 
a few samples and the levels were so low that there was no 
problem. No afl atoxins have ever been found in commercial 
misos as far as he knows. In short, he feels there is no risk is 
consuming any type of miso.
 Dr. Hesseltine is now on a low-sodium diet and has 
therefore started eating a lot of tofu. In addition, he and 
Dr. Wang are conducting an interesting study on microbial 
spoilage of tofu. Address: Northern Regional Research 
Center, Peoria, Illinois.

4026. Erdman, J.W., Jr. 1981. Bioavailability of trace 
minerals from cereals and legumes. Cereal Chemistry 
58(1):21-26. Jan/Feb. [38 ref]
• Summary: Research points to less mineral bioavailability 
from foods of plant origin than from foods of animal 
origin. “Phytic acid and food processing appear to affect 
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the bioavailability of zinc and perhaps iron from cereal and 
legume-based foods.” Address: Dep. of Food Science, Univ. 
of Illinois, Urbana 61801.

4027. Fountain, Michael S. 1981. Marketing real tamari 
[San-J]. Soyfoods 1(4):7. Winter.
• Summary: “San-J Tamari, a true tamari product, is 
being marketed successfully in the U.S. by San-Jirushi 
International, Inc. Unlike Japanese shoyu that has been 
mistakenly called tamari in the United States, San-J Tamari is 
the genuine product made in the traditional manner without 
wheat, and brewed by the San-Jirushi Corp. of Kuwana, 
Japan, the largest and most famous of only a few remaining 
Japanese brewers of genuine tamari.
 “Unlike shoyu, true tamari is made from a thick soybean 
paste, aged very slowly under the weight of heavy stones. 
Shoyu is made from a quickly fermenting liquid mash of 
cracked wheat mixed with soybeans and a much greater 
percentage of water. Shoyu gets much of its fl avor and 
aroma from volatile alcohols and esters created by wheat 
fermentation. Since these elements evaporate quickly when 
heated, much of shoyu’s fl avor and aroma disappear when it 
is used in cooking or on hot foods. Due to its whole soybean 
content and different brewing processes, San-J Tamari 
contains a very high protein content in the form of 20 amino 
acids. These proteins are what gives true tamari its superior 
seasoning and fl avoring ability. Unlike shoyu, tamari’s 
seasoning and fl avor enhancing ability remains intact, even 
after extended cooking.
 “A national marketing effort has been underway since 
early 1980 to the institutional market. This effort has 
concentrated primarily on that segment of the market that 
utilizes professional chefs, who have the ability to judge a 
product on its merits. San-J Tamari is presently being utilized 
by numerous fi ne hotels and restaurants across the United 
States and also by many hospitals, who use it not only as 
an all-purpose seasoning, but also as a way to reduce the 
level of salt in their recipes. The food processing market 
is also using San-J Tamari. As of this writing, a number 
of major consumer frozen food processors are utilizing it 
as a seasoning and fl avor enhancing agent in several of 
their entrees which are expected to greatly expand in 1981. 
Although San-J Tamari is not widely available to the retail 
consumer, Pure Sales (Erewhon West) of Newport Beach, 
California, is fi nalizing plans to distribute the product 
nationally to the natural food market in early 1981.”
 Note: Pure Sales (Jimmy Silver) had purchased the 
Erewhon West brand from John Deming. Moreover, Pure 
Sales did distribute their product nationally to the natural 
foods market in the USA. Address: San-J International, Inc., 
Colonial Heights, Virginia.

4028. Huang, An-Shun; Hsieh, O.A.-L.; Chang, S.S. 1981. 
Characterization of the nonvolatile minor constituents 

responsible for the objectionable taste of defatted soybean 
fl our. J. of Food Science 47(1):19-23. Jan/Feb. [10 ref]
• Summary: To separate the nonvolatile minor constituents 
from soy fl our which were responsible for the astringent 
and bitter tastes, the authors used a process involving 
(sequentially) solvent extraction, freeze-drying, and 
fractional crystallization. Eventually three compounds 
(daidzein, f-Beta-O glucoside, and genestin [genistin]), 
all isofl avones, were isolated; preliminary sensory 
evaluation showed that they might contribute additively to 
the undesirable bitter and astringent tastes of soy protein 
products. Address: 1. Standard Brands, Inc., 15 River Road, 
Wilton, Connecticut 06897; 2-3. Dep. of Food Science, 
Cook College, Rutgers, The State Univ. of New Jersey, New 
Brunswick, New Jersey 08903.

4029. Jerome, Norge W. 1981. The U.S. dietary pattern from 
an anthropological perspective. Food Technology 35(2):37-
42. Feb. [33 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. A systems approach. 
Prehistoric periods: Paleo-Indian Period 15,000 B.P. to 
10,000 B.P. (big game was the dietary staple), Archaic Indian 
Period 10,000 B.P. to 3,500 B.P., Woodlands Indian Period, 
3,500 B.P. to A.D. 300. Mississippi Indian Period, A.D. 300 
to A.D. 1500.
 Historic period: The Colonial Period, A.D. 1500-
1780, the Early years of the Republic 1780-1850, the fi rst 
Agriculture, Food and Nutrition revolution, 1850 to 1920 
(the diet is considered too high in food energy, fat, sugar 
and salt). The crisis period and beginning of the federation 
1920-1940. The affl uent period, 1940-1960. The Second 
Agriculture, Food and Nutrition Revolution, 1950-1979 
(ideology in food choices, ethnic foods). The future. Filling 
in the data base. Address: Dep. of Community Health, Univ. 
of Kansas School of Medicine, Rainbow Blvd. at 39th St., 
Kansas City, KS 66103.

4030. Purves, Rebecca. 1981. Vegan diets for young 
children. Nutrition and Food Science. Jan/Feb. p. 4-6. [8 ref]
• Summary: In 1944 a group of strict vegetarians formed 
the Vegan Society and called their diet a vegan diet to 
distinguish it from an ordinary vegetarian diet. Vegans 
are people who do not eat any food of animal origin. In 
recent years vegetarian and, to a lesser extent, vegan diets 
have increased in popularity. The usual reason is ethical: a 
distaste for eating animal fl esh and the abhorrence of animal 
suffering. The children’s diet contained soya milks (Plamil 
and Granogen). There are hazards of a vegan diet though: 
Bulkiness (especially for children), monotony, defi ciency 
of vitamins B-12 and D. Conclusion: The anthropometric 
measurements made indicated that the children were growing 
normally, although there was a tendency for them to be 
shorter in stature and lighter in weight when compared with 
standards. Address: Nutrition Dep., Queen Elizabeth College, 
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Univ. of London, England.

4031. Shurtleff, William. 1981. Dr. Harry Miller: Taking 
soymilk around the world (Continued–Document part IV). 
Soyfoods 1(4):28-36. Winter.
• Summary: (Continued): “From 1939 to 1941 most of 
Miller’s powdered soymilk and some of his other soyfoods 
were sold in the Philippines and China. However World War 
II cut off his business, so he began to promote his soymilk 
more vigorously in the U.S. not only as an allergy-free infant 
formula that would not clog the nipple, but as a healthful 
beverage that alkalized the bloodstream and was good for 
diabetics, postoperative patients, ulcer and colitis patients, 
and those with atherosclerosis.
 “Before World War II started, Dr. Miller had set up 
a branch of his International Nutrition Laboratory and a 
Soymilk plant in the Philippines at 41 Nagtahan in Manila. 
It was run by Paul Sycip (pronounced SIS-up), a private 
Chinese Christian (but not Adventist) businessman, who had 
come briefl y to Mt. Vernon to learn Miller’s process, and 
buy equipment. Miller was in the Philippines helping to set 
up the plant when the Japanese attacked. During the war the 
Japanese stole all of the soymilk equipment but did not harm 
the building. In 1948 Mr. Sinclair Pinnick, a foreman at the 
Mt. Vernon plant since 1944, went to the Philippines, took 
new equipment, and got the plant reestablished. It produced 
regular soymilk, the fi rst ever in the Philippines.
 “The expanding success of Soyalac encouraged the 
growth of competing products but Dr. Miller didn’t mind. 
A true evangelist, he was happy to see the message fi nally 
reaching the people.
 “To fully appreciate Dr. Miller’s great energy and 
diverse talents, we should note that during the early 
1940’s, as he developed, produced, and marketed his line 
of innovative new soyfoods, he also maintained an active 
medical practice, partially because the other two doctors at 
the hospital where he worked were called for military duty, 
and partially to support his work. Prior to World War II he 
would fl y to the Philippines about once a year, do 12 to 15 
thyroid surgeries a day for two to three weeks, give half of 
his income to the hospital there, then return to America with 
the balance. In 1942 he and his brother bought the local 
hospital in Mt. Vernon where he worked; his son Clarence 
came in to manage, renovate, and expand it. Miller was the 
only surgeon in Knox County (population 35,000).
 “At his Mt. Vernon soy dairy, Miller was always the fi rst 
one to start the day’s work. One day, while experimenting 
with a new formula, he cut off end of his fi nger in a food 
grinder. He calmly picked up the severed part, walked into 
his offi ce, and sewed it back on.
 “During the years he spent introducing soyfoods to 
America, Dr. Miller was one of the most active supporters 
of the American Soybean Association, a regular speaker 
at conventions and contributor of articles to the Soybean 

Digest. His fi rst speech was “The Role of the Soybean in 
Human Nutrition” (1940) and his fi rst article “Soybeans and 
the Orient” (1943), was followed by “Feeding the World 
with Soya” (1946), “Survey of Soy Foods in East Asia” 
(1948), and others. Then in September 1958 he was made 
an honorary member of the Association and awarded a gold 
medal.
 “By the late 1930s the seeds that Dr. Miller had planted 
in East Asia began to sprout. It is interesting to note that most 
of the remarkable expansion of interest in and production 
of soymilk that has taken place throughout Asia during the 
last half of the twentieth century can trace its origins directly 
back to the work of Dr. Miller.
 “While Dr. Miller was in Shanghai, an Adventist named 
Howard Hoover had come and learned the soymilk process, 
then started his own soy dairy and health food plant in a 
mission school in Canton in about 1938. This was the fi rst 
offshoot.
 “In 1940 Mr. K.S. Lo of Hong Kong asked Hoover if 
he would help him set up a plant. Hoover got approval from 
Miller, then went to Hong Kong and designed Lo’s fi rst 
plant. [Note: K.S. Lo recalls the origin of his company quite 
differently; we accept his version of the story]. By 1940 
Lo’s Hong Kong Milk Factory was making homogenized 
soymilk and selling it in natural and chocolate fl avors, like 
dairy milk, in standard half-pint bottles sealed with a paper 
cap and hood. The soymilk was sweeter and a little thinner 
than Miller’s and had more of the natural (so-called beany) 
fl avor, which the Chinese prefer. By 1942, when the Pacifi c 
War broke out, Lo’s company had gone broke. But in 1945, 
after the war, the company reopened as the Hong Kong Soya 
Bean Products Co., Ltd, and reintroduced their product, now 
called Vitasoy, not as a milk substitute, but as the world’s 
fi rst soymilk soft drink. By 1974 Vitasoy passed Coca Cola 
to become Hong Kong’s best selling soft drink, with sales of 
150 million bottles a year. In the meantime many other large 
soymilk plants had started up in Singapore, Malaysia, and 
Thailand.
 “In 1948 the Chinese Quartermaster Department, with 
the help of Dr. Miller’s son, Willis, set up the largest soymilk 
plant in the world in Shanghai, using a process patterned 
after that used in Ohio, to make spray-dried soymilk. Costing 
over $1,000,000, it had a capacity of 5 tons of dry soymilk 
every 12 hours. The dried soymilk would be mixed with 
puffed rice, pressed into wafers, and packed into cans, then 
opened in the fi eld and soaked with hot water for rations. 
The plant was completed and ready for operation (Dr. Miller 
was at the dedication ceremony) just prior to the Communist 
takeover of Shanghai in 1949.
 “Research and Work Around The World (1949-1977): 
In 1949, at age 70, Dr. Miller accepted the invitation of the 
Adventist church to take over the direction of the Shanghai 
Sanitarium and reestablish a soy dairy there. China was in 
the throes of revolutionary war and Shanghai was still held 
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by the Nationalist forces. A daring pilot dropped Miller at 
the besieged Shanghai airport, hardly pausing to stop. But 
Shanghai fell to the Communists in May 1949; Miller was 
soon evacuated, and returned to America.
 “In 1950 Dr. Miller’s second wife died. Shortly 
thereafter he decided to sell his Mt. Vernon business. There 
was the increasing pressure of running a food plant and 
although sales were good ($1.25 million gross in 1950) 
profi ts were only $120,000 due to high taxes. He wanted to 
devote more of his time to research and medicine. Although 
offered a large sum of money by a private company outside 
the Adventist denomination, he decided to divide the 
company into two parts, the meat analogs and the soymilk 
plus related products, and sell these to Adventist-run fi rms. 
In June 1950 he sold the meat-analog part of his business 
(gluten meats, nut loaves, frankfurters, etc.) to Worthington 
Foods in Worthington, Ohio, a private company owned 
by Adventist laymen that had been making meat analogs 
since 1939. They bought the patents, recipes and formulas, 
equipment, technology, and good will that went with Miller’s 
meat analog business. Most of these analogs contained no 
soy. Worthington kept the brand name “Miller’s” for several 
years thereafter as they sold Miller’s Cutlets, Miller’s Burger, 
Miller’s Stew, Vege-Links, and the like. Willis Miller worked 
with Worthington for some time after the sale.
 “In early 1951, Dr. Miller sold the rest of his business 
at a very low price (book value) to Loma Linda Foods of 
Riverside, California. This sale included the Mt. Vernon 
land, buildings, equipment, technology, and recipes and 
formulas for soymilk, canned fresh green soybeans, 
Vege-Cheese (a canned tofu cottage cheese) and related 
products. All these products continued to be produced in 
Ohio. Loma Linda Foods, an integral part of the Seventh-
day Adventist Church, was founded in 1906 and had run 
a plant in Riverside making meat analogs, soymilk, and 
other foods since 1936. Dr. Miller had always believed that 
the process for making soymilk was not something that he 
had originated; the key to it had been a gift to him from a 
higher power. Thus, he felt it was simply not his to sell. So 
he gave the process to the Adventist church but sold the rest 
of the business to Loma Linda Foods (they operate the Mt. 
Vernon plant to this day), and loaned them the money to 
buy it. They paid him in installments and he returned half 
of the money to them for them to set up laboratories and a 
pilot plant in their headquarters at 11503 Pierce Boulevard 
in Riverside (the town was then called Arlington). Here he 
established the International Nutrition Research Foundation, 
which he further endowed heavily with his own funds; 95 
percent of its future research was on soyfoods. He bought a 
home nearby. For the three years following his wife’s death 
he worked intensively on soyfoods research. In 1951 Loma 
Linda fi rst introduced Soyagen, a lightly fortifi ed soymilk for 
adults to match their Soyalac for babies. Miller did extensive 
work on further eliminating the beany fl avor from soymilk 

using a vacuum pan and fl ash pasteurization. By 1958 his 
labs had developed new and improved soymilks, soy cream, 
improved acidophilus soymilk and ice cream, cottage cheese, 
a soy-cream cheese spread, cholesterol-free cheese, and 
a non-dairy margarine” (Continued). Address: Lafayette, 
California.

4032. Shurtleff, William. 1981. Early history of soymilk. 
Soyfoods 1(4):31. Winter.
• Summary: Note: This was published as a sidebar to the 
article “Dr. Harry Miller: Taking soymilk around the world.”
 “It is important to understand Dr. Miller’s soymilk 
research, writing, and product development in their proper 
historical perspective.
 “Soymilk is thought to have been developed in China by 
Liu An, King of Huai-nan in about 164 B.C. In most parts of 
China, soymilk has long been used as a spicy hot breakfast 
soup (sien tou-chiang) or as a warm, sweetened beverage 
(t’ien tou-chiang). Yet it had not traditionally been used as a 
substitute for mothers milk or cow’s milk in infant feeding. 
and its nutritive value for infant feeding was virtually 
unknown. By 1923, as described with photographs by Piper 
and Morse in their classic, The Soybean, a soymilk factory 
in Changsha, China (p. 231) was selling soymilk in bottles, 
each sealed with paper, and carried in baskets suspended 
from shoulder poles. This was 13 years before Dr. Miller’s 
soy dairy opened in Shanghai.
 “The fi rst known mention of soymilk in a Western 
publication was in 1895 by H.C. Prinsen Geerligs, a Dutch 
scientist who lived and traveled in Southeast Asia, and 
wrote an article entitled ‘Einige Chinese Voedingsmiddelen 
Mit Soyabonen Bereid’ [Some Chinese Foods Made 
with Soybeans]. The fi rst English-language article on 
soymilk, entitled ‘Soybeans and Soybean Products,’ was 
published by H. Trimble in 1896 in the American Journal of 
Pharmacology. In 1906 Katayama in Tokyo, Japan, wrote 
‘Condensed Vegetable Milk,’ and in 1907 J. Rurah published 
the fi rst article on infant formulas entitled ‘The Soybean 
in infant Feeding’ in Archives of Pediatrics, followed in 
1910 by ‘The Soybean as an Article of Diet for infants.’ 
Some 30 journal articles had been published by 1928 and 
at least 66 by 1936. In 1926 Dr. Ernest Tso of the Peking 
Union Medical College published his fi rst of many studies in 
English on feeding infants water-extracted soymilk. Entitled 
‘Soybean Milk–Infant Feeding,’ it appeared in the American 
Journal of Physiology. He published fi ve more similar 
studies prior to 1931.
 “The fi rst patent for soymilk was issued to Li Yu Ying 
in Britain in 1910. A German patent was issued to Goessel in 
1911. The fi rst U.S. patents were issued to Goessel (1913), 
Li Yu Ying (1913) and Monahan and Pope (1915); the latter 
was the fi rst issued to American citizens. By the time Dr. 
Miller started his soymilk research in 1925, some 30 patents 
had been granted; there were 66 patents by the time Dr. 
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Miller received his in 1936.
 “Soymilk was being produced in the West as early 
as 1911, when a Chinese plant near Paris was reported 
to produce soymilk, fermented soymilk, tofu, soy sauce, 
soy fl our, soy bread, soy preserves, etc. (Beltzer 1911). 
Allergy to cow’s milk and lactose intolerance stimulated the 
development of the fi rst soy-based infant formulas in the 
U.S. Most of these were made from soy fl our and contained 
the fi ber in the soymilk. In 1929 Mead Johnson Co. produced 
the fi rst soy-based infant formula in America. Called Sobee, 
it was made from a mixture of full-fat soy and barley 
fl ours homogenized with olive oil, had a dark tan color and 
beany fl avor, and contained many complex carbohydrates 
that led to intestinal gas (fl atus) and poor-smelling stools, 
but in 1929 it was a godsend to infants allergic to cow’s 
milk (Sarett 1976). Also in 1929 Dr. Ernest Tso in Peking 
published a nutritional study of Sobee, entitled ‘A Vegetable 
Milk Substitute in North China,’ in the American Journal 
of Physiology. (At this time Dr. Miller knew both Dr. Tso 
and Sobee well). The second commercial soy-based infant 
formula in America was developed by Dr. Julius F. Muller. 
In 1934, while director of allergy research for the Borden 
Company, he developed a soymilk product for his own child, 
who was highly allergic to dairy milk. in 1936-37 this liquid 
milk, made from homogenized soy fl our, was introduced 
by Borden as Mull-Soy. In 1934 Dr. J.H. Kellogg received 
the fi rst U.S. patent on a method for making acidophilus 
soymilk; Miller had produced a similar product in China in 
1936.
 “By 1935 Henry Ford was running a soymilk pilot 
plant near his main automobile factory in Michigan. By 
1936 Loma Linda Foods was making soymilk in southern 
California. By 1938 Dr. Miller’s son, Willis, was making 
canned soymilk in New York and Washington, DC, and in 
early 1939 Jethro Kloss had written Back to Eden containing 
many creative soymilk recipes and he may have been 
producing soymilk at his health food factory near Nashville, 
Tennessee... all this prior to Dr. Miller’s introduction of 
Soyalac to America in the fall of 1939.
 “Although it is clear that Dr. Miller was not the fi rst 
to do research on soymilk, receive a patent, or produce 
a commercial product, he still deserves great credit for 
almost single-handedly popularizing the use of soymilk on 
a large scale around the world, especially for feeding infants 
suffering from allergies or malnutrition, for starting the fi rst 
large scale commercial soy dairy in East Asia and assisting in 
the foundation of many subsequent ones, and for producing 
the fi rst major commercial fi ber-free soymilk in America, 
a product that was generally considered to be better tasting 
and less prone to clog nipples than the various fl our-based 
products, although at least one set of tests showed it to have 
a signifi cantly lower protein quality as measured by PER 
(Gyorgy 1962).
 “Although Dr. Miller originally intended soymilk for 

general consumption, it has come to be most widely used in 
America for feeding babies. Today, the U.S. infant formula 
market is comprised of 75 percent dairy milk based products 
and 25 percent soymilk; Soyalac has only fi ve to six percent 
of the latter market (all competing products are made from 
soy protein isolates). A full 75 to 80 percent of all Loma 
Linda’s soymilk goes to feed babies.” Address: P.O. Box 
234, Lafayette, California.

4033. Staley (A.E.) Manufacturing Co., Protein Div. 1981. 
Seminar on soy proteins for United States Department of 
Agriculture. 2200 E. Eldorado St., Decatur, IL 62525. 50 
leaves. Feb. 4. 28 cm. [40+ ref]
• Summary: Agenda:
 9:00 a.m. Introduction. N.R. Lockmiller.
 9:05 a.m. Soy Proteins: A Perspective. J.W. Robinson.
 9:15 a.m. Soy Protein Products and Usage in Meat 
Products. Dr. M.F. Campbell.
 10:15 a.m. Soy Proteins–Regulatory and Labeling 
Aspects. N.R. Lockmiller.
 10:30 a.m. Evaluation of Soy Proteins and Products 
Containing Soy Proteins. Dr. M.F. Campbell and W.E. 
Hebenstreit.
 10:45 a.m. Questions and Answers.
 Personnel:
 Mr. J.W. (Bill) Robinson, Director of Product 
Management
 Dr. M.F. (Mike) Campbell, Group Manager, Protein 
Products Development
 Mr. W.E. (Bill) Hebenstreit, Senior Research Technician
 Mr. N.R. (Dick) Lockmiller, Regulatory Affairs 
Coordinator.
 Note: It is not clear where this seminar took place. It 
may well have taken place at the A.E. Staley Mfg. Co. in 
Decatur, Illinois. Address: Protein Div., Decatur, Illinois.

4034. Tajiri, Takashi. 1981. Mamerui moyashi no saibi to 
sendo hoji ni kansuru kenkyû. IV. Mamerui moyashi no 
saibaichû no ganyu seibun no shôchô to shûkaku tekiki 
[Studies on cultivation and keeping quality of bean sprouts. 
IV. Suitable harvest time relative to the changes in nutritional 
components during cultivation of bean sprouts]. Nippon 
Shokuhin Kogyo Gakkaishi (J. of the Japanese Society for 
Food Science and Technology) 28(2):79-84. [7 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: Soy, mung (Vigna radiata), and adzuki (Vigna 
angularis) bean sprouts were cultivated under optimum 
conditions. Vitamin C contents were at a maximum after 5 
days in all 3 species, the majority of the vitamin being in the 
hypocotyl. Total protein and fat content fell rapidly in the 
4-5 days after sprouting, but levels of both constituents were 
signifi cantly higher in soy sprouts. The optimum sprouting 
time was concluded to be 4-5 days. Address: Lab. of Food 
Process, Faculty of Agriculture, Kinki Univ., Kowakae, 3-4-1 
Higashi-Osaka-shi, Osaka-fu, 577 Japan.
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4035. Whole Life Times. 1981. Nutrition in the schools. Jan/
Feb. p. 10. *

4036. Sheridan, Margaret. 1981. A versatile cube of soy with 
Oriental origins. Chicago Tribune. March 19. p. N_A1 or 
S_A1, or W_A1 (2 p.).
• Summary: “It is pronounced toe-foo and it is not the name 
of a Bruce Lee movie. A soybean curd sometimes called 
soybean cheese, tofu looks like a cross between a spongy 
block of cream cheese and a hunk of ricotta.” It has a bland 
taste; if eaten alone, it leaves a lot to be desired. But tofu is 
a food worth getting to know: it is inexpensive, nutritious, 
and versatile. High in protein, and low in saturated fat and 
cholesterol, a 12 ounce container costs about 98 cents. 
Although rich in calcium, iron, B vitamins, and vitamin E, an 
8-ounce serving contains only 147 calories.
 There are about 38,000 tofu shops in Japan, and it is 
made in the USA by more than 170 tofu shops and soy 
dairies. Discusses The Book of Tofu, by Shurtleff and Aoyagi. 
Shurtleff, a vegetarian, hopes to introduce soyfoods as a 
practical, low cost source of protein. Contains a recipe for 
Tofu yung. Address: Food editor.

4037. Hesseltine, C.W. 1981. Work with soyfoods, Dr. 
Charles Thom, the NRRC culture collection, and the 
NRRC’s main contributions related to fermented foods 
(Interview). Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods 
Center, March 20. 1 p. transcript.
• Summary: Contributions: (1) The development of solid-
substrate fermentation, an indirect spinoff of work with 
foods, is now widely used in the West. Originally it was used 
for the production of enzymes, and later for experimental 
production of afl atoxins from Aspergillus species. (2) The 
introduction of pure culture yeasts in the miso fermentation 
process in place of the addition of lots of old miso. This is 
now completely accepted and widely used; (3) The use of 
perforated plastic bags to make tempeh.
 Dr. Hesseltine’s PhD thesis was titled “The Mucorales 
of Wisconsin.” This great work has never been published in 
detail because of the lack of funds.
 From 1953-65 he was mostly working on the taxonomy 
of Mucorales, but he was also working on the taxonomy of 
Rhizopus and on the Center’s collection.
 In July 1976 the name was changed from Northern 
Regional Research laboratory to Northern Regional Research 
Center.
 Dr. Charles Thom went to France carrying a collection 
of molds. He got interested in Aspergillus and Penicillium, 
which are important in storage. He also discovered citric acid 
and went to Pfi zer. The collection is at his lab in Arlington 
Farm. He did this all on his own, at his own expense. At 
the time he was a member of the NAS–National Academy 
of Sciences. The department had some other collections 

scattered around and they were all combined at Peoria.
 In 1980 Dr. Clifford W. Hesseltine won the Charles 
Thom award; the fi rst winner was Kenneth B. Raper in 
1967. The award is presented by the Society for Industrial 
Microbiology.
 To date Dr. Hesseltine’s lab has sent out about 35,000 
tempeh cultures. The proper name for the room in which koji 
is made is “koji room,” rather than fermentation room or 
incubation room.
 Dr. H.L. Wang came to work at NRRL in 1962 as a 
temporary full-time employee. She is not a U.S. citizen. Her 
husband was hired fi rst. She is now a research biochemist. 
Her main contributions have been in the biochemistry of 
tempeh fermentation, and in how to make tempeh from 
grains and legumes. She is a nutritional biochemist whereas 
Dr. Hesseltine is a microbiologist; they complement one 
another.
 Dr. A.K. Smith was a very good friend of Dr. Harry 
Miller; he was always interested in food. Right after World 
War II, before the Communists took over China, he went to 
China to study primarily foods made from soy; he probably 
got encouragement from Dr. Miller. When he returned, 
he said that NRRC ought to be doing work to help out the 
Japanese. He got Dr. Watanabe and Dr. Shibasaki to come 
to work at NRRL from Japan. They fi rst introduced Dr. 
Hesseltine to fermented foods, such as miso.
 This morning Dr. Hesseltine was looking at viilia; 
he isolated the organism. He like the fermented soymilk 
just fi ne. It is amazing what that microorganism does to 
soymilk. He didn’t notice any beany fl avor, nor did he add 
any sweetener. No one has yet studied the viilia’s polymer. 
Address: Chief, Fermentation Lab., NRRC, Peoria, Illinois.

4038. Aguilera, J.M.; Lusas, E.W. 1981. Review of earlier 
soya-protein fortifi ed foods to relieve malnutrition in less 
developed countries. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ 
Society 58(3):514-20. March. [50 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Types of soya products: 
Soybean milk (Philsoy in the Philippines [3,500 bottles/
day], unnamed products made in India [a small plant at a 
university makes nearly 700 liters/day], Mexico, and Brazil), 
soya-based beverages (Vitasoy in Hong Kong [produced 
about 120 million bottles in 1970], Puma in Guyana [in 
the early years, sales volume was about 29 million bottles/
year; by 1976 Puma was still in regular production], Saci 
in Brazil [introduced in 1969, discontinued in 1976], an 
unnamed spray-dried infant beverage from full-fat soy fl our 
in Mexico [developed by the NRRC at Peoria, Illinois], 
whey-soya drink mix [WSDM] developed by USAID), 
soya-fortifi ed cereals (Ten PL-480 products such as CSM, 
CSB, WSB, WSDM used worldwide [a table shows product 
names, percentage soya fl our, percentage protein increase 
by fortifi cation, and amount of soy fl our used in tonnes; 
the most soy fl our has been used in CSM, CSB, and WSB], 
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Superchil and Fortesan in Chile, Incaparina no. 14 in 
Colombia, ProNutro in South Africa, Maisoy in Bolivia, 
Lisha in Tanzania, Thriposha in Sri Lanka, Leche Avena in 
Ecuador, Cerex in Guyana, Faffa in Ethiopia, Bienestarina 
[Bienstarina] in Colombia, and a milk-like formula using 
soya fl our in Venezuela). Soya-based infant formulas. 
Conclusions. Address: Food Protein R&D Center, Texas 
A&M Univ.

4039. Annan, W.D.; Manson, W. 1981. The production of 
lysinoalanine and related substances during processing of 
proteins. Food Chemistry 6(3):255-61. March. [21 ref]
• Summary: Focuses on milk. Address: Hannah Research 
Inst., Ayr KA6 5HL, Great Britain.

4040. Applewhite, T.H. 1981. Nutritional effects of 
hydrogenated soya oil. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ 
Society 58(3):260-69. March. [119 ref]
• Summary: An extremely interesting interpretive review 
of the literature on the nutritional value and safety of 
hydrogenated soya oil. Particular attention is devoted to 
questions raised recently concerning the relationship of 
hydrogenated fats, and of trans isomers, to health. Soybean 
oil is the world’s leading vegetable oil in terms of amount 
consumed, and large amounts are consumed in partially 
hydrogenated forms.
 In 1976 partially hydrogenated soybean oil made up 
about 43.9% (ca. 30 gm/capita/day) of the total U.S. visible 
fat consumption. Address: Kraft, Inc., Glenview, Illinois, 
60025.

4041. Baldwin, A.R. ed. 1981. Proceedings of the World 
Conference on Soya Processing and Utilization. J. of the 
American Oil Chemists’ Society 58(3):184A-246A, 121-542. 
March. Held Nov. 9-14, 1980 in Acapulco, Mexico. Illust. 
No index. 28 cm. [2218 ref]
• Summary: This is one of the very best compilations of 
papers related to modern soy protein products and the 
other basics covered seen to date. Many of the papers in 
this conference are cited separately. Contents: Opening 
ceremony (2 papers). Soybean production (6 papers, 2 
round table discussion, summary of discussions). Soybean 
processing (10 papers, 7 round table discussions, summary of 
discussions). Soya oil (11 papers, 6 round table discussions, 
summary of discussions). Soya meal (5 papers, 2 round 
table discussions, summary of discussions). Soya protein–
products (10 papers, 5 round table discussions, summary of 
discussions). Soya protein–nutrition (12 papers, 22 round 
table discussions, summary of discussions). Contributed 
papers (4 papers). Address: Cargill.

4042. Bodwell, C.E.; Marable, N.L. 1981. Effectiveness of 
methods for evaluating the nutritional quality of soybean 
protein. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 58(3):475-

83. March. [128 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Methods 
available. Nutritive value of soya protein in humans. Rats vs. 
human estimates. Alternatives to rat bioassays. Suggested 
approaches.
 Tables: (1) Human bioassays used for evaluating 
nutritional value of soya protein. (2) Rat bioassay methods 
used for estimating nutritional value of soya protein. (3) 
Chemical, enzymatic and microbiological methods used to 
evaluate nutritive value or digestibility of soya protein.
 (4) Methods used to evaluate amino acid bioavailability 
in soya protein. (5) Relative value of soya protein and milk 
or egg protein for consumption by adults and children as 
determined in studies with multiple intake levels of protein. 
(6) Comparisons of estimates of protein nutritive value of the 
same soya protein preparations fed to humans and rats.
 (7) PER for soya protein products determined by 
rat assay and estimated from in vitro assays (soy protein 
concentrate, fl our, isolates #1-3, and textured soy protein 
#1-2). (8) True and apparent nitrogen digestibilities of soya 
protein estimated in adults and children. (9) Comparisons of 
relative protein nutritional value of soya proteins estimated 
from studies with adults and from two amino acid scores.
 (10) Possible approaches to estimating protein nutritive 
value. (11) Amounts and percent of a hypothetical U.S. RDA 
for specifi c amino acids provided by 20 g protein from two 
sources (soy isolate and whole wheat). Address: Human 
Nutrition Research Center, USDA, Beltsville, Maryland.

4043. Bookwalter, G.N. 1981. Requirements for foods 
containing soy protein in the Food for Peace Program. J. of 
the American Oil Chemists’ Society 58(3):455-60. March. 
[59 ref]
• Summary: “Since the inception of Public Law 480 (PL-
480), the Agricultural Trade Development and Assistance 
Act, the U.S. has exported over 265 million tons of food 
valued above $26 billion... In 1966, the law was amended 
and PL-480 became known as the Food for Peace Program, 
which featured a new emphasis on nutrition... Guidelines for 
blended food supplements were established in 1965 for the 
nutrient composition of formulated foods. These guidelines 
were developed by the U.S. Department of Agriculture 
(USDA) in cooperation with the Agency for International 
Development (AID) and the National Institutes of Health.” 
Address: Northern Regional Research Center, Peoria, Illinois 
61604.

4044. Bourges, H.; Camacho, J.L.; Banafunzi, N. 1981. 
Composition and nutritive value of green soybeans of 
the BM2 variety. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 
58(3):371-72. March. [16 ref]
• Summary: The government of state of Guerrero in 
Mexico is conducting a program named “Utilization and 
Consumption of Soybeans in Rural Communities.” It is 
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based on the development of a new soybean variety named 
BM-2, developed by Banafunzi and others at the Instituto 
Superior Autonomo Agropecuario del Estado de Geurrero 
(ISAAEG). The beans mature 95 days after planting, thus 
allowing more than 1 crop per year–especially if the beans 
are harvested while still in the fresh green stage. “The 
program was designed to promote direct consumption of the 
green pods of BM-2 soybeans among the rural population of 
the state.” If the pods are cut about 75 days after planting, 
the green foliage, which is most abundant at that time, can be 
used to feed livestock. Address: National Inst. of Nutrition.

4045. Bressani, R. 1981. The role of soybeans in food 
systems. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 58(3):392-
400. March. [23 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Soybean 
products (many new types). Functional properties. 
Nutritional properties. Selected applications for Latin 
America: applications for cereal grains, adaptations for 
common beans, adaptations for starchy foods, soybean in 
foods for supplementary feeding, soybean milk and milk 
products, soybean in meat and meat products. Discussion.
 Tables: (1) Typical chemical composition of soy protein 
products: whole soybeans, soy fl ours, concentrates, isolates.
 (2) Functional properties of soy protein preparations 
in food systems: solubility, water absorbing and binding, 
viscosity, gelation, cohesion-adhesion, elasticity, 
emulsifi cation, fat adsorption, fl avor binding, foaming, color 
control.
 (3) Bacterial count and acidity development of 
maize dough and tortilla with and without 8% soya fl our 
supplement.
 (4) Essential amino acid in soybean and other foods 
(maize, meat, milk).
 (5) Protein digestibility (apparent & true) of various 
foods by adults. Most digestible is spun soy protein. Least is 
soy fl our.
 (6) Methionine supplementation of soybean protein 
isolate in adults at various levels of intake.
 (7) Effect of soybean fl our (SBF) as protein supplement 
to cereal grains. The SBF raises the PER, a measure of 
protein quality.
 (8) Interaction in protein quality between different maize 
and soybean products.
 (9) Protein quality of tortilla fl our supplemented with 
soybean protein [and casein].
 (10) Proximate composition of soybeans, common 
beans, and a mixture of equal parts by weight of each.
 (11) Protein quality of cassava / soy [okara] mixture: 
60% cassava and 40% okara.
 A small portrait photo shows R. Bressani. Address: 
Inst. of Nutrition of Central America and Panama (INCAP), 
P.O. Box 1188, Guatemala City, Guatemala, C.A. [Central 
America].

4046. Buck, D.F. 1981. Antioxidants in soya oil. J. of the 
American Oil Chemists’ Society 58(3):275-78. March. [14 
ref]
• Summary: “Oxidation [rancidity] is a major problem 
associated with refi ning, storing and using soya oil.”
 Contents: Introduction: unsaturation and oxidation of 
soya oil, mechanism of oxidation, phenolic antioxidants 
and antioxidant mechanism. Experimental: TBHQ [tertiary 
butylhydroquinone] in crude soya oil, TBHQ as alternative to 
hydrogenation, TBHQ in frying systems. Address: Eastman 
Chemical Products, Kingsport, Tennessee.

4047. Camacho, J.L.; Bourges, H.; Morales, J.; Banafunzi, 
N. 1981. Direct consumption of the soybean. J. of the 
American Oil Chemists’ Society 58(3):362-66. March. [18 
ref]
• Summary: An extremely interesting and valuable article. 
Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Soaking and cooking 
(recommends soaking soybeans for 8 hours and cooking 
for 20 minutes in 0.25% sodium bicarbonate [baking soda] 
solution). Enrichment of tortillas by lime-cooking of whole 
raw corn-soybean mixtures. Composition and nutritive value 
of green [vegetable] soybeans adapted to the tropics.
 Tables show: (1) Trypsin inhibitor (TI) activity of 
soybeans at different soaking and cooking times with 
different sodium bicarbonate percentages in solution. (2) 
PER, NPU and trypsin inhibitor activity of soybeans in 
different conditions of soaking and cooking. (3) PER value 
of mixtures of soybeans and common beans. (4) Protein 
quality of tortillas enriched with soybeans by lime-cooking 
of whole raw corn-soybean mixtures.
 (5) Proximal analysis of the green pods [green vegetable 
soybeans] at different periods of maturity. Note: Three new 
varieties of green vegetable soybeans, adapted to the tropics, 
have been developed by Banafunzi at coworkers at the 
Instituto Superior Autonomo Agropecuario del Estado de 
Guerrero (ISAAEG). (6) Ribofl avin, thiamine and ascorbic 
acid content of the green pods [sic, GVS] at different 
maturation periods [for 3 new varieties].
 (7) Trypsin inhibitor activity within the different 
maturation periods of the green pods. As the days to maturity 
increases, so does the trypsin inhibitor. (8) PER and NPU 
values of the green pods [green vegetable soybeans] at 
different periods of maturity. As the days to maturity 
increases, so do the PER and NPU–which are measures of 
protein quality.
 A portrait photo shows J.L. Camacho. Address: 1-3. 
Instituto Nacional de Nutritión, Av. San Fernando y Viaducto 
Tlalpan, Mexico, D.F.; 4. ISAAEG, Iguala, Gro, Mexico.

4048. Carroll, K.K. 1981. Soya protein and atherosclerosis. 
J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 58(3):416-19. 
March. [38 ref]
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• Summary: “Cholesterol-free, semipurifi ed diets produce 
hypercholesterolemia and atherosclerosis in rabbits when 
casein is use as dietary protein, but not when the casein is 
replaced by soya protein. In general, animal proteins produce 
higher levels of plasma cholesterol in rabbits than plant 
proteins.”
 A small portrait photo shows K.K. Carroll. Address: 
Dep. of Biochemistry, Univ. of Western Ontario, London, 
ONT, Canada.

4049. Chavez, J.F. 1981. Consideration of regulations of 
baby foods containing soybeans in Venezuela. J. of the 
American Oil Chemists’ Society 58(3):448-51. March. [14 
ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Classifi cation 
of foods containing soya proteins. Cereal-based products 
manufactured by Venezuelan private industry. Products 
distributed free by the National Institute of Nutrition. Soy-
based preparations as milk substitutes. High-protein foods. 
Soya protein enriched fl ours. Conclusions.
 Tables: (1) Protein quality of selected cereal-based 
products prior to the quality standards (1965-71). (2) Protein 
quality of selected cereal-based products with added soya 
fl our. (3) Protein quality of some cereal-based products 
adhering to the quality standards. (4) Soya-containing foods 
distributed by the National Institute of Nutrition, Venezuela 
(1980).
 “Soya protein regulations in Latin America are scarce 
or nonexistent.” Address: Catedra de Nutricion, Facultad de 
Farmacia, Universidad Central de Venezuela.

4050. Cook, D.A. 1981. Soy protein in feeding the elderly. J. 
of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 58(3):464-67. March. 
[23 ref]
• Summary: “Protein needs of the elderly may be moderately 
higher than those of younger adults when expressed as a 
percentage of total calories. Most experts recommend an 
intake of ca. 0.8 g protein/kg/day or ca. 12-15% of the total 
calories.”
 Soy protein appears to be as good as animal protein in 
meeting the amino acid and protein needs of adult humans 
when consumed in adequate quantities. Attention must 
be given to the appropriate heat treatment of soybeans 
to inactivate non-nutritional factors. Address: Dep. of 
Nutritional Science, Mead Johnson Nutritional Div., 
Evansville, Indiana 47721.

4051. Del Valle, F.R. 1981. Nutritional qualities of soya 
proteins affected by processing. J. of the American Oil 
Chemists’ Society 58(3):419-29. March. [149 ref]
• Summary: “The nutritional qualities of soybean proteins 
are basically determined by amino acid patterns, amino acid 
availabilities (digestibility) and contents of biologically 
active components. Of these factors, the last two are most 

affected by processing conditions, whereas amino acid 
analysis is least affected, although it too may be modifi ed in 
those cases in which soybean proteins are fractionated.”
 A small portrait photo show F.R. Del Valle. Address: 
Apartado Postal 1545, Sucursal C, Chihuahua, Chihuahua, 
Mexico.

4052. Dubois, Donald K.; Hoover, William J. 1981. Soya 
protein products in cereal grain foods. J. of the American Oil 
Chemists’ Society 58(3):343-46. March. [12 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Quality 
factors. Defatted soy fl our. Enzyme-active soya fl our 
(defatted; “processed to retain its lipoxidase enzyme activity. 
This enzyme effects changes in bread doughs which result 
in the bleaching of carotenoid pigments and which produce 
peroxides that strengthen gluten proteins”). Full-fat, high-
fat and lecithinated soya fl ours. Soya grits. Soya protein 
concentrates. Soya protein isolates. Milk replacer blends (to 
replace nonfat dried milk in baked goods). Soya bran / fi ber. 
Nutrition. A photo shows W.J. Hoover.
 An estimated 132 million lb of soya fl our was sold to the 
baking industry in 1978.
 Making soy protein isolates involves three main steps: 
(1) The protein is extracted from defatted soy fl our; (2) The 
protein-rich curd is precipitated (isolated) from the soya 
whey; (3) The isolated proteins are neutralized to a pH of 6.5 
to 7.
 The largest use for soya products in the bakery foods 
industry is in combination with other ingredients, such as 
sweet dairy whey, to replaced nonfat dry milk in baked 
goods. Milk replacer blends containing 20-40% protein are 
sold commercially.
 “Soya bran / fi ber” is made by toasting then grinding 
the soybean seed coat. The resulting product has a crude 
fi ber content of about 38%, making it one of the highest fi ber 
sources available commercially. It can be used in multigrain 
breads, in blended fi ber systems or as the sole source of 
added fi ber in such breads.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (June 2013) that uses the term “Soya bran” to refer to 
soy bran.
 Adding soy protein to white bread increases its 
nutritional value. The approximate PER for different types 
of white bread is as follows: Regular–0.7. With 3% soya 
fl our added–0.83. With 6% soya fl our–1.3. With 12% soy 
fl our 1.95. In addition to increases in protein quality, at the 
12% soya fl our level, the protein content is increased by 
50%. Wheat fl our fortifi ed with soy protein has been used 
worldwide in mass feeding programs, including school lunch 
programs, since 1975. This commodity is available through 
the U.S. Food for Peace Programs (P.L. 480). Address: 
American Inst. of Baking, Manhattan, Kansas.

4053. Dutra de Oliveira, J.E.; dos Santos, J.E. 1981. Soybean 
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products for feeding infants, children and adults under 
nutritional stress. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 
58(3):366-70. March. [15 ref]
• Summary: From a practical viewpoint, in spite of all that 
is known about soybeans and soybean products, its use as 
human food, even in countries where it is produced in large 
quantities, is very low. “It seems that local governments are 
not aware of the importance of soya for the solution to their 
serious food and malnutrition problems. What is known on 
the subject has to leave the laboratories, research centers 
and universities and be transferred as food for the mouths 
of the needy populations. This has to be understood as an 
urgent duty of national governments.” Address: Faculdade de 
Medicina, 14100 Ribeirao Preto, Sao Paulo, Brazil.

4054. Dutton, H.J. 1981. History of the development of soy 
oil for edible uses. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 
58(3):234-36. March. [10 ref]
• Summary: In 1938, the production of soybean oil was 300 
million lb. By 1945 it had grown to 1,300 million lb, and in 
that year its production fi rst passed that of cottonseed oil, to 
make it the leading edible oil in the U.S.–a position it has 
continued to hold, with 1978 production at 8,700 million lb.
 “This increased consumption was attained, despite the 
well known fl avor and odor defi ciencies of the oil. In part, it 
was occasioned by the exigencies of World War II shortages. 
As much as 30% of soybean oil was ‘forced’ into certain 
margarine formulations and, at the same time, soybean oil 
was discounted 4-9 cents a pound over cottonseed oil for its 
fl avor defi ciency. Despite its expanding market, the fl avor 
of soybean oil was singled out in 1945 as the ‘number one 
problem of the soybean industry’–a problem that would limit 
future soybean production. Soybean oil had been destined 
to become an industrial oil. However, as a paint oil, it dried 
slowly and developed ‘after tack.’ But then, as an edible oil, 
it tasted like paint.
 “It was in this critical state of affairs for the soybean 
industry that the Chairman of the Board of National Soybean 
Processors Association, Edward J. Dies, summoned the 
Soybean Research Council to the fi rst of what was to become 
annual conferences on the Flavor Stability of Soybean 
Oil in Chicago 1946. He welcomed 28 representatives of 
government, academic, and industrial research organizations 
and immediately charged them with, ‘I cannot too strongly 
emphasize the economic advantages of rapid solution of the 
problem of fl avor stability in soybean oil and soybean oil 
products–let us solve it at the earliest possible moment...’
 “Trivial as it may seem now, the fi rst signifi cant research 
development was the establishment of objective methods 
to assess fl avor and odor... With this new tool, trace metals 
were identifi ed as having special signifi cance in soybean oil 
compared to other edible fats and oils. While cottonseed oil 
can tolerate copper and iron in the parts per million (ppm) 
range, soybean oil is ruined by as little as 0.3 ppm of iron 

and 0.01 ppm of copper. Following this announcement of the 
deleterious effect of trace metals, especially in soybean oil, 
was the removal of brass valves in refi neries and conversion 
from cold, rolled-steel deodorizers to stainless steel and even 
to nickel.
 “Strange as it may seem in retrospect, scientists had 
to establish that ‘soybean fl avor reversion,’ as it was 
then called, was an oxidative process. When government 
scientists sharpened their analytical tools, the relationship of 
peroxidation to off-fl avor became unmistakable. Industry’s 
response was to blanket oils with inert gas at all critical, 
high-temperature steps, including fi nal packaging.
 Note: This is the earliest publication seen (July 2003) 
showing that peroxidation causes off-fl avors.
 “The development reported at the 1946 conference 
has the aspects of a cloak-and-dagger story. At the close 
of World War II, Warren H. Goss, a chemical engineer 
at the Northern Regional Research Center (NRRC), was 
commissioned a major in the Army on special assignment 
to follow Patton’s advancing tanks through Germany and 
to investigate the German oilseed industry. As the troops 
advanced, he kept hearing about a recipe to cure soybean 
reversion; but not until he reached Hamburg did he learn 
the exact details. It was a strange formula involving many 
water washings and such steps as contacting oil with water 
glass; but strange or not, when tested at NRRC, it worked. 
It was not until after this 1946 conference that we found 
why it improved fl avor stability. It worked not because of 
the unusual washing treatments, but because citric acid was 
added to the deodorizer and citric acid complexed trace 
prooxidant metals. Based on this discovery came the surge 
of metal deactivators, i.e., sorbitol, phosphoric acid, lecithin, 
polycarboxy acids and starch phosphates. The immediate 
response of industry was to adopt metal deactivators, and 
today there may not be a pound of soybean oil product not 
protected by citric acid or some similar metal scavenger.
 “These palliative steps, important as they were, 
still begged the question as to what caused off-fl avor to 
develop, i.e., what was the unstable precursor of the odor?... 
Circumstantial evidence pointed to the 7% content of 
linolenic acid, which draws its name from linseed oil, in 
which this fatty acid amounts to 50%.”
 In 1951 Dutton and co-workers discovered that linolenic 
acid was the main cause of off-fl avors in soy oil. By 1966 it 
was found that hydrogenating soy oil using a copper catalyst 
removed most of the linolenic acid without destroying the 
benefi cial essential linoleic acid.
 A portrait photo shows H.J. Dutton. Address: Northern 
Regional Research Center, Agricultural Research, Science 
and Education Administration, USDA, Peoria, Illinois.

4055. Emken, E.A. 1981. Metabolic aspects of positional 
monounsaturated fatty acids isomers. J. of the American Oil 
Chemists’ Society 58(3):278-83. March. [23 ref]
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• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Absorption 
of hydrogenated soya oil and specifi c isomers. Distribution 
of positional [cis and trans octadecenoic acid] isomers in 
lipid classes. Enzymatic studies. Nutritional effectiveness in 
single-cell organisms (such as yeasts and bacteria). In vivo 
vs. in vitro results. Address: Northern Regional Research 
Center, Peoria, Illinois.

4056. Erdman, J.W., Jr.; Forbes, R.M. 1981. Effects of 
soya protein on mineral availability. J. of the American Oil 
Chemists’ Society 58(3):489-93. March. [41 ref]
• Summary: “There is no evidence that soy protein per 
se directly affects the bioavailability of minerals.” The 
bioavailability of minerals, particularly zinc, may decrease 
during the processing of soy products by the formation of 
protein-phytic acid-mineral complexes. Address: 1. Dep. of 
Food Science; 2. Dep. of Animal Science. Both: Univ. of 
Illinois, Urbana.

4057. Erdman, J.W., Jr.; Weingartner, K.E. 1981. Nutrition 
aspects of fi ber in soya products. J. of the American Oil 
Chemists’ Society 58(3):511-14. March. [25 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Chemical and physical 
properties of soybean fi ber. Metabolic effects of feeding 
soybean hulls. Conclusions.
 The fi ber components in the soybean hull and in the 
cotyledons are different and should be discussed separately. 
Considerable nutritional and compositional and nutritional 
data is available on soybean hulls, but relatively little data 
on the fi ber content of non-hull soy products. An important 
benefi t of dietary fi ber for humans is in increasing the 
water holding capacity of the stools (feces). However 
Table II suggests that soya hull fi ber may have the ability 
to reduce mineral bioavailability if the fi ber constitutes a 
relatively large portion of the diet. Yet practical feeding 
trials on both humans and animals suggest that soya hulls 
consumed in moderate amounts have little effect on mineral 
bioavailability. Moreover moderate consumption of soybean 
hulls has been shown to produce benefi cial effects on 
glucose and lipid metabolism in humans. “Little is known 
about the biological effects of the fi ber contained within the 
cotyledon.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (June 2013) that uses the term “soya hulls” to refer 
to soy bran. The authors use the terms “soya hull,” “soya 
hulls,” “soybean hulls,” “soybean hull fi ber,” “soya hull 
fi ber,” “soya fi ber,” “soya bran” somewhat interchangeably. 
Address: Dep. of Food Science, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana.

4058. Fenwick, Dorothy E.; Oakenfull, D.G. 1981. Saponin 
content of soya beans and some commercial soya bean 
products. J. of the Science of Food and Agriculture (London) 
32(3):273-78. March. [23 ref]
• Summary: The saponin content for various soybean 

products, in grams per kg of dry weight, is as follows: 
whole soybeans 56, defatted soy fl our 22-25, soya hulls 20, 
soy protein isolate (Promine D 3, GL-750 8, Maxten C 19, 
Maxten E 25), lecithin (Crown 53, Vitaplex 29), tofu 21. 
Some manufacturers use ethyl alcohol extraction to prepare 
soy protein concentrates; this process removes a substantial 
portion of the saponins. Address: CSIRO Div. of Food 
Research, P.O. Box 52, North Ryde, NSW 2113, Australia.

4059. Garibay M., I. 1981. Practical features in soybean 
oil hydrogenation. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 
58(3):201-03. March.
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. General 
principles. Hydrogenation requirements. Products of 
hydrogenation: Shortenings, deep frying and biscuit 
shortening, margarines, stearines. Hydrogenation equipment. 
Procedure.
 In hydrogenation of soybean oil, there are two types of 
selectivity. One allows the hydrogenation of linolenic groups 
to proceed before that of the linoleic and oleic groups. The 
other is for the preferable saturation of linoleic groups over 
oleic groups. Address: Aceitera “La Gloria,” S.A., Apartado 
1-229, Guadalajara, Mexico.

4060. Griensen, A.C. 1981. Soya fortifi cation of tortilla 
and pinole in Chihuahua. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ 
Society 58(3):520-21. March. [4 ref]
• Summary: “The rural population eats “atole” (gruel made 
by boiling corn or maize in water) and “pinole” (ground 
corn), which have very low contents of protein. 70% of 
the Mexican diet is corn prepared as tortillas or atole. 
“CIATECH, in its fi ght against malnutrition, received the 
approval of the President of Mexico, in March, 1979, to set 
up the fi rst plant which would produce corn fl our with 8% 
soya and make tortillas the same price as commercial corn 
fl our made by the traditional nixtamalization.
 “This is how ALMESA, Alimentos Mejorados S.A. [an 
LEC food plant], had its origin; it was the fi rst factory to 
process enriched corn fl our with soya in Latin America. It 
was decided to set up this factory in the mountainous region 
of the state of Chihuahua, near the inhabitants of the rural 
areas who are mostly Tarahumara Indians...
 “On November 28, 1979, a very important agreement 
was signed, so that under the supervision of CIATECH, the 
Almesa factory would produce 300 tons of corn enriched 
with soya and 50 tons of pinole with soya for 5,000 children 
of the 76 boarding schools in the Tarahumara mountains. The 
factory was inaugurated on December 8, 1979 and to date, 
has produced 110 tons of corn and 2 tons of pinole...
 “The Almesa factory is distributing products to 
389,219 inhabitants of the 29 counties of the rural areas 
and mountainous regions of the state of Chihuahua. From 
February to August of 1980 it has distributed a total of 110 
tons of corn enriched with soya, 3 tons of oats enriched 
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with soya, and ½ ton of fortifi ed pinole.” Address: Centro 
de Investigaciones y Asistencia Tecnologica del Estado de 
Chihuahua, A.C. Apartado Postal No. 1067, Chihuahua, 
Chih., Mexico.

4061. Griensen, A.C. 1981. CIATECH: A summary of its 
work using soya to produce nutritional food at low cost. J. of 
the American Oil Chemists’ Society 58(3):385-87. March. [4 
ref]
• Summary: Four years ago he started to do research on 
soya processing technology for human food. Chihuahua 
is the 4th largest soybean producing state in Mexico, but 
most of the crop is crushed for oil or fed to animals. Ciatech 
fi nally decided to make full-fat soya fl our (FFSF) for human 
consumption. This paper describes work from 1977 to the 
present.
 Contents: Introduction. PADSA (Productos Alimentcios 
Delicias S.A.) full-fat soy fl our plant. Uses of FFSF in 
Mexico. The Albachisa plant (started in Nov. 1979 to make 
a drink from FFSF, sugar, coconut oil, fl avor {vanilla, 
chocolate, strawberry} and color. It retails inexpensively). 
Development of milk extender. Cooking extruder (It is 
the heart of all low-cost soya processing). The Almesa 
plant (Alimentos Mejorados S.A.; started Dec. 8, 1979). 
Agreement between Ciatech, Coplamar and INI. Technical 
assistance to CARE Costa Rica. Design and construction of 
extruders. Address: Centro de Investigaciones y Asistencia 
del Estado de Chihuahua, A.C., Apartado Postal 1067, 
Chihuahua, Chih., Mexico.

4062. Hastert, R.C. 1981. Practical aspects of hydrogenation 
and soybean salad oil manufacture. J. of the American Oil 
Chemists’ Society 58(3):169-74. March. [16 ref]
• Summary: The rapid growth of hydrogenation since the 
1940s parallels the rapid growth in soybean oil use.
 During selective hydrogenation of soy oil, the fatty 
acid composition changes. Trans isomers increase from 
4% in non-hydrogenated oil to 20% in hydrogenated oil. 
Sabatier is usually credited with discovering hydrogenation. 
His 1897 bench work was quickly picked up by William 
Normann, who obtained a British patent on liquid-phase 
hydrogenation in 1903. Procter & Gamble acquired U.S. 
rights to the Normann patent in 1909 and in 1911 began 
marketing Crisco, the fi rst commercial vegetable shortening 
that contained hydrogenated oils.
 In the 1930s there was a great leap forward in 
edible oil hydrogenation with the mass marketing of two 
products: (1) An all-hydrogenated vegetable shortening; (2) 
Oleomargarine–for use as an alternative to butter.
 The fi rst major use of soybean oil was in oleomargarine.
 A photo shows R.C. Hastert. Address: Harshaw 
Chemical Co., P.O. Box 22126, Beachwood, Ohio 44122.

4063. Haytowitz, David B.; Marsh, Anne C.; Matthews, Ruth 

H. 1981. Content of selected nutrients in raw, cooked, and 
processed legumes. Food Technology 35(3):73-74. March. 
[11 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Peanuts and soybean 
products (soy fl ours, soy isolates, soy concentrates). 
Conventionally cooked legumes. Oriental legume products 
(includes tofu, tempeh, soy sauce, miso, and natto). Address: 
Consumer Nutrition Center, Human Nutrition, Science and 
Education Administration, USDA, Hyattsville, Maryland 
20782 USA.

4064. Hopkins, D.T.; Steinke, F.H. 1981. Uses of soy protein 
in mixed protein systems to meet nutritional needs. J. of the 
American Oil Chemists’ Society 58(3):452-55. March. [28 
ref]
• Summary: “Soya products can be introduced into animal 
protein food systems to supplement animal protein. This 
can serve to increase the total protein available to target 
populations.” Address: Ralston Purina Co., St. Louis, 
Missouri.

4065. Hunter, J. Edward. 1981. Nutritional consequences 
of processing soybean oil. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ 
Society 58(3):283-87. March. [21 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction: principal processing 
steps, effects of processing on essential fatty acids, effects of 
processing on tocopherols, effects of processing on pesticide 
removal. Address: The Procter & Gamble Co., Winton Hill 
Technical Center, 6071 Center Hill Rd., Cincinnati, Ohio 
45224.

4066. Jaffe, G. 1981. Phytic acid in soybeans. J. of the 
American Oil Chemists’ Society 58(3):493-95. March. [25 
ref]
• Summary: “Many plants contain chemical compounds with 
antinutritional properties. Some are probably produced a 
defense mechanisms against animal predators.”
 “Phytic acid, the hexaphosphate of myo-inositol, is 
the most important phosphate reserve compound in many 
plant seeds, but many of its salts are poorly digested by 
animals. It can form complexes with seed proteins some of 
which sequester metal ions, making them unavailable for the 
animal organism.” Address: Instituto Nacional de Nutrición, 
Apartado 2949, Caracas, Venezuela.

4067. Jenkins, David J.A.; Wolever, T.M.S.; Taylor, R.H.; et 
al. 1981. The glycemic index of foods: a physiological basis 
for carbohydrate exchange. American J. of Clinical Nutrition 
34(3):362-66. March. [12 ref]
• Summary: To determine the effect of different foods on 
blood glucose, 62 commonly eaten foods (including cooked 
soya beans and canned soya beans) and sugars were fed 
individually to groups of 5-10 healthy fasting volunteers. 
Blood glucose levels were monitored. The glycemic index 
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is the area under the blood glucose response curve for each 
food expressed as a percentage of the area after taking the 
same amount of carbohydrate as glucose. The glycemic 
index for cooked soya beans was 15 ± 5 and for canned/
tinned soya beans was 14 ± 2. These fi gures were quite small 
compared with vegetables (70 ± 5%), breakfast cereals (65 ± 
5%), or cereals and biscuits (60 ± 3%), or fruit (50 ± 5%).
 Note 1. The glycemic index is a measure of how quickly 
foods convert to glucose in the human bloodstream. Thus it 
rates foods according to how much and how fast they raise 
blood sugar after eating. It can be used to distinguish good 
carbohydrates (convert slowly) from bad.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 2020) that contains the term “glycemic index.” 
Address: 1. Dep. of Nutrition and Food Science, Univ. of 
Toronto, 150 College St., Toronto, ONT M5S 1A8 Canada.

4068. Karten, H. 1981. New benefi t of soyfoods found 
[cholesterol lowering effect]. Vegetarian Times No. 44. 
March. p. 12. [2 ref]
• Summary: A summary of reports in the Lancet and The 
New York Times, based on studies in Italy. All those in the 
study had a hereditary type of high cholesterol known as 
Type II hyperlipoproteinemia.

4069. Kuehn, Meri Mertig. 1981. Tempeh–Rich in protein, 
vitamins & minerals. Bestways. March. p. 79. [1 ref]
• Summary: Discusses: What is tempeh. How to make 
tempeh at home. The nutritional composition and benefi ts of 
tempeh. Ideas for cooking tempeh. Recommendation for The 
Book of Tempeh, by Shurtleff and Aoyagi.
 “A whole food–nothing has been taken out, and it 
contains all important fi ber.” It costs “only about 25¢ to 
supply a day’s protein needs with soy tempeh.”

4070. Landers, R.E.; Rathmann, D.M. 1981. Vegetable oils: 
Effects of processing, storage and use on nutritional values. 
J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 58(3):255-59. 
March. [19 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Processing: 
Extraction, refi ning, bleaching, deodorization, winterization, 
composition of refi ned vegetable oils, hydrogenation, 
interesterifi cation. Storage and use: oxidation, 
polymerization, hydrolysis, deep fat frying. Address: Best 
Foods Research and Engineering Center, Best Foods, A Unit 
of CPC North America, Union, New Jersey 07083.

4071. Liener, I.E. 1981. Factors affecting the nutritional 
quality of soya products. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ 
Society 58(3):406-15. March. [145 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Heat-labile 
factors: Protease inhibitors (incl. trypsin inhibitors), 
lectins (hemagglutinins; they have the unique property of 
binding carbohydrate substances), goitrogens, antivitamins 

(antivitamin D, antivitamin E, and antivitamin B-12), 
phytate, phytic acid. Heat-stable factors: Estrogens (incl. 
isofl avones, genistin, daidzin, coumestrol), saponins, 
fl atulence factors, lysinoalanine, allergenicity.
 Goitrogens: Unheated soybeans have been reported to 
cause signifi cant enlargement of the thyroid gland of rats and 
chicks; this effect can be counteracted by supplementing the 
diet with iodine (as potassium iodide) or partially eliminated 
by heat. Several cases of goiter have also been reported in 
human infants fed soybean milk, a situation which could 
likewise be alleviated by iodine supplementation. Therefore 
iodine supplementation of soyamilk infant formulas is 
recommended as a precautionary measure against the 
goitrogenic potential of this product.
 The component responsible for the goitrogenic 
effect of soybeans is still unknown. It appears to be 
concentrated mainly in the curd, but goitrogenic activity 
has also been detected to a lesser extent in toasted soya 
fl ours, concentrates, and isolates. Unlike most goitrogenic 
plants of the Cruciferae family, soybeans do not contain 
glucosinolates. The goitrogenic principle in soybeans has 
been reported to be a low molecular weight oligopeptide; 
this appears to be inconsistent with the observation that 
the goitrogenicity of soybean curd was not eliminated by 
proteolytic digestion.
 Most of the evidence indicates that, whatever the 
goitrogenic principle is, it seems to exert its effect by 
inhibiting the uptake of iodine into the thyroid gland. 
However other researchers believe that goiter from soy-
containing diets may result from an increased fecal loss of 
thyroxine or a simple iodine defi ciency (Halverson et al. 
1949; Van Middlesworth 1957; Beck 1958; Hydowitz 1960; 
Shepard et al. 1960). One study (Kimura et al. 1976) found 
that female rats which were fed defatted soybeans with an 
iodine-free diet for 6-12 months showed thyroid carcinomas. 
This effect, however, was completely prevented by iodine 
supplementation.
 “Heat-stable factors: Estrogens. The banning of the 
use of diethylstilbestrol [DES] as a growth stimulant for 
animals in meat and poultry production has served to focus 
attention on the possible toxic effects of naturally occurring 
estrogens.” Fig. 9 shows the structure and formula of 
isofl avonoid compounds isolated from soybeans (Naim et al. 
1974).
 Tables: (1) Antinutritional factors in soybeans: 5 are 
heat-labile; 5 are heat-stable.
 (2) Effect of adding partially purifi ed soybean trypsin 
inhibitor (STI) to diets containing heated soybean meal in the 
presence and absence of methionine. The PER is given for 
each.
 (3) Contribution of trypsin inhibitors to growth 
inhibition and pancreatic hypertrophy induced in rats by diets 
containing unheated soybean protein.
 (4) Trypsin inhibitor activities of soybean fl our, isolate, 
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fi ber and fi nished textured products (such as chicken analog, 
ham analog, and beef analog).
 (5) Effect of soy fl our containing various levels of 
trypsin inhibitor on growth and size of pancreas of rats.
 (6) Relationship between size of pancreas of various 
species of animals and the response of the pancreas to raw 
soybeans or trypsin inhibitor.
 (7) Biological evaluation of a soybean line (PI-157440) 
which lacks the Kunitz soybean trypsin inhibitor.
 (8) Effect of removing soybean hemagglutinin (SBH) on 
the growth-promoting activity of raw soybean extracts.
 (9) Estrogenicity of compounds isolated from soybeans 
[and their potency relative to DES]. The compounds 
are genistin, daidzin, glycitein 7-O-Beta-glucoside, and 
coumestrol.
 (10) Effect of soy products in fl atus in man [humans]. 
Whey solids cause the most fl atus (300 ml/hour) whereas soy 
protein isolate causes the least (13 ml/hour).
 This article contains 11 fi gures; all except fi gs. 10 and 
11 are from other sources (Naim et al. 1974; Bickoff et al. 
1962; Knuckles et al. 1976). Address: Dep. of Biochemistry, 
College of Biological Sciences, Univ. of Minnesota, St. Paul, 
MN 55108.

4072. Manabe, Masaru; Goto, Tetsuhise; Tanaka, Kenji; 
Matsuura, Shinji. 1981. [The capabilities of the Aspergillus 
fl avus group to produce afl atoxins and kojic acid]. Shokuhin 
Sogo Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the National Food 
Research Institute) No. 38. p. 115-20. March. [46 ref. Jap; 
eng]
• Summary: “Recently, kojic acid was found to be mutagenic 
by the Ames test...” It is “generally known that koji-molds 
used in Japanese fermented food industries can produce 
kojic acid. Most strains of koji-molds are classifi ed into the 
Aspergillus fl avus group, specifi cally Asp. oryzae.” Address: 
National Food Research Inst. (Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo), 
Kannon-dai 2-1-2, Yatabe-machi, Tsukuba-gun, Ibaraki-ken 
305, Japan.

4073. Masson, L. 1981. Relative nutritional value of various 
dietary fats and oils. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 
58(3):249-55. March. [72 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Principal fatty 
acids in edible fats and oils: saturated fatty acids, unsaturated 
fatty acids. Essential fatty acids. Fatty acid composition of 
principal edible fats and oils, visible and invisible: group 1, 
group 2, group 3, general comments. Presence of long chain 
fatty acids: marine oils. Changes in fatty acid composition 
with processing: hydrogenation. Interesterifi cation. Deep 
fat frying. Other important nutritive compounds: sterols, 
tocopherols, carotenoid pigments (as in palm oil), liposoluble 
vitamins. Contains 6 tables. Address: Food Chemistry 
Lab., Dep. of Food Technology, Faculty of Chemical and 
Pharmacological Sciences, Univ. of Chile, Santiago.

4074. McNaughton, J.L. 1981. Soya meal–roundtable 
discussions: Color, trypsin inhibitor and urease activity as it 
affects growth of broilers. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ 
Society 58(3):321-24. March. [16 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Materials 
and methods. Results and discussion: experiments 1, 2, 3, 
4 and 5. Address: USDA, SEA, AR, South Central Poultry 
Research Lab., Mississippi State, MS.

4075. Morales, J.; Bourges, H.; Camacho, J.L. 1981. 
Utilization of soya protein in highly nutritious low-cost 
products in Mexico. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 
58(3):374-76. March. [18 ref]
• Summary: In the 1930s, efforts started to use soybeans 
in nutritional programs in Mexico. It was only during 
the present decade, however, that research in this fi eld 
multiplied, and when several companies in Mexico began to 
make different soybean food products.
 “Since 1972 the National Institute of Nutrition (Mexico) 
has conducted a research program of food technology that 
is of social interest, sponsored by PRONAL (Programa 
Nacional de Alimentacion). The objective of the program 
is to develop and promote products and techniques that 
may help to improve food consumption in those population 
groups which are presently inadequately fed. The main 
line of research involves formulation of low-cost, easily 
preserved, highly nutritive products. Protein content and 
quality has received special attention. The program uses 
those materials which are economically more convenient at 
a given time. In general, soybean protein has been preferred 
because of its high-protein content and quality, and its supply 
of energy as oil. Furthermore, it is immediately available 
(1.5 million tons from production and imports); it has a long 
tradition as a human food; and it has as low a cost per gram 
of protein as do beans. Other potential protein resources 
such as leaf, single cell, fi sh meal or insects, do not have all 
the advantages cited, either economically or sensorially.” 
Address: Instituto Nacional de Nutritión (INN), Division de 
Nutrición, Viaducto Tlalpan y Av. San Fernando, Mexico 22, 
D.F.; 4. ISAAEG, Iguala, Gro, Mexico.

4076. Moretti, R.H. 1981. Soy milk developments in Latin 
America. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 58(3):521-
22. March.
• Summary: Dr. Harry Miller introduced soy milk 
technology into Latin America. From his writings, a 
Brazilian, Dr. Barretto of Laticinios Mococa, developed 
Solein, a mixture of 30% soya milk and 70% cow’s milk; 
it was introduced in 1967. Still sold, it is powdered and 
canned. Almost simultaneously Dr. Suberbie in Mexico 
developed Sustilac, introduced in 1968, and made from 
sprouted soybeans. The pregermination reduces the amount 
of oligosaccharides. His company, Compañia Industrial 
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de Alimentos, still produces soya milk, with all products 
being in powdered form. They also developed Isolac (20.3% 
protein) and Soyamalt (24.4% protein). Soyamalt is sold in 
strawberry, vanilla, and nut fl avors. In 1968 the Coca Cola 
Co. introduced into Brazil the soya milk Saci in 200 ml 
bottles.
 During the 1970s powdered Provesol was developed 
in IIT, Colombia, by Dr. Diaz Delgado. The process was 
later sold to a Brazilian company, Olvebra, which started 
production in 1975 with the Coca-Cola pilot plant. The 
canned powdered product is sold as Novo Milk (sweetened, 
with orange, chocolate, banana, and strawberry fl avors), and 
as Novo Vida, which has the same composition as Provesol 
(50% protein, 25% fat, 19% carbohydrates, and 19% fi ber). 
Novo Vida is widely used in the school lunch program in 
Brazil, and well accepted.
 In 1975-76 ITAL, the Inst. of Food Technology 
in Brazil, developed a soya milk brand named Vital. It 
was packaged in Tetra Pak cartons. Several fl avors were 
developed and tested by school children and industrial 
workers. It was well accepted but limited by the high cost. In 
1977 it was packed in polyethylene bags with a 2-3 day shelf 
life.
 “In 1976 a new concept of soya milk processing was 
developed in Brazil. This technique consists of producing on 
a small scale, the soya milk at the market spot. The project 
was called ‘mechanical cow’ and produces 200 liters/hour 
of sterilized soya milk with 3.0% protein, 1.9% fat, 1.2% 
carbohydrates, 0.5% ash, 8.0% added sugar and at pH 7.0.
 “This project was introduced in 1977 and, presently, 
there are 80-90 ‘mechanical cows’ in Brazil.” The is idea 
already being exported to Paraguay, the Seychelles Islands, 
and Ecuador. A detailed description of the process and its 
main advantages are given. Being very inexpensive, “the 
equipment can be bought by very small entrepreneurs, or 
by the government to implement school lunch programs 
or health programs. The equipment uses only water and 
electricity and does not need a steam generator.
 “Presently, the Brazilian federal government gives 
tax exemptions for this equipment when it is bought in a 
full package: Mechanical Cow, polyethylene bag fi ller, 
and residue [okara] dryer, which shows Brazil’s interest in 
the project and also the success of the product all over the 
country.
 One kg of soybeans can produce 8 liters of 3% soya 
protein milk, which has the antitrypsin factor correctly 
inactivated. Packed soya milk can stand for 2 days at room 
temperature and 10 days refrigerated at 5ºC. The cost to 
make 1 liter of this formulated soya milk is US $1.10. 
Address: Dep. Food Technology, FEA/UNICAMP, Sao 
Paulo, Brazil.

4077. Nagata, Y.; Tanaka, K.; Sugano, M. 1981. Further 
studies on the hypocholesterolaemic effect of soya-bean 

protein in rats. British J. of Nutrition 45(2):233-41. March. 
[38 ref]
• Summary: Secretion of neutral and acidic steroids in 
rats was increased when the low-fat, cholesterol-free diet 
contained isolated soy proteins. Address: Lab. of Nutrition 
Chemistry, Kyushu Univ. School of Agriculture, Fukuoka 
812, Japan.

4078. Naidoo, B.T.; Chunterpurshad, I.; Mahyoodeen, 
A.B.G.; Pather, G. 1981. The use of a soy isolate based 
formula in the treatment of infantile diarrhoea [diarrhea]. J. 
of International Medical Research (England) 9(3):232-35. 
March. [10 ref]
• Summary: “Lactose intolerance interferes with the 
recovery phase in patients with severe diarrhoea. A 
controlled comparison of a lactose-free soy isolate formula 
(Isomil) and a standard cow’s milk-based formula in 112 
infants with severe diarrhoea [diarrhea] showed a signifi cant 
advantage for the lactose-free formula. All the infants were 
dehydrated on admission and required initial intravenous 
therapy. The response rate in the two groups was, 
respectively, 93% and 75%.” Address: Dep. of Paediatrics, 
R.K. Khan’s Provincial Hospital, Mobeni, Durban, Rep. of 
South Africa.

4079. Pontecorvo, A.J. 1981. The role of hydrolyzed 
vegetable proteins in iron fortifi cation food programs. J. of 
the American Oil Chemists’ Society 58(3):533-34. March. [7 
ref]
• Summary: MSG, a fl avor enhancer, is considered as 
a vehicle for iron fortifi cation in developing countries. 
“MSG is consumed... in most countries of Latin America 
as hydrolyzed vegetable proteins from soybean origin, 
the basic ingredient of most industrial or semi-industrial, 
commercialized instant soups, bouillons, porridges, broths 
and seasonings.” In Mexico, 15% of the population uses 
HVP products. Iron sources being considered are ferrous 
sulphate encapsulated with zinc stearate, and ferric 
phosphate. Address: The Nestlé Co., Mexico.

4080. Prevention (Emmaus, Pennsylvania). 1981. A health 
food dictionary: Soybeans. March. p. 144-46.
• Summary: Soybean foods include soybean oil, tofu, tamari, 
soy milk, tempeh, miso, soybean sprouts, soy fl our, soy ice 
cream, and soy nuts.
 The article on “soybeans” ends: “Do yourself a favor. 
Get to know the soybean.” Address: Emmaus, Pennsylvania.

4081. Rackis, J.J. 1981. Signifi cance of soya trypsin 
inhibitors in nutrition. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ 
Society 58(3):495-501. March. [20 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Experimental 
data: preparation of soy protein products, effect of toasting 
on TI (trypsin inhibitor) activity and NSI (nitrogen solubility 
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index), study I: Threshold levels of TI in short-term [rat] 
feeding trials, study II: Threshold levels of TI in long-term 
[rat] feeding trials, study III reversibility of pancreatic 
hypertrophy, study 4: Long term feeding [of rats] of 
commercial edible-grade soya protein products, growth 
curves (no problems found), organ weights (normal).
 Discussion of nutritional signifi cance.
 Tables: (1) Protein and trypsin inhibitor content of 
diet ingredients. (2) Trypsin inhibitor activity and nitrogen 
solubility index (NSI) of heat-treated soya fl ours. (3) 
Composition of control diet.
 (4) Effects of feeding defatted soy fl our containing 
graded levels of TI activity on body weight, PER, nitrogen 
digestibility, and pancreas weight of rats–Trial II. (5) 
Calculated levels of TI activity in rats. (6) Composition of 
corn-casein and corn-soya experimental diets.
 (7) Long-term feeding of defatted soya fl our containing 
graded levels of trypsin inhibitor on body weight and 
pancreas weight of rats. (8) Reversibility of pancreatic 
hypertrophy in rats fed raw soya fl our. (9) Composition of 
reformulated diets.
 (10) Organ weights of rats fed soy protein for 285 
days. Address: Northern Regional Research Center, Peoria, 
Illinois.

4082. Rackis, J.J. 1981. Flatulence caused by soya and its 
control through processing. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ 
Society 58(3):503-09. March. [59 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction: 
Oligosaccharides–structure, oligosaccharides–metabolism in 
the intestinal mucosa (alpha-galactosidase, lactase). Flatus 
activity of soya products: Human tests (soya products, 
raffi nose diets, comparisons of soybean–food legume–lactose 
intolerance, other human tests). Practical considerations 
for prevention or elimination of fl atulence: Extraction 
of oligosaccharides, germinating soybeans (germination 
process). Case histories: Case study of an excessively 
fl atulent person.
 Figures show: (1) Preparation of soya protein products 
for fl atulence testing program with adult male subjects. 
(2) Graph of relationship between enzymatic hydrolysis of 
stachyose and gas production.
 Tables show: (1) Incidence of lactase defi ciency [by 
ethnic group or race]; about 70% of the world’s population is 
lactose intolerant. However only 3% of white Scandinavians 
and 5-20% of North Americans are, compared with 80-
100% of Chinese and 70% of black Americans [African 
Americans]. (2) Effects of soy products on fl atus in man. 
(3) Relationship between raffi nose plus stachyose content 
in diet and fl atus production in man. The greater the total, 
the greater the fl atus. (4) Protein loss and oligosaccharide 
removal from whole soybeans by various treatments. (5) 
Flatulence index of 130 different foods. Address: Northern 
Regional Research Center, Peoria, Illinois.

4083. Richardson, M. 1981. Protein inhibitors of enzymes. 
Food Chemistry 6(3):235-53. March. [100* ref]
• Summary: Proteins with the peculiar property of forming 
stoichiometric protein- protein complexes with various 
enzymes resulting in the competitive inhibition of their 
catalytic functions are known to be extremely widespread in 
the plant kingdom. The existence of such inhibitory proteins 
was initially discovered by Weinland in 1903. He used 
the term ‘antienzymes’ to explain the resistance of certain 
nematodes to digestion by the enzymes of the alimentary 
canal. The occurrence of similar chemical compounds in 
plant tissues was suspected for a number of years and fi nally 
confi rmed in the 1940s when Kunitz isolated and purifi ed a 
heat-labile protein from soybeans which inhibited trypsin. 
The best known of these protein inhibitors are those affecting 
the activities of the proteinase enzymes. The large body of 
research literature has been extensively reviewed in recent 
years (Ryan, 1973; Fritz et al., 1974; Tschesche, 1974; 
Marshall, 1975; Saunders, 1975; Buonocore et al., 1979; 
Richardson, 1977).
 Note: Webster’s Dictionary defi nes Stoichiometry, from 
Greek stoicheion = element, a term fi rst used in 1807, as a 
branch of science that deals with the applications of the laws 
of defi nite proportions and the conservation of matter and 
energy to chemical activity. Specifi cally with quantitative 
relationship between constituents in a chemical substance, 
or between two or more substances especially in processes 
involving physical or chemical change. Address: Dep. of 
Botany, Univ. of Durham, South Road, Durham DH1 3LE, 
Great Britain.

4084. Scrimshaw, N.S. 1981. World need for protein. J. of 
the American Oil Chemists’ Society 58(3):389-92. March. 
[19 ref]
• Summary: A very important article with far-reaching 
implications. “Although differences in protein quality can be 
demonstrated by experimental animal and human studies in 
which protein intake is grossly defi cient, little difference is 
detectable in studies where protein intake is at requirement 
levels. Thus, soy and other legume and oilseed protein 
sources can replace animal protein to any degree in human 
diets.”
 A small portrait photo shows Nevin Scrimshaw. 
Address: Dep. of Nutrition and Food Science, MIT, 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139, and Senior Advisor, World 
Hunger Programme, United Nations Univ.

4085. Sgarbieri, V.C.; Garruti, R.; Guzman, E.C. 1981. 
Soybeans as an extender of common beans. J. of the 
American Oil Chemists’ Society 58(3):522-26. March. [13 
ref]
• Summary: Equal parts of cooked whole soybeans can be 
mixed with common beans with no loss of acceptability but 
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with a signifi cant increase in nutritional value. The half-and-
half mixture was improved by increasing cystine from 0.6 to 
1.2% of the protein and methionine from 0.7 to 1.2%.
 “The protein effi ciency ratio (PER) of the 50:50 mixture 
for rats was 1.6 compared to 1.0 for the common beans.”
 “When the mixture was precooked, dried and ground 
to a powder, it served as an excellent base for a precooked 
soup.” Address: Dep. de Planejamento Alimentar e Nutricao, 
Faculdade de Engenharia de Alimentos, Univ. Estadual de 
Campinas, Sao Paulo, Brazil.

4086. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1981. The book of 
miso: Food for mankind. Revised. New York, NY: Ballantine 
Books. xx + 618 p. March. Illust. by Akiko Aoyagi Shurtleff. 
Index. 18 cm. [82 ref]
• Summary: Contents: What is miso? Preface. 
Acknowledgments. Part I. Miso: Savory, High Protein 
Seasoning. 1. Soybeans, protein and the world food crisis. 
2. Miso as a food. 3. The miracle of fermentation. 4. The 
varieties of miso: Regular Miso: Rice miso (red / aka, light-
yellow / shinshu, mellow red / amakuchi akamiso, mellow 
beige / amakuchi tanshoku, mellow white / shiro koji, sweet 
red / edo or edo ama-miso, sweet white / Kyoto shiro miso), 
barley miso (karakuchi mugi, mellow barley / amakuchi 
mugi), soybean miso / mamé miso (miso-dama, Hatcho 
miso, soybean miso / mame miso, tamari miso). Special 
Miso: Finger lickin’ miso / Namemiso (Kinzanji miso, 
moromi miso, hishio, namémiso, natto miso, goto miso), 
sweet simmered miso / nerimiso. Modern Miso: Akadashi 
miso, dehydrated or freeze-dried miso, low-salt / high-
protein miso.
 Part II. Cooking with Miso (400 recipes). 5. Getting 
started. 6. Recipes from East and West. Part III. The 
Preparation of Miso. 7. Making miso at home and in 
communities. 8. Japanese farmhouse miso. 9. Traditional and 
modern miso production.
 Appendixes: A. A history of chiang, soy nuggets 
[fermented black soybeans], miso, tamari, and shoyu. B. 
Other East Asian misos: Chiang, jang, taucho, and tausi. 
C. The microbiology and chemistry of miso fermentation. 
D. People and institutions connected with miso. E. Miso 
additives. F. Miso with seafoods, chicken, and meat. G. 
Measures, weights, and equivalents. H. So you want to study 
miso in Japan? Bibliography. Glossary.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 2011) that uses the term “fermented black 
soybeans” to refer to Fermented black soybeans. Address: 
Soyfoods Center, P.O. Box 234, Lafayette, California 94549.

4087. Sleeter, R.T. 1981. Effects of processing quality 
of soybean oil. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 
58(3):239-46. March. [49 ref]
• Summary: Tables: (1) Relationship between amount of 
soybean damage vs. free fatty acid composition. (2) Fatty 

acid distribution as a function of triglyceride position. 
(3) Relationship of free fatty acid content as a function 
of processing step. (4) Mono- and diglyceride content of 
soybean oil vs. degree of processing. (5) Phosphorus content 
of soybean oil as a function of processing step.
 (6) Relationship of phosphorus, magnesium and calcium 
content of soybean oils degummed at various pH values. (7) 
Tocopherol content at various stages of processing. (8) Effect 
of processing step on sterol and squalene content. (9) Effect 
of degumming on sterol content. (10) Summary of the effect 
of processing steps on the chlorophyll content.
 (11) Effect of pH and amount of bleaching earths on 
color factors. (12) Effect of processing step on nitrogen 
content. (13) Amount of trace minerals which lower the 
keeping time of lard by one-half at 208ºF. (14) Amount of 
some volatile oxidation products in relation to metal content. 
(15) Correlation of trace copper and iron as a function of 
processing step.
 (16) Toxic trace elements as a function of processing 
step. (17) Peroxide value variation resulting from increased 
bleaching time. (18) Fatty acid content of hydrogenated 
soybean oils. (19) Comparison of positional isomerism of 
two hydrogenated soybean oils (nickel catalyzed). (20) Fatty 
acid composition of nickel-catalyzed, hydrogenated soybean 
oil.
 (21) Effect of operation during hydrogenation on the 
resultant oil. (22) Effects of processing step on residual 
pesticide level. The pesticides are: Aldrin, Dieldrin, beta-
BHC, ppi DDE, pp DDT, PCB. (23) Effect of processing step 
on added antioxidants. Address: Archer Daniels Midland, 
Decatur, Illinois.

4088. Smith, Keith J. 1981. Improving the quality of the 
soybean. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 58(3):135-
39. March. [54 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Protein and 
oil: Protein quality (amino acid composition), oil quality 
(fatty acid composition). Carbohydrates. Antinutritional 
factors.
 To date, soybean breeders have concentrated their 
research efforts on increasing the quantity rather than the 
quality of soybeans. This paper summarizes genetic research 
currently underway to improve the quality of soybeans and/
or soybean products. It also examines the research efforts to 
improve the soybean’s fatty acid composition, change the 
amino acid profi le, and reduce antinutritional factors.
 Soybeans are a unique oilseed crop whose value is 
based on both oil and protein. There is a well-known inverse 
relationship between oil and protein in the seed. Yet the 
total percentage of oil plus protein also varies widely, from 
about 58% to 65.5%. Protein quality is measured by amino 
acid composition, and oil quality by fatty acid composition. 
Linolenic acid has been blamed for most of soy oil’s fl avor, 
stability, and odor problems. Among carbohydrates, the 
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oligosaccharides raffi nose and stachyose are known to cause 
fl atulence. Table I gives the oil and protein composition of 
soybean varieties from maturity groups 00 to VIII. Table 
II gives the methionine plus cysteine content of various 
glycinin (11S) polypeptide subunits. Fig. 1, a graph, shows 
the oil vs. protein content of 144 soybean strains, groups 
V-VII; it shows the inverse relationship between oil and 
protein. Fig. 2, a bar chart, shows the total oil and protein of 
204 soybean strains, groups II-VII; there are 3 totals between 
63 and 65.5. The mean appears to be about 61.
 A photo shows Keith Smith. Address: American 
Soybean Assoc., 777 Craig Rd., P.O. Box 27300, St. Louis, 
Missouri 63141.

4089. Struthers, B.J. 1981. Lysinoalanine: Production, 
signifi cance and control in preparation and use of soya and 
other food proteins. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 
58(3):501-03. March. [21 ref]
• Summary: “Formation of lysinoalanine (LAL) in 
proteins in response to alkali treatment is a well-known 
phenomenon... Higher temperatures, longer exposure times, 
and higher pH’s generally result in more LAL formation. 
The addition of mercaptoethanol or cysteine to an alkaline 
protein solution decreases LAL formation markedly... LAL 
has not been shown to present a toxicological hazard to any 
species other than the rat. Its presence in large quantities in 
any protein indicates destruction of cysteine and lysine...” 
Address: Ralston Purina Co., St. Louis, Missouri 63188.

4090. Suberbie, F.; Mendizabal, D.; Mendizabal, C. 1981. 
Germination of soybeans and its modifying effects on the 
quality of full-fat soy fl our. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ 
Society 58(3):192-94. March. [19 ref]
• Summary: Advantages of the process were evaluated; 
protein dispersibility index (PDI), trypsin inhibitor (TI) 
and lipoxygenase activities, milling capacity, and odor and 
fl avor scores were determined during the different stages 
of the process. In the fi nal stages, marked decreases in 
lipoxygenase and TI activities were observed. The PDI 
increased with germination time in unheated soybeans. Odor 
and fl avor scores improved substantially. Milling capacity 
dropped as germination time was increased.
 “In germinated soybeans, TI activity is decreased, 
possibly by the internal heat generated by germination.” 
Figure 2 shows that when soybeans were germinated for 
72 hours, the TI activity dropped to about 87% of its initial 
level after soaking and about 1 hour of sprouting, then fell 
to about 78% of its initial level after 72 hours. If soybeans 
were germinated for 72 hours, then steamed for 2 hours, 
or steamed, dried, and pearled, the trypsin inhibitor level 
dropped to about 10% of its initial level. The addition of 
moist heat was the major reason for the large drop in the 
latter cases. Address: Industrial de Alimentos, Mexico City.

4091. Taira, Harue; Taira, Hirokadzu; Matsukawa, Isao; 
Sanbuichi, Takashi; Horie, Masaki. 1981. [Infl uence of 
fertilizer and planting density on chemical composition of 
soybean seeds. I. Protein, oil, carbohydrate and ash content]. 
Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the 
National Food Research Institute) No. 38. p. 151-64. March. 
[23 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: Reprinted from Proceedings of the Crop Science 
Society of Japan (Nippon Sakumotsu Gakkai Kiji) 49:205-18 
(1980). Address: 1. National Food Research Inst. (Shokuhin 
Sogo Kenkyujo), Kannon-dai 2-1-2, Yatabe-machi, Tsukuba-
gun, Ibaraki-ken 305, Japan.

4092. Torun, B.; Viteri, F.E.; Young, V.R. 1981. Nutritional 
role of soya protein for humans. J. of the American Oil 
Chemists’ Society 58(3):400-06. March. [57 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Soy protein 
quality evaluated in humans: general considerations, soy as 
the only protein source, supplementation with methionine, 
combination of soy and other protein sources. Protein and 
energy density of diets based on vegetable foods. Soy protein 
and trace mineral nutrition.
 Contains 7 tables. A portrait photo shows B. Torun. 
Address: 1-2. INCAP, Guatemala; 3. Dep. of Nutrition & 
Food Science, MIT, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139.

4093. Torun, B. 1981. Soybeans and soy products in the 
feeding of children. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 
58(3):460-64. March. [50 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Premature 
infants. Full-term infants. Preschool children. Older children. 
Adverse reactions to soybeans and soya products (such as 
allergy).
 Although soy protein is widely used as a substitute for 
infants allergic to cow’s milk or intolerant to lactose, it can 
also be a primary cause of allergy (see refs. 44-48). Address: 
Div. of Human Nutrition and Biology, Inst. of Nutrition 
of Central America and Panama (INCAP), Guatemala, 
Guatemala.

4094. Wolf, W.J. 1981. Progress and future needs for 
research in soya protein utilization and nutrition. J. of the 
American Oil Chemists’ Society 58(3):467-73. March. [68 
ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Progress in 
utilization. Research needs in utilization: Flavor, functional 
properties, new foods versus analogs, analytical methods. 
Progress in nutritional studies: Animal assays, human assays. 
Research needs in nutrition: Long-term studies in humans, 
need for methionine, mechanism of trypsin inhibitor action, 
tests for protein quality.
 Table I of this interesting paper gives “Production 
estimates for edible soya protein products in the U.S., 1979 
(based on estimates by N.R. Lockmiller of A.E. Staley Mfg. 
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Co.; units are million lb/year): Defatted soy fl ours and grits 
648, textured soy fl ours 85, soy protein concentrates 60, soy 
protein isolates 60.
 Three other tables give chronologies of important 
developments, each with associated references: (II) 
Developments contributing to the use of edible soya proteins 
(1946-1980, 17 events). Note: Walter Wolf is very interested 
in the history of edible soya proteins:
 “1946-50 Improved soya fl ours
 “1957 Commercial availability of soy protein isolates
 “1959 Commercial availability of soy protein 
concentrates
 “1961 Conference, ‘Soybean Products for Protein in 
Human Foods,’ Peoria, Illinois
 “1962-70 Spun fi ber meat analogs
 “1966 Conference, ‘Soybean Protein Foods,’ Peoria, IL
 “1966 Textured soya fl ours
 “1966 Cereal-soya food blends
 “1971 Approval of textured vegetable proteins for use in 
National School Lunch Program
 “1973 Retail sale of ground beef-textured soya blends
 “1973 World Soy Protein Conference, Munich, Germany
 “1975 Textured protein concentrates
 “1975 First Latin American Conference on Soya Protein, 
Mexico City, Mexico
 “1978 Organization of Soycrafters Association of North 
America
 “1978 World Conference on Vegetable Food Proteins, 
Amsterdam, The Netherlands
 “1980 Approval of soy extender use in ground beef by 
U.S. Armed Forces
 “1980 World Conference on Soya Processing and 
Utilization, Acapulco, Mexico
 (III) Developments in animal nutritional studies of soya 
proteins (1917-1979, 11 events).
 (IV) Developments of human nutritional studies of soya 
proteins (1970-1979, 8 publications). Address: Northern 
Regional Research Center, Agricultural Research, Science 
and Education Administration, USDA, Peoria, Illinois.

4095. Wright, K.N. 1981. Soybean meal processing and 
quality control. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 
58(3):294-300. March. [60 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Nonprocessing 
quality factors. Biologically active factors. Allergenicity. 
Soybean processing. Laboratory tests for quality. Urease 
activity.
 Soybeans are widely used to make calf-milk replacer, 
but this can cause unexpected problems.
 “Allergenicty: It has been reported that calves are 
particularly sensitive to certain soybean proteins. Attempts to 
substitute more than 30% or 40% soya resulted in diarrhea, 
weight loss and occasional deaths (48, 49). Smith and 
Sissons (50) provided evidence of disturbances in intestinal 

function, which may be linked with a gastrointestinal allergic 
response. Barratt et al. (51) studied serum antibody responses 
to ingested aqueous alcohol extracted-soy proteins and 
showed them to be predominantly a complement-fi xing IgGl 
precipitin. No evidence of tolerance was seen. Previously 
sensitized calves responded to reintroduction of a soya diet 
with marked increases in antibody levels. Biopsies revealed 
morphological disturbances to the villi and lamina propria 
of the intestine. A signifi cant inhibition of fl ow rate in the 
intestine was demonstrated in the pig.
 “Diser (52) observed that when calves were given 
successive feeds prepared from heated soy fl our, mean rates 
of digesta fl ow increased markedly between the fi rst and 
fi fth feed, which confi rmed other observations. Ileal fl ow, 
polyethylene glycol recovery and N absorption obtained for 
heated soya fl our were signifi cantly different (P < 0.05) from 
those for casein or ethanol extracted soy meal. It appeared 
that hot aqueous ethanol treatment of soybean products for 
calf feeding had a benefi cial effect by inactivating toxic 
factors responsible for disturbances of digestive processes. 
The benefi cial effect that ethanol extraction of soya meal 
had in calf diets in preventing digestive disorders and in 
improving growth may have been partly due to the removal 
of ethanol-soluble oligosaccharides. Sucrose, a major 
disaccharide in soybeans, is not digested by the calf, nor are 
the polysaccharides stachyose and raffi nose.” Address: A.E. 
Staley Mfg. Co., Decatur, Illinois.

4096. Ye, E-C. 1981. [Case-control study of 100 gastric 
cancer cases]. Zhonghua Yu Fang Yi Xue Za Zhi (Chinese J. 
of Preventive Medicine [Peking]) 15(2):107-09. March. [Chi; 
eng]*
• Summary: A case-control study of 100 gastric-cancer and 
age-matched controls conducted in Shanghai, China, showed 
signifi cantly lower relative cancer risk among those who 
consumed soymilk frequently. Address: China.

4097. Toyo Shinpo (Soyfoods News). 1981. Karushiumu 
iri “kenkô nattô”, (Kabushikigaisha) Tokusan-sha ga 
hatsubaichû: Ippanryûtsû nimo ryôkô. Gakkô kyûshokuyô 
shokuhin ni jitsuyô ninka sareteiru karushiumu “Karunaa.” 
Gakkô kyûshoku deno nattô juyô fueru, Karushiumu Nattô 
no shûhen [“Healthy Nattô” with calcium added is on the 
market, made by Tokusan-sha (KK): It has a good reputation 
with a regular distribution too. School lunch program usage 
approved calcium (natto) “Kalner.” The demand for natto 
increased school lunches because of calcium nattô]. April 21. 
p. 16. [Jap]
• Summary: A photo shows the front of four new natto (with 
calcium added) packages.

4098. Baker, E.C.; Mustakas, G.C.; Erdman, J.W., Jr.; Black, 
L.T. 1981. The preparation of soy products with different 
levels of native phytate for zinc bioavailability studies. J. of 
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the American Oil Chemists’ Society 58(4):541-43. April. [20 
ref]
• Summary: Soybeans contain 1-1.5% phytic acid by weight 
and perhaps other metal-binding agents that can reduce 
mineral bioavailability. These minerals include zinc, calcium, 
magnesium, phosphorus and possibly iron. Fortunately, by 
processing the soybeans (or soy fl our) properly while making 
foods, phytic acid levels can be reduced to as low as 0.29%. 
This low level of phytate was achieved by precipitating the 
protein curd at pH 5.5. Address: 1,2&4. NRRC, Agricultural 
Research, Science and Education Administration, U.S. Dep. 
of Agriculture, Peoria, Illinois; 3. Dep. of Food Science, 
Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, 61801.

4099. Chen, Steve. 1981. Nutrition and production of 
soymilk. Food Industries Monthly 13(4):5-13. April. [1 ref. 
Eng]
• Summary: Originally presented in Bangkok, Thailand in 
1980, then published as a 10-page booklet by the American 
Soybean Assoc., Taiwan. Address: Country Director, 
American Soybean Assoc., Taiwan.

4100. Dutra de Oliveira, J.E. 1981. Methionine 
supplementation of soy protein formulas. American J. of 
Clinical Nutrition 34(4):605-06. April. [6 ref]
• Summary: Research shows that methionine 
supplementation defi nitely helps rats. However, there are too 
many discrepancies in the available data to generalize about 
the effect of methionine supplementation on soya products 
used for human consumption–including infant formulas. 
Whether such supplementation is benefi cial or not in a soya 
product depends on many factors, such as the type of product 
used, the nature of processing, the amount of protein added 
to the formula, and the method of biological testing. Address: 
Faculdade de Medicina, Univ. of Sao Paulo, Ribeirao Preto, 
SP, Brazil.

4101. Harper, Judson M.; Jansen, G. Richard. 1981. 
Nutritious foods produced by low-cost technology. LEC 
Report No. 10. vii + 72 p. April. Illust. 28 cm. (Departments 
of Agricultural and Chemical Engineering, and Food Science 
and Nutrition, Colorado State Univ., Ft. Collins, CO 80523). 
[33 ref]
• Summary: At top of title page: “Summary report of 
cooperative activities between Colorado State University and 
the Offi ce of International Cooperation and Development, 
USDA 1974-1980.”
 Contents. Summary. 1.0 Introduction: 1.1 Need to 
Augment the Supply of Title II Blended Foods, 1.2 Benefi ts 
of Centrally Processed Foods, 1.3 Project Scope.
 2.0 Objectives.
 3.0 Alternative Low-Cost Cooking Methods, 3.1 
Characteristics of Low-cost Methods, 3.2 Extruders, 3.3 
Roasters.

 4.0 Capabilities and Limitations of LECs: 4.1 Brady 
Extruder, 4.2 Insta-Pro Extruder, 4.3 Anderson Extruder, 4.4 
Summary of Extruder Characteristics.
 5.0 LEC Product Evaluation and Specifi cations: 5.1 
Cereal/Legume Blends, 5.2 Extruded Full-fat Soy Flour, 5.3 
Roasted Full-fat Soy Flour, 5.4 Specifi cations for Blended 
Floods.
 6.0 Extrusion Plants: 6.1 Typical LEC Plant Costs, 6.2 
Typical Manufacturing Costs,
 7.0 LEC Products: 7.1 Blended Foods, 7.2 Full-fat Soy 
Flour, 7.3 Drink Bases, 7.4 Soup Bases, 7.5 Snacks, 7.6 RTE 
[ready to eat] Cereals.
 8.0 Demonstration Plants: 8.1 Sri Lanka, 8.2 Costa 
Rica, 8.3 Tanzania, 8.4 Guyana, 8.5 Other Commercial 
Applications.
 9.0 Technology Transfer: 9.1 International Workshops, 
9.2 Technology Transfer Center, 9.3 Modular Plant Design.
 10.0 Additional Information: 10.1 Special Reports and 
Publications, 10.2 Papers and Presentations.
 11.0 Acknowledgments.
 Contains 18 tables, 7 fi gures, and a full page of 
abbreviations.
 AID Agency for International Development
 ANRC Animal Nutrition Research Council
 AOCS American Oil Chemists Society
 CARE Cooperative for American Relief Everywhere, 
Inc.
 CR Costa Rica
 CSB Corn/Soy Blend
 CSM Corn/Soy/Milk
 CSU Colorado State University
 dc degermed corn
 ds dehulled soy
 FFA Free Fatty Acid
 FFSF Full-Fat Soy Flour
 GPC Guyana Pharmaceutical Corporation, Ltd.
 ICSM Instant Corn/Soy/Milk
 LDC Less Developed Country
 LEC Low-cost Extrusion Cooker
 LEC-CSB Low-cost extrusion cooked-corn/soy blend
 LEC-CSM Low-cost extrusion cooked-corn/soy/milk
 M.T. Metric Ton
 NFDM Non-Fat Dry Milk
 NSI Nitrogen Solubility Index
 PER Protein Effi ciency Ratio
 PVO Private Voluntary Organization
 RTE Ready-To-Eat
 SSL Sodium Steroyl-Lactalate
 TIU Trypsin Inhibitor Unit
 U.S. United States
 USAID United States Agency for International 
Development
 USDA United States Department of Agriculture
 wc whole corn
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 ws whole soy
 “Summary: Interest has grown in less developed 
countries (LDC’s) for information concerning the 
manufacture of precooked nutritious foods from cereals 
and legumes or oil seeds. The cooking extruder is ideally 
suited to these application for in one continuous operation it 
combines, heats and precooks food blends increasing their 
nutritional value, palatability, and utility.
 “To capitalize on this technology, relatively small low-
cost extrusion cookers (LEC’s), having the ability to process 
a wide variety of ingredients, needed to be evaluated and 
demonstrated. The Brady (#2106), Insta-Pro (#500 and 
#2000), and the Anderson (4.5”) extruders were specifi cally 
evaluated for these applications. Although their individual 
characteristics and capabilities differ, all have the potential 
to produce nutritious foods. Their relatively low capital 
and operating costs allow the manufacture of precooked 
food products at the lowest possible costs so that they can 
effectively reach the most vulnerable segments of LDC 
populations.
 “The principal focus of this work has been the 
production of blended foods similar to Title II Food For 
Peace products such as corn/soy blends (CSB), instant 
corn/soy/milk (ICSM), etc. These studies showed that 
instant products could be produced having a high caloric 
density, protein quality similar to milk, good shelf life when 
packaged in simple packages, and low bacterial counts. 
Foods of this type can be manufactured using the LEC for 
about 20% more than the raw ingredient costs.
 Demonstration plants using the LEC technology have 
been designed, constructed and operated in Sri Lanka, 
Tanzania, Costa Rica, and Guyana. Most plants produce 
between 500 to 1,000 kg/hr. These plants have served as pilot 
projects for the technology as well as a method to document 
actual costs and experiences in the LDC environment. 
Complete records of the capital and operating costs have 
been kept which indicate the relatively low cost of the 
systems and the foods they produce.
 “A variety of publications, reports and documents are 
available to the potential users of the technology. All of these 
fi ndings point to the broad range of applications possible and 
the potential for the LEC technology to produce nutritious 
food products in LDC’s.
 “Finally, Colorado State University (CSU) is prepared to 
provide technical assistance to those interested in evaluating 
or applying the LEC technology to a variety of projects.” 
Address: Colorado State Univ., Fort Collins, Colorado.

4102. Kapoor, C.M.; Gupta, S.K. 1981. Soy-whey weaning 
food. I. Method of manufacture. J. of Food Science and 
Technology (Mysore, India) 18(2):55-58. April. [12 ref]
• Summary: A low-cost, protein-energy-rich weaning food 
of acceptable quality was prepared using soybean and cheese 
whey. The manufacturing method consisted in soaking, 

blanching and dehulling soybeans, grinding the soy-whey 
mixture, adding oil and oil-soluble vitamins, homogenizing 
the mix, spray drying, fortifying with water-soluble vitamins, 
fl avouring, and packaging. The product was free from anti-
trypsin activity. The article is part of the thesis by C.M. 
Kapoor for Ph.D. degree, Punjab University, Chandigarh, 
India, 1979. Address: National Dairy Research Inst., Karnal 
132 001, India.

4103. Kay, Theodore. 1981. Elimination of fl atus factors in 
soya bean preparation for a rural community. J. of Tropical 
Pediatrics 27(2):108-09. April. [Eng]
• Summary: Gives step-by-step methods for making soya 
bean milk and soya bean fl our from whole soybeans. The 
resulting milk is low in fl atus factors and virtually free of 
beany taste.
 Preparation of soya bean milk:
 1. Soak soya beans in plenty of fresh water at room 
temperature overnight (about 12 hours).
 2. Drain soaked beans into gauze, muslin or strainer. 
Measure 1 volume.
 3. Take an equal volume of clean water and bring to a 
boil in a pot.
 4. Blanch for 2-3 seconds and wait for water to resume 
boiling.
 5. Place beans in boiling water and remove from fi re.
 6. Stir beans in pot to bring to uniform temperature and 
allow to stand for 5 to 6 minutes; leave to cool. Remove 
beans from water.
 7. Grind beans into a white creamy paste and mix into 3 
parts clean water.
 8. Filter the mixture and boil fi ltrate for 2 to 3 minutes.
 See also recipe for making whole soya fl our in dry 
season in tropics.
 “Acknowledgement: The author is very grateful to the 
German Institution for Medical Mission, Tubingen, West 
Germany, for providing fi nancial assistance and a multitude 
of friends all over the world who have been praying for the 
success of work on soya bean popularization to reduce the 
incidence of protein-energy malnutrition in Africa.” Address: 
1. Dep. of Community Medicine, Faculty of Medicine, Univ. 
of Jos, Jos, Nigeria.

4104. Kleinman, R.E.; Bloch, K.J.; Walker, W.A. 1981. Gut 
induced anaphylaxis and uptake of a bystander protein: An 
amplifi cation of anaphylactic sensitivity (Abstract). Pediatric 
Research 15:598. (Abst. #936). April.
• Summary: “Among the consequences of enhanced 
systemic uptake of protein during intestinal anaphylaxis is 
the induction of an IgE antibody response to this protein. 
Preliminary experiments suggest that an IgE antibody 
response can be induced by this mechanism. These fi ndings 
suggest the broadening of anaphylactic sensitivity of animals 
to new antigens and may explain multiple sensitivities to 
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food antigens in humans.” Address: Harvard Medical School, 
Massachusetts General Hospital, Dep. of Pediatrics and 
Medicine, Boston, Massachusetts.

4105. Weingartner, K.E.; Franzen, L.; Erdman, J.W., Jr. 
1981. Effect of coprophagy in rats upon bioavailability of 
calcium added to casein- and soy fl our-based diets. Nutrition 
Reports International 23(4):755-61. April. [8 ref]
• Summary: “It was concluded that (a) coprophagy did not 
effect calcium bioavailability, (b) calcium added to soy fl our-
based diets was highly available, and (c) polyethylene collars 
used to prevent coprophagy can be stressful.” Address: Dep. 
of Food Science, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana.

4106. Toyo Shinpo (Soyfoods News). 1981. Tônyû shijô no ?? 
[Soymilk market in Japan]. May 11. p. 3. [Jap]
• Summary: Mr. Machida estimates that the amount of 
soymilk produced in Japan was 4,000 tonnes (metric tons) 
in 1978, 8,000 tonnes in 1979, and 10,000 tonnes in 1980, 
worth 300 million yen (US$13 million). The retail price 
for 200 ml averages 60 yen. Much effort is being put into 
promoting the slogan “Drink the healthful alkaline beverage” 
on TV. In March of this year, Meiji Nyugyo started making 
SunGlow Soymilk.

4107. Miller, Roger W. 1981. Vegetarianism: A healthy diet 
is quite possible. Chicago Tribune. May 21. p. W_A30D.
• Summary: A long article in praise of vegetarianism, 
and explaining the many benefi ts of a vegetarian diet. 
Philosophers ask: What right do humans have to kill and eat 
other creatures. Nutritionists admit that a balanced vegetarian 
diet is healthier and leads to less obesity than the standard 
American diet. Cattle have to eat 16 pounds of grain to 
produce 1 pound of meat, so ecologists applaud vegetarians.
 In 1974 the Food and Nutrition Board of the National 
Academy of Sciences put an end to the myth that humans 
need to eat meat in order to be healthy. Their statement 
on vegetarian diets concluded: “A vegetarian can be well 
nourished if he eats a variety of plant foods and gives 
attention to the critical nutrients (needed by all people).” 
The writer summarizes the Board’s recommendations for 
vegetarians, focusing on legumes, grains, nuts and other 
seeds, dark green leafy vegetables, and meat alternatives.
 Defi nes vegans, lacto vegetarians, and lacto-ovo 
vegetarians.
 Trappist monks shun meat because they consider it a 
luxury, and this in confl ict with their quest for the simple 
life. Seventh-Day Adventists, who are vegetarians, generally 
have fewer death due to heart disease, but this may be due to 
the fact that many of them do not smoke or drink, and they 
consume lower levels of fats and cholesterol.
 Meat contains no dietary fi ber; this it contributes to the 
U.S. laxative habit that costs several hundred million dollars 
a year.

 Legumes (such as soybeans, lentils, peanuts, or 
chickpeas), nuts, and “meat substitutes made from plant 
protein (usually with a soybean base) are also protein sources 
for a vegetarian diet. In addition to providing protein, these 
meat alternatives supply varying amounts of other essential 
nutrients.”

4108. Ridenour, Virginia. 1981. Use of black soybeans and 
red dates in China to build blood (Interview). SoyaScan 
Notes. May 23. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods 
Center. [1 ref]
• Summary: Cook black soybeans in soup with red dates 
(hong zao) and plenty of extra water. Cook with only that 
(or with meat) for a long time (3-4 hours) to make a strong, 
watery soup. Try it.
 “This is used very often by women in China, where it is 
known to build red blood. Women’s diseases are considered 
to be closely related to the blood. So women often make this 
preparation. It has been done for centuries. Since this black 
soybean soup is yang, it builds the and strengthen the body; 
its a tonic. Blood is yin. Red dates are neither yin or yang. 
Soy is on the yang side of neutral, like most beans, but not 
real yang. Dates aid digestion. This is general knowledge 
both among the people and among traditional Chinese 
doctors using herbs and acupuncture. This is the main way 
black soybeans used in China.
 “Another use. Cook fermented black soybeans with a lot 
of other herbs (she will try to fi nd the names), then almost 
ferment it all together. Used for children who are somewhat 
weak and prone to sickness or colds. Cook this with the 
white of freshly picked, minced scallions, for a short time. 
Give to a child at the fi rst sign of a cold. It helps the child 
to sweat out cold without weakening the child. The name of 
the fermented soybean-herb concoction is dan dou chi (she 
will get the Chinese characters), also if possible amounts and 
recipe. She will also try to get the characters for red date, all 
in Mandarin.
 Tofu is a bit cold and wet, so it is not used in the way 
black soybeans are. Address: Santa Cruz, California 95062.

4109. Ridenour, Virginia. 1981. Re: Use of black soybeans 
and red dates in China to build women’s blood. Letter 
to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, May 26. 2 p. 
Handwritten, on letterhead. [1 ref]
• Summary: “Here are the characters and pinyin latinization 
of the black soybean, red date, etc.
 “Black bean (2 Cc = 2 Chinese characters are given), hei 
dou.
 “Red date (2 Cc), hong zao.
 “Since it’s the small red date that’s used medicinally, 
rather than the larger ones, you can specify these. They’re 
called “chicken-heart dates” (see label–which reads “Heart-
shaped Red Dates”–3 Cc, jin xin zao).
 The black-bean & herbs used for children’s colds is (3 
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Cc) dan dou chi.
 “I forgot to mention that the black bean and red date 
recipe must include ginger.
 “The dan dou chi is a highly specialized recipe, which 
is diffi cult to get. Even traditional Chinese doctors don’t 
prepare it, but buy it ready made at herb shops. Still, I think 
it would be worth mentioning in your book, even without 
the recipe. The latin name for dan dou chi is Semen Sojac 
Praeparatum.
 “To use it, one makes a tea with the white portion of 
green onions. Use about 6 onions and 2 tablespoons of the 
herb-fermented beans (dan dou chi) and make a tea using 
1½-2 cups of water and simmering all for about ½ hour. 
That which isn’t used immediately can be saved (preferably 
refrigerated) and given to the child in 2 tablespoon doses 
every few hours. Remember the tea is effective in the 
beginning stages of a cold, when it is effective and helpful to 
induce sweating. As I said in our phone conversation, this tea 
is a very safe, neutral one yet it can cause perspiration and 
help dissipate a cold in early stages.
 “Let me know if any of this needs clarifi cation. Hope the 
book is going well; my best to both of you & hope to see you 
before too much more time. Love, Virginia.
 “P.S. As you’ve probably noticed, I’ve given you the 
old Chinese characters for these things, rather than the 
simplifi ed. Is that alright?” Address: Santa Cruz, California 
95062.

4110. Klein, Barbara P. 1981. Re: Current work on soybeans 
being done in the Department of Foods and Nutrition of the 
School of Human Resources and Family Studies (formerly 
the Department of Home Economics). Letter to William 
Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, Lafayette, May 29. 1 p. Typed, 
with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Current work on soybeans being done in the 
Department of Foods and Nutrition of the School of Human 
Resources and Family Studies (formerly the Department 
of Home Economics) includes testing of different types 
of soy protein, use of whole soybeans in meats and baked 
products. Other work is being done on the characteristics 
of the enzyme systems responsible for off-fl avor and aroma 
production in soy. We are interested in the use of whole 
soybeans in home prepared foods.
 “In the past ten years, we have continued to work 
intermittently on problems associated with the incorporation 
of soy in foods. A North Central Regional publication, 
‘Textured Soy Products as Meat Extenders,’ resulted from 
a cooperative study conducted by investigators at a number 
of Agricultural Experiment Stations. We have also studied 
properties of soy products used as functional additives, 
as well as protein fortifi ers and the use of whole cooked 
soybeans in a variety of products. I am enclosing reprints of 
some of the more recent articles.” Address: Ph.D., Associate 
Prof., Dep. of Foods and Nutrition, 905 South Goodwin, 

274 Bevier Hall, College of Agriculture, Univ. of Illinois, 
Urbana, IL 61801. Phone: 217-333-1324.

4111. Callenbach, John C.; Sheehan, M.B.; Abramson, S.J.; 
Hall, R.T. 1981. Etiologic factors in rickets of very low-
birth-weight infants. J. of Pediatrics 98(5):800-05. May. [10 
ref]
• Summary: Describes a high rate of rickets in preterm 
infants fed soy-based formula. Address: Section of 
Neonatology, The Children’s Mercy Hospital, Univ. of 
Missouri Kansas City School of Medicine, Kansas City, 
Missouri.

4112. Food Engineering. 1981. Food from a fermenter looks 
and tastes like meat. 53(5):117-18. May.
• Summary: “A food based on Fusarium fungus is expected 
to be tested in British supermarkets later this year. The 
fungus is produced continuously in a 100-ton-per-year pilot 
plant” by British food manufacturer Rank Hovis McDougall 
(RHM), Europe’s fourth largest food manufacturer. The UK 
government has given the company the go-ahead to test 
market the product even though it still wants animal trials 
carried out on the food’s safety. The new food is called 
“mycoprotein” and its main advantages are that it has a meat-
like texture (lacking in other single cell proteins such as 
bacteria), its mushroom-like fl avor is more acceptable than 
the beany taste of textured soya, and since it grows more 
slowly than yeasts or bacteria, it contains less ribonucleic 
acid (RNA). “RHM has managed to reduce the nucleic acid 
content of mycoprotein to below the acceptable upper limit 
of one percent. With bacteria, RNA levels have reached 
as high as 25 percent and with yeasts up to 15 percent.” 
Mycoprotein is also not defi cient in essential amino acids. 
On a dry-weight basis it contains 45% protein. “’The fungal 
protein thus represents in nutritional terms the fi rst vegetable 
protein with the biological value of animal protein,’ said 
Professor Arnold Spicer, former RHM research director who 
was responsible for launching the mycoprotein project.” 
Three important things have happened to mycoprotein during 
the past decade. First, continuous fermentation has become 
a reality and process effi ciency is high. It takes only 2-3 
pounds of carbohydrate to produce 1 pound of protein by 
the RHM process. Second, RHM has learned how to turn 
the slurry of mycoprotein fi laments that comes from the 
fermenter into a very convincing replica of meat, poultry and 
fi sh; these are physical, not chemical, treatments. Third, there 
is an increasing body of knowledge confi rming the safety 
and nutritional value of mycoprotein. Its NPU is 70 to 75 
and supplementation with 0.2% methionine raises it to 100 
which is equal the standard of protein quality–namely the 
egg. A photo shows a chicken analog that has been battered 
and fried.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2004) 
that contains the word “mycoprotein.”
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4113. Hildebrand, D.F.; Hymowitz, T. 1981. Two soybean 
genotypes lacking lipoxygenase-1. J. of the American Oil 
Chemists’ Society 58(5):583-86. May. [32 ref]
• Summary: The USDA soybean germplasm collection 
was screened for genotypes lacking lipoxygenase-1. Two 
varieties or plant introductions (PI) were found: 133226 from 
Indonesia and PI 408251 from Korea.
 Lipoxygenase [linoleate: O2 autoreductase, EC 
1.13.11.12] is widely considered to be the principal cause 
of the undesirable fl avors in soy products, especially 
soymilk. Moreover, the lipid hydroperoxides resulting from 
lipoxygenase action can lead to loss of nutritive value by 
the destruction of certain vitamins and protein. In addition, 
lipid hydroperoxides and their breakdown products may have 
toxic effects.
 Soybean seeds contain at least three lipoxygenase 
isozymes, each having a molecular weight (MW) of about 
100,000. With linoleic acid the substrate, lipoxygenase-1 
(L-1) has a pH optimum at 9.5, L-2 has a pH optimum at 
6.5, and L-3 has a broad pH optimum from 4.5 to 9.0. The 
isoelectric points of the three isoenzymes are also different. 
L-1 is the most acidic. L-1 is the most reactive with free 
linoleic acid, whereas L-2 and L-3 are most reactive with 
methyllinoleate or trilinolein. On an equal protein basis, L-1 
is 2.5 times as active as L-2 at its optimum pH, and L-2 is 
2.5 times as active as L-3 or L-3b. L-1 is at least 36 rimes 
more stable than L-2 at 69ºC. Address: Dep. of Agronomy, 
Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Urbana, Illinois 
61801.

4114. Leviton, Richard. 1981. Soyfood nutrition: 
Inadequacies of knowledge. Vegetarian Times No. 46. May. 
p. 63-65. [2 ref]
• Summary: “Soyfoods, with their versatility and low cost, 
hold great promise when it comes to major dietary change. 
But before soyfoods will be accepted as part of our dietary 
mainstream, further studies will have to be undertaken. 
Most of the currently available research on the nutritional 
value of soyfoods was derived from studies of soy isolates 
on laboratory animals. There are fl aws in this approach, as 
Richard Leviton explains. First of a two-part series.
 “A few soyfoods companies in the U.S.–those that are in 
the vanguard in marketing tofu to large volume institutional 
customers such as public schools and hospitals–are being 
asked tough questions about the nutritional value of their 
products.
 “Dieticians want not only recipes, they’re increasingly 
asking for precise, accurate and scientifi cally verifi able 
nutritional composition fi gures.
 “What is the complete nutritional breakdown of tofu, 
including its amino acid profi le? What is its digestibility 
index? Is the calcium in tofu absorbed and utilized as well 
as in dairy products? These are tough questions, and few 

people–even knowledgeable people in the business–have 
adequate answers.
 “To a large extent, answering these questions requires 
original and expensive research. My search through 
the scientifi c literature (albeit not exhaustive although 
considerable) indicates that very little work has been done to 
provide such specifi c answers–at least in English.
 “What work has been done has focused on soy protein 
isolates and concentrates, and on soy fl our. And these 
experiments have been conducted mainly on laboratory rats, 
while the relatively few human studies have been short term.
 “A few nutrition labs across the country–notably the 
University of Illinois and the University of Massachusetts–
have a few projects underway to work directly with lightly-
processed soyfoods (tempeh, miso and tofu), but the lack 
of information is great and much more research is needed 
if soyfoods are to vault the barrier of skepticism which 
has gone up around much of the nutrition community. As 
researchers Tseng, Chang and Smith-Nury reported in the 
Home Economics Research Journal (Dec. ‘77), “... accurate 
nutrient composition of tofu products is needed in order to 
defi ne its usage in and contribution to the diet.”
 “The study of soyfoods nutriture is focused primarily 
on how well these foods meet the human amino acid 
requirements (Ed. note: amino acids are the components 
of protein. See “Nutrition for Beginning Vegetarians” 
in this issue.) Unfortunately, there are limitations to this 
approach. To begin with, there are methods currently used 
to measure the protein content of foods: biological value; 
protein effi ciency ratio (PER); minimum satisfactory PER; 
net protein utilization (NPU); relative protein value; slope 
ratio; nitrogen balance index; and amino acid score. These 
measurements gauge the effi ciency of utilization of the food 
protein in terms of depositing bodily nitrogen, which is what 
protein is in large part.
 “Secondly, people are not rats. And there are important 
differences between human nutritional requirements and 
those of the rodents.
 “The “Protein Effi ciency Ratio” was devised in 1919 to 
measure rat growth. It expresses the weight gain and protein 
consumed as a ratio. This offi cial standard is viewed with 
serious reservations by many contemporary nutritionists.
 “PER measurements for humans are merely extrapolated 
measurements obtained from rat studies. This is a key 
shortcoming. The human requirement for lysine is only 68% 
that of rats. When it comes to the sulphur-containing amino 
acids methionine and cystine, for example, the nutritional 
requirement for rats twice that of humans. Moreover, these 
two amino acids are what are known as the “limiting amino 
acids” (those in shortest supply which thus limit the total 
available protein) in soybeans. The situation is kind of like 
estimating the running speed of a human by measuring the 
speed of a two-legged dog.
 “In the book Soy Protein, Dr. Nevin Scrimshaw, a 
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professor of nutrition and food science at MIT, seriously 
attacks PER saying, ‘... (it) raises serious doubts (that) 
rat assays provide valid and quantitatively meaningful 
information on the relative value of food proteins to support 
long-term maintenance and growth of humans.’
 “In general, protein quality measurements underestimate 
the metabolic complexities of humans and have too narrow 
a focus. ‘Even when protein is measured using the best 
available procedures,’ notes Dr. Peter Pellet in his paper 
“Critique of Methods for Evaluation of Protein Quality,” 
‘ancillary studies, both biological and chemical, are 
necessary to assess fully the potential value of protein in a 
real-life situation.’
 “In addition, other factors such as health, nutritional 
status and age must also be considered. Protein quality must 
be evaluated in the context of one’s total diet. We must look 
at the overall picture.
 “Egg protein has historically exemplifi ed the ideal 
amino acid pattern for humans, but the notion that the amino 
acid pattern of the egg constitutes a ‘perfect’ protein is 
coming under heavy fi re. Again from the, book Soy Protein I 
cite a distinguished contributor, Dr. Richard Jansen:
 “’Humans, even for growth, do not require as high a 
percentage of essential amino acids in general–lysine and 
methionine in particular–as are present in egg protein.
 “’Protein quality differences can be measured by 
bioassays only at inadequate intake levels, but quantity, to 
a large extent, can compensate for quality. One could say 
that at normal protein levels, soy, methionine-enriched soy 
and beef, all meet protein needs and no difference in protein 
quality is demonstrable.
 “’One must allow for the fact that human bodies have 
periods of protein component (nitrogen) loss, followed by 
periods of high protein component (nitrogen) retention. 
These tend to balance each other out as long as overall intake 
is adequate over time.
 “’Although our bodies may not get exact nutritional 
requirements at a meal, the stomach is an excellent regulator 
of the rate of fl ow of digestion products to the rest of the 
body, thus the time lag before the rest of the requirements 
is met may not be great. Periods without a particular amino 
acid are unlikely with people (who eat a varied diet).’
 “Finally, addressing the alleged lack of methionine 
in soybeans (and hence soyfoods), Dr. Scrimshaw noted, 
‘when the level of soy intake is suffi cient to meet the dietary 
allowance for total protein there is no measurable effect 
when supplementary methionine is added... There is little 
justifi cation for requiring supplementation of soy protein 
products with methionine.’
 “Some of the issues raised in this article are technical, 
and to some the issues may appear to nit pick. But if 
soyfoods are to gain their rightful place in our diet–our 
nation’s diet–then these obstacles must be overcome. 
Questions of methionine, NPU scores and other such 

basic concerns must be addressed. To answer the concerns 
of nutritionists we must be able to provide the answers 
convincingly. This means having at least a rudimentary 
knowledge of how protein is measured and an awareness of 
the shortcomings of current measurement techniques.
 “Meanwhile, study into the nutritional value of soyfoods 
will have to be improved. Better methods of useable protein 
measurement will have to be devised and studies must 
include long-range human studies where all other factors of 
health and overall diet are taken into account.
 “When the fi ght is over I’m sure soyfoods will emerge 
a winner, but meanwhile, the battle enabling these foods to 
assume their rightful place in our diets is being fought in 
university laboratories by white rats and guinea pigs. Our 
progress is measured in nitrogen values and micrograms of 
methionine. Surely foods as noble and yet humble as tofu 
and tempeh deserve better.” Address: Editor and Publisher, 
Soyfoods magazine, 100 Heath Rd., Colrain, Massachusetts 
01340.

4115. Ralston Purina Co. 1981. Prime proteins–minus one 
(Ad). Food Processing (Chicago) 42(5):159. May.
• Summary: “The missing one is Ralston Purina’s prime 
protein–isolated soy protein. It’s prime because it contains 
all eight essential amino acids in a pattern that matches the 
amino acid pattern for high-quality protein established by the 
Food and Nutrition Board, National Academy of Sciences.”
 The top half of the ad contains a photo showing most 
of the different types of animal protein–slices of red meat, 
a plucked chicken, two dead fi sh, a glass of milk, slices of 
cheese and eggs, all on a cutting block.
 In the lower right corner is a clip-out form to request 
the brochure “Nutritional Aspects of Isolated Soy Protein.” 
Address: Protein Div., Checkerboard Square, St. Louis, 
Missouri 63188.

4116. Roy, Diana M.; Schneeman, Barbara O. 1981. Effect 
of soy protein, casein and trypsin inhibitor on cholesterol, 
bile acids and pancreatic enzymes in mice. J. of Nutrition 
111(5):878-85. May. [41 ref]
• Summary: “Therefore, soybean TI [trypsin inhibitor] does 
not seem to affect cholesterol metabolism, though it greatly 
affects pancreatic secretion. On the other hand, soy protein 
has a marked effect on bile acid and cholesterol metabolism, 
which may be a function of protein quality.” Address: Dep. 
of Nutrition, Univ. of California, Davis, CA 95616.

4117. San-Jirushi International, Inc. 1981. This old timer 
solves some modern processing problems (Ad). Food 
Processing (Chicago) 42(5):126. May.
• Summary: “Who would believe a 1200-year-old natural 
seasoning could prove effective for: (1) enhancing and 
retaining natural fl avors in frozen and canned foods and 
snacks, and (2) reducing sodium in processed foods without 
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leaving them dull and bland.”
 “San-J Tamari is brewed from whole soybeans only, in a 
traditional process that dates from the 7th century.
 “By laboratory analysis, San- Tamari contains 30% more 
organic protein than any popular soy sauce sold in the U.S. 
This protein, in the form of 18 amino acids, enables San-J 
Tamari to effectively replace salt as an all-purpose, reduced-
sodium seasoning.”
 A large vertical photo shows a 61 fl . oz. plastic bottle of 
SanJ Tamari. Address: 3235 Boulevard, Colonial Heights, 
Virginia 23834. Phone: (804) 520-1513.

4118. Shenai, J.P.; Jhaveri, B.M.; Reynolds, J.W.; Huston, 
R.K.; Babson, S.G. 1981. Nutritional balance studies in very 
low-birth-weight infants: Role of soy formula. Pediatrics 
67(5):631-37. May. [29 ref]
• Summary: Describes a high rate of rickets in preterm 
infants fed soy-based formula. Address: Dep. of Pediatrics, 
Univ. of Oregon Health Sciences Center, Portland, OR.

4119. Wilson, Robert P.; Robinson, E.H.; Poe, W.E. 
1981. Apparent and true availability of amino acids from 
common feed ingredients for channel catfi sh. J. of Nutrition 
111(5):923-29. May. [20 ref]
• Summary: Soybean meal, peanut meal, cottonseed meal, 
and corn were among the feed ingredients studied. Address: 
Dep. of Biochemistry, Mississippi State Univ., MS 39762.

4120. Murphy, P.A. 1981. Separation of genistin, daidzin, 
and their aglucones and coumestrol by gradient high-
performance liquid chromatography. J. of Chromatography 
211(1):166-69. June 26. [11 ref]
• Summary: “We are interested in developing a method to 
maximize extraction effi ciency and increase the speed of 
separation for the glucosides and aglucones of isofl avones 
from soybeans and their protein products. Authentic samples 
of genistein, daidzein (K & K Rare and Fine Chemicals, 
ICN, Plainview, New York), and coumestrol (Pfaltz and 
Bauer, Stanford [Stamford], Connecticut) were obtained as 
standards.”
 Four methods of extraction (using methanol, 90:10 
chloroform methanol, acetonitrile, or acetone) and separation 
are described and compared. The fl uorescent properties 
of daidzein and coumestrol were used to detect these 
compounds in soy fl akes. Address: Dep. of Food Technology, 
Iowa State Univ., Ames, IA 50011.

4121. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1981. History of 
fermented soymilk and its products. Soyfoods Center, P.O. 
Box 234, Lafayette, CA 94549. 19 p. June 28. Unpublished 
typescript. Available online at www.soyinfocenter.com.
• Summary: www.soyinfocenter.com/HSS/fermented_
soymilk.php
 A comprehensive history of the subject. Contents: 

Introduction: Relatively recent, advantages of fermentation. 
History of acidophilus soymilk from Li Yu-ying and Beltzer 
(1910-1912). History of investigations on the growth of 
lactic acid bacteria in soymilk from Gehrke and Weiser 
(1947). History of soymilk yogurt. History of fermented 
soymilk cheeses. History of soymilk piima and viili. History 
of soymilk kefi r, kumiss, and buttermilk. Address: Lafayette, 
California. Phone: 415-283-2991.

4122. Bassett, Barbara. 1981. Surprise! Its soy: New ideas 
for soy cookery from the Soyfoods Center. Bestways. June. 
p. 70-71, 74.
• Summary: This is an interview with William Shurtleff plus 
recipes for their latest favorite (previously unpublished) tofu 
recipes, including Yummy no-egg carob-applesauce cake 
with tofu, No-egg tofu carrot cake with tofu-tahini icing, 
Tofu cheesecake with strawberry topping, Tofu-apple-nut 
whole-wheat bread, Savory tofu cutlets (fried), Tofu carob 
parfait, Wonderful creamy tofu dip or dressing: our favorite 
latest discovery, and Eggless egg salad sandwich. Photos 
show: Each of the above recipes. Akiko Aoyagi seated 
behind a table on which are various tofu recipes.
 Tempeh is mentioned as a source of vitamin B-12.

4123. Product Name:  Bibbysoy [Full Fat Soya Meal for 
Use in High-Energy Poultry and Livestock Feeds].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Bibby (J.) & Sons, Edible Oils Div.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Liverpool, England.
Date of Introduction:  1981 June.
New Product–Documentation:  Spot in Agricultural Supply 
Industry (UK). 1981. June 5. p. 2. “J. Bibby launches a full 
fat soya meal.” This product, named Bibbysoy, contains on 
average 38% protein and 19% oil. The meal “is produced 
by a carefully controlled process which is claimed to ensure 
that protein and amino acid availability are not affected. It 
has a linoleic acid content of over 9% while the high oil level 
makes it particularly suitable for high energy poultry, pig and 
ruminant diets. Bibbysoy is made from whole soya beans 
which are toasted and dried before being ground into a free-
running meal for easy mixing into compound feeds.”

4124. Filisetti, Tulia M.C.C.; Lajolo, Franco M. 1981. 
Efeito da ingestao de fracoes de soja crua ou autoclavada 
sobre a tireoide de ratos [The effect of feeding soya bean 
fractions, either raw or autoclaved, on rat thyroid]. Archivos 
Latinoamericanos de Nutricion 31(2):287-302. June. [33 ref. 
Por; eng]
• Summary: Rats were fed for 16 days on a water-soluble 
fraction from raw soy fl our; it caused a 40% increase in the 
weight of the thyroid gland, a similar decrease of radioactive 
iodine-131 uptake, and an increase of tri-iodo-thyronine 
binding capacity of rat serum. But this effect was heat labile; 
it could be reduced by heating. The same fraction, after 
being autoclaved, was still able to reduce iodine-131 uptake 
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and decrease T-3 binding capacity. In longer trials (29 days) 
this same autoclaved fraction produced a 30% increase in 
iodine-131 uptake and altered thyroid hormones, increasing 
T3 and T4 synthesis. Note: T3 and T4 are the thyroid 
hormones Triiodothyronine and Thyroxine, respectively. 
Address: Departamento de Alimentos e Nutricao 
Experimental de la Faculdade de Ciencias Farmaceuticas da 
Universidade de Sao Paulo, Brazil.

4125. Kennedy, Ann R.; Little, John B. 1981. Effects of 
protease inhibitors on radiation transformation in vitro. 
Cancer Research 41(6):2103-08. June. [33 ref]
• Summary: Trypsin inhibition is thought to play an 
important role in the suppression of the promotional stage 
of carcinogenesis. The authors investigated the effects 
of 3 protease inhibitors, antipain, leupeptin, and soybean 
trypsin inhibitor (SBTI), on the induction of oncogenic 
transformation in mouse cells by x-rays. SBTI suppressed 
only the promotional effects of 12-O-tetradecanoylphorbol-
13-acetate on transformation. “Our results suggest that there 
may be more than one protease involved in carcinogenesis.” 
Address: Lab. of Radiobiology, Harvard School of Public 
Health, 665 Huntington Ave., Boston, Massachusetts 02115.

4126. Lee, Hyun Ja; Suh, Jung Sook. 1981. [Effect of 
Bacillus strains on Chungkook-jang processing. I. Changes 
of the components and enzyme activities during Chungkook-
jang-koji preparation]. Hanguk Yongyang Hakhoe Chi 
(Korean J. of Nutrition) 14(2):97-104. June. [22 ref. Kor]
• Summary: Various types of koji were prepared using 
Bacillus natto, Bacillus subtilis, and the traditional method. 
During koji preparation, its temperature was very different 
depending on the microorganism used–as was the content 
of ethyl alcohol, reducing sugar, amino nitrogen, and 
water soluble nitrogen. Address: 1. National An Seoung 
Agricultural Junior College; 2. Seoul Junior Health College.

4127. Leviton, Richard. 1981. Current research is promising 
but more is needed: Spilling the beans on soyfood nutrition. 
Vegetarian Times No. 47. June. p. 64-65. [6 ref]
• Summary: “Longterm acceptance of soyfoods in the West 
will depend largely on the ability to convince nutritionists, 
and other protectors of our food system, that tofu, tempeh, 
miso and the other emerging soyfoods provide solid human 
nutrition superior to that of the foods they seek to replace: 
largely meat and dairy products.
 “Back in the 1930s and ‘40s, soybean meal researchers 
discovered that heating the raw legumes would remarkably 
improve the nutritional value of soy meal as a livestock 
feed. The fi ndings paid off handsomely for the soybean meal 
industry. Today soybean meal, which is still used largely for 
cattle feed, constitutes a $5.4 billion market (annual sales of 
24 million tons at $225 per ton). Obviously the research paid 
off.

 “Those of us who produce and promote soyfoods for 
human consumption (notably the products tofu, tempeh, 
and miso), fi nd ourselves in a situation similar to that of the 
soybean meal producers of the 1930s. Our market is small 
(annual retail sales of about $50 million), but the potential is 
terrifi c: we need only convince everyone not already familiar 
with our products of how great they really are.
 “Unfortunately, in an age when a high price is placed 
on knowledge, knowledge often comes at a high price. 
Although evidence suggests great potential for these 
lightly-processed soyfoods in terms of cost and health 
benefi ts, many of the claims made on behalf of soyfoods are 
conclusions based upon extrapolations from research using 
other soy products, often texturized vegetable protein, soy 
isolates and concentrates. The reason is that the industry that 
manufactures these other products has the money to support 
expensive research.
 “Until recently, few researchers were willing to commit 
the time or money for the serious nutritional study of tempeh 
and tofu. Fortunately, that has begun to change. Some 
noteworthy researchers have come to the aid of the industry 
and the facts they have uncovered thus far with regards to 
these soyfoods are encouraging.
 “What Is Known: Simple laboratory analysis reveals that 
tofu contains anywhere from 4% to 13% protein, with a ‘Net 
Protein Utilization’ (NPU) rating of 65. The NPU refl ects 
the ‘bottom line’ value of how much of a given nutrient the 
body can assimilate. Tofu is 95% digestible. It’s low in fats, 
calories, carbohydrates and contains no cholesterol.
 “Tempeh can have as much as 19.5% protein, an NPU of 
56, and a digestibility rating of 86% (Ed. note: See Margaret 
Nofzinger’s article on “Tempeh and Non-Dairy Yogurt” in 
this issue for information on vitamin B-12 in tempeh).
 “Miso’s protein ranges from 13 to 20% while miso 
itself contains a favorable blend of easily digested sugars, 
minerals and vitamins. These fi gures refl ect the short-term, 
immediately relevant, nutritional scorecard for soyfoods.
 “Nutritionists want to understand the longer-range 
effects of daily consumption of these ‘new’ (to the West) 
protein staples, and this requires more complex and 
expensive studies.
 “Soy proteins, according to Dr. Nevin Scrimshaw of 
M.I.T., ‘are of good quality, approaching or equaling those 
foods of animal origin, and are fully capable of meeting the 
essential amino acid and protein needs of human adults.’ 
Another researcher, Dr. Harold Wilcke, of Ralston Purina, 
notes, ‘The results presented in actual feeding programs 
for infants, children and young adults clearly show that soy 
protein is a much better protein nutritionally for humans than 
would have been predicted on the basis of rat assays.’
 “The conservative consensus among soy protein 
researchers is that the protein quality of soy may be 
considered nearly equal or equal, at adequate intake levels, to 
traditional milk proteins.
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 “Now, let’s look at some of the specifi cs.
 “Less Gas: Dr. Joseph Rackis, a nutritional researcher 
at the U.S. Department of Agriculture laboratory in Peoria, 
Illinois, reports that both tofu and tempeh are “essentially 
devoid” of fl atus- (or gas-) producing activity. Writing in 
Soyfoods (Winter 1981, Vol. I, No. 4) Dr. Rackis states that 
the oligosaccharides in raw soybeans responsible for gas in 
humans, have been either deactivated or processed out in 
tempeh and tofu production, leaving these two foods with 
little fl atus activity. Flatus activity is an index of how well a 
given food is actually digested.
 “Protein vs. Vitamins: Dr. Rackis also reports on the 
nutritional value of immature, dry mature and sprouted 
soybeans, which tend to contain high levels of ascorbic 
acid (vitamin C) and beta-carotene (vitamin A). The protein 
quality of these three forms of soybeans in the raw, uncooked 
state is very low, regrettably, with PERs (Protein Effi ciency 
Ratio, the standard protein value reference) for green mature 
soybeans of 0.77; for dry mature, 0.75; and for sprouts, 0.64. 
This is in contrast with cow’s milk which has a PER of 2.5, 
generally considered a reference value.
 “By comparison, moist heat treatment greatly improves 
the PER values (and the protein digestibility) of these forms 
of soybeans to values close to 80% of milk protein. The 
PER for heated green mature soybeans becomes 2.05; for 
dry mature, 2.11; for sprouts, 2.02. It becomes a nutritional 
trade-off, however, with sprouts which are often grown 
for their vitamins. You have either a high protein sprouted 
vegetable but lose most of the vitamins through heating, 
or you have a high vitamin content at the expense of poor 
protein digestibility. Regardless of the state of maturity (dry, 
green or sprouted) Dr. Rackis strongly urges consumers 
to cook soybeans to convert the raw protein into more 
digestible forms. Dr. Rackis’ work and conclusions are an 
example of solid, useable research of soyfoods, and refl ects 
the nutritional basis for the growth of soyfoods in the market.
 “Soyfoods and Cholesterol: Another exciting area 
of nutritional research was reported recently by Dr. K.K. 
Carroll of the University of Western Ontario, Canada 
(published in the Journal of the American Oil Chemists 
Society, March 1981). Dr. Carroll’s work deals with rabbits, 
protein and cholesterol, and the role of soybeans in actually 
lowering the blood levels of cholesterol. It’s commonly 
known that soybeans, and therefore soyfoods, do not contain 
cholesterol, believed to be the major contributor to heart 
disease and other degenerative illnesses. What is not so 
commonly known is that soy protein-based diets can have 
a measurable impact on lowering cholesterol levels in the 
body. Soy protein diets yielded consistently low levels of 
plasma cholesterol compared to casein (milk protein) diets 
in Dr. Carroll’s studies with rabbits. Later studies, conducted 
with humans, showed a small but statistically signifi cant 
difference in the soy-based diet level of cholesterol. Even 
more recent studies (see Vegetarian Times, No. 44, page 

12), deriving from European investigations, report that diets 
containing textured vegetable proteins used for eight weeks 
produced startling reductions in plasma cholesterol levels: 
23% in men and 2.5% in women. The British medical journal 
The Lancet even ventured to recommend a soy-based diet as 
an alternative to traditional low fat, low cholesterol diets as 
preventive measures against heart diseases.
 “Findings such as these are bound to stimulate market 
interest in and demand for soy-protein foods. However, 
typical of the subtleties and lack of complete agreement on 
nutritional studies, it must be pointed out there is not any 
unequivocal agreement on the role of cholesterol in causing 
heart disease, at least not enough to totally convince the 
FDA.
 “Trypsin Inhibitors: Trypsin inhibitors are anti-
digestive factors in raw soybeans and were implicated in 
the original studies that discovered the value of toasting raw 
soybeans. Trypsin inhibitors are believed to interfere with 
the normal activity of human pancreatic trypsin, a digestive 
enzyme. I say believed because this has never been actually 
demonstrated in human subjects, only in laboratory animals. 
In experiments with rats, prolonged trypsin inhibitor activity 
has been shown to develop an enlarged pancreas and reduced 
growth rates. Adequate heat treatment of raw soybeans 
destroys at least 80% of the trypsin inhibitor, an amount 
considered the safety threshold for humans. Tofu generally 
has 10% or less according to laboratory analyses.
 “Dr. Irvin Liener, of the University of Minnesota, one of 
the key researchers in this fi eld, has reported that, based on 
the pancreatic sizes of test animals, humans may actually not 
be susceptible to pancreatic enlargement and reduced growth 
from trypsin inhibitors at all, contrary to what had been 
thought. While this is yet to be proved defi nitively, and is 
more of a likely extrapolation from laboratory tests, it could 
wipe the slate clean of a longstanding anti-nutritional aspect 
of soybeans” (Continued). Address: Editor and Publisher, 
Soyfoods magazine, 100 Heath Rd., Colrain, Massachusetts 
01340. Phone: 413-624-5591.

4128. Leviton, Richard. 1981. Current research is promising 
but more is needed: Spilling the beans on soyfood nutrition. 
Vegetarian Times No. 47. June. p. 64-65. [6 ref]
• Summary: (Continued): “Bones, Gallstones and More: 
Other fi ndings have appeared and have been added to 
the nutritional portfolio for soyfoods. Home Economics 
Research magazine (December 1977) reported that the 
average American diet contains an imbalance of calcium to 
phosphorus ratios and could lead to hyperparathyroidism in 
animals (a weakening of bone structure from the withdrawal 
of calcium). Firm style tofu (made with calcium sulfate) was 
found to contain a highly favorable calcium to phosphorus 
ratio (between 2.0 to 1 and 2.5 to 1, compared to the average 
diet’s ratio of 1 to 2.8), and was viewed as being capable of 
correcting this imbalance.
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 “Researchers in Philadelphia found a link between soy-
protein diets and the dissolving or prevention of gallstones. 
Japanese scientists discovered the role of zybicolin in miso, 
a substance with the supposed ability to attract, absorb 
and discharge radioactive materials from the body. These 
summaries refl ect the current work, potential studies and 
generally promising nutritional claims for soyfoods. In 
perhaps one of the fi rst American research efforts to use 
tofu as the soy protein source, Dr. John Erdman of the 
University of Illinois has begun a three-year study of mineral 
bioavailability from tofu. Bioavailability refers to the net 
amount of a given nutrient that the body can absorb and 
utilize; it’s a bottom line fi gure, like NPU.
 “With soybeans, zinc tends to be poorly utilized, and 
high soybean diets are believed to deplete bodily zinc 
supplies, but how much and how signifi cant this is, is yet to 
be determined. About 70% of the phosphorus in soybeans 
occurs as phytate, which represents about 1.5% of the 
soybean. Fiber and phytate and calcium (if present) tend to 
bind together to form an insoluble complex. Dr. Erdman, 
who has studied mineral bioavailability with soy proteins for 
several years, will use tofu made from calcium sulfate and 
magnesium chloride (nigari) in his studies to correlate zinc 
levels with tofu consumption.
 “This type of research is typical of the necessary, 
potentially invaluable, ground-level work our soyfoods 
industry needs. And curiously, Dr. Erdman’s work is 
sponsored largely by the same organization that helped to 
launch soybean meal for the livestock industry years ago.
 “Here is a closing note, something to place this 
discussion in perspective. Nutritionists in the West, in their 
zeal to be thorough, often overlook the fact that Asian 
populations have lived for millennia using soybeans as 
their primary protein staple. Last November I sat next to an 
Oriental soyfoods researcher (with a Ph.D.) in the audience 
at the World Soya Conference in Mexico. The lecturer was 
delving into an abstruse area of soy protein nutrition and 
consumption, speculating, raising questions for further study. 
My Oriental companion turned to me and shook his head 
laughing. ‘We know these foods are good for humans. We’ve 
been using them for two thousand years in Asia. This is truly 
exhausting research.’
 “His message was clear and authoritative: Soyfoods are 
not a fad with unexplored human applications or dangers, 
but an old food with a two thousand year old portfolio of 
successful, healthful use with humans. We know soyfoods 
are healthful for long-range human consumption. What 
remains is to fi ll in the few remaining gray areas, the few 
last doubts and questions, so we may arm ourselves with the 
certifi ed laboratory proof to back our own experience.
 “The author is editor and publisher of Soyfoods, a 
quarterly trade journal. He is also executive director of the 
Soycrafters Association of North America. A catalog of their 
publications and subscription rates is available by writing: 

Soyfoods, 100 Heath Road, Colrain, MA 01340. This is 
the second of two articles looking into the current state of 
scientifi c research into the nutritional value of soyfoods. The 
fi rst article was in issue 46; for ordering information, see 
page 25.” Address: Editor and Publisher, Soyfoods magazine, 
100 Heath Rd., Colrain, Massachusetts 01340. Phone: 413-
624-5591.

4129. Light, Luise; Cronin, Frances J. 1981. Food guidance 
revisited. J. of Nutrition Education 13(2):57-62. June. [62* 
ref]
• Summary: A review of the history of the development 
of the Four Food Groups (issued in the mid-1950s), and 
a discussion of three of the criticisms most commonly 
leveled against them: (1) failure to assure nutrient adequacy, 
(2) failure to address the current dietary problems of our 
population, and (3) failure to be an effective and effi cient 
communications tool. Address: Human Nutrition Dietary 
Guidance and Nutrition Educaton Research Staff, USDA, 
Washington, DC 20250.

4130. Nofziger, Margaret. 1981. Tempeh & soy yogurt. 
Vegetarian Times No. 47. June. p. 60-63.
• Summary: Contents: Tempeh: Introduction, vitamin B-12 
and tempeh, tempeh recipes (fi ve recipes). Soymilk yogurt: 
Introduction, making the soymilk for soy yogurt, to make 
your mother culture, to make yogurt from mother culture, 
fl avoring your yogurt, yogurt recipes. A photo shows Suzy 
Jenkins, smiling and holding a large container of tempeh.
 Note: This is the earliest published English-language 
document seen (Sept. 2012) with the term “soy yogurt” in 
the title. Address: The Farm, Summertown, Tennessee.

4131. Sugimoto, Hiroshi; Nishio, M.; Horiuchi, T.; 
Fukushima, D. 1981. Improvement of organoleptic quality 
of fermented soybean beverage by additions of propylene 
glycol alginate and calcium lactate. J. of Food Processing 
and Preservation 5(2):83-93. June. [10 ref]
• Summary: A fermented soybean beverage having a low 
viscosity and protein content (with 5.5% acidity {w/v} as 
lactic acid) was prepared by lactic acid fermentation of 
soymilk with Lactobacillus casei.
 During the fermentation, an undesirable off-fl avor that 
developed could be signifi cantly reduced by the addition of 
propylene glycol alginate (PGA). A powdery-gritty sensation 
could be masked by addition of calcium lactate with the 
PGA. Address: Central Research Labs., Kikkoman Corp., 
399 Noda, Noda-shi, Chiba-ken 278, Japan.

4132. Yang, Cha-Bum. 1981. [Changes in nitrogen 
compounds and nutritional evaluation of soybean sprout. III. 
Changes of free amino acid composition]. Han’guk Nonghwa 
Hakhoe Chi (J. of the Korean Agricultural Chemical Society) 
24(2):101-04. June. [9 ref. Kor; eng]
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• Summary: Changes in free amino acid composition in 
the cotyledon and axis were investigated during sprouting. 
Free amino acids increased, especially in the axis. 
Arginine, proline, and methionine did not appear in the axis 
throughout. Free amino acids constituted 1.1% of total amino 
acids in soybeans but 8.8% in 8-day sprouts. Changes in 
amino acids during sprouting was as follows: Aspartic acid > 
histidine > valine > isoleucine > threonine > serine > lysine 
> tyrosine > phenylalanine > leucine > alanine > glycine > 
proline > arginine > glutamic acid > methionine. The amino 
acids most prevalent in 4-day soy sprouts were: Aspartic 
acid, serine, valine, isoleucine, lysine, and threonine. 
Address: Dep. of Food and Nutrition, Hanyang Univ., Seoul, 
South Korea.

4133. Yang, Cha-Bum. 1981. [Changes of nitrogen 
compounds and nutritional evaluation of soybean sprout. II. 
Changes of amino acid composition]. Han’guk Nonghwa 
Hakhoe Chi (J. of the Korean Agricultural Chemical Society) 
24(2):94-100. June. [17 ref. Kor; eng]
• Summary: Changes in the amino acid composition of soy 
sprouts were measured in the cotyledon and axis during 
sprouting. Total amino acid content per sprout did not 
change for 2 days, and thereafter decreased. It decreased 
in the cotyledon but increased in the axis. The ratio of 
essential amino acids to total amino acids decreased rapidly 
after 4 days, especially in the axis. Aspartic acid increased 
signifi cantly while glutamic acid decreased. The limiting 
amino acid was methionine. Chemical score, a measure of 
protein quality, and essential amino acids decreased during 
sprouting. Address: Dep. of Food and Nutrition, Hanyang 
Univ., Seoul, South Korea.

4134. Setchell, K.D.R.; Lawson, A.M.; Borriello, S.P.; 
Harkness, R.; Gordon, H.; Morgan, D.M.L.; et al. 1981. 
Lignan formation in man - microbial involvement and 
possible roles in relation to cancer. Lancet 318(8236):4-7. 
July 4. [35 ref]
• Summary: “Studies of the formation of lignans in man, 
by means of selective antibiotic administration, confi rm 
that these new compounds are formed by intestinal 
microfl ora. Bacteriological studies of stools collected after 
metronidazole administration indicate that clostridia may 
be responsible for the formation of these highly aromatic 
compounds.” Address: 1-6. Divisions of Clinical Chemistry, 
Hospital Infection, and Perinatal Medicine, Clinical Research 
Centre, Harrow HA1 3UJ, Middlesex [UK].

4135. Keys, Ancel; Aravanis, C.; van Buchem, F.S.P.; et 
al. 1981. The diet and all-causes death rate in the Seven 
Countries Study. Lancet ii(8237):58-61. July 11. [10 ref]
• Summary: The highest death rate among 12,763 men 
worldwide was from coronary heart disease. The strongest 
correlation was for percentage of calories from saturated 

fatty acids. Address: 1. Lab. of Physiological Hygiene, 
School of Public Health, Univ. of Minnesota.

4136. Diab, M.F.; Husseini, M.D.; Salman, A.J. 1981. 
Effect of nutritive value of Kuwait processed soybean meal 
(Abstract). Poultry Science 60(7):1647. July. 70th Annual 
Meeting of the Poultry Sciences Assoc.
• Summary: The nutritional value of soybean meal processed 
in Kuwait was compared with that processed in America and 
with isolated soy protein. The meal processed in Kuwait was 
found to be low in L-lysine and DL-methionine, probably 
due to over heating during processing plus adverse storage 
conditions; the result was reduced availability of these 
two most limiting amino acids. Address: Kuwait Inst. for 
Scientifi c Research.

4137. Product Name:  Fresh Viili Starter, Powdered 
Tempeh Starter, Homemaker Light Rice Koji Spore Kit 
[for Amazake], Natural Terra Alba Calcium Sulfate (Tofu 
Coagulant).
Manufacturer’s Name:  GEM Cultures.
Manufacturer’s Address:  30301 Sherwood Rd., Fort 
Bragg, CA 95437.  Phone: 707-964-2922.
Date of Introduction:  1981 July.
New Product–Documentation:  Letter from GEM Cultures. 
1981. “Just a few words about our Powdered Tempeh Starter. 
Our PTS is prepared on the same all vegetable (non dairy, 
non animal origin) medium on which our Living Tempeh 
Starter is grown.” It is mixed with sterilized fl our to extend 
it.
 Letter from Betty Stechmeyer of GEM Cultures. 1991. 
Oct. 18. These three basic products were introduced in July 
1981.

4138. Koyanagi, Tatsuo; Nakahara, K.; Uehara, A. 1981. 
Kôsankazai (BHT) o ataeta rato no hatsuiku shôgai ni 
oyobosu daizu shokuhin oyobi mechionin no tenka kôka 
[Effects of soybean foods and methionine on the growth 
of rats fed with an antioxidant (BHT)]. Eiyogaku Zasshi 
(Japanese J. of Nutrition) 39(4):165-70. July. (Chem. Abst. 
95:218965 1981). [13 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: BHT = Butylated hydroxytoluene. The growth 
of rats fed with 0.3% BHT was stunted, but it was least 
stunted when they were fed with fortifi ed natto. In the 
preparation of natto, the addition of 1% methionine to the 
soybeans at the time of soaking in water did not give rise 
to any disagreeable fl avor; so fortifi cation with methionine 
at this level appears to be a practical way to improve the 
nutritional value of natto. Address: Tokiwa Junior College 
[Mito City, Ibaraki Pref., Japan].

4139. Lawrence, Gale. 1981. Eat ‘em green: Soybeans, 
protein-packed and tasty, are a good stand-in for baby limas. 
Organic Gardening 28:92-96. July.
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• Summary: Since “green soybeans” ripen at about 
the same time as sweet corn, they make natural supper 
companions in a dish called “soybean succotash,” and they 
are complementary proteins. Green soybeans are one of the 
highest-protein vegetables you can grow in your garden. 
“One pound contains 49.4 grams of protein, compared to a 
pound of fresh lima beans at 38.1 grams, fresh peas at 28.6 
grams, and snap beans at 7.6 grams.” The author has yet to 
encounter anyone who objects to the appearance of “fresh 
green soybeans” and at least one friend has come to rank 
them with fresh garden peas as one of his two favorites. 
Recipes are given for: Fettuccine with green soybeans. 
Tortas de soyas (patties). Pennsylvania Dutch-style beans 
and corn custard.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (June 2001) 
that mentions fettuccine in connection with soybeans. 
Also spelled fettucine or fettucini, and sometimes called 
tagliatelle, fettuccine is pasta in the form of narrow ribbons.

4140. Linkswiler, Hellen M.; Zemel, M.B.; Hegsted, 
M.; Schuette, S. 1981. Protein-induced hypercalciuria. 
Federation Proceedings (FASEB) 40(9):2429-2433. July. [26 
ref]
• Summary: On a low-protein diet, adults were in calcium 
balance regardless of whether calcium intake was 500, 800, 
or 1,400 mg a day. Address: Dep. of Nutritional Sciences, 
Univ. of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin 53706.

4141. Mathew, Annie; Raut, D.S. 1981. Effect of soyamilk 
on the growth of malnourished children admitted to hospital 
wards. Indian J. of Nutrition and Dietetics 18(7):260-67. 
July. [14 ref]
• Summary: “Conclusion: Soyamilk was found to be an 
effective nutritious food for infants and children suffering 
from nutritional disorders due to high acceptability, 
quick digestibility and its low-cost. Also it has additional 
advantage of long storage at room temperature unlike an 
animal milk. Preschool children suffering from nutritional 
disorders (PCM) [protein-calorie malnutrition], V, III and 
I requires 120, 90 and 60 days respectively to gain normal 
body weight, physique [physical] and mental alertness to 
his chronological age group. Hence, its use is recommended 
for feeding to infants or malnourished children in feeding 
programme or to the hospital patients.” Address: 1. Dietition, 
Kasturba Hospital, Sevagram, Warda (Maharashtra).

4142. Oakenfull, D. 1981. Saponins in food–A review. Food 
Chemistry 7(1):19-40. July. [83* ref]
• Summary: Saponins are surface active sterol or triterpene 
glycosides. They occur in a large number and a wide variety 
of plants but only about 28 of these are regularly used 
as food by man. The more commonly eaten of these are 
soybeans, chick peas, peanuts and spinach. The presence 
of saponins in plant extracts is readily indicated by their 

haemolytic activity and ability to form stable foams in 
aqueous solution, but for unambiguous identifi cation, it 
is essential to use thin layer chromatography. Although 
saponins have antibiotic activity and are toxic to fi sh and 
insects, they appear to be practically nontoxic to man. 
Dietary saponins, either isolated or as saponin-containing 
food plants, lower plasma cholesterol levels in several 
mammalian species. They are therefore probably important 
in human diets to reduce the risk of coronary heart disease. 
In soybeans the saponin content (% dry weight) is 5.6. 
Dietary saponins reduce plasma cholesterol concentrations in 
animals (Newman et al., 1957; Griminger & Fisher, 1958). 
Address: CSIRO Div. of Food Research, P.O. Box 52, North 
Ryde.

4143. Raaij, Joop M.A. van; Katan, M.B.; Hautvast, J.G.A.J.; 
Hermus, R.J. 1981. Effects of casein versus soy protein 
diets on serum cholesterol and lipoproteins in young healthy 
volunteers. American J. of Clinical Nutrition 34(7):1261-71. 
July. [54 ref]
• Summary: The writers have investigated the effects of 
casein (caseinate) and soy protein isolate in 69 healthy 
volunteers (ages 18-28) under strict dietary control. On the 
casein diet there was no change in LDL and only a slight 
change in HDL concentration.
 However on the soy diet there was a signifi cant decrease 
in LDL [bad] cholesterol and a signifi cant increased in 
HDL [good] cholesterol. “This suggests that soy protein 
could have a slight benefi cial effect on the distribution of 
cholesterol over the various lipoprotein fractions, even at 
constant total cholesterol concentration.” Address: Dep. of 
Human Nutrition, Agricultural Univ., De Dreijen 12, 6703 
BC Wageningen, The Netherlands; Anderson + 1995 #16.

4144. Rosenau, J.R.; Herrick, J.P. 1981. Cheddar cheese & 
tofu mixtures. Soyfoods No. 5. p. 9-10. Summer. [3 ref]
• Summary: Using tofu to extend cheddar cheese has some 
advantages over using typical soy-based extenders. “(1) The 
fl aking step mixes lipoxygenase (the ‘off fl avor’ enzyme) 
with substrate generating fl avor problems that are hard to 
correct.
 “(2) Heating the fl akes to inactivate growth inhibitors 
often produces toasted fl avors.
 “(3) Raffi nose and stachyose remain in the meal causing 
potential fl atus problems.
 “(4) Excess fi ber remains in the meal causing texture 
problems in the extended cheese.”
 To make processed tofu-cheddar cheese, drain tofu and 
press it in nylon press cloth until only about 60% moisture 
remains. Mix 27% tofu with 73% aged, extra-sharp cheddar 
cheese, grind the mixture, the homogenize using a colloid 
mill. Emulsify, adding 2.5% disodium phosphate as an 
emulsifying salt; heat and agitate as the pH rises to 6-7. 
Add 6N hydrochloric acid the adjust the pH downward to 
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5.5–5.7. Form into molds, package, and cool to 1.1ºC. The 
manufacturing cost of this product is estimated to be 23% 
below regular sharp cheddar cheese. Address: 1. Dep. of 
Food Engineering, Univ. of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA 
01003; 2. General Foods Corp.

4145. Shurtleff, William. 1981. Low-cost extrusion cookers: 
revolutionary way to bring soy to the Third World. Soyfoods 
No. 5. p. 14-16. Summer.
• Summary: “The problem is familiar: how to use relatively 
simple technology to produce large quantities of low-cost 
nutritious foods that are readily acceptable to people in Third 
World countries; are quick and easy to use; and can play a 
signifi cant role in upgrading the diets of those in greatest 
need such as infants, pregnant and nursing mothers, school 
children, and the poor. An exciting new answer has emerged 
during the last decade which is a combination of two factors: 
the low-cost extrusion cooker (LEC) and locally grown 
soybeans. The pioneering work with extrusion cookers has 
been done by researchers at Colorado State University, 
while that with soybeans suited to tropical and semitropical 
climates has been done by the INTSOY program at the 
University of Illinois. A number of successful programs 
are now underway around the world preparing precooked 
blended, foods, usually from combinations of locally grown 
cereal grains (corn, wheat, rice, sorghum etc.) and a protein 
source such as soybeans. These blends contain typically 16 
to 20 percent protein with a quality approximately equal 
to that of milk (casein), and cost, on average, only $0.16 a 
pound total to produce and package in 1979 (less than ½ cent 
a pound of this is processing costs such as labor, utilities, and 
maintenance).
 “Extruded soybeans can be made into an array of 
nutritious foods, of which weaning foods (baby foods) are 
predicted to be the most important, but which also include 
high-protein snacks, soy fl our, textured soy protein, and the 
like. Extrusion cooking these foods in bulk in advance saves 
the homemaker time and fuel at home, allows the ingredients 
to be purchased at bulk discounts, and allows dehulling of 
grains and beans when necessary. The two main products 
produced on low-cost extrusion cookers are corn-soy 
blend (CSB) and full-fat soy fl our; both are used in feeding 
programs and sold on the commercial market. Soybeans play 
a key role in these foods for several reasons: (1) they are the 
least expensive form of protein in most developing countries; 
(2) they provide both protein and food energy (calories) from 
their 20 percent oil; and (3) adding soy to grains makes the 
grains easier to extrude.
 What is an extrusion cooker? Basically it is a machine 
constructed like a cannon with a hopper at the input end, a 
screw in the barrel, and a die perforated with many small 
holes (something like that on a meat grinder) at the muzzle 
end of the barrel. The screw, turned by a large diesel or 
electric motor at roughly 500 to 1000 RPM, forces the foods 

to be cooked against and through the die; the friction and 
pressure of the process heats the foods to roughly 143º to 
163ºC (290º to 330ºF) which both cooks them and inactivates 
enzymes such as trypsin inhibitors. As the food bursts out 
of the die into the room, moisture fl ashes off and it dries 
automatically as it cools.
 “Let’s take a more detailed look at the types of foods 
produced on low-cost extrusion cookers:
 “Blended Foods: The most popular blended food is 
corn-soy blend (CSB), which typically consists of 70 percent 
corn, 30 percent whole (full-fat) soybeans, and a vitamin-
mineral premix. Blended foods are an excellent vehicle for 
introducing key vitamins and minerals into diets where they 
are generally defi cient. It is important not to reduce the soy 
component to below 30 percent, as much for the food energy 
component from the soy oil as for the protein. There is 
controversy over whether soybeans should be dehulled prior 
to using them in weaning foods; some feel that fi ber in the 
hull can irritate an infant’s delicate digestive system, reduce 
the bioavailability of important minerals such as calcium, 
iron, and zinc, and reduce the nutrient density by adding 
bulk; others have found that using whole soybeans seems to 
cause no such nutritional problems. Hulls, however, probably 
cause wear on the extrusion cooker and they tend to settle in 
beverages, so dehulling is usually recommended.
 “The protein quality of CSB is higher than that of milk 
(PER 2.91 v. 2.50 for milk). Valued for its high nutrition, its 
convenience, and its good fl avor, CSB is most widely used as 
a baby food, and marketed with the image of happy bouncing 
babies, health, and well-being. Corn soy blend is remarkably 
versatile; it can be fed to babies in a bottle or spoon-fed as 
a soft porridge, or served to adults as a healthful cornmeal 
mush-type breakfast cereal, a lightly sweetened pudding or 
dry snack, a refreshing drink, or the key ingredient in tortillas 
or atoles (corn meal-and-soy mush). Another blended 
food, often made in the U.S. and shipped to Third World 
countries as part of the Food For Peace program, is wheat-
soy blend (WSB). Protein-enriched pastas such as noodles 
and spaghetti can be made from 50 percent corn fl our and 25 
percent each soy fl our and wheat semolina.
 “Full-Fat Soy Flour (FFSF): Since most Third World 
countries do not have their own oil extraction plants that 
produce defatted soy meal or fl our and since the full-
fat or whole fl our contains much more food energy, it is 
generally considered a better food ingredient. Soy fl our 
must be precooked before it is consumed to inactivate 
trypsin inhibitors and to improve the fl avor. It can be 
added uncooked to baked goods before baking, or it can be 
precooked by either extrusion cooking, roasting, or drum 
drying. While FFSF can be extrusion cooked, oil coats the 
surfaces during cooking and makes it necessary to use an 
expensive pin mill to grind it to the fi neness required to pass 
through a 100-mesh screen. Soybeans roasted in sand or salt, 
since they are not sheared during cooking, can be ground 
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to the required fi neness with a simpler and less expensive 
hammermill. A roaster also has a greater ‘throughput’ and 
inactivates a larger percentage of the trypsin inhibitors, but it 
uses more energy.
 “Textured and Shaped Foods: If a product such as 
soy fl our or a soy-grain blend is extrusion cooked with a 
moisture content of 30 percent or more at high temperature 
and pressure, as it leaves the extruder die and bursts out 
into the room, which is at relatively low pressure and 
temperature, it expands greatly and can be shaped by the die 
into forms such as curls, twists, puffs, and granules, which 
can be sold as snacks or meat analogs. An extruded snack 
food made in Thailand, for example, contains 80 percent rice 
fl our, 20 percent full-fat soy fl our, one percent salt, and small 
amounts of ground chilies and other seasonings. Ten percent 
sesame fl our can be substituted for part of the rice fl our. Only 
the larger LECs can produce textured and shaped products.
 “Low-cost extrusion cookers are now being used 
or installed in at least 10 Third World countries: Sri 
Lanka, Tanzania, Costa Rica, Bolivia, Guyana, Mexico, 
India, Indonesia, Korea, and Thailand. There are LEC 
demonstration projects in the fi rst three countries mentioned. 
Sri Lanka uses a Brady extrusion cooker to make a corn-soy 
blend weaning food called Thriposha which is distributed 
by CARE and will soon be sold commercially; 14 million 
pounds were produced in 1978. Tanzania uses a Brady 
extruder to make a corn-soy-milk weaning food called Lisha. 
It is produced by the National Milling Corporation and 
distributed through the Ministry of Health Maternal-Child 
Health Centers. The Nutrinal company in Bolivia makes a 
corn-soy blend sold as Maisoy fl our and fl akes (like Corn 
Flakes); most of their sales are to the government, but their 
commercial Maisoy fl akes sell for half the price of the 
imported Kelloggs brand” (Continued). Address: Soyfoods 
Center, Lafayette, California.

4146. Shurtleff, William. 1981. Soynuts; The soybean’s 
answer to the peanut. Soyfoods No. 5. p. 20-25. Summer.
• Summary: “The soynut industry in America is a 
surprisingly large and vigorous one, composed of at least 
11 producers that use an estimated 3,600 tons of raw (dry) 
soybeans to produce 2,750 tons (5.5 million pounds) of 
either of two types of soynuts. Oil-roasted soynuts, which 
are deep-fried, are made by all but one of the producers, and 
make up an estimated 60 to 70 percent of the industry’s total 
fi nished product by weight. Dry-roasted soynuts, which are 
roasted and toasted in a conveyorized oven, are made by 
only one fi rm, and make up the remaining 30 to 40 percent of 
the total production.
 “One hundred pounds of raw soybeans containing an 
average of 13 percent moisture typically yields 98 to 101 
pounds of whole oil-roasted soynuts (not dehulled), or 60 
pounds of oil-roasted soynut cotyledons (dehulled), or 65 
pounds of dry roasted soynut cotyledons (dehulled and 

preblanched). It is legal to label any of these products as 
Soynuts or Soy Nuts.
 “The largest producers of oil-roasted soynuts, in 
descending order of size, are General Nutrition Mills, 
Subama Food Co., Malt-O-Meal, Agra By-Products, and 
INARI. The only producer of dry-roasted soynuts is Edible 
Soy Products in Iowa. A typical plant employs two to three 
production workers.
 “Soynuts are whole soybeans that are processed to taste 
like nuts and to be used like nuts. They are presently sold 
in a variety of fl avors including plain (unsalted), salted, 
seasoned (garlic, onion-garlic, sour cream-onion, barbecue, 
pizza, cheese, jalapeno, shoyu / tamari, etc.), and sweetened 
(such as carob- or chocolate-coated). They are sold in small 
packages like peanuts, in eight-ounce jars, or in bulk.
 “Popular uses for soynuts, in addition to retail snack 
uses, are: (1) in baked goods as a substitute for nutmeats 
in nut bread, banana bread, muffi n batters, or cookie 
doughs, or to add crunchy texture to toppings (ice cream, 
pudding, yogurt, etc.) or glazes; (2) as candy in candy 
bars or confections; (3) in salad bars as a crunchy salad 
topping in place of croutons, peanuts, or sunfl ower seeds; 
and (4) in trail mixes, mixed nuts, or granola. For retail 
snack uses, they are sold in small transparent packages as 
munchies in supermarkets, natural and health food stores, 
theaters, concession outlets, and vending machines. Oil-
roasted soynuts can also be blended in a colloid mill with 
some additional oil (peanut oil works well) plus a little salt 
to make a delicious soynut butter, which resembles peanut 
butter.
 A number of large food processing companies have 
started to use soynuts. Sunmaid uses over one million pounds 
a year in trail mixes and as a carob-coated sweet. Nabisco 
is considering putting soynuts in their cookies McCormick 
and Celestial Seasonings both use soynuts in mixed salad 
toppings. Ghirardelli has used them in abundance in a 
delectable, crunchy, sweet, chocolate bar called Soy-Nut. 
Washington Chocolate Company in Oregon is making carob-
coated and chocolate-coated soynuts. and Planters Peanut 
Company sells soynuts in vacuum sealed jars. El Molino, 
Malt-O-Meal, and INARI have marketed carob-coated 
soynuts.
 Soynuts have a number of virtues that make them 
attractive to food service institutions, food processors, and 
individual consumers:
 “1. Economy: Raw soybeans sell for about one-third 
to one-half the price of raw peanuts; studies show that 
pound for pound, soynuts retail for roughly 40 percent less 
than roasted peanuts ($1.29 vs. $2.19 per pound). In bulk, 
soynuts wholesale for as little as $0.51 per pound. Moreover, 
soynuts occupy 12 to 40 percent more volume than the same 
weight of peanuts or tree nuts. This makes their price per 
unit volume proportionally even lower, which is important in 
items such as candy bars and mixes.
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 “2. Nutrition: A table (p. 24) compares the nutritional 
value of fi ve brands of soynuts with peanuts and almonds, 
in terms of calories, protein, fat, and carbohydrates. It 
shows that dry-roasted soynuts, compared to peanuts, have 
only about 80 percent as many calories and 46 percent as 
much fat, plus 61 percent more protein. They are also a 
good source of dietary fi ber. The PER of soynuts averages 
2.1 (Malt-O-Meal is 2.32) compared with 2.5 for casein 
(milk protein). The digestibility of dry-roasted Pro-Nuts, 
for example, is 93 percent; oil-roasted Malt-O-Meal is 90 
percent,
 “3. Acceptability: Although the typical consumer 
generally still prefers tree nuts and peanuts to soynuts, a 
growing number of people report that they like the rich fl avor 
and more crunchy texture of soynuts as much as or more 
than they liked peanuts or tree nuts. Soynuts have a longer 
shelf life than peanuts (eight months versus two months) 
and they fracture or crack easily, even with light tooth, gum, 
or denture pressure. On the negative side, soynuts cannot 
be sliced and some people experience more problems with 
intestinal gas after eating soynuts than after eating peanuts or 
tree nuts.
 A sidebar (p. 21, with four photos) titled “Making 
soynuts at home” describes how to make oil-roasted soynuts 
starting with 1 cup whole dry soybeans.
 “A brief history of soynuts: Dry roasted soynuts have 
been produced for centuries in East Asia. In Japan they 
are called iri-mame (“roasted soybeans”) and they play a 
key role in one of the country’s most ancient and widely 
celebrated rituals. They are scattered by the handful in each 
room of the house while the family chants, ‘Out with all 
evils, in with good fortune.’ Soynuts coated with sugar, 
sugar starch and nori (a seaweed) or shoyu and nori are also 
popular. In China whole soybeans are soaked in water (which 
is sometimes salted) then roasted and eaten like roasted 
peanuts. Oil-roasted soynuts are not widely produced in East 
Asia.
 “Soynuts have a long history in America. In 1915 John 
L. Kellogg took out a patent for roasted soybeans and for 
a soynut butter with added oil (No. 1,189,128). Soynuts 
are thought to have fi rst been made commercially in the 
U.S. during World War I but the name of the producer is 
unknown. Before World War II soynuts became famous 
in Chicago, where they were very effectively marketed as 
Salted Soys by a big downtown specialty store called ‘Stop 
and Shop.’ Again it is not known who the producer was. 
During World War II soynuts were made by the Borden Soy 
Processing Co. and by Griffi th Laboratories in Chicago, 
Illinois. Starting in 1945 the Whitson Division of Borden, 
with plants in Chicago and Ottawa, Kansas, produced 
Soyettes on a large scale. The beans were simply soaked and 
dry roasted then used by the candy and baking industries. 
Some were salted and sold in bulk to variety stores for use 
like salted peanuts. In 1948 the main Borden plant was 

modernized and moved to Waterloo, Iowa; production of 
Soyettes stopped several years later. In 1944 Central Soya 
in Indiana was making chopped soynuts called Nut-T-Soys 
and Loeb Products in New York was making Soya Puffs (a 
ready-to-serve breakfast cereal made from puffed soybeans) 
and Exploded, Precooked Soybeans.
 “In 1944 the following companies were also producing 
or distributing soynuts: Dewey Food Products and 
Soybean Products Co. in Chicago; La Choy Food Products 
in Archbold, Ohio; Tom Soya Foods in Williamsport, 
Pennsylvania; and Vegetable Products Co. in Rochester, New 
York.
 “The current wave of interest in soynuts and the 
increased production began in about 1970, when Malt-O-
Meal started to market soynuts in a big way. Additional 
interest was generated by an excellent pair of articles by 
Badenhop et al. at Cornell University entitled ‘Toasting 
Soybeans as a Processing Technique’ (Proceedings of 
Frontiers in Food Research Symposium. Cornell University, 
June 1968). Both oil-roast and dry-roasted soynuts were 
discussed.
 “Oil-roasted and dry-roasted soynuts each have their 
advantages and limitations. The advantages of oil-roasted 
soynuts are (1) most people prefer the richer fl avor and nicer 
texture to that of dry-roasted soynuts; and (2) the technology 
to produce oil-roasted soynuts is much simpler and less 
expensive, and uses less energy.
 “The advantages of dry-roasted soynuts are (1) increased 
nutrition. Compared with oil-roasted soynuts, they are 8 
percent lower in calories, 32 percent or more lower in fats, 
and 23 percent higher in protein, while being 21 percent 
lower in fi ber; and (2) increased volume. During processing, 
they can be made to expand in volume about 20 percent 
more than oil-roasted soynuts, which lowers their price per 
unit volume and gives them a light texture and crunchiness.
 Most dry-roasted soynuts are dehulled, since the hull can 
become very dark or burn during dry roasting. Oil-roasted 
soynuts are made both with and without the hulls (seed 
coats). INARI Ltd., for example, prefers not to dehull, since 
dehulling reduces signifi cant amounts of essential minerals, 
especially potassium, and phosphorus, while also reducing 
the fi ber content. The fi nished product remains a whole food. 
Dehulled soynuts, however, look more like typical roasted 
peanuts and some researchers feel that dehulling helps avoid 
any deposition of oil between the hull and the cotyledons, 
although we have not found this to be a problem. Note that 
all soynuts are either cooked or soaked before roasted, to 
avoid creation of an undesirable hard texture and to remove 
some of the fl atulence causing oligosaccharides found in raw 
soybeans.
 “Let us now take a detailed look at methods presently 
used by two large commercial producers of oil-roasted and 
dry-roasted Soynuts. We recently visited and studied both 
of these plants.” Continued. Address: Director, Soyfoods 
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Center, Lafayette, California.

4147. Shurtleff, William. 1981. Soynut butter–Economical 
soy spread. Soyfoods No. 5. p. 22-23. Summer.
• Summary: “The heat waves and drought of the summer of 
1980 devastated peanut crops across America and especially 
in the Deep South where most of the crop is grown–the 
leading states being Georgia, Alabama, and Texas in that 
order.
 “The American peanut harvest was down almost 
50 percent (from 2.0 to 1.1 million tons), the price of 
unprocessed peanuts leaped from $455 to $1510 a ton 
(up 332 percent) and the price of peanut butter roughly 
doubled. A creamy sunfl ower spread, selling for 49 cents a 
jar less than peanut butter, was quickly put on the shelves 
at Star Markets, a New England grocery store chain, and 
was reported to be selling ‘very well.’ Yet as of April 1981 
not a single soyfoods processor had grasped this golden 
opportunity to put a tasty, low-priced soynut butter on 
the market; and to once again demonstrate the soybean’s 
amazing versatility.’
 “The peanut, as everyone knows, is not a nut; like the 
soybean it is a legume and an oilseed. The soybean, like 
the peanut, when roasted, makes a delectable soynut butter. 
The tastiest product is made by oil-roasting the soybeans. 
But a good product can also be made from dry-roasted soy 
fl our (called kinako in Japanese). The addition of peanut oil 
to soynut butter or dry roasted soy fl our gives a fl avor very 
close to that of peanut butter. Or soynut butter can be mixed 
with peanut butter as a lower-cost extender.
 “While peanut butter is a surprisingly new food, soynut 
butter is surprisingly old. Both products were fi rst developed 
in America. Peanut butter was fi rst produced about 1890 
by the remarkable Seventh-day Adventist health reformer 
Dr. John Harvey Kellogg of Battle Creek, Michigan. He 
chose not to patent the product, believing it was a product 
that ‘the world ought to have; let everybody that wants it 
have it, and make the best use of it.’ As mentioned above, 
the fi rst soynut butter was patented by another Kellogg (no 
relation) John L. Kellogg, in 1915. Piper and Morse in their 
classic The Soybean (1923) described the production of 
soynut butter (including the suggested addition of peanut oil) 
and commented that it had ‘much the same appearance as 
peanut butter and a very agreeable fl avor.’ In 1927 Mr. T.A. 
Van Gundy, a Seventh-day Adventist and father of Dorothea 
Van Gundy Jones (author of The Soybean Cookbook) made 
America’ fi rst commercial soynut butter at his La Sierra 
Industries in La Sierra, near Riverside, California. He sold 
the product through health food stores. In 1967 Pichel and 
Weiss took out America’s second patent for soynut butter; 
and in 1971 Badenhop and Hackler suggested grinding 
soynuts with oil to make a peanut butter analog. In 1972 
Herbert Horn, a student in the Department of Food Science 
at the University of Illinois, wrote an excellent master’ 

thesis entitled Quality of Soybean Butter as Determined 
by Processing Variables. The key step in his process 
was inactivation of the beany fl avor in soybeans by a 
bicarbonate blanch, which also removed fl atulence-causing 
oligosaccharides. He ground his oil roasted soynuts with 8% 
oil, plus salt and dextrose.
 “Horn mentioned that there was a commercial soynut 
butter on the market in 1972 but he did not mention the 
name of the manufacturer. Subama Food Company in 
Iowa started to make soynut butter commercially in 1973; 
unsalted and made from oil roasted soynuts, it was sold only 
in bulk (30-pound pails), mostly to local food co-ops. As 
of 1981 the world’s best selling soynut butter was probably 
produced by Itona Products Ltd. in Wigan, England. Called 
Beanoot Butter and sold as a dry mix in a plastic bag, this 
product consists of roasted soy fl our, malt extract (a natural 
sweetener), vegetable oil, and salt. To serve, mix with a 
small amount of water and use like peanut butter.
 “To make soynut butter on a commercial scale according 
to the method developed by Horn, a company would need a 
blancher (steam-jacketed kettle), an oil roaster (deep-frying 
unit), and a colloidal mill (which both grinds the soynuts 
and homogenizes them with the added oil to prevent oil 
separation). The oil-roasting process is much faster than a 
dry roast: three minutes at 190ºC versus 35 minutes at 400ºC. 
If it is desirable to simulate the consistency of peanut butter, 
soynut butter should contain about 50 percent oil. Horn 
found that oil-roasting dehulled soybeans increased the oil 
content from 20 to 42 percent; thus 9 percent of the oil was 
added afterwards. Grade A peanut butter contains 1.0 to 1.8 
percent added salt and not more than 55 percent total oil. 
Peanuts typically contain 46 percent protein as compared 
with 20 percent oil and 38 percent protein for soybeans.
 “Horn’s process, slightly modifi ed by Dr. L.S. Wei, is 
as follows: clean, dry and dehull fi ve pounds of (Corsoy) 
soybeans. Drop the dry dehulled cotyledons into boiling 
solution of water and 0.25 percent by weight of sodium 
bicarbonate (baking soda). Return to the boil and blanch 
(simmer) for 30 minutes. Drain well. Oil-roast (deep-
fry) at 190ºC (375ºF) for three minutes. Combine the 
oil-roasted soynuts (1610 gm.) in a large container with 
the following ingredients and mix thoroughly: 274 gm. 
each liquid vegetable oil and hydrogenated vegetable oil, 
110 gm. dextrose (a sweetener), 26 gm. salt, and 15 gm, 
monodiglyceride [hydrogenated oils]. Using a stone-type 
colloid mill with a No. 120 corundum stone, grind one or 
more times until the desired consistency is attained; fi rst 
grind at 0.8 mm. setting, second at 0.4 mm., third at 0.2 
mm., etc. For a very smooth texture; run through a minisonic 
homogenizer. Run into jars at approximately 55ºC (130ºF), 
cure for 24 hours at 1ºC (34ºF) to allow for setting, then 
store at 21ºC (70ºF). Some producers interested in natural 
foods will want to reduce or eliminate the dextrose and 
the monodiglyceride emulsifi er. As little a as 1 percent 
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hydrogenated oil is suffi cient to prevent oil separation.
 “To make soynut butter from dry-roasted soy fl our, mix 
with each cup of the dry-roasted soy fl our: 5 tablespoons 
oil, 1/3 teaspoon salt or 2 teaspoons miso (red, barley, 
or Hatcho), 2 tablespoons honey or other sweetener of 
equivalent sweetness, and 3 to 4 tablespoons water. For best 
fl avor, heat while mixing.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Dec. 2012) with the term “soynut butter” in the title. 
Address: Soyfoods Center, Lafayette, California.

4148. Shurtleff, William. 1981. Soynuts; The soybean’s 
answer to the peanut. INARI: Super Soys (Oil Roasted), East 
Lansing, Michigan (Document part). Soyfoods No. 5. p. 20-
25. Summer. See p. 23-24.
• Summary: “INARI Ltd. (International Nutrition and 
Resources Inc.) is run by Leonard Stuttman, who formerly 
worked with the American Soybean Association but was 
dissatisfi ed with their lack of interest in using soybeans 
as human foods. Feeling that there was a great future in 
the use of whole soybeans as foods, particularly because 
of their excellent nutritional value, he set out to develop a 
simple whole soyfood with minimum processing. In 1975 
he founded INARI and started basic research, doing some of 
his work at the Department of Food Technology at Michigan 
State University. By the fall of 1976 he had a pilot plant in 
commercial production, with equipment worth $100,000 in a 
rented building. Today INARI makes seven types of soynuts, 
sold as Super Soys in 1¼- and 16-ounce poly bags and 
bulk 25- or 55-pound sacks. Flavors, in order of popularity 
include: salted, onion-garlic, unsalted, pizza fl avored, carob 
coated, toffee coated, and jalapeno. New products include 
Soyapple Granola and Soycrunch Granola, sold in 10- or 
25-pound bags, with a soynut at the center of each granola 
chunk. Tamari-roasted soynuts, seasoned with powdered real 
tamari, are now being developed.
 “The INARI plant, which is relatively compact and 
simple, has a capacity of 3 tons of soynuts per day, and 
uses an average of 144 tons of dry soybeans per year. The 
basic process involves precooking, then oil roasting (deep-
frying) whole soybeans. Super Soys are made with a specifi c 
variety of fi eld-type soybean, which came out tops among 
77 other contenders (including vegetable-type soybeans) in 
palatability tests run by INARI at Michigan State University. 
Only soybeans of a certain size range are used (they must 
fall through a 20/64-inch screen but not through a 12/64-
inch screen). Uniformity is very important to ensure even 
roasting. The soybeans, with their hulls intact, are placed in 
one of three self-contained, steam-jacketed kettles mounted 
on a platform about eight feet above fl oor level. The beans 
are heated to 200ºF (93ºC) over a period of 40 minutes. 
During the cooking a special (secret, FDA-approved) food 
chemical is added to the cooking to perform four functions: 
(1) to expand the soybeans, (2) to soften the soybeans, (3) to 

remove a large proportion of the polysaccharides that cause 
fl atulence, and (4) to give the fi nished soynuts fracturability. 
The cooking itself inactivates trypsin inhibitors.
 “The preconditioned beans are run down a chute and are 
drained and dewatered on a ‘buffalo’ stainless steel vibrator, 
on which they climb up a sort of staircase. (Some processors 
then dry the beans for a few minutes in a hot oven.) Then 
the beans drop through a hopper into a continuous deep-
fryer, through which they move slowly in a two-inch-thick 
layer between stainless steel chain conveyors. The initial oil 
temperature is 270ºF (132ºC), the fi nal temperature is 325ºF 
(162”), and the time in the oil is 12 to 24 minutes. This slow 
roast gives a more uniform product texture and helps the 
beans to retain their hulls, which is considered benefi cial 
for reasons described above. The Pitman Mastermatic fryer, 
which cost $35,000 in 1980, is gas heated. A hydrogenated 
shortening, either soy or a soy-palm blend, with a melting 
point of about 90ºF, has been found to give soynuts that 
are dry, light, and best tasting. If a regular liquid oil is 
used the soynuts become greasy. Tocopherols (vitamin 
E) in the soybeans help to stabilize the oil. Roughly fi ve 
percent of the oil must be replaced each day; most of this is 
lost to uptake in the soynuts. The oil is constantly fi ltered 
through a parchment fi lter paper topped with a thin layer of 
diatomaceous earth sprinkled on by hand two or three times 
a day. The fi ltering machine which is essential to the process, 
is located next to the fryer. If the oil in the fryer ever foams, 
indicating saponifi cation and rancidity, it must be removed 
and discarded.
 “After being fried, the soynuts drop out onto a cooler 
belt and are run through a high-volume air suction cooler 
that sucks off hot air and draws in air at ambient temperature, 
thereby cooling the beans to 90ºF (32ºC) in two minutes. 
Salt and/or other seasonings are metered onto the stream of 
soynuts with a Syntron feeder, and the product is then mixed 
and allowed to fall into a metal bin. An automatic bagger 
packages the soynuts in bulk in 55-pound quantities in three-
ply Kraft paper bags each with a poly liner. The carob-coated 
soynuts are coated at a special candy plant in Chicago using 
carob powder, turbinado sugar, hydrogenated fats (which will 
not get soft or melt in summer), and nonfat dry milk. These 
are used in snacks and party mixes with walnuts and sesame 
seeds.
 “The oil content of the fi nished beans is 25 percent 
versus 19 percent in dry unprocessed form; this is much 
less than peanuts. The fi nal soynuts are 12 percent larger in 
volume and almost exactly the same weight as the initial dry 
soybeans.
 “Presently 80 to 85 percent of INARI’s soynuts are sold 
in bulk to institutional and natural food distributors; end 
users include restaurants and hospitals. Soynuts are used 
as a topping in salad bars, or added to granola, cookies, 
nut mixes, or trail mixes. The onion-garlic soynuts are 
especially popular in salad bars to replace peanuts, croutons, 
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or sunfl ower seeds.” Address: Soyfoods Center, Lafayette, 
California.

4149. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1981. Das Tofu-
Buch: Nahrung fuer alle. Band 2 [The book of tofu: Food for 
mankind. Vol. 2]. Soyen, West Germany: Ahorn Verlag. 288 
p. Illust. by Akiko Aoyagi Shurtleff. Index. July. 23 x 21 cm. 
Translated from the English by Rainer Bosch and Gudrun 
Klein. [43 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Contains 500 recipes. Contents: How to 
use this book. Preface. Acknowledgements. 1. Protein 
East and West. 2. Tofu as a food. 3. Getting started. 4. 
Soybeans. 5. Fresh soybean puree (Frisches Sojapüree). 
6. Okara. 7. Soymilk curds and soymilk (Sojaquark und 
Sojamolke). 8. Tofu (History, how to make at home, basic 
preparatory techniques). 9. Recipes for regular and fi rm 
tofu. 10. Deep-fried tofu: tofu cutlets, burgers, and pouches 
(Vorfritierter Tofu: Tofuschnitzel, Tofuburger, Tofutaschen). 
11. Grilled tofu (Gegrillter Tofu). 12. Frozen and dried-
frozen tofu (Gefrorener Tofu und gefriergetrockneter Tofu). 
13. Fermented tofu (Fermentierter Tofu). 14. Soymilk 
(Sojamilch). 15. Silken tofu (Seidentofu). 16. Yuba. 15. Tofu 
and yuba in China, Taiwan, and Korea. 17. Farmhouse tofu 
for large families. 19. The ethos and tradition of handmade 
tofu production. 20. Making tofu in a traditional shop. 
Appendices: A. Tofu restaurants in Japan. B. Varieties of 
tofu in East Asia. C. People and institutions connected with 
tofu worldwide (Incl. directory of tofu manufacturers). 
D. Sources of supply for tofu production. Bibliography. 
Glossary. Favorite tofu recipes. About the authors and their 
work (autobiographical). Tofu–An opportunity for poor and 
rich lands. The tofu kit (from Sojaquelle in West Germany 
and Oekullus in Switzerland).
 Note 1. This is the earliest publication seen (April 
2013) that uses term “Tofurei” to refer to tofu shops / 
manufacturers. The term was coined by Gabriele Furth-Kuby 
of Ahorn Verlag.
 Note 2. “Sojaquark” is used to refer to soymilk curds 
rather than to tofu. Published in a hardcover edition only.
 Note. This is the earliest German-language document 
seen (Sept. 2013) that mentions soy cream cheese (p. 104), 
which it calls Tofu-Käsecreme. Address: Soyfoods Center, 
P.O. Box 234, Lafayette, California 94549. Phone: 415-283-
2991.

4150. Dutton, Herbert J. 1981. Soybean oil and trans fatty 
acids in the United States (Interview). Conducted by William 
Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center, Aug. 1. 2 p. transcript.
• Summary: Morris Durkee was the great fi gure in soy oil 
refi ning; he ran the A.E. Staley refi nery for many years but is 
no longer living.
 There were problems with the use of alcohol / ethanol 
as a solvent in soybean processing. The IRS was a big factor 
initially, and that slowed the growth. There were stringent 

regulations and control on alcohol; these have now been 
relaxed, so it is not a dead duck. A.E. Staley may have 
actually incorporated alcohol with their solvent extraction; 
ask Joe Rackis. Alcohol makes superior quality soybean 
meal; there are patents on it. A mixture of alcohol and hexane 
also works well. It is diffi cult to change a hexane plant to 
alcohol, but there is not lots of interest in alcohol for new 
soybean processing plants.
 By the 1940s, hexane was by far the leading solvent for 
soybean processing in the USA.
 Dutton believes that degumming is not part of the 
refi ning process; but some degumming will be part of alkali 
refi ning if you need to separate out the lecithin for use.
 To activate bleaching earth (a clay) you mix it with 
sulfuric acid. Bleaching earth is used with green oils. 
Sulfuric acid remains in the clay; it is defi nitely an acidic 
clay. Diatomaceous earth does not have the absorptive 
capacity of these earths. The term “catalyst selectivity” has 
different meanings. It was probably fi rst used in about 1947 
to refer to a differential reaction with linolenic vs. linoleic 
acid. The role of linolenic acid in off fl avors was debated for 
many years until a key 1951 experiment, which decided it.
 He is ambivalent about “trans acids” (as he calls them). 
They are a big unknown in metabolic processes. There is a 
lot of information that says “look out.” Ask Ralph Holman. 
The metabolic system treats them as saturated fats. Its 
not just that they raise blood cholesterol levels; fear of 
the unknown is an even bigger concern. Trans fatty acids 
were fi rst recognized as a potential problem in the 1960s; 
he and Emken wrote an entire book about them in 1980–
Geometrical and Positional Isomers. It is true that the fat of 
cow’s milk and human milk both contain these trans isomers, 
but in much smaller amounts. Also, three generations of 
humans have been raised on hydrogenated fats. Still, it ought 
to be researched much more. Enig (at Maryland, who says 
they cause cancer) and Kummerol (Illinois) are putting out 
scare stuff to get grants.
 Crude soybean oil is very stable before its refi ned; 20-
25% of tocopherols stay in it after refi ning. Antioxidants are 
partially removed during refi ning, especially alkali refi ning. 
If you mix soy oil with other vegetable oils, both become 
more stable, so soy oil has more tocopherols than it needs.
 The cholesterol story has been oversold as a cause of 
heart disease; it’s been a gimmick. He is not convinced that 
cholesterol is a cause of heart disease.
 “Foots” is not the same as soapstock, Foots is what 
remains at the bottom of a tankcar. Degumming removes 
90% of phospholipids. Soapstock is still used in commercial 
soaps and to make fatty acids. Sodium salts of fatty acids still 
form the basis of many soaps.
 Historically, oils and fats have been replaced by 
petroleum-based synthetics. For example, petroleum based 
latex paint (which can be washed in water) replaced linseed 
oil in paints. Soy alkyds are still used in paints; oil has 
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distinct advantages over latex.
 If one used a crude and then a refi ned soy oil for deep 
frying, he thinks the unrefi ned would show lower peroxide 
values after 1 month of standing. Address: Box 205, Rt. 2, 
Cable, Wisconsin 54821. Phone: 715-798-2330.

4151. Dutton, Herbert J. 1981. History of cooperative 
soybean oil mills in the United States (Interview). Conducted 
by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center, Aug. 1. 2 p. 
transcript.
• Summary: Dr. Dutton, who started to work for the NRRC 
in 1945, guesses that the number of soybean oil mills peaked 
in the early 1950s. Another trend complicated this; farmer 
cooperatives / co-ops set up their own mills so that the 
farmers could have a source of soybean meal [during World 
War II]; they sold the unrefi ned oil on the open market. In 
1945 the government started sponsoring their meetings once 
a year–and it still does.
 One thing that hurt the co-ops in the early days, and 
drove some out of business, was the use of trichloroethylene 
as a solvent; it was soon found to be toxic because of amino 
acids it contained. Leonard L. McKinney described the toxic 
factor in about 1957. NRRC is required to discard most of its 
fi les after a certain number of years, so much of the original 
correspondence has probably been lost.
 Yet trichloroethylene was very inexpensive and 
reduced the cost of starting a soybean oil mill. Its use was 
discontinued in about 1945-50. Address: Cable, Wisconsin. 
Phone: 715-798-2330.

4152. Magida, Phylis. 1981. How to eat well and still kiss 
salt, sugar, and fat goodbye. Chicago Tribune. Aug. 10. p. 
A11.
• Summary: Many Chinese, Japanese and Korean dishes 
consist largely of vegetables. Instead of using meat, many 
use tofu (soy bean curd) as a protein source, since tofu 
contains no cholesterol and relatively little fat. When eaten 
with rice, the protein quality of tofu increases.
 To decrease salt intake, use a low-salt soy sauce 
available from Yamasa soy sauce company. Or you can 
decrease the amount of salt or soy sauce by increasing the 
amount of garlic and/or ginger.

4153. Brody, Jane E. 1981. A source of quality protein. New 
York Times. Aug. 12. p. C1, C10.
• Summary: A good, long overview about soybeans and 
foods made from them. Contents: Introduction. The push for 
soy protein (quantity and quality, low cost, any ways of using 
soy in human foods such as soy grits, soy fl our {uncooked}, 
soy powder {cooked}, soy milk {made from cooked 
soybeans}, soy nuts {roasted soybeans}, tofu {curdled soy 
milk}, tempeh {fermented soy soybeans}, bean sprouts, and 
textured vegetable protein {TVP–a concentrated source of 
protein}). Consumer taste tests have show that up to ¼ of 

the meat in made-up dishes can be replaced by TVP with no 
noticeable difference in taste. Soy protein can signifi cantly 
reduce cholesterol levels in the blood of certain persons.
 A fi ne oil too (It is very widely used in cooking oils, 
salad dressings, margarines and mayonnaises).
 Soy carbohydrates: benefi ts and risks (some cause 
fl atulence, but some foods–such as tofu and tempeh–contain 
little or no fl atulence-causing carbohydrates. Soy fi ber, also 
called roughage, can promote healthy bowel function, but it 
can also bind up certain essential minerals such as calcium 
and zinc).
 Other benefi ts and risks (soy infant formulas, soy milk 
can also be helpful for those who are unable to drink cow’s 
milk because of allergy or lactase defi ciency. Antinutrients in 
raw soybeans, such as trypsin inhibitors and hemagglutinins, 
must be destroyed by heat. Under certain conditions soy 
protein may be able to hinder the absorption of zinc and 
iron. “Soy sauce, probably the soy product most familiar 
to Americans... is loaded with sodium” (14%). However 
a reduced-salt soy, with only 8% salt, is now available; it 
should be refrigerated).
 Note: Also published in the San Francisco Chronicle (26 
Aug. 1981, p. 19) as “Soybeans.”

4154. Spencer, Colin. 1981. Mean bean. Guardian 
(England). Aug. 28. p. 7.
• Summary: Ironically, the protein-rich soy bean is the 
dullest of all the dried peas and beans. Few of the soy-bean 
recipes in cookbooks sound even vaguely appetising. Soy 
beans were fi rst grown in England at Kew in the late 1700s. 
Most soy beans stocked in wholefood shops are round and 
beige, but some are small and black; they both taste about 
the same. Describes how to soak, then cook whole soybeans 
so as to inactivate the “’trypsin inhibitor,’ which blocks an 
trypsin enzyme essential for the digestion of protein.” They 
should be cooked for 4-5 hours or pressure cooked for 25 
minutes. After cooking, the whole soy beans can be crushed 
(with a potato masher) or pulped in a blender to yield a 
thick grainy puree. Describes various ways of preparing 
the cooked pulp. “Served with a miso sauce, these soy bean 
croquettes can be far more delicious than they sound.”
 In the USA, small “packets of dry roasted soy beans, 
salted like peanuts,” are sold in plain, salted, garlic, and 
barbeque fl avors. Describes how to roast your own at home, 
using an oiled baking tray. “Toss the roasted beans in a 
fl avoured salt.” Or you can grind the unsalted roasted beans 
to make kinako. “In Japan they sweeten kinako and use it 
to coat confectionery. It must be the only example of chewy 
treats which could be good for you.”
 Gives recipes for: Sesame dry soybeans. Soybean 
Russian salad. Soy bean fritters. Black soy bean casserole.

4155. Jones, J. Vendryes; Pell, E.J. 1981. The infl uence of 
ozone on the presence of isofl avones in alfalfa foliage. J. of 
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the Air Pollution Control Association 31(8):885-86. Aug. [9 
ref]
• Summary: Seedlings of alfalfa (Medicago sativa), cultivar 
Moapa, were cultivated, then exposed to injurious levels 
of ozone. Discusses sheep, soybeans, daidzein, genistein, 
formononetin, infertility. Address: The Pennsylvania State 
Univ., University Park, PA.

4156. Nutrition Reviews. 1981. Exploring cow’s milk and 
soy protein sensitivity in human infants. 39(8):305-07. Aug. 
[11 ref]
• Summary: “Soy proteins are not ‘hypoallergenic.’ They 
offer the same potential for damage to the intestinal mucosa 
as cow’s milk protein. Soy protein isolate, the primary 
protein in all soy milk formulas, can cause a violent 
gastrointestinal reaction in susceptible infants. Clinical 
features are non-specifi c and include fever, leukocytosis, 
vomiting, blood-tinged mucoid diarrhea, carbohydrate 
intolerance, dehydration and metabolic acidosis. Soy 
and cow’s milk protein-induced colitis are clinically and 
pathologically similar.”
 “In 1953, P. György [Gyorgy] reported a growth factor 
for Lactobacillus bifi dus in human milk that was not found 
in cow’s milk. He noted that infants fed human milk in 
suffi cient quantities displayed a generally higher resistance 
to respiratory and intestinal infections when compared 
to infants receiving cow’s milk. György’s laboratory and 
clinical work paved the way for other investigations of the 
biochemical, cytologic and microbiologic characteristics of 
human milk that make it a unique food for human infants.”

4157. Roberts, D.C.K.; Stalmach, M.E.; Khalil, M.W.; 
Hutchinson, J.C.; Carroll, K.K. 1981. Effect of dietary 
protein on composition and turnover of apoproteins in 
plasma lipoproteins of rabbits. Canadian J. of Biochemistry 
59(8):642-47. Aug. [23 ref. Eng; fre]
• Summary: Try looking up the word “apoprotein” and see if 
you can understand it. Address: Dep. of Biochemistry, Univ. 
of Western Ontario, London, ONT, Canada N6A 5C1.

4158. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1981. History 
of Butler Food Products (Document part). In: William 
Shurtleff and A. Aoyagi. 1981. History of Small Seventh-
day Adventist Food Companies and Sanitariums. 8 p. See 
p. 4-6. Unpublished manuscript. Available online at www.
soyinfocenter.com. [1 ref]
• Summary: In operation from 1939 to 1946, this was a 
private company in Cedar Lake, Michigan. “This creative 
company was founded in 1939 by Howard O. Butler and 
run primarily as a family enterprise. Butler got interested 
in soyfoods from people he knew at Madison Foods in 
Tennessee. He hired people with prior experience in 
soyfoods production; Howard Hoover (who made soymilk 
with Dr. Miller in East Asia) and a Mr. Roose. An initial 

aim of the business was to offer jobs for Adventist youth to 
pay their tuition at nearby Cedar Lake Academy, although 
the business was not formally connected with the Academy. 
The company’s primary product, fi rst produced in 1942, 
was ‘Soya Butter,’ actually what we would now call soy 
margarine; it contained 79% lightly hydrogenated soy oil, 
soymilk (18% by weight), salt, vitamin A carotene (as 
a natural coloring), and butter fl avor. The melting point 
was 110ºF (43ºC). Butler advertised the product as being 
nonfattening.
 “He soon ran into problems with the government 
concerning his soya butter. In August 1944 the Soybean 
Digest reported that ‘H.L. Hoover, manager of the fi rm, 
claims that he is the victim of confl icting federal and state 
regulations, and that he cannot comply with one set of 
regulations without violating others. Hoover points out 
that while the Food & Drug Administration prohibits his 
company from labeling the product oleomargarine without 
the addition of dairy products to it, the Bureau of Internal 
Revenue classifi es it as oleomargarine for taxing purposes.’ 
Margarine was then defi ned as vegetable oils churned with 
dairy milk; Butler used soymilk in place of dairy milk to 
give a completely vegetarian product. Furthermore, it was 
claimed by the Bureau of Dairying in Lansing, Michigan, 
that the product had been illegally colored in imitation of 
butter, and in several instances had been sold as butter. In 
August 1944 cases were pending in circuit and U.S. courts, 
awaiting trial. In May 1945 a federal judge in Cleveland, 
Ohio ruled that Butler’s Soya Butter was not taxable as 
margarine and should not be labeled as margarine, but 
shortly thereafter the Ohio Department of Agriculture, in 
variance with the federal ruling, classifi ed soya butter as 
colored margarine, which could not be sold legally in Ohio. 
In June 1945 the American Soybean Association came 
out in favor of a congressional bill to defi ne soya butter as 
being distinct from margarine. Finally in December 1945, at 
which time the company was manufacturing 100,000 units 
of soya butter a month, a federal judge in Detroit ruled that 
the product was oleomargarine as defi ned by the internal 
revenue code, and therefore subject to back taxes of 10 cents 
a pound on every pound made to date. The three-year battle 
and the ruling assessing an estimated $150,000 in back taxes 
drove the company out of business in 1946. In about 1950, 
while typing out an appeal to the government to reconsider 
his case, Butler suffered a fatal heart attack. Shortly after his 
death, the margarine law was changed and the tax (on other 
companies) removed.
 “During the early 1940s, Butler Foods was a thriving 
operation. In early 1942 they were making a nice line of 
nine soyfoods including ready to eat Soy-Fruit & Nut 
Cereal (with fi gs, dates, and bran), ViM-eat Soy-Nut-Loaf, 
ViM Soy-Nut Cheese, Soy-Kawfee, Entire Soybean Flour 
(i.e. full-fat), Entire Soybean Wheat Flour Mix (70:30), 
Soybeans with Tomato Sauce, ViM-ilk (soymilk) and Soy-
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Nuts. An attractive brochure, which described the company’s 
products and gave recipes, noted that some of the soybeans 
were ‘grown on Butler’s own mineralized farm.’ In mid-
1942 Soya Butter was added to the line. The company also 
made bulk soymilk for use in its Soya Butter. In September 
1943 Butler Foods ran a full-page ad in the Soybean Digest 
headlined ‘New Foods from the Wonder Bean’ showing 
pictures of cans of Butler’s Soynut Cheese, Vegeburger, Soya 
Nut-Loaf, Soya Butter, and Vegetarian Chops. The chops, his 
most popular meat analog, were a blend of wheat gluten and 
soy fl our, sliced, pre-cooked, then canned in a broth made of 
soy sauce and other savory seasonings. A September 1945 ad 
showed that Butler’s Meatlike had been added to the line.
 “After the government tax ruling of 1946, Cedar Lake 
Academy leased Butler’s property and tried to operate the 
food business for 2 years, but the plant was too big and 
the company had now lost its vital income from sales of 
soya butter. The Academy food business ceased operation 
in 1949. The supervisor at that time, Vesper Sias, who had 
worked at Butler Foods since 1942, then left and started his 
own company, Cedar Lake, in November 1949.” Address: 
Soyfoods Center, P.O. Box 234, Lafayette, California 94549.

4159. Soyanews (Sri Lanka). 1981. Soya to help raise 
nutritional levels. 3(12-1):1. Aug.
• Summary: “Five District Development Offi cers selected 
by the Nutrition Committee of the Matara District attended 
a week-long course last month to study the processing 
of soyafoods at the Soyabean Foods Research Centre at 
Gannoruwa.”
 A photo shows “Miss Ellen Jayawardena demonstrating 
how to make tempeh to the fi ve district development 
offi cers...”

4160. Viola, Shlomoh; Arieli, Y.; Rappaport, U.; Mokady, 
Sh. 1981. [Experiments in the nutrition of carp: Replacement 
of fi shmeal by soybean meal]. Fisheries and Fishbreeding in 
Israel (Dayig U-midgeh Be-Yisra’el) 16(2):19-27. May/Aug. 
[2 ref. Heb; eng]
• Summary: Feeding experiments with carp were conducted 
in cages and experimental ponds, using diets with 25% 
total crude protein. When most or all of the fi shmeal was 
replaced by soybean meal, supplements of 10% oil, 0.4% 
methionine, and 0.4-0.5% lysine were necessary to achieve 
gains and protein and energy retentions equal to those of the 
100% fi shmeal control ration. It was concluded that, for carp, 
regular soybean meal contains 10-15% less metabolizable 
energy and 10-15% less available lysine than the generally 
accepted values. Address: 1. Israeli Feedmills Assoc., Beitan 
Aharon, Israel.

4161. Wood, John L.; Allison, Richard G. 1981. Effects of 
consumption of choline and lecithin on neurological and 
cardiovascular systems. Bethesda, Maryland: Life Sciences 

Research Offi ce, Federation of American Societies for 
Experimental Biology (FASEB). ix + 105 p. Aug. Prepared 
for Bureau of Foods, FDA, Dep. of Health and Human 
Services, Washington, D.C. 28 cm. [200+ ref]
• Summary: This is a comprehensive review of the literature. 
Contents: Foreword. Summary. 1. Introduction: Scope of the 
study, sources of choline and lecithin. 2. Metabolic aspects: 
Digestion and absorption of exogenous sources (choline, 
phosphatidyl choline and other phosphatides), endogenous 
synthesis (choline, phosphatidyl choline and other 
phosphatides), parenteral transport, cholinergic functions 
(brain choline, blood-brain barrier transport, neuronal 
transport, acetylcholine synthesis, regulation of brain 
acetylcholine levels). 3. Supplemental intakes of choline 
and lecithin: Infl uence on growth and development (choline, 
lecithin), infl uence on the fetus and newborn, alterations 
in tissue levels and stores (plasma and other tissues, brain 
acetylcholine, lipoproteins and membranes), side-effects 
(choline, lecithin), potential effects on the nervous system 
(adaptation, withdrawal). 4. Behavioral and neurological 
effects of oral administration: Theoretical aspects (precursor 
approach, direct agonist action of choline), aging and 
memory (effects on memory and cognition in aging, effects 
on control subjects), observations from clinical use in 
treatment of disorders (Tardive dyskinesia, Huntington’s 
disease, Alzheimer’s disease, mania and depression, other 
disorders). 5. Other metabolic effects of oral administration: 
Cardiovascular aspects (lipotropic effect, lipoproteins and 
hypercholesterolemia, atherosclerosis). 6. Study conclusions. 
7. Suggestions for future consideration. 8. Literature cited. 
9. Study participants. 10. Appendix: Properties of choline 
(nature, uses, specifi cations), properties of lecithin (nature, 
nomenclature, composition, commercial uses, specifi cations), 
properties of phosphatidyl choline. Address: 9650 Rockville 
Pike, Bethesda, Maryland 20814.

4162. Asahi Shinbun (Asahi Daily News, Tokyo). 1981. 
Misoshiru igai na kôyô [Miso soup’s unexpected good 
effects: It lowers the death rate from stomach cancer, heart 
disease, and cirrhosis of the liver]. Sept. 27. [1 ref. Jap; 
eng+]
• Summary: “People who drink miso soup daily are not 
likely to die from stomach cancer.” This was the result of 
research by Dr. Takeshi Hirayama and his group. He is head 
of the Epidemiology Division, at the National Cancer Center 
Research Institute. Miso soup was also found to lower the 
death rate from stomach ulcers, heart disease, and cirrhosis 
of the liver (kankôhen). This research will be reported next 
month in Sapporo at a meeting of a Japanese epidemiology 
society. Note: A long summary of this article appeared in the 
Oct. 1 issue of Toyo Shimpo (p. 1).

4163. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1981. Dr. John 
Harvey Kellogg and Battle Creek Foods: History of work 
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with soyfoods. Soyfoods Center, P.O. Box 234, Lafayette, 
CA 94549. 20 p. Sept. 29. Unpublished typescript. Available 
online at www.soyinfocenter.com.
• Summary: www.soyinfocenter.com/HSS/john_kellogg_
and_battle_creek_foods.php
 A comprehensive history of the subject. Contents: 
Introduction. Early life and teachings: Birth, work with 
Ellen White, medical school, thesis, in 1876 took charge of 
institute he renamed Battle Creek Sanitarium (new meaning 
for this term), its research kitchen developed America’s 
fi rst meat analogs, start of Good Health, famous people 
who came to sanitarium, trip to Europe to deepen medical 
knowledge, primitive state of medical knowledge, “Biologic 
Living,” dynamic man, living proof of his techniques. Early 
health food products: Granola, peanut butter (probably 
America’s fi rst), cereals, rift with church, meat substitutes 
(Nuttose, Protose), Harry Miller. Early writings about 
soyfoods: The New Method in Diabetes (1917), mentions 
to 1923, mentions in Good Health (1921-29), Good Health 
(1930-39), J.H. and W.K. Kellogg’s speeches to American 
Soybean Association (1927 and 1930), Kellogg and Henry 
Ford, 1933 edition of The New Method in Diabetes, 1936 
expanding interest, letters to Horvath and Admiral Byrd, 
1937 speech to American Public Health Association. 
Development of early soyfoods: soy meal, early interest 
in fermented milks, Metchnikoff and Tissier, fi rst soymilk 
(1930), soy acidophilus and diseases (1933), patent for soy 
acidophilus milk (SAM, 1934), Dionne quintuplets (1934), 
SAM from 1936-1950’s, heyday of his work with soyfoods 
(1934-37). Later soyfoods developments: Correspondence 
with William Morse, products in Morse’s offi ce, 1937 Battle 
Creek Food Co. products, 1940 price list, fi rst commercial 
soymilk (Soygal, 1942), Kellogg’s fi rst meat analog (Soy 
Protose, 1943), small price list in 1955, sale of company 
in 1960, Kellogg’s death in 1943, his infl uence on others. 
Address: Lafayette, California. Phone: 415-283-2991.

4164. Aiba, Shuichi. 1981. Development of microbial 
industry in Japan. Kukem Dergisi (J. of KÜKEM, Turkey) 
4(2):1-6. Special Issue of the Second National Congress of 
Culture Collections and Industrial Microbiology (KÜKEM). 
[Eng]
• Summary: Contents: Preface. Brief history of development: 
Up to 1945, 1946-1960, 1961-1980, 1981. Economic aspects: 
Vista, antibiotics, amino acids (esp. glutamate), nucleotides, 
enzymes, miscellaneous (citrate, gluconic acid). Epilog.
 The modern fermentation industry, characterized by 
mechanization and quality control, was motivated and 
triggered by the appearance of antibiotics. Before 1945, 
besides the brewing of alcoholic beverages, the Amylo-
process and acetone-butanol were the most representative 
of large-scale fermentations in the pre-war and during the 
war days. In the former, starchy materials were saccharifi ed 
aerobically by the use of Aspergillus oryzae. The period from 

1946 to 1960 was characterized by two major developments: 
the emergence of the penicillin industry and the 
production of amino acid (glutamic acid) by fermentation. 
Bioengineering became sophisticated. During the period 
1961-1980 biochemical engineering and computers came to 
be widely used.
 The fermentation industry in Japan is large. In 1974 
it produced $8,404,000,000 worth of products. The largest 
segments were liquor $6,300,000,000 (75.0% of the 
total), antibiotics $1,183,000,000 (14%), fermented foods 
$550,000,000 (6.5%), amino acids $250,000,000 (3.0%), and 
other (nucleotides, yeast, ethanol, enzymes, organic acids) 
$121,000,000 (1.5%).
 The main amino acid is glutamic acid, of which the 
Ajinomoto Co. has almost 50% of the market. Production 
peaked at 100,000 tons/year in 1971 and had fallen to 
73,000 tons by 1975. The main nucleotides are inosinic acid 
and guanylic acid. The main enzymes are alpha-amylase 
(12,000 tons/year), protease (1,500 tons/year), and glucose 
isomerase (300 tons/year). Miscellaneous includes citrate, 
lactic acid, and gluconic acid (each organic acids). Genetic 
manipulation of microorganisms is expected to revolutionize 
the fermentation industry.
 Note: This periodical about microbiology is published 
twice a year by the Center for Culture Collections of 
Microorganisms (KUKENS) in Istanbul, Turkey. Address: 
Prof. Dr. Dep. of Fermentation Technology, Faculty of 
Engineering, Osaka Univ., Yamada-kami, Suita-shi, Osaka, 
Japan.

4165. Lam-Sánchez, Alfredo; Durigan, J.F.; Paro, 
M.J.; Dos Santos, J.E.; Dutra de Oliveira, J.E. 1981. 
Caracteristicas agronomicas, nutricionais e de processamento 
de germoplasma de soja com tegumentos coloridos 
[Agronomic, nutritional, and processing characteristics 
of soybean germplasm with colored seed coats]. Archivos 
Latinoamericanos de Nutricion 31(3):586-603. Sept. [13 ref. 
Por; eng]
• Summary: “Ten soybean varieties with colored seed 
coats were evaluated in Jaboticabal [a municipality in the 
state of Sao Paulo, Brazil], with the objective of obtaining 
information as to color preference in the direct use of 
soybeans in human consumption.
 “The above-mentioned material showed good adaptation 
to the local environmental conditions: plant cycles were 
smaller than the Santa Rosa (121 days), varying from 107 
to 119 days, in spite of the fact that some varieties started 
blooming later than Santa Rosa.
 “All materials are within the minimum standards for 
local planting; however, some of them showed a lodging 
problem, and all varieties are susceptible to bacterial pustule. 
They have smaller seeds than Santa Rosa, and in relation to 
yield, varieties as the NC-55, Aksarben 1S (Black), Aksarben 
1S (Brown) and Chi kei 13 did not statistically differ from 
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the Santa Rosa.
 “Protein content showed a variability of 37.90 to 
43.900/0 and oil varied from 14.72 to 21.34%. Methionine 
content was between the known limits (0.907 to 1.644 g/16 
g N), but lysine was higher than any reported data (7.584 to 
10.877 g/16g N).
 “The Tanner, Chi kei 13 and Chi kei 15 presented a high 
percentage of hard beans. This fact had a positive infl uence 
on the seed hydration characteristics, but their experimental 
cooking times were very low, varying from 51.5 to 122 
minutes.
 “The term ‘hydration time’ is being introduced here, 
which is defi ned as the time, in hours, required for a seed to 
double up its weight when submerged in water.” Address: 
Dep. de Fitotechnia, Univ. Estadual Paulista, 14.870, 
Jaboticabal, Sao Paulo, Brazil.

4166. Morr, C.V. 1981. Nitrogen conversion factors for 
several soybean protein products. J. of Food Science 
46(5):1362-63, 1367. Sept. [12 ref]
• Summary: This experiment was conducted to determine 
the amount of variation among nitrogen conversion factors 
among 3 different soy protein products: (1) Soy fl our / meal. 
(2) Laboratory soy protein isolate. (3) Commercial protein 
isolate.
 “Such information is critical to evaluating 
recommendations that the common conversion factor of 6.25 
be used for all protein products being used in formulated 
foods.”
 “Computed nitrogen conversion factors were 5.64 to 
6.08 (Kjeldahl Method) and 6.70 to 6.84 (Factor Method)... 
The Factor Method is recommended to provide the most 
accurate conversion factor.” Address: Dep. of Food Science, 
Clemson Univ., Clemson, South Carolina 29631.

4167. Perkkio, M.; Savilahti, E.; Kuitunen, P. 1981. 
Morphometric and immunohistochemical study of jejunal 
biopsies from children with intestinal soy allergy. European 
J. of Pediatrics 137(1):63-69. Sept. *

4168. Resnick, I.G.; Levin, M.A. 1981. Quantitative 
procedure for enumeration of bifi dobacteria. Applied and 
Environmental Microbiology 42(3):427-32. Sept. [16 ref]
• Summary: Bifi dobacteria are gram-positive, 
nonsporeforming anaerobic rods which are common to the 
digestive tracts of higher animals. Address: Health Effects 
Research Lab., U.S. Environmental Agency, West Kingston, 
Rhode Island.

4169. Rosenfeld, Albert. 1981. Is margarine worse than 
butter? Polyunsaturated fats may be doing us more harm than 
cholesterol. Science 81 2:24-25. Sept.
• Summary: The problem with polyunsaturates is they 
increase the so-called free radicals, which are by-products of 

each cell’s normal, everyday oxidation reactions. The body 
produces its own defenses against free radicals in the form of 
antioxidants.

4170. Shorey, RoseAnn L.; Bazan, Belinda; Lo, Grace S.; 
Steinke, F.H. 1981. Determinants of hypocholesterolemic 
response to soy and animal protein-based diets. American J. 
of Clinical Nutrition 34(9):1769-78. Sept. [34 ref]
• Summary: Isolated soy protein completely replaced animal 
protein in a diet fed to 27 subjects for 42 days. For the 
responders, there was no change in total cholesterol but HDL 
cholesterol was lowered 15.6%. Address: Graduate Nutrition 
Div., Univ. of Texas, Austin, TX 78712.

4171. Travaglini, Décio Antonio; Aguirre, J.M. de; 
Travaglini, M.M.E.; Sales, A.M.; Angelucci, E.; Arima, H.K. 
1981. Composicao química e característica nutricional do 
extrato de soja em pó [Chemical composition and nutritional 
characteristics of a spray dried soymilk]. Boletim do Instituto 
de Tecnologia de Alimentos (Campinas, Sao Paulo, Brazil) 
18(3):385-93. July/Sept. [22 ref. Por]
• Summary: This powdered soymilk was made on a pilot 
plant scale according to a processign technique developed 
at the Instituto de Tecnologia de Alimentos–ITAL. Address: 
Campinas, Sao Paulo, Brazil.

4172. New York Times. 1981. Kikkoman soy sauce even on 
catfi sh? Concern sees many uses. Oct. 10. p. 33.
• Summary: Kikkoman is now the No. 1 brand of soy sauce 
in the United States (with about 40-45% of the U.S. market), 
ahead of its two main domestic rivals, La Choy (a product 
of Beatrice Foods) and Chun King (made by the Reynolds 
Tobacco Co.).
 Before Kikkoman arrived in the U.S. market in about 
1956, soy sauce was sold primarily as a seasoning for 
Oriental foods. But since that time, Japan’s largest and best-
known maker of soy sauce “has marketed its tart, sweet and 
salty sauce as all-purpose and all American.”
 The result has been truly remarkable. With patience 
and care, Kikkoman has steadily increased its market share. 
“Sales in this country have grown an average of 15 to 20 
percent a year for the past fi ve years, reaching $27 million 
of the $100 million market in the fi scal year ended March 
1981.”
 In 1956, when Kikkoman fi rst began to advertise 
seriously here, the soy sauce market in America amounted 
to only about $1 million a year. On 21 Jan. 1972 Kikkoman 
held the groundbreaking ceremony for its new plant in 
Walworth, Wisconsin; that year “the annual per capita 
consumption of soy sauce in the United States was one 
tablespoon or less.” In Japan today, annual per capita 
consumption of soy sauce is 340 ounces a year–compared 
with 5 ounces in the USA–according to Malcolm W. 
Pennington, a director of Kikkoman’s American production 
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subsidiary.
 Kikkoman introduced a type of soy sauce that was new 
to most Americans; it was naturally fermented from soybeans 
and wheat. “Many so-called soy sauce products [such as La 
Choy and Chun King] are chemically manufactured sauces 
that use an amino acid base and artifi cial fl avorings.”

4173. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1981. History of 
major U.S. soya research centers. Soyfoods Center, P.O. 
Box 234, Lafayette, CA 94549. 24 p. Oct. 12. Unpublished 
typescript. Available online at www.soyinfocenter.com.
• Summary: A comprehensive history of the subject. 
Contents: Introduction. University of Illinois and INTSOY: 
Home Economics Department’s work (in the 1930’s, 1940-
1961, and 1974-1981), Food Science Department (1955-
1981), International Soybean Program (INTSOY) founded 
July 1973, large number of talented faculty made the Univ. 
of Illinois one of the world’s top soy research centers. Iowa 
State University. Cornell University: First work with soy 
1883, fi rst soyfoods work in 1927 (soymilk thesis by Y.T. 
Chiu), one of leading centers of U.S. soyfoods research 
during World War II (see chapter on Clive and Jeanette 
McCay), rebirth of interest in soyfoods in late 1950’s, 1960 
paper on tempeh, soymilk work 1963-1980, other soyfoods 
studied, arrival of Dr. Van Veen in 1962 (had studied tempeh 
since 1932, had lived in Indonesia, and had a lifelong interest 
in tempeh), renewed program of soybean development 
and production initiated in New York state in 1964. USDA 
Northern Regional Research Center (NRRC): Originated 
with 1929 USDA soybean lab in Ohio, 1936 soybean lab 
in Urbana, IL, transferred to Peoria, IL, 1942, expanded 
research on food uses of soybeans and soy oil, fermentation 
division headed by Langlykke, work on soy sauce, life 
of Dr. A.K. Smith, at NRRC from 1942-1964, arrival of 
Drs. Watanabe and Shibasaki, Smith one of fi rst American 
researchers to realize the potential of tofu, work with 
miso, 1960 arrival of respected Indonesian microbiologist 
Ko Swan Djien, work on tempeh, NRRC hosted 2 of 
fi rst major conferences on soy protein foods in 1961 and 
1966, sponsorship of overseas contract work, expansion of 
research in 1960’s, soy fl our extrusion, Rackis’ work with 
oligosaccharides (fl atulence-causing factor in soybeans), 
life of Dr. C.W. Hesseltine, 1962 arrival of Dr. H.L. Wang 
at fermentation lab, Mustakas’ studies on soymilk, NRRC’s 
interest in soyfoods steadily growing, legitimizes soyfoods 
to people in U.S. and around the world. INTSOY: Founding, 
5 basic objectives, main accomplishments with soybeans, 
main accomplishments with soyfoods. Address: Lafayette, 
California. Phone: 415-283-2991.

4174. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1981. Mildred 
Lager: History of work with soyfoods. Soyfoods Center, P.O. 
Box 234, Lafayette, CA 94549. 9 p. Oct. 19. Unpublished 
typescript. Available online at www.soyinfocenter.com.

• Summary: www.soyinfocenter.com/books/135
 A comprehensive history of the subject. Contents: 
Introduction. Early years (1908-32): Birth, arthritis from 
1925, self-cure with diet, arrival in Los Angeles, center 
of interest in health foods and a perfect place to study and 
infl uence soyfoods. The House of Better Living and early 
work with soy (1933-1939): House established 1933, its 
aims, Jan. 1934 radio program on K.F.A.C., 1935 monthly 
newsletter, free classes (one on soy fl our in 1936), unclear 
how interest in soyfoods developed, diet research, 3 early 
books and booklets, infl uence of Ed Jones and Dorothea Van 
Gundy, “Food Facts” column in California Health News 
from 1936, one of the fi rst to distinguish between natural 
and health foods. Two early catalogs: March 1936 catalog 
with listing of the 27 soyfoods marketed in Los Angeles, 
1938 enlarged catalog with 26 new soyfoods listed. Mildred 
and her books about soyfoods: What kind of person she 
was, 1942 booklet Soy Bean Recipes: 150 Ways to use Soy 
Beans as Meat, Milk, Cheese and Bread, 1945 major work, 
The Useful Soybean: A Plus Factor in Modern Nutrition, 
president of National Dietary Association and vice president 
of Health Food Dealers of Southern California, married Ed 
Jones 1946, stopped health work, self-published How to Use 
the Soybean: A Plus Factor in Modern Nutrition in 1955, 
new edition of her diabetic diets booklet, death in 1960 from 
cortisone treatments for arthritis, marriage of Ed Jones to 
Dorothea Van Gundy in 1960, their revision of her book, 
conclusion.
 As of Sept. 2009, this history is available on the Soyinfo 
Center website, www.soyinfocenter.com. Address: Lafayette, 
California. Phone: 415-283-2991.

4175. Donnelly, L.S.; Busta, F.F. 1981. Alternative 
procedures for enumeration of Desulfotomaculum nigrifi cans 
spores in raw ingredients of soy protein-based products. J. of 
Food Science 46(5):1527-31. Sept/Oct. [11 ref]
• Summary: This bacterium, formerly named Clostridium 
nigrifi cans, is a thermophilic, anaerobic sporeformer. It was 
fi rst identifi ed in 1927 as the cause of “sulphur stinker” 
spoilage in canned sweet corn; it creates hydrogen sulfi de, 
which causes this odor in low-acid foods. It grows better 
in a modifi ed infant soy formula broth than in other media 
tested. Address: 1. Dep. of Food Science, Clemson Univ., 
Clemson, South Carolina 29631; 2. Dep. of Food Science 
and Nutrition, Univ. of Minnesota, 1334 Eckles Ave., St. 
Paul, Minnesota 55108.

4176. Food Development. 1981. Flavored soybeans function 
like nuts. Oct. p. 16.
• Summary: Thanks to International Nutrition and Resources 
Inc. (INARI), soybeans are no longer just a health food. In 
1975-76 Leonard Stuttman, founder of INARI and scientists 
at Michigan State University (MSU) spent 18 months 
developing a whole, roasted and fl avored soybean product 
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called Super Soy Soynuts. They tested over 100 varieties 
of soybeans before settling on four that suited the process 
they had developed. The process involves deactivating the 
trypsin inhibitor in the soybeans and expanding the soybeans 
with heat and moisture. “The full-fat, hull-on soybeans are 
then roasted [oil-roasted] like peanuts to give a good-tasting 
product.
 INARI now offers soynuts in seven fl avors, included 
toffee-coated and carob-coated. Mr. Stuttman is now testing 
two 100% Soynut butters. An East-coast company already 
uses granulated Soynuts in a carob bar to provide crunch. 
Another fi rm makes a Soynut brittle, and a third uses soynuts 
in ice cream.
 “Other potential uses for Soynuts include sandwich 
cookie fi llings, a marzipan-type candy, granola bars, 
chocolate-Soynuts cups and almost any application where 
peanuts or peanut butter are used.”
 A black-and-white photo shows six different soynuts 
products–without packaging.

4177. Kinsella, J.E.; Bruckner, G.; Mai, J.; Shimp, J. 1981. 
Metabolism of trans fatty acids with emphasis on the effects 
of trans,trans-octadecadienoate on lipid composition, 
essential fatty acid, and prostaglandins: An overview. 
American J. of Clinical Nutrition 34(10):2307-18. Oct. [71 
ref]
• Summary: Consumption of nutrient fat in the USA has 
increased about 25% over the past 60 years. Americans now 
consume about 55 kg per capita per year of nutrient aft, 
most of it in the form of vegetable fats–primarily derived 
from soybean oil. The relatively high content (8%) of 
linolenic acid that occurs naturally in soybean oil causes 
instability and contributes to oxidative rancidity. To reduce 
this problem, soybean oil is partially hydrogenated, and 
in this process isomerization of the naturally occurring 
cis unsaturated fatty acid to the trans confi guration and 
positional shifts of the double bonds may occur. Partial 
hydrogenation yields a wide range of both geometric (cis and 
trans) and positional isomers of oleic (18:1n9) and linoleic 
(18:2n6) acids in which double bonds may be shifted. This 
paper presents information on the metabolism of trans 
isomers of dietary unsaturated fatty acids. Address: Inst. of 
Food Science, Cornell Univ., Ithaca, New York.

4178. Miller, Roger W. 1981. The case for moderating 
sodium consumption. FDA Consumer. Oct. p. 9-13. 
Reprinted in Sourcebook on Food and Nutrition, 3rd ed. 
1982. p. 140-43.
• Summary: “Americans consume sodium equivalent to 
some 2 to 2½ teaspoons of salt a day, and around 60 million 
Americans suffer from high blood pressure to one degree 
or another. For many people, there may be a connection. 
Allan L. Forbes, M.D., associate director for nutrition and 
food sciences in FDA’s Bureau of Foods, discusses the link 

and efforts to help consumers moderate their salt or sodium 
intake.
 “Q: Dr. Forbes, why is too much sodium a health 
problem?
 “A: The basic reason is that sodium intake is interrelated 
with hypertensive diseases or high blood pressure. This has 
been studied for many years and, when you really come 
down to it, what we know is that population groups around 
the world who have very low sodium intakes have virtually 
no hypertension, and population groups that have very high 
sodium intakes have more hypertension. The thing we don’t 
know with the precision that we wish we did know is if 
there is an ‘ideal level’ of sodium intake for a population. 
We certainly know–and we emphasize the point–that very 
low intakes likely protect against hypertension, and very 
high intakes tend to predispose some individuals to the 
development of hypertensive disease. And certainly there is 
no doubt that, in many individuals with high blood pressure, 
sodium restriction, best coupled with weight reduction, 
lowers blood pressure.
 “Q: What are some examples of the population groups 
that you refer to?
 “A: Well, for example. in parts of the Orient you fi nd 
that the biggest killer is hypertension, particularly in northern 
Japan but also in Thailand and China. There are some 
population groups scattered around the world–Polynesia, 
some of the islands off Southeast Asia. northern Brazil and in 
Africa–where the prevalence of hypertensive disease is very, 
very low and the salt/sodium intakes are also very low.
 “Q: How does hypertension kill?
 “A: Hypertension is the most common cause of serious 
stroke–that is, a hemorrhage into the brain from an artery.
 “Q: And pressure on the artery causes it?
 “A: We don’t fully understand even today what occurs 
in the wall of the artery. But we know that what happens is 
that a leak occurs in the artery and a hemorrhage develops 
into the brain. That is a stroke and a particularly bad type of 
stroke. Hypertension also is associated with heart attacks. 
The basic cause of most heart attacks is another disease 
called atherosclerosis in which there is a blockage inside the 
artery from cholesterol deposits on the wall of the artery. 
When an individual has atherosclerosis, with the resulting 
narrowing of the coronary artery, high blood pressure makes 
the possibility of having a heart attack even greater. So the 
two diseases are synergistic in terms of producing adverse 
effects, particularly relative to the heart. The same is true of 
kidney disease. When hypertensive disease gets very bad, a 
lot of troubles arise in the kidneys. Over time, the untreated 
patient will suffer a decline in kidney function–the ability 
of the kidneys to clean blood and to excrete products into 
urine that the body wants to get rid of. So when we’re talking 
about hypertension. we’re talking about the possibility 
of serious brain disease, serious heart disease and serious 
kidney disease. Hypertension is directly or indirectly 
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contributory to the top four or fi ve causes of death in the 
United States.
 “Q: What does sodium do in the body to cause high 
blood pressure?
 “A: First, I want to stress that sodium is absolutely 
essential for life itself. In other words, you would not survive 
on a sodium-free diet. Sodium helps maintain what is called 
the osmotic pressure of the blood, and therefore is absolutely 
essential for maintaining blood pressure. Sodium attracts 
water into the blood vessels, thereby maintaining proper 
blood volume and keeping the pressure within the blood 
vessels more or less constant. Sodium also is intimately 
involved in the production of hormones which regulate blood 
pressure. Another thing that sodium does–along with other 
ions like bicarbonate and potassium and chloride–is that it 
maintains what we call acid-base balance. The body must 
be adjusted with tremendous precision as to how acid it is 
and how alkaline it is. This is done. in large measure, by the 
kidney.
 “Q: Do non-hypertensives have to watch their sodium 
intake?
 “A: That is a very good question, and a rather diffi cult 
one to answer. We know that there are over 30 million people 
in the United States who have hypertension, and we know 
that there are a lot more–perhaps another 30 million–who 
have what is called borderline hypertension or are in the high 
normal range. A large proportion of these borderline people 
are highly likely to develop hypertension later in life, if it 
goes undiagnosed and untreated. Part of the problem is that 
there are some people who are particularly sodium sensitive 
and some people who are not. It is very diffi cult, given the 
current state of the medical art, to determine in advance who 
is and who isn’t. So there is a lot of research right now to try 
to develop methods that will allow the medical profession 
to determine in advance whether an individual is sodium 
sensitive or whether he is a part of the population that isn’t. 
The result is that most of the leading health and medical 
experts in the United States and in a lot of other parts of the 
world have concluded that it is reasonable to moderate the 
amount of sodium intake for everybody.
 “Q: Aren’t some people more likely to be hypertension 
candidates?
 “A: Indeed.
 “Q:... blacks, for example?
 “A: Indeed, that’s absolutely right. It is clearly known 
that blacks have a higher prevalence of hypertension than 
whites do.
 “Q: Is it known why they do?
 “A: This point is not clear. There defi nitely appears to 
be a strong genetic component. But that applies to white 
people as well, and applies to people in general. Exactly, 
why the blacks are somewhat more likely to develop 
hypertension is still not clear. There have been studies 
that have demonstrated that it isn’t simply because blacks 

may consume a bit more sodium than whites generally 
do. So with hypertension. I think we have to emphasize–
in communicating to the public–that like so many other 
diseases, its cause is multi-factorial. Hypertension is due 
to a number of factors interacting together: sodium intake, 
genetic susceptibility to the disease, the presence of obesity 
which aggravates hypertension, smoking, stress and probably 
other factors that are still unknown.
 “Q: When we’re talking about sodium aren’t we talking 
mainly about salt, which is 40 percent sodium?
 “A: Well, yes. in a way, but think it is important to point 
out that sodium comes into our diet in a lot of ways. We 
don’t know for sure how much of our total sodium comes 
from salt itself, and it varies a lot from person to person. Salt 
is by far the major source, but I think it is very important 
to bring to the public’s attention that sodium comes from 
many other sources, including other ingredients added 
to foods. Baking soda is sodium bicarbonate. Oftentimes 
vitamin C, which we call ascorbic acid, is added to a food as 
sodium ascorbate. Lots of people are aware of monosodium 
glutamate because it has been very much publicized relative 
to the Chinese restaurant syndrome.
 “Q: Known popularly as MSG?
 “A: MSG, exactly. About 10 percent of MSG is sodium, 
so sodium is throughout our food supply. However, much of 
the sodium in foods is put there by nature. It is present in all 
parts of plants and animals. So the sodium in foods comes 
from many sources, and they are all important because they 
all contribute to the total amount in the diet. And. once it 
is in the body and circulating in the blood, the body cannot 
distinguish where the sodium came from.
 “Q: And where it comes from is not just the salt shaker 
or Mother Nature but it is put into food. It is processed into 
food. How much is added in that way?
 “A: You know, in this country we have the most 
extraordinarily diversifi ed diet. There are some 18,000 
products in the supermarkets, and practically all of them 
contain sodium to one degree or another. And dietary 
patterns are so different between individuals that it is very 
diffi cult to say that just this amount comes from salt that 
you added at the table, this amount from salt that you added 
while cooking. and that amount was added by the food 
processor, or put there by nature. I think the rule of thumb, 
which is never truly accurate because of this tremendous 
variation in our dietary patterns and the very nature of our 
food supply. is that about a third of it may come from the 
food itself in the natural state, a third of it is there because 
the food processor introduced it, and a third was added in 
the home or restaurant. The processor puts it into the food 
for a whole series of reasons, some of which are absolutely 
essential to the production and preservation of the food” 
(Continued).

4179. Miller, Roger W. 1981. The case for moderating 
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sodium consumption (Continued–Document part II). FDA 
Consumer. Oct. p. 9-13. Reprinted in Sourcebook on Food 
and Nutrition, 3rd ed. 1982. p. 140-43.
• Summary: (Continued): “Q: Why is sodium such an issue 
now? Haven’t we known these things for years?
 “A: We have known an awful lot about this for a long 
time. The history of a connection between sodium and 
high blood pressure goes back 50 years or more. However, 
when dealing with a disease that is multi-factorial, it takes 
a very long time for the scientifi c community to unravel 
enough of the facts to begin to develop clear concepts of 
what ought to he done. During roughly the last 10 years 
there has been a gradual development of what I would 
call a national medical and biological consensus about 
the association between sodium and blood pressure. That 
consensus has become national only in the last year or two. 
I am speaking of groups like the Food and Nutrition Board 
of the National Academy of Sciences and American Medical 
Association. Both only recently concluded that the sodium 
intake of the general public should he moderated. The FDA 
had a very detailed review of this matter undertaken by 
another of the most prestigious scientifi c organizations, the 
Federation of American Societies for Experimental Biology 
(FASEB), which reviewed the matter in great detail and 
came to the same conclusion. Then two major departments 
of the government–Health, Education and Welfare (now 
Health and Human Services) and Agriculture–stated in their 
published “Dietary Guidelines for Americans” that it would 
be reasonable to moderate the sodium intake in the American 
diet. The National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute (NHLBI) 
advisory groups on hypertension in the last several years 
have been saying the same thing. So that’s what I call a 
gradual development of a national consensus.
 “Q: Now that we have this national consensus, what is 
FDA planning to do?
 “A: The basic thrust of FDA’s program is aimed at 
moderation of the sodium content of processed and packaged 
foods plus a number of initiatives that pertain to labeling to 
inform consumers on how much sodium is present in the 
food they buy. We have a fi ve-point initiative concerning 
sodium. The fi rst is working directly with industry, 
particularly on moderation of the over-all sodium content of 
foods as they are processed, packaged and sold to consumers. 
Second is our labeling proposal. We’re asking for comments 
from everyone–industry, professionals, consumers, the entire 
population–on having nutrition labels bear sodium labeling 
in terms of milligrams of sodium per serving. We will also 
permit, as we have in the past, sodium labeling to appear on 
a food label by itself without full nutrition labeling so that a 
manufacturer who decides not to do full–nutrition labeling 
may still put the sodium content in milligrams per serving on 
the label.
 “Q: That won’t trigger nutrition labeling?
 “A: That’s right. It won’t trigger full nutrition labeling. 

Another aspect of the labeling proposal is a series of 
defi nitions, so that there is uniformity in the marketplace 
that makes medical and scientifi c sense. We’re offering 
defi nitions of ‘low sodium,’ ‘moderately low sodium,’ and 
‘reduced sodium.’ The third part of the FDA program would 
be new legislation. For example, at the present time, the 
FD&C (Food, Drug, and Cosmetic) Act does not provide 
us with clear authority to require sodium labeling on all 
packaged foods (except under unusual circumstances which 
do not exist today). We have made a detailed analysis of 
this and have a whole series of options for consideration. 
However, for the moment, we wish very much to continue 
down a voluntary road because we anticipate serious 
interest by a very large part of the American food processing 
industry. Step four in our program will he tracking, with 
considerable care, what is actually happening to the sodium 
content of the food supply. as well as what is happening 
to labeling. How much ‘low sodium’ food appears in the 
marketplace, how much ‘moderately low sodium’ food 
appears, and how much ‘reduced sodium’ food is getting 
into the supermarkets. We will watch those things with great 
care and have a pretty sophisticated system for tracking it. 
The fi nal part of the FDA initiative is to work with industry, 
other government agencies and interested non-governmental 
organizations to help consumers make effective use of the 
new labeling and to raise consumer awareness of the effects 
of sodium on health.
 Q: Why three defi nitions of sodium on labels?
 “A: ‘Low sodium’ on the label would mean foods which 
could be eaten without great concern by individuals who 
are on sodium-restricted diets. The labeling of ‘moderately 
low sodium’ foods would help individuals who either are 
already on a low sodium diet or a sodium-reduced diet. 
Foods labeled that way could be eaten quite extensively by a 
person on a low-sodium diet without getting into trouble. It 
would be very helpful in terms of maintaining good diversity 
in a sodium-restricted diet. ‘Reduced sodium’ foods would 
be very useful to consumers who are simply attempting to 
reduce the sodium in their diets.
 “Q: Will FDA’s program tie in with what the National 
Heart, Lung and Blood Institute (NHLBI) is already doing on 
hypertension?
 “A: I want to stress again that the primary focus of FDA 
in the sodium and hypertension issue pertains to moderation 
of sodium in the food supply and to labeling. The NHLBI, 
on the other hand, has a much broader role to play in the 
picture. The NHLBI has a large scale professional and 
consumer information and education program already in 
place. In fact, it has been going on for the better part of a 
decade. It originally focused on diagnosis because there were 
so many people in this country who had hypertension but 
did not know it. That has improved very substantially, so the 
Institute refocused on proper treatment by drug therapy. The 
NHLBI program is changing again now to further emphasize 
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the relationship of dietary sodium to hypertension as well 
as weight control. We’re working with the people at the 
Institute in getting the sodium message across.
 “Q: How important is nutrition labeling? How much of 
the food supply is involved in nutrition labeling?
 “A: Excluding fresh produce and fresh meat and poultry, 
about 40 percent of the food supply has nutrition labeling.
 “Q: How much food has sodium labeling?
 “A: We have just fi nished an analysis on that part of 
the food supply that we call the ‘core’ of the supermarket. 
It is the part in most supermarkets that is in the middle of 
the store–foods that are in packages and cans distinct from 
the fresh produce and refrigerated produce. In this ‘core’ in 
1977, a little over 7 percent of the consumer’s food dollar 
went for sodium-labeled foods. By 1979 the fi gure was 13.4 
percent.
 “Q: Of the 60 million hypertensives in this country, how 
many of them can control their hypertension strictly through 
diet?
 “A: I don’t think I can answer that question in terms of 
percentages. I am not sure that anybody knows the answer, 
but let me try to address it this way. There are a great many 
individuals with mild hypertension who can be treated 
initially by non-drug treatment including weight reduction, if 
necessary, and/or a low sodium diet. There are a great many 
hypertensives who can readily return their blood pressure 
to normal by simple drug treatment. Then there is a group 
of hypertensives who require much more vigorous drug 
treatment with much more potent drugs. But there is another 
point I think we ought to mention. Research on hypertension 
has made it crystal clear that the mild hypertensive should 
not be ignored. It has been clearly demonstrated that proper 
dieting and/or medical management of the mild hypertensive 
markedly reduces the prevalence and occurrence of stroke 
and high blood pressure-related heart attacks. Therefore, 
the medical community today is paying a great deal more 
attention to the mild hypertensive than was true even 5 years 
ago.
 “Q: What has the food processing industry done thus far 
to make the public more aware of the sodium problem?
 “A: The very existence of some sodium labeling out 
there in the marketplace shows there are major segments of 
the food industry that are paying particular attention already. 
Some examples are the ready-to-eat breakfast cereal industry, 
the baby food industry which voluntarily has greatly reduced 
the sodium content of baby foods over the past decade, and 
the shortening and oils part of the industry which has put 
sodium labeling on a fair number of their products; this also 
applies to baking mixes. A major manufacturer of soups has 
a large research program in a number of areas concerning 
sodium. One is the marketability of low-sodium foods, 
particularly soups. Another area they’re looking into is 
sodium-reduced products with the best possible retention of 
fl avor and other characteristics.

 “Q: Doesn’t the public want highly salted foods? 
Doesn’t the public want sodium–like Al Capone said during 
Prohibition, the public is a guy who wants his beer?
 “A: Fair enough. Let me emphasize that it is not the 
intent of the FDA to revolutionize the nature of our food 
supply. We are more interested in stimulating readily 
available choices to the consumer, particularly those 
individuals who have a medical need to moderate the amount 
of sodium that is taken in. I absolutely will not pontifi cate 
over the lowering of salt content in sauerkraut and dill 
pickles. I just won’t do that. These foods are the way they are 
and I assume they should stay that way–readily recognizable 
as being salty. And needless to say, we haven’t the slightest 
intention of castigating the existence of salt in a salt box 
in the supermarket; that would be patently ridiculous. So 
our thrust is aimed at choice and moderation where it is 
reasonable, feasible and marketable to do. But there is 
another facet to the thing from a medical point of view 
which has always fascinated me. When a patient is put on a 
sodium-reduced diet and stays on it for a moderate period of 
time, an interesting thing often happens. And it’s frequently 
spontaneously offered to the physician as information. The 
threshold for the perception of saltiness goes down. After 
some months on a sodium-moderated diet, many patients 
will say to their doctors–and I have had this experience 
myself–’That food that I used to really like now tastes so 
salty that I can’t eat it. But the food that I have been eating 
recently seems to be just about as salty as I really like.’ So 
my belief is that there is a high probability that if there was a 
reasonable moderation of sodium content in our food supply 
gradually and over time, that the American public will adapt 
to that quite readily.”

4180. Moskowitz, Susan. 1981. The diet changed that our 
lives. Ladies’ Home Journal 98(10):74, 78, 82, 145-47. Oct.
• Summary: One day, Ed, Susan’s husband, after years of the 
couple’s indulging their cravings for alcohol and sweets, was 
diagnosed as suffering from “insulin-dependent diabetes.” 
He would require daily injections of prescription insulin. 
And he was told by a physician to eat “the food exchange 
diet,” recommended by the American Diabetes Association. 
Refi ned sugar (chocolate, ice cream, etc.) and alcohol were 
off limits. She went on the same diet her husband did. 
Permitted foods are divided into six main groups. Complex 
carbohydrates are praised, as was exercise. Soy sauce was an 
occasional seasoning.
 Last page: “One day to celebrate, they went to the 
theater, then walked to Chinatown for a late dinner, which 
included a simple vegetable and tofu soup,...”

4181. Oberleas, D.; Harland, B.F. 1981. Phytate content 
of foods: Effect on dietary zinc bioavailability. J. of the 
American Dietetic Association 79(4):433-36. Oct. [25 ref]
• Summary: Textured soy protein concentrate (Patti Pro, 
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made by General Mills) contains 1.50% wt/wt of phytic acid. 
Address: 1. Dep. of Nutrition and Food Science, Univ. of 
Kentucky, Lexington, KY; 2. Div. of Nutrition, Food, and 
Drug Administration, Washington, DC.

4182. Scholfi eld, C.R. 1981. Composition of soybean 
lecithin. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 58(10):889-
92. Oct. [63 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. 
Nonphospholipid components. Phospholipid components. 
Modern chromatographic methods have made it possible to 
detect many new materials in soybean lecithin.
 Tables: (1) Reported range of components of soybean 
lecithin:
 Phosphatidylcholine 19-21%
 Phosphatidylethanolamine 8-20%
 Inositol phosphatides 20-21%
 Other phosphatides 5-11%
 Soybean oil 33-35%
 Sterols 2-5%
 Carbohydrates, free 5%
 Moisture 1%
 (2) Some minor components of soybean lecithin: 
Tocopherol 1.3 mg/g, Biotin, Folic acid, Thiamin, 
Ribofl avin, Panothenic acid, Pyridoxine, Niacin.
 (3) Some reported fatty acid compositions of soybean 
phosphatides.
 Figures: (1) Some phosphatides in soybean lecithin. 
(2) Phytoglycolipid tetrasaccharide from phospholipids. 
Address: Northern Regional Research Center, Agricultural 
Research Service, USDA, 1815 North University St., Peoria, 
Illinois 61604.

4183. Richter, W.O.; Weisweiler, P.; Schwandt, P. 
1981. Beeinfl ussung der Serumlipoproteine durch 
Sojabohneneiweiss [Infl uencing the serum lipoproteins 
using soy protein]. Muenchener Medizinische Wochenschrift 
12(123):1755-56. Nov. 13. [13 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Populations with a high proportion of plant 
protein in their diet have a lower cholesterol level than 
the general population. Address: Medizinische Klinik II, 
Klinikum Grosshadern der Universitaet, Marchioninistr. 15, 
D-8000 Munich 70.

4184. Smith, Oak B. 1981. Re: Research–Wenger’s 
accomplishments in the past 26 years. Letter to Joe Wenger, 
Lou Wenger, Don Wenger and Lavon Wenger at Wenger 
International Inc., Nov. 27. 8 p. Typed, on letterhead.
• Summary: I think we are observing an important 
development–”a technological revolution in food processing 
which may be the best and perhaps the only economic 
answer to the food and feed needs of the world which will 
see its population jump from four billion souls today to 7 
billion by the year 2000.”

 “Extrusion cooking, of course, is but one small link in 
that food processing chain. I think, however, that we need 
to look at our own contributions towards solutions of major 
food problems, and hope that our past accomplishments will 
help point us towards equally important achievements in the 
future. What are those Wenger accomplishments in the past 
26 years? [i.e., since 1957].
 “1. We saw and understood the opportunity that 
extrusion cooking could give us as a company.
 “2. We developed the fi rst commercially available 
extrusion cooker, and it was all Wenger–we followed nobody 
else, copied no one, we learned to control our own (often 
irascible) machine.
 “3. We learned how to apply moisture uniformly and 
how to develop temperatures with screws, with steamlocks, 
and with fi nal dies.
 “4. We learned the advantages of preconditioning with 
steam.
 “5. We learned what gelatinization of starches and cereal 
fl ours was, and developed our own method of gelatinizing. 
We defi ned gelatization, and we explained our method of 
gelatizing fully and quickly to the industries of pet foods, 
breakfast cereals, snacks, starches, and industrial processing 
industries. We publicized the fi rst article written about 
extrusion cooking and related that to pet foods, and we made 
this known around the world.
 “6. We learned about the toxic constituents in oilseed 
and pulse proteins, and studied the methods by which heat 
labile growth inhibitors can be controlled in soybeans, in 
glandless cottonseeds, and in fi eld beans and peas.
 “7. We defi ned growth inhibitors, and proposed to 
the feed and food industries the possibilities of extrusion 
cooking of full fat soybeans.”
 “9. We explained the process for the extrusion cooking 
of full fat soybeans for control of growth inhibitors to 
U.S.D.A., and we were told be U.S.D.A. that our methods 
would never work in control of growth inhibitors in soy 
which (they said) needed to be cooked for 30 minutes at 220 
degrees F. to control the growth inhibitors. U.S.D.A. did 
subsequently back down, but only after we had shown them 
the Purdue [Indiana] work.
 “10. We explained to UNICEF the dual capability 
of controlling the growth inhibitors in soybeans, while 
simultaneously gelatinizing cereal fl ours, thus producing 
the fi rst extrusion cooked, cereal based, protein enriched, 
mixed and fortifi ed foods for children. We demonstrated that 
capability to UNICEF and (later) to U.S.D.A.”
 “11. We developed a good and simple method of 
dehulling soybeans.
 “12. We developed a method of adding intermediate 
heads, screws, and steamlocks to provide additional dwell 
time in the extruder.
 “13. We demonstrated to U.S.D.A. the fi rst cooking 
of defatted soy proteins, thus producing the fi rst chewy, 
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meat-like substance now called textured soy protein meat 
extenders. We, thereafter, demonstrated this capability to 
ADM, Swift, and to Ralston Purina and to others who have 
become the major producers of textured soy proteins around 
the world.
 “14. We developed a secondary cooling and forming 
extruder, which in turn brought us into the production of 
third generation snacks, breakfast cereal fl akes, and textured 
soy meat analogs.
 “15. We demonstrated to the world our ability to make 
second generation snacks at unheard of capacities, and with a 
versatility which no competitor could approach.”
 “21. We studied and mastered our ability to process 
foods at the maximum capacity per hour to a preselected 
degree of cook of any extrusion cooker manufacturer in 
the world. We did so with much less electrical energy and 
much less steam per ton of product. The economics of these 
achievements are probably the largest single reason why 
people buy Wenger equipment today, to the exclusion of 
others.
 “22. We developed, perfected, and patented Uni-Tex, 
a product which is more like the structure, appearance, and 
mouthfeel of meat than any man-made product in the world. 
We have not done as well commercially with this product 
as it merits, but that is only because of inability to locate 
good meat-like fl avors which will stand the temperatures of 
extrusion. We will fi nd such fl avors, and we will also apply 
fl avors externally (which could not be used in soups or 
stews), but which could be used in casserole dishes, curries, 
ethnic foods, etc.
 “23. We developed our fi rst small machine in 1962, and 
managed to persuade the major food companies of the world 
to install the X-25 (and more recently the X-20) as a research 
and development machine in this country and abroad.”
 “25. We have greatly improved our ability to produce, 
shape and continuously cook, shape and dry third generation 
snacks. This represents one of the best potentials for future 
business for us, in my opinion.
 “27. We have mastered the processing arts of making dry 
expanded pet foods, soft moist, and semi-moist pet foods and 
fi sh foods. We have maintained our dominant position in pet 
foods, while developing dominant postures in the production 
of snacks, textured soy, breakfast cereals, instantized soups, 
and cereals processed for industrial purposes.” Address: 
[Chairman, Wenger International, Inc., 2400 Pershing Rd., 
Kansas City, Missouri]. Phone: (816) 221-5084.

4185. Andres, Cal. 1981. Prototype products include higher 
protein, lower calorie, lower cost frozen desserts, milk based 
drinks. Food Processing (Chicago) 42(12):60-61. Nov.
• Summary: ADM Foods has used high fructose corn syrup 
(HFCS) and isolated soy protein to develop a new family of 
“dairy compatible” products that “will permit dairy managers 
to expand product lines and to improve equipment utilization 

and operating costs. All products can be made under normal 
process conditions on existing equipment.” The two main 
product types are non-dairy frozen desserts and drinks. 
Ingredients, formulas, nutritional information, and cost 
savings are discussed.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen that mentions 
either “high fructose corn syrup” or “HFCS” in connection 
with soy. Address: Senior Associate Editor.

4186. Becker, Frederick F. 1981. Inhibition of spontaneous 
hepatocarcinogenesis in C3H/HeN mice by Edi Pro A, an 
isolated soy protein. Carcinogenesis (London) 2(11):1213-
14. Nov. [11 ref]
• Summary: Protease inhibitors block cancerous tumors in 
mice. Address: M.D., Dep. of Pathology, The Univ. of Texas, 
Anderson Hospital and Tumor Inst. at Houston, 6723 Bertner 
Ave., Houston, TX 77030.

4187. Melton, S.L.; Moyers, R.E.; Jaynes, J.T. 1981. Storage 
effect on selected characteristics and lipids of defatted soy 
fl ours. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 58(11):959-
66. Nov. [20 ref]
• Summary: Products were stored at 23ºC for 0, 60, 120, 
and 180 days and lipoxygenase activity, thiobarbituric 
acid number (TBA), Nitrogen Solubility Index (NSI), 
and total lipid were determined in 5 replications of each 
fl our. Lipid was separated into 3 fractions by silicic acid 
column chromatography and the fatty acid composition 
of each fraction determined by gas liquid chromatography 
(GLC). Lipids in each fraction were identifi ed by thin layer 
chromatography (TLC) procedures. Toasted fl our had the 
greatest amount of total lipid and lowest TBA of the fl ours, 
and no lipoxygenase activity. Enzyme active soy fl our had 
the highest NSI and the greatest lipoxygenase activity. 
During storage, lipoxygenase activity of enzyme active fl our, 
and TBA and total lipid of each fl our decreased. Percentages 
of lipids in fractions I, II or III were different among the 
soy fl ours, and the percentage of lipids in fractions I and 
II changed during storage. In each lipid fraction during 
storage, linoleic acid decreased in toasted and white fl ours 
but remained constant in enzyme active fl our. Linoleic acid 
in any lipid fraction of enzyme active fl our was lowest of 
the soy fl ours. Address: Univ. of Tennessee, Dep. of Food 
Technology and Science, Knoxville, TN 37901.

4188. Suzuki, Tsuguyoshi; Okazaki, M.; Kashiwazaki, 
H.; Moriyama, M.; Takemoto, T-I. 1981. Changing food 
consumption of Japanese immigrants in the lowland of 
Bolivia. Ecology of Food and Nutrition 11(2):103-16. Nov. 
[13 ref. Eng]
• Summary: During a 3-day period in July and August 1975, 
dietary records of 34 households of Japanese immigrants in 
the lowlands of Bolivia were analyzed for the amounts and 
types of food consumed. The colony of Japanese immigrants, 
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Colonia San Juan de Yapacaní, was established in 1955 
on the basis of a governmental agreement between Bolivia 
and Japan. From 1955 until 1974 a total of 297 households, 
including 1,649 individuals, immigrated into the colony; the 
majority came during the fi rst ten years. Among the items 
consumed were soybean products (not including soy sauce; 
consumed by 79.4% of the households), tsukudani (small 
fi sh cooked in soy sauce), wakame, nori, and kombu (3 sea 
vegetables), furikake (a seasoning containing nori), and azuki 
beans. “Among legumes, soybeans occupied the top position 
even after excluding the consumption of soybean sauce. 
The usual preparation was miso (soybean paste fermented 
and salted) and tofu (soybean curd), raw or fried, which the 
colonists could buy from a tofu shop in the colony.”
 Adzuki beans were boiled with glutinous rice and 
served at celebrations. “Immigrants procured the seed from 
Japan or Brazil and cultivated the beans.” Also served was 
kintsuba (a sweet adzuki bean cake). One of the most widely 
used seasonings was soybean sauce, used in 85.3% of the 
households. Address: 1. Dep. of Human Ecology, School of 
Health Sciences, The Univ. of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan.

4189. Stele, Franc. 1981. Soja si pocasi utira pot na 
slovenske njive: skromni praporscak zelene revolucije 
[Soya slowly makes its way to Slovene fi elds: The Green 
Revolution’s modest banner (Continued–Document part II]. 
Nedeljski Dnevnik (Sunday Journal). Dec. 6. p. 8. [Slv]
• Summary: Continued: [Text box two: ‘Vsestranska 
uporabnost’] A Whole Range of Uses: In Asia, many things 
including milk, butter and cheese are made from soya 
(particularly well known is the Chinese ‘cheese’ tofu). 
During its last war with Japan, the Chinese preserved soya 
for their soldiers. During the Second World War, too, the US 
and British Armies used soya. In the US, where they have a 
special institute for the production of soya, 145 companies 
produce various soya products: cooking oil (sojino jedilno 
olje), margarine (margarino), soya meal, soya ‘meat’ (sojina 
mesa), sausages, sauces, coffee alternatives, sweets, biscuits, 
pasta and bread that is also suitable for diabetics.
 In neighboring Austria, too, it is possible to buy soya 
meal, meat and fl akes in food stores. Bread is made with 
the soya meal (with the addition of wheat fl our), meat balls, 
stuffed peppers and similar are made from soya meat, and the 
fl akes can be used like oats or cornfl akes.
 In the manufacturing industry, soya is used to make 
plastics, adhesives, veneer, plywood, artifi cial rubber, 
explosives, soap, insecticides, and so on. Soya oil (sojino 
olje) is frequently used in the automotive industry. The 
Japanese produce a high-quality aircraft oil, which is ahead 
of castor oil in terms of viscosity. Recently, even medicines 
have been made from soya.
 [Text box three: ‘Tisocletna zgodovina’] A Thousand-
Year History: In China and Japan, as well as other countries 
in Southeast Asia, soya has been used to feed people and 

animals for thousands of years. In 2000 BC, Chinese 
Emperor Ha-di [sic, perhaps Han Wudi ruled 147-87 BCE; 
the fi rst emperor of China was Qin Shi Huang, ruled 221-210 
BCE] instructed the populace to grow rice, wheat, millet and 
soya.
 Soya arrived in Europe in the 18th century (fi rst to 
England, then France and Spain, then Italy and Switzerland). 
The fi rst mention of soya being grown in Russia dates back 
to 1741, and to 1804 in the US. Soya has been grown in 
our country [referring to Yugoslavia, rather than Slovenia 
specifi cally] since 1910, initially in the Osijek region.
 Today, it is North and Central America and Asia that 
produce the most soya. Europe’s soya harvest does not 
amount to even one percent of global production. In Europe, 
soya is sown on relatively small areas of land, mainly in 
Romania, Yugoslavia (Vojvodina) and Hungary.
 [Text box four: ‘Brezmesni zrezek’] A Meat-Free Steak:
 14 decagrams [140 gm] of soya bean (sojino zrno) 
amounts to approximately 600kcal, as much, therefore, as 
is contained in approximately 18 decagrams of steak. If 
plant-based foods (carbohydrates), like rice, pasta, potatoes 
and bread constitute the majority of food available to us, 
then these foods do not contain suffi cient protein. Yet if we 
supplement such foods with the complex proteins of soya, 
we create new nourishment at practically no additional cost.
 At a time of environmental (and nutritional) pollution, 
we shall also mention that soya is one of the rare plants that 
does not require additional chemicals, as it is very resistant 
and does not require additional defense from herbicides 
against plant diseases.
 Portrait photos show: (1) A man wearing a fl at cap 
standing next to a woman: Zdravko and Metoda Likar from 
Zadlog are satisfi ed with soya.
 (2) A man in woolen sweater vest and fl at cap: Andrej 
Lukan: A greater yield than beans.
 (3) A man wearing a farmer’s cap: Franc Rupnik: 
Results have been good.
 Note: Translated by Olivia Hellewell, PhD, University 
of Nottingham, UK. Address: Slovenia.

4190. Wolf, Walter J. 1981. Foreign travel report. Peoria, 
Illinois. 4 p. Dec. 18. Typed, with signature.
• Summary: “Country visited: Japan, Oct. 10-21, 1981. 
Purpose of trip: (a) Participate in the U.S./Japan Cooperative 
Program in Natural Resources (UJNR), Protein Resources 
Panel Meeting; (b) participate in UJNR panel study tour; (c) 
visit research institutes and industrial laboratories working 
on soybean proteins; and (d) participate in symposium on 
soy protein foods. Summary: The UJNR meeting in Tsukuba 
included 10 presentations by seven Japanese research 
workers from six different research institutes and three U.S. 
scientists from three USDA regional research centers. Topics 
discussed included... (f) single cell protein production from 
soybean cooking waste waters; (g) soybean storage; (h) 
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food uses of soy protein; and (i) nutritional evaluation of 
soy proteins. The study tour included a visit to a miso and 
soy milk factory which was impressive and confi rms earlier 
reports that soy milk has become very popular in Japan in 
the past 5 years. Visits to industrial laboratories revealed that 
soy proteins are now used in a large variety of foods. Flavor 
is one of the last problems holding back development of soy 
protein-based foods.”
 The UJNR program, initiated in 1964, plays an 
important role in implementing the policy of scientifi c 
cooperation between the United States and Japan. The 
protein panel was organized in 1968, and there are now 17 
different panels in UJNR.
 Dr. Ebine reported that about 790,000 metric tons (29 
million bushels) of soybeans are used in traditional Japanese 
foods–miso, natto, tofu. Organizations visited included 
Okazaki Marusan Co. Ltd (makes miso, soy milk, and 
soy yogurt), Research Institute for Food Science of Kyoto 
University at Uji, Nisshin Oil Mills Ltd., Ajinomoto Co., 
Inc., Fujipurina Protein Ltd. (Fuji Oil Co. has a joint venture 
with Ralston Purina Co. for the manufacture and importation 
of soy protein isolates. On the morning of Oct. 19, 1981, 
Dr. Wolf visited with Mr. Saburo Kikuchi and Dr. Hitoshi 
Taniguchi of Fuji Oil Co., Ltd. “Again I was able to sample 
a large variety of foods containing soy proteins. According 
to Mr. Kikuchi, ‘the fl avor problem is the last remaining 
obstacle to successful utilization of soy protein in Japanese 
foods”).
 The report ends as follows: “In the afternoon of October 
19, I participated in a symposium entitled ‘New Soy Protein 
Foods Today and Tomorrow’ along with four Japanese 
speakers. Over 250 people attended and an additional 50 
persons were turned away because of lack of space in the 
meeting room. The other speakers dealt with nutritional 
studies of soy proteins and their potential uses in foods. 
Professor Kazuyoshi Okubo, Yamagata University reviewed 
his nutritional studies on soybean saponins and gave a 
detailed coverage of our earlier studies on the chemistry of 
soy saponins. Professor Okubo has evidence that saponins 
have a cholesterol lowering effect, although other workers 
have not found such effects on ingestion of saponins. 
Following the symposium, a number of Japanese companies 
displayed their food products based on soy proteins. Soy 
milks were a prominent part of the exhibit. The symposium 
was organized by eight different organizations concerned 
with food uses and nutritional properties of soy proteins.” 
Address: Leader, Meal Products Research, Oilseed Crops 
Lab., Northern Regional Research Center, Peoria, Illinois 
61604.

4191. SoyaScan Notes. 1981. Chronology of soybeans, 
soyfoods and natural foods in the United States 1981 
(Overview). Dec. 31. Compiled by William Shurtleff of 
Soyfoods Center.

• Summary: Jan. Soyfoods magazine issue No. 4 published. 
Silver cover. 10,000 copies published. Steve Fiering loans 
SANA money for mailing it and agrees to make a loan for a 
test mailing.
 Jan. Union activity begins at New England Soy Dairy.
 Jan. Boxed tofu (1 lb. vacuum packed in a box with 
a window) fi rst made by Zakhi Soyfoods in Fort Wayne, 
Indiana. This important innovation of packaging tofu in a 
box was later employed by New England Soy Dairy (1982), 
Quong Hop & Co. (1983), Swan Gardens (1983), and White 
Wave (1985).
 Jan. Hain Food Co. starts nationwide color ads for 
Natural Onion and Jalapeno (Soy) Bean Dips.
 Jan. Travis Burgeson of Pacifi c Tempeh near San 
Francisco, CA, introduces the world’s fi rst commercial 
tempeh burger.
 Jan. Paul’s Tofu & Tempeh, the fi rst European tempeh 
company in Europe outside of the Netherlands, opens in 
England.
 Jan 20. Ronald Reagan inaugurated as president of the 
United States. His Secretary of Agriculture is John R. Block. 
The regulatory climate in Washington, DC, begins to shift 
toward less federal regulation and more encouragement 
for industries to regulate themselves. The Republican 
administration favors free-market policies with less 
government involvement.
 Jan. 23. Legume, run by Gary and Chandri Barat, is 
incorporated in New York, then that month moves to Verona, 
New Jersey.
 Feb. 2. Island Spring in Washington state becomes 
America’s fi rst unionized tofu plant.
 Feb. San-Jirushi International starts its fi rst major 
American ad campaign using the slogan “San-J is the real 
tamari.” The full-color, full-page national ads aim to clarify 
the confusion between tamari and shoyu created by the 
macrobiotic movement.
 Feb. Soyfoods Unlimited tempeh plant starts operation 
in San Francisco area. It is the most modern U.S. tempeh 
plant, although output is small.
 Feb. Vitasoy soymilk and Morinaga tofu start to be 
imported and sold in the USA from Hong Kong and Japan 
respectively, immediately after the FDA lifts its ban on 
aseptic Tetra Pak type cartons. Morinaga tofu was sold by 
Beech Nut California Corporation, a joint venture with 
Beech Nuts Food Corp., established in 1977 in San Jose, 
California.
 Feb. “Soyfoods Catching On” by Judith Brown 
published in USDA National Food Review. About tofu and 
tempeh.
 Feb. Many tempeh plants switch to using GEM cultures 
tempeh starter.
 March 1. Svadesha Pfl anzen-Feinkost, West Germany’s 
fi rst commercial tofu company, starts production. Founded 
by Swami Anand Svadesha (Rudiger Urban) in Fuerth im 
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Wald.
 March. Institute of Food Technologists meeting at New 
England Soy Dairy. Tour, dinner, and speeches.
 March. Richard Leviton on National Public Radio’s “All 
Things Considered” talks for 10 minutes about soyfoods to 2 
million people.
 March. The Book of Miso, by Shurtleff and Aoyagi 
published by Ballantine Books in a mass market paperback 
edition.
 April. USDA decides to establish tofu standards, then 
announce them in the Federal Register, but this plan is 
dropped in September, amid controversy over changes in the 
School Lunch Program.
 April. Dr. Cook at Kansas State University publishes 
a paper on the possible inhibitory effects of soy proteins 
on nonheme iron absorption in humans. USDA becomes 
concerned.
 April. Tofu at Center Stage, by Gary Landgrebe 
published by Fresh Press. First tofu cookbook containing 
many recipes calling for use of meat.
 April. Bean Machines introduces new sanitary 
disintegrators/ grinders for tofu and soymilk production.
 April. “The Miso-Master’s Apprentice,” by John 
Belleme published in East West Journal.
 May. “The Amazing Tofumobile,” by Janice Fillip, about 
Wildwood Natural Foods, published in East West Journal. 
Revival of interest in small tofu shops in areas where there is 
a high density of interest and high food consciousness, and 
rediscovery of soyfoods craftsmanship.
 May. Tofu Boken by Ted Nordquist and Tim Ohlund 
published by Aros Sojaprodukter in Sweden. Europe’s fi rst 
book on tofu.
 June. Tofu Fever in New York, by Megan B. Murray 
notes that David Mintz is making 275 gallons of tofu ice 
cream a week. This is the earliest known publication on his 
work with soy ice cream. He had been making it for 3-4 
months.
 June. “Surprise, It’s Soy” by Barbara Bassett published 
in Bestways.
 June. FIND/SVP survey of the U.S. tofu industry and 
tofu consumer survey published. 33% of respondents in 
major metropolitan areas were aware of tofu and 10% had 
purchased it. Predicts market will grow 32% a year for the 
next 6 years... an over-optimistic prediction.
 June 29. “Trader Vic Bergeron Offers Timely Tips for 
Tofu” by Rose Dosti published in Los Angeles Times.
 July. Soyfoods magazine is incorporated by Richard 
Leviton, and offers stock.
 July 8-12. Fourth Annual Soycrafters Convention at 
Colorado State University. 240 people from 18 nations 
attend, 210 pay. First National Tofu Cheesecake Bakeoff and 
Soyfoods Equipment / Supplies Expo in the western world.
 July. Mary Tolan selected Registered Young Dietitian 
of the Year by the American Dietetic Association. Invited 

to present speech on “Tofu–Food of the Future” at ADA 
convention in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
 July. Tofu Cookbook, by Sally Sheppard published by 
Jack’s Beanstalk.
 July. “Soybean Ice Creams: Getting your Licks In” by 
Richard Leviton published in Vegetarian Times.
 July. Soyfoods Center is working to build the world’s 
largest library of documents on soyfoods, each with a 
bibliographic card, fi led by author. Also building a large 
library of color slides on soyfoods.
 Aug. “Tofu, Tofu Everywhere,” by Karen Dukess 
published in The New York Times’ Business section.
 Aug. “Soyfoods: The Future Is Here but Are You Ready” 
by Alan Richman published by Health Foods Business as a 
cover story.
 Aug. 12. “Soy Foods: Versatile, Cheap and on the Rise” 
by Lorna Sass, and “A Source of Quality Protein” by Jane 
Brody published in The New York Times, and syndicated 
nationwide.
 Aug. “My Favorite Tempeh Recipes” by Aveline Kushi 
published in East West Journal.
 Aug. Delights of Tofu, by Fox, O’Connor and Timmins 
published by New England Soy Dairy.
 Aug. Das Tofu Book, by Shurtleff and Aoyagi published 
in Germany by Ahorn Verlag.
 Sept. “Soyfoods Report” published by Natural Food 
Merchandiser.
 Sept. Home Soyfood Equipment, by Ray Wolf published 
by Rodale Press.
 Sept. 13. At SANA Board of Directors Meeting held 
near San Francisco, the Soycrafters Association of North 
America has its name changed to Soyfoods Association of 
North America to broaden scope and support base.
 Sept. SANA and The Soyfoods Center do a major press 
release on soyfoods production and consumption in America 
to 250 key media. Many magazines publish this report and 
conduct radio interviews.
 Sept. Okita Enterprises takes 22 tofu and bean sprout 
makers to Japan for a 10-day tour. SANA executives Richard 
Leviton and Luke Lukoskie make important contacts with 
Japanese tofu trade offi cials and publications.
 Sept. USDA publishes tofu regulations in the Federal 
Register, then withdraws entire school lunch revisions and 
revokes permission given to the Santa Cruz (Calif.) school 
system to use tofu in school lunches.
 Sept. Dr. Hirayama of the National Cancer Center in 
Japan announces that miso soup is effective in combating 
stomach cancer and stroke.
 Oct. “Things Go Better With Soyburgers: The New All-
American Food” by Richard Leviton published in East West 
Journal as a cover story.
 Oct. Cook with Tofu, by Christina Clarke published by 
Avon Books in mass market edition.
 Oct. John Belleme’s American Miso Corp. begins miso 
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production in North Carolina.
 Oct. Workers at Hinode Tofu Co. in Los Angeles go on 
strike for 2 weeks.
 Oct. Nasoya Tofu Cookbook, published by Nasoya 
Foods.
 Oct. O Livro da Soja, by Jane Cadwell published in 
Brazil by Editora Ground. One of the country’s fi rst books on 
soyfoods.
 Nov. 10. Erewhon, America’s natural foods pioneer, 
fi les for Chapter 11 reorganization under the U.S. bankruptcy 
laws. On 2 April 1982 Erewhon is sold to Nature Food 
Centers.
 Nov. Autumn Press, publisher of The Book of Tofu, 
original edition, fi les for Chapter 11 bankruptcy.
 Nov. New England Soy Dairy announces 28-Day Self 
Life Advantage Pasteurized Tofu in a 2/3 page ad in Natural 
Foods Merchandiser.
 Nov. Soyfoods Unlimited advertises tempeh burgers in 
Natural Foods Merchandiser.
 Nov. The Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry in Japan 
announces a Japanese Agricultural Standard (JAS) for 
soymilk. The soymilk boom in Japan starts.
 Dec. Juel Andersen’s Tofu Kitchen published by Bantam 
Books in mass- market paperback.
 Dec. “World’s Best Tofu Cheesecake” by Richard 
Leviton published in Vegetarian Times.
 Dec. La Soya y Sus Derivados (Tofu, Tempeh, Miso), by 
Shurtleff and Aoyagi published by Quadernos de Natura in 
Mexico.
 Dec. The Tofu-Miso High Effi ciency Diet, by Yoshiaki 
Omura M.D. published by Arco Publ.
 Dec. Cooking with Tofu. by Mary Anna DuSablon 
published by Garden Way.
 Dec. There are now 158 tofu manufacturers and 41 
tempeh manufactures in the USA.
 Dec. The Farm Vegetarian Cookbook published as Soja 
Total in German.
 * Global economic activity is shifting from the Atlantic 
to the Pacifi c. In 1981 Asia passed Europe to become the 
largest market for U.S. agricultural products. In fi scal 1981 
Japan bought $6,700 million worth of U.S. farm products.
 * Soybean breeders, which have formerly focused their 
research efforts on increasing quantity (yield) of soybeans, 
now start to give more attention to quality (composition). 
Increasing total protein, methionine, and oil, and decreasing 
linolenic acid and antinutritional factors are priorities.
 * U.S. soybean exports reach their peak this year of 25 
million metric tons (tonnes). By 1987 they have fallen to 18 
million tonnes, a 28% drop, due largely to competition from 
Brazil and Argentina, and to foreign subsidies. The market 
changes from a seller’s to a buyer’s market.

4192. Andersen, Juel. 1981. Juel Andersen’s tofu kitchen. 
New York, NY: Bantam Books. x + 211 p. Illust. by Juel 

Andersen. Index. Dec. 18 cm.
• Summary: Contents: An introduction. Tofu is... Making 
tofu and soymilk. Recipes–Salad dressings, dips, appetizers, 
and sauces. Salads and sandwiches. The tofu burger. 
Soups. Tofu for dinner. Tofu for breakfast and brunch. 
Baking with tofu. Desserts: Pies, puddings, and pastries. 
Beverages. Afterword. Appendix 1: Protein and protein 
complementarity, including a table showing the RDA for 
grams of protein for children, males, females, and pregnant 
and lactating women of different ages, weights and heights. 
Appendix 2: Substitutions and equivalents. Appendix 
3: Nutrients in selected foods (mostly protein sources). 
Address: California.

4193. Cook, James D.; Morck, T.A.; Lynch, S.R. 1981. The 
inhibitory effect of soy products on nonheme iron absorption 
in man. American J. of Clinical Nutrition 34(12):2622-29. 
Dec. [23 ref]
• Summary: This infl uential study suggests that soy 
products inhibit the absorption of nonheme iron. “Radioiron 
absorption studies were performed in male volunteer 
subjects to determine the effect on nonheme iron absorption 
of various semipurifi ed proteins. When egg albumen and 
casein were substituted in protein-equivalent quantities 
in a semisynthetic meal, similar mean absorptions of 2.5 
and 2.7% were observed. In contrast, isolated soy protein 
reduced absorption sharply, to an average of 0.5%. When 
egg albumen in the semisynthetic meal was replaced with 
full fat soy fl our, textured soy fl our, and isolated soy protein, 
absorption fell from 5.5 to 1.0, 1.9, and 0.4%, respectively, 
indicating an inhibitory effect by a wide range of soy 
products. The effect of substituting textured soy fl our for 
meat in a meal containing a hamburger, french fries, and a 
milkshake was also evaluated. With 3:1 and 2:1 ratios of 
meat to unhydrated textured soy fl our, absorption decreased 
by 61 and 53%, respectively. The soy products tested in this 
study have a pronounced inhibitory effect on the absorption 
of nonheme iron.” Address: 1&3. M.D.; 2. PhD. All: Div. 
of Hematology, Dep. of Medicine, Univ. of Kansas Medical 
Center, Kansas City, Kansas.

4194. Ismail Bin Abdul Karim, Mohamed. 1981. Preliminary 
studies on nutritional qualities of Malaysian tempeh. 
Pertanika 4(2):129-32. Dec. [15 ref. Eng; mal]
• Summary: Commercial tempe, purchased from small 
processors and markets at various places in Indonesia, was 
found to contain 65.08% moisture, 40.22% protein, 21.73% 
fat, 4.18% ash, and 9.39% crude fi ber.
 In Malaysia, tempe is incubated and sold wrapped 
in three types of leaves: (1) Banana (Musa sapietum). (2) 
Rambai (Baccaurea motlyeyanam). (3) Ketapang (Terminalia 
catappa). Plastic (polyethylene) bags are also used in place 
of leaves. Address: Dep. of Food Science and Technology, 
Faculty of Agriculture, Universiti Pertanian Malaysia, 
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Serdang, Selangor, Malaysia.

4195. Kitamura, Keisuke; Kaizuma, Norihiko. 1981. Mutant 
strains with low level of subunits of 7S globulin in soybean 
(Glycine max Merr.) seed. Ikushugaku Zasshi (Japanese J. of 
Breeding) 31(4):353-59. Dec. [16 ref. Eng; jap]
• Summary: “For improving the amino acid balance of 
soybean seed proteins, an increase in the ratio of 11S to 
7S globulin would be a desirable objective since the 11S 
globulin contains much more methionine and cysteine 
than the 7S globulin (Catsimpoolas et al. 1971, Koshiyama 
1968).”
 The discovery of these two mutant strains “indicates 
that it should be possible to increase the 11S to 7S ratio 
without decreasing the protein content in soybean seeds. The 
average amount of the total sulfur-containing amino acids 
(cystine+methionine) of the two mutant strains was about 1.2 
times higher than that of the four normal strains.” Address: 
Dep. of Agriculture, Faculty of Agriculture, Iwate Univ., 
Morioka, Japan 020.

4196. Lei, Mei-Guey; Bassette, R.; Reeck, G.R. 1981. Effect 
of cysteine on heat inactivation of soybean trypsin inhibitors. 
J. of Agricultural and Food Chemistry 29(6):1196-99. Nov/
Dec. [20 ref]
• Summary: “Cysteine facilitated the heat inactivation 
of trypsin inhibitor activity with both purifi ed soybean 
Kunitz inhibitor and soybean extracts. Effects of cysteine 
concentration, pH, temperature, and length of treatment on 
inactivating trypsin inhibitor were studied.” Address: Dep. of 
Animal Science and Industry and Dep. of Biochemistry. All: 
Kansas State Univ., Manhattan, KS.

4197. Morck, T.A.; Lynch, S.R.; Skikne, B.S.; Cook, J.D. 
1981. Iron availability from infant food supplements. 
American J. of Clinical Nutrition 34(12):2630-34. Dec. [23 
ref]
• Summary: Suggests that soy protein inhibits absorption of 
non-heme food iron. Address: 1&3. M.D.; 2. PhD. All: Div. 
of Hematology, Dep. of Medicine, Univ. of Kansas Medical 
Center, Kansas City, Kansas.

4198. Oh, Hea Sook; Lee, K.H.; Yoon, S. 1981. [Preparation 
of soymilk yogurt and related studies]. Hanguk Yongyang 
Hakhoe Chi (Korean J. of Nutrition) 14(4):175-81. Dec. [39 
ref. Kor; eng]
• Summary: Yogurt was made by fermenting soymilk using 
lactic acid bacteria: Lactobacillus acidophilus, Streptococcus 
thermophilus, and L. bulgaricus. Sucrose, the main 
carbohydrate in soymilk, was fermented by L. acidophilus 
and S. thermophilus. None of the bacteria tested was able to 
ferment melbiose or raffi nose. L. acidophilus grew the fastest 
during the early stage. After 16 hours of incubation, however, 
all the cultures except L. bulgaricus grew at nearly equal 

rates. All cultures except L. bulgaricus formed acid rapidly 
during 16 hours of incubation, bringing titratable acidity to 
0.6% and pH to 4.3, which was enough to cause coagulation 
of the soymilk.
 Three yogurts were prepared using 100% soymilk, 100% 
cow’s milk, and 50% of each, fermented by S. thermophilus, 
and evaluated by a taste panel. Soy yogurt had a better, 
custardy texture, however scores for texture, color, and fl avor 
did not differ signifi cantly among the three. Soy yogurt had a 
signifi cantly lower mean odor score. Total mean scores were 
between good and fair. Address: Dep. of Food & Nutrition, 
College of Home Economics, Yonsei Univ., Seoul, South 
Korea.

4199. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1981. La soya 
y sus derivados: Tofu, miso, tempeh [The soybean and 
its products: Tofu, miso, tempeh]. Quadernos de Natura 
(Editorial Posada, Mexico) No. 20. 87 p. Dec. [3 ref. Spa]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction: The miracle of soya, by 
Ma. Teresa Piazza. 1. Soya: Source of protein. Ten reasons 
that soy will be the protein source of the future. 2. Tofu: 
Introduction A family of distinctive foods. A storehouse of 
high-quality protein. Cost of protein from different sources. 
Low in saturated fats: free of cholesterol; an ideal diet food. 
Natural backbone of the meatless diet. Buying and storing 
tofu. Making tofu at home and in communities. Soybeans, 
tofu, and the world food crisis. Table of different tofu 
varieties. Tofu shops in Japan. Our favorite tofu recipes.
 3. Miso: Introduction. Delightfully varied; highly 
versatile. A nutritional treasure trove. The varieties of miso 
(including a table). The preparation of miso. Traditional 
natural miso and quick modern miso. A brief history of miso. 
Buying, storing, and using miso. Miso in Japan. Traditional 
Japanese miso shops and modern factories. Making miso at 
home. Our favorite miso recipes (contains 16 recipes).
 4. Tempeh: Introduction. Rich in protein and vitamin 
B-12. Tempeh comes west (a brief history). How tempeh 
is made. The miracle of fermentation. Buying and storing 
tempeh. Tempeh for Latin America. Our favorite tempeh 
recipes (contains 8 recipes).
 Note: This book is largely a Spanish-language 
translation of three English-language brochures written by 
the authors in the late 1970s: What is tofu? What is miso? 
What is tempeh? Chapter 1 is summarized from the fi rst 
chapter of The Book of Tempeh. Address: Soyfoods Center, 
P.O. Box 234, Lafayette, California.

4200. Wolfe, Bernard M.; Giovannetti, P.M.; Cheng, D.C.H.; 
Roberts, D.C.K.; Carroll, K.K. 1981. Hypolipidemic effect 
of substituting soybean protein isolate for all meat and dairy 
protein in the diets of hypercholesterolemic men. Nutrition 
Reports International 24(6):1187-98. Dec. [42 ref]
• Summary: Isolated soy protein completely replaced 
animal protein in a diet fed to 7 human subjects for 49 days. 
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Total cholesterol was lowered 13%, LDL cholesterol was 
lowered 17%, VLDL and HDL cholesterol were not changed. 
Address: Depts. of Medicine, Biochemistry and Home 
Economics (Brescia College) of Univ. of Western Ontario, 
London, ONT, Canada.

4201. Anas, Juliar. 1981. Fermentasi kedele oleh cendawan 
Rhizopus Sp. pada pembuatan tempe [Fermentation of 
soybeans with Rhizopus species to make tempeh]. Pandang: 
Fakultas Pertanian Universitas Andalas. [Ind]*

4202. Product Name:  Arsoy Fiber (Dietary Fiber from 
Soybean Cotyledons).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Archer Daniels Midland Co.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Box 1470, Decatur, IL 62525.
Date of Introduction:  1981.
Nutrition:  Moisture 7%, protein 20%, fat 1%, ash 4%, 
crude fi ber 13%, other carbohydrates 55%, 100 calories/100 
gm.
New Product–Documentation:  Manufacturer’s catalog. 
1987. Total dietary fi ber is 62-65%. For use in baked 
products, cereals, dietetic foods & beverages as a carrier for 
total fats, etc. ADM. 1987. “Look Where Soybeans Go.” p. 
18. Total dietary fi ber 60-65%, neutral detergent fi ber 20-
22%. Applications: Same as above. Talk with ADM sales 
dept. 1988. Sept. 15. This product was acquired at the time 
that ADM took over Central Soya’s isolate operation in 
Chicago. It is a by-product of soy protein isolate production.

4203. Bickerstaffe, R. 1981. Amino acid composition of 
some New Zealand animal feedstuffs. New Zealand J. of 
Science 24(3-4):281-86. *

4204. Product Name:  Arkasoy 50 (Toasted Defatted Soya 
Flour).
Manufacturer’s Name:  British Arkady Co. Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Old Trafford, Manchester, M16 
0NJ, England.
Date of Introduction:  1981.
Ingredients:  Soybeans.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  25 kg multi-ply sacks with a 
protective moisture-proof layer.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
Nutrition:  Protein 50.0%, oil 1.0%, carbohydrate 32.0%, 
crude fi bre 3.0%, ash 6.0%, moisture 8.0%.
New Product–Documentation:  Soya Bluebook. 1981. 
p. 63. 1986. p. 85. Company is now an affi liate of Archer 
Daniels Midland Co. Ltd. Product information sheet and 
form fi lled out by P. Fitch of British Arkady. 1983. Arkasoy 
is a defatted soy fl our. Enzyme activity is negative. P.E.R. is 
2.1. Total plate count 20,000/gm (max.). Escherichia coli and 
Salmonella are absent.

4205. Product Name:  [Naga-Sonda (Liquid Soy Beverage 

in Tetra Pak)].
Foreign Name:  Naga-Sonda.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Galactina Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Birkenwej 1-6, CH-3123 Belp, 
Switzerland.  Phone: 031-81-1111.
Date of Introduction:  1981.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  Tetra Brik Aseptic carton.
How Stored:  Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation:  Letter from Peter Speck. 
1988. March 11. Gives introduction date. This product does 
not contain soy protein isolates.

4206. Hamerstrand, G.; Black, L.; Glover, J. 1981. Trypsin 
inhibitors in soy products: Modifi cation of the standard 
analytical procedure. Cereal Chemistry 58:42-45. *
• Summary: “Abstract: The standard AACC (American 
Association of Cereal Chemists) method for determining 
trypsin inhibitor in soy products, based on the tryptic 
hydrolysis of a synthetic substrate, benzoyl-DL-arginine-p-
nitroanalide hydrochloride, produced data in the nonlinear 
portion of the absorbance-sample size curve (above 60% 
inhibition of trypsin). These values, when converted 
to trypsin inhibitor units/ml and extrapolated to zero 
concentration...”

4207. Hermana, -. 1981. Pengaruh pemberian bahan 
makanan campuran dengan kedele dan kedele yang 
difermentasi terhadap keadaan gizi kurang kalori protein 
[The effects of addition of foods made of a mixture of 
soybeans and fermented soybeans in the situation of calorie 
and protein defi ciencies]. Bogor: Pusat Penelitian dan 
Pengembangan Gizi. 11 p. Research report. [Ind]*
Address: Bogor, Indonesia.

4208. Hirayama, Takeshi. 1981. [Does daily intake of miso 
reduce gastric cancer risk?]. Paper presented at 40th Annual 
Meeting, Japan Cancer Assoc. 1 p. English abstract. [Jap; 
Eng]
• Summary: Daily intake of miso was found to signifi cantly 
reduce gastric cancer in an ongoing study of 122,261 males 
and 142,857 females aged 40 or above in 29 health center 
districts in Japan 1966-78, the rates being 171.9, 210.2, 
246.0, and 255.9 in males and 77.8, 85.3, 97.5, and 113.6 
in females in daily, occasional, rare, and non-consumers 
respectively. These relationships remained signifi cant when 
observed by smoking habit and socio-economic status. The 
observed benefi cial effect could come from substances in the 
miso, but it is also possible that this just refl ects the effects 
of some other substance(s) closely associated with the intake 
of miso soup, such as green-yellow vegetables. Address: 
Epidemiology Div., National Cancer Center Research Inst., 
Tokyo, Japan.

4209. Kanda, H.; Hesseltine, C.W.; Wong, F.E. Assignors to 
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Nisshin Seiyu K.K. 1981. [Method for making soybean milk 
yogurt]. Japanese Examined Patent 5,628,130. [Jap]*
• Summary: Dried whey and sweetener are mixed with 
soybean milk, the mixture is heat sterilized and stabilizers 
are added. After cooling, the mixture is cultured with a 
combination of Lactobacillus acidophilus NRRL B1910 and 
L. acidophilus NRRL B-2092 in roughly equal proportions. 
These strains can utilize the raffi nose in soybean milk, 
responsible for fl atulence, and at the same time contribute to 
the removal of the beany taste. In an example, 20 gm dried 
whey and 50 gm sugar were added to 1 liter soybean milk 
and the product was incubated at 37ºC for 24 hours. It had 
a pH of 4.2 and combined 9 times to 8 viable cells/gm; it 
kept well at 5ºC for 19 days and had an acceptable fl avor 
and smell. Address: 1. Nisshin Seiyu K.K.; 2. USDA NRRC, 
Peoria, Illinois.

4210. Ryo, S.; Baba, K. 1981. [Effects of natto (soybean) 
intake in lactation on the increase of vitamin K in human 
milk]. Shusanki Igaku (Perinatal Medicine) 11:1191-95. 
(Chem. Abst. 96:5278). [Jap]*

4211. Sudarmadji, Slamet. 1981. Asam phitat dan phitase 
dalam fermentasi tempe kedele [Phytic acid and phytase in 
soy tempeh fermentation]. Agritech 2(1):49-57. [Ind]*

4212. Suharni, Th. Tri; Sutarningsih, A. Edang; Sidemen, 
I.G.P. Badjra; Nastini, Sri Juni. 1981. Pembentukan growth 
factor oleh kelompok protista (bakteri dan khamir) dari 
inokulum tempe [Formation of a growth factor by the 
Protista group (bacteria and yeasts) from tempeh inoculum]. 
Yogyakarta: Fakultas Biologi Universitas Gadjah Mada. 16 
p. Research report. [Ind]*
Address: Yogyakarta, Indonesia.

4213. Sukarni, Mariyati; Nasoetion, Amini; Rihati, Sri. 1981. 
Nilai gizi makanan hasil olah tempe kedele [Nutritional 
value of food made from soy tempeh]. Media Gizi Keluarga 
(Family Nutritional Media) 5(1):12-17. [Ind]*
• Summary: Includes a calculation of the nutritional value of 
37 tempeh recipes.

4214. Tikhonova, T.N.; Malyuta, S.S. 1981. [Comparison 
of transforming DNAs of Bacillus subtilis and Bacillus 
natto with respect to their sensitivity to E. coli restrictase]. 
Tsitologiya i Genetika (Cytology and Genetics) 15:64-67. 
(Chem. Abst. 95:57899. 1981). [Rus]*

4215. Tôfu seihin to eiyô [Tofu products and nutrition]. 
1981. Aichi Prefecture, Japan: Aichi Prefecture Tôfu Shokô 
Kyokai. [Jap]*
• Summary: This booklet contains 13 chapters, one of which 
is about soyfoods and health. The trypsin inhibitors in tofu 
and soymilk are said to be effective in treating diabetes. 

Address: Japan.

4216. Viola, S.; Arieli, Y.; Rappaport, U.; Mokady, Sh. 
1981. [Experiments in the nutrition of carp: Replacement of 
fi shmeal by soybean meal]. Bamidgeh (Israel) 33(2):35-49. 
[Heb; eng]*
• Summary: Feeding experiments with carp were conducted 
in cages and experimental ponds, using diets with 25% 
total crude protein. When most or all of the fi shmeal was 
replaced by soybean meal, supplements of 10% oil, 0.4% 
methionine, and 0.4-0.5% lysine were necessary to achieve 
gains and protein and energy retentions equal to those of the 
100% fi shmeal control ration. Address: Miloubar Central 
Feedmills, D.N. Asherat, Israel.

4217. Young, V.R.; Janghorbani, M. 1981. Soy proteins in 
human diets in relation to bioavailability of iron and zinc: a 
brief review. Cereal Chemistry 58:12-18. *
• Summary: “Because soy proteins are fi nding increased 
use in human diets, careful consideration of the relationship 
between soy protein intake and trace element nutrition in 
human subjects is necessary.” Address: Lab. of Human 
Nutrition, Dep. of Nutrition and Food Science, and Clinical 
Research Center, MIT, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139.

4218. Agnoli, A.; Ceci, E. 1981. Soya lecithin and 
metabolism of brain phospholipids: Physiopathological and 
therapeutic basis. In: M. Cairella and D. Lekim, eds. 1981. 
Soya Lecithin: Nutritional and Clinical Aspects. Proceedings 
of the First International Colloquium on Soya Lecithin 
in Nutrition and Dietetics. Rome, Italy: Società Editrice 
Universo. 123 p. See p. 75-90. [85 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Summary. Introduction. 1. What 
are the neurochemical alteration in the dementia of the 
Alzheimer type? 2. Clinical application of lecithin or of 
choline in the treatment of patients with dementia of the 
Alzheimer type. Address: 1. Neurologic Clinic I, Dep. of 
Medicine and Surgery, Univ. of Rome; 2. Neurologic Clinic, 
Dep. of Medicine and Surgery, Univ. of L’Aquila. Both: 
Italy.

4219. Akizuki, Tatsuichiro. 1981. Nagasaki 1945: The 
fi rst full-length eyewitness account of the atomic bomb 
on Nagasaki. Translated by Keiichi Nagata. London, 
Melbourne, and New York: Quartet Books. 158 p. Edited and 
with an introduction by Gordon Honeycombe. [Eng]
• Summary: In the chaos that followed the explosion of the 
atomic bomb over Nagasaki, Dr. Akizuki tirelessly tended 
nearly 200 seriously-ill patients. Today he still works in 
that hospital. The book describes Dr. Akizuki’s feelings that 
miso helps alleviate the effects of radiation. A powerful and 
moving account. Address: Japan.

4220. Altschul, Aaron M.; Wilcke, Harold L. eds. 1981. 
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New protein foods. Vol. 4. Animal protein supplies, Part B. 
New York, NY: Academic Press. xix + 378 p. Index. 24 cm. 
[500+* ref]
• Summary: Contents: List of contributors. Preface. Animal 
production and consumption: 1. The upper limits of livestock 
production, by Ralph W. Phillips. 2. Government policy 
and the production of animal protein: An international 
perspective, by G. Edward Schuh. 3. The nutritional and 
metabolic impact of variable protein intake in man, by 
M.K. Fordyce and G. Christakis. 4. Developments in 
pork production, by Wilson G. Pond. 5. Issues in poultry 
production, by John L. Milligan and Harold L. Wilcke. 
6. Small ruminants as food producers, by H.A. Fitzhugh. 
7. Amino acid fortifi cation, by G. Richard Jansen. 8. 
Microorganisms as feed and food protein, by Park W. 
Waldroup. 9. Noncompetitive sources of carbohydrates for 
animal feeding, by John K. Ward. 10. Recycling of animal 
wastes by feeding, by J.P. Fontenot.
 Commentary on the protein problem: 11. Protein–
Requirements, availability, preferences, by Harold L. 
Wilcke and Daniel T. Hopkins. 12. Protein food models, by 
Aaron M. Altschul and Lyle P. Schertz. Address: 1. Dep. of 
Community and Family Medicine, Georgetown Univ. School 
of Medicine, Washington, DC 20007; 2. Ralston Purina Co., 
St. Louis, Missouri 63188.

4221. Altschul, Aaron; Schertz, Lyle P. 1981. Protein food 
models. In: A.M. Altschul and H.L. Wilcke, eds. 1981. New 
Protein Foods. Vol. 4. Animal Protein Supplies, Part B. New 
York: Academic Press. xix + 378 p. See p. 335-63. Chap. 
XII. [52* ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Nutrition framework: 
Joint outcomes from food consumption (nutrition and 
pleasure), schematic diagram (income, consumption, and 
nutrition). Food concepts: Application to regions I and II: 
Introduction, solutions within the prevailing food culture, 
solutions outside the prevailing food culture. Food concepts: 
Application to regions III, IV, and V. General properties 
of technological solutions in matters relating to food and 
nutrition. Comment. References.
 “Over 400,000 preschool children [in Sri Lanka] receive 
Thriposha, a fortifi ed food based on corn and soybeans made 
from locally produced grains that is processed in Colombo, 
Sri Lanka. A factory in Chihuahua, Mexico produced (in 
1980) 300 tons/month of soy bean fl our added as a protein 
fortifi cant to corn fl our for tortillas. Additional fl our is sold in 
commercial markets as an inexpensive substitute for eggs in 
baked goods and as an extender for fl uid cow’s milk. Another 
factory in Chihuahua is producing soy-fortifi ed tortilla fl our, 
and corn-soy and oat-soy beverage base products.” (p. 351). 
Address: 1. Dep. of Community and Family Medicine, 
Georgetown Univ., School of Medicine, Washington, 
DC 20007; 2. Economics & Statistics Service, USDA, 
Washington, DC 20250.

4222. Altschul, Aaron M. 1981. Conference overview. 
In: C.E. Bodwell, J.S. Adkins, and D.T. Hopkins, eds. 
1981. Protein Quality in Humans: Assessment and in Vitro 
Estimation. Westport, CT: AVI Publishing Co. xxi + 435 p. 
See p. 421-23.
• Summary: The American diet is changing. “New protein 
sources are entering the food supply, particularly proteins 
from vegetable sources, and they are becoming available in 
a wide variety processed foods,” such as “infant formulas, 
meat analogs and processed meats, and complete meals.”
 The same questions raised at this meeting were raised 
at one held two years a Keystone. Both meeting were 
concerned with assessing the progress in understanding 
human protein metabolic needs. and in developing methods 
for measuring the adequacy of dietary protein in fulfi lling 
those needs.
 Three major conclusions were: (1) The general 
dissatisfaction with the use of animal surrogates for 
measuring protein quality in humans.
 (2) Very good progress is being made in the 
development of noninvasive techniques for studying protein 
metabolism in humans. “One can distinguish between wheat 
and egg protein whereas it is diffi cult to distinguish between 
egg and soy protein. This could mean that for humans, 
differences between egg and soy protein are practically 
unimportant.” (3) Extraordinary progress has been made 
in the development of in vitro [in glass] methods for 
describing proteins and mixtures of proteins. Address: PhD, 
Georgetown Univ., Washington, DC.

4223. Austin, James E. 1981. Nutrition programs in the Third 
World. Cambridge, Massachusetts: Oelgeschlager, Gunn & 
Hain. 456 p. 22 cm. [10+ ref]
• Summary: Chapter 1, titled “Malnutrition in the Third 
World: An overview,” notes: “Malnutrition in the Third 
World is depressingly pervasive. Half of the people in the 
developing world are malnourished–over 1 billion [1,000 
million] individuals do not consume enough food to meet 
their daily caloric requirements. Of these, 895 million have 
daily caloric defi cits in excess of 250 calories. Caloric 
shortages are frequently accompanied by protein defi cits; 
vitamin and mineral defi ciencies are even more widespread.
 “Most of the world’s malnourished people live in Asian 
countries... The prevalence of malnutrition is also greatest in 
Asia, followed by Africa, both with over 60 percent of the 
population suffering from defi cits over 250 calories per day.”
 Current PL 480 legislation stipulates that 75% of all 
Title I aid goes to countries with a per capita GNP of below 
$250 per year. Title II funds generally go to the needier 
nations, but there is no obligation that they do so.
 In 1976 the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) 
of the United Nations estimated that 450 million people 
suffered from malnutrition. The World Bank estimate 
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was 900 million (malnutrition being defi ned as when an 
individual was unable to meet minimum daily nutritional 
requirements).
 The World Food Council (WFC) was born in the 
aftermath of the world food crisis of 1972-1974. The United 
Nations convened a World Food Conference in Nov. 1974 
and the conference adopted the universal Declaration on the 
Eradication of Hunger and Malnutrition. WFC was supposed 
to manage the global food system.
 In the “protein crisis” era of the 1960s the malnutrition 
problem was largely equated with protein defi ciency and 
“closing the protein gap” became the guiding beacon in the 
search for a solution. Amino acid fortifi cation was tried, but 
not very successfully.
 CONASUPO, the Mexican government’s food 
marketing organization, is a huge, diverse, autonomous 
government agency. Its activities include commodity 
procurement, storage, processing, distribution, and retailing–
with prices consistently below private-sector prices. Despite 
immense rural poverty, Mexico has a highly productive, 
modern agricultural sector, with the highest sustained growth 
rate of agricultural production in Latin America–4% a year 
since 1930. Livestock production is the most important 
segment of Mexican agriculture. Beef cattle are produced in 
the northern semiarid rangeland, primarily for export to the 
USA. PIDER is Mexico’s huge rural development program. 
Mexico’s main nutritional defi ciency is protein. Protein-
calorie malnutrition is worst in the south and southeast; it is 
not much of a problem in northern Mexico. The traditional 
Mexican diet of corn, beans and chili has one of the 
world’s lowest protein levels. A little soy fl our is used in 
NURIMPI, a high protein-calorie wafer. In 1976 the factory 
made 1 million wafers a day and distributed them free to 
institutions or mothers’ groups. Address: Harvard School of 
Public Health, and Harvard Business School, Cambridge, 
Massachusetts.

4224. Bodwell, C.E.; Adkins, J.S.; Hopkins, D.T. eds. 
1981. Protein quality in humans: Assessment and in vitro 
estimation. Westport, Connecticut: AVI Publishing Co. xxi 
+ 435 p. Index. 23 cm. Proceedings of a conference and 
workshop held 23-26 March 1980 at Warrenton, Virginia. 
[800* ref]
• Summary: Contains 21 chapters in 4 parts by various 
authors. Several of these are cited separately. Contents: 
Contributors. Preface. Part I: The importance of protein 
quality (Chapters 1-6). Part II: Assessing protein nutritive 
value in humans (Chapters 7-11). Part III: In vitro methods 
for assessing protein nutritional value (Chapters 12-21). 
Part IV: Talk force reports and conference overviews. 
List of participants. Address: 1. Chief, Protein Nutritional 
Lab., Beltsville Human Nutrition Research Center, Human 
Nutrition, SEA, USDA, Beltsville, Maryland; 2. Howard 
Univ., Washington, DC; 3. Ralston Purina Co., St. Louis, 

Missouri.

4225. Borromei, A. 1981. The use of soya lecithin in the 
combined treatment of psycho-organic syndromes. In: M. 
Cairella and D. Lekim, eds. 1981. Soya Lecithin: Nutritional 
and Clinical Aspects. Proceedings of the First International 
Colloquium on Soya Lecithin in Nutrition and Dietetics. 
Rome, Italy: Società Editrice Universo. 123 p. See p. 99-118. 
[65 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Summary. Foreword. Methods. 
Results. Conclusions. Address: Inst. of Clinical Neurology, 
Dep. of Medicine and Surgery, Univ. of Bologna, Italy.

4226. Bozo, S. 1981. Efekti varietor dhe ai i kromit e 
i molibdenit ne vleren biologjike te proteinave te sojas 
[Effect of variety and of chromium and molybdenum on 
the biological value of the proteins in soybean]. Buletini i 
Shkencave Bujqesore 20(3):65-69. [5 ref. Alb; fre]*
Address: Qendra e Kerkimeve Biologjike, Tirane, Albania.

4227. Brisson, Germain J. 1981. Lipids in human nutrition: 
An appraisal of some dietary concepts. Englewood, New 
Jersey: Jack K. Burgess. xvi + 175 p. Illust. 24 cm.
• Summary: Contains a good account of the issues in the 
trans fatty acids debate. See especially Chap. 3 “The enigma 
of trans fatty acids.” The author appears to believe sincerely 
that trans fatty acids may be the heretofore unknown cause 
of coronary heart disease–and perhaps cancer. He uses the 
word “Cholesterophobia” to refer to his belief that excessive 
concern with blood cholesterol is unwarranted. Address: 
PhD, Prof. of Nutrition, Laval Univ., Quebec, Canada.

4228. Brown, Lester R. 1981. Building a sustainable society. 
New York, NY: W.W. Norton & Co. xiii + 433 p. Index. 21 
cm. [686* ref]
• Summary: Contents: Preface. 1. Introduction. Part I: 
Converging demands. 2. Eroding the base of civilization 
(example of reasons for the collapse of one of the major 
centers of Mayan civilization in Guatemala): The historical 
expansion of cropland, thinning topsoil, spreading deserts–
the human hand, the loss of irrigated land, conversion 
of cropland to nonfarm uses, the cropland prospect. 3. 
Biological systems under pressure: Deforesting the earth, 
deep trouble in oceanic fi sheries, grasslands for 3 billion 
ruminants, per capita consumption trends, future resource 
trends, oil–the safety valve. 4. Twilight of the age of oil: 
The rise of oil, our petroleum culture, the emergence of 
OPEC, the decline of oil, giving up on nuclear power, 
coal–the stopgap, beyond the age of oil. 5. The changing 
food prospect: The loss of momentum, the North American 
breadbasket, growing food insecurity, land productivity 
trends, substituting fertilizer for land, the grain-livestock 
economy, the new food-fuel competition, the food price 
prospect. 6. Emerging economic and social stresses: 
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Competing demands, rereading Ricardo, a new source of 
infl ation, slower economic growth, rising unemployment, 
social stresses.
 Part II: The path to sustainability. 7. Population–a 
stabilization timetable: The existing projections, the 
changing backdrop, a stabilization timetable, the family 
planning gap, social improvement and fertility, incentives for 
smaller families, China’s one-child family program, infl ation 
as a contraceptive force, a gradual awakening. 8. Preserving 
our resource underpinnings, land-use planning, ensuring 
soil security, stabilizing biological systems, reforesting the 
earth, preserving the web of life, beyond the throwaway 
society, conserving energy. 9. Renewable energy–turning 
to the sun: Wood as a fuel, energy from waste, planting 
energy crops, falling water, harnessing the wind, tapping the 
earth’s heat, rooftops as collectors, electricity from sunlight, 
solar architecture, the renewable energy potential. 10. The 
shape of a sustainable society: The changing global energy 
budget, a sustainable transportation system, the resurgence 
of agriculture, new industries, new jobs, the future of 
urbanization, simpler life-styles among the affl uent, third 
world reinforcement, greater local self-reliance, from the 
growth to sustainability. 11. The means of transportation: 
Urgency of the transition, role of the market, fi nancial 
carrots and sticks, change through regulation, fi nancing the 
transition, reorienting R&D programs, role of leadership. 
12. The institutional challenge: Overcoming vested interests, 
the role of corporations, religions–an ecological theology, 
universities–getting involved, public interest groups, the 
communications media. 13. Changing values and shifting 
priorities: Values in transition, voluntary simplicity, 
conspicuous frugality, equity–the two dimensions, redefi ning 
national security, a new economic yardstick, a sense of 
excitement. Notes. Acknowledgments.
 In the chapter titled “The Changing Food Prospect,” 
a table (p. 106) shows per-capita meat and poultry 
consumption in selected countries in 1978 (in kilograms): 
USA 111, France 86, Poland 79, USSR 51, Brazil 32, Japan 
29, China 21, India 1.1. “One way of increasing meat 
production when food supplies are tight is to switch to 
those animals such as chicken that convert grain into meat 
most effi ciently. Pages 107-08 discuss soybeans: “In spite 
of efforts to raise the effi ciency of grain conversion into 
livestock products, competition between people and livestock 
for scarce grain supplies seems certain to intensify as 
pressures on the world’s agricultural resource base increase. 
While the growing demand for animal protein has not so 
far raised the share of the grain harvest fed to livestock, it 
has generated an enormous demand for soybean meal for 
livestock rations. Since 1950, the world soybean harvest 
has multiplied fi vefold, climbing from 18 million tons to 85 
million.”
 “As rising affl uence has converted the global appetite 
for livestock products into effective demand, the market 

for soybeans, an ideal protein complement to cereals in 
livestock and poultry rations, has grown rapidly. Growth has 
been particularly rapid since 1970 when the world fi sh catch 
leveled off. Between 1970 and 1980, the world soybean 
harvest has doubled from 42 million tons to 85 million tons, 
with nearly all the increase being consumed by livestock.
 “While the Chinese harvest of nine million tons is used 
almost entirely for food, much of it as bean curd (tofu), most 
of the far larger U.S. and Brazilian soybean crops are used 
for feed, either domestically or when shipped abroad. An 
estimated two-thirds of the world harvest is now consumed 
as soybean meal, principally by livestock” (USDA 1981).
 “Indeed diverting only a quarter of the world soybean 
harvest from feed use to direct human consumption would 
provide fi ve kilograms per year of high protein food for 
everyone in the world.”
 The great challenge for our planet in the 1980s is 
to build a sustainable society. The three main threats to 
civilization are (1) Soil erosion, (2) Deterioration of three 
biological support systems (forests, grasslands, and ocean 
fi sheries), and (3) Rapid depletion of oil reserves with no 
alternatives in place. Our world has a short-term focus, to 
wring as much as possible from the land while destroying it 
in the long run.
 “Eight centuries before Christ, a Mayan civilization 
began in the lowlands of Guatemala. For more than 
seventeen centuries its population grew steadily until 
suddenly, around A.D. 900, the society collapsed. Within 
decades the population fell to one-tenth its previous level. 
The apparent reason: soil erosion.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2015) 
with the word “sustainable” (or “sustainability”) in the title. 
Address: Worldwatch Inst., Washington, DC.

4229. Buchari, Syafrial. 1981. Mempelajari pengaruh 
jenis bahan penambahan antioxidan terhadap mutu tepung 
tempe selama penyimpanan [Study of the effects of 
different types of antioxidants on the quality of tempeh 
fl our during storage]. Thesis (Skripsi), Fakultas Mekanisasi 
dan Teknologi Hasil Pertanian Institut Pertanian, Bogor, 
Indonesia (College of Agricultural Mechanization and 
Technology, Bogor Institute of Agriculture). 118 p. [Ind]*
Address: Bogor, Indonesia.

4230. Cairella, M.; Lekim, D. eds. 1981. Soya lecithin: 
Nutritional and clinical aspects. Proceedings of the First 
International Colloquium on Soya Lecithin in Nutrition and 
Dietetics. Rome, Italy: Società Editrice Universo. 123 p. 
Held 22 Nov. 1980 at Rome, Italy. No index. 24 cm.
• Summary: The colloquium was sponsored by Associazione 
Italia di Terapia. The chairpersons were R. Paoletti of 
the University of Milano, and G. Ricci of the University 
of Roma. Individual chapters are cited separately. The 
Foreword by the editors notes: “Although being a normal 
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constituent of the diet, the amount of lecithin consumed has 
been largely reduced in the last few decades due to changing 
food technology and eating habits... We wish to extend our 
sincere thanks to the Lucas Meyer Company of Hamburg, 
Germany, for their generous support without which this 
publication would not have been possible.”
 Note: This book was sent to Soyfoods Center on 12 
March 1981 by Lucas Meyer of Decatur, Illinois, with a note 
on their letterhead.

4231. Carpenter, Kenneth J. ed. 1981. Pellagra. Stroudsburg, 
Pennsylvania: Hutchinson Ross Publishing Co. 393 p. 
Benchmark Papers in Biochemistry / 2. [250+* ref]
• Summary: Facsimile reprints of important works on the 
subject, with a strongly historical orientation. Address: Univ. 
of California, Berkeley.

4232. Committee on Codex Specifi cations, Food and 
Nutrition Board, National Research Council. 1981. Food 
chemicals codex, 3rd ed. Washington, DC: National 
Academy Press. 766 p. Index. 29 cm. Second supplement to 
the third edition is 1986.
• Summary: A massive and comprehensive book. Address: 
Washington, DC.

4233. Cook, James D.; Morck, T.A.; Lynch, S.R. 1981. The 
inhibitory effect of soy products on nonheme iron absorption 
in man. University of Kansas Medical Center, Kansas 
City, KS 66103. 25 + 5 + 135 p. Undated. Unpublished 
manuscript. 28cm. [32 ref]
• Summary: These studies suggest that soy products 
inhibit the absorption of nonheme iron. This unpublished 
manuscript consists of three parts. (1) A 25-page study 
with the title shown above. The fi nished, somewhat 
modifi ed study was published in the American Journal of 
Clinical Nutrition (Dec. 1981, p. 2622-29); (2) A 5-page 
statement titled “General Methodology”; and (3) A series 
of 25 additional studies, each with its own titled, for 
example: 2. The effect of calcium and phosphate on iron 
absorption from Corn-Soya Milk (When moderate or high 
levels of calcium and phosphate were added to CSM, iron 
absorption decreased by 51% and 56% respectively). 6. Iron 
bioavailability of infant food supplements. I. (wheat-soy 
blend, and wheat protein concentrate-soy). II. (corn-soy 
blend and whey soy drink). 12. Effect of soy isolates on iron 
absorption (Mean absorption averaged 0.4% with isolated 
soy protein, 1.9% with textured soy protein, and 1.0% with 
full-fat soy fl our. “It is concluded that soy products markedly 
inhibit iron absorption and this inhibition is enhanced in 
the purifi cation of soy protein”). 17. Effect of cooking soy 
protein isolates (Baking isolated soy protein doubled the 
mean absorption of iron from 0.64 to 1.2%). 21. Effect of 
soy protein on iron absorption from a meal containing meat 
(“When soy protein was mixed in a 1:3 ratio with meat, there 

was a highly signifi cant (50-60%) reduction in assimilation 
of nonheme iron from the meal”). 25. Interaction of soy 
protein and ascorbic acid (The inhibitory effect of soy 
protein on nonheme iron absorption can be partly reduced 
by ascorbic acid). 26. Interaction between soy protein and 
meat (The inhibiting effect of soy can be partly neutralized 
by the addition of foods such as meat known to enhance the 
assimilation of nonheme iron). Address: 1&3. M.D.; 2. PhD. 
All: Div. of Hematology, Dep. of Medicine, Univ. of Kansas 
Medical Center, Kansas City, Kansas.

4234. Davis, Adelle. 1981. Let’s stay healthy: A guide to 
lifelong nutrition. Edited and expanded by Ann Gilroy. New 
York, NY: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich. Foreword by Leonard 
Lustgarten. Index. *
Address: Los Angeles, California.

4235. Del Balzo, V.; Godi, R.; Scatena, R.; Cairella, M. 
1981. Clinical use of soya lecithin. In: M. Cairella and D. 
Lekim, eds. 1981. Soya Lecithin: Nutritional and Clinical 
Aspects. Proceedings of the First International Colloquium 
on Soya Lecithin in Nutrition and Dietetics. Rome, Italy: 
Società Editrice Universo. 123 p. See p. 119-123. [10 ref]
• Summary: “Summary: The authors examine essential 
phospholipids, i.e. basic components of soya lecithin, which 
have been shown by a large number of clinical investigations 
to be the natural substances most active in the prevention and 
treatment of a variety of lipid disorders.
 “Another important fi eld of application for soya 
lecithin is the management of cerebral disorders secondary 
to inadequate cholinergic transmission; its use has also 
been contemplated in the management of cholelithiasis in 
combination with chenodeoxycholic acid.” Address: 1-3. 
Centro Documentazione Lecitina de Soia; 4. Inst. per lo 
Studio dell’Obesita. All: Rome.

4236. Descovich, G.C.; Ceredi, C.; Copparoni, G.; et al. 
1981. Treatment of hyperlipoproteinemias with soybean 
proteins (Cholsoy). In: M. Cairella and D. Lekim, eds. 1981. 
Soya Lecithin: Nutritional and Clinical Aspects. Proceedings 
of the First International Colloquium on Soya Lecithin 
in Nutrition and Dietetics. Rome, Italy: Società Editrice 
Universo. 123 p. See p. 91-97. [13 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Summary. Introduction. Material 
and methods. Results. Discussion. Address: Inst. of General 
Clinical Medicine and Medical Therapy II, Dep. of Medicine 
and Surgery, Univ. of Bologna, Italy.

4237. Dianti, Merry. 1981. Pembuatan dan pengujian bahan 
makanan campuran sorgum kedele dan sorgum tempe 
[Preparation and testing of foods made from a soybeans-
and-sorghum mixture, and a sorghum-and-tempeh mixture]. 
Thesis (Skripsi), Akademi Gizi, Jakarta, Indonesia. [Ind]*
• Summary: Discusses Vitempo, a tempeh formula. Address: 
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Akademi Gizi, Jakarta, Indonesia.

4238. Djurtoft, Robert; Nielsen, Jens Peter. 1981. Studies 
related to tempe production. III. Nutritional value of [soy and 
cowpea] tempeh in relation to B-vitamins, including B-12. 
Unpublished typed manuscript. 10 p. Including 5 pages of 
color graphs. Unpublished manuscript. 30 cm.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Experimental. 
Conclusions. Address: Dep. of Biochemistry & Nutrition, 
Technical Univ. of Denmark, DK-2800 Lyngby, Denmark.

4239. Duke, James A. ed. 1981. Handbook of legumes of 
world economic importance. New York and London: Plenum 
Press. 345 p. See p. 83-90. 28 cm. [7 soy ref]
• Summary: Discusses for Glycine max and Glycine wightii: 
Introduction, folk medicine, chemistry, description of plant, 
germplasm, distribution, cultivation, harvesting, yields and 
economics, biotic factors (incl. plant protection). For Glycine 
max: Folk medicine: Old Chinese herbals suggest that the 
soybean was a specifi c remedy for the proper functioning of 
the bowels, heart, kidney, liver, and stomach. A decoction of 
the root is said to be astringent. The meal and fl our are used 
to prepare diabetic foods due to the small amount of starch 
contained therein. Soybean diets are valued for acidosis. 
Soybean oil, with a high proportion of unsaturated fatty acid, 
is recommended to combat hypercholesteremia. Commercial 
grades of natural lecithin, often derived from soybean, are 
reported to contain a potent vasodepressor. Medicinally 
lecithin is indicated as a lipotropic agent. Soybean is listed 
as a major starting material for stigmasterol, once known 
as an antistiffness factor. Sitosterol, also a soy by-product, 
has been used to replace diosgenin in some antihypertensive 
drugs.
 Also discusses the kudzu (Pueraria lobata (Willd.) 
Ohwi; p. 211-14), adzuki bean (Vigna angularis (Willd.) 
Ohwi & Ohashi; p. 288-93). Address: USDA, Beltsville, 
Maryland.

4240. Furlan, J. 1981. Pomen soje za prehrano ljudi in zivali 
[Signifi cance of soybeans for human and animal nutrition]. 
Ljubljana, Slovenia. 15 p. [Slv]*

4241. Goehl, Bo. 1981. Tropical feeds: Feed information 
summaries and nutritional values. FAO Animal Production 
and Health Series. No. 12. xviii + 529 p. See p. 366-68. 
(Rome). [1 ref]
• Summary: The section about the soybean begins on p. 366:
 “G16 Glycine max (L.) Merr. (G. soja Sieb & Zucc.)
 “Soybean, soya bean, soja bean or Manchurian Bean.
 “Useful reference: 108
 “One of the world’s most important oilseed crops and 
a staple food of the Orient. Indigenous to the Far East, it is 
now cultivated elsewhere, particularly in the United States.”
 Contents: Introduction, description of the plant, and 

its meal. Trypsin inhibitor. Seeds. Soybean meal (or cake). 
Hulls. A table at the end shows the composition of 8 different 
soybean products. Address: International Foundation for 
Science, Stockholm, Sweden.

4242. Guggenheim, Karl Y.; Wolinsky, Ira. 1981. Nutrition 
and nutritional diseases: The evolution of concepts. 
Lexington, Massachusetts: Collamore Press, D.C. Heath and 
Co. xii + 378 p. Illust. Name index. Subject index. [897* ref]
• Summary: This outstanding book focuses on selected basic 
nutritional concepts. In 1873 Wilbur Olin Atwater embarked 
on a comprehensive research program on the chemical 
composition of American foods. He was the fi rst in the U.S. 
to perform extensive studies on the chemical composition of 
foods. In 1875 he established the fi rst agricultural experiment 
station in the United States. Muscular work failed to increase 
protein catabolism [destructive metabolism, involving the 
release of energy and resulting in the breakdown of complex 
materials within the organism; opposite of anabolism].
 In Chapter 5, on “Conversion of food to body substance: 
From Lavoisier to Liebig,” on pages 100-107, and 145-53 
is an excellent section on the discovery of basic concepts 
related to the role of protein in nutrition.
 Note: “Wilbur Olin Atwater (May 3, 1844, Johnsburg, 
New York–September 22, 1907, Middletown, Connecticut) 
was an American chemist known for his studies of human 
nutrition and metabolism.
 “Atwater grew up in the New England area. He opted 
not to fi ght in the American Civil War and instead to 
pursue an undergraduate degree at Wesleyan University in 
Connecticut. In 1868, Atwater’s interest in civil engineering 
and agricultural chemistry led him to enroll in Yale 
University’s Sheffi eld Scientifi c School, where he analyzed 
agricultural fertilizers for specifi c mineral content. Atwater 
received his doctorate in 1869 in agricultural chemistry, his 
thesis being entitled ‘The Proximate Composition of Several 
Types of American Maize.’ Afterwards, he spent two years in 
Leipzig and Berlin, where he visited agricultural experiment 
stations. Atwater also spent time traveling throughout 
Scotland, Rome, and Naples, where he reported his fi ndings 
in local newspapers distributed where he lived back in the 
United States. Atwater later returned to the United States to 
teach at East Tennessee University and later Wesleyan as its 
fi rst Professor of Chemistry” (Source: Wikipedia, at Wilbur 
Olin Atwater, Oct. 2011).
 The discovery of the four elemental substances of living 
matter (carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen) in the mid-
1700s initiated a revolution in chemical thinking. Lavoisier, 
who did his main work at this time, found that respiration 
was a form of combustion.
 The main contribution of William Prout (1785-1850) to 
nutrition was the classifi cation of foodstuffs into four kinds 
of compounds, saccharine, oleaginous, and albuminous, 
corresponding to our current classes of carbohydrates, fats, 
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and proteins. An English chemist and physician, he was the 
fi rst to distinguish between nutrients in foods.
 Liebig made calculations rather than experiments.
 By the 1840s animal experiments were recognized as 
a suitable means for studying specifi c questions in nutrition 
and metabolism.
 By 1906 much evidence had accumulated pointing 
to the existence of dietary components other than protein, 
carbohydrates, fats, and mineral salts. By 1912 F.G. 
Hopkins and others had shown clearly that natural foods 
contain minute amounts of organic substances essential for 
animal growth. In 1912 Casimir Funk (1884-1967; born 
in Warsaw, Poland) propounded the theory of the need for 
certain organic nutrients which he called “vital amines” 
or “vitamines” which were essential for the preservation 
of health and the prevention of certain diseases [such as 
scurvy]. He was the fi rst to isolate and characterize these 
substances.
 In 1605 Lancaster had been the fi rst to deliberately use 
lemon juice to prevent scurvy. In 1753 James Lind wrote 
his treatise on scurvy; yet his work was forgotten and his 
views ignored, while thousands of sailors died from scurvy. 
Doctors and nutritionists dragged their feet.
 The Native American diet was based on corn, beans, and 
squash.
 In 1918 Robert McCarrison started the famous Nutrition 
Research Labs. at Coonoor, southern India; in 1927 they 
became part of the Pasteur Institute.
 Von Noorden was famous for his studies of diabetes in 
Germany.
 Presently iron-defi ciency anemia is the most common 
nutritional defi ciency worldwide. Iron kitchen utensils are 
a major source of iron. There are two types of anemia; 
pernicious and iron-defi ciency (or chlorosis).
 In 1948 vitamin B-12 was identifi ed, later called 
cobalamin. Address: 1. M.D., Emeritus Prof. of Nutrition, 
Hebrew Univ.–Hadassah Medical School, Jerusalem, Israel; 
2, Assoc. Prof. of Nutrition, Univ. of Houston, Houston, 
Texas.

4243. Hausman, Patricia. 1981. Jack Sprat’s legacy: The 
science and politics of fat and cholesterol. New York, NY: 
Richard Marek Publishers. 288 p. Foreword by Richard N. 
Podell, M.D. Preface by Michael F. Jacobson, PhD. Index. 
23 cm. [69 ref]
• Summary: This book summarizes clearly and concisely the 
overwhelming evidence linking the consumption of fat and 
cholesterol with heart disease. Address: Center for Science in 
the Public Interest, 1755 S Street, Washington, DC 20009.

4244. Hawthorne, J.N.; Hoccom, M.; O’Mullane, J.E. 1981. 
Soya lecithin and lipid metabolism. In: M. Cairella and D. 
Lekim, eds. 1981. Soya Lecithin: Nutritional and Clinical 
Aspects. Proceedings of the First International Colloquium 

on Soya Lecithin in Nutrition and Dietetics. Rome, Italy: 
Società Editrice Universo. 123 p. See p. 67-73. [8 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Summary. The removal of cholesterol 
from the body. Dietary linoleic acid and blood lipoproteins. 
Acknowledgment. Address: Dep. of Biochemistry, Univ. 
of Nottingham Medical School, Queen’s Medical Centre, 
Nottingham, England.

4245. Hesseltine, Clifford W. 1981. Thom Award Address: A 
microbe’s view of fermentation. Developments in Industrial 
Microbiology 22:xv-xvi, 1-18. [21 ref]
• Summary: Pages xv to xvi give a brief biography and 
photo of Dr. Clifford W. Hesseltine, winner of the tenth 
Charles Thom Award on 14 Aug. 1980, presented by the 
Society for Industrial Microbiology. Dr. Hesseltine knew 
Dr. Charles Thom and was strongly infl uenced by him, even 
though the two men never worked together.
 “Dr. Hesseltine’s studies on the taxonomy of the 
Mucorales have resulted in a classifi cation now in worldwide 
use... The research of Dr. Hesseltine on mycotoxins is 
world famous. He has directed the afl atoxin project of the 
Fermentation Laboratory, NRRC...
 “Dr. Hesseltine’s studies on fermented foods are equally 
well known. Included in this research has been the use of 
soybeans and cereals in Oriental fermented foods including 
tempeh, miso, Chinese cheese, and shoyu.”
 Just 100 years ago the fi rst pure cultures of fungi were 
made by Brefeld, a German, who published his results in 
1881. The development of submerged culture of penicillin 
production began in 1941 at the NRRL. The USA lost its 
leading role in industrial fermentation early in the 1960s due 
to weakness in research in many fi elds. Address: Northern 
Regional Research Center, Peoria, Illinois.

4246. Ingham, John L. 1981. Phytoalexin induction and its 
taxonomic signifi cance in the Leguminosae (subfamily of 
Papilionoideae). In: R.M. Polhill and P.H. Raven, eds. 1981. 
Advances in Legume Systematics. Royal Botanic Gardens, 
Kew, Richmond, Surrey TW9 3AR, England. xvi + 1049 p. 2 
parts. See p. 599-626. Part 2. [77 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Phytoalexin variation at 
the family level. Phytoalexins of the Leguminosae: Induction 
and isolation, chemical variation, tribal distribution, 
taxonomic application. Conclusion. Acknowledgments. 
Address: Dep. of Botany, The University, Reading, England.

4247. James, W.P.T.; Theander, Olof. 1981. The analysis of 
dietary fi ber in food. New York, NY: Marcel Dekker. viii + 
276 p. 24 cm. Series: Basic and clinical nutrition, vol. 3. *
• Summary: Chapter 8 is titled “The analysis of dietary fi ber 
in food,” by J.B. Robertson and P.J. Van Soest. They found 
that coarse bran, alfalfa, and soybean hulls were neutral 
detergent fi ber preparations, and thus free of pectin and 
starch. Soybean hulls have a moderate exchange value of 18 
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meq/100 gm.

4248. Jansen, G. Richard. 1981. Amino acid fortifi cation. 
In: A.M. Altschul and H.L. Wilcke, eds. 1981. New Protein 
Foods. Vol. 4. Animal Protein Supplies, Part B. New York: 
Academic Press. xix + 378 p. See p. 161-204 Chap. VII. 
[259* ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Signifi cance of protein 
quality. Measurement of protein quality. Protein-energy 
interactions: Animal studies, human studies–adults, human 
studies–pregnancy and lactation, human studies–children, 
protein quality–energy interactions, comment. Amino acid 
fortifi cation: Supporting data: Methionine fortifi cation, lysine 
fortifi cation. Applications in animal nutrition: methionine 
fortifi cation, lysine fortifi cation. Applications in human 
nutrition: methionine fortifi cation, lysine fortifi cation. 
Discussion. Summary.
 Fortifi cation of soy-based infant formulas with 
methionine is now widely practiced in the United States. 
Although the published data suggests that this is not 
necessary (since excellent growth has been demonstrated 
with unfortifi ed formulas), methionine does increase the 
protein quality of soy for the human infant, and therefore, 
is currently considered desirable. Address: Dep. of Food 
Science and Nutrition, Colorado State Univ., Fort Collins, 
Colorado 80523.

4249. Ko Swan Djien. 1981. Fermented foods of Indonesia 
except those based on soybeans. Advances in Biotechnology 
2:525-30. [37 ref]
• Summary: Foods discussed include oncom [ontjom, 
onchom] (chiefl y made of peanut presscake fermented 
with Neurospora species of molds), tempe bongkrek (made 
from coconut presscake obtained from coconut-oil factories 
where oil is pressed from copra, or from partly defatted 
coconut residue which is left when shredded coconut 
meat is extracted with water to obtain coconut milk for 
preparing dishes for family consumption; also discusses 
bongkrek poisoning and its history in Indonesia), tapé, and 
dagé. Address: Dep. of Food Science, Agricultural Univ., 
Wageningen, The Netherlands.

4250. Langenheim, Jean H. 1981. Terpenoids in the 
Leguminosae. In: R.M. Polhill and P.H. Raven, eds. 1981. 
Advances in Legume Systematics. Royal Botanic Gardens, 
Kew, Richmond, Surrey TW9 3AR, England. xvi + 1049 p. 2 
parts. See p. 627-55. Part 2. [134 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Mono- and 
Sesquiterpenoids. Diterpenoids: Resins from tropical trees 
or extracts from heartwood, gibberellins. Triterpenoids. 
Tetraterpenoids. Conclusions. Address: Div. of Natural 
Sciences, Univ. of California, Santa Cruz, CA.

4251. Lekim, D. 1981. The resorption of lecithin 

administered orally and its physiologic implications. In: M. 
Cairella and D. Lekim, eds. 1981. Soya Lecithin: Nutritional 
and Clinical Aspects. Proceedings of the First International 
Colloquium on Soya Lecithin in Nutrition and Dietetics. 
Rome, Italy: Società Editrice Universo. 123 p. See p. 21-33. 
[7 ref]
• Summary: “Summary: The phosphatides in soybean 
Lecithin administered orally are resorbed according to 
several pathways. In this process the particular nature 
of soybean phosphatidyl choline [PC] is retained. The 
chemical difference in molecular species of animal PC and 
soybean PC is refl ected in the biochemical reactions with 
phospholipase A2, LCAT, monolayer properties, etc. This 
difference in behaviour might aid to explain the effi cacy of 
soybean Lecithin against certain metabolic disorders, beside 
being a supplier of essential fatty acids and choline.
 “Soybean Lecithin is a generic name for a group of 
phospholipids. One usually distinguishes between:
 “Raw Lecithin which still contains a high percentage of 
oil.
 “Defatted Lecithin where most of the oil has been 
removed by extraction with acetone and the phosphatide 
fractions rise to about 97% of more on a moisture-free basis.
 “Alcohol extracted Lecithin where the alcohol insoluble 
phosphatides, such as Cephalin or Phosphatidyl inositol 
have been largely removed, thus increasing the percentage 
of the actual Lecithin or Phosphatidyl choline to about 60% 
or more (table 1).” Address: Marienstr. 149, 5 Koeln, W. 
Germany.

4252. Lin, Chuan-chia; Li, Hsueh-chu; Wang, Ying; Chang, 
Ying; Chou, Chi-yuan (Zhou, Qhi-yuan). 1981. [Studies on 
milk-substitutes. V. The nutritive effect of milk substitutes 
5410 on infants as compared with human or cow’s milk 
diets]. Ying Yang Hsueh Pao (Acta Nutrimenta Sinica) 
3(3):133-48. [Chi; eng]*
Address: Inst. of Health, Chinese Academy of Medical 
Sciences, Beijing.

4253. Lugay, J.C.; Kim, M.K. 1981. Freeze alignment: A 
novel method for protein texturization. In: D.W. Stanley, 
E.D. Murray, and D.H. Lees, eds. 1981. Utilization of Protein 
Resources. Westport, CT: Food & Nutrition Press, Inc. 403 p. 
See p. 177-87. Chap. 8. [7 ref]
• Summary: “The two most common methods for protein 
texturization are spinning and extrusion. A new texturization 
process is described here involving freezing a protein 
dispersion to generate fi brosity, followed by removal of 
water by freeze drying to maintain the integrity of the 
frozen structure and heat-setting the protein to stabilize the 
structure. The use of the freezing method to produce textured 
protein is not new. It is a tradition practiced in Japan in the 
preparation of Kori-tofu... This product, however, is spongy 
rather than fi brous and, therefore, does not resemble meat...
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 “Freeze-aligned soy milk: To prepare a texturized soy 
protein product having highly oriented, well-defi ned fi bers, 
a soy milk (having a protein concentration of 2-25%) is 
used as a protein source.” The pH of the soymilk is adjusted 
to 7.5 using 2N sodium hydroxide and an antioxidant is 
added to the soymilk at a level equivalent to 0.02% of the 
fat content. The soymilk is “then placed in an aluminum 
pan to a depth of about 1 in. The pan is placed on a block 
of dry ice (-76ºC) which extends across the entire bottom 
surface of the pan. Unidirectional ice crystals, substantially 
perpendicular to the bottom of the pan, are generated. The 
mass is completely frozen in about 30 min. The mass is then 
freeze-dried immediately to prevent rearrangement of the ice 
crystal structure. After freeze-drying, the fi brous structure 
is stabilized by heat treating with moist heat at 15 pounds 
per square inch gauge for about 10 min. The heat-set fi brous 
mass is then rehydrated by soaking in water for about 20 min 
to yield a product having discrete long, soft and chewy fi bers 
or sheets.”
 A number of very interesting photographs and 
photomicrographs show the product at various stages in 
its preparation. Address: General Foods Corp., Technical 
Center, 250 North St., White Palins, New York 10625.

4254. Maltz, M.A. 1981. Protein food supplements: Recent 
advances. Park Ridge, New Jersey: Noyes Data Corp. 404 p. 
*

4255. McCallum, Cass. 1981. The real food guide. Vol. 2: 
Pulses, grains and seeds. Glasgow, Scotland: The Molendinar 
Press. 196 p. Index. 20 cm.
• Summary: The section on “Anti-nutritional factors in 
pulses” discusses those found in many legumes (such as 
haemagglutinins, trypsin inhibitors, phytic acid, fl atulence 
factors) and those of importance in specifi c legumes; 
for soybeans, only heat-resistant trypsin inhibitors are 
mentioned. The section on “Basic bean cookery” gives 
general guidelines and tips (never add salt until beans are 
cooked tender). A table (p. 54) shows that soybeans require 
the longest cooking time of any bean listed.
 The section titled “A-Z pulses” gives details (incl. 
the scientifi c name) concerning many legumes listed 
alphabetically. Includes adzuki, kura mame [sic, kuro 
mame = black soybeans] (p. 65), and winged beans. By far 
the longest section is on soy beans (p. 71-82). Contents: 
Introduction. Nutritional values. Dried soy bean products: 
Soy grits, soy coffee, soy fl our (full fat, medium fat, fat free), 
soy nuts, soy milk, soy yolk (a concentrated form of soy 
fl our), textured vegetable protein, soy splits, tofu powder. 
Fermented soy bean products: Black beans–fermented, 
chao, chee-fan, chiang (Chinese miso), Hamanatto, ketjap, 
koji, meitauza, miso, mame miso, Hatcho miso, kome miso, 
mugi miso, natto, okara. Soy sauces: Introduction, Chinese 
soy sauce, ketjap, synthetic sauce, tamari. Sofu [sic, sufu], 

tahuri, tamari, tao-cho, taokoan or tao koan, taotjo or tao dji 
[sic, taotjo is Indonesian-style miso; tao dji are Indonesian 
fermented black soybeans], tempeh, tofu. Tofu from whole 
beans (homemade recipe). Tofu from powdered [soy] milk.
 The part titled “Recipes” (p. 129-92) is divided into 
three sections. Soy-related recipes in each are listed here: (1) 
Soups and starters: Iced tofu (p. 134). Miso soup (p. 138). 
Adzuki bean soup (p. 141). (2) Main dishes: Deep-fried tofu 
(p. 167). Szechuan bean curd (p. 168). (3) Bread, side dishes, 
sauces and desserts: Miso lemon sauce (p. 186). Miso ginger 
sauce (p. 187). Peanut butter (homemade recipe, p. 191).
 The back cover states: “These books fi ght a war against 
junk food–and win.” The author is a woman.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2013) that uses the word “tao koan” (or “tao-
koan”) to refer to tofu. Address: United Kingdom.

4256. Meyer, Clarence. 1981. Vegetarian medicines. 
Glenwood, Illinois: Meyerbooks. New York, NY: Distributed 
by Sterling Publishing Co. 92 p. Written & compiled by 
Clarence Meyer. [49 ref]
• Summary: Pages 44-45 note, under Diabetes Mellitus, 
that “Soya bean is used in the diet of diabetics as its 
carbohydrates are less assimilable.”

4257. Omura, Yoshiaki. 1981. The tofu-miso high effi ciency 
diet. New York, NY: Arco Publishing, Inc. xvi + 221 p. 
Index. 21 cm. [70 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Acknowledgments. Foreword. A 
natural, balanced diet for health, weight loss, and longevity. 
1. The benefi ts of a diet based on traditional Japanese foods. 
2. How being overweight affects your health. 3. Why certain 
foods? What is needed to maintain health (The key concept 
is balance). The diet plan: Changing your eating habits. 4. 
What is misoshuru? Miso, tofu, and seaweed. 5. The fi rst 
two weeks: Rapid weight loss. 6. The third week: Transition. 
7. The maintenance diet. How to calculate your individual 
calorie requirements. Food plan. Adapting Japanese foods 
and cooking methods. 8. Representative Japanese and 
American menus. 9. Japanese foods and how to shop for 
them. 10. Some Japanese cooking methods which you can 
adapt to American foods. 11. Some recipes for Japanese 
dishes. Changing your lifestyle. 12. Exercise. 13. The mental 
side of losing weight: How your mind can help your body. 
Appendices: 1. Charts and records for your personal use. 
2. Nutritional information on miso, tofu, seaweed, and 
green tea. 3. Vitamins. 4. Distributors of Japanese foods. 
Bibliography: Cookbooks and foodbooks, nutrition books 
and articles, books in Japanese, books and articles on 
health and weight control by alternative approaches. Notes. 
Address: M.D.

4258. Osman, Jack D. 1981. Thin from within: Vegetarian 
edition. Washington, DC: Review and Herald Publishing 
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Association. 159 p. 21 cm. [31+ ref]
• Summary: Discusses the psychological aspects of losing 
weight via a low-calorie, vegetarian diet. Page 102 lists 
soybeans as a good source of iron; 2 tablespoons provide 2.0 
mg. Page 130 lists soybeans and tofu as good iron sources. 
Address: Towson, Maryland.

4259. Polhill, R.M.; Raven, P.H. eds. 1981. Advances 
in legume systematics. 2 parts. Royal Botanic Gardens, 
Kew, Richmond, Surrey TW9 3AE, England. Ministry or 
Agriculture, Fisheries, and Food. xvi + 1049 p. Volume 2 of 
the Proceedings of the International Legume Conference, 
held 24-29 July 1978 at Kew, England.
• Summary: Contents: Contributors. Preface. Introduction: 
Evolution and systematics of the Leguminosae, by R.M. 
Polhill, P.H. Raven and C.H. Stirton. Biogeography of the 
Leguminosae, by P.H. Raven and R.M. Polhill. Evolutionary 
relationship of the Leguminosae, by W.C. Dickison.
 Taxonomic part: Supplement to Hutchinson’s ‘The 
Genera of Flowering Plants... [The following chapters 
contain material on the genus Glycine]: Phaseolae, by J.A. 
Lackey.
 Special aspects: Cytology and phylogeny of the 
Leguminosae, by P. Goldblatt. Non-protein amino acids in 
the Leguminosae, by E.A. Bell. Serological systematics of 
the Leguminosae, by G. Cristofolini. Protease inhibitors in 
the Leguminosae, by J.K.P. Weder. Lectins in Leguminosae, 
by G.C. Toms. Phytoalexin induction and its taxonomic 
signifi cance in the Leguminosae (subfamily papilionoideae), 
by J.L. Ingham. Terpenoids in the Leguminosae, by J.H. 
Langenheim. Functional evolution in some papilionoid root 
nodules, by J.I. Sprent. Sieve-element plastids and crystalline 
P(hloem)-Protein in Leguminosae: Micromorphological 
characters as an aid to the circumscription of the family 
and subfamilies, by H.-D. Behnke and L. Pop. Breeding 
systems and pollination biology in Leguminosae, by 
M.T. Kalin Arroyo. Anatomical studies of legume pods–a 
possible tool in taxonomic research, by J.S. Pate and J. Kuo. 
Seeds of Leguminosae, by C.R. Gunn. Cotyledons of the 
Leguminosae, by D.L. Smith.
 “The Leguminosae (or Fabaceae) comprise 650 genera 
and 18000 species and are the largest family of fl owering 
plants after the Compositae and Orchidaceae.” Address: 1. 
The Herbarium, Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, Richmond, 
Surrey TW9 3AE, England; 2. Missouri Botanical Garden, 
P.O. Box 299, St. Louis, Missouri 63166.

4260. Porcellati, G.; Arienti, G. 1981. Biochemical bases for 
the therapeutic use of phospholipids. In: M. Cairella and D. 
Lekim, eds. 1981. Soya Lecithin: Nutritional and Clinical 
Aspects. Proceedings of the First International Colloquium 
on Soya Lecithin in Nutrition and Dietetics. Rome, Italy: 
Società Editrice Universo. 123 p. See p. 51-66. [27 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Summary. Introduction. Metabolism 

of phospholipids. Functional aspects of lipid metabolism 
in the brain. Conclusion. Address: Inst. of Biological 
Chemistry, Dep. of Medicine and Surgery, Univ. of Perugia, 
Italy.

4261. Rackis, J.J. 1981. Comparison of the food value 
of immature, mature and germinated soybeans. In: Roy 
Teranishi and Heriberto Barrera-Benitez, eds. 1981. Quality 
of Selected Fruits and Vegetables of North America. 
American Chemical Society Symposium Series No. 170. 
Washington, DC: American Chemical Society. ix + 240 p. 
See p. 183-212. [92 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction: Availability 
and consumption patterns of soy proteins: Mature 
soybeans. Food value of soybeans with respect to maturity: 
Immature soybeans [“green-mature soybeans”], germinated 
soybeans, mature soybeans. Compositional changes during 
maturation and germination: Oil and protein, minerals 
and vitamins, carbohydrates. Antinutritional factors and 
protein quality of soybeans with respect to maturity: Trypsin 
inhibitors, protein quality, protein digestibility, phytic acid, 
hypercholesterolemia, estrogens. Conclusions.
 Tables show: (1) Availability and consumption for soy 
protein in humans. (2) Fresh weight, dry matter and color 
characteristics of maturing soybeans (1969 crop year). (3) 
Oil and fatty acid composition of Harosoy 63 soybeans 
during maturation. (4) Nitrogen composition of Acme 
soybeans during maturation. (5) Trypsin inhibitor activity of 
four soybean varieties during maturation and germination. 
(6) Effect of maturity on trypsin inhibitor activity and 
heat inactivation in soybeans (green-mature, mature, 
sprouts; heated by autoclaving at 121ºC for 15 minutes). 
(7) Protein quality of immature [“green mature”], mature 
and germinated soybeans (Bragg variety). (8) Digestibility 
values for germinated legumes and globulin proteins. (9) 
Effect of germination on nutritive value of selected legumes. 
(10) Changes in phytate content and phytase activity during 
germination of soybeans and peas. (11) Estrogenic activity 
of common plant foodstuffs (Hops are by far the highest). 
(12) Coumestrol content of plant products (Soybean 
sprouts are by far the highest). (13) Human exposure to 
exogenous estrogens (Morning-after pill: 50,000. Birth 
control pill: 2,500. Soybeans: 0.0085). Address: Northern 
Regional Research Center, ARS, Science and Education 
Adminisration, USDA, Peoria, Illinois 61604.

4262. Rackis, J.J.; Gumbmann, M.R. 1981. Protease 
inhibitors: Physiological properties and nutritional 
signifi cance. In: R.L. Ory, ed. 1981. Antinutrients and 
Natural Toxicants in Foods. Westport, CT: Food & Nutrition 
Press. 378 p. See p. 203-37. Presented at a conference held in 
Hawaii on 1-6 April 1979. [100+ ref]
• Summary: An excellent review. Heat processing of soya 
products for human consumption destroys most but not all 
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of the trypsin inhibitor activity; it is estimated that 5-20% of 
the initial trypsin inhibitor activity remains after processing. 
Address: Northern Regional Research Center, Peoria, 
Illinois.

4263. Renzenbrink, Udo; Engelsman, Adriaan den; 
Renzenbrink, Elsbeth. 1981. De sojaboon: ook voor ons een 
goede voeding? [The soybean: Is it a good food for us?]. 
Zeist, Netherlands: Uitgeverij Vrij Geestesleven. 46 p. Illust. 
by Elsbeth Renzenbrink. 20 cm. [6 ref. Dut]*
• Summary: This book for primary school children presents 
an anthroposophic [Rudolf Steiner] viewpoint on soybeans, 
arguing that they are not suited for human food. They are 
too close to the animal kingdom and their composition is 
too close to that of human blood. The fl owers turn away 
from the sun. The plant and pods are hairy, like animals. The 
anthroposophic diet includes fl esh foods and dairy products, 
as long as they are raised according to anthroposophic 
guidelines. Another Dutch-language edition of this book was 
published in 1981 in cooperation with Akwarius in Almere, 
Netherlands. A Norwegian edition was also published. 
Address: Zeist, Netherlands.

4264. San-Jirushi International, Inc. 1981. Introducing San-J 
tamari. Colonial Heights, Virginia: San-Jirushi International. 
8 p. 26 cm.
• Summary: This 8-panel fold-out brochure is printed with 
purplish-brown ink on beige paper. On the front panel is 
an illustration (line drawing) of a 150 ml bottle of “San-J 
Tamari–the natural soybean sauce(TM). Brewed by San-
Jirushi Corp., Japan. Founded 1804.” Contents: The natural 
soybean sauce. Made from choice whole soybeans, pure 
well water, and sea salt. Brewed naturally through the four 
seasons. Tamari is the traditional soy sauce. San-J Tamari 
is different: San-J Tamari is real tamari, real tamari is made 
entirely from soybeans, the fi rst ingredient in San-J Tamari 
is whole soybeans, the fl avor of tamari is due to proteins 
(which are slow to evaporate during cooking). Why tamari?: 
San-J Tamari is not only a superior seasoning–it is a natural 
fl avor enhancer, San-J Tamari extends further, San-J Tamari 
can replace salt, San-Jirushi of Kuwana. An all-purpose 
seasoning and fl avor enhancer: Color illustrations show 
recipe ideas. Nutrients per 100 grams of San-J Tamari and 
Tamari (Low Salt). How San-J Tamari is made (each of the 
12 steps is illustrated):
 “The cooked beans are mashed and shaped by an 
extruder into tiny balls about 1 inch in diameter called ‘miso 
dama.’ The miso-dama are dusted with spores from a special 
mold called ‘koji’ (Aspergillus oryzae) and incubated for 48 
hours under carefully controlled temperature and humidity in 
an incubation chamber called the ‘muro.’
 “Matured koji is removed from the ‘muro’ and mixed 
with salt water in large wooden vats to make the fermentive 
mash called ‘moromi.’ The 1200 gallon cedar-wood vats 

containing ‘moromi’ stand in unheated buildings for at least 
12 months while the ‘moromi’ mellows and matures.
 “When fermentation is complete, free-running raw 
tamari–called ‘kibiki’–is drawn off through spouts at the 
bottom of the vats. The yielded liquids are fi ltered and 
cleared of oils and dregs, then carefully mixed and blended. 
The blended product is allowed to stand for several weeks 
while more oils and dregs are removed.
 “The remaining mash is then removed from the vats and 
pressed to yield ‘assaku’ tamari.
 “Raw tamari is pasteurized at 185º F (85º C) to eliminate 
all microorganisms and ensure against any further change 
in the product through fermentation. Pasteurization does 
not effect valuable enzymes contained in Tamari, and also 
contributes to its delicate color and fl avor. Pasteurized 
Tamari is transferred to sterilized holding tanks and allowed 
to stand and clear for two more weeks. Then it is fi ltered 
again, bottled, inspected and shipped.” Address: Colonial 
Heights, Virginia.

4265. Schwandt, P.; Richter, W.O.; Weisweiler, P. 1981. 
Soybean protein and serum cholesterol (Letter to the editor). 
Atherosclerosis 40:371-72. [4 ref]
• Summary: Sirs, The recent discussion in the July 1980 and 
Feb/March issues of Atherosclerosis was concerned with the 
substitution of soybean for animal protein. “We would like 
to add our data on the cholesterol-lowering effect of textured 
soybean proteins given in addition to a cholesterol-lowering 
diet.” Address: Medical Dep. II, Klinikum Grosshadern, 
Univ. of Munich, Marchionistr. 15, D-8000 Munich 70, 
F.R.G. [West Germany].

4266. Scrimshaw, Nevin S. 1981. Nutritional signifi cance of 
protein quality: A global view. In: C.E. Bodwell, J.S. Adkins, 
and D.T. Hopkins, eds. 1981. Protein Quality in Humans: 
Assessment and in Vitro Estimation. Westport, CT: AVI 
Publishing Co. xxi + 435 p. See p. 3-18. [22 ref]
• Summary: “The 1960s in the UN system were years of 
concern for protein quantity and quality in the diets of 
developing countries. The Protein Advisory Group (PAG), 
later the Protein-Calorie Advisory Group, was formed, 
the UN Advisory Committee on Science and Technology 
(ACAST) investigated ways to avert the impending protein 
crisis, and the Secretary General of the UN convened a 
special panel on this subject.”
 “Global perception of world food and nutrition problems 
abruptly changed, however after the meeting in 1971 of a 
joint FAO/WHO Expert Committee on Energy and Protein 
Requirements that lowered estimates of safe allowances 
for dietary protein for human adults by about 30% without 
appreciably altering estimates of mean dietary energy 
requirements (FAO/WHO, 1973). Re-evaluation of average 
dietary intakes in developing country populations using 
these new standards frequently indicated that calories were 
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slightly more defi cient than protein. It became fashionable 
to emphasize the defi ciency of energy in the diets of 
low-income populations and to point out that if this were 
corrected, protein needs, as indicated by the 1971 committee 
report, would be met.”
 “Economists and policy makers concluded mistakenly, 
but understandably, that it was not necessary to be concerned 
with problems of either protein quantity or quality, but 
only with seeing that people obtained enough of their usual 
diets.” Address: Lab. of Human Nutrition, Dep. of Nutrition 
and Food Science, and Clinical Research Center, MIT, 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139.

4267. Shandler, Michael; Shandler, Nina. 1981. The 
complete guide and cookbook for raising your child as a 
vegetarian. New York, NY: Schocken Books. xiv + 337 p. 
Index. 24 cm. [65 ref]
• Summary: On p. 22 soybeans and rice are used to 
illustrate protein complementarity. Fats survival plan (p. 
70-71): Describes how to make clarifi ed butter (ghee); it is 
superior to other fats for frying purposes and is not subject 
to the same polymerization as vegetable oils. “Eggs do not 
constitute a cholesterol risk,” but “soy milk and tofu are... 
excellent high-protein substitutes for eggs if your children 
are allergic.” Good sources of protein during pregnancy 
include beans, grains, tofu, gluten, dairy products, and soy 
products. Use complementary proteins together. Tofu can be 
blended into creamy salad dressings.
 “Homemade soy milk is defi cient in vitamin B-12, 
vitamin D, and calcium. Commercial soy drinks for infants 
[infant formulas] are fortifi ed with these and other nutrients 
but often contain sugar and other detrimental additives” (p. 
110).
 “After approximately 1 month of eating solid foods, 
a second series of foods can be introduced to your infant.” 
These may include puréed tofu or light miso soups (p. 116-
17).
 Soy-related recipes include: Whole wheat soy fl akes 
(p. 206). Tamari broth with dumplings (and soy fl our, p. 
216). Nondairy cream of vegetable soup (with tofu, p. 216). 
Summer cucumber tofu soup (p. 218). Soyburgers (with 
whole soybeans, p. 222-23). Barbecued tofu sandwiches (p. 
226). Tofu cheesie macaroni (p. 232). Tofu noodle casserole. 
Fried tofu over rice. Tomato tofu lo mien (p. 233-34). Tofu 
and rice seaweed rolls (p. 236). Pizza (with soy fl our and 
gluten fl our, p. 236-37). Creamed spinach with tofu (p. 254). 
Tamari-glazed “trees” (Broccoli, p. 255). Vegan dips (p. 
264-65): Avocado tofu dip. Cucumber tofu dip. Nondairy 
dressings (p. 271-72): Tofu dressing. Nut and soy milks (p. 
311-13): Fortifi ed soy milk. Carob soy milk. Spiced soy 
milk. Almond milk. Cashew milk. Coconut milk. Tahini 
milk. Nondairy sandwich fi llers (p. 320-21): Soy sandwich 
“meat” (with whole soybeans and tamari soy sauce). Tofu 
sandwich spread.

4268. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1981. Miso soup 
protects against cancer. Lafayette, California. 3 p. 28 cm.
• Summary: This is mostly a translation by Aoyagi of an 
article about “Miso soup’s unexpected good effects” from 
Asahi Shinbun, 27 Sept. 1981. A heavily edited version 
was published in East West Journal (Jan. 1982, p. 42-
43). Address: Soyfoods Center, P.O. Box 234, Lafayette, 
California 94549.

4269. Soetrisno, Uken S.S. 1981. The effect of heating time 
of soybean on vitamin B-6 and folacin retention, trypsin 
activity, and microstructure change. MSc thesis, Oregon 
State University, Corvallis, Oregon. 54 p. *
Address: Corvallis, Oregon.

4270. Teraoka, Hisayuki; Morii, F.; Kobayashi, J. 1981. 
Shokuhin-chû ni fukumareru 24 shu no genso ryô oyobi 
ichi nichi no genso sesshu-ryô ni tsuite [The concentrations 
of 24 elements in foodstuffs and the estimate of their daily 
intake]. Eiyo to Shokuryo (J. of Japanese Society of Food 
and Nutrition) 34(3):221-39. See p. 232-35. [Jap]
• Summary: The 24 chemical elements whose concentrations 
are given are: potassium (K), phosphorus (P), magnesium 
(Mg), calcium (Ca), sodium (Na), iron (Fe), silicon (Si), zinc 
(Zn), manganese (Mn), aluminum (Al), copper (Cu), boron 
(B), strontium (Sr), lead (Pb), titanium (Ti), barium (Ba), 
nickel (Ni), vanadium (V), molybdenum (Mo), silver (Ag), 
cadmium (Cd), cobalt (Co), tin (Sn), and chromium (Cr).
 Concentrations (in micrograms per 100 gm) of these 
elements were measured in the following soyfoods: 
Soybeans 1,200, tofu (momen/regular) 410 (average of 2 
samples), tofu (natural foods, probably made with nigari) 
280, tofu (kinugoshi/silken) 280, and natto 770.
 These aluminum concentrations were about average 
compared with the other foods tested. Examples of foods 
with much higher aluminum concentrations were: kombu 
seaweed 33,000, tsukushi (a vegetable) 22,000, white sesame 
seeds 4,400.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2002) 
that gives the concentration of aluminum in soybeans or 
soyfoods. Address: Inst. for Agricultural and Biological 
Sciences, Okayama Univ., Kurashiki, Okayama, Japan.

4271. Toms, G.C. 1981. Lectins in Leguminosae. In: R.M. 
Polhill and P.H. Raven, eds. 1981. Advances in Legume 
Systematics. Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, Richmond, 
Surrey TW9 3AR, England. xvi + 1049 p. 2 parts. See p. 
561-77. Part 2. [71 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Occurrence and 
functions: Plant haemagglutinins, function in the plant. 
Problems in the use of plant haemagglutinins as possible 
taxonomic markers: Techniques, haemagglutination reactions 
of seed extracts of some species of Macroptilium, Phaseolus 
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and Vigna, additional observations. Summary. Address: 
Dep. of Pharmacognosy, School of Pharmacy, Leicester 
Polytechnic, Leicester, England.

4272. Torun, Benjamin; Pineda, O.; Viteri, F.E.; Arroyave, G. 
1981. Use of amino acid composition data to predict protein 
nutritive value for children with specifi c reference to new 
estimates of their essential amino acid requirements. In: C.E. 
Bodwell, J.S. Adkins, and D.T. Hopkins, eds. 1981. Protein 
Quality in Humans: Assessment and in Vitro Estimation. 
Westport, CT: AVI Publishing Co. xxi + 435 p. See p. 374-
93. Chap. 20. [25 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Total protein 
requirements: Nitrogen balance studies, factorial 
calculations. Protein digestibility. Amino acid requirements. 
Amino acid scoring pattern: Amino acid quality index 
(AAQI), relative nutritive quality (RNQ). Accuracy 
of prediction of protein nutritive value. Summary. 
Acknowledgements. Discussion. Address: 1-4. PhD, Program 
of Physiology and Clinical Nutrition, Inst. of Nutrition of 
Central America and Panama (INCAP), P.O. Box 1188, 
Guatemala.

4273. Tranggono, -. 1981. Studies on the stability of dried 
soybean curds. PhD thesis, Michigan State University. 161 
p. Page 2294 in volume 42/06-B Dissertation Abstracts 
International. *
• Summary: Tofu was prepared by conventional methods 
and modifi ed by addition of either sesame milk or ground 
sesame and air dried, frozen, aged, thawed and then air dried, 
dried frozen or freeze dried. Stability of the dried products 
with respect to lipid oxidation and non-enzymic browning 
were studied. Accelerated storage studies were conducted 
at 37ºC and 50ºC. Peroxide values, diene conjugated and 
thiobarbituric acid tests were used to follow oxidative 
changes in lipids. Results are discussed in detail. It is 
concluded that oxygen appears to be the primary cause of 
product deterioration. Optimum water activity for storage 
with respect to lipid oxidation and browning was 0.22. Loss 
of available lysine was correlated with browning (increased 
at high temperatures and in products with ground sesame). 
Address: Michigan State Univ.

4274. Walcher, D.N.; Kretchmer, N. eds. 1981. Food, 
nutrition, and evolution. New York, NY: Masson. *

4275. Weder, J.K.P. 1981. Protease inhibitors in the 
Leguminosae. In: R.M. Polhill and P.H. Raven, eds. 1981. 
Advances in Legume Systematics. Royal Botanic Gardens, 
Kew, Richmond, Surrey TW9 3AR, England. xvi + 1049 p. 2 
parts. See p. 533-60. Part 2. [146 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Chemistry and 
biochemistry of protease inhibitors. Distribution of trypsin 
and chymotrypsin inhibitors in Leguminosae. Phylogenetic 

and taxonomic considerations: Quotient of the inhibitory 
activity against trypsin and chymotrypsin, inhibitor 
patterns, reactive sites. Nutritional aspects. Physiological 
functions. Acknowledgments. Address: Institut fuer 
Lebensmitelchemie, Technische Universitaet Muenchen, 
Federal Republic of Germany.

4276. Weingartner, Karl E. 1981. Bioavailability of calcium 
and zinc in soy products. PhD thesis, Dep. of Food Science, 
University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois. 249 p. [249 ref]*
Address: Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois.

4277. Wilcke, Harold L.; Hopkins, Daniel T. 1981. Protein–
Requirements, availability, preferences. In: A.M. Altschul 
and H.L. Wilcke, eds. 1981. New Protein Foods. Vol. 4. 
Animal Protein Supplies, Part B. New York: Academic Press. 
xix + 378 p. See p. 307-334. Chap. XI. [25 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Determination of 
protein requirement: Factorial method, nitrogen balance. 
Correction for protein quality. Controversy concerning 
protein requirements. Requirement expressed as protein 
concentration. Availability of protein. Availability of fat. 
Food preferences. Concluding comments. References. 
Address: Ralston Purina Co., St. Louis, Missouri 63188.

4278. Yepson, Roger B. ed. 1981. Home food systems. 
Emmaus, Pennsylvania: Rodale Press, Inc. 475 p. Illust. 
Index. 29 cm. [15 ref]
• Summary: Extensive, positive information on soyfoods is 
contained in the chapters on Grains (and bread, see p. 35), 
Beans (p. 94-95, 99-115; tofu, tempeh), Sprouting (p. 120, 
125, 127), Canning (p. 203), and The Home Dairy (p. 298; 
soymilk, soy yogurt). Reviews and photos of many soyfoods 
books are given, with a sample recipe from most.
 Pages 298 notes: “Soymilk is low in ribofl avin (vitamin 
B-2), totally lacking in vitamin B-12, and has drastically 
less calcium than dairy milk. On the other hand, soymilk is 
lower in carbohydrates, has 12% fewer calories, 25% less fat, 
no cholesterol, and contains 15 times more iron than cow’s 
milk.” Address: Emmaus, Pennsylvania.

4279. Yokotsuka, Tamotsu; Sasaki, M. 1981. Risks of 
mycotoxin in fermented foods. Advances in Biotechnology 
2:461-66. [37 ref. Eng]
• Summary: “In the production of Japanese fermented foods 
such as shoyu, miso, and sake, the major enzyme source 
is Aspergillus molds such as A. oryzae and A. sojae. Many 
investigators have failed to fi nd a single afl atoxin producer 
among the Aspergillus molds used for food fermentation. 
Some cultures produced fl uorescent compounds having Rf 
values resembling those of afl atoxins, further investigations, 
however, indicated that these compounds were 7 kinds 
of nontoxic pyrazine compounds including fl acacol, 
isocoumarin compounds, lumichrome, and other compounds 
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than afl atoxins. Aspergillus molds were also checked for 
their production of Aspergillic acid, Beta-nitropropionic acid, 
kojic acid, and oxalic acid. Results indicated no possible 
hazard caused by these compounds in Japanese fermented 
foods.”
 For 3000 years in China, molds belonging to the 
genera Aspergillus and Rhizopus have been used as enzyme 
sources for the production of fermented foods. Likewise, for 
hundreds of years in Japan, the molds Aspergillus oryzae and 
A. sojae have been widely used for the production of foods 
such as shoyu, miso, sake, mirin, shochu, rice vinegar, etc.
 Shoyu consumption in Japan is about 11 liters per person 
pr year, whereas consumption of miso is about half that of 
shoyu. Sake is 2.2 liters.
 Conclusion: 1. It is not diffi cult to avoid mycotoxin 
contamination from pure-culture starter molds if we select 
strains which do not produce these mycotoxins.
 “2. Some Aspergillus molds produce fl uorescent 
compounds with Rf values resembling those of afl atoxins. In 
detection and characterization of samples to be contaminated 
with afl atoxins, Rf values should be determined with two or 
more solvent systems, and ultraviolet and infrared spectral 
data should also be used. This implies that the compounds 
must be chemically isolated and identifi ed.” Address: 
Kikkoman Corp., Noda-shi, Chiba-ken, Japan.

4280. Toyo Shinpo (Soyfoods News). 1982. [Lots of talk of 
nigari and many interested in calcium sulfate]. Jan. 1. [Jap]
• Summary: Last year nigari was not used that much; but 
there was much talk about it.

4281. Eldridge, A.C. 1982. High-performance liquid 
chromatography separation of soybean isofl avones and their 
glucosides. J. of Chromatography 234(2):494-96. Jan. 15. [9 
ref]
• Summary: Soybeans are known to contain several 
isofl avones (daidzein, glycitein, genistein) and isofl avone 
glucosides (daidzin, glycitein-7-Beta-O-glucoside, genistin) 
which have been reported to have estrogenic, antifungal, 
and antioxidant activity. Gas-liquid chromatography and 
high-performance liquid chromatography have been used to 
determine the amount of isofl avones in soybeans.
 This study demonstrated the presence in the elution 
patterns of soybeans of coumestrol, n-butyrophenone, three 
isofl avone glucosides, three isofl avone aglycones. The 
amounts (mg/100 gm) of isofl avones in hexane-defatted 
soybean meal from Amsoy soybeans (1979 crop) was found 
to be: genistin 127, daidzin 62, daidzein 48, genistein 40, 
glycitein-7-Beta-O-glucoside 18, glycitein, trace. Address: 
Northern Regional Research Center, Agricultural Research, 
Science and Education Administration, USDA, 1815 North 
Univ. Street, Peoria, Illinois 61604.

4282. Boismenue, Clyde. 1982. Textured soy protein 

products in America today (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Jan. 
26. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: The biggest present outlet for TVP (more 
precisely textured soy fl our or TSF) is in the pet food 
industry, and some is used in the U.S. school lunch program. 
Occasionally a foreign country, such as Poland or the USSR, 
will buy some to extend meats.
 The Briggs Amendment is a California state amendment 
of about 1975; it regulates the labeling of meat products 
containing soy. If you add soy to hamburger you must label it 
“imitation hamburger,” and even restaurants and institutions 
must state the names on the menu or, if there is no menu, in 
a sign on the wall, if the extender is bread crumbs. But the 
health inspectors overlook a lot of violations, as in small 
restaurants. Companies are not even allowed to use fanciful 
names such as “Superburger.” Because of all this, customers 
in California have stopped using soy in droves and brought 
sales to a crashing halt. Clyde thinks there may be a similar 
law in New York; he does not know how many other states 
have such restrictive laws.
 Nationwide, imitation cheese must have the word 
“imitation” as the largest word on the box; it looks absurd.
 A company that wants to make TSF must buy a number 
of large extruders. Each one makes 3,000 to 5,000 lb/hour, 
and most companies own 3 to 5. Every one of the major 
manufacturers for TSF or textured soy protein products is 
losing money. Prices are terribly low and the industry is 
operated at an estimated 10% of capacity in 1981.
 ADM’s TVP is the most dense, but it gets too soft on 
cooking. Textured concentrates are too hard, and are like 
gristle or rubber in the fi nished product; they have less fl avor 
but cause less fl atulence. Textured isolates are too expensive, 
costing more than the meat they are intended to replace. All 
companies are desperate for a breakthrough.
 ADM has never spent much money on developing 
imitation beef, ham, or chicken. Yet it the company has 
developed meatless entrees to increase profi t margins. 
Uncle Archie’s line of meatless entrees included Pepper 
Steak (the fi rst one developed), Chicken Almadine, Sweet 
and Sour Pork, and Hearty Stew. ADM wanted to move 
from TVP extender to meatless entrees about 2 years ago. 
Like everybody, they rushed to GNC (General Nutrition 
Corp.), which reformulated the pepper steak by removing 
the mushrooms. It didn’t sell well before or after the 
reformulation, so ADM tried to market it themselves under 
the Uncle Archie’s brand. From the start, they appealed to 
the Safeway mentality, using lots of artifi cial ingredients. 
The product now tastes good but it looks like they will fl op 
anyway.
 Worthington and Loma Linda are also having big, 
indeed disastrous, problems. All the TSP (textured soy 
protein) products are dying on the vine. Central Soya can’t 
sell textured concentrates. Loma Linda plans to try to 
duplicate the success of Sanitarium Food Co. [Australia] 
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with breakfast cereals. Some health food stores have carried 
Loma Linda products, but natural food stores object to all 
the additives. And now even some Seventh-day Adventists 
are starting to be critical for the same reason. None of the 
natural- or health food stores will carry Clyde’s TVP because 
it contains so much artifi cial stuff.
 Nabisco is no longer in the business, and Central 
Soya has discontinued the line of material they bought 
from General Mills. Cargill and Lauhoff are now in quite a 
precarious position. Cargill makes a good line of soy fl ours, 
but they also have a line of textured protein products that 
they have never been able to position correctly; they are 
operating at about 10% of capacity. Cargill got in early then 
in 1976 spent several million dollars more upgrading their 
plant so it is one of the nicest in the industry. A man with the 
inside scoop on Cargill is ADM’s manager in the western 
region, Bill Potter, phone 213-833-1389. He was Cargill’s 
sales manager and now lives in Los Angeles.
 The three people and companies that hold all the process 
patents and pooled them were Nabisco, Swift & Co. and 
ADM; that jump-started this industry. All three had a slightly 
different process, so they cross licensed to get the TVP 
process going. Lynn Adolphson of ADM is the best man in 
the USA to ask about his; he really knows the industry.
 General Mills was one company that really went into 
TSP in a big way. They had a line of fl avored products that 
has never been duplicated since–all the TVP items that were 
used as meat extenders, including the Bontrae line which 
were very fancy products. They introduced spun isolates in a 
really big way in both the bacon bits type products and their 
whole line of frozen meat analogs. One day they shut down 
the whole operation without any warning. They sold the 
frozen line to Dawson Mills, and sold the Bontrae process to 
Central Soya, both of whom have shut down these products 
in the last 18 months or so. Dawson Mills got completely 
out of the ISP business, but may still have a weak line of 
textured products. People keep hoping the market will 
materialize, but it never happens, so eventually they have to 
get out to cut their losses.
 Three companies went out in the fi rst washout: General 
Mills, Swift & Co., and fi nally the Marschall Division 
of Miles Laboratories. A division of National Can called 
National Protein Products or something like that made a 
compressed soy grit very similar to that made by Nabisco.
 We’re now heading for a second washout. Lauhoff is 
weak but has a little niche in the pet food industry. With 
the market collapsing and export sales bleak, everyone is 
going hook and tong after the pet food industry. Lauhoff was 
just bought by Bunge. Worthington is probably in a pretty 
precarious position. They have huge capacity with a market 
of 2-10% of capacity.
 Lauhoff and Cargill will probably be the next ones out. 
Dawson Mills is sort of dragging along at the rear, a little 
weak. Clyde is not sure if they still sell textured products. 

They banked an awful lot on textured soy concentrate. They 
still have a few fairly large customers–such as SAGA Food 
Services. All three companies need big volume to run their 
machines economically.
 ADM is defi nitely in the strongest, premier position 
among the makers of new soy protein products. ADM has 
strength across the board–not just in pet foods. They are the 
only company with a truly complete line of products and a 
decent line of fl avored products. ADM is way out in front 
with the edible soy products because of better texture and 
fl avor. Cargill, Dawson Mills, and Central Soya have sort of 
a nondescript product–not outstanding and not positioned 
well. They are losing money.
 Central Soya is having problems with its textured 
soy protein concentrate. Staley is a dogged competitor. 
They have concentrated on a few items which they sell 
inexpensively; they do a good job with those, but they have 
no fl avored products. Farmland (Far-Mar-Co) is also a 
dogged competitor. They have a line of fl avored TSF that has 
never gone any where.
 Each strong manufacturer has at least one pet food 
account from which they draw their fi nancial life. All the 
companies are losing money on their pet food TSF but they 
have to have it to keep their overhead spread thin enough 
to make money on anything else. So the competition in the 
edible soy products industry is brutal.
 What killed them all was Wenger Manufacturing Co. In 
the early days the pet food makers were happy to get TSF 
at 60 cents/pound, which was much cheaper than beef. But 
soybean meal was 6 cents/pound. So pet food makers started 
to buy a lot–dozens of carloads. Then Wenger shows up 
and says, “Why not buy an extruder, buy soybean meal for 
6 cents/pound, and make your own TSF?” This forced TSF 
processors to drastically lower rates to cost of meal plus a 
fi xed processing charge. That still allowed the processors to 
work off a lot of scrap. Some bought Wenger extruders. That 
was the end of profi ts in the pet food industry.
 Dwayne Andreas took an early liking to TVP. Dwayne 
is a very homey person, a Quaker [sic, Mennonite] in the 
true sense. He developed and made a fl aked breakfast cereal 
out of TVP; it contained 100% of the RDA for everything 
and you just poured milk on it–not a hot cereal. Or it could 
be used as a tuna extender. But in about 1972 the cereal 
makers rejected it; they thought it was too concentrated. That 
was one of the fi rst times ADM got burned–a sort of TVP 
tragicomedy. Bob Sullenberger is another key man and good 
source of information. Address: Basic Foods Co., 1211 E. 
Olympic Blvd. #204, Los Angeles, California 90021. Phone: 
213-623-6686.

4283. Vashon-Maury Island Beachcomber. 1982. That tofu 
you bought can be saved. Jan. 28. p. 2.
• Summary: According to Washington state epidemiologist 
Dr. Jack Allard, Yersinia bacteria caused 23 instances of 
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diarrhea and severe stomach cramps in Washingtonians 
last month. Half were hospitalized. Of the 23 people, 19 
said they ate tofu in the previous two weeks and 16 of 
those thought it was Island Spring’s tofu. Consumers are 
advised to cook tofu thoroughly. The company installed a 
$3,000 automatic continuous ultraviolet cold water purifi er, 
fi lters, tanks of iodine dip, and a chlorinator for the water. 
Employees now must wear face masks and hair restrainers. 
Address: Washington.

4284. Dominguez de Diez Gutiérrez, Blanca. 1982. Re: 
Introducing soyfoods to Mexico. Letter to William Shurtleff 
at Soyfoods Center, Jan.–in reply to inquiry. 5 p. Typed. 
[Eng]
• Summary: The following is Blanca’s response to and 
editing of a history of her work with soyfoods in Mexico, 
written by William Shurtleff and sent to her, requesting 
that she check it for accuracy. Shurtleff’s history is a based 
largely on letters from Blanca to Shurtleff in the early 1980s.
 An independent soyfoods pioneer in Mexico who 
deserves special mention is Blanca Domínguez de Diez 
Gutiérrez, a small, sparkling-eyed woman who, initially 
alone and unfunded, has taught the many uses of soyfoods 
to people (especially women in poor villages) throughout 
Mexico. She became interested in soyfoods after reading 
The Book of Tofu in 1976. In 1977 she founded a Yoga 
Center in the village of Tepoztlan, Morelos, but after seeing 
poverty and malnutrition all around her, she gave up her 
position as president of the Center to devote herself entirely 
to teaching others about soyfoods and better nutrition. She 
developed a low-cost, tasty, and easy-to-practice system of 
nutrition based on protein complementarity from soyfoods 
and grains (including underutilized grains widely used only 
for livestock feed) plus the use of sprouts [including soy 
sprouts]. Using this nutritious model, which was a great 
success wherever it was introduced, she began to develop 
soyfoods recipes and preparatory techniques that were suited 
to local tastes and would help lower income people to help 
themselves and provide their families with better nutrition. 
In 1977 Dominguez’s booklet ‘Los Mil Usos de la Soya’ 
(The Thousand Uses of Soy) was published as an entire issue 
of the popular magazine Quadernos de Natura by Editorial 
Posada. Shortly thereafter the magazine published two 
articles about Dominguez’s work (‘The Soy Cooperative’ 
[1980] and ‘The Woman who is Taking Soy to the 
Countryside’ [April 1978]) and then in 1978 a major book 
on soyfoods and Dominguez’s system of nutrition featuring 
soyfoods and whole grains: Alimentacion Integral Para 
Una Vida Plena: Los Mil Usos de la Soya. Focusing on low-
technology soyfoods such as fresh soy puree, soymilk, tofu, 
okara, roasted soy fl our, and soy sprouts, plus many original 
recipes, this was the fi rst book of its type in Latin America. A 
second printing was out within a year.
 “Dominguez was one of the fi rst people in Latin 

America to grasp the spirit of the soyfoods movement in the 
U.S. and to see the great potential for working directly with 
the people to introduce soyfoods ‘from the bottom up.’ Her 
fi ne publications were accompanied by lots of hard work 
with local people. In the 1970s in Tepoztlan she founded 
the Soya Cooperative Padma Xochitl, with the help of three 
teachers there whose students regularly fell asleep in class 
from lack of a proper breakfast–or any breakfast at all. A 
number of people joined with Dominguez, working with a 
most creative and generous spirit, to make the Cooperative 
into a very active and extremely effective center of soyfoods 
information: Victor Ariel Barcenas, Albino Quiroz, Marisela 
Penaloza de Quiroz, and Coti Nava deserve special mention. 
The fi ne work started here fi rst reached the people of 
Morelos, then quickly spread throughout Mexico. It proved 
that soyfoods in conjunction with the new yet traditional diet 
were well received wherever they were tried.
 “Dominguez was a creative and inspiring teacher and 
the people with whom she worked felt her love and care. She 
developed Tofu Chorizo (like a garlic sausage), enchiladas, 
and tamales, pozole (stew) soy-fl our enriched masa, and 
many soymilk recipes. Women understood quickly when 
she showed that from 16 pesos of soybeans they could get 
10 liters of soymilk (worth 130 pesos) and 1.5 kg of okara 
(worth 150 pesos). She asked that women pay for their 
classes by teaching 10 other women what they had learned. 
Deploring that food had fallen into the hands of men, who 
thought only of its monetary and rarely of its nutritional 
value, she never failed to teach of the dangers of junk foods 
(like proliferating soft drinks) and the ease with which 
traditional diets could be improved with soy.
 “Dominguez worked closely with a host of other people, 
who in turn became soyfoods teachers. Maria Esther Rosete 
of IMSS did pioneering work with Dominguez introducing 
soyfoods into her area and to the workers and their wives at a 
big sugar mill in Zacatepec. They gave many demonstrations 
and trained volunteers who introduced the healthful diet in 
many places in the state of Morelos. In 1980 Maria Esther 
was transferred to Xalapa, Veracruz, where she continued 
her work with soyfoods with great effectiveness. In 1981, 
Dominguez was invited to train a group of social workers, 
nutritionists, and cooking teachers there to take the diet to 
villagers, schools, and the poorest sections of the city. In 
1979 Dominguez was invited by the Teachers College in 
the state of Durango to train a group of teachers in using 
soybeans. Today this college has a one-semester course in 
the theory and practice of soyfoods use, directed particularly 
at rural teachers. Señora Elvia de Jesus Hidalgo de Sanchez, 
one of Dominguez’s former students from Tepoztlan, who 
initiated he program, has also trained one hundred volunteers 
from the DIF (Family Integral Development) in Durango 
and given many soyfoods courses throughout the state of 
Durango, including at the Agricultural Experiment Center. 
Starting in 1979 Laura Mendez, earlier from the Tepoztlan 
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Cooperative, worked with Dominguez and many others to 
introduce soyfoods to the state of Mexico. Obdulia Herrera 
Bazan, Dr. and Mrs. Arturo Aldama, Arcadia Ramirez, and 
many others also did fi ne work with soyfoods.
 “In late 1981 Dominguez, who had previously worked 
entirely without outside fi nancial support, was invited 
by DIF in the state of Veracruz to work for one year as 
an employee teaching about soyfoods. She developed a 
nutritional program for the state and trained a group of young 
nutritionists, who taught soyfoods to housewives, jails, 
orphanages, etc. throughout the state, emphasizing home 
preparation of low-cost substitutes for meat and milk. The 
program was a great success, and many of these and other 
workers gave generously of their time, energy and money 
with almost missionary zeal in the strong belief that soyfoods 
could play a key role in uplifting the poor and improving 
their diet. Throughout this ongoing work, Dominguez 
viewed her efforts as a part of their spiritual practice of 
Yoga, to serve others selfl essly and lovingly, to help relieve 
suffering.” Address: Mexico City.

4285. Gibney, M.J. 1982. Hypocholesterolaemic effect of 
soya-bean proteins. Proceedings of the Nutrition Society 
(London) 41(1):19-26. Jan. [42 ref]
• Summary: The prevailing interpretation of the literature 
suggests that in controlled studies, soy protein depresses 
serum cholesterol in hypercholesterolemic subjects. Those 
studies which revealed a hypercholesterolemic effect of soy 
protein with hyperlipidemic patients were distinguished 
by (1) a high proportion of dietary energy from protein 
and a low proportion from fat; (2) the use of diets in which 
the fat was higher in polyunsaturation; and (3) generally 
tested patients with high initial levels of serum cholesterol. 
Address: Dep. of Nutrition, Univ. of Southampton, 
Hampshire, England.

4286. Harrison, Sharon L.; Konishi, Frank. 1982. 
Development and evaluation of a tofu (soy curd)-with-
fi ber product for the elderly. J. of Nutrition for the Elderly 
2(1):19-29. Jan. [18 ref]
• Summary: The new product, named FibraTofu, containing 
fi ber in the form of pulverized soybean hulls, was developed 
for the elderly. It has a very bland fl avor and is an excellent 
source of protein, calcium, and dietary fi ber, but with very 
low levels of sodium and saturated fat, and no cholesterol. 
When FibraTofu was added at levels of about 20% to a 
variety of foods (onion dip, fried rice, potato salad, fudge), 
it signifi cantly improved their nutritional value without 
sacrifi cing overall acceptability. If people consumed 16 
ounces of FibraTofu daily, they would receive 50% of their 
daily protein requirements and more than 100% of their 
daily calcium and dietary fi ber requirements. Address: 1. 
Dep. of Human Nutrition & Food Management, Ohio State 
Univ., Columbus, OH 43210; 2. Southern Illinois Univ., 

Carbondale, IL 62901.

4287. Homma, Seiichi; Fujimaki, Masao. 1982. Effect of 
water activity on lipid oxidation and browning of Kori-tofu 
[dried-frozen tofu]. Agricultural and Biological Chemistry 
46(1):301-04. Jan. [20 ref. Eng]
• Summary: Decreasing water activity (Aw) was found to be 
a practical way to reduce browning. Address: Dep. of Food 
& Nutrition, Ochanomizu Univ., Ohtsuka 2-1-1, Bunkyo-ku, 
Tokyo 112, Japan.

4288. May, C.D.; Fomon, S.J.; Remigio, L. 1982. 
Immunologic consequences of feeding infants with cow milk 
and soy products. Acta Paediatrica Scandinavica 71(1):43-
51. Jan. [12 ref]
• Summary: “In infants fed cow milk products or a soy 
product from birth to 112 days of age and then given various 
cow milk products the following antibody responses were 
observed: The level of serum antibodies attained was highest 
with pasteurized cow milk and lower with heat-treated 
cow milk or a milk base formula of lower protein content. 
Feeding a soy product from birth for 112 days did not 
prevent a brisk antibody response to cow milk introduced 
subsequently, comparable to or greater than the antibody 
response seen when cow milk products were fed from 
birth. Clinically no immunologic disorders were detected in 
association with antibody responses to the various products 
and regimens.”
 The implications of these fi ndings for infant feeding 
and immunologic disorders are discussed. Address: Dep. of 
Pediatrics, National Jewish Hospital and Research Center, 
Denver, Colorado & Dep. of Pediatrics, Univ. of Iowa, Iowa 
City.

4289. Murphy, P.A. 1982. Phytoestrogen content of 
processed soybean products. Food Technology 36(1):60, 62-
64. Jan. [32 ref]
• Summary: The phytoestrogens, genistin and daidzin; their 
agluticones, genistein and daidzein; and coumestrol are the 
principal isofl avonoid substances found in soybeans. These 
5 types of soy phytoestrogens (which are hormones) were 
separated using HPLC from soybeans, toasted defatted 
soyfl akes, textured soy protein, soy-containing breakfast 
patties, soy sprouts (germinated for 5 days), tofu, soy isolates 
(acid precipitated), and fermented soy sauce. There was a 
general decrease in genistin concentration with additional 
processing. But there is a signifi cant carryover of soy 
phytoestrogens into processed soy protein products. Thus 
soy products have high estrogenic activity. Analysis of 
phytoestrogens in food mixtures may be a useful technique 
for estimating soy protein concentration in foods. Address: 
Dep. of Food Technology, Iowa State Univ., Ames, Iowa 
50011.
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4290. Seattle Times. 1982. Tofu suspected in outbreak of 
intestinal illness. Jan.
• Summary: An outbreak of bacterial illness was suspected 
of being caused by Island Spring’s tofu. The company 
voluntarily stopped production and ordered a voluntary recall 
of the product. Between January 1 and yesterday, 24 cases of 
the infection were reported in the state, 17 of them in King 
County.
 Note: This was the earliest known outbreak of illness 
in the USA caused by tofu. The outbreak was thought to be 
yersiniosis, caused by the bacterium Yersinia enterocolitica.
 Note: The source of the contamination was thought to 
be the untreated well water used by Island Spring at Wax 
Orchards where the company was leasing. This was a spring-
fed well, but it was several hundred yards away from a 
cattle pasture. The local county health department requires a 
setback of only 100 feet from such a pasture. Luke Lukoskie, 
owner of Island personally believes that the cause of the 
contamination may have been a bird that fl ew into a water 
storage tank through an unscreened opening and died there. 
He never saw such a bird, but he heard a rumor to this effect 
that originated with a maintenance man. Address: Olympia 
(AP), Washington.

4291. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1982. Miso soup: 
Safeguard against cancer. East West Journal. Jan. p. 42-43.
• Summary: This article is mostly a translation by Akiko 
Aoyagi of an article about “Miso soup’s unexpected good 
effects” from Asahi Shinbun, 27 Sept. 1981. Address: 
Soyfoods Center, P.O. Box 234, Lafayette, California 94549.

4292. Welsh, Susan O.; Marston, Ruth M. 1982. Zinc levels 
of the U.S. food supply–1909-1980. Food Technology 
36(1):70-76. Jan. [25 ref]
• Summary: Since about 1926, zinc has been recognized 
as an essential nutrient for plants and animals; “but it was 
not until 1961 that Prasad et al. (1963) described a zinc 
defi ciency in adolescent Egyptian boys and thus conclusively 
demonstrated” that zinc was also essential for man.
 Table 2, titled “Estimated zinc levels in the U.S. food 
supply 1909-80, per capita per day,” shows that the levels 
has been quite constant from 13.0 mg in 1909 to 12.5 mg 
(preliminary) in 1980.
 Fig. 1 shows that during the period 1909-13 about 56% 
of the zinc in the U.S. food supply came from animal sources 
and the remaining 44% from plants. In 1980 an estimated 
70% came from animals (mainly meat, poultry, and fi sh) and 
30% from plants.
 The section titled “Other food groups” states: In recent 
years almost equal contributions of zinc–0.4 to 0.6 mg per 
capita per day–have come from the following four groups: 
(1) eggs, (2) dry beans, peas, nuts, and soy products, (3) 
potatoes and sweetpotatoes [sweet potatoes], and (4) 
vegetables. Address: USDA, Human Nutrition Information 

Service, Consumer Nutrition Center, Hyattsville, Maryland 
20782.

4293. Food Chemical News. 1982. Tofu: Possible link 
to food poisoning cases in Washington [state] is being 
investigated by FDA and CDC. Feb. 1. p. 2.
• Summary: The FDA’s Seattle District was alerted by the 
Washington State government of 20 cases of illness caused 
by Yersinia enterocolitica. A news release was issued by the 
State, which requested a recall of tofu by Island Spring, a 
manufacturer on Vashon Island, Washington.

4294. Midwinter, R.E.; Moore, W.J.; Soothill, J.F.; Turner, 
M.W.; Colley, J.R.T. 1982. Infant feeding and atopy (Letter 
to the editor). Lancet i(8267):339. Feb. 6.
• Summary: “Sir,–It is sad to read another paper confusing 
the issue of infant feeding and the development of atopic 
disease (1). It is impossible to undertake the strictly rational 
randomly selected double-blind control study which would 
be required for conclusive information, although Glaser 
and Johnstone’s (2) demonstration of the protective effect 
of soya approaches such a requirement. We know of eight 
prospective studies, all of which show such an effect...”
 “The statement in the discussion that cow’s milk does 
not cause eczema shows another level of confusion.”
 This British group claims a benefi cial effect of feeding 
soy protein, but their data has not yet been published. 
Address: Dep. of Immunology, Inst. of Child Health, London 
WC1N 1EH, England.

4295. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1982. History 
of research on the nutritional value, biochemistry, and 
therapeutic usage of soybeans and soyfoods. Soyfoods 
Center, P.O. Box 234, Lafayette, CA 94549. 59 p. Feb. 
13. Unpublished typescript. Available online at www.
soyinfocenter.com.
• Summary: www.soyinfocenter.com/HSS/nutrition1.php
 A comprehensive history of the subject. Contents: 
Introduction. Part I: Soyfoods nutrition and traditional 
East Asian diets. Need for cooking to maximize nutritional 
value. The cereal-legume protein model to maximize protein 
quality and quantity, and reduce degenerative diseases. 
Food processing techniques to reduce fl atulence. Medicinal 
uses of the soybean. Part II: Modern research on soyfoods 
nutrition. Protein overview. The First Food, Agriculture, 
and Nutrition Revolution, 1850-1920. Diabetic diets 
and soyfoods. Vitamins overview. World War I and soy 
nutrition. Protein quality, 1880-1920. The 1930’s: The Great 
Depression, the Great Drought, acid-base balance in foods. 
The 1940’s: Soybean trypsin inhibitors, soy fortifi ed breads, 
essential amino acids. The 1950’s: Overview, soymilk 
formulas and infant feeding. The 1960’s: The Second 
American Agriculture, Food, and Nutrition Revolution; 
diet and coronary heart disease, soybean trypsin inhibitors 
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update, soyfoods and fl atulence. The 1970’s: Changing 
U.S. diet, interest in soyfoods, reappraisal of the value of 
animal and plant proteins, world hunger (protein vs. calories 
debate), critiques of protein quality measurement, human 
protein studies, coronary heart disease and diet, soyfoods 
and cholesterol, cancer and diet, antinutritional factors in 
soybeans, mineral bioavailability, breeding soybeans to 
upgrade nutritional quality. The 1980’s: Future and outlook. 
Address: Lafayette, California. Phone: 415-283-2991.

4296. Hayashi, Kazuya. 1982. [Re: Use of enzymes in 
modern shoyu production in Japan]. Letter to William 
Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, Feb. 15. 5 p. Handwritten, 
without signature. [Jap; eng]
• Summary: Dr. Hayashi specializes in the use of enzymes 
(especially protease) in shoyu at Kikkoman’s Central 
Research Laboratory. 1. Use of enzymes with shoyu in 
Japan: The use of added commercial enzymes was approved 
by the newly revised Japan Agricultural Standard (JAS, 
1980). The use of an enzyme-treated solution in “new-type 
shoyu” [Shinshiki] and amino-acids mixed type shoyu was 
approved. However only a few commercial products in 
Japan today are actually made with the use of commercial 
enzymes because (1) the enzymes are too expensive, (2) 
the effect of the enzymes is not signifi cant since most 
manufacturers use the “all-koji” method, and (3) in a salt 
solution of high concentration, the effect of the enzymes is 
greatly reduced. Examples of actual current use: The Shono 
Starch Co. Ltd. uses enzymes form making a product named 
“Umamigen.” Corn is treated with an enzyme solution in 
making shoyu. Kikkoman has a patent on making shoyu 
using 100% enzyme solution. It calls for the use of yellow 
koji enzyme (peptidase) and glutaminase. The quality is fi ne 
but the product is too expensive. This method is good when 
the presence of afl atoxins could be a problem. In the future a 
low-salt, high-temperature digestion method may allow the 
use of enzymes (cellulase digestion, peptidase digestion).
 2. High temperature fermentation method: This research 
was started in about the 1920s. The research on low-
temperature fermentation began in about the 1930s. In the 
early period, this was called the sokujo or “rapid method” 
of fermentation; the temperature was raised to 30-35ºC. 
The quality was bad due to elution of some key fl avor 
components, and because the glutamic acid content was 
lower. Also, the environment was not favorable to microbial 
growth. Use of the low-temperature method produces better 
quality shoyu. Use salt water (less than 5ºC) for starting. For 
the fi rst 15-30days, keep at 15ºC. After one month, raise the 
temperature to 25-27ºC to complete the fermentation, then 
maintain at about 20ºC. This is suitable for the breakdown of 
the material by bacteria.
 3. Addition of yeasts and lactic acid bacteria to the 
shoyu fermentation process began around the 1960s. 
Only the yeast Saccharomyces rouxii is used in practice. 

Torulopsis is for experimental use only. Lactic acid bacteria 
are not yet adapted to actual production. Use of epoxy-lined 
tanks is also important.
 4. Bansui (using a second pressing of the shoyu): Only a 
few shoyu makers use this method since the product quality 
is bad and it cannot be sold. For details, see Kimura 1914.
 5. Chemical shoyu: During the Taisho period (1912-
1926) and Showa period (1926+) Dr. K. Kurono/Koruna 
Kanraku at the Fermentation Research Institute did early 
work. The use of amino acids spread. In the early Showa 
period Ajinomoto company was a leader under Dr. Hori 
Shinichi. During the period 1945-55 Mieki, a glutamic 
acid solution, was produced in large quantities (180,000 
kiloliters). Improvement of amino acid solution purifi cation 
led to cheap but tasty shoyu. Then came new-type (Shinshiki) 
shoyu. Bunzo Rokusho and the Mantetsu [Manchurian 
Railway] Research Institute did research in the early Showa 
period. During the period 1945-55 new-type shoyu making 
became widespread. Defatted soybean meal was digested 
with a weak acid and wheat koji was added to make shoyu.
 6. History of the use of POBB (Para-oxy Butyl 
Benzoate): 1924–Sabalitscka discovered this food 
preservative. 1934–Dr. Kurono tested the effect on shoyu. 
1937–Its use was approved for use in shoyu by the Japanese 
government. 1948–Use was approved as a food additive. The 
effect is great but the solubility is low.
 7. Making koji for miso: The use of koji boxes is more 
popular, but the rotary drum is also used.
 8. The future of the shoyu manufacturing process: 
Treatment of raw material and koji making will be 
spontaneous and automatic. Use of outdoor fermentation 
tanks. Continuous pressing. Improve sanitation by using a 
closed system. Digestion without salt. Liquid fermentation. 
Automatic control of microorganisms. Introduction of 
computerized system. Use of new raw materials and new 
microorganisms. Introduction of the fi xed-enzyme method. 
Use of membrane fi ltration method. Address: Central 
Research Lab., Kikkoman, Noda, Japan.

4297. Tallent, W.H. 1982. Shoyu update. Northern Regional 
Research Center, Notes from the Director No. 1493. p. 2-3. 
Feb. 26.
• Summary: “On February 22-23, Drs. H. Hashimoto 
(manager, quality control) and D. Fukushima (executive vice 
president and general manager) of Kikkoman Foods, Inc., 
visited the Center [NRRC]. Their Walworth, Wisconsin, 
plant, which began producing fermented shoyu in 1973 with 
a capacity of 2.6 million gallons per year, now has expanded 
to produce about 5.2 million gallons. Their fermentation is 
based upon wheat and soybeans. Currently they have about 
45% of the soy sauce business in the United States and sales 
are increasing rapidly.
 “Total U.S. sales of soy sauce in 1956 was about 1 
million dollars (consumption 15 ml per capita per year); 
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this has now increased to 100 million dollars (148 ml per 
capita per year). Many years ago we supported yeast genetic 
work on this fermentation based upon Dr. L.J. Wickerham’s 
(NRRC, retired) demonstration that the shoyu yeast had 
mating types and that improved strains could be developed in 
a genetic improvement program.
 “Kikkoman now has a whole line of dehydrated products 
based on shoyu that are used to make instant teriyaki sauce 
for chicken, beef, and seafood. A relatively new product is 
a steak sauce that contains applesauce, shoyu, spices, and 
salt. H.L. Wang and C.W. Hesseltine (FL [Fermentation 
Lab]) supplied the Kikkoman visitors with information on 
tempeh and pointed out the similarities of the preparation of 
this food with their method of producing koji for the shoyu 
fermentation. Drs. Hashimoto and Fukushima also talked 
with W.J. Wolf and other Meal Products Research (OC 
[Oilseed Crops]) members concerning isofl avone analysis, 
phosphatidyl-choline autoxidation, and nutritional properties 
of soybean proteins.” Address: Center Director.

4298. Alfa-Laval. 1982. Soy milk. Product and process. 
Lund, Sweden. 10 p. 30 cm.
• Summary: Contents: Soybeans–Background (a bar chart 
shows the protein content of common food products. The 
soybean is highest with 40%). Nutrition (a diagram shows 
the basic macro-nutrient composition of a soybean. A chart 
shows the essential amino acid content of common food 
products compared with the idea FAO/WHO pattern). 
Soy milk–The product (a table and an illustration show 
its composition). Cultivation and yield (of common food 
products’ Beef has the lowest yield of food per acre, 
followed by cow’s milk. Soybean is by far the highest, 
meaning the best way of making effi cient use of land to 
produce food). Processing (a diagram shows a fl ow chart of 
the soymilk process). Process lines: Clarifi ed low bean fl avor 
soy milk line, suspended low bean fl avor soy milk line.
 Some soy milk plants built with Alfa-Laval soy milk 
processing components and equipment, or complete soy milk 
lines are:
 “Hong Kong: Hong Kong Soy Bean Product Co Ltd
 “Japan: Kibun
 “Malaysia: Lam Soon Oil & Soap Co
 “South Korea: Dong Bang Oil & Flour Mills Co Ltd
 “Taiwan: President Enterprise Corp
 “Thailand: Kickapoo
 “Thailand: Siam Food Products Ltd
 On the back cover we read that for a century, dairy and 
food engineering has been Alfa-Laval’s foremost specialty.
 On the cover is a color illustration of a soybean plant 
with a schematic drawing of an Alfa-Laval soy milk 
processing plant on a blue background behind it. Address: 
Lund, Sweden.

4299. Axelson, M.; Kirk, D.N.; Farrant, R.D.; Cooley, G.; 

Lawson, A.M.; Setchell, K.D.R. 1982. The identifi cation of 
the weak oestrogen equol [7-hydroxy-3- (4’-hydroxyphenyl) 
chroman] in human urine. Biochemical Journal 201(2):353-
57. Feb. [36 ref]
• Summary: Equol (which belongs to a class of compounds 
called isofl avons) is a heterocyclic phenol that was fi rst 
isolated and identifi ed from pregnant-mares’ urine in 1932 
by Marrian & Hasslewood. Originally it was considered to 
possess no oestrogenic activity, but in 1968 it was shown 
by Shutt and Braden to possess weak oestrogenic activity–
having about 1/1,000th to 1/100,000th times the activity 
of oestradiol-17beta, to which it bears some structural 
similarity. It was also found to bind to uterine receptor sites 
(1972), and to account for an infertility syndrome in sheep 
(1946).
 This is the fi rst report of equol in human urine or rat 
urine. Soyfoods were found to cause increased urinary 
excretion of equol. “In our recent studies [unpublished] we 
found that soya food contains a high content of precursor(s) 
that can be converted into equol, and that with the increasing 
use of soya beans as a protein food source, this may be a 
major dietary source of equol in man.”
 The article concludes: “The marked contraceptive 
effect of equol on the reproductive capability of animals 
after ingestion of plants rich in phyto-oestrogens or their 
precursors, leads us to consider whether there may be some 
value in quantitatively screening for plant oestrogens in 
women with clinically and biochemically unexplained 
infertility or menstrual-cycle disorders.”
 Note: This is the earliest document see (April 2019) 
in which equol is mentioned by Dr. Kenneth D.R. Setchell. 
In a letter to Dr. Michael Shelby (1 March 2006) he wrote: 
“Acknowledgments: I wish to point out that my colleagues 
and I fi rst identifi ed equol in human urine more than two 
decades ago and we showed that it was derived by the 
action of intestinal bacteria on isofl avones present in soy. 
This led to our proposal that these non-steroidal estrogens 
may be helpful in the prevention and/or treatment of 
many hormone-dependent diseases. This early research, 
conducted in London, England, was exclusively funded by 
the Medical Research Council, London, UK.” Address: 1. 
Dep. of Chemistry, Karolinska Inst., Solnavägen 1, S-104 01 
Stockholm 60, Sweden.

4300. Fiske, Doug. 1982. Presenting tofu’s calling card. 
Soyfoods. Winter. p. 50-55.
• Summary: “How does soy sound? For various reasons 
and in most contexts, the words soy, soybean and bean 
don’t carry positive connotations. They go the other way 
and prompt negative, unpleasant associations. Soybeans are 
regarded by many as animal fodder. People associate beans 
with fl atulence.
 “For those old enough to remember rationing during 
World War II, soybeans will never escape their perceived 
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role as second-rate replacements for, or extenders of, meat–
nearly every well-to-do person’s fi rst choice protein source. 
For these people, soy products are reminders of a time when 
they had to do without; they represent sacrifi ce. Sorry, there’s 
not enough meat to go around, you’ll have to eat beans.
 “Beans are what poor people eat in place of meat. 
There’s no prestige in eating beans. Doing so is like 
admitting you’re not cutting the mustard; it involves shame. 
Prime rib says elite, beans say proletariat. Soybeans also 
suffer from the ‘Are-they-still-trying to-make-those-things-
taste-good?’ syndrome.
 “For these reasons I don’t think it’s in our interest to 
wave the soybean banner. Let the value of soy products creep 
into the American consciousness over a long period of time 
as they gradually gain popularity. We’re much better off 
emphasizing the economy, nutrition, and tasty versatility of 
our products than we are stressing their soy origin.
 “I think the context in which the great majority of people 
are familiar with soy is soy sauce. And soy sauce is a black, 
salty liquid that they fi rst found in a funny shaker on the 
table in a Chinese restaurant. There are many clever names 
involving soy, soybean, or bean that can be conjured up but I 
think it’s best to let your fi ngers do the walking in other parts 
of your thesaurus.
 “If all this makes the hairs on the back of your neck 
stand up, I think the word ‘soy’ does the least damage when 
it’s placed other than at the beginning of a name. Vitasoy, for 
example, is a good name. Soy as the fi nal syllable creates a 
new context, especially when coupled with vita–that’s life. 
Let me know if Midasoy strikes gold for you. Does Satisoy 
satisfy anyone?
 “It’s a hindrance to sell the soy cause in your marketing 
program. Precious few people will consume soyfoods 
because it’s the charitable or environmentally righteous thing 
to do.” Address: California.

4301. Hsieh, Oliver A.-L.; Huang, A.-S.; Chang, S.S. 1982. 
Isolation and identifi cation of objectionable volatile fl avor 
compounds in defatted soybean fl our. J. of Food Science 
47(1):16-18, 23. Jan/Feb. [20 ref]
• Summary: “The volatile fl avor constituents of defatted soy 
fl our were isolated by a specially designed apparatus. The 
isolated volatiles were fractionated by gas chromatography. 
The fractions with characteristic beany, grassy, and green 
odors were identifi ed by infrared and mass spectrometry. 
A total of 25 compounds was identifi ed, including nine 
alcohols, six aldehydes, nine ketones, and 2-pentyl furan. 
Among the identifi ed compounds, 2-pentyl furan and ethyl 
vinyl ketone are probably the key compounds for the beany 
and grassy odors of the soy fl our.” Address: 1. Dep. of Food 
Science, Cook College, Rutgers, The State Univ. of New 
Jersey, New Brunswick, New Jersey 08903.

4302. Kaur, Barinder; Gupta, S.K. 1982. Utilization of 

potato for weaning food manufacture. J. of Food Science and 
Technology (Mysore, India) 19(1):23-25. Feb. [11 ref]
• Summary: A weaning food containing 65% potato, 20% 
soybean cotyledons, and 15% skim milk solids had the 
highest protein effi ciency ratio (PER) of 1.9 as compared 
to 2.5 for casein. Address: National Dairy Research Inst., 
Karnal 132 001, India.

4303. Maga, Joseph A. 1982. Phytate: Its chemistry, 
occurrence, food interactions, nutritional signifi cance, and 
methods of analysis. J. of Agricultural and Food Chemistry 
30(1):1-9. Jan/Feb. [205* ref]
• Summary: This review provides a current summary of the 
literature concerning various aspects of phytate. Concerning 
terminology, the compound phytic acid can be commonly 
called myo-inositol hexaphosphoric acid or, scientifi cally 
1,2,3,4,5,6-hexakis (di-hydrogen phosphate) myo-inositol. 
The term phytin implies a calcium-magnesium salt of phytic 
acid, whereas phytate would mean the mono to dodeca anion 
of phytic acid. Address: Dep. of Food Science, Univ. of 
Colorado, Ft. Collins.

4304. Pratt, Dan E.; Di Pietro, C.; Porter, W.L.; Giffee, J.W. 
1982. Phenolic antioxidants of soy protein hydrolysates. J. of 
Food Science 47(1):24-25, 35. Jan/Feb. [9 ref]
• Summary: Many phenolic compounds have been found 
in soybeans, soy fl ours, and soy protein concentrates. Soy 
protein hydrolyzate (SPH) has antioxidant activity. The SPH 
used in this study was Vi-Zate 115 HVP powder, oil coated, 
supplied by A.E. Staley Mfg. Co. (Protein Div.), Chicago, 
Illinois. It was studied to identify the phenolic compounds 
responsible for this activity. Three isofl avones–genistein, 
daidzein, and glycitein–were identifi ed in SPH, but no 
isofl avone glycosides were found. Address: 1. Dep. of Foods 
& Nutrition, Purdue Univ., West Lafayette, Indiana 47907.

4305. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1982. Tofu & 
soymilk production: A craft and technical manual. Lafayette, 
California: Soyfoods Center. 336 p. Illust. by Akiko Aoyagi 
Shurtleff. Index. Feb. 28 cm. [223 ref]
• Summary: The contents is identical to that of the original 
Aug. 1979 edition, but the publisher’s name has changed 
to Soyfoods Center from New-Age Foods Study Center. 
Address: Soyfoods Center, P.O. Box 234, Lafayette, 
California 94549.

4306. Wang, Hwa L.; Hesseltine, C.W. 1982. Coagulation 
conditions in tofu processing. Process Biochemistry 17(1):7-
8, 11-12. Jan/Feb. [32 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Preparation of the 
soybean milk. In vitro measurement of protein digestibility. 
Evaluation of coagulation conditions. Texture evaluation. 
Effect of heat treatment. Effects of coagulants (Calcium 
sulfate, calcium chloride, magnesium sulfate, magnesium 
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chloride). Effects of coagulant conditions. Effect of 
coagulation temperature. Effect of mixing on coagulation. 
Conclusion.
 Figures (all graphs) show: (1) In vitro digestibility 
of soybean milk (% of protein digested) as affected by 
boiling time. (2) Relationship of concentration and type 
of 4 coagulants to the yield of tofu (4 graphs). (3) Force-
distance curve of tofu for brittleness and elasticity (2 
graphs) obtained from Instron universal testing machine. (4) 
Relationship of concentration and type of 4 coagulants to 
the texture characteristics of tofu (4 graphs; cohesiveness, 
hardness, elasticity, brittleness). (5) Effect of coagulation 
temperature on tofu (2 graphs; gross weight, corrected gross 
weight, moisture content, total solids, hardness, elasticity, 
cohesiveness).
 Tables show: (1) Effect of boiling time on the essential 
amino acid composition (g/16 gm of nitrogen) of soybean 
milk. (2) Effect of mixing on coagulation temperature in 
making tofu. Address: Northern Regional Research Center, 
Peoria, Illinois.

4307. Yavelow, Jonathan; Gidlund, M.; Troll, W. 1982. 
Protease inhibitors from processed legumes effectively 
inhibit superoxide generation in response to TPA. 
Carcinogenesis 3(2):135-38. Feb. [32 ref]
• Summary: Protease inhibitors in soybeans and tofu block 
cancerous tumors. The signifi cance of protease inhibitors 
in edible legumes and the possible role of free oxygen 
radicals in tumor promotion are discussed. TPA is the tumor 
promoter 12-O-tetradecanoyl-phorbol-13-acetate. The tests 
were done in vitro using human enzymes. Address: Dep. of 
Environmental Medicine, New York Univ. Medical Center, 
550 First Ave., New York, NY 10016.

4308. King, Warren. 1982. Some tofu made by Vashon fi rm 
made be tainted, offi cials warn. Seattle Times. March 26.
• Summary: “Tests showed the presence of fecal coliform, 
which originates in animal feces, and Yersinia entercolitica, 
commonly found in water, soil, and animal intestinal tracts. 
Biologists were not certain if Yersinia in this case could 
cause illness... Health offi cials suspected Island Spring’s 
tofu as the source of about 24 cases of illness in January. 
The company voluntarily recalled tofu produced over a two-
week period... The whole tofu manufacturing process has 
been changed to eliminate any sources of contamination.” 
Address: Times medical reporter, Seattle, Washington.

4309. Andrews, Wallace H.; Mislivec, P.B.; Wilson, C.R.; et 
al. 1982. Microbial hazards associated with bean sprouting. 
J. of the Association of Offi cial Analytical Chemists 
65(2):241-48. March. [42 ref]
• Summary: The behavior of microorganisms was studied in 
mung beans and alfalfa seeds before and after germination. 
The principles, however, are generally applicable to 

sprouting of soybeans. Salmonella species and Bacillus 
cereus can cause problems. Address: Food and Drug 
Administration, Div. of Microbiology, Washington, DC 
20204.

4310. Del Campillo, Elena; Shannon, L.M. 1982. An alpha-
galactosidase with hemagglutinin properties from soybean 
seeds (Open Access). Plant Physiology 69(3):628-31. March. 
[9 ref]
• Summary: “Abstract: Soybean... seeds contain a galactose-
binding protein which displays two activities: (a) an alpha-
galactosidase activity and (b) a hemagglutinin activity.” 
Address: Dep. of Biochemistry, Univ. of California, 
Riverside, California 92521.

4311. Gupta, S.K.; Arora, Anil. 1982. Development of jowar-
soybean-skim milk based weaning food. Indian J. of Dairy 
Science 35(1):62-67. March. Based on the junior author’s 
MSc thesis. [13 ref]
• Summary: “Although India is the [world’s] third largest 
producer of milk, because of its burgeoning population, the 
per capita consumption of milk amounts to only 136 gm. 
Milk is quite expensive and thus not within the reach of a 
large majority of our population.”
 “A process was standardized for the manufacture of 
roller dried cereal based weaning food by combining jowar, 
soybean and skim milk... The formulation 60:30:10 had the 
highest PER [Protein Effi ciency Ratio] (2.6, compared to 2.5 
of casein). All the formulations were acceptable as powder, 
as gruel containing 15% sugar (on dry matter basis) and 
without or with strawberry fl avour. The powder could be 
stored for more than 120 days at room temperature (37ºC) 
in polyethylene bags. The JSM [jowar-soybean-skim milk] 
weaning food could be manufactured at an estimated cost 
of only Rs 8.00/kg.” Address: Div. of Dairy Technology, 
National Dairy Research Inst., Karnal-132 001, India.

4312. Hannigan, K.J. 1982. Corn/soy-based frozen desserts: 
Taste & nutrition made to order. Food Engineering 54(3):92. 
March.
• Summary: ADM has developed a non-dairy frozen dessert 
in which butterfat is replaced by hydrogenated soy oil and 
casein is replaced by soy protein isolate (Ardex F). Three 
variations with formulas are available containing 10% fat 
(ice cream type), 4% fat (ice milk), and 2% fat (sherbet). The 
ingredients are soy oil, soy protein isolate, a 55% fructose 
36DE corn syrup, and stabilizer/emulsifi er. Various fl avors 
have been developed and the formulas can be modifi ed for 
higher protein, reduced sweetness, or reduced sodium.

4313. Holman, R.T.; Johnson, S.B.; Hatch, T.F. 1982. A case 
of human linolenic acid defi ciency involving neurological 
abnormalities. American J. of Clinical Nutrition 35(3):617-
23. March. [24 ref]
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• Summary: Indicates that linolenic acid is an essential 
fatty acid for humans. This study was used by the American 
Soybean Assoc. to develop its concept of soy oil as a source 
of “balanced essential fatty acids,” since it contains both 
linoleic and linolenic, whereas corn and sunfl ower contain 
only linoleic. Address: Hormel Inst., Univ. of Minnesota, 
Austin, MN 55912.

4314. McGuinness, E.E.; Hopwood, D.; Wormsley, K.G. 
1982. Further studies of the effects of raw soya fl our on the 
rat pancreas. Scandinavian J. of Gastroenterology 17(2):273-
77. March. [4 ref]
• Summary: “Rats were fed partial diets of raw soya fl our. 
The full pancreatic effects of soya fl our, including the 
development of pancreatic cancer, were observed with diets 
containing only 25% raw soya fl our or when soya fl our was 
restricted to 2 days per week. Soya fl our appears to promote 
pancreatic cancer induced by an exogenous carcinogen.” 
Address: Depts. of Therapeutics and Pathology, Univ. of 
Dundee, Dundee, Scotland.

4315. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1982. Terrifi c 
tempeh. Ziriuz (Australia). March. p. 7-8.
• Summary: Contents: An introduction to tempeh. Rich in 
protein and vitamin B-12. Tempeh comes West. How tempeh 
is made. The miracle of fermentation. Buying and storing 
tempeh. Favorite tempeh recipes (four recipes). Address: 
Soyfoods Center, P.O. Box 234, Lafayette, California 94549.

4316. Taira, Harue. 1982. [Quality of soybean seeds grown 
in Japan. I. Physical properties, chemical composition, and 
suitability for food processing]. Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo 
Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the National Food Research 
Institute) No. 40. p. 35-54. March. [32 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: “Investigations have been carried out to 
determine the [effects of] varietal differences on chemical 
composition and qualities of soybean seeds used for food 
processing (Tofu, Miso, Cooked beans, and Natto). One 
hundred and fi ve samples (60 varieties and 7 lines) were 
cultivated at 23 Agricultural Experiment Stations in Japan in 
1980. The qualities tested for were physical properties (seed 
and hilum color, degree of seed coat cracking), chemical 
composition (moisture, protein, and oil contents), and 
suitability for food processing (weight of 100 seeds, weight 
increase ratio of soaked seed, germination ratio, solid matter 
content in soaked water, solid matter extractability, pH, and 
color of soybean milk, weight increase ratio by steaming, 
and moisture content, softness, and color of steamed seeds). 
On the results, the range, mean value, standard deviation, 
and coeffi cient of variation were worked out for each group 
by the producing districts. Large variations in the coeffi cient 
of variation for each group were observed in the moisture 
content of seeds, weight of 100 seeds, germination ratio, 
solid matter content in soaked water, and softness of steamed 

seeds. From these results, it is clear that these factors could 
be used for the evaluation of suitability for soybean seeds 
for each food processing.” Address: National Food Research 
Inst., Japan.

4317. Taira, Harue; Taira, Hirokadzu; Mikoshiba, Kimito. 
1982. [Effect of variety and cropping year on the oil and total 
carotenoids content and color of soybean seeds]. Shokuhin 
Sogo Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the National Food 
Research Institute) No. 40. p. 130-40. March. [17 ref. Jap; 
eng]
• Summary: Reprinted from Proceedings of the Crop Science 
Society of Japan (Nippon Sakumotsu Gakkai Kiji) 50:98-108 
(1981). Address: National Food Research Inst. (Shokuhin 
Sogo Kenkyujo), Kannon-dai 2-1-2, Yatabe-machi, Tsukuba-
gun, Ibaraki-ken 305, Japan.

4318. Vijayalakshmi, K.; Vaidehi, M.P. 1982. Nutritional 
quality of tofu from soymilk and blends of soymilk, 
sunfl ower seed milk and skim milk. Nutrition Reports 
International 25(3):519-24. March. [7 ref]
• Summary: Tofu made from Soy and Skim Milk (60+40) 
contains the highest total protein (52.28% dry weight basis) 
when compared to Soy Tofu (47.38%) or Soy + Sunfl ower 
seed milk (44.27%) or Soy + Sunfl ower seed milk + Skim 
milk (49.17%).
 Note. This is the 2nd earliest English-language 
document seen (Jan. 2020) that contains the term “Sunfl ower 
seed milk.” Address: Dep. of Rural Home Science, Univ. of 
Agricultural Sciences, Bangalore 560024, India.

4319. Bell, Stuart. 1982. Phosphatidyl choline: Aids in the 
fi ght against neurological disorders and aging. Let’s Live 
50(4):92, 95-98. April. [16 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction (Phosphatidyl choline, 
or PC, is the active component in lecithin). PC relieves 
symptoms of tardive dyskinesia. Choline improves learning. 
Lecithin vs. Parkinson’s disease. Lecithin and phosphatidyl 
choline. How does choline work? Continuing research.
 PC “has been shown to be useful in treatment of high 
cholesterol and atherosclerosis, heart disease, gallstones, 
liver cirrhosis and blood clotting disorders... Here we will 
trace the history of research that has been conducted to test 
the benefi ts of lecithin and its active component, PC, on 
aging and neurological disorders.”

4320. Eldridge, Arthur C. 1982. Determination of isofl avones 
in soybean fl ours, protein concentrates, and isolates. J. of 
Agricultural and Food Chemistry 30(2):353-55. March/
April. [9 ref]
• Summary: These commercial soy products have high 
estrogenic activity. Their total and individual isofl avone 
content was determined by high-performance liquid 
chromatography. Dehulled, defatted soybean fl ours (10 
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samples) contain the following mean isofl avone content 
(mg/100 gm): Genistin 119.8, daidzin 61.7, daidzein 32.8, 
genistein 26.6, glycitein 7-Beta-glucoside 12.9. The total of 
these numbers is 253.8. The same isofl avones were found 
in soy protein concentrates and isolates but in decreased 
amounts.
 Preparation of extracts: Ground defatted soybean 
fl our was extracted with several solvents. Refl uxing with 
80% methanol gave the maximum extraction and most 
reproducible results.
 Of the commercial soy fl ours used, one was a true soy 
fl our (Nutrisoy 7B, made by ADM), and eight were textured 
soy fl ours: TVP (unfl avored, ADM), Textratein (Cargill), 
Centex 300, 300L, 400, and 400 SL (Central Soya Co.), Mira 
Tex (Staley), and Promote III, SL (Griffi th Labs).
 The soy protein concentrates tested were: Response 
(Central Soya Co.), Food protein concentrate (Swift & 
Co.), Pro Con 2000 (Staley), Promosoy 100 (Central Soya), 
and GL-301 (Griffi th Labs). GL-301 had the highest total 
isofl avone content (317) and Promosoy 100 had the lowest 
(16)–a dramatic difference. Those with the highest isofl avone 
content were prepared by aqueous leaching of defatted 
soybean fl ours, whereas those with the lowest content were 
prepared by extracting hexane-defatted soybean meals with 
alcohols, which removed some of the isofl avones from the 
meal.
 The soy protein isolates tested were: Edi Pro N, Edi 
Pro A, Supro 610, 620, and 710 (all made by Ralston Purina 
Co.). Supro 710 had the highest total isofl avone content 
(132) and Supro 620 had the lowest (105)–a relatively small 
difference. Address: Northern Regional Research Center, 
Peoria, Illinois.

4321. Hargett, C.A.; Nelson, A.I.; Weingartner, K.E.; 
Erdman, J.W., Jr. 1982. Development, utilization and 
protein quality of potato:soy:egg fl akes. J. of Food Science 
47(2):461-64. March/April. [10 ref]
• Summary: The soy portion of the mixture was full-fat 
soy fl our. Address: Dep. of Food Science. Univ. of Illinois, 
Urbana, IL 61801.

4322. Laine, Dawn C.; Snodgrass, C.M.; Dawson, E.A.; 
Ener, M.A.; Kiba, K.; Frantz, I.D., Jr. 1982. Lightly 
hydrogenated soy oil versus other vegetable oils as a 
lipid-lowering dietary constituent. American J. of Clinical 
Nutrition 34(4):683-90. April. [25 ref]
• Summary: Lightly hydrogenated soy oil was less effective 
than unhydrogenated soy oil in lowering both total and LDL 
cholesterol during a 10 week study on college students. 
Address: Depts. of Medicine & Biochemistry and the 
Clinical Research Center, Univ. of Minnesota, Minneapolis, 
MN 55455.

4323. Mokady, Shoshana; Liener, Irvin E. 1982. Effect of 

plant proteins on cholesterol metabolism in growing rats 
fed atherogenic diets. Annals of Nutrition & Metabolism 
26(2):138-44. March/April. [23 ref]
• Summary: “Rats fed the plant proteins were found to 
have lower serum cholesterol and triglyceride levels, no 
detectable amounts of low density lipoprotein, a smaller 
amount of very low density lipoprotein and a higher 
concentration of high density lipoprotein (HDL) as compared 
to the control animals. There were no differences in the 
serum HDL-cholesterol level between the control and the 
experimental groups.” Address: Dep. of Biochemistry, 
College of Biological Sciences, Univ. of Minnesota, St. Paul, 
Minnesota.

4324. Shieh, Y.-S. Carol; Beuchat, L.R. 1982. Microbial 
changes in fermented peanut and soybean pastes containing 
kojis prepared using Aspergillus oryzae and Rhizopus 
oligosporus. J. of Food Science 47(2):518-22. March/April. 
[14 ref]
• Summary: Traditional Japanese miso, a popular semi-
solid fermented food is made from rice koji, soybeans, 
salt (sodium chloride) and water. It is made with the mold 
Aspergillus oryzae, which is typically cultured on steamed 
rice to make koji.
 Experiments were designed to compare the mold 
Rhizopus oligosporus (which produces neither afl atoxin nor 
kojic acid) with Aspergillus oryzae. Rhizopus oligosporus is 
traditionally used in Indonesia to ferment whole soybeans 
to produce tempeh (tempé). Address: Dep. of Food Science, 
Univ. of Georgia, Athens, GA 30602.

4325. Thompson, D.B.; Erdman, J.W., Jr. 1982. Phytic acid 
determination in soybeans. J. of Food Science 47(2):513-17. 
March/April. [33 ref]
• Summary: “Based upon good agreement with anion-
exchange column results and acceptable reproducibility, the 
best methods were (1) precipitate analysis of phosphorus 
after extraction with 3% TCA [trichloracetic acid] + 10% 
sodium sulfate, or (2) the supernatant difference method after 
extraction with 1.2% HCL.” Address: Dep. of Food Science, 
567 Bevier Hall, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, IL 61801.

4326. Wagner, Martha. 1982. Cooking with okara. 
Vegetarian Times No. 56. April. p. 46-48.
• Summary: The subtitle continues: Okara, high in protein 
and fi ber, is a by-product of tofu which lends itself to a 
variety of cooking methods.” Gives an introduction to okara 
with 8 recipes: Okara-millet burgers. Okara dumplings. 
Okara cornbread. Marlene’s soysage. Fudge brownies. Sweet 
pie shell. Okara crackers. Okara waffl es.
 Fiber is now making a comeback in America–and none 
too soon. The average American intake of dietary fi ber today 
is about 20% of what it was 100 years ago.
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4327. Wurtman, Richard J. 1982. Nutrients that modify brain 
function. Scientifi c American 246(4):50-59. April.
• Summary: The subtitle reads: “They are the precursors 
of neurotransmitter molecules. Increasing their level in the 
brain amplifi es signals from some nerve cells. In effect they 
act like drugs, and one day they may serve as drugs.”
 The author discusses three nutrients that can act like 
drugs: tryptophan and tyrosine (both amino acids), and 
choline (a component of lecithin). Egg yolks, liver and 
soybeans are especially rich in lecithin. The composition and 
function of the brain can be altered by these 3 substances 
“because they are precursors of neurotransmitters: substances 
that are released from a neuron, or nerve cell, when it 
fi res.” Address: Lab. of Neuroendocrine Regulation, Dep. 
of Nutrition and Food Science, Massachusetts Inst. of 
Technology, Cambridge, MA 02139.

4328. Burros, Marian. 1982. Food notes: How about 
tofuburgers? New York Times. May 5. p. C9.
• Summary: “When the students at P.S. [Public School] 
128, on West 169th Street in Manhattan [New York], were 
introduced to tofuburgers last week, some ate them and some 
didn’t; some liked them and some didn’t.”
 “Two years ago the city received permission from the 
United States Department of Agriculture for a pilot program 
to serve meatless meals as part of the approved school-lunch 
program. The fi rst year 17 schools participated; this year 
there are 40. The meatless meals include peanut butter made 
with tofu; beans and rice; vegetarian chili, and now, for the 
fi rst time, tofuburgers.
 “But Barbara Friedlander, nutrition education 
coordinator for the city schools, is returning to the stove. 
Next time she is going to have the cooks add soy sauce to the 
tofu mixture ‘so it will look brown instead of white,’ and she 
will have them make hamburgers of a mixture of tofu and 
ground beef.” Address: New York.

4329. Magarinos, Hélène. 1982. Le Tempeh: “Usine” à 
protéines et vitamines. En provenance d’Indonésie [Tempeh: 
A protein and vitamin factory from Indonesia]. Compas (Le) 
(France) No. 21. p. 23-29. Spring. Illust. 27 cm. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Following a description of tempeh and its 
benefi ts (including its content of vitamin B-12), the author 
explains how to make tempeh at home, with 8 photos. She 
then gives 3 tempeh recipes: Fried tempeh. Tempeh stew 
with mushrooms. Tempeh fritters with coconut. Pages 28-29 
describe the characteristics of good homemade tempeh, and 
give troubleshooting advice if your tempeh did not turn out 
properly. Much of this material is excerpted from The Book 
of Tempeh, by Shurtleff & Aoyagi, a favorable review of 
which appears on p. 29. Photos show: A hand holding a cake 
of freshly-made tempeh. Five steps in the process of making 
tempeh at home. Fried tempeh slices on a plate.

4330. Mason, Robert M.; Carden, John L. 1982. Controlled 
ecological life support system: Research and development 
guidelines. Moffett Field, California: National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration (NASA). 99 p. May. 28 cm. 
Report No. NASA CP-2232–NASA Conference Publication 
2232. Proceedings of a NASA workshop held 9-12 Jan. 1979 
at Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California.
• Summary: Contents: Preface. List of fi gures and tables. 
1. Introduction: Background, approach, overview of report, 
references (5 refs). 2. Evaluation of a ground based manned 
demonstration as a milestone in CELSS development: 
Introduction, summary of workshop fi ndings (Group 1), 
food production (Group 2), waste processing (Group 3), 
systems engineering and modeling (Group 4), ecology-
systems safety (Group 5). 3. Development requirements 
for a successful ground based CELSS demonstration 
(Introduction plus comments from the fi ve groups). 4. 
Research recommendations (Introduction plus comments 
from the fi ve groups). Appendixes: A. Individual research 
recommendations (Group 2). B. Interactions of waste 
processing group with other groups. C. Group membership. 
D. Names and addresses of workshop participants.
 “Preface: The purpose of this workshop was to consider 
research and development guidelines for Controlled 
Ecological Life Support Systems. (CELSS)” and to “Identify 
considerations critical to a successful ground-based manned 
CELSS demonstration (GBCD).” “The workshop was 
supported by NASA as a part of the work under Grant No. 
NSG-2323.”
 In Chap. 3 (p. 21) the Nutrition and Food Processing 
Group (Group 1) states: “Some conventional sources are 
advanced (i.e. soy milk, oriental ‘cheeses’ [such as tofu], 
fabricated meats, textured vegetable protein, sausages, and 
candy),...” Much recycling is involved, including “food 
regeneration from wastes” (incl. higher plants grown in 
urine). Higher plants have many valuable functions in 
addition to food production for humans: air revitalization 
including addition of oxygen and removal of carbon dioxide 
and certain gaseous contaminants, conversion of wastes into 
food, aesthetic value, etc. Vegetarian diets, and use of algae 
(single cell proteins) are considered important.
 The fi rst paper in Appendix A is titled “Quantitative 
analysis of biomass production and compatibility studies of 
early maturing soybean cultivars for GBCD, by Jagmohan 
Joshi, Univ. of Maryland (Eastern Shore at Princess Ann). 
It begins: Justifi cation: Soybean is one of the recommended 
plants to be grown in GBCD This has been clearly shown 
by various investigators in the earlier studies conducted 
for NASA. In CELSS it is very important to know the 
total amount of biomass produced by each crop.” Six 
early maturing soybean will be grown under hydroponic 
conditions. Note: This is the earliest document seen 
(July 1999) concerning space travel and soy. Address: 1. 
METRICS, Inc.; 2. Georgia Inst. of Technology. Both: 
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Atlanta, Georgia.

4331. Raaij, Joop M.A. van; Katan, M.B.; West, C.E.; 
Hautvast, J.G. 1982. Infl uence of diets containing casein, 
soy isolate, and soy concentrate on serum cholesterol and 
lipoproteins in middle-aged volunteers. American J. of 
Clinical Nutrition 35(5):925-34. May. [38 ref]
• Summary: Fifty-seven healthy volunteers (mean age 46 
years) were fed for 45 days on diets containing 16% of 
energy as protein, etc. Of the protein in the diets, 60% was 
provided as caseinate, as soy protein isolate, or as soy protein 
concentrate. The diet design is described. Little or no effect 
was found in cholesterol distribution based on which of the 
three types of protein were consumed. Address: Dip. Nut. 
(Cantab).

4332. Welch, Ross M.; House, William A. 1982. Availability 
to rats of zinc from soybean seeds as affected by maturity 
of seed, source of dietary protein, and soluble phytate. J. of 
Nutrition 112(5):879-85. May. [27 ref]
• Summary: Male rats were used to evaluate the availability 
of zinc in soybean seeds (variety Amsoy) as affected by 
maturity of seed, dietary protein source, and exogenous 
dietary sodium phytate. The soybean plants were fed a zinc-
labeled nutrient solution that contained two different levels 
of zinc sulfate: 0.0666 or 0.262 ppm. The zinc content of 
the seeds was increased by increased zinc content of the 
solution. Immature soybean seeds had higher levels of zinc 
than mature seeds. “Phytic acid concentrations averaged 
about 0.6 and 1.7% dry weight in immature and mature 
seeds, respectively.” Seeds of each type were added to the 
diets of zinc-depleted rats.” Rats fed mature, high-phytate 
seeds absorbed about 60% on the zinc in the seeds, while rats 
fed immature low-phytate seeds absorbed about 89% of the 
radio-labeled zinc.
 The source of dietary protein (whether egg albumen or 
soy protein) made no signifi cant difference in the amount of 
zinc absorbed by the rats. Address: ARS, U.S. Plant, Soil and 
Nutrition Lab., Tower Rd., Ithaca, New York 14853.

4333. Medical World News. 1982. Subbing soy drinks for 
milk cuts high lipids. 23(12):61. June 7. [1 ref]
• Summary: High cholesterol levels can be lowered by 
substituting a soy protein extract for some dietary source 
of animal protein–according to study director Kenneth K. 
Carroll (Dep. of Biochemistry, Univ. of Western Ontario, 
London, ONT, N6A 5C1, Canada). Replacing cow’s milk 
with a soy-protein preparation for 6 weeks reduced plasma 
cholesterol levels in 5 of 33 subjects with abnormally high 
initial cholesterol levels. The drinks each contained the same 
amount of butterfat and calories. Similar replacement of 
meat or eggs would be possible.

4334. SoyaScan Notes. 1982. What are piima and viili? 

(Overview). June 17. Compiled by William Shurtleff of 
Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Piima and viili are two traditional cultured dairy 
milk products which have long been very popular in Finland. 
The two words are not clearly differentiated, for various 
reasons. First, the word “piima” is often used generically 
to refer to all of the many Finnish cultured milk products. 
Second, viili traditionally referred to the choice, rich, creamy 
(high-fat) layer that formed on the top of a bowl of piima; 
the less rich, bottom portion, specifi cally called piima, was 
often served as a refreshing drink. Today, however, viili and 
piima are generally made separately; viili is thicker and more 
stretchy. Finally, there are a number of similar or slightly 
different cultured milk products, which have various names 
in different parts of Finland. For example, viili is stretchy 
in west and north Finland, but not in East Finland. A similar 
stretchy product in west and north Finland is pitkapiima, 
while viilipiima is a cultured milk drink. Related products 
are taette milk in Norway, tatmjolk and langmjolk in Sweden, 
and skyr in Iceland. Swedish-speaking Finns have lang fi l. 
All of these products have a thick, rich consistency with 
some degree of stretchiness (ropiness) plus a delicate, subtle 
sweetness; they are not sour like yogurt. Kokkeli piima is 
like buttermilk.
 Since ancient times piima and viili have been made 
in individual Finnish homes, although today the custom is 
gradually dying out, since store-bought products are readily 
available (sold in cups like sour cream) and fewer people 
raise their own cows. Traditionally each family kept its own 
culture going. Roughly a tablespoon of starter culture, taken 
from a previous batch, was spread over the bottom of a large 
bowl, typically 6 inches in diameter and 2½ inches deep. 
Each family member had his or her own bowl, used solely 
for this purpose. The microorganisms for both products 
are lactic acid streptococci; the predominant species is 
Streptococcus cremoris, but S. lactis and S. diacetilactis 
are also abundant. In viili a signifi cant proportion of these 
microorganisms are slime/capsule formers; microscopic 
analysis shows that many of the individual organisms, 
composed of chains of bacteria (streptococci), form a 
thin jellylike capsule around them. Moreover, in viili, a 
surface-growing milk mold (Oospora lactis or Geotrichum 
candidum) is usually present; it forms a prized, velvet-like 
layer on the surface of the unhomogenized milk. In addition, 
most traditional viili cultures contain some (nonessential) 
yeasts. There is a widespread but apparently unfounded 
folk belief, fi rst reported by Weigmann in 1899 and Olsen-
Sopp in 1912, that taette or piima can also be made by 
adding leaves of butterwort (Pinguicula vulgaris) or sundew 
(Drosera rotundifolia), small Scandinavian herbs (Kon 
1959).
 The earliest known attempt to make these Finnish 
cultured foods using soymilk dates from 1978, when Pat 
Connolly, who had long been selling piima starter in the USA 
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(La Mesa, California), made soymilk piima at home, using 
a recipe for soymilk from The Book of Tofu by Shurtleff and 
Aoyagi. She reported in a letter to Shurtleff (May 1979) that 
soymilk turned into piima faster than dairy milk; soy piima 
had a thicker and better consistency, and was liked by all 
who tasted it. 1-2 tablespoons of piima per pint of soymilk 
were incubated at 27ºC (80ºF). Thereafter she advertised 
that her starter could be used to make good soymilk piima. A 
discussion of soymilk piima and viili, and their commercial 
production, was given in Tofu & Soymilk Production (1979) 
by Shurtleff and Aoyagi, based largely on information 
obtained from Pat Connolly.
 The earliest known viili to come to the USA from 
Finland arrived in about 1900 with the Kinnunen family, who 
lived in Fort Bragg, northern California. It was popular in 
the Finnish community there. It might have stayed isolated 
in the community had not Gordon McBride, whose mother 
was a Finn from that community, and Betty Stechmeyer, 
started a small business named GEM Cultures in Fort Bragg 
in July 1980. They started selling tempeh starter cultures, 
but they soon added viili culture to their line of products. 
In December 1980 they made the world’s fi rst batch of 
soymilk viili, which they liked very much, although they 
found that it was not stretchy, and it was easier to propagate 
the starter on cow’s milk than on soymilk. Soymilk viili 
has much less beany fl avor than the soymilk from which it 
was made. The fi rst popular article on viili in the U.S. was 
written by McBride and Stechmeyer for the Summer 1981 
issue of Soyfoods magazine. In the article they called the 
product “viilia” (as they had heard it called by local Finns), 
the partitive case of the noun viili. Mention of soy viili next 
appeared in the October 1981 issue of East West Journal 
in an article by Rebecca Greenwood, and a third article by 
Shurtleff in the Winter 1982 issue of Soyfoods pointed out 
that the product was always called “viili” not “viilia” in the 
literature.
 Starting in early 1981, Shurtleff and Aoyagi did 
extensive home research on soymilk viili and found it was 
best if 2 teaspoons of honey and 4-8 drops of vanilla were 
added to each quart of soymilk prior to incubation. By 
early 1981 Hesseltine and Wang at the Northern Regional 
Research Center were investigating both dairy and soymilk 
viili, and planning to publish their fi ndings. There was an 
interest in the formation of vitamins, reduction of beany 
fl avors, and decrease of fl atulence-causing oligosaccharides 
during fermentation, in the best microorganisms for soymilk 
viili, and in how to increase or decrease stretchiness. Having 
served dairy and soymilk viili to many friends, Shurtleff and 
Aoyagi believe they have great potential in the U.S., perhaps 
more than yogurt. Yet as of 1982 neither piima nor viili were 
being made commercially in America. They deserve much 
wider attention.

4335. Bo, Thi-an. 1982. Hishio to shôyu no engen to 

sono seisan gijutsu ni tsuite. I. [On the origins of chiang 
and shoyu, and their production technology. I.]. Nippon 
Jozo Kyokai Zasshi (J. of the Society of Brewing, Japan) 
77(6):365-71. June. [9 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: This is one of the most interesting and carefully 
researched articles seen up to this time on this subject. 
The author (Ho Keian in Japanese), is a Chinese graduate 
of Iwate University in Japan. He sent this article to the 
university alumni association on the university’s 80th 
anniversary. Shoyu has become a world-class seasoning. 
Even in Moscow they have built plants to produce soy sauce 
and chiang (miso).
 The earliest chiang was made with meat, fi sh, and 
shellfi sh; later, as agriculture advanced, beans and grains 
were used. The two main types of chiang are (I) those made 
using fl esh as a main ingredient and (II) those made solely 
from plants. The fl esh chiangs can be further subdivided: IA. 
Those made from animal and bird fl esh. IA1. Made without 
bones (mentioned in the Shih Ching [Classic of Food], the 
Chou Li [Rituals of the Chou Dynasty, 3rd century B.C.], 
the Li Chi [Book of Rites, 2nd to 3rd century B.C.], and the 
I Li); IA2., Made with a large amount of liquid (mentioned 
in the Chou Li and Li Chi); IA3. Made with fl esh and bones 
(mentioned in the Chou Li, I Li, and Ch’i-min Yao-shu 
[Essential techniques for the peasantry of Ch’i, written by 
Chia Ssu-hsieh in A.D. 535]); IB. Made with fi sh or shellfi sh, 
including IB1. Fish chiang (mentioned in the Chou Li, Ch’i-
min Yao-shu), and IB2. Fish intestine chiang (mentioned in 
the Ch’i-min Yao-shu). The non-fl esh or vegetable chiangs 
(II) can be divided into: IIA. Those made with beans 
including IIA1. Chiang (mentioned in the Chou Li (3rd 
century B.C.), Lun Yu [Analects of Confucius, after 479 
B.C.], Shih Chi [The Historical Record by Ssu-ma Ch’ien, 
ca. 90 B.C.], and Chi Chiu P’ien [48 to 33 B.C.]). IIA2. Bean 
(Soybean) chiang (tou-chiang, mentioned in the Ch’i-min 
Yao-shu). IIA3. Small (Red/Azuki) bean chiang (mentioned 
in the Nung Sang I Shih Chi Yao [+1314]). IIB. Chiang 
made from other vegetable materials including: IIB1. Wheat 
chiang (mentioned in the Shih Ching); IIB2. Wheat fl our 
chiang (mentioned in the Pen-ts’ao Kang-mu [Compendium 
of Materia Medica, by Li Shih-chen, A.D. 1578-97] and 
the Chü Chia Pi Yung Shih Lei Ch’uan Chi [+1301]); IIB3. 
Coconut chiang (Mentioned in the Ch’i-min Yao-shu); IIB4. 
Barley chiang (mentioned in the Pen-ts’ao Kang-mu); and 
IIB5. Mustard chiang (mentioned in the Li Chi and Chih 
Ching).
 It is interesting to note that the earliest meat and fi sh 
chiang was made with koji, typically millet koji. Koji is also 
used today to make some of the fi sh sauce called Shottsuru in 
Akita prefecture in Japan. Shottsuru has a 3,000 year history.
 The use of the terms “hai” (meat chiang) and “chiang” 
in the Chou Li imply that some chiang was made from 
ingredients other than meat. An illustration from the Han 
dynasty shows a hole in the bottom of a chiang pot for 
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drawing off soy sauce. The Ssu Min Yüeh Ling by Ts’ui Shih 
from the Later Han (25-220 A.D.) uses the term “ch’ang 
chiang” to refer to refi ned/fi ltered soy sauce. The Ch’i-min 
Yao-shu also uses two terms for refi ned chiang that seem to 
be referring to types of soy sauce. Thus it seems relatively 
sure that chiang has a history of about 3,000 years from the 
Chou dynasty (1122-256 B.C.) and soy sauce has a history of 
over 2,000 years since the Ch’in (221-206 B.C.) or Han (206 
B.C.–A.D. 220). In the literature of the T’ang dynasty it is 
not rare to use soy sauce for medicinal purposes.
 Soy sauce came from chiang, which was made from 
soybeans and wheat fl our or wheat; it is still widely produced 
today. But from shih (fermented black soybeans) came 
tamari and kuan-tou soy sauce (kuan-tou is a region in 
Fukien / Fujian in southeast China). Only soybeans were 
used to make these types of soy sauce. The fi rst tou-shih 
(fermented black soybeans) was made from soybeans only, 
with Aspergillus oryzae mold. If salt was added, the product 
was called hsien tou-shih; if none was added, it was called 
tan tou-shih. Later they started to use Mucor (as in Szechuan 
tou-shih) or Rhizopus mold species. Today most tou-shih is 
made with Aspergillus. This is the ancestor of tamari shoyu 
and kuan-tou soy sauce. Address: Iwate Daigaku Nôgaku-
bu, Sogaku 80 shunen no gosukuji ni kaete; Present address, 
China.

4336. Check, William A. 1982. Switch to soy protein for 
boring but healthful diet. JAMA: J. of the American Medical 
Association 247(22):3045-46. June. 11. [3 ref]
• Summary: One can lower blood lipid levels by increasing 
the proportion of plant protein in the diet. One trial involved 
replacing cow’s milk with soy milk. The second an all-soy 
diet featuring soy fl our made into soy lasagna. It became 
monotonous after a while.

4337. Garner, R.W.; Martin, D.L.; Weber, D.J. 1982. 
Allergenicity of soybean milk replacers fed to calves 
(Abstract). J. of Dairy Science 65:122. (Abst. #P89). June 
27-30.
• Summary: Aromatic compounds have recently been 
implicated as prominent factors in causation of human 
allergies. Benzyl isothiocyanate has been identifi ed as a 
prominent allergen in soybeans. When calves were fed whole 
cow’s milk to which benzyl isothiocyanate was added to 
duplicate the levels found in soy-based calf milk replacers, 
their growth rates and gastrointestinal functions were 
identical to those fed the milk replacer. Address: Brigham 
Young Univ., Provo, Utah.

4338. Goldberg, Andrew P.; Lim, A.; Kolar, J.B.; 
Grundhauser, J.J.; Steinke, F.H.; Schonfeld, G. 1982. 
Soybean protein independently lowers plasma cholesterol 
levels in primary hypercholesterolemia. Atherosclerosis 
43(2/3):355-67. June. [32 ref]

• Summary: Isolated soy protein completely replaced animal 
protein in a diet fed to 12 human subjects for 42 days. Total 
cholesterol was lowered 3.5% and LDL cholesterol was 
lowered 6.0%. Address: 1-4,6. Lipid Research Center, Dep. 
of Preventive Medicine and Medicine, Washington Univ. 
School of Medicine, St. Louis, Missouri; 5. Ralston Purina 
Scientifi c Laboratories, St. Louis.

4339. Howe, J.M.; Hoff, J.E. 1982. Plant diversity to 
support humans in a CELSS ground-based demonstrator. 
Moffett Field, California: National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration (NASA). 51 p. June. 28 cm. Report No. 
NASA CR-166357. [49 ref]
• Summary: Prepared under NASA Grant NSG-2401. 
CELSS stands for “controlled ecological life support 
systems.” Contents: Introduction. Human nutritional 
requirements in CELSS-GD: Nutrient composition of total 
plant [vegan] diets (energy, protein, vitamins, minerals), 
interaction of dietary components, stress. Bioavailability 
studies of minerals: Rationale (calcium, iron, zinc), 
experimental procedure (planning of diet, experimental 
animals), results, experiment IV. Summary. Bibliography of 
CELSS reports.
 Appendix A is a 14-day total vegetarian [vegan] cycle 
menu. Soy products appear as follows (B = Breakfast, L 
= Lunch, D = Dinner): Day 1–Sandwich of soy pate (L), 
soy milk (L&D, 1 cup each). Day 2–Tofu (L, ¼ cup), soy 
milk (L). Day 3–Soy milk (D). Day 4–Soy milk (B&L). 
Day 5–Soy milk (B&L), soy burgers (L, 2). Days 6 and 
7 = none. Day 8–Soybeans (D, 1 cup). Day 9–Soy milk 
(B&D), soy bean and winter squash (L, ½ cup each), soy 
sauce with cooked veggies & brown rice. Day 10–Soy milk 
(B). Day 11–Soy milk (L). Day 12–Soy meat analogue (D, 
3 oz). Address: 1. Dep. of Food and Nutrition; 2. Dep. of 
Horticulture. Both: Purdue Univ., West Lafayette, Indiana 
47907.

4340. Katsuta, Keiko; Hayakawa, I.; Nomura, D. 1982. 
Teinôdo dope no rinjinoaranin bôshi kôka to bôshi tokusei 
[Inhibition of lysinoalanine formation and spinnability of low 
protein concentration dope]. Nippon Nogeikagaku Kaishi (J. 
of the Agricultural Chemical Society of Japan) 56(6):435-40. 
June. [13 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: A large amount of lysionalanine (LAL) was 
found in spun soy protein fi bers. Various methods for 
inhibiting its formation were studied. Describes dopes for 
the preparation of synthetic fi bers from soybean protein, 
inhibition of lysinoalanine formation, and spinnability. 
The amount of LAL increased in direct proportion with 
increasing protein concentration; this might be attributed 
to the increased frictional heat generated by the high 
viscosity dope. “Low temperature and low alkali treated 
fi bers prepared from 14% protein showed decreased LAL 
formation.” Address: Dep. of Food Science and Technology, 
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Faculty of Agriculture, Kyushu Univ., Hakozaki, Higashi-ku, 
Fukuoka 812, Japan.

4341. Kitagawa, Isao; Yoshikawa, M.; Wang, Hui Kang; 
Saito, M.; Tosirisuk, V.; Fujiwara, T.; Tomita, K. 1982. 
Revised structures of soyasapogenols A, B, and E, oleanene-
sapagenols from soybean. Structures of soyasaponins I, II, 
and III. Chemical and Pharmaceutical Bulletin 30(6):2294-
97. June. [14 ref. Eng]
• Summary: There are fi ve soya saponins having glucuronide 
linkages between oligoglycosides and oleanene triterpenes. 
Address: Faculty of Pharmaceutical Sciences, Osaka Univ., 
1-6, Yamada-oka, Suita, Osaka 565, Japan.

4342. Lappé, Frances Moore. 1982. Diet for a small planet. 
Tenth anniversary edition. Completely revised and updated. 
New York, NY: Ballantine Books. xiv + 498 p. Illust. by 
Marika Hahn. Index. 21 cm. [250* ref]
• Summary: Listings of soyfoods in index: Soy fl our & grits 
p. 16, Tofu p. 14, Soybeans p. 7, Soy foods (tofu, tempeh) 
p. 229. Tempeh p. 3. The section titled “Recommended 
paperback cookbooks” (p. 454-55) includes The Book 
of Tofu, The Book of Miso, and The Book of Tempeh, by 
William Shurtleff and Akiko Aoyagi, and an invitation 
to send a long, self-addressed stamped envelope to their 
Soyfoods Center in Lafayette, California. Address: Inst. for 
Food & Development Policy, San Francisco, California.

4343. Lee, Sang-Hyo; Chung, Dong-Hyo. 1982. [Studies 
on the effects of plant growth regulator on growth and 
nutrient compositions in soybean sprout]. Han’guk Nonghwa 
Hakhoe Chi (J. of the Korean Agricultural Chemical Society) 
25(2):75-82. June. [34 ref. Kor; eng]
• Summary: Soybean sprouts treated with plant growth 
regulators (IAA and BA) had considerably shorter roots than 
the control. Weight and diameter of treated sprouts were 
increased by 10-20% and 40% respectively. Crude protein 
and fat contents of the treated soy sprouts were higher by 
5-10% and 10% respectively than the control. Ascorbic acid 
increased by 70% to 38 mg%. Soy sprouts contained 16 
amino acids and the treated sprouts contained more arginine, 
histidine, lysine, and methionine than the control. The ratio 
of unsaturated:saturated fatty acids was about 4.4. Address: 
Dep. of Food Technology, College of Agriculture, Chung-
ang Univ., Seoul, 151, South Korea.

4344. Psychology Today. 1982. Bye bye beef. June. p. 21-78.

4345. Tajiri, Takashi. 1982. Jinkô taiyô tôshô-sha ni yoru 
mame-rui moyashi saibai no kairyô [Studies on cultivation 
and keeping quality of bean sprouts. VI. Improvement 
of bean sprouts cultivation by the application of artifi cial 
sunlight lamp (Studies on cultivation and keeping quality of 
bean sprouts. IV.)]. Nippon Shokuhin Kogyo Gakkaishi (J. 

of the Japanese Society for Food Science and Technology) 
29(6):359-65. June. [8 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: Sprouts of soybeans, mung beans, and adzuki 
beans cultivated in dark chambers at 30ºC were improved 
by application of artifi cial sunlight from a lamp at 2500 
lux for 1 hours each day from 48 hours after planting. The 
sprouts were elongated and thickened, weight increase 
was accelerated, and vitamin C content was considerably 
increased. The cultivation period was shortened by 1-2 
days. Both lower intensity light (500 lux) and higher 
intensity (5,000 and 10,000 lux) gave comparatively less 
favorable results. Address: Lab. of Food Process, Faculty of 
Agriculture, Kinki Univ., Kowakae, 3-4-1 Higashi-Osaka-
shi, Osaka-fu, 577 Japan.

4346. Vessby, B.; Karlström, B.; Lithell, H.; Gustafsson, I.-
B.; Werner, I. 1982. The effects on lipid and carbohydrate 
metabolism of replacing some animal protein by soy-protein 
in a lipid-lowering diet for hypercholesterolaemic patients. 
Human Nutrition: Applied Nutrition (London) 36A(3):179-
89. June. [29 ref]
• Summary: Textured soy fl our partially replaced animal 
proteins in the diet of 6 subjects for 14 days. Total 
cholesterol was reduced by 10% and LDL cholesterol 
was reduced by 9%. Address: Dep. of Geriatrics, Univ. of 
Uppsala, P.O. Box 12042, S-750 12 Uppsala, Sweden.

4347. Ponz de Leon, M.; Iori, R.; Barbolini, G.; Pompei, G.; 
Zaniol, P.; Carulli, N. 1982. Infl uence of small-bowel transit 
time on dietary cholesterol absorption in human beings. New 
England J. of Medicine 307(2):102-03. July 8. *
• Summary: A high-fi ber diet of whole grains, vegetables, 
and fruits may lower levels of blood cholesterol and thereby 
reduce the risk of a heart attack.
 The high-fi ber diet apparently helps to speed the passage 
of food through the small intestine so that there is less time 
for cholesterol to be absorbed into the blood stream. Address: 
Italy.

4348. Barber, Linda. 1982. Natto: The taste of Japan. 
Soyfoods. Summer p. 70-71.
• Summary: “Some people say that the taste of Japan is 
a bowl of miso soup, but I would have to say it is natto, 
Japan’s original soyfood. Unlike miso or tofu, natto was 
discovered in Japan. The story goes that someone wrapped 
his meal of cooked soybeans in straw (the ‘baggie’ of 1000 
years ago), and after a couple of days, unwrapped the bundle 
and found Itohiki natto. These fermented soybeans, held 
together by slippery fi laments, were soon to become the 
traditional topping to a bowl of rice served at breakfast and 
dinner to millions of Japanese people.
 “Today, natto is made by soaking washed soybeans 
overnight, then draining and pressure cooking them. After 
another draining, the beans are inoculated with Bacillus 
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subtilis (Bacillus natto) while still warm, scooped into 
perforated plastic bags and wrapped in straw (or they often 
are sometimes run into styrofoam containers that have holes 
for air circulation), then incubated at 40-45ºC (104-113ºF) 
for about 14-18 hours.
 “Care is taken in not letting the natto get too hot. In 
natural fermentation the beans produce some heat on their 
own and keeping the temperature below 55ºC (121ºF) is 
important. After the 14 hours, the natto is put into cold 
storage, wrapped with a labeling band, boxed and shipped. 
One of the charms of natto is that it takes very little space or 
complicated equipment to manufacture.
 “Not only is natto easy to produce, but it has high 
nutrition going for it too! This soyfood is 17% protein, 60% 
water, 10% fat, 10% carbohydrates, 2% fi ber, 2% ash. As 
for other nutrients, natto has 0.07 mg vitamin B1, 0.50 mg 
B2, 1.1 mg niacin, 3.3 mg iron and 90 mg calcium. Also, 
research has shown that when we compare cooked soybeans 
with natto, the levels of thiamine, ribofl avin and B12 are 
higher in natto thanks to the fermentation process.
 “Yet, some experts say that the most benefi cial 
characteristics of natto can’t be found on a nutrition chart. 
The wonder of natto lies in its bacterial medicinal qualities. 
Do the digestive enzymes present in natto prevent or cure 
digestive diseases? Or is natto only benefi cial because it is 
a good natural food and an excellent source of protein that 
the body can easily assimilate because of the fermentation 
process? Without being caught in the medical discussion 
crossfi re, it can be said for sure that natto is a nutritious food 
that can give any diet a new fl avorful zing.
 “Many people, even those with adventurous taste buds, 
fi nd natto as a food quite a challenge. Actually, only about 
half of the Japanese care for it. Even so, most bars, sushi 
shops, and Japanese-style restaurants offer natto as daily 
fare.
 “In Japan, natto is served in many ways. And now, 
with the rising cost of food, natto has taken on new 
dimensions. Once served only as a topping for rice or in 
miso soup, creative Japanese cooks now serve natto sushi, 
natto spaghetti, natto udon (wide, white wheat noodles), 
natto omelet, natto gyoza, natto sandwiches, natto tempura, 
chopped natto with cuttlefi sh, deep fried natto, natto salad, 
natto with mochi, and even a liqueur made with natto.
 “After getting over my initial ‘gag’ reaction to eating 
natto, I was pleasantly surprised to fi nd it tasted very much 
like a strong, rare cheese, I soon began making natto pizza, 
natto lasagna, and toasted natto sandwiches. At only 25 
calories for 100 grams (3½ oz) my mind was turning spins 
developing recipes for this marvelous slippery stuff.
 “Natto lends itself to western-style dishes quite nicely. 
How about natto fettucini, natto crepes, natto French onion 
soup, natto tortillas, natto frittata, nattoburgers, baked 
potatoes with natto topping, fried eggplant with natto, natto 
egg salad, or natto moussaka? My latest natto creation is 

Natto Dip: Mix together 2 cups tofu mayonnaise, ½ cup 
chopped green onions, l/8 teaspoon pepper, ½ cup chopped 
parsley, 10 oz. cooked and chopped spinach, ¼ cup natto, 
and salt (or shoyu) to taste. Serve with crackers or raw 
vegetables. Superb!
 “Once you purchase a carton of natto you can keep a 
supply going like you do yogurt, but expect to buy a fresh 
starter every 3 or 4 batches. For home-style natto, boil 
soaked soybeans, drain and add a cube of purchased natto. 
Mix, and put into containers. I suggest styrofoam cups, fast 
food containers, or paper cups. Make sure they are clean and 
free from any other bacteria. Cover the inoculated beans with 
clear wrap (make holes with a hot needle for air ventilation). 
Set the cups, or containers, in a foam ice chest or wrap in a 
heating pad, or simply use a yogurt maker. lncubate for about 
18 hours.
 “If at the end of 18 hours your product is grayish in 
color, and forms a long string (fi lament) when you touch 
your fi nger to the surface, you know you’ve succeeded. Chill 
the natto, then enjoy it in one of the ways suggested above. 
You can always have natto on hand as it freezes well too!
 “Before you say ‘Naa’ to natto, let me give you some 
hints that will make natto easy for you to swallow:
 “1. The most important is to make sure that the natto you 
buy is fresh. It should be grayish in color with a little odor. 
When you touch natto, a lone string will form–the longer 
the better. Natto has a shelf life of about 1 week (I prefer 
to eat mine the day I buy it). If the natto is bad, it will taste 
bitter, smell very strong, and may even have mouldy spots or 
crystals on the surface. Junk it!
 2. “Eat it as the Japanese do, in small amounts. The 
most traditional way is to mix the natto with a raw egg yolk, 
chopped green onion, mustard and a dash of shoyu. Scoop 
a little of this onto your next bowl of rice. I’ve also had this 
condiment served in a small dish alongside a cold beer. I’m 
sure it would make a hit even in Milwaukee!
 “3. To get over the natural gooeyness of natto, serve it in 
foods where you would expect, and want, some ‘slip.’ Natto 
acts like melted cheese. How about glueing a taco together 
with a topping of natto?
 “Another type of natto I like is dried natto (hoshi natto). 
Sold as a snack food, this soyfood is very salty in taste, 
resembles raisins coated with fl our, and is unslippery to the 
touch. Yet, it has a gooey mouthfeel. Enjoy this type with 
a cup of green tea, or sprinkle a few grains on a bowl of 
rice. As a break from tradition, chop up a few and use them 
as a salty seasoning to whatever you cook: soups, stews, 
casserole baked goods, or even apple pie.
 “In reading or talking about natto, one often runs across 
the kind referred to as Hamanatto. Unlike Itohiki natto, this 
‘natto’ is made by a different process and uses the bacteria 
[sic, mold] Aspergillus oryzae. Hamanatto originated in 
China. Nutritionally it is 34% water, 28% protein, 14% fat, 
13% carbohydrate, 2% fi ber, 10% ash. Calcium is listed as 
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140 mg, iron 8.3 mg, and sodium as 2,900 mg.
 “As you can see from the sodium count, Hamanatto 
is quite salty and the taste is reminiscent of Hatcho miso. 
Blackish and chunky, this ‘natto’ is sometimes referred to as 
‘Soy Nuggets’ [fermented black soybeans], or ‘Raisin-like 
Natto’ by some Westerners.
 “No matter how you eat it, natto is an intriguing 
soyfood. This natural, whole food is indeed a taste of Japan, 
and after 1000 years it’s still going strong in a world of fast 
foods.
 “The author, a trained home economist who lived in 
Japan for many years, has recently returned to her home in 
Wisconsin.” 
 Photos (taken by Linda Barber in July 1981) show: (1) 
Natto sold retail, packaged in rice straw. (2) Some natto 
being lifted, using chopsticks, up from a package of natto. 
Four photos showing “How natto is made” commercially 
in Japan. (3) The soybeans are steam cooked. (4) Then 
inoculated with natto bacteria. (5) Run into containers and 
incubated 14-18 hours. (6) Then packaged, boxed, and 
shipped.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2012) that 
mentions hoshi natto (“dried natto”). Address: Japan and 
Wisconsin.

4349. Calvo, M.S.; Bell, R.R.; Forbes, R.M. 1982. Effect of 
protein-induced calciuria on calcium metabolism and bone 
status in adult rats. J. of Nutrition 112(7):1401-13. July.
• Summary: Note: Calciuria is the presence of calcium in the 
urine.
 “Soy and beef diets were not calciuric. At days 56-
59, rats fed lactalbumin, 30% casein, soy and egg white 
exhibited signifi cantly depressed urinary specifi c activity 
of calcium (P ó 0.001), and all rats fed test diets produced 
higher fecal endogenous calcium, suggesting an increased 
absorption.” Address: 1. Depts. of Food Science and Animal 
Science, Div. of Nutritional Science, Univ. of Illinois, 
Urbana, IL 61801.

4350. Fiering, Steve. 1982. Vacuum-packing: Is it the new 
wave for soyfoods? Soyfoods. Summer. p. 42-48.
• Summary: “Two packaging technologies–pasteurization 
and vacuum packing–can extend tofu shelf life to one month 
or more. As competition for the large warehouse accounts 
heats up, it seems certain that most of the sales will be 
captured by tofu with the 30 day shelf life.” Discusses: 1. 
What is vacuum packaging? “Possibly the most important 
marketing consideration is that most of the other familiar 
protein foods, such and cheese and lunchmeats, are also 
vacuum packaged... Most of the common spoilage organisms 
are aerobic... Tests done for Nasoya Inc. indicate that the 
total plate count of tofu is reduced by at least 80% after 
vacuum packaging...” Is botulism a reasonable concern? 
Maybe. But not if an oxygen permeable fi lm is used. Most 

fi lms have a polyethylene inside and nylon outside, which 
permits some oxygen permeability. 2. What is botulism? 
3. Botulism and vacuum packaging. 4. Vacuum packaging 
equipment “Available machinery varies according to 
evacuating, sealing, and product handling systems.” 
Chamber system, nozzle type machine, double chamber 
style machine, conveyor chamber, horizontal form-fi ll-
seal machine (which start at $50,000). 5. The companies. 
Cryovac, Hantover Inc., Koch Supplies Inc., T.W. Kutter, 
Inc., Packaging Aids Corp., Smith Equipment Co., Tipper 
Tie. Photos show Kutter’s Tiromat in action at Nasoya 
Foods in Massachusetts. Address: The Soy Plant, Ann Arbor, 
Michigan.

4351. Kinderlehrer, Jane. 1982. Using tofu. Prevention 
(Emmaus, Pennsylvania). July. p. 104.
• Summary: This article begins: “Tofu–a custardlike food 
that’s made from soybeans in much the same way that 
cottage cheese is made from milk–has been a staple of 
Oriental cuisine for thousands of years. Although tofu is 
very mild tasting, it’s been called the ‘food of 10,000 fl avors’ 
because it takes on fl avors from the foods, sauces and 
marinades with which it keeps company. And tofu is good for 
you: It’s high in protein, low in fat, versatile and relatively 
inexpensive.”
 Then come ten bullet points, each with an idea for using 
tofu, e.g., as a meat substitute or stretcher; combine equal 
parts crumbled tofu and ground beef. Address: Emmaus, 
Pennsylvania.

4352. Soyfoods. 1982. The industry survives its fi rst tofu 
recall. Summer. p. 6-7.
• Summary: In January Island Spring recalled its tofu 
because of an unfamiliar food poisoning organism, Yersinia 
enterocolitica. 20 residents of Seattle, Washington had 
become ill with gastroenteritis and 16 recalled eating tofu in 
the previous 2 weeks.

4353. Chang, K.C.; Marshall, H.F.; Satterlee, L.D. 1982. 
Sulfur amino acid stability. Hydrogen peroxide treatment 
of casein, egg white and soy isolate. J. of Food Science 
47(4):1181-83. July/Aug. [19 ref]
• Summary: Eggs white solids, soy protein isolate, and 
casein were treated with different levels of hydrogen 
peroxide at both 40 and 90ºC. “Of the three proteins studied, 
the methionine and cysteine / cystine residues in egg white 
solids were the least stable under oxidizing conditions, 
whereas those present in soy protein isolate and casein 
were more stable.” Address: 1. Food Protein Research 
Group, Univ. of Nebraska; 2. USDA-SRRL, New Orleans, 
Louisiana; 3. Chinese Culture Univ., Yam-Ming-Shan, 
Taiwan.

4354. Gruskay, Frank L. 1982. Comparison of breast, cow, 
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and soy feedings in the prevention of onset of allergic 
disease: a 15-year prospective study. Clinical Pediatrics 
21(8):486-91. Aug. [28 ref]
• Summary: Soy feeding from birth in high-risk infants does 
not have a benefi cial effect. Address: Dep. of Pediatrics, Yale 
Univ. School of Medicine; Pediatric Allergy Clinic, Hospital 
of St. Raphael, New Haven, Connecticut.

4355. Henderson, Brian E.; Ross, R.K.; Pike, M.C.; 
Casagrande, J.T. 1982. Endogenous hormones as a major 
factor in human cancer. Cancer Research 42(8):3232-39. 
Aug. [129 ref]
• Summary: Higginson and Muir (1979) calculated that 
about one-third of male cancers and two-thirds of female 
cancers are probably caused by environmental factors related 
to “life-style.” This latter, vague term includes such factors 
as diet, sexual activity, and reproductive behavior [such as 
pregnancy, child bearing, etc.].
 Hormonal cancers include endometrial cancer, breast 
cancer, prostate cancer, and epithelial ovarian cancer; less 
important than the above are testes cancer, thyroid cancer, 
and osteosarcoma.
 The binding property of isofl avones to estrogen 
receptors may reduce breast cancer, which is estrogen 
dependent. Address: Depts. of Family and Preventive 
Medicine, Univ. of Southern California School of Medicine, 
Los Angeles, California 90033.

4356. Levine, S.E.; Weaver, C.M.; Kirleis, A.W. 1982. 
Accumulation of selected trace elements in hydroponically 
grown soybeans and distribution of the elements in processed 
soybean fractions. J. of Food Science 47(4):1283-87. July/
Aug. [27 ref]
• Summary: Although the hull represents only about 8% of 
the soybean mass, it contains about one-third of the bean’s 
total iron. Investigates the effects of processing on iron, 
zinc, and chromium. Address: Purdue Univ., West Lafayette, 
Indiana.

4357. Morck, Timothy A.; Lynch, S.R.; Cook, J.D. 1982. 
Reduction of soy-induced inhibition of nonheme iron 
absorption. American J. of Clinical Nutrition 36(2):219-28. 
Aug. [9 ref]
• Summary: Adding vitamin C to soy products makes their 
iron much more available. “Recent studies in normal men 
have demonstrated that soy products have a pronounced 
inhibitory effect on the absorption of nonheme dietary iron. 
The purpose of the present investigation was to explore 
approaches to overcoming this inhibition. A modest but 
signifi cant increase in iron absorption was observed when 
test meals containing either isolated soy protein or whole 
soybeans were baked at 200ºC. The addition of 100 mg 
ascorbic acid [vitamin C] to a meal containing isolated 
soy protein had a more dramatic effect, increasing mean 

absorption from 0.6 to 3.2%. A similar but less pronounced 
increase was observed when meat was added to the isolated 
soy protein meal. These results indicate that the inhibitory 
effect of soy can be reversed to some extent by substances 
known to enhance nonheme iron absorption.” Address: Div. 
of Hematology, Dep. of Medicine, Univ. of Kansas Medical 
Center, Kansas City, Kansas.

4358. Nagata, Y.; Ishiwaki, N.; Sugano, M. 1982. Studies 
on the mechanism of antihypercholesterolemic action of soy 
protein and soy protein-type amino acid mixtures in relation 
to the casein counterparts in rats. J. of Nutrition 112(8):1614-
25. Aug. [30 ref]
• Summary: Secretion of neutral and acidic steroids in 
rats was increased when the low-fat, cholesterol-free diet 
contained isolated soy proteins. Address: Lab. of Nutrition 
Chemistry, Kyushu Univ. School of Agriculture, Fukuoka 
812, Japan.

4359. Pueppke, S.G.; Benny, U.K.; Hymowitz, T. 1982. 
Soybean lectin from seeds of the wild soybean, Glycine soja 
Sieb. & Zucc. Plant Science Letters 26(2,3):191-97. Aug. [27 
ref]
• Summary: “A seed lectin from Glycine soja (wild soybean) 
was purifi ed to homogeneity by affi nity chromatography and 
then characterized. The G. soja lectin and the well-known 
soybean lectin (SBL) from G. max were indistinguishable 
by the following properties: subunit composition, isoelectric 
point, elution profi le from a Bio-Gel P-150 column, neutral 
carbohydrate content and sensitivity of hemagglutinating 
activities to sugar haptens.” Address: 1-2. Dep. of Plant 
Pathology, Univ. of Florida, Gainesville, FL 32611; 3. Dep. 
of Agronomy, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, IL 61801.

4360. Seifert, Kim Allan. 1982. Tofu utilization in health 
care institutions. Salt Lake City, Utah: Jack’s Beanstalk. 32 
recipe cards. Aug.
• Summary: Each recipe card, which is 8.5 by 5.5 inches, 
serves 100 and lists: Portion size. Yield. Ingredients. 
Weights. Measures. Methods. Two salmon colored cards are 
for soups. Five green cards for salad dressings. Four blue 
cards are for breads. Seventeen yellow cards for entrees. And 
four pink cards are for desserts. Address: Director, Nutrition 
Care Service, Univ. of Utah Hospital, Medical Center.

4361. Soyanews (Sri Lanka). 1982. Health and nutrition: 
Tofu and special diets. 4(12):3, 8. Aug.
• Summary: This article fi rst appeared in Soyfoods (vol. 1, 
no. 3, 1980) published by the Soycrafters’ Association of 
North America.

4362. Hallberg, Leif; Rossander, Lena. 1982. Effect of soy 
protein on nonheme iron absorption in man. American J. of 
Clinical Nutrition 36(3):514-20. Sept. [18 ref]
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• Summary: The total amount of iron absorbed from a 
hamburger meal was reduced by 45% when half the meat 
was replaced by soy protein. However these studies included 
only one experiment in which heme iron absorption was 
measured directly. This suggests that soy protein inhibits 
absorption of non-heme food iron. Its effect on iron nutrition, 
however, is complex since the reduction in the percentage 
of nonheme iron is offset, in part at least, by the high 
iron content of the soy protein. Address: Dep. of Internal 
Medicine II, Univ. of Goetborg, Sahlgrenska sjukhuset, 
Goetborg, Sweden.

4363. Patil, G.R.; Gupta, S.K. 1982. High-protein beverage 
from cheese whey and soybean. III. Effect of methionine 
fortifi cation on the protein effi ciency ratio. Indian J. of Dairy 
Science 35(3):365-66. Sept. [10 ref. Eng]
• Summary: Soybeans have as their limiting amino acids the 
two sulfur-containing amino acids–methionine and cystine. 
“Use of cheese whey proteins a rich source of sulphur-
containing amino acids, with soyprotein has been reported to 
give a blend of high PER.
 The soy-whey beverage developed by the authors in Part 
I of this series derived 25% of its total protein from whey. 
Address: Div. of Dairy Technology, National Dairy Research 
Inst., Karnal-132001, India.

4364. Wright, Maria da Gloria Miotto; Horner, M.R.; 
Charini, L.H. 1982. Approaches for increasing soybean use 
by low-income Brazilian families. J. of Nutrition Education 
14(3):105-07. Sept. [8 ref. Eng]
• Summary: Describes an educational/distributional 
campaign to increase use of soybeans by low-income 
Brazilian families. Initially, no families surveyed used 
soybeans but, after participating in a program on nutrition 
and soybeans, and free distribution of soybeans for one 
month, soybean usage by participants increased even when 
free soybeans were replaced by low-cost soybeans. Address: 
1. Nursing School, Dep. of General and Community 
Medicine; 2. Nutrition Consultant, UNICEF; 3. Dep. of 
Statistics, Univ. of Brasilia, 70910 Brasilia. All: Brazil.

4365. Timmins, Tom. 1982. Re: Calcium, tofu, and 
osteoporosis. Letter to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, 
Oct. 4. 2 p. Handwritten on letterhead.
• Summary: Tom thanks Bill Shurtleff for including him 
on a list of people to whom Shurtleff sent a problem 
about his [Shurtleff’s] low bone mineral density. Tom’s 
family is basically, and has been, lacto-ovo [vegetarian] 
since they stopped eating meat. His wife, Judy, has been 
primarily vegan for 15 years, so she is a prime candidate for 
osteoporosis. Tom thinks the mass market people get plenty 
of calcium from dairy products. Address: New England Soy 
Dairy, Inc., 305 Wells St., Greenfi eld, Massachusetts 01301. 
Phone: (413) 772-0746, 774-3141.

4366. Tallent, W.H. 1982. UJNR Toxic Microorganisms 
Panel. Northern Regional Research Center, Notes from the 
Director No. 1524. p. 3. Oct. 29.
• Summary: The meeting was held at the Food Research 
Inst., Univ. of Wisconsin, from Oct. 17-22. United States was 
represented by Dr. C.W. Hesseltine, NRRC. “In scientifi c 
sessions, 2½ days were devoted to mycotoxin and bacterial 
toxins. After a tour of the Biotron on the University of 
Wisconsin Campus, the panelists visited the Kikkoman plant 
at Walworth, Wisconsin. This plant in 10 years has doubled 
in size; it now uses 30,000 acres of soybeans and at least 
as many acres of wheat in soy sauce (shoyu) production. 
The operation is controlled by 6 team leaders, who develop 
consensus decisions with others in their groups. The terms 
‘foreman’ and ‘supervisor’ are never used. Turnover of 
employees is only a tenth that of American companies, and 
absentee fi gures are only a fi fth of that found in industries 
in the surrounding area. Last year production of shoyu 
amounted to 5 million gallons in this plant. Shoyu is sold 
in various quantities, up to 50-gallon drums; these larger 
quantities are sold to other [food] companies for fl avoring 
purposes.
 Note: Lite shoyu is being discussed. This plant supplies 
the U.S., Canada, and parts of Europe. The fermentation 
tanks are 17,000 gallons capacity. Address: Center Director.

4367. Del Valle, Francisco R. 1982. Industry-government 
nutritional improvement programs. Food Technology 
36(10):120, 122-24, 126, 128-29. Oct. [15 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Six programs 
implemented. Extrusion plant forms basis of programs (low-
cost Brady extruder and an Alpine fl our mill). Uses of full-
fat soy fl our. Production of soy-oat products. Soy beverage 
plant established. Organoleptic quality of soymilk beverages. 
Tortilla fl our enrichment program. Nutritious, low-cost 
food made by plant. Breakfast program begun in schools. 
Other nutritional programs provided. Address: President, 
Fundacion de Estudios Alimentarios y Nutricionales, A.P. 
1545, Sucursal C, Chihuahua, Chih., Mexico.

4368. Shinwell, Eric D.; Gorodischer, R. 1982. Totally 
vegetarian diets and infant nutrition. Pediatrics 70(4):582-
86. Oct. [24 ref]
• Summary: Observations on the deleterious effects of 
a totally vegetarian diet in infancy are reported, and the 
diffi culties encountered in the prevention of nutritional 
defi ciencies in a vegan religious community are discussed. 
Twenty-fi ve infants of this community seen at a hospital 
showed evidence of protein-calorie malnutrition, iron- and 
vitamin B-12-defi cient anemia, rickets, zinc defi ciency, and 
multiple recurrent infections. Evidence of growth retardation 
also was found in 47 infants seen at a local mother-child 
health (well-baby) clinic. The main constituent of the infants’ 
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diet after the age of 3 months (a prepared “soya milk”) 
was extremely dilute, with a very low caloric value (13.7 
kcal/100ml). Persistent attempts to fi nd dietary modifi cations 
that would satisfy both the vegan philosophy and also the 
recommended dietary allowances failed. Address: Ben-
Gurion Univ. of the Negev, Beer-Sheba, Israel.

4369. Product Name:  Soya System Professional Hair Care 
Products [Formula One Shampoo for dry to normal scalp 
skin and hair, Formula Two Shampoo for oily scalp, Formula 
Three Deep Cleansing Shampoo for oily scalp, Ultra-deep 
reconstructor (Conditioner)].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Soya System.
Manufacturer’s Address:  10734 Trenton Ave., St. Louis, 
MO 63131.  Phone: 314-428-0004.
Date of Introduction:  1982 October.
Ingredients:  Formula One Shampoo: Water, sodium lauryl 
sulfate, amphoteric-2, hydrolyzed soya protein, soybean oil, 
sesame oil, almond oil, palm oil, quaternium-15, fragrance, 
glyceryl palmitate, D&C Yellow #10.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  4 oz, 8 oz, 16 oz, and 32 oz 
plastic bottle.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  Leafl et sent by American 
Soybean Assoc. 1990. Jan. 22. Talk with Jim Costello, owner 
and founder. 1990. Jan. 24. The company was founded in 
1981 and the fi rst products were sold in Oct. 1982. These 
were 3 shampoos and a conditioner. They now have 12 
products. He sells to beauty supply houses (wholesale 
distributors), who sell to individual salons. He does not sell 
by direct mail. The hydrolysed soy protein was developed 
by Ralston Purina, but it was too expensive for Ralston to 
use. Costello’s chemist has a friend at Ralston Purina in St. 
Louis. They worked together to create the product. Sales are 
growing every year; last year they were about $800,000. His 
products use soya protein instead of animal protein, because 
soya protein unquestionably gives a much better quality 
product, but it costs more. Hydrolysed soy protein costs $4-
$6/lb compared with $0.25-$0.50/lb. Soy is a much better 
protein source than animal proteins, which are only 40-45% 
pure (active, usable protein); the rest is waste products. 
Hydrolysed soy protein is 80-90% pure. All his products 
work instantly and have no undesirable coating (which dulls 
the hair and weighs it down)–most other products can’t do 
both those things. He suggests I try Formula One Shampoo. 
His best seller is Soya Sensation (Perm), followed by 
Formula 1.
 Label. 1990. Feb. 12. Bottle of Formula One. Plastic 
8-oz. bottle. Black and orange on white. 7 inches tall. 2.25 
inches in diameter. “Soya System reconstructive shampoo 
for dry to normal scalp and hair is the fi rst shampoo to use 
a revolutionary hydrolyzed soya protein. Formulated from 
all natural ingredients. Professionally formulated for dry 
and chemically treated hair. Skin cleanser. Prevents fl aking 

and dryness. Has balanced pH 4.5–5.5 (the range of healthy 
hair and scalp). Contains RNA and DNA. Hydrolyzed soya 
protein penetrates damaged hair. Non-coating. Restores 
hair’s lost emollients, pliability and sheen. Gives hair 
fullness manageability. Contains no harmful chemical 
preservatives. Directions–Since Soya System is concentrated, 
use only the size of a dime. Apply to wet hair, work into 
rich lather using the palms of the hands. Rinse. Repeat if 
necessary.”
 Soyfoods Center shampoo test. 1990. March 8. This 
shampoo has a dominant coconut aroma combined with 
many other aromatic essences. Thick in consistency, it leaves 
the hair so clean and silky that it does not stay in place well 
after being combed.

4370. Sugano, M.; Ishiwaki, N.; Nagata, Y.; Imaizumi, K. 
1982. Effects of arginine and lysine addition to casein and 
soya-bean protein on serum lipids, apolipoproteins, insulin, 
and glucagon in rats. British J. of Nutrition 48(2):211-21. 
Oct. [31 ref]
• Summary: The ratio of arginine to lysine (two amino acids) 
was more effective in regulating serum triglycerides than 
was serum cholesterol. Address: Lab. of Nutrition Chemistry, 
Kyushu Univ. School of Agriculture, Fukuoka 812, Japan.

4371. East West Journal. 1982. Fiber and cholesterol. Nov. 
p. 13.
• Summary: A recent study conducted in Italy shows that a 
high-fi ber diet of whole grains, vegetables, and fruits may 
lower levels of blood cholesterol and thereby reduce the risk 
of a heart attack.
 “The high-fi ber diet apparently helps to speed the 
passage of food through the small intestine so that there 
is less time for cholesterol to be absorbed into the blood 
stream.
 The study, directed by Maurizio Ponz de Leon 
(University of Modena, Italy) appeared in the New England 
Journal of Medicine (Vol. 37. No. 2) [July 8, p. 102-03, title: 
“Infl uence of small-bowel transit time on dietary cholesterol 
absorption in human beings”].

4372. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society. 1982. 
Researchers report gains in hunt for low-linolenic soybeans. 
59(11):882A-884A. Nov.
• Summary: “Current U.S. soybean varieties produce 
an oil with 7% to 9% linolenic fatty acid content. Edible 
oil producers spend 3 to 5 cents per pound to partially 
hydrogenate soybean oil to avoid fl avor instability problems 
associated with linolenic fatty acid content. Plant breeders 
are seeking to develop a commercial soybean variety with 
reduced linolenic content, preferably under 4%.” This is for 
the benefi t of the large processors, not consumers. Dr. Ralph 
Holman of the University of Minnesota’s Hormel Institute 
described at least one case of linolenic acid defi ciency. “The 
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breeding out of linolenic acid would reduce processing costs, 
eliminate isomers created by the hydrogenation process, and 
reduce off-fl avor problems.”

4373. Kerndt, P.R.; Naughton, J.L.; Driscoll, C.E.; 
Loxtercamp, D.A. 1982. Fasting: the history, 
pathophysiology and complications. Western J. of Medicine 
137(5):379-99. Nov. [175 ref]*
• Summary: The practice of prolonged fasting for political 
or religious purposes is increasing, and a physician is likely 
to encounter such circumstances. Early in fasting weight 
loss is rapid, averaging 0.9 kg per day during the fi rst week 
and slowing to 0.3 kg per day by the third week; early rapid 
weight loss is primarily due to negative sodium balance. 
Metabolically, early fasting is characterized by a high rate of 
gluconeogenesis with amino acids as the primary substrates. 
As fasting continues, progressive ketosis develops due to 
the mobilization and oxidation of fatty acids. As ketone 
levels rise they replace glucose as the primary energy 
source in the central nervous system, thereby decreasing the 
need for gluconeogenesis and sparing protein catabolism. 
Several hormonal changes occur during fasting, including 
a fall in insulin and T(3) levels and a rise in glucagon and 
reverse T(3) levels. Most studies of fasting have used obese 
persons and results may not always apply to lean persons. 
Medical complications seen in fasting include gout and 
urate nephrolithiasis, postural hypotension and cardiac 
arrhythmias. Address: Dep. of Medicine, Univ. of California, 
San Francisco; Dep. of Family Practice, Univ. of Iowa 
College of Medicine, Iowa City.

4374. Kushi, Michio. 1982. Cancer and heart disease: The 
macrobiotic approach to degenerative disorders. Tokyo: 
Japan Publications, Inc. 224 p. Nov. Illust. Index. 26 cm. 
[50* ref]
• Summary: Contents: Foreword, by Michio Kushi. 
Foreword by Edward Esko. 1. The macrobiotic approach, by 
Michio Kushi. 2. Cancer and diet. 3. Diet and heart disease. 
4. Macrobiotics, preventive medicine, and society. 5. Case 
histories. Appendixes: Food policy recommendations for the 
United States, by Michio Kushi. East West Foundation–Diet 
and health related activities, 1972-1982. Bibliography.
 Many of the subchapters in this book are written by 
physicians. For example, William P. Castelli, M.D., (Medical 
Director, Framingham Heart Study) contributed a 5-page 
original article titled “Lessons from the Framingham Heart 
Study” (p. 101-05). There are also articles by Robert S. 
Mendelsohn, M.D., Keith Block, M.D., and Christiane 
Northrup, M.D. (“Common Cancer Myths”).
 Many of the “Case histories” are extremely interesting. 
For example, Marty Kalan of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania (p. 
181-182), was diagnosed with arthritis and told that there 
was no cure but to take pain killers. After she switched to a 
macrobiotic diet (she stopped eating meat, sugar, and dairy 

products) she began to feel better after 2-3 weeks and was 
eventually completely cured.
 Miso, tempeh, natto, tofu, and soy sauce are all 
discussed as foods that can be used to help in the prevention 
and cure of these two major diseases. Address: Brookline, 
Massachusetts.

4375. Taitz, L.S. 1982. Soy feeding in infancy. Archives of 
Disease in Childhood 57(11):814-15. Nov. [20 ref]
• Summary: “Growing concern over intolerance of cows’ 
milk protein is leading to more frequent diagnosis of the 
condition.”
 “Intolerance of cows’ milk can be divided into 2 major 
types. The fi rst is gastrointestinal intolerance associated with 
diarrhoea [diarrhea].”
 “The second comprises the more common forms of 
atopy. In infancy eczema is the usual manifestation.”
 “Estimates of the incidence range widely, varying from 
0.1% to 8%. A reasonable working fi gure would be that of 
the order of 0.5%.”
 “The basic assumption underlying the use of soy as a 
substitute for cows’ milk is that it is less allergenic. There 
are 2 main reasons for its use: (1) as a replacement for milk 
feeds where proved or putative milk protein intolerance or 
allergy exists; (2) used prophylactically in infants who are 
considered to be at high risk of allergy, particularly those 
with a family history of atopy.”
 “Conclusions: (1) There is confl icting evidence on 
whether soy formula feeding will lead to a lower incidence 
of allergy in infants predisposed to atopy. It may benefi t 
some infants with atopic eczema. (2) The occurrence of 
soy intolerance in at least some infants with milk protein-
induced gastro-intestinal damage, calls into question its 
use in this disease. Proved cows’ milk protein intolerance 
should be treated with formulae consisting of protein 
hydrolysates. The diagnosis of this condition should not be 
made without careful evaluation by an expert in the fi eld. (3) 
The indiscriminate use of soy formula for vague symptoms 
and signs not proved to be due to cows’ milk intolerance is 
to be avoided. (4) Soy feeds should not be freely available 
without prescription and should only occasionally need to 
be prescribed.” Address: Dep. of Paediatrics, The Children’s 
Hospital, Western Bank, Sheffi eld S10 2TH, England.

4376. Angove, Ruth. 1982. Re: Soya in Nepal. Letter to 
William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, Dec. 6–in reply to 
inquiry of Nov. 20. 1 p. Typed, with signature.
• Summary: In Nepal, “Soya is mainly grown and utilized on 
the spot. We think it is a valuable resource for the subsistence 
farmer in inaccessible hilly areas of Nepal where food 
trading is minimal.
 “Soya beans can be roasted and used with beaten rice, or 
just eaten roasted alone. My own impression is that ‘Makai 
Bhatmaas’ [Bhatmas] (popped corn and roasted soya beans) 
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are more popular, when available.
 “My colleague, Miriam Krantz [CDAP, Lalitpur] has 
developed a simple formula which is tailored to the needs of 
nursing mothers and children in the Kathmandu Valley. It is 
made from 1 part (by volume) each wheat and corn, and 2 
parts soybeans. Each is cleaned and roasted separately, then 
fi nely ground, either on the domestic grindstone which is in 
every home, or in larger quantities at a mill. The resulting 
fl ours should be sifted through a coarse cloth then mixed 
together. Mix with boiling water to the desired consistency; 
it is like “Lito,” “Diro,” or “Tsampa” and can be used by any 
ethnic group.
 A nutritional analysis of this mixture is given. “We have 
called the original mixture ‘Sarbottham Pito’ or Super Flour.
 “Commercial utilization and elaborate soya preparation 
seem unlikely to benefi t those in most need, as the price 
of soya and soya preparations would be too high. At one 
time we thought of promoting soya milk but have found 
it impractical... Out main concern is production of soya 
itself...” Address: Nutrition Advisor, United Mission to 
Nepal, G.P.O. Box 126, Kathmandu, Nepal. Phone: 12179.

4377. Chowfi n, P.S. 1982. Re: Soya Production & Research 
Association (SPRA). Letter to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods 
Center, Dec. 14–in reply to inquiry of Dec. 4. 1 p. Typed, 
with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: He will read the history manuscript, compile 
requested information, and send it in about 6 weeks. The 
SPRA envelope has been archived with the letter. Address: 
Managing Director, Soya Production & Research Assoc. 
(SPRA). 182 Civil Lines, Bareilly (Uttar Pradesh), 243 001, 
India. Phone: 3049 & 5970.

4378. Ayar, A.S. 1982. Re: Activities of the Protein Foods 
and Nutrition Development Association of India. Letter to 
William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, Dec. 28. 2 p. Typed, 
with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: The Association is devoted to nutritional 
betterment. “With the recent emergence of soyabeans as 
a signifi cant crop in the country whose cultivation is fast 
expanding, the Association has been interested in utilizing 
the bean as well as derived products therefrom...”
 Accompanying the letter is a 6-panel leafl et (3 
panels each side), titled “Betterment through nutrition” 
with the following contents: Objectives (Founded in 
1968). Membership. Management. Activities: Education, 
national survey, advisory and consultancy services, project 
consultancy services, organizing workshops, assistance to 
government agencies, placement service for food scientists, 
dissemination. On the two back panels are given the names 
of the following people or companies: Governing board. 
Members. Co-opted members. Special invitees. Company 
members. Associate members. Honorary members. 
Address: Executive Director, Protein Foods and Nutrition 

Development Assoc. of India, Mahalaxmi Chambers, 22 
Bhulabhai Desai Road, Bombay 400 026 India. Phone: 
358868.

4379. SoyaScan Notes. 1982. Chronology of soybeans, 
soyfoods and natural foods in the United States 1982 
(Overview). Dec. 31. Compiled by William Shurtleff of 
Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Jan. White Wave in Colorado is the fi rst 
company to get its tofu placed in the yogurt / dairy case in 
supermarkets.
 Jan. Legume, Inc. launches Tofu Lasagna, frozen in a 
box. It is soon followed by Tofu Ravioli.
 Jan. The Incredible Tofu Cookbook, California Style, by 
Immegart and Dansby self published.
 Jan. New England Soy Dairy launches “Year of the 
Dog” Chinese New Year tofu promotion and nets 47% 
immediate sales increase.
 Jan. Food Protein Council, a trade association, changes 
its name to Soy Protein Council, since all of its members 
make only soy protein products.
 Jan. Island Spring survives industry’s fi rst publicized 
tofu recall and the discovery of new tofu spoilage 
microorganism, Yersinia enterolitica.
 Jan. ADM becomes a sponsor of “This Week with David 
Brinkley” on Sunday ABC TV, with 4.4 million viewers.
 Jan. Soyfoods Unlimited in California introduces 
tempeh burgers and ships them air freight to East Coast 
markets; Pacifi c Tempeh in California follows suit.
 Feb. Yuba is fi rst produced and sold commercially in 
the Western world by Ken Lee of Soyfoods of America, in 
Duarte, Southern California. Trial production had begun in 
Nov. 1981.
 Feb. Soyfoods magazine No. 6 (yellow cover) published.
 Feb. Many large ads run by San-J (tamari), New 
England Soy Dairy, and Legume in major national trade 
journals.
 Feb. Unicorn Restaurant in Miami, Florida, has $15,000 
gourmet, soy / natural foods banquet to welcome chef Ron 
Pikarski, who makes elegant tofu dishes and carves a swan 
from soy butter.
 Feb. Nasoya buys $50,000 Kutter vacuum-packaging 
machine, which helps to popularize this packaging style for 
tofu.
 March. Tofu Fantasies, by Juel Andersen published by 
Creative Arts.
 March. USDA issues new school lunch regulations, fails 
to approve tofu for use.
 March. Inaccurate, damaging article on iron binding by 
soy proteins appears in San Francisco Chronicle and Los 
Angeles Times.
 March. Fifteen soyfoods companies exhibit at Natural 
Foods Expo, Anaheim, CA. Richard Leviton gives key 
speech. 5,000 visitors see expo. Pacifi c Tempeh unveils new 
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full-color tempeh burger poster.
 March. Auenland Tofu und Soja Produkte (Prien-
Chiemsee, Germany), founded by Peter Wiegand, starts to 
make 7 tofu products from day one: (1) Tofu Pizza, Tofu; 
(2) Apple Tart, or Tofu Slices; (3) Tofunafi sh Salad or Tofu 
Salad; (4) Tofu Mayonnaise; (5) Tofu Burger (Ready-to 
Eat, Vacuum Packed); (6) Auenland Tofu; (7) Baked Tofu 
Sandwich. Peter had learned how to make tofu at Wildwood 
Natural Foods, Fairfax, California.
 March. Cauldron Foods Ltd. of Brisol, England, founded 
by Philip Marshall and Peter Fagan, starts making: (1) Tofu: 
Soy Bean Curd; (2) The Bristol Vegetable Burger (Meatless 
Tofu Burger); (3) The Bristol Chilli Burger (Meatless Tofu 
Burger); (4) The Bristol Nut Burger (Meatless Tofu Burger).
 March. Big increase in European soyfoods companies; 
there are now eleven.
 March. Name of The Beanfi eld newsletter changed to 
Soyfoods Monthly.
 March. Great Eastern Sun trading company founded in 
North Carolina by Barry Evans.
 April. At New York’s International Food Show, Quong 
Hop, Yeo’s, and President brand soymilks, and Veda’s Bayou 
Delights (tofu / tempeh pot pies) exhibit. ADM serves soy 
isolate ice cream and soymilk.
 April. Quong Hop unveils its new Soy Deli marketing 
concept for retail using posters and tofu entrees sold frozen.
 April. Jack’s Beanstalk in Utah does creative work at 
introducing tofu to institutions. Develops 30 bulk recipe 
cards scaled to 100 servings.
 April. ADM unveils work with glucono delta-lactone 
(GDL) and soy isolates in making tofu.
 April. Toyo Shimpo, Japan’s tofu newspaper, gives 
extensive coverage to upcoming Soyfoods Come West 
conference in Seattle, Washington.
 May. Island Spring releases two 5-minute color 
video tapes demonstrating tofu cooking for showing in 
supermarkets.
 May. Public schools in Hawaii are granted permission to 
use tofu in meals.
 May. Soyfoods Directory and Databook, (1st ed.) by 
Shurtleff and Aoyagi published by Soyfoods Center, the fi rst 
book of its type listing all soyfoods companies and industry 
and market statistics, 21 pages. Based on many phone 
interviews with company owners. Second edition published 
in June as Soyfoods Industry: Directory and Databook, 52 p.
 May. William Shurtleff and Mark Fruin receive a grant 
from Kikkoman to write a book on soy sauce.
 May. Cook with Tofu, by Christina Clarke is 2nd runner-
up in R.T. French’s Tastemaker awards for cookbooks.
 May. Clearway Tofu sponsors the fi rst Mother’s 
Day Tofu Fair in Santa Cruz, California, with tofu recipe 
competition, music, and prizes.
 June. Vitasoy USA runs color display ads for soymilk on 
San Francisco buses.

 June. Kibun of Japan exhibits four fl avors of soymilk in 
Tetra Pak cartons at National Restaurant Show in Chicago, 
Illinois.
 June 16. The New York Times runs an article on Dieter 
Hannig, Director of Food Research for Hilton Hotels. His 
many tofu recipes on microfi che are sent to 86 Hiltons 
worldwide.
 June. Bestways magazine begins a 3-part series on 
soyfoods by Bonnie Mandoe.
 June. The Soy Dairy: A Way to Save the Small Farm, by 
MacCormack published by Sunbow Farm.
 June. The Book of Nigari Technique (in English) 
published by Yoshikawa Kagaku in Japan.
 June. Metta Tofu Products in Denman Island, BC, 
Canada, introduces Frozen Buddha soymilk ice cream.
 June. Haarmann & Reimer debuts fl avors for tofu and 
okara at IFT convention in Las Vegas.
 June. Royal American Foods is launched in Kansas City, 
Missouri, with $1 million startup capital to sell TVP entrees, 
tofu-like products via multi-level marketing system.
 June. Granny Goose Potato Chips does extensive radio 
advertising in California for a new potato chip. Ad makes 
frequent, positive reference to tofu. First national radio ads 
mentioning tofu.
 June. Farm Foods presents Ice Bean at American 
Booksellers Convention at Anaheim, California, along with 
previews of their new tofu cookbook.
 July. “Discover Tofu” published by Cosmopolitan 
magazine.
 July. Farm Foods receives a U.S. trademark for “Ice 
Bean” as a soy ice cream.
 July. Bob Davis of Light Foods excites NNFA 
convention in New Orleans, Louisiana, with debut of Light 
Links, the world’s fi rst tofu hot dogs.
 July. Eden’s Orchard tofu / soymilk ice cream 
introduced in New York by Heller Enterprises.
 July. Richard Jennings announces a new formula for 
okara / barley tempeh; later purchases Southwest Soyfoods, 
relocates company in Santa Fe, New Mexico. Continued.

4380. Product Name:  Skinny Dip, and Spicy Skinny Dip 
(Tofu-Based Dip with Vitamin B-12).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Brightsong Light Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address:  100-A Poultry St. (P.O. Box 
2536), Petaluma, CA 94953.
Date of Introduction:  1982 December.
Ingredients:  Skinny Dip: Brightsong tofu, soy oil, olives, 
onion, soy sauce, nutritional yeast, garlic, natural spices, 
citric acid.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  7, 8 oz.
How Stored:  Refrigerated.
Nutrition:  Per 3.5 gm.: Calories 160, protein 11 gm, 
carbohydrate 5 gm, fat 11 gm.
New Product–Documentation:  Label. 1982. 3 inch 
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diameter. Self adhesive. Green on white. Label. 1983, 
undated. 3 color. Reprinted in Soyfoods Marketing. Label. 
1983. 2.5 inch diameter. Plastic tub. Green and blue on 
white. “Low in calories, fat and salt, a good source of 
protein, vitamins and minerals, all natural. Use as a dip, 
salad, spread or...” Lafayette, CA: Soyfoods Center. Spot in 
Soyfoods. 1984. Summer. p. 42. Letter from Richard Rose. 
1987. Aug. 29.

4381. Kim, Kil Hwan. 1982. Kong, dubu wa kong nah mul 
eh kwah hak [The science of soybeans, tofu and soy sprouts]. 
Seoul, South Korea: Korean Science Foundation. 211 p. Dec. 
Illust. Index. 21 cm. [200+ ref. Kor]
• Summary: Contents: I. Soybeans. Introduction. World 
soybean production: Areas of production, quantities 
produced, amount produced in Korea, amount imported 
to Korea, chemical composition of all soybeans. How to 
use soybeans: Foods and processed soybean foods (sauces, 
tempeh, natto), industrial uses. Nutritional composition of 
soybeans: Common components, protein and amino acids 
(protein, essential amino acids, necessary protein intake, 
necessary amino intake, chemical score, biological value of 
soybean protein, the need to heat soy protein, the use of soy 
protein as a protein supplement), soybean oil (components of 
soybean oil, oil assimilation / absorption), other nutritional 
components (carbohydrates, vitamins, minerals), references.
 II. Tofu. Introduction. Kinds of tofu and production: 
Soybean curd (production in factories, production at home, 
instant tofu, kinugoshi tofu, grilled tofu, frozen tofu, how 
to freeze and dry tofu). Movement of nutritional values 
during tofu processing: Movement of common nutrients, 
movement of amino acids. Nutritional components of tofu: 
Tofu protein, tofu protein as a protein supplement, digestion 
of tofu, calories in tofu, fat and cholesterol, minerals and 
vitamins, toxins, hwe bun in tofu. Tofu and group meals: 
School meals in Japan, in America, in Korea. Tofu factories 
and associations involved with tofu: Member list of food 
associations in Korea, regular member and extra member 
list of tofu packaging associations in Japan, directory of tofu 
shops and factories in North America, in Europe, in other 
countries, list of companies selling tofu coagulants, list of 
tofu restaurants in Japan. References.
 III. Soy sprouts. Introduction. Production of soy sprouts: 
Soybean varieties, selecting and washing the soybeans, 
soaking, watering the sprouts, machines for cultivating 
soy sprouts, maintenance. Nutritional composition of soy 
sprouts: Common nutrients, increase of vitamin C during 
growth, changes in vitamin C during heating, changes in 
ribofl avin during heating. Glossary.
 Soybeans arrived in Korea in about 200 B.C. (p. 11). 
Contains many useful tables. Address: Korea.

4382. Kudo, Kenichi; Sano, Rinji; Sato, Jirô. 1982. Daizu 
kakô shokuhin no shôhi to eiyô ni kansuru jakkan no kôsatsu 

[Thoughts on soyfoods consumption and nutrition]. Tokyo: 
Daizu Kyokyu Antei Kyokai. 22 p. Dec. [Jap]
Address: Daizu Kyokyu Antei Kyokai (Soybean Supply 
Stabilization Assoc.), Minato-ku, Tokyo, Japan.

4383. Patil, G.R.; Gupta, S.K. 1982. High-protein beverage 
from cheese whey and soybean. I. Manufacturing process. 
Indian J. of Dairy Science 35(4):492-96. Dec. Based on 
Patil’s 1980 PhD thesis, Kurukshetra Univ., Kurukshetra. [19 
ref]
• Summary: Soybean cotyledon slurry or soy protein-lipid 
concentrate (SPLC) was mixed with condensed whey (CW) 
or lactose reduced condensed whey (LRCW) to give 5 
different soy protein to whey protein ratios. The mixture was 
then processed to give a soy whey beverage. The optimum 
ratio was 3:1, with a protein concentration of 4% and a 
sugar concentration of 7%. Strawberry fl avor increased 
the acceptability. The beverage could be spray-dried 
satisfactorily by adding the sugar along with water soluble 
vitamins and methionine after drying. Address: Div. of Dairy 
Technology, National Dairy Research Inst., Karnal 132001.

4384. Prattley, C.A.; Stanley, D.W. 1982. Protein-phytate 
interactions in soybeans. I. Localization of phytate in protein 
bodies and globoids. J. of Food Biochemistry 6(4):243-53. 
Dec. [16 ref]
• Summary: “The presence of naturally occurring toxic 
or antinutritional compounds is common to many foods.” 
Phytic acid is considered to be one such compound “because 
of its inhibitory effect on mineral bioavailability.”
 This research found that phytic acid is located within 
the protein bodies. A photomicrograph of the contents 
of a cell shows “soybean protein body globoids” at four 
magnifi cations. Address: Dep. of Food Science, Univ. of 
Guelph, Guelph, Ontario [Canada].

4385. Product Name:  Hayes So-Bit (Pronounced So Be It; 
Made of Soy Fiber and Hulls).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Scan Reform. Aquaculture 
Nutrition Products Co.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Austria.
Date of Introduction:  1982 December.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  Canisters.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  Food Report (Lehmann). 
1982. Dec. “This natural slimming agent, suitable for 
diabetics, was developed in Israel [by Hayes, Ltd. in Ashdod] 
from soya bean extract and works by speeding up the 
digestion cycle and lowering the absorption of carbohydrates 
taken with food. The product is in powder form and is 
essentially protein soya fi bre which should be taken in 
addition to a normal diet in treatment periods of three 
weeks. It is claimed that a weight reduction of 5-6 kg can 
be achieved in the fi rst 4-5 weeks and of 40-50 kg in 7-12 
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months. This powder is packed in canisters.
 Reginald Fitz. 1983. National Enquirer. July 19. 
“Good news for diabetics.” “After four years of testing 
the supplement So-bit–set for marketing in the U.S. this 
fall–Dr. Yoram Kanter, head of the research team at Haifa’s 
prestigious Rambam Hospital and medical center, said: ‘If 
all diabetics on medication took this supplement, they could 
cut down their daily (insulin) requirement by 25 percent, and 
about one-third would be able to stop medication...’”
 Spot in Whole Foods. 1984. Jan. p. 37. A photo shows 
the Label. “So-Bit Dietary Fiber.
 Aquaculture Nutrition Products Co. (A-n-P) now 
offers So-Bit, dietary fi ber from hull and fi rst leaf sprouts 
(cotyledon) of soybean plant. High in protein, 40 to 60%, 
and low in sodium, 0.01%. Fiber provided is essential for 
proper gastrointestinal function and serves as antacid buffer, 
adds bulk to provide feeling of satiety.
 Letter from Yitzchak Kedem of Solbar Hatzor Ltd. “So-
Bit is made of [soy] fi ber and hulls.”

4386. Selvaraj, A.; Shurpalekar, S.R. 1982. On improving 
the quality of soya-fortifi ed bread. J. of Food Science and 
Technology (Mysore, India) 19(6):242-45. Nov/Dec. [14 ref]
• Summary: The addition of 12% soya fl our adversely 
affected the quality of bread, a highly acceptable bread 
could be obtained by including in the recipe 5% sugar 
and 5% fat, or 5% sugar, 2% fat and 0.5% each of lecithin 
and GMS (glycerol monostearate). Address: Central Food 
Technological Research Inst. (CFTRI), Mysore, India.

4387. Bulungu Ngandu, -. 1982. Effet de la technologie de 
fabrication sur la composition physico-chimique du lait de 
soja stable [Effect of technology on the physico-chemical 
composition of stable soymilk]. TFE, Polytechnique, UNILU 
1981-1982. [Fre]*

4388. Drake, W.D.; Gunning, J.N.; Horowitz, A.; Miller, 
R.I.; Rice, H.L.; Thenabadu, G. 1982. Nutrition programs in 
Sri Lanka using U.S. Food AID. USAID Report No. AID/
SOD/PDC/0262-I-05-1010-00. *
• Summary: Showed a positive impact of the Thriposha 
program.

4389. Fumagalli, R.; Soleri, L.; Farina, R.; et al. 1982. Fecal 
cholesterol excretion studies in type II hypercholesterolemic 
patients treated with the soybean protein diet. Atherosclerosis 
43:341-53. *

4390. Grundy, S.M.; Bilheimer, D.; Blackburn, H.; et al. 
1982. Rationale of the diet-heart statement of the American 
Heart Association. Report of Nutrition Committee. 
Circulation 65(4):839A-854A. [168* ref]
• Summary: First AHA diet-heart statement was in 1957.

4391. Kajimoto, G.; Shibahara, A.; Yamashoji, S. 1982. 
[Changes in the contents and composition of lipids, fatty 
acids, tocopherols, and sterols in soybean seed during 
maturation]. Eiyo to Shokuryo (J. of Japanese Society of 
Food and Nutrition) 35:345-50. [Jap]*

4392. Katou, T.; Fukushima, T.; Akazawa, T. 1982. 
Differences in the content of amino acid, sugars and 
composition of fatty acids between edamame and normal 
soybean. J. of the Japanese Society for Horticultural Science 
51:(supplement 2):537. *

4393. Kim, Kwang Soo; Kim, S.D.; Kim, J.K.; Kim, 
J.N.; Kim, K.J. 1982. [Effect of blue light on the major 
components of soybean sprouts]. Korean Journal of Food 
and Nutrition 11(4):7-12. [30 ref. Kor; eng]
• Summary: Soybean sprouts germinated under blue light 
(120 lux, 3 hours/day) after 5 days underwent chemical 
changes. They had a signifi cantly higher chlorophyll 
content (6.74 mg% fresh weight) in the cotyledons than its 
value when germinated in the dark (1.43 mg%). Vitamin 
C contents under blue light was also higher (22% and 30% 
in the cotyledon and hypocotyl respectively) compared to 
germination in the dark. Exposure to blue light caused a 
slight increase in root growth and some changes in protein 
pattern of disc gel electrophoresis. Address: Dep. of Food & 
Nutrition, Yeungnam Univ., Gyeongsan, South Korea.

4394. Lam-Sánchez, Alfredo; Durigan, J.F.; Dutra de 
Oliveira, J.E.; Bressani, R. 1982. Availacao nutricional e 
tecnologica do material introduzido de soja Glycine max (L) 
Merrill [Nutritional availability and technology of material 
introduced from soybeans]. Cientifi ca (Sao Paulo) 10(1):87-
97. [Por]*
Address: 1. Brazil; 4. Guatemala.

4395. Lie, Goan-Hong. 1982. Peranan makanan fermentasi 
tradisional dalam usaha memperbaiki gizi masyarakat [The 
role of traditional fermented foods in efforts to improve 
community nutrition]. Kesehatan Masyarakat (Community 
Health) 11(27):10-14. [Ind]*

4396. Mahmud, Mien K.; Affandi, Erwin. 1982. Pengujian 
aktifi tas antibakterial pada tempe terhadap bakteri penyebab 
diare [Tests of the antibacterial activity of tempeh against 
bacteria causing diarrhea]. Bogor: Pusat Penelitian dan 
Pengembangan Gizi. 12 p. Research report. [Ind]*
Address: Nutrition Research and Development Center, 
Bogor, Indonesia.

4397. Mangkuwidjojo, Soesanto; et al. 1982. Pengaruh 
tempe dalam ransum makanan terhadap kadar kholesterol 
dalam serum darah tikus [The effect of tempeh in food 
rations on the blood cholesterol level in mice]. Yogyakarta: 
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Fakultas Kedokteran Hewan (Veterinary College), 
Universitas Gadjah Mada. 14 p. Research report. [Ind]
Address: Yogyakarta, Indonesia.

4398. Nolan, C.; Harris, N.; Ballard, J.; Allard, J.; 
Kobayashi, J. 1982. Outbreak of Yersinia enterocolitica. 
Washington State Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report 
31:562-64. *
• Summary: This outbreak involved 87 cases in the 
state of Washington. The illness was associated with the 
consumption of locally produced tofu packed together with 
untreated spring water.

4399. Okubo, K.; Furubayashi, Y.; Takahashi, K. 1982. 
[Flavor of glycosides contained in soymilk]. Shokuhin to 
Kaihatsu (Food Processing) 18(6):16-21. [Jap]*
• Summary: Saponins and their aglycones/aglicons, 
sapogenols, in soybeans contain bitter fl avors. Saponin 
A has the greatest intensity of bitter fl avor, about 3 times 
that of saponin B and sapogenol A. Therefore saponin is 
very important as a compound responsible for the bitter 
fl avor in soymilk. 73% of Saponin A resides in the soybean 
cotyledon, 8% in the hypocotyl, and 19% in the hull. Though 
the hypocotyl and hull account for only 7.2% of the weight 
of a typical soybean, they contain 27% of the Saponin A. 
Therefore the fi rst step in the most modern soymilk processes 
is the removal of the hull and cotyledon by dehulling to 
remove about one-third of the beany fl avor.

4400. Ryo, S. 1982. [Food and vitamin K in breast milk]. 
Shusanki Igaku (Perinatal Medicine) 12:1101-06. (Chem. 
Abst. 97:214711). [Jap]*

4401. Song, Puju; Wishnok, J.S.; Tannenbaum, S.R. 1982. 
[Determination of volatile nitrosamines in soy sauce]. 
Zhonghua Yufangyixue Zazhi (Chung-hua Yu Fang I Hsueh 
Tsa Chih; Chinese J. of Preventive Medicine) 16(3):147-49. 
(Chem. Abst. 97:108644e). [Chi]*
• Summary: Nine commercial soy sauces. purchased at U.S. 
retail stores, and including representative samples from Hong 
Kong, China, Thailand, Japan, and Korea, were examined for 
the possible presence of volatile N-nitroso compounds. All 
samples contained substances which gave positive responses 
on a nitrosamine-selective detector (Thermal Energy 
Analyzer; TEA). These signals, in addition, disappeared or 
were reduced following ultraviolet irradiation; this behavior 
is characteristic of nitrosamines. Two of the TEA-positive 
substances had gas chromatogram retention times and gas-
chromatogram-mass spectrometer behavior suggestive 
of N-nitrosodimethylamine and N-nitrosomorpholine, 
respectively. Address: Beijing Medical College, Beijing, 
China.

4402. Viola, S.; Mokady, Sh.; Rappaport, U.; Arieli, Y. 1982. 

Partial and complete replacement of fi shmeal by soybean 
meal in intensive culture of carp. Aquaculture 26(3-4):223-
36. [Eng]*
• Summary: Feeding experiments with carp (Cyprinus) were 
conducted in plastic tanks, cages, and experimental ponds, 
using pelleted diets with 25% total crude protein. Fishmeal 
was the only source of supplemental protein in the control 
diet, besides the basal ground grains. Partial replacement 
(40% of the fi shmeal) by soybean meal in pond trials 
required only supplements of methionine and 5% oil in order 
to attain the same growth, protein, and energy utilization 
as with the control ration. When most or all of the fi shmeal 
was replaced by soybean meal, supplements of 10% oil, 
methionine, and 0.4-0.5% lysine were necessary to achieve 
gains, protein effi ciency ratio (PER), net protein utilization 
(NPU), protein retentions and energy retentions equal to 
those of the 100% fi shmeal control ration. It was concluded 
that, for carp, regular soybean meal contains 10-15% less 
available energy and 10-15% less available lysine than 
the generally accepted values. Address: Miloubar Central 
Feedmills, D.N. Asherat, Israel.

4403. American Soybean Assoc. 1982. Soymilk helps Taiwan 
bridge the nutrition gap. Checkoff Successfi le. Taiwan #302. 
2 p.
• Summary: Soymilk, a nutritious and refreshing drink, 
has been made and consumed in Taiwan for centuries. But 
traditionally soymilk has been produced fresh daily by 
small roadside hawkers. “The soymilk production was very 
ineffi cient, small scale, and unsanitary.
 “A major roadblock to effectively increase soymilk 
consumption in Taiwan has been that several major food 
companies which are interested in soymilk production 
are already involved in producing cows milk. They are 
concerned that the production and successful marketing of 
soymilk would cut into the existing market for cows milk.”
 “ASA/Taiwan contacted major food companies to 
encourage them to engage in the large scale commercial 
production of soymilk... ASA/Taiwan assisted manufacturers 
in developing production of fl avored soymilk. Today soymilk 
consumers can select from several fl avors including plain, 
strawberry, peanut, egg, milk, chocolate, coffee, and apple.”
 “The fi rst commercial soymilk production in aseptic 
packages was started in 1976 by President Enterprises Corp. 
The corporation, which also operates a dairy plant producing 
cow’s milk, has been extremely successful in the soymilk 
market. Their sales of fl avored soymilk have grown rapidly 
in recent years, reaching a summer peak of 300,000 packs 
per day.
 “The experience of President Enterprises Corp. has 
shown that there is little competition for cows milk from 
increased sale of soymilk.” As a result of President’s success, 
three other major food companies–Wei-chuan Foods, 
Tsin-Tsin Foods, and Wei-kan Co.–have initiated their 
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own soymilk production in the last two years. “Today it is 
estimated that over one million bushels of U.S. soybeans... 
valued at over $8 million are used in soymilk production in 
Taiwan. Soybean use for soymilk has more than doubled in 
the last 10 years.”
 A photo shows four aseptic Brik Pak cartons of soymilk 
made in Taiwan. Address: ASA.

4404. Anderson, Linnea; Dibble, Marjorie V.; Turkki, Pirkko 
R.; Mitchell, Helen S.; Rynbergen, Henderika J.; with 6 
contributors. 1982. Nutrition in health and disease. 17th ed. 
Philadelphia & Toronto: J.B. Lippincott Co. xx + 794 p. 
Illust. (some color). Index. 29 cm. [1900+* ref]*
• Summary: Note 1. This appears to be the last edition of this 
nutritional classic. Lenna F. Cooper is not list as one of the 
authors on the title page. The bibliography, with unnumbered 
entries, is on pages 721-766.
 Note 2. A review of the edition by Susan Levine, R.D., 
appeared in the Journal of Parenteral and Enteral Nutrition, 
Vol. 7, issue 4. Address: 1. M.P.H.; 2. M.S., R.D.; 3. Ph.D., 
R.D.; 4. Ph.D., Sc.D.; M.S.

4405. Aykroyd, Wallace R.; Doughty, Joyce. 1982. Legumes 
in human nutrition. 2nd ed. Revised by Joyce Doughty and 
Ann Walker. Rome, Italy: Food and Agriculture Organization 
of the United Nations (FAO). viii + 152 p. Illust. 28 cm. The 
original edition was 1964. [293* ref. Eng]
• Summary: Contents: Preface. Introduction. History of 
legumes. Production and consumption. Composition and 
nutritive value. Methods of processing and cooking. Effects 
of processing on nutritive value. Toxic substances. Legume 
proteins. Observations on the value of legumes in human 
feeding. The place of legumes in human diets. Appendixes. 
References.
 On pages 49-51 are sub-sections on: Traditional 
fermented soybean products (methods of home preparation 
are detailed in Appendix 5, p. 120-22): Soy sauce (shoyu), 
soy paste (miso), tempeh, natto, Hammanatto. Protein 
separation and other extraction techniques. Soy-milk. 
Soybean curd (tofu). Modern products from soybeans. 
Soy fl our and grits. Soy protein concentrates. Isolated soy 
protein.
 Under tofu (p. 50): “The curd may also be fermented to 
make soy-cheeses, which resemble the more highly fl avoured 
European cheeses. These are known in China as chou tofu, 
which means stinking bean curd.” See also p. 120, where 
yuba is mentioned.
 Note: This 1982 edition was made by revising the 
original 1964 edition. Ann Walker is from the Dep. of Food 
Science, University of Reading. Dr. Wallace Aykroyd died 
in Feb. 1979 just as he was taking the fi rst steps toward this 
revision. Address: 1. Dep. of Human Nutrition, London 
School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine; Former Director, 
Nutrition Div., FAO, Rome, Italy.

4406. Barbara, L.; Mazzella, G.; Cornia, G.L.; Testoni, S.; 
Pironi, L.; Roda, E. 1982. Hepatobiliary effects of soybean 
protein diet. In: G.C. Descovich and S. Lenzi, eds. 1982. 
Soy Protein in the Prevention of Atherosclerosis. Lancaster 
[Lancashire], Boston, The Hague: MTP Press. 110 p. See p. 
39-44. Chap. 5. [18 ref]
• Summary: “Lithogenic” refers to promoting or 
undergoing the formation of calculi, or little stones in the 
body. “Litholytic” means: Tending to dissolve calculi. 
Textured vegetable proteins (TVP) appear to exert a 
hypocholesterolaemic effect in man (Sirtori et al. 1977; 
Carroll et al. 1978; Descovich et al. 1980) and animals 
(Kritchevsky et al. 1981; Huff et al. 1980), although the 
mechanism of their action is still unknown.
 “Furthermore, the substitution of vegetable for animal 
proteins in lithogenic diets signifi cantly inhibits the 
formation of gallstones in hamsters (Kritchevsky et al. 1979) 
and a soy-protein enriched diet, after 40 days of lithogenic 
diet, has an apparent litholytic effect in hamsters” (Angelin 
et al. 1979). Address: Univ. Bologna, Via Massarenti 9, 
40138 Bologna, Italy.

4407. Bednarski, Wlodzimierz; Poznanski, S.; Tomaski, 
J. 1982. Ultrafi ltracja w technologii preparatow bialek 
roslinnych [Use of ultrafi ltration in the manufacture of 
vegetable protein preparations]. Przemysl Spozywcyz (Food 
Industry) 36(4):140-44. [21 ref. Pol]
• Summary: This review includes a fl ow diagram of the 
isolation of bean proteins; composition of aqueous extracts 
of soy and bean protein after ultrafi ltration; continuous 
2-stage ultrafi ltration, and chemical composition of 
protein preparation with different fat contents, obtained 
by this method; chemical composition of soy protein 
concentrates; removal of oligosaccharides and phytic acid 
from ultrafi ltration products; and plasteinization of proteins. 
Address: Zaklad Ogolnej Tech. Zywnosci, AR-T, Olsztyn, 
Poland.

4408. Benassi, M.S.; Ceredi, C.; Copparoni, G.; et al. 
1982. Modifi cation of plasma fatty acid levels during 
soybean protein (Cholsoy L) treatment. In: G.C. Descovich 
and S. Lenzi, eds. 1982. Soy Protein in the Prevention of 
Atherosclerosis. Lancaster [Lancashire], Boston, The Hague: 
MTP Press. 110 p. See p. 63-71. Chap. 7. [35 ref]
• Summary: Cholsoy is a lecithinated soy protein product 
which contains 50% protein, 27% carbohydrates, 10% fats 
(6% lecithin), 4% fi bres, 6% minerals, and 3% water.
 Research has shown that the amount and kind of fat in 
the diet can considerably affect the serum lipid concentration 
and thus the risk of cardiovascular disease. Keys (1970) has 
reported a strong positive relationship between the dietary 
cholesterol, saturated fat, animal protein, and morbidity and 
mortality from coronary heart disease (CHD). In addition, 
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Connor (1979) showed that saturated fatty acids had an effect 
on raising plasma cholesterol levels that was twice as strong 
as polyunsaturated fatty acids lowering them.
 After two weeks, all patients taking Cholsoy had 
improved blood lipid levels. Address: Univ. Bologna, Italy.

4409. Benninghaus, Thomas. 1982. Tempeh, ein 
fermentiertes Produkt aus Sojabohnen: Antioxidative 
Eigenschaften und Isofl avone [Tempeh, a fermented product 
from soybeans: Antioxidative properties and isofl avones]. 
Thesis, Bonn University, Germany. 127 p. [Ger]*
Address: Bonn, Germany.

4410. Carroll, K.K.; Woodward, C.J.H. 1982. 
Hypocholesterolaemic effects of soy protein in relation 
to amino-acid composition: experimental researches. In: 
G.C. Descovich and S. Lenzi, eds. 1982. Soy Protein in 
the Prevention of Atherosclerosis. Lancaster [Lancashire], 
Boston, The Hague: MTP Press. 110 p. See p. 21-26. Chap. 
3. [21 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Effects of dietary 
amino acids on plasma cholesterol levels. Possible role of 
minor components of protein preparations. Effects related 
to digestibility and absorption of dietary protein and amino 
acids. Effects of dietary protein on plasma lipoproteins. 
Dietary protein in relation to plasma cholesterol levels in 
human subjects.
 Contains 2 charts. Address: 1-2. Univ. of W. Ontario, 
London, Canada.

4411. Cordaro, C.I.; Benassi, M.S.; Dormi, A.; et al. 
1982. Red blood cell fi lterability and soybean protein diet 
(TVP) in hyperlipidaemic outpatients. In: G.C. Descovich 
and S. Lenzi, eds. 1982. Soy Protein in the Prevention of 
Atherosclerosis. Lancaster [Lancashire], Boston, The Hague: 
MTP Press. 110 p. See p. 73-81. Chap. 8. [45 ref]
• Summary: Atherosclerotic heart disease is the single 
biggest cause of premature cardiovascular deaths. Blood 
viscosity (a rheological property) is part of the problem. 
Cholsoy I, a lecithinated compound, provides clues to 
a better understanding of the problem. Address: Univ. 
Bologna, Italy.

4412. Daenzer, A. Walter. 1982. Tofu, l’invitation au pays de 
cocagne [Tofu, invitation to the land of Cockaigne]. Zurich, 
Switzerland: Editions Bewusstes Dasein. 107 p. Illust. No 
index. 21 cm. [Fre]
• Summary: Contains 100 recipes. Contents: Soy proteins. 
What is tofu? How is tofu made? A visit to a tofu factory. 
The biological value in food and diet. Tofu and soymilk in 
Third World Countries. 100 tofu recipes from the land of 
milk and honey.
 Note: Cockaigne, or Fool’s Paradise, is often contrasted 
in literature to The Garden of Eden. Webster’s Dictionary 

defi nes Cockaigne (from the Middle English cokaygne, 
which comes from the Middle French (pais de) cocaigne 
= land of plenty), a term fi rst used in the 14th century, 
as an imaginary land of great luxury and ease. Note also 
the connection with the addicting drug cocaine. Address: 
Soyana, Friedensgasse 3, CH-8002, Zurich, Switzerland.

4413. Descovich, G.C.; Benassi, M.S.; Cappelli, M.; 
Gaddi, A.; Grossi, G.; Piazzi, S.; Sangiorgi, Z.; Mannino, 
G.; Lenzi, S. 1982. Metabolic effects of lecithinated 
and non-lecithinated textured soy protein treatment in 
hypercholesterolaemia. In: G. Noseda, C. Fragiacomo, R. 
Fumagalli, and R. Paoletti, eds. 1982. Lipoproteins and 
Coronary Atherosclerosis. Amsterdam & New York: Elsevier 
Biomedical Press. 110 p. See p. 279-88. [20 ref]
• Summary: “The substitution of animal protein with 
textured soy bean protein signifi cantly reduces the plasma 
total and LDL cholesterol levels in stable type IIa and IIb 
hyperlipoproteinemia.” Address: 1,2,4,7&9. Instituto di 
Clinica Medica Generale e Terapia Medica II, Universita di 
Bologna, Italy; 3,5-6. Laboratorio Centralizzato–Stabilmento 
S. Orsola–USL.28–Bologna, Italy.

4414. Descovich, G.C.; Lenzi, S. eds. 1982. Soy protein in 
the prevention of atherosclerosis. Lancaster [Lancashire], 
Boston, The Hague: MTP Press. xii + 110 p. From the 
Proceedings of the Fourth International Symposium [on 
Atherosclerosis] held Nov. 1981 at Bologna, Italy. Index. 24 
cm. [325 ref. Eng]
• Summary: Contains 11 chapters by various authors, each 
cited separately. Address: Istituto di Clinica Medica Generale 
e Terapia Medica II, Universita degli Studi di Bologna, 
Bologna, Italy.

4415. Descovich, G.C.; Mannino, G.; Benassi, M.S.; et al. 
1982. Treatment of hypercholesterolaemic patients with 
soybean protein. In: G.C. Descovich and S. Lenzi, eds. 1982. 
Soy Protein in the Prevention of Atherosclerosis. Lancaster 
[Lancashire], Boston, The Hague: MTP Press. 110 p. See p. 
45-61. Chap. 6. [64 ref]
• Summary: “The total replacement of animal protein by 
soybean protein (Cholsoy) induced a drop in plasma total 
and LDL-cholesterol (-27.7 and -33.7%) in the fi rst month 
and another reduction was noted at the end of the second 
month” (Table 3). Address: Univ. of Bologna, Italy.

4416. Dolphin, David. 1982. B-12. 2 vols. New York, NY: 
John Wiley & Sons, Inc. Vol. 1, 670 p. Vol. 2, 505 p.
• Summary: Discusses: Coenzyme content, the effect of 
coenzyme analogues, inhibitors and light (p. 366), analogues 
of adenosylcobalamin as coenzymes and inhibitors (p. 400), 
and inhibitor constants for analogues of adenosylcobalamin 
(p. 401).
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4417. Ducharme, Gary Alan. 1982. Effect of soybean trypsin 
inhibitor on growth, protein digestibility, and pancreatic 
enzyme activity in the young calf. PhD thesis, North 
Carolina State University–Raleigh. 61 p. Page 1672 in 
volume 43/06-B Dissertation Abstracts International. *
Address: North Carolina State Univ.–Raleigh.

4418. Ebine, Hideo. 1982. Fermented soybean foods in 
Japan. In: S. Saono, F.G. Winarno, and D. Karjadi, eds. 1982. 
Traditional Food Fermentation as Industrial Resources in 
ASCA Countries. xvii + 259 p. See p. 41-52. Proceedings 
of a technical seminar, held 9-11 Feb. 1981 at Medan, 
Indonesia.
• Summary: Production statistics for miso and natto 
from 1970-1979 were presented. Miso increased from 
552,207 tonnes in 1970 to a peak of 590,137 tones in 1973, 
followed by a gradual decrease to 567,776 tons in 1979. 
Natto production increased from 100,000 tonnes in 1970 
to 158,000 tonnes in 1979. Statistics on the production of 
fermented black soybeans (Tera Natto or Hama Natto) are 
not available, but are roughly estimated at 10,000 tons.
 An outline is then given of the chemical composition of 
the different types of miso and natto as well as their methods 
of manufacturing. Of the many benefi cial characteristics 
of miso, the following are worthy of note: it has strong 
antioxidative activity, a strong buffering activity, and a 
bactericidal like effect against pathogens.
 “Natto is one of the typical and popular soybean foods 
in the Japanese diet. It is classifi ed into 2 major types; one is 
called Hama Natto which resembles soybean miso in colour 
and fl avour; the other is called itohiki natto. When referred 
to simply as natto, it generally means itohiki natto. Natto 
is a unique soybean food, fermented by Bacillus natto. The 
surface of fermented natto is covered with characteristic 
viscous and slimy substances consisting of B. natto cells and 
polymers of glutamic acid.” Address: Applied Microbiology 
Div., National Food Research Inst., Ministry of Agriculture, 
Forestry and Fisheries, Yatabe, Ibaraki-ken, Japan.

4419. Gaddi, A.; Descovich, G.C.; Benassi, M.S.; et al. 
1982. Dietary modifi cation of serum free amino acids 
in hypercholesterolaemic patients. In: G.C. Descovich 
and S. Lenzi, eds. 1982. Soy Protein in the Prevention of 
Atherosclerosis. Lancaster [Lancashire], Boston, The Hague: 
MTP Press. 110 p. See p. 89-98. Chap. 10. [35 ref]
• Summary: The L/A ratio refers to the ratio of lysine to 
arginine. Kritchevsky et al. (1979) demonstrated, in animals, 
that a diet high in casein protein increases total plasma 
cholesterol, while with a diet high in soybean protein, 
cholesterol lowers. These differences were attributed to the 
low L/A ratio, specifi c of soybean protein (Kritchevsky et al. 
1981; Kritchevsky et al. 1977).
 A linear correlation between the L/A ratio of different 
vegetable or animal proteins and their atherogenic actions 

was also found (Kritchevsky et al. 1981). Address: Univ. 
Bologna, Italy.

4420. Garcia, C.A.; Tweedy, J.R.; Blass, J.P.; McDowell, 
F.H. 1982. Lecithin and Parkinsonian dementia. In: S. 
Corkin, K.L. Davis, J.H. Growdin, et al., eds. 1982. 
Alzheimer’s Disease: A Report of Progress. New York: 
Raven Press See p. 443-49. *

4421. Herarti, Rina. 1982. Tinjauan pemanfaatan jamur 
sebagai sumber zat gizi [Survey on using fungi as a source of 
nutrients]. Thesis (Skripsi), Akademi Gizi, Jakarta. [Ind]*
Address: Jakarta, Indonesia.

4422. Hirayama, Takeshi. 1982. Relationship of soybean 
paste soup [miso soup] intake to gastric cancer risk. Nutrition 
and Cancer 3(4):223-33. [15 ref. Eng]
• Summary: Consumption of miso soup was found to 
protect against stomach cancer, as long as the soup’s salt 
concentration was kept to a minimum. “Daily intake of 
soybean paste soup was found to signifi cantly reduce 
standardized mortality rates for gastric cancer in an ongoing 
large-scale prospective study of 122,261 males and 142,857 
females aged 40 and above in 29 Japanese health center 
districts, 1966-1978. The gastric cancer standardized 
mortality rates were 171.9, 210.2, 240.0, and 255.9 per 
100,000 males, and 77.8, 85.3, 97.5, and 113.6 per 100,000 
females in daily, occasional, rare, and noningesters, 
respectively... The risk-reducing effect has also been 
observed in case-control studies in the past, for both males 
and females and in urban and rural areas. This benefi cial 
effect could arise from selected compounds such as protease 
inhibitors and/or other nutritious substances included in the 
soybean, but it is also possible that it merely refl ects the 
effect of some frequent accompaniment to soybean paste 
soup, such as green-yellow vegetables...
 “According to the national nutritional survey conducted 
by the Ministry of Health and Welfare in 1979 for 6,000 
randomly selected households (21,000 persons), 40.5% 
of Japanese ingest soybean paste soup daily at breakfast. 
Another 6.7% ingest it at their evening meal.”
 In both men and women smokers, frequent consumption 
of miso soup was found to protect against stomach cancer 
(Table 3).
 “Recently, an animal experiment bearing on the 
present issue was conducted in Korea [Kim, J.P.: Personal 
Communication, Oct. 1981]. Rats were fed various gastric 
carcinogens, and incidence of gastric cancer was reported 
to be signifi cantly lower in those animals also fed soybean 
paste soup.” Address: Epidemiology Div., National Cancer 
Center Research Inst., Tsukiji 5-1-1, Chuo-ku, Tokyo, Japan 
104.

4423. Hudson, B.J.F. ed. 1982. Developments in food 
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proteins -1. London and Englewood, New Jersey: Applied 
Science Publishers. x + 335 p. Index. 23 cm. [300+* ref]
• Summary: Discusses (listed here in alphabetical order 
after the prefi x “Soya”): Soyabean, p. 201, 203, 218, 249, 
261. Soyabean oil, p. 201. Soya trypsin inhibitor, p 71-72. 
Derivatives in large-scale catering, p. 254-55. Flakes, p. 204. 
Flour, p. 201, 202, 204, 205, 251. Flour-based texturised 
vegetable protein (TVP), p. 174. Meals, p. 206. Products, p. 
241. Protein, p. 34, 43, 149, 262. Protein extraction, p. 124. 
Protein in food products, p. 234. Protein in human diet, p. 
240. Protein isolates, p. 83, 182-85, 200, 206, 210. Protein 
in meat products, p. 171-216, 251-53. Protein processing, p. 
233, 251. Protein products, p. 233, 251. Protein technology, 
p. 218. Address: Reader in Food Science, Dep. of Food 
Science, Univ. of Reading, London Road, Reading, United 
Kingdom.

4424. Ismariasi, K. 1982. Aspek gizi tempe dan perubahan 
nitrogen terlarut pada tepung tempe [Nutritional aspects of 
tempeh and nitrogen solubility changes in tempeh fl our]. 
Thesis (Skripsi), Fakultas Teknologi Pertanian Universitas 
Gadjah Mada, Yogyakarta, Indonesia. 39 p. [Ind]*
Address: Yogyakarta, Indonesia.

4425. Jack’s Beanstalk. 1982. Tofu institutional recipes: 
Developed for schools and college by Brigham Young 
University Food Science and Nutrition Department (Recipe 
cards). Salt Lake City, Utah. 11 cards.
• Summary: The research report contains: 30 tofu recipes–15 
entrees. Each recipe card, 5½ by 8½ inches, is color coded: 
Soups (salmon cards), salad dressings and salads (green), 
breads and pancakes (blue), entrees (yellow), and desserts 
(pink). Each recipe yields 100 servings. All recipes have 
been used successfully in cafeteria kitchens on the Brigham 
Young University (BYU) campus. Research data showing 
staff and student acceptability. Cost comparison of tofu to 
animal products. Preparation techniques and equipment 
for the institutional kitchen. An attitude survey with 
recommendations for a successful introduction of tofu to 
staff and students.
 The recipes are: Canadian cheese soup with tofu. 
Guacamole with tofu. Creamy blue cheese dressing. 
Thousand island dressing. Potato and tofu salad. Grenadine 
tofu dressing. Corn bread with tofu. French toast with 
tofu. Banana nut tofu bread. Buttermilk and tofu hotcakes. 
Macaroni and cheese and tofu.
 Note: A letter dated 8 June 1982 from Bonnie Roddy of 
Jack’s Beanstalk, Inc. (Salt Lake City, Utah), on company 
letterhead, announces the publication of these institutional 
recipes. Jack’s Beanstalk funded this research at a cost of 
more than $2,000. Address: 2160 West 2300 South, Salt Lake 
City, Utah 84119. Phone: 801-973-9777.

4426. Kim, D.N.; Lee, K.T.; Reiner, J.M.; Thomas, W.A. 

1982. Hypolipidemic action of soy protein is swine. In: 
G. Noseda, C. Fragiacomo, R. Fumagalli, and R. Paoletti, 
eds. 1982. Lipoproteins and Coronary Atherosclerosis. 
Amsterdam & New York: Elsevier Biomedical Press. 110 p. 
See p. 265-70. [22 ref]
• Summary: Soy protein helped to lower the serum 
cholesterol level of swine. Address: Dep. of Pathology, 
Albany Medical College, Albany, New York 12208.

4427. Ko Swan Djien. 1982. Safety aspects of food 
fermentation. In: S. Saono, F.G. Winarno, and D. Karjadi, 
eds. 1982. Traditional Food Fermentation as Industrial 
Resources in ASCA Countries. xvii + 259 p. See p. 131-44. 
Proceedings of a technical seminar, held 9-11 Feb. 1981 at 
Medan, Indonesia. [44 ref]
• Summary: Discusses tempe bongkrek, and the inhibition 
of its toxin production. Address: Dep. of Food Science, 
Agricultural Univ., Wageningen, The Netherlands.

4428. Kong, Stephen Bradford. 1982. Proton nuclear 
magnetic resonance investigations of the structure and 
dynamic stability of soybean leghemoglobin. PhD thesis, 
University of California–Davis. 442 p. Page 186 in volume 
44/01-B Dissertation Abstracts International. *
Address: Univ. of California, Davis.

4429. Krauze, R. Yu; Beker, V.F.; Pitran, B.V.; Blumbergs, 
Ya E. 1982. [Effect of some components of feed lysine 
concentrate on absorption of [1-14C] lysine in small intestine 
of the chicken]. In: Biokhimiya vsasyvaniya pitatel’nykh 
veshchestv u zhivotnykh. Latvian, SSR: Izdatel’stvo Zinatne, 
Riga. See p. 85-96. [45 ref. Rus]*

4430. Kritchevsky, David; Czarnecki, Suzanne K. 1982. 
Dietary proteins and atherosclerosis. In: G.C. Descovich 
and S. Lenzi, eds. 1982. Soy Protein in the Prevention of 
Atherosclerosis. Lancaster [Lancashire], Boston, The Hague: 
MTP Press. 110 p. See p. 1-11. Chap. 1. [36 ref]
• Summary: “The infl uence of dietary protein on 
experimental atherosclerosis was the basis of Ignatowski’s 
(1) early studies, but the intensity with which this topic was 
pursued in the early years of this century is not common 
knowledge.
 “The early work was carried out to determine the effects 
of protein on renal metabolism and hypertension as well as 
on atherosclerosis. Ignatowski (1) fed newborn rabbits meat, 
egg yolk or milk and found that this diet resulted in anaemia, 
renal pathological changes and atherosclerosis. He postulated 
that some toxic factor(s) in animal protein or acidic products 
resulting from animal protein metabolism were the causes 
underlying the observed aortic atherosclerosis. Ignatowski’s 
fi ndings stimulated research designed to test whether his 
results were due to the protein or fat in the diet.”
 Many other early experiments (with and without soy) are 
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summarized. Address: Wistar Inst. of Anatomy & Biology, 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

4431. Kritchevsky, David; Tepper, S.A.; Szarnecki, S.K.; 
Mueller, M.A.; Klurfeld, D.M. 1982. Effects of dietary 
protein in lipid metabolism in rats. In: G. Noseda, C. 
Fragiacomo, R. Fumagalli, and R. Paoletti, eds. 1982. 
Lipoproteins and Coronary Atherosclerosis. Amsterdam & 
New York: Elsevier Biomedical Press. 110 p. See p. 257-64. 
[7 ref]
• Summary: TVP helped to lower the serum cholesterol level 
of rats. Address: The Wistar Inst. of Anatomy and Biology, 
36th and Spruce Streets, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104.

4432. Kushi, Micho; Kushi, Aveline. 1982. Macrobiotic 
dietary recommendations. East West Foundation, P.O. Box 
850, Brookline Village, MA 02147. 48 p. 22 cm. [15 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Standard dietary 
recommendations. Recommended daily proportions. Foods 
to reduce or avoid for better health. Way of life suggestions. 
Daily refl ections. Suggestions for patients with cancer or 
other serious illnesses. Special dishes. Home remedies. 
Baby food suggestions. Kitchen utensils. Nutritional 
considerations. East West Foundation information. Glossary. 
Bibliography.
 Compiled with the help of Edward Esko, Murray 
Snyder, Bill Spear and Bill Tara. Address: Brookline Village, 
Massachusetts. Phone: -.

4433. Lee, Cherl-Ho; Jul, Mogens. 1982. The effect of 
Korean soysauce fermentation on the protein quality of 
soybean. In: S. Saono, F.G. Winarno, and D. Karjadi, eds. 
1982. Traditional Food Fermentation as Industrial Resources 
in ASCA Countries. xvii + 259 p. See p. 209-20. Proceedings 
of a technical seminar, held 9-11 Feb. 1981 at Medan, 
Indonesia. [11 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Changes in the 
composition of N-compounds during fermentation. 
Changes in the protein quality by the fermentation methods. 
Discussion.
 Tables: (1) Per capita daily consumption of fermented 
foods in Korea in 1970 was as follows: Kimchi (all kinds) 
43.7 gm, soybean sauce 23.3 gm, red pepper soybean sauce 
13.9, soybean paste 10.4 gm, fermented marine foods 0.6 
gm.
 (2) Production of fermented soybean foods in Korea, 
1971 (in 1,000 metric tons): Soybean sauce: industrial 
107, home-made 116, total 223. Soybean paste: industrial 
56, home-made 168, total 224. Red pepper soybean paste: 
industrial 23, home-made 89, total 112.
 (3) Retention of the nutrients in soybean during the 
traditional meju making (%). (4) Chemical score and 
essential amino acid index (EAAI) of soybean and meju-
brine mixtures ripened for 8 months.

 (5) The lysine availability of soybean and meju-brine 
mixtures ripened for 8 months. (6) Effect of 20% protein 
supplementation with the fermented soybean products 
on the protein value of the rice diet in the rat feeding. 
(7) Comparison of protein conversion rates of soybean 
fermentation and animal production: Beef 5% (BV 
{biological value} 74). Milk 23% (BV 85). Egg 24% (BV 
99). Home-made meju products 74% (BV 67*). Improved 
meju products 85% (BV 73*). Asterisk (*) = “Rice protein 
added with 20% of the product protein.
 Figures: (1) Cartoon diagram of the process for making 
Korean soysauce and miso. (2) Flowsheet [fl ow sheet] of 
improved method of making meju. (3) Graph of Changes 
in the content of soluble nitrogen, free amino nitrogen, and 
amino nitrogen in the total nitrogen of soybean during meju 
making. (4) Changes in the content (%) of methionine and 
cystine during cooking, 3-month meju fermentation, and 
ripening. (5) Changes in the concentration (%) of basic 
amino acids during cooking, 3-month meju fermentation, and 
ripening. (6) Changes in the concentration (%) of total amino 
acid in the crude protein of soybean during the ripening of 
different types of meju-brine mixture. Address: 1. Dep. of 
Food Technology, Korea Univ., Seoul, Korea; 2. Dep. of 
Food Preservation, the Royal Veterinary and Agricultural 
Univ., Copenhagen, Denmark.

4434. Lie, Goan-Hong. 1982. Nutritional aspects of 
fermented foods in Indonesia: An overview. In: S. Saono, 
F.G. Winarno, and D. Karjadi, eds. 1982. Traditional Food 
Fermentation as Industrial Resources in ASCA Countries. 
xvii + 259 p. See p. 115-30. Proceedings of a technical 
seminar, held 9-11 Feb. 1981 at Medan, Indonesia. [23 ref]
• Summary: Discusses the preparation of tempe, oncom, 
tauco, kecap, tempe bongkrek (and bongkrek poisoning), 
tempe gembus (okara tempeh), oncom ampas tahu (okara 
onchom), soysauce (kecap), and fermented fi sh products. 
Tempeh is a good source of vitamin B-12 and of certain 
antibacterial agents. Certain minor legumes should also be 
used in preparing these traditional foods.
 Table I shows the most important traditional fermented 
foods in Indonesia, with the name and type of product, 
organism used, substrate, nature of product (sold, liquid), 
and area of production and consumption. Address: Nutrition 
Unit Diponegoro, National Inst. for Health Research and 
Development, Ministry of Health, Jakarta, Indonesia.

4435. Liu, Christine Y.C. 1982. More nutritional Chinese 
cooking. Ann Arbor, Michigan: Graphique Publishing. [xii] + 
415 p. Illust. Index. 23 cm. [24 ref]
• Summary: A color photo on the dust jacket shows Christine 
Liu standing in her kitchen. Each recipe has its name written 
in 3 ways: In English, in romanized Chinese (pinyin), and in 
Chinese characters.
 The section on “Chinese ingredients, seasonings, storage 
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and substitutes” (p. 33+) includes entries for: bean curd or to 
fu; bean curd dried or to fu gan [extra fi rm tofu]; bean curd 
fried; bean curd fermented; bean curd sticks or sheets, dried 
[dried yuba sticks or dried yuba]; beans, salted, or black 
beans, or fermented black [soy] beans; bean sprouts [mung 
or soy], bean paste, salted; bean paste, Sichuan; bean paste, 
sweet (made from small red beans [azuki beans]); bean curd 
solidifi ers (calcium chloride, magnesium chloride, or Epsom 
salt); Hoisin sauce (made from fermented ground soybeans), 
seaweed (dried purple vegetable).
 Soy-related recipes: Sour & hot soup, with shredded 
bean curd (p. 58). Fermented black beans with meat (p. 106). 
Fermented black beans with meat and vegetables (p. 126). 
Steamed spareribs with fermented black beans (p. 140). Soy 
sauce boiled chicken (p. 171). Fermented black bean chicken 
with nuts (p. 184). Hot bean sauce fi sh (p. 222). Steamed 
fi sh with fermented beans (hot; p. 226). Smoked fi sh (with 
soy sauce; p. 227). Shrimp with hot bean sauce (p. 240). 
Eggplant with vegetables (and young, green soybeans; p. 
289). Bean pasted nuts (with Hoisin sauce; p. 306). Braised 
steamed gluten (mian jing; p. 308). Hot pepper paste or sauce 
(with FBS, p. 312).
 There is an entire chapter on bean curd with 16 recipes 
including fermented tofu and sweet soy milk (p. 318-33). 
Note: bean curd or tofu is not usually fermented, yet it is the 
most widely used soyfood in China and Japan.
 “About the author: Mrs. Christine Liu was born in 
Shanghai, and raised in Mainland China, where she studied 
and learned Chinese culture and experienced traditional 
Chinese cuisine. She studied biology in college and received 
her fi rst university degree from the National Taiwan 
University. While in college, she met and later married 
Dr. Stephen Liu, presently a professor of microbiology at 
Eastern Michigan University.
 “After a short stay in Minnesota, the Lius, together with 
their fi rst son, Ted, moved to Sao Paulo, Brazil where they 
resided for several years. The Chinese community in that 
city was sizeable and known for its affl uency and Chinese 
cuisine. This afforded a great opportunity for Christine to 
learn the different styles and methods of diversifi ed Chinese 
cooking. Accordingly, she acquired a great deal of skill and 
expertise. This extensive exposure and experience kindled 
her latent talent and interest in culinary arts which ultimately 
led her to pursue graduate studies, writing, and a teaching 
career.
 “The Lius returned to the United States in 1965 and 
settled in Ann Arbor, Michigan. Christine undertook her 
graduate work in nutrition at the School of Public Health 
and received the M.P.H. degree from the University of 
Michigan in 1971. She later did further graduate work at the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
 “For more than a decade, Christine Liu has taught 
subjects such as ‘Creative Chinese Cooking,’ ‘Nutrition 
and Diet with Chinese Foods,’ and coordinated classes 

in ‘International Gourmet Cooking’ at the Continuing 
Education Department of the Ann Arbor Public Schools. 
Her most recent class is ‘Traveling and Eating in China,’ 
which she teaches through the University Extension of the 
University of Michigan.
 “Her fi rst book, Nutrition and Diet with Chinese 
Cooking, which was launched in 1976, has been very popular 
and is in its fi fth printing. Christine has been invited and 
has appeared on numerous occasions on TV programs and 
has given many lectures and demonstrations concerning 
the method of preparation and the nutritional qualities of 
Chinese cooking. From time to time, she has been invited to 
participate in college symposia and educational conferences 
around the country. Her expertise and enthusiasm have 
invariably won her admiration and endorsement from the 
public. For many years she has enjoyed a reputation for 
popularizing nutrition and diet through Chinese cooking.
 “Since normalization of diplomatic relations between 
the United States and China, Christine has returned to her 
homeland three times (in 1980, 1981, and 1982). She taught 
at universities and spoke to various groups about American 
food and culture. While in China, Christine traveled 
extensively in the northern, northwestern, northeastern, 
southern, southwestern, and eastern parts of the country 
and gained fi rst-hand experience concerning many varieties 
of Chinese cuisine. Consequently, she was able to bring 
back a great deal of new knowledge about regional Chinese 
cooking to share with her American readers in this beloved 
and chosen country of hers. At the present time, she is the 
only one who writes Chinese recipes in English for the China 
Daily, China’s only English language newspaper.” Address: 
M.P.H., P.O. Box 1332, Ann Arbor, Michigan.

4436. Mheen, T.I.; Kwon, T.W.; Lee, C.H. 1982. Traditional 
fermented food products in Korea. In: S. Saono, F.G. 
Winarno, and D. Karjadi, eds. 1982. Traditional Food 
Fermentation as Industrial Resources in ASCA Countries. 
xvii + 259 p. See p. 63-81. Proceedings of a technical 
seminar, held 9-11 Feb. 1981 at Medan, Indonesia. [13 ref]
• Summary: Discusses and gives a fl ow sheet and nutritional 
analysis for the following fermented soybean products: 
Meju, kochujang (soybean paste with red pepper added), 
doenjang, kochujang. “According to the available old 
literatures, the history of soybean cultivation for food uses 
in the Orient dates back to 4,000–5,000 years ago in China, 
2,000 years ago in Korea, and 1,000 years ago in Japan 
(KIST, 1970; Watanabe et al. 1971).” Address: 1-2. Korea 
Inst. of Science and Technology, Seoul, Korea; 3. Korea 
Univ., Seoul, Korea.

4437. Nagai, Masaki; Hashimoto, Tsutomu; Yanagawa, 
Hiroshi; Yokoyama, Hideaki; Minowa, Masumi. 1982. 
Relationship of diet to the incidence of esophageal and 
stomach cancer in Japan. Nutrition and Cancer 3(4):257-68. 
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[8 ref. Eng]
• Summary: In a study of food intake in 1,040 Japanese 
households, consumption of tofu was negatively related to 
these two cancers–after adjustment for income, population 
ratio of census industry, and other dietary variables. Thus, 
high rates of tofu consumption were associated with low 
rates of these cancers. An inverse association between the 
consumption of miso soup and stomach cancer seen in 
women was not signifi cant on multivariate analysis. Address: 
1-3. Dep. of Public Health, Jichi Medical School, Tochigi-
ken, Japan.

4438. Nahas, Ely; Machado, José Octávio. 1982. 
Caracteristicas biologicas e bioquimicas do farelo de soja 
apos fermentacao por Rhizopus oligosporus [Biological and 
biochemical characteristics of soybean meal after Rhizopus 
oligosporus fermentation]. Cientifi ca (Sao Paulo) 10(2):225-
32. [27 ref. Por; eng]
• Summary: Tempeh made from defatted soybean meal 
(soybean meal tempeh, or SMT) compared with regular 
tempeh made from whole soybeans, has a similar protein 
content, but contains less oil and more crude fi ber, ash 
(minerals), and carbohydrates. The content of dispersible 
protein in SMT was increased 3.3 to 3.5 times, suggesting an 
improvement in digestibility. The protein effi ciency ratio of 
the SMT was similar to that of soybean meal and of standard 
casein, but superior to that of regular tempeh. Sensory 
analysis showed that SMT was as well accepted as regular 
tempeh. Address: Departamento de Microbiologia, Faculdade 
de Ciencias Agrarias e Veterinarias, UNESP–14870–
Jaboticabal, Sao Paulo, Brazil.

4439. Noseda, G.; Fragiacomo, R.; Cairoli, R.; Sirtori, 
C.R. 1982. Hormonal effects of soybean protein diet. In: 
G.C. Descovich and S. Lenzi, eds. 1982. Soy Protein in 
the Prevention of Atherosclerosis. Lancaster [Lancashire], 
Boston, The Hague: MTP Press. 110 p. See p. 27-38. Chap. 
4. [15 ref]
• Summary: “The substitution of animal proteins with 
textured soybean proteins in the diet elicits signifi cant 
hypocholesterolaemic [cholesterol-lowering] effects 
in patients with type II hyperlipoproteinaemia, both in 
metabolic ward and outpatient studies.” However the 
mechanism of this dietary treatment has remained unclear.
 This study examines the possibility that a change 
in glucagon and insulin secretion may contribute to this 
cholesterol-lowering activity. Address: 1. Mendrisio, 
Switzerland.

4440. Noseda, Giorgio; Fragiacomo, C.; Cairoli, R. 1982. 
Hormonal effects of soybean protein diet versus casein 
rich diet. In: G. Noseda, C. Fragiacomo, R. Fumagalli, 
and R. Paoletti, eds. 1982. Lipoproteins and Coronary 
Atherosclerosis. Amsterdam & New York: Elsevier 

Biomedical Press. 110 p. See p. 299-302. [6 ref]
• Summary: “The fi ndings presented here do not seem to 
indicate a specifi c effect of the soybean protein, arginine 
rich diet on total glucagon secretion and support therefore 
the outcome of recent animal studies, which have suggested, 
that high plasma concentrations of several other amino 
acids, as induced by a high protein diet, might be glucagon 
secretagogues, rather than arginine per se. A different 
effect on the various glucagon subfractions by the diet, as 
previously indicated by us, should be further evaluated.” 
Address: Ospedale Beata Vergine, 6850 Mendrisio, 
Switzerland.

4441. Noseda, G.; Fragiacomo, C.; Fumagalli, R.; Paoletti, 
R. eds. 1982. Lipoproteins and coronary atherosclerosis. 
Amsterdam & New York: Elsevier Biomedical Press. xi 
+ 450 p. Proceedings of the International Symposium on 
Lipoproteins and Coronary Atherosclerosis held in Lugano, 
Switzerland, Oct. 1-3, 1981. Index. 25 cm.
• Summary: The 7 soy-related chapters (cited separately) 
are in the section titled “Hypolipidaemic drugs and diets.” 
Address: Mendrisio, Switzerland; Milan, Italy.

4442. Pearson, Durk; Shaw, Sandy. 1982. Life extension: A 
practical scientifi c approach. New York, NY: Warner Books. 
xxxvii + 858 p. Illust. Index. 24 cm.
• Summary: Although this popular work traces its roots 
back to the scientifi c research of Dr. Clive McCay of Cornell 
University (Ithaca, New York), it does not mention his name 
in the index.
 The book is dedicated to Dr. Denham Harman, 
originator of the free radical theory of aging, whose papers 
(starting in 1956) fi rst interested the authors in this fi eld. 
“The rapid development of modern aging research began in 
the late 1950s with Dr. Denham Harman’s free radical theory 
of aging.” It also tries to show the relationship between 
antioxidants, vitamins, and longevity.
 Soybean oil and soy products are mentioned on pages 
305 (Dr. Hunter Harang found that about 10% of his tested 
clinical population is allergic to soy products), 381 (The 
more polyunsaturated an oil, the more susceptible it is 
to oxidation), 485 (same as p. 305), 619 (One company 
supplies dry nutrients in gelatin capsules without potentially 
allergenic fi llers such as corn starch, soy products, or yeast) 
and 621 (Another company, but same as p. 619).
 Appendix K of this book is devoted to references, 
but there is often no way to determine which statement 
is connected to which reference, or on what page that 
information is to be found in the reference.

4443. Reddy, N.R.; Pierson, M.D.; Sathe, S.K.; Salunkhe, 
D.K. 1982. Legume-based fermented foods: Their 
preparation and nutritional quality. CRC Critical Reviews in 
Food Science and Nutrition 17(4):335-70. [125 ref]
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• Summary: Contents: 1. Introduction. 2. Soy sauce. 
3. Tempeh. 4. Meitauza. 5. Miso. 6. Natto. 7. Sufu. 8. 
Fermented soybean milk and other fermented legume milk 
products. 9. Kenima [sic, kinema]. 10. Oncom (fermented 
peanut press cake). 11. Waries. 12. Papadams. 13. Dhokla. 
14. Khaman. 15. Idli. 16. Dawadawa. 17. Other legume-
fermented foods. 18. Future of legume-based fermented 
foods. References. Nutritional composition is given.
 Concerning Dawadawa: Made from the cotyledons 
of the seeds of the locust bean (Parkia biglobosa) it “is 
also known as ‘kpalugu’ by the Kusasis and Dagombas of 
northern Ghana, ‘iru’ in Nigeria, ‘kinda’ in Sierra Leone, 
and ‘netetou’ in Gambia.” It is a protein-rich, “strong-
smelling product” that is used as a supplement in soups, 
stews, porridges, and dumplings. It can be stored without 
refrigeration for about a year in the tropics. It is eaten in all 
northern areas of the coastal nations of West Africa: Guinea, 
Sierra Leone, Liberia, Ivory Coast, Ghana, Togo, Benin, 
Nigeria, and Cameroun, and in the tier of countries above 
these including Guinea-Bissau, Gambia, Senegal, Mali, 
Upper Volta, Niger, and Chad.
 Note 1. Soybeans are not mentioned in connection with 
dawadawa.
 Note 2. The source of the misinformation about 
“kenima” is Batra and Millner (1976). Address: 1-2. Virginia 
Polytechnic Inst. and State Univ., Blacksburg, Virginia; 3. 
Univ. of Arizona, Tucson; 4. Mahatma Phule Agricultural 
Univ., Rahuri, Maharashtra State, India.

4444. Reddy, N.R.; Sathe, S.K.; Salunkhe, D.K. 1982. 
Phytates in legumes and cereals. Advances in Food Research 
28:1-92. [443* ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Chemistry. Nutritional 
implications. Summary and conclusions. Future research 
needs. Address: 1. Dep. of Food Science & Technology, 
Virginia Polytechnic Inst. and State Univ., Blacksburg, 
Virginia 24061.

4445. Sangiorgi, Z.; Benassi, M.S.; Copparoni, G.; et al. 
1982. Total and thin-layer chromatography fractionated 
phospholipids in hypercholesterolaemic patients during 
lecithinated textured soybean protein diet. In: G.C. 
Descovich and S. Lenzi, eds. 1982. Soy Protein in the 
Prevention of Atherosclerosis. Lancaster [Lancashire], 
Boston, The Hague: MTP Press. 110 p. See p. 83-87. Chap. 
9. [14 ref]
• Summary: Blood phospholipids are important building-
blocks for the plasma lipoproteins (Vikrot 1965) and play 
an important role in lipid metabolism. “In fact, lipoprotein 
lipase (LPL) shows an improvement in its enzymatic activity 
in the presence of unsaturated lecithin, more so than of 
saturated lecithin. Therefore, it may be assumed that essential 
phospholipids (i.e. the phospholipids with essential fatty acid 
chains such as linoleic acid) are important in triglyceride 

metabolism.” Address: Univ. Bologna, Italy.

4446. Saono, Jenny K.D.; Baba, T.; Matsuyama, A. 1982. 
Problems to be assessed for further development of 
traditional food fermentation in Indonesia. In: S. Saono, 
F.G. Winarno, and D. Karjadi, eds. 1982. Traditional Food 
Fermentation as Industrial Resources in ASCA Countries. 
xvii + 259 p. See p. 189-99. Proceedings of a technical 
seminar, held 9-11 Feb. 1981 at Medan, Indonesia. [6 ref. 
Eng]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Tape. Brem wine. Brem 
cake. Palm wine and vinegar. Oncom. Tauco and kecap. 
Tempe bongkrek (which can cause fatal food poisoning). 
Concluding remarks.
 Unconventional substrates for tempe, oncom, and kecap 
include winged beans, mungbeans, cowpeas, leucaena 
beans, faba beans, jack beans, sesban beans, and string 
beans. Address: Agricultural Products Processing Pilot Plant 
Project, JICA-FATEMETA, IPB, Bogor, Indonesia.

4447. Sattilaro, Anthony J.; Monte, Tom. 1982. Recalled by 
life. Boston, Massachusetts: Houghton Miffl in Co. x + 223 p. 
No index. 22cm.
• Summary: “Four years ago, Dr. Sattilaro, President of the 
Methodist Hospital in Philadelphia, was dying of cancer. 
Today, after changing his lifestyle [primarily by adopting a 
macrobiotic diet], prescribed by Michio Kushi, he is totally 
free of this disease. Before this book was published, his 
remarkable story appeared in Life Magazine and the Saturday 
Evening Post, and he has told his story on television.”
 The Foreword begins: “This book concerns the period 
of my life from May 1978 to the summer of 1981.” Address: 
M.D., Philadelphia.

4448. Sautier, Claude; Dieng, K.; Flament, C.; Doucet, C.; 
Lemonnier, D.; et al. 1982. Dietary proteins and metabolism 
of sterols in rat. In: G.C. Descovich and S. Lenzi, eds. 1982. 
Soy Protein in the Prevention of Atherosclerosis. Lancaster 
[Lancashire], Boston, The Hague: MTP Press. 110 p. See p. 
99-106. Chap. 11. [10 ref]
• Summary: “Conclusion: Our experiments showed that 
sodium phytate did not explain the hypocholesterolaemic 
effect produced by the soy protein diet compared with the 
casein diet. The effect of dietary proteins on cholesterolaemia 
was not related to their animal or vegetable origin, since the 
whey protein diet compared with the casein one decreased 
serum total and HDL cholesterol level in rat. The decrease 
in serum cholesterol level observed with the three purifi ed 
protein diets compared with casein diet seems to occur by 
different ways since soy protein diet increased faecal steroids 
excretion, whey protein diet decreased liver cholesterol 
content and sunfl ower diet did not change either of these two 
parameters.” Address: Paris, France.
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4449. Sautier, Claude; Dieng, K.; Flament, C.; Doucet, 
C.; Lemmonier, D. 1982. Effects of dietary proteins and 
sodium phytate on the lipoproteins and the metabolism of 
sterols in rats. In: G. Noseda, C. Fragiacomo, R. Fumagalli, 
and R. Paoletti, eds. 1982. Lipoproteins and Coronary 
Atherosclerosis. Amsterdam & New York: Elsevier 
Biomedical Press. 110 p. See p. 271-78. [10 ref]
• Summary: Soy protein helped to lower the serum 
cholesterol level of rats. The possible mechanisms for this 
phenomenon were investigated. Experiments showed that 
sodium phytate did not explain the hypocholesterolemic 
effect produced by a soy protein diet compared with a 
casein diet. The soy protein diet increased excretion of fecal 
steroids. Serum cholesterol was found to be correlated to 
amino acid intake. Increases in tyrosine and glutamic acid 
led to increases in serum cholesterol, whereas increases in 
cystine and alanine led to decreases in serum cholesterol.
 “The nature of dietary proteins can modify serum 
lipoproteins level and we showed that the decrease in serum 
cholesterol level in rats fed soy protein diet compared 
to those fed casein diet was associated to a decrease in 
HDL 2-3 and in apo E in chylomicrons, VLDL and HDL 
2-3. Considering on one hand the signifi cant correlations 
observed between amino acid intake and serum cholesterol 
level, on the other hand the observed changes in the 
proportion of apo-lipoproteins, a relation between the amino 
acid composition of dietary proteins and the proteic part of 
serum lipoproteins could be suggested.” Address: Unité de 
Recherches sur la Nutrition et l’Alimentation, U.1. INSERM, 
Hôpital Bichat, 170 Boulevard Ney, 75877 Paris Cédex 18, 
France.

4450. Scarpa, Ioannis S.; Kiefer, H.C.; Tatum, R. 1982. 
Sourcebook on food and nutrition. 3rd ed. Chicago, Illinois: 
Marquis Academic Media. 549 p. Includes index. 29 cm. 
[1500+* ref]
Address: 1. Chairman, Dep. of Biochemistry, School of 
Dentistry, Loyola Univ., Chicago; 2. Northwestern Univ., 
Chicago.

4451. Seifert, Kim A. 1982. Tofu recipes developed for 
health care institutions. Salt Lake City, Utah: Jack’s 
Beanstalk. 26 recipe cards. 28 cm.
• Summary: Each recipe card, which is 8.5 by 5.5 inches, 
lists: Exchanges: Meat, fat, milk, fruit, bread, vegetable. 
Nutrients per serving incl. sodium. Applicable diets (such as 
regular, soft, diabetic, low calorie, low sodium, etc.). Portion 
size. Yield. Ingredients. Amount. Methods. Two salmon 
colored cards are for sauces and toppings. Four green cards 
for vegetable dishes. Sixteen yellow cards for entrees. And 
four pink cards are for desserts. Address: Director, Nutrition 
Care Service, Univ. of Utah Hospital, Medical Center.

4452. Seventh-day Adventist Dietetic Assoc. 1982. Diet 

manual, including a vegetarian meal plan. 6th ed. Seventh-
day Adventist Dietetic Assoc., P.O. Box 75, Loma Linda, 
California 92354. 537 p. In a 3-ring binder with tabbed 
dividers. Index. 30 x 29 cm.
• Summary: This comprehensive guide to planning, 
selection, and coordination of vegetarian diets was edited by 
Georgia Hodgkin, M.S., R.D.; Susan Maloney, M.S., R.D., 
was the managing editor. Previous editions were published 
in 1960, 1965, 1970, 1975, 1978, and 1982. Each chapter has 
an author and a reviewer. References are found at the end of 
each chapter.
 Contents: Introduction. Normal nutrient needs. Nutrition 
for pregnancy and lactation. Pediatric diets. Gastrointestinal 
diets. Renal diets. Cardiac diets. Diabetic and related diets. 
Mineral modifi ed diets. Diet for acute care. Nutrition and 
immunity. Nutritional support and enteric feedings. Geriatric 
and rehabilitation diets. Test diets. Nutrition and drugs. 
Nutrition for exercise and weight control. Appendixes (11) 
including: Ingredients of selected vegetable protein foods 
(108 products, mostly made by Seventh-day Adventist 
companies). Nutrient composition of selected vegetable 
protein foods (the same 108 products whose ingredients are 
given above). Addresses of selected Seventh-day Adventist 
hospitals (16 hospitals). Selected vegetarian cookbooks (15 
citations). Selected books concerning a vegetarian diet (7 
citations). Tables (79 tables). List of fi gures (10 fi gures). 
Address: Loma Linda, California.

4453. Shulman, Martha Rose. 1982. Fast vegetarian feasts. 
New York, NY: The Dial Press. 312 p. Illust. Index. 24 cm.
• Summary: This is a book of “delicious healthful meals in 
under 45 minutes. It is interested in protein complementarity 
with a low-fat diet. Soyfoods are used extensively. Wherever 
a heart symbol appears next to a recipe, it is acceptable for 
low-salt and low-fat dishes. The ingredients section (p. 13-
18) discusses and defi nes soybeans (“the king of beans, as far 
as nutrients are concerned”), soy fl akes, soy grits, miso, and 
tofu. “Tofu is my mainstay. It is a miracle food.” Savorex, 
Marmite, and Vegex are three different brand names for 
the same product, a yeast extract that comes in the form of 
a dark viscous paste.” Never cook soybeans in a pressure 
cooker. They [the skins] tend to foam and clog the safety 
valve, which can cause an explosion.
 Page 14 states: “Soy fl akes: Soybeans that have been 
cooked, split, and dehydrated. Because they take only 30 
minutes to cook and are as high in nutrients as soybeans, 
they are a perfect high-protein convenience food. Soy fl akes 
can always be substituted in recipes for soybeans.
 “Soy grits: Cracked soybeans. These are a nutritious 
addition to grain dishes (you can cook them along with the 
grains), have a nutty texture and taste, and take only 40 
minutes to cook–another good convenience food.”
 Soy-related recipes include: Tofu mayonnaise (p. 57). 
Tofu cream sauce. Tofu béchamel (p. 58). Morning tofu 
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spread or evening pudding (p. 59). Roasted soybeans [dry 
roasted soynuts] (p. 60). Tamari-bouillon broth (p. 62). 
Instant tamari-bouillon broth (p. 63). Simple miso soup (p. 
68-69). Miso soup with buckwheat noodles (p. 70).
 One chapter is titled “Grains, legumes, tofu, and 
vegetables” (p. 91). Easy hiziki [hijiki] and squash dinner 
with soba and soy (fl akes and tamari, p. 101). Brown rice 
“risotto” with soy fl akes. Eggplant stuffed with rice and soy 
“risotto” or risi e bisi (p. 110). Fried rice and soy grits with 
vegetables (p. 114). Spicy eggplant miso sauté with bulgur. 
Purple cabbage, tofu, onions, and winter squash with miso 
(p. 125-26). Cabbage leaves stuffed with kasha, with creamy 
tofu sauce (p. 130). Tofu cutlets (p. 131). Chilled tofu with 
dipping sauces (p. 132). Teriyaki sauce (p. 133). Tahini-
tamari sauce. Miso toppings for tofu and grains (adapted 
from The Book of Miso, p. 134-35). Tofu vegetable curry 
(p. 136). Chinese-style tofu with vegetables and grains (p. 
138-39). Tomato sauce with soy grits (p. 205). Tofu tomato 
sauce. Pasta with tofu cream sauce (p. 209). Pesto with miso 
(p. 217). Potato, tofu, and tomato tacos (p. 226). Tofu and 
poblano tacos (p. 228). Green tomato, corn, and tofu tacos 
(p. 230). Tofu mayonnaise (p. 237). Green tofu dressing (p. 
238). Watercress, mushroom, and tofu salad (p. 252). Cottage 
cheese and tomato salad with miso dressing (p. 256). Tofu 
noodle kugel (p. 279).
 Note: A revised 356-page edition was published in 1986. 
The author is now living in Paris (May 1985) and there is 
an added chapter of fi sh recipes. She has become “a more 
serious fi sh cook...” How can a vegetarian book contain a 
chapter of fi sh recipes? Address: Paris, France.

4454. Sirtori, C.R. 1982. Experimental and clinical studies 
on the cholesterol lowering activity of the soybean protein 
diet. In: G.C. Descovich and S. Lenzi, eds. 1982. Soy Protein 
in the Prevention of Atherosclerosis. Lancaster [Lancashire], 
Boston, The Hague: MTP Press. 110 p. See p. 13-20. Chap. 
2. [32 ref]
• Summary: “Introduction: The fi rst studies on the 
hypocholesterolaemic activity of the soybean protein 
diet were carried out in our laboratories about 10 years 
ago. Replacing animal proteins with a textured soybean 
product in a few type II patients, we noted a prompt and 
sustained lowering of plasma cholesterol concentration. 
Further studies, in a more rigorous clinical research 
setting, confi rmed that the dietary substitution exerted a 
remarkable effect on cholesterolaemia, which was apparently 
independent of or only partially dependent on the dietary fat 
content” (Sirtori et al. 1977; Sirtori et al. 1979). Address: 
Milan, Italy.

4455. Sirtori, Cesare R. 1982. Studies on the mechanism of 
the hypocholesterolemic activity of the soybean protein diet. 
In: G. Noseda, C. Fragiacomo, R. Fumagalli, and R. Paoletti, 
eds. 1982. Lipoproteins and Coronary Atherosclerosis. 

Amsterdam & New York: Elsevier Biomedical Press. 110 p. 
See p. 289-98. [31 ref]
• Summary: Many experiments have shown, beyond any 
reasonable doubt, that the protein component of the diet 
effects the plasma cholesterol level. “A change in the 
prevalent protein in the diet, i.e. from animal to soybean, 
can markedly reduce plasma cholesterol levels in type II 
hyperlipidemic patients, as well as in hypercholesterolemic 
animals.” The mechanism(s) of plasma cholesterol reduction 
have, however, remained elusive. Address: Chemotherapy 
Chair and Center E. Grossi Paoletti, Univ. of Milano, 20129 
Milan, Italy.

4456. Thrash, Agatha Moody; Thrash, Calvin L., Jr. 1982. 
Nutrition for vegetarians. Seale, Alabama: NewLifestyle 
Books. [vi] + 155 p. Illust. Index. 28 cm. [249* ref]
• Summary: Both authors are physicians (MDs) and 
Seventh-day Adventists. A well-documented and thoroughly 
researched study. One important section of the book is 
devoted to the bodily functions of digestion, thirst, appetite, 
metabolism, and the endocrine system. For 11 years 
the authors had the rare privilege of directly observing 
and serving the medical needs, if any, of up to 150 pure 
vegetarians (vegans) at a medical missionary training center 
in Alabama.
 Contents: Foreword (one by each author).
 1. Why be a vegetarian? Man Naturally a Vegetarian, 
Cosmetic Reasons for Being a Vegetarian, Religious 
Reasons, Economic Reasons, Length of Life Before the 
Flood, An Historically Reliable Diet, Health Reasons, 
Vegetarianism Discussed: Nutritional Superiority, Aging 
Process Slower in Vegetarians, Some Psychological 
Effects of Meat Eating, Productive Value of a Simple Diet, 
Leukemia Incidence Higher in Cattle Country, Breast and 
Bowel Cancer Less in Vegetarians, No Diabetes and Plenty 
of Good Teeth, How to Feed a Hungry World, How People 
Become Vegetarians,
 2. Nutrition, Longevity and Usefulness: Productivity, the 
Objective of Nutrition, The Basic Food Groups: Historical 
Considerations, Essential Foods, Primary Rule of Nutrition, 
Deterioration of the Earth at the Present, Man Did Eat 
Angel’s Food, Human Appetite Hard to Control, Meat is 
Stimulatory, Not Especially Strengthening, Eating Animal 
Products an Extravagance, Relish of Meals Surpasses 
Former Enjoyment, Never Call an Impoverished Diet Health 
Reform, Lessons from Nature.
 3. Function of Food and Food Habits: Why Do We Eat, 
Malnutrition, Function of Food, Defi ciency Diseases, Types 
of Energy, Heat of Specifi c Dynamic Action, Food Habits, 
Cooking and Eating-Science and Art, Infl uence of Habits on 
Purchases.
 4. Growth, Processing, Marketing, and Food 
Storage: Causes of Large Variation of Nutrients in Foods, 
Unsubstantiated Claims for Organic Gardening, Use Both 
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Methods-Organic and Non-Organic, Processing of Food, 
Marketing, Autolytic Enzymes,
 5. Carbohydrates: The Best Fuel for the Body, What Are 
Carbohydrates, Uses of Carbohydrates, Blood Sugar, Gluten-
free Diet, High Fiber Diet, Sugar Causes Problems.
 6. Fats: Chemical Composition. Triglycerides- Neutral 
Fats, Phospholipid, Cholesterol, Physical and Chemical 
Properties of Fats, Functions of Fats, Fats and Heart Disease, 
Fat-Soluble Vitamins, Fatty Acid Content of Foods, Sterols, 
Bile Salts and Bile Acids, Fats Related to Sugar,
 7. Proteins: Composition of Proteins, Protein Absorbed 
More Effi ciently in Shortages, Are We Eating Too Much 
Protein?, Naming Errors in Nutrition (such as “complete” 
and “incomplete” proteins), Uses of Protein in the Body, 
Daily Requirements of Protein, Nutritive Effect of Foods 
Near to Pharmacologic Effects, Types of Protein, Specifi c 
Dynamic Action, Purine Content of Foods, Brain Proteins.
 8. Vitamins. 9. Minerals. 10. Condiments, Additives and 
Herbs. 11. Controls of Thirst and Appetite. 12. Digestion. 13. 
Metabolism. 14. Endocrinology. 15. Diabetes, the Principal 
Disease of Metabolism. 16. Regular and Spare Diets. 17. 
Advice for Pregnant Vegetarians. 18. Vegetarian Diet in 
Childhood. Appendix.
 Soymilk is discussed on pages 111, 113. Soy sauce on p. 
79. Soy protein on p. 1.
 Note: Her obituary appeared in the Columbus Ledger-
Enquirer on 5 Sept. 2015. Address: Route 1, Box 441, Seale, 
Alabama 36875-9127.

4457. Winarno, F.G. 1982. The nutritional potential of 
fermented foods in Indonesia. In: S. Saono, F.G. Winarno, 
and D. Karjadi, eds. 1982. Traditional Food Fermentation as 
Industrial Resources in ASCA Countries. xvii + 259 p. See 
p. 31-40. Proceedings of a technical seminar, held 9-11 Feb. 
1981 at Medan, Indonesia. [5 ref]
• Summary: Discusses tempe, tempe fi sh rice (TFR), oncom 
(onchom), tempe bongkrek (from coconut presscake), 
tempeh gembus (from okara), and tauco. Indonesian tempeh 
may contain 30 nanograms of vitamin B-12 per gm of tempe. 
If average daily consumption were 60 gm per person, tempeh 
would provide 60% of the daily requirement of B-12. In 
1978, estimated annual tempe production in Indonesia was 
about 75,600 tons.
 “Tauco is a very popular fermented food in Indonesia 
particularly for people who live in West Java. So far Tauco is 
utilized mainly as a seasoning and is used in vegetable soups, 
fi sh and meat, to enhance their fl avour...
 “A study on the development of a ‘New Tauco 
Product’ is now being conducted at the Food Technology 
Development Centre, Bogor, to make Tauco a mass 
consumption product, by experimenting with different soup 
recipes to meet the Indonesian taste, both in the urban and 
rural population.” Address: Food Technology Development 
Centre, FATEMETA-IPB, Bogor, Indonesia.

4458. American Society for Technion. Israel Inst. of 
Technology. 1983. Soybean fi ber [Sobit] reduces diabetics’ 
sugar levels, Technion study fi nds (News release). 271 
Madison Ave., New York, NY 10016. 2 p. Jan.
• Summary: Haifa–A study by researchers at the Technion’s 
Faculty of Medicine has shown that a soybean fi ber product–
Sobit–can reduce the amount of medication needed by 
diabetics by lower their blood sugar content, and can also 
help obese persons with weight control. Senior Lecturer and 
head researcher Dr. Yoram Kanter said: “We don’t claim 
that soy fi ber replaced insulin but, taken in small quantities, 
it reduces the ‘after meals’ glucose response that diabetic 
patients develop if they eat well, which would otherwise lead 
to a rise in sugar content. The addition of the soya to the diet 
leads to sugar content rising much less.”
 Sobit, manufactured in the port city of Ashdod, is a 
fi ber-rich product containing soybean polysaccharides from 
soybean hulls. It is composed of about 40% soy fi ber and 
40% soy protein.
 Earlier research has suggested that diabetes is a disorder 
that might be related to the lack of fi ber in the modern diet. 
Researchers have found, for example, that diabetes is rare in 
African communities that consume high-fi ber diets. Address: 
New York City, NY. Phone: 212-889-2050.

4459. Arasaki, Seibin; Arasaki, Teruko. 1983. Vegetables 
from the sea: Low calorie, high nutrition, to help you look 
and feel better. Tokyo: Japan Publications. 196 p. Illust. 
(color plates and line drawings). Index. Jan. 26 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: This is probably the best English-language book 
ever written about sea vegetables. Contents: Preface. Part 
I: General information. Introduction. 1. In the human diet: 
In general, in Japan. 2. Dietary and medical applications: 
Chemical composition (polysaccharides, proteins, amino 
acids and peptides, fats and lipids, vitamins, minerals, 
nutritional value, pigments), fl avor and taste (specifi c 
Japanese seaweeds as foods), medical applications 
(antilipemic and blood-cholesterol reducing substances, 
blood anticoagulants, antitumoral {anti-cancer} effects, 
antibiotics, toxic compounds, medical uses of alginate), 
folk medicine, thalassotherapy and algotherapy, longevity. 
3. Biology of the algae: Differences, pigment systems, 
photosynthetic products and storage substances, land and 
marine vegetation, life-spans and seasonality, generation 
alterations. 4. Harvesting and farming: General (Monostroma 
and Enteromorpha), brown algae (Laminariales and Undaria, 
artifi cial cultivation), red algae (Porphyra, Eucheuma and 
Gelidium), freshwater algae. 5. Processing and preserving: 
General, amanori and aonori, green algae (Caulerpa, sea 
grapes), brown algae (wakame, kombu, arame and hijiki, 
mozuku), red algae, nostoc freshwater algae, domestic algae. 
6. Illustrations of major sea vegetables.
 Part II: Cooking with sea vegetables. Kombu 
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(Laminaria). Wakame (Undaria pinnatifi da) and Matsumo 
(Analipus japonicus). Hijiki (Hizikia fusiforme). Arame 
(Eisenia bicyclis). Asakusa nori (Porphyra tenera). 
Tosakanori (Meristotheca papulosa). Kanten (Agar). Green 
laver (Enteromorpha).
 Index of scientifi c names of sea vegetables. Index of 
Japanese names of sea vegetables. List of recipes. Address: 
1. Prof. and lecturer on Fisheries Botany and Marine 
Ecology, Univ. of Tokyo and Nihon Univ., Japan; 2. Prof. 
Kobe-Yamate Women’s College, Lab. of Biochemistry.

4460. Emken, Edward A.; Adolf, R.O.; Rohwedder, W.K.; 
Gulley, R.M. 1983. Incorporation of deuterium-labeled 
trans- and cis-13-octadecenoic acids in human plasma lipids. 
J. of Lipid Research 24(1):34-46. Jan. [44 ref]
• Summary: “Soybean oil is the most important source of 
visible dietary fat in the United States and is an excellent 
source of polyunsaturated fatty acids (1-3). About 75% of 
the edible soybean oil produced is partially hydrogenated 
during processing to improve fl avor stability and to increase 
the melting point or solid fat index. Partial hydrogenation 
or hardening of soy oil allows it to be formulated into 
margarines and shortenings. Part of the increase in melting 
point is a result of the formation of positional and trans fatty 
acid isomers. Analysis of commercial salad oils, margarines, 
and shortenings has identifi ed the 8 through 13 positional cis 
and trans isomers as the major monounsaturated fatty acids 
in hydrogenated soybean oil (4, 5). These fatty acid isomers 
are incorporated into animal (6-17) and human tissue lipids 
(18-23), and their metabolism and biochemistry have been 
the subject of recent reviews (24-26).”
 “To provide human data for evaluating possible 
nutritional and metabolic effects of fatty acid isomers, the 
absorption, distribution, and disappearance of deuterium 
labeled cis- and trans-13-octadecenoic acid compared to cis-
9-octadecenoic acid in human plasma and lipoprotein lipid 
classes were determined using a triple-labeled experimental 
approach.” Address: Northern Regional Research Center, 
Peoria, Illinois.

4461. Forbes, R.M.; Erdman, J.W., Jr.; Parker, H.M.; Kondo, 
H.; Ketelsen, Sandra M. 1983. Bioavailability of zinc in 
coagulated soy protein (tofu) to rats and effect of dietary 
calcium at a constant phytate:zinc ratio. J. of Nutrition 
113(1):205-10. Jan. [10 ref]
• Summary: Zinc bioavailability as expressed by weight gain 
was reduced by about 48% by tripling the calcium content 
of a tofu-based diet, but this effect was not seen on an egg-
white-based diet. Address: Univ. of Illinois.

4462. Gabr, Mamdouh; Maraghi, S.; Morsi, S. 1983. 
Management of lactose intolerance secondary to protein 
calorie malnutrition with soy-based, lactose-free formula. 
Nutrition Reports International 27(1):51-58. Jan. [10 ref]

• Summary: An isolated soy protein formula containing a 
mixture of sucrose and corn syrup was found more effective 
in infants recovering from kwashiorkor than a standard 
lactose-containing formula. Address: M.D., Depts. of 
Pediatrics and Clinical Pathology, Cairo Univ., Faculty of 
Medicine, Cairo, Egypt.

4463. Patton, Greg. 1983. Modern soy protein products 
(Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Feb. 11. Conducted by William 
Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: The biggest market for soy protein isolates in 
the U.S. today is in health-food protein powders. Many of 
the big manufacturers of these are in Hayward, California: 
Natural Formulas, Natural Protein Products, Shamrock, 
Cambridge Diet, etc. Isolates are not used much in meat 
pumping, sausages, etc. ADM and Ralston Purina both make 
isolates. Greg and Clyde Boismenue are competitors, and 
both know the industry very well.
 Central Soya’s “Response,” a textured soy protein 
concentrate, is the Cadillac of textured soy protein products. 
Much better than TVP, it is excellent in patties and meat 
loaves. Using Response in a reformulated hamburger need 
not cost any more than using TVP, since it hydrates at a 4:1 
ratio and more can be used since it has less soy fl avor and 
causes less fl atulence. It costs $0.50/lb versus $0.30 for TVP. 
Address: 8707 San Leandro St., Oakland, California 94621. 
Phone: 415-638-5223.

4464. Panchal, Chinu. 1983. Soyamilk proves ‘elixir’ to sick 
baby. Times of India (The) (Bombay). Feb. 12. p. 13.
• Summary: Nagpur–The parents of a four-day-old baby girl 
found that she could not digest breast milk or infant formulas 
based on cow’s milk. Doctors fi nally diagnosed the problem 
as “lactose intolerance.”
 “Dr. S.W. Chorgude, a child specialist, then suggested 
that the child be given soyamilk,” which was available 
locally thanks to a factory established in Nagpur by 
Dr. Shantilal Kothari, a former professor at Pantnagar 
agricultural university. It worked wonders. Within 1½ 
months the child became as healthy as any normal baby.
 An estimated 2% of the children in India suffer from 
lactose intolerance; they lack the enzyme lactase which 
digests the lactose, the natural sugar in milk. When they are 
fed milk, this lack causes fl atulence, diarrhoea, and other 
stomach problems. Soyamilk [infant formula] contains all the 
ingredients required for infants to grow, without the lactose 
sugar.
 Dr. Kothari uses a process developed in India to make 
the soyamilk. He told the Times of India that he has been 
carrying on a long and (so far) fruitless correspondence with 
the state [Maharashtra] food and drugs administration to 
have soyamilk offi cially recognised as a food.
 Since the baby’s remarkable recovery, all three of the 
hospitals in Nagpur have begun substituting soyamilk for 
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regular milk in the diets of their patients.
 According to the superintendent of the Mayo hospital, 
the soyamilk has worked very well and it has saved the 
hospital a lot of money–since soyamilk costs Rs. 2.46 
compared with 3.50 for the same quantity of dairy milk.
 A photo shows the healthy baby lying on her back. 
Behind her is a carton of soyamilk in bottles and a sign that 
reads “Soyamilk.” Address: M.D., New Delhi.

4465. Shurtleff, William. 1983. Re: Thoughts on a raw-food 
diet, trypsin inhibitors, Blanca’s work in Mexico. Letter to 
Blanca Dominguez de Diez Gutiérrez in Mexico, Feb. 12. 1 
p. Typed, with signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Blanca; So nice to hear from you. 
First let me tell you that I have done a lot of thought and 
investigation into all-raw food diets. They are good for 
cleansing. A close friend of mine ate apples for 3 months and 
his skin really shone. They may get good results in healing 
cancer etc. but the Macrobiotic diet, which is diametrically 
opposed gets equally good results, they claim. Chinese 
physicians, who have a tradition of several thousand years 
and of whom I know several highly skilled and effective 
ones = healers are very opposed to raw foods for healing 
most diseases; they say it does the opposite of what is 
needed, namely to make the body more yang. Whenever I am 
a little sick, as with a cold, I fi nd that I want either or both 
apples or brown rice, just that. Whatever the truth I strongly 
suspect the following: (1) If we believe deeply that a diet 
will heal us, that is very very important in the cure, and (2) 
any diet must be subjected to rigorous scientifi c tests, not just 
anecdotal evidence. Science can give real proofs and make 
real advances.
 “I feel your observation about great interest in raw foods 
and less in soyfoods is not at all correct, although it may be 
so in your vicinity. People who live in Cold climates must 
have a very diffi cult time eating raw food. I am an advocate 
of the Traditional Diet, which human beings have eaten for 
the past 10,000 years, and that includes maybe 10-20% fresh 
raw foods... as the spirit moves me, but not trying to force it. 
Sprouts are a great, revolutionary food.
 “I look forward to hearing from you when you have 
returned to Mexico and have a chance to think about 
my offer. Please do keep in touch. Both Akiko and I feel 
very close to you, whatever you decide to do. I think you 
may fi nd the enclosed of particular interest, concerning 
diet. Don’t forget that the body has its built in nutritional 
laws=requirements, which if violated lead to big problems, 
such as my osteoporosis. Think carefully on the meaning of 
this.
 “Love, Bill
 “PS. Concerning trypsin inhibitors in raw soybeans; 
continued consumption of them will probably cause troubles, 
as is well documented in the literature, especially reduced 
protein absorption and perhaps pancreatic hypertrophy 

(swelling). But, sprouting probably reduces TI by 30% 
and there are some reports that TI help prevent cancer. 
Raw soybeans must taste horrible! If you have one, please 
send me a recipe for a fermented soy raw cheese that we 
can test. Have you ever seen Victor Kulvinskas? He looks 
like a ghost. Why? I assume because of his years of raw 
diet.” Address: Soyfoods Center, P.O. Box 234, Lafayette, 
California 94549.

4466. Palmer, Loring. 1983. How to make the “bean 
revolution” succeed in America. Miso making at Tassajara 
(Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Feb. 13. Conducted by William 
Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: If the “bean revolution” is ever to succeed in 
American, we must learn the Julia Child method for getting 
rid of the fl atulence-causing substances in beans. Loring 
learned this from someone at the Minneapolis, Zen Center 
(Minnesota), and it may also be in her book on beans.
 Soak the beans in 10 times their volume of water. Then 
bring to a boil. Allow to cool and discard the water. Again 
add the same amount of water, cook the beans as required, 
then discard the cooking water again. Serve the beans. Since 
fl atulence factors or oligosaccharides are water-soluble 
sugars, most will dissolve in the water and be discarded with 
it. This method can also be used in cooking the soybeans for 
miso.
 Loring has no memories of making miso at Zen 
Mountain Center at Tassajara in the Santa Lucia Mountains; 
he was in San Francisco when we made miso at Tassajara. 
In 1972 Loring made miso from ready-made koji, a process 
he learned from Herman Aihara. Address: Boulderado Hotel, 
Boulder, Colorado.

4467. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1983. Experts question 
soyabean output. Feb. 16. p. 9.
• Summary: “New Delhi–”Nutrition experts doubt if the 
rapid expansion of acreage and production of soyabean is 
justifi ed by food needs or other reasons of priority.”
 This rapid expansion is partly due to the government 
support price, which ensures an attractive return [profi t] for 
the farmer.
 Soyabean yields 16-18% edible oil, which brings an 
excellent return because of edible oil shortages and high 
prices.
 Exports of soyabean meal, valued at Rs. 80-100 crores 
[1 crore = 10 million rupees] earn valuable foreign exchange, 
and also bring attractive “export entitlements” to processors.
 Note: Very little soy protein consumed as human food in 
India.

4468. Nasuno, Seiichi. 1983. Re: N-nitroso compounds 
and nitrosamines in Japanese fermented soyfoods. Letter to 
William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, Feb. 23–in reply to 
inquiry. 2 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead. [5 ref. Eng]
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• Summary: “We have an offi cial certifi cate from the 
National Institute of Health (NIH) of Japan to certify 
that the regular Kikkoman soy sauce is free from volatile 
nitrosamines on the basis of the examination of volatile 
N-nitroso compounds in a soy sauce product performed on 
January 23, 1978, at the NIH of Japan.
 “The test was performed by a Shimadzu gas 
chromatograph equipped with an alkali-fl ame 
ionization detector and minimum detection limit for 
N-nitrosodimethylamine was 0.1 ng (1 ppb in soy sauce).”
 “Nitrosamines are reaction products of nitrite and 
amines. Very small amounts of nitrite and amines were found 
in cereals such as rice, wheat and soybeans used as raw 
materials for miso and shoyu making. Moreover, amino acids 
in shoyu competitively inhibit nitrosamines formation from 
nitrite and amines.”
 “In conclusion, we feel that the problem of nitrosamines 
in miso and shoyu is not serious and that miso and shoyu 
are quite safe in the viewpoint of cancer risks.” Note: Five 
references are cited in the letter to document each point. 
Address: Director, Bioscience Lab., Kikkoman Corp., 
Central Research Laboratories, 399-Noda, Noda-Shi, Chiba-
ken, Japan. Phone: 0471-24-1111.

4469. Chang, Ying; Liu Sheng-jie; Zhou, Qhi-yuan. 1983. 
[Studies on milk substitutes. VII. The digestibility and 
energy utilization of soybean milk-substitute in infant]. Ying 
Yang Hsueh Pao (Acta Nutrimenta Sinica) 5(1):51-58. Feb. 
[2 ref. Chi; eng]
• Summary: “Metabolic studies were carried out on nine 
male infants to investigate the digestibility and utilization of 
some of the nutrients of the Milk-substitute 5410, thereby 
ascertaining whether those nutrients could satisfy their 
requirements. From the results of the chemical analyses of 
the foods and excreta of the infants, statistical treatment of 
the records on the frequency of defecation, the amount and 
form of the stools, and the growth rate of the infants, it was 
possible to evaluate the apparent energy utilization of the 
milk-substitute.
 “The ages of the infants at the beginning of the 
experiment were 37-77 days, and 6-7 months at the end. The 
experiment was divided into fi ve periods: in the fi rst and 
second periods the infants were fed alternately with the milk-
substitute and powdered whole milk diet; in the third and 
fourth periods the diets were the same as the fi rst and second 
but supplemented with cod liver oil concentrate (about 1500 
I.U. vitamin A and 500 I.U. vitamin D per day). In the fi fth 
period the protein content of the milk-substitute was raised 
from 16.6% to 22.6%, supplemented also with cod liver oil. 
In periods when the infants were fed with the milk substitute 
alone, the number of defecation was signifi cantly less and 
loose stools fewer than in the milk diet period. Introduction 
of cod liver oil tended to reduce the dry weight of the feces. 
When the milk-substitute with higher protein content was 

given, the number of defecation increased and occurrence of 
diarrhea was more frequent but not more so than during the 
cow’s milk powder period.
 “From the statistical analyses of the results, it was found 
that the digestibility of protein and carbohydrate of the milk-
substitute was signifi cantly lower than that of cow’s milk 
powder but that of fat was higher. Introduction of cod liver 
oil increased the digestibility of protein, fat, carbohydrate 
and crude fi bre. There was no signifi cant difference between 
the availability of energy of the milk-substitute and cow’s 
milk powder, the former being 90.9% while the latter 91.7%.
 “The growth curves of the nine infants showed that 
the higher the food intake, the higher the growth rate. 
The caloric intakes of eight infants were 100-120 kcal per 
kilogram of body weight per day and their growth rates 
were almost identical. The caloric intake of one infant was 
consistently below 100 kcal per kilogram of body weight 
per day and his growth rate was signifi cantly lower. It may 
be concluded, therefore, that when the Milk-substitute 5410 
is given to infants supplying 100-120 kcal per kilogram of 
body weight per day, would be adequate for normal growth.” 
Address: Inst. of Health, Chinese Academy of Medical 
Sciences, Beijing, China.

4470. Chou, Chi-yuan. 1983. Studies on the use of soybean 
food in infant feeding in China and the development of 
formula 5410. Food and Nutrition Bulletin (United Nations 
Univ.) 5(1):43-52. Feb. [10 ref]
• Summary: Historical background: In China, since ancient 
times, the soybean and soybean foods have been considered 
nutritious and delicious. Even soybean milk has long been 
consumed by Chinese adults. Today, soybean milk “is a 
popular breakfast food item sold in many small restaurants in 
the morning in almost every large and small city, but it had 
never been used to feed infants before 1927.
 “In the vast agricultural areas of China, animal milk is 
not a regular daily food item. When infants cannot obtain 
suffi cient mother’s milk, it is only natural to use cereal fl ours 
such as wheat or rice and wheat plus a little cane sugar as 
milk substitutes. This traditional method of feeding has been 
practiced over hundreds or even thousands of years.
 “In the light of modern knowledge of nutrition, it was 
realized that such cereal preparations are not adequate 
to meet the requirements of a growing child. To modern 
medical and health scientists, it has become an urgent 
and interesting problem to search for an inexpensive but 
nutritious infant food to substitute for animal milk and the 
traditional cereal fl our products when mother’s milk is 
inadequate.
 “Dr. Ernest Tso, Professor of Pediatrics of the former 
Peking Union Medical College in 1928, was the fi rst in 
China to use fresh soybean milk to feed an infant (Tso 1928). 
Fresh soybean milk was supplemented with calcium lactate, 
common salt, and cane sugar. During the eight months of 
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feeding with this basic diet, the infant received other foods 
such as egg yolk, fi sh liver oil, orange juice, and green 
vegetable puree, with soybean milk, protein furnishing about 
20 per cent of the total dietary energy.
 Following this successful attempt, Tso, Yee, and Chen 
(1928), Tso and Chu (1931), Tso and Chang (1931), and Fan, 
Wu, and Chu (1940) continued to work with fresh soybean 
milk, spray-dried soybean milk powder, or roasted soybean 
fl our diets for a number of infants in the hospital. Guy and 
Yeh (1938), working at the Peking First Health Station, 
fed 15 infants fresh soybean milk and 49 infants roasted 
soybean fl our preparations at the babies’ own homes and 
reported that all of the infants had normal weight and height 
gains. Research along this line was then interrupted for 12 
years [during World War II and the Chinese Communist 
revolution].
 The remainder of this article is about the development 
of soybean infant formula 5410, which began in 1953 “with 
a team in the Department of Nutrition of the then National 
Institute of Health, now the Department of Nutrition and 
Food Hygiene of the Institute of Health of the Chinese 
Academy of Medical Sciences. On the basis of the fi ndings 
of previous workers and newer knowledge of nutrition, 
the aim was to construct a milk substitute with easily 
obtainable raw materials and a simple method of preparation, 
nutritionally comparable to human milk or cow’s milk 
formula, palatable and acceptable to young infants, and 
to be sold at a reasonably low price to meet the fi nancial 
status of most families, especially those in the rural areas.” 
The formula consists of (by weight): Soybean fl our 28.0%. 
Rice fl our 45.0%. Cane sugar 16.5%. Egg yolk powder 
5.0%. Soybean oil 3.0%. Bone powder 1.5%. Millets 0.5%. 
Common salt 0.5%. Potassium iodine (later supplemented) 
0.25 mg per kg of mixture. A detailed method for preparing 
the formula is given. Address: Inst. of Health, Chinese 
Academy of Medical Sciences, Beijing, People’s Republic of 
China.

4471. Liu, Sheng-jie; Chang, Ying; Zhou, Qhi-yuan. 
1983. [Studies on milk-substitutes. VI. Absorption and 
retention of nitrogen, calcium, and phosphorus of soybean 
milk-substitute by infants]. Ying Yang Hsueh Pao (Acta 
Nutrimenta Sinica) 5(1):39-49. Feb. [15 ref. Chi; eng]
• Summary: “Previous feeding experiments on infants 
have shown that the growth promoting effect of the milk-
substitute 5410 was comparable to that of human milk 
or a milk powder diet. In order to know more about the 
biochemical and physiological properties of this mixture, 
nine male infants were put in serial metabolic studies with 
respect to the digestion, nitrogen, calcium and phosphorus 
utilization of this soybean product.
 “The age of the infants were 37-77 days at the beginning 
of the experiment, and 6-7 months at the end. The infants 
were fed with the milk-substitute and a milk powder diet in 

alternative periods each of which lasted 2-4 weeks. In the 
fi rst and second periods the infants were fed milk powder or 
milk-substitute alone, while in the third and fourth periods 
the same diets were supplemented with concentrated cod 
liver oil, and in the fi fth period the infants were fed with 
another soybean product similar to mixture 5410 but with 
higher protein content.
 “The digestibility of protein and the absorption of 
nitrogen, calcium and phosphorus of mixture 5410 were 
signifi cantly lower than those of the milk powder diet. 
However, the nitrogen retention were the same during these 
two dietary periods (191 and 196 mg per kilo per day). The 
calcium and phosphorus retention were signifi cantly lower 
during periods without cod liver oil (24 and 24 mg per kilo 
per day) but improved markedly after supplementation (58 
and 36 mg per kilo per day).
 “On the average, each infant received from the milk-
substitute 4.3 g of protein per kilo per day. The amount of 
calcium ingested was 850 mg per day; it seems to be that 
supplementation with cod liver oil is necessary for adequate 
calcium retention at this level of intake.
 “Raising the protein content of the milk-substitute 
by further addition of soybean powder may increase the 
nitrogen retention, but it tends to lower the absorption 
and retention of calcium and phosphorus due to increased 
amount of fecal excretion.” Address: Inst. of Health, Chinese 
Academy of Medical Sciences, Beijing.

4472. Ornish, Dean. 1983. Healing the heart: How to bypass 
heart disease. New Age Journal (Boston, Massachusetts). 
Feb. p. 36-38.
• Summary: “Heart disease has become a fact of life, yet the 
statistics are staggering. ‘More than 600,000 Americans die 
each year of heart disease-almost one-half of all reported 
deaths, or as much as all other illnesses combined,’ Dr. Dean 
Ornish reports in his newly published book Stress, Diet, and 
Your Heart. Not only are 40 million Americans currently 
suffering from heart-related disease, nearly a quarter of all 
heart fatalities occur before the age of sixty-fi ve.”
 A sidebar is titled “How a Heart Attack Happens: The 
Inside story. What is coronary heart disease? Simply this: the 
heart does not receive enough blood fl ow to maintain itself. 
It becomes starved for the oxygen that is carried in the blood. 
If the oxygen deprivation is for a brief time, then angina 
pectoris results–in a poetic sense, the heart is crying out in 
pain. This is usually described as a discomfort, heaviness, 
pressure, smothering, tightness, choking or squeezing in 
the chest. This discomfort usually occurs during physical or 
emotional stress and is relieved by rest. The heart has been 
injured, but at this point the damage is reversible.
 “However, if the reduction in the blood fl ow is 
prolonged (more than a few minutes), then part of the heart 
may die–a heart attack. If a part of the heart dies, then 
the dead portion becomes scar tissue and the person may 
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continue to live. If it is a large area, or if it occurs in an 
important location of the heart, then the person may die.
 “What causes the reduction in blood fl ow to the heart? 
For the past fi fty years or so, most physicians believed 
that it was almost entirely the result of a slow build-up of 
cholesterol and other deposits–like rust in a pipe-clogging 
the coronary arteries that supply the heart with blood. In 
recent years, however, it has been learned that the causes are 
not so simple. Other mechanisms besides fi xed blockages 
in the coronary arteries can reduce blood fl ow to the heart. 
These include the roles of coronary artery spasm and platelet 
clumping.
 “What is coronary artery spasm? Your coronary arteries–
like the arteries throughout your body–are not just pipes or 
conduits. The walls are lined with smooth muscle that can 
go into spasm, shutting down the fl ow of blood. The more 
fi xed blockage there is in a coronary artery, the less spasm is 
required to completely close it off.
 “What is platelet clumping? Blood platelets are the 
body’s fi rst defense against bleeding–they are the cellular 
components of the blood that help it to clot. When you cut 
yourself, platelets clump (aggregate) together inside the 
blood vessel that is bleeding, helping to stop the fl ow of 
blood. Unfortunately, this also may occur inside the coronary 
arteries–a thrombosis–which can reduce or stop the fl ow of 
blood to the heart.
 “The discovery of these mechanisms a few years ago 
revolutionized the understanding of coronary heart disease. 
For the previous fi fty years, this disease had been viewed as 
a static process, with deposits slowly building up over a long 
period of time without much hope for improvement. Now 
it is seen as a dynamic process that we can infl uence–for 
better and for worse–not only through diet, but in the way we 
handle stress.” Address: M.D., Sausalito, California.

4473. Soyfoods. 1983. Yersinia: Tofu’s new spoilage 
organism. Winter. p. 10-12.
• Summary: According to Dr. Clifford W. Hesseltine of the 
USDA NRRC in Peoria, Illinois, the earliest publication 
seen on Yersinia enterocolitica dates from 1939. It was fi rst 
identifi ed as a food contaminant in 1960. In 1966, 23 cases of 
Yersinia-related food poisoning were reported, but by 1974 
this had climbed to 4,000. “In the last decade there have 
been four major outbreaks of Yersinia poisoning in the U.S. 
including an incident in New York involving 200 people who 
had consumed chocolate milk. Sixteen had their appendix 
removed while 22 exhibited the symptoms of appendicitis. 
In Jan. 1982 it was positively linked to an outbreak of food 
poisoning from water-packed tofu made with well water in 
Washington.
 “Yersinia enterocolitica grows well at 4ºC, which 
is unusually low for pathogens. The optimal growth 
temperature range is 22-29ºF while the highest toxin 
production (which cannot be formed in the human body) 

occurs at 26ºF but not above 30ºF. Even if Yersinia-
contaminated tofu is heated at 100ºC for 15 minutes and 
the organism itself perishes, the toxin may survive. The 
bacterium, which is not sporeforming, can be destroyed 
(before it produces the toxin) at 60ºC held for 8 minutes.” 
The organism grows under nearly anaerobic conditions, such 
as those found in vacuum packaging, but it is more likely to 
grow in water-packed tubs. The organism often appears in 
cold spring or well water. Pasteurization of incoming water 
(at 60ºC for 8 minutes) or chlorination are the cheapest, 
most dependable ways to safeguard against Yersinia 
contamination.
 “The particular tofu company that suffered the Yersinia 
outbreak now uses chlorinated water and surface sterilizes 
the tofu with boiling water in the package just prior to 
sealing. The hot tofu is not immersed in the cooling tank but 
is placed by gloved hands in tofu tubs, then, after packaging, 
it is rapidly cooled in cold water or in a freezer.”

4474. Soyfoods. 1983. A second look at vacuum packaging 
[for tofu]. Winter. p. 41-44.
• Summary: T.W. Kutter’s Barry Zweiban delineates 7 
primary advantages to the vacuum packaging system. 1. 
Extends shelf life, typically 28 days for tofu. 2. Longer shelf 
life allows a larger inventory of products. 3. More effective 
and attractive packaging because of more available package 
surface space. 4. Package is smaller for same amount of tofu, 
so more fi ts in the cooler and truck. 5. Less contamination 
during packaging. 6. All these lead to an extension of a 
company’s sales and marketing area. 7. Overall packaging 
costs are lower than with water packed tofu: 4-5 cents 
versus 7 cents. Vacuum packaging can lower production, 
packaging, and shipping costs by a minimum of $0.05 a unit. 
Water packed tofu typically carries 5 ounces of water. The 
rest of the article concerns potential botulism problems. The 
bacterium Clostridium botulinum strongly resists heat. Thus 
in a vacuum packed container with a fi lm that allowed no 
oxygen permeation, and that was pasteurized, and that did 
contain some C. botulinum initially, there is the possibility of 
a botulism problem.

4475. Taira, Harue; Takagi, Hideo; Kokubun, K.; Koyama, 
S.; Hoshino, S.; Miyauchi, N. 1983. Kokusan daizu no 
hinshitsu. II. Futsû hatake to suiden tenkan saibai daizu 
shijitsu no kagaku seibun sosei oyobi kakô tekisei no sai 
[Quality of soybean seeds grown in Japan. II. Differences in 
the chemical composition and suitability for food processing 
between upland and drained paddy fi eld cultures / crops]. 
Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the 
National Food Research Institute) No. 41. p. 14-33. Feb. [33 
ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: The chemical composition and suitability for 
making tofu, miso, natto and cooked whole soybeans were 
investigated with 78 seed samples of 31 varieties which were 
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grown in upland and drained paddy fi elds at fi ve Agricultural 
Experiment Stations in 1980.
 The qualities tested were chemical composition 
(moisture, protein, and oil content) and suitability for food 
processing as measured by weight of 100 seeds, weight 
increase ratio of soaked seed, germination ratio, solid matter 
content of soaking water, solid matter extractability, pH, 
color of soybean milk, weight increase ratio by steaming, 
moisture content, softness, and color of steamed seeds. 
Drained paddy fi eld cultivation, as compared with upland 
cultivation, gave high moisture and heavy weight of 100 
seeds, and low x color value of soybean milk and steamed 
soybean seeds.
 From the results of contribution ratios, it was shown 
that the moisture content of soybean seeds was infl uenced 
by cultural conditions, whereas the chemical composition of 
protein and oil, and all the suitabilities for food processing 
were infl uenced by variety. Address: 1. National Food 
Research Inst. (Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo), Kannon-dai 2-1-
2, Yatabe-machi, Tsukuba-gun, Ibaraki-ken 305; 2. Hokkaido 
Agric. Exp. Station, Hitsujigaoka, Sapporo, Hokkaido; 3. 
Tohoku National Agric. Exp. Station, Kariwano, Akita; 4. 
Hokuriku National Agric. Exp. Station, Joetsu, Niigata; 5. 
Niigata Agric. Exp. Station, Nagaoka, Niigata; 6. Ehime 
Agric. Exp. Station, Dogoichiman, Matsuyama, Ehime. All: 
Japan.

4476. Weingartner, Karl E.; Nelson, A.I.; Erdman, J.W., Jr. 
1983. Effects of calcium addition on stability and sensory 
properties of soy beverage. J. of Food Science 48(1):256-57, 
263. Jan/Feb. [11 ref]
• Summary: Pasteurized or thermally processed soy 
beverages (6% soy solids) were fortifi ed to a comparable 
level of cow’s milk with calcium using mixtures of calcium 
citrate and tricalcium phosphate to soy beverage. These 
fortifi ed pasteurized products had acceptable sensory 
properties. Addition of these calcium salts did not adversely 
affect protein stability of the beverage. Calcium citrate 
addition caused a decrease in beverage pH and viscosity. 
Thermally processed (still retort and agitort) canned 
beverages containing calcium salts were stable for 6 months 
when stored at 1º C or at room temperature.
 Although the authors made a soy protein beverage 
containing a heterogeneous suspension of calcium citrate 
and calcium phosphate, they found it diffi cult to make a 
homogeneous and stable soy protein solution containing 
more than 100 mg/100 gm of free calcium ion. Address: Dep. 
of Food Science, Univ. of Illinois.

4477. Weingartner, K.E.; Heckt, W.L.; Erdman, J.W., 
Jr. 1983. Effect of coprophagy prevention in rats on 
zinc bioavailability from soy fl our. Nutrition Reports 
International 27(2):365-70. Feb. [3 ref]
• Summary: Coprophagy, the consumption of feces by 

animals, frequently occurs in rats. A taste aversion technique 
was used to condition 48 rats not to coprophagize. All of 
these rats were then fed diets based on egg whites containing 
zinc supplied by either full fat soy fl our (3, 5, or 8 ppm) or 
by zinc carbonate (0, 2, 4, 6 ppm) for 21 days.
 The zinc in the soy fl our became much more 
bioavailable to the rats. Address: Depts. of Food Science and 
Animal Science, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, IL 61801.

4478. Harada, Kyuya; Toyokawa, Y.; Kitamura, K. 1983. 
Genetic analysis of the most acidic 11 S globulin subunit 
and related characters in soybean seeds. Ikushugaku Zasshi 
(Japanese J. of Breeding) 33(1):23-30. March 1. [33 ref. 
Eng; jap]
• Summary: “The A5 subunit is the most acidic subunit 
of soybean 11 S globulin. The inheritance of A5 subunit 
was studied by analyzing electrophoretically the crude 11 
S globulins in single seeds of F1 and F2 generations of 
four crosses. A part of these seeds were used to investigate 
the genetic relationships between A5 subunit and other 
characters, i.e., basic subunits, 11 S globulin composition, 
11 S / 7 S ratio and seed protein content. The content of A5 
subunit was under the control of the alleles (Gl1, gl1) at one 
locus and highest in Gl1Gli, about half of Gl1Gl1 in Gl1g11 
and zero in gligli. The presence or absence of A5 subunit and 
two specifi c basic subunits was entirely coordinated with 
each other, therefore, it was suggested that the structural 
genes coding for A5 subunit and two specifi c basic subunits 
were closely linked with each other to constitute Gl1 or the 
synthesis of these subunits was synchronously controlled by 
Gl, and gl. The presence of these subunits was accompanied 
by the most acidic 11 S globulin molecule which is missing 
in gl1gl1. 11 S / 7 S ratio was closely related to Gl, gene 
dosage and highest in GliGli, intermediate in and lowest 
in gl1gl1. These results show that Gl1 is responsible for 
increasing heterogeneity of 11 S globulin molecular species 
and raising 11 S / 7 S ratio. There were no signifi cant 
differences in protein content among three genotypes and 11 
S / 7 S ratio was not correlated with seed protein content so 
that these genes will have no effect on protein content and 
increasing 11 S globulin may not decrease protein content.” 
Address: 1. National Inst. of Agricultural Sciences, Yatabe, 
Ibaraki 305; 2-3. Faculty of Agriculture, Iwate Univ., 
Morioka, 020 [Japan].

4479. Toyo Shinpo (Soyfoods News). 1983. [Yukijirushi Milk 
Co., one of Japan’s largest milk companies, started selling 
soymilk on 10 March 1983]. March 1. [Jap]
• Summary: Their brand name is Yukijirushi Soymilk 
(Yukijirushi no Tonyu). They are selling three fl avors: (1) 
Plain–90 yen retail. (2) Barley Malt Coffee–100 yen retail. 
(3) Yogurt fl avor–100 yen retail.
 Each is sold in 250 cc Tetra Brik cartons with 90 days 
shelf life. From one pack you can get all your vitamin E 
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requirement for one day (a man needs about 10 mg, and each 
pack contains 15 mg). Yukijirushi is buying raw soymilk 
material from Nisshin and making it into their soymilk now. 
A photo shows the front of each of the 3 packages.

4480. Royce, S.M.; Takagi, T.; Holmes, R.; Kummerow, F. 
1983. Effect of dietary fatty acid isomerization and saturation 
on atherosclerosis in swine. Federation Proceedings 
(FASEB) 42(4):808 (Abst. #3022). March 5.
• Summary: “To clarify the role of dietary fatty acid 
isomerization and saturation in swine atherosclerosis, male 
weanling Polland-China swine were fed a corn-soybean 
meal diet containing 20% by weight lard (1), high oleic 
acid saffl ower oil (SFO), or a partially hydrogenated 
soybean oil blend (HSBO) for 29 weeks. The left coronary 
artery condensed degenerated smooth muscle cells (SMC), 
rarefacted SMC, foam cells, and degenerated endothelial 
cells were enumerated by electron microscopy (EM). Intimal 
thickening was also measured by EM. No statistically 
signifi cant effect of dietary treatment was observed. Serum 
cholesterol did not signifi cantly differ between treatments 
but serum triacyglycerol was signifi cantly elevated in SFD-
fed animals relative to HSBO- but not L-fed swine (96.7 
SFO, 81.5 L and 72.6 HSBO, mg/dl, p<0.05). Animals 
fed SFO had signifi cantly higher release of prostacyclin 
as measured by 6-keto-PGF radio-immunoassay (RIA) 
from right coronary artery strips than L- or HSBO-fed 
animals (99.8, 66.7, and 64.4 pg/min/mg tissue wet weight, 
respectively, p<0.05). There was no signifi cant effect on 
serum thromboxane A, release as assessed by thromboxane 
B2 RIA. Fatty acid compositional analysis of heart, liver, 
adipose, and isolated aortic endothelial cells by capillary 
gas chromatography refl ected that of the dietary fats fed.” 
Address: Dep. of Food Science, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, 
IL 61801, and H.E. Moore Heart Research Foundation, 
Champaign, IL 61820.

4481. Lunde, Kenneth E. 1983. Process for improving the 
comestibility of legumes and for defl atulating them by use 
of neutral enzymes. U.S. Patent 4,376,128. March 8. 6 p. 
Application fi led 23 Jan. 1981. [7 ref]
• Summary: This is accomplished by adding to the legumes, 
prior cooking, enzymes, specifi cally bromelin and papain. 
Address: 1101 Noel Dr., #4, Menlo Park, California 94025.

4482. Lunde, Kenneth E. 1983. Process for defl atulating 
and improving the digestibility of legumes. U.S. Patent 
4,376,127. March 8. 4 p. Application fi led 23 Jan. 1981. [7 
ref]
• Summary: This is accomplished by adding to the legumes, 
prior cooking, enzymes, specifi cally bromelin and papain. 
Address: 1101 Noel Dr., #4, Menlo Park, California 94025.

4483. Szuhaj, B.F. 1983. Lecithin (Interview). Conducted 

by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center, March 25. 2 p. 
transcript. [1 ref]
• Summary: Lecithin that is not sold commercially is 
blended back into the soybean meal and used in livestock 
feeds. It is sort of a secret; the industry doesn’t talk about it. 
This has been the practice since the 1930s. It is neither a plus 
nor a minus for the meal. Lecithin comprises about one half 
of one percent of the total soybean and 2% of the oil.
 A phospholipid is a lipid containing phosphorus. 
Phosphatides are a subcategory of phospholipids. Chemical 
lecithin is a phospholipid. But it is better to use the term 
“phosphatides” when writing about lecithin.
 The three largest manufacturers of commercial lecithin 
in the USA are Central Soya, followed by A.E. Staley, and 
ADM. Cargill, the largest crusher in the USA, makes a lot of 
lecithin but does not sell it commercially. Central Soya has 
been the largest for at least 10 years. ADM is now out of the 
Centrolex business; they stopped making granules in 1982.
 The health food industry looks to lecithin suppliers 
/ manufacturers (which comes down to Central Soya) to 
conduct research on the health benefi ts of lecithin. But 
Central Soya is not in a position to put up the money needed 
for such studies; it would cost too much and (if the studies 
showed clear benefi ts) there would not be much profi t from 
the resulting sales of lecithin. So nothing is going to happen.
 In 1976 H. Peeters edited a book titled 
Phosphatidylcholine: Biochemical and Clinical Aspects of 
Essential Phospholipids. Nattermann, a German seller of 
phospholipids (and a competitor of Central Soya), brought 
together many scientists to work on their product and then 
to write articles about that product. They held a symposium 
in Belgium and published the proceedings (in English) in 
the book edited by Peeters, noted above. It was a contrived 
thing. They coined a new term, Essential Phospholipids 
(EPL). They spent lots of time and money with various 
clinics in Europe. Some of the papers were well done, but 
scientists see it as “paid for” conclusions. That’s why people 
are looking for negatives nowadays.
 One of the best authentic articles was published in 
Lancet in 1977 (vol. 8028, p. 68-69). It indicates that lecithin 
improved memory / brain function.
 How about lecithin and coronary heart disease? Lots 
of research has been done but none of it is conclusive. 
Moreover, lecithin is regarded as a natural foodstuff, so it is 
not as highly regarded by the medical profession as if it were 
a pure chemical substance. Since it is a complex mixture of 
phosphatides, it would not be wise to try to promote it as a 
drug. Trying to prove that a natural food is therapeutic would 
be as diffi cult as showing that vitamin C can be used to treat 
the common cold. Address: Central Soya Co., P.O. Box 
1400, Fort Wayne, Indiana.

4484. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1983. History of 
soy lecithin. Soyfoods Center, P.O. Box 234, Lafayette, CA 
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94549. 31 p. March 30. Unpublished typescript. Available 
online at www.soyinfocenter.com.
• Summary: www.soyinfocenter.com/HSS/lecithin1.php
 Note: A comprehensive, greatly expanded edition of this 
book was published in free digital format on Goggle Books 
in 2016.
 A comprehensive history of the subject. Contents: 
Part I: What is lecithin? Basic defi nition. Etymology and 
nomenclature. Manufacture. Varieties of lecithin and 
their composition. Natural sources of lecithin. Functional 
properties. Food uses. Therapeutic uses. Nonfood and 
industrial uses. World production. Part II: History of soy 
lecithin in Europe. Early research (pre-1900). 1900-1939. 
1940-1983. Part III: History of soy lecithin in the United 
States. 1923-1939. U.S. research on the therapeutic value 
of lecithin. The U.S. lecithin industry and market. Part IV: 
History of soy lecithin in East Asia.
 “The fi rst soy lecithin appeared on the U.S. market in 
1929, having been imported from Germany (Eichberg 1942) 
by American Associated Co. (Atlanta, Georgia), one of the 
founders of American Lecithin Co. (ALC). For the next fi ve 
years, all the soy lecithin used in the U.S. was imported from 
Germany and Denmark (Horvath 1933). Aarhus Oliefabrik 
made lecithin in Denmark and exported it to the USA via 
Fries Bros., New York. In 1932 Schweiger was issued a U.S. 
patent (No. 1,892,588. Dec. 27) for producing a light-colored 
lecithin by bleaching it with hydrogen peroxide, a process 
that is still widely used.
 “One organization that pioneered in the introduction of 
lecithin to the U.S. was the American Lecithin Corporation. 
It so happened that James W. Conway, mentioned above 
for his early interest in lecithin and attempt to start a plant, 
rented offi ce space in a building owned by American 
Associated Companies (AAC), a mini-conglomerate in 
Atlanta. In about 1929 he started discussing his ideas with 
AAC, which contracted Mühle, Hamburg, and assigned 
Joseph Eichberg, an AAC employee, to work on the project. 
In 1929 Eichberg and Bruno Rewald from Hansa Mühle 
traveled the U.S. together, checking out prospects. In about 
1930 American Lecithin Corporation was incorporated in 
Atlanta, with Joseph Eichberg as president; most of the stock 
was owned by AAC, but Hansa Mühle may have owned 
a small portion. As the exclusive U.S. representative of 
Germany’s Hansa Mühle, ALC acquired rights under the 
key lecithin patents from Hansa Mühle (then the leading 
lecithin producer in Germany and owner of patents granted 
to Bollmann, Rewald, and others), and prepared to grant 
licenses on the patents and lease the equipment to American 
companies interested in manufacturing lecithin in America. 
ALC also imported and marketed lecithin during this period 
but it did not manufacture of lecithin.
 “Commercial production of lecithin began relatively late 
in the U.S., which is not surprising when it is recalled that 
the soybean crushing and refi ning industries did not really 

begin their takeoff until the mid-1930s. In 1934 the Archer 
Daniels Midland Company (ADM), at their plant in Chicago, 
Illinois, became the fi rst in America to Manufacture soy 
lecithin. Made under license under the Hansa Mühle patents 
via ALC, this was also the fi rst commercial lecithin of any 
type made in America. The next year the Glidden Company, 
again under license from ALC, began making soy lecithin 
at their solvent extraction plant in Chicago. In 1934-35 
ALC was reorganized as the American Lecithin Company to 
promote the promote the production and sale of lecithin in 
the U.S. and to give the major manufactures a major share of 
the ownership. The stockholders of the new ALC were ADM, 
Glidden, Hansa Mühle, American Lecithin Corporation and 
Aarhus Oliefabrik, the Danish producer. The various patent 
positions were reconciled. Joseph Eichberg was president 
of the new ALC and Adrian D. Joyce, then president of 
Glidden, was Chairman of the Board. The new company 
was charted in Ohio, where laws were favorable and 
Glidden’s legal staff was located, but Eichberg and working 
headquarters were located in New York. ALC now had two 
main sources of income: royalties from patents licensed and 
profi ts from sale of lecithin purchased from licensees. Ross 
and Rowe, later acquired by ADM, were active in selling for 
the new company.”
 “Glidden fi rst began to market its own lecithin in 1946 
(Soybean Digest 1946) and ADM followed suit in about 
1950, when it stopped selling though ALC. ALC went its 
own way too; in 1947 it fi rst started to do some of its own 
additional processing and refi ning of lecithin, making various 
specialty products, as for bakers and others. After severance 
of marketing ties with Glidden and ADM, ALC continued 
to license others to manufacture lecithin under some of the 
patents and then bought lecithin from them and marketed 
it. In about 1959 Eichberg and ALC moved back to Atlanta 
and organized a new corporation. Today ALC is still active 
buying and selling lecithin and making some compositions 
of their own, though all the early patents have, of course, 
expired.” Address: Lafayette, California. Phone: 415-283-
2991.

4485. Aulisio, Calvin C.G.; Stanfi eld, J.T.; Weagant, 
S.D.; Hill, W.E. 1983. Yersiniosis associated with tofu 
consumption: Serological, biochemical and pathogenicity 
studies of Yersinia enterocolitica isolates. J. of Food 
Protection 46(3):226-30, 234. March. [18 ref]
• Summary: Recently the Food and Drug Administration 
reported a Class II recall of tofu because of adulteration with 
Yersinia enterocolitica that involved 87 cases in the state of 
Washington. Address: Div. of Microbiology, Food & Drug 
Administration (FDA), Washington DC 20204; and Seattle, 
Washington 98174.

4486. Courant (Hartford, Connecticut). 1983. Study deals 
tofu unhealthy blow: Producers object. March 15. [1 ref]*
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• Summary: A summary, for popular consumption, of the 
fi ndings of Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station 
Bulletin No. 810. The reporter stated that “Tofu may not be 
as healthy as its consumers think,” mentioning that only 1 
out of 17 products tested met the dairy standards. One tofu 
industry spokesperson stated that it was unfair to apply 
dairy standards to soyfoods and that improper handling of 
the foods by retailers rather than unsanitary production or 
packaging was to blame. A second railed against supermarket 
negligence at holding tofu at produce temperatures.

4487. Djurtoft, R.; Nielsen, J.P.; Omololu, A.; Omotola, 
B.D. 1983. Cowpea tempeh and its nutritional value. Paper 
presented at the 2nd African Nutrition Congress. 13 p. Held 
27 Feb. to 3 March 1983, Ibadan, Nigeria. [8 ref. Eng]
• Summary: “The work with cowpea tempeh in Nigeria 
was started as an M.Sc. project carried out by B. Omotola 
in 1981. The work involved production of cowpea tempeh, 
determination of the important parameters for the production, 
such as presoaking time, boiling time, quality of the 
inoculum, etc. Besides, search for potential mycotoxins was 
carried out. No mycotoxins (determined as afl atoxin B-1) 
were found. Eighteen months ago the tempeh production 
was moved to Osegere village, 20 km from the University of 
Ibadan, and during the past months the production has been 
studied, and acceptability tests have been carried out.
 “Cowpea tempeh was accepted. 51 out of 52 persons 
would like to taste it again, and 36 ranked cowpea tempeh 
as excellent food, 13 as fairly good, and 3 as not too good.” 
Address: 1-2. Dep. of Biochemistry & Nutrition, Technical 
Univ. of Denmark, DK-2800 Lyngby, Denmark; 3-4. Dep. of 
Human Nutrition, Univ. of Ibadan, Nigeria.

4488. Hankin, Lester; Hanna, J. Gordon. 1983. Quality 
of tofu and other soy products. Connecticut Agricultural 
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 810. 4 p. March. [8 ref]
• Summary: This cooperative study by the Connecticut 
Agric. Exp. Station and the Connecticut Department of 
Consumer Protection analyzed the microbial and nutrient 
content of 17 soy products: 5 tofu products made by New 
England Soy Dairy (Greenfi eld, Massachusetts), Firm 
Organic Tofu, and Tofu Slices (Marinated and Broiled) made 
by Nasoya Foods (Leominster, MA), Soy-Moo soymilk sold 
by Health Valley Natural Foods (Montebello, California), 
Tempeh Burgers made by Soyfoods Unlimited (San Leandro, 
CA), Tempeh Burger made by Pacifi c Tempeh (Emeryville, 
CA), Tofu Lasagna with Sauce marketed by Legume, Inc. 
(Bloomfi eld, New Jersey), Tempeh made by Tempeh Works 
(Cambridge, MA), Genmai Miso distributed by Erewhon, 
Inc. (Cambridge, MA), Kome Miso distributed by Tree of 
Life (St. Augustine, Florida), and 3 tofu products made by 
The Bridge (Middletown, Connecticut). Ingredients of each 
product are given.
 The study showed high levels of bacterial contamination 

in many of the products, much higher than for dairy 
products. Only 41% met the coliform bacteria standard of 
less than 10 per gram of product, 29% met yeast standard 
of less than 10/gm, 41% met the 10 mold standard of less 
than 10/gm, and only 12% met the standard for total aerobic 
bacterial count (less than 25,000/gm). In addition, soyfoods 
generally contained more fat than claimed.
 This report had widespread repercussions for the 
soyfoods industry, which (in the short term) were negative. 
The authors had previously published studies on the 
microbiological quality of numerous dairy products. Address: 
P.O. Box 1106, New Haven, CT 06504. Phone: 203-789-
7272.

4489. Nutrition Reviews. 1983. Antibody formation to cow’s 
milk protein or soya protein. 41(3):80-82. March. [4 ref]
• Summary: Antibodies to 5 cow’s milk proteins and soya 
protein were measured in 64 babies at 112 days of age. The 
subjects were fed, from birth, soya preparations (37 babies), 
cow’s milk preparations (19 babies), or cow’s milk-soya 
preparation combinations. Cow’s milk protein antibody 
formation is not modifi ed by early feeding with soya protein.

4490. Taira, Harue. 1983. [Quality of soybean seeds grown 
in Japan. III. Correlation between physical properties, 
chemical composition, and suitability for food processing 
pairs]. Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku (Report 
of the National Food Research Institute) No. 42. p. 27-39. 
March. [39 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: “In the previous paper, the varietal differences 
on physical properties, chemical composition, and qualities 
for food processing (Tofu, Miso, Natto, and cooked 
beans) of soybean seeds were investigated on 105 samples 
(60 varieties and 7 lines) cultivated at 23 Agricultural 
Experiment Stations in Japan in 1980. The tested items 
were as follows: (a) physical properties: seed and hilum 
color, degree of seed coat cracking, and weight of 100 
seeds, (b) chemical composition: moisture, protein, and 
oil content, and (c) qualities for food processing: weight 
increasing ratio of soaked seed, germination ratio, solid 
matter content in soaked water, solid matter extractability, 
pH and color of soybean milk, weight increasing ratio by 
steaming, and moisture content, hardness, ratio of perfect 
and imperfect seed, and color of steamed seeds. In this 
paper, correlations between above-mentioned item pairs 
were further investigated. Regarding the suitability for Tofu 
making, protein and oil content had positive correlations 
with solid matter extractability in soybean milk. The color 
Y (%) of soybean milk had positive correlation with oil 
content and negative correlation with protein content. On 
the suitability for Miso, Natto, and cooked beans making, 
hardness of steamed seeds had positive correlations with 
moisture content of soybean seed, germination ratio, and 
Y (%) of steamed soybean seed, and negative correlations 
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with weight increasing ratio of soaked soybean seed, solid 
matter content of soaked water, and weight increasing ratio, 
moisture content, ratio of imperfect seed, and x and y value 
of steamed soybean seed. From these results, it is clear that 
the quality of variety is more important in making of Miso, 
Natto, and cooked beans than in making of Tofu.” Address: 
National Food Research Inst., Japan.

4491. Walker, Weldon J. 1983. Changing U.S. life style and 
declining vascular mortality–A retrospective. New England 
J. of Medicine 308(11):649-51. March. [12 ref]
• Summary: “In a previous editorial I indicated that the 
fi rst decline in age-specifi c coronary mortality in the United 
States started in 1964, the year when the Surgeon General 
warned of the hazards of cigarette smoking. In the same year 
the American Heart Association recommended a general 
change in the national diet, with reduced dietary cholesterol 
and saturated fat, to lower the cholesterol level and hence the 
risk of heart attacks and strokes.”
 Americans reduced their per capita consumption of 
tobacco, milk, cream, butter, eggs, animal fats, and oils; this 
accompanied the decline in mortality.
 Table 2 shows the “Decline in age-specifi c 
cerebrovascular mortality, 1963-1981.” All age groups have 
seen a decrease of at least 44% and the highest decrease 
(52.9%) has been in the age group 55-64–truly remarkable 
improvements.
 Table 3 shows “Changes in per capita consumption of 
various products, 1963 to 1980.” These include:
 “Cigarette tobacco -27.1%
 “Fluid milk and cream -24.1%
 “Eggs -12.3%
 “Animal fats and oils -38.8%
 “Vegetable fats and oils +57.6%
 “Fish +22.6%.” Address: M.D., 6378 Pioneer Rd., 
Medford, Oregon 97501.

4492. Camirand, Wayne; Randall, J.; Popper, K.; Andich, B. 
1983. Low-sodium/high potassium fermented sauces. Food 
Technology 37(4):81-83, 85. April. [28 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Decreasing sodium 
intake. Increasing potassium intake: Therapeutic benefi ts, 
protective benefi ts, taste and stability. Fermented sauces. 
Ion-exchange processes (for reducing sodium): Resin-bed, 
membrane ion exchange (a counter-current fl ow membrane 
device or dialyzer). Two products suggested: 1. High-
potassium soy sauce with minimal sodium intended for 
individuals with advanced hypertension; one disadvantage 
is its bitter taste. 2. A sauce containing equal amounts of 
sodium chloride and potassium chloride; it would have the 
protective value of potassium, would taste as salty as regular 
soy sauce, and would not require refrigeration. Address: 
1-2. USDA Western Regional Research Center, Berkeley 
(Albany), California.

4493. Egana, Juan I.; Fuentes, A.; Steinke, F.H.; Uauy, R. 
1983. Protein quality comparison of a new isolated soy 
protein and milk in Chilean preschool children. Nutrition 
Research 3(2):195-202. March/April. *
• Summary: Daily protein allowances to retain 39 mg N/kg/
day were 1.27 and 0.91 g protein/kg/day for SPF [soy protein 
formula, SPF-200] and milk respectively. Address: 1-2, 4. 
Institute of Nutrition and Food Technology (INTA), Clinical 
Research Center, University of Chile.

4494. Eldridge, Arthur C.; Kwolek, William F. 1983. 
Soybean isofl avones: Effect of environment and variety 
on composition. J. of Agricultural and Food Chemistry 
31(2):394-96. March/April. [13 ref]
• Summary: The isofl avone content of soybeans varies 
tremendously according to the plant part, variety, year 
harvested, and geographic location. Soybean hulls contain 
only relatively minor amounts of isofl avones, the majority of 
which occur in the hypocotyl (sprout), although one common 
isofl avone, genistein, is found primarily in the cotyledon. A 
threefold variation was reported in total isofl avone content 
among 4 varieties of soybeans, while a 30% variation was 
noted in a single soybean variety over a 4-year period. The 
content of individual isofl avones varied as much as 50%. 
Moreover, location infl uences isofl avone content, even 
within fairly close geographical areas. Address: Northern 
Regional Research Center, Agricultural Research Service, 
USDA, Peoria, Illinois 61604.

4495. Furda, Ivan. ed. 1983. Unconventional sources of 
dietary fi ber: Physiological and in vitro functional properties. 
Washington, DC: American Chemical Society. x + 315 p. 
ACS Symposium Series No. 214. Based on a symposium 
sponsored by the ACS Divivion of Agricultural and Food 
Chemistry at the 183rd meeting of the American Chemical 
Society, Las Vegas, Nevada, March 28-April 2, 1982. [350+* 
ref]
• Summary: This volume contains 20 papers by various 
authors, plus a preface and index. Soy is mentioned on p. 
140 under “Cation exchange capacities” (CEC). Cation 
absorption appears to be important in the formation of 
cationic bridges as a mechanism for bile acid, fatty acid 
and mineral absorption in the upper intestine (Kay 1982). 
Robertson and Van Soest (1980) found that coarse bran, 
alfalfa, and soybean hulls were neutral detergent fi ber 
preparations, and thus free of pectin and starch. Soybean 
hulls have a moderate exchange value of 18 meq/100 gm. 
Address: General Mills, Inc.

4496. Smithells, R.W, 1983. Correspondence: Soy feeding 
in infancy. Archives of Disease in Childhood 58(4):315-17. 
April. [1 ref]
• Summary: “Sir, I read Dr Taitz’s annotation’ with interest 
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but would take issue with 3 of his 4 conclusions (the other 
being a statement of fact). ‘Proved cows’ milk protein 
intolerance should be treated with formulae consisting of 
protein hydrolysates’. Surely proved intolerance of any 
food should be treated by exclusion of that food and in the 
case of infants on predominantly milk diets substitution of 
a tolerated milk. Most infants unable to tolerate cows’ milk 
can tolerate soy feeds, though a few cannot.” Address: Dep. 
of Paediatrics and Child Health, Univ. of Leeds, 27 Blundell 
St., Leeds LS1 3ET [England].

4497. Soybean Digest. 1983. Soybean lectin: “Glue” for 
blood cells. April. p. 72.
• Summary: “Scientists at Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer 
Center are using soybean lectin to transplant bone marrow 
safely and effectively. By treating the donor’s marrow with 
soybean lectin, scientists cleanse the cells that could trigger 
a possibly fatal reaction. The lectin acts like glue, binding 
itself to the cells and causing them to drift to the bottom of a 
test tube where they clump together. Until now, bone marrow 
transplants were limited to patients who had a genetically 
similar relative for a donor.”

4498. Sunset international vegetarian cook book. 1983. 
Menlo Park, California: Lane Publishing Co. 96 p. April. 
Illust. 28 cm. Retitled Vegetarian Favorites in 1987.
• Summary: This book is by the editors of Sunset books 
and Sunset magazine; the supervising editor is Maureen 
Williams Zimmerman. A table titled “Choosing nutritiously” 
(p. 5) shows that soybeans are a good source of thiamin 
(B-1), niacin, vitamin B-6, folic acid, calcium, and iron. 
Another table titled “Protein partnerships” (p. 7) states 
that soybeans and soyfoods (soybean curd/tofu, soy fl our, 
soy milk, and tempeh), like dairy products and eggs, have 
no limiting amino acid. Soy-related recipes include: Miso 
grilled mushrooms (p. 14; Japan). Golden tofu caulifl ower 
soup (p. 34; Thailand). Greens & tofu in peanut sauce (p. 
48; Thailand). Stir-fried tofu & vegetables (p. 50; Vietnam). 
Whole wheat & soy pasta (p. 52). Mandarin pancakes with 
spicy tofu fi lling (p. 70; China). Address: Menlo Park. 
Phone: 415-321-3600.

4499. Product Name:  Natural Nigari Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Sweet Whey.
Manufacturer’s Address:  P.O. Box 154, Redwood Valley, 
CA 95470.  Phone: 707-485-7498.
Date of Introduction:  1983 April.
New Product–Documentation:  Form fi lled out by Joel 
Brightbill. They opened on 1 April 1983, and now (1983) use 
50-75 lb/day of soybeans. Soyfoods Center Computerized 
Mailing List. 1983. June 20. Owner: Joel Brightbill.
 Talk with Richard Rose. 1988. May 13. See Brightsong 
Tofu, 1978. Joel Brightbill and Bob Heartsong were the 
original founders of Brightsong, back in 1977 or 1978. Their 

last names were used to make the company name. He is the 
“Bright” in Brightsong. Heartsong left after a short time 
and David Patton came in, taking his place; it was an equity 
partnership with no employees. The partners worked. Then 
Brightbill sold his interest to Patton. Richard and Sharon 
Rose bought the company from Patton. In June 1982 the 
Rose’s lease ended in Redwood Valley and the landlord 
planned not to renew it. So the Roses decided to move the 
business to Petaluma. Patton and Brightbill did not want the 
Roses to move out of the county; they felt their note was 
in jeopardy and that the business was a county resource. 
The day before the Roses were to move, Brightbill, Patton, 
and a bunch of others entered the shop in the middle of the 
night, removed all the equipment, and stored it without a 
perfected security interest. This was illegal, so lawyers came 
in, negotiated, and the Roses fi nally got their equipment back 
and moved to Petaluma.
 About 6 months later Brightbill started Sweet Whey, 
essentially in the 10 x 10 foot garage on his ranch. Finally 
the county shut him down. He had tofu spoilage problems.

4500. Burros, Marian. 1983. Food notes: Bacteria in soy 
products. New York Times. May 18. p. C4.
• Summary: A summary of Connecticut Agricultural 
Experiment Station, Bulletin 810, by Dr. Lester Hankin 
and J. Gordon Hanna. “Many soy products, including tofu, 
have extremely high levels of bacteria.” The names of the 
manufacturers and their soyfood products are listed but 
without any accompanying damaging bacterial statistics.

4501. Wall Street Journal. 1983. How a nutritionist teaches 
Mexicans to use soybeans to fortify tortillas. May 20. p. 16.
• Summary: Ruth Orellana, age 67 and a nutritionist for 
the American Soybean Assoc., travels through 15 Latin 
American countries with the message that soybeans offer 
a cheap source of protein that can be added to almost 
anything. “Mexicans eat 16 million tons of tortillas a year. 
Mrs. Orellana’s goal is to persuade them to enrich the corn 
product with soybeans–especially soy fl our.”

4502. Lo, K.S. 1983. Thoughts on Vitasoy, soymilk, cow’s 
milk, and doing business in China (Hong Kong, May 28) 
(Interview). In: William Shurtleff. 1983. Log of Soyfoods 
Research Trip to Hong Kong, China, Singapore, and Japan: 
May 29 to July 10, 1983. Lafayette, California: Soyfoods 
Center. 117 p. See p. 3-4. Unpublished manuscript.
• Summary: We drive in a nice car to the beautiful 
Clearwater Bay Country Club (he is a member), on the 
ocean, on the wild, verdant side of Hong Kong–which 
Shurtleff did not know even existed.
 If Mr. Lo were in charge of setting food policy in China, 
he would have the country produce 90% soymilk and 10% 
cow’s milk. This is the way to optimize resource use and be 
sure a nutritious beverage is available to most Chinese.
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 In China, dairy milk has the image of being much more 
modern than soymilk. Mr. Lo thinks it is very important to 
give soymilk a modern name and image.
 Roughly 80% of Chinese have no problem with lactose 
intolerance, especially if they start drinking cow’s milk when 
young and keep drinking it in moderate amounts.
 Chinese in Hong Kong like soymilk best when it has 60-
65% of the beany fl avor left in.
 The fi rst time the Coca-Cola Co. tried to introduce 
a soymilk in Hong Kong, it was a big fl op. Then they re-
introduced it in May 1983 (earlier this month); the results are 
not yet in.
 Bahdin Singh is Coke’s soy technologist in Atlanta, 
Georgia.
 Vitasoy’s biggest problem in doing business with China 
is how to get profi ts out of the country in a foreign currency.
 The American Soybean Association (ASA) had planned 
to donate a soymilk pilot plant to China, but the deal broke 
down over textile export quotas, and also because China 
reduced its imports of U.S. soybeans.
 Mr. Lo seems very wise, kind, extremely talented, and 
humble–a true gentleman with a very alert mind.
 Concerning Hong Kong’s future: Because China will 
control all factories, airports, water, etc. north of Boundary 
Road, they will, in effect, control southern Kowloon and 
Hong Kong Island after 1998.
 The price of soymilk in Hong Kong supermarkets, for 
250 ml. Note that HK$6.65 = US$1.00, so one Hong Kong 
dollar is US$0.15. Vitasoy HK$1.20. High-C HK$1.00.
 Later that afternoon: I think it was here that I fi rst heard 
and saw a CD-ROM. It was playing rock & roll music, very 
loud and beautiful, downstairs at a mall in Hong Kong. The 
room was packed with speakers–some as tall as a man–and 
young people. I remember the remarkable clarity of the 
sound, and the fact that you could choose a song or a track, 
as on a juke box. I learn that there is no needle (or any other 
mechanical device) that can touch or scratch the disk. The 
music is played entirely from coded numbers! Has a digital 
revolution begun? Address: Founder and President, Hong 
Kong Soya Bean Products Co. Ltd., Hong Kong.

4503. Huang, Zhong; Thorbek, Grete; Chwalibog, A.; 
Eggum, B.O. 1983. [Digestibility, nitrogen balances 
and energy metabolism in piglets raised on soyaprotein 
concentrate (Danpro-A)]. Ying Yang Hsueh Pao (Acta 
Nutrimenta Sinica) 5(2):187-96. May. [17 ref. Chi; eng]
• Summary: A trial with 4 pairs of piglets fed a synthetic diet 
based on 25% soya protein concentrate (Danpro-A), 25% 
soluble maize starch, 14.6% glucose, 12.0% lactose, 5% soy 
oil and 5% lard without (Diet A) or with (Diet B) has been 
carried out.
 No signifi cant differences were found concerning feed 
intake or live weight gain between the piglets on diet A or 
B. Address: 1. Beijing Agriculture Univ., Dep. of Animal 

Science, Beijing, China; 2-4. National Inst. of Animal 
Science, Copenhagen, Denmark.

4504. Poley, J.R.; Klein, A.W. 1983. Scanning electron 
microscopy of soy protein-induced damage of small bowel 
mucosa in infants. J. of Pediatric Gastroenterology and 
Nutrition 2(2):271-87. May. *
• Summary: “Observations are reported by scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM) of soy protein-induced villous atrophy 
and mucosal recovery in two infants aged 5 weeks and 4½ 
months. Whereas, by light microscopy, the mucosal lesions 
appeared similar, i.e., a fl at mucosa, their appearance by 
SEM was different: the damage appeared more severe in 
the younger infant, although there was a shorter period of 
exposure to soy protein.”

4505. Schricker, B.R.; Miller, D.D.; Van Campen, D. 1983. 
Effects of iron status and soy protein on iron absorption by 
rats. J. of Nutrition 113(5):996-1001. May. [22 ref]
• Summary: A rat feeding study employing radiolabeled 
test meals showed relative iron availability from various soy 
products to be 60-90% that of ferrous sulfate. In vitro data 
indicate that iron availability from soy is adversely affected 
by the high molecular weight protein fraction, possibly via 
the formation of relatively stable protein-iron aggregates. 
Address: Inst. of Food Science, New York State College of 
Agriculture and Life Sciences, Cornell Univ. and the U.S. 
Plant, Soil and Nutrition Lab., Agricultural Research Service, 
USDA, Ithaca, New York 14853.

4506. Steinkraus, Keith H.; Cullen, R.E.; Pederson, C.S.; 
Nellis, L.F.; Gavitt, B.K. eds. 1983. Handbook of indigenous 
fermented foods. New York, NY: Marcel Dekker. ix + 671 p. 
May. Illust. Index. 26 cm. Microbiology Series, Vol. 9. [200+ 
ref]
• Summary: This book is based upon the literature and 
papers submitted to the Symposium on Indigenous 
Fermented Foods (SIFF), which was held in conjunction 
with the Fifth International Conference Global Impacts of 
Applied Microbiology (GIAM V) in Bangkok, Thailand, 
November 21-27, 1977.
 Contents: Foreword by E.J. Da Silva. Preface. 1. 
Indonesian tempeh and related fermentations: Protein-rich 
vegetarian meat substitutes. 2. Indigenous fermented foods 
involving an acid fermentation: Preserving and enhancing 
organoleptic and nutritional qualities of fresh foods.
 3. Indigenous fermented foods in which ethanol is 
a major product: Types and nutritional signifi cance of 
primitive wines and beers and related alcoholic foods.
 4. Indigenous fermented amino acid / peptide sauces and 
pastes with meatlike fl avors (p. 433-571): Introduction.
 (A) Soy sauces: Japanese shoyu: Koikuchi, usukuchi, 
and tamari; Chinese chiang-yu, by Tamotsu Yokotsuka (p. 
437-51). Taiwanese soy sauce, by Liu (p. 451-56). Malaysian 
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soy sauce: Kicap, by Ong, Mercian, Poesponegoro and 
Tanuwidja (p. 456-61). Indonesian soy sauce: Kecap, by 
Saono, Poesponegoro and Tanuwidja (p. 461-65). Korean 
soy sauce, by Chang (incl. homemade kanjang and meju, 
p. 465-66). Taiwanese black bean sauce: Inyu, by Jan et al. 
(p. 466-67). Philippine taosi [fermented black soybeans], by 
Steinkraus (p. 467).
 (B) Fermented soybean pastes: Japanese miso, by Ebine, 
Shurtleff and Aoyagi (p. 468-79). Indonesian tauco, by 
Saono et al. and Winarno (p. 479-82). Korean Doenjang and 
kochujang, by Chang, Shurtleff and Aoyagi (p. 482-87).
 (C) Fermented fi sh-shrimp sauces and pastes (p. 487-
526).
 (D) Fish-soy sauce and fi sh-soy paste, by Ismail (p. 526-
30).
 (E) Miscellaneous Oriental fermentations. Japanese 
natto (itohiki natto), by Hayashi and Ota (p. 530-45). 
Japanese Hama-natto (hamanatto) and related products (incl. 
yukiwari natto, p. 545-47). Chinese red rice: Anka (Ang-
kah [ang-kak, angkak]), by Lin, Su and Wang, Sooksan and 
Gongsakdi, and Pichyangkura (p. 547-53). Chinese sufu, by 
Su and L.-P. Lin (incl. nyufu, p. 553-61). Note: Chapter 4 
contains about 195 references.
 5. Mushrooms: Producing single cell (microbial) protein 
on ligno-cellulosic or other food and agricultural wastes.
 6. General papers related to indigenous fermented 
foods: Contributions of the western world to knowledge of 
indigenous fermented foods of the orient, the importance 
of microbial genetics in indigenous food fermentations, 
new uses for traditional food fermentations, mycotoxin 
problems in indigenous fermented foods and new methods 
for mycotoxin analysis.
 Less widely known fermented foods include: Idli, dosa 
(dosai, puda), dhokla, khaman (with soy, 131-35), enjera 
(162), tef/teff (164), wot (165), hopper (173), kishra (175), 
lambic (179), ogi (with soy, 189-98), mahewu (203), gari 
(208), dahi (249-57), srikhand and lassi (256-57), laban 
rayeb, laban zeer, yogurt (257-59; cultured soy yogurt is 
mentioned on p. 616), liban, mast, mass, taw (260), tairu 
(with soy, 260-65), kishk or kushuk (267), Metchnikoff 
(266), trahanas or tarhanas (271-76), rabdi, jalebi (275), 
koumiss (276), kefi r (277-80).
 Alcoholic beverages and foods: Honey wine, mead, 
metheglin (305), tej (306), sugar cane wines, basi, bubod, 
binubudan (307), palm wine or toddy (315-28), pulque (328-
37), kaffi r (344), tesguino (352), bouza (357), pito (358), 
busaa (365) sake (373-79), yakju and takju (379), tape = 
tapeh (381-400), ragi (381), tapuy (400), lao-chao (402), 
madhu (406), brem (408), tropical vinegar (410-14), nata 
(414-20), tea fungus (421), nuoc-mam (516-21).
 Reviewed in Scientifi c American (Nov. 1983, p. 37), 
and in Bio/Technology (1984. p. 364). Address: Inst. of Food 
Science, Cornell Univ., Geneva, New York.

4507. Wakabayashi, Keiji; Ochiai, M.; Saito, H.; Tsuda, 
M.; Suwa, Y.; Nagao, M.; Sugimura, T. 1983. Presence of 
1-methyl-1, 2,3,4-tetrahydro--carboline -3-carboxylic acid, 
a precursor of a mutagenic nitroso compound, in soy sauce. 
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, USA 
80(10):2912-16. May. [33 ref]
• Summary: Japanese-style fermented soy sauce (shoyu) 
was found to contain precursors of bacterial mutagens. The 
authors postulated that these substances may be related to 
the relatively high incidence of stomach cancer in Japan, 
which is 8-fold higher than that observed in the united states. 
The model advanced by these researchers holds that nitrite 
in the gastrointestinal tract (from consumption of vegetables 
containing nitrate) might react in vivo with the mutagen 
precursors in soy sauce, resulting in generation of one or 
more carcinogenic nitroso compounds. Address: National 
Cancer Research Inst., Tsukiji 5-1-1, Chuo-ku, Tokyo 104, 
Japan.

4508. Yavelow, Jonathan; Finlay, T.H.; Kennedy, A.R.; Troll, 
W. 1983. Bowman-Birk soybean protease inhibitor as an 
anticarcinogen. Cancer Research 43(5 Suppl):2454s-59s. 
May.
• Summary: “Abstract: Vegetarian populations show a 
decreased occurrence of breast, colon, and prostatic cancers. 
Epidemiological studies have identifi ed seeds (maize, corn, 
and beans) as protective agents in these cancers. We have 
selected to study one abundant component of all seeds, 
protease inhibitors. Synthetic and natural protease inhibitors 
have been shown to inhibit tumor promotion in vivo and in 
vitro. In the present study, we report that a typical, natural 
protease inhibitor, the Bowman-Birk inhibitor isolated from 
soybeans, survives inactivation by stomach digestion in 
rodents and appears to be fully active as a protease inhibitor 
in the small intestine, where it complexes with the proteases 
occurring there, i.e., trypsin and chymotrypsin...” Address: 
Dep. of Environmental Medicine, New York Univ. Medical 
Center, 550 First Ave., New York, NY 10016.

4509. Mayer, Jean; Goldberg, Jeanne. 1983. Nutrition: A 
good pasta salad need not be hopelessly high in calories. 
Washington Post. June 30. p. L50.
• Summary: Another reader writes to ask for more detail 
about the sodium content of Chinese condiments. Ans: The 
one brand of brown bean sauce analyzed contained 425 mgs 
of sodium per teaspoon.
 Likewise the sodium content of soy sauce depends 
much more on the brand than on whether it is a light or a 
dark sauce. Among the three brands of light soy sauce tested, 
sodium values ranged from a low of 320 mgs to a high of 
445 mgs per teaspoon, while among the dark soy sauces, the 
fi ve brands tested ranged from a low of 310 mgs to a high of 
495 mgs per teaspoon.
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4510. Bodwell, C.E. 1983. Effects of soy protein on iron and 
zinc utilization in humans. Cereal Foods World 28(6):342-
48. June. [46 ref]
• Summary: Found no adverse effects on iron status due to 
feeding humans moderate quantities of soy products daily 
for 6 months. Yet it is well known that iron from soyfoods 
is poorly absorbed. A photo shows Bodwell. Address: 
USDA ARS, Beltsville Human Nutrition Center, Beltsville, 
Maryland.

4511. Eldridge, A.C. 1983. Chemical comparison of a 
Mexican soybean variety with a US variety. J. of the 
American Oil Chemists’ Society 60(6):1132-34. June. [14 ref]
• Summary: “The proximate analysis, protein, amino acid, 
and fatty acid composition and fl avor evaluation of mature 
seeds of a commercial variety of soybeans grown in Mexico 
and of one grown in the United States were compared. 
The study indicated very little difference between the two 
varieties.” Address: Northern Regional Research Center, 
ARS, USDA, Peoria, Illinois 61604.

4512. Herrmann, Karl. 1983. Ueber Sojabohnen und 
Sojaprodukte [On soybeans and soybean products]. 
Ernaehrungs-Umschau 30(6):175-79. June. [17 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction, nutritional 
composition, amino acids in soy sauce. Unfermented soy 
products: Soymilk, tofu (sojaquark), aburage, kori-tofu, 
yuba, kinako. Fermented soy products: Soy sauce, miso 
(sojapaste), tempeh, sufu, natto. Address: Instutut fuer 
Lebensmittelchemie, Hannover Univ., Wunstorfer Str. 14, 
D-3000 Hannover 91 [West Germany].

4513. Inputs Outlook and Situation (USDA Economic 
Research Service). 1983. Pesticides. IOS-1. p. 3-10. June.
• Summary: This is the fi rst issue of Inputs Outlook and 
Situation, to be published quarterly. The three inputs 
discussed are pesticides, energy, and farm machinery.
 Table 1 gives “Costs of pesticides for selected U.S. 
crops, 1979 and 1981.” Pesticides include herbicides, 
insecticides, and fungicides.

4514. Meyer, Nancy R.; Stuart, Mary A.; Weaver, Connie 
M. 1983. Bioavailability of zinc from defatted soy fl our, soy 
hulls and whole eggs as determined by intrinsic and extrinsic 
labeling techniques. J. of Nutrition 113(6):1255-64. June. [29 
ref]
• Summary: This study was conducted on male rats. 
Although soybeans contain signifi cant quantities of zinc, 
the availability of this zinc from soy products are reported 
to be poor. Soybeans contain both phytic acid and fi ber, 
which reduce mineral absorption. The zinc in soy fl our 
and soy beverage is more available than that in soy protein 
isolates and concentrates. This is probably due to a decreased 
solubility of complexes formed between amino acid side 

chains, phytic acid, and minerals.
 In part I of this study, retention of zinc from intrinsically 
labeled soybean fl our (73%) was signifi cantly less than from 
a zinc chloride isotope extrinsically added to a soy fl our-
based diet. Address: 1&5. Dep. of Food Science, Univ. of 
Illinois, Urbana, IL 61801; 2-3. Dep. of Foods & Nutrition, 
Purdue Univ., West Lafayette, Indiana 47907.

4515. Shurtleff, William. 1983. Yuba: The creamy fi lm on 
soymilk (Continued–Document part II). Soyfoods. Summer 
p. 73-76.
• Summary: (Continued): “There has been considerable 
speculation about when and how yuba was introduced 
to Japan. Some have said that it was brought by Chinese 
Buddhist monks as early as the 10th century, others that 
it was brought back by Japanese monks visiting China in 
the 13th century. It is also said that Masashige Kusunoki, 
a famous samurai, used it as provisions during the siege 
of Chihaya castle during the 14th century. Japan’s oldest 
existing yuba shop started in 1716, so it is quite likely that 
yuba existed on a commercial scale by the late 1600s, if not 
earlier. It may well have been used from time to time as a 
food in Buddhist temples centuries earlier.
 “The earliest center of yuba production and utilization 
in Japan was in Kyoto, the ancient capital, which remains 
yuba’s center to this day. Yuba has always had the strongest 
gourmet image of all Japanese soyfoods, and Kyoto yuba 
soon developed strong associations with both the vegetarian 
cuisine of the Buddhists and with the elegant cuisine of 
the nobility and aristocracy. Yuba soon became one of the 
indispensable delicacies in both Zen Temple Cookery (Shojin 
Ryori) and in the exquisite Tea Ceremony Cuisine (Kaiseki 
Ryori).
 “A children’s song (whose date of origin is probably in 
the early 1800s) sung in Kyoto near the base of Mt. Hie, the 
home of a famous complex of Buddhist temples, asks ‘What 
do the monks eat on Mt. Hie?’ The response is ‘Yuba no 
tsukeyaki,’ the name of a yuba preparation. Today in Kyoto, 
in restaurants serving Shojin or Kaiseki cuisine, yuba might 
well appear in more than half the dishes in a typical six-
course meal. Gradually the Japanese developed many unique 
ways of folding yuba, plus a number of ready-to-eat yuba 
delicacies (deep-fried chips, pouches, and rolls) that were 
unknown in China and which today are popular tourist items 
in Kyoto.
 “The Kyoto yuba industry traces its origins to at least 
the early 1700s’. The four oldest existing yuba shops started 
in 1716, 1791, 1804, and 1833. The owner of the oldest 
shop, Yuba Han, is now the ninth generation. Kyoto’s yuba 
shops have always been small, family-run operations, often 
connected with the family home. Of the 20 shops existing in 
1981, 4 started during the Edo period (1600-1868), 5 during 
the Meiji period (1868-1912), 4 during the Taisho period 
(1912-1926), and only 6 started after 1926. Thus the industry 
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is old and well established.
 “The number of yuba shops in Kyoto has gradually 
decreased from the peak of 67 in 1911. It fell to 35 in 1919, 
then climbed to 55 in 1929, and fi nally decreased slowly 
to 20 in the late 1970s. A typical shop used only 50 to 150 
pounds of dry soybeans a day to make 400 to 1,200 sheets of 
yuba. (One pound of dry soybeans yields about 0.5 pounds of 
yuba on a dry weight basis.)
 “Gross net sales of the yuba produced in Kyoto was 
about $2.3 million, estimated to be 80% of the total sales and 
production of all yuba in Japan.
 “The earliest known reference to yuba by an American 
was by Langworthy in 1897; he published a nutritional 
analysis, which was reprinted by Abel of the USDA in 1900. 
In 1905 Oshima published the results of Japanese nutritional 
research in English. In 1914 Loomis noted that Chinese-
style yuba (toufu-p’i) was being imported to the U.S. ‘in the 
form of vitreous, brittle, yellowish sticks.’ In 1923 Piper and 
Morse published 1½ pages of by far the best information to 
date in English, (plus a photograph of sheets of yuba hanging 
to dry on sticks over steaming pans of soymilk) and two 
nutritional analyses of yuba. In 1926 Horvath wrote that 
in China up to 30 yuba fi lms were removed from soymilk 
and sold separately at a high price before selling the low-fat 
milk. In 1927 Horvath gave a nutritional analysis of 5 types 
of Chinese and Japanese yuba, using data from Embrey, 
Adolph, and the Tokyo Hygienic Laboratory.
 “In the U.S. yuba has long been served in a variety of 
dishes at most Chinese restaurants, where it is called ‘bean 
curd skin,’ the literal translation of the Chinese name toufu-
p’i. The fi rst company in America to make ready-to-eat yuba 
delicacies was The Soy Plant in Ann Arbor, Michigan. In 
the spring of 1980 Jura McDowell developed Yuba Rolls 
using yuba made on a kitchen scale. It was cut into 3½-by-
5-inch rectangles, fi lled with seeds, sauteed vegetables, and 
seasonings, then rolled tightly. The next year a Tempeh Dog 
was developed by wrapping soybeans, in inoculated to make 
tempeh, in a sheet of yuba then incubating the roll. It came 
out looking like a hot dog.
 “In 1981 the fi rst yuba manufacturing company in 
the Western world, Soyfoods of America, began operation 
in Duarte, California, near Los Angeles (see Soyfoods, 
No. 6, 1982). The owner, Mr. Ken Lee and his technical 
director Lawrence Wu, both Chinese Americans, built a 
modern, semi-mechanized plant, drawing on Wu’s research 
in modernizing yuba production. While their main market 
initially was to be stores which imported yuba from East 
Asia (especially Hong Kong), they also hoped to reach the 
Caucasian market.
 “The fi rst known scientifi c study of yuba (in any 
country) was done in 1970 by Mr. L.C. Wu at the University 
of Florida who wrote his MS thesis (‘Lipid-Protein Films for 
Human Consumption’) on yuba. Wu and his colleague, R.P. 
Bates, published subsequent detailed studies in 1972, 1973, 

and 1975 of methods for increasing the yield and quality of 
yuba, and of the basic endothermic polymerization involved 
in yuba formation. In 1975 they discussed texturization, 
noting that ‘these fi lms, when properly laminated, make 
good meatlike structures.’ Also, they reported, without 
using binders, desired fl avors can be incorporated into the 
fi lms. Their method of alkali extraction, while giving a high 
yield of yuba, gave a very low PER (1.26). Also in 1975 
H.O. Jaynes and W.N. Chou at the University of Tennessee 
developed a method for making yuba from soy protein 
isolates using oven drying in Tefl on-coated pans.
 “Does yuba have a future in the West? I think so. 
Because it is expensive, only small amounts can be used 
as wrappers and delectable fi llings to make exciting new 
foods, such as tasty hors d’oeuvres, crisp yuba chips (more 
delicious than potato chips), and meat analogs, but the 
development of less labor-intensive, more mechanized 
methods for making yuba would do wonders in aiding 
its increased use.” Address: Soyfoods Center, Lafayette, 
California.

4516. Soyfoods. 1983. Tofu bacteriological qualities called 
into question by report. Summer. p. 8-12. [5 ref]
• Summary: Discusses the “controversial” Bulletin 810 
of the Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station, titled 
“Quality of tofu and other soy products” by Hankin and 
Hanna, released in March 1983 to at least 1,000 readers, 
including the press, libraries, and consumers. High levels 
of contamination were found in a number of soy products. 
Three products showed coliform counts exceeding 30,000 
per gram.
 The media aftermath in New England was even more 
devastating: The Hartford Courant (March 15), the Holyoke 
Transcript-Telegram (March 23), The Middletown (CT) 
Press (March 16) and the Springfi eld Union (March 16) 
all ran stories based on the original Experiment Station 
study. The Associated Press newswire service sent out a 
study of the report. Channel 11 in New York City ran a 
2 minute news feature on the 10 o’clock evening news, 
referring to tofu’s high bacterial counts, possible retailer 
negligence, and advised consumers to check for discoloration 
in spoiled tofu. Channel 7 in New York (in mid-March) 
also ran a negative story. On April 6, the Valley Advocate 
(Amherst, Massachusetts) published “The Dirt on Soy” after 
interviewing New England Soy Dairy. Finally Marian Burros 
in her “Food Notes” in the New York Times ran a judicious 
assessment on May 18 titled “Bacteria in Soy products.”
 The author then presents ten criticisms of Bulletin 
810 and concludes that “there are considerable grounds for 
rejecting the Connecticut study as methodologically invalid, 
imprecise, and misleading.” During March and April tofu 
companies (including New England Soy Dairy, Nasoya, 
The Bridge, and Legume) began to take action. Nasoya’s 
preliminary results of temperature readings in the produce 
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section of “75 stores monitored showed an average local 
temperature of 45ºF, which is 8-10º warmer than is desirable 
for tofu.” Four suggestions are given for dealing with the 
industry’s vulnerable position.

4517. Soyfoods. 1983. Calcium absorption, soyfoods, and 
vegan diets. Summer. p. 20-21. [1 ref]
• Summary: “The recent medical experience of a 41-year-
old man, who had been following a longterm (12 years) 
vegetarian diet, and who was diagnosed as having 
osteoporosis (porous bones from calcium defi ciency) raises 
important questions for nutritional research on the suitability 
of vegan diets and calcium absorption from soyfoods.
 “The subject broke the neck of his right femur, 3 inches 
below the top, during a fall while ice skating. The orthopedic 
surgeon who set the break commented it was ‘virtually 
impossible’ for a man of 41 to break this bone except in a 
serious car accident. He also found the bone ‘exceptionally 
soft, like balsa wood.’ The subject was next interviewed by 
a nutritional endocrinologist who gathered information on 
the subject’s diet, lifestyle, blood, urine, and bone mineral 
density. The densitometer results revealed the subject’s bones 
were of low density, quite porous: in fact 2.29 standard 
deviations below the national norm. This means that only 
one man his age in a hundred has a lower bone density. 
The doctor concluded that while the subject was healthy 
with a proper diet, for many years he had had a serious 
calcium defi ciency. Thus his body, receiving insuffi cient 
dietary calcium, drew reserves from his bones, thereby 
demineralizing them to a point of extreme weakness.
 “A closer examination of the subject’s diet revealed that 
his calcium intake had been far below the US RDA of 800 
mg per day. The subject was curious that East Asians and 
most Third World residents did not consume the RDA yet 
seemed to have strong bones. The endocrinologist responded 
that (1) non-dairying cultures such as Japan and China have 
evolved genetically to utilize nondairy calcium sources 
much more effi ciently than dairy-consuming peoples; (2) if 
a person who is raised on a dairy-rich diet changes, in mid-
life, to a low calcium diet, his body is unprepared and may 
quickly enter a prolonged negative calcium balance; and (3) 
the literature indicates that Japan has one of the highest rates 
of osteoporosis and fractures of any country for which data 
exists.
 “On the physician’s recommendation, the subject began 
a calcium supplement program as follows: Breakfast, 250 
mg oyster-shell calcium with vitamin D; Lunch, the same; 
Dinner, 250 mg phosphorus; Bedtime, same as dinner. 
Additionally, the subject began drinking 2 glasses daily of 
low-fat milk while consuming more sesame seeds, kale, 
broccoli, and calcium sulfate tofu. The goal was to increase 
daily calcium intake up to the RDA of 800 mg.
 “Tofu and tempeh (and other soyfoods) had been a key 
part of the subject’s diet and a main source of his calcium, 

yet while calcium sulfate tofu is a good source for calcium, 
nigari-coagulated tofu has only 28% as much calcium as 
the former. The accompanying chart illustrates the amounts 
of various soyfoods required to fulfi ll the RDA for protein 
and what percent of the calcium RDA is thereby fulfi lled. It 
is clear that tofu is by far the most concentrated source of 
calcium on a protein basis among soyfoods, yet one would 
have to consume 1½ to 2 pounds a day to obtain all one’s 
protein from tofu. Yet 550 g of regular tofu or 405 g of fi rm 
tofu would supply all one’s calcium requirements. Further, 
the most concentrated sources of soy protein (TSP, isolates) 
generally have the lowest concentrations of calcium.
 “The subject next calculated how much calcium 
might be provided by typical per-meal servings of various 
soyfoods. Six ounces (170 g) of regular tofu or fi rm tofu 
provides 31% to 42% of the calcium RDA. Three ounces 
of tempeh (85 g) provides 15%; one cup of soymilk (336 g) 
provides a mere 6%. By comparison, the same amount of 
cow’s milk provides 50% of the RDA for calcium and 17% 
of the protein. Again, among the soyfoods, tofu appears to be 
by far the best source of calcium.
 “However, not all of the calcium present in foods is 
actually absorbed by the body. In a typical American diet, 
70% to 80% of the calcium consumed is excreted in the 
feces. Phytic acid, present in soybeans, grains, and other 
legumes, tends to bind some of the calcium into an insoluble 
complex, limiting its absorption. Oxalic acid, found in 
spinach, beet tops, collard greens, chard, parsley, and 
chocolate, can also bind calcium. To date, there has been no 
research on the effect of phytic acid in soyfoods on human 
calcium bioavailability. This is an important area for future 
research in addition to general studies on calcium balance in 
vegetarian diets.
 “The correct conclusion to draw from this case history 
is not that a soyfoods diet can lead to calcium defi ciency, 
but that in a primarily soy protein-centered and traditional 
vegetarian diet, care should be exercised to supplement the 
diet with adequate calcium. The US RDA of 800 mg for 
calcium, the subject contends, is a ‘reasonable’ fi gure. ‘I 
had always thought,’ concludes the subject, ‘that if I ate a 
traditional diet, like any Third World peasant, I would be in 
the best of health. Live and learn!’
 A large table shows the protein and content of the 
following soyfoods, and the amount of each one must 
consume to get one’s recommended daily allowance. 1. Tofu, 
regular calcium sulfate curded. 2. Tofu, fi rm calcium sulfate 
curded. 3. Tempeh. 4. Soybeans, dry. 5. Soy fl our / TVP. 6. 
Soymilk. 7. Soy protein isolate.

4518. Ota, Mr. 1983. Mitsubishi Trading Company’s interest 
in and involvement with soymilk (Interview). Conducted 
by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center, July 18. 2 p. 
transcript.
• Summary: Mr. Ota is in the USA trying to fi nd a company 
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to do a joint venture making soymilk in America, for two 
purposes. (1) To sell powdered soymilk in Japan, especially 
to the baking industry, and especially to small bakers, who 
cannot buy liquid soymilk in bulk. (2) To sell soymilk in the 
USA to help offset or underwrite the costs of (1).
 In Japan, Marusan, Kibun, and Mitsubishi all have the 
same installed capacity for soymilk production.
 Recently Kibun, a relatively small company, underwent 
a severe cash fl ow crisis by overdoing their expansion. 
So they had to turn to Kamogawa Kikai, a much larger 
company, and ask them to make most of their soymilk. 
Kamogawa is a Kibun associated company. I think Kibun 
makes only 30% of their own milk. Kamogawa can borrow 
money much more easily than Kibun. Marusan is also 
vulnerable for the same reason.
 Mitsubishi Shoji (the Trading Co) thinks that Meiji 
will eventually be the strongest soymilk supplier in Japan. 
All soymilk makers can be divided into three major types: 
(1) Smaller companies making soymilk as one of various 
products (Marusan, Kibun), (2) Dairy Companies (Meiji, 
Morinaga, Yukijirushi), and (3) Soft Drink and Beer 
Companies (Kirin, etc.).
 All soymilk makers in Japan are now making big 
profi ts. The ex-factory production and overhead costs 
for one 200-ml pack of soymilk, including the package 
itself is about 25 to 30 yen ($O.105 to $0.126). Of this, 
by far the biggest portion is the carton, and a Tetra Brik 
carton costs about 10 yen ($0.042); it costs slightly less 
for big manufacturers who have more bargaining power to 
negotiate with Tetra Pak. Mitsubishi says that in most cases 
there is no need to sell soymilk in Tetra Pak in Japan, and 
predicts that many companies will soon abandon it for less 
expensive packaging, such as Pure-Pak, which costs about 
half as much as Tetra Pak. Meiji will be strongest for three 
reasons: 1. They have very good dairy experience and dairy 
distribution routes. 2. They can easily use Pure-Pak or have 
big bargaining power to get lower Tetra Pak Prices. 3. The 
head of the company, Mr. Shimaura, wants to greatly expand 
Meiji’s soyfoods operations.
 Japanese have three basic beliefs conducive to soymilk 
sales that Americans don’t have. 1. Plant protein is better 
than animal protein. 2. Alkaline foods are good for health. 3. 
Soyfoods are good for you.
 In the old days (pre-1960s), soymilk didn’t taste good, 
but it was thought to be good for you. Samurai drank 
soymilk in Kyushu. The big improvement in soymilk fl avor 
has bean one major reason for its recent rise in popularity.
 Nowadays Kibun and Marusan are doing lots of TV 
advertising. There are even articles in porno magazines 
claiming that drinking soymilk will increase one’s sexual 
energy and potency. The vitamin E in soymilk also is thought 
to help this and to slow the aging process.
 Japanese consumers of soymilk tend to be those with an 
above average level of education. Many drink soymilk for 

rational reasons, which (says Mitsubishi) is why most prefer 
dairylike to plain. In Japan plain is called Jun (pure) and 
dairylike is called plain.
 Soymilk was Mitsubishi Kasei’s fi rst food product–ever! 
Mitsubishi bought equipment and know how from House 
Shokuhin (when?). Mitsubishi sells lots of soymilk to other 
companies, who package it under their own brand.
 Meiji’s soymilk production process is almost entirely 
automated. Only 3 workers are required. One to discard 
defective packages, one to package cartons in crates, and one 
for general checkup and inspection.
 IOM (Indiana, Ohio, Michigan) soybeans have high 
moisture content. Kibun uses IOM, which is why they do 
not make plain (Jun) soymilk. But IOM soybeans cost $295 
a tonne (metric ton) whereas the better quality Beeson, an 
identity preserved soybean, cost $506 a tonne, or about 
71% more. Yet from the farmer, both cost the same. The 
difference is mostly in the handling costs.
 In Japan there is no formal/JAS distinction between 
whole soy fl our and powdered soymilk. They are used 
interchangeably and both called “soymilk.” Many companies 
in Japan now make one of these two products, as for use in 
breads, noodles, etc. The sales in 1982 were 3 billion yen 
($1O.98 million), increasing to an expected 7 billion yen 
in 1983. Because of high energy costs for drying soymilk 
in Japan, Mitsubishi is considering producing powdered 
soymilk in America, using Beeson soybeans. Whole soy fl our 
is called zenshi daizu-fun = full-fat soy fl our. Virtually all 
of the Tetra Pak soymilk in Japan is sold refrigerated–even 
though it need not be. The canned soymilk may or may not 
be refrigerated. Address: Mitsubishi Shoji.

4519. Fitz, Reginald. 1983. Good news for diabetics. 
National Enquirer. July 19.
• Summary: “A daily dose of a soybean supplement allows 
diabetics to cut down on their insulin intake–or even 
eliminate it, according to new research in Israel.
 “After four years of testing the supplement So-bit–set 
for marketing in the U.S. this fall–Dr. Yoram Kanter, head of 
the research team at Haifa’s prestigious Rambam Hospital 
and medical center, said: ‘If all diabetics on medication took 
this supplement, they could cut down their daily (insulin) 
requirement by 25 percent, and about one-third would be 
able to stop medication...’
 “’This is a breakthrough in the treatment of diabetes. 
This supplement is good for everybody except those with 
kidney problems–patients on dialysis or those with uremia–
because it contains a high level of protein.’
 “Dr. Kanter, who tested the soy supplement on some 600 
patients, said it lowers blood sugar after meals when taken in 
small doses.”

4520. Bray, Donald J. 1983. Soybeans in poultry nutrition. 
INTSOY Series No. 25. p. 128-29. B.J. Irwin, J.B. Sinclair, 
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and Wang Jin-ling, eds. Soybean Research in China and the 
United States (College of Agric., Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign).
• Summary: “During the last 50 years, soybeans have 
become a major source of supplemental protein in U.S. 
poultry diets, and the same trend is evident throughout the 
world. This has been made possible by a series of basic 
and applied experiments conducted at state agricultural 
experiment stations, in the USDA, and in industrial research 
laboratories. Through experimentation we identifi ed the 
qualities of the soybean that limited its usefulness in the diets 
of poultry and livestock. Based on this information, soybeans 
and soybean products have been modifi ed to increase their 
usefulness not only in poultry and livestock diets, but also as 
human food.
 “It fi rst became feasible and desirable to incorporate the 
soybean into U.S. crop culture as the demand for vegetable 
oils developed. At the same time, the rapidly developing 
poultry industry was exhausting the limited supply of animal 
and plant protein concentrates available to it.”
 “Among factors that favor the use of soybean meal in 
poultry diets is its high content of the amino acids lysine and 
tryptophan. It is higher in these two amino acids than most 
plant proteins. Since maize protein is defi cient in these two 
amino acids, the two feedstuffs complement each other in 
providing a balance of essential amino acids.
 “Ground and heated whole soybeans (unextracted) can 
be fed to poultry when it is economic to do so. This product 
is lower in protein and higher in energy than soybean meal 
and produces mixed feeds with different fl ow and pelleting 
properties. Few soybeans are used in this way today. Should 
the world demand for soybean oil decrease to the point 
where it is no longer profi table to extract soybean oil, the use 
of whole soybeans in poultry diets is a possibility.”
 Discussion: “Wang Jin-ling stated that the use of whole 
soybeans as animal feed in China is inconceivable. In fact, 
one of the critical needs is vegetable oil.
 “Guo Xiang-ao asked if there were problems associated 
with the level of hexane remaining in the meal when solvent-
extracted meal was used as animal feed.
 “D.W. Johnson said no, the normal level of hexane in 
soybean meal is approximately 50 ppm; therefore, it would 
not be a problem.
 “Guo Xiang-ao said that according to the pop test, a 
level of 400 ppm would be expected.
 “E.D. Kellogg replied that in the American market, a 
level of 50 ppm of hexane in soybean meals is normally 
found.” Address: USDA/CSRS, Washington, DC.

4521. Burton, J.W.; Wilson, R.F.; Brim, C.A. 1983. 
Recurrent selection in soybeans. IV. Selection for increased 
oleic acid percentage in seed oil. Crop Science 23(4):744-47. 
July/Aug. [15 ref]
• Summary: Linolenic acid in soy oil is lowered by 

hydrogenation but the process is becoming increasingly 
expensive. Address: 1-2. Crop Science, North Carolina State 
Univ., Raleigh, NC; 3. Manager of Soybean Research, Funk 
Seeds International, Bloomington, Illinois.

4522. Howell, Robert W. 1983. Historical development of 
the United States soybean industry. INTSOY Series No. 25. 
p. 11-15. B.J. Irwin, J.B. Sinclair, and Wang Jin-ling, eds. 
Soybean Research in China and the United States (College of 
Agric., Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign). [8 ref]
• Summary: An excellent, comprehensive overview.
 “The soybean industry in the United States is unique 
for the speed with which it grew to play a dominant role in 
the nation’s agricultural and economic sectors. Nowhere in 
the country’s past, nor in the history of civilization, is there 
another example of a crop that advanced in importance 
as quickly as the soybean. Soybeans now are the second 
most valuable crop produced in the U.S., exceeded only by 
maize, and are a major export commodity serving strong and 
stable markets in western Europe and Japan, and developing 
markets in Latin America and elsewhere.
 “Soybeans were not an important crop when Europeans 
were settling and developing the Americas. The historically 
important crops were cotton, maize, tobacco, and wheat, 
which provided food and fi ber, and were items of commerce 
that formed the economic foundation of the New World. 
The fi rst report of soybeans in the U.S. was 1804, when 
soybeans were referred to briefl y in an article by J. Mease, a 
physician in Pennsylvania who was an enthusiastic gardener. 
Mease did not report the source of the soybeans in his 
garden but presumably they came from Asia via Europe. [* 
Footnote. See ‘Introduction of the soybean to North America 
by Samuel Bowen in 1765,’ by Hymowitz and Harlan, in 
Economic Botany, vol. 37 (in press)]. By the end of the 19th 
century, the crop was known throughout the eastern and 
central parts of the U.S.
 “How did the soybean miracle come about? How and 
why was it possible for soybeans to penetrate and dominate 
agricultural economic systems that had been stable for 
centuries?
 “The soybean story is an illustration of the right 
commodity in the right place at the right time. Many factors 
came together to create a market and a new product which 
could respond to demand. Mechanized agriculture was 
reducing the use of animal power. The number of draft 
animals was declining, releasing millions of hectares that had 
been used to produce feed for horses and mules. Synthetic 
fi bers were replacing cotton. Production of surplus crops 
was being curtailed by government policy. Meanwhile, a 
national shortage of vegetable oils was becoming more 
severe as population grew. There was growing appreciation 
of the importance of well-balanced protein in human and 
animal diets. It was known that soybeans were processed for 
oil and meal in China. The situation was favorable for a new 
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crop that would maintain farm income and contribute to the 
national economy. Soy-beans could satisfy market demand, 
and proved well adapted to existing farming systems, 
especially in the maize system of the northern states and the 
cotton system of the south. The fact that soybeans yield two 
products, highly unsaturated oil and protein with amino acid 
distribution similar to cow’s milk, brought acceptance by 
different groups of users and provided stability as markets 
for oil or protein meals fl uctuated. The most important single 
event in soybean history in the U.S. was the appointment of 
W.J. Morse in 1907 as director of soybean research in the 
U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA). Earlier, C.V. Piper 
initiated work on soybeans in the USDA. For more than 
40 years, Morse promoted research, education, production, 
and marketing of soybeans. He was instrumental in the 
organization of the American Soybean Association in 1921 
and served three times as its president. Morse traveled 
widely in the U.S., offering seed and persuading farmers to 
try this new crop. He spent 1929 to 1931 in China collecting 
soybean seeds. He led the cooperative research program of 
the USDA and state agricultural experiment stations, which 
began in 1936, until 1949.
 “Soybean research began at the University of Illinois, 
as at many other universities, before the beginning of 
the 20th century. Our fi rst research bulletin concerning 
soybeans was published in 1897. Soybeans have been 
grown at the Agronomy South Farm every year since the 
farm’s establishment in 1903. The fi rst breeder/geneticist 
with primary responsibility for soybeans at the University 
of Illinois was C.M. Woodworth, who joined the faculty 
in 1920. Woodworth was a geneticist and constructed the 
fi rst chromosome map for soybeans. He developed the 
cultivars Illini and Chief and made the cross which led to 
the development of the cultivar Lincoln. Lincoln, released 
jointly by the University of Illinois, USDA, and several other 
universities in 1943, was the fi rst cultivar to be developed 
from a purposeful hybridization, and the fi rst to be produced 
from the cooperative program formalized in 1936.
 “A contemporary of Woodworth, J.C. Hackleman, was a 
crop extension specialist in Illinois from 1919 until he retired 
in 1956. Hackleman was one of the organizers of the Illinois 
Crop Improvement Association and an ardent supporter 
of soybeans. He and his extension colleagues in other 
states appreciated the potential of soybeans and strongly 
encouraged farmers to try them. Along with Hackleman 
and Woodworth, W.L. Burlison, head of the Department of 
Agronomy at the University of Illinois from 1921 to 1951, 
was among those instrumental in establishing Illinois as the 
principal soybean producing state.
 “Developments in Illinois were paralleled in other 
universities and states where interest in soybeans was 
growing. J.L. Cartter, a graduate student at the University 
of Wisconsin, was hired by USDA as a soybean agronomist 
in 1928 and stationed at Holgate, Ohio. In 1935, Congress 

enacted the Bankhead-Jones Act which provided for regional 
research on major agricultural problems. In 1936, under the 
authority of this act, the U.S. Regional Soybean Industrial 
Products Laboratory was established at the University of 
Illinois, and Cartter moved to Illinois to lead the production 
research at the Laboratory. In 1942, the utilization research 
was transferred to the Northern Regional Research 
Laboratory at Peoria, Illinois. The production research 
program remained at the University [in Urbana]. Plant 
breeders were employed by USDA and stationed at Illinois, 
Iowa State, and Purdue (Indiana) universities, and later at 
Stoneville (Mississippi), North Carolina State University, 
and the universities of Florida, Minnesota, and Missouri.
 “The cooperative production research program of USDA 
and the states has had a strong foundation in breeding and 
genetics. Until recently, virtually all soybean production 
in the U.S. involved cultivars developed in the cooperative 
program of USDA and state breeders. Clark, Hawkeye, 
Lee, Wayne, and Williams are examples of cultivars 
developed in the cooperative program which have achieved 
dominant positions in various soybean producing areas. 
Some originated in Canadian programs with which U.S. 
researchers have cooperated closely and effectively. The 
group of pioneering soybean breeders, who deserve much of 
the credit for the success of soybeans, included R.L. Bernard, 
E.E. Hartwig, A.H. Probst, C.R. Weber, M.G. Weiss, and 
L.F. Williams. Approximately 25 states participate in the 
cooperative program and have designated agronomists as 
collaborators. However, few had active state-employed 
breeders prior to 1960. One state breeder who should be 
mentioned with the above is J.W. Lambert, University of 
Minnesota.
 “After the retirement of Morse, Weiss was leader of 
soybean investigations in USDA from 1949 to 1953. Then 
came H.W. Johnson, who, next to Morse, probably had the 
greatest infl uence on the development of soybean research. 
Johnson led soybean investigations from 1954 to 1964, a 
period during which the soybean cyst nematode was found 
for the fi rst time in the U.S., the fi rst disease-resistant 
cultivars were developed, and a signifi cant increase in size 
and scope of soybean research staff occurred.
 “Prior to 1965, the only company with a soybean 
cultivar development program was Coker’s Pedigreed 
Seed Co., South Carolina, where H. Webb was the soybean 
breeder. In 1965, a group of midwestern seed companies 
formed the Soybean Research Foundation, Inc., and 
employed A.L. Matson of Missouri as a soybean breeder. 
Following enactment of the Plant Variety Protection Act of 
1970, which enables the developer to retain ownership and 
control of a cultivar as if it were patented, several companies 
established soybean cultivar development groups. The 
act stimulated interest in new techniques, such as genetic 
engineering, and it is probable that company-developed 
cultivars will occupy more of the market in the future.
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 “B. Koehler, a contemporary of Woodworth at 
Illinois in the 1920’s, was one of the fi rst pathologists to 
become interested in soybean diseases. A few years after 
establishment of the cooperative program with breeders in 
1936, plant pathologists were added. W.B. Allington joined 
the USDA group at Urbana during World War II and D.W. 
Chamberlain joined in 1947. Pathologists have worked 
closely with soybean breeders since breeding for disease 
resistance has proved to be a powerful means of controlling 
soybean diseases. Soybeans so far have been spared the 
ravages of a major pestilence, due at least in part to vigilance 
of soybean workers and some brilliant research to deal with 
emerging problems. Phytophthora rot devastated fi elds in 
parts of Ohio and Indiana and was beginning to appear 
elsewhere about 30 years ago.” Continued. Address: Prof. 
Emeritus and former head, Dep. of Agronomy, Univ. of 
Illinois, and former leader, soybean investigations, USDA.

4523. Kumar, V.; Kapoor, A.C. 1983. Availability of zinc 
as affected by phytate. Nutrition Reports International 
28(1):103-11. July. [11 ref]
• Summary: Phytic acid limits the availability of zinc in 
cereal-based diets. This experiment shows that regardless 
of absolute amounts, “the expression of phytate and zinc 
contents as the phytate to zinc molar ratio is important from 
a nutritional point of view and this can be used safely as an 
indicator to predict the bioavailability of zinc in the foods 
and diets without performing any bioassay.” Address: Dep. 
of Foods & Nutrition, College of Home Science, Haryana 
Agricultural Univ., Hissar–125 004, Haryana, India.

4524. Norin Suisan-sho, Nosan Engei Kyoku, Hatasaku 
Shinko-ka. 1983. Daizu ni kansuru shiryo [Statistics 
concerning soybeans]. Tokyo, Japan. 157 p. 26 cm. [Jap]
• Summary: This yearly report, published by Japan’s 
Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries (MAFF), is 
packed with detailed statistics on soybean production, trade, 
and utilization in Japan. The table on p. 129 gives statistics 
on miso production, shipments, and use of raw materials by 
prefecture and for Japan as a whole. In 1981 Japan produced 
575,782 tonnes of miso and shipped 578,610 tonnes. 
Raw materials used were 14,417 tonnes of domestically 
grown whole soybeans, 167,539 tonnes of imported whole 
soybeans, 103,611 tonnes of polished rice, 24,667 tonnes of 
polished barley, 476 tonnes of defatted soybean meal, 71,325 
tonnes of salt, and 96 tonnes of cornmeal (used mainly in 
Nagano and Hyogo prefectures). The top 5 miso producing 
prefectures were Nagano (164,510 tonnes; 28.6% of Japan’s 
total), Aichi (54,529), Niigata (38,156), Aomori (28,602), 
and Hokkaido (25,908). The source of these statistics is: 
Shokuryô-cho, Kakô Shokuhin-ka, Kome Mugi Kakô 
Shokuhin Seisan Dotai, Tokei Chosa.
 The table on p. 130 gives similar statistics on shoyu for 
1981. In 1981 Japan produced 1,190,618 kiloliters (kl) of 

shoyu and shipped 1,118,799 kl. Raw materials used were 
6,473 tonnes of whole soybeans, 175,205 tonnes of defatted 
processed soybean meal (dashi kakô daizu), 177,407 tonnes 
of wheat, 204,777 tonnes of salt, and 80,642 kl amino acid 
liquid (amino-san, either purchased or made on site). The 
top 7 shoyu producing prefectures were Chiba (424,498 kl; 
35.7% of Japan’s total), Hyogo (203,374) Aichi (59,201 kl), 
Kagawa (45,430 kl), Fukuoka (36,575 kl), Oita (31,860 kl), 
Mie (30,354 kl), The source of these statistics is the same as 
for the miso statistics, above.
 The table on p. 132-33 gives statistics on consumption 
of shoyu (in 100 ml), miso (100 gm), whole soybean foods 
(yen), tofu (cakes = cho), aburagé and ganmodoki (yen), 
natto (yen), and other soyfoods (yen) from 1963 (Showa 38) 
to 1981. Under shoyu, miso, and tofu is given the amount 
of money spent (kingaku), the quantity purchased (sûryô), 
and the price. Annual shoyu consumption per household 
has decreased from 30.5 liters in 1963 to 16.3 liters in 1981. 
Annual miso consumption per household has decreased 
from 18.4 kg in 1963 to 12.1 kg in 1981. Tofu consumption 
per household has remained about constant, with 87.3 
cakes in 1963 and 86.9 cakes in 1981. A breakdown is also 
given for each food by annual household income, with 5 
income levels. One grouping is for all households (including 
those with a retired head of household or on welfare) and 
the other is only households with at least one working 
member. In each case, the higher the household income, the 
greater the consumption. In the case of tofu, for example, 
households with an annual income of less than 2.65 million 
yen consumed 76.1 cakes of tofu, while households with an 
annual income of more than 5.8 million yen consumed 99.3 
cakes. Next is a breakdown by age of head of household. 
Generally, the younger the head of household, the less the 
consumption. In the case of tofu, households whose head 
was 24 years or younger consumed 55.5 cakes/year, while 
households whose head was age 60-64 consumed 95.4 cakes. 
The source of these statistics is the Kakei Chosa Nenpo 
(Sôri-fu, Tôkei-kyoku).
 The table on pages 134-35 shows consumption per 
household by geographical area of the same foods as the 
previous table. Geographical areas include: all of Japan, all 
cities, cities with 50,000 or more population (broken down 
into large, medium, and small), cities with less than 50,000 
population, towns and villages (machi and mura), 14 major 
regions, and large cities. Note: Statistics by prefecture are 
not given. In the case of tofu, the highest consumption is 
cities with less than 50,000 population (92.0 cakes), while 
the lowest is in medium-sized cities with more than 50,000 
population (84.2 cakes). The regions with the highest tofu 
consumption are Tohoku (the northeast prefectures; 101.9 
cakes) and Chugoku (southwest provinces; 98.1 cakes), 
while the lowest two are Hokkaido (58.3 cakes) and 
Okinawa (72.3 cakes). The cities with the highest annual tofu 
consumption per household are Toyama city (118.9 cakes), 
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Morioka city (118.4), Yamaguchi city (107.9), Matsuyama 
city (102.9), Fukushima city (102.8), Tokushima city (102.0), 
Fukui city (100.7). The source of these statistics is the same 
as for the statistics on p. 132-33.
 Tables on pages 136-39 give a detailed nutritional 
analysis of soybeans and each of 23 soyfoods made in Japan. 
The following minerals are listed: calcium, phosphorus, 
iron, sodium, and potassium. Vitamins: A (retinol, carotene, 
international units), B-1 (thiamine), B-2 (ribofl avin), niacin, 
and C. Soybeans grown in Japan contain, on average, 35.3% 
protein and 19.0% fat, compared with 33.0% protein and 
21.7% fat for soybeans grown in the USA, and 32.8% protein 
and 19.5% fat for soybeans grown in the China. Address: 
Tokyo, Japan.

4525. Schweizer, Thomas F.; Bekhechi, A.R.; Koellreutter, 
B.; Reimann, S.; Pometta, D.; Bron, B.A. 1983. Metabolic 
effects of dietary fi ber from dehulled soybeans in humans. 
American J. of Clinical Nutrition 38(1):1-11. July. [60 ref]
• Summary: The authors studied the effects of 21 gm of two 
forms of soybean seed fi ber on six healthy volunteers who 
had normal cholesterol levels for 3 weeks each. Soya fi ber 
A was nonpurifi ed and never-dried soya pulp [fresh okara] 
(39% dietary fi ber) and soya fi ber B was purifi ed soybean 
fi ber (79% dietary fi ber). Mean daily fecal wet weight 
was increased by 19% and 38% respectively compared to 
a 2-week control period with no added fi ber. Fecal fi ber 
increased by 52% only during period B. A 21% increase of 
fecal bile acids by fi ber A was specifi cally due to deoxycholic 
acid. Neither fi ber changed serum triglycerides, but fi ber B 
increased low-density-lipoprotein (LDL) cholesterol by 19% 
and LDL phospholipids by 16%. The ratio of HDL to LDL 
cholesterol did not change signifi cantly.
 The authors conclude: “Thus, dietary fi bers 
from soybean do not seem to contribute to the 
hypocholesterolemic effect of soya. The results of this study 
also demonstrate that two apparently similar dietary fi bers, 
coming from a single source, can exert distinctly different 
metabolic effects.” Address: 1,3-4; Nestle Research Dep., La 
Tour de Peilz, Switzerland; 2,5-6. Univ. Hospital of Geneva, 
Switzerland.

4526. Trimble, M.W.; Fehr, W.R. 1983. Mixtures of soybean 
cultivars to minimize yield loss caused by iron-defi ciency 
chlorosis. Crop Science 23(4):691-94. July/Aug. [9 ref]
• Summary: “The yield of soybeans... grown on some 
calcareous soils can be signifi cantly reduced by iron-
defi ciency chlorosis, hereinafter referred to as iron 
chlorosis.”
 “Productivity of fi elds planted to a seed mixture, 
resistant cultivar, or susceptible cultivar depends on 
the percentage of calcareous area in the fi eld, the yield 
difference between the resistant and susceptible cultivars on 
noncalcareous soil, and the level of chlorosis susceptibility 

for the cultivars being considered. Procedures are discussed 
for calculating when a cultivar or a mixture would be most 
productive.” Address: 1. Graduate Research Assistant; 2. 
Prof. Both: Dep. of Agronomy, Iowa State Univ., Ames, IA 
50011.

4527. Yao, J.J.; Wei, L.S.; Steinberg, M.P. 1983. Effect of 
maturity on chemical composition and storage stability 
of soybeans. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 
60(7):1245-49. July. [32 ref]
• Summary: The same level of trypsin inhibitor activity was 
found regardless of maturation. However, the lipoxygenase 
activity and phytate content were signifi cantly lower in 
immature beans. Crude oil and protein contents were similar, 
regardless of maturation. Both yield of isolated soy protein 
and ratio of 7S to 11S protein in immature soybeans were 
lower than that from mature soybeans. During storage, 
lipoxygenase activity decreased independently of maturation 
but free fatty acid content in the crude oil increased at a 
faster rate in immature beans than that from mature ones. 
Address: Dep. of Food Science, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, IL 
61801.

4528. Grundy, S.M.; Abrams, J.J. 1983. Comparison of 
actions of soy protein and casein on metabolism of plasma 
lipoproteins and cholesterol in humans. American J. of 
Clinical Nutrition 38(2):245-52. Aug. [24 ref]
• Summary: Failed to confi rm an increased fecal excretion 
of steroids due to feeding soy proteins. Address: Veterans 
Administration Medical Center and Univ. of California, San 
Diego, California 92161.

4529. Hafez, Youssef S.; Mohamed, Ali I. 1983. Biochemical 
study on the nonprotein trypsin and chymotrypsin inhibitors 
in the soybean. J. of Food Science 48(4):1265-1268, 1283. 
July/Aug. [14 ref]
• Summary: “The relative rate of inhibition indicated that 
inhibition was stoichiometric for trypsin and chymotrypsin. 
Dissociation constants of complexes (enzyme and inhibitor) 
showed that inhibition of chymotrypsin and trypsin were 
competitive and uncompetitive, respectively.” Address: 
Nutrition Lab., Dep. of Human Ecology, Univ. of Maryland 
Eastern Shore, Princess Anne, MD 21853-1299.

4530. He, Ying; Hou, Jue-qing; Jue, Zheng-ai. 1983. [A 
study of human digestibility of mixed diets containing 
textured soybean proteins made in China]. Ying Yang Hsueh 
Pao (Acta Nutrimenta Sinica) 5(3):247-52. Aug. [7 ref. Chi; 
eng]
• Summary: “This experiment was made in May and June, 
1982. Nine male adults took two test diets, of which all 
ingredients were the same, except one with textured soybean 
protein and the other rolled bean curd sheet. The quantities of 
the test diets were recorded. During the test periods no other 
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food was allowed and the nutritive values in the test diets 
were maintained to meet the subjects’ physiological needs. 
They were divided into two periods, each consisting of six 
days; three for preparations, three for experiments.
 “The samples of the diets and the volunteers’ faeces 
were analysed for the contents of water, dry matter, total 
nitrogen, crude fat, ash and fi ber. The urine nitrogen was 
analysed. The apparent digestibilities of dry matter of the 
test diets were 94.25 and 94.16%, total nitrogen 83.67 and 
83.56%, and crude fat 91.13 and 91.32% respectively.
 “This result suggests that there is no signifi cant 
difference between the apparent digestibilities of textured 
soy bean protein and rolled bean curd sheet protein.”
 Note: Bean curd sheet is also called “pressed tofu 
sheets.” These sheets can be layered then rolled. Address: 
Dep. of Health, Shenyang Medical School, Shenyang, China.

4531. Liu, Dong-sheng; Liu, Sheng-jie; Chou, Chi-yuan. 
1983. [Studies on milk substitutes. XI. The nutritive value 
of Guang Ming soybean milk-substitute on rats]. Ying Yang 
Hsueh Pao (Acta Nutrimenta Sinica) 5(3):215-24. Aug. [17 
ref. Chi; eng]
Address: Inst. of Health, Chinese Academy of Medical 
Sciences, Beijing, China.

4532. Manna Bulletin. 1983. Miso soep: een sterke buffer 
tegen kanker [Miso soup: a strong buffer against cancer]. 
5(5-6):July/Aug. [Dut]
• Summary: An illustration shows a jar of Manna Miso. 
Address: Meeuwenlaan 70, Amsterdam, Netherlands.

4533. Qi, Jin-ling; Qing, Ke-xian; Chang, Ying; Chou, Chi-
yuan. 1983. [Studies on milk substitutes. XII. The nutritive 
value of a spray-dried soybean milk substitute as compared 
with those of whole cow’s milk powder and human milk]. 
Ying Yang Hsueh Pao (Acta Nutrimenta Sinica) 5(3):225-36. 
Aug. [9 ref. Chi; eng]
• Summary: “Sixty four infants (25 males and 39 females) 
including 9 undernourished and 4 prematures, were fed with 
a commercial spray dried soybean milk preparation, while 32 
(17 males and 15 females) were fed with a whole cow’s milk 
powder diet, and 48 (24 males and 24 female) were fed with 
either human milk or fresh cow’s milk. There were 5 pairs of 
twins, one of each pair was fed with the soybean preparation; 
and among the other 5, 2 were fed with cow’s milk powder 
diet and 3 were fed human milk.
 “The ages of the infants at the start of the observation 
were; 41 under one month, 76 at two months, and 28 at three 
months. Their ages at the conclusion were all one year.
 “Twenty fi ve mg of ascorbic acid and 1-2 drops of 
concentrate fi sh liver oil, furnishing 5000 I.U. of vitamin A 
and 500 I.U. of vitamin D, were supplied daily to all infants 
from the very beginning. Foods, including egg yolk, rice 
porridge, wheat fl our noodles, soybean curd, chopped meat 

or vegetables etc. were supplemented at the proper ages.
 “Infants fed with the soybean milk product all had good 
appetite, and no digestive disorder. Most of them passed 
formed stools once or twice a day. Only a few passed thin 
stools 5-6 times a day at the beginning, and changed to 
excrete formed stools after three weeks.
 “The average daily calorie intake of the normal infants 
fed with the soybean product at the age of fi ve months 
was 107 kcal; the prematures took 144 kcal, while the 
undernourished took 147 kcal.
 “The growth rate of the infants fed with the soybean 
product was normal; the average growth curve is below that 
of infants fed with cow’s milk powder diet or human milk 
before the 7th month, and there is practically no difference 
between the three curves after this age.
 “Among the twins, those who took the soybean product 
all grew better in height and weight than their siblings.
 “The average age of the eruption of the fi rst tooth of the 
infants in the three groups were all at the 7th month. The 
blood hemoglobin and red cell count of the infants in the 
three groups were all normal.
 “As to the serum alkaline phosphatase activity, 3.3% 
of the infants in the soybean food group and 12.5% of the 
infants in the human milk group were above 15 Bodansky 
units at the beginning, and all fell below 15 units at the end 
of the observation.
 “X-ray photographs of the long bone [femur] at the 
beginning revealed that, among 55 infants, there were 4 had 
signs of rickets, 3 had doubtful rickets in the soybean food 
group, 48 had doubtful rickets in the human milk group. No 
signs of rickets were observed in the three groups at the end.
 “It may be concluded that the nutritional quality of the 
spray dried soybean milk preparation seems to be equal to, if 
not better than, that of whole cow’s milk powder or human 
milk.”
 Note: A very interesting conclusion given that the infants 
are Chinese. Address: Inst. of Pediatrics and Inst. of Health, 
Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences, Beijing, China.

4534. Sacks, Frank M.; Breslow, J.L.; Wood, P.G.; Kass, 
E.H. 1983. Lack of an effect of dairy protein (casein) and 
soy protein on plasma cholesterol on strict vegetarians: 
An experiment and a critical review. J. of Lipid Research 
24(8):1012-20. Aug. [39 ref]
• Summary: In animals, consumption of casein, the principal 
protein in milk, causes hypercholesterolemia, whereas in 
humans the effect has not been reported,
 “From the literature on dietary protein and blood lipid 
levels and from the present data, it appears that neither the 
amount of protein in the diet nor whether the protein comes 
from animal or vegetable sources has an important effect on 
plasma LDL and HDL levels in humans when consumed in 
physiologic amounts.”
 Note: “Strict vegetarians” is used here to mean vegans. 
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They were recruited from the Kushi Institute, a center for 
teaching macrobiotic diet and philosophy in Brookline, 
Massachusetts. Address: Channing Lab., Dep. of Medicine, 
Brigham and Women’s Hospital; Depts. of Medicine and 
Pediatrics, Harvard Medical School; and Metabolism Div., 
Children’s Hospital Medical Center, Boston, Massachusetts 
02115.

4535. Sandström, B.; Cederblad, A.; Lönnerdal, B. 1983. 
Zinc absorption from human milk, cow’s milk, and infant 
formulas. American J. of Diseases of Children 137(8):726-
29. Aug. *
• Summary: “Zinc absorption from 450 mL of human milk, 
cow’s milk, humanized cow’s milk formula, cereal-cow’s 
milk formula, and soy formula was determined in healthy 
adults... The zinc content of the formulas was comparable 
to or higher than that of human milk. Absorption of zinc 
was 41% +/- 9% from human milk and 28% +/- 15% from 
cow’s milk. Absorption was 31% +/- 7% from the humanized 
cow’s milk formula, 22% +/- 11% from the cereal-cow’s 
milk formula, and 14% +/- 4% from the soy formula. 
These results indicate that, with the present levels of zinc 
supplementation, the amount of zinc absorbed from infant 
formulas is considerably lower than that absorbed from 
human milk.”

4536. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1983. The book of 
tofu. 2nd ed. Berkeley, California: Ten Speed Press. 336 p. 
Illust. by Akiko Aoyagi Shurtleff. Index. Aug. 28 cm. [321 
ref]
• Summary: Three parts of this new edition have been 
extensively revised and updated: (1) “Tofu Makers in the 
West” (p. 313-16) has been updated and now includes 310 
tofu producers in the Western world (with the name, address, 
phone number, and contact person for each company), 
arranged by state or foreign country. This is the only tofu 
book containing such a directory.
 (2) The “Bibliography” (p. 319-324) has been greatly 
expanded and updated. It now contains 321 publications on 
tofu, including all known scientifi c and nutritional journal 
articles, the 33 books about tofu written in North America 
since publication of the fi rst edition of The Book of Tofu in 
1975, and other key articles and books about tofu from East 
Asia and Europe, the earliest from Europe dating back to 
1613!
 (3) An updated listing of “People and Institutions 
Connected with Tofu” in the U.S. and around the world, 
including researchers, major tofu manufacturers in Japan, 
trade associations, publications, equipment dealers, and tofu 
apprenticeship programs.
 The “Glossary” (p. 325-27) has been condensed to make 
space for the expanded bibliography and back matter. There 
is a new page about the Soyfoods Center (p. 333). The page 
“About the Authors” (autobiographical) has been expanded, 

and the photograph has been updated. “Sending Tofu to the 
Four Directions” (p. 335) and the inside back cover have 
both been updated. Still contains 500 vegetarian recipes–both 
western and eastern style.
 Note: A news release of 17 Aug. 1983 states: “The Book 
of Tofu, which introduced the Western world to tofu and 
inspired the founding of more than 200 tofu shops and soy 
dairies in North America, has sold 340,000 copies to date, 
making it the world’s best-seller on this popular new ‘protein 
source of the future.’” Address: Soyfoods Center, P.O. Box 
234, Lafayette, California 94549.

4537. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1983. History 
of soyfoods in China (Continued–Document part IV). 
Soyfoods Center, P.O. Box 234, Lafayette, CA 94549. 19 
p. Aug. Unpublished typescript. Available online at www.
soyinfocenter.com/HSS/China1.php.
• Summary: (Continued): In China there are many more 
people doing research on soybean production than on 
soybean processing. Leading soyfoods researchers include 
Feng Deyi (general soyfoods processing) and Wu Meng 
(modern soy protein products, baking) at Heilongjiang 
Commercial College, Chen Xihao (soymilk, tofu) with 
the Ministry of Light Industry in Beijing, Guo Xiang-ao 
at Zhengzhou Grain College (general), and Liu Zhi-cheng 
of Harbin Medical University (soyfoods, antinutritional 
factors, and human nutrition). A number of engineers in 
various provinces are developing some expertise in soybean 
processing and modern soymilk production, such as Ma 
Zheng-sheng at Heilongjiang Bureau of State Farm. Note 
that much of the total activity is in Heilongjiang province, 
China’s leading soybean producing province.
 Concerning conferences and courses: In 1980 there was 
a conference in Heilongjiang on grain and food processing 
(including soybeans) and in 1982 another focusing on 
soybean processing. The two China/USA Soybean Symposia 
and Working Group Meetings in 1982, 1983, described in 
Chapter 2 under Soybean Production in China, had small 
amounts of information about soyfoods in China (Irwin 
1983; Wong 1984). As for courses, the Faculty of Food and 
Food Engineering at Heilongjiang Commercial College 
offers courses in baking (including use of modern soy protein 
products) and a course in soy sauce, taught by Feng Deyi.
 Soy Trade Associations. Unlike most countries of the 
world where soybeans are widely produced or used, China 
has no soy-related trade associations. This is one major 
reason for China’s shortage of information on and slowness 
in modernizing its soybean production and processing 
industries. The most closely related association is the 
Chinese Food Industry Association. There is some talk of 
forming a soybean production association and a soybean 
processing association in Heilongjiang.
 Attitudes Toward Technology, Modernization, and 
Traditional Soyfoods. Despite the country’s top priority 
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goal since 1976 of modernizing its agriculture and industry, 
no plans have been made to modernize the vast and very 
important traditional soyfoods industry, which makes 
tofu, soybean jiang, soy sauce, soymilk, etc. Equally 
surprising, there is a strong but impractical fascination for 
high-technology Western soyfoods (such as isolates and 
concentrates) which would seem to have little relevance 
to China’s present food needs. Like so many developing 
countries, China wants to have “the newest and the best,” 
but without a clear understanding of the full implication 
of this choice, or a willingness to face the much larger and 
more important problem of how to modernize its existing 
industries... in much the same way Japan did so successfully 
after World War II. We and others interested in soyfoods in 
China think that China is erring in seeking new and different 
Western foods instead of optimizing its present, well-
established soyfoods industry.
 As of 1983, a major debate was shaping up in China 
as to whether the country should modernize traditional 
soyfoods industries or turn to making modern Western high-
technology soy protein products, largely for export. The 
problems with the latter approach are: (1) the international 
market for modern soy protein products has long been 
saturated, which keeps prices and profi ts low, and even if 
it were not, China would have diffi culty in competing with 
huge, modern Western manufacturers; (2) in importing the 
very sophisticated technology to make these Western high-
tech products, China (which espouses self-suffi ciency) 
will become highly dependent on Western technology and 
Western technicians to install and maintain these production 
systems; (3) the resulting products will be too expensive 
for widespread use in China and even if they are not, there 
are few foods in China where soy fl our (defatted or whole) 
would not do just as good a job at much lower price (baked 
goods, noodles, sausages, etc.); (4) the huge amount of 
money required to build modern soy protein processing 
plants could be spent much more effectively in modernizing 
traditional soyfoods industries; (5) the manufacture of 
isolates and concentrates generates a great deal of industrial 
pollution, which is a main reason Japan produces so little of 
these products, asking China instead to make them; and (6) 
most important, China is exporting soybeans that are needed 
for food at home and wasting research talent that should 
be focused on modernization of traditional industries. The 
relative simple technology needed to modernize traditional 
industries could be imported (probably from Japan) initially, 
then low-cost counterparts could be manufactured in China, 
thus creating jobs and technical know-how, saving precious 
foreign exchange, and reducing dependence on Japan.
 Behind these issues is the larger issue of why China 
never had a major scientifi c and technological revolution 
similar to those in most Western nations and Japan, 
and the closely related question of why Mao so greatly 
underestimated the importance of science, technology, and 

higher education in the modern world. (In 1976 China ranked 
110th in the world in per capita spending on education, 
investing only 1.1% of the GNP in education vs. 6.4% in 
the USA and 7.6% in the USSR. Only 3% of the college 
age population in China enters a university, vs. 23% in the 
USSR and 35% in the USA). Part of the answer goes back 
to the 1800s and the pride of China (the Central Kingdom), 
which viewed the Western barbarians or “foreign devils” 
as having nothing worth learning. Yet since China’s harsh 
defeat in the Opium War of the 1840s, there has been a 
strong ambivalence and huge swings between xenophobic 
and imitative attitudes toward the West. These have led, 
on the one hand, to advocacy of self reliance and shutting 
out foreigners (Mao’s nativist approach) and, at the other 
extreme, a fascination with foreign technology (how do the 
barbarians do it?) and desire to import only the technology 
without importing the foreign culture and its scientifi c and 
“bourgeoise capitalistic” basis. Since 1976, under Deng 
Xiaoping, who spent 6 years in France as a student and 
worker in the 1920s, China has held that material salvation 
lies in copying the secrets of Western science and technology 
and expanding foreign trade. The opening of four Special 
Economic Zones since 1982 on the southeast coast of China 
(Shenzhen, Xiamen, Shantou, Zhuhai) to attract foreign 
capital and know-how and to develop export manufacture, is 
a bold step in this direction. Wang Jin-ling, China’s leading 
soybean researcher, has noted that “although there is a long 
tradition of soyfood use in China, China can acquire a great 
deal of knowledge from Japan” (Irwin 1983, p. 118).
 One practical problem is forcing increased dependence 
on outside technology. In 1982 a number of large tofu 
and soymilk plans were purchased by Chinese State-run 
plants from Hong Kong and Japan. One major reason for 
the purchase was that Chinese equipment broke frequently 
and the bureaucrats responsible for fi xing it, who generally 
looked down on the lower-class tofu makers, were very slow 
to do so. The foreign companies were found to provide better 
quality equipment and to service what they sold.
 Private Enterprise, Bureaucracy, and Competing 
Ministries. In China, there is little or no private enterprise or 
individual ownership of businesses. Soyfoods manufacturers 
work for the state, and all decisions on which soyfoods will 
be made, how, by whom, and in what amounts are made by 
government bureaus. Since 1979 the inertia and listlessness 
of China’s bureaucracy and its lack of concern for the 
common people have become offi cially recognized and 
widely discussed problems (Bernstein 1982). Though many 
bureaucrats may be dull and hesitant to take risks, most plant 
managers are eager to learn and experiment.
 In China, three ministries are actively involved with 
soybeans processing. The Ministry of Light Industry 
(MinLight) processes some foods, especially those packaged 
in cans, jars, or bottles. Thus it is very interested in soymilk. 
MinLight is highly regarded for competence, openness, and 
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cooperation with foreigners. The Ministry of Commerce 
has jurisdiction over tofu manufacturers and sausage 
manufacturers, and also does grain handling and sets prices. 
The Ministry of Agriculture, and especially its Bureau of 
State Farms, is interested in soybean crushing for oil, meal, 
and modern soy protein products. Although designed to work 
together, federal ministries actually communicate very little 
with one another and can be intensely competitive, especially 
to get hold of exciting new projects such as modern soymilk 
production. Overlapping of responsibilities in some cases 
and diffusion of responsibilities in others often impair 
effi ciency. (Continued). Address: Lafayette, California. 
Phone: 415-283-2991.

4538. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1983. Dr. Charles 
E. Fearn and Fearn Soya Foods: History of work with 
soyfoods. Soyfoods Center, P.O. Box 234, Lafayette, CA 
94549. 17 p. Sept. 2. Unpublished typescript. Available 
online at www.soyinfocenter.com.
• Summary: www.soyinfocenter.com/HSS/charles_fern.php
 A comprehensive history of the subject. Contents: 
Introduction: Summary, unfortunate lack of documentation. 
Early years in Europe: Birth in about 1869-71 in Cook 
County, England, he was married in England and became 
a physician, research showing that vitamin B was not a 
single vitamin but a group or complex of vitamins, not 
clear how introduced to soyfoods (though possibly through 
Solac, England’s fi rst soymilk), work during World War I 
as a physician in the English Royal Army Medical Corps 
in charge of a hospital in England. Early work in the USA 
(1917-1929): Called by President Wilson, quote from Paul 
Richard’s history, interesting that a British physician took 
such an interest in soyfoods and work with farmers, founded 
Soyex Co. in New York (1920) according to Richard 1955, 
moved to Chicago and started Fearn Labs (1923), founded 
Fearn Soya Foods Co. (1925), familiarity with Berczeller, 
analysis of coin collection for clues to travels, in Europe 
in 1929, fi rst documentation of involvement with soy 
(1929), director of Soya Flour Mfg. Co. in London on the 
way to the U.S., treatment of infant allergies with soy as 
a substitute for milk. Soyex Co. and Fearn Soya Foods 
(1930-39): Horvath (1933) discusses Soyex Co. in Nutley, 
New Jersey, pamphlets written before 1934, strong opinions 
(whole soy fl our far superior to defatted soy fl our, too much 
carbohydrate in American diet, soy fl our should be made 
from a blend of soybeans), sold Fearn Laboratories (1934) 
and turned Soya Food Products over to it, later history of 
Fearn Labs, establishment of Fearn Soya Foods Co. (1935), 
many new products, list of products with earliest date of 
mention, pamphlets by Fearn Soya Foods 1935-38, sales to 
health food market by trying to reach physicians, switch from 
making soy fl our to buying from Shellabarger (1937) and 
Spencer Kellogg (1946), Los Angeles business with Thomas 
J.M. “Malcolm” McBride, Viana “scientifi c reducing diet” 

fi asco, McBride sets up own company and slanders Fearn, 
friendship with LeClerc of USDA. 1940-59: World War II 
helped Fearn’s shrinking product line, establishment of Soy 
Food Mills with Richard Thomas, Golden Soy Griddle Cake 
Mix, encourages USDA to develop soy fortifi ed foods for 
famine relief (1946), development of soup base seasonings 
with Harry Belleville in San Clemente, California, death in 
June 1949 at about age 79 at a (mental?) hospital in Elgin, 
Illinois (near Chicago), purchase of company in Sept. 1949 
for $500 by Paul Richard, summary (good ideas, poor 
businessman), hardships for Paul Richard in 1950’s (loss of 
formulas, 1955 fl ood). 1960-1980’s: Death of Paul Richard 
in 1960, takeover of business by son Elwood, sale to brother 
Lou in 1970, real growth starting in 1973, 1982 name change 
to Fearn Natural Foods, same strong commitment to soy. 
Address: Lafayette, California. Phone: 415-283-2991.

4539. American Academy of Pediatrics, Committee on 
Nutrition. 1983. Soy-protein formulas: Recommendations 
for use in infant feeding. Pediatrics 72(3):359-63. Sept. 
Summarized in American Family Physician, April 1984. [56 
ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Composition of soy-
protein formulas. Use in full-term infants. Use in lactose 
intolerance and galactosemia. Use in premature infants. 
Management of cow’s milk allergy. Prophylaxis of allergic 
disease in newborn infants. Treatment of colic. Conclusions 
and recommendations.
 Soy protein formulas account for 10-15% of infant 
formulas currently used in the USA. While less allergenic 
than cow’s milk, they may still cause allergies in infants.
 Soy-protein formulas are similar in composition to 
infant formulas based on cow’s milk. “Differences include a 
slightly higher protein level and slightly lower carbohydrate 
content. The protein source is generally (but not always) 
soy-protein isolate; the fat is a blend of vegetable oils; and 
the source of carbohydrate is usually sucrose, corn syrup 
solids (hydrolyzed corn starch), or a mixture of both. Thus 
‘soy’ formulas are called this because soy is used as a protein 
source. The lactose-free characteristic of these formulas also 
enhances their use in specifi c situations.” Address: USA.

4540. Ito, Kiyoe. 1983. Soy beans as a source of protein in 
Japan. In: Ajia-Chiku Kokusai Kaseigaku Kaigi Hokoku 
(Proceedings of the International Asian Conference on 
Nutrition). See p. 60-61. Held Aug/Sept. 1983. [Eng]
• Summary: Rice cultivation began in Japan about 2,000 
years ago. Buddhism was imported to Japan from China 
through Korea, and with it the prohibition against eating 
meat [of four-legged animals]. “Therefore, the diet and 
cuisine depended exclusively on rice, bean, vegetables, 
and fi sh. Especially, soy beans have been widely used as 
materials for plant protein foods such as miso (fermented soy 
bean paste), tofu (bean curd), shoyu (soy sauce), yuba (dried 
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soy milk fi lm) and others.” Also describes the increasing 
westernization of the Japanese diet, especially after World 
War II. Address: Tokyo Gakugei Univ., Tokyo, Japan.

4541. Kitamura, K.; Davies, C.S.; Kaizuma, Norihiko; 
Nielsen, N.C. 1983. Genetic analysis of a null-allele for 
lipoxygenase-3 in soybean seeds. Crop Science 23(5):924-
27. Sept/Oct. [18 ref]
• Summary: This article describes a major gene which 
controls lipoxygenase-3 (L-3) activity in the soybean. 
Soybean varieties Wasenatsu (PI 417,458) and Ichigowase 
(PI 205,085) were found to lack L-3 by both immunological 
and electrophoretic testing methods. Address: 1-2. Post-
doctoral associate, of Agronomy, Purdue Univ., West 
Lafayette, Indiana 47907; 3. Prof. of Plant Breeding, Iwate 
Univ., Morioka, Japan; 4. Assoc. Prof. of Agronomy and 
Research Geneticist, USDA-ARS, Purdue Univ., West 
Lafayette, Indiana 47907.

4542. Leviton, Richard. 1983. Report on soyfoods 
research trip across America, September 1983. Colrain, 
Massachusetts. 8 p. Unpublished typescript.
• Summary: Visited or discusses: Grainaissance (makes 
amazake and mochi), Brightsong (Dik / Richard Rose), 
Sonoma Specialty Foods (California), Northern Soy 
(Rochester, New York), Southwest Soyfoods (Richard 
Jennings), White Wave (Steve Demos, Boulder, Colorado), 
Quong Hop & Co. (South San Francisco, California), 
Modern Fare (Loveland, Ohio), Soyfoods Unlimited 
(Valerie, Gary and John Robertson, San Leandro, California). 
Soyfoods Center (Lafayette, California), Soyfoods of 
America (Doug Fiske and Ken Lee, Los Angeles), Real 
Foods (Polk St., San Francisco), Tumaros (Los Angeles), 
Unicorn (Terry Dalton, Florida), Japantown and Rainbow 
Grocery (San Francisco), Berkeley Natural Grocer and 
Berkeley Co-op (Bob Gerner, California), Hinode Tofu Co., 
Edensoy, Farm Foods, New England Soy Dairy, and Nasoya 
(Leominster, Massachusetts). Legume (Gary & Chandri 
Barat, New York City), Lotos / Lotus Cafe (Greg Weaver, 
Rochester, New York).
 NRRL (Hesseltine and Wang, Peoria, Illinois): Their 
work is in mixed starter culture fermentation, vitamin B-12 
work. Japanese man from Tokyo to work one year on natto 
at NRRL, paid by Japanese government. B-12 can withstand 
some heat during cooking and the percentage of B-12 lost 
depends on the initial percentage present. Natto research: 
examine all Japanese publications for review article. 
Experiment using U.S. soybeans to make natto since the 
Japanese buy Chinese beans for their thinner seed coat. See 
what happens to the oil to protein ratio during fermentation. 
Natto as such has no possibilities in the U.S. as it is a slimy 
food with a rotten smell; hard to tolerate. There might be 
vitamin B-12 in natto produced by Bacillus subtilis. Koreans 
have done lots of B-12 research with kimchee and other 

pickled vegetables. Earl Swain died this summer of a heart 
attack at age 36. Natto research will help U.S. soybean 
exports. USDA bureaucrats are making it diffi cult for Dr. 
Hesseltine to do natto research. They have 65 objectives, 
but Dr. Wang’s projects don’t fi t any of them clearly, so 
they won’t mention “food” in their research outlines, just 
fermentation methods. Secretary of Agriculture John Block 
[served 1981-86 under President Ronald Regan] says the 
U.S. needs more ag exports and more basic information 
about crops uses, so he is in support of this natto research.
 Out of business: Michiana Soyfoods, St. Ignatius shop, 
Sunshine Soy, Heartsong, probably Joy of Soy and a Korean 
shop in Salt Lake City, Utah.
 Concerning soymilk: 10. In Oak Park, Illinois, a natural 
foods retailer says Edensoy outsells San-J by two to one. 
(Note: San-J imports “To-Neu Natural Soy Beverage” made 
in Japan by Kibun). Teenagers buy the carob Edensoy along 
with popcorn in the store, and use it as a soft drink. But most 
retailers say the Eden package [stand-up foil retort pouch] 
is a disaster; it is impossible to open without scissors, then 
if you squeeze, it sometimes spills out. San-J [in a Tetra 
Brik carton] is convenient but the taste is poor and the 
front graphics are confusing–too many words and images. 
According to Shurtleff, both are inferior products compared 
to Japan’s best.
 22. Concerning Edensoy at the NNFA show in Denver, 
Colorado: Mike Potter says “it went over great.” He sold two 
container loads right away. People liked the package and the 
taste. About 4,000 people sampled it and were “generally 
amazed.” The results were as good as they could want; it 
generated interest and excitement. Now they are setting up 
the distribution system. Address: 100 Heath Rd., Colrain, 
Massachusetts 01340. Phone: 413-624-5591.

4543. Madar, Zacharia. 1983. The effect of brown rice and 
soybean dietary fi ber [Soy-bit] on the control of glucose and 
lipid metabolism in diabetic rats. American J. of Clinical 
Nutrition 38(3):388-93. Sept. [27 ref]
• Summary: “This study demonstrated the potential benefi t 
of soybean dietary fi ber [Soy-bit, made from pulverized 
soybean hulls] over rice fi ber in diabetes treatment with 
additional advantages resulting from its ease in usage either 
in a mixture of water or milk products and cooking. As well, 
being devoid of a disagreeable taste so characteristic of other 
fi bers, patients acceptance is more forthcoming.” Containing 
50% protein and 30 to 40% dietary fi ber, it was donated by 
Hayes Ltd. (Ashdod, Israel), which also partially supported 
the research. Address: Dep. of Biochemistry, Hebrew Univ. 
of Jerusalem, Rehovot 76100, Israel.

4544. McDougall, John A.; McDougall, Mary A. 1983. The 
McDougall plan. New Century Publishers Inc., 220 Old New 
Brunswick Rd., Piscataway, NJ 08854. 340 p. Foreword by 
Nathan Pritikin (8/83). General index and recipe index. 24 
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cm. [804* ref]
• Summary: This carefully researched and documented book 
and cookbook argues convincingly in favor of a vegan diet 
that uses no animal products, that is low in fats, calories, 
and sodium, and rich in complex carbohydrates. Pages 89-
90 give the percentage of calories from fats in various foods 
under 3 categories: low-fat vegetable foods (incl. oatmeal 
16% of calories from fat, apple 9%, broccoli 9%), high-fat 
vegetable foods (incl. avocadoes 88% of calories from fat, 
almonds 82%, peanut butter 77%, sunfl ower seeds 76%, tofu 
53%, soybeans 40%, wheat germ 27%, tempeh 25%), and 
animal foods (bacon 94%, t-bone steak 82%, frankfurters 
80%, cheddar cheese 73%, egg 65%, tuna in oil 64%, milk 
[whole 3.5% fat] 49%, ice cream 49%, milk low-fat 31%, 
chicken [light-skinned] 18%, tuna in water 6%, buttermilk 
3%, skim milk 2%).
 Note: The author, however, argues repeatedly against the 
use of tofu and tempeh based on the “percentage of calories 
from fat” concept. His fi gures are correct but we and many 
nutritionists feel the basic concept, originally popularized by 
Nathan Pritikin, overlooks two key points: (1) the percentage 
of water in the food, and (2) the average serving size.
 Page 198, in a section on rich [high fat] plant foods, 
states that tofu, tempeh, soybeans, textured vegetable protein 
(TVP), and miso contain excessive fat and most are high 
in calories. “The rich plant foods may account for a small 
portion of your daily food (less than 10 percent of your 
calories per day) but only after you have attained the level of 
health you are striving for. In general, these foods are more 
harmful than health-supporting. Never eat these foods if you 
have problems with your health that remain unsolved. If you 
begin using this group of foods and fi nd that you are also 
gaining weight or getting back some of your old ailments, 
then stop eating these foods immediately.”
 Appendix I, p. 322-28 contains a table listing the 
percentage of calories from protein, fat, and carbohydrates 
in many foods. It also gives the calorie concentration 
(in calories per gram) for each food; foods with a low 
concentration aid in weight-loss programs. Tofu has only 
0.72 calories per gram, and soy sprouts only 0.46; both are 
low. No soyfoods are used in the many recipes in this book.
 Note: According to a colleague, John McDougall 
suffered a stroke at age 19, which led to much of his current 
interest in diet and health. He is not a Seventh-day Adventist. 
Address: 1. M.D. Both: Near Kailua Bay, Oahu, Hawaii.

4545. New England Soy Dairy Inc. 1983. Tomsun Tofu. 
The perfect protein (Poster). 305 Wells St., Greenfi eld, MA 
01301. 1 p. Reprinted in Soyfoods Marketing. Lafayette, CA: 
Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: “Now nutritionally improved with natural 
calcium. The calcium in 4 oz. Tomsun Firm Tofu = 8 oz of 
cow’s milk.” Address: Greenfi eld, Massachusetts.

4546. Pines, Maya. 1983. What you eat can affect your brain: 
Here’s food for thought–the latest fi ndings on how the brain 
responds to nutrients. Reader’s Digest. Sept. p. 54-58.
• Summary: About the work of Dr. Richard J. Wurtman, a 
neuroendochrinologist at MIT, using lecithin to aid memory. 
Much of the new research focuses on neurotransmitters, 
chemicals through which the brains neurons (nerve cells) 
communicate with each other at lightning speed. There 
are at least 30 kinds of neurotransmitters. To make one 
named serontin, which makes people sleepy, the brain needs 
tryptophan, an amino acid. In the mid-1970s Dr. Wurtman 
and a colleague, Edith Cohen, discovered that lecithin, 
a natural source of choline, produces large increases of 
acetylcholine in the brain. Trials with purifi ed lecithin 
showed that this extra choline may help people with memory 
or forgetfulness problems.

4547. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1983. The book of 
miso. 2nd ed. Berkeley, California: Ten Speed Press. 278 p. 
Illust. by Akiko Aoyagi Shurtleff. Index. Sept. 28 cm. [223 
ref]
• Summary: Contents: What is miso? Preface to the second 
edition. Preface to the fi rst edition. Acknowledgments. 
Part I. Miso: Savory, High Protein Seasoning. 1. Soybeans, 
protein and world hunger. 2. Miso as a food. 3. The miracle 
of fermentation. 4. The varieties of miso: Regular Miso: 
Rice miso (red / aka, light-yellow / shinshu, mellow red 
/ amakuchi akamiso, mellow beige / amakuchi tanshoku, 
mellow white / shiro koji, sweet red / edo or edo ama-miso, 
sweet white / Kyoto shiro miso), barley miso (karakuchi 
mugi, mellow barley / amakuchi mugi), soybean miso / 
mamé miso (Hatcho miso, soybean miso / mame miso, 
tamari miso). Special Miso: Finger lickin’ miso / Namemiso 
(Kinzanji miso, moromi miso, hishio, namémiso, natto miso, 
goto miso), sweet simmered miso / nerimiso. Modern Miso: 
Akadashi miso, dehydrated or freeze-dried miso, low-salt / 
high-protein miso.
 Part II. Cooking with Miso (400 recipes). 5. Getting 
started. 6. Recipes from East and West. Part III. The 
Preparation of Miso. 7. Making miso at home and in 
communities (incl. Homemade natural shoyu, and 
Homemade namémiso, p. 184). 8. Japanese farmhouse miso 
(how to make miso at home). 9. The traditional miso shop. 
10. The modern miso factory. Appendixes: A. A history 
of miso and soybean chiang. B. Other East Asian misos: 
Chinese chiang, Korean jang and Indonesian Taucho. C. The 
microbiology and biochemistry of miso fermentation. D. 
Miso manufacturers in the West. E. People and institutions 
connected with miso. F. Miso with seafoods, chicken, and 
meat. G. Measures, weights, and equivalents. H. So you want 
to study miso in Japan? I. Miso additives. Bibliography [223 
references]. Glossary. About the authors (autobiographical). 
The Soyfoods Center.
 In May 1993 a new printing of this book appeared, 
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containing many small changes made by the authors. 
Address: Soyfoods Center, P.O. Box 234, Lafayette, 
California 94549. Phone: 415-283-2991.

4548. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1983. Appendix 
A: A history of miso and soybean chiang [jiang] (Document 
part). In: W. Shurtleff and A. Aoyagi. 1976. The Book 
of Miso. Hayama-shi, Kanagawa-ken, Japan, Soquel, 
California, and Brookline, Massachusetts: Autumn Press. 
278 p. See p. 214-41. Illust. by Akiko Aoyagi. [223 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction: Etymology. Soybean 
chiang in China: Early Chinese non-soybean chiang, 
600-1899. Soybean chiang in Korea and Southeast Asia: 
Dissemination of chiang from China, Korea, Indonesia, 
Vietnam, other Southeast Asia.
 History of miso in Japan: Introduction, early non-
soybean hishios (before AD 700), the Nara period (AD 
710-784), the Heian period (AD 794-1160), the Kamakura 
period (1185-1333). The Muromachi period (1336-1568), the 
Edo or Tokugawa period (1603-1867). A brief overview of 
origins. the Meiji and pre-war periods (1867-1939), World 
War II and the postwar period: Modern times (1940-1983).
 History of miso in Europe: Early European references, 
1900-1949, 1950-1982.
 History of miso in the United States and Canada: Early 
developments (1896-1929), 1930-1959, growth of interest 
in miso (1960-1982; Shibasaki and Hesseltine at the NRRC, 
Peoria, Illinois, Ichiro Ouchi, the macrobiotic movement, 
Herman Aihara, George Ohsawa, Miso and Aveline Kushi in 
Boston, Massachusetts, Noboru Muramoto, George Gearhart, 
Thom Leonard, Allen Ginsburg and Gary Snyder, Mt. 
Tamalpias, Tassajara Zen Mountain Center, Miyako Oriental 
Foods, Kanemasa Miso Co., Ohio Miso Co., Shin-Mei-Do, 
American Miso Inc., South River Miso Co., Joel Dee and 
Miso-Cup), miso’s future in the West.
 Miso in other countries: Israel, India, Latin America 
(Brazil, Mexico), Africa.
 Illustrations: Evolution of Chinese characters. Hideyoshi 
Toyotomi and a robber on the bridge (Hatcho miso history, 
p. 219). Making miso-damari (p. 220). Graph of the miso 
market in Japan (1880-1980) (p. 226). Ohio Miso letterhead 
and logo (p. 238). U.S. miso imports, production and 
consumption (1970-1983) (p. 240). Page 219: “The origins 
of modern shoyu can be traced more clearly to the mid 1200s 
when the Japanese priest Kakushin returned from China, 
having learned there the technique for preparing Kinzanji 
miso. Establishing himself at Kokoku-ji temple near the 
town of Yuasa...” Address: Soyfoods Center, P.O. Box 234, 
Lafayette, California 94549. Phone: 415-283-2991.

4549. Executive Fitness Newsletter (Rodale Press, 
Pennsylvania). 1983. Tofu: The Zelig of health foods. Oct. 1. 
p. 1.
• Summary: “Tofu, which marketing experts predict will 

be the yogurt of the ‘80s in terms of popularity with health-
conscious consumers, is sort of like Zelig.” This almost 
fl avorless cheese made from soybean milk has a similar 
chameleon personality, taking on the fl avor of whatever 
foods its blended with.
 “If you are allergic to dairy foods, tofu could be a dream 
come true.” Mentions “tofu cheesecake,” and has a recipe for 
“Tofu burgers.” Address: Emmaus, Pennsylvania.

4550. Johnson, Lawrence A.; Hoover, William J.; Deyoe, 
Charles W. Assignors to The Edlong Corporation (Elk 
Grove Village, Illinois). 1983. Soymilk process. U.S. Patent 
4,409,256. Oct. 11. 8 p. Application fi led 13 March 1981. [7 
ref]
• Summary: Based on direct infusion of steam into the soy 
slurry. “This invention relates to a process for making a 
soy bean-based milk analog or soymilk and food products 
prepared therefrom.
 “The process involves the comminuting of whole 
soybeans having the hulls thereon, forming a slurry of 
the comminuted soybeans, simultaneously initiating the 
inactivation of trypsin inhibitor and lipoxygenase with out 
fi xing protein bodies or substantially denaturing the soybean 
protein, confi ning the heated slurry until the trypsin inhibitor 
activity is reduced to a desired value, cooling the slurry, and 
separating the hulls from the slurry to recover the desired 
product.
 “The resulting soymilk is an aqueous preparation of 
the soybean which exhibits minimal destruction of essential 
amino acids, enhanced nutritional value, maximal retention, 
and thus increased yield of soybean solids including lipid 
and protein, optimal inactivation of trypsin inhibitors, 
reduced; chemical browning, and enhanced fl avor and 
palatability along with prolonged storage life. The process 
is characterized by the instantaneous heat transfer through 
direct infusion of steam into the slurry.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language patent seen 
(Feb. 2015) with the word “Soymilk” in the title. Address: 1. 
College Station, Texas; 2-3. Manhattan, Kansas.

4551. Brody, Jane E. 1983. Assessing what is good for you 
and what is not. New York Times. Oct. 12. p. C1, C8.
• Summary: Those who eat wisely “can expect an 
improvement in well-being and a decreased risk of 
developing such diet-related disorders as heart disease, 
cancer, high blood pressure, and obesity.” But “Myths 
abound in the health food industry and, experts, say, many 
believers are being hoodwinked.”
 Discusses: Sweeteners, raw foods, salty seasonings 
(including miso and soy sauce), granolas, snacks and 
candies, nuts and seeds (including peanut butter), oils (cold-
pressed oils contain more vitamin E but they become rancid 
more quickly), “health” foods high in fat, yogurt and frozen 
yogurt, herbal teas, and pastas (including those enriched with 
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soy fl our).
 “A tablespoon of soy sauce contains about half a 
teaspoon of salt. Tamari sauce is hardly less salty than 
ordinary soy, but Kikkoman makes a reduced-salt soy that 
has 47 percent less salt than regular soy. Miso, another 
popular health-food fl avoring, contains nearly as much salt 
as soy sauce. Domestic soy sauce is generally much saltier 
than imported brands.”

4552. Forbes, Richard M.; Parker, Helen; Kondo, Hiromichi; 
Erdman, J.W., Jr. 1983. Availability to rats of zinc in green 
and mature soybeans. Nutrition Research 3(5):699-704. Sept/
Oct. [12 ref]
• Summary: “Seeds (Williams) were harvested when well-
developed but green (25% dry matter) and when mature 
(86% dry matter)... Zinc in the mature bean fl our diets was 
58% as available for weight gain and 57% as available for 
tibia zinc accumulation as was zinc in the green bean fl our 
diets. The difference between zinc availabilities can be 
ascribed to the higher phytate content of the mature beans.” 
Address: Depts. of Animal Science & Food Science, Univ. of 
Illinois, Urbana, IL 61801.

4553. Hayes, R.E.; Hannay, C.P.; Wadsworth, J.I.; Spadaro, 
J.J. 1983. A comparative acceptability and tolerance study 
of two blended foods in Haiti. Food and Nutrition Bulletin 
(United Nations Univ.) 5(3):23-34. Oct. [38 ref]
• Summary: One of the foods is modifi ed corn-soy-milk, 
a sweetened version of the leading US Food for Peace (PL 
48) blended food, which contains defatted toasted soy fl our 
and non-fat cow’s milk. The study was conducted in Haiti, 
mainly among preschool age children. Both foods were well 
accepted, however, at present, glandless cottonseed fl our 
is not economically competitive with soy fl our. Address: 
1. Dep. of Food Science and Nutrition, Olivet Nazarene 
College, Kankakee, Illinois, USA; 2. Grace Children’s 
Hospital, International Child Care, Port-au-Prince, Haiti; 
3. Dep. of Food and Feed Engineering; 4. Food Products 
Research Engineering and Development Lab. Both Last: 
Southern Regional Research Center, USDA, New Orleans, 
Louisiana.

4554. Inputs Outlook and Situation (USDA Economic 
Research Service). 1983. Pesticides. IOS-2. p. 4-13. Oct.
• Summary: Contents: Demand. Supplies. Use. Pest 
scouting. Regulatory actions. During the past decade the 
proportion of soybean plantings treated with herbicides 
increased from about 70% to more than 90%.

4555. Isralow, Sharon. 1983. Beyond better nutrition: A 
close-up of potential multiplier effects of food aid, combined 
with other development resources, in Costa Rica. Horizons. 
Oct. p. 22-27.
• Summary: Discusses Costa Rica’s fi rst soybean processing 

plant, located on the outskirts of San Jose and run by CARE; 
it makes soy fl our then processes it into Vitaleche (a soy & 
nonfat dry milk beverage), Frescorchata (a corn-soy-milk 
blend), Masarina (a corn-soy fl our used to extend meat 
or make empanadas and tortillas), or, on a smaller scale, 
Nutrisoy (a beverage made from soy and milk). “Four years 
ago, CARE started operating the plant with $318,000 of its 
own money and a $500,000 AID grant. The Costa Rican 
Ministry of Health provided the land. Operating expenses, 
initially fi nanced from the Costa Rican government treasury, 
now come from funds generated through P.L. 480 sales. Last 
year the plant broke even for the fi rst time.
 “Originally set up to supply a nationwide supplemental 
feeding program, the project has come a long way since its 
beginning in 1976... Meanwhile, as the plant’s technology 
evolves, plans are being made to transfer the operation to a 
private Costa Rican company, probably by the end of fi scal 
1984.”
 “The plant employs 25 Costa Ricans, trained in plant 
operations by Colorado State University (CSU)... Key CARE 
staff in Costa Rica–former Country Director Justin Jackson 
and John McLeod, deputy director of CARE’s Costa Rica 
offi ce, and George Menegay–all have experience setting up 
food processing plants in other developing nations.”

4556. Lee, H.S. 1983. Soybeans and dog nutrition. Petfood 
Industry. Oct. [9 ref]
• Summary: “The major soy ingredients used in dog foods 
are soy grits, soybean meal, and soy fl our. They are similar 
in nutrient composition but differ in particle size, grits 
being the largest and fl our being the fi nest.” When these 
soy ingredients are combined with cereal grains, the protein 
quality (PER) increases because the balance of essential 
amino acids improves.
 Bloat in the dog and canine hypothyroidism are 
discussed. Soybeans do contain a goitrogenic substance 
however it can be counteracted by heat processing, “and 
a small quantity of supplemental iodine will alleviate the 
iodine defi ciency problem associated with soybean meal.” 
Address: Ph.D., Quaker Oats Co.

4557. Okada, Noriyuki; Hadioetomo, Ratna Siri; Nikkuni, S.; 
Katoh, K.; Ohta, T. 1983. Vitamin B-12 content of fermented 
foods in the tropics. Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo Kenkyu 
Hokoku (Report of the National Food Research Institute) No. 
43. p. 126-29. Oct. [7 ref. Eng]
• Summary: Vegetarian foods containing signifi cant amounts 
of vitamin B-12 per 100 gm according to a biological 
assay method using Lactobacillus leichmanii were: tempeh 
(Indonesia) 4.6 mcg (micrograms), natto fermented soybeans 
(actually thua-nao, Thailand) 1.5 mcg, and fermented tofu 
(Singapore, also called Sufu) 1.1 mcg. Flesh-based foods 
with a high B-12 content included Ka-pi shrimp paste 
(Thailand) 5.3 mcg, kung-jom fermented shrimp (Thailand) 
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2.5 mcg, fi sh sauce, 3 month fermentation (Thailand) 2.4, 
and fi sh sauce (Thailand) 1.3 mcg, and fi sh sauce (Japan) 1.0 
mcg.
 Of these foods transported from tropical countries, 
tempeh was especially interesting because it is made of 
soybeans and had the highest B-12 content of any food 
measured. However not all tempeh samples contained such 
large amounts. “For example, a fresh sample of tempeh 
which was transported from Indonesia as rapidly as possible 
contained a very low amount, 0.7 mcg/100 gm, and tempehs 
prepared in the laboratory by using the tempeh-making 
fungus, Rhizopus oligosporus, contained only 0.02 to 0.06 
mcg/100 gm. However the low vitamin B-12 content in 
tempeh which was transported from Indonesia increased to 
a value of 8 mcg/100 gm when the sample was incubated at 
30ºC, unlike in the tempeh prepared in the laboratory. It is 
probable that microorganisms accompanied with tempeh-
making fungus were associated with the production of 
vitamin B-12 in Indonesian tempeh. Further studies will be 
required to identify the microorganisms capable of producing 
vitamin B-12, and useful for the fermentation food industry.” 
Address: 1,3-5. National Food Research Inst. (Shokuhin 
Sogo Kenkyujo), Kannon-dai 2-1-2, Yatabe-machi, Tsukuba-
gun, Ibaraki-ken 305, Japan; 2. Bagian Mikrobiologi, 
Departemen Botani, Fakultas Pertanian, Institut Pertanian 
Bogor, Jl. Raya Pajajaran, Bogor, Indonesia.

4558. Okada, Noriyuki; Tabei, Hideo; Mori, K.; Katoh, K.; 
Yanagimoto, M. 1983. Baioassei-hô de kenshutsu sareru 
nattô no bitamin B-12 chi ni tsuite [On the vitamin B-12 
values detected in natto by applying a microbiological assay 
method]. Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku (Report 
of the National Food Research Institute) No. 43. p. 121-25. 
Oct. [12 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: “Natto has long been considered to contain 
vitamin B-12. The B-12 content of natto determined 
by a microbiological assay method using Lactobacillus 
leichmannii ranged from 0.01-0.08 micrograms/100 gm. 
These values are almost the same as those reported by other 
authors. Although the commercial nattos analysed were not 
perfectly pure products, the possibility that the B-12-like 
activities detected in natto were produced by contaminants 
could be ruled out, since comparable values were found in 
purely fermented nattos made by using several strains of 
Bacillus natto isolated from commercial samples. However 
B. natto did not produce detectable amounts of B-12 in the 
liquid medium in which B. megaterium, known as a B-12 
producer, did. Moreover the response of the natto extract to 
L. leichmannii was different from that of the B-12 standard 
and that of the ‘natto’ extract made by using B. megaterium. 
It is probable that the B-12-like activities detected in natto 
did not correspond to that of B-12.” Address: National Food 
Research Inst. (Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo), Kannon-dai 2-1-
2, Yatabe-machi, Tsukuba-gun, Ibaraki-ken 305, Japan.

4559. Tsai, Alan C.; Mott, E.L.; Owen, G.M.; Bennick, M.R.; 
Lo, G.S.; Steinke, F.H. 1983. Effects of soy polysaccharide 
on gastrointestinal functions, nutrient balance, steroid 
excretions, glucose tolerance, serum lipids, and other 
parameters in humans. American J. of Clinical Nutrition 
38(4):504-11. Oct. [29 ref]
• Summary: The typical “Western diet” is known to 
be relatively low in fi ber. It has been implicated as a 
contributing factor in the development of several chronic 
diseases such as diabetes, coronary heart disease, cancer 
of the colon, and obesity. This diet-controlled study with a 
cross-over design was conducted to determine the effect of 
soy polysaccharide on gastrointestinal functions, nutrient 
balance, steroid excretion, blood lipid levels, postprandial 
serum glucose response, and other blood parameters in 
healthy, active male human subjects. 14 college students 
participated voluntarily and there were two 17-day feeding 
periods. Blood samples from the beginning and end days of 
each period showed no changes in serum lipid levels or other 
blood parameters from soy polysaccharide supplementation. 
There was a signifi cant increase in fecal wet weight and 
fecal water content, but no changes in total dry weight, 
fecal neutral steroid, bile salt, protein, or mineral contents. 
Glucose tolerance tests conducted during the end period 
showed that supplementation of soy polysaccharide may 
result in some improvement in glucose tolerance response. 
Address: Human Nutrition Program, School of Public 
Health, Univ. of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI 48109; and 
Michigan State Univ.; and Ralston Purina.

4560. Wang, Yinchun; Sugiyama, Hiroshi. 1983. Extraction 
of botulinum toxin with urea-buffer. J. of Food Protection 
46(10):861-63. Oct. [10 ref]
• Summary: Discusses the effect of Clostridium botulinum 
on wieners (all meat), tofu, and tempeh. Address: Univ. of 
Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin.

4561. Baldwin, Marjorie V. 1983. Re: Publications on 
afl atoxins in miso, soy sauce, and koji. Letter to William 
Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, Nov. 27. 2 p. Typed, with 
signature on letterhead. [4 ref]
• Summary: Most of these articles are cited in Chemical 
Abstracts. The earliest one was published in 1977. 
Address: M.D., Journal of Health & Healing, P.O. Box 109, 
Wildwood, Georgia 30757.

4562. Downs, Robert W.; Van Baak, Alice. 1983. Choosing 
the right dietary fi ber: how the type of fi ber in your diet can 
affect your health. Bestways. Nov. p. 35-38.
• Summary: Americans need bulk, fi ber and roughage in our 
diet; all three of these words will be used interchangeably in 
this discussion. Wheat bran (which is practically indigestible) 
is a good source of dietary fi ber, as are fruits and vegetables. 
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However, an individual with diabetes or hypoglycemia 
should not consume large amounts of wheat bran.
 Good fi ber, such as oat bran, improves fat and glucose 
metabolism.
 Psyllium comes from the plantago seed. When it is 
“exposed to water, the outer walls of the cell to expand, swell 
and absorb water to form a layer of mucilage. Psyllium seed 
is classifi ed as a cathartic–which increases bowel action.” 
Research shows that psyllium lowers cholesterol, while 
increasing the ratio of good cholesterol (HDL) to bad (LDL) 
much more effectively than bran. Address: 1. D.C. [Doctor 
of Chiropractic].

4563. Elwell, Christian; Elwell, Gaella. 1983 Re: About 
South River Miso Co. Letter to friends. 1 p. Undated. 
Handwritten.
• Summary: In the upper right corner is a logo showing 
three waves in a circle. This undated letter reads: “South 
River Miso Company is a family business / service located 
at our farm by the South River in the Pioneer valley region 
of western Massachusetts. We are a continuation of the Ohio 
Miso Company founded by Thom Leonard and Dick Kluding 
in 1979. Our shop is small, the equipment simple, the 
process traditional and labor intensive. Because we choose 
to be a small shop, we can practice miso making as a craft, 
continuing the tradition of centuries, always mindful that we 
do not, in fact, make miso, but merely do our best to provide 
the ideal conditions for the miso to ripen and mature.
 “We use organically grown, large-seeded soybeans. Our 
short grain brown rice is organically grown by the Lundberg 
brothers of Richvale, California. The organically grown 
barley is lightly polished, rather than being completely 
stripped of its bran as is commercial pearled barley. These, 
plus selected varieties of solar dried sea salt, deep well water, 
and Aspergillus oryzae spores are the only ingredients used 
in our miso.
 “At the heart of our shop is a massive masonry stove 
where all the cooking is done in a large cauldron heated 
directly by wood fi re. The fi rst step of miso making is 
transforming the grain into sweet, fragrant koji. This is 
done by inoculating steamed rice or barley with spores of 
Aspergillus oryzae and allowing the pure strain of mold to 
grow on the grain. The koji grows in small wooden trays, 
carefully tended by hand during a two-day incubation period 
in the warm, humid koji room. After mixing the mashed, 
cooked soybeans with the ripened koji and the proper 
amount of sea salt, we pack the resulting miso into wooden 
fermentation vats where it ages until ready for harvest.
 “We do not puree our miso, leaving it with the 
traditional whole-koji texture. It is not pasteurized or heat-
treated to increase its shelf life; neither are any preservatives 
used. South River Miso is a living food containing many 
natural digestive enzymes, yeasts, lactobacillus and other 
bacteria which aid digestion and are considered benefi cial to 

good health.
 “We hope you will enjoy naturally aged, unpasteurized 
miso. We welcome your comments or suggestions anytime. 
Visitors to the shop are always welcome by appointment.”
 Talk with Christian and Gaella Elwell. 2000. Feb. 13. 
This letter was written after the three-family community 
broke up in the fall of 1983, but Christian and Gaella 
continued to use the community logo. Much of the fi rst 
paragraph is paraphrased from a leafl et written in Oct. 
1979 by Thom Leonard and Richard Kluding. The letter 
was probably written for and sent to new customers who 
responded to the company’s fi rst ad in East West Journal. 
Address: South River Farm, Conway, Massachusetts 01341. 
Phone: (413) 369-4057.

4564. Li, Zeying; Zhang, Ruiting; Fu, Aizhong; Liu, Yuhai; 
Sun, Yanjie; Zhang, Hong; Wang, Liwei. 1983. [Studies on 
protein supplements. II. The nutritive value of different heat 
processed soy fl our and peanut protein concentrate]. Ying 
Yang Hsueh Pao (Acta Nutrimenta Sinica) 5(4):327-35. Nov. 
[25 ref. Chi; eng]
• Summary: “Soy fl our and peanut fl our have long been 
used as protein supplement in infant and child feeding. In 
this study the nutritive value of different heat processed 
soy fl our and peanut protein concentrate were measured by 
means of chemical and biological methods. The samples 
tested included: (1) Soy fl our, wet heat treated–soybean was 
cleaned, soaked, steamed, dried and ground to powder. Such 
a process is time consuming, and therefore inconvenient 
in large scale production. (2) Soy fl our, infra-red exposed–
soybean was cleaned, exposed to infra-red light and 
ground to powder. (3) Soy fl our, extrusion cooked-defatted 
soybean fl akes were ground, extruded, dried and ground 
to powder. (4) Peanut protein concentrate–peanuts were 
cleaned, dehulled, ground to paste, mixed with dilute alkali, 
centrifuged and spray dried.
 “From the results obtained, there is no distinct 
difference; in nutrients content among the three processed 
soybean products. The protein contents 39-49%, rich in 
lysine (around 6g/16gN) but defi cient in methionine (around 
1.5g/16gN). The available lysine content in 16 g nitrogen of 
wet heat treated, infra-red exposed, and extrusion cooked soy 
fl ours are 6.05, 4.82, and 5.18 g respectively. The corrected 
protein effi ciency ratio (PER) (the PER of the subsidiary 
reference casein standardized with ANRC casein is 2.40) of 
the three soy fl ours are 2.06, 1.86, and 1.91. The metabolic 
results from wet heat treated, infra-red exposed and extrusion 
cooked soy fl ours are shown respectively as follows: TD 
[true digestibility] is 91.9, 87.2, and 86.2%; BV is 67.8, 58.8, 
and 59.4%; NPU is 62.4, 51.3 and 51.3%. The corrected 
PER (2.40), BV (69.9%), and NPU (67.9%) of casein show 
no signifi cant difference with those of wet heat treated soy 
fl our. However these criteria of the latter two groups are 
signifi cantly higher than those of the infra-red exposed and 
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extrusion cooked soy fl our. Based on the data cited above, it 
could be concluded that in preparing soy fl our, the wet heat 
treated processing is better than the infra-red exposed and 
extrusion cooked method.
 “The protein content of peanut concentrate is 70.2%. 
However it’s amino acid pattern is unbalanced, defi cient in 
lysine, threonine, methionine, and tryptophan. The available 
lysine content in 16g nitrogen is only 2.89 g. The corrected 
PER is 1.32. Though the TD of peanut protein concentrate 
is the highest, it’s BV (43.6%) and NPU (42.0%) rank the 
last owing to the defi ciency of aforementioned amino acids. 
It is not appropriate to be used as the sole protein source of 
the milk substitute.” Address: Dep. of Nutrition and Food 
Hygiene, Inst. of Health, Chinese Academy of Medical 
Sciences, Beijing, China; Food Detection Research Inst. of 
Commerce, Beijing, China.

4565. Mahmud, Mien K. 1983. Tempe: makanan tradisional 
yang menakjubkan [Tempeh: The astonishing traditional 
food]. Paper presented at Kursus Penyegar Ilmu Gizi dan 
Kongress Persagi VI (Refresher Course on Nutrition and 6th 
Persagi Congress). 8 p. Held 17-19 Nov. 1983 at Jakarta, 
Indonesia. [Ind]*

4566. Oil Mill Gazetteer. 1983. Better soybean oil may be 
forthcoming. 88(5):24-25. Nov.
• Summary: “Genes discovered in soybeans have increased 
researchers’ hopes that nonhydrogenated soybean oil in 
margarines, salad dressings and cooking oils may one day 
have as good or better shelf lives and nutritional quality than 
today’s hydrogenated soybean oil.”
 “Previous research has suggested that linolenic acid is 
somehow involved in the generation of objectionable fl avors 
and odors in soybean products... The scientifi c team led 
by James R. Wilcox, ARS [USDA’s Agricultural Research 
Service] geneticist, is undertaking 2 approaches to deal 
with the fl avor stability problem–breeding soybeans for low 
linolenic acid content and for reduced activity of enzymes 
that cause the breakdown of this polyunsaturated linolenic 
acid [lipoxygenases].”
 “At least 3 forms of lipoxygenase exist in the seed. They 
are called L1, L2 and L3. Research in Theodore Hymowitz’s 
laboratory, University of Illinois, Champaign-Urbana, led 
to identifi cation of a line of soybeans lacking L1. The team 
at West Lafayette [Purdue Univ., Indiana] identifi ed a line 
lacking L3.”
 Note: This is the 3rd earliest document seen (June 2020) 
that mentions “low linolenic.”

4567. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1983. Tofu & 
soymilk production. 2nd ed. Lafayette, California: Soyfoods 
Center. 344 p. Illust. by Akiko Aoyagi Shurtleff. Index. Nov. 
28 cm. [223 ref]
• Summary: Some information in Chapter 1, Appendix 

A, and many advertisements have been changed. Address: 
Soyfoods Center, P.O. Box 234, Lafayette, California 94549.

4568. Wang, Xuqing; Shen, Zhiping. 1983. [Isolation and 
determination of vitamin B-12 in fermented soybean foods]. 
Ying Yang Hsueh Pao (Acta Nutrimenta Sinica) 5(4):365-71. 
Nov. [13 ref. Chi; eng]
• Summary: “Foods derived from plants are thought to be 
devoid of vitamin B-12. We have found that some fermented 
foods contained microbiologically active vitamin B-12 
components.
 In order to ascertain the amount of physiological active 
vitamin B-12, we have established a bioautographic area 
quantitative method of determination of vitamin B-12.
 “The procedure is described briefl y as follows:
 “The extract of fermented soybean food sample is 
spotted on a fi lter paper strip. The paper is developed with a 
mixture of secbutanol-water-ammonia water- 5% potassium 
cyanide (100: 50: 1: 0.5) using descending technique. After 
developing for 24-72 hours, the strip is taken out and dried 
in air. It is then put on the surface of nutrient agar containing 
E. coli 44110 and 2,3,5,-triphenyl tetrazolium chloride. After 
incubation, the area of spot of growth is measured and the 
amount of vitamin B-12 in the sample is calculated.
 “Two types of fermented soybean food samples were 
assayed by the above procedure, mean values of vitamin 
B12 content are: fermented soybean curd with strong smell 
contains 0.97 μg/100g sample, fermented soybean curd 
contains 0.41 μg/100g sample. Compared with animal foods, 
both types of fermented soybean foods may be considered 
as good source of vitamin B-12.” Address: Dep. of Nutrition 
and Food Hygiene, Inst. of Health, Chinese Academy of 
Medical Sciences, Beijing, China.

4569. Kahan, Ben. 1983. Recollections of the early health 
foods industry in Los Angeles: Bill Baker, Mildred Lager, 
El Molino Mills, Harold Hain, Henry Borsook, Gayelord 
Hauser, Clark Irvine (Interview). Conducted by William 
Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center, Dec. 4. 3 p. transcript.
• Summary: Ben, age 69, was one of the founders of Kahan 
& Lessin. He has been in the health foods industry since 
1932. He became involved with soyfoods through Bill 
Baker (of Ojai), who pioneered the use of soy fl our in Los 
Angeles bakery products. Bill had the fl our ground by El 
Molino Mills, by elder Vandercook. Starting in about 1936 
he developed and started to sell soybean bread. At about 
the same time he started to make soybean cookies, cereal, 
pancake fl our, and related products. Ben Kahan was the fi rst 
distributor of Bill Baker’s soybean products. Before this, he 
developed lima bean fl our, bread, and pancake and waffl e 
fl our, then he switched to soybean fl our. Bill Baker got El 
Molino interested in soybeans. El Molino started in about 
1927 with whole-wheat fl ours. Mr. Vandercook came from 
Holland, worked for Sperry Mills, was disenchanted, left 
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Sperry and came to Alhambra, where he set up a stone burr 
just as he had known as a child in Holland. Kahan was also 
the fi rst distributor for El Molino.
 Mildred Lager had one of the fi rst free-standing health 
food stores (i.e., not in a department store) but she also 
did promotional work for the health food industry direct 
to consumers via radio. She was retained by a number of 
pioneer health food organizations which sponsored here, 
including Bill Baker. Ben knew here and distributed products 
to her. Mildred was a slight woman, medium height, former 
school teacher from Wisconsin, arthritic since youth [about 
age 16]. Doctors told her to go to California since the 
weather might help her. She decided to help herself through 
nutritional means. She was enthused in discovering the 
relationship between nutrition and health, and she wanted to 
spread this knowledge to the public. So she started a store, 
radio broadcast, and classes. She would hire a hall in the 
Royal Palms Hotel (at 6th and El Dorado), invite people to 
lectures and cooking classes, and publicize it through her 
radio program. Bill Baker would bake fresh soybean breads 
and cookies for the demos.
 Bill Baker entered America as a poor immigrant 
from Prussia. He worked as a baker at some of the most 
prestigious hotels and restaurants in America. His last jobs 
were as chefs in the White House [sic] for many years. The 
last administration was the Harding administration. After that 
each Christmas he would send the offi cial holiday fruit cake, 
continuing until Franklin Roosevelt’s 3rd administration. 
After retirement in the early 1930s he was in Ventura, then 
he moved to Ojai; he baked conventional breads and pies for 
the Thatcher School and other schools in the Ojai Valley.
 Then a group of doctors at the Cottage Hospital in Santa 
Barbara asked him to try to develop an alkaline bread for 
nutritional treatment of patients with hyperacidity. Baker 
researched the problem and came up with lima bean bread, 
using fl our from dried immature baby limas. Also lima bean 
pancake and waffl e fl our. He then tried to get this out to the 
doctors’ patients. It was the middle of the Great Depression 
so it was hard to introduce new products. Kahan, a new 
distributor in need of products, tried to get the new bread into 
stores, but only health food stores were interested. Others 
laughed him out of the store. Mildred Lager was one of his 
fi rst customers. Bill Baker did his promotions through her.
 Bill Baker died in about 1945. The heyday of his baked 
goods was during World War II. Kahan distributed 1,200 
loaves a day. Baker probably also sold through many other 
distributors in other regions. He shipped his bread to San 
Francisco, Seattle, and as far east as Colorado. The formula 
was a secret but probably 16-20% soy fl our and the rest a 
high-gluten unbleached white fl our.
 The Los Angeles health food movement originated in 
the late 1920s and early 1930s. Clark Irvine was one of the 
founders. He published Health Food Digest [sic, California 
Health News], which later became Let’s Live. Kahan, 

Irvine, and a few others founded the Health Food Dealers 
Association, which later became the National Dietetic Foods 
Association.
 The key health food people in Los Angeles were Clark 
Irvine, Bill Baker, Mildred Lager, Van Gundy, Vandercook, 
La Sierra Industries (founded by T.A. Van Gundy in 
Arlington, California), and Loma Linda Foods. Kahan knew 
of T.A. Van Gundy, and he knew Dorothea Van Gundy well. 
Harold Hain canned the fi rst commercial soybeans in about 
1924. His Hain Health Foods company later became today’s 
Hain Food Group. Dr. Fearn was a pioneer but not a mixer 
in the industry; not at the National Health Food Dealers 
Association.
 Vitamins: Dr. Henry Borsook, a biochemist at the 
California Institute of Technology (commonly referred to as 
Caltech) pioneered vitamins in the early 1940s. He attended 
health food meetings. This is one reason for the rise of the 
health food industry in Los Angeles. Borsook was the fi rst 
on the West Coast to do this. The fi rst U.S. vitamins in a 
health food store were sold by Joe Bishop, manager of the 
Vegetarian Cafeteria in San Diego, in about 1941. He sold 
those made by W.T. Thompson Co.–powdered vitamin B-1 
sold in little envelopes. The Seventh-day Adventists also 
played a big role in Los Angeles. In the early days, many 
stores were marginal operations in private homes, run by 
women. The manufacturers were primitive. They catered to 
poor, marginal people, during the Depression, who couldn’t 
afford to go to doctors, so they tried health foods. They also 
catered to diabetics, people with allergies, and the teachers 
who preached against salt. Some of the earliest out-of-the-
home health food stores were concessions in markets. So, 
in this sense, now its not new for health food stores to be in 
supermarkets. Some of the leaders were those disenchanted 
with the medical profession. Gayelord Hauser played a 
leading role in making health foods acceptable; before 
him they were associated with the nuts, kooks, and freaks. 
Hauser, who associated with Hollywood and Greta Garbo, 
gave health foods a big image boost. He created the fi rst big 
chain, the forerunner of the modern health food industry, 
in the late 1940s. He and his books and charisma gave the 
industry a new image. Suddenly health foods were seen as 
being used by people in the know–not just by nuts.
 He recalls four stages of health food stores: (1) In 
private homes run by women. (2) Concessions in larger food 
markets or stores. (3) Small stores in secondary retail stores, 
out of the way, because they couldn’t afford stores in main 
shopping districts. (4) A handful of free-standing health 
food stores. Mildred Lager’s store was not a prime place by 
any means, but it was pretty good. She had a friend named 
Gilbert Thayer who backed her. He was an early chiropractor 
interested in nutrition. She worked for him originally, then 
branched out on her own. Before that she was a primary 
school teacher in Wisconsin. Address: 5530 Goodland Ave., 
N. Hollywood, California 91607. Phone: 818-701-6632.
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4570. SoyaScan Notes. 1983. Chronology of soybeans, 
soyfoods and natural foods in the United States 1983 
(Overview). Dec. 31. Compiled by William Shurtleff of 
Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Jan. 16. Larry Needleman decides to sell Bean 
Machines; he is looking for a buyer. Jan. 24. “Legume, 
Company Finds Niche Selling Frozen Foods Made with 
Tofu, published by The Wall Street Journal.
 Feb. Soyfoods magazine No. 8 published by Richard 
Leviton. Blue cover, 5,000 copies
 Feb. 6-8. Sixteen soyfoods companies exhibit at the 
Natural Foods Expo. in Anaheim, California. A new trade 
association named Soyfoods Association of America (SAA) 
is formed; it is basically a restructured version of the original 
Soyfoods Association of North America, which was founded 
in July 1978 and which now ceases to be active. SAA elects 
a new board of directors; Michael Austin is chosen new 
Executive Director and Gary Barat of Legume becomes new 
President. Fourteen companies pledge $12,000. Headquarters 
established in New York City.
 Feb. 7. The First Great Tofu Burger, a dry mix, made in 
Oakland, introduced at Anaheim Natural Foods Expo.
 Feb. 18. Wm. Shurtleff has idea for forming a Soy Sauce 
Council to help encourage soy sauce companies to join 
Soyfoods Association, develop soy sauce terminology and 
standards, and eliminate mislabeling.
 Feb. Jack’s Beanstalk, innovative tofu company in Salt 
Lake City, Utah, goes out of business.
 March 10. Soyfoods Industry and Market: Directory and 
Databook 1983 published by Soyfoods Center, accompanied 
by glossy fl yer and catalog of professional publications and 
services.
 March 10. Tempeh Primer, by Juel Andersen and Robin 
Clute, published.
 March 14. Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station, 
in Bulletin 810 “Quality of Tofu and Other Soy Products,” 
reports high bacterial and coliform counts. A virtual expose, 
revealing the tofu industry’s erratic quality control, it gets 
wide media coverage and hurts sales of New England and 
New York tofu companies.
 March. Hinode Tofu Co. starts major tofu ad and coupon 
campaign, with full-page ads in four national magazines. 
Most extensive national publicity ever done for tofu. 
Triggers lawsuit from a rice company over the Hinode brand, 
with which Hinode Tofu Co. is subsequently forced to part.
 April 27-30. Six soyfoods companies exhibit at 
Whole Life Expo in San Francisco, as part of Soyfoods 
Association’s booth. Shurtleff presents a speech and color 
slide show.
 April. Jacob Hartz Seed Co. is purchased by Monsanto.
 May. The Au Naturel Tofu Manual, by Chloe & Abraham 
Fox self-published in Canada. Vol. 1 is Tofu Recipes for 
Families. Vol. 2 is Modern Jewish Tofu Cooking.

 May 3. Michael Austin mails out Soyfoods Association 
Charter Member letter. By year’s end $18,000 in membership 
fees had been raised.
 May 4. Richard Leviton decides to move to California.
 May 8-11. Hinode Tofu Co. exhibits fi ve fl avors 
of Tofu Parfait at the prestigious and infl uential Food 
Marketing Institute convention in Chicago, a major national 
supermarket convention, attended by 20,000.
 May 9. Dr. Hwa L. Wang of USDA NRRC speaks 
on “Tofu and Tempeh as Potential Protein Sources in the 
Western Diet” at the American Oil Chemists’ Society 
symposium on “Potential New Protein Sources” in Chicago.
 May 16. Quong Hop & Co. introduces the fi rst Soy 
Deli cooler display case to Raley’s supermarkets in Reno 
(Nevada) and Sacramento (California). In July they introduce 
the idea to Safeway supermarkets in California. By August 
there are Soy Delis in ten Safeway supermarkets in the San 
Francisco Bay Area.
 May 18. The New York Times article on “Bacteria 
in Soy Products” is a follow-up on the Connecticut tofu 
contamination report.
 May 24. Wm. Shurtleff leaves for China for three 
weeks to study soyfoods, sponsored by Danish Turnkey 
Dairies; the fi rst trip for this purpose since Dr. A.K. Smith 
of the USDA went there in 1949. Shurtleff writes 75-page 
report on Soybeans and Soyfoods in China: 1949-83. After 
China, Wm. and Akiko Shurtleff spend 3 weeks studying the 
burgeoning soymilk industry and market in Japan.
 May 31. Leviton and Wang speak on the soyfoods 
industry at Iowa State University conference on grains and 
legumes.
 June. Worthington Foods introduces Tofu Garden 
Patties, developed for the health food market as part of a 
larger new line of natural food products, all sold under the 
Natural Touch brand. This is a new trend for the company 
and they commit money to promoting it. In 1984 they launch 
Okara Patties (which contain okara as the 4th ingredient).
 June. Quantity Tofu Recipes for Institutions & 
Restaurants, by Gary Landgrebe published by Soyfoods 
magazine and Fresh Press.
 June. The Magic of Tofu, by Jane O’Brien of Ireland 
published by Thorsons in the UK.
 June. Tofu: Not Just for the Health of It, by Jana H. 
Crutchfi eld self-published.
 June. Handbook of Indigenous Fermented Foods, 
edited by Keith H. Steinkraus, published by Marcel Dekker. 
Extensive original material on traditional soyfoods. It soon 
becomes a classic.
 June. Soyfoods magazine No. 9 published, 7,000 copies. 
Soyfoods Newsletter published in new typeset, 4-page format 
with new design.
 June. Torigoe Seifun, Japan’s fi fth-largest fl our miller, 
starts production of tempeh. This is the earliest known 
commercial tempeh ever made in Japan.
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 July 1. Quong Hop & Co. purchases Pacifi c Tempeh Co.
 July. INTSOY publishes Proceedings of the First China/
USA Soybean Symposium, held July 1982 at the University 
of Illinois.
 July 3-Aug. 22. Richard Leviton in England, lectures on 
soyfoods in London and Leicester, and does some soyfoods 
research.
 July 25. Soyfoods Association meeting in Denver, 
Colorado. Tom Timmins, president of Tomsun Foods 
Inc. (one of the companies seriously affected by negative 
publicity on tofu quality) is asked to be head of the Soyfoods 
Association’s Standards Committee, and to appoint people to 
work with him on the development of standards, especially 
tofu standards. In October he sends a 4-page survey letter 
concerning soyfoods standards to the 18-person Soyfoods 
Association Standards Committee that he has appointed.
 July 28-Aug. 2. Second US/China Soybean Research 
Symposium, held in Jilin, China
 July. NNFA show in Denver. Eden Foods surprises the 
natural foods industry by launching designed-for-America 
Edensoy in plain and carob fl avors. Made in Japan by 
Marusan-Ai and exported by Muso, it is packed in a 6-ounce 
retort pouch. San-J’s To-Neu brand soymilk is also debuted 
in Tetra Brik cartons.
 Eden Foods is the fi rst Caucasian-American company 
to import soymilk, and their gamble soon pays off; sales 
skyrocket, sparked by an extensive magazine advertising 
campaign. Between Sept. and Dec. 1983 over 1 million 
packs are sold. A host of competitors rush to follow Eden’s 
lead... and many of them go to Muso. Eden objects.
 July 31. Fifth Anniversary of the founding of the 
Soyfoods Association of North America.
 Late July. Hot, dry summer weather heats up the price 
of soybeans from $6/bu to over $9.50/bu in August and 
September, falling back to $8 in December.
 Aug. 15. Time magazine article on stylish ice creams has 
a paragraph on Tofutti soy ice cream.
 Aug. 15. Delegation of four soyfoods experts from 
People’s Republic of China spends 5 hours at The Soyfoods 
Center. First stop of the fi rst Chinese soyfoods team to visit 
the USA.
 Aug. 15. Soyfoods Center makes the fi rst photocopy of 
the entire Log of the Dorsett-Morse Expedition to East Asia, 
1929-31. 6,170 pages. The only original is owned by the 
American Soybean Assoc. in St. Louis, Missouri.
 Aug. Farm Foods serves Ice Bean soymilk ice cream at 
the American Soybean Association convention in Nashville, 
Tennessee.
 Sept. Legume in New Jersey, in their second public 
stock offering in 15 months, raises an additional $400,000 
($300,000 net).
 Sept. Continental Soyfoods, run by Pat Aylward in 
Minneapolis, Minnesota, goes out of business.
 Sept. 9. Richard Leviton leaves Massachusetts, moves 

Soyfoods magazine to Encinitas, California. But he decides 
to leave there a week later.
 Sept. 21. New Ten Speed Press edition of The Book 
of Miso, by Shurtleff and Aoyagi published. Extensively 
revised, it shows miso consumption in the U.S. has increased 
300% since 1975.
 Sept. 25. Open House at new headquarters of Soyfoods 
Center for 30 people, including Nancy Dailey, who is 
writing a major story on soybeans for National Geographic 
magazine, and for Richard Leviton, newly arrived in 
California. Shurtleff shows color slides of soyfoods in China.
 Sept. 26–Oct. 1. Symposium on “Soybean in Tropical 
and Subtropical Cropping Systems” held at Tsukuba, Japan. 
About 200 people attended. Proceedings were published in 
1985.
 Sept. 28. Soyfoods Center buys its fi rst computer and 
begins computerization, which soon leads to development 
of the world’s three largest computerized databases focusing 
on soyfoods and the soybean industry–from which this 
chronology is compiled.

4571. Bianchi, Maria de Lourdes Pires; Candido Silva, 
H.; Pourchet Campos, Maria A. 1983. Effect of several 
treatments on the oligosaccharide content of a Brazilian 
soybean variety. J. of Agricultural and Food Chemistry 
31(6):1363-64. Nov/Dec. [13 ref]
• Summary: To reduce the fl atus caused by the 
oligosaccharides in soybeans, the most effective cooking 
time was 90 minutes and the most effective soybean to 
water ratio was 1 to 10. “Under these conditions, signifi cant 
reduction was obtained in the sucrose (85.3%), raffi nose 
(86.5%), and stachyose (86.7%) content of soybeans.” 
Removing the seed coat and soaking in unheated water had 
no signifi cant effect in decreasing oligosaccharide content.
 Prolonged cooking can reduce the oligosaccharide 
content of soy products. The Brazilian soybean variety Santa 
Rosa was used in these tests. Address: Univ. de Sao Paulo, 
Ribierao Preto “Campus,” Bromatologia, 14100 Ribeirao 
Preto, SP, Brazil.

4572. Cuevas, Roberto; Cheryan, Munir. 1983. Inhibidores 
de tripsina en alimentos a base de soya: Revision critica de 
la cinetica de destruccion termica, y los metodos de analisis 
[Trypsin inhibitors in soya-based foods: Critical review 
of thermal destruction kinetics, and analytical methods]. 
Archivos Latinoamericanos de Nutricion 33(4):902-31. Dec. 
[58 ref. Spa; eng]
• Summary: “The possible kinetic mechanisms for thermal 
destruction of trypsin inhibitors (TI) are analyzed in this 
work, based on literature data and on the authors’ data. 
The authors suggest that fi rst order kinetics describes the 
destruction mechanism. On the other hand, it is demonstrated 
that temperature effects on the reaction rate constant for 
thermal destruction of TI can be quantifi ed in terms of 
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Arrhenius’ equation. The kinetic data are used for illustrating 
thermal process optimization, maximizing microorganisms 
and TI destruction, and minimizing the destruction of a 
nutrient.
 “The analytical methods for TI activity determination 
are discussed, with special emphasis on the AACC Offi cial 
Method. The authors show that the original method for 
calculating TI activity is neither correct nor appropriate. 
The same can be said about several recent modifi cations. 
In order to solve this situation, the authors developed a 
mechanistic model, to explain the reactions occurring in the 
reaction mixture, when analyzing TI activity. Furthermore, 
it is demonstrated in this paper that the model solves 
the uncertainties and calculation problems found in the 
AACC Offi cial Method and in its modifi cations. Lastly, 
some practical suggestions for the application of the new 
calculation method are proposed.” Address: 1. Centro de 
Investigaciones del Estado para la Producción Experimental 
Agroindustrial (CIEPE), San Felipe, Yaracuy, Venezuela; 2. 
Assoc. Prof. of Food Engineering, Univ. of Illinois.

4573. Holman, Ralph T.; Johnson, Susan B. 1983. Essential 
fatty acid defi ciencies in man. In: E.G. Perkins and W.J. 
Visek, eds. 1983. Dietary Fats and Health. Champaign, 
Illinois: American Oil Chemists’ Society. viii + 978 p. See p. 
247-66. Chap. 14. [30 ref]
• Summary: This study (based on soybean oil containing 
linolenic acid as 6.9% of its total fatty acids) concludes that 
linolenic acid is an essential fatty acid. “Why, then, were 
previous investigators unable to relate long-term defi ciency 
of linolenic acid and very low w3 [omega-3] acids in tissues 
with neurological symptoms? We believe the answer lies in 
the relative proportions of linoleic and linolenic acids in the 
dietary fats, as well as the longer time required to induce w3 
[omega-3] defi ciency.” Partial hydrogenation of oils is done 
to reduce the content of linolenic acid, which is susceptible 
to rancidity and its attendant objectionable odors and fl avors.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020) 
that mentions omega-3 fatty acids in connection with 
soybeans or soybean oil. It is also the earliest document seen 
(Nov.. 2020) which explains that hydrogenation reduces the 
omega-3 content of crude / unrefi ned soybean oil. Address: 
The Hormel Inst., Univ. of Minnesota, 801 16th Ave. N.E., 
Austin, Minnesota 55912.

4574. Istfan, Nawfal; Murray, E.; Janghorbani, M.; Young, 
V.R. 1983. An evaluation of the nutritional value of a soy 
protein concentrate in young adult men using the short-term 
N-balance method. J. of Nutrition 113(12):2516-23. Dec. [26 
ref]
• Summary: Eight healthy young men participated using 
StaPro-3200 soy protein concentrate. “The conclusion is 
that the capacity of the soy concentration to support short-
term nitrogen equilibrium in adult protein nutrition is the 

same as that for good quality animal protein sources. Thus, 
well-processed soy concentrates can make a nutritionally 
signifi cant contribution to meeting adult human protein 
needs.” Address: Lab. of Human Nutrition, Dep. of Nutrition 
and Food Science, and Clinical Research Center, MIT, 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139.

4575. Istfan, Nawfal; Murray, E.; Janghorbani, M.; Evans, 
W.J.; Young, V.R. 1983. The nutritional value of a soy 
protein concentrate (STAPRO-3200) for long-term protein 
nutritional maintenance in young men. J. of Nutrition 
113(12):2524-34. Dec. [34 ref]
• Summary: Soy protein is a plant protein similar in quality 
to animal protein.
 STAPRO-3200 is a soy protein concentrate made by the 
A.E. Staley Mfg. Co., which supported this study. Address: 
Lab. of Human Nutrition, Dep. of Nutrition and Food 
Science, and Clinical Research Center, MIT, Cambridge, 
Massachusetts 02139.

4576. Kritchevsky, David. 1983. Infl uence of trans 
unsaturated fat on experimental atherosclerosis. In: E.G. 
Perkins and W.J. Visek, eds. 1983. Dietary Fats and Health. 
Champaign, Illinois: American Oil Chemists’ Society. viii + 
978 p. See p. 403-13. [22 ref]
• Summary: Soy oil is mentioned. Address: Wistar Inst. 
of Anatomy and Biology, 36th St. at Spruce, Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania 19104.

4577. Ohlrogge, J.B. 1983. Distribution in human tissues 
of fatty acid isomers from hydrogenated oils. In: E.G. 
Perkins and W.J. Visek, eds. 1983. Dietary Fats and Health. 
Champaign, Illinois: American Oil Chemists’ Society. viii + 
978 p. See p. 359-74. Chap. 20. [37 ref]
• Summary: This chapter begins: “Almost all of the 
unsaturated fatty acids that occur in nature and are present in 
our diets possess double bonds in the cis confi guration. In the 
fatty acids having 18 carbons, the location of the cis double 
bond is most often found in the 9-position. In contrast, about 
5-8% of the fatty acids in modern western diets are unusual 
in the sense that they possess trans double bonds and/or 
double bonds in other positions of the acyl chain.”
 The trans fatty acids come from two sources: (1) 
Hydrogenation of commercial vegetable oils to prevent 
rancidity. (2) Ruminant fats which contain trans fatty acids 
as a result of microbial biohydrogenations taking place in the 
ruminant stomach. The former are now much more common 
than the latter in our foods. Address: Northern Regional 
Research Center, Peoria, Illinois.

4578. Perkins, E.G.; Visek, W.J. eds. 1983. Dietary fats and 
health. Champaign, Illinois: American Oil Chemists’ Society. 
978 p. Papers from a conference held in Chicago on 6-11 
Dec. 1981. [3000* ref]
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• Summary: This authoritative and comprehensive book 
contains 60 chapters by various authors. A sampling of these 
includes: 1. Sources, chemistry, and processing of oils and 
fats, by F.A. Norris. 2. Levels and sources of fat in the U.S. 
food supply and in diets of individuals, by R.L. Rizek et al. 
3. Structure and physical properties of fats, by R. Ohlson. 
4. Hydrogenation–a tool, not an epithet, by R.C. Hastert. 
13. Implications of the nutritional and physiological roles 
of fat, by F.H. Mattson. 14. Essential fatty acid defi ciencies 
in man, by R.T. Holman and S.B. Johnson. 20. Distribution 
in human tissues of fatty acid isomers from hydrogenated 
oil, by J.B. Ohlrogge. 21. Biological effects of trans fatty 
acids, by J.J. Gottenbos. 23. Infl uence of trans unsaturated 
fat on experimental atherosclerosis, by D. Kritchevsky. 28. 
Epidemiology of coronary heart disease, by L.H. Kuller. 29. 
Diet and heart disease–a critical evaluation, by A.E. Harper. 
30. Converting the diet-heart hypothesis to a theorem, by 
P.N. Herbert. 42. Effects of dietary fatty acids on plasma 
HDL and LDL cholesterol levels: a review, by F.H. Mattson. 
43. Effects of polyunsaturated lecithin on plasma and 
lipoprotein cholesterol and fatty acids in normal men, by 
M. Prack et al. 44. Epidemiological evidence associating 
lipids with cancer causation, by O.M. Jensen. 45. The role 
of dietary fat in carcinogenesis, by K.K. Carroll. 46. Dietary 
fat and breast cancer, by W.J. Visek and S.K. Clinton. 55. 
Serum cholesterol levels and cancer mortality: Evans County 
twenty-year follow-up study, by C.E. Davis et al. 60. Fat in 
health and disease, by D. Kritchevsky.
 Soybeans and soybean oil are discussed on the following 
pages: Average composition of crude and deodorized soy oil 
(p. 4). Recovery of oil from soybeans and solvent extraction 
(p. 5-6). Dehulling (p. 6). Alkali refi ning of soy oil (p. 8). 
Specifi cations of refi ned soybean oil (p. 9). Soy oil used 
in margarine (p. 57, 65). Soy oil used in salad oil (p. 65). 
Hydrogenation of soy oil (p. 67). Harvested acreage of U.S. 
soybean crop (p. 58). Separation of soybean oil by HPLC 
(p. 198). Carbon NMR (p. 233-37). Partially hydrogenated 
soybean oil (PHSO) and EFA defi ciency (p. 321-23, 
326, 334-38). Accumulation of trans isomers in rats fed 
hydrogenated soy oil (p. 360-61). Fatty acid composition of 
soy oil (p. 376). Soy oil in the diet (p. 377-78). Effects of soy 
oil on cholesterol and atherosclerosis (p. 404-06). Address: 
1. Dep. of Food Science, Burnsides Research Lab., Univ. of 
Illinois, Urbana; 2. School of Basic Medical Sciences, Univ. 
of Illinois.

4579. Prack, M.; Sanborn, T.; Waugh, D.; Simkin, H.; Clark, 
S. Bennett; Small, D.M. 1983. Effects of polyunsaturated 
lecithin on plasma and lipoprotein cholesterol and fatty acids 
in normal men. In: E.G. Perkins and W.J. Visek, eds. 1983. 
Dietary Fats and Health. Champaign, Illinois: American Oil 
Chemists’ Society. viii + 978 p. See p. 689-97. Chap. 43. [14 
ref]
• Summary: It has been well established that high total 

cholesterol values are associated with increased risk for 
atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease. Moreover, there is 
abundant evidence that high density lipoprotein cholesterol 
(HDL-CH) has a protective effect and is associated with 
decreased risk; thus, it seems reasonable that lowering total 
cholesterol or raising HDL-CH may alter the progression or 
contribute to regression of the atherosclerotic process.
 “These data suggest that, in normal men, the effect of 
oral PC [phosphatidylcholine] is related to its fatty acid 
content as has been previously reported in rat studies (14).” 
Address: Dep. of Medicine and Biophysics Inst., Boston 
Univ. Medical School, Boston, Massachusetts.

4580. Rhee, Sook-Hee; Kim, S.K.; Cheigh, H.S. 1983. 
[Studies on the lipids in Korean soybean fermented foods. 
I. Changes in lipids composition during Chungkookjang 
fermentation]. Hanguk Sikp’um Kwahakhoe Chi (Korean J. 
of Food Science and Technology) 15(4):399-403. Dec. [23 
ref. Kor; eng]
• Summary: “Chungkookjang, a traditional Korean 
fermented soybean food, was prepared by a commercial 
process. Cooked soybeans were fermented with Bacillus 
natto for 3 days and ripened with addition of 7% salt for 20 
days.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Jan. 2012) that uses the word “Chungkookjang” to 
refer to Korean-style natto. Address: 1. Dep. of Food and 
Nutrition, Busan National Univ., Busan; 2-3. Food Chem. & 
Technol. Lab., Korea Advanced Inst. of Science & Technol., 
Seoul, South Korea.

4581. Scrimshaw, Nevin S.; Wayler, A.H.; Murray, E.; 
Steinke, F.H.; Rand, W.M.; Young, V.R. 1983. Nitrogen 
balance response in young men given one of two isolated soy 
proteins or milk proteins. J. of Nutrition 113(12):2492-97. 
Dec. [11 ref]
• Summary: “The protein nutritional value of two isolated 
soy proteins was compared with that of dried skim milk 
proteins in healthy young men.”
 “It is concluded that well-processed isolated soy proteins 
are indistinguishable from milk as a protein source for 
maintenance of short-term N [nitrogen] balance in adult 
human nutrition.” Address: MIT; Ralston Purina.

4582. Suh, Jeong-Sook; Ryu, M.K.; Hur, Y.H. 1983. 
[Effect of bacillus strains on Chungkook-jang processing. 
III. Changes of free amino acid contents and nitrogen 
compounds during Chungkook-jang koji preparation]. 
Hanguk Sikp’um Kwahakhoe Chi (Korean J. of Food Science 
and Technology) 15(4):385-91. Dec. [31 ref. Kor; eng]
• Summary: “The change of free amino acid contents and 
nitrogen compounds in the course of the Chungkookjang 
fermentation that occurred by utilizing Bacillus natto and 
Bacillus subtilis are to the following effects. pH, during 
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the growth period, that is 6.35 in pH at the fi rst stage of 
fermentation, were turned into 8.2 after 72 hours. Crude 
protein content increased irregularly from 16.82%-18% 
and total sugar decreased. Increasing with the progress of 
fermentation time, protease activity showed the maximum 
value between 48-60 hours, but Bacillus natto activated 
a little than Bacillus subtilis. Amino nitrogen and water 
soluble nitrogen content increased but difference was found 
that is, Bacillus natto increased more than Bacillus subtilis. 
Glutamic acid content was the highest among the contents of 
free amino acid between both Bacillus sp. and the order of 
the next contents showed as leucine, phenylalanine, histidine 
alanine. arginine, but difference was found between Bacillus 
sp., that is, Bacillus natto was higher than Bacillus subtilis. 
In view of the results as above, Bacillus natto was excellent 
than Bacillus subtilis as Bacillus strains of Chungkookjang 
koji production.” Address: 1. Dep. of Food Science & 
Nutrition, Seoul College of Health; 2. Lab. of Sampyo 
Food Indust. Co., Ltd., Seoul; 2. Dep. of Food Processing 
Technology, Seoul College of Health.

4583. Wayler, Alan H.; Queiroz, E.; Scrimshaw, N.S.; 
Steinke, F.H.; Rand, W.M.; Young, V.R. 1983. Nitrogen 
balance studies in young men to assess the protein quality 
of an isolated soy protein in relation to meat proteins. J. of 
Nutrition 113(12):2485-91. Dec. [15 ref]
• Summary: “Thus, the protein quality of the isolated soy 
protein appears to be comparable to that of animal protein 
sources such as milk and beef.” Address: 1-3, 5-6. Lab. 
of Human Nutrition, Dep. of Nutrition and Food Science, 
Massachusetts Inst. of Technology (MIT), Cambridge, Mass 
02139; 4. Ralston Purina.

4584. Wee, Jae-Joon; Lee, Hyong-Joo. 1983. [Characteristics 
of amino acid fortifi ed tofu manufactured by coprecipitation 
of whey and soybean proteins]. Han’guk Nonghwa Hakhoe 
Chi (J. of the Korean Agricultural Chemical Society) 
26(4):205-10. Dec. [11 ref. Kor; eng]
• Summary: “The contents of total solids and protein of 
traditional tofu were about 19% and 13%, respectively, while 
those of the whey-soybean tofus were 17.3%-18.1% and 
10.9%-11.3%, respectively. The 5-15% of lactose in whey-
soymilk mixture was transferred into the tofus. The content 
of sulfur-bearing amino acids in the fortifi ed tofu from 3:1 
mixture of whey and soymilk was 3.8g/100g protein which 
indicated about 50% fortifi cation of the amino acids as 
compared to the traditional tofu which contained 2.54g/100g 
protein of the sulfur-bearing amino acids.” Address: Dep. of 
Food Science and Technology, College of Agriculture, Seoul 
National Univ., Suwon, South Korea.

4585. Wee, Jae-Joon; Lee, Hyong-Joo. 1983. 
[Coprecipitation characteristics of cheese whey and soybean 
proteins]. Han’guk Nonghwa Hakhoe Chi (J. of the Korean 

Agricultural Chemical Society) 26(4):199-204. Dec. [24 ref. 
Kor; eng]
• Summary: “As a way of utilizing cheese whey to fortify 
sulfur-bearing amino acids to soybean protein, whey-soybean 
coagulum was made from whey-soy milk mixture and 
optimum conditions for coprecipitation of the two proteins 
were determined.” Address: Dep. of Food Science and 
Technology, College of Agriculture, Seoul National Univ., 
Suwon, South Korea.

4586. Wolnik, Karen A.; Fricke, F.L.; Capar, S.G.; Braude, 
G.L.; Meyer, M.W.; Satzger, R.D.; Kuennen, R.W. 1983. 
Elements in major raw agricultural crops in the United 
States. II. Other elements in lettuce, peanuts, potatoes, 
soybeans, sweet corn, and wheat. J. of Agricultural and Food 
Chemistry 31(6):1244-49. Nov/Dec. [20 ref]
• Summary: Table V (p. 1246) gives the content of the 
following elements in soybeans in micrograms per gram wet 
weight (including the mean, median, minimum, maximum, 
and CV): Calcium, copper, iron, potassium, magnesium, 
manganese, molybdenum, nickel (4.8 mean), phosphorus, 
selenium, zinc, and wet weight factor.
 Note: CV may mean “coeffi cient of variation/variance.” 
Address: 1-2, 6-7. FDA, Cincinnati, Ohio 45202; 3-4. FDA, 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45202 and Washington, DC 20204; 5. Soil 
Conservation Service, USDA, Washington, DC 20013.

4587. Yoon, Jane H.; Thompson, L.U.; Jenkins, D.J.A. 
1983. The effect of phytic acid on the in vitro rate of starch 
digestibility and blood glucose response. American J. of 
Clinical Nutrition 38(6):835-42. Dec. [24 ref]
• Summary: The blood glucose response is also known as the 
glycemic index. The glycemic index in this study was found 
to correlate with the phytic acid content of the foods tested;
 One serving of soybeans contains nearly 150 mg of 
tannins. “Phytic acid... is the most important phosphate 
reserve compound in many plants.” Address: Dep. of 
Nutritional Sciences, Faculty of Medicine, Univ. of Toronto, 
Toronto, Ontario M5S 1A8 Canada.

4588. Bradford, M.M.; Orthorfer, F.T. 1983. Nutritional 
properties of soy protein concentrate. Cereal Foods World 
28(8):457-59. *

4589. Federal Register. 1983. Vegetable protein products. 
Used in child nutrition program. USDA/FNS. 48:775. *

4590. Guh, J.O.; Rhee, C.O.; Lee, T.M. 1983. Basic studies 
on the native colored-soybean cultivars. M. Variations and 
performances in chemical composition and textural property 
in seed of collected colored-soybean cultivar. Korean J. of 
Crop Science 28(3):345-50. [Eng]*

4591. Hawkins, S.E.; Fehr, W.R.; Hammond, E.G. 1983. 
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Resource allocation in breeding for fatty acid composition of 
soybean oil. Crop Science 23:900-04. *
Address: Dep. of Agronomy, Iowa State Univ., Ames, Iowa 
50011.

4592. Kibun Co. Ltd. 1983. Protein-packed alkaline 
superdrink (Soymilk) (Poster). Tokyo, Japan. 1 p. 26 x 20 
cm. Color. Reprinted in Soyfoods Marketing. Lafayette, CA: 
Soyfoods Center. [Eng]
• Summary: “Kibun Soymilk is chock-full of the pure 
vegetable protein of the soybean, the most nutritious legume 
available to man. Drink sustaining Kibun Soymilk each 
morning and start the day in a truly healthy style.”
 A color photo shows a glass of soymilk on a glass table 
in front of a pilots cap and a folded newspaper. In the lower 
right corner is a carton of Kibun soymilk. Address: Japan.

4593. Mahmud, Mien K.; Hermana, -. 1983. Evaluasi klinis 
formula makanan dengan tempe pada anak penderita diare 
kronis [Clinical evaluation of a formula containing tempeh 
on children suffering from chronic diarrhea]. Bogor: Pusat 
Penelitian dan Pengembangan Gizi (Nutrition Research and 
Development Center). Research report. [Ind]*
Address: Bogor, Indonesia.

4594. Okubo, Kazuyoshi; Furabayashi, Y.; Takahashi, 
M. 1983. Tônyû no haitôtai seibun ni motozuita teimisei 
ni tsuite [Improvement of the soymilk and tofu process 
based on the behavior of undesirable fl avor components 
such as glycosides]. Shokuhin Kaihatsu (Up-to-Date Food 
Processing) 18(6):16-21. [14 ref. Jap]
• Summary: Describes methods for improving the fl avor of 
soymilk and tofu based on the elimination of undesirable 
taste components, such as glycosides. The isofl avone 
aglucones have a much more astringent and bitter taste 
than the isofl avone glucosides. Address: Yamagata Daigaku 
Kyoiku Gakubu, Shokuhin Eiyogaku Kenkyu Shitsu.

4595. Takahashi, Tetsuzo; Muramatsu, Shigeji; Muramatsu, 
Yuriko. 1983. Bunri daizu tanpakushitsu to tofu no eiyoka no 
hikaku [Comparison of nutritive values between soy protein 
isolate and tofu]. Daizu Tanpakushitsu Eiyo Kenkyukai 
Kaishi [Nutritional Science of Soy Protein] 4:93-98. [4 ref. 
Jap; eng]
• Summary: The nutritive value of soy protein isolate 
(Fujipro R) was compared with that of tofu by the nitrogen 
balance method using four healthy university students as 
subjects. The mean apparent digestibility of soy protein 
isolate and tofu were 83.3% and 82.3% respectively, and the 
mean true digestibility were 95.9% and 95.7% respectively, 
on the assumption that metabolic fecal nitrogen loss was 
10.2 mg/kg/day. The minimal daily nitrogen requirement to 
maintain a zero nitrogen balance estimated by the pooled 
data was 99.4 mg/kg body weight for soy protein isolate 

and 99.8 mg/kg for tofu. It was concluded that there was 
no difference between soy protein isolate and tofu in both 
digestibility and nutritive value of their protein. Address: 
Inst. of Health and Sports Sciences, Univ. of Tsukuba, 
Ibaraki 305, Japan.

4596. Yang, Baoguo; Liu, Shouchun. 1983. [Study on the 
bitterness of protein hydrolysate]. Shipin Kexue 48:1-3. 
(Chem. Abst. 100:190442z). [Chi]*
• Summary: Substances responsible for the bitter taste of 
soybean protein hydrolysates were studied. Amino acids 
having a bitter taste included valine, leucine, isoleucine, 
methionine, phenylalanine, tryptophan, arginine, and 
histidine. The threshold value of each is given. Address: 
People’s REpublic of China.

4597. Akers, Keith. 1983. A vegetarian sourcebook. New 
York, NY: G.P. Putnam’s Sons. 229 p. Introduction by Peter 
Singer. Index. 24 cm. [432* footnotes]
• Summary: In his Introduction, Peter Singer calls this “the 
most useful single volume I know covering all the arguments 
about vegetarianism.” The author’s three main approaches 
are nutritional, ecological, and ethical. The ethical approach 
discusses the suffering of animals, deaths of food animals, 
Hinduism, Buddhism, Jainism, Judaism, Christianity, Plato, 
Pythagoras, Empedocles, Plutarch, Porphyry, Descartes, 
Kant, and Peter Singer. This book was heavily infl uenced by 
Robin Hur’s Food Reform: Our Desperate Need (1975).
 Contents: List of tables. List of fi gures. Introduction 
by Peter Singer. Preface. I: Vegetarian nutrition. 1. Issues 
in vegetarian nutrition. 2. Protein. 3. Vitamin B-12. 4. 
Other nutrients. 5. Diet and degenerative disease. 6. 
Atherosclerosis. 7. Cancer. 8. Various other degenerative 
diseases. II: Vegetarian ecology. 9. Environment and food. 
10. Land use. 11. Forests. 12. Water. 13. Energy. 14. Soil 
erosion. 15. Agriculture and history. 16. Social and political 
implications. III: Vegetarian ethics. 17. Ethics, animals, 
and reality. 18. Hinduism, Buddhism, and Jainism. 19. The 
Jewish tradition. 20. Christianity. 21. Plato and ancient 
philosophy. 22. Modern philosophy. 23. The history of 
vegetarianism. Appendix: Becoming a vegetarian. Notes.
 “Keith Akers graduated from Vanderbilt University 
with a B.A. magna cum laude in 1971. He has worked as 
a programmer/analyst and most recently as Director of 
Research for the Vegetarian Information Service. He lives 
in Arlington, Virginia.” A photo shows Akers. Address: 
Arlington, Virginia.

4598. American Soybean Assoc. 1983. Hulls bring more than 
fi ber to cattle rations. Checkoff Successfi le. Soybean Hulls 
#2002. 2 p.
• Summary: Most beef and dairy cattle farmers are not aware 
that soybean hulls, which are high in fi ber, are also a good 
source of energy and protein. Consequently soybean hulls are 
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undervalued. The nutritional composition of soybean hulls 
is: carbohydrates 40.9% (not incl. fi ber), fi ber 33.1%, protein 
11.3%, moisture 8.4%, ash 3.8%, fat 2.5%.
 When 49% protein soybean meal is produced, the 
soybeans are fi rst dehulled. The growing demand for this 
high-protein meal required alternative uses for soybean hulls, 
which are worth more as a feed ingredient than indicated by 
their current market value. Address: St. Louis, Missouri.

4599. American Soybean Assoc. 1983. Human Nutrition 
Center offers short courses on soybean nutrition. Checkoff 
Successfi le. Latin America #502. 1 p.
• Summary: ASA’s Human Nutrition Center (HNC) staff, 
headed by Ruth Orellana and cooperating with universities 
and technical schools, in now teaching university short 
courses. “In Baja California, Mexico, the state government 
has not only hired an HNC-trained nutritionist but also 8 
technicians to promote soy. Four tortilla factories there are 
now fortifying [their] mix with 8% whole soybeans.” The 
program began in Jan. 1982. A photo shows Ruth Orellana 
teaching a short course on soybean nutrition. Address: St. 
Louis, Missouri.

4600. American Soybean Assoc. 1983. Human Nutrition 
Center increasing human consumption of soy products in 
Mexico. Checkoff Successfi le. Latin America #501. 2 p.
• Summary: ASA’s Human Nutrition Center (HNC) was 
established in Feb. 1980 in Mexico City to promote the 
use of soybeans in the human diet. Since that time, human 
consumption of soy in Mexico has increased 30%, and is 
expected to double by 1985. A photo shows Ruth Orellana, 
director of the HNC. Address: St. Louis, Missouri.

4601. Assmann, G.; Schriewer, H. 1983. Determination of 
HDL-phospholipids. In: J.N. Hawthorne and D. Lekim, eds. 
1983. Soya Lecithin Dietetic Applications: Proceedings 
of the Second International Colloquium on Soya Lecithin. 
Hoya, West Germany: Semmelweiss-Verlag. 180 p. See p. 
81-86. [7 ref]
• Summary: “Summary: In addition to the determination of 
cholesterol and triglycerides as a basic part of the diagnostic 
program for disorders of lipid metabolism, analysis of HDL-
cholesterol [HDL = high-density lipoprotein] as an indicator 
of the risk of coronary heart disease has recently gained 
increased importance. Although the phospholipid content of 
HDL is greater than its cholesterol content, the determination 
of HDL-phospholipids as well as determination of the 
individual phospholipid fractions of HDL (phosphatidyl 
choline, sphingomyelin, lysophosphatidyl choline) has until 
now not become routine due to the elaborate nature of the 
analysis. Thus, in particular, the possible relationship of 
HDL-phospholipid fractions to the risk factors of coronary 
heart disease has remained unclear.
 “It is now possible through the use of phospholipase 

with specifi c activity, which has recently become 
commercially available, as well as recently developed 
sensitive assays for choline, to conduct relatively rapid 
and simple analysis of various phospholipid fractions. 
The present study reports initial fi ndings regarding 
the distribution of HDL-phospholipid fractions in the 
normopopulation, the correlation of HDL-phospholipid 
fractions to HDL-cholesterol as well as the relationship 
of HDL-phospholipid fractions to various risk factors of 
coronary heart diseases.
 “Furthermore, the concentration of the HDL-
phospholipid subfractions were also studied in patients 
with type IV-hyperlipoproteinemia and their results 
were compared with the normopopulation.” Address: 
Zentrallaboratorium der Medizinischen Einrichtungen der 
Westfaelischen Wilhelms-Universitaet, Domagkstrasse 3, 
D-4400 Muenster/Westf., Germany.

4602. Bressani, Ricardo. 1983. World needs for improved 
nutrition and the role of vegetables and legumes. Asian 
Vegetable Research and Development Center, Publication 
No. 83-185. 22 p. (Taiwan). [37 ref]
• Summary: Includes tabulated data on the amino acid 
pattern, and crude and true protein contents of sprouts, plus 
other beans and vegetables. Address: INCAP, Guatemala.

4603. Brewster, Letitia; Jacobson, Michael F. 1983. The 
changing American diet. 2nd ed. Center for Science in the 
Public Interest, 1755 S Street N.W., Washington, DC 20009. 
87 p.
• Summary: A classic, documenting with easy-to-read graphs 
the changes in per capita consumption of all basic American 
foods since 1910. Address: Washington, DC.

4604. Burwash, Peter; Tullius, John. 1983. Peter Burwash’s 
vegetarian primer. New York, NY: Atheneum. xvii + 227 p. 
Illust. No index. 24 cm. [23 ref]
• Summary: “An incredibly energetic and highly motivated 
man, Peter Burwash has been described as the most famous 
vegetarian athlete in the world today.” He is best known as a 
tennis player.
 Contents:
 Part I: The vegetarian fugitive. Becoming a fugitive. The 
myth of vegetarianism. So you want to be a fugitive?
 Part II: If it’s good enough for Pythagoras, it’s good 
enough for me: A short history of vegetarianism. Pythagoras. 
The Romans, The Renaissance and Enlightenment. Byron, 
Tolstoy, and Wagner. Gandhi. George Bernard Shaw.
 Part III: The pros and cons of meat-eating. Are you 
turning your body into a garbage can? Is man designed to 
eat meat? (carnivores, omnivores, herbivores, frugivores, 
what about man? Man is clearly a frugivore, just like the 
anthropoid apes, our immediate ancestors). Diseases and 
impurities in the animals we eat (undulant fever, trichinosis, 
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salmonellosis, toxins in fi sh). Chemicals we pump into our 
animals (pesticides in meat, antibiotics in meat, growth 
promoters, tranquilizers, what slaughtering can do, what 
the butcher does when he gets his chance). Diseases related 
to meat-eating (heart disease, cancer, kidney and intestinal 
disease). The ethical side of vegetarianism (ecological 
considerations, the waste of our energy and water, the 
cruelty of modern farming, experimenting with animals, the 
slaughterhouse).
 Part IV: Going vegetarian. Phase One: The nutritional 
concerns. An adequate diet without meat (making the 
change gradually, is a vegetarian diet adequate, variety 
and balance–the keys to a healthy diet, the four basic food 
groups). Protein (getting the right amounts of protein, but 
does a vegetarian diet supply enough protein?, protein 
complementing–yes or no?). Fats and Cholesterol (saturated 
or unsaturated–does it matter?). Carbohydrates and Sugar 
(are carbohydrates fattening?, fi ber). The Special Problems 
of a Vegetarian Diet (veganism, the lacto-ovo vegetarian diet, 
crank diets).
 Part V: Going vegetarian. Phase Two: Making Your 
Vegetarian Diet Work. Shopping for Vegetarian Foods 
(where to shop, what to look for, grains, legumes, nuts 
and seeds, dairy products, sweeteneers, oils, fruits and 
vegetables, miscellaneous foods). Weird foods, or What’ll I 
do with this bag of tofu? (the soybean and its relatives, other 
weird foods). Selecting vegetables and fruits (vegetables, 
fruits). The basic preparation of vegetarian foods (basic 
cooking of vegetables, basic cooking of grains, basic cooking 
of beans, sprouts). Dining Out (restaurants, handling yourself 
in a vegetarian restaurant, dining at 40,000 feet).
 Part VI: Vegetarianism and the athlete. The vegetarian 
athlete. How an athlete gets his energy (carbohydrates or 
protein for energy?, carbohydrate loading, eating before 
competition, the importance of drinking water).
 Part VII: Vegetarian recipes (breakfast, lunch, soups, 
homemade bread and pastry, salads, dinner, sauces, desserts).
 The chapter on “Weird foods” has many nice, very 
positive things to say (p. 121-23) about tofu, soy milk, soy 
fl our, soy grits, tamari, miso, tempeh, okara, lecithin granules 
and liquid lecithin.
 Soy related recipes: Mystery sandwich spread (with 
1 cup whole soybeans, cooked until soft, p. 174). Eggless 
mayonnaise (with soy milk, p. 188). Tofu cabbage casserole 
(p. 196). Almond stir-fried vegetables with tofu (p. 208-09). 
Sweet and sour tofu (p. 209). Tofu cheesecake (p. 216-17).

4605. Cairella, M.; Balzo, V. Del; Godi, R.; Scatena, 
R.; Treves, L.D. 1983. Soya lecithin in therapy: Clinical 
fi ndings. In: J.N. Hawthorne and D. Lekim, eds. 1983. Soya 
Lecithin Dietetic Applications: Proceedings of the Second 
International Colloquium on Soya Lecithin. Hoya, West 
Germany: Semmelweiss-Verlag. 180 p. See p. 93-105. [26 
ref]

• Summary: “Summary: On the basis of data found in the 
literature and of their own experience, the authors assessed 
the results of the therapeutic use of oral lecithin from 
granular soya.
 “The observations concern 231 patients (up to January 
1982): 84 with lipid disorders (group A), 40 with gallstones 
or cholecystectomy (group B), 107 with organic psychiatric 
syndromes (group C).
 “Average daily dosage was 20-22 g for group A, 3-4 g 
combined with chenodeoxycholic acid for group B, and 45-
50 g for group C. Mean duration of treatment was 5-11, and 
4 months respectively.
 “In 62 cases of group A, results were good or fair, 
negative in 22; in group B, results were fair or scanty in 24, 
nil in 16; in group C, 99 patients responded well or very well 
while in 8 cases no improvement was observed.” Address: 
1. Instituto di Terapia Medica del’Universita’ di Roma; 2-5. 
Centro Documentazione Lecitina di Soia. Both: Rome, Italy.

4606. Carroll, K.K. 1983. Dietary proteins and amino acids–
Their effects on cholesterol metabolism. In: M.J. Gibney and 
D. Kritchevsky, eds. 1983. Animal and Vegetable Proteins 
in Lipid Metabolism and Atherosclerosis. New York, NY: 
Alan R. Liss, Inc. ix + 177 p. See p. 9-17. (Current Topics in 
Nutrition and Disease, Vol. 8). Illust. Index. 24 cm. [27 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Further studies on 
effects of dietary proteins and other dietary components on 
plasma cholesterol levels in rabbits. Amino acid composition 
of dietary proteins in relation to their effects on plasma 
cholesterol levels. Studies on mechanism of action of dietary 
protein. Effects of dietary protein on plasma cholesterol 
levels in humans. Acknowledgments.
 “Our interest in the effects of dietary proteins and amino 
acids on cholesterol metabolism arose from our attempts to 
understand why rabbits become hypercholesterolemic and 
develop atherosclerosis when fed semipurifi ed diets without 
added cholesterol, as reported by Lambert et al. [1958] and 
Malmros and Wigand [1959]. By varying the composition 
of the semipurifi ed diet, we were able to show that the 
effects were associated with the casein commonly used as 
the protein component of semipurifi ed diets, and could be 
prevented by replacing the casein with soy protein [Hamilton 
and Carroll, 1976].” Address: Dep. of Biochemistry, Univ. of 
Western Ontario, London, ONT, N6A 5C1, Canada.

4607. Dathe, Wilfried; Lopez, Reynaldo; Sembdner, Gunther. 
1983. Presencia, metabolismo y funcion de las fi tohormonas 
durante la fl oracion y fructifi cacion en leguminosas de 
grano, especialmente en la soya [The presence, metabolism, 
and function of phytohormones during fl owering and 
fructifi cation of grain legumes, especially soybeans]. 
Havana, Cuba: Academia de Ciencias de Cuba. 52 p. 24 cm. 
[224 ref. Spa; ger; eng]
• Summary: This review summarizes the literature on 
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indigenous plant hormones (gibberellins, cytoquinins, 
auxins, ethylene, abscisic acid, and other growth inhibitors) 
isolated, with their structures elucidated, from fl owers and 
fruits of the different leguminous species. “The pattern 
and localization of the biosynthesis and metabolism of all 
native hormone components are discussed with respect to 
their possible function in the regulation of the fl owering 
processes.” In addition, the knowledge of fruit abscission in 
legumes and on the monocarpic senescence, especially in 
soybean, is presented. Address: 1, 3. Institut fuer Biochemie 
der Pfl anzen, Halle, Germany; 2. Instituto de Investigaciones 
Fundamentales en Agricultura Tropical Alejandro de 
Humboldt, Academia de Ciencias de Cuba.

4608. Daussant, J.; Mossé, J.; Vaughan, J. eds. 1983. Seed 
proteins. London and New York: Academic Press. xiv + 335 
p. Subject index. 24 cm. Series: Annual Proceedings of the 
Photochemical Society of Europe, No. 9.
• Summary: Several individual papers that discuss soy 
proteins or wheat proteins (gluten) are cited separately. 
Address: 1. Laboratoire de Physiologie des Organes 
Végétaux, CNRS [Centre Nationale de la Recherche 
Scientifi que], 92190 Meudon, France; 2. Laboratoire d’Etude 
des Protéines, INRA Versailles, France; 3. Dep. of Biology, 
Queen Elizabeth College, Univ. of London, England.

4609. Diez, Felipe. 1983. Bioavailability of iron in beef and 
beef-soybean mixtures. PhD thesis, The Louisiana State 
University and Agricultural and Mechanical College. 130 
p. Page 117 in volume 45/01-B of Dissertation Abstracts 
International. *
Address: The Louisiana State Univ. and Agricultural and 
Mechanical College.

4610. Djurtoft, Robert; Nielsen, Jens Peter. 1983. Increase 
in some B vitamins, including B-12, during fermentation of 
tempeh, produced from cowpeas or soy beans. J. of Plant 
Foods 5(3):135-41. [15 ref]
• Summary: Tempeh samples produced from cowpeas 
and soy beans were analyzed for vitamin B-2 (ribofl avin), 
B-6 (pyridoxine), B-12 (cyanocobalamin), niacin, and 
pantothenic acid. Vitamin contents increased signifi cantly 
during fermentation both in cowpea tempeh and soybean 
tempeh. Special attention is given to the B-12 content 
during fermentation, because of its importance for people 
eating food primarily of vegetable origin. Address: Dep. of 
Biochemistry and Nutrition, Technical Univ. of Denmark, 
Building 224, DK-2800 Lyngby, Denmark.

4611. Dominguez de Diez Gutiérrez, Blanca. 1983. 
Germinados: El alimento mas perfecto y completo [Sprouts: 
The most perfect and complete food]. Mexico City: Editorial 
Posada. 160 p. Illust. 20 cm. Series: Biblioteca Natura. [8 ref. 
Spa]

• Summary: Contents: Part I. 1. Seeds in the history of 
humanity. 2. Sprouts, an introduction. 3. Sprouts for children. 
4. Groups of sprouts (there are 7 groups; soy, garbanzo, corn, 
and dry peas (chicharos secos) are in the group). “Large 
seeds and extra strong/tough/hardy.” 5. When are sprouts 
ready for use? 6. The surprise grasses held for us.
 Part II. Recipes. Smoothies (Batidos o Licuados), 
Salads, soups, main dishes or entrees (platos fuertes), breads 
and biscuits. Appendix (Enzymes in sprouts, metabolism of 
starch, protein in sprouts, vitamins in sprouts, metabolism of 
lipids, production of excessive mucus, on the soaking water 
for sprouts, do not use seeds treated with chemicals, new 
method for soy sprouts, parboiling and cooking, storage). 
Bibliography. Address: Mexico.

4612. Eden Foods, Inc. 1983. Edensoy. Clinton, MI 49236. 
12 p. 21 cm.
• Summary: This booklet was written by Mike Potter to 
explain the uses of Edensoy. Inset in the red cover, a color 
photo shows a glass of soymilk next to a blue package 
Edensoy plain (retort pouch). On the inside front cover a 
large illustration shows a soybean with the bold caption 
“Look and feel great.” Contents: What is Edensoy? 
Edensoy–Quality ingredients. Soyfoods popularity: Just 
another fad? Edensoy–An alkaline food. Good for young 
and old. Edensoy compares very favorably with cow’s milk 
(2 tables). What about cholesterol. Rich in iron. Good for 
babies.* Versatile. About the maker. On the inside back 
cover, a color photo shows the modern stainless steel 
equipment used to make Edensoy in Japan. The outside back 
cover shows the Eden crane logo with a Muso banner in its 
beak.
 * The paragraph titled “Good for babies later got Eden 
Foods into big trouble with the FDA. It reads as follows: 
“Nothing can surpass mother’s milk for young children and 
we strongly recommend breast feeding, but when this is 
not possible, Edensoy is a quality substitute. It may be used 
with confi dence for bottle fed babies that cannot tolerate the 
substances found in liquid and powdered formulas or are 
unable to tolerate dairy milk. Infant formula was developed 
because babies under the age of one year cannot tolerate 
(digest) cow’s milk.
 “Vegetable quality babies cry less.” Address: Clinton, 
Michigan. Phone: (517) 456-7424.

4613. Eggum, B.O.; Beames, R.M. 1983. The nutritive 
value of seed proteins. In: W. Gottschalk and P. Hermann, 
eds. 1983. Seed Proteins: Biochemistry, Genetics, Nutritive 
Value. The Hague, Boston, and London: Martinus Nijhoff / 
Dr. W. Junk. viii + 531 p. See p. 499-531. [87* ref]
• Summary: “Introduction: Grains, including cereals, 
legumes and various dicotyledonous non-legumes provide 
not only the major proportion of the energy for many human 
populations throughout the world, but also most of the 
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protein. In the technologically less advanced countries, food 
grains constitute nearly 80 per cent of the diet of a large 
majority of the people (Parpia 1972). Quantitatively, cereals 
occupy fi rst place as the source of energy and protein, with 
grain legumes next” (Aykroyd & Doughty 1964). Address: 1. 
Animal Physiology and Chemistry, National Inst. of Animal 
Science, Copenhagen, Denmark; 2. Dep. of Animal Science, 
Univ. of British Columbia, Vancouver, BC, Canada.

4614. EMBRAPA–Empresa Brasileira de Pesquisa 
Agropecuária. 1983. Bibliografi a internacional da soja 
Glycine max L. Merrill [International bibliography of 
soybeans. 3 vols.]. Brasilia, DF, Brazil: EMBRAPA, 
Departamento de Difusao de Tecnologia (DDT). 2,390 p. 
28 cm. Author and subject indexes. Price: $175. [19571 ref. 
Eng]
• Summary: The fi rst two volumes (1603 p.) contain 19,571 
references under 75 sections. Each reference, which is 
written entirely in uppercase letters, lists the main keywords 
after the title. Thus, for example, the fi rst line of reference 
08718 reads as follows: “Soybean quality change and its 
infl uences on food processing. Keywords: temperature 
humidity deterioration germination protein solids yield 
natto tofu aburage milk. The second line lists the authors as 
follows: Ohta T, Takano K, Nikkuni I, Hashizume K, Saio K. 
Line 3 contains the abbreviated journal title (ISO standard), 
a 2-letter abbreviation of the original language of the article, 
followed by the volume number and reference number as 
originally published in Biological Abstracts (BIOSIS).
 The third volume (unpaginated, about 795 pages) 
contains an author index and a subject index. The latter is 
based on keywords. Suppose we were looking in the subject 
index for references concerning tofu. Looking alphabetically 
under tofu, the record described above would appear as 
follows (on one in all uppercase letters): “ein solids yield 
natto tofu aburage milk
 Soybean quality” The subject index lists 20 references in 
which tofu is a keyword.
 This bibliography, concerns mostly soybean production 
rather than utilization, but there are 1,584 references 
on soyfoods, all published since 1970. No abstracts are 
included. Price: $175.
 The 75 section/subject headings are: Aerospace and 
underwater biological effects. Agronomy. Allergy. Animal 
production (includes fur-bearing animals). Bacteriology, 
general and systematic. Behavioral biology. Biochemistry. 
Biophysics. Blood, blood-forming organs and body 
fl uids. Bones, joints, fasciae, connective and adipose 
tissue. Botany, general and systematic. Cardiovascular 
system. Chemotherapy. Chordata, general and systematic 
zoology. Cytology and cytochemistry. Dental and oral 
biology. Developmental biology-embryology. Digestive 
system. Disinfection, disinfectants and sterilization. 
Ecology (environmental biology). Economic botany. 

Economic entomology (includes chelicerata). Endocrine 
system. Enzymes. Food and industrial microbiology. Food 
technology (non-toxic studies). Forestry and forest products. 
General biology. Genetics of bacteria and viruses. Genetics 
and cytogenetics. Gerontology. Horticulture. Immunology 
(immunochemistry). Immunology, parasitological. 
Integumentary system. Invertebrata, comparative and 
experimental studies. Invertebrata, general and systematic 
zoology. Laboratory animals. Medical and clinical 
microbiology (includes veterinary). Metabolism. Methods, 
materials and apparatus, general. Microbiological apparatus, 
methods and media. Microorganisms, general (includes 
protista). Morphology and anatomy of plants (includes 
embryology). Morphology and cytology of bacteria. 
Muscle. Neoplasms and neoplastic agents. Nervous system 
(includes sense organs). Nutrition. Palynology. Parasitology 
(includes ecto- and endoparasites). Pathology, general and 
miscellaneous. Pediatrics. Pest control, general (incl. plants 
and animals, pesticides, herbicides). Pharmacognosy and 
pharmaceutical botany. Pharmacology. Physiology and 
biochemistry of bacteria. Phytopathology. Plant physiology, 
biochemistry and biophysics. Poultry production. Psychiatry. 
Public health. Radiation biology. Reproductive system. 
Respiratory system. Sense organs, associated structures and 
functions. Social biology (includes human ecology). Soil 
microbiology. Soil science. Temperature: Its measurement, 
effect and regulation. Tissue culture, apparatus, methods and 
media. Toxicology. Urinary system and external secretions. 
Veterinary science. Virology, general. Address: Brasilia, DF, 
Brazil.

4615. Erdman, J.W., Jr.; Forbes, R.M.; Kondo, H. 1983. 
Zinc bioavailability from processed soybean products. In: 
G.E. Inglett, ed. 1983. Nutritional Bioavailability of Zinc. 
Washington, DC: American Chemical Society. viii + 279 
p. See p. 173-83. ACS Symposium Series 210. Based on 
a symposium held 28 March–2 April 1982 in Las Vegas, 
Nevada. Illust. 24 cm. [25 ref]
• Summary: Zinc bioavailability may differ for general 
categories of soy protein products, including fl ours, 
beverage, concentrate, and isolate. Address: Univ. of Illinois, 
Dep. of Food Science and Animal Science, Urbana, IL 
61801.

4616. Fauconneau, Guy. 1983. World protein supplies: The 
role of plant protein. Qualitas Plantarum–Plant Foods for 
Human Nutrition 32(3/4):205-23. [10 ref]
• Summary: For about half the world’s population, only 
about 50 gm of protein per son per day is available; of this, 
80% is plant protein. For another one-fourth about 90-100 
gm per person per day is available; of this more than half 
is animal protein. As one’s standard of living (disposable 
income) increases, so generally does the desire for more 
animal protein. There is a need to develop meat substitutes 
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“adapted to the various sociological habits of different 
populations.” The Japanese make and consume many such 
foods from both fermented and unfermented soybeans 
(see Table 12). Address: Institut National de la Recherche 
Agronomique, 149 rue de Grenelle, 75341, Paris Cedex 07, 
France.

4617. Finney, Patrick L. 1983. Effect of germination on 
cereal and legume nutrient changes and food or feed value: A 
comprehensive review. Recent Advances in Phytochemistry 
17:229-305. (Mobilization of Reserves in Germination). [313 
ref]
• Summary: This important, scholarly review includes 
discussions of sprouting as a way of increasing vitamins 
and minerals, and decreasing phytic acid, oligosaccharides 
(raffi nose and stachyose, which cause fl atulence), and trypsin 
inhibitors in seeds.
 Contents: Introduction. Vitamin C: Human and animal 
feeding studies, chemical analyses for vitamin C in sprouts, 
effects of light on vitamin C synthesis, effects of manganese 
on vitamin C synthesis, effects of sugars on vitamin C 
synthesis, effect of vitamin C as a growth stimulator. Water 
soluble B-complex vitamins: Thiamin animal feeding 
studies, ribofl avin, niacin, biotin, pyridoxine, pantothenic 
acid, folic acid, vitamin B-12. Fat soluble vitamins: Vitamin 
A (retinol), carotene, vitamin D, vitamin E (tocopherol), 
vitamin K. Other water-soluble growth substances: Inositol 
(phytate and phytase interaction), effect of heat on phytate 
hydrolysis, choline. Minerals: Germination and mineral 
bioavailability, effects of germination on mineral content. 
Carbohydrates: Carbohydrate metabolism, germination 
and oligosaccharides, effect of germination on other 
carbohydrates, fl atulence. Fats and lipids. Protein: Protein 
differentiation and synthesis, amino acids, supplementation 
with amino acid, effect of germination on protein quality, 
digestibility and biological value, protein inhibitors [trypsin 
inhibitor activity]. Human feeding studies: Treatment of 
scurvy and malnutrition, treatment of kwashiorkor, child 
feeding trials with germinated wheat & Bengal gram, impact 
of germinated wheat & Bengal gram ‘take-home’ supplement 
on young children. Optimum sprouting conditions: Some 
temperature effects on germination, deleterious effects 
of distilled water soaking, effects of chlorine, rinsing and 
aeration on sprouts. Today’s food problems–tomorrow’s food 
needs.
 “For the past century researchers in both the Western- 
and Eastern-world have studied the effects of germination 
on the physical, physiological, biochemical, nutritional, 
and food functional properties of cereals and legumes. This 
chapter brings together data from those studies and evaluates 
the ancient practice of sprouting seeds for food and feed uses 
from a contemporary viewpoint.”
 Concerning trypsin inhibitors and germination (p. 
283): “The precise role the protease inhibitors play in seed 

physiology remains to be clarifi ed. Additionally no clear 
relationship has been established linking inhibitor activity, 
ease of inhibitor inactivation, and feeding value of various 
legumes.”
 Concerning fl atulence (p. 267): “Flatulence associated 
with high legume consumption is regarded by many 
investigators as due to anaerobic microbial degradation of 
certain oligosaccharides which mammals cannot otherwise 
utilize. The three principal oligosaccharides of mature 
legume seeds are raffi nose, verbascose, and stachyose in 
which galactose is present in -linkage. Two to four days of 
germination virtually depleted those reserves." Note: This is 
the earliest English-language document seen (June 2006) that 
mentions "verbascose," a soybean oligosaccharide. Address: 
Western Wheat Quality Lab., ARS/USDA and Dep. of Food 
Science, Washington State Univ., Pullman, WA 99164.

4618. Flaws, Bob; Wolfe, Honora Lee. 1983. Prince 
Wen Hui’s cook: Chinese dietary therapy. Brookline, 
Massachusetts: Paradigm Publications. v + 201 p. Index. 23 
cm. [16 + 25 footnotes]
• Summary: The story of Prince Wen and his cook appears 
in Chuang-Tzu’s Inner Chapters (trans. G.F. Feng & J. 
English, New York: Vintage Books, 1974, p. 55). Diet is the 
third of the Eight Limbs of Classical Chinese Medicine. The 
other 7 limbs are meditation, exercise, astrology, geomancy, 
massage, herbology, and acupuncture.
 If a man is diagnosed as having a liver imbalance, such 
as “liver fi re blazing upwards,” he should consume food and 
herbs that will sedate, calm, and cool the liver and lower 
the Yang; foods that raise the Yang, produce internal fi re, or 
aggravate the liver should be avoided.
 Page 35 notes that foods that are energetically cool and 
cold include soy products (such as tofu, tempeh, soymilk). 
Foods that produce fl uid and are damp in nature include 
soybean and tofu.
 In the section titled “Categorization of Foods,” a 
number of individual foods are analyzed in detail, based on 
characteristics described below: Aduki bean, agar (p. 143), 
alfalfa, almond, and amasake (fermented glutinous rice) (p. 
144), black soybean (p. 148), gluten (seitan, p. 158), kudzu 
root powder (p. 161), seaweed (p. 179), soybean (p. 181), 
soybean oil (p. 181), and tofu (p. 185).
 Taking tofu, then black soybeans, as examples of the 
format used. Tofu: Nature: Cool. Flavor: Sweet. Meridian: 
Lungs, large intestine, stomach. Direction: Descending. 
Quality: Yin and yang. Elemental quality: Earth. Treatment 
principles: Tonifi es Qi [ch’i] and Blood, clears Heat, sedates 
Yang, tones Yin, harmonizes the Middle Burner, produces 
Fluid, lubricates Dryness, counteracts toxins. Commonly 
used in the treatment of conjunctivitis, chronic amoebic 
dysentery, diabetes, sulfur poisoning, and alcoholism. 
Contraindications: spermatorrhea.
 Black soybean: Nature: Neutral. Flavor: Sweet. 
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Meridian: spleen and Kidneys. Direction: Ascending. 
Quality: Yang. Elemental quality: Earth. Treatment 
principles: Tonifi es Qi [ch’i] and Blood, activates the Blood, 
benefi ts Water, expels Wind, counteracts toxins. Commonly 
used in the treatment of edema, Wind Bi (rheumatism), 
jaundice, beriberi, and spasms.
 The remedial recipes are divided into Chinese (p. 96-
116) and American (p. 117-35) types. Soy-related recipes 
include: Lord Buddha’s delight casserole (with tofu, p. 
88-89). Clams with black bean garlic sauce (with salted 
black beans [fermented black soybeans], p. 91). Five jewel 
casserole (with tofu or tempeh, p. 92). Quick braised soybean 
sprouts (p. 104).
 Amasake cheesecake with cherry topping (p. 119). 
Shepherd’s pie with seitan (Gluten meat, p. 122). Ginger 
seitan beef (p. 122). Seitan veal marsala (p. 129). Aduki bean 
brownies (p. 133). Dairyless pumpkin pie (with soymilk 
or cashew milk, p. 135). Many recipes use soy sauce or 
tamari in their braising liquid. The cookbook also uses meat, 
poultry, fi sh, and sugar quite extensively.

4619. Gibney, Michael J.; Kritchevsky, David. 1983. 
Animal and vegetable proteins in lipid metabolism and 
atherosclerosis. New York, NY: Alan R. Liss, Inc. ix + 177 p. 
Index. 24 cm. (Current Topics in Nutrition and Disease, Vol. 
8).
• Summary: “This volume is the result of a workshop on 
the subjects of animal and vegetable protein effects on lipid 
metabolism and atherosclerosis which was held during 
the XII International Congress of Nutrition in San Diego, 
California, 1981. The workshop was structured for maximum 
discussion and did not allow for the formal presentation of 
results by the large number of participants... This volume is a 
‘state-of-the-art’ summary of current knowledge.” A separate 
entry is given for each chapter. Address: Dep. of Nutrition, 
Medical School, Univ. of Southampton, Southampton, 
England, U.K.; 2. The Wistar Inst., Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania.

4620. Gottschalk, Werner; Mueller, Hermann P. eds. 1983. 
Seed proteins: Biochemistry, genetics, nutritive value. The 
Hague, Boston, and London: Martinus Nijhoff / Dr. W. 
Junk. viii + 531 p. No index. 25 cm. Series: Advances in 
Agricultural Biotechnology.
• Summary: This book is crippled by its lack of an index. 
Five chapters which mention soya are cited separately. 
Address: Inst. of Genetics, Univ. of Bonn, West Germany.

4621. Hawthorne, J.N.; Lekim, D. eds. 1983. Soya lecithin 
dietetic applications: Proceedings of the Second International 
Colloquium on Soya Lecithin. Hoya, West Germany: 
Semmelweis-Verlag. 180 p. Held 3 April 1982 at Brighton, 
England. No index. 21 cm.
• Summary: Individual chapters are cited separately.

4622. Hawthorne, J.N.; O’Mullane, J.E. 1983. A comparison 
of the effects of feeding linoleic acid-rich lecithin or corn oil 
on cholesterol absorption and metabolism in the rat. In: J.N. 
Hawthorne and D. Lekim, eds. 1983. Soya Lecithin Dietetic 
Applications: Proceedings of the Second International 
Colloquium on Soya Lecithin. Hoya, West Germany: 
Semmelweiss-Verlag. 180 p. See p. 87-90. [9 ref]
• Summary: “Summary: Equivalent amounts of linoleic 
acid in the form of either purifi ed soya phosphatidylcholine 
(lecithin) or triacylglycerol (corn oil) were fed to rats on 
a diet containing 0.5% cholesterol. The effects of the two 
preparations on serum cholesterol, serum total fatty acid 
profi les, liver HMG-CoA reductase, cholesterol absorption 
and faecal excretion of neutral sterols are compared.”
 There are some advantages in using the soya lecithin 
compared with the vegetable oils as a dietary additive. 
Address: Dep. of Biochemistry, Univ. Hospital and Medical 
School, Nottingham NG7 2UH, U.K.

4623. Hermana, -. 1983. Pengaruh konsumsi bahan makanan 
campuran dengan kedelai atau tempe terhadap anak balita 
penderita kurang kalori-protein [Effect of the consumption 
of food mixtures containing soybeans or tempeh on children 
under the age of fi ve suffering from protein malnutrition]. 
PhD thesis, Fakultas Pasca Sarjana, Institut Pertanian Bogor, 
Bogor, Indonesia. xii + 105 p. Illust. No index. 28 cm. [84 
ref. Ind]
• Summary: Children suffering from protein-energy 
malnutrition were fed a food supplement formula consisting 
of 70% rice fl our and 30% tempeh fl our, There was a 
benefi cial effect on the general status and for protection 
against gastroenteral infection. Address: Bogor, Indoensia.

4624. Inglett, George E. ed. 1983. Nutritional bioavailability 
of zinc. Washington, DC: American Chemical Society. viii + 
280 p. Index. 24 cm. [400+* ref]
• Summary: “Based on a symposium sponsored by the ACS 
Division of Agricultural and Food Chemistry at the 183rd 
Meeting of the American Chemical Society, Las Vegas, 
Nevada, March 28-April 2, 1982.”
 Soy is mentioned on pages 173-83 in the chapter titled 
“Zinc bioavailability from processed soybean products,” 
by John W. Erdman, Jr., Richard M. Forbes, and Hiromichi 
Kondo (Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, IL 61801) (25 refs). 
Address: USDA Northern Regional Research Center, Peoria, 
Illinois.

4625. Khader, Vijaya. 1983. Nutritional studies on 
fermented, germinated and baked soya bean preparations. J. 
of Plant Foods 5(1):31-37. [17 ref]
• Summary: Discusses fermented soya milk drink, soy 
sprouts, and a bread made from soy sprouts. “The nutritional 
quality and protein effi ciency ratio (PER) of shoyu, a 
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fermented soya bean product, fermented soya milk drink, 
germinated soya bean and germinated soya bean bread were 
studied. Nutritional quality was determined by chemical 
analysis and PER by animal feeding studies... Ash content 
was greatest in germinated soya beans. Trypsin inhibitor 
activity was markedly reduced on germination.”
 Table 2 shows trypsin units inhibited per mg of sample 
for various soy products on a dry weight basis: Raw soya 
bean 107.5, germinated soya bean 59.7, fermented shoyu 
40.0, fermented soya milk 30.1, germinated soya bean bread 
3.0, and modern bread 0.0.
 Table 4 shows the PER of various soya bean 
preparations compared with casein and modern bread 
(fortifi ed with amino acids and vitamins): Casein 2.46, 
germinated soya bean 1.55, modern bread 1.45, fermented 
soya milk 1.33, fermented soya sauce 1.06, germinated soya 
bread 0.99, and raw soya bean 0.78. Address: Dep. of Food 
& Nutrition, Vallabh Vidyanagar, Gujarat, and College of 
Home Science, Khairatabad, Hyderabad-500004, India.

4626. Kim, D.N.; Lee, K.T.; Reiner, J.M.; Thomas, W.A. 
1983. Effects of soy protein on cholesterol metabolism 
in swine. In: M.J. Gibney and D. Kritchevsky, eds. 1983. 
Animal and Vegetable Proteins in Lipid Metabolism and 
Atherosclerosis. New York, NY: Alan R. Liss, Inc. ix + 177 
p. See p. 101-110. (Current Topics in Nutrition and Disease, 
Vol. 8). Illust. Index. 24 cm. [18 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Amount of 
protein. Amino acid supplementation. Different kinds 
of proteins. Effects of amounts of dietary cholesterol. 
Hypocholesterolemic mechanism. Summary.
 “The objectives of this article are twofold: (1) to 
illustrate that soy protein and soy protein products are 
less hypercholesterolemic than casein and (2) to delineate 
underlying mechanisms leading to ‘hypocholesterolemia’ in 
a swine model.” Address: Dep. of Pathology, Neil Hellman 
Building, Albany Medical College, Albany, New York 
12208.

4627. Kinsella, John E. 1983. Protein texturization 
fabrication and fl avoring. In: Miloslav Rechcigl, ed. 1983. 
CRC Handbook of Nutritional Supplements. Vol. I. Human 
Use. Boca Raton, FL: CRC Press. See p. 35-105. [280 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction: World food situation, 
protein properties. Texturization: Historical, terminology. 
Protein sources: Soy proteins. Fiber spinning: Basic process, 
protein sources, dope solution, coagulation and drawing, 
binders, other additives, composition. Physicochemical 
aspects of fi ber formation: Storage characteristics, utilization, 
problems and prospects. Extrusion: Materials, extrusion 
process, extruder types, physical and chemical changes, 
factors affecting texture, new developments, structure and 
properties. Other methods for texturizing proteins: Fiber 
type, textured pieces, steam texturization, press texturization, 

other, gluten, oriental textured food. Sensory characteristics: 
Texture, fl avor, meat fl avors, meat fl avor formulations, 
synthetic meat fl avors, fl avoring problems. Nutritional 
aspects: Antinutritive factors, effects of heating, fl atulence 
factors, nutritive value of textured protein. Regulations. 
Prospects.
 “Too many humans are suffering from protein 
malnutrition because they are not getting enough dietary 
protein, although averaged statistics may not reveal this 
situation.” Address: Director, Inst. of Food Science, Cornell 
Univ., Ithaca, New York.

4628. Kritchevsky, David; Czarnecki, Susanne K. 1983. 
Dietary protein and experimental atherosclerosis: Early 
history. In: M.J. Gibney and D. Kritchevsky, eds. 1983. 
Animal and Vegetable Proteins in Lipid Metabolism and 
Atherosclerosis. New York, NY: Alan R. Liss, Inc. ix + 177 
p. See p. 1-7. (Current Topics in Nutrition and Disease, Vol. 
8). Illust. Index. 24 cm. [48 ref]
• Summary: “The fi rst purely nutritional studies in 
experimental atherosclerosis were carried out by Ignatowski 
(1908a, b, 1909). Prior to his work, the two major theories 
regarding the etiology of atherosclerosis” were mechanical 
injury or toxicity. Ignatowski (1908a) fed two adult rabbits a 
diet consisting only of meat (50-100 g/day), they lost weight 
and died within 10 days.
 Contains a good review of the early literature. Address: 
The Wistar Inst. of Anatomy and Biology, 36th Street at 
Spruce, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104.

4629. Kritchevsky, David; Tepper, S.A.; Czarnecki, S.K.; 
Klurfeld, D.M.; Story, J.A. 1983. Effects of animal and 
vegetable protein in experimental atherosclerosis. In: M.J. 
Gibney and D. Kritchevsky, eds. 1983. Animal and Vegetable 
Proteins in Lipid Metabolism and Atherosclerosis. New 
York, NY: Alan R. Liss, Inc. ix + 177 p. See p. 85-100. 
(Current Topics in Nutrition and Disease, Vol. 8). Illust. 
Index. 24 cm. [46 ref]
• Summary: The fi rst comparison of the atherogenic effects 
of animal and vegetable protein was carried out by Meeker 
and Kesten in 1940 and 1941, using rabbits. The vegetable 
protein diet they used contained soy fl our. They found that 
soy protein was signifi cantly less atherogenic than casein. 
Address: Wistar Inst. of Anatomy & Biology, 36th Street at 
Spruce, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

4630. Kushi, Michio; Jack, Alex. 1983. The cancer 
prevention diet: Michio Kushi’s nutritional blueprint for the 
relief and prevention of disease. New York, NY: St. Martin’s 
Press. xi + 460 p. Index. 22 cm. [32 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Part I: Preventing Cancer Naturally. 
1. Cancer, Diet, and Macrobiotics: Introduction, cancer 
in the ancient world (modern civilization is a major cause 
of cancer and other degenerative diseases. “... cancer is a 
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disease of overnutrition, caused by intake of sugar, white 
fl our and other refi ned foods, as well as excess protein and 
fat. When these items are introduced into primitive societies 
degenerative diseases follow close behind” {p. 6}), the staff 
of life, cancer in medieval times, the rise of modern science 
and medicine, cancer treatment in the twentieth century, a 
return to whole foods, the macrobiotic approach,
 2. Cancer and Modern Civilization. 3. Preventing 
Cancer Naturally. 4. Diet and the Development of Cancer. 5. 
The Macrobiotic Cancer-Prevention Diet. 6. Yin and Yang in 
the Development of Cancer. 7. Relieving Cancer Naturally. 
8. Diagnosing Cancer Safely. 9. Medically Terminal or 
Macrobiotically Hopeful? 10. The Myth of Carcinogens.
 Part II: A Guide to Different Cancers. Introduction. 
11. Bone Cancer. 12. Brain Cancer. 13. Breast Cancer. 
14. Female Cancers: Ovary, Endometrium, Cervix, and 
Vagina. 15. Cancer of the Large Intestine. 16. Leukemia. 
17. Liver Cancer. 18. Lung Cancer. 19. Lymphoma and 
Hodgkin’s Disease. 20. Male Cancers: Prostate and Testes. 
21. Pancreatic Cancer. 22. Skin Cancer and Melanoma. 23. 
Stomach Cancer. 24. Upper Digestive Cancers: Esophagus, 
Larynx, Mouth, and Pharynx. 25. Urinary Cancer: Bladder 
and Kidney.
 Part III: Recipes and Menus. 26. General Dietary 
Recommendations. 27. Guidelines for Cancer Patients. 28. 
Making a Smooth Transition. 29. Recipes. 30. Menus. 31. 
Kitchen Utensils. 32. Baby Food Suggestions. 33. Home 
Cares. Glossary. Recommended Reading. Notes on the 
Authors.
 In this book, cancer preventing effects are attributed 
to miso (p. 50-51, 220-21, 304-06), and to soybeans (p. 51, 
154-55, 293, 306). Natto, soymilk, tamari, tempeh, and tofu 
are also discussed.
 Pages 50-51 note: “A ten-year study completed in 1981 
by the National Cancer Center of Japan reported that people 
who ate miso soup daily were 33 percent less likely to 
contract stomach cancer than those who never ate miso soup. 
The study also found that miso was effective in preventing 
heart and liver diseases...
 “Soybeans, a major source of protein in the macrobiotic 
diet, have been singled out as especially effective in reducing 
tumors. The active ingredient in soybeans is called a protease 
inhibitor. Laboratory tests show that soybeans and certain 
other beans and seeds containing this factor added to the 
diet prevent the development of breast, stomach, and skin 
tumors. Whole soybeans and soy products, including miso, 
tamari soy sauce, tofu, tempeh, and natto are staples of the 
macrobiotic diet... At St. Luke’s Hospital in Nagasaki, a 
group of macrobiotic doctors and patients who had survived 
the atomic bombing on August 9, 1945 subsequently 
protected themselves against potentially lethal doses of 
radiation on a diet of brown rice, miso soup, sea vegetables, 
and sea salt.”
 Pages 220-21 contain a long excerpt from the account of 

Dr. Tatsuichiro Akizuki, director of internal medicine at St. 
Francis’s Hospital in Nagasaki. He survived the world’s fi rst 
atomic bomb attack on 9 Aug. 1945. He believed that the 
main reason that neither he nor any of his co-workers at the 
hospital suffered or died from radiation was because of their 
diet, based on miso, brown rice, and sea vegetables.
 Pages 293, and 304-06 summarize a number of 
publications which seem to show that consumption of 
soybeans, miso, or soymilk may prevent cancer. Pages 391-
99 contain soyfoods recipes.
 On the rear dust jacket are endorsements from R. 
Buckminster Fuller, George McGovern, Christiane Northrup, 
M.D., Robert S. Mendelsohn, M.D., John Denver, and 
William Dufty. Address: Boston, Massachusetts.

4631. Ladizinsky, G. 1983. Study of evolutionary problems 
by means of seed protein electrophoresis. In: W. Gottschalk 
and P. Hermann, eds. 1983. Seed Proteins: Biochemistry, 
Genetics, Nutritive Value. The Hague, Boston, and London: 
Martinus Nijhoff / Dr. W. Junk. viii + 531 p. See p. 481-98. 
[70* ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. The signifi cance of seed 
protein electrophoresis in clarifying the origin of legume 
crops: Soybean (pioneered by Hymowitz). Chickpea. Lentil. 
Seed protein electrophoresis as a tool in tracing cereal 
evolution. The additive nature of seed protein profi le and its 
usefulness in studying evolution of polyploid cereals.
 “Osborne was the fi rst to characterize seed proteins 
according to their solubility potential. Later, amino 
acid analysis, ultracentrifugation, immunology and 
electrophoretic techniques were employed for a more precise 
determination of the various fractions of seed proteins.” 
Address: Faculty of Agriculture, The Hebrew Univ., 
Rehovot, Israel.

4632. Larkins, Brian A. 1983. Genetic engineering of seed 
storage proteins. In: Tsune Kosuge, C.P. Meredith, and A. 
Hollaender, eds. 1983. Genetic Engineering of Plants: An 
Agricultural Perspective. Basic Life Sciences 26. New York: 
Plenum Press. xi + 499 p. See p. 93-118. Illust. Index. 27 cm. 
[45 ref]
• Summary: Discusses the application of genetic engineering 
to seed storage proteins, soybean storage globulins, 7S 
and 11S protein genes, soybean protease inhibitor genes, 
conclusion. Address: Dep. of Botany and Plant Pathology, 
Purdue Univ., West Lafayette, Indiana 47907.

4633. Lin, Ann Chau-Fan. 1983. Chemical and sensory 
analysis of soy sauce. PhD thesis, University of Georgia. 125 
p. Page 1400 in volume 44/05-B of Dissertation Abstracts 
International. *
Address: Univ. of Georgia.

4634. Ory, R.L.; Sekul, A.A. 1983. Allergens in oilseeds. 
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In: J. Daussant, J. Mossé and J. Vaughan, eds. 1983. Seed 
Proteins. London and New York: Academic Press. xiv + 335 
p. See p. 83-99. Chap. 4. [48* ref]
• Summary: The oilseeds which contain the most 
problematic allergens are peanuts, cotton seed, and castor 
bean. Extracts of peanuts often cross-react with various 
beans and peas; especially soybeans.
 “The most common offenders among food allergens 
are cow’s milk, chocolate, cola beverages (made from 
Kola nuts), corn, eggs, the pea family of legumes (chiefl y 
peanuts), citrus fruits, tomato, wheat and other small grains, 
cinnamon, and artifi cial food colors.”
 Of the major cereal grains, wheat is the most frequent 
offender. “Wheat gluten hypersensitivity (coeliac disease 
[celiac disease]) produces an adverse response in individuals 
who are sensitive to wheat gluten. There are two primary 
theories on the cause of coeliac disease; that it is caused (1) 
by a defi ciency of peptidase or (b) by hypersensitivity to 
the gluten. The general conclusion however, is that, in most 
patients the precipitating factor and exact composition of 
the allergenic fraction are still unknown.” Address: Southern 
Regional Research Center, USDA-SEA, AR P.O. Box 19687, 
New Orleans, Louisiana.

4635. Payne, P.I. 1983. Breeding for protein quantity and 
protein quality in seed crops. In: J. Daussant, J. Mossé and J. 
Vaughan, eds. 1983. Seed Proteins. London and New York: 
Academic Press. xiv + 335 p. See p. 223-53. Chap. 11. [92* 
ref]
• Summary: “Western Europe has a wide protein defi cit. 
The UK for instance imports over 70% of its crude protein 
requirement (other than from grass), 819 kt [kilotonnes = 
1,000 metric tons] in 1974 (J.C.O., 1976). Most soybean is 
imported by West Germany, 3701 kt in 1974, followed by 
the Netherlands with 1590 kt (Wilson, 1977). A major plant 
breeding object in Europe is to reduce this protein defi cit. 
Currently, production of the soybean in Europe is largely 
confi ned to Romania, Bulgaria and Yugoslavia because the 
maritime climate of Western Europe is unsuitable for present 
varieties. A long term solution may be the development of 
new varieties of soybean which are adapted to the West 
European climate. It is likely in the short term that any 
reduction in soybean imports will be achieved by breeding 
new varieties of legumes that are currently grown in Europe. 
These are the fi eld bean, pea, lupin, French bean and the 
lentil. The recent demand for protein-rich legumes in Europe 
has arisen from the introduction of intensive rearing of 
monogastric farm animals.” Address: Plant Breeding Inst., 
Maris Lane, Trumpington, Cambridge, England.

4636. Pearson, A.M. 1983. Soy proteins. Developments 
in Food Proteins 2:67-108. Chap. 2. (B.J.F. Hudson, ed. 
London and Englewood, New Jersey: Applied Science 
Publishers). [108 ref]

• Summary: Contents: Summary. Introduction. Soybean 
production (worldwide). Structure of the soybean. Chemical 
composition of the soybean: Soy proteins (solubility, 
characterization, transformation of the 7S and 11S globulins), 
biologically active components (enzymes, protease 
inhibitors, hemagglutinins, goitrogens, estrogens, phytates, 
oligosaccharides, other substances, allergenic compounds, 
lysinoalanine). Nutritional value of soy proteins: Protein, 
vitamins, minerals, energy, soy protein and atherosclerosis. 
Processing of the soybean: Extraction of oil, processing 
of soybean meal, edible soy fl our and grit production, soy 
concentrates and isolates, spun soy proteins, textured soy 
products. Food uses of soy protein products: Cereal grain 
foods, dairy-type foods, snack foods and soups, meat, poultry 
and fi sh products, Oriental soy proteins (soy sauce, tofu). 
Address: Prof., Dep. of Food Science & Human Nutrition, 
Michigan State Univ., East Lansing, Michigan 48827.

4637. Pemberton, Cindy; Brown, Marcia. 1983. The creative 
eater’s handbook: Better nutrition through vegetarian eating. 
American Heart Assoc., Alameda County Chapter, 11200 
Golf Links Rd., Oakland, CA 94605. 36 p. 23 x 21 cm. [9 
ref]
• Summary: This booklet was developed by and is available 
at the Student Health Service, University of California, 
Berkeley. It “provides practical guidelines to ensure a tasty, 
nutritionally sound vegetarian diet whether you choose 
to limit meat in your diet, or eliminate all meat protein 
entirely.” Soyfoods listed as good sources of vitamins and 
minerals include: Calcium (tofu, soybeans), iron (soybeans, 
tofu). A recipe is given for Tofu quiche. Address: 1. MPH, 
RD; 2. MPH. Both: Univ. of California.

4638. Pusztai, A.; Croy, R.R.D.; Grant, G.; Stewart, J.C. 
1983. Seed lectins: Distribution, location and biological role. 
In: J. Daussant, J. Mossé and J. Vaughan, eds. 1983. Seed 
Proteins. London and New York: Academic Press. xiv + 335 
p. See p. 53-82. Chap. 3. [129* ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Occurrence in fl owering 
plants. Location and biological role: Location in the plant, 
ultrastructural location, biological role.
 Includes a discussion of lectins in soybean seeds. “The 
general occurrence in plants of proteins which agglutinate 
human or animal red cells has been well established since 
Stillmark’s original observation of the haemagglutination 
caused by extracts of the toxic Ricinus seeds (Stillmark, 
1888).” Address: 1,3-4. The Rowett Research Inst., 
Bucksburn, Aberdeen, Scotland; 2. Dep. of Botany, Univ. of 
Durham, Durham, England.

4639. Raaij, Joop M.A. van; Katan, M.B.; West, C.E. 1983. 
Infl uence of human diets containing casein and soy protein 
on serum cholesterol and lipoproteins in humans, rabbits, 
and rats. In: M.J. Gibney and D. Kritchevsky, eds. 1983. 
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Animal and Vegetable Proteins in Lipid Metabolism and 
Atherosclerosis. New York, NY: Alan R. Liss, Inc. ix + 177 
p. See p. 111-134. (Current Topics in Nutrition and Disease, 
Vol. 8). [52 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Materials and methods: 
Human subjects, animals, and diets, sampling of blood and 
liver and biochemical analysis. Results: Human experiments, 
feed consumption and growth of the experimental animals, 
serum cholesterol and lipoproteins and liver cholesterol in 
the experimental animals. Discussion: Species effects, age of 
the animals, differences in lipoprotein metabolism, possible 
mechanisms. Summary. Acknowledgments. Address: Dep. 
of Human Nutrition, Agricultural Univ., De Dreijen 12, 6703 
BC Wageningen, The Netherlands.

4640. Rasic, Jeremija Lj.; Kurmann, Joseph A. 1983. 
Bifi dobacteria and their role: Microbiological, nutritional-
physiological, medical and technological aspects and 
bibliography. Basel, Boston, Stuttgart: Birkhaeuser Verlag. 
295 p. Illust. 24 cm. Experientia Supplementum Vol. 39, 
and Fermented Fresh Milk Products and Their Cultures #2. 
[1225* ref]
• Summary: Probably the best and most comprehensive 
work on this genus of bacteria, which are widely believed 
to be benefi cial to humans. This is the earliest known 
book about bifi dobacteria, the predominant intestinal 
organisms of breast-fed infants and the major component 
of the large intestinal fl ora of human beings. Bifi dobacteria 
were fi rst isolated and described by the French researcher 
Henry Tissier in the period 1899 to 1900. He named the 
type species Bacillus bifi dus and found them to be the 
predominant organisms in the stools of breast-fed infants.
 The history of study of this organism can be divided 
into 2 periods: 1899-1957, and 1957 to the present. From 
1923-1934 the bacterium was named Bacteriodes bifi dus 
in Bergey’s Manual (eds. 1-4), then from 1939-1957 it 
was named Lactobacillus bifi dus in the same book (eds. 
5-7). Finally in the 8th edition of Bergey’s Manual (1974) 
these organisms were designated as a separate genus, 
Bifi dobacterium, comprising 11 species. They are non-
motile and non-sporeforming rods. Their optimum growth 
temperature is 36-38ºC. Scientifi c investigations during the 
fi rst period were concerned with: “the growth-promoting 
factors for bifi dobacteria; the occurrence of these organisms 
in the human intestinal tract; their signifi cance in the health 
of infants; and the devising of culture media for the isolation 
and maintenance of strains.” During the second period, 
knowledge concerning bifi dobacteria advanced rapidly. In 
1957 Dehnert divided them into 5 groups. Growth promoting 
factors were discovered.
 Chapter 6, titled “Nutritive and health values of dairy 
foods containing bifi dobacteria” states that “Bifi dobacteria 
may play signifi cant roles in the intestinal tract of infants. 
They produce organic acids which inhibit the growth of 

undesirable bacteria, and stimulate intestinal peristalsis. 
Their consumption also infl uences the metabolism of the gut 
bacteria, and some reports have indicated the possible value 
of bifi dobacteria in improving the nutrition of infants.
 “This potentially benefi cial role of bifi dobacteria in 
the intestinal tract of babies and children has led to their 
suggested use as dietary adjuncts in combination with their 
growth-promoting substances. Consequently cultured milk 
products containing B. bifi dum (L. bifi dus) may improve the 
nutritional and health values of the weaning diet.
 “The use of B. bifi dum together with L. acidophilus for 
the treatment of the side-effects of antibiotic therapy has 
shown benefi cial results.
 “Many reports have indicated the role of lactulose and/
or B. bifi dum in the compensational detoxication of subjects 
with chronic liver disease.” Fig. 6.3 (p. 89) compares 
the protein composition of cow’s ilk, human milk, and 
humanized breast milk substitute. Cow’s milk contains much 
more casein than human milk, much less -lactalbumin, and 
a signifi cant amount of Beta-lactoglobulin of which none 
is found in human milk. Human milk contains lysozyme 
and lactoferrin, which are not found in cow's milk or 
humanized breast milk substitute. Address: 1. Food Research 
Inst., Rumenacka 103, Novi Sad, Belgrade, Yugoslavia; 
2. Agricultural Inst., CH-1725 Grangeneuve-Fribourg, 
Switzerland.

4641. Rasyid, Abdul. 1983. Protein quality of soybean, 
red bean and corn tempeh. MSc thesis, Washington State 
University. viii + 46 leaves. 29 cm. *
• Summary: Includes bibliographic references (leaves 43-
46). Abdul Rasyid was born in 1950.

4642. Register, U.D.; Crooks, Hulda. 1983. Nutritionally 
adequate vegetarian diets. In: Miloslav Rechcigl, ed. 1983. 
CRC Handbook of Nutritional Supplements. Vol. I. Human 
Use. Boca Raton, FL: CRC Press. See p. 331-42. [41 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. What is a vegetarian 
diet? Protein requirement. Lacto-ovovegetarian diet. 
Lactovegetarian diet. Total vegetarian diet. Adequacy of 
plant proteins. Planning the vegetarian diet. Meat analogs.
 There are three basic types of “nonfl esh diets”: 1. 
Lacto-ovovegetarians include dairy products and eggs in 
their diets. 2. Lactovegetarians use only dairy products in 
addition to plant foods. 3. Total or pure vegetarians avoid all 
animal products. Many total vegetarians (vegans) “substitute 
soymilk and soy products for dairy products”; some refuse 
“even to wear shoes made of leather.” Address: 1. Prof. 
and Chairman, Dep. of Nutrition; 2. Research Asst., Health 
Education Dep. Both: School of Health, Loma Linda Univ., 
Loma Linda, California.

4643. Sams, Craig; Sams, Ann. 1983. The brown rice 
cookbook: A selection of delicious, wholesome recipes. New 
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York and England: Thorsons Publishers Inc. 128 p. Illust. by 
Clive Birch. Index. 20 cm.
• Summary: Page 14 gives a description of soya sauce, 
shoyu, tamari, and miso. Soy-related recipes include: Miso 
soup with brown rice (p. 30). Miso sauce (p. 54). Tamari 
sauce (p. 55). Miso rice (p. 125). Craig Sams has also written 
a book titled About Macrobiotics.
 “In the early 1960’s many people in Europe and the 
U.S.A. were attracted to the ideas of Georges Ohsawa, a 
Japanese who had rediscovered the importance of dietary 
balance in traditional Eastern medicine.” He taught 
macrobiotics, a dietary system in which brown rice plays a 
major role. “In the world of pop music the expression ‘brown 
rice sandwiches’ was used in association with the musicians 
who adopted wholefood diets.” Then in the mid-1970s came 
the bran boom with an upsurge of interest in sources of 
dietary fi bre, including brown rice.
 Why did brown rice ever lose its once pre-eminent 
position to white rice? “The answer lies partly in the fact that 
while white rice will keep almost indefi nitely, brown rice 
should be fresh. It attracts insects once it has been husked, so 
it needs more care in storage and more attention to effi cient 
distribution.” White rice also cooks more quickly.
 “Pythagoras would not let his students eat beans because 
he believed they inhibited the higher intellectual processes. 
However, it is likely that this was because the prevalent bean 
of classical Greece was the fava bean–harmless in itself but 
with a hard brown skin which, if regularly eaten, can lead to 
favism, symptoms of which are deterioration of vision and 
mental faculties.”

4644. Simons, Paul. 1983. Lecithin: The cholesterol 
controller. England: Thorsons Publishing Group. 96 p. Index. 
20 cm.
• Summary: This is a popular book. Contents: Introduction. 
1. What is lecithin: a miracle of complexity, a natural 
wonder, lecithin supplements (most lecithin comes from soya 
beans; granular lecithin and lecithin oil). 2. The versatile 
nutrient: attracting opposites, transforming fat. essential fatty 
acids are essential!, skin care, special foods and nerve foods, 
restoring energy, brain and memory.
 3. Facts about fats: the term “fat” includes oils, fi ve ways 
that fats are used in the body, two types of fats (saturated and 
unsaturated), the right kind of fat. 4. Controlling cholesterol: 
table showing cholesterol content of some common foods, 
the dangers of cholesterol, six main risk factors for coronary 
heart disease, 5. Protecting your heart: reducing cholesterol, 
experimental evidence for lecithin (no references), blood 
clots, dietary dangers, vitamins which help the heart (vitamin 
E, vitamin B complex, vitamin A, vitamin C, bran), other 
dietary methods of infl uencing heart disease. 6. The new 
research on cholesterol: HDL vs. LDL, the Israel Ischaemic 
Heart Disease Study (7 years; high HDL levels reduce 
mortality risk), 7. Staying slim and healthy: lecithin for 

weight reduction, lecithin for the liver, dissolving gallstones, 
diabetic diets, lecithin for the nerves and brain, a real tonic! 
8. Lecithin and the brain. 9. Eat your way to a healthy heart; 
Meat, poultry, fi sh, fats and oils, milk, eggs and cheese, 
desserts and pastry, vegetables, drinks, cooking at home, 
soups, fi sh, recipes. Glossary of terms used.
 The text on the back cover begins: “Lecithin has been 
called the miracle nutrient...” Address: G.R. Lane Health 
Products Ltd., Gloucester, England.

4645. Sirtori, C.R.; Noseda, G.; Descovich, G.C. 1983. 
Studies on the use of a soybean protein diet for the 
management of human hyperlipoproteinemias. In: M.J. 
Gibney and D. Kritchevsky, eds. 1983. Animal and Vegetable 
Proteins in Lipid Metabolism and Atherosclerosis. New 
York, NY: Alan R. Liss, Inc. ix + 177 p. See p. 135-48. 
(Current Topics in Nutrition and Disease, Vol. 8).
• Summary: In 1972 at the Center for the Study of 
Hyperlipidemias at the University of Milano, early attempts 
were initiated to replace animal proteins in a diet with 
textured vegetable proteins (TVP) from soybean. The 
only purpose at that time of the substitution was to fi nd a 
dietary substitute which would allow raising the ratio of 
polyunsaturated to saturated fatty acids beyond the limits 
reached by diets with animal proteins.
 These 10-year old studies conducted on 
“hypocholesterolemic volunteers clearly showed that the 
simple substitution of animal proteins with TVP resulted 
in a signifi cant decrease of plasma total and low-density 
lipoprotein levels.” Address: 1. Center E. Grossi Paoletti, 
Univ. of Milan, Milan, Italy; 2. Beata Vergine Hospital, 
Mendrisio, Switzerland; 3. Il Medical Clinic, Univ. of 
Bologna, Italy.

4646. Sosulski, Frank W. 1983. Legume protein 
concentration by air classifi cation. Developments in Food 
Proteins 2:173-213. Chap. 5. (B.J.F. Hudson, ed. London and 
Englewood, New Jersey: Applied Science Publishers). [61* 
ref]
• Summary: “Summary: Compared with oilseeds and 
cereals, the starchy legumes present certain advantages with 
regard to concentration of the protein and starch constituents. 
The mechanical separation by air classifi cation is much 
simpler than the complex technology involved in extractions 
with organic or aqueous solvents which are hazardous or 
costly processes. The double-pass procedure of pin milling 
and air classifi cation is effective in isolating 95-100 % of 
the starch in the coarse fraction, which is largely depleted in 
other seed constituents.”
 Contents: Introduction. Constituents other than protein 
and starch: cell wall material and sum of components, 
oligosaccharides as air-classifi ed fractions, antinutritive 
factors (such as phytic acid and saponins). Functional 
properties of legume fl our fractions: utilization of protein 
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fraction, utilization of starch fraction.
 Contains 20 tables. The main beans discussed are 
soybeans, lupin, chickpea, navybean, northern bean, cowpea, 
lima bean, fi eld pea, lentil, fababean, mung bean. Address: 
Prof. of Crop Science, Univ. of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, 
SASK, S7N 0W0, Canada.

4647. SoyaScan Questions. 1983. Questions about the history 
of tempeh. Further research needed. Compiled by William 
Shurtleff of Soyinfo Center.
• Summary: 1. Learn more about the early history of tempeh 
in Indonesia before 1875. There must be some earlier 
references by missionaries, travelers, traders, etc.
 2. Learn more about tempeh (tou chiah ping) in China.
 3. Were there no references to tempeh by Indonesians 
prior to Soetan in 1956? Not even dictionaries?
 4. How does the vitamin B-12 content of fresh tempeh 
compare with that of cooked (boiled, fried) tempeh?
 5. Which was the fi rst commercial European tempeh 
Co? Firma E.S. Lembekker in Jan.1959? Ask them about 
Firma ENTI?
 6. Where was ENTI founded? When did they start to sell 
tempeh commercially? Where did the April 1946 founding 
date come from? Europe? van Dappern?
 7. Did Robert van Dappern learn to make tempeh from 
the man who started Firma ENTI? If not, from whom? When 
did he move his plant to Kerkrade (about 1972-73)? When 
did he buy the $1 million plant (about 1980-81)? In mid-
1982 was production 7,000 lb/wk or 10,000 lb/day as Ike 
said? How much tempeh does he make now each day? Each 
week?
 8. What have Hedger and Basuki done with tempeh at 
Wales and what are they planning to do (O’Neill 1980)? Did 
they ever start a tempeh plant?
 9. How many pages does Nakazawa have on Rhizopus? 
Does he mention tempeh at Penicillium?
 10. Who wrote the early article on tempeh at Kyushu 
University, Japan, that interested Torigoe?
 11. Get full citations for and copies of the following 
documents: Wigman, pre 1900.
 12. Did Ohta or Karauchi write an early article on 
tempeh in about Showa 7 or 8 (1932-33)? Ohta mentioned 
this.
 13. Try to get the article (about 1947-48) from Nosan 
Seizo, written by Ohta Teruo or Nakano Masahiro.
 14. When did the Natto Gyokai News (or any natto 
newspaper) publish its fi rst article on tempeh. I’d like to 
get copies of all early and recent important articles it has 
published.
 15. Dr. S.O. Robson, Netherlands. Reward of $1 per 
year for citations on tempeh prior to 1875. Maximum $100.
 16. K.K. Fuji was interested in Japan since 1980, says 
Dr. Wang at NRRC. Who are they? Who is Nihon Kogyo?
 17. Get samples of Michael Cohen’s new tempeh bags 

and labels.
 18. Get answers to all the questions I wrote to Watanabe 
and Takamine in Kyushu.
 19. Who made the early tempeh starter in Japan?
 20. KOPTI: Please send me the names and locations 
by city of Indonesia’s fi ve largest tempeh companies. How 
many kg of tempeh does each make per week?
 21. Get a full bibliographical citation for Kawarai.

4648. Sugano, Michihiro. 1983. Hypocholesterolemic effect 
of plant protein in relation to animal protein: Mechanism 
of action. In: M.J. Gibney and D. Kritchevsky, eds. 1983. 
Animal and Vegetable Proteins in Lipid Metabolism and 
Atherosclerosis. New York, NY: Alan R. Liss, Inc. ix + 177 
p. See p. 51-84. (Current Topics in Nutrition and Disease, 
Vol. 8). [99 ref]
• Summary: Discusses the cholesterol-lowering effect of soy 
protein. Address: Lab. of Nutrition Chemistry, Kyushu Univ. 
School of Agriculture, Fukuoka 812, Japan.

4649. Swaminathan, Mahadeva. 1983. Oilseed and nut 
proteins. In: Miloslav Rechcigl, ed. 1983. CRC Handbook 
of Nutritional Supplements. Vol. I. Human Use. Boca Raton, 
FL: CRC Press. 564 p. See p. 3-27. [147* ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Production: Soybeans, 
cottonseed, sesame seed, copra, sunfl ower seed. The 
chemical composition and nutritive value of the proteins 
of certain oilseeds and nuts: Chemical composition, 
essential amino acid composition and nutritive value of 
proteins, amino acid supplementation of the proteins of 
oilseeds and nuts. Deleterious constituents present in 
oilseeds and legumes. Effect of processing on the nutritive 
value. Processed foods based on oilseeds and their meals: 
Preparation of edible meals, protein isolates from oilseeds 
and nuts. Infant foods and milk substitutes from oilseeds and 
nuts: Infant foods and milk substitutes from soybeans (soy 
milk, dried soybean milk, large-scale production), nutritive 
value of soybean milk and soybean milk proteins (animal 
experiments, treatment of protein malnutrition in children), 
feeding experiments with infants and children, milk 
substitutes and infant foods from peanuts, nutritive value of 
peanut milk and its proteins, feeding trials with infants and 
children, coconut milk and products based on coconut milk. 
Milk substitutes based on other nuts and oilseeds: Almond 
milk, cashewnut milk. Protein foods based on oilseed meals 
and isolates: Supplements based on soybean meal, on peanut 
meal, on cottonseed fl our, on sesame fl our, on coconut meal, 
on sunfl ower seed meal. Other processed products based 
on oilseeds and nuts and their meals: Products based on 
peanut and peanut fl our, enriched tapioca fl our and macaroni 
products, products based on soybean and soybean meal 
(baked products, macaroni products, tofu, natto, tempeh), 
foods based on protein isolates from peanut and soybean, 
products based on peanut protein isolate, products based on 
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soy protein isolate (infant foods, textured food products). 
Conclusion.
 Table 13 (p. 18) lists “Supplementary foods for weaned 
infants and preschool children.” The following contain soya 
(usually defatted soy fl our): Protein Food I and II (India). 
Fortifex (Brazil). Cerealina (Brazil; with full-fat soy fl our). 
Multipurpose Food, CSM, WSB (USA). Pronutro (South 
Africa).
 Note: On pages 156-57 is a brief description of quark, 
a non-fermented edible milk protein product widely used 
in Germany. It is a fresh, uncured dairy cheese, usually 
sold in bulk form. Versatile and easy to use, it is made 
by coagulating the milk exactly like cottage cheese, “but 
instead of cutting, cooking, and washing the curd particles, 
the whole coagulum is passed through a specially designed 
centrifuge” to separate the whey from the solidifi ed protein 
curd, which is then cooled and packaged in bulk. When 
made under sanitary conditions, the quark has a good shelf 
life under refrigeration. Some 30-40 different food products 
based on quark (such as spreads, dips, and desserts) are now 
sold in western and eastern Europe. A survey concluded 
that quark has considerable potential in the USA if (like 
yogurt, the most newly accepted dairy food in the USA) it 
is well advertised and promoted. Address: Retired, Applied 
Nutrition and Dietetics Discipline, and Emeritus Scientist, 
CFTRI, Mysore, India.

4650. Terpstra, A.H.M.; Hermus, R.J.J.; West, C.E. 1983. 
Dietary protein and cholesterol metabolism in rabbits 
and rats. In: M.J. Gibney and D. Kritchevsky, eds. 1983. 
Animal and Vegetable Proteins in Lipid Metabolism and 
Atherosclerosis. New York, NY: Alan R. Liss, Inc. ix + 177 
p. See p. 19-49. (Current Topics in Nutrition and Disease, 
Vol. 8). Illust. Index. 24 cm. [62* ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Dietary protein and 
total serum cholesterol: Nature of dietary protein and 
amino acids (rabbits, rats), proportion of protein in the diet 
(rabbits, rats), age and cholesterolemic response to casein 
diets, fat and fi ber in the diet and cholesterolemic response 
to dietary casein. Dietary protein and serum lipoproteins: 
Rabbits, rats. Dietary protein and atherosclerosis. Possible 
mechanisms. Summary. Address: 1&3. Dep. of Human 
Nutrition, Agricultural Univ., De Dreijen 12, 6703 BC 
Wageningen, Netherlands; 2. Central Inst. for Nutrition and 
Food Research (CIVO-TNO), P.O. Box 360, 3700 AJ Zeist, 
The Netherlands.

4651. Thano, P.; Mara, V. 1983. Vlera aminoacidike e 
proteinave ne disa nga ushqimet kryesore qe perdoren ne 
ushqimet e kombinuara te kafsheve [The amino acid value of 
the proteins in some important feeds for livestock]. Buletini 
i Shkencave Zooteknike e Veterinare (Bulletin of Zoological 
and Veterinary Sciences, Albania) No. 1. p. 107-111. [5 ref. 
Alb; eng; fre]*

Address: Inst. Kerkimeve Blegtorale, Tirana, Albania.

4652. Thrash, Agatha Moody; Thrash, Calvin L., Jr. 1983. 
The animal connection: The link between cancer, other 
diseases from animals, and foods of animal origin. Seale, 
Alabama: Yuchi Pines Institute. vii + 163 p. Index. 22 cm. 
[248 ref]
• Summary: A detailed, carefully documented look at 
medical and hygienic arguments favoring a vegan diet. Both 
authors are physicians and Seventh-day Adventists. Agatha 
was born in 1931.
 Contents: Introduction 1. Diseases Transmissible to Man 
from Animals and Animal Products: Causes of Diseases, 
Sickness in Farm and Food Animals, Meat Inspection, 
Antibiotics in Animal Feed.
 2. Chickens, Pigs, Fish and Bees: Poultry and Eggs, 
Diseases from Pork and Pork Products, Fish, Bees and 
Honey.
 3. Some Specifi c Diseases Obtained from Animals: Skin 
Diseases in Animals, Salmonellosis and Other Diseases, 
Causing Diarrhea, Staphylococci, Brucellosis, Streptococci, 
Hepatitis, Newcastle Disease, Leptospirosis, Multiple 
Sclerosis, Alzheimer’s Disease, Foot-and-Mouth Disease, 
Cats, Dogs, and Other House Pets, Diseases from Other 
Animals, Diseases from Wild Animals, Animal Products 
Such as Bone Meal.
 4. The Relation Between Milk, Eggs, and Other 
Animal Products and Cancer: Causes of Cancer, Cancer is 
Transmissible, The Helper Virus, Is the Virus Idea New to 
Cancer?, Virus in Milk, Blood, or Flesh, Cancer and Contact 
with Animals, Cancer Incidence Rising, The Virus of One 
Animal May Infect Another Species.
 5. The Extent of Cancer: Leukemia and Lymphoma, 
Factors Which Increase Susceptibility to Cancer, Nutritional 
Factors, Overeating as a Factor, Lifestyle Factors.
 6. Foods to Use Instead of Milk and Hogs: Simple and 
Easy, Know Your Needs, Keep it Balanced, Osteoporosis, 
Native Diet of Japan, Eat for Strength.
 7. Milk Induced Disease: Milk Injury, A Common 
Finding, The Milk Mystique, By-Products of Milk, Sugar 
and Milk Combinations Dangerous.
 7. Milk-Induced Diseases. Milk Injury, A Common 
Finding, The Milk Mystique, By-Products of Milk, Sugar 
and Milk Combinations Dangerous.
 8. Diseases from Milk Fat: Fat Alters Red Blood Cells 
and Circulation, Aging Fats in Cheese-Making.
 9. Proteins and Amino Acids in Milk: The Protein of 
Milk, Milk Causes Drowsiness, Leucine and Blood Sugar.
 10. Vitamin-Mineral Content of Milk: Balance Not 
Benefi cial for Adults, Vitamin D and Magnesium, Milk 
Increases the Need for Many Nutrients.
 11. Xanthine Oxidase–A New Culprit? What Causes 
Heart and Artery Disease? Milkshakes and Tonsillectomy.
 12. Diseases Caused by Contaminants in Milk: Things 
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Get Into Milk, Goat’s Milk Not the Answer, Goiters in 
Tasmania.
 13. Food Intolerance from Milk: A Widespread 
Condition, Rectal Bleeding. Ulcerative Colitis, Peptic 
Ulcer Treatment?, Many Childhood Disorders Can Be Milk 
Sensitivities, Colic, Colds, and Childhood Hypertension, 
Infantile Diarrhea, Feeding Problems.
 14. Lactose: Lactose Sensitivity–A Large Problem Often 
Misdiagnosed, Milk Distribution Programs–Who Benefi ts?
 15. Allergies to Dairy Products: Begin at Birth to 
Prevent Allergies Failure to Thrive, Anemia, and Respiratory 
Disease.
 16. Cheese: Decomposition of Milk, Rennet and 
Ripening, Polio Viruses and Cheddar Cheese.
 17. Hunger and Appetite as Related to Milk: Appetite is 
Cultivated, Milk Appetite May Be An Allergy.
 Appendix A. Appendix B. Appendix C: Does the 
virus control the type of cancer produced? Address: Seale, 
Alabama.

4653. Vaughan, J.G. 1983. Use of seed proteins in taxonomy 
and phylogeny. In: J. Daussant, J. Mossé and J. Vaughan, 
eds. 1983. Seed Proteins. London and New York: Academic 
Press. xiv + 335 p. See p. 135-53. Chap. 6. [116* ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Serology. Lectins. Gel 
electrophoresis. Amino acid sequence data. Industrial and 
agricultural applications. Discussion. “Taxonomy is the 
oldest of the biological disciplines.”
 In the section titled “Industrial and Agricultural 
Applications,” the author states: “Seed protein analysis 
may also be useful for the identifi cation of various food 
products... Most of this type of work in food analysis has 
concerned the identifi cation of soya (Glycine max) in meat 
products.” Address: Dep. of Biology, Queen Elizabeth 
College, London, England.

4654. Walford, Roy L. 1983. Maximum life span. New York 
and London: W.W. Norton. xiv + 256 p. Illust. 22 cm. [189* 
ref]
• Summary: This book and research traces its roots back 
to the work of Dr. Clive McCay of Cornell University, 
Ithaca, New York. In Chapter 5, “Undernutrition now” 
(p. 98-101), Dr. Wolford discusses McCay’s work: “Clive 
McCay’s classic undernutrition experiments, performed 
at Cornell University in the mid 1930s, in some instances 
approximately doubled both 50 percent survivals and 
maximum life span of rats. The undernutrition regimes could 
almost certainly be adapted to human use. Notice carefully 
here the word undernutrition here rather than malnutrition. 
In an undernutrition regime, the total intake of calories is 
sharply limited but there’s no lack of critical nutrients such 
as vitamins, essential amino acids, fatty acids, and minerals. 
‘Undernutrition without malnutrition’ is the key concept in 
dietary modulation of the life span” (p. 98).

 Dr. McCay initiated “his long and famous series of 
studies by feeding experimental rats, on a daily basis and 
beginning at weaning, about 60 percent of the caloric intake 
of rats allowed to eat as much as they wanted. The restricted 
diet was supplemented with extra vitamins and minerals. On 
this 60 percent regimen the animals’ growth rate was greatly 
retarded although in other ways they were super healthy. 
They could be held in a growth-retarded state for up to 1,000 
days, by which time all the normally fed rats had died. When 
the retarded rats were allowed a full diet, they began to grow 
again. They were also sexually active and could reproduce at 
a far more advanced age than normally fed rats” (p. 99-100).
 In Appendix B: Menus and recipes, Dr. Walford includes 
soybeans (p. 227) and soybean curd [tofu] (p. 231).
 Dr. Walford also discusses “how functional age 
may differ from chronological age” and asks: “Are you 
biologically younger or older than your actual years?” Other 
factors include food supplements (such as vitamins and 
antioxidants) and lots of regular, vigorous activity.
 A portrait photo (in a positive review in Vegetarian 
Times, Dec. 1983, p. 60) shows Dr. Walford–with shaven 
head and long mustache. Address: M.D., Gerontologist, 
UCLA Medical School.

4655. Wang, H.L. 1983. Oriental soybean foods. In: Ivan 
A. Wolff, ed. 1983. CRC Handbook of Processing and 
Utilization in Agriculture. Vol. II: Part 2. Plant Products. 
Boca Raton, FL: CRC Press, Inc. See p. 91-106. Illust. 
Index. 26 cm. CRC Series in Agriculture. [10 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Traditional 
nonfermented soybean foods. Fermented soybean foods. 
Tables: (1) Oriental nonfermented soybean foods: Fresh 
green soybeans, soybean sprouts, soybean milk, protein-lipid 
fi lm [yuba], soybean curd [tofu], soybean fl our (local names: 
Tou-fen, kinako). (2A) Composition of some indigenous 
soybean foods, 100 g, edible portion. (2B) Composition 
of some indigenous soybean foods, 100 g, edible portion. 
(3) Essential amino acid content of some indigenous 
soybean foods. (4) Oriental fermented soybean foods. (5) 
Characteristics of rice miso in relation to fermentation 
condition. (6) Average composition of soy sauce made from 
whole soybeans and defatted soybean meal. (7) Composition 
of various types of miso.
 Figures: (1) Flow sheet for the preparation of soybean 
milk and its related products. (2) Flow sheet for manufacture 
of soy sauce. (3) Flow sheet for manufacture of miso. 
(4) Flow sheet for making hamanatto. (5) Flow sheet for 
preparation of sufu. (6) Flow sheet for tempeh fermentation. 
(7) Flow sheet for preparation of natto.
 Note: Vol. 1 is “Animal products.” Vol. 2 is “Plant 
products,” Part A. Vol. 3 is “Plant products,” Part B. Address: 
Northern Regional Research Center, Peoria, Illinois.

4656. Watkins, T.R. 1983. Dietetic applications of lecithin. 
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In: J.N. Hawthorne and D. Lekim, eds. 1983. Soya 
Lecithin Dietetic Applications: Proceedings of the Second 
International Colloquium on Soya Lecithin. Hoya, West 
Germany: Semmelweiss-Verlag. 180 p. See p. 137-65. [60 
ref]
• Summary: Contents: Summary. Precis. Introduction. 
Lecithin intake. Advertising claims. Diet and 
neurotransmitters. Dietary choline, lecithin and tissue levels. 
Absorption. Lecithin and cardiovascular disease. Movement 
disorders. Learning and memory. Mania. Lecithin and 
prostaglandins. Address: Dep. of Food Science & Human 
Nutrition, Univ. of Delaware, Newark, DE 19711.

4657. Weiss, E.A. 1983. Oilseed crops. London and New 
York: Longman. x + 660 p. Foreword by Sir Charles Pereira, 
F.R.S. Illust. Index. 23 cm. [933 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Foreword. Acknowledgements. 1. 
Introduction. 2. World production and trade in oilseeds: 
Castor, groundnut, rapeseed, saffl ower, sesame, soyabean, 
sunfl ower, niger, crambe, jojoba, cost of production. 3. 
Castor. 4. Groundnut. 5. Rapeseed. 6. Saffl ower. 7, Sesame.
 8. Soyabean: General description, climatic requirements, 
soils, fertilizers, nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium, minor 
elements, cultivation, weed control, irrigation, harvesting, 
storage, pests, diseases, breeding.
 9. Sunfl ower. 10. Crambe, niger and jojoba. 11. Oilseed 
processing and products: Oil, meal, fl ours.
 Appendixes: 1. Comparison of some common vegetable 
oils. 2. Some characteristics of common vegetable oils. 
Average tocopherol content of some vegetable oils. 4. 
Comparison of oilseed meals from various countries, 
received in London. 5. Defi nition of selected terms used in 
the text and tables.
 Contains very little information about the history, and 
almost no information about the utilization (other than oil 
and meal) of each crop. Address: Consultant in Tropical 
Agriculture, Victoria, Australia.

4658. Wolf, W.J. 1983. Soybeans and other oilseeds. In: 
Martin Grayson, executive editor. 1983. Kirk-Othmer: 
Encyclopedia of Chemical Technology, 3rd ed. Vol. 21 (SI-
SU). New York: John Wiley & Sons. See p. 417-42. [28 ref]
• Summary: The four principal oilseed crops grown in 
the United States are soybeans, cottonseed, peanuts, and 
sunfl owers. The following information is given on each of 
the four: Botanical classifi cation, area of production, and use. 
Physical characteristics. Chemical composition. Harvesting 
and storage. Processing. Economic aspects. Nutritional 
properties and antinutritional factors. Oilseed products and 
uses: Oil (edible oil, nonfood uses), protein products (feeds, 
edible products, industrial products), food products.
 A table (p. 431) gives estimates of the amount of edible 
soy protein products produced in the USA in 1980, and 
wholesale prices as of Feb. 1982 (based on the author’s 

personal communication with N.R. Lockmiller of A.E. Staley 
Mfg. Co., Decatur, Illinois, Aug. 1981 and Feb. 1982): Soy 
fl ours and grits, 261,000 tonnes (metric tons), $0.27/kg; Soy 
protein concentrates 35,000 tonnes, $0.90/kg; Textured soy 
fl ours and textured soy protein concentrates 41,000 tonnes, 
textured fl our $0.64/kg and textured concentrates $1.15/kg; 
soy protein isolates 33,000 tonnes, $2.42/kg.
 Table 12 gives non-food U.S. use distribution of 
soybean oil in 1976: Paint and varnish 38,000 tonnes; Resins 
and plastics 37,000 tonnes; Other drying oil products 2,000 
tonnes; Fatty acids 12,000 tonnes; Others (including soap) 
15,000 tonnes; Foots and losses 230,000 tonnes (Source: 
USDA-ERS Fats and Oils Situation, FOS-290, Feb. 1978).
 Note: On the editorial board of this encyclopedia are: 
Herman F. Mark and Donald F. Othmer (both: Polytechnic 
Inst. of New York), Charles G. Overberger (Univ. of 
Michigan), Glenn T. Seaborg (Univ. of California, Berkeley). 
Address: Northern Regional Research Center, Peoria, 
Illinois.

4659. Yamaguchi, Mas. 1983. World vegetables: Principles, 
production and nutritive values. Westport, Connecticut: AVI 
Publishing Co., Inc. xv + 415 p. Illust. Index. 24 cm. [9 soy 
ref]
• Summary: In Chapter 21, “Vegetable legumes” is a section 
titled “Soybean, Soya: Glycine hispida. Perhaps the most 
important leguminous crop in the world, the soybean is 
grown chiefl y for its dry seeds. The soybean is included 
in this chapter because of its use “as a vegetable at the 
immature bean stage.” Vegetable soybeans are harvested 
“while the beans are still succulent and have not begun to 
accumulate much starch and oil.” A map (p. 274) shows 
soybean maturity groups. A diagram (p. 275) shows 
“Temperature requirements at [six] different stages of 
growth” (minimum, suffi cient, and optimum temperatures). 
The soybean is also discussed on pages 48 (protease 
inhibitors), 49 (hemagglutinins), 53 (antivitamin A and D), 
58 (saponins), 289 (bibliography).
 The section on harvest and storage of sweet corn (p. 
171-72) also applies to vegetable soybeans. Sweet corn 
should be harvested early in the morning to take advantage 
of the cool temperature. Immediately after harvest, the 
temperature of the ears of corn should be lowered to 10ºC 
(50ºF) by immersion in ice water. The ears should be 
cooled further to near 0ºC (32ºF) as soon as possible. Low 
temperature decreases the rate of conversion of sugars into 
sweet starch; this the corn tastes sweeter when eaten. The 
recommended storage temperature is 0ºC (32ºF).
 Also discusses: Peanuts (p. 50, 58, 275, 288-89). Kudzu 
(p. 165; Pueraria lobata, P. thunbergiana, Pachyrrhizus 
trilobus). Adzuki bean, azuki (p. 281, 290; Phaseolus 
angularis). Winged bean, Goa bean, four-angled bean (p. 
282-84, 290; Psophocarpus tetragonolobus, Tetragonolobus 
purpureus). Bambara ground nut, Madagascar peanut 
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(p. 287, 290; Voandzeia subterranea). Address: Dep. of 
Vegetable Crops, Univ. of California at Davis, California.

4660. Galactina, AG. 1983? Galactina. 3123 Belp, 
Switzerland. 12 p. 24 x 24 cm. Undated.
• Summary: On page 6 we read: “Naga-Sonda is a fully-
balanced, low-bulk, natural food concentrate for the 
complete nourishment of adults and children.
 “Naga-Sonda is produced from soya by a new process 
and contains all the essential nutritional constituents such 
as albumen, fats, carbohydrates, essential amino-acids, 
vitamins, minerals and trace elements.
 “Naga-Sonda is chiefl y employed as an ideal, easily 
digested complete nutrient for feeding by tube in:
 “disorders of the swallowing process and oesophagus
 “neuro and maxillary surgical operations
 “progressive muscular distrophy
 “refusal to eat (anorexia)
 “loss of consciousness etc.
 “Naga-Sonda is free from lactose, possesses ideal 
osmolarity, and reduces cholesterine.
 “Naga-Sonda is available either in powder form 
[introduced in Oct. 1964], which is easily prepared simply 
by adding water, or ready for use as a concentrated liquid 
[introduced in 1981].”
 A photo shows Naga-Sonda products and packages. 
Address: Belp, Switzerland.

4661. Nisshin Oil Mills, Ltd. 1983? [Soybean proteins 
(Catalog)]. Japan. 1 p. Undated. [Jap]
• Summary: This 1-page color leafl et shows 5 soy protein 
products made by Nisshin. For each, a photo shows the 
product in a shallow white bowl, and a nutritional analysis is 
given; for the fi rst three the package (a 10 kg multiwall paper 
sack) is also shown. The products are: Soymee S (textured 
soy protein, 51% protein and 1% fat, probably textured soy 
fl our). Sol-P 600 (powdered product for use in various kinds 
of fi sh paste, based on soy protein concentrate; 64% protein 
and 1% fat). Sol-P-S (powdered soymilk, 27.5% protein 
and 28.5% fat). Imitation bacon bits (31.5% protein and 
39.4% fat). Full fat soybean fl our (39% protein and 20% fat). 
Address: Japan.

4662. Bishop, Jerry E. 1984. Scientists are fi rming link to 
cholesterol with coronary heart disease: Genetic defects 
play a role in fat deposits’ buildup; protein and globetrotters. 
Clearer diagnosis. Wall Street Journal. Jan. 10. p. 1, 16. [1 
ref]
• Summary: Scientists are fi nding the fi nal connections in 
the chain of evidence linking cholesterol to heart attacks 
and coronary heart disease (CHD). For more than 25 years, 
physicians, scientists, and public health researchers have 
been arguing about these relationships. The main problems 
arise when people “overload their system with a diet high in 

animal fats.”
 All the evidence to date shows benefi ts from lowering 
cholesterol. Discusses the roles of HDL (high density 
lipoproteins), LDL, and VLDL. Address: Staff reporter.

4663. Brody, Jane E. 1984. Lowering cholesterol in blood: 
Adhering to a diet low in saturated fats is one key. New York 
Times. Jan. 18. p. C1.
• Summary: “The American Heart Association has long 
recommended that cholesterol intake be limited to 300 
milligrams a day and that fats represent no more than 30 
percent of total calories, with only one-third of them from 
saturated fat. Some experts say these levels are still too 
high, and that a major reduction in premature heart disease 
requires a 150-milligram limit on cholesterol and a total fat 
intake of only 20 percent of calories or less.
 “Cholesterol is a waxy alcohol that is found only 
in animal foods. No foods derived from plants contain 
cholesterol. In general, the more cholesterol you consume, 
the higher your blood cholesterol level is likely to be. Foods 
that are especially high in cholesterol include egg yolks (the 
yolk of one large egg has 252 milligrams of cholesterol) and 
organ meats like liver and kidneys...
 “Perhaps more important than the actual amount of 
cholesterol in the diet may be the amount of saturated 
fats that are consumed. Saturated fats actually raise the 
cholesterol level in your blood, regardless of how little 
cholesterol you may consume. Saturated fats are those that 
are hard at room temperature...
 “Certain types of dietary fi ber help to lower blood 
cholesterol levels. Fiber is found only in plant foods. 
Especially effective in lowering cholesterol are the fi bers in 
carrots; oats; apples and other fruits, and soybeans, chickpeas 
and probably other beans...” The author recommends 
substituting tofu for meat in some main dishes. Regular 
exercise raises the body’s level of HDL-cholesterol, the 
benefi cial type.

4664. Lipid Research Clinics Program. 1984. The Lipid 
Research Clinics coronary primary prevention trial results. II. 
The relationship of reduction in incidence of coronary heart 
disease to cholesterol lowering. JAMA: J. of the American 
Medical Association 251(3):365-74. Jan. 20. [38 ref]
• Summary: A ten-year federal study shows conclusively for 
the fi rst time that high blood cholesterol is directly related 
to coronary heart disease and health. The $150 million 
study, involving 3,806 middle-aged men, shows that “high 
risk” men cut their chance of having heart attacks in half 
by lowering blood cholesterol levels only 25%. As a rule of 
thumb, the investigators said, a 1% drop in cholesterol was 
associated with a 2% reduction in the rate of coronary heart 
disease.
 Note: The editor of JAMA stated in a January interview 
with The New York Times that “These two articles will be 
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looked at 25 years from now as the defi nitive articles that 
secured the cholesterol theory of coronary heart disease.” 
Address: National Heart, Lung, and Blood Inst., Bethesda, 
Maryland.

4665. Lipid Research Clinics Program. 1984. The Lipid 
Research Clinics coronary primary prevention trial results. I. 
Reduction in incidence of coronary heart disease. JAMA: J. 
of the American Medical Association 251(3):351-64. Jan. 20. 
[39 ref]
• Summary: The fi ndings show that “reducing total 
cholesterol by reducing low-density lipoprotein cholesterol 
(LDL-C) levels can diminish the incidence of coronary heart 
disease morbidity and mortality in men at high risk for CHD 
because of raised LDL-C levels. This clinical trial provides 
strong evidence for a causal role for these lipids in the 
pathogenesis of CHD.”
 “Coronary heart disease (CHD) remains the major 
cause of death and disability in the United States and in 
other industrialized countries despite recent declines in CHD 
mortality rates. It accounts for more deaths annually than 
any other disease, including all forms of cancer combined. 
Nationally, more than 1 million heart attacks occur each year 
and more than a half million people still die as a result... In 
direct health care costs, lost wages, and productivity, CHD 
costs the United States more than $60 billion a year.”
 Note: The editor of JAMA stated in a January interview 
with The New York Times that “These two articles will be 
looked at 25 years from now as the defi nitive articles that 
secured the cholesterol theory of coronary heart disease.” 
Address: National Heart, Lung, and Blood Inst., Bethesda, 
Maryland.

4666. Alfa-Laval Food & Dairy Engineering AB. 1984. Soy 
milk allied products. Text for explanation of overhead set III. 
Lund, Sweden. 25 p. Jan. Unpublished manuscript. [Eng]
• Summary: Probably developed and presented by John 
Wilson, this document contains reproductions of the 38 
slides, tables, and charts used in the presentation, plus text to 
describe each.
 Picture 8. Soy milk plant design depends upon protein 
balance between: “Protein in soy base and protein in 
product.” A table mentions 11% of concentrate (p. 6).
 Picture 11 describes a plant to produce 3,000 kg/hour 
of soy milk. Equipment requirements include: “Soy base 
extraction unit size–294 kg/hour of soybeans. Soy base at 
5.5% protein–1,495 kg/hour. Soy base storage–17,945 kg/
day” (p. 8).
 Picture 13 describes “The soy base extraction process” A 
diagram titled “Extraction” shows “Soy milk extract out” (p. 
8).
 Picture 15 discusses “Features of Alfa-Laval’s soy milk 
base extraction system” include: Continuous. Maximized 
protein recovery. Enzyme lipoxygenase destruction to 

100%. Waste heat recovery. Hermetic grinding. No foam 
suppressant chemicals required. Cleaning in place.
 18-20. Decanter centrifuge. 21. Enzyme and trypsin 
inhibitor deactivation and deodorization. 22. Deodorization. 
23. Cooling and storage. 24. Dairylike products you can 
make from soy milk. 25-26. Blending. 27. Clarifi cation (no 
longer included as standard equipment). 28. VTIS system of 
direct steam injection into product for UHT processing. 29-
30. Steritherm UHT process and features. 31. Recombining 
and “recombined soy milk” which can be made “from soy 
protein isolates or from soy milk concentrates or from spray 
dried soy milk powder.” 34. Other product possibilities (incl. 
“concentrated soy milk”). 38. Mentions “soy base extract.” 
Address: Dep. FD, Box 1008, S-221 03 Lund, Sweden.

4667. Koehler, Lennart; Meeuwisse, G.; Mortensson, W. 
1984. Food intake and growth of infants between six and 
twenty-six weeks of age on breast milk, cow’s milk, or soy 
formula. Acta Paediatrica Scandinavica 73(1):40-48. Jan. 
[20 ref]
• Summary: “In 59 normal infants attending well-baby 
clinics, food consumption was registered until 26 and 
growth until 52 weeks of age. They were either breast-fed 
or formula-fed with a cow’s milk product or a soy protein 
product... The soy formula-fed children, who happened to 
be 200 g. heavier at birth, had lower weight gains during 
the fi rst 6 weeks than the other 2 groups. Thereafter, the 
average weights of the soy formula group did not differ 
from the other groups. At 3 months, the soy formula-fed 
children displayed a slower mineralisation and maturation 
of bone, but the difference was no longer signifi cant when 
re-examined at 6 months. Formulas based on soy protein 
isolates seem to be acceptable as substitutes for cow’s milk 
formulas in feeding normal infants.” Address: Dep. of 
Pediatrics and Dep. of Diagnostic Radiology, University 
Hospital, Lund, Sweden.

4668. Mahalko, Janet R.; Sandstead, H.H.; Johnson, L.K.; et 
al. 1984. Effect of consuming fi ber from corn bran, soy hulls, 
or apple powder on glucose tolerance and plasma lipids in 
type II diabetes. American J. of Clinical Nutrition 39(1):25-
34. Jan. [32 ref]
• Summary: Consumption of soy hulls slightly improved 
some measures of glucose tolerance, but results varied 
among studies. Soy hulls can also reduce blood serum 
cholesterol. Address: USDA Science & Education 
Administration, Human Nutrition Lab., Grand Forks, North 
Dakota 58201.

4669. Terpstra, A.H.M.; West, C.E.; Fennis, 
J.T.C.M.; Schouten, J.A.; van der Veen, E.A. 1984. 
Hypocholesterolemic effect of dietary soy protein versus 
casein in rhesus monkeys Macaca mulatta. American J. of 
Clinical Nutrition 39(1):1-7. Jan. [32 ref]
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• Summary: Ten mature female rhesus monkeys were 
alternately fed semipurifi ed diets containing casein or soy 
or soy protein for periods of 13 to 17 weeks. Each diet was 
fed for 2 periods, starting with a commercial diet. When 
the casein in the diet was replace by soy protein, there was 
a signifi cant decrease in serum cholesterol levels. Finally, 
when the animals were changed back to the casein diet, there 
was a signifi cant increase in serum cholesterol. The main 
changed in serum cholesterol were changes in low-density 
lipoprotein [bad] cholesterol. Address: Dep. of Human 
Nutrition, Agricultural Univ., De Dreijen 12, 6703 BC 
Wageningen, Netherlands.

4670. Wilcox, J.R.; Cavins, J.F.; Nielsen, N.C. 1984. Genetic 
alteration of soybean oil composition by a chemical mutagen. 
J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 61(1):97-100. Jan. 
[22 ref]
• Summary: Soybean (Glycine max [L.] Merr. cv. Century) 
seeds were treated with ethylmethanesulfonate (EMS) and 
the... progeny were evaluated for fatty acid compositions of 
the oil. A genetically stable mutant with 3.4% linolenic acid 
was identifi ed that was similar to the cultivar Century in days 
to maturity, plant height and resistance to lodging.
 The high linolenic acid content of soy oil, 7-9%, has 
been associated with objectionable fl avors and poor stability. 
The U.S. soybean germplasm collection contains strains 
with minimum linolenic acid contents of about 4.2%. This 
research is part of an important new extended breeding 
program to modify the fatty acid composition of soy oil. It 
is the latest in a long series of developments that have led 
to improvements in the fl avor of soy oil. Address: Dep. of 
Agronomy, Purdue Univ., West Lafayette, INdiana 47907.

4671. Young, Vernon R.; Puig, M.; Queiroz, E.; Scrimshaw, 
N.S.; Rand, W.M. 1984. Evaluation of the protein quality 
of an isolated soy protein in young men: relative nitrogen 
requirements and effect of methionine supplementation. 
American J. of Clinical Nutrition 39(1):16-24. Jan. [26 ref]
• Summary: The protein nutritional value of an isolated soy 
protein (Supro-620) was evaluated in a series of nitrogen 
balance studies in healthy young male students at the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
 “No benefi cial effects of methionine supplementation 
were observed when the test nitrogen intake level was 
128 mg N/kg/day. These results indicate that for healthy 
adults, the isolated soy protein is of high nutritional 
quality, comparable to that of animal protein sources, 
and that the methionine content is not limiting for adult 
protein maintenance.” Address: Dep. of Nutrition and Food 
Science, and Clinical Research Center, MIT, Cambridge, 
Massachusetts 02139.

4672. Young, Vernon R.; Wayler, A.; Garza, C.; Steinke, 
F.H.; Murray, E.; Rand, W.M.; Scrimshaw, N.S. 1984. 

A long-term metabolic study in young men to assess the 
nutritional quality of an isolated soy protein and beef 
proteins. American J. of Clinical Nutrition 39(1):8-15. Jan. 
[14 ref]
• Summary: This study followed 8 young adult men for 
84 days in a metabolic (nitrogen balance) experiment. One 
group was given isolated soy protein and another group was 
given beef proteins.
 “These observations confi rm the prediction, derived 
from previous short-term N balance studies, that the 
nutritional quality of isolated soy protein is high and this 
plant protein can serve as the sole source of essential amino 
acids and nitrogen for protein maintenance in adults.” 
Address: Dep. of Nutrition and Food Science, and Clinical 
Research Center, MIT, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139.

4673. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1984. K.S. Lo and 
the history of Vitasoy in Hong Kong and North America. 
Soyfoods Center, P.O. Box 234, Lafayette, CA 94549. 24 p. 
Feb. 10. Unpublished typescript. Available online at www.
soyinfocenter.com.
• Summary: www.soyinfocenter.com/HSS/ks_lo_and_
vitasoy.php
 A comprehensive history of the subject. Contents: 
Introduction. The early years (1910-1944): Birth and 
education (K.S. Lo was born on 2 Feb. 1910), Julian Arnold’s 
speech on soybeans in 1937, 1939 refugee camp in Kowloon, 
sets up soymilk shop, sees potential, sets up The Hong Kong 
Soya Bean Products Company (HKSBP) with 4 friends in 
1939, hard times, spoilage, work with Dr. Y.T. Chiu, schools 
accept soymilk, Howard Hoover, HKSBP goes broke 1941, 
refugee in Free China during Japanese occupation of Hong 
Kong. Starting over (1944-1959): Sold in milk bottles 
through soft drink outlets as a noncarbonated beverage, new 
market of common people, instant success, started adding 
vitamins 1948, franchise for Greenspot orangeade, new plant 
in Aberdeen, Hong Kong, fi rst sterilized soymilk allowing 
long shelf life 1953, breakthrough greatly increased demand, 
competitors forced change of name from Vitamilk to 
Vitasoy in 1953, other companies copy soft-drink marketing 
approach, UNICEF interest, train Indonesian technicians, 
granted Pepsi-Cola bottling franchise in 1957, sold Vitasoy 
heated during cold months. The 1960’s continuing growth: 
Five-fold growth from 1955-1960, start of mass promotion, 
slogan “Vitasoy makes you taller, stronger, and more 
attractive,” Hong Kong’s best selling soft drink in 1962, 
introduction of malt Vitasoy, new Kowloon plant built 1962-
1963, 1964 presentation of paper at UNICEF symposium in 
Tokyo, choice of Monsanto to market Vitasoy world-wide, 
their lack of food experience a problem, media coverage, 
multinationals follow Coca Cola’s lead and start producing 
soymilk. The 1970’s, diversifi cation and internationalization: 
Sons’ new products fail due to poor marketing, conversion to 
dry process for making Vitasoy, drop in sales due to infl ation 
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and depression, four major decisions, new slogan “Vitasoy 
is more than just a simple soft drink,” introduction of Tetra 
Brik cartons, diversifi cation into fruit drinks and teas, ending 
of Pepsi franchise 1977, strong sales rebound after 1975, 
new Aberdeen plant 1978, addition of carbonated soft drinks 
to product line summer of 1978, Lo’s retirement 1978, 
leadership of HKSBP to 2 sons, refugee feeding from 1975 
on, diversifi cation into dairying 1979, start of export to world 
market in 1979, overview of market position, competition, 
new slogan “Taste the feeling” in 1983, prices and 
ingredients, China’s big potential. Vitasoy in North America: 
First Asian soymilk imported to North America, The Soya 
Bean Products Co., N.A. Inc. (SBPC) incorporated in San 
Francisco, California, by Lo’s 2 daughters as marketing 
company, SBPC sold to HKSBP and renamed Vitasoy USA, 
Inc. in 1982, 60% sales increase, extensive market research 
on American attitudes and taste preferences, announcement 
of American products and soymilk plant in CA. The present 
and future: Same problems as Kikkoman in expanding into 
world market, changing future markets. Address: Lafayette, 
California. Phone: 415-283-2991.

4674. Toyo Shinpo (Soyfoods News). 1984. Soi Haamonii 
[Soy Harmony is a powdered soymilk]. Feb. 21. [Jap]
• Summary: Last year, on 1 Aug. 1983 Nihon Harmony 
KK (a corporation) was established. They are producing 
powdered soymilk using US soybeans and adding vitamins 
and methionine. You can add this powder to hamburger, 
meatballs, or any meat dishes to give them more protein. Or 
use it as a drink or dessert. A 450 gm can costs 4,000 yen. 
Flavors: Prune and Royal.

4675. Smith, Oak B. 1984. Re: More on the history of 
Wenger’s work with extrusion cooking. Letter to William 
Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, Feb. 29–in reply to inquiry. 3 p. 
Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “2. As far as I know, all PL 480 cereal based 
blends corn or wheat will optionally be manufactured 
on extrusion cookers beginning in 1966. The original 
specifi cation for CSM, as I recall it, specifi ed that the 
degerminated corn should be cooked on heated fl aking rolls. 
I of course tried, beginning in 1965, to secure a change 
in this specifi cation so that their degerminated corn could 
be processed by extrusion cooking. At my request, Dr. 
Buchannan of General Foods, Mr. Don Sabin of UNICEF 
and Dr. Max Milner of UNICEF suggested to Mr. Orville 
Freeman, Director of Agriculture, that specifi cation should 
be modifi ed to permit the extrusion cooking of CSM and 
later of WSB. I don’t have an exact date in which this 
became effective, but believe it was in the fall of 1966. I 
have submitted a similar request to Mr. Freeman. “3. For the 
1964 publication of the paper “Production and Nutritional 
Evaluation with Extrusion Cooked Full Fat Soybean 
Flour” by Mustakas, Griffi n both of the Northern Research 

Laboratory, Layton Allen of UNICEF and by me was fi rst 
published report of the work done jointly by UNICEF, 
USDA and Wenger in 1963. Publication was held up for 
some reason or another so that the paper was not presented 
until the fall meeting AOCS in Minneapolis [Minnesota] in 
September of 1963. All the work done on that report was 
on the Wenger extrusion cooking method of processing full 
fat soy for control of growth inhibitors. “4. Paul Crowley 
of USDA became interested in extrusion cooking of full fat 
soy in about 1967 as I recall it. Paul has been out. in India 
for a time and got interested in trying to fi nd methods by 
which locally produced foods could be safely processed for 
infant feeding programs and the like. I suppose his interest 
stemmed from the earlier work that was published in the 
Mustakas’ paper.” Address: Chairman Emeritus, Wenger 
International, Inc., One Crown Center, Suite 510, 2400 
Pershing Rd., Kansas City, Missouri 64108. Phone: (816) 
221-5084.

4676. Abrakson, R.K.; Kies, C. 1984. Nutritional 
implications and acceptability of soy supplementation of two 
traditional, corn-based Nigerian foods. Nutrition Reports 
International 29(2):323-37. Feb. [6 ref]
• Summary: The corn-based foods supplemented with soy 
are akamu and semovitta. Soy supplementation of akamu 
made the largest percentage improvement, but led to a small 
(probably not signifi cant) decline in acceptability. Address: 
Dep. of Human Nutrition and Food Service Management, 
Univ. of Nebraska, Lincoln, NE 68583.

4677. Kadan, R.S.; Ziegler, G.M., Jr. 1984. Effects of 
ingredients on iron distribution in spray-dried experimental 
soy beverage. Cereal Chemistry 61(1):5-8. Jan/Feb. [19 ref]
• Summary: Abstract: “Experimental soy beverages fortifi ed 
with three iron sources and other additives at two levels 
were spray-dried and analyzed for metallic, complexed, 
and soluble iron in aqueous and acidic slurries. Analysis of 
variance showed that iron distribution differed according 
to the pH of the medium.” Address: Southern Regional 
Research Center, USDA, P.O. Box 19687, New Orleans, 
Louisiana 70179.

4678. Lucas Meyer GmbH & Co. 1984. Announcement 
of 3rd International Colloquium on Lecithin (Leafl et). 
Hamburg, West Germany. 3 panels each side. Feb. Each 
panel: 21 x 10 cm.
• Summary: Printed with black ink on glossy white paper. 
This meeting will be held on 13-14 April 1984 in Vienna, 
Austria, and sponsored by Lucas Meyer GmbH. Scientifi c 
committee: H.K. Mangold, Chairman. F. Paltauf. G.B. 
Ansell. D. Lekim.
 Note: This leafl et was sent together with a letter from 
Mrs. Ulrike Pfeiffer on Lucas Meyer letterhead. Address: 
Ausschlaeger Elbdeich 62-72, P.O. Box 280 246, D-2000 
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Hamburg 28, West Germany.

4679. Ologhobo, A.D.; Fetuga, B.L. 1984. Distribution 
of phosphorus and phytate in some Nigerian varieties of 
legumes and some effects of processing. J. of Food Science 
49(1):199-201. Jan/Feb. [19 ref]
• Summary: Germination (sprouting) and soaking were most 
effective in decreasing the phytate contents. Germination 
increased inorganic phosphorus contents but caused the 
highest percentage loss in residual organic phosphorus. 
Cooking, autoclaving and soaking were not very effective in 
lowering soybean phytate and phytate-phosphorus contents. 
“Soybean contained considerable amounts of phytate anion 
and despite the reduction through processing, phytate content 
still exceeded the amount present in all varieties of lima 
beans.” In Nigeria, legumes are the primary source of dietary 
protein. Address: Dep. of Nutritional Biochemistry, Dep. of 
Animal Science, Univ. of Ibadan, Ibadan, Nigeria.

4680. Rodda, E.D.; Hill, P.R.; Harshbarger, K.E. 1984. 
Microwave-roasted soybeans. Transactions of the ASAE 
(American Society of Agricultural Engineers) 27(1):282-86. 
Jan/Feb. [10 ref]
• Summary: Whole soybeans were presoaked to 20%, 40%, 
and 60% moisture contents in a 0.5% sodium bicarbonate 
water solution. After being cooked in a microwave oven 
until golden brown, they were ground and fed as the only 
source of protein in 10% crude protein diets to young rats 
to study the effects of moisture content and methionine 
supplementation on protein nutritive value. The protein 
quality increased with the moisture content. Methionine 
supplementation improved rat growth at each moisture level. 
Trypsin inhibitor activity was very low compared to raw 
soybeans. Address: Univ. of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign.

4681. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1984. Brief history 
of Yeo Hiap Seng Ltd. and the company’s work with soymilk 
worldwide (Document part). In: Shurtleff and Aoyagi. 1984. 
Soymilk Industry and Market: Worldwide and Country by 
Country Analysis. Vol. 1. 177 p. See p. 100-02.
• Summary: “Soymilk entered the modern age in Singapore 
in 1954, when Yeo Hiap Seng introduced the fi rst 
commercial bottled soymilk. The company traces its origins 
to the year 1900 when the patriarch of the Yeo family, Mr. 
Yang (in the Amoy dialect, his name was pronounced Yeo 
Keng Lian) purchased a small company named “Hiap Seng” 
in the city of Chang-chou (Zhang Zhou), Fukien (Fujian) 
province, China. “Hiap Seng” means “unite to succeed.” 
Yeo Keng Lian changed the company’s name to refl ect 
his family’s ownership. He worked as a manufacturer and 
retailer of fermented soybean seasonings: soy sauce (jiang-
you), Chinese-style miso (dou-jiang), and fermented tofu 
(furu). All three products were sold from day one under the 
“Light House” brand.

 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Oct. 2011) that uses the word “furu” to refer to 
fermented tofu.
 By working together, the family did succeed. Their soy 
sauce, fermented in the traditional Chinese way in wooden 
vats and earthenware jars, was of superior quality and the 
business prospered. The original plant was located near the 
center of Chang-chou. In about 1920 a second plant was 
established in the eastern part of the city, and in the late 
1920s a third plant was set up in the southern part of the city. 
Each of the three fermented soy products were produced in 
all three plants; the second and third plants also produced 
some pickled vegetables.
 In 1935, during the Japanese invasion of China, when 
life was diffi cult and unsettled in Fukien province, Yeo 
Keng Lian sent his eldest son, Yeo Thian In, to Singapore to 
investigate possibilities there. The son founded the Yeo Hiap 
Seng Sauce Factory at 410 Outram Road, Singapore 3. He 
was joined shortly by the rest of the family. The company 
continued to make the same three fermented soy products 
that it had made since 1900 in China. In 1947 the growing 
business was moved into larger quarters at 950 Dunearn 
Road, its present location. The move out of China was a 
wise one, for in 1949 the three Yeo Hiap Seng plants in 
Fukien were taken over by the Chinese Communists. By the 
mid-1940s, Yeo’s quality soy sauce was a common sight in 
Singapore.
 In 1950 YHS decided to diversify into canned products, 
such as chicken curry, fi sh, and meat. Then in 1954 
they launched their fi rst soymilk. Called Beanvit, it was 
subsequently renamed Yeo’s Soybean Drink. A rather sweet 
soymilk sold like a soft drink in sterilized bottles, it was 
marketed in both Singapore and Malaysia, where it was the 
fi rst product of its type. (Vitasoy was fi rst sold like a soft 
drink in sterilized bottles in Hong Kong in 1953.) In 1955 
the company changed its structure to that of a “Limited” 
(Ltd.) company. In 1958-59 YHS expanded its soft drink line 
by bottling favorite traditional Chinese beverages, such as 
chrysanthemum teas and herb teas. In 1962 YHS began its 
fi rst export sales to Hong Kong. In 1967 YHS soymilk and 
teas were fi rst sold in UHT (Ultra High Temperature) aseptic 
Tetra Pak cartons (tetrahedral/pyramid shaped; 285 ml).
 “YHS was the world’s fi rst company to package 
soymilk in aseptic Tetra Pak cartons, and the fi rst to use 
Tetra Pak for any beverage in Singapore. (Vitasoy in Hong 
Kong did not start using Tetra Pak until 1976). Shortly after 
introducing sweetened soymilk in the tetrahedral pack, 
YHS launched enriched Vitabean in the same carton. It was 
fortifi ed with half of the adult Minimum Daily Requirement 
of most essential vitamins. Sterilization in bottles would 
have destroyed most of the added vitamins, but the UHT 
process did not. In 1974 packaging was changed to Tetra 
Brik (250 ml), but bottling continued. During the late 1970’s 
YHS changed its soymilk brand name to Yeo’s. By 1976 
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Yeo Hiap Seng’s soymilk production had climbed to 50 
million bottles and cartons a year, and by 1980 to 75 million 
(250,000 a day), prompting the company to build a new 
plant to double its capacity. In 1983 YHS had the biggest 
share of the Singapore soymilk market (Alan Yeo, personal 
communication, 1982, 1983).
 “Yeo Hiap Seng pioneered soymilk throughout 
Southeast Asia. In 1959 they opened their fi rst soymilk 
plant at Kuala Lumpur in Malaysia. By 1984 they had 
four soymilk plants there at Kuala Lumpur, Jahore Baru, 
Prai, and Kuching. Malaysia, with its 14 million people, 
was a bigger market than Singapore, with its 2.4 million 
people. By 1984 YHS had the lion’s share of the Malaysian 
soymilk market. During the 1970’s, YHS started exporting 
soymilk to Hong Kong (where they got a small share of the 
market). In 1979 they began exporting canned soymilk to 
the USA, where they had offi ces and a warehouse in San 
Jose, California. In early 1983 they introduced a low-sugar 
soymilk to the US. Sales, however, were slow. YHS was 
not interested in the China market, since they thought that 
it would be too diffi cult to get profi ts out in hard currency. 
They were franchising their soymilk process and technology 
in Indonesia, where the product is being marketed under the 
YHS name. They plan to share in the promotion, too.
 Starting in 1974 Yeo Hiap Seng began a new phase of 
its expansion and diversifi cation by acquiring the Singapore 
franchises for Pepsi-Cola and Mirinda. These were followed 
by franchises for Schweppes in 1985 and 7-Up in 1986. In 
1985 the company acquired distribution rights for Budweiser 
beer and in 1987 they branched out into prawn farming.
 “The 1981 Annual Report of Yeo Hiap Seng Ltd. shows 
that this publicly held company was run by Yeo Thian In 
(Chairman) and Alan Yeo Chee Yeow (Managing Director). 
From 1977 to 1981, sales of all products grew from $39.5 to 
$95.8 million and pre-tax profi ts from $7.1 to $11.5 million. 
Their Soft Drinks Division, one of the largest in Singapore, 
Malaysia, and Hong Kong, provided the main thrust of 
company growth.” Address: Soyfoods Center, P.O. Box 234, 
Lafayette, California 94549.

4682. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1984. Japan: 
Soymilk industry and market (Document part). In: Shurtleff 
and Aoyagi. 1984. Soymilk Industry and Market: Worldwide 
and Country by Country Analysis. Vol. 1. 177 p. See p. 63-
81.
• Summary: Historical. Soymilk was not a part of the 
traditional diet in Japan, as it was in China. Cow’s milk, 
which entered Japan in about 1000 A.D., likewise, never 
became a part of the basic diet. Reference to soymilk (then 
called toju or “bean liquid”) may have appeared as early as 
the 1100s, but the fi rst clear reference was not published until 
1895, when Inouye did one of the world’s fi rst nutritional 
analyses of soymilk, and compared it to cow’s milk. In 1906 
Katayama wrote two articles on soymilk; in one he described 

preparation of a fermented soymilk cheese, similar to Swiss 
cheese. Yet both Inouye and Katayama wrote in English. 
In 1924 Sato Yoshitane wrote a book called Daizu Kakko, 
which is said to contain the earliest known reference to the 
word soymilk (tônyu), written with the present characters.
 From this time on (and perhaps from an earlier date) 
some Japanese (an estimated 1% of the population) would 
order fresh soymilk from their local tofu shop, usually for 
health-related reasons, as in diabetic diets or for mothers who 
had diffi culties with breast feeding, or because it was thought 
or found to be a health-giving beverage.
 The earliest known commercial production of soymilk 
in Japan dates back to the infl uence of Dr. Harry Miller. In 
1957 two Japanese Seventh-day Adventists, following his 
inspiration, started making soymilk in Hachioji, Tokyo, and 
selling it locally in 180 ml cartons. In 1958 Dr. Miller set up 
a small soymilk plant in the kitchen of the Adventist Tokyo 
Sanitarium. It was used to make soymilk, soy whipping 
cream, soymilk ice cream, and soy spread, which were 
served to the staff and patients. In 1959 a small soymilk plant 
was established in the Seventh-day Adventist Saniku School. 
From this year, Japan’s oldest existing soymilk company, 
Saniku Foods, traces its origin.
 A chronology of the starting date of Japanese soymilk 
companies is as follows. Only three, each followed by an 
asterisk, are no longer in business:
 During the period from 1973 to 1976 soymilk started 
to become quite popular in Japan, largely because of 
developments in processing technology that made it possible 
to produce soymilk with a bland (non-beany) fl avor, and 
because of promotion by the new soymilk companies. In 
1974 Japan’s fi rst major book on soymilk was published. 
By 1976 the Japanese were making the best soymilk in the 
world–by Western standards.
 A new era began in 1976 when Kyushu Milk Co., a 
long-established, middle sized dairy milk company, started 
making soymilk. Tremendous momentum was added to this 
new direction in April 1979, when Meiji Milk Co., Japan’s 
second largest milk company also started to sell soymilk 
(made by Marusan but with the Meiji brand). Meiji fi rst 
began to make their own soymilk in their own plant in March 
1981. That same month Morinaga Milk Co. was licensed 
by Mitsubishi to distribute their soymilk. Quickly thereafter 
each of the other major Japanese milk companies (Meito, 
Yuki-jirushi) followed suit, joining the wave of the future 
rather than fi ghting it. Their analysis was that fundamentally 
soymilk and cow’s milk were complementary rather than 
competing products, and that making soymilk would allow 
a company to expand its market size by reaching people 
who did not ordinarily drink cow’s milk. In retrospect, this 
analysis has proven to be correct.
 What has since often been called “The Soymilk Boom” 
really started in Japan in about 1981-82. The main reasons 
for this were:
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 1. A growing interest among Japanese in good health 
and nutrition, through improved diet. A corollary of this was 
the concept that the elite should be especially healthy, both 
to improve their own performance and well being, and to set 
an example for others. The American health, natural foods, 
soyfoods, and vegetarian movements all had a signifi cant 
infl uence on Japanese attitudes toward good health.
 2. Improved soymilk quality/fl avor, and a growing 
number of varieties and fl avors.
 3. Popularization of packaging (such as Tetra Brik 
aseptic cartons) that would give the soymilk a long shelf life, 
allowing nationwide distribution from one large soymilk 
plant.
 4. Strong interest and support by the media/mass 
communications followed, after 1981, by extensive 
advertising and promotion on TV (especially by Kibun and 
Marusan), in the print media, and with in-store demos by 
soymilk companies.
 5. The aggressive marketing of soymilk by all of Japan’s 
major milk companies.
 6. The establishment of Japanese Agricultural Standards 
(JAS) for soymilk in May 1981.
 7. Large numbers of tofu shops starting selling fresh 
soymilk (containing its natural “beany” fl avor), starting in 
about mid-1982.
 8. Large manufacturers and distributors of beverages 
and related food products started to buy soymilk in bulk from 
manufacturers, then to market and distribute it under their 
own labels. Examples: Kirin Beer, Kagome (a large ketchup 
maker), Suntory, etc.
 From 1978 to 1983 the soymilk market in Japan, on 
average, more than doubled each year, making it the fast 
growing food market in Japan! Many new brands started 
appearing in 1982 and there was a big jump in production. 
Soymilk was the star and darling of the media and it played 
a major role in enhancing the image and sales of all soyfoods 
in Japan.
 Market Size and Growth Rate: The following statistics 
show the increase in size of the Japanese soymilk market: 
Address: Soyfoods Center, P.O. Box 234, Lafayette, 
California 94549.

4683. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1984. Taiwan: 
Soymilk industry and market (Document part). In: Shurtleff 
and Aoyagi. 1984. Soymilk Industry and Market: Worldwide 
and Country by Country Analysis. Vol. 1. 177 p. See p. 95-
99.
• Summary: Historical: As in mainland China, cow’s milk 
has never been a part of the traditional diet in Taiwan. Yet 
little is known of the use of soymilk before 1949, when two 
million followers of Chiang Kai-shek and the Kuomintang 
fl ed to Taiwan from mainland China. Since that time, and 
perhaps long before it, throughout Taipei and other main 
cities in Taiwan, there have been small stands, cafes, or 

restaurants specializing in soymilk. The open pot of soymilk 
simmering near the storefront serves to lure in customers, 
especially for breakfast and late night snacks. Starting in the 
1960s and 1970s, the introduction of soymilk soft drinks 
began to give this traditional beverage a modern image, and 
consumption steadily increased. One early but small soymilk 
plant was started, with help from Dr. Harry Miller, at the 
Seventh-day Adventist hospital in Taipei.
 The Taiwan Farmer’s Association (TFA), a cooperative 
of many mall producers that sell bottled soymilk, is an 
example of a decentralized commercial success. The TFA 
was established in 1946, as the Taiwan government taught 
the farmers the value of forming their own associations. 
Today the TFA is an extension arm of the Taiwan Department 
of Agriculture and Forestry. In about 1964 TFA county 
associations began to make soymilk under the initiative of 
the Joint Commission on Rural Reconstruction (now called 
the Council for Agricultural Planning and Development, they 
are the government’s highest level body making agricultural 
policy). They used a process introduced by Dr. Harry Miller. 
In 1965 Miller reported that whereas in 1962-63, there was 
only one soymilk plant in Taipei, by l965 more than 12 had 
sprung up all over Taiwan. In 1980, with 30% of Taiwan’s 
farmers in the TFA, there were at least six soymilk plants 
operated by Farmer’s Associations, which marketed their 
soymilk locally. Together that year they produced a total of 
roughly 11.18 million bottles (each 260 ml) of soymilk, or 
2.91 million liters. The largest of these, Lo-tung, produced 
5,820,000 bottles a year; the smallest produced 350,000. By 
1983 there were seven TFA soymilk manufacturers, making 
soymilk in small caldron plants, bottling it, and selling it 
locally, within their townships.
 In 1976 Dr. Steve Chen, Director of the American 
Soybean Association’s offi ces in Taiwan, began to contact 
large Taiwanese food manufacturers to try to interest than in 
starting large scale production of soymilk. He fi rst contacted 
Wei Chuan Foods, the nation’s biggest food company (which 
also processed cow’s milk), but they decided to wait. That 
same year he met with President Enterprises Corp. (which 
also operated a dairy plant producing cow’s milk) and in 
1977-78 they became the country’s fi rst large-scale soymilk 
producer. By 1981, still the largest manufacturer, they were 
producing 52,000,000 packs of soymilk a year (200,000 a 
day) in various fl avors including eggs, milk, peanut, and 
strawberry.
 President’s experience showed that there is little 
competition between soymilk and cow’s milk. This discovery 
and the company’s success encouraged other large fi rms 
to follow President’s lead. Tsin Tsin Foods began making 
soymilk in 1978, then Wei Chuan Foods and Wei-kan Co. 
in 1980 (ASA 1982). Tsin Tsin, however, had stopped 
production by 1983. In addition, many people still go to their 
local tofu shop in the morning and fi ll up a large jug with hot 
soymilk for home use. By the 1980s an egg (or egg fl avor) 
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was being widely used in soymilk in Taiwan, continuing an 
ancient Chinese tradition, whose value was confi rmed by Tso 
in China in the 1930s. In addition, everyone in the Taiwanese 
military drank hot soymilk for breakfast with youtiao (deep-
fried bread sticks).
 By the early 1980s there was a veritable soymilk boom 
in Taiwan, and total consumption of soymilk far exceeded 
that of cow’s milk. Soymilk was the country’s fastest 
growing food product, with production increasing at 30% 
a year. Soymilk was playing a major role in enhancing the 
image and prestige of soybeans and soyfoods in Taiwan. 
There were many reasons for this success:
 1. Only 1-2% of Chinese drink cow’s milk. Soymilk was 
considered a traditional food.
 2. The success of soymilk in Hong Kong awakened 
Taiwan to its potential. Both are small countries with a high 
population density that will not support many cows.
 3. Good quality soymilk was produced at reasonable 
prices (17% less than cow’s milk in Tetra Brik cartons) and it 
had a very positive health image.
 Market Size, Growth Rate, and Per Capita Consumption. 
An estimate of the size of the Taiwan soymilk market can 
be made from two groups of existing statistics. The fi rst, 
shown below, gives the number of Tetra Brik cartons used 
for soymilk. Taiwan has been the leading user since 1979. A 
typical carton is 250 ml
 Source: Brik Pak Inc., Personal Communication, 1983
 According to statistics from The Food Balance Sheet 
(Council for Agricultural Planning and Development) and 
the Taiwan Agricultural Yearbook, production of cow’s milk 
in Taiwan was small, but growing steadily: 13,650 metric 
tons in 1965, up to 16,123 in 1970, then 46,187 in 1975, and 
47,740 in 1980. Per capita fresh milk consumption for these 
same years was 1.1 liters in 1965, down to 0.95 in 1970, then 
2.66 in 1975, down to 2.55 in 1980. In 1980 there were only 
11,045 cows in Taiwan to supply milk for a population of 18 
million people. Yet in 1980 Taiwan imported nearly 60,000 
metric tons of dairy products (mainly from New Zealand and 
Australia) at a cost of US $110 million. Nevertheless, the 
48,000 MT of cow’s milk produced in Taiwan and the 60,000 
MT imported, totaling 108,000 MT is still considerably less 
than the amount of soymilk produced (ASA 1982).
 “The following two tables show soymilk and cow’s milk 
production in Taiwan, and a ranking of the largest soymilk 
manufacturers:
 Taiwan’s Major Soymilk Manufacturers. Three 
companies dominate the soymilk market in Taiwan: -
 President Enterprises Corp. A large food conglomerate, 
President crushes soybeans, refi nes oil, mills fl our, and 
makes soy sauce, noodles, etc. It also runs a dairy and has 
connections with Nisshin Oil Co. in Japan.
 In 1977 President became the fi rst large-scale producer 
of soymilk in Taiwan. They purchased a UHT soymilk 
system from Alfa-Laval. By 1982 President was producing 

300,000 packs of soymilk a day during the peak summer 
months, and by 1973 75 million packs (each 250 ml) a year, 
all Tetra Brik. At this time President was producing soymilk 
in almond, peanut, coconut, egg, strawberry, chocolate, 
apple, and orange fl avors... a rainbow of variety.
 Wei Chuan Foods Corp. Taiwan’s largest producer of 
dairy products, Wei Chuan is the second largest soymilk 
producer. They sell soymilk in egg, peanut, and sesame 
fl avors.
 Taiwan Farmers` Association. The history of TFA is 
given above. The entrance of large scale food companies has 
not hurt TFA’s soymilk production. Their output continues 
to grow, but not as fast as the big food companies selling 
their product in Tetra Brik. Since TFA does not advertise 
their soymilk, it is less expensive than that of the larger 
companies. Output of local Farmers’ Associations in 1980 
was as follows:
 Flavors. As of 1983 the most popular soymilk fl avor 
in Taiwan was dairylike, with artifi cial milk fl avor. Second 
most popular was plain soymilk which has been sweetened; 
it was called “pure” soymilk. It generally contained a low 
level of glucose sweetening instead of sucrose (white sugar) 
and was targeted for the middle-age, middle-income, middle 
class.
 Research by Dr. Chen of the ASA showed that 
Taiwanese children liked soymilk, so he developed an egg 
fl avored soymilk, using either a real egg or egg fl avoring. 
Dr. T.C. Tung patented a process for using hydrolyzed 
egg, which was published at a world soybean symposium 
in Singapore in 1978, but the process was never widely 
used. One egg can enrich 20 cups of soymilk to amino acid 
equivalence of cow’s milk. Today the idea of adding an egg 
to soymilk by Taiwan street vendors has become popular.
 As noted above, fl avors such as strawberry, apple, 
coffee, chocolate, etc. are also popular in Taiwan. Address: 
Soyfoods Center, P.O. Box 234, Lafayette, California 94549.

4684. Stucker, Thomas A.; Parham, Karen D. 1984. Beef, 
pork, and poultry: Our changing consumption habits. 
National Food Review. Winter. p. 20-22. [15 ref]
• Summary: Table 1 shows per capita U.S. consumption 
of meat and poultry, retail weight equivalent (includes 
processed meats on a fresh basis) from 1962 to 1982. Per 
capita annual beef consumption rose from 66.2 lb in 1962 
to a peak of 94.4 lb in 1976, then fell to 77.3 lb in 1982. Per 
capita annual pork consumption rose from 59.1 lb in 1962 
to peaks of 68.3 lb in 1971 and 1980, then fell to 59.0 lb in 
1982. Per capita annual chicken consumption rose steadily 
from 29.8 lb in 1962 to an all-time high of 52.9 lb in 1982.
 Total per capita annual consumption of red meat rose 
from 144.4 lb in 1962 to a peak of 163.6 lb in 1976, then 
fell to 140.0 lb in 1982. Total per capita annual consumption 
of meat and poultry rose from 181.6 lb in 1962 to a peak of 
218.2 lb in 1980, then fell to 212.1 lb in 1982.
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 One reason for the increase in consumption is the 
growth of franchise eating establishments specializing in 
red meat and poultry. From 1973 to 1983 the number of 
establishments specializing in hamburger and roast beef 
grew from 20,914 to 29,600 (up 42%), those specializing 
in chicken grew from 5,099 to 8,683 (up 70%), those 
specializing in steak (full menu) grew from 4,490 to 10,240 
(up 128%), and those specializing in pizza grew from 2,928 
to 11,593 (up 296%). Address: USDA. Phone: 202-447-
8636.

4685. Thompson, D.B.; Erdman, J.W., Jr. 1984. The effect of 
soy protein isolate in the diet on retention by the rat of iron 
from radio-labeled test meals. J. of Nutrition 114(2):307-11. 
Feb. [17 ref]
• Summary: “The present experiments show that SPI [soy 
protein isolate] can adversely affect iron retention in two 
ways: by its presence in the diet before and after a test meal, 
and by its presence in a test meal.” Address: Dep. of Food 
Science, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, IL 61801.

4686. Wyeth Laboratories. 1984. Cow’s milk intolerance. 
Wysoy (Ad). Human Nutrition: Applied Nutrition (London) 
38A(1):Facing title page. Feb. [1 ref]
• Summary: Wyeth Laboratories makes Wysoy, “a 
nutritionally complete infant soy formula:–milk protein 
free, lactose free. Wysoy is widely used in hospitals and is 
available as powder and ready-to-feed. Wysoy can also be 
used by older children and adults.” A photo shows a can 
of Wysoy powder, and Wysoy soy protein baby formula. 
Address: Huntercombe Lane South Maidenhead, Berks. SL6 
0PH.

4687. Denver Post (Colorado). 1984. Soy helps diabetics. 
March 12.
• Summary: Adding 2-3 teaspoonfuls of soybean 
supplements to the daily diet of diabetics helps them avoid 
the steep rise in blood-sugar levels after meals that typify 
the disease, according to a report in Medical Tribune, a 
newspaper for physicians.
 “Dr. Yoram Kanter of the Rambam Hospital in Haifa, 
Israel, told the newspaper that the commercially available 
supplements (made of 45 percent soy protein, 45 percent 
soy fi ber and 10 percent carbohydrates derived from the 
hulls of the beans) can be baked into breads or cookies. 
The supplements work so well, said Dr. Kanter, that many 
diabetics on oral hypoglycemic agents then need fewer of the 
pills, or, if they are on insulin, are able to lower the dose.
 Note: Dr. Yoram may have been referring to So-Bit 
dietary fi ber.

4688. Sterner, Mark H. 1984. More on work with Meals for 
Millions Foundation, 1966-1973 (Interview). Conducted by 
William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center, March 13. 2 p. typed 

transcript.
• Summary: A major change in Meals for Millions took 
place on 14 Sept. 1964 when Florence Rose was replaced 
by Jerry Miller as executive director. In about 1965 the 
new offi cers at MFM began to lay plans for a new building. 
Clifford Clinton provided moral support from the wings. 
Funds for the Santa Monica building came from Morris 
Asimow, PhD (who was president of MFM at the time) 
and Jerry Miller; they co-signed a note with a Santa 
Monica bank, which was later converted to a mortgage. 
The mortgage was paid off over the years by contributions 
to MFM during Sterner’s period there. There were no land 
grants. Construction started in 1965 and MFM moved into 
the new building in April 1966. They wanted a building of 
their own located outside of Los Angeles where they could 
have a pilot plant and offi ces.
 In India, the original MPF-type food was developed 
at Mysore based on peanut meal and Bengal gram. It was 
later manufactured by Gopi Agarwal and his brothers in 
J.B. Protein Food Industries. They had a peanut pressing 
operation in northeast India. They started making it in about 
1965 and called it Multi-Purpose Food; it did not contain 
soy. MFM, instead of sending MPF from the United States, 
sent money to India to help pay for distribution.
 Bob Nave and SPRA of the Methodist Mission, 
sometime after that, put in a soy extrusion operation. At a 
later date, just before Mark left MFM, there was an effort 
with Nave to produce second generation foods. Nave’s 
mission had received MPF from the USA then bought it 
from the Agarwals. Then Nave got an extruder and started 
to make a similar product. So MPF sparked Nave’s interest; 
eventually he went into second generation foods. Also, 
someone in the south of India made a little MPF using 
peanut meal, but no soy. Lots of peanuts were available, but 
afl atoxins were a problem.
 MFM was more involved in image building than in 
truth; it was a big problem in the early days. Everyone 
wanted to embellish the story to help raise funds. For 
example, the early newsletters said that one meal of MPF 
cost only 3 cents. No! That was the cost to manufacture it in 
Los Angeles, not the cost when it arrived for a hungry person 
in Europe.
 Adine Laugh was a promotion person, employed by 
MFM to promote the organization. When Mark arrived he 
worked a lot to bring truth back into the picture. Clifford 
Clinton was a very dedicated man, but there were several 
years in about 1963-64 when he was alienated from MFM. 
He got involved with a chiropractic doctor or healer [Dr. 
Omar Fareed] who sort of mesmerized him. That doctor 
was fl amboyant and lived in Beverly Hills. He threatened 
to take over MFM but the board would not allow it. Clinton 
resigned, but soon returned. After Clifford Clinton died, his 
wife and son were on the board.
 The original MPF was based on uncooked soy grits, but 
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early on it became available in both soy fl our and soy grit 
form. This lasted until the 1970s, whereafter it was based 
entirely on toasted soy grits. Note: General Mills, Inc. began 
to make Multi-Purpose Food in Dec. 1959; it was based on 
toasted soy grits.
 Mark visited the United Rescue Mission (URM) in 
Taiwan; they helped care for refugees from mainland China. 
They may well have received MPF.
 In 1966 Mark was hired by MFM (not as new program 
head) to develop the protein food technologies that would 
use indigenous third world ingredients and to develop 
a technology transfer curriculum. That led to a more 
professional reputation for MFM. Mark worked in that 
position from 1966 to 1972, when he went to Korea. During 
that time, Jerry Miller was executive director, followed by 
Irvin Saunders, a retired colonel, followed by Mark.
 In about 1973 USAID in Washington, DC, began to 
give MFM $1.3 million a year. Some of this money was 
earmarked for building a workshop, and for enlarging labs 
and classroom facilities and the program itself.
 This month the Korean MFM project [based on 
extrusion cooking] is being turned over to a Korean MFM 
foundation to be funded by Koreans for work in Korea. 
When Mark was director of technology transfer, soymilk 
equipment was donated by Sam Tubin. A Chinese banker 
in Los Angeles wanted to set up a soymilk plant there. In 
1967-68 he set it up to make soymilk to be bottled in soda 
pop bottles. He never got it off the ground, although he had 
all the equipment–which lay around unused for a year or so. 
Sam Tubin bought the equipment to produce a beverage from 
fi sh meal using the Viobin process for making fi sh meal. 
That didn’t work out, so Sam donated the equipment, worth 
$250,000 to MFM.
 While Mark was in Korea he made connections with 
the Sam Young Co., a large manufacturer or ramen (instant 
noodles). They wanted to start making soymilk, so Mark 
installed MFM’s soymilk equipment at their plant outside 
Seoul and they paid MFM for it in installments in Korean 
money. Using that money, MFM set up a program in Korea 
with an in-country director. And they set up an extruder and 
project in Wanju funded by payments from the soymilk plant.
 The soymilk plant began operating in about 1973. 
They did it in a big way, made 5,000 bottles a day, and soon 
expanded the plant. Mark thinks the soymilk product was 
named Super-D; it came in plain (sweetened) and chocolate 
fl avors. MFM’s Korean project became self-supporting 
when one province took on the program to provide infant 
and weaning foods, as well as commercial foods that were 
sold. On 20 March 1984 (in about a week) the project will 
be offi cially turned over to the Koreans. MFM has been 
putting a little money into the project. The extrusion project 
is also very alive. Now the provincial government is trying 
to persuade other provincial governments to build their own 
LEC (low cost extrusion cooker) plants.

 Starting in about 1966, at the Santa Monica center 
they used to demonstrate all the state of the art methods of 
making soymilk including hot grind, whole raw bean, using 
soy protein isolates, etc. Mark does not know if any of that 
work took hold and was applied anywhere. It was all pretty 
academic. The tuition of most students was paid by MFM or 
by a commercial company.
 MPF was an important, pioneering idea and food. 
History is partly the result of huge, impersonal forces, and 
partly the work of particular remarkable men and women, 
who are often pioneers. They have a vision and an idea and 
are willing to take a risk and to work hard to manifest that 
idea.
 A good historian should be able to trace great 
movements and ideas back to the men and women whose 
ideas and vision started them, and then to give them life 
and to give them credit for what they have seen and done. 
Clifford Clinton was clearly one such man. Address: Former 
director, Meals for Millions Foundation.

4689. Kawarai, Kumiko; Kikuchi, Kyoji; Aoki, Sadao. 
1984. Tenpe hakkô katei ni okeru seibun no henka [Change 
in nutrients during tempeh fermentation]. Tochigi-ken Miso 
Shoyu Gijutsu Kaishi (Tochigi Prefecture Miso and Shoyu 
Technical Journal) No. 34. p. 28-32. March 15. [Jap]
Address: Tochigi-ken Shokuhin Kogyo Shidosho.

4690. PTI. 1984. Good progress in soyabean cultivation. 
Times of India (The) (Bombay). March 24. p. 10.
• Summary: “New Delhi–In India, soyabean is cultivated 
mainly as a source of edible oil. According to offi cial sources 
in the agriculture ministry, the area planted to soyabeans in 
India has more than doubled, from 306,400 hectares in 1978-
79 to 767,900 ha in 1982-83.
 Likewise, soyabean production during that same period 
nearly doubled from 398,700 tonnes to 490,900 tonnes.
 Madhya Pradesh, where a Central pilot project was 
started in 1981-82, is now India’s leading soyabean 
producing state, accounting for about 73% of the nation’s 
total production in 1982-83.

4691. Vaughn, Harmon. 1984. Bill Baker of Ojai, California, 
and his early work with soy (Interview). Conducted by 
William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center, March 25. 1 p. typed 
transcript.
• Summary: Harmon met Bill Baker in 1936. Bill Baker 
started to make soy bread in the early 1920s–about 1921-
1923. Baker had been working for about 10 years with Dr. 
Samson’s clinic in Santa Barbara. The clinic specialized 
in heart and stomach problems, so it needed foods that 
patients could tolerate. He found that the alkali in soybeans 
neutralized the acid starches in wheat. During the 1930s, 
Baker developed oil-free breads and sprouted grain breads, 
each containing soy.
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 Ben Kahan was not Bill’s fi rst distributor, but he was 
Bill’s fi rst exclusive distributor. Before Kahan, Bill used a 
potato chip distributor. Harman has a good history of Bill 
Baker’s work. Bill wrote one book. He was considered the 
world’s best sugar artist and decorator. Harmon has a photo 
album that is now in the Ojai Museum on loan; it shows 
mostly sugar creations but also some early soy. He also 
has pamphlets, newspaper clippings (dated), and magazine 
clippings that tell his story. He is willing to make copies. 
One photo shows Baker in 1921-22 loading a train at the 
depot with a delivery wagon of lima bean wafers.
 Harmon is now age 69. That bakery is the only place he 
ever worked in Ojai.
 Note 1. Talk with Gordon Kennedy of Ojai, California. 
2002. Oct. 18. Bill Baker’s bakery is still active making 
German-type breads on Ojai Ave., in Ojai. Gordon has an old 
post-card advertising Bill Baker’s soy bread.
 Note 2. Update. Talk with Helen Vaughn, Harmon’s 
wife. 2004. June 6. Harmon is no longer living. She and 
Harmon worked for Bill Baker from 1936 to 1942, then 
after he died, they bought the bakery in 1947 and ran it 
until 1973. Bill was a big heavy-set guy, who spoke with a 
German accent and had blonde hair. She and Harmon gave 
their photo album to a man named Thomas, who purchased 
the business from them in 1973. He moved away from Ojai 
and took the album with him–but nobody knows where he 
went. Address: 404 E. Topa Topa St., Ojai, California 93023. 
Phone: 805-646-2716.

4692. Mainichi Shinbun (Mainichi Daily News). 1984. Miso 
wa gan ni tsuyoi [Researchers say miso is a good anticancer 
agent]. March 31. p. 1. [1 ref. Jap; eng+]
• Summary: See English version of this in the Mainichi 
Daily, April 1.

4693. Beversdorf, Wally D. 1984. Soybean breeding 
developments and new varieties [in Canada]. In: Ontario 
Soya-Bean Growers’ Marketing Board. ed. 1984. Ontario 
Soybean Symposium. Chatham, Ontario, Canada: OSGMB. 
319 p. See p. 36-48.
• Summary: A similar soybean symposium held in Sept. 
1973 at Ridgetown Agricultural College of Agricultural 
Technology (Ridgetown, Ontario) played an important 
role in the development of soybean breeding in Canada. 
During the past 10 years, soybean production in Canada has 
more than doubled, thanks in large part to improvement in 
varieties, but also to improved management practices, and 
increasing demand for soybean products. Since 1973 early-
maturing varieties have greatly expanded the area adaptable 
to growing soybeans. One of the major successes in soybean 
breeding during the past decade has involved the improved 
tolerance of soybeans to phytophthora root rots.
 Traditionally 5 counties have produced most of the 
soybeans in Ontario and in Canada. Since 1973 soybean 

production outside this 5-county area has grown by 180%. 
Canadian varieties are often defi ned by the number of 
heat units (HU’s) they require to mature properly. Certain 
“soybean Heat Unit Areas” are also defi ned; the best known 
are the 2600, 2800, 3100, and 3400 Heat Unit Areas. The 
southern tip of Ontario gets about 3100 to 3500 heat units. 
The 2600 soybean Heat Unit Area is generally the coldest 
and farthest north, and soybean yields from this area are 
generally lower than from warmer areas, in part because the 
number of days to maturity is less. In 1974 only 3 soybean 
varieties were recommend by OMAF (Ontario Ministry of 
Agriculture and Food, Publication 296) for the 2600 Heat 
Unit Area: Altona, Vansoy, and Hardome. But in 1984 six 
varieties were recommend for this Heat Unit Area: Maple 
Presto, Maple Amber, McCall, Maple Arrow, Bicentennial, 
and Evans.
 All soybean varieties recommended by OMAF 
were developed by public institutions. The fi rst privately 
developed variety, XK505 (from Maple Leaf Mills, Ltd.) 
appeared as a recommended variety in 1975. In 1984, 24 of 
the 35 varieties recommended by OMAF were developed in 
the private sector, by six companies breeding or evaluating 
soybean varieties in Ontario.
 Future prospects for cultivar development: Progress 
in developing sources of low linolenic acid soybean oil 
suggests that within 10 years soybean varieties will be able 
to produce oil that no longer requires hydrogenation and 
winterization for salad oils. “This should result in reduced 
refi ning costs and the elimination of trans isomers of fatty 
acids, which have been implicated in elevated blood serum 
cholesterol.” Address: Crop Science Dep., Univ. of Guelph, 
Guelph, ONT, Canada.

4694. Cramer, M.M.; Beversdorf, W.D. 1984. Effect of 
genotype X environment interactions on selection for low 
linolenic acid soybeans. Crop Science 24(2):327-30. March/
April. [15 ref]
• Summary: “This research showed that G X E interactions 
should be considered when breeding for low linolenic acid 
soybeans. Such interactions affected both the ranking of 
genotypes and the precision of detecting differences among 
genotypes.” Address: Dep. of Crop Science, Univ. of Guelph, 
Guelph, ONT, Canada N1G 2W1.

4695. Gustafson, Nancy J. 1984. What diet can do for 
diabetics. Vegetarian Times. March. p. 32-35, 60. [4 ref]
• Summary: “Diabetes affects over 10 million Americans, 
with another four million undiagnosed. It is the eighth most 
common cause of blindness. Its incidence increases at a rate 
of six percent yearly.”
 “Vegetarianism fi ts in beautifully with the new diet 
plans for diabetics. Not only is it safe for diabetics to eat 
vegetarian, but most diabetics are now encouraged to eat 
more plant foods and less fat, particularly animal fat.”
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 “If you are a non-dairy vegetarian and do not drink 
at least two cups of fortifi ed soymilk daily, you may 
need to supplement with 4 micrograms vitamin B-12.” 
Each list contains choices “for both dairy and non-dairy 
vegetarians,...” (p. 34). A table at the bottom of page 34 titled 
“Putting yourself on a weight loss program” has this note at 
the bottom: “For non-dairy vegetarians who prefer not to use 
fortifi ed soymilk, substitute one fruit and one protein food 
exchange for each milk exchange omitted.” Address: MSc, 
RD.

4696. Hammond, E.G. 1984. Breeding for low linolenic acid 
soybeans. In: Ontario Soya-Bean Growers’ Marketing Board. 
ed. 1984. Ontario Soybean Symposium. Chatham, Ontario, 
Canada: OSGMB. 319 p. See p. 254-62.
• Summary: Excellent summary of causes and solutions to 
instability in soy oil. Address: Prof., Food Technology, Iowa 
State Univ., Ames, IA.

4697. Huneault, Triena. 1984. A consumer’s perspective 
on soybeans and agriculture [in Canada]. In: Ontario Soya-
Bean Growers’ Marketing Board. ed. 1984. Ontario Soybean 
Symposium. Chatham, Ontario, Canada: OSGMB. 319 p. 
See p. 287-95.
• Summary: The average person that she talked to had a 
“vague notion that soybeans were nutritious but, except for 
health enthusiasts, generally had no idea how to incorporate 
soybeans into their diet. This is true not only of typical 
consumers but also of farmer’s wives, even though soybeans 
were a major source of income for their families. Since 
realizing this in 1977, the Ontario Soya-Bean Growers’ 
Marketing Board hired a full-time home economist to 
promote soybeans and distributed at least 50,000 copies 
of a soybean recipe book. A joint project was entered into 
with the H.J. Heinz Company to develop new soybean 
products in 1981 and, in 1982, Faye Clack Inc. conducted 
an independent survey of consumer reaction to soybean 
products.
 During a recent visit to supermarkets and a health food 
store in Windsor, Ontario, the author found “that all of the 
supermarkets now carry tofu due to the increased number 
of Asian immigrants who had been asking for it, and also 
the relatively new Canadian interest in Oriental cooking.” 
Address: Consumers’ Assoc. of Canada, Windsor, Ontario.

4698. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society. 1984. 
Reducing serum cholesterol cuts heart disease. 61(3):475-76. 
March.
• Summary: “The National Institutes of Health announced 
in mid-January that its 7-year Lipid Research Clinic 
Coronary Primary Prevention Trial study had demonstrated 
‘conclusively that the risk of coronary heart disease can be 
reduced by lowering blood cholesterol.’
 “Although other studies have linked cholesterol and 

heart disease, NIH offi cials said this study was important as 
it was the fi rst to show that reducing low-density lipoprotein 
cholesterol (LDL-cholesterol) and overall cholesterol 
can reduce incidence of coronary heart disease death and 
myocardial infarction.
 3,806 men age 35 to 59 with high blood-cholesterol 
levels (at least 265 mg/dL) who showed no previous 
evidence of heart disease were involved in the NIH study.

4699. Kane, Andrew P.; Miller, Dennis D. 1984. In vitro 
estimation of the effects of selected proteins on iron 
bioavailability. American J. of Clinical Nutrition 39(3):393-
401. March. [21 ref]
• Summary: The low molecular weight fraction of a soy 
protein digest has no effect on iron availability in vitro. 
Address: 1. MSc; 2. PhD. Both Dep. of Food Science, 
Stocking Hall, Cornell Univ., Ithaca, New York 14853.

4700. Kantha, S. Sri; Erdman, John W., Jr. 1984. The 
winged bean as an oil and protein source: A review. J. of the 
American Oil Chemists’ Society 61(3):515-26. March. [160* 
ref]
• Summary: The past 10 years of published literature 
concerning nutritional studies on and uses of the winged 
bean are reviewed, including its origin and cultivation, 
its overall proximate composition, its nutritional value 
and antinutritional factors, the functional properties of its 
proteins, and its use in protein based foods (supplemented 
breads, weaning food products, fermented products, winged 
bean milk and tofu). Address: Dep. of Food Science, Univ. of 
Illinois, Urbana.

4701. Ketelsen, Sandra M.; Stuart, Mary A.; Weaver, Connie 
M.; Forbes, R.M.; Erdman, J.W., Jr. 1984. Bioavailability 
of zinc to rats from defatted soy fl our, acid-precipitated soy 
concentrate, and neutralized soy concentrate as determined 
by intrinsic and extrinsic labeling techniques. J. of Nutrition 
114(3):536-42. March. [24 ref]
• Summary: “These fi ndings confi rm the results of 
previous feeding studies from which it was suggested that 
neutralization of soy protein concentrates reduces zinc 
bioavailability to the rat. In addition, the results are taken 
to suggest that experimental conditions may infl uence 
the validity of the extrinsic labeling technique.” Address: 
1&5. Dep. of Food Science, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, IL 
61801; 2-3. Dep. of Foods & Nutrition, Purdue Univ., West 
Lafayette, Indiana 47907.

4702. Lee, Jung-Sook; Ko, Y.T.; Paik, J.K. 1984. [Studies 
on production of soy yogurt: Effects of defatted soy milk on 
the growth of Lactobacillus acidophilus]. Han’guk Nonghwa 
Hakhoe Chi (J. of the Korean Agricultural Chemical Society) 
27(1):7-13. March. [20 ref. Kor; eng]
• Summary: Soymilk was made with soy fl our, then 
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fermented with Lactobacillus acidophilus to make a 
soy yoghurt. Addition of glucose and fructose greatly 
enhanced acid production by L. acidophilus, the optimum 
concentration of the 2 sugars in the medium being about 
3% each. Among the growth stimulating agents tested, 
yeast extract stimulated acid production, the optimum 
concentration being about 0.5%. L-Methionine reduced acid 
production by L. acidophilus, while dried whey, and nonfat 
dried milk, and protein concentration had no signifi cant 
effect on its growth or acid production. Address: Dep. of 
Foods and Nutrition, Duksung Women’s College and Lotte-
Chil Sung Beverage Co., Ltd. Both: Seoul, South Korea.

4703. Liu, Shengjie; Guo, Shiping; Chou, Chiyuan (Zhou, 
Qhi-yuan). 1984. [Studies on milk substitutes. X. The role 
of egg yolk powder on the growth promoting effect of 
soybean milk substitute 5410]. Ying Yang Hsueh Pao (Acta 
Nutrimenta Sinica) 6(1):13-20. March. [4 ref. Chi; eng]
• Summary: “It has been demonstrated by animal and 
human experiments that the growth promoting effect of 
soybean milk substitute formula 5410 is comparable with 
that of human milk or cow’s milk formula commonly used 
in infant feeding. It was assumed that such a favorable effect 
is due in part to the inclusion of 5% of egg yolk powder in 
the formula. However, such an assumption remains to be 
confi rmed.
 “In the present animal experiment, the 5% egg yolk 
powder was either removed (diet 5700), or substituted with 
5% whole egg powder (diet 5411), 5% whole cow’s milk 
powder (diet 5720), 10% whole cow’s milk powder (diet 
5721).
 “It was found that the growth promoting effect of diet 
5411 is the same as that of 5410, while that of the other 
diets are all signifi cantly inferior than that of 5410. The role 
played by the defi nite amount of egg yolk in the soybean 
milk substitute is postulated.” Address: Inst. of Health, 
Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences, Beijing.

4704. Lu, Zhi-rong; Guo, Shiping; Chou, Chiyuan (Zhou, 
Qhi-yuan). 1984. [The water content of soybean necessary 
for the effective removal of trypsin inhibitor by steaming]. 
Ying Yang Hsueh Pao (Acta Nutrimenta Sinica) 6(1):21-26. 
March. [9 ref. Chi; eng]
• Summary: “The trypsin inhibitor of soybean cannot be 
removed when the dry bean is heated by steaming. The 
presence of a defi nite amount of water is necessary for such 
a process. The quantitative relationship between the water 
content of the bean during steaming and the degree of the 
removal of the trypsin inhibitor has been studied. It was 
found that the trypsin inhibitor can be completely removed 
by steaming at atmospheric pressure for 30 minutes when 
the water content of the bean reached 45-55% after soaking 
in water at 20-30ºC for 4 hours or in the water at 10ºC for 8 
hours or longer. The role played by water in the removal of 

the trypsin inhibitor is postulated.” Address: Inst. of Health, 
Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences, Beijing.

4705. Rehberger, T.G.; Wilson, L.A.; Glatz, B.A. 1984. 
Microbiological quality of commercial tofu. J. of Food 
Protection 47(3):177-81. March. [8 ref]
• Summary: “A study was done to investigate the 
microbiological quality of commercial tofu available in 
local retail outlets. A sampling method was fi rst developed 
to obtain accurate and representative microbial counts of 
individual pieces of tofu. Plate count determination of 
total aerobic organisms, psychrotrophs [bacteria that can 
grow at temperatures not far above freezing], coliforms, 
sporeformers, yeasts and molds, and staphylococci were 
made on 60 tofu samples (representing 3 lots each of 4 
different brands) obtained within 24 hours after delivery 
to the retail store. In addition, for 2 brands that provided 
manufacturer’s pull dates, the same microbial counts were 
obtained for samples stored in the laboratory at 10ºC until the 
pull date. Of the tofu sampled immediately after purchase, 
83% of the lots tested had total counts greater than 1,000,000 
colony-forming units (CFU)/gm and psychrotrophic 
counts greater than 10,000 CFU/gm. In addition, 67% of 
the lots tested had confi rmed coliform counts greater than 
1,000 CFU/gm. Very low levels (less than 10 CFU/gm) 
of all other microbial groups tested for were found in the 
majority of lots. Samples held until the manufacturer’s pull 
date contained higher total and psychrotrophic counts but 
lower or stable counts of other organisms compared with 
samples tested immediately after purchase. To improve 
the microbiological quality of tofu, processors need to 
reduce initial loads by improving sanitation and processing 
techniques, and retailers should provide more consistent and 
colder refrigerated storage.”
 “In the present study, the manufacturer’s pull date did 
not indicate accurately the shelf-life of the tofu.” Address: 
Dep. of Food Technology, Iowa State Univ., Ames, IA, 
50011.

4706. Saio, Kyoko. 1984. Dietary pattern and soybean 
processing in Japan today. Tropical Agriculture Research 
Series No. 17. p. 153-61. March. International Symposium 
on Soybean in the Tropics and Subtropics. [1 ref. Eng]
• Summary: Abstract. Consumption of soybeans in Japan. 
Varieties and processing of soybean foods. Traditional 
technology for modern products and emerging technology 
applied to traditional foods. Reference. Discussion. Tables: 
(1) Intake of Kcal/day/person. (2) Intake of protein/day/
person. (3) Intake of fat/day/person. (4) Comparison of 
intake of nutrients among various nations. (5) Supply and 
demand of whole soybeans in Japan. (6) Detailed use of 
whole soybeans supplied for food. Figures: (1) Flow sheet 
of Momen Tofu preparation. (2) Flow sheet of Kori Tofu 
preparation. (3) Flow sheet of Shoyu (soy sauce) preparation. 
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(4) Flow sheet of Kome Miso preparation. (5) Flow sheet of 
soy milk preparation. (6) Manufacture of vegetable protein 
products. Address: National Food Research Inst., Yatabe, 
Tsukuba, Ibaraki 305, Japan.

4707. Selleck, G.W. 1984. Keynote address [at International 
Soybean Symposium]. Tropical Agriculture Research 
Series No. 17. p. iii-vi. March. International Symposium on 
Soybean in the Tropics and Subtropics. [11 ref]
• Summary: Tables: (1) Biological value of protein 
form selected commodities. (2) Energy input and output 
relationship for selected crops per hectare in the USA. (3) 
Protein productivity of major cereals and grain legumes. 
Address: Director General, AVRDC, Shanhua, Taiwan.

4708. Taira, Harue; Kokubun, Kijiro. 1984. [Quality of 
soybean seeds grown in Japan. V. Differences in the chemical 
composition of seeds of various ecotypes cultivated in 
upland and drained paddy fi elds]. Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo 
Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the National Food Research 
Institute) No. 44. p. 62-73. March. [22 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: “Investigations have been carried out to 
determine the difference between upland culture and drained 
paddy fi eld culture in the chemical composition (moisture, 
protein, oil, carbohydrate, and ash contents), weight of 100 
seeds, and yield of soybean seeds in early-, early middle-, 
middle-, and late-maturing variety groups. The drained 
paddy fi eld culture, as compared with the upland culture, 
resulted in slightly lower protein and oil contents except in 
the early variety group and slightly higher carbohydrate and 
ash contents in all variety groups of soybean seeds. On the 
other hand, the variations in the weight of 100 seeds and 
yield did not show a similar tendency among the groups. 
Signifi cant differences were observed among the varieties 
and soil conditions in each group. Data on the contribution 
ratio showed that the chemical composition except for 
protein, carbohydrate, and ash contents of the early variety 
group and weight of 100 seeds were more infl uenced by 
the variety than the soil condition in all groups.” Address: 
1. National Food Research Inst., Japan; 2. Tohoku National 
Agric. Exp. Station, Kariwano, Akita Pref., Japan.

4709. Trujillo, Judi. 1984. Building the domestic [soy] oil 
market. In: Ontario Soya-Bean Growers’ Marketing Board. 
ed. 1984. Ontario Soybean Symposium. Chatham, Ontario, 
Canada: OSGMB. 319 p. See p. 120-31.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Market development. 
The domestic soy oil program. Where soybean oil is used: 
Salad and cooking oils, solid shortenings, spoonable 
dressings and mayonnaise, pourable dressings, margarines, 
other foods. The infl uentials ASA is trying to reach. Methods 
used to reach consumer infl uentials: Advertising, trade and 
media relations, volunteer spokesperson program (begun 3 
years ago, it consists of 90 farm wives from 16 key soybean-

producing states).
 A portrait photo shows Judi Trujillo. Address: American 
Soybean Assoc., St. Louis, Missouri.

4710. Tufts University Diet and Nutrition Newsletter. 1984. 
Cholesterol: is the verdict fi nally in? Special report. 2(1):3-6. 
March.
• Summary: The answer is Yes! “Now, in what the 
American Heart Association hails as a ‘landmark study,’ the 
National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute has defi nitively 
demonstrated that lowering blood cholesterol, with diet and 
drugs, in men who have high levels can signifi cantly reduce 
the likelihood of fatal and nonfatal heart attacks.”
 The $159 million government-funded study recruited 
3,806 men, ages 35 to 59, with high blood cholesterol and 
followed them for 7 to 10 years.
 The typical American has a blood cholesterol value of 
210–which is high, since heart disease is the number one 
cause of death in the USA. Now all Americans should try to 
keep their cholesterol levels low. A half-page table shows the 
approximate cholesterol content of selected animal foods. 
Egg yolk has the highest of all, 252.
 Researchers estimate that each 1% fall in cholesterol is 
associated with a 2% decrease in the risk of heart attacks.

4711. Wang, Hwa L. 1984. Tofu and tempeh as potential 
protein sources in the Western diet. J. of the American Oil 
Chemists’ Society 61(3):528-34. March. [22 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract (uses the word “soybean 
foods” several times). Introduction. Traditional soybean 
foods. Trends in market growth for tofu and tempeh (based 
on statistics gathered by Shurtleff & Aoyagi of The Soyfoods 
Center in California, 1983). Tofu. Tempeh.
 Traditional soybean foods can be classifi ed as either 
nonfermented or fermented. Tables show: (1) Oriental 
nonfermented soybean foods (gives food name, local names, 
description, uses): Fresh green soybeans (local names: mao-
tou, edamame). Soybean sprouts (huang-tou-ya, daizu no 
moyashi). Soybean milk (tou-chiang). Protein-lipid fi lm (tou-
fu-pi, yuba). Soybean curd (tofu, tou-fu, tubu, tahoo, touhu, 
tau-foo, dou-fu, dau-fu). Soybean fl our (tou-fen, kinako) 
(Wang 1983).
 (2) Oriental fermented soybean foods (gives food name, 
local names, microorganisms used, substrate, nature of 
product): Soy sauce (local names: chiang-yu, shoyu, toyo, 
kanjang, ketjap, see-iu). Miso (chiang, doenjang, soybean 
paste). Hamanatto [fermented black soybeans] (tou-shih, 
tao-si, tao-tjo [sic]). Sufu (fu-ru, fu-ju, tou-fu-ju, bean cake, 
Chinese cheese). Tempeh (tempe kedelee). Natto.
 (3) Tofu industry in the United States (No. of 
manufacturers and annual production in 1975, 1979, 1981, 
1982, and 1983).
 (4) Soybean solids and proteins in soybean soak water 
as affected by soaking conditions (temperature vs. time; 
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Lowry protein / Lowry’s protein). (5) Ratio of protein to oil 
content of tofu and soy milk as affected by protein content of 
soybeans (for different soybean varieties; the highest ratios 
come from the varieties Wase-Kogane, Vinton, Toyosuzu, 
and Coles).
 Figures: (1) Flow diagram for the preparation of tofu. 
(2) Graph: In vitro digestibility of soybean milk as affected 
by the duration of boiling. Best digestibility is 12-14 
minutes. (3) Four graphs: Relationship of concentration 
and type of coagulant to the yield of tofu. Coagulants are 
calcium sulfate, calcium chloride, magnesium sulfate, 
and magnesium chloride. The 4 graphs are: Gross weight 
of tofu. Moisture content. Total solids recovery. Nitrogen 
recovery. Calcium sulfate gives the highest values on all 
four graphs. (4) Four graphs: Relationship of concentration 
and type of coagulant to the texture characteristics of tofu. 
Same coagulants. The four graphs are: Hardness. Brittleness. 
Cohesiveness. Elasticity. (5) Flow diagram for tempeh 
fermentation. Address: Northern Regional Research Center, 
ARS, USDA, Peoria, Illinois 61604.

4712. Wernham, Les. 1984. Exports–Problems and 
opportunities [for Canadian soybeans]. In: Ontario Soya-
Bean Growers’ Marketing Board. ed. 1984. Ontario Soybean 
Symposium. Chatham, Ontario, Canada: OSGMB. 319 p. 
See p. 246-53.
• Summary: Soybean exports from Ontario have expanded 
dramatically during the past 10 years; in 1982 they reached 
a high of 132,000 tonnes worth $44 million. The East Asian 
market including Japan, Korea, Hong Kong, and Malaysia 
accounted for 81% of Ontario’s export soybean sales in 
1983, with an additional 8% going to Europe. The main 
buyers in 1982 were: Japan 47,414 tonnes, Netherlands 
19,545 tonnes, Singapore 18,039 tonnes, Indonesia 16,652 
tonnes, Hong Kong 15,234 tonnes.
 Most of these soybeans are sold for human consumption. 
“For example, one of Sweden’s foremost pharmaceutical 
manufacturers has in the past years been that country’s 
largest single importer of Canadian soybeans. Taking about 
3,000 tons annually, this company produced a patented 
intravenous nourishment called Intralipid.” Tiny soybeans 
(5 mm diameter or less) are used to make bean sprouts 
and natto. For soybean exports, freight constitutes an 
average 21% of the net delivered cost to the buyer in his 
country. They are shipped in bagged or bulk (20 or 40 foot) 
containers. The main focus of breeding should be to develop 
varieties that do not carry a common bitterness or beany 
fl avor. Address: Grain Manager, King Grain, Chatham, ONT, 
Canada.

4713. Mainichi Daily. 1984. Researchers say miso good 
anticancer agent. April 1. p. 12 (B). Sunday. Summarized in 
East West Journal as “Miso and Cancer Update,” July 1984, 
p. 11. [1 ref. Eng]

• Summary: Miso contains substances capable of controlling 
the growth of cancer. This fi nding was announced by a team 
from Tohoku Univ. in Sendai, Japan, headed by Prof. Shuichi 
Kimura. A formal report will be presented at the meeting of 
the Agricultural Chemical Society of Japan to be held this 
month in Tokyo. “The fi nding also confi rms the popular 
belief in the effectiveness of miso soup against cancer, 
especially stomach cancer. The specifi c anticancer substances 
in miso appear to be combinations of fatty acids and ethanol, 
or ethylesters of fatty acids. The most effect of these is 
linolenic acid ethylester. In all, these anticancer ethylesters 
of fatty acid content account for some 0.5% of miso. Yet 
they are ‘so effective against cancer that 10 milligrams, or 
the amount in an ordinary cup of miso soup, can completely 
eradicate the toxicity of 5 micrograms of benzypyrene, a 
powerful carcinogen,’ according to Prof. Kimura. ‘One 
kilogram of beef, entirely charred, can produce only 1 
microgram of this carcinogenic chemical, thus indicating 
how miso soup is effective against cancer.’”

4714. Medical Tribune & Medical News (New York, NY). 
1984. Diabetic delight: Soy fi ber mixer. April 18. *
• Summary: This fi ber-and-protein soy supplement, which is 
benefi cial in diabetic diets, is made by the Hayes Company 
in Israel.

4715. Cahill, George F., Jr. 1984. Will a soybean supplement 
reduce daily insulin requirements? JAMA: J. of the American 
Medical Association 251(16):2155. April 27.
• Summary: Question: An obese woman with adult-onset 
diabetes, was taking 50 units of insulin per day with poor 
results. After reading an article, she began taking a soybean 
supplement and after one month her insulin requirement 
decreased by 50%. Would you please comment–MD, New 
Jersey.
 Answer (by Cahill): True, the soybean supplement might 
work, but before backing it, a simple clinical trial should 
be conducted “to evaluate its effectiveness in a prospective, 
perhaps even double-blind study, comparing it with another 
equicaloric and similar-tasting food with the same protein-
carbohydrate-fat distribution.” Address: Howard Hughes 
Medical Inst., Boston, Massachusetts.

4716. Rubenstein (Howard J.) Associates, Inc. 1984. Tofutti 
in bulk-pack [hard frozen] available nationwide (News 
release). New York. 2 p. April 27.
• Summary: “Tofutti, the nondairy soy-based frozen 
dessert, is now available hard-frozen in 2½ gallon bulk pack 
containers to restaurants and food service establishments 
nationwide... The fi rst fi ve bulk pack fl avors are Vanilla 
Almond Bark, Chocolate Supreme, Maple Walnut and 
Wildberry Supreme.
 “Tofutti, which is made with tofu, is similar to ice cream 
but contains no cholesterol, no lactose and no butterfat. Its 
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ingredients are water, high fructose, corn sweeteners [sic], 
honey, corn oil, tofu, isolated soy protein, assorted natural 
fl avors and vegetable gums.
 “Tofutti has been available in soft-serve form since 
1981 through distributors in New York, Hawaii, California, 
Florida, Washington, D.C., Oregon, Washington, Idaho, 
Arizona, New Mexico, Texas, Nevada, Utah and Canada.
 “Sold in a liquid mix, retailers then dispense it through 
a soft-serve frozen dessert machine in any one of six soft-
serve fl avors: Vanilla, Chocolate, Strawberry, Maple Walnut, 
Banana Pecan and Peanut Butter.”
 Then discusses the effects of cholesterol on heart 
disease, and lactose intolerance–which affl icts approximately 
40 million Americans.
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2013) 
stating that Tofutti is sold outside the United States. Since 
1981 it has been sold in Canada as a liquid mix and served in 
soft-serve form.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2013) 
stating that Tofutti is now available to resellers as a hard-
frozen / hard pack product. Previously it had been sold only 
from soft-serve machines. However it would not be available 
to consumers until about June 1984. Address: New York.

4717. Steinkraus, Keith H. 1984. History of his work with 
tempeh (Interview). Conducted by William Shurtleff of 
Soyfoods Center, April 27. 2 p. transcript.
• Summary: First Flora Yap came to do tempeh research at 
his lab. Then he began working on tempeh with Dr. György 
in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Dr. György had traveled to 
Indonesia many times and knew tempeh well; he was well 
aware of the severe malnutrition among Indonesian children, 
and he felt that tempeh offered a way of improving their diet. 
But he didn’t have the facilities to make tempeh in larger 
quantities, so Dr. Steinkraus made the tempeh and sent it to 
Dr. György, who used it in his nutritional studies.
 György found that tempeh was much more resistant to 
the development of rancidity than soybeans. That led to the 
work with Murata on antioxidants. Many nutritionists believe 
that rancid food, which contains high levels of peroxides, is 
quite harmful to consumers.
 Then in 1959 Dr. Steinkraus went to Indonesia, mainly 
to visit the Saridele soymilk plant there which was supported 
by UNICEF. They were having trouble with the nutritional 
value of their soymilk. While in Indonesia, Dr. Steinkraus 
visited some tempeh plants for the fi rst time. Address: New 
York State Agric. Exp. Station, Geneva, NY 14456.

4718. Abdullah, Aminah; Baldwin, Ruth E. 1984. Mineral 
and vitamin contents of seeds and sprouts of newly available 
small-seeded soybeans and market samples of mungbeans. J. 
of Food Science 49(2):656-57. March/April. [10 ref]
• Summary: “Germination reduced iron and increased 
phosphorus and sodium contents in both soybeans and 

mungbeans, but potassium content was not changed 
signifi cantly. Germination increased amounts of thiamin, 
ribofl avin, niacin, and ascorbic acid in both soybeans and 
mungbeans.” Address: 1. Dep. of Food Science & Nutrition, 
National Univ. of Malaysia, Bangi, Selangor, Malaysia; 
2. Dep. of Food Science & Nutrition, Univ. of Missouri, 
Columbia, MO 65211; Biological & Agricultural Index 
1984/10, p. 577.

4719. Bianchi, Maria de Lourdes Pires; Silva, Hugo C.; 
Braga, Gilberto L. 1984. Oligosaccharide content of ten 
varieties of dark-coated soybeans. J. of Agricultural and 
Food Chemistry 32(2):355-57. March/April. [14 ref]
• Summary: Dry ripe beans of ten varieties of black- or 
brown coated soybeans were investigated for oligosaccharide 
content. The oligosaccharides were extracted with 80% 
ethanol and analyzed using thin-layer chromatography. 
On average, 3.88% sucrose, 0.79% raffi nose and 3.37% 
stachyose was found on a dry weight basis. The approximate 
proportion of these 3 sugars was 5:1:4. “On a dry weight 
basis, the sum of raffi nose and stachyose comprised 15.84% 
of the carbohydrates in the dark-coated beans on a dry 
weight basis, versus 16.32% of those present in yellow-
coated soybeans. Thus both colors of beans cause fl atulence 
in humans to about the same degree.
 Large tables show: (1) “Proximate Analysis of Ten 
Dark-Coated Soybean Varieties Compared to Yellow-Coated 
Soybeans.” (2) Oligosaccharide Content of Ten Dark-Coated 
Soybean Varieties Compared to Yellow-Coated Varieties. (3) 
Comparison of the Results Obtained by Several Investigators 
and in This Work in Terms of the Sucrose, Raffi nose, and 
Stachyose Content of Soybean Seeds. Address: Faculdade 
de Ciencias Farmaceuticas de Ribeirao Preto, Univ. de Sao 
Paulo, Ribierao Preto “Campus,” 14100 Ribeirao Preto, SP, 
Brazil.

4720. Hallberg, Leif; Rossander, Lena. 1984. Improvement 
of iron nutrition in developing countries: comparison of 
adding meat, soy protein, ascorbic acid, citric acid, and 
ferrous sulfate on iron absorption from a simple Latin 
American-type of meal. American J. of Clinical Nutrition 
39(4):577-83. April. [14 ref]
• Summary: Suggests that soy protein inhibits absorption of 
non-heme food iron. Its effect on iron nutrition, however, is 
complex since the reduction in the percentage of nonheme 
iron is offset, in part at least, by the high iron content of the 
soy protein. Address: Dep. of Internal Medicine II, Univ. of 
Goetborg, Sahlgrenska sjukhuset, Sweden.

4721. Okazaki, H.; Kano, U.; Kimura, S. 1984. 
[Investigation of the anti-mutagenic substance in miso]. 
Paper presented at the annual meeting of the Agricultural 
Chemistry Society of Japan. 1 p. English abstract. Held 1-4 
April 1984 in Tokyo. [Jap; Eng]
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• Summary: No mutagens were found in miso. Some 
antimutagens were identifi ed in the lipid fraction of miso. 
Ethylester of unsaturated fatty acids, especially that of 
linolenic acid, showed a strong anti-mutagenic effect. 
Ethylester of linolenic acid seemed to be formed from 
linolenic acid which was liberated from the glycerides in 
soybeans by the microorganisms in miso and ethyl alcohol 
produced by the yeast during fermentation of miso.

4722. Rossoff, Peggy. 1984. Tamari and shoyu: Twin foods 
with a single heritage. MacroMuse. Spring. p. 8-9. [4 ref]
• Summary: “Tamari and shoyu rightly earn their place 
as staple foods. These two soy sauces are the careful and 
patient transformation of whole soybeans, water, koji and 
salt into undeniable enhancer in fl avor and nutrition of the 
foods they season. Miso is the forefather of both, yet over 
the years there has been confusion over their differences. The 
evolution of these two foodstuffs has been as fascinating and 
intricate as the process which produces them.
 “Tamari’s history dates back as far as the eighth century 
in Japan. It came from the liquid which rose to the surface 
or settled to the bottom of miso kegs and was used as a 
seasoning much as we use it today. If miso is drained too 
much in this way it becomes weak and unstable. Thus, this 
early tamari enjoyed limited use. It’s taste, however, was 
so valued (poems were created in its praise) that Buddhist 
monks began to experiment with new techniques, using more 
water than in the usual process of miso making, to obtain 
more of the treasured liquid.
 “Up to the 1400’s tamari was known as the liquid 
extracted from soybean or barley-soybean miso. Later, 
the name ‘tamari-shoyu’ was given to the latter product to 
distinguish it from the sauce drawn from an entirely (or 
nearly so) soybean miso.
 “In the mid-seventeenth century, tamari-shoyu makers 
began to experiment with the substitution of roasted, 
cracked wheat for the barley. The product, which contained 
a higher quantity of simple sugars and some alcohol from 
the breakdown and fermentation of the wheat, resulted in 
its new name–’shoyu’. At this point, its separation from 
miso production became a clear one. Today, most tamari 
is produced in much the same way as shoyu except that it 
contains no wheat.
 “Confusion arose over these two products from the 
following incident, related in a letter by Lima Ohsawa to 
Chico-San, Inc. in 1983, and shared with MacroMuse by Bill 
Shurtleff, promoter and historian of soy foods. Lima states in 
her letter:
 “’In 1958 George Ohsawa gave a lecture at a university 
in Hamburg, West Germany. The lecture hall was packed 
with some 400 to 500 people. Among them was a young man 
[who] was running an organic school in Germany. After the 
lecture he came to Mr. Ohsawa and earnestly inquired about 
various aspects of the Unique Principle.

 “’At that time there was also some talk about shoyu. As 
soon as he tasted this shoyu, he registered the word ‘shoyu’ 
as his own trademark and brand name, so that only he could 
sell it under this name. We came to know about this later and 
thought that it was a terrible thing for him to do. We were 
troubled by his action, for in Germany the law concerning 
registered trademarks was very strict Therefore, in Germany, 
we were unable to call shoyu by its proper name. Out of 
sheer necessity, we decided to call shoyu by the name 
‘tamari.’ After that, people in Europe started to call shoyu by 
the name ‘tamari’.
 “’In Japan we call the liquid from soybean miso by the 
name ‘tamari shoyu,’ and it has been used in fi ne restaurants 
and for high class recipes. It is a type of shoyu.’
 “The distinctions of tamari and shoyu deserve focus. 
Tamari has a stronger fl avor, darker color and thicker 
consistency than shoyu. Some say it imparts its own fl avor 
to foods, while shoyu enhances food fl avors. Yet Shurtleff 
points out that tamari contains 36% more glutamic acid (a 
naturally-occurring fl avor enhancer) than shoyu.
 “Tamari, while higher in protein (9.8%) than shoyu 
(5.2–5.6%), is not by itself as well balanced in amino acid 
content as part of a grain-based meal, however, this is 
certainly no detriment.
 “Don’t let the lighter color of shoyu fool you. It is 
somewhat saltier than tamari. Therefore, you can use slightly 
less, and its lighter color does not drastically alter, as tamari 
does, the vibrant colors of vegetable side dishes.
 “Those with food sensitivities would do better with 
tamari. This is because shoyu contains equal amounts of 
wheat and soybeans. Wheat is a common food irritant for 
such people.
 “Tamari, miso, shoyu–the most important fermented 
soy foods–vary much as wines do. The fi nal products will 
taste different according to the quality of raw materials and 
the fermenting agent (koji), seasonal and climatic changes 
during the aging process and the processing itself. You must 
taste to know.
 “While choosing your soy sauce (or sauces) can be 
a very personal thing, be sure fi rst of the integrity of the 
producer. Most, but not all, of the soy sauces available in 
natural food stores are offered by companies using traditional 
methods and the strictest standards. High quality ingredients 
are used, including whole soybeans, and the fi nal product 
has been fermented in wooden kegs for twelve to twenty-
four months. Their taste will vary greatly from modern 
chemicalized soy sauces which can be produced in as little as 
two days.
 “True tamari and shoyu, besides being delicious 
seasonings, are benefi cial for maintaining health. They 
stimulate digestive activity, destroy unfavorable micro-
organisms and encourage the growth of benefi cial organisms 
in our intestines. Their salt is truly ‘mellowed’ by aging; it is 
in excellent form to be assimilated by our body cells and to 
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maintain an alkaline blood condition. Tamari and shoyu are 
sources of vitamin B12 and help preserve nutrients present 
in foods (such as vitamins A, C and E). Since they contain 
active enzymes (whose activity is occasionally discernable 
by white fl akes which rise to the surface), consuming these 
traditional foods helps our bodies in breaking down and 
absorbing other high protein foods such as beans and seeds.
 “Is it any wonder that tamari and shoyu have been used 
so long for home medicinal remedies? When combined with 
bancha tea (and sometimes umeboshi), they are powerful 
weapons against headaches, hangovers, indigestion, acid 
blood and fatigue. Tamari and shoyu are a twin team which 
benefi ts our lives.”
 Four sources are cited. Address: Rockville, Maryland.

4723. Brody, Jane E. 1984. What doctors are discovering 
about vegetarian diets. Vegetarian Times. May. p. 19-20. 
Originally published in the New York Times.
• Summary: For details see New York Times 12 October 
1983, p. C1, C6. Address: New York.

4724. Ghavami, Mehrdad; Morton, Ian D. 1984. Effect of 
heating at deep-fat frying temperature on the sterol content 
of soya bean oil. J. of the Science of Food and Agriculture 
(London) 35(5):569-72. May. [8 ref]
• Summary: “Sterols are the main constituents in the non 
saponifi able matter fraction of oils and fats.”
 Preliminary studies indicate that phytosterols naturally 
present or added to soya bean oil, indicate that large amounts 
of these sterols were lost when soya bean oil was exposed 
to high temperature for a long time. Address: Dep. of Food 
Science & Nutrition, Queen Elizabeth College, Univ. of 
London, Campden Hill Rd., Kensington, London W8 7AH.

4725. Hoosier Farmer (Indianapolis, Indiana). 1984. Human 
nutrition & soybeans: Family life lines. May. p. 32.
• Summary: “The American Soybean Association’s Human 
Nutrition Center, under the direction of Ruth Orellana, is 
an important part of ASA’s functions in Mexico and Latin 
America. As Gil Harrison, ASA Latin American director, has 
states: ‘The greatest potential for soybeans in Mexico is in 
the area of human nutrition.’ The Human Nutrition Center 
staff is working toward increasing the amount of soybeans in 
the human diet.
 Adela Pérez Delgado, an assistant human nutritionist 
with ASA, told Indiana soybean producers that ASA is 
“currently conducting a program with several day-care 
centers in Mexico using texturized soy protein mixed with 
meat. We are using 30 percent soy-texturized protein. The 
children love it!”
 “One of the most important programs we are doing 
right now is with tortillas, the staple of the Mexican diet. We 
teach how to mix the soybean with corn through a process 
called nixtamalization. This is being done at the local level 

in several states here in Mexico... We mix approximately 
eight percent soybeans with the corn... The problem we 
are facing here in Mexico is that corn is subsidized by the 
government, soy is not.” Photos show Adela Delgado and 
Aldo Pontecorvo.

4726. Hu, Lizhi. 1984. Soy protein concentrate produced 
by acid-extraction and ethanol-washing process and 
its nutritional analysis. In: S. Wong, et al., eds. 1984. 
Proceedings of the Second U.S.-China Soybean Symposium. 
Washington, DC: USDA OICD. xix + 464 p. See p. 427-32.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Technology. Optimum 
Technological parameters: Treating raw material, acid-
extracting, ethanol-washing, product drying. Technological 
principle. Product properties: Physical and chemical 
properties, amino acid composition, nutritional analysis. 
Address: Heilongjiang Provincial Cereal & Oil Inst.

4727. Ma, Zhongdeng; Wang, X.; Lin, Z.; Liu, H. 1984. 
Study on the quality of soybeans in different areas of China. 
In: S. Wong, et al., eds. 1984. Proceedings of the Second 
U.S.-China Soybean Symposium. Washington, DC: USDA 
OICD. xix + 464 p. See p. 401-13. [2 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Selection of samples. 
Analytical methods: Density and weight of one thousand 
seeds, determination of chemical composition, isolation and 
identifi cation of protein fractions, determination of bean curd 
yield. Results. Discussion.
 Tables show: (1) Soybean varieties used for quality 
analysis. The fi ve columns are: (a) Name of soybean variety 
sampled. (b) Description of the seed. (c) Sampling place. 
(d) Cultivation system area (e.g., Spring, Summer, Autumn, 
Winter) (e) Natural condition of the area.
 (2) Densities and seed weights of soybean samples. 
(3) American and Canadian grading standards: Grades and 
minimum density required for each grade. (4) Chemical 
analyses of soybean samples. (5) Amino acid content of soy 
protein in 12 varieties.
 (6) Analysis of globulin fractions in 12 varieties. (7) 
Approximate amounts and components of ultracentrifuge 
fractions of water-extractable proteins from American 
soybeans. (8) Protein content and yields of curd from 
Chinese soybeans.
 Conclusion: “Among the commercial soybeans in 
China, those produced in the spring soybean cultivation area 
are best.” Next best are those from the summer soybean 
cultivation area. “These strains are rich in 7S and 11S 
globulin and suitable for making beancurd.” Address: 1-2. 
Xian Oils and Fats Science Research Inst., Ministry of 
Commerce; 3-4. Academia Sinica.

4728. Oakenfull, D.G.; Topping, D.L.; Illman, R.J.; Fenwick, 
D.E. 1984. Prevention of dietary hypercholesterolaemia in 
the rat by soya bean and quillaja saponins. Nutrition Reports 
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International 29(5):1039-46. May. [26 ref]
• Summary: Both saponins prevented dietary 
hypercholesterolaemia by increasing faecal excretion of 
steroids but their mechanisms of action was different. 
Soybean saponins increased fecal excretion of bile acids but 
had no effect on faecal excretion of neutral steroids. Both 
saponins may be of use in diets aimed at lowering plasma 
cholesterol. Address: 1&4. CSIRO Div. of Food Research, 
P.O. Box 52, North Ryde, NSW, 2113; 2-3. CSIRO Div. of 
Human Nutrition, Glenthorne Lab., O’Halloran Hill, SA 
5158, Australia.

4729. Raboy, V.; Dickinson, D.B.; Below, F.E. 1984. 
Variation in total seed phosphorus, phytic acid, zinc, calcium, 
magnesium, and protein among lines of Glycine max and G. 
soja. Crop Science 24(3):431-34. May/June. [14 ref]
• Summary: Phytic acid, which is the storage form of 
phosphorus (P) in seeds, “binds with nutritionally important 
metals, especially Zn, Ca, and Mg [zinc, calcium, and 
magnesium], possibly contributing to nutritional defi ciencies 
in nonruminant animals.”
 If signifi cant variation in seed phytic acid and “minerals 
exists among soybean or G. soja (Sieb. and Zucc.) lines, 
a breeding program aimed at reducing the phytic acid and 
increasing the mineral content of soybean seeds should be 
feasible.”
 A preliminary investigation shows that a wide range of 
phytic acid exists among soybean lines. Address: Dep. of 
Horticulture, Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Urbana, 
Illinois.

4730. Soyfoods Center. 1984. Tempeh (color slide show). 
P.O. Box 234, Lafayette, CA 94549. 75 slides. Narration with 
each set.
• Summary: Slide show (#4). 1. The Soyfoods Center 
Presents... 2. Tempeh is a delicious high-protein fermented 
or cultured soyfood. Sold in 3/4-inch thick cakes and usually 
deep or shallow-fried until crisp and golden brown, tempeh 
has a fl avor and texture resembling those of southern-fried 
chicken or fi sh sticks. For centuries a backbone of the 
Indonesian diet, tempeh is prepared fresh each morning at 
some 41,000 shops on Java alone. 3. Tempeh is increasingly 
available at reasonable prices throughout the United States, 
especially at natural or health food stores, or at Indonesian 
specialty shops. Tempeh is an excellent source of nutrients, 
containing 50 percent more protein than hamburger and 
completely free of cholesterol; it is also the world’s richest 
known source of vegetarian vitamin B-12. Like all soyfoods, 
tempeh is rich in lysine, the essential amino acid in shortest 
supply in most cereal grains. Serving tempeh and grain at 
the same meal boosts the amount of usable protein by up to 
40 percent. 4. Tempeh has many virtues. 5. It promises to be 
an important part of meatless diets and of the new emerging 
American cuisine.

 6. A typical package of tempeh. 7. There are various 
types of tempeh. 8. Here is a kit for making tempeh at home; 
it contains everything you will need. 9. Tempeh at a market 
in Bali, Indonesia. 10. Different sized packages of tempeh in 
Indonesia; made and sold wrapped in banana leaves.
 11. Tempeh sold in a market place in Java. On the left is 
tofu simmered in turmeric, a natural preservative. 12. Now 
let’s learn how to make tempeh at home. The soybeans can 
be dehulled either wet or dry. We prefer wet dehulling. But 
this is how it is done dry. For best results with dry dehulling, 
preheat the soybeans at 250ºF in an oven for 10 minutes, or 
just until the hulls split. 13. Tempeh is easily made at home. 
Begin by combining 2½ cups soybeans with 7½ cups water 
in a large pot. 14. Bring just to a boil. 15. Then remove from 
heat, cover, and allow to stand for 8 to 16 hours.
 16. Carefully pour off water from pot then vigorously 
rub beans between the palms of both hands for 3 to 4 minutes 
to remove hulls. 17. Then pour off hulls into a strainer. 
Repeat this process several times until all the beans are 
dehulled. 18. To the drained beans in the pot add 10 cups 
(hot) water and 1½ tablespoons vinegar. 19. Bring to a boil 
and cook, uncovered, for 45 minutes, then pour contents of 
pot into a large colander and allow beans to drain well. 20. 
Then allow beans to dry for 20 to 30 minutes on a double 
layer of absorbent toweling.
 21. To make the container for incubation you can use 
Ziploc bags, baking pans, pie tins, etc. We prefer Ziploc 
bags. Take two 7-by-8-inch polyethylene bags and, using an 
ice pick, make holes in a grid pattern every ½ inch. 22. When 
the soybeans have cooled to body temperature and are well 
dried, transfer them to a separate clean tray for inoculation. 
23. Now we are ready to inoculate them. The inoculum, 
tempeh starter, is available from The Farm in Tennessee or 
from Organic Gardening magazine. Once you buy one small 
packet you can make more of your own, using illustrated 
instructions in our Book of Tempeh. To inoculate, simply 
take 1 teaspoon of starter, sprinkle it over the beans... 24. 
And mix well. 25. Then spoon half of the inoculated beans 
into each of the two perforated bags.
 26. Flatten each bag to a thickness of ½ to 3/4 inch. 
27. Then place bags in an incubator. This incubator is made 
from a Styrofoam cooler or picnic basket heated by a 20-
watt electric bulb regulated by an aquarium or chick brooder 
thermostat. A water heater room or any other place as warm 
as 86ºF (30ºC) can serve as an incubator. 28. Incubate the 
tempeh at 86 to 88ºF for 22 to 26 hours. When done, the 
beans should be bound together fi rmly into fragrant white 
cakes. 29. A large cake of fi nished tempeh and tempeh 
in burger rounds made in yogurt containers. 30. Here is 
an incubator made from two cardboard boxes, the space 
between the larger and the smaller being fi lled with batting 
for insulation. Note the perforated rack on which the tempeh 
is placed.
 31. Good tempeh looks like this when sliced. 32. 
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Tempeh is as versatile and delicious as it is nutritious and 
inexpensive. Most of the tempeh in Indonesia is served deep-
fried or shallow-fried to give it a crisp texture and savory 
fl avor. Here tempeh is being shallow fried to make crisp 
tempeh chips. 33. Crisp tempeh chips with creamy tofu dip. 
34. Tofu burger. 35. Tofu burgers (open faced) made with 
round tempeh patties.
 36. Some people like to grill their burgers fi rst with a 
miso sauce. 37. Label of tempeh patties. 38. TLT; Tempeh, 
Lettuce & Tomato Sandwich. 39. Tempeh Sloppy Joe. 40. 
Canning Tempeh Sloppy Joe.
 41. Tempeh burritos or tacos. 42. Tempeh in pita bread. 
43. Tempeh Guacamole and Crisp Tempeh Bits on tortillas. 
44. Breaded Tempeh Cutlets or Croquettes. 45. Tempeh 
Lumpia, a Filipino dish.
 46. Tempeh Gyoza or Egg Rolls. 47. Tempeh Felafels; 
Temptations. 48. Tempeh is delicious simmered in coconut 
milk with herbs and spices. The milk is easily made at home 
in a blender as described in The Book of Tempeh. 49. Simply 
pour the mixture of coconut pulverized with hot water into a 
strainer and press out the coconut milk with your fi ngertips. 
50. Tempeh starter can also be made at home. Here is a 
method for growing it on soybeans and sifting off the spores. 
50A. It can also be grown on pressure cooked white rice, 
cooked in a Mason jar.
 51. Now to Indonesia. A sketch of a large Indonesian 
tempeh shop. 52. In a few areas, tempeh is incubated packed 
in bamboo halves. 53. Close-up. 54. Carrying the tempeh to 
market. 55. Indonesian tempeh wrapped in banana leaves and 
polyethylene bags.
 56. Tempeh in small packets wrapped with banana 
leaves in the Yogyakarta market, May 1977. 57. Close-
up. 58. Here is a wife cooking tempeh in a typical village 
kitchen. 59. Thin tempeh slices at the marketplace are dipped 
in a batter of spiced coconut milk and rice fl our, then deep-
fried to make tempeh chips. 60. Here are tempeh cutlets, 
seasonings, and chips.
 61. Other ready-to-eat tempeh items in a West Javanese 
market. 62. Tempeh chips in a marketplace in Yogyakarta, 
Java. 63. Making grilled tempeh on skewers like shish kebab 
over a home barbecue. 64. Making Sate, a similar skewered 
delicacy with a wonderful dipping sauce, sold here by a 
street vendor. 65. Javanese markets are a festival of colors. 
Most tempeh cuisine includes a load of blazing hot chilies...
 66... which are ground by hand in stone mortars for use 
in sauces. 67. Like most traditional societies, Indonesia has 
a grain-centered diet. The colors of natural grains and beans 
in the markets are a feast for the eyes. 68. In Indonesia the 
remarkable winged bean is also made into tempeh; or it can 
be made into tofu or deep-fried tofu. 69. A close relative 
of tempeh is onchom, which is usually made from peanut 
presscake or okara with a Neurospora mold. It is sold in 
cakes in the markets of West Java. 70... and may have a 
distinctive orange color from the mycelium.

 71. To make onchom, steamed peanut presscake is 
packed into molds, 72. Inoculated with onchom from a 
previous fermentation, 73. Placed in an incubator where it 
generates its own heat from fermentation, 74. And looks like 
this when it is fi nished. Address: Lafayette, California.

4731. U.S. Food and Drug Administration, Center for 
Food Safety and Applied Nutrition, Retail Food Protection 
Branch. 1984. Defi nitions–Soy protein products considered 
to be potentially hazardous foods (Leafl et). In: Retail Food 
Protection: Program Information Manual. Washington, DC. 
Part 6–Inspection. Chap. 01–Code Interpretations. Number 
1-102(q). 23 May 1984. [11 ref]
• Summary: “Question: Are tofu and other moist soy 
protein products considered to be ‘potentially hazardous 
foods.’ Discussion... In a recent survey of 60 tofu samples 
collected from retail stores, some samples had total counts 
of 10 million Colony Forming Units per gram (CFU/g) and 
psychrotrophic (cold-stimulated microorganism) counts 
of 10,000 CFU/g. Some samples also had coliform counts 
greater than 1000 CFU/g. Staphylococci were also isolated 
from tofu, but were not of the type commonly associated 
with foodborne illness (coagulase positive). Tofu has 
been implicated as the vehicle in one known outbreak of 
foodborne illness. In that instance, the pathogen was Yersinia 
enterocolitica which is known to grow even at refrigeration 
temperatures. Other studies clearly establish that moist 
soy protein products can support the rapid and progressive 
growth of Clostridium perfrigens and Staphylococcus 
aureus.”
 Note: The applicable codes or sections to which the 
above interpretation applies are Section 1-102(q) of the 1982 
Food Store Code (FST), and of the 1978 Food Vending Code 
(FVD) and of the 1976 Food Service Sanitation Code (FSV). 
Address: 200 C Street S.W., HFF-342, Washington, DC 
20204. Phone: 202-485-0140.

4732. Medical Tribune & Medical News (New York, NY). 
1984. Soy fi ber mixer (Letter to the editor). June 27. [1 ref]
• Summary: The writer is asking for the address of the Hayes 
Company (in Israel), which makes that fi ber-and-protein soy 
supplement that is benefi cial in diabetic diets. The Medical 
Tribune responds that the product is marketed in the United 
States as (1) “Fiberlean” by Light Force, a division of 
Microalgae International (13140 Pine St., Box N, Boulder 
Creek, California 95006. Phone: 408-338-6456), and as (2) 
“Sobit” by A-N-P (Aquaculture Nutrition Products, Box 867, 
Boulder Creek, CA 95006. Phone: 408-338-4827).
 Note: These two companies were owned and run by 
Dr. Christopher Hills; he sells spirulina and has organized 
the University of the Trees. Address: Nellsville Clinic, 
Nellsville, Wisconsin.

4733. Saenz de Rodriguez, Carmen A. 1984. Environmental 
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hormone contamination in Puerto Rico. New England J. of 
Medicine 310(26):1741-42. June 28. [6 ref]
• Summary: In the past 5 years, thousands of very young 
boys and girls have developed breasts, and little girls have 
started their menstrual periods much too early because 
of unusually high levels of growth-promoting hormones 
(estrogens) in the meats they’ve been fed. Address: De Diego 
Hospital, Santurce, Puerto Rico.

4734. Watanabe, Tadao. 1984. Tenpe to kôsan kasei [Tempeh 
and antioxidative activity]. Shokuhin Kogyo (Food Industry) 
27(12):35-37. June 30. [7 ref. Jap]
• Summary: Contains 2 graphs. Address: Kyushu Daigaku 
Meiyo Kyoju, Nôgaku Hakase (Dep. of Food Science and 
Technol., Kyushu Univ.).

4735. Abdullah, Aminah; Baldwin, Ruth E.; Minor, H. 
1984. Germination effects on fl atus-causing factors and 
antinutrients of mungbeans and two strains of small-seeded 
soybeans. J. of Food Protection 47(6):441-44. June. [25 ref]
• Summary: Two strains of small-seeded soybeans contained 
greater amounts of stachyose and raffi nose than commercial 
market samples of mung bean seeds. These sugars either 
disappeared or were reduced to trace amounts during 3 
days of sprouting for mung beans and 4 days for soybeans. 
Both soybean strains contained more phytic acid and 
trypsin inhibitor than mung beans. Sprouting reduced these 
antinutritional factors in both beans.
 “There is... some lack of agreement in results 
of investigations of the effects of germination on the 
antinutritional effects of protease inhibitors in soybeans... 
Since trypsin inhibitors are thermolabile, they are not 
important in products that receive a heat treatment before 
they are consumed, but they are important in sprouts which 
receive only a mild heat treatment before they are eaten.”
 After 3 days of germination, trypsin inhibitor activity 
(TIU = trypsin inhibitor units) was decreased signifi cantly 
(P>0.05) in both soybeans and mungbeans on a wet weight 
basis. On a dry weight basis, the means for TIU/mg in soy 
sprouts were signifi cantly (P>0.05) lower than that in their 
unsprouted soybean seed counterpart. The total TIU/mg 
dry weight basis for soybean variety 1 (34.32 TIU/mg) and 
soybean variety 2 (32.46 TIU/mg) was somewhat lower 
than the 40 units/mg reported by Freed and Ryan (1978) 
for ‘Steel’ variety soybeans. “Since germination involved 
soaking and occasional rinsing, it is possible that some of the 
trypsin inhibitors leached out of the seeds... Germination is 
one of the most promising methods for reducing both fl atus-
causing factors and antinutrients in soybeans.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Dec. 2001) that uses the word “antinutrients” (or 
“antinutrient”) in connection with soybeans. Address: Dep. 
of Food Science & Nutrition, and Dep. of Agronomy, Univ. 
of Missouri-Columbia, Columbia, MO 65211.

4736. Alfa-Laval. 1984. Soymilk: Product and process. 
Lund, Sweden. 12 p. June. 30 cm.
• Summary: A color brochure containing many photos and 
diagrams: Contents: Foreword. Soybeans–background. 
Nutrition. Soy milk–the product. Cultivation and yield. 
Processing. Salient features of the Alfa-Laval soy milk 
process lines. Packaging. Economy.
 “After centrifugal separation of the slurry to remove 
fi bre residue (commonly known as ‘okara’), the clarifi ed 
soya base that has been extracted goes on to deactivation 
of residual enzymes and trypsin inhibitor, and from there to 
deodorization.”
 On the back cover is an elegant color illustration of a 
soybean plant, with fl owers, leaves and pods, by W.P. Starke.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Aug. 2013) that uses the term “clarifi ed soya base” to 
refer to soy base (with the okara removed). Address: Alfa-
Laval, Lund, Sweden.

4737. Chandrasiri, Vasina. 1984. Assessment of protein 
quality in soybean processed foods: Available lysine 
contents. J. of the National Research Council of Thailand 
16(1):35-50. Jan/June. [18 ref. Eng; tha]
• Summary: Available lysine contents of soybeans and 10 
soyfoods was determined as follows: raw soybeans 6.62 g/16 
g nitrogen, cooked soybeans 6.12, white tofu 5.64, yellow 
tofu 6.24, soft curd tofu 5.63, tube tofu 6.17, yuba 8.13, 
soymilk 4.43, soy sprouts 3.79 (each g/16g N).
 Values for fermented soyfoods were as follows: white 
soybean paste [miso] 4.72, black soybean paste 3.72, 
fermented curdcake (okara) 5.35. 30 minutes of boiling 
did not reduce the available lysine signifi cantly. The study 
concluded that there was no reduction in available lysine 
content of soybeans before they were made into fermented 
or non-fermented soyfoods. There was no change in the 
amount of available lysine in the non-fermented soyfoods, 
but there was a small, statistically signifi cant reduction in 
fermented soyfoods. Address: School of Home Economics, 
Sukothaithammatirat Univ., Thailand.

4738. Dai, Yautian. 1984. [Study of iron fortifi cation of 
Chinese soy sauce. I. A preliminary study of ferrous sulphate 
fortifi ed Chinese soy sauce]. Ying Yang Hsueh Pao (Acta 
Nutrimenta Sinica) 6(2):149-53. June. [7 ref. Chi; eng]
• Summary: Soy sauce, which is a widely consumed 
condiment in China, could be an ideal vehicle for iron 
fortifi cation. “Iron, as ferrous sulphate, added to Chinese 
soy sauce (Seagull brand, produced in Shanghai), in 
concentration up to 75-100mg/dl, had a good solubility 
throughout an observation period of 16 weeks. There were 
no signifi cant changes in pH, iron content and no detectable 
changes in organoleptic characteristics.” Address: Dep. 
of Nutrition and Food Hygiene, Faculty of Public Health, 
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Beijing Medical College, Beijing, China; Food Detection 
Research Inst. of Commerce, Beijing, China.

4739. Elías, Luiz G.; Braham, J.E.; Navarrete, Delia 
A.; Bressani, R. 1984. Calidad proteinica de productos 
comericiales de proteina texturizada de soya y de mezclas 
con carne [Protein quality of commercial texturized soybean 
protein products and their mixtures with meat]. Archivos 
Latinoamericanos de Nutricion 34(2):355-65. June. [12 ref. 
Spa; eng]
• Summary: “The purpose of the present study was to 
evaluate the protein quality of eight commercial samples 
of texturized soybean protein (TSP) collected in the food 
markets of various Latin American countries. The study 
also included experiments designed to establish the limiting 
amino acids in those products, and studies to evaluate the 
process of texturization by extrusion cooking. Finally, 
experiments were also carried out to evaluate the effect of 
replacement of meat by TSP as well as the supplementary 
value of the latter to tortilla fl our.
 “The eight samples were characterized for their 
functional properties and protein quality. The results obtained 
indicate that all samples were different in density, water 
absorption, and nitrogen solubility. Likewise, all samples 
were different in their lysine, methionine and threonine 
content, with PER values ranging from 1.75 to 2.31. Protein 
quality standard value is 2.3 The amino acid supplementation 
studies showed a positive signifi cant response to methionine 
addition, particularly in those products exhibiting low 
PER values. The addition of both lysine and threonine 
to the methionine-supplemented product, increased PER 
signifi cantly.
 “The data also demonstrated that replacement of more 
than 25% of meat protein by TSP protein decreased protein 
quality of the product, even when a TSP with an accepted 
protein quality value was used. This product was also found 
to supplement the quality of tortilla protein. Finally, it was 
established that the texturization process did not reduce the 
protein quality of soybean protein.
 “Based on these results, it is concluded that the 
variability in the protein quality measured in the eight 
TSP samples was due to the initial quality of the soy fl our 
texturized, which was already damaged before texturization. 
For this reason, it is recommended that Latin American 
countries establish TSP quality standards when this product 
is used as a protein extender for meat, and that appropriate 
systems be implemented for the quality control of such 
products.” Address: Instituto de Nutricion de Centro America 
y Panama (INCAP), Guatemala.

4740. Huff, Murray W.; Giovannetti, P.M.; Wolfe, B.M. 
1984. Turnover of very low-density lipoprotein-apoprotein B 
is increased by substitution of soybean protein for meat and 
dairy in the diets of hypercholesterolemic men. American J. 

of Clinical Nutrition 39(6):888-97. June. [45 ref]
• Summary: “Using a crossover design, fi ve subjects 
received sequentially either (1) a high polyunsaturated fat, 
low cholesterol control diet containing mixed protein from 
meat, dairy products, and plant sources or (2) an all-plant 
protein experimental diet in which the meat and dairy protein 
of the former diet was replaced by soybean protein and soy 
milk. There was no signifi cant change in the mean values 
for fasting serum cholesterol and triglycerides over the 6-wk 
period of administration of the control versus experimental 
diets.” Address: Senior Research Fellow of The Ontario 
Heart Foundation, Dep. of Medicine, Univ. Hospital, 339 
Windermere Road, London, Ontario, Canada N6A 5A5.

4741. McGuinness, Elleen E.; Morgan, Reginald G.H.; 
Wormsley, Kenneth G. 1984. The effects of soybean fl our 
on the pancreas of rats. Environmental Health Perspectives 
56:205-12. June. [65 ref]
• Summary: Abstract: “We have reviewed the growth-
promoting and carcinogenic effects of feeding raw soya fl our 
to rats. If the raw soya fl our-containing diets are fed for more 
than a year, about 10% of the animals develop pancreatic 
cancer. In addition, feeding raw soya fl our markedly 
potentiates the action of even subthreshold amounts of 
pancreatic carcinogens. The raw soya fl our therefore acts as 
a potent promoter, as well as a weak carcinogen. In view of 
this promotion, the rat fed raw soya fl our is a sensitive model 
for screening pancreatic carcinogens.
 “It is not known whether the human pancreas responds 
to dietary trypsin inhibitors in a manner similar to the rat. 
However, in view of the use of soya-based products in 
human nutrition–especially in infant foods–we urge that the 
effect of all soya-based products intended for human use 
be tested on the rat pancreas in long-term feeding studies, 
combined with subthreshold doses of azaserine to highlight 
any promoting activity of the product. It seems probable that 
if a product exerts no effect on the rat pancreas, the human 
pancreas will also be spared from noxious effects.” Address: 
1, 3. Dep. of Therapeutics, Univ. of Dundee, Dundee DDI 
9Sy, Scotland.

4742. Murray, Frank; Tarr, Jon. 1984. More than one 
slingshot: How the health food industry is changing America. 
Richmond, Virginia: Marlborough House Publishing Co. 240 
p. + 16 p. of photos. June. Illust. No index. 18 cm. [20 ref]
• Summary: A history of the National Nutritional Foods 
Association (NNFA) and their decades of legal battles with 
the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA). This is one 
of the only supportive (non-critical) histories of the health 
foods movement in America.
 Contents: Introduction. 1. How the health food industry 
began. 2. The vitamin and mineral hearings (prompted by 
onerous FDA regulations of 18 June 1966). 3. The battle 
rages on. 4. The struggle over vitamins A and D. 5. NNFA 
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marches on Washington (May 1975). 6. The vitamin bill is 
fi nally passed (22 April 1976; Proxmire Bill, signed into 
law by President Gerald Ford. NNFA victory over FDA). 7. 
Hanky-Panky in Washington. 8. How the FDA attempted to 
curtail the sale of health books. 9. NNFA vs. Frederick Stare 
and Elizabeth Whelan (and the American Council on Science 
and Health, ACSH, whose current funders and institutional 
members are listed on pages 187-92). 10. The golden years 
of PELLL Committee (Public Relations, Education, Legal, 
Legislative and Lobbying; formed by NNFA in 1955). 11. 
NNFA supports the Delaney Clause. 12. NNFA’s radio and 
TV programs. 13. NNFA has many friends. 14. NNFA’s fi rst 
woman president. 15. What lies ahead. Epilogue.
 Frank Murray got involved with the health foods 
movement in 1963, working for Jack Schwartz at Syndicate 
Publications. The book was written for the NNFA and not 
released commercially. Several thousand copies were printed 
in paperback, selling for $4.95. A copy was sent to each 
member of Congress.
 The health food industry was born out of the discovery 
of vitamins and the devitalization of the American food 
supply (especially white fl our since the late 1890s, and white 
sugar) by large corporations. A few early companies started 
in the 1920s but most began in the 1930s. It grew on the 
issues of chemicals and pesticides in foods.
 “The National Nutritional Foods Association (NNFA), 
which has had several names since its inception, has been the 
spokesman for the health food industry since 1938” (p. 6).
 Companies: Akin’s Special Foods (Tulsa, Oklahoma, 
p. 30-31), Eichenauer’s (Phoenix, Arizona, p. 34-36. 
Opened in 1938. Early lines included Paul Bragg products, 
Dr. Walker’s Vegetable Juice Hydraulic Press and books, 
Gayelord Hauser products and books, Martin Pretorius 
products and Waring Blender), Vita Food Co. (Washington, 
DC, p. 34-36. Opened in 1928. A list of products sold in 
an early catalog includes Lust’s Peanut Butter, Carque’s 
Almond Butter, Black Mission Figs, Kadota Figs, Manukka 
raisins, Carque California Health Bars {5¢ each}, Live Food 
Juicer {$5.95}), Vic Boff’s (Brooklyn, New York, p. 36. 
For 48 years he has been associated with the pioneers of 
Physical Culture), House of Better Living (now owned by 
John Quinn and called Quinn’s, p. 38), General Nutrition 
(Pittsburg, Pennsylvania; David Shakarian), Kahan & Lessin 
Co. (Compton, California), The Landstrom Co. (South San 
Francisco, CA), Balanced Foods, Inc. (North Bergen, New 
Jersey), Wm. T. Thompson Co. (Carson, CA), El Molino 
Mills (City of Industry, CA), Ener-G-Foods, Inc. (Seattle, 
Washington), Naturade Products (Paramount, CA), Seelect, 
Inc. (Chatsworth, CA; Max Lessin), Fearn Soya Foods 
(Melrose Park, Illinois), Hoffman Products / York Barbell 
Co. (York, Pennsylvania), Worthington Foods (Worthington, 
Ohio), RichLife, Inc. (Anaheim, CA), Hain Pure Foods (Los 
Angeles, CA).
 Periodicals: Health Foods Retailing (New York City; 

started in April 1936 by Lelord Kordel), Better Nutrition 
(1940 by Jack T. Schwartz). Health Foods Business 
(formerly Dietetic Foods Industry, 1950), Whole Foods 
(Jan. 1978), Natural Foods Merchandiser (1979 in Hope, 
Pennsylvania), Prevention (1949 by J.I. Rodale), Let’s Live 
(1933), Bestways (1973).
 NNFA Presidents (1938-1981, p. 56-58).
 People: Dr. Linus Pauling, Dr. Roger Williams, Dr. 
Albert Szent-Gyorgyi, Paul C. Bragg, Gayelord Hauser, 
Adelle Davis, Anthony Berhalter (founded the American 
Health Food Assoc. and the National Health Foods Assoc., 
predecessors of the NNFA in 1937), Ben Kanan, Otto 
Carque, Lelord Kordel, George Spitzer, Milton A. Bass (lead 
attorney), Max Huberman, Dave Ajay, Stanley N. Phillipps, 
Martin Pretorius, William T. Thompson, Jack Schwartz; 
Wayne Walker, Eugene Schiff, and Herb Bristol started 
the NNFA and kept it going during hard times; Milt Okin. 
Address: New York.

4743. Murray, Frank; Tarr, Jon. 1984. Kahan & Lessin Co., 
Compton, California (Document part). In: F. Murray and 
J. Tarr. 1984. More Than One Slingshot: How the Health 
Food Industry Is Changing America. Richmond, Virginia: 
Marlborough House Publishing Co. 240 p. + 16 p. of photos. 
See p. 40-41.
• Summary: The Ben Kahan Co. began in 1932, and the 
Joseph E. Lessin Co. in 1935. In 1945 the two companies 
merged to become Kahan & Lessin Co. [widely known as 
K&L]. “In 1972, this wholesale company was acquired 
by Fleming Companies, Inc. and in the fall of 1983 the 
company was sold to Jameson Pharmaceutical Corp., San 
Mateo, California. Art Miller, long-time president of K&L, 
has retired and Jan Stoll is now president of the wholesale 
concern.
 “’The industry has come out of the homes and back-
street locations to take its place with the fi nest specialty food 
stores in the country,’ said Ben Kahan, who is now retired. 
‘Our customers were mainly elderly people who were 
medically disenchanted, diabetic, vegetarian or whole-food 
dedicated people. Today, we can add to these early customers 
a great host of people of all ages and stations in life; we now 
have a broad base of customers.
 “’Our industry had and is exerting a major impact on 
America’s eating habits,’ he continued. ‘Here are a few 
examples: reintroduction of natural fi ber to the daily diet; 
supplementation of our foods with natural type vitamins 
and minerals; encouragement of ingredient content of foods 
on labels; encouragement of nutrition content of foods on 
labels; more Americans are now eating health foods such as 
yogurt, whole-grain cereals, unfi ltered juices, wheat germ, 
lecithin, etc., and we have championed Freedom of Choice 
and Freedom of Information,’ he said.” Address: New York.

4744. Petterson, Hans; Kiessling, Karl-Heinz. 1984. Liquid 
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chromatographic determination of the plant estrogens 
coumestrol and isofl avones in animal feed. J. of the 
Association of Offi cial Analytical Chemists 67(3):503-06. 
May/June. [23 ref]
• Summary: Discusses: Defatted soybean meal and 
whole soybean meal in animal feed, daidzein, genistein, 
formononetin, Biochanin-A. Address: Swedish Univ. of 
Agricultural Sciences, Dep. of Animal Nutrition, P.B. 7046, 
S-750 07 Uppsala, Sweden.

4745. Seo, A.; Morr, C.V. 1984. Improved high-performance 
liquid chromatographic analysis of phenolic acids and 
isofl avonoids from soybean protein products. J. of 
Agricultural and Food Chemistry 32(3):530-33. May/June. 
[15 ref]
• Summary: Discusses: defatted soy fl akes, soy protein 
isolates (Ralston Purina Co.), daidzein, genistein, some 
phenolic compounds. Address: Dep. of Food Science, 
Clemson Univ., Clemson, South Carolina 29631.

4746. Sotelo, Angela; Hernandez, M.; Frenk, S. 1984. 
Evaluacion biologica, en ratas y en humanos, de un producto 
lacteo sin lactosa, y una formula proteinica de soya para 
uso en la desnutricion proteinico-energetica [Biological 
evaluation, in rats and humans, of a milk product without 
lactose, and of a soy protein isolate for use in treating 
protein-energy malnutrition]. Archivos Latinoamericanos de 
Nutricion 34(2):333-42. June. [24 ref. Spa; eng]
• Summary: Tests on 16 infants with protein-energy 
malnutrition and lactose intolerance showed that formulas 
made with either lactose-free milk (LFM) or soy protein 
isolate (SPI) are good alternatives to dairy-based formulas. 
The PER for each protein source was as follows: Casein 
2.71, LFM 2.28, and SPI 1.19. Nitrogen absorption of both 
LFM and SPI was 80%.
 Note: This is the earliest Spanish-language document 
seen (Dec. 2015) that uses the term proteinica de soya to 
refer to isolated soy protein. Address: Instituto Mexicano del 
Suguro Social (IMSS), Mexico, D.F., Mexico.

4747. Watanabe, Tokuji; Kishi, Asako. 1984. The book of 
soybeans: Nature’s miracle protein. New York, NY: Japan 
Publications. 191 p. June. Illust. General index. Recipe 
index. 26 cm. [21 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Part 1. General 
information: 1. Characteristic traits: Agronomic and other 
biological characteristics, physical properties, chemical 
properties, soybean protein, properties of soybeans as 
food material. 2. Current ways of using and processing 
soybeans: Throughout the world, traditional ways of using 
and processing, new soybean food products. 3. Tofu and 
other nonfermented soybean food products: Tofu (Cotton or 
regular tofu, silken tofu {kinugoshi} and soft tofu, packaged 
tofu, new equipment), deep-fried tofu, dried-frozen tofu 

(Kôri-dôfu), soy milk, yuba, roasted soy fl our (kinako), 
soybean sprouts.
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2013) that uses the term Kôri-dôfu to refer to 
dried-frozen tofu.
 4. Miso and other fermented soybean products: Miso, 
natto, Hama-natto (tera-nattô), soy sauce, sufu, tempeh. 5. 
Other ways of eating soybeans–Simple traditional Japanese 
foods: Parched soybeans, boiled soybeans (budo-mame; 
hitasahi mame), beaten and mashed [or ground] soybeans 
(go, or (from edamamé) zunda or jinda), molded soybean 
mash (jinta-dôfu), molded mashed soybeans and rice fl our 
(shitogi), soybean soybean-mash paste. 6. New soybean 
protein products.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2008) 
that mentions zunda. The text (p. 84) reads: “When fresh 
green soybeans (edamame) are used in cooking, they are 
boiled for from ten to twenty minutes; ground; and fl avored 
with salt, sugar, and soy sauce. The resulting dish is called 
zunda or jinda.”
 Note 3. Zunda is a healthy and tasty snack or treat 
made from mashed edamamé. It is sweet, rich in protein, 
high in fi ber and emerald green. It is said to have originated 
hundreds of years ago in Japan in Miyagi prefecture. In and 
around Sendai (capital of Miyagi prefecture) one can fi nd 
many shops and booths that sell zunda cakes, zunda mochi 
treats, and zunda shakes, all made from edamamé (green 
vegetable soybeans). One well-known company in Japan that 
markets delicious zunda products is Zunda Saryo.
 Part 2. Cooking with soybean food products: Tofu, yaki-
dôfu (toasted tofu), kôri-dôfu (dried-frozen tofu), nama-agè, 
abura-agè, gammodoki, yuba (soy-milk fi lm), nattô, miso, 
soy milk, soybeans, bean sprouts. Afterword. Bibliography.
 In the chapter on tofu, pages 43-44 discuss okara or 
unohana (the residue remaining after soy milk production); 
a photo shows it in a glass bowl. “Though it formerly 
appeared on many Japanese tables seasoned and cooked 
with vegetables, today it is most often fed to animals. As 
the number of animals raised in urban and suburban areas 
decreases, however, tofu manufacturers are fi nding it harder 
to dispose of residue.”
 Page 99 notes of tofu: “At a certain temple in Kyoto 
is a plaque bearing the following inscription, which, while 
comparing this food to religious faith, clearly shows the 
esteem in which the Japanese people hold tofu. ‘Religious 
faith should be like tofu: it is good under any circumstances. 
It is good boiled, grilled, or fried. Raw, chilled, served with 
soy sauce and other seasonings, it is good with steamed rice. 
Simmered in hot water and fl avored, it is good with sake. 
Because it is soft, old people and sick people welcome it, but 
children and young people like it too. Men like it, women 
like it; poor and rich both like it. Though common, it has 
elegance enough to fi nd a place in the upper class.
 “’It cuts clean and well for use in clear broths. It is good 
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in the meatless diets of religious training. It can be crushed 
for use in miso soup. It is used all the time and in all seasons. 
It is inexpensive yet numbered among the delicious treats. 
It is welcomed everywhere, in mountains as well as in big 
cities. It is well received at dinners for dignitaries and guests 
yet is convenient enough for college students who do their 
own cooking. Women especially should be like tofu. The 
mature and cultivated person should be tender, yet fi rm, like 
tofu. Though apparently tasteless, it is delicious. Though 
apparently ordinary, it is extraordinary.’”
 Other ways of eating soybeans (p. 83-84): (1) Parched–
”Parched gently in unglazed ceramic dishes made for the 
purpose,” then tossed by people at Setsubun in February 
around their houses as they chant “’Demon out! Good luck 
in!’ Then they pick up the beans and eat them. Parched 
soybeans are included in some varieties of mochi (glutinous 
rice cake) and in okoshi a confection made of puffed rice 
bound together with sugar syrup. In the past they were eaten 
with salt, miso, or soy sauce.”
 Note 4. In the USA, parched soybeans are called “dry 
roasted soynuts.”
 Tables show: (1) World production of soybeans (1977-
1982). (2) Price trends in dollars per ton for wheat, soybeans, 
and corn (1970-1981). (3) Soybean yields in the USA and 
Japan (1974-1981). (4) Chemical composition of soyfoods: 
Tofu, abura-agè, kôri-dôfu, yuba, kinako, soybean sprouts, 
nattô, miso (dark yellow), soy sauce (common), soybean 
(Japanese). (5) Statistics on production of modern soybean 
products in Japan (1975-1981). (6) Annual production and 
prices of modern soy protein products in the USA (May 
1983).
 Japan once produced a million tonnes (metric tons) 
of soybeans annually. This fi gure decreased dramatically 
during World War II. After the war, as soybean imports from 
the United States steadily increased, Japan’s domestic crop 
gradually fell to the level of no more than 100,000 tonnes. 
In 1977 it was 111,000 tonnes, yet by 1982 it had jumped to 
226,000 tonnes as rice acreage was reduced.
 All photos are black and white. Figures show: (2) Line 
drawing of soybean plant with fl owers and leaves. (2) Cross 
section of soybean seed-coat and cotyledon. (3) Graph 
of protein solubility (NSI) [nitrogen solubility index] of 
defatted soybean meal at different pH values. (4) Graph of 
protein solubility (NSI) of defatted soybean meal at different 
concentrations of calcium chloride. (5) Graph of relationship 
between time and temperature of soaking soybeans in 
water (colder water temperature requires longer soak 
time). (6) Flow sheet for making regular tofu. (7) Photo of 
regular (momen) “cotton tofu.” (8) Line drawing of grinder 
(horizontal type) used with soaked soybeans when making 
tofu. (9) Photo of continuous fi lter for soy-milk preparation. 
(10) Photo of small-scale soy-milk processing plant. (11) 
Line drawing of molding box [forming boxes with lids] for 
making regular tofu. (12) Photo of yaki-dofu [grilled tofu]. 

(13) Photo of okara in a glass cup. (14) Line drawing of 
molding box [forming box] for silken tofu. (15) Photo of 
silken tofu. (16) Flow sheet for packaged tofu production 
[GDL]. (17) Photo of packaged tofu in package. (18) Flow 
diagram of large-scale process for making tofu and abura-agè 
with 26 pieces of equipment labeled. (20) Flow diagram of 
continuous process for making packaged tofu [GDL]. (21) 
Photo of 2 pieces of abura-agè. (22) Photo of deep fryer for 
making abura-agè. (23) Photo of nama-agè [deep fried tofu 
cutlet]. (24) Photo of two types of ganmodoki. (25) Line 
drawing for tofu kneader for ganmodoki production. (26) 
Photo of kôri-dôfu [dried frozen tofu]. (27) Flow sheet for 
making dried-frozen tofu. (28) Flow diagram of process 
for making large-scale dried-frozen tofu. (29) Photo of 
aseptic carton and glass of soy milk. (30) Flow sheet for 
making aseptically packaged soy milk. (31) Photo of 5 
different forms of dried yuba. (32) Photo of kinako in two 
clear glass bowls. (33) Photo of soybean sprouts in a woven 
bamboo basket. (34) Flow sheet for making miso. (35) 
Three different types and colors of miso on 3 bamboo rice 
paddles (shamoji). (36) Line drawing of cut-away view of 
traditional pressure cooker (koshiki) for rice cooking. (37) 
Diagram of continuous rice cooker with 7 parts labeled. (38) 
Line drawing of Aspergillus oryzae with conidia (spores), 
sterigmata, and mycelium labeled. (39) Photo of pieces of 
koji. (40) Diagram of modern fermentation room for making 
koji. (41) Cut-away view of miso fermenting in a wooden 
vat with stone weights above vinyl fi lm on top. (42) Line 
drawing of a mashing machine for miso. (43) Photo of 
natto in rice straw wrapper and polystyrene tray. (44) Cross 
sectional view of pressure cooker for soybeans. (45) Line 
drawing of rotating mixer to combine cooked soybeans with 
pure-cultured Bacillus natto. (46) Photo of soy sauce table 
dispenser. (47) Flow sheet for making Japanese soy sauce 
(shoyu). (48) Transparent view of crusher (roller) for roasted 
wheat in making soy sauce. (49) Photo of modern stainless 
steel fermentation tanks / vats (indoors). (50) Photo of a jar 
and a cup of sufu [fermented tofu]. (51) Diagram showing 
relationships between modern soy protein foods.
 Note 5. Surprisingly, edamamé, one of the most popular 
soyfoods in Japan, is mentioned only once, in passing (p. 84) 
in this book.
 Photos on the back cover show Tokuji Watanabe and 
Asako Kishi. A brief biography of each is given.
 Tokuji Watanabe: Born in 1917 in Tokyo, he graduated 
from the Faculty of Agriculture of Tokyo University in 1941, 
with Doctor of Agriculture. In 1945 he entered the National 
Food Research Institute (NFRI), of which he became director 
in 1971. In 1977 he resigned that position and became a 
professor at the Kyoritsu Women’s University, where he 
now teaches. Address: 1. D. Agr., Kyoritsu Women’s Univ., 
Tokyo.

4748. Watanabe, Tokuji; Kishi, Asako. 1984. Roasted soy 
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fl our (Kinako). In: Tokuji Watanabe and Asako Kishi. 1984. 
The Book of Soybeans: Nature’s Miracle Protein. New York, 
NY: Japan Publications. 191 p. See p. 62-63.
• Summary: Kinako is made by grinding whole roasted 
soybeans to a fi ne powder, which is used as an ingredient in 
a wide variety of Japanese confections and as a coating for 
mochi. The soybeans used to make kinako must be carefully 
selected and cleaned. “Chinese soybeans are preferred for 
their fl avor.” Some kinako has a greenish color; it is made 
from whole dry soybeans having green cotyledons and a 
green seedcoat.
 The select soybeans are fi rst roasted. Traditionally this 
was done in a fl at pan at 160ºC for 10-20 minutes. Recently, 
however, a kind of rotary roaster used for roasting chestnuts 
has become popular. Small, smooth stones are added to 
ensure even heating, and the soybeans are roasted at 220ºC 
for about 30 seconds. Then they are ground in a high-speed 
grinder. To produce the best quality kinako, the soybeans are 
cracked and dehulled before grinding. The powder is then 
sieved through a 0.4 millimeter mesh screen fi tted around the 
grinder.
 In Japan about 200 factories use a total of 6,000 tons of 
soybeans each year to make kinako. Typical plants have a 
production capacity of about 80 kilograms (176 lb) per day, 
however large factories that produce kinako as calf feed can 
make more than 5 tons a day.
 Dry roasting at the proper temperatures destroys harmful 
trypsin inhibitors and improves the digestibility (and fl avor) 
of soybean protein. However, overheating can destroy 
lysine, an essential amino acid that is abundant in soybeans. 
Address: 1. Kyoritsu Women’s Univ., Tokyo.

4749. Weaver, Connie M.; Nelson, Nancyann; Elliott, James 
G. 1984. Bioavailability of iron to rats from processed 
soybean fractions determined by intrinsic and extrinsic 
labeling techniques. J. of Nutrition 114(6):1042-48. June. [26 
ref]
• Summary: Soybean hulls may be used as a ingredient in 
breads. Address: 1-2. Dep. of Foods & Nutrition, Purdue 
Univ., West Lafayette, Indiana; 3. Central Research Div., 
Ralston Purina Co., St. Louis, Missouri 63164.

4750. Whole Foods. 1984. Sodium listing mandatory. June. 
p. 34.
• Summary: By 1 July 1985 standard nutrition labels in 
the USA will be required to provide information on the 
product’s sodium content. “FDA surveys show that the 
number of consumers trying to avoid excess salt and sodium 
increased from 14% in 1978 to 40% in 1982... The standards 
established for labels are as follows: Sodium free: Less 
than 5 mg per serving. Very low sodium: 35 mg or less per 
serving. Low sodium: 140 mg or less per serving. Reduced 
sodium: Processed to reduce the usual level of sodium by 
75%. Unsalted: Processed without salt, whereas the food is 

normally processed with salt...
 “The National Research Council has deemed a daily 
intake of 1100 to 3300 milligrams of sodium as ‘safe and 
adequate,’ but many American adults consume as much as 
5000 to 7000 milligrams daily. Salt is 40 percent sodium and 
a teaspoon of salt will provide an estimate 2400 milligrams 
of sodium.”

4751. Yang, Cha-Bum; Park, S.K.; Yoon, S.K.; Park, H. 
1984. [Changes of nitrogen compounds and nutritional 
evaluation of soybean sprout. VI. Changes in electrophoretic 
pattern of protein]. Hanguk Nonghwa Hakhoe Chi (J. of the 
Korean Agricultural Chemical Society) 27(2):129-34. June. 
[14 ref. Kor; eng]
• Summary: Changes in the protein composition of soy 
sprouts grown at 4 temperatures were investigated using 
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. 7S, 11S, and 2S 
globulins were identifi ed in the cotyledon and the axis. High 
growing temperature accelerated decrease in protein in the 
cotyledons and increase in protein in the axis (especially 
11S). Address: 1-2. Hanyang Univ.; 3. Dongduck Womans 
Univ.; 3. Seoul Korea Ginseng and Tobacco Research Inst.

4752. Praskin, Laurie. 1984. Work with soyfoods on The 
Farm in Tennessee. Luci Morren working with soyfoods in 
Mexico (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. July 1. Conducted by 
William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: The Farm Soy Dairy had a centrifuge for 
making soymilk and dewatering soypulp in 1975. Laurie 
started working in the soy dairy in late 1974 or early 1975. 
Alexander was still there. There was a centrifuge there 
before that. All the tempeh at that time was okara tempeh. 
She does not recall if they used the centrifuge to dewater 
whole soybeans for tempeh.
 Suzie and Chris Jenkins. Utah. 801-532-4289. Suzie 
made tempeh before she went to Guatemala.
 Luci Morren is a woman working in Mexico with 
refugees from Guatemala. She went to the World Soy 
Conference. To make tortillas, add soybeans with corn to 
boiling lime water (cauldron cuts cooking time a lot), soak 
over night, then rinse, grind, form and cook tortillas.
 Also using soybeans with local black beans, 1:5. Soak 
over night to do away with some SBTI [soybean trypsin 
inhibitor]. Also cook with rice. People don’t use enough 
wood to cook things longer. Suzi utilizes everything when 
she does her demos. The whey is drunk with sugar and limes; 
refreshing. The pulp [okara] used in masa, and fried. Luci 
is a Belgian woman, who got turned onto soy in Mexico. 
She went to Nicaragua right after the revolution and started 
a big soy program. Nicaragua has classifi ed soy as one of 
its protein sources. For 3 years, she worked closely with 
women; she also has a program with 5 farmers growing 
soybeans.
 Laurie will try to get me Luci’s address. Its sickening to 
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see the poor kids. Mexicans do not want to help too much. 
Foreigners aren’t allowed into camps. Including Luci. She 
works out of San Cristobal in her offi ce, training Mexican 
promoters, but not all are as dedicated as she. Another 
student of hers is making tofu in her house to sell to tourists. 
Laurie taught her to make tofu cheesecakes.
 Plenty is funding Luci to do this soy project in 
Guatemala. Do they buy beans in Tapachala? Are any 
Chinese in Guatemala making soyfoods?

4753. Hartford Courant (Connecticut). 1984. Tofu source of 
calcium, protein: Ask a dietitian. July 18. p. E3.
• Summary: A reader is curious about tofu; wants to know 
what it is and some ways to use it. A registered dietitian 
answers: “Tofu, or soybean curd, is made by solidifying soy 
milk. As a soybean product, its protein quality surpasses 
all other vegetable sources and approaches that of eggs and 
meat. As a protein source, tofu is unique–it also contributes 
considerable calcium but negligible amounts of saturated fats 
and sodium, and contains no cholesterol. It is an excellent 
alternate protein source in a varied diet.
 Contains two recipes from The Book of Tofu, by 
Shurtleff and Aoyagi–for Hot and sour tofu, and Tofu 
vinaigrette.

4754. Axelson, M.; Sjövall, J.; Gustafsson, B.E.; Setchell, 
K.D.R. 1984. Soya–a dietary source of the non-steroidal 
oestrogen equol in man and animals. J. of Endocrinology 
102(1):49-56. July. [46 ref]
• Summary: Subjects fed 40 gm of soya daily were found 
to have urinary levels of equol, a weak estrogen, as much 
as 1000-fold higher than baseline values. Thus, the amount 
of isofl avones in the urine of Europeans is correlated to soy 
intake. Equol, a nonsteroidal estrogen, was identifi ed as a 
key metabolite of the soy isofl avone daidzein. Thus, equol 
is not found in soybeans, but it is produced in the bodies 
of people who are “equol producers” after they consume 
daidzein, an isofl avone found in soybeans. Equol, which 
has about 0.2% of the biological activity of estradiol, was 
fi rst identifi ed in human urine in 1982 by Setchell and co-
workers.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2021) that 
contains the term “equol producers” (or “equol producer”). 
Address: 1-3. Karolinska Inst., S-104 01 Stockholm, 
Sweden; 4. Mass Spectrometry Section, Clinical Research 
Centre, Watford Road, Harrow, Middlesex HAI 3UJ, 
England.

4755. Lynch, Sean R.; Beard, J.L.; Dassenko, S.A.; Cook, 
J.D. 1984. Iron absorption from legumes in humans. 
American J. of Clinical Nutrition 40(1):42-47. July. *
• Summary: “Soybeans, black beans, lentils, mung beans, 
and split peas were prepared as soups, labeled by the 
extrinsic tag method, and served to fasting subjects... The 

results indicate that these fi ve commonly eaten legumes 
are all poor sources of dietary iron.” Address: International 
Center for Control of Nutritional Anemia, Div. of 
Hematology, Dep. of Medicine, Univ. of Kansas Medical 
Center, Kansas City, Kansas.

4756. Roberson, Robert. 1984. Milo-wheat and soybean-
sunfl ower meal combinations for laying chickens. New 
Mexico State University Agricultural Experiment Station, 
Research Report No. 543. 7 p. July. [25 ref]
• Summary: In recent years, increasing amounts of 
sunfl owers have been produced in eastern New Mexico. 
They can replace some of the soybean meal imported from 
states to the east. Lysine is the fi rst limiting amino acid in 
sunfl ower meal, which is also higher in crude fi ber and lower 
in metabolizable energy than soybean meal. Fat and lysine 
should be added. Address: Prof. of Animal Science, New 
Mexico.

4757. Cheese Reporter (Madison, Wisconsin). 1984. Health 
concerns shift US consumer use of fats and oils. Aug. 31.
• Summary: Evidence linking saturated fat with heart 
disease and obesity had prompted U.S. consumers to reduce 
their consumption. “In 1960, fats and oils from animals 
represented 70% of the total [in the USA]. By 1982, the 
share had fallen to 57%.”

4758. Charpentier, Bonnie A.; Lemmel, Dale E. 1984. A 
rapid automated procedure for the determination of trypsin 
inhibitor activity in soy products and common foodstuffs. J. 
of Agricultural and Food Chemistry 32(4):908-11. July/Aug. 
[36 ref]
• Summary: “An automated method for the determination 
of trypsin inhibitor activity has been developed based 
on an improved procedure using the synthetic substrate 
benzoylarginine-p-nitroanilide. The method has been found 
to be rapid and reproducible and has been applied to a 
variety of foodstuffs including eggs, cheese, beef, several 
vegetables, and soy products.” The method’s advantages and 
limitations are discussed. Address: The Procter & Gamble 
Co., Winton Hill Technical Center, Cincinnati, Ohio 45224.

4759. Dagan, R.; Gorodischer, R.; Moses, S.W. 1984. 
Dietary treatment of acute diarrhea: Comparison between 
cow’s milk and a soy formula without disaccharides. J. of 
Tropical Pediatrics 30(4):221-24. Aug. [21 ref]
• Summary: “It has been known for more than 65 years 
that acute diarrhea is associated with a disturbance in the 
absorption of carbohydrates. This phenomenon is mainly the 
result of a temporary defi ciency of lactase in the mucosa of 
the small intestine.”
 The use of soy-based formula (compared with cow’s 
milk) enabled hospitalized infants to recover signifi cantly 
more quickly from diarrhea. There are two possible 
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explanations: (1) The known transient defi ciency in intestinal 
lactase during diarrhea; or (2) Differences in components 
other than carbohydrates (e.g., protein). Address: Div. of 
Pediatrics, Soroka Medical Center and Faculty of Health 
Services, Ben-Gurion Univ. of the Negev, Beer-Sheva, Israel.

4760. Del Valle, F.R.; Alba, E. de; Mariscal, G.; Jimenez, 
P.G.; Arellanes, J.A.; et al. 1984. Simultaneous curdling 
of soy/cow’s milk blends with rennet and calcium or 
magnesium sulfate, utilizing soymilk prepared from 
soybeans or full-fat soy fl our. J. of Food Science 49(4):1046-
52. July/Aug. [11 ref]
• Summary: The method produced curds of similar 
characteristics (yield and compactness) regardless of whether 
the soymilk was made from whole soybeans or full-fat 
soy fl our. Address: 1. President, Fundacion de Estudios 
Alimentarios y Nutricionales, A.C., Apartado Postal 1545, 
Sucursal O, Chihuahua, Chihuahua, Mexico; and Prof. 
of Food Science, Facultad de Ciencias Quimicas, Univ. 
Autonoma de Chihuahua, Chihuahua.

4761. Food Engineering. 1984. Vegetable proteins: Topics 
from nutrition to cancer prevention to dietary fi ber were 
presented by soy protein suppliers at the IFT [Institute of 
Food Technologists] show. 56(8):116, 119. Aug.
• Summary: A.E. Staley makes Textured Procon, textured 
soy protein concentrates. Central Soya makes Response, 
structured soy concentrate. Cargill makes Textratein, 
textured soy fl ours in 3 particle sizes used as partial ground 
meat replacers. “Among the ingredients from Kikkoman 
International were dehydrated miso and dehydrated tofu from 
soy, and dehydrated HVP (hydrolyzed vegetable protein) 
from soybean meal and corn gluten.” Hercules highlighted 
its standard and Luxor lines of HVPs for mild and beef-like 
fl avors, and its capacity to customize HVPs to customer 
need. A brief summary is given of research indicating that 
miso may prevent cancer.

4762. Forbes, Richard M.; Parker, H.M.; Erdman, J.W., Jr. 
1984. Effects of dietary phytate, calcium and magnesium 
levels on zinc bioavailability to rats. J. of Nutrition 
114(8):1421-25. Aug. [13 ref]
• Summary: “These data corroborate and extend previously 
published fi ndings on Ca [calcium] and phytate effects on 
Zn [zinc] utilization and show bone Zn accumulation to be a 
more sensitive criterion than weight gain in this connection. 
They also indicate that Mg exerts a less pronounced effect 
on Zn utilization in phytate-containing diets than does Ca.” 
Address: Depts. of Animal Science & Food Science, Univ. of 
Illinois, Urbana, IL 61801.

4763. Hildebrand, David F.; Kito, Makoto. 1984. Role 
of lipoxygenases in soybean seed protein quality. J. of 
Agricultural and Food Chemistry 32(4):815-19. July/Aug. 

[37 ref]
• Summary: “Soybean seeds contain three lipoxygenase 
isozymes: lipoxygenase 1 (L-1), lipoxygenase 2 (L-2), and 
lipoxygenase 3 (L-3). Use was made of recessive mutants 
lacking L-1 that have been found and the more rapid heat 
inactivation of L-2 and -3 relative to L-1 to determine the 
roles of these lipoxygenase isozymes in the generation of 
volatile carbonyl compounds associated with poor fl avor of 
soybean protein.” Address: 1. Dep. of Agronomy, Univ. of 
Kentucky, Lexington, KY 40546; 2. Research Inst. for Food 
Science, Kyoto Univ., Uji-Kyoto 611, Japan.

4764. Hirotsuka, Motohiko; Taniguchi, H.; Narita, H.; Kito, 
M. 1984. Calcium fortifi cation of soy milk with calcium-
lecithin liposome system. J. of Food Science 49(4):1111-12, 
1127. July/Aug. [15 ref]
• Summary: “Calcium ion was enveloped with a membrane 
system before addition of soy protein to prevent soy protein 
from being coagulated and precipitated by calcium ion. 
Soy lecithin was fi rst sonicated in calcium salt solution to 
envelop the calcium ion with a liposomal structure composed 
of lecithin. Then, the calcium-lecithin liposomes were added 
to soy protein solution. Precipitation and coagulation were 
not observed in this soy protein lecithin-liposome system 
containing 60 mM Ca2+. By this method it was possible to 
prepare calcium fortifi ed soy milk containing more calcium 
(120 mg/100 gm) than in cow’s milk. These results suggest 
that this calcium-lecithin liposome system is useful for 
calcium fortifi cation of soy milk.”
 Note: Webster’s Dictionary defi nes liposome (a term fi rst 
used in 1968) as “an artifi cial vesicle composed of one or 
more concentric phospholipid bilayers.” Address: 1-2. Fuji 
Oil Co., Osaka, Japan; 3-4. Research Inst. of Food Science, 
Kyoto Univ., Uji, Kyoto 611, Japan.

4765. Johnson, Kirk. 1984. Can foods improve your 
memory? Exploring the diet and behavior connection. East 
West Journal. Aug. p. 56-60.
• Summary: Drs. Richard and Judith Wurtman, working 
with a team of scientists at the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology, found three nutrients that seem to affect our 
brain. Tryptophan and tyrosine are amino acids. Choline, 
a constituent of lecithin, is a fat found in egg yolk, liver, 
soybeans, fi sh, and nuts. A two-page table shows that people 
eating a natural foods diet would consume much more 
of each of these substances than people eating a standard 
American diet. Address: Boston, Massachusetts.

4766. Kovats, Susan K.; Doyle, M.P.; Tanaka, N. 1984. 
Evaluation of the microbiological safety of tofu. J. of Food 
Protection 47(8):618-22. Aug. [21 ref]
• Summary: A key study of major practical importance to 
tofu makers. Fresh tofu was made using accepted production 
methods, inoculated with four bacterial pathogens, and 
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held at different temperatures. The tofu was packaged both 
in sterile plastic tubs fi lled with sterile water, and vacuum 
packed in Saran-coated Mylar pouches.

Clostridium botulinum toxin (which causes botulism) 
was produced in water packed tofu held at 15ºC (59ºF) 
within 3 weeks. Toxin was not produced at either 4ºC (39ºF) 
or 10ºC (50ºF) within 6 weeks. Staphylococcus aureus and 
Salmonella typhimurium grew in tofu at 10ºC (50ºF) and 
above, but it did not grow, rather it decreased in number 
during storage at 5ºC (41ºF). Yersinia enterocolitica (which 
is psychrotrophic, preferring low temperatures) grew in all 
tofu at all temperatures evaluated.
 The study showed that there was no signifi cant 
difference in microbiological growth between water packed 
and vacuum packed tofu. Hence, tofu manufacturers, 
distributors, retailers, and consumers should store tofu at 
5ºC (41ºF) or less. The study concludes that “the potential 
microbiological hazards of tofu produced under insanitary 
conditions and/or improperly stored are great... Results of 
these studies substantiate the need for: (a) implementing a 
high level of sanitary practices during tofu production and 
packaging, (b) pasteurizing tofu after packaging, and (c) 
refrigerating tofu after packaging and during storage and 
display.” Address: Food Research Inst., Univ. of Wisconsin, 
Madison, WI 53706.

4767. Kronenberg, Hananya J.; Hang, Yong D. 1984. 
Biochemical changes in okara during meitauza fermentation. 
Nutrition Reports International 30(2):439-43. Aug. [12 ref]
• Summary: “Okara (soybean milk residue) was fermented 
with Actinomucor elegans to produce meitauza, a traditional 
food from China.” In China, meitauza is found primarily 
in the Wuchang, Hankow [part of Wuhan since 1950], and 
Hanyang regions, where it is traditionally prepared for 
consumption by frying in vegetable oil or by cooking in a 
soup with vegetables and spices. Since Shih’s original study 
in 1937 [Lingnan Science Journal 16(1):27-38. Jan. 13] there 
has been no further research on meitauza.
 In the USA, where production of tofu and soymilk are 
growing, an estimated 14,000 tons of okara are produced 
as a by-product each year. Despite desirable nutritional 
properties, it is largely treated as a waste or animal feed due 
to poor organoleptic characteristics.
 Okara was formed into cakes and fermented on trays 
until the cakes became covered with a white mycelium. 
Biochemical changes in okara during 80 hours of 
fermentation at 15ºC were characterized by a rise in pH 
from 5.48 to 7.50, an 8-fold increase in nonprotein nitrogen, 
marked liberation of ammonia, and production of an acid 
protease. Address: Dep. of Food Science and Technology, 
Cornell Univ., Geneva, New York 14456.

4768. Miles, C.W.; Ziyad, J.; Bodwell, C.E.; Steele, P.D. 
1984. True and apparent retention of nutrients in hamburger 

patties made from beef or beef extended with three different 
soy proteins. J. of Food Science 49(4):1167-70. July/Aug. 
[19 ref]
• Summary: Hamburger patties containing all beef or beef 
extended (20% reconstituted soy product, 80% beef) with 
soy isolate, soy concentrate or textured soy fl our, or beef 
extended with one of the 3 soy products fortifi ed with iron 
(60 mg/100 gm soy protein) and zinc (25 mg/100 gm soy 
protein), were analyzed in both the raw and cooked states 
for moisture, protein, fat, calcium, potassium, magnesium, 
sodium, iron, copper, zinc, manganese. Address: USDA 
ARS, Protein Nutrition Lab., Beltsville Human Nutrition 
Research Center, Beltsville, Maryland 20705.

4769. Neumann, P.E.; Walker, C.E.; Wang, H.L. 1984. 
Fermentation of corn gluten meal with Aspergillus oryzae 
and Rhizopus oligosporus. J. of Food Science 49(4):1200-
1201. July/Aug. [12 ref]
• Summary: “Corn gluten meal (CGM) is the 60% protein 
co-product obtained during the wet-milling of corn. 
The protein is very low in lysine and tryptophan and 
consequently is of poor nutritional quality. Fermentation with 
proteolytic fungi has been shown to alter the composition 
and, in some cases, improve the nutritional quality of protein 
in various substrates.”
 The introduction discusses three other studies in which 
the fermentation of soybeans with Aspergillus oryzae or 
Rhizopus oligosporus led to improvements in the protein 
quality of the substrate. Address: Northern Regional 
Research Center, Peoria, Illinois.

4770. Shurtleff, William. 1984. Japan’s fi rst and largest 
tempeh companies. Soyfoods. Summer p. 30-32.
• Summary: “The fi rst Japanese known to study tempeh 
and publish information about it was microbiologist Dr. 
Ryoji Nakazawa in 1928. Following that pioneering work, 
tempeh research continued at the Department of Applied 
Microbiology, founded in 1944 within the National Food 
Research institute, and, during the late 1950s and early 
1960s, at the Food and Nutrition Laboratory at Osaka City 
University. Although information was made available to 
commercial interests and they were encouraged to develop 
tempeh products, the idea never took root.
 “Despite considerable research on tempeh during 
the 1960s and 70s, no commercial production took place. 
In the early 1980s new interest arose among potential 
producers for various reasons: First, the rising popularity 
of tempeh in the United States and Europe; second, the 
growing internationalization of the Japanese diet; third, the 
increasingly positive image of soyfoods as a source of high-
quality nutrition; and fourth, the activities of KOPTI, the 
new tempeh-makers trade association in Indonesia. In 1982. 
working with KOPTI in Indonesia and with an eye on the 
U.S. and European soyfoods markets, Takai, a large Japanese 
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manufacturer of tofu and soymilk equipment, developed and 
patented a combination cooker and wet dehuller to aid in 
modernizing the tempeh-making process.
 “The fi rst company to take serious interest in 
commercial tempeh production was Torigoe Flour Milling 
Co. (Torigoe Seifun), the nation’s fi fth-largest fl our miller. 
With wheat quotas fi xed by the government and supplies 
always limited, Torigoe was looking to diversify. In 1975 
Hiroto Nakagawa, head of Torigoe’s R&D department, 
received an article on tempeh from Kyushu University’s 
Department of Food Science and Technology. When 
Nakagawa asked for more details, Dr. Tadao Watanabe in the 
department asked one of his students, Kazuhiro Takamine, 
to study tempeh in greater depth. In 1976 Takamine 
joined Torigoe’s R&D group and the company began to 
do cooperative research with the department at Kyushu 
University on tempeh and other fermented foods.
 “In 1979, with research beginning to look promising, Dr. 
Watanabe recommended that Torigoe send Takamine to the 
U.S. for further study. In 1980, working in the University of 
Minnesota Department of Food Science and Nutrition under 
Dr. William Breene and with Indonesian Ph.D. candidate 
Abdul Ribai, Takamine began to realize the great potential 
of tempeh. In 1981, having returned to Japan with solid 
practical and theoretical knowledge of tempeh, Takamine set 
out to convince the management of Torigoe that they should 
invest in a tempeh plant. But the leaders were hesitant, 
fearing that tempeh might not be suited to Japanese tastes. 
For various reasons. company attitudes gradually changed:
 “First, Takamine developed a tempeh with an 
improved and milder fl avor. Second, it was learned that the 
prestigious National Food Research Institute (NFRI) was 
researching tempeh. Torigoe’s head of R&D went to NFRI 
in February 1983 and showed them Takamine’s product. 
NFRI researchers, surprised and impressed, told other 
companies that tempeh looked more promising than ever and 
even persuaded the Japan Natto Association to consider it 
carefully.
 “Third, a growing number of articles on tempeh, many 
from the NFRI, began to appear in Japanese newspapers. 
And fourth, Dr. Watanabe from Kyushu began giving 
lectures to dietitians. nutritionists, and home economists on 
the high nutritional value of tempeh.
 “In June 1983 Torigoe started making tempeh at their 
Fukuoka fl our mill in a pilot plant that cost $50,000 and had 
a capacity of 33,000 pounds of tempeh a month. They made 
the key decision not to sell plain tempeh, but rather to make 
two semi-prepared products. both called Gold Tempeh. One 
was tempeh cut into pieces the shape of small french-fried 
potatoes. These were dipped in a batter made of vegetable 
juices, wheat fl our, salt, and spices, dusted with bread 
crumbs, packed in a shallow tray with two packets of tartar 
sauce, and sold frozen. The consumer deep fries them to 
serve crisp and crunchy with the sauce. The second product 

was made by simply pressing the ground trimmings from 
the fi rst product into oval patties (no binding was used), 
then enrobing them in the breaded batter. The products were 
introduced to a school lunch program in Kyushu and became 
very popular. They were also test marketed in several natural 
food stores, again with good results. On June 30, the Nikki 
Sangyo Shinbun, a large Japanese business newspaper, 
reported on a tempeh press conference held by Torigoe 
the day before. Following this, in mid-July 1983, Torigoe 
started commercial-scale production. Sales in 600-gm packs 
to institutions (schools, hospitals, natural food restaurants) 
began in July, and sales in 140-gm packs to retailers (natural 
food stores, department stores and chain supermarkets) 
started in November 1983. Packaged in beautiful full-color 
boxes with handsome fl yers, the tempeh could be used in 
Western, Japanese or Chinese-style cookery, or as a snack 
food. Each of the two forms of Gold Tempeh, weighing 140-
gm, cost 250 yen (about $1.05). Nutritional value (17.5% 
protein, rich in vitamin B-12) was stressed in marketing.
 “By early 1984 the company was making 24,200 pounds 
of tempeh a month, making it the sixth-largest tempeh 
manufacturer in the world–and the product was only in the 
test market stage! Sales of about $420,000 were projected for 
the fi rst year.
 “In early 1984 a major, exciting move was made by 
Marusan-Ai, one of Japan’s most dynamic and forward-
looking food companies, and one of the country’s largest 
manufacturers of soymilk and miso. Marusan-Ai had been 
researching tempeh production since the early 1970s. 
They decided to make their tempeh at their main plant in 
Okazaki city, Aichi prefecture, and to incubate the tempeh 
in shallow plastic trays. In January they introduced their 
tempeh to dietitians and in February they began to distribute 
pasteurized, refrigerated bulk tempeh (500-gm and 2.5 kg) 
for use in local school lunch programs and hospitals, and 
by caterers. They published a 27-page booklet titled ‘A 
New Soy Protein Food for Tomorrow: Marusan’s Healthy 
Tempeh.’ which included a description with photographs of 
their tempeh production process and eight Japanese-style 
recipes. In April they began selling 125-gm cakes retail to 
consumers. By May, Marusan was producing 30 metric tons 
(66,000 pounds) of tempeh a month, making them by far the 
largest tempeh manufacturer in the world. They have big 
plans to expand production considerably in June
 “Two large natto companies began making tempeh 
in early 1984: Marukin Shokuhin Kogyo in Kyushu, 
and Takashin in Tokyo–both prompted by the Japan 
Natto Association’s promotional work for tempeh. Other 
companies now seriously considering tempeh production 
include Yukijirushi (Snow brand), Japan’s largest dairy 
products company (with 1982 sales of $1.8 billion), and 
Kibun, a huge food company and Japan’s largest soymilk 
manufacturer.
 “William Shurtleff.
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 “This article is an excerpt from ‘The Tempeh Revolution 
in Japan.’ Copies of the full article are available for $5.00 
from The Soyfoods Center. P.O. Box 234, Lafayette, 
California 94549, USA. The author would like to learn 
more about the history of tempeh in Japan. Readers with 
information may write, in Japanese if necessary, to William 
Shurtleff at the address above. Mr. Shurtleff is now writing 
History of Soybeans and Soyfoods.” Address: Soyfoods 
Center, P.O. Box 234, Lafayette, California.

4771. Soya Bluebook. 1984. Industrial product 
manufacturers, and non-food uses of soy oil in the USA. p. 
80-95, 205. Aug.
• Summary: Product categories are: Adhesives/coatings (7 
U.S. companies / 6 foreign companies), industrial lecithin 
(8/43), industrial soy fl our (4/25), industrial soy oil (10/47), 
paints & varnishes (5/3), resins (5/3), soaps (0/30), soy 
sterols & tocopherols (3/11), soybean fatty acids (6/36).
 In 1982, nonfood utilization of soy oil totalled 205 
million lb., or 2.1% of total U.S. soy oil usage (97.9% was 
for foods). Of this, 96 million lb was used for resins and 
plastics, 38 millions lb for paint and varnish, 16 million lb 
for fatty acids, and 55 million lb for other nonfood uses.
 Manufacturers of soy sterols and tocopherols include–
In the USA: Distillation Products Industries, Kingsport, 
Tennessee 37662; Durkee Foods Div. of SCM Corporation, 
Cleveland, Ohio 44115 [Formerly The Glidden Co.]; Henkel 
Corporation, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55435. In Japan: 
Ajinomoto Company Inc., Chuo-ku, Tokyo; The Nisshin 
Oil Mills Ltd., Chuo-ku, Tokyo. In Europe: Cargill B.V., 
Amsterdam, Netherlands; Industrie Chimiche Italia Centrale 
S.p.A. (ICC), Ancona, Italy; Italiana Olii e Risi S.p.A., 
Ravenna, Italy; S.I.O. S.p.A. (SIO), Modena, Italy. There are 
also 3 manufacturers in Brazil and one in India.

4772. Soyfoods Association of America. 1984. Marketing 
soyfoods in America. Soyfoods. Summer. p. 12-13. [1 ref]
• Summary: Lists members of the Association and of its Tofu 
Standards Committee. Address: Santa Ana, California.

4773. Tomsun Foods, Inc. 1984. What’s good for your hips 
and heart? Tomsun tofu (Ad). Soyfoods. Summer. p. 1.
• Summary: A large photo shows a girl seated, wearing a 
T-shirt on the front of which is printed: “The Best Tofu is 
Tomsun Fresh Tofu.” At the lower right is a 3½-inch square 
with the nutritional composition (per 4 oz serving) of each 
of the following types of Tomsun tofu (Soft Tofu, Firm 
Tofu) compared with turkey meat, Swiss cheese, ham, tuna, 
cheddar cheese, cottage cheese, and egg.
 Tomsun sells 5 SKUs of tofu: Firm and Soft (16 oz), 
Herb, Spice and Firm (10 oz). Address: 305 Wells St., 
Greenfi eld, Massachusetts.

4774. Wong, Samuel; Boethel, D.; Nelson, R.; Nelson, 

W.; Wolf, W. eds. 1984. Proceedings of the Second U.S.-
China Soybean Symposium. Washington, DC: Offi ce of 
International Cooperation and Development USDA. xix + 
464 p. May. Held 28 July-2 Aug. 1983 in Jilin, China. No 
index. 27 cm.
• Summary: More than 80 scientists attended this meeting. 
At the back is: Directory of participants and staff (p. 447-54). 
List of germplasm exchanged between the U.S. and China (p. 
457-60). Recommendations of U.S. soybean delegation (p. 
461-63). Table of measurement conversion (p. 464). Many 
of the papers from these proceedings are cited separately. 
The title page states that the proceedings were published by: 
Dupont Far East, Inc.; Monsanto Far East, Limited; Pecten 
Chemicals, Inc. (a subsidiary of Shell Oil Company); Pioneer 
Hi-Bred International, Inc.; Potash & Phosphate Institute. 
In cooperation with the Offi ce of International Cooperation 
and Development, United States Department of Agriculture. 
Address: 1. USDA, Washington, DC.

4775. Holmberg, Scott D.; Osterholm, M.T.; Senger, K.A.; 
Cohen, M.I. 1984. Drug-resistant Salmonella from animals 
fed antimicrobials. New England J. of Medicine 311(10):617-
22. Sept. 6. [33 ref]
• Summary: “In early 1983 we identifi ed 18 persons in 
four Midwestern states who were infected with Salmonella 
newport that was resistant to ampicillin, carbenicillin, 
and tetracycline... Twelve of these patients had been 
taking penicillin derivatives for medical problems other 
than diarrhea in the 24 to 48 hours before the onset of 
salmonellosis. Eleven patients were hospitalized for 
salmonellosis for an average of eight days, and one had a 
fatal nosocomial infection... The patients had been infected 
before they took antimicrobials, by eating hamburger 
originating from South Dakota beef cattle fed subtherapeutic 
chlortetracycline for growth promotion.
 “This study demonstrates that antimicrobial-resistant 
organisms of animal origin cause serious human illness, and 
emphasizes the need for more prudent use of antimicrobials 
in both human beings and animals.”
 Note: Webster’s Third New International Dictionary 
(1963) defi nes nosocomial as “originating or taking place in 
a hospital.” Address: Enteric Diseases Branch, Centers for 
Disease Control, Atlanta, Georgia.

4776. Guardian Weekly (Manchester). 1984. Study links 
disease with animal growth antibiotics. Sept. 16.
• Summary: “Widespread use of antibiotics to stimulate 
growth of food animals is a major source of serious, 
sometimes fatal, disease in humans, according to researchers 
from the federal Centers for Disease Control in Atlanta 
[Georgia] and health departments in two states. Their new 
study has demonstrated conclusively for the fi rst time that 
feeding antibiotics to beef and dairy cattle, hogs and poultry 
breeds a novel form of microbe that can later infect humans.
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 “Such organisms create a new public-health problem 
because they are resistant to antibiotics crucial to treatment 
of many human diseases. Studies estimate that about half 
of the 35 million pounds (16 million kilograms) of U.S.-
produced antibiotics are given to animals and the other half 
prescribed for humans.
 “Scientists have long suspected that indiscriminate use 
of antibiotics in animals and humans could increase growth 
of drug-resistant bacteria... In an unusual study combining 
medical detective work with the latest in computer and 
genetic-engineering technology, Dr. Scott D. Holmberg and 
colleagues at the disease control centers found that bacteria 
resistant to antibiotic drugs caused serious intestinal illnesses 
in people who had eaten hamburger that came from farm 
animals in South Dakota.
 “Several European nations have restricted such use of 
antibiotics. The U.S. Food and Drug Administration, which 
sought in 1977 to ban or restrict use of such antibiotics 
as penicillin, later was overruled by Congress, which 
pressed for more data. The debate in the United States is 
as much economic as scientifi c. For more than 30 years, 
small amounts of antibiotics have been added to feed to 
make animals grow more effi ciently and quickly.” Address: 
England.

4777. Dai, Yautian. 1984. [Study of iron fortifi cation of 
Chinese soy sauce. II. The iron absorption of iron fortifi ed 
Chinese soy sauce]. Ying Yang Hsueh Pao (Acta Nutrimenta 
Sinica) 6(3):231-39. Sept. [27 ref. Chi; eng]
• Summary: “Iron absorption was studied in 31 healthy 
adult volunteers using extrinsic tags of Fe-55 and Fe-59. 
Geometric mean absorption from unfortifi ed Chinese Soy 
Sauce (Seagull brand, produced in Shanghai) with iron 
contents 15.8 mg Fe/dl was 6.95%. Absorption from iron 
fortifi ed soy sauce (121 mg Fe/dl) decreased to 4.36%. 
Absorption from the fortifi ed product almost doubled 
(8.35%) with the addition of ascorbic acid (2 moles/1 mole 
Fe). 7.5 ml of fortifi ed soy sauce (75mg Fe/dl) were added 
to meal containing potatoes, cabbage, green beans and rice, 
with a total iron content of 8.9 mg. Iron absorption form this 
meal was 5.65%, or 0.5 mg. The addition of 100g of pork 
meat increased nonheme iron absorption to 9.67% (1.08 
mg). Green tea drunk after the meal decreased absorption to 
3.07% (0.27 mg).
 “Iron fortifi ed Chinese Soy Sauce consumed with 
vegetable meals could favor very signifi cantly to meet the 
iron requirement of the general population in China. Addition 
of ascorbic acid to fortifi ed soy sauce would further increase 
its iron bioavailability. Known enhancer (pork meat) and 
inhibitor (green tea) of non-heme iron absorption will modify 
in a predictable way of iron bioavailability from vegetable 
meals containing iron fortifi ed soy sauce.” Address: Dep. 
of Nutrition and Food Hygiene, Beijing Medical College, 
Beijing, China; Food Detection Research Inst. of Commerce, 

Beijing, China.

4778. Gillooly, M.; Torrance, J.D.; Bothwell, T.H.; MacPhail, 
A.P.; Derman, D.; Mills, W.; Mayet, F. 1984. The relative 
effect of ascorbic acid on iron absorption from soy-based and 
milk-based infant formulas. American J. of Clinical Nutrition 
40(3):522-27. Sept. [26 ref]
• Summary: “Iron defi ciency is the most commonly 
recognized nutritional defi ciency in both developing 
countries and affl uent societies. It is particularly prevalent 
among infants and young children because rapid growth 
imposes large requirements for iron...”
 “The effect of varying concentrations of ascorbic acid on 
the absorption of iron from a soy-based infant milk formula 
containing 6 mg iron per 100 gm was examined in 64 adult 
Indian females [in South Africa] using the extrinsic radio 
tag method.” A comparison was made with a similar infant 
formula in which cow’s milk was present instead of soy.
 The results suggest that soy protein inhibits absorption 
of non-heme food iron. Address: MRC [Medical Research 
Council] Iron and Red Cell Metabolism Unit, Dep. of 
Medicine, Univ. of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg; Dep. of 
Medicine, Univ. of Natal, Durban. All: South Africa.

4779. Hall, Robert T.; Callenbach, J.C.; Sheehan, M.B.; 
et al. 1984. Comparison of calcium- and phosphorus-
supplemented soy isolate formula with whey-predominant 
premature formula in very low birth weight infants. J. of 
Pediatric Gastroenterology and Nutrition 3(4):571-576. 
Sept. [10 ref]
• Summary: “Soy formula, even when supplemented [with 
vitamins and minerals], should be used only when specifi c 
indications exist.” Address: Children’s Mercy Hospital, Univ. 
of Missouri Kansas City School of Medicine, Kansas City, 
Missouri.

4780. Hayashi, Nobu. 1984. Users’ requirements [of 
soybean varieties] for natto and tofu. In: Ontario Ministry of 
Agriculture and Food, Market Development Branch. 1984. 
Workshop on Export Markets for Ontario Soybeans: Edited 
Proceedings. 45 p. See p. 12-14. Held 5 Sept. 1984 at Wheels 
Motor Inn, Chatham, ONT, Canada. 28 cm.
• Summary: From January to June 1984 soybeans imported 
to Japan from the USA had the lowest CIF price (US$331.31 
per tonne), followed by soybeans from China ($350.16), with 
Canadian soybeans being the most expensive ($408.62).
 The preferred characteristics of soybeans for natto are: 
Small in size, round in shape, and clear hilum. Beans should 
have a fi rm skin (seed coat) free of cracks. High sugar and 
amino acid contents. High carbohydrate and low calcium 
contents. “However the real suitability of the soybeans is 
determined by the taste of the natto.”
 The preferred characteristics of soybeans for tofu are: 
High protein and low oil contents, especially a high nitrogen 
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solubility index (NSI) which affects the yield of tofu. The 
larger the seed size the better. Hilum color is not a big 
problem but a light-colored hilum is preferred since it may 
give a whiter tofu. A thin and fi rm skin (seed coat) which 
reduces the soaking time required. “Like natto, the real 
suitability is known only when the tofu is tasted.” For all 
soybeans, it is very important that the price be competitive. 
Address: Gomei Shoji Co., Tokyo, Japan.

4781. Kolb, S.; Sailer, D. 1984. Soybean protein crispbread 
as additional dietetic measure in hypercholesterolaemia. 
Nutrition Reports International 30(3):719-24. Sept. [24 ref]
• Summary: Soy fl our completely replaced animal protein in 
a diet fed to 14 human subjects for 28 days. Total cholesterol 
was lowered 8% and LDL cholesterol was lowered 16.0%. 
Address: Dep. of Internal Medicine, Univ. of Erlangen-
Nuernberg, West Germany.

4782. Kooij, J.A. van; de Boer, E. 1984. Microbiological 
aspects of soyfoods. In: American Soybean Assoc., ed. 1984. 
First European Soyfoods Workshop, Proceedings. Brussels, 
Belgium: ASA. 131 p. See p. I1-I15. Held Sept. 27-28 at 
Amsterdam, Netherlands. [20 ref]
• Summary: “To learn more about the microbiological 
quality and safety of tempeh and tofu a survey was carried 
out by the working party ‘Fungi in Foods’ in the summer 
and autumn of 1983. The products were sampled in stores, 
restaurants and production places throughout the Netherlands 
and analyzed by using standard microbiological procedures...
 In 110 samples of tempeh: “About 10% of the samples 
contained Staphylococcus aureus and Bacillus cereus in 
numbers which may cause food intoxication. However, the 
S. aureus strains isolated in this survey proved to be non-
enterotoxigenic. Yersinia enterocolitica (non-pathogenic 
serotypes) was found in 6 samples. Salmonella was not 
isolated from any of the samples tested...
 “In 154 samples of tofu: 2.1% had more than 100 
counts/gm of Staphylococcus aureus; 11.2% had more than 
100 counts/gm of Bacillus cereus. And 36.3% had more 
than 100 counts/gm of Escherichia coli. “About 95% of the 
samples appeared to have an aerobic count over 1,000,000 
colony forming units (cfu) per gram. This means that there is 
a very great proliferation of bacteria after the production, for 
immediately after the production the aerobic plate count is 
usually below 10,000 cfu/g. This indicates that the tofu had 
been stored improperly or for too long. The average pH of 
tofu immediately after production was about 6.5, but at the 
time of sampling it averaged 5.2. But 5% of the samples had 
a pH of less than 4.5, and 16% has a pH of 4.5 to 4.9. These 
low pH values indicate sour/acidic products caused by large 
numbers of lactic acid bacteria. “In 0.7% of the tofu samples 
Bacillus cereus and Staphylococcus aureus were present in 
numbers that may cause food intoxication. The presence of 
B. cereus was probably caused by an outgrowth of the spores 

which survived the heat treatment. This indicates that the 
tofu must have been stored at too high a temperature during a 
long period (12–48 hours).
 “The presence of S. aureus can be explained by a bad 
hygienic practice during production, after the heat treatment 
step. Salmonella was not found in any of the tofu samples.” 
Address: Food Inspection Services, Netherlands.

4783. Liddle, Rodger A.; Goldfi ne, I.D.; Williams, J.A. 1984. 
Bioassay of plasma cholecystokinin in rats: Effects of food, 
trypsin inhibitor, and alcohol. Gastroenterology 87(3):542-
49. Sept. [46 ref]
• Summary: Describes a specifi c, sensitive, and rapid 
bioassay for measuring plasma cholecystokinin (PC, 
pronounced ko-luh-sis-tuh-KAI-nun) in rats. PC levels also 
increased 30-fold after intragastric instillation of soybean 
trypsin inhibitor, and and 15-fold after ethanol instillation.
 Concerning the observation that pancreatic enlargement 
apparently stems from elevated serum levels of the hormone 
cholecystokinin, Liener commented that pancreatic enzyme 
secretion is inversely related to the level of trypsin in the 
intestine, a process regulated by cholecystokinin. This 
hormone stimulates the pancreas to produce trypsinogen, 
but because the protease inhibitors combine with trypsin, 
the suppressive effect of trypsin on intestinal release of 
cholesystokinin is eliminated. Address: Cell Biology Lab., 
Harold Brunn Inst., Mount Zion Hospital and Medical 
Center, San Francisco, California; and Gastroenterology 
Unit, Depts. of Medicine and Physiology, Univ. of 
California, San Francisco, California.

4784. Pluncknett, Donald L.; Blase, M.G.; Campbell, T.A. 
1984. Amaranth: Modern prospects for an ancient crop. 
Washington, DC: National Academy Press. vii + 80 p. 23 cm. 
Report of an Ad Hoc Panel of the Advisory Committee on 
Technology Innovation, Board on Science and Technology 
for International Development, Offi ce of International 
Affairs, National Research Council, National Academy of 
Sciences.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. The plants. Production. 
Grain amaranths. Vegetable amaranths. Research needs. 
Appendixes: A. Selected readings. B. Research contacts. C. 
Germplasm collections and commercial seed suppliers. D. 
Biographical sketches of panel members.
 “In pre-Columbian times grain amaranth was one of the 
basic foods of the New World–nearly as important as corn 
and beans. Thousands of hectares of Aztec, Inca, and other 
farmland were planted to the tall, leafy, reddish plants. Some 
20,000 tons of amaranth grain were sent from 17 provinces 
to Tenochtitlan (present-day Mexico City) in annual tribute 
to the Aztec emperor Montezuma... A century ago, the 
soybean, sunfl ower, and peanut were considered unworthy 
of concentrated research. Today, they are among the world’s 
most important crops. Amaranth, too, could rise to universal 
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prominence.
 “Three species of the genus Amaranthus produce 
large seedheads loaded with edible seeds. Amaranthus 
hypochondriacus and Amaranthus cruentus are native to 
Mexico and Guatemala; Amaranthus caudatus is native to 
Peru and other Andean countries...
 “With a protein content of about 16 percent, amaranth 
seed compares well with the conventional varieties of 
wheat (12-14 percent), rice (7-10 percent), maize (9-10 
percent), and other widely consumed cereals. Amaranths 
began attracting increased research attention in 1972 when 
Australian plant physiologist John Downton found that the 
seed also contains protein of unusual quality. It is high in the 
amino acid lysine.”
 One exciting potential of amaranth grain lies in its high 
protein content as compared with other grains: Amaranth 
16% (mean; range 12-19%), rye 13% (range 9-18%), oats 
12% (range 7-23%), barley 10% (range 8-21%), wheat 10% 
(8-19%), corn 10% (range 8-17%), rice 7% (range 7-10%). 
Another virtue is the high content of lysine and methionine, 
two essential amino acids. The lysine content of amaranth is 
0.82%, compared with oats (the next highest grain) 0.5%, rye 
0.4%, barley 0.4%, wheat 0.36%, rice 2.8%, and corn 2.5%.
 “Vegetable amaranths: Seed is not the only nutritious 
product from the versatile amaranth. The leaves also are rich 
in protein as well as in vitamins and minerals... Although 
virtually unlisted in agricultural statistics, vegetable 
amaranths may actually be the most popularly grown 
vegetable crop in the tropics.
 “In the hot, humid regions of Africa, Southeast Asia 
(especially Malaysia and Indonesia), southern China, 
southern India, and the Caribbean, amaranth species such as 
Amaranthus tricolor, Amaranthus dubius, and Amaranthus 
cruentus are grown as soup vegetables or for boiled salad 
greens (potherbs). In North American deserts, where 
summers are too hot for lettuce or cabbage production, 
Amaranthus palmeri has long been a major wild green 
among Indians. In Greece, boiled Amaranthus blitum leaves 
have been a favorite salad (called vleeta) since the days of 
Homer...
 “Leading amaranth’s development is the Rodale 
Research Center near Emmaus, Pennsylvania, where more 
than a thousand different accessions collected from all parts 
of the world are being bred, grown, and evaluated.” Address: 
Washington, DC.

4785. Ramsey, Harold A. 1984. Protein and amino acid 
nutrition in calves. In: 45th Minnesota Nutrition Conference. 
St. Paul, Minnesota: Minnesota Agricultural Extension 
Service. See p. 7-12. Held 17-18 Sept. 1984. [9 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Non-milk protein in milk replacers. 
Amino acid requirements of preruminant calves. Amino acid 
supplementation of milk replacers.
 “The fi rst attempt to use non-milk protein in the diet of 

the preruminant calf was reported nearly 50 years ago. Since 
then, especially during the past two decades, a great variety 
of non-milk products have been tested experimentally (Table 
1). Of these, only two are being used presently in substantial 
amounts by the milk replacer industry: soy fl our and soy 
protein concentrate. Soy fl our and soy protein concentrate, 
though used for many years as milk replacer ingredients, are 
not utilized as effectively by the preruminant calf as they 
are by other animals. These products usually contain anti-
nutritional factors (antigens and trypsin inhibitor) to which 
the calf is uncommonly sensitive.” Address: Dep. of Animal 
Science, North Carolina State Univ.

4786. Setchell, K.D.R.; Borriello, S.P.; Hulme, P.; Axelson, 
M. 1984. Nonsteroidal estrogens of dietary origin: possible 
roles in hormone-dependent disease. American J. of Clinical 
Nutrition 40(3):569-78. Sept. [69 ref]
• Summary: Suggests that consumption of soyfoods may 
reduce the risk of cancer and discusses phytoestrogen 
metabolism in humans. “Equol, a nonsteroidal estrogen 
of dietary origin, was recently identifi ed in human urine, 
and is excreted in amounts comparable to the classical 
steroidal estrogens. We confi rm here that phytoestrogens 
which are abundant in dietary soya protein are converted by 
human gastrointestinal fl ora to this weak estrogen. After the 
ingestion of meals containing cooked soya protein [40 gm/
day for 5 consecutive days] the urinary excretion of equol 
in four of six subjects studied increased by up to 1000-fold 
and this compound was the major phenolic compound found 
in the urine. These data also indicate that some subjects 
are unable to either produce or excrete equol despite the 
challenge of a diet containing soya. In view of the increasing 
use of commercial soya products in the diet and the capacity 
of human bacterial fl ora to synthesize this weak estrogen 
from the abundance of phytoestrogens in soya, the potential 
relevance of these observations to the diseases implicating 
steroid hormones is discussed.”
 Thus, the amount of isofl avones in the urine of 
Europeans is correlated to soy intake.
 Note 1. The ability of equol [or S-equol] to play a role in 
the treatment of estrogen-mediated conditions [such as relief 
of menopausal symptoms] was fi rst proposed in this article.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 
2021) that discusses the use of soy to relieve unpleasant 
menopausal symptoms. Address: 1. Clinical Mass 
Spectrometry, Clinical Research Centre, Harrow, Middlesex, 
HA1 3UJ, England.

4787. Sung, Nak-Ju; Ji, Y.A.; Chung, S.Y. 1984. [Changes in 
nitrogenous compounds of soybean during chungkookjang 
koji fermentation]. Journal of the Korean Society of Food 
and Nutrition 13(3):275-84. Sept. [19 ref. Kor; eng]
• Summary: “In order to study the fl avor quality of 
Chungkookjang, the changes in nitrogenous compounds, 
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nucleotides and their related compounds, free amino acids, 
amino acid composition and fatty acids were analysed during 
Chungkookjang Koji fermentation. Koji was prepared with 
Bacillus natto isolated from Japanese natto.
 “Insoluble nitrogenous was rapidly decreased, whereas 
PAA (peptide, amino, ammonia) nitrogen were slightly 
increased during the fermentation of Chungkookjang Koji. 
The content of extracted nitrogen and free amino acid 
nitrogen were rapidly increased until 48 hours fermentation 
of Chungkookjang Koji and then decreased.” Address: 1. 
Dep. of Food and Nutrition, Gyeongsang National Univ.

4788. Vandemoortele, Philippe. 1984. Soya milk and 
soya drink: The outlook for European and other markets. 
In: American Soybean Assoc., ed. 1984. First European 
Soyfoods Workshop, Proceedings. Brussels, Belgium: ASA. 
131 p. See p. D1-D7. Held Sept. 27-28 at Amsterdam, 
Netherlands.
• Summary: Contents: 1. Introduction. 2. Traditional soya 
bean milk. 3. Isolate based soya milk. 4. Dairy-like soya 
milk. 5. Markets outside Europe: Third world, Far East 
market. 6. The European soya milk market: Product and 
costs, marketing and sales. 7. Alpro. 8. Conclusion.
 “Alpro, a subsidiary of the Vandemoortele Group, 
started 10 years ago with intensive research on soya milk 
products. Today, Alpro is the only major soya milk producer 
in Europe. Production started in 1978. Step by step, Alpro 
has covered different European markets. Alpro soya milk 
is not only sold in health food shops, but is also available 
in drugstores, chemist’s shops and supermarkets. Different 
products and packages have been developed for each market. 
Alpro soya milk is based on a world exclusive process that 
provides the best fl avor and eliminates the sugars which 
cause fl atulence. It is also the only process that doesn’t use 
any chemicals but just water and heat. Alpro is starting up a 
new soya milk plant in Ghent with a capacity of 40 million 
liters/year.” Address: Alpro, Zuidkaai 33, B-8700 Izegem, 
Belgium.

4789. Rakosky, Joseph, Jr. 1984. Regulations concerning 
residual hexane in soy fl our (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. 
Oct. 25. Conducted by Walter J. Wolf of NRRC, Peoria, 
Illinois.
• Summary: The Chinese delegation attending the NAS-
sponsored workshop in St. Louis, Missouri, raised a question 
concerning these regulations. According to Dr. Rakosky, 
“there are no U.S. regulations concerning residual hexane 
in soyfl our. There was discussion about such regulations, 
but nothing was formalized. The Iron Curtain countries in 
Eastern Europe have in the past been very concerned because 
of the poor quality hexane available to them. According to 
Rakosky, 50 ppm was the limit being considered.
 “Central Soya supplied Rakosky with the following 
fi gures for their products: White fl our 10 ppm, toasted fl our 

2.2 ppm, soy protein concentrate (by alcohol process) 0 ppm, 
soy isolate < 0.5 ppm.
 “Rakosky gave three reasons for maintaining low 
hexane levels in fl ours: 1. Flavor–hexane gives poor 
fl avor. 2. Explosiveness–hexane is an explosion hazard. 3. 
Economics–high residual hexane leads to economic losses.” 
Address: 5836 Crain St., Morton Grove, Illinois 60053. 
Phone: 312/966-9660.

4790. Friedman, Mendel; Levin, Carol E.; Noma, Amy T. 
1984. Factors governing lysinoalanine formation in soy 
proteins. J. of Food Science 49(5):1282-88. Sept/Oct. [47 
ref]
• Summary: “Exposing soy protein to alkaline conditions 
(pH 8-14) for various time periods (10-480 min), and 
temperatures (25-95ºC at 10ºC intervals) destroyed all of 
the cystine and part of arginine, lysine, serine, and threonine 
residues. These losses were accompanied by the appearance 
of lysinoalanine (LAL) and unidentifi ed ninhydrin-positive 
compounds.” Address: USDA-ARS Western Regional 
Research Center, 800 Buchanan St., Berkeley (Albany), 
California 94710.

4791. Lindell, M.J.; Walker, C.E. 1984. Soy enrichment of 
chapaties made from wheat and nonwheat fl ours. Cereal 
Chemistry 61(5):435-38. Sept/Oct. [14 ref]
• Summary: Soy fl our, as a supplement to wheat fl our, has a 
softening effect on chapaties. Protein quality and quantity of 
the chapaties and digestibility of the proteins present were 
improved when they were prepared with a soy fl our blend. 
The blend was adjusted to have 5.5 gm of lysine for every 
100 gm of protein in the composite fl our. The corn-soy blend 
had the highest calculated protein-effi ciency ratio (2.15 vs. 
1.41 for the unblended corn). In all cases, calculated protein-
effi ciency ratios were improved by being blended with soy 
fl our. Address: Dep. of Food Science & Technology, Univ. of 
Nebraska, Lincoln, NE 68583-0919.

4792. Ochiai-Yanagi, Sonoe. 1984. Properties of winged 
bean (Psophocarpus tetragonolobus) protein in comparison 
with soybean (Glycine max) and common bean (Phaseolus 
vulgaris) protein. Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku 
(Report of the National Food Research Institute) No. 45. p. 
240-47. Oct. [10 ref. Eng; jap]
• Summary: Reprinted from Agricultural and Biological 
Chemistry 47(10):2273-80 (1983). Address: 1. National 
Food Research Inst. (Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo), Kannon-
dai 2-1-2, Yatabe-machi, Tsukuba-gun, Ibaraki-ken 305, 
Japan; 2. Hokkaido Prefectural Central Agric. Exp. Station, 
Naganuma, Hokkaido 069-13; 3. Prefectural Tokachi Agric. 
Exp. Station, Naganuma, Memuro, Hokkaido 082.

4793. Taira, Harue. 1984. Kokusan daizu no hinshitsu. VI. 
Zenkoku-san daizu no hinshitsu, seibun, kakô tekisei no 
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hendô to chiikikan, hinshukan sai [Quality of soybean seeds 
grown in Japan. VI. Regional and varietal differences in the 
physical properties, chemical composition, and suitability for 
food processing]. Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku 
(Report of the National Food Research Institute) No. 45. p. 
55-62. Oct. [9 ref. Jap; eng]
Address: National Food Research Inst. (Shokuhin Sogo 
Kenkyujo), Kannon-dai 2-1-2, Yatabe-machi, Tsukuba-gun, 
Ibaraki-ken 305, Japan; 3-4. Hokkaido Prefectural Central 
Agric. Exp. Station, Naganuma, Hokkaido.

4794. Taira, Harue; Sunada, Kiyoshi; Sasaki, Koichi. 1984. 
Kokusan daizu no hinshitsu. VII. Hokkaidô-san kurodaizu 
no hinshitsu, seibun sosei to kakô tekisei [Quality of soybean 
seeds grown in Japan. VII. Chemical composition and 
suitability for preparation of cooked beans of black soybean 
varieties grown in Hokkaido]. Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo 
Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the National Food Research 
Institute) No. 45. p. 63-69. Oct. [8 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: The two black soybean varieties grown in 
Hokkaido were Chuseihikarikuro [Chusei-hikari-kuro = 
medium bright black] and Tokachikuro [Tokachi-kuro = 
Tokachi black]; the latter was bred in 1984 at the Hokkaido 
Prefectural Tokachi Agricultural Experiment Station. 
Tokachikuro, by comparison, showed a signifi cantly large 
number of cracked seeds, a lower protein content, and a 
higher oil content. However no differences between the 
two were observed in their suitability for the preparation of 
cooked soybeans. In sensory tests for commercial products, 
Tokachikuro was characterized by large seed size, good taste, 
and a tendency to change color during cooking. Address: 1. 
National Food Research Inst. (Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo), 
Kannon-dai 2-1-2, Yatabe-machi, Tsukuba-gun, Ibaraki-ken 
305, Japan; 2. Hokkaido Prefectural Central Agric. Exp. 
Station, Naganuma, Hokkaido 069-13; 3. Prefectural Tokachi 
Agric. Exp. Station, Memuro, Hokkaido 082.

4795. Hamlin, Suzanne. 1984. New, convenient packaged 
meals high in nutrition. Daily News (New York). Nov. 14.
• Summary: “Legume has done the almost impossible–
made tofu sexy. These frozen entrees, which are sold in 
supermarkets at an average $2.79 apiece, are the brainchild 
of Chandri and Gary Barat, entrepreneurial vegetarians who 
describe themselves as ‘quintessential Yuppies and proud of 
it.’” Address: New York.

4796. Udagawa, Shun-ichi; Sakabe, Fumi; Suzuki, Meiko; 
Narita, Noriko; Kurata, Hiroshi. 1984. Kansô kakô shokuhin 
no hinshitsu ni kansuru shinkin shiken [Mycological quality 
of dehydrated food]. Eisei Shikenjo Hokoku (Bulletin of the 
National Institute of Hygienic Sciences) No. 102. p. 147-50. 
Nov. 20. [3 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: 52 samples of dried foods, including 10 miso 
soups, were obtained from retail outlets in Japan and 

examined for fungi. Fungi were found in all miso soup 
and vegetable samples. The highest counts were 2,500/gm, 
typically in the vegetables. In miso soups, Eurotium species 
and yeasts predominated, followed by Aspergillus and 
Penicillium. Attempts to control fungal contamination during 
the drying and packaging processes are not always adequate. 
Address: Eisei Shikenjo.

4797. Aria M., Luis Fernando; Aguilar V., Fernando. 1984. 
Desarrollo de productos para el programa de alimentacion 
y nutricion de Costa Rica [Development of products by 
the food and nutrition program of Costa Rica]. In: Primera 
Reunion Panamericana de Extrusion de Alimentos–
Memorias. xiv + 465 p. See p. 256-302. Held Nov. 1984 at 
Chihuahua, Mexico. [Spa]
• Summary: Describes in detail the numerous corn-soy 
blends (Nutrisoy, Frescorchata) developed by CITA under 
the auspices of the Organization of American States 
(Organización de Estados Americanos, OEA), the Dirección 
de Desarollo Social y Asignaciones Familiares (DESAF) 
and USAID, and in collaboration with CARE (Cooperativa 
Americana de Remesas al Exterior). The program, called 
“Production and Processing of Soybeans,” was conceived 
in 1977 and started in 1979 with the production of C.S.B., 
Nutrisoy, Mezcla Protéica, and full-fat soy fl our (harina 
integral de soya). In April 1980 a group from USAID 
(Hornstein, Judson Harper) suggested that CITA join the 
project to develop a new generation of projects.
 The Nutrisoy formula (1980) calls for 63.7% corn, 
27.3% soya, 6.25% nonfat dried milk, 1.30% minerals, and 
0.10% vitamins. The composition of the product is moisture 
4.6%, ash 2.8%, oil 13.6%, protein 20.7%, carbohydrates 
58.7%; 445 calories per 100 gm. The Frescorchata formula 
(1982) calls for rice 20%, soya 20%, sugar 39.9%, nonfat 
dry milk 17%, cacao powder 2.5%, clove fragrance 0.10, and 
cinnamon powder 0.10. The composition is moisture 1.8%, 
protein 16.7%, oil 5.8%, carbohydrates 72.1%, and 403 
calories per 10 gm.
 Photos show: The PADSA plant at Ciudad Delicias, 
Chihuahua, Mexico. Products made in this plant: 
Soyaven. Soya Integral. Fresco Chata. Address: Centro de 
Investigaciones en Tecnologia de Alimentos (CITA), San 
Jose, Costa Rica.

4798. Food Engineering. 1984. 30 million people can now 
enjoy lactose-reduced foods. 56(11):80-81. Nov.
• Summary: Subtitle: “Whether for health, dietary, or 
religious reasons, there’s a vast market in America for 
lactose-reduced foods as well as substitute products.”
 Since the enzyme lactase became commercially 
available 7 years ago, “lactose hydrolysis has become the 
wave of the future in processing dairy products for the 
lactose-intolerant consumer.”
 In all its forms, lactose intolerance affects an estimated 
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30 million Americans. Soymilks include Vitasoy (color photo 
shown) and Health Valley Soy Moo (which has been on the 
market for over 6 years). Ice creams include Tofutti (which 
was discovered in 1981 by David Mintz). Entrees include 
Legume Cannelloni Florentine (color photo shown).

4799. J. of the American Dietetic Association. 1984. To get 
better food from soybean plants, use the leaves. 84(11):1363. 
Nov. Summary published in USA Today, 12 April 1984.
• Summary: Dr. J.S. Sheen, of the University of Kentucky, 
Lexington, told a meeting of the American Chemical Society 
in August that the entire soybean plant is more nutritious 
than just the beans. Protein of better nutritional quality (with 
a better balance of amino acids) and with more uses can be 
obtained, and farmers could earn twice as much money per 
acre harvesting the whole plant than they do for the beans 
alone.
 Protein from the whole plant has physical properties 
similar to those of egg whites. It can be whipped into a 
meringue, or used as a protein additive in artifi cial cheese, 
puddings etc. It has no fl avor and odor. The key to using 
the whole plant lies in a processing method that separates 
harvested young plants into protein, soybean molasses, and a 
fi brous residue.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2004) that contains the term “soybean molasses.” 
Address: Dep. of Plant Pathology, Univ. of Kentucky, 
Lexington.

4800. Johnson, Gil. 1984. Natural foods and American 
history: A ten year perspective. Vegetarian Times. Nov. p. 
33-34, 66-67. [2 ref]
• Summary: This very insightful 10-year history of the 
natural foods movement in America begins: “A generation 
ago, they were called ‘dietetic’ foods–the domain of the 
sick and the desperate, the vain and the visionary. Natural 
foods were limited to wheat germ, bran, brewer’s yeast, 
blackstrap molasses and vitamin supplements. And in an era 
of stereotypes, ‘health nuts’ were no exception: ninety-seven-
pound weaklings desiring muscle-bound physiques; scientifi c 
men with horn-rimmed glasses; aging actresses trying to 
preserve their youthful beauty; and wild-eyed men in leather 
loincloths. The whole thing was reminiscent of the ads in the 
back of an Amazing Tales comic book.
 “Then came the Baby Boomers–the Pepsi Generation, 
and while this generation grew up, the natural foods industry 
matured along with them. Together they eventually made 
tofu and alfalfa sprouts acceptable. In the late 1960’s natural 
foods became politically correct. In the mid-1970’s they 
became chic, and today they are commonplace.
 “Ten years ago, total retail sales of natural foods 
were $350 million. Last year, according to Natural Foods 
Merchandiser, a trade magazine, natural foods sales were 
$3.3 billion–a thousandfold increase. For an industry once 

dominated by anti-growth sentiments, that’s a phenomenal 
performance, rivaling even the high-tech industries.
 “Throughout this growth period, however, the natural 
foods industry has been perceived by its proponents as 
a movement as well as a business. The products sold in 
natural foods stores are not merely fuel for the human body, 
but the very keys to health and happiness. Success has not 
overridden this conviction. Yet, like all movements, the 
natural foods industry is vulnerable to charlatans posing as 
heroes of the revolution. Every year, it seems, a new miracle 
product which promises to cure cancer, boost energy or 
safely take off pounds is introduced. These products generate 
a short-lived burst of sales in some health foods stores, then 
fade away (or are forcibly withdrawn by the FDA), only to 
be followed by the next miracle product.
 “Sub-Culture: Perhaps the fi rst major expansion of 
the natural foods market emerged from that great political 
cauldron where the causes of peace, civil rights, sexual 
liberation and ecology bubbled together in the same broth. 
(Weren’t war protestors labeled ‘hippie-commie-vegetarian 
types’?) During this period, all corporations were mistrusted 
and food companies were no exception. Simultaneously, an 
awareness of environmental problems prompted a renewed 
interest in organic farming and unprocessed foods. The 
counter-culture theory that big, corporate and technological 
things are bad, and small, collective and natural things are 
good fostered the spirit which nurtured fl edgling natural 
foods stores and co-ops.
 “Prior to the emergence of co-ops, natural foods were 
available only in small health food shops, which specialized 
in vitamins and a limited amount of packaged foods for 
special diets. Later, when stores began stocking staples such 
as whole wheat fl ours and breads, certifi ed raw milk, free-
range eggs and organic produce, shoppers could purchase 
enough natural foods with which to prepare an entire meal.
 “Most of these stores were characterized by rough 
wooden fi xtures, rudimentary bins for holding bulk items 
and unusual signs. Walls in some stores were covered with 
revolutionary posters, in others by photos of favorite gurus. 
They were staffed by volunteers or barter-rate employees, 
and many stores served as focal points for extended families, 
to the point that it was impossible to tell the employees from 
the customers.
 “These early stores developed to serve the needs of 
specifi c communities, or sub-communities, but the reason 
they succeeded can be traced to the one or two ambitious and 
intelligent individuals who realized they had to start making 
a living. To them, selling natural foods was a lot more 
agreeable than working for law fi rms or defense contractors, 
and it seemed to have more of a future than pottery or 
candlemaking.
 “An array of natural foods philosophers infl uenced the 
nascent movement and got it rolling. Names such as Adelle 
Davis, Paavo Airola, Linus Pauling and Michio Kushi are 
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familiar to anyone who has endeavored to learn more about 
their own health. Their books prompted people to question 
their lifestyles, their diets and their relationships with the 
medical establishment. Although only a few preached 
absolute vegetarianism, most of these authors advised their 
readers to eat less meat and more whole grains.
 “The dissemination of Kushi’s macrobiotic teachings, 
based on balancing opposing characteristics in foods, 
paralleled the rise of the industry. Kushi began lecturing on 
macrobiotics shortly after arriving in the United States in 
1949, but he didn’t establish a strong following until 1965, 
when he founded a summer camp on Martha’s Vineyard, 
and it wasn’t until 1972 that the EastWest Foundation was 
opened in Boston, representing a broadening of his attempt 
to awaken the public. It was in that year and the following 
few that the natural foods movement really began to spread.
 “Macrobiotics had a direct impact on the industry, with 
Kushi controlling Erewhon until its bankruptcy in 1981. 
Other manufacturers and importers, such as Eden Foods in 
Michigan and Chico-San in California, evolved to supply the 
consumer demand for macrobiotic foods, and hundreds of 
natural foods stores opened around the country.
 “Mainstreaming: In the mid-1970’s, the voices 
advocating natural foods diets changed somewhat. Instead of 
iconoclasts on the fringes of their disciplines, the messengers 
were now from the mainstream. In 1977, Sen. George 
McGovern’s Special Committee on Nutrition released its 
landmark Dietary Goals, a document which gained favor 
across a broad spectrum of health offi cials and nutritionists. 
Within two years, even offi cials from the notoriously 
stodgy National Institutes of Health adopted most of the 
recommendations from the McGovern report. But the public 
received this information piecemeal, in headlines such as 
“Cholesterol Linked to Heart Disease” and “Fat and the 
Risk of Cancer.” The McGovern report sent millions of 
people into natural foods stores for the fi rst time in varying 
attempts to escape preservatives; artifi cial colorings, food 
additives, refi ned sugars and fl ours, and meat. Yet even 
greater millions, equally concerned about their diets, stayed 
away from natural foods stores. In 1980, a Food Marketing 
Institute survey found that 68% of grocery shoppers felt 
natural foods were superior and that 34% actively purchased 
natural foods. But only 8% regularly shopped in natural 
foods stores. Still, for a fl edgling industry, the shoppers who 
did enter natural foods stores created tremendous growth 
curves, with some operations experiencing sales jumps of 
50% or better in one year. People were being scared into 
eating better, and they were becoming vegetarians in droves. 
Fortunately for these born-again vegetarians, there were 
more foods to eat.
 “With the publication of William Shurtleff and Akiko 
Aoyagi’s The Book of Tofu in 1975, the natural foods 
industry discovered soyfoods. Although several Asian tofu 
companies had operated in the U.S. since the 1930’s, their 

products were sold mainly to Asian-Americans. But after 
the book appeared, small tofu plants started springing up 
throughout the country. The phenomenon was so startling 
that food industry writers proclaimed that tofu would become 
‘the yogurt of the 80’s.’ Last year, Juan Metzger, the founder 
of Dannon Yogurt, was named chairman of the board of New 
England Soy Dairy, the largest Caucasian-run tofu company.
 “To meet the consumer’s demand for convenience, 
American ingenuity has come up with quick brown rice 
and frozen tofu lasagne, and just in time. By the end of the 
1970’s, even committed natural foods shoppers had grown 
tired of baking their own bread and soaking beans overnight. 
They had started careers and were beginning families. Time 
was of the essence.
 “As a result, the natural foods stores themselves began 
to change. Where it was once properly ecological for stores 
to require customers to bring their own bags (and bag their 
own groceries), that now took too much time. And working 
a few hours a week at the co-op was too much for a lot of 
two-income couples. Predictably, the number of co-ops with 
working memberships began to decline.
 “At the end of 1977, a new kind of natural foods store 
was launched in Los Angeles by a former school teacher 
who had nearly died from an allergic reaction to an antibiotic 
commonly found in chicken. After doing some research, 
Sandy Gooch discovered her problem was by no means 
unique and that she could avoid near-fatal reactions with a 
natural foods diet. But she was not willing to shop in small, 
limited natural foods stores which required her to make 
additional trips to the supermarket in order to purchase other 
household items. She wanted something better.” (Continued). 
Address: Executive editor of Natural Foods Merchandiser 
magazine, Oregon.

4801. Lönnerdal, Bo; Cederblad, A.; Davidsson, L.; 
Sandström, B. 1984. The effect of individual components of 
soy formula and cows’ milk formula on zinc bioavailability. 
American J. of Clinical Nutrition 40(5):1064-70. Nov. [38 
ref]
• Summary: Phytate in soy formulas was found in adult 
human studies to strongly inhibit zinc absorption. Soy 
formula typically has a fairly high zinc content. “It is 
suggested that reduction of phytate content of soy formula 
may be a more effective avenue of modifi cation than 
increased level of zinc supplementation.” Address: 1. Dep. of 
Nutrition, Univ. of California, Davis, CA 95616; 2-3. Univ. 
of Gothenberg, Gothenberg, Sweden.

4802. Odendaal, W.A.; Smith, G.A.; Smith, N. 1984. Die 
sojaboon in die Republiek van Suid-Afrika: bron van protein 
in menslike en dierlike voeding [Soybeans in the Republic 
of South Africa: Source of protein in human and animal 
nutrition]. Tegniese Mededeling DEpartement van Landbou 
en Water Voorsiening, Republiek van Suid-Afrika (Technical 
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Communication, South Africa Department of Agriculture, 
Pretoria) No. 196. 19 p. Nov. [102 ref. Afr]
• Summary: This Afrikaans-language document includes a 
review of the literature. Address: Navoringsinstituut vir Vee- 
en Suiwelkunde, Privaatsak X2, Irene 1675, South Africa.

4803. Takeyama, Emiko; Fukushima, M.; Okamoto, S. 
1984. Daizu no kannetsu shori ga shokumotsu sen’i teiryô ni 
oyobosu eikyô ni tsuite [Infl uence of dry heating of soybean 
on its dietary fi ber determination]. Showa Joshi Daigaki 
Kiyo. Nov. p. 1-8. [4 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: The authors noted in a previous paper that 
kinako was surprisingly high in neutral detergent fi ber 
(NDF) as analyzed by the method of Van Soest. To fi nd out 
why, they examined soybean fl our treated with heat at high 
temperature–the method used for making kinako. It was 
discovered that the NDF fraction of dry-heated soybeans 
contained a nitrogen component, whose amount increased 
with increased heating. Results suggested that protein and 
other soluble soybean components became insoluble during 
dry heating and the products were added to the NDF fraction 
when dietary fi ber was determined. Address: Showa Joshi 
Daigaku.

4804. Wiebe, Sandra L.; Bruce, V.M.; McDonald, B.E. 1984. 
A comparison of the effect of diets containing beef protein 
and plant proteins on blood lipids of healthy young men. 
American J. of Clinical Nutrition 40(5):982-89. Nov. [42 ref]
• Summary: This study included eight healthy men, with 
normal blood lipid levels, in a crossover design of 21 days 
on each diet. The design of a study can effectively determine 
its outcome.
 “The results of the study indicated that the ingestion 
of a diet in which 55% of the protein was supplied by beef 
protein was not associated with a hypercholesterolemic 
effect in healthy normolipidemic young men.” Address: 
Dep. of Foods and Nutrition, Univ. of Manitoba, Winnipeg, 
Manitoba, Canada.

4805. Xu, Bao; Zheng, Huiyu; Lu, Jingliang; Zhou, Shuchun; 
Shao, Rongchun. 1984. [Protein resources of soybean in 
China]. Dadou Kexue (W.-G. Ta Tou K’o Hsueh; Soybean 
Science, China) 3(4):327-331. Nov. [5 ref. Chi; eng]
• Summary: Researchers analyzed the seed protein contents 
of 1,635 samples of cultivated soybeans (G. max) from and 
1,695 samples of wild soybeans (G. soja), both from China. 
The mean value of all cultivated soybean samples was 
42.15% compared with 46.83% for wild soybeans.
 There was a negative correlation between the protein 
content of cultivated soybeans and the latitude where they 
were grown. The samples with the highest protein content 
came from the region of 30-31ºN latitude [near Shanghai’s 
latitude].
 As for wild soybeans, two high protein regions 

appeared, at 30-32ºN latitude and north of 43ºN [north of 
Jilin]. It was suggested that the region of 34-35ºN latitude 
[near Luoyang’s latitude] might be the soybean’s place of 
origin. Address: Soybean Inst., Jilin Academy of Agricultural 
Sciences, Jilin, China.

4806. Brody, Jane E. 1984. Panel suggests many in U.S. need 
to reduce cholesterol. New York Times. Dec. 13. Section II. p. 
21, col. 2.
• Summary: A summary of dietary measures suggested by 
the American Heart Assoc. and nutritional specialists to 
lower cholesterol levels.

4807. SoyaScan Notes. 1984. Chronology of soybeans, 
soyfoods and natural foods in the United States 1984 
(Continued–Part III) (Overview). Dec. 31. Compiled by 
William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Continued. 1984 New Trends: Growing 
Awareness of Dangers of Excess Cholesterol and Fat 
Consumption. Since cholesterol became a public health 
issue in the mid-1950s, the medical profession has been 
uncertain about the degree of its dangers, largely due to lack 
of medical evidence from long-term human studies. Yet for 
years the American Heart Association, United States Dept. of 
Agriculture, and the Soyfoods Association have been urging 
Americans to lower their blood cholesterol levels by eating 
less of the foods rich in cholesterol and saturated fats. In Jan. 
1984 the long-awaited medical evidence was fi nally released, 
dramatically and extremely visibly. There were repercussions 
throughout the entire food and health care industries. The 
public started to pay serious attention.
 Then on March 26 Time magazine ran a landmark 
cover story on the dangers of cholesterol. On 13 December 
The New York Times ran a major front-page report 
titled “Panel Suggests Many in U.S. Need to Reduce 
Cholesterol” containing the “the most far-reaching health 
recommendations yet made on cholesterol and heart 
disease” by an expert panel, convened by the National 
Institutes of Health. Numerous prestigious groups lowered 
their recommended safe cholesterol intake levels. These 
developments made soyfoods (which, like all non-animal 
products are free of cholesterol) look better than ever 
nutritionally, and increased their consumption signifi cantly.
 It has been known for several decades that consumption 
of polyunsaturated fatty acids (such as those found 
abundantly in soybeans) reduces serum cholesterol. 
During the 1970s Americans were encouraged to reduce 
consumption of saturated fats and cholesterol and increase 
consumption of polyunsaturates. Now this advice is 
changing. The new message is to “Reduce the intake of 
dietary fat.” All fat, including polyunsaturated. In fact, these 
very words now appear as the fi rst of four dietary guidelines 
on the letterhead of the prestigious American Institute for 
Cancer Research.
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 Continued Drop in U.S. Beef and Red Meat 
Consumption. From a high of 94.4 lb per capita in 1976, beef 
consumption has steadily declined, falling to 77.3 lb in 1982, 
a drop of 18.1% in only 6 years. During the same period, 
total red meat consumption (including pork, lamb, mutton 
and veal) fell from 163.6 lb to 148.0 lb, a drop of 9.5%. 
Many consumers switched to lower priced, lower cholesterol 
chicken, which rose from 42.7 to 52.9 lb per capita. Still, 
total annual U.S. meat and poultry consumption increased by 
over 4 pounds during his period (Stucker and Parham 1984).
 Rise and Decline of the Soyfoods Association. The 
Soyfoods Association of America (SAA) got off to a 
promising start in 1984 with a successful fund raising drive. 
Then in March, soyfoods companies took 16 adjoining 
booths to form the Soyfoods Pavilion, capturing the spotlight 
at the Natural Foods Expo in Anaheim. It looked like the 
“soyfoods movement” was maturing into the “soyfoods 
industry.” But for the rest of the year the Association was 
largely inactive. This was disappointment to many, since 
interest in soyfoods in America had never been higher.
 Prior to the founding of SAA in 1983, its active 
forerunner SANA (Soyfoods Association of North America) 
had six major ongoing activities: (1) Publication of Soyfoods 
magazine, a quarterly that actually came out about twice a 
year; (2) Publication of the monthly Soyfoods Newsletter, a 
key source of communication within the industry between 
issues of the magazine; (3) An annual summer Soyfoods 
Conference and Expo, drawing participants from around 
the world; (4) Periodic press releases; (5) Writing a steady 
stream of excellent articles on soyfoods for publication 
in national magazines; (6) An association phone and mail 
service to respond to outside enquiries for information.
 The person primarily responsible for initiating and 
carrying out all these activities was Richard Leviton. 
Though funding was hard to obtain, he worked hard, wasted 
nothing, and made many personal and fi nancial sacrifi ces 
for a cause he believed in. Leviton’s many and diverse 
talents, and especially his talents as a careful researcher and 
outstanding popular writer, were of tremendous aid to the 
incipient soyfoods movement. In late April, after 5 years 
of devoted effort and feeling a bit “burned out,” he left the 
soyfoods movement and moved to England to pursue his 
long-cherished career as a novelist. Leviton, more than any 
other person, was responsible for the rapid rise and visibility 
of the soyfoods movement in America. His departure was a 
major loss to both the association and the magazine. He and 
his creative efforts will be sorely missed.
 Only the last of the six major activities initiated 
by Leviton has been continued by the “new” Soyfoods 
Association of America. However it did initiate the excellent 
Soyfoods Pavilion at the annual Natural Foods Expo and it 
started subscribing to the valuable Luce Clipping Service. 
There were board meetings in June 1984 and Jan. 1985. 
By summer of 1984 the Association was looking for a 

replacement for Executive Director Michael Austin, who was 
also “burned out.” In August he was temporarily replaced 
by Steve Snyder, former marketing director for Hinode 
Tofu, but shortly thereafter Snyder was hired as national 
sales manager by Vitasoy USA. After that there was no 
executive director. Despite relatively large initial pledges, 
the Association’s balance was always low which meant 
that, lacking Leviton, activity largely came to a stop. The 
only signifi cant new activity was the development of tofu 
standards by the Association’s Standards Committee.
 Unlike the original Soyfoods Association, the “new” 
one took little interest in small soyfoods companies, arguing 
that they had no money. The “new” association was therefore 
composed mainly of larger companies with regional or 
national distribution and not truly representative of the 
industry.
 Rapid Rise in Soymilk Imports. The boom in soymilk 
imports, started during the past two years by Vitasoy and 
Edensoy, accelerated during 1984. New products included 
Vitasoy’s new American fl avors, Westbrae Natural’s Malteds, 
and Great Eastern Sun’s Ah Soy. All three were very 
widely advertised in eye-catching color ads. Most of the 
adult soymilk beverages sold in America are still imported 
from Japan. Strangely this dramatic development has gone 
largely unnoticed by the media, which has been focusing its 
attention on Tofutti.
 Two new companies and products were mentioned only 
briefl y by Shurtleff and Aoyagi in their two-volume book 
Soymilk Industry and Market: Worldwide and Country-by-
Country Analysis, published in Feb. 1984. The fi rst of these 
was Westbrae’s Malteds and Westsoy. Although Westsoy was 
launched in August and Malteds in October, sales of both 
for 1984 were roughly $700,000 or 1.67 million units. They 
quickly became the best-selling products in the company’s 
history.
 From late July when Great Eastern Sun launched Ah 
Soy, the product was a “fantastic success.” During the period 
from 1 Nov. 1984 to 25 Jan. 1985 (just under one fi scal 
quarter) 525,000 unit packs of four fl avors were sold. By 
March 1985 Ah Soy accounted for 15-20% of GES’s total 
sales.
 Big Food Companies Increasingly Interested in Tofu. 
Those studying tofu for use in foods include Quaker Oats, 
CPC International, International Multifoods in Minneapolis 
(Minnesota), Pillsbury, and Campbell’s Soup.

4808. Belleme, John; Belleme, Jan. 1984. Miso, the ABC’s 
of an ageless food. East West Journal. Dec. p. 62-66. [1 ref]
• Summary: Miso is said to break down and discharge 
cholesterol. Scientists studying Japanese populations have 
discovered that those who regularly drink miso soup suffer 
signifi cantly less from some forms of cancer and heart 
disease. Japan’s Tohoku University has recently isolated 
chemicals from miso that cancel out the effects of some 
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carcinogens.
 A fi ne variety of traditionally-made miso is available 
in the refrigerator section of natural foods stores in small 
tubs or the recently introduced plastic bag with a one-way 
valve that prohibits the entrance of air. For the busy cook 
who wants to add fl avor and protein, miso gives 22 grams of 
protein per tablespoon. Dark miso has a meat-like quality; 
light miso, a dairy-like quality. Light, sweet miso contains 
twice the niacin and 10 times the lactic acid bacteria as dark, 
saltier miso. Dark miso is higher in protein and because 
of its larger proportion of soybeans, contains more fatty 
acids, which have been shown effective as anti-carcinogenic 
agents.
 Sweet miso can be used instead of milk in mashed 
potatoes or creamed soups, and with tofu and lemon and 
lemon or rice vinegar in place of sour cream, in salad 
dressings and sauces. Sweet miso and sake or mirin combine 
well in sauces. Address: Rutherfordton, North Carolina.

4809. Cant, A.J. 1984. Diet and the prevention of childhood 
allergic disease. Human Nutrition: Applied Nutrition 
(London) 38A(6):455-68. Dec. [54* ref]
• Summary: Breast feeding may be protective against 
childhood allergic disease, but soya formula and nutritionally 
inadequate goat’s milk are not. Note: AFRC stands for 
“Agriculture and Food Research Council.” MRC stands for 
“Medical Research Council.” Address: AFRC/MRC Training 
Fellow in Clinical Nutrition, Dep. of Child Health, St. 
Georges Hospital Medical School, Cranmer Terrace, London 
SW17 ORE, UK.

4810. Friedman, Mendel; Gumbmann, M.R.; Grosjean, 
O.-K.K. 1984. Nutritional improvement of soy fl our. J. of 
Nutrition 114(12):2241-46. Dec. [25 ref]
• Summary: Soy fl our (Soya Fluff 200W from Central 
Soya) was nutritionally enhanced by chemical means using 
buffered heating of the fl our in the presence of cysteine 
or N-acetylcysteine. The resulting product was found to 
have a diminished inhibitory activity and increased protein 
digestibility. The improvement in nutritional quality was 
estimated by measurements of protein effi ciency ratios 
(PER). Address: Western Regional Research Center, 
Agricultural Research Service, USDA, 800 Buchanan St., 
Berkeley (Albany), California, 94710.

4811. Liebman, Bonnie. 1984. Tofu tales. Nutrition Action 
11(10):11. Dec.
• Summary: Tofu is used in commercial frozen entrees and 
desserts. The nutritional value of tofu relative to cheddar 
and part-skim ricotta cheeses as a lower calorie substitute is 
illustrated.

4812. Murakami, H.; Asakawa, T.; Terao, J.; Matsushita, 
S. 1984. Antioxidative stability of tempeh and liberation of 

isofl avones by fermentation. Agricultural and Biological 
Chemistry 48(12):2971-75. Dec. [16 ref]
• Summary: The main isofl avones responsible for the 
antioxidative activity in tempeh were deduced to be daidzein 
and genistein. Address: 1&3. Research Inst. for Food 
Science, Kyoto Univ., Uji, Kyoto 611, Japan; 2. Doshisha 
Women’s College, Imadegawa, Kamigyo-ku, Kyoto 602, 
Japan.

4813. Picciano, Mary F.; Weingartner, K.E.; Erdman, J.W., 
Jr. 1984. Relative bioavailability of dietary iron from three 
processed soy products. J. of Food Science 49(6):1558-1561. 
Nov/Dec. [32 ref]
• Summary: The relative bioavailability of iron from 
soy fl our (SF), freeze-dried soy beverage (SB) and soy 
concentrate (SC) was determined utilizing a hemoglobin 
repletion bioassay. Weanling male rats were used. Slop 
ratio analysis revealed that the relative iron bioavailabilities 
from SC (92%) and SF (81%) were not different from 
the reference standard, ferrous sulfate added to a casein-
based diet, whereas that from SB (66%) was signifi cantly 
less (P<0.01) than the inorganic source of iron. Analysis 
of results at individual iron levels suggested an iron 
bioavailability of SC > SF > SB. Address: 1. Dep. of Food 
& Nutrition, 457 Bevier Hall, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, IL 
61801; 2-3. Dep. of Food Science, 567 Bevier Hall.

4814. Viaene, M. 1984. Joint FAO/WHO Food Standards 
Programme. Codex Committee on Vegetable Proteins. 
Working group on “Soy drinks.” Questionnaire. Ministere 
de la Sante Publique, Inspection des Denrees Alimentaires, 
Batiment Vesale, 1010 Bruxelles, Belgium. 6 p. Dec. 
Unpublished manuscript. [Eng]
• Summary: There are two pages of questions. Here are 
the questions on page 1: (1) Are soy based beverages being 
commercialized in your country? If so, to what extent?
 (2) If so, are they subject to legal requirements?
 (3) If so, which are those legal requirements? (a) protein 
content (N x 6.25)? (b) are mixtures of soy protein and 
other proteins allowed? (c) nature of the soy proteins used 
as raw material,–intact soy bean–dehulled soy bean–soy 
isolates–others (d) total fat content? (e) are any fats other 
than soy bean oil allowed in soy beverages? If so, how much 
(percentage)? (f) sugar content? (g) are any preservatives 
allowed? If so, in what amount? (h) are any fl avours and 
mixtures with natural fl avouring products allowed? (i) is the 
absence of antinutritional factors (e.g. antitrypsin) required? 
(j) any special labelling requirements? (k) other remarks. 
Address: Bruxelles, Belgium.

4815. Yoon, Tai Heon; Im, K.J.; Kim, D.H. 1984. [Fatty 
acid composition of lipids obtained from Korean soybean 
varieties]. Korean Journal of Food Science and Technology 
16(4):375-82. Dec. [31 ref. Kor; eng]
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• Summary: “The fatty acid compositions of lipids from 
fi ve local varieties and three imported varieties of soybean 
were determined. Total and free lipids of the samples were 
extracted with chloroform-methanol mixture (2:1, v/v) and 
ethyl ether, respectively. The ether-extracted samples were 
extracted again with water saturated n-butanol to obtain 
bound lipids.” Address: Clinical Nutrition Research Center, 
Hallym College, Seoul.

4816. Bhatnagar, P.S. 1984. Soyabean to combat hunger and 
malnutrition. Commerce Annual Number 1984. p. 65, 67, 
69-70, 73, 75. [13 ref]
• Summary: This article is similar to others published in 
1984. Address: Coordinator, All-India Coordinated Research 
Project on Soyabean (ICAR), G.B. Pant Univ. of Agriculture 
& Technology, Pantnagar, UP, 263145, India.

4817. Herbert, Victor; Drivas, G.; Manusellis, C.; Mackler, 
B.; Eng, J.; Schwartz, E. 1984. Are colon bacteria a major 
source of cobalamin analogues in human tissues? 24-hour 
human stool contains only about 5 μg of cobalamin but 
about 100 μg of apparent analogue (and 200 μg of folate). 
Transations of the Association of American Physicians 
97:161-71. *
Address: New York.

4818. Hesseltine, C.W. 1984. Fermented foods in the Orient 
with emphasis on soy sauce. Nihon Shoyu Kenkyujo Zasshi 
(J. of Japan Soy Sauce Research Inst.) 10(3):69-92. [39 ref. 
Eng; Jap]
• Summary: “Invited lecture given before The Japan 
Soysauce Brewers’ Association, November 29, 1983, Tokyo, 
Japan.
 “Ladies and Gentlemen: I would like to fi rst thank the 
Association and its offi cers, especially Keizaburo Mogi, 
President of The Japan Soysauce Brewers’ Association, 
for inviting me to give this commemorative lecture and for 
paying my expenses to come to Japan. I also would like to 
especially thank Mr. Komiya and his staff for making such 
excellent arrangements.
 “I am indeed honored to be selected to talk about the 
safety of shoyu. Let me say immediately, I believe that shoyu 
and the other fermented foods made from soybeans such as 
miso, natto and tempeh are all safe and healthy foods.
 “To introduce the subject, I would like to give you a 
little history of the involvement of the Northern Regional 
Research Center and myself in the study of fermented foods.
 “In 1953, I came from the fermentation industry to the 
Northern Regional Research Center as head of the ARS 
Culture Collection. I had only a faint perception of how 
shoyu was made and had not even heard of miso, natto, or 
the other traditional soybean food, tofu.
 “Shortly after I came to the Northern Regional Research 
Laboratory, I met for the fi rst time a visitor who was an 

authority on traditional fermented foods–Professor Kin-
ichiro Sakaguchi of the University of Tokyo. I’m not sure, 
but it must have been in the early 1950’s. Our records show 
that he received cultures from our collection in 1953, and I 
suspect that this was after he visited me.
 “As you know, he was one of the founders of the modern 
fermentation industry in Japan. His laboratory trained many 
students and much of his work was devoted directly to 
fermentations involving the preparation of foods based on 
soybeans and cereals. Food was very important to Japan in 
the late 1940’s and still is.
 “Dr. A.K. Smith of the Peoria Center visited Japan and 
China in the late 40’s and recognized the tremendous amount 
of soybeans being used in human food. The Western world 
had little or no understanding of the importance and use 
of these foods in the diet of Oriental people. He strongly 
recommended to anyone who would listen that there should 
be research on these foods and an exchange of scientists.
 “Smith and Lockwood published 2 short papers on soy 
sauce and Smith published a detailed report of his travels 
entitled ‘Use of United States Soybeans in Japan’ in 1958.
 “As a result of this interest, two eminent Japanese 
scientists arrived to study traditional soybean foods at Peoria. 
One was Dr. T. Watanabe who worked with Dr. Smith on 
the nonfermented food, tofu. He later became Director of 
the Food Research Institute of Japan. The second was Dr. K. 
Shibasaki who worked with me on the miso fermentation. 
He was to become Professor of Agricultural Chemistry at 
Tohoku University.
 “At the time of their arrival, I had no particular interest 
in fermented foods, as a matter of fact, I had to look up 
what miso was. The only English account I found was 2 or 
3 sentences long and mostly inaccurate. I was selected to 
work with Dr. Shibasaki because no one else wanted to do 
that type of work and because I had charge of the Aspergillus 
collection of fungi.
 “Before the year was up I became utterly fascinated with 
the process of making koji and with the delicious foods that 
could be made from the lowly soybean. But even broader 
than these studies on fermented foods was the concept of the 
solid state fermentation and the enzymes that could be made 
with this technique. Ever since that year of work with Dr. 
Shibasaki, I have been interested in fermented foods–not just 
those used in Japan, but worldwide.
 “It also became apparent that there was much to be 
learned about the type of food produced: Its nutritional value, 
the microorganisms involved, the safety of the food, the 
fermentation, and the changes that occur in the fermented 
product.
 “As a result of this awareness of the importance of 
fermented foods, especially those based on soybeans and 
cereals, we have published some 86 papers including 5 
papers prior to 1953. The fi rst was a study by M.B. Church 
on the Chinese angkak fermentation published in 1920.
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 “Following this work on miso, my associates and I took 
an active role in sponsoring research on traditional foods 
through funds made available to us under PL 480. This law 
allowed dollars that had accumulated in various countries 
to be used for research. There were 9 such projects, all 
now completed. These are shown in Slide 2. An additional 
one in Japan dealt with making cheese from soybeans with 
Professor T. Obara.
 “Five projects were put in Japan with a total dollar fi gure 
of $164,393. These were completed by 1969. The projects 
covered the following subjects: Comparison of Japanese 
soybeans for making shoyu, use of soybean grits for making 
miso, genetic improvement of Saccharomyces rouxii for 
the shoyu fermentation, production of shoyu from dehulled 
soybean meals, and evaluation of U.S. soybean varieties 
for producing tofu. This latter product, tofu, is sometimes 
fermented to make Chinese cheese.
 “These projects were placed with institutes such as the 
Japan Shoyu Research Institute. Also, it should be noted that 
3 of the 5 projects were devoted to shoyu. The money was 
well spent: It benefi ted Japanese consumers and companies, 
and it enhanced the export of U.S. soybeans. But even more 
important, these studies led us to a better understanding of 
each other’s problems.
 “Outside Japan we had 4 projects, for a total of 
$189,001. Two projects in India involved a study of Indian 
fermented foods and an attempt to introduce the tempeh and 
ontjom fermentations, using soybeans and other legumes as 
the substrate.
 “In Taiwan we investigated Chinese cheese, a mold 
fermentation of tofu followed by brining. The last project, in 
Israel, was an attempt to produce a miso-type food with the 
organisms used in miso making.
 “Our total expenditure for all 9 projects was $353,394.
 “It would be unfair not to list the number of Japanese 
scholars who worked with us, either on traditional foods or 
on mycotoxins.
 “These include: Professor Kazuo Shibasaki, Tohoku 
University, Sendai; Dr. Shodo Hara, Research Institute of 
Brewing, Tokyo; Mr. Ichiro Ouchi, Central Miso Research 
Institute; Mr. Masaaki Kakezawa, Central Research Institute 
of Japan Miso Cooperative Industrial Association; Mr. 
Akira Seto, Nisshin Oil Mills, Yokohama; Mr. Hiroshi 
Kanda, Nisshin Oil Mills, Yokohama; Mr. Eihachiro Kato, 
Meiji University (now working on natto); and Dr. Tokuji 
Watanabe, Food Research Institute, Tokyo.
 “In 1963 Dr. Hwa L. Wang joined our staff, and we 
began our fi rst project on fermented foods. This research has 
never involved more than one scientist and a technician, but 
many organizations have supported foreign scientists to work 
with Dr. Wang and myself. We have had scientists besides 
those listed above from Japan, from Indonesia, Thailand, 
Brazil, Taiwan, and the USA, work with us.
 “Two other events should be mentioned that occurred in 

the early 1960’s. One was the discovery of the mycotoxin, 
afl atoxin, produced by Aspergillus fl avus and A. parasiticus. 
Both are close relatives of A. sojae and A. oryzae. This toxin 
is a carcinogen, a mutagen, and a teratogen. This discovery 
immediately raised the question of whether food products 
such as shoyu might be poisonous.
 “The second event was an agreement between Japan and 
the U.S. to cooperate in the area of natural resources where 
there was mutual interest [U.S.-Japan Cooperation on the 
Development of Natural Resources, (UJNR)]. One of the 
panels established by the agreement in 1964 was the Toxic 
Microorganisms Panel, that covered the fi eld of mycotoxins 
and bacterial toxins. I was appointed as a charter member 
and later became chairman of the U.S. Panel.
 “This UJNR activity permitted me to visit Japan in 
1966 and allowed me to review the various PL-480 projects 
and to see some of the fermented food research and plants. 
I was especially impressed by Dr. Tamotsu Yokotsuka of 
the Kikkoman Shoyu Company, who was since become a 
good personal friend. He and his associates have done a 
monumental amount of work on the chemical constituents 
of shoyu. The shoyu industry is to be congratulated for 
their vision in publishing the nature of many of the minor 
constituents in shoyu” (Continued). Address: Northern 
Regional Research Center, Peoria, Illinois.

4819. Hesseltine, C.W. 1984. Fermented foods in the Orient 
with emphasis on soy sauce (Continued–Document part 
II). Nihon Shoyu Kenkyujo Zasshi (J. of Japan Soy Sauce 
Research Inst.) 10(3):69-92. [39 ref. Eng; Jap]
• Summary: (Continued): “Another man who made a strong 
impression on me during this fi rst trip to Japan was Professor 
Tetsujiro Obara, President of the Food Technology Society, 
Tokyo University of Education. We had a PL-480 project 
with him on the development of foods from enzymatically 
treated soybean protein concentrates. He knew the whole 
fi eld of food technology in Japan.
 “Survey of Mycotoxins in Shoyu: Very early in 
mycotoxin research, Dr. Yokotsuka and associates (1967) at 
the Noda Institute for Scientifi c Research investigated the 
safety of shoyu, miso, and sake. They examined 73 seed 
cultures of Aspergillus but found no afl atoxin. Of these, 27 
strains were used for the production of shoyu, 16 for miso, 
and 28 for alcoholic beverages.
 “These results confi rm work reported by Aibara and 
Miyaki and Masuda at 1965 scientifi c meetings in Japan.
 “The Aspergillus strains tested produced fl uorescence 
similar to afl atoxin; however, upon identifi cation and 
characterization, they differed markedly from afl atoxin 
in chemical structure. Yokotsuka and coworkers have 
spent much time in actually identifying these fl uorescent 
compounds. For example, they isolated fl avacol, which 
fl uoresced; however, when injected inter-peritoneally into 
mice, it produced no toxicity.
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 “Yokotsuka has prepared an excellent review on the 
subject of fl uorescent materials produced by species of the A. 
fl avus series (Yokotsuka et al., 1967). He reported that, when 
Aspergillus species used in fermented food production were 
checked for aspergillic acid, kojic acid, beta-nitropropionic 
acid, and oxalic acid, 7 of the 69 strains produced none of 
these compounds. Some that were good producers of kojic 
acid and aspergillic acid in liquid media failed to produce 
in solid media composed of wheat and soybeans, at least 
within the usual 2 days’ time for koji production. Recently 
he has reviewed the mycotoxin problem in fermented foods 
(Yokotsuka and Sasaki 1983).
 “In Japan, mycotoxin experts at the Food Research 
Institute studied the fl uorescent compounds in fermented 
foods (Manabe et al. 1968, 1972a and 1972b, 1972c).
 “In the fi rst paper they examined 136 strains used in 
the fermentation industry. Each mold strain was grown in 
Czapek’s medium, and 49 strains gave a blue fl uorescence 
as does afl atoxin. However, these compounds could not be 
afl atoxin because of their different ultraviolet absorption 
spectra and their solubility in hexane.
 “In the second paper, results were given of screening 
108 commercial miso samples, 33 homemade miso samples, 
and 28 miso koji samples from all over Japan. Each sample 
was tested by thin-layer chromatography, UV absorption, 
liquid chromatography, and chick embryo test. No afl atoxin 
was found, but 6 samples showed fl uorescent materials.
 “In the third paper, rice, an ingredient in many 
fermentations, was examined for afl atoxin. Of the rice 
samples examined, 46 were from Japan and 11 were 
imported. No afl atoxin was found and none of the molds 
isolated produced afl atoxin.
 “In the fourth paper Manabe and Matsuura (1972c) 
investigated the fate of afl atoxin in miso. Afl atoxin was 
degraded at a pH of 9, but the pH of 95 samples of miso was 
between 4-5. Studies, however, showed that afl atoxin added 
at the beginning of the fermentation was degraded about 
50% for afl atoxins B-1 and G-1 after 1 month.
 “The Research Institute of Brewing in Japan did a 
very extensive study of Aspergillus for afl atoxin formation 
(Murakami et al. 1967, 1968a, 1968b). They examined 
214 strains in agar slants and in shaken liquid medium. 
Fluorescence of the medium was observed visually by thin-
layer chromatography.
 “An afl atoxin-producing strain was run as a control. 
Of the chloroform solutions prepared from the shake 
culture broth, none were found to have the same excitation 
wavelength as the afl atoxin producer. The strains examined 
included 100 used for sake brewing, 32 for miso production, 
and 44 for shoyu brewing. In the second paper by Murakami 
et al. (1968a) the industrial Aspergillus strains were cultured 
on rice, and most produced fl uorescent substances. In no 
instance did these compounds have the same absorption 
spectrum as afl atoxin.

 “In the third paper, 16 strains with the characteristic 
morphology of afl atoxin-producing strains were investigated. 
These were selected because the conidial heads were green 
in old culture; colony reverse was wrinkled and colored; 
sclerotia were present; sterigmata and conidiophores were 
roughened; and pigment, total acid, and kojic acid were 
produced in high yields. No afl atoxins were formed in these 
16 industrial strains, even though they resembled afl atoxin-
producing strains.
 “Outside Japan, the fi rst study on the safety of 
fermented foods made with molds was work conducted in 
my laboratory (Hesseltine et al. 1966). We secured 8 mold-
fermented foods, including samples of shoyu and miso. Each 
showed a brilliant blue fl uorescence. At that time our assay 
was sensitive to 25 ppb. In none of these samples did we 
encounter afl atoxin. The fl uorescence seen in these samples 
had an Rf value of fl uorescence in chloroform extracts 
different from that of afl atoxin.
 “At the same time we investigated 53 strains of A. 
oryzae, but none of these produced afl atoxin. We did this 
research to determine the safety of foods produced by 
fermentation and of these specifi c strains, some of which 
are used to produce enzymes for U.S. food preparations. 
Noordervliet (1983) states that there has never been an 
instance of food poisoning from commercial fungal enzymes.
 “Incidentally, blue fl uorescence characteristic 
of afl atoxin B-1 often occurs in mold cultures and in 
agricultural commodities. For instance, when we surveyed 
317 oats samples of various grades in the U.S. (Shotwell et 
al. 1968), about one-third showed fl uorescence similar to 
afl atoxin B-1 and G-1 on thin-layer plates. When these were 
assayed in ducklings, no symptoms of afl atoxin toxicity 
occurred.
 “Tang and Ling (1977) looked at mycotoxins in soy 
sauce and miso in Taiwan. The survey included 149 soy 
sauce samples from 96 factories and 90 miso samples from 
46 markets.
 “Each sample was examined by thin-layer 
chromatography for 13 mycotoxins, including the 4 
afl atoxins and sterigmato-cystin, ochratoxin, citrinin, patulin, 
aspertoxin, luteoskyrin, diacetoxy-scirpenol, T-2, and 
zearalenone.
 “In all these samples, only 1 was positive for afl atoxin 
G-2, representing 0.7% of the soy sauce samples. The actual 
afl atoxin level was not stated. Shoyu plants that I saw in 
Taiwan were much like those of Japan.
 “The mutagenicity of soy sauce was investigated by Lin 
et al. 1979, using the Ames test. When the soy sauce was 
treated with 2000 ppm of nitrite, a mutagenic substance was 
demonstrated. The most active molecule was found when 
2000 ppm of nitrite was used at a pH of 3. Ascorbic acid 
prevented the formation of the mutagenic product(s). This 
was an unusual situation, because only the soy sauce treated 
with nitrite led to this mutagenic effect.
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 “Purchio (1976) studied 20 samples of miso in Brazil 
and found 3 positive for afl atoxin. Of the miso samples, 18 
were prepared in small industries and 2 were homemade. The 
highest level encountered was 0.14 mg/100 g.
 “Laboratory studies were made by Kinoshita and 
Shikata (1965) in the U.S. using Aspergillus oryzae to 
inoculate polished rice. The laboratory koji when fed to rats 
and mice resulted in no weight gain and in necrosis of the 
liver.
 “There is no evidence that the cultures used in this study 
were in fact A. oryzae. The workers should have used strains 
identifi ed by experts to make these experiments valid.
 “Kinosita et al. 1968 obtained 24 samples of miso, 
katsuobushi and mold starters from Japan. They stated that 
none of these produced afl atoxin, although some strains did 
produce blue and green fl uorescent materials.
 “In their summary they state ‘To prevent occurrence 
of toxic agents in fermented foods, it was recommended 
to avoid the use of toxic strains of fungi and to eliminate 
contamination of undesirable strains of fungi.’
 “Two Thailand investigators (Sripathomswat and 
Thasnakorn 1981) surveyed afl atoxin-producing fungi 
in fermented foods and beverages. Among these were 20 
samples of shoyu and 20 of bean sauce. Aspergillus fl avus 
was found in some of the shoyu, but these strains did not 
produce afl atoxin and no afl atoxin was detected in the shoyu.
 “Work done at the University of Georgia (Maing et al. 
1973) showed that if an afl atoxin-producing strain was used 
in making shoyu, afl atoxin would remain in the shoyu for at 
least 6 weeks. However, when Lactobacillus delbrueckii was 
incorporated in the fermentation, the level of afl atoxin was 
reduced 45%. It is not clear what happened to the afl atoxin 
that disappeared.
 “Another type of study was the long-term effect of 
feeding shoyu to rats” (Continued). Address: Northern 
Regional Research Center, Peoria, Illinois.

4820. Hesseltine, C.W. 1984. Fermented foods in the Orient 
with emphasis on soy sauce (Continued–Document part 
III). Nihon Shoyu Kenkyujo Zasshi (J. of Japan Soy Sauce 
Research Inst.) 10(3):69-92. [39 ref. Eng; Jap]
• Summary: (Continued): “MacDonald and Dueck (1976), 
evaluated the effect of shoyu fed at high levels over a 
long period of time. Of the 100 rats involved, 50 had been 
subjected to fundusectomy, an operation in which the 
parietal cell area of the stomach is removed; this procedure 
reportedly increases susceptibility of the animals to gastric 
cancer.
 “The rats were fed standard laboratory diet to which 50 
ml of shoyu was added per 100 g meal per day.
 “The results showed that 15 intact rats receiving shoyu 
were healthy at 33 months compared to only 7 of the 
intact controls. Of the 45 rats operated upon, breast tumors 
developed in 10 control rats; but none developed in those 

receiving shoyu. The authors concluded that shoyu did not 
appear to be a carcinogen; its prolonged use did not impair 
health or longevity. The authors state ‘The longest lived, 
most active, and apparently most healthy rats were those 
with an intact stomach that were fed shoyu.’
 “Safety of the Fermentation Substrates: In considering 
the safety of shoyu four aspects need to be considered. 
The fi rst deals with the safety surveys of shoyu already 
reviewed above. The second covers the ingredients used in 
the fermentation, namely roasted wheat, soybeans, and salt. 
The third involves the fermentation and the microorganisms, 
and the fourth is concerned with the safety of the fi nished 
product.
 “The fi nished shoyu either has been pasteurized or a 
preservative has been added. The product has its own built-in 
protection, such as high salt and low pH. This aspect will not 
be considered further.
 “However, wheat and soybeans are potential sources of 
mycotoxins produced either in the fi eld or in storage before 
koji making. To these two commodities may be added rice, 
which is used in making miso koji.
 “Several papers cover the subject of the safety of the 
ingredients to be fermented. Wheat was surveyed in the 
U.S., where we collected 531 commercial samples at random 
representing all grades, including 100 samples from the 
poorest wheat grade (Shotwell et al. 1969a). Of all these 
wheat samples, only 2 samples found in the poorest grade 
(never used in human food) contained afl atoxin, and these 
assayed only 7 ppb of afl atoxin B-1 and 2 ppb of afl atoxin 
G-1. These levels are far below the FDA’s guideline of 20 
ppb.
 “When the two positive samples were tested in the 
duckling test for afl atoxin, the results were inconclusive.
 “This past year we examined a number of wheat samples 
from Kansas and Nebraska, and we detected 26 wheat 
samples on which Aspergillus fl avus had grown (unpublished 
work). However, assay of these wheat samples for afl atoxin 
were all negative and, in fact, the six A. fl avus strains isolated 
failed to produce afl atoxin even when grown under ideal 
conditions. This wheat had grown under very humid wet 
conditions not at all typical of normal growing conditions 
encountered in the U.S. wheat belt.
 “In our earliest work in 1966 (Hesseltine et al.), we 
evaluated wheat, rice, and soybeans as substrates for 
production of afl atoxin. The following Slide 6 shows 
the results. The assay data is in micrograms of afl atoxin 
produced per gram of substrate.
 “It is obvious that wheat, if inoculated with good 
strains of Aspergillus fl avus, can generate a large yield of 
afl atoxin. However, it should be noted that the soybean is a 
poor substrate for afl atoxin production even under the best 
production conditions known. It is also evident that rice is 
the best substrate for afl atoxin production. Other studies 
show rice to produce more afl atoxin than either peanuts 
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or sorghum. In fact, most of the afl atoxin produced for 
laboratory studies is produced from rice.
 “The question can be raised as to other mycotoxins in 
wheat and soybeans. In a study of wheat from the eastern 
part of the U.S., where more moist conditions exist, 102 
samples of wheat were collected and assayed for afl atoxin, 
ochratoxin and zearalenone (Shotwell et al. 1977). No 
ochratoxin or afl atoxin was detected in wheat. However, 
zearalenone (not a carcinogen but affects reproduction in 
animals) was found in 19 of 42 samples of wheat from 
Virginia. Half of these samples had been collected because 
they were moldy. The levels were 0.36-11.05 ppm
 “On the other hand, in the above survey 180 samples of 
soybeans from Virginia, Illinois, Iowa, Minnesota, Nebraska, 
Alabama, Arkansas and Texas showed no afl atoxin, 
zearalenone, or ochratoxin to be present.
 “Earlier we had surveyed 866 soybean samples from 
all grades from 2 different crop years for the presence of 
afl atoxin (Shotwell et al. 1969b). Only 2 samples contained 
afl atoxin by thin-layer chromatography and the duckling test. 
These 2 samples were in the lowest grade and assayed 10 
ppb and 7 ppb B-1 and 0 ppb and 4 ppb of G-1. These were 
well below FDA guidelines, which are still used in the U.S.
 “Recently we made a study in Virginia, in which we 
had about 100 samples of wheat collected on each of 5 
successive years (1976-1980) from trucks delivering grain 
to elevators. These samples were analyzed for afl atoxin, 
zearalenone and ochratoxin A (Shotwell and Hesseltine 
1983).
 “In no year was any wheat found to be contaminated 
with any of these mycotoxins. This is in contrast with corn, 
where each year about 25% of the corn samples contained 
afl atoxin.
 “The state of Virginia was selected for the 5-year survey 
because the weather is often rainy and humid, and afl atoxin 
was known to be present in corn. Corn and wheat are both 
produced in quantity in that state, and climatic conditions 
vary a great deal from one part of the state to another.
 “The one reference to afl atoxin being found in soybeans 
is a paper by Bean et al. 1972. These soybeans were grown 
in 1971 in Maryland, which had an above average rainfall 
during late summer and fall. The 28 samples were heavily 
molded in the fi eld, and afl atoxin was found in 14 samples. 
Certainly, these samples would not have been used in food. 
Later study by FDA showed these samples did not contain 
afl atoxin.
 “On the other hand, Howell (1970) reported that of 
1232 samples of soybeans his laboratory had examined, 
only 11 contained Aspergillus fl avus, but the samples were 
not assayed for afl atoxin. In a second study during 1965 and 
1966, 3100 samples were examined but no A. fl avus was 
isolated. Howell, who is a soybean expert, suggests that 
soybeans are safe from mycotoxins because (Slide 9):
 “1. Leaves of the soybean are shed prior to maturity so 

the pod are exposed to the sun.
 “2. Maturation occurs rapidly. The moisture level falls 
from 65% to less than 20% in as short as 3 days.
 “3. At harvest the moisture level is below where mold 
growth occurs (12%).
 “4. The soybean may contain a mold inhibitor. We have 
demonstrated this in the case of Rhizopus.
 “5. The seeds are enclosed in a protective pod until 
harvested and the seed coat is hard and tight about the seed. 
(end of Slide 9).
 “The fi nal paper deals with a laboratory study of 16 
soybean varieties, which were cracked, sterilized, and 
inoculated individually with 5 different afl atoxin-producing 
strains of A. fl avus and A. parasiticus (Shotwell et al. 1978). 
Afl atoxin appeared under these ideal conditions (using the 
best afl atoxin strains available). The amount of toxin formed 
depended on the soybean variety and the mold strain used. 
The average levels of afl atoxin were greatly below that 
encountered with other commodities.
 “For example, rice gave 467 mg/g as compared to the 
average of 16 soybean varieties of 56 μg/g. We can conclude 
that the wheat and soybeans used in making shoyu are free of 
toxins.
 “Although rice is not used in shoyu manufacture, it 
is the commodity used in the production of koji for miso. 
The surveys of rice for toxins indicates it is a very clean 
commodity. This is because rice is a crop usually raised for 
food and hence it is more carefully harvested and stored” 
(Continued). Address: Northern Regional Research Center, 
Peoria, Illinois.

4821. Hesseltine, C.W. 1984. Fermented foods in the Orient 
with emphasis on soy sauce (Continued–Document part 
IV). Nihon Shoyu Kenkyujo Zasshi (J. of Japan Soy Sauce 
Research Inst.) 10(3):69-92. [39 ref. Eng; Jap]
• Summary: (Continued): “Only papers on the safeness of 
rice will be mentioned. Matsuura et al. (1970) collected 46 
samples of Japanese domestic rice and 11 of imported rice, 
along with 28 samples of miso koji. They reported that no 
afl atoxin was found in any of these samples.
 “Schroeder (1970) surveyed American rice for toxins, 
stating that studies showed rice was an excellent substrate 
for production of A. fl avus. In fact, at our laboratory, rice is 
the substrate of choice for producing quantities of afl atoxin. 
Schroeder notes that Aspergillus fl avus spores, are often 
associated with rice. He found A. fl avus-infected rice from 
the 5 major producing states in the U.S., but not all the 
isolates were afl atoxin producers. He did not report any rice 
to contain afl atoxin, but he made the point that the effi cient 
systems of drying, conditioning, and storing prevent the 
production of afl atoxin.
 “Stoloff (1977) of the FDA reported that an examination 
of 170 rice samples showed only 1 positive for afl atoxin, and 
even this sample contained only 5 μg/kg.
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 “Rice like soybeans seems to be a very safe substrate.
 “On the other hand, Lucas et al. (1971) reported on the 
mycotoxin contamination of rice in Vietnam. A total of 139 
samples of rice were obtained from markets and storage 
areas around Saigon. They found 31% to be positive, with 
the higher percentage in the cheaper grades of rice; however, 
the levels were not determined. Only the samples with 
afl atoxin over 20 ppb were recorded, since a minicolumn was 
used.
 “The Fermentation and the Microorganisms: The 
production of soy sauce is a very large industry. For 
instance, a recent paper by Dai (1983) states that the daily 
consumption of shoyu in China is 15-20 ml per person per 
day, or an amount of 5.4 liters per person per year. If one 
assumes a modest population fi gure of China of 900,000,000 
people then about 4,860,000,000 liters of shoyu are 
consumed each year.
 “The possible hazards from bacterial food poisoning are 
practically nil in shoyu and miso. For example, Clostridium 
botulinum grows in an anaerobic condition to produce 
toxin. This bacterium cannot produce toxin below pH 4.8. 
This sensitivity to acid environments increases as salt 
is added. Thus with 6.5% NaCl, the pH must be neutral 
to form the botulin toxin. Figures I have seen for shoyu 
indicate a content of 17-18% NaCl and a pH of 4.7 to 4.8, 
thus excluding any possibility of toxin formation. Even if 
the NaCl is reduced by half, no problems can develop; for 
example, in the new low-salt shoyu now on the market.
 “We therefore must consider the problem of 
microorganisms, because Aspergillus oryzae and A. sojae 
are closely related to Aspergillus fl avus and Aspergillus 
parasiticus. All of these cultures have a greenish colony 
color and are very much alike in their growth characteristics 
and morphology. The latter two species, A. fl avus and 
A. parasiticus, produce a group of closely related toxins 
known as the afl atoxins. These compounds are carcinogenic, 
mutagenic, and teratogenic. That is, they can cause cancer, 
produce mutations, and cause abnormalities in fetuses of 
experimental animals and presumably of man.
 “The question is now asked concerning fermented foods, 
‘If the A. oryzae and A. fl avus species are so closely alike, 
why have the afl atoxins not been a problem?’ Several factors 
account for this:
 “1. Any chance spores of A. fl avus that might get into the 
koji would be overwhelmed by the huge A. oryzae inoculum.
 “2. Recently Wicklow (1983a) in my laboratory 
has studied the conidial germination rate of wild and 
domesticated yellow-green aspergilli. Five strains of each 
species were used in the study. He discovered that the 
conidia of domesticated A. oryzae and A. sojae strains 
germinated approximately 3 hours faster than wild strains of 
A. fl avus and A. parasiticus.
 “A summary of this germination data is shown in Slide 
10. This data is the average germination time of 5 strains of 

each species.
 “Wicklow believes (1983b) that A. oryzae and A. sojae 
do not exist in nature but are actually selected strains of 
A. fl avus and A. parasiticus, which have lost their toxin-
producing ability and become adapted to use in koji. 
Besides losing their ability to produce afl atoxins, they have 
had growth and morphological changes. Hence, they have 
been selected for rapid conidial germination. In a 2-day 
fermentation of koji, a 3-hour jump over A. fl avus would be a 
great advantage in producing mycelium.
 “3. The process for making koji typically requires 
48 to 72 hours (Yokotsuka 1981). On the other hand, not 
much afl atoxin is formed in 48 hours in rice under optimum 
conditions of temperature, heavy inoculum, and aeration; 
afl atoxin formation peaks at 5 days. A chance contamination 
of a few spores of a toxigenic A. fl avus strain would take 
much longer to produce any appreciable amount of toxin 
(Shotwell et al. 1966).
 “4. In the preparation of koji, the substrate is sterilized 
so that the natural inoculum which might be in either the 
wheat or the soybeans would be killed. Thus, the only source 
of the afl atoxin molds would be either in the rooms where 
koji is made or from the air.
 “5. The afl atoxin-producing aspergilli cannot grow under 
the anaerobic conditions found in the fermenting tanks.
 “In a general paper, Wang and Hesseltine (1981) 
discussed the following factors contributing to the safety of 
fermented foods:
 “1. Cleaning, soaking, and cooking of the substrate prior 
to fermentation. This removes and kills all microorganisms.
 “2. Use of salt, which eliminates food-poisoning 
bacteria.
 “3. Formation of acids in the fermentation.
 “4. Some microorganisms, such as Rhizopus, produce 
antibiotic factors.
 “5. Alcohol may be produced during the fermentation.
 “6. There may be low surface moisture on solid-
substrate fermentations, which excludes growth of bacteria.
 “7. Some fungi, such as Rhizopus and Neurospora, 
destroy afl atoxin during fermentation.
 “8. All or part of these factors are working towards 
destroying bacteria and undesirable molds. Thus a 
combination of low pH, alcohol and salt together are 
effective in eliminating most bacteria, including all the food-
poisoning and infectious bacteria.
 “Care must be used in judging reports of toxin 
production by strains of Aspergillus oryzae. For example, 
El-Hag and Morse (1976) reported that Aspergillus oryzae 
NRRL 1983 used in China for shoyu production produced 
large amounts of afl atoxins.
 “When this strain from their investigation was examined 
by Fennel (1976), it was found to have been contaminated 
(probably by mites) by another species, A. parasiticus, 
which is a good afl atoxin producer. In our laboratory, NRRL 
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1988 does not produce any afl atoxin under any condition. 
Two other reports on the same problem support Fennell’s 
observations.
 “Finally, I would like to mention that there is a possible 
problem with shoyu; this is the high sodium chloride content. 
Recently there has been much alarm about salt in our diet 
from any source. Salt is believed to be a negative factor in 
circulatory diseases, and therefore our sodium intake should 
be reduced.
 “It is encouraging to see that methods have been 
developed in the manufacture of shoyu to reduce the salt 
level without affecting its wonderful fl avor.
 “Conclusions: I would like to summarize the evidence 
for the safety of shoyu and other fermented foods.
 “1. The ingredients for shoyu, wheat and soybeans, are 
devoid of toxins. Soybeans seem to have great resistance to 
afl atoxin formation. This means these are safe commodities 
as received at the shoyu plant.
 “2. The koji molds have been extensively investigated 
under koji production conditions and none are toxin 
producers. Only tested strains should be used in production.
 “3. The short time it takes to produce koji would nearly 
exclude the growth and afl atoxin production by chance 
contamination of A. fl avus.
 “4. Such a large amount of inoculum of the koji molds is 
used, that other mold contaminants could not compete.
 “5. The koji mold spores germinate much faster than 
those of the toxin-producing fungi.
 “6. Because of the salt, the low pH, and the anaerobic 
condition, bacterial poisoning does not occur.
 “7. Many surveys of shoyu and miso show the absence 
of toxins.
 “8. The negative reports on A. oryzae-producing 
mycotoxins can be discredited.
 “9. The same points made above on the safety of shoyu 
apply to miso and tempeh.
 “I have tried to present the evidence for the safety 
of shoyu as well as the unfavorable information. The 
overwhelming evidence conclusively supports the thesis that 
shoyu and miso are safe foods.
 “May I again thank all of you for your kindness in 
inviting me to talk to you and for your efforts in making the 
Rising Sun Award possible.
 Note 1. The Order of the Rising Sun (Kyokujitsu-
shô) is a Japanese order, established in 1875 by Emperor 
Meiji of Japan. The order is awarded to those who have 
made distinguished achievements in the following fi elds: 
international relations, promotion of Japanese culture, 
advancements in their fi eld, development in welfare or 
preservation of the environment. There are 8 classes of the 
award.
 Note 2. On 25 Nov. 1983 Dr. Clifford W. Hesseltine of 
the USDA’s Northern Regional Research Center (NRRC, 
Peoria, Illinois) received the award of the Third Class of 

the Order of the Rising Sun from the Emperor of Japan in 
recognition of the meritorious services he has rendered: 
proving the safety of Japan’s traditional fermented foods, 
training Japanese scientists, and promoting technical 
cooperation in the fi eld of food fermentation between 
the United States and Japan. Address: Northern Regional 
Research Center, Peoria, Illinois.

4822. Hill, D.J.; Ford, R.P.K.; Shelton, M.J.; Hosking, C.S. 
1984. A study of 100 infants and young children with cow’s 
milk allergy. Clinical Reviews in Allergy 2:125-42. *
• Summary: Soy protein can cause allergenic disease with 
GIT symptoms as well as acute anaphylaxis and up to 
40% of infants allergic to cow’s milk also have soy protein 
allergy.

4823. Hirayama, Takeshi. 1984. Epidemiology of stomach 
cancer in Japan: with special reference to the strategy for 
the primary prevention. Japanese J. of Clinical Oncology 
14(2):159-68. [10 ref. Eng]
• Summary: The author found a signifi cant graded inverse 
association between the consumption of miso and green/leafy 
vegetables and stomach (gastric) cancer risk among 122,261 
men and 142,857 women followed for 13 years. Address: 
Epidemiology Div., National Cancer Center Research Inst., 
Tokyo, Japan.

4824. Hirayama, Takeshi. 1984. Misoshiru inyô to igan 
shibô ritsu to no kankei ni kansuru ekigaku-teki kenkyû 
[Epidemiological study on the relation between the 
consumption of miso soup and standardized mortality rates 
by gastric cancer]. Yobo Gangaku (Preventive Oncology). p. 
146-57. [15 ref. Jap]
Address: Epidemiology Div., National Cancer Center 
Research Inst., Tokyo, Japan.

4825. Keum, J.H.; Oh, M.J. 1984. [Changes in chemical 
composition during lactic acid fermentation of soymilk]. 
Research Reports of Agricultural Science and Technology 
11(1):34-44. [33 ref. Kor; eng]*
• Summary: Soy yogurt was prepared from soybeans, 
defatted soybeans and sprouted soybeans inoculated with 
Lactobacillus acidophilus and Bifi dobacterium bifi dum as 
a starter. Soymilk made from sprouted soybeans showed 
the greatest growth of L. acidophilus, decreased levels of 
raffi nose and stachyose, and when 10% nonfat dry milk 
was added, it was rated by a taste panel as having the best 
fl avor. Address: Graduate School, Chungnam National Univ., 
Daejeon, South Korea.

4826. Magdoub, M.N.I.; Shehata, A.E.; El-Samragy, Y.A.; 
Mohammad, N.H.; Hofi , A.A. 1984. Gross composition 
of some soybean varieties and the extracted milk. Annals 
of Agricultural Science (Ain Shams University, Cairo) 
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29(2):763-78. [26 ref. Eng; ara]*
• Summary: The nutritional composition of 6 varieties of 
soybeans (Harosoy, Clark, Clark 63, Green, Williams, Dare) 
was analyzed. Green had the highest protein content (42.85% 
whole and 50.04% dehulled) and the lowest oil content 
(16.13% and 15.50%) and carbohydrate content (14.19% 
and not given). Therefore Green was chosen for soymilk 
production. The following were studied further: Effects of 
various heat treatments on soybean trypsin inhibitor, soybean 
protein fractions, amino acid and oil profi les. Address: Food 
Science Dep., Ain Shams Univ., Cairo, Egypt.

4827. Puslitbang Gizi. 1984. Bahan makanan campuran 
dengan tempe [Mixing ingredients with tempeh]. 
Unpublished manuscript. [Ind]*
• Summary: Puslitbang Gizi is an abbreviation for Pusat 
Penelitian dan Pengembangan Gizi, the Nutrition Research 
and Development Center.

4828. Slamet, Dewi Sabita. 1984. Penelitian pengaruh 
pemberian bahan makanan campuran (BMC) kedele terhadap 
absorpsi besi [Research on the effects on iron absorption of 
consuming foods made of soybeans]. Bogor: Pusat Penelitian 
dan Pengembangan Gizi. 28 p. Research report. [Ind]*
Address: Bogor, Indonesia.

4829. Soebagio, Lanita S. 1984. Laporan penelitian pengaruh 
pemakaian air tercemar dalam proses pembuatan tempe 
[Research report on the effects of using contaminated water 
in tempeh processing]. Jakarta: Akademi Gizi. 66 p. [Ind]*
Address: Jakarta, Indonesia.

4830. Product Name:  Nutrien (Mixture of Chinese Herbs 
and Soy Protein for Making Protein Drinks).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Sunrider (Distributor).
Manufacturer’s Address:  3111 Lomita Blvd., Torrance, CA 
90505.  Phone: 213-534-4786.
Date of Introduction:  1984.
Nutrition:  28.8% protein, 47.8% carbohydrate, 11.5% fat.
New Product–Documentation:  Talk with Larry Hutton. 
1988. March 22. This product is sold in the form of a fi ne 
white powder, which is claimed to be fermented. Sunrider 
is a multi-level marketing (MLM) company in Torrance, 
formerly in Utah. Their main products are Chinese herbs, 
imported from Taiwan. The FDA has recently detained the 
product claiming possible Salmonella contamination. The 
name of the manufacturer in Taiwan is unknown.
 Talk with Sunrider. 1988. Sept. 22. This product, sold 
in a dried form, has been discontinued. “They had problems 
with it.” It was introduced about 4-5 years ago. It was a good 
selling product, imported from Taiwan. It was not fermented.
 Sharon’s Sunrider’s Bulletin. 1988. March 1. The fi rst 
batch of Nutrien, 4 tonnes (metric tons) has fi nally been 
shipped by air freight. When the recall was announced, Dr. 

Chen voluntarily destroyed 60 tonnes of Nutrien to satisfy 
the government agency responsible for the recall. Sunrider 
relocated its plant after the recall.
 Talk with man who knows Sunrider well. 1988. March 
6. In late 1987 the FDA came in, tested the product, and 
found Salmonella in it. But they did not test it properly. At 
the time FDA thought all imported soy was contaminated. So 
Sunrider removed the soy, concentrated it and made it better. 
The Utah Dep. of Agriculture fi nally issued a statement 
saying it was okay. The FDA retracted their objection. John 
Siliker Labs was Sunrider’s main testing facility. He found 
nothing wrong with it.
 Sharon Farnsworth. 1988. March. “The Doctors Chen: 
East Meets West. As a young child, Tei-Fu Chen was very 
sick. His grandfather nursed the boy back to health using the 
formulas found in herbal manuscripts that had been passed 
down through the Chen family. He regained his strength 
to such an extent that he went on to become the Taiwanese 
National Judo and Kung-Fu Champion... After years of 
tutorial with the manuscripts, Dr. Chen began his formal 
study in 1968 at Kaohsiung Medical College in Kaohsiung, 
Taiwan, where he was awarded a degree in pharmacy.” 
There he served as a research assistant for more than 4 years, 
developing the groundwork for the Sunrider formulations. 
During the summer of 1970 he worked as a technician in the 
Drug Synthesis Dept. and Medicinal Chemistry Research 
Dept. at the Sin-Tng Pharmaceutical Co. in Taiwan. After 
completing his degree, from 1973 to 1974 Dr. Chen served 
as a pharmacist offi cer at the hospital of the General Airforce 
in Taipei, studying herbal medicines. Dr. Chen then came 
to the USA and studied chemistry at Brigham Young Univ. 
For 2 years he worked as teaching assistant in the Chemistry 
Dept. Then he became Director of Product Development at 
Naturalife in Utah. Dr. Chen is licensed to practice medicine 
in Taiwan. He is not licensed and does not practice in the 
USA.
 NuPlus. 1988. June. Nutrien has now been replaced by 
NuPlus, the “long-awaited Sunrider concentrate” that comes 
in bulk (1 lb. 6.18 oz.) or envelopes (42 x 0.53 oz). “NuPlus 
is the all new herbal concentrate without soy as the carrier 
for the herbs. With soy no longer as the herb carrier, a higher 
concentration of herbs was used for the formula.” It comes 
in 5 “fantastic” fl avors. Ingredients: Coix fruit [Job’s tears?], 
Chinese yam, fox nut, lotus seed, lotus root, apple, water lily 
bulb, and imperate root. Mix 3 heaping teaspoons in 6-8 oz. 
of water.
 Dear Sunrider Leader. 1988. Sept. 30. The company has 
survived the scrutiny of the Utah State Dep. of Agriculture 
and the State Dep. of Business Regulation. Sales now exceed 
$10 million a month worldwide. Dr. Chen has a bachelor’s 
degree in pharmacy from Kaohsiung Medical College in 
Taiwan.
 Sunpack I. 1989. Jan. NuPlus is the fi rst product listed 
of the 9 products in Sunpack I, which sells for $135.00. “Do 
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you need more energy and stamina throughout the day? If so, 
NuPlus is the answer!... It mixes best with a blender. It may 
be used as a partial meal replacement twice daily with a third 
light meal... to help lose excess fat and inches.”
 Talk with Don Smith, Sunrider Distributor. 1989. June 
6. Nutrien was a cell energy food designed to give a person 
greater overall energy, stamina, and feeling of well being. 
It was discontinued in early 1988, and replaced by NuPlus, 
which was launched in June or July of 1988. NuPlus sells for 
$32 in bulk or $35.00 for the envelopes. Takes up to 1 month 
for results to show.

4831. Watanabe, Yoshiyuki; Tada, Masahiro; Kawamoto, 
K.; Ouzumi, G.; Kajiwara, Y.; et al. 1984. [A case-
control study of cancer of the rectum and colon]. Nippon 
Shokakibyo Gakkai Zasshi (J. of the Japanese Society of 
Gastroenterology) 81:185-94. [24 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: Subjects who consumed whole soybeans and 
tofu had an 80% lower risk of rectal cancer. Specifi cally, 
the authors, in a study involving 65 rectal cancer cases and 
controls, and 138 colon cancer cases and controls, found 
that the consumption of soybeans and tofu both one to two 
times a week and three or more times a week, compared 
with nonconsumption of these foods, was associated with 
lower rectal cancer risk (Relative Risk = 0.15 and 0.12 
respectively). They did not fi nd a signifi cantly decreased risk 
of colon cancer (Relative Risk = 0.63). Address: 1. Dep. of 
Preventive Medicine, Kyoto Prefectural Univ. of Medicine, 
Japan.

4832. Xu, Bao; Lu, Qinhua; Hu, Chuanpu; Zheng, Huiyu. 
1984. Fatty acid composition of wild soybean. Jilin 
Agricultural Sciences 2:93. *

4833. Yang, C.B.; Park, S.K.; Yoon, S.K. 1984. [Changes of 
protein during growth of soybean sprouts]. Hanguk Sikp’um 
Kwahakhoe Chi (Korean J. of Food Science and Technology) 
16(4):472-74. [10 ref. Kor; eng]*
• Summary: Water soluble protein (WSP) profi le was 
studied using gel fi ltration and disc gel electrophoresis while 
sprouting soybeans for 0-8 days. Five WSP fractions were 
isolated, 3 of which were 11S, 7S, and 2S proteins. Two were 
unidentifi ed. Address: Dep. of Food & Nutrition, Hanyang 
Univ., Seoul, South Korea.

4834. Adams, Russell L. 1984. Great Negroes past and 
present. 3rd ed. Chicago, Illinois: Afro-Am Publishing 
Company, Inc. See p. 74. Illust. by Eugene Winslow. [3 ref]
• Summary: Page 74 gives an excellent biography of Percy 
Julian (1899-1975), chemist. There is also an illustration 
(line drawing) of Dr. Julian and of Julian Laboratories, 
Franklin Park, Illinois, founded 1953. Dr. Julian’s single 
greatest single scientifi c contribution helped millions 
suffering from the excruciating pain of arthritis. “Dr. Percy 

Julian was, perhaps, the most famous living Negro scientist. 
Just as George Washington Carver demonstrated what 
could be done with the ordinary peanut, Dr. Julian took 
the soybean, which was until his time just another bean, 
and extracted from it an ingredient to relieve infl ammatory 
arthritis.
 “Until the late thirties, Europe had a monopoly on the 
production of sterols, the basis of Dr. Julian’s research. These 
sterols were extracted from the bile of animals at a cost of 
several hundreds of dollars a gram. Substituting sterols from 
the oil of the soybean, Dr. Julian reduced the cost of sterols 
to less than twenty cents a gram, thus making cortisone, a 
sterol derivative available to the needy at a reasonable cost.
 “By 1969, Dr. Julian was a millionaire and president of 
two companies bearing his name...
 “For several years he taught at DePauw and later 
became director of research and manager of fi ne chemicals at 
the Glidden Company and formed his own company which 
was devoted mainly to the production of sterols. When he 
totaled up Julian Laboratories’ earnings for the fi rst year, 
he found a net profi t of $71.70. The next year however, he 
counted a profi t of $97,000. In 1961 his company merged 
with the huge Smith, Kline and French Pharmaceutical 
Company in an arrangement which paid Dr. Julian several 
millions of dollars.
 “Before his death of liver cancer, Dr. Julian found 
a way to mass produce the drug physostigmine, used to 
treat glaucoma, and perfected the mass production of sex 
hormones which led the way to birth control pills.”

4835. Apfel, Roberta J.; Fisher, Susan M. 1984. To do no 
harm: DES and the dilemmas of modern medicine. New 
Haven, Connecticut: Yale University Press. x + 199 p. Index. 
22 cm. *
• Summary: DES is diethylstilbestrol. A compelling 
reminder of the potential chronic effects of endocrine 
system disrupting compounds is the estrogenic drug, 
diethylstilbestrol (DES). Treatment with DES continued 
over 20 years before physicians fortuitously made the 
association between its use and the incidence of a rare type 
of malignancy in DES daughters.

4836. Benson, Morris; Krugerud, Mary. 1984. Dawson 
Minnesota centennial: History–The fi rst 100 years, 
1884-1984. Dawson, Minnesota: Dawson History Book 
Committee. 228 p. Illust. 28 cm. See p. 7-8, 45-53.
• Summary: A chronology of the city of Dawson, Minnesota, 
states: 1951 Nov. 26–Dawson Mills (Tri County Soybean) 
begun [operating]. 1979–Isolate plant ribbon cutting 
ceremony held. 1980–Dawson Mills merged into Land 
O’Lakes interests. 1981–Joe Givens retired as head of 
Dawson Mills. City issued $5,750,000 in Industrial Revenue 
Bonds for AMPI [American Milk Producers Inc.] purchase 
of former Land O’Lakes isolate plant (no obligation to city 
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on bonds).
 The section titled “Dawson Soybean Mills: Soybeans 
led to processing plant–Dawson’s largest industry” describes 
the founding then gives a chronological history. During 
the 1940s soybean acreage in and around Dawson, in 
southeastern Minnesota was steadily expanding; soybeans 
seemed to like the soil, climate, and latitude. In 1950 
the Dawson Service Club (predecessor to the Chamber 
of Commerce) “appointed a committee to check into the 
feasibility of building a soybean processing plant here.” It 
would help both the city and local farmers. Glenn Blomquist, 
president of the Northwestern Bank in Dawson at the 
time, was the initial sparkplug. A famous photo shows the 
committee of four seated together talking in a cafe booth in 
1950: John Hanson (a furniture store owner), Bert Dahl (an 
elevator manager), Glenn Blomquist, and Art Lee (a Ford 
dealer). “After visiting soybean plants at Blooming Prairie, 
Mankato and Glencoe [Minnesota] to fi nd a pattern type 
to implement here, they agreed on the system at Blooming 
Prairie. Its workings were relatively inexpensive and its 
equipment was, by and large, manufactured by Crown Iron 
Works Co. right in Minneapolis. In addition, an attorney 
from Blooming Prairie [Mr. Thorson] was willing to lend his 
abilities in promoting and speaking with others to help get 
the project off the ground...” An informal meeting was called 
and the Tri-County Co-operative Soy Bean Association 
was formed. A board of directors was elected with Carl 
M. Hanson, president; Morris Enevoldsen, secretary; and 
with Melvin Knutson, Carl Barkeus, Merrill Lund, Volney 
Peterson, and John Lideen as directors. Their fi rst purpose 
was to sell stock. “Though there were numerous meetings, 
questions and doubts, it was not long before there was 
suffi cient money so that orders could be placed for the 
equipment and buildings.” The group negotiated a loan for 
operating capital through the St. Paul Bank for Cooperatives.
 Getting started: A site was selected near the railroad 
tracks. The sale of stock had brought in $205,000. The 
plant chose the trichloroethylene solvent extraction process 
because it was less costly and safer from the hazards of fi re 
and explosion. They had heard rumors that the meal made 
with this solvent was sometimes hard to sell because it had 
caused the death of cattle. The rumors were put aside. The 
plant started running on 28 Nov. 1951–somewhat later than 
planned. The Grand Opening on Dec. 8 “included a visit by 
the well-loved Cedric Adams, WCCO radio newscaster, who 
‘packed them in’ at the Dawson armory for people to witness 
his reporting of the 10 o’clock nightly news.”
 “A rugged start.” The 1951 bean crop was very wet. 
The machinery could not process 25 tons/day of soybeans. 
There was not enough money to pay for the equipment and 
the contractors who installed it. “To put it bluntly, the plant 
was losing money on all the meal and [unrefi ned] oil it sold. 
The fi rst manager, Louis Sandbakken, resigned. The Board 
of Directors contacted Joe Givens, an engineer with Crown 

Iron Works, who had helped to install the original machinery, 
and pleaded with him be their new manager. He accepted 
their offer and began his duties on 20 Jan. 1952. “Only a 
few days later, the [soybean] processing plants at Blooming 
Prairie, Glencoe, and Grand Forks, North Dakota, curtailed 
their operations because of lawsuits pending against them 
resulting from the sale of toxic meal. What to do!” They 
found a company to buy the meal for use in making soybean 
glue. “The fi rst fi scal year showed that 150,000 bushels of 
soybeans had been processed, but at a loss of $44,389.” The 
St. Paul Bank for Co-operatives loaned the struggling co-op 
$10,000 in matching funds. But 3 months later the Minnesota 
Department of Agriculture, Dairy, and Food notifi ed the Tri-
County business that any further sales of meal made with 
trichloroethylene solvent were prohibited! This essentially 
put the plant out of business. “It was a grim Christmas Eve in 
1952 when the plant shut down. Only a few employees were 
retained; others were laid off.”
 The company decided to start again using hexane as 
a solvent. “Crown Iron Works agreed to pay the cost of 
converting the plant to hexane in exchange for Tri County’s 
claims against the Iowa State Foundation [researchers on 
the extraction process] and the DuPont Co. [makers of 
trichloroethylene].
 By 1 May 1953 the soybean plant had converted to 
hexane and was ready for business. An audit in Aug. 1953 
showed that, even after the shutdown and conversion, the 
plant had processed 184,128 bushels and with net savings of 
$17,081.
 All went well during the next two years, with 389,331 
bushels processed in 1953-54–far above the rated capacity of 
the equipment. The company began to expand. In 1955-56 
some 500,000 bushels of soybeans were processed with net 
savings of $378,032. Fixed assets had climbed to $378,032 
and net worth was at $308,660. In 1958 Joe Givens designed 
and Crown built a new extractor with a capacity of 200 tons/
day of soybeans.
 Starting in 1961, after a decade in business, the 
company, like its competitors, experienced keener 
competition, reduced crushing margins, and a drop in net 
savings. In 1962-63 a new product, DawSoy toasted soybean 
screenings, was developed. In 1963 a new, larger extractor 
was installed, with a capacity of 600 tons/day of soybeans.
 In late 1966 the company celebrated its 15th birthday. 
“The initial investment of $205,000 had been translated into 
3½ million dollars in savings to soybean growers in western 
Minnesota and eastern South Dakota. Over a million dollars 
in cash refunds had been made to the soybean growers” 
who owned shares. The fi rm’s net worth was over $2.5 
million, and its employment had grown from the original 11 
employees to over 70 full-time employees. In 1969, the name 
of the cooperative was changed from Tri-County Soybean 
Association to Dawson Mills.
 The 1970s: In about 1973 Dawson made its fi rst human 
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food, edible soy grits. In 1974 the Dawson Soy Specialties 
Division was started with plans to make soy grits, soy fl our, 
and textured soy fl our. A 7-story fl our mill, started in 1974, 
began operation in 1975. It produced a good textured soy 
protein fl our. In 1974 a record total of 13 million bushels 
of soybeans were processed. In 1976 Gerald Michaelson, 
one of the company’s directors, was elected president of the 
American Soybean Association–and 14,645,123 bushels of 
soybeans were processed. A long drought in the summer 
of 1976 hurt operations in 1977–the fi rst year the company 
reported a loss–even though the net worth had climbed to 
$17.5 million.
 In Jan. 1977 the stockholders approved plans to 
manufacture isolated soy protein and to construct a factory 
therefor. Joe Givens was named president and general 
manager. In July 1979 the $20 million isolate plant, located 
1½ miles east of Dawson, began production of isolated soy 
protein, a dry white powder. That year Dawson had nearly 
300 employees.
 On 1 March 1980, because of adverse economic 
conditions and with the desire to become a more viable 
organization, Dawson Mills merged with Land O’Lakes, a 
dairy cooperative. The name of the business was changed 
to Land O’Lakes–Soybean Division. On 1 March 1981, 
Joe Givens retired as head of Dawson Mills. “Givens 
was accorded the tribute of ‘Joe Givens’ Day’ and was 
acknowledged in many ways as the ‘captain’ of the large 
soybean industry in Dawson for about 30 years.” Bob 
Jordheim was made general manager of the soybean 
processing business in Dawson.
 In May 1981 offi cials of Land O’Lakes Inc. announced 
the need to close the soy protein isolate plant. Attempts to 
fi nd markets for the isolates had failed. Some 100 employees 
had to be laid off. Yet the main plant continued processing 
about 15 million bushels of soybeans a year. In May 1983 
Land O’Lakes announced the closing of the fl our milling 
operations in Dawson–largely as a result of the elimination 
of the PL-480 (Food for Peace) program. In Sept. 1983 
the merger of Land O’Lakes, Boone Valley Co-op, and 
Farmland Industries led to another change of structure. On 7 
March 1984 the name of the group was changed to AGP–Ag 
Processing Inc.–a cooperative, and the local plant to AGP 
(Dawson). The headquarters is now in Omaha, Nebraska. Yet 
the future looks bright.
 Photos show: (1) The famous photo of the original 
committee meeting in 1950 in a restaurant. (2) Dawson 
Mills’ fi rst board of directors. (3) Visitors at a plant tour in 
1951 or 1952. (4) Dave Owen, one of the soybean plant’s 
fi rst truck drivers (1953). (5) Aerial view of the plant in the 
late 1950s. (6) Ground view of plant with fi rst expansions. 
(7) Joe Givens (portrait). (8) Further expansion; new offi ce, 
water tank erected near site. (9). Slip-form concrete storage 
silos being erected. (10) Flour mill nearly complete. (11) 
Soybean plant offi ce and part of truck fl eet. (12) Isolate 

plant being erected. (13) New, huge extractor designed by 
Joe Givens and operated outdoors before being inserted into 
plant. (14) Tanker car loading soybean oil. (15) Dawson 
Mills’ laboratory in winter. (16) Soybean Princess standing at 
offi ce entrance. (17) 1976 offi ce and lab personnel, standings 
in 4 rows, with names of each. (18) 1976 plant personnel, 
standings in 4 rows, with names of each. (19) 1976 trucking 
personnel, standings in 5 rows, with names of each.

4837. Bertrand, Jean-Pierre; Laurent, Catherine; Leclercq, 
Vincent. 1984. Soja. Aus dem Franzoesischen von Felicitas 
Schaetzl [Soya. Translated from the French by Felicitas 
Schaetzl]. Zurich, Switzerland: Unionsverlag. 130 p. Illust. 
No index. 21 cm. Reprinted in 1988. [8 ref. Ger]
• Summary: A German translation of Le Monde du Soja 
(1983), this book gives a very good overview (from the 
French point of view) of the development of the soybean 
plant in the context of world agriculture. However it suffers 
from lack of an index.
 Contents: 1. The soybean in the world economy: Portrait 
of a “sacred grain,” soybean meal / cake–a high-value feed, 
soy oil–from diesel motors to ice cream, soy protein–the 
industrialized protein. Sidebar, by Verena Krieger: Soymilk 
and tofu, miso, tamari, shoyu and soy sauce, tempeh, 
soy sprouts. Producers and users. 2. The soya complex: 
Consumers and producers without power, the producers–a 
club with contradictions, the multinationals in the middle of 
the soya chain (a profi le of each of the largest multinationals: 
ADM {USA}, Bunge & Born {Argentina}, Cargill {USA}, 
Central Soya {USA}, Continental Grain {USA}, Louis 
Dreyfus {France}, Ralston Purina {USA}, A.E. Staley 
{USA}, Unilever {England/Holland}, p. 30-31), the 
international wholesale business, the commodity exchange as 
a barometer.
 3. How prices are determined: Subsidy politics in the 
USA, price guarantees in Brazil, the price of soybean meal 
and soy oil. 4. From sacred bean to soya complex–a look 
back: Colonial times, Europe becomes curious, the American 
soya complex is born, the struggle over margarine, soybean 
meal becomes successful, the war as a big opportunity, soya 
conquers America, soya against cotton–the oil battle.
 5. Soya from the Americas conquers the world: The 
Marshall Plan–the fi rst clever offensive, Public Law 480–
food aid with a club-foot, trade pressure under the banner 
of free trade. 6. The politics of the importing countries: 
U.S. soya vs. EU cereal grains, France–the model of protein 
dependency, in the maze of European agrarian politics, 
Japan–the free way for imports. 7. The embargo of 1973–
Trade war and crisis: the exchange awakens.
 8. Brazil–The new soybean giant: The export sector 
is nursed back to health, credit–but not for everyone, the 
export boom, the equal weight problem. 9. The newcomers–
Argentina and Paraguay. Paraguay, a little appendage of 
Brazil?, startup diffi culties in Argentina, help for Soviet 
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stock-farming.
 10. The new questions: The Eastern Bloc in the confl ict 
of goals, industrial comeback of the soybean in China, 
developing countries–meat and oil for the poor? 11. The 
reverse side of the “Soya Model:” Brazil–Flight from the 
land, dependency, and hunger, Tunisia–adulterated olive 
oil, Senegal as loser in the peanut / soya battle, a model of 
supply dependency.
 12. Which alternatives? A “protein plan” in the European 
Union, better utilization of the green forage stock, industrial 
amino acids–a way out / escape? 13. Plant- vs. animal 
protein: Industrial soya protein–food of the future?, the Third 
World, a large market with the ability to pay, a future with 
contradictions.
 Figures: (1) The various basic ingredients and 
commodities that can be made from the soybean (p. 11). (2) 
Overview of the use of soybeans and soy products (p. 14-
15). (3) Soybean production and trade worldwide, 1980/81, 
Sept. to Oct., in million metric tons. (4) German newspaper 
headlines concerning soybeans, 1983-84 (p. 36). (5) Map of 
worldwide soybean trade, 1935-1939, in 1000 metric tons 
(p. 46). (6) Map of worldwide soybean trade, 1948-1949, 
in 1000 metric tons (p. 59). (7) Map of worldwide soybean 
trade, 1980, in 1000 metric tons (p. 63). (8) Graphs of 
soybean exports, from USA, from Brazil, from Argentina (p. 
83). (9) Bar graph–Yield of protein in kg of protein per ha: 
Soybeans 7,900. Alfalfa 7,200. Potatoes 5,000. Maize 4,500. 
Poultry 1,200. Pork 800. Milk 700. Beef 600 (p. 120).
 About the authors:
 Jean-Pierre Bertrand, an agronomist (ingénieur 
agronome) and economist, is a research fellow at the French 
National Institute for Agricultural Research (Institut national 
de la recherche agronomique, INRA).
 Catherine Laurent, a veterinarian and economist, is the 
author of a doctoral thesis on the soybean industry (fi lière 
du soja). Vincent Leclercq, an agronomist (ingénieur en 
agriculture) and economist, is a research associate at the 
INRA, for the International Economics Laboratory in 
Montpellier (Laboratoire d’économie internationale de 
Montpellier). He is also a member of Solagral, which stands 
for Agro-Food Solidarity (Solidarités agro-alimentaires). 
Address: France.

4838. Bhumiratana, Amara. 1984. ASEAN Protein Project, 
1974-1984. Bangkok, Thailand: ASEAN Subcommittee on 
Protein. 111 p. Illust. 29 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: The ASEAN nations are Indonesia, Malaysia, 
the Philippines, Singapore, and Thailand. Contents: 1. 
Malnutrition problems in ASEAN countries (incl. Soy-based 
products as a solution to malnutrition). 2. Administration of 
the ASEAN Protein Project. 3. Objectives. 4. Methodology. 
5. Results of ASEAN member country research: Soy 
products developed (high-protein, low-cost foods for 
infants and children, soy milk and soy milk powder, full-fat 

soy fl our), fermentation products developed (tempe: from 
shophouse business to modern factory, oncom chips and 
fl our, soy sauce, the ASEAN culture collection), other related 
projects, exchange of information (incl. details on the 15 
ASEAN protein workshops held between July 1975 and 
Oct. 1984, and the publications resulting from each). 6. New 
ASEAN projects. 7. Conclusion.
 This book, which contains many color photos and 
focuses on soybeans, describes one of the most successful 
ASEAN programs, emphasizing cooperation among the 
ASEAN nations in an attempt to solve the problem of 
malnutrition common to the region. The project, conceived 
in Aug. 1971, receives major funding and technical 
assistance from the Australian government. In May 1978 the 
ASEAN Full-Fat Soy Flour (FFSF) Factory in Chiang Rai, 
Thailand, was completely installed and has been producing 
continuously since then. It has a capacity of 100 tons/month. 
Numerous photos of the facility are shown. A pilot plant has 
produced up to 50 tons/month of Kaset Infant Food, which 
has been well accepted in 573 health centers throughout 
Thailand and is being evaluated in other ASEAN countries. 
A photo of the package (plastic bag) is shown. Address: 
Bangkok, Thailand.

4839. Brassel, Helen. 1984. The natural foods recipe book: 
800 low-calorie dishes to help you loose weight. New York, 
NY: Arco Publishing, Inc. xiii + 305 p. Foreword by William 
P. Castelli, M.D., Medical Director, Framingham Heart 
Study. Index. 27 cm. [7 ref]
• Summary: This non-vegetarian cookbook contains many 
soy-based recipes: Tofu tuna bites (p. 15). Soy spread 
Italian (with soybeans, p. 16). Tofu spread (p. 17). Tofu 
sour cream (p. 18). Soybean soup (p. 37). Tofu vegetable 
soup (p. 37). Soy bean salad (p. 51). Tofu sprout salad (with 
mung bean sprouts, p. 60). Tofu salad with tomatoes (p. 60). 
Soybean bake (p. 84). Soy muffi ns (with full fat soy fl our, 
p. 103). Vegetable wheat casserole (with soybeans, p. 105). 
Soybean pie with sesame salt (p. 164). To cook soybeans. 
Soy spaghetti made with Soy pasta (with soy fl our, p. 178). 
Soybean noodles (with full-fat soy fl our, p. 179). Soybean 
casserole (p. 183). Chili soybeans (p. 184).
 Chapter 11 is titled “Tofu” (p. 168-76). It contains 
recipes for homemade Tofu (from whole soybeans or soy 
fl our). Tofu mayonnaise. “Egg” salad. Japanese omelet. Tofu 
stroganoff. Tofu with chicken. Lasagna. Broiled tofu. Okara 
croquettes. “Sausage” (from okara). Tofu meatloaf. Sauced 
tofu. Tofu shish kebabs. Low-calorie pancakes. Tuna tofu 
souffl é. Tofu tuna bake. Tofu with crabmeat. Tofu blintzes.
 “Call it bean curd, call it soy cheese, or call it tofu... You 
can also call it an ideal meat substitute, a dieter’s dream, and 
a budget stretcher. What’s it made of? Soybeans, the best 
vegetable protein available, as it is the only bean containing 
all eight of the essential amino acids...
 “Though bland, tofu takes on the fl avor of foods and 
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sauces it is combined with. Though smooth in texture, once 
frozen, it has a surprisingly chewy consistency. Though it has 
no real taste of its own, when broiled it is transformed into a 
dish with a defi nite meatlike fl avor. It can also replace cream 
cheese, sour cream, and eggs in most dishes, thus reducing 
cholesterol as well as calories. It can be used instead of meat 
in casserole dishes, instead of mayonnaise in salads, and 
instead of ricotta in lasagna. In fact, it can replace meats, 
fi sh, poultry, and cheese in virtually any treasured favorite 
recipe.”

4840. Bunch, Karen; Hazera, Jorge. 1984. Fats and oils: 
Consumers use more, but different kinds. USDA National 
Food Review. NFR-26. p. 18-21.
• Summary: There are invisible fats and visible fats. Do 
consumers want animal, vegetable or both?
 Tables show: (1) U.S. average per capita consumption 
of visible and invisible fats in 1940, 1950, 1960, 1970, 
and 1982. (2) Fats and oils used in food products, 1982-83 
(million pounds). Soybean oil is by far the leader in salad 
and cooking oil (4,668), baking and frying fat (2,944), 
margarine (1,615), other edible. Total (soy; 9,285).

4841. FAO/WHO (World Health Organization). 1984. 
Estimate of human amino acid requirement. In: Nutrition 
Foundation, ed. 1984. Present Knowledge in Human 
Nutrition. Washington, DC: Nutrition Foundation. See p. 
139. *
• Summary: A table shows an estimate in mg/kg body weight 
of the human amino acid requirements for an infant, 2-year-
old, 10-12 year old boy, and adult. Amino acids shown are 
histidine, isoleucine, leucine, lysine, methionine + cystine, 
phenylalanine + tyrosine, threonine, tryptophan, and valine. 
The table is reprinted in S.R. Sing et al. 1987, p. 159.

4842. Farmakalidis, Efi  D. 1984. Soybean isofl avones: 
Estrogenic activity and isolation of two new isofl avones. 
PhD thesis, Iowa State University. 115 p. Page 147 in 
volume 46/01-B of Dissertation Abstracts International. *
Address: Iowa State Univ., Ames, Iowa.

4843. Freed, David L.J. ed. 1984. Health hazards of milk. 
London, Philadelphia, Toronto, etc.: Baillière Tindall. xvii + 
281 p. Illust. Index. 24 cm.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Acknowledgments. 
Foreword. 1. Chemical contaminants of milk: Cow’s milk, 
human milk. 2. Milkborne infectious disease in England 
and Wales, 1938-1982. 3. Breast is best–isn’t it? 4. Human 
milk banking–Pros, cons and facts. 5. Lactation and feeding 
patterns in different species. 6. Milk allergy and intolerance: 
Clinical aspects, diffi culties and values of breast milk for 
atopic babies, does breast feeding protect against atopic 
disease?, experimental studies on sensitization to cow’s 
milk. 7. Dietary habits and urolithiasis. 8. Alternatives to 

cow’s milk: Comparisons, goat’s milk, soybean formulas. 9. 
Naturally occurring toxicants in plant foods and milk.
 10. Milk and atheroma. I Pathology: Aetiology 
of atheroma, immunology of experimental atheroma, 
immunology of human atheroma. 11. Milk and atheroma. 
II Epidemiology and theoretical aspects: Milk oestrogens, 
lactose, xanthine oxidase. 12. Milk and atheroma. III 
Clinicians’ approaches: A milk-free, egg-free diet in 
symptomatic coronary disease, dietary fats and coronaries. 
Afterword: Highlights on the hazards and some good points 
about cow’s milk. Appendix.
 Chapter 2, “Milkborne infectious disease in England 
and Wales, 1938-1982,” indicates that such disease is 
decreasing. The most serious disease before the early 1950s 
was tuberculosis, of which there was one major outbreak 
and an estimated 33,000 cases resulting in an estimated 
19,000 deaths. However there have been very few cases 
since the early 1950s and none since 1979. The two 
possibly increasing diseases are (1) Salmonellosis, of which 
there have been 179 outbreaks, 3,818 cases, and 7 deaths. 
Outbreaks increased from less than 1 per year in 1938-
1950 to over 14 per year in 1981-1982; (2) Campylobacter 
enteritis, of which there have been 25 outbreaks, over 4,797 
cases, but no deaths. It was fi rst reported in 1978. Address: 
M.D., Lecturer in Immunology, Dep. of Bacteriology and 
Virology, Univ. of Manchester, England.

4844. Gabr, S.; Doheem, M.; El-Saied, H.; Sitohy, M. 1984. 
Nutritional value of plastein products from some food 
proteins. Annals of Agricultural Science, Moshtohor (Egypt) 
21(2):613-21. [14 ref. Eng; ara]
• Summary: When a protein is enzymatically hydrolyzed and 
the hydrolyzate is then incubated with a certain proteolytic 
enzyme under certain conditions, a high molecular weight 
protein-like substance is formed. This plastein product differs 
from the original protein and may be regarded a a mixture of 
high molecular weight polypeptides.
 Two plastein products were prepared using rhozyme 54 
enzyme on substrates that were mixtures of soybean protein 
and zein hydrolysates in the ratio of 1:1 or 3:1. Most of the 
essential amino acids were found in the plastein products 
in highly available forms. The plastein from the 3:1 ratio 
proved to be signifi cantly superior to the other proteins 
in its biological value when fed to Albino rats. Address: 
Biochemistry Dep., Faculty of Agriculture, Zagazig Univ., 
Egypt.

4845. Gallaher, Daniel; Schneeman, Barbara O. 1984. 
Nutritional and metabolic response to plant inhibitors of 
digestive enzymes. Advances in Experimental Medicine and 
Biology No. 177. p. 299-320. (M. Friedman, ed. Nutritional 
and Toxicological Aspects of Food Safety. New York: 
Plenum Press). [116* ref]
• Summary: “Although enzyme inhibitors have been 
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investigated since the early 1900’s, we still have little 
information on their importance in the human diet. One can 
speculate that since humans have evolved with inhibitors of 
plant or animal origin in their diet, they have adapted to their 
presence either through physiological mechanisms or cultural 
food preparation practices.”
 Now researchers are starting to look at these inhibitors 
in new ways; for example, in drugs for the treatment of 
obesity or diabetes. Address: Dep. of Nutrition, Univ. of 
California, Davis, CA 95616.

4846. Gatehouse, Angharad M.R. 1984. Antinutritional 
proteins in plants. Developments in Food Proteins 3:245-94. 
Chap. 8. (B.J.F. Hudson, ed. London and Englewood, New 
Jersey: Applied Science Publishers). [310* ref]
• Summary: Antinutritional proteins in plant foods are of 
great importance since they can limit the nutritional potential 
of these materials for both human and animal consumption. 
“The two main types of antinutritional protein present in 
plants, and described in this review, are the proteinase 
inhibitors and the lectins (phytohaemagglutinins).” 
Although they are widely distributed throughout the plant 
kingdom, seeds of the legume family are rich sources for 
both antimetabolites. “Some of the proteinase inhibitors 
and lectins present in seeds have been shown to be toxic 
to experimental animals, or to man when inadvertently 
consumed.”
 A third type of antinutritional protein present in plants is 
the allergens (antigens).
 See p. 245, 251-53, 257-61, 271, 275-76, 284, 294. 
Address: Dep. of Botany, Univ. of Durham, UK.

4847. Greenwood, Sadja. 1984. Menopause, naturally: 
Preparing for the second half of life. San Francisco, and 
Volcano, California: Volcano Press. 201 p. Illust. by Marcia 
Quackenbush. 23 cm. [36 ref]
• Summary: This is a pioneering, wonderful book on 
menopause. Chapter 10, titled “Estrogen replacement 
therapy: The pros, cons, and unknowns” states (p. 89) that 
when estrogen was fi rst isolated in the 1920s, it was used 
for women who had lost their ovaries through surgery and 
for women with severe problems after natural menopause. 
“However, its use was not widespread until the 1960s, 
when a book entitled Feminine Forever, by Robert Wilson, 
popularized estrogen use for all women who wanted to retard 
aging and retain their feminine allure. The use of ‘estrogen 
replacement therapy,’ or ERT, spread widely among middle- 
and upper-class women treated by private physicians.”
 Chapter 15, titled “Nutrition: All about eating and 
drinking” (p. 147-76) advocates a diet low in meat and high 
in whole grains, beans, vegetables, and fruits. Beans are 
excellent foods; they are high in protein, low in fat, and a 
good source of fi ber. If gas is a problem, cook the beans well 
and serve small portions. “Fresh green beans and peas, bean 

sprouts, and soybean foods like tofu rarely give you gas.” An 
illustration (line drawing) shows sacks and boxes of various 
types of beans (not including soybeans) and a cake of tofu. 
People who get much of their protein from beans and grains 
are also helping to make most effi cient use of world food 
resources–an idea developed in Diet for a Small Planet. 
Sprouts are a delicious food, high in nutrients. Anyone can 
make bean sprouts in the kitchen from lentils, aduki beans, 
mung beans, etc. Sea vegetables are excellent; avoid canned 
veggies.
 Concerning meat fi sh and poultry: Try to cut back, 
replacing them with a combination of whole grains and 
beans–which provides high-quality protein without added 
fat. “You can eliminate entirely and be healthy! Vegetarians 
have good health records, with lower rates of heart disease 
and cancer than meat-eaters.” Nonfat or low-fat milk, yogurt, 
and cheese are good foods for mid-life women because of 
they are high in calcium. But some adults lack the ability to 
digest milk sugar (lactose), and experience cramping, gas, 
and diarrhea after consuming milk products. “Soy ‘milk’ can 
be used, especially in cooking, as a milk substitute.” A table 
shows common foods that are high in calcium, including 
“tofu (soybean curd).” 4 oz. contains 150 mg of calcium.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Aug. 2013) that contains the term “Soy ‘milk.’”
 Cut down on fats, sugar, salt, alcohol, and caffeine. A 
table titled “Suggestions for healthy breakfast foods” (p. 
171) includes “Tofu (bean curd): Eat steamed, scrambled, 
or grilled with onions, curry, soy sauce, or other fl avorings.” 
Tofu is high in calcium. Suggestions for a healthy lunch 
include mashed tofu as a fi lling in sandwiches made from 
whole grain bread. Suggestions for healthy snack foods 
include slices of raw vegetables with tofu or cottage-cheese 
dip. Suggestions for a healthy dinner (p. 173) include brown 
rice with stir-fried vegetables and tofu. On p. 175 are recipe 
suggestions for Stir-fried vegetable dishes with tofu, meat, or 
fi sh.
 On the back cover is a photo of Sadja Greenwood, 
M.D., M.P.H., and a biographical sketch. She is age 53, 
“mother of two grown sons, a vegetarian, a slow jogger, 
looking for the truths about life and the joy in every day.” 
A general practitioner, she has long been associated with 
women’s health programs. “She is Medical Director of 
Min An Health Center, which utilizes Eastern and Western 
medical treatments, and is Assistant Clinical Professor at the 
University of California Medical Center, San Francisco.”
 Note: In 1984 the phytochemicals in soybeans and their 
possible benefi ts for menopause were largely unknown.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 1999) 
in which soy is mentioned in connection with relief of 
menopausal symptoms. Address: M.D., MPH, San Francisco, 
California.

4848. Hervada, Arturo R. 1984. Alternatives to cow’s milk: 
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Soybean formulas. In: David L.J. Freed, ed. 1984. Health 
Hazards of Milk. London, Philadelphia, Toronto, etc.: 
Baillière Tindall. xvii + 281 p. See p. 157-68. [39 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Historical background. Nutrient 
comparison of U.S. soy formulas based on 100 ml (Nursoy, 
Isomil, Prosobee, I-Soyalac, Soyalac). Soy protein isolate 
formulas. Clinical studies. Soy protein formulas and cow’s 
milk allergy.
 “Historical background:... For infants, soybeans were 
used for the fi rst time as a milk substitute in Baltimore by 
Ruhräh (1909) who published the fi rst medical report on 
soybeans and infant feeding. His pioneer work was plagued 
with diffi culties. In his paper he stated: ‘I had hoped to make 
a more complete clinical report at this time, but several 
misfortunes have attended my efforts to secure the beans. 
My fi rst crop was eaten by rats, my second moulded in the 
pods during some unusually damp weather, and insects 
ate two thirds of my last crop.’ Later, Ruhräh (1911), in a 
second paper on the same subject, recommended a soy-based 
formula ‘to be used in cases of summer diarrhoea and in 
cases where cow’s milk doesn’t agree with the infant.’
 “In 1929, Hill and Stuart of Boston described a 
soybean powder formula to be used ‘for infants with milk 
idiosyncrasy’. Their work was the basis of Sobee (Mead, 
Johnson and Company), the fi rst commercial formula of its 
kind.
 “In 1936, Mullsoy, the fi rst liquid soy-based formula, 
was developed by Borden Special Products Laboratories 
(Syntex Infant Formulas). In 1939, Soyalac was developed 
by Loma Linda Laboratories, California. The development 
of this formula was based on Dr Harry Miller’s experiences 
with soy in China. Dr Miller was a Seventh Day Adventist 
medical missionary who returned to the USA because of the 
Second World War. Finally, in 1954, a liquid preparation of 
Sobee appeared on the market. All these fi rst generation soy 
formulas, made from fat-free soy fl our, had a caramel-like 
colour and an unpleasant nutty fl avour. Because of small 
amounts of indigestible carbohydrates present in soy fl our, 
increased fl atulence, foul-smelling stools, and nappy (diaper) 
staining was common with the use of these formulas.
 “In the early 1950s, reports describing several 
nutritional defi ciencies in infants fed soy formulas were 
described in the literature. Van Wyk et al (1959) described 
the development of goiter in an infant who had been fed 
Mullsoy. It was previously known that when young rats were 
fed a diet of raw soybeans or soy fl our without additional 
supplementation of iodine, they developed enlargement of 
their thyroid glands. This goitrogenic effect of soy fl our in 
rats can be minimized by treating the soy fl our with organic 
solvents that remove the goitrogenic agent. Today, all soy 
formulas manufactured in the USA are fortifi ed with iodine. 
Fomon (1974) has commented that studies on weaning rats 
fed these formulas do not show thyroid gland enlargement.
 “Unfortunately, when organic solvents were used to 

extract the fat from the soy fl our, the fat-soluble vitamins 
present in the soybeans were lost. Cornfi eld and Cooke 
(1952) and Wolf (1958) reported on defi ciencies in vitamin 
A; Goldman and Deposito (1966) and Williams et al (1970) 
noted defi ciencies in vitamin K; and fi nally, defi ciencies of 
the vitamin B complex appeared in the literature of the 1960s 
as reported by Davis and Wolf (1958).
 “In the mid-1960s, a second generation of soybean 
formulas was developed. Most notable among their 
characteristics was an ingredient developed by the Ralston 
Purina Company, St. Louis, Missouri–a soy protein isolate, 
in fact a highly purifi ed soy protein. Today, in the USA, all 
soybean-based infant formulas, with one exception, are made 
from soy protein isolate (see Table 8.5).
 “It has been estimated that in the USA, 10 per cent of all 
the infant formula sold is soy protein isolate based. Most of 
the soy protein isolate used by the infant formula industry in 
the USA is manufactured by Ralston Purina, St Louis, MO, 
under various trade names such as Supro 620, Supro 710 
and Edi-Pro A. From what specifi c isolates each commercial 
formula is made, is a trade secret.” Address: M.D., Dep. of 
Pediatrics, Jefferson Medical College, Thomas Jefferson 
Univ., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19107.

4849. Hung, Jerry Jer-San. 1984. Studies on processing, 
functional characteristics and nutritional quality of 
hydrothermal extracts of soybeans. PhD thesis, Kansas 
State University. 210 p. Page 1145 in volume 45/04-A of 
Dissertation Abstracts International. *
• Summary: Soymilk processed by a modifi ed “rapid 
hydration hydrothermal cooking” (RHHTC) method had 
higher thiamin and protein concentration than traditionally 
extracted soymilk. Address: Kansas State Univ.

4850. INARI Trading Co. 1984. Soynuts–The crowning 
touch (Leafl et). Mason, Michigan. 1 p. Single sided. 28 cm.
• Summary: On the top two-thirds of this glossy color leafl et, 
four color photos show soynuts used as a salad topping, soup 
topping, topping for asparagus hollandaise, and for pancakes 
topped with whipped butter. The bottom third discusses 
the benefi ts of soynuts, including a nutritional analysis of 
Super Soys. “Soynuts supply an aura of elegance, abundant 
nutrition, and a full measure of economy. In salads, soynuts 
reign supreme as a nutritious, crunchy garnish. Add royal 
elegance by topping vegetables and thick soups with soynuts. 
Flavored and confection soynuts provide a tantalizing regal 
delight on desserts. A sovereign snack delivering a tasty 
health treat.”
 Note: This leafl et was reprinted in 1989 with similar 
graphics but a different title (“Nutty nuggets: The crowning 
touch”) and somewhat different text. Address: 200 State St., 
Mason, Michigan 48854.

4851. Just In Foods, Inc. 1984. Cooking with miso–General 
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principles (Card). Rutherfordton, North Carolina. 1 p. Front 
and back. 12 x 14 cm.
• Summary: This card, printed front and back, gives a brief, 
general description of miso. It begins: “Every morning 
millions of Japanese wake up to a hot, stimulating bowl of 
miso soup. Miso (pronounced ‘mee-so’) is a delicious, very 
versatile fermented soy food. Loaded with protein, high 
in vitamin B12, essential amino acids and minerals, but 
very low in fat and calories, miso is a concentrated source 
of many nutrients.” After describing the nutritional and 
medicinal value, varieties and colors, versatility, and use 
in miso soup, it concludes: “According to ancient Japanese 
mythology, miso is a gift from the Gods. We at the American 
Miso Company are striving to maintain the simplicity and 
purity of this previous gift.”
 On the front of the card: An illustration at the lower right 
shows a wooden keg of miso bound with three ropes that join 
at the top. The company logo of crossed sheaves of grain in 
a circle appears at the top right. Address: Box 541, Route 3, 
Rutherfordton, North Carolina 28139. Phone: 704-287-2940.

4852. Kagaku Gijutsu-cho, Shigen Chosa-kai (Science & 
Technology Bureau). 1984. Shitei shokuhin seibun hyô 
[Standard tables of food composition in Japan. 4th ed.]. 
Tokyo. 370 p. Introduction by R. Kagawa, Joshi Eiyo 
Daigaku. 28 cm. [Jap; Eng]
• Summary: Pages 76-80 gives a nutritional analysis of the 
following Japanese soyfoods: Soybeans: whole domestic 
(dry, or boiled), USA whole dry, Chinese whole dry. Green 
immature: raw, or boiled. Soybean sprouts: raw, or boiled. 
Defatted soybeans: whole, or dehulled. Kinako (roasted, 
ground soybeans). Budô-mame. Tofu: regular (momen), 
silken (kinugoshi), soft, packed, Okinawa tofu, grilled (yaki-
dofu), nama-agé (deep-fried tofu cutlets), abura-agé (deep-
fried tofu pouches), ganmodoki, kori-dofu, Tofu chikuwa 
(steamed, or roasted). Natto: Itohiki natto, goto-natto, tera-
natto (fermented black soybeans). Miso: Rice koji miso (ama 
miso, light yellow miso, dark yellow miso), barley koji miso, 
soybean koji miso, dried miso, kinzanji miso, hishio miso. 
Okara. Soymilk: regular, reconstituted, soft drinks. Yuba: 
Fresh, or dried.
 Page 254 gives the amino acid composition of soybeans, 
tofu, dried frozen tofu, yuba, okara, natto, and 3 types of 
miso. Address: Japan.

4853. Leung, Albert Y. 1984. Chinese herbal remedies. New 
York, NY: Universe Books. 192 p. Illust. (drawings by Bing 
Fun Leung). Index. 21 cm. [48 ref]
• Summary: The book is arranged by plant- or food type. 
Each entry has all or most of the following subcategories: 
General information, effects on the body, traditional uses, 
modern uses, home remedies (and specifi c conditions it is 
used to treat), availability. Entries include:
 Bean curd [tofu] (p. 33-35). Types include “dried 

bean cake” [pressed tofu], fried bean cake [fried tofu] and 
fermented bean cake [fermented tofu]–”all derived from 
bean curd.” Bean curd is said to have cooling properties. 
Since it does not have much taste of its own, “it can be made 
to taste like anything–hence its popularity in vegetarian 
dishes.” “Bean-cake residue” has traditionally been used 
therapeutically “mainly for skin conditions, such as ulcers 
and sores, for which both the uncooked and cooked (baked) 
forms are made into patties and applied directly onto the 
affected skin.” A common use for bean curd in Canton is 
for treating the common cold. It was made into a soup with 
green onions; optional ingredients include mint leaves, 
ginger, and fermented black beans. The exact recipe used by 
the author’s grandmother is given.
 Garlic (p. 67-70). Ginger (p. 71-74). “To treat coughing, 
wheezing, and excessive phlegm due to colds, a popular 
Cantonese remedy combines the use of ginger and black 
beans” [fermented black soybeans].
 “If one has accidentally ingested an unknown poison 
which cannot be treated with a specifi c antidote, a decoction 
of 31 gm. (1.1 oz.) each of licorice and black soybeans 
[fermented black soybeans] or mung beans can be used” (p. 
94-95).
 Mung bean (p. 105-07): Used as a home remedy to 
“prevent heat rash or prickly heat.”
 Soybean (soya) (p. 142-45). “Two varieties of soybean 
are used in Chinese medicine–black soybean and yellow 
soybean” (hei da dou and huang da dou). Black soybean skin 
[hull, seedcoat], when used medicinally, is known as hei da 
dou pi. Traditional food products derived from the soybean 
include “bean cake [tofu], soybean milk, soy sauce, soybean 
oil, and bean sprouts.” Plus “fermented black beans.”
 “Traditional uses: The recorded use of black soybean 
in Chinese medicine preceded that of yellow soybean. The 
former dates back at least 2,000 years, being listed in the 
Shennong Herbal, while the latter dates back to only around 
A.D. 1330.”
 Black soybean skins are prepared as follows. Black 
soybeans are soaked in water until they germinate / sprout, 
or until the skins / hulls / seedcoats separate easily. The latter 
are then removed and sun-dried, then stored in a dry place. 
The earliest known medical use of black soybean skins 
dates from the middle of the 8th century [mid-700s] during 
the Tang Dynasty [618-906]. They are said “to nourish the 
blood, clear one’s vision, and drive away disease-causing 
factors.” They are also “used in treating excessive sweating, 
night sweat [night sweats], dizziness, headache, and 
rheumatoid arthritis.” They are usually taken in the form of 
a decoction, with a typical daily dose of 9-16 gm (0.3 to 0.6 
oz).
 There are two types of fermented black soybeans (dou 
chi in Chinese)–unsalted and salted. “Although the only 
difference between the two is the added salt, the former 
is more commonly used in Chinese medicine.” In making 
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fermented black soybeans, black soybeans are soaked in a 
water extract of white mulberry leaves and a wormwood 
herb (such as Artemesia annua) followed by steam cooking 
and fermentation. Other herbs, such as licorice and Ephedra 
sinica (ma huang, in which ephedrine [a stimulant] was fi rst 
discovered) are also used.
 The earliest known use of fermented black soybeans 
in Chinese medicine dates from the early 6th century (early 
500s) during the Liang dynasty (502-557). It is said to have 
a bitter taste “and is said to be good for treating illnesses 
that affect the lungs and the digestive system. It is used in 
treating colds, fevers, typhoid, headache, and discomforts in 
the chest.” For these illnesses it is consumed as a decoction, 
with a daily dose of 6-12 gm (0.2 to 0.4 oz). Many other 
medicinal uses are given.
 “Availability: Yellow soybeans are available in 
health food stores, groceries, Chinese groceries, and some 
supermarkets. Black soybeans, fermented black beans, and 
yellow soybean sprouts are available in Chinese groceries.”

4854. Leung, Albert Y. 1984. Chinese healing foods and 
herbs. Glen Rock, New Jersey: AYSL Corporation. 192 p. 
Illust. (by Bing Fun Leung). Index. 21 cm. [Eng; chi]*
• Summary: A classic. “Previously published as Chinese 
Herbal Remedies, by Universe Books.” The book is in 
English, but the nomenclature is also in Chinese, as is the 
half-title. Address: Glen Rock, New Jersey.

4855. Liener, Irvin E. 1984. Naturally occurring toxicants 
in plant foods and milk. In: David L.J. Freed, ed. 1984. 
Health Hazards of Milk. London, Philadelphia, Toronto, etc.: 
Baillière Tindall. xvii + 281 p. See p. 169-87. [84 ref]
• Summary: The fi rst section of this chapter, titled “Soybean 
Milk,” discusses trypsin inhibitors, lectins, goitrogens, 
oestrogens (estrogens), phytate, fl atulence factors, and 
allergens.
 The second section, titled “Cow’s Milk as a Vector 
of Transmission of Plant Toxins,” discusses goitrogens, 
alkaloids, lupin alkaloids, bracken fern, cycads, milk 
sickness, carotinaemia, cardiac glycoside, caffeine and 
theobromine. Also discusses mycotoxins.
 Note: Webster’s Dictionary defi nes theobromine 
(derived from the New Latin Theobroma = a genus of trees), 
a word fi rst used in 1842, as “a bitter alkaloid C7H8N4O2 
closely related to caffeine that occurs especially in cacao 
beans [used to make chocolate] and has stimulant and 
diuretic properties.” Address: Prof., Dep. of Biochemistry, 
Univ. of Minnesota, St. Paul, MN 55108.

4856. Liu, Christine Y.C. 1984. Nutritional cooking with 
tofu. Ann Arbor, Michigan: Graphique Publishing. 166 p. 
Illust. Index. 22 cm. [15 ref]
• Summary: Contents. Introduction. 1. Tips on keeping and 
using tofu. Recipes–2. Soup. 3. Main dishes–with a small 

amount of meat. 4. Main dishes–vegetarian. 5. A meal in 
itself. 6. Desserts and snacks. 7. Dips, spreads, and dressings. 
8. Making tofu [at home]: Regular tofu, fried tofu. and tofu 
gan (pressed tofu). 9. Ingredients, seasonings, storage, and 
substitutes. References. About the author (autobiographical). 
A color photo on the cover and various black-and-white 
photos throughout the book show Christine Liu. Address: 
M.P.H., P.O. Box 1332, Ann Arbor, Michigan.

4857. Macrae, R. 1984. Chromatographic methods in the 
investigation of food proteins. Developments in Food 
Proteins 3:175-212. Chap. 6. (B.J.F. Hudson, ed. London and 
Englewood, New Jersey: Applied Science Publishers). [106* 
ref]
• Summary: The investigation of a food proteins may 
involve a number of different stages, from molecular weight 
determination to amino acid composition and even to amino 
acid sequence. Chromatographic methods play a key role in 
all of these areas. “Recent advances, which have all stemmed 
from developments in chromatographic stationary phases, 
have lead to great improvements both in terms of increased 
sensitivity and resolution and also in reduction in analysis 
time.” The wide range of chromatographic techniques 
available, gel fi ltration, ion-exchange chromatography, 
partition chromatography and affi nity chromatography, 
means that a choice of techniques is possible for many 
analyses.
 Discusses protein analysis, vegetable proteins, 
applications of chromatography to vegetable proteins, animal 
proteins, and study of protein structure. Address: Dep. of 
Food Science, Univ. of Reading, UK.

4858. Mason, April Carol. 1984. Selenium in soybeans: 
Bioavailability and form. PhD thesis, Purdue University. 87 
p. Page 3209 in volume 45/10-B of Dissertation Abstracts 
International. *
Address: Purdue Univ., W. Lafayette, Indiana.

4859. Ologhobo, Anthony D.; Fetuga, Babatunde L. 1984. 
Biochemical assessment of some new varieties of soybeans. 
Food Chemistry 13(2):103-15. [35 ref]
• Summary: The nutrient, fatty acid, and amino acid 
composition of 6 new varieties of soybeans were analyzed. 
All showed desirable nutrient characteristics, but more effort 
needs to be made toward improving the amino acid profi le, 
especial the sulphur amino acids, which were limiting in the 
varieties analyzed. Address: Div. of Nutrition Biochemistry, 
Dep. of Animal Science, Univ. of Ibadan, Ibadan, Nigeria.

4860. Raboy, Victor. 1984. Phytic acid in developing and 
mature seed of soybean [Glycine max (L.) Merr.] and 
Glycine soja Sieb. & Zucc. PhD thesis, Dep. of Horticulture, 
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. xiii + 123 p. 
Illust. No index. 28 cm. Dissertation Abstracts International 
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B45 (8) 2393-2394. Order no. 8422801. [91 ref]
• Summary: Seed of the soybean lines contained from 13.9 
to 23.0 mg per gram phytic acid, while seed of the Glycine 
soja lines contained from 18.8 to 27.7 mg per gram phytic 
acid. High yielding soybean cultivars tended to have the 
lowest concentrations of phytic acid. Phytic acid was highly 
correlated with seed protein among soybean lines (r= 0.74), 
and to a lesser extent with seed zinc (r = 0.63).
 The seeds of all lines studied had suffi cient phytic acid 
concentrations to warrant concern for its adverse effect on 
the mineral nutrition of non-ruminant animals, if those seeds 
were utilized as a major source of dietary protein. The large 
range of phytic acid concentrations observed among soybean 
lines and the viability of seeds with experimentally reduced 
phytic acid levels supports the feasibility of breeding for 
reduced phytic acid.
 Contents: 1. Introduction. 2. Review of literature: 
The phytic acid content of soybean cultivars, genotypic 
and environmental variation in phytic acid, accumulation 
of phytic acid during seed development. 3. Materials and 
methods: Analytical methods, experiments. 4. Results and 
discussion: Survey of the germplasm collection, effects of 
available soil P on the seed P fractions of twelve soybean 
cultivars, nutrient culture studies, the time-course of 
phytic acid accumulation in developing soybean seeds. 
5. Conclusions. Literature cited. Appendixes 1-4. VITA. 
Address: Univ. of Illinois.

4861. Rand, William M.; Uauy, Ricardo; Scrimshaw, N.S. 
eds. 1984. Protein-energy-requirement studies in developing 
countries: Results of international research. Food and 
Nutrition Bulletin, Supplement No. 10. 369 p.
• Summary: “Report of a workshop of the International 
Union of Nutritional Sciences held in Berkeley, California, 
USA, 10-14 August 1981, to consider research organized 
by the United Nations University, the Food and Agriculture 
Organization, and the World Health Organization.”

4862. Robertson, Laurel; Flinders, Carol; Godfrey, Bronwen. 
1984. The Laurel’s Kitchen bread book. A guide to whole-
grain breadmaking. New York, NY: Random House. 447 p. 
Illust. Index. 25 cm. [15 ref]
• Summary: This is a marvelous book, such a joy to read and 
so well written, that focuses on making bread from whole 
wheat fl our and other whole grains.
 “Today, we are still vegetarians, but what really defi nes 
our diet now isn’t so much that we don’t eat meat as that 
whole grains predominate, eclipsing most of the dairy 
products, eggs, and even redoubtable foods like tofu to 
which we had given top priority in the past” (p. 16).
 Too much protein is not good for you; it has been 
linked to a host of disorders that includes osteoporosis, 
hypertension, kidney problems, and cancer.
 “’Starch’ was almost a dirty word ten years ago. But 

today, under the more respectable designation of ‘complex 
carbohydrate,’ it is universally recognized as the fuel the 
body is tuned to use most effi ciently. When starchy foods 
like bread, cereal, and pasta are eaten unrefi ned, moreover, 
they include the full battery of B vitamins necessary for the 
assimilation of that fuel. They also include the most complex 
form of carbohydrate, called ‘dietary fi ber.’ Passing unaltered 
through the digestive tract, it does tremendous good along 
the way–good that medical research makes more apparent by 
the year.”
 Soy is included throughout the book under the following 
index headings: Okara. Soybean bread (3 p.). Soybeans, incl. 
sprouted. Soybean trypsin inhibitors. Soy fl our (defatted 
vs. full fat, as a dough conditioner). Soy gravy. Soy grits. 
Soymilk. Soymilk bread. Soy powder. Soy raisin rice bread. 
Tofu (in quick breads).
 One bread of special merit is Flemish Desem Bread; 
Desem is Flemish (Dutch) for “starter.” We would call the 
bread a sourdough but in Europe they call it a leavened 
bread–leavened as opposed to yeasted. You keep the desem, 
feed it fl our, much as you would sourdough. The authors 
learned about it from Hy Lerner of Baldwin Hill Bakery, who 
learned about it from the Lima Bakery in Belgium. Others to 
try are baguettes and batards; more crust means more fl avor. 
Address: Ramagiri, Blue Mountain Center of Meditation, 
Petaluma, California.

4863. Sangiorgi, Z.; Benassi, M.S.; Casazza, M.; et al. 1984. 
Soy-bean protein diet in hypercholesterolemic old patients. 
In: S. Lenzi and G.C. Descovich, eds. 1984. Atherosclerosis 
and Cardiovascular Disease: Aetipathogenesis, 
Epidemiology, Clinical Evaluation, Prevention, and Therapy. 
Lancaster and Boston, Massachusetts: MTP Press. xvii + 492 
p. See p. 655-59. [12 ref. Eng]
• Summary: “It is well known that vegetarians and those 
following a diet low in animal protein show low plasma 
cholesterol mean values (Sacks 1975), while high animal 
protein intake increases cholesterol mean values, as 
demonstrated both by our study of population (Descovich et 
al. 1983) and by other Authors (Kritchevsky 1979).
 “It has also been established that hypercholesterolemia 
is one of major atherosclerosis (ATS) and Cardiovascular 
disease (CVD) risk factors (RF)” (Connor 1979). Address: 
Instituto di Clinica Medica Generale e Terapia Medica II, 
Univ. of Bologna, Italy.

4864. Silva, Aliomar Gabriel Da. 1984. Factors affecting 
utilization of soybean proteins included in milk replacers for 
young calves. PhD thesis, Michigan State University. 135 
p. Page 363 in volume 46/02-B of Dissertation Abstracts 
International. *
Address: Michigan State Univ.

4865. Sirtori, Cesare R.; Lovati, Maria Rosa. 1984. Soybean 
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protein diet: Experimental and clinical studies on the mode 
of action and therapeutic effi cacy. In: G. Possa, P. Micossi, 
A. Catapano, and R. Paoletti, eds. 1984. Diet, Diabetes and 
Atherosclerosis. New York: Raven Press. xviii + 278 p. See 
p. 241-53. [43 ref]
• Summary: “This volume presents the Proceedings of the 
Second Milan International Meeting on Diabetes, Nutrition, 
and Atherosclerosis. This symposium was sponsored and 
organized by the Nutrition Foundation of Italy and the 
University of Milan.” Address: Inst. of Pharmacology and 
Pharmacognosy, Center E. Grossi Paoletti, Univ. of Milan, 
20129, Milan, Italy.

4866. Soy Protein Council. 1984. Vegetable protein 
products in child nutrition programs. An explanation of new 
opportunities and regulations (Brochure). Washington, DC. 4 
p. 28 cm.
• Summary: “Introduction–History: Vegetable protein 
products (VPP) have been authorized through FNS Notice 
219 since 1971 as an alternate food to meet part of the meat/
meat alternate requirement of the meal patterns for the 
child nutrition programs. This notice established specifi c 
requirements and guidelines for the use of VPP based on the 
technology available at that time. The use of VPP to meet 
FNS Notice 219 was limited mainly to textured soy fl ours 
with 50 percent protein and allowed for a maximum moisture 
content for hydrated VPP of 65 percent.
 “Developments in food technology since that time have 
created new types of VPP which schools can now use in 
addition to products which have been used in the past. These 
products include isolates and concentrates. Recognition of 
these technological advances allows for greater fl exibility in 
food formulation by offering school foodservice operators 
the option of using improved vegetable protein ingredients 
which result in menu fl exibility and increased value for their 
food purchase dollars.
 “What is VPP? (Substitute Food): A VPP is a food which 
may be used to resemble and substitute, in part, for meat, 
poultry or seafood. A VPP used in this manner may contain 
fl ours, concentrates or isolates, or any combination of these 
as ingredients along with added nutrients, colors, fl avors, etc.
 “How do the New Regulations Compare to FNS Notice 
219?” A table compares 9 provisions of each.
 “Can I use FNS Notice 219 and the new regulations 
interchangeably? No. Schools using VPP which meet FNS 
Notice 219 must use these products in accordance with FNS 
Notice 219. Likewise, VPP which meet the new regulations 
must be used according to these regulations.
 “When is the fi nal effective date? All schools must use 
the new VPP regulations by February 7, 1984.
 “I understand that the ‘texture’ requirement for VPP 
has been eliminated. Why? The intent of this requirement 
was to ensure that a hydrated product resembled the 
physical characteristics of the meat, poultry or seafood 

it replaced. Recent advances in the technology of VPP 
make it unnecessary to impose such a requirement. Other 
methods are, and may be, used to produce structure where 
appropriate.
 “How is VPP used as an alternate food in the school 
lunch program?
 “+ Vegetable protein products must be prepared in 
combination with meat, poultry or seafood.
 “+ A fully hydrated vegetable protein product may 
not exceed 30 parts to 70 parts uncooked meat, poultry or 
seafood.
 “+ Vegetable protein products may be used in the dry, 
partially hydrated or fully hydrated form in combination with 
meat, poultry or seafood.
 “+ Vegetable protein products must resemble and 
substitute for meat, poultry or seafood. Substitute refers to 
a VPP whose presence in another food results in a smaller 
amount of meat, poultry or seafood. It does not refer to a 
VPP used to substitute for a starch. The VPP may resemble 
the meat, poultry or seafood at any point of preparation. 
If the VPP in the fi nished food looks like, tastes like, etc., 
the meat, poultry or seafood with which it is combined, the 
resemblance criterion is met.
 “What food products provide the best opportunities for 
using VPP as an alternate food? Examples of products in 
which a VPP can be used as an alternate food include, but are 
not limited to, beef patties, chicken patties, pizza toppings, 
chili, meat loaf, tuna salad, and taco fi llings.
 “When can VPP not be used as an alternate food for 
credit? Vegetable protein products cannot be used as an 
alternate food when substituting for a starch, as in foods such 
as pizza crust or as a breading on a meat, poultry or seafood 
product. Also, VPP cannot be used as an alternate food when 
used as functional ingredients such as binders in products 
(i.e., binders in meat products) and thickening agents in 
sauces. However, this does not prevent the use of VPP 
in the products, such as pizza crust, in the child nutrition 
programs.”
 Note: This brochure continues on two more pages. 
Address: 1800 M Street, N.W., Washington, DC 20036.

4867. Srihara, Priyadarshini. 1984. Processing to reduce the 
antigenicity of soybean products for preruminant calf diets. 
PhD thesis, University of Guelph, Canada. Page 3128 in 
volume 45/10-B of Dissertation Abstracts International. *
Address: Univ. of Guelph.

4868. Stare, Fredrick J.; McWilliams, Margaret. 1984. Living 
nutrition. 4th ed. New York, NY, Chichester, Brisbane, 
Toronto, Singapore: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. x + 640 p. 
Illust. Index. 26 x 21 cm. 1st ed was 1973. [750+* ref]
• Summary: This textbook consists of 5 parts, 6 appendices, 
and 19 chapters. References are found at the end of each 
chapter.
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 Contents:
 Introduction. 1. Nutrition–A Science for Living. 2. 
Introducing the Nutrients.
 The Energy Nutrients. 3. Carbohydrates. 4. Lipids. 5. 
Proteins. 6. Energy and Weight Control.
 Part 3: The Other Nutrients. 7. Vitamins 8. Minerals 9. 
Water
 Part 4: Nutrition Throughout the Life Cycle. 10. 
Pregnancy and Lactation. 11. Feeding the Infant. 12. The 
Preschool Child. 13. Nutrition in the School Years. 14. 
Nutrition for Adults.
 Part 5: Nutrition and the Consumer. 15. Factors in 
American Nutrition. 16. Nutrition–Myth and Reality. 17. 
Shopping for Good Nutrition. 18. Nutrition in Practice. 19. 
Around the World.
 Appendices: Appendix A. Nutritive Values of the 
Edible Parts of Foods. Appendix B. The Exchange System. 
Appendix C. Zinc Content of Foods. Appendix D. Vitamin 
Structures. Appendix E. Amino Acid Structures. Appendix 
F. Glossary. Appendix G. Answers to “What Do You Know” 
Questions.
 Soybeans are mentioned on pages 115, 248, 252, 473. 
Soybean curd, pages 248, 252. Effect of heat on soybeans, 
p. 113 (“a moderate, moist heating of soybeans and other 
legumes increases their usefulness, apparently by facilitating 
the availability of methionine, the limiting amino acid in 
them”). Limiting amino acid, p. 551. Soybean milk, p. 252. 
Soybean products, pages 252-53 (mentions tofu, soybean 
milk), 548-49 (excellent amino acid content, spinning of 
fi bers from soy protein, soy products as meat extenders). 
Trypsin inhibitor in soybeans, p. 113.
 For vegetarian diets, see the index and p. 116.
 Note: The word “macrobiotic” does not appear in the 
index or glossary of this book. Address: 1. M.D., Harvard 
Univ.; 2. Ph.D., R.D., California State Univ., Los Angeles.

4869. Strozha, I.K.; Vevere, L.K. 1984. [Tocopherol in blood 
and tissues of chickens during varying intervals after oral 
loads of DL-alpha-tocopheryl acetate]. In: Transportnye i 
obmennye protsessy v kishechnike zhivotnykh. Riga, Latvian 
SSR: Akademiya Nauk Latviiskoi SSR, Inst, Biologii. See p. 
80-88. [26 ref. Rus]*
Address: Inst. Biologii, 3 Miera Strett, Salaspils 229021, 
Riga, Latvian SSR.

4870. Yeh, Sing-Wood. 1984. Gelation characteristics of 
Illinois soybean beverage base. PhD thesis, Dep. of Food 
Science, University of Illinois, Champaign, Illinois. 131 
p. Page 1985 in volume 45/07-B of Dissertation Abstracts 
International. 6 black and white pictures. No index. 28 cm. 
[130 ref]
• Summary: Contents of the “Literature Review” section: 
Soybeans: Historical, soybean protein, problems of 
utilization (lipoxygenase enzyme induced off-fl avor, trypsin 

inhibitors, fl atulence). Methods of soymilk manufacture: 
Traditional methods, modifi ed methods (hot water extraction, 
acid extraction, alkaline extraction), defatted soymeal 
method, protein isolate method, lipid-protein concentrate, 
whole bean methods. Soybean curds: Historical, regular 
tofu manufacture in the traditional way, factors affecting the 
quality of soybean curds (variety of soybean, composition 
of soybean milk, heat treatment, coagulants, others). Texture 
profi le analysis.
 Describes the characteristics of tofu made from Illinois 
beverage base (soymilk made by the Illinois method). 
“There was no difference in the textural data between the 
Illinois curd and the Oriental tofu. The total solids and 
protein recoveries in the Illinois curd were 82.2 and 94.9% 
which were much higher than 57.2 and 69.4%, respectively, 
in the Oriental tofu. The best curd from Illinois soybean 
base was obtained by blanching cotyledons in tap water 
without bicarbonate, grinding with water to 10% total solids, 
homogenizing at 82º with 5000 psi pressure on the fi rst stage, 
coagulating with 0.5% calcium sulfate at 75ºC and pressing 
as usual. This curd was somewhat grainy so the mouth-feel 
was not quite as good as that for tofu. However, it compared 
favorably with tofu in all other respects while showing a 
large advantage in protein recovery.” Address: Urbana, 
Illinois.

4871. American Lecithin Company Incorporated. 1984? 
Alcolec BS. Long Island, New York: ALC. 1 p. Undated.
• Summary: “Alcolec BS is a soybean lecithin product of 
high quality and effi ciency, suitable for use in foods and 
for industrial purposes. It comprises the naturally occurring 
phosphatides in association with a carrier of fatty oil as 
extracted from the soybeans along with the soybean oil from 
which it is separated in concentrated form and refi ned.
 “Alcolec BS is used commercially especially for its 
conditioning action, its dispersing, wetting, emulsifying and 
stabilizing effects; its release or lubricating effects; its anti-
oxidant and anti-corrosive properties; its foam suppressing 
action in certain aqueous systems; its solubilzing and 
blending effects; its function as an interface modifi er and its 
physiological properties.
 “The standard specifi cations for Alcolec BS provide:
 “Acetone insoluble: 62% minimum
 “Moisture: 1% maximum
 “Benezene insoluble: 0.3% maximum
 “Acid value: 32 maximum
 “Color, Gardner: 7 maximum
 “The following typical values may also be mentioned:
 “Specifi c gravity: 1.03
 “Phosphorus: 1.9%
 “Iodine value 95
 “Tocopherols 1.3 mg/gm.” Address: 32-34 61st St., 
Woodside, Long Island 11377, New York; Corporate 
Headquarters: P.O. Box 4056, Atlanta, Georgia 30302. 
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Phone: (718) 274-4350. Cable address: Armandmay;.

4872. American Lecithin Company Incorporated. 1984? 
Alcolec S. Long Island, New York: ALC. 1 p. Undated.
• Summary: “Alcolec S is a soybean lecithin product of 
high quality and effi ciency, suitable for use in foods and 
for industrial purposes. It comprises the naturally occurring 
phosphatides in association with a carrier of fatty oil as 
extracted from the soybeans along with the soybean oil from 
which it is separated in concentrated form and refi ned.
 “Alcolec S is used commercially, especially for its 
conditioning action, its dispersing, wetting, emulsifying and 
stabilizing effects; its release or lubricating effects; its anti-
oxidant and anti-corrosive properties; its foam suppressing 
action in certain aqueous systems; its solubilzing and 
blending effects; its function as an interface modifi er and its 
physiological properties.
 “The standard specifi cations for Alcolec S provide:
 “Acetone insoluble: 62% minimum
 “Moisture: 1% maximum
 “Hexane insoluble: 0.3% maximum
 “Acid value: 32 maximum
 “The following typical values may also be mentioned:
 “Specifi c gravity: 1.03
 “Phosphorus: 1.9%
 “Iodine value 95
 “Tocopherols 1.3 mg/gm.” Address: 32-34 61st St., 
Woodside, Long Island 11377, New York; Corporate 
Headquarters: P.O. Box 4056, Atlanta, Georgia 30302. 
Phone: (718) 274-4350. Cable address: Armandmay;.

4873. Ali, Nawab. 1985. Soybean processing and utilization 
in India. In: 1985. Sri Lanka Soybean Utilization Training 
Program and Workshop: Proceedings. See p. 467-81. [17 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Present status. 
What is needed. Present research efforts: Physico-chemical 
properties, full-fat soyfl our. Contains 8 tables.
 “Abstract: Soybean was introduced into India primarily 
as a protein food source. However, at present the soybean 
expansion is due to its utilization as an oilseed and the 
export potential of deoiled cake to be used as a cattle 
feed. It might be due to the lack of research in the area 
soyproducts development and utilization as a food source, 
especially at the rural level.” Address: Project Coordinator, 
Soybean Processing and Utilization Project, Central Inst. 
of Agricultural Engineering (ICAR), GTB Complex, T.T. 
Nagar, Bhopal-462003, India.

4874. Hellerstein, Stanley; Duggan, E.; Merveille, O.; 
Scarth, L. 1985. Follow-up studies on children with severe 
dietary chloride defi ciency during infancy. Pediatrics 
75(1):1-7. Jan. [11 ref]
• Summary: “In 1980, we [Grossman et al.] described 12 
infants with a syndrome characterized by anorexia, failure to 

thrive, and hypokalemic metabolic alkalosis due to ingestion 
of a diet consisting almost exclusively of chloride-defi cient 
Neo-Mull-Soy”–for 3-6 months prior to recognition.
 “After 4 to 5 years, ten children who had severe dietary 
chloride defi ciency during infancy appear to be growing 
and developing normally and to have normal intellectual 
abilities. Three of them show behavioral patterns that may 
interfere with normal performance. Although the origin of 
these disturbed behavioral patterns is unclear, the stress 
surrounding the severe illness during infancy was a likely 
contributing factor.” Address: The Children’s Mercy 
Hospital, 24th at Gillham Rd., Kansas City, Missouri 64108.

4875. List, G.R.; Friedrich, J.P. 1985. Processing 
characteristics and oxidative stability of soybean oil 
extracted with supercritical carbon dioxide at 50ºC and 8,000 
psi [pounds per square inch pressure]. J. of the American Oil 
Chemists’ Society 62(1):82-84. Jan. [8 ref]
• Summary: The resulting product is comparable to a 
hexane-extracted degummed oil. However hexane-extracted 
degummed soybean oils exhibit better oxidative stability 
because phosphatides, which are natural antioxidants, are 
essentially absent in oils extracted with supercritical carbon 
dioxide. Address: Northern Regional Research Center, 
Peoria, Illinois.

4876. Lynch, Sean R.; Dassenko, S.A.; Morck, T.A.; Beard, 
J.L.; Cook, J.D. 1985. Soy protein products and heme iron 
absorption in humans. American J. of Clinical Nutrition 
41(1):13-20. Jan. [18 ref]
• Summary: “Dual radioiron tags were used to measure 
both heme and nonheme absorption simultaneously from 
meat-containing meals in 76 healthy male volunteers. Partial 
substitution of beef with soy fl our reduced the availability 
of nonheme iron but improved the percentage absorption of 
heme iron signifi cantly (27 to 59% rise). In contradistinction 
three other powerful inhibitors of nonheme iron absorption, 
bran, tea, and desferrioxamine, had no appreciable effect 
on heme. Ascorbic acid (100 mg and 1,000 mg in separate 
experiments) improved nonheme iron uptake markedly but 
also failed to alter the assimilation of heme. These studies 
demonstrate that the deleterious effects on iron nutrition 
of substituting soy protein for beef are partially offset by 
improved availability of the remaining heme iron as well as 
by an increase in the nonheme iron content of the meal.” A 
major fi nding of this study is that “soy products improved 
percentage heme iron absorption signifi cantly.”
 The authors conclude: It is “clear that the substitution of 
soy protein for beef has a more complex effect on food iron 
availability than our original observations had suggested. 
However, in most situations the overall result still appears 
to be a modest reduction in the amount of iron absorbed.” 
Address: International Center for Control of Nutritional 
Anemia, Div. of Hematology, Dep. of Medicine, Univ. of 
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Kansas Medical Center, Kansas City, Kansas.

4877. Shirakawa, Takeshi. 1985. Tôfu no hozonsei no kôjô ni 
kansuru kenkyû. I. Tôfu no hensei henpai ni tsuite [Studies 
on improving the storability of tofu. I. On the slimy spoilage 
of tofu (soybean curd)]. Nippon Shokuhin Kogyo Gakkaishi 
(J. of the Japanese Society for Food Science and Technology) 
32(1):1-6. Jan. [8 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: Acinetobacter calcoaceticus was isolated as 
the causative organism, secreting viscous polypeptides into 
the water surrounding the tofu. Address: Takamatsu Branch, 
Kagawa Prefectural Fermentation & Food Exp. Station, 
Gohto-cho 587-1, Takamatsu-shi, Kagawa 761, Japan.

4878. Birk, Yehudith. 1985. The Bowman-Birk inhibitor: 
Trypsin- and chymotrypsin-inhibitor from soybeans. 
International J. of Peptide and Protein Research 25(2):113-
31. Feb. [115 ref]
• Summary: Reviews the history of 40 years of studies 
on the isolation, characterization, properties, structure, 
function and possible uses of the Bowman-Birk trypsin- and 
chymotrypsin-inhibitor from soybeans. These inhibitors are 
biologically active proteins and peptides. The pioneering 
paper in this fi eld, published in 1944 by Donald E. Bowman, 
was titled “Fractions derived from soybeans and navy beans 
which retard tryptic digestion of casein.”
 Contents: Introduction. Early classifi cation of soybean 
trypsin inhibitors. The acetone-insoluble factor–inhibitor 
AA (known also as Ai, SBTIAA and later as the Bowman-
Birk Inhibitor): Purifi cation and partial characterization, 
nutritional signifi cance, does inhibitor AA have a 
physiological function in the soybean?, dual dependent 
activity against trypsin and -chymotrypsin–relevance 
to the reactive site model. The Bowman-Birk inhibitor 
(BBI): Purifi cation and further characterization, the amino 
acid sequence and the covalent structure, isoinhibitors 
and evolutionary aspects, conformation studies, synthesis, 
physiological effects and structure-function studies. 
Conclusions. Acknowledgments. Fig. 3 shows the complete 
covalent structure of the Bowman-Birk inhibitor. Residues at 
the two reactive sites are shown as solid black circles. Fig. 4 
shows the sites of peptide bond cleavage and the structure of 
active fragments of the Bowman-Birk inhibitor.
 The microenvironment of soy fl our appears to promote 
heat inactivation of the Bowman-Birk inhibitor to a greater 
extent than it effects Kunitz trypsin inhibitor. This fi nding 
contrasts with the results of work showing that BBI is 
relatively heat stable in the pure form.
 Note: Yehudith Gershtanski Birk (30 Sept. 1926–14 
Jan. 2013) was a Polish-born Israeli biochemist, awarded 
the 1998 Israel Prize for agricultural research. Her parents, 
both ardent Zionists, immigrated to the British Mandate 
for Palestine in 1935, settling in Tel Aviv. She studied for a 
master’s degree in biochemistry and microbiology at Hebrew 

University of Jerusalem, completing her degree in December 
1950. She received a doctorate in biochemistry from Hebrew 
University’s Faculty of Agriculture in Rehovot in 1954. 
In 1956, she began teaching at the Faculty of Agriculture, 
attaining full professorship in 1970. She founded the Food 
Science and Nutrition school at the Hebrew University 
Institute of Biochemistry, and was its founding director from 
1972-74. She was dean of the Faulty of Agriculture from 
1977-80. Her best-known achievement was isolating and 
investigating a protease inhibitor predominant in legume 
seeds, known today as the Bowman-Birk inhibitor. Source: 
Wikipedia (Dec. 2017). Address: Dep. of Agricultural 
Biochemistry, Faculty of Agriculture, The Hebrew Univ. of 
Jerusalem, Rehovot 76110, Israel.

4879. Hermana, -. 1985. Pengaruh konsumsi bahan makanan 
campuran dengan kedelai atau tempe terhadap anak balita 
penderita kurang kalori-protein [Effect of the consumption 
of food mixtures containing soybeans or tempeh on 
children under the age of 5 suffering from protein-calorie 
malnutrition]. Presented at Seminar Nasional Hasil Penelitian 
Perguruan. Held on 25-28 Feb. 1985 in Bandung, Indonesia. 
[Ind]*
• Summary: Based on Hermana’s 1983 PhD thesis.

4880. Kikkoman International Inc. 1985. Analysis of 
Kikkoman Instant Soups. 50 California St., Suite 3600, San 
Francisco, CA 94111. 1 p. Unpublished manuscript. [1 ref]
• Summary: Gives a complete nutritional analysis for four 
packaged miso soups (aka miso, shiro miso, tofu, wakame), 
and Osuimono. They have a moisture content of 2.1–4.4%. 
Protein is 11.5–23.9%. Typically 10 gm of the dry soup 
is mixed with 2/3 cup water. Address: San Francisco, 
California. Phone: 415-956-7750.

4881. Kitagawa, Isao; Saito, M.; Taniyama, T.; Yoshikawa, 
M. 1985. Saponin and sapogenol. XXXVIII. Structure of 
soyasaponin A2, a bisdesmoside of soyasapogenol A, from 
soyabean, the seeds of Glycine max Merrill. Chemical and 
Pharmaceutical Bulletin 33(2):598-608. Feb. [22 ref]
• Summary: Two new bidesmosides of soyasapogenol A 
(1), named soyasaponin A-1, and soyasaponin A-2 (7) were 
isolated from the soybean. The structure of soyasaponin 
A-2 was elucidated. Address: Faculty of Pharmaceutical 
Sciences, Osaka Univ., Japan.

4882. Langley-Danysz, Pernette. 1985. L’entrée discrète du 
soja en Europe [The discreet / cautious entry of soya into 
Europe]. Revue Laitiere Francaise No. 438. p. 16-20. Feb. 
[Fre]
• Summary: An illustration on the cover shows an American 
cowboy-like man, wearing a cowboy hat and cowboy boots, 
smoking a cigarette, and carrying a briefcase on which is 
written ASA. He appears to be emerging from a garbage 
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can labeled “soya” and from his briefcase are fl ying several 
cartons of soymilk. The article begins: “Two soy products, 
milk and tofu, were at the center of a conference organized 
in September 1984 at Amsterdam [Netherlands] by the 
American Soybean Association (ASA).”
 Gives data on the chemical composition and nutritive 
value of soy beverages, soymilks, and tofu. Discusses 
the products recently introduced in Europe. Consumption 
of soy products in the E.E.C., principally as soy protein 
concentrates or isolates, has never exceeded 40,000 tonnes/
year. Consumption of traditional East Asian soyfoods such as 
tempeh, miso, sufu, and soy sauce, is still low in Europe, but 
consumption of tofu and soymilk is growing signifi cantly. 
Nutritional composition of cow’s milk and soymilk are 
compared, and various commercial soy products are 
discussed.
 Soy ice creams (including Ice Bean and Tofutti) are 
discussed in detail on page 19, col. 1. The pioneer of these 
soy ice creams (ces ice cream au soja), named Ice Bean, was 
developed by Farm Foods in Tennessee. Today there are a 
dozen other brands of tofu ice cream (glaces au tofu). One of 
these ice creames (ces crèmes glacées), Tofutti, made by the 
company Tofu Time and presented at SIAL in 1984, took the 
fi rst place last fall on the hit parade of dairy products from 
the United States.”
 Note: This is the earliest published French-language 
document seen (Sept. 2013) that mentions soy ice cream 
which it calls ice cream au soja, or glaces au tofu, or crèmes 
glacées.
 Photos show the following products, each in a Tetra Brik 
carton: Nestle Bonus Soya Bean Milk, Plamil Soya Milk 
Concentrated, Morinaga Ever-Fresh Silken Tofu, Yeo’s Soya 
Bean Drink, Alpro Soya Drink. Address: France.

4883. MacDonald, Sandy. 1985. Designer beans: Soybeans 
aren’t stuck down on the farm anymore. High-protein, low-
calorie soyfoods have gone gourmet. New Age Journal 
(Boston, Massachusetts). Feb. p. 53-59. [2 ref]
• Summary: A good introduction to soyfoods and soyfoods 
companies in America today. Photos show Chandri and 
Gary Barat of Legume, Akiko Aoyagi and William Shurtleff 
“parents of the soy boom,” and Tom Timmins president of 
Tomsun Foods.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2020) 
that contains the term “designer beans.” Though this 
interesting term is used in the title of this article, it does not 
appear in the body of the article itself. The author appears 
to mean that the soybean can be made into hundreds of 
“ingenious” and imaginative (often delicious) foods from 
ice cream to lasagna, from burgers to creamy dips and 
dressings–and industrial products, including spun soy protein 
fi bers invented by Robert Boyer, a Ford Motor Company 
employee, and fi rst put to use in the upholstery of Ford 
cars; they were later used to make bacon bits and meat 

alternatives. Address: Brighton, Massachusetts.

4884. Nagai, Morichika; Hisamatsu, Ikuko. 1985. [Healthful 
cooking with kinako (roasted soy fl our). Effective in 
preventing heart disease, high blood pressure, and cancer]. 
Soken Life. Feb. p. 160-66. [Jap]

4885. Plahar, W.A.; Leung, H.K. 1985. Storage stability of 
dehydrated and soy-fortifi ed fermented maize meal. J. of 
Food Science 50(1):182-87. Jan/Feb. [29 ref]
• Summary: “Dehydrated fermented maize meal samples 
fortifi ed with soy fl our at 1, 10, and 20% replacement 
concentrations were stored at 25, 35, 45 and 60ºC... 
Multiphase loss of available lysine was observed in soy-
fortifi ed maize meal but not in unfortifi ed samples... 
Nineteen weeks of storage at 35ºC caused adverse changes 
in sensory quality of the 10% soy fortifi ed sample, but not 
in the unfortifi ed sample.” Address: Dep. of Food Science 
& Human Nutrition, Washington State Univ., Pullman, WA 
99164-6330. Plahar is now with Food Research Inst., P.O. 
Box M20, Accra, Ghana.

4886. Schnepf, M.I.; Satterlee, L.D. 1985. Partial 
characterization of an iron soy protein complex. Nutrition 
Reports International 31(2):371-80. Feb. [17 ref]
• Summary: In vitro data indicate that iron availability from 
soy is adversely affected by the high molecular weight 
protein fraction, possibly via the formation of relatively 
stable protein-iron aggregates. Address: Dep. of Food 
Science and Technology, Univ. of Nebraska, Lincoln, NE 
68583-0919.

4887. Sutardi, -; Buckle, K.A. 1985. Reduction in phytic acid 
levels in soybeans during tempeh production, storage and 
frying. J. of Food Science 50(1):260-61, 263. Jan/Feb. [18 
ref]
• Summary: Less than 10% of the phytic acid originally 
found in the soybeans remained after tempeh fermentation, 
storage for 72 hours, and deep-frying. Address: 1. Faculty of 
Agricultural Technology Gadjah Mada Univ., Yogyakarta, 
Indonesia; 1-2. School of Food Technology, Univ. of New 
South Wales, P.O. Box 1, Kensington, NSW 2033, Australia.

4888. Schneider, A.W. Bill. 1985. History of work with 
Central Soya and Upjohn: Soybean sterols and steroids 
(Interview). Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods 
Center, March 16. 2 p. transcript.
• Summary: Bill started work at Central Soya in Jan. 1942, 
when he was hired by E.B. Oberg. His co-workers were Hal 
Kleinsmith and Charles Murray; they were in the research 
lab in Decatur. It was a small lab with 5-6 researchers, 
located in one corner of what used to be the sugar beet 
factory. His main soy project was trying to isolate soy 
protein to make industrial isolates. Casein adhesive was 
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in short supply, and expensive. Also he and Oberg worked 
on Soy Whip (to replace egg albumen), but it was not 
commercialized while he was there.
 Schneider went to Upjohn after he left Central Soya 
in about 1943. He left several Central Soya months after 
Oberg left. Upjohn started to make commercial products 
out of soybean sterols in about 1947-48. Their fi rst 
major commercial product was a steroid hormone named 
Progesterone. Then it really blossomed out with cortisone. 
Upjohn broke into the U.S. commercial steroid market which 
had previously been dominated by Merck, which had been 
making steroids from bile acids (a steroid acid derived from 
bile). Upjohn made an industry out of soy sterols, and were 
particularly involved in the cortical steroid business, which 
was just starting to blossom when he arrived. He knew Percy 
Julian [of The Glidden Co.] well. The big competitors were 
Merck and Syntex. Upjohn is still the biggest manufacturer 
of soy sterols; they process tons every week, and soybeans 
are still a major source of cortical steroids. Bill’s main 
accomplishment in life was to commercialize soybean 
sterols. He had more to do with its commercialization than 
anyone but Percy Julian, who started the idea at Glidden. 
Upjohn converts the sterols into cortisone, hydrocortisone, 
hexamathisone, etc... all of the cortical steroids and many 
other products such as progesterone (a male sex hormone), 
and testosterone. Upjohn makes a full line of steroid 
hormones. Searle makes Sporanolactone from soybean sterol 
intermediates that they get from Upjohn. In short, a full 
spectrum of remarkable products are made from soybean 
sterols. Later Percy Julian started a factory in Mexico. Using 
another species of plant, he tried to break Syntex’s monopoly 
on steroids in Mexico.
 Note: Defi nitions: 1. Cortisone is a generic term for 
a steroid hormone of the adrenal cortex used especially in 
the treatment of rheumatoid arthritis. 2. A sterol is any of 
various solid cyclical alcohols (such as cholesterol) widely 
distributed in animal and plant lipids. 3. A steroid is any of 
numerous compounds containing the carbon ring system of 
the sterols and including the sterols and various hormones 
and glycosides. Address: 5270 N. Montezuma Trail, Tucson, 
Arizona 85715. Phone: 602-299-4086.

4889. Zemel, Michael B.; Shelef, Leora A. Assignors to 
Wayne State University (Detroit, Michigan). 1985. Calcium 
fortifi ed soy milk. European Patent Application 0195,167. 
March 19. 18 p. Filed: 16 Dec. 1985. Priority date (USA): 19 
March 1985.
• Summary: The soymilk is calcium fortifi ed by adding 
a polyphosphate and a bioavailable calcium source. The 
polyphosphate acts as a chelating agent for the calcium 
source, while promoting microbial stability of the soymilk. 
The polyphosphate enables the calcium to be added in 
amounts such that the resulting products has calcium levels 
equal to or greater than those found in cow’s milk. Address: 

1. 3212 Bolgos Circle, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48105; 2. 3033 
Morningview Terrace, Birmingham, MI 48010.

4890. Product Name:  Wesson Vegetable Oil: Light and 
Natural (Unhydrogenated Soy Oil).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Beatrice / Hunt-Wesson.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Hunt-Wesson, 1645 W. Valencia 
Dr., Fullerton, CA 92633-3899.  Phone: 714-680-1000.
Date of Introduction:  1985 March.
Ingredients:  Soybeans.
New Product–Documentation:  Soybean Digest. 1985. 
May/June. p. 75N. “The Natural.” “Wesson Oil has begun 
marketing the fi rst nationally advertised brand of ‘100% 
all natural soybean oil.’ Introducing the oil should help 
soybean market development overseas: Processors in some 
countries have been reluctant to introduce an identifi ed 
unhydrogenated soybean oil because the U.S. had no such 
product.”
 W.I. Newton. 1986. Omega-3: The fi sh oil factors. p. 
122. Wesson “Light and Natural” is not hydrogenated. Talk 
with Karen Johnston, Head, Corporate Relations, Hunt-
Wesson, Inc. 1991. May 2. This product was introduced 
in March 1985. The product name was probably Wesson 
Vegetable Oil, with “Light and Natural” in smaller letters 
below that.
 Laura Miller. 1988. Daily Tribune (Ames, Iowa). March 
9. p. C1-C2. “Iowans counter ‘jungle grease’ invasion.” 
Shows a large photo of the label of “100% All Natural 
Wesson Vegetable Oil.” “Ingredient: 100% all natural 
soybean oil.”

4891. Birch, Renee E.W.; Swanson, B.G. 1985. Tempeh 
fermentation and protein quality of beans (Phaseolus 
vulgaris). Annual Report of the Bean Improvement 
Cooperative 28:72-73. March. [2 ref]
• Summary: The authors made soy tempeh, soy-corn tempeh 
(using 3 ratios of soy:corn), small red bean (SRB, Phaseolus 
vulgaris) tempeh, and SRB-corn tempeh (3 ratios). The 
soy-corn tempeh (1:1) had the highest protein quality as 
measured by PER (3.11), followed by soy-corn tempeh (2:1) 
with a PER of 3.03. Casein, by comparison, had a PER of 
2.59. SRB tempeh had the lowest PER, 1.69. Address: Dep. 
of Food Science & Human Nutrition, Pullman, Washington 
99164-6330.

4892. Forman, Martin J.; Fellers, David A. 1985. Custom-
designed foods: The U.S. Government’s Food for Peace 
program tailors food products to fi t nutritional needs in 
developing countries. Horizons. Spring. p. 40-46.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. A brief overview of 
food aid (from 1954). Title II: Food donation program. The 
products (Four types of products are distributed through 
Title II: Blended foods, protein-fortifi ed processed foods, 
processed foods, and whole grains). Development of blended 
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foods. Vitamin and mineral enriched foods. Product suppliers 
(Food for Peace and P.L. 480).
 Contains many good photos of school children and 
women in Africa. Address: 1. Director, AID’s Offi ce of 
Nutrition, Bureau for Science and Technology, Washington, 
DC.

4893. Kitagawa, Isao; Saito, M.; Taniyama, T.; Yoshikawa, 
M. 1985. Saponin and sapogenol. XXXIX. Structure of 
soyasaponin A1, a bisdesmoside of soyasapogenol A, from 
soyabean, the seeds of Glycine max Merrill. Chemical and 
Pharmaceutical Bulletin 33(3):1069-76. March. [19 ref]
• Summary: “Five bioactive triterpine-oligoglycosides, 
named soyasaponins, I, II, III, A-1 (3), and A-2 (2) were 
isolated from the soybean...” The structure of soyasaponin 
A-1 was elucidated. Address: Faculty of Pharmaceutical 
Sciences, Osaka Univ., Japan.

4894. Kloth, R.H.; Hymowitz, T. 1985. Re-evaluation of 
the inheritance of urease in soybean seed. Crop Science 
25(2):352-54. March/April. [11 ref]
• Summary: “From data collected using polyacrylamide gel 
electrophoresis, we demonstrate that the alleles associated 
with the fast and slow variants are codominant. This reverses 
a previous report claiming that the fast form (Eu) of the seed 
urease is dominant over the slow form (eu).”
 The authors propose two new gene symbols to refl ect the 
change in inheritance model. Address: Dep. of Agronomy, 
Univ. of Illinois.

4895. Laidlaw, Maggie; Mercer, Nina J.H. 1985. Serum 
cholesterol, triglyceride and lipoprotein response in 
hypercholesterolemic males to replacement of cow’s milk 
with a soy beverage (Abstract). Federation Proceedings 
(FASEB) 44(5):1498 (Abst. #6360). March.
• Summary: Isolated soy protein partially replaced animal 
protein in the diet of 19 subjects for 56 days. The total 
cholesterol of all subjects was lowered 4%, but that of the 
responders was lowered 8.5%. There was no signifi cant 
change in LDL or VLDL cholesterol. Address: Dep. of 
Family & Consumer Studies, Univ. of Guelph, Guelph, 
Ontario N1G 2W1, Canada.

4896. Nout, M.J.R.; Bonants-Van Laarhoven, T.M.G.; Dreu, 
R. de; Gerats, I.A.G.M. 1985. The infl uence of some process 
variables and storage conditions on the quality and shelf-life 
of soybean tempeh. Antonie van Leeuwenhoek 51(5/6):532-
34. March. [2 ref]
• Summary: Tempeh is made commercially in the 
Netherlands by Dutch makers, but its popularity is hindered 
by its limited shelf life. Address: Dep. of Food Science, 
Agricultural Univ., De Dreijen 12, 6703 BC Wageningen, 
Netherlands.

4897. Okada, Noriyuki; Hadioetomo, R.S.; Nikkuni, S.; Itoh, 
H. 1985. Isolation of bacteria producing vitamin B-12 from 
fermented soybean tempeh from Indonesia. Shokuhin Sogo 
Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the National Food 
Research Institute) No. 46. p. 15-20. March. [20 ref. Eng; 
jap]
• Summary: Eighteen samples of tempeh were gathered from 
various from places in Indonesia: Bogor, Ciomas, Cisarua, 
Pacet Cianjur, Cicurug, Kedunghalang, and Semplak. 
Bacteria isolated from these tempeh samples were identifi ed. 
13 of 33 isolates were identifi ed as Klebsiella pneumoniae–
which is known to produce vitamin B-12. Address: National 
Food Research Inst. (Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo), Kannon-dai 
2-1-2, Yatabe-machi, Tsukuba-gun, Ibaraki-ken 305, Japan.

4898. Rabie, C.J.; Lubben, A.; Schipper, M.A.A.; Heerden, 
F.R. van; Fincham, J.E. 1985. Toxigenicity of Rhizopus 
species. International J. of Food Microbiology 1(5):263-70. 
March. [21 ref]
• Summary: Rhizopus species are among the most 
common fungal contaminants in high-moisture grains. 
The toxigenicity of 14 isolates representing 14 species of 
Rhizopus isolated from sorghum malt, fermented foods 
and various other foodstuffs were evaluated in ducklings 
and rats. The mold was grown for 21 days at 25 and 37ºC. 
The molded product constituted 50% of the test diet. 
Toxigenic strains of the following species were isolated: R. 
chinensis, R. formosanesis, R. japonicus, R. javanicus. R. 
microsporus, R. nigricans, R. oryzae, R. rhizopodiformis and 
R. tonkinensis. R. oryzae and R. japonicus were much more 
toxic when cultured on maize than on soy-beans. Tempeh 
is mentioned only in passing. Address: 1,2&5. National 
Research Inst. for Nutritional Deseases, South African 
Medical Research Council, P.O. Box 70, Tygerberg 7505, 
South Africa; 3. National Chemical Research Lab., CSIR, 
P.O. Box 395, Pretoria 0001, South Africa; 4. Centraalbureau 
voor Schimmelcultures, Baarn, The Netherlands.

4899. Roozen, J.P.; Groot, J. de. 1985. Electrophoresis 
and assay of trypsin inhibitors in different stages of tempe 
production. J. of Food Biochemistry 9(1):37-48. March. [21 
ref]
• Summary: “The way of extraction has a tremendous 
infl uence on the trypsin inhibitor activity determined for 
the different stages in tempe fermentation. The endproduct 
contains about 5% residual trypsin inhibitor activity 
of different origins.” Address: Dep. of Food Science, 
Agricultural Univ., Wageningen, Netherlands.

4900. Russell, Nathan; Cassaday, K.; Keyser, Janet M. 1985. 
Institute workshop sparks interest in production of soybeans 
to fi ll demands of nutrition clinic. IITA Research Briefs 
6(1):2-2. March.
• Summary: Describes how Nigerian mothers come to the 
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Kersey Home in Ogbomosho, Nigeria, to make soymilk 
for their babies. “Fifteen months ago, Ruth Womack, a 
missionary nurse who has for 29 years operated a clinic 
in Ogbomosho, Nigeria, to combat the effects of protein 
defi ciency in children, attended a soybean utilization 
workshop at IITA. Miss Womack came away from the 
workshop with a new solution to the children’s health crisis 
at her clinic, where she was using imported canned soymilk 
supplemented by ‘blood cheese’ made from boiled animal 
blood to restore the vitality of the children. She learned how 
Nigerian women could make soymilk themselves and escape 
the diffi culty of obtaining expensive imported supplies. ‘We 
are certain that soybeans are the answer to the malnutrition 
problems of West Africa,’ Miss Womack says.”
 The Kersey Home was founded in the early 1920s by a 
Southern Baptist Convention missionary nurse. The Home is 
now run by a staff of 19 on both an outpatient and inpatient 
basis. “Last year the clinic had more than 24,000 outpatient 
visits. At any given time the clinic is temporarily home to 
about 40 severely malnourished children who are placed on 
a diet consisting mainly of various traditional foods fortifi ed 
with soybean. Meals are prepared by mothers or guardians, 
who attend weekly classes given by staff members on the 
use of soybeans in making soups, soymilk, and other foods... 
Many of the women who come to the home already are 
engaged in agriculture. The objective now is to make them 
just as capable in growing soybeans as they have been in 
using them.” Address: IITA, Ibadan, Nigeria.

4901. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1985. The book 
of tempeh: The delicious, cholesterol-free protein. 2nd ed., 
revised & updated. New York, NY: Harper & Row. 175 p. 
March. Illust. by Akiko Aoyagi Shurtleff. Index. 28 cm. [374 
ref]
• Summary: Contains 130 Western-style and Indonesian 
recipes. Appendix A: “A brief history East and West,” is 
extensively revised from the earlier Professional Edition, and 
discusses the world’s earliest known reference to tempeh in 
the Serat Centini manuscript, which was probably written 
in about A.D. 1815. The history of tempeh in the Europe, 
Australasia, in the United States has also been updated and 
expanded.
 Appendix B: “Tempeh makers in the West” has also 
been updated and expanded. Address: Soyfoods Center, P.O. 
Box 234, Lafayette, California 94549 USA.

4902. Steinkraus, K.H.; Ayres, R.; Olek, A.; Farr, D. 1985. 
Factors infl uencing permeability of the cell membrane of 
the osmotolerant yeast Saccharomyces rouxii grown in the 
presence and absence of 18% NaCl. I. International J. of 
Food Microbiology 1(5):291-99. March. [31 ref]
• Summary: Saccharomyces rouxii is an essential 
microorganism in the high salt fermentations Chinese 
soy sauce, and Japanese shoyu and miso. It can grow and 

metabolize at high osmotic pressures. “Its ability to produce 
ethanol, glycerol and concentrate amino acid in high salt 
contributes to the desirable meat-like fl avors of soy sauce 
and miso.” Address: 1-3. Inst. of Food Science, Cornell 
Univ., Geneva, New York.

4903. Taira, Harue; Hoshino, Shiro. 1985. [Quality of 
soybean seeds grown in Japan. VIII. Effect of late-season 
culture with close planting on chemical composition and 
suitability for food processing]. Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo 
Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the National Food Research 
Institute) No. 46. p. 137-44. March. [14 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: “The effects of late-season culture with close 
planting on the chemical composition and the suitability 
for food processing of soybean seeds were investigated in 6 
cultivars and 1 line grown at Niigata Agricultural Experiment 
Station in 1980. The qualities tested included chemical 
composition (moisture, protein, and oil contents) and 
suitability for food processing (weight of 100 seeds, weight 
increase ratio of soaked seed, germination ratio, solid matter 
content in soaking water, solid matter extractability; pH, and 
color of soybean milk, weight increase ratio by steaming, 
moisture content, softness, degree of perfect, broken or hard 
seed, and color of steamed seeds). In the late-season culture 
with close planting, the tendency of high protein and low 
oil contents was observed. As for the suitability for food 
processing, the weight of 100 seeds, ratio of solid matter 
extractability in soaking water, pH value of soybean milk, 
and hardness of steamed seeds tended to be lower, while 
higher values were obtained for the weight increase ratio, 
moisture, and perfect seed ratio of steamed seeds. Signifi cant 
differences between the conditions of cultivation were only 
observed in the pH value of soybean milk. From the results 
of the contribution ratio, it was shown that the chemical 
composition and suitability for food processing (except for 
ratio of germination and solid matter in soaking water, and 
x value of soybean milk) were affected by the cultivars but 
not by the conditions of cultivation.” Address: 1. National 
Food Research Inst. (Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo), Ministry 
of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries, Kannon-dai 2-1-2, 
Yatabe-machi, Tsukuba-gun, Ibaraki-ken 305, Japan; 2. 
Niigata Agric. Exp. Station, Nagaoka, Niigata, Japan.

4904. Tang, T.C.; Lim, G.; Nga, B.H. 1985. Screening for 
afl atoxins in Aspergillus oryzae strains used in soy sauce 
fermentation. ASEAN Food Journal (Malaysia) 1(1):19-21. 
March. [6 ref]
• Summary: Strains of Aspergillus oryzae used in soy 
sauce fermentation produced intense yellow pigment on 
Aspergillus differential medium at 28ºC but none of the 
Aspergillus oryzae strains produced afl atoxin.
 “Two mycological characteristics were found to be 
consistent and may be used additionally to distinguish 
between afl atoxin-producing and non-afl atoxin-producing 
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strains.
 “Introduction: The Aspergillus fl avus-oryzae group 
is considered to be an aggregate of strains with no sharp 
demarcation between the species (Thom and Raper, 1945). 
Due to this very close relationship between A. fl avus known 
to produce afl atoxins and A. oryzae used in the traditional 
fermentation process of soy sauce production, much concern 
has arisen over the possibility of afl atoxins being produced 
by strains of A. oryzae.” Address: 1. Asst. Registrar, Ngee 
Ann Technical College, Singapore.

4905. Vaidehi, M.P.; Annapurna, M.L.; Vishwanath, N.R. 
1985. Nutritional and sensory evaluation of tempeh products 
made with soybean, ground-nut, and sunfl ower-seed 
combinations. Food and Nutrition Bulletin (United Nations 
Univ.) 7(1):54-57. March. [15 ref]
• Summary: 100% soy tempeh was not favored by the taste 
panel. The sunfl ower-soy combination in tempeh curry and 
fried chips was highly acceptable. The cost of preparing 1.5 
kg of tempeh was less than 1 U.S. dollar. Therefore it is a 
very economical and nutritious plant food.
 In addition, tempeh was prepared with and without the 
addition of bakla (Vicia faba) to soybeans in various ratios 
to obtain a tempeh of acceptable quality and nutritional 
value. Bakla tempeh at a 1:1 ratio was found to be crisper 
and more palatable than plain soybean tempeh, but at 3:1 
the tempeh had a mushroom odour. Address: Dep. of Rural 
Home Science & Dep. of Agricultural Microbiology, Univ. 
of Agricultural Sciences, Hebbal, Bangalore 560 024, India.

4906. Vargas, E.; Blanco, A.; Lastreto, C.; Roman, A.V. 
1985. Evaluacion biologica de un alimento infantil a 
base de soya, arroz y banana [Biological evaluation of an 
infant food based on soybean, rice and banana]. Archivos 
Latinoamericanos de Nutricion 35(1):90-104. March. [18 
ref. Spa; eng]
• Summary: The food was evaluated on rats. Protein quality 
was improved by lysine and dairy milk supplementation. 
Address: 1-2. INCIENSA, Tres Rios, Costa Rica; 3. CITA, 
San Pedro, Costa Rica.

4907. Verrillo, Antonio; de Teresa, A.; Carandente 
Guiarrusso, P.; La Rocca, S. 1985. Soybean protein diets 
in the management of type II hyperlipoproteinaemia. 
Atherosclerosis 54(3):321-31. March. [30 ref]
• Summary: Partial addition of textured soy fl our in the diet 
of 19 and 38 patients for 112 days resulted in a reduction 
in total cholesterol in plasma lipids of 29.5% and 29.9% 
respectively for the two groups. Address: Inst. of Internal 
Medicine and Inst. of Biochemical Sciences, 2nd School of 
Medicine, Univ. of Naples, Naples, Italy.

4908. Meyer, Edwin W. 1985. Details on work with The 
Glidden Company (Interview). Conducted by William 

Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center, April 8. 4 p. transcript.
• Summary: Discusses: ADM’s solvent extraction plant 
in Chicago, Norm Witte, Central Soya’s Miracle Meal 
(the world’s fi rst dehulled soybean meal made with a 
desolventizer-toaster; launched in 1952, it revolutionized the 
poultry industry), Central Soya’s fi rst desolventizer-toaster 
started operation in Decatur in May 1950, Central Soya’s soy 
protein concentrate plants, Robert Boyer and Frank Calvert, 
Norman F. Kruse [pronounced Cruze], Endre F. Sipos. Elmer 
B. Oberg.
 Say Calumet Harbor, not Calumet River; Ed thinks they 
acquired the 2 country elevators on the rivers but may have 
added on something. Ed Wilhelm might know.
 Promine was used mostly by a large sausage 
manufacturer in Detroit, Michigan, for its functional 
properties. It was looked at but never used by John Morrell 
& Co., Armour, Swift, or Kraft–which had an all-meat image 
and mentality; “they never touched it.
 Glidden sold Morrell a lot of soybean grits for dog food, 
for years during the 1930s; Morrell had a dog food company 
in Iowa, which made a popular canned product.
 Ed had to make a rapid exodus from the Glidden Co. on 
Laramie after ADM bought it. They wanted to get in quickly; 
he left some important documents behind.
 ADM did sell their lecithin through the American 
Lecithin Co. in the early days, just like Glidden. Ask Joseph 
Eichberg about the exact nature of the agreement.
 Ed wouldn’t say that Glidden soy operations Chicago 
was struggling, but their profi ts were not up to Glidden’s 
expectations so they were considered a weak division. World 
War II helped a lot fi nancially, especially since the industrial 
protein was requisitioned by the U.S. Navy through NFS. 
Toward the end of the war Glidden was supplying soy fl our 
for the relief programs to the liberated areas, especially Italy.
 Oberg is too gracious to say that Central Soya bought 
Glidden largely for its research team. The main reason 
was the price was cheap; the whole works for $14 million, 
including all the elevators. Central got a great deal. Some 
years later they sold the Calumet Harbor elevators to Cargill 
for $8 million. At that time Central Soya had only a small 
development group under Sipos, who is still with them. 
He reported to Norm Kruse, starting in 1953. True, they 
basically had no research team. It was of equal importance to 
many others.
 Steroids: After 1953 they had a major contract with 
Charles Pfi zer Co. to process steroids and to sell them an 
intermediate for making corticoid steroids / hormones. That 
was the main business. They also had a little business with 
Charles Strauss in Montreal, Canada. “After 1953 we toll 
processed for Pfi zer alone (that means for a given sum you 
process material for a certain party) so we remained in the 
steroids business.”
 Ed was an Abbott–Glidden–Upjohn fellow at 
Northwestern University. Abbott Labs and Upjohn were 
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very interested in Glidden’s work; they were involved in 
an informal joint research operation. General Mills got into 
making soy sterols at their Kankakee plant. Glidden put them 
into the business in a way. Upjohn was buying sterols from 
General Mills for many years. Upjohn is still using soybeans 
for their corticoid hormones. General Mills sold that plant to 
Henkel A.G., a German company.
 The forerunner of Promosoy (Central Soya’s soy protein 
concentrate) was Protein 70 (also called Pro-70), developed 
by E.B. Oberg. The pilot plant was built in 1959 and the full 
commercial plant later at the Gibson City plant. Pro-70 was 
developed at Glidden by Sidney Circle. He started working 
on the concentrate after the soy protein isolate, in about 
1953-54. Pro-70 was not commercialized until after Central 
Soya bought Glidden’s Chemurgy Div. in 1958. It was 
commercialized under the name Pro-70. The term Promosoy 
was introduced in about 1960 [sic, 1962] with the Gibson 
City plant. Both were exactly the same product–a soy protein 
concentrate. Response, their textured soy protein concentrate, 
was developed later under Ed Meyer’s supervision.
 The fi rst formula for Rich Freeze was developed by Jim 
Liggett in about 1963-64; Ed was director of research at the 
time. It was developed partly for the Japanese market. “We 
[Central Soya] had an affi liate, Dai Nippon pharmaceutical, 
which was selling our granular phosphatides in Japan. Dai 
Nippon also had a few food ingredients, principally plant 
gums. They thought they might sell Rich Freeze, but they 
bombed out” [failed].
 The Cone and Brown patent which was the basis for 
Alpha Protein. Address: 1701 N. Sayre Ave., Chicago, 
Illinois 60635. Phone: 312-637-0936.

4909. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1985. History 
of The Glidden Company’s Soya Products / Chemurgy 
Division. Soyfoods Center, P.O. Box 234, Lafayette, CA 
94549. 23 p. April 8. Unpublished typescript. Available 
online at www.soyinfocenter.com.
• Summary: A comprehensive rough-draft history of the 
subject (containing many questions) can be found at www.
soyinfocenter.com/HSS/glidden.php.
 Contents: Introduction: Summary of achievements, 
surprisingly no written history of Glidden Co. exists, 
main sources of information. Founding and early years 
(1875-1929): Glidden, Brackett & Co. founded in 1875 in 
Cleveland by F.H. Glidden, purchase in 1917 by Adrian 
D. Joyce and associates, renamed The Glidden Company, 
expansion in late 1920’s, acquisition by Durkee in 1929. The 
1930’s: Joyce’s trip to Europe, his interest in soy proteins and 
oils for use in paints, investigations in Cleveland, Ohio, on 
isolating soy proteins, 1934 installation of German solvent 
plant plus industrial isolate plant plus lecithin operation in 
Chicago, Illinois, called Soya Products Division (SPD), 
fi rst director Eric Wahlforss, Glidden a pioneer in solvent 
extraction in the U.S., plant explodes Oct. 1935, back in 

operation 1936, top-fl ight team of research, production, and 
sales people: Levinson, Julian, Meyer, Malter, Payne, Oberg, 
and Klatt, Glidden pioneer in commercial isolates, purchased 
rights to Brown & Cone patents, fi rst commercial industrial 
isolates in 1935, plant destroyed and rebuilt, Alpha protein 
process improved 1937, fi rst enzyme modifi ed industrial 
isolate Mulsoya, work on phosphatides (lecithin), fi rst food-
grade isolate in 1939 (Albusoy, enzyme modifi ed, sold as a 
whipping agent), textured soybean meal sold to Morrell for 
pet food, Glidden products in 1939, Soya Products Division 
small and not always profi table. The 1940’s: Active research 
in industrial uses of soy proteins, many patents granted, 
Julian’s work with sterols, full line of products by mid-
1940, fi re extinguishing foam, purchase and construction 
of new complex in Indianapolis, Indiana, in 1941-42, 
commercialization of phosphatides in 1942-43, soy fl our in 
European relief programs, Sidney Circle hired in 1945 and 
starts work on edible proteins, by 1948 realizes the future 
of isolates lies in edible products, 1949 Fortune magazine 
article on Glidden. The 1950’s: Soya Products Division’s 
name changed to Chemurgy Division, purchase of solvent 
extraction plant in Buena Park, California, 1955 overview, 
grain elevator built 1956-57, pilot plant 1953-55 for edible 
isolates, market development begun in 1955 by Dale 
Johnson, visited many companies, Circle started research on 
soy concentrates using alcohol leach process, edible isolate 
pilot plant and process, Promine, construction of full-scale 
Promine plant, Julian leaves 1953, Central Organic Research 
Laboratories formed, crushing profi ts low, attempts to sell 
Chemurgy Division, purchase by Central Soya in 1958, 
Central Soya builds new plant in Chicago. Postscript: 1967 
merger with SCM Corporation, good archives at Cleveland 
headquarters. Address: Lafayette, California. Phone: 415-
283-2991.

4910. Steinkraus, Keith H. 1985. Re: Importance of 
acidifying soybeans below pH 5.0 when making tempeh. 
Letter to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, April 10. 1 p. 
Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Bill: I leave tomorrow for the Tempe 
Symposium in Jakarta, Indonesia. It is a long way to go for a 
two day conference.
 “In July, Maxine and I will attend the Symposium on 
Non-Salt Fermented Soybean Foods in Tsukuba, Japan.
 “I am getting rather concerned about the manufacture 
of tempe in the United States. As you know, I am one of the 
fi rm believers that the soybeans should be acidifi ed to below 
pH 5.0 during soaking/cooking.
 “This is what occurs in a traditional Indonesian tempe 
fermentation. In the temperate climates, the soybeans do 
not become acidifi ed naturally during soaking. So we have 
advised addition of lactic or acetic_acids; but apparently 
many American producers acidify very little or not at 
all. Tempe made by the acidifi ed, traditional procedures 
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has a long history of wholesomeness and has never been 
incriminated with food poisoning except for tempe bongkrek 
where the toxin and its development are well documented.
 “When tempe is made without suffi cient acidifi cation 
(and particularly when no acidifi cation is provided), the 
soybean cotyledons become an excellent substrate for growth 
of both food spoilage and food poisoning organisms. Sooner 
or later there is likely to be an outbreak of food poisoning. I 
have noticed recently a deterioration in the quality of tempe 
on the market in this area (where no acidifi cation is used).”
 “All Best Wishes. Sincerely yours,...” Address: Prof. of 
Microbiology, Dep. of Food Science & Technology, New 
York State Agric. Exp. Station, P.O. Box 462, Geneva, NY 
14456-0462.

4911. Seiler, W.O.; Staehelin, H.B. 1985. Perfectionnement 
d’un régime standard utilisé par sonde gastrique en gériatrie 
[Perfecting a standard regimen used by a gastric probe in 
geriatric patients]. Medecine et Hygiene 43:1448-50, 1453-
54, 1456-57, 1460. April 24. [39 ref. Fre]
• Summary: About the effectiveness of Galactina 
Diaetetica’s Naga-Sonda soy protein drink used for enteral 
feeding of ten geriatric patients. Address: 1. Medecin-chef de 
la Clinique medicale geriatrique, Hopital cantonal de Bale, 
4031 Bale.

4912. Erickson, David. R. 1985. Re: Soy oil, hydrogenation, 
and essential fatty acids. Letter to Clara Felix of The Felix 
Letter, P.O. Box 7094, Berkeley, California, April 25. 3 p. 
Typed, with signature on letterhead (photocopy).
• Summary: “Beatrice Foods (Wesson Oil) is currently going 
nationwide with an RBD [refi ned-bleached-deodorized, but 
not hydrogenated or winterized] soybean oil and for the 
fi rst time a company has stated that it is “100% All Natural 
Soybean Oil” in type large enough not to strain your bifocals. 
Although linolenic is an omega-3 fatty acid we do not yet 
know if its effects are exactly similar to the same fatty acids 
from fi sh oil, since the latter are C20 and C22 fatty acids.” 
Address: Director, Soy Oil Programs, Market Development, 
American Soybean Assoc., St. Louis, Missouri.

4913. Batinic-Haberle, I.; Nierle, W.; Sebecic, B.; 
Momirovic-Culjat, J. 1985. Dynamics of proteins and amino 
acids biosynthesis in developing soybean seed. Eurosoya No. 
3. p. 5-11. April. [30 ref. Eng; eng; fre; spa]
• Summary: “The content of proteins and amino acids was 
followed up during the seed development of two soybean 
cultivars (Glycine max (L) Merr.), Maksimirka and Srecka, 
in defi ned climatic conditions of growing in the course of 
two years. It was found that the greatest part of amino acids 
of mature seed (mg/ seed) was synthesized during the 3rd 
and 4th seed development stages (about 37-65 days after 
fl owering), the same period in which there was also the 
highest increase in the dry matter content (mg/seed).

 “The proportion of proteins in the dry matter of the 
seed (%) remained almost unchanged throughout the whole 
development period. The accumulation of dry matter, 
proteins and amino acids was quicker in the year with lower 
temperature and higher soil moisture (1978), although their 
content (mg/seed) in mature seed was lower than in the year 
with higher temperature and less precipitation (1977).
 “The proportion of most amino acids in proteins during 
the period of seed development varied to a smaller or 
larger extent, showing a slight tendency towards increase 
in mature seed by comparison with the non-mature seed. 
A considerable rise was recorded only in the contents of 
cysteine and glutamic acid, whereas there was slight drop in 
the contents of histidine, alanine, aspartic acid and valine.
 “The contents of all amino acids, expressed in mg/
seed, showed a steady increase throughout the whole seed 
development period of both cultivars in 1977, but there was 
a relative stagnation of their accumulation in the last seed 
development stage in 1978.
 “The effect of climatic factors on the intensity of the 
biosynthesis of amino acids was observed.” Address: 1, 
3-4. Inst. for Food Chemistry, Faculty of Pharmacy and 
Biochemistry, Univ. of Zagreb, 41000 Zagreb, Yugoslavia.

4914. Eden Foods, Inc. 1985. Seafood! Just the best (Ad). 
East West Journal. April. Back cover.
• Summary: This full-page color ad shows the Eden crane, 
wearing a snorkel and a pair of swim fi ns, with the Eden 
logo on its back, swimming under water in the sea where it 
sees colorful packages of the following Eden sea vegetable 
products: Sushi Nori. Hijiki. Agar Agar. Arame. Kombu. 
Wakame. The ad notes that sea vegetables contain “vitamins 
A, B, C, D, E, and K, including B-12 which is hard to fi nd in 
a vegetarian diet.” Address: Clinton, Michigan 49236.

4915. Egli, Dennis. 1985. Report on the Soybean 
Physiologists Group Session (Memphis, TN: February 27, 
1985). Eurosoya No. 3. p. 85. April. [Eng]
• Summary: “The soybean physiologists met on Wednesday 
morning, February 27, and ten papers were presented. Two 
papers dealt with transport and partitioning. Dr. Brun’s paper 
covered the work at Minnesota dealing with the movement 
of abscisic acid in the soybean plant and its possible role in 
regulating seed growth.
 “Dr. Kasperbauer at Florence, South Carolina, presented 
preliminary data suggesting that light quality may infl uence 
the partitioning of assimilate between roots and shoots in 
soybeans. The nitrogen papers included a comparison of 
techniques for estimating N fi xation (Vasilas, University of 
Illinois) and a study of the effect of various N sources (amino 
acids and ureides) on the growth of soybean seed in in vitro 
cultures.
 “There were six papers dealing with various aspects of 
yield and plant stress. Specht discussed the work at Nebraska 
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using a line-source sprinkler irrigation system to evaluate 
cultivar responses to drought stress. He reported quite large 
cultivar differences in the response to stress.
 “Brown (University of Arkansas) reported on a 
technique he developed to grow plants in a stress free fi eld 
environment by isolating the roots from direct contact 
with the soil. Koukkari at Minnesota discussed his results 
suggesting that the chlorophyll levels in cotyledons or 
leaves could be used as an indicator of plant stress. Nooden 
(University of Michigan) and Acock (USDA, Mississippi 
State University) discussed the relationships between 
source and sink in the soybean plant. Acock suggested 
that photosynthetic activity of the leaves is related to sink 
demand. Nooden’s work illustrated the interactions between 
the number of seeds per plant and seed size (weight per 
seed). McBlain (Ohio State University) presented a progress 
report of a large study designed to determine the effects of 
photoperiod on fl owering and maturity. He emphasized the 
complexity of the system and suggested that the relationships 
in the fi eld frequently differ widely from what would be 
predicted from the classic growth chamber experiments.” 
Address: Univ. of Kentucky, USA.

4916. Food Processing (Chicago). 1985. Tofu-based non-
dairy frozen desserts: Reduced calories, no cholesterol, no 
lactose are health implications. 46(4):41-42. April.
• Summary: Discusses the introduction and composition of 
Barricini Tofulite. “The fi rst introductions were made in New 
York during the early part of February.” The company also 
plans to introduce soy-based “cheesecake, frozen novelties, 
lasagna, frozen tofu burgers, frozen tofu enchiladas, soy-
based yogurt, and soy milk.”

4917. Hasil simposium. Daftar peserta [Recommendations 
of the symposium, and directory of participants]. 1985. In: 
Hermana and Karyadi, eds. 1985. Simposium Pemanfaatan 
Tempe Dalam Peningkatan Upaya Kesehatan dan Gizi 
[Symposium on Tempeh Utilization in Efforts for Improving 
Health and Nutrition]. 148 p. See p. 8-19. Held 15-16 April 
1985 in Jakarta. [Ind; Eng]
• Summary: There are 8 recommendations for 
policy decisions and operational action. Within the 
recommendations for research there are 7 for technology 
research, 2 for nutrition research, 5 for health research, 2 for 
socio-economic research, and 3 for socio-cultural research. 
Among the latter: “In-depth study of the history of tempeh to 
conserve traditional wisdom.”
 The directory gives the name and organization or 
address for 93 attendees. Address: Indonesia.

4918. Hermana, -. 1985. Beberapa prinsip alternatif 
penggunaan tempe dalam peningkatan status gizi golongan 
rawan gizi. 1. Tempe dalam penanggulangan keadaan 
gizi kurang dan manejemen dietetik diare pada anak 

balita [Some alternative principles in tempeh utilization 
for the improvement of malnutrition. 1. Tempeh for the 
improvement of malnutrition, and dietetic treatment of 
children with diarrhea under 5 years of age]. In: Hermana 
and Karyadi, eds. 1985. Simposium Pemanfaatan Tempe 
Dalam Peningkatan Upaya Kesehatan dan Gizi [Symposium 
on Tempeh Utilization in Efforts for Improving Health and 
Nutrition]. 148 p. See p. 32-37. Held 15-16 April 1985 in 
Jakarta. [6 ref. Ind]
• Summary: The symposium title might also be translated: 
“Symposium on the use of tempeh in the effort to improve 
health and nutrition.” Address: Pusat Penelitian dan 
Pengembangan Gizi, Bogor, Indonesia.

4919. Hermana, -; Karyadi, Darwin. eds. 1985. Simposium 
pemanfaatan tempe dalam peningkatan upaya kesehatan dan 
gizi [Symposium on the use of tempeh for strengthening the 
health and nutrition services]. Bogor, Indonesia: Departemen 
Kesehatan R.I., Badan Penelitian dan Pengembangan 
Kesehatan, Pusat Penelitian dan Penembangan Gizi, 
Komplek Gizi Jl. Dr. Sumeru, Bogor 16112. vi + 148 p. Held 
15-16 April 1985 in Jakarta. Illust. No index. 28 cm. [Ind]
• Summary: This pioneering symposium on tempeh 
attempted to call attention to the many valuable aspects of 
this traditional Indonesian food. It was sponsored by the 
Ministry of Health. Some 113 people attended. Address: 
Bogor, West Java, Indonesia.

4920. Kueneman, E.A.; Russell, Nathan. 1985. Soybean 
utilization: Its relevance to Africa’s food crisis. Ceres: 
FAO Review on Agriculture and Development 18(2):39-42. 
March/April.
• Summary: In sub-Saharan Africa, population growth is 
far outstripping food production. Protein defi ciency exacts 
a greater toll on African children than anywhere else in the 
world–in part because starchy roots such as cassava and 
yams, are so widely consumed. There is a brisk demand 
for soybean products in Africa “In 1981, according to 
FAO fi gures, African countries imported about 259 000 
metric tons of soybean cake and 440 000 of soybean oil.” 
Research on soybeans at IITA in Nigeria and in various 
national soybean programs have largely removed traditional 
constraints to high soybean yields. “At a workshop held in 
December 1983 at Ibadan, Nigeria, 60 scientists from IITA, 
various Nigerian research institutes, agricultural agencies in 
other African countries, and two US soybean organizations, 
in addition to representatives from private industry, explored 
a range of soybean processing and utilization methods. The 
methods that show the most promise for Africa are village-
level hydraulic extraction of oil and meal and soybean 
beverage production.”
 “There is also considerable scope in tropical Africa for 
direct use of whole soybeans in human food... A Belgian fi rm 
currently plans to establish a factory for producing fl avoured 
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soy milk in Benue State, Nigeria’s major soybean growing 
area.”
 “In rural areas of Benin, for example, child health 
centres are buying full fat soybean fl our as a nutritional 
supplement for malnourished children. The country also has 
a programme for training villagers in soybean production and 
utilization. ‘Many farmers in Benin,’ says P.C. Gnacadja of 
the National University of Benin, ‘now understand how to 
produce soybeans and mix soybean fl our with local cereals.’”
 “Cameroonian researchers have developed a technique 
for using soybean fl our to fortify ‘fufu’, a popular cassava 
preparation. By itself fufu has a protein content of only about 
two per cent. The addition of 10 per cent soybean fl our raises 
the protein content to about seven per cent, without changing 
the product’s taste. Protein-enriched fufu has been tested in 
two provinces of the country, according to food technologist 
Festus Numfor, with very promising results.”
 “This approach could have great impact if applied 
to wheat bread, which has become a kind of fast food for 
Africans, especially children. Combining some soybean fl our 
with the wheat fl our would not only increase the bread’s 
protein content, but help reduce Africa’s huge wheat imports, 
which in Nigeria alone reached 1.5 million tons in 1981. Use 
of such composite fl ours for bread is already being tried in 
Zambia.
 “Zaire provides several striking examples of how 
soybeans can be incorporated into local diets and used to 
combat kwashiorkor or protein defi ciency. G.H. Nguyen 
says that 300 malnourished children at the Centre Nutritionel 
in Lubumbashi receive soybean fl our daily as part of their 
treatment. The soybeans come from local production and 
from church-run farms in other parts of the country. Nguyen 
also points out that in the area around Kananga experiments 
have been carried out for the past 20 years on soy food 
processing, use of soybeans in local diets, and related 
subjects. Their work has led to the establishment of a soy 
food factory, which increased its production from 80 tons 
per year in 1973 to 300 tons in 1981 and still was not able to 
keep up with local demand for its product. The factory’s soy 
biscuits proved especially popular.
 “In both Zaire and Rwanda, small soybean fl our mills 
have been set up in villages. Local processing has created 
such a high demand for soybeans that their price in these 
areas now exceeds that of groundnuts and Phaseolus 
beans. These examples are modest and few, but if they 
can be repeated, soybeans might have a major role to 
play in improving the quantity and quality of African 
food production.” Address: 1. Senior soybean breeder; 2. 
Editor and writer. Both: Staf, International Inst. of Tropical 
Agriculture, Nigeria.

4921. Lasserre, M.; Mendy, F.; Spielmann, D.; Jacotot, B. 
1985. Effects of different dietary intake of essential fatty 
acids on C20:3 omega-6 and C20:4 omega-6 serum levels in 

human adults. Lipids 20(4):227-233. April. [36 ref. Eng]
• Summary: “The amounts recommended are: linoleic acid 5 
to 6% of the total calories; alpha-linolenic acid 0.5 to 1% of 
the total calories.
 “The concept of essential fatty acid (EFA) defi ciency 
established as early as 1930, has been amply confi rmed. 
Nevertheless, human EFA requirements have not yet been 
well defi ned. The recommended amount of dietary linoleic 
acids varies from 1-2% of the caloric intake up to 15%... The 
recommended intake for alpha-linolenic acid is generally 
0.5% of total calories. However, recent studies have shown 
that some populations consume more of this fatty acid, with 
some benefi t in the prevention of thrombosis and ischemic 
disease.”
 Note: Webster’s Dictionary defi nes ischemic as the 
adjective form of ischemia, which is “localized tissue anemia 
due to obstruction of the infl ow of arterial blood.” Address: 
1&4. INSERM U 32, Hopital Henri-Mondor, F 94010 
Creteil Cedex, France; 2-3. Unite de Recherches Nutrition, 
Laboratoires SOPHARGA/ROUSSEL UCLAF, 5, rue 
Bellini, F 92800 PUTEAUX, France.

4922. Mahmud, Mien K. 1985. Beberapa prinsip alternatif 
penggunaan tempe dalam peningkatan status gizi golongan 
rawan gizi. 2. Tempe dalam peningkatan status gizi dan 
kesehatan Ibu Hamil [Several alternative principles in 
the utilization of tempeh to improve the nutritional status 
of those in critical nutritional condition and pregnant 
women]. In: Hermana and Karyadi, eds. 1985. Simposium 
Pemanfaatan Tempe Dalam Peningkatan Upaya Kesehatan 
dan Gizi [Symposium on Tempeh Utilization in Efforts for 
Improving Health and Nutrition]. 148 p. See p. 38-43. Held 
15-16 April 1985 in Jakarta. [3 ref. Ind]
Address: Pusat Penelitian dan Pengembangan Gizi, Bogor, 
Indonesia.

4923. Mangkuwidjojo, Soesanto; Pranowo, Djoko; 
Nitisuwirjo, Sutjipto; Noor, Zoeheid. 1985. Pengamatan 
daya hipokolesteremik pada tempe [Observations on the 
hypocholesterolemic effects of tempeh]. In: Hermana and 
Karyadi, eds. 1985. Simposium Pemanfaatan Tempe Dalam 
Peningkatan Upaya Kesehatan dan Gizi [Symposium on 
Tempeh Utilization in Efforts for Improving Health and 
Nutrition]. 148 p. See p. 114-27. Held 15-16 April 1985 in 
Jakarta. [22 ref. Ind]
• Summary: This study showed that the inclusion of 
tempeh in the diet of hyperlipidemic patients will produce 
a hypocholesterolemic response, thus reducing their blood 
serum cholesterol level. Address: Fakultas Kedokteran 
Hewan–UGM.

4924. Roberts, Anna. 1985. The magic bean: Wholesome 
and economical recipes using soya protein. Wellingborough, 
Northamptonshire, England: Thorsons Publishers Ltd. 128 p. 
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Illust. by Clive Birch. Index. April. 20 cm.
• Summary: This is a lacto-ovo-vegetarian cookbook 
about how to cook with TVP. It uses milk and free-range 
eggs. Dedicated to her husband, Peter, and to their family. 
Contents: Foreword by Peter Roberts: The requirements of 
life (protein and amino acids), protein quality, where protein 
comes from, the history of soya, the processing of soya, the 
texturing of soya, why replace meat, how do soya proteins 
compare for food values?, is it as good for you as meat, other 
important factors. Introduction. 1. Snacks and starters. 2. 
Soups. 3. Main meals.
 Page 12 notes that 74% of the world’s protein comes 
from plants and only 24% comes from animals. The FAO 
statistics are as follows: Plant protein–wheat 31%, soya 15%, 
rice 14%, maize / corn 14%, other 10%. Animal protein–
meat 13%, fi sh 7%, milk and eggs 4%.
 When people eat protein, regardless of whether the 
source is plants or animals, the body breaks it all down 
[catabolism] into basic building blocks, called amino acids, 
then makes the proteins that it needs [anabolism] from these 
building blocks.
 Note: This book was also published by Thorsens in 1985 
under another title: “The magic bean: Wholesome, delicious 
and economical recipes using natural soya protein.” Address: 
Petersfi eld, Hampshire, England.

4925. Sadli, Saparinah. 1985. Persepsi masyarakat mengenai 
tempe [What the people think about tempeh]. In: Hermana 
and Karyadi, eds. 1985. Simposium Pemanfaatan Tempe 
Dalam Peningkatan Upaya Kesehatan dan Gizi [Symposium 
on Tempeh Utilization in Efforts for Improving Health and 
Nutrition]. 148 p. See p. 60-68. Held 15-16 April 1985 in 
Jakarta. [3 ref. Ind]
Address: Prof. Dr., Fakultas Psikologi–UI.

4926. Sayogyo (Sajogyo), -. 1985. Tempe di dalam pola 
makanan Indonesia tahun 1981 [Tempeh in the Indonesian 
dietary pattern in the year 1981]. In: Hermana and Karyadi, 
eds. 1985. Simposium Pemanfaatan Tempe Dalam 
Peningkatan Upaya Kesehatan dan Gizi [Symposium on 
Tempeh Utilization in Efforts for Improving Health and 
Nutrition]. 148 p. See p. 85-96. Held 15-16 April 1985 in 
Jakarta. [3 ref. Ind]
• Summary: Figures from the Central Bureau of Statistics 
show the average, urban, and rural consumption level of 
tempeh in 13 provinces in grams/person/day. Consumption 
is highest in Java. Provinces with the highest average 
consumption are Yogyakarta (34.2 gm), Central Java 
(24.7), Jakarta (19.5), East Java (19.4), Lampung (16.2), 
East Kalimantan (11.0), West Java (9.3), and Bali (8.4). 
The higher consumption in urban compared with rural 
communities is probably due to the higher purchasing 
power and also the easy access to soybean supply for home 
industries. Tempeh is popular among people in both high- 

and low-income groups. Address: Fakultas Pertanian–IPB.

4927. Siagian, Uhum L.; Sofi a, Gustina. comp. 1985. Tempe: 
Bibliografi  beranotasi [Tempeh: An annotated bibliography]. 
Indonesia: Pusat Penelitian dan Pengembangan Gizi; Badan 
Penelitian dan Penembangan Kesehatan; Departemen 
Kesehatan RI. 80 p. April. Author index. 28 cm. [273 ref. 
Ind]
• Summary: By far the best bibliography of Indonesian-
language publications on tempeh, compiled by Mr. Siagian 
and Ms. Sofi a, and published jointly by the Nutrition 
Research & Development Center, The Institute for Health, 
Research and Development, and the Indonesian Ministry 
of Health. 200 copies were printed, and distributed by 
the Nutrition Research and Development Center (Jalan 
Dr. Sumeru, Bogor). The publication was sponsored by 
the World Health Organization (WHO), the Institute of 
Health, Research and Development, and the Center for 
Health and Medical Information Network and Scientifi c 
Documentation (Jaringan Informasi dan Dokumentasi Ilmiah 
bidang Kesehatan Kedokteran, Pusat). All entries have an 
Indonesian summary / abstract.
 Contents: Preface by Dr. Darwin Karyadi (1 April 
1985). Directions for use of the book. Abbreviations. 1. 
Preparation of tempeh from peanut presscake (onchom), 
velvet beans (benguk), rubber seeds (biji karet), coconut 
presscake (bongkrek), mixed ingredients (campuran), 
okara or soy pulp (gembus), Cajanus cajan (Kacang gude), 
Vigna radiata (Kacang hijau [mung bean]), winged bean 
(kecipir), soybean (kedelai), Canavalia ensiformis (Koro 
pedang; [jack bean]). Leucaena leucocephala (lamtoro), 
Lupinus angustofolius (Lupinus), and soy fl our (Tepung). 2. 
Tempeh microorganisms and inocula. 3. Nutritional value: 
Iron, lipids, protein, vitamins, tempeh formula (Vitempo). 
4. Toxins: Afl atoxin, cyanide, bongkrek toxins, others. 5. 
Preservation. 6. Inhibitors: Phytic acid, antioxidant, trypsin 
inhibitors. 7. History. 8. Standards. 9. Consumption. 10. 
Author index. 11. Names and addresses of major tempeh-
related research organizations in Indonesia.
 This bibliography contains references for 85 Indonesian-
language documents relating to soybean tempeh, from 1962 
to 1985; some 43 of these were published after 1979.
 Page 80 lists 17 Indonesian libraries in six cities 
(Bandung, Bogor, Jakarta, Semarang [Central Java], 
Surabaya, Yogyakarta) that contributed to this bibliography 
of tempeh.
 Note: We are indebted to this fi ne bibliography for many 
of our Indonesian language tempeh records. Our thanks 
to Peter Ananda of the University of California, Berkeley, 
South & Southeast Asia Library. Address: Bogor, Indonesia.

4928. Soetrisno, Uken S.S. 1985. Beberapa prinsip alternatif 
penggunaan tempe dalam peningkatan status gizi golongan 
rawan gizi. 3. Tempe dalam pemenuhan kebutuhan gizi ibu 
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menyusi [Several alternative principles in the utilization of 
tempeh to improve the nutritional status of the malnourished 
/ those in critical nutritional condition. 3. Tempeh in fulfi lling 
the nutritional needs of breastfeeding mothers]. In: Hermana 
and Karyadi, eds. 1985. Simposium Pemanfaatan Tempe 
Dalam Peningkatan Upaya Kesehatan dan Gizi [Symposium 
on Tempeh Utilization in Efforts for Improving Health and 
Nutrition]. 148 p. See p. 44-52. Held 15-16 April 1985 in 
Jakarta. [8 ref. Ind]
Address: Pusat Penelitian dan Pengembangan Gizi, Bogor, 
Indonesia.

4929. Staehelin, Hannes B.; Seiler, Walter O. 1985. 
Kuenstliche Ernaehrung–wann und wie? [Synthetic 
nutrition–when and how?]. Ernaehrungs-Umschau 32(4):99-
104. April. [19 ref. Ger]
• Summary: About Galactina Diätetica’s Naga-Sonda soy 
protein drink. Address: Medizinisch-geriatrische Kliniken 
Kantonsspital and Felix Platter-Spital, CH-4031 Basel, 
Switzerland.

4930. Sumantri (Soemantri), Ag.; Sudigbia, I. 1985. Upaya 
penanggulangan diare kronik dengan mempergunakan 
formula makanan dengan tempe [Management of chronic 
diarrhea with a tempe-based formula]. In: Hermana and 
Karyadi, eds. 1985. Simposium Pemanfaatan Tempe Dalam 
Peningkatan Upaya Kesehatan dan Gizi [Symposium on 
Tempeh Utilization in Efforts for Improving Health and 
Nutrition]. 148 p. See p. 128-33. Held 15-16 April 1985 in 
Jakarta. [5 ref. Ind]
• Summary: Tempeh was shown to be effective in 
controlling diarrhea. Address: 1. Lembaga Penelitian–
UNDIP; 2. Rumah Sakit Dr. Karyadi–UNDIP.

4931. Tarwotjo, -; Suaspendi, -; Martini, -. 1985. Tempe 
dalam program kesehatan dan gizi nasional [Tempeh in the 
national health and nutrition program]. In: Hermana and 
Karyadi, eds. 1985. Simposium Pemanfaatan Tempe Dalam 
Peningkatan Upaya Kesehatan dan Gizi [Symposium on 
Tempeh Utilization in Efforts for Improving Health and 
Nutrition]. 148 p. See p. 53-59. Held 15-16 April 1985 in 
Jakarta. [7 ref. Ind]
Address: Direktorat Bina Gizi Masyarakat.

4932. Winarno, F.G. 1985. Tempe–Peningkatan mutu dan 
statusnya di masyarakat [Tempeh–Improvements in quality 
and in its public status]. In: Hermana and Karyadi, eds. 1985. 
Simposium Pemanfaatan Tempe Dalam Peningkatan Upaya 
Kesehatan dan Gizi [Symposium on Tempeh Utilization in 
Efforts for Improving Health and Nutrition]. 148 p. See p. 
69-84. Held 15-16 April 1985 in Jakarta. [23 ref. Ind]
Address: Prof. Dr., Pusat Penelitian dan Pengembangan 
Teknologi Pangan–IPB.

4933. Oberg, E.B. 1985. Re: Activities at The Glidden Co. 
and Central Soya Co. 1937-1943. Letter to William Shurtleff 
at Soyfoods Center, May 4. 4 p. Typed, with signature. Plus 
2-page follow-up letter on July 30.
• Summary: Dr. Oberg was with Glidden from 1937-39, with 
Central Soya 1939-43, then director of research at Carnation 
from 1943 on; he did not work much with soy at Carnation. 
During his 2 years at Glidden he worked primarily on 
industrial uses of soy protein, and obtained several patents in 
this fi eld. His notebook from Glidden reads: “Alpha Protein 
prepared in June 1939 was 117 tons, or for 22 days it was 5 
tons/day. Cost was 10 cents a pound. Half of the cost was the 
soybeans, $22.50/ton.”
 Concerning lecithin at Glidden: “My notes show that on 
11 July 1939 Glidden was making 2,000 to 2,500 lb/day of 
lecithin. Much of it went to Texas Co., namely about 50,000 
lb/month for $0.30-$0.33/lb. This lecithin was used as an 
additive for their ‘Insulated’ lubricating oil. 0.1% was used 
in oil to prevent or reduce carbon formation in auto engines. 
Emil Buelens was plant production manager for Glidden’s 
lecithin program. He now lives at 1022 Marion St., Oak 
Park, Illinois 60302 (Phone: 312-383-4755). He played a 
major role in lecithin production for Glidden and also later at 
Central Soya.”
 “I know that as of Oct. 1939 Central Soya [C.S.] was 
not selling any lecithin but was experimenting with its 
separation from oil. When I left C.S. in 1943 their production 
rate was about 2,000,000 lb/year. In Dec. 1939 we shipped 
our fi rst lecithin, 5 barrels (2,300 lb) to W.A. Cleary Corp. 
The second 5 drums went to Cleary on 2 Jan. 1940. Oberg 
was involved in this exciting lecithin program, but Norman 
F. Kruse (now deceased) was the driving force behind the 
program. He was a graduate of Iowa State University in 
chemical engineering. Hydrogen peroxide was used for the 
single bleach plus benzoyl peroxide (purchased from the 
Lucidol Corp. of Buffalo, New York) for the double bleach.”
 Mr. Oberg was very much involved in working with 
Central Soya’s “legal beagles,” the Schley and Trask fi rm 
of Indianapolis, Indiana, in trying to obtain the Kruse patent 
but they were turned down repeatedly. The fi nal “turn 
down” came with a note that said “and this is fi nal.” “That’s 
when Mr. George Schley and I went to the patent offi ce in 
Washington, DC, and with our samples convinced the patent 
examiner that our process was indeed different from that of 
anyone else. It was an important victory for Central Soya.” 
This development put Central Soya in competition with 
American Lecithin Co. which had long monopolized that 
business; they were operating under the Sorensen and Beal 
(ADM) patent. Mr. Kruse’s right hand man was C.I. “Scotty” 
Finlayson.
 Note: Talk with Ed Meyer of Central Soya. 1993. April 
7. Ed joined Central Soya on 1 Sept. 1958, so he was not 
there during the period 1939-43. But he thinks that during 
this period Central Soya made what is known in the trade as 
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“crude lecithin.” It us not refi ned but it was usually bleached. 
It could be used for industrial applications (such as a pigment 
dispersant in paints) or food applications.
 Oberg co-authored two patents at Central Soya, both 
pertaining to the isolation of sterols from soybean oil. He 
also co-authored some at the Glidden Co. (1937-39), but Dr. 
Percy L. Julian’s name was fi rst on each.
 During the period 1934-1943 Central Soya made quite 
an effort to get various companies to use its fat-free soy fl our. 
Working with a large bakery in Fort Wayne, Indiana, they 
found they could replace only about 10% of the wheat fl our 
in bread before getting reduced loaf volume. C.S. tried to 
get the confectionery trade to use its Mel-K-Soy soy fl our 
in place of non-fat milk powder. The soy fl our had a higher 
protein content and probably lower cost.
 D.W. McMillen Sr. (“Mr. Mac”) was very interested 
in the possibility of using our fat-free fl our in plastics as in 
phenolic or urea resins. We worked with plastic companies 
in Ohio and Michigan. On one occasion I went to the New 
York area, and especially to Brooklyn, and visited a number 
of moulding companies. Mr. Mac couldn’t believe it when I 
reported to him that my results were very negative.
 “At one time Mr. Mac, Kruse and I visited Henry Ford’s 
soy processing plant at Dearborn, Michigan. Robert A. Boyer 
had a very extensive and interesting set-up for making soy 
fi ber from soy protein. Once Mr. Mac gave a paper, which I 
wrote for him, on plastics, at a service club meeting in Fort 
Wayne. He and Henry Ford were both dreaming of a greater 
use of soy products in plastics.”
 “Mr. Mac was very interested in the people in his 
company, down to the lowest man on the totem pole. He 
found time for personal contact with them, for he knew they 
were the key to the success of many projects. Mr. Mac was a 
great ‘pepper-upper.’ At sales meetings his frequent comment 
was ‘You have only your own record to beat,’ and also ‘Work 
is a tonic.’ Total laboratory personnel in Oct. 1942 was only 
twenty-two!”
 “My fi rst reference to Protein 70 (later called 
Concentrate in the industry) reads ‘Protein 70 prepared and 
taken to Masonite Corp. on 29 Jan. 1940.’ I have complete 
records of that lab and pilot plant work, which continued into 
1941. Protein 70 was also taken to companies like Celotex, 
Reilly Tar Chemical Co., and Central Paper Co. Central Soya 
never got into commercial production of Protein 70 while I 
was there” (i.e. before 1943).
 In our lab preparations we used 100 gm. soybean fl akes, 
15 liters water, and 70 cc. of 25% sulfuric acid, plus 46 
cc of 10% formalin. The mixture was stirred, allowed to 
stand overnight, the whey siphoned off, and the concentrate 
bagged off, pressed, dried and ground. 88% of the soluble 
carbohydrates were removed. In other preparations no 
formalin was added, and the product was neutralized with 
alkali. So the 70% protein product [soy protein concentrate] 
“that we made by leaching fl akes at the isoelectric point was 

for industrial uses and not for edible uses.
 “As of October 1942 we were processing about 12,000 
bushels (360 tons) of soybeans per day in our solvent plant 
and the same amount in our expellers.”
 A good contact who worked on soya fl our at Central 
Soya was Weldon “Solly” Soldner. “He was at our lab when I 
arrived in 1939 and he stayed long after I left in 1943. While 
there, he handled the soy fl our and grit research. I think he is 
retired and living in Decatur, Indiana.”
 “Although we did a fair amount of work with various 
enzymes while I was at Central Soya, I don’t believe any of 
it pertained to the use of enzymes to hydrolyze soy protein so 
as to make it a better ‘whipping’ compound like egg white.” 
Address: 11228 Village 11, Camarillo, California 93010; 
Also: Quincy, Illinois. Phone: 805-484-3542 or 217-224-
8010.

4934. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1985. Current topics: 
Soya’s real value. May 27. p. 8.
• Summary: Exporters of soyabean extractions [soyabean 
meal] are clamoring for more concessions and government 
support. It is now clear that a sea-change has taken place in 
the justifi cation for cultivating soyabean in India. “Fifteen 
years ago, soya was promoted as the ‘magic bean,’ a highly 
nutritious foodgrain that is easy to cultivate and which could 
equally easily and cheaply meet the protein requirements of 
the poor.” Today the justifi cation is totally different–the need 
to maximize profi ts from exports of oilseeds meal, of which 
soya meal accounts for about two-thirds. The bean has lost 
its magic.
 The Soyabean Processors’ Association of India 
(SOPA), which is closely allied with the American 
Soybean Association and the National Soybean Processors 
Association [NSPA] (U.S.) have developed this new 
justifi cation, but the result is a gross miscalculation of the 
total benefi ts from soyabean cultivation.
 Its is only the exporters who have benefi ted from 
increased soya cultivation. It is purely for commercial 
reasons that soyabean has been classifi ed as an oilseed. This 
has deprived India of the potential benefi ts of soyabean 
cultivation for domestic use–primarily as a food for human 
consumption in various forms and partly as a source of 
edible oil and extractions.

4935. Andres, Cal. 1985. Tofu: A nutritious, healthful food 
gaining wide acceptance. Food Processing (Chicago) 
46(5):46. May.
• Summary: Describes Instant Tofu Blend (one of four 
Specialty Blends from A.E. Staley Mfg. Co.) and TF-10 
spray dried tofu (from Clofi ne Dairy Products Inc., Linwood, 
New Jersey). Address: Editorial director.

4936. Dintzis, F.R.; Watson, P.R.; Sandstead, H.H. 1985. 
Minerals contents of brans passed through the human GI 
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tract. American J. of Clinical Nutrition 41(5):901-08. May. 
[25 ref]
• Summary: Soybean hulls contain no phytic acid. They are 
rich in dietary fi ber, yet are more digestible than other fi ber 
sources such as corn and wheat brans. Address: Northern 
Regional Research Center, Peoria, Illinois.

4937. Kushi, Michio; Jack, Alex. 1985. Diet for a healthy 
heart. East West Journal. May. p. 34-38. Cover story.
• Summary: “In the Middle Ages, the Black Death [bubonic 
plague] earned its reputation by killing about one-third of the 
population of Europe. Today, cardiovascular disease claims 
the lives of over 50 percent of the people in the United 
States and in many other advanced industrial societies... 
heart disease is more deadly than all other modern scourges 
combined, including cancer and loss of life from car 
accidents, crime, and war...
 “One out of every fi ve men in this country will have 
a heart attack by age sixty... This year, according to the 
American Heart Association, 1.5 million Americans will 
have a heart attack, and 550,000 of them will die.”
 According to Marstow and Page (1978. National 
Food Review. Dec. p. 28-33. “Nutrient content of national 
food supply), the fat in the American diet comes from the 
following sources:
 43% cooking and baking fat, salad oils, butter, and 
margarine.
 34% red meat, poultry, and fi sh.
 12% dairy products, not including butter.
 4% beans, peas, nuts, soy fl our, grits.
 4% grains, vegetables, fruits.
 3% eggs.
 The authors believe that a macrobiotic diet based on 
natural foods (including miso soup and tofu) can largely 
prevent heart disease.
 A color cover photo, by Robert Kaufman, shows Michio 
Kushi, dressed in a white apron with a red heart on it, slicing 
a carrot in a kitchen.

4938. Park, Kun-Young; Lee, K.B. 1985. [Afl atoxin 
production by Aspergillus parasiticus NRRL 2999 in various 
varieties of soybeans]. J. of the Korean Society of Food and 
Nutrition 14(2):177-81. May. [18 ref. Kor; eng]
• Summary: “Afl atoxin production by Aspergillus 
parasiticus NRRL 2999 with two different levels of 
inoculum sizes (102 and 106 spores) was studied on such 
varieties of soybeans produced in Korea as Bongeui, Hwang 
Keum, Jangbaek, Danyeop, Jangyeop and Namcheon. With 
the inoculum size of 102 spores per 10 gm of soybeans, there 
were statistically difference (p<0.05) on the production 
of afl atoxins in the varieties of soybeans. The variety of 
Namcheon produced 7 times higher amount of afl atoxin B1 
than that of Bongeui. The variety of Jangyeop produced the 
highest level of afl atoxin G1 among the varieties employed.” 

Address: Dep. of Food and Nutrition, Pusan National Univ.

4939. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1985. The 
Americanization of tempeh (1970 to 1980s) (Document 
part). In: W. Shurtleff and A. Aoyagi, Akiko. 1985. History 
of Tempeh: A Fermented Soyfood from Indonesia. 2nd ed. 
Lafayette, California: Soyfoods Center. 91 p. See p. 39-43. 
May. [402 ref]
• Summary: “The 1960s, a decade of creative scientifi c 
research on tempeh, laid the foundation for the 1970s, 
when tempeh began to enter the American diet. The main 
forces spurring increased production and consumption of 
tempeh after 1970 were the three closely related movements 
working to popularize natural foods, meatless and vegetarian 
diets, and soyfoods. From the late 1970s on there was a 
rapid growth of interest among many Americans in health, 
nutrition, and fi tness, in low-cost protein sources, meatless 
diets, and world hunger, in ecology, and simpler, more 
satisfying lifestyles. Specifi c factors popularizing tempeh 
were the various promotional efforts, books, media coverage, 
and increased availability of good fresh tempeh. By the early 
1980s the growing mainstream concern with cholesterol and 
saturated fats, had also become a signifi cant factor.
 “During the 1960s the Cornell University [New 
York] group under Dr. Steinkraus and the USDA Peoria 
[Illinois] group under Dr. Hesseltine and Dr. Wang had 
completed most of their basic research on tempeh. But a 
few important discoveries remained to be made during the 
1970s. At Cornell, the most important fi ndings concerned the 
production of signifi cant amounts of vitamin B-12 during 
tempeh fermentation. In 1977 Liem, Steinkraus and Cronk 
showed tempeh to be one of the best vegetarian sources of 
vitamin B-12. Curtis, Cullen and Steinkraus (1977) showed 
that the B-12 was produced by the bacterium Klebsiella. 
(Nutritional analyses of commercial tempeh done by 
independent scientifi c laboratories during the late 1970s 
and early 1980s showed that typical samples contained an 
average of 8.8 micrograms of vitamin B-12 per 100 gram 
portion, or 293% of the US Recommended Daily Allowance 
of 3 micrograms.)
 “The most signifi cant research work on tempeh 
done by the Peoria group during the 1970s concerned the 
development of improved, larger scale methods for making 
tempeh starter cultures. The group showed that rice or a 
mixture of rice and wheat bran yield the most viable spores, 
and they developed methods whereby individuals or tempeh 
manufacturers could make good quality tempeh starter by 
themselves.
 “But much more important than the research work of 
these two groups during the 1970s and early 1980s was their 
‘extension’ work. Members of both groups summarized the 
results of their research on tempeh in at least 35 articles, 
both scientifi c and popular. They also gave many speeches. 
This brought tempeh to the attention of many more scientists 
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and lay readers. Starting with the Mother Earth News in 
May 1976, a number of major magazine articles listed the 
USDA NRRC at Peoria as America’s only source of tempeh 
starter. Over the next few years the Peoria group sent out 
some 25,000 tempeh starter cultures and instructions for 
making tempeh, free of charge, to people and organizations 
requesting then; by 1981 the number had reached 35,000. 
Partly to stem the fl ood, in June 1977 Wang, Swain and 
Hesseltine wrote “Calling All Tempeh Lovers” for Organic 
Gardening magazine (circulation 1,350,000) describing an 
easy method for making this rice-based tempeh starter at 
home. Steinkraus organized a Symposium on Indigenous 
Fermented Foods, held in Bangkok, Thailand, in November 
1977 in conjunction with the fi fth United Nations-sponsored 
conference on the Global Impacts of Applied Microbiology 
(GIAM V), and attended by over 450 scientists from around 
the world. There 17 papers were presented on tempeh, more 
than any other single food. In 1983 Steinkraus edited the 
monumental Handbook of Indigenous Fermented Foods, 
containing 94 pages of information about tempeh, much of it 
from the 1977 Symposium. Hesseltine, Wang, and Steinkraus 
also did a great deal to help America’s fi rst generation of 
Caucasian tempeh manufacturers start their businesses 
and deal with their production problems. They patiently 
answered hundreds of phone calls and letters from young 
entrepreneurs trying to educate themselves in the basics of 
applied microbiology–all in the best tradition of using tax 
dollars to serve the people and promote American agriculture 
and business. For their two decades of pioneering research, 
more than 65 publications on tempeh, and highly effective 
extension work, the US tempeh industry owes the Peoria and 
Cornell groups an immense debt of gratitude.
 “Also in America during the 1970s, many other 
researchers published on tempeh. Chen, Packet, and co-
workers (1969-72) at the University of Kentucky published 
three papers on antioxidants in tempeh. In 1970 Noznick 
and Luksas of Beatrice Foods were granted a patent on a 
powdered tempeh made by liquid submerged fermentation. 
Kao (1974) at Kansas State University wrote his PhD 
dissertation on tempeh made from chick-peas (garbanzos), 
horsebeans (broad beans), and soybeans. James Liggett 
of Foundation Foods developed a tempeh meat analog 
containing sesame seeds (Soybean Digest 1975). Jurus and 
Sundberg (1976) were the fi rst to convincingly demonstrate 
that the tempeh mold hyphae penetrated deep into the 
soybeans; this helped explain the rapid physical and chemical 
changes during tempeh fermentation. Beuchat (1976) in 
Georgia, studied peanut presscake tempeh. Charles and 
Gavin (1977) from the Biotechnology Research Center at 
Lehigh University, Pennsylvania, used a creative engineering 
approach to investigate the microbiological, biochemical, 
physical, and nutritional changes occurring during tempeh 
fermentation. Other studies were done by Souser and Miller 
(1977, Rhizopus lipase), Aramaki (1978, acceptability of 

tempeh made from bulgur wheat, millet, and azuki beans), 
Zamora and Veum (1979, fermentation improved the quality 
of tempeh protein), Gomez and Kothary (1979, tempeh 
from red kidney beans), Yueh et al. (1979, patent assigned to 
General Mills Inc. for a process for producing a soy & potato 
fried tempeh snack food), Rathbun and Shuler (1982, 1983, 
heat and gas transfer during tempeh fermentation),
 “During the early and mid-1970s, in addition to the 
groups at Cornell and Peoria, there were four other main 
groups that played leading roles in introducing tempeh to 
America: The Farm in Tennessee, The Soyfoods Center in 
California, Rodale Press in Pennsylvania, and the food- and 
counter-culture media.
 “A great deal of the credit for introducing tempeh to 
the American public goes to The Farm, a large spiritual and 
farming community of ‘long-hairs’ living on 1,700 acres in 
Summertown, Tennessee. People at The Farm pronounced 
the name of this food as TEM-pi, instead of the standard 
TEM-pay. In late 1971 Alexander Lyon, a member of The 
Farm with a PhD in biochemistry, learned about tempeh 
while doing library research on soy-based weaning foods. 
In 1972 he helped The Farm to set up a small ‘soy dairy.’ 
While serving as its fi rst manager, and using starter culture 
and literature supplied by Drs. Hesseltine and Wang at the 
USDA in Peoria, Illinois, he worked with Dianne Darling 
to make an occasional small batch of tempeh for the soy 
dairy crew. In 1972 or 1973 Dianne wrote a ten-step kitchen 
method for making tempeh using spore suspension for 
inoculum. Soon Deborah Flowers made two large batches 
of tempeh, incubated in the boiler room at the Canning and 
Freezing plant, and many Farm members had their fi rst taste. 
The group developed a method for growing tempeh starter 
on chopped, sterilized sweet potatoes with cultures in test 
tubes. This was America’s fi rst Caucasian-run tempeh shop, 
although it was not a commercial shop. Tempeh was an 
immediate hit in The Farm’s vegan or total vegetarian diet–a 
diet containing no dairy or other animal foods. In 1974 
Stephen, The Farm’s spiritual teacher, visited Amsterdam on 
a European trip and came back with a new realization of the 
potential of tempeh for The Farm and for a new industry in 
America” (Continued). Address: Soyfoods Center, P.O. Box 
234, Lafayette, California 94549.

4940. Sonntag, Norman O.V. 1985. Growth potential 
for soybean oil products as industrial materials. J. of the 
American Oil Chemists’ Society 62(5):928-33. May. [39 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Phospholipids. 
Sterols and tocopherols. Fatty acids from physical refi ning 
and deodorizer distillates. Soybean mono- and diglycerides. 
Soybean oil per se. Soy fatty acids. Fatty acids derived from 
soybean soapstocks.
 Based on the inclusion of food additives, feed and 
pet food additives with the more usual industrial markets, 
including fuels, it was concluded that by 1990 industrial 
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utilization of soybean oil could reach 12% of the total U.S. 
consumption. Large potential volume use may be found in 
applying pesticides and suppressing grain dust. Mono- and 
di-glycerides may be used as food additives.
 Sterols: The main sterols in soy oil are Beta-sitosterol 
(ca. 53% of total sterols), campesterol (20%), stigmasterol 
(20%), delta-5-avenasterol (4%), and delta-7-stigmasterol 
(3%). In the typical processing of soy oil, the content of 
sterols and tocopherols in the oil is progressively reduced 
during the operations of degumming, refi ning, bleaching, and 
deodorizing. The greatest decrease is during deodorization, 
followed by caustic refi ning. In total, about one-third of 
the sterol and tocopherol contents are removed during 
processing; thus two-thirds remain in the oil. Typically an 
oil refi ner is reimbursed based on the price of the tocopherol 
content (about 10%) of the distillate, which at $6.50/lb (in 
1984) for tocopherols, yields a tocopherol by-product credit 
of about $0.65/lb. The refi ner is not reimbursed for the 
sterol content of his distillate; this credit is retained by the 
processor to cover the cost of his sophisticated separative 
processing, including molecular and fractional distillation 
and solvent separation.
 Table I compares soy deodorizer distillate and physical 
refi ning distillate. Presently only about 2% of U.S. crude soy 
oil is physically refi ned. Deodorizer distillate has an acid 
value of 50, saponifi cation value of 140, and contains 30% 
unsaponifi ables, 10% tocopherols (beta + gamma 62%, delta 
29%, and alpha 9%), and 14% sterols (sitosterol 43.6%, 
campesterol 28.6%, and stigmasterol 27.8%).
 The main U.S. producers of natural vitamin E are 
Eastman Kodak (Rochester, New York) and Henkel 
Corporation (Kankakee, Illinois), and of synthetic vitamin E 
are Hoffman-La Roche and BASF-Wyandotte.
 During the last decade the pharmaceutical value of 
soy sterols has increased signifi cantly because of partial 
synthesis of sex hormones or other intermediates from these 
sterols of natural origin. For example, pure stigmasterol 
from soy oil is used in making progesterone and corticoids. 
Progesterone can be converted in 8 steps to hydrocortisone. 
Using ultraviolet mutants of a Mycobacterium species, 
Beta-Sitosterol is used to produce androstenedione and 
androstadienedione. The latter sterol, after further reactions, 
yields estrogens, contraceptives, diuretics (spironolactone) 
and the male anabolic [muscle building] and androgenic 
hormones.
 The world market for steroids, used in pharmaceutical 
and medicinal applications, is growing rapidly. Corticoids 
grew from 605,000 lb in 1963, to 2,103,000 lb in 1975, to 
2,838,000 lb in 1980. Sex hormones grew from 189,008 
lb in 1963, to 1343,000 lb in 1975, to 418,000 lb in 1980. 
Contraceptive uses grew from 200,000 lb in 1963, to 484,000 
lb in 1975, to 649,000 lb in 1980. Spironolactone grew from 
105,000 lb in 1973, to 478,000 lb in 1975, to 704,000 lb in 
1980.

 In 1980, worldwide sales of steroidal hormones was 
$4,000 million, representing an average price for these 
products of $869.97/lb. For each of the above products, 
production increased 30-35% for each of the 5-year periods, 
and this growth rate is expected to continue for at least the 
next decade. Steroid manufacturers have tended to balance 
their production between naturally-derived (partially 
synthesized) products and all-synthetic products, and to 
use these alternate production methods interchangeably 
depending on the availability of raw materials and the level 
of processing costs. Address: Consultant, 306 Shadow Wood 
Trail, Red Oak, Texas 75154.

4941. Soyfoods Center. comp. 1985--. SoyaScan: 
Computerized bibliographic database on soybean utilization, 
history, nutrition, processing, marketing, and production. 
1100 B.C. to the 1980s. Soyfoods Center, P.O. Box 234, 
Lafayette, CA 94549 USA. [33940 ref]
• Summary: First available for use: May, 1985. Statistics as 
of 1 Jan. 2000: Total number of records: 59,440. Number 
of records with abstracts: 45,007 (75.7% of total). Average 
number of words per abstract: 143. Earliest record: 1100 
B.C. Number of records for documents published before 
1970: 26,000 (44% of total). Number of records on 
commercial soy products (mostly soyfoods): 7,702 (13.0% of 
total). Number of individual commercial soy products listed: 
12,683. Percentage of records with information on soybean 
utilization: 82%. Percentage of records with information on 
soybean production: 26%. Growth rate of database: 2,000 
to 2,500 records/year. Printed formats available: Printed 
bibliographies on major subjects of interest are published 
regularly. Availability for custom database searches: 
Available to anyone. Rates: $0.50/record for 0-300 records 
printed, minimum $90.00. 300+ records are $0.20 each. 
Commercial Soy Products, Market statistics, and SoyaScan 
Notes are $1.50 each. No time-based fee is charged. 
Availability for online searching: Not available.

4942. Tanaka, Nobumasa; Kovats, Susan K.; Guggisberg, 
Jean A.; Meske, L.M.; Doyle, M.P. 1985. Evaluation of the 
bacteriological safety of low-salt miso: a research note. J. of 
Food Protection 48(5):435-37. May. [12 ref]
• Summary: Investigations were conducted “to evaluate the 
safety of three different low-salt (2.36 to 5.79% NaCl) misos 
inoculated with different bacterial pathogens. Clostridium 
botulinum types A and B (inoculum level of ca. 120 spores/g) 
did not produce toxin in any of the misos within 18 wk at 
25ºC. Staphylococcus aureus, Salmonella typhimurium and 
Yersinia enterocolitica (inoculum level of ca. 103 to 104 
CFU/g) progressively died in all of the misos held at either 
10 or 25ºC.”
 “Results indicate that low-salt misos with these 
properties are not likely to be bacteriological health risks.” 
Address: The Food Research Inst., Univ. of Wisconsin-
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Madison, 1925 Willow Drive, Madison, WI, 53706.

4943. Tanaka, Nobumasa; Kovats, S.K.; Guggisberg, 
J.A.; Meske, L.M.; Doyle, M.P. 1985. Evaluation of the 
microbiological safety of tempeh made from unacidifi ed 
soybeans. J. of Food Protection 48(5):438-41. May. [10 ref]
• Summary: Pathogens were added to either the soybeans 
before fermentation by Rhizopus oligosporus or the tempeh 
after fermentation and steaming. In the latter method, the 
inoculated products were incubated at several different 
temperatures (5, 10, 15 and 25ºC). Describes the growth and 
toxins produced by Clostridium botulinum (types A and/or 
B), Staphylococcus aureus, Salmonella typhimurium, and 
Yersinia enterocolitica. All of the pathogens evaluated grew 
well and produced toxins under at least some conditions. 
“Results of these studies indicate the need for maintaining: 
(a) a high level of sanitary practices during production and 
(b) good refrigeration (less than or equal to 5ºC) of the 
product following fermentation until it is used.”
 Note: It is also very important to acidify the soybeans 
before fermentation. Address: Food Research Inst., Univ. of 
Wisconsin, Madsion.

4944. Toyo Shinpo (Soyfoods News). 1985. Gan yobô ni 
daizu seihin ga yûkô [For cancer prevention, soyfoods are 
effective. Research done by Dr. Nishioka and his group at 
Doshisha University shows saponins retard mutations]. June 
1. p. 1. [1 ref. Jap; eng+]
• Summary: Saponins, found in soyfoods can retard 
mutations in cells. This discovery is a result of research 
done by Prof. Hajime NISHIOKA at Doshisha University. 
This discovery will be presented at the 4th International 
Environmental Change Academic Conference (Dai 4 kai 
Kokusai Kankyo Henigen Gakkai) in Stockholm, Sweden 
on 24 June 1985. Before this discovery it was known that 
there were substances in saponins which are resistant to 
infl ammation (kôensho), which had a tranquilizing effect and 
resistant to developing tumors. Also there was a theory that 
saponins help prevent cancers. But this new research gives 
support to the existing theory. They studied the saponins in 
soybeans, yuba, soymilk, dried frozen tofu and natto. The 
highest percentage of saponins is found in Korean ginseng. 
Address: Kogyo-bu, Seikagaku Kenkyushitsu, Doshisha 
Univ.

4945. Skolnick, Andrew. 1985. New UI [University of 
Illinois] soybean may give U.S. edge in world market. Illini 
Week (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign). June 27. 
p. 1, 3.
• Summary: The new soybean was bred to be free of the 
Kunitz trypsin inhibitor. Prof. Ted Hymowitz has been 
working since 1972 to eliminate trypsin-inhibiting agents 
and other anti-nutritional substances from soybeans. Address: 
Univ. of Illinois.

4946. Bray, Franco. 1985. Un gelato vegetale a base di soia 
[Vegetable ice cream based on soya]. Industrie Alimentari 
24(228):513-15. June. [12 ref. Ita]
• Summary: Discusses methods and procedures for making 
a bland tasting tofu for use in Tofutti, a non-dairy ice cream 
made in the USA. Tables compare the chemical composition 
of cow’s milk and soymilk, the dry okara (residuo secco) 
from Amsoy, Vinton, and Weber soybean varieties as a 
function of the extraction method, and the amino acid 
composition of soy protein and milk proteins.
 Note 1. This is the earliest Italian-language document 
seen (Sept. 2013) that mentions soy ice cream, which it calls 
Une gelato vegetale a base di soia.
 Note 2. This is the earliest Italian-language document 
seen (June 2013) that mentions okara, which it calls Il 
residuo secco and materiale insolubile. Address: Via Crimea 
21, 20147 Milan, Italy.

4947. Farmakalidis, Efi ; Murphy, Patricia A. 1985. Isolation 
of 6”-O-acetylgenistin and 6”O-acetyldaidzin from toasted 
defatted soyfl akes. J. of Agricultural and Food Chemistry 
33(3):385-89. May/June. [22 ref]
• Summary: These two isofl avones were isolated and 
purifi ed from toasted, defatted soyfl akes. The fl akes 
contained 88 parts per million (ppm) of 6”-O-acetylgenistin 
and 52 ppm of 6”-acetyldaidzin. Details of the extraction 
method are given. Acetone with 0.1N HCl (hydrochloric 
acid) was found superior to 80% methanol for extraction of 
these compounds.
 Discusses: Soybeans (Amsoy 71-1982, Vinton 81-1982, 
Strayer, Weber), daidzein, genistein. Address: Dep. of Food 
Technology, Iowa State Univ., Ames, Iowa 50011.

4948. Harmuth-Hoene, A.E.; Seiler, K.; Seibel, W. 1985. 
Der Einfl uss verschiedener Extrusionsbedingungen auf die 
Proteinqualitaet von Sojaschrot und Roggenvollkornschrot 
[Effect of various extrusion conditions on the protein 
quality of soybean and whole rye meal]. Zeitschrift fuer 
Ernaehrungswissenschaft 24(2):85-95. June. [16 ref. Ger; 
eng]
• Summary: “Using a Creusot-Loire twin-screw extruder 
(Type BC 45), ground soy bean and whole rye meal were 
extruded under various processing conditions (12% and 
18% water content in the raw material, 129ºC and 165ºC 
product temperature in the case of soy bean, 12% and 18% 
water content, 165ºC product temperature in the case of 
rye, screw speed of 150 R/min [rpm], for all samples). The 
nutritional protein quality (apparent protein digestibility PV, 
net protein utilization NPU, and biological value BW) of the 
extrudates was determined by the nitrogen balance technique 
in growing rats. Compared to the untreated raw material no 
decrease in PV or NPU was noted for extrudates made from 
soy bean or rye. Extrusion of ground soy bean at 165ºC and 
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18% water content caused a signifi cant decrease of BW from 
68% to 64%. The lower water content (12%) induced a slight 
improvement of PV in soy extrudates and of NPU and BW 
in rye extrudates. The results indicate that the extrusion at 
low water content and moderate temperature can safely be 
used to process ground soy bean and whole rye meal without 
any damage to the nutritional protein quality.” Address: 
Bundesforschungsanstalt fuer Ernaehrung, Karlsruhe.

4949. Kushi, Aveline; Jack, Alex. 1985. Aveline Kushi’s 
complete guide to macrobiotic cooking: For health, harmony, 
and peace. New York, NY: Warner Books. xvii + 414 p. June. 
Illust. Index. 23 cm. [36 ref]
• Summary: Index entries include: Miso 61, Tofu 50, Tamari 
19, Tempeh 17, Whole dry soybeans 6, Natto 3, Soymilk 3, 
Yuba 1. This book calls ganmodoki “Tofu Croquettes” and 
further states that “Gan means ‘crane’ and modoki means 
‘looks like.’” Among the 31 chapters are ones titled Beans 
(incl. basic black soybeans, and brown rice with black 
soybeans); Tofu, Tempeh, and Natto (including yuba); Sea 
Vegetables; Condiments and Garnishes (incl. miso), and Fish 
and Seafood.
 Under “Black Soybeans” (p. 257) we read: “These 
nice shiny beans are also called Japanese black beans. They 
have a strong, delicious taste. Their juice is said to make 
the voice clear and beautiful. Throughout Japan, mothers 
prepare their children for music tests and singing lessons 
with this dish. Black soybeans are also used medicinally to 
help discharge animal toxins from the body.” Note: This is 
the earliest macrobiotic cookbook seen that uses the term 
“Black soybeans” in a recipe title. All previous macrobiotic 
cookbooks called them “Black beans.”
 Contains recipes for homemade tofu, tempeh, and natto. 
Address: Brookline, Massachusetts.

4950. Price, K.R.; Fenwick, G.R. 1985. Naturally occurring 
oestrogens in foods–A review. Food Additives and 
Contaminants: Analysis, Surveillance, Evaluation, Control 
(London) 2(2):73-106. April/June. [186 ref]
• Summary: “The presence in plants of oestrogens, 
compounds which induce oestrus in immature animals or 
interfere with normal reproductive processes, have been 
known for over half a century. This review places particular 
emphasis on isofl avones and coumestans, both of which are 
true plant oestrogens, and the resorcylic acid lactones, more 
correctly classifi ed as fungal oestrogens.
 Table 1, titled “Oestrogenic principles of edible plants,” 
lists 27 plants (including soybeans) with their scientifi c 
and common names, the part of the plant containing the 
estrogen, and the active principle. In soybean seeds, the 
active principle is isofl avones, whereas in soy sprouts it is 
coumestrol. Note 1. AFRC stands for “Agriculture and Food 
Research Council.”
 Note 2. Webster’s Dictionary defi nes estrus (a term fi rst 

used in about 1890) as “a regularly recurrent state of sexual 
excitability during which the female of most mammals will 
accept the male and is capable of conceiving: heat.” Address: 
AFRC Food Research Inst., Colney Lane, Norwich NR4 
7UA [England].

4951. Pubols, Merton H.; McFarland, Douglas C.; Eldridge, 
A.C.; Friedrich, J.P. 1985. Feed effi ciency and pancreatic 
enzymes of chicks fed soybean meal extracted with 
supercritical carbon dioxide. Nutrition Reports International 
31(6):1191-1200. June. [21 ref]
• Summary: Supercritical carbon dioxide was used to extract 
the oil from soybeans. Extractions were made at pressures 
varying from 4,000 to 12,000 pounds per square inch and at 
several temperatures. Results showed that the “soyfl akes” 
obtained by this extraction process must be heated above 
80ºC to obtain optimal feed effi ciency. Address: 1-2. Dep. 
of Animal Sciences, Washington State Univ., Pullman, WA 
99164-6320; 3-4. NRRC, Peoria, Illinois.

4952. Sutardi, -; Buckle, K.A. 1985. Phytic acid changes 
in soybeans fermented by traditional inoculum and six 
strains of Rhizopus oligosporus. J. of Applied Bacteriology 
58(6):539-43. June. [12 ref]
• Summary: “Tempeh was prepared from Delmar variety 
soybeans inoculated with the traditional Indonesian inoculum 
(usar) and 6 pure culture strains of Rhizopus oligosporus. 
The strains BTU3K1 and CT11K2 produced the best quality 
tempeh. The phytic acid content of soybeans was reduced 
from 1.07% in whole dry soybeans to 0.67-0.75% in tempeh. 
Most mould strains did not have a signifi cantly different 
effect on reducing the phytic acid content in tempeh.” 
Address: School of Food Technology, The Univ. of New 
South Wales, P.O. Box 1, Kensington, NSW 2033, Australia.

4953. Tsen, Hau-Yang; Tong, Chii-Gong. 1985. [Changes 
in enzymatic activity and biochemical constituents during 
the fermentation of defatted soybean meal with Rhizopus 
thailandensis]. Chung-Kuo Nung Yeh Hua Hsueh Hui Chih 
(J. of the Chinese Agricultural Chemical Society, Taiwan) 
23(1-2):111-18. June. [20 ref. Chi; eng]
• Summary: “After one day’s fermentation with R. 
thailandensis, the phytate content in the soybean meal 
changed insignifi cantly. However, in the fermented soybean 
meal, the crude fi ber content decreased and the contents of 
proteins, amino type nitrogen as well as the free amino acids 
increased. In addition, the oligosaccharides, such as raffi nose 
and stachyose were removed during fermentation and the 
molecular weight of most proteins in the fermented product 
decreased to less than 10,000. Therefore, with the view point 
of nutrition, for example, the effi ciency of its digestion, 
absorption and utilization in the digestive tracts of animals, 
the fermented soy bean meal is more nutritious than the 
unfermented soybean meal if the effect of phytic acid was 
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not considered.” Address: Dep. of Food Science, National 
Chung Hsing Univ. Taichung, Taiwan, Republic of China.

4954. Zhiping, Shen. 1985. Nutritional evaluation of 
fermented soybean curd. J. of Applied Nutrition 37(1):35-40. 
Spring. [6 ref]
• Summary: Discusses the basic steps in making fermented 
tofu, gives a nutritional analysis of red sufu, white sufu, 
zao sufu (made with fermented rice mash), and chau sufu 
(a type with a strong smell). Protein content ranges from 
11.7 to 14.6%. Gives the amino acid content of red sufu and 
chau sufu. Vitamin B-12 is highest in strong smelling sufu 
(1.9 to 9.8 micrograms/100 gm), and 0.42 to 0.78 in red 
sufu. Address: Inst. of Health, China National Center for 
Preventive Medicine.

4955. Cianzio, S. Rodriguez de; Cavins, J.F.; Fehr, W.R. 
1985. Protein and oil percentage of temperate soybean 
genotypes evaluated in tropical environments. Crop Science 
25(4):602-06. July/Aug. [12 ref]
• Summary: “Breeding for seed protein and soil content of 
soybean... genotypes adapted to temperate climates would 
require less time if selection could be practiced in tropical 
locations during the winter.” Soybeans were grown at 
Isabela, Puerto Rico, and Ames, Iowa. This study found “that 
plantings in tropical locations could be used effectively to 
select for protein, oil and protein + oil percentage among 
soybean lines adapted to temperate environments.” Address: 
Dep. of Agronomy, Iowa State Univ., Ames, Iowa; Puerto 
Rico Agric. Exp. Station, Mayaguez, PR 00708.

4956. Hunter, Tony; Cooper, J.A. 1985. Protein-tyrosine 
kinases. Annual Review of Biochemistry 54:897-930. July.
• Summary: Contents: Perspectives and summary. Two 
types of protein-tyrosine kinase. Retroviral protein-
tyrosine kinases and their cellular homologs. Growth factor 
receptor-associated protein-tyrosine kinases. Other protein-
tyrosine kinases. General properties of protein-tyrosine 
kinases: substrate selection, inhibitors of protein-tyrosine 
kinases. Lipid phosphorylation by protein-tyrosine kinases. 
Conclusions and prospects.
 “Perspectives and summary: Phosphate tightly 
associated with protein has been known since the late 
nineteenth century. Early hints that this phosphate might 
be covalently linked were gleaned in 1906, but the fi rst 
phosphoamino acid was not isolated from protein until 1933. 
Since then a variety of covalent linkages of phosphate to 
proteins have been found...” Address: Molecular Biology and 
Virology Lab., The Salk Inst., P.O. Box 85800, San Diego, 
California 92138.

4957. Karyadi, Darwin. 1985. Nutritional implications of 
tempe in Indonesian rural community. Paper presented at 
Asian Symposium “Non Salted Soybean Fermentation.” 18 

p. Held 15-17 July 1985 at Tsukuba, Japan. [22 ref]
• Summary: A valuable discussion of numerous recent 
studies which show that tempeh consumption is increasing 
in Indonesia, that it lowers blood cholesterol, aids in 
rehabilitation and recovery from chronic diarrhea and 
diarrheal diseases, and has a protein complementary effect 
as a food supplement. The production of second generation 
products is encouraged to help tempeh reach more people, 
especially nutritional target groups, preschool children, and 
pregnant and lactating women. Concludes that tempeh has 
considerable untapped potential for developing countries.
 Table 1 shows the per capita consumption of tempeh 
(in grams per person per day) in 13 Indonesian provinces 
(Source: Central Bureau of Statistics, 1981). Yogyakarta has 
the highest consumption (34.3 gm), followed by Central Java 
(27.7 gm), Jakarta (19.6), and East Java (19.4). Address: 
Nutritional Research & Development Centre, Ministry of 
Health, Indonesia.

4958. Newman, J. 1985. A new slant on soy. Health (New 
York) 17(7):9. July.
• Summary: According to Mendel Friedman, PhD, and his 
co-workers at the USDA Western Regional Research Center 
in Berkeley, California, here’s how to make soy fl our more 
nutritious (free of trypsin inhibitors), higher in protein, 
and easier to digest than it is now: Add a little amino acid 
[probably methionine-cystine], adjust the pH factor to a 
slightly alkaline level, and heat for one hour at 116ºF–stirring 
constantly!

4959. Soyfoods Unlimited, Inc. 1985. Nutrition of tempeh 
(Leafl et). 14670 Doolittle Dr., San Leandro, CA 94577. 1 p. 
Single sided. 28 cm. July.
• Summary: At the top of the letterhead is the Soyfoods 
Unlimited 3-leaf logo. Contains seven paragraphs, with 
eight footnotes, about tempeh nutrition, with emphasis on 
the vitamin in tempeh, and the reduction in oligosaccharides 
(which cause fl atulence) during the tempeh fermentation. 
At the bottom of the leafl et, in bold white letters on a 
black background: “Discover the little known pleasure of 
Indonesian cuisine–enjoy Tempeh!” Address: San Leandro, 
California. Phone: 415-352-1320.

4960. Country Folks (Palantine Bridge, New York). 1985. 
Consumer alert issued on “soy drinks” fed to infants. Aug. 
12.
• Summary: “The Maine Department of Agriculture, Food 
and Rural Resources has issued a consumer alert warning 
parents that so-called ‘soy drinks,’ or soy ‘milks,’ should not 
be used as a sole source of nutrition for infants.”
 “The federal Food and Drug Administration recently 
issued several such warnings about specifi c brands of soy 
drinks often sold in health food stores. Earlier this year, 
a 6-month-old child in Canada developed rickets, vision 
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problems and malnutrition after being fed a soy drink 
product called Edensoy as a sole source of nutrition for 5 
months.” Brands with serious nutritional defi ciencies and 
false advertising included Nutra-Milk and Kama-Mil. Also 
published in The Journal (Lewiston-Auburn, Maine). Aug. 5.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen in which the 
U.S. Food and Drug Administration uses the term “milk” to 
refer to soymilk. Address: Maine.

4961. Wirth, Jacqueline. 1985. Verdict isn’t in on effects of 
soy protein on iron absorption. Jewish Times (Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania). Aug. 15.
• Summary: Several studies, “including a recent one at 
Pennsylvania State University, indicate that consuming soy 
protein products may result in decreased iron absorption... 
According to Donald B. Thompson, assistant professor 
of food science, the issue of iron absorption is extremely 
complex...
 “In Dr. Thompson’s study, a group of weanling rats was 
fed soy protein isolate for two weeks before being fed a test 
meal to determine iron absorption. The hypothesis was that 
after two weeks on the diet, the digestive systems of the rats 
would adapt and iron absorption would be more effi cient in 
the presence of soy protein. In fact, the opposite occurred; 
the rats absorbed less iron than a control group fed a single 
soy protein meal. It is unclear whether soy products have the 
same sort of adverse effects on humans, but until the verdict 
is in, Dr. Thompson suggests the following:
 “People who eat little or no meat should still be 
encouraged to eat soy products because they do supply 
some iron in the diet, despite the inhibitory effects of the 
soy protein. Those who are at high risk for iron defi ciency 
should substitute soy protein for meat protein only; if their 
diets contain adequate levels of iron absorption enhancers, 
such as vitamin C.” Address: Home Economist, Philadelphia 
Cooperative Extension Service, Pennsylvania State Univ.

4962. Mahmud, Mien K.; Hermana, -; Karyadi, D. 1985. A 
preliminary study on the use of tempeh-based formula in the 
dietary treatment of chronic diarrhea. Majalah Kedokteran 
Indonesia (J. of the Indonesian Medical Association) 
35(8):443-46. Aug. 31. [10 ref. Eng; Ind]
• Summary: Seventy-nine children under age 5 with chronic 
diarrhea were treated using tempeh-based formula compared 
to 32 children who were treated using milk-based infant 
formula. The group of children fed the tempeh-based formula 
had were affl icted with diarrhea for a signifi cantly shorter 
time than those who were fed the milk-based formula. 
Address: Nutrition Research & Development Center, Bogor.

4963. Bush, Robert K.; Taylor, S.L.; Nordlee, J.A.; Busse, 
W.M. 1985. Soybean oil is not allergenic to soybean-
sensitive individuals. J. of Allergy and Clinical Immunology 
76(2 Pt 1):242-45. Aug. [8 ref]

• Summary: “We have previously demonstrated that peanut 
oil is not allergenic to peanut sensitive individuals. Seven 
soybean-sensitive patients were enrolled in a double blind 
crossover study...”
 Highly refi ned soybean oil is exempt from labeling 
because any residual trace amounts of protein that might be 
in soybean oil have been shown not to cause reactions in soy 
protein-sensitive individuals. Address: Madison, Wisconsin.

4964. Chen, B. H-Y.; Morr, C.V. 1985. Solubility and 
foaming properties of phytate-reduced soy protein isolate. J. 
of Food Science 50(4):1139-42. July/Aug. [16 ref]
• Summary: Use of soy protein isolates in manufactured 
human food products is increasing faster than for any 
other soy protein product and is projected to continue at 
an annual rate of about 7% through the year 2000 (Sharpe 
1984). However there is a widely recognized to improve the 
solubility and functionality of soy protein isolates to make 
them more acceptable to the food industry. Address: Dep. 
of Food Science, Clemson Univ., Clemson, South Carolina 
29631.

4965. Food Processing (Chicago). 1985. Tainted tofu? Aug. 
p. 28.
• Summary: According to Michael Dole of the University 
of Wisconsin-Madison’s Food Research Institute, tofu can 
be deadly if harmful bacteria are present and the tofu is not 
stored properly. Doyle says that most tofu is quite safe when 
it leaves the factory; the problems arise in storage. Many 
grocers display tofu in the produce case, often next to the 
oriental vegetables, where temperatures are typically way 
above the safe storage level of 41ºF.

4966. Frozen Food Age. 1985. Barricini merges with Farm 
Foods; McKernin serves as Chairman, CEO. 2 Tofulite 
products are added; all fl avors now calcium fortifi ed. 
34(1):72. Aug. Also in Whole Foods. 1985. Oct. p. 21.
• Summary: The merger took place on 31 May 1985. Farm 
Foods then became the trade name of Barricini’s natural/
health foods line. The company has added Rum Raisin and 
Wildberry fl avors.

4967. Gazaeva, A.M. 1985. [The biological value of 
soy protein concentrate]. Voprosy Pitaniya (Problems of 
Nutrition) No. 4. p. 40-43. Aug. [8 ref. Rus; eng]
• Summary: The chemical score technique was used in 
animal experiments to study the biological value of soy 
protein concentrate; it was 82.66%. Net Protein Utilization, 
the Protein Effi ciency Ratio, nitrogen balance, and protein 
assimilability were all determined. Soy protein concentrate 
appeared inferior to casein as a control. Address: USSR.

4968. Kulkarni, K.D.; Kulkarni, D.N.; Ingle, U.M. 1985. 
Effect of processing conditions on the quality of soybean 
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pressed curd. J. of Food Science and Technology (Mysore, 
India) 22(4):288-90. Aug. [5 ref]
• Summary: Soymilk was heated for 3, 5, 7, and 10 minutes 
then coagulated using calcium chloride at 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 and 
2.0% of the original soybean weight. The resulting curds 
were pressed in a wooden press, stored at 0ºC for 24 hours, 
thawed and drained thrice. The pressed curd contained 
49% moisture, 34.1% crude protein, 6.0% crude fat and 
9.9% carbohydrate. Heating for 7 or 10 minutes maximized 
yield of total solids and acceptability. Firmness and total 
solids yield increased with amount of coagulant used, and 
at 2% coagulant was comparable to that of tender meat. 
Address: Dep. of Food Science & Technology, Marathwada 
Agricultural Univ., Parbhani 431 402, India.

4969. Lovati, M.R.; Allievi, L.; Sirtori, C.R. 1985. 
Accelerated early catabolism of very low density lipoproteins 
in rats after dietary soy proteins. Atherosclerosis 56(2):243-
46. Aug. [15 ref]
• Summary: The effect of soy protein on lipid metabolism 
is that hypercholesterolemic animals and humans have a 
peculiar responsiveness to dietary soy protein. Address: 
Inst. of Pharmacology and Pharmacognosy, Chair of 
Chemotherapy, Univ. of Milan, Via A. Del Sarto 21, 20129 
Milan, Italy.

4970. Murata, Masakazu; Imaizumi, K.; Sugano, M. 1985. 
Catabolism of newly formed triglyceride-rich lipoproteins 
and serum high density lipoproteins in rats fed soybean 
phospholipid and soybean oil. J. of Nutrition 115(8):994-
1004. Aug. [39 ref]
• Summary: Earlier research shows that serum cholesterol 
and apolipoprotein (apo) A-I were lower and serum apoB 
was higher in rats fed soybean phospholipid (PL) than in rats 
fed soybean oil.
 “These results indicate that soybean PL modifi es the 
catabolism of the respective serum lipoproteins. Therefore, 
we suggest that changes in both the catabolism and secretion 
of lipoproteins are responsible for the altered serum lipid 
and apolipoprotein patterns found in rats fed soybean PL.” 
Address: Lab. of Nutrition Chemistry, Kyushu Univ. School 
of Agriculture 46-09, Fukuoka 812, Japan.

4971. Prepared Foods. 1985. Miso–an all purpose seasoning. 
Aug.
• Summary: A brief introduction to miso. A table (courtesy 
of Miyako Oriental Foods) shows the composition of light 
yellow miso and red miso.

4972. Santosham, M.; Foster, S.; Reid, R.; Bertrando, R.; 
Yolken, R.; Burns, B.; Sack, R.B. 1985. Role of soy-based, 
lactose-free formula during treatment of acute diarrhea. 
Pediatrics 76(2):292-98. Aug. [20 ref]
• Summary: A lactose-free formula containing isolated soy 

protein has been successful in treating infants with diarrhea 
during the gastroenteritis recovery phase. Address: Francis 
Scott Key Medical Center and Johns Hopkins Univ. School 
of Medicine, Baltimore, Maryland.

4973. Sarwar, Ghulam; Peace, R.W.; Botting, H.G. 1985. 
Corrected relative net protein ratio (CRNPR) method on 
differences in rat and human requirements for sulfur amino 
acids. J. of the Association of Offi cial Analytical Chemists 
68(4):689-93. July/Aug. [30 ref]
• Summary: The rat’s requirement for methionine is 
about 50% higher than that of humans because its body is 
covered with hair. The limiting amino acid in soy protein 
is methionine. Thus, attempts to determine soybean protein 
quality using rat experiments is destined to make the soy 
protein appear lower than if humans were used, or if it were 
calculated based on amino acid content. This is a rat feeding 
experiment. Address: Health and Welfare Canada, Food 
Directorate, Health Protection Branch, Tunney’s Pasture, 
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada K1A 0L2.

4974. Skrede, Anders; Krogdahl, A. 1985. Heat affects 
nutritional characteristics of soybean meal and excretion 
of proteinases in mink and chicks. Nutrition Reports 
International 32(2):479-489. Aug. [17 ref]
• Summary: It has long been known that the feeding of 
raw soybeans causes growth depression and pancreatic 
hypertrophy in monogastric animals.
 “The trypsin activity of mink feces was about 20 times 
higher than that of chick excreta, increasing with excessive 
heat treatment. A surplus of fecal trypsin was found in mink 
fed unheated soybean fl akes, while chick excreta contained 
an excess of proteinase inhibitors. Thus the pancreas of mink 
and chick appeared to respond differently to dietary proteins 
and inhibitors.” Address: Dep. of Poultry and Fur Animal 
Science, Agricultural Univ. of Norway, N-1432 As-NLH, 
Norway.

4975. Tajima, Kazuo; Tominaga, Suketami. 1985. Dietary 
habits and gastro-intestinal cancers: a comparative case-
control study of stomach and large intestinal cancers in 
Nagoya, Japan. Japanese J. of Cancer Research (Gann) 
76:705-16. [Eng]
• Summary: In this case-control study, the authors noted an 
increased in rectal cancer risk, but not in colon cancer risk in 
people consuming miso soup (Relative Risk = 2.05, p< 0.05). 
No association was found between tofu consumption and 
either colon or rectal cancer.
 Concerning stomach cancer: Consumption of miso soup 
or miso was not signifi cantly associated with increased risk 
of stomach cancer. Address: Div. of Epidemiology, Aichi 
Cancer Center Research Institute, 81-1159, Kanokoden, 
Tashiro-cho, Chikusa-ku, Nagoya 464.
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4976. Vahouny, G.V.; Adamson, I.; Chalcarz, W.; et al. 1985. 
Effects of casein and soy protein on hepatic and serum lipids 
and lipoprotein lipid distributions in the rat. Atherosclerosis 
56(2):127-37. Aug. [38 ref]
• Summary: “Summary: Rats fed a semipurifi ed diet 
containing casein developed higher levels of circulating 
triglycerides and cholesterol than animals fed a soy protein-
containing diet.”
 “Current evidence (11, 29), including that in the present 
study, strongly suggests that the hyperlipidemic response to 
casein-containing diets is a function of altered kinetics of 
chylomicrons or similar triglyceride-containing lipoproteins 
(VLDL) in the circulation.” Address: Dep. of Biochemistry, 
School of Medicine and Health Sciences, Washington DC 
20037.

4977. Weed, Harrison G.; McGandy, R.B.; Kennedy, 
A.R. 1985. Protection against dimethylhydrazine-induced 
adenomatous tumors of the mouse colon by the dietary 
addition of an extract of soybeans containing the Bowman-
Birk protease inhibitor. Carcinogenesis 6(8):1239-41. Aug. 
[20 ref]
• Summary: “An extract of soybeans containing the 
Bowman-Birk protease inhibitor added to the diet of 
DMH-treated mice resulted in a signifi cant suppression of 
adenomatous tumors of the colonic mucosa. Non-treated 
mice maintained on the same diet for most of their natural 
life-span (1.5 years) showed no observable health problems.” 
Address: Dep. of Cancer Biology, Harvard School of Public 
Health, Boston, Massachusetts 02115.

4978. Yavelow, Jonathan; Collins, M.; Birk, Y.; Troll, W.; 
Kennedy, A.R. 1985. Nanomolar concentrations of Bowman-
Birk soybean protease inhibitor suppress x-ray-induced 
transformation in vitro. Proceedings of the National Academy 
of Sciences, USA 82(16):5395-99. Aug. [25 ref]
• Summary: The anticarcinogenic effect of the Bowman-
Birk inhibitor is thought to stem from its ability to inhibit 
chymotrypsin activity. Address: Dep. of Environmental 
Medicine, New York Univ. Medical Center, 550 First Ave., 
New York, NY 10016.

4979. Freundlich, Michael; Zilleruelo, G.; Abitbol, C.; 
Strauss, J.; Faugere, M-C.; Malluche, H.H. 1985. Infant 
formula as a cause of aluminium toxicity in neonatal 
uraemia. Lancet ii(8454):527-29. Sept. 7. [27 ref]
• Summary: Though acute toxicity from consuming 
aluminum is rare, young children with kidney failure or 
impaired kidney function are “very susceptible to aluminum 
toxicity.” The authors report 2 cases of aluminum toxicity 
in infants fed soy-based infant formulas. They developed 
encephalopathy, infl ammation, and injury of the brain. Both 
infants died. They were found to have high aluminum levels 
in the brain, although bone aluminum levels were normal.

 The authors tested several infant formulas and found 
them to contain “high concentrations of aluminum.” They 
recommend the use of aluminum-free infant formula in 
infants with reduced kidney function. They indicate that it is 
“unclear” whether aluminum in infant formula represents a 
health hazard for normal infants.
 Note 1. In response to this article, Fisher and co-workers 
in England wrote in The Lancet of 6 May 1989: “One study 
attributed encephalopathy and fatal illness in two infants 
with severe congenital renal [kidney] failure to aluminum 
from this source [infant formula], although the validity of 
that conclusion is doubtful.
 Note 2. Webster’s Dictionary defi nes encephalopathy (a 
term fi rst used in 1866) as “a disease of the brain; especially 
one involving alterations of brain structure.”
 Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2021) 
that discusses aluminum toxicity in any soyfood product. 
It prompted considerable subsequent research on the 
subject. Address: 1-4. Div. of Pediatric Nephrology, Dep. 
of Pediatrics, Univ. of Miami, Miami, Florida; 5-6. Div. 
of Nephrology, Bone and Mineral Metabolism, Univ. of 
Kentucky, Lexington, KY.

4980. Hall, Trish. 1985. Steady diet. What Americans eat 
hasn’t changed much despite healthy image: They still need 
more grains and fi bers, fewer fats; calling croissants ‘light.’ 
Salads of Bacon Bits, cheese. Wall Street Journal. Sept. 12. 
p. 1, 22.
• Summary: “Marketers are responding to the ever-growing 
cry from consumers that they want to eat more nutritiously. 
But do they? After at least a decade of intense interest in 
nutrition, the makeup of the typical American diet is little 
changed. There are some improvements. But despite all the 
talk about lighter, healthier food, most people still consume 
a diet high in fat and low in complex carbohydrates, which 
increases their risk of developing such illnesses as heart 
disease and cancer.”
 “While health experts consider fat the biggest dietary 
problem and say consumption should be cut by at least a 
quarter, a May survey by Louis Harris & Associates Inc. 
for Rodale Press found that most people consider ‘getting 
enough vitamins and minerals’ the most important food step 
to take for long life.”
 “About six years ago, General Foods Corp. started 
testing a bacon-like product called Lean Strips made from 
soy. ‘That product was the most wholesome product you 
could imagine,’ says Mrs. Hermann. ‘But no one wanted 
it.’ The company tried to improve the taste because it was 
convinced that Lean Strips could succeed. Finally, after 
spending two years and ‘a bundle’ of money, General Foods 
scrapped the project. As a result, Mrs. Hermann says, the 
company fears getting ‘ahead of the market,’ and so it treads 
more cautiously.”
 Two pie charts show American eating patterns in 1960-
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63 and 1980-83. The four largest sectors in 1980-83 were: 
Meat 26.5%, dairy products 14.8%, vegetables 13.4%, and 
sweeteners 11.4%. Important percentage changes over the 
20-year period: Meat went from 26.0% of the total diet 
to 26.5%, poultry from 4.8% to 7.2%, fi sh from 1.6% to 
2.6%, eggs from 4.2% to 2.3%, dairy products from 17.3% 
to 14.8%, fats and oils from 3.6% to 5.5%. Address: Staff 
reporter.

4981. Bonapace, A. Augusto. 1985. Re: The tragic or 
irreversible effects of hunger in the world are due above all 
to lack of proteins. Letter to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods 
Center, Sept. 13. 1 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead. 
[Ita]
• Summary: “For a modest initial investment, any country 
affl icted by malnutrition can undertake the local production 
of Pre-Digested vegetable proteins. Obtained from the by-
products of Oil Mills (the oil-less fl ours of oily seeds), the 
protein is partially hydrolized to render it completely edible, 
tasteless, readily and fully assimilated. These vegetable 
proteins, high in Lysine and other essential amino acids, are 
suitable for
 “Human and Animal Consumption”
 “in powder as a hydrolized protein nucleus, for 
subsequent mixing
 “as a 33% concentrated liquid vegetable milk (UHT 
long-life in Tetrabrik) digestible even by individuals who 
cannot tolerate cow’s milk.
 As a result, all the natural milk produced in the country 
can be devoted exclusively to human consumption, while 
Calves (males too, which are often killed at birth because 
of the lack of milk and the inconvenience of feeding them 
with imported Milk Replacer) and Lambs are fed entirely on 
vegetable milk produced locally as if by
 “An Inexhaustible Vegetable Cow.” Address: Dr., 
President, Dott. Bonapace & C., P.O. Box 1840, 20100 
Milano, Italy. Phone: 316251.

4982. Brightsong Foods. 1985. Corporate backgrounder and 
fact sheet (News release). 100-A Poultry St. (P.O. Box 2536), 
Petaluma, CA 94953. 2 p. Sept.
• Summary: In the late 1970s Richard Rose discovered that 
his frequent respiratory illnesses were caused by a severe 
allergy to dairy products. He was a vegetarian and dairy 
products were a major component in his diet. Substituting 
tofu for dairy products eliminated all the illnesses he had 
suffered from since childhood. In 1980 the Roses brought 
Brightsong Tofu, in 1982 they moved it to Petaluma, and 
in late 1984 they received the backing of a venture capital 
fi rm. Since 1980 over 90 tofu products were developed and 
marketed by the company. Address: Petaluma, California.

4983. Cultivar. 1985. Le soja en alimentation humaine [Soya 
in human nutrition]. No. 186. p. 77-78. Sept. [Fre]

• Summary: A brief introduction to tofu, soymilk, soy 
sauce, tempeh, miso, soy fl our, soy protein isolates, and 
concentrates. Address: France.

4984. Dott. Bonapace & C. 1985. Milk replacers (Aminolat) 
and high-quality proteins from vegetable raw materials 
(defatted fl ours of soya, cotton, sunfl ower, castor, etc.) 
(Leafl et). Milan, Italy. 1 p. [Eng]
• Summary: This company’s process is based on hydrolysis 
of vegetable raw materials to create a milk for consumption 
by humans or calves. It is an instant milk powder with a 
higher protein content than cow’s milk and good taste. “In 
most countries where milk production is insuffi cient, male 
calves of dairy cattle are usually killed after birth, while 
female calves are fed to a strict survival level, to save milk 
for human consumption.
 “Just as an example, in Mexico we think about two 
million newborn male calves are killed every year; with a 
local production of Aminolat those animals could be fed 
up to a body weight of 500 kg, thus making available to 
the market something like 1 million tons/year of meat. In 
addition, Aminolat could represent a larger feed supply for 
female calves during their fi rst very important months of 
life...”
 A letter from the Secretary of Agriculture of the Central 
Government of Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil, describes results 
of a successful experiment in March-May 1979 (77 days) on 
the feeding of weaning calves on natural cow milk as well as 
on a soya -based milk substitute (Aminolat). Address: P.O. 
Box 1840, 20100 Milan, Italy.

4985. Dott. Bonapace & C. 1985. Soya protein hydrolysate 
(Patent: Professor Orban): Products that are ready* or under 
study in Italy and Brazil (Brochure). P.O. Box 1840, 20100 
Milano, Italy. 4 p. [Eng]
• Summary: Animal food series: 1. Aminolat * Substitute 
milk for calves, lambs, piglets. In powder or 33% liquid 
concentrate. 2. Protein base * to be mixed with milk serum 
or milk powder for reconstitution, or with molasses, mineral 
salts, or mixed feeds. 3. Aminoplus (Protamina) * Protein 
derivatives mixture (soya and offal hydrolysates). 4. Race 
horses * Amino Complevit–Nutramix. 5. Dogs and fur 
animals * Puppy mix.
 Human food series: 1. Aminolat–Vegetable milk powder 
with pre-digested soya protein. Refers also to Vegelact 
from Gallia; Nutrilact from Mellin, Milupa; Multilac 
from Dieterba. Aminolat could be used in the following 
applications: Hyperproteic liquid vegetable milk in Tetra 
Brik 200-250 ml. Instant hyperproteic vitamin vegetable 
milk powder (E.D.T. coated). Milk and chocolate, similar 
to Ovomaltina (cf. Diabetic Breakfast Chocolate Stella 
Lugano). Nut fl avored sweet cream spread (like Nutella). 
Hyperproteic [high-protein] soya milk ice cream, soya 
protein yogurt, mozzarella cheese, and smoked slices. 2. 
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Protein Base * Source of vegetable protein. 3. Hyperprotein 
emulsifi er for sausages, meats, etc. (In Italy the law allows 
30% soya protein, in Brazil, 50%). 4. Fabricated Foods 
(Fudex Plant), as for snacks, crackers, etc. 5. Textured 
products (Fudex plant). 6. Vegetable Protein Meat 
Substitutes. Incl. soy protein hydrolysate, soya protein plus 
beef blood, etc. Also: Tomato powder dressing. Broth cubes 
(like Soya Wurfel or Morga CH Soya Cubes). Instant broth 
powder in packets. Soups in packets. Powder meals–high 
protein diet. Individual meals in Tetrabrik (UHF). Address: 
Milan, Italy.

4986. Dott. Bonapace & C. 1985. Aminolat liquid 
concentrate. P.O. Box 1840, 20100 Milano, Italy. 8 p. [Eng]
• Summary: 1. Uses and benefi ts as a calf milk replacer. 
The product is 33% of dry matter; 3 kg = 1 kg of powdered 
milk. 2. Concentrated Aminolat Liquid (36% dry matter). For 
human consumption–Long-life UHT. Aminolat is made from 
defatted soya meal, which is then hydrolyzed (predigested). 
For this reason, “Aminolat is also superior to the current milk 
substitutes for pediatric use like Similac, Isomil, Prosobee, 
Mullsoy, Vegelact, etc. where the soya proteins are in the 
‘isolated and micronized’ form, but still as whole proteins to 
be digested.” Address: Milan, Italy.

4987. Product Name:  Tofulicious (Soy Ice Cream) [Dutch 
Chocolate Almond, Vanilla Almond Supreme, Piña Colada 
Royale, Triple Berry Delight, or Creamy Peanut Butter].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Eastern Foods Corp.
Manufacturer’s Address:  3225 E. Hennepin Ave., 
Minneapolis, MN 55413.
Date of Introduction:  1985 September.
How Stored:  Frozen.
Nutrition:  Chocolate-Almond. Per 4 fl  oz: Calories 160, 
carbohydrates 24 gm, protein 3 gm, fat 6 gm, sodium 50 mg.
New Product–Documentation:  Dairy Record. 1985. Nov. 
p. 43. “A Taste of the Orient.” Product development was 
partially supported by the Minnesota Soybean Growers 
Association. Soybean Digest. 1987. July. p. 4. Leafl et. 
1986, undated. Tofulicious. Good taste that’s good for you. 
Haumann. 1987. JAOCS. Oct. p. 1378. The product was 
developed by research coordinated by Univ. of Minnesota 
food scientist William Breene and funded by the Minnesota 
Soybean Research and Promotion Council; Calhoun Herald 
(Hardin, Illinois). 1988. Sept. 15. “Tofulicious available at 
Taviners.” Midwest Gourmet Ventures, a new distributorship 
established by John and Caroll Bonn, is the exclusive 
distributor for Tofulicious, which is a kosher product and has 
an approved diabetic exchange of one and one half starches 
and one fat per 4 oz. serving.

4988. Jiménez, María Joaquina Morón; Elías, L.G.; Bressani, 
R.; Navarrete, Delia A.; Gomez-Brenez, R.; Molina, M.R. 
1985. Estudios bioquimicos y nutricionales de la semilla 

germinada de soya [Biochemical and nutritional studies of 
sprouted soybean seeds]. Archivos Latinoamericanos de 
Nutricion 35(3):480-90. Sept. [31 ref. Spa; eng]
• Summary: “Summary: The purpose of this work was 
to determine the biochemical and nutritional changes of 
soybean seeds during germination.
 “Soybean seeds were soaked for a period of eight hours 
and then germinated for 0, 1, 3 and 5 days. Part of them was 
subjected to an autoclave process. Then, both the raw and 
cooked seeds were dried, ground and analyzed.
 “During the germination process an increase in the 
percentage content of protein and fi ber in the seeds occurred; 
cooked seeds, in contrast, showed a slight decrease with 
respect to the former. Ether extract increased in percentage 
until the third day, and then decreased on the fi fth. In the 
cooked seeds, higher values than in the raw seeds were 
obtained, due to the fact that when seeds were autoclaved, 
protein and carbohydrate losses occur.
 “In regard to ash content, this diminished in percentage 
as germination advanced; the same happened to the free-
protein extract. The raffi nose and stachyose sugars, factors 
which cause fl atulence, disappeared on the third germination 
day.
 “As to nitrogen extraction, a greater percentage was 
obtained using distilled water as solvent, both for the raw 
and cooked seeds, than when using NaOH and NaCl.
 “The trypsin inhibitors content increased on the fi rst 
day of germination and then decreased. Ungerminated, 
autoclaved seeds, showed no trypsin inhibitors activity, 
whereas in the germinated cooked seeds, it increased slightly 
as germination days went by.
 “Regarding protein effi ciency ratio (PER), seeds with 0, 
1 and 3 germination days presented no signifi cant differences 
among them, the cooked seeds exhibiting higher values 
than the raw seeds. Apparent digestibility increased as the 
germination period advanced, having obtained better values 
when they were autoclaved.
 “In the soybean milk acceptability test, no signifi cant 
differences were observed between milk from ungerminated 
soybean seeds, and milk from the 3-day germinated seeds.” 
Address: INCAP, Guatemala.

4989. Kotzsch, Ronald E. 1985. Chapter 10. After the master. 
Part one: America [young Michio and Aveline Kushi, and 
Herman and Cornellia Aihara] (Continued–Document part 
IV). In: R.E. Kotzsch. 1985. Macrobiotics: Yesterday and 
Today. Tokyo and New York: Japan Publications Inc. 292 p. 
Sept. [144* ref]
• Summary: (Continued): “There were, to be sure, 
diffi culties as well. Tao Books went bankrupt in the mid-
1970s and the Seventh Inn, while busy, was hobbled with 
a $2,000 a month basic rental expense and never really 
thrived. Erewhon Farms, a macrobiotic rural community 
near Keene, New Hampshire, struggled for several years and 
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then dispersed. Some of these problems were due to the fact 
that those running the various businesses and organizations 
were young and inexperienced, if dedicated, amateurs. There 
was a somewhat naive faith that if one ate properly, lack of 
formal training and expertise would be outweighed by good 
sense and good intuition. This often did work out. Sometimes 
it did not. There were also some tensions as Erewhon became 
a large company operating in the broader marketplace. 
When the retail stores in Boston began to sell potatoes, 
tomatoes, dairy foods, honey and other items not strictly 
‘macrobiotic’ there was a heated controversy within the 
community. Some argued that Erewhon was compromising 
its values for business reasons. Others said that the company 
should meet the needs of a broad spectrum of customers but 
with the highest quality products. The latter group won the 
day. Despite these diffi culties and tensions, it was a time 
of growth and accomplishment, and of optimism about the 
future.
 “Thus by the mid-1970s there was a stable and 
substantial macrobiotic community in Boston, with 
fl ourishing businesses and with thriving educational 
activities. Several factors were crucial in this development. 
Chief among them, perhaps, was the work of the Kushis. 
Throughout these years both Michio and Aveline worked 
with energy and dedication to promote macrobiotics. Each, 
functioning in a distinct sphere, was crucial in the birth and 
growth of the community.
 “Kushi emerged as a forceful and original interpreter 
of macrobiotics. Despite a lack of real fl uency in English 
he presented the basic themes of Yin and Yang, the spiral 
of materialization, and the ‘Way of Eating’ in a clear and 
convincing manner. Yet he made some important changes 
and additions. For one thing, he greatly liberalized the diet. 
Under Ohsawa the emphasis had been on Diet Number 
Seven observed for ten days, followed by a less strict regime, 
but one still based on rice, much salt and a minimum of 
liquid. It became clear to Kushi, particularly after his many 
contacts with alumni of the American drug scene, that a less 
spartan form of the diet was better suited to most Americans. 
Many young people who had taken drugs proved too weak 
physically to thrive on such a simple diet. At the same time 
they were drawn for psychological reasons to very strict and 
rigid patterns. It became clear too that even healthy people 
had a hard time thriving on such a regimen. Thus Kushi 
began to recommend a transitional period during which 
meat, dairy products and raw fruits were reduced in a gradual 
way that would allow the body to adjust slowly. And for the 
long term he began to advise what he called the ‘Standard 
Diet.’ In terms of percentages of different types of foods, 
this regime is an average of the various ‘levels’ of the diet 
which Ohsawa taught. It consists roughly of fi fty percent 
grains, ten percent soup, fi ve to ten percent beans, twenty to 
thirty percent cooked vegetables, plus occasional fi sh and 
seafood, seeds and nuts, salad and fruits. He advised a drastic 

reduction in the amount of salt taken. In general, Kushi urged 
a fl exible and free approach, counseling people to eat and 
drink more in accordance with their natural intuition than 
according to rigid rules. Under this infl uence the diet became 
more attractive and practical for a wide range of people. It 
even acquired a hedonistic aspect as the grand tradition of 
‘the Boston dessert’ was born and developed. Interest in 
creating natural ‘sweets and goodies’ added such delights 
as apricot-tofu custard and carob-carrot cake to macrobiotic 
cuisine. On the West Coast at the same time, Herman and 
Cornellia and others were also broadening the diet and 
adapting it to the needs of Americans.
 “Also, Kushi greatly increased the body of macrobiotic 
thought. With insight and imagination he systematized 
and explained in detail topics over which Ohsawa had 
passed lightly. These subjects included macrobiotic 
medicine, diagnosis and physiognomy, the ‘fi ve-energy 
transformations’ theory of Chinese traditional thought, 
agriculture and the particulars of world government. Also, 
he dealt with many areas which had previously not been 
an explicit concern of macrobiotics: history of the cosmos, 
human prehistory, astronomy, UFOs, human auras, the 
structure of the spiritual world, meditation, and spiritual 
practice. This expansion of macrobiotic thought by Kushi 
is so extensive and has had such a marked impact on the 
movement as a whole that it will be treated at length in 
Chapter 13.
 “Kushi functioned not only as teacher and philosopher 
for the burgeoning macrobiotic community in Boston. He 
was also counselor, friend and father fi gure to the scores 
of young people who arrived from around the country and 
from other parts of the world. With a high and broad brow 
above dark owl-eye glasses, a perennial black three-piece 
suit, and a cigarette poised toward the heavens, Kushi was 
an impressive and mysterious fi gure. Yet he was also an 
approachable one, friendly, patient and even-tempered. 
Always willing to listen to any problem or question, general 
or personal, he was usually ready with some good, plausible 
advice. Unlike Ohsawa, Kushi seldom criticized his students, 
let alone berate or embarrass them in public or in private. His 
most frequent rejoinder to a suggestion, idea or answer was 
‘Ah yes, very good!’ or ‘Ah so, that’s great.’ Kushi was quite 
aware of this characteristic and its importance. In a lecture 
once he observed, ‘Mr. Ohsawa’s approach to teaching was 
very Yang, mine is very Yin. If I were like Mr. Ohsawa I 
would be sitting here tonight all by myself. Americans need 
a little gentler method.’ Yet this was a natural rather than a 
consciously chosen inclination. Even as a young man Kushi 
apparently was almost uncannily patient and unfl appable. 
During the fi rst part of his stay in America Kushi received 
a particularly abusive letter from Ohsawa. He lost his 
temper, tore up the letter and wrote Ohsawa an angry reply. 
Ohsawa returned: ‘I am so happy to learn that even you too 
can become angry.’ The letter had been a test ! Those who 
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worked and studied with Kushi in Boston had to learn to deal 
with various, often disconcerting traits. He preferred to work 
late into the night and to rise late in the morning. He tended 
to be late for appointments or to forget them entirely. His 
business decisions were often inscrutable as well as ill-fated. 
But his patience and kindness were unfailing.
 “Kushi pursued these roles of teacher, guide and 
confi dante with utter dedication. Like Ohsawa, he committed 
his time and energy totally to his mission. He pursued and 
seemed to thrive on a demanding schedule of lectures, 
meetings and consultations. Almost a classic case study of 
the ‘workaholic,’ he took no days off and, while lavishing 
time and energy on his students and their projects, had 
little time for his own children. He took no vacations. Once 
several students impelled Kushi to drive with them to the 
coast of Maine. When they pulled up to a rocky beach, Kushi 
remained in the car smoking a cigarette while the others 
gambolled by the water. ‘So this is a vacation?’ he observed 
quizzically when they returned. Kushi’s chief recreation 
seemed to be regular forays to the local coffee shop.”
 Page 174: “In 1975 the fi rst residential summer program 
was held at Amherst College.”
 “In 1977 the Kushi Institute was established in 
Brookline. The Kushis rented and renovated large quarters in 
a substantial brick buiding to house this ongoing school for 
macrobiotics. A three-level program was set up.
 Page 175: In 1975 “Michio made his fi rst lecture trip to 
Europe. His seminar ‘The Principles and Practice of Oriental 
Medicine’ held at the Tara Hotel in London was attended by 
about 500 people. In the following years he made several 
trips each year.”
 “While macrobiotics was spreading geographically 
from Boston, it was also spreading socially. That is, it 
was gaining a wider respectability and was being adopted 
by many older people and by others not associated with 
the youthful ‘counterculture.’ Several factors helped this 
process. One was the increasing acceptance by the medical 
community of the macrobiotic diet as nutritionally safe, and 
even as effective against illness. From early in his teaching 
career Kushi took every opportunity to present the case for 
macrobiotics to doctors and health professionals. He met 
often with individual physicians and appeared frequently 
before medical groups. These efforts began to bear fruit as 
early as 1972 when Dr. Frank Sacks and Dr. Edward Kass 
of Harvard Medical School did a study [published in 1974] 
of the effect of macrobiotic eating on blood cholesterol 
levels. They found that a sampling of macrobiotic people 
in Boston had optimally low cholesterol levels and thus 
hypothetically would be less prone to heart disease. Still, 
progress was slow. By the mid-1970s, though, there was 
a small but committed group of physicians who practiced 
and supported macrobiotics. This group included Drs. Mark 
Hegsted, Keith Block, Robert Mendelsohn and Christiane 
Northrup. Even Dr. Stare, the movement’s one-time nemesis, 

was enough convinced by Kushi’s broad presentation of the 
diet to allow that macrobiotics could be a sound nutritional 
regime. The image of macrobiotics as the ‘killer diet’ 
gradually disappeared from the medical community and thus 
largely from the popular press.” Address: PhD, Hanover, 
New Hampshire; The New North Church, Hingham, 
Massachusetts (18 Mar 1985).

4990. Patni, Manmath. 1985. Soybean–Present situation and 
future possibilities. Poultry Guide (India) 22(9):53-62, 85-
90. Sept.
• Summary: This paper was presented at the Zonal 
Agricultural Research Station, College of Agriculture, 
Indore. Contents: Miraculous tiny seed. Source of vital 
goodness. World leader soybean. Processing of soybean. 
Effect of heat treatment on nutritive value / functionality. 
Basic protein food from soybean. Soya protein concentrate. 
Soy protein isolate. Texturized protein product. Whole 
soybean products: Soya milk, tofu, tempeh. Full fat soya 
fl our. Miracle crop of many uses. Present situation and future 
possibilities.
 “For over 5,000 years this tiny seed has been the staple 
food of certain parts of the East, including North China, 
Japan, Korea and some areas of India. The ancient Yogis, 
who were among the world’s fi rst vegetarians, placed great 
faith in the soya bean as a supplement to their meatless 
diet. In fact it became known as, and is still in the Far East 
referred to as, ‘The Meat of the Soil.’”
 Note: In a letter to William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center 
dated 21 May 1997, M. Patni states that the source of his 
information about ancient yogis and soybeans was a book 
titled About Soya Beans, by G.J. Binding (1970, p. 10).
 “Source of Vital Goodness: Soybean is not new to India. 
Black soybean has been cultivated for ages in the low hills of 
Kumaon and Garhwal regions of U.P. [Uttar Pradesh] as well 
as on the foot hills of the Himalayas and in some scattered 
pockets of central India. However, strangely enough the crop 
has not so far become popular in the Indian sub continent 
and other tropical countries.”
 The Soybean Processors’ Association of India is opening 
a Research & Development cum-Training Center at Indore. 
Address: Product Development Manager, Prestige Group of 
Industries, Indore.

4991. Scholz, K.-E.; Kinder, E.; Hagemeister, H.; Barth, 
C.A. 1985. Infl uence of dietary casein and soy protein 
isolate on intestinal cholesterol and bile acid concentration. 
Zeitschrift fuer Ernaehrungswissenschaft 24(3):158-71. Sept. 
[34 ref. Eng; ger]
• Summary: In miniature pigs, the total amount of bile 
acids in the small intestine was signifi cantly higher when 
soy protein isolate was fed in comparison to casein. The 
intestinal cholesterol contents were not signifi cantly different 
between the two groups. Address: 1. Inst. fuer Physiologie 
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und Biochemie der Ernaehrung, Bundesanstalt fuer 
Milchforschung, 2300 Kiel, West Germany.

4992. Tani, Tadato; Katsuki, T.; Kubo, M.; Arichi, S.; 
Kitagawa, I. 1985. Histochemistry. V. Soyasaponins in 
soybean. Chemical and Pharmaceutical Bulletin 33(9):3829-
33. Sept. [12 ref]
• Summary: Using high-performance liquid chromatography, 
the authors conducted histochemical analysis to clarify 
the distribution of “soyasaponins, which are the bioactive 
constituents of the seeds” of the soybean. Soyasaponin I 
[later named Saponin A] was found to reside mainly in the 
plumule, hypocotyl, and radicle of the soybean seed. Note: 
Saponins, especially soyasaponin I, are responsible for the 
bitter taste of soymilk. Address: 1-4. The Research Inst. of 
Oriental Medicine, Kinki Univ.

4993. Tani, Tadato; Katsuki, T.; Kubo, M.; Arichi, S.; 
Kitagawa, I. 1985. Histochemistry. VI. Tocopherols and 
isofl avones in soybeans (Glycine max Merrill, seeds). 
Chemical and Pharmaceutical Bulletin 33(9):3834-37. Sept. 
[5 ref]
• Summary: Tocopherols and isofl avones are bioactive 
substances. A high concentration of tocopherols was found in 
the soybean cotyledon, while isofl avones (including daidzin, 
genistin, and daidzein) were localized mainly in the plumule, 
hypocotyl, and radicle, which subsequently grow to form 
the adult plant. Address: 1-4. The Research Inst. of Oriental 
Medicine, Kinki Univ.

4994. Yu, Shouyang; Bao, Cunyi; Yang, Fuqing; Wang, 
Zhaoxu; Liu Zhicheng. 1985. [A study of nutrition and 
food hygiene on the soy protein concentrate and soy protein 
isolate as new developed food resource in Heilongjiang 
province in China]. Ying Yang Hsueh Pao (Acta Nutrimenta 
Sinica) 7(3):161-66. Sept. [13 ref. Chi; eng]
• Summary: Note: This is the earliest Chinese-language 
document seen (Nov. 2015) that mentions soy protein isolate. 
Address: Dep. of Nutrition and Food Hygiene, Harbin 
Medical University, Harbin, China.

4995. Flentge, Robert L. 1985. Tofu [a potentially hazardous 
food]. Illinois Dept. of Public Health. Offi ce of Health 
Regulations. Division of Food, Drugs and Dairies. Technical 
Release No. 12. 1 p. Oct. 10.
• Summary: This release on tofu was sent by the Division. 
of Food, Drugs and Dairies, Offi ce of Health Regulations, 
Illinois Dept. of Public Health to Food Sanitarians in Illinois. 
“Tofu, a jellied soy bean product that is the mainstay of 
many oriental diets, is gaining popularity in this country. 
Because tofu is such a nutritious food, it is also an excellent 
media for bacteria.
 “Research has found that tofu will support bacteria that 
produce botulism, salmonellosis, and staphylococcal food 

poisoning if it is stored at a temperature above 41ºF. This is 
not a product in the orient where the product is consumed 
within a day or two of when it is made. However in the 
United States, it may be expected to have a shelf life of three 
weeks.
 “Many times when tofu is displayed in a retail store, it 
is unrefrigerated and placed next to the oriental vegetables in 
the produce case.
 “Tofu is a potentially hazardous food as defi ned in 
Section 760.20 of the Retail Food Store Sanitation Rules and 
Regulations; it must be handled accordingly.”
 Note: These rules and regulations are Illinois state 
regulations, not federal regulations. Address: Chief, Div. of 
Food, Drugs and Dairies, Offi ce of Health Regulations.

4996. Tepper, Robert. 1985. Soy Supreme and Oberg’s spray 
dried tofu (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Oct. 10. Conducted 
by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: The process uses whole soybeans to make a 
full-fi ber soymilk. This can be either spray dried directly or 
made into calcium sulfate tofu, which is spray dried using 
large cheddar cheese spray driers. Paul Taylor is the active 
man. Mr. Oberg is not involved. Lou Osterbur in Quincy, 
Illinois is the sales and production manager. Address: 
Barricini Foods, Oyster Bay, New York.

4997. Veys, B. 1985. Tolérance et effi cacité de l’alimentation 
entérale exclusive de longue durée chez des patients 
comateux [Tolerance and effi cacy of long-term exclusive 
enteral feeding for comatose patients]. Medecine et Hygiene 
43:3150, 3153-54, 3157-58. Oct. 23. [14 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Galactina Diaetetica’s Naga-Sonda soy 
protein drink is effective in such cases. Address: Service de 
surveillance continue polyvalente-neurologie (Dr. Danze), 
Etablissements heliomarins, 62600 Berck-Plage, France.

4998. Hafez, Youssef S.; Mohamed, A.; Singh, G.; Hewedy, 
F.M. 1985. Effect of gamma irradiation on proteins and fatty 
acids of soybean. J. of Food Science 50(5):1271-74. Sept/
Oct. [24 ref]
• Summary: Gamma irradiation has long been known as a 
method of food preservation. Soybean seeds with varying 
moisture content were irradiated with various doses of 
radiation from a Cobalt-60 source. Radiation doses of 
100 KGy caused a decrease in the percentage of nitrogen 
solubility, and an inhibition of 71% of lipoxygenase 
activities, 24.5% of trypsin inhibitor activities, and 16.7% 
of chymotrypsin inhibitor activities. Address: 1-2. Nutrition 
Lab. Dep. of Human Ecology; 3. Dep. of Natural Sciences, 
Univ. of Maryland Eastern Shore, Princess Anne, Maryland 
21853; 4. Dep. of Biochemistry, Cairo Univ., Giza, Egypt.

4999. Johnson, Catherine D.; Berry, M.F.; Weaver, Connie 
M. 1985. Soybean hulls as an iron source for bread 
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enrichment. J. of Food Science 50(5):1275-77, 1305. Sept/
Oct. [20 ref]
• Summary: Soybean hulls, a rich source of iron, may be 
incorporated without adversely affecting bread quality. 
Address: Dep. of Foods & Nutrition, Purdue Univ., West 
Lafayette, Indiana 47906.

5000. Kanno, Akishige; Takamatsu, Haruki; Tsuchihashi, 
Noboru; Watanabe, Tomoko; Takai, Yuriko. 1985. Nattô 
no kenkyû. III. Nattô to hikiwari-nattô no seizô oyobi 
hozon-chû ni okeru tokoferooru ganyûryô no henka 
[Studies on natto. III. Change in tocopherol contents during 
manufacturing and storage of “natto” and “hikiwari-natto”]. 
Nippon Shokuhin Kogyo Gakkaishi (J. of the Japanese 
Society for Food Science and Technology) 32(10):754-58. 
(Chem. Abst. 104:67760). 15886 [13 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: The tocopherol content of soybeans (on a dry-
weight basis) was increased by both soaking and steaming. 
Address: 1-2. Asahi Shokuhin Co., Ltd., 180-2, Wado, 
Ushibori-machi, Namekata-gun, Ibaraki 311-24, Japan.

5001. Kennedy, Ann R. 1985. The conditions for the 
modifi cation of radiation transformation in vitro by a 
tumor promoter and protease inhibitors. Carcinogenesis 
6(10):1441-45. Oct. [20 ref]
• Summary: In vitro research indicates that protease 
inhibitors prevent conversion of normal cells to the to the 
malignant state even at very late stages in carcinogenesis 
but that they have no effect on cancerous cells. “These 
results suggest that protease inhibitor treatment of the 
initiated [irradiated] cells has irreversibly reverted cells to 
their original or ‘uninitiated’ condition which existed before 
irradiation.” Address: Dep. of Cancer Biology, Harvard 
School of Public Health, 665 Huntington Ave., Boston, 
Massachusetts 02115.

5002. Sasaki, J.; Funakoshi, M.; Arakawa, K. 1985. Effect of 
soybean crude fi ber on the concentrations of serum lipids and 
apolipoproteins in hyperlipemic subjects. Annals of Nutrition 
and Metabolism 29(5):274-78. Sept/Oct. [26 ref]
• Summary: After human subjects consumed soybean 
crude fi ber for 2 months, their concentrations of serum 
triglycerides, VLDL triglycerides, and VLDL cholesterol 
were decreased signifi cantly. The mechanism by which crude 
soybean fi ber lowers serum triglyceride levels is unknown. 
There were no signifi cant changes in total cholesterol, 
LDL cholesterol, HDL cholesterol, apo A-I, apo A-II, 
apo C-II or apo B levels, nor in body weight before and 
after administration of the soybean crude fi ber. Address: 
Second Dep. of Internal Medicine, Fukuoka Univ. Hospital, 
Fukuoka, Japan.

5003. Soybean Digest. 1985. Super soybean: Fact or fi ction 
[Interview with Robert Goodman of Calgene]. Sept/Oct. p. 

14N-15N.
• Summary: The article begins: “Genetic engineering using 
recombinant DNA ranks as one of the most exciting scientifi c 
frontiers in agriculture.
 “Through techniques like gene splicing, scientists are on 
the threshold of being able to alter precisely the basic genetic 
codes of plants. The result may be greatly superior plants that 
contain traits like disease or pest resistance or even totally 
new plant species.”
 What has Calgene accomplished? “The real signifi cance 
of this work is that we’ve demonstrated that the soybean can 
be genetically altered through recombinant DNA techniques, 
and that we now have the tools to carry this work further. 
These tools will ultimately lead to important improvements 
in soybean oil characteristics, protein quality, nutrition 
factors, stress tolerance, herbicide tolerance, and so forth...”
 “At Calgene, our bet is that herbicide resistance will 
be the fi rst commercially available modifi cation because 
genetic engineering of plants is farther along in this area than 
it is in any other. In the longer term, and more important 
in commercial terms, we are confi dent it will be possible 
to genetically engineer altered fatty acid production in 
soybeans.”
 “At Calgene, we have isolated and cloned an 
agronomically useful gene that confers resistance to the 
herbicide Roundup. We have transferred that gene into plant 
cells and we can show that it is expressed–that it confers 
resistance to Roundup.” Address: Vice President R&D, 
Calgene Inc., Davis, California.

5004. Vegetarian Times. 1985. Medical schools urged to 
upgrade nutrition studies. Oct. p. 10. [1 ref]
• Summary: According to the National Research Council, 
only 9 of 46 medical schools examined have effective 
nutrition curricula. The medical board examinations contain 
only 3-4% of questions that relate to nutritional science.

5005. Yashiro, Akiko; Oda, S.; Sugano, M. 1985. 
Hypocholesterolemic effect of soybean protein in rats and 
mice after peptic digestion. J. of Nutrition 115(10):1325-36. 
Oct. [36 ref]
• Summary: “Abstract: Analyses of gastrointestinal contents 
of rats fed soybean protein isolate and casein showed that 
soybean protein was readily digested in the stomach but 
migrated slowly in the small intestine... These observations 
suggest a signifi cant role of peptic digestion in the 
cholesterol-lowering action of soybean protein.” Address: 
Lab. of Nutrition Chemistry, Kyushu Univ. School of 
Agriculture 46-09, Fukuoka 812, Japan.

5006. Yomiuri Shinbun (Yomiuri Daily News, Tokyo). 1985. 
Tôfu o-nedan jitsubai risaachi [Research on tofu prices, 
buying practices, and fl avor preferences]. Nov. 7. [Jap]
• Summary: A taste test showed 42% preferred tofu 
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coagulated with calcium chloride nigari, 35% natural nigari, 
19% calcium sulfate, and 4% glucono delta lactone. Total: 
100%. So nigari is strongly preferred.

5007. Ahmadu Bello University, Agricultural Extension and 
Research Liaison Services. 1985. Soyabeans in the Nigerian 
diet. Ahmadu Bello University, Extension Bulletin. No. 21. 
74 p. Nov. Home Economics Series No. 1. [64 ref]
• Summary: See the original 1977 edition. Address: 
Agricultural Extension and Research Liaison Services, 
Ahmadu Bello Univ., P.M.B. 1044, Samaru-Zaria, North 
Nigeria.

5008. Hashizume, Kazumoto; Ka, Ginran. 1985. [Difference 
between tofus coagulated with glucono delta lacton [GDL] 
and calcium salts]. Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku 
(Report of the National Food Research Institute) No. 47. p. 
150-53. Nov. [11 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: “Kinu-tofu [kinugoshi tofu = silken tofu] 
coagulated with GDL (glucono delta lacton [lactone]) is 
harder than that coagulated with calcium sulfate, but it is 
more fragile.”
 Reprinted from Nihon Shokuhin Kogyo Gakkai Shi 
(J. of Food Science and Technology) 25(7):383-86 (1978). 
Address: 1. National Food Research Inst. (Shokuhin Sogo 
Kenkyujo), Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries, 
Kannon-dai 2-1-2, Yatabe-machi, Tsukuba-gun, Ibaraki-ken 
305, Japan.

5009. Hirano, Hisashi; Fukuzawa, Chikafusa; Harada, 
Kyuka. 1985. Primary structures of the A4 and A5 subunits 
are highly homologous to that of the Reprinted from FEBS 
Letters 191(1):124-28. FEBS is the Federation of A3 subunit 
in glycinin seed storage protein of soybean. Shokuhin Sogo 
Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the National Food 
Research Institute) No. 47. p. 334-39. Nov. [17 ref. Eng; jap]
• Summary: Legume proteins, such as soy, and pulses 
belong to the globulin family of seed storage proteins called 
leguminins (11S) and vicilins (7S), or glycinin and beta-
conglycinin in soybeans. A3 is a subunit of the glycinin seed 
storage protein of soybean.
 Reprinted from FEBS Letters 191(1):124-28. FEBS is 
the Federation of European Biochemical Societies. Address: 
Dep. of Molecular Biology, National Inst. of Agrobiological 
Resources, National Food Research Inst. (Shokuhin Sogo 
Kenkyujo), Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries, 
Kannon-dai 2-1-2, Yatabe-machi, Tsukuba-gun, Ibaraki-ken 
305, Japan.

5010. Messenger, Bob. 1985. Prepared Foods 1986 annual 
trends report: Consumers see the light... and the lean, with a 
touch of pizzazz. Prepared Foods 154(12):46-49. Nov.
• Summary: One trend discussed is the growing interest 
in tofu-based foods. “The dairy case is taking on a foreign 

fl avor these days with the arrival of tofu as a bonafi de 
consumer health food. Chinese people have always valued 
the health benefi ts of tofu, but it was, for the most part, 
available only in Chinese-owned retail operations. That has 
changed.
 “Barricini Foods has added two new fl avors (wildberry 
and rum raisin) to its line of Tofulite tofu-based frozen 
desserts, while Hawthorn Mellody, Schaumburg, Illinois, has 
introduced Tofait, the fi rst of a line of non-dairy products 
containing 15-20% real tofu. Available in 8 fl avors, Tofait is 
cholesterol- and lactose-free.”
 The main concerns among shoppers in 1985 regarding 
the nutritional content of their foods is 20% want less sugar, 
19% want less salt, 18% are concerned with chemical 
additives (e.g., fl avoring, MSG, steroids), 17% worry about 
the vitamin/mineral content, 14% about the food/nutritional 
value, 13% want no preservatives, 13% want foods low in 
fat, 11% want to make sure they get a balanced diet, and 
10% are concerned about cholesterol levels in food. Address: 
Business editor.

5011. Murata, Kiku. 1985. Tenpe kenkyû no konjaku: 
Kôsanka-sei kara shôhi shikô made [Tempeh research, 
past and present: From antioxidants to consumers taste 
preferences]. Daizu Geppo (Soybean Monthly News). Nov. p. 
9-17. [Jap]
Address: Rigaku hakase: Osaka Shi-dai Teikoku Joshi-dai, 
Meiyo Kyoju. Teikoku Gakuen Kyoiku Kenkyujo Komon.

5012. Nigmonov, M. 1985. Elektroforeticheskoe povedenie 
ingibitorov proteinaz semian nekotorykh sortov soi 
[Electrophoretic behaviour of proteinase inhibitors of seeds 
of some soyabeans cultivars]. Akademii Nauk Tadzhikskoi 
SSR, Dushanbe. Doklady 28(11):667-670. Nov. [8 ref. Rus]
Address: Inst. of Physiology and Plant Biophysics, Academy 
of Sciences of the Tadzhik SSR.

5013. Okada, Noriyuki; Hariantono, Jimmy; Hadioetomo, 
Ratna Siri; Nikkuni, S.; Itoh, H. 1985. Survey of vitamin 
B-12-producing bacteria isolated from Indonesian tempeh. 
Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the 
National Food Research Institute) No. 47. p. 49-56. Nov. [9 
ref. Eng]
• Summary: “Identifi cation tests were performed on those 
bacteria which were isolated from Indonesian tempeh and 
produced more than 10 nanograms/(cells in 5 ml of culture) 
of vitamin B-12. Thirteen out of 33 isolates were identifi ed 
as Klebsiella pneumoniae. Two isolates were identifi ed as K. 
pneumoniae subspecies ozaenae and Enterobacter cloacae. 
Twelve isolates closely resembled either K. terrigena or K. 
planticola. Others included gram-positive rods (4 isolates), 
Gram-negative, oxidase-positive rod (1 isolate) and Gram-
negative, oxidase-negative rod (1 isolate).” This work 
was sponsored by the Joint Japan-Indonesia Project on the 
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Development of Tropical/Subtropical Microbial Resources, 
under the direction of the Science and Technology Agency of 
Japan and BPPT of Indonesia.
 Note: A gram-positive bacterium is one that holds the 
purple dye when stained by Gram’s stain. Address: National 
Food Research Inst. (Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo), Kannon-dai 
2-1-2, Yatabe-machi, Tsukuba-gun, Ibaraki-ken 305, Japan.

5014. Sanchez, Albert; Horning, M.C.; Shavlik, G.W.; 
Wingeleth, D.C.; Hubbard, R.W. 1985. Changes in levels 
of cholesterol associated with plasma amino acids in 
humans fed plant proteins. Nutrition Reports International 
32(5):1047-56. Nov. [39 ref]
• Summary: It is well known that plant-based diets lower 
cholesterol. Human subjects were fed an essentially 
plant protein diet for a period of four weeks. “Signifi cant 
decreases were observed in total cholesterol (from a mean 
of 236 to 175 mg/dl), LDL cholesterol (means, from 130 to 
190 mg/dl), HDL cholesterol (means, 60 to 50 mg/dl) and 
triglycerides (means, 223 to 172 mg/dl).”
 These changes corresponded to changes in individual 
amino acids, which are discussed in detail. Address: Dep. of 
Nutrition and Dep. of Biostatistics and Epidemiology, School 
of Health, Loma Linda Univ., Loma Linda, California 92350.

5015. Shorey, RoseAnn L.; Day, P.J.; Willis, R.A.; Lo, 
G.S.; Steinke, F.H. 1985. Effects of soybean polysaccharide 
on plasma lipids. J. of the American Dietetic Association 
85(11):1461-65. Nov. [23 ref]
• Summary: This is the earliest known trial of an isolated 
soybean polysaccharide preparation in individuals with 
moderately elevated cholesterol levels. 25 gm of soybean 
polysaccharide fi ber was added to the diet of people with 
mild to moderately high plasma cholesterol in the form of a 
cookie or crouton. The 8 week experiment on 31 people used 
a crossover design. The fi ber promoted a signifi cant decrease 
in cholesterol. Address: Graduate Nutrition Div., Univ. of 
Texas at Austin; Ralsotn Purina Co., St. Louis, Missouri.

5016. Taira, Harue; Tanaka, Hiromi; Horie, Masaki; 
Mikoshiba, Kimito. 1985. [Quality of soybean seeds grown 
in Japan. IX. Varietal differences in seed weight, protein, 
oil, carbohydrate, ash, potassium, phosphorus, magnesium, 
and calcium contents of seeds grown in Nagano Chushin 
Agricultural Experiment Station]. Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo 
Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the National Food Research 
Institute) No. 47. p. 57-91. Nov. [30 ref. Jap; eng]
Address: 1-2. National Food Research Inst. (Shokuhin Sogo 
Kenkyujo), Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries, 
Kannon-dai 2-1-2, Yatabe-machi, Tsukuba-gun, Ibaraki-ken 
305, Japan; 3. National Inst. of Agro-Environmental Science, 
Yatabe, Ibarkai; 4. Nagano Agricultural Research Center, 
Suzaka, Nagano.

5017. Taira, Harue; Taira, Hirokadzu; Tanaka, Hiromi; 
Mikoshiba, Kimito. 1985. [Quality of soybean seeds grown 
in Japan. X. Varietal differences in total carotenoids content 
and color of soybean seeds grown in Nagano Chushin 
Agricultural Experiment Station]. Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo 
Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the National Food Research 
Institute) No. 47. p. 92-104. Nov. [11 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: “Investigations were carried out to know the 
varietal differences of soybean seeds in the total carotenoids 
content of whole seeds and color (Y%, x, and y) of whole 
and defatted fl ours from 87 varieties grown in Nagano 
Chushin Agricultural Experiment Station from 1972 to 1974. 
The data for each sample and the varietal distribution were 
shown. Based on the results, the main range and variety % 
contained in the range were as follows: total carotenoids: 
0.501mg% to 0.900mg% and 79.3% in 1972, 0.501mg% to 
0.900mg% and 72.5% in 1973, and 0.501mg% to 1.000mg% 
and 89.2% in 1974, Y % of whole fl our: 72.1% to 76.0% 
and 79.0% in 1972, 69.1% to 75.0% and 93.7% in 1973, and 
72.1% to 76.0% and 82.2% in 1974, x of whole fl our: 0.346 
to 0.360 and 91.0% in 1972, 0.346 to 0.360 and 91.2% in 
1973, and 0.346 to 0.355 and 84.6% in 1974, and y of whole 
fl our: 0.356 to 0.370 and 89.7% in 1972, 0.356 to 0.375 and 
97.4% in 1973, and 0.356 to 0.370 and 88.4% in 1974. The 
popular variety Enrei, as compared with other varieties, had 
a slightly higher content in total carotenoids, higher values 
for Y% and x, and slightly lower value for y.” Address: 1-3. 
National Food Research Inst. (Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo), 
Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries, Kannon-dai 
2-1-2, Yatabe-machi, Tsukuba-gun, Ibaraki-ken 305, Japan; 
4. Nagano Agricultural Research Center, Suzaka, Nagano.

5018. Wolfe, Bernard M.; Giovannetti, Patricia M. 1985. 
Elevation of VLDL-cholesterol during substitution of soy 
protein for animal protein in diets of hypercholesterolemic 
Canadians. Nutrition Reports International 32(5):1057-65. 
Nov. [30 ref]
• Summary: “The effect of dietary protein source upon 
the levels of fasting serum lipids in hypercholesterolemic 
subjects was investigated. Using a cross-over design, 
5 subjects received sequentially either (i) a control 
conventional low cholesterol diet containing mixed protein 
from meat, dairy products and plant sources or (ii) an all 
plant protein test diet in which the meat and dairy protein 
of the former diet was replaced mainly by a product based 
upon textured soy protein fl our (Cholsoy(R)) and to a small 
extent a soy protein isolate-based beverage.” Address: Depts. 
of Medicine and Home Economics (Brescia College) of the 
Univ. of Western Ontario, London, Ontario, Canada.

5019. Yasui, Takeshi. 1985. Dissimilarity of low molecular 
weight carbohydrate composition of the seeds of cultivated 
soybean (Glycine max (L.) Merrill subsp. max) and wild 
soybean [Glycine max subsp. soja (Sieb. et Zucc.) Ohashi]. 
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Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the 
National Food Research Institute) No. 47. p. 373-78. Nov. 
[21 ref. Eng; jap]
• Summary: Reprinted from Agricultural and Biological 
Chemistry 49(4):933-37 (1985). Address: National Food 
Research Inst. (Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo), Ministry of 
Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries, Kannon-dai 2-1-2, 
Yatabe-machi, Tsukuba-gun, Ibaraki-ken 305, Japan.

5020. Praskin, Laurie Sythe. 1985. The Farm soy history: 
An overview. Document part II. Los Gatos, California. 10 p. 
Dec. 1. Unpublished manuscript. [Eng]
• Summary: (Continued): In 1975, Farm members started 
a company to promote the use of soybean products in the 
America diet. The company, named simply Farm Foods 
[Farm Food Company], began sales on the East Coast 
with full-fat soy fl our (ground fresh on The Farm), TVP 
(texturized vegetable protein), Good Tasting Nutritional 
Yeast, split soybeans, and Tempeh Starter Kits (developed 
by Cynthia Bates and Dr. Lyon). In 1976, under the 
management of Leticia Coate and Robert Tepper, Farm 
Foods began participating in national health food trade 
shows. At the time, they were one of the only companies 
representing soyfoods. Along with their packaged products, 
they sold cookbooks and served free samples of tempeh, 
TVP chili, and nutritional yeast crackers.
 “The products and recipes developed over the years led 
to the publication of three cookbooks: The Farm Vegetarian 
Cookbook (1975) and Tofu Cookery (Oct. 1982), edited by 
Louise Hagler, and Tempeh Cookery (March 1984), edited 
by Colleen Pride. These books made a major contribution in 
westernizing recipes previously Oriental in origin. They were 
available in all natural food stores throughout the country.
 “The work with soy products on The Farm also inspired 
members to start two vegetarian restaurants; the Farm 
Foods Cafe [opened Aug. 1976], in San Rafael, California, 
managed by Robert Dolgin, was the fi rst “soy deli” in the 
United States. Everybody’s, located in Nashville, Tennessee 
[opened July 1980], was managed by Judd and Diane 
Hoffman.
 “The acceptance by the public of Farm Foods Cafe was 
overwhelming, and although it only operated from 1976 to 
1977, it pioneered the path for many tofu delis that have 
followed since. The unique characteristic of this deli was the 
tofu and tempeh shop producing fresh products located in 
the rear of the store. The Farm Foods Cafe also became the 
fi rst [sic] company to market a non-dairy ice cream made 
from soybeans. This frozen dessert, marketed under the name 
of ‘Farm Foods Ice Bean,’ is still being sold in health food 
stores nationwide.
 “In 1977-78, The Farm Foods Cafe closed, and the soy 
processing equipment was moved to San Francisco. Farm 
Food Company began wholesaling soy products throughout 
California under the management of Robert Tepper. They 

continued marketing Farm Foods Ice Bean, and added tofu 
salad [like eggless egg salad], ‘tofu cheesecake,’ a frozen 
soy yogurt dessert, and the fi rst fi rm-pressed tofu to hit 
the California market. In 1980 it was decided to drop the 
perishable tofu business and concentrate on the nationwide 
distribution of Farm Foods Ice Bean. The plant in San 
Francisco was closed, and large scale production began in 
a Memphis, Tennessee, dairy and ice cream factory. This 
new location gave the company easier access to East Coast 
distributors, and they soon established additional warehouses 
in Connecticut and California.
 By 1984, under the management of Ron Maxin and 
Michael Lee, the weekly production of The Farm Soy Dairy 
[in Summertown, Tennessee] was 1,000 lb of tofu, 150 
gallons of soymilk, 20 gallons of soy yogurt, 20 gallons 
of soy ice cream, 400 ice cream sandwiches, and 90 lb of 
tempeh. Today, the Soy Dairy produces an average of 5,000 
gallons of soymilk a month for Farm Foods to use in Ice 
Bean production. The soymilk is shipped by tanker truck 
to the Ice Bean production plant [in Memphis], and the 
Farm Soy Dairy also markets its products in Nashville and 
Columbia, Tennessee.
 “The Farm’s uniquely controlled vegetarian diet led 
to two offi cial studies of its effect on the children. In 1979, 
Dr. Jeffrey Hergenrather, et al., conducted a study on the 
pesticide levels in the breast milk of vegetarian nursing 
mothers on the Farm. He submitted a letter of his fi ndings to 
the editor of the New England Journal of Medicine, March 
26, 1981. His letter challenged a previous article written by 
Rogan, et al, (New England Journal of Med. 1980) which 
stated that ‘there are no obvious dietary predictors’ of 
chemical pollutant in human milk. Rogan went on to say ‘For 
certain fat-soluble chemicals, nursing infants can be regarded 
as living at the top of the food chain and are exposed to 
much more than background levels.’ Dr. Hergenrather’s 
study included 12 women whose breast milk was analyzed 
for 17 chemical substances. When compared to the seven 
contaminants studied by Rogan, in all but one of the 
contaminants, which showed no difference in contaminant 
levels, the milk of the vegetarian women had lower levels of 
contamination.
 “The second study was conducted by Jean Roberts 
Fulton in 1980 and was published in the Journal of the 
American Dietetic Association. She studied a group of the 
Farm nursery school children and found their amino acid and 
iron intake to be adequate. (The diet was low on calories, 
however.)
 “The innovative methods used by the Farm soy 
technologists inspired many groups and individuals to 
start all over the world to train in the Farm Soy Dairy, and 
many who couldn’t come personally were encouraged 
through correspondence. In 1977, Plenty, the non profi t 
relief organization founded by the Farm, established an 
international training program whereby people from other 
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countries could come and train in soybean processes and 
other technologies that The Farm had to offer. The Farm 
Soy Dairy received its fi rst trainees from Guatemala and 
Mozambique.
 “From the beginning days of the Farm Soy Dairy, the 
technicians realized the value that soybeans could have in 
Third World countries. Eventually they were able to share 
their knowledge and training in the fi eld of soybeans by 
starting a dairy in an impoverished country. In 1979, Plenty 
Canada and Plenty USA sent Farm Soy Dairy technicians 
Laurie Sythe Praskin, Suzy Viavant and Richard Decker to 
Guatemala to help establish Plenty’s fi rst international soy 
dairy/tofu shop. Other technicians who trained on the Farm 
have gone on to help start soy programs with Plenty Canada 
in Lesotho (in Southern Africa, 1979-present), Jamaica 
(1983-present), St. Lucia (1983-present), and Dominica 
(1984-present).
 “Many of the people who lived on The Farm and trained 
in the Soy Dairy or with Farm Foods have started their own 
soy companies or are working in underdeveloped countries. 
The common goal felt by all has been to provide healthful, 
delicious foods for all people, rich and poor alike. Because 
soybean products can be presented as gourmet dishes, 
yet can also be prepared very simply, they continue to be 
accepted by all classes of people” (Continued). Address: 
17969 Oak Dr., Los Gatos, California 95030.

5021. Andres, Cal. 1985. Potential nutritional benefi ts of 
beverage with isolated soy protein. Isolated soy protein-
based beverage may reduce cholesterol levels. Food 
Processing (Chicago) 46(13):40-41. Dec.
• Summary: “Isolated soy protein products have been 
developed with specifi c functional characteristics. For 
example, one company has more than 14 different isolated 
soy proteins in its product line.” Address: Editorial Director.

5022. Hirohata, Tomio; Shigematsu, T.; Nomura, A.M.Y.; 
Nomura, Y.; Horie, A.; Hirohata, I. 1985. Occurrence of 
breast cancer in relation to diet and reproductive history: 
A case-control study in Fukuoka, Japan. National Cancer 
Institute Monograph No. 69. p. 187-90. Dec. Fourth 
Symposium on Epidemiology and Cancer Registries in the 
Pacifi c Basin. [7 ref]
• Summary: This study was designed to examine the effects 
of high-fat, high-protein diets on breast cancer risk. The 
authors compared dietary intake among 212 women with 
breast cancer in Japan with equal numbers of hospitalized 
and neighborhood controls. The found that “overnutrition (a 
high-fat and high-animal protein diet) was not statistically 
associated with breast cancer. Older ages at menarche were 
associated with decreasing risk for the disease.
 They also found no association between fat consumption 
from soyfoods and breast cancer risk. However neither 
specifi c information on actual intake or types of “soybean 

products,” nor fat intake from specifi c soy products was 
given. Address: 1. Dep. of Public Health, School of 
Medicine, Univ. of Kurume, Kurume, Japan.

5023. Kooij, J.A. van; Boer, E. de. 1985. A survey of 
the microbiological quality of commercial tofu in the 
Netherlands. International J. of Food Microbiology 2(6):349-
54. Dec. [16 ref. Eng]
• Summary: A survey of the microbiological quality of tofu, 
carried out in the summer and fall of 1983, examined 154 
samples, about 95% of which had an aerobic plate count 
above 1 million CFU (colony forming units) per gram. In 
86% of the samples numbers of Enterobacteriaceae exceeded 
1,000 CFU/gm, and in 94% of the samples the number of 
lactic acid bacteria exceeded 10,000 CFU/gm. Bacillus 
cereus was found in one sample and Staphylococcus aureus 
in another, at levels above 100,000 CFU/gm. Salmonella 
was not found in any of the samples. Escherichia coli was 
found in 36% at levels above 100 CFU/gm, and Yersinia 
enterocolitica in 11% of the samples.
 The reasons for this poor microbiological quality are 
discussed and some recommendations are made, including 
pasteurization of the tofu after packaging and storage of the 
end product below 7ºC (44.6ºF) for a limited time.
 “In The Netherlands, tofu is produced in about 10 
small factories supplying mainly local markets and oriental 
restaurants, and by some larger factories which deliver the 
product to stores and markets.” Address: Food Inspection 
Service (FIS), Prinsegracht 50, 2512 GA, The Hague, 
Netherlands.

5024. Ovesen, L.; Ebbesen, K.; Olesen, E.S. 1985. The 
effects of oral soybean phospholipid on serum total 
cholesterol, plasma triglyceride, and serum high-density 
lipoprotein cholesterol concentrations in hyperlipidemia. J. 
of Parenteral & Enteral Nutrition (JPEN) 9(6):716-19. Dec. 
[36 ref]
• Summary: “In a randomized, double-blind, cross-over 
trial soybean phospholipid and placebo, 18 gm daily for 
6 weeks, were given orally to 20 patients on long-term 
treatment with standard lipid-lowering diets.” After 6 weeks, 
patients receiving the phospholipid showed a slight decrease 
in cholesterol concentration compared with those receiving 
the placebo. The decrease was signifi cant only in patients 
assigned to receive the phospholipid before the placebo. 
Address: Nutrition Lab., Kommunehospitalet, Copenhagen, 
Denmark.

5025. Sirtori, C.R.; Zucchi-Dentone, C.; Sirtori, M.; et al. 
1985. Cholesterol-lowering and HDL-raising properties of 
lecithinated soy proteins in Type II hyperlipidemic patients. 
Annals of Nutrition & Metabolism 29(6):348-57. Dec. [40 
ref]
• Summary: Textured soy fl our completely replaced animal 
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protein in a diet fed to 65 human subjects for 28 days. Total 
cholesterol was lowered 18.6%. When the textured soy 
fl our partially replaced animal protein in the same group, 
total cholesterol was lowered 13.2%. Address: Italian Lipid 
Research Clinics (Center E. Grossi Paoletti, Milan Univ.; et. 
al.) and Beata Vergine Hospital, Mendrisio, Switzerland.

5026. Boralkar. M.; Reddy, N.S. 1985. Effect of roasting, 
germination and fermentation on the digestibility of 
starch and protein present in soybean. Nutrition Reports 
International 31(4):833-36. *

5027. Federal Register. 1985. Rules and regulations. 
50(210):45106.
• Summary: In the USA, soy-based infant formulae are 
supplemented with 5-75 micrograms of iodine per 100 kcal 
(418 kJ) formula, a level considered suffi cient to avoid the 
problem of goiter. Address: FDA.

5028. Ishimaru, I. 1985. [Removal and analysis of nutrient 
salts (nitrogen and phosphorus) in waste water from soy 
sauce factories]. Nihon Shoyu Kenkyujo Zasshi (J. of the 
Japan Soy Sauce Research Inst.) 11(5):177-82. [Jap]*

5029. Kawarai, Kumiko; Kikuchi, Kyoji; Aoki, Sadao. 1985. 
Tenpe hakkô katei ni okeru seibun no henka [Change in 
nutrients during tempeh fermentation]. Tochigi-ken Shokuhin 
Kogyo Shido-sho Hokoku (Tochigi Prefecture Food Industry 
Leadership Group Report) p. 1-5. [Jap]*
Address: Tochigi-ken Shokuhin Kogyo Shido-sho.

5030. Kim, S.H.; Lee, H.J. 1985. [Characteristics of bitter 
peptides from a cheese and a soybean paste]. Hanguk 
Sikp’um Kwahakhoe Chi (Korean J. of Food Science and 
Technology) 17(4):276-82. [27 ref. Kor; eng]*
• Summary: Bitter peptides were isolated from Mozzarella 
cheese and a soybean paste. Key amino acids were leucine, 
phenylalanine, proline, and valine. Address: Dep. of Food 
Science & Technology, Seoul National Univ., Suwon, South 
Korea.

5031. Masson, A. 1985. Le contrôle microbiologique des 
aliments dans la province de Québec: Compte-Rendu 
d’un stage effectué au Canada du 3 au 21 Juin 1985 
[Microbiological control of food in the province of Quebec: 
Report of a study conducted in Canada from June 3-21, 
1985]. Swiss Food 7(11):7-11. [Fre]*
• Summary: Contains results of microbiological analyses 
of soymilk, with or without magnesium chloride added, 
and of tofu. Identifi cation of the pathogenic bacteria in the 
fi nished products and raw materials. Gives Canadian norms 
or standards on the microbiological quality of food products. 
Address: Univ. Lausanne, Lab. Cantonal, Controle Denrees 
Alimentaires, Epalinges, Switzerland.

5032. Noji, R.; Shindo, Y. 1985. Study on antioxidative 
activity of miso. I. Application of miso for sardine 
processing. Report of Fukuoka Women’s Junior College 
(Fukuoka, Japan) 21:295-301. *
• Summary: Miso is shown to have antioxidative activity. 
When sardines are soaked in brine, the levels of peroxide and 
carbonyl compounds are much higher than when they are 
soaked in miso.

5033. Setchell, K.D.R. 1985. Naturally occurring non-
steroidal estrogens of dietary origin. In: J.A. McLachlan, ed. 
1985. Estrogens in the Environment. New York: Elsevier 
Science Publishing Co., Inc. See p. 69-85. *
• Summary: The author suggests that soy estrogens may 
contribute to the cholesterol-lowering effects of soy protein. 
Genistein exhibits phenolic and phytoestrogenic activity.

5034. Sohn, J.W.; Kim, W.J. 1985. [Some quality changes 
in tofu on addition of dried okara]. Hanguk Sikp’um 
Kwahakhoe Chi (Korean J. of Food Science and Technology) 
17(6):522-25. [14 ref. Kor; eng]*
• Summary: Dried okara (the residue from making soymilk) 
was added at up to 30% to the soybean water extract used 
to make tofu. As proportions of okara increased, volume 
and water holding capacity of the curd were reduced and 
penetration value increased. Sag value increased up to 20% 
residue, then decreased drastically to 30%. Overall physical 
and sensory attributes indicate that 10% residue inclusion 
would be acceptable. Address: Dep. of Food & Nutrition, 
Sook-Myung Women’s Univ., Seoul, South Korea.

5035. Wronowski, S.; Celinska, I.; Roszkowski, W. 1985. 
Einschaetzung des Naehrwertes von Speisen mit Sojabohnen 
mit Hilfe der elektronischen Rechentechnik [Evaluation of 
nutritional value of foods containing soybeans by electronic 
data processing]. Ernaehrung (Die) 9(1):13-16. [21 ref. 
Ger]*
Address: Inst. for Human Nutrition, Warsaw, Poland.

5036. Affandi, Erwin; Mahmud, Mien K. 1985. Pengujian 
aktifi tas antibakterial pada tempe terhadap bakteri penyebab 
diare [Tests of the antibacterial activity of tempeh against 
bacteria causing diarrhea]. Penelitian Gizi dan Makanan 
8:46-56. [3 ref. Ind]

5037. Applewhite, Thomas H. 1985. Fats and fatty oils. In: 
Martin Grayson, Executive Editor and Publisher. 1985. Kirk-
Othmer: Concise Encyclopedia of Chemical Technology. 
New York, Chichester, Brisbane, Toronto, Singapore: John 
Wiley & Sons. xxxii + 1318 p. See p. 458-59. 28 x 22 cm. A 
Wiley-Interscience Publication. [4 ref]
• Summary: The Preface begins: “This compact desk 
reference contains all of the subjects covered in the 24 main 
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volumes and the Supplement Volume of the world-renowned 
Third Edition of the Kirk-Othmer Encyclopedia of Chemical 
Technology.” This contains a concise treatment of lecithin.
 Contents: Introduction. Composition: Glycerides, fatty 
acids, phospholipids (Phospholipids from soybeans are 
composed mainly of lecithin (qv), cephalin {phosphatidyl-
ethanolamine}, choline), antioxidants, pigments, vitamins 
(“The principal components with vitamin activity are 
the tocopherols”), sterols, minor constituents. Physical 
properties: Melting and freezing points, solubility 
and miscibility, refractive index. Chemical properties. 
Manufacture (incl. soybeans): Oilseed processing, recovery 
of oils from fruit pulps, rendering of animal fats, refi ning, 
bleaching and decolorization, hydrogenation. Health and 
safety. Uses. Address: Kraft, Inc.

5038. Belitz, Hans-Dieter; Wieser, Herbert. 1985. Bitter 
compounds: Occurrence and structure-activity relationships. 
Food Reviews International 1(2):271-354. [384 ref. Eng]
• Summary: The astringent and bitter taste of defatted 
soybean fl our is produced by the isofl avones daidzein, 
glycitein-7-O-Beta-glucoside and genistin. These compounds 
might contribute additively to the undesirable taste of 
soy protein products. Eleven bitter peptides were isolated 
from soy protein. Discusses the basic relationship between 
chemical structure, molecular factors, and bitter taste. Bitter 
compounds require only one polar group, together with a 
hydrophobic moiety (monopolar-hydrophobic concept). 
Address: Inst. fuer Lebensmittelchemie der Technischen 
Universitaet Muenchen, and Deutsche Forschungsanstalt fuer 
Lebensmittelchemie, Garching, West Germany.

5039. Bennett, Joan W. 1985. Taxonomy of fungi and 
biology of the aspergilli. In: Arnold D. Demain and 
Nadine A. Solomon, eds. 1985. Biology of Industrial 
Microorganisms. Menlo Park, California: Benjamin / 
Cummings Pub. Co., Advanced Book Program. xviii + 573 
p. See p. 359-406. Chap. 12. 25 cm. [232* ref]
• Summary: This article is so clearly written that even a 
beginner can understand it.
 Contents: Introduction. Some systematics for the 
nonmycologist: What is systematics? (classifi cation, 
nomenclature, identifi cation), what is a fungus? (general 
overview). The genus Aspergillus: Morphology, sexual 
stages (teleomorphs). Genetics: Introduction to A. nidulans, 
the parasexual cycle. Economic aspects: Secondary 
metabolites, Aspergillus metabolites used in food processing, 
Oriental food fermentations (soy sauce, sake, miso, koji). 
Conclusion.
 Table 12.1 (p. 360) lists “Historical landmarks 
in mycology and biotechnology involving the genus 
Aspergillus.” 1729–P.A. Micheli: Publication of Nova 
plantarum genera, name Aspergillus given to group of 
molds with characteristic spore head. 1827–J. Schilling: 

First continuous observation of the growth of a fungus 
from spore to spore, A. glaucus. 1854–A. deBary: First 
association of a perfect state (Eurotium herbariorum) and 
an imperfect state (A. glaucus). 1867–P. Van Tiegham: First 
to establish importance of Aspergilli in biochemical fi eld 
with identifi cation of A. niger in gallic acid fermentation. 
1869–J. Raulin: First defi ned medium for a microorganism 
A. niger. 1894–J. Takamine: First patent for a commercial 
enzyme form fungus, “Takadiastase” from A. fl avus-oryzae. 
1917–J.N. Currie: Commercial citric acid production 
from A. niger demonstrated as feasible. 1952–J.A. Roper: 
Parasexual cycle discovered in A. nidulans. 1961–Sergeant 
et al.: Identifi cation of A. fl avus as mold association with 
Turkey-X disease; “mycotoxin revolution” begins. The 
name “afl atoxin” was given in 1962. 1983–Ballance et al.: 
Transformation system described in A. nidulans, the second 
transformation system elucidated for a mold. Table 12.3 (p. 
378-79) is a “Glossary of morphological terms encountered 
in descriptions of the Aspergilli.”
 Table 12.6 (p. 392) lists “Aspergillus-derived 
metabolites used in food processing” (after Beuchat 1978, 
Food & Beverage Mycology, see p. 368-96). These fall into 
three broad categories: Acids, enzymes, and miscellaneous. 
Acids: Citric acid, from A. niger, is used in soft drinks, 
dairy products, jams, jellies, candies, frozen foods, fats and 
canned goods. Gluconic acid, from A. niger, is used in baking 
powder, bread mixes, desserts, bottle-washing formulations. 
Itaconic acid, from A. itaconicus or A. terreus is used in 
shortenings, or resin coatings in contact with food. Malic 
acid, from various Aspergillus species is used in beverages, 
jam, jellies, syrups, candy, and sour dough. Oxalic, from A. 
niger, is used in hydrolysis of starch to glucose. Tartaric acid, 
from A. niger or A. griseus is used in carbonated beverages, 
desserts, jellies.
 Enzymes: -amylase, from A. oryzae or A. niger is used 
in corn syrup, dextrose, baking, food dextrins, chocolate 
syrups. Glucoamylase, from A. awamori or A. niger is used 
in dextrose, dextrose syrup, baking. Glucose oxidase or 
catalase, from A. niger is used in powdered egg products, 
brewing, wines, mayonnaise. Lactase, from A. niger is used 
in dairy products. Naringinase, from A. niger is used in 
debittering grapefruit juice. Pectinase, from A. niger is used 
in clarifying fruit juice and wine. Protease, from A. oryzae is 
used in tenderizing meat, soy sauce, brewing, baking.
 Miscellaneous: Mannitol, from A. candidus is used as a 
bulking agent, or humectant.
 Illustrations show: (1) “Schematic representation 
of an Aspergillus conidial apparatus” showing metula 
(primary sterigmata), conidia, vesicule, phialide (secondary 
sterigmata), conidiophore, and foot cell (p. 377). Address: 
Prof., Dep. of Biology, Biology, Tulane Univ., New Orleans, 
Louisiana 70118.

5040. Berner, L.A.; Miller, D.D. 1985. Effects of dietary 
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proteins on iron availability–A review. Food Chemistry 
18(1):47-69. [90* ref]
• Summary: “Data from studies employing a variety of 
approaches are fairly consistent in showing that meats 
enhance non-heme iron absorption while plant, milk and egg 
proteins depress it. The variable, and sometimes opposite, 
effects of different proteins on iron bioavailability may 
be explained by the following proposed mechanism: (1) 
protein enhances iron bioavailability by releasing peptides 
during digestion which form soluble, low molecular weight 
complexes that readily release iron to mucosa receptors; (2) 
protein depresses iron bioavailability by releasing peptides 
which form insoluble complexes with iron or which form 
soluble complexes that do not release iron to mucosa 
receptors.” Address: Dep. and Inst. of Food Science, College 
of Agriculture and Life Sciences, Cornell Univ., Ithaca, New 
York 14853.

5041. Blusztajn, Jan Krzysztof; Maire, J-C.; Tacconi, M-T.; 
Wurtman, R.J. 1985. The possible role of neuronal choline 
metabolism in the pathophysiology of Alzheimer’s disease: A 
hypothesis. In: F. Paltauf and D. Lekim, eds. 1985. Lecithin 
and Health Care: Proceedings of the Third International 
Symposium on Soya Lecithin. 285 p. See p. 261-74. [38 ref]
• Summary: This article ends: “V. Implications for the 
suppression and treatment of Alzheimer’s Disease: The use 
of supplemental PC (or choline) in treating Alzheimer’s 
Disease was initially predicated on the belief that an 
increase in the availability of choline would enhance the 
quantities of acetylcholine formed in, and released from, 
surviving cholinergic neurons. That supplemental choline 
can have this amplifying effect–especially in neurons that 
are physiologically-active, and fi ring frequently, seems to 
have been amply confi rmed (4). However the possibility 
now arises that supplemental PC might also have additional 
useful effects in Alzheimer’s Disease: Conceivably its 
incorporation (by base exchange, or the CDP-choline 
cycle) into the PC or neuronal membranes restores the 
ratio of PC to other phosphatides to normal (if, indeed, this 
ratio has been diminished by ‘auto-cannibalism’ within 
cholinergic neurons). Alternatively, or perhaps additionally, 
the supplemental choline might slow the degradation of 
membrane phospholipids, because the free choline in these 
lipids would no longer be needed for acetylcholine synthesis. 
Both of these processes might be expected to require a 
relatively long treatment period to become effective, if the 
turnover time of membrane PC is, as has been suggested 
(see Ref. 4) very slow. As long as the underlying disease 
process–which presumably caused the cholinergic neurons 
to require more choline–persisted, it might be expected 
that supplemental choline would be useful–and its absence 
damaging. This formulation has the minor virtue of being 
compatible with available clinical data (Levy, this volume) 
on the use of supplemental PC. Perhaps it will be evaluated 

experimentally–and rejected, modifi ed or accepted–by the 
next Zurich Meeting.” Address: Lab. of Neuroendocrine 
Regulation, Dep. of Nutrition and Food Science, 
Massachusetts Inst. of Technology, Cambridge, MA 02139.

5042. Bodwell, C.E.; Hopkins, Daniel T. 1985. Nutritional 
characteristics of oilseed proteins. In: A.M. Altschul and 
H.L. Wilcke, eds. 1985. New Protein Foods. Vol. 5. Seed 
Storage Proteins. New York: Academic Press. xxi + 474 p. 
See p. 221-57. Chap. 7. [192 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Uses of oilseed proteins 
in human diets. Protein nutritional quality. Mono- and 
oligosaccharides. Vitamins and minerals. Antinutritional 
factors. Other considerations. Food safety. Potential practical 
impact of oilseed protein sources on human nutrition. 
Address: 1. USDA.

5043. Brody, Jane E. 1985. Jane Brody’s good food book: 
Living the high-carbohydrate way. New York & London: 
W.W. Norton & Co. xxviii + 700 p. Foreword by Pierre 
Franey. Illust. (line drawings by Ray Skibinski). Index. 24 
cm.
• Summary: Advocates a diet with more complex 
carbohydrates and starches–including whole grains and 
beans.
 The section titled “Soy, the queen of beans” has the 
following contents: Soy protein, the meat of the East. 
Soy oil, a boon to blood vessels. A selection of super soy 
foods: Tofu–fast track to soy nutrition, tempeh–a treat from 
Indonesia, soybean sprouts–growing nutrients, soy fl our–a 
protein boost, textured vegetable protein, for more recipes.
 “Soy, the Queen of beans. The soybean may be the 
single most important food produced in the world today. It 
is certainly the most versatile.” A praiseful introduction to 
soy protein, soy oil, soy grits, fl akes and fl our, soy powder 
(isolate), soy milk, soy nuts, tofu, tempeh, soy sprouts, 
and textured vegetable protein... by one of America’s most 
widely read food writers.
 Dr. C.R. Sirtori and collaborators at the University of 
Milan found that a diet rich in soy protein is considerably 
more effective in lowering cholesterol than is the traditional 
low-fat “prudent” diets. Even when 500 milligrams of 
cholesterol–the equivalent of two large egg yolks–were 
added to the soy diet, blood cholesterol levels did not rise, 
the study showed.
 On the inside rear dust jacket is a portrait photo of Jane 
Brody and a brief biography. Born in New York City, she 
received her B.S. degree from Cornell University [Ithaca, 
New York] and her M.S. in Journalism from the University 
of Wisconsin School of Journalism. She lives with her family 
in Brooklyn, New York.
 Note: This book is not vegetarian; meat, fi sh and poultry 
are used extensively, but not as extensively as in many 
cookbooks. Address: Food writer for The New York Times.
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5044. Burton, J.W. 1985. Breeding soybeans for improved 
protein quantity and quality. In: R. Shibles, ed. 1985. World 
Soybean Research Conference III: Proceedings. Boulder, 
Colorado: Westview Press. xxiii + 1262 p. See p. 361-67. [26 
ref]
• Summary: Contents: Selection for increased percentage 
protein. Increasing methionine content of soybean protein. 
Conclusion.
 The development of near-infrared refl ectance 
instruments has made it possible to easily measure protein, 
oil, and moisture in soybeans. These developments have 
increased the number of genotypes that can be screened in 
a season and thus made larger breeding efforts possible. 
These techniques have also made it possible for markets to 
monitor the constituents of the soybean crop. In the future, 
this could mean that soybeans will be priced on the basis 
of chemistry as well as seed grade. In addition to emphasis 
on increasing seed protein percentage, research efforts have 
also been directed toward the improvement of protein quality 
by increasing methionine content. The percentage of oil in 
a soybean can be measured rapidly and nondestructively by 
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy.
 Conclusion: Research fi ndings suggest that both protein 
quantity and quality can be increased in soybeans without 
sacrifi cing agronomic performance [yield]. However 
economic incentives such as constituent pricing are probably 
needed before high-protein cultivars will become widely 
available for production. If farmers were paid a premium 
for producing high protein or high methionine soybeans, 
the demand for cultivars with those characteristics would 
increase and breeding efforts would surely increase to meet 
the demand. Soybean lines with greater than or equal to 45% 
protein are now available. Currently there are no economic 
incentives for producing soybeans with high quantity or 
quality protein. Address: USDA/ARS and Associate Prof. 
of Crop Science, North Carolina State Univ., Raleigh, NC 
27695-7631.

5045. Campbell, M.F.; Kraut, C.W.; Yackel, W.C.; Yang, Ho 
Seung. 1985. Soy protein concentrate. In: A.M. Altschul and 
H.L. Wilcke, eds. 1985. New Protein Foods. Vol. 5. Seed 
Storage Proteins. New York: Academic Press. xxi + 474 p. 
See p. 301-337. Chap. 9. [54 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction: Historical, defi nition. 
Soy protein concentrates: Manufacturing processes, chemical 
composition, properties. Textured soy protein concentrates: 
Manufacturing processes, chemical composition, properties. 
Nutrition: Protein, energy, minerals, vitamins, carbohydrates, 
trypsin inhibitor. Regulatory issues in the United States: 
Meat and poultry inspection acts, Food and Nutrition 
Service [USDA], Food and Drug Administration. Use of 
soy protein concentrates as food ingredients: Introduction, 
meats, nonmeat uses, examples of applications. Prospects 

for growth: Production volume and future trends, growth 
in current markets, growth in new markets, conclusion. 
References. Nutrition. Regulatory issues in the United 
States. Use of soy protein concentrates as food ingredients. 
Prospects for growth.
 Table XIX (p. 333) gives the actual and projected 
growth of the soy protein concentrate market in the USA as 
follows in millions of pounds: 1970–30 million lb; 1982–80; 
1987–110; 1992–142; 1997–194; 2002–251 million lb. 
Address: A.E. Staley Mfg. Co., Decatur, Illinois 62525.

5046. Carter, O.G. 1985. Breeding soybeans for special 
uses. In: R. Shibles, ed. 1985. World Soybean Research 
Conference III: Proceedings. Boulder, Colorado: Westview 
Press. xxiii + 1262 p. See p. 374-79. [27 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Oil quality. Protein: Tofu, soymilk. 
Oligosaccharides. Cookability. Anti-nutritional factors. 
Conclusions. Address: Asst. Principal, Hawkesbury 
Agricultural College, Richmond, New South Wales, 2753, 
Australia.

5047. Chaney, Rufus L. 1985. Breeding soybeans to prevent 
mineral defi ciencies or toxicities. In: R. Shibles, ed. 1985. 
World Soybean Research Conference III: Proceedings. 
Boulder, Colorado: Westview Press. xxiii + 1262 p. See p. 
453-59. [38 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Philosophy of breeding plants to 
adapt to soil problems. Soybean nutrition problems and 
research progress. Breeding to prevent Fe-chlorosis of 
soybean. References. Address: USDA/ARS, Biological 
Waste Management and Organic Resources Lab., Building 
008, BARC, Beltsville, Maryland, 20705.

5048. Choi, Young. 1985. Prediction of methionine retention 
during the extrusion processing for fortifi ed soybean 
systems. PhD thesis, University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign. 246 p. Page 2390 in volume 46/07-B of 
Dissertation Abstracts International. *
Address: Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.

5049. Committee on Nutrition in Medical Education, Food 
and Nutrition Board, Commission on Life Sciences, National 
Research Council. 1985. Nutrition education in U.S. medical 
schools. Washington, DC: National Academy of Sciences. 
150 p. [228* ref]
• Summary: The Preface begins: “As the American 
public becomes increasingly aware of the importance of 
nutrition in health maintenance and disease prevention and 
treatment, physicians are frequently expected to provide 
their patients with accurate, up-to-date information and 
guidance concerning diet, food, and health. This increased 
public demand for nutrition information, along with growing 
recognition of the integral role of nutrition in health, has 
contributed to a heightened awareness within the medical 
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community of the need to provide physicians with adequate 
training in this area.”
 The Food and Nutrition Board (FNB) of the National 
Research Council (NRC) was asked to address three main 
questions:
 “(1) How and to what extent is nutrition incorporated 
into medical school curricula?
 “(2) What percentage of medical schools teaches 
nutrition?
 “(3) How successfully is nutrition taught in different 
categories of medical schools, and what are the reasons for 
the success or failure of the programs?”
 A few answers: Only 20% of medical schools teach 
nutrition as a separate, required course.
 Approximately 60% of the schools surveyed provide 
less than 20 hours in nutrition instruction and 20% teach less 
than 10 hours.
 Many detailed recommendations are given.
 Note: Doctors increasingly rely on drugs; they tend 
to treat symptoms rather than the underlying cause of 
the problem. The reasons for this are many and complex. 
Address: National Academy of Sciences, Washington, DC.

5050. Creason, Gary L.; Thompson, J.F.; Madison, J.T. 1985. 
Methionine analogs inhibit production of beta-subunit of 
soybean 7S protein. Phytochemistry 24(6):1147-50. [9 ref]
• Summary: “Cycloleucine, norleucine, norvaline and 
S-ethylcysteine treatments prevented accumulation of the 
beta-subunit. The effects of cycloleucine and norleucine 
on beta-subunit synthesis might have been indirect, since 
these compounds inhibited growth and caused a 2- to 
3-fold increase in free methionine concentration.” Address: 
U.S. Plant, Soil and Nutrition Lab., USDA ARS; Div. of 
Biological Sciences, Cornell Univ., Ithaca, New York 14853.

5051. Delisle, Jocelyne; Amiot, J.; Goulet, G.; Brisson, 
G.J.; Jones, J.D. 1985. Nutritive value of soybean, rapeseed, 
and wheat proteins, and various blends of these vegetable 
proteins and their fractions in rats. Qualitas Plantarum–Plant 
Foods for Human Nutrition 35(2):131-37. [20 ref]
• Summary: By blending vegetable proteins with other 
vegetable proteins, it is possible to obtain food proteins of 
higher nutritional value. The fraction 7S extracted from 
soybean protein and the fraction gliadin extracted from 
wheat protein have been showed to have very low nutritional 
value. Two of the major wheat fractions are wheat albumin-
globulin (AG) and glutenin (G). Address: 1-3 Centre de 
Recherche en Nutrition, Universite Laval, Quebec, Canada 
G1K 7P4; 4. Food Research Inst., Agriculture Canada, 
Ottawa, ONT, Canada K1A 06C.

5052. Diamond, Harvey; Diamond, Marilyn. 1985. Fit for 
life. New York, NY: Warner Books. xiv + 341 p. Index. 24 
cm. Paperback edition published Feb. 1987. 316 p. [204* ref]

• Summary: Contents: Part I–The principles. Introduction. 
1. Diets don’t work. 2. Natural hygiene. 3. The natural 
body cycles. 4. The theory of metabolic imbalance. 5. The 
principle of high-water-content food. 6. The principle of 
proper food combining. 7. The principle of correct fruit 
consumption. 8. The theory of detoxifi cation. 9. Protein. 10. 
Dairy products. 11. Exercise. 12. You are what you think you 
are. 13. The most frequently asked questions. Part II–The 
program. Introduction. 1. Breakfast. 2. Fresh juices. 3. The 
energy ladder. 4. The Fit for Life shopping list. 5. The main-
course salad. 6. Life-style guidelines. A four-week example 
of the fi tness life-style. In conclusion. Bibliography.
 The only references to soy or soyfoods in the index 
are: Miso (p. 175; Cold Mountain, Eden, Westbrae), Soy 
sauce and Tamari sauce (p. 176; low-sodium–Eden, Soken, 
Westbrae). The text mentions Tofu Sauce (Westbrae). The 
authors (who live in semi-tropical Los Angeles) advocate 
high consumption of fruit, and are apparently unaware of 
tofu and tempeh. The book is near vegetarian but includes 
the use of fi sh, seafood, chicken, and turkey (p. 173-74, 237). 
It advises against the use of dairy products.
 The paperback edition announces: “America’s all-time 
#1 health and diet book! Over 3 million copies in print!” 
Address: Pasadena, California.

5053. Dieckert, Julius W.; Dieckert, Marilyne C. 1985. The 
chemistry and biology of seed storage proteins. In: A.M. 
Altschul and H.L. Wilcke, eds. 1985. New Protein Foods. 
Vol. 5. Seed Storage Proteins. New York: Academic Press. 
xxi + 474 p. See p. 1-22. Chap. 1. [105 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Chemistry: Albumins, 
prolamines, globulins. Biosynthesis and sequestration. 
Evolution.
 “I. Introduction: The reserve proteins of seeds are a 
major resource for the nutrition of man and his livestock. 
They have been under formal investigation at least since 
1747, when Becarri is credited with having isolated gluten 
from wheat. During early investigations of seed proteins, 
botanists and chemists looked at the biological aspects of 
these substances. Hartig (1855) isolated protein granules 
from several oilseeds by nonaqueous techniques and later 
(Hartig, 1856) named the granules aleurone grains...
 “II. Chemistry: Albumins, globulins, and prolamines are 
three classes of seed proteins that are important components 
of the reserve protein system of seeds. Albumins are soluble 
in water, globulins are soluble in dilute salt solutions but are 
relatively insoluble in water, and prolamines are soluble in 
aqueous ethanol. There seems to be general agreement that 
the prolamines and major seed globulins function primarily 
as nitrogen and carbon sources for the germinating seed, but 
there are different views about the function of the albumins...
 “C. Globulins: Two broad groups of reserve globulins 
can be discerned: legumins and vicilins. Like the other seed 
proteins they are assigned trivial names, often refl ecting their 
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source. The legumin-type proteins include such proteins as 
legumin from Vicia faba [broad beans], legumin from Pisum 
sativum [peas], glycinin from Glycine max [soybeans], 
arachin from Arachis hypogaea [peanuts], edestin from 
Cannabis sativa [hemp], cocosin from Cocos nucifera” 
[coconuts]. Address: 1. Dep. of Plant Sciences, Texas Agric. 
Exp. Station, Texas A&M Univ., College Station, TX 77843; 
2. Texas A&M Research Foundation, College Station, TX 
77843.

5054. Duke, James A.; Ayensu, Edward E. 1985. Medicinal 
plants of China. 2 vols. Algonac, Michigan: Reference 
Publications, Inc. 705 p. Introduction by Edward S. Ayensu. 
24 cm. Medicinal index (by disease). Common names index. 
Index to species. No. 4 in the series “Medicinal Plants of the 
World.” [234* ref]
• Summary: The plants are grouped by family. Two families 
are tied for containing the largest number of medicinal 
species: Leguminosae (Fabaceae) and Compositae 
(Asteraceae) each have 354 species. The soybean (Glycine 
max) is discussed on p. 326-27. “Uses: Leaf: Bruised leaves 
applied to snakebite. Flower: Used in blindness and opacity 
of the cornea. Stem: Ashes of stalks applied to granular 
hemorrhoids or fungus growths on the anus. Fruit: Green 
hulls chewed to a pulp and applied to corneal and smallpox 
ulcers. Seed: Chinese herbals suggest that soybean is specifi c 
for proper functioning of bowels, heart, kidney, liver and 
stomach; antidote to Aconitum and Croton. Root: Decoction 
astringent. Plant: Bean sprouts (‘Ta tou huang chuen’) 
are considered constructive, laxative, resolvent, to help in 
alopecia [hair loss, baldness], ascites, and rheumatism.
 “A salty relish ‘Hsien-shih’ [salted fermented black 
soybeans] is made by soaking the beans in water for three 
days, spreading them to ferment, with salt, ginger, peppers, 
orange peel, thyme, fennel, and apricot kernels, sealed in an 
earthen jar, and placed in the sun for one month. This relish 
is said to be used for ague, bone diseases, chills, colds, cold 
feet, colic, dogbite, diffi culty in breathing, dysentery, fever, 
headache, marasmus, melancholy, nausea, poisons, and ulcer. 
Bean ferment (tou huang) is used for rheumatism, especially 
of the knees. It is chewed to a paste and applied to eczema. 
Bean curd (tou fu) is prescribed in drunkenness, dysentery, 
ophthalmia, or swellings. Soy sauce (‘Chiang,’ ‘Chiang yu,’ 
‘Shih yu’) is applied to burns, eczema, leprosy, scalds, and 
sores, and is considered useful in preventing abortion and the 
hematuria of pregnancy.
 “Chemistry: Sitosterol, an anticancer active, replaces 
diosgenin in some hypotensive drugs. Stigmasterol used to 
be employed for stiffness. Lecithin derived from soybean 
may function as a vasodepressor and a lipotropic agent. 
Soybean oil, with unsaturated fatty acid, is recommended for 
hypercholesteremia.”
 The adzuki bean (Phaseolus vulgaris) is discussed on p. 
336-37, and kudzu (Pueraria lobata) on p. 339-40. Address: 

1. USDA Germplasm Services Lab., ARS B-001 R-133, 
Beltsville, Maryland 20705.

5055. Duke, James A. 1985. CRC: Handbook of medicinal 
herbs. Boca Raton, Florida: CRC Press, Inc. 667 p. Illust. 
Index. 27 cm. [7 soy ref]*
Address: USDA, Beltsville, Maryland.

5056. Eichberg, Joseph. ed. 1985. Phospholipids in nervous 
tissues. New York, NY: John Wiley & Sons. A Wiley-
Interscience Publication. 386 p. Index.
• Summary: Contents: List of abbreviations. 1. Recent 
developments in techniques for phospholipid analysis, by 
F.B. Jungalwala. 2. Enzymic pathways of phospholipid 
analysis, by M.C. Dawson. 3. Phospholipid composition and 
metabolism in the developing and aging nervous system, 
by G.Y. Sun and L.L. Foudin. 4. Transport, exchange, and 
transfer of phospholipids in the nervous system, by R.W. 
Ledeen. 5. Metabolism and function of fatty acids in brain, 
L.A. Horrocks.
 6. Phospholipids in cultured cells of neural origin, by E. 
Yavin. 7. The biochemical basis and functional signifi cance 
of enhanced phosphatidate and phosphoinositide turnover, 
by S.K. Fisher and B.W. Agranoff. 8. Phospholipids in 
disorders of the nervous system, by J. Callahan. 9. Animal 
models of neurological disorders–insight through studies of 
phospholipid metabolism, by R.M. Gould. Address: Dep. of 
Biochemical and Biophysical Sciences, Univ. of Houston, 
Texas.

5057. Emken, E.A. 1985. Nutritional considerations in 
soybean oil usage. In: R. Shibles, ed. 1985. World Soybean 
Research Conference III: Proceedings. Boulder, Colorado: 
Westview Press. xxiii + 1262 p. See p. 242-50. [32 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Consumption of soybean oil. 
Sources and levels of isomers in dietary fats. Composition 
and turnover of fatty acid isomers. Turnover. Oxidation of 
fatty acid isomers. Desaturation/elongation/retroconversion 
of isomeric fats. Biological and physiological effects of 
isomeric fats. Biological role of linolenic acid. References. 
Address: Northern Regional Research Center, Agricultural 
Research Service, USDA, Peoria, Illinois 61604.

5058. Gumbmann, M.R.; Spangler, W.L.; Dugan, G.M.; 
Rackis, J.J.; Liener, I.E. 1985. The USDA trypsin inhibitor 
study. IV. The chronic effects of soy fl our and soy protein 
isolate on the pancreas in rats after two years. Qualitas 
Plantarum–Plant Foods for Human Nutrition 35(3):275-314. 
[29 ref]
• Summary: Pancreatic acinar cell adenomas and 
adenocarcinomas were observed in rats which were not 
treat with carcinogens after long-term feeding of raw soya 
products. Address: 1. Western Regional Research Center–
USDA, Berkeley (Albany), California 94710; 2. Veterinary 
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Pathology Consultants, Inc., 3911 West Capitol Ave., West 
Sacramento, CA 95691; 3-4. NRRC, Peoria, Illinois 61604; 
5. Univ. of Minnesota, St. Paul, MN 55108.

5059. Harper, Judson M.; Jansen, G. Richard. 1985. 
Production of nutritious precooked foods in developing 
countries by low-cost extrusion technology. Food Reviews 
International 1(1):27-97. [53 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction: Importance of weaning 
foods, centrally processed weaning foods, transition from 
imported to locally processed weaning foods. Manufacturing 
alternatives: Extrusion processing, roller drum drying 
process, spray drying process, baked products line, milling 
process, selection of alternative processes, production 
capacity range, capital costs, operating costs, type of 
weaning food product, type of packaging, local equipment, 
energy, skill requirements, sanitation requirements, summary. 
Capabilities and limitations of LECs: Characteristics of low-
cost extrusion cookers, Brady extruder (M&N Distributors, 
Torrance, California; or CIATECH, Chihuahua, Mexico), 
Insta-Pro extruder (Div. of Triple “F” Feeds, Des Moines, 
Iowa), Anderson extruder (Cleveland, Ohio), summary 
of LEC characteristics. Cost associated with LEC plants: 
Elements of a LEC plant, plant costs, manufacturing 
costs, project planning and implementation, preliminary 
study, project implementation. Cereal/legume blends: 
Specifi cations, energy, protein, dietary fi ber, vitamins and 
minerals, ingredients, storage stability, calorie density, 
protein quality evaluation (corn/soy blends, corn/sorghum 
blends with cottonseed), metabolic studies in human 
infants and preschool children (extruded corn/soy blends, 
extruded sorghum). Full-fat soy fl our: Storage studies, 
protein nutritional value, rat growth evaluation, baking 
study, potential utility of extrusion processed full-fat soy 
fl our. Applications in developing countries: Sri Lanka 
(1976, Thriposha). Costa Rica (1976, 1979, Frescorchata). 
Tanzania (May 1978, Lisha). Guyana (1979, Cerex). Mexico 
(CIATECH 1978, many products), other commercial 
applications (Pro-Nutre in San Jose, Costa Rica; Maisoy in 
Santa Cruz, Bolivia), miscellaneous developments (INCAP 
in Guatemala, Meals for Millions in Korea, PINFST in the 
Philippines, Thailand, Leche Arroz in Ecuador {an extruded 
mixture of ground broken rice and whole soy}). Technology 
transfer (Colorado State University). Discussion. Summary. 
Sources of funding for this publication.
 Figures: (1) Graph of infant mortality rate vs. duration 
of breast feeding for 19 countries (mostly developing 
countries). In general, the longer the breast feeding, the 
greater the infant mortality. (2) Extruder, showing rotating 
screw which forces product through a discharge die. (3) 
Typical extrusion process for food production (from storage 
bin to packaging). (4) Schematic of roller drum drying 
process for food production. (5) Typical spray drying process 
for weaning food production. (6) Systematic of baking line 

to make biscuits. (7) Systematic of simple missing process. 
(8) Cross sectional schematic of Brady extruder. (9) Photo 
of Insta-Pro 500 extruder. (10) Anderson extruder showing 
braker bolts, water / steam injectors, and face cutter. (11) 
Diagram of sequential processing operations of a LEC 
processing plant. (12) PERT chart showing key steps in 
feasibility study to establish essential process parameters. 
(13) PERT chart showing steps necessary to complete a 
central processing facility for weaning foods. (14) Viscosity 
of uncooked or cooked gruels made from raw dehulled corn 
or dehulled corn extruded from a Brady extruder at 149ºC. 
(15) Inside Thriposha LEC plant (in Sri Lanka; LEC started 
in 1976). (16) Four labels of packaged Thriposha products. 
(17) Outside front of Costa Rica LEC plant. (18) Four 
packages of Lisha baby food (Tanzania). (19) Four plastic 
laminated bags used to package Cerex in Guyana.
 Also contains 18 tables–many related to soy.
 Note 1. The LEC project in Korea (p. 91) uses a lower 
capacity extruder (less than 100 kg/hour) designed by the 
Meals for Millions Foundation (MFM) and constructed by 
the Korean Institute of Science and Technology (KIST). 
This extruder is made from parts that are easily available 
and consists of a screw 6.35 cm in diameter and 63.5 
cm long driven by 22.3 kW (30 HP) electrical motor. A 
nutritious snack has been made for the Wonseong County 
Comprehensive Nutrition Program using the MFM LEC (see 
Cheigh 1984).
 Note 2. This is the earliest and only document seen 
(Jan. 2011) that mentions “Leche Arroz.” It appears to be 
a beverage resembling a mixture of rice milk and soymilk, 
made from rice that might otherwise go to waste. Good idea! 
Address: Colorado State Univ., Fort Collins, Colorado.

5060. Hymowitz, Theodore. 1985. Anti-nutritional factors in 
soybeans: Genetics and breeding. In: R. Shibles, ed. 1985. 
World Soybean Research Conference III: Proceedings. 
Boulder, Colorado: Westview Press. xxiii + 1262 p. See p. 
368-73. [39 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Protease inhibitors: 
Kunitz trypsin inhibitor, Bowman-Birk inhibitors. Lectin. 
Goitrogens. Cyanogens. Anti-vitamin factors. Phytic acid. 
Saponins. Estrogens. References.
 “Anti-vitamin factors: Soybeans contain several anti-
vitamin factors such as B, B-12, and D-3. These anti-vitamin 
factors have not been fully characterized and their mode 
of action is poorly understood. Thus, no screening studies 
have been conducted to determine if these factors can be 
eliminated from soybean cultivars (Liener, 1980; Rackis, 
1972).”
 Goitrogens: To date, the goitrogenic factor in soybeans 
has not been precisely identifi ed. Therefore, no chemical 
screening studies have been conducted to determine if 
accessions are available that do not contain this factor.
 Estrogens: “An estrogen is a substance capable of 
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stimulating the growth of female reproductive organs and 
the development of female secondary characteristics [such 
as breasts] in mammals. The isofl avones, genistein and 
daidzein, have been isolated from soybeans and shown 
to possess weak estrogenic activity... Since the genistein 
and daidzein content of defatted soybean meal has been 
estimated to be about 0.10%, it is doubtful that there is 
suffi cient to elicit a physiological response in animals or 
humans.”
 Recently coumestrol, which possesses strong estrogenic 
activity, was detected in soybeans by HPLC (Lookhart, Jones 
& Finney 1978), and a range of concentrations from 0.09 to 
0.02 micrograms per gram of dry weight was found. “Thus, 
it may be possible to screen the germplasm collection for low 
coumestrol containing accessions, if indeed the coumestrol 
content in soybeans is demonstrated to be of physiological 
signifi cance.” Address: Dep. of Agronomy, Univ. of Illinois, 
Urbana, IL 61801.

5061. Imperato, Pascal James; Mitchell, Greg. 1985. 
Acceptable risks. New York, NY: Viking. xix + 286 p. Index. 
22 cm. [47* ref]
• Summary: Discusses “the daily risks you–and the 
government–take with your life.” P.J. Imperato, M.D., is 
a former commissioner of health in New York City and 
epidemiologist with the National Centers for Disease 
Control. The chapter titled “Saturated fats and cholesterol” 
discusses the roots of the “Basic Four Food Groups” and 
the role played by the USDA in perpetrating it. Address: 1. 
Prof. and chairman of the Dep. of Preventive Medicine and 
Community Health, State Univ. of New York Downstate 
Medical Center.

5062. Kennedy, I.R.; Mwandemele, O.D.; McWhirter, K.S. 
1985. Estimation of sucrose, raffi nose and stachyose in 
soybean seeds. Food Chemistry 17(2):85-93. [13 ref]
• Summary: “Conclusions: The main advantages of 
this analytical procedure by HPLC are its speed and 
the simplicity of the sample preparation, thus reducing 
the possibility of systematic error. The use of water as 
the chromatograph solvent has advantages of cost and 
convenience in that the extraction sample can be injected 
directly, once protein has been removed by ultrafi ltration.” 
Address: 1. Dep. of Agricultural Chemistry, Univ. of Sydney, 
New South Wales, 2006, Australia.

5063. Kinsella, John E.; Damodaran, S.; German, B. 1985. 
Physicochemical and functional properties of oilseed 
proteins with emphasis on soy proteins. In: A.M. Altschul 
and H.L. Wilcke, eds. 1985. New Protein Foods. Vol. 5. Seed 
Storage Proteins. New York: Academic Press. xxi + 474 p. 
See p. 108-79. Chap. 5. [329 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction: Functional properties, 
applications of soy proteins, factors affecting functional 

properties, soy protein preparation. Protein structure: 
General, soy proteins–structure and composition. Protein-
water interactions: Water binding, water-holding capacity, 
wettability and swelling, solubility. Protein denaturation. 
Viscosity. Gelation. Surface properties of proteins: 
Protein-lipid interactions, emulsifying properties, foaming 
properties. Proteins and fl avor: Off-fl avors, fl avor binding, 
off-fl avor control and removal, protein fl avoring. Texture. 
Modifi cation. Antioxidant effects. Conclusions. Address: 
1&3. Inst. of Food Science, Cornell Univ., Ithaca, New York 
14853.

5064. Klopfenstein, Terry. 1985. Improving soybean protein 
utilization by ruminants. In: R. Shibles, ed. 1985. World 
Soybean Research Conference III: Proceedings. Boulder, 
Colorado: Westview Press. xxiii + 1262 p. See p. 209-17. [38 
ref]
• Summary: Contents: Ruminant protein metabolism. 
Treatment of soybean protein. Methodology for comparing 
protein sources. Amino acid composition of bypass proteins. 
References. Address: Prof., Animal Science Dep., Univ. of 
Nebraska, Lincoln, NE 68583-0908.

5065. Kloth, Reiner Hans. 1985. The genetics of soybean 
seed urease. PhD thesis, University of Illinois, Urbana-
Champaign, Illinois. Page 3711 in volume 46/11-B of 
Dissertation Abstracts International. *
Address: Univ. of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, Illinois.

5066. Kushi, Michio; Jack, Alex. 1985. Diet for a strong 
heart: Michio Kushi’s macrobiotic dietary guidelines for 
the prevention of high blood pressure, heart attack, and 
stroke. 1st ed. New York, NY: St. Martin’s Press. xx + 532 
p. Foreword by H. Robert Silverstein, M.D., F.A.C.C. Illust. 
Index. 20 cm. 1st paperback edition. [48 + 289 endnotes]
• Summary: Contents: Part I: Preventing Heart Disease 
Naturally. 1. The Heart Disease Epidemic. 2. The 
Macrobiotic Approach to Heart Disease. 3. How the Heart 
Beats. 4. Diet, Ecology, and the Heart. 5. Making Balance 
Naturally. 6. The Standard Macrobiotic Diet. 7. Nutritional 
Studies and the Heart. 8. Cholesterol and the Heart. 9. 
The Macrobiotic Studies at Harvard. 10. Diet and the 
Development of Heart Disease. 11. Evaluating the Heart 
Naturally. 12. Sex, Race, Genetics, and Smoking. 13. Diet, 
Emotions, and the Heart. 14. Diet, Exercise, and the Heart. 
15. The Artifi cial Heart and the Future of Humanity.
 Part II: A Guide to Different Cardiovascular Conditions. 
16. Getting Well. 17. Dietary Recommendations. 18. 
Abnormal Blood Pressure. 19. Coronary Disease and Heart 
Attack. 20. Stroke. 21. Heart Failure and Cardiomyopathy. 
22. Irregular Heartbeats. 23. Valve Disorders. 24. Rheumatic, 
Pulmonary, and Infectious Heart Disease. 25. Diseases of 
the Arteries. 26. Diseases of the Veins. 27. Congenital Heart 
Disease. 28. Case Histories. 29. The Tragical Case History of 
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Prince Hamlet.
 Part III: Recipes and Exercises. 30. Kitchen Utensils. 31. 
Menus. 32. Recipes. 33. Cooking Self-Refl ection. 34. Home 
Cares. 35. Breathing and Chanting Exercises. 36. Meditation 
Exercises. 37. Do-In Exercises. 38. Stretching and Walking 
Exercises. 39. Macrobiotic Resources.
 Notes. Glossary. Recommended Reading. Index. Recipe 
Index. Note on the Authors.
 The following soyfoods are mentioned in this book (See 
Glossary and Index): Miso, miso soup, natto, tekka, tempeh, 
tofu.
 See also: Amasake [amazake], azuki bean, fu (dried 
wheat gluten cakes or sheets), hiziki [hijiki], kelp, kombu, 
kuzu, nori, sea vegetable, seitan, shio kombu, umeboshi, 
wakame.
 See also Framingham Study in the index. Address: 
1. Leader of the international macrobiotic, natural health 
movement; 2. Born in Chicago and grew up in Evanston, 
Illinois. Graduated from Oberlin College in 1967 with a 
degree in philosophy.

5067. Leeds, Anthony R. ed. 1985. Dietary fi bre 
perspectives: reviews and bibliography 1. London: John 
Libbey. viii + 358 p. Bibliographical editor Alinson Avenell. 
Foreword by Denis P. Burkitt. 25 cm. [997 ref]
• Summary: This is one of the most interesting and 
comprehensive books published to date on the subject 
of fi ber in human diets. Contents: Foreword, by Denis P. 
Burkitt. The authors and editors. Introduction by A.R. Leeds. 
Part I: Reviews. 1. Fiber and the large gut, by G. Roth and 
C. Leitzman. 2. Dietary fi bre and blood lipids in man, by 
Patricia A. Judd and A. Stuart Truswell. 3. Dietary fi bre and 
gallstones, by Patricia A. Judd. 4. Fibre and diabetes–new 
perspectives, by David B. Peterson. 5. Dietary fi bre in 
obesity, by Marcin Krotiewski and Ulf Smith. 6. Dietary 
fi bre supplements and weight reduction, by Kjeld R. Ryttig. 
7. Fibre and mineral absorption [phytic acid], by Barbara F. 
Harland and Eugene R. Morris. 8. Fibre and food products, 
by Peter R. Ellis. Index.
 Part II: Bibliography. 9. Dietary fi bre in human nutrition: 
a bibliography to 1977, compiled by Hugh C. Trowell, 
with Foreword by K.W. Heaton. Subject index. Author 
index. Addendum. 10. Dietary fi bre in human nutrition: a 
bibliography for 1978-1982, compiled by Alison Avenell, 
Anthony R. Leeds, and Hugh C. Trowell–1978 = 481 
references, 1979 = 528 references, 1980 = 480 references, 
1981 = 657 references, 1982 = 610 references.
 Part III: Indexes to Part II. Structure of subject indexes 
1978-1982. Then there is a subject index and an author index 
to the bibliographies for each year from 1978 to 1982.
 The worldwide bibliography to 1977, compiled by 
Trowell, was fi rst published in 1979 by John Libbey 
(London) for Kellogg Company of Great Britain Ltd. (which 
see for details).

 In the Foreword, Denis P. Burkitt (now at The Old 
House, Bussage, Near Stroud, Gloucestershire, England) 
begins by noting: “Nothing more dramatically illustrates the 
phenomenal growth of interest in dietary fi bre which has 
been witnessed during the last 15 years than the explosive 
increase in scientifi c publications on the subject. Within a 
decade the annual rate of publications on the subject rose a 
remarkable 40-fold.”
 Fibrim soy fi ber is mentioned in chapters on “Fibre and 
the Large Gut,” “Dietary Fibre and Blood Lipids in Man,” 
“Fibre and Diabetes,” and “Fibre and Mineral Absorption.” 
Address: Dep. of Food and Nutritional Sciences, Queen 
Elizabeth College (Univ. of London), Campden Hill Road, 
London W8 7AH, England.

5068. Leotta, S.; Fusco, M.S. 1985. Effects of soyalecithin in 
a group of diabetic hyperlipidemic patients. In: F. Paltauf and 
D. Lekim, eds. 1985. Lecithin and Health Care: Proceedings 
of the Third International Symposium on Soya Lecithin. 285 
p. See p. 205-09.
• Summary: “Lipid blood levels as well as glicemic 
[glycemic?] values were studied in 100 patients 
with non insulin-dependent diabetes (NIDDM) and 
hyperlipoproteinemia type II.
 “Age range, body weight, cigarette smoking, caloric 
intake were fairly similar in all subjects (difference = 15%). 
The amount of physical activity was also evaluated. Fasting 
and postprandial glucose levels, total cholesterol, HDL 
cholesterol, LDL and triglycerides were determined at the 
beginning of the trial, after one month of dietetic treatment 
and fi nally after one month on a diet supplemented with 18 
d/day soya lecithin.
 “Results obtained showed a decrease of about 10% in 
glemic [glycemic?] levels, 25% in triglycerides, 20% in 
LDL, 10% in total cholesterol and an increase of 10% in 
HDL cholesterol after the fi rst month of treatment.
 “After the period of soya lecithin supplementation the 
total cholesterol decreased further about 20% and HDL 
cholesterol increased about 30%.
 “Results with their statistical signifi cance will be 
discussed.” Address: Dep. of Dietetics, San Camillo 
Hospital, Rome, Italy.

5069. Liener, I.E.; Nitsan, Z.; Srisangnam, C.; Rackis, J.J.; 
Gumbmann, M.R. 1985. The USDA trypsin inhibitor study. 
II. Timed related biochemical changes in the pancreas of 
rats. Qualitas Plantarum–Plant Foods for Human Nutrition 
35(3):243-57. [24 ref]
• Summary: “A total of 600 rats was distributed equally 
among 15 diets formulated from mixtures of raw and toasted 
soy fl our and casein so as to provide 5 different levels of 
trypsin inhibitor (TI) at 3 levels of protein (10%, 20% and 
30%).”
 Raw soybean consumption potentiates the effect of 
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pancreatic carcinogens. However heat treatment of raw 
soybeans almost completely eliminates this potentiation, 
while the addition of protease inhibitors to the heated 
product restores most of the pancreatic enlargement observed 
with raw soy, suggesting that protease inhibitors are at least 
partly responsible for pancreatic enlargement.
 The incidence of nodules in the pancreas of rats “was 
highly correlated with the level of TI in the diet and was 
highest when the diet contained 20% protein.” Address: 1. 
Dep. of Biochemistry, Univ. of Minnesota, St. Paul, MN 
55108.

5070. McDougall, Mary A. 1985. The McDougall health-
supporting cookbook. Vol. 1. Piscataway, New Jersey: New 
Century Publishers. v + 122 p. Index. 23 cm.
• Summary: This is a vegan cookbook whose 250 original 
recipes are designed to support The McDougall Plan, 
which is a diet low in fat and sodium, high in complex 
carbohydrates. Since soyfoods are relatively high in fat, they 
are used sparingly and the recipes are marked by a symbol of 
a crown. Soy-related recipes include: No gluten bread (with 
2 cups defatted soy fl our, p. 7). Rice-soy bread (gluten-free) 
(p. 7). Easy corn bread or muffi ns (gluten-free) (p. 7-8). 
Puffs (gluten-free) (p. 8). Carrot corn bread (gluten-free) (p. 
8). Plain & simple corn bread (gluten free, p. 9). Tofu-garlic 
dressing (p. 12). Tofu chili dip (p. 16). Curried tofu dip (p. 
16). Best tofu mayonnaise (p. 16-17). Tofu mayonnaise (p. 
17). Tofu “TVP” (using frozen tofu, p. 17). Tamari sauce (p. 
37). Azuki rice (p. 62). Tofu and vegetables with rice (p. 67). 
Mu shui tofu (p. 78). TVP sloppy joes (p. 89). Smoothies 
(non-soy, p. 27; using regular or frozen bananas, apple juice 
or water, and other frozen or fresh fruits). Tofu cheesecake 
(p. 108). Apricot tofu pie (p. 108-09). A portrait photo on the 
back cover shows Mary McDougall.
 Note 1. Not long after this book was published, 
New Century Publishers changed its name to New Win 
Publishing, Inc. and moved to Clinton, New Jersey. As of 
2000 this book is published by Putnam/Penguin.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Feb. 2005) that contains the term “gluten-free” (or 
“gluten free”). Address: P.O. 14039, Santa Rosa, California 
95402.

5071. Moeljopawiro, Sukarti. 1985. Bioavailability of iron 
and zinc in fermented soybeans. PhD thesis, University of 
Missouri–Columbia. 193 p. Page 1001 in volume 49/03-B of 
Dissertation Abstracts International. *
• Summary: Trials were conducted using lactic acid 
fermented soybeans and tempeh fed to rats. The relative 
biological value (RBV) of iron and zinc in boiled non-
fermented soybeans was the lowest among the products 
evaluated. The RBV of iron was increased from 60.1% in 
boiled non-fermented soybeans to 86.7% by lactic acid 
producing organisms and to 87.5% by Rhizopus oligosporus 

fermentation (ferrous sulfate = 100%). Fermentation also 
signifi cantly increased the RBV of zinc from 73.0% in boiled 
non-fermented soybeans to 84.5% in lactic acid fermented 
soybeans and to 89.0% in tempeh (zinc sulfate = 100%). 
Results of this investigation suggest that fermentation by 
lactic acid producing organisms and Rhizopus oligosporus 
increases the RBV of iron and zinc in soybeans. Address: 
Univ. of Missouri–Columbia.

5072. Mukherjee, Kumar D. 1985. Legumes as source 
of protein and lipids. In: F. Paltauf and D. Lekim, eds. 
1985. Lecithin and Health Care: Proceedings of the Third 
International Symposium on Soya Lecithin. 285 p. See p. 
53-66. [29 ref]
• Summary: “Summary: The most important legume crops 
that presently serve as sources of edible oil and protein are 
soybean (Glycine max; 18-20% lipids and 35-40% protein) 
and groundnut (Arachis hypogaea; 40-45% lipids and 25-
30% protein). All the common non-oilseed legume grains, 
such as pigeon pea (Cajanus cajan), chick pea (Cicer 
arietinum), lentil (Lens esculenta), green gram (Phaseolus 
aureus), mung bean (Phaseolus mungo), kidney bean 
(Phaseolus vulgaris), pea (Pisum sativum), broad bean (Vicia 
faba), lima bean (Phaseolus lunatus) and cowpea (Vigna 
unguiculata) are rich in protein (20-25%), and most of them 
contain relatively small proportions of lipids (1-2%). Several 
hitherto little exploited tropical legumes, such as bambara 
groundnut (Voandzeia subterranea), jackbean (Canavalia 
ensiformis), lablab bean (Lablab purpureus), moth bean 
(Vigna aconitifolia), rice bean (Vigna umbellata) and tepary 
bean (Phaseolus acutifolius), are potentially protein-rich 
food resources. Moreover, several lipid-rich legumes, such as 
marama bean (Tylosema esculentum; 40-45% lipids and 30-
40% protein), winged bean (Psophocarpus tetragonolobus; 
16-20% lipids and 34-38% protein) and lupin (Lupinus 
mutabilis; 14-24% lipids and 45-50% protein) have great 
potentials as oilseed crops of the future.
 “The major storage proteins of legumes are legumins 
(e.g. glycinin and arachin) and vicilins (e.g. conglycinins and 
phaseolin). From a nutritional viewpoint the legume proteins 
are in general defi cient in methionine and cystine, but they 
provide adequate amounts of all the other essential amino 
acids including lysine.
 “The major lipids of oilseed legumes are 
triacylglycerols, whereas phospholipids and glycolipids are 
the predominant lipid constituents of non-oilseed legumes. 
Soybean, as compared to other legumes, contains more than 
twice as much phospholipids, of which about one-half is 
composed of phosphatidylcholine.”
 There are about 18,000 species in the legume 
family (Leguminosae). These are typically divided into 
three subfamilies, the most important of which is the 
Papilionoideae, which consists of some 12,000 species. 
Address: Bundesanstalt fuer Fettforschung, Piusallee 68/76, 
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D-4400 Muenster, Germany.

5073. Nielsen, Niels C. 1985. Structure of soy proteins. In: 
A.M. Altschul and H.L. Wilcke, eds. 1985. New Protein 
Foods. Vol. 5. Seed Storage Proteins. New York: Academic 
Press. xxi + 474 p. See p. 27-64. Chap. 2. [288 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Seed Composition. 
Protease Inhibitors. Soybean lectin. Conglycinin. Glycinin. 
Lipoxygenases. Urease. Address: ARS Agronomy Dep., 
Purdue Univ., W. Lafayette, Indiana 47907.

5074. Okuda, Hiromichi. 1985. Effect of soya saponins 
and their related substances on gold thioglucose-induced 
obese mice. In: F. Paltauf and D. Lekim, eds. 1985. Lecithin 
and Health Care: Proceedings of the Third International 
Symposium on Soya Lecithin. 285 p. See p. 169-84. [16 ref]
• Summary: “Summary: The effect of oral administration 
of total soya-saponin (TS) on the development of obesity 
induced by gold thioglucose (GTG) injection was examined. 
In GTG obese group, the serum immunoreactive insulin (IRI) 
levels were signifi cantly increased and food consumption 
tended to be increased. In addition, sucrase activity in the 
intestinal mucosa was increased and the surface area of 
intestinal villi was signifi cantly greater, suggesting enhanced 
gastrointestinal function.
 “Oral administration of TS prevented development of 
obesity and reduced the increased level of IRI in GTG obese 
animals. It also restored the sucrase activity and surface 
area of intestinal villi to normal. Thus, TS may be effective 
in preventing development of obesity. In addition to these 
biological effects of TS, experiments on antiobese actions of 
soya lecithin and proteins are now in progress.
 “I would like to describe the physiological signifi cances 
of various components of soybeans. First topic is on 
anti-obese action of soya saponins, second on anti-obese 
action of soya proteins and third on role of phospholipid in 
epinephrine-induced lipolysis of fat cells and possible effect 
of soya lecithin on hypertriglyceridemia of obese animals.” 
Address: 2nd Dep. of Medical Biochemistry, School of 
Medicine, Ehime-Univ., Shigenobu-cho, Onsen-gun, Ehime 
7901-02, Japan.

5075. Paltauf, F.; Lekim, D. 1985. Lecithin and health care: 
Proceedings of the Third International Symposium on Soya 
Lecithin. Hoya, West Germany: Semmelweis-Verlag. 285 p. 
Held 13-14 April 1984 at Vienna, Austria. No index. 21 cm.
• Summary: Individual chapters are cited separately. 
Address: 1. Inst. of Biochemistry and Food Chemistry, 
Technical Univ. Graz, A-8010 Graz, Austria.

5076. Pelto, Gretel H.; Pelto, Pertti J. 1985. Diet and 
delocalization: Dietary changes since 1750. In: R.I. Rotberg 
and T.K. Rabb, eds. 1985. Hunger and History: The Impact 
of Changing Food Production and Consumption Patterns on 

Society. New York and London: Cambridge Univ. Press. 336 
p. See p. 309-30. [25 ref]
• Summary: There have been four major changes in food 
resources and distribution over the past 250 years: First, 
the increasingly rapid “delocalization” and corresponding 
internationalization of food production and distribution. 
There has also been a world-wide dissemination of 
domesticated plant and animal varieties. These trends lead 
to a worldwide network of increasing socio-economic 
and political interdependency. “From the point of view 
of individuals and families at any one place on the globe, 
delocalization means that an increasing portion of the 
daily diet comes from distant places usually through 
commercial channels. Second, in the industrialized nations, 
delocalization has been associated with an increase in the 
diversity of available foods and the quantity of food imports, 
and, therefore, with improved diets... Third, in the less 
industrialized countries of the world, the same processes of 
delocalization have tended to produce opposite effects on 
dietary quality, except for the elite.”
 And fourth, the migration of people from rural to urban 
centers, and from one continent to another, on a hitherto 
unprecedented scale, with a resulting exchange of culinary 
and dietary techniques and preferences.
 In 1833 in England, based on a large study related to the 
effects of child labor, working boys aged ten years averaged 
121 cm in height compared with 140 cm today (a 15.7% 
increase); those aged 18 years averaged 160 cm compared 
with 175 cm today (a 9.4% increase). “The recent trends 
in Japan from 1950 to 1970 show a nearly 3 cm. increase 
per decade among seven year olds, and a 5 cm. per decade 
increase in twelve year olds.” The main factor affecting this 
increased growth seems to be improved nutrition, although 
improved sanitary conditions have also played a role.
 “Age at menarche is another measure frequently cited 
in connection with the overall improved nutrition levels 
of Europeans, North Americans, and other industrialized 
populations. Tanner (1978) has demonstrated that the average 
age at menarche for girls in Finland, Norway, and Sweden 
was between sixteen and seventeen years in the middle of the 
nineteenth century, from which there has been a progressive 
decline to the present day. Now, the averages hover around 
thirteen years...
 “One of the more obvious, yet infrequently noted, results 
of the delocalization of food products in the industrialized 
world is the elimination, except during wartime, of disastrous 
famines... Famines still occur in isolated parts of India... 
but mortality from famines was not an important force 
in slowing India’s population growth after 1921. Thus, 
the forces of delocalization–the spread of transportation 
systems and food distribution networks, plus governmental 
communications and food relief systems–have effectively 
eliminated most (but not all) of the impacts of regional crop 
failures and other disasters that in the past led to severe 
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periodic famine conditions...
 “We suggest that the poorer populations in developing 
countries, especially in rural areas, have experienced 
declines in total caloric consumption (per capita) and in 
dietary diversity as traditional subsistence systems have been 
severely disrupted by the forces of modernization, especially 
delocalization.” Address: 1. Assoc. Prof. of Nutritional 
Sciences; 2. Prof. of Anthropology and Community 
Medicine. Both: Univ. of Connecticut.

5077. Pennington, Jean A.T.; Church, Helen Nichols. 
eds. 1985. Bowes and Church’s food values of portions 
commonly used. 14th ed. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: J.B. 
Lippincott Co. 257 p. 1st ed. was 1937. 2nd ed. was 1939. 
10th ed. was 1966. [62 ref]*
• Summary: Aluminum is not among the lists of trace 
minerals in foods in the back. The book does list the 
following as trace minerals: chromium, cobalt, fl uoride, 
iodine, molybdenum, nickel, selenium, and tin. Address: 
1. Formerly Instructor of Nutrition, City College of San 
Francisco, San Francisco, California [Now with U.S. Food 
and Drug Administration, Washington, DC]. Phone: 202-
245-1064.

5078. Pesciatini, F.; Cefi s, M.; Lazzaroni, A.; Pansera, P.; 
Cerri, B. 1985. Treatment of dyslipidaemia with a simple 
low fat diet and with a combination of a low fat diet and a 
formulation containing soybean protein. International J. of 
Clinical Pharmacology Research 5(3):199-204. [32 ref]
• Summary: Partial replacement of animal protein with 
textured soy fl our in the diet of 32 patients for 42 days 
resulted in a reduction in total cholesterol in plasma lipids of 
16%. Address: Cardiac Rehabilitation Div., Fasano Hospital, 
Fasano del Garda, Italy.

5079. Pratt, Dan E. 1985. Natural antioxidants of soybeans. 
In: D.B. Min and T.H. Smouse, eds. 1985. Flavor Chemistry 
of Fats and Oils. Champaign, IL: American Oil Chemists’ 
Society. viii + 309 p. See p. 145-53. [34 ref]
• Summary: While the tocopherol of soybean oil has long 
been recognized as one of the most powerful naturally 
occurring antioxidants, the antioxidants of defatted soy fl our, 
from which most soy products are manufactured, appear to 
have received little attention in the last 30 years.
 Whole soy fl our, which contains all the natural 
antioxidants, has a remarkably long shelf life. Address: Dep. 
of Foods & Nutrition, Purdue Univ., West Lafayette, Indiana 
47907.

5080. Prosise, W.E. 1985. Commercial lecithin products: 
Food use of soybean lecithin. In: B.F. Szuhaj and G.R. List, 
eds. 1985. Lecithins. Urbana, IL: American Oil Chemists’ 
Society. viii + 393 p. See p. 163-82. Chap. 8. [27 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Historical perspective. Composition 

of crude lecithin. Chemical/physical specifi cations and 
properties used to characterize commercial lecithins: 
Acetone-insolubles (AI), acid value (AV), moisture, hexane-
insolubles (HI), color. Other physical/chemical properties 
and quality criteria: Consistency, clarity. Commercial 
lecithin types: Crude lecithins, fl uidized lecithins, 
highly fi ltered lecithin products, compounded lecithin 
products, chemically modifi ed lecithins, lecithin products 
produced by fractionating crude lecithin. Functions and 
applications: Colloidal dispersants, wetting agents, release 
agents, crystallization control, applications. Specifi c food 
applications (Table IV).
 Historical: The fi rst readily available commercial 
soybean lecithin was made from expeller foots in the late 
1920s. These foots were composed of phosphatides, phytins, 
sterols, glycerides, carbohydrates, gums, water and some 
soybean meal. “It was necessary to process this ‘sludge’ 
through several extractions, evaporations, and other steps to 
produce good, stable lecithin. This expensive processing did 
not help to promote lecithin’s commercial availability. The 
price of lecithin was ca. $1.40/lb–very high–even by today’s 
standards.”
 In the 1930s, solvent extraction stated to be widely used 
for producing vegetable oils. Because degumming was an 
essential step in producing stable oils, a large supply of crude 
lecithin “gums” resulted as a by-product which called for 
commercialization. So during the 1930s and 1940s, extensive 
research was conducted into fi nding new applications for 
lecithin. The leading U.S. lecithin companies of the period 
were The Glidden Company, Ross & Rowe, and American 
Lecithin Company. Address: Thomas J. Lipton Inc., 
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey 07632.

5081. Rackis, J.J.; Gumbmann, M.R.; Liener, I.E. 1985. The 
USDA trypsin inhibitor study. I. Background, objectives, 
and procedural details. Qualitas Plantarum–Plant Foods for 
Human Nutrition 35(3):213-42. [85 ref]
• Summary: “Short term feeding studies have shown that raw 
soy fl our and purifi ed trypsin inhibitors (TI) cause pancreatic 
hypertrophy and hyperplasia in certain monogastric 
animals. Prolonged exposure to high levels of TI in raw soy 
ultimately leads to pancreatic nodular hyperplasis and acinar 
cell adenoma in rats exposed to low levels of pancreatic 
carcinogens. Such change has been observed even in the 
absence of any exposure to known carcinogens.” Address: 1. 
NRRC, Peoria, Illinois.

5082. Roebuck, B.D.; Kaplita, P.V.; MacMillan, D.L. 
1985. Interaction of dietary fat and soybean isolate (SBI) 
on azaserine-induced pancreatic carcinogenesis. Qualitas 
Plantarum–Plant Foods for Human Nutrition 35(3):323-29. 
[23 ref]
• Summary: Enhanced pancreatic acinar cell carcinogenesis 
was demonstrated in rats fed diets containing a high 
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proportion of raw soya fl our concurrently with a carcinogen. 
Address: Dep. of Pharmacology and Toxicology, Dartmouth 
Medical School, Hanover, New Hampshire, 03756.

5083. Schmidt, J.C.; Orthoefer, F.T. 1985. Nonfood uses of 
soybean lecithin. In: B.F. Szuhaj and G.R. List, eds. 1985. 
Lecithins. Urbana, IL: American Oil Chemists’ Society. viii 
+ 393 p. See p. 183-202c. Chap. 9. [196 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Lecithin functionality. 
Nonfood applications: Adhesives, adsorbents and fl occulants, 
agricultural and agriproduct processing uses, antioxidants 
and corrosion inhibitors, catalyst applications, ceramics and 
glass, coatings, cosmetics and soaps, detergents, dust control, 
explosives, leather, liposomes, magnetic tape, masonry 
and asphalt products, metal processing, paper, printing, 
photocopying, and photography, pesticides, petroleum and 
fuel products and lubricants, pharmaceuticals, polymers, 
release agent, textiles, waste treatment and pollution control, 
future prospects. Address: A.E. Staley Mfg. Co., Decatur, 
Illinois 62525.

5084. Seely, S.; Freed, D.L.; Silverstone, G.A.; Rippere, V. 
1985. Diet-related diseases: The modern epidemic. Westport, 
Connecticut: AVI Publishing Co. 272 p. *
Address: 1-3. Univ. of Manchester, England. 4. Univ. of 
London.

5085. Shibles, Richard. ed. 1985. World Soybean Research 
Conference III: Proceedings. Boulder, Colorado, and 
London, England: Westview Press. xxiii + 1262 p. 
Conference held 12-17 Aug. 1984 at Iowa State University, 
Ames, Iowa. Author index. 24 cm. [2000+ ref]
• Summary: The book contains the following major 
divisions: Foreword. Preface. 1. Economics (p. 3-134): 
Plenary paper, supply and demand prospects, government 
policy impacts, microeconomics of production and 
marketing, emerging issues in processing, marketing, and 
distribution. 2. Utilization (p. 135-260): Plenary paper, 
protein chemistry, utilization of soybean protein, utilization 
of soybean products in animal feeds, soybean oil utilization. 
3. Breeding and genetics (p. 261-494): Plenary paper, 
molecular biology, germplasm and breeding methodology, 
nematode and insect resistance, disease and insect resistance, 
physiological traits. 4. Pathology (p. 495-604): Diseases of 
seeds, nematology, fungus diseases.
 5. Entomology (p. 605-714): Plenary paper; plant 
damage syndromes, yield losses and economic decision 
indices; sampling, ecology, and insect population dynamics; 
insect management strategies. 6. Physiology (p. 714-902): 
Plenary paper, partition and transport of assimilates, carbon 
assimilation, nitrogen metabolism, developmental aspects of 
growth and productivity. 7. Rhizobium (p. 903-962). 8. Soil 
and crop management (p. 963-1076): Soil-crop interactions, 
cropping systems.

 9. Weed science (p. 1077-1126): Herbicide technology, 
weed biology and ecology. 10. Dimensions of world 
production, utilization, and research (p. 1127-1256): Plenary 
paper, world soil erosion: problems and solutions, seed 
programs in the tropics, regional production and utilization, 
international programs and networks. Continuing committee 
for World Soybean Research Conference–IV. Constitution for 
World Soybean Research Conferences. Author index. Note: 
The editor’s surname is pronounced SHAI-bulz. Address: 
Dep. of Agronomy, Iowa State Univ., Ames, IA.

5086. Skinner, Sherlyn; Martens, Richard A. 1985. The milk 
sugar dilemma: Living with lactose intolerance. Medi-Ed 
Press, P.O. Box 957, East Lansing, MI 48823. 193 p. [13 ref]
• Summary: A continuation of high lactase activity to 
adulthood is limited to persons of northern and western 
European ancestry and some nomadic tribes of Africa. The 
approximate incidence of lactose intolerance in various 
ethnic groups is as follows: African blacks 97-100%, 
Dravidian Indians (India) 95-100%, Orientals 90-100%, 
North American Indians 80-90%, Central/South American 
Indians 70-90%, Mexican Americans 70-80%, North 
American blacks 70-75%, Mediterraneans 60-90%, Jews 60-
80%, Central & Northern Indians (India), 25-65%, Middle 
Europeans 10-20%, North American Caucasians 7-15%, 
Northwestern Indians (India/Pakistan) 3-15%, Northern 
Europeans 1-5%.
 Contents: About the authors (autobiographical). 
Foreword. Preface. 1. Lactose intolerance: A case history, the 
origin of lactose intolerance, congenital lactose intolerance, 
primary acquired lactose intolerance, incidence of lactose 
intolerance, secondary lactose intolerance, other case 
examples, why did lactose intolerance appear, symptoms 
of lactose intolerance, diagnosis of lactose intolerance, the 
trouble with tests, the do-it-yourself test (lactose challenge, 
lactose-free test), conclusion, counter-point, living with 
lactose intolerance. 2. Digestion. 3. Good nutrition without 
lactose. 4. The lactose-restricted diet. 5. Setting your lactose 
level. 6. Shopping for foods. 7. Dining away from home. 8. 
Lactose-free food products. 9. Recipes. 10. Appendices.
 Soyfoods that are mentioned include Isomil, Nursoy, 
Prosobee, Soyagen and Soyamel (made by Worthington 
Foods), Tofutti, Tofree. Pages 90-91 discuss soymilk. 
Address: 1. Nutritional consultant, Gastroenterology 
Associates, East Lansing, Michigan; 2. Clinical 
gastroenterologist (M.D.), East Lansing, Michigan.

5087. Skorepa, Jiri; Mares, Premysl. 1985. Effect of dietary 
impact on soya lecithin on linoleic acid and prostanoid 
precursor contents in plasma lipid. In: F. Paltauf and D. 
Lekim, eds. 1985. Lecithin and Health Care: Proceedings of 
the Third International Symposium on Soya Lecithin. 285 p. 
See p. 159-68. [16 ref]
• Summary: Summary: “1. Effect of short-term dietary 
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impact of soya lecithin on the content of linoleic acid and of 
w6 and w3 prostanoid precursors in plasma lipid was studied 
in ten subjects (seven men, three women).
 “2. Soya lecithin was administered in a dose of 20 gm 
per day for a total period of four days. Fatty acids were 
analyzed before and after soya lecithin supplemented 
diet in following plasma lipid classes: triglyceride, 
phosphatidylcholine, cholesteryl ester.
 “3. The content of linoleic acid increased in triglyceride 
and cholesteryl ester. Arachidonic (w6 prostanoid precursor) 
and eicosapentaenoic (w3 prostanoid precursor) acids did not 
change.
 “4. Since coronary heart disease is in some association 
with low level of plasma lipid linoleic acid, we conclude that 
soya lecithin may have nutritional applications in prevention 
and treatment of atherosclerosis and its complications 
because it is a rich source of this essential fatty acid.” 
Address: 4th Dep. of Internal Medicine, Faculty of Medicine, 
Charles Univ., Prague, Czechoslovakia.

5088. Spangler, W.L.; Gumbmann, M.R.; Liener, I.E.; 
Rackis, J.J. 1985. The USDA trypsin inhibitor study. III. 
Sequential development of pancreatic pathology in rats. 
Qualitas Plantarum–Plant Foods for Human Nutrition 
35(3):259-74. [19 ref]
• Summary: “The initial reaction of the pancreas to dietary 
trypsin inhibitor (TI) has been described in the literature with 
the terms ‘enlargement’, ‘hypertrophy’, and `hyperplasia’ 
(see Part I of this series [13]). However, the use of these 
terms has been inconsistent and specifi c criteria defi ning 
them have been lacking. As a result, the way in which 
the pancreas reacts histologically to dietary TI remains 
uncertain.”
 This series of article attempts to clarify what happens 
to the pancreas in the process of cellular proliferation 
(hyperplasia). Address: 1. Veterinary Pathology Consultants, 
Inc., 3911 West Capitol Ave., West Sacramento, California 
95691; 2. Western Regional Research Center–USDA, 
Berkeley (Albany), CA 94710; 3. Univ. of Minnesota, St. 
Paul, Minnesota 55108; 4. USDA NRRC, Peoria, Illinois 
61604.

5089. Steinkraus, Keith H. 1985. Bio-enrichment: Production 
of vitamins in fermented foods. In: B.J.B. Wood, ed. 1985. 
Microbiology of Fermented Foods. Vol. 1. Essex, England: 
Elsevier Science Publishing Co. xx + 371 + 14 p. See p. 323-
43. [60 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Enrichment/fortifi cation. 
Sources of vitamins (bio-enrichment through fermentation, 
incl. Indonesian tempe and tape ketan). Summary.
 During the tempeh fermentation, ribofl avin doubles, 
niacin increases 7 times, and vitamin B-12 activity increases 
33 times. Thiamine unfortunately decreases. Address: Inst. 
of Food Science, Cornell Univ., Geneva/Ithaca, New York 

14456.

5090. Szuhaj, Bernard F.; List, Gary R. eds. 1985. Lecithins. 
Urbana, Illinois: American Oil Chemists’ Society. viii + 393 
p. Illust. Index. 24 cm. AOCS Monograph 12. [500+ ref]
• Summary: This is the most comprehensive book published 
to date concerning lecithin and its potential medical and 
health benefi ts. The authors are the leading authorities in the 
fi eld. Many individual chapters are cited separately.
 Several of the chapters are about lecithins from 
oilseeds other than soy, such as: Chapter 3. Corn lecithin. 
4. Cottonseed lecithin. 5. Rapeseed lecithin. 6. Sunfl ower 
lecithin. 6. Animal lecithin
 The Foreword states (p. v): “It is estimated that 
worldwide production of lecithin amounts to more than 
100,000 tons annually.” Most of the lecithin produced and 
sold industrially comes from the soybean, however the 
oilseeds mentioned above represent new commercial sources 
of this valuable substance. Address: 1. Central Soya Co.

5091. Whitaker, Julian M. 1985. Reversing heart disease. 
New York, NY: Warner Books. xviii + 355 p. Introduction by 
Henry D. McIntosh, M.D. Illust. Index. 24 cm. [166* ref]
• Summary: An interesting, relatively early book (after Dr. 
Dean Ornish and Nathan Pritikin in 1979) that emphasizes 
the importance of diet and exercise in treating heart disease. 
The patient is largely responsible for his or her own health. 
“The doctor is almost entirely a teacher. The patient carries 
out the course of treatment.”
 The author grew up as the son of a doctor. After 
graduating from Dartmouth College, he “went through 
the four-year medical course offered at Emory University 
Medical School in Atlanta, Georgia.” After med school, he 
began a residency in orthopedic surgery. After completing 
2½ years of the residency program, doubts began to assail 
him. “Successful surgeons get their greatest gratifi cation 
from the drama of surgery; often there is little interaction 
with their patients. Was that for me? I felt a need for more 
personal contact with people.” So he decided to take off a 
year or two from his residency, which he fully intended to 
complete. He moved to California and began to work in the 
emergency room of a hospital. Soon he began visiting and 
working with pioneers in the fi eld of curing heart disease. 
“So that is how a budding surgeon coming from a traditional 
medical family turned to nutrition and exercise as treatment 
for heart disease” (p. xxiv). In 1979 Julian Whitaker, M.D., 
opened his institute. As of 2012 is has been renamed the 
Whitaker Wellness Institute. Their website says: “over the 
past 30-plus years, we have helped more than 45,000 patients 
restore their health, safely and naturally.”
 Contents: Acknowledgments. Introduction. Foreword 
(by the author). Part I: The American way to die. 1. The 
American way to die (coronary artery disease is the leading 
cause of death). 2. Heart disease and modern medicine. 3. 
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Bypass surgery–Pros and cons, risks and benefi ts. 4. Heart 
disease is reversible. 5. Our crazy diet. Fat: Inhibitor of 
oxygen. 7. The process of atherosclerosis. 8. High blood 
pressure. 9. The cholesterol confusion. 19. Where will I get 
my protein.
 Part II: Reversing the damage. 11. The Institute program 
(incl. “A typical day at the Institute” and “Observations of 
the doctor”–he has observed about 2,000 patients as they 
start and complete this program. He is working to bring 
diet therapy back into the mainstream of medicine”). 12. 
The nutrition program. 13. Vitamins and minerals–the 
controversy. 14. Exercise for a healthy heart.
 Part III: The diet–menus and recipes. 15. General 
principles of diet. 16. How to approach the program. 17. 
Menus and recipes.
 Part IV: Patient testimonials.
 A 3-part table (p. 179) shows foods to be avoided (most 
animal products), foods to be eaten sparingly (coconut, some 
fi sh, low-fat dairy, nuts, seeds, soybeans, vegetable oils, 
and wheat germ; the reason for each is explained in a long 
footnote), and to be eaten abundantly (beans, fruit, grains, 
and vegetables).
 His recipes include: Hot and cold cereals (p. 218-21). 
Fruit smoothies. Egg white omelet (p. 225). Rice dinner 
vegetariana (p. 226). Fillet of sole #1 and #2 (p. 234-35). 
Tofu mayonnaise (p. 265). Whole wheat bread (p. 268).
 Discusses: Ornish, Dr. Dean, p. 131, 138. Pritikin 
Nathan & Program, p. xxiv, 314. Protein (see index). Soya 
lecithin (p. 108). Vegetarianism (lots, he favors it, see index). 
Vitamin and mineral supplements (lots, he favors them, see 
index).
 There two good bibliographies: (1) Suggested recipe 
books (20 books). Selected references (mostly medical; 
146). Address: M.D., National Heart and Diabetes Treatment 
Institute, Inc., 18800 Florida St., Huntington Beach, 
California 92648.

5092. Wilcox, J.R. 1985. Breeding soybeans for improved oil 
quantity and quality. In: R. Shibles, ed. 1985. World Soybean 
Research Conference III: Proceedings. Boulder, Colorado: 
Westview Press. xxiii + 1262 p. See p. 380-86. [33 ref]
• Summary: Though the soybean is the world’s most 
important oilseed, it is paradoxical that virtually no 
improvement has been made in either oil quantity or quality 
or released cultivars during the past 50 years. There have 
been some research successes, but these have not been 
incorporated into improved cultivars. Improving oil quality 
means changing the fatty acid composition. The main 
soybean fatty acids are palmitic (16:0) comprising 11% 
of the oil, stearic acid (18:0) comprising 3%, oleic acid 
comprising 22%, linoleic acid (18:2) comprising 56%, and 
linolenic acid (18:3) comprising 8%. Quality improvement 
generally involves reducing linolenic acid. Address: 
Research Geneticist, USDA/ARS, and Prof. of Agronomy, 

Purdue Univ., West Lafayette, Indiana.

5093. Wolf, Walter. 1985. Soybeans and other oilseeds. In: 
Martin Grayson, Executive Editor and Publisher. 1985. Kirk-
Othmer: Concise Encyclopedia of Chemical Technology. 
New York, Chichester, Brisbane, Toronto, Singapore: John 
Wiley & Sons. xxxii + 1318 p. See p. 1093-95. 28 x 22 cm. A 
Wiley-Interscience Publication. [4 ref]
• Summary: The Preface begins: “This compact desk 
reference contains all of the subjects covered in the 24 main 
volumes and the Supplement Volume of the world-renowned 
Third Edition of the Kirk-Othmer Encyclopedia of Chemical 
Technology.”
 Contents: Introduction. (Soybeans, cottonseed, peanuts, 
and sunfl owers are the four main oilseed crops grown in 
the USA. All serve as sources of edible oils commonly 
known as vegetable oils). Physical characteristics: Soybeans, 
cottonseed, peanut, sunfl ower. Chemical composition: 
Harvesting and storage: Soybeans, cottonseed, peanuts, 
sunfl owers. Processing: Soybeans, cottonseed, peanuts, 
sunfl owers. Nutritional properties and antinutritional factors: 
Oil, proteins and meals (soybeans, cottonseed, peanuts, 
sunfl ower seed). Oilseed products and uses: Oil (most used 
for edible oil), protein (most used as protein supplements in 
animal feeds), food products (soybeans, peanuts, sunfl ower 
seeds).
 Defatted soybean fl akes give fl ours and grits (50% 
protein on a moisture-free basis); protein concentrates (70% 
protein); and protein isolates (90% protein). Address: U.S. 
Dep. of Agriculture.

5094. World Health Organization. 1985. Energy and protein 
requirements: Report of a joint FAO/WHO/UNU Expert 
Consultation. WHO Technical Report Series (Geneva, 
Switzerland) No. 724. 206 p. Illust. 21 cm. Albany, NY: 
WHO Publications Center USA, distributor. [406* ref]
• Summary: This report updates the landmark 1973 WHO 
protein report, developing new energy, protein, and amino 
acid requirements for humans throughout life. The report 
also sets new worldwide nutritional standards for assessing 
protein quality and protein requirements in the human diet. 
The revisions include the adoption of higher, safe levels 
of protein intake for all age groups and the addition of an 
amino acid requirement pattern for pre-school children. 
The report was developed jointly by WHO, FAO, and the 
United Nations University. Since the 1973 report the number 
of human studies has increased dramatically, leading to a 
clearer understanding that the quality of food proteins must 
be judged fi nally on the basis of known human requirements. 
Address: Geneva, Switzerland.

5095. Wurtman, R.J. 1985. Dietary lecithin and other choline 
source: Implications for the treatment of Alzheimer’s disease. 
In: F. Paltauf and D. Lekim, eds. 1985. Lecithin and Health 
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Care: Proceedings of the Third International Symposium on 
Soya Lecithin. 285 p. See p. 259-60.
• Summary: “Summary: All cells in the body apparently 
synthesize their own molecules of phosphatidylcholine 
(PC; lecithin) and use them as major constituents of their 
membranes. This PC can be formed de novo, by methylating 
the phosphatidylethanolamine already in the membranes, 
or by incorporating pre-existing choline molecules (via the 
CDP-choline or base-exchange pathways). Some of these 
pre-existing choline molecules are derived from dietary 
lecithin; others are synthesized endogenously, released into 
the blood stream, and then taken up by the cells.
 “Acetylcholine-releasing (ACh) neurons are probably 
unique, in that they utilize their PC molecules for an 
additional purpose, i.e., as an additional source of choline 
for ACh synthesis. (Other sources of choline for this purpose 
are the blood stream, and reutilization of the choline formed 
from the acetylcholinesterase-mediated hydrolysis of ACh). 
This can be demonstrated isotopically, or by showing that the 
total amounts of ACh plus choline released when the neurons 
fi re are much greater than the amounts present initially–and 
thus must have derived from a cellular ‘reservoir’: membrane 
PC. This property may explain the great vulnerability of the 
cholinergic neurons in Alzheimer’s disease: Perhaps, when 
more choline is needed for ACh synthesis than is otherwise 
available (because the neuron is very active physiologically, 
or brain choline levels are too low to satisfy neuronal needs), 
the cholinergic neuron breaks down its own membrane PC 
faster than it can resynthesize, causing, changes in membrane 
composition which ultimately alter membrane functions and 
cell viability. Conceivably, this ‘auto-cannibalism’ can be 
suppressed by providing the individual chronically with large 
amounts of supplemental choline (for example, in the form 
of dietary PC). Evidence bearing on this hypothesis will be 
discussed.” Address: Lab. of Neuroendocrine Regulation, 
Dep. of Nutrition and Food Science, Massachusetts Inst. of 
Technology, Cambridge, MA 02139.

5096. Zeisel, Steven H. 1985. Lecithin in health and disease. 
In: B.F. Szuhaj and G.R. List, eds. 1985. Lecithins. Urbana, 
IL: American Oil Chemists’ Society. viii + 393 p. See p. 323-
45. Chap. 14. [189 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. The diet as a source 
of lecithin (and other choline-containing compounds; 100 
gm of soybeans contain 237 mg of choline and 1,480 mg 
of lecithin). Is lecithin an essential nutrient? Absorption of 
lecithin and other choline-containing compounds from the 
gut. Metabolism of lecithin. Metabolism of choline. Side 
effects of lecithin and other choline-containing compounds. 
The use of lecithin and other choline-containing compounds 
in the treatment of human diseases. Diseases of the nervous 
system (effective in treating tardive dyskinesia, Alzheimer’s 
disease, mania, Gille’s de la Tourette’s disease, ataxia, 
myasthenic syndrome). The cardiovascular system (lowers 

blood pressure and hypertension). Mechanisms of lipid 
transport (helps prevent development of atherosclerosis). 
The immune system (may reduce susceptibility to disease). 
Address: Dep. of Pathology, Boston Univ. School of 
Medicine, 85 East Newton St., Boston, Massachusetts 02118.

5097. Haldane Foods Limited. 1985? Health, Hera and you–
The fi bre habit (Leafl et). East Goscote, Leicester, England. 4 
panels each side. Each panel: 10.8 x 10 cm. Undated.
• Summary: The four inside panels, titled “Dietary fi ber,” 
discuss what it is, the recent discovery by Dr. Dennis 
Burkitt, of its importance to human health, and diseases and 
conditions associated with low-fi bre diets.
 The fi rst two rear panels have these headings: The Hera 
product range and dietary fi bre. How much fi ber? Nutritional 
guide lines. On the last rear panel is a table with three 
columns: Disease, infl uence of present diet, dietary factor, % 
disease caused by diet. For example: Constipation. Dietary 
factor is fi bre. % disease caused by diet: 100%. Address: 
Units 9, 10, 16 & 20, Long Furrow Trading Estate, East 
Goscote, Leicester LE7 8XJ, England. Phone: 0533 605665 
& 600006.

5098. McGraw, M.; Bishop, N.; Jameson, R.; Robinson, 
M.J.; O’Hara, M.; Hewitt, C.D.; Day, J.P. 1986. Aluminium 
content of milk formulae and intravenous fl uids used in 
infants. Lancet i(8473):157. Jan. 18. [4 ref]
• Summary: A table lists the aluminium content (in 
micrograms per liter) of infant milk formulae and 
intravenous fl uids. It is not clear which of these compositions 
are made from soybeans. However, one brand named Wysoy, 
an oral (locally reconstituted soy-based infant milk) contains 
330 micrograms of aluminum per liter.
 Another problem is the North West England tap water 
aluminum concentrations range from 10 to 300 micrograms 
per liter and are occasionally much higher. Aluminum 
accumulation in the human body leads to anemia, bone 
disease, and encephalopathy. This aluminum can be 
potentially toxic to infants with increased gastrointestinal 
absorption or impaired renal function. Address: 1. Dep. 
of Child Health, Royal Manchester Children’s Hospital, 
Manchester, M27 1HA; 2-4. Special Care Baby Unit, 
Hope Hospital, Salford; 5-7. Dep. of Chemistry, Univ. of 
Manchester. All: England.

5099. Clark, Matt; Gosnell, Mariana. 1986. The calcium 
craze: The ‘miracle’ mineral builds up bones, teeth–and 
perhaps false hopes. Newsweek. Jan. 27. p. 48-52.
• Summary: Tofu, “that staple of the modern health-food 
store,” is given as one good source of calcium; 4 ounces 
contains 154 mg, whereas 1 cup of whole milk contains 291 
mg.

5100. Ausman, Lynne M.; Gallina, D.L.; Hayes, K.C.; 
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Hegsted, D.M. 1986. Comparative assessment of soy and 
milk protein quality in infant Cebus monkeys. American J. of 
Clinical Nutrition 43(1):112-27. Jan. [58 ref]
• Summary: “Abstract: Protein qualities of lactalbumin 
(L), casein (C), soy concentrate (SC), soy isolate (SI), and 
soy isolate plus 15.3 mg methionine/g protein (SIM) were 
investigated in a slope-ratio assay using 32, 8-wk old cebus 
monkeys.”
 “The marked improvement from SI to SIM emphasizes 
the benefi cial effect of sulfur amino acid supplementation 
of soy protein for an infant primate species.” Address: 
Dep. of Nutrition, Harvard School of Public Health and the 
Children’s Hospital Medical Center, Boston, Massachusetts 
02115.

5101. Jain, Laxmi; Jain, Manoj. 1986. Tofu as a nutritious 
and economical substitute for paneer. Presented at 
Conference of Soybean Oil Processors Association. Held 
Jan. 1986 at Bhopal, India. *

5102. Nagahara, A.; Ohshita, K.; Nasuno, S. 1986. Relation 
of nitrite concentration to mutagen formation in soy sauce. 
Food and Chemical Toxicology 24(1):13-15. Jan. [14 ref]
• Summary: “Therefore, the most probable source of 
mutagens–nitrosation of MTCAs and tyramine–is likely to 
be very restricted in vivo and soy sauce is unlikely to be 
signifi cantly mutagenic.” Address: Bioscience Research 
Lab., Kikkoman Corp., 399 Noda, Noda-shi, Chiba-ken 278, 
Japan.

5103. Schlimper, Cilica. 1986. What is tempeh? Soyfoods 
(ESFA) 1(1):18-20. Jan. [Eng]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Qualities (Incl. tables 
showing vitamins and minerals). Tempeh production. Second 
generation products. Address: Director, Sales and Promotion, 
Athanor Co.

5104. Associate Director, Import Operations Unit, (HFC-
131). 1986. Revision to Import Alert #40-01–”Soy drinks, 
milk substitute drinks and other drinks that may serve as 
infant formulas.” Import Alert. Feb. 21. 3 p. U.S. Food and 
Drug Administration, internal document.
• Summary: Concerns: Eden Foods’ Edensoy, Soy Moo, 
Sun Soy, Ah Soy, Westsoy, Vitasoy, Westbrae Malteds. “All 
soy-type beverages, whose labeling do not recommend or 
imply use as infant formula and do not make claims as a 
substitute for milk, should be released with the comment: 
‘This product is not to be used as an infant formula or as 
the sole source of nutrition. If this product is subsequently 
found to be offered for those purposes, FDA will take legal 
or administrative action against this and/or future shipments.’ 
The labeling of these products should also be reviewed for 
compliance with nutrition labeling requirements (21 CFR 
101.9). If the product does not comply with nutrition labeling 

requirements, comment to that effect should be included in 
the release.” Address: Washington, DC.

5105. Bhatnagar, P.S. 1986. Current aspects of soybean 
in India. Paper presented at International Convention of 
“Prospects for Soybean Utilization.” 25 p. Feb. Organized by 
Soyabean Processors Assoc. of India on 15-16 Feb. 1986 at 
Indore, MP, India. [11 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soybean in India. 
Production potential in India. Place in cropping system: 
Will not affect groundnut production since optimum soil 
and climatic requirements of the two crops are not the same. 
Progress of research. Utilization: Food uses of soybean, food 
uses of soya oil, potential food uses in India (defatted soya 
fl our, tofu, soy beverages, frozen desserts). Major constraints 
(to development of soybean in India).
 Oilseed production in India is about 12 million tonnes. 
In addition, India imports 1.5 million tons of edible oil at a 
cost of about 10,000 million rupees a year to provide only 11 
mg per person per day, which is less than the recommended 
[by whom?] 18 gm per day. This the importance of the 
soybean in India become overwhelmingly apparent.
 The soybean is also a good source of high-quality, 
low-cost protein, yielding 2-3 times as much per acre as 
traditional Indian pulses and at a much lower price per unit 
weight.
 “Farmers have liked soybean because of its low input 
requirements for labour and nitrogenous fertilizers and wider 
adaptability. Due to its ability to fi x atmospheric nitrogen 
in the soil, more than its own requirement, the fertility of 
the soil is improved and the crop following soybean yields 
better. About 30-40 kg of nitrogen per ha is saved for the 
succeeding crop.”
 “Although black soybean has been cultivated for ages 
in the low hills of the Kumaon and Garhwal regions of Uttar 
Pradesh as well as in the foothills of the Himalayas and in 
some scattered pockets of Central India, the crop, strangely 
enough, had not become popular in the sub-continent.”
 Tables show: (1) Average yield, oil and protein content 
of soybean and other pulse crops in similar conditions in 
India. The other crops are pigeon pea (Cajanus cajan), black 
gram (Phaseolus mungo), cowpea (Vigna sinensis), green 
gram [mung bean] (Vigna radiata). Soybean has by far the 
highest yield, oil, and protein content.
 (2) Biological value of protein from selected 
commodities: The commodities are egg, soybean, corn, 
wheat fl our, rice (milled [white]). The values are Biological 
Value, Protein Score, and Net Protein Utilization.
 (3) Targeted and actual cultivation (ha) as well as 
production (tonnes) in India under the centrally sponsored 
scheme for soybean development (1978-1984, in 7 states).
 (4) Estimated area potentially available for soybean in 
Madhya Pradesh and Uttar Pradesh. (5) Indigenously bread 
released varieties of soybean (19 varieties). Five columns 
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show: (1) Name of variety. (2) Whether released by central or 
state variety release committee. (3) Area of adaptability. (4) 
Duration (days to maturity) (5) Yield potential (quintals per 
ha; 1 quintal = 100 kg). (6) Recommendations on package 
of practices for soybean cultivation in India. (6a) Important 
food uses of soybean. (7) Composition of defatted soya fl our. 
(8) Protein and energy densities of some cooked foods and 
commercially available soya fl ours. (9) Chemical properties 
of wheat fl our, animal protein (egg and milk) and soya fl our. 
(9a) Protein per cent (by weight) in different food products 
(incl. may soy products). (10). Net protein utilization of 
different food commodities. (11) Composition of nutrients in 
100 gm of different types of tofu. (12) Composition of whole 
cow milk and soya beverages. Address: Project Coordinator, 
All-India Coordinated Research Project on Soyabean 
(ICAR), G.B. Pant Univ. of Agriculture & Technology, 
Pantnagar, UP, 263145, India.

5106. Brady, Mary Sue; Rickard, K.A.; Fitzgerald, J.F.; 
Lemons, J.A. 1986. Specialized formulas and feedings for 
infants with malabsorption or formula intolerance. J. of the 
American Dietetic Association 86(2):191-201. Feb. [71 ref]
• Summary: “An infant with diarrhea or emesis [vomiting] 
may have an intolerance to milk lactose [lactose intolerance] 
or milk protein. Soy-protein formulas are free of lactose and 
cow’s milk and should be the fi rst choice for an alternative 
formula because of lower cost, convenience, and availability. 
Approximately 25% of infants who have an intolerance to 
soy protein also have an intolerance to cow’s milk protein.” 
Address: Dep. of Pediatric Nutrition and Dietetics, James 
Whitcomb Riley Hospital for Children, Indiana Univ. School 
of Medicine, Indianapolis.

5107. Brook, J. Gerald; Linn, Shai; Aviram, M. 1986. 
Dietary soya lecithin decreases plasma triglyceride levels 
and inhibits collagen- and ADP-induced platelet aggregation. 
Biochemical Medicine and Metabolic Biology 35(1):31-39. 
Feb. [29 ref]
• Summary: “Diet is the cornerstone of therapy in patients 
with hyperlipidemia, and its aim is to achieve normal plasma 
cholesterol, triglyceride, and lipoprotein levels in order to 
prevent, or to promote regression of, atherosclerosis.”
 “The optimal lipoprotein-lowering effect was 
achieved with a daily dose of 12 gm soya lecithin per 
day. Both low-density lipoprotein and very-low-density 
lipoprotein levels were reduced, and HDL-cholesterol and 
apolipoprotein levels were reduced, and HDL-cholesterol 
and apolipoprotein A-1 concentrations were increased. 
Platelet aggregation in response to collagen and ADP 
was signifi cantly reduced, parallel with the reduction in 
triglyceride level.
 “Soya lecithin supplementing the diet may be 
useful in the management of the hypertriglyceridemic 
patient.” Address: Lipid Research Lab. & Unit of Clinical 

Epidemiology, Rambam Medical Center and Faculty of 
Medicine, Technion–Israel Inst. of technology, Haifa, Israel.

5108. Eiyo to Ryori (Nutrition and Food, Tokyo). 1986. 
Daizu, daizu seihin: Mijika na tanpakushitsu-gen [Soybeans 
and soyfoods: A protein source which is close at hand]. Feb. 
p. 22-34. [Jap]
• Summary: A collection of recipes, each accompanied 
by a color photo, using tofu, deep-fried tofu pouches, tofu 
cutlets, dried-frozen tofu, boiled soybeans, tofu burgers 
(ganmodoki), okara, and yuba. Address: Japan.

5109. Kaneko, Kayoko; Nishida, K.; Yatsuda, J.; Koike, G. 
1986. Effect of methionine supplementation of a soy protein 
isolate on short-term nitrogen balance in young women. J. of 
Nutritional Science and Vitaminology (Tokyo) 32(1):123-30. 
Feb. [31 ref. Eng]
• Summary: Thirteen female students were given soy protein 
isolate (SPI) in an initial period and SPI supplemented 
with 1% methionine in a second period immediately after 
menstruation as the sole source of protein. There was no 
signifi cant difference between the mean nitrogen balances 
in the SPI and methionine supplemented periods at both 
levels of protein intake. Address: Kagawa Nutrition College 
Sakado, Saitama 350-02, Japan.

5110. Rocheman, Marc. 1986. Les aliments fermentés 
derivés du soja [Fermented foods derived from soya]. 
Biofutur No. 43. p. 34-42. Feb. [8 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Gives the composition and nutritive value of 
various soy products: tofu, fermented tofu (sufu), miso, 
natto, shoyu, and tempeh. Describes the possibilities for 
use of koji, as a source of proteases and peptidases, in the 
production of these fermented foods.

5111. Tsuji, Keisuke; Tsuji, Etsuko. 1986. [Effect of natto-
feeding on cholesterol level of rats]. Eiyogaku Zasshi 
(Japanese J. of Nutrition) 44(1):41-44. Feb. [16 ref. Jap; 
eng]*

5112. Ward, A. Thomas; Reichert, Robert D. 1986. 
Comparison of the effect of cell wall and hull fi ber from 
canola and soybean on the bioavailability for rats of 
minerals, protein and lipid. J. of Nutrition 116(2):233-41. 
Feb. [30 ref]
• Summary: Hull or cell wall material from canola or 
soybean or cellulose was added to a basal, semipurifi ed diet 
at a level of 12% and fed to growing male rats. The apparent 
availability of copper, iron, calcium, phosphorus, and protein 
were lower when the fi ber-containing diets diet were fed 
compared to the control diet. Cellulose diets and soybean cell 
wall diets had the fastest transit times through the digestive 
tract. Address: National Research Council of Canada, 110 
Gymnasium Road, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, Canada S7N 
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5113. Widhalm, K.; Sterz, G.; Strobl, W. 1986. Der 
Effekt von Sojaeiweiss vs klassische Typ-II-Diaet auf 
Serumlipide und -lipoproteine bei Kindern mit familiaerer 
Hypercholesterinaemie (FH) [The effect of soy protein 
versus a classical Type-II diet on serum lipids and 
lipoproteins in children with familial hypercholesterolemia]. 
Infusionstherapie und klinische Ernaehrung 13(1):12. Feb. 
[Ger]
• Summary: The soy-based formula resulted in signifi cantly 
lower blood cholesterol levels. Address: Univ.-Kinderklinik, 
Wien (Vienna), Austria.

5114. Wood, Marcia. 1986. Low-salt soy sauce tastes just 
as good. Agricultural Research (USDA) 34(2):5. Feb. 
Summarized in Journal of the American Dietetic Assoc., 
May, 1986.
• Summary: A new process for removing 50% of the sodium 
content of soy sauce and other “high-salt fermented liquids,... 
including oriental fi sh sauce and tamari sauce” according to 
USDA’s Agricultural Research Service in Albany, California. 
In the process, potassium is increased as much as fi ve 
times. The recommended ratio of the minerals potassium 
and sodium is about 2:1, but many people consume too 
much sodium in relation to potassium. High salt intake 
has been linked to high blood pressure (hypertension), a 
condition that affects one out of every 5 Americans over 
age 25. Imbalances in the body’s potassium to sodium ratio 
may contribute further to this condition. Address: Albany, 
California.

5115. Paskalev, Rosen L. 1986. Re: History of Dr. 
Asen Zlatarov’s work with soybeans in Bulgaria, with a 
bibliography on soya in Bulgaria. Letter to William Shurtleff 
at Soyfoods Center, March 17. 8 p. Handwritten. [48 ref. 
Eng]
• Summary: “Asen Zlatarov was born on 16 April 1885 in 
Haskovo, southern Bulgaria. His father, who graduated in 
law in Italy, was a famous lawyer, popular social worker, 
and member of Parliament. While still a child, Zlatarov 
learned rapidly and read books in Russian and French, as 
well as performing chemical experiments in a self-equipped 
laboratory.
 “As a student at the chemical department of the 
university, he was attending and lecturing on philosophy and 
literature. In 1904-05 he studied at the Geneva Chemical 
Institute in Switzerland under Prof. Carl Grebe. There he 
studied literature, political economy, zoology, and botany, 
and became friends with the famous socialist tribune Jane 
Jores.
 Zlatarov fi rst became acquainted with soybeans and 
soyfoods in 1906, when he visited the Chinese pavilion 
at the World Exposition in Milan, Italy. His interest in the 

subject deepened over the years, and he became increasingly 
active in speaking and writing about soybean cultivation and 
practical usage.
 “In 1908 in Grenoble (France) he wrote his doctoral 
thesis and was awarded his degree in physics and chemistry. 
In 1909 he specialized in Munich, Germany, at the newly 
established College of Bromatology, under the guidance of 
Prof. Paule. This unique institute was inviting ethnographers, 
historians, chemists, biochemists, and physicians. They were 
doing research on the foodstuffs and the cooking habits 
world wide, including ancient Babylon, China, India, Greece, 
Rome, and tribal cultures. The kitchen was also headed by a 
professor.
 “After his return to Bulgaria, Zlatarov became an 
assistant in organic chemistry at Sofi a University and a 
regular contributor to medical, philosophical, literary, etc. 
periodicals, both in Bulgaria and abroad.
 “In 1911 he wrote his fi rst book, titled “Philosophy of 
Biology.” From 1920 he was a reader in physiological and 
organic chemistry and biochemistry at the University.
 “In 1920 he published his fi rst work on soya, a 
comprehensive 44-page work. This is the earliest publication 
seen on soybeans in Bulgaria; it was reprinted in 1921. 
During the early 1920s he published fi ve more works on 
all aspects of soybeans. It was not until 1926 that another 
Bulgarian published on soybeans.
 “In 193? a special Soya State Commission concluded 
that soybean culture in Bulgaria was not thriving well; it was 
very expensive and lacked suffi cient markets. So Zlatarov 
entered a long debate about the importance of the soybean. 
Bulgarian agriculture accepted the new culture and in 1935 
the fi rst Soya Exposition was held in Bulgaria.
 “In 1924 he attained the rank of professor. He was 
an internationally famous scientist with broad interests, 
especially in the fi elds of biochemistry, biology, philosophy, 
botany, literature, and art. He made numerous original 
investigations in organic chemistry, biochemistry, and 
especially bromatology. Most of his studies were confi rmed 
only recently (like his work on the role of micronutrients, 
zinc metabolism on the etiology of cancer cells). Zlatarov 
was a pioneer in Bulgaria in the fi eld of bromatology. He 
not only established the common questions in the science of 
foodstuffs, cooking, and nutrition, he also did research on the 
content of the specifi c national Bulgarian foods, the way for 
the cooking/preparation and use. He did a detailed statistical 
analytical study of the several differences in the nutrition 
and pointed out the way against world hunger and chronic 
unwholesome malnutrition, with the help of soyfoods and 
chick-peas.
 “Zlatarov’s infl uence on the fi eld of soybeans and 
soyfoods increased during the 1930s. He gave numerous 
popular and scientifi c lectures and authored many 
publications, in both Bulgaria and abroad, in German 
and French. The famous biochemist also discussed the 
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therapeutic value of soyfoods.
 “On 22 December 1936, at age 51 and in the prime of 
his active career, Asen Zlatarov died suddenly in Vienna 
after an operation. His funeral in Vienna was an imposing 
statement of his country’s love for him and his work. During 
his lifetime, he gave more than 800 talks and wrote more 
than 9,000 printed pages. He was a co-editor and founder of 
several scientifi c publications. After his untimely death, the 
work with soya in Bulgaria slowed down greatly, although 
soybeans were still being grown for the Nazis in Germany.” 
Address: Tsar Shishman 23, 1000 Sofi a, Bulgaria.

5116. Leonard, Tom. 1986. The emperor’s tofu. Let the 
highest standard be your guide. East West. March. p. 16, 18-
21. [1 ref]
• Summary: “A decade ago, tofu could found only in 
Oriental special shops, California supermarkets, and a very 
few natural food stores. Today it is made in nearly every 
state and sold in supermarkets from coast to coast. Ten years 
ago, tofu was available only in unprocessed form or in a 
few traditional Japanese and Chinese preparations. Now 
tofu appears in a multitude of items, from frozen lasagne to 
imitation ice cream.
 “Tofu, still sometimes called ‘bean curd,’ is appreciated 
by health-conscious consumers everywhere. Like other 
soyfoods, it is a good source of protein, containing all the 
essential amino acids. Different types of fresh tofu range 
in protein content from 5.5 percent (silken) to 10.6 percent 
(fi rm Chinese-style). Regular soft tofu is just under 8 percent. 
Eight ounces of tofu provides the same amount of usable 
protein as 3½ ounces of steak or 5½ ounces of hamburger (a 
quarter-pounder plus three bites).
 “Although tofu contains all the essential amino acids, it 
is low in methionine and cystine. When eaten with grains–
which are high in these sulfur-containing amino acids–the 
usable protein of both the tofu and the grain is increased. 
Tofu is 95 percent digestible, compared to 65 percent for 
whole soybeans.
 “Many calorie-conscious people have turned to tofu 
as an excellent diet food. Regular tofu contains only 147 
calories per eight-ounce portion (one gram of usable 
protein for every eight calories). It is low in total fat (only 
4.3 percent), especially low in saturated fat, and high in 
unsaturated fats. Like all vegetable-based foods; tofu 
contains no cholesterol. All tofu is an excellent source of 
calcium (see chart). If a calcium-based coagulant is used, the 
resulting tofu contains more of this important mineral than an 
equal amount of dairy milk. If nigari is used as a-coagulant, 
the calcium content is roughly 40 percent of an equal weight 
of dairy milk. Tofu is also a good source of other minerals 
and vitamins, including iron, phosphorus, potassium, B 
vitamins, and vitamin E.
 “Tofu is made in a relatively simple way. Whole 
soybeans are soaked overnight, then ground with water to 

a smooth puree and cooked with boiling water. The cooked 
puree is strained to separate the liquid (soymilk) from the 
fi brous pulp (okara). A coagulant is added to the hot soymilk, 
which then separates into curds and whey, much as in the 
process of making cheese from dairy milk. The curds are 
then transferred to cloth-lined, perforated settling containers 
and pressed. The resulting smooth white cakes are chilled 
and packed for distribution.
 “Varieties
 “There are two basic types of tofu available in most 
natural foods stores and supermarkets: fi rm (sometimes 
called “Chinese-style”) and soft. The primary difference 
between these two products is, quite simply, the degree 
of fi rmness. In some cases the only difference in the 
manufacturing will be the length of time the tofu is pressed 
in the settling containers. A soft tofu with a smooth, creamy 
texture requires more delicate handling and processing. Well-
made fi rm tofu should not be ‘grainy’ or ‘chalky,’ but have 
the same smooth creaminess characteristic of the best soft 
tofu. Because the only difference between soft and fi rm tofu 
is the amount of water left in the curd, pound for pound fi rm 
tofu is a better buy nutritionally. However, the difference is 
relatively small. It may be better to choose the texture of tofu 
to fi t the recipe you are preparing or to suit your taste rather 
than always to buy fi rm tofu because it’s a better protein 
bargain. Soft tofu is ideal in miso soup, for creamy dips and 
dressings, and as a simple side dish or hors d’oeuvre with 
garnishes or dipping sauce. Firm tofu is better for deep-
frying, grilling, and stir-frying. The fi rm texture also lends 
itself to slicing for sandwiches and simmering in stews.
 “A variety of extra-soft tofu, called silken tofu 
(kinugoshi in Japanese), is custard-like and extremely 
smooth, hence the name. Silken tofu is made differently 
than the two varieties described above. The soymilk from 
which it is made is much thicker, and the coagulant, calcium 
sulfate or lactone, is mixed with the hot milk in the forming 
box, which has no draining holes. When the coagulant is 
added, the milk does not separate into curds and whey as 
with regular tofu but forms into a custard-like cake. Because 
no whey is drained off, silken tofu contains more water and 
less protein than soft tofu. When the whey is drained from 
regular tofu, some of the minerals from the coagulant are 
discarded with it. Because all of the curding agent remains 
in silken tofu, it contains, if made with calcium sulfate, fi fty 
percent more calcium than dairy milk. Chilled silken tofu is 
deliciously cooling in the hot summer months. Its creamy 
texture and subtle sweetness give it an air of delicacy and 
refi nement. Because of its extra-soft texture, silken tofu 
cannot be pressed, and does not lend itself to frying or 
grilling. It is at its best simmered briefl y in light soups, or as 
a component of smooth sauces and dressings. One Japanese 
company exports silken tofu in small cardboard cartons with 
a long, room-temperature shelf life. Some supermarkets and 
Japanese specialty shops also carry a domestically produced 
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fresh version.
 “Oriental food shops will also generally carry prepared 
deep-fried tofu, usually at least two basic varieties: thick 
age (tofu cutlets) and age (tofu pouches). The frying gives 
the tofu a chewy texture and rich fl avor. Deep-fried tofu is 
warming and satisfying simmered in soups. Its hearty quality 
is welcomed by hardworking people and on cold winter days. 
Tofu pouches can be stuffed with any savory fi lling, and 
make a nice change from sandwiches in the lunchbox, Either 
type of deep-fried tofu can be prepared at home from store-
bought or homemade tofu.
 “Natural foods stores that specialize in Japanese 
products often will offer dried-frozen tofu (koya dofu). 
Dried-frozen tofu is not a modern “freeze-dried” 
backpacking food, although its light weight, high nutritional 
value, and long storage life certainly would qualify it for 
that use. Koya dofu was fi rst made by Buddhist monks in a 
monastery near Mount Koya in northern Japan. The monks 
hung blocks of fi rm tofu outside under the caves of the 
temple during the cold, snowy winter. The tofu would freeze 
at night and thaw in the day. This alternate freezing and 
thawing gradually expelled virtually all the water, leaving a 
non-perishable, sponge-like block.
 “This spongy texture is what makes dried-frozen tofu 
appealing, even when fresh tofu is available. When simmered 
in savory sauces or broths, koya dofu soaks up fl avors like 
a sponge. The freezing also alters the consistency, yielding 
a chewy, almost meat-like texture. Like deep-fried tofu, 
dried-frozen tofu can easily be prepared at home. Just place 
well-pressed slices of fi rm tofu in your freezer and leave 
until completely frozen. Thaw, squeeze out the extra water, 
and dry in a food drier or in the oven with very low heat. 
(More detailed instructions for preparing both age and koya 
dofu can be found in The Book of Tofu by Akiko Aoyagi and 
William Shurtleff.)
 “Coagulating Agents
 “Natural nigari is an alkaline mineral coagulant derived 
from the refi ning of natural sea salt. Although natural nigari 
yields the best-quality tofu–the best fl avor and texture, true 
to tradition–some people, including Shurtleff, now question 
its use for reasons of purity. Pollutants are now found in 
the sea that weren’t there when the traditional process was 
developing. Two other coagulants, magnesium chloride 
and calcium chloride, however, can yield tofu with a taste 
and texture very similar to that made with natural nigari. 
These are known as “refi ned nigari.” Magnesium chloride 
is the primary constituent of natural nigari and is refi ned 
from the natural product. The calcium chloride used by a 
major Northeast tofu maker is a minimally refi ned product 
that is derived from a naturally occurring mineral found in 
ancient underground deposits. All three of these nigari-style 
coagulants yield tofu that is higher in protein than equal 
weights of tofu made with other common curding agents. 
Perhaps the most signifi cant advantage of natural calcium 

chloride as a tofu coagulant is that tofu made with it is a 
very rich source of dietary calcium, containing twenty-three 
percent more calcium than dairy milk.
 “Calcium sulfate (gypsum) is used, as we have seen, to 
make silken tofu. Today many tofu manufacturers choose 
it either as the only coagulant in their tofu or use it in 
combination with one of the nigari-type curding agents. Used 
alone, it gives a high yield of soft, creamy tofu,...” Address: 
Massachusetts.

5117. Lo, G.S.; Evans, R.H.; Phillips, K.S.; Dahlgren, R.R.; 
Steinke, F.H. 1986. Effect of soy fi ber and soy protein 
on cholesterol metabolism and atherosclerosis in rabbits. 
Federation Proceedings (FASEB) 45(3):348 (Abst. #1129). 
March.
• Summary: Rabbits were fed dietary fi ber from dehulled, 
defatted soybeans alone and in combination with isolated 
soy protein (ISP) or casein to study the effect on cholesterol 
metabolism and atherosclerosis. The fi ber, called “soy 
ploysaccharide” (SPS) contains both cellulosic and non-
cellulosic dietary fi ber, and contains about 75% total dietary 
fi ber.
 Rabbits fed a diet with ISP + SPS had the highest 
excretion of fecal fat, cholesterol, and bile acids. When fed 
with SPS, ISP gave lower plasma cholesterol levels and 
incidence of atherosclerotic lesions than casein. Address: 
Ralston Purina Company, St. Louis, Missouri 63164.

5118. Messadi, D.V.; Billings, P.; Shklar, G.; Kennedy, 
A.R. 1986. Inhibition of oral carcinogenesis by a protease 
inhibitor. J. of the National Cancer Institute 76(3):447-52. 
March. [34 ref]
• Summary: The Bowman-Birk inhibitor inhibits oral 
cancers in male hamsters. Address: 1&3. Dep. of Oral 
Medicine and Oral Pathology, Harvard School of Dental 
Medicine, 188 Longwood Ave.; 2&4. Dep. of Cancer 
Biology, Harvard School of Public Health, 665 Huntington 
Ave. All: Boston, Massachusetts 02115.

5119. Miyazaki, Shoji; Yagasaki, Kazuhiro; Yasui, Takeshi. 
1986. [The rapid determination of starch in soybean seeds 
with iodine-starch staining]. Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo 
Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the National Food Research 
Institute) No. 48. p. 168-70. March. [9 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: Reprinted from Proceedings of the Crop Science 
Society of Japan (Nippon Sakumotsu Gakkai Kiji) 54(2):177-
78 (1985). Address: 1-2. National Food Research Inst., 
Japan; 3. National Food Research Inst., Yatabe, Ibaraki 305, 
Japan.

5120. Sacolick, Diane. 1986. Where life and livelihood meet: 
A family macrobiotic food business produces amasake, natto, 
and mochi amidst the rural Berkshires [Kendall Food Co.]. 
MacroMuse. Winter/Spring. March. p. 24-28.
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• Summary: “When the Kendalls started making amasake, 
they began with one fi ve-gallon pot. Today they have the 
capacity to make 100 gallons of amazake a day with their 
four 30-gallon pots... Charlie thinks he invented the ‘milk 
shake’ form of amasake.
 On a typical day, wakeup time is 5:00 or 6:00 a.m. 
Charlie only need take a few steps from his home kitchen 
to the shop. The fi rst job is to pressure cook the rice for the 
amasake... in a 10-gallon pot. The rice is then allowed to cool 
overnight slowly without opening the pressure cooker. The 
next morning the rice is put in earthenware crocks and the 
koji is mixed in. The earthen crocks give the amasake more 
of a chocolate like taste. Here it is kept at a temperature of 
135-140ºF and occasionally stirred for 24 to 30 hours. Then 
the amasake is ground with blenders and put into a bottling 
vessel. It is topped with boiling water so the thick amasake 
will have more the consistency of a drink. Here it sits 
overnight before it is bottled, put into a walk-in refrigerator 
for a few days and shipped out.
 “Only organic ingredients are used. Koji is prepared 
especially for the Kendalls the traditional way from milled 
brown rice using red cedar trays. High quality Lima [from 
Belgium] or Muramoto sea salt is used in cooking the rice, 
even though they are at least three times the cost of regular 
sea salt... Charlie’s Amazuki is made with American organic 
adzuki beans. The beans are fermented with the rice; this can 
be tricky since beans sour more easily than grains. I found 
the Amazuki slightly reminiscent of chocolate milk and 
enjoyed its unusual fl avor.
 “Charlie says natto, a soy food, is the best product he 
makes, ranking high in the world of medicinal foods, along 
with umeboshi and miso.” A description of the process 
follows. Photos show: (1) The Kendall’s home and food 
company. (2) Charlie and Yoko Kendall, and their young son, 
standing by the Kendall Food Co. sign. (3) Charlie Kendall–
up close.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2020) that 
contains the word “medicinal foods” (or “medicinal food”) in 
connection with soy.

5121. Suzuki, Hiramitsu; Hayakawa, Seiichi; Tamura, 
Shinpachiro; Wada, Shun; Wada, Osamu. 1986. [Effect of 
age {of rats} on the modifi cation of rat plasma lipids by fi sh 
and soybean]. Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku 
(Report of the National Food Research Institute) No. 48. p. 
221-24. March. [17 ref. Eng; jap]
• Summary: “Plasma cholesterol and bile acids of aged rats 
fed on a sardine oils diet decreased to a greater degree than 
those of young rats. Cholesterol, bile acids and phospholipids 
of the soybean oil diet group decreased only in aged rats.”
 Reprinted from Biochimica et Biophysica Acta 836:390-
93 (1985). Address: 1-3. National Food Research Inst., 
Japan; 4. Dep. of Food Science and Technology, Tokyo Univ. 
of Fisheries, Konan, Minato-ku, Tokyo 108.

5122. Taira, Harue; Tanaka, Hiromi; Aoki, Kenichi. 1986. 
[Quality of soybean seeds grown in Japan. XI. Effect of 
seeding method, ridging, and side-dressing on chemical 
composition of the seeds]. Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo Kenkyu 
Hokoku (Report of the National Food Research Institute) No. 
48. p. 28-35. March. [16 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: “Effect of seeding method (hill and broadcast 
seeding, seeding rate, and seeding depth), ridging at leaf 
number 3 to 8, and side-dressing at the time of ridging, of 
podding, and of the fl owering stage on the weight of 100 
seeds and protein, oil, carbohydrate, and ash contents was 
examined in the cultivar Enrei grown at Fukui Agricultural 
Experiment Station in 1980. Variations in the weight of 100 
seeds among the samples were limited, whereas changes 
associated with the cultural conditions were not observed 
in 3 experiments. The protein content was slightly lower by 
hill seeding without ridging, hill seeding with ridging and 
side-dressing at the fl owering stage, broadcast deep seeding 
with side-dressing at the fl owering stage, and broadcast deep 
seeding with ridging at the 7 leaf stage. The protein content, 
on the other hand, was slightly higher by hill deep seeding 
with side-dressing at the fl owering stage. The oil content 
was slightly lower by hill seeding with ridging and side-
dressing at the fl owering stage and broadcast deep seeding 
with side-dressing at the fl owering stage. Carbohydrate and 
ash contents did not show changes. Based on the results 
obtained, it is presumed that the seeding method, ridging, 
and side-dressing did not affect the protein, oil, carbohydrate, 
and ash contents.” Address: 1-2. National Food Research 
Inst., Japan; 3. Fukui Agric. Exp. Station, Ryo-machi, Fukui 
prefecture.

5123. Tomorrow’s Foods: Nutrition News from Worthington 
Foods. 1986. Tracking the Adventist consumer: Trend 
toward a simpler, meat-free diet. Spring/summer. p. 3.
• Summary: “Seventh-day Adventist consumers remain in 
the forefront of a sweeping U.S. lifestyle change toward a 
simpler, meat-free diet.
 “Half of a national survey group of SDA households 
indicated their consumption of meat had declined in recent 
years, while fewer than 5 percent said they were eating more 
meat.
 “However Adventist consumers appeared to be cutting 
back rather than cutting out meat consumption entirely. 
Survey results showed that more than half of Seventh-day 
Adventists eat meat one or more times a week.” Address: 
Worthington, Ohio.

5124. Toyo Shinpo (Soyfoods News). 1986. Ima buumu 
yobu Haiga Tôfu to wa... Taisei Sangyô ga kaihatsu. Eiyô-
ka mo amami mo subete baizô. Kongo wa zenkoku tenkai e 
[What is soy sprout tofu, whose sales are booming? Taisei 
Sangyo developed it. The nutritional value and sweetness are 
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doubled. They plan to market it nationwide]. April 1. p. 5. 
[Jap; eng+]
• Summary: The product, invented by Katsushi Oguchi, 
President of Taisei Sangyo, of Okayama prefecture, is 
produced and marketed by three companies now. Taisei 
makes the sprouting machine. The product is easier to digest 
than regular tofu.

5125. Robertshaw, Nicky. 1986. Says bacterial contamination 
heads FDA concerns. Supermarket News. April 28. p. 4A.
• Summary: “Microbiological contamination is the Food and 
Drug Administration’s top priority, said FDA’s chief food-
safety offi cial, citing the outbreak of Listeria monocytogenes 
in cheese this year and of salmonella in Jewel Cos. milk last 
year.”
 Sanford Miller, director of FDA’s center for food safety 
and applied nutrition said in an interview that “regarding 
food safety the pendulum is swinging away from concern 
about food additives, pesticides and chemicals in the food 
supply and toward bacterial contamination... He gave yogurt 
and tofu as examples of products particularly susceptible to 
contamination.”

5126. Bassett, Barbara. 1986. That’s tofu! Bestways. April. p. 
34-36. Cover story.
• Summary: “A food that’s high in protein, inexpensive, easy 
to store, needs no cooking, has little fat and no cholesterol, 
low sodium, good in both sweet and savory dishes?... This 
month we feature recipes that give a small idea of the scope 
of this marvelous food. Enjoy!” Seafood bundles. Sweet & 
sour sauce. Bean-curd-bulgur “cutlets.” Tofu parmegiano. 
Tofu Florentine. Tofu dip picante. Bean curd Bombay 
(with Garam masala). Tofuberry tart (tofu fi lling with berry 
topping). Address: California.

5127. Bhatnagar, P.S. 1986. Soybean research and 
development in India–Diagnostic analysis of constraints and 
future strategies. In: P.S. Bhatnagar, comp. 1986. National 
Seminar & 17th Annual Workshop. Proceedings & Technical 
Programme: G.B. Pant Univ. of Agriculture & Technology. 
iv + 247 p. See p. 4-29. [11 ref]
• Summary: Today almost all of India’s defatted soybean 
meal is being exported to affl uent countries for use in 
livestock feeding. This amount increased from 140,420 
tonnes in 1981-82 to 432,819 tonnes in 1984-85. In the latter 
period the meal, selling at 1,968 rupees/tonne earned India 
851 million rupees of sorely needed foreign exchange. The 
author emphasizes the need for a program to utilize soy fl our 
(especially defatted) in India. Address: Coordinator, All-
India Coordinated Research Project on Soyabean (ICAR), 
G.B. Pant Univ. of Agriculture & Technology, Pantnagar, UP, 
263145, India.

5128. J. of the American Dietetic Association. 1986. ADA 

comments on proposed rule for meat alternates used in child 
nutrition programs. 86(4):530-31. April.
• Summary: One of the three categories of foods discussed is 
tofu and dairy yoghurt.

5129. Kotzsch, Ronald E. 1986. Understanding macrobiotics. 
Vegetarian Times. April. p. 15-16, 18. [1 ref]
• Summary: “If you ask 10 people what they know about 
the macrobiotic diet, you’ll probably get 10 disparate 
answers. And likely they will include versions of some of the 
following:
 “’Never heard of it in my life. Goodbye.’
 “’Isn’t that the brown rice and salt diet that causes 
malnutrition? I read about it in Ladies Home Journal years 
ago.’
 “’That’s the diet that’s supposed to cure cancer. I heard a 
doctor talk about it on TV.’
 “’I had a macrobiotic meal once. Horrible. All kinds of 
heavy brown glop that I couldn’t identify.’
 “’The macrobiotic diet changed my life. A year ago I 
was overweight and plagued by PMS. I’ve lost 30 pounds, 
and I feel wonderful. People tell me I look years younger.’
 “In short, macrobiotics, introduced to the United 
States some 25 years ago, is neither well-known nor well-
understood. Its image in the public’s mind is vague and often 
negative. Yet, it is a balanced and delicious way of eating, 
practiced by thousands, including many physicians, scientists 
and nutritionists. Recent research indicates that it can prevent 
many health problems, including cancer and heart disease, 
and may even be an effective therapy in dealing with these 
and other illnesses.
 “Macrobiotics was developed in Japan about a 
century ago. That country, newly opened to the world, was 
frenetically adopting elements of Western culture, including 
medicine and diet. The government, eager to modernize and 
strengthen the country, established European allopathy as 
the offi cial medical system. This supplanted the traditional 
holistic approach which stressed diet, acupuncture, massage 
and herbs. Also, the government urged the introduction of 
bread, meats, eggs and fruit into the typical diet of rice, fi sh 
and vegetables. In time, these policies stimulated a reaction.
 “Sagen Ishizuka (1850-1910) was a young physician 
trained in the Western system. When he became ill with an 
‘incurable’ skin disease, however, he began to look to the 
past for help, to the medical heritage of the Orient. Intrigued 
by many references in Chinese and Japanese sources 
(including the 3,000-year-old Yellow Emperor’s Classic of 
Medicine) concerning the importance of food in the cause 
and cure of illness, Ishizuka began a systematic study of the 
issue. After years of research, he developed a theory which 
he called Shoku-Yo, or ‘The Cure Through Food.’ In 1897 
he presented this in a book called Shoku-Yo: A Chemical 
Nutritional Theory of Long Life.
 “There, Ishizuka argues that the basis of health and 
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longevity is a proper balance between minerals in the body, 
particularly between sodium and potassium. Since this ratio 
is determined primarily by the food we eat, diet is crucial 
both in the genesis and in the cure of disease. Ishizuka 
maintained that whole grains form the basis of human diet. 
They provide an optimal balance of sodium and potassium, 
and of proteins, carbohydrates, fats and other minerals. A diet 
with whole grains as ‘principal food’ and including beans, 
seeds, local vegetables, fruits, nuts and (if desired) animal 
foods as supplements is the key to good health. Also, in the 
event of illness, it can restore the body to its proper state of 
balance and well-being.
 “Ishizuka applied his ideas in public medical practice. 
He became famous as the doctor “who cures with food.” 
Eschewing medication and surgery, he used instead the 
traditional foods of Japan-brown rice, miso (soybean paste), 
seaweed, burdock, etc. He attracted a large and devoted 
following, and in 1908 an organization, The Shoku-Yo 
Society, was formed.
 “In 1913 Jyoichi Sakurazawa, a young man ill with 
tuberculosis, discovered Ishizuka’s theories and cured 
himself with the Shoku-Yo diet. Ten years later, after a career 
in business, he resolved to spend his life spreading Shoku-
Yo in Japan and around the world. Energetic, charismatic, 
and ambitious, Sakurazawa (later known as George Ohsawa) 
quickly became a leading fi gure in the Shoku-Yo movement. 
In 1929 he went to Paris and spent six years there trying to 
introduce this key to ‘health, happiness and peace’ to the 
West. He returned in 1956, and for the past 10 years, he has 
spent most of his time in Europe and America, teaching and 
writing.
 “Over the years Ohsawa introduced new elements into 
the Shoku-Yo ideology. He grafted it onto a unique off-
shoot of Taoist yin-yang thought, maintaining that foods and 
illnesses can be classifi ed as yin (expansive, cool, feminine) 
or yang (contractive, hot, masculine). Ohsawa further 
emphasized the religious aspect of the diet, saying that it 
could lead to spiritual peace and enlightenment; he promoted 
world peace as the ultimate social goal of the movement. 
Also, he introduced the term ‘macrobiotics,’ meaning ‘the 
great art of life,’ from the Greek words macro or ‘great’ and 
bios or ‘life.’ Yet the essential message was the same: food is 
the key to health and well-being.
 “By the time Ohsawa arrived in America in late 1959, 
he had a distinctive style of presentation. His diagnoses were 
often pointed: ‘Madame, you are a walking garbage can,’ 
he might say. In Zen Macrobiotics (1960), the fi rst book 
in English on macrobiotics, Ohsawa writes, ‘There is no 
incurable disease. Any condition can be reversed within 10 
days!’
 “Ohsawa also vigorously attacked the conventional 
American diet at a time when very few were doing so. He 
deemed meat a factor in many diseases including gout, 
cancer, and heart disease, and a cause of aggressive, violent 

behavior and materialistic thinking. He denounced sugar as 
‘the greatest killer in the history of the world.’ Ohsawa said 
milk and dairy foods are proper food for young cows but not 
for human beings, since they impart bovine characteristics, 
physical and psychological, to those who use them. ‘If you 
drink milk you become a cow,’ he declared. He was not a 
man to mince words.
 “It was Ohsawa’s philosophy of diet, however, that 
most sparked both followers and critics. Although Ohsawa 
admitted there were many versions of the diet, with different 
percentages of grain, vegetables, fruit, etc., he tended to 
emphasize its stricter forms. Usually he recommended a 
rice-based regime with much salt and little or no salad, fruit, 
or liquid. Diet number seven, a regime of grains or rice 
only, was described as the fastest way to cure any illness. 
Although these radical views were most often associated 
with Ohsawa, his teachings were also fi lled with warnings 
to remain fl exible and to question anything he or any other 
teacher may promote.
 “Many followed Ohsawa’s teachings. Some did so with 
the questioning attitude and fl exibility he urged. Others took 
his teachings literally and applied them rigidly; they often 
had problems. After a few unfortunate and well-publicized 
incidents, critics dubbed macrobiotics a dangerous diet that 
could lead to serious malnutrition.
 “With Ohsawa’s death in 1966, Michio Kushi and 
Herman Aihara, two of Ohsawa’s disciples, became 
the leading spokesmen for macrobiotics in America. 
Experienced with American people and the culture, they 
began to liberalize the diet. Both teachers advised less salt 
and grain, more vegetables, salads, and fruits. Kushi and 
Aihara emphasized that the macrobiotic diet is not a fi xed 
regime. Rather, it is a fl exible way of eating that must be 
adapted by each individual. According to a person’s age, sex, 
type and level of activity, medical history, and personal likes 
and dislikes, the diet must vary. In time, Kushi proposed a 
‘standard diet’ as a broad guideline. This consisted of 50 
percent grain, 5 percent soup, 10 percent beans and bean 
products, 25 percent vegetables, and 10 percent seeds, nuts, 
fruit and fi sh. Many chose to leave out fi sh, and a vegetarian 
version of macrobiotics became common.
 “Meanwhile, another change was occurring–the 
Americanization of the macrobiotic diet with adaptations 
to the American larder and palate. In the early years the 
teachers of macrobiotic philosophy and cooking were all 
Japanese. They taught what they were familiar with. Hence, 
the macrobiotic diet tended to be equated with a Japanese 
diet, consisting of brown rice, azuki beans, miso soup, 
seaweed, noodles, etc. Gradually, the fi rst generation of 
American macrobiotic followers realized this need not be so. 
They began to see that the basic principle of macrobiotics is 
an ecological one. That is, human beings should eat the food 
growing in their immediate natural environment. Produced 
by Mother Nature in her wisdom, local foods best allow us 
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to function healthfully and happily in our particular place. 
A macrobiotic diet for America must be based on American 
foods” (Continued). Address: PhD, Massachusetts.

5130. Kotzsch, Ronald E. 1986. Understanding macrobiotics 
(Continued–Document part II). Vegetarian Times. April. p. 
15-16, 18. [1 ref]
• Summary: (Continued): “Thus, particularly over the 
past decade, the macrobiotic diet has been changing. It 
has incorporated more and more American and European 
foods, prepared in traditional ways. Thus corn, wheat, 
oats, buckwheat and barley, lentils, navy beans, and other 
legumes, and the host of native vegetables and fruits, are 
now the basic ingredients of the typical macrobiotic diet. The 
Japanese foods have been retained, of course. Brown rice, 
tofu, miso, seitan (wheat meat), soy sauce, and seaweeds are 
all excellent sources of nutrition, particularly in a vegetarian 
diet. Often enough, they are prepared in a manner inscrutable 
to the typical Japanese, as in ‘Seitan Stroganoff’ and ‘Hijiki 
Casserole.’ To a Tokyo macrobiotic, accustomed to eating 
tofu garnished with scallions and nori seaweed and seasoned 
with soy sauce, a piece if tofu cheesecake borders on heresy.
 “These trends of liberalization and acculturation 
have resulted in a cuisine that is extremely varied. Some 
macrobiotic meals can be new, exotic, and strange, albeit 
(one would hope) delicious. Others can be quite familiar in 
appearance and taste, a fresh version perhaps of a traditional 
European or American meal. One need only glance through 
some of the scores of available macrobiotic cookbooks to 
appreciate the countless appealing possibilities.
 “A typical day’s menu might look like this: (Breakfast) 
Oatmeal with raisins and sunfl ower seeds; waffl es made from 
mochi (pounded sweet rice) and topped with pureed acorn 
squash; grain coffee.
 “(Lunch) Lentil-carrot soup, a sandwich made with 
whole wheat sourdough bread, tofu, sauerkraut, and alfalfa 
sprouts; peppermint tea.
 “(Dinner) An appetizer of tempura (deep-fried 
vegetables); buckwheat patties; steamed squash with kale; 
garden salad with dulse (Maine seaweed); pear crunch with 
tofu ‘whipped cream’; mulled apple cider. (For more ideas of 
menus that fi t the new macrobiotics, see ‘Simple Suppers,’ 
page 20.)
 “Is the macrobiotic diet nutritionally adequate? Twenty 
years ago, when the diet consisted mainly of rice and cooked 
vegetables, there was a genuine basis for concern. Today the 
generally practiced form of the diet includes various grains, 
beans, seeds, nuts and fresh vegetables and fruits–virtually 
all nutritional authorities now recognize the macrobiotic diet 
as sound. Even Dr. Frederick Stare of Harvard University, 
a bitter critic in the early days, now allows that the diet is 
adequate. Nevertheless, questions still arise, most frequently 
regarding protein, calcium and vitamin C. (Questions with 
which vegetarians, in general, are all too familiar.)

 “Confusion about the adequacy of these nutrients in a 
macrobiotic diet is due, in part, to the foods that are usually 
emphasized in nutrition education. Much of our nutritional 
information, even in schools, comes from various corporate 
food interests. Many studies are funded by these same 
businesses. Thus, we mistakenly believe that protein is found 
primarily or exclusively in meat, eggs, fi sh and cheese.
 “Yet grains have substantial amounts of protein (8 to 
14 percent), and seeds and beans have still more (20 to 
40 percent)–more, in fact, than most meats. Also, most 
nutritionists make us believe the orange and other citrus 
fruits are the only sources of vitamin C. Actually, most 
vegetables and fruits (including seaweed) contain vitamin C, 
and if they are not overcooked, pass them on to us. Similarly, 
the dairy industry has been effectively promoting milk as the 
only adequate calcium food. In truth, many vegetable foods 
contain calcium, often in substantial amounts. The richest 
sources are the leafy green vegetables such as kale, collards, 
and mustard greens, and the various sea-weeds. Also, with 
less protein than a meat-based regime, the macrobiotic diet 
encourages more calcium absorption.
 “In any diet, of course, regular outdoor exercise is 
essential. For the body to use calcium and incorporate it into 
the bones, vitamin D synthesized by the skin when exposed 
to sunlight, is necessary. Electrical impulses created by 
gross muscle activity are also needed. Without these factors, 
calcium may be present in the body but will not be used.
 “Problems such as rickets or osteoporosis may then 
develop. All in all, a broad version of the macrobiotic diet 
provides a rich and balanced supply of nutrients, vitamins, 
and minerals, including protein, calcium and vitamin C. 
Many people, including myself, have practiced the diet 
for 15 years and more. They have led healthy, active lives 
without recourse to vitamin or mineral supplements.
 “Recent medical studies indicate that not only is the 
macrobiotic diet nutritionally adequate but also actually 
benefi cial. A number of the common health problems 
affecting Americans, including arteriosclerosis, high blood 
pressure, and diabetes have been correlated to the typical 
American diet, rich in fat and simple sugars and poor in 
fi ber. Organizations such as the National Institutes of Health, 
the American Heart Association, and the American Cancer 
Society all recommend, as an effective prevention against 
degenerative diseases, a diet low in calories, fats, and simple 
sugar, and high in fi ber and complex sugars. The macrobiotic 
diet is an excellent example of just such a regimen. In 
fact, a study of macrobiotics followers found blood serum 
cholesterol level and blood pressure low and optimal. They 
were deemed much less likely to develop heart disease.
 “Much of the publicity about macrobiotics focuses on 
its use as a therapeutic diet–particularly for cancer. The most 
noted case was Anthony Satillaro, a Philadelphia physician 
who in 1979 was diagnosed as having terminal cancer; soon 
thereafter he happened to pick up a pair of macrobiotic 
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hitchhikers. Within two years the story of his miraculous 
recovery, attributed largely to the diet, appeared in East 
West Journal and then in Life and Reader’s Digest. After the 
publication of his book Recalled to Life, Satillaro appeared 
on TV and radio around the country.
 “Actually, Satillaro’s story is only one of many case 
histories of recoveries from serious illnesses through 
macrobiotics. They concern a variety of ailments: myopia, 
asthma, infertility, impotence, mental illness, hypertension, 
heart disease and diabetes as well as cancer.
 “Skeptics dismiss these as psychological cures, as 
examples of the placebo effect, or spontaneous remissions. 
There is, however, a growing body of anecdotal evidence 
that the macrobiotic diet is a possible therapy for a variety 
of ailments. As yet, though, no systematic scientifi c study of 
the diet’s curative effects has been completed. One project in 
New York is monitoring the condition of AIDS patients who 
are following a macrobiotic regime, but it is still in progress.
 “At present there are about 100 macrobiotic centers in 
America and Canada. These offer classes in macrobiotic 
philosophy, medicine and cooking, as well as related fi elds 
like yoga, acupressure massage, and Do-In (a form of self-
massage based on acupuncture). Many offer individual 
dietary and life-style counseling.
 “The largest centers are Kushi’s East/West Foundation 
in Boston and Aihara’s Vega in Oroville, Calif. In Boston, a 
series of three, three-month courses leads to certifi cation as 
a macrobiotics ‘teacher.’ Vega offers one-month residential 
programs. Kushi and Aihara exemplify the two most 
prominent versions of macrobiotics in this country. Kushi 
tends to be formal with grandiose goals. His aspirations 
include the conquest of AIDS and the establishment of 
world peace through macrobiotics. Aihara is more low-key. 
A ‘country saint’ to Kushi’s ‘urban politico,’ he focuses on 
‘teaching people to be peaceful and happy within themselves 
every day’” (Continued). Address: PhD, Massachusetts.

5131. Sheikh, I.A.; Arshad, M.; Aslam, M.; Adil, Razia. 
1986. Preparation and nutritional evaluation of weaning food 
based on wheat, rice and soybean (Soylac). Pakistan J. of 
Scientifi c and Industrial Research 29(2):151-54. April. [9 ref. 
Eng]
• Summary: Soylac (its brand name) is based on a blend of 
wheat, rice, and soybean fl our (free of trypsin inhibitors), 
and fortifi ed with essential vitamins and minerals. Of high 
nutritive value and conforming to the FAO/WHO/Protein 
Advisory Group’s specifi cations for weaning foods, it 
contains 20% protein, costs less to make, and has better 
nutritive value than similar products named Protofex and 
Protolac. Address: PCSIR Labs., Karachi, Pakistan.

5132. Shurtleff, William. 1986. Chronology and analysis of 
the U.S. tofu standards: One viewpoint. Soyfoods Center, 
P.O. Box 234, Lafayette, CA 94549. 15 p. April. Unpublished 

manuscript. [1 ref]
• Summary: Chronology of key early dates: 1979 Feb. 9–
Judith Rubenstein, acting as Institutional Consultant for 
the New England Soy Dairy, initiates a correspondence 
with Carol Tucker Foreman, Director of Child Nutrition 
Programs, USDA, on the subjects of tofu standards and 
acceptance of tofu in USDA Child Nutrition Programs, 
including the School Lunch Program. Four letters are 
exchanged between February and August 1979.
 1979 June 29–FDA headquarters personnel draft an 
internal memorandum in which the agency’s views on tofu 
and its attributes are set forth. Publication of a “pull date” on 
tofu packages is encouraged.
 1979 July 23–Judith Rubenstein (see above) writes the 
Commissioner of the U.S. Food and Drug Administration 
(FDA) requesting that the FDA establish a standard of 
identity for tofu. She notes that Audrey Maretzski, Director 
of Nutrition and Technical Services for USDA, suggested 
that FDA give top priority to this issue. Issues of imitation 
tofu products and bacterial contamination are raised.
 1979 July 25–In Tofu and Soymilk Production, Shurtleff 
and Aoyagi, directors of The Soyfoods Center, attempt to 
defi ne the basic types of tofu and their composition.
 1981 Jan. 20–Ronald Reagan is inaugurated as president 
of the United States. The regulatory climate in Washington, 
DC, begins to shift toward less federal regulation, and more 
encouragement for industries to regulate themselves.
 1981 April–The USDA decides to establish tofu 
standards and to publish them in Federal Register, but 
this plan is dropped in September, amid controversy over 
changes in the school lunch program.
 1982 July 19–In Soyfoods Industry and Market: 
Directory and Databook, Shurtleff and Aoyagi include a 
5-page section titled “Soyfoods Terminology and Standards,” 
which contains detailed information on tofu.
 1983 March 14–The Connecticut Agricultural 
Experiment Station, in Bulletin No. 810, titled “Quality 
of Tofu and Other Soy Products,” reports high bacterial 
and coliform counts. A virtual expose revealing the tofu 
industry’s poor quality control and concomitant vulnerability, 
the report gets widespread media coverage and hurts sales of 
New England and New York tofu companies.
 1983 July 25–Tom Timmins, president of Tomsun Foods 
Inc., having seen the need for tofu standards in the aftermath 
of the Connecticut report and as a prerequisite for acceptance 
of tofu in school lunch programs, speaks to the Soyfoods 
Association of America’s board of directors at Denver, 
Colorado, about problems with sour and often undated 
tofu in America. The board asks Timmins to be head of a 
Soyfoods Association Standards Committee, and to appoint 
people to work with him in the development of standards.
 1983 October 12–Timmins sends a 4-page survey letter 
concerning soyfoods standards to the 18-person Soyfoods 
Association Standards Committee that he has appointed.
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 1983 November–Various members of the Soyfoods 
Association discover that David Mintz, CEO of Tofu Time, 
Inc. and maker of Tofutti brand soy ice cream, is using no 
tofu in his product, although he has repeatedly appeared on 
national TV and radio programs displaying and talking at 
length about tofu, thus implying that his product uses it as 
a major ingredient. On Nov. 11 Shurtleff writes Mintz and 
strongly-worded letter threatening to report the matter to the 
FDA and the Securities and Exchange Commission (Mintz 
is about to launch his fi rst public stock offering) if Mintz 
fails to stop such deceptive practices. Mintz’s attorneys 
quickly notify Shurtleff that Mintz promises to put tofu back 
into Tofutti. Shurtleff, seeing the need for tofu standards to 
stop this sort of consumer deception, becomes active in the 
standards development.
 1984 March 2–Based on responses to his October 1983 
survey, Timmins drafts preliminary 3-page tofu standards 
(2 pages of which are microbiological standards), that he 
circulates to the Soyfoods Standards Committee, inviting 
comments. March 6, William Shurtleff expands these, keys 
them into The Soyfoods Center word processor, and returns 
them promptly to Timmins.
 1984 Feb.–Timmins and Shurtleff draw up a ten-step 
set of procedures and a time line for appointment of a Tofu 
Standards Committee, development of two drafts of tofu 
standards, and fi nal approval by the Soyfoods Association 
Board of Directors in July 1984.
 1984 March 29–First Draft of Tofu Standards, 15 pages 
and double spaced, is compiled by Shurtleff on his word 
processor. As is inevitable with a document of this type, 
a basic philosophy that shapes the standards has begun 
to emerge. Essentially it attempts to balance the varied 
(and often confl icting) commercial interests of the various 
groups involved with the standards in a way that is as fair 
as possible to all, considers existing historical precedents 
and FDA laws, and allows tofu to develop and modernize in 
the way that it has been since the 1930s. One of the major 
questions that arises at the outset is whether or not the use 
of isolated soy proteins (isolates) should be allowed in tofu 
and, if so, under what conditions and with what labeling 
requirements. Readers of the fi rst draft are polled on this 
question and the response is 17 to 4 in favor of allowing 
isolates, as long as each product is appropriately labeled.
 In this fi rst draft, the term “second generation” is fi rst 
applied to soyfoods in the section titled “Naming Second 
Generation Commercial Food Products Containing Tofu.”
 By this time, Stephen H. McNamara, a food and drug 
specialist with the Washington, DC, law fi rm of Hyman, 
Phelps & McNamara is actively serving as an advisor on the 
standards, reviewing each draft, and making many helpful 
suggestions. Tom Donegan, of the same law fi rm, is also 
helping.
 Subsequent drafts of the standards: 1984 June 16–
Second draft. Nov. 1–Fourth draft. 1985 March 6–Sixth 

draft. March 20–Seventh draft, which is submitted to the 
FDA for comments. Then begins a serious inter-industry 
confl ict over the standards which is documented throughout 
the rest of this document. Initiated by Ron Ishida, an attorney 
hired by Azumaya, this confl ict ended up destroying the 
standards and preventing their adoption and implementation. 
1985 Oct. 3–Eighth draft, incorporating all FDA suggestions.
 A 2-page appendix to this document, titled “The 
Modernization of Tofu in Japan,” gives a brief chronology of 
the many changes in the way of manufacturing “traditional 
tofu” from the 1930s to the present. It challenges the idea 
that “traditional tofu” is widely made today. Address: 
Soyfoods Center, Lafayette, California.

5133. Stahl, H.D.; Sims, R.J. 1986. Tempeh oil–
Antioxidant(?).J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 
63(4):555-56. April. [10 ref]
• Summary: Previous workers have claimed that tempeh 
oil contains a potent fat antioxidant. These claims were 
based solely on measurements of peroxide value during 
accelerated storage of tempeh oil alone or as an additive to 
other unsaturated oils. Oxygen absorption rate measurements 
indicate that tempeh oil actually has weak prooxidant 
activity. Fermentation of soybeans to produce tempeh 
generates high levels of free fatty acids. FFA promote rapid 
decomposition of peroxides so that the levels in the oil 
never increase substantially during oxidation. Consequently, 
PV is a poor index of oxidation rate in oils which are high 
in FFA. Our experience with tempeh oil does not confi rm 
earlier observations of its effi cacy as an antioxidant. Address: 
General Foods Corp., Technical Center, White Plains, New 
York 10625.

5134. Wilkinson, Ralph. 1986. Soy fi ber: types and sources 
(Interview). SoyaScan Notes. May 2. Conducted by William 
Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Soy fi ber is classifi ed into three basic types: (1) 
Soy bran or soy bran fi ber: It is cleaned, fi nely pulverized 
soybean hulls.
 (2) Okara or soy pulp: The residue left after making tofu 
or soymilk. It contains some natural oils and protein, and has 
a very high protein quality (as measured by PER).
 (3) Soy cotyledon fi ber (SCF) or defatted soy cotyledon 
fi ber: The residue left after making isolated soy proteins. It 
contains almost no fat (since isolates are made from defatted 
soybean fl akes), but it still contains quite a lot of high-quality 
fi ber. It binds a great deal of water.
 Who sells what?
 (1) ADM introduced soy bran in about 1977. Their 
1983 catalog (from the IFT show) lists “Nutrisoy Fiber (Soy 
Bran).”
 (2) Ralston Purina now makes SCF which they call “soy 
polysaccharides.” Ross Laboratories and Mead Johnson use 
this in small amounts for geriatric foods, sort of like an infant 
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formula for the aged.
 (3) Grain Processing Corp. plans to introduce a SCF in 
mid-1986, i.e. later this year.
 (4) Dawson Mills made SCF 5-6 years ago as a by-
product of their soy protein isolate operations. It was on the 
market for only 1-2 months before they got out of the isolate 
business. Note: The product was named Fi-Trate / Fitrate Soy 
Fiber Concentrate. On 1 March 1980 the merger of Dawson 
Mills and Land O’Lakes was offi cially announced. Address: 
Grain Processing Corp., Muscatine, Iowa.

5135. Federal Register. 1986. Meat Alternates Used in Child 
Nutrition Programs. 51(88):16807-12. May 7.
• Summary: Agency: Food and Nutrition Service, USDA. 
Action: Final rule. 7 CFR Parts 210, 225. and 226. “Soynuts 
are greater in protein value than meat.” Allows use of 
“Peanut butter or soynut butter... Peanuts or soynuts...” in 
place of meats.
 Several minor corrections appeared in the Federal 
Register of 30 June 1986 (Vol. 51, No. 125, p. 2315).
 Note: This ruling was the result of a long campaign of 
letter writing and lobbying by Len and Irene Stuttman of 
INARI (their soynut manufacturing company) starting in 
about Oct. 1984. Their soynuts and soynut butter were used 
by the FDA to establish the school lunch pattern in 1987.

5136. State of Wisconsin, Dept. of Agriculture, Trade & 
Consumer Protection. 1986. Re: Guidelines concerning the 
bacterial condition and handling of tofu. Letter to Zurkoff 
Corp., Box 11877, Shorewood, WI 53211, May 9. 3 p.
• Summary: “Dear Candice: This is a follow-up to our 
telephone conversation on May 9, 1986. During the 
conversation you requested the Department’s guidelines 
concerning the bacterial condition and handling of tofu. 
The Department’s Food Division routinely samples a wide 
variety of foods, including tofu. The bacterial condition of 
tofu is determined by running analyses for coagulase positive 
staphylococci, salmonella, coliform, and aerobic plate count.
 “There are no bacterial standards for tofu. However, for 
a food such as tofu to be in full compliance with state food 
law, bacteriological analysis must be negative for coagulase 
positive staphylococci, and salmonella and analysis should 
fi nd less than 10 coliform organisms/gram. We would 
expect the aerobic plate count to be less than the limit set for 
pasteurized milk (20,000 organisms per gram).
 “To date our analyses of tofu have not revealed the 
presence of coagulase positive staphylococci or salmonella, 
however, coliform levels are often signifi cantly greater 
than 10/gram and aerobic plate counts have frequently 
exceeded the 20,000/gram guideline by a 1,000 times. In 
tracing bacterial problems, we have often found the problem 
is at the retail level. Problems may originate from storing 
tofu at temperatures greater than 40ºF or in areas where 
contamination from the soil on raw vegetables is possible or 

from selling a product which is past its shelf life.”
 An attached, undated, letter from the Milwaukee 
Regional Offi ce to Wisconsin food retail stores states: 
“Current research indicates that the bacterial quality of 
tofu can only be maintained at temperatures below 40ºF. 
Therefore, we must ask that tofu be held at a temperature of 
less than 40ºF. in an area not subject to contamination from 
adjacent products.”
 Note: Zurkoff was a broker for Mori-Nu Tofu. Morinaga 
does not recall what prompted this exchange of letters. 
Address: Howard C. Richards, Secretary, Southeast Regional 
Offi ce, 10320 West Silver Spring Drive., Milwaukee, WI 
53225.

5137. Beatty, Denise. 1986. ‘Lactose intolerant’ still need 
calcium. Toronto Star (Ontario, Canada). May 28. p. B4.
• Summary: If you are lactose intolerant, include non-milk 
sources of calcium in your diet, such as 1 cup cooked beans 
(soy, kidney, white; 100 mg calcium); ½ cup tofu (soybean 
curd; 145 mg calcium).
 Lactose, the natural sugar in milk, has to be broken 
down (hydrolyzed) by an enzyme named lactase before it can 
be absorbed and used by the human body. If you don’t have 
enough of the enzyme to break down / digest the amount of 
lactose you are consuming, the undigested sugar remains 
in the intestine, where it can cause diarrhea, cramps, and 
intestinal gas.

5138. Bernard, R.L.; Hymowitz, T. 1986. Registration of 
L81-4590, L81-4871, and L83-4387 soybean germplasm 
lines lacking the Kunitz trypsin inhibitor. Crop Science 
26(3):650-51. May/June. [7 ref]
• Summary: “The soybean [Glycine max (L.) Merr.] (Reg. 
no. GP-72, GP-73, and GP-74) germplasm lines L81-4590, 
L81-4871, and L83-4387 were developed cooperatively by 
the USDA-ARS and the Illinois Agricultural Experiment 
Station. The lines lack Kunitz trypsin inhibitor in their 
seeds and were jointly released in 1985 for use as parent 
stock in breeding programs and for research purposes, 
including investigation of possible increased feeding value 
or less costly processing requirements.” Address: Dep. of 
Agronomy, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, IL 61801.

5139. Bernard, R.L.; Hymowitz, T. 1986. Registration of 
L82-2024 and L82-2051 soybean germplasm lines with 
Kunitz trypsin inhibitor variants. Crop Science 26(3):651. 
May/June. [2 ref]
• Summary: “The soybean [Glycine max (L.) Merr.] (Reg. 
no. GP-75 and GP-76) germplasm lines L82-2024 and L82-
2051 were developed cooperatively by the USDA-ARS and 
the Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station. The lines were 
jointly released in 1985 for use by researchers interested in 
the genetic control of seed constituents, possible feeding 
value, or other biological effects of these variants.” Address: 
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Dep. of Agronomy, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, IL 61801.

5140. Product Name:  HiPro Natural Soy Flour [Low Fiber 
{Dehulled}, or High Fiber {With Hulls}], HiPro Natural Soy 
Grits [Low Fiber, or High Fiber].
Manufacturer’s Name:  HiPro Food Products, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Plant: New Germany, Minnesota. 
Offi ce: 775 Colorado Ave. South, Minneapolis, MN 55416.  
Phone: 612-545-0151.
Date of Introduction:  1986 May.
Ingredients:  Soybeans.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  Duxbury, Dean D. 1987. 
“Production process removes bitter fl avor, acts as egg solid 
replacer in bakery items: Full fat soy fl our, grits.” Food 
Processing (Chicago) 48(5):82-83. May. The new process is 
patented.
 Ad in Soya Bluebook. 1994. p. 57. “Soy fl our: 
All natural.” This company “was formed in 1986 to 
commercialize a unique process to manufacture soy fl our and 
grits. This proprietary process removes the soybean’s bitter 
fl avor and inactivates the enzymes. Solvents and chemicals 
are not used in the process, allowing HiPro Natural Soy 
Products to retain all of the soybean’s natural oil, lecithin, 
and antioxidants.”

5141. Liener, Irvin E. 1986. Trypsin inhibitors: Concern for 
human nutrition or not? J. of Nutrition 116(5):920-23. May. 
[8 ref]
• Summary: Yes, still a concern for human nutrition. In 
1917 Osborne and Mendel reported that soybeans had to 
be heated if they were to promote the growth of rats. With 
the discovery in 1944 of heat-labile trypsin inhibitor in 
raw soybeans by Ham and Sandstedt and its subsequent 
crystallization in 1945 by Kunitz, “it was generally assumed 
that the benefi cial effect of heat treatment could be attributed 
to the inactivation of this inhibitor, which otherwise 
interfered with the digestion of protein in the intestine. This 
explanation, however, did not account for the observation 
that by the addition of the inhibitor to diets containing 
predigested protein or free amino acids the growth of rats 
was inhibited.”
 A key piece of the puzzle was put in place when 
Lepovsky and co-workers found that the pancreas of rats and 
chicks fed raw soybeans was stimulated to produce more 
enzyme. “In so doing the pancreas became enlarged as a 
result of hypertrophy and hyperplasia...”
 Although the trypsin inhibitors in soybeans have been 
most widely investigated, “protease inhibitors are widely 
distributed in nature and are present in many common food 
components of human diet, including not only most of the 
legumes but also most of the cereal grains, potatoes and 
other tubers, and eggs. It has been estimated that the average 
British diet provides 330 mg of trypsin inhibitor per person 

per day (4).”
 We must remember that most of our information relating 
to the nutritional effects of trypsin inhibitors has come from 
experiments with animals, especially rats and chicks.
 “Clearly more research is warranted if we are to remove 
the cloud of suspicion that, rightly or wrongly, has become 
associated with the role of trypsin inhibitors in nutrition. 
This is particularly true in the case of soy beans which 
have attained such a position of preeminence as a rich and 
nutritious source of protein in the human diet.” Address: 
Dep. of Biochemistry, College of Biological Sciences, Univ. 
of Minnesota, St. Paul, Minnesota 55108.

5142. Perez, Oswaldo. 1986. La soya en la alimentacion 
humana [Soya in human nutrition]. La Era Agricola (Merida, 
Venezuela) No. 0. May. p. 14-15. [1 ref. Spa]
• Summary: Shows how soya makes most effi cient use 
of the earth’s ability to produce protein. Address: Granja 
Tierra Nueva, Aldea San Luis, La Azulita, C.P. 5102, Estado 
Merida, Venezuela.

5143. Pique, G.G. 1986. Omega-3: The fi sh oil factors. 
Natural food sources and health effects. Omega-3 Project, 
Inc., 10615-G Tierrasanta Blvd., San Diego, CA 92124. xii + 
163 p. + A-H. May. Introduction by Wayne I. Newton, M.D. 
Illust. Index. 21 cm. [138* ref]
• Summary: Contents: Part I. 1. The Eskimo connection. 2. 
The [fi sh] oil crisis of 1985. 3. Omega-3 diet pioneers. 4. 
Fats, oils, and kindred chemicals. 5. Human stress chemicals. 
6. In search of an aspirin substitute. 7. Prostaglandins and 
health. 8. Natural vegetable sources of Omega-3. 9. Sensible 
approach to Omega-3 diets. 10. Historical perspective. Part 
II. Reference.
 In humans, the ratio of linoleic to linolenic acid (i.e. of 
Omega 6 to Omega 3 fatty acids) is optimally maintained 
at between 3 and 6 for proper nervous tissue development. 
But because of the virtual invasion of food products rich 
in “polyunsaturates,” which have a very high ratio since 
they contain very little linolenic acid, practically nobody 
in America maintains this ratio. Natural (unrefi ned, 
unhydrogenated) soybean oil has a ratio of 7 and only 1 
ounce is required to obtain 2-3 gm of Omega-3 factors. 
Some soybean varieties (such as Chiquita) have up to twice 
this Omega-3 content. Soy “lecithin” has a ratio of 13, and 
1-2 cups are required to get the same amount of Omega-3 
factors. “We reiterate that of the widely-available cooking 
oils, only natural (not hydrogenated) soybean oil and olive 
oil, come close to having the suggested proper ratio of 
linoleic/linolenic acid. Unfortunately, much of the soybean 
oil used in many cooking oils and prepared foods is partially 
hydrogenated, a process which destroys most of the linolenic 
acid. The reason why food companies partially hydrogenate 
the soybean oil is that the linolenic acid can smoke at high 
temperatures and develop fi shy odors...
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 “Further, any overcooked oil may break down and 
develop suspected mutagen components. We suggest that 
rather than buying hydrogenated oils, you buy the natural 
ones and do not overcook them. Also do not re-use the frying 
oils. Throw them out after one use.
 “Until very recently you had to go to the health food 
stores and pay premium prices for ‘natural’ soybean 
oils. Fortunately for our pocketbooks, some major food 
companies have already ‘seen the light’ and have started 
to market natural soybean oil products through your local 
supermarket... If you must do a lot of frying it is probably 
healthier to stick to olive oil.” Address: San Diego, 
California.

5144. U.S. Food and Drug Administration, Center for 
Food Safety and Applied Nutrition, Retail Food Protection 
Branch. 1986. Defi nitions–Potentially hazardous food 
(Leafl et). In: Retail Food Protection: Program Information 
Manual. Washington, DC. Part 6–Inspection. Chap. 01–Code 
Interpretations. Number 1-102(q). 15 pages. 9 May 1986. [21 
ref]
• Summary: This is an update, revision, and expansion 
of similar documents from 1984 and 1985. It contains an 
update of 1-102 (q)–Soy Protein Products Considered to be 
Potentially Hazardous Foods (5/23/84). “Question: What 
are the factors that can be used to determine whether or 
not a food is potentially hazardous.” Contents: Discussion. 
“Classifi cation of foods: Foods can be classifi ed into two 
major categories–animal and plant. There are four logical 
groups within the animal category: (1) meat and meat 
products, (2) poultry and eggs, (3) fi sh and fi shery products, 
and (4) milk and milk products. Likewise there are four 
groups within the plant category: (1) cereals and cereal 
products, (2) sugar and sugar products, (3) vegetables 
and vegetable products, and (4) fruit and fruit products. 
In addition to the eight groups, there are lesser groups 
that include products such as spices, fl avoring materials, 
nutmeats and synthetic ingredients. Practically all foods in 
the animal category are potentially hazardous. That is, they 
are typically encountered in a form capable of supporting 
the rapid and progressive growth of infectious or toxigenic 
microorganisms or the slower growth of Clostridium 
botulinum.” Exceptions are then listed.
 “It is the plant products category that causes much of the 
confusion and uncertainty. These foods are widely believed 
to be non-potentially hazardous. Yet foodborne illness data 
clearly establish that such foods are sometimes in a form 
capable of supporting the rapid and progressive growth of 
disease organisms or the slower growth of C. botulinum... 
Already interpreted to be potentially hazardous are baked or 
boiled potatoes and moist soy protein products.”
 Evaluation factors: “It is necessary to consider the 
intrinsic and external factors which affect microbial growth. 
The intrinsic factors vary by product and include nutrient 

content, water activity measured as available moisture 
(aw), hydrogen ion concentration (pH), biological structure, 
oxidation-reduction potential (Eh), osmotic pressure and 
natural antimicrobial constituents. The external factors which 
can infl uence bacterial growth include but are not limited 
to temperature, oxygen, time, light and added antimicrobial 
agents. Also important is the synergistic or competitive 
interaction of the various microorganisms present in the 
product.
 Nutrient content: Microorganisms, like other living 
things, meed three basic groups of nutrients: (1) Basic 
chemical elements such as carbon, hydrogen, sulfur, 
nitrogen, sodium, potassium, calcium, magnesium, and 
iron; (2) Vitamins such as B-1 (thiamine), B-2 (ribofl avin), 
B-6 (pyridoxine), biotin, pantothenic acid and folic acid; 
(3) A source of energy. This is usually obtained through 
the process of oxidizing carbohydrates (glucose, fructose, 
lactose, sucrose, raffi nose, or complex starches) and proteins.
 Water Activity (aw): This is an index of the available 
moisture in a food. It is defi ned as the ratio of water vapor 
pressure of a food to the vapor pressure of pure water at 
the same temperature. Water would, therefore have a water 
activity of 1.000. Each microorganism has an optimum and 
a minimum water activity for growth. The minimum ranges 
from 0.86 for Staphylococcus aureus to 0.96 Pseudomonas 
aeruginosa. Fresh meat, poultry, fi sh, and tofu typically have 
a water value of 0.99 or greater. FDA and USDA consider 
foods with a water activity of 0.85 or below to be not 
potentially hazardous.
 Hydrogen ion concentration (pH): Most microorganisms 
grow best at a pH between 6.6–7.5. Each microorganism 
has a maximum, and optimum, and a minimum ph at 
which it will grow. The minimum (acidic) is about 4.0 (for 
Staphylococcus aureus and Salmonella). The FDA and 
USDA have established 4.6 as the level at or below which 
foods should not be considered potentially hazardous. The 
maximum (alkaline) is about 10.0 for Bacillus subtilis. 
[Note: The pH of fresh tofu is typically 6.5-7.5].
 Biological structure: “One fresh plant food has 
historically been associated with foodborne illness–seed 
sprouts. Germinated soybeans have caused illness due to 
contamination with Bacillus cereus. The more commonly 
encountered sprouts–mung beans and alfalfa–have been 
shown to support the growth of both Salmonella sp. and 
Yersinia enterocolitica... Many foods in the plant category 
have caused foodborne illness outbreaks after heating. Some 
examples are: Bean curd (tofu)–Yersinia enterocolitica.”
 Other intrinsic factors. External factors. Interaction 
of intrinsic and external factors. Measuring water activity 
and pH. Measuring other factors. Redefi nition: “Based on 
the information in this and related interpretations, it seems 
appropriate to redefi ne the term potentially hazardous food 
as follows: ‘Potentially hazardous food’ means any food or 
food ingredient, natural or synthetic, in a form capable of 
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supporting (1) the rapid and progressive growth of infectious 
or toxigenic microorganisms or (2) the slower growth of C. 
botulinum.”
 Interpretation. Note. References. Address: 200 C Street 
S.W., HFF-342, Washington, DC 20204. Phone: 202-485-
0140.

5145. Westbrae Natural Foods. 1986. Q&A. Answers to 
most-asked questions about WestSoy (Poster). P.O. Box 
8711., Emeryville, CA 94662. Reprinted in Soyfoods 
Marketing. Lafayette, CA: Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Questions and answers about this soymilk. 
The shelf life is 1-2 years. It is sweetened with barley malt 
made from sprouted barley. It contains less than 1% added 
oil. Other soydrinks seasoned with seaweed averaged 144 
mg of sodium per serving vs. 125 mg for WestSoy. Address: 
Emeryville, California.

5146. Devasia, T.K. 1986. Soybean can bring revolution in 
nutrition. Free Press Journal (Indore, India). June 8. p. 7.
• Summary: In India, a large number of children die every 
day of malnutrition. But nutritious foods are too expensive 
for the poor “Health administrators and researchers are 
working overtime to fi nd a solution to this problem. 
Soyabean as been found to be the single best answer as 
it is cheap and nutritious. Its nutritional merits have been 
established beyond doubt by researchers all over the world.
 “Agricultural scientists and medical practitioners at 
Indore feel that soyabean can bring about a revolution in 
this fi eld of nutrition.” Although Madhya Pradesh produces 
about 85% of all soyabeans produced in India, “a large share 
of the production goes as cattle feed, for extracting milk and 
other industrial uses. The State Government... has not done 
anything to promote human consumption.”
 “The most simple form of soyafood is soya milk, which 
contains 4.4% protein compared with 2.9% in cow’s milk 
and 1.4% in breast milk. Soyamilk can be easily prepared at 
home. Approximately 10 liters of soymilk can be prepared 
from one kilogram of dry soyabeans. It becomes much more 
acceptable if mixed in equal proportions with cow milk.
 The soymilk can be used for making tofu by causing 
curds to form, then straining with a cheese cloth. There is a 
perennial shortage of cow milk in urban areas. Farmers can 
produce and market soymilk on a small scale to be consumed 
the day it is made.
 A sidebar titled “Plan to popularise soya foods in rural 
areas” explains that “Manoj Soni, a resident of Mhow and 
student of Boston University Medical School, USA, has 
conceived a plan to popularise the use of soya foods in the 
rural areas of the state. Under the project he has selected and 
trained 15 village health workers from selected villages in 
Indore tehsil. These in turn will educate the masses about 
the soya products.” “Soni, who was inspired by his mother 
in undertaking the project, feels that soyabean holds great 

promise for the rural and urban population.”
 “Soni, his mother, and Mrs. Pushpa Pandey have 
prepared 150 recipes of soys food, which will be published 
soon... Soni has been given funds under the Smith-Kline 
Packman medical scholarship.”
 Photos show: (1) Manoj Soni. (2) Mrs. Pushpa Pandya 
delivering a lecture on soyabean foods to the village health 
workers at Rau near Indore. Address: India.

5147. Kislingbury, Graham. 1986. Tempeh. It’s a soy food 
rich in protein and vitamin B-12, but most people have never 
heard of it. Democrat-Herald (Albany, Oregon). June 24. [1 
ref]
• Summary: Janet Foudray, a Corvallis resident, and her 
husband Larry Klein own a small business named Food-
Ray Tempeh that makes and markets tempeh in Corvallis. 
Foudray distributes her tempeh to First Alternative C-op in 
Corvallis, which also carries Surata Tempeh from Eugene, 
Oregon. Surata also distributes to Waremart in Corvallis.
 Foudray’s fi rst exposure to tempeh was in 1975 through 
The Farm, a self-suffi cient spiritual and farming community 
in Summertown, Tennessee. She started making her own 
tempeh nine years ago in South Dakota, her home state.
 She moved to Corvallis seven years ago to study 
nutrition and dietetics at Oregon State University; she 
received her bachelor’s degree last year.
 She continued to make tempeh, and two years ago 
decided to go into business when the co-op agreed to carry 
her tempeh. She makes the tempeh in a state-licensed kitchen 
in her Corvallis home.
 A photo shows Janet and her husband, standing by a 
barbecue. She is holding a bag of tempeh and a plate of 
tempeh shish kebab. He is holding a spatula above four cakes 
of tempeh on the grill. Address: Democrat-Herald Writer, 
Oregon.

5148. Chin, K.-D.H.; Koehler, P.E. 1986. Effect of salt 
concentration and incubation temperature on formation of 
histamine, phenethylamine, tryptamine and tyramine during 
miso fermentation. J. of Food Protection 49(6):423-27. June. 
[29 ref]
• Summary: Histamine, tryptamine, tyramine, and 
phenethylamine are biologically active (biogenic) amines 
which can have important psychoactive and vasoactive 
effects in humans. Tyramine, histamine and phenethylamine 
are pressor amines that cause changes in blood pressure. 
Tyramine and phenethylamine have also been implicated 
as causal agents in migraine headache. Biologically active 
amines have been found in many foods, especially fermented 
foods such as cheese, sauerkraut, wine and fermented 
meat. These biogenic amines are produced when specifi c 
amino acids undergo decarboxylation catalyzed by specifi c 
decarboxylase enzymes produced by microorganisms active 
during fermentation.
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 Misos containing 5% and 10% salt (NaCl) were 
prepared and incubated at 25 and 35ºC. Higher amine levels 
were found in the low salt than in the higher salt miso. 
Incubation temperature within the range examined had little 
effect on amine formation in miso.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2020) that 
mentions biogenic amines in connection with soy. Address: 
Dep. of Food Science, Univ. of Georgia, Athens, GA 30602.

5149. Food Processing (Chicago). 1986. R&D profi le: 
Ralston Purina Company. 47(6):21, 23, 25-26, 29, 31, 33. 
June. Foods of Tomorrow section.
• Summary: Quality, nutrition, and economics are the 
keys to Ralston Purina’s research program. The Protein 
Technologies Group has a staff of 92+ ingredient researchers. 
Total company R&D expenditures of $48.5 million, out of 
total 1985 sales of approximately $5,900 million. Discusses: 
Protein Technologies Group (president Paul Hatfi eld), 
isolated soy protein, nutrition, soy fi ber (from the cell wall 
and not from the hull/bran of the bean).
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2020) 
that mentions the “Protein Technologies Group,” which was 
renamed Protein Technologies International by May 1987.

5150. McNamara, Elizabeth A.; Levitt, M.D.; Slavin, J.L. 
1986. Breath hydrogen and methane: Poor indicators of 
apparent digestion of soy fi ber. American J. of Clinical 
Nutrition 43(6):898-902. June. [16 ref]
• Summary: No signifi cant relationship was found between 
breath-gas excretion and fi ber digestion, although breath-gas 
values varied greatly. Breath hydrogen and methane were 
not signifi cantly different when subjects consumed diets 
containing 0, 30, or 60 g soy polysaccharide. Address: Dep. 
of Food Science & Nutrition, Univ. of Minnesota, St. Paul, 
MN.

5151. Robeznieks, Andis. 1986. The growing resistance to 
pesticides. Vegetarian Times. June. p. 12-14, 16-19, 42.
• Summary: The total amount of synthetic pesticides 
produced has grown from 124 million pounds in 1947 to 
1,800 million pounds in 1981, a 14.5-fold increase.

5152. Sessa, D.J.; Bietz, J.A. 1986. Toasted soy fl our with 
trypsin inhibitor activity. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ 
Society 63(6):784-88. June. [18 ref]
• Summary: Compounds in toasted soybean fl our having 
trypsin inhibitor activity were isolated and characterized. 
Sodium hydroxide extracts of toasted soybean fl our had an 
average of 2.59 mg trypsin inhibitor (TI)/gm sample. These 
extracts, after trichloroacetic acid precipitation and dialysis, 
yielded supernatant and precipitate fractions. Material 
balance studies revealed 91% protein recovery and 92% 
recovery of TI activity in the trichloracetic acid supernatant 
and precipitate fractions. Address: Northern Regional 

Research Center, Peoria, Illinois 61604.

5153. USDA National School Lunch Program. 1986. School 
Lunch patterns: For various age/grade groups (Leafl et). 
Washington, DC. 1 p. June. 28 cm.
• Summary: This table shows that one component of the 
National School Lunch Program is the “Meat or meat 
alternate” which can include, among other things (1) 
“Peanut butter or soynut butter or other nut or seed butters.” 
Minimum quantities: Preschool (ages 1-2): 2 tablespoons. 
Ages 3-8, grades K-3: 3 tablespoons. Grades 4-12 (ages 9 
and over): 4 tablespoons. Grades 7-12 (ages 12 and over): 6 
tablespoons. (2) “Peanuts or soynuts or tree nuts or seeds or 
an equivalent quantity of any combination of the above meat/
meat alternates.” Minimum quantities: Preschool (ages 1-2): 
½ ounce. Ages 3-8, grades K-3: 3/4 ounce. Grades 4-12 (ages 
9 and over): 1 ounce. Grades 7-12 (ages 12 and over): 1½ 
ounces. Address: Washington, DC 20250.

5154. Wadud, Surruya; Ara, Hussan; Kosar, Saida. 1986. 
Studies on the preparation of tempeh and tempeh kababs 
[kabobs]. Pakistan J. of Scientifi c and Industrial Research 
29(3):222-26. June. [8 ref]
• Summary: Boiling soybeans for 30 minutes resulted 
in complete destruction of the trypsin inhibitor. After 
fermentation another type of trypsin inhibitor was released 
which was completely destroyed by boiling the fermented 
material for 20 minutes in water, or deep fat frying. 
Procedures are described for the preparation of tempeh and 
food preparations, i.e. simple tempeh (fried), salted tempeh 
(fried) and tempeh kabab. Address: PCSIR Lab., Karachi, 
Pakistan.

5155. Welsh, C.J.R.; Hanglow, A.C.; Conn, P.; Coombs, 
R.R.A. 1986. Comparison of the arthritogenic properties 
of dietary cow’s milk, egg albumin and soya milk in 
experimental animals. International Archives of Allergy & 
Applied Immunology 80(2):192-99. June. [16 ref]
• Summary: Cow’s milk produced the highest rate of 
signifi cant joint lesions of arthritis. The rabbits were 
‘tolerant’ to dietary soya protein. Address: 1&3. Div. of 
Immunology, Dep. of Pathology, Univ. of Cambridge, UK.

5156. Toyo Shinpo (Soyfoods News). 1986. Tônyû ni 
karushiumu kyôka [Fortifi cation of soymilk with calcium]. 
July 21. p. 15. [Jap; eng+]
• Summary: Discussion of Japanese Patent No. 154,778 
(applied 1983) by Shuzo Shimoyama and Kazumi Akaike of 
Kawasaki Kasei Kogyo K.K.

5157. Adlercreutz, H.; Musey, P.I.; Fotsis, T.; et al. 1986. 
Identifi cation of lignans and phytoestrogens in urine of 
chimpanzees. Clinica Chimica Acta 158(2):147-54. July. *
• Summary: “It is concluded that the chimpanzee excretes 
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both isofl avonic phytoestrogens and lignans in urine, 
apparently in high concentrations. It is suggested that 
these compounds may play a role in the maintenance of 
the resistance against carcinogenic effects of estrogens, 
which nonhuman primates possess, because both equol 
and enterolactone have been shown to have antiestrogenic 
properties in animals. However, much further work is 
necessary before the possible biological role of these 
compounds may be established.” Address: 1. Finland.

5158. American Soybean Association. 1986. Soya Bluebook 
‘86. St. Louis, Missouri: American Soybean Assoc. 278 p. 
July. Index (bold face type indicates advertiser). 22 cm.
• Summary: Contents: Index of advertisers (p. 4). Soybeans: 
Your profi t opportunity, by Dr. Kenneth L. Bader, CEO, 
ASA (p. 5). Organizations (by country, within each country 
alphabetically): For each gives the name, address, contact 
person, year founded, number of members, objectives and 
activities, publications. Countries are: USA, Australia, 
Austria, Bangladesh, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, England, 
Germany (Federal Republic of), Finland, France, Hungary, 
India, Indonesia, Italy, Ivory Coast, Japan, Malaysia, 
Mexico, Netherlands, Norway, Philippines, Portugal, 
Senegal, Spain, Sweden, Taiwan, Turkey, Yugoslavia, Zaire, 
Zimbabwe. U.S. agricultural education, research & extension 
(by state; mainly state agricultural / land-grant colleges), 
ASA international offi ces and world regions (colored world 
map and photo of each country director), government trading 
agencies.
 Soy directory: Oil extraction plants / refi neries 
(alphabetically by state in USA, then by country), soyfoods 
/ edible soy products manufacturers (lecithin, soy fl our, 
soy grits, soy protein concentrates & isolates, textured soy 
protein, binders, extenders, simulated meat products, soy oil 
products {margarine, shortening, cooking / salad oil, salad 
dressings}, soyfoods–beverages [soymilk], frozen desserts, 
soy sauce, tempeh, tofu, whole soybean snacks {soynuts}, 
other soy-based foods), within each product by country, 
producers of soy products for industrial manufacturers (by 
products, etc.): Industrial lecithin, industrial soy fl our / 
soy protein, industrial soy oil, soy sterols and tocopherols, 
soybean fatty acids.
 Soybean manufacturing support industries: 
Manufacturing equipment & supplies, soybean processing 
equipment & supplies, manufacturing services. Marketing 
and auxiliary services: Brokers, fi nancial services, 
forwarding agents, marketing consultants, trading 
companies, transportation, warehousing–export / import.
 Soy statistics (tables & graphs): Soya conversions 
[weights & measures], metric conversions, temperature 
conversions. U.S. soybean planting and harvesting dates 
(by state). U.S. soybean acreage, yield and production, 
1925–1985 (by year). U.S. soybean planted acreage by 
state (1970–1985). U.S. soybean harvested acreage by state 

(1970–1985). U.S. soybean yield by state (1970–1985). U.S. 
soybean production by state (1970–1985). U.S. soybean 
production major crops (1920–1985): One graph each for 
soybeans, corn, wheat, and cotton. U.S. harvested acreage of 
major crops (1920–1985): One graph each for the big 4. U.S. 
yield per acre of major crops (1920–1985): One graph each 
for the big 4. Argentine soybean area, yield and production 
by province (1975-1986). Brazilian soybean area, yield and 
production by province (1975-1986). Canadian soybean 
production: Acreage, yield, production, farm price and value 
(1950-51–1984-85). Canadian soybean production and 
utilization (1950-1984, year beginning Aug. 1): Production, 
imports, supplies, exports of beans, processed for oil and 
meal, soy oil produced, soybean oilcake produced. World 
soybean production: Area and production in specifi ed 
countries and the world total (1980/81–1985/86). Soybean 
production by major countries (one graph, 1925-1985): U.S., 
Brazil, PRC [China], Argentina. Share of world soybean 
production [percentage] by major countries (one graph, 
1925-1985): Big 4. Soybean acreage by major countries 
(one graph, 1925-1985): Big 4. Share of world soybean 
acreage [percentage] by major countries (one graph, 1925-
1985): Big 4. U.S. soybeans: Supply, disposition, acreage, 
yield and price (1970–1986). Soybean usage in the U.S. for 
crush and exports (one graph, 1925-1985, million bushels). 
U.S. soybean exports: Percent of total usage (one graph, 
1925-1985). Argentine soybeans and products (oil and 
meal): Supply and disposition (1975/76–1986/87). Brazilian 
soybeans and products (oil and meal): Supply and disposition 
(1975/76–1986/87). Prices of U.S. soybeans, No. 1 yellow: 
Average price per bushel, Illinois country shipping points 
(by year and month, 1950–1984, dollars). Prices of U.S. 
soybeans received by farmers: Average price per bushel 
(by year and month, 1950–1984, dollars). U.S. soybean 
price support operations (1945-1985, incl. CCC). U.S. 
soybean crop value: U.S. and major producing states (1925-
1985): Illinois, Iowa, Indiana, Ohio, Missouri, Minnesota, 
Arkansas. Fold-out color map of U.S. soybean acreage by 
county. U.S. farm marketings of soybeans: Percent of open 
market farm sales by month (1975/76–1984/85). Map of 
U.S. soybean processing plants. Value of U.S. soybean 
products per bushel and crush margin (1950-1984): Soy 
oil, soybean meal, soybean price (received by farmers, 
No. 1 yellow Illinois), margin (ditto). U.S. soybean meal: 
Prices paid by farmers–44% protein, dollars per 100 lbs, 
by year and month (1950-1984). U.S. soybean meal: 
Average wholesale price–44% protein, dollars per ton, 
bulk Decatur, Illinois, by year and month (1950–1984). 
U.S. soybean meal: Beginning stocks, production, exports 
and domestic disappearance, by year and month, thousand 
short tons (1978/79–1984/85). U.S. soybean cake and 
meals: Supply, disposition and price (1977-1985): Soybean, 
cottonseed, linseed, peanut. Major world protein meals: 
Supply and utilization (1981/82–1985/86; Production, 
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exports, imports, consumption, ending stocks): Soybean, 
cottonseed, rapeseed, sunfl owerseed, fi sh, peanut, copra, 
linseed, palm kernel. World major oilseeds: Supply and 
utilization (1981/82–1985/86). World major vegetable and 
marine oils: Supply and utilization (1981/82–1985/86). 
Prices of U.S. soybean oil: Soy oil, domestic crude, average 
cents per pound in tank cars at Midwestern mills, by year 
and month (1950/51–1984/85). U.S. soybean utilization, by 
year (1960-1984): Food–Shortening, margarine, cooking and 
salad oils, other edible, total. Nonfood–Paint and varnish, 
resins and plastics, fatty acids, other inedible (incl. soap), 
total. Total domestic utilization. U.S. soybean oil value as 
percent of total soybean value (1930–1985). Note: Peaked 
at about 55% in 1930, fell to about 32% in 1980-81. U.S. 
soybean oil: Supply, disposition and price (1960-1985). U.S. 
edible fats and oils: Supply and disappearance (1978-1985): 
Coconut, corn, cottonseed, lard, palm, peanut, soybean, 
sunfl ower, tallow (edible). U.S. exports of soybeans, by 
year and month (1953–1984). U.S. soybean exports by port 
and country of destination (Sept. 1984–Aug. 1985): Ports 
are–St. Lawrence Seaway, Lakes, Atlantic, Gulf (by far the 
largest), Pacifi c, Interior. U.S. exports: Soybeans–Volume of 
exports by country of destination (in metric tons) and total 
value (1981–1985). U.S. exports: Soybean oil–Volume of 
exports by country of destination (in metric tons) and total 
value (1981–1985). U.S. exports: Soybean oilseed cake and 
meal–Volume of exports by country of destination (in metric 
tons) and total value (1981–1985). Map of U.S. soybean 
exports by port areas: Sept. 1984–Aug. 1985 (1,000 bushels). 
U.S. exports of soybean, cottonseed and sunfl owerseed 
oils: U.S. commercial and P.L. 480 exports–Volume of 
exports by region and country of destination (in metric 
tons) and total value (1979/80–1984/85; year beginning in 
October). U.S. exports: Soybean oil–P.L. 480, Title I and III, 
volume (in metric tons) and value (in $1,000) by country 
of destination (FY 1981–1985). U.S. exports of soybean 
and cottonseed oils: U.S. commercial and P.L. 480 exports 
(1950–1984, million lbs; incl. P.L. 480 as a percentage of 
the whole). Brazilian exports of soybeans and products to 
major countries (1,000 metric tons; 1976-1984). Graph of 
soybean & product exports by major countries (U.S., Brazil, 
Argentina) (soybean equivalent; 1970-1985). Graph of world 
share of soybean & product exports by major countries (U.S., 
Brazil, Argentina) (1970-1985). Note: U.S. share has fallen 
from 95% in 1970 to about 50% in 1984.
 Glossary: General terms, soy protein terms. Standards & 
specifi cations: NSPA, Association of American Feed Control 
Offi cials (AAFCO), USDA (defi nitions and grades). Index. 
Address: P.O. Box 27300, St. Louis, Missouri 63141.

5159. Carpenter, Kenneth J. 1986. The history of enthusiasm 
for protein. J. of Nutrition 116(7):1364-70. July. [36 ref]
• Summary: Early students of nutrition had diffi culty 
understanding how plant food could somehow be 

transformed into animal tissue by the animal (including 
humans) that ate it.
 “In the 1890s the USDA recommended over 110 g of 
dietary fi ber per day for working men. This was based on 
Liebig’s idea that protein was the source of muscular energy 
and the observation that protein consumption was higher in 
the more successful (i.e., affl uent) social groups or nations 
than elsewhere, Chittenden’s demonstration of physical 
energy being maintained on one-half of this level of intake 
then led to a reassessment of these standards, and attention 
was transferred to the discovery of trace nutrients and their 
practical signifi cance.”
 From 1948 to 1974, estimates of infant protein 
requirements decreased by two-thirds. Address: Dep. of 
Nutritional Sciences, Univ. of California, Berkeley.

5160. Cox, Peter. 1986. Why you don’t need meat. 
Wellingborough, England and New York: Thorson’s 
Publishing Group. 237 p. July. Illust. 20 cm. Revised ed. 
1992. [119* ref]
• Summary: A convincing, health oriented popularization of 
the case against meat. Well researched and well written, with 
many references.
 Contents: Acknowledgements. Introduction. 1. 
Connections. 2. Meat-eaters vs. wheat-eaters. 3. Meat, you 
and cancer. 4. Breaking free! 5. Eating your heart out. 6. 
There’s junk in your joint. 7. How not to wreck a marriage. 
8. The deadly duo: Diabetes and hypertension. 9. How to get 
high on fi bre [How to get adequate dietary fi bre]. 10. A view 
into hell [the slaughterhouse]. 11. What every body needs 
[a nutritious, healthy, balanced diet]. 12. The baby that eats 
fi ve people [Eating meat and other animal products causes 
world hunger, malnutrition, and starvation]. 13. Changes. 
Appendixes: 1. Using the nutrition checker. II. Resource 
directory.
 Soya milk, soya beans, tofu, tempeh, tamari and miso 
are mentioned in the nutritional tables and resource directory 
(p. 208-09, 214, 226, 229).
 Cox, who was the fi rst chief executive of the Vegetarian 
Society of the United Kingdom, is very familiar with both 
the scientifi c and popular literature on the subject.
 Thorsons states in an ad: “There is mounting scientifi c 
proof that the meat we eat today actually causes heart 
disease, cancer, obesity and other degenerative diseases. The 
author exposes the black market in animal growth hormones, 
looks at the unregulated use of antibiotics in animal feed, and 
shows why a meat-oriented diet can actually be nutritionally 
defi cient.” A portrait photo on the back cover shows Peter 
Cox.
 Note: According to Vegetarian Times (Sept. 1987, p. 
35), this book “has become a best seller in the U.K. and was 
selected by the Booksellers’ Association of Great Britain as 
‘best paperback non-fi ction campaign.’” See this issue of VT 
for more on Cox, Chrissie Hynde, and Reprieve! Address: 
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First Chief Executive of the Vegetarian Society of the UK, 
England.

5161. Food Review (South Africa). 1986. Soya ‘milk’ from 
Mechanical Cow. 13(3):29. June/July.
• Summary: The Mechanical Cow, a compact soymilk plant, 
was developed in Brazil some years ago when it won the 
Brazilian invention of the year award for its mechanical 
ability and contribution to society. It is now manufactured by 
Vanguarda Mecanica, which has already made over 100,000 
units. Food Processing Engineering Services at Verulam in 
Natal is the agent for the machine in South Africa. It is seen 
as having potential for use in South Africa, since soymilk 
amino acids complement those of corn. The machine consists 
of a water vessel, centrifugal crusher, ultra-pasteurization 
system, and control panel, complemented by a cooler, 
packaging unit, and dryer. Features of the equipment are 
simplicity, ease of use and maintenance, hygiene (all food 
contact surfaces are stainless steel), speed (200 liters/hour) 
and packaging versatility (soymilk packed in plastic sachets 
of 100 ml to 1 liter sizes).

5162. Forsythe, W.A., III. 1986. Comparison of dietary 
casein or soy protein effects on plasma lipids and hormone 
concentrations in the Gerbil (Meriones unguiculatus). J. of 
Nutrition 116(7):1165-71. July. [41 ref]
• Summary: A gerbil is a desert rodent with long hind legs 
adapted for leaping. The isolated soy protein diet lowered 
total plasma cholesterol (159 mg/dl) in the gerbil more than 
did the casein diet (190 mg/dl). The ISP diet also lowered 
LDL-cholesterol concentrations but had no effect on absolute 
HDL-cholesterol concentrations. Address: Dep. of Nutrition, 
School of Public Health, Univ. of North Carolina, Chapel 
Hill, NC 27514.

5163. Nutrition Overview. 1986--. Serial/periodical. St. 
Louis, Missouri: Protein Technologies International. Vol. 1, 
No. 1. July, 1986. Quarterly. James G. Elliott, editor.
• Summary: See next page. This 4-page newsletter provides 
“current information on topics of interest in the fi eld of 
nutrition, including an overview of a prominent nutrition 
topic each issue.” Of major interest are isolated soy proteins 
and dietary fi ber, both made by Ralston Purina’s Protein 
Division. Address: St. Louis, Missouri.

5164. Pfeiffer, Ulrike. 1986. Announcement of 4th 
International Colloquium on Lecithin (Leafl et). Hamburg, 
West Germany. 3 panels each side. Each panel: 23 x 10 cm.
• Summary: After three previous meetings in Europe, this 
colloquium will be held in Chicago, Illinois, on 15-17 Sept. 
1986. The fi rst colloquium of this series took place in Rome, 
Italy in 1980–its theme was soybean lecithin, nutritional 
and clinical aspects. The second one took place in Brighton, 
England in 1982 and was mainly dedicated to the dietetic 

applications of soybean lecithin. The third meeting was held 
in Vienna, Austria, in 1984–it primarily summarized the 
possible uses of lecithin as an active ingredient itself and as 
a carrier of other ingredients in dietetic and pharmaceutical 
preparations.
 This colloquium will be divided into the following 
sections: 1. Technology. 2. Biology. 3. Therapeutic 
considerations. 4. Panel discussions. The following 
papers on therapeutic considerations will be presented: 
Phospholipids as natural precursors of choline in the brain, 
by S.H. Zeisel of Boston, USA. Overview on lecithin 
treatment in neuropsychiatry, by J.H. Growdon, Boston, 
USA. Therapeutic value of phosphatidylserine and other 
phospholipids, by G. Toffano, Anano Terme, Italy. Effects of 
lecithin on memory and learning, by H. Sorgatz, Darmstadt, 
West Germany. Preventive effect of phospholipids on tissue 
aging, by M. Shinitzky, Rehovet, Israel. Recent therapeutic 
applications and potential future directions (bile, gallstones 
and cystic fi brosis), by T. Watkins, New York, USA. Address: 
Secretary, Lucas Meyer GmbH, Ausschlaeger Elbdeich 62-
72, P.O. Box 280 246, D-2000 Hamburg 28, West Germany.

5165. Soybean Digest. 1986. EPA [Environmental Protection 
Agency] gets tough. How stricter pesticide laws stack up. 
June/July. p. 10-11, 14-16. A Soybean Digest staff report.
• Summary: Explains the EPA’s process of registering 
herbicides, its effect on the chemical industry’s ability to 
develop new products and keep current ones on the market, 
and the public’s perceptions of the risks / benefi ts of 
pesticides. This article won an Oscar in Agriculture in 1987 
(see Soybean Digest, Dec. 1987, p. 6).

5166. Stössel, Peter. 1986. Afl atoxin contamination in 
soybeans: Role of proteinase inhibitors, zinc availability, and 
seed coat integrity. Applied and Environmental Microbiology 
52(1):68-72. July. [34 ref]
• Summary: “Soybean trypsin inhibitors are thought to 
ward off pathogens. Studies with afl atoxigenic strains of 
Aspergillus fl avus and A. parasiticus, frequent soybean 
contaminants, revealed that trypsin inhibitors do not affect 
the growth of these fungi and afl atoxin production. Further, 
the availability of zinc, an essential mineral for afl atoxin 
synthesis that was thought to explain increased afl atoxin 
accumulation in cooked compared with raw soybeans, 
was shown to decrease upon cooking. Seed coat integrity, 
ensuring limited access and a low moisture content, is 
responsible for the slow colonization of the seed by A. 
fl avus.” Address: Nestlé Research Dep., Nestlé Ltd., CH-
1800 Vevey, Switzerland.

5167. deMan, J.M. 1986. Processing of protein-rich foods. 
In: V.H. Potty, et al. eds. 1986. Traditional Foods: Some 
Products and Technologies. 292 p. See p. 246-52. Aug. 
Presented at the UN University Workshop on “Traditional 
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Food Technologies: Their Development and Integrated 
Utilisation with Emerging Technologies.” Held June 1983 at 
CFTRI, Mysore, India. [17 ref]
• Summary: Under soybeans (the major crop discussed in 
this chapter), the author mentions tofu, soy milk, fried tofu 
and tofu puffs. Includes a proximate analysis of various 
Canadian soybean cultivars. Address: Dep. of Food Science, 
Univ. of Guelph, Guelph, ONT, N1G 2W1, Canada.

5168. Farag, R.S.; El-Leithy, M.A.; Basyony, A.E.; 
Daw, Z.Y. 1986. Effects of varied substrates on afl atoxin 
production by A. parasiticus. J. of the American Oil 
Chemists’ Society 63(8):1024-26. Aug. [19 ref]
• Summary: Sterilized and non-sterilized wheat kernels, 
soybean seeds, sesame seeds, peanut, and faba bean were 
infected with A. parasiticus. The highest and lowest toxicity 
indices were recorded for sterilized wheat and soybeans, 
respectively. Address: 1. Biochemistry Dep., Faculty of 
Agriculture, Cairo Univ., Egypt.

5169. Fomon, S.J.; Ziegler, E.E.; Nelson, S.E.; Edwards, 
B.B. 1986. Requirement for sulfur-containing amino acids in 
infancy. J. of Nutrition 116(8):1405-22. Aug. [28 ref]
• Summary: For infant formulas containing 2.8 and 3.0 
g/100 kcal of protein for isolated soy protein (levels 
found in commercial infant formulas), there was no 
benefi t of methionine supplementation. At lower protein 
levels, nitrogen balance studies showed that methionine 
supplementation was of some benefi t. Address: 1. Dep. of 
Pediatrics, College of Medicine, Univ. of Iowa, Iowa City, IA 
52242; 2. Univ. of Iowa.

5170. Perez-Villasenor, Javier. 1986. Tlayolli (corn) as the 
main staple food in ancient and modern Mexico. In: V.H. 
Potty, et al. eds. 1986. Traditional Foods: Some Products 
and Technologies. 292 p. See p. 216-31. Aug. Presented 
at the UN University Workshop on “Traditional Food 
Technologies: Their Development and Integrated Utilisation 
with Emerging Technologies.” Held June 1983 at CFTRI, 
Mysore, India. [17 ref]
• Summary: An early history of corn (Zea mays) in Mexico 
shows that coprolites [fossilized feces or excrements] date 
from about 6,500 B.C. Domesticated Etl (beans), the main 
source of legume protein, were present 7,000 years ago in the 
Tehuacan valley. Defi nitions are given for traditional foods 
based on corn: Tortilla, atole, tamales, uchepos, pozole, elote 
cocido, elote asado, esquite, pinole, pozol, and tescuino.
 Pages 221-27 discuss enrichment or fortifi cation of 
tortillas with ground soybeans or soy fl our. The best method 
was to boil a mixture of whole raw corn and soybean 
together in lime water for 50 minutes. When soybeans were 
used at the 8% level the tortillas were indistinguishable from 
those with no soy but contained 30% more protein. At the 
16% level the tortillas were slightly darker but contained 

51.5% more protein. The protein quality was also increased. 
With no soy, corn tortillas had a PER of 59, with 8% soy a 
PER of 84, and with 16% soy a PER or 86. Organoleptic 
tests showed no signifi cant difference at either level of 
enrichment. The cost of each PER unit was cheaper at the 
8% soy level. Fortifi cation with soy led to: 1. Reduction in 
the duration, frequency and severity of diseases for infants 
and children; 2. About a 66% drop in infant mortality; 3. 
Improvement of manpower productivity by an increase in 
many years of productive life; 4. Elimination of a net loss of 
14.8% of protein by fecal and urinary excretion of nitrogen. 
Address: Dep. of Biotechnology, Universidad Autonoma 
Metropolitana, Apdo. Postal 55-535, Mexico 13.

5171. Shurtleff, William. 1986. Safety of fermented foods 
(Letter to the editor). Vegetarian Times. Aug. p. 4.
• Summary: “I am concerned about the safely of eating 
tempeh and other fermented products. Rumor has it that 
these molds are potential carcinogens, but no one I know can 
cite the source of the data claiming it’s dangerous. Please 
address this issue.–Nancy Lampka Simpson, Amherst, New 
York 14226.
 “Editors Note: Bill Shurtleff, director of The Soyfoods 
Center and author of The Book of Tempeh writes this 
response:
 “’The Soyfoods Center has the world’s largest 
computerized database of information about soyfoods, 
listing more then 13,700 publications. Of these, 590 are 
about tempeh. Not one of these publications even suggests 
a possible link between soy tempeh or the tempeh molds 
(Rhizopus species) and cancer.
 “’It has been well known since the early 1960s that 
several of the Aspergillus molds (especially Aspergillus 
fl avus) produce afl atoxins, which are potent carcinogens. 
There are numerous reports in the literature of afl atoxins 
being produced on poorly handled peanuts, especially 
in tropical countries. A fermented peanut product from 
Indonesia called onchom has been shown, in some cases, to 
contain afl atoxins.
 “’Because the molds used to produce soy sauce and 
miso (Aspergillus oryzae and A. soyae) are of the same genus 
as Aspergillus fl avus, a tremendous amount of research has 
been conducted worldwide over the past 20 years to see if 
afl atoxins are produced in soy sauce or miso. A vast body of 
literature shows that not in a single instance have afl atoxins 
been found in any commercial product.
 “’In conclusion, thousands of years of daily use and 
many decades of testing by microbiologists have shown 
fermented soyfoods to be completely safe.’” Address: 
Director, The Soyfoods Center, P.O. Box 234, Lafayette, 
California 94549.

5172. Smith, Paul. 1986. General comments on F.G. Roberts, 
his philosophy and company, and the history of Soy Products 
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of Australia Pty. Ltd. Bayswater, Victoria, Australia. 5 p. 
Unpublished manuscript. Handwritten.
• Summary: F.G. Roberts’ philosophy of health: “F.G. 
Roberts was opposed to smoking and alcohol consumption. 
He believed in and prescribed mainly eating fresh fruit 
and vegetables, followed next by whole grains, with all 
concentrated foods like meat, nuts, eggs, cheese and dairy 
foods being eaten sparingly. Roberts was also strongly 
opposed to all highly refi ned and processed foods, 
particularly white fl our and white sugar. He discouraged 
the use of tea and coffee due to their caffeine content and 
acid forming tendencies. He recommended that salt be 
used sparingly and that it should be cut out entirely where 
the kidneys may be overloaded as in the case of pregnant 
women.
 “Roberts believed that a well-planned and balanced 
diet should provide the body with all necessary minerals, 
vitamins and nutritional elements without the need to 
resort to mineral and vitamin supplements. However such 
supplements may be necessary for people who live in fl ats 
in inner city areas and have no access to fresh fruit and 
vegetables. He also believed that by careful attention to 
diet and exercise the body would become self-cleansing 
and self-healing, and that many common health problems 
and diseases could be avoided. The latter usually stemmed 
from nervous disorders, emotional problems, poor blood 
circulation, poor food combinations, inadequate diet, 
faulty elimination of bodily waste products, or complex 
combinations of these factors.
 “Roberts believed that simple prevention was better 
than a cure after your bad habits had caught up with you. He 
was opposed to the use of drugs since the side effects were 
often worse than the initial problem. In most cases he was 
opposed to surgery, regarding it as a last resort. He did not 
believe in any procedures which interfered with any of the 
body’s immunity systems or normal functions. He believed 
in assisting the body to sort out its own problems and heal 
itself.
 “All the products formulated and developed in the 1930s 
by F.G. Roberts were designed for their basic healthy and 
nutritional qualities and to address some of the defi ciencies 
in conventional diets and foods. All were made form whole 
seeds, grains, etc. Most of the community suffers from 
constipation, acidity, mineral defi ciency, or kidneys and 
livers overloaded with toxic waste products.
 Roberts advocated the use of molasses for its high 
mineral content, its alkaline reaction, and its mildly laxative 
qualities. Alfalfa Tea was developed as a tea and coffee 
substitute, for its high natural mineral content and its gentle 
alkalising qualities. Malted and Vita Bran were designed 
to introduce additional dietary fi ber or roughage into the 
diet in a pleasant way. Cleansing Herbs is a natural herbal 
laxative product with no addictive or side effects problems; 
it is particularly useful for the older person with sluggish 

bowel movements. Soy Compound was developed as a milk 
substitute and is particularly useful in cases where dairy milk 
cannot be tolerated. Vita Elm, with the healing properties of 
slippery elm, is a bland, nutritious cereal for the very young 
and the elderly.
 F.G. Roberts believed in three good, satisfying meals 
a day. He disapproved of snacking, and thought that most 
people eat too much too often, overloading their digestive 
system, liver, and kidneys.
 F.G. Roberts believed that the fi rst step in healing any 
human complaint was to increase intake of fl uids and to 
get the bowels moving regularly once or twice a day to 
eliminate the buildup of waste products. He also advocated 
exercise programs–the forerunner of the current aerobic 
exercise programs–to stimulate muscles, organs, and blood 
circulation. He would recommend a cleansing diet, followed 
by a gradual return to a balanced diet in which the quality, 
quantity and mixtures of foods would be carefully considered 
depending on the age, physical type and occupation of each 
person.
 F.G. Roberts was an expert iradiagnostician. A favorite 
trick was calling unknown people from lecture audiences 
and tell them where and when bones had been broken, what 
operations they had had, what drugs and medication they 
were taking, and many other things not apparently obvious. 
His knowledge of and ability to read people healthwise 
and personality wise was almost uncanny. He was once 
arrested and jailed for fortune telling based his knowledge 
of iradiagnosis. Address: Director/General Manager, Soy 
Products of Australia Pty. Ltd., 69 Power Road, Bayswater, 
VIC 3153, Australia. Phone: (03) 729-1738 or 729-3611.

5173. Tahira, T.; Fujita, Y.; Ochiai, M.; et al. 1986. 
Mutagenicity of soy sauce treated with a physiologically 
feasible concentration of nitrite. Mutation Research 
174(4):255-58. Aug. *

5174. China Daily. 1986. Major work on Chinese medicine 
planned [to be called Chinese Materia Medica]. Sept. 3. p. 5. 
[2 ref. Eng]
• Summary: The earliest attempt at a comprehensive medical 
textbook in China, Shen Nong’s “Herbal Medicine,” is 
believed to have been produced in the fi rst century B.C. The 
new one will be published by 1999. Address: China.

5175. Fracassa, Anne. 1986. Mo-o-o-ve over cows, new milk 
to hit market. Tribune (Royal Oak, Michigan). Sept. 9.
• Summary: Wayne State University professor Leora Shelef 
and associate professor Michael Zemel have developed a 
new soymilk fortifi ed with calcium to containing 60% more 
than cow’s milk, and with less beany fl avor. The university 
has applied for a patent on the new product and the process 
is being commercialized by Elef, Inc. in Lathrop Village, 
Royal Oak, Michigan. For information call Leonard Wanetik 
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at Elef: 443-1776.

5176. Bhatnagar, P.S. 1986. Summary of the present situation 
with soya in India. Tape prepared for William Shurtleff at 
Soyfoods Center, Sept. 15–in reply to specifi c questions. 3 p. 
transcript. Unpublished manuscript.
• Summary: William Shurtleff was away (on the East Coast 
doing library research) during this team’s visit to Soyfoods 
Center (Lafayette, California), so Akiko took care of them. 
William left questions about soy in India which he asked 
them to answer.
 All visitors in his team were impressed with Soyfoods 
Center and its work–”overwhelmed.”
 Soybean has a bright future in India. The increase 
in acreage from 300 ha in the late 1960s to the present 
1 million speaks for itself. Initially there were several 
obstacles. The most important opposition was from India’s 
groundnut lobby. The groundnut is an important oilseed in 
India. When soybean was introduced, they feared it might 
replace groundnut. Various people expressed apprehension. 
They said: Soybean is not good for health, it has toxins and 
soybean trypsin inhibitors (which are very widely discussed), 
antinutritional factors, and cause fl atulence. They will disturb 
the commodity balance, etc.
 But with time and effort, it has been established that 
these were not valid criticisms. Soybean would not disturb 
the commodity balance, as the land required would not be 
suited for groundnuts. Since all food is well cooked, there is 
no problem with trypsin inhibitors. Chickpeas, and green and 
black gram also cause fl atulence, but no one bothers about it, 
They have been eaten since time immemorial.
 With these facts: (1) The lobby against soy weakened. 
(2) At the same time the Indian government realized the 
importance of soy, especially in decreasing imports of edible 
oil.
 Initially black seeded soybeans were cultivated in 
India from very early times. Then yellow soybeans were 
introduced in late 1960s to 1970s to use as a low cost source 
of protein. Farmers grew it but could not sell it so they 
stopped. For a while it looked as if soybean would never take 
off in India. However, then the edible oil industry saved the 
day. Expansion of acreage has been mainly a result of its use 
for oil. (3) An oil industry grew up and created a market. (4) 
The agricultural feasibility of growing soybean in different 
parts of the country was established, as was its economic 
viability and place in cropping system... through the All-
India Coordinated Project on Soybeans.
 Then more industry and new expanded cultivation.
 Madhya Pradesh is the center of soybean cultivation 
and industry. New entrepreneurs are now also going there 
since the supplies are established. But now soybean acreage 
is saturated in Madhya Pradesh. However, a little is still 
available. Now his efforts are to expand areas that are not 
reaching their full potential.

 A cause of worry now is that most of (95% of) the 
soybean protein (defatted soybean meal) is being exported 
as livestock feed. This situation is rather dangerous. The 
Indian oil industry is dependent on foreign countries. If 
the soybean meal were not sold abroad, the Indian industry 
would crumble. So the need is to develop products in India 
based on defatted fl our and popularize these. To do this, there 
are two essentials: (1) The cost of the product should be low 
compared to other similar products. (2) The taste should not 
be drastically different from traditional products. Indian food 
habits are very conservative, orthodox, and rigid. Also, use 
of the whole soybean must be encouraged in soya dairylike 
products at the home, village, and cottage industry levels.
 Among soya dairylike products, tofu is one product that 
will defi nitely become popular subject to (1) High quality. 
(2) The profi t margin is so small that the price difference 
between tofu and milk panir is small. He prepared some 
panir for us. Panir is very popular, especially in North India. 
All who can afford it would like to buy it. It is used for many 
curries, snacks, and other dishes. All are considered to be 
luxury dishes. Only the rich can afford them. The cost of 
panir is about $3 per kilogram, or 36 rupees per kilogram. 
Average monthly income is 250-300 rupees per month 
in India. As a result, only a few in the upper middle class 
can afford it. Tofu must sell for 7-8 rupees per kilogram. 
He calculated tofu production cost to be 3-4 rupees per 
kilogram. He feels this will catch on rapidly in North India.
 With this in mind, many entrepreneurs have shown 
interest in tofu and soymilk. One big plant, Noble Soya, is 
starting in Bhopal. Another is United Soya. Plants are also 
planned in Kanpur and Delhi. So tofu has a good future. But 
Dr. Bhatnagar’s worry is that small producers are making 
a poor quality product, which turns off consumers forever. 
Already many people have developed a negative prejudice. 
He also noticed this prejudice about soy in the USA.
 To summarize: Prospects to narrow the oil gap are 
bright. The future of soy as food is also bright.
 Tempeh has not yet been tried in a sincere sense, but he 
feels it has a good future.
 In India, isolates, concentrates, and lecithin are now 
being extracted on a very small and limited scale. In a few 
areas, soy is taking land way from rice cultivation. Due to a 
slump in the international market for soybean meal, farmers’ 
prices dropped, which led to a decrease in acreage the next 
year. It seems temporary. Government has set a minimum 
support price. On the initiative of Rajeev Gandhi, a technical 
mission of oilseeds has been established. The main goal is to 
increase oilseed production in India. Imports are now huge. 
India should become self suffi cient in oilseeds, as she has 
become self suffi cient in food grains. Soybeans are included 
in the mandate of this technology mission. Increase of 
production is planned, in both horizontal (area) and vertical 
(yield, presently very low–0.7 metric tons per hectare) 
growth. There will be a new thrust with government support.
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 The main idea is to reduce, then cut, foreign dependence 
on soya as (1) imported oil, and (2) imported meal. Solution: 
use defatted soybean meal for foods in India, and use whole 
soybeans in dairylike soybean products.
 Closes with thanks to Akiko. He will send Bill some 
of the papers Bill needs. He looked though his manuscript 
briefl y and made some suggestions. Send it to him for 
a careful read after the next update. He will check with 
literature he has in India. Let him know of companies that 
make plants for soy oil and lecithin, etc. He wants Akiko 
to come to India too. Address: PhD, Coordinator, All-India 
Coordinated Research Project on Soyabean (ICAR), G.B. 
Pant Univ. of Agriculture & Technology, Pantnagar, UP, 
263145, India.

5177. Weiner, Michael A. 1986. Cholesterol in foods 
rich in omega-3 fatty acids. New England J. of Medicine 
315(13):833. Sept. 25. [4 ref]
• Summary: Weiner considers soybeans and tofu to be good 
non-marine sources, that do not contain the cholesterol found 
in fi sh oil sources. Other good cholesterol-free sources are 
walnuts, wheat germ, rapeseeds, soy lecithin, common beans, 
butternuts, and seaweed. Clara Felix adds: Omega-3s are 
most widely found in plants from cold climates. They make 
the cell walls fl exible. Eskimos can withstand cold best and 
their diet is richest in them. Northern beans have a higher 
content than southern beans. Plants can convert omega-6 to 
omega-3 fatty acids by adding another double bond. Address: 
2 Oakland Dr., Port Washington, New York 11050.

5178. Brand, K.; Hebel, D. 1986. Uebersicht. 
Ernaehrungsphysiologische Evaluierung von 
Saeuglingsvollnahrungen auf Sojabasis [Evaluation of the 
nutritional quality of soybean-based infant diets]. Zeitschrift 
fuer Ernaehrungswissenschaft 25(3):129-45. Sept. [62 ref. 
Ger; eng]
• Summary: The purpose of this review is to evaluate 
the nutritional quality of soybean-based infant diets on 
the basis of results published in the scientifi c literature. 
Special consideration has been given to the use of soybean 
protein formulas for infants with reduced intestinal 
digestion and absorption capacity as well as in cases of 
cow’s milk intolerance and allergic diseases. Address: Inst. 
fuer Physiologische Chemie der Universitaet-Nuernberg, 
Fahrstrasse 17, D-85230 Erlangen, West Germany.

5179. Fukushima, Danji. 1986. New development in the 
process of traditional soyfoods in Japan. In: F.G. Winarno, 
ed. 1986. International Soyfoods Symposium. xiv + 403 
p. See p. 21-57. Held 16-18 Sept. 1986 in Jogyakarta, 
Indonesia. [22 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Soy milk. Tofu. Soy sauce. 
Miso. Natto.
 Table 1 (p. 28) shows changes in the size of the soymilk 

market in Japan from 1979 to 1985. For each year there are 
statistics for the amount of soymilk sold (in kiloliters), the 
ratio of that amount to the amount sold during the previous 
year, the total retail value in yen, the ratio of the retail value 
that year to the value the previous year, and the ratio of the 
retail value that year to the value in 1979. The amount of 
soymilk sold in million liters is as follows: 1979–6.5 million 
liters. 1980–12.0. 1981–25.2. 1982–54.3. 1983–111.5. 1984–
84.013. 1986–55.354.
 Also contains a detailed analyses of the off-fl avors 
in soymilk. These off fl avors are brought about through 
the hydrolysis of the glycosides by the Beta-glycosidase 
contained in soybeans. Contains 46 fi gures, including many 
photos, fl owcharts, and equipment designs. Address: Food 
Research Inst., Kikkoman Co. Ltd., 339 Noda, Noda City, 
Chiba prefecture, Japan.

5180. Hoppe, Lynn. 1986. Tofu: Low-fat, low-sodium, 
low-cholesterol wonder food. Better Homes and Gardens 
64(9):69. Sept.
• Summary: A full-page article on tofu in a mainstream 
woman’s magazine. It starts: “Question: We eat a vegetarian 
meal twice a week. I’d like to incorporate tofu, but want to 
know how to use it. T. Folsom, St. Paul, Minn.
 “Answer: For a low-fat, low-sodium, and low-cost 
protein source, tofu, also called bean curd, is a good choice. 
The white, almost tasteless, custardlike food is made from 
soybeans in a process similar to cheese making.”
 After a sidebar and some cooking ideas is a recipe for 
“Tofu omelets.” Address: Des Moines, Iowa.

5181. Karyadi, Darwin. 1986. Health signifi cance of 
traditional fermented soybean, tempe. In: F.G. Winarno, ed. 
1986. International Soyfoods Symposium. xiv + 403 p. See 
p. 333-47. Held 16-18 Sept. 1986 in Jogyakarta, Indonesia. 
[31 ref]
• Summary: Also published as an internal report, Nutrition 
Research and Development Center, Ministry of Health, 
Indonesia.
 Contents: Introduction. Trends of consumption level in 
rural and urban communities. Historical notes on the use of 
tempeh and its health signifi cance. Nutritional and health 
consideration. Hypocholesterolemic effect. Nutritional 
rehabilitation of diarrheal diseases. Complementarity effect 
for food supplementation. Summary. References. Address: 
Nutrition Research Development Center, Jl. Dr. Semeru, 
26348, Bogor, Indonesia. Phone: 21763, 26348.

5182. Leufstedt, Goran. 1986. Continuous process for low 
beany taste soybean products. In: F.G. Winarno, ed. 1986. 
International Soyfoods Symposium. xiv + 403 p. See p. 79-
93. Held 16-18 Sept. 1986 in Jogyakarta, Indonesia. [2 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Continuous 
process systems. Continuous soyfood processes. Soy 
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extraction line: Soybean grinding, deactivation of 
lipoxygenase enzymes, fi ber separation, trypsin inhibitor 
deactivation, deaeration/deodorization. Aseptic soy 
beverages. Ultrafi ltration of soy extract. Soy-yogurt. Frozen 
desserts. Tofu. Prepared foods–forming, frying. Residue–
okara. Conclusion.
 In the dairy industry ultrafi ltration (UF) of cow’s milk 
has long been used for continuous concentration of protein. 
UF is also common in the cheese industry for continuous 
production of soft cheese. “As far as I know, no UF plant 
in commercial operation has been reported on soy, but two 
applications are described in the literature: Concentration of 
the protein and diafi ltration, i.e. washing out anti-nutritional 
compounds.” Address: Alfa-Laval South East Asia Pte. Ltd., 
11-Joo Koon Circle, Singapore 2262.

5183. Popoola, T.O.S.; Akueshi, C.O. 1986. Nutritional 
evaluation of daddawa, a local spice made from soybean 
(Glycine max). World Journal of Microbiology and 
Biotechnology 2(3):405-09. Sept. *
Address: Dep. of Botany, Univ. of Jos, Jos, Nigeria.

5184. Robertson, Laurel; Flinders, Carol; Ruppenthal, Brian. 
1986. The new Laurel’s kitchen: A handbook for vegetarian 
nutrition and cookery. Berkeley, California: Ten Speed Press. 
512 p. Foreword by Sheldon Margen, M.D. Professor of 
Public Health Nutrition. University of California, Berkeley. 
Illust. Index. 23 cm. Original ed. published Sept. 1976. [234* 
ref]
• Summary: Contents: Preface (by Laurel). Introduction: The 
work at hand (Carol Flinders). Recipes and menus (includes 
500 recipes): Bread, breakfast, lunch, dinner, salads, soups, 
vegetables, sauces & such, heartier dishes, grains & beans, 
desserts, menus. A handbook of nutrition: Introduction: The 
search for an optimal diet (Brian Ruppenthal), The New 
Laurel’s Kitchen food guide. Special concerns: Pregnancy, 
infancy & early childhood, controlling your weight, nutrition 
in later years, sports (athletic activities), the vegan diet, diet 
against disease. The nutrients: The energy-yielding nutrients, 
vitamins & minerals, food processing, conserving nutrients 
in the kitchen, suggestions for further reading, recommended 
dietary allowances, nutrient composition of foods. Address: 
Blue Mountain Center of Meditation, Petaluma, California.

5185. Rose, Richard. 1986. Only one type of tofu is calcium-
rich (Letter to the editor). Vegetarian Times. Sept. p. 6.
• Summary: “’Calcium-Rich and Udderly Dairy-Free 
Recipes’ (May issue) says tofu is a good source of calcium. 
This is both true and false. In tofu, the calcium comes from 
the coagulant. Tofu that has been curded with calcium 
sulfate or calcium chloride is, in fact, a very good source of 
calcium, often equal to milk, ounce for ounce. However, tofu 
that has been curded with nigari (magnesium chloride) is 
actually a very poor source of calcium. Most tofu carried in 

supermarkets is curded with calcium, and most natural food 
store tofu seems to be curded with nigari-type coagulants. 
Of course, all one must do is check the ingredient list. 
And remember, the fi rmer the tofu, the more nutrition it 
provides.” Address: Brightsong Foods, Petaluma, California.

5186. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1986. Soybeans: 
Protein source for now and the future. REACH Newsletter 
(Danigra, Belize). Sept. p. 1-8. [1 ref. Eng]
• Summary: Summary by Charles D. Watson of Chapter 
1 of The Book of Tofu by Shurtleff and Aoyagi. Address: 
Soyfoods Center, Lafayette, California.

5187. Tanpaichitr, Vichai; Leelahagul, P.; Summasur, R.; 
Kulapongse, S.; Songchitsomboon, S. 1986. Nutritional 
aspects of soybean and soybean products: Metabolic 
study. In: F.G. Winarno, ed. 1986. International Soyfoods 
Symposium. xiv + 403 p. See p. 323-31. Held 16-18 Sept. 
1986 in Jogyakarta, Indonesia. [20 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Objective. Materials and 
methods. Result. Conclusion. References. Address: 3. Div. of 
Nutrition and Biochemical Medicine, Faculty of Medicine, 
Ramathibodi Hospital, Rama 6 Rd., Bangkok 10400, 
Thailand.

5188. Winarno, F.G. 1986. Traditional fermented soyfoods. 
In: F.G. Winarno, ed. 1986. International Soyfoods 
Symposium. xiv + 403 p. See p. 3-19. Held 16-18 Sept. 1986 
in Jogyakarta, Indonesia. [36 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Tempe. Some 
tempe products. Flavor and color of tempe. Tempe and 
wholesomeness. Tauco. Kecap (soy sauce).
 “Tempe was formerly considered an inferior food in part 
because of its costs, compared to other protein foods such 
as meats, fi sh and eggs. Over the last 15 years the attitude 
towards tempe has changed. Today, more attention has 
been given to tempe because it is an inexpensive source of 
proteins, vitamins and calories. The total annual production 
of Indonesian tempe is about 500,000 tons. However, tempe 
production is still a household art. Most of the 41,000 small 
cottage industries that make fresh tempe daily are family 
run and employ about 128,000 workers. Each small cottage 
industry employs about 3 workers, and uses approximately 
11 pounds (5 kg) of dry soybeans per day to produce 21 
pounds (10 kg) of fresh tempe. The larger cottage industries 
employ 10 to 20 workers and use 600 to 1,000 pounds (500 
kg) of dry soybeans per day to produce tempe. The average 
retail price of tempe is about US $0.25 per kg in 1985.”
 Figures: 1. Usar made using traditional Hibiscus 
leaves. 2. Flow sheet: Indonesian tempe process. 3. Material 
balances in pilot plant process for production of tempe. 
4. Flow sheet of tauco processing. 5. Flow sheet of kecap 
processing. Address: Food Technology Development Center, 
Bogor Agricultural Univ., P.O. Box 61, Bogor, Indonesia.
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5189. News (Jeffersonville, Indiana). 1986. Soybean hulls 
may be added to labels. Oct. 20.
• Summary: Soybean hulls are a good source of iron says 
professor Connie Weaver of Purdue University’s Department 
of Foods and Nutrition. In fact, the hulls’ iron levels rival 
that of the iron salts added since 1939 to bread, the main 
source of iron in the Western diet. Moreover the body 
absorbs the iron from soybean hulls better than it does from 
iron salts. One-third of the soybean’s iron is in its hull. 
Weaver fed bread enriched with soy hulls to 118 people. 
When researchers substituted hulls for less than 10% of the 
bread fl our, the taste panelists couldn’t tell the difference. At 
higher levels of replacement, the bread tasted slightly nutty, 
like bran breads. Many panelists said they liked the nutty 
taste–and some preferred it. Other research has shown that 
soybean hulls are also a good source of fi ber and zinc, and 
they appear to reduce blood cholesterol. Address: Weaver: 
Dep. of Foods and Nutrition, Purdue Univ., Lafayette, 
Indiana.

5190. Fangauf, K.W. 1986. Bedeutung der Sojabohne 
und Sojaprodukte fuer die Welternaehrung [Signifi cance 
of the soybean and soya products for world nutrition]. 
Schriftenreihe aus de Fachgebiet Getreidetechnologie No. 8. 
p. 9-23. Sojaprodukte: Herstellung und Verwendung. [15 ref. 
Ger]
• Summary: Discusses history of the soybean, cultivation 
and composition, the world industry for soybean production, 
consumption, and products, world production of soy oil 
and competing oils, trends in the use of soy products (incl. 
soymilk and soymilk products, soy sauce, tofu, miso, and 
tempeh; table based on Shurtleff & Aoyagi 1983), results of 
Hamburg poll (American Soybean Assoc. 1982) on attitudes 
of German consumers toward qualities and use of soya 
(e.g., price, nutritional value, good protein source, versatile, 
healthful, recommended by a doctor, good for young people), 
conclusion. Address: American Soybean Assoc., Hamburg, 
West Germany.

5191. Feldheim, W. 1986. Ernaehrungsphysiologische 
Bedeutung der Inhaltsstoffe der Sojabohne [Nutritional-
physiological signifi cance of the contents of the soybean]. 
Schriftenreihe aus de Fachgebiet Getreidetechnologie No. 
8. p. 47-59. Sojaprodukte: Herstellung und Verwendung. [12 
ref. Ger]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soybean protein. 
Soybean fats. Soybean carbohydrates. Soybean minerals and 
vitamins. Antinutritional factors (Antinutritive Faktoren) in 
the soybean. Conclusion.
 Tables: 1. Composition of the soybean. 2. Amino acid 
content of soybean meal and hen’s eggs. 3. Composition 
of soy oil. 4. Composition of normal commercial soy 
lecithin. Classifi cation of soy lecithin. 5. Minerals and trace 

elements in the soybean. 6. Vitamin content of the soybean 
(the largest are niacin, pantothenic acid, and pyrodoxine 
{vitamin B-6}). Address: Institut fuer Humanernaehrung und 
Lebensmittelkunde de Christian-Albrechts-Universitaet Kiel, 
West Germany.

5192. Fort, P.; Fach, R.L.; Dahlem, S.; et al. 1986. Breast 
feeding and insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus in children. 
J. of the American College of Nutrition 5(5):439-441. [5 ref]
• Summary: This paper evaluates the hypothesis of a 
protective effect of human milk and breast feeding on the 
development of insulin dependent diabetes mellitus (IDDM). 
95 children with IDDM were studied; their mean age was 
14, the mean age of onset of IDDM was 8½ years, and 18% 
had been breast-fed for various lengths of time (average 
4.6 months). The authors were “unable to document any 
relationship between the history of breast feeding and 
subsequent development of IDDM in children.” However 
children were twice as likely to develop diabetes mellitus 
if they were fed soy formula in infancy. “However, these 
differences were not statistically signifi cant.” The majority 
of formula-fed children were given either Enfamil or Similac 
soy-based formulas. Address: Dep. of Pediatrics, North 
Shore Univ. Hospital, Manhasset; and Dep. of Pediatrics, 
Cornell Univ. Medical College, New York.

5193. Guzman, Gabriel J.; Murphy, Patricia A. 1986. 
Tocopherols of soybean seeds and soybean curd (tofu). J. of 
Agricultural and Food Chemistry 34(5):791-95. Sept/Oct. 
[34 ref]
• Summary: Alpha-, gamma-, and delta-tocopherols from 
soybean seeds and soybean curd were extracted, separated, 
and quantifi ed by high-performance bonded normal-phase 
liquid chromatography.
 “Processing of soybeans into tofu results in a loss of 
vitamin E (47% and 30% for two varieties analyzed), but the 
tofu is a greater source of tocopherols than the soybeans on a 
dry basis. Storage of the curds for 15 days under commercial 
conditions does not affect vitamin E content.” Address: Dep. 
of Food Technology, Iowa State Univ., Ames, Iowa 50011.

5194. Hertrampf, Eva; Cayazzo, Marisol; Pizarro, F.; Stekel, 
A. 1986. Bioavailability of iron in soy-based formula and its 
effect on iron nutriture in infancy. Pediatrics 78(4):640-45. 
Oct. [14 ref]
• Summary: The effect of a commercial soy based formula 
on iron nutrition was examined in 16 adult women and 47 
healthy term infants. The prevalence of anemia (27.2%) in 
breast-fed infants was markedly reduced in infants fed the 
soy formula (4.3%) and the cow’s milk formula (2.2%). The 
study showed that despite the low iron absorption in adults 
(1.7%), the soy formula was as effective as an iron-fortifi ed 
cow’s milk formula in preventing iron defi ciency in infants, 
and was superior to breast milk in preventing anemia. 
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Address: Hematology Unit, Div. if Human Nutrition and 
Medical Sciences, Inst. of Nutrition and Food Technology, 
Universidad de Chile, Santiago.

5195. Jain, Manoj. 1986. Proposal for an integrated soy 
nutrition educational program in Madhya Pradesh, India. 
Boston, Massachusetts: Plenty International. 10 p. [10 ref]
• Summary: Recently, Jain (the author) conducted a 3 
month soy nutrition program in 15 villages in Indore District 
(M.P.), India. Jain developed a 40-page training manual 
for a two day training program. The project will be done 
in conjunction with Bharti Gramin Mahila Sang, (BGMS) 
a non-profi t voluntary organization funded in part by the 
government.

5196. Keen, N.T.; Lyne, R.L.; Hymowitz, T. 1986. 
Phytoalexin production as a chemosystematic parameter 
within the genus Glycine. Biochemical Systematics and 
Ecology 14(4):481-86. Oct. [25 ref]
• Summary: The cultivated soybean, Glycine max, has 
previously been shown to produce a mixture of related 
isofl avonoid phytoalexins called ‘glyceollins’ in response 
to pathogen attack. The authors report the occurrence of 
considerable qualitative and quantitative variation in the 
glyceollins produced by various Glycine species, including 
most of the wild Glycine species. Address: 1. Dep. of Plant 
Pathology, Univ. of California, Riverside, CA 92521; 2. 
Sittingbourne Research Centre, Sittingbourne, Kent ME9 
8AG, UK; 3. Dep. of Agronomy, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, IL 
61801.

5197. Klatt, Lori. 1986. The lure of omega-3 polyunsaturated 
fatty acids. Hazelton Food Science Newsletter (Madison, 
Wisconsin) No. 16. p. 1-5. Sept/Oct. [9 ref]
• Summary: “Much of the interest in fi sh oils and their 
effect on human health arose from studies of the Eskimo 
that began in the 1950s. Scientists were curious about why 
the Eskimos–whose diet consisted of staggering amounts of 
fi sh oils and fats–had such a low incidence of heart disease.” 
Address: Hazleton Laboratories, 3301 Kingsman Blvd., 
Madison, Wisconsin 53704.

5198. Nigmonov, M.; Shibnev, V.A. 1986. Vliyanie 
gibridizatsii na soderzhanie v soe belka masla i ingibitorov 
proteinaz [Infl uence of hybridization on protein, oil and 
proteinase inhibitors in soyabean]. Izvestiia Akademii Nauk 
SSSR, Biologicheskaya No. 5. 787-790. Sept/Oct. [6 ref. Rus; 
eng]
• Summary: In a comparison of the protein and oil contents, 
and trypsin and chymotrypsin inhibitor activity in the 
seeds of 4 soybean hybrids and their 8 parental varieties, 
the hybrids were generally intermediate in protein content 
between their parents, put closer to the pollen parent. Gibrid 
31 contained 48% protein, exceeding its parents. Oil content 

ranged from 20.7 to 27%, and was highest in Gibrid 26. The 
hybrids were closer to the maternal parent in oil content. 
In trypsin inhibitor activity, the hybrids were closer to the 
pollen parent, but in chymotrypsin inhibitor activity, they 
were closer to the maternal parent. Address: 1. Inst. of Plant 
Physiology and Biophysics, Academy of Sciences of TSSR 
(Institut Fiziologii i Biofi ziki Rastenii), Dushanbe, Tajik 
SSR; 2. Inst. of Molecular Biology, Academy of Sciences of 
the USSR, Moscow.

5199. Peinelt, V. 1986. Sojaprodukte fuer eine 
vollwertige Gemeinschaftsverpfl egung unter besonderer 
Beruecksichtigung einiger Diaeten [Soy products for high-
quality institutional foodservice with special reference 
to some special diets]. Schriftenreihe aus de Fachgebiet 
Getreidetechnologie No. 8. p. 81-100. Sojaprodukte: 
Herstellung und Verwendung. [5 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Defi nition of key 
terms: Institutional foodservice (Gemeinschaftsverpfl egung), 
high quality of the meals (Vollwertigkeit der Mahlzeiten), 
special types of food (Leichte Vollkost, Reduktionskost, 
Diabetes-Diät, Natriumarme Diät, Diät bei 
Fettstoffwechselstörungen). Supply of foods is changing. 
Distinction between individual soy product groups: Products 
made from soybeans (the nutritional physiology viewpoint, 
possibilities of utilization), products from defatted soy 
meal (the nutritional physiology viewpoint, possibilities of 
utilization). Use of texturized soy products for special types 
of foods (light whole foods, reducing diets, diabetic diets, 
fat metabolic disorders, for high blood pressure). Summary. 
Address: Deutsche Gesellschaft fuer Ernaehrung, West 
Germany.

5200. Pospisil, E. 1986. Sojaprodukte–Als Bestandteil von 
Lebensmitteln fuer Sprotler [Soy products–As a component 
of foods for athletes and sportsmen]. Schriftenreihe aus 
de Fachgebiet Getreidetechnologie No. 8. p. 101-14. 
Sojaprodukte: Herstellung und Verwendung. [12 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. General information 
on sports nutrition. Use of soy products in sports nutrition. 
Summary. Address: Diplom–Ernaehrungs-Wissenschaftlerin, 
Munich, West Germany.

5201. Steinhart, H. 1986. Charakterisierung der Produkte 
aus der Sojaverarbeitung [Characterization of the products 
resulting from soybean processing]. Schriftenreihe aus 
de Fachgebiet Getreidetechnologie No. 8. p. 25-46. 
Sojaprodukte: Herstellung und Verwendung. [17 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Discusses: Introduction. Soybean processing 
and components by percentage. Production of products from 
crude soy oil. Composition of crude soy oil, incl. fatty acids. 
Processing crude soy oil: Phytosterols, tocopherols (incl. 
lecithin). Production, composition, and qualities of lecithin. 
Production of products from defatted soya fl akes. Production 
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of meal products. Extraction of soy protein concentrates and 
isolates. Functional characteristics of protein rich products. 
Effect of soy protein on foods (table). Value of soybean 
hulls for bulk (Verwertung der Schalen als Ballaststoff). 
Conclusion.
 Note: This is the earliest German-language document 
seen that mentions soy bran, which it calls Sojaspeisekleie 
(soya + edible + bran) (one of two documents). Address: 
Institut fuer Biochemie und Lebensmittelchemie der 
Universitaet hamburg.

5202. Vegan Views (England). 1986. The milk of human 
kindness. An interview with Arthur Ling [chairman of Plamil 
Foods Ltd.]. Autumn. p. 6-8.
• Summary: The company, originally named Plantmilk Ltd. 
and based on the vegan philosophy, began making its product 
(originally named Plantmilk) in 1965 in a small factory in 
Iver, Buckinghamshire, England. At that time there were 
no other soymilks being made or sold in England. In 1972 
the company bought a factory in Folkestone and coined the 
trademark Plamil (plant + milk). It was fortifi ed with calcium 
and vitamins B-2, B-12, and D-2 to meet vegan needs. In 
the early days they were not allowed to use the term “soya 
milk” to describe the product. They supported the milk by 
producing a non-dairy soy-based chocolate.
 An illustration (line drawing) shows Arthur Ling.

5203. SoyaScan Notes. 1986. What are barley, pearl barley, 
and Job’s tears? (Overview). Nov. 1. Compiled by William 
Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Note: Barley was one of the fi rst grains 
cultivated to provide food for both humans and animals. 
Because it has two hard, inedible husks, most barley is 
milled to some degree to make it more edible. The word 
“pearling” is used to describe the refi ning of barley down to 
the grain’s endosperm (starch) layer. After the husks, bran 
and germ are removed, the remaining grain resembles a 
pearl. For the highest protein, fi ber, vitamins, and mineral 
content, look for barley kernels that have been pearled 
enough only to remove the tough outer layers.
 Barley comes in many forms and degrees of refi nement. 
Hulled (also called whole) barley, has only the tough outer 
husks removed; it still contains the nutrient-rich germ and 
bran. Scotch or pot barley is husked and coarsely ground. 
Barley grits are husked and ground into medium-coarse 
pieces. Pearled barley has the husk and bran removed and 
has been steamed and polished; it comes in coarse, medium 
(the most commonly packaged), and fi ne sizes.
 A new barley hybrid, high beta-glucan hulless, does not 
require pearling, contains more soluble fi ber, and contains 
starch that is more stable during freezing and thawing.
 Job’s tears (Coix lachryma-jobi), used as an ingredient 
in some varieties of soymilk (such as Edensoy) and known as 
Hato Mugi in Japan, are the seed kernels of an annual grass 

long prized in the Orient for its health giving and nutritional 
properties. The term Hato Mugi is translated in some 
Japanese dictionaries as “pearl barley,” but this is not correct; 
hato means “dove or pigeon” and mugi means “barley.”

5204. Toyo Shinpo (Soyfoods News). 1986. Yooroppa de 
miso buumu. Hatsu gan bôshi ni kôka. Gen hatsu jiko irai 
kyuzo [Miso boom in Europe after Soviet nuclear accident. 
Effective in preventing cancer]. Nov. 1. p. 1. [Jap; eng+]
• Summary: Orders from Sendai Miso Shoyu jumped 
sevenfold after the Chernobyl nuclear accident on 26 April 
1986 in the Ukranian SSR.

5205. Wall Street Journal. 1986. What’s for dinner? Food 
specialists serve up some unexpected dishes. Declining 
concern about nutritional content. Nov. 3. p. 29.
• Summary: The Food Marketing Institute Survey of 
Shoppers showed that 58% of Americans were “very 
concerned” about the nutritional content of what they ate 
in 1986 versus 64% in 1983. Main concerns in 1986/1983 
were fat content 17%/9%, chemical additives 16%/27%, 
preservatives 15%/22%, cholesterol 13%/5%.

5206. Yoshinaga, George. 1986. Horse’s mouth: Remember 
tofu. Kashu Mainichi (Los Angeles). Nov. 3. p. 1. [Eng]
• Summary: The Hinoichi plant near Little Tokyo was 
previously owned by Ken Osaki, who sold it to the Yamauchi 
family from Hawaii, who used their experience from the 
Hawaii operation in mechanizing the making of tofu. 
According to a news release just received from Hinoichi, 
“the one big change in the tofu industry came in the way it 
was dispensed at the retail level.
 “Remember how they used to leave tofu in a large can 
fi lled with water and everyone who wanted to buy tofu used 
to stick their hands into the water to grab the cakes of tofu? 
There was no facility to wash one’s hands before dipping 
into the can and no other way to grab the tofu without 
the use of one’s hands. I wrote a column about it one day, 
commenting on how unsanitary it was that a food product 
which was generally eaten raw could be handled in such a 
fashion. Somehow the article was read by someone from the 
city’s health department and a new regulation was passed 
requiring tofu to be packaged in individual containers... 
I recall the manufacturer of tofu was not too happy with 
the extra expenses required to not only buy the packaging 
material but also in setting up machinery to package it.” 
Address: 915 E. First St., Los Angeles, California 90012-
4083. Phone: 213-628-4686.

5207. Nugent, Meg. 1986. Scientist [J. Yavelow] extols 
“beanefi ts” of lentils, limas, tofu. Star-Ledger (Newark, New 
Jersey). Nov. 16.
• Summary: The Bowman-Birk Protease Inhibitor is said to 
prevent conversion of normal cells to cancer cells.
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5208. Product Name:  Edensoy: Natural Soy Beverage 
[Original, Vanilla, or Carob].
Manufacturer’s Name:  American Soy Products, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address:  1474 N. Woodland Dr., Saline, 
MI 48176.  Phone: 800-248-0301.
Date of Introduction:  1986 November.
Ingredients:  Original: Water, soybeans, job’s tears, barley 
malt, kombu (seaweed), unrefi ned corn oil. Carob: Same 
but carob listed after barley malt. Vanilla: Water, soybeans, 
barley malt, vanilla fl avor, kombu, unrefi ned corn oil.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  Tetra Brik Aseptic cartons. 250 
ml (8.45 fl uid oz) retails for $0.59, or 1 liter (33.8 oz, 1.06 
quart) retails for $1.99.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
Nutrition:  Per 250 ml Original: Calories 170, protein 10 
gm, carbohydrate 14 gm, fat 9 gm, sodium 120 mg.
New Product–Documentation:  Labels (the packages). 
1986, dated. 2.5 by 4 inches by 1.5 wide. Paper package. 
Original: Light blue and pastels on beige. Vanilla: Blue 
and pastels on light blue. Carob: Blue and pastels on pink. 
Country scene illustration. On back: “Edensoy Refreshes. 
Edensoy Cooks. Edensoy Starts Your Day.”
 Ad (full page, color) in Natural Foods Merchandiser. 
1986. Nov. p. 37. “Our research shows you expect big things 
from Edensoy.” Product distributed by Eden Foods, Inc. 
of Clinton, Michigan 49236. Production started November 
1986. Note: Job’s tears (Coix lachryma-jobi) is a tan grain 
about the size of a mung bean. Soya Bluebook. 1987. p. 88. 
Leafl et. 1987, dated. Updated 1988. 4 p. “Enrich Your Life 
with Quality Foods: Edensoy.” Gives detailed nutritional 
analysis of all 3 fl avors, calculated diabetic exchanges, 
description of ingredients, and 6 recipes. Ad in Whole Foods. 
1988. April. p. 95. “Looking for a new food? A solution is 
amazingly delicious Edensoy.” Shows a huge liter carton 
in a pastoral landscape surrounded by angels with a hand 
reaching down from heaven. Ad in Whole Foods. 1988. Oct. 
p. 38. Nov. p. 48. “Edensoy pours... Pours... Pours it on.” Ad 
(full-page, black and white) in Vegetarian Times. 1988. Sept. 
p. 29. Nov. p. 13. “Edensoy... A lot of pluses. Nutritious. 
Delicious. Dairy free. Quality. Satisfying. Convenient. Fresh. 
Versatile.” Shows 8 black-and-white photos of Edensoy 
ads. “Only one bean in 20,000 makes it into Edensoy.” 
“Next time you draw straws, choose Edensoy.” “What 
most soymilks forget as a main ingredient... Flavor.” “One 
more thing you can do for your family.” “Draw on our 
experience.” “The closer you look... the better we look.” 
“Edensoy pours it on.” “The competition has arrived!” 
(Shows a cow with football helmet standing behind cartons 
of Edensoy). This ad also appeared in Whole Foods (Jan. 
1989, p. 18).
 Ad in Natural Foods Merchandiser. 1989. Feb. 
14. “Edensoy Original and Vanilla fl avors have been 
reformulated to contain no oil.” New 1989 label for liter 

carton. The top of the front panel states: “Organically grown. 
Double certifi ed (Eden/OCIA). Organic soybeans and 
barley.” The OCIA (Organic Crop Improvement Association) 
“Certifi ed Organic” logo is shown. Product with Label (liter 
carton) purchased from Berkeley Natural Grocery Co., 
California. 1990. Dec. 28. Price: $1.69/liter.
 Talk with Ron Roller of Eden Foods. 1991. Nov. 26. The 
fi rst year that Edensoy was made in America there were not 
enough organic soybeans available to call any of the products 
“organic,” so the company just mixed the organically grown 
soybeans with the non-organic. In about Aug. 1990 Edensoy 
Original fl avor started to be made with only organically 
grown soybeans. In about April 1991 Eden Foods was fi nally 
able to get enough certifi ed organically grown soybeans to 
supply the entire plant, so vanilla and carob started to be 
labeled as made with organically grown soybeans. Today the 
two best-selling fl avors are vanilla and original.

5209. Food Engineering. 1986. Higher suggested dietary 
intakes of protein: A recent FAO/WHO/UNU report 
recommends a new approach for estimating human protein 
requirements. 58(11):49, 52-53, 56, 58. Nov.
• Summary: The fi rst FAO/WHO report, issued in 1973 
defi ned the protein problem away. The new report, issued 
in late 1985, increased recommended daily protein intake 
by 25%, from 0.60 to 0.75 gm per kilogram of body weight 
per day. A single amino acid pattern was used in 1973, but 
now four are used. The recent tests are all based on humans, 
rather than rats. And Protein Effi ciency Ratio (PER) is no 
longer recommended as the measure of protein quality for 
humans.

5210. Hayashi, Ken-ichi; Sakaguchi, S.; Sakaguchi, G. 
1986. Primary multiplication of Clostridium botulinum 
type A in mustard-miso stuffi ng of ‘karashi-renkon’ (deep-
fried mustard-stuffed lotus root). International J. of Food 
Microbiology 3(6):311-20. Nov. [11 ref. Eng]
• Summary: In June 1984 a large scale outbreak of type A 
botulism occurred in 14 prefectures in Japan, involving 36 
cases and 11 deaths due to consumption of vacuum packed 
karashi-renkon. The causative organism may well have been 
Clostridium botulinum. Address: 1. Shiga Prefectural Inst. 
of Public Health, 13-45 Gotenhama, Ohtsu-shi, Shiga 520; 
2-3. College of Agriculture, College of Agriculture, Univ. of 
Osaka Prefecture, Sakai-shi, Osaka 591, Japan.

5211. Hegsted, D.M. 1986. Calcium and osteoporosis. J. of 
Nutrition 116(11):2316-2319. Nov. [36 ref]
• Summary: Osteoporosis is largely a disease of affl uent, 
western cultures. The author showed a cross-cultural 
association between total dietary protein intake and hip 
fracture, and suggested it might be due to protein-induced 
damage of renal calcitriol regulation. The real issue, he 
argues, is “whether or not calcium intake is related to the 
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development of osteoporosis.” “It seems quite clear that we 
do not understand the etiology of osteoporosis.”
 Graphs show: (1) Incidence of hip fractures per 100,000 
vs. per capita calcium consumption (mg/day). The three 
countries with the highest hip fracture rate are the USA, New 
Zealand, and Sweden. The four countries with the highest 
calcium consumption are Finland, Sweden, New Zealand, 
and the USA. The three countries with the lowest hip fracture 
rate are Singapore, Hong Kong, and Yugoslavia. The three 
countries with the lowest calcium consumption are Hong 
Kong, Singapore, and Yugoslavia.
 (2) Incidence of hip fractures per 100,000 vs. per capita 
protein consumption (mg/day). The three countries with 
the highest hip fracture rate are the USA, New Zealand, 
and Sweden. The four countries with the highest protein 
consumption are New Zealand, USA, Jerusalem (Israel) and 
Yugoslavia. The three countries with the lowest hip fracture 
rate are Singapore, Hong Kong, and Yugoslavia. The three 
countries with the lowest protein consumption are Hong 
Kong, Singapore, and Sweden. Address: Dep. of Nutritional 
Sciences, Univ. of Wisconsin, Madison, WI 53706.

5212. Iwane, Atsuko; Yasui, T.; Tsutsumi, C. 1986. Yuba 
seizô katei ni okeru seisei maku-chû no tôgan-ryô no 
henka [Changes in low molecular weight carbohydrates in 
yuba (soymilk skin) during yuba-fi lm formation]. Nippon 
Shokuhin Kogyo Gakkaishi (J. of the Japanese Society for 
Food Science and Technology) 33(11):783-85. Nov. [6 ref. 
Jap; eng]
• Summary: Sucrose and stachyose were major sugars in the 
skins, followed by raffi nose. Sucrose, raffi nose and stachyose 
contents of the fi rst and the last formed fi lms were 1.42% 
and 8.03%, 0.21% and 0.53%, and 1.97% and 7.17% on dry 
basis, respectively. Results indicated that because of the high 
solubility of these saccharides, they would be increasingly 
concentrated in the residual soymilk and their contents in 
fi lms increased gradually as the fi lm formation process 
proceeded. Address: 1. Morioka Junior College of Iwate 
Prefecture, 1-48 Sumiyoshi-cho, Morioka-shi, Iwate 020; 
2-3. National Food Research Inst., Ministry of Agriculture, 
Forestry and Fisheries, 1-2, Kan-nondai 2-chome, Yatabe-
machi, Tsukubagun, Ibaraki 305. All: Japan.

5213. Nanba, Kazuyoshi; Nagasawa, Taro. 1986. Tônyû no 
__ jôteki anteisei ni oyobosu Ca2+ tenka no eikyô ni tsuite 
[Effects of the addition of calcium ion on the colloidal 
stability of soymilk]. Nippon Shokuhin Kogyo Gakkaishi (J. 
of the Japanese Society for Food Science and Technology) 
33(11):745-51. Nov. [16 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: In order to prepare soymilk with a high calcium 
content equivalent to cow’s milk (25mM), the effects of 
the addition of calcium salts on the colloidal stability of 
solutions containing 7S or 11S globulins and commercial 
soymilk were investigated by determining relative viscosity, 

soluble nitrogen (protein), and pH. When various calcium 
salts, such as calcium chloride (CaCl2), calcium sulfate 
(CaSo4), calcium citrate, and calcium phosphate were added 
to a solution containing 0.1% of 7S or 15S globulins, or to 
soymilk, calcium chloride affected the stability more than 
calcium sulfate, calcium citrate, and calcium phosphate, 
in decreasing order of sensitivity. Colloidal stability of 
the solutions was increased with an increase in pH in the 
buffer solution. Soymilk containing disodium hydrogen 
phosphate (20mM) or sodium citrate (20mM) did not 
show any precipitation, even when 19mM of calcium 
chloride was added to the soymilk. Stability of soymilk 
in the presence of calcium salts increased with increasing 
chain length of the phosphates. Calcium fortifi ed soymilk 
(19mM Calcium chloride added) containing sodium citrate 
(20mM), disodium hydrogen phosphate (20mM), sodium 
pyrophosphate (15mM), or sodium tripolyphosphate (10mM) 
were highly stable without any signs of precipitation and 
coagulation at 4ºC for 7 days. Address: Dep. of Agricultural 
Chemistry, Faculty of Agriculture, Tamagawa Univ., 6-1-1, 
Tamagawagakuen, Machida-shi, Tokyo 194, Japan.

5214. Pediatric News. 1986. Soy-protein enriched diet found 
to help child with familial hypercholesterolemia. Nov. p. 3, 
55.
• Summary: A soy-protein enriched diet reduced total 
cholesterol by 32% and low-density lipoprotein cholesterol 
by 37% in a group of Austrian children with familial 
hypercholesterolemia. Address: New York.

5215. Rule, D.C.; Beitz, D.C. 1986. Fatty acids of adipose 
tissue, plasma, muscle and duodenal ingesta of steers fed 
extruded soybeans. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 
63(11):1429-36. Nov. [38 ref]
• Summary: “Results indicate that feeding steers enough 
extruded soybeans to raise the fat content of the diet to 
6% increases the proportion of polyunsaturated fatty acids 
of tissue lipids of cattle, and that this altered composition 
results from an increased amount of these fatty acids being 
available for absorption by the small intestine.” Address: 
Nutritional Physiology Group, Dep. of Animal Science, Iowa 
State Univ., Ames, IA 50011.

5216. Taira, Harue; Tanaka, Hiromi; Okano, Hirobumi. 1986. 
[Quality of soybean seeds grown in Japan. XII. Infl uence 
of seeding time and planting density on yield, weight of 
100 seeds, and chemical composition of soybean seeds]. 
Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the 
National Food Research Institute) No. 49. p. 29-38. Nov. [13 
ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: In 1981 three soybean cultivars / varieties were 
grown at the Ibaraki Experiment Station. Yield, weight of 
100 seeds, and chemical composition differed among the 
varieties by planting time. A high plant density signifi cantly 
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increased the yield and decreased the ash content. Address: 
1-2. National Food Research Inst.; 3. Ibaraki Agric. Exp. 
Station, Mito, Ibaraki. All: Japan.

5217. Tanaka, Yoshikazu; Azuma, Keiko; Hirata, Takashi. 
1986. [Studies on quality index of aseptic soymilk on 
preservation]. Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku 
(Report of the National Food Research Institute) No. 49. p. 
135-40. Nov. [20 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: Reprinted from Nihon Shokuhin Kogyo Gakkai 
Shi (J. of Food Science and Technology) 32(7):457-62 
(1985). Soymilk prepared commercially using an aseptic 
packaging system was stored at 5, 25, or 37ºC for 2 
months. The quality of this soymilk was then evaluated 
by determining the microbial count, oxidation-reduction 
potential (ORP), chemiluminescence, and free amino acid 
contents. The soymilk was also subjected the a Color Test 
and organoleptic evaluation.
 No microorganisms were detected in the stored soymilk 
at any temperature, indicating the effectiveness of the 
process. Organoleptically, however, the soymilk deteriorated 
during storage, at 25ºC for 2 months or at 37ºC for half a 
month. The color also changed from yellowish to whitish 
or faded. The pH of the soymilk decreased [it became more 
acidic] almost immediately after storage. The ORP decreased 
and the chemiluminescence increased during storage. No 
change was observed in the composition or content of free 
amino acids. However the ammonia content increased during 
storage and was found to be closely correlated with storage 
period and temperature. Therefore, ammonia content can 
be used as a good index of the quality of aseptically packed 
soymilk. Address: National Food Research Inst., 2-1-2 
Kannondai, Yatabe, Ibaraki, Japan.

5218. Meduski, J.W. 1986. Morinaga tofu, soybean 
curd: Amino acid composition. Los Angeles, California: 
Unpublished manuscript. 11 p. Dec. 10. Unpublished 
manuscript. [8 ref]
• Summary: A table gives the amino acid composition (for 
18 amino acids and 2 pairs of amino acids) for Mori-Nu soft 
and regular tofu, traditional regular tofu, soybean fl our, and 
whole dry soybeans. Address: Los Angeles, California.

5219. Meduski, J.W. 1986. Morinaga tofu, soybean 
curd: Fatty acid composition. Los Angeles, California: 
Unpublished manuscript. 6 p. Dec. 20. Unpublished 
manuscript. [5 ref]
• Summary: Tofu contains 1.35% lipids. Gives the 
percentage composition of the following fatty acids for Mori-
Nu soft (main percentages shown below), Mori-Nu regular, 
and whole soybeans: Palmitic, stearic, arachidic, palmitoleic, 
oleic (21.5%), linoleic (54.8%), linolenic, and arachidonic. 
Address: Los Angeles, California.

5220. American Academy of Pediatrics Committee on 
Nutrition. 1986. Aluminum toxicity in infants and children. 
Pediatrics 78(6):1150-54. Dec. [36 ref]

5221. Caton, Gregory J. 1986. Lumen: Food for a new age. 
Lake Charles, Louisiana: Spencer Books. 245 p. Dec. Illust. 
No index. 21 cm. In cooperation with Lumen Food Corp., 
P.O. Box 350, Lake Charles, LA 70602. [494* ref]
• Summary: Describes this double-extruded textured soy 
fl our, made on a Wenger extruder using defatted soy fl our. 
It has the look, taste, and texture of meat. Contents: Book 
I: The Politics of Food. 1. The Major Players. 2. The Crisis 
in Diet. Book II: What is Lumen? 3. Beyond Soya. Book 
III: Why Lumen? (instead of meat). 4. Lumen: It Tastes 
Better, It’s Easier to Use & It Costs Less. 5. Lumen is a 
Natural Food (meat is not). 6. Lumen is Healthy for You 
(meat is not). 7. The Resource Crisis. 8. Our Rich Spiritual 
& Philosophical Heritage. 9. The Evolutionary Inevitability. 
Book IV: The Meat Empire Strikes Back. 10. Truth From 
Fiction. Book V: Lumen Recipes–They’re Easy! Book VI: 
Vision For A Better World. 16. What The World Needs Now.
 Talk with Greg Caton. 1995. Dec. 22. He feels that 
Chapter 9 is the most creative on in this book. Address: 
CEO, Lumen Food Corp., 409 Scott St. (P.O. Box 350), Lake 
Charles, Louisiana 70601.

5222. Dunn, Carolyn; Liebman, Michael. 1986. Plasmid lipid 
alterations in vegetarian males resulting from the substitution 
of tofu for cheese. Nutrition Research 6(12):1343-52. Dec. 
Summarized in American Health, July 1987. p. 144.
• Summary: Blood cholesterol levels of 12 lacto-ovo 
vegetarian men, ages 20-48, were analyzed for 3 weeks as 
tofu was substituted for cheese. During another 3 weeks 
the volunteers passed up tofu for Monterey Jack cheese. 
In each period they ate a daily total of 2.5 oz cheese or 12 
oz tofu, each containing about 240 calories. After the tofu 
phase, the subjects’ mean cholesterol levels dropped an 
average of 16 mg/dl. No signifi cant changes occurred during 
the cheese consumption phase. The increase in the ratio of 
polyunsaturated to saturated fatty acids from 0.9 (cheese 
period) to 1.8 (tofu period) appeared to be the primary 
mediator of the cholesterol lowering response associated 
with tofu consumption. Address: Dep. of Food & Nutrition, 
Univ. of North Carolina at Greensboro, Greensboro, NC 
27412.

5223. East West. 1986. Natural food preservatives. Dec. p. 
13.
• Summary: Professor Dan Pratt, a researcher at Purdue 
University’s Department of Foods and Nutrition in Indiana, 
is studying natural antioxidants, substances in plants that 
retard spoilage. They keep unsaturated fats from going 
rancid. Pratt says that natural antioxidants are found in 
soybeans, a variety of green leafy vegetables, onions, garlic, 
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and peppers.

5224. Forsythe, W.A.; Green, M.S.; Anderson, J.J.B. 1986. 
Dietary protein effects on cholesterol and lipoprotein 
concentrations: A review. J. of the American College of 
Nutrition 5(6):533-49. Dec. [87* ref]
• Summary: Of the 30 animal studies reviewed, 27 showed 
signifi cantly higher plasma total cholesterol levels in animals 
fed animal protein diets than on diets containing soy protein. 
Two studies did not demonstrate any signifi cant difference 
and one was equivocal.
 “Animal studies have shown that animal proteins, 
most notably casein, increase plasma total cholesterol 
concentrations compared with vegetable proteins, such as 
soy. Soy protein has been shown to be hypocholesterolemic 
in rats, swine, primates, and rabbits. Epidemiologic studies 
have disclosed that vegetarians have lower mean plasma 
cholesterol concentrations than populations consuming 
diets of mixed proteins... In human clinical experiments, 
substituting soy protein for mixed protein reduced plasma 
total cholesterol concentration in hypercholesterolemic 
subjects, but it causes only a small nonsignifi cant change in 
persons with normal plasma cholesterol concentrations. The 
mechanism responsible for the effects of different proteins on 
plasma cholesterol concentrations has not been established.” 
Address: 1&3. Dep. of Nutrition, Univ. of North Carolina, 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514; 2. Rehov Otsar Hatsmahim 6/5, 
Herzlia, Israel.

5225. Freni-Titulaer, Lambertina W.; Cordero, J.F.; Haddock, 
L.; Lebrón, G.; Martinez, R.; Mills, J.L. 1986. Premature 
thelarche in Puerto Rico: A search for environmental factors. 
American J. of Diseases of Children 140(12):1263-67. Dec. 
[16 ref]
• Summary: Thelarche (pronounced TEL-ar-kee) is 
development of breasts in girls before 8 years of age. Several 
commercial estrogens have been found to cause breast 
enlargement in humans.
 In 1982 pediatric endocrinologists in Puerto Rico 
reported a threefold increase in the number of patients with 
premature thelarche seen from 1978 to 1981. The cause was 
not known. The study focused on evaluating exposure to 
substances with estrogenic activity.
 “In subjects with onset before 2 years of age, signifi cant 
positive associations were found with a maternal history 
of ovarian cysts, consumption of soy-based formula, 
and consumption of various meat products.” There was 
a strong correlation with consumption of various meat 
products (especially fresh chicken); these may have been 
contaminated with estrogens or other anabolic substances.
 Note: The authors state clearly that this study is not 
conclusive; a strong correlation does not prove cause 
and effect. Neither does a positive statistical association. 
Address: 1-2. Center for Environmental Health, Centers for 

Disease Control, Atlanta, Georgia; 3-5. Univ. of Puerto Rico, 
San Juan.

5226. Fujii, Hisao. 1986. Nattô no nenshitsu-butsu, nioi, 
fureebaa to bisei-butsu [Microbial formation of mucilaginous 
compounds, odor, fl avor, and microorganisms in natto]. 
In: Kô Aida, et al. eds. 1986. Proceedings of the Asian 
Symposium on Non-Salted Soybean Fermentation. Japan: 
Takeshima Shigeru. 319 p. See p. 219-33. Held July 1985 at 
Tsukuba, Japan. English-language summary in Symposium 
Abstracts, p. 70. [35 ref. Jap; Eng]
• Summary: This important article is written about equally in 
both Japanese and English.
 Tables and fi gures in English include: Properties of 
Bacillus natto Sawamura. Mucilage produced from various 
beans. Mucilage produced from parts of soybean. Separation 
of natto mucilage. Analysis of natto mucilage. Effect of 
nitrogen on the growth and mucilage formation by B. natto. 
Effect of amino acid on growth and stringy slimy production. 
Effect of nitrogen source on slime composition. Amino acid 
composition per 100 gm edible portion of pulses. Hydrolytic 
products of polyamine derivatives of gamma and alpha 
linked peptides. Possible scheme for origin of PGA by 
enzymes found in B. subtilis. Effect of optical isomers of 
glutamine and glutamic acid on transamidase obtained from 
B. natto. Phage host range against the parental and cured 
strains, and representative transformants. Levan synthesis by 
levansucrase of Aerobacter levanicum.
 Effect of medium composition of viscosity of 
mucilage. Viscosity of polyglutamate and levan. Soybean 
carbohydrates. Effect of sucrose on mucilage stability. 
Detection of phage from natto products. Inhibition of 
natto mucilage formation by added phage. PGA-digesting 
activity of phage lysate. Change of nitrogen compounds 
during fermentation. Liberation percentage of amino acids 
in raw and steamed soybeans, and products fermented 8 or 
16 hours. Distribution of Tetramethylpyrazine (TMP) in 
Japanese fermented foodstuffs (miso is highest).
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2020) 
that mentions “polyamine” in a nutritional sense and in 
connection with soy. Address: Fukuoka Joshi Daigaku.

5227. Haytowitz, David B.; Matthews, Ruth H. 1986. 
Composition of foods: Legumes and legume products. Raw, 
processed, prepared. USDA Human Nutrition Information 
Service, Agriculture Handbook No. 8-16. 156 p. Dec. See p. 
126-152. By Nutrition Monitoring Division. [29 ref]
• Summary: Data are presented for 133 legumes and 
legume products. Of these, only 53 were included in USDA 
Agriculture Handbook No. 8, published in 1963. The 
following soy-based foods are included: Simulated meat 
products (bacon, meat extender, and sausage), raw soybeans, 
cooked boiled soybeans, roasted soybeans, dry-roasted 
soybeans, soybean products: miso, natto, tempeh, full-fat 
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soy fl our (raw, and roasted), defatted soy fl our, low-fat soy 
fl our, defatted raw soy meal, fl uid soy milk, soy protein 
concentrate, soy protein isolate, soy sauce (shoyu, tamari, 
and HVP), raw tofu (fi rm {p. 147}, regular, dried-frozen/
koyadofu, and fried) [Note 1. Tofu is called “tofu” and at 
“Soybean curd” it says, see “tofu.” Note 2. Footnote 2 states 
that the calcium content of tofu curded with calcium sulfate 
is 683 mg/100 gm, compared with 205 mg/100 gm for 
tofu curded with nigari. As of May 1997 Soyfoods Center 
believes that both these values are far too high; the two 
fi gures should be about 159 mg/100 gm (range 128-168) and 
45 mg/100 gm respectively], okara, salted and fermented 
tofu (fuyu).
 For each food the following information and number 
of values are given: Vertically: Proximate (7 values), 
Minerals (9), Vitamins (9), Lipids (Fatty Acids [Saturated 
(9), Monounsaturated (5), Polyunsaturated (7)], Cholesterol, 
Phytosterols), Amino acids (18). Horizontally: Amount in 
100 gm edible portion (mean, standard error, number of 
samples), amount in edible portion of common measures of 
food (e.g. ½ cup or 1 cup), amount in edible portion of 1 lb 
of food as purchased.
 Minerals include calcium, iron, magnesium, 
phosphorous, potassium, sodium, zinc, copper, and 
manganese (not aluminum).
 Vitamins include ascorbic acid, thiamin, ribofl avin, 
niacin, pantothenic acid, vitamin B-6, folacin, vitamin B-12, 
vitamin A.
 Amino acids include tryptophan, threonine, isoleucine, 
leucine, lysine, methionine, cystine, phenylalanine, tyrosine, 
valine, arginine, histidine, alanine, aspartic acid, glutamic 
acid, glycine, proline, and serine.
 For Adzuki beans (raw, cooked boiled, canned 
sweetened, and Yokan {yôkan–sugar-sweetened confection}) 
see p. 24-27.
 For peanuts (all types raw, cooked boiled, oil-roasted, 
dry-roasted, Spanish raw, Spanish oil-roasted, Valencia raw, 
Valencia oil-roasted, Virginia raw, Valencia oil-roasted) see 
p. 109-18. For peanut butter (chunk style, smooth style), 
defatted peanut, and low-fat peanut fl our, see p. 119-22. 
Address: USDA Human Nutrition Information Service.

5228. Horii, Masaharu. 1986. Beishoku bunka-ken ni 
okeru kakô daizu shokuhin no eiyôteki igi [The nutritional 
signifi cance of soyfoods in rice-eating countries]. In: Kô 
Aida, et al. eds. 1986. Proceedings of the Asian Symposium 
on Non-Salted Soybean Fermentation. Japan: Takeshima 
Shigeru. 319 p. See p. 249-57. Held July 1985 at Tsukuba, 
Japan. English-language summary in Symposium Abstracts, 
73. [Jap; Eng]
• Summary: The percentage of total protein supplied 
by various food groups in the Japanese diet in the years 
1960/1983: All foods of animal origin (33.4/50.5); within 
that fi sh and shellfi sh (24.5/23.7), meats (5.6/15.5), eggs 

(3.6/6.1), milk and dairy products (1.9/5.2). Rice (32.8/18.1), 
soybeans and soybean products (10.1/8.3).
 Note: The only soyfood products mentioned in English 
are (p. 256) “Fermented soybean powder (soy-yeast)” and 
“Deodorized soybean powder (Soysolar).” Address: National 
Food Research Inst. (Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo), Kannon-dai 
2-1-2, Yatabe-machi, Tsukuba-gun, Ibaraki-ken 305, Japan: 
Norin Suisan-sho.

5229. Hunter, J. Edward; Applewhite, Thomas H. 1986. 
Isomeric fatty acids in the US diet: levels and health 
perspectives. American J. of Clinical Nutrition 44(6):707-17. 
Dec. [62* ref]
• Summary: The authors estimate that U.S. per capita intake 
of trans fatty acids is presently 7.6 gm/day.
 “Unsaturated fatty acids in food can exist in either the 
cis or trans confi guration. In the cis form the hydrogen atoms 
are on the same side of the double bond; in the trans form 
they are on the opposite. The term isomeric fatty acid is 
commonly used to refer to unsaturated fatty acids in which 
some of the double bonds have been rearranged from the 
cis to the trans confi guration or in which cis or trans double 
bonds have migrated to new positions in the fatty acid chain. 
Isomeric fatty acids are formed during partial hydrogenation 
of fats and oils, a process used to impart desirable stability 
and physical properties to such food products as salad and 
cooking oils, shortenings, margarines, and specialty fats. 
In addition, small amounts of isomeric fatty acids occur 
naturally in foods such as milk, butter, and tallow as a result 
of biohydrogenation in ruminants.” Address: 1. The Procter 
& Gamble Co., Winton Hill Technical Center, 6071 Center 
Hill Road, Cincinnati, Ohio 45224; 2. Kraft, Inc., Glenview, 
Illinois.

5230. Jha, H.C. 1986. Novel isofl avonoides and its 
derivatives, new antioxidants derived from fermented 
soybeans (tempe). In: Kô Aida, et al. eds. 1986. Proceedings 
of the Asian Symposium on Non-Salted Soybean 
Fermentation. Japan: Takeshima Shigeru. 319 p. See p. 199-
204. Held July 1985 at Tsukuba, Japan. [12 ref. Eng; jap]
• Summary: The text is the narration of a slide show but 
the slides are not shown. Address: Inst. for Physiological 
Chemistry, Univ. of Bonn, Nusallee 11, D-5300, FRG [West 
Germany].

5231. Karyadi, Darwin. 1986. Nutritional implications of 
tempe in Indonesian rural community. In: Kô Aida, et al. eds. 
1986. Proceedings of the Asian Symposium on Non-Salted 
Soybean Fermentation. Japan: Takeshima Shigeru. 319 p. 
See p. 112-24. Held July 1985 at Tsukuba, Japan. [22 ref. 
Eng]
• Summary: Tempeh consumption in both rural and urban 
communities in Indonesia is increasing. Its use should be 
popularized to nutritionally at-risk groups such as preschool 
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children, and pregnant and lactating women. Address: 
Nutrition Research and Development Center, Ministry of 
Health, Komplek Gizi, Jl. Dr. Sumeru, Bogor, Indonesia.

5232. Kato, Takeo; Shiga, I.; Terasawa, K. 1986. 
Nyûsan hakkô o riyô shita okara no hozon-sei no kaizen 
[Preservation of okara (soybean residue from soy mash) by 
lactic acid fermentation]. Nippon Shokuhin Kogyo Gakkaishi 
(J. of the Japanese Society for Food Science and Technology) 
33(12):837-38. Dec. [11 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: Lactic acid bacteria were used as starter cultures 
in order to prevent microbiological deterioration of okara. 
It was diffi cult to prevent spoilage of okara in aerobic 
conditions. In facultatively anaerobic conditions such as 
packing in a polyethylene fi lm bag or a screw-cap bottle, 
okara was fermented by lactic acid bacteria, lowering its pH 
value to less than 4.2 and resulting in inhibition of growth of 
spoilage bacteria for greater than or equal to 4 days at 37ºC. 
Address: Food Research Inst., Aichi Prefectural Gov., 2-1, 
Shinpukuji-cho, Nishi-ku, Nagoya 451, Japan.

5233. Kitada, Yoshimi; Mizobuchi, M.; Ueda, Y.; Yamamoto, 
M.; Ishikawa, M.; Kawanishi, S. 1986. Miso seizô ni okeru 
daizu jôsha-eki kara no isofurabon yûdô-tai no kaishû 
[Recovery of isofl avones from soybean cooking liquid of 
a miso factory]. Nippon Shokuhin Kogyo Gakkaishi (J. of 
the Japanese Society for Food Science and Technology) 
33(12):821-25. Dec. [10 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: Isofl avones such as daidzin, daidzein, genistin, 
and genistein were recovered using 5 types of adsorbents, of 
which Diaion HP-20 was the most effective. Address: Nara 
Prefectural Inst. of Public Health, 58-6 Ohmori-cho, Nara 
630, Japan.

5234. Lo, Grace S.; Goldberg, A.P.; Lim, A.; Grundhauser, 
J.J.; Anderson, C.; Schonfi eld, C. 1986. Soy fi ber 
improves lipid and carbohydrate metabolism in primary 
hyperlipidemic subjects. Atherosclerosis 62(3):239-48. Dec. 
[26 ref]
• Summary: The authors studied the effect of soy 
polysaccharide on glucose tolerance in patients with 
hyperlipidemia. Adding 25 gm of soy polysaccharide 
signifi cantly reduced fasting glucose levels by 8.5%. 
Soy fi ber signifi cantly reduced insulin responses to oral 
glucose challenge by 20% in patients with Type II-A 
hypercholesterolemia. Address: 1. Protein Technologies, 
Ralston Purina Co., Checkerboard Square, St. Louis, 
Missouri 63164; 2-3. Lipid Research Center, Dep. of 
Preventive Medicine, Washington Univ., St. Louis 63110.

5235. Murata, Kiku. 1986. Formation of antioxidants and 
nutrients in tempe. In: Kô Aida, et al. eds. 1986. Proceedings 
of the Asian Symposium on Non-Salted Soybean 
Fermentation. Japan: Takeshima Shigeru. 319 p. See p. 186-

98. Held July 1985 at Tsukuba, Japan. English summary in 
conference abstracts. [10 ref. Eng]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Preparation of tempe in 
our laboratory. Discovery of antioxidants in tempe. Effect 
of isofl avone Factor 2 in vitro and in vivo. Increase of B 
vitamins and free amino acids.
 Why did Dr. Murata start work on the antihemolytic 
and antioxidative factors during her study at Dr. P. Gyorgy’s 
laboratory in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania? The United 
Nations Protein Advisory Group (PAG) and FAO had chosen 
tempe as one of the best soybean foods for use as a vegetable 
protein source. When she visited Dr. Gyorgy’s laboratory, 
rat feeding tests on stored tempe and unfermented soybean 
powder were underway. The tempeh in their laboratory 
was made using a modifi cation of the pilot plant process 
described by Steinkraus, Van Buren, Hackler and Hand 
(1965).
 Contains 5 tables and 15 fi gures (mostly graphs). Most 
of these appeared in previous publications. Address: Teikoku 
Gakuen, Moriguchi City, Japan.

5236. Steinkraus, Keith H. 1986. Production of vitamin B-12 
in tempe. In: Kô Aida, et al. eds. 1986. Proceedings of the 
Asian Symposium on Non-Salted Soybean Fermentation. 
Japan: Takeshima Shigeru. 319 p. See p. 205-09. Held July 
1985 at Tsukuba, Japan. [12 ref. Eng]
• Summary: “All commercial tempe samples tested to date 
have contained vitamin B-12 activity as shown by test 
assays either with Ochramonas malhamensis, a phagocytic 
protozoan whose growth is proportional to the amount of 
‘true’ vitamin B-12 in the growth medium, or Lactobacillus 
leichmanii, whose growth is proportional to the amounts of 
both ‘true’ and ‘pseudo’ vitamin B-12 present in the medium. 
Vitamin B-12 is not a single chemical entity but consists of 
at least 4 closely related chemical structures each of which 
has specifi c physiological reactions within the human and 
other animals. Tempe producers and consumers should not 
place too much emphasis on the reported concentrations of 
vitamin B-12 in samples of tempe and the method of assay 
should always be stated. Although it may be assumed that 
the vitamin B-12 being assayed in tempe is cyanocobalamin, 
there is a need for a research study to determine the relative 
amounts of the 4 principal cobalamins that make up the 
vitamin B-12 group as they may or may not exist in tempe.” 
Address: Prof. of Microbiology, Inst. of Food Science, 
Cornell Univ., Geneva, New York.

5237. Suwana-Adth, Malee; Daengsubha, Wanchern; 
Suyanandana, Puangpen. 1986. The microbiology of Thua-
nao in Thailand. In: Kô Aida, et al. eds. 1986. Proceedings of 
the Asian Symposium on Non-Salted Soybean Fermentation. 
Japan: Takeshima Shigeru. 319 p. See p. 31-38. Held July 
1985 at Tsukuba, Japan. [8 ref. Eng]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Traditional production 
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[method] of thua-nao. Microbiology of natural fermentation. 
Keeping quality of thua-nao. Chemical composition and 
nutritional value. Conclusions.
 “Conclusions: The traditional method of making a 
soybean product called thua-nao as currently practiced was 
investigated. It was revealed that the changes taking place in 
the cooked soybeans were the result of a natural fermentation 
process brought about by the action of bacteria. The bacteria 
responsible were isolated and shown to be strains of Bacillus 
subtilis. The product was found to be similar to a Japanese 
fermented soybean product called natto which is prepared by 
fermentation of soybeans by B. subtilis var. natto.
 “The traditional method of preparing thua-nao in dried 
chip form was found to be satisfactorily effective in keeping 
the product for long periods under normal room temperature.
 “Chemical determinations of traditionally produced 
thua-nao paste and chips showed that they had high protein 
and fat contents.
 “The ability of pure cultures of N-4 and N-8 strains to 
bring about normal fermentation suggested that controlled 
fermentation could be accomplished in the production of 
thua-nao. It should therefore be possible, through controlled 
fermentation, to produce a better sanitary and more 
uniform product.” Address: 1. National Center for Genetic 
Engineering and Biotechnology; 2-3. Thailand Inst. of 
Scientifi c and Technological Research, Bangkok.

5238. Zakaria, Fransiska; Muchtadi, Tien Ruspriatin. 
1986. The role of tofu processing in development and the 
alleviation of malnutrition in West Java. Food and Nutrition 
Bulletin (United Nations Univ.) 8(4):32-41. Dec. [16 ref]
• Summary: The contribution of tofu to the diet, especially 
of low-income families in West Java, is reviewed. 
Suggestions are made for technological improvements 
(sanitation, production effi ciency, yield, and diversifi cation 
of soy-cake [tofu] utilization, chiefl y as a food supplement).
 “In West Java, as is common in Indonesia, people fi rst 
buy rice as their staple food. If they have money left, they 
then buy other foods. Those that are generally chosen, in 
order of price from the cheapest to the most costly, are salted 
fi sh, tofu and fermented soybean products such as tempe and 
oncom, vegetables, fresh fi sh and other seafoods, poultry, 
milk and milk products, and meat and meat products.” In 
West Java, people with an income of less than $40/month 
consumed 20 gm/person/day of tofu; the amount increased 
to 50 gm for those earning $100-$200/month, but was about 
45 gm for those earning $300-$400/month. In West Java, 
tofu contains an average of 10.45% protein, compared with 
17.0% for tempeh. Tofu and tempeh contribute 53% of the 
protein from side dishes in the diet of West Javanese people 
with incomes of less than $40/month, and 44% of the side 
dish protein for those with incomes of $100-$200/month. 
Address: Food Technology & Development Center (FTDC), 
Agricultural Univ., Bogor, Indonesia.

5239. Cominacini, L.; Compri, R.; Zocca, I.; Garbin, U.; 
Davoli, A.; Zamboni, M.; Bosello, O. 1986. Short and 
long term effects of substituting soy protein for casein 
on the lipoproteins of obese subjects during hypocaloric 
diets. In: International Symposium on Recent Aspects of 
Diagnosis and Treatment of Lipoprotein Disorders: Impact 
on Prevention of Atherosclerotic Diseases. Held in Vienna, 
Austria. *

5240. Egounlety, M. 1986. Study of ogi supplemented 
with tempeh. Nutrition Research and Development Center, 
Ministry of Health, Indonesia. (Internal Report). *

5241. Feldheim, W.; Lausch, G.; Schulz, H.; Cummings, 
P.H. 1986. [Effect of germination on tocopherol pattern of 
the seeds of wheat, lupin, soya and sunfl ower]. Ernaehrung 
(Die) 10:21. [Ger]*
Address: Institut fuer Humanernaehrung und 
Lebensmittelkunde de Christian-Albrechts-Universitaet Kiel, 
West Germany.

5242. Fujiwara, S.; Inoue, K.; Hirota, T.; Kawanishi, G. 
1986. [Studies on hydrolysis of soybean phytate by phytase 
from Rhizopus sp. EF-78]. Reports of Research Laboratory, 
Snow Brand Milk Products Co. No. 83. p. 31-41. [25 ref. Jap; 
eng]*
• Summary: Optimal conditions for the operation of 
phytase, isolated from Rhizopus species, on phytate from 
soybeans were determined. The improvement in digestibility 
of soymilk exposed to this phytase was also quantifi ed. 
Address: Technical Research Inst., Snow Brank Milk 
Products Co. Ltd., 1-1-2 Minami-dai, Kawagoe, Saitama 
350, Japan.

5243. Giovannetti, P.M.; Carroll, K.K.; Wolfe, B.M. 1986. 
Constancy of fasting serum cholesterol of healthy young 
women upon substitution of soy protein isolate for meat 
and dairy protein in medium and low fat diets. Nutrition 
Research 6:609-18. *

5244. Hayford, A.E. 1986. Production and evaluation of 
cowpea tempe powder. Nutrition Research and Development 
Center, Ministry of Health, Indonesia. (Internal Report). *

5245. Hosotani, K.; Mori, M. 1986. [Propionic acid contents 
in foods]. Nippon Eiyo Shokuryo Gakkaishi (J. of the 
Japanese Society of Nutrition and Food Science) 39(3):231-
33. [6 ref. Jap; eng]*
• Summary: Webster’s Dictionary defi nes propionic acid 
(a term fi rst used in 1850) as “a liquid sharp-odored fatty 
acid C3H6O2 found in milk and distillates of wood, coal, 
and petroleum.” It is also produced as a metabolite of 
microorganisms. The propionic acid content of miso was 2-5 
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mg/kg and of soy sauce was 2.7-6.0 mg/kg. This compared 
with 5-9 mg/kg for dairy milk. Address: Dep. of Home 
Economics, Wakayama Univ., Wakayama 640, Japan.

5246. Jaccard, M. 1986. Tofu: Produit et procédé [Tofu: 
Product and procedures]. Swiss Food 8(12a):17-19. [Fre]*
• Summary: A brief study of the process for making tofu 
and its nutritional advantages. Address: Conserves Estavayer 
S.A., Estavayer-Le-Lac, Switzerland.

5247. Kim, C.T. 1986. Preliminary studies on fermented 
sorghum and soyabeans for the development of a tempeh-
based fabricated food. Nutrition Research and Development 
Center, Ministry of Health, Indonesia. (Internal Report). *

5248. Kuboye, Adunola O. 1986. The nutritive value of 
maize-soy tempe. Nutrition Research and Development 
Center, Ministry of Health, Indonesia. (Internal Report). *

5249. Munjal, S.V. 1986. Nature of proteins present and 
synthesized in germinating soybean. Curr. Res. Rep. 
2(2):167-73. *
Address: Mahatma Phule Agricultural Univ., Rahuri, 413 
722, India.

5250. Nout, M.J.R.; Bonants-van Laarhoven, T.M.G. 1986. 
Growth of Staphylococcus aureus during a non-sterile 
semi-traditional tempe process. In: Proceedings of the 14th 
International Congress of Microbiology. See p. 6-9. Held at 
Manchester, U.K. *
Address: Agricultural Univ., De Dreijen 12, 6703 BC 
Wageningen, Netherlands.

5251. Pie, J-E.; Paik, H.Y. 1986. The effect of meat protein 
and soy protein on calcium metabolism in young adult 
Korean women. Korean J. of Nutrition 19:32-40. *
• Summary: Despite similar dietary calcium intakes, a meat-
based diet caused signifi cantly higher urinary and fecal 
calcium excretion than a soy-based diet (urine: 127 vs. 88 
mg/d; fecal: 467 vs. 284 mg/d).

5252. Product Name:  The Soy Deli Baked Savory Tofu. 
Renamed Savory Baked Tofu by 1999.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Quong Hop & Co.
Manufacturer’s Address:  161 Beacon St., South San 
Francisco, CA 94080.  Phone: 415-873-4444.
Date of Introduction:  1986.
Ingredients:  Water, organic soybeans (grown in accordance 
with California Health and Safety Code 26569-11), tamari 
soy sauce (water, soybeans, wheat, salt), spices, magnesium 
chloride (nigari, a natural mineral).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  7 oz vacuum packed.
How Stored:  Refrigerated.
Nutrition:  Per 3.5 oz.: Calories 193, protein 23 gm, 

carbohydrate 5 gm, fat 9 gm.
New Product–Documentation:  Leafl et. 1986. 8½ by 11 
inches, color. “There is Quality & Variety after 80!” Shows 
all products. Label. 1986? 5 by 3 inches. Self adhesive. 
Brown and orange on beige. The Soy Deli brand. “High in 
complete protein. No cholesterol.”
 Product (Savory Baked Tofu) with Label purchased 
at Safeway supermarket in Lafayette, California. 2000. 
April 16. The 6 oz vacuum pack retails for $3.49. Label 
(copyright 1999) is orange, green, and black on white. 
Front panel: “Hand crafted by tofumasters since 1906. All 
natural. Risk of Heart Disease may be reduced with a daily 
diet low in saturated fat and cholesterol, containing 25 gm 
of soy protein. This product contains 25 gm of soy protein 
per serving. Made with organic soybeans.” Top of back 
panel: “50 mg of isofl avones per serving.” Main ingredients: 
Nigari tofu (Water, whole organic soybeans*, magnesium 
chloride**), tamari (water, soybeans, salt, alcohol, wheat), 
spices, granulated garlic, granulated onion. * = Grown and 
processed in accordance with the California Organic Foods 
Act of 1990. ** Nigari, a natural component of sea water, 
primarily magnesium chloride.

5253. Ravelomanana, Rahariosa. 1986. Essai d’amélioration 
de la valeur nutritionelle d’un regime à base de manioc par 
la technique du tempe-mixte: tempe manioc-soja [Attempt 
to improve the nutritional value of a diet based on manioc/
cassava by the technique of mixed tempeh: manioc-soy 
tempeh]. Nutrition Research and Development Center, 
Ministry of Health, Indonesia. (Internal Report). [Fre]*

5254. Shinoda, S.; Yoshida, T. 1986. [Phytic acid content of 
soy-milks and fermented soybean]. Tachikawa Tandai Kiyo 
19:71-73. (Chem. Abst. 105:151795). [Jap]*

5255. Taguchi, Kuniko; Kawabata, M.; Ohtsuki, K.; Tanaka, 
Y. 1986. Natto oyobi tenpe no [Changes in dietary fi ber of 
natto and tempeh during fermentation]. Nihon Eiyo Shokuryo 
Gakkai-shi (J. of the Japanese Society of Nutrition and Food 
Science) 39(3):203-08. [15 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: Total dietary fi ber in both natto and tempeh 
decreased slightly during fermentation. Pectic substances 
in natto increased 14%, and the relative amounts of the 
component sugars (arabinose, galactose and galacturonic 
acid) increased during the fermentation, while no signifi cant 
change was observed in the amount of dietary fi ber and 
the component sugars in the oxalate insoluble residues. 
The hemicellulose fraction decreased in the tempeh during 
fermentation, but a marked increase of glucosamine was 
observed in the oxalate insoluble residues. The increase 
may refl ect the contribution of mycelia polysaccharides to 
the dietary fi ber of tempeh. Address: Dep. of Food Science, 
Faculty of Living Science, Kyoto Prefectural Univ., Kyoto 
606, Japan.
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5256. Tosovic, T.; Plazinic, V.; Denic, M. 1986. [The 
nutritional value of soy sprouts and the possibility of their 
production and food use]. Hrana i Ishrana (Food and 
Nutrition) 27(4):236-38. [4 ref. Ser; eng]*
• Summary: Data are given for the protein, lipid, cellulose, 
carbohydrate, mineral, vitamin C, energy and amino acid 
contents of soy sprouts (germinated soybeans) of various 
cultivars. Possible food use of soy sprouts in Yugoslavia is 
considered. Address: Odsek Ishrane VPS za ED, Zemun, 
Yugoslavia.

5257. Truesdell, Delores Desear. 1986. Vitamin B-12 content 
of miso and tempeh. MSc thesis, Florida State University. vi 
+ 74 leaves. 29 cm. *
• Summary: Includes bibliographic references (leaves 58-
74).

5258. Uzawa, H. 1986. Edamame no tosei-bun ni kansuru 
ideniku shugaku-teki kenkyû [Genetic analysis of the sugar 
content of green vegetable soybeans]. MSc thesis, Iwate 
University, Morioka, Japan. [Jap]*
Address: Morioka, Japan.

5259. Vinh, L.T.; Dworschak, E. 1986. Trypsin and 
chymotrypsin inhibitor activities in plant foods from Vietnam 
and Hungary. Molecular Nutrition & Food Research 30:53-
58. *
• Summary: “A method for the determination of 
chymotrypsin inhibitor activity and a screening test for 
evaluating higher activities of trypsin inhibitor were 
elaborated. The protease inhibitor activities of the most 
important plant foods from Vietnam and Hungary were 
determined. In cereals and legume seeds the activity of 
chymotrypsin inhibitors is generally lower than that of 
the trypsin inhibitors. In various soy products (isolates, 
texturates) the extent of lowering of chymotrypsin inhibitor 
activity...”

5260. Yen, G.-C. 1986. [Studies on biogenic anines in foods: 
I. Determination of biogenic amines in fermented soybean 
foods by HPLC]. Chung-Kuo Nung Yeh Hua Hsueh Hui Chih 
(J. of the Chinese Agricultural Chemical Society, Taiwan) 
24(2):211-27. [Chi; eng]*

5261. Yingnan, Y.; Songlin, Y. 1986. A study of the 
etiological factors in gastric cancer in Fuzhou city. Chinese 
J. of Epidemiology 7:48-50. *
• Summary: Suggests that soyfoods may lower risk of 
stomach and prostate cancer. Consumption of tofu was 
associated with a signifi cant decrease in risk from stomach 
cancer.

5262. Aidoo, K.E. 1986. Lesser-known fermented plant 

foods: Review. Tropical Science 26:249-58. [29 ref]
• Summary: Fermented plant foods may be classifi ed into 
four main groups, including those made from pulses, nuts, 
and other seeds such as dawadawa (Savannah Africa) and 
ontjom (West Java, Indonesia). Four others from this group 
are:
 (1) Ogiri, fermented watermelon seeds (Citrulus 
vulgaris) made and consumed in West Africa. In Nigeria, 
ogiri is made by traditional fermentation methods to yield 
a highly priced food condiment, whose quality is variable 
and storage life is short. S.A. Odunfa (1981) reported that 
Bacillus species were active during the early stages of the 
fermentation, whereas Proteus and Escherichia species were 
the predominant microorganisms during the later stages.
 (2) Ugba is made from oil bean seeds, which are 
produced by the African oil bean tree (Pentaclethra 
macrophylla), a leguminous tree generally planted along the 
roadsides in big towns and cities. When the fruit matures, the 
seed pods turn black and “explode” / shatter to release glossy 
brown, edible seeds, typically eight per pod. Rich in protein 
and essential fatty acids, these seeds are fermented for about 
72 hours to make ugba, which is popular among the Ibos 
/ Igbos of Nigeria. In 1983 Obeta outlined the process and 
stated that the predominant microorganism was Bacillus 
species.
 (3) Lupin seeds (Lupinus mutabilis) are fermented by 
Peruvian Indians of the Andes.
 Kawal is a protein-rich food from Sudan made by 
fermenting the leaves of a wild African legume, Cassia 
obtusfolia; it is usually cooked in soups and stews in much 
the same way as dawadawa. The leaves of the plant are 
pounded into a paste, placed in an earthenware jar or pot, 
and covered with sorghum leaves. The jar is buried in a 
cool place and the contents are mixed by hand ever 3 days. 
After 14 days, the fermented paste is shaped into small balls, 
which are sun-dried.
 Note: Dirar (1984, p. 342-49) reported that 
the bacterium Bacillus subtilis is one of the main 
microorganisms involved in the fermentation; the paste 
is used as a meat substitute. Address: Dep. of Bioscience 
and Biotechnology, Applied Microbiology Div., Univ. of 
Strathclyde, 204 George St., Glasgow G1 1XW [Scotland] 
UK.

5263. Anderson, Robert L. 1986. Trypsin inhibitors of raw 
and heat-treated soybean meals. PhD thesis, University of 
Nebraska–Lincoln. 104 p. Page 3597 in volume 47/09-B of 
Dissertation Abstracts International. *
Address: Univ. of Nebraska–Lincoln.

5264. Ang, H.G.; Kwik, W.L.; Lee, C.K.; Theng, C.Y. 1986. 
Ultrafi ltration studies of foods. I. The removal of undesirable 
components in soymilk and the effects on the quality of the 
spray-dried powder. Food Chemistry 20(3):183-99. [25 ref]
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• Summary: “Reverse osmosis (RO) and ultrafi ltration (UF) 
are relatively new hydraulic pressure-operated membrane 
techniques in the food industry, particularly in soymilk 
processing. Their use as a concentration step in industrial 
unit operations is fast becoming an attractive alternative to 
conventional evaporation processes as it is a non-thermal 
treatment, as well as one with mild operating conditions.”
 Ultrafi ltration (UF) can be used to remove low 
molecular weight antinutritional factors, especially the 
oligosaccharides, raffi nose and stachyose (which cause 
fl atulence), and phytic acid. Using a membrane with a 20,000 
molecular weight cut-off, at 60% water removal, greater 
than 80% of each oligosaccharide was removed, but only 
50% of the phytic acid (perhaps because phytic acid exists 
as phytates or is associated with native protein, and thus 
complete or near complete removal would be diffi cult to 
achieve even using multiple stage UF). 50% of the acid was 
detected in the soybean soak water. Thus the actual amount 
of phytic acid present in the soymilk was about 1/3 that 
originally present in the soybean.
 In spray drying the UF soymilk concentrates, the 
nitrogen solubility index (NSI) of the spray dried powder 
improved with the percentage of water removed during 
UF, and also with the addition of sucrose to the concentrate 
before spray drying. There was hardly any detectable 
difference in taste and fl avor. Address: Chemistry Dep., 
National Univ. of Singapore, Kent Ridge, Singapore 0511.

5265. Artz, W.E.; Swanson, B.G.; Sendzicki, B.J.; Rasyid, 
A.; Birch, R.E.W. 1986. Protein-procyanidin interaction 
and nutritional quality of dry beans. ACS Symposum Series 
No. 312. p. 126-37. Robert L. Ory, ed. Plant Proteins: 
Applications, Biological Effects, and Chemistry (American 
Chemical Society). [38 ref]
• Summary: “Digestibility and PER of tempeh prepared 
with red beans [probably azuki beans, but no scientifi c name 
is given] and corn were less than the digestibility and PER 
of soybean tempeh... Rhizopus oligosporus fermentation 
did not improve digestibility or nutritional quality of dry 
black beans.” Address: Food Science and Human Nutrition, 
Washington State Univ., Pullman, Washington 99164-6330.

5266. Baker, E.C.; Rackis, J.J. 1986. Preparation of unheated 
soy protein isolate with low trypsin inhibitor content. 
Advances in Experimental Medicine and Biology No. 199. p. 
349-55. [12 ref]
• Summary: “In the processing of defatted soy fl our to 
prepare a soy protein isolate, generally no heat treatment 
is used. Instead, a high percentage of the trypsin inhibitor 
(TI) is physically removed in the whey fraction. However, 
depending on their mode of preparation, soy isolates may 
contain trypsin inhibitor activity as high as 40% of that 
found in raw soybeans. Using “salting in” techniques 
we found that a higher percentage (97.7%) of the TI was 

solubilized and removed with the whey fraction when the 
protein curd was precipitated from 0.1 N NaCl solution at 
pH 5.4. Using membrane techniques for the separation of 
TI from non-TI-protein, best results were obtained with 
a 0.1 N magnesium chloride where 79% of the TI was 
removed in the permeate. Edible soybean protein isolates 
were introduced commercially in 1957.” Address: Northern 
Regional Research Center, Agricultural Research Service, 
USDA, Peoria, Illinois 61604.

5267. Bensky, Dan; Gamble, Andrew; Kaptchuk, Ted. 
comp. and trans. 1986. Chinese herbal medicine: Materia 
medica. Seattle, Washington: Eastland Press. xiv + 723 p. 
Illustrations adapted by Lilian Lai Bensky. Index. 29 cm. [1 
ref]
• Summary: The soybean is discussed and illustrated on 
p. 61-62. The illustration shows several clusters of fresh 
soybean leaves, with fl owers and pods. The pharmaceutical 
name of the preparation is Semen Sojae Preparatum Chinese: 
dan dou chi. Japanese: tantôshi. Korean: tamdugo. English: 
Prepared soybean. Properties: sweet, slightly bitter, cold or 
warm (depending on preparation). Channels entered: Lung, 
Stomach. Text in which fi rst appeared: Treasury of Words 
on the Materia Medica. The soybean is also listed in “Major 
combinations” on p. 48 (with scallion or spring onion to treat 
chills or fever), and on p. 79 (with cape jasmine or gardenia 
fruit to treat defi ciency irritability and insomnia resulting 
from lingering Heat disturbance in the chest).
 Also discusses: Kudzu root–Radix Puerariae–Pueraria 
lobata, P. omeiensis, or P. thomsanii (p. 66-67).
 Note: Ted Kaptchuk was born in 1947 and Andrew 
Gamble in 1946.

5268. Birk, Yehudith; Smirnoff, Patricia; Ramachandran, 
J. 1986. Photoreactive, active derivatives of trypsin- and 
chymotrypsin-inhibitors from soybeans and chick peas. 
Advances in Experimental Medicine and Biology No. 199. p. 
469-81. [48 ref]
• Summary: “Proteinlike proteinase inhibitors are widely 
distributed in the plant kingdom. The current knowledge of 
their distribution among plants and within the plant reveals 
hundreds of inhibitors dispersed among different botanical 
families.” They are most widely found in seeds. Address: 
1-2. Faculty of Agriculture, The Hebrew Univ. of Jerusalem, 
Rehovot, Israel; 3. Dep. of Biochemistry and Biophysics, 
Univ. of California, San Francisco, CA 94143.

5269. Brandon, David L.; Haque, Sakhina; Friedman, 
Mendel. 1986. Antigenicity of native and modifi ed Kunitz 
soybean trypsin inhibitors. Advances in Experimental 
Medicine and Biology No. 199. p. 449-67. [44 ref]
• Summary: “... native Kunitz trypsin inhibitor... has at 
least two distinct antigenic sites (epitopes), one of which 
is retained under denaturing conditions.” Address: Western 
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Regional Research Center, Agricultural Research Service, 
USDA, 800 Buchanan St., Berkeley (Albany), California, 
94710.

5270. Campbell, Donnie Ray. 1986. Factors affecting the 
nutritional quality of soybean products fed to swine and 
chicks. PhD thesis, University of Florida. 193 p. Page 929 in 
volume 48/04-B of Dissertation Abstracts International. *
Address: Univ. of Florida.

5271. Colbin, Annemarie. 1986. Food and healing. New 
York, NY: Ballantine Books. 351 p. Foreword by Robert S. 
Mendelsohn, M.D. Index. 23 cm. [207* ref]
• Summary: A very interesting, wholistic look at food 
trips and philosophies–with a preference for macrobiotics. 
Discusses miso, natto, tempeh, and tofu. Pages 169-72 
discuss beans, including soybeans. Beans are said to be 
contractive, acid-forming, warming, and a buildup food. 
“Folklore has it that appreciable quantities of soybeans and 
their products, especially tofu, can lower, or cool, sexual 
energy. Research done at the universities of Illinois and 
Kansas has shown that soybeans may interfere with the 
absorption of zinc. As zinc is one of the minerals most 
strongly associated with the healthy functioning of the sex 
glands, this bit of folk wisdom appears realistic.”
 Chapter 12, titled “Food as Medicine,” discusses healing 
foods and tells how to prepare them, including miso soup (p. 
253; contractive, alkalinizing, warming, breakdown). Miso 
soup is considered a good food to help cure the common 
cold, to neutralize the negative effects of excess sugar 
consumption, and to combat problems of infl ammation of the 
digestive tract (ulcers, colitis, spastic colon, etc.); ulcers are 
problems of excess acidity.
 Chapter 14, titled “The Effects of Food on Sex,” notes 
that “Scientifi c studies have found that individual foodstuffs 
have an effect on sexuality via their chemical constituents... 
soybeans (including tofu) contain traces of antithyroid 
factors; as the thyroid regulates sexual desire, activity, and 
fertility, when consumed in large enough quantities these 
foods could possibly inhibit sexuality by lowering thyroid 
energy. Oriental folk rumor, which I’ve been unable to 
verify, has it that tofu ‘cools the sex organs’ and is used by 
monks for the specifi c purpose of aiding them in maintaining 
celibacy. In this light, it’s interesting to note that the 
traditional Japanese diet, high in thyroid-depressing soybean 
products, also contains appreciable amounts of seaweeds, 
rich in thyroid-stimulating iodine.”
 In the Foreword, Dr. Mendelsohn writes: “Coming from 
a background of modern medicine, I, as well as hundreds 
of thousands of other M.D.s, was carefully educated in 
nutritional ignorance–indeed in disdain for food. The 
hospital ‘dietician’ was not–and is not even today–a teacher 
of physicians. The dietician’s traditional purpose in life 
has always been to serve as a ‘referral’ for a patient who 

bothered the physician with too many questions about food. 
The very title of this book Food and Healing represents 
a joining of two concepts that most doctors regard as 
unrelated.”
 A photo (p. 351) shows Annemarie, who was born 
in Holland and brought up in Argentina on a European 
vegetarian diet. After her arrival in the United States in 1961, 
she was introduced to macrobiotics. She lives in New York 
City with her two daughters, and directs the Natural Gourmet 
Cookery School there. Address: 365 West End Ave., New 
York City, NY 10024. Phone: 212-580-7121.

5272. Diversity. 1986. University of Illinois geneticists 
Theodore Hymowitz and Richard Bernard, also with USDA, 
have developed soybean germplasm lines that could result in 
an estimated savings of between $100 and $500 million in 
processing costs. 9:40.
• Summary: The new lines, based on germplasm from 
Korea, lack the Kunitz trypsin inhibitor and do not require 
heating before feeding to swine and poultry. Address: Univ. 
of Illinois.

5273. Ebine, H. 1986. Miso. In: N.R. Reddy, M.D. Pierson, 
and D.K. Salunkhe, eds. 1986. Legume-Based Fermented 
Foods. Boca Raton, FL: CRC Press. [viii] + 254 p. See p. 
47-68. Chap. 3. [66 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction: History, consumption 
patterns and production. Preparation. Composition: Chemical 
composition, physical properties, organoleptic qualities, 
other characteristics. Nutritional quality. Toxicology. Miso-
like products: Kinzanji miso, hama-natto (tera-natto), 
doenjang (soybean paste) and kochujang (red pepper soybean 
paste), tauco. Conclusions. Address: Central Miso Research 
Inst., Tokyo, Japan.

5274. Elliot, Rose. 1986. The vegetarian mother and baby 
book. New York, NY: Pantheon Books. vii + 261 p. Index. 
24 cm.
• Summary: A complete guide to nutrition, health, and diet 
during pregnancy and after–with easy recipes for mother and 
baby to enjoy together. The author “is one of England’s most 
popular cookbook writers, a radio and TV commentator, and 
a columnist. A vegetarian since the age of three, she is also 
the author of Vegetarian Dishes from Around the World and 
The Festive Vegetarian.” She has also raised three children 
according to the principles described in this book. Contents: 
Part I: A vegetarian diet for healthy mothers and babies. Part 
II: Recipes. Appendix. A. Summary of Nutrients: Where 
they are and what they do. B. How it all adds up: Analysis of 
one day’s vegetarian menus. C. Recommended daily dietary 
allowances for women.
 In Part I, the author recommends that if soy milk is 
used, it should be fortifi ed with ribofl avin (vitamin B-2), and 
calcium. Regular soymilk provides a little (0.5 mg/cup) of 
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zinc. In Part II, soy-related recipes include: Miso pick-me-
up (p. 99; with watercress). Tofu dressing (p. 110). Soybean 
salad (p. 127). Curried soybean and apple spread (p. 137). 
Soy sausages (p. 159; made with cooked whole soybeans). 
Soy and walnut loaf (p. 160; made with cooked whole 
soybeans). Mushroom and tofu quiche (p. 175). Tofu fritters 
with lemon (p. 186). Creamy tofu and almond topping (p. 
203; for use like heavy cream with desserts). Whipped tofu 
topping (p. 204). Tofu ice cream (p. 218). Vegan yogurt (p. 
219; made with soy milk; fermented).
 In the Sept/Oct. 1994 issue of Vegetarian Journal, Reed 
Mangels, PhD, RD, an expert on vegetarian nutrition, says 
that this is her favorite book on pregnancy for vegetarian 
women.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Oct. 2013) that contains the term “Whip tofu topping” 
(regardless of capitalization). Address: England.

5275. Elsinger, David Karl. 1986. Development and 
packaging of a soynut butter. MSc thesis, Michigan State 
University. 113 p. Page 176 in volume 25/02 of Masters 
Abstracts. *
Address: Michigan State Univ.

5276. Erasmus, Udo. 1986. Fats and oils: The complete 
guide to fats and oils in health and nutrition. Vancouver, BC, 
Canada: Alive Books. 363 p. Foreword by Jeffrey S. Bland, 
Ph.D. Illust. by Evelyn Mielke. Index. 23 cm. [131* ref]
• Summary: This is a very interesting and well-researched 
book, written for a lay audience by a layman (who was 
enrolled in medical school then dropped out in his search to 
understand the nature of health–the integration of a healthy 
body, mind and energy). It emphasizes the effects on health 
of fats and oil products, and discusses in detail the nature 
of the chemical changes to which industry subjects natural 
raw foodstuffs and the effects of these changes on nutritional 
qualities and health. It introduces the work of Dr. J. Budwig 
in the area of fats, oils, nutrition, and health to English-
language readers.
 Contents: Section One: Facing the fats–Molecules and 
components of fats and oils. 1. Fatty acids–an overview. 2. 
Naming the fatty acids. 3. Saturated fatty acids. 4. Sugars 
and starches, 5. Unsaturated fatty acids. 6. Essential fatty 
acids. 7. Triglycerides. 8. Phosphatides (phospholipids) 
and membranes. 9. Lecithin. 10. Cholesterol. 11. Essential 
nutrients.
 Section Two: Life in the fat lane–Fats and oil business, 
processes, and promotion. 12. History of oil making. 13. 
The fats and oils business. 14. Oil making (commercial 
style). 15. Hydrogenation. 16. Trans-fatty acids. 17. Toxic 
products. 18. Free radicals. 19. Frying. 20. Advertising. 21. 
Polyunsaturates. 22. Vitamin E and polyunsaturates. 23. 
Cold-pressed oils. 24. Containers and storage of oils. 25. 
Labeling oil products.

 Section Three: Fats and fi gures–The human body. 
26. Body fat. 27. Fat consumption and daily requirement. 
28. Digestion of fats and oils. 29. Metabolism of fats and 
oils. 30. Vitamin and mineral co-factors in fat metabolism. 
31. Individuality. 32. Orthomolecular nutrition. 33. Stress 
and the battery of life. 34. Calories and fats. 35. Blood 
cholesterol: The plasma lipoproteins: HDL and LDL.
 Section Four: Fat options–Fats in food products. 36. 
Diet controversy. 37. Fats in foods. 38. Cholesterol in foods. 
39. Fats in meats. 40. Fats in milk and dairy products. 41. 
Fats in poultry. 42. Eggs. 43. Oils in seeds. 44. Butter versus 
margarine.
 Section Five: Researching the fats–Findings, 
breakthroughs, and applications. 45. Oils from fi sh and other 
sea foods: EPA and DHA. 46. Oil of evening primrose. 47. 
Prostaglandins. 48. Flax. 49. The oil-protein combination. 
50. Recipes. 51. Oil and sunshine. 52. Rating the diets for 
oils. 53. Wholesome nutrition.
 Section Six: Fats and fates–fats and disease. 54. 
Changes in fat consumption and degenerative disease. 55. 
Fatty degeneration. 56. Cholesterol and disease. 57. Fats and 
aging. 58. Recommendations. 59. Health. Notes. Glossary. 
Bibliography.
 The following is a list of the percentage of omega-3 
fatty acids in vegetable oils: Flax oil 55%; chia seed oil 35%; 
pumpkin seed oil 15%; canola oil 10%; soy oil 9%; walnut 
oil 5%.
 For decades refi ned oil has erroneously been called 
“cold pressed.” Since processing temperatures in refi ning 
usually rise to 470ºF, the world “cold” does not apply. 
Refi ned oils are made clear and light by degumming 
(90º-120ºF), separation (140º-160ºF), bleaching (230ºF), 
and deodorizing (470ºF). Spectrum Natural’s Extra certifi ed 
organic Extra Virgin Olive Oil never exceeds 80ºF. Selling 
for $27.50 in hard-bound only, this book is available through 
Spectrum Marketing, Petaluma, California.
 Note: The soybean, by far the world’s leading oilseed, 
is not even listed in the index. But the soybean is mentioned 
very briefl y on pages 11, 56.
 The chapter titled “Hydrogenation” opens: “An excellent 
way to ruin the nutritional value (the essential fatty acids) 
of a sample of natural oil is to hydrogenate the oil... If the 
process is brought to completion all of the double bonds 
in the oil are saturated with hydrogen.” Address: British 
Columbia, Canada.

5277. Friedman, Mendel. ed. 1986. Nutritional and 
toxicological signifi cance of enzyme inhibitors in foods. 
Advances in Experimental Medicine and Biology No. 199. 
584 p. (New York: Plenum Publ. Co.) Based on papers 
presented at a conference sponsored by the American Inst. 
of Nutrition and the Federation of American Societies for 
Experimental Biology, held in Anaheim, Calif., April 1985. 
[1000+ ref]
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• Summary: Many of the 25 chapters contain in-depth 
discussions of soybean trypsin inhibitors. Address: USDA 
Western Regional Research Center, Albany, California.

5278. Friedman, Mendel; Gumbmann, Michael R. 1986. 
Nutritional improvement of legume proteins through 
disulfi de interchange. Advances in Experimental Medicine 
and Biology No. 199. p. 357-89. [152* ref]
• Summary: “Treatment of raw soy fl our with L-cysteine 
or N-acetyl-L-cysteine results in the introduction of new 
half-cystine residues into sulfur-poor legume proteins, 
with a corresponding improvement in nutritional quality as 
measured by the protein effi ciency ratio (PER) in rats. The 
proteins are modifi ed through formulation of mixed disulfi de 
bonds among added sulfhydryl compounds, proteolytic 
enzyme inhibitors, and structural legume proteins. This 
modifi cation leads to loss of inhibitory activity and increased 
protein digestibility and nutritive value. Sodium sulfi te 
is more effective than cysteine in facilitating inactivation 
of trypsin inhibitors in soy fl our. Inhibitors of digestive 
enzymes appear in many foods reviews.” Address: Western 
Regional Research Center, Agricultural Research Service, 
USDA, 800 Buchanan St., Berkeley (Albany), California, 
94710.

5279. Gandjar, Indrawati. 1986. Soybean fermentation and 
other tempe products in Indonesia. Mycologia Memoir No. 
11. p. 55-66. Chap. 4. (C.W. Hesseltine and Hwa L. Wang, 
eds. Indigenous Fermented Food of Non-Western Origin. 
Berlin & Stuttgart: J. Cramer.) Previously published in 1981 
in USDA Miscellaneous Publication FL-MS-333. [14 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Kecap (Indonesian 
soy sauce). Taoco (Indonesian chiang, a yellowish-brown 
porridge that is very popular in Western Java). Soybean 
tempe (tempe kedelai). Tempe gembus (okara tempe). Non-
soybean tempe–made from velvet beans (tempe benguk), 
jack beans (tempe koro pedang), winged bean (tempe 
kecipir), pigeon pea (tempe gude), wild tamarind (tempe 
lamtoro), peanut presscake (tempe bungkil kacang), and 
coconut presscake (tempe bongkrek).
 “Tempe is an important source of protein in the 
Indonesian diet. At present the intake of soybean tempe per 
person per day is within the range of 40 to 50 g while the 
recommendation is 100 g per person per day... The awareness 
of the people that soybean tempe is nutritious results in a 
higher demand of this product. In the city of Jakarta, about 
6000 tonnes of soybeans are processed monthly; 2500 tonnes 
for soybean tempe [tempeh], and 3500 tonnes for tahu 
[tofu].”
 Table VI shows the nutritional composition of some 
leguminous seeds and tempe products. Table VII shows 
the amino acid content of the seeds and the tempeh of 4 
non-soybean legumes. Address: Dep. of Biology, Faculty 
of Mathematics and Natural Sciences, Univ. of Indonesia, 

Jakarta, Indonesia.

5280. Gumbmann, M.R.; Spangler, W.L.; Dugan, C.M.; 
Rackis, J.J. 1986. Safety of trypsin inhibitors in the diet: 
Effects on the rat pancreas of long-term feeding of soy fl our 
and soy protein isolate. Advances in Experimental Medicine 
and Biology No. 199. p. 33-79. (M. Friedman, ed. Nutritional 
and Toxicological Signifi cance of Enzyme Inhibitors in 
Foods). [98 ref]
• Summary: The USDA’s Agricultural Research Service 
(ARS) is concerned with the possible adverse effects of 
protease inhibitors in humans, especially infants.
 “The effects on the pancreas of chronic dietary 
exposure to defatted soy fl our and soy protein isolate have 
been studied in two two-year feeding trials in rats... The 
major pathological fi ndings in the pancreas were nodular 
hyperplasia (NH), consisting of foci of hyperplastic acinar 
cells often grossly visible by six months, and the benign 
neoplastic lesion, acinar adenoma (AA), which developed 
more slowly.” Address: 1&3. Western Regional Research 
Center, ARS, USDA, Berkeley (Albany), California 94710.

5281. Harwood, J.P.; Ausman, L.M.; King, N.W.; et al. 
1986. Effect of long-term feeding of soy-based diets on the 
pancreas of Cebus monkeys. Advances in Experimental 
Medicine and Biology No. 199. p. 223-37. [21 ref]
• Summary: “It is concluded that feeding low level trypsin 
inhibitor-containing diets for up to 4 years caused no adverse 
effects in the pancreas of the Cebus nonhuman primate.” 
Address: 1. Div. of Nutrition, FDA, Washington, DC; 2. New 
England Regional Primate Research Center, Southborough, 
Massachusetts; 3. Dep. of Biochemistry, Univ. of Minnesota, 
MN.

5282. Hesseltine, C.W. 1986. Global signifi cance of 
mycotoxins. In: P.S. Steyn and R. Vleggaar, eds. 1986. 
Mycotoxins and Phytotoxins. Amsterdam: Elsevier Science 
Publishers B.V. See p. 1-18. A collection of invited papers 
presented at the Sixth International IUPAC Symposium on 
Mycotoxins and Phytotoxins, Pretoria, Republic of South 
Africa, 22-25 July 1985. [9 ref]
• Summary: Dr. Hesseltine conducted an international survey 
of mycotoxin researchers and found the following:
 1. The most important mycotoxins are afl atoxins.
 2. The two main commodities having a mycotoxin 
problem are peanuts and maize. 3. Commodities with the 
fewest mycotoxin problems are: 16 are listed with soy as one 
of those with the fewest. 4. The importance of mycotoxins in 
human health.
 Also discusses: Mycology and taxonomy of fungi. 
Ecology. Surveys. Analytical methods. Toxicology. 
Mycotoxins in animals. Detoxifi cation. Chemistry and 
biochemistry. Economics. Address: Northern Regional 
Research Center, Peoria, Illinois.
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5283. Hirayama, Takeshi. 1986. A large scale cohort study 
on cancer risks by diet–with special reference to the risk 
reducing effects of green-yellow vegetable consumption. 
In: Yuzo Hayashi, et al., eds. 1986. Diet, Nutrition and 
Cancer: Proceedings of the 16th International Symposium 
of the Princess Takamatsu Cancer Research Fund, Tokyo, 
1985. Tokyo: Japan Scientifi c Societies Press; Utrecht, 
Netherlands: VNU Science Press. xvi + 345 p. See p. 41-53. 
[13 ref]
• Summary: Breast cancer: In a prospective study of 142,857 
women in Japan followed for 17 years, the author found a 
signifi cant graded inverse relationship between consumption 
of miso soup and subsequent risk of breast cancer (p. 48).
 Stomach cancer: The author found a signifi cant graded 
inverse association between the consumption of miso 
and green/leafy vegetables and gastric cancer risk among 
122,261 men and 142,857 women followed for 13 years.
 Japanese who consumed meat daily had much higher 
mortality from breast cancer and colon cancer than those 
who ate little or no meat.
 “Daily consumption of green-yellow vegetables (GYV) 
rich in beta-carotene, vitamin C, calcium, and dietary fi ber 
was observed to lower risks for selected cancers such as 
lung, stomach, prostate, and cervix. The risk reducing effect 
appeared more striking in cigarette smokers.
 “Risks for cancer of the stomach in males and females 
and cancer of the breast in females were observed to be 
lower with the increase in frequency of soybean paste soup 
consumption which frequently contains GYV.” Address: Inst. 
of Preventive Oncology, Tokyo 162, Japan.

5284. Hoshijo, Kathy. 1986. The art of dieting without 
dieting! Recipe and guidebook. The Self-Suffi ciency 
Association, 2525 South King St., Honolulu, Hawaii 96826. 
Or: P.O. Box 1122, Glendale, California 91209. xiv + 729 p. 
Illust. Index. 24 cm.
• Summary: A whopper of a cookbook, with 300 easy-to-
prepare lacto-vegetarian recipes (no eggs) from the star of 
the PBS television series “Kathy’s Kitchen.” Kathy has 6 
healthy children (see color photo on back cover) and 5 years 
of experience on television teaching Americans how to eat 
healthy foods. Each recipe contains a detailed (full-page!) 
nutritional analysis.
 This book contains a wealth of recipes using soyfoods. 
For example, the index lists 57 recipes for tofu and tofu 
mayonnaise, 13 recipes for tempeh, 9 recipes for yuba, 6 
recipes for miso, and 4 recipes for soybeans (including 
soymilk). One section titled “Soyfriends” (p. 63) explains: 
“In eliminating meat from my diet, one food that has become 
a real friend in the kitchen is soybeans and by-products made 
from soybeans. From a nutritional standpoint, soybeans are 
a good nutritional replacement for meat as they are the only 
legume which contains all essential amino acids... Soybeans 

by themselves have a Net Protein Utilization about equal to 
that of beef and chicken.” Address: Honolulu, Hawaii; and 
Glendale, California.

5285. Hymowitz, Theodore. 1986. Genetics and breeding of 
soybeans lacking the Kunitz trypsin inhibitor. Advances in 
Experimental Medicine and Biology No. 199. p. 291-98. (M. 
Friedman, ed. Nutritional and Toxicological Signifi cance of 
Enzyme Inhibitors in Foods). [34 ref]
• Summary: The major trypsin inhibitor present in soybean 
is the Kunitz trypsin inhibitor of soybean trypsin inhibitor 
A2 (SBTI-A2). Four forms of this have been identifi ed in 
the U.S. soybean germplasm collection. Three of the forms 
are electrophoretically distinguishable from one another 
by different Rf values. The fourth form is the absence of 
SBTI-A2. Address: Dep. of Agronomy, Univ. of Illinois, 
Urbana, IL 61801.

5286. Jacotot, B.; Lasserre, M.; Mendy, F. 1986. Effects of 
different diets rich in polyunsaturated fatty acids on plasma 
phospholipids in the human. Progress in Lipid Research 
25:185-88. [13 ref]
• Summary: This paper discusses linoleic acid and alpha-
linolenic acid. The recommended amount of dietary linoleic 
acid ranges from 1-2% of one’s caloric intake up to 15%, 
whereas the recommended intake of alpha-linolenic acid is 
generally 0.5% of total calories. Soybean oil is mentioned in 
tables 1, 2, 3 and 4.
 The paper concludes: “Although the needs in linolenic 
acid seem to be weak in the human adult (by comparison 
with the needs of children and some animal species) (7), 
recent clinical data and our own observations suggest that 
an increase of this fatty acid intake could bring some benefi t 
in the healthy adult. Our results are in favor of a linolenic 
acid supply of 0.5 to 1% of the total caloric intake (9,10).” 
Address: Inserm U 32, Hopital Henri-Mondor, 94010 Creteil, 
France, and Laboratories Sopharga, 5 rue Bellini, 92800 
Puteaux, France.

5287. Liener, Irvin E.; Hasdai, Aharon. 1986. The effect of 
the long-term feeding of raw soyfl our on the pancreas of the 
mouse and hamster. Advances in Experimental Medicine and 
Biology No. 199. p. 189-97. [25 ref]
• Summary: “There appears to be a marked difference in the 
response of the pancreas in different species of animals to the 
long-term effects of feeding RSF (raw soy fl our).” Address: 
Dep. of Biochemistry, College of Biological Sciences, Univ. 
of Minnesota, St. Paul, Minnesota 55108.

5288. Liu, Keshun. 1986. Effects of processing and maturity 
on certain antinutritional factors in soybeans. MSc thesis, 
Dep. of Food Science and Human Nutrition, Michigan State 
Univ. 83 p. Page 53 in volume 25/01 of Masters Abstracts. 
[64 ref]
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• Summary: Contents of the “Literature Review” section: 
Soybeans as a food source. Chemical composition of 
soybeans. Factors affecting nutritional quality of soybean 
products. Antinutritional factors in soybeans (heat-labile 
and heat-stable): Trypsin inhibitors, fl atulence factors, 
phytic acid. Elimination of antinutritional factors in 
soybeans: Trypsin inhibitors, fl atulence factors, phytic acid. 
Measurements of antinutritional factors: Trypsin inhibitors, 
oligosaccharides, phytic acid. Comparison of the food value 
for immature and mature soybeans: Chemical composition, 
the essential amino acid patterns of the proteins, 
antinutritional factors, in vivo studies of protein digestibility, 
organoleptic properties, difference in variety–garden type 
soybeans. Address: Michigan State Univ.

5289. Lu, Henry C. 1986. Chinese system of food cures: 
Prevention & remedies. New York, NY: Sterling Publishing 
Co., Inc. 192 p. Index. 23 cm. [11 ref]
• Summary: Chapter 7, titled “Legumes, grains, oils and 
seeds,” discusses the following: Small red bean (adzuki 
bean): Edema, beriberi, jaundice, diarrhea, discharge of 
blood from anus, carbuncle swelling, mumps, cirrhotic 
ascites (p. 107). Bean curd (tofu): Pink eyes, diabetes, 
periodic diarrhea, sulfur poisoning (p. 111). Yellow soybean: 
Malnutrition in children, diarrhea, abdominal swelling, 
underweight, getosis (p. 111). Black soybean: Edema, 
beriberi, jaundice, rheumatism, muscular cramps, lockjaw, 
drug poisoning. Soybean oil: Gastric ulcer, duodenal ulcer, 
intestinal obstruction. Soy sauce: Promotes digestion (p. 
112).
 Note: Although he was born in Taiwan, Dr. Lu was quite 
skeptical of traditional Chinese medicine. But during this 
twenties he developed an ailment that resisted every form 
of Western medical treatment. In desperation, he traveled to 
Taiwan and Hong Kong to consult with Chinese specialists. 
The results changed his life. A traditional Chinese doctor 
cured him in a few months. Dr. Liu already held a PhD in 
education and philosophy from the University of Alberta. 
But at age 32 he decided to change his fi eld. He began 
by translating the Nei Jing (Yellow Emperor’s Classic of 
Internal Medicine) into English. He went on to translate 
25 other Chinese medical books into English, including 7 
books on acupuncture that are now listed as required texts 
by the Board of Acupuncture examiners. In 1972 he began 
practicing traditional Chinese medicine and acupuncture. 
In 1986 he founded the Academy of Oriental Heritage (in 
Vancouver, British Columbia), which now (1999) has 15 full-
time teachers and more than 100 students. Address: Academy 
of Oriental Heritage, P.O. Box 35057, Station E, Vancouver, 
BC V6M 4G1, Canada.

5290. McDougall, Mary A. 1986. The McDougall health-
supporting cookbook. Vol. 2. Piscataway, New Jersey: New 
Century Publishers. iii + 157 p. Index. 23 cm.

• Summary: This is a vegan cookbook whose 250 original 
recipes are designed to support The McDougall Plan, 
which is a diet low in fat and sodium, high in complex 
carbohydrates. Since soyfoods are relatively high in fat, they 
are used sparingly and the recipes are marked by a symbol 
of a crown. Low sodium soy sauce is used in many recipes. 
Soy-related recipes include: Scrambled tofu (p. 2-3). Tofu 
salad dressing (p. 7-8). Dijon tofu dip (p. 9). Onion soup dip 
(with tofu, p. 9). Dilly tofu dip (p. 9-10). Miso soup (p. 39). 
Creamed tofu soup (p. 41). Tempeh Creole (p. 62-63). Rice-
tofu stuffi ng mix (p. 88). Tempeh and grain casserole (p. 91). 
Tofu loaf (p. 96-97). Baked tofu cubes (p. 97-98). Spinach-
tofu burgers (p. 99-100). Where’s the meat loaf? (with 
tofu, p. 101-02). Oat burgers (with tofu, p. 102-03). TVP 
stuffi ng mix (p. 109). Okara cookies (p. 126). Tofu banana 
pudding (p. 132). The section titled “Update on ingredients” 
(p. 133-35) includes a description of: Worcestershire sauce 
(Sharwood’s–natural and without anchovies), umeboshi plum 
sauce, tamari or soy sauce, okara, tempeh, kombu, and tahini. 
A portrait photo on the back cover shows Mary McDougall.
 Note: Not long after this book was published, 
New Century Publishers changed its name to New Win 
Publishing, Inc. and moved to Clinton, New Jersey. As of 
2000 this book is published by Putnam/Penguin. Address: 
P.O. 14039, Santa Rosa, California 95402.

5291. Morgan, R.G.H.; Crass, R.A.; Oates, P.S. 1986. Dose 
effects of raw soyabean fl our on pancreatic growth. Advances 
in Experimental Medicine and Biology No. 199. p. 81-89. 
[35 ref]
• Summary: “Raw soya fl our (RSF) feeding to rats produces 
pancreatic hypertrophy and hyperplasia, and, if suffi ciently 
prolonged, the spontaneous development of pancreatic 
neoplasms and the potentiation of pancreatic carcinogens... 
If 100% RSF is fed for less than 24 weeks continuously 
the effects on the pancreas are completely reversible, but 
feeding for longer than this leads to irreversible progression 
to pancreatic adenoma and carcinoma over the next 50-70 
weeks.” Address: Dep. of Physiology, Univ. of Western 
Australia, Nedlands, WA, 6009.

5292. Nagao, Minako; Wakabayashi, K.; Fujita, Y.; et al. 
1986. Nitrosatable precursors of mutagens in vegetables 
and soy sauce. In: Yuzo Hayashi, et al., eds. 1986. Diet, 
Nutrition and Cancer: Proceedings of the 16th International 
Symposium of the Princess Takamatsu Cancer Research 
Fund, Tokyo, 1985. Tokyo: Japan Scientifi c Societies Press; 
Utrecht, Netherlands: VNU Science Press. xvi + 345 p. See 
p. 77-86. [44 ref]
• Summary: “Nitrosatable precursors of mutagens that show 
mutagenicity to Salmonella typhimurium TA100 without S9 
mix after treatment with nitrite at pH 3 were found in various 
foods... The mutagenicity of soy sauce towards Escherichia 
coli WP2 uvrA/pKM101 is partly explained by 1-methyl-
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1,2,3,4-tetrahydro-Beta-carboline-3-carboxylic acid (MTCA) 
and tyramine reported previously. Oral administration of 
soy sauce and nitrite to male Fischer 344 rats for 2 years 
induced basal cell proliferation of the forestomach and 
intestinal metaplasia of the glandular stomach, but did not 
induce cancers in any organ.” Address: Carcinogenesis Div., 
National Cancer Center Research Inst., Tokyo 104, Japan.

5293. Nagao, M.; Wakabayashi, K.; Fujita, Y.; Tahira, T.; 
Ochiai, M.; Sugimura, T. 1986. Mutagenic compounds in soy 
sauce, Chinese cabbage, coffee, and herbal teas. Progress in 
Clinical and Biological Research 206:55-62. [13 ref]
• Summary: “In Japan there are more deaths from stomach 
cancer than from other types of cancer.”
 “Nitroso compounds such as nitrosamines and 
nitrosamides, which might be produced in the stomach from 
nitrite and amines or amides, seem to be possible causes 
of stomach cancers. Therefore, we have been trying to 
identify precursors of mutagens that become mutagenic on 
treatment with nitrite. We have found precursors of mutagens 
in soy sauce and Chinese cabbage,...” Address: Section of 
Prevention of Carcinogenesis, National Cancer Research 
Inst., Tsukiji 5-1-1, Chuo-ku, Tokyo 104, Japan.

5294. Needham, Joseph; Lu, Gwei-Djen; Huang, Hsing-
Tsung. 1986. The Heavenly Husbandman (Document 
part). In: J. Needham et al. 1986. Science and Civilisation 
in China. Vol. 6, Biology and Biological Technology. Part 
I: Botany. Joseph Needham series. Cambridge, England: 
Cambridge University Press. xxxii + 718 p. See p. 235-45.
• Summary: “With one single exception... no ancient 
manuscript of the Shennong Bencao Jing (Classical 
Pharmacopoeia of the Heavenly Husbandman) has come 
down to us. Nevertheless, its text remained engraved, as it 
were, in the minds of all practitioners of medicine through 
the ages, because it was invariably quoted in full under 
separate entries in each succeeding pharmaceutical natural 
history. From the end of the Ming [it ended in 1644 AD] 
onwards, therefore, many medical scholars made it their 
aim to reconstitute the original work by assembling all the 
quotations. The fi rst to attempt this was Lu Fu in +1616, 
basing his work on the then recently published Bencao 
Gangmu (The great pharmacopoeia) (1596 AD) alone, but 
much remained to be done, for the sources of quotations 
were far wider than that. We need not follow this work in 
detail here, and it may suffi ce to say that the best available 
reconstructions for use today are those of the Japanese 
Mori Tateyuki done in 1845 (Fig. 36) and the Shennongku 
Bencao Jing which Lu Fu prepared in 1942. It is surprising, 
in view of the relatively small size of the work, that no full 
translation into a Western language has ever been published.
 “How, one may ask, did the ‘Heavenly Husbandman,’ 
Shennong, come into it? Readers of our book will hardly 
need to be reminded that this personage was one of the 

greatest culture-heroes of legendary Chinese antiquity, the 
second of the ‘three primordial sovereigns’ (san huang), 
reigning as Yen Ti, and the technic deity, arch-inventor and 
patron saint of all the biological arts–agriculture, tillage, 
animal husbandry, pharmacy and medicine. This was the 
soil from which Chinese botany and zoology as sciences 
emerged. Opening the Shiji (Records of the Historian) (90 
BC) we fi nd the statement that Shennong experimented with 
(literally tasted, experienced) the hundred herbs, and so 
began the use of medicaments... A longer passage occurs in 
the Huainantzi (The Book of the Prince of Huai-nan) (120 
BC) (which see).
 “It is true that in later times another tradition existed 
which ascribed rather to Huangdi (the third of the ‘three 
sovereigns’), and his medical counsellor Qibo, the fi rst 
systematic examination of medical plants, but the fame of 
Shennong was little eclipsed thereby. And so it came about 
that his name was attached to the book on pharmaceutical 
natural history which destiny perpetuated for twenty 
centuries, ignoring many older and contemporary texts which 
may have been equally worthy of preservation, or even more 
so.” Several ancient illustrations of Shennong are shown. 
Address: 1. F.R.S., F.B.A., East Asian History of Science 
Library, Gonville & Caius College, Cambridge, England.

5295. Nitsan, Zafrira; Nir, Israel. 1986. Accentuated response 
to soybean inhibitors by meal-feeding in various species. 
Advances in Experimental Medicine and Biology No. 199. p. 
199-222. [50 ref]
• Summary: “In long-term studies the incidence of 
pancreatic nodules was correlated to the level of TI in the 
diet. Feeding RSD (raw soybean products) potentiated the 
carcinogenic effect of axaserine and meal feeding enhanced 
the incidence and size of the pancreatic nodules in rats 
fed RSD.” Address: Agricultural Research Organization, 
The Volcani Center, Bet Dagan; and The Hebrew Univ. of 
Jerusalem, Faculty of Agriculture, Rehovot, Israel.

5296. Nix, Janeth Johnson. ed. 1986. Sunset vegetarian 
cooking. Menlo Park, California: Lane Publishing Co. 96 p. 
Illust. Index. 28 cm.
• Summary: Written and compiled by the editors of Sunset 
Books and Sunset Magazine, this attractive and inviting 
lacto-ovo vegetarian cookbook was fi rst published in 1981 
under the titled Menus and Recipes for Vegetarian Cooking, 
edited by David E. Clark, It contains over 185 tempting 
recipes plus many superb full-page color photos, and 
illustrations (line drawings) by Kathy Parkinson of various 
vegetables. The subtitle on the cover only reads: “Nutritious 
recipes with fl avor and imagination.”
 Chapter 1, titled “Going Vegetarian,” gives a good 
introduction to the subject. It begins: “We’ve heard many 
reasons for going vegetarian. Some people are just looking 
for a change of pace from meat and potatoes. Some want 
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to save money. Some want the health advantages of a 
low-cholesterol, high-fi ber diet. Other have religious or 
philosophical reasons for not eating meat. And there are 
also those who want to do something about the global food 
problem.
 “But whether you want to save money, save your 
heart, save animals, or save the world from food shortage, 
you’ll need good recipes that sustain your interest in going 
vegetarian. And good recipes are the heart of this vegetarian 
cook book.”
 In answer to the question “Don’t I need meat for 
protein?” it responds: “No. By weight, soybeans and cheese 
are better sources of protein than meat and fi sh. In terms 
of protein quality, eggs and milk rank above meat. By 
combining grains and legumes, you can create a protein of 
higher quality than meat or fi sh.” The theme of combining 
proteins from complementary sources to increase protein 
quality is emphasized. Soybeans are said to have the 
best quality protein of any food from the plant kingdom, 
providing “virtually complete protein” with “no limiting 
amino acid”–a “near-perfect protein source.” (p. 9-10, 49).
 In a table titled “Nutrition-packed Foods” the following 
soy-related foods are listed as good sources: Soybeans for 
thiamin (vitamin B-1), niacin, vitamin B-6, folacin, calcium, 
and iron. Tofu for niacin and calcium.
 Soy-related recipes include: Soybean soup, bistro style 
(p. 30). Vegetarian Joe (Like sloppy Joe, with tofu, p. 44). 
Cooking beans (incl. soybeans, p. 49; “Refrigerate while 
soaking, boil for 3 to 3½ hours.” Adding salt to the soak 
water is said to help beans absorb water evenly). Sweet & 
sour soybeans (p. 51). Sesame tofu sticks (in teriyaki sauce, 
p. 59). Savory vegetables and tofu (p. 61). Herbed tofu sauce 
(p. 69). Address: Menlo Park, California. Phone: 415-321-
3600.

5297. Nunomura, N.; Sasaki, M. 1986. Soy sauce. In: 
N.R. Reddy, M.D. Pierson, and D.K. Salunkhe, eds. 1986. 
Legume-Based Fermented Foods. Boca Raton, FL: CRC 
Press. [viii] + 254 p. See p. 5-46. Chap. 2. [111 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Types of soy sauce. 
Preparation of shoyu: Raw materials, preparation (treatment 
of raw materials, koji making, mash [moromi] production 
and aging, pressing, refi ning and pasteurization), production 
of chemical and semichemical shoyu. Composition: 
Chemical composition, fl avor compounds (Japanese 
shoyu fl avor components, oxidative products of HEMF, 
fl avor components of koji, matured mash, and shoyu oil, 
quantitative analysis of fl avor compounds, change in fl avor 
components during pasteurization, fl avor components of 
various soy sauces in the world), organoleptic quality. 
Safety: Mycotoxins, long term effects of shoyu consumption, 
mutagens. Conclusions.
 HEMF is 4-hydroxy-2 (or 5)-ethyl-5 (or 2)-methyl-
3(2H)-furanone. First isolated in 1976, it possesses a shoyu-

like and a strong caramel-like fl avor. The addition of 0.1 ppm 
of HEMF to shoyu makes the taste milder.
 Table 5 lists the 271 fl avor components that have 
been found in Japanese shoyu to date. They include 37 
hydrocarbons, 30 alcohols, 41 esters, 15 aldehydes, 5 acetals, 
17 ketones, 24 acids, 16 furans, 4 lactones, 4 furanones, 5 
pyrones, 25 pyrazines, 7 pyridines, 6 miscellaneous nitrogen 
compounds, 11 sulfur compounds, 3 thiazoles, 3 terpenes, 
and 2 miscellaneous compounds. Address: Soy Sauce 
Science Research Lab., Kikkoman Corp., Noda, Chiba, 
Japan.

5298. Odunfa, S.A. 1986. Dawadawa. In: N.R. Reddy, M.D. 
Pierson, and D.K. Salunkhe, eds. 1986. Legume-Based 
Fermented Foods. Boca Raton, FL: CRC Press. [viii] + 254 
p. See p. 173-189. Chap. 11. [63 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction: Quantity produced, 
consumption patterns. Method of preparation: Raw materials, 
commercial preparation of dawadawa, postfermentation 
treatment, upgrading production technology. Microbiological 
and physico-chemical changes during fermentation: 
Microorganisms, physico-chemical changes. Nutritional 
composition and quality. Toxicological aspects. Conclusions 
and future research needs. Dawadawa is the Hausa name for 
the fermented African locust bean (Parkia biglobosa) It is 
an important condiment in the entire savanna region of West 
and Central Africa. Countries where dawadawa is important 
include the northern regions of Nigeria, Ghana, Togo, Benin, 
Chad, Sierra Leone, Upper Volta, Gambia, Cameroon, Ivory 
Coast, Guinea, Mali, Senegal, and the semi-desert country of 
Niger.
 Dawadawa is also know as iru in Yoruba (spoken in 
southwestern Nigeria), as ogiri-igala in Ibo (spoken in 
southeastern Nigeria), “as kpalugu among the Kusasis and 
Dagombas of Northern Ghana, as kinda in Sierra Leone, and 
as netetou or as soumbara in Gambia.”
 More than 100 million people living in West Africa use 
dawadawa as a foodstuff. Cobley and Steel (1976) estimated 
that 200,000 tons per year of African locust beans are 
gathered in northern Nigeria alone, from the trees on which 
they grow. In addition, large amounts are produced in the 
savanna regions of Oyo and Kwara states in southwestern 
Nigeria. Some of the beans collected in northern Nigeria are 
sold to the Yorubas or Ibos of southern Nigeria, where half 
the area is rain forest so that there is a shortage of locust 
beans.
 Each locust bean tree yields approximately 25 to 52 kg 
of pods from which 6 to 13 kg of beans may be obtained. 
About 250,000 tons of locust beans are produced, from 
which about 170,000 tons of dawadawa are made.
 “In place of locust bean seeds, local varieties of 
soybeans are used as a substitute to make dawadawa in the 
Benue and Plateau states of Nigeria” (p. 175).
 Although dawadawa is used mainly as a fl avoring, it 
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also contributes to the protein and calorie intake.
 To make soybean dawadawa, soybeans are fi rst fried 
until they are brown in color. Then they are ground to 
remove the seed coat (testa). The dehulled soybeans are 
boiled in water for 3 hours, then drained using a calabash 
sieve and spread in a basket lined with leaves. Previously 
fermented soybean dawadawa is added to the basket 
and mixed with the cooked soybeans. The basket is then 
covered with the same leaves used to line the basket. The 
covered basket is placed in a warm place for 2-3 days for 
fermentation. The fermented soybeans are sun-dried then 
pounded to a fi ne powder (p. 179). Address: Dep. of Botany, 
Univ. of Ibadan, Ibadan, Nigeria.

5299. Ohta, Teruo. 1986. Natto. In: N.R. Reddy, M.D. 
Pierson, and D.K. Salunkhe, eds. 1986. Legume-Based 
Fermented Foods. Boca Raton, FL: CRC Press. [viii] + 254 
p. See p. 85-93. Chap. 5. [25 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction: Types of natto, 
production and consumption. Method of preparation: raw 
materials, preparation of itohiki natto (soaking and cooking 
of soybeans, inoculation and packaging, fermentation, 
maturation and stabilization), preparation of yukiwari natto 
and hama-natto, fermentation microorganisms. Composition 
and physical properties: Chemical composition, physical 
properties (mucous material, spots on natto, organoleptic 
properties). Nutritional quality. Toxicology. Conclusions.
 The three major types made in Japan are itohiki natto, 
yukiwari natto, and hama-natto; each has its own method 
of preparation. Itohiki natto (sticky natto) is made by 
fermenting whole cooked soybeans with Bacillus natto; it 
is made in large quantities and, in Japan, accounts for more 
than the total production of the other two types. Yukiwari 
natto is made by mixing itohiki natto with rice koji and salt, 
then aging the mixture. Hama-natto is made by inoculating 
cooked soybeans with the koji mold, Aspergillus oryzae. 
Hama-natto is made in and around only two small parts of 
Japan: the cities of Hamamatsu and Kyoto, where it is sold as 
a local souvenir food item.
 The earliest document known to have mentioned the 
word “natto” is the Shin Sarugaku Shiyu, written by A. 
Fujiwara [Fujiwara no Akihira] in 1068; yet no description 
was given of the method for making this natto. Itohiki natto 
has long been used as a feed for livestock by village farmers 
and as a food in Buddhist temples during the winter. During 
its early history, natto was prepared by simply wrapping 
warm, cooked soybeans in rice-straw bundles, and leaving 
the wrapped soybeans at ambient temperature. Modern 
techniques involved the use of starter cultures such as 
Bacillus natto developed after the 1920s.
 Production and consumption in Japan: In 1982 the 
production of itohiki natto was about 170,000 metric 
tons (tonnes), requiring the use of about 85,000 tonnes of 
soybeans. [So from 1 kg of soybeans one gets about 2 kg 

of fi nished natto]. This amount is nearly a 10% increase 
over 1980. This large increase, in only two years, which is 
extraordinary among Japanese traditional fermented foods, 
may be due to: (1) the growing concern of the Japanese 
public over the relationship between diet and health, and 
over the excess intake of animal fats and salt. (2) The fact 
that natto contains no salt. (3) The high and uniform quality 
of commercial natto and its long shelf life, which has been 
extended by the use of refrigerated distribution from natto 
factories to households.
 The majority of natto makers in Japan are small family 
businesses that make about 300 kg of natto a day. These 
companies distribute their fresh natto locally. However, there 
is a growing number of large factories that make more than 
3,000 kg per day.
 Annual consumption of natto in Japan is 760 gm per 
person. Until the 1950s, natto was made and consumed 
mostly in the northeastern region of Japan. This localization 
has recently changed due to the acceptability of natto in the 
rest of Japan.
 In Japan, natto is eaten with thinly sliced leeks (negi), 
nori (a black, paper-thin sheet made of a sea vegetable), 
and mustard mixed together with a small amount of soy 
sauce, as a side dish for a bowl of cooked rice–typically for 
breakfast and/or dinner. Natto is also used as one ingredient 
in nori-wrapped sushi and in noodle soup. Address: Director, 
Applied Microbiology Div., National Food Research Inst., 
Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries, Tsukuba, 
Ibaraki, Japan.

5300. Ontario Soya-Bean Growers’ Marketing Board. 1986. 
Ontario Soybeans: Presented with pride by the Ontario Soya-
bean Growers’ Marketing Board. Chatham, Ontario, Canada: 
OSGMB. 8 p. Undated. 28 cm.
• Summary: This color booklet is designed to promote 
soybeans grown in Ontario, Canada. It discusses: A brief 
history of soybeans in Ontario, Canada’s soybean grading 
system, Ontario as Canada’s 412,000 square mile Golden 
Bowl of agriculture, where and how soybeans are grown 
from pedigreed seed in Ontario, end uses for soybeans, 
details on Canada’s 5 soybean grades, graph of protein and 
oil content of Eastern Canadian soybeans from 1975 to 
1985, the Ontario Soya-bean Growers’ Marketing Board 
(established in 1949) and its 25,000 members. Address: 
Chatham, ONT, Canada.

5301. Ory, Robert L. 1986. Plant proteins: The ABCs. ACS 
Symposum Series No. 312. p. 1-5. Robert L. Ory, ed. Plant 
Proteins: Applications, Biological Effects, and Chemistry 
(American Chemical Society). [12 ref]
• Summary: “Interest in seed and vegetable proteins has 
been growing steadily over the past two decades because 
of the major role plant proteins play in both human and 
animal diets.” Address: Southern Regional Research Center, 
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Agricultural Research Service, USDA, New Orleans, 
Louisiana 70179.

5302. Prikryl, Antonín; List, Jaroslav. 1986. Products based 
on soya lecithin. Acta Universitatis Carolinae, Medica 
(Prague) 32(1/2):93-95. [2 ref. Eng]
• Summary: “The research workers of the Research Institute 
of Fat Industry in cooperation with the Institute of Hygiene, 
the School Clinic of Charles University, and the Institute of 
Pharmacology of the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences 
have been engaged in the problems of the utilization of soya 
lecithin in human nutrition, with respect to the high content 
of phospholipids and essential fatty acids, since 1978.”
 “In general, native lecithin is defi ned as a mixture of 
phospholipids, i.e. acetone insoluble substances prepared 
from soybeans and other raw materials of vegetable and 
animal origin. This mixture consists predominantly of 
phosphatidylcholine, phosphatidylethanolamine, and 
phosphatidylinositol which are combined with various 
quantities of other substances as triacylglycerols, free fatty 
acids, and sugars.”
 “Our diet is defi cient in the very eatables rich in native 
lecithin. Therefore, soya lecithin appears to be a unique 
source that is able, to a great extent, to compensate this 
defi cit. Moreover, in comparison with native lecithin of 
animal origin, soya lecithin is noted for its content of 50-
60% of essential fatty acids.”
 “The development of the products based on soya lecithin 
consisted in eliminating its unfavourable organoleptic and 
physical properties, and converting it into a form suitable 
for consumption. As the fi rst, Palmlecitin [sic] B produced 
by Palma, Bratislava [Slovakia] was put on the market 
in 1979. It is an emulsifi ed product containing 12-15% 
of soya lecithin, a solution of sugars with glucose as a 
prevalent constituent, milk protein, and 12% of alcohol. It 
is supplemented with vitamins of B group, vitamin E, and 
calcium pantothenate.”
 “Vitalecitin is a product in solid form with an 
increased content of soya lecithin which was put to the test 
manufacture by Vitana, Kralupy nad Vltavou, this year.” 
Address: Dep. of Research of Oils and Fats, Usti nad Labem, 
Research Inst. of Fat Industry, Prague, Czechoslovakia.

5303. Rachim, Abdul. 1986. Indonesia: Notes on the soybean 
food industry under producers’ co-operatives in Indonesia. 
CGPRT No. 4. p. 244-54. Includes 7 tables and fi gures.
• Summary: Contents: Background. Indonesian soybean 
foods. Fermented products: Tempe, oncom, tauco, kecap. 
Non-fermented products: Tofu, soymilk. Function and role 
of Kopti (and BULOG). Traditional processing industry: 
Current situation of small-scale home industry, further 
studies on the food industry / marketing system.
 The Food Balance Sheets of the Central Bureau of 
Statistics show that 90% of Indonesia’s soybeans are used 

for food. Most of the human consumption is in the form of a 
variety of popular processed foods: tempe, tahu (tofu), tauco, 
and a number of other less popular foods: soybean sprouts 
(tauge), sere in Bali, yuba, soybean milk, fried soybeans 
(eaten as a snack), beans boiled in the pod (also a snack), and 
the beans cooked as a vegetable or as an ingredient in soups. 
Only one factory (Sari Hasuda, in Yogyakarta) produces 
soybean milk. It is enriched with nonfat dried milk, vitamins, 
and minerals.
 To coordinate and improve the economic viability of 
the small tofu and tempeh producers, a cooperative system, 
called Kopti (Koperasi Produsen Tempe dan Tahu Indonesia; 
Indonesian Tempe / Tofu Processors’ Co-operative) was 
founded in 1979. The main function of Kopti is to procure 
and distribute soybeans to its members, the number of which 
has increased from 25 in 1980 to 286 in May 1985. It handles 
about 407,160 tons/year. The purchase price of soybeans is 
as follows (Rupiah/kg): From USA 415, from China 425, 
from Indonesian farmers 475-80. Certifi cate [certifi ed] seeds 
cost 550-75.
 Tofu, tempe, kecap, tauco and oncom processing is 
primarily done in small factories. 3 studies have been made 
on the size of these factories and the quantities they process: 
as part of the 1974 Industrial Census of the Central Bureau 
of Statistics (CBS); by Winarno, et al., in 1976; and by the 
study team on Soybean Commodity System (SCS) in the 
Garut area of West Java in 1984. The fi ndings of these 3 
studies are presented in Table 2.
 “We should be cautious in comparing their results, 
however, because of biases in the collection of the 
information. The CBS study, for instance, was part of 
an industrial census, which divided processors into two 
categories: small-scale industries (5-19 labourers), and 
home factories (1-4 labourers, some of whom may be family 
members). However, there may also be wide variations in the 
industry in different parts of the country.
 “Despite these limitations, it seems that the volume of 
soybean processed by each unit has increased appreciably, 
probably refl ecting a favorable growth of the industry. Yet 
the number of labourers per unit has remained small, and 
is probably diminishing. This may be because of the use of 
mechanical crushers or dehullers for both tempe and tofu 
productions.” Address: Research Asst., ESCAP CGPRT 
Centre, Bogor, Indonesia.

5304. Rackis, J.J.; Wolf, W.J.; Baker, E.C. 1986. Protease 
inhibitors in plant foods: Content and inactivation. Advances 
in Experimental Medicine and Biology No. 199. p. 299-347. 
M. Friedman, ed. Nutritional and Toxicological Signifi cance 
of Enzyme Inhibitors in Foods. New York: Plenum Press. 
[198* ref]
• Summary: Historical Perspective: “Proteolytic activity in 
plants was fi rst reported in 1799 by Vauquelin, but the fi rst 
recognition that plant foodstuffs contained a PI (protease 
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inhibitor) occurred when Read and Haas (1938) reported that 
aqueous extracts of defatted soy fl our inhibited the ability of 
trypsin to liquefy gelatin. A crystalline trypsin inhibitor (TI) 
was subsequently isolated by Kunitz (1945, 1946).”
 “From an historical perspective, the nutritional 
signifi cance of PI’s has commanded the greatest attention, 
starting with Osborne and Mendel’s (1917) discovery that 
soybeans would not support the growth of rats unless the 
beans were cooked for 3 hours in a steam bath. Chernick and 
co-workers (1948) were the fi rst to discover that enhanced 
pancreatic juice secretion and enlargement of the pancreas 
occurred in chicks fed raw soybean meal.”
 “Since TI’s in plant foodstuffs are generally inactivated 
by heat treatment, there was a tendency to dismiss the 
nutritional signifi cance of residual TI activity in processed 
vegetable protein foods because short-term feeding trials in 
various animals and humans indicated that the nutritive value 
of properly-processed plant proteins is nearly comparable 
to that of animal protein (Wilcke, et al., 1979). However, 
nutritional research, particularly long-term testing programs, 
needs to be continued based on a series of reports by 
European workers (McGuinness et al., 1982, 1984). It was 
demonstrated that in long-term feeding of up to two years 
in Wistar rats, raw and heated full-fat soy fl our enhanced 
carcinogenesis of two pancreatic carcinogens, azaserine and 
di-(2-hydroxypropyl) nitrosamine and, even in their absence, 
pancreatic nodular hyperplasia and acinar adenoma occurred 
in rats fed the soy diets (Levison et al., 1979). The relevance 
to humans of such long-term effects of TI’s in animals must, 
however, await appropriate experiments in human subjects 
(Liener, 1983).” Address: Northern Regional Research 
Center, USDA, Peoria, Illinois 61604.

5305. Roebuck, B.D. 1986. Enhancement of pancreatic 
carcinogenesis of raw soy protein isolate quantitative 
rat model and nutritional considerations. Advances in 
Experimental Medicine and Biology No. 199. p. 91-107. [50 
ref]
• Summary: “The consumption of a diet containing a high 
content of raw soy fl our enhanced pancreatic carcinogenesis 
in rats when fed either concurrently with or subsequent to 
treatment with known pancreatic carcinogens. It is well 
established that the feeding of raw say fl our, particularly 
to the chicken and the rat, leads to a rapid and dramatic 
enlargement of their pancreas. This is due to both 
hypertrophy and hyperplasia of the acinar cell component 
of the pancreas. Heat-treatment of the raw soy fl our largely 
abolishes these hypertrophic, hyperplastic, and carcinogenic 
effects.” Address: Dep. of Parmacology and Toxicology, 
Dartmouth Medical School, Hanover, New Hampshire, 
03756.

5306. Schaefer, Mary Jane. 1986. The phytic acid and trace 
mineral content of soybeans and their effects on tofu texture. 

PhD thesis, Iowa State University. 145 p. Page 4366 in 
volume 47/11-B of Dissertation Abstracts International. [187 
ref]
• Summary: Dissertation supervisor was J.A. Love. Only 
39% of the iron in soybeans was recovered in soymilk. Of 
the copper in soymilk, 37% was lost in the whey during tofu 
making. The components of soybeans that were found to 
be the best indicators of tofu texture were iron and phytic 
acid, which were related to tofu fracturability (r=0.73) and 
elasticity (r=0.82), respectively. In fi nished tofu, lipid was 
best related to tofu cohesiveness (r=0.92). Thus a low-fat 
tofu would be expected to break easily. Address: Iowa State 
Univ., Ames, Iowa. Presently: Dep. of Human Nutrition, 
Univ. of Missouri, 217 Gwynn Hall, Columbia, MO 65211. 
Phone: 314-882-4288.

5307. Schneeman, Barbara O.; Gallaher, Daniel. 1986. 
Pancreatic response to dietary trypsin inhibitor: Variations 
among species. Advances in Experimental Medicine and 
Biology No. 199. p. 185-87. [7 ref]
• Summary: It is important to note the varied response 
among species. Rats, mice, chicken, hamsters, and young, 
growing guinea pigs all exhibit pancreatic enlargement 
(hypertrophy) in response to protease inhibitors, while 
dogs, pigs, calves, and monkeys do not. Address: Dep. of 
Nutrition, Univ. of California, Davis, CA 95616.

5308. Sojarei Ebner-Prosl. 1986. Wichtig! fuer 
Ernaehrungsbewusste! [Important for understanding 
nutrition! The Sojarei tofu recipe booklet]. Augasse 2, 
A-2500 Baden bei Wien, Austria. 20 p. [Ger]
• Summary: This undated, stapled booklet on yellow paper 
contains 31 tofu recipes, plus a nutritional analysis of 4 
tofu products made by this company. Address: Baden (near 
Vienna), Austria. Phone: 02252/85101.

5309. Souci, S.W.; Fachman, W.; Kraut, H. 1986. Die 
Zusammensetzung der Lebensmittel. Naehrwert-Tabellen 
1986/87. 3. rev. Aufl . [Composition of foods. Tables of 
nutritional values 1986/87. 3rd revised ed.]. Stuttgart, 
Germany: Wiss. Verlags-Gesellschaft. [Ger]*
• Summary: Contains details on the nutritional composition 
of soybeans, including the amino acid content, composition 
of soy oil, minerals, trace elements, and vitamins in the 
soybean. Address: Germany.

5310. Spiller, Gene A. ed. 1986. CRC handbook of dietary 
fi ber in human nutrition. Boca Raton, Florida: CRC Press, 
Inc. 483 p. Index. [700+* ref]
• Summary: This excellent, comprehensive work is “proof 
of the amazing growth in the study of dietary fi ber during 
the 1970s and 1980s... Interest in what used to be the 
disregarded cinderella nutrient of the early 20th century 
has grown at a rate greater than almost any other nutrient. 
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The plant cell wall and the gums and mucilages had found 
their well-deserved niche in nutrition and medicine.” Soy is 
discussed on the following pages: Soybean hulls (93, 157–
and husks). Diabetes treatment and soybeans (95, 97, 350). 
Soybean isolate fi ber (p. 71, 445). Soybean bran (134, 266, 
389). Fecal output and soybeans (218). Fecal composition 
and soybeans (255). Carbohydrate hydrolysis and soybeans 
(308). Soybean proteins (338, 459). Soybean meal (388). 
Fiber content of soybeans (440). Soybean fl our (454, 459). 
Crude fi ber in soybeans (454). Phytate in soybeans (457). 
Saponins in soybeans (p459). Address: D.Chem, PhD, 
Consultant in Nutrition Research, Los Altos, California.

5311. Staley (A.E.) Mfg. Co. Gunther Products Div. 1986. 
A.E. Staley Mfg. Co. Gunther Products Division [History] 
(Leafl et). Decatur, Illinois. 1 p. Single sided. 28 cm.
• Summary: “Gunther Products, Inc. was founded in 1948 
(incorporated in Oct. 1949) and is located in Galesburg, 
Illinois. The founder, Ken Gunther, was Technical Director 
for Central Soya Company, a large producer of commodity 
soybean proteins. One area of research that was of special 
interest to him was enzyme hydrolyzed protein possessing 
certain properties similar to egg whites. When Central Soya 
made a business decision not to pursue this ‘specialty’ type 
market, Dr. Gunther asked for and was granted a technology 
license in order to set up his own business in his home town 
of Galesburg.
 “The original product, soy albumen, was marketed to 
the candy industry to replace egg whites for aeration of 
the nougat centers of candy bars. At that time, egg whites 
continued to have major bacteriological problems. Often, 
product was not available due to salmonella contamination. 
In addition, soy albumen could be produced and sold at a 
lower cost than egg albumen. Gunther products was the only 
producer of such a product in the world so thus enjoyed a 
special market niche. By concentrating on product quality 
and customer service, the Gunther business became fi rmly 
established in the U.S. with selected accounts also being 
developed through distributors in export markets–primarily 
to Europe and Japan.
 “Dr. Robert Gunther, a PhD organic chemist, joined 
the organization in 1950 and did a great deal of product 
development work resulting in an expanded line of enzyme 
modifi ed soy proteins. These were useful in providing 
aeration to a variety of foods in the baking, drink and dessert 
area as well as additional specialty proteins for the candy 
and marshmallow industries. The new products were more 
effi cient at aerating low fat systems than the original soy 
albumen. However, the majority of the sales were still to the 
confectionary industry, with 30% of volume sales going to 
one company. In addition, 70% of the total sales were to ten 
customers. This vulnerability to one or few customers caused 
many anxious moments in the early years of the Gunther 
operation–and still does today.

 “The A.E. Staley Manufacturing Company purchased 
Gunther Products in 1969. The Staley Company felt that 
the utility of these high margin specialty functional proteins 
would fi t well into the Staley line of specialty starches and 
sweeteners. Both companies served similar industries–candy, 
baking, desserts, etc. Staley believed that with its greater 
sales and marketing expertise, the Gunther division would 
show excellent future growth. Following the acquisition, the 
Gunther brothers continued to operate the Galesburg plant 
coordinating sales through a product manager who interacted 
with the Staley sales personnel. Research continued at 
Galesburg under Dr. Robert Gunther.
 “Ken Gunther retired in 1973. In anticipation of Bob 
Gunther’s retirement in 1981 and the desire for improved 
basic research, the research effort was transferred to the 
larger and better equipped Staley Research Center in 1979. 
Prior to this period, the product manager position had also 
moved from Galesburg to Decatur in order to improve 
interactions with Staley sales and marketing personnel. Upon 
Bob Gunther’s retirement in 1981, the General Manager was 
also relocated to Decatur. This left the Galesburg location as 
a manufacturing site with an offi ce staff, quality control staff 
and a plant manager.” Address: P.O. Box 51, Decatur, Illinois 
62525.

5312. Su, Yuan-Chi. 1986. Sufu. In: N.R. Reddy, M.D. 
Pierson, and D.K. Salunkhe, eds. 1986. Legume-Based 
Fermented Foods. Boca Raton, FL: CRC Press. [viii] + 254 
p. See p. 69-83. Chap. 4. [28 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Method of preparation. 
Biochemical changes and composition. Nutritional quality. 
Toxicology. Conclusions.
 The process for making sufu was considered a natural 
phenomenon until 1920, when a microorganism believed 
to be responsible for sufu fermentation was isolated and 
identifi ed. Address: Dean and Prof., College of Agriculture, 
National Taiwan Univ., Taipei, Taiwan.

5313. Tan-Wilson, Anna L.; Wilson, Karl A. 1986. Relevance 
of multiple soybean trypsin inhibitor forms to nutritional 
quality. Advances in Experimental Medicine and Biology No. 
199. p. 391-411. [84 ref]
• Summary: “Quite ironically, the Bowman-Birk inhibitors, 
and to some extent the Kunitz inhibitors, contribute to the 
nutritional quality of soybeans by virtue of their high cystine 
content which supplements the low or negligible amounts 
of sulfur-containing amino acids in the storage proteins 
that comprise the bulk of the protein reserve in the seed.” 
Address: Dep. of Biological Sciences, State Univ. of New 
York at Binghamton, Binghampton, NY 13901.

5314. Temler, Roman S.; Mettraux, Christine. 1986. Gastrin 
and cholecystokinin levels in rats fed soya bean trypsin 
inhibitor. Advances in Experimental Medicine and Biology 
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No. 199. p. 133-41. [29 ref]
• Summary: “Feeding rats raw soya fl our, which contains 
active trypsin inhibitors results in enlargement of the 
pancreatic gland. The mechanism of this action is not clearly 
understood although it is generally believed that the presence 
of the inhibitor in the intestinal lumen mediates the release of 
cholecystokinin (CCK) which in turn acts on the pancreas.” 
Address: NESTEC Ltd., Research Dep., Ave. Nestlé 55, CH-
1800 Vevey, Switzerland.

5315. Troll, Walter; Frenkel, Krystyna; Wiesner, Rakoma. 
1986. Protease inhibitors: Their role as modifi ers of 
carcinogenic processes. Advances in Experimental Medicine 
and Biology 199:153-65. Nutritional and Toxicological 
Signifi cance of Enzyme Inhibitors in Foods, edited by 
Mendel Friedman. [87* ref]
• Summary: “The Western diet, which consists of a 
high proportion of meat and fat, and a low proportion of 
vegetables, appears to contribute to a higher occurrence of 
breast, colon, and prostate cancers. In contrast, diets rich in 
certain vegetables such as rice, maize, and beans, lower the 
incidence of these cancers. These fi ndings were corroborated 
by model animal experiments in which diets containing 
protease inhibitors inhibited the carcinogenic process(es). 
Among protease inhibitors, the heat-stable Bowman-Birk 
inhibitor isolated from soybeans was found to be one of the 
most potent in preventing colon cancer in mice.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2020) 
which suggests that soy might reduce one’s risk of colon 
cancer. Address: Dep. of Environmental Medicine, New York 
Univ. Medical Center, New York, New York.

5316. USDA Human Nutrition Information Service. 1986. 
Nutrition and your health: Dietary guidelines for Americans. 
2nd ed. In: Home and Garden Bulletins, Nos. 231-1 through 
232-7, Washington, DC. 23 p. *
• Summary: Many nutritionists and health professionals 
agree with and promote the USDA Dietary Guidelines 
(1986). They feel that the guidelines–(a) eat a variety of 
foods; (b) maintain desirable weight; (c) avoid too much fat; 
(d) avoid saturated fat and cholesterol; (e) eat foods with 
adequate starch and fi ber; (f) avoid too much sugar; (g) avoid 
too much sodium; and (h) if you drink alcoholic beverages, 
do so in moderation–will generally lead to a nutritious diet 
and good health. Address: Washington, DC.

5317. Wakeman, Alan; Baskerville, Gordon. 1986. The 
vegan cookbook: Over 200 recipes all completely free from 
animal produce. London and Boston: Faber & Faber. 298 p. 
Index. 22 cm. [28 ref]
• Summary: The 200 recipes in this cookbook demonstrate 
that a vegan diet can be rich and varied and reach the highest 
culinary standards. Within each chapter (e.g. main dishes, 
or soups) the recipe are listed with the quicker, cheaper, or 

simpler ones fi rst and the slower, more expensive, or more 
elaborate ones last. A nutritional analysis per serving is given 
with each recipe.
 Soy-related recipes include: Tofu stir-fry (p. 63). Tofu 
chips with walnuts and olives (p. 105). Vanilla dessert (with 
soya milk, p. 147). Caramel Cream Pudding (with tofu, p. 
153). Orange and Chocolate Mousse (with soya milk, p. 
154). Banana tart (with soya milk, p. 157). Chocolate tart 
(with soya milk, p. 158). Banana curd cake (with tofu and 
soya milk, p. 160). Lemon cheesecake (with tofu and soya 
milk). Rum and chocolate cheesecake (with tofu and soya 
milk, p. 162). Basic plain sauce (with soya milk, p. 166). 
Lemon curry sauce (with soya milk). Custard (with soya 
milk, p. 175). Hot chocolate sauce (with soya milk, p. 176). 
Tofu dressing (p. 181). Yoghurt salad dressing (with cultured 
soymilk yogurt, p. 182). Mayonnaise with soya milk (p. 
185). Tahini spread with miso (p. 192). Scrambled tofu and 
herbs on toast (p. 254). Lassi (Traditional Indian sweet or 
salty yoghurt drink, p. 256). Soy sprouts (p. 262).
 Many recipes call for the use of soy sauce or soya milk 
(especially desserts, dairylike products, or cream sauces), 
and tofu is used as an ingredient in many recipes in which it 
does not appear in the recipe name (e.g. Bulgur bake, p. 59; 
Mushroom pie, p. 88). In all recipes, each ingredient is listed 
twice in side-by-side columns: once in its Imperial (Metric) 
form and once in its American form, e.g. 385 ml Vegan 
Yoghurt, ½ cup.
 One excellent chapter titled “The Alternative Dairy” 
(p. 231-50) is designed to tempt even the most determined 
cream addict. It contains descriptive sections on soya milk, 
margarine, tofu, vegan yoghurt, and vegan ice-cream, 
followed by recipes for: Vegan single cream. Vegan double 
cream. Vegan sour cream. Vegan piping cream. Cashew 
cream. Coconut cream. Vegan yoghurt (2 methods). Plain ice 
cream. Banana ice-cream. Pineapple ice-cream. Chocolate 
ice-cream. and Peach sorbet.
 Appendixes include: 1. Notes on vegan nutrition. 2. 
Seven reasons to be a vegan (health, economic, ecological, 
altruistic {world hunger}, compassionate (to animals), 
ethical {what right do we have to kill animals?}, spiritual). 3. 
Useful addresses. 4. Selected bibliography. 5. Abbreviations 
and measures. 6. Glossary of unusual ingredients: Incl. 
demerara sugar (dark brown, often used raw), miso, soya 
fl our, soya milk, soya sauce, tofu. Address: England.

5318. Wang, Hwa L. 1986. Nutritional quality of fermented 
foods. Mycologia Memoir No. 11. p. 289-301. Chap. 
16. (C.W. Hesseltine and Hwa L. Wang, eds. Indigenous 
Fermented Food of Non-Western Origin. Berlin & Stuttgart: 
J. Cramer.) Previously published in 1981 in USDA 
Miscellaneous Publication FL-MS-333. [44 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Effect of fermentation on 
compositional changes of substrates. Protein quality and 
digestibility. Complementary effect of mixed proteins. 
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Vitamins. Antibiotics. Conclusion. Literature cited. Address: 
USDA/NRRC, 1815 N. University St., Peoria, Illinois 
61604.

5319. Widhalm, K. 1986. Effect of diet on serum lipids 
and lipoprotein in hyperlipoproteinemic children. In: 
A.C. Beyner, ed. 1986. Nutritional Effects of Cholesterol 
Metabolism. Transmondial Voorthuizen. See p. 133-40. *
• Summary: Partial replacement of animal protein with 
isolated soy protein in 11 subjects for 60 days resulted 
in a lowering of total cholesterol by 15.2% and of LDL 
cholesterol by 16.7%.

5320. Winarno, F.G.; Reddy, N.R. 1986. Tempe. In: N.R. 
Reddy, M.D. Pierson, and D.K. Salunkhe, eds. 1986. 
Legume-Based Fermented Foods. Boca Raton, FL: CRC 
Press. [viii] + 254 p. See p. 95-117. Chap. 6. [77 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Methods of preparation: 
Raw materials, microorganisms involved, starter culture, 
preparation (Traditional, Pilot plant production {dehulling, 
hydration and acid fermentation, cooking, draining, and 
cooling, inoculation and incubation, harvesting and storage, 
losses and yield}), organoleptic characteristics of tempe.
 Nutrient composition: proteins and amino acids, 
vitamins and minerals, lipids, carbohydrates, antibacterial 
compound production.
 Nutritional quality. Antinutritional and/or toxic factors. 
Tempeh and tempeh-like foods from other legumes: Tempe 
kecipir (made from winged beans), tempe gembus (made 
from okara), other products, nutritional intervention. 
Conclusions.
 Tables: (1) Fungi isolated from Indonesian tempe. The 
four columns are: (a) Sample (e.g., ragi-tempe, tempe). (b) 
Place of origin (e.g., Malang, Sukarta, Djakarta). (c) Region 
(e.g., Eastern Java, Central Java, Western Java). (d) Species 
(Rhizopus oryzae, Rhizopus arrhizus, Rhizopus oligosporus, 
Mucor rouxii, Rhizopus oryzae, Rhizopus stolonifer, Mucor 
javanicus, Trichosporon pullulans, Aspergillus niger, 
Fusarium spp.).
 (2) Microorganisms isolated from several Malaysian 
tempe samples. The four columns are: (a) Sample. (b) Town 
(Kajang, Kuala Lumpur, Bangi). (c) State (Selangor). (d) 
Species (Rhizopus spp., Aspergillus spp., Penicillium spp., 
Micrococcus spp., Rhizopus spp., Mucor spp., Rhizopus 
spp., Aspergillus spp., Bacillus spp., Micrococcus spp., 
Trichosporon spp.).
 (3) Comparative effect of freeze-drying versus hot air 
drying (69ºC) on tempe.
 (4) Solids losses from tempe processing of varieties 
of whole soybeans and soybean grits. Note: The soybean 
varieties are Harosoy, Hawkeye, and Seneca.
 (5) Composition of nutrients per 100 g of tempe. Five 
types of soy tempe are shown: Fresh, sundried, freeze-dried, 
dry basis, and deep fried.

 (6) Amino acid composition of tempe compared with 
the FAO/WHO reference pattern (expressed in mg/g of 
nitrogen). Note: Methionine-cystine are the limiting amino 
acids in tempe.
 (7) Amino acids (6/16 g nitrogen) and nutritive index 
of raw and fermented soybeans and the mold Rhizopus 
oligosporus.
 (8) Vitamins and minerals in fresh soy tempe.
 (9) Distribution of free fatty acids during tempe 
fermentation.
 (10) PER and digestibility coeffi cient of tempe before 
and after fermentation.
 (11) Phytic acid and fl atus factors of tempe before and 
after fermentation. Note: Both decreased dramatically.
 (12) Indonesian tempe prepared from different substrates 
(six types).
 (13) Nutrient content of winged bean tempe kecipir.
 (14) Composition of tempe gembus (okara tempe).
 (15) Organoleptic characteristics of chickpea, horsebean 
[broad bean; Vicia faba], and soybean tempe.
 (16) Composition and nutritional value of tempe, fi sh, 
and rice mixtures (TFR). Note: For all tables the source of 
the information is given.
 Figures: (1) Photo: “Usar made traditionally using 
hibiscus leaves.”
 (2) “Flow sheet: Indonesian household tempe process.”
 (3) “Soybean as raw material for making tempe: (A) 
Uncooked whole soybeans in a round woven bamboo 
basket, and (B) Cooked dehulled soybeans in a round woven 
bamboo basket.”
 (4) “Traditional Indonesian tempe: (A) wrapped in 
banana leaves, and (B) wrapped in perforated plastic bags.”
 (5) Flow sheet: “Pilot plant process for production of 
tempeh.” 21.9% total solids lost.
 “Tempe was formerly considered an inferior food in 
part because of its cost, compared to other protein foods 
such as meats, fi sh, and eggs. Over the last 15 years the 
attitude towards tempe has changed. Today, more attention 
has been given to tempe because it is an inexpensive 
source of proteins, vitamins, and calories. The total annual 
production of tempe is about 500,000 tons (Steinkraus 
1983). In Indonesia, tempe production is still a household 
art. Most of the 41,000 small cottage industries that make 
fresh tempe daily are family run and employ about 128,000 
workers (Shurtleff & Aoyagi 1979; Winarno 1976). Each 
small cottage industry employs about 3 workers and uses 
approximately 11 lb (5 kg) of dry soybeans per day to 
produce 21 lb (10 kg) of fresh tempe. The larger cottage 
industries employ 10 to 20 workers and use 600 to 1,100 lb 
(500 kg) of dry soybeans per day to produce tempe (Shurtleff 
& Aoyagi 1979). The average retail price of tempe is about 
US $0.25 per kg.” Address: 1. Director, Food Technology 
Development Center, Prof. and Head, Food Science Dep., 
Bogor Agricultural Univ., Bogor, Indonesia; 2. Dep. of Food 
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Science and Technology, Virginia Polytechnic Inst. and State 
Univ., Blacksburg, VA.

5321. Yokotsuka, Tamotsu. 1986. Soy sauce biochemistry. 
Advances in Food Research 30:195-329. No index. 28 
cm. (Edited by C.O. Chichester, E.M. Mrak, and B.S. 
Schweigert. Academic Press Inc.). [400+ ref]
• Summary: This extensive review of the subject by one 
of the world’s foremost authorities focuses on the Japanese 
product, shoyu. Contents: Introduction: Japanese shoyu, the 
soy sauce produced in other Oriental countries. Manufacture 
(of the fi ve types of Japanese shoyu): Koikuchi, usukuchi, 
tamari, shiro, and saishikomi shoyu. Recent research and 
technological advances in shoyu manufacturing: Comparison 
between whole and defatted soybeans as raw materials, 
treatment of raw materials, koji molds, koji making, 
control of mash (moromi), refi ning. Color of shoyu: Color 
compounds of shoyu, measurement of shoyu color, browning 
mechanism of shoyu. Flavor evaluation of koikuchi shoyu. 
Volatile fl avor ingredients of koikuchi shoyu: Organic acids, 
alcohols, esters, carbonyls and related compounds, phenolic 
compounds (incl. 4-Ethylguaiacol (4EG) and p-ethylphenol, 
vanillin, ferulic acid, vanillic acid), lactones (incl. aliphatic 
lactones, 4-8 kinds of gamma lactones identifi ed in Japanese 
fermented shoyu), pyrazines, sulfur-containing compounds, 
terpenes, fl avor constituents of the topnote aroma of 
pasteurized shoyu, methods of quantitative analysis of the 
volatile fl avor constituents of shoyu, contribution of volatile 
fl avor constituents to overall fl avor evaluation. Safety 
problems of shoyu: Nonproductivity of mycotoxins by 
Japanese industrial molds, fl uorescent compounds produced 
by Aspergillus molds with Rf values resembling those of 
afl atoxins, mycotoxins other than afl atoxins, mutagenic 
substances in shoyu, bactericidal action of shoyu, biological 
tests of shoyu. Research needs: Raw materials, koji molds, 
reduction of fermentation period of mash, application of 
enzyme preparations, refi ning and pasteurization, fl avor, 
color. References. Address: Kikkoman Corp., Noda-shi, 
Chiba-ken 278, Japan.

5322. Product Name:  Hollywood Soy (Unhydrogenated 
Soy Oil).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Hollywood Foods (Distributor).
Manufacturer’s Address:  Los Angeles, California.
Date of Introduction:  1986?
New Product–Documentation:  W.I. Newton. 1986. 
Omega-3: The fi sh oil factors. p. 122. “Hollywood” brand 
soy is not hydrogenated. Talk with Directory Assistance 
telephone operator in Los Angeles. 1991. May. This 
company is not listed. A company named Hollywood Natural 
Foods, which has been in business for 63 years, says they 
have been getting calls for this company for the past year. 
Further enquiry shows that Hollywood is now a subsidiary of 
Pet, Inc. of St. Louis, Missouri (Phone: 800-325-7130). Len 

Wittels knows about this product.

5323. Cushman, Deborah. 1987. ISU researcher [Walter 
Fehr] is Calvin Klein of designer beans. Des Moines Register 
(Iowa). Jan. 14. p. 1T, 10T.
• Summary: New varieties are low in linolenic acid, high in 
stearic acid, high in protein (Vinton, for tofu), small seeded 
for sprouts, and large seeded for soynuts and miso.

5324. Haren, Chuck. 1987. The Plenty Canada Soy Project in 
Dominica. Plenty Bulletin (Summertown, Tennessee) 3(1):4. 
Jan.
• Summary: A group of Dominicans, who have been 
working with Plenty Canada on a student/employee basis 
for 30 months, are organizing the Kari Soy Cooperative 
to produce soyfoods. Address: Plenty’s soy processing 
education center, Roseau, Dominica, West Indies, Caribbean.

5325. J. of the American Dietetic Association. 1987. New 
products and services: Tofulicious. 87(1):102. Jan.
• Summary: Gives the nutritional composition of this soy ice 
cream. Each 4-ounce serving contains only 150 calories and 
2 gm of protein. Tofu is the main ingredient.

5326. Kushi, Michio; Jack, Alex. 1987. The book of 
macrobiotics: The universal way of health, happiness and 
peace. Completely revised and enlarged edition. Tokyo and 
New York: Japan Publications, Inc. xxi + 371 p. Illust. Index. 
21 cm. [102+ ref]
• Summary: Contents: Dedication. Daily Dedication for 
One Peaceful World. Prayers by Michio Kushi. Preface. 
Introduction: The Regeneration of Modern Humanity.
 1. The Order of the Universe: Life Is Vanity, The 
Principles and Laws of the Universe, Macrobiotics in 
Eastern Thought, Macrobiotics in Western Thought, Modern 
Macrobiotics.
 2. Spirals of Everlasting Change: The Spiral: The 
Universal Pattern, The Spiral of Life, The Spiral of 
Consciousness, The Spiral of Evolution, The Galactic Spiral, 
The Spiral of the Northern Sky, The Spiral of History.
 3. Food and the Human Constitution: Centripetal and 
Centrifugal Force, Ki, the Energy Centers, and Meridians, 
Human Beings Can Eat Anything, Food of Embryo and 
Infant, Food for Human Beings, The Natural Order of 
Eating.
 4. Dietary Principles for Humanity” Standard 
Macrobiotic Dietary Approach, Standard Dietary 
Recommendations, Yin and Yang in Daily Food, 
Environmental Modifi cations and Personal Adjustment, 
Principles of Cooking, Modern Nutrition.
 5. The Way of Life for Humanity: Practicing a Natural 
Way of Life, Respect for Ancestors and Love for Offspring, 
Man and Woman, Love and Marriage, Sex and Relationships, 
Society and Nature, The Spirit of Macrobiotics.
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 6. Human Diseases: Cause and Recovery: Cause of 
Diffi culties, Development of Sickness, The Progressive 
Development of Disease, Kinds of Human Death, Yin 
and Yang in Physical and Mental Sicknesses, Approach to 
Sicknesses, Transition and Discharge, Medicinal Use of 
Common Food, The Five Stages of Transformation, Mental 
Disorders: Cause and Approach, Understanding Dreams, The 
Progressive Development of Mental Disorders.
 7. Medical and Scientifi c Studies: Traditional Dietary 
Sources, Modern Nutritional Studies, Infant and Childhood 
Nutrition, Heart Disease, Cancer, Radiation and Fallout, 
Arthritis, Diabetes, AIDS, Mental and Psychological Illness, 
Antisocial Behavior, Humanity’s Origin and Development, 
Agriculture and Energy, Biological Transmutation, Exercise 
and Sports.
 8. One Peaceful World: The Biological Revolution of 
Humanity, Reorientation of the Individual, Reorientation of 
the Family and Community, World Federal Government, The 
Future World Community, World Public Service, Natural 
Agriculture, Principles of Natural Economy.
 9. Realizing our Endless Dream, The World of Vibration, 
Life in the Spiritual World, Our Spiritual Journey, Meditation 
and Prayer, Spirit and Destiny.
 Appendixes: Biological and Social Decline, Dietary 
Goals and Recommendations, Chronology of Macrobiotics in 
North America and Abroad [1949-1986], Food Composition 
Tables, An East West Reading List, Macrobiotic Educational 
and Social Activities.
 The reading list is truly remarkable; sorted 
alphabetically by either author or title (whichever seems 
more appropriate) it includes many of the world’s fi nest 
spiritual works including: Basho, Matsuo (The Narrow Road 
to the Deep North); Bhagavad Gita, Bible, Black Elk Speaks, 
Book of Songs [Book of Odes; Classic of Poetry] (Chinese 
anthology), Buddha, Sakyamuni [Shakyamuni] (Heart Sutra, 
Sutra of the Lotus Flower of the Wondrous Law {Lotus 
Sutra}, Dhammapada). Butler, Samuel (Erewhon), and a 
host of others.
 Soy-related entries in the remarkable Index include 
miso, South River Miso Co., soy products, soy protein, 
soybeans, Soycrafters Association of North America, and 
tofu.
 The “Chronology of Macrobiotics” is the best seen to 
date–and is worth ten times the price of the book. Address: 
Boston, Massachusetts.

5327. LEC Newsletter. 1987. Thriposha Update–Sri Lanka. 
Jan. p. 2.
• Summary: In 1976 a Brady LEC was introduced to the 
Thriposha weaning food program as a fi rst step in phasing 
out U.S. Food for Peace Title II commodities from the 
program. In 1980 a second step was taken when second 
Brady was added and the Thriposha factory was moved to 
its current 7-acre site a Ja-Ela, near Colombo. The current 

Thriposha formulation is 50% Title II milk powder, 48% of a 
70/30 locally extruded corn/soybean blend, and 2% vitamin 
and mineral premixes. Production through 1988 is scheduled 
at 10,000 tonnes a year. In 1991 Title II inputs are scheduled 
to drop to zero. The program will rely on indigenous foods. 
Thriposha is packaged in 750 ml polyethylene bags. For 
details: CARE/Sri Lanka, P.O. Box 1024, Colombo. Address: 
Colorado State Univ.

5328. Park, M.C.; Bhalchandra, J.K.; Liepa, G.V. 1987. 
Effects of dietary animal and plant proteins on the 
cholesterol metabolism in immature and mature rats. J. of 
Nutrition 117(1):30-35. Jan. [38 ref]
• Summary: Suggests that the normal increase in plasma 
cholesterol due to age may be prevented by the inclusion of 
plant proteins in the diet. Address: Dep. of Biochemistry, 
Texas College of Osteopathic Medicine and Div. of 
Biochemistry, North Texas State Univ., Denton, TX 76203.

5329. Setchell, K.D.R.; Welsh, Mary Beth; Lim, C.K. 1987. 
High-performance liquid chromatographic analysis of 
phytoestrogens in soy protein preparations with ultraviolet, 
electrochemical and thermospray mass spectrometric 
detection. J. of Chromatography 386:315-23. Jan. [30 ref]
• Summary: Concerns the phytoestrogens (plant estrogens, 
which are hormones) daidzein, genistein, coumestrol, 
formononetin, and biochanin. Only daidzein and genistein 
were detected in the soy protein preparations analyzed, and 
were found in high concentrations respectively: textured 
soy protein 568 and 568 micrograms/gm, soy fl akes 221 
and 280 micrograms/gm, soymilk formula No. 1, 17.1 and 
21.8 micrograms/gm, and soymilk formula No. 2, 19.1 
and 22.6 micrograms/gm. Address: 1-2. Dep. of Pediatric 
Gastroenterology, Children’s Hospital Medical Center, 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45229; 3. Div. of Clinical Cell Biology, 
Clinical Research Center, Watford Road, Harrow, Middlesex 
HA1 3UJ, England.

5330. SoyaScan Notes. 1987. New Trend: So-called 
antinutritional factors in soybeans are increasingly 
recognized as having important benefi cial properties as well 
(Overview). Jan. Compiled by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods 
Center.
• Summary: Trypsin inhibitors have been shown repeatedly 
to help prevent cancer. Estrogens and isofl avones have 
antioxidant activity and may suppress certain types of 
cancer, such as breast cancer. Saponins help reduce serum 
cholesterol. This indicates that we may need a new term to 
categorize those soybean substances that apparently offer 
both benefi ts and disadvantages.
 Talk with Dr. David Brandon of the USDA Western 
Regional Research Laboratory, Albany, California. 1992. Jan. 
23. It is not so surprising to fi nd that anti-tumor agents have 
a “dual personality,” since many are, themselves, mutagens, 
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and sometimes carcinogens. There are many such examples, 
including modifi ed nucleotides.

5331. Soybean Digest. 1987. Breeding [soybeans] for special 
markets. Jan. p. 28.
• Summary: “Plant breeders are developing soybean 
varieties with unique characteristics for specialty food 
markets. While the specialty markets aren’t big, they can 
be profi table new markets, notes Walt Fehr, Iowa State 
University (ISU) agronomist.
 “Fehr is a member of a team of Iowa State Univ. food 
technologists and plant breeders that developed methods for 
producing high-yielding varieties with high protein or high 
stearic acid oil.
 “The high protein is good for the tofu market, Fehr 
notes. The team is investigating potential uses for the stearic-
acid oil. The oil has a higher melting point and seems more 
stable than other soybean oils.
 “The team has developed other specialty soybeans that 
have small seeds which can be used as sprouts or, large 
seeds that can be eaten as a vegetable or roasted. Both types 
are also used in Japanese cooking. These markets have 
the advantage of consuming the beans directly, without 
processing, Fehr points out.
 “The team has produced a variety with low linolenic 
acid. A commercial processor and a food manufacturer will 
evaluate the low linolenic acid oil this winter.
 “’Soybean oil with low linolenic acid doesn’t need to 
be hydrogenated. That makes it more appropriate for food 
products and as a cooking oil. It costs less because it doesn’t 
need the extra processing and it satisfi es the consumer 
demand for a natural product,’ Fehr says.”

5332. Soyfoods Center. 1987. The world’s most 
comprehensive source of information on soybeans and 
soyfoods. 1100 B.C. to the 1980s. SOYA computerized 
bibliographic database on soybean utilization, processing, 
history, marketing, production, and nutrition. P.O. Box 234, 
Lafayette, California. 6 p. Jan. Also issued in condensed 
form as a 1-page news release. Manufacturer’s catalog.
• Summary: Gives details on the new computerized SOYA 
database, which contains listings for 17,500 publications. 
Many of the more recent records also contain abstracts. 
The cost of a search on the database starts at $75. Address: 
Lafayette, California.

5333. Hanley, Marge. 1987. Some soybeans good eating 
for people. Soybeans not all alike; some tastier than others. 
News (Indianapolis, Indiana). Feb. 11. p. 31, 38.
• Summary: Farmer Ray Bower began championing eating 
whole edible soybeans in 1977. The 12-14 varieties of 
vegetable or edible ones are best for human consumption. 
Black soybeans are his favorite. They taste like red beans 
except they are more meaty. Soybeans are one of the lowest 

glycemic index legumes (51). Glycemic index rates foods 
according to how much and how fast they raise blood sugar 
after eating. Dr. David J.A. Jenkins at the University of 
Toronto, a pioneer in studying the effects of foods on blood 
sugar and cholesterol levels, said Bowers beans looked very 
good. To reduce gassiness, the biggest problem: Soak for 12 
hours, change the soaking water several times, and discard 
the cooking water. A photo shows Bower.

5334. Flinders, Carol. 1987. Laurel’s Kitchen. Washington 
Post. Feb. 18. p. E3.
• Summary: A vitamin B-12 defi ciency is a rare but very 
serious problem. “Another way to get vitamin B-12 is to eat 
tempeh or miso every day”–although neither is a completely 
reliable source. “Other fermented foods, such as natto and 
even shoyu, may contain B-12, but it shouldn’t be counted 
upon.” Address: [California].

5335. Liu, Keshun; Markakis, Pericles. 1987. Effect 
of maturity and processing on the trypsin inhibitor and 
oligosaccharides of soybeans: A research note. J. of Food 
Science 52(1):222-23, 225. Jan/Feb. [20 ref]
• Summary: Steaming or cooking for 20 minutes, as 
commonly practiced, fully eliminated trypsin inhibitor 
activity (TIA) in immature soybean seeds [green vegetable 
soybeans, edamame]. “Steamed or cooked immature 
[soybean] seeds contained considerably smaller quantities 
of raffi nose and stachyose, sugars associated with fl atulence, 
than similarly treated mature seeds.” Address: Dep. of Food 
Science and Human Nutrition, Michigan State Univ., East 
Lansing, Michigan 48824-1224.

5336. Mercer, Nina J.H.; Carroll, K.K.; Giovannetti, P.M.; 
Steinke, F.H.; Wolfe, B.M. 1987. Effects on human plasma 
lipids of substituting soybean protein isolate for milk protein 
in the diet. Nutrition Reports International 35(2):279-87. 
Feb. [23 ref]
• Summary: 33 healthy adult volunteers were studied over 
a 12 week period during which they continued their usual 
diet. Each volunteer consumed 500 ml of 2% cow’s milk 
for 6 weeks and 500 ml of an isolated soy protein beverage 
in a crossover design. Both beverages contained the same 
level of protein and 2% butterfat This simple dietary change 
produced a signifi cant shift in the animal:plant protein 
ratio for 2.44 to 1.08. Although it had no signifi cant effect 
on total plasma cholesterol (reduced by 5.7%), VLDL 
cholesterol decreased signifi cantly. The authors concluded 
that “consumption of beverages based on soy protein isolate 
could assist in the dietary management of individuals with 
elevated fasting serum cholesterol levels.” Address: Depts. 
of Biochemistry, Medicine, and Home Economics (Bresica 
College), Univ. of Western Ontario, London, Ontario, 
Canada.
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5337. Moeljopawiro, Sukarti; Gordon, D.T.; Fields, M.L. 
1987. Bioavailability of iron in fermented soybeans. J. of 
Food Science 52(1):102-05. Jan/Feb. [24 ref]
• Summary: Soybeans contain appreciable amounts of 
iron but its availability is poor, in part because of phytic 
acid and fi ber present in the plant. The relative biological 
value (RBV, a measure of bioavailability) of iron increased 
from 60.1% in boiled nonfermented soybeans to 86.7% 
by lactic acid producing microorganisms and 87.5% in 
tempeh. Thus fermentation increases the bioavailability 
of iron. This is probably because the enzymes from the 
microorganisms hydrolyze the complex form and/or 
insoluble form of the iron. Tempeh molds produce active 
phytase, which hydrolyzes phytic acid, which in turn reduces 
iron availability. Address: Dep. of Food Science & Nutrition, 
Univ. of Missouri, Columbia, MO 65211.

5338. Odani, Shoji; Koide, T.; Ono, T.; Seto, Y.; Tanaka, 
T. 1987. Soybean hydrophobic protein: Isolation, partial 
characterization and the complete primary structure. 
European J. of Biochemistry 162(3):485-91. Feb. [32 ref]
• Summary: Plant seeds contain a large number of proteins 
of known and unknown physiological function. Those which 
are very hydrophobic can be extracted by aqueous organic 
solvents. A 9000-Mr protein isolated from a 60% ethanolic 
extract of soybean seeds has been characterized and fully 
sequenced. Address: 1-3. Dep. of Biochemistry, Niigata 
Univ. School of Medicine, Niigata 951, Japan; 4. Peptide 
Inst. (the Protein Research Foundation), Minoh, Osaka, 
Japan; 5. Dep. of Biochemistry, Yamagata Univ. School of 
Medicine, Yamagata, Japan.

5339. Oil Mill Gazetteer. 1987. ASA petitions FDA to clarify 
health risk of saturated fats. Feb.
• Summary: Describes four changes in labeling requested by 
the American Soybean Assoc. when a food product contains 
palm oils. Address: Houston, Texas.

5340. Richter, B. Diane; Schneeman, B.O. 1987. Pancreatic 
response to long-term feeding of soy protein isolate, casein 
or egg white in rats. J. of Nutrition 117(2):247-52. Feb. [36 
ref]
• Summary: Weaning male rats were fed diets which 
contained 24% protein from casein, ISP or egg white over 
18 months to test if the low levels of trypsin inhibitor they 
contain would cause signifi cant impairment of pancreatic 
function and/or pancreatic lesions in rats. The TI in the egg 
white and soy protein did elevate enzyme activity and weight 
of rat pancreas but did not cause pancreatic lesions. Address: 
Dep. of Nutrition, Univ. of California, Davis, CA 95616.

5341. Roebuck, B.D. 1987. Trypsin inhibitors: Potential 
concerns for humans? J. of Nutrition 117(2):398-400. Feb. 
[16 ref]

• Summary: The writer demonstrates that there is much that 
we do not know in order to be able to answer this question 
with confi dence. “What is urgently needed is a well designed 
agenda of studies along the lines listed below:” He then 
proposes fi ve lines of study to address the unanswered 
questions. Address: Dep. of Pharmacology and Toxicology, 
Dartmouth Medical School, Hanover, New Hampshire 
03756.

5342. Sakai, K.; Tachiki, T.; Kumagai, H.; Tochikura, T. 
1987. Hydrolysis of -D-galactosyl oligosaccharides in 
soymilk by -D-galactosidase of Bifi dobacterium breve 203. 
Agricultural and Biological Chemistry 51(2):315-22. Feb. 
[41 ref]
• Summary: The bacterium Bifi dobacterium breve, isolated 
from human feces, grew well on soymilk, assimilating 
the oligosaccharides stachyose and raffi nose in preference 
to sucrose, and causing the pH to fall to 4.0 resulting in 
solidifi cation of the soymilk medium. Alpha-D-galactosidase 
was isolated from B. breve, which had pH and temperature 
optima at 5.5 and 50ºC, respectively and was capable of 
hydrolyzing all the galactosyl compounds present in soymilk. 
Address: Dep. of Food Science & Technology, Kyoto Univ., 
Kyoto 606, Japan.

5343. Samson, R.A.; Kooij, J.A. van; Boer, E. de. 1987. 
Microbiological quality of commercial tempeh in The 
Netherlands. J. of Food Protection 50(2):92-94. Feb. [13 ref]
• Summary: A total of 110 samples were examined. Most 
(98%) of the samples had an aerobic plate count above 
10 million CFU/gm (Colony forming units per gram). 
Numbers of Enterobacteriaceae exceeded 100,000 CFU/
gm in 67% of the samples, whereas numbers of lactic acid 
bacteria exceeded 10 million CFU/g in 81% of the samples. 
Staphylococcus aureus was found in 13%, Bacillus cereus 
in 11% and Escherichia coli in 3% of the samples at levels 
of 100,000 CFU/gm. Yersinia enterocolitica was found in 6 
samples, whereas Salmonella was absent in 25 g of all the 
samples examined. Many (69%) of the samples had a yeast 
count above 100,000 CFU/g. Trichosporon beigelii was the 
most frequent yeast species. Besides Rhizopus oryzae and 
Rhizopus oligosporus, which obviously represent the mold 
species responsible for the fermentation, Mucor indicus 
was often associated with the mycofl ora of the tempeh. The 
reasons for the poor microbiological quality are discussed 
and some recommendations are proposed. Address: 1. 
Centraalbureau voor Schimmelcultures, P.O. Box 273, 3740 
AG Baarn, Netherlands; 2. Food Inspection Service, The 
Hague, Netherlands.

5344. Sandstrom, BrittMarie; Kivisto, B.; Cedarblad, A. 
1987. Absorption of zinc from soy protein meals in humans. 
J. of Nutrition 117(2):321-27. Feb. [23 ref]
• Summary: Three types of soy protein (a soy fl our, a soy 
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concentrate, and a soy protein isolate) were used in two types 
of meals.
 Conclusion: The effect of soy protein on zinc absorption 
depends on the degree of replacement, the phytic acid 
and zinc content of the soy product, and the total protein 
content of the meal. Address: Depts. of Clinical Nutrition 
and Radiation Physics, Univ. of Gothenburg, Sahlgrenska 
Hospital, S-413 45 Gothenburg, Sweden.

5345. Warner, K.; Frankel, E.N. 1987. Effects of -carotene 
on light stability of soybean oil. J. of the American Oil 
Chemists’ Society 64(2):213-218. Feb. [29 ref]
• Summary: The addition of minute amounts (5-10 parts 
per million) of beta-carotene to fi nished soy oil enhances its 
stability to light-initiated deterioration. Address: Northern 
Regional Research Center, 1815 North Univ. St., Peoria, 
Illinois 61604.

5346. Wollschlager, William P. 1987. Re: Refrigeration of 
tofu, a potentially hazardous food. Letter to Arthur Z. Mio, 
National Sales Manager, Morinaga Nutritional Foods, Inc., 
Los Angeles, California, March 3. 1 p. Typed, with signature 
on letterhead. [1 ref]
• Summary: This is a response to Mr. Mio’s letter of 26 Feb. 
1987 to Arthur Banks, requesting clarifi cation of Banks’ 
letter of Feb. 13 regarding refrigeration of tofu. “Foods 
which have been adequately commercially processed and 
remain in their unopened hermetically sealed containers are 
not considered to be in a potentially hazardous form and, 
therefore, require no refrigeration. This can apply to tofu.
 “Where moist protein products do not meet these 
criteria, they are considered potentially hazardous food 
and must be maintained at safe food temperatures of 45ºF 
or below or 140ºF or above.” Address: Principal Food 
Consultant, Retail Food Protection Branch, FDA Center for 
Food Safety and Applied Nutrition, Washington, DC 20204.

5347. Storper, Barbara. 1987. Think frozen tofu is healthy? 
Think again. Boston Herald. March 25. [1 ref]
• Summary: “Tofutti may contain nearly twice as much fat 
per serving as regular vanilla ice cream, with 50-70% of 
Tofutti’s calories coming from fat. With 170-210 calories 
per half cup, Tofutti’s calorie counts come close to those of 
the richest ice creams.” Per half cup: Tofutti Wildberry (205 
calories/12 gm fat); Tofulite Vanilla (160/8); Ice Bean Vanilla 
(110/6); Regular Vanilla ice cream 10% fat (135/7); Rich 
vanilla ice cream 16% fat (175/12); Haagen-Dazs Vanilla 
(270/17). Address: Massachusetts Nutrition Research Center. 
Phone: 800-322-7203.

5348. American Soybean Assoc. 1987. Fat facts (Brochure). 
P.O. Box 27300, St. Louis, MO 63141. 4 p.
• Summary: Information about tropical fats (coconut, palm, 
and palm kernel oil) in the U.S. food supply. The lead stories 

are: “Tropical fats invade food shelves... Deceptive food 
labeling responsible.” “ASA petitions FDA about labeling 
of vegetable oils.” “ASA conducts supermarket study.” 
“Tropical fats in breakfast cereals raise nutrition questions.” 
Address: St. Louis, Missouri.

5349. Dhankher, Neerja; Chauhan, B.M. 1987. Effect of 
temperature and period of fermentation time on protein and 
starch digestibility (in vitro) of rabadi–pearl millet fermented 
food. J. of Food Science 52(2):489-90. March. [15 ref]
• Summary: “Rabadi was prepared by allowing pearl 
millet fl our-country buttermilk mixture to ferment for three 
different periods (3, 6 and 9 hr) at four different temperatures 
(35º, 40º, 45º, and 50ºC)... Maximum increase in the 
digestibility of both protein (51%) and starch (58%) occurred 
after 9 hr fermentation at 45ºC.”
 “Boralkar and Reddy (1985) reported that fermentation 
of soybean batter for 8, 12, and 16 hr increased protein 
digestibility (in vitro) from 58% to 80%, 84%, and 86%, 
respectively.” They also “reported a signifi cant increase in 
starch digestibility of soybean batter during fermentation.” 
Address: Dep. of Foods & Nutrition, Haryana Agricultural 
Univ., Hisar–125 004, India.

5350. Gaddi, A.; Descovich, C.C.; Noseda, C.; Fragiacomo, 
C.; Nicolini, A.; Montanari, G.; Vanetti, G.; Sirtori, M.; 
Gatti, E.; Sirtori, C.R. 1987. Hypercholesterolaemia treated 
by soybean protein diet. Archives of Disease in Childhood 
62(3):274-78. March. Summarized in Pediatric News (NY), 
Aug. 1987, and Prevention, Feb. 1988, p. 24-25. [23 ref]
• Summary: “After a period of stabilization on a controlled 
low lipid low cholesterol diet with animal proteins, a group 
of 16 children with familial hypercholesterolaemia [high 
cholesterol levels] were given a textured soybean protein 
based diet, with a similar fat composition. All the children 
had a highly signifi cant reduction in total cholesterol, 
averaging -21.8% against the baseline after 8 weeks.” 
And while the diet lowered the level of LDL cholesterol 
(the harmful kind), it tended to increase the level of HDL 
cholesterol (the benefi cial kind). These results are especially 
encouraging because doctors don’t like to give strong 
cholesterol-lowering drugs to growing children. Those drugs 
can have some unpleasant side effects. The researchers 
conclude: “It seems that the soybean diet regimen can 
provide a safe and effective dietary treatment for children 
with hypercholesterolaemia.” More than half of the children 
continued the regimen, either totally or partially, after the 
study had ended. Address: Medical Clinic, Univ. of Bologna, 
Italy.

5351. Hitchins, A.D.; McDonough, F.E.; Wong, N.P. 1987. 
Comparison of the effects of corn-soy-milk and corn-soy-
yogurt dietary formulations on growth and salmonella 
infection resistance of rats. Nutrition Reports International 
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35(3):567-74. March. Also in Federation Proceedings 45:207 
(1986). [9 ref]
• Summary: Modifi ed corn meal-soy fl our-dairy product 
foods, containing either 50% by weight of milk (CSM50) 
or 50% by weight of dairy milk yogurt (CSY50) were 
compared for their effects on the growth and infection 
resistance of weanling male rats in a 4-week trial. Rats 
fed the two products grew at the same rates. Rats fed the 
product containing yogurt were signifi cantly more resistant 
to gastrointestinal infections from salmonellae. “This 
result is potentially signifi cant for infection amelioration in 
malnourished individuals of underdeveloped countries by 
nutritional means.” Address: USDA ARS Beltsville Human 
Nutrition Research Center, Energy and Protein Nutrition 
Lab., Beltsville, Maryland 20705.

5352. Kennedy, Ann R.; Billings, Paul C. 1987. 
Anticarcinogenic actions of protease inhibitors. In: Peter 
A. Cerutti, Oddvar F. Nygaard, and Michael G. Simic, 
eds. 1987. Anticarcinogenesis and Radiation Protection. 
Second International Conference on Anticarcinogenesis and 
Radiation Protection. New York: Plenum. xiv + 509 p. See 
p. 285-95. Held 8-12 March 1987 at the National Bureau of 
Standards, Gaithersburg, Maryland. [50 ref]
• Summary: Protease inhibitors are unique in that they 
cause an irreversible suppressive effect on the carcinogenic 
process. They also suppress oncogene expression and 
inhibit carcinogen-induced protease activity. Address: Dep. 
of Cancer Biology, Harvard School of Public Health, 665 
Huntington Ave., Boston, Massachusetts 02115.

5353. Lee, Min-Hsiung; Kwok, Kam-Fu. 1987. [Studies 
on the fl avor components of soy sauce]. Chung-Kuo Nung 
Yeh Hua Hsueh Hui Chih (J. of the Chinese Agricultural 
Chemical Society, Taiwan) 25(1):101-11. March. [29 ref. 
Chi; eng]
• Summary: One-year fermented soy sauce was prepared, 
and content and composition of its fl avor components 
investigated. Contents of sugars and 5’-nucleotides were 
small, and thus may contribute only little to fl avor. Free 
amino acids (51.44 mg/ml) were the main contributors to 
taste. L-Glutamic acid was the major component, 12.73% of 
total free amino acids. Content of organic acids was 3.52 mg/
ml; acetic acid was the major component (69.03% of total) 
and because it is very volatile and has a strong taste it was 
considered an important factor in soy sauce fl avor. Of the 
volatile fl avor components, furfuryl alcohol was the major 
one (based on GC [gas chromatogram] peak area), followed 
in order by 4-hydroxy-2(or 5)-ethyl-5(or 2)-methyl-3(2H)-
furanone (HEMF), 2,3-butanedione, meso-2,3-butanediol, 
2-phenyl ethanol, ethyl palmitate, isoamyl alcohol and ethyl 
linoleate. HEMF is considered to be the most important 
aroma contributor. Address: Graduate Inst. of Agricultural 
Chemistry, National Taiwan Univ., Taipei, Taiwan.

5354. Lo, G.S.; Evans, R.H.; Phillips, K.S.; Dahlgren, 
R.R.; Steinke, F.H. 1987. Effect of soy fi ber and soy protein 
on cholesterol metabolism and atherosclerosis in rabbits. 
Atherosclerosis 64(1):47-54. March. [31 ref]
• Summary: Rabbits fed the combination of ISP and soy 
fi ber had the lowest plasma cholesterol concentration 
and the lowest incidence of aortic lesions, suggesting a 
complementary role for these two products in preventing 
atherosclerosis in rabbits. Address: Ralston Purina Co., 
Checkerboard Square, St. Louis, Missouri 63164.

5355. Nutrition Overview. 1987. Dietary fi ber. Fibrim soy 
fi ber. 2(1):1-3. March. [21 ref]
• Summary: A good review of the key literature on dietary 
fi ber, and a defi nition of dietary fi ber versus crude fi ber. 
Crude fi ber, used until recently in dietary tables, represents 
only a small portion of the dietary fi ber in a food. Americans 
are advised to consume 20-35 gm of fi ber daily. Discusses 
effects of Fibrim soy fi ber on bowel function (decreased 
mouth to cecum transit time, increased fecal bulk and 
moisture), lipid metabolism (lowered serum cholesterol), 
diabetic control (reduced hypoglycemic rebound in 
normal individuals, improved glucose tolerance in obese 
diabetics), and mineral bioavailability (mineral balance and 
macronutrient utilization were not affected).

5356. Rose, Richard. 1987. The facts on tofu and calcium. 
Vegetarian Times. March. p. 6. [1 ref]
• Summary: There are two kinds of calcium sulfate. The 
dihydrous form, commonly called gypsum, is the one used 
as a tofu coagulant. The anhydrous form, Plaster of Paris, is 
not. Calcium sulfate is a pure and natural earth mineral, used 
as a tofu coagulant in China since ancient times. Address: 
Brightsong Foods.

5357. Sidhu, G.S.; Upson, Barbara; Malinow, M.R. 
1987. Effects of soy saponins and tigogenin cellobioside 
on intestinal uptake of cholesterol, cholate and glucose. 
Nutrition Reports International 35(3):615-23. March. [20 
ref]
• Summary: In rats, soy saponins reduced cholesterol intake 
by about 50% and also signifi cantly reduced cholate and 
glucose uptakes. “The hypocholesterolaemic activity of 
saponins may be related to their capacity and specifi city 
to interact with cholesterol or bile acids, or both, and thus 
inhibit their intestinal absorption.” Address: 1. CSIRO Div. 
of Food Research, P.O. Box 52, North Ryde, NSW, 2113, 
Australia; 2-3. Oregon Regional Primate Center, Beverton, 
OR.

5358. Taira, Harue; Tanaka, H.; Hirokawa, F.; Miyagawa, 
T. 1987. Kokusan daizu no hinshitsu. XIII. Dôisseitai-kei 
daizu hinshu no sakki idô ni yoru ryûjû oyobi kagaku seibun 
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sosei no henka [Quality of soybean seeds grown in Japan. 
XIII. Effect of seeding time on seed weight and chemical 
composition of cultivars of the same ecotype]. Shokuhin 
Sogo Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the National Food 
Research Institute) No. 50. p. 22-29. March. [19 ref. Jap; 
eng]
• Summary: The four planting / seeding times were June 24, 
July 4, July 14, and July 24. Five soybean varieties / cultivars 
and one line belonging to the same ecotype (IIIc according 
to the Fukui classifi cation) were cultivated at the Chugoku 
Agric. Exp. Station in 1980. The weight of 100 seeds and the 
yield decreased signifi cantly in the crops planted at the 3rd 
and 4th dates.
 In the seeds planted at the 3rd date, the protein content 
decreased, while the oil, carbohydrate and ash contents 
increased. In the seeds planted at the 4th date, the oil content 
decreased and the protein content increased. While the 
changes in chemical composition were similar among the 
different varieties, there were signifi cant differences in the 
weight of 100 seeds. Address: 1-2. National Food Research 
Inst.; 3. Chugoku National Agric. Exp. Station, Fukuyama, 
Hiroshima; 4. Kyushu National Agric. Exp. Station, 
Chikugo, Fukuoka. All: Japan.

5359. Tsai, A.C.; Vinik, A.I.; Lasichak, A.; Lo, G.S. 1987. 
Effects of soy polysaccharide on postprandial plasma 
glucose, insulin, glucagon, pancreatic polypeptide, 
somatostatin and triglyceride in obese diabetic patients. 
American J. of Clinical Nutrition 45(3):596-601. March. [23 
ref]
• Summary: In obese non-insulin-dependent diabetics, the 
addition of 10 gm of soy polysaccharide (soy fi ber) to a 
standard test meal can enhance the return in plasma glucose 
levels toward baseline. Address: 1. M1570 SPH-II, Human 
Nutrition Program, School of Public Health, The Univ. of 
Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI 48109.

5360. Tucker, Barbee W. 1987. Benefi ts of dietary fi sh oil. 
League for International Food Education (LIFE) Newsletter. 
Feb/March. p. 5-8. [15 ref]
• Summary: Although linolenic acid is present in soybean 
oil, “humans do not effi ciently elongate and desaturate this 
compound.” Discusses omega-3 fatty acids. “An ongoing 
20-year study of the effects of fi sh consumption on the health 
of middle-aged men in the Netherlands found 50 percent less 
mortality from heart disease among those who consumed 
an average of 30 gm (1 ounce) of fi sh per day, than those 
who ate no fi sh.” Address: Sea Resources Engineering, Inc. 
Bellevue, Washington.

5361. Warshaw, Hope. 1987. Tofu: Try it! Diabetes 87 (New 
York, NY). Winter. p. 14.
• Summary: Tofu’s nutrients and calories can be counted in 
different ways. Three ounces equal one Lean Meat exchange 

(CAL 61, PRO 7 gm., FAT 4 gm., CHO 2). Or four ounces 
equal 1½ Lean Meat exchanges or one Medium-Fat Meat 
exchange (CAL 82, PRO 9 gm., FAT 5 gm., CHO 3 gm.). 
“CHO” stands for carbohydrate, not cholesterol. Address: 
Diabetes Treatment Center, Waltham/Weston Hospital and 
Medical Center, Massachusetts.

5362. Yavelow, Jonatahn; Kraft, Judith H.; Schepis, Lorraine. 
1987. Possible mechanisms of action of the anticarcinogenic 
protease inhibitors. In: Peter A. Cerutti, Oddvar F. Nygaard, 
and Michael G. Simic, eds. 1987. Anticarcinogenesis and 
Radiation Protection. Second International Conference on 
Anticarcinogenesis and Radiation Protection. New York: 
Plenum. xiv + 509 p. See p. 297-301. Held 8-12 March 
1987 at the National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, 
Maryland. [23 ref]
• Summary: Protease inhibitors have been shown to possess 
anticarcinogenic properties, and investigations have proven 
that soybean diets protect animals from developing tumors. 
There are two possible mechanisms: direct and indirect. This 
chapter discusses the direct mechanism. Address: Dep. of 
Biology, Rider College, Lawrenceville, New Jersey 08643-
3099.

5363. Soybean Update. 1987. In Venezuela, ASA is building 
demand for soy-fortifi ed foods. April 13.
• Summary: More soy-fortifi ed foods are available in 
Venezuela’s major supermarkets.

5364. Soybean Update. 1987. Researchers have achieved 
major breakthrough in efforts to modify soybean genes to 
improve bean’s fatty acid content. April 13.
• Summary: Transfer of genes into existing soybean lines is 
now allowed.

5365. Anderson, Keaven M.; Castelli, W.P.; Levy, D. 1987. 
Cholesterol and mortality: 30 years of follow-up from the 
Framingham Study. JAMA: J. of the American Medical 
Association 257(16):2176-80. April 24. [22 ref]
• Summary: This study shows a direct association of 
cholesterol levels with mortality, which becomes stronger 
with lengthy follow-up. Address: National Heart, Lung, and 
Blood Inst., Framingham, Massachusetts.

5366. Akiyama, Tetsu; Ishida, J.; Nakagawa, S.; Ogawara, 
H.; Watanabe, S.I.; Itoh, N.; Shibuya, M.; Fukami, Y. 1987. 
Genistein, a specifi c inhibitor of tyrosine-specifi c protein 
kinases. J. of Biological Chemistry 262(12):5592-95. April 
25. [42 ref]
• Summary: “When the effect of genistein on the 
phosphorylation of the EGF [epidermal growth factor] 
receptor was examined in cultured A431 cells, EGF-
stimulated serine, threonine, and tyrosine phosphorylation 
was decreased. Phosphoamino acid analysis of total cell 
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proteins revealed that genistein inhibited the EGF-stimulated 
increase in phosphotyrosine level in A431 cells.”
 In short: genistein, the principal isofl avone in soy, is a 
potent and specifi c in vitro inhibitor of the activity of the 
epidermal growth factor receptor tyrosine kinase. Hence, 
the importance of soy as an anticancer component in the 
diet. Address: 1. Dep. of Biochemistry, Meiji College of 
Pharmacy, 1-35-23 Nozawa, Setagaya-ku, Tokyo 154, Japan. 
Present address: Dep. of Pathology, Inst. for Virus Research, 
Kyoto Univ., Kawaharamachi, Shogo-in Sakyo-ku, Kyoto 
602 Japan.

5367. Soybean Update. 1987. ASA’s Human Nutrition Center 
in Mexico reports that Nutrimex is increasing its use of full-
fat soy fl our in foods and beverages. April 27.
• Summary: It introduced “nutrillas”–wheat tortillas made 
with 10% full-fat soy fl our. “Other Nutrimex products made 
with full-fat soy fl our include baby food, rice cereal, beans 
and beverages.” They are available in 16,000 government-
managed CONASUPO grocery stores. CONASUPO is the 
Mexican government’s purchasing agent.

5368. Australian College of Paediatrics. 1987. Policy 
statement: Soy protein formula. Australian Paediatric 
Journal 23(2):83-84. April. [6 ref]
• Summary: “There are some well characterized disorders 
caused by cow’s milk protein intolerance (CMPI), but there 
is also a range of vague signs and symptoms... The rationale 
for the use of soy formulae is the assumption that soy protein 
is less antigenic than cow’s milk protein and thus should be 
used in the treatment of CMPI or prophylactically in patients 
at high-risk for developing CMPI... It seems that soy formula 
is inappropriate even in cases of proven CMPI because of 
its ability to cause allergic reactions. In cases of true gastro-
intestinal CMPI, use of protein which has been hydrolysed 
to the point that it is no longer antigenic, is preferred. When 
all the clinical manifestations of CMPI have resolved, a soy 
formula may be introduced to test the child’s sensitivity to it. 
If tolerated, it could replace the protein hydrolysate.
 “It should not be assumed that all soy formulae are 
similar. The carbohydrate content differs in each of the 3 
commonly available preparations (Isomil: sucrose 44%, 
corn syrup solids 56%; Prosobee: corn syrup solids 100%; 
Infasoy: sucrose 25%, corn syrup solids 75%). Sucrose is not 
the preferred carbohydrate in infancy because of its effect on 
teeth, development of eating habits and the fact that sucrose 
malabsorption can occur after gastroenteritis. Thus, if soy 
formulae are used, preference should be given to those low 
in sucrose.” Address: Australia.

5369. Herbert, Victor. 1987. Recommended dietary intakes 
(RDI) of vitamin B-12 in humans. American J. of Clinical 
Nutrition 45(4):671-78. April. [62* ref]
• Summary: Extensive evidence is presented that 2 

micrograms (1.5 nmol) of cobalamin daily will not 
only maintain adequate vitamin B-12 nutriture but 
also a substantial reserve body pool in normal persons. 
Recommendations appropriate to this extensive evidence 
are presented. He notes that “inadequate absorption [in the 
digestive tract] accounts for more than 95% of the vitamin 
B-12 defi ciency cases seen in the United States.” Address: 
130 West Kingsbridge Road, Bronx, New York 10468.

5370. International Agriculture Update (Univ. of Illinois). 
1987. INTSOY: Meeting world food needs with soybeans. 
2(2):1-3. April.
• Summary: The roots of the INTSOY program can be 
traced back to the mid-1960s in India, when the University 
of Illinois expanded into international soybean research as 
part of a project to establish new agricultural universities in 
the states of Uttar Pradesh and Madhya Pradesh. INTSOY 
was formally established in 1973 as a base for the worldwide 
exchange of soybean research information. Eventually 
132 countries joined in testing a vast array of soybean 
germplasm. From 1975 to 1985 more than 200 people from 
at least 40 less developed countries attended the 10-week 
courses in soybean processing and utilization at UIUC.
 In 1986 INTSOY shifted completely away from soybean 
production to focus solely on utilization of soybeans for food 
and feed. The fi rst phase of the new research program, which 
will run through 1991, is aimed at developing improved soy 
products and processes. Alvin I. Nelson, professor emeritus 
of food science, is directing the research program. New 
products and processes include (1) extrusion cooking to 
make soy fl our and cereal-soy blends, (2) extruder-expeller 
processing which can remove up to 75% of the oil. The clear, 
light-colored oil is free of off fl avors, can be stored at room 
temperature for more than a year without rancidity, and is 
rich in omega-3 fatty acids. Solvent extracted meal has no 
omega-3 fatty acids, (3) whole dry soybeans cooked in a 
sodium bicarbonate blanch, and green soybeans, which have 
twice the protein of peas or lima beans. Address: Urbana.

5371. Missions Impact (Huntington, Indiana). 1987. Dr. Y.T. 
Chiu reaches 97th birthday. April. p. 1.
• Summary: A concise biography of Y.T. Chiu, whose 
birthday is April 14, and who now lives at 510 N. Sunset 
Canyon Dr., Burbank, California 91501. He received his 
doctorate at Cornell University [Ithaca, New York] “for his 
work associated with fi nding a process for making milk 
substitute from soybeans.” A photo shows him in 1960. 
Address: United Brethren Dep. of Missions, 302 Lake St.

5372. Rahman, Majeedah. 1987. Belize nutrition education 
project. Project Coordinator, 526 44th St., Oakland, CA 
94609. 5 p. April. Unpublished manuscript.
• Summary: The most complete report on this proposed 
project and its origins. Dr. B.K. Rai of the Caribbean 
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Agricultural Research and Development Institute (CARDI, 
a non-profi t, non-governmental organization working to 
promote agriculture in the Caribbean), has done research on 
soybeans and is enthusiastic about the nutritional benefi ts 
of soyfoods. He is based in Belmopan. Address: Project 
Coordinator, Oakland, California.

5373. Robeznieks, Andis. 1987. The perfect food? Not 
everyone agrees. Vegetarian Times. April. p. 37-39, 44, 54. 
[5 ref]
• Summary: Overview of the problems with animal milks. 
Calcium absorption is impaired by “excessive dietary fat” 
and large amounts of animal protein. 49% of whole milk’s 
and 31% of low-fat milk’s calories come from fat. The 
best ratio of calcium to phosphorus is 2:1 but milk’s is 1:1. 
Pasteurization destroys 25% of the vitamin B and makes 
calcium diffi cult to absorb. 1987’s milk surplus cost $6,400 
million.

5374. Product Name:  Better Than Milk? (Powdered Tofu-
Soymilk Blend) [Natural, Chocolate, or Carob].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Sovex Natural Foods, Inc. 
(Marketer-Distributor).
Manufacturer’s Address:  9104 Apison Pike, Box 310, 
Collegedale, TN 37315.  Phone: 800-227-2320.
Date of Introduction:  1987 April.
Ingredients:  Natural: Maltodextrin, soy oil, calcium 
carbonate, dehydrated tofu, sodium caseinate [from cow’s 
milk], sea salt, natural fl avor, cyanocobalamin (vitamin 
B-12).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  27 or 21 oz can with reusable 
plastic lid.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
Nutrition:  Per 8 fl . oz (liquid): Calories 90, protein 2 gm, 
carbohydrates 10 gm, fat 5 gm, cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 120 
mg, lactose 0 mg.
New Product–Documentation:  Ad in Natural Foods 
Merchandiser. 1987. June. p. 20. “Better than milk?” Ad 
in Bestways. 1987. July. p. 9; Sept. p. 12. 8½ by 11 inches. 
Color. “Tofu naturally. Luscious tofu non-dairy. 3 rich-n-
creamy fl avors. Rich in calcium. Just add water.”
 Ad in Natural Foods Merchandiser. 1989. Sept. p. 50. 
“Better than milk?”
 Label sent by Maryann Brkich of Walnut Creek, 
California. 1992. Oct. 14. 6.75 by 13 inches. Brown, yellow, 
white, and black. Photo of a glass of milk and a small 
bottle of milk on a breakfast table next to a bowl of cereal. 
“Naturally Tofu. Delicious Tofu Non-Dairy. Rich-n-Creamy 
Natural. Makes 8 quarts. All natural. No cholesterol. Natural 
B-12. Rich in calcium. Lactose free. Just add water. Scoop 
inside.” The 21 oz can now retails for $8.95. Sovex is now at 
Box 2178, Collegedale, Tennessee 37315.

5375. Product Name:  [Soyastern Soya Drink].

Foreign Name:  Soyastern Soya Drink.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Soyastern Naturkost GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Osteratherstr. 26, 5000 Koeln 60, 
West Germany.
Date of Introduction:  1987 April.
Ingredients:  Wasser, Sojabohnen aus kontrolliert 
biologischem Anbau.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  500 ml.
New Product–Documentation:  Label. 1987, undated. 7 
by 3 inches. Black on white and blue. “A natural soy protein 
drink, cholesterol-free, unsweetened. Produced traditionally, 
not deodorized or sterilized, no artifi cial fl avors. As with 
all high-quality natural foods, this fresh product must be 
refrigerated.” Letter from Thomas Karas. 1989. April 21. 
“We started to produce this Soy Drink in April 1987 as 
a fresh product, but stopped soon because of sanitation 
problems. Nevertheless we will try again soon, because now 
we have a new production plant on a higher standard.”

5376. Truesdell, Delores D.; Green, N.R.; Acosta, P.B. 
1987. Vitamin B-12 activity in miso and tempeh. J. of Food 
Science 52(2):493-94. March/April. [17 ref]
• Summary: The U.S. Pharmacopoeia microbiological 
assay with Lactobacillus leichmanii (ATCC 7830) was 
used to determine vitamin B-12 activity in light rice miso, 
dark rice miso, barley miso, tempeh, and tempeh burger. 
Unpasteurized misos had the highest B-12 content, averaging 
0.21 micrograms/100 gm. Vitamin B-12 activity in miso 
ranged from a high of 0.25 micrograms/100 gm in barley 
miso to a low of 0.15 micrograms/100 gm in light rice miso.
 Pasteurized tempeh contained 0.12 micrograms/100 gm 
and tempeh burger contained 0.06 to 0.11 micrograms/100 
gm. The variation in vitamin B-12 activity found in these 
products may be due to different conditions used or produced 
during fermentation. Collaborative studies and assessment 
of vitamin B-12 pseudoform (analog) activity are needed 
before these foods can be considered a source of vitamin 
B-12. Address: Dep. of Nutrition & Food Science, College of 
Home Economics, Florida St. Univ. Tallahassee, FL 32306.

5377. Yu, Byung Pal; Iwasaki, K.; Gleiser, C.; Masoro, E. 
1987. Infl uence of dietary soy protein on longevity and age 
related disease processes (Abstract). Abstract of a paper 
presented at the 71st Annual Meeting of the Federation of 
American Societies for Experimental Biology.
• Summary: In a 2-year study, rats fed soy protein had 
far less kidney damage than rats which consumed casein 
(milk protein). Yu notes that tofu is highly recommended 
by clinicians and health care personnel as a protein source. 
Many older Americans suffer from kidney failure. “The 
proper selection of a protein source may yield a treatment 
for the chronic renal failure patient, one which is as effective 
as protein restriction, but without its risks.” See also: Food 
Chemical News. 1987. April 6. p. 25-26; and JAOCS. 1987. 
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June. p. 825. Address: Dep. of Physiology, Univ. of Texas, 
Health Science Center, 7703 Floyd Curl, San Antonio, TX 
78284. Phone: 512-567-4400.

5378. Solomon, Jolie; Koenig, Richard. 1987. Fat substitute 
from P&G [Procter & Gamble] creates promise of dietary 
breakthrough. Wall Street Journal. May 11. p. 29.
• Summary: “It sounds too good to be true: a product that 
allows you to stay slim even while you’re devouring the 
most sinfully rich foods. But Procter & Gamble’s olestra–a 
calorie- and cholesterol-free substitute–promises just that... 
What’s more, research shows that the substance–known by 
scientists as sucrose polyester, or SPE–also eliminates some 
cholesterol already in the body. That could make olestra 
or similar substitutes a still bigger diet breakthrough. And 
because SPE apparently passes thorough the body without 
being absorbed, it may pose fewer health questions than a 
product like the sugar substitute aspartame, which is taken 
into the bloodstream.” The substance is probably a year or 
two away from completing its government review. “While 
P&G appears to have gotten a jump on its competitors, many 
companies in the food industry are working feverishly on 
their own fat-replacement substances.” To gain government 
approval as quickly as possible, P&G is seeking to substitute 
only 35% of fats in home cooking oils and up to 75% of the 
fats in commercial cooking oils and snack foods.

5379. Asano, Mitsuo; Okubo, K.; Igarashi, M.; Yamauchi, 
F. 1987. Tôfu no hinshitsu ni oyobosu dappaijiku oyobi 
namashibori no eikyô [Effects of removing the seed coat and 
hypocotyl, and pressing without heating, on the quality of 
tofu]. Nippon Shokuhin Kogyo Gakkaishi (J. of the Japanese 
Society of Food Science and Technology) 34(5):298-304. 
May. [17 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: Soybean glycosides (saponin A group, B group, 
daizin [daidzin], and genistin), which give an undesirable 
bitter or astringent taste, are found in the soybean hypocotyl. 
The effects on the quality of tofu of removing the seed coat 
and hypocotyl, and pressing the tofu without heating, to 
remove the glycosides, were studied using texture profi le 
analysis, scanning electron microscopy, transmission electron 
microscopy, and sensory evaluation. Tofu made only from 
cotyledons was fi rmer than that made from whole soybeans. 
Oil droplets were evenly dispersed in cotyledon tofu, 
whereas they cohered in whole soybean tofu and seemed to 
impart an oily taste. The saponin fractions were analysed 
by thin layer chromatography and high performance liquid 
chromatography. The most undesirable component (saponin 
A group) was less in cotyledon tofu than in whole soybean 
tofu. Cotyledon tofu received a higher sensory evaluation 
score (based on color, taste, and texture) than whole soybean 
tofu. Therefore tofu makers should consider removing the 
soybean hypocotyl before making tofu. Address: Faculty of 
Agriculture, Tohoku Univ., Amamiya-machi, Tsutsumi-dori, 

Sendai-shi, Miyagi 980, Japan.

5380. Product Name:  Fortune Bread.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Ashland Soy Works.
Manufacturer’s Address:  280 Helman St., Ashland, OR 
97520.  Phone: 503-482-9750.
Date of Introduction:  1987 May.
Ingredients:  Soy fi ber [okara], rye fl our, bananas, walnuts, 
fruit concentrate, raisins, soy fl our, fl ax seed, soy oil, baking 
powder, cinnamon, salt, baking soda.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  14 oz.
New Product–Documentation:  Label. 1987. 5 by 2.5 
inches. Red on gold. Okara. “Your Good Fortune is in This 
Bread. High Fiber. With Flax Seeds. Rich in Omega 3 Fatty 
Acids. Fruit Juice Sweetened. Sugar, Wheat, Egg, Dairy and 
Preservative Free.” Talk with Diana Muhs. 1988. Feb. 10.

5381. Chan, Gary M.; Leeper, Linda; Book, L.S. 1987. 
Effects of soy formulas on mineral metabolism in term 
infants. American J. of Diseases of Children 141(5):527-30. 
May. [19 ref]
• Summary: The type of carbohydrate used in a formula may 
be a major factor in promoting absorption of minerals. In 
this study, 40 healthy full-term infants received a soy-based 
formula containing either a single carbohydrate (glucose 
polymers) or two carbohydrates (glucose polymers and 
sucrose [cane sugar]). For the fi rst four months of the study, 
ten exclusively breast-fed infants served as controls.
 At “4 months of age, the breast-fed group had a higher 
plasma zinc level than both formula-fed groups, and at 2 and 
4 months of age, it had higher bone mineral content and bone 
density.” Address: Div. of Neonatology, Univ. of Utah, Salt 
Lake City.

5382. Coco, Ed. 1987. Soy polymer insolubilization. Pulp & 
Paper 61(5):51-52. May.
• Summary: “Three types of soy polymers (and variants 
thereof) are commercially available today. They are native 
(unhydrolyzed), thermochemically modifi ed (hydrolyzed), 
and carboxylated. The native soy protein is an associated 
amphoteric polymer of high molecular weight made up of 
four ultracentrifuge sedimentation fractions. The bulk of the 
commercial product is a combination of 7S, congycinin and 
11S, gycinin.
 “The subunits are tightly coiled polymers that are made 
up of 20 different amino acids that are characterized by 
different functionalities.”
 “Various commercial insolubilizers can be used to get 
necessary water resistance, wet pick, and gluability on coated 
paper and board.” Address: Ralston Purina Co.

5383. Derman, D.P.; Ballot, D.; Bothwell, T.H.; MacFarlane, 
B.J.; Baynes, R.D.; MacPhail, A.P.; et al. 1987. Factors 
infl uencing the absorption of iron from soya-bean protein 
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products. British J. of Nutrition 57(3):345-53. May. [32 ref]
• Summary: Iron absorption was signifi cantly greater from 
a milk formula (1.5 gm protein) that it was from a soy-based 
formula made with isolated soy protein (2.3 gm protein), 
with geometric mean values of 0.083 and 0.044 respectively. 
When ascorbic was added at a level such that the ascorbic 
acid to iron ration was 20 to 1, the absorption of iron from 
the soy-based formula was increased 2-3 fold. Address: Joint 
Univ./South African MRC [Medical Research Council] Iron 
and Red Cell Metabolism Unit, Dep. of Medicine, Univ. 
of Witwatersrand Medical School, 7 York Rd., Parktown, 
Johannesburg 2193, South Africa.

5384. Dhankher, Neerja; Chauhan, B.M. 1987. Effect of 
temperature and fermentation time on phytic acid and 
polyphenol content of rabadi–a fermented pearl millet food. 
J. of Food Science 52(3):828-29. May. [19 ref]
• Summary: Similar reductions in phytic acid levels in 
soybean during fermentation of tempeh were reported by 
Sutardi and Buckle (1985; J. of Food Science). Address: 
Dep. of Foods & Nutrition, Haryana Agricultural Univ., 
Hisar–125 004, India.

5385. Duxbury, Dean D. 1987. Soy sauce: Distinctive 
fermented ingredient combines sweet, salty, tart fl avors. 
Food Processing (Chicago) 48(5):70-72. May.
• Summary: Since the 17th century Kikkoman has 
continuously been the world’s major supplier of soy sauce. 
The process is still as much an art as a science. Kikkoman’s 
plant at Walworth, Wisconsin, produces 7 million gallons a 
year in 300,000 square feet with 94 operating employees. 
The shoyu making process is described; the slow aging of 
the moromi mash takes 5-6 months, during which time some 
20 amino acids and lactic acid, alcohol, and a variety of other 
fl avoring compounds result. Different fermentation cultures 
are added at various stages in the fermentation process.
 Food processors using liquid soy sauce in their 
formulations can choose from 3 forms of soy sauce or 
teriyaki sauce: (1) Regular (Traditional) Soy Sauce, which 
contains sodium benzoate as a preservative and 13.5% 
sodium chloride (w/w). (2) Lite Soy Sauce, which also 
contains the preservative but only about one-half the 
sodium content. (3) Less Salt Soy Sauce, which contains no 
preservatives. Salt reduction is accomplished using dialysis. 
Soy sauce is also available in dehydrated form. Regular and 
reduced salt forms are spray dried onto a dextrin carrier.
 Color photos show: (1) A typical Oriental-style stir-fried 
dish in a wok; the fl avor and aroma comes from added soy 
sauce or teriyaki sauce. (2) A large, rectangular automated 
koji room. (3) Kikkoman’s newly introduced consumer line 
of high viscosity sauces includes Teriyaki Baste & Glaze, 
Stir Fry Sauce, Steak Sauce, Sweet & Sour Sauce, and 
Tonkatsu Sauce. (4) An aerial view of the Kikkoman plant in 
Walworth. Address: Associate Editor.

5386. Gupta, S.K.; Patil, G.R.; Patel, A.A. 1987. Fabricated 
dairy products. Indian Dairyman 39(5):199-208. May. Paper 
presented at the IDA (North Zone) Seminar, Varanasi, Aug. 
23-24, 1986. [23 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Ingredients. Margarine. 
Spreads (a fl owchart for a spread using a soy protein-
lipid concentrate is given). Imitation cheese. Coffee/tea 
whiteners. Coffee complete and tea complete. Milk-like 
products: Filled milk, imitation or artifi cial milks, protein 
concentrate beverages (Miltone, developed by CFTRI and 
made at Bangalore based on whole buffalo milk extended or 
“toned” with groundnut (peanut) protein isolate, and Sipso, 
marketed in northern India, are both sold commercially. A 
soy-whey beverage with 4% protein has been developed by 
the National Dairy Research Inst. at Karnal). Soya yoghurt 
and lassi. Baby foods. Weaning foods. Ice cream analogues. 
Miscellaneous: Mango milk powder, banana milk powder, 
simulated sour cream and whipped toppings. The main 
advantage of these products is low cost due to the use of 
inexpensive ingredients, such as vegetable proteins and oils, 
emulsifi ers and stabilizers. Dried milk and caseinates are also 
commonly used in these products.
 Concerning weaning foods: “Recently, two low-cost 
nutritious weaning food formulations were developed 
at NDRI [National Dairy Research Inst.] Karnal, using 
soybean, dairy byproducts and cereal combinations. A spray 
dried soy-whey weaning food (SWWF) has been made (Fig. 
6) from cheddar cheese whey (65 parts, on solid basis) and 
blanched soybean cotyledons (35 parts). A jowar-soybean-
skim milk (JSM) weaning food includes 60 parts jowar 
(sorghum) fl our, 30 parts soybean solids and 10 parts skim 
milk solids (Fig. 7). This has been specifi cally formulated to 
meet the need of jowar-growing areas where, incidentally, 
the problem of malnourishment is more prevalent than in the 
other areas of the country. The SWWF and JSM conform 
to the guidelines laid down by the Protein Advisory Group 
of the United Nations. Their respective protein effi ciency 
ratios (PER) are 3.2 and 2.6 as compared to 2.5 for casein. 
Both these formulations are commendably low-cost ones 
(approximately Rs. 8.00 per kg, exclusive of packaging). 
Thus these products show great promise of becoming 
instrumental in combating malnutrition among children...
 “An acceptable soft serve ice cream based on soybean 
and buttermilk (6.8 parts soy SNF [solids nonfat]–5.2 parts 
buttermilk SNF) has been developed at National Dairy 
Research Institute, Karnal. This product contains 9% fat, 
12% SNF and 15% sugar. Its manufacture does not require 
the use of a stabilizer, thus saving on the cost of stabilizer.” 
Address: National Dairy Research Inst., Karnal 132001, 
India.

5387. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society. 1987. Ralston 
Purina seeks protein ruling. 64(5):702. May. [1 ref]
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• Summary: Ralston Purina Company has asked the U.S. 
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) to establish that 
Purina Protein 500 and Purina Protein 710, when used as 
the sole protein source in a food product, provide protein 
quality equal to casein. The company provided data on the 
casein protein equivalency of these two isolated soy protein 
products. Details: Food Chemical News, March 9, 1987, p. 
33.

5388. Lee, Young Soon; Homma, S.; Aida, K. 1987. 
Characterization of melanoidin in soy sauce and fi sh sauce 
by electrofocusing and high performance gel permeation 
chromatography. Nippon Shokuhin Kogyo Gakkaishi (J. 
of the Japanese Society of Food Science and Technology) 
34(5):313-19. May. [9 ref. Eng; jap]
• Summary: Sixteen soy sauce samples and 6 fi sh sauce 
samples produced in Asian countries were characterized for 
melanoidin by electrofocusing on polyacrylamide gels and 
high performance gel permeation chromatography (HPGPC).
 Note: Webster’s Third New International Dictionary 
(1963) defi nes melanoidin as “any of various colored 
substances formed from proteins or amino acids (as in the 
presence of glucose).” Address: Dep. of Nutrition & Food 
Science, Ochanomizu Univ. Ohtsuka 2-1-1, Bunkyo-ku, 
Tokyo 112, Japan.

5389. Lumen Food Corp. 1987. Lumen: The ‘meatless’ 
solution for the 21st century. Today (Leafl et). Lake Charles, 
Louisiana. 4 panels each side. Each panel: 22 x 9 cm. [1 ref]
• Summary: “Lumen is the term we use to describe a whole 
range of products that have the ‘look, taste, and texture 
of real meat products.’” It is sold in poly bags. Flavors 
currently in stock include beef, Mexican beef, pepperoni, 
chicken, unfl avored, ground beef, teriyaki beef, smoked ham, 
and Italian sausage. Address: 409 Scott St., Lake Charles, 
Louisiana 70602.

5390. Melchert, H.-U.; Limsathayourat, N.; Mihajlovic, 
H.; Eichberg, J.; Thefeld, W.; Rottka, H. 1987. Fatty acid 
patterns in triglycerides, diglycerides, free fatty acids, 
cholesteryl esters and phosphatidylcholine in serum 
from vegetarians and non-vegetarians. Atherosclerosis 
(Amsterdam) 65(1-2):159-66. May. [41 ref]
• Summary: In this report, comparing vegetarians and non-
vegetarians, the fi rst results on base-line levels of fatty acids 
in serum and HDL-total lipids and special lipid classes are 
presented. It shows that there are signifi cant differences 
between the two populations concerning their fatty acid 
pattern namely for total lipids, total lipids of HDL and the 
lipid classes of cholesteryl esters, triglycerides, diglycerides, 
free fatty acids and phosphatidylcholine.
 There is a need for much more data before any 
conclusion can be drawn about a possible role of particular 
fatty acids in the aetiology of CHD, atherosclerosis 

and other diseases. Address: Inst. of Social Medicine 
and Epidemiology, Federal Health Offi ce, West Berlin 
(Germany).

5391. Monte, Tom. 1987. The eater’s ally [Interview with 
Michael Jacobson, executive director, Center for Science in 
the Public Interest]. East West. May. p. 32-37.
• Summary: Jacobson, having just graduated from MIT 
with a PhD is microbiology, came to work for Ralph Nader 
in Washington, DC, to investigate food additives and their 
effects on health. A year later he wrote Eater’s Digest and 
helped to found CSPI. America’s two main health destroyers 
are alcohol and tobacco. Alcohol is the number one drug 
problem, with over 10 million alcoholics and problem 
drinkers. 50% of the calories in whole milk come from fat. 
His favorites in the fi eld of nutrition are William Castelli, 
Jean Mayer, and Mark Hegsted, but they are rare in a fi eld 
where few nutritionists are interested in applying the results 
of their research. “I think the real leadership role in nutrition 
has come from citizens groups and government.” Address: 
CSPI, 1501 16th St., N.W., Washington, DC 20036. Phone: 
202-332-9110.

5392. National Research Council. 1987. Regulating 
pesticides in food: The Delaney paradox. National Academy 
Press, 2101 Constitution Ave., N.W., Washington, DC 20418. 
See also “Uniform Standards Recommended to Reduce 
Potential Cancer Risk from Pesticide Residues.” (6-page 
news release. May).
• Summary: Pesticide residues in U.S. foods are of serious 
concern. In its worst-case estimate, the study calculated 
an increased risk of 5,800 cancer cases per million people 
over a 70-year lifetime, far higher than the 1 per million 
“acceptable” risk level that EPA often applies to cancer 
hazards. The NRC fi gure translates to roughly 1.4 million 
additional cases of cancer for the current U.S. population–or 
20,000 additional cases each year.
 About 90% of the total potential oncogenic risk from 
pesticides studied could be traced to those registered before 
1978, when the EPA began to apply more rigorous tests. 
The Delaney amendment only applies to processed foods, 
not to fresh ones. Nearly 80% of the estimated risk derived 
from just 15 foods, with tomatoes, beef, potatoes, oranges 
and lettuce leading the list. Pork as 8th, wheat was 9th and 
soybeans were 10th.
 According to Soybean Update, June 1, the American 
Soybean Assoc. expressed alarm that this study was based 
solely on the use of theoretical computer models. Address: 
Washington, DC.

5393. Plamil Foods Ltd. 1987. The Plamil range provides 
vegan nutritional requirements (Ad). Vegan (The) (England). 
Spring. p. 6.
• Summary: Half-page, black and white. “... with the 
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essential calcium and vitamins B2, B12 and D2. Born of a 
vision when this vegan company pioneered the fi rst British-
made soya milk in 1965.
 “For literature (SAE please) write to Plamil Vegetarian 
Foods,...”
 Illustrations show: (1) Plamil Soya Milk (concentrated). 
Plamil Soya Milk (ready to use). (3) Plamil soya milk (small 
round cups with peel-off lids). Address: Plamil House, 
Bowles Well Gardens, Folkestone, Kent, England.

5394. Rahman, Majeedah. 1987. Belize nutrition education 
project. Plenty Bulletin (Summertown, Tennessee) 3(1):3. 
May.
• Summary: Named British Honduras until about 1975, 
Belize was granted full independence in 1981 but is still 
a member of the British Commonwealth. To combat 
malnutrition among children, soyfoods preparation and 
nutrition will be taught in workshops. Soymilk and soy ice 
cream will be provided to primary school students in selected 
areas. The project, with a budget of $14,700, will run from 
June 1987 to June 1988. The Univ. of California has agreed 
to provide educational and training materials. Address: 
Project Director (nutritionist), 526 44th St., Oakland, 
California 94609.

5395. Schatz, Betty. 1987. Los Companeros [Soyfoods 
nutrition program in Mexicali, Mexico]. Plenty Bulletin 
(Summertown, Tennessee) 3(1):3-4. May.
• Summary: The program is trying to reduce hunger, 
malnutrition, and sickness in the suburban barrio of Lazaro 
Cardenas, Mexicali. The program has two parts: (1) School 
Nutrition: 30 school children are being served an 8 oz glass 
of soymilk and a package of soynuts each day, at a cost of 
$0.10/child. (2) Community Education. Mothers are taught 
how to make soymilk, tofu, and soy nuts. Each family 
attending a demo is given a soyfoods starter kit consisting of 
a 50 lb bag of soybeans ($10), a hand food grinder ($10), a 
book of Spanish soy recipes and a few necessary ingredients. 
Betty is a retired Hayward school teacher. Address: Project 
Director, 2800 Sparks Way, Hayward, California 94541. 
Phone: 415-537-3713.

5396. Steichen, Jean J.; Tsang, Reginald C. 1987. Bone 
mineralization and growth in term infants fed soy-based or 
cow milk-based formula. J. of Pediatrics 110(5):687-92. 
May. [30 ref]
• Summary: About 15% of the infants in the USA are given 
lactose-free soy protein isolate formula.
 The goal of this investigation was to evaluate the 
adequacy of a soy protein-based formula versus a cow 
milk protein-based formula for body growth and skeletal 
mineralization in the fi rst year of life. Thirty-six healthy, full-
term infants were assigned randomly to one of two feeding 
groups and observed during their fi rst year of life.

 “Weight, length, and head circumference were normal 
in all infants and not different between groups. BMC [bone 
mineral content] and BMC/BW [BMC divided by bone 
width] were similar for both groups at entry into the study. 
Group 1 infants had signifi cantly lower BMC and BMC/
BW at 3, 6, 9, and 12 months of age (P <0.05 to P <0.0001) 
compared with group 2 infants, but their values were similar 
to those in previously studied infants receiving human milk 
with vitamin D supplementation.”
 The implications of these early differences for long-term 
skeletal mineralization remains to be seen. Address: M.D., 
Div. of Neonatology, Depts. of Pediatrics and Obstetrics, 
Univ. of Cincinnati College of Medicine, and The Children’s 
Hospital Research Foundation, Cincinnati, Ohio.

5397. Wilson, R.F. 1987. Seed metabolism. In: J.R. Wilcox, 
ed. 1987. Soybeans: Improvement, Production, and 
Uses. 2nd ed. Madison, Wisconsin: American Society of 
Agronomy. xxii + 888 p. See p. 643-86. Chap. 16. [224 ref]
• Summary: Contents. 1. Properties of soybean seed 
development. 2. Primary constituents of soybean seed, incl. 
protein, oil, etc. 3. Synopsis. Address: USDA-ARS & North 
Carolina State Univ., Raleigh, NC.

5398. Grande, Judy. 1987. Formula handicaps youths. Study 
confi rms what moms have claimed for 8 years [about Neo 
Mull Soy and Syntex]. Plain Dealer (Cleveland, Ohio). June 
4.
• Summary: Thousands of babies fed Neo Mull Soy or Cho-
Free, made by Syntex of Palo Alto, California, and lacking 
chloride face an uncertain future of developmental problems. 
The longer children used these products, which were pulled 
off the market in 1979, the lower they scored on intelligence 
scores. A poll by parents of 800 other parents showed (with 
55% of the returns in) that 15% of the respondents children 
had already repeated a grade, 25% have been diagnosed 
as learning disabled, 35% have been enrolled in special 
education classes, and 31% have been in speech or language 
therapy. Chloride was listed as an ingredient on the formula 
cans though none was present. For more information write 
FORMULA, P.O. Box 39051, Washington, DC 20016.

5399. Muir, A.; Kalnins, D. 1987. False advertising resulting 
in infant malnutrition. Canadian Medical Association 
Journal 136:1274. June 15. [5 ref]
• Summary: Documents the case of an infant who, at 6 
weeks of age, was put on a soybean-based product called 
Eden-soy. “The health food retailer had supplied the parents 
with a ‘professional looking’, colorful monograph that 
advertised the drink as ‘good for babies’ and a ‘quality 
substitute’ for breast milk. Their family physician had 
endorsed the product after a cursory inspection of the 
brochure, and the infant was exclusively fed Eden-Soy, 
without vitamin supplementation.” Four months later he had 
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become wasted because the formula did not contain enough 
calories. He also had developed night blindness and rickets 
because the supplement did not contain suffi cient quantities 
of vitamins A and D. Address: Div. of General Pediatrics, 
Dep. of Pediatrics, and Dep. of Food Services, Hospital for 
Sick Children, Toronto, ONT, Canada.

5400. Kuwata, Tamotsu; Suginaka, Yutaka; Ohtomo, Hideo. 
Assignors to Meiji Milk Products Company Ltd. (Tokyo, 
Japan). 1987. Method of producing calcium-enriched 
aseptic soy bean curd. U.S. Patent 4,673,583. June 16. 7 p. 
Application fi led 21 Feb. 1986.
• Summary: Note: This is Japanese Patent 85-069105. In this 
new coagulation system, the coagulant is introduced in the 
pre-sterilization process and results in a calcium enriched 
aseptic tofu. The new coagulant is a Ca(OH) 2-sucrose 
addition compound named calcium saccharate. It serves 
as an alternative to glucono delta lactone (GDL) or bittern 
(magnesium chloride and magnesium sulfate). It allows 
aseptic processing of the curd without fl avor loss or texture 
deterioration. In a given sample, 30-100 mg per 100 gm 
calcium saccharate is added to soymilk, the resulting curd 
is sterilized and the pH adjusted to 5.7–5.9 with citric or 
ascorbic acid. The curd is then fi lled into containers, which 
are sealed and heated for 20-60 minutes at 75-95ºC. Address: 
Japan.

5401. Milling and Baking News. 1987. Form of dietary iron 
that digests easily is found in fi ber-rich soybean hulls. June 
23. Widely syndicated by Associated Press: Lansing State 
Journal July 31, Insight (Washington, DC). July 13.
• Summary: Iron II, a form of dietary iron usually found in 
meat, has been discovered in soybean hulls. The iron in most 
high-fi ber plants is iron III, which is hard to digest. “This 
fi nding might promote the commercial use of soybean hulls 
to fortify bread and other baked goods with more iron and 
fi ber.” Address: Northern Regional Research Center, Peoria, 
Illinois.

5402. News Herald (Suffolk, Virginia). 1987. Processed soy 
oil could be reduced. June 23.
• Summary: Crop scientists Burton and Wilson at North 
Carolina State University have developed three soybean 
breeding lines with about half the linolenic acid content of 
standard soybean varieties (3.3 to 4% vs. 7-8%). Linolenic 
acid causes short shelf life and off fl avors in soy oil. Soybean 
oil low in linolenic acid would not need to be hydrogenated, 
saving about $720 million a year in the USA.

5403. Ebine, Hideo. 1987. Re: Can miso prevent or cure 
cancer? Letter to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, June 
29–in reply to inquiry. 2 p. Typed, with signature. [Eng]
• Summary: Summarizes the research conducted to date. 
In 1981, early research was conducted separately by Prof. 

Kimura and Dr. Hirayama. He believes that it is very diffi cult 
to conclude that there is solid evidence showing that miso 
can either prevent or cure cancer. Address: Director, Central 
Miso Research Inst., Shinkawa 1-26-19, Chuo-ku, Tokyo, 
Japan.

5404. Ebine, Hideo. 1987. Studies on the effect of miso 
or miso soup to reduce cancer risk. Tokyo, Japan. 2 p. 
Unpublished typescript. June 29. [Eng]
• Summary: “Hirayama fi rst presented a paper to the 40th 
Annual Meeting, Japan Cancer Association, 1981. Since 
miso soup is one of the most important foods for Japanese 
food life, the presentation attracted keen interest of the 
newspaper, Asahi Shinbun and was reported as the top news 
at the fi rst page of September 27, 1981.”
 Hirayama pointed out that the observed benefi ts could 
come from selected nutrients in the miso. Prof. Kimura and 
his colleagues found that miso contained some antimutagenic 
substances such as the ethylester of linolenic acid. Several 
other studies are now underway.
 “As stated by Hirayama, the effect of miso soup is 
possibly supported by some other substances closely 
associated with the intake of miso soup such as green-yellow 
vegetables, Michioka (1985), Akita University, published 
a paper on the anti-mutagen included in green-yellow 
vegetables which are often supplied with miso soup in large 
amount easily.” Address: Director, Central Miso Research 
Inst., Shinkawa 1-26-19, Chuo-ku, Tokyo, Japan.

5405. Associate Director, Import Operations Unit, (HFC-
131). 1987. Revision to Import Alert #40-01–”Soy drinks, 
milk substitute drinks and other drinks that may serve as 
infant formulas.” Import Alert. June 30.
• Summary: Discusses: Eden Foods’ Edensoy, Soy Moo, 
Sun Soy, Ah Soy, Westsoy, Vitasoy, Westbrae Malteds. 
Summarized in Soya Newsletter. 1987. 1(4):7. Recommends 
continued surveillance. Address: Washington, DC.

5406. Ariyaratne, K.G.S. (Mrs.). 1987. Tempeh–The soya 
health food. Soyanews (Sri Lanka) 9(1):6-8. Jan/June. [1 ref]
• Summary: Discusses: Tempeh nutrition, how to make 
tempeh, how to store or preserve tempeh, preparation of 
foods with soy tempeh. The favorite preparation is to prepare 
tempeh like dry fi sh with tomatoes and other condiments. 
Address: Agricultural instructress, Sri Lanka.

5407. Committee on Scientifi c and Regulatory Issues 
Underlying Pesticide Use Patterns and Agricultural 
Innovation. Board on Agriculture. National Research 
Council. 1987. Regulating pesticides in food: The Delaney 
paradox. National Academy Press, 2101 Constitution Ave., 
N.W., Washington, DC 20418. 272 p. Index. [20+ ref]
• Summary: Potential cancer-causing foods, in order of risk 
from pesticide residues: Tomatoes, beef, potatoes, oranges, 
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lettuce, apples, peaches, pork, wheat, soybeans, beans, 
carrots, chicken, corn, and grapes. These 15 foods constitute 
nearly 80% of the risk of cancers from pesticide residues. 
Address: Washington, DC.

5408. Diamond, Harvey; Diamond, Marilyn. 1987. Living 
health. New York, NY: Warner Publications. xviii + 446 p. 
Index. 24 cm. [423* ref]
• Summary: This extensively documented, hardcover book, 
published by Warner after Fit for Life, became Fit for Life 
II. It is a book based on the philosophies of Natural Hygiene 
and a vegan diet, free of all animal products, and rich in fresh 
fruits and fruit juices. In the process, the author’s negative 
attitude toward tofu (expressed in Living Health) changed 
into a positive one. They found that tofu was a very alkaline 
food.
 At Acknowledgments: “Special mention must also 
be made of the great health reformers, our mentors and 
predecessors, who under extreme pressure and persecution 
fought the battle for freedom of choice in health care: Isaac 
Jennings, Russell Trall, John H. Tilden, Sylvester Graham, 
Florence Nightingale, Herbert M. Shelton, and all those 
others far too numerous to mention.”
 Concerning tofu, in the chapter titled “Questions 
frequently asked,” Harvey Diamond writes: “What about 
tofu? There is good news and bad news. You know why 
tofu has no smell and no fl avor unless you add garlic, 
onions, tamari, etc.? Because it is processed at a heat so 
intense that nothing alive could possibly survive and the 
process is repeated three times! Tofu is absolutely devoid 
of any nutrients whatsoever. The contention that tofu is a 
good source of protein is as truthful as the contention that 
the moon is made of green cheese. Now the good news. 
People generally eat tofu because they are trying to move 
away from fl esh foods and tofu helps them do that. Great! 
Tofu is so much less harmful than fl esh foods that I would 
wholeheartedly support you in doing so. But do so with the 
idea in mind that you will eventually give up tofu as well, or 
at least cut back on it. It is merely a fi ller food. Just as with 
meat, tofu should not be eaten more than once a day, and 
should be properly combined.”
 The book also contains a recipe for Miso and vegetables 
soup (p. 376-77). In the index, there is no listing for soy- 
(including soymilk or soy sauce), tamari, or tempeh.
 Chapters 2 and 3 tell about the authors 
(autobiographical): Harvey was born in 1945. He had 
severe stomachaches and frequent colds starting when he 
was a child. He was extremely thin. From age 18-22 he 
served in the U.S. Air Force and his last year of duty was 
spent in Vietnam. His weight ballooned up to 202 pounds 
but his piercing stomachaches did not go away. His father 
died of stomach cancer at age 57. At this turning point, 
Harvey decided to devote all his time to learning about 
how to become healthy. After long searching, he discovered 

Natural Hygiene in 1970 in Santa Barbara, California. In one 
day, after learning the one simple principle of proper food 
combining, his stomachaches went away (they have never 
returned) and he soon lost 50 pounds. “So I studied Natural 
Hygiene on my own, reading every book I could get my 
hands on pertaining to the subject and involving myself with 
people in Santa Barbara who had incorporated its principles 
into their life-styles. Three years later I established myself 
in Los Angeles, continuing my studies while I counseled 
people informally on Natural Hygiene... After eight years 
of independent study much to my excitement and delight, 
a complete course on Natural Hygiene principles fi nally 
became available in 1978” from the American College of 
Health Science. In Feb. 1983 Harvey received his PhD in 
nutritional science from this unaccredited college.
 Marilyn was born in about 1944. Starting in the 1950s 
she began to suffer severely from a spastic digestive tract. At 
age 20 she underwent knee surgery in New York, a turning 
point in her search for health. By the time she was in her 
mid-twenties, she was married with two children, but the 
pain from her stomach spread to her back, so she began to 
take the painkiller Valium regularly. In 1971 she moved 
from New York to Los Angeles and began to change her 
lifestyle and diet. “I used whole grains, cut down on alcohol, 
and became very uncomfortable with my dependency on 
Valium.” So she stopped taking the drug. In 1975 she met 
Harvey in Venice, California, where he was working at a 
produce store. She was ill and desperate, having suffered 
for over two decades with her digestive tract pain. Two 
months later they were married, and later they had a child. 
After going through a painful process of detoxifi cation and 
withdrawal from Valium, Marilyn became the picture of 
health.

5409. Harvard Medical School Health Letter. 1987. Nitrates 
and cancer. June. p. 2. [1 ref]
• Summary: “Since the mid-1970s, nitrate–a relatively 
common substance in food and water–has been under 
suspicion as a cause of cancer, especially cancer of the 
stomach. When nitrate enters the body, or even when 
it is present in foods left at room temperature, bacteria 
may convert the compound to nitrite. Nitrite, in turn, can 
become attached to common organic substances to produce 
nitrosamines, which are carcinogenic...
 “The main source of nitrate in contemporary diets 
is vegetables, which pick it up from fertilizer in the soil. 
Drinking water may also contain a fair amount of nitrate 
(much of it, again, originating in fertilizer applied to soil in 
the run-off-region)...
 “In regions of the world where food preservation is 
inadequate, bacteria contaminating the food supply may 
generate high levels of nitrosamine, and this may account for 
the high rates of stomach cancer in less developed parts of 
the world. Also, certain relatively uncommon foods contain 
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substances favoring formation of nitrosamines. Among them 
are some types of preserved fi sh, certain varieties of Japanese 
soy sauce.”

British Medical Journal, February 28, 1987.

5410. Kim, Bok-Ran; Han, Y.B.; Park, C.H. 1987. 
[Changes of free sugar and free amino acid during the natto 
fermentation used by Bacillus subtilis S.N.U. 816]. Han’guk 
Nonghwa Hakhoe Chi (J. of the Korean Agricultural 
Chemical Society) 30(2):192-97. June. (Chem. Abst. 
107:19743). [39 ref. Kor; eng]
• Summary: The free sugars examined were fructose, 
glucose, sucrose, and maltose. Remarkable increases in the 
levels of fructose and glucose were observed after 4 hours 
of fermentation. After that, however, their contents were 
reduced to a very low level as fermentation continued. The 
sucrose content dropped dramatically to about the 10% level 
and stayed low thereafter.
 The free amino acid content of natto during 20 hours 
of fermentation was twice as high as that of unfermented 
soybeans.
 Sensory evaluation showed that 20 hours of 
fermentation at 43ºC produced the best quality natto based 
on taste, odor and color.
 Contains 5 tables and 1 graph. Address: 1-2. Dep. of 
Home Economics Education, Korea Univ.; 3. Sampyo Foods 
Co., Ltd. Lab. All: Seoul, Korea.

5411. Kokke, Robert; Sudo, Narini. 1987. Indonesia no 
kenko shokuhin, tenpe [Indonesia’s health food, tempeh]. 
Daizu Geppo (Soybean Monthly News). June. p. 4-18. [50 
ref. Jap]
• Summary: Contains a lengthy and well documented history 
of tempeh plus an original bibliography of 50 references. 
Perhaps the best publication on tempeh seen to date in 
Japanese. Address: 1. United Nations University (Kokusai 
Rengo Daigaku), Development Programming; 2. Consultant.

5412. Lauerman, John. 1987. A nutritional block against 
cancer? To Dr. Ann Kennedy, a radiobiologist, it’s 
increasingly clear that compounds known as protease 
inhibitors could be key ingredients in the anticarcinogenic 
diet of the future. Harvard Magazine. May/June. p. 40-42.
• Summary: A researcher at the Harvard School of Public 
Health, she is studying the effects of low levels of the 
Bowman-Birk inhibitor in counteracting carcinogenesis 
induced by both radiation and chemicals. “The notion of a 
link between diet and cancer became more popular in the 
scientifi c community in 1980, after British epidemiologists 
Sir Richard Doll and Richard Peto reviewed the literature 
of studies showing distinct variations of the incidence of 
different types of human cancer from country to country... 
Protease inhibitors stop carcinogenesis completely.”

5413. Monteiro, Shri P. Vincent. 1987. Studies on feeding of 
tempeh to determine its effect on growth and blood picture 
of pre-school children. In: All India Coordinated Research 
Project on Soybean. 1987. Project Coordinator’s Report & 
Summary Tables of Experiments 1986-87. See p. 257-58.
• Summary: Tempeh was prepared using a blend of soybean 
and sunfl ower seeds (45:55). It was made into hot chips, 
coated with sugar powder or sugar syrup. The latter was 
more acceptable. Address: Bangalore, Karnataka, India.

5414. Okubo, Kazuyoshi. 1987. Tôfu no seizô-hô to sono 
bussei: Fukami seibun kyodô kara [Manufacturing method 
for and physical properties of tofu: Behavior of unpleasant 
taste components]. Nyu Fudo Indasutori (New Food 
Industry) 29(6):73-83. June. [25 ref. Jap]
• Summary: Unpleasant taste components include saponins 
and isofl avonoids. Address: Tôhoku Daigaku Nôgaku-bu 
(Faculty of Agriculture, Tohoku Univ.).

5415. Yamabe, Shigeo; Kondo, Yasuo. 1987. Shihan 
fukurozume mugimiso no hozon-chû ni okeru kagaku-teki 
seibun henka [Changes in the chemical composition of 
commercial packed barley-koji miso during storage]. Nippon 
Shokuhin Kogyo Gakkaishi (J. of the Japanese Society of 
Food Science and Technology) 34(6):347-55. June. [24 ref. 
Jap; eng]
• Summary: Investigates changes in the composition, 
oxidative activity, sugar, and lipid components of 
commercial barley-koji miso during 3 months storage at -10, 
4, 20, and 37ºC. Address: Tokyo Dietitian Academy, 2-23-11 
Ikejiri, Tokyo 154, Japan.

5416. Ishizuka, Waichi; Aoki, Ryochi. Assignors to Taiyo 
Yushi K.K. (Yokohama, Japan). 1987. Method of producing 
cheese-like emulsifi ed food. U.S. Patent 4,678,676. July 7. 
5 p. Application fi led 4 Oct. 1984. Application also fi led in 
Japan on 4 Oct. 1983. Corresponds to Japanese Patent 83-
185697. [5 ref]
• Summary: Tofu (3-30%) made from deodorized soymilk 
is mixed with 5-40% animal/vegetable oils or fats, 0.1-10% 
of heat coagulable protein (such as egg whites), and 0.1-5% 
of stabilizer (such as carrageenan, gelatin, guar gum, pectin, 
locust bean gum, xanthan gum, dextrin, or starch). The 
mixture is blended and deaerated, then heated for protein 
gelation and sterilization. The product is an imitation cheese 
(spread-type soft, semi-hard, or hard) with good body and 
texture. Address: Yokohama, Japan.

5417. Insight (Washington, DC). 1987. Soybean hulls found 
rich in digestible iron. July 13.
• Summary: Joseph A. Laszlo, biochemist at the NRRC, 
has discovered that iron II, a dietary form of the element 
usually found in meats, is also found in soybean hulls. Most 
of the iron in high-fi ber plants is iron III, which is not easily 
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absorbed by the human body. The hull contains as much as 
30% of the soybean’s iron. “Laszlo speculates that some 
form of powdered soybean hull eventually may be used to 
fortify breads and other baked goods.” Address: Northern 
Regional Research Center, Peoria, Illinois.

5418. Beck, Alexis. 1987. Rating the ice cream substitutes: 
Nutrition now. Boston Globe. July 22. p. 33, 36-37.
• Summary: Tofutti hard pack supplies 49.5% of the calories 
from fat, more than any other of the 28 products listed. He 
groups soy ice creams into a category called “Frozen Tofu.” 
He notes their high fat and calorie content: 16% fat vs. 10-
12% for regular dairy ice creams, 350-450 calories per cup 
vs. 250-300. “Most experts would point to total fat as the 
most important variable to watch when it comes to heart 
health.”

5419. Shibata, Daisuke; Steczko, J.; Dixon, J.E.; Hermodson, 
M.; Yazdanparast, R.; Axelrod, B. 1987. Primary structure 
of soybean lipoxygenase-1. J. of Biological Chemistry 
202(21):10080-85. July 25. [44 ref]
• Summary: The primary structure of lipoxygenase-1 from 
soybeans has been determined. The enzyme has a molecular 
weight of 94,038 based on its content of 838 amino acids. 
Address: Dep. of Biochemistry, Purdue Univ., W. Lafayette, 
Indiana 47907.

5420. Fomon, S.J. 1987. Refl ections on infant feeding in 
the 1970s and 1980s. American J. of Clinical Nutrition 
46(1):171-82. July. [108 ref]
• Summary: Summarizes the many changes in infant feeding 
practices during this period. The Infant Formula Act passed 
in 1980 [Sept. 26] imposed new quality control and labeling 
requirements for infant formulas. The most popular milk-
free formulas are based on isolated soy proteins. At typical 
protein concentrations (1.8-2.0g/67 kcal) the author believes 
that methionine fortifi cation is unnecessary. Soy-based infant 
formulas were initially marketed for the management of milk 
protein allergy and/or lactose intolerance. In addition to this 
they are now also used to a greater extent due to the belief of 
some physicians that they are less commonly associated with 
fussiness and regurgitation. Most infants now consume iron-
fortifi ed formulas, but there is doubt about the bioavailability 
of electrolytic iron used to fortify most dry infant cereals. In 
1985 35% of U.S. infants were breast fed until at least age 4 
months, whereas in 1971 the corresponding fi gure was only 
10%. Breast feeding is more common among higher income 
groups. Beikost is foods other than milk or formula fed to 
infants. Address: Dep. of Pediatrics, Univ. of Iowa, Iowa 
City, IA 52242.

5421. Gleason, Jane. 1987. Interview with Dr. Beatrice 
de Mel, CARE, Head of Thriposha Program. Soybean 
Marketing in Sri Lanka, Monthly Report. July. p. 2.

• Summary: Sri Lanka has a long history of supplemental 
feeding programs. The fi rst major program was begun 
in 1956, when the U.S. government provided Sri Lanka 
with nonfat dry milk (NFDM) fortifi ed with vitamin A. 
This program was highly successful in reducing diseases 
associated with protein and vitamin defi ciencies from 28% 
of the population in 1956 to 0.2% in 1972. In 1972 the world 
food crisis brought an end to the donation of NFDM. That 
year the USSR, due to domestic food shortages, bought the 
entire U.S. stock of NFDM. At that time nutrition diseases 
once again became prevalent in Sri Lanka. CARE offi cials, 
aware of the deteriorating situation, initiated the Thriposha 
program in 1973 in concert with the Sri Lankan Ministry of 
Health (MOH) and USAID.
 At present about 580,000 children in Sri Lanka benefi t 
from Thriposha, which is distributed by rural clinics 
nationwide. Each benefi ciary receives two 750 gm packets 
per month. The plant is now operating at full capacity. The 
MOH is in charge of the Thriposha Program. Until 1987, 
MOH paid CARE to manage the production and distribution, 
but more recently MOH has signed a contract with Ceylon 
Tobacco Co. to become manager, for a fee of Rs. 40 million 
per year. Fifty percent of Thriposha is made from indigenous 
corn and soybeans (70:30 ratio); the rest is supplied by the 
U.S. Food for Peace (PL 480) program. In the past 2 years 
the Corn-Soy-Milk supplied by the U.S. has been replaced 
by NFDM. Thriposha now requires about 1,600 tonnes of 
Sri Lankan soybeans a year. Although plans have been made 
to shift Thriposha into the private sector, it is unlikely to 
happen in the near future.
 This is a successful supplemental feeding program 
in a developing country. Though Thriposha’s target group 
is the poor, it is not seen as a “poor man’s food,” because 
of attractive packaging and skillful advertising. Low cost 
extrusion cookers have played a key role in those programs. 
Thriposha has been a very important component of the 
development of the soy program in Sri Lanka, a steady buyer 
of soy products for about 10 years.

5422. Hapgood, Fred. 1987. The prodigious soybean. 
National Geographic 172(1):66-91. July.
• Summary: Superb photos and an interesting original 
color painting done by artist James Gurney, in the style of 
Norman Rockwell, shows more than 60 products containing 
soybean ingredients (both food and industrial). But, except 
for the fi rst 2 pages, the text of this far-ranging article is 
mediocre to embarrassingly erroneous; even the National 
Geographic editors didn’t like it, but Hapgood refused to 
correct his many errors. For example, large bold print at 
the top of the fi rst page reads: “For centuries Chinese have 
called the Soybean ‘Yellow Jewel’ or ‘Great Treasure.’ Now 
this prodigious bean is seen by some as a weapon against 
world hunger.” Note: This is the earliest English-language 
document seen (July 2007) that uses the term “Yellow Jewel” 
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or “Great Treasure” to refer to the soybean.
 Superb photos by Chris Johns show: (1) Selling tofu in 
China. (2) Harvesting soybeans with combines. (3) A tractor 
suspended high over the hold of a cargo ship loaded with 
soybeans. (4) Making koji at Kikkoman. (4) 42 different 
colors and shapes of soybean seeds. (5) Henry Ford on 2 
Nov. 1940 wielding an ax against a car trunk lid made from 
a highly resilient soybean-derived plastic. (6) Yuba drying 
over pans of soymilk. (7) A Japanese woman with her dried-
frozen tofu drying under the farmhouse eaves. (8) Favorite 
Japanese soyfoods dishes: Dengaku, Simmering tofu, yuba, 
and miso dumplings. (9) Hatcho miso in vats with stones 
piled high on each in an earthquake-proof pyramid shape. 
(10) Mame-maki (bean-throwing ceremony) at Setsubun, 
held each February in Japan; the beans are thrown from 
small wooden measuring boxes (masu). (11) The hari-kuyo 
ceremony for broken needles in Tokyo. (12) A martial arts 
master and former Shaolin temple monk in China testing his 
strength by plunging his arm elbow-deep into a soybean-
packed barrel. Address: Boston.

5423. J. of the American Dietetic Association. 1987. Effects 
of soy polysaccharide on serum glucose levels. 87(7):954. 
July.
• Summary: This non-gel-forming fi ber source is good for 
diabetics. It enhanced return of serum glucose levels to 
normal and reduced rise of triglyceride levels after eating.

5424. Product Name:  Omegurt (Non-Dairy Soy Yogurt).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Natural Ovens.
Manufacturer’s Address:  P.O. Box 2137 (4300 Country 
Rd.), Manitowac, WI 54221-2137.  Phone: 414-758-2500.
Date of Introduction:  1987 July.
New Product–Documentation:  News (Villa Grove, 
Illinois). July 2. Rich in omega-3 fatty acids. University of 
Illinois researchers say their soy yogurt -Soyghurt–will be 
available for taste tests sometime in 1988.
 Talk with Natural Ovens. They introduced the product 
about 4 years ago but are no longer making it.

5425. Product Name:  [PHAG Soya Drink (Without Sugar, 
Strawberry, Sweetened)].
Foreign Name:  PHAG Soja-Drink (Sans Sucre, Fraise, 
Avec Sucre).
Manufacturer’s Name:  PHAG Sàrl (Produits Hygièniques 
Alimentaires Gland) (Marketer-Distributor). Made in 
Belgium by Alpro.
Manufacturer’s Address:  La Ligniere, CH-1196 Gland, 
Switzerland.  Phone: 022/64 11 18.
Date of Introduction:  1987 July.
Ingredients:  Without sugar: Water, soybeans, lecithin (as 
emulsifi er).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  0.5 liter and 1.0 liter Tetra Brik 
Aseptic cartons.

How Stored:  Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition:  Per 100 gm.: Protein 3.6 gm, fat 2.8 gm, 
carbohydrate 1.7 gm, calories (kcal) 46 (196 kJoules).
New Product–Documentation:  Letter from Remy Mayer 
of PHAG. 1990. Oct. 2. The 2 sugarless products were 
introduced in July 1987 in 0.5 liter and 1.0 liter cartons. The 
strawberry soymilk was introduced in Sept. 1987 in a 0.5 
liter carton. It is no longer on the market. The sweetened 
soymilk was introduced in Dec. 1987 in a 0.5 liter carton. 
His company distributes the product, which is made by their 
sister company DE-VAU-GE in Lueneburg, Germany.
 Labels sent by Mayer. 1991. Jan. 24. Unsweetened 
0.5 liter and 1 liter Tetra Brik cartons. Red and orange on 
white. “Pure and made from plants (Purement végétal–Rein 
pfl anzlich). Contains magnesium. Rich in vitamin E. Linoleic 
acid 51% (of lipids), linolenic acid 7%.” All text is in French 
and German. These labels are similar in design to the DE-
VAU-GE labels.
 Leafl et (6 by 8.25 inches, color) sent by Mayer. 1991. 
Jan. 24. “The vegetarian alternative” (l’alternative végétale; 
die pfl anzliche Alternative). PHAG soya-drink. The front 
shows 3 milk shake-like glasses with fresh fruits and yogurt. 
The back shows 7 of the company’s soy drinks and desserts.
 Pamphlet (6 by 8.25 inches, green and red on white, 4 
pages) sent by Mayer. 1991. Jan. 24. “PHAG Soja Drink.” 2 
pages are in French and 2 in German. Describes the product 
by answering questions: Who uses it? Is it pure and natural? 
Is it a fresh product? Can it be used in cooking? Why is it 
packaged like it is? The ingredients for the sweetened (incl. 
3% non-refi ned cane sugar) product are listed, then the 
nutritional composition.

5426. SoyaScan Notes. 1987. New Trend: Growing interest 
in omega-3 essential fatty acids, of which soy oil is a rich 
vegetable source. Hydrogenation destroys these in soy 
oil (Overview). July. Compiled by William Shurtleff of 
Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: This interest plus the high cost of hydrogenation 
plus the growing sophistication of physical refi ning has led 
Beatrice Foods to come out with a non-hydrogenated soy oil.

5427. STS–Soya Technology Systems. 1987. Soymilk 
processes/products (Leafl et). Singapore. 1 p. Single sided. 28 
cm.
• Summary: Roughly half of the products are made 
using ultrafi ltration (UF), which can be used to remove 
water or selectively remove food components (such as 
oligosaccharides). A “cast tofu or paneer” is made using a 
2-stage UF concentration. Address: 11 Dhoby Ghaut #11-06, 
Cathay Building, Singapore 0922.

5428. Rosson, John. 1987. Fatty oils and milk come under 
attack. Washington Times. Aug. 5.
• Summary: The nutrition wars are heating up. Tropical fats 
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are even widely used in breakfast cereals and “health food” 
products such as granola bars. Tropical fats contain up to 
twice the saturated fats of animal fat. The American Soybean 
Association’s major target in its campaign is getting the 
U.S. Food and Drug Administration to tighten fat labeling 
laws. The other main target is American food companies 
using tropical fats. Allies include the American Heart 
Assoc., National corn and sunfl ower associations, CSPI, etc. 
Address: DC.

5429. Sun (Schuyler, Nebraska). 1987. Study shows U.S. 
soybean quality compares favorably. Aug. 13.
• Summary: American farmers have been told repeatedly by 
foreign customers that their soybeans are inferior in quality 
to those from South America. A recent study conducted by 
USDA’s Agricultural Research Service (ARS) based on 
samples taken at foreign ports showed this may not be true. 
In 1986 U.S. soybean quality was better than in 1985. Free 
fatty acid content (which leads to processing losses) was 
lower. Discounts are levied on soybean oil that registers 
higher than 0.75 FFA. Comparing oil content, Argentine 
beans have a little less (0.84%) while protein content is about 
even. But Argentine beans have 2% higher linolenic acid 
content; this reduces fl avor stability. The widely held belief 
is that Brazilian beans are cleaner than U.S. beans. The study 
found the opposite. The two have about equal protein content 
but the Brazilian beans have 0.83% oil content advantage.

5430. United Press International (UPI). 1987. Soybean, heart 
associations plot tropical fat battle. National Wire. Aug. 13.
• Summary: The Malaysian government is launching a 
counteroffensive to promote coconut oil in the USA. Soy oil 
contains 15% saturated fat vs. 92% in coconut oil. Saffl ower, 
sunfl ower, corn, and olive oil contain even less saturated fat 
than soy oil. Nutritionists advise reducing total fat intake, 
saturated fats, and cholesterol.

5431. Soybean Update. 1987. In Mexico City, ASA’s 
technical assistance center and the police department are 
sponsoring human nutrition short courses for 300 social 
workers. Aug. 17.
• Summary: The courses will show them how to add soy 
protein to traditional Mexican foods. The social workers will 
share what they learn with 20,000 families in Mexico.

5432. Cotton Gin and Oil Mill Press. 1987. Protein source 
affects body’s use of minerals in diet. Aug. 29.
• Summary: “Soy concentrate, considered a good source of 
magnesium in the diet, may interfere with the utilization of 
magnesium...” Address: Karen S. Kubena, Texas Agric. Exp. 
Station.

5433. Facts on Fats. 1987. Supermarket survey reveals 
confusing food labels. Summer. p. 1. Published by American 

Soybean Assoc.
• Summary: A survey of 2,500 food products, funded by 
the American Soybean Association, turned up 1,155 items 
containing oils and fats. 55% of these listed fats and oils in 
a confusing “multiple choice listing,” making it impossible 
to be sure of the kind of oil used in the product. Tropical fats 
(palm and coconut oil), which are very high in saturated fats, 
were often listed with soy oil. U.S. consumption of these 
two tropical fats has increased from about 1,100 million lb in 
1979 to about 1,850 million lb in 1986. Of the latter amount, 
about 60% was coconut oil and 40% palm oil. Saturated fats 
that increase serum cholesterol levels are lauric, myristic, 
and palmitic. Some saturated fatty acids do not affect 
cholesterol levels. Coconut oil contains 73% of the types of 
saturated fats that increase serum cholesterol levels, versus 
46% in palm oil, 75% in palm kernel oil, 10% in rapeseed 
oil, and 6% each in saffl ower and sunfl ower oil. Canola 
(rapeseed) oil is not listed. Address: St Louis, Missouri.

5434. INTSOY Newsletter (Urbana, Illinois). 1987. Oil from 
extrusion/expelling retains high omega-3 [fatty acid] content. 
No. 36. July/Aug. p. 2-3.
• Summary: Omega-3 fatty acids, in the form of alpha-
linolenic acid, which is found in soy oil and other vegetable 
oils, may have a benefi cial effect on cardiovascular 
diseases. Crude, unrefi ned soy oil contains an average of 
7-8% naturally occurring alpha-linolenic acid. Much of 
this is typically destroyed by the refi ning process. But the 
INTSOY process, developed by Nelson and Wijeratne, 
combines extrusion cooking with mechanical expelling. 
It does not harm omega-3 fatty acids. The only common 
food crop having more omega-3 than soybeans is rapeseed 
(rapeseed oil), which has 10%. Fish oil averages about 20%. 
Some soybean varieties have 12-13%. “Through genetic 
engineering it may be possible to develop new varieties 
for making soybean oil with Omega-3 contents equal to or 
higher than that of fi sh oil.”
 “Therefore if alphalinolenic acid proves to be as 
effective as the Omega-3 in fi sh oil, the relatively high 
content in soybeans creates tremendous potential for 
marketing the oil made using this new concept” (extrusion 
plus expelling). Address: Illinois.

5435. Kalayanamitr, Anisa; Bhumiratana, A.; Flegel, 
T.W.; Glinsukon, T.; Shinmyo, A. 1987. Occurrence of 
toxicity among protease, amylase, and color mutants of a 
nontoxic soy sauce koji mold. Applied and Environmental 
Microbiology 53(8):1980-82. Aug. [23 ref]
• Summary: “Studies to modernize the soy sauce 
fermentation industry in Thailand began in 1978 when 
a locally isolated yellow-green Aspergillus strain was 
recommended for use in soy sauce factories because it was a 
high” producer of the enzyme protease [which breaks down 
/ hydrolyzes / digests proteins into simpler compounds such 
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as polypeptides, peptides, and amino acids]. Moreover this 
Aspergillus strain “was free of afl atoxin and other toxins, and 
it produced good taste and aroma in the fi nal fermentation 
product.
 This soy sauce koji mold, now named Aspergillus fl avus 
var. columnaris Raper and Fennel (ATTC [American Type 
Culture Collection] 44310) was subjected to UV [ultraviolet] 
radiation to obtain mutant strains possessing high protease 
activities, high amylase activities, and light-colored conidia. 
The many resulting mutants were evaluated and the best 
one for soy sauce production was selected. “Selected 
mutant strains were tested for toxicity, and some were found 
acutely toxic to weanling rats, although all were negative for 
afl atoxin production.” Address: 1-4. Dep. of Microbiology 
and Physiology, Mahidol Univ. of Science, Bangkok 10400, 
Thailand.

5436. Kingma, Sharyn. 1987. Soya interview: Dr. Ann 
Kennedy: Diet, cancer and soybeans. Soya Newsletter (Bar 
Harbor, Maine). July/Aug. p. 3, 8-9.
• Summary: Discusses Bowman-Birk soybean trypsin 
inhibitors as cancer preventing agents. Funding for the 
research comes entirely from the National Cancer Institute. 
Cancer is highly modifi able by a number of agents that are 
in the diet. Cancer is constantly initiated in cells, but it can 
be suppressed by agents such as the chymotrypsin inhibitory 
activity in the Bowman-Birk inhibitor, a protease inhibitors. 
Walter Troll at New York University is the father of this 
research. But his study used fairly high levels of soy, which 
interfered with the growth of the animals. Address: Kennedy: 
Assoc. Prof. of Radiobiology, Dep. of Cancer Biology, 
Harvard School of Public Health, 665 Huntington Ave., 
Cambridge, Massachusetts.

5437. Laszlo, Joseph A. 1987. Mineral-binding properties 
of soy hull. Modeling mineral interactions with an insoluble 
dietary fi ber source. J. of Agricultural and Food Chemistry 
35(4):593-600. July/Aug. [56 ref]
• Summary: “This work suggests that soy hull may not 
bind minerals to a signifi cant degree under the low pH or 
high ionic strength conditions found in the gastrointestinal 
tract.” Address: Northern Regional Research Center, Peoria, 
Illinois.

5438. Nout, M.J.R.; Beernink, G.; Bonants-van Laarhoven, 
T.M.G. 1987. Growth of Bacillus cereus in soyabean tempeh. 
International J. of Food Microbiology 4(4):293-301. Aug. [6 
ref]
• Summary: This bacterium can cause spoilage in tempeh. 
But acidifi cation of the soybeans during soaking to pH 
4.85 using natural acidifi cation from the fermentation, 
or to pH 4.4 by addition of lactic acid prevented its 
growth. Acidifi cation to pH 5.5 by addition of acetic acid 
inhibited both B. cereus and R. oligosporus, the desirable 

tempeh mold. Mixed inocula of R. oligosporus and either 
Lactobacillus plantarum, L. casei subsp. alactosus, or L. 
fermentum produced tempeh of excellent quality. Mixed 
inocula containing lactobacilli were, however, unable to 
prevent B. cereus growth and subsequent spoilage when 
added to unacidifi ed soybeans of pH 6.6. Thus soybean 
acidifi cation by biological or chemical means is essential. 
Address: Agricultural Univ., De Dreijen 12, 6703 BC 
Wageningen, Netherlands.

5439. Setchell, K.D.R.; Gosselin, S.J.; Welsh, M.B.; et al. 
1987. Dietary estrogens–A probable cause of infertility 
and liver disease in captive cheetahs. Gastroenterology 
93(2):225-33. Aug. [53 ref]
• Summary: Equol, a weak estrogen which has about 0.2% 
of the biological activity of estradiol, was fi rst identifi ed in 
human urine in 1982 by Setchell and co-workers. Presently, 
reproductive failure and liver disease threaten the future 
of captive cheetahs. The authors discovered that the soy 
component of diets fed to captive cheetahs, which was 
added for economic reasons, was responsible for the severe 
reproductive problems in these animals.
 “We conclude that the relatively high concentrations 
of phytoestrogens from soybean protein present in the 
commercial diet fed to captive cheetahs in North American 
zoos may be one of the major factors in the decline of 
fertility and in the etiology of liver disease in this species. 
The survival of the captive cheetah population could depend 
upon a simple change of diet by excluding exogenous 
estrogen.”
 Talk with Mark Messina, PhD. 2008. July 25. Just 
because soy is responsible for reproductive problems in 
cheetahs, does not mean this will also happen in humans. 
You cannot extrapolate from one species to another, because 
we now know that humans metabolize phytoestrogens 
differently from non-human animals. Yet the issue has not 
gone away. When Mark looks at soy related safety papers, 
most of them are dealing with reproductive effects and early 
exposure. Address: Clinical Mass Spectrometry Laboratories, 
Dep. of Pediatric Gastroenterology and Nutrition, Children’s 
Hospital Medical Center, Elland and Bethesda Avenues, 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45229-2899.

5440. Soya Newsletter (Bar Harbor, Maine). 1987. American 
Dietetic Association to explore benefi ts of soy products. July/
Aug. p. 5.
• Summary: A program at the annual ADA meeting in 
October in Atlanta will be titled “Soybean Products for 
Nutrition and Health.” Fred Steinke of Protein Technologies 
International (Ralston Purina) will introduce and moderate 
the session.

5441. Taguchi, Hiroshi; Yamada, H.; Ishihara, N.; Okumura, 
K.; Shimabayashi, Y. 1987. Nikochin-san mechirutoransu 
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fueraaze no bunpu to kihon-teki seishitsu [Distribution and 
fundamental properties of nicotinate methyltransferase]. 
Bitamin (Vitamins, Kyoto) 61(8):355-60. Aug. [14 ref. Jap; 
eng]
• Summary: High specifi c activities of this enzyme were 
found in “soybean young sprout, green soybean and corn 
(all are edible parts).” Green soybean probably refers to 
green vegetable soybeans. Address: Dep. of Agricultural 
Chemistry, Mie Univ., Tsu-shi, Mie 514, Japan.

5442. Vitasoy Vitabrations. 1987. How does Vitasoy compare 
to other soymilks? Vitasoy ranks Number 1 in calcium and 
vitamins B-1 and B-2. Vitasoy scores as one of the highest in 
protein content. 1(2):7. Summer.
• Summary: Nutritional comparison with Edensoy, Ah Soy, 
and Supersoy, per 6 ounce serving: 7 gm protein, 5 gm fat, 
115 mg sodium. Address: 99 Park Lane, Brisbane, California 
94005.

5443. Daily News (New York, NY). 1987. What’s new: Tofutti 
Consumer Nutrition Center Nutrition Hotline. Sept. 2. Based 
on a widely published news release.
• Summary: The company has established a nutrition hotline. 
A qualifi ed nutritionist will answer consumer questions 
about such issues as cholesterol, lactose-free, and low-calorie 
foods. Dial 1-800-225-0332. Tofutti Brands Inc. is “maker of 
the fi rst non-dairy frozen confection made with tofu.”

5444. Fuller, Kathy. 1987. Milford biologist says eat a lot 
of beans: Cancer researcher [Jonathan Yavelow] takes his 
legumes seriously. Delaware Valley News (Frenchtown, New 
Jersey). Sept. 3.
• Summary: In 1981 Yavelow isolated the Bowman-Birk 
Protease Inhibitor as a natural inhibitor of cancer. Soybeans 
contain the highest concentration of this protein. He used to 
share a lab with Walter Troll a professor of environmental 
studies at NYU Medical Center. For 10 years before Yavelow 
joined him, Troll had been doing research with laboratory 
produced chemical protease inhibitors (substances that block 
the transformation of normal cells into cancer cells). Mice 
whose bare skin was coated with a cancer causing agent 
then coated again with a trypsin inhibitor would not grow 
tumors. Yavelow got the same result substituting an extract 
from tofu. A photo shows Yavelow, who is an Assoc. Prof. of 
Biology, Rider College, Lawrenceville, New Jersey 08648.

5445. Rahman, Majeedah. 1987. The Belize soyfoods and 
nutrition education project (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. 
Sept. 13. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods 
Center.
• Summary: Majeedah got interested in nutrition in about 
1969, when she started working with the Breakfast for 
Children Program run by the Black Panthers in Oakland. She 
then went to work for a community program called Akbar 

that fed breakfast, lunch, and dinner to 350 children.
 Majeedah, who started the project, was fi rst introduced 
to soyfoods in about 1970 by two black American twins, 
who had become Rastafarians. They were making and selling 
tofu burgers and tofu enchiladas in the San Francisco Bay 
area, mainly at fl ea markets. They went to Belize and made a 
little soymilk and soynuts for children at one of the primary 
schools. To start their program, they received a little fi nancial 
help from REACH, an organization in Stancreek, south of 
Belmopan, Belize.
 During the 1970s Majeedah became a Black Muslim. 
Elijah Muhammad believed that his followers should not 
eat soybeans because they were fi t only for animals. That 
has changed recently. “Your Black Muslim Bakery” on 
San Pablo Ave. in Oakland now makes tofu burgers at its 
restaurant and bakery. In 1980 Majeedah transferred to 
U.C. Berkeley from College of Alameda and studied health 
and law, focusing on how law affected health. She got an 
undergraduate degree in social science and law. In 1981 
she started an MPH program and also started to work at the 
U.C. Cooperative Extension, Expanded Food and Nutrition, 
Education Program.
 In 1985 Majeedah attended the Women’s Conference 
in Kenya. Right after that, in December 1985, she went to 
Belize (formerly British Honduras) to show some fi lms. 
While there, because she was interested in nutrition, she 
noticed defi ciencies of protein and vitamin A. She returned 
in January 1986, paying her own way, to study the nutritional 
situation further. She fell in love with the country, the 
blend of ethnic groups, the lovely scenery. She had been a 
vegetarian for about 15 years (partly because she is a Muslim 
and doesn’t eat pork) and began using soyfoods about 8 
years ago. So she noticed that a few farmers were growing 
soybeans for animal feed. She met with the minister of 
health, the nutritionist, and got permission to do some further 
studies at the hospital. In February 1987, after 8 trips to 
Belize, the project mentioned above was fi nally approved by 
the Belize government.
 The project, which will run from June 1986 to June 
1987, has 3 components: 1. Nutrition education, the most 
important, directed at the general public and health centers. 
Will train 1 person from each of 7 districts to be a nutrition 
education assistant. They will train others. 2. Get young 
farmers to form a cooperative and grow soybeans on the 
25 acres of land. There is a trend away from farming in 
Belize. Presently (she thinks) all of Belize’s soybeans are 
grown domestically; none are imported. The Mennonites in 
Belize grow most of the soybeans. They came from the U.S. 
(during the Civil War) and from Germany, and they own 
a lot of farm land. 3. A breakfast and lunch program from 
some schools in Belmopan, the capital. They are renting a 
3-bedroom house in Belmopan and they have turned it into a 
nutrition education center plus a soy dairy to make soymilk 
for two schools, 2 times a week. They hope the Minister of 
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Education will expand the program. The soymilk will be 
served to kids at school as a snack. Address: Project Director 
(nutritionist), 526 44th St., Oakland, California 94609.

5446. Smith, Timothy K. 1987. Changing tastes. By end of 
this year, poultry will surpass beef in the U.S. diet. Price, 
health concerns propel move toward chicken; The impact of 
McNuggets. Wall Street Journal. Sept. 17. p. 1, 18, 33.
• Summary: Americans are switching to chicken to reduce 
intake of saturated fat and because of its relatively low cost. 
In 1987 per capita consumption of poultry is expected to 
rise to 78.2 lb, while that of beef will fall to 75.7 lb. That 
will mark the end of more than 3 decades of dominance by 
beef. Before that, pork was king. 100 gm of chicken contains 
3.7 gm of saturated fat vs. 20.7 gm in T-bone steak. Since 
McDonald’s Chicken McNuggets hit the market nationwide 
in 1982 “value-added” products have grown dramatically and 
dampened the 3-year poultry cycle. Why is chicken the least 
expensive fl esh food? First, it is an effi cient converter of 
feed. “To produce a pound of fl esh, a chicken consumes less 
than 2 lb of feed, compared with 6-7 for as cow and 3 for a 
pig.” Second, a chicken has a shorter life cycle. Americans 
consumed 8,000 million chickens last year. A major industry 
problem is Salmonella bacteria, which cause food poisoning.

5447. Ascrizzi, Lynn. 1987. The little soybean miracle [at the 
Kersey Children’s Home in Nigeria]. 55-Plus (Waterville, 
Maine). Sept. 30. p. 5.
• Summary: For several years the staff of the International 
Institute of Tropical Agriculture has worked with the Kersey 
Home in Ogbomosho (northeast of Ibadan) in western 
Nigeria, teaching women how to plant, grow, and prepare 
soybeans in many practical ways. Children who come to the 
Kersey clinic suffer from kwashiorkor and marasmus, due to 
protein and calorie defi ciencies. They are started on soymilk 
and within 12-21 days show remarkable improvement. 
Mothers and guardians attend weekly classes on the use 
of soybeans in making soups, soymilk, and other dishes. 
According to an article in IITA research briefs, “...mothers 
learn to add soy fl our or paste to boiling water before adding 
yam fl our... When the women leave the clinic and return to 
their villages, they continue with the soy program and also 
teach it to other women in the villages.” IITA was started by 
the Ford Foundation, The Rockefeller Foundation, and the 
Kellogg Foundation. In recent years it has been taken over 
by a New York organization called the International Institute 
of Education.

5448. Adlercreutz, Herman; Höckerstedt, K.; Bannwart, C.; 
Bloigu, S.; Hämäläinen, E.; Fotsis, T.; Ollus, A. 1987. Effect 
of dietary components, including lignans and phytoestrogens, 
on enterohepatic circulation and liver metabolism of 
estrogens and on sex hormone binding globulin (SHBG). J. 
of Steroid Biochemistry 27(4-6):1135-44. Sept. [53 ref]

• Summary: A review of the literature on the detection and 
identifi cation of plant lignans and isofl avonic phytoestrogens 
in the human organism, and their biological role in health 
and disease. These are diphenolic compounds. “It is 
concluded that dietary macro- and micronutrients seem to 
play an important role in estrogen metabolism.”
 “The highest values of lignans and phytoestrogens 
were found in the non-human primates, and in macrobiotic, 
lactovegetarian and Japanese women, all groups considered 
having a low risk for the development of breast and other 
hormone-dependent cancer.” Address: Dep. of Clinical 
Chemistry, Univ. of Helsinki, Meilahti Hospital, SF-00290 
Helsinki, Finland.

5449. Aoki, Hiroshi. 1987. Kôri-dôfu to kenkô [Dried-frozen 
tofu and health]. Daizu Geppo (Soybean Monthly News). 
Sept. p. 14-17. [3 ref. Jap]
• Summary: Gives a brief history of dried-frozen tofu. 
Discusses tests showing that it lowers serum cholesterol in 
humans. Address: Nagano-ken Kori-dofu Kogyo Kyodo 
Kumiai, Senmuriji.

5450. Calam, John; Bojarski, J.C.; Springer, C.J. 1987. Raw 
soya-bean fl our increases cholecystokinin release in man. 
British J. of Nutrition 58(2):175-79. Sept. [32 ref]
• Summary: “1. The aim of the present study was to 
determine whether oral ingestion of raw soya-bean fl our, 
which contains trypsin inhibitors, alters the release of 
cholecystokinin (CCK) in man.
 “2. Eleven healthy volunteers ate two mixed meals: one 
with raw soya-bean fl our and the other with soya-bean fl our 
that had been heat-treated. The two fl ours inhibited 34 and 3 
mg trypsin/g fl our respectively.”
 “5. We conclude that ingestion of raw soya-bean fl our 
increases CCK release in man and that heat treatment 
which reduces the trypsin inhibitor content of the fl our also 
diminishes its CCK-releasing effect.”
 Fortunately, raw soya-bean fl our is never consumed by 
humans. Address: Dep. of Medicine, Royal Postgraduate 
Medical School, Hammersmith Hospital, Ducane Rd. 
London W12 0HS, England.

5451. Cavazzoni, V.; Adami, A.; Craveri, R. 1987. Alpha-
galactosidase from the yeast Candida javanica. Applied 
Microbiology and Biotechnology 26(6):555-59. Sept. [29 ref. 
Eng]
• Summary: One potential application of this enzyme is 
for the removal of the fl atulence-causing sugars raffi nose 
and stachyose from soymilk and soy whey. Address: 
Dipartimento di Scienze e Tecnologie Alimentari e 
Microbiologia, Univ. degli Studi, I-20133 Milan, Italy.

5452. Easter, Robert A.; Picciano, Mary Frances. 1987. 
Soybeans in human and animal nutrition. Illinois Research 
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(Illinois Agric. Exp. Station, Urbana) 29(2/3):18. Summer/
Fall.
• Summary: Currently infant formulas using soy isolates as 
the source of protein represent 15% of the infant formula 
market. 7% of the total polyunsaturated fat contained in soy 
oil is omega-3 acids. Address: 1. Prof. of animal sciences; 2. 
Prof. of nutrition. Both: Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, IL 61801.

5453. Elliott, James G. 1987. Benefi cial effects of soy 
protein on blood cholesterol. Nutrition Overview 2(3):1-3. 
Sept. [34 ref]
• Summary: An excellent review of the literature, discussing 
animal studies, human studies, and the possible mechanism 
for hypocholesterolemic effect, which is still uncertain.
 Studies with rats and rabbits demonstrated an increased 
excretion of neutral and acidic steroids when the low-
fat, cholesterol-free diet contained isolated soy protein in 
place of casein. However studies with humans have failed 
to confi rm an increased fecal excretion of steroids due to 
feeding soy proteins.
 “A considerable body of evidence from animal studies 
demonstrates that replacement of animal protein in the 
diet with soy proteins will protect animal models from 
hypercholesterolemia and atherosclerosis. In humans, 
replacement (partial or complete) of animal protein in 
the diet with soy proteins was shown to signifi cantly 
reduce total cholesterol in hypercholesterolemics but not 
normal individuals. Some studies showed that addition 
of soy proteins without replacement was also effective. 
The mechanism for the hypocholesterolemic effect of soy 
protein is not fully known, but recent evidence suggests 
that a difference in response of gut hormones, insulin, and 
glucagon, to animal and soy proteins may be a key factor.” 
Address: Ralston Purina.

5454. Frenkel, Krystyna; Chrzan, K.; Ryan, C.A.; Wiesner, 
R.; Troll, W. 1987. Chymotrypsin-specifi c protease 
inhibitors decrease H2O2 formation by activated human 
polymorphonuclear leukocytes. Carcinogenesis 8(9):1207-
12. Sept. [53 ref]
• Summary: “Stimulated phagocytic cells generate 
active oxygen species which are known to contribute to 
infl ammatory diseases, necrosis of surrounding tissues, 
mutagenicity and carcinogenicity. Until now, it was not 
certain whether protease inhibitors are capable of decreasing 
the production of those oxygen species, and if they are, what 
type of protease inhibitor is the most active.”
 “These results show that protease inhibitors specifi c 
for chymotrypsin but not those that are trypsin-specifi c are 
capable of inhibiting formation of active oxygen species 
during the oxidative burst of stimulated human PMNs” 
[polymorphonuclear leukocytes]. Address: 1-2&4-5. Depts. 
of Environmental Medicine and Pathology, New York Univ. 
Medical Center, 550 First Ave., New York, New York 10016; 

3. Inst. of Biological Chemistry, Washington State Univ., 
Pullman, Washington 99164-6340.

5455. Jain, Laxmi; Jain, Manoj. 1987. Indian soy cuisine: 
A delicious and nutritious innovation. American Soybean 
Assoc., 541, Orchard Road #11-03 Liat Towers, Singapore 
0923. 48 p. 21 cm.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Basic soy preparations 
(soy fl our, milk, soy paste, soy yogurt, tofu). Soy appetizers. 
Soy vegetables and pulses (many tofu recipes). Soy breads 
and rice. Soy raitas, chutneys and salads. Soy desserts. Soy 
drinks and ice cream.
 Biography–”Mrs. Laxmi Jain, a native of India, has 
lived in the Boston area for the past 18 years. She has been 
actively promoting the use of soybean in the diet in India 
and America. She has developed original recipes, and 
has lectured and given demonstrations with the Oil Seed 
Federation in India. Her recipes have been published in local 
newspapers in both the U.S. and India. Note that this book 
was published by the American Soybean Association.
 “Mr. Manoj Jain is a medical student at Boston 
University, and is also working on his Masters in Public 
Health. He has a B.S. in Biomedical Engineering. Mr. Jain 
also received a Smithkline Beckman Fellowship to research 
the possible uses of soy foods in the Indian diet. With his 
mother, Mrs. Laxmi Jain, Mr. Jain has developed numerous 
recipes and analyzed them for their nutritional content and 
delicious taste.” Address: Boston, Massachusetts.

5456. Klein, Barbara P. 1987. Soybeans in the human diet. 
Illinois Research (Illinois Agric. Exp. Station, Urbana) 
29(2/3):19. Summer/Fall.
• Summary: “Although in many parts of the world soybeans 
are eaten directly as food, in the United States only 3 to 5 
percent of the soybeans produced are used for this purpose. 
Soybeans are primarily consumed as oil, margarines, and 
shortenings; another substantial portion is used in infant 
formulas.
 “Soy fl ours, concentrates, and isolates and other soy 
products are important functional ingredients in diverse 
foods, including processed meats, cereal products, snacks, 
salad dressings, whipped toppings, and frozen desserts.”
 “Home use of soybeans and whole soybean foods 
is increasing because of the ready availability in most 
supermarkets of tofu (soybean curd); soy sprouts; tempeh, 
miso, yogurt, and other fermented soy products; as well 
as frozen entrees and desserts containing tofu. Frozen 
green soybeans can be processed at home and may soon 
be available commercially. Recipes for whole soybeans 
developed at the University of Illinois can be obtained from 
the Cooperative Extension Service.”
 A numbered photo shows many of the “tasty, nutritional 
foods” described in the article. Address: Prof. of foods and 
nutritional sciences, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, IL 61801.
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5457. Nelson, A.I.; Wijeratne, W.B.; Yeh, S.W.; Wei, T.M.; 
Wei, L.S. 1987. Dry extrusion as an aid to mechanical 
expelling of oil from soybeans. J. of the American Oil 
Chemists’ Society 64(9):1341-47. Sept. [12 ref]
• Summary: The concept of extruding-expelling was fi rst 
set forth in this pioneering paper. Soybeans are fi rst run 
through an extrusion cooker so they are coarsely ground. 
Then they are immediately run through a continuous 
screw press. Extrusion before expelling greatly increased 
the capacity of the expeller over its rated capacity. Under 
experimental conditions, the press cake was found to contain 
50% protein and 6% residual oil; 90% of the soybean trypsin 
inhibitor was inactivated. This process is ideally suited for 
conditions where the cost of equipment must be kept low, 
as in developing countries or on-farm operations in the U.S. 
making value-added products from soybeans. Address: 
Univ. of Illinois, Dep. of Food Science, 382D Agricultural 
Engineering Science Building, 1304 W. Pennsylvania Ave., 
Urbana, IL 61801.

5458. Setchell, K.D.R.; Gosselin, S.J.; Welsh, M.B.; et al. 
1987. Dietary factors in the development of liver disease 
and infertility in the captive cheetah. Paper presented at the 
International Symposium on Nutrition, Malnutrition, and 
Dietetics in Dogs and Cats. Held Sept. 1987 in Hanover, 
West Germany. *
• Summary: The authors discovered that the soy 
component of diets fed to captive cheetahs, which was 
added for economic reasons, was responsible for the severe 
reproduction and infertility problems in these animals.
 For more details see this same article with the 
same authors published in Aug. 1987 (this year) in 
Gastroenterology: “Dietary estrogens–A probable cause of 
infertility and liver disease in captive cheetahs.” Address: 
Dep. of Pediatric Gastroenterology, Children’s Hospital 
Medical Center, Cincinnati, Ohio 45229.

5459. Snyder, Harry E.; Kwon, T.W. 1987. Soybean 
utilization. New York, NY: Van Nostrand Reinhold Co. xii + 
346 p. Illust. Index. 23 cm. An AVI Book. [381 ref]
• Summary: Contents. Preface. 1. Production, marketing, 
and sources of information: Introduction, agricultural 
production, marketing, sources of information. 2. 
Morphology and composition: Morphology, chemical 
composition. 3. Processing of soybeans: Preparation, fl aking, 
expellers, solvent extraction, oil refi ning, protein products. 
4. Quality criteria for soy products: Protein and oil products. 
5. Functional properties of soy proteins: Interactions of 
soy proteins with water, interactions of soy proteins with 
lipid, foaming, commentary on functionality. 6. Nutritional 
attributes of soybeans and soybean products: Inherent 
attributes of soybeans, changes due to processing.
 7. Oriental soy food products: Traditional nonfermented 

soybean food products, traditional fermented soybean food 
products. 8. Soybean-supplemented cereal grain mixtures: 
Protein-rich food mixtures containing soy fl ours, composite 
fl ours containing soy fl our, cereal blends containing 
soybeans. 9. Soy protein food products: Baked goods, 
meat products, dairy products, other foods containing soy 
protein. 10. Soybean oil food products: Salad and cooking 
oils, mayonnaise, and prepared salad dressings, shortenings, 
margarines and related products, soybean lecithin products. 
11. Grades, standards, and specifi cations for soybeans and 
their primary products: Grades of soybeans, specifi cations 
for soybean meals and fl ours, trading specifi cations for 
soybean oils, specifi cations for lecithins, standards for the 
use of soy protein products in other foods. References in 
each chapter. Glossary.
 This book is well written (though largely a repetition of 
previous works) in the area of modern soy protein products. 
It is weak and poorly researched in the area of “Oriental Soy 
Food Products,” which comprises only 1 chapter (22 pages) 
of the total, making the book unbalanced. The author of this 
chapter seems to be almost completely unaware of the many 
major developments in the Western world during the past 10 
years.
 Note the following Korean soyfood terms: Fresh 
soybean = Put Kong. Toasted soy powder = Kong Ka Ru. 
Soy sprouts = Kong Na Mool. Soymilk = Kong Kook or Doo 
Yoo. Yuba (Soymilk fi lm) = Kong Kook. Tofu (Soy curd) = 
Doo Bu. Tempeh (Fermented Whole Soybeans) = no name. 
Natto = Chung Kook Jang. Soy sauce = Kan Jang. Miso (Soy 
Paste) = Doen Jang. Fermented tofu (Fermented Soy Curd) = 
no name. Fermented okara (fermented soy pulp) = no name.
 Note the following Chinese soyfood terms: Fresh 
soybean = Mao-Tou. Toasted soy powder = Tou-Fen. Soy 
sprouts = Huang-Tou-Ya. Soymilk = Tou-Chiang. Yuba 
(Soymilk fi lm) = Tou-Fu-Pi. Tofu (Soy curd) = Tou-Fu. 
Tempeh (Fermented Whole Soybeans) = no name. Natto 
= no name. Soy sauce = Chiang-Yu. Miso (Soy Paste) = 
Chiang. Fermented tofu (Fermented Soy Curd) = Su-Fu. 
Fermented okara (fermented soy pulp) = no name.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 2012) that uses the term “Toasted soy powder” 
to refer to roasted soy fl our. Address: 1. Prof., Food 
Science Dep., Univ. of Arkansas, Fayetteville, AR; 2. 
Principal Research Scientist, Div. of Biological Science 
& Engineering, Korea Advanced Inst. of Science and 
Technology, Seoul, South Korea.

5460. Boffey, Philip M. 1987. U.S. defi nes cholesterol 
hazards and offers treatment guidelines. New York Times. 
Oct. 6. p. 1, 20.
• Summary: “The Federal Government and more than 
20 health organizations today issued the nation’s fi rst 
detailed guidelines for identifying and treating people 
whose blood cholesterol levels are high enough to require 
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medical treatment. The guidelines signal the beginning of a 
nationwide health promotion campaign designed to reduce 
blood cholesterol to safer levels, much as a similar campaign 
was begun in the 1970s to reduce high blood pressure.” 
Treatments for those with more than 200 mg of cholesterol 
per deciliter of blood start with a cholesterol lowering diet 
for 3 months. The “step 1” diet calls for reducing total fat in 
the diet to less than 30% of caloric intake, saturated fats to 
less than 10% of calories, and cholesterol to less than 300 
mg/day. The diet also seeks to reduce calories in overweight 
individuals. If this diet fails to achieve desired goals, the 
patient is put on a more restrictive diet. If 6 months of dieting 
fails, drugs are added, especially bile acid sequestrants.

5461. Associated Press Financial Wire. 1987. Cholesterol 
report goes to the heart of vegetable oil dispute. Oct. 9.
• Summary: The report on detection and treatment of high 
blood cholesterol in adults, released Monday by the National 
Heart, Blood, and Lung Institute, recommended that people 
with unusually high levels of cholesterol should avoid eating 
coconut oil, palm oil and palm kernel oil. The soybean 
association, along with the American Heart Association, 
the American Dietetic Association and several other health-
conscious organizations, are supporting efforts in Congress 
to require food makers to specify the types of oil their 
products contain.
 But tropical oil producers, led by the Palm Oil 
Research Institute of Malaysia (PORIM), say the measure 
is protectionist legislation in disguise. Soybean oil accounts 
for about 70% of edible oil consumption in the U.S., 
according to the soybean association. Palm oil, which 
usually runs cheaper than soybean oil, has about 3% of the 
market, according to Kurt Berger, a PORIM consultant. 
PORIM offi cials are visiting six U.S. cities this month with 
a traveling academic symposium on the health benefi ts of 
palm oil. They are presenting papers that conclude palm oil 
can help lower blood cholesterol and prevent cancer. They 
point out that all edible oils contain some saturated fats (15% 
for soybean oil compared to 50% for palm oil); that not all 
saturated fats promote cholesterol production; and that there 
are different types of cholesterol, some harmful, some not.

5462. Sumi, Hiroyuki; Hamada, H.; Tsushima, H.; 
Mihara, H.; Muraki, H. 1987. A novel fi brinolytic enzyme 
(nattokinase) in the vegetable cheese Natto: a typical and 
popular soybean food in the Japanese diet. Experientia 
43(10):1110-11. Oct. 15. [16 ref. Eng]
• Summary: A study of protease activity in natto showed 
that it contained an enzyme that hydrolyzed fi brin, a white 
insoluble fi brous protein formed from fi brinogen (a globulin 
produced in the liver) by the action of thrombin, esp. in 
the clotting of blood. The novel enzyme, extracted by 
saline solution, was named nattokinase (pronounced not-
toe-KAI-nase). The use of natto as a folk remedy for heart 

and vascular diseases is discussed with reference to the 
strong fi brinolytic activity it contains, and the potential of 
nattokinase for oral fi brinolytic therapy is considered.
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Jan. 2020) that contains the word “nattokinase” or the 
word “fi brinolytic.”
 Nattokinase is a strong fi brinolytic enzyme found in 
natto. Fibrin is a fi brous protein involved in the clotting of 
blood. It is a fi brillar protein that is polymerised to form a 
“mesh” that forms a hemostatic plug or clot (in conjunction 
with platelets) over a wound site (Source: Wikipedia March 
2009). According to www.askdrgarland.com (accessed Dec. 
2011):
 “Nattokinase was discovered in 1980, by Dr Hiroyuki 
Sumi, who was working at the Chicago University Medical 
School [Illinois]. He was testing 172 different foods for their 
ability to promote healthy circulation, and Nattokinase did 
the job better than any other substance he was testing.
 “Since then, additional research has been done on 
Nattokinase, including 17 published studies in Japan and 
here in the U.S. The results have been dramatic to say the 
least.
 “But to fully understand the signifi cance of Nattokinase, 
you need to fi rst understand ‘blood clotting.’ Blood clotting 
is a normal and necessary process, it’s what stops the 
bleeding if you cut your fi nger for instance.
 “Our body produces compounds that make blood clots, 
one of the most important is called ‘Fibrin’. Fibrin is made 
up of sticky protein fi bers which look like a tangled spider’s 
web.
 “Fibrin’s job is to stick to the blood vessel walls and act 
like a net, form a lump or plug that stops the bleeding. Fibrin 
is also what determines the viscosity, or thickness of blood 
throughout our entire circulatory system.
 “Normal Fibrin levels will give you normal blood fl ow.
 “There is only one enzyme that breaks down Fibrin–an 
enzyme called ‘Plasmin.’
 “Remember, Fibrin is what’s forming a ‘web’ that stops 
blood from fl owing–so by breaking down Fibrin, Plasmin 
dramatically increases blood fl ow and thus brings down 
blood pressure.
 “Unfortunately, Plasmin production declines rapidly as 
we age. If the drug companies could ‘bottle’ Plasmin, they 
would have a staggering gold mine in their hands. They 
can’t. But Mother Nature can.
 “Nattokinase is ‘Mother Nature’s Plasmin’ and works 
dramatically to support healthy circulation in two distinct 
ways.
 “First, Nattokinase is identical to Plasmin, so it can 
break down Fibrin!
 “Second, Nattokinase enhances your body’s natural 
production of Plasmin, further helping to break down the 
Fibrin.” Address: Dep. of Physiology, Miyazaki Medical 
College, Miyazaki 889-16, Japan.
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5463. Lindner, Anders. 1987. The world soymilk market and 
Soya Technology Systems (STS) (Interview). Conducted 
by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center, Oct. 21. 7 p. 
transcript.
• Summary: “On 21 Oct. 1987 Anders Lindner, on a trip of 
the USA, visited the Soyfoods Center (SC). The following 
interview was conducted by William Shurtleff.
 “SC: STS started fi ve years ago, and in that time you 
have traveled the world, visiting every potential customer, 
and sold four soymilk plants. What major changes or trends 
have you seen in the world soymilk market during that time?
 “STS: You must look at one region at a time. In the 
United States there is defi nitely an increased interest in and 
awareness of soymilk. Soyfoods are relatively well known. 
In Europe there has been a big increase in the number of 
enquiries about soymilk from all countries. The number of 
larger companies that have contacted us has also increased.
 “Africa is still a dark continent as far as soymilk goes, 
with the possible exception of Nigeria, where we have a 
number of quotations pending, awaiting approval for foreign 
currency. This could take time.
 “Looking at Asia, in India there was almost a frenzy of 
interest several years ago and we still get enquiries every 
week. The government gave permission to build many 
new soybean crushing plants. Soybean production is now 
over a million tons, and it is still not enough. So the price 
of soybeans is rising, which raises soymilk prices. But I’m 
not as optimistic about the future of soymilk in India today 
as I was 6 months ago. India’s fi rst major soymilk plant, 
established by the Noble Soya House group in Bhopal, has 
not been as successful as everyone had hoped it would be. 
Two of India’s best known companies, the Great Eastern 
Shipping Company (also called the Bhiwandiwalla Group) 
and Godrej, backed the new company, which greatly 
bolstered public confi dence in the project. Each owned 
24% of the private limited company and the rest was 
publicly owned. Great Eastern provided fi nancing and put 
a number of their very best people in the top management 
positions. Godrej, which is the marketing company in 
India par excellence, provided distribution and marketing. 
They specialize in soaps. Alfa-Laval supplied the plant and 
Kibun sold their technology know how. Production began 
in January 1987 and it had all the signs of being a very, very 
good project. Their soymilk, named Noble House Great 
Shake, comes in four fl avors (chocolate, strawberry, mango, 
and American ice cream fl avor, basically a vanilla) in 200 ml 
Tetra Brik cartons. I have heard it said that the products were 
not well formulated, the timing was poor, the prices were too 
high, and the products were marketed as a clearly Western-
style or foreign product. The project got lots of big media 
publicity, but much of it was not favorable, we are sorry to 
say. Today the plant runs only about 2 hours a day.
 “We have sold a plant to Amrit Soya and Protein Foods 

Ltd., owned by the Amrit Company, an old company. They 
are in Ghaziabad, Uttar Pradesh, on the outskirts of New 
Delhi and are expected to start production in mid-1988. This 
will be India’s largest soymilk plant with a capacity of 6,000 
liters/hour.
 “Back to Asia, when we established STS we located 
ourselves in Southeast Asia, thinking that with the large 
consumption of soybean drinks there it would be quite 
simple to sell plants to make soybean milk as well. But that 
has not been the case. I fi nd the food processing companies 
there extremely conservative. Our strategy now is to show 
the companies in East Asia that our concept works in the 
USA and Europe.
 “China has been a disappointment. They seemed to be 
more interested in soymilk plants a few years ago.
 “So generally speaking, the climate has gotten better, 
especially in Europe and the United States.
 “SC: Has your strategy or basic approach for selling 
STS soymilk plants changed during this period?
 “STS: Yes, it is changing now. We are expanding our 
product range by offering processes for other soymilk-based 
foods. Formerly we thought of ourselves as selling primarily 
liquid soymilk. Now we are offering process lines for tofu, 
ice cream, dressings, dips, spreads and other dairy analogs, 
plus what we call ‘semi-products.’ These are non-consumer, 
industrial food type products such as concentrated soymilk 
or curds for use as ingredients by food processors. We are 
investing in R&D on these. I think we will fi nd new uses for 
our soymilk base, including new ways of making traditional 
products, dairy analogs, powdered products, and truly new 
products.
 “SC: Have you made any major technological 
developments?
 “STS: Yes. we are now offering an ultrafi ltration 
system as part of our soymilk system. This is an 
important technological innovation. It allows you to 
concentrate soymilk by removing water without adding 
heat (thus preserving the good fl avor of the product) or 
to remove certain components from the soymilk, such 
as oligosaccharides or perhaps trypsin inhibitors or 
lipoxygenase enzymes, using membranes. More important, 
it can help in automating tofu production. The soymilk base 
goes into the ultrafi ltration plant, where it is concentrated. 
Coagulant is injected into the line and mixed. Rectangular 
cakes of tofu are chopped off as they come out the exit 
end. Luke Lukoskie at Island Spring has been a pioneer 
in developing these processes using a pilot plant, with an 
ultrafi ltration unit, that we loaned him. This technology 
seems to have a very promising future for processing 
soymilk in the West, and for making soya panir (fresh curds) 
in India. There is not enough cow’s milk in India to go 
around, and most of it is sold in the cities. I think soya panir 
will undersell dairy panir in India.
 “SC: Which company do you feel is your strongest 
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competitor?
 “STS: Our main competitor everywhere is Alfa-Laval. 
After that, but much less, some of the Japanese companies 
such as Marusan-Seikensha and Mitsubishi. Given that we 
had just installed the largest soymilk plant in the Western 
world for De-Vau-Ge in Germany, I was surprised to note 
that Eden Foods in America chose Marusan-Seikensha 
without ever contacting us at all. Marusan seems to have 
only one English speaking person in the entire company, Mr. 
Tominaga. Mitsubishi competed with us selling systems in 
India and Nepal. Takai never seems to be in competition with 
us. Vandemoortele is no longer supplying systems, though 
the huge plant they built in Ambatolampy, Madagascar 
(35 million liters/year capacity) is still in operation. The 
company, Lalasoa SA (Societe Anonym) is run by a woman 
named Regina.
 “SC: Could you tell us a little about the four plants that 
you have sold?
 “STS: Our biggest and most successful plant was sold 
to De-Vau-Ge, a Seventh-day Adventist food company 
in Lueneburg (near Hamburg), Germany. They started 
production in August 1985 and make Granose and Granovita 
brands soymilk, sold mainly in the UK and West Germany, 
but also in Scandinavia and France. The plant is running 
at full capacity, which is 3,000 liters per hour of soymilk 
base (4.7% protein). This is 4,000 liters per hour of fi nished 
soymilk (3.5% protein), or 50,000 liters a day. They currently 
only make two products. Labels for the UK market read 
Granose Soya Milk (4 fl avors) and Granose Soya Dessert (3 
fl avors of custard puddings gelled with natural carrageenan, 
a seaweed extract). Both products are packed in half liter or 
liter aseptic Tetra Brik cartons. The plant is doing very well, 
selling all it can make. This is the only one of the four that 
has started operation. we have also sold a plant to Island 
Spring (Vashon, Washington), which may be the next to 
start production. The capacity is also 3,000 liters/hour of 
soymilk base. Amrit in India should be in production by mid-
1988. Their plant has the same basic capacity as the plant in 
Germany, but since their soymilk will contain only 2.25% 
protein, the actual output will be 6,000 liters per hour which 
is larger than Germany. They will make both beverages 
and foods, mainly a panir type cheese. The beverages will 
contain Indian fl avorings.” (Continued). Address: STS, 
Singapore.

5464. Lindner, Anders. 1987. The world soymilk market and 
Soya Technology Systems (STS) (Interview). Conducted 
by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center, Oct. 21. 7 p. 
transcript.
• Summary: Continued: Our fourth plant is in France, but 
I am not allowed to divulge the name of the company until 
the product is on the market. They plan to make only liquid 
soymilk.
 “Alfa-Laval installed their fi rst European plant (a 

small one) in France this year, billing it as the “soymilk 
development center of Europe, the fi rst plant on the 
continent” as if our large De-Vau-Ge plant [in Germany] did 
not exist.
 “SC: Do you see any innovative or low-cost packaging 
for soymilk on the horizon.
 “STS: All of our plants use or will use aseptic Tetra 
Brik cartons. The Indian plant has also purchased a Prepac 
aseptic plastic bag machine, like that used to package Sipso 
soymilk, but aseptic. Thus it needs no refrigeration. (Prepac 
is a French fi rm; Sipso was India’s fi rst commercial soymilk, 
made by Pantnagar Soymilk Products (P) Ltd.). The big 
advantage of aseptic bags is that they cost about half as much 
as Tetra Brik cartons. Disadvantages are consumer handling, 
transportation, outer wrapping cost, leakage problems, and 
the shelf life is not as long (which is not really a problem).
 “SC: What basic soymilk systems do you sell and how 
much does each cost? With and without building. With and 
without packaging.
 “STS: Our basic plant is 3,000 liters/hour of soymilk 
base (4.7% protein content). There are many variables that 
each customer can choose to have or not have, which affect 
the price. On average this plant costs about $1.5 million 
(US) including the building and silos but without packaging 
machines. Three aseptic Tetra Brik machines to package 
this dairylike soymilk in 250 ml cartons will add another 
$1.5 million to the cost, for a total of roughly $3 million. 
The most expensive components are the aseptic packaging 
machines, the UHT plant, and the decanter/centrifuge.
 “SC: Does STS have any plans to get into smaller, less 
expensive systems?
 “STS: Not at the moment. No.
 “SC: In the USA soymilk is 3.4 to 5 times as expensive 
as cow’s milk per unit volume. How can people in Third 
World countries afford this?
 “STS: Cow’s milk is relatively much less expensive in 
the USA than in most other countries, and especially Third 
World and Asian countries. In many countries, cow’s milk is 
simply not widely available. In Nigeria several dairy plants 
are now being rebuilt for making soymilk. In India, packaged 
soymilk and cow’s milk sell for about the same price. The 
soymilk is less expensive to produce but the packaging raises 
the cost a lot. Thus there is a big interest in selling soymilk 
unpackaged (as from a kiosk cooler dispenser) or packaged 
in bulk, as in the aseptic 1-20 gallon bag-in-the box, for 
institutions. A school could order one or two 20-gallon packs 
a day at very low cost. The equipment is made in California 
(by Scholle) and Australia. For developed countries, aseptic 
packaging looks like the wave of the future.
 “SC: What is the biggest problem in selling soymilk to 
Third World countries, acceptability or lack of capital?
 “STS: The latter. For example, in Sri Lanka we did 
acceptability tests among 5,000 primary school children and 
95% either liked it or liked it very much. In addition to lack 
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of government funds to build the plant, there was in-fi ghting 
among several government departments as to which would 
be in charge of the project. The government urged us to fi nd 
a private party to build the plant, and they could sell the 
soymilk to the government. But that is a slow process.
 “SC: Could you outline the main steps in the STS 
soymilk process?
 “STS: Let me show you our color slide show of the 
De-Vau-Ge plant. This process is a continuous one with 
computerized monitors at all key points. Soybeans from 
the silos are screen, cleaned, steamed, dried, cooled, and 
dehulled. The hulls are removed by aspiration, and the 
cotyledons are destoned. In the continuous-process enzyme 
inactivation unit, the cotyledons are blanched for several 
minutes at atmospheric pressure in boiling water containing 
a little sodium bicarbonate. The blanch water is drained 
off and beans are then ground with hot water and a fresh 
dose of sodium bicarbonate in two sequential colloid mills 
(made by the Swiss fi rm Fryma Maschinen AG). A decanter 
/ centrifuge (made by Siebtechnik GmbH) is used to separate 
the soymilk base (4.7% protein) from the okara fi ber. The 
base is then run though the fi rst deodorizer, which strips 
away volatile off-fl avors using a vacuum, then thru a plate 
heater to inactivate trypsin inhibitor, and fi nally into batch 
formulation tanks. Premixed fl avors and/or oil and nutrients 
are added, and the mixture is run through an homogenizer 
into storage tanks. Then comes the UHT (Ultra High 
Temperature) plant, followed by a second deodorizer, aseptic 
homogenization, and into an aseptic buffer tank before the 
fi nal aseptic packaging.
 “SC: What are the features of the STS system that you 
feel make it preferable to other competing systems?
 “STS: First, the quality of our product. Second, the 
turnkey concept: we offer the whole system, from storage 
of soybeans to packaging of soymilk, from one source 
company. We are the only company that does that. Our prices 
seem to be about the same as our competitors.
 “In terms of the process, the Alfa-Laval system does 
not dehull the soybeans. We think dehulling makes a better 
quality product, but it takes additional equipment, which 
costs more money. For liquid soymilk, Alfa uses indirect 
UHT treatment with plate heat exchangers, whereas we 
prefer direct UHT using steam injection, which we feel 
gives longer production hours, less protein precipitation 
and scaling, and better fl avor. Alfa talks of its oxygen-free, 
vacuum grinding; our process is similar, but we don’t feature 
it.
 “SC: What was of interest on your recent world trip?
 “STS: Many things. At the World Congress on Food 
and Nutrition in Singapore I was amazed to see how many 
presentations were on soyfoods. And roughly a third of the 
booths at the Expo were soy-related.
 “SC: Anything else?
 “STS: Yes. Ownership of our company recently changed 

hands. As you know, Danish Turnkey Dairies, our parent, 
was owned by the Danish Sugar Corporation, which also 
owned Pasilac, a dairy equipment manufacturer. In March 
1986 DTD and Pasilac were merged.
 “Now APV is a huge British food engineering company, 
active worldwide. In February they bought Baker, a big 
British baking equipment company, to form APV-Baker. 
There is also APV-Crepaco. In May 1987 Pasilac-DTD 
and its subsidiaries (including STS) were taken over by 
APV-Baker. The new fi rm may be called APV-Pasilac. A 
major purpose of this trip to the U.S. is to meet APV people 
involved with soy.” Address: STS, Singapore.

5465. Shepard, Judy. 1987. Facts about fats: How to tell the 
good from the bad. Times Union (Albany, New York). Oct. 
27. p. C-1, C-9. [1 ref]
• Summary: According to the American Heart Association, 
the following oils and fats contain the following percentages 
of polyunsaturated and saturated fats (PUS/S). It’s the 
difference that counts: Saffl ower oil (74%/9%), Sunfl ower 
oil (64%/10%), corn or soybean oil (58%/13%), peanut oil 
(30%/19%), chicken fat or schmaltz (26%/29%), olive oil 
(9%/14%), average vegetable shortening (20%/32%), lard 
(12%/40%), beef fat (2%/48%), butter (4%/61%), palm oil 
(2%/81%), coconut oil (2%/86%). Those oils listed fi rst are 
recommended by the AHA. “Saturated” means that the fat 
molecule holds all the hydrogen it can hold in its chemical 
structure. “Polyunsaturated” means that the molecule has at 
least two places (double bonds between carbon atoms) where 
hydrogen could be added.

5466. Bradner, Norman. 1987. Soybeans for the food market. 
Seed World (Des Plaines, Illinois). Oct. p. 44.
• Summary: Thailand imports nearly 100,000 tonnes/year 
of soybeans for food use. Japan imports 65,000 to 70,000 
tonnes of small beans to make natto. Natto beans can be 
less than 5 mm in diameter and have a yellow cotyledon 
and hilum. For tofu, soymilk and miso, importers want 
high protein, low oil, maximum water soluble proteins, low 
phytate, high 11S protein fraction, large seed size and high 
sugar content. But a variety judged good one year can be 
deemed unsuitable the next. Environmental conditions during 
seed development play a signifi cant role in determining the 
fi nal chemical composition. Address: Pulse Breeder, King 
Agro, Inc., Chatham, Ontario, Canada.

5467. Brody, Jane E. 1987. Separating fats from fi ction. 
Vibrant Life (Hagerstown, Maryland). Sept/Oct. p. 14-17, 
29. Reprinted from The New York Times.
• Summary: The best summary seen to date of the new 
view of fats. Cholesterol levels that were once considered 
normal are now regarded as dangerously high. There is now 
a national campaign to measure cholesterol levels in every 
American adult and urge those on the high side to seek 
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medical help. New fi ndings have forced a reexamination 
of dietary recommendations. Saturated fats have been 
shown to be twice as instrumental as dietary cholesterol 
in raising blood cholesterol levels, while unsaturated fats 
help lower these levels. Now we are being advised to lower 
consumption of both types of fat. The American Heart Assoc. 
recommends that no more than 30% of our daily calories 
should come from fats, with at most 10% from saturated 
fats. Cholesterol intake should be limited to 250-300 mg/day, 
the amount in one large egg yolk. Blood cholesterol levels 
should be under 200 mg/ml.
 And cholesterol is only half the story. At least 
as important are the amount of the different kinds of 
cholesterol-carrying proteins in the blood. Two kinds, LDLs 
and VLDLs (for low- and very-low-density lipoproteins) 
promote cholesterol rich deposits in arteries, which in 
turn can trigger heart attacks and strokes. But a third kind, 
called HDLs (high-density lipoproteins), cleanses the blood 
vessels of fatty deposits and fl ushes cholesterol out of the 
body. Aerobic exercise raises HDLs. HDLs are not found 
in foods. The two most saturated fats in the American diet 
are vegetable fats: coconut oil and palm kernel oil. They 
raise cholesterol levels and clog coronary arteries faster 
than animal fats. You do not need the protein in red meat 
for strength. The strongest animals in the world (elephant 
and ox) are total vegetarians. Strong muscles are built by 
exercise. The meat industry has an ongoing campaign to 
reduce the fat in its products by changing feeding practices, 
breeding leaner animals, and encouraging retailers to trim fat 
more closely. This year, for the fi rst time, fat contents will 
be included on packaged meat labels. Cheese, high in fat, is 
not a good meat substitute. Choose soybeans or tofu instead. 
Address: Science writer, New York Times.

5468. Donovan, G. Kevin; Torres-Pinedo, R. 1987. Chronic 
diarrhea and soy formulas. Inhibition of diarrhea by lactose. 
American J. of Diseases of Children 141(10):1069-71. Oct. 
[8 ref]
• Summary: “Soy protein formulas are often poorly 
tolerated by infants with nonspecifi c and postinfectious 
diarrhea syndrome. We found that these adverse responses 
may be prevented by using lactose, instead of sucrose 
or dextrimaltose, in soy formula. We studied 40 infants 
diagnosed [clinically] as soy intolerant... In the absence of 
lactose intolerance, a soy-lactose formula could be useful in 
treating chronic diarrhea and secondary protein intolerance.” 
Address: 1. Div. of Pediatric Gastroenterology, Dep. of 
Pediatrics, Univ. of Oklahoma Tulsa Medical College; 2. 
Univ. of Oklahoma Health Sciences Center, Oklahoma City, 
OK.

5469. Haumann, Barbara. 1987. Expanding soybean markets, 
uses. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 64(10):1369, 
1372-79. Oct.

• Summary: Value-added products and soybean varieties 
tailored to produce specifi c end products are among the 
promising developments envisioned to expand markets 
for U.S. soybeans. Keith Smith, staff vice president of 
research for the American Soybean Association (ASA) said, 
“Aquaculture–raising fi sh such as shrimp, catfi sh and trout–is 
a growing industry in the U.S. and abroad.” Smith went on to 
say that the switch from mainly production research to more 
utilization research occurred eight to nine years ago, and that 
60% of ASA’s total research money in the past 6 years has 
gone for utilization research.
 Genetic research is working to improve the fatty acid 
content of soybean oil. Work is also under way to develop 
a quick, low-cost method to determine oil and protein 
content. Other work includes trying to lower levels of 
linolenic acid in the oil. At Purdue Univ. in Indiana, research 
geneticist Niels Nielsen of the USDA’s Agricultural Research 
Service (ARS) is trying to develop soybean lines free of 
lipoxygenase enzymes. Soymilk and fl ours produced from 
the new seeds are rated signifi cantly better in fl avor and 
aroma. Professor Nielsen and his research group are trying 
to “improve the nutritional quality of the major soy storage 
proteins by increasing sulfur amino acid content.” He noted 
that the methodology has resulted in doubling and tripling 
the methionine content. At the University of Kentucky, 
David Hildebrand is also working on genetic engineering of 
soybeans.
 Brazil, the second largest producer of soybeans, has 
evolved as the largest exporter of soybean meal and oil. The 
other top producers are China, in third place; Argentina, 
in fourth; and India, which recently made the top fi ve. 
Indonesia is in 6th. Italy’s production has grown substantially 
in recent years to make it the most important soybean-
producing area in Europe. Other European producers include 
France and Spain. According to Oil World Annual published 
by ISTA Mielke, West Germany, the top 10 soybean oil 
producers for 1986/87 (in tonnes) were the following: U.S. 
5,430,000; Brazil 2,538,000; Argentina 780,000; Japan 
715,000; China 679,000; West Germany 521,000; The 
Netherlands 488,000; Spain 421,000; Italy 350,000; and 
Mexico 336,000.
 ANPA (American Newspaper Publisher’s Association) 
began seeking alternative sources to petroleum for ink seven 
years ago due to problems with petroleum supplies. Four 
years ago, with fl uctuations in supplies and price, ANPA 
began considering the use of soybean oil ink. ANPA has fi led 
a soy ink patent application and has begun licensing major 
ink manufacturers to make it. The fi rst ink manufacturer 
to produce the ink, colored and black, is General Printing 
Ink, a division of Sun Chemical Corp., located in Carlstadt, 
New Jersey. One advantage of soy oil ink is that it is 
environmentally nonhazardous, which could reduce waste 
disposal problems. It also eliminates dependence on 
petroleum. There is less “ruboff” and the same amount of ink 
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will print more pages. One drawback is that black ink made 
from soybean oil costs more than traditional black ink. Oil 
content in newspaper ink averages about 70%.
 In the March 4, 1987 Federal Register, the U.S. Federal 
Grain Inspection Service (FGIS) ruled that soybean and other 
edible oils may be used to control grain dust in elevators. 
A U.S. Patent, licensed to Industrial Fumigant Co., is held 
jointly by Harold N. Barham and Harold N. Barham Jr. of 
Seed Technology of Texas. The patent was fi led in 1978. 
Kinsella, director of the Institute of Food Science at Cornell 
Univ. said that another research interest was in the area of 
omega-3 fatty acids. It may desirable to develop soybean 
cultivars with high omega-3 fatty acid levels. John W. 
Erdman Jr. of the Univ. of Illinois’ Dep. of Food Science and 
co-worker Angela Poneros want to nail down the factors that 
lower zinc bioavailability. He said, “We want to fi nd out why 
this happens and if we can increase it.”
 Meanwhile, at INTSOY, team member Sing-Wood Yeh 
and others are working in the fi eld of soybean dairy analogs. 
Tofulicious, a non-dairy frozen dessert, was developed 
through research coordinated by University of Minnesota 
food scientist William Breene and funded by the Minnesota 
Soybean Research and Promotion Council. Abroad, ASA 
has been promoting soy-fortifi ed foods. For instance, in 
Venezuela three years ago, ASA launched an education 
program for consumer groups and government agencies on 
the benefi ts of soy protein. As a result, soy-fortifi ed foods are 
available in Venezuela’s major supermarkets, and demand 
for soy protein has increased to more than 48,000 pounds per 
month.
 Soybean researchers are also working on standardization 
of NIR (near-infrared spectroscopy) as a measure of protein 
and oil content in soybeans. NIR already is successfully 
used to measure grain and forage composition. If NIR were 
adopted as a standard by the industry, soybeans eventually 
could be purchased based on protein and oil content.

5470. Hippocrates. 1987. What does it mean if an oil 
is hydrogenated? Sept/Oct. Based on an article in Tufts 
University Diet and Nutrition Letter. June. 1987. [1 ref]
• Summary: The hydrogenation process generally converts 
polyunsaturated fatty acids to monounsaturated; there is 
no marked increase in saturated fatty acids. Thus a largely 
polyunsaturated oil such as soybean oil that undergoes 
hydrogenation is still more unsaturated than coconut oil. 
There are two types of saturated fats: Those that increase 
serum cholesterol levels (lauric, myristic, and palmitic) and 
those that don’t. Of those that do, Saffl ower and sunfl ower 
oil each contain 6%, soy oil 10%, corn oil and peanut oil 
11%, cottonseed oil 24%, lard 27%, tallow 32%, butterfat 
41%, palm oil 46%, coconut oil 73%, and palm kernel oil 
75%.

5471. Morinaga Nutritional Foods, Inc. 1987. Mori-Nu 

Tofu. The “miracle food” in a miracle package (Leafl et). Los 
Angeles, California. 2 p. Jan. [2 ref]
• Summary: Contains a large table comparing the amino 
acid composition (g/100 g amino acid for 18 amino acids) 
for Mori-Nu Tofu (soft and fi rm), whole chicken eggs, whole 
cow milk, beef, tuna, and white bread. Also contains recipes 
for Strawberry Pudding Fluff (using gelatin) and Honey 
Lemon Un-Cheesecake. Address: 5800 South Eastern Ave., 
Suite 270, Los Angeles, California 90040.

5472. Mozzer, Patricia. 1987. Vegetarian cooking for 
diabetics. Summertown, Tennessee: The Book Publishing 
Co. 144 p. Illust. Index. 23 cm. [28 ref]
• Summary: Containing over 100 vegetarian dishes and 
many color photos of recipes, this vegan cookbook features 
many based on tofu, tempeh, and soybeans. These foods are 
introduced in a section on legumes (p. 20-21). Soy-related 
recipes include: Tofu salad I and II (p. 71). Tofu potato salad 
(p. 72). Tofu vegetable soup (p. 76). Tofu tomato soup (p. 
78). Tofu sandwiches (p. 80-81). Tofu pita pizzas (p. 81).
 In the recipe section on Main Dishes, a section titled 
“Tofu, tempeh, and soybeans” (p. 84-99) contains: Cashew-
carrot Parmesan (with tofu). Far East fried rice (with tofu or 
tempeh). Savory tofu casserole. Tofu-vegie pie. Oriental tofu. 
Tofu-mushroom pot pies. Tofu quiche. Tofu pizza. Tempeh 
stuffed eggplant. Soybean-mushroom pilaf. Soyburgers 
with mushroom stuffi ng. Tempeh Parmesan. Tofu lasagne. 
Tofu macaroni and cheese. Sesame tofu. Crepes with tofu-
ratatouille fi lling (p. 112).
 Diabetes mellitus affects about 11 million Americans. 
There is no known cure. “Proper diet is the cornerstone for 
any successful diabetes management plan. Generous intakes 
of starchy foods rich in fi ber are essential to good diabetes 
control.”

5473. Ogundipe, H.O.; Weingartner, K.E. 1987. Nutritional 
evaluation of selected home-made soybean and cowpea-
based foods. Paper presented at Nigeria Institute of Food 
Science and Technologists Conference. 3 p. Held Oct. 1989 
in Port Harcourt, Nigeria. [3 ref]*
Address: Inst. for Agricultural Research and Training 
(IAR&T), Ibadan, Nigeria.

5474. Passwater, R.A. 1987. Surprise, surprise! Pesticides in 
foods cause cancer. Whole Foods. Oct. p. 14-15.
• Summary: The National Academy of Sciences has just 
reported that pesticide residues on food cause about 20,000 
cases of cancer a year. 90% of these cancers were caused by 
pesticides registered before the stricter 1978 regulations went 
into effect, and 45% were attributed to food that EPA does 
not consider as having a “processed form.”
 According to a review of Earl Mindell’s New and 
Revised Vitamin Bible, by James A. Lowell, PhD. (Nutrition 
Forum, June 1986) Passwater claims to have a Ph.D. from 
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Bernadean University, an unaccredited correspondence 
school that was never legally authorized to grant any 
degrees.

5475. Ralston Purina Co. Protein Div. 1987. A review of 
animal and clinical studies on the effect of isolated soy 
proteins on blood lipids. St. Louis, Missouri. 12 p. [21 ref]
• Summary: Clinical studies with isolated soy proteins fed to 
humans suggest a signifi cant reduction in plasma cholesterol 
and triglycerides in hyperlipidemic individuals. Address: St. 
Louis, Missouri.

5476. Shenoy, N.R.; Choughuley, A.S.U. 1987. Nitrosamines 
in some Indian brands of soya sauce samples treated with 
nitrite. J. of Food Science and Technology (Mysore, India) 
24(5):214-16. Sept/Oct. [11 ref]
• Summary: Nitrite treatment of soy sauce led to the 
formation of at least 3 known carcinogenic nitrosamines, 
namely nitrosodimethylamine (NDMA), nitrosodiethylamine 
(NDEA) and nitrosopyrrolidine (NPY). However certain 
antioxidants contained in soy sauce containing meal may 
offer protection against nitrosamines in the diet containing 
soy sauce. Address: Bio-organic Div., Bhabha Atomic 
Research Centre, Trombay, Bombay-400 085, India.

5477. Singh, S.R. 1987. Preface. In: S.R. Singh, K.O. 
Rachie, and K.E. Dashiell. eds. 1987. Soybeans for the 
Tropics: Research, Production and Utilization. New York, 
etc: John Wiley & Sons Ltd. xx + 230 p. See p. xiii-xiv.
• Summary: The author was fi rst introduced to soybeans 
only 6 years ago. Since taking responsibility of leading the 
group for soybean research at the International Institute of 
Tropical Agriculture (IITA), he has explored and learned 
much about the crop. He has come to the same conclusion 
as many before him: that it is a “golden bean,” a “miracle 
bean,” “crop of the planet,” and now he fi rmly believe it is 
“God’s sent golden bean,” with great promise in tropical 
Africa. In soybeans, the oligosaccharides, which cause 
fl atulence, are minimal compared with other grain legumes 
so it is an ideal food for infants. It is also a good dietary 
source of calcium and phosphorus.
 In developing countries, especially in the tropics, 
soybean cultivation and utilization have been restricted for 
several reasons, the main one being that until recently very 
little serious effort has been devoted to improving the crop’s 
performance. Most soybeans in the tropics give poor yields, 
produce seed with short viability, nodulate poorly and shatter 
easily when mature. There has also been little research on 
soybean utilization. Recipes must be developed that suit local 
taste and cook relatively quickly so that soybeans processed 
or unprocessed become a part of the daily diet of the people. 
There is also a need to establish village-level industries that 
can make inexpensive soybean foods with a long shelf-life. 
Address: International Inst. of Tropical Agriculture (IITA), 

PMB 5320, Ibadan, Nigeria.

5478. Soybean Digest. 1987. More new use research [by 
ASA]. Oct. p. 27. Also in more detail in Soybean Update, 
Sept. 14.
• Summary: “More than 60% of ASA’s [American Soybean 
Association’s] checkoff-funded research is now aimed 
at improving soybean quality and developing new uses 
for soybeans and soybean products. Research focuses on 
developing new soybean plants that can produce premium-
price soybeans to meet special needs of food manufacturers 
and industrial users. For example, a low linolenic acid 
variety developed by researchers produces a more stable oil 
at lower cost to processors.”

5479. Tri State Food News (Monroeville, Pennsylvania). 
1987. Lite Lite Tofutti licks the competition in fat and 
calories according to “Frozen Dessert Market Report.” Oct.
• Summary: This “Market Report,” prepared by registered 
dietitian Donna Haverstock (employed by Tofutti Brands), 
compiled calorie counts and nutritional breakdowns for 21 
competing “ice cream-alikes. Lite Lite Tofutti is the clear 
leader nutritionally said Ms. Haverstock.”

5480. Vasquez-Garibay, Edgar M.; Jiménez-García, Adela. 
1987. Alimentación con harina de soya y cereal de arroz en 
el niño desnutrido en fase de recuperación [Feeding with 
soy based formula and rice cereal in severely malnourished 
children during the nutritional recovery]. Boletin Medico del 
Hospital Infantil de Mexico 44(10):603-09. Oct. [12 ref. Spa; 
eng]
• Summary: The formula was made with soy fl our without 
methionine enrichment. Over a 3-week period, 8 children 
received formula A, a soy-based formula with 10% added 
corn syrup, and 8 children received formula B, a soy-based 
formula with 10% added rice cereal. Formula B seemed 
to be better for the nutritional recovery of children with 
severe protein malnutrition. Address: 1. Jefe de Division 
de Pediatria, Hospital General de Occidente, SS; 2. Medico 
General, Universidad de Guadalajara, Mexico.

5481. Weingartner, Karl E. 1987. Processing, nutrition 
and utilization of soybeans. In: S.R. Singh, K.O. Rachie, 
and K.E. Dashiell. eds. 1987. Soybeans for the Tropics: 
Research, Production and Utilization. New York, etc: John 
Wiley & Sons Ltd. xx + 230 p. See p. 149-78. Chapt. 15.
• Summary: An excellent, easy-to-understand condensation 
of the basics. Contents: Introduction. Oil extraction, 
Processing (and refi ning) the oil. Soy fl ours and grits. Soy 
protein concentrate and isolate. Nutritional components. 
Antinutritional components. Soybean use in Africa: 
Zimbabwe, Zambia, Nigeria, IITA’s strategy.
 Currently more than 10 countries are involved in 
manufacturing or processing soybean foods in Africa. In 
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1985-86 the major producers of soybeans in subsaharan 
Africa were Zimbabwe (80,000 tonnes), Nigeria (65,000 
tonnes), and Zambia (36,000 tonnes), and these three 
countries are at the forefront in processing and utilization. 
In Zimbabwe, a company named Nutresco makes Mahewu, 
a bestselling beverage made from soybeans and maize, and 
a breakfast cereal named Nutri-Plus containing soybeans. In 
Nigeria, Nestlé makes Nutrend, an infant cereal, and another 
company makes Nutrimax-10, an instant cereal for the whole 
family. In Zaire, Cerevap, an instant cereal is sold.
 In 1985 IITA in Nigeria began a program to promote 
processing and utilization of soybeans, in collaboration with 
INTSOY. One focus has been the use of expellers for small-
scale expression of soy oil. Research is also being done on 
soymilk and extrusion cooking.
 Tables: (1) Composition (% dry weight) of soybeans and 
the seed parts (from Kawamura and Tada, 1967). Includes 
whole soybeans, cotyledon, hull, and hypocotyl.
 (2) Soybean grades, according to U.S. standards 
(from USDA, 1970). Grades are 1 to 4. (3) Composition 
of crude and refi ned soybean oil (from Pryde, 1980). (4) 
Specifi cations for crude, degummed and once-refi ned 
soybean oil to be traded. (from Brekke, 1980). (5) Conditions 
for degumming (from Wiedermann, 1981). (6) Comparison 
of some activated bleaching clays (from Wiedermann, 1981). 
(7) Selective hydrogenation of soybean oil (from Hastert, 
1981). (8) Composition (% dry weight) of soybean fl our, soy 
protein concentrate and isolate (from Bressani, 1981).
 (9) Comparison (% dry weight) of three fl ours made 
from soybeans (from Smith and Circle, 1972).
 (10) Composition (% dry weight) of soybean 
concentrates (Meyer, 1967). Made by alcohol leach, acid 
leach, or moist heat (water).
 (11) Estimate (mg/kg body weight) of humans’ daily 
requirements of amino acids (FAO / WHO, 1983).
 (12) Essential amino acids contained in whole soybeans 
(FAO, 1971), soybean fl our, soy protein concentrate (Central 
Soya, 1979) and soy protein isolate (Ralston Purina, 1978). 
“Worldwide, lysine is the amino acid that is limiting in 
most low-cost diets.” Tryptophan is limiting in some diets, 
while threonine is often present in less than recommended 
amounts. The sulphur amino acids are slightly low in 
relatively few diets. “Since soy protein is a good source of 
lysine, tryptophan and threonine, its addition to a mixed diet 
greatly improves quality of the diet’s protein.”
 (13) WHO suggested requirements (gm of amino acid 
per 100 gm of protein) of four critical amino acids (lysine, 
tryptophan, threonine, sulphur amino acids {methionine and 
cystine}) for preschool- and school-aged children, and adults 
(Anonymous 1986).
 (14) Effect of soybean fl our as a protein supplement to 
cereal grains (Bressani, 1981).
 (15) Fatty acids (%) in soybean oil–divided into 
saturated and unsaturated (Nwar, 1985).

 (16) Mineral content of whole soybeans (FAO, 1971), 
defatted fl our, concentrate (Central Soya, 1979) and isolate 
(Ralston Purina, 1978).
 (17) Sugar analysis (%) of hydrolyzed carbohydrates 
from soybean products (Eldridge et al., 1979).
 (18) Effect of raffi nose plus stachyose in the diet of 
humans; production of fl atus (van Stratum and Rudrum, 
1979).
 (19) Evaluation of soybean line PI157440, which lacks 
the Kunitz trypsin inhibitor, compared with regular soybeans, 
raw or heated, in terms of trypsin inhibitor activity, rat PER, 
and chick gain per unit of feed. It was found to be better 
than regular raw soybeans but poorer than heated regular 
soybeans.
 (20) Nutrient content of 1 cup (237 ml) soy milk, cow’s 
milk and human milk (Pennington and Church, 1985). 
Address: IITA (International Inst. of Tropical Agriculture), 
Ibadan, Nigeria.

5482. Thompson, Keith. 1987. Jacob Hartz Seed Co. 
(Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Nov. 4. Conducted by William 
Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Hartz was purchased by Monsanto in April 
1983. They have been doing research on soybeans suited 
for soyfoods for 10 years. The director of research Curtis 
Williams (formerly at Louisiana State Univ. for 6 years) 
began in the mid-1970s to develop a very popular natto 
variety, that was released in 1980. Proprietary varieties for 
seed were fi rst released in 1984. Univ. of Illinois and Iowa 
State are also doing food bean research. Soybean production 
in the South has shrunk 46% in the last 6 years, to 12 million 
acres from 22 million. A soybean containing no trypsin 
inhibitor was developed 2-3 years ago but there has not been 
much interest in it.
 There are three lipoxygenase enzymes: L1, L2, and L3. 
There is a Japanese patented process for removing both L2 
and L3, using backcrossing. Hartz has lines that are free of 
L1 or L2 or L3 or L1 + L3. Lipoxygenase removal seems 
to offer big promise for improved soymilk and tofu beans. 
Hartz is the only commercial seed breeder in the U.S. doing 
work on maturity group IX and X, now that Hinson has 
closed down his tropical variety development in Florida. 
Hartz has a global outlook. He is sorry that INTSOY is no 
longer doing varietal development; they were a great source 
of information. Daylight insensitive is also called “juvenile 
characteristic.” It takes 1 bushel of seed to plant an acre of 
soybeans. Address: Food and Export Manager, P.O. Box 946, 
Stuttgart, Arkansas 72160.

5483. Insight (Washington, DC). 1987. Cheetahs are cheated 
by estrogen in diet. Nov. 9. p. 50.
• Summary: Cheetahs in U.S. zoos are not surviving or 
reproducing well. Naturally occurring estrogen in their 
horsemeat and soybean diet is disrupting their reproductive 
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functions and damaging their livers. Liver disease is the most 
common cause of their death. Note: This article is based on 
the research of Setchell and co-workers in Ohio.

5484. Soybean Update. 1987. The Soy Protein Council and 
ASA donated 1.5 tonnes of soy protein to the Dominican 
Republic for use in a pilot human nutrition program. Nov. 9. 
p. 3.
• Summary: The program is carried out by 16 national and 
international institutions. About 1,000 children and adults 
were fed foods fortifi ed with soy, which were then rated as 
to taste, appearance, acceptability and tolerance. As a result 
of the program’s success, the Dominican government and 
private companies may introduce a national soy fortifi cation 
program.

5485. Cloud, Jon. 1987. Breeding soybeans for food uses in 
Canada, the Organic Crop Improvement Association, new 
developments with okara, and Soy City Foods (Interview). 
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center, Nov. 
15. 2 p. transcript.
• Summary: Jon Cloud has done much work on breeding 
soybeans for food uses, especially for tofu. He started the 
Organic Crop Improvement Assoc. (OCIA) in Canada. It 
is now in 6 countries and 22 states in the USA. OFPANA 
has not progressed. He is doing exciting new work with 
soy mash overseas, with Griffi th Labs. Soy City Foods is a 
corporation that is worker owned. Address: Soy City Foods, 
Toronto, ONT, Canada.

5486. Akiyama, Yoshinobu; Saio, Kyoko; Iwamoto, Matsuo. 
1987. Rapid method of analysis of commercial soy milk 
using near infrared spectroscopy. Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo 
Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the National Food Research 
Institute) No. 51. p. 76-78. Nov. [3 ref. Eng; jap]
• Summary: “Near infrared refl ectance spectroscopy 
(NIRS) is a technique which is a technique which is being 
increasingly used for rapid compositional analysis of 
foods. The method was developed to replace slow, tedious, 
conventional methods such as the Kjeldahl method for 
protein analysis.” Address: National Food Research Inst., 
2-1-2 Kannondai, Yatabe, Tsukuba, Ibaraki, Japan 305.

5487. Blank, Eugene W. 1987. Fats and oils chronology. J. 
of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 64(11):1479-82, 1484, 
1486, 1488-92. Nov. Revised. Originally published in Oil 
and Soap. June 1942. [20 ref]
• Summary: A fascinating overview of historical highlights 
from 259 B.C. to 1964.
 1876–Oleomargarine production begins in Germany.
 1897–Sabatier and co-workers start research on 
catalysis, thus laying the foundation for fat hardening by 
hydrogenation.
 1902–Normann applies the Sabatier process of catalytic 

hydrogenation to liquid oils permitting preparation of fats of 
any desired hardness.
 1910–Procter & Gamble introduces the Sabatier-
Normann-Kaiser process for hydrogenation of vegetable oils.
 1911–Soybeans are fi rst processed in the U.S. by 
Herman Meyer in Seattle, Washington, using a hydraulic 
press; the plant later is known as Pacifi c Oil Mills.
 1911- Procter & Gamble offers Crisco [shortening] for 
retail sale.
 1911–The Duren disease fi rst appears in Scotland, 
killing large numbers of cattle that have been fed soybean oil 
meal extracted with trichloroethylene.
 1915–Domestically grown soybeans are processed by 
the Elizabeth City Oil and Fertilizer Co., Elizabeth City, 
North Carolina.
 1917–Soybeans are crushed by expeller press at the 
Chicago Heights Oil Manufacturing Co., a linseed mill.
 1919–German patents are issued to Hermann Bollmann 
for continuous solvent extraction of fats, as well as British 
patents for a continuous oilseed extractor.
 1922–Large-scale soybean processing [crushing] is 
undertaken by A.E. Staley Manufacturing Co. at Decatur, 
Illinois, marking the real beginning of the soybean 
processing industry in the USA.
 1923–Funk Bros. Seed Company at Bloomington, 
Illinois, begins permanent soybean processing operations, 
using equipment from Chicago Heights Oil Manufacturing 
Co.
 1923–The fi rst processing of soybeans by batch 
solvent extraction is undertaken by Piatt County Soybean 
Cooperative Co. at Monticello, Illinois, a short-lived 
operation.
 1923–The fi rst “bible” of the soybean industry, The 
Soybean, is published by McGraw Hill Book Co. of New 
York. The authors are William J. Morse (who had [sic, who 
later] studied soybeans in Manchuria and brought samples of 
varieties to the U.S.) and Charles V. Piper.
 1924–Eastern Cotton Oil Co. in Norfolk, Virginia, 
begins solvent extraction of soybeans in a continuous 
Bollmann extractor obtained from Germany.
 1924–AOCS begins publishing the Journal of the Oil 
and Fat Industries.
 1927–The AOCS’ publication is renamed Oil and Fat 
Industries.
 1932–The AOCS’ publication is renamed Oil and Soap.
 1947–The AOCS journal Oil and Soap is offi cially 
renamed the Journal of the American Oil Chemists’ Society.

5488. Chang, S.H.; Peng, A.C. 1987. Chemical composition 
and sensory properties of cookies made from soybean fl ours. 
Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station, Research Circular 
No. 292. p. 29-31. Nov. [10 ref]
• Summary: Defatted and lecithinated soy fl our was supplied 
by Central Soya Co., Ft. Wayne, Indiana. Cookies using no 
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wheat fl our (or other cereal fl our), but lots of sugar, were 
developed.
 “In conclusion, the production of cookies using soy 
fl ours is not only feasible, but also desirable because of its 
high nutritional value, low cost (about 10 to 20 cents per 
pound of soy fl our), consumer acceptability, and chemical 
stability.” Address: Graduate Student and Prof., Dep. of 
Horticulture.

5489. East West. 1987. Bubbling better butter [Carbon 
dioxide used to remove cholesterol]. Nov. p. 10. [1 ref]
• Summary: University of Wisconsin at Madison food 
scientist Robert L. Bradley has discovered that when pure 
carbon dioxide is bubbled through butter, it removes 95% of 
the cholesterol. This bubbling process, called supercritical 
fl uid extraction, can also be used to remove cholesterol from 
egg yolks, beef tallow, and lard, or to decaffeinate coffee.

5490. Goldbeck, Nikki; Goldbeck, David. 1987. The 
Goldbeck’s guide to good food. New York, NY: New 
American Library. xi + 563 p. Illust. Index. 24 cm.
• Summary: The all-new version of their Supermarket 
Handbook, which originally sold 850,000 copies. Chapter 
12 (p. 143-51), titled “Soyfoods: World Class Protein,” 
discusses tofu, frozen tofu, tempeh, soy fl our and grits, high-
tech soy (soy concentrates and isolates), textured soy protein 
products. There is also considerable information on soyfoods 
in other chapters throughout the book: Soy fl our (p. 79). Soy 
nuts (p. 159, 163). Soy milk (p. 184-85). Soy yogurt (p. 190-
91, 195). Soy cheese (212, 217-18). Soy protein concentrates 
or isolates (p. 233, 451, 483, 527). Soy oil (p. 144, 264, 288, 
292-93). Meatless burgers and soy sausages (p. 394). Soy ice 
cream (p. 452-53, 455). Soy sauce (510-11, 515). Miso (p. 
511-12, 515). Worcestershire sauce (p. 512).
 The section titled “Soy Yogurt” gives a nutritional 
analysis of cultured Soygurt, made by Cream of the Bean; 
per 8 oz. it contains 255 calories, 6.7 gm protein, 45.2 gm 
carbohydrates, 5.3 gm fat, no cholesterol, 20 mg sodium, and 
7% of the US RDA for calcium. The text reads: “Those who 
must avoid milk will be interested in nondairy soy yogurt. A 
new arrival in natural food stores, this yogurt is made from 
soymilk and bacterial cultures. Gelatin is added to some 
brands to maintain the typical yogurt consistency. There is 
no need, however, for the quality to be compromised by the 
addition of high fructose corn syrup, isolated soy protein, 
salt, and several thickening agents, as has been done in at 
least one brand we have encountered.”
 The section titled “Soy Cheese” states: “Cheese based 
on soy milk has recently added a new category of cheese 
products to the market. In terms of calories, protein, and 
overall fat content soy cheese competes quite favorably 
with animal cheeses... It is both lactose- and cholesterol-free 
and the sodium content is about average for cheese. Note, 
however, that soy cheese is held together with vegetable 

gums and will contain either the milk derivative calcium 
caseinate (in which case it is not dairy free) or isolated soy 
protein.” Page 218 gives a nutritional analysis of Soya Kaas 
(soy cheese). Per 1 oz. it contains 78 calories, 6.7 gm protein, 
5.6 gm fat, no cholesterol, and 168 mg sodium. Address: 
R.D. 1, Box 495, Woodstock, New York 12498 914-679-
8561.

5491. Hasegawa, Kiyozo; Mukai, K.; Gotoh, M.; Honjo, 
S.; Matoba, T. 1987. Determination of the lysinoalanine 
content in commercial foods by gas chromatography-selected 
ion monitoring. Agricultural and Biological Chemistry 
51(11):2889-94. Nov. [21 ref]
• Summary: Table 1 (p. 2892), titled “Lysinoalanine content 
in foods,” includes values for various soybean products: 
The lysinoalanine (LAL) content (in mg per 16 gm of 
nitrogen) was measured by two methods: GC-SIM (gas 
chromatography–selected ion monitoring) and HPLC (high 
performance liquid chromatography). The two values for the 
soy products are: Soy milk A (0/0), soy milk B (6/14), soy 
milk C (6/18), wet soybean fi lm (fresh / nama yuba) A (0/0), 
fresh yuba B (13/16), dry yuba (18/11), fried soybean curd 
(abura-age = tofu pouches) A (8/6), fried soybean curd B (9/
trace).
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Oct. 2012) that uses the term “soybean fi lm” or the 
term “wet soybean fi lm” to refer to yuba.
 Of the samples analyzed, the lysinoalanine content was 
highest in pidan (fermented egg). Wheat fl our-based products 
(Chinese noodles, pretzels and crackers) and milk products 
(condensed milk and lactic acid beverages) also contained 
a signifi cant amount of LAL. Cow’s milk, soy milk, soy 
protein isolate and meat products (ham and Hamburg steak) 
contained a low amount of LAL. Results confi rmed that the 
low-level LAL formation was possible in foods cooked at 
home without any alkaline treatment.
 Note: The three types of soymilk were purchased from 
retail stores in Nara, Japan. Address: Dep. of Food Science & 
Nutrition, Nara Women’s Univ., Nara 630, Japan.

5492. Heppell, L.M.J.; Sissons, J.W.; Pedersen, H.E. 1987. 
A comparison of the antigenicity of soya-bean-based infant 
formulas. British J. of Nutrition 58:393-403. Nov. [29 ref]
• Summary: In the USA and Europe, nearly 5-8% of babies 
and 2% of adults are reported to be allergic to soybeans. 
Therefore millions of babies/infants must avoid soy-based 
formula and baby food.
 The antigenicity of four soya-bean-based infant formulas 
was measured; considerable differences were found in their 
antigenicity. “We believe that these variations in antigenicity 
of different commercial products prepared from isolated 
soya-bean protein may be important when interpreting 
the results from studies of the development of allergy in 
infants given soya-bean-based formulas.” Address: AFRC 
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Institute for Grassland and Animal Production, Church Lane, 
Shinfi eld, Reading RG2 9AQ, Berkshire [England].

5493. Iwane, Atsuko; Yasui, Takeshi; Tsutsumi, Chuichi. 
1987. [Changes in low molecular weight carbohydrates in 
yuba (soymilk skin) during yuba-fi lm formation]. Shokuhin 
Sogo Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the National Food 
Research Institute) No. 51. p. 115-17. Nov. [6 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: Fourteen yuba fi lms, successively produced by 
a yuba manufacturer in Kyoto, were purchased and grouped 
into 8 fractions in order of fi lm formation, from fi rst to last. 
The carbohydrate composition of each of the 8 fractions 
was determined by gas-liquid chromatography. Sucrose and 
stachyose were the major sugars in the skins, followed by 
raffi nose. The sucrose, raffi nose, and stachyose contents of 
the fi rst and last formed fi lms were 1.42% and 8.03% [5.65 
times as much], 0.21% and 0.35%, and 1.97% and 7.17% 
on a dry basis, respectively. Because of these high solubility 
of those sugars, they are increasingly concentrated in the 
residual soymilk, and their content in the fi lms increased 
gradually as the fi lm formation process proceeded.
 Reprinted from Nihon Shokuhin Kogyo Gakkai Shi (J. 
of Food Science and Technology) 33(11):783-85 (1986). 
Address: National Food Research Inst.

5494. LaBell, Fran. 1987. Canola/LEAR oil–low in saturated 
fat. Food Processing (Chicago) 48(12):73-74, 76, 78. Nov.
• Summary: Canola (rapeseed) oil contains less saturated 
fat than any other popular vegetable oil–only 6%, versus 
saffl ower oil 9%, sunfl ower oil 11%, corn oil 13%, olive oil 
14%, soy oil 15%, peanut oil 18%, cottonseed oil 27%, lard 
41%, palm oil 51%, beef tallow 52%, butterfat 66%, and 
coconut oil 92% (Agricultural Handbook No. 8-4, 1979). 
LEAR means low erucic acid rapeseed oil. It has excellent 
stability.
 Less than 20 years ago, there was no canola oil used 
in the Canadian food supply. Now, 59% of the vegetable 
oil consumed in Canada is canola oil. The FDA added 
low erucic acid rapeseed oil (LEAR oil) to the GRAS list 
in January 1985. Approval of amended FDA labelling 
regulations is currently being sought so that the oil can 
be commonly and legally termed canola oil in the U.S., 
as it already is in Canada. “Attempts to use it in food 
were hindered by its high erucic acid and high glucinolate 
contents. Thanks to a plant breeding program, utilizing 
genetic engineering, Canadian scientists have reduced the 
erucic acid content from 26% or more to less than 1% in an 
oilseed. Canola oil has a low level of saturated fatty acids 
and excellent stability.” The fry-life is considered exhausted 
when the fat has a consistent 1-inch foam. Address: Eastern 
editor.

5495. Lovati, M.R.; Manzoni, C.; Canavesi, A.; Sirtori, 
M.; Vaccarino, V.; Marchi, M.; Gaddi, G.; Sirtori, 

C.R. 1987. Soybean protein diet increases low density 
lipoprotein receptor activity in mononuclear cells from 
hypercholesterolemic patients. J. of Clinical Investigation 
80(5):1498-1502. Nov. [37 ref]
• Summary: Two diets containing different protein sources 
(soy vs. animal protein) were fed to 12 individuals with 
severe type II lyperlipoproteinemia, in a 4-week crossover 
design. During the soybean protein diet period, total 
cholesterol was reduced by 15.9% and LDL-cholesterol by 
16.4% The soybean protein diet increased the degradation of 
LDL by mononuclear cells 16-fold vs. the standard low lipid 
diet with animal protein. Address: E. Grossi Paoletti Center, 
Inst. of Pharmacological Sciences, Univ. of Milan, 2019 
Milan, Italy; Clinica Medica Generale II, Univ. of Bologna, 
Italy.

5496. Ogawa, Ikuo; Saio, Kyoko. 1987. [Processing 
properties of domestic Japanese soybeans]. Shokuhin Sogo 
Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the National Food 
Research Institute) No. 51. p. 15-22. Nov. [6 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: Domestic Japanese soybeans were analyzed 
for their suitability for making “packed silken tofu,” crude 
protein solubility and yield of acid-precipitated protein from 
defatted soy fl our and reactability with calcium.
 The protein content was high in Akishirome and 
Fukuyutaka varieties. The fat content was high in 
Tamahomare, Akishirome, and Akiyoshi varieties. And the 
total sugar content was high in Tsukuizairai, Tamahomare 
and Akiyoshi varieties.
 “For packed silken tofu coagulated with glucono delta 
lactone, hard gels were obtained with the Fukuyutaka, 
Okushirome, Akishirome, and Toyosuzu varieties.” Crude 
protein content in soy milk was highly correlated with the 
hardness of the resulting tofu. Address: 1. Nippon Beans Co., 
Ltd. Research Lab., 4-18 Shinmachi-1, Hoya-shi, Tokyo 202, 
Japan; 2. National Food Research Inst.

5497. Plenty Bulletin (Summertown, Tennessee). 1987. 
Belize nutrition education. 3(4):3. Nov.
• Summary: Over the summer Majeedah Rahman, project 
director, trained representatives from every district of the 
country in basic nutrition and techniques for preparing tasty, 
high-protein soyfoods, including tofu and soymilk.

5498. Rudin, Donald O.; Felix, Clara; Schrader, 
Constance. 1987. The Omega-3 phenomenon: The 
nutrition breakthrough of the ‘80s. New York, NY: Rawson 
Associates. xvii + 286 p. Index. 24 cm. [129 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Preface: The inside story–Never 
again. Acknowledgments. Part I: Solving the mystery 
of the missing nutrient–Eat better to feel better. 1. The 
missing nutrient: Introduction, can diet affect your total 
health?, modern food processing problems are recognized 
by experts, omega 3–the missing nutrient, the forty-four 
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patient study, primate needs for fatty acids are proven in 
1970 British laboratory test. 2. Nutritional history repeats 
itself: Beriberi, pellagra. 3. Omega fats for total fi tness: 
Don’t be afraid of fat, body uses for fat, all fats are not the 
same, Omega-3 and omega-6 EFA [essential fatty acids], fats 
under a microscope–saturated and unsaturated fatty acids, 
what is omega-3 EFA?, why omega-3 and omega-6?, why 
fats from cold climates are different, what foods are rich in 
vital omega-3?, linseed oil and omega-3, omega-3 EFA and 
cholesterol, what do essential fatty acids (EFA) do in your 
body?, cholesterol–villain or hero?, omega prostaglandins, 
the EFA-prostaglandin connection, how prostaglandins affect 
your digestive system, prostaglandins and healing, omega-3 
and prostaglandins–a key to improving digestive disorders, 
a review of the role of prostaglandins, prostaglandins and 
your body, essential fatty acids help your brain function, 
the catastrophic disruption of dietary EFA, the trans-fatty 
acids are the bad guys, polyunsaturated fats–introduced 
by popular demand, not all vegetable oils are the answer, 
getting the omega nutrients you need, linseed oil provides 
needed omega-3, developing your own omega-3 program, 
the potent punch of omega-3. 4. Fiber and omega-3 work 
together. 5. The seven factors that affect your health. 6. 
How disease develops. 7. Health benefi ts for the omega-3 
program volunteers. 8. The omega complexion connection. 
9. The omega topical skin-care program. 10. Omega-3 
nutrition for men, women, and children. 11. The omega 
factor in breast-feeding and formula feeding. 12. Omega 
case histories: Mental illnesses respond. 13. Omega case 
histories: Linseed oil, fi sh oil, and the heart. Part II: The 
comprehensive mega-omega supplement program. 14. The 
omega supplemental program for overt illness. Part III: The 
omega diets: Getting it all together. 15. The omega EFA and 
the three traditional food groups. 16. The omega shopping 
guide. 17. The nutritionally complete everyday omega diet. 
18. Lose weight and keep it off: The three-phase omega 
weight-loss program. 19. The gourmet-thin omega diet and 
recipes. 20. The veggie-thin omega diet and recipes. 21. The 
omega antiallergy diet. 22. The omega mother-infant diet. 
23. Longevity and the omega antiaging diet. 24. Beware the 
great American experimental diet. Glossary. Appendixes. A. 
Sources of essential fatty acids. B. For those who want more 
information. C. The modernization disease syndrome as 
substrate pellagra-beriberi.
 Dr. Rudin’s thesis is that many illnesses of modern 
societies are a result of an unrecognized disease cluster 
that he calls the “modernization disease syndrome.” A 
number of factors cause biochemical disturbances in the 
essential fatty acid–prostaglandin system. A major decline 
in human consumption of essential fatty acids (especially 
omega-3 fatty acids), caused in part by chemical refi ning and 
hydrogenation, contributes to this syndrome.
 The author recommends that all people go on the 
“Omega Diet regimen.” The four cold-pressed (unrefi ned, 

unhydrogenated) oils recommended in this diet are linseed, 
walnut, soy, and wheat germ. There are two families of 
essential fatty acids: Omega-3 and Omega-6. The following 
oils contain these percentages of Omega-3 and Omega-6 
fatty acids respectively: Linseed oil (60%, 20%), walnut 
oil (10%, 40%), soybean (8%, 50%), wheat germ (10%, 
40%). The author believes that consumption of trans-fatty 
acids is unhealthy. “These ‘imposter’ fatty acids behave like 
freeloaders, infi ltrating cell membranes and stealing enzymes 
so that real fatty acids can’t do their work. Trans-fatty acids 
actually increase the body’s dietary EFA requirements 
rather than fulfi ll the body’s needs, although they still 
provide calories.” Address: 1. M.D. Independent researcher, 
was director of the Dep. of Molecular Biology, Eastern 
Psychiatric Inst., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania (1956-80); 2. 
Editor and publisher of the Felix Letter, Berkeley, California; 
3. Author, New York City.

5499. Saio, Kyoko; Cho, Rae Kwang; Akiyama, Yoshinobu; 
Iwamoto, Matsuo. 1987. Near-infrared refl ectance 
spectroscopic analysis of protein, oil and moisture in 
Japanese soybeans. Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku 
(Report of the National Food Research Institute) No. 51. p. 
11-14. Nov. [6 ref. Eng; jap]
• Summary: A near-infrared refl ectance spectroscopic 
method (NIRS) is evaluated for the determination of protein, 
oil and moisture contents of Japanese domestic soybeans. 
NIRS has received much attention because of its rapidity 
and convenience in determining the chemical composition of 
seeds. New advances have recently become possible because 
of major advances in computer technology. Address: 1, 4. 
National Food Research Inst., 2-1-2 Kannondai, Yatabe, 
Tsukuba, Ibaraki 305, Japan.

5500. Suzuki, Tadanao; Yasui, Akemi; Koizumi, Hideo; 
Tsutsumi, Chuichi. 1987. [Application of hydrochloric acid 
extraction procedure to determination of metal elements in 
soybean, green soybean and roasted soybean fl our by atomic 
absorption spectrophotometry (Hydrochloric acid extraction 
procedure for determination of inorganic components in food 
and its related materials part 3)]. Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo 
Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the National Food Research 
Institute) No. 51. p. 140-44. Nov. [7 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: Reprinted from Nihon Shokuhin Kogyo Gakkai 
Shi (J. of Food Science and Technology) 34(3):185-89 
(1987). Address: National Food Research Inst., MAFF, 
Kannondai 2-1-2, Yatabe-machi, Tsukuba-gun, Ibaraki-ken 
305, Japan.

5501. Taira, Harue; Suzuki, N.; Tsukamoto, C.; Kainuma, 
Y.; Tanaka, H.; Saito, M. 1987. Kokusan daizu no hinshitsu. 
XV. Nattô-yô kotsubu daizu no kakô-sei to nattô no hinshitsu 
[Quality of soybean seeds grown in Japan. XV. Suitability 
for natto processing of small seeded cultivars and quality of 
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the natto]. Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku (Report 
of the National Food Research Institute) No. 51. p. 48-58. 
Nov. [23 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: Thirty samples of small seeded soybean 
varieties “were tested for their chemical composition, 
suitability for natto processing, and quality of natto 
produced.” Address: 1. National Food Research Inst. 
(Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo), Kannon-dai 2-1-2, Yatabe-
machi, Tsukuba-gun, Ibaraki-ken 305, Japan; 2-3. Taishi 
Shokuhin Kogyo Ltd., Towada, Aomori prefecture, Japan.

5502. Caton, Greg. 1987. Lumen and its future (Interview). 
SoyaScan Notes. Dec. 14. Conducted by William Shurtleff of 
Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Lumen was founded in Feb. 1986 and started 
production in October. Presently the company’s sales are 
about $50,000 a month and production is about 15,000 
lb. The best seller is Cajun Jerky ($30,000/month). The 
company is growing rapidly since he just got three big new 
distributors: Tree of Life, Akin, and Balanced Foods. Lumen 
is doing a joint venture with MJ Exports in Bombay to build 
a Lumen plant in India. MJ will own 51%. Greg worked 
for years with ADM. He also owned Richland Foods in 
Fairland, Iowa, which sold fl avored TVP that was fl avored 
before being extruded. This greatly lowered the quality of 
the fl avors. He found that it is much better to fl avor after 
extrusion. This was a major innovation, giving improved 
fl avor and texture.
 He also reduces stachyose and raffi nose by extracting 
them using a centrifuge from the fl our or the already 
extruded piece. Galactosidase is the only enzyme that 
will hydrolyze both raffi nose and stachyose. Coating 
and fl avoring are his specialties. He makes the jerky for 
Al Jacobson’s Garden of Eatin’. It used to be made by a 
company in Los Angeles. Address: Louisiana.

5503. Gibson, Marianne. 1987. ASA’s Human Nutrition 
Department no longer exists (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. 
Dec. 17. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods 
Center.
• Summary: In about 1984, the American Soybean 
Association had to phase out its Human Nutrition 
Department. Judy Trujillo, who had headed the department 
for years, now runs a building materials business in 
California. Address: American Soybean Assoc. Librarian, St. 
Louis. Missouri.

5504. Toyo Shinpo (Soyfoods News). 1987. Kenko shokuhin 
toshite dô kôken suruka. Murata Kiku kyôju o kakonde [How 
does tempeh contribute as a health food?]. Dec. 21. p. 3. 
[Jap; eng+]
• Summary: This article discusses the 5th Japan tempeh 
conference that was held in Hyogo-ken on December 19, 
1987. The following topics were discussed: 1. Tempeh’s anti-

mutagenic properties (kohenigen-sei). Kyoko Ebata gave a 
lecture on current experiments which focused on tempeh’s 
resistance to the salmonella bacterium; 2. How the Japanese 
people are accepting tempeh and foods made from it. Lecture 
given by Goro Kanasugi and Makio Takato; 3. Hyojo High 
School’s experiments on cooking with tempeh, tempeh 
recipes, and tempeh’s acceptance. Lecture by Kojima.

5505. Mesmer, R.E. 1987. Don’t mix miso with MAOIs 
(Letter). JAMA: J. of the American Medical Association 
258(24):3515. Dec. 25. [1 ref]
• Summary: MAOIs (Monoamine oxidase inhibitors) 
such as Parnate and Nardil are widely used to treat anergic 
depression and some anxiety and phobic disorders. One 
side effect of taking these drugs is hypertension. Patients 
are advised to follow a low-tyramine diet. But miso and 
soy sauce may contain enough tyramine to raise the blood 
pressure of persons taking MAOIs, causing hypertensive 
crises. Address: M.D., Warren (Pennsylvania) State Hospital.

5506. SoyaScan Notes. 1987. Chronology of soybeans, 
soyfoods and natural foods in the United States 1987 
(Continued) (Overview). Dec. 31. Compiled by William 
Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Continued. 1987 New Trends:
 Rapid Rise in the Number of New Products in America. 
During 1987 more than 735 new soyfood products were 
launched worldwide, including at least 380 in the USA. 
Many of the most successful products are all-American and 
fun to eat: Ice creams, meatless burgers, vegetarian hot dogs, 
salad dressings, chocolate bars. This is part of the larger 
trend of the Americanization of soyfoods. Most of the growth 
has been in the traditional low-tech sector, including tofu, 
tempeh, soymilk, miso, soy sauce, soynuts, plus modern 
dairylike products such as soy ice creams, soy yogurts, and 
soy cheeses, all developed by the soyfoods movement. A 
growing percentage of these products are second generation 
products, which could also be called convenience prepared 
products or value added products.
 Growth of Consumer Awareness of Soyfoods in 
America. Ten years ago, perhaps 1% of Americans had heard 
of tofu, soymilk, tempeh, or miso. Today, probably 50% of 
Americans are aware of these foods. In 1987, for example, 
the Soyfoods Assoc. clipping service received a total of 
1,587 clips on soyfoods. That is 132 articles a month, way up 
from 5 years ago.
 Increasingly Positive Image of Soyfoods in the Western 
World. Generally speaking, from about 1945 through the 
1960s, soy had a negative image in foods. The image became 
neutral during the early 1970s. During the late 1970s and 
early 1980s, with the rise of the soyfoods movement and 
the growing sophistication of modern soy protein products 
(isolates, concentrates) soyfoods gradually developed 
a positive image. The Gallup Poll of 1977 was an early 
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indicator of this. By the mid-1980s tofu had become a “hot 
ingredient.” Companies deliberately added it to a product (or 
at least to the label) to help sell the product. Yet the Roper 
poll of late 1986, which found tofu to be America’s most 
hated food, may indicate a tarnishing of this image.
 Growing Interest of Larger Food Companies in 
Soyfoods. One indication of this trend is that Soya 
Newsletter, targeted at these companies and selling for $96/
year, has over 900 paid subscribers.
 Continued Decline of Red Meat. This year consumption 
of poultry in America passed that of beef for the fi rst time 
in history. Beef had been king for 3 decades. Before that, 
pork was king. A pound of chicken has one-fourth as much 
saturated fat as beef and takes much less grain, water, and 
energy to produce.
 INTSOY Becomes a Major Force Worldwide 
Developing and Promoting Soyfoods. Working with 
other international (IITA, AVRDC) and national soybean 
programs, and doing pioneering research on fresh green 
soybeans [edamamé], extrusion cooking, and use of expellers 
for small-scale oil expression etc., INTSOY has become as 
effective in its new role (since 1985) of focusing on soybean 
utilization as it was before that when its major emphasis was 
on variety development and production.
 The Competitive Position of the U.S. Soybean Industry 
is Slipping. Farmers in Brazil and Argentina can now 
produce soybeans at much lower cost than their American 
counterparts. This plus extensive subsidies have led to a 
dramatic drop in U.S. exports of soybeans and products since 
their peak in 1981. A major part of the problem is linked to 
the Latin American debt crisis, which surfaced in the early 
1980s and forced debtor nations to export at all costs. This 
debt crisis (especially by Brazil, Argentina, Mexico, and 
Venezuela) is now being called the most serious problem 
facing U.S. agriculture.
 Soybean Research Increasingly Shifts from Production 
to Utilization. Traditionally research focused on increasing 
production and yields. New efforts are designed to develop 
new markets instead of larger surpluses.
 Big Increase in Breeding Soybeans for Food Uses. This 
is part of a larger trend toward value added products and 
toward fi nding new market niches for American soybeans, 
especially for foods in Japan.
 Revival of Interest in Industrial Uses of Soybeans. 
The main interest is in new ways to use soy oil, of which 
there is a large surplus that depresses soybean prices. 
Promising applications include soy oil for printing inks, 
dust suppressants, and diesel fuels. The largest interest 
in industrial uses occurred during 1932-42, when the 
Chemurgic movement and Henry Ford sought to fi nd 
industrial uses for all farm crops. Hence, there is a rebirth of 
interest in Henry Ford’s work with soy.
 Major Growth of Interest in Soybeans and Soyfoods 
in Africa. Excellent work by IITA in Nigeria and various 

national soybean programs (as in Egypt, Zimbabwe, and 
Zambia) have allowed this relatively new crop to reach 
the takeoff stage. Decreasing per capita food supplies and 
growing understanding of the nutritional benefi ts of soyfoods 
are sparking new interest.
 Continued Rise of Soybean Production in Europe. The 
largest producer, Italy, which produced almost no soybeans 
as recently as 1983, harvested a record 1.3 million tons in 
1987. France is the second largest soybean producer. All 
production is heavily subsidized.
 Omega-3 Fatty Acids Hit the Headlines. Soy oil is a rich 
vegetable source of these fatty acids which are thought to 
have a benefi cial effect on the cardiovascular system.
 Nutritional Spotlight Increasingly Shifted onto Fats, 
Away from Proteins. During the past few years fats (and 
especially cholesterol and saturated fats) have come to 
be seen as the leading problem nutrient, the bad guy, in 
the American diet. There is a new respect for complex 
carbohydrates (especially whole grains), which used to be 
called “starches” and were considered fattening.
 New, More Complex View of Oils and Fats Becomes 
Popular. High cholesterol levels are considered more 
dangerous than ever, but equally important are the various 
cholesterol-carrying proteins in the blood. Two kinds (low 
and very low density lipoproteins) promote cholesterol 
deposits in the blood, while high density lipoproteins (HDLs) 
cleanse the blood vessels of fatty deposits. Moreover, 
saturated fats are considered at least as much of a problem as 
cholesterol.
 So-Called Antinutritional Factors in Soybeans are 
Increasingly Seen as Having Benefi ts as Well. Trypsin has 
been shown to help prevent cancer. Saponins help reduce 
serum cholesterol. Isofl avones have antioxidant activity that 
may suppress breast cancer. This indicates that we may need 
a new term to categorize these substances that offer both 
benefi ts and disadvantages.
 The Link Between Diet and Health Continues to Grow 
Stronger, among both scientists and the general public.
 Interest in Exercise and Health Still Strong. Several 
years ago some experts saw this trend waning, but it now 
seems to be rebounding. For example, there were 21,244 
fi nishers in the New York Marathon (including 3,689 
women). Compare this with 12,512 fi nishers (1,621 women) 
in 1980 and 55 fi nishers (no women) in 1970.
 Books on Tofu. Since 1974, at least 60 books on tofu 
(having the term “tofu” in the title) have been published in 
North America and Europe. Peak publication years were 
1981 and 1982. By language, 46 of the books were in 
English, 7 in French, 4 in German, and 1 each in Italian, 
Portuguese, and Swedish.
 Inactivity of the Soyfoods Association of America 
now becoming a major constraint on growth of soyfoods 
in the USA, at a time when interest is at an all-time high. 
Leadership is needed.
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 Rise of Canola (Rapeseed) Oil. It looks as if soy oil may 
have another serious competitor (in addition to palm oil) in 
future years. Canola contains less saturated fat than any other 
popular vegetable oil. Only 6%, versus 9% for saffl ower 
oil and 15% for soy oil. Lard has 41%, palm oil 51%, and 
butterfat 66%.

5507. Annunziato, M.E.; Mahoney, R.R. 1987. Partial 
purifi cation and characterization of alpha-galactosidase from 
Aspergillus oryzae. J. of Food Biochemistry 11(4):263-77. 
Dec. [26 ref]
• Summary: A crude extract of alpha-galactosidase was 
obtained by fermenting Aspergillus oryzae on wheat bran. It 
was purifi ed 35 times by ethanol precipitation, gel fi ltration, 
and ion-exchange chromatography. The fi nal preparation was 
free of protease activity but contained invertase activity. The 
pH and temperature optima were 4.0 and 60ºC respectively. 
Using this enzyme, more than 80% of the oligosaccharides in 
soymilk were hydrolyzed after 3 hours at 50ºC using 0.113 
PNPG (p-nitrophenyl alpha-D-galactopyranoside) units 
per milliliter of soymilk. Address: Dep. of Food Science 
& Nutrition, Massachusetts Agric. Exp. Station, Univ. of 
Massachusetts, Amherst, MA 01003.

5508. Arai, Soichi; Kimura, Hiroko. 1987. Comparative 
nutritional value for amino acids, oligopeptides and 
soybean protein. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 
64(12):1692-96. Dec. [25 ref]
• Summary: “In recent years our view on the absorption of 
protein digestion products has undergone a radical change. 
We now believe that intralumen hydrolysis of intake 
proteins to free amino acids is only partial. It has thus been 
hypothesized that partial protein hydrolysates or oligopeptide 
mixtures are nutritionally superior to corresponding amino 
acid mixtures.
 It is now believed that dipeptides and tripeptides formed 
by intralumen hydrolysis of intake proteins are mostly 
absorbed prior to further hydrolysis to free amino acids 
(Adibi 1971, 1973; Matthews 1976, 1977). Presumably, 
therefore, supplementation of low-quality proteins is more 
effective when essential amino acids are used as peptides 
rather than as free amino acids.
 These experiments show that the recovery of protein-
malnourished rats was signifi cantly more effective when 
they consumed enzymatically modifi ed proteins containing 
a peptide-bound methionine at the 3% level. Address: 1. 
Dep. of Agricultural Chemistry, Univ. of Tokyo, Bunkyo-ku, 
Tokyo 113, Japan; 2. Kagawa Nutrition College, Toshima-ku, 
Tokyo 171, Japan.

5509. Bodwell, C.E.; Miles, C.W.; Morris, E.R.; et al. 1987. 
Long-term consumption of beef extended with soy protein by 
men, women, and children. II. Effects on iron status. Plant 
Foods for Human Nutrition 37(4):361-76. Dec. [20 ref]

• Summary: Fortifi cation of the soy products with iron 
did not improve the iron status of the subjects. The author 
concluded that consumption of beef extended with soy 
protein at the levels tested would not appear to impose a risk 
in military men and women or in school lunch participants. 
Address: 1-3. USDA, ARS, Energy and Protein Nutrition 
Lab. and Vitamin and Mineral Nutrition Lab., Beltsville 
Human Nutrition Research Center, Beltsville, Maryland 
20705.

5510. Food Protection Report. 1987. Refrigeration is a 
problem with water-packed tofu. Dec. p. 5. [3 ref]
• Summary: USDA researchers have identifi ed four 
pathogens, including salmonella, that will grow in water-
packed tofu unless it is refrigerated at 41ºF (5ºC) or below. 
An aseptically packaged type of tofu is available [Mori-Nu]. 
For technical information contact Dr. H.L. Wang at USDA or 
Morinaga Nutritional Foods in Los Angeles.

5511. Higdon, Hal. 1987. In with the good [HDL 
cholesterol]. Runner’s World. Dec. p. 50-54.
• Summary: William P. Castelli is director of the renowned 
Framingham Heart Study, begun in 1949 and funded by 
the National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute. This institute 
is now aggressively promoting cholesterol testing via an 
inexpensive fi nger stick test. There are two numbers that 
every person should know and control. Your total cholesterol 
level should be below 150 and your ratio of total cholesterol 
to HDL (high density lipoproteins, the “good” cholesterol) 
should be below 4.5. Castelli believes that the ratio of total 
cholesterol to HDL is a better predictor of coronary risk than 
total cholesterol. In adult men the HDLs should be above 
45, and in women above 55. This normally higher level of 
HDL found in women may be the most important factor in 
protecting them from heart disease.
 Heart attacks strike 1.5 million Americans each year 
and 500,000 die annually of coronary heart disease. Half 
of the heart attacks in America occur to people who have 
cholesterol levels under 245. Not one Framingham subject 
with a cholesterol count below 150 has ever suffered a heart 
attack. Four intervention techniques can control cholesterol: 
exercise, weight control, diet, and (in extreme cases) drug 
therapy.

5512. Hill, D. 1987. Australian College of Paediatrics 
policy statement on soy protein formula (letter). Australian 
Paediatric Journal 23(6):367-68. Dec. [4 ref]
• Summary: Contrary to the general impression conveyed 
by the Policy Statement, there is good evidence that casein 
hydrolysate preparations are also antigenic and allergenic. 
“Indeed data quoted from this laboratory by the Committee 
showed that 20% of the children with cow’s milk allergy 
who were tried on casein hydrolysate preparations were 
intolerant to them, compared with nearly 50% of the children 
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tried on soy formula with cow’s milk allergy who became 
intolerant of the soy products.” Address: Head, Allergy-
Clinical Immunology Unit, Royal Children’s Hospital, 
Parkville, Victoria 3052, Australia.

5513. Hunter, J. Edward. 1987. MIT Conference: Fish oil 
and other omega-3 sources. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ 
Society 64(12):1592, 1594, 1596. Dec.
• Summary: This is a report on the MIT conference titled 
“Health Effects of Omega-3 Fatty Acids: Fish oil and other 
sources.” Additional food sources include certain vegetable 
oils such as soybean and canola, and leafy vegetables such 
as spinach, purslane, and lettuce. Address: Procter & Gamble 
Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.

5514. Hwang, Gwo-Rong; Chou, Cheng-Chun. 1987. 
[Physical and chemical changes during the aging of Tou-pan-
chiang mash]. Chung-Kuo Nung Yeh Hua Hsueh Hui Chih 
(J. of the Chinese Agricultural Chemical Society, Taiwan) 
25(4):469-475. Dec. [15 ref. Chi; eng]
• Summary: Physical and chemical changes occurring in 
this traditional Taiwanese variety of miso were investigated 
during the 98-day aging period. During maturation, the color 
darkened from greenish-brown to dark reddish brown. The 
content of soluble solids, amino nitrogen, and ammonia 
nitrogen gradually increased. The alcohol content reached a 
maximum of 0.45% after 70 days. There were large increases 
in the acetic acid (from 154.1 to 473.3 mg/gm of dry mash) 
and glutamic acid (from 0.50 to 2.35) content. Address: 
Graduate Inst. of Food Science and Technology, National 
Taiwan Univ., Taipei, Taiwan.

5515. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society. 1987. 
Tropical fats labeling: Malaysians counterattack ASA drive. 
64(12):1596, 1598. Dec.
• Summary: “Malaysia’s palm oil industry, stung by an 
American Soybean Association (ASA) drive to require 
foods with palm, palm kernel or coconut oil that are sold in 
the U.S. to be labeled differently than foods with other fats, 
held one-day seminars in six U.S. cities during October to 
counterattack. Malaysians agreed that palm oil has about 
50% saturated fat, but cited research in Europe and North 
America that palm oil may have an antithrombotic effect 
greater than that of less saturated oils and contended that 
palm oil’s high carotenoid and tocopherol content may 
convey some protection against cancer...
 “In their counterattack on soy oil, palm oil spokesmen 
noted that the British government has said trans content 
of oils should be considered part of the saturated content 
of an oil on food labels identifying saturated-unsaturated 
levels, and that there has been evidence linking more rapid 
development of cancer with polyunsaturated fats in the diet.”

5516. Kagawa, Hiroyuki; Yamauchi, F.; Hirano, H. 1987. 

Soybean basic 7S globulin represents a protein widely 
distributed in legume species. FEBS Letters 226(1):145-49. 
Dec. [21 ref]
• Summary: “The LII subunit of the soybean... basic 7 S 
globulin seed storage protein was purifi ed, and its amino 
acid sequence was determined. This subunit contains a 
relatively high proportion of sulphur-containing amino 
acids and an extremely low content of glutamic acid. The 
amino acid sequence was found to be homologous to that of 
conglutin gamma from lupin seeds. Other legume species 
examined have a protein which cross-reacts with antibody 
raised against the LII subunit. This suggests that the basic 7 
S globulin-like protein is widely distributed in the seeds of 
legume species.” Address: 1. National Inst. of Agrobiological 
Resources, Yatabe, Tsukuba, Ibaraki 305 Japan.

5517. Lykken, G.I.; Hunt, J.R.; Nielsen, E.J.; Dintzis, F.R. 
1987. Availability of soybean hull iron fed to humans in a 
mixed, western meal. J. of Food Science 52(6):1545-48. 
Nov/Dec. [20 ref]
• Summary: Soybean hulls, ground to a fi ne powder, can be 
a useful source of iron for partial enrichment of bread and 
cereal products. Iron from hulls was as biologically available 
as available as ferrous sulfate. Address: 1-3. USDA-ARS 
Grand Forks Human Research Center, Grand Forks, North 
Dakota 58202.

5518. Miskovsky, Anna; Stone, Martha B. 1987. Effects of 
processing on curd yield and nutrient composition of rapid 
hydration hydrothermal cooking and traditionally processed 
soymilk and soybean curd. J. of Food Science 52(6):1542-
44. Nov/Dec. [20 ref]
• Summary: Soymilk processed by a modifi ed “rapid 
hydration hydrothermal cooking” (RHHTC) method 
(developed by J.J. Hung, 1984) had higher thiamin and 
protein concentration than traditionally extracted soymilk. 
Traditional tofu had higher protein and fat and lower 
carbohydrate and ash concentration than RHHTC curd. 
Variation in amino acid composition occurred in soymilk and 
tofu varieties. RHHTC tofu had lower yields than traditional 
tofu. Address: 1. Henningsen Foods Inc., Omaha, Nebraska 
68144; 2. Dep. of Foods & Nutrition, Kansas State Univ., 
Manhattan, Kansas 66506.

5519. Miskovsky, Anna; Stone, Martha B. 1987. Effects of 
chemical preservatives on storage and nutrient composition 
of soybean curd. J. of Food Science 52(6):1535-37. Nov/
Dec. [11 ref]
• Summary: Tofu was immersed in acetic acid and potassium 
sorbate + acetic acid solutions, which served as chemical 
preservatives, but had little effect on its nutritional quality 
during storage at 4-7ºC for 21 days. The vitamins thiamin 
and ribofl avin decreased during storage, as they leached 
into the solution. After 14 days, tofu protein decreased and 
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carbohydrate increased. Decreases in proline and arginine 
occurred after 14 days storage but no losses were found in 
tofu’s other amino acids. Address: 1. Henningsen Foods 
Inc., Omaha, Nebraska 68144; 2. Dep. of Foods & Nutrition, 
Kansas State Univ., Manhattan, Kansas 66506.

5520. Montague-Brown, Karla. 1987. Premature thelarche in 
Puerto Rico (Letter to the editor). American J. of Diseases of 
Children 141(12):1250-51. Dec. [1 ref]
• Summary: The writer comments on the positive statistical 
associations found (in this December 1986 article) “between 
premature thelarche and the consumption of various meat 
products and soy-based formula, and a maternal history 
of ovarian cysts.” Address: Dep. of Community and 
Occupational Health, Meharry Medical College, 1005 D.B. 
Todd Blvd., Nashville, Tennessee 37208.

5521. Morris, E.R.; Bodwell, C.E.; Miles, C.W.; et al. 1987. 
Long-term consumption of beef extended with soy protein by 
children, women and men. III. Iron absorption by adult men. 
Plant Foods for Human Nutrition 37(4):377-89. Dec. [28 ref]
• Summary: Consumption of soy-extended beef should have 
no detrimental effect on the iron status of adult men when 
consumed in a mixed diet at the levels used in the study. 
Address: 1-3. USDA, ARS, Energy and Protein Nutrition 
Lab. and Vitamin and Mineral Nutrition Lab., Beltsville 
Human Nutrition Research Center, Beltsville, Maryland 
20705.

5522. Ralston Purina Company. 1987. Annual report to 
shareholders. St. Louis, Missouri. 32 p. 28 cm.
• Summary: Ralston Purina Company, founded in 1894, is 
the world’s largest producer of dry dog and soft-moist cat 
foods. The company is the largest wholesale baker of fresh 
bakery products in the U.S. Sales for the year ended Sept. 
30, 1987, totaled $5,868,000,000 compared to 1986 sales of 
$5,514,600,000. Net earnings for the year were $523,100,000 
compared to 1986 earnings of $388,700,000. The sale of 
Purina Mills, Inc. in October 1986 resulting in an after-tax 
gain of $209.3 million. At Continental Baking Company, 
both bread and snack cake volume improved in fi scal 1987. 
Protein Technologies International achieved record volume 
sales in the U.S. and in most of its foreign markets.
 Page 8: Paul H. Hatfi eld, Corporate Vice President 
[Ralston Purina] and President, Protein Technologies 
International (PTI), reports that PTI achieved record sales 
and earnings in fi scal 1987 on solid volume gains in both 
U.S. and most foreign markets. Protein Technologies 
continued its emphasis on the testing and development of 
new isolated soy protein product applications during the year, 
focusing primarily on new products for key food industry 
segments. The new Market Development Unit located in 
Memphis was fully utilized during the year. Capitalizing 
on the increased interest in reduced-calorie and high fi ber 

products, Fibrim’s use in bakery goods and packaged foods 
is expanding. One successful example of Fibrim’s use is by 
Ralston’s Continental Baking Company in its new Wonder 
Light reduced-calorie bread.
 Divisions of the company include: Grocery Products, 
Branded Foods, Continental Baking Company, Eveready 
Battery Company, and Protein Technologies International. 
PTI is further divided into Dietary Protein Food Ingredients 
(PP-Series Isolated Soy Proteins, Dari-Pro Milk Replacers), 
Dietary Fiber Food Ingredients (Fibrim Soy Fiber), Dairy 
Food Systems Products (Specialty Animal Ingredients), 
Paper and Paperboard Coating Ingredients (Pro-Cote and Sp-
Series Soy Polymers).
 In October 1986, the company sold its domestic 
agricultural products business (Purina Mills). In Jan. 1985, 
the company sold its low-margin soybean processing 
operations. In October 1984, the company acquired 
Continental Baking Company for $475.0 million in cash.
 Page 15: Sales of soy protein products 1985 were $126.4 
million, in 1986 were $139.8 million, and in 1987 were 
$157.1 million. Sales of soybean meal and oil in in 1985 
were $101.1 million, and in 1986 were only $2.4 million.
 Incorporation occurred on January 8, 1894 in Missouri. 
The current number of shareholders is 33,458, the number of 
employees in the U.S. is 37,366, and the number outside the 
U.S. is 20,932. Address: St. Louis, Missouri.

5523. Sessa, D.J.; Ghantous, P.E. 1987. Chemical 
inactivation of soybean trypsin inhibitors. J. of the American 
Oil Chemists’ Society 64(12):1682-87. Dec. [29 ref]
• Summary: Metabisulfi te plus glutaraldehyde inactivated 
Kunitz trypsin inhibitor (TI) better than either one alone, 
while bisulfi te alone best inactivated TI in soy meal extract. 
Address: Northern Regional Research Center, ARS/USDA, 
Peoria, Illinois.

5524. SoyaScan Notes. 1987. New Trend: Growing 
legitimate concern over contaminated cow’s milk and 
chicken. Salmonella and Listeria bacteria have caused food 
poisoning and many deaths (Overview). Dec. Compiled by 
William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: A database search conducted by Richard 
Rose on the contamination of milk and milk products 
reveals how widespread this problem is, and suggests how 
it could potentially have a major effect on the storage of 
fresh and pasteurized tofu. The following abbreviated 
bibliographies, fi rst for Salmonella then for Listeria, lists title 
or title paraphrase, serial name, date, and pages for major 
publications
 Salmonellosis caused by Salmonella bacteria. Science. 
1984. Aug. 24. p. 833.
 Animal to man transmission of antimicrobial-resistant 
Salmonella: investigations of U.S. outbreaks, 1971-1983. 
Time. 1984. Sept. 24. p. 77.
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 Linking drugs to the dinner table. Farm animals fed 
antibiotics may effect human meat consumers. Supermarket 
News. 1985. April 22. p. 12.
 First death is tied directly to milk case (Salmonella 
in Jewel Food Stores dairy operation). American Medical 
News. 1985. June 7.
 Families fi le suit over Salmonella outbreak; class action 
suit against Jewel Food Stores (Hillfarm Dairy) milk a 
possibility. Food Processing. 1985. June. p. 22.
 The salmonella puzzle; largest food processing episode 
in U.S. history attributed to milk. Includes related articles 
on the salmonella bacterium and a proposed solution to 
contamination. FDA Consumer. 1986. Feb. p. 18.
 Of microbes and milk; Probing America’s worst 
salmonella outbreak. Science. 1986. Nov. 21. p. 964.
 Drug resistant Salmonella in the United States: an 
epidemiologic perspective. U.S. News & World Report. 
1987. March 9. p. 60.
 Serving up Salmonella for dinner (increase of food 
poisoning). Wall Street Journal. 1987. July 20. p. 23 (West).
 Chicken growers face leaner earnings as salmonella 
publicity takes its toll. Wall Street Journal. 1987. Sept. 17. p. 
33 (West).
 Stubborn bug: bid to rid chicken of salmonella proves 
daunting. FDA Consumer. 1987. Nov. p. 2.
 Raw milk banned (for transmitting disease-causing 
bacteria such as Salmonella).
 Listeriosis caused by the Listeria monocytogenes 
bacterium. Newsweek. 1985. June 24. p. 37.
 California: a case of deadly cheese. Listeria 
contamination. Food Processing. 1985. Aug. p. 2. Food 
poisoning outbreak kills over 40 persons from listeriosis; 
listeria cases spotlight new hazards in dairy, deli and other 
refrigerated foods.

5525. Soybean Digest. 1987. Consumers say “No.” Dec. p. 
51.
• Summary: Consumers are telling food manufacturers they 
want to avoid foods that include highly saturated fats like 
palm and coconut oils. And food manufacturers are heeding 
the message. Several manufacturers, including Frito-Lay, 
Smuckers, Sunshine Bakers, and Pepperidge Farms bread 
products, have replaced tropical fats with lower saturated fat 
oils like soybean, corn, sunfl ower, cottonseed, and peanut 
oils.

5526. Suparmo, -; Markakis, P. 1987. Tempeh prepared from 
germinated soybeans. J. of Food Science 52(6):1736-37. 
Nov/Dec. [11 ref]
• Summary: The contents of oligosaccharides (sucrose, 
raffi nose, and stachyose) and of phytate in soybeans were 
reduced by 12-24 hours of germination. Fermentation of 
these soy sprouts to make tempeh caused a further decrease 
in oligosaccharide, phytate, and fat content, and an increase 

of the proportion of protein in tempeh solids. Soybean lectins 
were not affected by germination but were inactivated during 
preparation of tempeh. The adjusted PER for regular tempeh 
was 2.19 vs. 2.26 for tempeh made from soy sprouts.
 Table 2 shows the oligosaccharide and phytic acid 
contents of dormant [whole dry] and germinated soybeans, 
and tempeh made from them. The raffi nose content of 
dormant/dry soybeans (percentage of dry weight) was 0.2; 
it decreased to 0.1 in soybeans germinated for 24 hours, 
and in tempeh made from regular or germinated soybeans. 
The stachyose content of dormant/dry soybeans was 3.8; 
it decreased to 3.3 in soybeans germinated for 24 hours, 
to 1.8 in soy tempeh, and to 0.5 in tempeh made from 
soybeans germinated for 24 hours. The phytic acid content 
of dormant/dry soybeans was 1.3; it decreased to 1.2 in 
soybeans germinated for 24 hours, to 0.8 in soy tempeh, 
and to 0.6 in tempeh made from soybeans germinated for 24 
hours. Address: Dep. of Food Science & Human Nutrition, 
Michigan State Univ., E. Lansing, MI 48824-1224.

5527. Ebine, H. 1987. [Enforcement of regulations 
concerning and problems with the nutritional labeling 
of miso]. Miso no Kagaku to Gijutsu (Miso Science and 
Technology) 35(7):237-49. [Jap]*
Address: National Miso Research Inst., Tokyo, Japan.

5528. Iijima, M.; Okubo, K.; Yamauchi, F.; Hirono, H.; 
Yoshikoshi, M. 1987. Effect of glycosides like saponin on 
vegetable food processing. II. Undesirable taste of glycosides 
like saponin. In: International Symposium on New 
Technology of Vegetable Protein, Oils and Starch Processing. 
Vol. 1. See p. 109-23. Held 16-20 Nov. 1987 at Beijing, 
China. *
Address: Japan.

5529. Inagawa, Junichi; Kiyosawa, I.; Nagasawa, T. 1987. 
[Effects of phytic acid on the digestion of casein and soybean 
protein with trypsin, pancreatin, or pepsin]. Nippon Eiyo 
Shokuryo Gakkaishi (J. of the Japanese Society of Nutrition 
and Food Science) 40(5):367-73. [Jap]*
Address: Faculty Agriculture, Tamagawa Univ., Machinda, 
Japan 194.

5530. Ito, H.; Sakai, H.; Matsumoto, S.; Ebine, H. 1987. 
[Chemical composition of the water-insoluble residue 
of miso]. Miso no Kagaku to Gijutsu (Miso Science and 
Technology) 35(3):122-27. [23 ref. Jap]*
• Summary: The composition of lipids and fatty acids was 
measured. Address: Japan.

5531. Luczycki, Dorothy. 1987. Study on the acceptability 
of tofu among college students. MSc thesis, Southern Illinois 
University at Carbondale, Carbondale, Illinois. 57 p. [67 
ref]*
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Address: Trinity Medical Center, Carrollton, Texas 75006.

5532. Product Name:  Unsalted Fiber Nuts.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Medical Nutrition, Inc. (Marketer). 
Made in Michigan by INARI, Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Englewood, NJ 07631.
Date of Introduction:  1987.
Ingredients:  Soybeans, soy/palm oil.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  ½ oz (14 gm) foil packet.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
Nutrition:  Per ½ oz. Calories 63, protein 6 gm, 
carbohydrates 3 gm, fat 3 gm, sodium less than 1 mg, dietary 
fi ber 1 gm.
New Product–Documentation:  Label (foil packet). 1987, 
undated. Orange on silver. “Nutrition over weight. High 
fi ber. No cholesterol. No sodium. Half the calories, half the 
fat and twice the protein of peanuts.” Private labeled by 
INARI for Medical Nutrition. They are oil roasted but seem 
very nice and dry.

5533. Nekhvedovich, N.V.; Zalashko, L.S. 1987. [Soybean 
whey as a medium for producing microbial protein and 
vitamins]. Molochn. Prom-st. No. 9. 22 p. [Rus]*
Address: Beloruss. Nauchno-Issled. Inst. Myasn. Molochn. 
Prom., USSR.

5534. Nutrition Society of Nigeria. 1987. Proceedings of 
the workshop on “Soyabean in the Nigeria diet,” 30-31 July 
1987. *

5535. Product Name:  [Nuxo Soymilk (Honey & Malt, 
Cocoa, Unsweetened for Diabetics, Lightly Sweetened with 
Raw Cane Sugar)].
Foreign Name:  Nuxo SojaDrink (Honig und Malz, Kakao, 
ungesuesst fuer Diabetiker, leicht gesuesst mit rohem 
Rohrzucker).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Nuxo-Werke Rothfritz + Co. KG. 
(Marketer). Made in Belgium by Alpro.
Manufacturer’s Address:  D-2000 Hamburg 54, West 
Germany.
Date of Introduction:  1987.
Ingredients:  Honey & malt: Water, dehulled soybeans, 
honey, chicory syrup, malt, kombu (sea vegetable), sea salt, 
natural vanilla extract.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  500 ml Tetra Brik Aseptic 
cartons. Retails for DM 1.70 (1/90).
How Stored:  Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition:  Per 100 ml.: Protein 3.4-3.8 gm, fat 1.9-2.3 gm 
(60% polyunsaturated, 14% saturated), usable carbohydrates 
3.2-3.8 gm, calories 47, 50 mg sodium, 60 mg potassium, 15 
mg calcium, 17 mg magnesium, 40 mg phosphorus, 0.4 mg 
iron.
New Product–Documentation:  Color photos. Orange or 
blue, red, and green on white. Leafl et. 1988. Color. Nuxo 

SojaDrink.
 Leafl et. 1989? Vitaquell Nuxo SojaDrink and 
SojaCrème. Green, red, and dark blue on white. In German.
 Label sent by Anthony Marrese. 1990. Jan. Honey & 
Malt. 3.75 by 3.5 by 2.5 inches. Tetra Brik carton. Red and 
blue on green and white. “A protein source made purely from 
plants. Low in sodium. Free of cholesterol. Shake before 
using.” Back panel states: “Nuxo SojaDrink is cholesterol 
free. Free of animal protein. Free of milk sugar (lactose). 
Low in purines.” Neuform certifi cation symbol.
 Talk with Thomas Karas of Soyastern. 1990. March 14. 
Alpro makes this soymilk.
 Letter from Bernd Drosihn. 1990. May 10. This 
company just markets tofu and soymilk products, they do not 
make any.

5536. Park, Kun-Young; Kweon, M.H. 1987. [Effect of 
L-ascorbic acid on the degradation of afl atoxin B1]. J. of 
the Korean Society of Food and Nutrition 16(1):1-8. [26 ref. 
Kor; eng]
• Summary: “Large amount of afl atoxin B1 (AFB1) is 
disappeared in the presence of L-ascorbic acid (AA) in buffer 
solution at pH values from 1 to 7 during 5 days of incubation 
at 37 C. AFB1 was quite stable at pH’s between 5 and 7 
when AA was absent (control), however, about 50 to 60% of 
AFB1 was degraded in its presence after 5 days.” Address: 
Dep. of Food Science and Nutrition, Pusan National Univ., 
Pusan, Korea.

5537. Roebuck, B.D.; Kaplita, P.V.; Edwards, B.R.; et 
al. 1987. Effects of dietary fats and soybean protein on 
azaserine-induced pancreatic carcinogenesis and plasma 
cholecystokinin in the rat. Cancer Research 47:1333. *
• Summary: Soy, which provides the precursor for equol 
biosynthesis, has been shown to promote pancreatic cancer 
in experimental animals. Address: Dep. of Parmacology 
and Toxicology, Dartmouth Medical School, Hanover, New 
Hampshire, 03756.

5538. Shono, Y. 1987. Study on preserving the quality of 
green soybeans. J. of the Japanese Society for Horticultural 
Science 38:1057-62. *

5539. Takao, S.; Nakashima, H.S.; Tokumoto, M.; Saitoh, 
M.; Watanabe, M. Assignors to Terumo Corp. 1987. Treated 
soybean with reduced phosphorus and potassium levels, 
process for preparing the same, and processed soybean foods 
obtained therewith. European Patent Application 0,234,998 
A1. Corresponds to Japanese Patent 86-13681. [Eng]*
• Summary: Soybean products with reduced levels of 
phosphorus and potassium. Suitable for use in the treatment 
of renal disease are described. They include soymilk, puffed 
foods, tofu and cake mix. The phosphorus and potassium 
components of the soybeans are reduced by soaking the 
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beans in a solution at pH 3.0-6.5, and then washing them at 
pH 5.0-9.0. Address: Terumo, Tokyo 151, Japan.

5540. Tanahashi, K.; Takano, K.; Matsumoto, S.; Kamoi, 
K.; Obara, T. 1987. [Trypsin inhibitor activity of soybean 
products]. Nogaku Shuho (General Report on Agricultural 
Science) 32:206-11. [Jap]*

5541. Uzawa, H.; Kitamura, Keisuke; Kaizuma, Norihiko. 
1987. [Studies on the sugar content of green vegetable 
soybeans–Characterization and inheritance of high sugar 
content in dadacha-mame]. Ikushugaku Zasshi (Japanese J. 
of Breeding) 37(Bessatsu 1):326-27. [Jap]*
Address: Iwate University, Morioka, Japan.

5542. Ali Sheikh, I.; Aslam, M.; Arshad, M.; Fehmida Jalil, 
-. 1987. Preparation of a post diarrhoeal food for infants and 
its biological and clinical evaluation. Pakistan J. of Scientifi c 
and Industrial Research 30(6):457-60. June. [11 ref. Eng]*
• Summary: A post-diarrheal food formulation based on 
a blend of rice, soymilk and moong pulse and fortifi ed 
with essential vitamins and potassium salt was prepared. 
Chemical and biological evaluation showed that it is of high 
nutritive value. It is a good source of proteins (19.5%). Net 
Protein Utilization, Protein Effi ciency Ratio, net dietary 
protein calorie % and digestibility were 57, 2.4, 11.6 and 
92% respectively. Clinical evaluation showed that it is a 
satisfactory product for feeding babies during and after 
diarrhea. All babies fed on the formulation showed great 
improvement and recovered from diarrhea within a few days. 
Address: PCSIR Lab., Lahore-16, Pakistan.

5543. Anderson, J.J.B.; Thomsen, K.; Christiansen, C. 1987. 
High protein meals, insular hormones and urinary calcium 
excretion in human subjects. In: Claus Christiansen, J.S. 
Johansen, and B.J. Riis, eds. 1987. Osteoporosis 1987: 
International Symposium on Osteoporosis. Copenhagen, 
Denmark: Osteopress. 2 vols. Illust. Index. See Vol. 1, p. 
240-45. Based on Sept. 27 to Oct. 2, 1987 International 
Symposium on Osteoporosis (Denmark). [13 ref]
• Summary: This article is about protein-induced 
hypercalciuria–excess calcium in the urine. Address: 1. 
Dep. of Nutrition, School of Public Health, Univ. of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill, USA.

5544. Ballentine, Rudolph. 1987. Transition to 
vegetarianism: An evolutionary step. Honesdale, 
Pennsylvania: Himalayan International Institute of Yoga 
Science nd Philosophy of the U.S.A. 314 p. Illust. Index. 23 
cm. [601* footnotes]
• Summary: Contents: Foreword by Dr. Patrick C. Pietroni. 
Preface. Acknowledgments. Why vegetarian... and how: 
The vegetarian diet and health, beyond health–strength, 
endurance, and clarity of consciousness, the transition 

plan, getting started. Phase 1: Red meat. Phase 2: Poultry. 
Phase 3: Fish. Now that you’re a vegetarian: Milk and eggs: 
Cleansing and dietary fi ber, milk products–pros and cons, 
choosing a cooking medium–butter versus oil (discusses 
polyunsaturated oils and free radicals), translating principles 
into practice. The vegetarian diet in perspective: An 
overview. Notes. About the author (autobiographical, with a 
photo).
 This is a carefully researched, well-conceived and 
well-written book with many footnotes and additional 
commentarial notes. It advocates phasing out red meat, 
then poultry, then fi sh to arrive at a lacto-vegetarian diet. 
Vegetarians should watch out for defi ciencies of zinc, iron, 
and/or vitamin D.
 On pages 96-97 the author discusses “The role of 
soy–and of ‘ordinary beans.” The amino acid content of 
soybeans is closer to ideal than that of most beans and peas 
because “they are less defi cient in their limiting amino acids 
(methionine and cystine) than other legumes. This means 
that soy protein can stand alone as a source of protein in 
the diet better than can the proteins of other legumes, such 
as lentils, mung beans, or garbanzos... For this reason, soy 
products might be thought of as similar to milk. Both of them 
can function in the same way we saw milk helping wheat, 
to provide partial complementation, boosting the quality 
of protein in the grain, but benefi ting little themselves. Or 
they can function in a different way by simply adding extra 
protein.”
 “Hence, a little cheese or tofu, for example, can be 
added to any meal whenever it is convenient, available, and 
needed to bolster overall protein intake. Soy products such 
as tofu are, therefore, excellent ‘protein boosters,’ and are 
preferably used that way rather than being used to replace 
other legumes that should be regularly served along with 
grains as a sort of inviolable marriage.”
 Soybeans and soyfoods should not be allowed to replace 
other legumes since they are relatively high in fat. As shown 
in the table on page 105, they derive about 41-55% of their 
calories from fat.
 Page 184 notes: “The origin of the term ‘vegetarian’ can 
be traced to the Latin vegetare, which means ‘to enliven.’ 
This is related to vegere and vigere, which means ‘to arouse’ 
and ‘to fl ourish.’ From the latter also come ‘vigorous’ and 
‘vigil,’ which connotes wakeful or alert. The most ancient 
root word is wag, to be lively or strong. The basis of the 
term ‘vegetarian,’ then, is a sense of liveliness, vigor, and 
alertness, rather than merely an indication of a diet of 
vegetables.” Address: Himalayan Insternational Inst., R.R. 1, 
Box 400, Honesdale, Pennsylvania 18431. Phone: 717-253-
5551.

5545. Burton, M.L.A.; Mutize, D. 1987. Oil extraction from 
soyabeans. In: Desiree L. Cole, ed. 1987. Proceedings of 
the Workshop for the Southern Africa Region on Basics 
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of Soybean Cultivation and Utilization, 24 February–7 
March 1986, University of Zimbabwe. Harare, Zimbabwe: 
University of Zimbabwe. 199 p. See p. 160-62. 20 cm.
• Summary: “Summary: Soyabeans from Grain Marketing 
Board are conditioned prior to, solvent extraction of the 
oil and this involves cleaning, cracking and production of 
fl akes which can be processed further before extraction. The 
solvent is removed from the extracted meal which is then 
refi ned by removing unnecessary ingredients and then heat 
treated to destroy a trypsin inhibitor and urease, before being 
sold for livestock feeding.
 “In Zimbabwe soyabeans are received from the Grain 
Marketing Board (GMB) depots in grain bags weighing 
90kg. Most processors would prefer to receive the beans 
in bulk, but in good years the GMB silos are all occupied 
with maize and the oilseeds are held in stacks of bags. The 
bags are normally ripped and tipped into a hopper from 
which the seed is conveyed to a processor’s own silo. The 
means of transporting the seed depends on various factors 
such as distance, difference in levels, quantity etc; the most 
commonly used are pneumatic and screw conveyers, but 
chain conveyers, belt conveyers and bucket elevators are also 
used.”
 “The fi nal process is solvent extraction. The solvent 
used for oil removal is inevitably hexane. The basic principle 
in all the plants is countercurrent extraction in which the 
bean material is washed by progressively cleaner hexane so 
that at the exit the last wash is by fresh hexane.
 “Soyabean meal contains two undesirable factors, 
a trypsin inhibitor and urease. The former inhibits full 
utilisation of protein by its consumer and the latter produces 
ammonia from urea which can poison the consuming animal. 
Both of these factors can be removed by suitable heat 
treatment which is done in yet another ‘cooker’ following 
the desolventiser. After this the meal is bagged for sale to 
compounders.”
 On page 162 is a fl ow diagram showing how soyabeans 
are processed using solvent extraction to make oil and meal.
 Note: We imagine that all solvent extraction plants in 
Zimbabwe are owned and operated by foreign multinationals, 
such as Lever Brothers–whose name is usually concealed. 
The 2016 Soya & Oilseed Bluebook shows the only oilseed 
processor in Zimbabwe is “Commercial Oilseed Producers 
Association (COPA), an affi liate of C.F.U.” “Membership: 
800 commercial farmers who produce soybeans, groundnuts 
and sunfl owers.” Address: Lever Brothers, P.O. Box 950, 
Harare, Zimbabwe.

5546. Butler, Mike. 1987. Keynote address at soybean 
workshop. In: Desiree L. Cole, ed. 1987. Proceedings of 
the Workshop for the Southern Africa Region on Basics 
of Soybean Cultivation and Utilization, 24 February–7 
March 1986, University of Zimbabwe. Harare, Zimbabwe: 
University of Zimbabwe. 199 p. See p. 5-8. 20 cm.

• Summary: “The soyabean has been described by many 
responsible and authoritative people as one of mankind’s 
most remarkable foods. It is a description of great accuracy, 
for there are few other crops which have been found to yield 
such a variety of uses–for humans and animals alike–as 
soyabeans. And in developing countries like Zimbabwe, 
where these varied uses have not been fully developed, the 
potential for a meaningful and signifi cant contribution to 
agriculture and human nutrition is enormous.
 “Soyabeans are classed as an oilseeds crop, having fi rst 
been processed for oil. Today, processing is still very much 
centered around the hexane extraction process, which yields 
both oil and meal. However, although the meal was at fi rst 
considered a by-product of the process, its well-balanced 
amino acid composition and high nutritional value soon 
established the meal as an important source of protein for 
animal feeds.
 “More recent developments have seen the transition to 
another important area–the use of soya proteins in foods. On 
an increasing scale, soya proteins are being used as extenders 
for traditional animal proteins, while their usefulness in 
improving the nutritional value of basic foods has been noted 
to the benefi t of millions of consumers.
 “Soyabean meal has a large number of uses. In 
consumer terms, it can be used as a bakery ingredient and 
in meat products, as well as in cereals, baby food, candy 
products and special diet foods. It also has a range of 
industrial uses, such as in insecticide sprays, wallboards, 
paints and yeast. In addition, its use in livestock, pet and fi sh 
foods has been widespread and nutritionally benefi cial.
 “The relevance of soyabeans to the SADCC region is, 
therefore, quite obvious. As a source of food for developing 
countries, the crop has a good potential for improving the 
quality of diet.
 “People within the lower socio-economic groups of 
developing countries suffer from a diet defi cient in calories 
and protein, both quality and quantity, with calories 
apparently the more limiting in most cases. However, 
children have considerably higher protein requirements 
for catch-up growth following a period of acute infection 
and failure to obtain suffi cient protein appears to be a 
major factor in the permanent stunting of such children. 
Requirements for dietary energy increase much less for 
catch-up growth, than requirements for protein.
 “The addition of small quantities of soyabean protein 
to a basic diet of either maize or wheat not only increases 
the protein level of food quantity but also the quality of the 
protein. Protein quality is measured by the protein effi ciency 
ratio (PER) and milk protein, known as casein, which is 
considered an ideal protein far humans as a PER c. 2.6. The 
addition of 8 per cent soyabean fl our raises the PER maize 
from 1.0 to 2.25 while a similar addition to wheat fl our raises 
the PER from 0.7 to 2.01.
 “One hectare of land can produce one man’s protein 
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requirements for 190 days in the case of beef and 5,493 in 
the case of soyabeans. Looked at another way, one hectare 
of land can produce the protein requirement for 190 men for 
one day in the case of beef, 11 days in the case of wheat and 
29 days in the case of soyabeans.
 “Part of the solution to Africa’s food crisis can be found 
in increasing the production of high-protein crops such 
as soyabeans. The crop is eminently suitable for African 
farming conditions. Soyabeans are, in fact, well-suited to 
almost any environment in which maize is grown and often 
improves the yields of grain crops when grown in rotation 
with them. The crop is also relatively free of disease and 
insect pests when compared to indigenous legume crops.
 “The crop, however, is not without its problems in 
the region. Among these have been the search for suitable 
cultivars; the storing of the seed, which does not store well 
in heat and humidity; the lack of processing facilities and, of 
course, the full utilisation of the crop as a food and not only 
as a source of vegetable oil.
 “The level of development of the crop in Zimbabwe has 
helped solve several of these problems. It is to the areas of 
production and utilization that I wish to draw attention. It is 
generally understood that the Zimbabwean marketing system 
could handle a soya crop twice its present size. Given the 
right incentive, in the form of an equitable producer price, 
the farmers could reach this level of production within two 
years. What, then, to do with the crop?
 “There is a great scope in Zimbabwe, as in the rest 
of the SADCC region, for the greater use of soyabeans in 
human food. A recent workshop held by scientists from the 
international soya-bean programme showed that a number of 
appropriate technologies had been developed to achieve this 
greater use in African conditions. These included methods of 
home preparation of soya milk, weaning or breakfast foods 
and other foods that combine soyas with meat, vegetables 
and fruit.
 “Large-scale industrial processing is also of great 
relevance to Africa. The production of soyabean milk at 
special plants, as well as the production of textured vegetable 
protein by means of extruders, are among the uses which 
could be developed in this region to the benefi t of the 
consumers.
 “In some parts of Africa, such developments have 
already taken place. A recent report indicated that in Benin, 
child health centres were buying full fat soyabean fl our as 
a nutritional supplement for malnourished children. In the 
Cameroon, soyabean fl our has been used to fortify a locally 
popular cassava preparation known as ‘fufu’, which by itself 
has a protein content of only two per cent. The addition of 10 
percent soyabean fl our raises the level of protein to seven per 
cent. The introduction of soyabean fl our has been undertaken 
unobtrusively, and researchers say this is the best way of 
overcoming the very real problem of consumer resistance in 
traditional societies. This could prove a problem in countries 

in the SADCC region and the subject must, therefore, be 
approached with care.
 “Zimbabwe has in recent decades developed a 
successful soya-bean research programme which has, in turn, 
provided an excellent production technology for the large 
scale commercial farming sector. As a result the country 
is now the second largest soyabean-producing country 
in Africa. The Government has indicated its interest in 
expanding production in small scale sectors.
 “What is now needed is a strong research and 
development programme for soyabean utilisation. A recent 
draft proposal for such a programme, prepared by Professor 
A.I. Nelson and H.E. Kauffman of the International 
Soyabean Programme has suggested that a soyabean 
utilisation programme in Zimbabwe should focus on several 
product and process areas. These included extrusion cooking, 
oil extraction, soya milk and dairy analogs, village and home 
processing and residues for animal feeds.
 “World production of the soyabean crop is now between 
80 million and 90 million tonnes, made up chiefl y of 50.6 
million tonnes from the USA, 15.7 million tonnes from 
Brazil, 9.7 million tonnes from the People’s Republic of 
China and 6.6 million tonnes from Argentina.
 “The potential for Africa; therefore, is enormous. What 
is needed in countries such as those of the SADCC region 
is an overall strategic development plan that encourages 
greater, more effi cient production of the crop as well as 
suitable development of the product utilization, particularly 
in terms of a high-protein food or food supplement. We 
in Zimbabwe have taken great strides in producing such a 
successful programme and the example could be suitably 
followed by our neighbours in the region.
 “By world standards, Zimbabwe’s production is small 
now between 85,000 and 90,000 tonnes annually. The 
soyabean crop here is a regulated crop, which means it has a 
Government-controlled producer price and the entire crop is 
delivered to and marketed by the Grain Marketing Board.
 “The Commercial Oilseeds Producers’ Association has 
embarked on an exercise to promote greater production 
of soyas, particularly in the large scale commercial sector, 
as the heavier soils best suited to soyabean production are 
generally found in this farming area. There is, however, a 
certain amount of soyabean production in small scale and 
communal areas, and this is to be encouraged wherever 
possible.
 “Tied up with this effort to encourage increased 
production of the crop is an equally important exercise 
to encourage greater utilization of soyas, particularly as a 
human food or food supplement.
 “Looking at soyabean production in Africa, total 
production on the continent is 330,000 tonnes, of which 
Egypt accounts for 140,000 tonnes. Africa also has 
a substantial import of soyas from the United States, 
equivalent to 400,000 tonnes of whole soyas each year.
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 “The purpose of this important workshop is to look 
at soyabeans and to encourage greater production and 
utilisation in the SADCC region. We in the industry look 
forward to your discussions, fi ndings and recommendations. 
Above all, we will be highlighting the importance of this 
vital crop and this is a factor that must be encouraged and 
promoted.” Address: Chairman of the Agricultural Marketing 
authority’s grain committee.

5547. Cabral, Lair Chaves. 1987. Cooking quality, nutritive 
value, sensory characteristics and shelf life of whole and 
dehulled soybeans. PhD thesis, University of Arizona. 170 
p. Page 390 in volume 48/02-B of Dissertation Abstracts 
International. *
Address: Univ. of Arizona.

5548. Campbell-Platt, Geoffrey. 1987. Fermented foods 
of the world: A dictionary and guide. London and Boston: 
Butterworths. xxiii + 291 p. 26 cm. [25 soy ref]
• Summary: The author classifi es fermented foods into 9 
groups: Beverages, cereal products, dairy products, fi sh 
products, fruit and vegetable products, legumes, meat 
products, starch crop products, and miscellaneous products. 
Fermented legume products are particularly important 
in the diets of East Asia, Southeast Asia, and the Indian 
subcontinent. He has sections on many fermented soyfoods: 
Dawadawa, hama-natto, kenima [sic, kinema], miso, natto, 
tempe (incl. tempeh, tempe bengook, tempe bongkrek, tempe 
gembus [okara tempeh], tempe lamtoro, tempe mata kedele), 
and sufu (incl. teou-fu-ru; p. 201).
 He lists major areas consumed, related terms, how 
consumed, types, how produced, microbiology and 
biochemistry, and a few key references. His research began 
in Ghana with dawadawa made from the African locust bean. 
Address: National College Prof. of Food Technology, Dep. 
of Food Science & Technology, Univ. of Reading, Reading, 
Berkshire, UK.

5549. Chaponda, M.A. 1987. Utilization: Soyabean products 
and utilization in Zimbabwe. In: Desiree L. Cole, ed. 1987. 
Proceedings of the Workshop for the Southern Africa 
Region on Basics of Soybean Cultivation and Utilization, 24 
February–7 March 1986, University of Zimbabwe. Harare, 
Zimbabwe: University of Zimbabwe. 199 p. See p. 158-59. 
20 cm.
• Summary: “Summary: Use of the 85,250 tonnes of the 
1985 soyabean crop for human consumption in Zimbabwe 
would amount to 6.13g of protein per person per day which 
falls well below the FAO and WHO recommended amount of 
42.5g per person per day. This emphasized the need to grow 
more soyabean in Zimbabwe where they are used in several 
processes: manufacture of cooking oil, margarine, paint, 
cosmetics, livestock feeds and beverages.
 “Introduction: The 1984/1985 production of soyabeans 

was 85,250 tonnes, of which the Grain Marketing Board sold 
84,000 tonnes to the private sector and 2,272 tonnes to other 
customers. Thus all the soyabean produced were sold locally.
 “FAO and WHO estimates of daily protein requirements 
are 46g for males and 39g for females, an average of 42.5g 
per person a day. Assuming that 85,250 tonnes of soyabeans 
ended up at Zimbabwean tables as protein in one form or 
another, the average daily protein intake per person from 
soyabeans would be 6.13g considering the population of 
Zimbabwe to be about 8 million and the protein content of 
soyabeans to be 21 percent. Most of the eggs, chicken and 
beef are consumed by urban dwellers, who constitute 20% 
of the population, and one quickly notices that per capita 
protein intake from soyabeans is far below the FAO and 
WHO recommended daily protein intake per person. This 
emphasizes the need for Zimbabwean farmers to grow more 
soyabeans.
 “Several useful products are derived from soyabeans:
 “Cooking oil: Soyabeans have approximately 22% 
oil and 21% protein. Crude oil is obtained from soyabeans 
by mechanical expression followed by solvent extraction. 
This is further purifi ed by neutralization with caustic soda 
and bleaching with bleaching earth and/or activated carbon 
to give pure cooking oil. The cooking oil from soyabean 
can further be hydrogenated to remove the repugnant, 
characteristic smell.
 “Margarine: The soyabean cooking oil can further 
be hydrogenated to produce margarine which is rich in 
polyunsaturates. The latter are said to be non-carcinogenic 
and used by the body in the formation of essential 
physiological hormones.
 “Paint: As soyabean oil is rich in polyunsaturates which 
are easily polymerised it is used in the manufacture of oil 
paints.
 “Cosmetics: Soyabean oil is also used in the 
manufacture of moisturising creams.
 “Residual soyabean meal: After expression and 
extraction of oil from soyabeans, residual meal, high in 
protein content (45%) is produced. This is used in the 
manufacture of stockfeeds and poultry feed.
 “Non-carbonated non-alcoholic beverages: Full fat 
soyabeans and defatted soyabean meal are cooked and 
toasted respectively to inactivate the trypsin inhibitor and 
then incorporated into Mahewu. Mahewu, a high energy 
and high protein non-carbonated beverage, is manufactured 
by Food and Industrial (F and I) and one other company in 
Zimbabwe in a powder form. The product is designed for 
agricultural, mining and other workers, pregnant women and 
lactating mothers and growing children.
 “In the year 1984/1985, F and I alone sold 2,084 
tonnes of powdered mahewu using about 634,88 tonnes of 
soyabeans. Considering that this beverage is the main one in 
Zimbabwe where soyabeans are used as a protein source, this 
fi gure which is about 0.74% of the total 1984/1985 soyabean 
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production, is very small indeed. Much more needs to be 
done in Zimbabwe to increase soyabean production and 
encourage people to eat soyabean as a protein source.”
 Note: The writer does not distinguish clearly between 
how soybeans can potentially be used and how they actually 
are used in Zimbabwe. For example, is soyabean oil used in 
Zimbabwe to make paint or cosmetics? If yes, how much per 
year? Address: Chibuku Food and Industrial, P.O. Box H191, 
Hatfi eld, Zimbabwe.

5550. Dep. of Health and Human Services, USDA. 1987. 
Assessment of the existing scientifi c literature and research 
on dietary calcium and its importance in human health and 
nutrition. Washington, DC. 225 p. [1256* ref]
• Summary: A report to the Congress pursuant to the Food 
Security Act of 1985, P.L. 99-198, Subtitle B, Section 1453. 
References are from 1948. Title page lists as Dec. 1986, but 
it is copyright 1987. Address: Washington, DC.

5551. Diamond, Harvey; Diamond, Marilyn. 1987. Fit for 
life II: Living health. New York, NY: Warner Books. 490 p. 
[423* ref]
• Summary: The authors of the best-selling Fit for Life 
“America’s #1 Diet Book,” write more about their program 
based on the traditional Natural Hygiene philosophy. They 
encourage people to eat more raw foods and to cut down 
on animal products, especially on meat and dairy products. 
Chapter 18 is titled “Questions frequently asked.” One 
of these (p. 323) is “What about tofu? This ancient food 
which originated in China over one thousand years ago has 
recently attracted our attention. It is an easily digestible 
protein which can play an important role in your diet as 
you begin to decrease your intake of animal protein. Tofu is 
made from soy milk, the liquid resulting when soaked and 
ground soy beans have been gently boiled for a short time. 
In high quality tofu preparation, the milk is then solidifi ed 
with nigari (concentrate remaining when sea salt is extracted 
from sea water) or calcium sulfate (from gypsum). Tofu is 
rich in amino acids and calcium, containing more calcium 
by weight than dairy milk. It is also rich in iron, magnesium, 
phosphorous, potassium and sodium, essential B vitamins, 
choline and vitamin E. Unlike other proteins, it is alkaline, 
rather than acid. Because of this alkalinity and because it 
contains no crude soybean fi ber, tofu combines well with 
starches, especially brown rice and other grains and whole 
grain breads. Watch for lots of new tofu recipes in the 
upcoming cookbook, The Fit for Life Kitchen.
 The last major section of the book, titled “The Living 
Health Cookbook,” contains recipes. Under “Soups, 
Sandwiches, and Rolled-Up Yummies,” is a recipe for “Miso 
and Vegetables” (p. 405-06), a thick soup. The introduction 
to the recipe reads: “Miso is a soybean paste that is used in 
Japanese and macrobiotic cooking as a base for soups. It is 
also made from brown rice or barley, but these are not as 

common. I used to buy miso only in health food stores, but 
now I fi nd it in the Asian food section of my supermarkets. 
In soup it has a mellow fl avor and does not require the 
addition of any other fl avorings, especially since it already 
has a slightly salty quality.”
 These are the only two references to soyfoods in the 
book.

5552. Dipietro, Christina Maria. 1987. Heat stability and 
occurrence of the Kunitz and Bowman-Birk soybean 
protease inhibitors in soybean products: Quantitation with 
enzymatic and immunochemical techniques. PhD thesis, 
University of Minnesota. 158 p. Page 1200 in volume 48/05-
B of Dissertation Abstracts International. *
Address: Univ. of Minnesota.

5553. Hancock, Joe Dan. 1987. Effect of alcohol extraction 
and heat treatment of soybean fl akes on protein utilization in 
growing rats and pigs. PhD thesis, University of Nebraska. 
161 p. Page 958 in volume 49/04-B of Dissertation Abstracts 
International. *
Address: Univ. of Nebraska.

5554. Harland, Barbara F.; Oberleas, Donald. 1987. Phytate 
in foods. World Review of Nutrition and Dietetics 52:235-59. 
[62* ref]
• Summary: Mature soybean seeds contain up to 2.58% wt/
wt of phytic acid, whereas various soy-based compounds 
contain much smaller amounts. For example various meat 
analogs contain from 0.12% to 1.63% wt/wt, soy-based 
infant formula contains 0.062%, soy fl our (Ralston Purina) 
contains 1.52%, soy protein isolate (Ralston Purina) 
contains 1.34%, and textured soy protein concentrate (Patti 
Pro, made by General Mills) contains 1.50% wt/wt of 
phytic acid. Address: 1. Div. of Nutrition, Food, and Drug 
Administration, Washington, DC; 2. Dep. of Nutrition and 
Food Science, Univ. of Kentucky, Lexington, KY.

5555. Khan, Alam. 1987. Zinc in soybeans: Chemical nature 
and bioavailability. PhD thesis, Purdue University. 172 p. 
Page 1623 in volume 49/05-B of Dissertation Abstracts 
International. *
Address: Purdue Univ., W. Lafayette, Indiana.

5556. Landis, William Hathaway. 1987. Calcium balances 
of premenopausal women consuming cheese- compared to 
spinach- and tofu containing diets. PhD thesis, University of 
North Carolina at Greensboro. 113 p. Page 1307 in volume 
48/05-B of Dissertation Abstracts International. *
Address: Univ. of North Carolina, Greensboro.

5557. Lynch, Gary Lee. 1987. Effects of alcohol, heat, and 
lipid treatment of soybean meal on nitrogen utilization by 
ruminants. PhD thesis, University of Illinois at Urbana-
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Champaign. 132 p. Page 1856 in volume 48/07-B of 
Dissertation Abstracts International. *
Address: Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.

5558. Mahmud, Mien K. 1987. Penggunaan makanan bayi 
formula tempe dalam diit bayi dan anak balita sebagai suatu 
upaya penanggulangan masalah diare [Using tempeh based 
infant formula in the diet of babies and infants under 5 years 
old as a means of treating diarrhea]. PhD thesis, Bogor 
Agricultural University. [Ind]*
Address: Indonesia.

5559. Mian, Mushtaq A. 1987. Nutritional evaluation of 
soybean meal varying in urease and trypsin inhibitor activity. 
PhD thesis, North Carolina State University. 92 p. Page 2155 
in volume 48/08-B of Dissertation Abstracts International. *
Address: North Carolina State Univ.

5560. Miles, C.W.; Bodwell, C.E.; Morris, E.; Ziyad, J.A.; 
Prather, E.S.; Meetz, W.; Canary, J.J. 1987. Long-term 
consumption of beef extended with soy protein by men, 
women, and children. I. Study design, nutrient intakes, 
and serum zinc levels. Plant Foods for Human Nutrition 
37(4):341-59. [25 ref]
• Summary: Serum zinc levels were not signifi cantly 
affected when the subjects consumed beef extended with soy 
protein for 180 days. Zinc fortifi cation of the soy protein did 
not make a signifi cant difference in serum zinc levels of the 
subject and was probably unnecessary. Address: USDA ARS, 
Energy and Protein Nutrition Lab., and Vitamin and Mineral 
Nutrition Lab., and Human Nutrition Research Center, 
Beltsville, Maryland.

5561. Narayan, Ranjana; Chauhan, G.S.; Verma, N.S. 1987. 
Changes in the quality of soybean during storage. I. Effect 
of storage on some physico-chemical properties of soybean. 
Food Chemistry 27(1):13-23. [39 ref]
• Summary: Bragg variety soybeans were stored in jute bags 
under ambient conditions for 1, 2, 3 and 9 years. The seed 
weigh and density decreased whereas hardness increased. 
The color changed from creamy yellow to brown. Seeds 
stored for 3 years were slightly infested with insects whereas 
those stored for 9 years were heavily infested.
 Among chemical characteristics, moisture content, fat, 
water-soluble nitrogen, nitrogen solubility index, sugars, 
trypsin inhibitor activity, available lysine, pigment and 
lipoxygenase activity of seeds decreased during storage, 
whereas non-protein nitrogen, extent of browning, free fatty 
acid content and peroxide value increased. Ash content and 
phytic phosphorus fi rst increased and thereafter decreased 
with increasing storage period. Address: Dep. of Food 
Science & Technology, G.B. Pant Univ. of Agriculture and 
Technology, Pantnagar–263 145, India.

5562. Paolielo, M.M.B.; Reddy, K.V.; Silva, R.S.F. da. 
1987. Calcium sulphate as organoleptic coadjuvant in the 
formation of soy-whey yoghurt. Lebensmittel-Wissenschaft + 
Technologie (Zurich) 20(3):155-57. [13 ref. Eng]
• Summary: Calcium sulphate reduces soy astringency, 
and a brief discussion is given of the possible mechanisms 
whereby this occurs. The most acceptable yoghurt was 
that containing 1.04 gm calcium sulphate and 50.32 gm 
dry soymilk per liter. This yoghurt had a protein content of 
3.56%, similar to that of other yoghurts sold commercially 
in Brazil. Address: Dep. de Tecnologia de Alimentos e 
Medicamentos, Univ. Estadual de Londrina, Caixa Postal 
6001, Londrina, Parana, Brazil.

5563. Price, K.R.; Johnson, I.T.; Fenwick, G.R. 1987. The 
chemistry and biological signifi cance of saponins in food 
and feedingtuffs. CRC Critical Reviews in Food Science and 
Nutrition 26(1):27-129. [774 ref]
• Summary: An excellent review of saponins. Contains 13 
tables and 6 fi gures. The referee is M.R. Malinow, Dep. of 
Medicine, Oregon Health Sciences Univ., Portland, Oregon; 
and Dep. of Metabolic and Immune Diseases, Oregon 
Regional Primate Research Center, Beaverton, Oregon.
 Note: AFRC stands for “Agriculture and Food Research 
Council.” Address: 1. Dep. of Chemistry and Biochemistry; 
2. Dep. of Nutrition and Food Quality; 3. Dep. of Chemistry 
and Biochemistry. All: AFRC Food Research Institute, 
Norwich, UK.

5564. Roozen, Jac. P.; Groot, Jolan de. 1987. Analysis of 
low levels of trypsin inhibitor activity in food. Lebensmittel-
Wissenschaft + Technologie (Zurich) 20(6):305-08. [14 ref. 
Eng]
• Summary: A method which utilizes affi nity 
chromatography was developed and applied to the following 
soy products: Soybeans (dry, soaked or steamed), tempeh 
(fermented for 24 or 48 hours), soy fl akes (defatted 
or heated), dry soy meat (textured vegetable protein), 
dry isolated soy protein, and tofu. Results are detailed. 
The specifi c trypsin inhibitor activity varied widely in 
the soy products but was always less than 1900 trypsin 
inhibitor units/mg protein. Address: Dep. of Food Science, 
Agricultural Univ., De Dreijen 12, 6703 BC Wageningen, 
Netherlands.

5565. Sibanda, S. 1987. The role of soyabean in livestock 
feeding. In: Desiree L. Cole, ed. 1987. Proceedings of 
the Workshop for the Southern Africa Region on Basics 
of Soybean Cultivation and Utilization, 24 February–7 
March 1986, University of Zimbabwe. Harare, Zimbabwe: 
University of Zimbabwe. 199 p. See p. 163-70. 20 cm. [25 
ref]
• Summary: “Summary: Soyabean meal makes up 12 per 
cent of the stockfeeds manufactured in Zimbabwe. While 
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soyabean meal is regarded as one of the best sources of 
protein for animal feeding, levels of cystine and methionine 
are suboptimal. It also contains a trypsin inhibitor which 
may be inactivated by heating. Where soyabean meal is 
used to replace animal protein, adjustments for mineral 
content should be made. In 1984, total soyabean meal use in 
Zimbabwe was estimated at 63,000 tonnes, which accounted 
for over 60 per cent of the total oil cake meal used in 
stockfeeds. Most of this meal was used for pig and poultry 
diets. Use of soyabean meal in ruminant diets is considered 
wasteful as rumen microorganisms in these animals can 
utilize non-protein nitrogen sources such as urea.
 “Considerable interest has been shown in the possibility 
of using whole, ‘full-fat’, soyabeans in livestock diets 
to supply the major amount of bulk protein and energy.” 
Address: Grasslands Research Station, Private Bag 3701, 
Marondera, Zimbabwe.

5566. Soy Protein Council. 1987. Soy protein products: 
Characteristics, nutritional aspects and utilization. 
Washington, DC. vii + 43 p. No index. 28 cm. [96 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Preface. Introduction: Historical 
aspects. Importance of soy protein products. Defi nitions 
and methods of preparation. Protein quality and human 
nutrition. Health and soy protein. Functionality. Uses in food 
systems. Regulations regarding usage. Economics. Future 
considerations. Bibliography.
 Provides an overview of the key benefi ts of soy 
protein products. The Soy Protein Council (named Food 
Protein Council from 1971-1981) is a trade association 
representing three processors of soy protein products: 
Archer Daniels Midland Co. (Decatur, Illinois), Cargill, Inc. 
(Minneapolis, Minnesota), and Central Soya Co. Inc. (Fort 
Wayne, Indiana). The Council acknowledges with gratitude 
comments received from the following specialists in this 
fi eld: John Erdman, Lawrence A. Johnson, Irvin E. Liener, 
Edmund W. Lusas, Walter J. Wolf, Endre F. Sipos, and Keith 
J. Smith.
 “The industry that produces soy protein products for 
human consumption has grown enormously since the late 
1950s. Current production is about 1 billion [1,000,000,000] 
pounds of protein products for human consumption per year 
in the United States–or about 4-5 pounds per person.” This 
includes soy fl ours and grits. Address: 1255 Twenty-Third 
St., N.W., Washington, DC 20037. Phone: 202-467-6610.

5567. Steinberg, Daniel; Olefsky, Jerrold M. eds. 1987. 
Hypercholesterolemia and atherosclerosis: Pathogenesis 
and prevention. Contemporary Issues in Endocrinology 
and Metabolism Vol. 3. 270 p. (New York: Churchill 
Livingstone). [Eng]
• Summary: “A cholesterol-lowering action has been 
reported for soy proteins in humans, but studies in several 
laboratories, including our own, have failed to confi rm this 

effect. Certainly, if plant proteins and animal proteins act 
differently on cholesterol levels, the differences are small. 
Nevertheless, in our studies soy protein when compared to 
casein, did appear to lower triglyceride levels in patients with 
hypertriglyceridemia.” Address: Profs. of Medicine, Univ. of 
California, San Diego, La Jolla, CA.

5568. Stirton, C.A.; Zarucchi, J.L. ed. 1987. Advances in 
legume biology. St. Louis, Missouri: Missouri Botanical 
Garden. xi + 842 p. Illust. 26 cm. Series: Monographs in 
systematic botany from the Missouri Botanical Garden ; 
v. 29. Proceedings of the Second International Legume 
Conference, St. Louis, Missouri, 23-27 June 1986, held 
under the auspices of the Missouri Botanical Garden and the 
Royal Botanical Gardens, Kew.
• Summary: This book contains one chapter on soybeans and 
nitrogen fi xation (p. 545-57) which is cited separately.
 Soy is mentioned in passing on the following pages: 
168-69, 444, 573, 632, 664, 684, and 719.
 Note: The entire series, “Advances in Legume 
Systematics,” is 8 vols., published from 1981 to 1996 at 
Kew, Surrey, by Royal Botanic Gardens. Address: 1. The 
Herbarium, Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, Richmond, Surrey 
TW9 3AE, England; 2. Missouri Botanical Garden, P.O. Box 
299, St. Louis, Missouri 63166.

5569. van der Riet, W.B.; Wight, A.W.; Cilliers, J.J.L.; Datel, 
J.M. 1987. Food chemical analysis of tempeh prepared from 
South African-grown soybeans. Food Chemistry 25(3):197-
206. [33 ref]
• Summary: Processing of soybeans into tempeh 
improved nutritional value including a reduction in phytic 
acid concentration, starch and the fl atulence-causing 
oligosaccharides stachyose and raffi nose. Thiamin 
concentration was reduced, and ribofl avin and nicotinic acid 
contents increased during fermentation. Tempeh was found 
to be an acceptable product for South Africa which would 
increase soybean consumption. Address: National Food 
Research Inst., CSIR, P.O. Box 395, Pretoria 0001, South 
Africa.

5570. Visser, Aat; Thomas, A. 1987. Review: Soya protein 
products–their processing functionality and application 
aspects. Food Reviews International 3(182):1-32. [53 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Refi ning processes: 
Full-fat soya fl our, defatted soya fl ours and grits, soya 
protein concentrates, soya protein isolates, textured soya 
products, spun protein isolates and other fi brous structures, 
modifi ed soya proteins. Functional properties of soya protein 
products: Protein solubility, water binding, fat binding, 
gelling properties, emulsifying capacity, organoleptic 
properties (color, fl avor, texture). Application in food 
products: Application in meat–poultry and fi sh products 
(fi nely comminuted products, coarsely comminuted [minced] 
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products, whole cuts of meat–turkey or poultry, reformed 
and simulated meat), application in bakery products and 
other wheat-based products (functional use, confectionery 
products), snacks and breakfast cereals, sauces and ragouts, 
dairy-type products, soya-based products. Nutritional 
advantages. Legislation. Methods of analysis. Conclusion.
 To make full-fat soya fl our, the whole beans are cleaned 
then dehulled, a process which consists of drying, cooling, 
tempering, cracking, and sifting. The cotyledons are then 
milled to a fi ne particle size. The two main types of full-fat 
soya fl our are enzyme-active and toasted. Enzyme-active 
full-fat soya fl our is a rich source of enzymes consisting of 
amylases, lipases, proteinase, urease, and lipoxidase. Heating 
(toasting) this fl our inactivates most of these enzymes while 
improving the nutritional value and reducing off fl avors.
 Soya protein concentrates (ca. 70% protein) are 
produced from “minimal heat treated” undenatured, defatted 
soya fl akes by extracting soluble components–carbohydrates, 
ash, peptides, phytic acids, and off-fl avors. The extraction 
can be done using various processing conditions, each of 
which causes some protein denaturation and leads to a 
different content of water-soluble proteins: (1) aqueous 
alcohols (ethanol and water) giving a WSP content of 5-10%, 
(2) dilute aqueous acid (isoelectric leaching) giving a WSP 
of 25-25%, or (3) water after fi rst insolubilizing the proteins 
by moist heat treatment (heat-denatured, water-extracted) 
giving a WSP content of less than 5%. The solubility of soya 
protein concentrates can be improved by further processing, 
consisting mainly of a high temperature shock, then heating 
of an aqueous dispersion, followed by spray drying. This 
treatment improves the emulsifying properties and texture. 
Croklaan-Unimills have focused their efforts on further 
developing this process. Address: Hogeweg 1, 1521 AZ 
Wormeveer (P.O. Box 4, 1520 AA Wormeveer), Netherlands.

5571. Wang, Lianzheng. 1987. Soybeans–The miracle bean 
of China. In: Sylvan Wittwer, Yu Youtai, Sun Han, and 
Wang Lianzheng, eds. 1987. Feeding a Billion: Frontiers 
of Chinese Agriculture. East Lansing, Michigan: Michigan 
State University Press. 462 p. See p. 183-99. Chap. 14. [13 
ref]
• Summary: A good overview of soybeans in Chinese 
agriculture today, and of early history in China. “World 
soybean acreage has doubled during the past twenty years. 
This represents a greater expansion than for any other 
major crop. Wang Jinling of the Northeastern Agricultural 
College at Harbin and others have studied the photoperiodic 
responses of wild soybeans from the northern part of 
the Heilongjiang Province to the southern part of Hunan 
Province. They found that, among the wild soybeans of the 
Yangzi River valley, there are typical short-day types of 
primitive characteristics. It was concluded that the Yangzi 
River valley of South China was the site of origin for the 
cultivated soybean. Soybeans with moderate short-day 

behavior, when moved from that region, were found suitable 
for North China. But the Yellow River valley also has a large 
number of wild and semi-wild soybeans of many types and 
cultivars. Here the cultivated soybeans may have originated 
from the wild soybeans through selection. Lui Shilin has 
suggested that the cultivated soybean may have originated 
from many different places in China.
 Soybeans were fi rst called “shu,” a word which appears 
repeatedly in the Shijing [The Book of Songs], which is one 
of the fi ve Chinese classics dating from 1,100-771 B.C. The 
Chinese name for the soybean, dadou, fi rst appeared in the 
book of Shen Nong from the third to fi fth centuries B.C. In 
the “Xiao Ya” section of the Book of Songs it is mentioned 
that “... in Central China there was the soybean and farmers 
collected it.” Another song, “Guofen” (1,000 B.C.) states 
that “in October, rice and soybeans are collected.” A book by 
Zuo Zhuan (351 B.C.) reports that “the King of Zhou has a 
brother who was unable to tell soybeans from wheat.” In the 
Mo Zi (400 B.C.) it is stated that, “relating to farming and 
forestry, if soybeans and millet were plentiful, the people had 
enough to eat.”
 Archaeological fi ndings: In 1959, in Houma County, 
Shanxi Province, archaeologists unearthed soybean grains 
now found in the Natural Museum in Beijing. According to 
carbon-14 determinations, they are 2,300 years old [c.a. 300 
B.C.]. The seed coats have a yellow color, and the weight of 
a hundred grains is about 20 gm. These are the earliest and 
oldest of archaeological soybean seed relics in the world.
 Distribution of the cultivated soybean: During the Zhou 
Dynasty, the soybean was grown mainly in the Yellow River 
valley as a main food staple. It was reported that “people 
eat soybean grain and soybean leaf soup.” During the Han 
Dynasty, in Central China, the people suffered one calamity 
after another. It was then that large numbers of peasants 
migrated to the northeast and carried soybeans with them, 
(see Book of Fan Senzhi, 100 B.C.). At that time, the area for 
soybean culture was 40% of all crops.
 In Shandong, Henan and Hebei provinces, soybeans are 
used primarily as a staple food. Soybean fl our (10-20%) is 
added to wheat fl our and the fl our of miscellaneous other 
crops for noodles, steamed bread and buns. In North China 
and the Liaoning Province, soybean fl our is added to milk 
to produce a milk powder substitute. Heilongjiang and Jilin 
provinces are taking the initiative in transforming soybeans 
into a variety of meat analogs. In northeast and northern 
China, soybean oil is the most important cooking oil.
 Soybeans for industrial uses: The soybean has many 
industrial uses in China. One of the most important is in the 
production of high grade industrial enamels. It is also used 
extensively in the manufacture of varnishes and alkyl resin 
paints, and in inks and stains, pharmaceuticals, oilcloth, 
linoleum, and synthetic rubber. Soybean protein is used in 
adhesives, paper coatings, water-thinned paints, plastics, 
printing inks, and textile fi bers. The soybean is widely used 
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in the production of lecithin, hormones, vitamins, furfural, 
bakelite, and monosodium glutamate.
 Historically, soybeans, tea, and silk have been China’s 
three largest agricultural exports. A moderate percentage (10-
20%) of the soybeans produced in China are used directly 
as human food in the form of sprouts or immature beans 
in the pod and as many products derived directly from the 
beans. There has been a surplus of soybeans in recent years 
in China, and exports to the USSR and Japan have been 
increasing. Utilization of soybeans in China will vary with 
the province. In Heilongjiang, the leading producer with 
30% of China’s soybeans for 1984, 40% were exported to 
the USSR and Japan, 35% went for human consumption, 
10% went for seed purposes, and 15% were exported to 
other provinces in China. In Jiangsu Province, 80% of the 
soybeans produced go directly for human consumption.
 Note: This document contains the earliest date seen for 
an archaeological dating of soybeans in China or East Asia or 
the world.

5572. Weerasena, Sarath Lakshman. 1987. Soybean seed 
maturation, respiration, and postharvest deterioration. PhD 
thesis, Cornell University. 110 p. Page 3457 in volume 
48/12-B of Dissertation Abstracts International. *
Address: Cornell Univ., New York.

5573. Weingartner, K.E. 1987. Nutrition and utilization 
of soybeans in Africa. In: Desiree L. Cole, ed. 1987. 
Proceedings of the Workshop for the Southern Africa 
Region on Basics of Soybean Cultivation and Utilization, 24 
February–7 March 1986, University of Zimbabwe. Harare, 
Zimbabwe: University of Zimbabwe. 199 p. See p. 183-89. 
20 cm. [8 ref]
• Summary: The fi rst half of this paper is a general 
discussion–unrelated to Africa–of the nutritional value of 
soybeans. The rest of the paper (pages 186-89) is about 
ways that soybeans might be used as human food in Africa, 
including: Various technologies for extracting soy oil 
(hydraulic press, screw press). Two ways of making soymilk 
(traditional and home/village). Low-cost extrusion cooking 
(the Brady extruder, Insta-Pro, and Anderson).
 There is no mention of any soyfood products made in 
Africa. Address: International Inst. of Tropical Agriculture, 
Ibadan, Nigeria.

5574. Williams, A.J.; Baker, F.; Walls, J. 1987. Effect of 
varying quantity and quality of dietary protein intake in 
experimental renal disease in rats. Nephron 46(1):83-90. [29 
ref]
• Summary: “Dietary protein restriction is known to 
be benefi cial in the preservation of renal function when 
renal mass is reduced. This study investigates the effects 
of two different dietary proteins, casein and soya, upon 
renal function in normal rats and rats subjected to subtotal 

nephrectomy.”
 Note: Soya is mentioned 39 times in this article, mostly 
in the form “soya diets.” Address: Dep. of Nephrology, 
Leicester General Hospital, Gwendolen Rd., Leicester LE5 
4PW, UK.

5575. Wright, D.J. 1987. The seed globulins. Developments 
in Food Proteins 5:81-157. Chap. 3. (B.J.F. Hudson, ed. 
London and Englewood, New Jersey: Applied Science 
Publishers). [252* ref]
• Summary: Reviews the structural and functional 
characteristics of the major 7S and 11S seed storage 
globulins, with emphasis on recent information that has 
allowed a fundamental reappraisal of our conception of 
the structure, composition, and behavior of these proteins. 
Comprehensive amino acid sequence data, compiled 
from published sources, are presented. “The physical, 
immunological, and functional characteristics of the seed 
globulins purifi ed from a range of species, including 
soybean, pea, broad bean and peanut, are compared and 
contrasted.”
 “The origins of seed globulin can be traced at least as 
far back as 1827, when Braconnot coined the term ‘legumin’ 
for the protein he obtained by extracting leguminous seeds.” 
But what he termed “legumin” was a crude protein extract 
that bears little resemblance to modern legumin. Address: 
Molecular Science Div., AFRC Inst. of Food Research, 
Norwich Lab., Colney Lane, Norwich NR4 7UA, UK.

5576. Yamasaki, Yoshio. 1987. Nattô-kin chû no nigami 
pepuchido [The bitter peptide in natto]. Nippon Kasei 
Gakkai-shi (J. of Home Economics of Japan) 38(2):93-97. 
(Chem. Abst. 107:38308). [9 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: Butanol, the bitter peptide, was extracted from 
natto and separated into bitter peptide-rich fractions and 
other fractions. The amino acid composition of the main 
peptide component was analyzed. Address: Sakuyo Junior 
College, Tsuyama, Okayama 708, Japan.

5577. Protein Technologies International. 1987? Fibrim 
soy fi ber: A physiological and functional report on a new 
and unique dietary fi ber from a natural source. St. Louis, 
Missouri: PTI. 27 p. Undated. *
Address: St. Louis, Missouri.

5578. Sautier, Claude. 1987? Propriétés nutritionelles des 
produits du soja [Nutritional properties of soy products]. 
Unité de Recherches sur la Nutrition et l’Alimentation, 
INSERM U-1, Hopital Bichat, 170 Boulevard Ney, 75877 
Paris Cedex 18, France. 21 p. Undated. Unpublished 
manuscript. [115 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Prepared by this eminent French nutritionist for 
AFISA. Address: Paris Cedex 18, France.
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5579. Chicago Herald (Arlington Heights Ed.). 1988. Better 
pork [Rich in Omega-3 fatty acids]. Jan. 7.
• Summary: Dramatic increases in the Omega-3 fatty acid 
content of pork can be accomplished by feeding pigs a diet 
containing of 20% extruded full-fat soybeans instead of the 
standard defatted soybean meal, according to a study funded 
by INTSOY.

5580. Herald-Arlington Heights Ed. (Chicago, Illinois). 
1988. Tricks with a blender make cooking easier: Better 
pork. Jan. 7.
• Summary: You may soon be buying pork that has three 
or four times as much Omega-3 fatty acids as standard 
ham and loin cuts. It is now generally accepted that high 
levels of Omega-3 fatty acids have a positive effect on 
cardiovascular health. The dramatic increase in Omega-3 can 
be accomplished by feeding pigs a diet consisting of 20% 
extruded soybeans instead of the standard diet of corn and 
solvent-extracted meal, according to a study funded by the 
International Soybean Program at the University of Illinois.

5581. Simonds, Nina. 1988. A scholar guides China’s food 
policy. New York Times. Jan. 13. p. 15-16.
• Summary: Wang Qing is the 37-year old director of the 
Beijing Food Research Institute, China’s principal food-
policy organization. In 1967, after her family was arrested 
during the Cultural Revolution, she was sent to a farm in 
Shandong Province. Just a high school graduate, she was 
given the job of making soy sauce and tofu. She was taught 
a method of making soy sauce that originated at the time of 
the building of the Great Wall [220 B.C.?] All the utensils 
were made of wood and the process was ancient, but it was 
very sophisticated. After 6 years she returned to her family 
in Beijing, worked briefl y assisting writers at the Beijing 
Food Research Inst., then went to Hunter College in New 
York City, where she completed undergraduate and master’s 
degrees in 3½ years. Then she went to Columbia University 
for a doctorate in nutrition education; she expects to receive 
her PhD this year. At age 37 she returned to Beijing to 
become director of the institute, which publishes China’s fi rst 
food magazine, China Food. It has a paid circulation of over 
400,000 and claims a readership of millions.
 “Miss Wang has already begun to infl uence China’s 
food policy. Last year she successfully redirected the 
Chinese from developing their dairy industry and toward the 
rebuilding of the soybean-milk industry.” In 1984 the United 
Nations had given money to China to develop cow’s milk. 
But 90% of the Chinese population is lactose intolerant and 
“it is simply too costly for us to raise cattle. They would have 
to compete with humans for the land.” As part of her work on 
her dissertation, Miss Wang found that there had been a huge 
decline in China in soybean culture and the manufacture of 
its by-products. She is now working to recover what was 
lost. Accordingly, her Institute has developed liquid soymilk 

in plastic pouches to be test marketed for mass consumption 
starting next month. 160,000 pouches/day are to be 
distributed in Beijing.

5582. Ebata, Junko. 1988. Tenpe wa hatsugan busshitsu 
ni kiku. Osaka-shi Dai Ebata Jokyôju ga jikken. Tenpe no 
henigensei to kôhenigensei [Tempeh contains antimutagenic 
substances that can help prevent cancer. Experiments 
conducted by Asst. Prof. Ebata of Osaka City University]. 
Toyo Shinpo (Soyfoods News). Jan. 21. p. 3. [Jap]
• Summary: Experiments showed that tempeh controlled the 
mutagenic activities of AF2, a powerful carcinogen, used 
during the 1970s in Japan as a tofu preservative. Address: 
Prof., Faculty of Science of Living, Osaka City Univ. 
Sugimoto 3-3-138, Sumiyoshi-ku, Osaka 558, Japan. Phone: 
06-605-2811.

5583. Van den Berg, H.; Dagnelie, P.C.; van Staveren, W.A. 
1988. Vitamin B-12 and seaweed. Lancet i(8579):242-43. 
Jan. 30. [6 ref]
• Summary: “Neither in fermented soya products (tempeh, 
shoyu, tamari, rice miso, barley miso, tofu), nor in other 
fermented products (amasake rice, umeboshi prunes) did 
we fi nd measurable B-12 (all below 0.02 micrograms per 
100 g).” Tests done using both radioassay and Lactobacillus 
leichmanii showed that Spirulina and Nori (Porphyra tenera) 
were the two best vegetarian sources tested. But the B-12 
in the nori does not appear to be available to the body. Its 
presence may be due to corrinoid-like B-12 analogues.
 This study showed a tendency toward vitamin B-12 
related anemia (not iron-related) in macrobiotic children 
who are generally vegan. A defi ciency of vitamin B-12 in 
children can result in serious neurological damage. Address: 
1. TNO-CIVO Toxicology and Nutrition Inst., 3700AJ Zeist, 
Netherlands; 2-3. Dep. of Human Nutrition, Agricultural 
Univ., Wageningen, Netherlands.

5584. Breslau, Neil A.; Brinkley, L.; Hill, K.D.; Pak, C.Y.C. 
1988. Relationship of animal protein-rich diet to kidney 
stone formation and calcium metabolism. J. of Clinical 
Endocrinology & Metabolism 66(1):140-46. Jan. [42 ref]
• Summary: Soy protein does not cause as much protein-
induced hypercalciuria as do animal proteins. When subjects 
were fed similar amounts of calcium and protein, subjects 
consuming protein entirely from soy excreted about 50 mg 
less urinary calcium than those same subjects who consumed 
protein from animal sources.
 Note: Messina and Messina (1994, p. 117) ask: “What 
makes soy protein so kind to calcium? No one knows for 
sure, but remember that proteins are made up of different 
types and amounts of amino acids. Soy protein is low in 
amino acids that contain sulfur. Sulfur amino acids cause 
production of the chemical sulfate in the urine. Sulfate keeps 
calcium from being reabsorbed into the blood by kidneys. 
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Instead the calcium is fi ltered out into urine and excreted 
from the body. Thus, high levels of amino acids cause more 
calcium to be lost from the body. One theory is that the lower 
levels of sulfur amino acids in soyfoods help to protect the 
bones.”
 Parenthetically, the isofl avones in soybeans may also 
directly inhibit bone loss. Address: Center in Mineral 
Metabolism and Clinical Research, Dep. of Internal 
Medicine, and Univ. of Texas Health Science Center, 
Southwestern Medical School, Dallas, Texas 75235.

5585. Chan, Alex Y.; Cheng, M.L.; Keil, L.C.; Myers, B.D. 
1988. Functional response of healthy and diseased glomeruli 
to a large, protein-rich meal. J. of Clinical Investigation 
81(1):245-54. Jan. [43 ref]
• Summary: “We conclude (i) that oral protein ingestion 
increases glomerular ultrafi ltration pressure and rate in both 
normal and diseased glomeruli, (ii) that this hemodynamic 
response may be mediated in part by the glomerulopressor 
hormones angiotensin II and arginine vasopressin, and 
(iii) that the foregoing hemodynamic changes exert no 
acute adverse effect on glomerular barrier size-selectivity.” 
Address: Div. of Nephrology, Dep. of Medicine, Stanford 
Univ. Medical Center, Stanford, California 94305.

5586. Health Foods Business (Elizabeth, New Jersey). 1988. 
Potential for pathogens in water-packed tofu. Jan. p. 28.
• Summary: “The USDA recently identifi ed four pathogens–
including those causing botulism and Salmonella–that 
have the potential to contaminate water-packed tofu if it is 
improperly refrigerated, said a press release by Morinaga 
Nutritional Foods.
 “Because pasteurization occurs after packaging, heat-
resistant, spore-forming bacteria may remain viable, said the 
USDA. These bacteria can grow if the tofu is not properly 
refrigerated or if it remains on the shelf too long.
 “During aseptic packaging, however, noted the release, 
the tofu is treated to extremely high heat for a short amount 
of time before packaging. This is said to kill all bacteria 
including the heat-resistant spores. The package is then 
hermetically sealed to ensure product safety and extend shelf 
life.
 “According to Art Mio, national sales director for the 
company, ‘In addition to monitoring expiration dates on 
water-packed tofu, retailers can identify possible unsafe 
packages by watching for discolored water or taking note 
of consumers who complain of sour taste, an indication of 
bacteria growth.’
 “Recommended storage temperature for water-packed 
tofu is not higher than 41 degrees Fahrenheit, stated the 
release.
 “’It’s just a matter of what tofu is and how it needs to be 
handled,’ remarked Mio.”

5587. Kagiyama, Shogo; Aiba, T.; Kadowaki, K.; Mogi, K. 
1988. New killer toxins of halophilic Hansenula anomala. 
Agricultural and Biological Chemistry 52(1):1-7. Jan. [23 
ref]
• Summary: Two strains of killer yeasts, both identifi ed 
as Hansenula anomala, were isolated from shoyu 
moromi. Both killer yeasts showed killer activity 
toward Zygosaccharomyces rouxii EA under high NaCl 
concentration conditions. Both toxins were glycoproteins. 
The killer activities of both toxins increased with increasing 
NaCl concentration. The killer activities of these strains were 
not abolished by cycloheximide treatment or by cultivation 
at 37ºC. No plasmid was detected in either killer yeast. 
Address: Research Lab., Higeta Shoyu Co. Ltd., Choshi-shi, 
Chiba 288, Japan.

5588. Lewis Laboratories International, Ltd. 1988. Lecithin: 
Like no other substance, it is show to be a powerful nutrition 
factor . . . vital to both mind and body! (Ad). Bestways. Jan. 
p. 21.
• Summary: “In 1975, scientists at the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology discovered that lecithin choline has 
a prompt effect on the brain’s ability to make an important 
chemical for nerve signal transmission called acetylcholine. 
The surprising element in the discovery was that the choline 
is taken up by the brain directly from the circulating blood. 
It had long been thought that something called the “brain-
blood barrier” protects the brain from such direct infl uences. 
Only a few substances, notably alcohol and narcotics were, 
heretofore, known to be able to penetrate the barrier... 
Thus in the brain, lecithin choline will be transformed into 
acetylcholine, a vital compound for the transmission of 
messages from one nerve to another.
 “This has a proven effect on memory, thinking ability, 
and muscle control. In the blood stream, lecithin helps 
prevent cholesterol and other fats from accumulating on 
the walls of your arteries. In the liver, lecithin metabolizes 
clogging fat and reduces the chance of liver degeneration. In 
the intestinal tract, lecithin helps the absorption of fat soluble 
nutrients such as vitamins A, D and E.” Address: P.O. Box 
373, Southport, Connecticut 06490.

5589. Niola, Immacolata. 1988. Il latte di soia 
nell’alimentazione della prima infanzia [Soy-based formulas 
in infant feeding]. Industrie Alimentari 27(256):1-5. Jan. [10 
ref. Ita; eng]
• Summary: This review on the nutritional properties and 
clinical effects of soy-based infant foods includes tabulated 
data on the contents of various vitamins in soy milk, amino 
acids in soy fl our and protein isolate, chemical composition 
of 2 commercial formulas, and vitamins and minerals in soy-
oat formulas. Address: Istituto di Merceologia–Università, 
Via Partenope, 36–80121, Naples, Italy.
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5590. Okada, Noriyuki. 1988. Tenpe–Indonesia no daizu 
hakkô shokuhin [Tempeh–An Indonesian fermented 
soyfood]. Shokuryo: Sono Kagaku to Gijutsu (Food: Its 
Science and Technology) No. 27. p. 65-93. Jan. [1 ref. Jap]
• Summary: Contents: Origin of tempeh. Chronology of 
tempeh (Both taken largely from History of Tempeh by 
Shurtleff and Aoyagi). Methods of making tempeh (with 
a chronology of their development). Microorganisms that 
have been isolated from tempeh and its starter. Changes 
taking place during tempeh fermentation. Protein effi ciency. 
Antioxidants in tempeh. Ways of eating tempeh. Conclusion. 
Address: Oyo Biseibutsu-bu, Biseibutsu Riyo Dai-ichi 
Kenkyu-shitsu (Norinsho, Tsukuba, Japan).

5591. Perez, Oswaldo. 1988. El tempey: La soya en la 
alimentación human [Tempeh: Soya in human nutrition]. La 
Era Agricola (Merida, Venezuela) No. 4. Jan. p. 11. [Spa]
• Summary: A brief overview describing tempeh, its 
nutritional value, and ways of using it in cooking. Address: 
Granja Tierra Nueva, Aldea San Luis, La Azulita, C.P. 5102, 
Estado Merida, Venezuela.

5592. Prevedell, Donna. 1988. The battle over tropical fats. 
Soybean Digest. Jan. p. 38-41.
• Summary: “A full-scale, international food fi ght is shaping 
up. The American Soybean Association (ASA), representing 
430,000 U.S. soybean farmers, has launched a three-pronged 
attack on palm, palm kernel and coconut oils imported to the 
U.S. primarily from Malaysia, the Philippines and Indonesia.
 “The fi rst assault was ASA’s joining a dozen other 
health and consumer organizations to support truth-in-
labeling legislation. Second, ASA petitioned the Food and 
Drug Administration (FDA) to draft similar rules. Finally, 
the organization launched a national campaign to discredit 
imported oils and to pressure large U.S. food manufacturers 
to discontinue their use of the ‘dangerous’ competitors.”
 “Federal truth-in-labeling legislation has been 
introduced in the U.S. House and Senate... It would amend 
the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act so that a food 
that contains palm, palm kernel or coconut oil is labeled as 
containing saturated fat.”
 “Food manufacturers are the main opponents of this 
proposal and the Glickman-Wyden bill, because they would 
lose fl exibility in formulating products. The current ‘and/
or’ labels allow a food company to make a least-cost blend 
without altering the ingredient list. They claim the new 
rules would end least-cost formulations or require expensive 
relabeling, and both costs would be paid by the consumer.
 “The Reagan Administration also opposes the truth-
in-labeling legislation. Its adverse effect on the Philippine 
economy will have a major negative impact on our relations 
with that country.
 “ASA reports that Frito Lay, Pepperidge Farms, Quaker 
Oats and Smuckers have stopped using tropical fats. In the 

U.S. tropical oils at their peak claimed only a 7.55% share of 
edible consumption.”

5593. Rolfe, B.G. 1988. Flavones and isofl avones as 
inducing substances of legume nodulation: review. 
BioFactors 1(1):3-10. Jan. [31 ref]*
• Summary: The signals released by the soybean that attract 
the rhizobial bacteria are the isofl avonoids. These are a 
subclass of the much more common fl avonoids.
 “The development of an assay system for the detection 
of plant-derived stimulatory biofactors has now led to the 
isolation and identifi cation of the compounds which are 
responsible for the activation of the nod genes. Stimulatory 
compounds now have been isolated from plants:... from 
soybeans, the isofl avones daidzein and genistein. These 
hydroxylated fl avonoid compounds are derived from the 
phenylpropanoid pathways which are responsible for the 
synthesis of many important plant phenolic compounds, 
including the phytoalexin molecules which are thought to be 
involved in plant defence systems. The current hypothesis on 
the regulation of the nodulation genes in Rhizobium strains 
is that the gene product of the regulatory nod gene, nodD, 
requires the presence of the plant signals to convert it to 
an active form. This altered NodD protein then induces the 
expression of the other nodulation genes. This bacterium, 
induced by plant biofactors, now is able to infect legume root 
hairs.” Address: Plant Molecular Biology Group, Research 
School of Biological Sciences, Australian National Univ., 
Canberra City, Australia.

5594. Specker, Bonny L.; Miller, D.; Norman, E.J.; Greene, 
H.; Hayes, K.C. 1988. Increased urinary methylmalonic 
acid excretion in breast-fed infants of vegetarian mothers 
and identifi cation of an acceptable dietary source of vitamin 
B-12. American J. of Clinical Nutrition 47(1):89-92. Jan. [16 
ref]
• Summary: Urinary secretion of methylmalonic acid in 
elevated amounts is one indicator of vitamin B-12 defi ciency. 
The authors analyzed blood serum and urine samples of 169 
macrobiotic adults and children from the Boston area. Of 110 
adults, 51% had B-12 levels below the so-called threshold 
level of 200 picograms of B-12 per milliliter of blood serum, 
[1 picogram = 1 trillionth of a gram]. And there was a rise in 
a metabolic breakdown product (urinary methylmalonic acid 
[UMMA], which increases as B-12 levels decrease) in the 
urine of children breast-fed by vegan mothers. Two infants 
showed signs of possible neurological damage, which was 
quickly corrected by B-12 supplementation.
 Certain seaweeds were found to have levels of vitamin 
B-12 comparable to beef liver (35-41 micrograms/100 
gm wet sample; wakame had 23-61 and kombu had 17-49 
mcg/100 gm wet sample). But tempeh, which was thought to 
have high levels contained only 0.4-0.7 micrograms/100 gm 
wet sample.
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 The authors found surprisingly low levels of vitamin 
B-12 in 4 samples beef liver, which is supposed to be one 
of the most concentrated sources of this vitamin–only 3.9 
mcg/100 gm. Note: The test used, a radioassay with pure 
intrinsic factor as binder, has been challenged by some 
researchers who claim that it degrades as much as 60% of the 
real vitamin present in the samples. Yet the addition of 60% 
to the 3.9 mcg fi gure would only bring it to 6.24 mcg/100 
gm. Are the tests faulty or is the level of vitamin B-12 in our 
food supply dropping? And, if so, why? Address: Asst. Prof. 
of Pediatrics, Univ. of Cincinnati Medical Center, Cincinnati, 
Ohio 45267-0541.

5595. Product Name:  Shiitake Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Wildwood Natural Foods of Santa 
Cruz, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address:  1560 Mansfi eld Ave., Suite D, 
Santa Cruz, CA 95062.
Date of Introduction:  1988 January.
Ingredients:  Organic soybeans grown in accordance with 
Section 26569.11 of the California Health and Safety Code, 
fi ltered water, nigari, fresh shiitake mushrooms.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  10 oz.
New Product–Documentation:  Talk with Jeremiah 
Ridenour. 1988. Aug. 26. The company started production in 
Jan. 1988. The shiitake mushrooms are shredded and layered 
with the curds in the forming boxes. It is a delicious product 
but has been discontinued because of a high spoilage rate. 
Label. 1987. 2.5 inches diameter. Black on metallic silver. 
Logo of birds fl ying over a forest silhouette. “Fresh. Slice & 
saute, serve hot for best fl avor.”

5596. Wormsley, K.G. 1988. Trypsin inhibitors: Potential 
concerns for humans? (Letter to the editor). J. of Nutrition 
118(1):134-36. Jan. [12 ref]
• Summary: This letter, in reply to comments by Dr. B.D. 
Roebuck (in this journal, July 15, p. 398-400), expresses 
concern that some soy milk preparations contain quantities 
of residual heat-stable trypsin inhibitory activity that are 
suffi cient to inhibit most of the trypsin secreted by normal 
infants in response to a meal.
 There follows a “Reply to the Letter of Dr. Wormsley” 
by Dr. Roebuck (with 6 references). Address: Ninewells 
Hospital, Dundee DD2 1UB, Scotland.

5597. Belleme, John. 1988. San-J’s natural tamari-shoyu 
(Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Feb. 2. Conducted by William 
Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: San-J uses the same ingredients to make tamari 
and tamari-shoyu (15% wheat) here and in Japan, but here 
they use temperature controlled fermentation. They do not 
make a regular shoyu with equal parts wheat and soybeans. 
The closest thing to it is their “tamari-shoyu” containing 
15% wheat. This product is made like tamari, using koji-

dama (koji balls). Their tamari sells for $6/gallon versus $3/
gallon for Kikkoman shoyu. Yet many big food processors 
prefer tamari. [Probably because the higher amino acid 
content gives a higher fl avor profi le. Less fl avor is lost from 
evaporation of alcohol during heating. And the salt content 
is lower]. Eden will be selling all of San-J’s U.S.-made 
tamari-shoyu under their label. Off the subject: The fi rst crop 
of U.S.-grown nori is now ready in Washington state. Joel 
Dee of Edward & Sons Trading just moved to California. 
Address: P.O. Box 457, Saluda, North Carolina 28773. 
Phone: 704-749-9537.

5598. Sturgeon, Bruce. 1988. Great Eastern Sun and the 
U.S. soymilk industry (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Feb. 4. 
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: “Both Great Eastern Sun and Mitoku still 
import soymilk from Japan. Barry Evans (president) okayed 
my releasing our sales in terms of gallons of soymilk. Each 
of the following is our fi scal year from September 1 to 
August 31 the next year.”
 Year Gallons sold Percent Increase
 1985-86 100,000 -
 1986-87 106,000 6% New quart introduced
 1987-88 148,000 40% Based on 5 months, annualized
 The big increase in the current year is due almost 
entirely to the American soymilk. In the fi rst 5 months of 
this year we’ve sold as much American-made soymilk as we 
sold in all of last year. We only make quarts in America. In 
New England, the low-price area, it retails for $1.59/quart 
average. A lot is sold in truckload quantities. During some 
sales, it goes for as little as $1.29/qt. On the West Coast it 
is typically $1.99 to $2.19. By comparison, the imported 6 
oz product retails for $1.09 to $1.19, which is 3.8 times as 
much per fl uid ounce, and this is not even a full margin. The 
product is made in Minnesota at St. Peter Creamery (which 
also makes spray-dried soymilk) then shipped in a stainless 
steel dairy tanker to Borden’s in Pennsylvania. If that freight 
could be eliminated, it would allow signifi cant reduction of 
the retail price. They are actively talking with St. Peter about 
getting a Tetra Pak machine there and sharing it. Edensoy’s 
price is also high because of depreciation, and Sunsoy’s 
because of exchange rate. There is considerable pressure 
on Vitasoy to fl oat their currency. It will be interesting to 
see what happens to Vitasoy prices if that happens. Vitasoy 
has low overhead and plenty of excess capacity. Tetra Pak’s 
sales of all products are way below their expectations; the 
main activity is in juices. Soymilk is doing well for them. 
Milk has not gotten off the ground, but it could with Lysteria 
scares and deaths. GES holds 1% of their product run for 
quality control. There are three routes of possible bacterial 
contamination in Tetra Pak cartons. 1. The spores that are 
not killed by the temperature/time combination. 2. Bacteria 
entering through a poorly sealed seam. 3. Bacteria entering 
through a failed steam seal in the 40-foot pipe from the UHT 
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unit and the packaging machine. The packages explode. 
Address: Director of Marketing, Great Eastern Sun, 92 
Macintosh Rd., Asheville, North Carolina 28806. Phone: 
808-438-4730.

5599. Erb, Gene. 1988. Soybean research sprouts products. 
Des Moines Register (Iowa). Feb. 21.
• Summary: Lawrence Johnson is the professor in charge 
of the Food Crops Processing Research Center at Iowa 
State University. By the 1930’s and 1940’s, scientists 
were earnestly working to fi nd new products and ways to 
use the soybean. “Utilization research” fl ourished during 
those decades. Johnson said, “In this country, we have not 
aggressively sought export markets for value-added products. 
We have concentrated on exporting low-value commodities. 
The major utilization research projects from the 1930’s and 
1940’s ceased in the 1950’s because we thought we were 
headed toward a world food crisis. We shifted to production 
research and away from utilization. We have to go back to 
some of the old ideas that have been neglected since the 
late 1940’s. Current research projects at ISU’s Food Crops 
Processing Research Center are directed at improving food 
and feed processing operations and profi tability,”
 Several projects are aiming at fi nding faster, cheaper 
ways to extract oil from soybeans. The university’s Vinton 
bean is preferred by the Japanese for the production of tofu. 
Researchers Walter Fehr and Earl Hammond have developed 
a soybean low in linolenic acid. A small-seeded soybean 
developed at ISU should be ideal for making soybean sprouts 
for use in salads. The goal is to develop specialty strains for 
unique uses.

5600. Mitchell, Cheryl; Mitchell, Pat. 1988. California 
Natural Products and the outlook for amazake and amazake 
products (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Feb. 22. Conducted 
by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: CNP manufactures the rice base for Robert 
Nissenbaum’s Rice Dream, non-dairy frozen dessert. Dr. 
Cheryl Mitchell is a food chemist, head of the company’s 
R&D, and an expert in the use of enzymes on whole grains. 
Pat is head of marketing. Both have a strong personal and 
business interest in and commitment to natural foods.
 Pat: “This fall two major natural foods companies are 
coming out with amazake that will be made by CNP. One 
of these will be packaged in Tetra Brik cartons and one will 
be fresh. Neither of these companies is presently involved 
with amazake. The whole challenge is to make a product 
that is superior in taste to analogous soy products. If you 
accomplish that, you have a good market potential.”
 It is very diffi cult to get a good amazake fl avor in Tetra 
Pak; it’s got a lot to do with technique. It is presently diffi cult 
and expensive to develop low-acid Tetra Brik products. The 
tests cost about $8,000 for 2 hours. Another problem is the 
loss of the fresh taste that many prefer for a cooked taste. 

Many people don’t like the beany taste in soymilk and some 
have soy allergies. These are good amazake customers. 
Rice syrup is used as a sweetener in 2-3 U.S. soymilks. He 
thinks the market potential depends on how good a job each 
companies does in developing quality products. “We did not 
want to come out with another Grainaissance type product. 
We wanted a really fi ne tasting product. Grainaissance has 
what we consider a lot of negative characteristics, such 
as a glucose bight. Apparently he [Tony Plotkin] is using 
some type of glucose enzyme. Some people like things very 
sweet.”
 Cheryl: “Amazake has a tremendous potential in the 
United States. Dairy products are not the only way to get 
protein. The nutritional composition of rice is very good 
and the hypoallergenic nature offers a lot of new potential 
products and alternatives to dairy products. Adding enzymes 
to milk does solve the problem for the many people who are 
allergic to milk.” Many of America’s biggest food companies 
are now quietly focusing their research efforts on rice. They 
feel that rice is where the future is. Everyone is keeping this 
under their hats.
 CNP defi nitely does not add hydrochloric acid to lower 
the pH. It wouldn’t work. The natural buffers in the whole 
grain would neutralize the hydrochloric acid. Use of acid 
would also cause off fl avors and souring from random 
hydrolysis. Miles knows refi ned corn starch hydrolysis but 
doesn’t know anything about using commercial enzymes 
with whole grains, which is where CNP has its patents: 
enzymatic hydrolysis of whole grains. The pH of CNP’s 
amazake stays right around 6.7 throughout the process. They 
do not adjust the natural pH at all. Calcium ions from any 
source are needed as a co-factor for the alpha amylase. They 
inactivate the enzymes with heat, not with pH adjustment. 
Robert Nissenbaum knew what he wanted and he trained us 
as to how to get it. It was a whole new area for us. They now 
have a spray dried rice sweetener. The koji mold is a good 
producer of alpha amylase but it is heat sensitive. Enzymes 
will not work on raw starch; moist heat has to be applied 
to gelatinize the starch. Malted barley (commonly called 
“malt”) is still the best known producer of beta amylase. 
Each source produces enzymes that give subtly different end 
fl avors. Aspergillus niger is a widely used source of alpha 
amylase.
 Concerning sweeteners, she was shocked to fi nd that 
very few feeding studies have been run on fructose, since it 
is a natural product found it fruits, but in small quantities, 
balanced with glucose. There are now toxicity studies on 
fructose. The sweeteners in rice syrups are glucose and 
maltose balanced and buffered by complex carbohydrates. 
She thinks NutraSweet [made by Monsanto] should never 
have been allowed on the market. Many food chemists are 
appalled at it. The worst thing is that it is educating our 
children’s tastes to a very sweet taste. One problem with rice 
syrup is that it imparts a distinct rice fl avor. They are seeing 
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to what extent it can be reduced naturally. They now have 22 
different rice syrups, each custom tailored to an application. 
Address: California Natural Products, P.O. Box 139, 
Manteca, CA 95336 (Near Stockton). Plant: 1250 E. Lathrop, 
Lathrop, CA 95330. Phone: 209-239-3966.

5601. Roller, Ron. 1988. Edensoy and the U.S. soymilk 
market (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Feb. 23. Conducted by 
William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Ron estimates the size of the U.S. soymilk 
market to be about 2.1 million gallons a year (not including 
infant formulas, or small fresh local manufacturers). The 
largest companies, in descending order of size, are: American 
Soy Products (Eden Foods; 55-65% market share), Vitasoy, 
Sunsoy, Westbrae, and Great Eastern Sun. The trend is 
defi nitely up. Vitasoy’s aggressiveness in the marketplace 
from early 1987 slowed down Edensoy’s progress. Then 
Vitasoy had big programs and in the last 4 months they seem 
to have cooled out quite a bit. A Dun & Bradstreet report 
shows that they lost $700,000 last year selling soymilk.
 All is going very well in the joint venture with the 
various Japanese companies. The relationships are generally 
harmonious, and they are on target in terms of their volume 
goals and expectations. They hope to increase volume to cut 
down overhead expenses. The plant can make 65-70,000 
cases/month. During the last 2 months there have been 15 
enquiries for export, some of which will soon be signed 
agreements with France, New Zealand, Australia, etc. They 
have approval for 190 Kroger stores and are cautiously 
optimistic on this. Mr. Iwazuki from Marusan runs the ASP 
plant. They now have 6 soymilk products which are Eden 
Foods’ top six best-sellers: three fl avors (carob, vanilla, 
original) in two sizes (liter and 250 ml). By volume, the liter 
outsells the 250 ml by more than 3 to 1. Next: an organic 
soymilk (They now use non-organic Beeson soybeans. The 
organic market now seems to be growing rapidly), some new 
fl avors, and some totally new soy products, such as tofu. 
Eden no longer imports soymilk. Soymilk is pretty price 
sensitive; whenever they put it on sale, it moves. They just 
started a case-stack program that Sunsoy has had for years. 
When they started the plant they stopped wholesaling, and 
dropped over $1 million of wholesale business. But they 
made that up this past year, plus some.
 Concerning oil in soymilk: The label on their Japanese 
imported product was not correct. Oil was added in Japan but 
Eden was not told. It was not listed on the label. When their 
U.S. product was launched, it contained less than 1% added 
oil. Eden got so many complaints about this small amount 
that they now no longer add oil, except to the carob, and 
that will be discontinued as soon as their present labels are 
reprinted.
 Concerning other grains, they are importing Job’s tears, 
which is now recommended by macro teachers for cancer 
patients. They brought the price from $8.50 down to $2.00/lb 

and sell lots. Also involved with quinoa, they used to be the 
master distributor for Quinoa Corp. but are now importing 
lots from Andean countries; expect to reduce the retail price 
by 40%. They are thinking of using quinoa in soymilk. 
Their present sweetener is “malted cereal sweetener” which 
is made by mixing sprouted barley with corn grits, the 
adjunct. Rice is too expensive. You can get a higher sugar 
content with corn than with barley. Rice is still higher in 
sugar. Corn converts the fastest; rice is slow. It is specially 
made by a malting house, and they use almost a tanker load 
every 10 days. They helped develop the product and intend 
to come out with a line of malted grain sweeteners using 
malted barley plus different grains. “There is a lot of funny 
business in the malting arena.” They did not like the use of 
commercial enzymes by California Natural Products. He 
thinks most people do not realize how their rice syrup is 
made. Address: Director of Purchasing, Eden Foods, Clinton, 
Michigan.

5602. Aspinall, G.O. 1988. Chemistry of soybean 
carbohydrates. In: L. McCann, ed. 1988. Soybean Utilization 
Alternatives. St. Paul, MN: Univ. of Minnesota Center for 
Alternative Crops and Products. vi + 429 p. See p. 117-29. 
[32 ref]
• Summary: Discusses: Oligosaccharides. Polysaccharides: 
Structural analysis, extraction and fractionation, soybean 
starch, neutral polysaccharides associated with soybean 
pectin, soybean pectin, arabinoglucuronoxylan, xyloglucan, 
polysaccharides of soybean hulls. Address: Dep. of 
Chemistry, York Univ., North York, Toronto, Ontario M3J 
1P3, Canada.

5603. Bardare, M.; Magnolfi , C.; Zani, G. 1988. Soy 
sensitivity: Personal observation on 71 children with food 
intolerance. Allergie et Immunologie (Paris) 20(2):63-66. 
Feb. [9 ref. Eng; fre]
• Summary: “Soy sensitivity is rather rare in patients with 
food intolerance (17.2% of cases) and is not correlated with 
cow’s milk intolerance, while [it] is signifi cantly correlated 
with seeds allergy; there is no difference between atopic and 
non atopic subjects and between patients previously fed soy 
and never fed soy.” Address: Istituto di Clinica Paediatrica–
Universita di Milano, Italy.

5604. Brandon, David L.; Bates, Anne H.; Friedman, 
Mendel. 1988. Enzyme-linked immunoassay of soybean 
Kunitz trypsin inhibitor using monoclonal antibodies. J. of 
Food Science 53(1):102-06. Jan/Feb. [37 ref]
• Summary: An enzyme-linked immunoassay (ELISA) 
for the Kunitz trypsin inhibitor (KTI) of soybeans was 
developed using monoclonal antibodies derived from mice. 
The new immunoassay should have widespread utility in 
monitoring residual levels of KTI in processed soy products 
such as infant formulas and in plant breeding studies. 
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Soybeans contain two major classes of protease inhibitors, 
Kunitz trypsin inhibitor (KTI) and the double-headed 
Bowman-Birk trypsin and chymotrypsin inhibitor (BBI), 
and both KTI and BBI exist as several isoforms, which are 
derived from different genes or are produced by proteolysis. 
Address: USDA-ARS, Western Regional Research Center, 
800 Buchanan St., Albany, California 94710.

5605. Brumm, Thomas J.; Hurburgh, Charles R., Jr. 1988. 
Regional variation in soybean composition. In: L. McCann, 
ed. 1988. Soybean Utilization Alternatives. St. Paul, MN: 
Univ. of Minnesota Center for Alternative Crops and 
Products. vi + 429 p. See p. 157-67. [14 ref]
• Summary: The interest in soybean composition raises 
a number of questions. Over the long term, what is the 
variability within and among regions in the U.S. of protein 
and oil content? What are the sources of variability? What 
can be done to improve regional and national positions 
with regard to protein and oil content? The objective of this 
paper is to summarize available information relating to these 
questions.
 U.S. and Brazilian shipments to Japan were 
approximately equal in protein content (35.23% vs. 35.33%) 
in the 10-year period from 1975 to 1985. The average 
oil content, however, was markedly higher for Brazilian 
soybeans (19.76% vs. 18.82%). In the U.S. southern 
soybeans appeared to be, on average, higher in protein 
content. Address: Dep. of Agricultural Engineering, Iowa 
State Univ., Ames, Iowa.

5606. Coon, Craig; Akavanichan, Orapin; Cheng, Thim. 
1988. The effect of oligosaccharides on the nutritive value of 
soybean meal. In: L. McCann, ed. 1988. Soybean Utilization 
Alternatives. St. Paul, MN: Univ. of Minnesota Center for 
Alternative Crops and Products. vi + 429 p. See p. 203-13. 
[27 ref]
• Summary: Discusses: Materials and Methods: Soybean 
meal preparation, true metabolizable energy bioassay and 
excreta collection for carbohydrate digestibility studies, 
rooster ileal digesta collection for carbohydrate analysis, 
total soluble carbohydrates in soybeans and digesta samples, 
oligosaccharides, hemicellulose and cellulose. Results and 
discussion. They also noted an increased osmotic cathartic 
effect of raffi nose ingested by human subjects. Address: Dep. 
of Animal Science, Univ. of Minnesota, St. Paul, MN 55108.

5607. Dashiell, Gregory L. 1988. Characterization and use 
of soybean lecithin. In: L. McCann, ed. 1988. Soybean 
Utilization Alternatives. St. Paul, MN: Univ. of Minnesota 
Center for Alternative Crops and Products. vi + 429 p. See p. 
355-66. [21 ref]
• Summary: Discusses: Composition of commercial lecithin. 
Heterogeneous nature of soy lecithin. Physical properties 
of lecithin. Techniques to modify lecithin functionality. 

General functionality of soy lecithin. Emulsifi cation. 
Pigment dispersion. Release. Mixing and Blending. 
Instantizing. Future uses of lecithin and derivatives: Baking. 
Animal health and nutrition: Human health and nutrition. 
Aquaculture. By far, the largest use of lecithin is as a fat 
emulsifi er in milk replacers.
 The nutritional and therapeutic effects of phospholipids 
are being extensively studied. Beyond being a rich source 
of essential fatty acids, phospholipids from soy lecithin 
have been identifi ed as being active in the stimulation of the 
immune system. The use of phospholipid analogs is being 
extensively investigated for their effects against cancerous 
cells. The status of this research is the subject of a research 
conference the proceedings of which have been published. 
Address: Central Soya Company, Inc.

5608. Elliott, James G. 1988. Consumer attitudes regarding 
soy products. In: L. McCann, ed. 1988. Soybean Utilization 
Alternatives. St. Paul, MN: Univ. of Minnesota Center for 
Alternative Crops and Products. vi + 429 p. See p. 381-91. 
[3 ref]
• Summary: Discusses: Consumer awareness of soy foods. 
Consumers’ awareness of manufacturers’ use of soy protein. 
Consumer willingness to purchase meat products containing 
soy protein. People were asked, when you think of foods 
which are made from soybeans, what products come to 
mind? Unaided awareness of soyfoods among consumers 
was low, only 4 in 10 were able to name a specifi c soyfood 
on a top-of-the-mind basis. However, aided awareness was 
signifi cantly higher. Soy sauce and soybean oil had the 
highest levels of aided awareness among consumers at 94% 
and 77% respectively. Tofu, soymilk, margarine, and soy 
nuts registered moderate levels of aided awareness at 45%, 
38%, 38%, and 31% respectively. Tofutti came in next at 
21% and miso came in last at 10%.
 When asked if they had “ever tried” these products, of 
the eight soyfoods mentioned, soy sauce demonstrated the 
highest trial level at 75%. All other products “ever tried” 
were 20% or less. Respondents who had not tried a particular 
food product made from soybeans were asked if they would 
be willing to do so. Expressed willingness to try was in the 
60% to 70% range. It was the highest for soybean oil, soy 
nuts, margarine, tofu and Tofutti.
 65% of those surveyed responded positively when 
asked, “have you heard of soy protein being included 
in certain food products?” 35% were unaware. Among 
consumers who were aware that manufacturers use soy 
protein, 60% said that they were defi nitely using foods 
that contain soy protein, or believed that they were; 29% 
said they were not using them; and 11% didn’t know. 
When asked, “Does the fact that a food manufacturer uses 
soy protein in its products change your feeling about the 
company?,” 80% stated no difference; 8% stated that they 
felt better; and 12% said that they felt worse. Address: 
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Manager of scientifi c communications, Protein Technologies 
International, St. Louis, Missouri.

5609. Emken, E.A. 1988. Nutritional value of soybean oil 
compared to other fats and oils. In: L. McCann, ed. 1988. 
Soybean Utilization Alternatives. St. Paul, MN: Univ. of 
Minnesota Center for Alternative Crops and Products. vi + 
429 p. See p. 189-202. [56 ref]
• Summary: Discusses: Production and consumption of fats 
and oils. Composition and atherogenicity of fats and oils. 
Hydrogenated oils. Minor constituents. Omega-3 fatty acids. 
Soybean oil has a high 18:2w6 content, contains the omega-3 
fatty acid (18:3w3) as does Canola, and has about the same 
amount (10-11%) of 16:0 as corn oil. Thus, the ratio of 
saturated: oleic: omega-6: omega-3 fatty acids in soybean oil 
compares favorably.
 Some of the health benefi ts reported to be associated 
with oils containing omega-3 fatty acids include: Lower 
serum cholesterol levels, lower serum triglyceride levels, 
lower blood pressure, lower platelet aggregation, improved 
learning and memory, visual acuity, immuno response, 
decrease in cancer cell growth, decrease in heart disease 
mortality. A current question is “Does the 18:3w3 fatty acid 
in soybean oil have health benefi ts similar to the fi sh oil 
omega-3 fatty acids? Both 18:2w6 and 18:3w3 are essential 
fatty acids because humans cannot synthesize a delta 12 
double bond. Human requirements for 18:3w3 have been 
estimated at 0.5% to 1.0% of calories and/or 300 to 400 mg/
day. The requirement for 18:3w3 is considered to be highest 
for infants due to the rapid growth of brain and nerve cells.
 There is considerable evidence that the body regulates 
the fatty acid composition of cell membranes and lipid 
levels and that this regulation is genetically controlled. Thus, 
in normal individuals, varying the fatty acid composition 
of the dietary fat would be expected to have much less 
impact on health than suggested by advertisements in the 
lay press. Certainly there is a dietary fatty acid ratio that 
will produce optimal health benefi ts but humans have the 
ability to selectively use the various fats in the diet to meet 
requirements and to compensate for a wide variation in 
dietary fatty acid intake. In the U.S., soybean oil supplies 
an estimated 1.7 g of 18:3w3 per person per day (ca. 0.6% 
of the total calories) which is suffi cient to meet normal 
requirements. Address: Vegetable Oil Research, NRRC, 
Peoria, Illinois.

5610. Erdman, John W., Jr. 1988. Nutritive value of soybean 
protein. In: L. McCann, ed. 1988. Soybean Utilization 
Alternatives. St. Paul, MN: Univ. of Minnesota Center for 
Alternative Crops and Products. vi + 429 p. See p. 169- 77. 
[48 ref]
• Summary: Discusses: Impact of soy on the overall diet. 
Protein quality of soy. Trypsin inhibitors. Effect of soy 
protein on lipid metabolism. Effects of soy components on 

glucose tolerance. Effects of defatted soy protein on caloric 
reduction. Effects of soy on mineral status. Address: Univ. of 
Illinois, Urbana, IL 61801.

5611. Fulmer, Richard W. 1988. The soybean as a chemical 
factory. In: L. McCann, ed. 1988. Soybean Utilization 
Alternatives. St. Paul, MN: Univ. of Minnesota Center for 
Alternative Crops and Products. vi + 429 p. See p. 1-12. [5 
ref]
• Summary: Discusses the chemical composition of the 
soybean in detail including its fi ber, protein, carbohydrates, 
oil, minerals and ash, lecithin and gums, vitamins, sterols, 
and numerous microconstituents.
 Today’s modern soybean processing plant will process 
between three and four million pounds of soybeans daily, 
or roughly 75,000 bushels or 2,500 acres of soybeans each 
day. Further, it is not uncommon to have in excess of one 
million bushels of bean storage at the processing plant. The 
control processing of edible soy fl our includes the following 
measurements: Lipoxygenase, peroxidase, nitrogen solubility 
index (NSI), protein dispersibility index (PDI), urease, 
trypsin inhibitor (TI), and available lysine. Address: Cargill, 
Inc., Minneapolis, Minnesota 55440.

5612. Harris, Bill. 1988. Popeye was right. Vegetarian 
Journal (Baltimore, Maryland) 7(1/2):13-20. Jan/Feb. [8 ref]
• Summary: “Animal foods are commonly portrayed as 
brimming with valuable nutrients, but when analyzed by 
the nutrient/calorie ration (the nutrient density concept 
expounded by Keith Akers in his Vegetarian Sourcebook), 
rather than by nutrient/weight ratio the brim disappears. 
Animal foods do have advantages if you’re a caveman. 
They’re calorie dense and they don’t take up much space.”
 Page 17 lists the top 50 foods containing calcium. In 
the left columns they are listed by the calcium/weight ratio. 
Of the top 12 foods, seven are types of cheese, #2 is sesame 
seeds, and #8 is blackstrap molasses. #16 is low-fat soy fl our. 
In the right column, the top 50 are listed by calcium/calorie 
ratio. The top ten foods are: 1. Cabbage. 2. Turnip greens 
(cooked-raw). 3. Mustard greens (cooked & drained). 4. 
Collards. 5. Parsley. 6. Kale. 7. Dandelion greens (cooked). 
8. Endive or curly escarole. 10. Lettuce. 14. Broccoli. 15. 
Spinach. Note: Tofu (curded with calcium sulfate) was 
apparently not tested. Address: M.D.

5613. Harvard Medical School Health Letter. 1988. Follow-
up and feedback: Soy sauce and fi sh (Substances favoring 
nitrosamine formation). 13:8. Feb. [1 ref]
• Summary: “Our article on nitrates and cancer (June 1987) 
mentioned that ‘some types of preserved fi sh and certain 
varieties of Japanese soy sauce’ are among the foodstuffs 
containing substances that favor formation of nitrosamines. 
Nitrosamines have been implicated in carcinogenesis, and 
it has been suggested that a high dietary exposure to them 
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might promote cancer of the stomach (which is increasingly 
rare in the United States, but very common in Japan). It has 
also been suggested that their formation from nitrites can be 
inhibited by the actions of vitamin C and vitamin E.
 “Several readers, understandably, wrote to ask which 
soy sauces and fi sh have this characteristic. In the case of 
soy sauces, we don’t know. The Japanese researchers who 
reported the fi nding identifi ed the products they studied 
only by country and state of origin. Several soy sauces 
produced in the state of Chiba, Japan, and one from the state 
of Mie, converted nitrite to nitrosamine at a high rate, and 
the resulting material had a high score on a laboratory test 
of bacterial mutation (a version of the Ames test), which is 
believed to correlate with carcinogenic potential. Soy sauces 
produced in other Japanese states and Hawaii, and most 
produced in the United States, yielded less nitrosamine and 
had much lower scores. One exception, from Wisconsin, was 
very high on both counts. But it was only identifi ed as ‘soy 
sauce M.’”

5614. Heise, Lori. 1988. AIDS: New threat to the Third 
World. A deadly virus could unravel decades of development. 
World Watch. Jan/Feb. p. 19-21.
• Summary: African countries, for example, had reported a 
total of 6,635 AIDS (acquired immunodefi ciency syndrome) 
cases to WHO as of November 25, 1987; the U.S. had 
reported 45,436. To put AIDS into perspective, consider 
the fact that the Bubonic Plague killed 17 million to 28 
million people–one-third to one-half of Europe’s population–
between 1347 and 1350. Pregnancy & childbirth kills 
500,000 women worldwide each year. The Ethiopian Famine 
killed 1 million people during 1984-85. The Vietnam War 
killed 54,000 Americans between 1963-75, and a total of 
2,358,000 people between 1960-75. Address: Washington, 
DC.

5615. Kingma, Sharyn. 1988. ASA moves to end confusing 
oil labeling. Soya Newsletter (Bar Harbor, Maine). Jan/Feb. 
p. 3.
• Summary: The American Soybean Association reports that 
imported tropical fats replaced 1,800 million pounds of U.S.-
produced oils in 1986. The value of soybean oil displaced 
by palm and coconut oil was $273 million in 1986 and $304 
million in 1985. Reportedly, $2 million has been earmarked 
by palm producers to infl uence U.S. media and policymakers 
in an attempt to improve the image of tropical fats. One 
acre of planted palm trees lasts 25 years and can produce 2 
to 3 thousand pounds of oil each year. On the other hand, 
soybeans which produce about 400 pounds of oil per acre, 
need to be planted and harvested every year, adding extra 
costs to farmers and processors.

5616. Kuo, Tsung Min; VanMiddlesworth, Jody F.; Wolf, 
Walter J. 1988. Content of raffi nose oligosaccharides and 

sucrose in various plant seeds. J. of Agricultural and Food 
Chemistry 36(1):32-36. Jan/Feb. [25 ref]
• Summary: Among the seeds of 29 different crops 
examined, cotton, garden peas, soybean, cowpea, and alfalfa 
contained more than 50 mg of raffi nose saccharides per gram 
of defatted meal. During germination, some of the raffi nose 
present in the cotyledons of dormant seeds was directly 
hydrolyzed during the “germination process to produce 
sucrose, which was then transported to the embryonic 
axes for further metabolism.” Address: Northern Regional 
Research Center, Peoria, Illinois 61604.

5617. Laszlo, Joseph A. 1988. Content and stability of 
ferrous iron in soybean hulls. Cereal Chemistry 65(1):20-23. 
Jan/Feb. [40 ref]
• Summary: Soybeans hulls are a rich source of highly 
bioavailable iron. This appears to be the result of 
the presence of stable Fe(II) in this tissue. The poor 
bioavailability of iron from most plant-derived food sources 
is generally attributed to the presence of iron-binding 
moieties such as phytic acid and dietary fi ber, as well as to 
the overall insolubility of ferric hydroxides. An apparent 
exception is the iron present in soybean seed coats (hulls), 
which contain no phytic acid. Although the soybean hull 
represents only about 8% of the bean’s mass, it contains 
about one-third of its iron. Address: Northern Regional 
Research Center, Agricultural Research Service, USDA, 
Peoria, Illinois 61604.

5618. Laszlo, Joseph A. 1988. Content and bioavailability of 
minerals in soybean hulls. In: L. McCann, ed. 1988. Soybean 
Utilization Alternatives. St. Paul, MN: Univ. of Minnesota 
Center for Alternative Crops and Products. vi + 429 p. See p. 
333-41. [22 ref]
• Summary: Discusses: Materials and methods: Sample 
preparation, mineral-building measurements, ferric and 
ferrous iron analysis. Results and discussion: A model for 
mineral-binding, mineral-binding in the stomach, mineral-
binding in the small intestine, properties of the iron in 
soybean hulls. Address: Northern Regional Research Center, 
Peoria, Illinois 61604.

5619. Liener, Irvin E.; Goodale, R.L.; Deshmukh, A.; et al. 
1988. Effect of a trypsin inhibitor from soybeans (Bowman-
Birk) on the secretory activity of the human pancreas. 
Gastroenterology 94(2):419-27. Feb. [56 ref]
• Summary: “This study was undertaken to clarify the 
issue of whether feedback regulation of pancreatic enzyme 
secretion occurs in humans. A naturally incurring inhibitor 
of trypsin and chymotrypsin, the Bowman-Birk inhibitor of 
soybeans, was used to reduce the activities of these enzymes 
normally secreted by the pancreas into the duodenum.”
 A negative feedback system was observed. Directly 
supplying BBI (Bowman-Birk inhibitor) or raw soy fl our to 
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the duodenum causes an increase in secretion of pancreatic 
enzymes. Note that BBI, in contrast to KTI (Kunitz trypsin 
inhibitor), survives in gastric juice. Address: Dep. of 
Biochemistry, College of Biological Sciences, Univ. of 
Minnesota, St. Paul; and Dep. of Surgery, Medical School, 
Univ. of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota.

5620. Lovell, Richard T. 1988. Use of soybean products in 
diets for aquaculture species: Revised. In: L. McCann, ed. 
1988. Soybean Utilization Alternatives. St. Paul, MN: Univ. 
of Minnesota Center for Alternative Crops and Products. vi + 
429 p. See p. 235-65. [58 ref]
• Summary: Discusses: Nutritional requirements of 
aquaculture species: Protein and amino acids, energy, 
vitamins, minerals, essential fatty acids and sterols. Diet 
preparation. Nutritional value of soybean meal for fi sh: 
Protein and amino acids, available energy, available 
minerals, essential fatty acids. Use of soybean meal in fi sh 
feeds: Replacement of fi sh meal, palatability, antinutritional 
factors in soybeans, full-fat roasted soybean meal, 
supplementing soybean meal with synthetic amino acids.
 Fish farming, or aquaculture, has demonstrated 
extremely rapid growth during the last decade. Reasons for 
this are increasing demand for fi sh worldwide, especially 
in the more developed countries, diminishing supplies and 
increasing costs of sea-caught fi sh, more consistency in 
supply and quality of cultured fi sh, utilization of resources 
unsuitable for other types of food production, and attractive 
investment opportunities in aquaculture. Channel catfi sh 
farming in the U.S. has grown from almost obscurity in the 
late 1960’s to an annual yield of approximately 300,000 tons 
in 1985. Farming of penaeid (marine) shrimp is presently 
the fastest growing aquaculture venture worldwide. World 
production was estimated at approximately 85,000 tons in 
1984. Other cultured food fi sh of rapidly rising importance 
are coldwater salmon which are grown in net pens in the 
northern oceans, such as around Canada and Norway. The 
majority of salmon eaten in northern Europe comes from 
pens. Other commercial aquaculture species are eels, tilapia, 
carps, milkfi sh, sea bream, sea bass, yellowtail tuna, and 
more.
 Intensive culture of fi sh for food is the fastest growing 
food production industry in the world. Fish feeds require 
large amounts of protein-rich ingredients. Fish meal has 
traditionally been the basis for most commercial fi sh feeds. 
It is highly nutritious for all commercial fi sh species, but 
it is also expensive. Address: Dep. of Fisheries and Allied 
Aquaculture, Auburn Univ., Alabama.

5621. Lusas, E.W.; Rhee, K.C.; Watkins, L.R. 1988. 
Processing methods to modify soybean components. In: L. 
McCann, ed. 1988. Soybean Utilization Alternatives. St. 
Paul, MN: Univ. of Minnesota Center for Alternative Crops 
and Products. vi + 429 p. See p. 143-55. [26 ref]

• Summary: Discusses: Challenges to achieving 
improvements in soybeans. Purity and uniformity. Whole 
soybeans. Changes in components during processing: Fiber, 
protein, oil. Phospholipids: Carbohydrates, phytic acid, other 
factors affecting nutrition. Soybean fractions as sources of 
industrial materials. Address: Food Protein Research and 
Development Center, Texas A&M Univ. System, College 
Station, TX 77843-2476.

5622. McGowan, Christina. 1988. An analysis of the 
market for soya-based products. Dublin, Ireland: Centre for 
Marketing Studies, University College Dublin. 37 p. Feb. 28. 
Unpublished typescript. 30 cm.
• Summary: This is the earliest survey seen of the soyfoods 
market in Ireland. It is full of interesting statistics. The 
summary states that the market for soya-based products in 
the Dublin area is miniscule [minuscule]. These products 
account for only 1-5% of total health food sales. Annual sales 
of such products are roughly £200,000–£240,000 according 
to Kelkin, Ireland’s leading wholesaler. However if general 
trends in the health food industry can be relied on, there will 
be a steady increase in demand for soya products. The two 
main types of consumers are those suffering from lactose 
intolerance, and vegetarians. The most popular product is 
soya milk due to increased publicity and frequent references 
by doctors. Possible new products would be soy cheese, ice 
cream, or yogurt. A total of 23 retailers were interviewed and 
only 23 stock soya products.
 A survey was conducted on 103 respondents outside 
health food stores. Of those who had tasted soya-based 
products (only 15% of the total): 71% buy for health reasons. 
81% buy in health stores. 94% buy for themselves.
 51% of the respondents became aware of soya products 
through word of mouth, 23% through in-store displays, and 
23% through magazines/print. The most popular product 
quoted by respondents was soya milk (62.5% indicated 
they purchased it). Approximately 50% said they bought 
soy-based desserts, 20.2% bought tofu, 11.5% purchased 
soy cheese, 5.4% purchased tempeh, and 2.7% bought soy 
yogurts.
 Companies involved with soya are Sunrise (under 
license here), Spiral Foods of Cork (Tempeh), and Irish 
Sea Greens (Tempeh). Some people are making tofu 
in the Swords area and an Asian man was making tofu 
locally. Wholesalers that handle soya foods are Wholefood 
Wholesale (import 20 tonnes a year of soya milk worth 
£15,000 [Irish pounds] wholesale value), LifeForce (import 
£30,000 to £40,000 of soya milk), Paragon Distributors 
(imports 3-4 tons of soya foods worth £10,000), Perrans 
(sells £12,000 worth of soya milk per year), and Kelkin 
Naturproducts (sells £150,000/year of soya milk and £50,000 
desserts/year). Address: Dublin, Ireland.

5623. Mills, Milton. 1988. Is man designed to eat meat? 
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Organ (The) (Stanford University School of Medicine, 
California) 16(6):1, 4-6, 18-20. Feb. [24 ref]
• Summary: Argues convincingly that human beings 
were not designed to eat meat by a detailed comparison 
between carnivorous and herbivorous mammals of the oral 
cavity, esophagus, stomach, small intestine, colon, feeding 
behaviors. Primates (monkeys, apes, and humans) are also 
compared, showing their many anatomical similarities, and 
noting that monkeys and apes are largely herbivores. The 
question “Are humans herbivores?” is also addressed; bears 
are one of the few omnivores found in nature. Evolutionary 
theory shows mammalian adaptation proceeding from 
insectivores and carnivores to progressively more specialized 
herbivores. “Herbivorous mammals theoretically evolved to 
take advantage of abundant, accessible, ‘docile’ vegetation.”
 “Humans are most often described as ‘omnivores.’ 
This distinction is made more on anthropological grounds 
than biological. There is evidence which indicates human 
societies have frequently included some animal foods in 
their diets, but that evidence addresses an issue separate and 
distinct from what kind of diet is appropriate for men and 
women.”
 In short, this article compares the structure of the human 
gastro-intestinal tract to that of carnivores, herbivores, 
and by-design omnivores and concludes that humans were 
designed to be a plant-eating mammal. Address: Third 
year medical student and president of the Stanford Medical 
Students Assoc., Stanford Univ., California.

5624. Mounts, T.L. 1988. Edible soybean oil products. In: 
L. McCann, ed. 1988. Soybean Utilization Alternatives. St. 
Paul, MN: Univ. of Minnesota Center for Alternative Crops 
and Products. vi + 429 p. See p. 43-56. [38 ref]
• Summary: Discusses: Soybean oil processing: 
Degumming, refi ning, bleaching, deodorization, 
hydrogenation. Food uses of soybean oil: Salad and cooking 
oils, margarines, shortenings, lecithin.
 The fi rst signifi cant milestone in research was the 
development of objective methods to assess fl avor and 
odor. The benefi t of a given processing treatment could now 
be reliably assessed by a taste panel, rather than relying 
on the judgment of a single expert. Use of this technique 
identifi ed the susceptibility of soybean oil to deterioration 
catalyzed by trace metals, i.e. 0.3 ppm of iron and 0.01 ppm 
of copper. Industry responded by the removal of brass valves 
in refi neries and installation of stainless steel deodorizers. 
Off-fl avors in soybean oil were determined to result from 
oxidative deterioration and industry responded by blanketing 
oils with inert gas, i.e. nitrogen, at all high-temperature steps 
and in fi nal packaging.
 Citric acid added to oil in the deodorizer was found 
to retard the fl avor deterioration of soybean oil and the 
industry immediately adopted metal deactivation. Today 
every pound of soybean oil product is protected by citric 

acid or some other metal deactivator. Early in the 1950’s, 
taste panel research identifi ed the precursor of soybean oil 
off-fl avors as the 7% linolenic acid component, which was 
highly susceptible to oxidation. The immediate solution to 
linolenic acid removal was the use of catalytic hydrogenation 
using nickel catalysts. This reaction in combination with a 
winterization process produced soybean salad oil containing 
only 3% linolenic acid and was marketed in the early 
1960’s as a “specially processed soybean oil”. This product 
essentially captured the U.S. edible oil market in the next 
few years.
 More recent research has shown that: (1) Antioxidants 
are ineffective for enhanced storage stability of soybean oil–
salad/cooking oils are now formulated without antioxidants; 
(2) Unhydrogenated oils are stable during storage and use 
at room temperatures–leading to the marketing of “natural” 
soybean salad oils; (3) Soybean salad and cooking oils are 
stable when packaged in plastic containers–the industry 
rapidly eliminated glass bottles.
 Other research have signifi cant potential for future 
industrial response is (1) The use of ultrasonic energy during 
hydrogenation which permits major reduction in the amount 
of nickel catalyst used in the process, and (2) Addition of 
ppm quantities of beta-carotene to fi nished soybean oil for 
enhanced stability to light initiated fl avor deterioration. 
Finally, the most recent milestone in the continuing story of 
soybean oil is the success of an extended breeding program 
to modify the fatty acid composition of soybean oil. Low 
linolenic acid oils extracted from new genotypes have been 
shown to have improved room odor characteristics. Address: 
Vegetable Oil Research, NRRC, Peoria, Illinois.

5625. Poneros, Angela G.; Erdman, J.W., Jr. 1988. 
Bioavailability of calcium from tofu, tortillas, nonfat dry 
milk and Mozzarella cheese in rats: Effect of supplemental 
ascorbic acid. J. of Food Science 53(1):208-10, 230. Jan/Feb. 
Summarized in Science News 133:174 and elaborated on in 
Soya Newsletter. 1988. March/April. p. 1, 14. [32 ref]
• Summary: The calcium in tofu coagulated with calcium 
sulfate is 12.6% more bioavailable than that in nonfat milk. 
Tofu coagulated with calcium sulfate provides roughly 128 
mg of calcium per 100 gm of tofu, whereas that coagulated 
with magnesium chloride (nigari) provides only about a tenth 
as much calcium. Ranked by bioavailability, calcium sulfate 
precipitated tofu was 107%, mozzarella cheese was 105%, 
calcium carbonate was 105%, nonfat dry milk was 95%, and 
tortillas were 93%. A follow-up study showed sesame seeds 
to be 65% and spinach 47%.
 The experiments were conducted on rats, which appear 
to be a good model for calcium bioavailability humans. 
Erdman notes: “Tofu manufacturers should be encouraged to 
move to calcium sulfate as a coagulant if they are not already 
using it. Mixed blends of nigari and calcium sulfate would 
be a good choice as well.” Address: Dep. of Food Science, 
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Univ. of Illinois, 580 Bevier Hall, 905 S. Goodwin Ave., 
Urbana, IL 61801.

5626. Serna-Saldivar, S.O.; Lopez-Ahumada, G.; Ortega-
Ramirez, R.; Dominguez, R. Abril. 1988. Effect of sodium 
stearoyl-2-lactylate on the rheological and baking properties 
of wheat bread fortifi ed with defatted soybean and sesame 
meal. J. of Food Science 53(1):211-214, 230. Jan/Feb. [23 
ref]
• Summary: Wheat fl our was fortifi ed with 8% DSBM 
(defatted soybean meal), 12% DSBM and 8% DSBM/4% 
DSM (defatted sesame meal) to increase the protein content 
and amino acid profi le, and to upgrade the overall nutritional 
value of the bread. The control (100% wheat) bread had 
the best fl avor, texture and color scores, followed by the 
8% DSBM, 8% DSBM/4% DSM and 12% DSBM breads. 
Address: Centro Coordinador de la Investigacion, Seccion 
Alimentos, Universidad de Sonora, Apartado Postal 1658, 
Hermosillo, Sonora 83000, Mexico.

5627. Sipos, Endre F. 1988. Edible uses of soybean protein. 
In: L. McCann, ed. 1988. Soybean Utilization Alternatives. 
St. Paul, MN: Univ. of Minnesota Center for Alternative 
Crops and Products. vi + 429 p. See p. 57-93. [107 ref]
• Summary: Discusses: Defi nitions and methods of 
preparation. Nutritional and health aspects of soy proteins: 
Nutritional value of soy protein ingredients, amino acid 
profi le, digestibility, amino acid requirements, nutritional 
value of soy proteins in food systems, meat, poultry, and 
fi sh, dairy products, cereal grains, health and soy protein 
products. Functionality: General properties, functionality 
of soy protein ingredients, soy fl ours/grits (untextured), soy 
protein concentrates (untextured), soy protein isolates, soy 
albumens, textured/structured soy protein products, fl avor 
and texture. Uses in food systems: Meat food products, 
emulsifi ed meats, coarsely-chopped meats, canned meats, 
whole muscle meats, poultry products, seafood products, 
analogs, pet foods, dairy-type products, bakery products–
cereals–pastas, bread and rolls, specialty breads, cakes and 
cake mixes, doughnuts, breakfast cereals, pasta products, 
misc. baking applications, misc. foods. Consumption trends. 
Future considerations. Summary.
 Soy protein concentrates are preferred in milk 
replacers for baby animals such as calves, lambs, and 
pigs because of their low soluble carbohydrate content 
(i.e. less gastrointestinal disturbance problems) and lower 
immunogenicity. The industry producing edible soy protein 
products for human consumption has grown enormously 
since the late 1950’s. Yearly world production is estimated 
to be approximately 1,500,000 tonnes (metric tons or 
3,300 million lb; Note: Text fi gure of 1,500 tonnes is an 
error) of soy fl our, 90,000 tonnes (200 million lb) of soy 
protein concentrate, and 70,000 tonnes (170 million lb) of 
soy protein isolate, which amounts to about 3,700 million 

pounds/year of edible protein for human consumption. 
Since soy fl our is used in many developing countries 
where statistical records are incomplete, the fi gure for this 
ingredient could be higher than given here. The demand for 
soy protein concentrates appears to be growing at the fastest 
rate.
 Note: Dr. Dale Johnson, in a personal communication to 
Dr. Walter Wolf at the USDA Northern Regional Research 
Center in Peoria, Illinois, estimated the 1985 production of 
isolated soy proteins in the USA to be 70,000 tonnes. Sipos 
here gives that same fi gure as the world total. Yet isolate 
production has increased worldwide since 1985 and it is 
produced outside the USA in Japan, in Belgium (by Ralston 
Purina), and in China. Address: Sipos & Associates, Inc. Fort 
Wayne, Indiana.

5628. Slavin, J.L. 1988. Nutritional value of soybean fi ber. 
In: L. McCann, ed. 1988. Soybean Utilization Alternatives. 
St. Paul, MN: Univ. of Minnesota Center for Alternative 
Crops and Products. vi + 429 p. See p. 179-88. [33 ref]
• Summary: Discusses the nature of dietary fi ber, its 
components, and methods of measuring dietary fi ber. 
Includes sections on soy fi ber, its components, and 
physiological effects. Soy fi ber used in human foods is 
primarily cell wall material of soybean cotyledon derived 
from processing dehulled and defatted soybean fl akes. It 
is neither soybean hull nor soy bran. It is bland, odorless, 
and contains approximately 75% dietary fi ber. Soy fi ber is 
a mixture of cellulosic and non-cellulosic internal cell wall 
structural components. Its major functions are non-cellulosic 
and consist of acidic polysaccharides, arabinogalactan, 
arabinan chains and about 10% cellulosic components. 
Address: Dep. of Food Science and Nutrition, Univ. of 
Minnesota.

5629. Sonntag, Norman O.V. 1988. Growth potential in 
industrial uses. In: L. McCann, ed. 1988. Soybean Utilization 
Alternatives. St. Paul, MN: Univ. of Minnesota Center for 
Alternative Crops and Products. vi + 429 p. See p. 399-405. 
[12 ref]
• Summary: Discusses: Industrial product growth potential: 
Phospholipid, tocopherols & sterol by-products, soy 
protein derivatives, genetically-modifi ed soybean oils, 
soybean methyl [methyl esters] or ethyl esters as diesel 
fuels, industrial uses for soybean oil-derived products, 
industrial uses for soybean oil per se, food additive products 
from soybean oil, soya-fatty acids, fatty acids derived 
from soybean soapstocks, misc. and newly-developing 
applications.
 The following fi gures are given as 1987 U.S. volumes in 
millions (MM) of lb / Growth potential in percent per year. 
Lecithins / phospholipids = 70 million lb / 3.0%. Vitamin 
E including soya tocopherols = 11.0 million lb / 3.7%. 
Soya-based sterols (in pharmaceutical / medicinal uses: 
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corticoids, sex hormones, contraceptives, spirono-lactone) = 
7.38 million lb / 7.0%. Thus the total 1987 U.S. volume of 
phospholipids, tocopherol, and sterol by-products was 88.38 
million lb. Also in 1987, the total U.S. volume of hydrolyzed 
soy protein (for food emulsifi cation, cosmetics, personal 
care products, medicinal and pharmaceutical applications) 
was 3 million lb. Methyl or ethyl “Soyate” as diesel fuel 
= 0.5 million lb / 60%. For industrial uses for soybean oil-
derived products, the results were: Epoxidized soybean oil 
= 92 million lb / -1%; High-I.V. soybean oil for alkyd resins 
= 117 million lb / -1%; Epoxy resins and others = 8 million 
lb / 1.2%. Thus the total 1987 U.S. volume of soybean oil-
derived products was 217 million lb.
 Industrial uses for soybean oil per se yielded the 
following results: Dust control in grain elevators = 10-12 
million lb / 48%; Pesticide dispersion = 25 million lb / 46%. 
Therefore, the total 1987 U.S. volume of soybean oil for 
industrial uses per se was 35-37 million lb. The total 1987 
volume of U.S. monoglycerides, monoglyceride derivatives 
and other food additive products was 46.25 million lb. 
The breakdown of this category was as follows: Mono 
and diglycerides = 18 million lb / 2.5%; Monoglyceride 
derivatives = 3.25 million lb / 0%; and calcium and sodium 
lactyl stearates = 25 million lb / 2.4%. The total volume of 
U.S. soya-fatty acids for 1987 was 68.3 million lb. Soy fatty 
acids in alkyd resins = 30 million lb / -1%. Soy fatty acids in 
oleochemicals = 25 million lb / 4%. Esters and amines = 10 
million lb / 6%.
 In the category of fatty acids derived from soybean 
soapstocks, the total 1987 U.S. volume was 293 million 
lb. Dimer acid manufacture consumed 3 million lb, low-
grade oleochemicals 10 million lb, pet food and feed 
fortifi cation 260 million lb, and low-grade cleaning, soap 
& other surfactant products 20 million lb. In the area of 
potential new applications, volume / growth potential was 
0 million lb / 78% for ‘olestra’, a small volume / 60% for 
soy carbohydrates, and 0.2 million lb / 110% for soy based 
ANPA-INK.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2017) that 
mentions the term “ethyl soyate” in connection with diesel 
fuel made from soy oil. Address: 306 Shadow Wood Trail, 
Red Oak, Texas 75154.

5630. Stanton, James M. 1988. Use of soybean oil in 
coatings. In: L. McCann, ed. 1988. Soybean Utilization 
Alternatives. St. Paul, MN: Univ. of Minnesota Center for 
Alternative Crops and Products. vi + 429 p. See p. 281-93. 
[3 ref]
• Summary: Discusses: History: Chemistry, polymerized 
soybean oil, oxidized oils, maleinized oils, co-polymers, 
alkyd resins, urethane oils. Epoxy esters. Epoxy polyester. 
Water systems. Future development.
 Vegetable oils and paint have been linked for centuries. 
We know that the Egyptians grew fl ax hundreds of years BC 

and probably used linseed oil in their decorative coatings. 
However, it was not until the 1930s that soybean oil became 
an important factor in paint and coatings. Current sales 
are 41% architectural coatings, 35% product fi nishes, and 
24% specialty. “In the early 1930s three events took place 
that changed the future of soybean oil in paints. First, the 
oil modifi ed alkyd was developed by Kienle and Hovey of 
General Electric. Second, Henry Ford tried to use soybean 
and soybean derivatives in a number of applications, most 
successful was the use of soybean oil alkyds in enamels 
for his autos. Last, but perhaps the most important, was the 
development of the ‘four-hour enamel’ by DuPont which was 
based on an alkyd made from soybean oil. By far the most 
important application for soybean oil in the coatings industry 
is in alkyd resins.
 During the last 35 years the one most signifi cant trend 
in the U.S. paint industry has been the move toward water-
based coatings. Interior fl at wallpaints based on alkyds 
and oleoresinous varnishes were replaced by water-based 
paints made from synthetic polymer emulsions, fi rst styrene-
butadiene and later vinyl acetate and acrylic based. The U.S. 
consumption of soybean oil in protective coatings peaked at 
about 200 million pounds per year in the late 1950s and early 
1960s. Current usage is in the area of 150 to 160 million 
pounds per year. Total current usage of all oils in coatings is 
about 500 million pounds, with linseed oil and tall oil being 
the other major oils. Tall oil, which comes from trees, is a 
resinous by-product from the manufacture of chemical wood 
pulp. It is often less expensive than soy oil.
 It is unlikely that current trends in the use of soybean oil 
in coatings will change. In fact, it is likely that vegetable oil 
in general will continue to lose market share to petroleum-
based products. If, through genetic engineering, a soybean oil 
with lower linolenic and higher linoleic could be developed, 
soybean oil would be the preferred oil. This would also be 
a better edible oil, high in polyunsaturates but with better 
stability. Address: Experience, Inc., Minneapolis, Minnesota.

5631. Stern, Marshall D.; Illg, Daniel J. 1988. Full fat 
soybean use in ruminants. In: L. McCann, ed. 1988. Soybean 
Utilization Alternatives. St. Paul, MN: Univ. of Minnesota 
Center for Alternative Crops and Products. vi + 429 p. See p. 
215-26. [30 ref]
• Summary: Discusses: Full fat soybeans as a protein source 
for ruminants: Protein metabolism in ruminants, protein 
protection from ruminal degradation, protection methods, 
ruminal protein degradation and intestinal amino acid supply 
at full fat soybeans. Full fat soybeans as a lipid source for 
ruminants. Infl uence of full fat soybeans on animal growth. 
Infl uence of full fat soybeans on milk production: Heat 
processed soybeans vs. raw soybeans and soybean meal, 
milk composition, feeding guidelines. Address: Dep. of 
Animal Science, Univ. of Minnesota, St. Paul, MN 55108.
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5632. Sugawara, Etsuko; Ito, T.; Odagiri, S.; Kubota, K.; 
Kobayashi, A. 1988. Edamamé kôki seibun no seijuku ni 
tomonau henka [Changes in aroma components of green 
soybeans with maturity]. Nippon Nogeikagaku Kaishi (J. of 
the Agricultural Chemical Society of Japan) 62(2):149-55. 
Feb. [3 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: “The characteristic aroma of immature 
green soybeans (edamame) was analyzed by GC (gas 
chromatography) and GC-MS. The results were compared 
with those of soybeans. From the aroma concentrates of 
green soybeans, 28 components were identifi ed, and 19 
components were tentatively identifi ed... (Z)-3-Hexenyl 
acetate, cis-jasmone, linalool, and acetophenone that were 
not identifi ed in ripe soybeans were considered to contribute 
to the fl avor of green soybeans. cis-Jasmone was considered 
one of the key compounds in the fl avor of green soybeans, 
because it was not found in the aroma concentrate of green 
soybeans harvested at a late stage of immaturity.” Address: 1. 
Faculty of Education, Iwate Univ., Ueda, Morioka 020; 2-3. 
Dep. of Agricultural Chemistry, Iwate Univ., Ueda, Morioka 
020; 4-5. Lab. of Food Chemistry, Ochanomizu Univ., 
Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo 112. All: Japan.

5633. Sutardi, -; Buckle, K.A. 1988. Characterization of 
extra- and intracellular phytases from Rhizopus oligosporus 
used in tempeh production. International J. of Food 
Microbiology 6(1):67-79. Feb. [18 ref]
• Summary: This Rhizopus mold produced both extra- and 
intracellular phytases. The enzymes were isolated, partially 
purifi ed, then characterized. Address: Dep. of Food Science 
& Technology, Univ. of New South Wales, P.O. Box 1, 
Kensington, NSW 2033, Australia.

5634. Thompson, Donald B.; Fosmire, Gary J. 1988. 
Determination of zinc bioavailability from soy protein 
concentrates by slope-ratio analysis. J. of Food Science 
53(1):204-07. Jan/Feb. [15 ref]
• Summary: This article begins: “Previous workers have 
shown that Zn bioavailability may differ for general 
categories of soy protein products, including fl ours, 
beverage, concentrate, and isolate (Forbes, et al., 1979; 
Erdman et al., 1980, 1983).”
 “Soy protein concentrates were made by 60% ethanol 
leaching (EC) and hot water leaching (WC), resulting in 
phytate-to-Zn molar ratios of 52 and 23, respectively.” 
Address: 1. Dep. of Food Science; 2. Dep. of Human 
Nutrition; Both: The Pennsylvania State University, 
University Park, PA 16802.

5635. Watkins, T.R.; Maignan, M.R. 1988. Soya saponins: 
Effects upon growth and fatness of GTG obese mice. In: 
L. McCann, ed. 1988. Soybean Utilization Alternatives. St. 
Paul, MN: Univ. of Minnesota Center for Alternative Crops 
and Products. vi + 429 p. See p. 343-53. [22 ref]

• Summary: This paper reports on the fi ndings of a study of 
the effi cacy of soya saponins upon body weight reduction, 
parametrial adipose tissue, liver and small bowel weight 
in female weanling mice. Dietary saponins countered the 
obesity of gold thioglucose (GTG). Address: CUNY, 425 E. 
25 St., New York, NY 10010.

5636. Weaver, C.M.; Davis, J.; Marks, H.S.; Sensmeier, R.K. 
1988. Selenium content of processed soybeans. J. of Food 
Science 53(1):300-01. Jan/Feb. [12 ref]
• Summary: Analysis for Selenium-75 and total selenium 
showed that selenium concentration was dependent on the 
protein levels of the processed fractions indicating that the 
major portion of Selenium-75 in soybeans is incorporated in 
proteins. Address: 1-3. Dep. of Foods & Nutrition. 4. Dep. of 
Biochemistry, Purdue Univ., West Lafayette, Indiana 47907.

5637. Weisenthal, Debra Blake. 1988. Diabetes: Out of the 
medicine closet... and into the kitchen cabinet. Vegetarian 
Times. Feb. p. 16-18, 20-23, 53. [9 ref]
• Summary: Diabetes is the third leading cause of death by 
disease in the United States. About 5.8 million Americans 
have been diagnosed as having the disease and 4-5 million 
more may have it without knowing it. A new theory states 
that a low-fat, high-carbohydrate diet is best. Soymilk is used 
in the milk exchange. Diabetes mellitus is a chronic disease 
characterized by the inability to utilize carbohydrates, and 
by excess sugar in the blood and urine. Dr. Julian Whitaker, 
author of Reversing Diabetes, loathes his colleagues’ 
continued reliance on drugs. His program at the Whitaker 
Wellness Institute in Huntington Beach, California, relies on 
a strictly vegetarian diet for diabetic management. His book 
details the diet and its success.
 People with diabetes cannot effectively utilize glucose, 
the body’s basic fuel. The disorder can occur when there 
is either an insuffi cient amount of insulin or insulin is not 
properly used. Insulin, made in the pancreas, is a hormone 
that regulates the amount of glucose in the bloodstream by 
helping it pass through cell membranes. When the process 
goes awry, the glucose remains in the blood, and the body’s 
cells consequently become starved for energy. There are 
2 types of diabetes. Type I occurs when the body does not 
produce suffi cient insulin. About 5% of diabetics are type I. 
Type II diabetics have bodies which are insensitive to insulin 
and it goes unused, even though they produce enough of it.
 Most professionals in the fi eld now believe that 
Carbohydrates are a good thing for diabetics, and fats 
exacerbate an already bad situation. Before insulin 
was discovered in 1921, diabetics were told to cut out 
carbohydrates entirely because there was no way to move 
the sugar out of the blood. Once insulin was discovered, 
doctors still told patients to avoid carbohydrates, although 
there was no evidence that approach was effective. In the 
1930s, researchers began to fi nd that the typical diet eaten 
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by diabetics–14% carbohydrate calories, 7% protein calories 
and 79% fat calories–actually brought on diabetes, even in 
people with normal metabolism. At the Whitaker Institute, 
the diet for diabetic patients contains a minimum of 65% 
complex carbohydrates.
 Not everyone agrees with the low-fat, high-carbohydrate 
theory. Anne Coulston, research dietician at Stanford 
University, believes that any success researcher fi nd with 
a low-fat diet is a result of their patients losing weight 
on the diet, nothing more. Coulston agrees with most 
diabetes professionals that weight loss overrides any dietary 
manipulation or composition. Address: Staff.

5638. Winters, Robert L. 1988. Obtaining vitamin E and 
sterols from soybeans. In: L. McCann, ed. 1988. Soybean 
Utilization Alternatives. St. Paul, MN: Univ. of Minnesota 
Center for Alternative Crops and Products. vi + 429 p. See p. 
273-79. [6 ref]
• Summary: Discusses the use of deodorizer distillate as 
a source of vitamin E and of sterols for corticoid drug and 
hormone manufacture, and the use of tocopherol as an 
antioxidant. The source of sterol raw materials moved from 
Mexican barbasco root to soybean deodorizer distillate after 
a period where fatty acid distillation residues were used. 
Deodorizer distillate was also use as a source of vitamin E. 
This added signifi cant value to by-products from soybean 
oil refi ning. The deodorizer distillate from cottonseed, corn, 
peanut, sunfl ower, and rapeseed oils can also be used as a 
good source of sterols.
 Soybean oil is the preferred source of vitamin E in this 
country. Tocopherol has a potential new use as a natural 
antioxidant.
 Tables show the following: 1. Comparison of soybean 
residue to deodorizer distillate: Percentage of the following 
in each: tocopherol, alpha tocopherol, sterol, stigmasterol. 
Table 2. Typical content of tocopherol, alpha tocopherol, 
and their ratio in vegetable oils: Wheat germ oil has 
257.1 mg/100 gm tocopherol and 133.0 mg/100 gm alpha 
tocopherol; soybean oil has 95.8 mg/100 gm tocopherol 
and 10.1 mg/100 gm alpha tocopherol. Yet soybean oil is 
much more widely available than wheat germ oil. Sunfl ower 
seed oil has 54.6 mg/100 gm tocopherol and 48.7 mg/100 
gm alpha tocopherol. Table 3. U.S. edible fats and oils 
disappearance, million lb in 1984. The top 6 are: Soybean oil 
9,750, edible tallow 1,150, coconut 940, lard 870, corn oil 
800, cottonseed oil 620. Table 4. Comparison of deodorizer 
distillate from various oils: sunfl ower, cottonseed, soybean, 
rapeseed. Table 5. Deodorizer distillate saponifi ed vs. 
unsaponifi ed. Table 6. Deep-fried instant noodle (ramen) 
stability–months until rancid taste or odor detected with 
different levels of added mixed tocopherol and citric acid. 
Address: 5031 Clear Spring Drive, Minnetonka, Minnesota 
55345. Consultant to Henkel Corp., Fine Chemical Div., 
LaGrange, Illinois.

5639. Post (Paradise, California). 1988. Good Food–Good 
Health: Tofu–you’ll never know until you try. March 8.
• Summary: This article appeared in more than 100 
newspapers nationwide during Feb., March, and April 1988. 
It gives a recipe for Tofu Ranchero. Many of the recipes 
featured in the column “Good Food/Good Health” come 
from the American Institute for Cancer Research’s 4-volume 
cookbook series, “An Ounce of Prevention”. The AICR is 
located in Washington, DC 20069.

5640. Shapiro, Margaret. 1988. Japanese outpace the world 
in life expectancy: Experts credit their low-meat diet. 
Washington Post. March 8. p. HE11.
• Summary: A table shows that a baby born today in Japan 
will live 80.9 years (for women) or 75.2 years (for men). 
In the United States these fi gures are 77.6 years for women 
(3.3 years less) and 70.1 years for men (5.1 years less). 
These Japanese numbers “represent one of the most dramatic 
increases in life expectancy of any nation since the end of 
World War II,...” Since the 1970s, the Japanese have been 
living longer than the Americans, but only in the 1980s did 
they pass the Swedes. The main reasons for Japan’s postwar 
gains in life expectancy are: (1) Elimination of many deadly 
diseases, including dysentery and tuberculosis. (2) Major 
advances in medical care, including a universal system of 
medical coverage. (3) The lowest infant death rate in the 
world. (4) A healthy diet that is low in fat and cholesterol, 
low in total caloric intake, and high in fi ber, soybean curd, 
seaweed, and vegetables. “As a result, the Japanese have 
one of the lowest levels of cholesterol and heart disease 
in the world.” But Japanese a very high salt intake, which 
has resulted in one of the world’s highest death rates from 
strokes–blood vessel hemorrhages in the brain. Address: 
Washington Post Foreign Service.

5641. Mangold, Grant. 1988. What’s under your soybean’s 
hood? [Variety selection for oil and protein content]. Soybean 
Digest. Mid-March. p. 6-9.
• Summary: Near infrared refl ectance (NIR) analysis can 
now be used to measure the protein and oil content of 
soybeans. Currently, offi cial U.S. soybean grading standards 
are based primarily on appearance characteristics. And 
farmers are paid accordingly. But that’s changing. The 
Federal Grain Inspection Service expects their NIR testing 
equipment to be operational for the 1989 soybean crop. 
Farmers should select varieties for high protein and oil 
content as well as top yields. In the 1987 Iowa State yield 
trials, protein scores ranged from 36.0% to 42.1%, while 
oil ran from 20.9% to 24.6%. Brazil and Argentina use a 
government-controlled variety release system. They won’t 
release a variety with less than, say, 44% protein or 22% oil. 
The U.S. can get the same result by paying a premium for 
higher protein and oil levels.
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 In general, as soybean production moves in the U.S. 
from north to south, protein levels increase and oil levels 
decrease. Brazilian oil content runs about 1% higher than 
U.S. beans; and Argentine oil runs about 1% less than U.S. 
beans. The main soybean-producing areas in South American 
are at a latitude similar to Oklahoma. As you breed for high 
yields, oil levels tend to go up while protein levels go down.
 An creative illustration shows a farmer looking under 
the “hood” of a soybean, which has 4 wheels, exhaust pipes, 
a large hilum, etc.

5642. Nordquist, Ted. 1988. New developments with tofu 
and soymilk in Sweden (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. March 
26. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Ted is working with three of Sweden’s largest 
food companies: (1) Semper AB, the country’s largest milk 
company, used to be an independent milk research company. 
Semper now makes an infant formula, and two fl avors of 
soy drink for adults, both from soy protein isolates. The 
later is poor tasting. Semper is now wholly owned by Arla, 
the Swedish milk company. (2) Karlshamn Oliefabrik, 
Sweden’s largest oils and fats company, that is also the 
largest manufacturer of ice cream and margarine. They 
used to be a soybean crusher, but now they import their oil. 
Karlshamn has the Swedish franchise for Ralston Purina. 
They have a newsletter The Soybean Magazine that they 
use to market Ralston’s products. They import isolates, 
which Semper buys for use in their infant formula (Soja 
Semp) and adult soymilks. (3) Trensums Musteri, a juice 
company owned by Mark Jungstrum, who owns the only 3 
Combibloc machines in Sweden. He packages Knorr soups 
in them. The resources are unlimited. The present focus is 
on developing a natural soy base free of beany fl avor and 
evaluation the economics of the product. From this base they 
will make a line of products, including dairylike products 
and non-beany tofu. Ted has a contract with Trensums to 
receive a 2% commission on all soy products made in the 
new plant, since he basically developed the plant, which 
is inside the Trensums Musteri juice factory located in the 
south of Sweden, near Karlshamn. He also has a contract 
with Semper. Semper supplies Karlshamn with all their milk 
products. Roughly 12 million crowns ($2-3 million) has 
already been invested in soy equipment and R&D at this 
plant in Tingsryd, which produces about 4,000 liters/hour of 
soymilk.
 This project began in 1983, when Luke Lukoskie came 
to Ted with a proposal to cooperate with Alfa-Laval, since 
Ted was the only tofu maker in Sweden, where Alfa-Laval 
is located (in Lund). Luke had a contract with Alfa-Laval to 
develop tofu and other soy products. He wanted a continuous 
tofu making process. Alfa-Laval had a plant installed in his 
former factory, which burned down. At one point Lukoskie 
was considering a lawsuit against Alfa-Laval. In 1984 Alfa-
Laval began moving the soy development operations from 

Lund to Singapore. At the time they had sold one plant to 
China, with plans to sell 2 more if the fi rst proved successful.
 Ted met with the people from Talmo Gordon, who 
were planning to build a soymilk plant in Ludvika, funded 
with government money, but dropped the idea after Semper 
and Ted showed them that their concept was not feasible. 
The owner of the plant in Tingsryd is an expert at product 
development, including foods such as mushroom soups in 
German Combibloc that cannot be done in Tetra Pak. So Ted 
left his cooperation with Alfa-Laval and started developing 
with him in Tingsryd. They signed a contract. Ted goes there 
for 3 days a week. The sales of Aros grew 70% last year, in 
part because of new labels. All products are doing well. He 
makes an average of 2,000 kg (4,400 lb) of tofu per week. 
By vacuum packing his tofu then pasteurizing it at 95ºC for 
45 minutes, then quick cooling it in water at 4-6ºC, he gets 
a shelf life of 85 days at 4ºC under ideal conditions vs. 30 
days shelf life if it is not vacuum packed. None of Sweden’s 
three big supermarket distributors carry his tofu, so he 
distributes to supers himself. The three distributors that serve 
the country’s 65 health food stores do not have refrigeration. 
There are no tofu companies yet in Norway, Denmark, or 
Finland. Of all of Aros sales, 55% is regular tofu, followed 
by marinated tofu (Tofu Marinerad) 15%, then three other 
products. Nutana makes a canned tofu (made entirely from 
isolates) in cubes in a sauce. Lima Foods sells a bottled tofu. 
There are 8 million people in Sweden.
 Tomsun is trying to register the trademark Jofu (their 
nonfermented soy yogurt) in Sweden. This may upstage 
Ted’s attempt to trademark Sofu for soymilk and wipe out his 
trademark on the term “Tofu.”
 Semper is interested in having the new soy base be 
low in oligosaccharides so that their infant formula does 
not cause fl atulence. The following oligosaccharide levels 
have been found in European soymilks: Alfa-Laval’s plant 
in Colmar, France, that uses ultrafi ltration 0.02 gm/liter; 
Alpro in Belgium 0.28 gm/liter; Alfa-Laval’s pilot plant in 
Sweden 0.43 gm/liter; the STS plant built for DE-VAU-GE 
in Germany 0.58 gm/liter. By using ultrafi ltration to make 
tofu you can both remove the oligosaccharides and reduce 
the water content. Address: President, Aros Sojaprodukter, 
Bergsvagen 1, S-190 63 Orsundsbro, Sweden. Phone: 0171-
604 56.

5643. Mio, Art. 1988. Update on Morinaga (Interview). 
SoyaScan Notes. March 30. Conducted by William Shurtleff 
of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Morinaga not only has a patent on their aseptic 
tofu process, they also have proprietary rights to the fi lm. 
This special fi lm was developed jointly by Morinaga (Japan) 
and Tetra Pak, and the latter cannot sell it to any other 
company. This may not be mentioned in the patent.
 Concerning promotion in the USA, for the fi rst few 
years Morinaga targeted their sales to Asian-American 
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consumers. They got little results. Then Art Mio heard that 
supermarkets were having problems with spoilage, so he 
changed his focus to supers. Stage 3 has been the recent 
targeting of the natural and health foods industries. The new 
package design and absence of monoglycerides on the label 
have helped sales in this market. Sales could increase 50-
100% this year. Headquarters may have decided to build a 
plant in America. The Japan plant may only be running one 
shift. Susan Bucher’s company (Buchér & Russell, 3801 
Wilshire Blvd., Suite 1403, Los Angeles, California 90010. 
Phone: 213-738-5300; Susan is Japanese-American) has 
done the recent set of ads.
 Tree of life private label tofu sold 5,000 units a week in 
1986. Art does not know who makes it. Address: Morinaga 
Nutritional Foods, Inc., 5800 South Eastern Ave., Suite 270, 
Los Angeles, California 90040. Phone: 213-728-4325.

5644. Blume, Elaine. 1988. The truth about trans: 
Hydrogenated oils aren’t guilty as charged. Nutrition Action 
Healthletter. March. p. 8-9. [14 ref]
• Summary: Includes: Does trans equal trouble? 
Hydrogenated hearts. Cancer worries. Cell Membranes. A 
diagram compares the structure of cis and trans molecules: 
“An unsaturated double bond may be either cis or trans, 
depending on the arrangement of hydrogen molecules.” 
Unhydrogenated soybean oil contains about 15% saturated 
fat, but after hydrogenation to make margarine it contains 
about 17-20% fat.
 Some fear that trans fats might alter the normal passage 
of substances into and out of cells. Edward Emken, a 
biochemist with the Dep. of Agric. Agricultural Research 
Service, notes that the body selectively excludes trans fats 
from key membrane positions. He says, “There’s no hard 
evidence to suggest that, at current levels of intake, trans fats 
pose any more danger than other kinds of fat.
 All told, the charges against trans fat just don’t stand 
up. And by extension, hydrogenated oils seem relatively 
innocent. Soybean oil, for example, starts out 15% saturated, 
but after hydrogenation to make margarine, it ends up about 
17 to 20% saturated fat. In addition, the kind of saturated fat 
(stearic acid) produced by hydrogenation does not seem to 
raise blood cholesterol as much as other saturated fats. But 
you’re even better off cutting back on total fat. That may 
reduce your risk of cancer and heart disease and should help 
keep your waistline within reasonable limits.

5645. FDA Center for Food Safety and Applied Nutrition. 
1988. Food protection unicode. Washington, DC 20204. 104 
p. Draft of 10 March 1988. No index. Each chapter paginated 
separately. 28 cm.
• Summary: “In April 1987, the Food and Drug 
Administration announced a project to update the provisions 
of the existing model food codes... into a new model Food 
Protection Unicode.” This is a draft of the proposed unicode, 

circulated for review and comment. The introduction is by 
Arthur L. Banks, Director, Retail Food Protection Branch, 
FDA Center for Food Safety and Applied Nutrition.
 This book consists of 10 chapters. In chapter 1, titled 
Purpose and defi nitions, at 1-102.48 is a current defi nition 
of a “potentially hazardous food” and a list of foods which 
are excluded. Tofu and other soy protein foods are not 
specifi cally mentioned.
 “The history of the model sanitation code development 
by the U.S. Public Health Service (PHS) goes back over 60 
years to the early 1920s. Work on the fi rst model ordinance 
relating to food protection and sanitation in food service 
establishments was initiated in 1934.” The fi rst model 
ordinance was published in tentative form in 1935. It was 
expanded in 1938 and revised in 1943 and again in 1962.
 In 1968, FDA assumed PHS responsibility for the retail 
food protection program and the development of model 
codes. FDA updated the Food Service Sanitation Code of 
1976. In 1982 FDA and the Association of Food and Drug 
Offi cials (AFDO) jointly published a model Retail Food 
Store Sanitation Code, culminating an 8-year cooperative 
effort. “37 states, 4 national, and 160 local jurisdictions have 
adopted the 1976 edition of the model food service code. 
May other state and local jurisdictions have adopted earlier 
editions. About half of the states and some local jurisdictions 
have adopted the provisions of the model food vending code. 
14 states, 1 national, and 9 local jurisdictions have adopted 
the model retail food store code.” Address: Washington, DC.

5646. Hasegawa, Yoshie; Inuta, Toru; Obata, Hitoshi; 
Tokuyama, Tai. 1988. [Introduction of a high vitamin B-12 
productive natto strain through protoplast fusion]. Nippon 
Shokuhin Kogyo Gakkaishi (J. of the Japanese Society of 
Food Science and Technology) 35(3):154-59. March. [12 ref. 
Jap]*
• Summary: To breed a high vitamin B-12 producible natto 
strain, protoplast fusion was done between Bacillus natto, 
Takahashi No.2 (Arg-mutant), and a vitamin B-12 productive 
strain, Bacillus megaterium IAM 1166 (Try-mutant). 
Lysozyme of 250 mcg/ml and 500 mcg/ml was adopted for 
the protoplast preparation of B. natto Takahashi No. 2 and 
B. megaterium IAM1166, respectively, with 10% sucrose at 
42ºC for 30 minutes. Protoplast fusion was carried out with 
40% polyethyleneglycol 6000, and the regeneration was 
performed on Sucrose Glutamate (SG) minimal medium 
containing 10% sucrose and 3% polyvinylpyrolidon. 
Preservation of the stringiness and vitamin B-12 productivity 
of the protoplast strains were deeply affected by the 
concentrations of lysozyme and sucrose. Three fusants which 
were capable of producing stringiness and vitamin B-12 
were isolated on SG medium, and the strong stringiness on 
a steamed soybean by them were also observed in a similar 
manner as B. natto. (From online abstract at http://www.
journalarchive.jst.go.jp/english/). Address: 1, 3-4. Faculty of 
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Engineering, Kansai University [near Oksaka, Japan].

5647. Ito, Kimio; Yasuhira, Hitomi. 1988. Kônôdo shokuen, 
gurukoosu sonzaika ni okeru Bacillus subtilis no dôtai 
[Behavior of Bacillus subtilis at high concentrations of NaCl 
and/or dextrose (in miso)]. Shinshu Miso Kenkyusho Kenkyu 
Hokoku (Report of the Shinshu-Miso Research Inst.) No. 29. 
p. 25-32. [16 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: Behavior of Bacillus subtilis at high NaCl 
and/or dextrose concentrate was examined, to evaluate the 
hygiene of miso. Growth, germination and sporulation were 
completely inhibited by 20% NaCl alone, 10% NaCl/20% 
dextrose or 15% NaCl/10% dextrose. Critical water activity 
for growth was 0.88.

5648. Moeljopawiro, S.; Fields, M.L.; Gordon, D. 1988. 
Bioavailability of zinc in fermented soybeans. J. of Food 
Science 53(2):460-63. March. [30 ref]
• Summary: Note: RBV = relative biological value. Tempeh 
is mentioned 16 times, and soy 41 times in this article.
 “The bioavailability of zinc in soybean meal fermented 
by lactic acid-producing bacteria (LAPB) and by Rhizopus 
oligosporus in tempeh fermentation was evaluated with 
the rat bioassay, using the slope ratio method and log total 
femur zinc or weight gain versus zinc intake as response 
parameters.”
 “The tempeh made in this investigation was incubated at 
30ºC for 26 hours. Therefore, the high phytate content may 
have been due to the short incubation time.”
 “Tempeh: Since the phytate content of tempeh was 
higher than that of boiled, lactic acid-fermented soybeans at 
pH 4.2 and 6.7, the lower RBV would have been expected. 
A possible explanation for the discrepancy might be, that, 
during the production of tempeh, the zinc binding ligand 
was produced, thus increasing the availability of zinc. These 
data support the statement of other researchers (Welch and 
Van Campen, 1975) that phytate is not the only factor that 
affects zinc absorption.” Address: Dep. of Food Science 
& Nutrition, Univ. of Missouri-Columbia, Columbia, MO 
65211.

5649. Postel, Sandra. 1988. Controlling toxic chemicals. 
State of the World. p. 118-36. March. [67* ref]
• Summary: There are two major classes of toxic chemicals: 
Agricultural pesticides and industrial wastes. Both offer 
benefi ts and risks. Prior to the 1940s farmers relied on 
a combination of mechanical, chemical, and biological 
methods to limit pest damage to crops. The discovery 
of DDT, however, ushered in an era of almost exclusive 
dependence on chemicals for pest control. DDT was safer 
and more effective than the arsenic, heavy metals, cyanide, 
and nicotine compounds that had long been used. In the 
U.S. pesticide use in agriculture nearly tripled between 1965 
and 1985. Farmers applied 390,000 tons of pesticides to the 

nations agricultural lands in 1985, an average of 2.8 kg (6.2 
lb) per hectare planted. 95% of the area planted to soybeans 
receives pesticides.
 Pesticide risks come from pesticide poisonings, toxic 
food residues, and contaminated drinking water. The nation’s 
two most widely used herbicides, alachlor and atrazine, have 
been found most frequently in contaminated groundwater.
 Breaking the pesticide habit will depend largely on 
adaptation of IPM (Integrated Pest Management). Leaders 
in this fi eld have been China and Brazil. By the early 1980s 
about 30% of Brazilian soybeans growers were using IPM 
Insecticide use by those growers in 1982 was 80-90% 
below the level in 1975, the year before the program began. 
This saved the farmers money. In the USA use of IPM for 
soybeans have been minimal. Insecticide use rose from 0.15 
kg/ha in 1971 to 0.17 kg/ha in 1982, up 13%. By contrast, 
IPM has been used intensively with peanuts, cotton, and 
grain sorghum to reduce pesticide usage by up to 81% over 
the period 1971-82. Breeding pest resistance into crops tends 
to reduce pesticide use. But breeding in pesticide resistance 
could pave the way for increased pesticide use. The USA 
should increase its presently meager funding for IPM. 
Address: 1776 Massachusetts Ave., N.W., Washington, DC 
20036.

5650. Sato, Masashi; Yasuhira, Hitomi. 1988. Kôon 
jukusei miso ni tsuite [Studies on miso fermented at high 
temperature]. Shinshu Miso Kenkyusho Kenkyu Hokoku 
(Report of the Shinshu-Miso Research Inst.) No. 29. p. 20-
24. [2 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: Miso containing 50% koji and 0-6% NaCl 
was fermented at 47, 50 and 53ºC and evaluated for pH, 
microbial fl ora, acidity, color, sugar concentrate, free 
amino acid levels, etc. Higher temperature favoured acidity 
development due to bacterial action. Color of miso fermented 
for 3 days at 50ºC was equivalent to that of miso fermented 
at 30ºC for 30 days, but free amino acid concentrate in the 
former was lower than that in the latter. Fermenting 3% NaCl 
miso at 50ºC for 3-5 days, followed by 30ºC for 10-12 days, 
produced an acceptable miso.

5651. Tochikura, Tatsurokuro. comp. and ed. 1988. Shôyu 
no kagaku to gijutsu [The food science and technology of 
shoyu]. Brewing Society of Japan, Takinogawa 2-6-30, Kita-
ku, Tokyo, Japan. 571 p. Illust. Index. 21 cm. [1067 ref. Jap]
• Summary: The best book of its kind seen up to this time. 
Contents: 1. Raw materials and their processing. 2. Making 
koji. 3. Brewing. 4. Microorganisms. 5. Making products 
and processing. 6. Components. 7. Browning reaction. 8. 
Preventing infestation and mold. 9. Product quality control. 
10. Nutrition and food sanitation. 11. Various types of shoyu. 
12. HVP (Amino acid liquid). 13. Seasoning processes. 14. 
Bottling and packaging. 15. New technology. 16. Waste 
water treatment and environment preservation. 17. JAS and 
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other laws and regulations. 18. Shoyu around the world. 
Address: Prof. of Food Science, Kyoto Univ., Japan.

5652. National Heart Savers Association. 1988. Cholesterol 
kills! (Ad). Time Magazine. April 4.
• Summary: Fact: Over 50% of Americans have a cholesterol 
level that is too high. Fact: Only 8% of Americans know 
their cholesterol level. For every 1% you lower your 
cholesterol, you reduce your risk of a heart attack 2%. If 
your cholesterol level is 265 or over, you have four time 
the risk of a heart attack as someone with 190 or less. 
Healthy adults under 65 have a 50% chance of suffering a 
heart attack if they have just 2 of the following risk factors: 
High cholesterol level, obesity, smoking, inactivity, high 
blood pressure. 9 out of 10 people can substantially reduce 
their cholesterol level by diet. Address: 4601 South 76 St., 
Omaha, Nebraska 68127. Phone: 402-339-3813.

5653. Anthan, George. 1988. Health groups hail cutbacks 
in tropical oils. Des Moines Register (Iowa). April 29. p. 1, 
10A.
• Summary: Leading health and consumer groups Thursday 
joined farm organizations in lauding food manufacturers 
who voluntarily have stopped using tropical oils–so-called 
‘jungle grease’–in their products. The U.S., in recent years, 
began buying increasing amounts of tropical oils from 
the Philippines, Malaysia, Thailand and some other Asian 
countries that are allies or friends. The American Soybean 
Association, said a survey of 2,500 food products in three 
supermarkets “shows some major food manufacturers are 
responding to consumer demands for products made with 
unsaturated vegetable oils.”
 Nancy Chapman, a registered dietician said that major 
manufacturers who have eliminated tropical fats from many 
of their products include: Archway (cookies), Sunshine 
(crackers and cookies), Nabisco (crackers and cookies), 
Lance (snack foods), Mrs. Paul’s (fi sh), Frito Lay (chips and 
snack foods), ConAgra (frozen dinners and snacks), General 
Mills (fruit bars and popcorn), Keebler (chips and snacks), 
Campbell’s (some soups), and Continental Baking (some 
whole wheat bread and muffi ns). She said certain fl avors 
(chocolate), textures (chewy) and preparation (microwave) 
are still associated with the use of saturated oils. Chapman 
said more than 70% of products that do not contain tropical 
oils have ambiguous labels.
 Expressing concern over the use of tropical oils were the 
American Heart Association, American Soybean Association, 
American Diabetes Association, Center for Science in 
the Public Interest, Public Voice for Food and Health 
Policy, Citizens for Public Action Against Cholesterol, and 
Consumer Federation of America.

5654. Green, Rand. 1988. Packaging keeps Mori-Nu tofu 
fresher. Produce News (Fort Lee, New Jersey). April 30.

• Summary: According to Art Mio, national sales manager 
for Morinaga Nutritional Foods, there are two basic reasons 
people are turned off by tofu. First, they don’t know what 
to do with it and may not even by quite sure what it is. 
The solution is education. Second, many people who have 
tried it don’t like the sour taste. The U.S. Food & Drug 
Administration recommends that tofu core temperatures 
be kept below 45 degrees, while the USDA “strongly 
recommends no higher than 41 degrees.” Tom McReynolds 
is the newly appointed marketing manager at Morinaga 
Nutritional Foods. Mio mentioned 2 diet books that have 
been published recently with tofu recipes that specifi cally 
recommend Mori-Nu Tofu. The Calcium Connection (1988), 
by Dr. Cedric Garland and Dr. Frank Garland is one such 
book. Diet Recipes from Doris’ Kitchen, by Doris Cross is 
the other.

5655. Acompañado, Marita F. 1988. IDRC supports soybean 
workshop. PCARRD Monitor 16(4):4-5. April.
• Summary: IDRC is the International Development 
Research Centre (IDRC) in Canada. The Philippine Council 
for Agriculture, Forestry and Natural Resources Research 
and Development (PCARRD) coordinated a workshop 
which aimed at developing and packaging a comprehensive 
nutrition-focused multi-disciplinary and interagency 
research and development (R & D) program on soybean. 
The soybean-based Nutrition Workshop, which took place 
in Puerto Azul, Ternate, Cavite on 27-28 April 1988, was 
made possible through the support of the IDRC in Canada. 
It was participated in by 25 agency heads/researchers. 
The group visited the Soybean Pilot Project site in Nueva 
Ecija. Address: Science Research Specialist, PCARRD, 
Philippines.

5656. Golbitz, Peter. 1988. Tofu packaging: To water pack 
or vacuum pack–That is the question. Soya Newsletter (Bar 
Harbor, Maine). March/April. p. 1, 3, 6-7, 13.
• Summary: In traditional countries like Japan, where tofu 
is consumed daily by a large portion of the population, 
packaging is used more for the conveyance of the product 
than it is to preserve it. By far the most popular method in 
modern times is the water-packed tub, heat sealed with a 
multi-laminant plastic fi lm. The other popular method is 
vacuum-packing–placing the tofu in a multi-laminant plastic 
bag, or in a form-fi ll-seal machine which makes its own 
package from the roll stock, drawing off air in the package 
and heat sealing it.
 Water-fi lled tubs are made of high density polyethylene 
(HDPE). The sides are fl uted to add rigidity. The lidding 
stock is usually a multi-laminant fi lm composed of a 
combination of Mylar, Saran, polypropylene or other 
appropriate material, with at least one layer of polyethylene 
on the bottom. There are three companies that supply tofu 
trays to the industry in the U.S. These are: Airtight Container, 
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Inc., Los Angeles, California; Fabri-Kal Corp., Kalamazoo, 
Michigan; and Gage Containers, Lake Oswego, Oregon. 
Prices run from around 3.5 cents to 7.0 cents each.
 Kawanishi-Shoko, Los Angeles, CA, Bean Machines, 
San Francisco, CA, and T.R.I. Systems, Rancho Cordova, 
CA are three leading suppliers of this type of tofu packaging 
machinery in the U.S. All of these companies import their 
packaging equipment from Japan.
 Most vacuum packing of tofu is done with bags, where 
the tofu is put in a multi-laminant bag, placed in a vacuum 
chamber, the lid is closed and the air drawn out. A good 
operator can pack 720 packages per hour. Vacuum bags 
can cost from 4 cents to 12 cents per package. Roll stock 
vacuum machines can run as high as 50 to 200 packages 
per minute. Popular chamber models are the SuperVac line, 
sold by Smith Equipment Co. in Clifton, New Jersey, and 
the Turbovac line sold by Hantover Inc. in Kansas City, 
Missouri. Roll stock vacuum machines are also available 
through these companies.
 There is a question as to whether or not vacuum 
packaging can extend the shelf-life of freshly produced tofu. 
Steve Demos of White Wave, Boulder, CO, reports that “we 
get a longer shelf-life with our vacuum-packed tofu than we 
do with our water-packed tofu.” White Wave sells vacuum-
packed tofu, packaged on a roll stock vacuum machine, both 
with and without an outer box. “The outer box adds to the 
cost of the product, but the box can become a vehicle for 
recipes, cross merchandising, couponing and solicitation for 
special sales,” states Demos.
 Ben Lee, company spokesperson for Quong Hop [San 
Francisco, CA] reports that they get a longer shelf-life with 
their vacuum-packed tofu as well. Lee said, “One of the 
major advantages of vacuum packing for us, is the ability to 
ship the product less expensively. A typical case of water-
packed tofu can weigh up to 50% more than a comparable 
case of vacuum-packed tofu.” However, water packing is 
much quicker and easier.
 Swan Gardens, Decatur, Georgia, is a company which 
uses vacuum packing exclusively. Swan Gardens puts some 
of their vacuum-packed tofu in a box, similar to White Wave. 
Swan Garden’s tofu is pasteurized and has a 4 to 6 week 
shelf-life.
 Nasoya Foods, Leominster, Massachusetts, uses water 
packaging exclusively. At one time, the company used a 
roll stock vacuum machine for packing, but gave it up after 
years of problems. “On a scale of 1 to 10 for diffi culty,” says 
company vice president Bob Bergwall, “vacuum packing 
was a 10, and water packing is a 1.” Nasoya achieves a shelf-
life of better than 8 weeks.
 Package of the future. Right now, only silken tofu can 
be packaged aseptically. The biggest improvement in tofu 
packaging in the near future will not be the result of a new 
package per se, but rather the result of better attention to 
in-house sanitation, pasteurization, and the temperature that 

tofu is being stored and sold at. Address: Soyatech, Bar 
Harbor, Maine.

5657. Koo, Winston W.K.; Kaplan, L.A.; Krug-Wispe, S.K. 
1988. Aluminum contamination of infant formulas. J. of 
Parenteral & Enteral Nutrition 12(2):170-73. April. [17 ref]
• Summary: Aluminum concentration was measured in 
175 samples of infant formulas. Among these, 5 brands of 
liquid soy formulas were tested. The aluminum content in 
micrograms per liter was as follows, fi rst the range then the 
median: Isomil 603-1084 (756), Isomil SF 910-1460 (1286), 
Prosobee 684-2346 (1427), Nursoy 557-1840 (709), and 
Soyalac 455 (1 sample). Thus the soy-based liquid infant 
formulas were found to have 455 to 2,346 micrograms/liter 
of aluminum; the average value was 964 micrograms per 
liter of aluminum.
 Three powdered soy formulas were tested. The 
aluminum content is given in micrograms per gram: 
Prosobee 5.3-10.2 (6.6), Nursoy 4.19-4.24 (4.22), and 
Soyalac 3.5 (1 sample).
 “Aluminum content was lowest in human milk (less 
than 50 micrograms/liter), whole cow milk,... skim milk, 
and cow milk with 2% fat... We speculate that raw materials 
such as soybean, additives such as calcium and phosphorus, 
manufacturing processes and storage containers are potential 
sources of contamination of infant formulas.
 “Aluminum is the third most abundant naturally 
occurring element, and the most common metallic element, 
comprising approximately 8.8% of the earth’s crust. It 
is therefore not surprising that aluminum is ubiquitous 
in nature... Plants may accumulate different amounts of 
aluminum depending on the aluminum content and acid-
base status of the soil. It is conceivable that soybeans could 
be a potential source of aluminum contamination for soy-
based formulas. However, the extremely high aluminum 
concentration of milk formulas with highly modifi ed protein, 
carbohydrate or fat contents and multiple additives would 
support the contention that manufacturing process and the 
additives such as calcium and phosphorus compounds are 
other potential sources of aluminum contamination...
 “The renal excretion of aluminum is incomplete even 
in infants with normal renal function. Thus, it would seem 
reasonable to minimize the aluminum contamination of all 
nutrient sources, including infant formulas.” Address: Dep. 
of Pediatrics, Univ. of Alberta, Edmonton, ALB, Canada, and 
Dep. of Pathology and Lab. Medicine, Univ. of Cincinnati, 
Ohio.

5658. LaBell, Fran. 1988. Tofu technology yields whole 
egg substitute, dairy replacers: Cheesecakes are low-fat, 
cholesterol-free. Food Processing (Chicago) 49(4):68-69. 
April.
• Summary: An in-depth look at Tofutti Brands’ two new 
products: Egg Watchers Whole Egg Substitute, and Better 
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than Cream Cheese.
 Heart disease is estimated to affect 63 million 
Americans, according to the American Heart Association.

Egg Watchers Whole Egg Substitute–”The whole egg 
substitute is sold as a frozen liquid in paperboard, gable-top 
cartons. About two days are required to defrost the frozen 
cartons under refrigeration, and refrigerated shelf life is one 
week.”
 “In an omelet, the whole egg substitute is practically 
indistinguishable from a natural whole egg omelet. It has the 
same texture and appearance as an egg omelet...”
 Egg whites make up a large proportion of the whole 
egg substitute’s composition–about 95%. It is fortifi ed 
with vitamins and minerals to make it close to or the same 
nutrient content as eggs.

Better Than Cream Cheese–”Cream cheese replacer 
looks like cream cheese, tastes like cream cheese, and 
functions like cream cheese.” Products are supplied in 30-lb 
blocks.
 “The Cream cheese replacer has 85 calories per oz, 
while cream cheese has 105. It contains 2 grams of protein 
per oz, and cream cheese has 3. It has 8 grams of fat and 56 
mg of sodium per oz, while cream cheese has 11 g fat and 
85 g sodium. Of greatest signifi cance is that it contains no 
cholesterol compared to a normal 34 mg/oz in natural cream 
cheese.” Address: Chicago, Illinois.

5659. Lingle, Rick. 1988. Kikkoman: Painstaking process 
marks unique operation. Kikkoman knows that 20th century 
technology can’t hasten the centuries old method of making 
shoyu, or soy sauce. Prepared Foods 157(4):62-64. April.
• Summary: Describes the preparation of shoyu by 
Kikkoman at Walworth, Wisconsin. The koji is now made 
in both 100-foot-long koji beds and in a new circular koji 
room (installed in Feb. 1987), which has the output of 1.5 
of the 100-foot units. The 6-month fermentation process is 
claimed to bring out fl avors and aromas involving about 20 
amino acids, lactic and acetic acid, and various other fl avor 
compounds. The Kikkoman plant in Walworth, Wisconsin 
presently produces 7,000,000 gallons of soy sauce a year. 
Four photos show the inside of the plant.

5660. Matsuda, Norihiko; Komaki, Masaru; Ichikawa, 
Ryohko. 1988. [Heat resistance of spores of Clostridium 
botulinum types A and B in soy milk]. Shokuhin Eiseigaku 
Zasshi (J. of the Food Hygienic Society of Japan) 29(2):151-
55. April. [9 ref. Jap]
Address: Research Lab., Japan Canners Assoc., 460 Kariba-
cho, Hodogaya-ku, Yokohama, Japan.

5661. Mounts, T.L.; Warner, K.; List, G.R.; Kleiman, R.; 
Fehr, W.R.; Hammond, E.G.; Wilcox, J.R. 1988. Effect of 
altered fatty acid composition on soybean oil stability. J. of 
the American Oil Chemists’ Society 65(4):624-28. April. [16 

ref]
• Summary: The objective of these investigations was 
to produce a low-linolenic acid soybean oil. Three such 
genotypes showed the linolenic acid content to be 3.3%, 
4.2% and 4.8%. The stability of these fi nished oils was 
compared to that of oil from a soybean variety having a 
linolenic acid content of 7.7%. There was no signifi cant 
difference in fl avor stability during storage between test and 
control oils. There was no signifi cant difference, between 
the oils, in peroxide development during accelerated storage. 
Compared to control oils, the test oils had improved overall 
room odor intensity scores and lacked the fi shy odors of 
non-hydrogenated soybean oil and the hydrogenated odors 
of commercial cooking oil. Address: 1-4. NRRC, Peoria, 
Illinois; 5-6. Iowa State Univ., Ames, Iowa; 7. Purdue Univ., 
West Lafayette, Indiana.

5662. Parents (Bergenfi eld, New Jersey). 1988. Anemia and 
soy-based formula. April.
• Summary: “Almost 15% of formula-fed American infants 
consume soy-based formula. Studies of adults have proven 
that soy products can inhibit iron absorption, possibly 
leading to anemia. These fi ndings have been applied to 
infants as well.
 “It has been found, however, that since infants absorb 
iron differently than adults do, they do get enough iron 
from soy-based formulas. So there’s no need to worry about 
anemia.” Summarized from Pediatrics.

5663. Phillippy, B.Q.; Johnston, M.R.; Tsao, S.-H.; Fox, 
M.R.S. 1988. Inositol phosphates in processed foods. J. of 
Food Science 53(2):496-99. March/April. [35 ref]
• Summary: Myo-inositol bis-, tris-, tetrakis-, pentakis- and 
hexakisphosphates (IP2-6) were quantifi ed in 9 thermally 
processed or fermented food products (including bran, 
canned [mung] bean sprouts, canned kidney beans, fried soy 
burger, infant formula concentrate and powder, soy isolate, 
tofu and white bread). Total inositol phosphate content 
(millimoles/kg dry weight) ranged from 1.35 in white 
bread to 23.26 in tofu and 26.05 in soy isolate. In all foods 
analyzed, inositol hexakisphosphate (phytic acid) accounted 
for greater than 40% of the total inositol phosphates on a 
molar basis.
 Note: Supro 610K soy isolate was obtained from Ralston 
Purina Co. (St. Louis, Missouri). Address: 1-2. Div. of Food 
Chemistry and Technology; 3-4. Div. of Nutrition. All: Food 
and Drug Administration (FDA), Washington, DC 20204. 
Phillippy’s present address: Southern Regional Research 
Center, USDA, New Orleans, Louisiana 70124.

5664. Zamora, Regalado G.; Veum, Trygve L. 1988. 
Nutritive value of whole soybeans fermented with 
Aspergillus oryzae or Rhizopus oligosporus as evaluated by 
neonatal pigs (Open Access). J. of Nutrition 118(4):438-44. 
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April. [42 ref]
• Summary: “Abstract: Two experiments were conducted 
to evaluate the nutritive effects of heated whole soybeans 
fermented with the mold Aspergillus oryzae (AOS) or 
Rhizopus oligosporus (ROS) in diets fed to neonatal pigs 
from 1 to 22 d of age... In conclusion, the protein and 
energy values of whole soybeans were not improved by 
fermentation with ROS or AOS compared to nonfermented 
heated whole soybeans, soybean meal or dried skim milk in 
diets fed to neonatal pigs.”
 Note: Tempeh is mentioned 14 times in this article, and 
soybeans 108 times. Address: Animal Science Research 
Center, Univ. of Missouri, Columbia, Missouri 65211.

5665. Eden Foods, Inc. 1988. Eden Foods reformulates 
two fl avors of Edensoy (News release). 701 Tecumseh Rd., 
Clinton, MI 49236. 2 p. May 5.
• Summary: Edensoy Original and Vanilla fl avors now 
contain no added oil. Thus an 8.45 fl uid ounce serving of 
Edensoy Original now contains 5 gm of fat compared with 
2 gm in the vanilla. Carob still has 4.5 gm of fat. The new 
formulation makes the products compatible with the Diabetic 
Food Exchanges suggested by the American Diabetic 
Association. An 8.45 fl . oz serving of Original Edensoy 
equals 1 milk exchange plus 1.5 fat exchanges.
 In May the Edensoy package design won fi rst place 
in the offset printing category in an international package 
design competition sponsored by Tetra Pak, Inc. American 
Soy Products is located only 30 miles from Dearborn, 
Michigan, where Henry Ford started his soybean research in 
1932. Address: Clinton, Michigan.

5666. Rego, Norbert. 1988. Make soya a way of life. Times 
of India (The) (Bombay). May 9. p. 4.
• Summary: The key to good health is a nutritionally 
adequate diet. The Chinese have been consuming the 
soyabean (Glycine max) for 4,000 years but in India it is a 
recent discovery; soyabeans are grown mainly in Madhya 
Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh, Haryana, and Punjab.
 The soyabean and the many foods made from it “have 
now become very popular. We have soya fl our, soyaoil, soya 
milk, and many other products in the market under different 
brand names like Nutrela, Meal Maker, etc.”
 Discusses the nutritional benefi ts of the soyabean.

5667. Times (Gadsen, Alabama). 1988. Soybeans may reduce 
risk of breast cancer. May 10.
• Summary: Stephen Barnes and Clinton Brubbs are 
conducting a study to determine whether isofl avones, a 
hormone-like substance in soybeans, suppress breast cancer, 
which annually kills 42,000 American women. “Researchers 
hope to prove that the anti-estrogen substance in soybeans 
takes the place of a woman’s naturally produced estrogen 
in their cells. That would stop or suppress the breast tumors 

that grow because of the estrogen. The idea that soybeans 
could prevent breast cancer came by accident when an Ohio 
scientist, Ken Setchell, discovered cheetahs at the Cincinnati 
Zoo became infertile when soybean was mixed with their 
meat.”
 Women in East Asia, where soybeans are eaten in 
large quantities, have the lowest rate of breast cancer, while 
American women have the highest, with one out of every 11 
women likely to develop the disease. However, when Asian 
women emigrate to the U.S., their breast cancer rate rises to 
the same level as that of American women. “This strongly 
suggests that something in their native diet suppresses breast 
cancer,” Barnes said.
 Estrogen, the female hormone, makes some female 
breast tumors grow. What made the hypothesis stronger 
was a 1980 study that showed rats X-rayed to induce breast 
cancer and then fed soybean diets got breast cancer about 
half as often as other X-rayed rats.

5668. Pirello, Christina Hayes. 1988. Brief history of Simply 
Natural, Inc. (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. May 11 and June 
6. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: In December 1984 Robert Pirello started Simply 
Natural, a natural foods vegetarian catering company. In 
1984 Christina had sold her design company in Florida and 
moved to Philadelphia, where she worked as a freelance 
designer. Her mother had died recently and she had been 
diagnosed as having cancer. She was a vegetarian when she 
met Robert, a macro, who introduced her to the macrobiotic 
diet. Christina joined Robert’s company while recovering 
from cancer. She left the advertising fi eld completely to 
concentrate on getting well and running Simply Natural.
 One of the catering company’s fi rst products was tofu 
cheese, made by wrapping a fi rm cake of tofu in cheesecloth, 
embedding it in sweet white miso, and allowing it to ferment 
at a controlled temperature for several days. This product 
was made using the traditional Japanese process for Tofu 
no Misozuké (Tofu Pickled in Miso), which they learned 
from The Book of Tofu (page 110) by Shurtleff and Aoyagi. 
These fi rm little bricks, served as a cheese with crackers, 
became their showcase item. (Note: A similar product, called 
Tofurin, had been developed by Nov. 1983 by Manna in the 
Netherlands). But they also made many other tofu dishes 
such as various types of stuffed agé (tofu pouches), tofu dips, 
quiches, stuffed loaves, pates. You name it, they did it. They 
purchased their tofu from a company named Fresh Tofu in 
Easton, Pennsylvania.
 In December 1984 a group for whom they were 
planning to cater a Christmas party requested a non-dairy 
cream cheese dip. Robert tried pureeing their tofu cheese 
in a blender and discovered a revolutionary new product–A 
non-dairy tofu-based cream cheese. To this they could add 
fl avors, such as garlic powder, onions & chives, or herbs. 
This soft tofu cheese, served as a non-dairy party dip, 
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became their second showcase product. In the spring of 
1985, Cynthia Schwartz, a friend who owned Center Foods, 
a leading natural/health food store in Philadelphia, asked if 
she could try to sell their soft tofu cheese. Bearing the label 
Simply Natural Soft Tofu Cheese, their fi rst commercial 
product sold very well. Soon they were selling it in several 
stores, delivering it out of the back of the car. Within 4 
months, they had distributors in Pennsylvania competing 
with one another to sell the product. Finally in October 1985 
they signed an 6-months exclusive distribution agreement 
with Jerry Schwartz and Earthy Organics, a Delaware Valley 
natural foods distributor. Sales grew rapidly and by year’s 
end other major East Coast distributors were clamoring for 
the product. Jerry kindly let go of his exclusive and Soft 
Tofu Cheese was soon being carried by Cornucopia (Rhode 
Island, from Dec. 1985), Stow Mills (Vermont, Dec. 1985), 
and Tree of Life (Florida, Jan. 1986). In January 1986 Jerry 
Schwartz introduced them to their fi rst West Coast Broker, 
Roberta Fleischer, of California. Distribution began there in 
March. Now sales began to skyrocket. Robert and Christina 
soon realized that they were in the wrong business. In May 
1986 they dropped the catering business and transformed it 
into a tofu product development and marketing company. 
But problems also began to grow. As the warm weather of 
spring came, the Soft Tofu Cheese, made by people with a 
limited knowledge of microbiology and plant sanitation and 
now sold throughout the East Coast, began to spoil. Sales 
plummeted. By hiring food specialists took and obtaining 
help from Dr. H.L. Wang of the USDA Northern Regional 
Research Center at Peoria, Illinois, they were able, largely by 
trial and error to fi nally get the problem under control.
 In August 1986 they moved from their plant in 
Philadelphia into a larger facility in Norma, New Jersey. 
The plant’s owner, Bill Schroeder, wanted to buy into their 
company. So they incorporated, he let them use the plant 
rent free, and he invested a little capital, which they used 
the funds to pay off past debts incurred because of the 
spoilage problems. The next challenge was to develop and 
manufacture a line of second-generation tofu products using 
their Soft Tofu Cheese. Continuing to buy their tofu from 
Fresh Tofu, they launched Antonio’s Simply Natural Tofu 
Pasta (Oct. 1986, fresh pasta products stuffed with their Soft 
Tofu Cheese) and a line of Creamy Miso Dressings (Dec. 
1986, made with the sweet white miso in which the tofu had 
been ripened). In October 1986 they started advertising the 
new line in Vegetarian Times. In October 1987 they were 
granted a patent on the process for their Soft Tofu Cheese, 
and in April 1988 a second patent on the end product. Also 
in October they repositioned and repackaged their product 
line to cross over into mainstream markets. Soft Tofu 
Cheese was renamed Soft Soyalite and Antonio’s Pasta was 
renamed Pasta Lite. Christina and Robert were married on 31 
December 1987.
 In mid-1988 Nasoya Foods in Leominster, 

Massachusetts, began tests on making and pasteurizing 
Simply Natural’s Soft Soyalite. In early 1987 they had 
discussed the possibility of a merger with Nasoya, but 
they were not as interested in this as Nasoya was, in part 
because Nasoya could not solve key pasteurization and 
product fl ow problems. They are now negotiating their 
fi rst real outside fi nancing with Leo Blank, who would like 
to buy Bill Schroeder’s stock, and give them substantial 
capital. They will soon be closing their plant in Norma, New 
Jersey. Christina and Robert will be out of manufacturing, 
able to focus their full attention on marketing and product 
development. Their pasta products are now made at Mays 
Landing, south New Jersey and their miso dressings by 
Alpha-Pak in San Pedro, California (using both Cold 
Mountain Miso and miso recycled from the Soyalite). The 
future looks very bright.
 Richard Rose. 1988. May 13. Adds: He was told by 
Wally Rogers and Tim Huang that in the late 1970s The Soy 
Plant in Ann Arbor, Michigan, developed a “Tofu Cream 
Cheese,” similar to Simply Natural’s original fi rm Tofu 
Cheese (unblended, in a block) and sold it in their deli. A guy 
from West Virginia showed them how to make it. Christina 
confi rms this: A tall, thin bearded man [not Steve Fiering] 
tasted their Soyalite at Anaheim in April 1988. He said that 
he or someone he knew had sold a similar product in a fi rm 
brick form. But he was never able to develop a good fl avor 
and the product never sold well [See 1988 interview with 
Steve Fiering]. July 28 update: Nasoya appears to have 
solved the pasteurization and hot-pack problem. Christina 
enjoys working with Nasoya, a company with very similar 
principles and beliefs about food.
 Update: 1998 Sept. 20. Christina Pirello now has a 
cooking and food show on PBS-TV. Her latest book is 
titled “Cooking the Whole Foods Way.” Address: P.O. Box 
295 (Evelyn & Gershel Aves.), Norma, New Jersey 08347. 
Phone: 609-691-5866.

5669. Burgeson, Travis. 1988. Recent developments at 
Azumaya: Stir Fruity and tofu (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. 
May 19. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods 
Center.
• Summary: In making Stir Fruity, the hot ingredients 
are homogenized then run into the fi ller. The product sets 
up in the cup, but it is basically gelled by gelatin upon 
cooling; there are small amounts of a calcium coagulant but 
it plays a secondary role. Travis is upset by the way they 
treat their employees. They basically fi red Travis. He and 
Ron Ishida left because they saw no future in the company 
for themselves. Bill brought them in to reorganize the 
management of the company, i.e. to get Jack under control 
or to get him to step down as president. Travis was in charge 
of quality control. Jack was unaware of this and he did not 
want to step down. Jack was in charge of production, but as 
president he had fi nal say, largely because he was the older 
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brother. He had little appreciation for marketing, which 
was Bill’s forte. Bill saved the company at the time they 
expanded into their current building by developing contacts 
with top Safeway produce people. The key is who you know.
 Jack stepped down in late 1985 or early 1986. His son, 
Bruce, became production manager. Bill’s daughter, Jill, 
is in sales and marketing. Bill would be president and Ron 
CEO. Travis was production manager for the next 6 months, 
and he installed quality control measures that increased 
shelf life. But then Bill’s wife, Dorothy, the bookkeeper, 
threatened to leave him if he let the reorganization go 
through. She was paranoid. This showdown was in Nov-Dec. 
1986. The restructuring–reorganization never happened. At 
that point the top consultant left. Bill brought in a top level 
consultant and he initiated discussions with Kraft about 
Kraft’s licensing Stir Fruity, but it fell through. All agreed 
to withdraw Stir Fruity, but they kept making it for the Air 
Force commissary in Travis Air Force Base and a few other 
local places. Bill had freaked and gone to Hawaii. They had 
to cut back. They considered it Travis’ fault. So he left in late 
May or early June 1987, and shortly thereafter Ron Ishida 
left. That year they didn’t lose money, despite Stir Fruity. 
The ad guy who developed the ads ate $10,000 of production 
expenses and never got paid for his time. Now they sell 
quite a bit of Stir Fruity in Hawaii and Massachusetts. They 
put preservatives in all Stir Fruity now. They may not be 
listed on the label. Azumaya’s biggest accounts are Safeway, 
Lucky, Kroger, Stop & Shop, and Gemco.
 Travis has never heard of cash payoffs to produce 
people. It may be more subtle, such as gift giving, entry 
to Olympic Club to play golf, wine and dine them, gifts of 
wine, entertainment. Azumaya was very scared of Morinaga, 
since Morinaga was the fi rst company to make inroads into 
Safeway; their broker sold tofu very cheaply. Connections 
are everything for brokers. You buy your way onto the 
shelf; slotting allowances, paid above board to the company. 
Having a good product is not nearly enough. Bill had such 
high level contacts that he could get Stir Fruity into the 
dairy case without paying any slotting allowances. You may 
be able to do it if you have a very strong advertising and 
promotional allowance.
 Azumaya has never made much money. Maybe 2-3% of 
sales is profi t. They have thought seriously about setting up 
an East Coast tofu plant, but the company is very short on 
business/management skills.
 Most of the time Travis was there, Hinode (Hinoichi) 
had higher tofu production volume. Then Hinode started 
losing lots of business to small Chinese companies. The 
four Azumaya brothers: George is the oldest. Jack is #2, 
but he got out some time ago. John is #3. He doesn’t do 
much, makes fresh konnyaku. Bill is the youngest. Dorothy 
feels that Shurtleff came into the company, learned a lot, 
then published it in his books. He ripped us off for all this 
information. Dorothy harbors a grudge. Bill Mizono will 

always be polite. He will never say something unpleasant 
directly to a person. Address: Central Health Network. 
Phone: 415-763-9785 (HM) or 548-6769 (OF).

5670. Bachmann, Marc R.; Karmas, Endel. Assignors to 
Rutgers University (New Brunswick, New Jersey). 1988. 
Novel cultured buttermilk compositions and method of 
preparation. U.S. Patent 4,748,025. May 31. 6 p. Application 
fi led 24 Feb. 1986. [33 ref]
• Summary: The product involves fermentation of a 
mixture of 15-70% fresh milk (cows’, ewes’ or other) 
and 85-30% soy milk. No sweetener nor thickener is 
required. Flavourings or fruit preparations can be added 
conventionally. The product has a PER of approximately 
2.5 and a low animal fat content. Address: 1. Winterthur, 
Switzerland; 2. Kendall Park, NJ.

5671. Alfa-Laval Food & Dairy Engineering. 1988. Soya–
The nutritious plant. Lund, Sweden. 8 p. [4 ref. Eng]
• Summary: Contents: General nutrition. Positive nutritional 
factors. Negative nutritional factors. Studies on Alfa-Laval 
soybase. “The deactivation of trypsin inhibitor in the Soyal 
standard process has been studied, and it is found that 80-
85% of the TI is deactivated in the soy base, and about 30% 
in the okara...
 “Ultrafi ltration is an effi cient method to reduce 
oligosaccharides. In tests with batchwise diafi ltration 60% 
water removal decreased the oligosaccharides by 75-80% 
and the phytic acid by 30%. After addition of the same 
amount of water and re-ultrafi ltration a total of 90% of the 
oligosaccharides and 35% of the phytic acid was removed. 
Continuous diafi ltration gives similar results.
 “Soy base composition: 9-11% dry matter, 4-5% protein, 
2-2.5% fat, 1.5-2% soluble sugar, 1-1.5% others.”
 Note: This is information for customers based on 
research conducted by Alfa-Laval. The undated booklet was 
published in about May 1988. Address: Lund, Sweden.

5672. Bruce, Gene. 1988. The myth of vegetarian vitamin 
B-12. East West. May. p. 44-55. Summarized by Judy Brown 
in Soya Newsletter. 1988. May/June. p. 7. [4 ref]
• Summary: Although the requirement for B-12 is the 
lowest of all vitamins and the body can store a supply to 
last many years, alarming defi ciencies of vitamin B-12 
have been found in vegetarian children leading to serious 
physical and mental retardation, and neurological damage. 
The effects begin with numbness and tingling of the hands 
and feet. Although numerous studies have shown fermented 
foods made in traditional societies to have signifi cant B-12, 
when these foods are made under sanitary conditions in 
industrialized countries, the B-12 is generally lost. Recent 
studies suggest the presence of a false B-12 or B-12 analogue 
that some laboratory tests (such as the microbiological assay 
using Lactobacillus leichmanii) have mistaken for the real 
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thing. Bonny Specker, PhD at the Univ. of Cincinnati, Ohio, 
and J. Gorstin at Vanderbilt Univ. in Nashville, Tennessee 
have studied B-12 levels in tempeh, miso, and tamari. Only 
negligible to trace amounts were found. Signifi cant amounts 
were found in sea vegetables and spirulina. Specker analyzed 
blood serum and urine samples of 169 macrobiotic adults 
and children. Very low levels of B-12 were found. At the 
Agricultural Univ. of Wageningen in the Netherlands, Peter 
Dagnelie was undertaking a similar project, checking the 
blood of 50 macrobiotic children. He found defi ciencies of 
vitamins B-12, D, and B-2, plus protein, calcium, iron and 
calories.
 U.S. tempeh makers, when asked to recheck their 
tempeh, found that it presently contained no B-12. Most 
are taking claims about vitamin B-12 off their labels after 
conducting their own tests and obtaining similar results. 
According to Dr. Keith Steinkraus, the most probable 
explanation for the loss of B-12 in U.S. tempeh is improved 
sanitation and the fact that the B-12 producing bacterium 
cannot compete with the abundant mold in properly 
inoculated tempeh.
 Good non-fl esh sources of B-12 are milk (whole or 
nonfat, 0.9 micrograms/8 oz), cheese (0.9 micrograms/3 oz), 
and egg (0.6 micrograms/large egg). In conclusion, lacto-
ovo vegetarians are probably getting enough B-12. Strict 
vegetarians (vegans) are advised to take a B-12 supplement. 
Without further research concerning B-12-analogues in sea 
vegetables and microalgae, there are no reliable vegetable 
sources of B-12. Address: Boston, Massachusetts.

5673. Filisetti-Cozzi, T.M.C.C.; Lajolo, F.M. 1988. Effect of 
processed soybean on the thyroid of rats fed low iodine diets. 
Nutrition Reports International 37(5):983-94. May. [18 ref]
• Summary: In 24 hour trials on rats few low-iodine diets, 
the water-acetone fraction of defatted autoclaved soybeans 
was capable of decreasing the radioactive iodine-131 uptake 
by rat thyroid glands. When this fraction was given to rats in 
diets with either normal or defi cient iodine content for longer 
periods, no signifi cant effects on the thyroid were observed.
 Another factor associated with the insoluble residue 
(protein-fi ber) had similar effects in longer trials. In rats fed 
low-iodine diets, it produced an increase in thyroid weight, a 
lowering of iodine-131 uptake, an alteration of MIT/DIT and 
T3/T4 ratios, a signifi cant reduction of serum T4, and a large 
decrease in the colloid content of follicles.
 The mechanism of action of this factor seems to be 
related to the blockage of iodine uptake. Note: T3 and T4 
are the thyroid hormones Triiodothyronine and Thyroxine, 
respectively. Their precursors are MIT (Monoiodotyrosine) 
and DIT (Diiodotyrosine). Address: Departamento de 
Alimentos e Nutricao Experimental, Faculdade de Ciencias 
Farmaceuticas, Universidade de Sao Paulo, Caixa Postal 
30786, CEP 01051, Sao Paulo–SP, Brazil.

5674. Haumann, Barbara F.; Baldwin, A.R. 1988. Feature. 
Update: Fats and oils industry changes. J. of the American 
Oil Chemists’ Society 65(5):702-04, 706, 708, 710-13. May.
• Summary: Dramatic changes have occurred in the worlds’ 
fats and oils industry during the past 25 years. U.S. soybeans, 
the major factor in world fats and oils trade in 1961, have 
encountered increasing competition from soybeans produced 
in South America as well as from palm oil, sunfl owerseed 
and rapeseed. U.S. soybean dominance of world oilseed trade 
during the 1950s and 1960s began to crack in the 1970s. 
U.S. embargoes on soybean exports in 1973 and 1980 led 
Europeans, the Soviets and the Japanese to look for alternate 
sources of supply. They found Brazil and Argentina willing 
to learn how to grow soybeans for the export market. Ohio 
State University researcher Norman Rask has estimated total 
costs of producing a bushel of soybeans at $6.62 in the U.S., 
$5.39 in Brazil and $4.06 in Argentina.
 In the world soybean market, Brazil’s share of 
international trade has grown from 3% in 1981/82 to 14% 
in 1984/85; in the same time span, Argentina’s market share 
rose from 6% to 13%. Meanwhile, the U.S. share declined 
from 82% to 65%. In world soybean oil markets, Argentina’s 
share has grown from 3% in 1981/82 to 14% in 1984/85. 
Brazil’s share has increased from 24% to 27%; the U.S. 
share has fallen from 27% to 20%. U.S. soybean growing 
area peaked in 1980 at 70 million acres. In recent years, 
it has declined, with only 56.4 million acres harvested in 
1987. U.S. soybean accounted for 65.9% of all world oilseed 
trade volume in 1979/80. By 1986/87, its share had dropped 
to 55%. The 1982 Census of Manufactures counted 243 
vegetable oil mills operating in the U.S. in 1982. Of these, 
soybean oil mills had increased to 137 establishments, versus 
121 in 1977.
 The U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in 
1985 ruled that low erucic acid rapeseed oil could be used 
in food products in the U.S. The fi rst company to act on 
this was Procter & Gamble, which in 1986 reformulated 
its Puritan cooking oil to contain 100% canola oil. The 
phenomenal increase in corn oil production has been due to 
enzymatic processes for high fructose corn syrup and a gas 
tax subsidy on fuel alcohol. Consolidation, mergers, buyouts, 
and restructurings have led to increasing concentration of 
capacity in the hands of a few international companies whose 
operations range from seed cultivation through shipping 
and export to complete processing. This has led to fewer 
locations that process larger quantities of oilseeds.
 U.S. based soybean processors are expanding their 
foreign investments in an attempt to escape relatively high 
U.S. soybean prices as well as to circumvent trade barriers. 
These include Archer Daniels Midland Co. (ADM), Bunge, 
Cargill, and Continental Grain. Since 1982, ADM also has 
held a 45% interest in Alfred C. Toepfer International, a large 
commodities trading fi rm with headquarters in Hamburg, 
West Germany. In 1984, a National Institutes of Health panel 
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recommended that Americans limit their cholesterol intake 
to less than 300 mg/day, fat intake to 30% of total calories 
in their diet, saturated fat intake to less than 10% of calories, 
and polyunsaturated fat intake to a maximum of 10% of 
calories.
 There are a number of possible developments to watch 
during the next 20 years, including: Soybeans with low or 
zero linolenic acid; soybeans with higher yields (possibly 
hybrids) with broader adaptability to increase overall 
production; increased consolidation of oilseed processing. 
As world markets for oilseeds and oilseed products increase, 
market shares for soybeans and soybean products will 
decline. Address: JAOCS.

5675. Mills, Milton. 1988. Is man designed to eat meat? Part 
II. Organ (The) (Stanford University School of Medicine, 
California) 16(8):1, 16-23. May. [12 ref]
• Summary: “When discussing the question of diet 
and design as it relates to mankind, there are (at least) 
three issues to consider: (A) biological adaptation, (B) 
anthropological considerations, and (C) the physiological 
consequences/benefi ts of one kind of diet versus another.” 
Part II of this article discusses the “fossil evidence and 
evolutionary theory of human development, and the role 
animal foods have played in homo sapien groups and 
societies.”
 Primate evolution is believed to have started about 
80 million years ago when primitive shrew-like creatures 
that lived in trees separated from terrestrial insectivorous 
mammals. “About 70 million years ago the prosimians 
(tarsier, lemur, loris, etc.) and the anthropoids (the line which 
gave rise to monkeys & hominoids) separated from the 
tree shrews. ‘The radiation of the anthropoids began 35-40 
million years ago when the New World monkeys separated 
from the hominoids (Old World monkeys, apes, hominids). 
The Old World monkeys diverged about 20 million years 
ago from the line which gave rise to apes and hominids, and 
fi nally, the hominids branched from the apes about 5 million 
years ago.’ The term “hominoid” refers to apes and human 
primates, while “hominid” refers to primates thought to 
belong to the human line.
 The existing fossil evidence of early anthropoids 
shows skeletal modifi cations consistent with a frugivorous 
(herbivorous) diet. “Even at this early stage, the primate 
line which would eventually lead to hominids shows the 
morphology of a committed herbivore; that is, the expanded 
angle mandible and the jaw joint about the plane of the 
teeth.”
 The original anthropoid diet consisted mainly of fruits, 
with some foliage (leaves). As the hominids (human line) 
branched from the hominoids (apes), they came to occupy a 
more fully terrestrial niche than the other apes and monkeys. 
“Increasing brain size, remodeled teeth, and hips and lower 
limbs redesigned for walking are major hallmarks of the 

human tribe, Hominini. This holds at least two genera: 
the extinct Australopithecus (“southern ape”), and Homo 
(“man”). The genus Australopithecus is thought to have 
given rise to the genus Homo.” Hominoids developed an 
erect, exclusively bipedal posture, a reduction in canine 
teeth, and thick enamelled molar teeth. Hominids existed for 
well over 1 million years before the fi rst reputed evidence 
of tool use. “Hominids sacrifi ced any hope of acquiring the 
requisite speed of most mammalian carnivores when they 
committed to erect bipedal locomotion.” Compared with 
most carnivores, hominids and humans have a poor sense of 
smell, mediocre hearing, and fl at nails instead of sharp claws. 
Carnivores generally have extremely acidic gastric juices for 
killing most bacteria from putrefying fl esh; humans do not, 
and in fact they typically experience gastrointestinal distress 
as a result of ingesting some minor pathogen. Carnivores 
have no salivary enzymes, whereas humans have starch-
digesting enzymes in their saliva.
 “Notwithstanding evidence to the contrary, since 
the establishment of paleoanthropology in the late 19th 
century, orthodox views have envisioned pre- and early 
humans as largely carnivorous, brutal cave-persons.” The 
author examines why these views have persisted almost 
unchallenged until recently.
 “The fi rst reputed member of the genus Homo, Homo 
habilis (handyman), is thought to have appeared about 2-2.5 
million years ago and stood no taller than fi ve feet.’ Homo 
erectus descended from Homo habilis, and is thought to have 
existed between 1.6 million and 200,000 years ago. Homo 
sapiens is thought to have descended from Homo erectus 
between 130,000 and 70,000 years ago in Africa and spread 
to other continents. Anatomical differences between Homo 
sapiens and his two forbears are minor, and are differences of 
degree, not of form or function. Statistical studies of present-
day hunter-gatherers reveal that most of their food supply 
consists of plants. The basic day-to-day diet is provided by 
the collecting efforts of adult women. From hunter-gatherers, 
humans gradually switched to an agrarian society, saving 
some of the wild seeds they gathered to be replanted.
 Note: Part III of this article and the bibliography for 
the fi rst two parts were never published. Address: Third 
year medical student and president of the Stanford Medical 
Students Assoc., Stanford Univ., California.

5676. Murata, K. 1988. Antioxidative stability of tempeh. J. 
of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 65(5):799-800. May. 
[7 ref]
• Summary: Discusses the antioxidant activities of 
6,7,4-trihydroxyisofl avone, an isofl avone isolated from 
tempeh. Fatty acids liberated from soybeans during the 
fermentation of tempeh promote rapid decomposition of 
peroxide. Address: Research Inst. for Education, Teikoku 
Gakuen, Moriguchi City, Osaka 570, Japan.
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5677. Murata, Katsumi; Kusakabe, I.; Kobayashi, H.; Kiuchi, 
H.; Murakami, K. 1988. Functional properties of three 
soymilk curds prepared with an enzyme, calcium salt and 
acid. Agricultural and Biological Chemistry 52(5):1135-39. 
May. [15 ref. Eng]
• Summary: Soybean curds prepared with an enzyme 
showed high emulsion stability over a wide range of pH (2-
10) and temperature (20-80ºC) whereas calcium–and acid 
curds were stable only at pH 4-6, and temperature greater 
than 40ºC. Though foam stability of each curd was low, the 
enzyme-curd had higher values than others over wide pH 
and temperature range. Lyophilised enzyme-curd showed 
higher solubility in water than others, although its water-
holding capacity was lower than the others. No gelation was 
observed in any of the soymilk curds. These results indicate 
the high potential enzyme-curd has over the others in 
application to various kinds of food products. Address: 1&4. 
Research Development Section, Kibun Food Chemifa Co. 
Ltd., 2-5 Shinbashi 3-chome, Minato-ku, Tokyo 105; 2,3&5. 
Inst. of Applied Biochemistry, Univ. of Tsukuba, Tennohdai 
1-chome, Tsukuba-shi, Ibakraki 305. All: Japan.

5678. Ontario Soya-bean Growers’ Marketing Board. 1988. 
Report on export market development mission of the Ontario 
soybean industry, March 19th–April 3rd, 1988. Chatham, 
Ontario, Canada. 23 p. May. 28 cm. Spiral bound. [Eng]
• Summary: This report was prepared by Owen Dobbyn, 
John Cunningham, Maurice Waddick, and Fred Brandenburg 
of OSGMB. Contents: Japan. The Japanese soybean market. 
Visits: Japan Miso Co-operative Industrial Assoc. (M. Iida, 
chairman), Japan Packaged Tofu Assoc. (H. Kijima, Exec. 
Secy.), Federation of Japan Natto Manufacturers Cooperative 
Society (Mr. Ohse), Takano Foods Co. Ltd. (E. Takano, 
president, uses 7,000 to 8,000 tonnes of soybeans annually 
to make natto), Home Foods Co. Ltd (Home Shokuhin, Y. 
Murai. managing director, has 160 employees and 3 tofu 
factories that use 300 tonnes of soybeans/month; owned by 
Wako Shokuryo, the #1 wholesaler of soybeans in Japan), 
Japan Oilseed Processors Assoc. (JOPA; H. Higashimori, 
managing director). Japan Oil and Fat Importers & Exporters 
Assoc. (JOFIEA; I. Shimizu, exec. director), Canadian 
Embassy, Tokyo.
 Hong Kong. Soybean imports. Visits: The Hong Kong 
Soya-Bean Products Co. Ltd. (makers of Vitasoy soymilk), 
Amoy Industries (International) Ltd.
 Malaysia. Soybean imports 1984, 1985, 1986. Visits: 
Ace Canning (owned by Lam Soon). Yeo Hiap Seng 
(Malaysia) Berhad (soymilk), Cheong Chuan (Hup Kee) 
Sdn. Bhd. (traditional fermented soysauce), Sin Yong 
Huat Enterprises Sdn. Bhd. (soybean importers), Syarikat 
Perniagaan Cheon Fatt (tofu manufacturer).
 Singapore. Soybean imports (1983-1986). Visits: 
Sin Seng Lee Trading Co. (Pte.) Ltd. (claims to import 
60% of soybeans to Singapore). Conclusions for each 

country. Recommendations for future action. Future export 
development missions. Accomplishments. Competition.
 In Japan, 842,000 tonnes soybeans are used to make 
foods, as follows (in tonnes, p. 1): Tofu 456,000, miso 
180,000, natto 90,000, dried-frozen tofu 30,000, boiled 
soybeans 23,000, soybean powder [probably kinako] 10,000, 
soymilk, 7,000, soysauce 5,000, other 41,000. The suppliers 
of these edible soybeans are (in tonnes): USA 400,000, 
China 280,000, Japanese domestic 280,000, Canada 24,000. 
Total Japanese soybean imports: 5,000,000 tonnes. Of this 
4,036,000 tonnes (81%) are used for crushing, 842,000 
tonnes for food, and 70,000 tonnes for feed (not crushed). 
The Japanese market for soybeans is very large for both 
crushing and food use, but is not growing. The beans for 
crushing come mostly from the USA and South America.
 Preferred characteristics of soybeans for each type of 
soyfood are given. For example, for miso: Low oil, high 
protein, high sugar, white hilum. For tofu: High sugars 
(glucose, sucrose), moisture content 10-12.5%, new crop 
preferred to old, protein 40%, oil 19-20%, hilum color is not 
very important but white is preferred, varietal consistency; 
preferred varieties are Beeson, Amsoy, Corsoy. Natto: Most 
important is small size, 5.5 mm or less, clean beans free of 
foreign material, high sugar content (saccharose, stachyose, 
which bacillus needs to work), less oil, must absorb water 
well. Soymilk: Good fl avor, low moisture (10%), low 
percentage of splits (too high can cause rancidity), low oil, 
high protein.
 In Japan, vegetable oil consumption has increased 
2.5 times in the past 20 years to 45.17 gm/capita/day in 
1986. Soyoil and canola oil together account for 85% of 
production. Canola is replacing soybean oil. If the oil market 
is strong, the 30 Japanese crushers crush more canola, but if 
protein is strong they crush more soybeans. U.S. soybeans 
have too much foreign material; new contracts have a penalty 
for > 2% FM.
 In Hong Kong, 6,000,000 cases of Vitasoy brand 
soymilk are produced annually. The company uses 2,500 
tonnes/year of soybeans, 80% of which are grown in Canada. 
It uses 100 to 200 tonnes of organic soybeans for Vitasoy 
exported to U.S. health food stores. Using 15 Tetra Pak 
machines, production takes place 24 hours/day (3 shifts), 6 
days a week. Contacts: Patrick Cheung (marketing manager), 
and Raymond Yuen (commercial manager).
 Amoy Industries, the largest maker of soy sauce in this 
part of the world, produces 6,000 tonnes/year. The company 
was established 80 years ago in Amoy, eastern China, moved 
to Hong Kong in 1949; 50% was purchased by Pillsbury 
in 1983. Uses 2 containers of soybeans/week, 100% from 
Ontario for the past 5 years.
 Malaysia soybean imports rose from 174,400 tonnes 
in 1984 to 255,200 tonnes in 1986. The main suppliers in 
1986 were China (56.2% of total), Vietnam (15.8%), and 
Argentina (14.3%). Ace Canning uses ton tonnes/month of 
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soybeans (presently all from China) to make soymilk. They 
have 7 Tetra Pak machines. Yeo Hiap Seng (Malaysia) is the 
largest soymilk producer in Malaysia, making 25,000 liters/
year using 9 Tetra Pak machines. They use 1,250 tonnes of 
soybeans (80 containers) per year, all Canadian.
 In Singapore, soybean imports rose from 28,287 tonnes 
in 1983 to 41,571 tonnes in 1986. In 1986, some 66% came 
from Canada, 16.6% from China, and the rest from others.
 The major competition for food quality soybeans in 
these four countries at present comes from China. The 
Chinese have improved their soybean quality and appear 
to be actively seeking to increase their market share. In the 
long run, however, China may choose to reduce its soybean 
exports in order to increase meat consumption in China. 
This could lead to new market opportunities for Canada in 
these four countries. Address: P.O. Box 1199, Chatham, ONT 
N7M 5L8, Canada. Phone: 519-352-7730.

5679. Pediatric News (New York, NY). 1988. Effects of 
reformulated soy-formula vs. breast milk. May.
• Summary: “A reformulated soy-based formula was as 
effective as breast milk in promoting growth and bone 
mineralization in healthy term infants, Dr. Gary M. Chan 
said at the Western clinical research meetings.
 “This reassuring result runs counter to several reports 
since 1981 by investigators who reported inadequate bone 
mineralization rates in term infants and a high incidence of 
rickets in premature infants fed soy formula, said Dr. Chan, 
of the University of Utah School of Medicine, Salt Lake 
City.
 “The poor bone mineralization documented in earlier 
studies may have been the result of reduced bioavailability 
of major and trace minerals of older soy formulas, Dr. Chan 
said. Another contributing factor might be the absence in soy 
formula of lactose, a carbohydrate that stimulates absorption 
of calcium and phosphate, he noted.
 “Compared with breast milk, the reformulated soy 
product is slightly higher in carbohydrate and protein and 
lower in fat. It is also higher in calcium, phosphorus, zinc, 
magnesium, and aluminum.”

5680. Rizek, R.L.; Raper, N.R.; Tippett, K.S. 1988. Trends 
in U.S. fat and oil consumption. J. of the American Oil 
Chemists’ Society 65(5):722-23. May.
• Summary: Use of fats and oils- edible oils, butter, 
margarine, lard, shortening and edible beef fat- in the U.S. 
increased from 49 pounds to 67 pounds per capita between 
1950 and 1985. Use of edible oils tripled between 1950 and 
1985, from eight pounds to 25 pounds per capita. Address: 
USDA Human Nutrition Information Service (HNIS), 
Hyattsville, Maryland.

5681. Toyo Shinpo (Soyfoods News). 1988. Hyakkaten deno 
tôfu jitsuen hanbai hajimaru [Tofu is being made and sold in 

a department store in Korea]. June 1. p. 11. [Jap; eng+]
• Summary: In Seoul, Korea, there is a newly built 
department store, “Lotte World.” In it there is a traditional 
tofu shop which uses a stone grinder to crush their soybeans. 
They had to get special permission to use a stone grinder, 
as they are generally considered unsanitary. Their shop is 
arranged so that shoppers can get a good look at how the tofu 
is being made, unlike the equivalent store in the Ikebukuro 
department store in Japan. There is also a counter where 
customers can eat their tofu. The store does not put the tofu 
in a water tank. The tofu is very fi rm.

5682. Lean, Elizabeth. 1988. Health problems close tofu 
factory. Leader (Laurel, Maryland). June 9.
• Summary: In a series of inspections begun last November, 
state health offi cials found that the Eastern Food Products 
plant, at 9157 Whiskey Bottom Road, Laurel, Maryland, 
was infested with roaches, lacked proper refrigeration and 
ventilation, did not label its products properly, and was 
physically deteriorating. Eastern Food Products is owned by 
Grace Santiago, of Laurel.

5683. Toyo Shinpo (Soyfoods News). 1988. Tôfu ga eizu 
ni kiku! Eizu nimo kôka ga aru tônyû no naka no saponin, 
Okubo Ichiro hakase ga happyô [Tofu works against AIDS! 
Dr. Ichiro Okubo’s publication shows saponin in soymilk is 
even effective in treating AIDS]. June 11. p. 11. [1 ref. Jap; 
eng+]
• Summary: Dr. Okubo, assistant professor at Tohoku 
University in Japan, published an article in Asahi Graph (3 
June 1988) stating that tofu and soymilk work against AIDS. 
This created a sensation in Japan. There are many types 
of saponins, but they can be divided into 2 types, A and B. 
Group, B can control growth of the HIV virus, which is also 
a cause of leukemia and breast cancer. Group A, which only 
exists in the soybean hypocotyl (sprout/germ, haijuku), is a 
cause of the soybean’s bitter fl avor. Thus, removing the hulls 
and germ from soybeans gives better tasting soymilk and 
tofu. Address: Asst. Prof., Tohoku Univ., Japan.

5684. Mills, Paul K.; Beeson, W.L.; Abbey, D.E.; et al. 1988. 
Dietary habits and past medical history as related to fatal 
pancreas cancer risk among Adventists. Cancer 61(12):2578-
85. June 15. [46 ref]
• Summary: In human populations consuming soybeans, the 
connection between pancreatic enlargement and protease 
inhibitors observed in animals has not been seen. In fact, 
incidence of pancreatic cancer is reduced in these groups. 
Address: Dep. of Preventive Medicine, School of Medicine, 
Loma Linda Univ., Loma Linda, California 92350.

5685. Freudenheim, Milt. 1988. A safer infant formula 
promised [by Carnation Co.]. New York Times. June 28. p. 
D1.
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• Summary: The Carnation Company, a division of Nestlé 
S.A., the Swiss food giant, announced yesterday that it 
would introduce an infant formula that relieves symptoms 
of milk allergy in babies; these include intestinal disorders, 
skin rashes, insomnia, etc. The new product, to be called 
Good Start H.A. (for “hypoallergenic) will be the fi rst infant 
formula sold by Carnation and the fi rst sold by Nestlé in the 
USA. Last year Nestlé had overall sales of $24 billion.
 In Europe (West Germany, France, Belgium, and 
Switzerland), Nestlé is already selling the Carnation product, 
which is based on whey from cow’s milk; the whey has 
been treated with enzymes, or “predigested” as the company 
says. Two similar hypoallergenic products, but made from 
casein (the other type of milk protein) are already available: 
Nutramigen and Pregestimil, both made by Mead Johnson, a 
division of the Bristol-Myers Co.
 The percentage of U.S.-born infants is unclear; 
authorities estimate the fi gure at 0.5 to 7%. One professor 
pediatrics says that milk allergy is probably the most 
overdiagnosed condition. Last year, infant formula sales in 
the USA amounted to $1.4 billion: Abbott Laboratories has 
about 56% of the market, Bristol-Myers 39%, and American 
Home Products 4%.
 The best defense against allergic reactions in infants 
remains breast feeding. About 60% of American mothers 
now breast-feed, but the percentage is lower among lower-
class and poorer mothers.
 The protein in mother’s milk, cow’s milk, and soybean 
milk can cause allergic reactions in some infants. Infants 
who are allergic to cow’s milk are often fed soybean milk 
[formula].

5686. Alfa-Laval Food Engineering AB. Soy Application 
Group. 1988. Soyfoods: Old traditions with new potentials. 
P.O. Box 64, S-221 00 Lund, Sweden. 12 p. [Eng]
• Summary: Contents: Soy–The miracle plant. Soy–The 
nutritious plant. Soy products yesterday and today. Soy 
processing yesterday and today: Traditional, hot grinding, 
blanching, the Soyal process. Soy processing with Soyal: 
Gives a diagram of the equipment and describes the 7 
main steps in the process, starting with bean cleaning 
and ending with soybase, from which can be made the 
products described in the next section. Soy products today 
and tomorrow: Soy beverage, tofu, soy yoghurt, frozen 
desserts (ice cream)–Imagination sets the limit. On the 
facing right-hand page is a superb color photo showing 32 
modern commercial soyfood products in colorful packages, 
most based on soymilk and tofu. Alfa-Laval R&D Centres 
at your service. Alfa-Laval in soy processing: Discusses 
the Guangdong Cannery in Guangzhou (Canton), China, 
the fi rst company to install a complete soy beverage plant 
based on Soyal technology (it now runs 2 shifts to produce 
20,000 liters/day of plain and fl avored soy beverage), and the 
CAC Soyal plant in France which makes the Bioforme line. 

“Founded more than a century ago, Alfa-Laval has a current 
workforce of 16,000 and is represented in 130 countries 
through subsidiaries and agents. The group comprises 160 
companies worldwide with 45 manufacturing plants.”
 Processing: Traditionally soybeans were soaked in 
cold water then ground in cold water, fi ltered, and cooked 
to make soymilk with a beany fl avor. “Hot grinding: The 
undesirable taste and smell stem from ketones and aldehydes 
produced by the enzyme lipoxygenase which is activated by 
the traditional process and acts as a catalyst to oxidize fatty 
acids. Modern research showed that grinding in hot water 
instead of cold water eliminates the enzyme activation and 
improves the taste considerably.
 “Blanching: It was subsequently found that blanching 
instead of pre-soaking improves the taste even further. The 
beans, often dehulled, are blanched and ground together with 
an alkali solution.
 “Unfortunately, this process can affect the protein yield. 
Due to the harsh treatment, the protein tends to agglomerate 
instead of remaining in solution. In the separation stage 
these protein bodies will disappear with the fi brous residue 
[okara], reducing the protein content of the extract.
 “The SOYAL process: All of these fi ndings are 
advantageously combined in Alfa-Laval’s processing line 
SOYAL. The process has been optimized to produce a 
soybase with a high protein content and a high nutritional 
value. The soybase produced has a widely acceptable fl avour 
and mouthfeel with no trace whatsoever of the original 
unpleasant taste and smell.” Address: Lund, Sweden.

5687. Burks, A. Wesley, Jr.; Brooks, J.R.; Sampson, H.A. 
1988. Allergenicity of major component proteins of soybean 
determined by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) 
and immunoblotting in children with atopic dermatitis 
and positive soy challenges. J. of Allergy and Clinical 
Immunology 81(6):1135-42. June. [35 ref]
• Summary: “Recent studies have implicated soybeans as 
one of the major food allergens in children. Serum from 8 
patients with atopic dermatitis and positive double-blind, 
placebo-controlled food challenges to soy were used to 
investigate allergen-specifi c IgE and IgG antibody to 
soy protein and its fractions. ELISA and immunoblotting 
techniques were used for this purpose. A crude soy extract, 
as well as the 7S, 11S, and whey fractions, were isolated and 
purifi ed for the in vitro studies from commercial defatted soy 
fl akes.” Address: Little Rock and Fayetteville, Arkansas; and 
Baltimore, Maryland.

5688. Cooper, Jack. 1988. Miso: The mother’s touch. Palate 
Pleasers of Japan (Los Angeles, Calif.) 6:31-37. June.
• Summary: The “mountain made” miso commercial turned 
a small, local miso manufacturer in the Japan Alps, Miyasaka 
Jozo Co., Ltd., into the second largest miso producer in all 
of Japan. To Japanese everywhere, the “chop, chop, chop” 
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sounds of mom dicing tofu and scallions in the kitchen, 
mixed with the savory, pungent fragrance of hot miso broth 
and the clean, sweet smell of steaming rice are as much 
a symbol of the dawning of the day as the aroma of fresh 
coffee and the sizzling sounds of bacon and eggs are to 
Americans. William Shurtleff and Akiko Aoyagi explain [the 
bewildering ‘vintages’ of miso] in their massive volume, The 
Book of Miso. All traditional miso contains salt and soybeans 
to which a mold culture, or “friendly agent,” usually 
Aspergillus oryzae, has been added.
 A 1965 study conducted by Dr. Takeshi Hirayama at 
Japan’s prestigious National Cancer Center, people who eat 
miso soup daily are 32% less likely to develop cancer than 
those who never eat miso soup. Undiluted, miso contains on 
average about 12% salt, six times the salt content of cheddar 
cheese. Most miso sold in America is imported and sold 
under Japanese brand names like Maruman, Marukome, 
Shinshu-ichi, Yamabuki, Hanamaruki, etc. One reason for 
this may be Japan’s stringent new laws requiring producers 
to list all ingredients and additives (mainly MSG, artifi cial 
coloring and preservatives), making the natural products 
more attractive to America’s health-conscious consumers.
 The Japanese National Miso Association estimates that 
there are over 2500 miso manufacturers in Japan, many of 
which are small, family-owned operations. Color photos 
show: (1) Miko-chan, the little kneeling girl who is the 
Miyazaka Jozo logo. (2) Three types and colors of miso in 
white bowls, next to an iris. (3) The historic old Shinshu 
Ichi miso and shoyu plant. (4) A bowl of white miso soup 
with crab and tofu. (5) An assortment of traditional miso 
dishes. (6) The ultra-modern computerized control panel, 
motorized conveyors, and the modern packaging facility at 
the Miyazaka Jozo factory (3 small photos). (7) A shop in 
Japan retailing Japanese miso in traditional small wooden 
kegs. (8) Five views of the South River Miso Co., Conway, 
Massachusetts (including an exterior view of the home and 
miso shop, Christian Elwell at work in the temperature-
controlled koji room).
 Note: According to The Book of Miso, by Shurtleff & 
Aoyagi (1976, p. 257; based on 1974 statistics) Mayasaka 
Jozo (Shinshu Ichi) is Japan’s largest miso factory. The 
company’s Tokyo factory produces about 15,000 tons/year; 
the Nagano and Yamanashi plants produce 9,300 tons and 
3,300 tons respectively. All make Shinshu-type light-yellow 
miso. As of 1983, the Tokyo factory also made freeze-dried 
miso. Address: Editor, Palate Pleasers.

5689. Fujinuma, Kenji; Saito, K.; Nakazato, M.; Kikuchi, Y.; 
Ibe, A.; Nishima, T. 1988. Shokuhin-chû no gurichirurichin-
san no bunseki-hô [Determination of glycyrrhizic acid in 
foods]. Shokuhin Eiseigaku Zasshi (J. of the Food Hygienic 
Society of Japan) 29(3):210-15. June. [9 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: High performance liquid chromatography was 
used to determine the glycyrrhizic acid (GA) content of 

Japanese soy sauce and miso. In a survey of commercial 
foods, GA was detected at levels of 2 to 224 micrograms/gm 
in 16 out of 56 samples.
 Glycyrrhizin is C42H62O16. Glucoside contained in 
Glycyrrhiza glabra L. at the level of 6-14%, with strong 
sweetness, which is hydrolyzed with acid into glucuronic 
acid and glycyrrhetinic acid (C30H46O4). Address: Tokyo 
Metropolitan Research Lab. of Public Health, 3-24-1 
Hyakunin-cho, Shinjuku-ku, Osaka, Japan.

5690. Hillman, Laura S.; Chow, W.; Salmons, S.S.; Weaver, 
E.; Erickson, M.; Hansen, J. 1988. Vitamin D metabolism, 
mineral homeostasis, and bone mineralization in term infants 
fed human milk, cow milk-based formula, or soy-based 
formula. J. of Pediatrics 112(6):864-74. June. [45 ref]
• Summary: “Taken as a whole, these data suggest that the 
vitamin D-suffi cient term infant fed human milk, cow milk-
based formula, or the soy-based formula studied can regulate 
mineral metabolism within acceptable physiologic limits 
to attain similar levels of serum minerals and bone mineral 
content.” Address: Dep. of Child Health, Univ. of Missouri 
School of Medicine, Columbia, MO 65212; Dep. of Food 
and Nutrition Research, Mead Johnson, Evansville, Indiana.

5691. Hughes, Don. 1988. Environmental concerns–Food 
for thought. Hazleton Food Science Newsletter. May/June. p. 
1-4. [7 ref]
Address: Madison, Wisconsin.

5692. Kay, Theodore; Kimura, M.; Nishing, K.; Itokawa, 
Y. 1988. Soyabean, goitre, and prevention. J. of Tropical 
Pediatrics 34(3):110-113. June. [Eng]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Nutritional value of 
soya bean Nigerian foods prepared with soya bean paste: 
Soya bean paste (soaked, ground soybeans without the 
“husk” removed), kosei (akara ball), panke (puff-puff). 
Nigerian foods prepared with soya bean milk: how to make 
the basic milk, wara (milk curd), and alele (moin-moin, 
made with soya milk residue [okara]). Note: “The above fi ve 
recipes have been fully accepted in many parts of Nigeria. 
The taste and the preparation procedure of these traditional 
Nigerian foods made from soya beans worked out to be 
almost the same or very similar to the foods traditionally 
made from cow peas (white beans) for kosei and alele, wheat 
fl our only for panke, and cow milk for wara.”
 Nigerian foods made with soya bean fl our (pre-cooked): 
How to make the basic fl our, protein enriched pap (with 
akamu), and protein-enriched fu-fu (with gari or cassava 
fl our). Discussion.
 “Soya bean is being successfully established in Nigeria, 
but it has been very diffi cult to cook in a traditional West 
African way so it has never become popular in this country. 
Most soya bean produced in Nigeria has been exported as 
cash crop except a little for animal consumption.”
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 Kosai, alele, panke, and awara are traditional foods in 
Northern Nigeria, while akara ball, moin-moin and puff-puff 
are traditional foods in Southern Nigeria. Discussion: “Why 
do we need soya bean in Nigeria?” Five reasons are given. 
The fi rst two are: “(1) It has higher protein content and net 
protein utilisation (NPU) than cowpeas, groundnut and 
other legumes. Moreover, soya bean is much cheaper than 
other legumes in Nigeria. (2) Soya bean fl our and soya bean 
milk have little taste and can therefore be incorporated into 
traditional foods such as pap and fu-fu without changing the 
appearance, taste and texture.” Address: Dep. of Hygiene, 
Faculty of Medicine, Kyoto Univ., Kyoto 606, Japan.

5693. Kingma, Sharyn. 1988. New study released on 
consumer attitudes about soy proteins. Soya Newsletter (Bar 
Harbor, Maine). May/June. p. 3, 14-15.
• Summary: Protein Technologies International, a subsidiary 
of Ralston Purina, St. Louis, Missouri, has recently released 
the results of a new study which evaluates current consumer 
attitudes related to soy protein, nutrition, dietary habits, and 
knowledge of dietary fi ber. The 1988 Consumer Attitudes 
Monitor was undertaken to determine if there had been any 
signifi cant changes in consumer attitudes since their fi rst 
study was done in 1985.
 One of the major differences between the earlier study 
(see Ralston Purina 1985 and Elliott 1988) and the current 
one is that the 1985 study contained specifi c questions 
related to soyfoods. But the 1988 survey also probed some 
interesting areas. For details, see the study itself.
 Copies of the 1988 Consumer Attitudes Monitor 
are available through Jean Kuster, Protein Technologies 
International, Checkerboard Square, St. Louis, Missouri, 
63164 or call 800-325-7108.

5694. Nutrition Overview. 1988. Consumer research study 
offers insight into fi tness market. 3(2):5-6. June.
• Summary: Protein Technologies International 
commissioned a study of exercise and dietary habits, 
interests, and practices of physically active consumers. 
Results of the survey indicated that physically active 
consumers believe a high correlation exists between diet and 
exercise performance. When asked why they participated 
in a regular exercise program, both the moderately active 
and very active segment responded that improved health 
was their primary motivation to exercise. Weight control, 
enjoyment, improved appearance, muscle building, and stress 
management (in that order) were other popular responses.

5695. Peluso, Michael R. 1988. The nutritional value of soy. 
Health World (Burlingame, California) 2(4):26-28. May/
June.
• Summary: This introductory article discusses whole 
soybeans, soy fl our, soy protein products (isolates, spun 
fi bers, TVP), soy milk, soy cheese (tofu), tempeh, miso, and 

soy sauce. Table I shows the composition of most of these is 
given. The author is especially interested in soy oil as a good 
source of vitamin E and of the essential fatty acids, linoleic 
and alpha linolenic acids. He is critical of the hydrogenation 
process. Table II gives a nutritive comparison of soy oil and 
selected food fats. Table III gives a nutritive comparison of 
soy foods and selected animal foods. Address: P.O. Box 606, 
Occidental, California 95465.

5696. Protein Technologies International. 1988. 1988 
Consumer Attitudes Monitor: Nutrition, soy protein and soy 
fi ber. St. Louis, Missouri. 10 p. 28 cm.
• Summary: This study, an update of a study conducted 
in 1985, is based on a telephone poll of 1,005 Americans 
nationwide, 18 years or older, half men and half women. 
The results are as follows: “1. Have you heard of soy protein 
being included in certain food products?”: Yes 61%. No 
39%. Of those which answered yes, “2. What types of food 
products are currently available which contain soy protein?” 
Meat 42%, all other foods 23%, don’t know 35%. Of those 
who answered yes to #1, “Have you ever tried food products 
with soy protein included in them?” Yes 40%. No 50%. 
Don’t know 10%. “4. If you knew products available at 
the supermarket contained soy protein, would you be more 
or less likely to buy them?” More likely to purchase 20%. 
No difference 37%. Less likely to purchase 32%. Don’t 
know 11%. Of the 20% who answered “more likely” to 
#4: “5. Why is it you would be more likely to buy products 
containing soy protein?” Healthier 34%. Nutritious 18%. 
Lower cost 8%. Good taste 6%. Less cholesterol 6%. Less 
fat 4%. Less calories 3%. Of the 32% who answered “less 
likely” to #4: “6. Why is it you would be less likely to buy 
products containing soy protein?” Don’t know 20%. Taste 
20% (they perceived that soy protein negatively affected the 
taste). Additive/chemical 12%. Process 9%. Filler 7%. Cost 
2%.
 #7 showed that only 6% had refused to purchase a 
product because it contained soy protein. “8. Does the fact 
that a food manufacturer uses soy protein in its products 
change your feeling about the company?” No difference 
47%. Feel better 26%. Feel worse 17%. Don’t know 
10%. “9. How would you rate your knowledge about 
‘Dietary Fiber?’” Very knowledgeable 9%. Knowledgeable 
24%. Neutral (some knowledge) 19%. Only slightly 
knowledgeable 29%. Not at all knowledgeable 19%. “10. 
What do you think are the benefi ts of food high in fi ber?” 
Aids digestion 33%. Reduces some forms of cancer 26%. 
Promotes regularity 23%. Reduces cholesterol 9%. Aids 
glucose tolerance 2%. “11. Have you changed your (your 
family’s) eating habits and meal menus within the last 12 
months?” Changed 58%. Not changed 42%. Of the 58% who 
have changed: “12. What were the major reasons for those 
changes?” Concerned about calories/weight 17%. Concerned 
about cholesterol 12%. Physician recommendations/orders 
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11%. Concern about fat content 9%. Economic 3%. Note that 
all but 3% reported the major reasons for this were health-
related. Again, of the 58% who have changed: “13. How 
have you changed?” Eat more fruit/vegetables 28%. Reduced 
amount of red meat eaten 26%. Reduced cholesterol 23%. 
Reduced salt/sodium consumption 15%. Added fi ber to 
diet 13%. Reduced dairy products 11%. Address: St. Louis, 
Missouri.

5697. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1988. Das Tofu-
Buch: Herstellung, Verwendung, Ernaehrungswert, Rezepte 
[The book of tofu: Preparation, uses, nutritional value, 
recipes]. Munich, West Germany: Goldmann Verlag. 384 p. 
Illust. by Akiko Aoyagi Shurtleff. Index. 18 cm. [Ger]
• Summary: A pocket book edition of the original 1981 
German edition of The Book of Tofu. Contains 300 recipes. 
Address: Soyfoods Center, P.O. Box 234, Lafayette, 
California 94549.

5698. Slavin, Joanne. 1988. Protein and amino acid needs of 
athletes. Nutrition Overview 3(2):1-5. June. [36 ref]
• Summary: The RDA for protein in adult men and women is 
0.8 gm/kg body weight/day. Proteins and amino acids are in a 
dynamic state in the body, being degraded and resynthesized 
continuously. Protein and amino acids consumed in excess 
of need are not stored, but rapidly degraded. Nine amino 
acids are not synthesized and are indispensable, or essential 
amino acids for humans. Methionine and cystine combined 
are expressed as the total sulfur amino acids. Likewise, 
phenylalanine and tyrosine combined become the total 
aromatic amino acids. Complete proteins contain all the 
essential amino acids in the right ratio. Although generally 
only animal proteins are considered complete, research on 
isolated soy protein suggests that it too can support optimum 
growth. Studies support that isolated soy protein can be 
used as the sole protein source for normal healthy adults and 
children.
 There is no one accepted method to measure protein 
needs in human subjects. The most commonly used 
methods are nitrogen balance, stable/radio labeled tracers, 
and N-methylhistidine or urea excretion. Nitrogen balance 
studies are expensive to conduct. Most nitrogen (approx. 
85%) is excreted in the urine as urea. For any given protein 
intake, increasing energy intake will improve nitrogen 
balance. Thus, protein requirements decrease as energy 
intake increases. G.E. Butterfi eld suggests that setting a safe 
protein recommendation for physically active individuals is 
not possible with existing data. Recent studies do support 
increased protein requirements for both endurance athletes 
and body builders and suggest that the RDA for protein 
may not be adequate for athletes. Address: Assoc. Prof. of 
Nutrition, Dep. of Food Science and Nutrition, Univ. of 
Minnesota, MN.

5699. Soya Newsletter (Bar Harbor, Maine). 1988. New 
trypsin inhibitor found/Work on high B-12 tempeh. May/
June. p. 10.
• Summary: A new trypsin inhibitor in soybeans has been 
found and work is being done to characterize it. Also, 
research is being conducted to help produce a high-vitamin 
B-12 tempeh, a fermented soybean product. Address: P.C. 
Markakis, Food Science Dep., Michigan State Univ., East 
Lansing, MI.

5700. You, Wei-Cheng; Blot, W.J.; Chang, Yun-Shang; 
Ershow, A.G.; Yang, Zhu-Tian; An, Qi; Henderson, B.; Xu, 
Guang-Wei; Fraumeni, Joseph F., Jr.; Wang, Tian-Gen. 1988. 
Diet and high risk of stomach cancer in Shandong, China. 
Cancer Research 48:3518-3523. June. [40 ref]
• Summary: Stomach cancer is the leading form of cancer 
in China. Consumption of soybeans (non-fermented) was 
associated with a signifi cant decrease in risk from stomach 
cancer. Address: Beijing Inst. for Cancer Research, Beijing, 
People’s Republic of China.

5701. Huang, H.T. (Hsing-Tsung). 1988. History of 
fermentations, food, and nutritional sciences in China 
(Interview). SoyaScan Notes. July 1. Conducted by William 
Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Dr. Huang, a biochemist by training, has 
written the chapter titled “Plants and Insects in Man’s 
Service” in Joseph Needham’s Science and Civilisation in 
China (1986, VI:1); it concerns natural plant pesticides and 
biological pest control. Parasitic wasps (Tricogama) have 
been the most successful example of biological control in 
China. Also Bacillus thuriengensis, a bacterium that attacks 
a caterpillar that later becomes a destructive moth. It is 
to toxic to mammals. Since 1983 he has been researching 
an entire volume in this series to be titled “Nutritional 
Sciences and Fermentation Technology (VI:6).” After this, 
he plans to write a “History of Zoology in China.” There 
is a Needham Research Institute Newsletter. No. 4 is June 
1988. Needham’s thesis is that China was the world leader 
in science until the start of the Renaissance, but had been 
passed by the West by the 16th century. The question is: 
Why did China not develop modern science? Dr. Needham 
is now age 87. He is working on Volume VII, the 4-volume 
summation. He was in China for 2-3 years in 1983-86.
 Dr. Huang is quite sure that tofu had another name 
before A.D. 950. Address: Work: Biochemistry Program, 
National Science Foundaton, Washington, DC 20550. Phone: 
202-357-7945.

5702. Bulkley, Kate. 1988. Soy products’ new fl avor spices 
Denver Tofu. Denver Business Journal. July 11.
• Summary: Denver Tofu Inc. started business in 1925, and 
by 1973, they were making 150 pieces (one-pound each) 
a day. “Now,” says Denver Tofu Inc. owner and president, 
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Haru Yamamoto, “we make 2,000 to 3,000 pieces a day.” 
In fact, the company’s sales doubled annually from 1982 
to 1987. The King Soopers grocery store reports that in the 
1970s they had tofu in the produce section, but nobody knew 
what it was. In the early 1980s, they moved it into the dairy 
case and they “sold an awful lot of it”. Denver Tofu makes 
fi ve different kinds, ranging from extra hard to kinugoshi, 
or soft, silken tofu. The company also deep-fries some tofu 
into something called age (pronounced ah-gay). The softer 
tofu has always been the best seller at the Asian markets. 
The harder tofu has generally been a better seller in the 
supermarkets.
 Denver Tofu employs 11 people. In the summer, the 
plant churns out an average of 2,000 pounds of tofu a day. In 
the winter, production increases to an average 3,000 pounds a 
day to meet demand. The company also produces 70 gallons 
of soy milk for sale, as well as many pounds of agé. The 
production room is fi lled with about $300,000 worth of big, 
steel tofu-making machines, all of which are manufactured 
in Japan. Yamamoto, 49, came to Denver in 1970 from Japan 
where he had worked in the sales and accounting branch 
of Dainippon Food Co. He purchased Denver Tofu Inc. in 
1973 from its previous owners for an undisclosed amount. 
In April, 1988, the company doubled its production space 
to 8,500 square feet when it moved to 3825 Blake St. form 
its former site on Federal Boulevard. The fi rm had sales of 
about $500,000 last year, and Yamamoto projected sales to 
rise to $750,000 this year. Address: Colorado. Phone: 303-
295-6848.

5703. Green, Rand. 1988. Mori-Nu takes to the health and 
fi tness circuit. Produce News (Fort Lee, New Jersey). July 
16.
• Summary: When you have a product that is enthusiastically 
endorsed by body builders and cardiologists alike, 
participating in health and fi tness events is a sound, sensible 
way to get the word out. And that is the approach being 
used by Morinaga. Thomas McReynolds was recently name 
marketing consultant for Mori-Nu. Tofu is a cholesterol-
free protein source, low in sodium, high in calcium, free 
of saturated fats, and is “darn close to a perfect food,” 
McReynolds stated. People are, for example, participating in 
the Mr. and Ms. California bodybuilding fi nals in July and 
in “all of the health and fi tness expos”. There is the “Heart 
Healthy Golf Classic” in Westlake Village, California in 
September which is being co-sponsored exclusively by Mori-
Nu for heart patients who want to lead active lives in spite 
of their heart disease. And there is a new publication called 
Heartcorps. McReynolds said that the company is working 
with the American Heart Association in the development of a 
brochure called “Holidays a la Heart,” which provides heart-
healthy recipes.

5704. Fayette County Record (La Grange, Texas). 1988. 

Lecithin supplements are not needed. July 19.
• Summary: Dr. Mary Kinney Sweeten is a nutrition 
specialist with Texas A&M University’s Agricultural 
Extension Service, says that the health claims being made 
for lecithin are based on the fact that it contains choline. A 
lack of choline has been implicated in Alzheimer’s disease 
because large doses of it may increase levels of chemicals 
that help control nerve impulses. However, researchers 
have found that choline treatment for Alzheimer’s victims 
produces only very small improvements in memory, if any. 
Studies of lecithin’s effect on blood cholesterol in humans 
have been inconclusive and there is no scientifi c evidence for 
many of the other claims made about it.

5705. Ali, Nawab; Patil, R.T. 1988. Extrusion process with 
special reference to soybean. In: Nawab Ali, A.P. Gandhi, 
and T.P. Ojha, eds. 1988. Soybean Processing & Utilization 
in India. Bhopal, India: Central Institute of Agricultural 
Engineering (CIAE). v + 431 p. See p. 269-79. Held 22-23 
Nov. 1986 at CIAE, Bhopal, India. [5 ref]
• Summary: Soybean can be effectively processed into 
a protein food in various ways using extruders. Full-fat 
soyfl our produced through extrusion cooking is devoid 
of antinutritional factors and other toxins and has many 
desirable functional properties that make it well suited to use 
in indigenous recipes.
 Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Extrusion cooking. 
Potential of extrusion cookers. Types of extruders: Single 
screw, twin screw. Effect of extrusion cooking on nutritional 
values. Commercial extruders (The Brady extruder is well 
suited to small scale operation). Soyproducts: Maize-soy 
blend, full-fat soyfl our. Conclusions. Address: 1. PhD, 
Project Director; 2. Scientist-S2. Both: Soybean Processing 
and Utilization Project, Central Inst. of Agricultural 
Engineering (ICAR), Nabi Bagh, Berasia Road, Bhopal-462 
018, India.

5706. Bainbridge, Ronald R.; Mimouni, F.; Tsang, R.C. 
1988. Bone mineral content of infants fed soy-based formula. 
J. of Pediatrics 113(1 Part 2):205-07. July. [14 ref]
• Summary: “The use of a soybean-based milk substitute 
was fi rst reported in 1928. Since then, concerns have arisen 
about the adequacy of soy-based formulas in relation to bone 
growth and mineralization. These concerns were based in 
part on reports of a high rate of rickets in preterm infants 
fed SBF [soy-based-formula]. In addition, several studies in 
full-term infants reported a reduced growth rate in infants 
fed SBF, although adequate growth was documented in other 
studies.
 “Factors that may theoretically impair growth or bone 
mineralization in SBF-fed infants are (1) low methionine 
content; (2) poor retention of calcium, phosphate, or both 
because of the presence of phytates acting as chelators; 
and (3) absence of lactose, which is a known stimulator 
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of intestinal calcium absorption. These reports prompted 
manufacturers to produce an ‘improved’ SBF, fortifi ed with 
methionine, calcium, and phosphate. The adequacy of these 
‘improved’ SBF’s for promoting normal growth and bone 
mineralization was not systematically studied until recently.” 
Address: Dep. of Pediatrics, Div. of Neonatology, Perinatal 
Research Inst., Univ. of Cincinnati College of Medicine, 
Ohio.

5707. Desikachar, H.S.R. 1988. Utilization of soybean for 
food uses in India. In: Nawab Ali, A.P. Gandhi, and T.P. 
Ojha, eds. 1988. Soybean Processing & Utilization in India. 
Bhopal, India: Central Institute of Agricultural Engineering 
(CIAE). v + 431 p. See p. 289-98. Held 22-23 Nov. 1986 at 
CIAE, Bhopal, India.
• Summary: Discusses the development in India of soybean 
foods such as soymilk, soyfl our, soypaneer [tofu] and soyoil–
and the possibility of replacing other pulses by soybean 
in common Indian foods. The need for simple, low cost 
processing techniques with a minimum of sophistication is 
emphasized.
 Recently texturised soy products, paneer [tofu] made 
from soy milk and weaning foods made using soyfl our 
have been on the market. Solvent extracted soybean oil and 
imported soy oil are used in making Vanaspathi [Vanaspati]. 
Almost all extracted meal is being exported.
 Table 1 compares the proximate composition of black 
soybean (Kalitur) and pigeonpea (on a dry basis). The 
soybean contains 44.00% protein compared with 25.2% for 
the pigeonpea. The soybean contains 21.5% fat [vegetable 
oil] compared with 1.8% for the pigeonpea.
 Table 2 compares the “Sugar content of black soybean 
(Kalitur) and pigeonpea (percentage).”
 Another point that needs to be emphasized is that 
soybean or soybean meal will be most widely accepted when 
used for making indigenous food preparations used by most 
Indians in their daily diet instead of soya milk, tofu, meat 
analogs, etc. in which for it is likely to be used by relatively 
few people. With this end in view, work was initiated at 
CFTRI, Mysore, a few years ago to process soybean for use 
in making common Indian foods. “Soybean was fi rst made 
into dal by removing the husk. In fact, it is much easier to 
make dal from soybeans than from other Indian pulses. A 
method and machine for making dal by a dry process was 
standardized at CFTRI.
 “The bitterish beany taste of soybean was also found to 
be modifi ed by fermentation as normally practiced for idli 
and dosa. In fact, soybean batter was found to ferment faster 
and more easily than the blackgram, because of its higher 
sugar content (Fig. 1). It could replace blackgram by 50% in 
idlis and fully in dosa” (p. 291).
 Table 3, “Comparative fl atus [intestinal gas] production 
with raw, cooked and germinated pulses” (p. 293) gives 
values for seven raw, cooked, germinated, and cooked & 

germinated Indian pulses. Black soybean produced the most 
fl atus (5.20) followed by bengalgram [chickpeas, garbanzo 
beans, Cicer arietinum] (5.18), blackgram (4.76), cowpea 
(4.03), pigeonpea (3.81), horsegram (2.66) and greengram 
(2.26).
 Because of its fl atus production when used in whole or 
split form, soybean is more diffi cult to digest. “The fl atus 
effects could be minimised by addition of clove and/or 
cinnamon (Fig. 2) which are normally used in preparation 
of North Indian type dals. Germination and fermentation 
as normally practiced for idli considerably reduce galacto 
oligosaccharides and reduce the fl atus producing properties 
of soybean and other pulses as well (p. 293; See Tables 4 and 
5, Figs. 3, 4 and 5).
 Table 4, “In vivo gas production on isolated 
carbohydrate fractions from black soybeans and pigeonpeas,” 
shows that per 10 gm coming from soybeans in the diet, 
oligosaccharides produce the most intestinal gas (4.80), 
followed by hemicelluloses (1.58) and pectin (0.70).
 Fig. 3 shows that germination of 7 common Indian 
legumes reduces the content of the raffi nose family of 
sugars, and reduces intestinal gas. Address: Deputy Director 
(Retired), Central Food Technological Research Institute, 
Mysore. Currently Consultant, Paddy Processing Research 
Centre (Tamil Nadu) Society, Tiruvarur [Southeast India].

5708. DeSilver, Drew. 1988. Japanese eat better, but there’s a 
catch. Vegetarian Times. July. p. 8-9.
• Summary: Japanese people have the greatest longevity 
on the planet. A Japanese boy born in 1987 can expect to 
live more than 75 years, and a Japanese girl more than 80; 
the American fi gures are 70.1 and 77.6, respectively. The 
traditional Japanese diet–based on rice, tofu, seaweed, 
vegetables and fi sh–is assumed to be the reason Japan has 
one of the lowest levels of cholesterol and heart disease. But 
with the westernization of the Japanese diet, the average 
Japanese man’s blood cholesterol level has risen from 180 
mg% in 1973 to almost 200 mg% today. The Japanese have 
drastically cut their daily salt consumption–13 grams vs. 10 
grams (10 grams of salt = about 2 teaspoons).

5709. Hillman, Laura S. 1988. Bone mineral content in term 
infants fed human milk, cow milk-based formula, or soy-
based formula. J. of Pediatrics 113(1 Pt 2):208-12. July. [8 
ref]
• Summary: “Bone mineral content (BMC) of the midportion 
of the humerus [the long bone in the arm that runs from 
the shoulder to the elbow] was measured with the Norland 
model 278 bone densitometer in 31 term infants fed human 
milk (9 infants), cow milk-based formula (11 infants), or soy 
protein-based formula (11 infants) over the fi rst year of life.”
 BMC appeared to increase during the fi rst 4 months, 
to plateau at 6 months, and then to resume a pattern of 
increasing. “Uncorrected BMC is recommended as a 
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measurement for the infant growing normally; attempts to 
calculate average density are discouraged.” Address: M.D., 
Dep. of Child Health, Univ. of Missouri Health Science 
Center, Columbia, MO.

5710. Krishna Kumari, K.; Geervani, P. 1988. Evaluation of 
the protein quality of selected traditional recipes incorporated 
with soybean fl our. In: Nawab Ali, A.P. Gandhi, and T.P. 
Ojha, eds. 1988. Soybean Processing & Utilization in India. 
Bhopal, India: Central Institute of Agricultural Engineering 
(CIAE). v + 431 p. See p. 381-86. Held 22-23 Nov. 1986 at 
CIAE, Bhopal, India. [2 ref]
• Summary: 1. Fermented batter products: Soybean was 
substituted for 50% of the blackgram dal in making idli. 
Soybean was substituted for 50% of the blackgram dal 
in making dosa. Soy fl our was substituted for 50% of the 
bengalgram fl our in making dhokla.
 Baked products: Soy fl our was substituted for 50% 
of the wheat fl our in making wheat puka. Soy fl our was 
substituted for 50% or 40% of the sorghum fl our in making 
sorghum roti. Soy fl our was substituted for 50% of the maida 
fl our in making maida biscuits. Soy fl our was substituted 
for 50% or 40% of the sorghum fl our in making sorghum 
biscuits.
 Fried products. Soybean was substituted for 50% of 
the green gram dal in making pesarattu. Soy fl our was 
substituted for 50% of the bengalgram fl our in making 
pakodi. Soy dal was substituted for 100% of the bengalgram 
dal in making chuduva.
 Boiled and roasted products: Soy dal was substituted 
for 100% of the redgram dal in making sambar. Soy dal was 
substituted for 50% of the bengalgram dal in making chutney 
powder.
 Table 2 gives the number of grams of protein in each 
of these foods, the number of grams of four amino acids per 
100 gm of protein, and the chemical score of each.
 Table 3 gives the biological quality of the protein in 
each soy incorporated food as measured by PER, NPU, 
and TD (true digestibility). Address: Dep. of Foods and 
Nutrition, College of Home Science, A.P. [Andhra Pradesh] 
Agricultural Univ., Hyderabad 500 004, India.

5711. Meinertz, Hans; Faergeman, O.; Nilausen, K.; 
Chapmann, M.J.; Goldstein, S.; Laplaud, P.M. 1988. Effects 
of soy protein and casein in low cholesterol diets on plasma 
lipoproteins in normolipidemic subjects. Atherosclerosis 
72(1):63-70. July. [32 ref]
• Summary: “Dietary plant proteins may lower plasma 
cholesterol and LDL concentrations in hypercholesterolemic 
patients when substituted for animal proteins, particularly in 
diets with low cholesterol and saturated fat content.
 “Plant protein diets appear, however, to be without effect 
on plasma lipoprotein levels in normal subjects.” Address: 1. 
Dep. of Medicine B, Rigshospital, Copenhagen, Denmark; 4. 

INSERM Lipoprotein Research Group, Hopital de la Pitié, 
Paris, France.

5712. Mennonite Central Committee. 1988. Soybean project. 
Agriculture Program, Report No. 15. p. 19-26. July. (Dhaka 
[Dacca], Bangladesh).
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Kharif season 
(Chuadanga district)–Seed contracts and sales. Agronomic 
observations: stand establishment, insect and diseases. 
Seed production. Cropping pattern survey. Utilization and 
marketing.
 Rabi season (Noakhali, Lakshmipur and Comilla)–Seed 
sales. Agronomic observations: stand establishment, insect 
and diseases, yields. Utilization and marketing. Agronomic 
Research: Chaudanga (Kharif season, rabi season), Noakhali 
(Rabi season; Raipur, Char Bata, Chitosi). Seed storage 
methods.
 “The objective of the Soybean Project is to make 
available a low price, high protein, nutritious pulse to lower 
and middle income consumers, while establishing the 
cultivation of soybeans as a viable cropping alternative for 
farmers in Bangladesh.”
 “... soybeans are a very inexpensive source of high 
quality protein. Also, their relatively balanced amino acid 
pattern makes them nearly ideal as a supplement to rice.
 “The primary extension efforts are concentrated in and 
around Lakshmipur, Noakhali and Comilla districts, where 
farmers planted 176 hectares (438 acres) in the 1987-88 
rabi season. Seed for this crop is produced in and around 
Chaudanga district where farmers planted 124 hectares 
(310 acres) in the 1987 kharif season. The soybean acreage 
represents increases of 30 and 123 percent respectively 
over the previous year, and is credited to good performance 
of the new variety Pb-1 in the previous two years and an 
increase in market demand... After serving four years in 
the Soybean Project, George Horlings completed his term 
in November, 1987, and was replaced by Kevin C. Stout.” 
Address: Mennonite Central Committee, 1/1 Block “A”, 
Mohammedpur, Dhaka -7, Bangladesh.

5713. Mishra, H.N.; Mukherjee, R.K. 1988. Full-fat soy 
fl our–processing technology, storage and utilization. In: 
Nawab Ali, A.P. Gandhi, and T.P. Ojha, eds. 1988. Soybean 
Processing & Utilization in India. Bhopal, India: Central 
Institute of Agricultural Engineering (CIAE). v + 431 p. See 
p. 241-45. Held 22-23 Nov. 1986 at CIAE, Bhopal, India. [2 
ref]
• Summary: Full-fat soyfl our (FFSF) has great potential 
in India. An appropriate technology has been developed 
at PHTC for the production of FFSF which has no off 
fl avor, no antinutritional factors, and high nutritional and 
functional properties. Storage of the product under different 
environmental conditions has been studied. Levels for the 
fortifi cation of wheat fl our for making various Indian foods 
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(such as puris, chapatis, breads and biscuits) have been 
explored. Address: 1. Research scholar; 2. Prof. Both: Post 
Harvest Technology Centre, Indian Inst. of Technology (IIT), 
Kharagpur 721 302, India.

5714. Patil, R.T. 1988. Equipment and techniques for 
processing of soybean at rural level. In: Nawab Ali, A.P. 
Gandhi, and T.P. Ojha, eds. 1988. Soybean Processing 
& Utilization in India. Bhopal, India: Central Institute of 
Agricultural Engineering (CIAE). v + 431 p. See p. 253-68. 
Held 22-23 Nov. 1986 at CIAE, Bhopal, India. [9 ref]
• Summary: In India, there is very little equipment for 
wet grinding that could be used at the village level. It is 
therefore necessary to test the suitability of other available 
wet grinders (as used in Southern India for the preparation 
of Idli and Dosa) for wet grinding soybeans in the process 
of making paneer [tofu]. For the dry grinding of soybean, 
the pin mill is suitable as it has able to grind materials with a 
high fat content.
 Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Cleaning and grading 
of soybean. Dehulling of soybean: Dry process, wet process. 
Detoxifi cation of soybean (using moist heat to inactivate 
trypsin inhibitor activity {TIA} and urease activity {UA}). 
Wet grinding of soybean. Dry grinding of soybean. Specifi c 
purpose equipment. Conclusions (Dehulling of the soybean 
is very simple compared to other pulses).
 Illustrations show: (1) Pedal operated air screen cleaner. 
(2) Rotary concave type dehuller. (3) Mini grain mill used 
for dehulling. (4) Hand grinder for dehulling. (5) Hull 
separator. (6) NDRI blancher. (7) GBPUAVT blancher. (8) 
Blanching unit, CIAE design. (9) Wet grinder developed by 
GBPUAVT, Pantnagar. (10) Colloidal mill for wet grinding. 
(11) Pin mill for dry grinding. (12) CIAE fl aking machine. 
Address: Scientist-S2, Soybean Processing and Utilization 
Project, Central Inst. of Agricultural Engineering (ICAR), 
Nabi Bagh, Berasia Road, Bhopal-462 018, India.

5715. Rennie, B.D.; Zilka, J.; Kramer, M.M.; Beversdorf, 
W.D. 1988. Genetic analysis of low linolenic acid levels in 
the soybean line PI 361088B. Crop Science 28(4):655-57. 
July/Aug. [7 ref]
• Summary: “Oil from soybean lines with reduced levels 
of linolenic acid has been reported to have greater fl avor 
stability than oil from commercial cultivars (Stone and 
Hammond, 1983).
 “The soybean... line PI 361088B was identifi ed as 
having a linolenic acid level (38.1 g per kg) that was about 
half that of ‘Maple Arrow’ (78.1 g per kg), but similar to that 
of the mutagen-induced lines C1640 (37.6 g per kg). Our 
objective was to determine the inheritance of low linolenic 
acid levels in P1361088B, and to determine the genetic basis 
of this trait relative to the Fan locus known to infl uence 
linolenic acid levels in C1640.” Address: Crop Science Dep., 
Univ. of Guelph, Ontario, Canada N1G 2W1.

5716. Thomas, Sheila; Kamath, Savitri. 1988. Studies on 
fermented soybean (Glycine max) products. In: Nawab Ali, 
A.P. Gandhi, and T.P. Ojha, eds. 1988. Soybean Processing 
& Utilization in India. Bhopal, India: Central Institute of 
Agricultural Engineering (CIAE). v + 431 p. See p. 373-80. 
Held 22-23 Nov. 1986 at CIAE, Bhopal, India. [12 ref]
• Summary: Describes the preparation of fermented 
“soyproducts” such as idli, khaman and dhokla. Various 
recipes for each of these new soy products is given on pages 
374-75.
 “Conclusion: The improvement in the quality of soy 
protein by fermentation could be a point in favour of these 
newly developed products. So the popularising of soybeans 
will not only be benefi cial from the point of view of protein 
quality and quantity but also from that of the housewife 
who could introduce variety in food preparation. Soy wheat 
idlis of high nutritive value could even be utilised for 
feeding infants and children.” Address: Univ. of Agricultural 
Sciences, Hebbal, Bangalore-560024, India.

5717. USDA National Agricultural Library. 1988. Food & 
Nutrition Information Center (Leafl et). Beltsville, Maryland. 
4 panels each side. Each panel: 22 x 9 cm.
• Summary: FNIC, founded in Sept. 1971, serves persons 
seeking information or educational materials in the area of 
food and human nutrition. The Center is part of the National 
Agricultural Library (NAL), which is located in Beltsville, 
Maryland. FNIC provides the following services: 1. It lends 
books and audiovisual materials; users pay return postage. 
2. It provides photocopies of up to 6 journal articles at 
a time. 3. It provides comprehensive reference services. 
To libraries and government agencies which qualify, it 
provides all these services free of charge. Others may obtain 
FNIC materials through interlibrary loan. FNIC also has a 
demonstration center for food and nutrition microcomputer 
software. Address: NAL, Room 304, 10301 Baltimore Blvd., 
Beltsville, Maryland 20705. Phone: 301-344-3719.

5718. Finkelstein, James D.; Martin, J.J.; Harris, B.J. 1988. 
Methionine metabolism in mammals: The methionine-
sparing effect of cysteine. J. of Biological Chemistry 
263(24):11750-54. Aug. 25. [27 ref]
• Summary: “Cystine can replace approximately 70% of 
the dietary requirement for methionine.” Address: Veterans 
Administration Medical Center and George Washington 
Univ. School of Medicine, Washington, D.C. 20422.

5719. Chen, Edwin. 1988. Criminal charges fi led over 
‘grossly fi lthy’ tofu plant [K.Y. Foods]. Los Angeles Times. 
Aug. 30. p. 3. Metro section.
• Summary: The plant, at 4607 S. Main St., has been the 
subject of two previous criminal prosecutions, in 1979 
and 1982, when it was owned by D.Y. Imports, which was 
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acquired a year ago by K.Y. Foods.
 Named in Monday’s complaint were K.Y. Foods Inc.’s 
general manager, Taek Kwan Oh of Monterey Park, and 
president Kyu Yong Kim of Alhambra. Address: California.

5720. Hill-Holtzman, Nancy. 1988. Korean foodmaker 
charged with allowing fecal bacteria in its tofu. Los Angeles 
Herald-Examiner. Aug. 30.
• Summary: A Korean-style food manufacturer with a 
history of health violations was charged yesterday with 31 
misdemeanors after inspectors found high levels of fecal 
bacteria in the fi rm’s tofu products and decaying rodents 
in its warehouse. K.Y. Foods, under its former ownership 
of D.Y. Imports, was hit with criminal charges in 1979 and 
1982 for health violations, Hahn said. In 1985, the company 
destroyed $30,000 worth of contaminated tofu during 
inspections.
 The company’s food products are sold under the brand 
names CR Brand, DY Brand and KY Foods.
 KY Foods General Manager Taek Kwan Oh, 25 of 
Monterey Park and its president, Kyu Yong Kim, 53, 
of Alhambra, were named in the complaint. Address: 
California.

5721. Register-Mail (Galesburg, Illinois). 1988. Breeders 
aim for vegetable crop from soybeans. Aug. 30.
• Summary: One of plant geneticist, Richard L. Bernard’s 
newest projects is breeding a soybean variety that is tasty, 
nutritious and suitable for large-scale commercial vegetable 
production. “... picked green, the soybean has a nice taste, 
fi rm texture and attractive, bright green color–much like 
English peas. And in my household, soybeans passed the 
acid test: My children loved them better than anything else. 
When they were small, we’d have to leave the bowl of 
soybeans in the kitchen until mid-meal so that they would eat 
the other foods, too.”
 In Bernard’s home, fresh, green soybean pods are 
cooked in boiling, salted water. The soybeans are squeezed 
from the pods before serving. In Japan, he said, green 
soybeans are served in the pods, and people squeeze the 
beans out at the table.
 Increasing seed size without losing yield potential is 
one of the fi rst problems to be solved. It may be possible to 
increase protein and also improve the oil by making it more 
unsaturated. Breeders also will research the desirability of 
reducing lipoxygenase. They also may attempt to reduce 
trypsin inhibitor. Taste will be all important in a soybean line 
intended for human consumption.

5722. Ridenour, Jeremiah. 1988. Monterey Bay Soyfoods, 
Western Soy Complements, and Wildwood Natural Foods 
(Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Aug. 31. Conducted by William 
Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Jeremiah got interested in soyfoods in June 

1977 because of his interest in vegetarianism and because 
his parents grew soybeans on their farm. In July 1979 he 
established Monterey Bay Soyfoods, a sole proprietorship, 
in Santa Cruz, California. Initially it was a company that 
allowed him to do research. Then he began to making 
tempeh, which was fi rst sold commercially in February 
1980. But for about 9 months he produced tempeh out of 
his garage and sold it out of the house in ½ and 1 pound 
quantities without a label or a brand name. This was the fi rst 
commercial tempeh made in Santa Cruz.
 At about this time (late 1979 or early 1980) Buddy 
Hamel started a company named Clearway Soyfoods on 17th 
Ave. in Santa Cruz, making tofu. In Feb. 1981, Jeremiah 
wrote an article on transforming a dead refrigerator into a 
tempeh incubator, and in July 1981 another article about 
using a honey extractor for dewatering soybeans for tempeh; 
both were published in Soyfoods magazine.
 In April 1981 a new company was formed named 
Western Soy Complements (WSC). A corporation with 
four stockholders, including Jeremiah, it was located in 
Jeremiah’s garage at 335 Pennsylvania Ave. and made 
tempeh brand-named Santa Cruz Tempeh. “We grew the best 
tempeh ever in my garage. It has never been quite as good.” 
Then in Nov. 1981 WSC moved into the back of the Well 
Bean Deli, where they cooked and incubated the tempeh. 
Tempeh of the Sea (with nori) was launched in about 1982. 
After about 18 months, in June 1984, WSC was moved to 
1560 Mansfi eld Dr., Suite D in Santa Cruz. Then marinated 
tempeh burgers came in about 1985. In March 1987 they 
brought out the Tempeh Temptations (fried and marinated) 
and Three Seed Tempeh, and in June Curried Rice Salad 
with Tempeh (and carrots), which in September started to be 
private labeled for Wildwood. WSC has always made only 
tempeh.
 In Sept. 1985 Jeremiah began a joint venture in Santa 
Cruz with Wildwood Natural Foods. Monterey Bay Soyfoods 
sort of became part of Wildwood. Wildwood had distributed 
WSC’s tempeh in northern California. Buddy Hamel and 
Clearway, a tofu manufacturer, had just gone out of business. 
Wildwood wanted to make tofu in Santa Cruz. The fi rst 
product (tofu) was sold in June 1986. Jeremiah now owns 
some of the stock in Wildwood Natural Foods of Santa Cruz. 
Wildwood has outgrown its space, so they are planning to 
fi nd a new location for WSC (maybe one building away) and 
let Wildwood fi ll its space. Jeremiah is working on adding 
vitamin B-12 to his tempeh. Address: Santa Cruz, California. 
Phone: 408-476-4448.

5723. Goulder, Lois; Lutwak, Leo. 1988. The strong 
bones diet: The high calcium low calorie way to prevent 
osteoporosis. Gainesville, Florida: Triad Publishing Co. 223 
p. No index. 24 cm. See p. 85-87, 108-09. [10 ref]
• Summary: Page 86 states that tofu made with calcium 
sulfate contains three and a half times as much calcium as 
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that coagulated with nigari. The authors recommend that 
men ages 18-45 and women ages 18 to menopause consume 
1,000 to 1,200 mg of calcium a day (100-120% of the U.S. 
RDA), but that post-menopausal women not taking estrogen 
consume 1,500 to 2,000 mg/day (150-200% of the U.S. 
RDA). The U.S. RDA is set by the U.S. Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA), whereas the RDA (Recommended 
Daily Allowances) are set by the Food and Nutrition Board 
of the National Research Council of the National Academy 
of Sciences in Washington, DC. The RDA for calcium for 
adults is 800 mg.
 Soy-related recipes in Chapter 10 (p. 119-168) include: 
Salmon tofu spread (p. 120). Hawaiian carrot salad (with 
tofu, p. 127). Oriental tofu dressing (p. 130). Broccoli 
yogurt-tofu bake (p. 139). Tofu Nuggets Napoli (p. 143). 
Tofu Oriental rice (p. 144). Address: 1. 2963 Falmouth Rd., 
Shaker Heights, Ohio 44122.

5724. Kitagawa, Isao; Taniyama, T.; Nagahama, Y.; Okubo, 
K.; Yamauchi, F.; Yoshikawa, M. 1988. Saponin and 
sapogenol. XLII. Structures of acetyl-soyasaponins A1, A2, 
and A3, astringent partially acetylated bisdesmosides of 
soyasapogenol A, from American Soybean, the seeds of 
Glycine max Merrill. Chemical and Pharmaceutical Bulletin 
36(8):2819-28. Aug. [17 ref]
• Summary: “By means of high performance liquid 
chromatography and other methods, three new partially 
acetylated soyasponins, named acetyl-soyasaponin A-1 
(6a), acetyl-soyasaponin A-2 (7a), and acetyl-soyasaponin 
A-3 (8a), were isolated from American soybeans.” These 
3 acetyl-saponins are noteworthy due to their bitter and 
astringent tastes, even though their parent saponins, 
soyasaponin A-1 (6), soyasaponin A-2 (7), and soyasaponin 
A-3 (8), do not show such tastes. Address: Faculty of 
Pharmaceutical Sciences, Osaka Univ., Japan.

5725. Klaper, Michael. 1988. Vegan nutrition: Pure and 
simple. 2nd ed. P.O. Box 959, Felton, CA 95018-0959. Or 
8563 Empire Grade, Santa Cruz, CA 95060. iii + 72 p. Illust. 
27 cm. [137* ref]
• Summary: An excellent, highly readable introduction to 
the subject by a physician. The Acknowledgments page 
(p. 69) reads like a “Who’s Who” of vegetarianism in the 
USA in 1988. Dr. Klaper gives special thanks to “Cynthia 
Pararo Klaper, for her indispensable editing suggestions, 
tireless efforts, and loving support.” Soyfoods (especially 
tofu, soymilk, and tempeh) are mentioned and discussed 
throughout this book. Soy-related recipes include: Tofu 
yogurt. Bran muffi ns (with soymilk). Tofu omelette. Tofu 
tahini dressing. Blond miso dressing. Tofu eggless salad. 
Miso soup. Hot miso dressing. Tofu cutlets. Tofu loaf.
 Note: Dr. Klaper is a graduate of the Univ. of Illinois 
College of Medicine, with post-graduate training and 
experience in surgery, anesthesia, obstetrics, and general 

practice. Since 1972 his emphasis has been on applied 
nutrition. Until recently his practice was in central Florida. 
Address: Felton, California. Phone: 408-423-6643.

5726. Nutrition News (Riverside, California). 1988. Soy: 
King of the mountain. 11(8):1-4. Aug. [1 ref]
• Summary: An overview and introduction to soyfoods 
nutrition, tofu, tempeh, miso, shoyu and tamari, and soymilk. 
Note: This magazine was formerly located in Pomona, 
California.

5727. Schnell, Hannelore. 1988. Kleine Bohne, ganz gross 
[Small bean, very big]. Natur (Munich, West Germany). Aug. 
p. 75-83. [3 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Discusses soymilk, tofu, soy sauce, miso, 
tempeh, Soyastern, Svadesha Tofurei, Alpro, and DE-
VAU-GE. Concludes with a detailed discussion of newly 
recognized potential dangers with HVP products. Vegetable 
seasonings made by companies such as Maggi may contain 
carcinogenic chloropropanols, such as dichloro propanol. 
Maximum limits on these are now being established.

5728. Schwarz, F.H. ed. 1988. Soy protein and national 
food policy. Boulder (Colorado) and London: Westview 
Press. Published in cooperation with Protein Technologies 
International, a subsidiary of the Ralston Purina Company. 
x + 349 p. No index. 24 cm. Published in cooperation 
with Protein Technologies International, a subsidiary of 
the Ralston Purina Company. Foreword by P.H. Hatfi eld, 
President of PTI. [212 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Foreword, by P.H. Hatfi eld. Part 1: 
Introduction. 1. Policy implications, by D. Gale Johnson. 2. 
Meat supply and demand in developing countries: Past trends 
and projections to 2000, by J.S. Sarma.
 Part 2: Case studies. 3. The introduction of isolated soy 
protein food ingredients in Sweden: Prospective impacts 
on trade, food policy, and agricultural resource use, by 
Matthew G. Smith. 4. Grain and meat in China: Trends in 
Consumption, Production, and imports with special reference 
to isolated soy protein meat ingredients, by Terry Sicular 
with Vanessa Weiss. 5. The potential role of isolated soy 
protein food ingredients in Mexico, by G. Edward Schuh, 
Matthew G. Smith, and Maria Ignez Schuh.
 Part 3: Microeconomic considerations. Part 4. Technical 
and consumer considerations.
 Discusses the many benefi ts of using isolated soy 
proteins as an ingredient in processed meat products. 
Economic benefi ts include substantial cost savings. 
Nutritional benefi ts include reduction of cholesterol, 
saturated fats, and total fat content, plus increase in protein 
content. Address: Senior vice president, Agribusiness Corp. 
of America, Washington, DC.

5729. Taniyama, Toshio; Nagahama, Y.; Yoshikawa, M.; 
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Kitagawa, I. 1988. Saponin and sapogenol. XLIII. Acetyl-
soyasaponins A4, A5, and A6, new astringent bisdesmosides 
of soyasapogenol A, from Japanese soybean, the seeds of 
Glycine max Merrill. Chemical and Pharmaceutical Bulletin 
36(8):2829-39. Aug. [16 ref]
• Summary: “In addition to soyasaponins I, II, and III, 
three new bitter and astringent bidesmosides named acetyl-
soyasaponin A-4 (2), acetyl-soyasaponin A-5 (3), acetyl-
soyasaponin A-6 (4), which are characterized by having a 
fully acetylated terminal xylosyl moiety, have been isolated 
from a Japanese species of soybean”–the Tamanishiki strain. 
The structures of these three have been elucidated. Address: 
Faculty of Pharmaceutical Sciences, Osaka Univ., Japan.

5730. Taper, L.J.; Milam, R.S.; McCallister, M.S.; Bowen, 
P.E.; Thye, F.W. 1988. Mineral retention in young men 
consuming soy-fi ber-augmented liquid-formula diets. 
American J. of Clinical Nutrition 48(2):305-11. Aug. [33 ref]
• Summary: The effect of a nutritionally complete liquid-
formula diet without soy polysaccharide or with the fi ber 
source at 20, 30, or 40 gm/d on mineral retention in young 
men was examined. Addition of 20 gm soy polysaccharide 
to the liquid formula signifi cantly (p < 0.05) improved the 
retentions of copper, iron, zinc, and magnesium over the 
diet without added fi ber. Address: Dep. of Human Nutrition 
& Foods, Virginia Polytechnic Inst. and State Univ., 
Blacksburg, VA 24061.

5731. Product Name:  [Sojasun Dessert {Non-dairy 
Cultured Yogurt-like Product} (Apricot-Guava, Raspberry-
Passion Fruit, Banana-Orange, Exotic Fruits, Natural with 
Bifi dus)].
Foreign Name:  Sojasun (Abricot-Goyave, Framboise-
Passion, Ananas-Orange, Fruits Exotiques, Nature au 
Bifi dus), and Tofu de Soja.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Triballat (Made under license from 
PLL: Produits Laitiers Lausanne SA).
Manufacturer’s Address:  B.P. 21, 35530 Noyal-sur-
Vilaine, Prov. Brittany, France.  Phone: 99 00 51 01.
Date of Introduction:  1988 August.
Ingredients:  Exotic Fruits: Water, soybeans (graines de 
soja), sugar, fruits 10% (bananas, mango, passion fruit, 
guava), selected ferments, fruit preserves.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  Four x 100 gm plastic tubs 
packed in sleeve. Retails for 49 BF.
How Stored:  Refrigerated.
Nutrition:  With fruits: Per 100 gm cup: Protein 3.5 gm, 
carbohydrates (glucides) 12.0 gm, fats (lipides) 1.5 gm, 
calories 75.
New Product–Documentation:  European New Product 
Report/Food. 1986. Sept. No. 17. p. 19. “New frozen 
soybean protein based dessert line in Belgium is Sojasun 
from PLL. Flavors include banana and orange.” Food Report 
(Lehmann). 1986. Sept.

 Technique Laitiere & Marketing. 1988. Nov. p. 65. 
Sojasun, a dessert made by Triballat, in part from soya, 
closely resembles a fermented dairy product, but does not 
quite resemble a yogurt. It contains bits of fruits and has a 
very fruity fl avor.
 Marie Lejeune. 1988. Reférénces. Nov. p. 61. Gives 
details on Sojasun and its 4 current fl avors. The company 
adds “living lactic ferments” which participate largely in 
the gustatory personality of the product. There are two 
varieties of Sojasun with fruits (Exotic Fruits, and Banana-
Orange), and two other with fruit pulp (Apricot-Guava, and 
Raspberry-Passion Fruit). Each pack consists of four 100-
gm tubs of the same fl avor in a thick paper sleeve. Other 
products are under development to complete the line. The 
product has a shelf life of 24 days. In launching Sojasun, 
Triballat undertook a television campaign with two series: 
One from 15-30 October 1988 ran 50 spots on all chains. The 
next will be in the spring of 1989. The slogan: “Sojasun, the 
fi rst vital pleasure” (le premier plaisir vital). A lady will be 
in the ad. In taste tests, 85% of those who tried the product 
liked it.
 Labels for Exotic Fruits (with fruit morsels) and 
Raspberry-Passion Fruit (with fruit pulp). 1988. Oct. Top 
is 5 inches square. Red, white, and yellow on green. Thick 
paper sleeve contains 4 individual tubs, each 100 gm. A logo/
trademark is “Rians” by a fl ower.
 Ad. about 1988. Source unknown. “Delicious 
revolution. Sojasun, of soya, lots of talent and some fruits.” 
Shows the line of 4 packaged products and a full-page close-
up the contents of one. “When Rians makes a revolution 
in the ultra-fresh, it does it all the way.” Shows television 
advertising schedule. From Oct. 15-30 40 million television 
viewers will assist the birth of the fi rst vital pleasure. 
Sojasun. The fi rst vital pleasure.”
 Letter from Didier Livron of PLL. 1990. Jan. 5. PLL 
does not make any soy products other than its tofu, but they 
have the technology for several fruit fl avored soja desserts. 
Since Aug. 1985 a French milk company, Laiteries Triballat, 
has been making and marketing this product in Germany, 
Great Britain, and Italy under license from PLL with great 
success.
 Letter from Didier Livron of PLL. 1990. Jan. 24. 
Gives starting date, all fl avors, and company address. Note: 
“Bifi dus” probably refers to Bifi dobacterium spp. of bacteria, 
which are thought to be benefi cial to children.
 Letter (fax) from Bernard Storup of Société Soy. 1990. 
March 10. Sojasun is being supported by a very strong 
advertising program. We lack information on sales fi gures, 
but the product is in many food stores (mostly supermarkets) 
in France.
 Triballat brochure. 1990. April. Nutrition: Equilibre du 
système Cardio-vasculaire–Sojasun [Nutrition: Balance of 
the cardiovascular system–Sojasun]. This impressive color 
brochure presents Sojasun, a non-dairy yogurt-like product, 
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as a tasty way to treat high cholesterol levels. Two pages 
of graphs and nutritional data are given. The two products 
are Natural with Bifi dus, and With Fruits. A color photo 
shows the package. A bibliography of 8 references providing 
supporting scientifi c data is given on the last page.
 Talk with Lorenzo Sassoli, Managing Director of the 
Buton Group (Gio. Buton, Bologna, Italy). 1990. April 
30. Sojasun is advertised in the print media (mostly major 
magazines) in German in Germany, but the text and photos 
are the same as used in France.
 Letter from Bernard Storup of Société Soy in France. 
1990. June 6. Triballat was supposed to produce this 
product under license from PLL but it failed, so they fi nally 
developed their own process and product without having 
to pay any royalties. Triballat does not presently make any 
silken tofu, but they sell tofu made by either Société Soy or 
Lima Foods.
 Labels for Raspberry-Passion Fruit and Sojasun with 
Bifi dus and Acidophilus sent by Heather Paine of SoyaFoods 
in London. 1990. Nov. The French name of the latter product 
is now “Sojasun au bifi dus et à l’acidophilus.” The label is 
red, white, and green against a silver background. “New. 
Specialty based on natural soya (spécialite à base de Soja 
nature). Rich in vitamin E. Without added sugar. Consume 
before 22 Sept.” The ingredients are: Water, soybeans, 
selected cultures including Bifi dobacterium Longum 
(Bifi dus) and Acidophilus, vitamin E. 50 calories per 100 
gm. No cholesterol. Store below 6ºC.
 Talk with Steve Demos. 1991. Nov. 21. This product is 
very sweet.
 Talk with David de Korsak. 1992. Jan. 4. The name of 
this product is pronounced SOJA-sun. It is sold at all chain 
stores in France. The price is very reasonable: 10 francs for 
a pack of 4. He likes the plain [“Nature,” unsweetened] best, 
then the chocolate. He hopes they add more fl avors to their 
line.
 Talk with Bruno Fischer of Germany. 1998. May 
13. This is a fermented soy yogurt, the best soy yogurt in 
Europe.
 Note: This is the earliest record seen (Feb. 2003) 
concerning Triballat or Sojasun.

5732. Wolf, Walter J. 1988. The relative merits of various 
protein food ingredients. In: F.H. Schwarz, ed. 1988. Soy 
Protein and National Food Policy. Boulder and London: 
Westview Press. x + 349 p. See p. 237-72. Chap. 7. [88 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Characteristics of 
animal proteins: Tradition of usage, availability, nutritional 
quality, functional properties, limitations of animal proteins. 
Criteria for selection of protein food ingredients: Nutritional 
quality, safety, functional properties, cost, availability, ability 
to use capital investment of food ingredient processors. 
Alternative protein food ingredients–merits and limitations: 
Blood proteins, fi sh protein concentrates, single cell proteins 

(incl. algae, micro-algae {spirulina and chlorella} and 
yeasts), soybean proteins, wheat gluten, leaf proteins, and 
the proteins from peanuts, cottonseeds, sunfl ower seeds, 
rapeseeds, winged beans, and coconuts. Relative economics 
of animal protein production versus plant protein food 
ingredients. Conclusions. “Soy proteins appear to be the 
only commercial protein ingredients that will be used in 
the foreseeable future for both nutritional and functional 
purposes as replacements for traditional animal proteins. Of 
various soy protein forms, isolates are the most expensive, 
but offer the greatest savings and best performance 
functionally, plus consumer acceptance.” Address: Research 
Chemist, Northern Regional Research Center, USDA, Peoria, 
Illinois.

5733. Mecklenburg Gazette (Davidson, North Carolina). 
1988. High fat and sodium content give hot dogs a bad name. 
Sept. 7.
• Summary: Hot dogs are preserved with nitrates or 
nitrites, cancer-causing substances that give hot dogs their 
characteristic pinkish color. The lowest fat hot dogs around 
contain no meat at all and have considerably more protein, 
less sodium and much less fat than regular hot dogs. One of 
the most popular varieties of these meatless hot dogs is Tofu 
Pups, with its primary ingredient being tofu. At 53% fat they 
still do not qualify as a particularly healthy food, but they 
contain no saturated fat, no cholesterol and no nitrates and 
they are better nutritionally than “the real thing.”

5734. Stromnes, Lonnie. 1988. New developments with 
tempeh and tofu at White Wave (Interview). SoyaScan 
Notes. Sept. 20. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods 
Center.
• Summary: White Wave hopes to start fortifying their 
tempeh with vitamin B-12 producing cultures. They have 
gotten patented formulas from ATTC: Arthrobacter species 
#31263; Propionic bacteria #13673; and Streptomyces 
bacteria #11009.
 White Wave is now actively trying to sell their tempeh 
and tofu to companies that produce other foods: Their tofu is 
used in Amy’s Pot Pie and their tempeh in the Co-op line of 
Spaghetti sauces. Address: White Wave, Inc., 14670 Doolittle 
Dr., San Leandro, California 94577. Phone: 415-352-1320.

5735. Aarons, Theodore. 1988. Unilab Research, Protein 
Research Associates, Dr. Abraham Schapiro, lecithinated 
instant soy proteins, and Boericke & Runyon Co. 
(Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Sept. 23. Conducted by 
William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center. [2 ref]
• Summary: Ted founded Protein Research Associates in 
Berkeley in 1969. In 1981 the company became Protein 
Research Associates. Working with various chemists and 
biochemists, he extracted high-grade, inexpensive protein 
from agricultural by-products and wastes. In 1970 Dr. 
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Abraham “Schap” Schapiro, a chemist, developed the 
fi rst soluble soy protein, via a process of lecithination, in 
conjunction with his work at Boericke & Runyon Co., Inc. 
in El Cerrito. The concept of lecithinating a powder to make 
it soluble was fi rst applied to soy proteins. Schapiro was 
granted various patents on the process, starting in 1969. 
These were assigned to Mr. Aarons. Unfortunately, in the 
mid-1970s Ralston Purina, followed by Staley, Central Soya, 
and other large protein companies modifi ed the engineering 
and bypassed the patents. No legal action was taken. The 
lecithinated proteins contained less than 1% lecithin (0.3 
to 0.8%). Prior to this discovery, many protein powders 
had been mixed with large amounts of sugar to make them 
soluble. The key to the patent was that the lecithin and 
protein were mixed in incremental steps. First an aqueous 
solution of liquid lecithin was mixed into soy protein 
powder, then in 2 steps more protein was stirred into that 
mixture.
 The fi rst commercial application of the process was with 
Shaklee’s Instant Protein Powder. The process was licensed 
to Mr. Worthington, head of Boericke & Runyon Co., a 
custom formulator in El Cerrito that prepared the product for 
Shaklee. It was sold in 1-lb cans in vanilla, chocolate, and 
strawberry fl avors. Total pounds of Instant Protein shipped 
by B&R were as followed: 1970 (from March) was 654,615 
lb; 1971 was 1,321,774 lb; 1972 was 1,391,904 lb, and 1973 
through March was 346,356 lb (1,385,424 lb annualized).
 Another popular early instant protein powder was sold 
by Naturade in Paramount, California. Most of the products 
in the amino acid fi eld have gone through their labs.
 Ted now does product development with protein 
powders, hydrolyzed proteins, amino acids, and amino acid 
supplementation to get optimal PER. He is very interested in 
alfalfa protein; a 70% protein powder costs $0.20/lb with a 
PER of 2.6 if tailored by adding methionine and tryptophane. 
Address: Protein Research Associates, 901 Grayson St., 
Berkeley, California 94710. Phone: 415-845-7614.

5736. Japan Times. 1988. Miso shows promise as treatment 
for radiation: Researchers say soybeans fl ush isotopes from 
rats’ organs, muscles. Sept. 27. p. 3. [Eng]
• Summary: “A team studying atomic bomb radioactivity 
has found that miso–a traditional Japanese condiment–is 
effective in helping remove radioactive elements from the 
body and controlling infl ammation of organs caused by 
radioactivity, it was reported recently.”
 “This is the fi rst time its effectiveness has been proven 
scientifi cally, according to a study team at Hiroshima 
University’s medical research center on atomic bomb 
radioactivity.”
 “The experiment was conducted on male and female 
rats 4 weeks after birth. They were divided into 2 groups, 
one group fed with feed mixed with dried red miso and the 
other fed with regular feed. After a week, radioisotopes of 

iodine-131 and cesium-134 were injected into the stomachs 
of the rats.
 “Both isotopes are secondary radioactive elements, 
which are produced in such cases as nuclear reactor 
accidents. The iodine-131 isotope is absorbed in the thyroid 
gland and mostly remains there. The cesium-134 isotope is 
accumulated in muscles and the intestines.
 “Researchers measured the amounts of the isotopes 
left in such places as the blood and thyroid gland 3, 6, 12, 
and 34 hours after the injection. They found there were no 
differences between the groups of rats in the amount of 
isotopes in the thyroid gland. But there was only half the 
amount of iodine-131 in the blood of the group fed with 
miso compared to the other group, 3 and 6 hours after the 
experiment. The effect of the miso was also seen in the 
kidneys, liver, and spleen. Although there was no difference 
in the amount of cesium in such places as the blood, a high 
amount of cesium was removed from the muscles of the 
group fed with miso, the researchers said.
 “In another experiment, rats from both groups were 
exposed to half a lethal dose of radiation to test the effect 
of miso on victims of a nuclear explosion. Although more 
than 80% of the rats from both groups died within one week 
of the exposure, the infl ammation of organs usually seen in 
cases of exposure to radiation was less for the miso-fed rats. 
This showed that miso stimulates the body’s circulatory and 
metabolic system, the researchers said.
 “In a book called ‘Food and Predispositions,’ Dr. 
Tatsuichiro Akizuki of St. Francisco Hospital in Nagasaki 
says the reason why doctors who attended to atomic bomb 
victims showed no after effects of the bomb is that they 
drank miso soup with seaweed. After the nuclear reactor 
accident in Chernobyl [on 26 April 1986 in the Ukranian 
SSR], a translation of the book was popular in Europe, 
causing a rush of European countries to import miso from 
Japan. This prompted a miso research group... to ask Ito’s 
team to study the relationship of miso and radioactivity.
 “Akihiro Sawada of Hiroshima University said... 
the results may also involve the effect of seaweed, which 
contains iodine, and that further research on how miso helps 
excretion of radioactive particles is necessary.” Address: 
Tokyo.

5737. SoyaScan Notes. 1988. Classifi cation of lipids: Fatty 
acids, fatty acid derivatives, and sterols (Overview). Sept. 
30. Compiled by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: The major constituents of lipids are (1) Fatty 
acids. (2) Fatty-acid derivatives, including (a) Glycerol 
esters: Mono-, di- and triglycerides, and phospholipids. (b) 
Cholesterol esters. (c) Glycolipids. (3). Sterols and sterol 
derivatives: Cholesterol, bile acids, and steroids.
 The minor constituents are (1) Prostaglandins. (2) Fat-
soluble vitamins: A, D, E, and K.
 A fatty acid is a chain of hydrocarbons with a methyl 
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group at one end and an acid or carboxyl group at the 
other. The basic formula is CH3(CH2) nCOOH, where “n” 
is usually a multiple of two. Generally each carbon atom 
in a hydrocarbon chain is attached by electrochemical 
bonding to two hydrogen atoms. This is a saturated fatty 
acid. In a monounsaturated fatty acid, some of the carbon 
atoms are bound to only a single hydrogen atom and thus 
have one double bond with an adjacent carbon atom. In a 
polyunsaturated fatty acid, some of the carbon atoms are 
bound to no hydrogen atoms and have two or more double 
bonds. Fatty acids are named by the number of carbon atoms 
in the hydrocarbon chain and the number of double bonds 
between adjacent carbon atoms. Thus a fatty acid having 
18 carbon atoms and no double bonds is called stearic acid. 
One with 18 carbon atoms and 1 double bond is called oleic. 
One with 18 carbon atoms and two double bonds is called 
linoleic, while one with 18 carbon atoms and 3 double bonds 
is called linoleic acid. Linoleic can be expressed as 9,12-
18:2.
 Triglycerides, the most abundant type of lipid in food, 
consist of a glycerol backbone with 3 fatty acids attached to 
it. Phospholipids are constructed like triglycerides except 
that a phosphate containing group replaces the third fatty 
acid. Lecithin is a phospholipid.
 Sterols are fat-soluble alcohols. The most familiar sterol 
is cholesterol, which is an essential nutrient for humans 
since it is a precursor for several important compounds, 
particularly the steroid hormones (which include cortisone 
and the male sex hormone androgen and female sex hormone 
estrogen, and progesterone) and bile acids (detergent like 
substances that aid in emulsifi cation and absorption of 
lipids in the intestine). Sterols differ from other lipids in 
having a ring structure. Typically, sterols have a nucleus of 
4 interlocking rings. (Source: Kreutler. 1980. Nutrition in 
Perspective. p. 78-85).

5738. Anderson, James W.; Gustafson, Nancy J. 1988. 
Hypocholesterolemic effects of oat and bean products. 
American J. of Clinical Nutrition 48(3 Suppl):749-53. Sept. 
Proceedings of the First International Congress on Vegetarian 
Nutrition. Held 16-18 March 1987 at Washington, DC. [39 
ref]
• Summary: Oat and bean products, which contain large 
amounts of water-soluble fi ber, are particularly effective in 
lowering blood cholesterol levels. “Recent experiments with 
human subjects using these products as supplements to the 
diet are reviewed.” The discussion includes soybean fi ber 
(polysaccharides). HCF stands for “high carbohydrate, high 
fi ber.” Address: Medical Service, Veterans Administration 
Medical Center, Univ. of Kentucky College of Medicine, and 
HCF Diabetes Foundation, Lexington, Kentucky.

5739. Bingham, Sheila A. 1988. Meat, starch, and nonstarch 
polysaccharides and large bowel cancer. American J. of 

Clinical Nutrition 48(3 Suppl):762-67. Sept. Proceedings 
of the First International Congress on Vegetarian Nutrition. 
Held 16-18 March 1987 at Washington, DC. [68 ref]
• Summary: “Epidemiologically, the strongest association 
with large bowel cancer incidence and any dietary factor is 
with meat.” Address: Medical Research Council and Univ. 
of Cambridge, Dunn Clinical Nutrition Centre, Cambridge, 
CB2 1QL, England.

5740. Chávez, José Felix; Dutra de Oliveira, José; Marchini, 
Julio Sergio. 1988. Nomenclatura de alimentos y nutricion 
[Nomenclature of foods and nutrition]. Caracas, Venezuela: 
American Soybean Assoc. 242 p. Sept. 21 cm. [Spa; Por; 
Eng]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Introduction. 2. Names of 
foods, Portuguese–Spanish–English. 3. Names of foods, 
Spanish–Portuguese–English. 4. Names of foods, English–
Portuguese–Spanish. 5. Food technology terms, Portuguese–
Spanish–English. 6. Food technology terms, Spanish–
Portuguese–English. 7. Food technology terms, English–
Portuguese–Spanish. 8. Nutritional terms, Portuguese–
Spanish–English. 9. Nutritional terms, Spanish–Portuguese–
English. 10. Nutritional terms, English–Portuguese–Spanish. 
11. Names of institutions and organizations in the fi eld 
of food and nutrition (English–Spanish–Portuguese; a 
few addresses are given). 12. Names and defi nitions of 
products derived from soybeans, plus soy fl our standards 
(Portuguese).
 Chapter 12 is the most relevant to soy, but only terms 
related to oil, fl our, and modern soy protein products are 
given. Soymilk and tofu, for example, are not mentioned. 
Note: Farinha de soja integral. Concentrados de protéinas de 
soja. Proteínas isoladas de soja. Proteína vegetal texturizada. 
Análagos de carne. Address: Caracas, Venezuela.

5741. Herbert, Victor. 1988. Vitamin B-12: Plant sources, 
requirements, and assay. American J. of Clinical Nutrition 
48(3 Suppl):852-58. Sept. Proceedings of the First 
International Congress on Vegetarian Nutrition. Held 16-18 
March 1987 at Washington, DC. [22 ref]
• Summary: This very interesting and important paper 
states: “Many of the papers in the literature give values of 
vitamin B-12 in food that are false because as much as 80% 
of the activity by this method is due to inactive analogues of 
vitamin B-12.”
 This vitamin is not found in plant sources. “There is 
no active vitamin B-12 in anything that grows out of the 
ground; storage is found only in animal products, where it is 
ubiquitous and where it is ultimately derived from bacteria.”
 Confusion has arisen because the standard US 
Pharmacopeia (USP) assay for vitamin B-12, measures 
on the growth of a bacterium (Lactobacillus leichmannii). 
Unfortunately substances that are active vitamin B-12 for 
bacteria are not necessarily active B-12 for humans. As 
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much as 80% of the activity by this method is due to inactive 
analogues of vitamin B-12. Note also that vitamin B-12 is 
one of the few nutrients absorbed primarily from the lower 
half of the small bowel.
 Nobody needs more than 1 microgram per day of 
real B-12 (cobalamin). “Fermented products, such as soy 
products like tempeh, do not contain substantial amounts 
of B-12... We studied several types of tempeh, including 
Original Soy Tempeh, a Rhizopus oligosporus culture with 
a label claim of 160% of the US RDA for vitamin B-12 
per 4 oz. Using the differential radioassay we found there 
was practically no vitamin B-12 in it (Herbert et al. 1984). 
Vegans must get a source of vitamin B-12.
 What is the RDA for vitamin B-12. Defi nitely less than 
2 micrograms/day, and probably more like 1 microgram. 
Address: Mt. Sinai School of Medicine, New York, New 
York.

5742. Koo, Linda C. 1988. Dietary habits and lung cancer 
risk among Chinese females in Hong Kong who never 
smoked. Nutrition and Cancer 11(3):155-72. July/Sept. [33 
ref]
• Summary: In Hong Kong, this retrospective study found a 
signifi cant inverse association for tofu/soy intake and lung 
cancer risk among 88 nonsmoking cases compared with 137 
controls, after adjustment for age, number of live births, and 
schooling. However this protective effect was apparent only 
for adenocarcinomas and large cell tumors.
 Note: Vegetarian Times (March 1995, p. 85) defi nes 
a retrospective study as “A type of epidemiological study 
that looks at events and behaviors that have already taken 
place. Suggests connections but can’t prove them or their 
relationship.” Address: Dep. of Community Medicine, Univ. 
of Hong Kong, Hong Kong.

5743. Krizmanic, Judy. 1988. Creaming the crop 
[comparison of U.S. soymilk varieties]. Vegetarian Times. 
Sept. p. 68.
• Summary: Compares the following brands: Ah Soy (Great 
Eastern Sun), Edensoy (Eden Foods), Sno-E Tofu (Abersold 
Foods), Solait (Miller Farms), Sunsoy (Vamo Foods), 
Supersoy (Mitoku), Vitasoy (Vitasoy U.S.A.), Westsoy and 
Malteds (Westbrae). Lists the available fl avors for each, what 
type of oil is added (if any; Edensoy, Sunsoy, and Supersoy 
have none added), percentage of calories from fat (15-60%), 
and comments. Sno-E Tofu is the only product fortifi ed with 
vitamins and calcium. Sunsoy strawberry gets its pink color 
from cochineal, the red die made from a dried insect.

5744. Liebman, Bonnie. 1988. Fatty complexities: All 
saturated fats are not created equal. Nutrition Action 
Healthletter. Sept. p. 1, 5, 7.
• Summary: All saturated fats are not created equal. Two 
years ago, Scott Grundy, the researcher at the University of 

Texas, reminded the nutrition world that monounsaturated 
fats like olive oil have a place in a diet designed to lower 
blood cholesterol. Previously, experts had overlooked monos. 
In 1988, Grundy made headlines again by tackling stearic 
acid. The backbone of every fat molecule is glycerol, a 
slippery liquid used to make soaps and skin lotions. Attached 
to this backbone are two or three branches. These are the 
fatty acids that make such a difference in a fat’s impact on 
health. Some fatty acids are saturated with hydrogen atoms. 
Others are monounsaturated–that is, there’s room for more 
hydrogens at one location on the branch. Others are poly-
unsaturated. They have room for more hydrogens at several 
locations. The wonder is what hydrogen atoms have to do 
with blood cholesterol–a question asked by researchers.
 Grundy and co-worker Andrea Bonanome showed that 
stearic acid is one of the few saturated fatty acids that does 
not raise cholesterol. Stearic acid is not the only saturated 
fatty acid which does not raise blood cholesterol. Butyric, 
caproic, caprylic, and capric acid do not raise cholesterol 
either. Roughly half of the saturated fate in beef is stearic 
acid, but the other half is largely palmitic acid, which does 
not hike blood cholesterol levels.
 According to USDA, “lean” meat or poultry can be no 
more than 10% fat, and “extra lean” means no more than 5% 
fat. But USDA exempts ground beef from these defi nitions, 
because most ground beef is labeled in the supermarket. 
The average “lean” ground beef sold in stores is 21% fat. 
The average “extra lean” ground beef is 17% fat. “The meat 
industry has claimed that ‘beef has no more cholesterol 
than chicken.’ The trick is, beef has more saturated fat than 
chicken.”

5745. Mutch, Patricia B. 1988. Food guides for the 
vegetarian. American J. of Clinical Nutrition 48(3 
Suppl):913-19. Sept. Proceedings of the First International 
Congress on Vegetarian Nutrition. Held 16-18 March 1987 at 
Washington, DC. [24 ref]
• Summary: “Special consideration must be given to 
providing key risk nutrients in planning food guides for 
vegetarians especially if the diet chosen excludes all animal 
products, such as dairy foods and eggs. The practical use of 
food guides for education is also important. Several food 
guides for adult vegans, including pregnant vegan women, 
were analyzed by computer for nutritional adequacy using 
7-d menus and comparisons were made with the RDA for 
energy, protein, iron, calcium, and ribofl avin.” Address: 
PhD, RD, Dep. of Home Economics, Andrews Univ., Berrien 
Springs, Michigan 49104.

5746. Nieman, David C. 1988. Vegetarian dietary practices 
and endurance performance. American J. of Clinical 
Nutrition 48(3 Suppl):754-61. Sept. Proceedings of the First 
International Congress on Vegetarian Nutrition. Held 16-18 
March 1987 at Washington, DC. [82 ref]
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• Summary: Contains an interesting history of early research 
in this fi eld, starting with the ancient Greek belief that good 
athletes should eat a lot of meat. During the mid-1800s, 
Liebig, the preeminent physiological chemist of his time, 
promoted the concept that energy for all muscular movement 
was produced by the oxidation of protein. But from the 
mid-to-late 1800s on, vegetarians repeatedly showed their 
superiority in endurance exercise, from bicycling to walking. 
The key to endurance for an athlete is to consume 70% of 
calories in the form of carbohydrates. Address: Dep. of 
Nutrition, School of Health, Loma Linda Univ., Loma Linda, 
California 92350.

5747. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1988. Das Tempeh-
Buch: Nahrung fuer alle. Band 3 [The book of tempeh: 
Food for mankind. Vol. 3]. Ahorn Verlag, Irmingardweg 10, 
D-8210 Prien, West Germany. 256 p. Illust. by Akiko Aoyagi 
Shurtleff. Index. Sept. 23 cm. Translated by Christiane and 
Dr. Peter Heningsen, and by Flora Yap. [292 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Contents: What is tempeh? Preface. 
Acknowledgments. How to use this book. Part I. Tempeh: 
Food for all. 1. Soybeans: Protein source of the future. 2. The 
nutritional value of tempeh.
 Part II. Cooking with Tempeh (162 recipes). 3. Getting 
started–Preparation, principles, and basic recipes. Favorite 
tempeh recipes. 4. Western-style tempeh recipes. 5. 
Indonesian tempeh recipes.
 Part III. Making tempeh. Making tempeh at home, 
in a community, or on a commercial scale. 7. Other types 
of tempeh and onchom. 8. Making tempeh starter. 9. The 
Indonesian tempeh shop.
 Part IV. Tempeh history and research. 10. The history of 
tempeh East and West. 11. The microbiology and chemistry 
of tempeh fermentation. Part V. Appendixes: Tempeh 
contacts throughout the world. Bibliography. Glossary. 
List of illustrations. About the authors and their work 
(autobiographical).
 Published in a hardcover edition only–6 years after the 
project started. Address: Soyfoods Center, P.O. Box 234, 
Lafayette, California 94549.

5748. SoyaScan Notes. 1988. The rise and fall of the concept 
of “complete” and “incomplete” proteins (Overview). Sept. 
Compiled by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: The concept of complete and incomplete 
proteins was developed by America’s most famous early 
protein researchers, Osborne and Mendel of Yale University 
in 1916. They were using isolated proteins. The 1941 edition 
of Sherman’s famous textbook “Chemistry of Food and 
Nutrition,” states (p. 68): “Classifi cation of proteins as to 
nutritional ‘completeness.’ To emphasize the differences 
between individual proteins, they have sometimes 
been grouped as ‘complete,’ ‘partially incomplete,’ and 
‘incomplete.’ Complete means maintaining life and 

providing for normal growth of the young when used 
as a sole protein food. Examples of these are casein and 
lactalbumin from milk, ovalbumin and ovovitalin of egg, 
glycinin of soybean, etc. Partially incomplete: Maintaining 
life but not supporting normal growth. Gliadin of wheat is 
a well demonstrated example. Incomplete: Incapable either 
of maintaining life or of supporting growth when fed as a 
sole protein. Zein of corn and gelatin are the conspicuous 
examples. This was a concept of Osborne and Mendel 
(1916).”
 Dr. Kenneth Carpenter, head of the Dept. of Nutrition 
at the University of California, Berkeley, who is presently 
writing a “History of Proteins,” notes that it became clear 
that the combination of proteins in any one food was much 
better than an isolated protein. Just as zein has no lysine nor 
tryptophane, whole corn/maize has both. Putting proteins 
in separate categories didn’t really mean much; a scale was 
needed to compare protein quality. Nutritionists no longer 
refer to “complete” and “incomplete” proteins much any 
more since much more accurate measures of protein quality 
are now available.
 The fi rst attempt to quantify and compare protein quality 
was made by Osborne and Mendel; in about 1916 they 
developed the concept of PER (Protein Effi ciency Ratio) 
based on easy-to-measure animal growth. By the 1920s 
Mitchell was using NPU (Net Protein Utilization); it was felt 
to be more rigorous in giving a percentage of the nitrogen 
consumed that was retained. Block and Mitchell wrote a big 
review in 1946 in Nutrition Abstracts and Reviews, in which 
they showed that nutritionists could predict the nutritional 
value of proteins from their amino acid composition. Today 
PER remains the U.S. standard, largely because of the ease 
of measurement. Nitrogen Balance studies are more accurate 
for humans but are much more complex to perform. The 
rating of the future may be an amino acid score multiplied by 
some in vitro digestibility factor.

5749. Soybean Digest. 1988. More than chicken feed. Aug/
Sept. p. 16a. See also Soybean Update. Aug. 8, p. 3.
• Summary: Removing a carbohydrate from soybean 
meal allows chickens to obtain more energy and nutrients 
from the meal. The fi nding by Craig Coon and Mel 
Hamre, poultry scientists with the Minnesota Agricultural 
Experiment Station, allows chickens to use feedstuffs more 
effi ciently. But soybeans also contain oligosaccharides, 
carbohydrates that have a laxative effect when they are 
present in a chicken’s gut. This means that soymeal and 
other ration ingredients move through the gut too rapidly 
for the bird to extract as much energy and nutrients from 
the feed as it might otherwise be able to do. By removing 
these carbohydrates, we have enabled chickens to get more 
nutritional value from the ration. The ration containing 
oligosaccharide-free soybean meal remains in the gut 
approximately 30% longer than a ration from which 
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oligosaccharides have not been removed.
 “The process allows us to recover 25% more 
metabolizable energy from the ration,” Coon says. “If energy 
and nutrients we can recover by this process had to be added 
to meal, it would cost about $52/ton.”

5750. Tan-Wilson, Anna L. 1988. Subclassifi cation of 
soybean Bowman-Birk isoinhibitors. J. of the American Oil 
Chemists’ Society 65(9):1475-78. Sept. [33 ref]
• Summary: “Enough Bowman-Birk trypsin inhibitors 
have been purifi ed and characterized that identities can be 
established and inhibitors classifi ed into subgroups.”
 Multiple forms of both inhibitor classes are found in the 
soybean. The 3 Kunitz isoinhibitors are characterized with 
regard to amino acid sequence and genetic inheritance.
 “Proteinase inhibitors in the soybean limit an animal’s 
maximum use of the rich protein resource in the seed. These 
protein proteinase inhibitors form complexes with vertebrate 
pancreatic proteinases and inhibit their enzymatic activity. 
The Kunitz soybean trypsin inhibitors (KSTI) and the 
Bowman-Birk soybean trypsin inhibitors (BBSTI) are the 2 
major classes.” Address: Dep. of Biological Sciences, State 
Univ. of New York at Binghamton, New York 13901.

5751. Zemel, Michael B. 1988. Calcium utilization: Effect 
of varying level and source of dietary protein. American J. 
of Clinical Nutrition 48(3 Suppl):880-83. Sept. Proceedings 
of the First International Congress on Vegetarian Nutrition. 
Held 16-18 March 1987 at Washington, DC. [26 ref]
• Summary: “Dietary protein exerts a signifi cant calciuretic 
effect. A twofold increase in protein at constant levels of 
calcium and phosphorus intakes causes a 50% increase 
in urinary calcium. The protein-induced hypercalciuria 
results primarily from decreased fractional renal tubular 
reabsorption of calcium...” Dietary phosphorus increases 
renal tubular reabsorption of calcium and thereby exerts a 
hypocalciuric effect. “Consequently a soy-based diet was 
able to maintain calcium balance at a calcium intake of 457 
mg/day in spite of a protein intake of 90 gm, presumably 
due to the lower level of sulfur amino acids in the soy diet 
and to the 1,450 mg of phosphorus which accompanied the 
soy protein.” In other words, when soyfoods (soymilk or 
tofu) were the primary sources of protein in the diet, calcium 
equilibrium was maintained, even when calcium intake was 
low and protein intake relatively high. Address: Dep. of 
Nutrition and Food Science, and the Div. of Endocrinology 
and Hypertension, Wayne State Univ., Detroit, Michigan 
48202.

5752. San-J International, Inc. 1988. Ancient Japanese 
seasoning now brewed in the U.S. (News release). 2880 
Sprouse Drive, Richmond, VA 23231. 3 p. Oct. 6.
• Summary: San-J International announced October 6, 1988 
that tamari has been successfully brewed for the fi rst time 

outside of Japan. The domestic tamari was bottled at the 
company’s new Richmond, Virginia brewery after months of 
careful aging. “Major food producers, including Campbell, 
Hunt-Wesson, Stouffer and Heinz, use San-J tamari in their 
packaged foods because of its purity, stability and superior 
fl avor enhancing properties.” San-J sent The Soyfoods 
Center an individually numbered commemorative bottle of 
their tamari.
 Tamari compared to soy sauce “has 30% more organic 
protein than conventional soy sauce... The most prevalent 
amino acid in tamari is glutamic acid, which is the natural 
counterpart of monosodium glutamate (MSG)” San-J tamari 
is available in 5, 10 and 20 ounce bottles. Seven recipes are 
given including: Tamari Coconut Freeze, Tamari Mustard 
Sauce, Tamari Ginger Vinaigrette, Tamari Brown Sugar 
Bourbon Glaze, Tamari Hollandaise, Szechuan Sausage 
Cornbread, and Tamari Macadamia Nut Ice Cream. Address: 
Richmond, Virginia.

5753. SoyaScan Notes. 1988. Microbiological specifi cations 
for tofu, powdered soymilk, and soy protein isolates 
(Overview). Oct. 10. Compiled by William Shurtleff of 
Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: According to the 8th draft of the tofu 
standards (Oct. 1985): None of the following should be 
present in fresh tofu: Staphylococcus aureus, Salmonella, 
enteropathogenic Escherichia coli, Vibrio parahemolyticus, 
Yersinia enterocolitica. At the plant on the day of production: 
Coliforms < 5/gm, Standard Plate Count (SPC) < 100, pH < 
7.0. At the time the tofu is sold: Coliforms < 500, SPC < 1 
million, pH 6.0 to 7.0
 For St. Peter Creamery spray dried soymilk: Coliforms 
< 10, E. coli negative, Salmonella negative, Standard 
Plate Count 30,000 units/gram (Most Probable Number). 
For Ralston Purina isolated soy protein, ditto except that 
Standard Plate Count is < 10,000 units/gram.

5754. Outlook (Santa Monica, California). 1988. Soybean 
oil becomes like fi sh oil’s fatty acids. Oct. 20.
• Summary: Two men in a preliminary study consumed the 
soybean oil component, linolenic acid, and within a few 
hours their bodies had converted it into the same omega-3 
fatty acids found in fi sh and marine oil, said chemist Edward 
A. Emken of the department’s Agricultural Research Service.
 The report said fi sh and marine oils have been “touted 
by advertisers and debated by nutritionists” as dietary 
supplements to ease or prevent conditions ranging from heart 
disease to rheumatoid arthritis.
 Soybean oil is the only major domestic vegetable oil 
that contains much linolenic acid and makes up 79% of the 
vegetable fats in the average U.S. diet, the report said.

5755. Black, Nicole. 1988. Re: Developments with soyfoods 
in Mexico. Letter to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, 
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Oct. 24. 2 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: The only other producer of tofu which we know 
of in the country currently is a Japanese man in Mexico 
City who is selling to a few places in Mexico City. The DIF 
(Desarrollo Integral de la Familia, or Family Development 
Institute) is an arm of the government which teaches people 
about nutrition, etc. The D.I.F. has introduced soybeans to 
the people in several cities. “I have discovered that only 
about two forms of soy products exist here currently–one is 
the dehydrated soy milk in different fl avors and the other is 
the dehydrated chunks of soya which also comes in several 
fl avors imitating meat or chicken or pork, etc... It is not an 
easy task to introduce tofu here. But with my free recipe 
brochures... and lots of determination, I plan to make a go 
of it.” Quite a few of the hospitals around seem interested 
in incorporating tofu into their menus. “The next time I go 
to Mexico City, I will hunt down a health food store and see 
if they really do have any other soy products than the ones I 
have mentioned. Frankly, I doubt it. I called several of them, 
whose names are SoyaMundo, SuperSoya etc. and they 
have almost no soy products at all. What a joke!” Address: 
Huertas 17, Apdo 185, San Miguel de Allende, Gto., Mexico 
37700. Phone: 465-20255.

5756. Yoshinaga, George. 1988. Early history of tofu 
packaging in Los Angeles (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Oct. 
27. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: As a newspaper editor, he wrote a letter in 
Kashu Mainichi in about 1953 arguing that it was unsanitary 
to sell tofu in bulk immersed in water. In about 1956-57 a 
law was passed by the City of Los Angeles prohibiting this 
means of sale, and requiring individual packaging for all 
tofu. George got a lot of fl ack from the local tofu makers, 
since the new law increased their cost of making tofu. He 
believes there were only two tofu makers in Los Angeles 
at that time (he does not recall their names), and he heard 
from both of them, but he did not hear from Mr. Yamauchi. 
He thinks Mr. Yamauchi was not making tofu at that time. 
His newspaper is not indexed, but all back issues do exist. 
Address: Kashu Mainichi, 915 E. First St., Los Angeles, 
California 90012-4083. Phone: 213-628-4686.

5757. Ashraf, Hea-Ran Lee; Bwembya, P.A. 1988. 
Supplementation of the traditional Zambian diet with 
soybean products. Nutrition Reports International 38(4):719-
27. Oct. [12 ref]
• Summary: Two traditional Zambian corn based cereal 
dishes, porridge and Nshima (an indigenous name for 
cooked corn meal), were supplemented with dried soybean 
curd (DSC), in order to improve the quality and quantity of 
proteins. In porridge products, the protein content increased 
3.5 fold when DSC was added at 50% of the dry ingredients. 
In Nshima products, formulations were accepted only at 10% 
supplementation. Neither soymilk nor soymilk-papaya blend 

were accepted by the sensory panel.
 Soybean has been recognized in Zambia as an important 
alternative protein source since the National Council for 
Scientifi c Research in conjunction with Zambia University 
Teaching Hospital and the National Food and Nutrition 
Commission formulated Nutrifex, a mixture of corn, soy 
fl our and skim milk, in 1980. The product was tested on 
malnourished children in the University Teaching Hospital. 
Its satisfactory results encouraged the National Council for 
Scientifi c Research to develop a weaning food based on this 
formula. Bread and cookies using soy fl our are also available 
on the market and a soybean cookbook has been recently 
published.
 Note 1. The cookbook is titled Soyabean cooking in 
Zambia, by Dave Wynne and Fereidoon Javaheri (1987; 48 
p.). Note 2. None of these products was commercialized. 
Address: Dep. of Animal Science, Food & Nutrition, 
Southern Illinois Univ., Carbondale, IL 62901.

5758. Berg, G.; Gottwall, T.; Hammar, M.; Lindgren, R.; 
Gottgall, T. 1988. Climacteric symptoms among women aged 
60-62 in Linkoping, Sweden, in 1986. Maturitas 10(3):193-
99. Oct. *
• Summary: A simple questionnaire was sent by mail to all 
women in this town who were ages 60, 61, or 62; there were 
2,015 such women. After one reminder, replies were received 
from 73% of the women. At the time of the survey, the 
median period since menopause was 11 years.
 “Slightly over one in four of the women (27%) were 
suffering from sweating and hot fl ushes. Ten percent (10%) 
of the women who were more than 15 yr post-menopausal 
still had moderate to severe climacteric symptoms.” Address: 
Dep. of Obstetrics and Gynaecology, Linköping Univ., 
Sweden.

5759. INTSOY Newsletter (Urbana, Illinois). 1988. INTSOY 
research aims to expand use of soy fl our for improved human 
nutrition. No. 40. p. 1-2. Oct.
• Summary: Full-fat fl our is high in protein, making it 
ideal as an additive for commercial bakery products or for 
supplementing the cereal grains used for manufacturing 
staple foods in many developing countries.
 “Nevertheless, full-fat soy fl our has not been widely 
used, even in the poorest countries that have a desperate 
need for additional sources of low-cost protein and calories. 
One major problem is the high cost of milling full-fat 
fl our. Because of the soybean’s relatively high oil content, 
conventional milling equipment cannot produce a fl our with 
particles small enough for easy blending with cereal fl ours.
 “The oil in full-fat fl our also causes a number of storage, 
handling, and packaging problems. The high oil content 
greatly increases the rate at which the fl our turns rancid. 
Furthermore, the fl our has a brownish color that adversely 
affects the appearance of some food products.
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 “... most of these problems can be overcome by using 
partially defatted meal produced by combining a single-
screw dry extruder with a simple mechanical oil press [screw 
press]. The meal or cake contains about 5% oil and almost 
50% protein. The same process also produces a high-quality 
edible oil...
 “Because of its lower oil content, this cake can be easily 
ground into fl our with conventional milling equipment.”
 Reduced loaf volume is a major limiting factor in using 
soy fl our in bread. Soy fl our absorbs and binds more water 
than regular cereal fl ours. Soy-blended breads are kept fresh 
for a longer time than wheat or cereal breads because of the 
increased water absorption and retention.
 “The longer freshness of soy-cereal breads is especially 
important in developing countries, where bread is most often 
not individually packaged... The protein content of the bread 
with 12% low-fat soy fl our is increased by 25% over bread 
containing only wheat fl our. Soy fl our also improves the 
nutritional quality of the bread by complementing the amino 
acids in wheat and other cereal fl ours.
 “A number of other baked products with varying 
levels of added soy fl our have been successfully tested in 
the INTSOY laboratory. These include: twist breads, 18%; 
biscuits, 12%; croissants, 10%; doughnuts, 10%; banana 
cake, 25%; carrot cake, 12%; plain cake, 25%; and muffi ns, 
20%...
 “The partially defatted soy fl our is especially promising 
for adding protein to the diet in developing countries, where 
most of the staple foods are made from starchy cereals, roots, 
and tubers... Experimental work by INTSOY, conducted 
in collaboration with visiting Indian scientist S.K. Mital, 
indicated that chapati could be fortifi ed with as much as 20% 
soy fl our and show only minimal changes in taste, color, and 
texture.”
 In the African nation of Zambia, the major staple is 
mealy meal, made from waxy corn fl our and cooked in the 
form of porridge or nshima. Tests showed 15% partially 
defatted soy fl our could be added to the mealy meal.

5760. INTSOY Newsletter (Urbana, Illinois). 1988. Soybean 
markets in Bangladesh prime for future expansion. No. 40. p. 
2. Oct.
• Summary: “The market for soybeans in Bangladesh is 
now at a critical stage where implementation of small- and 
medium-scale processing technologies could have a major 
impact, according to Jane Gleason, INTSOY agricultural 
economist. Gleason recently spent 12 days in Bangladesh 
visiting soybean processing facilities and meeting 
with offi cials from the government, private volunteer 
organizations, and local businesses.
 “She reports that the Mennonite Central Committee 
(MCC) has been especially active in promoting 
increased soybean utilization. Working with local biscuit 
manufacturers, MCC has helped introduce the concept of 

fortifying wheat fl our with full-fat soy fl our. Two biscuit 
makers are already using soy fl our, and at least three others 
are testing the product. Most of the biscuits are made from 
raw soybean fl our. The trypsin inhibitor is largely destroyed 
by heat during baking.
 “Initially, MCC produced the fl our at its processing 
laboratory in Maijdi. The fl our was then sold to the 
manufacturers through MCC’s wholesale outlet. More 
recently, the biscuit companies have been directly purchasing 
whole soybeans for processing in their own facilities. One of 
these companies already produces more than one metric ton 
of soy-fortifi ed biscuits per day.
 “Other organizations, such as Biman and a Baptist 
Church group, are experimenting with soybeans as animal 
feed, especially for poultry. In addition, at least two 
entrepreneurs are interested in producing a soymilk that 
would be marketed in competition with soft drinks. The two 
companies are expected to require at least 550 metric tons of 
soybeans per year.”
 “The Source, which is MCC’s local outlet, also sells 
processed soy fl our at retail and about 400 to 500 kilograms 
of soybeans per month on the wholesale market. Most 
of these soybeans are purchased by the local Chinese 
community to manufacture tofu.
 “Promoting rural development with soybeans: Another 
important component of the soybean program in Bangladesh 
is the Food Products Development Centre (FPDC). The 
major objectives of FPDC are to develop low-cost food 
processing technologies that are accessible to the rural 
unemployed and to increase use of soybeans and other crops 
that can improve nutrition in the rural areas. As part of its 
effort to create new jobs, FPDC plans to promote small-scale 
commercial processing of soybeans for manufacture of the 
local snack food, chanachur.
 “During 1987, Ellen Jayawardena, training coordinator 
for the Soybean Foods Research Centre in Sri Lanka, 
conducted several classes for FPDC personnel on home 
and village soybean preparation. These people, in turn, are 
to serve as local trainers. MCC also has several soybean 
cooking demonstrators in the Moakhali and Chuadanga 
districts and the Dhaka area. In addition, MCC personnel 
have sold soybeans door-to-door in a number of villages 
where that commodity is in short supply.
 “Gleason reports that both extrusion cooking and 
soymilk processing have signifi cant potential for expanding 
soybean markets in Bangladesh. She further concludes that 
the extrusion / expelling process developed by INTSOY 
could play an important role in providing a new source of 
high-quality soy oil for Bangladesh.”

5761. Liebman, Bonnie. 1988. Vegieburgers: Stalking the 
perfect VLT. Nutrition Action Healthletter. Oct. p. 10-11.
• Summary: A rating of meatless burgers based on taste 
and fat content. A table shows product, maker, serving size, 
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calories, fat (% calories, uncooked), sodium, and taste. “If 
the fi rst ingredient is tofu, the fat content is high–probably 
around 55% of calories (compared with 58-66% for beef)... 
None of the burgers made with tempeh as a major ingredient 
supplied nutrition information. But tempeh gets only 35% 
of its calories from fat–an advantage, at least nutritionally. 
But palate pleasers they’re not. Our testers quickly learned 
to identify the tempeh burgers by their ‘sour’ or ‘glutenous’ 
taste, and invariably tossed them into the ‘bad’ category. 
They come across as poor imitations of the imitation meat-
burgers.
 The fi ve best rated products were: 1. Gardenburger 
(Wholesome & Hearty Foods, Portland, Oregon). 2. Nature’s 
Burger, Original (Fantastic Foods, Novato, California). 3. 
Nature’s Burger, Pizza (Fantastic Foods). 4. Nature’s Burger, 
Barbecue (FF). 5. Tofu Burger (FF; the cook supplies the 
tofu). Soy products by White Wave, Quong Hop, Natural, 
Inc. and Bud, Inc. are listed in the table.

5762. Lo, Grace Shen. 1988. Physiological benefi ts of Fibrim 
soy fi ber in humans. Nutrition Overview 3(3):1, 6-7. Oct. [13 
ref]
• Summary: Fibrim is a natural choice. It lowers cholesterol 
in hypercholesterolemic subjects, improves glucose tolerance 
and insulin response in humans, improves gastrointestinal 
response in humans, and does not affect nutrient absorption 
in humans. Address: Director, Fiber Research, Protein 
Technologies International.

5763. McArthur, Katherine E.; Walsh, J.H.; Richardson, C.T. 
1988. Soy protein meals stimulate less gastric acid secretion 
and gastrin release than beef meals. Gastroenterology 
95(4):920-26. Oct. [43 ref]
• Summary: Acid secretion measured by in vivo intragastric 
titration was 30%–40% less with isolated soy protein than 
with beef protein. Address: Depts. of Internal Medicine, 
Veterans Administration Medical Center and the Univ. of 
Texas Southwestern Medical Center, Dallas, Texas, and the 
Veterans Administration Medical Center and the Univ. of 
California, Los Angeles, California.

5764. Product Name:  [Tofu].
Foreign Name:  Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Nutrisoya, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address:  4050 Pinard, St.-Hyacinthe, 
QUE, J2S 8K4, Canada.  Phone: 514-796-4261.
Date of Introduction:  1988 October.
New Product–Documentation:  Talk with Giles Goulet 
of Nutrisoya. 1990. Oct. 19. This company started making 
soyfoods in Oct. 1988, when they introduced tofu.
 Update: 1995 May. Giles Goulet left in Sept. 1994 and 
no longer owns shares in the company. They now make 
three types of tofu: Herbs & Spices, Pimento & Onion, and 
Natural.

 Note 1. This is the earliest known commercial soy 
product made or sold by Nutrisoya. It is also the earliest 
record seen (Oct. 2001) concerning Nutrisoya.
 Note 2. As of Sept. 2001 this company’s name is 
Nutrisoya Foods, Inc. The address has not changed. Phone: 
450-796-4261. Contact: Nick Feldman, President. They 
make soymilk, tofu, and tofu products.

5765. Nutrition Overview. 1988. Consumer interest in dietary 
fi ber and Fibrim soy fi ber. 3(3):8-9. Oct.
• Summary: In 1985 Ralston Purina began an ongoing 
consumer research program to measure opinions about 
dietary fi ber. The initial study was conducted during May 
1985 by the Nova Research Group in San Francisco, based 
on interviews with 375 consumers (75% female). People 
60 years and older rated high-fi ber foods the highest. Fiber 
rated higher than bran as an ingredient. Fibrim is not a type 
of bran.
 A follow-up study was done in late 1987 by Bothwell 
Associates and Contemporary Studies, Inc. in Chicago, 
Illinois; Phoenix, Arizona; and Daytona Beach, Florida. 
300 women were interviewed. Results revealed a major 
trend away from the main 1985 perceived benefi ts “helps 
regularity” and “aids digestion” to a much broader awareness 
of the benefi ts of fi ber, including “keeps body healthy, helps 
prevent cancer, good for colon, lowers cholesterol.” More 
than 50% of those age 60+ were very concerned about fi ber 
in their diets.

5766. Panford, J.A.; Williams, P.C.; deMan, J.M. 1988. 
Analysis of oilseeds for protein, oil, fi ber and moisture by 
near-infrared refl ectance spectroscopy. J. of the American Oil 
Chemists’ Society 65(10):1627-34. Oct. [20 ref]
• Summary: “The accuracy was quite satisfactory for routine 
quality control and evaluation purposes, and precision was 
equal to that of standard analyses.” Address: 1-2. Canadian 
Grain Commission, Grain Research Lab., 1404-303 Main St., 
Winnipeg, Mannitoba, Canada.

5767. Plenty Bulletin (Davis, California). 1988. Belize. 
4(3):3. Fall.
• Summary: “Plenty is also continuing to support the work 
of Majeedah Rahman and her Belize Soy Cooperative and 
lately obtained the donation of a computer from Global 
Technology Foundation for the Cooperative.”

5768. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1988. Das Miso-
Buch: Hersetllung, Sorten, Kochen mit Miso, Rezepte [The 
book of miso: Production, varieties, cooking with miso, 
recipes]. Munich, West Germany: Goldmann Verlag GmbH. 
414 p. Oct. Illust. by Akiko Aoyagi Shurtleff. Index. 23 cm. 
Pocket book edition. [Ger]
• Summary: A pocket book edition of the original 1980 
German edition of The Book of Miso. Contains 350 recipes.
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 Contents: Foreword. What is miso? Part I. Varieties, 
preparation, and production of miso. Part II. Cooking with 
miso (recipes). Glossary. Acknowledgments. Address: 
Soyfoods Center, P.O. Box 234, Lafayette, California 94549. 
Phone: 415-283-2991.

5769. SoyaScan Notes. 1988. Classifi cation of steroids and 
sterols (Overview). Oct. Compiled by William Shurtleff of 
Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Webster’s Dictionary defi nes steroid, a term 
fi rst used in about 1926, as “any of numerous compounds 
containing a 17-carbon 4-ring system and including the 
sterols and various hormones and glycosides.” It defi nes 
sterol (the pronunciation STIR-ol is preferred to stir-OL), a 
term fi rst used in about 1913, as “any of various solid steroid 
alcohols (as cholesterol) widely distributed in plant and 
animal lipids.”
 According to the CAB Thesaurus, steroids fall within 
the broader term hydrocarbons. Well know narrower terms 
(NT1) are anabolic steroids, pregnanes (incl. cortisone, 
hydrocortisone, and progesterone), progestogens incl. 
progesterone, sapogenins, sterol esters, sterols, and 
testosterone. Note: When a man’s testosterone level drops, so 
does his sex drive or libido.
 Sterols fall within the broader terms alcohols, lipids, 
and steroids. Well known narrower terms include ergosterol, 
lanosterol, and phytosterols (plant sterols) incl. stigmasterol.

5770. Thomas, B.L.; Laine, Dawn C.; Goetz, F.C. 1988. 
Glucose and insulin response in diabetic patients: acute effect 
of carbohydrate level and addition of soy polysaccharide 
in defi ned-formula diets. American J. of Clinical Nutrition 
48(4):1048-52. Oct. [24 ref]
• Summary: The addition of soy polysaccharide to the liquid 
formula did not result in statistically signifi cant different area 
increments for glucose or insulin in this single-meal pilot 
study on subjects with type 2 diabetes mellitus. Address: 
General Clinical Research Center, Univ. of Minnesota, 
Minneapolis, MN.

5771. Product Name:  Whole Soy (Organic Textured Whole 
Soybean Granules).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Wysong Medical Corp.
Manufacturer’s Address:  1880 N. Eastman, Midland, MI 
48640.  Phone: 517-631-0009.
Date of Introduction:  1988 October.
Ingredients:  Organically grown whole soybeans.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  Sealed 20 oz (net weight) 
plastic bottle retails for $5.00 to $5.50.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  Talk with Dennis Singsank 
of Larkspur, California. 1989. Feb. 17. The product was 
launched in Sept. or Oct. 1988. It is extruded, reaching a 
maximum temperature of 280º for 25-26 seconds. Heating 

or roasting oils is bad for them, causing the production of 
free radicals. It is presently being test marketed in northern 
California at about 35 stores. It has a bland fl avor, with no 
added seasoning. It needs no additional cooking. Use as a 
salad topping, mix with cereal, etc.
 Sample received by Soyfoods Center. 1989. March. No 
label. This appears to be merely whole soybeans that have 
been extrusion cooked [extruded]. The product is golden 
beige in color, has a slightly granular, slightly crunchy 
texture, and a pleasant, mild, rich slightly nutty fl avor. It 
does not seem like a seasoning, but more like a protein-rich 
topping. Talk with David Singsank of Wysong in Michigan. 
1989. March. 17. He does not consider this product to be a 
seasoning, but a topping as for salads or breakfast cereal; 
he sometimes mixes it with water to make a mush. Spot 
with photo in Food Engineering. 1989. May. “Nutritional 
supplements from soy offered.” The product, made from 
whole soybeans, is stabilized with Oxherphol, a natural 
antioxidant derived from tocopherol epimers of vitamin E 
and extracts of rosemary, sage, and cloves.

5772. Morinaga Nutritional Foods. 1988. Mori-Nu Tofu 
promotes healthy eating through November (News release). 
5800 South Eastern Ave., Suite 270, Los Angeles, CA 90040. 
2 p. Nov. 4.
• Summary: This month, Mori-Nu Tofu will participate in 
3 special health-related events to educate individuals on 
the latest advances in healthy eating: (1) The International 
Dance-Exercise Assoc. (IDEA) Educational Conference 
Nov. 6-8 in Washington, DC. IDEA consists of 18,000 dance 
exercise professionals from 50 states and 38 countries. 
Mori-Nu will distribute recipes and brochures to members 
of IDWA and serve fresh Mori-Nu strawberry fruit shakes 
to the expected 1,500 conference attendees. (2) Danielle Lin 
will serve all-natural strawberry fruit shakes at the Soyfoods 
Pavilion, Nov. 4-7, at the Natural Foods Expo in Baltimore. 
(3). Lin will provide delicious low-fat, low-cholesterol, and 
low-sodium cooking ideas using Mori-Nu Tofu at the First 
National Cholesterol Conference (sponsored by the National 
Heart, Lung and Blood Inst.), Nov. 9-11, Crystal City, 
Virginia. Address: Los Angeles, California. Phone: 213-728-
4325.

5773. Rosenberger, Keith. 1988. Re: Thank you for 
convincing us not to eat raw soybean sprouts or the raw 
cheese made from them. Letter to William Shurtleff at 
Soyfoods Center, Nov. 8. 2 p. [16 ref]
• Summary: “Dear Bill: Your most kind response to my 
earlier inquiry about the edibility of raw sprouted soybeans 
vs. trypsin-inhibitor was greatly appreciated; I was impressed 
and honored to have at last encountered the bastion of 
authority on such matters. As a consequence of your 
recommendations, we have made immediate changes in our 
method of preparing soy for eating: we have stopped making 
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the fermented raw sprouted-soybean ‘cheese’ and now 
steam-heat the 3-day sprouted soybeans about ten minutes.
 “The result has been, to our joy, no abdominal 
discomfort nor fl atus and a far more palatable food. The 
misunderstanding which initiated this improper preparation 
occurred, in our case, about ten years ago, although it is still 
ignorantly perpetrated by some sources. (Note the enclosed 
letter from Hippocrates Health Institute which was received 
here about the same time as your letter.) The enclosed 
material forms the crux of this misunderstanding, but some 
background may be additionally helpful.
 “About ten years ago I spent a month with Viktoras 
Kulvinskas at his health rejuvenation residence in 
Connecticut. The food was entirely raw vegetarian and, 
although no soy of any kind was ever served, the dietary 
literature both of Kulvinskas and Ann Wigmore–whose 
Hippocrates Health Institute in Boston we visited, dined at, 
and received literature from–very openly mentioned the raw 
soy-sprout ‘cheese’ in protein recipes. Strongly attracted as 
we were to a raw, vegetarian, enzyme-rich diet, we overrode 
doubt, discomfort, and distaste with innocent devotion and 
have consumed this raw soy-sprout ‘cheese’ as our main 
protein source for about ten years.
 “At some point I purchased the Add a Few Sprouts book 
(by Martha Oliver, 1975, Keats Publ. Co., New Canaan, 
Connecticut) and thence began greater doubts concerning 
the digestibility of raw soy sprouts. Other less-specifi c 
literature was also found supporting the heat-treatment of soy 
sprouts and Kulvinskas-Wigmore remained the only source 
advocating the raw approach.
 “As you requested, I have enclosed pertinent pages from 
the Martha Oliver book and the most specifi c Kulvinskas 
book in which he ‘validates’ the digestibility of raw soy 
sprouts. Rather than photostat many pages for single footnote 
entries, I have consolidated and re-typed the bibliographical 
references on which both authors base their claims so that 
you may, if you wish, research these for their validity. It 
would be interesting to learn what you do discover regarding 
these references, particularly Kulvinskas’ claims.
 “Three simple questions remain in our minds concerning 
this new preparation of soy sprouts:
 “(1) What is the actual quantity of steamed soy sprouts 
that would, in your estimation, be suffi cient to provide an 
ample amount of protein at one meal?
 “(2) The soy sprouts sit in a pot, on a steaming basket, 
above the boiling water. Would this water still leech out any 
nutrients, and, what might the effect of a ten-minute steam-
heating be on the nutrients in the soy sprouts, which ones are 
affected, how much, how to minimize?
 “(3) We heat-process the soy sprouts in large quantities, 
then-freeze them. Would freezing affect their nutrient quality 
in any way?
 “We cannot tell you how grateful we are to have 
followed your advice on the preparation of this staple in our 

diet. We live in the Pennsylvania-Dutch soybean-rich area 
and have long felt that somehow something we were doing 
was not completely correct. This has been dramatically 
changed, and so have our lives because of it.
 “May your good and necessary work of dissemination 
of the value of soy foods continue and enrich many in this 
world. Thank you again.
 With sincerest best wishes,...”
 Note: A full page of carefully typed bibliographic 
records is attached. We added a number of these to our 
SoyaScan database, then obtained the documents and 
summarized them in the database.
 A letter (typed with signature on letterhead) from Anna 
Maria Gahns, Health Administrator, of the Hippocrates 
Health Institute, is also attached. It begins: “Dear Keith, 
Through the sprouting and soaking the inhibitor is broken 
down yet in recent years we have shed the use of soyabeans 
due to their indigestion [when raw] to most people.”
 The Institute is located at 1443 Palmdale Court, West 
Palm Beach, Florida 33411. Phone: (305 or 407) 471-8876. 
Thanks Keith! Address: 157 North Fourth St., Souderton, 
Pennsylvania 18964.

5774. Pilot (Southern Pines, North Carolina). 1988. NCSU 
work could reduce need to process soy oil. Nov. 10.
• Summary: Crop scientists at North Carolina State 
University have developed soybean breeding lines that 
could lead to a reduced need for soybean oil processing 
for extended shelf life. Commercial soybean varieties were 
developed by Dr. Joe W. Burton, soybean breeder, and Dr. 
Richard F. Wilson, plant physiologist.
 Linolenic acid is the component of soybean oil 
associated with short shelf life and off-fl avors in cooking oil. 
Most soybean oil has a linolenic acid content of 7-8%. That 
content in the lines Burton and Wilson have developed is 3.3-
4%, which is equivalent to the content of most processing 
cooking oils commercially available. “Soybean with this low 
level of linolenic acid would not need to be hydrogenated,” 
said Burton. At present, soybean oil is hydrogenated to 
reduce the concentration of linolenic acid. The annual cost 
of this process in the United States is estimated to be around 
$720 million, Burton said.

5775. Record (Marion, Kansas). 1988. Olestra–Great taste, 
no calories. Nov. 16.
• Summary: Olestra is a new, calorie-free fat replacement 
that can be made from virtually any edible oil. The olestra 
molecule is too big and enzymes will not dissolve it as 
it goes through the stomach and digestive system. “The 
great thing about olestra is that it tastes like any other fat,” 
said Bob Norrish, external affairs manager for Procter and 
Gamble. Procter and Gamble would purchase more than 
a pound of oil to make a pound of olestra. The company 
submitted their request for use of olestra in April of ‘87. 
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It was accepted for review the next month. Note: Olestra 
may be the fi rst food that is not a food. We eat it but it has 
absolutely no nutritional value.

5776. SoyaScan Notes. 1988. New Trend: New concern with 
trypsin inhibitors (Overview). Nov. 16. Compiled by William 
Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: During the 1970s research by Unilever in 
Europe seemed to show that trypsin inhibitors can cause 
pancreatic cancer. Scientists at the USDA Northern Regional 
Research Center (NRRC) in Peoria, Illinois and the Western 
Regional Research Center (WRRC) in Albany, California 
replicated the research in 2-year study that measured the 
actual amount of inhibitor consumed after heat processing. 
These results, showing that increasing the amount of 
trypsin inhibitor consumed by rats increased the amount 
of pancreatic cancer, were published in 1985 in a 4-part 
article in Qualitas Plantarum. On 15-16 November 1988 a 
conference titled “Dietary Protease Inhibitors” was held at 
the WRRC; Thirteen papers were presented, followed by a 
discussion of future directions in trypsin inhibitor research. 
There was much interest in SBTI-free soybeans developed 
by Hymowitz at the University of Illinois.
 Research results are confl icting, so more research 
is being conducted. It is especially interesting that some 
scientists (Troll, etc.) argue that trypsin inhibitors help 
prevent cancer, while others argue that they may cause it.

5777. Morinaga Nutritional Foods. 1988. Mori-Nu Tofu 
educates seniors on reducing cholesterol (News release). 
5800 South Eastern Ave., Suite 270, Los Angeles, CA 90040. 
2 p. Nov. 18.
• Summary: Nov. 18, 1988. “Recently, Mori-Nu participated 
in the Golden Times Senior Citizen Show in Anaheim, 
California... Seniors attending the Show received information 
on the health and nutritional benefi ts of eating tofu as well 
as tips on creating delicious recipes using tofu. In addition, 
seniors got a chance to taste Mori-Nu in all-natural fruit 
shakes made fresh using strawberries, bananas and Mori-Nu 
Tofu.” Address: Los Angeles, California. Phone: 213-728-
4325.

5778. Nordquist, Ted. 1988. Brief early history of Aros 
Sojaprodukter in Sweden (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Nov. 
22-24. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Ted Nordquist, the foremost soyfoods and 
tofu pioneer in Sweden and in Scandinavia, founded Aros 
Sojaprodukter and started making tofu there in Feb. 1981. 
Born on 10 Dec. 1945 in Oakland and raised in California, 
Ted graduated from Alameda High School (Alameda, 
California) in 1963. He attended college at Cal Poly in 
San Luis Obispo. During his sophomore year he won a 
scholarship from the California State International Programs 
to spend his sophomore year at the University of Uppsala in 

Sweden, where he arrived in September 1965. He studied 
Swedish his fi rst year, and then took classes in Swedish. He 
also studied Swedish for a year at Stockholm. Ted lived in 
Stockholm from Sept. 1967 to Sept. 1968. He then moved to 
Uppsala, where on 26 March 1969 he “ran into” a Swedish 
woman named Anne-Marie Karlson at a grocery store. “I 
asked her out to a movie and after the movie a cup of hot 
chocolate. We have been together ever since.”
 Returning to Cal Poly he graduated in Aug. 1968 with 
a BSc degree in Industrial Arts. He was then accepted for 
international graduate school at Stockholm University, where 
he arrived in Sept. 1968. After 1 year of study he entered 
a PhD program at Uppsala University in Sept. 1969, doing 
research on problems of developing countries and working in 
a mental hospital.
 On 9 Jan. 1971 he was married in Golden Gate Park, 
California to Anne-Marie Karlson. The marriage ceremony 
was performed by Dr. Haridas Chaudhuri, President of the 
Cultural Integration Fellowship and California Institute of 
Asian Studies (in San Francisco).
 In the summer of 1971 he completed his oral 
examinations for the political science degree, but still 
had to write his thesis. Then the U.S. government tried to 
draft him into the military to go to Vietnam. The American 
Friends’ Service Committee (Quaker) helped him to obtain 
Conscientious Objector status. He did his alternative service 
at the California Institute of Asian Studies in San Francisco 
under Dr. Haridas Chaudhuri, as director of research. While 
at the Institute, Ted also took (for graduate credit) several 
years of Sanskrit and comparative religion and philosophy. 
At the time Ted was thinking of taking a PhD degree at the 
California Institute of Asian Studies.
 At about this time Andreas, Ted and Anne-Marie’s 
fi rst child (and son) was born on 3 Sept. 1973 at St. Francis 
Hospital in San Francisco.
 After going back and forth on the idea, Ted and Anne-
Marie decided to go back to Uppsala–which they did just 
before Christmas, 1973. Ted had applied for and received a 
grant to write his dissertation. In Sweden, Ted returned to 
the department of political science at Uppsala and told them 
he wanted to do his dissertation on Auroville, the famous 
spiritual center founded by Sri Aurobindu in southeast India. 
Ted wanted to write on the cultural & political aspect of 
the community there. But the political science authorities 
didn’t feel competent to let Ted do that. “It was very strange 
to them. So they sent me to the department of philosophy, 
which sent me to the theology faculty. None of them agreed 
to let me do my dissertation on Auroville.” But then Ted 
found a way around the problem. He had read about Dag 
Hammarskjöld (the Swedish diplomat, economist, and 
author) and in pursuing this interest he met a man who 
had the chair of the faculty of the history of religion in the 
humanities (not theology); he lived in the old tower building 
behind the cathedral at Uppsala. He said that he would 
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serve as Ted’s advisor, but that Ted would fi rst have to take 
a degree in the history of religion before writing his thesis 
on Auroville. So Ted got a Swedish bachelor’s degree in 
history of religion–but with a lot of credit for his previous 
work at the California Institute of Asian Studies. Instead of 
the typical 3 years, it took Ted only about one year to get his 
degree. All of Ted’s reading and classes (since 1969) were 
in Swedish. Ted’s grant to write the thesis was transferred to 
the history of religion department. But before he could write 
his thesis, Ted applied for a grant to go to Auroville, India–
which he was unable to get.
 Ted had been in communication with Kriyananda (see 
color photo; born James Donald Walters in 1926; he was a 
direct disciple of the great Paramahansa Yogananda), so he 
decided to return to California. He and Anne-Marie went 
to New York in July 1975, bought a Volkswagen bus, and 
drove to California and the Ananda ashram. Ted had a $250/
month grant to do his dissertation. Ted and his family went 
to Ananda with a tent and sleeping bags. Ted was there for 
12 months and during that time he did all the fi eld work and 
research for his dissertation. Anne-Marie ended up going 
back to Sweden with Andreas, who was only 2 years old at 
the time.
 In Oct. 1975 Ted and Janet Fehring (Ahava) met Bill 
Shurtleff, Akiko, and Bobbie Shurtleff (Bill’s mother) at 
Ananda Cooperative Village, where Bill and Akiko had been 
invited to do a program on tofu. Afterwards the fi ve went 
hiking at Echo Lake, Desolation Valley, and Lake Tahoe.
 Then Ted started making and selling a tofu kit in 
Alameda. On 14 Jan. 1976 Ted and Janet attended a lecture 
on tofu that Bill and Akiko presented at the Berkeley Co-op, 
and helped prepare a tofu dip. Ted’s father, Leo, had become 
very ill with cancer and Ted was making him fresh tofu, one 
of the few foods he could digest, every morning. In Jan. 1976 
Ted’s father died in Alameda.
 Ted stayed in the USA until March, went back to 
Sweden for a short visit to see Anne-Marie, then returned 
to California to help his mom sell her house. In Sept. 1976 
he returned to Sweden permanently. For the next two years, 
he wrote his dissertation, had it published in book form, and 
defended it in June 1978. His dissertation was titled Ananda 
Cooperative Village, a Yoga Community in California. That 
same month Ted got his PhD degree at the Univ. of Uppsala 
with his thesis on the history of Ananda Cooperative Village.
 But by this time Ted was already working at the Univ. 
of Uppsala as a research assistant (with a hefty salary) and 
teaching. He was teaching social psychology of religion. 
In about 1978 Ted met Tim Öhlund (Ohlund) in Sweden. 
Tim was taking night classes in traditional Asian foods. 
They started talking about tofu and Tim suggested that Ted 
give a class on tofu as part of the course Tim was taking. 
With about 30 people in attendance, Ted made tofu and then 
showed slides. There was a lot of interest in the subject and 
various health organizations started asking Ted to do classes 

and demonstrate tofu. This turned into Ted’s hobby. But in 
late 1978 and early 1979 he started thinking it would be 
interesting to start a business on the side, while still working 
and teaching at the university.
 In 1979 Ted visited Traditional Tofu Co. in Oakland, 
and fi rst saw tofu made on a commercial scale. In Feb. 
1980 Ted founded Aros Sojaprodukter in Uppsala, then 
from June to Dec. Ted and his wife’s (Anne-Marie’s) father 
renovated a soft drink factory in Örsundsbro (about 25 
minutes by car from Uppsala) to make it a tofu plant. It was 
the perfect facility; it was inexpensive ($175/month), the 
room they planned to use to make tofu had plenty of water 
and electrical outlets, as well as fl oor drains. Ted was able to 
assemble the funding by mid-1978. Part of the money came 
from a loan from Ted’s mom. A Korean professor named 
Kim also invested with a buy-out option. The lady who owns 
Sweden’s largest health food store also gave Ted a loan.
 That December Ted installed Japanese (Takai) tofu 
equipment in the plant. In Feb. 1981 Ted and Tim Ohlund 
started tofu production, water packed. At about the same 
time their Book of Tofu was published in Swedish. By fall, 
they started vacuum packing with in shallow plastic trays.
 In the summer of 1984 Ted quit working at the 
university and devoted all his time and effort to Aros 
Sojaprodukter. Address: Orsundsbro, Sweden. Phone: 0171-
604 56.

5779. Celia Group. 1988. Soja Biostar [Soja Biostar]. B.P. 
10, 45550 St.-Denis-de-l’Hôtel, France. 16 p. Catalog. [Fre]
• Summary: On the beige cover, a tall illustration (line 
drawing) shows a soybean stalk with dry brown pods 
hanging. The inside front cover gives a chronology of 9 
major events in the history of soya. Contents: The soybean: 
Its composition, its uses. Soymilk (fi ltrat alimentaire de 
soja): Principles of production, its constituents. Nutritional 
aspects of soymilk. Proteins, lipids, carbohydrates, 
vitamins, energy/calories. Soymilk: Product of a great 
technology: Elimination of lipoxygenase, trypsin inhibitors, 
and oligosaccharides. The Biostar products: Technical 
specifi cations for 3 products: Natural, Enriched with calcium, 
and Breakfast-style. Note: This soymilk is made with soy 
protein isolates. Address: St.-Denis-de-l’Hôtel, France. 
Phone: 38 59 02 03.

5780. Hagler, Louise; Bates, Dorothy R. eds. 1988. The new 
Farm vegetarian cookbook. Summertown, Tennessee: The 
Book Publishing Co. 223 p. Illust. Index. 23 cm.
• Summary: A slightly revised edition of the 1978 Farm 
Vegetarian Cookbook, this vegan cookbook contains a 
wealth of soyfoods recipes, and no recipes calling for eggs or 
dairy products. Address: Summertown, Tennessee.

5781. McCormick, Richard. 1988. Function and nutrition 
guide fi ber ingredient selections: Technology report. 
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Prepared Foods. Nov. p. 83-84.
• Summary: “Increased dietary fi ber content has become a 
dominant marketing claim for new product introductions. 
Because fi ber is not absorbed, products high in fi ber are 
generally much lower in calories. And because of the ability 
of certain fi ber materials to reduce serum cholesterol, a 
product rich in dietary fi ber offers the dual attractions of fat 
and calorie reduction along with the potential for improving 
cardiovascular circulation.”
 Soybean bran contains 45-55% total dietary fi ber, 
compared with 22.2% for oat bran, 29-34% for rice bran, and 
42% for wheat bran. Soybean bran contains 17.5% soluble 
fi ber and 37.5% soluble fi ber. The particle size is such that 
99% will pass through a #35 mesh screen and 55% will pass 
through a #200 screen. Soybean bran has a water holding 
capacity of 7:1, meaning that 1 lb of bran will hold 7 lb of 
water. Only apple fi ber (10.3:1), sugar beet root (8:1), and 
pear fi ber (7.8:1) have higher water holding capacities.
 Toufi ber (okara, derived from tofu), contains 55-60% 
total dietary fi ber, 2-3% soluble fi ber and 52-57% insoluble 
fi ber.
 Retail demand for oat bran and products containing oat 
bran have exceeded all projections as a result of medical 
endorsements and media reports. Address: Senior Technical 
Associate.

5782. Okura, Akira; Arakawa, H.; Oka, H.; Yoshinari, T.; 
Monden, Y. 1988. Effect of genistein on topoisomerase 
activity and on the growth of [Val12]Ha-ras-transformed 
NIH 3T3 cells. Biochemical and Biophysical Research 
Communications 157(1):183-89. Nov. [20 ref]
• Summary: “Genistein reduced the number of foci of the 
transformed cells, and suppressed selectively the growth 
of ras-transformed NIH 3T3 cells but not normal NIH 3T3 
cells. In contrast, TLCK did not affect the transformation. 
It inhibited the growth of the normal cells but not the 
transformed cells.” Address: Exploratory Research Labs., 
Banyu Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd.; 2-9-3 Shimomeguru, 
Meguro-ku, Tokyo, 153 Japan.

5783. Western Regional Research Center. 1988. Dietary 
protease inhibitors: A technology transfer meeting. 800 
Buchanan St., Albany, CA 94710. Held Nov. 15-16 in 
Albany, California.
• Summary: The following papers were presented: 1. 
Overview of the biological effects of trypsin inhibitor by Dr. 
David L. Berry; 2. Short-term bioassays to assess potential 
toxicity of soy trypsin inhibitors by Dr. Kathryn A. Caldwell; 
3. Results of chronic low-level dietary trypsin inhibitors from 
soy and potato in rodents by Dr. Michael R. Gumbmann; 4. 
Short-term effects of soy trypsin inhibitors on the porcine 
pancreas by Dr. Larry H. Garthoff; 5. Signifi cance of 
trypsin inhibitors in the human diet by Dr. Irvin E. Liener; 
6. Analysis of soy protease inhibitors using immunoassay 

by Dr. David L. Brandon; 7. Trypsin inhibitor analysis of 
soy protein concentrates by Dr. Robert L. Anderson; 8. 
Methodologies for inactivation of trypsin inhibitors by 
Dr. Mendel Friedman; 9. Fate of Bowman-Birk inhibitor 
during processing by Dr. Mendel Friedman; 10. Genetic and 
agronomic aspects of low trypsin inhibitor soybean varieties 
by Dr. Theodore Hymowitz; 11. Use of immunoassays for 
analysis of trypsin inhibitor levels in foods by Dr. David 
L. Brandon; 12. Demonstration of ELISA by Dr. David 
L. Brandon and Anne H. Bates; 13. Risk assessment: Do 
trypsin inhibitors constitute a human health risk? by Dr. John 
N. Hathcock; 14. Discussion: Future directions in trypsin 
inhibitor research.
 Note: Drs. Brandon and Berry have compiled a one 
paragraph summary of each speaker’s presentation. Address: 
Albany, California. Phone: 415-559-5610.

5784. Morinaga Nutritional Foods. 1988. Mori-Nu Tofu is 
honored by the American Heart Association (News release). 
5800 South Eastern Ave., Suite 270, Los Angeles, CA 90040. 
1 p. Dec. 1.
• Summary: “Mori-Nu has worked with the American Heart 
Association on a number of projects over the past year 
and will continue to promote the healthy heart in years to 
come.” The company was presented with a commemorative 
medallion in celebration of its philanthropy.
 Published in Whole Foods. 1989. Feb. p. 14. And in 
Health Foods Business. 1989. Feb. Address: Los Angeles, 
California. Phone: 213-728-4325.

5785. Chen, Edwin. 1988. Tofu maker closed for 2 years for 
fi lthy plant. Los Angeles Times. Dec. 6. p. 1, 8.
• Summary: K.Y. Foods, a major West Coast producer and 
supplier of tofu and other Asian-style fare, on Monday was 
banned from operating for two years and ordered to pay 
more than $20,000 in fi nes and other penalties as a result 
of grossly unsanitary conditions at its Los Angeles plant. 
In exchange for a no-contest plea, charges against two K.Y. 
executive–General Manager Taek Kwan Oh, 25 of Monterey 
Park, and President Kyu Yong Kim, 53, of Alhambra–were 
dropped by the Los Angeles city attorney’s offi ce.
 The plant at 4607 S. Main St., had been the subject of 
two previous criminal prosecutions in 1979 and 1982 when it 
was owned by D.Y. Imports which was acquired in July 1987 
by K.Y. Foods. K.Y. products were sold in Los Angeles, 
San Francisco and in parts of Colorado and Nevada under 
the brand names of CR Brand, DY Brand and KY Foods. 
In 1979 the D.Y. Imports plant pleaded no contest to fi ve 
counts of health violations and paid a $3,150 fi ne. In 1982, 
it pleaded no contest to another six health code violations 
and paid a $3,400 fi ne. Similar conditions in 1985 prompted 
health offi cials to issue a recall of tofu made at the plant.

5786. Lamp’l, Joe. 1988. The gardener within: Edamame is 
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fun to eat. Indiana Gazette (Indiana, Pennsylvania). Dec. 8. 
p. 12.
• Summary: This full-page column which is only about 
edamame seems like a fi rst in U.S. newspapers. Moreover, 
it is extremely well written; the word “edamame” appears 8 
times. It begins:
 “If you don’t know this plant by its proper name (which 
means ‘beans of branches’ [or ‘branch beans’] in Japanese), 
you’ll know it as soybeans. But once you experience the 
pleasure of eating this delicious vegetable, edamame (‘eh-
dah-MAH-may’) just sounds more appropriate.
 “Not only do I really enjoy the fl avor and texture, but 
my children love to eat it too. I guess that increases my bias 
in favor of this hero of the dinner plate.
 “Edamame is not only delicious, but its fun to eat. Place 
the steaming pod up to your mouth, apply a bit of back 
pressure, and out pop the beans, right into your mouth.
 “Edamame is thought to be the world’s oldest snack 
food, dating back more than a thousand years. In Japan it 
is as popular a snack as roasted peanuts are in the United 
States.
 “Moreover you can feel guilt-free when eating these 
beans in large quantities. They are full of important vitamins 
and minerals, as well as dietary fi ber, eight essential 
amino acids not produced in our bodies and isofl avones, a 
compound produced by plants that has been associated with 
decreased heart disease.
 “This is an easy plant to grow. It is so prolifi c that a 
single plant can produce as many as 200 pods...”

5787. Ashraf, Hea-Ran Lee; Lee, Hea-Ryong. 1988. Effects 
of soy hull fl our on soy proteins emulsions. J. of Food 
Science 53(6):1766-68. Nov/Dec. [16 ref]
• Summary: Soy hull fl our was used to add dietary fi ber 
to a soy protein isolate solution. Address: Dep. of Animal 
Science, Food & Nutrition, Southern Illinois Univ., 
Carbondale, Illinois 62901.

5788. Breene, W.M.; Lin, S.; Hardman, L.; Orf, J. 1988. 
Protein and oil content of soybeans from different 
geographic locations. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ 
Society 65(12):1927-31. Dec. [10 ref]
• Summary: There was a defi nite trend toward lower protein 
content in soybeans processed and most likely grown 
in northern versus southern locations (about 34 to 44 N 
latitude) in 1986-87. Address: 1-2. Dep. of Food Science & 
Nutrition, Univ. of Minnesota, 1334 Eckles Ave., St. Paul, 
MN 55108; 3-4. Dep. of Agronomy & Plant Genetics, Univ. 
of Minnesota.

5789. Brown, Judy. 1988. The joy of soy: Nutrition for the 
‘80s. Body, Mind & Spirit. Nov/Dec. p. 30-32.
• Summary: Contents (Soyfoods, nutrition, and a healthy 
diet). Tofu. Tempeh. Miso. Natto. Okara. Soy cheese & soy 

yogurt. Soy fl our & grits. Soymilk. Soy sauce. Resources: 
Eden Foods, Fantastic Foods, Inc., Lumen Foods Corp., 
San-J International. Vitasoy (U.S.A.) Inc., Westbrae Natural 
Foods (Downey, California). Address: President, In Good 
Taste, 5923 John Adams Dr., Camp Springs, Maryland 
20748.

5790. Dagnelie, Pieter C. 1988. Nutritional status and growth 
of children on macrobiotic diets: a population-based study. 
PhD dissertation, Dep. of Human Nutrition, Wageningen 
Agricultural University, the Netherlands. 144 p. [Eng]*
Address: Dep. of Human Nutrition, P.O. Box 8129, 
Wageningen Agricultural Univ., 6700 EV Wageningen, the 
Netherlands.

5791. Kloss, Jethro. 1988. Back to Eden: A human interest 
story of health and restoration to be found in herb, root, and 
bark. Revised and expanded second edition. Back to Eden 
Publishing Co., P.O. Box 1439, Loma Linda, CA 92354. 
xxviii + 1007 + 20 p. Illust. Index. 21 cm. Kloss Family 
Heirloom Edition. Index.
• Summary: One of the most creative and original sources 
of early soyfoods recipes, which include “Soybean Cream” 
and “Soybean Ice Cream.” This revised edition contains all 
essential material from the original text of this classic work 
on healing herbs, home remedies, diet, and health, but it 
has been reorganized, re-typeset and re-indexed to make it 
easier to use and more contemporary. Three hundred pages 
of natural health information have been added. Old terms 
have been explained and updated. There are also 16 pages 
of photographs and 16 pages of new of family recollections 
by Jethro Kloss’ daughter (especially interesting), son, and 
granddaughter. These add greatly to the story of his life and 
work. For example, his daughter, Promise, states (p. xv):
 “Next the Klosses became interested in the self-
supporting work being conducted in the south and they 
visited some of the schools in North Carolina and Tennessee. 
About 1911 they sold the sanitarium in Minnesota and 
moved to Fountain Head, Tennessee, where their youngest 
daughter, Naomi, was born in 1913. Here they bought a 
250-acre farm, built a large house and barn, and raised many 
kinds of fruits and vegetables. They also raised Shetland 
ponies for a time.
 “A later development in good health was his creation of 
a signifi cant health food manufacturing operation in Amqui, 
Tennessee after receiving a request from the owners to take 
charge of their food factory. While he was operating this 
factory he would be up at two, three, or four o’clock in the 
morning; as early as necessary to build the fi res for the steam 
cooker or the large oven and whatever else needed to be done 
to have everything in readiness for the workers to begin the 
day processing, canning, or baking. When that big oven was 
hot, he would often pop into it some special weekend treat 
for his family–some delicious health coffee cake or raisin 
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buns like no one else could make, for he was an excellent 
baker.
 “Before this factory was sold to the Nashville 
Agricultural Normal Institute, he was shipping health foods 
all over the United States and Canada. It was also during this 
time and at this place that he originated many new health 
food recipes. This establishment later became a part of what 
has since become the well-known Madison College near 
Nashville, Tennessee.”
 Photos show: (1) Portraits of Wilhelm and Sofi a Kloss, 
parents of Jethro Kloss. They had 11 children, born between 
1848 and 1868. Jethro was the 9th child, born April 27, 1863. 
(2) Jethro Kloss in 1900 as a young minister, healer, and 
teacher. (3) Jethro Kloss with Carrie Stilson, his fi rst wife 
whom he married in 1901. Tragically she died in 1905. (4) 
Promise Kloss, born to Carrie and Jethro in 1903, shown as 
a young girl with her father. (5) Amy Pettis Kloss, Jethro’s 
second wife. They were married in 1907. (6) Children of 
Jethro and Amy: Lucille Kloss (1908-1929). Eden Pettis 
Kloss (1910-). (7) Naomi Joan Kloss at 17 months of age. 
Jethro’s youngest child, she was born in 1913. (8) In 1907 
Jethro and Amy opened this comprehensive health and 
medical center in St. Peter, Minnesota, which they named 
The Home Sanitarium. (9) Jethro Kloss giving a hydropathy 
treatment at The Home Sanitarium; it was open from 1907 to 
1912. (10) Amy operating the women’s hydropathy treatment 
room. (11) Manufacturing malta, the great cereal syrup from 
pure wheat starch and barley. (12) In 1915, from their food 
factory in Nashville, Tennessee, the Klosses shipped foods 
throughout the United States and Canada. Here 4 people are 
seen working at a table. (13) Patients, family and friends 
enjoyed health foods canned by the Klosses in this outdoor 
“factory,” which was a commercial enterprise as well. (14) 
This interesting illustration shows an aerial view of the 
Nashville Sanitarium-Food Factory with a train and 3 sets of 
train tracks in front. (15) A 1920 advertisement for utensils 
(such as 2 hand grinders for fl our or nuts) sold by the Jethro 
Kloss Health Food Company in Brooke, Virginia. (16) Menu 
for a demonstration vegetarian dinner given by Jethro Kloss 
at the Dodge Hotel in Washington, DC, on March 27, 1933. 
“Sprouted soy beans” are on the menu. “The pumpkin pie 
and strawberry sundae were made with soy milk” (p. xvii). 
(17) A 1926 photo of Promise Kloss (Moffett) at age 23. (18) 
A 1935 snapshot of Jethro’s only son, Eden Pettis Kloss. 
(19) Jethro’s daughter, Promise, with typewriters won in 
typing contests during the 1930s. (20) Proud grandfather, 
Jethro, holding his only grandchild, Doris Joyce, in 1929. 
(21) Jethro’s youngest child, Naomi Kloss Engelhard, mother 
of Doris Joyce. (22) “Promise Kloss Moffet, Jethro’s fi rst 
child, shares food preparation tips with Doris Joyce, his 
granddaughter, in 1934. (23) “A group of letterheads dating 
back to 1904 showing some of the variety of enterprises 
engaged in by Jethro Kloss during his lifetime.” 1922 Feb. 
27–Jethro Kloss Health Foods Company (Brooke, Virginia). 

Undated–Brookside Mercantile Company (Brooke, Virginia). 
Undated. Branch of the Battle Creek (Michigan) Sanitarium 
(Superior, Wisconsin). A full line of Battle Creek Sanitarium 
Health Foods. J. Kloss & Co. Grove Contractors, Farmers 
and Truck Farmers. Jethro Kloss Publications (Washington, 
DC). Back to Eden Magazine. Jethro Kloss, Medical 
Evangelist. (24) Promise Kloss Moffet, with a large, framed 
photograph of her father, Jethro Kloss, on her 80th birthday, 
Aug. 16, 1983. (26) Great-grandchildren of Jethro Kloss: 
Stephen Kloss Gardiner. (27) Nancy Kloss (Bramlett).
 The book has been published continuously by the Kloss 
family since 1946.
 Contents: Section I: Natural health. 1. Personal 
experiences. 2. Soil preparation and farming. Section II: 
Herbs for healthful living. 1. History of herbal medicine. 2. 
Herbs. 3. General directions for preparation and use of herbs. 
4. Tonic herbs. 5. Herbs used to treat disease. 6. Medicinal 
trees. 7. Specifi c herbs for various medical problems. Section 
III: Treating diseases with herbs. Treating diseases with 
herbs. Special notice. Section IV: Your body and its needs. 
The digestive section. 1. The importance of good nutrition. 2. 
Carbohydrates. 3. Fats. 4. Protein. 5. Mineral elements in the 
body. 6. Vitamins. 7. Water. 8. Fresh air, exercise, and sleep. 
Section V: Your foods. 1. Fruits. 2. Vegetables. 3. Fiber (to 
“help keep you regular”). 4. Oatmeal. 5. Nuts. 6. Breads and 
refi ned fl our. 7. Meat and vegetarianism. 8. Milk. 9. Salt. 
10. Garlic. 11. Healthful diets. 12. Obesity. 13. Fasting and 
healthful eating. Section VI: Food preparation. 1. Useful 
hints to preserve vitamins. 2. Kloss’s favorite health recipes. 
3. Cooking under steam pressure. 4. Aluminum cooking 
utensils. 5. Baking and breads. 6. Preparing wholesome 
desserts and beverages. Section VII: Effects of polluted and 
adulterated foods on the body. 1. Adulteration of food. 2. 
Health-destroying foods. 3. Dangers from disease in animals. 
Section VIII: Water and good health. 1. History of water 
cure. 2. Using water to preserve health. 3. Water’s effects and 
use in treatment. 4. Water’s effects on sickness. 5. Baths and 
water treatments. 6. Compresses and fomentations. Section 
IX: Skills in caring for the sick. 1. Nursing. 2. Massage. 3. 
High enemas. 4. The value of charcoal. Appendix: Glossary 
of old-fashioned medical terms. Glossary of medical 
properties of herbs. General tables.
 A press release accompanying the new revised, 2nd 
edition notes: Back to Eden was written by Jethro Kloss 
during the 1920s and 1930s, with help from Promise and 
Eden, his daughter and son. It was fi rst published in 1939, 
when the author was 76 years old. It has since sold more 
than 3 million copies. Kloss died in 1946 after retiring 
to Tennessee. Message Press, a small business in a rural 
community not far from Chattanooga, continued to publish 
Back to Eden for more than 25 years after his death, under 
the direction of Promise, his daughter. Unfortunately in 1967 
the copyright expired during the confusion attendant to the 
illness and death of the book’s country publisher. Promise’s 
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attempt to renew the copyright in Jan. 1968 was too late. In 
1971 other publishers pirated Back to Eden. Address: Loma 
Linda, California.

5792. Langley, Gill. 1988. Vegan nutrition: A survey of 
research. The Vegan Society Ltd., 33-35 George St., Oxford 
0X1 2AY, England. x + 121 p. Dec. Index. 21 cm. [255* ref]
• Summary: Contents: Foreword by Dr. Barrie M. Margetts. 
Introduction. Guidelines on vegan diets. Symbols & 
abbreviations. Tables. Vegan nutrition: 1. Protein and energy. 
2. Carbohydrates. 3. Fats. 4. Vitamins: Vitamin A (retinol 
and beta-carotene), the B Group vitamins–Vitamin B-1 
(thiamin), vitamin B-2 (ribofl avin), niacin (nicotinic acid and 
nicotinamide), vitamin B-6 (pyridoxine), folic acid (folate, 
known as folacin in the USA), pantothenic acid and biotin, 
vitamin B-12 (cobalamins), daily requirement of B-12–a 
controversy, vegan sources of B-12, vitamin B-12–the vegan 
experience, occasional B-12 defi ciency, vitamin C (ascorbic 
acid), vitamin D (ergocalciferol D-2, cholecalciferol D-3), 
vitamin D defi ciency, vitamin E (tocopherols), vitamin K, 
summary of vitamins.
 5. Minerals: The major minerals–Calcium (meat, 
protein, and calcium balance, calcium balance and other 
nutrients, calcium and vegan diets, osteoporosis), iron 
(iron balance and other nutrients, iron and vegan diets), 
magnesium, phosphorus, sodium and chloride, potassium, 
sulphur. The trace elements–Zinc, selenium, iodine, copper, 
cobalt, chromium, manganese, fl uorine, summary of 
minerals. 6. Milk and health. 7. The general health of vegans. 
8. Vegan diets as therapy. 9. Conclusions. Further reading.
 This book brings together in a concise, carefully 
researched, and well documented manner all that is currently 
known about vegan nutrition. It is the “most comprehensive 
survey ever undertaken of scientifi c research on vegan diets. 
Vegan Nutrition shows that a vegan diet can provide all the 
essential nutrients for health and fi tness at any age, without 
the need to take supplements, as long as a few elementary 
rules are observed. This proviso is particularly relevant to 
infants and young children.”
 Table 12 shows portions of selected vegan foods that 
provide 100 mg of calcium: Spinach 17 gm, tofu 20 gm (4 
times as much calcium as in the same weight of whole cow’s 
milk), molasses 20 gm, parsley 30 gm, fi gs (dried) 36 gm, 
almonds 40 gm, soy fl our 44 gm, and watercress 45 gm. 
Calcium is the most abundant mineral in the body. About 
99% of it is in the bones and teeth in the form of calcium 
phosphates. The 5-10 gm of calcium not in the bones and 
teeth are required for muscle contraction, for the functioning 
of the nerves, for the activity of several enzymes, and for 
blood clotting. The British RDAs for calcium are 600-700 
mg a day for children and teenagers, and 500 mg for adults 
(vs. 800 mg in the USA)–rising to 1,200 mg in pregnancy 
and during lactation. “There have been no reports of calcium 
defi ciency in vegans; the exclusion of meat and the slightly 

lower amounts of protein in their diets may protect against 
this.”
 Concerning vitamin K: This vitamin is fat soluble, 
and is widespread in plant foods such as spinach, cabbage, 
caulifl ower, peas, and grains. It is provided in roughly equal 
proportions by diet and from bacterial activity in the gut. 
Vitamin K is needed for normal clotting of the blood. Vegans 
are unlikely to suffer a dietary defi ciency. Note: The author, 
whose fi rst name is pronounced Jill, is a woman. Address: 
Hitchin, Hertfordshire, England.

5793. Okubo, Kazuyoshi. 1988. Daizu no DMF (Dry Mouth 
Feel, aku, fukai-aji) seibun to tôfu nado no shokuhin kakô 
ni okeru sono kyodô [DMF (Dry Mouth Feel, undesirable) 
components of soybean and behavior of the components 
on soybean food processing]. Nippon Shokuhin Kogyo 
Gakkaishi (J. of the Japanese Society of Food Science and 
Technology) 35(12):866-74. Dec. [40 ref. Jap]
• Summary: Undesirable sensory properties are found in 
isofl avin [isofl avones] which has an objectionable, bitter, 
astringent, and weak phenol-like taste; daidzin and genistin, 
which have a bitter, astringent taste; and saponins, which 
have a bitter taste. Group A saponins are found mostly in the 
soybean hypocotyl, whereas Group B saponins are found in 
the whole soybean seed. All these are glycosides.
 The glycosides with the lowest stimulus thresholds 
(in ascending order) are soyasapogenol E, soyasapogenol 
B, genistin, genistein, soyasapogenol A, daidzin, daidzein, 
saponin B, saponin E, and saponin A. Those with the lowest 
thresholds are most easily detected by taste panelists. 
Address: Faculty of Agriculture, Tohoku Univ., Amamiya-
machi, Tsutsumi-dori, Sendai-shi, Miyagi 980, Japan.

5794. Park, Kun-Young; Lee, K.B.; Bullerman, L.B. 
1988. Afl atoxin production by Aspergillus parasiticus and 
its stability during the manufacture of Korean soypaste 
(doenjang) and soysauce (kanjang) by traditional method. J. 
of Food Protection 51(12):938-45. Dec. [26 ref]
• Summary: “Afl atoxin (AF) production and its stability on 
meju (crushed Korean soybean cake) by a pure culture of 
Aspergillus parasiticus and a mixed culture of A. parasiticus. 
A. oryzae and Bacillus subtilis (fermentation 1) during the 
manufacture by traditional methods of Korean soy paste 
(doenjang) and soy sauce (kanjang) were studied. There 
was a difference in the amount of afl atoxin production on 
different varieties of soybeans, but the pattern of toxin 
production was similar.”
 “Doenjang (fermented soy paste) and kanjang 
(fermented soy sauce) are the most important soybean 
products in Korea.” Address: 1-2. Dep. of Food Science and 
Nutrition, Pusan National Univ., Pusan, Korea.

5795. Weinberg, Julia. 1988. Tofu magic: Rich ‘n’ easy 
cooking with zero cholesterol Mori-Nu Tofu. Cookwrite 
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Publishing, 1015 Gayley Ave., Suite 210, Westwood, 
California 90024. 68 p. Dec. Illust. No index. 22 cm. Spiral 
bound.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction to Mori-Nu. Cooking 
hints. Recipes–Dips, dressings, sauces, and toppings. Soups, 
salads, sides. Main dishes. Desserts and drinks. Light 
gourmet. Table: Nutrients per serving. The front and rear 
covers and the tabbed divider starting each section are graced 
quality with a full-page color photo of recipes. All paper is 
glossy. A very stylish presentation. Below each recipe is a 
listing of the calories, sodium, and cholesterol. Each recipe 
calls for Mori-Nu Tofu by name. Some of the recipes contain 
fl esh (Corn ‘n’ Chicken Chili; Tofu Tuna Burgers; Turkey or 
Beef Stroganoff).
 A Morinaga news release dated 10 Jan. 1989 and titled 
“Mori-Nu introduces ‘Tofu Magic:’ New dishes from an 
ancient food,” states that this is a “low-cholesterol gourmet 
cookbook designed especially for the health conscious... 
and written by best-selling author Julia Weinberg.” A color 
videotape about cooking with tofu, also titled “Tofu Magic,” 
is also available from Mori-Nu. Address: c/o Morinaga 
Nutritional Foods, 5800 South Eastern Ave. #270, Los 
Angeles, California 90040. Phone: 213-728-4325.

5796. Yoshida, Hiromi; Kajimoto, G. 1988. Effects of 
microwave treatment on the trypsin inhibitor and molecular 
species of triglycerides in soybeans. J. of Food Science 
53(6):1756-60. Nov/Dec. [26 ref]
• Summary: “Abstract: Whole soybeans at different 
moistures (8.6, 24.3, and 49.7%) were heated by exposure 
to microwaves at frequency of 2,450 MHz. The trypsin 
inhibitor in soybeans at 24.3% moisture, soaked for 1 hr, was 
completely inactivated after treatment for 4 min, which was 
shorter than the heating period (6 min) needed for unsoaked 
soybeans. However, the trypsin inhibitor in soybeans 
at 49.7% moisture, soaked for 5 hr, was not completely 
inactivated even after heating for 12 min.” Address: Faculty 
of Nutrition, Kobe-Gakuin Univ., Tarumi-ku, Kobe, Japan.

5797. Zee, John A.; Boudreau, A.; Bourgeois, M.; Breton, R. 
1988. Chemical composition and nutritional quality of faba 
bean (Vicia faba L. Minor) based tofu. J. of Food Science 
53(6):1772-74, 1781. Nov/Dec. [36 ref]
• Summary: Tofu was made from both soybeans and 
faba beans (coagulated with magnesium chloride), then 
its chemical composition and antinutritional factors were 
analyzed. On a dry basis, both types of tofu had higher 
protein contents (55.7% and 82.0% for soy and faba bean 
tofu respectively). On a dry basis, faba bean tofu contained 
only 1.5% lipids compared with 34.4% for soybean tofu. 
Antinutritional and fl atulence factors were much lower in 
faba bean tofu. Both types of tofu are comparable in terms of 
digestibility and amino acid availability.
 Aside from favism, the faba bean contains fewer 

antinutritional and fl atulence factors than soybeans, about 
one-fi fth as much trypsin inhibitor, and considerably 
less raffi nose and stachyose–which cause fl atulence. 
Address: 1,3-4. Département de Nutrition Humaine et de 
Consommation; 2. Dep. de Sciences et Technologie des 
Aliments. All: Univ. Laval, Quebec, G1K 7P4 Canada.

5798. Andersen, O.; Bojgaard, S.E. Assignors to Pasilac-
Danish Turnkey Dairies A/S. 1988. A cheese-like product, 
and process of its preparation, and the use thereof. European 
Patent Application 261,586 A2. [Eng]*
• Summary: A cheeselike product which is sliceable and 
grateable, is produced by ultrafi ltration of a high-protein 
vegetable milk, soymilk being preferred. It is claimed that 
the alpha-galactoside and trypsin inhibitor content of the 
cheese-like products are small. Address: DK-8100 Aarhus C, 
Denmark.

5799. Beckham, Nancy. 1988. Herbal help to avoid 
menopause symptoms. Australian Wellbeing No. 29. p. 74-
76. [5 ref]
• Summary: In the section titled “Oestrogens in foods and 
herbs and how to use them” there are subsections on alfalfa, 
red clover, sage, parsley, aniseed, fennel, hops, soya beans, 
and fenugreek. She suggests that if women eat these foods, 
they will experience relief of menopausal symptoms. The 
section on soya beans states that sprouts are the best way to 
use soya beans for relief of menopause symptoms because 
sprouting dramatically increases the oestrogen content. 
However soya beans are quite diffi cult to sprout because 
they become moldy and smelly if not washed and drained 
well and often. “They are amazingly tasty but wait until you 
have learned to sprout alfalfa and mung beans before trying 
them.”
 Dried soya beans can also be used, but they need to be 
soaked and cooked for a long time. If you don’t normally eat 
dried beans, start with small quantities, “otherwise you will 
probably have severe abdominal colic and fl atulence.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2000) 
that discusses consumption of soyfoods as a way of reducing 
menopausal symptoms. Address: Author, Australia.

5800. Product Name:  [Sojadélice: Soya Dessert 
with Living Active Cultures (Natural with Bifi dus and 
Acidophilus, Apricot-Guava, Prune-Alsatian Plum, Exotic 
Fruits, Banana Orange, Raspberry-Passion Fruit, Cocoa)].
Foreign Name:  Sojadélice: Dessert au Soja aux Ferments 
Vivants Actifs (Abricot-Goyave, Pruneau-Quetsche, Fruits 
Exotiques, Ananas-Orange, Framboise-Passion, Cacao).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Bonneterre. Affi liate of Laiterie 
Triballat.
Manufacturer’s Address:  1, Place des Planteurs, 94538 
Rungis Cedex, France.  Phone: 46.87.26.34.
Date of Introduction:  1988.
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Ingredients:  Natural: Water, soybeans*, selected cultures 
including Bifi dobacterium longum (Bifi dus) and Acidophilus 
from “Biogarde.” * = Soybeans organically grown in France.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  2 x 125 gm squat glass bottles 
in a 250 gm paperboard sleeve. Retails for 8.6 French francs 
for the Natural, but 10.2 for the others (10/89 in France).
How Stored:  Refrigerated.
Nutrition:  Natural: Per 100 gm.: Calories 50, protein 4.5 
gm, carbohydrate 2.4 gm, fat 2.5 gm.
New Product–Documentation:  Form fi lled out by Anthony 
Marrese. 1989. Nov. This product was launched in 1988. 
It is made by Triballat and sold under the Bonneterre 
label. Bonneterre is a large distributor to the natural/health 
foods trade. Production is now 400,000 x 125 gm bottles 
per month. Label. 1989. 4.5 by 2 by 2 inch heavy paper 
sleeve. Green, brown, and red on pale yellow and white. An 
illustration (line drawing) shows a glass dish of the dessert 
surrounded by soybean leaves, pods, and a spoon. “No 
added sugar. Store at 2ºC (36ºF). Fresh dessert 100% from 
vegetarian (végétal).
 Bonneterre color leafl et. 1989. In French. “Soya in 
drinks and desserts. A line 100% vegetarian.” A color photo 
shows a glass of soymilk, two cups and two plates of soy 
yogurt, surrounded by whole and sliced fruits on a bed of 
soybeans.
 Bonneterre Catalog. 1989. Oct. There are 7 fl avors of 
this product.

5801. Grant, G. 1988. Anti-nutritional effects of soyabean: 
A review. Progress in Food & Nutrition Science 13:317-48. *
• Summary: “Abstract: Inclusion of raw soyabean in 
diets considerably inhibits the growth of young animals. 
This is due to interference with normal gut and systemic 
metabolism, particularly of pancreas, liver and muscle. 
Pancreatic hypertrophy and hyperplasia occur in the young 
of a number of species given soyabean. In the rat, this 
enlargement, which is primarily a result of interference with 
CCK-mediated feedback control of exocrine pancreatic 
secretion...”

5802. Hu, Jinfu; Zhang, S.; Jia, E.; Wang, Q.; Liu, S.; et al. 
1988. Diet and cancer of the stomach: a case-control study in 
China. International J. of Cancer 41:331-35. [10 ref]
• Summary: In this case-control study, consumption of 
Chinese-style miso (“fermented soya paste”) or miso soup 
was associated with increased risk of stomach cancer, but the 
association was not signifi cant upon multivariate analysis. 
Address: 1. Dep. of Epidemiology, Harbin Medical College, 
41 Da Zhi St., Harbin, Heilongjiang, China.

5803. Jain, Manoj. 1988. Educating health workers and 
villagers on the dietary uses of soy foods in Madhya Pradesh, 
India. Food and Nutrition Bulletin (United Nations Univ.) 
10(4):41-44. [9 ref]

• Summary: “Research has shown soy foods to be easily 
preparable, highly nutritious, and inexpensive. Common soy 
foods are soy milk, tofu, soy fl our, soy yogurt, and miso, 
which can easily be prepared at home with conventional 
utensils.” A brief description is given of how to make soy 
milk and tofu at home.
 “The training program was developed in conjunction 
with the Mahatma Gandhi Memorial College in Indore, 
Madhya Pradesh, and a non-profi t voluntary agency, 
Bharatiya Grahmeen Mahila Sangh (BGMS).
 “In a two-day training programme, health workers 
were taught soy-foods preparation, soy nutrition, and how 
to conduct demonstrations in villages. Health workers and 
BGMS workers in groups of four prepared soy milk, tofu 
(soy paneer), soy yogurt, and other indigenous recipes such 
as soy bugiya (soaked blended soybeans mixed with gram 
fl our and spices) and halwa (a sweet).
 “After completing the training, the workers conducted 
demonstrations in eleven selected villages.”
 “Results: Thirty-fi ve extension workers from BGMS 
and 15 government health workers from Indore District 
were trained for two days on the uses of soybeans. Over 
a two-month period, each worker gave an average of nine 
demonstrations. Each demonstration as attended on average 
by 23 women.
 “The initial response of the villagers to soy foods was 
one of surprise. A typical comment was: ‘We grow the crop 
and store it in our homes, yet did not know that it could be 
used for food.’ They were amazed to see the many foods that 
could be prepared from soybeans.”
 “The most readily acceptable items were those that 
resembled indigenous foods and were easy to prepare, such 
as roasted and fried soybean, soy halwa, soy chutney, and 
vegetables stuffed with okra and tofu. Soy milk was not 
well accepted because of its beany fl avour. When a mixture 
of 50% soy milk and 50% cow’s milk was made and fennel 
seeds were added, it was more acceptable. The taste of 
soy yogurt (with 50% or 100% soy milk) was much more 
acceptable than that of soy milk. In making soy milk, tofu, 
and soy yogurt, a major problem was grinding the soaked 
soybeans on a grinding stone; the soybeans are slippery and 
grinding is time-consuming.”
 There are 4 tables. Table 3 shows “Nutritional content 
and cost of various indigenous foods prepared with and 
without soybeans.” The seven foods are: Chappati [chapati], 
salad, cutlets, weaning food, chikki (sweet), papad, and badi. 
Address: Medical student, Boston Univ. School of Medicine, 
Boston, Massachusetts; Also work on his master’s degree at 
the Univ.’s School of Public Health.

5804. Kalu, Dike N.; Masoro, E.J.; Yu, B.P.; Hardin, 
R.R.; Hollis, B.W. 1988. Modulation of age-related 
hyperparathyroidism and senile bone loss in Fischer rats by 
soy protein and food restriction. Endocrinology 122(5):1847-
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54. [35 ref]
• Summary: On the basis of this study on “rats fed a soy 
protein-containing diet, a decline in renal function and 
progressive hyperthyroidism are not inevitable consequences 
of aging in the ad libitum fed rats.” Address: Dep. of 
Physiology, Univ. of Texas Health Science Center, 7703 
Floyd Curl, San Antonio, TX 78284.

5805. Ko Swan Djien. 1988. Recollection of tempeh. Onko 
Chishin No. 25. p. 42-48. [11 ref. Eng]
• Summary: A brief review of the author’s involvement 
in fundamental tempeh studies. During the late 1950s the 
author taught Technical Microbiology at the Bandung 
Inst. of Technology in Indonesia. In 1960 he was granted 
a sabbatical to study antibiotics and related fermentation 
processes at the Northern Regional Research Center (Peoria, 
Illinois) under Dr. Clifford W. Hesseltine. “Dr. Hesseltine’s 
background was in conventional liquid agitated pure culture 
fermentation. But when Ko arrived, he had just fi nished 
his fi rst experiments with a solid substrate fermentation 
process of an Asian soybean food, by studying aspects of 
miso fermentation with Dr. K. Shibasaki of Tohoku Univ. 
Dr. Hesseltine became utterly fascinated with the use of 
solid substrates and the application of pure mixed cultures 
in miso fermentation. This made him curious to know more 
about other non-Western fermented foods which were still 
unknown to many people in the Western world. During 
our fi rst conversation, Dr. Hesseltine asked me cautiously, 
whether I was familiar with an Indonesian food which was 
made by fermentation of soybeans with a certain mould 
species. I immediately assumed that he had ‘tempe’ in mind. 
Since tempe is a regular ingredient in the Indonesian menu, it 
was not diffi cult for me to tell him about the culinary aspects 
of tempe. However, knowledge of the microbiological 
aspects was minimal, because basic background information 
was not yet available.
 “Instead of discussing the latest developments of 
fermentation technology which was the purpose of my visit 
to the U.S.A., Dr. Hesseltine and I theorized about tempe 
fermentation and we became more and more fascinated by 
the still unknown aspects. We soon agreed that it might be 
more interesting to study fundamental principles of tempe 
fermentation during my period of practical training rather 
than starting a study of one of the many detailed aspects of 
a modern fermentation process. At that time we could not 
foresee that this decision was a contribution to sparking a 
wave of research activities with world wide interest.”
 This research by Ko and Hesseltine led to the discovery 
that Rhizopus oligosporus was the principal species of 
mold used for traditional tempeh fermentation in Indonesia. 
This led to development of a pure-culture tempeh starter/
inoculum. “An important aspect during these studies was 
the unexpected publicity given by the Indonesian press. 
It aroused curiosity and was a great stimulus to other 

universities and research institutes to study various aspects of 
tempe fermentation.”
 In 1968 the author joined the Agricultural University, 
Wageningen, Netherlands, where his research showed that R. 
oligosporus does not produce afl atoxins, and actually inhibits 
their production. A photo shows Ir. Ko Swan Djien. Address: 
Bandung Inst. of Technology, Indonesia, and Agricultural 
Univ., Wageningen, Netherlands.

5806. Kui-xiong, S.; Zhi, T.; Xin-yao, Q.; Gui-se, J. 1988. 
Epidemiology of gastric cancer in China. In: First Shanghai 
International Symposium on Gastrointestinal Cancers. See p. 
34-44. Held in Shanghai, China. *
• Summary: Consumption of soy products, including 
soymilk, were associated with a decreased risk from stomach 
cancer, but P values were not given.

5807. Prevention magazine. 1988. The Prevention Index: A 
report card on the nation’s health. Prevention in America 5: 
Steps people take–or fail to take–for better health, survey 
summary. Emmaus, Pennsylvania: Rodale Press. 11 p.
• Summary: The results are based on a consumers’ survey 
of 1250 adults (age 18 and over) nationwide conducted for 
Prevention magazine by Louis Harris & Associates, Inc. 
Fieldwork: Nov. 1987. “Aside from a small increase in 
calcium consumption and a slight decline in vitamin and 
mineral consumption, almost no change has taken place in 
the last fi ve years in the structure of the American diet as it 
relates to preventing illness.”
 The following results are for the 1983 and 1987 surveys 
in the form 1983/1987. NA = Data Not Available. “General 
diet: Try to avoid eating too much salt or sodium 53/54%. 
Try to avoid eating too much fat 55/54%. Try to avoid eating 
too many high cholesterol foods 42/42%. Try to avoid eating 
too much sugar and sweet food 51/49%. Try to get enough 
calcium 50/54%. Try to avoid caffeine in beverages such 
as coffee, tea, and certain soda pop NA/34%. Try to avoid 
foods that contain additives such as preservatives, colorings, 
and artifi cial fl avorings NA/36%. Specifi c foods: Try to eat 
enough fi ber 59/60%. Try to eat fi sh twice a week NA/33%. 
Try to eat vegetables in the cabbage family NA/65%. Food 
supplements: Percent who use food supplements NA/53%. 
Try to get enough vitamins and minerals 63/59%.” Address: 
Rodale Press, Inc., Emmaus, Pennsylvania.

5808. Protein Grain Products International. 1988. Protein 
Grain Products for a healthier world (Brochure + Portfolio). 
6707 Old Dominion Dr. Suite 240, McLean, Virginia 22101. 
6 p. 28 cm. Plus 7 inserts.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. High nutrition, low 
cost. Quality production. Versatility of use. Each of the 7 
inserts gives details on a P.L. 480 food, including defi nitions, 
serving suggestions, contents, nutritional analysis, protein 
quality evaluation, and recipes. Those containing soy (in the 
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form of defatted soy fl our or grits) are SFCM: Soy fortifi ed 
cornmeal, SFB: Soy fortifi ed bulgur, CSB: Corn soy blend, 
WSB: Wheat soy blend, and SFSG: Soy fortifi ed sorghum 
grits.
 One of the most practical and acceptable ways to deal 
with world food and nutrition problems is to upgrade the 
quantity and quality of the cereal proteins, by blending them 
with soy fl our or soy grits, which not only increase the level 
of protein but also contain high levels of the amino acids 
which are limiting in most cereal grains. Address: McLean, 
Virginia.

5809. Tsutsumi, C.; Ebine, H. 1988. Miso no eiyô seibun 
bunseki-hô [A method for analyzing the nutrients in miso]. 
Miso no Kagaku to Gijutsu (Miso Science and Technology) 
36(2):53-75. [9 ref. Jap]*
• Summary: Discusses a method for analyzing the proximate 
composition, minerals, vitamins, alcohol, energy content, etc. 
Address: 1. National Food Research Inst., Tsukuba, Ibaraki-
ken, Japan 305; 2. Central Miso Research Institute, Tokyo, 
Japan.

5810. Watanabe, I.; Nagasawa, T. 1988. [Variation in 
chemical composition of soybean seeds among genetic 
resources]. Tohoku Nogyo Kenkyu (Tohoku Agricultural 
Research) 41:105-06. [Jap]*

5811. Adlercreutz, Herman. 1988. Lignans and 
phytoestrogens: Possible preventive role in cancer. Frontiers 
of Gastrointestinal Research 14:165-76. (Progress in Diet 
and Nutrition. Volume editors: C. Horowitz, P. Rozen, Tel 
Aviv. Basel: S. Karger). [25 ref]
• Summary: A review of the literature. The 
lignansenterolactone (Enl), enterodiol (End) and matairesinol 
(Mat) and the isofl avonic phytoestrogens daidzein (Da), 
equol (Eq), O-desmethylangolensin (O-Dma) and genistein 
(Gen) all have weak estrogenic activity, but antiestrogenic 
activities have also been described. Many plant lignans have 
been shown to have anticarcinogenic, antiviral, bactericidal 
and antifungal activities.
 Of the isofl avones, the strongest estrogens are equol and 
genistein, but they are still very weak estrogens compared 
to estradiol and estrone. It is unlikely that all their other 
biological effects are related to their estrogenicity. Note: 
Soybeans are a rich source of phytoestrogens. Address: Dep. 
of Clinical Chemistry, Univ. of Helsinki, Meilahti Hospital, 
Helsinki, Finland.

5812. Adlercreutz, Herman; Honjo, H.; Higashi, A.; Fotsis, 
T.; Hämäläinen, E.; Hasegawa, T.; Okada, H. 1988. Lignan 
and phytoestrogen excretion in Japanese consuming 
traditional diet. Scandinavian J. of Clinical and Laboratory 
Investigation, Supplement 48(Suppl. 190):190.
• Summary: “Epidemiological studies have revealed 

low incidence of hormone dependent cancer in Japanese 
consuming a traditional Japanese diet. One possible 
mechanism is the low content of fat and the low fat/fi ber 
ratio of the diet, which are known to reduce plasma sex 
hormone levels. In addition such a diet may be protective 
with regard to cancer due to its content of lignans and 
isofl avonic phytoestrogens, which seem to affect estrogen 
production, metabolism and biological action.” Lignans and 
especially isofl avonic phytoestrogens are excreted in large 
amounts by Japanese consuming a traditional Japanese diet, 
mainly due to intake of beans and pulses [soy products]. 
Address: Dep. of Clinical Chemistry, Univ. of Helsinki, 
Meilahti Hospital, SF-00290 Helsinki, Finland; and Dep. of 
Obstetrics and Gynecology, The Kyoto Prefectural Univ. of 
Medicine, Kawaramachi, Hirokoji, Kamikyo-ku, Kyoto 602, 
Japan.

5813. Barnard, R. James; Pritikin, Robert; Rosenthal, M.B.; 
Inkeles, S. 1988. Pritikin approach to cardiac rehabilitation. 
In: Joseph Goodgold, ed. 1988. Rehabilitation Medicine. St. 
Louis, Washington, DC, Toronto: The C.V. Mosby Co. xv + 
988 p. See p. 267-84. [42 ref]
• Summary: There are two Pritikin eating plans: “the Pritikin 
Lifetime Eating Plan and the therapeutic modifi cation. 
In both eating plans less than 10% of total calories is 
derived from fat (the ratio of polyunsaturated to saturated 
is 2:4), 10% to 15% from protein, and the remainder from 
carbohydrate (90% unrefi ned). The plans provide 35 to 40 
gm of dietary fi ber per 1000 kcal and only 4 g of sodium 
chloride. The difference between the two plans is the amount 
of cholesterol. The therapeutic modifi cation recommends 
cholesterol consumption of 25 mg or less per day, whereas 
the Lifetime Eating Plan recommends up to 100 mg per day.
 “The eating plans consist primarily of whole grains, 
beans, peas, other vegetables, and fresh fruits.”
 Page 268 notes that “Cooked soybeans and tofu (up 
to 55% calories from fat)” are now recommended on the 
Pritikin Lifetime Eating Plan.

5814. Barsotti, G.; Navalesi, R.; Giampeitro, O.; et al. 1988. 
Effects of a vegetarian, supplemented diet on renal function, 
proteinuria, and glucose metabolism in patients with ‘overt’ 
diabetic nephropathy and renal insuffi ciency. Contributions 
to Nephrology 65:87-94. [23 ref]*
• Summary: “Diabetic neuropathy rarely appears in its 
“overt” form until at least 10 years of insulin dependency 
have passed.” Moreover, it occurs in only a small number of 
patients.
 A vegetarian, supplemented diet improves renal function 
in these patients. Address: Clinica Medica I and II, Univ. of 
Pisa, Italy.

5815. Cai, Jingfi ng (Ts’ai, Ching-feng). 1988. Eating your 
way to health: Dietotherapy in traditional Chinese medicine. 
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Beijing, China: Foreign Language Press. 141 p. Illust. 19 cm. 
*

5816. Garland, Cedric; Garlad, Frank; Thro, Ellen. 1988. The 
calcium connection: A revolutionary diet and health program 
to reduce hypertension, prevent osteoporosis, and lower the 
risk of cancer. New York, NY: Putnam. 254 p. Index. 23 cm. 
*
• Summary: Contains tofu recipes that specifi cally 
recommend Mori-Nu Tofu.

5817. MacLeod, Glesni; Ames, Jennifer. 1988. Soy fl avor 
and its improvement. CRC Critical Reviews in Food Science 
and Nutrition 27(4):219-401. [721 ref]
• Summary: An excellent review of the subject. Contains 35 
tables and 21 fi gures.
 The table of contents states: “A highly characteristic and 
often undesirable fl avor associated with soy protein materials 
largely explains the slower-than-expected progress over 
recent years in the development of high-protein foods based 
on soya. Apart from the inherent fl avor of the bean, different 
fl avors are produced on processing and on storage. Major 
problems are the absence of an attractive positive fl avor, 
the present of off-fl avors of several kinds, the tenacious 
binding of such fl avors to the soy protein molecules, and the 
diffi culties of removing and/or masking these unacceptable 
qualities. This review provides a reappraisal of current 
literature evidence relating to each of these aspects and 
summarizes published patents of processes for soy fl avor 
improvement.”
 The referee is Norman L. Betz, Dep. of Food Science 
and Technology, Louisiana State Univ., Baton Rouge, 
Louisiana, and Technological Resources Limited, Ballwin 
(a western suburb of St. Louis), Missouri. Address: 1. Dep. 
of Food and Nutritional Sciences, King’s College London, 
London, England; 2. Dep. of Food Science and Technology, 
Univ. of Reading, Reading, England.

5818. Montero R., Rafael A.; Mata M., Eduardo J. 1988. 
La soya: Guia para sul cultivo y consumo en Costa Rica 
[The soybean: A guide for its cultivation and consumption 
in Costa Rica]. San Jose, Costa Rica: Editorial de la 
Universidad de Costa Rica. 112 p. Illust. 21 cm. [11 ref. Spa]
• Summary: Contains 23 tables and 8 fi gures plus some 
color photos. Contents: Introduction. The plant. Climate. 
Photoperiod. The variety. The soil. Preparation of the land. 
Times of planting. Inoculation. Fertilization and nutrition. 
The analysis of the soil. Visual symptoms of mineral 
defi ciencies. Density of planting seeds. Considerations 
concerning planting more or less seeds. Diseases. Soybean 
diseases common in Costa Rica. Weed control. Calibration 
of sprinklers. Control of insects. Management of the harvest. 
Mechanical harvesting of soybeans. Aspects which must 
be considered for a good harvest of the crop. Economic 

considerations. Feeding and nutrition based on soy: The 
soybean compared with other protein sources, percentage 
of protein in various protein sources, diagram showing the 
many products derived from soya. Preparation of meals with 
soya: preparation of basic soyfoods at home (preparation of 
whole soybeans, preparation of soymilk, preparation of soy 
fl our, vegetable stew with soybeans, salad, Oriental minced 
meat, rice with soybeans, spaghetti in white sauce with 
soybeans, soybeans in escabeche, cream of soybeans and 
greens, oil roasted soynuts, soy pudding, homemade tofu, 
mixed bread with soya fl our, quick bread with soy fl our). 
Table of conversion: Measures, weights & equivalents.
 Tables show: (1) Description of the vegetative and 
reproductive states of the soybean plant (Source: Fehr 
& Caviness 1977). (2) Origin and characteristics of the 
varieties Jupiter, SIATSA 194-A, and IAC-8. (3) Dates 
recommended for the harvest of soybeans in Costa Rica. 
(4) Extraction of nutrients from each 1000 kg of yield of 
soybean seeds. (5) General reference values for interpreting 
the analytical results of the laboratory of soils of the Ministry 
of Agriculture and Livestock, Costa Rica.
 (6) Critical foliar levels of nutrients at the end of 
fl owering (Niveles críticos foliares de nutrimentos). (7) 
Summary of generalizations about the essential nutrients 
for the soybean. (8) Summary of the principal soybean 
diseases in Costa Rica. (9) Recommended herbicides in 
the cultivation of the soybean and the different doses for 
different soil textures in pre-emergent herbicide application. 
(10) Primary weeds that infect soybean fi elds and effective 
herbicides for weed control. (11) Mix of pre-emergent 
herbicides (herbicidas preemergentes) for the control of 
weeds in soybean cultivation. (12) Recommended nozzle-
type for weed control. (13) Levels of economic damage 
of the soybean from various soybean enemies in Costa 
Rica. (14) Chemicals used for the control of insects in the 
cultivation of the soybean.
 (15) Marketing volume, consumption and grain reserve 
for soybean cake / meal (torta) and soybean oil in the United 
States and the world in the years 1984-1986. (16) Cultivated 
area, average yield and price of the soybean in Costa Rica 
during the period 1979-1987. (17) Monthly price of grain 
(grano), oil and meal (torta) protein in dollars FOB Chicago, 
Illinois, United States, from 1987 and the months January to 
May of 1988. (18) Price of a metric ton of yellow soybeans 
(soya amarilla) in Caldera, Costa Rica. (19) Projection of 
the apparent demand of cakes (tortas) and oleaginous fl ours 
(harinas oleaginosas) 1984-1989.
 (20) Budget for the production of soybeans in Costa 
Rica, harvest of 1988. (21) Total cost of soybean production, 
harvest of 1988. (22) Chemical composition of soybean milk, 
breast milk, and cow milk. (23) Essential amino acid content 
in soybean milk and cow’s milk.
 Figures show: (1) Description of the principal parts of 
the soybean plant. (2) Needs of the soybean (variety Jupiter) 
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for the various stages of growth. (3) Parts of different 
types of nozzles for the application of agrochemicals. (4) 
Various degrees of defoliation of the soybean estimated as 
percentages of foliar tissue loss. (5) Method for measuring 
the level of insects infesting soybeans. (6) Principal insects 
in the cultivation of soybeans. (7) Location of sampled areas 
concerning loss in the mechanical harvesting of soybeans. 
(8) Utilization of soybeans (derived from soy fl our, soybean 
cake or meal, isolated soy protein, soy sprouts, whole dry 
soybeans, tofu, infant formulas, soy sauce, refi ned soy oil, 
lecithin). Address: Costa Rica.

5819. Nagayama, Hisao. 1988. Kinako kenkôhô [Be 
healthy with kinako: Soybeans are very effective foods for 
preventing cancer and senility]. Tokyo: Futaba-sha (or Sôba-
sha). 231 p. 19 cm. [Jap]
• Summary: Kinako is roasted whole soy fl our. The author 
was born in 1934.

5820. Setchell, K.D.R.; Adlercreutz, H. 1988. Mammalian 
lignans and phyto-estrogens–Recent studies on their 
formation, metabolism, and biological role in health and 
disease. In: I.R. Rowland, ed. 1988. Role of the Gut Flora 
in Toxicity and Cancer. London and San Diego: Academic 
Press. x + 517 p. See p. 315-45. [120 ref]
• Summary: Equol, a weak estrogen, represents only a 
small fraction of the total amount of isofl avone in urine; the 
conjugates of the soybean isofl avones daidzein and genistein 
are the major forms present. The high levels of isofl avone in 
the urine of subjects fed soy suggests that these compounds 
are likely to elicit a biological response.
 The Summary (p. 338) ends as follows: “Despite the 
deleterious effects which have been shown to occur by the 
exposure of animals to phyto-oestrogens, it is our belief that, 
based on the evidence thus far obtained, phyto-oestrogens 
may be one of the dietary factors affording protection 
against hormone-dependent disease in vegetarians and 
semi-vegetarians (Setchell et al., 1981b, 1984: Adlercreutz, 
1984).” Address: 1. Dep. of Pediatric Gastroenterology, 
Children’s Hospital Medical Center, Cincinnati, Ohio 45229; 
2. Prof., Dep. of Clinical Chemistry, Univ. of Helsinki, 
Meilahti Hospital, SF-00290 Helsinki, Finland.

5821. Suparmo, -. 1988. Vitamin B-12 formation in tempeh 
fermented by mixed culture. PhD thesis, Michigan State 
University. v + 101 leaves. Illust. 29 cm. *
• Summary: See: Dissertation Abstracts International B49, 
4621 (1989). Includes bibliographic references (leaves 93-
101). Address: Dep. of Food Science.

5822. Thompson, Patricia J.; Jax, Judy Annette. 1988. Teens 
in action. St. Paul, Minnesota: Changing Times Education 
Service / EMC Publishing. 311 + 91 p. 25 cm. Copyright 
1989.

• Summary: This home economics textbook, which comes 
in both a students’ and a teachers’ edition, includes tofu in 
the curriculum–a fi rst. Information and recipes (Golden 
Goddess Parfait, Tofu Smoothie, and Chocolate Pudding) 
were supplied by Linda Barber Pike. Tofu is listed as a 
protein source. A tofu burger is included as an example in a 
lunch menu. Address: 1. Assoc. Prof., Program Coordinator, 
Family and Consumer Studies, Herbert H. Lehman College, 
The City Univ. of New York; 2. Prof. and Administrator, 
Dep. of Human Development, Family Living, and 
Community Educational Services, Univ. of Wisconsin–Stout, 
Menomonie.

5823. Thrash, Agatha Moody; Austin, Phylis. 1988. Sue’s 
kitchen: A vegetarian cookbook. Seale, Alabama: New 
Lifestyle Publications. *
• Summary: The author, a physician, was born in 1931. 
Address: Seale, Alabama.

5824. Walton, L.R.; Walton, J.E.; Scharffenberg, J.A. 1988. 
How you can live six extra years. Santa Barbara, California: 
Woodbridge Press Publishing Co. 121 p. No index. 22 cm. 
[93 endnotes]
• Summary: Health and longevity secrets enjoyed by the 
Seventh-day Adventists for a century could add six to twelve 
years or more to your own life. Based on university research. 
You can use these health practices to reduce your risk from 
killer diseases. Contains recipes and tables.
 This is an unusual book, in that Chapter 1 (for example) 
contains page after page of statistics about the superiority 
of the diet and lifestyle of Seventh-day Adventists without 
citing the sources for these statistics. Moreover the contents 
of the 1988 edition appears to be the same as that of the 1981 
edition.
 Figure 2 is titled “Coronary death rate for Adventist 
men with various dietary habits compared with the general 
population.” Total vegetarian Adventists (vegans) have only 
14% the general coronary death rate, lacto-ovo vegetarians 
have 39% the general rate, and Adventists who eat meat have 
56% the general rate.”
 Table 1 shows that Adventist men have a life expectancy 
of 77 years versus 71 years for California men. Adventist 
women have a life expectancy of 80 years versus 77 years 
for California women. Table 24 summarizes the Adventist 
lifestyle: No tobacco or alcohol. Vegetarian diet (which may 
include milk and eggs). No pork or pork products. Avoid 
caffeine, spices and spicy foods, hot condiments. Emphasize: 
Whole grains, fruits, nuts, vegetables, as fresh and naturally 
served as possible. Fresh air. Exercise. Enjoyment of nature. 
Trust in divine power.
 Recipes include Scrambled tofu (p. 97). Chicken-
style Soyameat with gravy sauce (p. 97). Soyannaise (with 
Soyagen powder, 107). Tofu salad dressing (p. 112). Address: 
1. Attorney at Law, Bakersfi eld, California; 3. Bakersfi eld, 
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California–M.D., Assoc. Prof. of Applied Nutrition, Loma 
Linda Univ., Loma Linda, California.

5825. Watanabe, Michiko; Arai, Soichi. 1988. The plastein 
reaction and its applications. Developments in Food Proteins 
6:179-217. Chap. 5. (B.J.F. Hudson, ed. London and 
Englewood, New Jersey: Applied Science Publishers). [107 
ref]
• Summary: “It has long been known that when a protein 
is hydrolyzed with a protease and allowed to stand, it is 
sometimes transformed into a gel-like product. Surprisingly, 
this phenomenon was fi rst discovered a century ago (by 
Danielwski; cited in 1911). The product was then named 
‘plastein’ and was thought to be formed through a reverse 
reaction catalyzed by the protease. It is now known that 
the substance ‘plastein’ does exist. Also, the term ‘plastein 
reaction’ is commonly used to refer to a protease-catalyzed 
process” involving the formation of a gel-like product from 
an oligopeptide mixture or a partial protein hydrolyzate.
 “In recent studies, conducted in order to develop the 
plastein reaction for various practical purposes, plastein is 
often defi ned as a precipitate formed when an entire plastein-
reaction product is treated with a typical protein denaturant 
like trichloracetic acid (TCA).”
 Soy protein is often hydrolyzed with proteinases. Table 
1 shows “Optimum pH values for hydrolysis of soy protein 
with proteinases and for plastein synthesis from a peptic 
hydrolyzate of soy protein with the same proteinases” (From 
Yamashita et al. 1971). Soy protein was fi rst improved by 
incorporating methionine ethyl ester (Yamashita et al. 1979), 
since methionine is the fi rst limiting amino acid of soy 
protein. However, the current practice of adding methionine 
leads to two problems: it has an undesirable fl avor, and 
it is chemically unstable. Address: Dep. of Agricultural 
Chemistry, Univ. of Tokyo, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo 113, Japan.

5826. Madden, Stephen. 1989. Have a heart [Phil Sokolof 
and National Heart Savers Assoc. denounce tropical oils]. 
Fortune. Jan. 16. p. 117.
• Summary: “Phil Sokolof, the multimillionaire owner of 
Phillips Manufacturing Co., a building supply manufacturer 
in Omaha, Nebraska, is giving food company executives 
a bad case of angina. Sokolof serves as president, and 
bankroller, of the National Heart Savers Association, an 
organization committed to lowering America’s cholesterol. 
The group recently took out full-page ads in several big 
newspapers–including the New York Times and the Wall 
Street Journal–to pressure food companies to eliminate 
coconut and palm oils from their products. Such oils are 
linked to high cholesterol levels, which in turn can lead to 
heart disease.
 “Sokolof’s ads weren’t subtle. They named ten 
products he says are “poisoning America” with their high 
concentrations of the two tropical oils. The offenders 

included Sunshine’s Hydrox cookies, Nabisco’s Triscuit 
crackers, Carnation’s Coffee-mate, Procter & Gamble’s 
Crisco [shortening], Kellogg’s Cracklin’ Oat Bran, and 
Pepperidge Farm’s Goldfi sh crackers. Goldfi sh too? Say it 
ain’t so, Phil.
 “Sokolof, 66, began his cholesterol-busting crusade 22 
years ago, after he had a heart attack. He has spent more 
than $2 million of his own money to publicize the dangers of 
cholesterol and to persuade food companies to use healthier 
ingredients like corn and soy oil.”

5827. Bechman, Tom. 1989. Tapping the Japanese food 
market with specialty soybeans. Indiana Prairie Farmer 
(Lombard, Illinois). Jan. 17. p. 14-15.
• Summary: Purdue University agronomist Marvin 
Swearingin believes the time has come to produce 
specialized soybeans for the Japanese tofu market, which 
consumes 37,000,000 bushels a year. Do do this America 
must: 1. Develop a specialized product which provides 
traits the Japanese can’t get from bulk shipments. 2. Find a 
company that can ship to the tofu maker in Japan. 3. Find 
an economical way to ship the beans from elevators to 
rail shipping points and thence to ports–perhaps using the 
Japanese freight cars that bring auto parts to the Midwest 
and return empty to the ports. 4. Find elevators with suitable 
facilities receive, size, condition to specifi cations, and bad 
the specialized soybeans. 5. Get a third party, such as the 
Indiana Crop Improvement Assoc., to inspect the fi elds and 
certify that the beans are what they are supposed to be. 6. 
Have farmers to grow the beans under contract.
 At Indiana, Jim Wilcox and Swearingin are screening 
varieties and lines to uncover the traits that the Japanese 
need to produce premium tofu. Funds for the project were 
provided through the Value-Added Center established by the 
Indiana legislature in 1988. Generally the Japanese prefer 
large-seeded (1,500 to 1,700 seeds/lb) varieties with a clear 
hylum for tofu production.
 Also at Purdue, Niels Nielsen, a USDA researcher, 
heads up a team of researchers who have tried for years to 
develop soybeans that don’t contain lipoxygenase enzymes. 
They have succeeded in producing soy beans free of the 
lipoxygenase-2 isozyme.

5828. Fairchild, Barbara. 1989. MU [Missouri University] 
lab develops futuristic foods: Using soybeans, pork, 
scientists devise new treats. Fulton Sun (Fulton, Missouri). 
Jan. 19.
• Summary: Soy bran is mixed with pork to add dietary 
fi ber and minerals, and reduce calories. The result is a 
more healthful, value added meat snack, developed by food 
scientists Nan and Ken Unklesbay, and Zane Helsel.

5829. Theses on soybeans and soyfoods: Dissertation 
Abstracts (Database search report). 1989. 234 p. Jan. 20. 28 
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cm. Unpublished manuscript. [1106 ref]
• Summary: The Dissertation Abstracts database contains 
virtually every American PhD dissertation accepted at an 
accredited institution since 1861. A search yielded 1,106 
theses on soybeans and soyfoods not including records with 
the terms pathogen*, Disease*, weeds, or insect* in the title 
or abstract. * = truncated term.
 It contained the following number of theses on soyfoods: 
Soymilk 9-14, tofu 6, tempeh 6, miso 4, soy sauce 3, and 
natto 2.
 The most valuable records for us are in the subject 
categories Food Science & Technology; Health Sciences, 
Nutrition; and Economics, Agricultural. Other subject 
categories include: Agriculture (Agronomy, Animal Culture 
& Nutrition, General, Plant Culture, Plant Physiology); 
Biochemistry; Botany; Chemistry (Agricultural and 
Biological, Analytical); Engineering, Chemical; Entomology.
 A count of the records in which we were interested 
by state where the thesis was written shows the following: 
Illinois 128, Iowa 68, Indiana 37, New York 30, Missouri 28, 
Michigan 26, Minnesota 25, and Ohio 17.

5830. Andrews, Edmund. 1989. Patent fi le: U.S. Hall of 
Fame honors fi rst blacks. San Francisco Chronicle. Jan. 27. 
p. A4.
• Summary: “For the fi rst time since its creation in 1973, 
the National Inventors Hall of Fame has elected two black 
inventors, George Washington Carver and Percy L. Julian...
 “Julian, an organic chemist who lived from 1899 to 
1975, taught at DePauw University, then worked for Glidden 
Co., and eventually started his own laboratory.
 “He synthesized a number of naturally occurring 
hormones, the most important being cortisone.”
 Note: Both Carver and Julian did pioneering work with 
soybeans and soy products. Address: New York Times.

5831. Labib, M.; Gama, R.; Wright, J.; Marks, V.; Robins, 
D. 1989. Dietary maladvice as a cause of hypothyroidism 
and short stature. British Medical Journal 298(6668):232-33. 
Jan. 28. [5 ref]
• Summary: A four year old boy was investigated for short 
stature. When he was 2 years old, his mother sought advice 
because of his poor appetite and constipation. A dietitian 
advised his mother to withdraw cow’s milk and give him 
soya milk. During the next 6 months he developed diarrhea. 
Address: 1. MRCPATH, senior registrar; 2. MRCP, registrar; 
3. MRCPATH, Consultant; 4. FRCPATH, Prof.; 5. FRCP, 
consultant paediatrician. All: Departments of Clinical 
Biochemistry and Clinical Nutrition and Paediatrics, St. 
Luke’s Hospital, Guildford, Surrey GU1 3NT.

5832. Babayan, V.K. 1989. The sense and nonsense about 
fats in the diet. Food Technology 43(1):90-91, 207. Jan. [2 
ref]

• Summary: “This personal perspective maintains that in the 
context of the American diet coconut oil has been wrongly 
singled out as harmful.” About 40% of the calories in the 
American diet come from fat, and about 99% of that comes 
from long-chain triglycerides (including hydrogenated oils). 
Among saturated fats, there are both medium-chain and 
long-chain triglycerides. The medium-chain include coconut 
oil, kernel oils (lauric fats), babassu, and palm kernel oil. 
The long-chain include dairy fats, lard, tallow, palm oil, and 
stearine. The author believes that this is a crucial distinction. 
The monounsaturates (omega 9, high oleic) include olive, 
canola, and some saffl ower and sunfl ower hybrids. The 
polyunsaturates have two major subgroups: The omega 6 
(high in linoleic acid) include corn, cotton, soya, saffl ower, 
and sunfl ower. The omega 3 (high linolenic) include linseed 
and fi sh oils (menhaden, salmon, mackerel, tuna, anchovy). 
Address: Director of Research Nutrition/Metabolism Lab., 
Cancer Research Inst., New England Deaconess Hospital, 
194 Pilgrim Rd., Boston, Massachusetts 02215.

5833. Grynspan, Frida; Cheryan, Munir. 1989. Phytate-
calcium interactions with soy protein. J. of the American Oil 
Chemists’ Society 66(1):93-97. Jan. [21 ref]
• Summary: Solubilities of mixtures of soy protein isolate, 
calcium and phytate were determined as a function of pH and 
molar ratio of the components. The solubility of phytate and 
the complexed mineral appears to be affected dramatically 
by the presence of proteins. Address: Dep. of Food Science, 
Univ. of Illinois.

5834. Jung, M.Y.; Yoon, S.H.; Min, D.B. 1989. Effects of 
processing steps on the contents of minor compounds and 
oxidation of soybean oil. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ 
Society 66(1):118-20. Jan. [23 ref]
• Summary: The processes of degumming, alkali refi ning, 
bleaching and deodorization removed 99.8% phospholipids, 
90.7% iron, 100% chlorophyll, 97.3% free fatty acids and 
31.8% tocopherols from crude soybean oil. Address: Dep. of 
Food Science & Nutrition, The Ohio State Univ., 2121 Fyffe 
Rd., Columbus, OH 43210.

5835. Williams, Linda. 1989. Importers’ group launches 
palm oil defense. Los Angeles Times. Feb. 2.
• Summary: “Tropical oils have been accused of contributing 
to heart disease in America. The Malaysian Oil Palm 
Growers Assoc. has suffered a 44% decline in oil exports 
to the USA since 1986.” Hill & Knowlton Inc. is the U.S. 
public relations fi rm coordinating the expensive campaign 
that urges Americans “not to be intimidated by scare tactics 
which are not based on scientifi c studies.” Address: Staff 
writer.

5836. Malaysian Oil Palm Growers’ Council. 1989. To the 
American people–The facts about palm oil (Ad). Wall Street 
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Journal. Feb. 7. p. A23.
• Summary: This ad makes 9 points and presents a graph 
(based on 8 studies with no sources cited) which appears 
to show that consumption of palm oil reduces blood 
cholesterol. Among the points: “Initial scientifi c research has 
provided evidence that Palm Oil is a healthy and nutritious 
vegetable oil with positive anti-thrombotic properties... 
Palm Oil can be used in its natural form and, generally, 
does not require artifi cial hardening or hydrogenation. 
Polyunsaturated vegetable oils must be hydrogenated before 
they can be used for shortening or for any other form of 
solid fat products... Hydrogenation of polyunsaturated oils 
seems to promote saturation and creates trans fatty acids in 
oils exposed to such processes. Approximately 70% of the 
soybean oil consumed in the USA is hydrogenated... Palm 
Oil is extracted from the steam-sterilized fruit without the 
use of solvent, which is generally used when extracting 
polyunsaturated oils.”

5837. Sundstrom, Jill. 1989. Soybeans part of nutritional 
shift. Plain Talk (Vermillion, South Dakota). Feb. 16.
• Summary: Ray Schulz of rural Vermillion is a farmer 
interested in promoting his crops–one of which is soybeans. 
Ray is chairman of the South Dakota Soybean Research and 
Promotion Council. He notes that the use of soybeans “in 
food products is nothing new. Soybeans have been used in 
making salad dressing and mayonnaise... Tofu is a cheese-
type food made from soybean milk. Jofu, which also contains 
soymilk, is a relatively new yogurt-like dessert.”

5838. Steinkraus, Keith H. 1989. Re: Producing and 
distributing a vacuum packed tofu without danger from 
botulism. Letter to Andrew Schecter, Northern Soy Inc., 545 
West Ave., Rochester, New York, Feb. 27. 1 p. Typed, with 
signature.
• Summary: Dr. Steinkraus is a world-famous microbiologist 
who has conducted and supervised considerable research 
on the microbiology of tofu. After discussing good 
manufacturing practices for tofu, he concludes: “In my 
opinion, you can produce and distribute a vacuum packed 
tofu without danger from botulism.” Address: Ph.D., Prof.of 
Microbiology emeritus, Cornell Univ., New York.

5839. DiPietro, Christina M.; Liener, Irvin E. 1989. Heat 
inactivation of the Kunitz and Bowman-Birk soybean 
protease inhibitors. J. of Agricultural and Food Chemistry 
37(1):39-44. Jan/Feb. [28 ref]
• Summary: The Kunitz trypsin inhibitor, not the Bowman-
Birk inhibitor, is responsible for the heat-stabile activity 
of commercial soy fl our that inhibits trypsin activity. 
Address: 1. Dep. of Food Science and Nutrition; 2. Dep. of 
Biochemistry. Both: Univ. of Minnesota, St. Paul, Minnesota 
55108; DiPietro’s present address: Kraft, Inc., 801 Waukegan 
Rd., Glenview, Illinois 60025.

5840. Mittal, S.K.; Mital, B.K.; Garg, S.K. 1989. Nutritional 
quality of soy protein concentrates prepared by fermentation, 
acid leach and alcohol leach methods. In: A.J. Pascale, ed. 
1989. World Soybean Research Conference IV. Buenos 
Aires: Continuing Committee. xxviii + 2152 p. See p. 1762-
66. [11 ref]
• Summary: “For preparing soy protein concentrate (SPC) 
by fermentation, slurry containing 10% defatted soy fl our 
(protein 54.68%, total solids 95.28%) was supplemented 
with sucrose 3%, pasteurized (80ºC for 30 min.) and 
fermented with mixed culture of Streptococcus thermophilus 
and Lactobacillus acidophilus. SPC thus prepared exhibited 
higher protein effi ciency ratio (2.08) than obtained for SPC 
prepared by acid leach (1.78) or alcohol leach (1.86) method. 
The biological value for SPC prepared by fermentation was 
89.0 whereas for SPCs obtained by acid and alcohol leach 
methods it was 84.0–84.5.” Address: G.B. Pant Univ. of 
Agriculture and Technology, Pantnagar-263 145, U.P., India.

5841. Moran, Victoria. 1989. Protein complementing: The 
myth that missed by a mile. Vegetarian Times. Feb. p. 22-25, 
64. [1 ref]
• Summary: A critique of the theory of protein 
complementarity as presented by Frances Moore Lappe 
in Diet for a Small Planet. Dr. John McDougall is a 
“leading voice in the forget-about-complementing chorus.” 
McDougall, an internist and former professor of medicine... 
takes issue with the idea that vegetable protein is in any way 
inferior to animal protein–and that suffi cient amino acids 
are hard to come by. ‘It sounds simplistic, but you’ve got to 
remember that the biggest muscles around are in elephants, 
cows, and horses. They eat plants.’ Too much protein can 
lead to loss of calcium through the urine, contributing to 
osteoporosis. It also places an unnecessary burden on the 
kidneys. For most people, meeting protein requirements isn’t 
diffi cult, even with no animal foods and no combining.

5842. Orf, J.H. 1989. Breeding soybeans lacking 
antinutritional factors. In: A.J. Pascale, ed. 1989. World 
Soybean Research Conference IV. Buenos Aires: Continuing 
Committee. xxviii + 2152 p. See p. 1091-1100. [72 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Protease inhibitors. Lectins. 
Oligosaccharides. Goitrogens. Allergens. Phytates. 
Antivitamins. Saponins. Estrogens. Summary: Of the 
antinutritional factors discussed, it appears that the protease 
inhibitors and the oligosaccharides should receive the 
most attention. Breeding for the lack of the Kunitz trypsin 
inhibitor has progressed the farthest.
 Concerning goitrogens: “Since the precise goitrogenic 
factor has not been identifi ed, no screening studies of the 
soybean germplasm collection have been conducted to 
search for accessions that lack the goitrogenic factor.”
 Concerning allergens: “Allergens, in contrast to 
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most other antinutritional factors, only affect individuals 
possessing hypersensitivity to specifi c components or 
factors. These factors are generally innocuous to most 
people regardless of the amount ingested. Thus soybean 
products are usually considered hypoallergenic (Ratner 
et al., 1955). There are reports, however, of instances of 
allergenic responses by humans to soybean products (Liener, 
1981). Several different components including glycinin, 
Beta-conglycinin, the 2S-globulin and even the Kunitz 
trypsin inhibitor have been suggested as being responsible 
for soybean allergy in humans (Kilshaw and Sissons, 1979; 
Moroz and Yang, 1980; Shibasaki et al., 1980). Since the 
components of soybean protein (except for the Kunitz 
inhibitor) that have been suggested as causing the allergenic 
reaction are present in such large quantities, breeding 
soybeans which lack the allergenic factor(s) does not seem 
feasible.” Address: Dep. of Agronomy and Plant Genetics, 
Univ. of Minnesota, St. Paul, MN 55108.

5843. Pascale, A.J. ed. 1989. IV Conferencia Mundial de 
Investigacion en Soja: Actas [World Soybean Research 
Conference IV: Proceedings. 4 vols.]. Buenos Aires, 
Argentina: Continuing Committee and Asociacion Argentina 
de la Soja. xxviii + 2152 p. 4 volumes. Held 5-9 March 1989 
at Buenos Aires, Brazil. Author index. 23 cm. [Spa]
• Summary: These volumes, published in February 
1989, shortly before the Conference and presented to the 
participants upon registration, contain the following major 
divisions: Vol. I. Table of contents of all 4 volumes. Author 
index. 1. Plenary papers (p. 1-58). 2. Crop management and 
production (p. 59-550): Ecology, physiology, rhizobiology.
 Vol. II. Crop management and production (continued, 
p. 551-881): Cropping, seed production. 3. Genetics and 
breeding (p. 883-1117): Genetic resources and breeding for 
yield, breeding for physiological traits and crop adaptation, 
breeding for product and seed quality.
 Vol. III. 3. Genetics and breeding (continued, p. 1119-
1268): Breeding for specifi c objectives. Biotechnology. 
4. Vegetal protection (p. 1269-1605): Phytopathology, 
nematology, entomology.
 Vol. IV. 4. Vegetal protection (continued, p. 1607-1694): 
Weeds. 5. Symposium on the Diaporthe/Phomopsis disease 
complex of soybean (p. 1695-1724). 6. Industrialization 
and uses (p. 1725-1878). 7. Economy [Economics] and 
marketing (p. 1879-1937). 7. Papers not included in their 
corresponding areas (p. 1939-2151). Address: Buenos Aires, 
Argentina.

5844. Sanchez, H.D.; Gonzalez, R.J.; Osella, C.A.; de la 
Torre, M.A.; Mancuaello, J.C.; Gutierrez Herrera, A. 1989. 
Uso de okara en productos horneados [Use of okara in 
baked products]. In: A.J. Pascale, ed. 1989. World Soybean 
Research Conference IV. Buenos Aires: Continuing 
Committee. xxviii + 2152 p. See p. 1803-12. [10 ref. Spa]

• Summary: When okara is substituted for other soy 
products, at the same level, as a raw material in baked goods 
(such as bread or biscuits), it causes a decrease in product 
in quality. This decrease is not important when the level 
of substitution is in the range of 10-15% for biscuits or 
crackers. Okara is a good, inexpensive source of soy fi ber 
plus some protein. Because it is rich in lysine, it provides 
good complementary protein.
 In this study, okara was dried in two ways (high 
temperature short time, and low temperature long time), and 
was milled to two different degrees of fi neness after drying. 
These latter factors had little effect on product quality. 
Address: 1-5. Instituto Tecnologia de Alimentos U.N.L. 
Ciudad Universitaria–CC. 428 (3000) Santa Fe, Argentina; 
6. AdeS Alimentos de Soja S.A., Suipacha 570, Piso 3º “B” 
(1008) Buenos Aires, Argentina.

5845. Shanmugasundaram, S.; Tsou, S.C.S.; Cheng, S.H. 
1989. Vegetable soybeans in the East. In: A.J. Pascale, ed. 
1989. World Soybean Research Conference IV. Buenos 
Aires: Continuing Committee. xxviii + 2152 p. See p. 1979-
86. [12 ref]
• Summary: “Soybeans harvested and used green, between 
the R6 and R7 growth stages are termed vegetable soybeans. 
Japan, Korea, China, Thailand and Nepal currently grow and 
consume vegetable soybeans... For the Japanese consumer, 
vegetable soybeans have two or more seeded pods, bright 
green pod wall after blanching or cooking, large seed, gray 
pubescence, colorless hilum, specifi c pod length and width 
and no more than 175 pods per 500 gm. The outer pod coat 
should be devoid of any blemishes. After boiling, the taste 
should be slightly sweet and not oily. A number of seed 
companies, especially in Japan breed vegetable soybeans. 
AVRDC is currently developing vegetable soybeans that are 
adapted to the tropics and subtropics...
 “The whole plant is harvested and the leaves are 
stripped; the stems with pods are bundled and sold in Japan 
and Thailand. In Taiwan, Nepal, China and Korea, the pods 
are stripped from the plant and marketed... The majority of 
the vegetable soybeans in Taiwan are frozen in the pod and 
exported to Japan...
 “In terms of nutrient content, the vegetable soybean can 
be considered as an excellent source of thiamine, a good 
source of protein, ribofl avin, iron and phosphorus. It has 
adequate vitamin C; it is fair in calcium, but poor in vitamin 
A.
 “In Japan, the area devoted to vegetable soybean 
increased from 6,980 hectares in 1967 to 14,000 hectares 
in 1986 including those planted in vinyl houses... The total 
vegetable soybean requirement in Japan is about 130,000 
to 150,000 tons of green pod per annum. The production 
in Japan varies from 110,000 to 120,000 tons. To meet the 
domestic demand, Japan imports about 30,000 to 50,000 
tons... The amount of frozen vegetable soybeans exported 
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from Taiwan in 1981 was worth US $21 million and reached 
almost US $63 million in 1987. The domestic Taiwanese 
consumption of vegetable soybean also steadily increased 
from 4,700 tons in 1984 to more than 13,000 tons in 1987...
 “At present, there are 27 frozen food processing 
companies in Taiwan which process frozen vegetable 
soybeans... Five major processors handle 2,713 tons to 
11,552 tons per annum...
 “In Japan, vegetable soybean varietal development is 
conducted by the private seed companies. During the past 
30 years the seed companies in Japan developed more than 
50 new vegetable soybean varieties. Currently, the most 
popular ones to name a few are: Tsurunoko, Ryokkoh, 
Kegon, Hatsutaka, Taisho shiroge, Nakate Kaori, Suzumo, 
Enrei, Fukuda, Raityo, Shirobato, Tamasudare, Hakutyo 
and Shiratsuyu.” Address: 1-2. Asian Vegetable R&D 
Center, P.O. Box 205, Taipei 10099, Taiwan; 3. Council of 
Agriculture, 37 Nan-Hai Rd., Taipei 10728, Taiwan.

5846. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. comps. 1989. 
Bibliography of soymilk and soymilk products: 2,612 
references from A.D. 1500 to 1989. Lafayette, California: 
Soyfoods Center. 323 p. Subject/geographical index. Author/
company index. Extensively annotated. Printed Feb. 6. 28 
cm. [2612 ref]
• Summary: This is the most comprehensive bibliography 
ever published on soymilk. It is also the single most current 
and useful source of information on this subject available 
today, since 64% of all references (and most of the current 
ones) contain a summary/abstract averaging 80 words in 
length.
 One of more than 40 bibliographies on soybeans and 
soyfoods being published by the Soyfoods Center, it is based 
on historical principles, listing all known documents and 
commercial products in chronological order. Containing 37 
different document types (both published and unpublished, 
including many original interviews and partial translations 
of Japanese and European works), it is a powerful tool 
for understanding the development of this subject and 
related products from its earliest beginnings to the present, 
worldwide.
 Compiled one record at a time over a period of 15 years, 
each reference in this bibliography features (in addition to 
the typical author, date, title, volume and pages information) 
the author’s address, number of references cited, original 
title of all non-English publications together with an English 
translation, month and issue of publication, and the fi rst 
author’s fi rst name (if given).
 It also includes details on 577 commercial soymilk 
products, including the product name, date of introduction, 
manufacturer’s name, address and phone number, and (in 
many cases) ingredients, weight, packaging and price, 
storage requirements, nutritional composition, and a 
description of the label. Sources of additional information 

on each product (such as references to and summaries of 
advertisements, articles, patents, etc.) are also given.
 Details on how to use the bibliography, a complete 
subject and geographical index, an author/company index, 
and a bibliometric analysis of the composition of the book 
(by language, document type, year, leading countries, states, 
and related subjects) are also included. Address: Soyfoods 
Center, P.O. Box 234, Lafayette, California 94549. Phone: 
415-283-2991.

5847. Soybean Digest. 1989. Mmmm good: New process 
allows bakers to raise nutritional value with soy fl our. Feb. p. 
56h.
• Summary: “Despite its high protein content, the soybean 
continues to be under-used as a direct human food source, 
even in the poorest countries desperate for low-cost sources 
of protein and calories.
 “This situation, however, could soon change with a 
new soy fl our made with an innovative processing system 
developed by scientists from the International Soybean 
Program (INTSOY) at the University of Illinois.
 INTSOY researchers have produced an array of tasty, 
baked products with 12% to 25% soy fl our from this process. 
These products–from cakes and breads to cookies and pizza 
dough–contain 50% or more protein than their counterparts 
made from only wheat or other cereal fl ours.
 “’The meal or cake produced from our process has about 
50% protein and 5% oil,’ points out Alvin Nelson, INTSOY 
use program leader. “It is so nutritionally valuable that it 
really should be used for human food rather than only as 
animal feed.’
 “The new soy fl our does more than increase the quantity 
of protein in baked goods. It improves the quality of the 
protein by balancing the lysine and sulfur-bearing amino acid 
contents.
 “’When we put soy and wheat fl ours together, we end up 
with a protein quality slightly higher than for soy alone. But 
most importantly, it’s much higher than for wheat alone,’ he 
says.
 “Nelson says the new soy fl our also keeps baked 
products fresh longer than for wheat fl our alone. ‘The soy 
holds moisture much better than wheat or other cereal fl ours,’ 
he says. ‘Bread made with only 12% soy fl our will not go 
stale nearly as quickly as that made from l00% wheat fl our.’
 “The major breakthrough in developing this new 
processing system for fl our came when researchers began 
precooking soybeans in an extruder before passing them 
through a mechanical oil press.
 “The extruder is a piece of commercial equipment that 
cooks the beans for a short time at high temperature and low 
moisture. The heat ruptures the cells so that almost 75% of 
the oil in the soybean can be removed with one pass through 
the press. The process yields two value-added products–a 
highly stable natural oil and a meal or cake with most of the 
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oil removed.
 “’This cake has an advantage because it can be ground 
into fl our with an inexpensive hammer mill,’ Nelson 
explains. ‘By comparison, cake that retains all the soybean’s 
original oil requires expensive milling equipment.’
 “Nelson expects that the soy fl our from this process has 
major potential as a health food product in the U.S. He also 
foresees numerous uses in developing countries where high-
quality protein is often in short supply.
 “The key is to add the fl our without changing the taste or 
texture of the fi nished baked products.
 “When you properly blend this fl our, you don’t alter the 
food in any way that changes its acceptability,’ he says. “The 
fl our is so mild in fl avor that people can eat their normal food 
and never realize that it now has much more protein. That’s 
exactly what we’ve been striving for.’
 “The result, Nelson points out, should be increased 
markets for soybeans, especially in developing countries. 
‘We have barely tapped the possibilities,’ he says. ‘But, I am 
convinced that what we have done already will contribute to 
an expanded market for soybeans.’”
 A photo shows Prof. Alvin Nelson with an array of cakes 
and breads made from the new enriched fl our.

5848. Turatti, J.M.; Canto, W.L. 1989. Uses for soy protein 
products in Brazil. In: A.J. Pascale, ed. 1989. World 
Soybean Research Conference IV. Buenos Aires: Continuing 
Committee. xxviii + 2152 p. See p. 1774-78. [3 ref. Eng]
• Summary: “Products such as defatted and full fat fl our, 
textured protein, concentrate, isolate, soy milk powder 
and hydrolyzed proteins are being produced by four main 
industries [companies], and its use has been generalized in 
the infant feeding industry and in meat products. On a similar 
scale it has also been used in the pharmaceutical and bakery 
industries, as well as in chocolates, ice cream and candies. 
The total annual production is around 80,000 tons, and 75% 
of this amount is textured soy protein. The main reasons for 
their use are low price, functional and nutritional properties 
and also diffi culties with the supply of meat. Although small 
amounts of soy milk powder have been exported, most of the 
production is consumed on the internal market.”
 Producers of soybean intermediate products are: Sanbra 
S.A.–Sociedade Algodoeira do Nordeste Brasileiro S.A. (Sao 
Paulo–S.P.); Noval–Produtos Alimenticios Ltda. (Guaiba–
RS); Olvebra S.A.–Ind. e Com. de Oleos Vegetais (Porto 
Alegre–R.S.); Nutrimental S.A.–Ind. e Com. [Industria e 
Comercio] de Alimentos (Sao Jose dos Pinhais–PR); Pink 
(Belo Horizonte–MG); Fiss (Nestlé, Sao Paulo–SP) and 
Laboratorios Griffi th do Brasil.
 Utilizers of soybean intermediate products in infant 
feeding products: Bhering–Prod. Alimenticios S.A. (Rio de 
Janeiro–RJ); Nutricia S.A. Industria e Comercio de Produtos 
Dieteticos e Nutricionais (Rio de Janeiro–RJ); Nutrimental 
S.A. Industria e Comercio de Alimentos (Sao Jose dos 

Pinhais–PR.) e Pratica Industrial (Taquara–RS.).
 Meat processors: Swift–Armour S.A. Ind. e Com. (Santo 
Andre–SP.); Frigorifi co Herme (Sao Paulo–SP); Frigobras 
(Sadia–Sao Paulo–SP); Comabra (Wilson–Sao Paulo–SP).
 Producers of bakery products: Pao Americano–Industria 
e Comercio S.A. an Lua Nova–Industria e Comercio de Prod. 
Alimenticios Ltda.
 Pharmaceutical industry: Laboraterapica Bristol–
Quimica e Farmaceutica Ltda. (Sao Paulo–SP).
 “It has been estimated that, in 1985, the total soybean 
proteic products production was around 80,000 ton, produced 
in decreasing order, by: Olvebra, Nutrimental–(Filial Energe) 
and Noval. The most important products, in quantitative 
terms, were: texturized protein, accounting for 75% of the 
total production, followed by the powdered soymilk fl ours, 
concentrates, isolates, etc.
 “The major buyers of soybean proteic products are those 
industries producing to infant feeding programs coordinated 
by FAE (Fudacao de Assistencia ao Estudante) and other 
institutional organizations such as PCA (Programa de 
Complementacao Alimentar) and LBA (Legiao Brasileira de 
Assistencia) and the meat processors and on a smaller scale 
the pharmaceutical, chocolate and baking industries...
 “Soybean protein products have been used in vegetarian 
and macrobiotic products, due to their vegetable origin, 
high protein content and low price.” Address: Instituto de 
Technologia de Alimentos, Avenida Brasil, 2880–C.P. 139, 
13.073–Campinas–SP, Brazil.

5849. Vegetarian Times. 1989. Heart wars. Feb. p. 8.
• Summary: Number of Americans killed in World Wars I 
and II, Korea and Vietnam: 636,282. Number of Americans 
who died of cardiovascular disease in 1985: 968,240.

5850. Voice of the Turtle (Husum, Washington). 1989. A brief 
history of Turtle Island Soy Dairy. 1:1. Feb.
• Summary: This is fi rst issue of the Newsletter of Turtle 
Island Soy Dairy. “Turtle Island was founded by Seth Tibbott 
on December 1, 1980 in Forest Grove, Oregon. Seth had 
been making tempeh for family and friends for two years” 
starting [in the summer of 1977] in Tennessee.
 “Hope Co-op Cafe: Seeing that no one was making 
the product in Portland and that his tasted better than the 
commercial varieties on the market, Seth quit his job as a 
naturalist and set up shop in the kitchen of the cafe at Hope 
Co-op in Forest Grove. The cafe was open from 11 am to 4 
pm and the tempeh shop was open from 4 pm on (sometimes 
all night). It had it’s drawbacks and many a night Seth spent 
crashed out in the day care pen while he waited for that last 
batch to ripen. In the end, those long nights allowed Seth to 
take his product from a hobby to a business with a minimal 
investment of 2,000 dollars.
 “In the early days tempeh was very new to the natural 
food market and sales grew quickly. For Thanksgiving 
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that year, (1981), Seth created the nation’s fi rst multi-grain 
tempeh calling it Five Grain Tempeh. When nearly every 
other manufacturer in the country followed suit, he knew he 
was onto something.
 “Seth then took on four new partners, Belinda Hanley, 
Alex Lyon, and two silent partners. Alex, the George 
Washington of American Tempeh, was largely responsible 
for bringing the product out of the scientifi c journals and into 
the production kitchens.
 “On to Husum: In 1982, Seth approached the White 
Salmon School board about renting out the vacant school 
building in Husum, Washington. Husum is a small town of 
about 200 in the White Salmon River Valley, 65 miles east of 
Portland, Oregon. When the board accepted his offer (after a 
snack of tempeh salad), Turtle Island moved into the 10,000 
square foot facility. In many ways it was the perfect home. 
The location, an hour and a half drive from a large urban 
area, assured the turtles that their products would be made 
with plenty of fresh air and clear water. (Seth had read that in 
Indonesia, the best tempeh came from the mountain regions, 
so he fi gured that the same might apply here.) The area also 
met Seth’s personal desire to live and do business from a 
rural base.
 “Here, on the banks of the White Salmon River 
(designated a National Scenic River in 1986), Turtle Island 
has prospered. Since moving here 6 years ago, sales have 
increased on the average of about 20% a year. Turtle Island 
has become a major social and commerce center in the 
valley.”
 “Turtle Island currently makes tempeh six days a week. 
Since it is a two-day process we put in batches on Monday, 
Wednesday and Friday and harvest on alternating days. One 
day a week we load up a truck with our products and drive 
to Portland, Oregon where we ship to distributors from Los 
Angeles to Seattle. Turtle Island is the leading manufacturer 
of tempeh products in the Pacifi c Northwest. We take great 
pride in making high quality tempeh from our rural locale. 
It’s a little more inconvenient, but a lot more satisfying.”
 The newsletter goes on to note that as of 1 Nov. 1988 
all of the company’s products are sold in 100% recyclable 
plastic. Sloppy Joe Tempeh and Meatless Country Stew were 
launched on 25 Feb. 1988. Tests show that Turtle Island 
Tempeh contains 2.5 to 5.4 micrograms of vitamin B-12 per 
4 oz portion.
 Talk with Seth Tibbott. 1990. During 1989 the 
company almost doubled its production by creating a few 
new products and getting into new markets via a few new 
distributors. They have now outgrown their building. This 
year has been one of slower but steady growth. Over 3 years 
the average growth has been about 30% a year. They are 
now making 2,000 to 3,000 lb/week of tempeh. Their basic 
promotional vehicle is in-store demos. Address: #1 Turtle 
Lane, P.O. Box 218, Husum, Washington 98623. Phone: 509-
493-2004.

5851. Bishop, N.; McGraw, M.; Ward, N. 1989. Aluminium 
in infant formulas. Lancet i(8636):490. March 4. [11 ref]
• Summary: “Compared with carefully collected breast 
milk (5-20 micrograms/liter), aluminium concentrations 
are 10-20 fold greater in most cow’s milk derived formulas 
and 100-fold greater in soy-based formulas... The current 
European Community directive specifi es that the aluminium 
content of drinking water must not exceed 200 mcg/liter so 
the aluminium concentration in infant formulas may increase 
considerably during preparation.
 “Aluminium absorption may be increased in the 
neonatal period. The permeability of the gastrointestinal tract 
is greatest in the fi rst days after birth, enhancing the potential 
for absorption of substances normally excluded... Aluminium 
is excreted through the kidney, and immature or reduced 
renal function can result in accumulation... Preterm infants 
are at increased risk of retaining absorbed aluminium... 
Aluminium is deposited in bone and brain where, if in 
suffi cient quantities, it exerts toxic effects...
 “There is no evidence that cow’s milk formulas pose 
a particular risk to most full-term infants. The American 
Committee on Nutrition suggested that it would be prudent 
to avoid soy-based formulas in low birthweight infants 
and those with impaired renal function, including preterm 
infants... Soy-based formulas have the highest aluminium 
and phytate contents of any available for newborn infants 
and may represent an avoidable hazard when gastrointestinal 
and renal function are immature; these formulas should 
be available on medical advice only.” Address: 1. MRC 
[Medical Research Council] Dunn Nutrition Unit, Cambridge 
CB4 1XJ; 2. Dep. of Pediatrics, Southmead Hospital, Bristol; 
3. Trace Element Analysis Lab., Dep. of Chemistry, Univ. of 
Surrey, Guildford, Surrey. All: England.

5852. Bishop, N.; McGraw, M.; Ward, B. 1989. Aluminium 
in infant formulas. Lancet i(8637):565. March 11. [3 ref]
• Summary: Infants at particular risk from aluminium in 
infant milk formulas are those born prematurely or those 
with impaired renal function. “For infants born full term, 
there is evidence to suggest that larger amounts of aluminium 
are absorbed during the fi rst month after birth, and it would 
seem prudent to suggest that formulas with higher aluminium 
content should be used at this time only for specifi c medical 
indications. There is, however, no evidence to suggest that 
the use of soy-based formulas in older infants and children 
is likely to result in aluminium toxicity.” Address: 1. MRC 
[Medical Research Council] Dunn Nutrition Unit, Cambridge 
CB4 1XJ; 2. Dep. of Pediatrics, Southmead Hospital, Bristol; 
3. Trace Element Analysis Lab., Dep. of Chemistry, Univ. of 
Surrey, Guildford, Surrey. All: England.

5853. Mangold, Grant. 1989. Are U.S. soybeans losing their 
luster? Here’s what you can do at planting to outshine your 
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competitors. Soybean Digest. Mid-March. p. 8-10, 12-13.
• Summary: “Put this near the top of your ‘to-do’ list before 
planting: Check the protein and oil levels of the soybean 
varieties you plan to plant.” The reason? Protein and oil 
content in U.S. soybeans has been slipping for the past few 
years, while their levels in South American soybeans has 
increased. “Hot, dry conditions in the U.S. the past two 
years had a major effect in lowering protein levels and 
raising oil content in U.S. soybeans... The market is moving 
towards paying on the basis of protein and oil composition.” 
Charles Hurburgh, Iowa State Univ. (ISU) ag engineer who 
has compiled reams of soybean composition data notes 
that “The U.S. soybeans received by Japan in 1988 had a 
$0.50 per bushel defi ciency in protein and oil compared 
with the competition. Fifty cents a bushel will lose a lot of 
customers.”
 “The U.S. share of Japanese soybean imports peaked 
at 97.3% in 1978. By 1987 it had dropped to 85.5%, and in 
1988 the U.S. share was 80.4%. The decline has been the 
result of increased imports of good quality soybeans from 
South America, particularly from Brazil, due to the lowered 
quality of soybeans from the U.S. in recent years.”
 In general, soybeans grown in the southern and eastern 
U.S. contain more protein (36.4%) and less oil (18.7%) than 
those from the western Corn Belt states (34.9% protein, 19% 
oil). Beginning on 4 Sept. 1989, the Federal Grain Inspection 
Service (FGIS) will list protein and oil composition data on 
domestic and export inspection certifi cates as requested by 
the customer.

5854. Lawson, Margaret; Milla, P.J.; Harper, J.I. 1989. 
Aluminium and infant formulae. Lancet i(8638):614-15. 
March 18. [4 ref]
• Summary: The aluminum content of soya formulas seems 
higher than that regular infant formulas based on cow’s milk, 
and infant formulas containing a protein hydrolysate may be 
equally high. Address: Dep. of Dietetics, Gastroenterology 
Unit, and Dep. of Dermatology, Hospitals for Sick Children, 
London WC1N 3JH, England.

5855. Ashenafi , Mogessie; Busse, Martin. 1989. Inhibitory 
effect of Lactobacillus plantarum on Salmonella infantis, 
Enterobacter aerogenes and Escherichia coli during tempeh 
fermentation. J. of Food Protection 52(3):169-72. March. 1 
fi g., 4 tables. [20 ref]
• Summary: Lactic acid bacteria have long been used in 
food fermentations to improve fl avor and palatability, to 
preserve foods and to suppress undesirable microorganisms 
by lowering the pH of the food. “Inoculation of unacidifi ed 
soybeans with L. plantarum at a level of 106 per gram 
resulted in a complete inhibition of the 3 tests organisms 
which are known to cause food poisoning. Even a much 
lower level of inoculation (102 per gram) was enough 
to show a complete inhibitory effect. Conclusion: “The 

lowering of the pH in fermenting [soy] beans by L. 
plantarum might have played a role in the destruction 
of the test microorganisms. Address: Bakteriologisches 
Institut, Sueddeutsche Versuchs- und Forschungsanstalt fuer 
Milchwirtschaft Weihenstephan, Technische Universitaet 
Muenchen, 8050 Freising, Weihenstephan, Germany.

5856. Brune, M.; Rossander, L.; Hallberg, L. 1989. Iron 
absorption: No intestinal adaptation to a high-phytate diet. 
American J. of Clinical Nutrition 49(3):542-45. March. [31 
ref]
• Summary: “The present study examined the possibility 
that a high bran and phytate intake over a long period would 
induce changes in the intestines or its microfl ora leading to 
a reduction of the inhibitory effect of dietary phytates on 
iron absorption. Such changes might occur in vegetarians 
and populations in developing countries with a usually very 
high dietary intake of phytates. The inhibitory effect of bran 
on Fe [iron] absorption was compared between a group of 
strict vegetarians with a regular high phytate intake and a 
control group by use of wheat rolls with and without bran 
labeled with 55Fe and 59Fe. The average individual decrease 
of the Fe absorption from adding the bran was 92 and 93% 
in the two groups, respectively. No intestinal adaptation to a 
high phytate intake could be observed. This fi nding has wide 
nutritional implications.”
 The following soyfoods are mentioned: bean paste soup 
[miso soup], fermented soy beans, bean-curd [tofu]. Address: 
1. Dep. of Medicine II, Univ. of Göteborg, Sweden.

5857. Crop Science. 1989. Theodore Hymowitz: Frank N. 
Meyer Memorial Award. 29(2):522-23. March/April.
• Summary: “Theodore Hymowitz was born 16 Feb. 1934 
in New York City. His parents Ethel and Bernard emigrated 
to the USA in their youth from Poland. Theodore graduated 
from the Crown Heights Yeshivah and Boys High School, 
Brooklyn, New York, in 1948 and 1951, respectively. As 
a young boy he often visited nearby Prospect Park, the 
botanical gardens, zoo and museum and developed a lifelong 
interest in plants and animals.
 “He received the B.S. degree in agriculture from Cornell 
Univ. in 1955 and M.S. degree in agricultural chemistry 
and soils from the Univ. of Arizona in 1957. Thereafter 
he was drafted into the U.S. Army for 2 years. Following 
basic training at Fort Benning, Georgia, he was stationed 
at the Quartermaster Research and Engineering Center, 
Natick, Massachusetts, where he worked as a chemist in a 
microbiology laboratory.
 “Upon discharge from the Army in 1959, he enrolled 
at Oklahoma State Univ. where he received his Ph.D. in 
genetics and plant breeding in 1963. At Oklahoma State he 
was greatly infl uenced by the potential of plant introductions 
by his advisor, Dr. Ralph S. Matlock, and by Dr. Jack R. 
Harlan, a Frank N. Meyer Medalist. As a graduate student 
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he was a Loeb Foundation Scholar and a Fulbright Scholar 
in India. At the Indian Agricultural Research Institute, 
New Delhi, in the laboratory of Dr. M.S. Swaminathan, he 
conducted cytological research on the genus Cyamopsis 
[which includes guar] and under the tutelage of Prof. H.B. 
Singh, the father of plant introductions in India, he collected 
guar germplasm. The entire guar collection was sent to the 
USA and placed in the PI [Plant Introduction] system. The 
guar research conducted at Oklahoma State Univ. and in 
India was incorporated into a book coauthored with Dr. R.L. 
Whistler, published by Purdue Univ. Press in 1979.
 “The development of the transdomestication concept 
was the main feature of Dr. Hymowitz’s research on guar. 
The transdomestication concept is defi ned as the movement 
by humans of a wild species from its indigenous area to 
another region where it subsequently is domesticated. Guar 
and the tomato are examples of possible transdomesticates.
 “From 1964 through 1966, Dr. Hymowitz was employed 
as an agronomist by the IRI Research Institute, Campinas, 
Brazil. In Brazil he spent 2 years collecting, identifying and 
maintaining legumes having potential forage value and sent a 
collection of about 750 accessions to the USA to be placed in 
the PI system. Dr. Hymowitz was also a technical advisor to 
the Brazilian National Soybean Commission.
 “Upon joining the faculty at the Univ. of Illinois 
in early 1967, he was immediately sent to India for 6 
months to initiate soybean production experiments at the 
Uttar Pradesh Agricultural Univ., Pantnagar and J. Nehru 
Agricultural Univ., Jabalpur. His fi nal report and published 
research papers become the model for the establishment of 
the International Soybean Program (INTSOY) at the Univ. 
of Illinois. In addition he collected soybean in the Kumaon 
Hills of Uttar Pradesh, a physically demanding expedition 
since the soybean were collected from fi elds on mountain 
terraces from 1100 to 2500 meters above sea level. The 
soybean collected were incorporated into the PI system.
 “Upon his return to the Univ. of Illinois, Dr. Hymowitz 
initiated a project to investigate the variation in and genetics 
of antinutritional and biologically active components of 
soybean seed. Under his direction, his graduate students and 
colleagues were able to elucidate the mode of inheritance 
of soybean seed lacking or having very low amounts 
of the Kunitz trypsin inhibitor, lectin, Beta-amylase, 
lipoxygenase-1 and urease...
 “In 1974, Dr. Hymowitz and colleagues were the fi rst to 
report the use of a near-infrared light refl ectance instrument 
to estimate simultaneously the oil and protein concentration 
in corn, soybean, and oat seed...
 “From 1972 through 1976, Dr. Hymowitz visited major 
herbaria in Asia, Africa and Europe in order to examine their 
Glycine specimens. During these years he also worked in 
the Univ. of Illinois library, examining fl oras, monographs, 
maps, historical documents, fl oral check lists, and plate 
tectonic and island biogeographical literature in order to 

determine the most promising exploration sites and time of 
year to collect wild botanical relatives of the soybean. From 
January to March, 1977 he made his fi rst of three exploration 
trips to Australia. Since then, he or his colleagues have 
made Glycine exploration trips to Fiji, Tonga, Vanuatu, New 
Caledonia, Papua New Guinea, Philippines, Taiwan and the 
nearby Pescadores Islands, Marianas and Ryukyu Islands, 
and Japan. Thus far, the genomic relationships of 11 out of 
14 currently recognized species in the genus Glycine have 
been elucidated by utilizing cytogenetic, morphological, 
isozyme and RFLP (Restriction Fragment Length 
Polymorphisms; see defi nition below) approaches...
 “In 1982, Dr. Hymowitz reported the fi rst successful 
interspecifi c hybrid between the soybean and a wild 
perennial species from Australia, G. tomentella... Dr. 
Hymowitz is the curator of the USDA wild perennial 
Glycine collection at the Univ. of Illinois... Dr. Hymowitz 
has also taken a keen interest in the history of the soybean 
and this has led to the discovery of the fi rst introduction 
of the soybean into North America by Samuel Bowen in 
1765. In further historical research he documented that the 
soybean was fi rst planted in Illinois by John H. Lea in 1851. 
Subsequently these seeds were disseminated throughout the 
Corn Belt.
 “Dr. Hymowitz has advised 11 students for the M.S. 
degree and eight students for the Ph.D...
 “In 1974-1975 he was a visiting professor at the Hebrew 
Univ. of Jerusalem, Rehovot, Israel. In 1981 he received 
the outstanding research award from the Land of Lincoln 
Soybean Assoc. He is the author or coauthor of more than 
200 research articles or chapters in books. The research 
conducted by Dr. Hymowitz is interdisciplinary, spanning the 
broad areas of chemistry, genetics, taxonomy, cytogenetics, 
plant breeding, and history of the genus Glycine and many 
other legumes.”

5858. Kohn, Florrie. 1989. Is canola coming? Soybean 
Digest. March. p. 8-10.
• Summary: An estimated 65,000 acres of canola are now 
planted in the U.S. Rapeseed now ranks as the world’s third 
most widely grown oilseed. “Most rapeseed oils contain 
more than 40% erucic acid, which health experts link to heart 
disease. Canadian plant breeders created canola just over 20 
years ago when they developed a rapeseed containing less 
than 5% erucic acid. Since then, they’ve trimmed the erucic 
acid in most canola to less than 2%...
 “Four years ago FDA granted canola GRAS status. And 
in 1988, it stopped requiring food companies to identify 
canola oil as ‘low erucic acid rapeseed oil’ (LEAR) on 
food labels... Calgene, a California company that’s invested 
heavily in developing canola varieties tailored to the U.S...
 “ASA [American Soybean Assoc.] needs to think about 
bringing U.S. canola growers under its umbrella... Farmers 
see canola as an alternative to planting winter wheat...
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 “In addition to handling canola at its facility in Windsor, 
Canada [ADM Agri-Industries Ltd.], Archer Daniels Midland 
Co. (ADM) is switching its newly purchased processing 
plant in Velva, North Dakota, to canola...
 “Several years ago, Procter & Gamble (P&G) switched 
its Puritan brand cooking oil from a soy/sunfl ower blend 
to 100% canola.” A sidebar notes, “Canola oil in Canada 
accounts for more than 60% of the vegetable oil products, 
including over 80% of all salad oils. Canada grows more 
canola than any other country in the world...
 “The European Community (EC) encourages its farmers 
to grow double zero (00) rapeseed, equivalent to canola.”

5859. Mounts, Timothy L. 1989. Processing of soybean oil 
for food uses. Cereal Foods World 34(3):268-72. March. [36 
ref]
• Summary: “Soybean oil is the major edible oil in use in the 
United States and is a labeled ingredient of premium food 
products. This has not always been true. In the early 1940s, 
soybean oil was considered a poor oil for industrial paints 
and not suitable for edible use. During World War II, due to 
shortages of other fats and oils, it was added to margarines 
with an absolute limit of 30%. The transformation of soybean 
oil from a minor edible oil in the 1940s to the dominant 
edible oil of the 1980s occurred through the cooperation 
of government research and industrial implementation of 
research fi ndings.
 “Research history: The fi rst signifi cant milestone in this 
research was the development of objective methods to assess 
fl avor and odor. Use of these identifi ed the susceptibility 
of soybean oil to oxidative deterioration catalyzed by trace 
metals–as little as 0.3 parts per million (ppm) of iron or 
0.01 ppm of copper. Industry responded by the removal 
of brass valves in refi neries, installation of stainless steel 
deodorizers, and blanketing oils with inert gas (nitrogen) 
at all high-temperature steps and in fi nal packaging. Citric 
acid added to oil in the deodorizer was also found to retard 
fl avor deterioration, and the industry immediately adopted 
this or other methods of metal deactivation. Early in the 
1950s, taste panel research further identifi ed the precursor of 
soybean oil off-fl avors as the 7% linolenic acid component, 
which was highly susceptible to oxidation. The immediate 
solution to minimizing the amounts of linolenic acid present 
was nickel-catalyzed hydrogenation. This, in combination 
with a winterization process, produced a soybean salad 
oil containing only about 3% linolenic acid, which was 
marketed in the early 1960s as a specially processed soybean 
oil and essentially captured the U.S. edible oil market in the 
next few years.
 “More recent research has shown that antioxidants 
are ineffective for enhanced storage stability of soybean 
oil, with the result that soybean-based salad/cooking oils 
are now formulated without antioxidants. Unhydrogenated 
oils have been shown to be stable during storage and use 

at room temperatures, leading to the marketing of ‘natural’ 
soybean salad oils. In terms of packaging, soybean salad and 
cooking oils have been shown to be stable when packaged 
in plastic containers, and the industry has rapidly eliminated 
glass bottles. Other research having signifi cant potential 
for future industrial response includes the use of ultrasonic 
energy during hydrogenation, which permits major reduction 
in the amount of nickel catalyst used in the process, and 
the addition of ppm quantities of beta-carotene to fi nished 
soybean oil for enhanced stability to light-initiated fl avor 
deterioration. Finally, the most recent milestone is the 
success of an extended breeding program to modify the 
fatty acid composition of soybean oil. Low-linolenic-acid 
oils extracted from new genotypes have been shown to have 
improved room odor characteristics in sensory panel tests 
with commercial soybean cooking oils.”
 Also discusses: Soybean oil processing: Degumming, 
refi ning, bleaching, deodorizing, hydrogenation. Lecithin. 
Shortenings: Steps in manufacture, solidifying and 
plasticizing, tempering. Margarines: Steps in manufacture, 
formulating the oil blend, the aqueous phase, preparing 
and cooling the emulsion, stick-type margarine, whipped 
and soft-tub margarines. Other food uses. In 1986 soy oil 
was used as follows (in million lb): Cooking and salad oil 
4,686, shortening 3,440, margarine 1,735. Address: Northern 
Regional Research Center, Peoria, Illinois.

5860. Oil Mill Gazetteer. 1989. Soy oil has same fatty acid 
component of fi sh oil. March.
• Summary: “The human body rapidly converts a component 
in soybean oil into the same kinds of fatty acids found 
in fi sh oil, an Agricultural Research Service scientist has 
discovered.
 “In a preliminary study, two men consumed chemically 
labeled linolenic acid from soybean oil. Within a few hours, 
their bodies converted it into the same omega-3 fatty acids as 
those in fi sh and marine oil, says chemist Edward A. Emken 
who led the study conducted with help from St. Francis 
Medical Center in Peoria, Illinois...
 “Emken says, ‘our study is the fi rst to show that 
linolenic acid is rapidly converted to omega-3 fatty acids 
found in marine oil.’”

5861. Okada, Noriyuki. 1989. Role of microorganisms in 
tempeh manufacture–Isolation of vitamin B-12 producing 
bacteria. JARQ (Japan Agricultural Research Quarterly) 
22(4):310-16. March. [12 ref. Eng]
• Summary: The vitamin B-12 content of tempeh made in 
Indonesia was found to be 4.6 micrograms (mcg) per 100 gm 
fresh weight, much higher than any other vegetarian food 
tested. But this was based on one sample transported slowly 
from Indonesia to Japan and its smell was no good when 
the value was measured. A sample brought quickly from 
Indonesia with good smell contained 0.7 mcg/100 gm. A 
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sample prepared in Japan with tempeh starter from Indonesia 
contained only 0.05 mcg. And tempeh prepared in Japan with 
Rhizopus oligosporus NRRL 2710 contained 0.03 to 0.06 
mcg/100 gm. Other vegetarian foods containing signifi cant 
amounts of vitamin B-12 were thua-nao (Thailand) 1.5 
mcg and fermented tofu (Singapore, also called Sufu) 1.1 
mcg. Flesh-based foods with a high B-12 content included 
Ka-pi shrimp paste (Thailand) 5.3 mcg, fermented shrimp 
(Thailand) 2.5 mcg, and fi sh sauce, 3 month fermentation 
(Thailand) 2.4 mcg. The vitamin B-12 in vegetarian foods is 
produced by the fermentation process and it increases during 
fermentation. Flesh foods contain their own B-12. The daily 
requirement of vitamin B-12 for adults is estimated to be 3 
mcg.
 Bacteria that produced vitamin B-12 in tempeh were 
isolated and identifi ed. The most prolifi c producer was 
Klebsiella pneumoniae, which had a maximum relative 
B-12 productivity of 1350. All prolifi c producers were 
members of the genus Klebsiella but some Bacillus species 
also produced B-12. The author suggests that intraspecifi c 
cell fusion techniques might be used to transfer this ability 
to Bacillus natto, the natto bacterium, which is presently 
unable to produce vitamin B-12. Address: Dep. of Applied 
Microbiology, National Food Research Inst., Tsukuba, 
Ibaraki 305, Japan.

5862. Shamsuddin, Abulkalam M.; Ullah, Asad. 1989. 
Inositol hexaphosphate inhibits large intestinal cancer 
in F344 rats 5 months after induction by azoxymethane. 
Carcinogenesis 10(3):625-26. March. [15 ref]
• Summary: “A treatment regimen of 2% Na-InsP6 in 
drinking water was effective in signifi cantly reducing large 
intestinal cancer in F344 rats even when the treatment 
was begun 5 months after carcinogenic induction with 
azoxymethane (AOM 8 mg/kg/wk x 6).”
 “We postulate that InsP6 may exert its antineoplastic 
effect by way of regulating cellular proliferation even 
after effective carcinogenic stimuli and thus may be an 
important candidate for chemointervention.” Address: 
Dep. of Pathology, Univ. of Maryland School of Medicine, 
Baltimore, Maryland 21201-1192.

5863. Severson, Richard K.; Nomura, A.M.Y.; Grove, 
J.S.; Stemmermann, G.N. 1989. A prospective study of 
demographics, diet, and prostate cancer among men of 
Japanese ancestry in Hawaii. Cancer Research 49(7):1857-
60. April 1. [34 ref]
• Summary: This study of 7,999 Japanese men living 
in Hawaii, followed for 18-21 years, found that tofu 
consumption lowered the risk of prostate cancer more than 
any other dietary factor studied. Men who consumed tofu 
fi ve or more times per week were 65% less likely to develop 
prostate cancer compared to men who consumed tofu once 
per week or less.

 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2020) 
indicating that consumption of tofu may well lower the risk 
of prostate cancer. Address: Japan-Hawaii Cancer Study, 
Kuakini Medical Center, Honolulu, Hawaii 96817.

5864. Griffi n, Jasmine. 1989. Grammy Award winners 
launch new business venture in Orlando. Times (Orlando, 
Florida). April 12.
• Summary: “Grammy Award winners William Guest and 
Edward Patten unveiled a new frozen dessert. NJOY, a 
non-dairy alternative to ice cream, is the premiere product 
of American Tofu, a Michigan-based company. Guest and 
Patten of Gladys Knight and the Pips, along with Aubrey 
Bell of Minneapolis, Minnesota, are principal owners.
 “The surprisingly good-tasting treat will be available in 
fi ve fl avors; vanilla, chocolate, berry, banana/strawberry, and 
peanut butter/chocolate fudge... Borden’s Dairy Division will 
be handling the production and distribution of NJOY locally.
 “The average ice cream lover will be hard-pressed to 
distinguish NJOY from quality ice cream. The tofu-based 
dessert is lactose-free, cholesterol-free, low in sodium, and 
vitamin enriched.
 “NJOY was created out of a personal need, said Aubrey 
Bell, product developer and one of the founders of American 
Tofu. ‘I can’t tolerate milk or milk products.’...
 “With the help of the Stroh’s Brewery, American Tofu 
test-marketed NJOY in the Detroit area...
 “After gauging the success of the ice cream, American 
Tofu will introduce other non-dairy desserts including cheese 
cake, yogurt and pies. A soft-serve version of NJOY is 
already available at the Orlando International Airport...
 “American Tofu is preparing to establish offi ces in the 
Orlando area within a matter of weeks.”

5865. Harrison, Gilford R. 1989. Ruth Orellana and work 
with soyfoods in Mexico (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. April. 
17. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Ruth S. Orellana, who did pioneering work 
with soyfoods in Mexico, is an American, born in Long 
Island, New York. Now living in Houston, Texas, she is age 
73 this year. She married a Mexican, and worked for 12-15 
years as a nutritionist for the ABC Hospital in Mexico City. 
Gil hired her in 1975 as a part time consultant to set up the 
American Soybean Association’s Human Nutrition Center 
and to develop a booklet of soy recipes. She learned how 
to use soybeans from ASA. She was most successful in 
developing soy-based recipes and menus (such as banana-
soy cake, 100% TVP seviche [usually made with raw fi sh 
marinated in lime or lemon juice with olive oil and spices], 
bacalao [very expensive dried codfi sh], and chorizo type 
sausages, hamburger, etc.). She did a marvelous job, training 
people in restaurants and institutions. She started the original 
work on the soy-enriched tortilla. ASA’s best cooperator on 
this project was Joaquin Galicia (“La Quina”), director of 
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the PEMEX labor union. He wanted to get better nutrition at 
lower cost for workers in the union. But recently he crossed 
the president of the country and was put in jail; all of his soy 
programs have been discontinued. The greatest use of soy in 
foods was the use of full-fat soy fl our in baked goods (such 
as the bollilo or Mexican bun) as a milk and egg substitute; 
it saved money in the formula and extended the shelf life 
of products. Some companies make soy fl our & milk/whey 
blends to sell to bakers. Pan Bimbo, the biggest commercial 
baker, is still using 3% full-fat soy fl our in all of their sweet/
dessert breads. No baker is interested in nutrition, only in 
improving quality and profi ts. With each 1% soy fl our in a 
bread, you add 1% more water, which increases profi ts. As 
long as you use less than 10% soy fl our (3-6% is best) you 
don’t need to add SSL dough conditioner. No one will know 
the soy is there.
 Ruth’s soy recipes were published as a 42-page booklet 
by ASA, fi rst in 1975 in a book titled Cocinando y Comiendo 
Con Soya. The book was reprinted 10-12 times, and in Nov. 
1978 the title was changed to Viva Recetas Con Soya. ASA 
in Mexico City also has dozens of loose-leaf institutional soy 
recipes, with 100-serving portions, distributed free of charge. 
Address: American Soybean Assoc., Division manager, Latin 
America, St. Louis, Missouri.

5866. Harrison, Gilford R. 1989. Why haven’t soyfoods 
caught on Latin America? (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. April 
17. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: There have not been any really successful 
commercial soy products in Mexico. Everyone has been very 
disappointed in the lack of success of soy protein products. 
Its extremely bad. The food companies in this fi eld have not 
changed much since 1975, except that some of the pioneers 
are no longer in business. Still in business since 1978 are 
Maisoy (Pedro Bleyer) in Bolivia, Industrias Almenticias 
Noel in Colombia, Alimentos S.A. in Guatemala, and 
Proteinal in Venezuela. Grasas S.A. in Buga, Colombia no 
longer makes soyfoods. They invested heavily in a Wenger 
X-200, the biggest extrusion cooker they make. They 
suffered heavy losses making a textured soy fl our hamburger 
extender. Actually they are still in existence and still using 
the Wenger, but they are using it to make animal feeds and 
pet foods like dog food. In Mexico, NUTRIMEX, which 
belongs to ALBAMEX (the animal feed company), makes 
textured soy fl our, but they are not doing well.
 The main problems seem to be with consumer retail 
products; these are image problems and regulations 
which prohibit the use of soy extenders in meat, except 
in institutions. The greatest successes have been with 
institutions. The most successful company in Mexico 
has been Industrial de Alimentos in Mexico City, started 
by Felipe Suberbie Sr. and now run by his son, Felipe Jr. 
They had the fi rst soy fl our plant in Latin America, started 
in about 1970, with a Wenger X-25. They developed the 

famous malted full-fat soy fl our, based on soybeans which 
are sprouted for 3-4 days, then cooked and dried. They just 
barely survived for the fi rst 10 years, but when young Felipe 
came in and they shifted from retail to institutional products, 
they fi rst started to make money. Now they have gotten out 
of the retail business entirely and has fi nally registered (with 
the Mexico Health Dept.) a textured soy protein product 
named Don Chano. He sells it in bulk to institutions as a 
meat extender or replacer. The company is now doing very 
well.
 The American Soybean Association Human Nutrition 
Center has been renamed Technical Assistance Center; they 
will try to improve the image of soy. There are hundreds of 
little “soya stores” all over Mexico, as in the metro stations. 
They use soya to attract people but they sell everything but 
soy! If you’re lucky they may have a little lecithin, whole 
soybeans, and textured soy fl our which is purchased in bulk 
and repackaged in cellophane bags. The health authorities 
refuse to allow anyone to advertise soy products as a 
substitute for regular food, such as meat. They are afraid to 
open the gates to unscrupulous people who would use large 
amounts of low-cost soy to extend expensive meats, but 
mislabel and misadvertise the products. It is too diffi cult to 
test the level of soy protein in other foods. Things haven’t 
really changed much since 1981. The key is to create a new 
image and start using soyfoods as foods in their own right, 
rather than as extenders or replacers. ASA spent years trying 
to get tofu accepted in Mexico, but only Japanese restaurants 
were interested. The big CARE project in Costa Rica (run 
by Justin R. Jackson), which was making 14 different 
products using Brady extruders, has just closed. It was 
not cost effective and demand for their products had been 
disappointing. Carla Weaver has set up a company in San 
Jose, Costa Rica, named ExiTex that imports soy products 
to Central America. She represents American manufacturers 
that are exporting those products. Address: American 
Soybean Assoc., Division manager, Latin America, St. Louis, 
Missouri.

5867. Faga, Betsy. 1989. History and activities of Protein 
Grain Products International (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. 
April 21. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods 
Center.
• Summary: This is a trade association representing 
manufacturers of 7 processed and blended foods, 5 of which 
are fortifi ed with soy. One other product, Instant Corn Soy 
Milk, was dropped about 2 years ago when government 
surpluses of nonfat dry milk ran out. She considers Corn 
Soy Milk (CSM) and Corn Soy Blend (CSB) to be one and 
the same, because the government tends to order either one 
or the other, based on the availability of nonfat dry milk. 
Likewise with Wheat Soy Blend (WSB) and Wheat Soy Milk 
(WSM).
 Betsy has been with the organization for 16 years. 
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Six companies (all millers) make P.L. 480 products, and 
5 of these are members. Only Lincoln Grain Co., recently 
purchased by ConAgra, is not. Members include the 5 millers 
plus 15-20 associate members. PGPI publishes a directory 
(which is available only to members) that lists members 
and the products they make, plus related non-proprietary 
statistics. During the period 1984-86 shipments of P.L. 480 
foods increased because of the emergency in Ethiopia. After 
1986, shipments were returned to normal and it looks like 
they will remain steady during the next few years. An up-
trend looks unlikely. The program now permits monetization, 
which allows voluntary agencies, in a certain percentage of 
the program, to order Title II commodities, then sell it within 
a country (as to a business, such as a bakery), and use the 
funds to further food aid in that country (such as enhancing a 
school lunch program). The cereal-soy blends are not widely 
monetized, so this decreases demand for them. Demand rises 
for the basics, such as wheat fl our and cornmeal.
 Food for Peace started in 1954. The forerunner of PGPI, 
named Bulgur Associates, was founded in 1963. Their 
main thrust was to do market development work for bulgur 
wheat overseas. Betsy began in 1969. Soy fortifi cation of 
cereal commodities began in the late 1960s by the NRRC 
in Peoria, Illinois, and the milling companies that are now 
members PGPI. Initially only wheat products were fortifi ed 
(Soy Fortifi ed Bulgur, Wheat Soy Blend), so in 1970 the 
name was changed to Protein Cereal Products International 
(PCPI). Then in 1974 the name was changed to Protein Grain 
Products International as corn and sorghum products were 
included and the Corn Millers’ Export Institute merged with 
PCPI. They still do market development and focus on P.L. 
480 Title II.
 The fi ve members who are millers are ADM, Cargill, 
Cereal Food Processors (Kansas City; wheat fl our), Illinois 
Cereal Mills (large corn millers), and Lauhoff Grain Co. 
(now a subsidiary of Bunge). In the title II program, Lauhoff 
is the largest, closely followed by ADM. Associate members 
make the bags in which the products are shipped, or make 
the vitamin-mineral premixes or tricalcium phosphate. 
Address: President, Protein Grain Products Council, 6707 
Old Dominion Dr. #240, McLean, Virginia 22101. Phone: 
703-821-3717.

5868. Harrison, Gilford R. 1989. Early work with soyfoods 
in Latin America (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. April. 21. 
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: In most of Latin America “cecina” refers to 
any pre-cooked or prepared meat product, even bologna 
or ham. In Mexico it refers to a salted and dried beef 
jerky. The American Soybean Association tried to get the 
term “Soycina” accepted to refer to texturized soy protein 
products, but it never caught on; Mexicans preferred the 
term “texturizado.” The fi rst soy product in Latin America 
probably came from Colombia in the early 1970s. The 

Colombian government passed a law requiring the bakers 
to put 6% soy fl our in the bread. But instead of blending 
the soy fl our with the wheat fl our, they put it in little bags 
inside the bags of wheat fl our. The program failed, just like 
the one in Brazil failed. A 1975 Brazil law required the 
addition of 3% soy fl our to all bread in Brazil. The reason 
the programs failed was basically that the bakers didn’t want 
the government telling them what to do. It was not a problem 
of changing formulas, of cost, fl avor or texture problems, 
or anything else. The Brazilian government was basically 
interested in reducing the cost of their 3 million tons of 
imported wheat by using 3% soy instead. Businessmen are 
never interested in nutrition. Address: American Soybean 
Assoc., Division manager, Latin America, St. Louis, 
Missouri.

5869. Antó, Josep M.; Sunyer, J.; Rodríguez-Rosin, R.; 
Suárez-Cervera, M. 1989. Community outbreaks of asthma 
associated with inhalation of soybean dust. New England J. 
of Medicine 320(17):1097-1102. April 27. [47 ref]
• Summary: Since 1981, 26 outbreaks of asthma have 
occurred in the Spanish city of Barcelona, affecting a total of 
687 persons and causing 1,155 emergency room admissions; 
they all coincided with the unloading of soybeans at the 
seaports. The subsequent inland transport and weather 
conditions were favorable for spreading the soya dust over 
the cities. For both cities, careful studies established a close 
link between the asthma outbreaks and the inhalation of 
soybean dust during the days of unloading and transport. 
Address: Barcelona, Spain.

5870. Asano, Mitsuo; Okubo, K.; Yamauchi, F. 1989. Tônyû 
no hinshitsu ni oyobosu nama shibori ondo no eikyô [Effects 
of squeezing temperature on the quality of soymilk]. Nippon 
Shokuhin Kogyo Gakkaishi (J. of the Japanese Society of 
Food Science and Technology) 36(4):318-24. April. [16 ref. 
Jap; eng]
• Summary: Traditionally soymilk was pressed from the 
ground soybean slurry at a low temperature, but today 
this step is usually eliminated when making tofu. Yet tofu 
prepared in this traditional way was thought to be preferable 
to that made in the modern way. “In order to make optimum 
temperature clear, the effects of squeezing temperature on 
yield, viscosity, glycoside content, lipoxygenase activity 
and n-hexanal level of soymilk from the cotyledon and the 
whole bean were examined. A yield as solid was maximum 
in soymilk squeezed over 30ºC from the cotyledon 
and at 60ºC from the whole bean. Viscosity of soymilk 
signifi cantly decreased with increasing temperature and 
showed a minimum value at 60ºC. A glycoside content as 
solid increased in soymilk squeezed above 50ºC and was 
approximately 2.6 times higher in soymilk at 95ºC than at 
20ºC. The lipoxygenase activity, which is the major cause of 
undesirable fl avor of soymilk, decreased in soymilk squeezed 
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over 70ºC. n-Hexanal, which was produced by lipoxygenase, 
was about half in soymilk squeezed at 60ºC as compared 
with 20ºC. Accordingly, optimum squeezing temperature on 
soymilk and tofu processing was recommended in range of 
50-60ºC.” Address: Faculty of Agriculture, Tohoku Univ., 
Amamiya-machi, Tsutsumi-dori, Sendai-shi, Miyagi 980, 
Japan.

5871. Brown, Judy. 1989. Research studies show: Soyfoods 
reduce cholesterol. Soya Newsletter (Bar Harbor, Maine). 
Jan/April. p. 1, 14-17. [6 ref]
• Summary: This year, over one million Americans will 
personally experience heart disease, and two heart attacks 
will occur, on average, every minute. This is a review of 
studies on this subject, but with no specifi c citations to the 
studies themselves. Address: Maryland.

5872. Brown, Judy. 1989. Spreading the word about selling 
tofu dips and dressings–Health concerns are key. Soya 
Newsletter (Bar Harbor, Maine). Jan/April. p. 8-9, 18-19.
• Summary: Discusses the four major manufacturers of these 
products (Nasoya Foods, Golden Soyfoods, Island Spring, 
and White Wonder), and each of the products themselves. 
Most companies downplay the presence of tofu in the 
products. Nasoya changed the name of their product from 
Nasoyanaise to Nayonaise to take the word “soy” off the 
label. Selling nutritional benefi ts (little or no cholesterol, 
reduced calories and sodium and fat), not tofu, and good 
packaging are two keys to success. Address: Maryland.

5873. DeSilver, Drew. 1989. Eden Foods pleads guilty to 
infant formula violations: Paradise lost. Vegetarian Times. 
April. p. 9-10. [1 ref]
• Summary: “Eden Foods was fi ned $110,000 in January 
after pleading guilty to 11 counts of violating the federal 
Infant Formula Act, which sets nutritional standards for 
products sold as infant formula. Company president Michael 
J. Potter, who pleaded guilty to one charge of violating the 
act, was sentenced to 30 days in jail, two years’ probation 
and a $25,000 fi ne. Both Eden’s and Potter’s penalties were 
the maximum allowable.
 “The 12 misdemeanor charges, fi led last year in the U.S. 
District Court in Detroit, involved a promotional pamphlet 
that Potter wrote in 1983 for Edensoy brand soymilk. The 
Food and Drug Administration and the Justice Department 
charged that a pamphlet paragraph headed ‘Good for Babies’ 
said Edensoy was a ‘quality substitute’ for mother’s milk, 
when in fact it lacks adequate amounts of several nutrients, 
including vitamins A, B-12, C, D and E, thiamin, pantothenic 
acid, calcium and iodine...
 “The pamphlet attracted the attention of the FDA, which 
in October 19893 notifi ed Eden that it was in violation 
of the Infant Formula Act. Eden immediately agreed to 
stop distributing the pamphlets and told a few of its large 

distributors to stop using them.
 “There the matter stood until 1985, when a child 
suffering from malnutrition and failure to thrive was 
admitted to a Toronto hospital. The mother said she had 
seen a copy of the pamphlet at a natural food store and had 
been feeding the infant nothing but Edensoy. When the FDA 
learned about the infant (who eventually recovered with 
no ill effects), it ordered Eden to recall all the pamphlets. 
The FDA also called in the Justice Department, which 
fi led charged against Eden and Potter in July 1988... Potter 
doesn’t deny that he and Eden broke the law, but he says it 
was unintentional...
 “In 1978, the Syntex Corp. promoted a product called 
Neosoy as an infant formula. Neosoy was defi cient in 
chloride and was blamed for causing neurological damage to 
at least 80 children. The FDA wanted to prosecute Syntex, 
Gibbs said, but in 1984 the Justice Department decided not 
to. In another case, which occurred in 1985, the department 
fi led 12 misdemeanor counts against Wyeth Laboratories for 
marketing a formula that lacked vitamin B-6. Wyeth pleaded 
guilty and received what was then the maximum fi ne, $1,000 
per count. The total fi ne was only $12,000...
 “Last year Eden made a $142,000 profi t–slightly more 
than Eden’s and Potter’s combined fi nes.”

5874. Liu, Keshun; Markakis, Pericles. 1989. Trypsin 
inhibition assay as related to limited hydrolysis of inhibitors. 
Analytical Biochemistry 178(1):159-65. April. [20 ref]
• Summary: “In the assay of two soybean trypsin inhibitors, 
the Kunitz and the Bowman-Birk inhibitors, two procedures 
were used: the current procedure in which the substrate 
is added last (the S-last test), after inhibitor is mixed with 
enzyme, and a new procedure in which the enzyme is added 
last (the E-last test), after inhibitor is mixed with substrate.”
 “Results of this study show that the E-last test is 
preferable to the S-last test for assaying a trypsin inhibitor of 
protein nature.” Address: Dep. of Food Science and Human 
Nutrition, Michigan State Univ., East Lansing, Michigan 
48824.

5875. Plenty Canada. 1989. Re: Work with soyfoods. 
Come with me to Jamaica... Letter for fund raising sent to 
supporters, April. 3 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: Michael Shook, Development Education 
Offi cer, writes that Plenty Canada has a soy nutrition 
program in Jamaica, which includes soy foods 
demonstrations. Various Jamaican mothers “have been 
cooking with soy since Plenty’s program began in this area 
three years ago.” Plenty provides “soy processing kits.” 
Address: R.R. 3, Lanark, ONT, K0G 1K0, Canada. Phone: 
613-278-2215.

5876. Toriano, Peter. 1989. Japanese food fi rms cook up new 
strategies for U.S. consumers. Economic World. April. p. 22-
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26.
• Summary: “Riding the success of tasty, low-priced food 
products, the Japanese eye a bigger helping of the U.S. 
grocery mart.” Two of the most popular Japanese food 
products have been soy sauce, ramen noodles, and tofu. 
“Nissin sold more Cup O’Noodles in the United States last 
year than McDonald’s sold hamburgers nationally... Japanese 
food companies and food products are slipping under 
America’s door unnoticed... The Japanese start selling their 
food products in the U.S. to a small, very concentrated ethnic 
market... While Kikkoman can trace exports of soy sauce to 
the U.S. as far back as 1869, most Japanese food companies 
did not export to or manufacture products in the United 
States in signifi cant quantities until the 1970s...
 “American food product companies focus on their 
competitors, whereas the Japanese tend to focus on what the 
customer wants...
 “Kikkoman, one of Japan’s largest food-related 
companies, is involved with wines and liquors, 
pharmaceuticals, health foods and a chain of restaurants. In 
addition to its other products, Kikkoman has introduced a 
shelf-stable tofu, instant miso soup and a rice wine for use in 
cooking.
 “Kenzaburo Mogi, planning manager of Kikkoman’s 
foreign operations department, says tofu could become as 
big a market as soy sauce for Kikkoman in the U.S. in the 
years to come. In the U.S., Kikkoman also owns 80% share 
of JFC (Japan Food Corp.), a major distributor of oriental 
food products... Consumption of Kikkoman’s soy sauce has 
increased fi vefold since 1972... On average, each Japanese 
consumes about 2.5 gallons of soy sauce every year; the 
average American consumes less than 10 oz...
 “Almost a quarter of Kikkoman’s total business now is 
outside Japan: two-thirds in the U.S. and most of the rest in 
Southeast Asia. The company also is targeting production in 
Europe, Australia and China...
 “Ajinomoto Co, Japan’s largest food processor, has 
been selling abroad since 1909, when its fi rst overseas offi ce 
opened in New York... Until the 1960s, Ajinomoto’s main 
product was MSG (monosodium glutamate). Today, it has 
a more diversifi ed line-up, with about 41% of sales coming 
from processed foods, and 26% from seasonings... The 
predominant products the fi rm manufactures in the U.S. are 
amino acids for pharmaceutical use...
 “Kibun Products International Inc., a subsidiary of 
Kibun Company Ltd. Japan, is a major manufacturer of 
surimi in the U.S... Kibun is a multi-billion-dollar, 50-year-
old food products company with worldwide operations 
totalling $2,000 million annually...
 “Morinaga Nutritional Foods Inc., a subsidiary of 
Morinaga Milk Industry Co. Ltd., the Borden of Japan, is 
selling its tofu in air-tight containers that prolong freshness, 
eliminate water changes and is bacteria-free...
 “’This could be the food of the future, replacing dairy 

and meat as major sources of nutrition,” says Kent Cooper, 
spokesman for Hakuhodo Advertising America Inc. in Los 
Angeles, which handles Morinaga’s account...
 “Faith Popcorn, chairman of BrainReserve Inc., a 
marketing consulting company to Fortune 500 companies 
says America is eating healthier and is more and more 
concerned with where food products originate and what 
that does to the Earth, known as the graining/greening of 
America. ‘Vegetarianism is growing like crazy. Americans 
are changing from fl esh food to health food.’”

5877. Product Name:  Whole Grain Mix (Organic Extruded 
Soybeans and Whole Grains).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Wysong Medical Corp.
Manufacturer’s Address:  1880 N. Eastman, Midland, MI 
48640.  Phone: 517-631-0009.
Date of Introduction:  1989 April.
Ingredients:  Organically grown whole soybeans, quinoa, 
amaranth, fl ax seed, brown rice, wild rice. Stabilized with 
Wysong Oxherphol (a natural antioxidant consisting of 
vitamin E tocopherols and botanical extracts of rosemary, 
cloves and sage).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  20 oz.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  Talk with David Singsank 
of Wysong in Michigan. 1989. March. 17. Though 
soybeans are the predominant ingredient, there are roughly 
equal amount of all ingredients. Spot with photo in Food 
Engineering. 1989. May. “Nutritional supplements from soy 
offered.”

5878. Ridenour, Jeremiah. 1989. Recent developments at 
Wildwood Natural Foods (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. May 
4 and 7. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Wildwood is now a distributor, carrying 80 
products including about 30 of their own products based on 
soy, plus amazake, mochi, salsa, rocket cheese, and juices, 
etc. They claim to be the only full-service distributor in the 
Bay Area. With their 11 trucks (from Wildwood North) they 
deliver their own products directly to northern California 
stores–including Safeway supermarkets–rather than going 
through the central Safeway warehouse. They stock the 
shelves, set their own retail prices, have a vendor number in 
Safeway’s computer, have bar codes on some products, yet 
do all this without paying any slotting allowances. Service 
and quality are considered to be the keys to success. A 
number of these products are now in 30 California Safeway 
supermarkets; the salsa played a key role in getting them in. 
The company got into its fi rst supermarket about 18 months 
ago. At the Safeway in Lafayette, California, 9 products are 
sold in the dairy case, between the yogurt and cottage cheese, 
and the bacon. In some stores they have 8 feet of shelf space.
 “We go in with confi dence. We just say ‘either we get 
this or we don’t come in. We know your customers want 
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no-cholesterol, low-fat foods, don’t they?’ And the buyers 
are forced to agree with us, but they don’t even know what 
we are selling. We tell them ‘This is it. This is the best on 
the market. Its the freshest. We’ll deliver. What more can 
you ask for?’ At the Mission Safeway in Santa Cruz, we 
do about $800 to $900 a week. They have let us put in our 
own refrigerated case, titled Wildwood Natural Foods, as 
have two other stores, in premium spots such as right next 
to the dairy case or end of aisles. We started by getting in 
anywhere, even in the produce section. Then after we were 
in, we’d explain that we didn’t want to be in produce since it 
was too warm and was a risk to both parties and consumers. 
So we asked for 2 feet in the dairy case. When sales were 
good there we went back and told them, ‘Look, we’ve got 
this whole line of products.’ Some agreed to let us try it; 
others didn’t.”
 Wildwood can no longer produce all the tofu they 
need for second generation products, so they buy some tofu 
from Gary Stein at San Diego Soy Dairy. Wildwood Santa 
Cruz, Wildwood Fairfax, and Monterey Bay Soyfoods (the 
tempeh company) are three separate companies. All three 
use about 350 acres x 30 bu/acre x 60 lb/bu = 630,000 lb/
year of Vinton soybeans. They get about 1.6 to 1.8 lb of 
fi rm tofu from 1 lb of these soybeans, thus about 20,000 lb/
week of tofu. They make only nigari tofu, none with calcium 
sulfate. Their main problem in making tofu is the curding 
step. The main variable affecting curding is the soybean 
variety. Wildwood Santa Cruz has 40 employees, which are 
the equivalent of 20 full-time employees. A major problem 
is rapid growth, which they now control by raising prices. 
There is lots of duplication of managers, equipment, etc. 
between Wildwood north and south.
 Note: Soyfoods Center has heard from a source that 
asked not to be mentioned that Wildwood’s gross sales 
are presently estimated to be $5 million a year. Two-thirds 
of that is estimated to come from products the company 
sells but does not make, such as Mrs. Wiggly’s juices, 
Rademacher’s sandwiches, solar tacos, salsa, etc. They try 
very hard to get an exclusive on everything they distribute. 
Address: Santa Cruz, California. Phone: 408-476-4448.

5879. Fisher, C.E.; Knowles, M.E.; Massey, R.C.; McWeeny, 
D.J. 1989. Levels of aluminum in infant formulae. Lancet 
i(8645):1024. May 6.
• Summary: “... it has been suggested that a greater 
proportion of ingested aluminum is absorbed and retained 
in infants, whose gastrointestinal tract and kidneys are not 
fully developed... We have surveyed the aluminum content 
of a range of retail infant formulae... Samples of cow’s milk-
based and soya-based infant formulae were purchased at 
retail outlets in Norwich [England] during 1987 and 1988...
 “The aluminum content of made-up cow’s milk-based 
infant formulae is in the range 0.03-0.20 mg/l (mean 0.11 
mg/l): for soya-based formulae the contents are in the range 

of 0.64-1.34 mg/l with a mean of 0.98 mg/l. The fi gures 
for cow’s milk-based formulae are similar to the aluminum 
contents found in cow’s milk, indicating that there is unlikely 
to be much, if any, contamination during processing. The 
fi gures for soya-based formulae are higher, but this would 
be expected given the higher levels naturally present in 
vegetable materials such as soya...
 “The potential aluminum intake can be estimated as 
0.28-0.55 mg per week from cow’s milk-based formulae and 
2.5-4.9 mg per week from soya-based formulae...
 “The Department of Health’s Committee on the 
Toxicity of Chemicals in Food, Consumer Products and 
the Environment, considering the results of the survey, 
commented that the levels of exposure to aluminum from 
infant formulae were well below the provisional tolerable 
weekly intake of 7 mg/kg body-weight set in March, 
1988, by the Joint FAO/WHO Expert Committee on Food 
Additives and Contaminants, and that in relation to body-
weight aluminum intakes for infants were no greater than 
for adults. The committee concluded that no immediate 
regulatory action was warranted. However, the committee 
also commented that, since the neonatal kidney is not fully 
developed, aluminum elimination in infants could be less 
effi cient than it is in adults, and that there was a lack of 
information on the gastrointestinal absorption of aluminum 
in infants. The committee also recommended that the source 
of aluminum in soya-based infant formulae should be 
established.
 “Aluminum is not deliberately added to infant formulae 
during manufacture. However, it can fi nd its way into the 
formulae through being present, in small amounts, in the 
salts added to make the mineral content of formula as close 
to mother’s milk as possible. Manufacturers estimate that this 
may add about 10% to the total aluminum content of cow’s 
milk-based formula and about 25% in soya-based formula. It 
would be diffi cult to exclude all the ‘extra’ aluminum since it 
is present in so many mineral preparations. There is no clear 
evidence that the additional aluminum is harmful.” Address: 
1-2. Food Science Div. I, Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries 
and Food, London SW1P 3HX, England; 3-4. Food Science 
Lab., Food Science Div. I, MAFF, Norwich, England.

5880. Bajaj, Naresh Kumar. 1989. Welcome address. Paper 
presented at opening of Amrit Protein Foods soymilk plant in 
Ghaziabad, 18 May 1989. 8 p. 21 x 14 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: Shri Jagdish Tytler, the Honorable Minister 
of Food Processing Industries, was present at the opening, 
along with many invited guests. “Protein energy malnutrition 
is wide-spread amongst almost all segments of the 
population in India... The abnormal infant mortality rate in 
our country is 100 per 1,000 births... This problem cannot 
be tackled by conventional means and therefore there is a 
need to fi nd non-conventional sources. Since in our country 
a large number of population is accustomed to a vegetarian 
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diet, one of the means to solve malnutrition problem is in 
a simple little protein packed wonder i.e. soyabean... The 
daily requirement of the essential amino acids (the tissue 
building materials) of a 5 year old child can be covered by 
consumption of ½ liter of soyamilk alone.”
 “With so much goodness of soyamilk I am tempted to 
say (and this I do with due apologies to our friends in the 
medical profession who are present here)–’Drink a pint of 
soyamilk a day & keep your doctor friend away.’”
 “There are some areas–Sir–where the Government 
policy needs to be liberalized so as to promote nutritional 
benefi ts of soyamilk. A few to mention are: (a) Extension of 
dairy milk by addition of 25% of soya milk. (b) All weaning 
foods for babies to be based, as far as possible, on soya milk, 
because of its obvious advantages. (c) Encourage & promote 
the use of soya milk in products like ice cream, kulfi , paneer, 
khoya, etc., which are basically non-essential and where 
the usage of milk is rather high–up to 50%. Such a step will 
certainly help to improve the availability of dairy milk to 
children for drinking. In short, wherever possible, normal 
milk should be extended by soya milk.”
 “The main soya milk plant has been supplied to us 
by Danish Turnkey Dairies of Denmark. The packaging 
machinery have been supplied by Prepac of France.” 
Address: G.T. Road, Ghaziabad, Uttar Pradesh, India.

5881. Erdman, John W., Jr.; Fordyce, Elizabeth J. 1989. 
Soy products and the human diet. American J. of Clinical 
Nutrition 49(5):725-37. May. [144 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soy protein’s role in diet 
and disease. Nutritionally balanced diets. Protease inhibitors. 
Food-protein allergies. Lipid metabolism. Glucose tolerance. 
Caloric reduction. Mineral bioavailability: Zinc, and iron. 
Soy-fi ber-enhanced diets. Summary.
 This report shows that consumption of soy protein 
decreases total and LDL-cholesterol, leaving HDL 
unchanged in hypercholesterolemic individuals.
 “For monogastric animals a reduction of approximately 
80% of the trypsin inhibitor activity by heat processing is 
suffi cient to produce optimal protein nutriture and growth” 
[Rackis 1972]. The remaining 20% is, however, a potential 
problem. They go on to say:
 “Of ultimate concern is whether prolonged exposure 
of the human pancreas to trypsin inhibitors from soy and 
other sources may eventually lead to pancreatic cancer 
[McGuiness et al. 1984; Liener 1986]. This question... is 
unresolved currently. The questions must be asked because 
many infants and vegetarian groups consume signifi cant 
quantities of soy protein.”
 Persons in these two groups “could be chronically 
exposed to low levels of trypsin inhibitors [Liener 1986; 
Morgan et al. 1986]. The long-term effect of low intake 
of trypsin inhibitors has not been delineated... and is now 
being investigated in humans. Research studies directly with 

humans are needed before this concern can be resolved.” 
Address: 580 Bevier Hall, 905 S. Goodwin Ave., Dep. of 
Food Science, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, IL 61801.

5882. Gaddi, Antonio; Ciarrocchi, A.; Matteucci, A.; 
Rimondi, S.; Ravaglia, G.; Descovich, G.C.; Sirtori, C.R. 
1989. Dietary treatment for familial hypercholesterolemia–
differential effects of dietary soy protein according to 
the apolipoprotein E phenotypes. American J. of Clinical 
Nutrition 53(5):1191-96. May. [38 ref]
• Summary: “Abstract: Familial hypercholesterolemia, one 
form of type IIa hyperlipidemia, usually responds poorly to 
standard low-lipid diets. To defi ne the responsiveness to a 
soy-protein diet in this disease, one homozygous and twenty 
heterozygous type IIa patients were submitted to a 4-week 
traditional hypocholesterolemic diet followed by 4 weeks 
in which animal protein was substituted with texturized soy 
protein.” Soy was then discontinued for a further 4 wk. No 
signifi cant changes in plasma lipids appeared during low-
lipid diets. The soy diet, however, caused a marked decrease 
in total (-20.8%) and low-density-lipoprotein (-25.8%) 
cholesterol and in apolipoprotein B (-14.1%).
 These results confi rm that soy protein diets can 
lower cholesterol in type IIa patients with familial 
hypercholesterolemia. Address: 1. Centro Aterosclerosi, 
Policlinico S Orsola, Via Massarenti 9, 40138 Bologna, Italy.

5883. Johnson, Lawrence A. ed. 1989. New technologies 
for value-added products from protein and co-products: 
Symposium proceedings of the Protein and Co-Products 
Div. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society. Center for 
Crops Utilization, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa 50011. 
312 p. Unnumbered. Presented at the 80th Annual Meeting 
of the American Oil Chemists’ Society, May 3-6, 1989 in 
Cincinnati, Ohio. No index. 28 cm. Lay-fl at comb bound.
• Summary: This conference, sponsored by the American 
Soybean Assoc. (St. Louis, Missouri) with L.A. Johnson 
as Technical Program Chairman, was the “outgrowth of 
increasing concern in the U.S. over our mounting surpluses 
of agricultural products and growing need for developing 
new technologies to add value and open markets for 
agricultural products.”
 The conference was divided into 6 symposia, each 
with 1-2 chairpersons: 1. Value-added industrial uses for 
soybeans. 2. Nutrition as a basis for value-added products 
from oilseed proteins. 3. Value added feed products from 
protein and co-products: Changing resources and needs. 4. 
Dietary fi ber: Potential for use in value added co-products. 
5. Value added feed products from protein and co-products: 
Value addition by processing. 6. New functionalities for 
value-added food proteins. Individual papers are cited 
separately. Address: Ames, Iowa.

5884. Kutschke, RoseAnn S. 1989. Health benefi ts of dietary 
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soy fi ber. In: L.A. Johnson, ed. 1989. New Technologies 
for Value-Added Products from Protein and Co-Products: 
Symposium Proceedings. Ames, Iowa: Center for Crops 
Utilization Research. 312 p. See p. 175-88. Unnumbered. [23 
ref]
• Summary: “In the two decades since Burkitt and Trowell 
enunciated the hypothesis that many diseases of western 
civilization were linked to the consumption of refi ned foods 
with diminishing fi ber content, the scientifi c and medical 
community has documented many health benefi ts of dietary 
fi ber. This review will summarize the physiological effects 
of Fibrim soy fi ber that have been demonstrated in humans, 
i.e., (a) lowering plasma cholesterol in hypercholesterolemic 
subjects, (b) improving glucose tolerance and insulin 
response in hyperlipidemic and diabetic humans, (c) 
increasing fecal weight and moisture and decreasing transit 
time, and (d) having no negative effect on mineral retention...
 “Fibrim soy fi ber, the major commercially available fi ber 
source from oil seeds, is a versatile, convenient and palatable 
ingredient that can be added to a wide array of common 
foods such as breads, muffi ns, crackers, cereals, cookies, 
puddings, sauces and pasta. Its proven health benefi ts 
include reducing plasma cholesterol in hypercholesterolemic 
individuals, improving glucose tolerance and insulin 
response in hyperlipidemic and diabetic humans, increasing 
fecal weight and moisture and decreasing transit time, and 
positively affecting mineral retention when compared to fi ber 
free formulas.” Address: Prof. in Nutrition, Univ. of Texas, 
Austin, TX 78712.

5885. Langley, Gill. 1989. Aluminium and soya milks. Vegan 
(The) (England). Spring. p. 12. [3 ref]
• Summary: Dr. Langley cites articles in The Sunday Times 
(Nov. 20), The Manchester Guardian (Jan. 4) and New 
Scientist (Jan. 21) that reported on the presence of aluminum 
in food and its effect on health. “Scientists presently believe 
that there may be a link between the gradual build-up of 
aluminum in the bones, brain and blood, and conditions 
ranging from a softening of the bones, senile dementia 
(or Alzheimer’s disease), and anaemia. Higher levels of 
aluminum in soya-based infant formula feeds were reported 
in some of these articles...
 “There is no legal requirement for manufacturers 
of baby milk powders or soya milks to state the level of 
aluminium in their products, nor is there an established 
maximum for these products. Normally, we would not absorb 
very much of the aluminium that fi nds its way into our 
digestive systems–between 75 and 95% of the average 4-8 
milligrams of aluminium a day most people eat goes straight 
through their bodies undigested.
 “However, patients with kidney disease are less able to 
excrete aluminium. In newborn infants during the fi rst week 
of life (and longer for premature babies) the gut is more 
permeable, and the likelihood of aluminium being absorbed 

into the bloodstream is higher; such infants, and particularly 
underweight babies, have less effective kidneys and may also 
be defi cient in zinc, which puts them at higher risk. These 
two groups, and possibly old people whose kidneys are not 
too effi cient, are most at risk from aluminium poisoning.”
 “Plamil Foods Ltd. estimate that Plamil soya milk in the 
ready-to-use form contains not more than 780 micrograms of 
aluminum per litre... Vandemoortele reported that Provamel 
milk contains ‘less than 5,000 micrograms’ of aluminum per 
litre... “Unisoy’s soya milk has 50 micrograms per litre... 
Farley is currently reformulating its OsterSoy powdered 
infant feed so that it is acceptable to vegans (by replacing 
animal derived vitamin D-3 with vitamin D-2). This will be 
available some time later this year. [Ed. See News, ‘Ostersoy 
Update’.] The amount of aluminum in OsterSoy powder is 
2,000 micrograms per kg, but when made up with water the 
level is about 400 micrograms per litre...
 “Those who are concerned to minimize their 
consumption of aluminum could avoid the use of aluminum 
pans and antacid medicines.” Address: England.

5886. Library of Congress, Subject Cataloging Div., 
Processing Services. 1989. Library of Congress subject 
headings. 12th edition. Washington, DC: Cataloging 
Distribution Service, Library of Congress. 3 volumes.
• Summary: This 12th edition (LCSH 12) contains 
approximately 173,000 headings established by the Library 
through Sept. 1988. The book was available on 3 May 1989. 
Approximately 10,000 headings were added since the 11th 
edition in 1988. Among these headings are 139,000 topical 
subject headings, 22,000 geographic subject headings, 
10,000 personal names (incl. 9,000 family names), 2,600 
corporate headings. This book should be used with the 
Subject Cataloging Manual (1989. 3rd ed.).
 These subject headings have been accumulated by 
LC since 1898 and the fi rst edition of LCSH was printed 
between 1909 and 1914. Subject headings are listed in 
boldface type. Approximately 40% of headings are followed 
by LC class numbers, which are added only when there is a 
close correspondence between the subject heading and the 
provisions of the LC classifi cation schedules.
 References show the relationship between terms: (1) The 
equivalence relationship: Use of UF (Use for) references. 
(2) The hierarchical relationship: Broader terms (BT) and 
narrower terms (NT). BT and NT function as reciprocals. 
A term appearing as a BT must be matched by the reversed 
relationship as an NT (e.g., Motor Vehicles. BT Vehicles. 
NT Trucks). (3) The associative relationship: Related terms 
(RT. Ornithology. RT Birds). May Subd Geog (MSG) = May 
subdivide geographically. Soy related subject headings, listed 
alphabetically, are:
 Fermented soyfoods (MSG). BT Food, Fermented. 
Soyfoods. NT Fermented soymilk. Miso. Natto. Soy sauce. 
Tempeh.
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 Fermented soyfoods industry (MSG). BT Soyfoods 
industry. NT Miso industry. Nattô industry. Soy sauce 
industry. Fermented soymilk (MSG). BT Fermented 
soyfoods. Soymilk.
 Hydrogenation [QD281.H8]
 Information storage and retrieval systems–Soyfoods.
 Lecithin [QP752.L4 (Physiology), or RM666.L4 
(Therapeutics)]. UF Phosphatidylcholine. BT Phospholipids. 
NT Lysolecithin. Also: Lecithinase.
 Margarine (MSG) [TP684.M3 (Manufacture)]. UF 
Butter, artifi cial, Margarin, Oleomargarine. BT Oils and fats, 
edible. NT Vanaspati. Margarine industry (MSG) [HD9330.
M37-374] BT Oil industries. NT Vanaspati industry.
 Meat substitutes [TX838]. BT Food substitutes. 
Vegetarianism.
 Miso (MSG) [TP438.S6 (Manufacture)]. UF Paste, 
Soybean. Soybean paste. BT Fermented soyfoods. NT 
Cookery (Miso).
 Miso industry (MSG). BT Fermented soyfoods industry.
 Nattô (MSG) [TP438.S36 (Manufacture)] [TX558.S6 
(Nutrition)]. BT Fermented soyfoods.
 Nattô industry (MSG). BT Fermented soyfoods industry.
 Natural food restaurants (MSG). UF Restaurants, 
Natural food. BT Restaurants, lunch rooms, etc. RT Food, 
Natural.
 Natural foods industry (MSG) [HD9000-HD9019]. UF 
Health foods industry. BT Food, Natural. Note: Natural food 
(Use Food, Natural). Natural food cookery (Use Cookery 
(Natural foods)).
 Nonfermented soyfoods.
 Nonfermented soyfoods industry.
 Shortenings–Use Oils and fats, edible.
 Soy ice cream (MSG). Here are entered works on 
no-dairy frozen desserts in which soy protein largely or 
completely replaces the dairy proteins. UF Ice cream, Soy. 
Soymilk ice cream. Tofu ice cream. BT Non-dairy frozen 
desserts. Nonfermented soyfoods.
 Soy ice cream industry (MSG) [HD9330.S63-HD9330.
S633]. BT Nonfermented soyfoods industry.
 Soy sauce (MSG) [TP438.S6 (Manufacture)]. [TX407.
S69 (Nutrition)]. UF Sauce, Soy. Soy. Soya Sauce. BT 
Fermented soyfoods. NT Cookery (Soy sauce).
 Soy sauce industry (MSG) [HD9330.S65-HD9330.
S653]. BT Fermented soyfoods industry. NT Strikes and 
lockouts–Soy sauce industry.
 SOYA (Information retrieval system [SoyaScan from 
Soyfoods Center]) [Z695.1.S68]. BT Information storage and 
retrieval systems–Soyfoods.
 Soybean (MSG) [QK495.L52 (Botany)]. [SB205.S7 
(Culture)]. UF Glycine max. Soja bean. Soja max. Soy-bean. 
Soya. Soya bean. BT Beans. Forage plants. Oilseed plants.
 Soybean–Diseases and pests (MSG). NT Diaporthe 
phaseolorum. Heterodera glycines [Nematodes]. Soybean 
mosaic disease. Soybean rust disease.

 Soybean as feed [SF99.S]. NT Soybean meal as feed.
 Soybean fl our. UF soya fl our. BT Flour. Soybean 
products.
 Soybean glue. BT Glue. Soybean products.
 Soybean industry (MSG) [HD9235.S6-HD9235.S62]. 
BT Vegetable trade. NT Soybean oil industry.
 Soybean meal (MSG). UF Soybean oil meal. Soybean 
oilmeal. BT Meal. Soybean products
 Soybean meal as feed [SF99.S]. BT Soybean as feed.
 Soybean mosaic disease (MSG) [SB608.S7]. UF 
Soybean chlorosis. Soybean leaf curl. BT Soybean–Diseases 
and pests. RT Soybean mosaic virus.
 Soybean mosaic virus. BT Plant viruses. RT Soybean 
mosaic disease.
 Soybean oil (MSG) [TP684.S]. UF Bean oil. Chinese 
bean oil. Soy oil. BT Drying oils. Soybean products.
 Soybean oil industry (MSG) [HD9490]. BT Soybean 
industry.
 Soybean oil mills (MSG). BT Oil mills. Soybean 
processing plants.
 Soybean processing plants (MSG). BT Factories. Food 
processing plants. NT Soybean oil mills.
 Soybean products (MSG). NT Soybean fl our. Soybean 
glue. Soybean meal. Soybean oil. Soyfoods.
 Soybean rust disease (MSG) [SB608.S7]. UF Rust 
disease of soybean. BT Fungal diseases of plants. Soybean–
Diseases and pests. RT Phakopsora pachyrhizi.
 Soyfoods (MSG). [TX401.2.S69 (Nutrition)]. [TX558.
S7 (Composition)]. UF Soybean as food. BT Food. Soybean 
products. RT Cookery (Soybeans). NT Fermented soyfoods. 
Nonfermented soyfoods.
 Soyfoods industry (MSG) [HD9235.S6-HD9235.
S62]. BT Food industry and trade. NT Fermented soyfoods 
industry. Nonfermented soyfoods industry. Soymilk industry.
 Soymilk. UF Beverages, Soy. Milk, Soy. Milk, Soybean. 
Soy beverages. Soy milk. Soybean milk. BT Nonfermented 
soyfoods. NT Fermented soymilk.
 Soymilk industry (MSG) [HD9235.S6-HD9235.S62]. 
UF Soy milk industry. Soybean milk industry. BT Soyfoods 
industry.
 Tempeh (MSG) [TX558.T39]. UF Bongkrek. Tempe. 
BT Fermented Soyfoods. RT Cookery (Tempeh).
 Tofu (MSG).
 Note: Changes in this edition from the 11th edition. 
Changed: Soybean as food to Soyfoods. Changed: Soybean 
milk to Soymilk. Changed: Soybean milk industry to 
Soymilk industry. Added: Soyfoods industry. Added: 
Fermented soyfoods. Added: Fermented soyfoods industry. 
Added: Nonfermented soyfoods. Added: Nonfermented 
soyfoods industry. Added: Fermented soymilk. Address: 
Washington, DC.

5887. McDougall, John A. 1989. Questions and answers 
about children’s diets: The hazards of dairy products. 
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Vegetarian Times. May. p. 64. [1 ref]
• Summary: “Question: Please explain why you don’t 
recommend cow’s milk for children. Aren’t dairy products 
the best sources of calcium? Answer: The dairy industry 
has brainwashed most people into believing that cow’s milk 
is essential for children. But let’s take a look at some of 
the hazards of feeding your children dairy products. First, 
dairy products are the No. 1 cause of food allergy, resulting 
in problems ranging from runny noses to asthma to bed-
wetting. Second, dairy products are loaded with cholesterol 
and fat. The fat contributes to obesity and increases a 
child’s risk for cancer and heart disease later is life. Third, 
the lactose in milk is diffi cult for many people to digest, 
resulting in gas, stomach cramps and diarrhea. Fourth, there’s 
no fi ber in dairy products–one of the reasons milk and cheese 
can make children constipated. Fifth, some dairy products 
contain infectious agents like salmonella and tuberculosis; 
toxic pesticides are also concentrated in milk products.
 “Besides these reasons, I tell parents about the leukemia 
viruses found in 20% of the dairy cows in this country. 
These leukemia viruses can cross species of animals and 
have caused leukemia in other animals under laboratory 
conditions. Not surprisingly, leukemia is most common in 
parts of the world where dairy products are most heavily 
consumed. (Ferrer, J., Science 213:1014, 1981)
 “But now to calcium. The dairy industry mistakenly 
insists that cow’s milk is the only source for calcium. But 
the fact is, plants are loaded with it–enough to grow the 
skeletons of elephants, cows, horses and people. Although 
Asian and African children usually don’t drink any milk after 
weaning, they have normal-sized bones and greater bone 
strength throughout life than milk-drinking Americans.” 
Address: Santa Rosa, California.

5888. Samman, Samir; Khosla, P.; Carroll, K.K. 1989. 
Metabolism of low density lipoprotein apolipoprotein 
B in rabbits fed semipurifi ed diets containing casein or 
soy protein isolate. In: L.A. Johnson, ed. 1989. New 
Technologies for Value-Added Products from Protein 
and Co-Products: Symposium Proceedings. Ames, Iowa: 
Center for Crops Utilization Research. 312 p. See p. 69-72. 
Unnumbered. [10 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Experiment 1: 
Turnover of LDL. Experiment 2: A cross-over study of LDL 
kinetics. Experiment 3: Receptor-dependent uptake of LDL. 
Discussion. Address: Dep. of Biochemistry, Univ. of Western 
Ontario, London, ONT, N6A 5C1, Canada.

5889. Schmutz, W.G. 1989. Soybean proteins in the diets 
of preruminant calves. In: L.A. Johnson, ed. 1989. New 
Technologies for Value-Added Products from Protein and 
Co-Products: Symposium Proceedings. Ames, Iowa: Center 
for Crops Utilization Research. 312 p. See p. 223-47. 
Unnumbered. [81 ref]

• Summary: Contents: The preruminant calf. The clotting 
of milk. Enzyme activity. Nutrient requirements of the 
preruminant calf. Soy proteins in calf milk replacers. 
Soy protein concentrates. Isolated soy proteins. Changes 
in digestive events. Passage rates. Gastrointestinal 
hypersensitive reactions. “Reduced feed costs and the 
demand for milk products for human consumption have 
stimulated this area of research...
 “The use of non-milk proteins in calf milk replacers 
have been studied for the past 50 to 60 years... Of these 
protein sources, soybean fl ours and soybean protein 
concentrate have received the greatest research attention 
and are used in the greatest amounts in the milk replacer 
industry...
 “Isolated soy proteins have not been evaluated as protein 
sources for calf milk replacers to the extent of soy fl ours and 
soy protein concentrates. Cost of the isolated soy proteins is 
a major consideration...
 “Currently, due either to the inability of the young calf 
to adequately digest soy proteins and/or the creation of an 
allergic response to poorly digested proteins, the present 
usage level of soy protein remains at less than 50% of the 
protein.” Address: Central Soya Co., Decatur, Indiana.

5890. Smith, Keith J.; Thompson, James. 1989. History 
of industrial use of soybeans. In: L.A. Johnson, ed. 1989. 
New Technologies for Value-Added Products from Protein 
and Co-Products: Symposium Proceedings. Ames, Iowa: 
Center for Crops Utilization Research. 312 p. See p. 1-8. 
Unnumbered.
• Summary: This history starts in the 1920s and focuses 
on the USA, with several mentions of Japan. Discusses: 
Henry Ford (whose soybean suit woven of soy fi bers cost 
an estimated $39,000), soy fi ber production in Japan (in 
1939 the Japanese produced 900,000 to 1,200,000 lb of it), 
soybean plastics, Azlon made of soy protein fi ber [by The 
Drackett Co., Cincinnati, Ohio], the Northern Regional 
Laboratory (at Peoria, Illinois), soy fl our adhesives for 
plywood, soy adhesives used in fi berboard boxes and 
shotgun shells, soy oil as a drying agent in paints (especially 
alkyd paints) and linoleum, soy protein paper coating, soy 
oil in fi re fi ghting foams, as a rubber substitute (Norepol), 
as an anti-foaming agent, in fuels, printing inks, as a carrier 
for agricultural chemicals (with probable environmental 
advantages over petroleum-based carriers), and for control 
of explosive grain dust (at reasonably cool temperatures, it 
doesn’t readily go rancid).
 One of the fi rst major thrusts of the U.S. Regional 
Soybean Industrial Products Laboratory, established in 1936, 
was development of soybean plastics. “Isolated soybean 
plastic was fi rst attempted, then abandoned. The Laboratory 
had diffi culties increasing its water resistance. But the 
intractable problem was that the protein isolate plastic didn’t 
fl ow well enough to allow molding in injection dies.
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 “So they tried plastic made from soy meal instead. But it 
was even less water resistant than the protein isolate plastics, 
and had to be expensively treated to remove sugars and salts 
as well as heat-treated to denature the protein...
 Today over 100 million lb of epoxodized soy oil is 
used as a plasticizer and stabilizer for vinyl plastics. “Soy 
oil is an anti-foaming agent in the aerated fermentation of 
penicillin, streptomycin and tetracyclines. An added plus is 
that soy oil provides nutrients to markedly increase the yield 
of antibiotic... Soy oil is not nearly so good a fuel as it is an 
anti-foaming agent. For one thing, it is too viscous for good 
fuel injection. It must be converted to simple alkyl esters.” 
But these form varnish deposits on cylinder walls and fuel 
inlets.
 “Soy oil is coming into its own as a printing ink, 
relatively cheaper than the soy protein dispersions that 
proved too expensive in the 1940s. Soybean oil is clear so 
that pigment shows through better than in petroleum based 
inks, and soy oil ink doesn’t smudge onto your fi ngers like 
regular newsprint.
 “And the use of soy ink in rural newspapers, and soy 
oil in agricultural chemicals and grain elevators brings 
an immeasurable public relations benefi t to people who 
do business with farmers. This public relations benefi t 
frequently offsets any additional cost of using soy oil. For 
instance, over 1,000 newspapers now print with slightly 
more expensive soy oil.
 “Possibly the major factor in charting the soybean’s 
course was the discovery of vitamin B-12 not long after 
World War II. No longer was animal protein needed in 
poultry and swine rations. It could simply be inserted into 
formulations of only corn and soybean meal. Demand for 
soybean meal skyrocketed, and became the chief soybean 
product.” Address: American Soybean Assoc., St. Louis, 
Missouri. Phone: 314-432-1600.

5891. Steinke, Frederick H. 1989. Der Naehrwert isolierter 
Sojaproteine in der menschlichen Ernaehrung [The 
nutritional value of isolated soy proteins in the human diet]. 
Ernaehrungs-Umschau 36(5):184-86. May. [Ger]
• Summary: More and more food products are now coming 
onto the market which contain soy protein and specially 
isolated soy protein. The isolated soy proteins are used both 
as a complete protein substitute and in conjunction with 
other vegetable and animal proteins. The nutritional value 
of these isolated soy proteins has been extensively studied 
in children and adults to determine their importance as a 
source of protein and amino acids. This paper examines these 
studies in relation to human needs. Isolated soy proteins offer 
opportunities for extensive modifi cation of foods that make 
them more valuable to human health.
 Tables show: (1) The composition of various soy 
ingredients (Sojabohnen-Nahrungsmittelprodukten).
 Isolated soy protein: 92% protein (N x 6.25), 2.5% total 

carbohydrates, 0.5% soy oil.
 Soya concentrate: 70% protein, 24.0% total 
carbohydrates, 1.0% soy oil.
 Defatted soybean meal: 54% protein, 38.0% total 
carbohydrates, 1.0% soy oil.
 Whole soybean meal: 42% protein, 35.0% total 
carbohydrates, 20.0% soy oil.
 (2) Amino acid content of soy protein isolate and 
recommended standard requirements for amino acids (for 
children aged 2-5, or aged 10-12, and for adults).
 (3) The growth of normal infants with soy protein foods 
of 3 gm protein per 100 kcal (male and female, growth in 
mm/day and gm/day).
 (4) Results of feeding children in preschool with soy 
protein isolate (the 3 types are Supro 620, Supro 710, and 
Purina 220).
 (5) Nitrogen balance data for mixed beef protein and 
isolated soy protein at 0.6/gm/kg body weight per day. 
Address: Dep. of Nutritional Science, Protein Technologies 
International, St. Louis, Missouri.

5892. Ogawa, Taiichi; Tayama, E.; Kitamura, K.; Kaizuma, 
N. 1989. Genetic improvement of seed storage proteins 
using three variant alleles of 7S globulin subunits in soybean 
(Glycine max L.). Ikushugaku Zasshi (Japanese J. of 
Breeding) 39(2):137-47. June 1. [18 ref. Eng; jap]
• Summary: “Genetically fi xed ‘7 S-low lines’ were 
developed from a cross Keburi x F1 (Oodate No. 1 x 
Mo-shi-dou Gong 503) in soybean. Seven S-low lines 
are characterized by the lack of the alpha’-subunit of 7 
S globulin and a marked decrease of both the alpha- and 
beta-subunits of 7 S globulin due to the simultaneous 
incorporation of alpha’-null, alpha-low and beta-low alleles. 
The 7S-low lines and ordinary varieties were examined for 
their respective contents of 7 S and 11 S globulins, total 
protein contents, development of protein bodies and amino 
acid composition in the mature seeds. The contents of 7 S 
globulin in the 7 S-low lines were only half of those in the 
ordinary varieties, whereas the contents of 11 S globulin 
in the lines were about 14% higher than those in the 
ordinary varieties. The marked modifi cations in the protein 
composition of the seeds did not adversely affect the total 
protein contents as well as development and morphology of 
the protein bodies. A high negative correlation was found 
between the 7S and 11 S globulin contents (r= -0.84, P (r=0) 
<0.001), and the calculated absolute value of the slope of the 
regression line was slightly larger than 1.0 (a= -1.5). These 
results suggest that 1.1 S globulin may compensate for the 
decrease in 7 S globulin to maintain the production of total 
seed protein in the 7 S-low lines. The mean value of the 
sulfur-containing amino acid contents in the seeds of four 
representative 7 S-low lines was about 20% higher than that 
of four ordinary varieties.” Address: Faculty of Agriculture, 
Iwate Univ., Morioka, 020 [Japan].
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5893. Mann, Oscar. 1989. Re: Problems in trying to 
introduce tofu to Kenya. Letter to William Shurtleff at 
Soyfoods Center, June 7. 2 p. Typed, with signature on 
letterhead.
• Summary: “I was making my own tofu for a while, then 
supplying friends and now a main deli/grocery in town. It’s 
little known here but sales are steadily growing and are now 
at around 20 kg/week. I’m also producing soysage and have 
just begun okara Tempeh.”
 The main problems are: 1. Very strict government health 
regulations; all products must undergo strict government 
testing. 2. Poor quality soybeans and concern with afl atoxins 
on soybeans. “I have one person whose job it is to sit and 
sort soaked beans–particularly any that look moldy or 
infected in any way. We actually discard 20-30% of our 
raw stock... For some reason Kenya is having a hard time 
producing soy beans. The market has been low but their 
main problem is that the beans rot as soon as they are ready, 
necessitating 2 or even 3 pickings per day! Beans on the 
market currently come from Uganda or Tanzania and are 
old. I buy what I can (at around $0.50/lb) and there are 
never two loads the same which makes control and scientifi c 
methodology diffi cult.” 3. Local coagulants are expensive. 
Lab grade calcium sulfate, the least expensive, costs $1.66/
lb. So the cost of producing tofu is about $0.95/lb (with labor 
costing only $0.50/hour); it wholesales for $1.25 and retails 
for $1.66/lb. 4. Tofu and other soyfoods are not well known.
 “I am holding a tofu-making class this coming week end 
and will have samples of tempeh and soysage to try. Next is 
a tofu cooking class, a small recipe book and a soya festival 
with one of the largest restaurants.”
 “My analysis of the situation soy-wise here is that 
probably the most accepted products will be fl avored soy 
milk in tetra bricks, burgers, soysage, and dried frozen 
tofu for the various hunger and famine-relief projects. (I 
actually thought I had invented this stuff before fi nding it 
in your books. I use it as my main staple on safari and have 
given samples to trekking companies.) I would like to see a 
full-scale soy dairy in operation.” Address: Kenya Natural 
Products Development Co., P.O. Box 20360, Nairobi, Kenya. 
Phone: 60099.

5894. Earthsave. 1989. How to win an argument with a meat 
eater (Ad). New York Times. June 18. p. B-39. National ed. 
Business section. Sunday.
• Summary: “The hunger argument: Number of people 
worldwide who will die as a result of malnutrition this year: 
20 million. Number of people who could be adequately fed 
using the land freed if Americans reduced their intake of 
meat by 10%: 60 million. Percentage of corn grown in the 
U.S. eaten by people: 20. Percentage of corn grown in the 
U.S. eaten by livestock: 80. Percentage of oats grown in the 
U.S. eaten by livestock: 95. Percentage of protein wasted 

by cycling grain through livestock: 90. How frequently a 
child dies as a result of malnutrition: every 2.3 seconds. 
Pounds of potatoes that can be grown on an acre: 20,000. 
Pounds of beef produced on an acre: 165. Percentage of U.S. 
farmland devoted to beef production: 56. Pounds of grain 
and soybeans needed to produce a pound of edible fl esh from 
feedlot beef: 16.
 “The environmental argument: Cause of global 
warming: greenhouse effect. Primary cause of greenhouse 
effect: carbon dioxide emissions from fossil fuels. Fossil 
fuels needed to produce a meat-centered diet vs. a meat-
free diet: 3 times more. Percentage of U.S. topsoil lost to 
date: 75. Percentage of U.S. topsoil loss directly related to 
livestock raising: 85. Number of acres of U.S. forest cleared 
for cropland to produce meat-centered diet: 260 million. 
Amount of meat imported to U.S. annually from Central 
and South America: 300,000,000 pounds. Percentage of 
Central American children under the age of fi ve who are 
undernourished: 75. Area of tropical rainforest consumed in 
every quarter-pound of rainforest beef: 55 sq. ft. Current rate 
of species extinction due to destruction of tropical rainforests 
for meat grazing and other uses: 1,000 per year.
 “The cancer argument: Increased risk of breast cancer 
for women who eat meat daily compared to less than once a 
week: 3.8 times. For women who eat eggs daily compared 
to once a week: 2.8 times. For women who eat butter and 
cheese 2-4 times a week: 3.25 times. Increased risk of fatal 
ovarian cancer for women who eat eggs 3 or more times a 
week vs. less than once a week: 3 times. Increased risk of 
fatal prostate cancer for men who consume meat, cheese, 
eggs and milk daily vs. sparingly or not at all: 3.6 times.
 “The cholesterol argument: Number of U.S. medical 
schools: 125. Number requiring a course in nutrition: 30. 
Nutrition training received by average U.S. physician during 
four years in medical school: 2.5 hours. Most common 
cause of death in the U.S.: heart attack. How frequently a 
heart attack kills in the U.S.: every 45 seconds. Average 
U.S. man’s risk of death from heart attack: 50 percent. 
Risk of average U.S. man who eats no meat: 15 percent. 
Risk of average U.S. man who eats no meat, dairy or eggs: 
4 percent. Amount you reduce risk of heart attack if you 
reduce consumption of meat, dairy and eggs by 10 percent: 9 
percent. Amount you reduce risk if you reduce consumption 
by 50 percent: 45 percent. Amount you reduce risk if you 
eliminate meat, dairy and eggs from your diet: 90 percent. 
Average cholesterol level of people eating a meat-centered 
diet: 210 mg/dl. Chance of dying from heart disease if you 
are male and your blood cholesterol is 210 mg/dl: greater 
than 50 percent.
 “The natural resources argument: User of more than 
half of all water used for all purposes in the U.S.: livestock 
production. Amount of water used in production of the 
average cow: suffi cient to fl oat a destroyer. Gallons to 
produce a pound of wheat: 25. Gallons to produce a pound 
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of meat: 2,500. Years the world’s known oil reserves would 
last if every human ate a meat-centered diet: 13. Years they 
would last if human beings no longer ate meat: 260. Calories 
of fossil fuel expended to get 1 calorie of protein from beef: 
78. To get 1 calorie of protein from soybeans: 2. Percentage 
of all raw materials (base products of farming, forestry and 
mining, including fossil fuels) consumed by the U.S. that 
is devoted to the production of livestock: 33. Percentage of 
all raw materials consumed by the U.S. needed to produce a 
complete vegetarian diet: 2.
 “The antibiotic argument: Percentage of U.S. antibiotics 
fed to livestock: 55. Percentage of staphylococci infections 
resistant to penicillin in 1960: 13. Percentage resistant in 
1988: 91. Response of European Economic Community to 
routine feeding of antibiotics to livestock: ban. Response of 
U.S. meat and pharmaceutical industries to routine feeding of 
antibiotics to livestock: full and complete support.
 “The pesticide argument: Common belief: U.S. 
Department of Agriculture protects our health through 
meat inspection. Reality: fewer than 1 out of every 250,000 
slaughtered animals is tested for toxic chemical residues. 
Percentage of U.S. mother’s milk containing signifi cant 
levels of DDT: 99. Percentage of U.S. vegetarian mother’s 
milk containing signifi cant levels of DDT: 8. Contamination 
of breast milk, due to chlorinated hydrocarbon pesticides 
in animal products, found in meat-eating mothers vs. non-
meat eating mothers: 35 times higher. Amount of Dieldrin 
ingested by the average breast-fed American infant: 9 times 
the permissible level.
 “The ethical argument: Number of animals killed for 
meat per hour in the U.S.: 660,000. Occupation with highest 
turnover rate in U.S.: slaughterhouse worker. Occupation 
with highest rate of on-the-job injury in U.S.: slaughterhouse 
worker.
 “The survival argument: Athlete to win Ironman 
Triathlon more than twice: Dave Scott (6 time winner). Food 
choices of Dave Scott: vegetarian. Largest meat eater that 
ever lived: Tyrannosaurus Rex.” Address: Box 949, Felton, 
California 95018-0949.

5895. SoyaScan Notes. 1989. What are soybean saponins? 
Can they reduce human blood cholesterol levels? 
(Overview). June 28. Compiled by William Shurtleff of 
Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Webster’s Dictionary (1983) defi nes saponin 
(derived from the French saponine, which is from the 
Latin sapon-, sapo = soap, and fi rst used in 1831) as “any 
of various mostly toxic glucosides that occur in plants (as 
soapwort or soapbark) and are characterized by the property 
of producing a soapy lather; esp: a hygroscopic amorphous 
saponin mixture used esp. as a foaming and emulsifying 
agent and detergent.”
 Thus it may be the saponins (carbohydrates, water 
soluble sugars) in the whey which is a by-product of the 

tofu-making process that causes that whey to foam.
Webster’s Dictionary defi nes glucoside (a term fi rst used 

in 1857) as a glycoside that yields glucose on hydrolysis. A 
glycoside (fi rst used in 1930) is defi ned as “any of numerous 
sugar derivatives that contain a nonsugar group attached 
through an oxygen or nitrogen bond and that on hydrolysis 
yield a sugar (as glucose).”
 Birk and Peri (1980, p. 161) state: “The saponins are 
glycosides that occur in a wide variety of plants. They 
are generally characterized by their bitter taste, foaming 
in aqueous solutions, and their ability to hemolyze [break 
down] red blood cells.”
 The earliest document seen (Jan. 2005) that mentions 
soybean saponins was published in 1931 by E. Walz in 
German. In early 1979 a team of Australian researchers (led 
by Potter, Topping, and Oakenfull) at the CSIRO Division 
of Human Nutrition in Adelaide found that the cholesterol-
lowering effect of soybean products was attributable to the 
presence of saponins rather than proteins or amino acids. 
Subsequent research by this group and others seemed 
to verify this hypothesis. Note that saponins impart an 
unpleasant, bitter taste to most soyfoods (e.g. tofu or 
soymilk) in which they are present.
 In 1990 Japanese scientists from the Department of 
Food Chemistry at Tohoku University found that soybean 
saponins could control reproduction of the HIV virus which 
is associated with Acquired Immune Defi ciency Syndrome or 
AIDS. These saponins showed inhibitory effects against HIV 
infection in vitro.

5896. Chang, K.C.; Skauge, L.H.; Satterlee, L.D. 1989. 
Analysis of amino acids in soy isolates and navy beans 
using precolumn derivization with phenylisothiocyanate and 
reversed-phase high performance liquid chromatography. J. 
of Food Science 54(3):756-57. May/June. [12 ref]
• Summary: Soy protein isolates Supro 620 and 710 (made 
by Ralston Purina Co., St. Louis, Missouri) were used. 
Amino acid profi les obtained by PITC derivatization and 
RP-HPLC compared fairly well with literature data for soy 
isolates. Address: 1-2. Dep. of Food and Nutrition, College 
of Home Economics, Agric. Exp. Station, North Dakota 
State Univ., Fargo, ND 58105; 3. Dep. of Food Science, 
Pennsylvania State Univ., University Park, PA 16802.

5897. Golbitz, Peter. 1989. Mexican soyfoods producers 
form association. Soya Newsletter (Bar Harbor, Maine). 
May/June. p. 7.
• Summary: “Representatives of Industrial de Alimentos, 
Nutricasa, Productos Alimentarios Delicias, Nutrimex, 
Alimentos Proteinicos S.A., Arancia Purina Proteinas, 
Archer Daniels Midland, Laboratorios Abbot, Mead Johnson 
and Nestlé have been meeting with Dr. Susana Dehesa 
de Manjarrez and Adela Perez of the American Soybean 
Association’s Technical Assistance Center to plan joint 
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activities targeted at expanding the market of edible soy 
protein products. The fi rst project is to launch a generic soy 
advertising campaign directed at 3 market segments: food 
industry, medical and nutrition community, and food service 
and consumers.”
 “A net result of the program has been the establishment 
of a new mind set–the reality that with soy, you can feed the 
same amount of people with less money.” Address: Soyatech, 
Bar Harbor, Maine.

5898. Matsuura, M.; Obata, A.; Fukushima, D. 1989. 
Objectionable fl avor of soy milk developed during the 
soaking of soybeans and its control. J. of Food Science 
54(3):602-05. May/June. [23 ref]
• Summary: Beta-glucosidases, enzymes in soybeans, were 
found to be responsible for the production of daidzein and 
genistein from the isofl avone glucosides, daidzine and 
genistin, respectively, during the process of making soymilk. 
Address: Research & Development Div. of Kikkoman Corp., 
399 Noda, Noda City, Chiba prefecture 278, Japan.

5899. Park, Kun-Young; Lee, E.S.; Moon, S.H.; Cheigh, 
H.S. 1989. [Effects of browning products and charcoal on the 
degradation of afl atoxin B1 in Korean soy sauce (kanjang) 
and its model system]. Korean Journal of Food Science and 
Technology 21(3):419-24. June. [19 ref. Kor; eng]
• Summary: “The effects of browning products (BP) from 
Kanjang (soy sauce) and charcoal on the degradation of 
afl atoxin B1 (AFB1) in Kanjang and its model system were 
studied. Approximately 60% of AFB1 was degraded in the 
presence of 0.05% BP at pH 7 of phosphate buffer after 2 
days of incubation at 30 ºC. The mutagenicity of the APB, 
which reacted with the BP was decreased to about 50% and 
70% in Salmonella typhimurium TA98 and TA100 strains, 
respectively (p<0.05). When a few pieces of charcoal were 
added to home made Kanjang, AFB1 was quite stable for 
5 days at 30ºC, however, about 80% of AFB, was removed 
when the charcoal was either in distilled water or in 20% of 
NaCI solution after 2 days of incubation. Activated carbon 
instead of the charcoal removed AFB1 completely in the all 
samples under the same conditions.” Address: Dep. of Food 
Science and Nutrition, Pusan National Univ., Pusan [Korea].

5900. Prevention (Emmaus, Pennsylvania). 1989. The 
trouble with tempeh. 41(6):44. June.
• Summary: Tempeh now lacks vitamin B-12, in part 
because of better testing techniques and in part because 
the tempeh industry’s improved hygienic techniques have 
destroyed the B-12 carrying bacteria that were once in 
tempeh. So strict vegetarians [vegans] should take a B-12 
supplement.
 Note: This is a sidebar in a larger article on vitamin 
B-12.

5901. Ramakrishna, M.B.V.; Mital, B.K.; Gupta, K.C.; Sand, 
N.K. 1989. Determination of phenolic acids in different 
soybean varieties by reversed phase high performance 
liquid chromatography. J. of Food Science and Technology 
(Mysore, India) 26(2):154-55. May/June. [13 ref]
• Summary: Phenolic acids are potential DNA-protective 
antioxidants. Address: Dep. of Food Sci. & Tech. and Dep. of 
Chemistry, G.B. Pant Univ. of Agriculture and Technology, 
Pantnagar–263 145, India.

5902. Steinkraus, Keith H. 1989. Tenpe ni okeru bitamin 
B-12 no seisei [Formation of vitamin B-12 in tempeh]. 
Shokuhin Kogyo (Food Industry) 32(12):30-32. June. [3 ref. 
Jap]
Address: Cornell Univ., New York.

5903. Morinaga Nutritional Foods. 1989. Mori-Nu Tofu: The 
therapeutic health food (News release). 5800 South Eastern 
Ave., Suite 270, Los Angeles, CA 90040. 3 p. July 12.
• Summary: “Tofu, most often considered a ‘weird’ 
California health food, is becoming a ‘therapeutic’ form of 
nutrition for cancer and AIDS patients across the country, 
according to Marsha Brook, clinical dietitian and food 
service director at Ventura Estates Retirement Home in 
Agoura Hills, Calif.
 “According to Brook, many cancer and AIDS patients 
are unable to tolerate the foods and prepared supplements 
they are being served, because of nausea and/or digestion 
problems. The result is patients aren’t getting the proper 
nutrients they need to become stronger and more healthy. 
To counteract this problem, Brook, along with many other 
registered dietitians, has begun incorporating Mori-Nu Tofu 
into her meal plans.
 “She now uses tofu in creamed soups, quiche, 
enchiladas, lasagna, and other dishes... The patients like tofu 
because it tastes good, and it’s very easy to digest...
 “High-protein and low-price, however, are not the only 
reasons Brook serves tofu to the elderly. She has learned, 
through her studies, that animal protein high in cholesterol 
will wear down the kidneys over time. ‘Tofu, which is a 
vegetable protein with zero cholesterol, can help extend the 
use of the kidney, plus it’s very gentle on the system,’ says 
Brook.
 “According to Carol Kirshenbaum, registered dietitian 
and manager of clinical nutrition at St. Johns Hospital in 
Los Angeles, they too are now including tofu dishes on their 
hospital and cafeteria menus. ‘We have found that tofu is 
particularly good for people that have high-cholesterol and 
are lactose intolerant,’ said Kirshenbaum.” Address: Los 
Angeles, California.

5904. Chandra, Ranjit Kumar; Puri, S.; Hamed, A. 1989. 
Infl uence of maternal diet during lactation and use of formula 
feeds on development of atopic eczema in high risk infants. 
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British Medical J., Clinical Research edition 299(6693):228-
230. July 22. [17 ref]
• Summary: Eczema was less common and milder in babies 
who were breast fed. Of the three formulas tested, casein 
hydrolysate caused the least eczema (22%), followed by 
soy milk (Prosobee, 63%), and cow’s milk (70%). Address: 
Memorial Univ. of Newfoundland, Janeway Child Health 
Centre, Newfoundland A1A 1R8, Canada.

5905. Mio, Art. 1989. New Morinaga “Water Hazard” 
ad campaign will criticize water-pack tofu (Interview). 
SoyaScan Notes. July 29. Conducted by William Shurtleff of 
Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Morinaga is about to launch a major color ad 
campaign in trade (not consumer) magazines. It will criticize 
water-packed tofu. Above a package of water packed tofu is 
written “Water hazard.” Above the Mori-Nu pack is written 
“Life preserver.” In the natural/health foods trade the ad 
will run in Natural Foods Merchandiser, Whole Foods, and 
Health Foods Business, starting in about Aug. or Sept. 1989. 
It will also run in several supermarket produce newspapers 
such as Supermarket News. Danielle Lin, who is sales rep 
to health food channels, likes this ad concept as does Mr. 
Kumoda. They want to “go after water pack directly, to get 
market share.” Art Mio feels uncomfortable with it.
 Shurtleff asks: What would happen if, in response to 
Morinaga’s new ad campaign, Hinoichi and Azumaya ran 
counter ads in the same format but over the water-pack 
carton they wrote “Fresh!” Made in America.” Over the 
Mori-Nu packet they wrote: “1. Made in Japan, where it is 
outlawed. 2. 2-5 months old when you get it. 3. Processed 
with hydrogen peroxide, which was outlawed by the FDA 
until 1981. 4. Contains mono- and di-glycerides, which are 
not listed on the label. 5. 30-40% higher in price by weight 
than fresh tofu.” This would start a war, which would 
certainly hurt the tofu industry and market as a whole.
 Most supermarkets in America, including some Safeway 
stores and divisions, still sell their tofu in the produce 
section, where the core temperature frequently rises above 
45ºF. The two biggest problems with tofu in America are 
spoilage (from the sellers point of view) and sour taste (from 
the consumer’s). These problems are caused by storing tofu 
in the relatively warm produce section. Health inspectors on 
the East Coast are now checking tofu temperatures and water 
quality more frequently. FDA’s number one priority is now 
microbiological food safety and they say that tofu and yogurt 
are the two biggest offenders. FDA says the core temperature 
of tofu should not rise above 45ºF. If FDA inspectors fi nd 
violations of these guidelines or puffy tofu packages, they 
can cite a retailer for negligence.
 Mori-Nu sales nationwide increased 30-40% last year 
but they have been fl at for the past 4 months and fl at in the 
Los Angeles market for the past 2 years, as have those of 
Hinoichi.

 Talk with Mr. Kumoda. 1989. Sept. 27. Mori-Nu 
stopped running their controversial ad 2 weeks ago. Address: 
Morinaga Nutritional Foods Inc., 5800 South Eastern Ave., 
Suite 270, Los Angeles, California 90040. Phone: 213-728-
4325.

5906. Aguilera, José M. 1989. Development of processes 
and uses of lupins for food. In: T.H. Applewhite, ed. 1989. 
Proceedings of the World Congress on Vegetable Protein 
Utilization in Human Foods and Animal Feedstuffs. 
Champaign, IL: American Oil Chemists’ Society. xii + 575 p. 
See p. 138-42. [34 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Chemical 
and structural aspects of lupins. Nutritional and functional 
aspects of proteins. Debittering and other processes. Uses of 
lupins as foods.
 Tables: 1. Regional distribution and average yield of 
lupin production in 1985. 2. Average chemical composition 
(% dry weight) of cultivated lupin species (Lupinus albus, 
L. angustifolius, L. luteus, L mutabilis). 3. Types of protein 
in Lupinus albus. 4. Average content of some fatty acids 
in cultivated lupin species. 5. Biological value of lupin 
species and soy. Address: Dep. of Chemical Engineering, 
Universidad Católica de Chile, P.O. Box 6177, Santiago, 
Chile.

5907. Applewhite, Thomas H. ed. 1989. Proceedings of the 
World Congress on Vegetable Protein Utilization in Human 
Foods and Animal Feedstuffs. Champaign, Illinois: American 
Oil Chemists’ Society. xii + 575 p. Held Oct. 1988 in 
Singapore. No index. 29 cm. $125.00.
• Summary: These proceedings contain 96 chapters, divided 
into the following sections: Keynote session. Oilseeds 
extraction–foods/feeds. Preparation of vegetable protein 
ingredients. Processing for feedstuffs I. Preparation and 
uses of non-oilseed vegetable food proteins. Processing 
for feedstuffs II. Vegetable protein utilization–foods/feeds. 
Vegetable proteins–nutrition and regulation. Nutritional/
antinutritional considerations for diverse species I. Vegetable 
proteins–nutrition and related technology. Nutritional/
antinutritional considerations for diverse species II. 
Vegetable protein processing for foods I and II. Nutritional/
antinutritional factors of specifi c protein sources I and II. 
Utilization of vegetable protein food ingredients. Nutritional/
antinutritional factors for specifi c protein sources III. 
Biotechnology applications in plant and animal systems. 
Volunteer presentations. Address: (Retired) Kraft, Inc., 
Research & Development, 801 Waukegan Rd., Glenview, 
Illinois.

5908. Babji, Abdul Salam Hj.; Letchumanan, S. 1989. 
Evaluation of nutritive value of local and soy-beef 
hamburgers. In: T.H. Applewhite, ed. 1989. Proceedings 
of the World Congress on Vegetable Protein Utilization 
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in Human Foods and Animal Feedstuffs. Champaign, IL: 
American Oil Chemists’ Society. xii + 575 p. See p. 237-42. 
Contains 8 tables and 3 fi gures. [22 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Methods and 
materials: Proximate analysis, rat diet preparation, PER-
assay, in vivo apparent protein digestibility, in vitro protein 
digestibility, measurement of pH reduction by the 4 enzymes 
system. Result and discussion. A photo shows one of the 
authors. Address: Dep. of Food Science and Nutrition, Univ. 
Kebangsaan Malaysia Bangi, 43600, Malaysia.

5909. Bennink, Maurice R.; Srisuma, N. 1989. Digestibility 
of dry legume starch and protein. In: T.H. Applewhite, ed. 
1989. Proceedings of the World Congress on Vegetable 
Protein Utilization in Human Foods and Animal Feedstuffs. 
Champaign, IL: American Oil Chemists’ Society. xii + 575 p. 
See p. 266-72. Contains 8 photographs and 7 tables. [86 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Factors 
affecting digestion of protein and starch. Legume protein 
digestion. Digestion of legume starch. Address: Food 
Science and Human Nutrition, Michigan State Univ., East 
Lansing, MI 48824-1224.

5910. Beynen, Anton C. 1989. Dietary soybean protein 
and cholesterol metabolism. In: T.H. Applewhite, ed. 
1989. Proceedings of the World Congress on Vegetable 
Protein Utilization in Human Foods and Animal Feedstuffs. 
Champaign, IL: American Oil Chemists’ Society. xii + 575 p. 
See p. 227-29. Contains 3 tables. [24 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Dietary proteins and serum 
cholesterol in rabbits. Dietary soybean protein and serum 
cholesterol in humans. Metabolic basis for the cholesterol-
lowering activity of soybean protein. Address: Dep. of Lab. 
Animal Science, State Univ., P.O. Box 80.166, 3508 TD 
Utrecht and Dep. of Human Nutrition, Agricultural Univ., 
P.O. Box 8129, 6700 EV Wageningen, The Netherlands.

5911. Blix, Glen. 1989. Preparation and use of dry soy 
products and nutritional beverages. In: T.H. Applewhite, 
ed. 1989. Proceedings of the World Congress on Vegetable 
Protein Utilization in Human Foods and Animal Feedstuffs. 
Champaign, IL: American Oil Chemists’ Society. xii + 575 p. 
See p. 234-36.
• Summary: “In modern times, the dairy industry has 
pioneered the techniques of beverage drying. First with drum 
driers and more recently with spray drying technology.” 
A pioneer in the production of commercial soymilk was 
Dr. Harry Miller. In the mid-1930s his soy dairy delivered 
soymilk to customers in Shanghai, China. World War II 
necessitated his return to the USA, where he set up a soymilk 
plant in Ohio. “Spray drying equipment was added to the 
plant in the late 1940’s. This produced a product defi nitely 
superior to those other experimenters had obtained using 
soy fl our. In the United States, both liquid and powdered soy 

milks still are being produced using methods which differ 
little from those originated by Miller...
 “In the United States approximately 25% of the 1.1 
billion dollar infant formula market is comprised of soy-
based products. Of this amount over 17% is in the powdered 
form. These numbers indicate that soy milk is being utilized 
by many infants who do not require it to combat allergy 
since only 7% to 10% of all infants fall into this category... 
Infants raised on soy milk formulas often fi nd it diffi cult to 
make a later transition to cow milk, and thus either refuse to 
use milk (placing them at nutritional risk) or demand an adult 
soy beverage substitute. This fact, coupled with a multitude 
of other factors, has contributed to a proliferation of soy 
beverages in recent years...
 “The market for an adult soy beverage in the United 
States is diffi cult to determine but best estimates indicate 
that it approached 8 million liters in 1987. The bulk of 
this amount was made up of aseptically packaged ready to 
drink milk (7.2 million liters) with the balance comprised of 
reconstitutable powder.”
 The high fat content of powdered soymilk can lead 
to problems with oxidation and the resulting off-fl avors. 
Vitamins C, E, and A can be added as antioxidants. Vitamin 
A should be used with a nitrogen fl ush to greatly reduce its 
decline over time.
 The most familiar soy powder product is soy isolate. In 
1983 the American Soybean Assoc. estimated that 80 million 
lb of isolate were produced in the USA, and projected that 
by 1987 usage of isolates would reach 100 million lb. Those 
projections have proven to be too optimistic. Address: 
School of Public Health, Loma Linda Univ., Loma Linda, 
California.

5912. Casey, Rod; Domoney, C.; Ealing, P.; North, H. 
1989. The biochemical genetics of lipoxygenases. In: T.H. 
Applewhite, ed. 1989. Proceedings of the World Congress on 
Vegetable Protein Utilization in Human Foods and Animal 
Feedstuffs. Champaign, IL: American Oil Chemists’ Society. 
xii + 575 p. See p. 491-96. [36 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Isozymes 
in soybean and pea: The genetics of LOX, disposition 
and development regulation of the synthesis of seed 
lipoxygenases, structural features of lipoxygenases. 
Acknowledgments.
 Note: AFRC stands for “Agriculture and Food Research 
Council.” Address: John Innes Inst. and AFRC Inst. of Plant 
Science Research, Colney Lane, Norwich, NR4 7UH, United 
Kingdom.

5913. Chen, Steve. 1989. Preparation of fl uid soymilk. 
In: T.H. Applewhite, ed. 1989. Proceedings of the World 
Congress on Vegetable Protein Utilization in Human Foods 
and Animal Feedstuffs. Champaign, IL: American Oil 
Chemists’ Society. xii + 575 p. See p. 341-52. Contains 8 
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tables and 9 diagrams. [41 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Development & history of soymilk 
(based on Soymilk Industry and Market by Shurtleff & 
Aoyagi). Problems of soymilk production: beany fl avor, 
trypsin inhibitors, fl atulence factors. Basic steps in soymilk 
production. Methods of soymilk production. Yields of 
soymilk: Typically 70-80% of the protein and 55-60% of 
the solids from soybeans are recovered in the soymilk. 
Soymilk standards and quality control. Cost and price of 
soymilk production. Soymilk utilization and types. Nutrition 
of soymilk. A photo shows Steve Chen. Address: American 
Soybean Assoc., P.O. Box 3512, Taipei, Taiwan ROC 10099.

5914. Divakaran, S. 1989. Enzymatic incorporation of 
arginine into soybean meal by the plastein reaction. In: T.H. 
Applewhite, ed. 1989. Proceedings of the World Congress on 
Vegetable Protein Utilization in Human Foods and Animal 
Feedstuffs. Champaign, IL: American Oil Chemists’ Society. 
xii + 575 p. See p. 571-72. [9 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Materials and 
methods. Results and discussion. Address: Oceanic Inst., 
Makapuu Point, P.O. Box 25280, Honolulu, Hawaii 96825.

5915. Eriksen, Svend. 1989. Enzyme use in the food industry 
with potential applications to vegetable protein utilization 
in human foods. In: T.H. Applewhite, ed. 1989. Proceedings 
of the World Congress on Vegetable Protein Utilization 
in Human Foods and Animal Feedstuffs. Champaign, IL: 
American Oil Chemists’ Society. xii + 575 p. See p. 503-06. 
[22 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Enzyme 
technology. Nutritional ingredients: Protein hydrolyzates 
for general nutrition, protein hydrolyzates for clinical use, 
protein allergenicity. Functional ingredients. Discussion.
 “In the vegetable protein industry the use of proteolytic 
enzymes for protein modifi cation serves mainly two 
purposes: (a) in the production of functional ingredients, 
e.g. whipping agents, and (b) as nutritional ingredients for 
application in certain medical foods. In the area of enteral 
nutrition, where elemental diets are required for medical 
reasons, the use of enzymatic protein hydrolyzates from 
soy is a real possibility that is economically attractive to 
the current practice of using amino acid mixtures... As 
processing aids, enzymes have potential in the vegetable 
protein industry, for example, in the soy milk industry as a 
yield improver or in the manufacture of acidifi ed or cultured 
milk-like drinks from soy...
 “In the protein industry to date, hydrolyzates are the 
only enzyme derived products of commercial interest. 
Protein hydrolyzates have been used as food ingredients for 
over 70 years and since the 1940’s the production of soy-
based whipping agents has been an established technology.” 
A photo shows Svend Eriksen. Address: Food Ingredients 
Team, Novo Industri A/S, DK 2880 Bagsværd, Denmark.

5916. Food Processing (Chicago). 1989. Soy fi ber 
ingredients contributes 75% total dietary fi ber. Food 
Processing awards–ingredients–honors. July. p. 81.
• Summary: “Extensive clinical research has proven that 
consumption of Fibrim Brand Soy Fiber in a modifi ed diet 
can reduce elevated serum cholesterol and add bulk fi ber as 
well. These physiological benefi ts plus a high concentration 
of dietary fi ber (75%) allows effective formulation of both 
low-calorie and high-fi ber foods. Fibrim also enhances 
functionality in applications such as beverages, extruded 
snacks, crackers, puddings, pastas, white bread, and fl aked 
cereals. A bland taste and light color allows addition of 
considerable fi ber to food products without affecting taste or 
texture.” Fibrim is made and sold by Protein Technologies 
International.

5917. Fulmer, Richard W. 1989. Uses of soy proteins 
in bakery and cereal products. In: T.H. Applewhite, ed. 
1989. Proceedings of the World Congress on Vegetable 
Protein Utilization in Human Foods and Animal Feedstuffs. 
Champaign, IL: American Oil Chemists’ Society. xii + 575 p. 
See p. 424-29. [9 ref]
• Summary: “Soy products having unique functional [and 
nutritional] properties have found wide application in 
bakery foods. These soy products include enzyme-activity 
soy fl our, full-fat soy fl our, high-fat (refatted) soy fl our, 
lecithinated soy fl our, defatted soy fl our, soy grits, and soy 
bran. Products used to a lesser extent, probably due to cost, 
are soy protein concentrates and isolates. The characteristics 
and functionalities of the various soy fl ours, concentrates 
and isolates make them desirable components in bakery 
formulations. Nutrition, cohesion, water/fat emulsifi cation, 
enzymatic activity, and processability are only a few of the 
attributes contributed by soy to breads, cakes, rolls, crackers, 
pancakes and cereal products. The technology for the 
utilization of soy products in bakery foods is well established 
and reasonably simple.”
 Tables: (1) Typical analysis of soy fl our. (2) Suggested 
patterns for amino acid requirements and composition of 
soy protein products. (3) Mg/g total essential amino acids. 
(4) Processed and nutritional parameters of heat-treated soy 
fl ours. (5) Food uses of soybean products. (6) Bakery food 
applications. (7) Functional and organoleptic contribution of 
soy proteins to bakery products. (8) Functional properties of 
soy protein products in foods.
 A photo shows Richard Fulmer. Address: Cargill, Inc., 
Research Dep., P.O. Box 9300, Minneapolis, Minnesota 
55440.

5918. Galal, Osman M. 1989. Vegetable proteins in 
planning for child nutrition. In: T.H. Applewhite, ed. 1989. 
Proceedings of the World Congress on Vegetable Protein 
Utilization in Human Foods and Animal Feedstuffs. 
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Champaign, IL: American Oil Chemists’ Society. xii + 575 p. 
See p. 220-26. Contains 4 graphs and 3 tables. [19 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Body size and 
nutrition. Feeding practices and supplementation. Earlier 
supplements: Dried milk. Role of supplementation. A photo 
shows Osman Galal. Address: Nutrition Inst., Cairo, Egypt, 
and Dep. of Family and Community Medicine, Univ. of 
Arizona, Tucson, AZ.

5919. Gibson, Paul W.; Yackel, W.C. 1989. Soy protein 
fractionation and applications. In: T.H. Applewhite, ed. 
1989. Proceedings of the World Congress on Vegetable 
Protein Utilization in Human Foods and Animal Feedstuffs. 
Champaign, IL: American Oil Chemists’ Society. xii + 575 p. 
See p. 507-09. [9 ref]
• Summary: Soy protein isolate may be fractionated into its 
various globulins by a variety of techniques. Fractionation or 
separation of the two major soybean globulins, 7S and 11S, 
was accomplished by taking advantage of their differential 
solubility between pH 5.0 and pH 6.3. “Enzymatic 
modifi cation of the 7S globulin resulted in an egg white-like 
protein which, upon frying, became brittle and turned white, 
like an egg white.”
 Highly enriched 7S protein exhibits sticky, viscous 
properties. It heat sets to a strong gel at about 150ºF, can 
easily replace egg white as a heat settable binder, and has a 
relatively low Protein Effi ciency Ratio (PER) of 1.3. The 11S 
enriched protein fraction is not very viscous. It heat sets at 
about 180-190ºF, has a cleaner fl avor and behaves more like 
milk protein than normal soy protein isolate, and has a PER 
of 1.9. Address: A.E. Staley Mfg. Co., 2200 E. Eldorado, 
Decatur, Illinois 62525.

5920. Heiser, Jens; Trentelman, Thomas. 1989. Full-fat soya 
products–manufacturing and uses in foodstuffs. In: T.H. 
Applewhite, ed. 1989. Proceedings of the World Congress on 
Vegetable Protein Utilization in Human Foods and Animal 
Feedstuffs. Champaign, IL: American Oil Chemists’ Society. 
xii + 575 p. See p. 52-54.
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Composition 
of the soybean: Protein, fat, lecithin, tocopherol. 
Manufacture of full-fat soy products. Processes for full-fat 
soy products. Areas of application of full-fat soy products: 
Chocolate and confectionery compositions, spreads, wafer 
fi llings, bakery products, soy breads. Address: Lucas Meyer 
Co., Ausschlaeger Elbdeich 21, 2000 Hamburg 28, West 
Germany.

5921. Hesser, J.M. 1989. World food uses of vital wheat 
gluten. In: T.H. Applewhite, ed. 1989. Proceedings of the 
World Congress on Vegetable Protein Utilization in Human 
Foods and Animal Feedstuffs. Champaign, IL: American Oil 
Chemists’ Society. xii + 575 p. See p. 116-22. Contains 2 
pictures and 12 tables. [11 ref]

• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction: Functional 
properties: Composition and general properties, Codex 
Alimentarius International Standard for vital wheat gluten, 
viscoelasticity, water absorption, pH effects, fl avor, 
nutritional properties, Protein Effi ciency Ratio of wheat 
gluten blended with soy fl our in various ratios.
 Applications: Milling and fl our fortifi cation, bakery 
products, breakfast cereals, meat, fi sh and poultry products, 
pasta, cheese analogs and pizza, nutritional snacks, 
breadings, batter mixes, coatings and fl avorings, pet foods, 
aquaculture feeds. New applications.
 World production, consumption and capacity: 
Comparison of wheat gluten production by major 
geographical areas–1980 and 1987, 1987 EEC wheat 
gluten capacity and production by country, worldwide end 
uses for wheat gluten in 1980 and 1987. World market: 
Overview of 1987 supply and trade by major geographical 
regions, Australian, European and North American wheat 
gluten consumption by end-use amount (in 1,000 tons) 
and percent, Argentine wheat gluten demand by end-use, 
Japanese wheat gluten demand by end-use. Product quality. 
Acknowledgment. A photo shows J.M. Hesser.
 The Protein Effi ciency Ratio of wheat gluten is low 
(only 0.8), compared with 2.0 for soy fl our; but a 30:70 blend 
has a PER of 2.4.
 The world’s major wheat gluten producing areas in tons 
(1980 / 1987) are: Europe 29,500 / 132,300 (89% of this is 
produced in EEC countries), North America (USA, Canada, 
and Mexico) 30,000 / 54,000, Australia 24,000 / 45,000, 
South America 2,000 / 7,000, Japan 3,000 / 6,700.
 1987 EEC wheat gluten production by country: 
Netherlands 24,000, United Kingdom 22,500, Germany 
22,000, France 20,000, Others 11,800: Total: 118,300.
 Changes in worldwide end-use patterns for wheat 
gluten 1980 / 1987 (percent): Baking 77 / 63, milling (fl our 
fortifi cation) 4 / 14, meats 0 / 5, pet foods 10 / 8, cereals 3 / 
2, other 6 / 8.
 Overview of 1987 wheat gluten production / net imports 
/ consumption by major geographical regions (tons): Europe 
(EEC) 118,300 / -20,000 / 98,300, North America 54,000 / 
35,600 / 89,600, Australia 45,000 / -26,900 / 18,100, Japan 
6,700 / 3,300 / 10,000, South America 7,000 / -2,500 / 4,500. 
Address: International Wheat Gluten Assoc., 4510 W. 89th 
St., Prairie Village, Kansas 66207. Phone: 913-341-1155 or 
1156.

5922. Johnson, Dale W.; Kikuchi, S. 1989. Process for 
producing soy protein isolates. In: T.H. Applewhite, ed. 
1989. Proceedings of the World Congress on Vegetable 
Protein Utilization in Human Foods and Animal Feedstuffs. 
Champaign, IL: American Oil Chemists’ Society. xii + 575 p. 
See p. 66-77. Contains 9 fi gures (diagrams and graphs) and 
13 tables. [34 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Properties 
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of soy protein isolates. Typical analyses of commercial 
protein isolates. Comparison of some functional properties 
of isolates. Discussion of processing conditions: Raw 
material, water characteristics, extraction conditions, fi ber 
in spent fl akes, temperature for processing, curd processing, 
spray driers, fl avor, ultrafi ltration studies and phytate 
removal. Swollen gel technology: Separation effi ciency. 
General comments. A photo shows one of the authors. 
Address: 1. Food Ingredients (Minnesota) Inc., 2121 
Toledo Ave. N., Golden Valley, MN 55422 and Dep. of 
Chemical Engineering and Material Sciences, Univ. of MN, 
Minneapols, MN 55455; 2. The System New Life Inc., 1201 
2-19-17 Takanawa, Minato-ku, Tokyo 108, Japan.

5923. Kirkegaard, Colin. 1989. Nutritional and 
antinutritional considerations of soybean processing for 
swine. In: T.H. Applewhite, ed. 1989. Proceedings of the 
World Congress on Vegetable Protein Utilization in Human 
Foods and Animal Feedstuffs. Champaign, IL: American Oil 
Chemists’ Society. xii + 575 p. See p. 303-07. Contains 8 
tables. [19 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Antinutritional 
factors: Growing and fi nishing swine, gestating and lactating 
sows, weanling pigs. Quality control. A photo shows 
Colin Kirkegaard. Address: Triple F Inc., P.O. Box 3600, 
Urbandale Branch, 10104 Dougland Ave., Des Moines, Iowa 
50322.

5924. Kumoda, Yasuo. 1989. Re: Tofu as a potentially 
hazardous food. Mori-Nu Tofu does not require refrigeration. 
Letter to Mr. Maurice Guerrette, New York State Dept., 
Division of Food Inspection Services, One Winners Circle, 
Albany, NY 12235. 2 p. [1 ref]
• Summary: This is one of the fi rst letters sent by Morinaga 
to the department of health in each of the continental 48 
states as a result of health inspectors in upstate New York 
wrongly removing Mori-Nu Tofu from several stores. “We 
have been informed of recent efforts on the part of health 
department offi cials to impact and cite stores that are not 
conforming to the FDA Model Food Sanitation Code 
regarding water-packed tofu (soybean curd). We commend 
this action but seek your advice on the following:
 “* The Retail Food Protection Information Manual 
Interpretations on ‘Soy Protein Products Considered to 
be Potentially Hazardous Food’ clearly state that any soy 
protein products, including tofu, are to be considered 
potentially hazardous foods and must be maintained at safe 
food temperatures of at least 45ºF or below.
 “* We know of some instances where water-packed 
tofu was ordered relocated to dairy or deli cases due to 
the inability of produce department refrigeration units to 
maintain temperatures within the FDA guidelines.”
 The letter then explains that aseptically packaged Mori-
Nu tofu does not need to be refrigerated, yet that some 

inspectors, unaware of this, have erroneously ordered it to be 
moved out of the produce section and into refrigerated dairy 
or deli cases. It asks if the state would be willing to issue a 
memorandum concerning Mori-Nu’s exemption, or provide 
Morinaga with a list of local food inspection offi ces so that 
Morinaga might contact them directly. Address: General 
Manager, Morinaga Nutritional Foods, Inc., 5800 South 
Eastern Ave., Suite 270, Los Angeles, California 90040. 
Phone: 213-728-4325.

5925. Leelahagul, Preeya; Tanphaichitr, V. 1989. Nutrition 
complementation with vegetable protein. In: T.H. 
Applewhite, ed. 1989. Proceedings of the World Congress on 
Vegetable Protein Utilization in Human Foods and Animal 
Feedstuffs. Champaign, IL: American Oil Chemists’ Society. 
xii + 575 p. See p. 216-19. Contains 4 tables. [20 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Functions 
and requirements of protein. Legume supplementation 
in children. Soybean supplementation in adolescents. 
Soybean as the major dietary protein source in adults. 
Soy protein isolate as the sole protein source in health and 
disease. Acknowledgments. Address: Div. of Nutrition and 
Biochemical of Medicine, Dep. of Medicine and Research 
Center, Faculty of Medicine, Ramathibodi Hospital, Mahidol 
Univ., Rama 6 Rd., Bangkok 10400, Thailand.

5926. Lim, Chhorn; Dominy, W. 1989. Utilization of 
plant proteins by warmwater fi sh. In: T.H. Applewhite, ed. 
1989. Proceedings of the World Congress on Vegetable 
Protein Utilization in Human Foods and Animal Feedstuffs. 
Champaign, IL: American Oil Chemists’ Society. xii + 575 p. 
See p. 245-51. Contains 5 tables. [48 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Protein and 
amino acid requirements. Nutritional value of proteins. 
Utilization of plant proteins in diets of warmwater fi sh: 
Soybean meal, roasted full-fat soybean meal, cottonseed 
meal, leaf meal, other plant proteins. Discussion. A photo 
shows Lim. Address: 1. USDA-ARS, Tropical Aquaculture 
Research Unit. Both: The Oceanic Inst., Makapuu Point, P.O. 
Box 25280, Honolulu, Hawaii 96825.

5927. Miles, C.W. 1989. Effects of vegetable proteins on 
iron and zinc absorption and availability in humans. J. of the 
American Oil Chemists’ Society 66(7):924-31. July. [32 ref]
• Summary: This review concludes that the constituents of 
plants can have either a positive or negative effect on iron 
absorption. Factors such as phytic acid level, dietary fi ber 
content or protein source of vegetable protein diets have 
been implicated in decreasing the utilization of iron and 
zinc by humans. Address: USDA/ARS Building 308, Room 
212, Energy and Protein Nutrition Lab., Beltsville Human 
Nutrition Research Center, Beltsville, Maryland 20705.

5928. Paredes-López, O.; Harry, G.I. 1989. Changes in 
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selected chemical and antinutritional components during 
tempeh preparation using fresh and hardened common beans. 
J. of Food Science 54(4):968-70. July. [34 ref]
• Summary: “A tempeh-type fermented product was 
prepared from fresh and hard-to-cook (HTC) common 
beans. Fermentation decreased fat and fi ber content and 
increased soluble solids, total and soluble proteins, soluble 
carbohydrates and pH of both bean samples. About 12% 
of solids were reduced during 72 hr fermentations. Results 
suggested that Rhizopus oligosporus was capable of 
hydrolyzing the trypsin inhibitor and phytic acid of the 
substrate. Lectin and tannin contents decreased as a result of 
treatments applied during substrate preparation...” Address: 
1. Unidad Irapuato, CIEA-Inst., Politecnico Nal., Apdo. 
Postal 629, 36500 Irapuato, Gto., Mexico; 2-3. Centro de 
Investigaciones Agricolas de El Bajio, INIFAP, Celaya, Gto., 
Mexico.

5929. Pedersen, Hans Elbek. 1989. Allergenicity of soy 
proteins. In: T.H. Applewhite, ed. 1989. Proceedings of the 
World Congress on Vegetable Protein Utilization in Human 
Foods and Animal Feedstuffs. Champaign, IL: American Oil 
Chemists’ Society. xii + 575 p. See p. 204-12. Contains 5 
tables, 1 graph, and 2 pictures. [105 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Soy proteins as 
antigens. In vitro studies of soy antigenicity. Soy intolerance 
in the pre-ruminant calf. Post-weaning diarrhea in the piglet. 
Soy protein allergy in humans. Antigen activity of soy-
containing foods. Effect of processing. Acknowledgements.
 The way that soybeans are processed can affect 
allergenicity. Therefore the use of different soy products 
among studies may contribute to confl icting results. Even 
different brands of the same product, such as soymilk, 
can produce markedly different results. Address: Aarhus 
Oliefabrik A/S, P.O. Box 50 DK-8100 Aarhus C, Denmark.

5930. Planning for Health (Kaiser Foundation). 1989. 
Cholesterol countdown. Summer. p. 2-3.
• Summary: High blood cholesterol is one of the 3 major risk 
factors for coronary artery disease. “When combined with 
either high blood pressure or cigarette smoking, your risk for 
coronary artery disease increases dramatically. Other factors 
that increase your risk include family history of coronary 
artery disease before age 55, stroke, diabetes, and obesity.” 
The desirable range for blood cholesterol is below 200 mg/
deciliter (dl); the high range is over 240 mg/dl.
 “Cholesterol defi nitions: Cholesterol: An essential 
body chemical that helps transport fatty acids in the blood. 
Lipoproteins: ‘Packages’ of fat and protein that move 
cholesterol through the blood. Low density lipoprotein 
(LDL): Often called ‘bad’ cholesterol because it favors 
the buildup of cholesterol in artery walls. High density 
lipoprotein (HDL): Often called ‘good’ cholesterol because 
it helps clear excess cholesterol from the arteries.” Address: 

Northern California.

5931. Product Name:  Sa Bean Prepared Soybeans (Fully 
Cooked) [Chocolate, Strawberry, Coconut, Praline, or Plain].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Sa Bean (Inventor & Marketer).
Manufacturer’s Address:  2211 Ala Wai Blvd. #2410, 
Honolulu, Oahu, HI 96815.  Phone: 808-923-9663.
Date of Introduction:  1989 July.
Ingredients:  Soybeans, water, pineapple juice, guava nectar, 
citric acid, spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  10 lb.
How Stored:  Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation:  Label. 1989. 6.25 by 5.25 
inches. Blue on white. Self adhesive. “Use: Add to soups, 
salads, vegetables, entreés, desserts, sauteed mushrooms. 
Not recommended for use in candies. Caution: To prevent 
dehydration in further cooking, avoid hot dry air! Cover 
completely in paté, casserole or meatloaf to retain vital 
moisture content.”
 Talk with and letter from Jerry Saub. 1989. Aug. 21. 
The patented process (U.S. Patent 4,601,910) by which these 
soybeans are prepared “drastically reduces cooking time 
and simplifi es processing to allow very rapid production 
of an extraordinarily wide variety of fl avors in uncrushed 
soybeans...’Prepared Soybeans’ are used by chefs at 
Hawaii’s fi nest hotels and restaurants.” Larry Higashi, chef 
at Nicholas, Nickolas (808-955-4466), helped to develop an 
improved process without any noticeable pineapple smell.
 2 page leafl et (1989) describing composition and 
features of the product. “Fully cooked. Ready for instant 
use. No salt. No cholesterol. Contains the health producing 
Lactobacillus. For superb nutrition in entrees, serve chicken, 
beef, or fi sh with soybeans and a teriyaki or other light sauce. 
These versatile soybeans are wonderful in salads, soups, 
desserts, or with vegetables.
 “Sa Bean–Prepared soybeans. The most fragrant of the 
many processes suggested in this patent is the fast process 
using guava in the initial stage and pineapple in the fi nal 
stage. I recommend placing soybeans prepared in this 
manner in a large brandy snifter. Before tasting, swirl the 
aroma. Sniff gently. Play with this awhile. Breathe deeply. 
For tasting, I suggest a large container of these soybeans in a 
salad bar.”
 “First taste the soybeans alone. Savor the rich nutty 
fl avor. Then add a single salad dressing. Consider. Proceed 
slowly. Try more and more complex mixtures. You will 
discover that these are truly gourmet soybeans. Add enough 
cayenne pepper and jalapeno cheese and you’ll have a salad 
that will surprise and delight you.”
 Soyfoods Center product evaluation. 1989. Aug. 23. 
We found little or no beany fl avor from the new process, 
but we felt all fl avors were undercooked and too crunchy; 
we feel properly cooked soybeans should be soft enough to 
crush easily between the thumb and ring fi nger. All fl avors 
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were quite sweet. We liked the coconut fl avor best (try atop 
pineapple ice cream for a do it yourself piña colada). The 
chocolate was reddish-purple with a weak chocolate fl avor. 
Information about the effect of the process on fl atulence-
causing oligosaccharides would be useful.
 Spot in Food Engineering. 1989. Oct. p. 50. “Soybeans 
from new process developed.” R.M. Sperber. 1989. Food 
Processing. Dec. p. 58. “Soybean process yields new product 
applications: Taste and odor neutralized.”

5932. Shaughnessy, Daniel E. 1989. Nutrition intervention 
with protein foods. In: T.H. Applewhite, ed. 1989. 
Proceedings of the World Congress on Vegetable Protein 
Utilization in Human Foods and Animal Feedstuffs. 
Champaign, IL: American Oil Chemists’ Society. xii + 575 p. 
See p. 296-98.
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Supplemental 
feeding: Maternal-child health feeding programs, school 
feeding programs, food for work projects, emergency 
programs. Blended protein food development: Instant 
CSM [corn-soya-milk blend], soy-fortifi ed foods (bulgar 
wheat, cornmeal, rolled oats, wheat fl our). Address: Export 
Processing Industry Coalition, 1008 N. Randolph St., Suite 
2006, Arlington, Virginia 20201.

5933. Stern, Marshal D.; Windschitl, P. M. 1989. Production 
and utilization of high ruminal bypass proteins. In: T.H. 
Applewhite, ed. 1989. Proceedings of the World Congress on 
Vegetable Protein Utilization in Human Foods and Animal 
Feedstuffs. Champaign, IL: American Oil Chemists’ Society. 
xii + 575 p. See p. 103-11. Contains 2 graphs, 1 chart, and 4 
tables. [64 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Amino acid 
release in the rumen. Nutritive value of ruminal microbial 
protein to ruminants. Treatment of protein to increase 
ruminal bypass: Infl uence of heating on protein utilization, 
heat processing methods (expeller processing, jet-sploding, 
extrusion, calcium lignosulfonate), chemical methods 
(formaldehyde treatment, tannin treatment, other treatments), 
physical methods, evaluation of various methods for 
protecting soybean meal protein, animal proteins. A photo 
shows one of the authors. Address: Dep. of Animal Science, 
Univ. of Minnesota, St. Paul, MN.

5934. Takebe, Takaaki. 1989. World vegetable protein quality 
concerns. In: T.H. Applewhite, ed. 1989. Proceedings of the 
World Congress on Vegetable Protein Utilization in Human 
Foods and Animal Feedstuffs. Champaign, IL: American 
Oil Chemists’ Society. xii + 575 p. See p. 28-30. Contains 4 
charts and graphs.
• Summary: Figure 1 shows the protein content of soybeans 
imported into Japan from 1969 to 1988. The protein content 
of the soybeans has declined constantly for the three types 
shown. U.S. I.O.M. soybeans have dropped the most, 

followed by ordinary U.S. soybeans, then Chinese soybeans. 
I.O.M. soybeans are still the highest at 36% protein. Japan 
wants soybeans with a high protein content.
 Figure 2, world consumption of agrochemicals, shows 
that it is rising faster than production of grains and soybeans. 
Figure 3 shows that the region of greatest agrochemical use 
is Western Europe, followed by East Asia, and the USA. 
Agrochemicals account for 7% of the cost of soybeans, 
higher than any other commodity–followed by cotton, sugar, 
corn, rice, and wheat. This will “naturally result in higher 
risks of contamination.” A photo shows T. Takebe. Address: 
Oils and Fats Dep., Mitsubishi Corp., 5-2 Marunouchi 
2-chome, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100, Japan.

5935. Doblin, Stuart. 1989. Recent developments with 
Cream of the Bean and Soygurt (Interview). SoyaScan 
Notes. Aug. 14. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods 
Center.
• Summary: In Jan. 1988 Cream of the Bean introduced very 
attractive new labels for six Soygurt fl avors. Each label has 
one fruit plus fl owers and a hummingbird in the foreground 
and a lush paradise landscape with a rainbow and streams in 
the background. The money to fi nance this came mainly from 
friends, family, and the bank. Only 3 people were needed to 
run the operation. One each in production, marketing and a 
receptionist. In early 1989 Soygurt was selling quite well, 
with raspberry then strawberry being the two best selling 
fl avors. Orders doubled between Sept. 1988 and March 
1989. Cash fl ow was good. But more capital was needed. 
Doblin could either get a bank loan or join with the company 
that made his culture (Aurotech) which had invited Doblin 
to join them. He thought that, being a culture company, 
they would be experts on quality control. He also thought 
they were the only ones who could help. So they started 
producing the product at the end of Jan. and after 2 weeks he 
had 3 weeks of spoiled product, which drove the product off 
the market. And he only produced a portion of the amount 
ordered, refusing to work overtime. Doblin sued them 5 
months ago to try to get back his equipment, but the judge 
is moving very slowly and the case has still not been settled. 
The contract calls for arbitration in Chicago. Aurotech had 
had a share in the business. Doblin did not sell them the 
business, but just arranged with a contract for them to work 
somewhat like a co-packer. They a minority share of stock 
and no voting stock. Everyone agrees that the equipment 
still belongs to Cream of the Bean. When Aurotech realized 
the serious problems with spoilage, since they had other 
things happening, they wanted to forget Soygurt existed. 
Aurotech did not have any interest in the product, only in the 
money it could make or lose them. Doblin wanted to take his 
equipment back to his Illinois plant and get the product back 
on the market quickly. Aurotech said no. Aurotech would 
like to give Doblin his equipment back and call it even. They 
are afraid Doblin will sue them for lost business.
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 Doblin is now putting together a new business plan (it 
will be ready by Oct.) and looking for new investors. The last 
straw is that Aurotech has called other soy dairies [such as 
Ambrosia Soy Co. in Connecticut] and asked them to go into 
business together. He has already spent $15,000 on lawyers 
who now couldn’t care less and the case hasn’t even gone 
to court. The one piece of equipment he really needs is the 
fi lling machine, which he bought in England for more than 
$70,000 and which Aurotech won’t let go of. Aurotech also 
has a $64,000 check of his, a refund from the mixer from 
England. And Doblin has $15,000 in debts.
 Doblin moved to Wisconsin from Gurnee, Illinois 
(which is 10 miles south of Wisconsin) after the transfer 
to supervise marketing. He has an offi ce in his house on 
Lake Michigan. Aurotech (Phone: 414-251-0086) was 
located in Menomonee Falls, Wisconsin, 60 miles from 
Gurnee and from Pleasant Prairie. He now has a post offi ce 
box in Pleasant Prairie, Wisconsin. Soygurt will be back. 
Many people with money have contacted him recently. 
Lots of big money want to get into this fi eld. The product 
is being redeveloped by a new microbiologist. It needs 
more nutritional punch. (Note: Soyfoods Center heard one 
report from a health food store in Colorado that Soygurt 
now contains or will contain vitamin B-12). From now on 
Doblin will make his own cultures, with an in-house lab 
and microbiologist. Address: P.O. Box 77, Pleasant Prairie, 
Wisconsin 53158.

5936. Laboyrie, David. 1989. The Australian soymilk market 
and Australian Natural Foods Holdings Ltd. (Interview). 
SoyaScan Notes. Aug. 17. Conducted by William Shurtleff of 
Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Approximately 8 million liters/year of soymilk 
are presently sold in Australia. His company, Australian 
Natural Foods, has 3 basic soymilk products. The fi rst, sold 
to the health food market, is Aussie Soy, which was launched 
in June 1987 and now has about 60% of the health food 
market, around 2 million liters a year. It is in a Tetra Pack 
container. The other two (Excel and VitaFresh) are designed 
as milk alternatives, and are fortifi ed with vitamins and 
calcium. But after about 3 months, calcium fortifi cation (with 
calcium phosphate and calcium chloride) has an defi nite 
undesirable thinning effect on most of the soymilk with the 
formation of a thick layer of sediment settling to the bottom. 
They sell through supermarkets, and have a much smaller 
market share. Sanitarium Foods dominates that market, 
producing about 100,000 liters/week, or 5.2 million liters/
year. David’s company makes their soymilk from whole 
soybeans rather than isolates, and promotes it as such.
 Excel was originally launched in Aug. 1987 as a 
fresh product but it was discontinued in June 1988 due to 
distribution problems and short shelf life. It is now sold in 
supermarkets in a UHT pack in plain fl avor only. They also 
make another product (similar to Excel) under another brand 

for another company. It is called VitaFresh. It has the same 
settling problem. The existing formula does not contain 
tri-polyphosphate. They think there is still a big market 
for fresh soymilk in Australia, but they need either a dairy 
distributor or a 28-day shelf life. Address: Australian Natural 
Foods Holdings Ltd., 80 Box Rd., Taren Point, NSW 2229 
Australia. Phone: 02-526-2555.

5937. Mejia, John. 1989. Move tofu to dairy, deli cases for 
proper cooling: Inspectors. Supermarket News. Aug. 21. p. 
29.
• Summary: “A mixup over where and how tofu should be 
merchandised has turned into a sticky mess in recent weeks 
for several retailers.
 “That’s because local health inspectors nationwide 
have cracked down on sanitation violations in produce 
departments, directing retailers to move tofu to deli and 
dairy cases, and in some cases citing them for not properly 
refrigerating the soybean product often merchandised next 
to oriental vegetables on produce wet racks. Tofu, if water-
packed as it usually is, can spoil unless properly refrigerated 
at temperatures below at least 45ºF.”
 “The problem is that many retailers either sell tofu 
in produce cases or not at all, contending that tofu can’t 
compete in a dairy or deli case against high-margin, high-
turnover items such as milk, cheese or yogurt. Moreover, 
many retailers say they won’t carry it in deli or dairy cases 
because consumers won’t think to look for it anywhere but in 
the produce department.”
 “Joe Ferrara, assistant director of New York’s Division 
of Food Inspection Services, confi rmed that health inspectors 
are indeed taking a closer look at tofu. ‘Produce cases are not 
a place to display tofu.’”
 “While tofu makers want their products sold in colder 
temperatures to guarantee product integrity, some retailers 
have balked. ‘Tofu gets lost in deli and dairy cases,’ said 
Tim Markowski, a produce buyer for Kohl’s Food Stores, 
Milwaukee. ‘There are no tie-in items such as oriental 
vegetables, and people don’t always know where to fi nd it 
unless it’s in the produce department where they’re used to 
seeing it.’”

5938. Lopez, Leslie. 1989. Soybean Association halts 
campaign against palm oil. San Francisco Chronicle. Aug. 
23. p. 8. Food section.
• Summary: “Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia–Malaysians and the 
American Soybean Association have decided to halt a bitter 
feud over a U.S. campaign that said palm oil causes heart 
disease,” said a member of the Malaysian Oil Palm Growers 
Council.
 Both sides have agreed to stop portraying their 
competing products in a negative light.

5939. Morinaga Nutritional Foods, Inc. 1989. Water hazard. 
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Life preserver (Ad). Supermarket News. Aug. 28. p. 24.
• Summary: This controversial ad, the fi rst one in which one 
tofu manufacturer publicly (but only in trade publications) 
criticized typical water-packed tofu, infuriated most larger 
tofu makers in America. It also appeared in Produce Business
(Aug. p. 16-17) and in Natural Foods Merchandiser (Sept. p. 
74-75), but by October it was withdrawn.
 Color photos show two packages of tofu. On one side, 
by a typical container of water-packed tofu is the bold text 
“Water Hazard. Old-style water packed tofu can leak all over 
and create a mess. Then there’s the shrink, with a shelf life of 
mere days. And once your customer gets it home, the water 
must be changed daily.” Next to a package of Mori-Nu is the 
bold text “Life Preserver. Mori-Nu Tofu, on the other hand, 
is aseptically packaged. Airtight. Bacteria tight. And water 
tight. With a shelf life of 10 months without refrigeration or 
preservatives. Very safe. Very convenient.”
 On 8 Sept. 1989 William S. Freeman of the law fi rm 
Cooley Godward Castro Huddleson & Tatum in San 
Francisco wrote a 3-page letter to Morinaga on behalf of 
their client, Azumaya, citing what they considered to be four 
malicious and untrue statements in the ad and demanding 
that Mori-Nu immediately cease running the ads. Freeman 
argued that (1) not all water pack tofu presents a potential 
health hazard, (2) water pack tofu that is pasteurized does 
not have “a shelf life of mere days,” (3) water pack tofu is 
no more likely than Mori-Nu’s to “leak all over and create 
a mess,” and (4) the water in water pack tofu does not need 
to be changed daily while it is refrigerated. Morinaga’s 
legal counsel, Jorge Arciniega of Whitman & Ransom in 
Los Angeles, responded with a 4-page letter to Freeman on 
Sept. 22. Address: 5800 South Eastern Ave., Suite 270, Los 
Angeles, California 90040. Phone: 213-728-4325.

5940. Brandon, David L.; Bates, A.H.; Friedman, M. 
1989. Monoclonal antibody-based enzyme immunoassay 
of Bowman-Birk protease inhibitor of soybeans. J. of 
Agricultural and Food Chemistry 37(4):1192-96. July/Aug. 
[29 ref]
• Summary: Soybean protein is widely used in human foods 
and animal feeds. Protease inhibitors constitute about 6% of 
the proteins in soybeans. The two major inhibitors are the 
Kunitz trypsin inhibitor (KTI) and the Bowman-Birk trypsin 
inhibitor (BBI); the latter is a low molecular weight inhibitor 
of chymotrypsin and trypsin. These two inhibitors inhibit 
the action of digestive enzymes, and (if the inhibitors are not 
inactivated by heating) this can impair the nutritional quality 
of soybeans.
 “An enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) for 
BBI was developed with these antibodies, and the results 
from the ELISA agreed with enzymatic assays of inhibitory 
activity in heat-treated soy meal.” Address: Western Regional 
Research Center, USDA-ARS, 800 Buchanan St., Albany, 
California 94710.

5941. Chandra, Ranjit Kumar; Singh, G.; Shridhara, B. 1989. 
Effect of feeding whey hydrolysate, soy and conventional 
cow milk formulas on incidence of atopic disease in high risk 
infants. Annals of Allergy 63(2):102-06. Aug. [26 ref]
• Summary: Some of the infants were fed Similac or Isomil 
infant formulas. “It is concluded that exclusive breast 
feeding for more than 4 months is partially protective 
against the development of atopic disease among high risk 
infants. Among those not breast-fed, feeding a milk/whey 
hydrolysate formula to infants at high risk because of history 
of atopy among fi rst-degree relatives reduces the incidence 
of atopic disease and this approach is signifi cantly benefi cial 
compared with breast feeding without maternal dietary 
restriction or feeding a soy-based formula.” Address: Dep. 
of Pediatrics, Memorial Univ. of Newfoundland, and the 
Immunology Lab., Janeway Child Health Centre, St. John’s 
Newfoundland, Canada.

5942. Ebata, Junko. 1989. Antimutagenicity of tempe 
(Abstract). Abstract of a lecture presented at the 14th 
International Congress of Nutrition of Nutrition, Seoul, 
Korea. 1 p. Held 20 Aug. 1989. [1 ref. Eng]
• Summary: “The antimutagenicity of tempe toward AF2 
was examined using the streptomycin-dependent strain 
SD100 of Salmonella typhimurium. Tempe in the process 
of fermentation was antimutagenic as the number of 
spontaneously reverted colonies on the tempe-test plate was 
fewer than that on the tempe-free control plate. The same 
inhibitory effect was also found in both pan-fried and deep 
fat-fried tempe-samples... The antimutagenic activity... 
increased with fermenting time and reached a maximum at 
20 hours, then decreased.”
 Note: In July 1989 Prof. Ebata traveled the USA to 
attend several symposia on Mutagens & Carcinogens in Diet, 
and on Genetic Toxicology in Developing Countries. She is 
now preparing a paper on antimutagenetic activity in tempeh 
to present at the 14th International Congress of Nutrition in 
Seoul, Korea (20-25 Aug. 1989). Address: Faculty of Science 
of Living, Osaka City Univ., Osaka, Japan.

5943. Karta, Susani K. 1989. Nutrition aspects of soy 
fi bre. Lecture presented at 14th International Congress of 
Nutrition. Held 20-26 Aug. 1989 at Seoul, Korea. *
• Summary: An overview of the many functional, nutritional, 
and physiological benefi ts of soy fi ber. “Soluble fi bers such 
as gums and pectins, lower plasma cholesterol and normalize 
blood glucose but are diffi cult to incorporate into foods and 
are not well accepted by human subjects. Insoluble fi ber, 
such as wheat bran, are effective in the prevention and 
treatment of constipation but are also well accepted long 
term by humans. Soya fi ber offers the physiological effects 
of both soluble and insoluble fi bers.”
 Published in ASA [American Soybean Association] 
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Technical Bulletin, Vol. HN9 1990 (MC(P) No. 8/1/90). 
Address: American Soybean Assoc., 541 Orchard Rd., #11-
03 Liat Towers, Singapore 0923, Republic of Singapore.

5944. Shamsuddin, Abulkalam M.; Ullah, A.; Chakravarthy, 
A.K. 1989. Inositol and inositol hexaphosphate suppress 
cell proliferation and tumor formation in CD-1 mice. 
Carcinogenesis 10(8):1461-63. Aug. [16 ref]
• Summary: Phytic acid was observed in this experiment 
to suppress colon tumorigenesis by 25%, however the 
suppression of carcinogenesis was accompanied by weight 
loss. Address: Dep. of Pathology, Univ. of Maryland School 
of Medicine, Baltimore, Maryland 21201-1192.

5945. Sun (La Grange, Illinois). 1989. New tofu packaging 
technique makes tofu palatable for American tastes. Sept. 6.
• Summary: “In survey after survey, tofu tops the list of 
foods Americans dislike most. This is unfortunate because 
tofu is one of the most healthy and nutritious foods 
available... Why then does tofu have such a bad reputation in 
health-conscious America?
 “The answer lies in the traditional methods of making 
and packaging soybean curd. Most supermarkets today 
sell tofu which is made fi rst and then packed in water-
fi lled plastic tubs. Also, most other protein-rich foods, like 
milk and yogurt, are sold in refrigerated dairy cases. Tofu, 
however, is usually sold in the produce department, where 
temperatures may not conform to U.S.D.A. recommendations 
of 41ºF. or lower. This inadequate refrigeration may lead to 
premature spoilage and sour-tasting tofu. Hence the “bad 
taste” image.
 “In contrast to standard water-packed tofu, Mori-Nu’s 
Silken Tofu is aseptically packaged. Mori-Nu’s sterilized 
liquid ingredients are hermetically sealed in the airtight 
container, blocking out light, micro-organisms and other 
factors which could lead to spoilage. The result is fresh tofu 
made right inside the package. Unless opened, Mori-Nu 
will remain fresh and bacteria-free without preservatives or 
refrigeration, for ten months.” Readers are invited to write 
for a free recipe booklet.
 Note: Articles similar to this one, based on a Morinaga 
news release to the popular media, appeared in many 
newspapers nationwide.

5946. Phipps, Bob. 1989. Using a videotape increases tofu 
sales ten-fold in Texas (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Sept. 7. 
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Energy Sprouts has produced a 3-minute 
color videotape to help sell their Texas Tofu. They play it 
in grocery stores and supermarkets. They have 3 TV video 
units that they rotate among 300 stores. They play the video 
all day for a week right next to their tofu. They do this at 
any given store about once every 3 months. On average, 
tofu sales increase ten-fold during the week that the video is 

playing, then fall off but to a higher level than before. The 
video is fun and humorous in tone. It starts out with a very 
brief nutritional message emphasizing “no cholesterol” then 
shows how to make tofu lasagna. Bob feels that a video is 
much better than a person doing in-store demos because 
it is non-threatening. Many people fear that going up to a 
person will obligate them to buy something. Address: Energy 
Sprouts, 3602 High Point, San Antonio, Texas. Phone: 512-
654-3963.

5947. Ridenour, Jeremiah. 1989. How Wildwood markets 
its premium quality, fresh (unpasteurized) tofu (Interview). 
SoyaScan Notes. Sept. 18. Conducted by William Shurtleff 
of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Wildwood follows strict sanitation procedures 
in the plant to produce a bacteriologically clean tofu with 
a low plate count and a long shelf life. The tofu is chilled 
rapidly in water below 35ºF as soon as it comes out of the 
forming trays. The tofu is vacuum packed as soon as it is 
chilled to the core to avoid prolonged contact with water, 
which slowly leeches out the tofu’s subtle nigari fl avor and 
sweetness. Wildwood prefers not to pasteurize, believing that 
fresh (unpasteurized) tofu has the best fl avor and texture. 
They then rush the packaged tofu into a powerful walk-
in cooler below 35ºF; 34ºF is ideal. Fans, air circulation 
and recycling, and proper stacking should help pull any 
remaining heat out of the tofu. Each package is dated with 
a clear and realistic “Use By” date based on bacteriological 
tests under typical circumstances. Some price guns put a 
price and date on one sticker.
 To ensure optimum freshness after the tofu leaves the 
plant, Wildwood has its own fl eet of delivery trucks, each 
with a powerful and fairly large refrigeration unit that will 
keep the tofu below 40ºF in the summer. They try to deliver 
fresh to each retail store at least 3-4 days a week, early in the 
day. They train each driver/salesmen how to monitor tofu 
temperature at key points (each should carry a top-quality 
pocket thermometer) and to avoid temperature abuse. They 
do NOT allow their tofu to be sold in the produce section of 
a store (where the temperature is typically about 50-60ºF), 
but insist on an space (as in the dairy department) where the 
ambient temperature is below 40ºF, ideally below 35ºF. In 
many Safeway stores, Wildwood has opened up a 24-inch 
wide soyfoods section between the yogurt and the sliced 
deli meats–a perfect location for both dairylike and meatlike 
products. Their drivers remove from the store shelves any 
tofu that is past the pull date, puffed up or blown up on shelf, 
mashed, or returned by a customer. In close connection 
with this, they have each driver fi ll out a “Product Loss and 
Temperature Report” which is a checklist that tells why 
products are coming back. They aim for a return rate of less 
than 1%, and have their drivers tell the store manager about 
any in-store tofu temperature problems. They limit their 
distribution to a certain region, ideally having a radius of 
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about 75-100 miles from their plant.
 Wildwood positions its product as premium fresh tofu. 
The company has a unique system that includes distributing 
a wide line of natural food products together with their tofu 
and offering full-service to stores. The latter includes free 
direct store delivery (which, in bypassing warehouses, gets 
fresh product on the shelves faster than a chain can), no 
labor costs for the store (but the store now makes 25-28% 
on a product rather than 35%), free shelf stocking, pricing, 
code dating, rotating, and fronting up shelves. This system 
has allowed Wildwood to get their line into the dairy case of 
many Northern California supermarkets. They invite buyers 
to taste test their braised tofu, baked tofu, or tofu burgers. 
Address: President, Wildwood Natural Foods of Santa Cruz, 
Inc., 1560 Mansfi eld Dr., Suite D, Santa Cruz, California 
95062. Phone: 408-476-4448.

5948. Martino, Vic. 1989. Problems with selling tofu in 
the produce case (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Sept. 20. 
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Vic is writing an article for Food People on this 
subject. The FDA publishes a “Model Code for Retail Food 
Stores,” available from Art Banks, Director, Retail Food 
Protection Branch, FDA. Phone: 202-485-0140. It discusses 
how to treat all foods. Tofu was included in the 1982 edition, 
and in May 1986 was classifi ed as a “potentially hazardous 
food,” which the FDA feels should be stored at 45ºF or 
below. Otherwise, it has the potential for microbiological/
bacterial contamination. In 1982 and 1986 the FDA sent its 
interpretation of the Model Code to all state and local health 
departments. The states, because of “states rights,” are free 
to deviate from these federal guidelines, but few if any do. 
The states (and in some states the localities), not FDA, are 
responsible for the inspecting individual stores. New York 
state, which has a more centralized food inspection process, 
has recently been the most active in cracking down on stores 
that sell tofu in the produce case, which is not cold enough. 
Joe Ferrara, the assistant director in New York, has been a 
leader in the crackdown on “tofu mistreatment.” He initially 
(out of a misunderstanding) also said that Mori-Nu should 
not be in the produce case, but last week he sent out a letter 
to stores correcting his mistake. New York state’s Division 
of Food Inspection Services told a number of food chains 
in that state to take tofu out of the produce case because it 
was above 45ºF. All complied, so there were no fi nes. At 
one chain, Tops Market in New York, the dairy and deli case 
managers said they had no room for tofu, so Tops got rid of 
all fresh tofu and kept only Mori-Nu in their produce case. 
There has been some of this same type of crackdown in 
Illinois and Wisconsin. Vic thinks the average temperature 
in the produce department is about 50ºF, but some newer 
produce cases can keep products below 40ºF. Retailers 
are confused by confl icting messages from FDA, tofu 
manufacturers, and retailers. For example, Frieda’s Finest 

in Los Angeles, which distributes tofu with their produce, 
advises on each box that the tofu be stored below 40ºF. Yet 
they know it is stored in produce cases which cannot be kept 
that low.
 Vic interviewed Peter Golbitz of the Soyfoods 
Association of America. According to Vic, Golbitz told him 
that “Mori-Nu does not taste as good as fresh tofu.” Golbitz 
was “defi nitely pro water pack” even though Morinaga is a 
member of the Association.
 Concerning pasteurized versus unpasteurized tofu: 
Almost all milk in the USA is pasteurized, yet FDA takes the 
position that it must be sold at below 45ºF to give an added 
margin of safety. They feel the same way about tofu and thus 
do not distinguish between pasteurized and unpasteurized 
tofu. Moreover, the processes used for pasteurizing tofu and 
milk are quite different. Note: The minimal pasteurization 
required in the U.S. for cow’s milk is 145ºF for 30 minutes 
or 161ºF for 15 seconds. Address: Food People, 1699 Lawton 
St., San Francisco, California 94122. Phone: 415-731-1283.

5949. Mizono, Bill. 1989. Selling pasteurized tofu in the 
produce case versus the dairy case (Interview). SoyaScan 
Notes. Sept. 21. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods 
Center.
• Summary: Bill strongly prefers to have Azumaya tofu sold 
in the produce case as long as the temperature is okay, which 
it usually is (42-48ºF). Even dairy cases sometimes rise 
above 45ºF, as on their defrost cycle. Sales are much better in 
produce. Tofu is an impulse item and there is more impulse 
buying in the produce section than in the dairy section. It 
gets lost among the dairy products. Also there is more space 
and space fl exibility of produce, as caused by seasonal 
vegetables. Produce is a commodity area. A lot of Safeway 
stores are switching tofu back to the produce case from dairy, 
since it sells better in produce. But in stores that moved 
tofu to dairy, it took a year for sales to rebound to their 
pre-move level. During that time, many customers started 
going to Lucky supermarkets for their tofu. Lucky sells tofu 
only in the produce case. Some divisions of Safeway have 
never moved tofu out of produce. Each store decides its 
own location. Most produce departments at Safeway sell the 
Azumaya tofu in a vertical “juice case” which is cooler. They 
buy it directly from the Richmond produce warehouse.
 The FDA is incorrect in saying that tofu is a “hazardous 
product.” That is not true for pasteurized tofu. Azumaya 
had tests done in 1983 after Yersinia was found in tofu in 
Illinois and the state clamped down on tofu. Azumaya had 
a laboratory inoculate tofu with the four potentially toxic 
microorganisms (Yersinia, Staphylococcus, Salmonella, and 
Clostridium Botulinum) then pasteurize it like Azumaya 
does. They found that these organisms start growing only 
after 6 weeks at 69ºF, and by that time the tofu was too sour 
and smelled too bad to eat, and the water was very cloudy. 
These tests showed that pasteurized tofu is not potentially 
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hazardous. But the FDA does not distinguish between 
pasteurized and non-pasteurized tofu.
 If health inspectors required all tofu to be moved out 
of the produce case, the produce buying division of each 
chain would decide where to relocate it. There are many 
considerations, and the main one to the produce division 
accounting department is that they get tofu sales credited 
to them no matter where it is sold. They have spent more 
than a decade to build the sales of this product and they are 
not about to give that up to the dairy department. They will 
put tofu into a refrigerated case where the temperature is 
at 45ºF or below. Even when tofu is sold in the dairy case 
at Safeway, it still has a produce department label on it! 
Other than the produce case, Bill would like to see the tofu 
sold right next to the produce case, in a metal juice case. 
The produce department likes tofu with the vegetables 
because they feel that when people buy tofu they also tend 
to buy vegetables; so tofu sells vegetables. So the produce 
department does not like tofu to be sold in the dairy case. 
Another problem with an isolated glass case is that the tofu 
does not get as much attention as it should, and may be 
allowed to go out of date. But Bill feels it doesn’t matter that 
much where the tofu case is located, as long as the consumer 
knows where it is. Moreover, Azumaya sells Kikkoman tofu, 
which can be sold in the produce case.
 Azumaya dates their tofu for a 30-day shelf life, but that 
is very conservative to allow for mishandling. Under typical 
good conditions it will stay fresh for up to 50 days. But he 
feels it would be a mistake to date the tofu for 50 days and 
to use that as a selling tool, as Nasoya does. Azumaya has 
almost no problems with spoilage, puffi ng or souring. If 
there is a problem, the company investigates it. It is generally 
caused by a refrigeration problem, or letting the product 
stand for a long time in the back room, unrefrigerated, 
because people are too busy to get to it. Safeway now sells 
Azumaya tofu in Hawaii, at far below Hawaii tofu prices. On 
the East Coast Azumaya undersells Nasoya. Bill is too busy 
with Stir Fruity (tofu yogurt) to start a tofu plant on the East 
Coast.
 The new Mori-Nu ad about water disaster and life 
preserver is incorrect in saying that water-pack tofu has a 
shelf life of “mere days.”
 Azumaya distributes Kikkoman aseptically packed 
tofu. He strongly prefers the fl avor of his own product. 
Conclusion: FDA should have different temperature 
standards and “potentially hazardous” defi nitions for 
pasteurized and unpasteurized tofu. Azumaya and the 
Soyfoods Association should take the lead in educating FDA 
on these points. Address: President, Azumaya Inc., 1575 
Burke Ave., San Francisco, California 94124. Phone: 415-
285-8500.

5950. Paino, John. 1989. Selling tofu in the produce case 
(Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Sept. 21. Conducted by 

William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: “If our tofu was moved out of the produce case 
to the dairy case, Nasoya would go out of business! Health 
conscious people are now shopping in the produce section. 
The temperature in most produce cases is 45-50ºF. Nasoya 
tofu is pasteurized at 180ºF for 75 minutes to give it a 50 
day shelf life at 50ºF. So our tofu is different from fresh, 
unpasteurized tofu. It can and should sell in produce. This 
subject has now become a very big controversy, begun by 
Art Mio. He is creating this problem that is not a problem. 
He feels that his product is the only one that should be sold 
in produce. Nasoya tofu is sold to every chain in New York 
and to almost every chain on the East Coast. We sell 1,000 
cases a week and I haven’t had one complaint from any of 
them. Art is writing letters to health inspectors urging them 
to take all tofu but his out of produce. Have you seen the new 
Mori-Nu ad about the life preserver?”
 Right now Nasoya is doing inoculation studies that 
prove that you can inject 1 million units of Yersinia, 
Staphylococcus, and all other potentially hazardous bacteria 
into our tofu, they will be killed by our pasteurization. 
Botulism bacteria requires a temperature above 50ºF to grow.
 How much spoilage and souring does Nasoya have 
from their water packed tofu sold in produce cases? First, 
it is a small problem. The problem is worse during the 
summer than at other times, especially during very hot 
summers, and at stores that are far from the plant. Recently 
Nasoya spent $40,000 to install 40 tons of water-cooled 
refrigeration equipment. If a cake of tofu in a store puffs 
or spoils, the produce man would throw it away. If this 
happened too much, Nasoya would get a call from the 
chain headquarters requesting credit for lost product. This 
happened occasionally in the summer before they got their 
new refrigeration system. Nasoya sells only in 6-packs, 
which further helps prevent this problem. Nasoya’s retail 
sales people visit each store and would fi ll out a report if 
there are spoilage problems. Nasoya guarantees that if any 
tofu puffs or spoils before the 50-day pull date, Nasoya 
will pay for it if the labels are returned. John thinks that 
Tomsun used to guarantee tofu sales; no matter how much 
tofu a store ordered, Tomsun would buy back any that did 
not sell before the pull date. That was one reason they went 
out of business. Nasoya does NOT do that; they guarantee 
quality. If there is a problem, Nasoya fi rst checks to see if the 
product is properly refrigerated. If not, they withdraw their 
guarantee. Address: President, Nasoya Foods, Leominster, 
Massachusetts. Phone: 508-537-0713.

5951. Paino, John. 1989. Vacuum packaging tofu (Interview). 
SoyaScan Notes. Sept. 26. Conducted by William Shurtleff 
of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: For the fi rst month after Nasoya started making 
tofu, they packaged it in pails in bulk. Then they switched 
to water packing in tubs, starting with a small Monkey 
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Packer with a foot pedal that packed once cake at a time. 
Under ideal conditions, this tofu had a 2-week shelf life. 
For the next 4 years they sold only water packed tofu. 
Then Tomsun, their main competitor, started pasteurizing 
their water packed tofu, which gave it a longer shelf life, 
and gave them a competitive advantage in supermarkets. 
Nasoya did not have enough space in their plant to install a 
pasteurization unit (the plant’s maximum output was 5,000 
to 6,000 lb/day of tofu), nor the inclination to pasteurize. 
So they made a bold move, and in 1981 started vacuum 
packaging, using a $55,000 Tiromat fi lm machine. Their 
fi rst tofu was vacuum packed in a clear fi lm package, but 
within a month everyone told them to either change the 
fi lm or take the product out of the produce case, because it 
looked terrible; it got beat up very badly. So they changed 
to a bottom fi lm that was opaque white and a top fi lm that 
was printed. Now you couldn’t see the product at all. They 
continued with this package for 5 years. But their were 
constant problems of every time with the machine, especially 
maintenance problems. There were forming problems and 
sealing problems. The machine was not designed to suck 
water through the vacuum pump, which it had to do. The 
vacuum squeezed the tofu, so that a 16 oz. cake was reduced 
to 15 oz. This was the biggest problem. The 1 oz shrinkage 
ate up all the company’s profi t and led to many fi nes from 
underweight products in stores. Food inspectors would drain 
off the water and weigh only the tofu. Other disadvantages: 
You can’t make a soft tofu with vacuum packing. The lack 
of a rigid package to protect the product led to extensive 
damage during shipping. The shelf life (95% got 3 weeks if 
packaged cold) was not as long as Tiromat had said it would. 
The yellow whey gradually leeches out around the tofu and 
makes it look like a used condom (as produce buyers used 
to like to joke). If you make a lot of tofu, there is no time 
or space to soak the tofu overnight in water to preempt this 
yellow whey problem. If vacuum packaged tofu spoils or 
sours, it does not necessarily puff or swell like water pack 
(the spoilage bacteria are different), so there is no easy way 
to tell it is spoiled. The vacuum packing worked better on the 
marinated broiled tofu and tofu burgers, but there were still 
problems with sealing. Nasoya ended up buying the machine 
and they still have it–and would be glad to sell it.
 When Nasoya installed its large, new Sato system 
from Japan (Feb. 1986), it also stopped vacuum packing 
and returned entirely to water packing. They still have the 
Tiromat machine and would be glad to sell it. Even if all of 
the technical problems of vacuum packaging were solved, 
John would still defi nitely prefer to sell water-packed tofu, 
for the reasons cited above. Address: President, Nasoya 
Foods, Leominster, Massachusetts. Phone: 508-537-0713.

5952. Weagant, Stephen. 1989. FDA concern with tofu as a 
“potentially hazardous food” (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. 
Sept. 28. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods 

Center.
• Summary: Stephen was listed as the Technical Contact 
in the May 1984 FDA “Interpretation” titled “Are tofu and 
other moist soy protein foods considered to be ‘potentially 
hazardous foods”? He believes that the organism of greatest 
concern to the FDA is Yersinia, which can grow rapidly in 
water at 50ºF. Another bacterium of concern (though it has 
never been reported in tofu) is Lysteria, which is found in 
raw vegetables, especially in root vegetables, and may be in 
or on soybeans. He believes that the average temperature of 
produce cases is 50ºF. Address: Microbiologist, U.S. Food 
and Drug Administration (FDA), 2201 23rd Drive S.E., 
Bothell, Washington 98021-4421. Phone: 206-486-8788.

5953. Schwarz, Tom. 1989. The FDA position on tofu as a 
potentially hazardous food, which should be stored at 45ºF or 
below (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Sept. 29. Conducted by 
William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center. [2 ref]
• Summary: On 23 May 1984 a major regulatory event 
concerning tofu took place, of which the U.S. tofu 
industry is still largely unaware. The U.S. Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) Center for Food Safety and Applied 
Nutrition, Retail Food Protection Branch published and 
distributed a document which answered the question, “Are 
tofu and other moist soy protein products considered to be 
‘potentially hazardous foods’?” Drafted by Tom Schwarz, 
this document became part of FDA’s Retail Food Protection 
Program Information Manual, and was sent out as an 
advisory document to all state and local health departments 
(regulatory organizations rather than food retailers). Note 
that the FDA is part of the Department of Health and Human 
Services’ Public Health Service; it is not part of the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture.
 The most important thing to understand about this 
subject is that the FDA groups all foods into two categories: 
those which are potentially hazardous, and those which are 
not. Any potentially hazardous food (PHF) must be kept 
refrigerated at 45ºF (7.2ºC) or below, according to FDA 
Food Protection Branch codes which apply to food stores, 
restaurants, and vending operations, and which are advisory 
in nature. In March 1988 the FDA released the draft of a new 
code (The Food Protection Unicode) in which they suggested 
that the 45ºF temperature for PHF be reduced to 40ºF 
(4.4ºC) because of Listeria and some other low-temperature 
pathogens, but that has not yet been adopted, largely because 
of strong opposition from the food retail industry.
 The defi nition of a “potentially hazardous food” in 
the model food sanitation codes (Section 1-102(q) of the 
Food Store Code (FST) of 1982) included “any food that 
consists in whole or part of milk or milk products, eggs, 
meat, poultry, fi sh, shellfi sh, crustacea, or other ingredients, 
including synthetic ingredients, in a form capable of 
supporting rapid and progressive growth of infectious or 
toxigenic microorganisms.” Note that most potentially 
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hazardous foods are rich in protein and have a high natural 
water activity.
 On 9 May 1986, in its Food Retail Protection Program 
Information Manual, FDA issued a redefi nition: “’Potentially 
hazardous food’ means any food or food ingredient, natural 
or synthetic, in a form capable of supporting (1) the rapid and 
progressive growth of toxigenic microorganisms or (2) the 
slower growth of Clostridium botulinum.”
 FDA’s concern with tofu began in January 1982, when 
an outbreak of tofu-related yersiniosis caused 24 cases of 
illness in the state of Washington. FDA began to receive 
many questions from health departments asking about 
how tofu, a relatively new and unknown product, should 
be handled and stored. It was clear from numerous studies 
on moist soy protein foods (including tofu) and from the 
outbreak of yersiniosis that tofu was a PHF. Tofu was fi rst 
offi cially designated as a PHF in May 1984 in the above-
mentioned FDA publication.
 In designating tofu as a PHF, FDA did not distinguish 
between pasteurized and unpasteurized tofu. FDA considers 
that to be an irrelevant issue, since harmful organisms could 
enter the product after pasteurization, or pasteurization could 
be faulty. Only properly canned or aseptically packaged tofu 
products (such as Mori-Nu tofu) are exempt from the PHF 
designation and may therefore be sold at room temperature.
 According to the FDA Retail Food Protection Program 
Information Manual, Part 3–Introduction. Chapter 1. Subject: 
Purpose and Scope of the Retail Food Protection Program: 
“The FDA’s role in providing assistance to state and local 
government is derived from the Public Health Service Act 
(PL 78-410). Section 311 [42 USC 243] states in part: “The 
Secretary shall assist states and their political subdivisions in 
the prevention and suppression of communicable diseases, 
shall cooperate with and aid state and local authorities in 
the enforcement of their health regulations, and shall advise 
the several states on matters relating to the preservation and 
improvement of public health.”
 “The Retail Food Protection Program, administered by 
the FDA, is a cooperative federal-state program concerned 
with the safety of food at the retail level. The program covers 
the food service, food vending and food store industries.
 “More than 2,700 state and local regulatory agencies 
assume primary responsibility for monitoring retail 
food operations, and assuring that industry is adequately 
protecting the consumer in the marketplace. FDA assists and 
supports these regulatory agencies...” About 40 states have 
adopted FDA food codes as their state laws. In retail areas, 
each state is free to set its own laws, but in the manufacture 
of foods, FDA makes the laws.
 In most U.S. states, it is the law that potentially 
hazardous foods must be held refrigerated at 45ºF or below. 
Most of the tofu in the USA is sold in the produce case, 
where the temperature averages 50ºF. Thus the sale of tofu in 
such cases is in direct violation of most state laws! State and 

local inspectors should be measuring the temperature of the 
tofu and, telling stores to stop selling tofu (except aseptically 
packaged or canned tofu) being held at abuse temperatures. 
Out-of-temperature tofu may be subject to “hold orders” or 
other condemnation actions; the retail permit holder may 
also be subject to various penalties. A PHF not meeting 
temperature requirements is a 5-point violation on FDA’s 
current scoresheet. An operator must correct 5-point items 
(major violations) within 10 days or risk further legal 
sanctions.
 Schwarz does not know why state and local inspectors 
are not enforcing the law with respect to storage of tofu 
(or bean sprouts, the only whole vegetable considered to 
be a PHF). One possible reason is that they have only 2-3 
hours to do an inspection of a large food store and they have 
hundreds of things to look for; tofu may be low on their list 
of priorities. Some may not be aware that tofu is considered 
potentially hazardous. And perhaps some produce cases keep 
tofu at 45º or below.
 Schwarz thinks there is a good chance that within the 
next year or two there will be a crackdown, and that all fresh 
and pasteurized tofu will be moved out of the produce case. 
One reason for this is Morinaga’s persistent efforts to get 
the FDA to enforce the law, and to allow their Mori-Nu Tofu 
to stay in the produce case. Schwarz is now in the process 
of drafting a letter to send out to all state and local food 
regulating agencies stating that, unlike most other types of 
tofu, Mori-Nu tofu does not need refrigeration.
 The microorganisms of greatest concern in tofu are the 
psychrotrophic bacteria such as Yersinia or Listeria that tend 
to grow at 50ºF. Salmonella and others that tend to grow at 
higher temperatures are less likely to be a problem. It would 
be a waste of time for tofu manufactures to run tests showing 
that their pasteurization process kills pathogenic bacteria, 
and then submit those test results to the FDA in hopes of 
getting an exemption from the 45ºF storage temperature 
regulation. That approach totally misses the main point. The 
only viable options are to change tofu into a non PHF (as 
by lowering its pH through acidifi cation, or by reducing its 
water activity through drying) or to refrigerate it at 45ºF or 
below. Address: Asst. Director for Program Development, 
FDA Center for Food Safety and Applied Nutrition, 
Retail Food Protection Branch, 200 C St., S.W., HFF-342, 
Washington, DC 20204. Phone: 202-485-0140.

5954. Ashraf, H.L.; Lee, H. 1989. The use of soy hull fl our 
as fi ber supplement in cakes. J. of the American Dietetic 
Association 89(9):A-125. Supplement. Sept.
• Summary: Although wheat bran and oat bran have been 
the main fi ber sources incorporated into food products in 
America, fi nely ground soybean hulls, used at the 10% level 
by weight, also give very good results.
 Note: The reason that the publication date of the 
journal is earlier than the date in the article is that the 
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journal is printing the program of an event which will take 
place the following month, October 26. Address: Dep. of 
Animal Science, Food & Nutrition, Southern Illinois Univ., 
Carbondale, Illinois 62901.

5955. Bates, Dorothy R. 1989. The tempeh cookbook. 
Summertown, Tennessee: The Book Publishing Co. 96 p. 
Contains 11 color photos and some line drawings. Index. 
Sept. 26 cm.
• Summary: This is a vegetarian (but not a vegan) cookbook. 
Contents: Introduction to tempeh: Nutritive values, 
how tempeh is made, storing tempeh, cooking tempeh. 
Ingredients and suggestions: Discusses soymilk, soy oil, 
and tamari. Making tempeh at home. Appetizers. Salads. 
Soups. Sandwiches. Main dishes: Oriental, Italian, Mexican, 
American, International. Dessert. Contains 100+ recipes. 
Address: Summertown, Tennessee.

5956. Galal, O.; El Nockrashy, S.; Moussa, W. 1989. 
Nutrition progress in vegetable protein diet societies. In: 
E.W. Lusas, D.R. Erickson, and Wai-Kit Nip, eds. 1989. 
Food Uses of Whole Oil and Protein Seeds. Champaign-
Urbana, IL: American Oil Chemists’ Society. vii + 401 p. See 
p. 372-394. Chap. 23. Proceedings of the Short Course on 
Food Uses of Whole Oil and Protein Seeds held at Makaha, 
Hawaii, May 11-14, 1986. [13 ref]
• Summary: “Food production is falling behind population 
growth in many developing countries... The developing 
countries which constitute 75% of the world population are 
estimated to produce only about 25% of the world food... It 
is unfortunate that the rate of population growth is highest 
in the developing areas of the world where the food supply 
is increasing at the lowest rate.” Address: Nutrition Inst. and 
National Research Center, Cairo, Egypt.

5957. Heppell, L.M.J.; Sissons, J.W.; Banks, S.M. 1989. 
Sensitization of preruminant calves and piglets to antigenic 
protein in early weaning diets: control of the systemic 
antibody responses. Research in Veterinary Science 
47(2):257-62. Sept. [21 ref]
• Summary: “Piglets, at least with respect to soya protein, 
are better able to control their immune responses to dietary 
antigens than calves.” Address: AFRC Institute for Grassland 
and Animal Production, Church Lane, Shinfi eld, Reading 
RG2 9AQ, Berkshire RG2 9AQ [England].

5958. Hunt, Isabelle F.; Murphy, N.J.; Henderson, C.; 
Clark, V.A.; Jacobs, R.M.; Johnston, P.K.; Coulson, A.H. 
1989. Bone mineral content in postmenopausal women: 
comparison of omnivores and vegetarians. American J. of 
Clinical Nutrition 50(3):517-23. Sept. [31 ref]
• Summary: BMC (bone mineral content) divided by 
BW (bone width) was not different in omnivores vs. 
vegetarians. Address: Nutritional Sciences, Biostatistics, 

and Epidemiology Divisions, School of Public Health, 
UCLA, Los Angeles, California 90024; Food & Drug 
Administration, San Francisco, California.

5959. Jones, Amanda E.; Price, K.R.; Fenwick, G.R. 1989. 
Development and application of a high-performance liquid 
chromatographic method for the analysis of phytoestrogens. 
J. of the Science of Food and Agriculture (London) 
46(3):357-64. [22 ref]
• Summary: Discusses: Soya milk, soya dessert, soya fl akes, 
daidzein, genistein. Note: AFRC stands for “Agriculture 
and Food Research Council.” Address: AFRC Inst. of Food 
Research, Norwich Lab., Colney Lane, Norwich NR4 7UA, 
UK.

5960. Liener, Irvin E. 1989. Control of antinutritional and 
toxic factors in oilseeds and legumes. In: E.W. Lusas, D.R. 
Erickson, and Wai-Kit Nip, eds. 1989. Food Uses of Whole 
Oil and Protein Seeds. Champaign-Urbana, IL: American 
Oil Chemists’ Society. vii + 401 p. See p. 344-371. Chap. 22. 
Proceedings of the Short Course on Food Uses of Whole Oil 
and Protein Seeds held at Makaha, Hawaii, May 11-14, 1986. 
[164 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Protease inhibitors: 
effect of heat treatment, effect of germination (no effect), 
effect of traditional modes of preparation (tofu, soymilk, 
fermented preparations such as tempeh, miso, and natto). 
Lectins (a class of proteins called phytohemagglutinins; 
inactivated by moist heat), goitrogens, cyanogens (very small 
amount in soybeans), phytate, tannins, fl atulence-producing 
oligosaccharides (raffi nose, stachyose, and verbacose in soy), 
other anti-nutritional factors (gossypol, lathyrogenic factor, 
jojoba plant, toxic glucosides in saffl ower).
 Contains 13 fi gures and 5 tables. Address: Dep. of 
Biochemistry, College of Biological Sciences, Univ. of 
Minnesota, St. Paul, MN 55108.

5961. Liu, Fu-Kuang. 1989. Food uses of soybeans [in 
China]. In: E.W. Lusas, D.R. Erickson, and Wai-Kit Nip, 
eds. 1989. Food Uses of Whole Oil and Protein Seeds. 
Champaign-Urbana, IL: American Oil Chemists’ Society. vii 
+ 401 p. See p. 148-58. Chap. 10. Proceedings of the Short 
Course on Food Uses of Whole Oil and Protein Seeds held at 
Makaha, Hawaii, May 11-14, 1986. [7 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Processing of tofu and 
soybean products: Manufacture of tofu and soybean products 
(tofu, bei ye {pressed tofu sheets}, su ji {vegetarian chicken, 
made from bai ye}, you-tofu {fried tofu}, tofu pi {yuba}, 
soybean sprouts {dou ya}).
 Fermented soybean products: Soybean jiang (dou jiang 
in China or miso in Japan), fermented soybeans (touchi), tofu 
lu (fermented tofu). Discussion.
 Tables show: (2) Comparison of the essential amino 
acid composition of soybean milk with cow and human milk. 
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(3) Amino acid composition and nutritive value of various 
soybean fractions: Meal, hulls, milk, residue [okara], curd, 
whey protein. (4) Composition of soybean pressed tofu sheet 
and residue. The pressed tofu sheets contain 70.4% moisture, 
17.55% protein (59.29% moisture on a dry weight basis), 
and 7.10% fat (24.32% fat on a dry weight basis). (5) Amino 
acid composition of defatted soybean, pressed tofu sheet and 
residue.
 (6) Composition of tofu and tofu pi [yuba] (based on 
Watanabe 1969). (7) Vitamin content of soybean products: 
Immature bean [green vegetable soybean], mature bean 
[whole dry soybeans], sprouts, meal, fl our, curd (tofu), milk, 
miso.
 Figures show: (1) Flow sheet for manufacturing soybean 
curd [tofu]. Address: Wuxi Light Industry Inst., Wuxi, 
Jiangsu 214036, The Peoples’ Republic of China.

5962. Markovits, Judith; Linassier, C.; Fossé, P.; Couprie, 
J.; Pierre, J.; Jacquemin-Sablon, A.; Saucier, J.M.; Le 
Pecq, J.B.; Larsen, A.K. 1989. Inhibitory effects of the 
tyrosine kinase inhibitor genistein on mammalian DNA 
topoisomerase II. Cancer Research 49(18):5111-17. Sept. 
[48 ref]
• Summary: “Tyrosine phosphorylation plays a crucial role 
in cell proliferation and cell transformation which suggests 
that tyrosine kinase-specifi c inhibitors might be used as 
anticancer agents.”
 “Genistein is therefore an interesting compound because 
it induces cleavable complexes without intercalation.
 “Taken together, our results show that genistein is an 
inhibitor of both protein tyrosine kinases and mammalian 
DNA topoisomerase II. This could be accounted for by the 
sharing of a common structure sequence between the two 
proteins at the ATP binding site.” Address: Laboratoire de 
Pharmacologie Moléculaire, URA 158 du CNRS, U 140 de 
l’INSERM. Institut Gustave Roussy, 94805 Villejuif Cédex, 
France.

5963. Perez, Oswaldo. 1989. Proteína y seguridad 
alimentaria: La soya en la alimentación humana [Protein 
and food security: The soybean in human foods]. La Era 
Agricola (Merida, Venezuela). Jan/Sept. p. 22-23. [1 ref. Spa]
• Summary: In Venezuela, soya is seen as a huge potential 
protein source, poorly utilized. Argues for direct use of 
soybeans (in forms such as tofu) as a protein source. 
Address: Granja Tierra Nueva, Aldea San Luis, La Azulita, 
C.P. 5102, Estado Merida, Venezuela.

5964. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. comps. 1989. 
Bibliography of soy protein isolates, concentrates, and 
textured soy protein products: 2,528 references from 1883 
to 1989, partially annotated. Lafayette, California: Soyfoods 
Center. 328 p. Subject/geographical index. Author/company 
index. Printed Sept. 8. 28 cm. [2528 ref]

• Summary: Although the Chinese had produced a type of 
isolated soy protein product (tofu) since the tenth century 
A.D., western research on the isolation of soy proteins began 
in Germany 1883, when Meissl and Boecker introduced 
the terms soy casein and soy albumin. Similar work 
was published in 1898 by Osborne and Campbell at the 
Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station in the USA. In 
1903 Oscar Nagel of New York described in detail how he 
produced “soy casein” and discussed it potential applications 
as a commercial product. Since that time, the United States 
has been the world leader in soy protein research and 
production.
 The world’s earliest known commercial food product 
made from isolated or concentrated soy protein was Albusoy, 
introduced in 1939 by the Soya Products Division of the 
Glidden Co. in Chicago. This was an enzyme-modifi ed 
isolated soy protein product used as a whipping agent. Many 
of the earliest soy protein products were used like Albusoy in 
whipping applications. Soyco, launched in 1944 by Soybean 
Products Co. in Chicago, was a hydrolyzed soy protein 
whipping agent used as an egg white substitute. Rich’s 
Whip Topping, introduced in March 1945 by Rich Products 
Corporation in Buffalo, New York, was used as an alternate 
for whipped cream. In 1947 Archer Daniels Midland Co. 
introduced Nutriwhip, the Borden Company debuted Soyco, 
and Central Soya Co. launched Soy Albumen, all whipping 
agents.
 In 1951 the fi rst patent for spun soy protein fi bers was 
issued to Robert Boyer, formerly a soy researcher at the Ford 
Motor Co. In 1952 the fi rst commercial soymilk based on 
soy protein isolate, Soyamel, was introduced by Worthington 
Foods. Isolates soon replaced soy fl our in non-dairy infant 
formulas worldwide. In 1959 the fi rst food-grade soy-protein 
concentrates were introduced by Griffi th Laboratories.
 The 1960s put modern soy protein products on the map. 
In 1960 the Boyer patent and its 1954 revision started the 
high-tech meat analog industry when Worthington Foods 
launched Fri-Chik, a meatless drumstick. In 1961 and 1966 
conferences on soy protein foods were at the USDA Northern 
Regional Research Center in Peoria, Illinois. Many of the 
276 attendees at the second conference were pioneers in the 
fi eld. A major theme at both was that protein malnutrition 
was the world’s most widespread defi ciency disease. In 1966 
General Mills introduced Bac*O’s, meatless fried bacon bits 
made from spun soy protein fi ber. At a May 1968 Conference 
on Protein Rich Food Products from Oilseeds held by the 
USDA in New Orleans, Louisiana, oilseed proteins were 
increasingly seen as the answer to the “protein crisis.” 
Also that year International Action to Avert the Impending 
Protein Crisis, a United Nations publication, recommends 
soybeans as the single most promising protein source to 
close the “protein gap.” In Nov. 1969 General Mills launched 
its second bacon analog, Bac-o-Bits, this time made from 
textured soy fl our. Frozen Bontrae meat analogs were sold 
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to the foodservice trade. This pioneering work nationwide 
by one of America’s largest food companies indicated to the 
U.S. food industry that the time for soy protein foods of the 
future had arrived.
 In 1971 Dr. K.K. Carroll at the University of Ontario, 
Canada, published the fi rst modern study showing that even 
in fat-free diets, animal proteins raise serum cholesterol and 
soy proteins lower it. Many subsequent studies worldwide 
confi rmed these important results.
 During the 1970s soy protein products entered the 
mainstream. In Jan. 1970 W.T. Atkinson, assignor to the 
Archer Daniels Midland Co., was issued a key patent for a 
“Meat-like protein food product,” which was soon widely 
sold under the registered trademark TVP. In Feb. 1971 
textured soy protein products were authorized for use as 
meat extenders in the U.S. National School Lunch program, 
opening up a huge potential new market for TVP type 
products. The amount of products used jumped from 8.5 
million lb dry weight in 1971-72 to 87.5 million lb in 1976-
77. Also in 1971 the Food Protein Council (renamed the Soy 
Protein Council in Dec. 1981) was established as a trade 
association for major soy protein manufacturers.
 In March 1973, as meat prices skyrocketed, beef-soy 
blends containing 25% hydrated textured soy fl our began 
to be introduced to U.S. supermarket chains, marketed for 
their lower price and higher nutritional value. Predictions 
of huge future markets (which failed to materialize) 
were published. In Nov. 1973 the fi rst World Soy Protein 
Conference was held in Munich, Germany, attended by 
over 1,000 people from 45 countries. In late 1974 Miles 
Laboratories/Worthington Foods launched the Morningstar 
Farms line of meat analogs based on spun soy protein 
fi ber nationwide at U.S. supermarkets. In Aug. 1975 Japan 
Vegetable Protein Food Association was founded to promote 
modern soy protein products, primarily soy protein isolates. 
In Oct. 1976 seminars on the use of soy protein for foods and 
meal for feeds were held in Moscow, sponsored jointly by 
three U.S. groups. More than 200 Soviet offi cials attended. 
In May 1978 The Keystone Conference on Soy Protein 
and Human Nutrition was held at Keystone Colorado. 
Sponsored by Ralston Purina Co., it presented a new view 
of soy protein quality. In Jan. 1978 the International Soya 
Protein Food Conference was held in Singapore; 400 people 
from 24 countries participated. And in Oct/Nov. 1978 the 
World Conference on Vegetable Food Proteins was held 
in Amsterdam, The Netherlands; More than 1,000 people 
attended.
 In 1980 soy protein products were approved for use as 
a beef extender by the U.S. Armed Forces. That same year 
the World Conference on Soya Processing and Utilization 
was held in Acapulco, Mexico. In Aug. 1980 Archer Daniels 
Midland Co. entered the soy protein isolate market with 
its purchase of Central Soya’s isolate plant. Then in April 
1985 Central Soya bought Griffi th Laboratories’ line of 

protein products. And in Feb. 1986 Central Soya purchased 
the Staley protein line, including Mira-Tex, Procon, and 
Textured Procon brands. In July 1987 Ralston Purina Co. 
of St. Louis, Missouri, established Protein Technologies 
International as a wholly-owned subsidiary to focus on sales 
of soy protein for food uses. The company’s sales of soy 
protein products were $139.8 million in 1986.
 But during the 1980s the total market for soy protein 
products grew very slowly, if at all. In 1984 Dr. Walter Wolf 
of the USDA Northern Regional Research Center estimated 
U.S. production as follows: Soy protein concentrates 36,000 
tonnes (metric tons), soy isolates 41,000 tonnes, textured 
soy fl our 43,000 tonnes, and textured soy concentrates 4,000 
tonnes. The segment showing greatest growth appeared to be 
that of soy protein isolates, of which Ralston Purina/Protein 
Technologies International in the largest manufacturer.
 Still there is widespread hope that, with the growing 
concern over dietary cholesterol, the low cost of soy protein 
relative to meat protein, the inevitable widening of this 
cost gap in the years to come, and the increasingly positive 
consumer attitudes toward soy protein products shown in 
polls, the market for these products will soon begin to realize 
its long-forecast potential.
 This is the most comprehensive bibliography ever 
published on modern soy protein products. It is also the 
single most current and useful source of information on 
this subject available today, since 53% of all references 
(and most of the current ones) contain a summary/abstract 
averaging 68 words in length.
 One of more than 40 bibliographies on soybeans and 
soyfoods being published by the Soyfoods Center, it is based 
on historical principles, listing all known documents and 
commercial products in chronological order. Containing 37 
different document types (both published and unpublished, 
including many original interviews and partial translations 
of Japanese and European works), it is a powerful tool 
for understanding the development of this subject and 
related products from its earliest beginnings to the present, 
worldwide.
 Compiled one record at a time over a period of 15 years, 
each reference in this bibliography features (in addition to 
the typical author, date, title, volume and pages information) 
the author’s address, number of references cited, original 
title of all non-English publications together with an English 
translation, month and issue of publication, and the fi rst 
author’s fi rst name (if given).
 It also includes details on 651 commercial soy 
products, including the product name, date of introduction, 
manufacturer’s name, address and phone number, and (in 
many cases) ingredients, weight, packaging and price, 
storage requirements, nutritional composition, and a 
description of the label. Sources of additional information 
on each product (such as references to and summaries of 
advertisements, articles, patents, etc.) are also given.
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 Details on how to use the bibliography, a complete 
subject and geographical index, an author/company index, 
and a bibliometric analysis of the composition of the book 
(by language, document type, year, leading countries, states, 
and related subjects) are also included. Address: Soyfoods 
Center, P.O. Box 234, Lafayette, California 94549. Phone: 
415-283-2991.

5965. Schwarz, Thomas L. 1989. Memorandum: Mori-Nu 
brand tofu is not a potentially hazardous food. Letter to 
Dennis L. Eastin, Regional Food Specialist, HFR-SW16, 
Oct. 4. 2 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead. [1 ref]
• Summary: “Your memo of September 27, 1989 sought 
clarifi cation of FDA’s position regarding the storage 
temperature of Mori-Nu brand tofu.” In the model code 
interpretations for “potentially hazardous food... fi ve 
exceptions were delineated including: ‘Foods that have been 
adequately commercially processed and remain in their 
unopened hermetically sealed container.’ Mori-Nu brand 
tofu–soft, regular, and fi rm–are packaged using the Tetra Pak 
TBA-3 aseptic packaging system...
 “A food Canning Establishment (FCE) number of 07905 
has been assigned to the Morinaga Milk Industry Co., Ltd., 
33-1, 5 Chome Shiba, Minato-Ku, Tokyo 108, Japan, which 
produces these products. Intact packages of Mori-Nu brand 
tofu, like other shelf-stable foods in hermetically sealed 
containers, are not potentially hazardous and do not require 
temperature control for safety. We know of no other tofu 
manufacturer currently using this technology and no other 
canned food process fi ling forms have been submitted for 
moist soy protein products.” Address: Asst. Director for 
Program Development, FDA Center for Food Safety and 
Applied Nutrition, Retail Food Protection Branch, 200 C St., 
S.W., HFF-342, Washington, DC 20204. Phone: 202-485-
0140.

5966. Lietzke, Ron. 1989. Worthington Foods sues to protect 
trademark. Dispatch (Columbus, Ohio). Oct. 21. p. 8D. 
Business section.
• Summary: “Worthington Foods Inc. has fi led a $6 million 
lawsuit against Kellogg Co., alleging the Battle Creek, 
Michigan, company illegally is using its ‘Heartwise’ 
trademark for a new breakfast cereal.” Worthington 
contends it has used the term since 1987 to promote a line of 
cholesterol-free foods sold under Morningstar Farms brand. 
“Although it has not secured trademark status from the U.S. 
Patent and Trademark Offi ce, Worthington Foods claims it 
under a common law provision that is based on its usage 
over the years, the court documents said...
 “Court documents fi led by Kellogg said the company is 
spending $40 million to market Heartwise cereal in the fi rst 
year...
 “Heartwise cereal is being marketed by Kellogg for its 
reported ability to lower blood cholesterol levels because it 

contains a grain from India called psyllium.”

5967. Lukoskie, Luke. 1989. Where is the best place to sell 
tofu in supermarkets? (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Oct. 31. 
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Luke thinks that the best place to sell tofu in 
supermarkets is in the meat case, next to the hamburger (and 
tofu-hamburger blend), near the red meat–not in the deli/
dairy case. Why? 1. Tofu needs human communication. 
The butcher is in much closer contact with the average 
customer than the head of the dairy or deli sections. The 
only comparable department is produce. 2. Red meat sales 
are falling. The department is in competition with other 
departments (dairy, produce, grocery), so they need new 
healthful products to help pick up sales. 3. The temperatures 
are the lowest in the store. 4. The people in the meat 
department are the most sensitive to the need for shelf 
rotation, good sanitation, etc. 5. One of the easiest ways to 
tell Americans how to use tofu is simply to mix some with 
hamburger.
 None of Luke’s tofu is sold in any meat case. They once 
tried to get tofu burgers in there but they were not successful, 
but that may have had to do with the particular small chain 
where the experiment was tried. Island Spring got permission 
from Safeway to test market a hamburger-tofu blend in 
5-pound chubs in the meat case, but they have not yet put the 
product together. Sausages made with a blend of meat (pork 
and/or beef) and tofu taste very good–much better than the 
meatless hot dogs which he strongly dislikes. He developed 
some premium products with organically grown beef and 
pork, lower cholesterol and sodium and saturated fats, no 
nitrates or nitrites. But the price was in the $3-4/lb range, 
more than twice the typical price.
 Most of Island Spring tofu is now sold in the produce 
section. If it were moved out, the result would defi nitely be 
negative for the company, at least in the short term. If that 
happened, Luke would work to have his tofu sold in the meat 
section. Safeway is the only chain in the northwest that sells 
tofu only in the dairy/deli case, near yogurt. Sales of Island 
Spring tofu at Safeway are now roughly one-fourth of what 
they were in the produce case 5 years ago, before the yersinia 
contamination incident. Dr. George Pigott [pronounced PAI-
gut] wrote a letter to Safeway warning them that they faced 
serious health contamination problems of they left tofu in the 
produce department. Luke feels the main cause of the drop 
was the change of location to deli/dairy. Address: P.O. Box 
747, Vashon, Washington 98070. Phone: 206-622-6448.

5968. AFISA (Association Française des Industriels du Soja 
Aliment). 1989. Membres de l’Association, présentation 
de l’action et programme [Members of the Association, 
plan of action, and program]. AFISA, 5 Boulevard de la 
Méditerranée, 31400 Toulouse, France. 2 p. Unpublished 
manuscript. [Fre]
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• Summary: The seven members of the association are Celia 
(located in the city of St. Denis l’Hotel; Mr. Vasseneix), 
Cacoja (Issenheim; Mr. Rochet), Innoval (Valence; Mr. 
Balitrand), Prolait (Niort; Mr. Helie), Société Soy (St. 
Chamond; Mr. de Preneuf), Sojadoc (Clermond Ferrand; 
Mr. Monraisse), Triballat (Noyal-sur-Vilaine; Mr. Clanchin). 
The consultant is Pierre Maitre (of Aix en Provence; General 
Manager of Maho, an affi liate of Aixagri in 1987). In charge 
of promotion is E. Prudon at ONIDOL, in Toulouse.
 These member companies are all large soyfoods 
manufacturers. Their program includes: 1. Studies: A. 
Scientifi c, medical, and nutritional. B. On raw materials and 
the defi nition of products (norms, standards, legislation). 
C. Genetics, specifi c varietal selection. 2. Promotion. 
A. Documentation. B. Promotion animation and generic 
promotion of soyfoods. 3. ONIDOL will send periodic 
“fl ashes” to members. 4. Coordinated actions during the next 
5 years. A. What are we talking about; defi nition of products. 
B. What are our trump cards? Nutritional, economic, and 
technical arguments. C. What dissemination and publicity. 
The part played by promotion will be more important during 
the 2nd year, when we have established a base from our 
studies.
 Note that this association is composed entirely of large 
manufacturers of tofu and soymilk; modern soy protein 
products (such as isolates and concentrates) are not included. 
Address: Toulouse, France. Phone: 61.53.81.80.

5969. Belleme, John. 1989. Natural soy sauce: A brewing 
controversy. Part II. Solstice No. 37. p. 25-26, 28-30. Sept/
Oct. [1 ref]
• Summary: Discusses the differences between HVP 
unfermented soy sauce (such as La Choy, Chun King, and 
Kame) and fermented soy sauce, then between modern high-
tech fermented soy sauce (such as that made by Kikkoman 
from hexane defatted soybean meal and fermented for less 
than 7 months in fi ber glass or stainless steel temperature 
controlled tanks) and “traditionally brewed” soy sauce (such 
as the macrobiotic brands “made from whole soybeans 
and aged in wood for at least 4 seasons at the natural 
temperature of the region”). Manufacturers of modern-
high tech soy sauce often refer to their product as naturally 
brewed to distinguish it from “synthetic” HVP sauces. 
Now Kikkoman and San-J have succeeded in placing their 
high-tech products in some natural foods stores. Belleme 
discusses the objections that can be raised against these 
products: (1) Substitution of hexane defatted soy meal for 
whole soybeans. “The FDA and solvent extraction industry 
have set acceptable limits for hexane in soy meal at 25 
parts per million (ppm).” San-J and Kikkoman assert that 
their products test negative for hexane residues. “San-J 
brewmaster Yuji Yamamoto said that using soy meal rather 
than whole soy beans is more effi cient because fermentation 
is faster, nitrogen yields are higher, and there is no crude 

soy oil to dispense with, as in whole soy bean soy sauce.” 
Belleme thinks that this oil can be used for soap. Because of 
the greater effi ciency, soy meal soy sauce can be produced 
and sold less expensively than whole bean soy sauce.
 (2) Heated non-wood vats. “San-J brewmaster 
Yamamoto says that their closed heated system is easier to 
clean, more effi cient, and produces a clearer, milder, and 
better balanced soy sauce than the traditional method.” Jubei 
Sasaki of Sendai Shoyu Co. disagrees, arguing that the effect 
of seasonal changes and the wooden vats improve the shoyu 
fl avor. Wooden vats may also give a product with more 
vitamin B-12.
 “Although whole soybeans are always proudly listed as 
such, soy meal is usually referred to as ‘soybeans.’ Ironically, 
San-J’s black label soy meal tamari says ‘traditionally 
brewed,’ and makes no mention of defatted soybeans, thus 
making it diffi cult for the consumer to make an informed 
choice.” Address: P.O. Box 457, Saluda, North Carolina 
28773. Phone: 704-749-9537.

5970. Committee on Dietary Allowances, Food and Nutrition 
Board, National Research Council. 1989. Recommended 
Dietary Allowances, 10th revised ed. Washington, DC: 
National Academy of Sciences. x + 285 p. Oct. Index, 24 cm. 
7th ed. was 1968. 8th ed. was 1974. 9th ed. was 1980. [200* 
ref]
• Summary: Recommended Dietary Allowances (RDAs) 
have been prepared by the Food and Nutrition Board since 
1941. The fi rst edition was published in 1943 to provide 
“standards to serve as a goal for good nutrition.”
 This book expands the role of calcium in the diet: For 
young adults (age 19-24) it has been increased to 1200 mg/
day, from 800 mg/day. Those with the maximum RDA of 
1200 mg/day for calcium are males age 11-14, females age 
11-24, and pregnant and lactating women. Males and females 
from age 25 and up, and children from age 1-10, still have an 
RDA of 800 mg/day.
 The RDA for iron has been lowered for women of 
reproductive age to 15 mg/day from 18 mg/day. Iron is a 
constituent of hemoglobin, myoglobin, and a number of 
enzymes and is therefore an essential nutrient for humans. 
Heme and nonheme forms of iron are absorbed by different 
mechanisms. Heme iron, which is highly absorbable, is 
found only in animal tissues. “The proportion of heme iron 
in animal tissues varies, but it averages about averages about 
40% of the total iron in all animal tissues, including meat, 
liver, poultry, and fi sh. The remaining 60% of the iron in 
animal tissues and all iron in vegetable products is present as 
nonheme compounds... The two most well-defi ned enhancers 
of nonheme iron are some organic acids (especially ascorbic 
acid [vitamin C]) and the animal tissues present in each meal. 
On the other hand, some dietary and medicinal substances 
such as calcium phosphate, phytates, bran, polyphenols in 
tea, and antacids may decrease nonheme iron absorption 
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substantially.”
 The RDA for vitamin B-12 has been lowered from 3 to 
2 mcg/day; World Health Organization recommends only 
1 mcg/day. Selenium and vitamin K have now been given 
RDA status. It is recommended that smokers consume almost 
twice as much vitamin C as non-smokers. Other major 
revisions appear in the RDAs for zinc, folate, and vitamin 
B-6.
 In the chapter on minerals, section on Calcium (p. 
174-84), has the following headings: Introduction, calcium 
absorption, dietary sources and usual intakes (calcium-
precipitated tofu is listed as a good source), bone formation 
and retention, relationship to phosphorus and protein intakes, 
other potential functions, recommended allowances (adults 
and adolescents, pregnancy and lactation, infants and 
children), excessive intakes and toxicity.
 The average American consumed 743 mg/day of 
calcium in 1977-78. Intake was generally higher in males 
than in females. Dairy products contribute more than 55% 
of calcium intake of the U.S. population (Block et al., 1985). 
“An increase in protein intake reduces fractional tubular 
reabsorption and results in an increase in urinary calcium 
excretion. In contrast, an increase in phosphorus intake 
increases fractional reabsorption and causes urinary calcium 
to decrease.” But some studies (Spencer et al., 1988) have 
failed to demonstrate effects of dietary phosphorus intake on 
calcium balance at adequate levels of calcium intake.
 For details on vitamin K, see p. 107-14. Vitamin K (fat-
soluble) is the name of a group of compounds. “Compounds 
with vitamin K activity are essential for the formation of 
prothrombin and at least fi ve other factors (factors VII, IX, 
and X, and proteins C and S) involved in the regulation of 
blood clotting... Defective coagulation of the blood is the 
only major sign of vitamin K defi ciency.” “The vitamin K 
content of commonly consumed foods is not known with 
precision and therefore is not given in food composition 
tables... Green leafy vegetables, which provide 50 to 800 
micrograms [mcg] of vitamin K per 100 gm of food, are 
clearly the best dietary sources. Small but signifi cant 
amounts of vitamin K (1 to 50 mcg/100 gm) are also present 
in milk and dairy products, meats, eggs, cereals, fruits, 
and vegetables... A normal mixed diet consumed daily by 
a healthy adult in the United States has been estimated 
to contain an average of 400 to 500 mcg of vitamin K.” 
Address: Washington, DC.

5971. Kato, Kiyoshi; Akai, S.; Tominaga, S.; Kato, I. 1989. 
A case-control study of biliary tract cancer in Niigata 
Prefecture, Japan. Japanese J. of Cancer Research (Gann) 
80:932-38. Oct. [31 ref. Eng]
• Summary: “A case-control study of biliary tract cancer was 
conducted in Niigata prefecture where the mortality of this 
cancer is the highest in Japan.”
 Consumption of miso soup was inversely related to 

bile duct cancer, but not gall bladder cancer–although this 
relationship was not signifi cant after adjustment for other 
variables. Address: 1. Dep. of Surgery, Niigata Cancer 
Center Hospital, Kawagishi-cho, Niigata 951, Japan.

5972. Liu, Keshun; Markakis, Pericles. 1989. An improved 
colorimetric method for determining antitryptic activity in 
soybean products. Cereal Chemistry 66(5):415-22. Sept/Oct. 
[19 ref]
• Summary: “The current colorimetric method for 
determining the antitryptic activity of soybean products has 
been modifi ed as follows: (1) water rather than dilute alkali 
is used for extracting the inhibitors; (2) the aqueous extract is 
destabilized with Tris buffer and fi ltered before, rather than 
after, the reaction; (3) porcine rather than bovine trypsin is 
used; (4) the enzyme and not the substrate is added last to the 
reaction mixture; and (5) the volume of the reaction mixture 
is reduced from 10 to 4 ml.” The proposed modifi cation has 
a theoretical basis and is more sensitive than the current 
method. “The relative standard deviation in 55 independent 
measurements was ±3.5%.” Address: Dep. of Food Science 
and Human Nutrition, Michigan State Univ., East Lansing, 
Michigan 48824.

5973. Martino, Vic. 1989. Tofu, tofu, where do we put the 
tofu? Food People 9(9):1, 14.
• Summary: Tofu, which the FDA classifi es as a “potentially 
hazardous food,” must be sold at 45ºF or below. For this 
reason, health inspectors have told a number of retailers 
recently to move water-pack tofu from the produce 
department wet rack to dairy or deli cases. Aseptically 
packed Mori-Nu tofu is allowed to be sold at any 
temperature. Address: Food People, 1699 Lawton St., San 
Francisco, California 94122. Phone: 415-731-1283.

5974. Meinertz, Hans; Nilausen, K.; Faergeman, O. 1989. 
Soy protein and casein in cholesterol-enriched diets: effects 
on plasma lipoproteins in normolipidemic subjects. American 
J. of Clinical Nutrition 50(4):786-93. Oct. [43 ref]
• Summary: “The effect of dietary plant protein vs. animal 
protein on plasma lipoproteins was investigated in a 
crossover study.” Eleven normal human subjects consumed 
formula diets containing 20% of calories as soy protein or 
casein... The concentration of LDL cholesterol stabilized 
during the soy protein diet at a level 16% lower than on 
the casein diet, and the level of HDL cholesterol was 
16% higher. Address: Dep. of Medicine B, Rigshospital, 
Blegdamsvej 9, DK-2100 Copenhagen, Denmark.

5975. Nakamura, Hiroshi; Takasawa, M.; Kashara, S.; et al. 
1989. Effects of acute protein loads of different sources on 
renal function of patients with diabetic nephropathy. Tohoku 
J. of Experimental Medicine 159(2):153-62. Oct. [27 ref]
• Summary: Discusses glomerular fi ltration rate (GFR), 
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albumin excretion rate (AER), and concentrations of plasma 
amino acids. “In diabetes with macroalbuminuria, GFR 
decreased after ingestion of tuna fi sh meal and did not 
signifi cantly change after intake of bean curd. In both normal 
subjects and diabetic patients, urinary AER did not increase 
after each kind of protein loading. Plasma concentrations of 
alanine, glycine, and arginine, known to induce glomerular 
hyperfi ltration, increased to a greater degree after ingestion 
of tuna fi sh meal than after administration of bean curd.” 
Address: First Dep. of Internal Medicine, Niigata Univ. 
School of Medicine, Japan.

5976. New Hope Communications. 1989. The natural 
products market: A wellspring of consumer trends. Boulder, 
Colorado: New Hope Communications. 164 p. Price: 
$975.00.
• Summary: Contents: Acknowledgements. 1. Introduction: 
The roots [history] of the natural products industry. 2. 
Coming to terms: Defi nitions of basic concepts. 3. The 
industry matures: From rebellion to leadership. 4. The 
impact of legislation and regulation by Peter J. Semper. 5. 
The role of science: Research, development, and credibility. 
6. Product category sales trends (Soyfoods is not listed as 
a category). 7. Retailing: The interface with the consumer 
(Health food chains: General Nutrition Centers, Great Earth 
Vitamins, Nature Food Centres, Fred Meyer Nutrition, 
Nutrition World). 8. Manufacturing: A multitude of market 
shares. 9. Distribution: Consolidation, stability, and 
effi ciency. 10. Regions. 11. Factors for the future. Appendix 
1. Organic farming labeling legislation. Appendix 2. 
Examples of advertising.
 Gross retail sales for this industry exceeded $3.5 billion 
in 1988. This study gives a good look at the structure of 
the market, and contains a brief historical overview of the 
industry. It contains many tables, graphs, and maps. None 
of these relate to soyfoods. A graph of “Natural Products 
Industry Sales” shows total retail sales to have grown from 
about $250 million in 1970 to $3,550 million in 1988, a 
14-fold increase in 18 years. Of the 1988 total, $2,390 
million (67%) is sold by independents (natural and health 
food stores), $679 million (19%) by the mass market 
(supermarkets), and $477 million (13%) by non-supermarket 
chains (such as General Nutrition Centers). The major 
natural products in the mass market (with sales in 1988) are 
yogurt $1,200 million, bottled water $800 million, granola 
bars $200 million, and herbal teas $70 million. “These 4 
product categories add up to more than $2,200 million, 
which is more than double the sales we tracked for all 
grocery products sold through the natural products industry.”
 History: The notion of natural or health food products 
has been around for almost as long as the United States. 
Two of the early pioneers were Sylvester Graham and John 
Harvey Kellogg. Graham, who admonished Americans to 
stop eating meat, “gained both fame an notoriety in the early 

1800s in claiming that ‘a single pound of rice absolutely 
contains more nutritious matter than 2½ pounds of the 
best butcher’s meat.’ Graham died in 1851, at the ripe old 
age of 57. A year later, John Harvey Kellogg was born. He 
lived to be 91, and attributed much of his longevity to his 
[vegetarian] diet based on fruits, nuts and whole grains. 
From his Battle Creek Sanitarium, Kellogg concocted whole 
wheat meals, which found their way into the mass market. 
And subsequently, became more refi ned and less healthy.”
 The natural foods industry is based on two basic 
beliefs, both expressed by Graham and Kellogg. “The fi rst 
is that certain foods or nutrients can be used medicinally. 
That is, the right foods can be used to help cure disease or 
to enhance vitality or performance... The second maxim 
dear to the natural foods industry is that food is better and 
intrinsically healthier when eaten most closely to its original 
state in nature. The ideal food is that which is unprocessed, 
unrefi ned, and even uncooked in some instances.”
 “The industry matures: From rebellion to leadership. 
Since World War II, food production in America can 
be explained by the concept of the Hegelian dialectic. 
One concept or practice (a thesis) inevitably evokes its 
opposite (an antithesis), and the two interact to form a new 
concept (synthesis), which in turn becomes a new thesis. 
“Throughout the 1950s and 1960s, food became ever more 
mass produced, processed, homogenized and inexpensive... 
as the power of the food conglomerates reached their peak 
some 20 years ago, the antithesis was being articulated by 
such visionaries as Adelle Davis, Gayelord Hauser, and 
Linus Pauling. “It’s probably no accident that this antithesis 
caught on and became a movement in the late 1960s and 
early 1970s, when a signifi cant segment of the Baby Boom 
generation was protesting everything else.
 “Through the 1980s, a synthesis has been evolving. The 
food giants have become more aware of health issues and the 
natural foods industry has adopted and adapted technologies 
to allow greater production of food, while retaining its 
intrinsic values.”
 During the 1960s and 1970s this industry was divided 
into two camps, often at odds with each other. One sold 
“health foods” and the other “natural foods.” The health food 
industry, which had started in the 1930s and focused on the 
fi rst maximum that food can be used as medicine, focused 
most of its attention on vitamins, herbs, and some traditional 
health foods such as wheat germ and brewer’s yeast. “In the 
late 1960s the natural foods faction emerged. Its followers 
were primarily concerned about food [rather than vitamins 
or supplements] and its purity... Products were defi ned 
essentially by what they did not contain: chemical pesticides, 
preservatives, food colorings, refi ned sugars and fl ours 
and, frequently, any animal products. Vegetarianism was an 
important part of the natural foods movement.”
 During the 1970s the industry was nurtured more 
by idealism than business acumen. When Natural Foods 
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Merchandiser began surveying industry retailers in 1979, 
“nearly a quarter of them could not tell us their gross profi t 
margin and a signifi cant number did not even accurately 
know their gross sales. A high percentage didn’t care...
 “A decade later, the only thing that remains constant is 
the idealism, but today it is frequently blended with sound 
management and creative marketing...
 “How did the industry accomplish this transformation? 
It happened in several evolutionary stages. First and 
foremost, the impetus for growth came from consumers. 
Economists use the term demand pull when describing 
conditions in which consumption dictates sales growth and 
pricing. In this case, the entire natural products industry was 
virtually dragged kicking and screaming into the mainstream 
by consumers. They demanded the natural products, and 
then they began demanding that these products be marketed 
properly.
 “Then between 1975 and 1982 a new wave of retailers 
entered the scene. They ran better, cleaner businesses and 
broadened the market. “Health” and “natural” principles 
were integrated. Industry sales grew remarkably during the 
1970s, from about $250 million in 1970 to $1,850 in 1980, 
averaging about 20% a year for the decade. The number of 
outlets quadrupled. “At the same time, the supermarkets 
started setting up health food sections. On the west coast, 
two regional chains–Raley’s in northern California and 
Fred Meyer in Oregon–had successfully introduced health 
foods as early as 1971. Their continued success, along with 
heightened media attention, prompted Safeway to begin a 
program in 1980 (another motivation was that Raley’s was 
generally leading Safeway in market share wherever the 
two chains competed). Since Safeway at that time was the 
nation’s largest grocery chain, its leadership encouraged 
other supermarkets to follow suit. Drug stores and discount 
stores, such as K-Mart, also entered the fi eld.
 “Meanwhile, there was strong expansion from the 
existing health food retail organizations, primarily the major 
chains such as General Nutrition Centers (GNC), Great Earth 
International and Nature Food Centres.”
 By the end of 1982, this expansion had peaked. There 
was a 4-year shakeout which lasted from early 1983 until late 
1986. The industry lost a net of 1,500 health and natural food 
stores, and the vast majority of these were small health food 
stores. “The number of segregated natural foods sections 
declined from a high of 2,700 in 1985 to approximately 
1,400 today.”
 Surviving retailers emerged stronger. A resurgence 
began in 1987. In the fall of that year Surgeon General C. 
Everett Koop issued a report stating that cholesterol levels 
exceeding 200 were associated with a high risk of heart 
disease. This was considerably lower than the previous 
acceptable cholesterol limits and immediately plunged a 
quarter of the American people into a risk group. Consumers 
began visiting natural foods stores to buy low-fat, low-

cholesterol foods, some based on tofu and other soyfoods. 
Also, foods such as oat bran, canola oil, and niacin were 
shown to actually lower serum cholesterol levels.
 “Probably the biggest boost the industry has ever 
received... came in March of this year, when CBS ‘60 
Minutes’ ran a segment on the potential dangers of apples 
treated with Alar (daminozide) to young children. Retailers 
reported being overwhelmed by consumers clamoring for 
organically-grown foods of all types.
 “In many ways, the industry is 20 years old. Many of 
the leading companies in the industry were formed within 
the past 20 years, including Tree of Life, Nature’s Way, 
Twin Lab, Celestial Seasonings, R.W. Knudsen & Sons, 
Mrs. Gooch’s, Bread & Circus and Whole Foods Markets.” 
Address: Boulder, Colorado. Phone: 206-642-3586.

5977. NHK of Japan. 1989. [Japanese researchers discover 
that cancer patients have high levels of nitrosamines in their 
genes]. Television broadcast. Oct. 23. Evening news. [Jap]
• Summary: Medical researchers from Tokyo University 
announced experimental results showing that cancer patients 
have 5 to 10 times as much nitrosamines in their genes as 
healthy patients. Nitrosamines, known as carcinogens for 
some time, are thought to cause mutations, which can cause 
cancer. This may be a key discovery in cancer research.
 Note: Four records in the SoyaScan database list 
nitrosamines, all in connection with soy sauce, and all as 
known carcinogens.

5978. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. comps. 1989. 
Bibliography of soy fi ber–Okara (soymilk pulp), soy bran 
(ground hulls), and soy isolate fi ber: 468 references from 
1716 to 1989, partially annotated. Lafayette, California: 
Soyfoods Center. 105 p. Subject/geographical index. Author/
company index. Printed Oct. 14. 28 cm. [468 ref]
• Summary: This is the most comprehensive bibliography 
ever published on soy fi ber. It is also the single most current 
and useful source of information on this subject available 
today, since 71% of all references (and most of the current 
ones) contain a summary/abstract averaging 87 words in 
length.
 One of more than 40 bibliographies on soybeans and 
soyfoods being published by the Soyfoods Center, it is based 
on historical principles, listing all known documents and 
commercial products in chronological order. Containing 37 
different document types (both published and unpublished, 
including many original interviews and partial translations 
of Japanese and European works), it is a powerful tool 
for understanding the development of this subject and 
related products from its earliest beginnings to the present, 
worldwide.
 Compiled one record at a time over a period of 15 years, 
each reference in this bibliography features (in addition to 
the typical author, date, title, volume and pages information) 
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the author’s address, number of references cited, original 
title of all non-English publications together with an English 
translation, month and issue of publication, and the fi rst 
author’s fi rst name (if given).
 It also includes details on 126 commercial soy fi ber 
products, including the product name, date of introduction, 
manufacturer’s name, address and phone number, and (in 
many cases) ingredients, weight, packaging and price, 
storage requirements, nutritional composition, and a 
description of the label. Sources of additional information 
on each product (such as references to and summaries of 
advertisements, articles, patents, etc.) are also given.
 Details on how to use the bibliography, a complete 
subject and geographical index, an author/company index, 
and a bibliometric analysis of the composition of the book 
(by language, document type, year, leading countries, states, 
and related subjects) are also included. Address: Soyfoods 
Center, P.O. Box 234, Lafayette, California 94549. Phone: 
510-283-2991.

5979. Wang, H.L.; Cavins, J.F. 1989. Yield and amino acid 
composition of fractions obtained during tofu production. 
Cereal Chemistry 66(5):359-61. Sept/Oct. [18 ref]
• Summary: Five fractions were isolated during processing 
of whole soybeans into tofu: soak water, water-insoluble 
residue [okara], soymilk, tofu, and whey. Into the soak 
water or whey went 14% of the soybean solids, 4.7% of the 
soybean protein, and a small amount of oil. Into the okara 
went 30, 20, and 11%, and into the soymilk went 63, 79, 
and 82% respectively. Finally, 52% of the soybean solids, 
71% of the protein, and 82% of the oil were recovered in the 
fi nished tofu. Address: Northern Regional Research Center, 
Agricultural Research Service, USDA, 1815 N. Univ. Street, 
Peoria, Illinois 61604.

5980. Demos, Steve. 1989. White Wave’s strategy for 
marketing soyfoods in America as cholesterol-free protein 
foods (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Nov. 1. Conducted by 
William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: “White Wave welcomes the movement of tofu, 
a potentially hazardous food, out of the produce case. I think 
we are positioned and prepared as well as we possibly could 
be for this kind of change. This is what we’ve been waiting 
for! Years ago, White Wave designed its boxed, vacuum-
packed tofu with a 60 day shelf life to sell in the dairy case. 
The disruption of an existing habit pattern opens up to 
opportunities for innovative companies.” Demos does not 
see, even in the short term, any major loss of sales. At least 
2/3 of White Wave’s tofu is already out of the produce case 
and into either the dairy case or temperature controlled cases. 
He feels the best place to sell tofu is next to yogurt, ideally 
between yogurt and the deli meats in the dairy/deli case. 
White Wave conceives of itself as selling a new category of 
foods, “cholesterol free protein foods.” This category should 

be well defi ned unto itself. Eventually Demos would like 
to see this heart/smart concept evolve into the “soyfoods 
section.” Since signs identifying sections are generally not 
allowed in supermarket cases, the section/category might 
be partitioned off with plastic dividers at each end, like the 
Pillsbury Doughboy category. King Soopers has already 
pioneered this idea, starting in about 1983, putting tofu 
between the yogurt and the milk (with no plastic dividers), 
on the basis of the demographics, then building the concept 
by adding other soyfoods and soymilk. But tempeh, a slow 
mover, is now in the frozen foods case, and the meatlike 
products (such as hot dogs) are next to Armour in the deli 
meats.
 Safeway seems to have made a top level decision to 
aggressively promote soyfoods. This year they called White 
Wave and said, “We don’t know what you make, but give us 
everything. Then in August, in their two largest new classy 
“Safeway Marketplaces” in Boulder (and maybe in a few 
newer or college-oriented stores in Denver), entirely on 
their own initiative, they installed temperature controlled 
end-aisle cases at the end of the produce section facing the 
cash registers. The location is very prominent–an impulse 
location. Each case has the word “Tofu” in large letters 
on it. Many different types of soyfoods (and nothing but 
soyfoods) are sold in these cases–tofu, tofu dressings, tofu 
hot dogs, soy cheeses, Stir Fruity (soy-based yogurt), etc. 
All White Wave soyfood products in these 2 stores are sold 
in the Tofu case. Demos feels that “Tofu” this is the best 
title for the case. Also the “Approved by Healthmark” with 
the Healthmark logo on each display case identifi es these as 
healthy foods. Only foods that are low in cholesterol, fat, and 
sodium get the Healthmark. Each case, constructed like an 
open dairy case, 5 feet wide by 6 feet high, has a temperature 
range of about 35-40º. Demos would defi nitely prefer to have 
his products sold in these cases rather than any other location 
in the store. White Wave’s main strategy is to “identify a 
category,” and to group foods in that category together. 
Again, the current category defi nition is cholesterol-free 
protein foods, but the long term goal is to have the category 
defi ned as “soyfoods.” It is too early to say how the new 
isolated cases are affecting sales, but preliminary signs all 
look very positive.
 White Wave started pasteurizing its tofu in Dec. 
1988. Since then they have not had a single complaint of 
spoilage or sourness. Pasteurization does effect the tofu 
texture, making it fi rmer, but it also makes tofu much more 
profi table. White Wave makes both a 16 ounce vacuum 
packed and a 10-ounce single serve water-pack tofu. He 
prefers the vacuum pack and has worked the bugs out of 
his Tiromat so that it is no longer a signifi cant source of 
problems. Tree of Life on the East Coast sells un-boxed 
vacuum-packed White Wave tofu very successfully, but 
Demos strongly prefers to box it. He has a whole new tofu 
plant at his new facility with automatic cooking and curding, 
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conveyorized press tables and pasteurization.
 Concerning the competition: Demos compliments 
Morinaga on a brilliant strategy. The net result is to help 
in the Americanization of tofu by identifying it clearly as 
a protein food and therefore forcing it out of the produce 
case. The irony is that when the dust settles, Mori-Nu Tofu 
may be the only brand left in what becomes an outdated, 
foreign location–with the oriental vegetables instead of 
with the protein foods. Azumaya and Hinode are rooted 
in the produce distribution network. Getting kicked out of 
the produce section will be very hard on them and their 
reaction will probably be to fi ght it rather than use it to their 
advantage. Address: President, White Wave Inc., 1990 North 
57th Court, Boulder, Colorado 80301. Phone: 303-443-3485.

5981. Ferrari, Ronald. 1989. ADM’s new Advanced Nutrition 
concept and consumer retail soy products (Interview). 
SoyaScan Notes. Nov. 1. Conducted by William Shurtleff of 
Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Ron has been hired away from SRI (formerly 
Stanford Research Inst.) in Palo Alto to be the market 
development manager of a new department at ADM under 
the Protein Specialties Division. He hopes to develop a new 
line of consumer soyfood products for ADM, which has 
traditionally focused on commodities. These new products 
will probably not be based on TVP. This could be an 
development of major importance to the soyfoods industry. 
Address: Market Development Manager, Advanced Nutrition 
Dep., ADM, Decatur, Illinois.

5982. Lietzke, Ron. 1989. Hospital has a heart-to-heart. 
Cereal maker to promote Riverside’s health messages. 
Dispatch (Columbus, Ohio). Nov. 2. p. 2G. Business section.
• Summary: The Riverside Methodist Hospitals group 
in Columbus, Ohio, owns the registered service mark 
“Heartwise,” and has used it for years to promote a variety 
of programs on how to reduce the risk of heart disease. Now 
the Kellogg Co. in Battle Creek, Michigan, is spending $40 
million to launch Heartwise breakfast cereal, which has a 
high soluble fi ber content from a grain component called 
psyllium. Kellogg has agreed to print the hospital’s health 
messages on millions of its boxes.
 “Worthington Foods, a producer of soy-based foods 
and meat substitutes, has fi led a $6 million lawsuit against 
Kellogg, alleging the cereal maker is illegally using the 
‘Heartwise’ trademark. Worthington Foods has used it since 
1987 to promote a line of cholesterol-free foods sold under 
the Morningstar Farms label.
 “’Our dispute is with a cereal company, Kellogg, and is 
not with our good neighbor, Riverside Hospital,’ Worthington 
Foods President Dale E. Twomley said yesterday.” However 
Worthington and the Riverside hospital group have been at 
odds over use of the trademark.

5983. Mio, Art. 1989. Recent developments at Morinaga 
(Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Nov. 11. Conducted by William 
Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Zurkoff, a Morinaga food broker in the 
Milwaukee area, was in communication with the State 
of Wisconsin Dep. of Agriculture, Trade & Consumer 
Protection as early as May 1986 concerning the bacterial 
condition and handling of tofu. Art thinks that there are very 
few stores in the state of Wisconsin that still carry water-
packed tofu in the produce section, but that might have 
happened 2 years ago. Wisconsin was one of the earlier 
states to take action on this point, as was Illinois.
 Morinaga’s “Water Hazard” ad did run for 1-2 months 
in natural/health food trade magazines starting in about Oct. 
1989. It probably ran in Natural Foods Merchandiser, and 
others. Now they have dropped that ad for various reasons: 
(1) They want to announce their new extra fi rm tofu; (2) 
They got a lot of “fl ack” and ill will from others in the tofu 
industry, and they didn’t want to ruffl e any more feathers; 
(3) Azumaya threatened a lawsuit. Morinaga feels they 
would win such a suit if it should ever got to court, based 
on “generalities rather than specifi cs.” Address: Morinaga 
Nutritional Foods Inc., 5800 South Eastern Ave., Suite 270, 
Los Angeles, California 90040. Phone: 213-728-4325.

5984. Beer, William H.; Murray, E.; Oh, S-H.; Pederson, 
H.E.; Wolfe, R.R.; Young, V.R. 1989. A long-term metabolic 
study to assess the nutritional value of and immunological 
tolerance to two soy-protein concentrates in adult humans. 
American J. of Clinical Nutrition 50(5):997-1007. Nov. [36 
ref]
• Summary: Two commercial soy protein concentrates 
were tested on 17 healthy young adult men: Danpro-S (nine 
subjects) and Danprotex-H (eight subjects). Both products 
are manufactured by Aarhus Oliefabrik A/S, Aarhus, 
Denmark. It is concluded that these soy protein concentrates 
can be consumed as the sole source of dietary protein for 
protein maintenance and with excellent tolerance and no 
allergic responses (in the subjects tested). Address: H.E. 
Pederson, Aarhus Oliefabrik A/S, M.P. Bruuns Gade 27, P.O. 
Box 50, 8100 Aarhus C, Denmark.

5985. Gumbmann, Michael R.; Dugan, G.M.; Spangler, 
W.L.; Baker, E.C.; Rackis, J.J. 1989. Pancreatic response in 
rats and mice to trypsin inhibitor from soybean and potato 
after short and long term dietary exposure. J. of Nutrition 
119(11):1598-1609. Nov. [92 ref]
• Summary: “Although mice responded similarly to rats 
to soy TI [trypsin inhibitor] in short-term (28-d) feeding 
experiments. they were resistant to the formation of these 
lesions following long-term feeding. This considerable 
species variation in propensity to develop preneoplastic and 
neoplastic lesions of the pancreas is not predicted by the 
short-term hypertrophic and hyperplastic response of the 
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pancreas to TI.” Address: 1. Western Regional Research 
Center, ARS, USDA. Albany, California 94710.

5986. Markus, Steven. 1989. The benefi ts of fi ber: 
cholesterol and beyond. Whole Foods. Nov. p. 55-56, 58.
• Summary: This excellent article begins: “The American 
diet has undergone dramatic changes in the past 100 years... 
In 1900 the primary causes of death were tuberculosis, 
rheumatic fever, smallpox, diphtheria, polio and pneumonia.” 
The acute illnesses have been replaced by chronic illnesses, 
which are now responsible for more than 80% of all deaths 
in the USA. Many scientifi c studies have shown that diet and 
lifestyle are major factors contributing to these new illnesses. 
Fiber consumption today is 20% or less of that consumed 
100 years ago. And while fi ber consumption has decreased, 
sugar consumption has increased dramatically. The main 
components of dietary fi ber are found in the cell walls of 
plants. These cell walls form the structure (like bones) that 
enable plants to grow tall. Dietary fi ber is that part of the 
plant that is not digested by human digestive enzymes.
 There are six major categories of fi ber: cellulose, 
hemicellulose, pectin, lignin, gums, and mucilages.
 The three main physiological benefi ts of fi ber are: (1) 
it tends to slow the rate at which food empties from the 
stomach, giving a persona longer feeling of fullness. (2) it 
decreases the transit time of food in the intestine, so that 
toxins are not released from foods before they are excreted. 
(3) it relieves constipation, by increasing the frequency and 
weight of stools.
 The three main biochemical benefi ts of fi ber are: (1) it 
traps cholesterol and other bile salts; this lowers elevated 
cholesterol even more than reducing cholesterol intake. (2) it 
reduces the rate of sugar metabolism, thereby helping people 
control the symptoms of diabetes. (3) it helps in trapping 
toxic metals and in binding various carcinogens.
 Some of the main benefi ts of fi ber are in helping to 
reduce gastrointestinal disease. In addition to relieving 
constipation, it helps prevent colon cancer, and both Type 1 
and Type 1 diabetes.
 Most important, though, is fi ber’s role in the relief of 
cardiovascular disease. Many experiments have shown 
that addition of fi ber to the diet reduces not only the total 
cholesterol but also the LDL cholesterol [bad], thereby 
improving the ratio of total cholesterol to HDL cholesterol 
[good]; the lower the ratio, the lower one’s risk of heart 
disease.
 A large table shows the grams of fi ber per 100 gm in 
many different foods with a high content of dietary fi ber, 
grouped by food type as follows: Breakfast cereals, fruits, 
vegetables (cooked), legumes, bran and breads, and nuts. 
Address: Chicago, Illinois.

5987. McDougall, John A. 1989. Healthy by choice: Natural 
gas from natural foods. Vegetarian Times. Nov. p. 81. [1 ref]

• Summary: “Question: Help! After eating tofu my husband 
has fl atulence beyond belief What should I do? S.P. Ojai, 
California.”
 Ans: “Your husband should stop eating tofu. This 
answer may sound simple, but avoidance of gas-producing 
foods is a key solution for people with severe fl atulence. 
Your husband obviously has a sensitivity tofu, which is 
made from soybeans... Flatulence is not at all uncommon 
on a whole-food vegetarian diet.” Address: Santa Rosa, 
California.

5988. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1989. Tofu as a 
potentially hazardous food: Crisis or opportunity? Lafayette, 
California: Soyfoods Center. 67 p. Nov. 16. Index. 28 cm. 
[54 ref]
• Summary: Introduction and historical perspective. Major 
changes loom on the horizon for the tofu industry throughout 
the Western world. Consider the following facts:
 * The U.S. Food and Drug Administration has classifi ed 
tofu (both fresh and pasteurized tofu) as a “Potentially 
Hazardous Food.”
 * Every “Potentially Hazardous Food” must be 
kept refrigerated at 45ºF (7.2ºC) or below in food stores, 
restaurants, and vending operations.
 * Roughly 90% of the tofu in America is sold in 
the produce section, where FDA estimates the average 
temperature to be about 50ºF (10ºC).
 * Therefore most of the tofu in America is now sold 
in violation of federal and state laws governing potentially 
hazardous foods.
 * Attempts to demonstrate to FDA that pasteurized tofu 
is a safe product with a long shelf life completely miss the 
point and would be a waste of time and money, according to 
FDA.
 * The FDA person who drafted the original document 
classifying tofu as a potentially hazardous food thinks “there 
is a good chance within the next year or two that there will 
be a crackdown, and that most or all fresh and pasteurized 
tofu will be moved out of the produce case.
 Question 1. Should the removal of tofu from the produce 
case to a colder location be viewed by the tofu industry 
as a setback or an opportunity? Question 2. Will the tofu 
industry be smart enough to turn a short term setback into a 
long-term gain? Question 3. All things considered, where is 
the best place for tofu to be sold? (1) In the dairy/deli case 
between the yogurts and cheeses, and the sliced meats? (2) In 
a special refrigerated case, built like a dairy case but marked 
“Tofu” or “Cholesterol-Free Protein Foods”? (3) In a special 
refrigerated enclosed glass case with other natural foods such 
as juices? (4) In the meat case next to the hamburger (and 
perhaps the hamburger / tofu blends, and the meat & tofu hot 
dogs and sausages)?
 Since its invention more than 1,000 years ago, tofu, a 
moist protein food, has always offered an excellent substrate 
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for multiplication of bacteria.
 The earliest document seen (Jan. 2002) refl ecting 
this concern, titled “Ptomaine poisoning from tofu,” dates 
from 1892 in Japan. In 1953 in Japan the fi rst general 
microbiological study was published, with counts of coli 
bacteria in winter and summer. And in 1958 the fi rst book on 
tofu sanitation was published, also in Japan.
 In the Western world, the fi rst scientifi c study on the 
microbiological quality of tofu was published in 1977 at 
the University of Hawaii. It showed that as tofu spoiled and 
soured, the optical density (cloudiness) of the surrounding 
water increased.
 Prior to January 1982, all this was of minor interest to 
the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA), and tofu was 
still a relatively unknown product. But in that month there 
was an outbreak of yersiniosis (caused by the bacterium 
Yersinia enterocolitica in tofu) in the state of Washington. 
About 24 people were affected with diarrhea and severe 
stomach cramps; half were hospitalized. This was the earliest 
known outbreak of tofu-caused illness in the USA.
 The Seattle branch of the FDA did a careful study of 
this increasingly popular moist protein foods and on 23 May 
1984 classifi ed it (like milk, meat, poultry, fi sh, etc.) as a 
“potentially hazardous food” which must be stored at 45ºF or 
below.
 But only a few state health departments or supermarket 
chains paid much attention, and moved tofu out of the 
produce case to a colder location. Exceptions were some 
Safeway divisions on the West Coast, and the states of 
Wisconsin, Illinois, and eventually New York.
 Meanwhile, other scientifi c studies of the 
microbiological quality of tofu (e.g. Hankin & Hanna 1983; 
Rehberger, Wilson & Glatz 1984; van Kooij & de Boer 
1985) all showed many brands to have unacceptably high 
bacterial counts. Some of these (such as Hankin & Hanna, 
published in Connecticut in March 1983) got widespread 
negative media coverage, forcing tofu makers to become 
much more conscious of sanitation. It is interesting that 
the issue of tofu as a “potentially hazardous food” was not 
raised in these studies or the ensuing media coverage. In part 
because of that, most tofu continued to be sold in the produce 
section; some larger manufacturers responded by starting 
to pasteurize their tofu. But basically, business continued as 
usual.
 Then in early 1987, health inspectors in Wisconsin 
pulled Mori-Nu Tofu out of several stores there, saying that 
it had to be stored at 45ºF or below. In February, Morinaga 
Nutritional Foods in Los Angeles, the importer and marketer 
of this aseptically packed tofu, responded with documents 
showing that their product, because it was aseptically 
packaged and had an FCE (Food Canning Establishment) 
number, was exempt from this temperature requirement. 
During the ensuing exchange of letters with the FDA in 
Washington, DC, Morinaga fi rst learned (on 3 March 1987) 

that the FDA had classifi ed tofu as a “potentially hazardous 
food” which had to be refrigerated at 45ºF or below. The 
documents show that Morinaga’s only concern at that time 
was to get their product back into the stores. But Morinaga 
began to realize that, quite by accident, they had stumbled 
upon a powerful tool for expanding their market share–one 
of which most of the tofu industry was completely unaware. 
Yet they decided not to use it for awhile.
 During 1988 Morinaga conducted a two-pronged 
marketing program. On the one hand, they ran the most 
extensive, positive advertising campaign ever conducted 
for tofu in America Full-page color ads such as “Lessons 
in tofu,” “Shake up profi ts!,” and “A healthy market” ran 
all year in numerous national magazines. On the other they 
began to confront water-packed tofu, promoting their product 
as having a longer shelf life and less spoilage.
 In mid-1989 health inspectors in New York erroneously 
began to remove Mori-Nu Tofu from produce cases. To 
try to prevent that from happening nationwide, Morinaga 
began a campaign in mid-July to write a letter to the 
health departments in each of the 48 continental states 
reminding them that tofu had been classifi ed by the FDA as 
a “potentially hazardous food,” and that all water-packed 
tofu therefore had to be refrigerated at 45ºF or below. 
Aseptically packaged Mori-Nu Tofu did not require such 
refrigeration. This part was preemptive. But now Morinaga 
took the offensive: “We have been informed of recent efforts 
on the part of the health department offi cials to inspect and 
cite stores that are not conforming to the FDA Model Food 
Sanitation Code regarding water-packed tofu (soybean curd). 
We commend this action... We know of some instances 
where water-packed tofu was ordered relocated to dairy 
or deli cases due to the inability of produce department 
refrigeration units to maintain temperatures with the FDA 
guidelines.”
 Morinaga’s campaign of letter writing and phone calls 
prompted the FDA, and state and local health offi cials to 
start enforcing federal and state regulations concerning tofu 
as a potentially hazardous food, which was required by law 
to be stored at 45ºF or below.
 At the same time, Morinaga appealed to supermarkets 
and natural/health food stores (using their strongly worded 
“Water Hazard” ad in trade publications, plus their sales 
representatives) to carry their aseptic tofu, which could be 
legally stored in the produce section and which (being pre-
dated with a “best used by” date of 10 months) would not 
cause any problems with souring or spoilage, with returns or 
“shrink,” or with leakage.
 A separate campaign of news releases to the popular 
media attributed the sour, bad-taste image of water-packed 
tofu to the traditional way of making and packaging it, plus 
the fact that it was usually stored, inadequately refrigerated, 
in produce departments.
 By late 1989 Morinaga’s campaign seemed to be 
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working. In Wisconsin, most (if not all) water packed tofu 
had been moved out of the produce case; Mori-Nu Tofu had 
taken its place there. A number of chains nationwide were 
also relocating their tofu. But where would they put it?
 And how should the tofu manufacturers whose tofu was 
being relocated respond? Should they welcome the change or 
try to fi ght it?
 This book attempts to study and answer these diffi cult 
questions, which are crucial ones for the survival and growth 
of the tofu industry. Address: Soyfoods Center, P.O. Box 234, 
Lafayette, California 94549. Phone: 415-283-2991.

5989. Tardosky, Cathy C. 1989. Soyfoods entrees: Nutrition 
for the ‘90s. Whole Foods. Nov. p. 48-53.
• Summary: Lists (with photos) many second generation 
soyfood products. Retailers say that demand for soyfoods 
is on the rise. Many store owners are quoted, speaking very 
positively of the category. Worthington Foods is now in its 
50th year of vegetarian food production, with a total of 45 
different entrees under the Worthington and Natural Touch 
labels. “The Natural Touch line was developed in the early 
1980s as the interest in products went more toward the 
natural segment of the market.”

5990. Marshall, Philip. 1989. Re: Tofu as a potentially 
hazardous food. Letter to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods 
Center, Dec. 5. 2 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead. [1 
ref]
• Summary: Cauldron Foods has always recommended 
that their products not be transported or stored above +4ºC 
(39.2ºF) even though all of their products are receive in-pack 
pasteurization. “We consider that there is a signifi cant risk 
from spore forming pathogens, particularly Bacillus cereus. 
It seems likely that UK legislation will require even lower 
storage temperatures (+2ºC, or 35.6ºC) in the future, since 
certain organisms have demonstrated the ability to grow at 
less than +4ºC.”
 Page 2 is “Specifi cation for original tofu,” which 
includes physical and microbiological properties. Address: 
Owner, Cauldron Foods Ltd., 149 South Liberty Lane, 
Ashton Vale Trading Estate, Bedminster, Bristol BS3 2TL, 
England. Phone: (0272) 632835.

5991. Thomas, Paul. 1989. Observations on Diet and Health, 
a new publications from the National Academy of Sciences’ 
Food and Nutrition Board (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Dec. 
11. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center. [3 
ref]
• Summary: This is one of the few publications that has 
put together most of what we know about the connections 
between dietary patterns and risks of a host of chronic 
diseases. And it also gives a series dietary recommendations 
for individuals as well as for the entire U.S. population that 
are rather specifi c and very quantitative, meaning that they 

are measurable objectives. This book expresses an important 
consensus that has been forming over the past decade or so. 
When the fi rst set of dietary recommendations was published 
in 1977 by the Senate Select Committee as the McGovern 
Report, there was a lot of backlash, especially from the meat, 
egg, and dairy industries. In fact, the Committee had to hold 
3 sets of hearing for those three groups to hear their concerns 
with the report. There has been very little backlash to Diet 
and Health. It is getting harder and harder to argue with the 
evidence. The 1977 report was large staff written, relatively 
brief, and there was relatively little scientifi c background 
and backing to the recommendations it was making. It 
had several nutritionists who served as advisors but it was 
essentially a committee document that had relatively little 
input from the nutritional community. It was not a review of 
the scientifi c literature on nutrition at that time.
 Thus Diet and Health has two big advantages over the 
McGovern Report. First, it is able to draw on more than 10 
years of additional scientifi c studies, which by and large have 
further shown the strong connection between dietary patterns 
and health so that there is much less controversy since the 
evidence is so much clearer now. And second, the report 
was the result of collaboration by health professionals in the 
nutritional and medical sciences. They studied the literature 
over a 3½ year period and compiled a book that is probably 
the best referenced work on this subject, and the one that 
makes best sense out of its implications in practical terms 
for us as individuals and as a population in terms of how 
we should eat. The fi rst 4 chapters look at how one looks at 
the evidence and tries to evaluate it in terms of credibility 
and applications to humans. For example epidemiological 
evidence versus animal research, versus experimental human 
studies. It examines how we know what people are eating 
and how the American diet has changed during this century. 
The fi rst half of the book examines the various nutrients 
one by one and shows their connections to disease patterns. 
The second half examines various diseases and the way 
they are effected by diet. At the end are conclusions, the 
justifi cation for them, and a comparison of them with the 
recommendations of other bodies worldwide throughout 
the years. The executive summary in the report was also 
published as a separate document, which is available free of 
charge from FNB/NAS.
 The recommendations in this report are very similar to 
those in the McGovern Report. Both are very specifi c and 
quantitative, which relatively few sets of guidelines have 
tended to be.
 What has been the impact of the Diet and Health 
report? It has not gotten nearly the media coverage that the 
Surgeon General’s Report on the same subject received 
9 months earlier. This was probably because both reports 
came to about the same conclusions. Diet and Health had 
more documentation and was a more scholarly report, with 
more quantitative recommendations, but the overall message 
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was pretty much the same. Professionals see both as very 
important documents. They set a new standard. The Four 
Food Groups survived in tact, but modifi cations were made 
emphasizing lower fat and different numbers of servings. 
Address: Staff Offi cer, Inst. of Medicine, National Academy 
of Sciences, 2101 Constitution Ave., N.W., Washington, DC 
20418. Phone: 202-334-2238.

5992. Brown, Peter J. 1989. Keeping tofu cooler becomes 
hotter issue. Soya Newsletter (Bar Harbor, Maine). Sept/Dec. 
p. 1, 14-16, 18-19. [2 ref]
• Summary: Discusses the FDA position that tofu is 
a “potentially hazardous food” and must therefore be 
refrigerated at food temperatures of 45ºF or less. Address: 
Contributing editor.

5993. Product Name:  Really... it’s not Cream Cheese. 
NuTofu (With Casein) [Plain, or Garlic ‘n Herbs].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Cemac Foods Corp.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Philadelphia, PA 19124.  Phone: 
215-288-7440.
Date of Introduction:  1989 December.
Ingredients:  Plain: Organic tofu, calcium caseinate ([milk] 
protein), canola oil, natural fl avors, sea salt, citric acid, 
vegetable gum, lecithin.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  9 oz (225 gm) rectangular 
plastic tub. Retails for $2.55 (3/90).
How Stored:  Refrigerated.
Nutrition:  Per 1 oz.: Calories 50, protein 4 gm, 
carbohydrate 1 gm, fat 4 gm, calcium 65 mg, sodium 45 mg, 
cholesterol 0 mg, lactose 0 mg.
New Product–Documentation:  Ad in Natural Foods 
Merchandiser. 1990. Jan. p. 58. “NuTofu: The product you 
use like cheese. New soft spreads. Made with organic tofu 
and canola oil. Really... its not cream cheese! It’s the cream 
cheese alternative. Low in saturated fat. Cholesterol free. 
Low in sodium. Lactose free. Low calorie. 100% natural.”
 Product with Label purchased 1989. March. Lid label. 
4 by 2.5 inches. A color photo shows alpine snow-capped 
mountains. “It’s the cream cheese alternative.” Side sleeve. 
Has the same photo. “Cholesterol free. 100% natural. 
Lactose free. Low sodium. Low in saturated fat. Low calorie. 
Made with organic tofu and canola oil. Bottom: Medical 
authorities now recommend reducing cholesterol levels 
and limiting saturated fat to lower the risk of heart disease. 
NuTofu is free of cholesterol, free of lactose, low in sodium, 
and low in saturated fat because we use pure, premium 
Canola oil.” UPC indicia.
 A product packaged in almost the same way bears the 
product name “NuTofu Really... it’s not cheddar cheese!” 
And the text reads, “It’s the cheddar alternative.”
 Soyfoods Center product evaluations. 1990. March 8. (1) 
Pretty good. It is considerably fi rmer than dairy cream cheese 
and a little less white (more beige) in color. The lower fat 

content makes it taste less rich and creamy. The description 
of calcium caseinate as “protein” rather than “milk protein” 
in the ingredient listing seems misleading or deceptive. (2) 
Claire Wickens: “Standing alone it is disappointing. On or 
with things (especially salty crackers, but not celery) I think 
it is a great alternative.”

5994. Product Name:  Really... it’s not Cheddar Cheese. 
NuTofu: Its the Cheddar Alternative (With Casein).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Cemac Foods Corp.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Philadelphia, PA 19124.  Phone: 
215-288-7440.
Date of Introduction:  1989 December.
Ingredients:  Organic tofu, calcium caseinate ([milk] 
protein), canola oil, natural fl avors, sea salt, citric acid, 
vegetable gum, lecithin, annatto.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  9 oz (225 gm) rectangular 
plastic tub. Retails for $2.55 (3/90, California).
How Stored:  Refrigerated.
Nutrition:  Per 1 oz.: Calories 50, protein 4 gm, 
carbohydrate 1 gm, fat 4 gm, calcium 65 mg, sodium 45 mg, 
cholesterol 0 mg, lactose 0 mg.
New Product–Documentation:  Ad in Natural Foods 
Merchandiser. 1990. Jan. p. 58. “NuTofu: The product you 
use like cheese. New soft spreads. Made with organic tofu 
and canola oil. Low in saturated fat. Cholesterol free. Low in 
sodium. Lactose free. Low calorie. 100% natural.”
 Product with Label purchased 1989. March. Lid label. 
4 by 2.5 inches. A color photo shows alpine snow-capped 
mountains. Side sleeve. Has the same photo. “Cheddar 
spread alternative. Cholesterol free. 100% natural. Lactose 
free. Low sodium. Low in saturated fat. Low calorie. Made 
with organic tofu and canola oil. Bottom: Medical authorities 
now recommend reducing cholesterol levels and limiting 
saturated fat to lower the risk of heart disease. NuTofu is 
free of cholesterol, free of lactose, low in sodium, and low 
in saturated fat because we use pure, premium Canola oil.” 
UPC indicia.
 A product packaged in almost the same way bears the 
product name “Really... it’s not cream cheese!” And the text 
reads, “NuTofu: It’s the cream cheese alternative.” Soyfoods 
Center taste test. 1990. Feb. Nice.

5995. Central Soya Co. 1989. The protein book: A guide to 
soy proteins from Central Soya. P.O. Box 1400, Fort Wayne, 
IN 46801-1400. 16 p. Dec. 30 cm.
• Summary: This full-color guide to the development 
and use of soy proteins covers the history, processing, 
functionality, application, and advantages of the types of 
soy protein available to food processors. While intended as 
a guide for food engineers and chemists, the book is also 
useful as an introduction to soy protein for anyone interested 
in the subject.
 Contents: Introduction. Soy history [fi lled with errors]. 
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Soybean composition. Soybean processing. Types of soy 
protein: Soy fl ours, soy isolates, concentrates. Function in 
the food system: Emulsifi cation, fat absorption, hydration, 
texture enhancement. Protein and human nutrition: typical 
analysis table, usable protein, minerals, sodium and fi ber, 
cholesterol reduction, antinutritional factors. Choosing a 
soy protein for your system. Concentrating on the future 
of soy protein. Applications of functional concentrates: 
Meat systems, dairy systems, bakery and cereal systems. 
Applications of textured concentrates. Applications of 
traditional concentrates: Applications chart. Central Soya’s 
commitment. Address: Fort Wayne, Indiana.

5996. Litov, R.E.; Sickles, V.S.; Chan, G.M.; Springer, 
M.A.; Cordano, A. 1989. Plasma aluminum measurements in 
term infants fed human milk or a soy-based infant formula. 
Pediatrics 84(6):1105-07. Dec. [18 ref]
• Summary: “Aluminum is the most abundant metal in the 
earth’s crust. There is a constant environmental exposure to 
this element because it is ubiquitous. Under usual conditions, 
dietary aluminum has not been shown to have any 
deleterious effects because aluminum is poorly absorbed and 
readily excreted in the urine. However, aluminum may be a 
health concern in patients with compromised kidney function 
and those receiving total parenteral nutrition. Aluminum, if 
retained, results in an increase in the concentration of body 
aluminum...
 “Human milk has low levels of aluminum, reported to 
be less than 5 to 45 micrograms/liter. Because aluminum 
is poorly absorbed by mammals, their biologic fl uids such 
as milk have a low aluminum content. Koo found cow’s 
milk-based infant formulas to have aluminum contents 
ranging from 14 to 565 micrograms/liter... Soy-based infant 
formulas were found to have 455 to 2346 micrograms/liter 
of aluminum. This is due to incidental aluminum from the 
various added ingredients, including the soy protein source. 
Plant proteins, such as soy, naturally contain more aluminum 
than milk proteins. Plants obtain their nutrients from the 
soil which generally contains more than 10% aluminum. 
Plants lack an excretory mechanism for aluminum and thus 
accumulate aluminum to a greater extent than animals...
 “In conclusion, healthy term infants from birth to 3 
months of age fed soy-based infant formulas containing 
amounts of aluminum severalfold greater than that found in 
human milk had plasma aluminum levels similar to breast-
fed infants.” Address: Mead Johnson Research Center, 
Bristol-Meyers United States Pharmaceutical and Nutritional 
Group, Evansville, Indiana; and Univ. of Utah Medical 
Center, Salt Lake City.

5997. Taira, Harue; Tanaka, Hiromi; Saito, M. 1989. [Total 
sugar, free type of total sugar, and free sugar contents of 
domestic soybean seeds]. Nippon Shokuhin Kogyo Gakkaishi 
(J. of the Japanese Society of Food Science and Technology) 

36(12):968-980. [Jap; eng]*
Address: National Food Research Inst., Ministry of 
Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries, 2-1-2 Kannondai, 
Tsukuba, Ibaraki 305, Japan.

5998. Witschi, Hanspeter; Kennedy, Ann R. 1989. 
Modulation of lung tumor development in mice with 
the soybean-derived Bowman-Birk protease inhibitor. 
Carcinogenesis 10(12):2275-77. Dec. [13 ref]
• Summary: The Bowman-Birk protease inhibitor is capable 
of partially blocking the development of lung tumors/
cancers in mice. Address: 1. Toxic Substances Research and 
Teaching Program and Dep. of Veterinary Pharmacology/
Toxicology, Univ. of California, Davis, CA 95616; 2. Dep. 
of Radiation Oncology, Univ. of Pennsylvania School of 
Medicine, Philadelphia, PA 19104-3357.

5999. Berthier, A.M. 1989. Soja, quelle place dans 
l’alimentation? [Soya: What is its place in the diet?]. Revue 
Laitiere Francaise No. 483. p. 35. [Fre]*
• Summary: A brief study of the composition and nutritive 
value of the soybean and products derived from it, such as 
soy sprouts, tofu, soy sauce, and miso.

6000. Ito, A.; Nakagawa, Y.; Watanabe, H. 1989. Effect of 
orally given miso diet on the incidence of hepatic [liver] 
tumors in B6C3F1 mice exposed to 252Cf. Paper presented at 
Chugoku Radiation Effect Discussion Meeting. Held 7 July 
1989 at Hiroshima. *

6001. Jenkins, D.J.; Wolever, T.M.; Spiller, G.; et al. 1989. 
Hypocholesterolemic effect of vegetable protein in a 
hypocaloric diet. Atherosclerosis 78:99-107. *

6002. Kaldas, Rami S.; Hughes, Claude L. 1989. 
Reproductive and general metabolic effects of 
phytoestrogens in mammals. Reproductive Toxicology 
3(2):81-89. [38 ref]*
• Summary: “Phytoestrogens are defi ned as plant substances 
that are structurally and functionally similar to the gonadal 
steroid 17Beta-estradiol (E2) or that produce estrogenic 
effects. There are three main groups of nonsteroidal dietary 
estrogens. Phytoestrogens include the isofl avones (i.e., 
genistein, genistin, daidzein, biochanin A, formononetin, 
and pratensein) and the coumestans (i.e., coumestrol and 
4’-o-methylcoumestrol).” Diethylstilbestrol (DES) is 
a patent synthetic nonsteroidal estrogen. Address: Div. 
of Reproductive Endocrinology and Infertility, Dep. of 
Obstetrics and Gynecology, Duke Univ. Medical Center, 
Durham, North Carolina.

6003. Nakashima, H.; Okubo, K.; Honda, Y.; Tamura, 
T.; Matsuda, T.; Yamamoto, N. 1989. Inhibitory effect of 
glycosides like saponin from soybean on the infectivity of 
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HIV in vitro. AIDS 3(10):655-58. *
Address: Dep. of Food Chemistry, Faculty of Agriculture, 
Tohoku Univ., Sendai.

6004. Park, Kun-Young; Lee, E.S. 1989. [Effect of ammonia 
and pH on the degradation of afl atoxin B1 during the storage 
of Korean soy sauce (kanjang)]. J. of the Korean Society of 
Food Science and Nutrition 18(1):115-122. [17 ref. Kor; eng]
• Summary: “The mechanisms of afl atoxin B1 (AFB1) 
degradation by ammonia and alkaline pH during the storage 
of Korean soy sauces were studied. In the 0.05%, 0.1% 
and 0.5% of ammonia solutions, almost all of AFB1 (96-
100%) was degraded after 2 to 24 hrs of incubation at 30ºC. 
Increased levels of ammonia in both home made soy sauce 
(HMSS) and commercial soy sauce (CSS) caused slow 
increases in pH, The pH change was higher in CSS than in 
HMSS.” Address: Dep. of Food Science and Nutrition, Pusan 
National Univ., Pusan, Korea.

6005. Poole, C. 1989. A case-control study of diet and colon 
cancer. Thesis, Harvard School of Public Health, Boston, 
Massachusetts. *
• Summary: Consuming soyfoods appeared to reduce the 
risks of colon cancer by about half. Specifi cally, the author 
noted a relative risk of 0.53 (CI = 0.11-2.66) for colon cancer 
for people eating tofu/soybeans more (vs. less) than once a 
month–although the number of people with high soy intake 
was small.

6006. Rennie, B.D.; Tanner, J.W. 1989. Genetic analysis 
of low linolenic acid levels in the line PI 123440. Soybean 
Genetics Newsletter 16:25-26. *
Address: 1. Crop Science Dep., Univ. of Guelph, Guelph, 
Ontario, Canada.

6007. Selck, K.W. 1989. Ein Beitrag zum Thema 
Imitationsprodukte. II. [A contribution on the theme 
of imitation products. II.]. Deutsche Milchwirtschaft 
40(22):710-12. 1 table. [15 ref. Ger]*
• Summary: Discusses the composition, consistency and 
nutritive value of soymilk and of okara.

6008. Barth, C.A.; Scholz-Ahrens, K.E.; Pfeuffer, M.; Vrese, 
M. de. 1989. Endocrine response to animal and vegetable 
protein. In: C.A. Barth and E. Schlimme, eds. 1989. Milk 
Proteins. New York: Springer Verlag; Darmstadt: Steinkopff. 
xi + 308 p. See p. 62-67. [24 ref]
• Summary: Protein consumption creates an endocrine 
response. But it is not yet clear why animal proteins raise 
and vegetable proteins lower serum cholesterol levels. 
Soy protein isolate was one of the protein tested. Address: 
Inst. fuer Physiologie und Biochemie der Ernaehrung, 
Bundesanstalt fuer Milchforschung, Kiel, West Germany.

6009. Burr, Elisha W. 1989. Diseases of cage birds. Neptune 
City, New Jersey: T.F.H. Publications. viii + 247 p. Illust. 
(some color). Index. 28 cm. *
• Summary: In the chapter on “Nutritional disorders, 
digestive and urogenital diseases,” the section titled “Goiter 
(thyroid dysplasia [= abnormal growth])” (p. 74), the 
subsection on “etiology” states that in birds, as in all animals, 
iodine is required for thyroxin synthesis. “Many plants (e.g. 
soybean) provide goitrogenic principles that inhibit thyroxin 
synthesis even if iodine is adequately supplied.” Under 
“clinical signs” we read that “Thyroid hormones stimulate 
metabolism. Their defi cit results in systemic disturbances. 
Affected birds are lethargic and inactive and exhibit poor 
condition (dry skin, ragged plumage)... Many birds with 
fatty tumors and fatty liver have hypothyroidism (Sitbon 
and Mialhe 1980). The affected birds also show slower heart 
and respiratory rates and reduced fertility and excrete small, 
constipated droppings.
 “The major clinical signs are labored respiration with 
squeaking noises. These symptoms are often considered 
asthmatic or a respiratory infection (chronic respiratory 
disease). Digestive disturbances, such as regurgitation of 
food, slow emptying of the crop, and crop dilatation, are also 
commonly seen. Severe loss of weight (emaciation) ensues 
(Wise 1980).”

6010. Drosihn, Bernd. 1989. Tempeh: Ein traditionelles 
Nahrungsmittel mit Zukunft [Tempeh: A traditional food 
with a future]. Viana Naturkost GmbH, Neusserstr. 199, 
D-5000 Cologne 60, West Germany. 38 p. No index. 21 cm. 
Spiral bound. [Ger]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. 1. Tempeh: The 
soybean, production of tempeh, the nutritional value of 
tempeh, advantages and qualities (easily digestible), rich in 
protein, a whole food, free of cholesterol, helps in reducing 
cholesterol, rich in vitamins and minerals.
 2. Tempeh recipes, incl. how to make tempeh at home, 
soups, salads, main courses, glossary. Appendixes: 1. 
Addresses of 4 tempeh producers in West Germany (Atlantis, 
Byodo Naturkost GmbH, Tofumanufaktur Christian 
Nagel, Viana Naturkost GmbH). 2. Tempeh importers and 
wholesalers (Arche Naturkost, Biogarten).
 A color photo of deep-fried tempeh chips graces the 
cover of this attractive booklet. Address: Cologne, West 
Germany. Phone: 0221/733437.

6011. Eastham, Edmund J. 1989. Soy protein allergy. In: 
Robert N. Hamburger, ed. 1989. Food Intolerance in Infancy: 
Allergology, Immunology, and Gastroenterology. Carnation 
Nutrition Series, Vol. 1. *
• Summary: In healthy, non-allergic children, soy is 
generally less allergenic than cow’s milk. Address: 
Dep. of Pediatrics, Harvard Medical School; Pediatric 
Gastrointestinal Unit, Massachusetts General Hospital; and 
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Pediatric Dep., Cambridge City Hospital, Boston, MA.

6012. Friedman, Mendel; Gumbmann, M.R.; Brandon, 
D.L.; Bates, A.H. 1989. Inactivation and analysis of soybean 
inhibitors of digestive enzymes. In: J.E. Kinsella and W.E. 
Soucie, eds. 1989. Food Proteins. Champaign, Illinois: 
American Oil Chemists’ Society. vii + 440 p. See p. 296-328. 
[116 ref]
• Summary: Sodium sulfi te is more effective than cysteine 
in facilitating inactivation of trypsin inhibitors in soy fl our. 
“Treatment of raw soy fl our with cysteine or N-acetyl-
L-cysteine results in the introduction of new half-cystine 
residues into native proteins, with a corresponding 
improvement of nutritional quality. The proteins are modifi ed 
through formation of mixed disulfi de bonds among added 
thiols*, protease inhibitors and structural proteins. This 
leads to decreased inhibitory activity and increased protein 
digestibility and nutritive value. Exposure of soy fl our to 
sodium sulfi te was also nutritionally benefi cial...
 “New monoclonal antibody-based immunoassays were 
developed which can measure low levels of the soybean 
Kunitz trypsin inhibitor and Bowman-Birk inhibitor 
in processed foods and could also be used to study the 
expression and regulation of the gene which encodes these 
protease inhibitors.”
 Note 1. These are the Proceedings of the Protein and 
Co-Products Symposium, American Oil Chemists Society 
Meeting. Held 9-12 May 1988 in Phoenix, Arizona. Note 
2. * Webster’s Dictionary defi nes thiol, a term fi rst used 
in about 1890, as “1: mercaptan (which see). 2: the group 
SH characteristic of mercaptans.” It defi nes mercaptan (a 
German term derived from the Danish which was derived 
from the Middle Latin mercurium captans [literally 
seizing mercury] and fi rst used in 1835) as “any of various 
compounds with the general formula RSH that are analogous 
to the alcohols and phenols but contain sulfur in place 
of oxygen and often have disagreeable odors.” Address: 
Western Regional Research Center, ARS/USDA, 800 
Buchanan St., Albany, California 94710.

6013. Fukushima, Danji. 1989. Historical development of 
soy sauce and fermented black soybeans in China (Document 
part). In: K. Steinkraus, ed. 1989. Industrialization of 
Indigenous Fermented Foods. New York and Basel: Marcel 
Dekker, Inc. xii + 439 p. See p. 2-8.
• Summary: “1. Chiang. In 1979, Kinichiro Sakaguchi 
proposed a unique hypothesis regarding the origin of 
soy sauce and miso as a result of historical biochemical 
investigations, and this hypothesis was later introduced by 
this author in English (Fukushima, 1985a, 1986b). However, 
new literature on the origin of soy sauce and miso appeared 
based on more detailed historical evidence (Pao 1982a, 
1982b; 1984a, 1984b). According to these papers, soy sauce 
was derived from a Chinese food called ‘chiang’ (‘hishio’ in 

Japanese).
 “Chiang is a tasty mash product and does not come in 
a liquid form. Therefore chiang belongs in the category of 
‘miso’ in Japan. The fi rst record of chiang can be found in 
the book entitled Chou-li (Shurai in Japanese) by Chou-
kung (Shuko in Japanese), which was published around 
1,000 B.C. in the Chou (Shu in Japanese) dynasty (1,222 
BC to 249 BC). This book covers the matters on the early 
years of the Chou dynasty in ancient China (about 3,000 
years ago). According to this document, chiang was made 
by the following procedure. First, yellow aspergilli were 
grown on millet. (Such mold-grown cereals are called ‘koji’ 
in Japanese.) Then the millet koji and the meat of fi sh, 
fl esh, or fowl and salt were mixed with a good liquor in a 
bottle and kept for 100 days. Soybeans were not used in this 
chiang. The fi rst literature in which soybeans appeared as 
a substitute for meat in chiang was the Ch’i-min Yao-shu 
(Saimin-Yojutsu in Japanese) by Chia Ssu-hsieh (Ka Shikyo 
in Japanese), the world’s oldest encyclopedia of agriculture, 
published in 535 AD in China. This indicates that the 
chiang in which soybeans was used originated sometime 
between the Chou and Han dynasties, when the cultivation 
of soybeans prevailed. The meats in the chiang described in 
Chou-li were gradually replaced by soybeans in the course 
of time and further cereals such as wheat, barley, and rice 
came to be used instead of millet, resulting in the production 
of many types of chiang. In the process of making chiang 
during these periods, soybeans were not used as a raw 
material in koji; rather they were added to the harvested koji 
prepared from the other cereals. The soybeans were digested 
by the enzymes of the koji. This digestion mixture was the 
fi nal product, which was in the form of a mash. The liquid 
products which belong to the category of soy sauce did not 
appear in the literature before the later Han dynasty (about 
25-220 A.D.).
 “There is a description of the liquid product which was 
made by separating the liquid portion from the chiang in 
Ssu-ming Yueh-ling (Shimin-Getsurei in Japanese), published 
by Ts’ui Shih (Sai Shoku in Japanese) in the later Han 
dynasty. This liquid was called chiang ch’ing which means 
‘clear chiang.’ The manufacturing processes of chiang and 
chiang ch’ing are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. Chiang ch’ing is a 
prototype of soy sauce but it differs from ‘chiang-yu’ which 
means literally shoyu or soy sauce in the Chinese characters. 
The fi rst appearance of the name of chiang-yu was in Shan-
chia Ch’ing-kung (Sanya-Seikyo in Japanese) by Lin Hung 
(Rin Ko in Japanese) in the Sung dynasty (960-1127 AD).
 “The fi rst record indicating use of all the raw materials 
to prepare koji for soybean chiang appeared in the Nung-
sung I-shin Ts’o-yao (Noso-Ishoku-Satsuyo in Japanese) by 
Lu Ming-Shan (Ro Meizen in Japanese), published in the 
Yuan (Gen in Japanese) dynasty (1271-1368 AD). The fl ow 
sheet of this soybean chiang is shown in Fig. 3.” (In this 
process, soybeans are roasted, dehulled, cooked, then mixed 
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with wheat fl our and spontaneously molded to form koji. 
The koji is dried in the shade, winnowed, and pounded, then 
mixed with spices and salt water to form a mash. which is 
insulated and aged to make the soybean chiang.) The chiang-
yu described in Pen-ts’ao Kang-mu (Honso-Komoku in 
Japanese), published in 1590 by Li Shih-chen (Ri Jichin in 
Japanese) in the Ming (Min in Japanese) dynasty, was also 
made with koji manufactured by using soybeans and cereals 
(Fig. 4). (In this process soybeans were cooked in water, 
mixed with wheat, and spontaneously molded to form koji. 
Salt water was mixed in with a paddle, then the mash was 
insulated and aged. Finally it was fi ltered to make chiang-
yu). The ratio of soybeans to wheat in the koji making was 
3:2. This ratio is very close to that used in making regular 
Japanese shoyu, which is made by using equal amounts 
of soybeans and wheat, as will be described later. The 
general manufacturing methods of soy sauce in the Ch’ing 
(Shin in Japanese) dynasty are recorded in Ch’ing-yuan Lu 
(Seienroku in Japanese), written by Li Hua-nan (Ri Kanan in 
Japanese). Cooked soybeans and uncooked wheat were the 
raw materials used in koji making. The resultant koji was 
mixed with brine. After aging, the soy sauce was collected 
by pressing a deep bamboo colander into the aged mash and 
ladling out the liquid which had accumulated.
 “The original chiang was a mash-type product made 
with a koji that had been prepared from wheat, barley, 
rice, etc., and not from soybeans. Therefore, the soybean 
constituents were only changed through the in vitro 
biochemical reaction by the enzymes from the mold 
grown on the cereals. Accordingly, the degree of change 
of the soybean constituents was not very great and most 
of the soybean proteins were partially hydrolyzed into 
polypeptides through the in vitro enzyme action. The 
degree of liquefaction was not very large and the fl avor 
was not as strong. In the case of chiang-yu, however, mold 
is grown on both the soybeans and cereals and, as a result, 
the soybean constituents are changed largely through the 
biochemical reaction both in vivo and in vitro by the mold 
throughout the entire process of manufacturing. Accordingly, 
much of the soybean constituents can be liquefi ed. The 
soybean proteins are hydrolyzed to single amino acids 
and, therefore, the fl avor is sharp and strong in chiang-yu. 
Thus, it can be concluded that (a) the progenitor of miso is 
chiang, originated in China about 3,000 years ago; (b) the 
progenitor of soy sauce is chiang ch’ing, originated in China 
about 2,000 years ago; (c) chiang ch’ing had developed into 
chiang-yu in China and the regular type of shoyu called 
koikuchi in Japan at least 1,000 years ago.
 “It is an amazing fact that the Chinese had utilized 
the enzyme action of mold in food manufacturing as early 
as 3,000 years ago. They deliberately selected yellow 
aspergilli from many types of aspergilli because they best 
facilitated the manufacture of chiang. If the defi nition of 
‘biotechnology’ is to make the products necessary for the 

welfare of humans by using life phenomena, it can be said 
that people in ancient China had already produced foods by 
biotechnology as early as several thousand years ago. In this 
sense, it is not an exaggeration to say that soy sauce was a 
pioneer of the actual application of biotechnology.
 “2. Shih. Shih is a fermentation product of soybeans, the 
form of which is a tasty nugget with or without salt. Shih is 
classifi ed into fi ve types by the kind of microorganism used 
in its manufacture. Those are Aspergillus type (called shih 
in the areas of Pei-ching, Hu-nan sheng, and Taiwan; and 
called hamanatto in Japan), Mucor type (shih in the area of 
Shan-tung sheng and natto in Japan), Rhizopus type (tempeh 
in Indonesia), Bacillus type (shih in the area of Shan-tung 
sheng and natto in Japan), and Neurospora type (oncom in 
Indonesia). The shih described here is the shih of Aspergillus 
type, which relates to soy sauce.
 “The earliest literature in which shih appeared is 
Shih-chi (Shiki in Japanese) by Ssu-ma Ch’ien (Shiba 
Sen in Japanese), which was published in 85 BC. Shih is 
also described along with chiang in Shuo-wen Chie-tzu 
(Setsubun-kaiji in Japanese) by Hsu Shen (Kyoshin in 
Japanese), the oldest dictionary in China published in 121 
AD in the later Han dynasty. The raw material of the shih 
is soybeans as shown in Fig. 5. (In the process described 
in the Shi-ching by Hsie Feng (which survives only in the 
Ch’i-min yao shu), soybeans are washed, soaked, drained, 
and steamed. The cooked soybeans are cooled, then spread, 
furrowed, and piled. The last 3 steps are repeated 3 times a 
day for 3 days until the beans have become spontaneously 
molded. The resulting soybean koji is mixed with soybean 
cooking liquid, barley koji, and salt, put into an earthen pot, 
sealed, and insulated. It is then dried in the shade, mixed 
with a mulberry leaf extract, and steamed. The last 3 steps 
are repeated 3 times, resulting in salted soybean shih. In the 
second process described in the Ch’i-min yao-shu, soybeans 
are winnowed, cooked, drained, and cooled. They are piled, 
the temperature is measured, and then they are stirred. The 
last 3 steps are repeated 3 times until they are spontaneously 
molded. They are then spread and furrowed to make soybean 
koji. This is winnowed, washed, drained, dried, moistened, 
piled, fermented, and dried to give unsalted soybean shih.) 
Therefore the resultant shih (soybean nugget) contains 
a high amount of protein. In shih, much of the soybean 
constituents are present in a liquid state. The soybean 
proteins are hydrolyzed to single amino acids and, therefore, 
the fl avor is sharp and strong. The fl avor constituents of 
shih can be extracted easily by a salt solution. The original 
shih was served as nuggets; the brine extract came to be 
used as a seasoning gradually. In Chi-min Yao-shu (535 
AD), there is a description of about 70 kinds of cookeries 
using shih extracts. It should be mentioned that shih and its 
brine extract developed into today’s tamari shoyu in Japan.” 
Address: Managing Director, Kikkoman Corp., Chiyoda-ku, 
Tokyo, Japan.
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6014. Grundy, Scott; Winston, Mary. 1989. The American 
Heart Assoc. low-fat, low-calorie cookbook. New York, NY: 
Times Books. Div. of Random House. 340 p.
• Summary: Contains information about tofu and recipes for 
its use in tofu deviled eggs, tofu mayonnaise, tofu and pork 
in a stir-fry, tofu quiche, and tofu salad sandwich. Address: 
1. Director, Center for Human Nutrition, Univ. of Texas 
Southwestern Medical Center, Dallas, TX.

6015. INARI, Ltd. 1989. Nutty nuggets–The crowning touch 
(Leafl et). Mason, Michigan. 2 p. 28 cm. Undated.
• Summary: On the top two-thirds of the front of this 
glossy color leafl et, fi ve color photos show soynuts used 
as a salad topping, soup topping, topping for asparagus 
hollandaise, and pancakes topped with whipped butter, and 
as a side dish and topping for a Japanese vegetable dish. The 
bottom third discusses the benefi ts of soynuts: “In salads, a 
nutritious crunchy garnish. A unique topping for vegetables, 
soups, chili and stir fry. Tasty and healthy snack treat. No 
cholesterol–Rich in fi ber and protein.
 The back of this leafl et discusses: Uses for Nutty 
Nuggets. Flavors: Unsalted, salted, onion & garlic, barbecue, 
cajun, sour cream & chives. Health and nutrition: Double 
the protein of meat, one-third the fat of peanuts, double the 
dietary fi ber of whole wheat... No cholesterol or tropical fats. 
Packaging: Six types. Storage.
 Note: This leafl et was fi rst printed in 1984 with similar 
graphics but a different title: “Soynuts: The crowning touch.” 
Address: 200 State St., Mason, Michigan 48854.

6016. Jameson-Williams. 1989. Nutritional test of edamame 
(Leafl et). Fairmont, Minnesota. 1 p. Single sided. 28 cm.
• Summary: Minnesota Valley Testing Laboratories did the 
nutritional analysis of edamame, which showed that they 
contained: Fat (acid hydrolysis) 3.36%. Moisture (100 deg/5 
hours) 69.62%. Ash 1.66%. Protein (N x 6.25) 12.10%. 
Carbohydrates by difference 13.26%. Calories (kcal/100 gm) 
109.230. Dietary fi ber 5.59%.
 A table, which compares these fi gures for edamame with 
corresponding fi gures for frozen peas and frozen snap beans, 
shows that Edamame have a higher content of protein and 
fi ber. Address: 2435 Albion Ave., P.O. Box 679, Fairmont, 
Minnesota 56031. Phone: (507) 238-4728.

6017. Kinsella, John E.; Soucie, William G. eds. 1989. Food 
proteins. American Oil Chemists’ Society, P.O. Box 3489, 
Champaign, IL 61826. vii + 440 p. 24 cm.
• Summary: Includes 23 chapters by various authors 
concerning various types of proteins from various sources. 1. 
The role of dynamics and solvation in protein structure and 
function, by J.W. Brady. 2. Protein structure in solution, by 
I.D. Kuntz. 3. Interrelationship of molecular and functional 
properties of food proteins, by Srinivasan Damodaran. 4. 

Structure: Function relationships in food proteins, fi lm and 
foaming behavior, by J.E. Kinsella and L.G. Phillips. 5. Film 
properties of modifi ed proteins, by Srinivasan Damodaran. 
6. Glycosylation of Beta-lactoglobulin and surface active 
properties, by Ralph D. Waniska and John E. Kinsella. 7. 
Molecular properties of proteins important in foams, by 
J.B. German and L.G. Phillips. 8. Lipid-protein-emulsifi er-
water interactions in whippable emulsions, by N.M. Barfod, 
N. Krog, and W. Buchheim. 9. Molecular properties and 
functionality of proteins in food emulsions: liquid food 
systems, by M.E. Mangino. 10. Are comminuted meat 
products emulsions or a gel matrix, by Joe M. Regenstein. 
11. Molecular properties and functionality of proteins in 
food gels, by E. Allen Foegeding. 12. Functional roles 
of heat induced protein gelation in processed meat, by 
James C. Acton and Rhoda L. Dick. 13. Effects of medium 
composition, preheating, and chemical modifi cation upon 
thermal behavior of oat globulin and Beta-lactoglobulin, 
by V.R. Harwalkar and C.-Y. Ma. 14. Effect of molecular 
changes (SH groups and hydrophobicity) of food proteins 
and their functionality, by E. Li-Chan and S. Nakai. 15. 
Relationship of SH groups to functionality of ovalbumin, 
by Etsushiro Doi, Naofumi Kitabatake, Hajime Hatta, and 
Taihei Koseki. 16. Use of radio-labeled proteins to study the 
thiol-disulfi de exchange reaction in heated milk, by Bong 
Soo Noh and Tom Richardson. 17. Genetic modifi cation of 
milk proteins, by Lawrence Creamer, Sang Suk Oh, Robert 
McKnight, Rafael Jimenez-Flores, and Tom Richardson. 18. 
Inactivation and analysis of soybean inhibitors of digestive 
enzymes, by Mendel Friedman, Michael R. Gumbmann, 
David L. Brandon, and Anne H. Bates. 19. The nutritional 
signifi cance of lectins, by Irvin E. Liener. 20. -Amylase 
inhibitors of higher plants and microorganisms, by John 
R. Whitaker. 21. Toxic compounds in plant foodstuffs: 
cyanogens, by Jonathan E. Poulton. 22. New perspectives on 
the antinutritional effects of tannins, by Larry G. Butler. 23. 
Nutritional and physiological effects of phytic acid, by Lilian 
U. Thompson.
 Part I provides reviews and research regarding protein 
structure, functional relationships and interactions in gels, 
emulsions and foams and the six chapters in Part II discuss 
toxic compounds associated with food proteins. "With the 
advent of protein engineering, an understanding of the 
molecular structure and molecular interactions between 
proteins and other food components, including toxins, is 
clearly needed to enable the food processor to select the most 
appropriate functional and healthy ingredients for specifi c 
applications." Surprisingly, this book contains no index. 
Address: 1. Inst. of Food Science, Cornell Univ., Ithaca, New 
York 14853.

6018. Liener, Irvin E. 1989. The nutritional signifi cance of 
lectins. In: J.E. Kinsella and W.E. Soucie, eds. 1989. Food 
Proteins. Champaign, Illinois: American Oil Chemists' 
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Society. vii + 440 p. See p. 329-53. [150* ref]
• Summary: The soybean is one of many plants that contain 
lectins discussed in this chapter. After discussing each plant, 
the author discusses the Mode of action of lectins: Interaction 
with intestinal mucosa, interference with the absorption 
of nutrients, bacterial colonization, and internalization of 
lectins. Address: Dep. of Biochemistry, Univ. of Minnesota, 
St. Paul, MN 55108.

6019. Liu, Keshun. 1989. Assays for trypsin and 
chymotrypsin inhibition by protein inhibitors. PhD thesis, 
Dep. of Food Science and Human Nutrition, Michigan State 
Univ. 99 p. [78 ref]
• Summary: Contents of the “Literature Review” section: 
Proteases. Serine proteases: The catalytic mechanism, trypsin 
and chymotrypsin, the mechanism of inhibition, trypsin from 
different biological sources. Protein inhibitors of proteases. 
Protease inhibitors from soybeans: Kunitz inhibitor, 
Bowman-Birk inhibitor. A standard mechanism of inhibition. 
Nutritional implications of protease inhibitors. Current 
methods for trypsin inhibition assay. Current methods for 
chymotrypsin inhibition assay.
 Introduction: Many substances are capable of inhibiting 
the proteolytic activity of certain enzymes. Some of them 
are protein in nature. Protease inhibitors have caught the 
attention of scientists in many disciplines: (1) nutritionists, 
because of the possible toxic and antinutritional effects of 
these inhibitors on humans and animals; (2) enzymologists, 
because inhibitors can be used as a natural tool to probe the 
active center of enzymes; and (3) protein chemists, because 
the reaction of these inhibitors with enzymes provides a 
model system for studying protein-protein interactions. The 
greatest amount of research has been focused on soybean 
protease inhibitors because of their possible infl uence on 
the nutritive value of soybean protein, one of the most 
important vegetable protein sources. Most protease inhibitors 
are trypsin and/or chymotrypsin inhibitors. Proteases are 
relatively small proteins, which cleave other proteins at 
peptide bonds. Address: Michigan State Univ.

6020. Massey, Robert C.; Taylor, David. eds. 1989. 
Aluminum in food and the environment. Royal Society 
of Chemistry, Distribution Centre, Blackhorse Road, 
Letchworth, Herts., SG 1HN, England. 108 p. Proceedings 
of a conference held 17 May 1988 in London. Subject index. 
21 cm.
• Summary: This 1-day conference was organized by the 
Environment and Food Chemistry Groups of the Industrial 
Division of the Royal Society of Chemistry. A review by 
SoyaFoods (Dec. 1990) notes: “Current interest in the 
possible health risks from human exposure to aluminium, 
particularly in the UK and U.S., has led to a continuing 
debate on the subject of aluminium in the diet. This 
publication looks at the possible adverse health effects 

associated with aluminium and reviews the evidence 
for aluminium’s involvement in dialysis dementia and 
Alzheimer’s disease. It also discusses the biochemical 
mechanisms by which aluminium may effect the brain tissue 
and describes the dietary sources of exposure to aluminium. 
Leaching of aluminium from cookware and the use of 
aluminium in packaging is also covered.
 Contents: Aluminium in food and the environment, 
by J.R. Duffi eld and D.R. Williams. Aluminium toxicity in 
individuals with chronic renal disease, by W.K. Stewart. 
Aluminium and the pathogenesis of neurodegenerative 
disorders, by J.A. Edwardson, et al. An epidemiological 
approach to aluminium and Alzheimer’s disease, by C.N. 
Martyn. The chemistry of aluminium and silicon within the 
biological environment, by J.D. Birchall and J.S. Chappell. 
The determination of aluminium in foods and biological 
materials, by H.T. Helves, et al. Aluminium in foods and the 
diet, by J.C. Sherlock. Aluminium in infant formulae and tea 
and leaching during cooking, by M.J. Baxter et al. The use 
of aluminium–especially as packaging material–in the food 
industry, by H. Severus. Address: 1. Ministry of Agriculture, 
Fisheries and Food, Norwich, England; 2. Imperial Chemical 
Industries PLC, Brixham, England.

6021. Matsuo, Masako. 1989. [Morphological and 
physicochemical properties and composition of “okara” 
fermented with Rhizopus oligosporus]. Nippon Eiyo 
Shokuryo Gakkai shi (J. of the Japanese Society of Nutrition 
and Food Science) 42(2):173-78. [27 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: “’Okara’ (OC), a by-product of the tofu 
industry, was fermented with Rhizopus oligosporus (a fungus 
for making tempeh) in order to improve it as a high-fi ber, 
low-energy foodstuff. R. oligosporus cells proliferated to 
form a network in cavities within the soybean cells. The OC 
fermented with R. oligosporus (OT) contained more free 
amino acids, acid-soluble nitrogen, free sugars and inorganic 
phosphorus, and less fi ber than the control. The fermentation 
resulted in degradation of some constituents of OC into low-
molecular-weight materials and an improvement of their 
digestibility. Chemical analysis revealed that the dietary 
fi ber content of OT was more than 50%, and its energy 
content half that of wheat fl our. Also, the waterholding and 
emulsifying capacities, oil-absorbability and antioxidant 
activities of OT were higher than those of OC. These results 
indicate that OT could be useful as a high-fi ber, low-energy 
food material.” Address: Lab. of Chemistry, Faculty of 
General Education, Gifu Women’s Univ., Taromaru, Gifu 
501-25, Japan.

6022. Matthews, Ruth H. ed. 1989. Legumes: Chemistry, 
technology, and human nutrition. New York, NY: Marcel 
Dekker. x + 389 p. Illust. Index. 24 cm. Series: Food science 
and technology, No. 32. [150+ ref]
• Summary: Contains 10 chapters by various authors. 
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Chapters 4 and 6 are cited separately. 1. Culture and genetics 
of grain legumes, by Edgar E. Hartwig (for soybeans, see p. 
1-5). 2. Harvesting and storage of legumes, by S.S. Kadam, 
D.H. Salunkhe, and C.Y. Kuo. 3. Refi ned oils, by Clyde E. 
Stauffer. 4. Isolated soy proteins, by D.H. Waggle, Fred H. 
Steinke, and Jerome L. Shen. 5. Legume protein fl our and 
concentrates, by Joseph G. Endres (for soybean protein fl our, 
see p. 140-45; for soybean protein concentrate, see p. 151-
53). 6. Fermented products, by Clifford W. Hesseltine. 7. 
Nutrient composition of raw, cooked, canned, and sprouted 
legumes (incl. sprouted soybeans, p. 187-217), by Jörg 
Augustin and Barbara P. Klein (for soybeans, see p. 198-203, 
208-11). 8. Nutrient content of other legume products, by 
David B. Haytowitz and Ruth H. Matthews (for soybeans, 
see p. 219-25, 229-38). 9. Animal feed uses of legumes, by 
Park W. Waldroup and Keith J. Smith (for soybean meal and 
whole soybeans, see p. 247-64). 10. Antinutritional factors, 
by Irvin E. Liener. Dr. Liener notes that plants did not evolve 
to serve humans or animals. Their main concern is their own 
survival. Thus, nature has given them the genetic capacity 
to synthesize toxic substances to help ensure their own 
survival against predators of all kinds such as insects, fungi, 
or animals including humans. His Table 1 titled “Distribution 
of protease inhibitors present in legumes” (p. 341) shows that 
they are present in most legumes.
 Other legumes discussed include peanuts, dry beans, 
dry peas, lentils, chickpeas, and winged beans. Address: 
Human Nutrition Information Service, USDA, Hyattsville, 
Maryland.

6023. Pennington, Jean A.T.; Bowes, Anna dePlanter; 
Church, Charles Frederick. eds. 1989. Bowes and 
Church’s food values of portions commonly used. 15th ed. 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: J.B. Lippincott Co. xiii + 328 p. 
1st ed. was 1937. 2nd ed. was 1939. 10th ed. was 1966. [62 
ref]*
• Summary: A highly valued source of reliable nutritional 
information. Widely used for planning nutritious institutional 
menus. Address: PhD, RD, Formerly Instructor of Nutrition, 
City College of San Francisco, San Francisco, California 
[Now with U.S. Food and Drug Administration, Washington, 
DC].

6024. Pham, C.B.; del Rosario, R.R. 1989. Inactivation 
of trypsin inhibitors using the extrusion process. In: How 
Ghee Ang, et al. eds. 1989. Trends in Food Processing: 
Proceedings of the 7th World Congress of Food Science and 
Technology. Vol. 1. Singapore: Singapore Institute of Food 
Science and Technology. xv + 387 p. See p. 359-66. Held 
Oct. 1987 in Singapore. [10 ref]
• Summary: Legume seeds used in this study were cowpea, 
mungbean and soybean. Address: Institute of Food Science 
and Technology (IFST), University of the Philippines at Los 
Banos, College, Laguna, Philippines.

6025. Rakosky, Joseph, Jr. 1989. Protein additives in 
foodservice preparations. New York, NY: Van Nostrand 
Reinhold. An AVI Book. xiv + 258 p. Illust. Index. 24 cm. 
[187 ref]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Protein additives: Use and 
regulations. 2. Proteins, amino acids, and derivatives. 
3. Nutritional considerations. 4. Functional properties 
and economics. 5. Bakery products. 6. Pasta products. 7. 
Processed meats. 8. Dairy-type applications: Introduction, 
regulatory aspects (fi lled milk, casein and caseinates), dairy 
products: modifi ed and/or simulated, beverages (fi lled milk, 
soymilk, soymilk preparations), coffee whiteners, whipped 
toppings, frozen desserts, cheese analogs, tofu. 9. Dietary 
and miscellaneous uses. This book discusses both animal and 
vegetable proteins. Among the vegetable proteins, it focuses 
mostly on modern soy protein products–soy fl our, soy 
protein isolates, concentrates, textured soy protein products–
and gluten, however information is also given on tofu (p. 
187, 211, 225-27) and soymilk (p. 187, 192-95), especially in 
chapter 8, “Dairy-type applications.”
 Concerning regulation of casein and caseinates, p. 190 
notes: “Almost all casein produced until the later 1940s was 
for industrial application, such as glue and paper coating 
(Reed 1974). Most persons accepted casein as an industrial 
product rather than an edible dairy product; it was generally 
considered a chemical derivative. Later, as Reed (1974) 
pointed out, improved processing and developments changed 
this. Today, an estimated 60 to 70 percent of the casein 
produced is for edible use in the form of casein or caseinates.
 “Since caseinates were designated chemical products, 
formulations using caseinates were considered nondairy- 
hence, the appearance of ‘non-dairy creamers’ and ‘non-
dairy toppings.’ Many feel that this is misleading because 
many people want to know whether a milk protein is present 
for religious and/or medical reasons. Present FDA policy 
still allows the use of caseinate in nondairy creamers, but 
they recommend that the ingredient statement show, in 
parentheses, that the caseinate is derived from milk (Sheeler/
Sheeles 1985, personal communication).”
 Concerning whipped toppings (p. 200-203): “Whipped 
toppings are formulated to simulate whipped dairy cream. 
Their widespread use in foodservice began when certain 
benefi ts were realized: convenience, eye appeal, stable 
structure, good shelf life, wide acceptance, and low cost. 
There is also an appeal for those people who prefer nondairy 
products for one reason or another.
 “The typical topping formulation is composed of fat, 
protein, sugar, sweetener, stabilizer, emulsifi er, buffering 
salts, and, in some cases, artifi cial color and fl avor. The 
formulation is very much like the formulation for a coffee 
whitener except that toppings have more fat. There are also 
minor differences in proportions of the other ingredients. 
As with coffee whiteners, each ingredient has a specifi c 
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requirement placed on it.” The requirements for each 
ingredient are then discussed in detail. Concerning protein: 
“Protein serves two emulsifi cation functions in toppings: 
as an emulsifi er of fat and as an emulsifi er of air. As with 
coffee whiteners, protein also contributes to body and taste. 
Any number of protein products can be used. In the early 
days of development, the two most used protein products 
were caseinates and nonfat dry milk (NFDM).” NFDM was 
generally found to give the best results. However since soy 
processors “learned how to obtain more desirable products 
for this use, they are now more competitive with dairy-
derived additives. This is especially so as the price of dairy 
products rises. or this reason, more functional nondairy 
protein products are being produced and utilized in dairy 
simulated products.” Address: Food Industry Consultant, J. 
Rakosky Services, Morton Grove, Illinois.

6026. Reddy, N.R.; Salunkhe, D.K. 1989. Fermentation. In: 
D.K. Salunkhe and S.S. Kadam, eds. 1989. CRC Handbook 
of World Food Legumes: Nutritional Chemistry, Processing 
Technology, and Utilization. Vol. III. Boca Raton, Florida: 
CRC Press, Inc. 323 p. See p. 177-217. [233* ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soy sauce: Types of 
soy sauce, preparation of Shoyu composition, safety. Miso: 
Preparation, composition, nutritional quality, miso-like 
products. Sufu: Preparation, microorganisms, biochemical 
changes and composition, toxicology, method of preparation, 
chemical composition, physical properties, nutritional 
quality. Tempeh: Preparation, nutrient composition, 
nutritional quality, antinutritional and/or toxic factors, 
tempeh and tempeh-like foods from other legumes. Address: 
1. Community Research Service, Atwood Research 
Facilities, Kentucky State Univ., Frankfort, Kentucky; 2. 
Dep. of Nutrition and Food Sciences, Utah State Univ., 
Logan, Utah.

6027. Russell, Mary H. 1989. Black achievers in science. 
Vol. V. Cassopolis, Michigan: C and M Publishing Co., Inc. 
35 p. See p. 8.
• Summary: Contains a brief biographical sketch of 
Dr. Percy Julian, chemist, 1899-1975. “In 1935 Percy 
Julian developed physostigmine, a medicine used for the 
treatment of the eye disease glaucoma. He also developed 
an inexpensive way to manufacture cortisone, a medicine 
to help patients with arthritis. He was a specialist in the 
production of sterols, which are found in soybeans...
 “Percy Julian had a great talent as a chemist and he 
shared that talent by teaching at four colleges: Harvard, 
Howard, West Virginia State College, and Fisk.
 “Dr. Julian founded Julian Laboratories in 1953 and in 
1964 he became Director of the Julian Research Institute and 
also President of Julian Associates, Inc.”

6028. Salunkhe, D.K.; Kadam, S.S. eds. 1989. CRC 

handbook of world food legumes: Nutritional chemistry, 
processing technology, and utilization. Vol. III. Boca Raton, 
Florida: CRC Press. 323 p. Index. 26 cm.
• Summary: Contents: Soybean. Winged bean. Other 
legumes. Storage. Milling. Soaking. Cooking. Germination. 
Fermentation. Canning. Processing into protein concentrates 
and isolates. Other methods of processing. Technology 
of removal of unwanted components of food legumes. 
Utilization. Legumes in human nutrition: Future prospects. 
Address: 1. Prof. of Nutrition and Food Sciences, Utah State 
Univ., Logan, Utah; 2. Prof. of Biochemistry, Mahatma 
Phule Agricultural Univ., Rahuri, Maharashtra State, India.

6029. Sherlock, J.C. 1989. Aluminum in foods and the 
diet. In: R. Massey and D. Taylor, eds. 1989. Aluminum in 
Food and the Environment. Royal Society of Chemistry, 
Distribution Centre, Blackhorse Road, Letchworth, Herts., 
SG 1HN, England. 108 p. See p. 68-76. Proceedings of a 
conference held 17 May 1988 in London. [26 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Aluminium in foods: 
Aluminium in milk and infant formulas. Normal dietary 
intake of aluminium: Factors affecting intake (aluminium 
from cookware, additives, antacids, soil contamination, 
bioavailability). Conclusions.
 Concerning aluminium in milk and infant formula: 
In Japan, soybeans were found to contain about 12 mg/kg 
which is at the upper end of the concentration range reported 
for aluminium in vegetables. Infant formula containing 
soya has high concentrations of aluminium, up to nearly 1 
mg/kg on a fresh weight basis. “Conclusions: Aluminium 
concentrations in commonly consumed foods are generally 
less than 10 mg/kg and average intakes of aluminium in 5 
countries are about 5 mg/day. Aluminium concentrations in 
cows’ milk, breast milk and infant formula are similar and 
are generally less than 0.1 mg/kg. The presence in food of 
aluminium from cookware is most unlikely to have a major 
effect on dietary intakes of aluminium. There is a need for 
information about aluminium absorption by man and the 
factors which affect it.” Address: Ministry of Agriculture, 
Fisheries and Food, Great Westminster House, Horseferry 
Road, London, SWIP 2AE, England.

6030. Solnuts, Inc. 1989. High protein low fat solnuts: 100% 
natural nut extender (Leafl et). Hudson, Iowa. 1 p. Front and 
back. 28 cm.
• Summary: A glossy leafl et with color logo. “Solnuts, 
developed especially for the baking industry, is the 
economical answer to today’s interest in nutritious, high 
protein, low fat bakery items.
 Applications: Breads, cakes, cereals, trail mixes, 
muffi ns, pastries, dry salad toppings, snacks, cookies, 
nutrition bars, candy.
 “Solnuts is the trade name of a soy product, specially 
processed and fl avored to taste like nuts and to be used like 
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nuts. The soybeans that become Solnuts are a specially 
selected strain, high in protein and low in fat.”
 Nutritional comparison of dry roasted Solnuts to peanuts 
and tree nuts. Protein: Solnuts 47%, peanuts 29%, and tree 
nuts 9-20%. Fat: Solnuts 20%. peanuts 43%, and tree nuts 
43-71% (Pecans have 71%). Water: Solnuts 2%. peanuts and 
tree nuts 2-4%. Calories per 100 grams: Solnuts 455, peanuts 
570, tree nuts 552-687. Address: 711 Seventh St., Hudson, 
Iowa 50643. Phone: 319-988-3221.

6031. SoyaScan Notes. 1989. Terms related to soyfoods, 
soybeans, and the soybean industry: Library of Congress 
subject headings and call numbers (Overview). Compiled by 
William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Two different types of call numbers are used by 
American libraries for cataloging their books. Most larger 
libraries use the Library of Congress call numbers (LC 
numbers, which start with two letters) and many smaller 
libraries use the Dewey Decimal System (Dewey numbers, 
which contain only numbers).
 The following are from the Library of Congress Subject 
Headings (12th ed. 1989) and the Library of Congress 
Classifi cation Schedules. The fi rst edition of Class S 
(Agriculture), for example, was published in 1911, and the 
4th edition in 1982. BT = Broader terms. NT = Narrower 
terms. UF = Use for. May Subd Geog = May subdivide 
geographically, e.g., Soy sauce industry-Japan.
 Class H is Social sciences and economics. Class Q is 
science. Class S is agriculture (SB is plant culture. SB205 
is fi eld crops, legumes). Class T is technology (TX includes 
nutrition). Class Z is bibliography and library science.
 HD9000-HD9019 Natural foods industry
 Shortenings–Use oils and fats, edible.
 HD9235.S6-.S62 Soybean industry
 HD9235.S6-.S62 Soyfoods industry
 HD9235.S6-.S62 Soymilk industry
 HD9330.S63-.S633 Soy ice cream industry
 HD9330.S65-.S653 Soy sauce industry
 HD9330.T68-.T683 Tofu industry
 HD9490 Soybean oil industry
 QK495.L52 Soybean botany
 SB205.S7 Soybean culture (Incl. Soybean Digest and 
Soya Bluebook)
 SB608.S7 Soybean–Diseases and pests
 SF99.S Soybean as feed
 SF99.S Soybean meal as feed
 TP438.S36 Nattô manufacture
 TP438.S6 Soy sauce manufacture
 TP438.S6 Miso manufacture. BT Soybean as food. NT 
Cookery (Soy sauce or miso)
 TP684.S Soybean oil
 TX401.2.S69 Soyfoods nutrition.
 TX558.S6 Nattô nutrition. BT Fermentation, Soybean as 
food, Soybean products.

 TX558.S7 Soyfoods composition. UF Soybean as food. 
NT Miso, Natto, Tempeh
 TX558.T39 Tempeh
 TX558.T57 Tofu
 Z5074.S73S5 Bibliographies related to soybeans, or all 
soya in various countries
 Z5776.S63S5 Bibliographies on soyfoods
 Z696.1.S68 SOYA (Information retrieval system)
 The following soy-related terms have a subject heading 
but no LC call number: Miso industry, Natto industry, Soy 
sauce, Soybean fl our, Soybean glue, Soybean meal, Soybean 
milk, Soybean products.

6032. Szuhaj, Bernard F. ed. 1989. Lecithins: Sources, 
manufacture & uses. Champaign, Illinois: America Oil 
Chemists’ Society. 294 p. Proceedings of a short course. 
[380+ ref]
• Summary: This is a follow-up to the book that Szuhaj 
edited in 1985, but the contents of the two books are quite 
different; it lacks an index.
 Contents: Foreword. Acknowledgments. Faculty 
[contributors]. 1. Nomenclature and structure of 
phosphatides, by L.A. Horrocks. 2. The chemistry and 
reactivity of the phosphatides, by C.R. Scholfi eld. 3. 
Plant sources of lecithin, by J.P. Cherry and W.H. Kramer. 
4. Animal sources of phospholipids, by A. Kuksis. 5. 
Microbiological sources of phospholipids, by C. Ratledge.
 6. Identifi cation and characterization of phospholipids, 
by J.K.G. Kramer, F.D. Sauer, and E.R. Farnsworth. 7. 
Fractionation and purifi cation of lecithin, by M. Schneider. 8. 
Synthesis and modifi cation of phospholipids, by M. Ghyczy. 
9. Commercial manufacture of lecithin, by G.R. List. 10. 
Industrial methods of analysis, by R.A. Lantz.
 11. Lecithin in baking applications, by W.H. Knightly. 
12. Lecithin in beverage applications, by E.H. Sander. 
13. Lecithin in confection applications, by R.C. Appl. 14. 
Lecithin in food processing applications, by G.L. Dashiell. 
15. Lecithin in health and human nutrition, by S.H. Zeisel.
 16. Lecithin in animal health and nutrition, by F.W. 
Kullenberg. 17. Lecithin in cosmetics, by C. Baker. 18. 
Industrial coatings applications for lecithin, by E.F. Sipos. 
19. Phospholipids as surfactants in magnetic recording 
media, by M. Chagnon and J. Ferris. Address: Director of 
Food Research, Central Soya Co., Fort Wayne, Indiana.

6033. Thompson, Lilian U. 1989. Nutritional and 
physiological effects of phytic acid. In: J.E. Kinsella and 
W.E. Soucie, eds. 1989. Food Proteins. Champaign, Illinois: 
American Oil Chemists’ Society. vii + 440 p. See p. 410-31. 
[134* ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Phytic acid in the 
food and its reactions. Mineral Bioavailability: Method 
of processing, added vs. endogenous PA [phytic acid], 
the presence of other mineral binding components such 
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as dietary fi ber, oxalic acid and tannins which may 
compete with PA for binding with minerals, dietary protein 
concentration, presence of dietary, intestinal or bacterial 
phytase, whether the PA is taken in the same meal as the 
mineral source or in separate meals, presence of other 
minerals, metabolic adaptation to a high PA diet. Protein 
digestion and absorption. Starch digestion and absorption. 
Phytic acid and colonic health. Conclusion. Address: Dep. of 
Nutritional Sciences, Faculty of Medicine, Univ. of Toronto, 
Toronto, Ontario, Canada.

6034. Ueda, Seinosuke. 1989. Industrial application of 
Bacillus subtilis: Utilization of soybean as natto, a traditional 
Japanese food. In: Bunji Maruo and Hiroshi Yoshikawa, eds. 
1989. Bacillus subtilis: Molecular Biology and Industrial 
Application. Tokyo: Kodansha; Amsterdam and New York: 
Elsevier Press. xv + 267 p. See p. 143-62. [60 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. B. subtilis (natto): 
Conditions for growth of B. subtilis (natto) (temperature, 
pH, oxygen, biotin), plasmid of B. subtilis (natto), 
bacteriophage of natto. Natto manufacturing process: 
Introduction, outline of the manufacture of natto, soybeans 
as raw material, soaking, cooking, inoculation, weighing 
and packing, fermentation. Biochemical aspects of natto: 
Change of components of soybeans during natto processing, 
slime of natto, enzymes of B. subtilis (natto), fl avor of 
natto, nutritional value of natto, effect of natto as medicine 
(antibiotics, elimination of [pathogenic] microfl ora in 
intestine, anticancer activity, effect on blood pressure, 
vitamin K content in human milk).
 In Japan, natto is sometimes called itohiki natto to 
distinguish it from salted, fermented whole soybeans made 
from steamed soybeans and roasted wheat powder using the 
koji mold, Aspergillus oryzae.
 There are various theories concerning the origin of 
itohiki natto, however it is clear that natto was made and sold 
in Japan during the Edo period (1600-1867–about 400 years 
ago). It originated in the northern part of Honshu, Japan’s 
main island. Modern mass production of natto using pure 
culture Bacillus subtilis started in about 1919.
 Today in Japan there are about 700 natto factories using 
about 95,000 tons of soybeans a year. Natto is most often 
eaten for breakfast in Japan, with boiled rice, often with soy 
sauce and mustard.
 In 1906 the natto bacterium was fi rst named Bacillus 
natto Sawamura by Sawamura; he considered it a new 
species. In 1974 Bergey’s Manual of Determinative 
Bacteriology (8th ed.) included Bacillus natto within Bacillus 
subtilis. “However Amaha et al. (1952) and Kida et al. 
(1956) reported that B. subtilis and B. natto can be classifi ed 
separately based on whether biotin is essential for growth.” 
Biotin is essential for the growth of B. natto, but not for 
the growth of B. subtilis. Table 8.1.1 lists the “Properties of 
Bacillus subtilis (natto).” The optimum temperature for natto 

growth is about 40ºC. Its spores are heat resistant. Address: 
Dep. of Applied Microbial Technology, Kumamoto Inst. of 
Technology, Kumamoto-shi, Kumamoto 860, Japan.

6035. Vaidehi, M.P.; Kadam, S.S. 1989. Soybean. In: D.K. 
Salunkhe and S.S. Kadam, eds. 1989. CRC Handbook of 
World Food Legumes: Nutritional Chemistry, Processing 
Technology, and Utilization. Vol. III. Boca Raton, Florida: 
CRC Press, Inc. 323 p. See p. 1-31. [208 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Seed structure. 
Chemical composition: Proximate composition, 
carbohydrates, proteins, lipids, vitamins, minerals. 
Antinutritional factors: Protease inhibitors, hemagglutinins, 
saponins, goitrogens, estrogens, allergens, oligosaccharides, 
phytic acid. Storage. Processing: Cooking, processing for oil, 
processing into protein products, germination. Utilization: 
Bakery products, snack foods, macaroni products, milk 
and milk products, comminuted meat products and meat 
analogs. Other uses of protein products. Nonfermented 
foods. Fermented foods. Traditional products. Address: 1. 
Dep. of Rural Home Science, Univ. of Agricultural Sciences, 
Bangalore, India; 2. Dep. of Biochemistry, Mahatma Phule 
Agricultural Univ., Rahuri, Maharashtra, India.

6036. Waggle, Doyle H.; Steinke, Fred H.; Shen, Jerome L. 
1989. Isolated soy proteins. In: Ruth H. Matthews, ed. 1989. 
Legumes: Chemistry, Technology, and Human Nutrition. 
New York, NY: Marcel Dekker. x + 389 p. See p. 99-138. [70 
ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Uses of isolated 
soy proteins. Nutritional value of isolated soy proteins. 
Physicochemical and functional properties. Formulation 
guidelines. Conclusion and a look at the future. Contains 
3 fi gures and 9 tables. Address: Protein Technologies 
International, St. Louis, Missouri.

6037. Product Name:  [Nuxo Soya Cream (Neutral)].
Foreign Name:  Nuxo SojaCrème (Neutral).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Nuxo-Werke Rothfritz + Co. KG. 
(Marketer).
Manufacturer’s Address:  D-2000 Hamburg 54, West 
Germany.
Date of Introduction:  1989?
Ingredients:  Water, dehulled soybeans, native corn starch, 
guar seed meal, carob bean meal.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  500 ml Tetra Brik Aseptic 
carton. Retails for DM 2.45.
How Stored:  Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition:  Per 100 gm.: Protein 3.4–3.8 gm, fat 1.8–2.1 gm 
(of which 60% is multiple unsaturated fatty acids, linoleic 
and -linoleic, and 14% is saturated fatty acids), usable 
carbohydrates 4.4–4.8 gm, calories 51. 0.39 BE (Broteinheit, 
or diabetic exchange) (1 BE (Broteinheit, or diabetic 
exchange) = 260 gm), 40 mg sodium, 75 mg potassium, 25 
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mg calcium, 40 mg magnesium, 50 mg phosphorus, 0.4 mg 
iron.
New Product–Documentation:  Label sent by Anthony 
Marrese. 1989? 3.75 by 3.75 by 2.25 inches. Tetra Brik 
carton. Blue, red, and green on white. “A pure plant source 
of protein. Low in sodium. Free of cholesterol. No sugar or 
salt added. Nuxo Soya Cream is neutral in taste and therefore 
suited for preparation of many sweet and piquant/spicy, 
cold or hot dishes, such as desserts, salad dressings, sauces, 
vegetables gratin, and egg dishes. It is free of colorings 
aroma agents or preservatives.” Marrese adds: “It tastes like 
and has the same consistency as their Soya Dessert but with 
no fl avoring or sweetener. I do not see any varieties other 
than Neutral.”
 Leafl et. 1989? Vitaquell recipes with Nuxo SojaDrink 
and SojaCrème. Green, red, and dark blue on white. In 
German.
 Letter from Bernd Drosihn. 1990. May 10. This 
company just markets tofu and soymilk products, they do not 
make any.

6038. Product Name:  [Zonnatura Soya Spirals {Pasta}].
Foreign Name:  Zonnatura Soja Spiralen.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Rila Vollwertkost.
Manufacturer’s Address:  4995 Stemwede 1–Levern, West 
Germany.
Date of Introduction:  1989?
Ingredients:  80% hard wheat semolina, 20% whole soy 
fl our.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  250 gm cellophane bag. Retails 
for DM 1.99.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
Nutrition:  Per 100 gm.: Protein 16.6 gm, fat 4.9 gm, 
carbohydrates 4.5 gm, calories 368. 1 BE (Broteinheit, or 
diabetic exchange) = 19.0 gm.
New Product–Documentation:  Label sent by Anthony 
Marrese. 1989? 3 by 5 inches, front and back. Printed on the 
cellophane bag. Brown, red, and yellow on pea green. “From 
80% hard wheat semolina and 20% whole soy fl our. With 
the richness of high-quality protein, vitamins, and minerals 
of the soy fl our.” A row of creative symbols on the front, 
and a corresponding table on the back convey the following 
message: Contains dietary fi ber. Also suited for vegetarians 
(Vegetarier). Declaration of Broteinheiten (BE) or Bread 
Units, for diabetics. No added salt. No added refi ned sugar 
(Industriezucker).

6039. Product Name:  [Soya Bran].
Foreign Name:  Soja Hulsjes.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Solnuts B.V.
Manufacturer’s Address:  41 Swaardvenstraat, P.O. Box 
5066, 5048 AV Tilburg, Netherlands.  Phone: 368-4991.
Date of Introduction:  1989?
Ingredients:  Soybean hulls.

Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  20 kg sacks.
New Product–Documentation:  Manufacturer’s catalog. 
1989. “The missing piece.” This product is called Soja 
hulsjes in Dutch, Gousses de Soja in French, and Soja Kleie 
in German. “Defi nition: The roasted soya shells [hulls] have 
a fraction [average measurement] of 0.8 to 4.0 mm. The 
high-fi ber shells contain important roughage in the form of 
cellulose, pectin and lignin which make up the plant cell wall 
and are not broken down by the intestinal tract...
 “Properties: High water-binding capacity; good baking 
properties; roughage; adds fi ber to foods. Uses: In bread, 
buns and rolls, muesli and cereals, dietetic products.”

An asterisk (*) at the end of the record means that SOYINFO 
CENTER does not own that document. A plus after eng 
(eng+) means that SOYINFO CENTER has done a partial 
or complete translation into English of that document. An 
asterisk in a listing of number of references [23* ref] means 
that most of  these references are not about soybeans or 
soyfoods.
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SUBJECT/GEOGRAPHICAL INDEX BY RECORD 
NUMBERS

Aarhus Oliefabrik (Aarhus, Denmark) 1410, 3224, 4484, 4503, 
5929, 5984

Aburagé. See Tofu, Fried

Acid-base balance in diet and health. See Nutrition–Acid-Base 
Balance

Acidophilus soymilk or soy acidophilus milk. See Soymilk, 
Fermented

Adhesives, Asphalt Sealants and Preservation Agents, Caulking 
Compounds, Artifi cial Leather, Foam, Polyols, and Other Minor 
or General–Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a Drying Oil 1090, 1204, 
1272, 1297, 1424, 1732, 2050, 5886

Adhesives or Glues for Plywood, Other Woods, Wallpaper, Building 
Materials, Etc.–Industrial Uses of Soy Proteins (Including Soy 
Flour) 150, 208, 258, 357, 659, 959, 1090, 1122, 1257, 1264, 1265, 
1607, 1608, 2050, 2197, 2504, 2535, 4002, 4771, 4836, 5886, 5890, 
6031

Adjuvants, Carriers, and Surfactants for Pesticides, Herbicides, and 
Other Agricultural Chemicals–Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a Non-
Drying Oil 2675, 4940, 5629, 5890

ADM. See Archer Daniels Midland Co.

ADM Agri-Industries Ltd. (Windsor, Ontario, Canada). Formerly 
named Maple Leaf Monarch, and before that Maple Leaf Mills Ltd. 
(Including Maple Leaf Milling). Toronto Elevators Ltd. Merged 
with Maple Leaf Milling in 1962 4693, 5858

Adulteration of Foods and its Detection–Soy Oil Used as an Actual 
or Potential Adulterant in Other Oils 166

Adventists, Seventh-day. See Seventh-day Adventists

Adzuki bean. See Azuki Bean

Afl atoxins. See Toxins and Toxicity in Foods and Feeds–Afl atoxins

Africa–Algeria, Democratic and Popular Republic of 117, 624, 
1387, 2138, 2966

Africa–Angola 1387, 2468

Africa Basic Foods. See Harrison, D.W. (M.D.), and Africa Basic 
Foods (Uganda)

Africa–Benin (Bénin in French; Dahomey before 1975; Part of 
French West Africa from 1904-1960) 64, 4443, 4920, 5298, 5546

Africa–Burkina Faso (Upper Volta before 4 Aug. 1984) 64, 1387, 
4443, 5298

Africa–Burundi (Part of the Belgian trust territory of Ruanda-

Urundi or Belgian East Africa until 1962) 593, 1059, 1387

Africa–Cameroon (Spelled Kamerun from 1884-1916; Cameroun in 
French) 64, 250, 1387, 3844, 4443, 5298, 5546

Africa–Cape Verde or Cape Verde Islands (Ilhas do Cabo Verde. 
República de Cabo Verde) 1387

Africa–Central African Republic (République Centrafricaine; Part 
of Ubangi-Shari-Chad from 1906-1910. Then Ubangi-Shari or 
Oubangui-Chari. Part of French Equatorial Africa from 1910-1960. 
Called Central African Empire from 1976-1979; Centrafrique in 
French) 1387

Africa–Chad 1878, 4443, 5298

Africa–Congo (formerly Zaire). Offi cially Democratic Republic of 
the Congo (DRC or DR Congo). Also known as Congo-Kinshasa. 
Named Zaire from Oct. 1971 to May 1997. Named Congo Free 
State from 1855-1908, Belgian Congo (Congo Belge in French) 
from 1908-1960, Republic of the Congo from 1960 to 1964, then 
Democratic Republic of the Congo from 1964-1971 156, 221, 230, 
593, 719, 922, 1059, 1063, 1227, 1387, 1732, 1870, 2427, 2436, 
2500, 4387, 4920, 5158, 5481

Africa–Cote d’Ivoire (Ivory Coast until Oct. 1985; Part of French 
West Africa from 1895-1959) 64, 4443, 5158, 5298

Africa–Egypt. Named United Arab Republic (UAR) from 1958-
1971 1090, 1226, 1260, 1273, 1294, 1387, 1489, 2739, 3061, 3131, 
3364, 3447, 3722, 3765, 3912, 4121, 4462, 4826, 4844, 4998, 5168, 
5506, 5546, 5918, 5956

Africa–Eritrea (Part of Ethiopia PDR from 1952 to May 1993) 1387

Africa–Ethiopia (Including Eritrea in Ethiopia PDR from 1952 to 
May 1993. Formerly Part of Italian East Africa) 1387, 2119, 2454, 
2739, 3120, 3585, 4038, 5614, 5867

Africa–Gabon (Part of French Equatorial Africa from 1910 to 1958) 
1177, 1387, 2824, 3311

Africa–Gambia (The). Includes Senegambia.. 673, 1387, 3844, 
4443, 5298

Africa (General) 376, 511, 676, 949, 951, 1123, 1235, 1272, 1770, 
2018, 2368, 2494, 2662, 2774, 2858, 3366, 3886, 4223, 4458, 4784, 
4901, 5085, 5086, 5573, 5843, 5887

Africa–Ghana (Gold Coast before 1957) 1387, 1762, 2739, 3048, 
3844, 4443, 4885, 5298, 5548

Africa–Guinea (French Guinea before 1958; Guinée in French; Part 
of French West Africa from 1895-1958) 64, 4443, 5298

Africa–Guinea-Bissau (Portuguese Guinea before Sept. 1974) 4443

Africa–Introduction of Soy Products to. Earliest document seen 
concerning soybean products in a certain African country. Soybeans 
as such have not yet been reported in this country 1387
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Africa–Introduction of Soy Products to. This document contains the 
earliest date seen for soybean products in a certain African country. 
Soybeans as such had not yet been reported by that date in this 
country 1387

Africa–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen 
concerning soybeans in a certain African country 64

Africa–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen 
concerning the cultivation of soybeans in a certain African country 
64

Africa–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document contains the 
earliest date seen for soybeans in a certain African country 64, 230

Africa–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document contains the 
earliest date seen for the cultivation of soybeans in a certain African 
country 64

Africa–Kenya (British East Africa Protectorate from 1895. 
Renamed Kenya Protectorate in 1920) 1387, 2120, 2304, 2340, 
2361, 2739, 3585, 5893

Africa–Lesotho (Basutoland before 1966). Constitutional Monarchy 
Surrounded by South Africa.. 1387, 5020

Africa–Liberia 936, 1387, 4443

Africa–Libya (Including Tripoli, Tripolitania, and Cyrenaica; Also 
Spelled Libia) 937, 1387, 3203, 4031

Africa–Madagascar (Malagasy Republic or Republique Malgache 
before 1975) 2454, 4659, 5463

Africa–Malawi (Nyasaland from 1891-1964) 749, 1387

Africa–Mali (Part of French West Africa from 1895-1960. Senegal 
& Sudanese Republic from June 20 to August 20, 1960. Formerly 
also called French Sudan (Soudan français, created on 18 Aug. 
1890) and Upper Senegal-Niger (Haute-Sénégal et Niger)) 64, 
4443, 5298

Africa–Mauritius (Ile Maurice, Including Rodriguez, in the 
Mascarene Islands, 450 Miles East of Madagascar) 1387

Africa–Morocco, Kingdom of (Including Western Sahara. Divided 
into French Morocco and Spanish Morocco from 1912-1956) 161, 
1387, 2966, 3311, 3585

Africa–Mozambique (Moçambique; Portuguese East Africa before 
1975) 1387, 2454, 2468, 5020

Africa–Niger (Part of French West Africa from 1904-1959) 4443, 
5298

Africa–Nigeria, Federal Republic of 388, 695, 1037, 1387, 1477, 
1489, 1548, 1661, 1767, 1869, 1875, 1876, 1899, 2003, 2010, 2021, 
2161, 2190, 2334, 2356, 2405, 2526, 2615, 2631, 2737, 2746, 2842, 
2850, 2897, 2949, 3039, 3081, 3178, 3261, 3262, 3311, 3336, 3360, 

3456, 3478, 3536, 3560, 3585, 3722, 3844, 3969, 4103, 4443, 4487, 
4676, 4679, 4859, 4900, 4920, 5007, 5183, 5240, 5262, 5298, 5447, 
5463, 5464, 5473, 5477, 5481, 5506, 5534, 5573, 5692

Africa–Rwanda (Part of the Belgian trust territory of Ruanda-
Urundi or Belgian East Africa until 1962) 593, 1059, 1387, 4920

Africa–Senegal (Part of French West Africa from 1895-1959. 
Sénégal & Sudanese Republic from June 20 to August 20, 1960. 
Includes Senegambia) 4443, 4837, 5158, 5298

Africa–Seychelles, Republic of 4076

Africa–Sierra Leone 1387, 2739, 4443, 5298

Africa–Somalia. (Formed in 1960 by the Union of British 
Somaliland and Italian Somaliland. Formerly Part of Italian East 
Africa) 1387, 2739

Africa–South Africa, Republic of (Including four former 
Homelands–Bophuthatswana, Transkei, Venda, and Ciskei). Named 
Union of South Africa from May 1910 to May 1961 637, 773, 1387, 
1471, 1549, 1562, 1599, 1714, 1779, 1848, 1871, 2072, 2073, 2102, 
2125, 2145, 2146, 2334, 2427, 2454, 2456, 2468, 2496, 2646, 2672, 
2806, 3039, 3134, 3369, 3400, 3446, 3650, 3722, 4038, 4078, 4649, 
4778, 4802, 4898, 5161, 5383, 5569

Africa–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–Statistics, Trends, 
and Analyses 2102, 3536, 3722, 5158, 5481, 5546

Africa, soyfoods movement. See Soyfoods Movement in Africa

Africa–Sudan (Anglo-Egyptian Sudan from 1899-1956) 963, 2739

Africa–Swaziland, Kingdom of (Independent Kingdom Inside 
South Africa; Formerly Also Spelled Swazieland) 1387, 3348

Africa–Tanzania, United Republic of (Formed the Bulk of German 
East Africa 1895-1946. Tanganyika existed 1920-1961. Created in 
1964 by Merger of Tanganyika and Zanzibar) 1387, 1728, 1869, 
2564, 2699, 2739, 3063, 3574, 3585, 3721, 3776, 4038, 4101, 4145, 
5059, 5893

Africa–Togo (Togoland until 1914) 919, 4443, 5298

Africa–Tunisia 117, 1387, 3849, 4837

Africa–Uganda 496, 650, 666, 667, 680, 726, 963, 1387, 2102, 
2361, 2454, 2457, 2476, 3059, 3400, 3585, 3751, 5893

Africa–Zambia (Northern Rhodesia from 1899-1964) 1387, 1869, 
2414, 2454, 2997, 4920, 5481, 5506, 5757, 5759

Africa–Zimbabwe (Southern Rhodesia from 1923-1970, Rhodesia 
from 1970-79) 914, 1177, 1231, 1387, 1848, 1869, 2468, 5158, 
5481, 5545, 5546, 5549, 5565

Ag Processing Inc a cooperative (AGP) 4836

Agricultural Chemistry and Engineering, Bureau. See United States 
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Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of Agricultural and 
Industrial Chemistry

Agricultural Economics, Bureau of. See United States Department 
of Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of Agricultural Economics

Agricultural Experiment Stations in the United States 15, 21, 38, 
39, 47, 53, 55, 107, 116, 121, 122, 135, 149, 153, 158, 182, 203, 
205, 210, 236, 299, 323, 327, 392, 419, 420, 460, 477, 488, 551, 
566, 568, 570, 574, 588, 592, 636, 640, 648, 651, 652, 685, 697, 
700, 714, 756, 770, 774, 787, 807, 852, 975, 1012, 1026, 1087, 
1104, 1156, 1180, 1192, 1198, 1209, 1226, 1231, 1241, 1271, 1272, 
1312, 1345, 1391, 1419, 1424, 1464, 1528, 1556, 1629, 1650, 1729, 
1762, 1818, 1830, 1858, 1863, 1885, 2047, 2059, 2086, 2164, 2174, 
2199, 2215, 2221, 2224, 2228, 2278, 2348, 2388, 2409, 2425, 2435, 
2480, 2485, 2486, 2549, 2593, 2604, 2622, 2630, 2713, 2714, 2716, 
2732, 2843, 2845, 2855, 2924, 2992, 3040, 3111, 3139, 3143, 3273, 
3321, 3457, 3465, 3485, 3487, 3589, 3680, 3686, 3720, 3904, 4242, 
4435, 4486, 4488, 4500, 4516, 4550, 4570, 4717, 4756, 4961, 5053, 
5132, 5432, 5452, 5456, 5488, 5507, 5621, 5704, 5749, 5896

Agricultural Marketing Service of USDA. See United States 
Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Agricultural Marketing Service 
(AMS)

Agricultural Research Service of USDA. See United States 
Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Agricultural Research Service 
(ARS)

Agricultural Service of USDA. See United States Department of 
Agriculture (USDA)–Agricultural Cooperative Service. Including 
Farmer Cooperative Service (1926)

Agronomy, soybean. See Cultural Practices, Soybean Production

Aihara, Herman and Cornellia–Their Life and Work with 
Macrobiotics 1611, 1965, 1966, 2009, 2097, 2775, 2886, 2920, 
2931, 3095, 3566, 4466, 4548, 4989, 5129, 5130

Ajinomoto Co. Inc. (Tokyo, Japan) 266, 321, 916, 2209, 3500, 
3724, 4164, 4190, 4296, 4771, 5876

Akwarius Almere. See Manna Natural Foods (Amsterdam, The 
Netherlands)

Alcott, Amos Bronson (1799-1888). Vegetarian Pioneer in the 
United States. Also His Daughter Louisa May Alcott (1832-1888), 
and Fruitlands 1228, 1801, 3377

Alcott, William Andrus (M.D., 1798-1859). Vegetarian Pioneer in 
the United States 1228

Alfa-Laval (Lund, Sweden) 2368, 2684, 4298, 4666, 4736, 5182, 
5463, 5464, 5642, 5671, 5686

Alfalfa or Lucerne / Lucern (Medicago sativa) 27, 373, 382, 568, 
644, 677, 685, 714, 756, 954, 967, 969, 974, 986, 1300, 1581, 1739, 
2271, 2905, 2954, 3021, 3097, 3132, 3514, 3538, 3879, 3894, 3959, 
4155, 4247, 4309, 4495, 5144, 5172, 5735, 5799

Alfalfa or Lucerne / Lucern (Medicago sativa)–Other Uses for 
Human Food or Drink, Including Tea, Flour, Tablets, and Leaf 
Protein Concentrate (LPC). See Also Alfalfa Sprouts 949, 1739, 
2676, 2899, 2905, 3132, 3537, 4618

Alfalfa Sprouts (Medicago sativa) 3514, 3538, 3894, 4309, 5144, 
5799

Alkaline food, ash, reaction, or balance in diet and health. See 
Nutrition–Acid-Base Balance

Allergies. See Nutrition–Allergens

Allied Mills, Inc. (Formed 6 Aug. 1929) by the Merger of American 
Milling Co. (Peoria, Illinois) and McMillen Feed Co. Maker of 
Wayne Feeds 159, 208, 464, 672, 930, 1090

All-India Research Project on Soyabean (ICAR). See Asia, South–
India. Work of the Indian Council of Agricultural Research (ICAR)

Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Co. (Milwaukee, Wisconsin). Made 
Farm Equipment (Tractors, Combines) and Soybean Processing 
Equipment (Driers, Rolling and Flaking Mills, Solvent Extraction 
Units) 962, 3237

Almond Butter or Almond Paste 634, 4742

Almond Milk and Cream. See also: Almonds Used to Flavor 
Soymilk, Rice Milk, etc.. 524, 827, 1141, 1404, 1459, 2272, 2937, 
2979, 3598, 4267, 4649

Almond Oil 528, 3415, 4369

Almonds Used to Flavor Commercial Soymilk, Soy Ice Cream, 
Soy Cheese, Amazake, Rice Milk, or Other Commercial Non-Dairy 
Products 4987

Almonds (Prunus dulcis syn. P. amygdalus)–Especially Origin and 
Early History of the Almond. Including Almond Bread, Almond 
Meal, and Almonds Seasoned with Soy Sauce / Tamari 161, 238, 
388, 820, 949, 967, 2488, 2588, 2671, 3219, 5290

Alpro (Wevelgem, Belgium), Including the Provamel and Belsoy 
Brands Sold in Health Foods Stores 4788, 4882, 5425, 5535, 5598, 
5601, 5642, 5727, 5743, 5885

Alternative medicine. See Medicine–Alternative

Aluminum in Soybeans and Soyfoods 849, 1589, 2786, 4270, 4979, 
5098, 5220, 5657, 5679, 5851, 5852, 5854, 5879, 5885, 5996, 6029

Aluminum in the Diet and Cooking Utensils–Problems. Soy Is Not 
Mentioned 872, 1241, 2822, 2989, 4001, 5077, 5220, 5227, 5791, 
6020, 6023

Amaranth, Grown for Grain / Seed (Amaranthus hypochondriacus, 
A. caudatus, and A. cruentus. Genus formerly spelled Amarantus) 
2147, 3539, 3981, 4784, 5877

Amazake. See Rice Milk (Non-Dairy)–Amazake
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American Health Food Association, Founder. See Berhalter, 
Anthony A.

American Lecithin Corp. (Incorporated 1930), American Lecithin 
Company (Re-incorporated 1934-35), and Joseph Eichberg, 
President of Both 67, 87, 97, 105, 106, 380, 381, 405, 473, 553, 
565, 617, 618, 672, 957, 1080, 1463, 1920, 2683, 3216, 3805, 3843, 
4484, 4871, 4872, 4908, 4933, 5056, 5080

American Milling Co. See Allied Mills, Inc.

American Miso Co. (Rutherfordton, North Carolina) 3721, 4808, 
4851

American Natural Snacks (St. Augustine, Florida) 5490

American Soy Products (Michigan). See Natural Foods Distributors 
and Manufacturers in the USA–Eden Foods

American Soy Products (Saline, Michigan). Started Nov. 1986 
5601, 5665

American Soybean Association (ASA)–Activities in the United 
States and Canada, and General Information (Headquarters in 
St. Louis, Missouri. Established 3 Sept. 1920. Named National 
Soybean Growers’ Association until 1925) 2224, 3095, 3639, 3667, 
3832, 3864, 3974, 4031, 4088, 4146, 4163, 4313, 4709, 4836, 4912, 
5339, 5348, 5392, 5428, 5430, 5433, 5461, 5469, 5478, 5515, 5525, 
5592, 5615, 5653, 5858, 5883, 5890, 5938

American Soybean Association (ASA)–Activities, Offi ces, and 
Infl uence in Asia 909, 1106, 1182, 1204, 1217, 1489, 1490, 1948, 
3946, 4403, 4934, 5455

American Soybean Association (ASA)–Activities, Offi ces, and 
Infl uence in Europe (Western and Eastern) 253, 291, 300, 1248, 
1462, 2124, 2684

American Soybean Association (ASA)–Activities, Offi ces, and 
Infl uence in Latin America 1489, 1490, 1492, 2873, 2910, 2921, 
3123, 3503, 4041, 4501, 4725, 5363, 5367, 5431, 5484, 5740, 5865, 
5866, 5868, 5897

American Soybean Association (ASA)–Activities, Offi ces, and 
Infl uence Worldwide (General) 291, 3124, 5469

American Soybean Association (ASA)–Checkoff Programs 
(Legislated / Mandatory Funding. State Programs Starting in North 
Carolina in Sept. 1966, National Programs–SPARC–Starting in 
1989-1991), and State Promotion Boards (Research & Promotion 
Councils) 4403, 4598, 4599, 4600, 5469, 5478

American Soybean Association (ASA)–Funding and Fundraising 
Before Checkoff Program or 1971. Voluntary or from USDA (FAS 
or ARS) 909

American Soybean Association (ASA)–Honorary Life Members 
937, 2224

American Soybean Association (ASA)–Japanese-American 
Soybean Institute (JASI) 936, 937, 1090, 1106, 1150, 1178, 1204, 
1601, 1948, 3832

American Soybean Association (ASA)–Legislative Activities 5461, 
5592

American Soybean Association (ASA) or United Soybean Board–
Activities Related to Food Uses of Soybeans / Soyfoods, or Soy 
Nutrition, Outside the United States (Not Including Soy Oil) 253, 
300, 909, 1106, 1204, 1489, 1490, 1948, 2684, 2873, 2910, 3079, 
3123, 3124, 3416, 3503, 3601, 3946, 4041, 4403, 4501, 4502, 4599, 
4600, 4725, 4882, 5363, 5367, 5431, 5455, 5484, 5740, 5865, 5866, 
5868, 5897, 5913, 5943

American Soybean Association (ASA)–Periodicals, Including 
Soybean Digest, Proceedings of the American Soybean Assoc., 
Soybean Blue Book, Soya Bluebook, Late News, etc.. 1090, 1462, 
3832, 5158, 5165, 6031

American Soybean Association (ASA)–Soybean Council of 
America (June 1956-1969). Replaced by American Soybean 
Institute (Est. 11 July 1969) 1004, 1090, 1182, 1188, 1217, 1226, 
1248, 1260, 1311, 1328, 1462, 1489, 1490, 1492, 1600, 1651, 2124

American Soybean Association (ASA)–State Soybean Associations 
and Boards (Starting with Minnesota in 1962) 4987, 5837

American Soybean Association (ASA)–State Soybean Associations 
and United Soybean Board–Activities Related to Food Uses of 
Soybeans / Soyfoods, or Soy Nutrition, in the United States (Not 
Including Soy Oil or Edible Oil Products) 324, 937, 1762, 3842, 
4088, 4158, 5190, 5478, 5503, 5837, 5883

American Soybean Association (ASA)–Strayer. See Strayer Family 
of Iowa

American Soybean Association–Research Foundation (ASARF, 
1965-1980), Market Development Foundation (ASAMDF, ASMDF, 
1977-1980), and American Soybean Development Foundation 
(ASDF, Dec. 1980--1991) 3842

American Vegetarian Society. See Vegetarianism–Vegetarian 
Societies in North America–American Vegetarian Society (1850-
1862?)

Amino Acids and Amino Acid Composition and Content. See also 
Nutrition–Protein Quality; Soy Sauce, HVP Type 4, 8, 17, 18, 21, 
26, 36, 39, 40, 42, 48, 52, 53, 58, 61, 69, 72, 73, 85, 93, 96, 99, 100, 
108, 109, 127, 132, 135, 137, 139, 143, 148, 149, 153, 158, 160, 
163, 165, 176, 179, 180, 182, 188, 189, 200, 204, 207, 211, 219, 
227, 232, 236, 237, 238, 240, 246, 248, 253, 256, 260, 262, 265, 
268, 287, 290, 291, 297, 315, 321, 322, 323, 338, 346, 362, 379, 
380, 381, 385, 386, 388, 395, 397, 400, 401, 410, 422, 431, 432, 
434, 438, 446, 451, 452, 455, 456, 459, 461, 462, 465, 468, 483, 
488, 499, 500, 502, 504, 508, 509, 525, 533, 537, 541, 543, 572, 
573, 587, 591, 598, 602, 609, 615, 633, 634, 664, 665, 667, 668, 
669, 670, 674, 690, 694, 696, 712, 718, 720, 741, 750, 751, 758, 
764, 769, 771, 783, 786, 787, 790, 801, 802, 807, 812, 814, 816, 
817, 818, 820, 830, 834, 845, 852, 856, 862, 870, 874, 876, 885, 
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893, 898, 901, 905, 930, 931, 933, 939, 940, 946, 949, 954, 956, 
959, 962, 963, 965, 966, 967, 969, 970, 972, 973, 974, 975, 976, 
983, 986, 995, 996, 1000, 1006, 1008, 1013, 1014, 1018, 1022, 
1043, 1049, 1056, 1057, 1065, 1067, 1071, 1077, 1078, 1090, 1094, 
1103, 1104, 1106, 1108, 1109, 1112, 1118, 1123, 1136, 1138, 1146, 
1150, 1164, 1166, 1167, 1174, 1175, 1180, 1181, 1184, 1188, 1189, 
1193, 1200, 1202, 1204, 1213, 1214, 1219, 1223, 1225, 1232, 1235, 
1241, 1242, 1244, 1252, 1254, 1256, 1257, 1261, 1264, 1265, 1266, 
1272, 1276, 1278, 1285, 1287, 1295, 1298, 1321, 1328, 1329, 1330, 
1332, 1335, 1343, 1344, 1345, 1346, 1347, 1372, 1373, 1375, 1381, 
1385, 1392, 1400, 1403, 1408, 1415, 1418, 1425, 1428, 1433, 1448, 
1454, 1458, 1459, 1460, 1466, 1467, 1468, 1470, 1480, 1484, 1495, 
1497, 1501, 1502, 1503, 1504, 1505, 1510, 1525, 1527, 1528, 1529, 
1537, 1547, 1550, 1569, 1570, 1571, 1573, 1577, 1583, 1588, 1593, 
1601, 1603, 1615, 1622, 1623, 1629, 1634, 1636, 1644, 1649, 1650, 
1651, 1656, 1657, 1658, 1666, 1667, 1674, 1685, 1688, 1690, 1691, 
1692, 1699, 1701, 1707, 1710, 1714, 1715, 1716, 1717, 1721, 1722, 
1723, 1729, 1730, 1731, 1732, 1738, 1739, 1745, 1746, 1750, 1751, 
1752, 1764, 1792, 1793, 1794, 1796, 1797, 1798, 1799, 1805, 1807, 
1817, 1819, 1820, 1821, 1822, 1827, 1836, 1837, 1840, 1842, 1846, 
1851, 1854, 1859, 1861, 1865, 1868, 1869, 1872, 1873, 1878, 1880, 
1897, 1904, 1914, 1920, 1922, 1923, 1927, 1933, 1934, 1939, 1949, 
1957, 1964, 1965, 1973, 1975, 1978, 1980, 1986, 1990, 1991, 1993, 
2001, 2011, 2014, 2021, 2025, 2031, 2041, 2047, 2050, 2052, 2057, 
2060, 2063, 2065, 2072, 2073, 2083, 2099, 2100, 2103, 2106, 2107, 
2113, 2122, 2124, 2125, 2126, 2128, 2134, 2140, 2145, 2147, 2171, 
2176, 2177, 2178, 2179, 2182, 2183, 2186, 2187, 2191, 2197, 2200, 
2201, 2205, 2207, 2209, 2212, 2213, 2216, 2217, 2221, 2222, 2228, 
2237, 2240, 2244, 2249, 2262, 2266, 2275, 2279, 2284, 2288, 2290, 
2292, 2293, 2294, 2295, 2296, 2298, 2301, 2302, 2305, 2316, 2317, 
2319, 2320, 2332, 2335, 2343, 2346, 2348, 2349, 2353, 2354, 2359, 
2364, 2374, 2381, 2386, 2388, 2390, 2394, 2395, 2396, 2401, 2425, 
2436, 2437, 2444, 2461, 2463, 2468, 2469, 2488, 2501, 2502, 2511, 
2514, 2515, 2523, 2524, 2525, 2531, 2534, 2535, 2537, 2542, 2547, 
2551, 2552, 2554, 2555, 2558, 2562, 2567, 2578, 2582, 2583, 2589, 
2599, 2604, 2608, 2611, 2613, 2616, 2617, 2618, 2621, 2624, 2630, 
2633, 2636, 2642, 2648, 2651, 2652, 2656, 2659, 2665, 2677, 2679, 
2687, 2699, 2700, 2702, 2708, 2710, 2711, 2712, 2720, 2723, 2724, 
2726, 2735, 2737, 2743, 2746, 2748, 2758, 2764, 2765, 2774, 2775, 
2783, 2784, 2804, 2807, 2811, 2814, 2816, 2821, 2825, 2833, 2838, 
2852, 2856, 2857, 2860, 2861, 2868, 2886, 2923, 2926, 2929, 2936, 
2937, 2943, 2952, 2957, 2959, 2966, 2971, 2972, 2978, 2987, 2988, 
2991, 2992, 3003, 3004, 3017, 3018, 3020, 3024, 3025, 3026, 3028, 
3037, 3041, 3048, 3056, 3079, 3082, 3084, 3089, 3090, 3093, 3100, 
3105, 3110, 3112, 3116, 3124, 3139, 3140, 3149, 3150, 3158, 3164, 
3166, 3174, 3179, 3180, 3203, 3208, 3228, 3229, 3234, 3243, 3245, 
3246, 3249, 3251, 3270, 3273, 3278, 3282, 3312, 3317, 3320, 3323, 
3325, 3326, 3327, 3331, 3335, 3358, 3363, 3364, 3365, 3367, 3369, 
3382, 3383, 3385, 3386, 3388, 3389, 3406, 3411, 3419, 3421, 3429, 
3434, 3448, 3449, 3473, 3478, 3485, 3491, 3500, 3503, 3507, 3518, 
3527, 3531, 3539, 3552, 3558, 3559, 3565, 3571, 3580, 3591, 3596, 
3599, 3604, 3606, 3607, 3624, 3625, 3636, 3638, 3647, 3660, 3664, 
3666, 3669, 3676, 3677, 3680, 3682, 3686, 3725, 3726, 3762, 3767, 
3779, 3784, 3789, 3791, 3792, 3798, 3830, 3832, 3847, 3869, 3870, 
3871, 3886, 3912, 3916, 3924, 3938, 3950, 3963, 3966, 3971, 3979, 
3982, 3994, 3998, 4012, 4014, 4015, 4027, 4042, 4085, 4088, 4089, 
4094, 4100, 4112, 4115, 4117, 4119, 4132, 4133, 4136, 4138, 4151, 
4160, 4164, 4172, 4191, 4203, 4216, 4220, 4223, 4248, 4259, 4272, 
4273, 4295, 4298, 4306, 4327, 4343, 4353, 4358, 4363, 4370, 4373, 
4381, 4383, 4392, 4402, 4410, 4419, 4429, 4433, 4440, 4449, 4459, 

4468, 4498, 4506, 4511, 4512, 4514, 4520, 4522, 4546, 4550, 4556, 
4564, 4582, 4584, 4585, 4596, 4602, 4606, 4617, 4625, 4626, 4631, 
4649, 4650, 4651, 4653, 4654, 4655, 4660, 4671, 4672, 4674, 4680, 
4683, 4702, 4722, 4726, 4727, 4730, 4737, 4739, 4748, 4756, 4765, 
4769, 4780, 4784, 4785, 4791, 4799, 4810, 4826, 4837, 4839, 4841, 
4844, 4851, 4852, 4857, 4859, 4868, 4878, 4885, 4902, 4906, 4913, 
4915, 4924, 4946, 4953, 4954, 4958, 4973, 4981, 5014, 5020, 5030, 
5044, 5048, 5050, 5064, 5072, 5094, 5109, 5116, 5148, 5161, 5169, 
5191, 5209, 5217, 5218, 5226, 5235, 5256, 5278, 5279, 5284, 5288, 
5296, 5309, 5313, 5353, 5366, 5382, 5385, 5388, 5410, 5419, 5420, 
5435, 5469, 5471, 5480, 5481, 5508, 5514, 5518, 5519, 5538, 5544, 
5551, 5561, 5575, 5576, 5584, 5589, 5597, 5611, 5620, 5626, 5627, 
5631, 5650, 5659, 5698, 5706, 5710, 5712, 5735, 5748, 5750, 5751, 
5752, 5759, 5797, 5808, 5818, 5825, 5841, 5844, 5847, 5876, 5880, 
5895, 5896, 5915, 5926, 5933, 5961, 5975, 5979, 6012, 6013, 6025

Anatomy, soybean. See Soybean–Morphology, Structure, and 
Anatomy

Anderson International Corp. (Cleveland, Ohio). Manufacturer of 
Expellers for Soybean Crushing, Solvent Extraction Equipment, 
and Extrusion Cooking Equipment. Formerly V.D. Anderson Co. 
and Anderson IBEC 238, 962, 1090, 5059

Andreas Family of Minnesota and Iowa–Incl. Reuben Peter 
Andreas, and his sons Albert, Glenn, Dwayne (1918-2016), and 
Lowell Andreas (1922-2009) 936, 2834, 4282

Ang-kak. See Koji, Red Rice

Ang-kak or angkak. See Koji, Red Rice

Animal Rights / Liberation. Avoidance of Exploitation of Animals 
by Humans 2594

Animal Welfare (Including Protection and Cruel Treatment of 
Animals). See also: Animal Rights 4597

Antarctica 3407

Antinutritional Factors (General). See also: Allergens, Estrogens, 
Goitrogens, Hemagglutinins (Lectins), Trypsin / Protease Inhibitors. 
See also: Phytic Acid 17, 38, 92, 108, 122, 127, 153, 182, 190, 216, 
320, 373, 400, 401, 458, 459, 535, 541, 828, 928, 939, 962, 974, 
988, 1117, 1133, 1142, 1147, 1172, 1205, 1206, 1216, 1302, 1331, 
1351, 1352, 1353, 1357, 1405, 1465, 1547, 1555, 1572, 1578, 1588, 
1642, 1666, 1700, 1727, 1761, 1930, 2027, 2131, 2143, 2149, 2164, 
2201, 2263, 2310, 2322, 2327, 2329, 2331, 2396, 2504, 2507, 2530, 
2536, 2580, 2611, 2618, 2621, 2643, 2648, 2659, 2700, 2785, 2973, 
2982, 3003, 3005, 3044, 3045, 3068, 3101, 3108, 3137, 3218, 3230, 
3263, 3270, 3272, 3323, 3334, 3367, 3395, 3413, 3424, 3466, 3548, 
3550, 3586, 3621, 3639, 3694, 3707, 3800, 3812, 3864, 3946, 3951, 
3960, 3985, 3986, 3987, 3992, 4014, 4056, 4066, 4088, 4111, 4118, 
4127, 4128, 4191, 4246, 4250, 4255, 4261, 4294, 4295, 4368, 4384, 
4405, 4481, 4482, 4537, 4541, 4552, 4608, 4614, 4658, 4666, 4700, 
4718, 4735, 4759, 4763, 4814, 4846, 4894, 4960, 5042, 5047, 5065, 
5093, 5150, 5155, 5176, 5179, 5191, 5264, 5288, 5320, 5330, 5450, 
5469, 5481, 5506, 5553, 5620, 5633, 5679, 5705, 5706, 5713, 5797, 
5801, 5827, 5842, 5857, 5870, 5907, 5912, 5922, 5923, 5928, 5960, 
5995, 6017, 6019, 6022, 6024, 6026, 6035
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Antioxidants and Antioxidant / Antioxidative Activity (Especially 
in Soybeans and Soyfoods) 6, 32, 40, 47, 65, 87, 88, 89, 98, 101, 
105, 106, 112, 123, 140, 169, 196, 228, 273, 276, 296, 360, 380, 
447, 454, 473, 497, 617, 685, 728, 733, 850, 918, 1016, 1039, 1110, 
1111, 1231, 1246, 1334, 1424, 1427, 1479, 1511, 1563, 1647, 1776, 
1936, 1958, 2048, 2130, 2266, 2342, 2360, 2408, 2423, 2452, 2453, 
2509, 2540, 2612, 2634, 2753, 2779, 2812, 2896, 2915, 2955, 2989, 
3003, 3137, 3328, 3335, 3346, 3399, 3433, 3436, 3495, 3608, 3651, 
3730, 3750, 3826, 3900, 3905, 3952, 4010, 4046, 4138, 4169, 4229, 
4253, 4281, 4304, 4409, 4418, 4717, 4734, 4812, 4875, 4927, 5011, 
5032, 5063, 5079, 5083, 5133, 5140, 5223, 5230, 5235, 5275, 5330, 
5476, 5590, 5624, 5638, 5676, 5771, 5859, 5901, 5911

Antivitamin Activity and Antivitamins (Substances in Raw 
Soybeans Which Can Destroy Vitamins A, B-12, D, E, and K) 392, 
558, 652, 661, 1041, 1475, 1483, 1561, 1598, 1616, 1697, 1774, 
1778, 2024, 2069, 2077, 2144, 2183, 2232, 2530, 2621, 2668, 2700, 
2954, 2982, 3194, 3988, 3990, 4071, 4111, 4113, 4659, 5060, 5842

Appliances. See Blender, Juicer

APV Systems, Soya Technology Division. Named Danish Turnkey 
Dairies Ltd., Soya Technology Division until 1987 (Aarhus, 
Denmark; DTD / STS) 4570, 5427, 5463, 5464, 5642, 5798, 5880

Aquaculture. See Fish or Crustaceans (e.g. Shrimp) Fed Soybean 
Meal Using Aquaculture or Mariculture

Archaeology and Archaeological Discoveries of Ancient Soybeans 
or Soyfoods 3024, 3025, 3026, 3191, 3991, 5571

Archer Daniels Midland Co. (ADM) (Decatur, Illinois; 
Minneapolis, Minnesota until 1969) 22, 92, 106, 118, 129, 169, 179, 
253, 275, 337, 420, 425, 444, 465, 549, 576, 672, 813, 835, 930, 
1004, 1079, 1090, 1096, 1188, 1198, 1212, 1260, 1273, 1310, 1406, 
1423, 1424, 1489, 1490, 1491, 1510, 1546, 1630, 1762, 1809, 1831, 
1834, 1848, 1922, 1954, 2120, 2173, 2181, 2191, 2203, 2272, 2276, 
2292, 2302, 2304, 2326, 2349, 2467, 2534, 2548, 2552, 2568, 2604, 
2684, 2709, 2800, 2827, 2834, 2843, 2878, 2978, 3039, 3103, 3104, 
3124, 3162, 3165, 3237, 3286, 3313, 3365, 3389, 3453, 3454, 3461, 
3528, 3535, 3576, 3608, 3618, 3639, 3687, 3724, 3756, 3791, 3864, 
3906, 4087, 4184, 4185, 4202, 4204, 4282, 4312, 4320, 4379, 4406, 
4423, 4431, 4463, 4483, 4484, 4517, 4544, 4643, 4645, 4693, 4771, 
4837, 4866, 4908, 4924, 4933, 5020, 5070, 5134, 5290, 5463, 5502, 
5566, 5674, 5695, 5858, 5865, 5867, 5885, 5897, 5981

Argentina. See Latin America, South America–Argentina

Arkady, British. See British Arkady Co. Ltd.

Arkansas Grain Corp. See Riceland Foods

Arrowhead Mills (Hereford, Deaf Smith County, Texas). 
Established in Aug. 1960 by Frank Ford. Including Arrowhead 
Distributing 2768, 2822

Asgrow (Des Moines, Iowa). Incl. Associated Seed Growers, 
Inc. Acquired in Feb. 1997 by Monsanto Co. from Empresas La 
Moderna, S.A. (ELM) 3449

Asia, Central–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen 
concerning soybeans in a certain Central Asian country 2522

Asia, Central–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen 
concerning the cultivation of soybeans in a certain Central Asian 
country 2522

Asia, Central–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document contains 
the earliest date seen for soybeans in a certain Central Asian country 
2522

Asia, Central–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document contains 
the earliest date seen for the cultivation of soybeans in a certain 
Central Asian country 2522

Asia, Central–Kazakhstan / Kazakstan (Formerly Kazakh SSR, a 
Central Asian Soviet Republic from 1917 to Dec. 1991) 302

Asia, Central–Tajikistan (Formerly Tadzhik SSR, a Central Asian 
Soviet Republic from 1917 to Dec. 1991. Also spelled Tadzhikistan) 
5012, 5198

Asia, Central–Turkmenistan (Formerly Turkmen SSR, a Central 
Asian Soviet Republic from 1917 to Dec. 1991) 2522, 2952

Asia, Central–Uzbekistan (Formerly Uzbek SSR, a Central Asian 
Soviet Republic from 1917 to Dec. 1991) 2950

Asia, East–China–Chinese Restaurants Outside China, or Soy 
Ingredients Used in Chinese-Style Recipes, Food Products, or 
Dishes Outside China 2716, 4300, 4435

Asia, East–China (People’s Republic of China; Zhonghua Renmin 
Gonghe Guo). See also Hong Kong, Manchuria, and Tibet 36, 37, 
57, 62, 66, 91, 114, 117, 130, 175, 244, 252, 266, 281, 284, 321, 
329, 375, 388, 409, 449, 454, 582, 663, 784, 813, 815, 889, 895, 
934, 937, 962, 982, 1134, 1186, 1234, 1248, 1303, 1304, 1328, 
1342, 1343, 1367, 1368, 1387, 1420, 1422, 1450, 1461, 1509, 1597, 
1618, 1668, 1675, 1676, 1732, 1780, 1783, 1805, 1817, 2159, 2175, 
2196, 2222, 2299, 2489, 2531, 2532, 2535, 2537, 2541, 2655, 2663, 
2737, 2789, 2800, 2847, 2927, 2935, 2938, 2987, 2988, 3007, 3024, 
3025, 3026, 3030, 3087, 3088, 3096, 3119, 3169, 3186, 3288, 3365, 
3371, 3372, 3390, 3397, 3406, 3408, 3442, 3581, 3585, 3588, 3675, 
3700, 3854, 3894, 3896, 3934, 3978, 3984, 3991, 4031, 4032, 4082, 
4086, 4096, 4108, 4109, 4121, 4149, 4152, 4228, 4239, 4252, 4255, 
4295, 4305, 4335, 4401, 4469, 4470, 4471, 4498, 4502, 4503, 4506, 
4509, 4515, 4520, 4524, 4530, 4531, 4533, 4536, 4537, 4547, 4548, 
4564, 4567, 4568, 4596, 4618, 4673, 4681, 4703, 4704, 4712, 4726, 
4727, 4738, 4767, 4774, 4777, 4780, 4784, 4789, 4805, 4821, 4832, 
4837, 4852, 4853, 4854, 4954, 4994, 5054, 5115, 5158, 5174, 5261, 
5267, 5289, 5294, 5303, 5371, 5422, 5459, 5463, 5469, 5571, 5581, 
5627, 5642, 5649, 5674, 5678, 5686, 5697, 5700, 5701, 5728, 5760, 
5768, 5802, 5806, 5815, 5845, 5846, 5876, 5911, 5961, 6013

Asia, East–China–Shennong / Shên Nung / Shen Nung–The 
Heavenly Husbandman and Mythical Early Emperor of China 375, 
1651, 3934, 4853, 5294

Asia, East–China–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–Statistics, 
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Trends, and Analyses 664, 961, 1676

Asia, East–Chinese overseas. See Chinese Overseas, Especially 
Work with Soy (Including Chinese from Taiwan, Hong Kong, 
Singapore, etc.)

Asia, East (General) 115, 875, 951, 1010, 1045, 1419, 1804, 1840, 
1843, 2164, 2299, 2488, 2489, 2511, 2679, 2684, 2718, 2732, 3466, 
3938, 4484, 4636, 4788, 4882, 5039, 5086, 5548, 5667, 5887, 5934

Asia, East–Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (SAR) 
(British Colony until 1 July 1997, then returned to China) 319, 388, 
582, 741, 815, 934, 1184, 1387, 1489, 1490, 1494, 1515, 1602, 
1618, 1714, 1848, 1951, 1984, 1986, 2058, 2073, 2185, 2222, 2286, 
2302, 2304, 2454, 2455, 2468, 2489, 2592, 3007, 3400, 3721, 3869, 
3977, 3978, 4031, 4038, 4191, 4401, 4502, 4515, 4673, 4681, 4712, 
5211, 5289, 5678, 5742

Asia, East–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document contains the 
earliest date seen for soybeans in a certain East Asian country 5571

Asia, East–Japan–Japanese Restaurants or Grocery Stores Outside 
Japan, or Soy Ingredients Used in Japanese-Style Recipes, Food 
Products, or Dishes Outside Japan 2716

Asia, East–Japan (Nihon or Nippon) 10, 37, 54, 64, 74, 157, 172, 
223, 252, 266, 271, 313, 321, 328, 346, 349, 367, 394, 411, 429, 
430, 432, 433, 434, 439, 450, 453, 454, 461, 486, 491, 493, 494, 
495, 499, 502, 504, 505, 512, 513, 519, 520, 537, 547, 548, 552, 
559, 560, 561, 562, 563, 564, 569, 582, 586, 591, 599, 607, 622, 
626, 631, 632, 633, 635, 674, 691, 693, 694, 698, 699, 702, 709, 
710, 716, 723, 735, 737, 742, 748, 750, 751, 764, 771, 788, 789, 
793, 795, 800, 802, 816, 817, 818, 823, 833, 837, 842, 849, 853, 
862, 876, 877, 878, 881, 885, 890, 902, 909, 910, 916, 917, 918, 
920, 934, 936, 937, 962, 963, 968, 970, 972, 979, 980, 984, 999, 
1005, 1018, 1019, 1028, 1029, 1030, 1031, 1032, 1033, 1045, 1054, 
1055, 1056, 1057, 1066, 1076, 1077, 1078, 1088, 1090, 1101, 1106, 
1110, 1111, 1112, 1114, 1123, 1138, 1139, 1146, 1150, 1151, 1153, 
1158, 1159, 1160, 1161, 1178, 1183, 1186, 1204, 1215, 1218, 1219, 
1224, 1231, 1235, 1242, 1249, 1252, 1262, 1267, 1272, 1276, 1287, 
1292, 1295, 1296, 1308, 1316, 1317, 1318, 1319, 1322, 1323, 1328, 
1329, 1346, 1347, 1350, 1364, 1367, 1368, 1371, 1372, 1373, 1374, 
1378, 1387, 1388, 1403, 1417, 1420, 1422, 1473, 1479, 1493, 1494, 
1511, 1514, 1515, 1518, 1534, 1538, 1539, 1541, 1545, 1558, 1560, 
1563, 1564, 1569, 1570, 1571, 1573, 1589, 1590, 1592, 1601, 1602, 
1607, 1608, 1614, 1618, 1621, 1635, 1641, 1647, 1664, 1668, 1674, 
1676, 1679, 1680, 1688, 1689, 1690, 1691, 1692, 1705, 1708, 1711, 
1714, 1720, 1732, 1733, 1742, 1745, 1748, 1749, 1756, 1757, 1776, 
1780, 1788, 1793, 1797, 1798, 1800, 1805, 1812, 1813, 1814, 1817, 
1819, 1820, 1821, 1822, 1825, 1835, 1849, 1856, 1864, 1872, 1879, 
1882, 1886, 1888, 1889, 1894, 1895, 1896, 1898, 1907, 1909, 1910, 
1915, 1921, 1933, 1934, 1938, 1939, 1943, 1947, 1948, 1958, 1960, 
1962, 1965, 1966, 1968, 1970, 1973, 1976, 1978, 1990, 1991, 2004, 
2008, 2029, 2040, 2043, 2044, 2078, 2089, 2094, 2099, 2110, 2112, 
2113, 2117, 2118, 2139, 2140, 2149, 2159, 2160, 2165, 2186, 2195, 
2196, 2201, 2205, 2208, 2209, 2212, 2227, 2233, 2236, 2243, 2247, 
2248, 2259, 2264, 2266, 2291, 2292, 2295, 2301, 2302, 2305, 2315, 
2317, 2318, 2323, 2352, 2353, 2359, 2360, 2363, 2376, 2380, 2381, 
2394, 2395, 2411, 2415, 2428, 2432, 2439, 2441, 2442, 2445, 2453, 
2463, 2464, 2470, 2488, 2489, 2492, 2493, 2501, 2509, 2514, 2521, 

2531, 2532, 2534, 2540, 2543, 2545, 2551, 2562, 2565, 2566, 2570, 
2571, 2572, 2574, 2575, 2576, 2585, 2590, 2602, 2613, 2616, 2618, 
2624, 2627, 2635, 2640, 2641, 2648, 2655, 2678, 2696, 2701, 2702, 
2708, 2717, 2719, 2720, 2723, 2724, 2725, 2726, 2738, 2743, 2749, 
2753, 2754, 2756, 2778, 2781, 2782, 2786, 2791, 2792, 2793, 2794, 
2796, 2801, 2802, 2814, 2824, 2825, 2834, 2847, 2852, 2856, 2857, 
2859, 2866, 2879, 2880, 2896, 2899, 2902, 2927, 2930, 2933, 2934, 
2935, 2937, 2938, 2941, 2946, 2947, 2955, 2987, 2988, 3009, 3024, 
3025, 3026, 3028, 3029, 3030, 3031, 3034, 3035, 3045, 3069, 3087, 
3088, 3096, 3106, 3107, 3119, 3125, 3150, 3151, 3153, 3158, 3160, 
3169, 3186, 3191, 3200, 3202, 3215, 3220, 3229, 3239, 3240, 3241, 
3243, 3245, 3246, 3252, 3275, 3283, 3287, 3288, 3309, 3316, 3320, 
3326, 3328, 3342, 3349, 3350, 3351, 3355, 3357, 3358, 3359, 3362, 
3363, 3372, 3391, 3397, 3407, 3409, 3423, 3435, 3440, 3441, 3442, 
3479, 3480, 3505, 3524, 3541, 3544, 3573, 3575, 3577, 3578, 3581, 
3583, 3584, 3585, 3596, 3629, 3643, 3656, 3674, 3675, 3677, 3697, 
3700, 3706, 3708, 3709, 3710, 3712, 3721, 3724, 3744, 3747, 3794, 
3828, 3832, 3837, 3840, 3867, 3868, 3896, 3916, 3918, 3933, 3935, 
3936, 3941, 3944, 3945, 3957, 3991, 3994, 3995, 4008, 4015, 4025, 
4027, 4031, 4032, 4034, 4072, 4077, 4086, 4091, 4097, 4106, 4121, 
4131, 4138, 4149, 4154, 4162, 4164, 4190, 4191, 4195, 4199, 4208, 
4209, 4210, 4215, 4219, 4228, 4268, 4270, 4279, 4280, 4287, 4291, 
4295, 4296, 4305, 4316, 4317, 4335, 4340, 4341, 4345, 4348, 4358, 
4370, 4379, 4381, 4382, 4391, 4392, 4399, 4400, 4401, 4418, 4422, 
4436, 4437, 4459, 4468, 4475, 4478, 4479, 4490, 4498, 4506, 4507, 
4515, 4518, 4524, 4536, 4540, 4541, 4542, 4547, 4548, 4557, 4558, 
4567, 4570, 4592, 4594, 4595, 4630, 4643, 4647, 4648, 4661, 4674, 
4682, 4689, 4692, 4706, 4708, 4712, 4713, 4721, 4734, 4747, 4748, 
4763, 4764, 4770, 4771, 4780, 4792, 4793, 4794, 4796, 4803, 4807, 
4808, 4812, 4818, 4819, 4820, 4821, 4823, 4824, 4831, 4837, 4851, 
4852, 4877, 4881, 4884, 4893, 4897, 4901, 4903, 4908, 4941, 4944, 
4949, 4970, 4975, 4989, 4992, 4993, 5000, 5002, 5005, 5006, 5008, 
5009, 5011, 5013, 5016, 5017, 5019, 5022, 5028, 5029, 5032, 5074, 
5076, 5102, 5108, 5109, 5111, 5119, 5121, 5122, 5124, 5132, 5145, 
5156, 5158, 5173, 5179, 5203, 5204, 5210, 5212, 5213, 5216, 5217, 
5226, 5228, 5232, 5233, 5235, 5242, 5245, 5254, 5255, 5258, 5267, 
5271, 5273, 5283, 5292, 5293, 5297, 5299, 5321, 5338, 5342, 5358, 
5366, 5379, 5388, 5400, 5403, 5404, 5409, 5411, 5414, 5415, 5416, 
5422, 5441, 5449, 5462, 5463, 5466, 5469, 5482, 5486, 5491, 5493, 
5496, 5499, 5500, 5501, 5504, 5506, 5508, 5516, 5527, 5528, 5529, 
5530, 5538, 5539, 5540, 5541, 5571, 5576, 5582, 5587, 5590, 5598, 
5599, 5601, 5613, 5627, 5632, 5640, 5643, 5646, 5647, 5650, 5651, 
5656, 5660, 5668, 5674, 5676, 5677, 5678, 5681, 5683, 5688, 5689, 
5692, 5697, 5708, 5721, 5724, 5729, 5736, 5752, 5768, 5782, 5793, 
5796, 5809, 5810, 5812, 5819, 5825, 5827, 5845, 5846, 5853, 5857, 
5861, 5863, 5870, 5876, 5890, 5892, 5895, 5898, 5902, 5913, 5921, 
5922, 5934, 5942, 5965, 5971, 5975, 5977, 5988, 5997, 6000, 6003, 
6013, 6021, 6034

Asia, East–Japan–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–Statistics, 
Trends, and Analyses 664, 961, 2464, 4747

Asia, East–Japanese overseas. See Japanese Overseas, Especially 
Work with Soy

Asia, East–Korea–Korean Restaurants Outside Korea, or Soy 
Ingredients Used in Korean-Style Recipes, Food Products, or 
Dishes outside Korea 2927, 2935, 3087, 3088, 4149, 4547

Asia, East–Korea (North and South; Formerly Also Spelled Corea 
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and Called “Chosen” by the Japanese [1907-1945]) 37, 266, 415, 
664, 695, 873, 874, 910, 946, 961, 1014, 1036, 1055, 1061, 1062, 
1065, 1083, 1127, 1128, 1186, 1387, 1433, 1434, 1435, 1436, 1446, 
1531, 1547, 1597, 1656, 1657, 1658, 1660, 1884, 1897, 2001, 2055, 
2056, 2091, 2115, 2201, 2231, 2246, 2254, 2341, 2410, 2489, 2535, 
2602, 2655, 2795, 2927, 2935, 2953, 3024, 3025, 3026, 3087, 3088, 
3091, 3146, 3154, 3307, 3320, 3571, 3585, 3700, 3722, 3776, 4023, 
4025, 4086, 4113, 4126, 4132, 4133, 4145, 4149, 4152, 4198, 4298, 
4343, 4381, 4393, 4401, 4422, 4433, 4436, 4506, 4547, 4548, 4580, 
4582, 4584, 4585, 4590, 4688, 4702, 4711, 4712, 4751, 4787, 4815, 
4825, 4833, 4938, 5030, 5034, 5059, 5251, 5267, 5272, 5410, 5459, 
5536, 5681, 5778, 5794, 5845, 5899, 5907, 5913, 6004

Asia, East–Korea–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–Statistics, 
Trends, and Analyses 2115

Asia, East–Koreans overseas. See Koreans Overseas, Especially 
Work with Soy

Asia, East–Macao / Macau (Portuguese Colony, then Overseas 
Territory. Returned to China in 1999) 582, 1387

Asia, East–Manchuria. See South Manchuria Railway and the South 
Manchuria Railway Company (Minami Manshu Tetsudo K.K.)

Asia, East–Manchuria (Called Manchoukuo or Manchukuo by 
Japanese 1932-45; The Provinces of Heilongjiang [Heilungkiang], 
Jilin [Kirin], and Liaoning Were Called Northeast China after 1950) 
37, 346, 454, 537, 784, 962, 972, 2201, 2464, 2655, 2966, 3007, 
4296, 4484, 4530, 4570, 4832, 5571

Asia, East–Mongolia (Mongol Uls; Outer and Inner Mongolia 
Before 1911; Mongolian People’s Republic until 1992) 3371, 6013

Asia, East–Taiwan (Republic of China. Widely called by its 
Portuguese name, Formosa, from the 1870s until about 1945) 518, 
1125, 1174, 1207, 1209, 1234, 1341, 1387, 1388, 1412, 1439, 1509, 
1520, 1532, 1547, 1594, 1602, 1618, 1632, 1652, 1663, 1764, 1811, 
1832, 1834, 1848, 1931, 1984, 2304, 2454, 2459, 2467, 2489, 2739, 
2927, 2935, 2937, 3152, 3390, 3422, 3581, 3585, 3692, 3722, 3826, 
3894, 3946, 4017, 4031, 4099, 4149, 4353, 4403, 4506, 4536, 4602, 
4683, 4688, 4707, 4953, 5158, 5260, 5289, 5312, 5353, 5506, 5514, 
5697, 5845, 5857, 5913, 6013

Asia, East–Taiwan–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–
Statistics, Trends, and Analyses 3585

Asia, East–Tibet (Conquered by China in 1950; Also called Thibet 
or, in Chinese, Sitsang) and Tibetans Outside Tibet 3095, 3406

Asia (General, Including East, Southeast, South, Middle East, and 
Central) 1332, 3366

Asia, Middle East–Afghanistan, Islamic State of 1387, 2739

Asia, Middle East–Cyprus 1295

Asia, Middle East–Introduction of Soy Products to. Earliest 
document seen concerning soybean products in a certain Middle 
Eastern country. Soybeans as such have not yet been reported by 

that date in this country 1387

Asia, Middle East–Introduction of Soy Products to. This document 
contains the earliest date seen for soybean products in a certain 
Middle Eastern country. Soybeans as such had not yet been reported 
by that date in this country 1387

Asia, Middle East–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document 
seen concerning soybeans in a certain Middle Eastern country 2382, 
2739

Asia, Middle East–Introduction of Soybeans to or Dissemination of 
Soybeans from. Other or general information and leads concerning 
the Middle East 82

Asia, Middle East–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document 
contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in a certain Middle 
Eastern country 2382, 2739

Asia, Middle East–Iran, Islamic Republic of (Jomhori-e-Islami-e-
Irân; Persia before 1935) 161, 1311, 1387, 1549, 2273, 2739, 3130, 
3273, 3839

Asia, Middle East–Iraq (al Jumhouriya al ‘Iraqia) 1387, 2512, 2739

Asia, Middle East–Israel and Judaism (State of Israel, Medinat 
Israel; Established May 1948; Including West Bank, Gaza Strip, and 
Golan Heights Since 1967) 439, 720, 954, 1020, 1100, 1121, 1148, 
1166, 1167, 1168, 1170, 1171, 1172, 1180, 1210, 1211, 1217, 1221, 
1256, 1258, 1291, 1295, 1352, 1358, 1366, 1385, 1387, 1388, 1410, 
1411, 1426, 1465, 1499, 1500, 1523, 1543, 1551, 1557, 1581, 1596, 
1605, 1623, 1696, 1704, 1715, 1725, 1726, 1754, 1810, 1816, 1850, 
1865, 1905, 1941, 2014, 2053, 2066, 2069, 2077, 2079, 2111, 2121, 
2183, 2232, 2292, 2321, 2365, 2431, 2473, 2491, 2519, 2550, 2555, 
2567, 2580, 2581, 2674, 2761, 2772, 2802, 2868, 3017, 3137, 3166, 
3250, 3312, 3598, 3669, 3673, 3959, 4014, 4160, 4216, 4242, 4368, 
4385, 4402, 4458, 4519, 4543, 4597, 4631, 4687, 4714, 4732, 4759, 
4878, 5086, 5107, 5164, 5211, 5224, 5268, 5295, 5857

Asia, Middle East–Jordan, Hashemite Kingdom of (Transjordan 
until 1949) 1295, 1387, 2739

Asia, Middle East–Kuwait (Dowlat al-Kuwait) 4136

Asia, Middle East–Lebanon (al-Jumhouriya al-Lubnaniya) 1295, 
1387, 2533, 2708

Asia, Middle East, Mideast, or Near East (General) 160, 951, 963, 
1234, 1235, 2368, 2646, 2858, 2966, 3585, 4121

Asia, Middle East–Oman, Sultanate of (Saltanat ‘Uman) 1387

Asia, Middle East–Palestine (Divided between Israel and Jordan in 
1948-49) 32

Asia, Middle East–Syria (Syrian Arab Republic; Including Latakia, 
Alawiya, and Territory of the Alaouites) 2382, 2739

Asia, Middle East–Turkey (Including Anatolia or Asia Minor) 82, 
161, 895, 1387, 2138, 2454, 2592, 3311, 3849, 4164, 5158
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Asia, Middle East–Yemen (Formed in May 1990 by the Merger of 
Pro-Soviet South Yemen [People’s Democratic Republic of Yemen, 
Including Aden] and Pro-Western North Yemen [Yemen Arab 
Republic]) 2739

Asia, South–Bangladesh, People’s Republic of (East Bengal [See 
India] from 1700s-1947, and East Pakistan [See Pakistan] from 
1947-1971) 5, 24, 222, 740, 2327, 2344, 2533, 2864, 5158, 5712, 
5760

Asia, South–Bhutan, Kingdom of 24

Asia, South–India (Bharat, Including Sikkim, and Andaman and 
Nicobar Islands) 5, 12, 24, 33, 34, 43, 46, 48, 50, 75, 78, 79, 80, 83, 
102, 120, 131, 132, 137, 141, 151, 177, 185, 186, 195, 214, 215, 
216, 222, 224, 229, 234, 235, 242, 269, 294, 295, 303, 304, 308, 
322, 348, 350, 378, 389, 397, 416, 457, 469, 471, 479, 485, 501, 
531, 532, 545, 590, 600, 614, 619, 639, 643, 650, 661, 670, 671, 
682, 740, 741, 752, 794, 813, 819, 832, 834, 851, 855, 913, 914, 
936, 971, 973, 1011, 1045, 1046, 1047, 1048, 1083, 1091, 1097, 
1103, 1105, 1109, 1123, 1164, 1179, 1181, 1182, 1228, 1234, 1237, 
1238, 1253, 1261, 1281, 1286, 1383, 1387, 1394, 1395, 1396, 1449, 
1454, 1466, 1467, 1468, 1470, 1480, 1484, 1487, 1489, 1490, 1495, 
1498, 1501, 1502, 1503, 1504, 1505, 1537, 1547, 1583, 1591, 1596, 
1618, 1622, 1651, 1683, 1732, 1746, 1752, 1799, 1833, 1851, 1869, 
1871, 1903, 1917, 1949, 1977, 1982, 2092, 2093, 2105, 2109, 2120, 
2145, 2147, 2159, 2174, 2185, 2213, 2257, 2274, 2275, 2292, 2304, 
2312, 2346, 2358, 2368, 2370, 2373, 2379, 2407, 2428, 2454, 2465, 
2468, 2481, 2488, 2511, 2536, 2552, 2569, 2587, 2598, 2614, 2621, 
2655, 2675, 2712, 2732, 2739, 2760, 2765, 2766, 2774, 2800, 2838, 
2839, 2851, 2876, 2877, 2887, 2929, 2990, 3042, 3050, 3053, 3082, 
3122, 3140, 3172, 3228, 3230, 3255, 3269, 3277, 3290, 3294, 3345, 
3365, 3384, 3400, 3420, 3429, 3434, 3437, 3495, 3513, 3518, 3523, 
3527, 3550, 3561, 3562, 3576, 3585, 3726, 3738, 3747, 3776, 3878, 
3902, 3930, 3969, 3992, 4005, 4038, 4102, 4121, 4141, 4228, 4242, 
4302, 4311, 4318, 4363, 4377, 4378, 4383, 4386, 4405, 4443, 4464, 
4467, 4523, 4625, 4649, 4690, 4771, 4784, 4816, 4873, 4901, 4905, 
4934, 4968, 4990, 5076, 5086, 5101, 5105, 5127, 5146, 5158, 5176, 
5195, 5249, 5349, 5370, 5384, 5386, 5413, 5455, 5463, 5469, 5476, 
5502, 5548, 5561, 5666, 5674, 5705, 5707, 5710, 5713, 5714, 5716, 
5759, 5803, 5840, 5857, 5880, 5901, 6028, 6035

Asia, South–India, Northeast / North-East. The Contiguous Seven 
Sister States and Sikkim–Which are Ethnically Distinct. The States 
are Arunachal Pradesh, Assam, Manipur, Meghalaya, Mizoram, 
Nagaland, and Tripura 24, 752, 2159

Asia, South–India. Work of the Indian Agricultural Research 
Institute (IARI, New Delhi) with Soyabeans in India. Established 
in 1905 as the Imperial Agricultural Research Institute (Pusa 
Samastipur, and Bihar) 2093, 2312, 2929, 3122, 3140, 3228, 3513, 
5857

Asia, South–India. Work of the Indian Council of Agricultural 
Research (ICAR), the All-India Research Project on Soyabean 
(ICAR, Uttar Pradesh), and the National Research Centre for 
Soybean (ICAR, Madhya Pradesh)–with Soyabeans in India 416, 
2092, 2481, 2990, 3140, 3747, 4816, 4873, 5105, 5127, 5176, 5413

Asia, South–India. Work of the Indian Institute of Science 
(Bangalore) with Soyabeans in India 12, 34, 46, 78, 79, 80, 83, 102, 
120, 131, 132, 137, 141, 151, 185, 186, 195, 214, 215, 216, 229, 
234, 235, 242, 295, 322, 378, 389, 397, 416, 469, 485, 530, 531, 
532, 600, 619, 643, 682, 740, 1618, 2368

Asia, South (Indian Subcontinent) 2858

Asia, South–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen 
concerning soybeans or soyfoods in connection with (but not yet in) 
a certain Southeast Asian country 2533

Asia, South–Nepal, Kingdom of 24, 1387, 2159, 3585, 4376, 5845

Asia, South–Pakistan, Islamic Republic of (Part of British India 
until 1947. Divided into West Pakistan and East Pakistan 1947-
1971, when East Pakistan Became Independent as Bangladesh) 5, 
24, 75, 131, 740, 1090, 1387, 1409, 1489, 1490, 2120, 2302, 2304, 
2327, 2458, 2739, 2966, 3023, 3913, 5086, 5131, 5154, 5542

Asia, South–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–Statistics, 
Trends, and Analyses 24, 2092, 5158

Asia, South–Sri Lanka, Democratic Socialist Republic of (Ceylon 
before 22 May 1972. Serendib was the ancient Arabic name) 388, 
696, 875, 1387, 1454, 2257, 2461, 2739, 3051, 3400, 3506, 3569, 
3582, 3585, 3776, 3810, 3887, 3955, 3969, 4038, 4159, 4221, 4223, 
4361, 4388, 5059, 5327, 5406, 5421, 5422, 5760

Asia, Southeast–Cambodia, Kingdom of (Kampuchea from 1979 to 
the 1980s; Also Khmer Republic) 64, 525, 1234, 1387, 2489, 3634

Asia, Southeast (General) 1951, 2174, 2759, 2858, 3158, 5548, 
5876

Asia, Southeast–Indonesia–Indonesian Restaurants Outside 
Indonesia, or Soy Ingredients Used in Indonesian-Style Recipes, 
Food Products, or Dishes Outside Indonesia 3037

Asia, Southeast–Indonesia (Netherland(s) Indies, Netherlands East 
Indies, or Dutch East Indies before 1945) (Including Islands of 
Java, Borneo, Celebes, Lesser Sunda, Moluccas, New Guinea [West 
Irian], and Sumatra) 64, 96, 340, 453, 530, 582, 650, 664, 669, 741, 
784, 893, 934, 936, 937, 961, 963, 1045, 1055, 1104, 1118, 1119, 
1132, 1154, 1155, 1222, 1231, 1232, 1245, 1312, 1313, 1326, 1329, 
1345, 1348, 1354, 1387, 1388, 1421, 1453, 1479, 1488, 1494, 1520, 
1536, 1547, 1549, 1565, 1610, 1618, 1677, 1707, 1762, 1770, 1780, 
1811, 1848, 1869, 1871, 1902, 1913, 1915, 1929, 1994, 2126, 2136, 
2199, 2253, 2304, 2330, 2368, 2393, 2427, 2429, 2454, 2488, 2489, 
2497, 2516, 2535, 2543, 2596, 2656, 2659, 2732, 2739, 2752, 2784, 
2800, 2815, 2934, 2961, 2976, 2994, 2996, 3087, 3088, 3096, 3120, 
3126, 3156, 3157, 3196, 3217, 3231, 3254, 3279, 3310, 3319, 3325, 
3337, 3354, 3361, 3365, 3400, 3445, 3482, 3585, 3634, 3664, 3665, 
3676, 3677, 3678, 3721, 3740, 3776, 3816, 3934, 3953, 3969, 3991, 
4031, 4113, 4145, 4173, 4201, 4207, 4211, 4212, 4213, 4229, 4237, 
4238, 4249, 4269, 4329, 4395, 4396, 4397, 4421, 4424, 4427, 4434, 
4446, 4457, 4506, 4547, 4548, 4557, 4558, 4565, 4593, 4623, 4647, 
4681, 4712, 4717, 4730, 4818, 4827, 4828, 4829, 4838, 4879, 4887, 
4891, 4897, 4901, 4917, 4918, 4919, 4922, 4923, 4925, 4926, 4927, 
4928, 4930, 4931, 4932, 4952, 4957, 4962, 5013, 5036, 5158, 5181, 
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5188, 5231, 5238, 5240, 5244, 5247, 5248, 5253, 5279, 5303, 5320, 
5411, 5469, 5558, 5590, 5592, 5674, 5747, 5805, 5861

Asia, Southeast–Indonesians overseas. See Indonesians Overseas, 
Especially Work with Soy

Asia, Southeast–Laos 525, 1177, 1387, 2489, 3311, 3634

Asia, Southeast–Malaysia, Federation of (Including East Malaysia 
Composed of Sarawak and Sabah. British Borneo or North Borneo 
from about 1881 to 1963). Federation of Malaya before 1963 66, 
937, 1234, 1387, 1494, 1542, 1740, 1770, 1884, 1979, 2223, 2454, 
2489, 2739, 3400, 3585, 3634, 3781, 3934, 4194, 4506, 4681, 4712, 
4718, 4784, 4838, 5158, 5430, 5461, 5515, 5592, 5653, 5674, 5678, 
5835, 5836, 5908, 5938

Asia, Southeast–Myanmar / Burma. Offi cially Union of Myanmar 
1234, 1387, 1447, 1489, 1490, 1770, 2488, 2489, 3585

Asia, Southeast–Philippines, Republic of the 445, 650, 741, 775, 
1213, 1387, 1452, 1489, 1490, 1597, 1602, 1618, 1770, 1805, 2138, 
2174, 2180, 2220, 2278, 2281, 2489, 2739, 2969, 3585, 3634, 3660, 
3776, 3815, 3934, 4038, 4506, 4838, 5059, 5158, 5592, 5653, 5655, 
5857, 6024

Asia, Southeast–Singapore (Part of the Straits Settlements [British] 
from 1826 to 1946) 453, 1494, 1602, 1770, 2223, 2454, 2468, 2489, 
2626, 2875, 3400, 3416, 3585, 3634, 3932, 3946, 4681, 4712, 4838, 
4904, 5182, 5211, 5264, 5427, 5463, 5642, 5678, 5943

Asia, Southeast–Thailand, Kingdom of (Siam before 1939) 171, 
650, 695, 741, 1234, 1387, 1494, 1602, 1618, 1770, 1846, 2120, 
2229, 2238, 2292, 2302, 2304, 2454, 2468, 2488, 2489, 2739, 2759, 
2937, 2939, 3120, 3296, 3326, 3329, 3400, 3437, 3585, 3634, 3776, 
3822, 3862, 3924, 3927, 3931, 3942, 3946, 4024, 4401, 4498, 4557, 
4737, 4838, 4939, 5059, 5187, 5237, 5435, 5466, 5653, 5845, 5925

Asia, Southeast–Trade (Imports or Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, 
and / or Soybean Meal–Statistics. See also Trade (International) 
4712, 5678

Asia, Southeast–Vietnam / Viet Nam, Socialist Republic of 
(North and South) (Divided by French into Tonkin, Annam, and 
Cochinchine from 1887-1945) 64, 525, 1055, 1234, 1387, 1780, 
1937, 2156, 2248, 2428, 2489, 2739, 3585, 3634, 4498, 5614, 5678

Asia, Southeast–Vietnamese overseas. See Vietnamese Overseas, 
Especially Work with Soy

Asia, soyfoods movement in. See Soyfoods Movement in Asia

Asia, Transcaucasia–Azerbaijan (Azerbaijani Republic; Formerly 
Azerbaijan SSR, a Transcaucasian Soviet Republic from 1917 to 
Dec. 1991. Also spelled Azerbaidzhan, Aderbijan) 2817

Asia, Transcaucasia–Georgia, Republic of (Formerly Georgian 
SSR, a Transcaucasian Soviet Republic from 1921 to Dec. 1991) 
302, 2499

Asia, Transcaucasia (Presently Armenia, Azerbaijan, and Georgia. 

Formerly Transcaucasian Soviet Republics from about 1917 to Dec. 
1991) 302

Asparagus bean. See Yard-Long Bean or Asparagus Bean

Aspergillus oryzae. See Koji, Miso, or Soy Sauce

Associated Seed Growers, Inc. See Asgrow (Des Moines, Iowa)

Australia. See Oceania–Australia

AVRDC–The World Vegetable Center. Named Asian Vegetable 
Research and Development Center (AVRDC) from 1971 to 2008 
(Shanhua, Taiwan) 3722, 4602, 4707, 5506, 5845

Azuki Bean. Vigna angularis (Willd.) Ohwi & H. Ohashi. Also 
called Adzuki, Aduki, Adsuki, Adzinki, Red Bean, Chinese Red 
Bean, Red Mung Bean, Small Red Bean. Japanese–Kintoki, 
Komame, Shôzu. Chinese–Xiaodou, Chixiaodou, Hsiao Tou [Small 
Bean], Ch’ih Hsiao Tou [Red Small Bean]. Former scientifi c names: 
Phaseolus radiatus (L.), Dolichos angularis (Willd.), Phaseolus 
angularis (Willd.) Wight, or Azukia angularis (Willd.) Ohwi 327, 
388, 800, 967, 1350, 1560, 1639, 1675, 1780, 2115, 2175, 2188, 
2248, 2254, 2464, 2478, 2488, 2511, 2588, 2627, 2663, 2824, 3371, 
3585, 3698, 3794, 4034, 4188, 4239, 4255, 4267, 4278, 4335, 4345, 
4435, 4618, 4630, 4641, 4643, 4659, 4847, 4939, 4949, 5054, 5066, 
5070, 5120, 5129, 5227, 5265, 5289

Azumaya, Inc. (Started Making Tofu in 1930 in San Francisco, 
California). Acquired by Vitasoy on 27 May 1993 3341, 5132, 
5669, 5905, 5939, 5949, 5980, 5983

Bacon or bacon bits, meatless. See Meat Alternatives–Meatless 
Bacon, Ham, Chorizo and Other Pork-related Products

Bacteria causing toxicity. See Toxins and Toxicity in Foods and 
Feeds–Microorganisms, Especially Bacteria, and that Cause Food 
Poisoning

Bacteria in intestines–benefi cial. See Intestinal Flora / Bacteria

Baker, Bill (1873-1942). Health Foods Pioneer, Famous Baker, 
Ojai, California 4569, 4691

Balanced Foods, Inc. (New York City, and North Bergen, New 
Jersey). Wholesale Distributor of Health Foods and Natural Foods. 
Founded in 1939 by Maurice “Doc” Shefferman, Sam and Will 
Reiser. Purchased in Dec. 1986 by Tree of Life 820, 4742, 5502

Bambarra groundnuts (Voandzeia subterranea). Also spelled 
Bambara 388, 625, 919, 1870, 2488, 2511, 4659

Barges used to transport soybeans. See Transportation of Soybeans 
or Soy Products to Market by Water Using Barges, Junks, etc

Barricini Foods (Mountain Lakes, New Jersey)–Soy Ice Cream 
Company. Acquired Farm Foods and Ice Bean on 31 May 1985. 
Sold Farm Foods to 21st Century in 1993 4916, 4966, 5010, 5347

Battle Creek Food Co. See Kellogg, John Harvey (M.D.)
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Bean curd. See Tofu

Bean curd skin. See Yuba

Bean curd sticks, dried. See Yuba–Dried Yuba Sticks

Bean paste. See Miso

Beef alternatives. See Meat Alternatives–Beef Alternatives, 
Including Beef Jerky, etc. See also Meatless Burgers

Bees, Honeybees (Apis mellifera), and Apiculture–Soy Flour Fed in 
Pollen Substitutes or Supplements 1893

Belleme, John. See American Miso Co. (Rutherfordton, North 
Carolina)

Benni, Benne, Benniseed. See Sesame Seed

Berczeller, Laszlo (1890-1955) 161, 733, 1010, 1122, 1123, 2620, 
2684, 2757, 3379, 4538

Berhalter, Anthony Albert (1878-1965). Founder of American 
Health Food Association in 1936 in Chicago 4742

Bible Christian Church in England and the USA, Including Rev. 
William Cowherd (1763-1816), Joseph Brotherton (1783-1857), 
William Harvey (1787-1870), Martha Harvey (1783-1861), and 
James Simpson (1812-1859)–all of Salford, England; and Rev. 
William Metcalfe (1788-1862) and Rev. Henry S. Clubb (1827-
1921) of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 1228

Bibliographies and / or Reviews of the Literature (Contains More 
Than 50 References or Citations) 5, 7, 30, 123, 129, 227, 228, 230, 
281, 282, 283, 314, 317, 323, 334, 335, 342, 345, 357, 360, 366, 
368, 373, 374, 420, 437, 442, 444, 447, 448, 454, 460, 467, 482, 
555, 611, 625, 650, 659, 671, 693, 708, 715, 740, 741, 761, 764, 
765, 770, 782, 819, 845, 889, 914, 949, 950, 953, 954, 955, 959, 
962, 965, 966, 972, 973, 974, 975, 983, 986, 1026, 1136, 1164, 
1175, 1225, 1239, 1246, 1281, 1302, 1324, 1332, 1351, 1360, 1442, 
1455, 1460, 1476, 1547, 1549, 1550, 1633, 1667, 1671, 1682, 1696, 
1699, 1721, 1732, 1752, 1785, 1843, 1844, 1850, 1852, 1886, 1917, 
2012, 2025, 2027, 2040, 2090, 2105, 2112, 2121, 2123, 2124, 2142, 
2145, 2148, 2194, 2240, 2269, 2310, 2327, 2337, 2378, 2396, 2489, 
2504, 2511, 2518, 2523, 2530, 2534, 2535, 2536, 2537, 2541, 2542, 
2543, 2605, 2621, 2634, 2646, 2648, 2650, 2655, 2659, 2660, 2665, 
2672, 2673, 2676, 2680, 2683, 2684, 2700, 2703, 2736, 2799, 2801, 
2806, 2807, 2813, 2833, 2841, 2858, 2865, 2907, 2910, 2927, 2935, 
2936, 2970, 2982, 3000, 3003, 3010, 3087, 3088, 3096, 3101, 3103, 
3108, 3163, 3185, 3205, 3206, 3242, 3250, 3270, 3302, 3316, 3335, 
3367, 3371, 3373, 3374, 3389, 3394, 3411, 3412, 3416, 3424, 3426, 
3448, 3472, 3536, 3540, 3543, 3547, 3550, 3558, 3559, 3581, 3585, 
3601, 3607, 3614, 3618, 3621, 3636, 3664, 3665, 3675, 3676, 3679, 
3688, 3724, 3738, 3743, 3744, 3746, 3754, 3757, 3761, 3766, 3782, 
3794, 3800, 3802, 3865, 3873, 3884, 3889, 3902, 3930, 3939, 3968, 
3972, 3973, 3974, 3989, 4001, 4006, 4040, 4041, 4042, 4043, 4051, 
4071, 4073, 4082, 4086, 4088, 4092, 4094, 4095, 4143, 4161, 4177, 
4218, 4225, 4243, 4246, 4250, 4254, 4257, 4261, 4262, 4267, 4271, 
4275, 4276, 4303, 4305, 4355, 4373, 4405, 4414, 4415, 4443, 4506, 

4525, 4536, 4539, 4547, 4548, 4567, 4572, 4607, 4614, 4617, 4623, 
4627, 4636, 4639, 4640, 4648, 4656, 4657, 4717, 4786, 4802, 4845, 
4855, 4860, 4870, 4878, 4901, 4927, 4939, 4941, 4950, 5007, 5033, 
5038, 5042, 5045, 5053, 5059, 5063, 5067, 5073, 5077, 5081, 5083, 
5085, 5089, 5090, 5096, 5100, 5106, 5115, 5178, 5273, 5280, 5288, 
5297, 5298, 5306, 5313, 5320, 5321, 5397, 5420, 5437, 5439, 5448, 
5454, 5459, 5498, 5531, 5563, 5566, 5570, 5578, 5609, 5619, 5620, 
5627, 5651, 5728, 5732, 5739, 5746, 5747, 5817, 5825, 5829, 5842, 
5843, 5846, 5881, 5889, 5909, 5929, 5933, 5960, 5964, 5978, 5988, 
6012, 6019, 6023, 6025, 6034, 6035, 6036

Biloxi soybean variety. See Soybean Varieties USA–Biloxi

Binder for Sand Foundry Cores / Core Oil–Industrial Uses of Soy 
Oil as a Drying Oil 672

Biogenic Amines, Spermidine, and Polyamines 5148, 5226, 5260

Biographies, Biographical Sketches, and Autobiographies–See also: 
Obituaries 474, 621, 646, 770, 813, 937, 1034, 1122, 1123, 1251, 
1408, 1506, 1556, 1625, 1639, 1714, 1987, 2272, 2400, 2549, 2594, 
2822, 2849, 2927, 2935, 3087, 3088, 3096, 3374, 3415, 3896, 4149, 
4245, 4536, 4547, 4784, 4834, 4847, 4856, 5086, 5289, 5408, 5455, 
5544, 5747, 5768, 5857, 6027

Biological control. See Integrated Pest Management (IPM)

Biotechnology applied to soybeans. See Genetic Engineering, 
Transgenics, Transgenic Plants and Biotechnology / Biotech

Black Gram or Urd. Vigna mungo. Formerly Phaseolus mungo 151, 
388, 2488, 2511, 3172

Black soybeans. See Soybean Seeds–Black, Soybean Seeds–Black 
in Color

Black-eyed pea. See Cowpea–Vigna unguiculata

Blaw-Knox Co. (Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania). Maker of Soybean 
Crushing Equipment, Especially the Rotocel 435, 436, 962, 1090, 
2648, 3006

Blender, Electric (Kitchen Appliance)–Including Liquefi er, 
Liquidizer, Liquifi er, Osterizer, Waring Blender, Waring Blendor, 
Waring Mixer, Whiz-Mix, Vitamix–Early Records Only 163, 451, 
666, 1140, 1459, 1789, 2249

Blender–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in 
Various Languages 163

Boca Burger. See Kraft Foods Inc.

Bongkrek poisoning. See Toxins and Toxicity in Foods and Feeds–
Bongkrek Poisoning Factors

Boone Valley Cooperative Processing Association (Eagle Grove, 
Iowa) 4836

Borden, Inc. (Columbus, Ohio; New York City, New York; 
Waterloo, Iowa; Elgin and Kankakee, Illinois) 36, 60, 94, 147, 524, 
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538, 578, 579, 721, 786, 898, 1050, 1098, 1107, 1115, 1117, 1141, 
1185, 1208, 1273, 1321, 1326, 1354, 1360, 1378, 1803, 1848, 1904, 
1985, 2306, 3211, 3415, 3449, 4032, 4146, 5598, 5864, 5964

Botany–Soybean 230, 355, 1026, 1332, 1675, 2052, 4614, 5829, 
5886, 6031

Bowen, Samuel (1732-1777)–He Introduced the Soybean to North 
America in 1765. See also: (1) His Ancestors and Descendants. (2) 
James Flint 5857

Boyer, Robert. See Ford, Henry

Brady Crop Cooker. See Extruders and Extrusion Cooking, Low 
Cost–Brady Crop Cooker

Bragg Liquid Aminos–Made from Hydrolyzed Vegetable Protein 
(HVP) 2966

Bragg, Paul Chappius (1895-1975) Author and Health Foods 
Advocate 160, 1140, 2707, 2966, 4742

Bran, soy. See Fiber, Soy

Brassica napus. See Rapeseed

Brassica napus (L.) var. napus. See Canola

Brazil. See Latin America, South America–Brazil

Breeding of soybeans. See Genetic Engineering, Transgenics, 
Transgenic Plants and Biotechnology / Biotech, Irradiation 
of Soybeans for Breeding and Variety Development, Variety 
Development and Breeding

Breeding of Soybeans and Classical Genetics 299, 1165, 1195, 
1196, 1332, 1963, 1972, 2025, 2052, 2084, 2133, 2204, 2322, 2323, 
2403, 2417, 2464, 2480, 2483, 2546, 2602, 2655, 2726, 2835, 2976, 
3089, 3092, 3112, 3185, 3244, 3408, 3429, 3451, 3543, 3579, 3694, 
3813, 3975, 4022, 4088, 4239, 4478, 4541, 4566, 4591, 4614, 4620, 
4635, 4670, 4693, 4696, 4774, 4894, 5047, 5060, 5065, 5085, 5092, 
5138, 5139, 5272, 5285, 5364, 5541, 5604, 5649, 5715, 5774, 5783, 
5842, 5843, 5857, 5892, 5912, 6006

Breeding or Selection of Soybeans for Use as Soy Oil or Meal 299, 
2047, 4693, 5092, 5364, 5624, 5661, 5859

Breeding soybeans for food uses. See Variety Development, 
Breeding, Selection, Evaluation, Growing, or Handling of Soybeans 
for Food Uses

Brew fl akes, soybean. See Soy Flour or Flakes–Use in Brewing

Briggs, George M. (1884-1970, Univ. of Wisconsin) 338, 460, 
2224, 2967

British Arkady Company Ltd. and British Arkady Holdings Ltd. 
(Manchester, England). Subsidiary of ADM of the USA. Including 
the Haldane Foods Group 1212, 1406, 1848, 3608, 4204

British Columbia. See Canadian Provinces and Territories–British 
Columbia

Broad Bean. Vicia faba L., formerly Faba vulgaris, Mönch. 
Also called Faba Bean, Fava Bean, Double Bean, Horse Bean, 
Horsebean. Chinese–Candou (“silkworm bean”). Japanese–
Soramame. German–Ackerbohne, Saubohne or Buschbohne. 
French–Grosse Fève, Fève de Marais, Féverole, Faverole, Gourgane 
784, 2141, 2488, 2511, 2605, 2637, 2899, 3101, 3149, 3339, 3372, 
3493, 3592, 3614, 3665, 3676, 4446, 4643, 4905, 5053, 5168, 5797

Brown rice. See Rice, Brown

Brown soybeans. See Soybean Seeds–Brown

Bubuk Kedele / Kedelai. See Roasted Whole Soy Flour / Powder or 
Grits in Indonesia–Bubuk Kedele / Bubuk Kedelai (Roasted with 
Dry Heat, Full-Fat)

Buckeye Cotton Oil Co. See Procter & Gamble Co.

Building materials. See Adhesives or Glues for Plywood, Other 
Woods, Wallpaper, or Building Materials

Bunge Corp. (White Plains, New York). Including Lauhoff Grain 
Co. (Danville, Illinois) since 1979 2685, 3721, 3864, 3906, 4282, 
4837, 5674, 5848, 5867

Burgers, meatless. See Meat Alternatives–Meatless Burgers and 
Patties

Burke, Armand. See Soya Corporation of America and Dr. Armand 
Burke

Burlison, William Leonidas (1882-1958, Univ. of Illinois) 2537

Burma. See Asia, Southeast–Myanmar

Butter made from nuts or seeds. See Nut Butters

Butter-beans. See Lima Bean

Cacoja (France). See Sojinal / Biosoja

Cajanus cajan. See Pigeon Pea, Pigeonpea or Red Gram

Cake or meal, soybean. See Soybean Meal

Calcium Availability, Absorption, and Content of Soybeans, and 
Soybean Foods and Feeds 60, 118, 214, 215, 268, 373, 387, 428, 
442, 491, 494, 532, 600, 663, 698, 699, 814, 817, 920, 1048, 1093, 
1101, 1135, 1209, 1226, 1371, 1466, 1478, 1635, 1697, 1799, 1828, 
1849, 1887, 1905, 1942, 1943, 1972, 1992, 2029, 2043, 2044, 2165, 
2309, 2477, 2523, 2530, 2575, 2633, 2653, 2682, 2714, 2719, 2741, 
2839, 2866, 2989, 3028, 3283, 3309, 3341, 3349, 3465, 3480, 3527, 
3541, 3583, 3595, 3597, 3680, 3683, 3690, 3699, 3827, 3881, 3893, 
3933, 3943, 4097, 4098, 4105, 4131, 4137, 4140, 4276, 4280, 4365, 
4461, 4471, 4476, 4517, 4545, 4729, 4753, 4760, 4762, 4764, 4768, 
4773, 4779, 4889, 4966, 5006, 5008, 5016, 5099, 5112, 5116, 5137, 
5156, 5175, 5185, 5211, 5213, 5251, 5356, 5373, 5400, 5442, 5543, 
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5550, 5556, 5562, 5584, 5612, 5625, 5677, 5723, 5743, 5751, 5792, 
5816, 5833, 5887

Calf, Lamb, or Pig Milk Replacer
 Replacers 1233, 1847, 2106, 2124, 2187, 2434, 2435, 2854, 
3161, 3209, 3308, 3580, 4337, 4785, 4864, 4867, 4981, 4984, 4985, 
4986, 5627, 5889, 5929

California. See United States–States–California

Canada 3, 46, 48, 96, 233, 390, 406, 465, 594, 805, 819, 835, 847, 
951, 961, 1038, 1076, 1080, 1082, 1090, 1263, 1275, 1315, 1376, 
1387, 1709, 1732, 2047, 2106, 2126, 2169, 2222, 2228, 2248, 2272, 
2289, 2322, 2392, 2428, 2440, 2447, 2546, 2552, 2557, 2599, 2633, 
2655, 2670, 2721, 2746, 2768, 2813, 2822, 2835, 2837, 2841, 2878, 
2898, 2899, 2901, 2903, 2939, 3057, 3062, 3070, 3083, 3217, 3222, 
3250, 3281, 3337, 3370, 3418, 3426, 3448, 3460, 3486, 3508, 3539, 
3585, 3672, 3711, 3721, 3732, 3745, 3746, 3752, 3760, 3779, 3785, 
3791, 3806, 3819, 3839, 3855, 3879, 3892, 3897, 3937, 3994, 4009, 
4048, 4067, 4121, 4127, 4157, 4200, 4227, 4333, 4336, 4366, 4379, 
4384, 4410, 4548, 4570, 4587, 4606, 4613, 4646, 4673, 4693, 4694, 
4697, 4712, 4716, 4727, 4740, 4780, 4804, 4867, 4895, 4908, 4960, 
4973, 5018, 5020, 5031, 5051, 5112, 5137, 5158, 5167, 5276, 5289, 
5300, 5324, 5333, 5336, 5399, 5466, 5485, 5494, 5602, 5620, 5655, 
5657, 5674, 5678, 5715, 5764, 5766, 5791, 5797, 5829, 5858, 5873, 
5875, 5888, 5904, 5921, 5941, 6006, 6033

Canada. See Ontario Soybean Growers (Marketing Board)

Canada–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–Statistics, Trends, 
and Analyses 1090, 5158, 5678

Canadian Provinces and Territories–Alberta 465, 2440, 2633, 2670, 
2746, 4121, 5289, 5657

Canadian Provinces and Territories–British Columbia 2768, 2822, 
3057, 3217, 3879, 4379, 4613, 5276, 5289

Canadian Provinces and Territories–Manitoba 2440, 2878, 2903, 
3250, 3791, 4804, 5766

Canadian Provinces and Territories–New Brunswick 2106

Canadian Provinces and Territories–Newfoundland and Labrador 
5904, 5941

Canadian Provinces and Territories–Nova Scotia 2440

Canadian Provinces and Territories–Ontario 406, 594, 805, 819, 
1038, 1080, 1082, 1090, 1263, 1275, 1315, 1376, 2169, 2272, 2289, 
2322, 2440, 2447, 2546, 2552, 2557, 2721, 2813, 2835, 2837, 2841, 
2899, 2939, 3070, 3083, 3337, 3370, 3418, 3460, 3486, 3539, 3752, 
3779, 3785, 3806, 3819, 3855, 3892, 4009, 4048, 4067, 4127, 4157, 
4200, 4333, 4336, 4384, 4410, 4587, 4606, 4693, 4694, 4697, 4712, 
4740, 4867, 4895, 4973, 5018, 5051, 5137, 5167, 5300, 5333, 5336, 
5399, 5466, 5485, 5602, 5678, 5715, 5858, 5875, 5888, 6006, 6033

Canadian Provinces and Territories–Prince Edward Island 2440

Canadian Provinces and Territories–Québec (Quebec) 3, 390, 2248, 

2440, 2822, 2898, 2901, 3426, 3508, 3745, 3746, 3760, 3937, 4227, 
4908, 5031, 5051, 5764, 5797

Canadian Provinces and Territories–Saskatchewan 2599, 4646, 
5112

Canadian soybean varieties. See Soybean Varieties Canada

Canavalia ensiformis. See Jack Bean (Canavalia ensiformis)

Cancer and diet. See Diet and Cancer. See also–Vegetarian Diets–
Medical Aspects–Cancer

Cancer, breast, prevention and diet. See Diet and Breast Cancer 
Prevention

Cancer, endometrium/uterus, prevention and diet. See Diet and 
Breast Cancer Prevention

Cancer or Tumor Causing / Promoting Substances in Soybeans or 
Soyfoods, or Experiments Showing That Soybeans or Soyfoods 
May Be Carcinogenic or Mutagenic 390, 747, 762, 1092, 1884, 
2055, 2056, 2097, 2231, 2627, 2721, 2769, 3057, 3094, 3106, 3278, 
3291, 3401, 3613, 3692, 3993, 4314, 4507, 4975, 5058, 5082, 5291, 
5292, 5293, 5295, 5297, 5304, 5305, 5321, 5409, 5537, 5613, 5684, 
5727, 5776, 5783, 5802, 5977

Cancer, prostate, prevention and diet. See Diet and Prostate Cancer 
Prevention

Candles, Crayons, and Soybean Wax–Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as 
an Hydrogenated Oil 443, 2675

Cannabis sativa. See Hemp

Canola (Brassica napus (L.) var. napus)–An Improved Variety of 
the Rape Plant or Rapeseed Having Seeds with Little or No Erucic 
Acid 5112, 5276, 5433, 5494, 5513, 5609, 5674, 5678, 5832, 5858, 
5976, 5993, 5994

Cape Verde. See Africa–Cape Verde or Cape Verde Islands (Ilhas do 
Cabo Verde. República de Cabo Verde)

Carbohydrates–Dietary Fiber (Including Complex Carbohydrates, 
Bran, Water-Soluble and Water-Insoluble Fiber) 328, 330, 340, 361, 
374, 389, 498, 560, 695, 716, 788, 866, 1037, 1070, 1151, 1173, 
1183, 1282, 1301, 1416, 1526, 1713, 1749, 1769, 1787, 1809, 1837, 
1845, 1900, 1952, 2021, 2343, 2425, 2620, 2895, 2989, 3028, 3108, 
3174, 3182, 3211, 3219, 3220, 3223, 3247, 3343, 3358, 3374, 3377, 
3453, 3454, 3461, 3477, 3481, 3540, 3549, 3551, 3555, 3615, 3618, 
3619, 3648, 3654, 3662, 3677, 3728, 3751, 3770, 3774, 3788, 3809, 
3811, 3838, 3841, 3846, 3917, 4057, 4076, 4194, 4202, 4247, 4286, 
4326, 4347, 4348, 4371, 4385, 4458, 4495, 4525, 4543, 4559, 4562, 
4598, 4643, 4663, 4668, 4687, 4714, 4732, 4761, 4803, 4936, 5002, 
5015, 5059, 5067, 5097, 5112, 5117, 5150, 5160, 5163, 5172, 5203, 
5234, 5255, 5283, 5310, 5316, 5337, 5354, 5355, 5359, 5401, 5417, 
5423, 5437, 5462, 5522, 5532, 5577, 5602, 5606, 5611, 5617, 5621, 
5628, 5693, 5696, 5730, 5738, 5739, 5762, 5765, 5770, 5781, 5787, 
5813, 5828, 5881, 5883, 5884, 5916, 5927, 5943, 5954, 5966, 5978, 
5986, 5995, 6015, 6016, 6033, 6039
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Carbohydrates–Effects of Dietary Carbohydrates (Especially Fiber 
and Saponins) on Blood Lipids (Especially Cholesterol) 3223, 
3247, 3454, 3461, 3555, 3565, 3618, 3619, 3718, 3734, 3770, 3838, 
3851, 3903, 3919, 3922, 4525, 4559, 4663, 4668, 4728, 5002, 5015, 
5067, 5117, 5189, 5234, 5354, 5355, 5357, 5696, 5738, 5762, 5765, 
5781, 5881, 5884, 5895, 5916, 5943, 5966, 5978, 5982

Carbohydrates (General). See also: Starch, Dietary Fiber, and 
Oligosaccharides (Complex Sugars) 340, 432, 433, 641, 693, 742, 
789, 813, 846, 859, 866, 890, 945, 998, 1029, 1036, 1038, 1054, 
1114, 1160, 1215, 1251, 1267, 1296, 1374, 1544, 1693, 1695, 1725, 
1804, 1886, 1895, 1904, 1910, 1924, 1967, 1969, 1987, 1988, 2053, 
2074, 2086, 2107, 2236, 2245, 2385, 2393, 2397, 2415, 2476, 2499, 
2544, 2574, 2575, 2582, 2834, 2841, 2975, 3028, 3038, 3107, 3162, 
3175, 3220, 3279, 3290, 3362, 3481, 3545, 3687, 4067, 4295, 4346, 
4392, 4718, 4968, 4980, 4996, 5019, 5043, 5226, 5258, 5410, 5538, 
5541, 5600, 5611, 5621, 5627, 5629, 5637, 5679, 5997

Carbohydrates–Glycemic Index and Glycemic Load 4067, 5068, 
5333

Cardiovascular Disease and Diet Therapy, Especially Heart Disease 
and Stroke, But Including Cholesterol Reduction, and Hypertension 
(High Blood Pressure). Soy Is Not Always Mentioned 251, 472, 
606, 762, 773, 800, 868, 957, 958, 978, 993, 1074, 1315, 1404, 
1508, 1606, 1911, 1950, 1981, 2151, 2152, 2233, 2269, 2289, 2398, 
2544, 2683, 2751, 2829, 2841, 2937, 2958, 2977, 2980, 3083, 3171, 
3198, 3210, 3259, 3302, 3370, 3418, 3431, 3460, 3477, 3555, 3563, 
3593, 3612, 3701, 3705, 3718, 3722, 3770, 3778, 3815, 3843, 3858, 
3863, 3890, 3891, 3903, 3983, 3986, 4048, 4107, 4127, 4135, 4142, 
4150, 4157, 4161, 4162, 4178, 4227, 4243, 4265, 4295, 4319, 4338, 
4374, 4389, 4408, 4411, 4413, 4414, 4430, 4441, 4456, 4472, 4480, 
4483, 4551, 4559, 4576, 4578, 4601, 4604, 4619, 4628, 4629, 4644, 
4662, 4663, 4664, 4665, 4698, 4710, 4716, 4757, 4800, 4807, 4808, 
4847, 4884, 4907, 4937, 4969, 4976, 4980, 4989, 5066, 5087, 5091, 
5117, 5129, 5130, 5160, 5197, 5234, 5252, 5326, 5354, 5360, 5511, 
5567, 5609, 5640, 5644, 5658, 5703, 5711, 5754, 5813, 5826, 5835, 
5849, 5858, 5871, 5887, 5894, 5938, 5976, 5982, 5986, 5993, 5994, 
6001

Cargill. See Lucas Meyer GmbH (Hamburg, Germany)

Cargill, Inc. (Minneapolis, Minneapolis) 129, 930, 1090, 1273, 
1290, 2568, 2684, 2686, 2834, 3039, 3124, 3415, 3724, 3906, 4041, 
4282, 4320, 4483, 4761, 4771, 4837, 4908, 5566, 5611, 5674, 5867, 
5917

Caribbean. See Latin America–Caribbean

Caribbean, soyfoods movement in. See Soyfoods Movement the 
Caribbean

Carque, Otto (1867-1935) Author, Pioneer, Advocate, Manufacturer 
and Retailer of Health Food Products and Vegetarian Products in 
Los Angeles. Also spelled Carqué 4742

Cartoons or Cartoon Characters 382, 1788, 2729

Carver, George Washington (ca. 1864-1943, Tuskegee Inst., 

Alabama)–Work with Soybeans, Soyfoods, Peanuts, or Chemurgy, 
and the Carver Laboratory in Dearborn, Michigan 427, 2272, 3645, 
4834, 5830

Casein and Caseinates Used with Soy in Products That Are Labeled 
or Advertised as “Non-Dairy” “Nondairy” or “Dairy Free” 5374

Casein or Caseinates–Problems in So-Called Non-Dairy Products 
2514, 6025

Catchup / Catsup etymology. See Ketchup / Catsup / Catchup–
Etymology

Catering. See Foodservice and Institutional Feeding or Catering

Catsup or Catchup. See Ketchup, Catsup, Catchup, Ketchop, 
Ketchap, Katchup, etc. Word Mentioned in Document

Cattle, Bullocks, Bulls, Steers, or Cows for Beef / Meat or 
Unspecifi ed Uses Fed Soybeans, Soybean Forage, or Soybean Cake 
or Meal as Feed 444, 640, 962, 1012, 1266, 2891, 2892

Cauldron Foods Ltd. (Bristol, England). Founded by Philip 
Marshall and Peter Fagan. Sold in Sept. 1987 to Rayner Burgess 
Ltd. 1993 Oct. Cauldron. part of the Hero Group of companies, 
builds a big new factory in Bristol 5990

Celebrities–vegetarians. See Vegetarian Celebrities–Noted 
Personalities and Famous People

Central America. See Latin America–Central America

Central America, soyfoods movement in. See Soyfoods Movement 
in Mexico and Central America

Central Soya Co. (Fort Wayne, Indiana). Maker of Master Mix 
Feeds. Acquired in Oct. 1987 by the Ferruzzi Group in Ravenna, 
Italy. In 1991 became part of CSY Agri-Processing, Inc. [a holding 
company], operating as a member of the Eridania / Beghin-Say 
agro-industrial group, within Ferruzzi-Montedison. Acquired in 
Oct. 2002 by Bunge 8, 129, 498, 533, 796, 801, 930, 949, 961, 962, 
998, 1016, 1090, 1095, 1198, 1225, 1260, 1264, 1265, 1266, 1273, 
1279, 1330, 1410, 1612, 1634, 1717, 1762, 1837, 1848, 1920, 1924, 
1932, 1962, 2012, 2027, 2030, 2037, 2057, 2060, 2068, 2075, 2106, 
2184, 2197, 2261, 2285, 2290, 2294, 2326, 2335, 2535, 2568, 2648, 
2684, 2711, 2735, 2744, 2834, 2884, 2895, 3018, 3104, 3121, 3124, 
3134, 3237, 3324, 3545, 3687, 3724, 3865, 3906, 4058, 4146, 4202, 
4282, 4320, 4463, 4483, 4761, 4789, 4810, 4837, 4866, 4888, 4908, 
4909, 4933, 5090, 5311, 5481, 5488, 5566, 5607, 5627, 5674, 5735, 
5889, 5995, 6032

Centro Nacional de Pesquisa de Soja (National Soybean Research 
Center, CNPS or CNPSo). See Empresa Brasiliera

Ceres (Colorado Springs, Colorado). Run by Frank Calpeno 2822

Ceylon. See Asia, South–Sri Lanka

Checkoff programs (state and national). See American Soybean 
Association (ASA)–Checkoff Programs
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Cheese. See Soy Cheese, Soy Cheese or Cheese Alternatives

Cheese, cream. See Soy Cream Cheese

Cheese–Non-Soy Dairy-Based Cheeses 5612

Cheese–Non-Soy Non-Dairy Cheeses Made from Plants (Such as 
Peanut / Groundnut Cheese, Almond Cheese, etc.) 4158

Cheesecake. See Tofu / Soy Cheesecake

Cheesecake or cream pie. See Soy Cheesecake or Cream Pie

Chemical / Nutritional Composition or Analysis of Seeds, Plants, 
Foods, Feeds, Nutritional Components 5, 45, 48, 64, 84, 85, 91, 
110, 119, 129, 163, 165, 187, 197, 217, 244, 248, 271, 274, 283, 
302, 305, 311, 313, 314, 317, 325, 340, 348, 360, 361, 372, 374, 
389, 404, 437, 442, 443, 446, 447, 450, 452, 454, 512, 516, 528, 
544, 562, 563, 589, 607, 625, 636, 653, 656, 664, 679, 692, 695, 
711, 716, 729, 752, 755, 767, 790, 813, 814, 823, 856, 863, 867, 
883, 889, 899, 909, 910, 931, 932, 942, 943, 1019, 1022, 1037, 
1045, 1059, 1105, 1113, 1118, 1119, 1125, 1130, 1164, 1169, 1195, 
1196, 1207, 1218, 1249, 1256, 1259, 1266, 1288, 1312, 1316, 1317, 
1318, 1319, 1322, 1323, 1344, 1367, 1368, 1376, 1386, 1391, 1396, 
1399, 1400, 1409, 1416, 1433, 1435, 1444, 1466, 1502, 1503, 1509, 
1541, 1558, 1583, 1599, 1611, 1638, 1647, 1655, 1681, 1684, 1687, 
1696, 1721, 1780, 1788, 1789, 1808, 1809, 1823, 1829, 1837, 1854, 
1863, 1868, 1872, 1885, 1886, 1902, 1926, 1952, 1955, 1974, 2002, 
2008, 2021, 2023, 2040, 2051, 2052, 2059, 2063, 2086, 2109, 2114, 
2159, 2186, 2204, 2227, 2252, 2265, 2266, 2283, 2294, 2295, 2312, 
2352, 2354, 2360, 2363, 2382, 2392, 2409, 2423, 2428, 2439, 2442, 
2444, 2446, 2463, 2476, 2480, 2482, 2488, 2490, 2513, 2522, 2533, 
2536, 2537, 2574, 2575, 2576, 2587, 2599, 2620, 2698, 2699, 2704, 
2723, 2724, 2725, 2739, 2743, 2790, 2799, 2803, 2817, 2838, 2856, 
2874, 2890, 2900, 2905, 2957, 2960, 2973, 2974, 3008, 3012, 3030, 
3031, 3048, 3053, 3131, 3219, 3251, 3252, 3253, 3273, 3294, 3313, 
3314, 3342, 3343, 3358, 3393, 3429, 3437, 3440, 3441, 3442, 3482, 
3513, 3545, 3550, 3562, 3573, 3583, 3584, 3585, 3591, 3627, 3629, 
3635, 3654, 3672, 3677, 3709, 3710, 3796, 3906, 3912, 3933, 3941, 
3944, 3945, 3953, 4001, 4033, 4057, 4076, 4091, 4132, 4133, 4171, 
4194, 4264, 4316, 4348, 4376, 4387, 4392, 4436, 4475, 4490, 4511, 
4524, 4527, 4586, 4590, 4633, 4661, 4670, 4708, 4719, 4726, 4727, 
4729, 4792, 4793, 4794, 4825, 4826, 4850, 4852, 4859, 4873, 4880, 
4903, 4954, 4955, 4971, 5028, 5077, 5122, 5167, 5190, 5216, 5219, 
5226, 5230, 5237, 5258, 5308, 5309, 5317, 5358, 5397, 5415, 5459, 
5486, 5488, 5496, 5499, 5500, 5501, 5518, 5519, 5530, 5538, 5541, 
5569, 5605, 5611, 5621, 5632, 5766, 5797, 5810, 5908, 5961, 6016, 
6023, 6036

Chemistry and Soils, Bureau. See United States Department 
of Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of Agricultural and Industrial 
Chemistry

Chemurgy, the Farm Chemurgic Movement, and the Farm 
Chemurgic Council (USA, 1930s to 1950s, Including Wheeler 
McMillen, William J. Hale, and Francis P. Garvan) 286, 410, 427, 
647, 672, 1264, 1265, 1424, 1612, 2027, 2535, 2684, 2884, 2895, 
4908, 4909, 5506

Chenopodium quinoa Willd. See Quinoa

Chiang, soybean (from China). See Jiang–Chinese-Style Fermented 
Soybean Paste

Chicago Heights Oil Co. (Chicago Heights, Illinois; Started by I.C. 
Bradley and George Brett) 5487

Chicken, meatless. See Meat Alternatives–Meatless Chicken, 
Goose, Duck, and Related Poultry Products. See also Meatless 
Turkey

Chickens (esp. Layers & Broilers) Fed Soybeans, Soybean Forage, 
or Soybean Cake or Meal as Feed 21, 27, 28, 93, 108, 121, 127, 
153, 158, 182, 190, 207, 210, 211, 232, 247, 277, 338, 339, 382, 
385, 400, 401, 421, 425, 444, 458, 459, 460, 465, 472, 488, 498, 
500, 533, 535, 549, 553, 566, 577, 587, 612, 774, 799, 825, 828, 
840, 841, 897, 933, 938, 988, 1025, 1035, 1051, 1087, 1148, 1156, 
1166, 1167, 1194, 1198, 1266, 1291, 1305, 1352, 1355, 1363, 1366, 
1402, 1405, 1448, 1464, 1474, 1475, 1478, 1516, 1554, 1555, 1567, 
1572, 1623, 1666, 1686, 1697, 1700, 1727, 1777, 1795, 1802, 1810, 
1887, 2022, 2066, 2077, 2124, 2155, 2162, 2163, 2176, 2221, 2271, 
2443, 2539, 2611, 2648, 3041, 3164, 3203, 3312, 3821, 3999, 4071, 
4074, 4123, 4136, 4228, 4520, 4684, 4756, 4951, 4990, 5191, 5270, 
5304, 5446, 5749

Chickpea / Chickpeas / Chick-Peas, Garbanzo / Garbanza Beans. 
Cicer arietinum L. Including Hummus / Hummous 53, 86, 151, 
388, 1046, 1163, 1253, 1596, 1639, 2119, 2488, 2511, 2588, 2605, 
2708, 2760, 2803, 3339, 3493, 3665, 3676, 4142, 4611, 4617, 4631, 
4663, 5115, 5268, 5544

Chico-San Inc. (Chico, California). Maker and Importer of 
Macrobiotic and Natural Foods. Founded in March 1962 2428, 
2478, 4722, 4800

China. See Asia, East–China

Chinese Medicine, Traditional, Including Heating-Cooling or Hot-
Cold Foods and Medicines 375, 895, 1134, 1450, 1675, 1783, 2175, 
2663, 2789, 3372, 3406, 3978, 3984, 3991, 4108, 4109, 4239, 4295, 
4335, 4618, 4853, 4854, 5054, 5174, 5267, 5289, 5294, 5815

Chinese Overseas, Especially Work with Soy (Including Chinese 
from Manchuria, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Singapore, etc.) 51, 113, 119, 
663, 773, 813, 814, 815, 957, 958, 1251, 1494, 1631, 1770, 1980, 
1987, 1988, 2200, 2222, 2238, 2248, 2484, 2557, 2593, 2639, 2878, 
2906, 2924, 3197, 3371, 3374, 3457, 3585, 3721, 3897, 3923, 4023, 
4306, 4379, 4542, 4570, 4655, 4673, 4711, 4769, 4774, 4830, 5318

Chinese restaurants outside China, or Chinese recipes that use 
soy ingredients outside China. See Asia, East–China–Chinese 
Restaurants Outside China

Chocolate–Problems with or Prohibitions against the Consumption 
of Chocolate, Initially Because it Was Considered a Stimulant, 
Later Because of the Harmful Caffeine-like Effects of Theobromine 
4855

Chocolate substitute made from roasted soybeans. See Soy 
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Chocolate

Cholesterol. See Carbohydrates–Effects of Dietary Carbohydrates 
(Especially Fiber and Saponins) on Blood Lipids (Especially 
Cholesterol), Lipids–Effects on Blood Lipids, Protein–Effects on 
Blood Lipids

Chou doufu. See Tofu, Fermented–Stinky Tofu (pinyin: Chou 
Doufu (W.-G. Ch’ou Toufu)

Christian Nagel Tofumanufaktur. See Tofumanufaktur Christian 
Nagel GmbH (Hamburg, Germany)

Chronology / Timeline 1892, 2197, 2198, 2987, 3141, 3721, 3722, 
4094, 4191, 4379, 4570, 4807, 4836, 5132, 5487, 5506, 5590, 5779

Chun King 4172, 5969

Chungkook-Jang. See Natto, Korean-Style–Chungkook-Jang / 
Chung Kook Jang / Chungkuk Jang

Cicer arietinum. See Chickpeas or Garbanzo Beans

Civil War in USA (1861-1865) 3377, 5445

Cleaning soybean seeds. See Seed Cleaning–Especially for Food or 
Seed Uses

Cliffrose. See Natural Food Distributors and Master Distributors–
General and Other Smaller: Cliffrose, Shadowfax, etc.

Climate change. See Global Warming / Climate Change as 
Environmental Issues

Coconut Milk and Cream. Or Coconuts Used to Flavor Soymilk, 
Rice Milk, etc.. 1404, 2278, 3194, 3664, 3665, 3675, 3676, 4267, 
4305, 4567, 4649, 4901, 5317, 5747

Coffee Creamer, Whitener or Lightener (Non-Dairy–Usually 
Contains Soy) 2514, 2534, 2869, 2975, 5386, 6025

Coffee–Problems with or Prohibitions against the Consumption 
of Coffee, Initially Because it Was Considered a Stimulant, Later 
Because of the Harmful Effects of Caffeine 1228, 3529, 3863, 5807

Coffee, soy. See Soy Coffee

Coffee Substitutes or Adulterants, Non-Soy–Usually Made from 
Roasted Cereals, Chicory, and / or Other Legumes 1639, 1687, 
2177, 2478, 2824

Cognitive / Brain Function. Including Alzheimer’s Disease 3274, 
3426, 3508, 3737, 3745, 3753, 3757, 3760, 4161, 4218, 4327, 4420, 
4979, 5041, 5056, 5095, 5096, 5164, 5498, 5704, 5851, 5885, 6020

Coix lachryma-jobi. See Job’s Tears

Coker Pedigreed Seed Co. (Hartsville, South Carolina) 2587, 3082, 
4522

Cold tolerance / hardiness in soybeans. See Soybean–Physiology–
Tolerance to Cold

Color of soybean seeds. See Seed Color (Soybeans)–Specifi c 
Varieties), Soybean Seeds (of different colors)

Combines. Also called the Combined Harvester-Thresher in the 
1920s and 1930s (Combine) 188, 2993, 3832, 5422

Commercial fermneted black soybeans. See Fermented Black 
Soybean Production–How to Make Fermented black Soybeans on a 
Commercial Scale

Commercial koji. See Koji Production–How to Make Koji on a 
Commercial Scale

Commercial miso. See Miso Production–How to Make Miso on a 
Commercial Scale

Commercial natto. See Natto Production–How to Make Natto on a 
Commercial Scale

Commercial soy products–earliest. See Historical–Earliest 
Commercial Product

Commercial Soy Products–New Products, Mostly Foods 498, 515, 
701, 733, 1002, 1003, 1191, 1410, 1411, 1522, 1654, 1763, 2006, 
2111, 2169, 2915, 3351, 3414, 3455, 3663, 3737, 4123, 4137, 4202, 
4204, 4205, 4369, 4380, 4385, 4499, 4830, 4890, 4987, 5140, 5208, 
5252, 5322, 5374, 5375, 5380, 5424, 5425, 5532, 5535, 5595, 5731, 
5764, 5771, 5800, 5877, 5931, 5993, 5994, 6037, 6038, 6039

Commercial soy sauce. See Soy Sauce Production–How to Make 
Soy Sauce on a Commercial Scale

Commercial soy sprouts. See Soy Sprouts Production–How to 
Grow Soy Sprouts on a Commercial Scale

Commercial soymilk. See Soymilk Production–How to Make 
Soymilk on a Commercial Scale

Commercial soynuts. See Soynuts Production–How to Make 
Soynuts on a Commercial Scale

Commercial tempeh. See Tempeh Production–How to Make 
Tempeh on a Commercial Scale

Commercial tofu. See Tofu Production–How to Make Tofu on a 
Commercial Scale

Commercial yuba. See Yuba Production–How to Make Yuba on a 
Commercial Scale

Component / value-based pricing of soybeans. See Seed Quality

Composition of soybeans, soyfoods, or feeds. See Chemical / 
Nutritional Composition or Analysis

Computer Software, Computerized Information Services, and 
Modeling / Simulation Related to Soy 5437
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Computerized Databases and Information Services, Information 
or Publications About Those Concerning Soya 1785, 1786, 2763, 
4941, 5332, 5524, 5829

Computers (General) and Computer Hardware Related to Soybean 
Production and Marketing. See also: Computer Software 2041, 
5392

Concentrated soymilk. See Soymilk, Concentrated or Condensed 
(Canned, Bottled, or Bulk)

Concerns about the Safety, Toxicity, or Health Benefi ts of Soy in 
Human Diets 1050, 1084, 1098, 1152, 1185, 1613, 1859, 2218, 
3097, 3106, 3304, 4354, 5192, 5225, 5341, 5439, 5520, 5596, 6009

Condensed soymilk. See Soymilk, Concentrated or Condensed 
(Canned, Bottled, or Bulk)

Conservation of soils. See Soil Science–Soil Conservation or Soil 
Erosion

Continental Grain Co. See ContiGroup Companies, Inc.

Continental Grain Co. Named ContiGroup Companies from 1999 
until 2008 (New York, New York) 4837, 5674

Cookbooks, macrobiotic. See Macrobiotic Cookbooks

Cookbooks, vegan. See Vegetarian Cookbooks–Vegan Cookbooks

Cookbooks, vegetarian. See Vegetarian Cookbooks

Cookery, Cookbooks, Cooking Videos, and Recipes–Mostly Using 
Soy, Mostly Vegetarian. See also: the Subcategories–Vegetarian 
Cookbooks, Vegan Cookbooks 13, 36, 86, 90, 160, 161, 163, 255, 
274, 311, 317, 355, 359, 451, 517, 583, 598, 606, 634, 675, 681, 
743, 813, 820, 844, 959, 960, 1010, 1140, 1251, 1343, 1404, 1449, 
1503, 1504, 1564, 1639, 1675, 1683, 1724, 1777, 1788, 1789, 1909, 
1911, 1987, 1988, 2015, 2017, 2020, 2082, 2125, 2202, 2248, 2257, 
2275, 2287, 2314, 2337, 2414, 2428, 2481, 2502, 2532, 2588, 2594, 
2607, 2642, 2671, 2675, 2679, 2716, 2728, 2767, 2768, 2775, 2784, 
2803, 2822, 2824, 2827, 2842, 2865, 2904, 2927, 2933, 2934, 2935, 
2938, 2966, 2974, 2979, 2987, 2988, 2997, 3006, 3033, 3036, 3037, 
3047, 3050, 3053, 3062, 3063, 3087, 3088, 3096, 3110, 3115, 3138, 
3140, 3165, 3170, 3174, 3190, 3191, 3197, 3200, 3222, 3255, 3269, 
3299, 3300, 3316, 3369, 3374, 3381, 3387, 3393, 3397, 3409, 3444, 
3457, 3471, 3516, 3517, 3535, 3536, 3538, 3539, 3554, 3561, 3576, 
3581, 3664, 3665, 3670, 3675, 3676, 3677, 3682, 3698, 3704, 3727, 
3731, 3735, 3756, 3776, 3785, 3790, 3791, 3823, 3895, 3896, 3920, 
3928, 4017, 4021, 4036, 4063, 4086, 4122, 4130, 4139, 4145, 4146, 
4149, 4154, 4192, 4199, 4213, 4255, 4257, 4267, 4278, 4305, 4315, 
4326, 4329, 4342, 4348, 4360, 4386, 4412, 4425, 4435, 4451, 4453, 
4459, 4498, 4536, 4544, 4547, 4548, 4549, 4567, 4604, 4611, 4618, 
4630, 4637, 4643, 4654, 4675, 4747, 4753, 4839, 4853, 4856, 4884, 
4901, 4924, 4949, 5007, 5043, 5052, 5066, 5070, 5091, 5108, 5126, 
5180, 5184, 5221, 5271, 5274, 5276, 5284, 5290, 5296, 5308, 5317, 
5408, 5455, 5456, 5471, 5472, 5498, 5551, 5591, 5639, 5654, 5692, 
5697, 5716, 5723, 5725, 5747, 5752, 5768, 5780, 5791, 5795, 5816, 
5818, 5822, 5823, 5824, 5865, 5886, 5955, 6010, 6014, 6031

Cooper, Lenna Frances (1875-1961), Pioneer Dietitian at Battle 
Creek, Michigan. Author. Co-Founder of American Dietetic 
Association 1917 162, 359, 605, 960, 1451, 1584, 1625, 2013, 
2020, 3199, 4404

Cooperative Enterprises, Ventures, Research, or Experiments, and 
Cooperatives / Co-ops, Worldwide. See also: Soybean Crushers 
(USA)–Cooperative Crushers 51, 161, 270, 299, 934, 1231, 1384, 
1549, 1770, 1833, 1848, 2164, 2233, 2292, 2564, 2568, 2916, 3006, 
3011, 3012, 3095, 3143, 3190, 3415, 3426, 3776, 3832, 3928, 3947, 
4190, 4282, 4284, 4488, 4891, 5303, 5324, 5445, 5645, 5678, 5734, 
5767, 5778, 5850, 5953

Cooperative soybean crushers. See Soybean Crushers (USA), 
Cooperative

Cooperatives. See United States Department of Agriculture 
(USDA)–Agricultural Cooperative Service

Corn / Maize (Zea mays L. subsp. mays)–Including Corn Oil, Corn 
Germ Oil, Meal, Starch, and Corn Gluten 14, 27, 173, 298, 331, 
338, 362, 382, 384, 427, 443, 606, 647, 718, 738, 756, 883, 967, 
978, 986, 1099, 1253, 1424, 1425, 1448, 1470, 1501, 1549, 1597, 
1767, 1782, 1799, 1805, 1829, 1861, 1862, 1870, 1931, 1961, 1994, 
2035, 2042, 2050, 2051, 2073, 2095, 2156, 2234, 2272, 2278, 2308, 
2313, 2334, 2337, 2342, 2436, 2458, 2478, 2523, 2524, 2535, 2560, 
2561, 2588, 2589, 2597, 2612, 2648, 2651, 2728, 2742, 2762, 2803, 
2819, 2834, 2914, 2923, 2966, 2983, 3033, 3050, 3052, 3108, 3162, 
3198, 3265, 3272, 3365, 3399, 3420, 3446, 3453, 3454, 3477, 3539, 
3560, 3562, 3585, 3622, 3624, 3645, 3653, 3654, 3698, 3728, 3735, 
3848, 3854, 3916, 3917, 3934, 3966, 3996, 4019, 4119, 4139, 4175, 
4185, 4221, 4233, 4312, 4313, 4425, 4453, 4586, 4622, 4634, 4641, 
4659, 4668, 4676, 4716, 4761, 4769, 4784, 4791, 4885, 4891, 4936, 
5039, 5059, 5070, 5158, 5170, 5248, 5265, 5351, 5407, 5428, 5430, 
5465, 5470, 5490, 5494, 5525, 5580, 5600, 5601, 5609, 5638, 5674, 
5748, 5757, 5759, 5795, 5808, 5826, 5832, 5867, 5890, 5894, 5932, 
5934

Cornell University (Ithaca, New York), and New York State 
Agric. Experiment Station (Geneva, NY)–Soyfoods Research & 
Development 15, 36, 59, 62, 130, 194, 255, 260, 270, 312, 387, 
476, 521, 598, 813, 814, 989, 990, 991, 992, 1087, 1189, 1192, 
1194, 1231, 1233, 1245, 1251, 1278, 1283, 1305, 1312, 1345, 1391, 
1402, 1428, 1486, 1528, 1529, 1577, 1615, 1629, 1650, 1686, 1700, 
1722, 1727, 1792, 1818, 1826, 1830, 1880, 1890, 1925, 1974, 1987, 
1988, 2033, 2058, 2155, 2174, 2180, 2199, 2215, 2220, 2278, 2281, 
2288, 2326, 2350, 2388, 2391, 2425, 2549, 2578, 2594, 2622, 2665, 
2732, 2752, 2820, 2845, 2855, 2907, 3095, 3110, 3321, 3337, 3546, 
3549, 3553, 3589, 3850, 3886, 3902, 3905, 3928, 3930, 4173, 4177, 
4505, 4506, 4627, 4699, 4717, 4767, 4902, 4910, 5040, 5050, 5063, 
5089, 5192, 5236, 5371, 5469, 5838, 5857, 5902, 6017

Cottage cheese, non-dairy. See Dairylike Non-dairy Soy-based 
Products, Other

Cotton Cloth, Fabric, Textile, Yarn, Fibers or Raw Cotton in Bales, 
All from the Boll of the Cotton Plant (Gossypium sp. L.) 3197

Cottonseed Flour. Previously Spelled Cotton-Seed Flour 163, 593, 
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814, 1227, 1781, 2082, 2774, 3776, 4649, 4984

Cottonseed Meal and Cake (Defatted). Previously Spelled Cotton-
Seed Cake 18, 165, 173, 176, 404, 727, 745, 756, 764, 949, 963, 
974, 979, 986, 1240, 1335, 1760, 1961, 1999, 2221, 2801, 3203, 
3237, 3847, 3976, 4119, 5926

Cottonseed Oil. Previously Spelled Cotton-Seed Oil or Cotton Oil 
2, 68, 88, 129, 145, 166, 173, 238, 248, 296, 391, 435, 436, 443, 
538, 672, 738, 762, 796, 850, 1014, 1090, 1920, 1997, 2035, 2198, 
2230, 2612, 2908, 3237, 3750, 4054, 5158, 5470, 5487, 5494, 5638

Cottonseeds / Cottonseed. Previously Spelled Cotton Seeds / Seed 
82, 135, 446, 665, 3133, 3265, 4634

Cover Crop, Use of Soybeans as. See also: Intercropping 1770, 
3981

Cowherd, William (Rev.) (1763-1816). Vegetarian Pioneer in 
England 1228

Cowpea / Cowpeas / Black-Eyed Peas–Etymology of These Terms 
and Their Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 2488, 2511

Cowpea or Black-Eyed Pea. Vigna unguiculata (L.) Walp. Formerly 
spelled Cow Pea. Also called Blackeye Pea, Cowpeas, Pea Bean, 
Yardlong Cowpea. Chinese: Jiangdou. Previous scientifi c names: 
Vigna sinensis (L.) (1890s-1970s), Vigna catjang (1898-1920), 
Vigna Katiang (1889) 388, 625, 729, 1163, 1661, 1986, 2461, 2488, 
2511, 2605, 2699, 2842, 3262, 3536, 3539, 3665, 3676, 4238, 4446, 
4487, 4610, 5105, 5244, 5473, 5692

Cows / Cattle for Dairy Milk and Butter Fed Soybeans, Soybean 
Forage, or Soybean Cake or Meal as Feed 241, 254, 781, 1266

Crayons. See Candles, Crayons, and Soybean Wax

Cream Cheese. See Soy Cream Cheese

Cream, sour, alternative. See Sour Cream Alternatives

Cream, soymilk. See Soymilk Cream

Creamer or soy cream for coffee. See Coffee Creamer / Whitener

Crop Rotation Using Soybean Plants for Soil Improvement 64, 977, 
1332, 1681, 3981, 5546

Cropping Systems: Intercropping, Interplanting, Mixed Cropping 
or Mixed Planting (Often Planted in Alternating Rows with Some 
Other Crop) 266, 729, 2817, 2968

Crown Iron Works Co. (Minneapolis, Minnesota). Maker of 
Soybean Processing Equipment. Acquired by CPM (Formerly 
California Pellet Mill, Waterloo, Iowa) on 16 Aug. 2007 480, 1090, 
3238, 4836

Crushing, soybean–equipment manufacturers. See Allis-Chalmers, 
Anderson International Corp., Blaw-Knox Co. and Rotocel, Crown 
Iron Works Co., French Oil Mill Machinery Co.

Crushing statistics for soybeans, and soy oil and meal production 
and consumption. See individual geographic regions (such as Asia, 
Europe, Latin America, United States, World, etc.) and nations 
within each region

CSY Agri-Processing, Inc. See Central Soya Co. (Fort Wayne, 
Indiana)

Cultural Practices, Cultivation & Agronomy (Including Crop 
Management, Erosion, Planting, Seedbed Preparation, Water 
Management / Irrigation) 11, 81, 117, 150, 188, 230, 355, 413, 439, 
594, 620, 630, 636, 659, 755, 813, 872, 1248, 1332, 1376, 1863, 
2002, 2072, 2364, 2522, 2592, 2675, 2807, 2907, 2968, 3125, 3543, 
3546, 3969, 4990, 5085, 5127, 5151, 5712, 5818, 5843

Culture Media / Medium (for Growing Microorganisms)–Industrial 
Uses of Soybeans, as in Antibiotic / Antibiotics Industry 124, 1298, 
2092, 5533

Cultures of nitrogen fi xing bacteria for soybeans. See Nitrogen 
Fixing Cultures

Curds Made from Soymilk (Soft, Unpressed Tofu) as an End 
Product or Food Ingredient. In Japanese: Oboro. In Chinese: 
Daufu-fa, Doufu-hua, Doufu-hwa, Douhua, Toufu-hwa, Tow-foo-
fah (“Bean Curd Flowers”) or Doufu-nao, Fu-nao (“Bean Curd 
Brains”). In Filipino: Taho (Often Served as a Dessert with a Sugary 
Syrup) 46, 50, 2927, 2935, 3581, 3675, 3697, 3781, 4071, 4149, 
4305, 4536, 4567, 5692, 5697

Cutlets, meatless. See Meat Alternatives–Meatless Cutlets

Dairy alternative, rice based. See Rice Milk Products–Ice Creams

Dairy alternatives (soy based). See Coffee Creamer / Whitener 
or Cream Alternative, Sour Cream Alternatives, Soy Cheese–
Fermented, Soy Cheese–Non-Fermented, Soy Cheese or Cheese 
Alternatives, Soy Cheesecake or Cream Pie, Soy Cream Cheese, 
Soy Pudding, Custard, Parfait, or Mousse, Soy Yogurt, Soymilk, 
Soymilk, Fermented, Soymilk, Fermented–Soy Kefi r, Tofu (Soy 
Cheese), Whip Topping

Dairylike Non-dairy Soy-based Products, Other (Cottage Cheese, 
and Icing). See also Non-dairy Whip Topping, Soy Ice Cream, 
Soy Yogurt, Soy Cheese, Cream Cheese or Cheesecakes, Coffee 
Creamer / Whitener or Cream, and Sour Cream 191, 2822, 2927, 
2935, 3219, 3675, 4031, 4122

Daitokuji / Daitoku-ji natto. See Daitokuji Fermented Black 
Soybeans–from Japan

Daitokuji Fermented Black Soybeans–from Japan. In Japan called 
Daitokuji Natto or Daitoku-ji Natto 2113, 2927, 3024, 3026

Dannen Mills (St. Joseph, Missouri). Sold (Oct. 1963) to Farmers 
Union Cooperative Marketing Assoc. (CMA) in Kansas City 1090

Danshi / danchi (pinyin). See Fermented Black Soybeans, Unsalted 
or Bland
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Davis, Adelle (1904-1974). Author and Health Foods Advocate 77, 
163, 440, 665, 1200, 1670, 1914, 2400, 2479, 2707, 3171, 3377, 
4234, 4742, 5976

Dawa-dawa. See Natto–Soybean Dawa-dawa

Dawson Mills (Dawson, Minnesota) (Tri-County Soy Bean Co-
operative Association until 1969) and Dawson Food Ingredients 
(from 1974)–Cooperative 1918, 3238, 3564, 3809, 3811, 3846, 
3906, 4282, 4836

Daylength Neutrality. See Soybean–Physiology–Photoperiod 
Insensitivity

Death certifi cates. See Obituaries, Eulogies, Death Certifi cates, and 
Wills

Deceptive or misleading labeling or products. See Unfair Practices–
Including Possible Deceptive / Misleading Labeling, Advertising, 
etc. See also: Adulteration

Delphos Grain & Soya Products Co. (Delphos, Ohio) 261, 1090

Delsoy Products, Inc. (Dearborn, Michigan). Soy Protein Company. 
Renamed Whitehouse Products in 1963. Purchased by C.J. Christoff 
& Sons in 1983 (Lowell, Michigan). Renamed Chadalee Farms, 
Inc.. 3645

Demos, Steve. See White Wave, Inc. (Boulder, Colorado)

Depression. See Mental Health

Detection of soy oil as an adulterant. See Adulteration of Foods and 
its Detection–Soy Oil

Detection of soy proteins. See Soy Proteins–Detection

Detergents or soaps made from soy oil. See Soaps or Detergents

DE-VAU-GE Gesundkostwerk GmbH (Lueneburg, Germany) 3201, 
3387, 5425, 5463, 5464, 5642, 5727

Developing countries, soybean production in. See Tropical and 
Subtropical Countries, Soybean Production in (Mostly in

Developing nations. See Third World

Development, sustainable. See World Problems–Sustainable 
Development and Growth

Diabetes and Diabetic Diets 51, 111, 113, 114, 117, 128, 150, 171, 
174, 333, 379, 446, 453, 455, 525, 775, 784, 835, 864, 886, 895, 
904, 925, 958, 964, 1122, 1240, 1248, 1337, 1670, 1684, 1718, 
1763, 1770, 2015, 2111, 2169, 2195, 2197, 2239, 2250, 2257, 2304, 
2472, 2510, 2544, 2869, 2887, 2968, 3095, 3201, 3387, 3414, 3453, 
3461, 3477, 3531, 3561, 3648, 3751, 3823, 3841, 3889, 3890, 3911, 
4016, 4031, 4067, 4163, 4174, 4180, 4189, 4215, 4239, 4242, 4256, 
4295, 4385, 4451, 4452, 4456, 4458, 4519, 4543, 4559, 4562, 4569, 
4587, 4618, 4668, 4682, 4687, 4695, 4714, 4715, 4732, 4743, 4845, 

4865, 4985, 4987, 5067, 5068, 5130, 5160, 5192, 5199, 5208, 5234, 
5289, 5310, 5326, 5333, 5355, 5359, 5361, 5423, 5453, 5472, 5535, 
5610, 5637, 5653, 5665, 5738, 5762, 5770, 5814, 5881, 5884, 5930, 
5943, 5975, 5986, 6037, 6038

Dies, Edward Jerome (1891-1979) 4054

Diesel Fuel, SoyDiesel, Biodiesel, or Artifi cial Petroleum (Made 
from Methyl Esters of Soybean Oil) 4837, 5506, 5629, 5890

Diet and Breast Cancer Prevention (Soy Is Usually Mentioned) 
3057, 3505, 3631, 3642, 3717, 3833, 3885, 3935, 4355, 4578, 4630, 
4820, 5022, 5283, 5315, 5330, 5506, 5667, 5894

Diet and Cancer (Vegetarian Diet Is Not Mentioned; Soy May Not 
Be Mentioned) 1639, 2944, 3510, 3521, 3889, 4374, 4447, 4578, 
4652, 4723, 5143, 5639, 5684, 5733, 5739, 5765, 5778, 5812, 5816, 
5894, 5903

Diet and Endometrial Cancer Prevention (Soy May Not Be 
Mentioned). The Endometrium is the Mucus Membrane Lining of 
the Uterus 3935, 4355, 4630

Diet and Prostate Cancer Prevention (Soy Is Usually Mentioned) 
4355, 5261, 5863, 5894

Dietitians. See Cooper, Lenna Frances (1875-1961), Battle Creek, 
Michigan

Diets of primitive humans. See Primitive Human Diets

Digestibility of Human Foods 3466, 5349

Directories–Soybean Processors (Including Soyfoods 
Manufacturers), Researchers, Conference Attendees, and Other 
Names and Addresses Related to Soyfoods, Vegetarianism, 
Macrobiotics, etc. See also Directories–Japanese American in USA 
524, 884, 1090, 1273, 1351, 1786, 1843, 2428, 2684, 2768, 2858, 
2910, 2927, 2935, 3063, 3087, 3088, 3096, 3185, 3416, 3581, 3664, 
3665, 3676, 3800, 4086, 4149, 4330, 4381, 4536, 4547, 4548, 4771, 
4774, 4917, 5158, 5697, 5867

Diseases of Soybeans (Bacterial, Fungal, and Viral / Virus). See 
also: Nematode Disease Control 64, 230, 299, 1332, 1989, 2047, 
2228, 2464, 2655, 2675, 2731, 2997, 3185, 3364, 3968, 3969, 3981, 
4614, 4693, 5085, 5196, 5829, 5843, 5886, 6031

Diseases, pests, and other types of injury, plant protection from. See 
Plant Protection from Diseases, Pests and Other Types of Injury 
(General)

Diseases, plant protection from. See Soybean Rust

District of Columbia. See United States–States–District of 
Columbia

Documents with More Than 20 Keywords 37, 64, 114, 129, 161, 
163, 230, 236, 238, 252, 258, 266, 357, 379, 388, 435, 436, 439, 
443, 454, 525, 650, 665, 671, 672, 743, 784, 813, 820, 909, 937, 
949, 962, 963, 974, 1090, 1123, 1186, 1204, 1228, 1241, 1251, 
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1295, 1329, 1332, 1387, 1388, 1424, 1459, 1489, 1490, 1515, 1520, 
1547, 1549, 1597, 1618, 1639, 1651, 1675, 1687, 1732, 1770, 1780, 
1801, 1848, 1987, 1988, 2017, 2047, 2102, 2201, 2202, 2228, 2248, 
2257, 2272, 2276, 2292, 2302, 2304, 2337, 2368, 2396, 2428, 2454, 
2468, 2478, 2488, 2504, 2511, 2514, 2523, 2530, 2534, 2535, 2536, 
2537, 2568, 2588, 2648, 2651, 2655, 2675, 2684, 2700, 2707, 2739, 
2765, 2767, 2768, 2775, 2802, 2803, 2822, 2824, 2927, 2935, 2966, 
2968, 2987, 2988, 2997, 3003, 3014, 3024, 3028, 3087, 3088, 3095, 
3096, 3108, 3110, 3185, 3197, 3220, 3237, 3377, 3400, 3416, 3517, 
3527, 3535, 3536, 3537, 3538, 3539, 3550, 3581, 3585, 3639, 3664, 
3665, 3675, 3676, 3698, 3721, 3724, 3776, 3832, 3864, 3889, 3906, 
3934, 3969, 3981, 4001, 4023, 4031, 4032, 4038, 4054, 4071, 4086, 
4121, 4146, 4149, 4158, 4163, 4173, 4191, 4228, 4255, 4267, 4282, 
4295, 4305, 4379, 4405, 4443, 4453, 4484, 4488, 4506, 4536, 4538, 
4542, 4547, 4548, 4567, 4570, 4618, 4630, 4636, 4649, 4655, 4658, 
4681, 4711, 4712, 4716, 4742, 4747, 4771, 4784, 4836, 4837, 4852, 
4882, 4901, 4908, 4909, 4927, 4933, 4949, 5020, 5059, 5085, 5132, 
5158, 5184, 5227, 5290, 5303, 5422, 5459, 5463, 5464, 5469, 5487, 
5490, 5506, 5571, 5601, 5611, 5629, 5642, 5656, 5668, 5674, 5678, 
5697, 5791, 5829, 5843, 5857, 5866, 5876, 5886, 5890, 5894, 5964, 
5976, 6031

Dogs, Cats, and Other Pets / Companion Animals Fed Soybeans, 
Soybean Forage, or Soybean Cake or Meal as Feed / Pet Food / 
Petfood 312, 962, 1983, 2235, 2568, 4556, 5522

Domestic Science / Home Economics Movement in the United 
States 162, 605, 960, 1451, 2020, 3199, 4404

Domestication of the soybean. See Origin, Domestication, and 
Dissemination of the Soybean (General)

Dorsett, Palemon Howard (1862-1943, USDA) 329, 2655, 4570

Dorsett-Morse Expedition to East Asia (Feb. 1929 to Feb. 1931) 
329, 2655

Douchi or doushi or dow see or dowsi. See Fermented Black 
Soybeans

Drackett Co. (The) (Cincinnati and Sharonville [or Evendale], 
Ohio) 825, 959, 1051, 2197, 5890

Dried yuba sticks. See Yuba–Dried Yuba Sticks

Dried-frozen tofu. See Tofu, Frozen, Dried-frozen, or Dried Whole

Drying of soybeans. See Storage of Seeds

DTD–Danish Turnkey Dairies. See APV Systems, Soya Technology 
Division

DuPont (E.I. Du Pont de Nemours & Co., Inc.) and DuPont 
Agricultural Enterprise / Products (Wilmington, Delaware). 
Formerly spelled Du Pont 420, 986, 1455, 1634, 1636, 3271, 4774, 
4836, 5630

Dust Suppressants and Dust Control–Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a 
Non-Drying Oil 685, 4940, 5083, 5469, 5506, 5629, 5869, 5890

Earliest articles on soy in major magazines and newspapers. See 
Media–Earliest Articles on Soy

Earliest commercial soy products. See Historical–Earliest 
Commercial Product

Earliest document seen... See Historical–Earliest Document Seen

Eastern Foods, Inc. See Mainland Express (Spring Park, Minnesota)

Ecology (“The Mother of All the Sciences”) and Ecosystems 64, 
264, 376, 1234, 1676, 2464, 2642, 3174, 3316, 3511, 3517, 3844, 
4188, 4228, 4330, 4339, 4459, 4529, 4597, 4614, 4998, 5085, 5196, 
5317, 5843

Economic Research Service of USDA. See United States 
Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Economic Research Service 
(ERS)

Economics of soybean production and hedging. See Marketing 
Soybeans

Edamame–imports, exports, international trade. See Green 
Vegetable Soybeans–Imports, Exports, International Trade

Edamamé. See Green Vegetable Soybeans, Green Vegetable 
Soybeans–Edamamé

Edelsoja Whole (Full-Fat) Soy fl our. Developed by Laszlo 
Berczeller in Austria and Launched in May 1928 161, 733, 1122, 
1123, 2620, 2684, 2757, 3379

Eden Foods, Inc. (Clinton, Michigan; Founded 4 Nov. 1969) and 
American Soy Products (Saline, Michigan; Founded Aug. 1986) 
2768, 2822, 3095, 3721, 4542, 4570, 4612, 4800, 4807, 4914, 4960, 
5052, 5104, 5203, 5208, 5399, 5405, 5442, 5463, 5597, 5598, 5601, 
5665, 5743, 5789, 5873

Edible or food-grade soybeans. See Green Vegetable Soybeans–
Vegetable-Type, Garden-Type, or Edible Soybeans

Edible Soy Products, makers of Pro-Nuts (Hudson, Iowa). See 
Solnuts B.V.

Effi ciency of animals in converting feeds into human foods. See 
Feeds–Effi ciency

Effi ciency of plants vs. animals in producing food. See 
Vegetarianism–Effi ciency of Plants... in Producing Food

Egypt. See Africa–Egypt

Ehret, Arnold (1866-1922). Pioneer in Fasting and Vegetarianism in 
Germany, Switzerland, and the United States (Los Angeles) 2479, 
2707

Eichberg, Joseph. See American Lecithin Corp.

El Molino Mills (Los Angeles Area. Founded by Edward Allen 
Vandercook. Began Operations on 1 March 1926 in Alhambra, 
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California) 163, 280, 2333, 2478, 4569, 4742

Elizabeth City Oil and Fertilizer Co. (Elizabeth City, North 
Carolina; 1915) 5487

Embargoes, tariffs, duties. See Trade Policies (International) 
Concerning Soybeans, Soy Products, or Soyfoods–Tariffs, Duties, 
Embargoes, Moratoriums

Empresa Brasileira de Pesquisa Agropecuaria (Brazilian Enterprise 
for Research on Management of Land for Animal Production; 
EMBRAPA) (Brazil). Established 26 April 1973. Includes Centro 
Nacional de Pesquisa de Soja (National Soybean Research Center; 
CNPS or CNPSo) 3525, 3787, 4614

Energy Consumption during Crop Production, Food Processing, 
etc.. 2907, 3546

Energy, renewable, from soybeans. See Diesel Fuel, SoyDiesel, 
Biodiesel, or Artifi cial Petroleum

England. See Europe, Western–United Kingdom

Environmental issues. See Water Issues and Vegetarianism

Environmental issues, concerns, and protection. See Vegetarianism, 
the Environment, and Ecology, Water Use, Misuse, and Scarcity

Environmental Issues, Concerns, and Protection (General, Including 
Deep Ecology, Pollution of the Environment, Renewable Energy, 
etc.). See also Global Warming / Climate Change, and Water Use 
2282, 2337, 4155, 4228, 5894

Enzyme active soy fl our. See Soy Flour, Grits, and Flakes–Enzyme 
Active

Enzymes–Commercial Enzyme Preparations Used in 
Making Soyfoods by Hydrolyzing or Modifying Soy Protein, 
Carbohydrates, or Lipids (Including Phosphatides) 55, 720, 1168, 
1225, 1757, 1947, 1962, 2040, 2078, 2112, 2149, 2208, 2215, 2278, 
2386, 2399, 2504, 2525, 2534, 2622, 2649, 2805, 3019, 3405, 3528, 
3545, 3686, 4296, 4844, 4909, 4933, 5311, 5342, 5451, 5502, 5508, 
5677, 5914, 5915, 5919

Enzymes (General) 314, 1070, 1148, 1358, 1581, 2128, 2380, 2537, 
2634, 3625, 4037, 4481, 4482, 4611, 5970

Enzymes in Soybean Seeds–Lipoxygenase (Formerly Called 
Lipoxidase) and Its Inactivation 192, 228, 347, 357, 392, 506, 558, 
652, 883, 1041, 1149, 1212, 1246, 1460, 1616, 1732, 1774, 1890, 
2103, 2144, 2351, 2530, 2534, 2542, 2586, 2620, 2658, 2682, 2711, 
2733, 2745, 2757, 2811, 2924, 3137, 3250, 3313, 3336, 3405, 3410, 
3638, 3639, 3717, 3759, 3793, 3852, 3869, 3906, 3961, 3990, 3996, 
4052, 4090, 4113, 4144, 4187, 4527, 4541, 4550, 4566, 4666, 4763, 
4870, 4998, 5073, 5182, 5419, 5463, 5469, 5482, 5561, 5570, 5611, 
5686, 5721, 5779, 5827, 5857, 5870, 5912, 5917

Enzymes in Soybean Seeds–Other 139, 216, 446, 591, 641, 830, 
856, 962, 1216, 1513, 1515, 1527, 1628, 1711, 1738, 1793, 1848, 
1967, 2033, 2072, 2077, 2290, 2536, 2783, 3050, 3547, 3550, 3604, 

4295, 4614, 5441, 5898

Enzymes in Soybean Seeds–Peroxidase 2634, 4054, 5611

Enzymes in Soybean Seeds–Urease and Its Inactivation 357, 539, 
814, 974, 1412, 1605, 1777, 1808, 2103, 2260, 2322, 2523, 2530, 
2542, 2586, 2764, 3637, 4074, 4894, 5065, 5073, 5559, 5570, 5611, 
5857

Enzymes in the Body of Humans and Other Animals (Including 
Lactase, Trypsin, Phytase) 541, 887, 1723, 2471, 2700, 2956, 3211, 
3527, 3723, 3760, 3982, 4634, 4783, 5498, 5619, 5675, 5775, 5792, 
5889, 6017, 6033

Enzymes Produced During Fermentations Involving Koji or 
Aspergillus Oryzae (Including Enzymes in Miso and Fermented Soy 
Sauce) 560, 1076, 1749, 1797, 2317, 2702, 3229, 3822, 3923, 3924, 
3927, 3994, 4126, 4164, 4296, 5039, 5110, 5148, 5321, 5435, 5507, 
5600, 5601, 6013

Enzymes Produced During Fermentations Involving Tempeh, Natto, 
Fermented Tofu, or Fermented Black Soybeans 340, 946, 1192, 
1488, 1511, 1631, 1776, 2149, 2266, 2484, 2509, 2906, 2987, 2988, 
3254, 3923, 4126, 4211, 4769, 4953, 5226, 5242, 5337, 5462

Equipment for making soymilk. See Soymilk Equipment

Equipment for making tofu. See Tofu Equipment

Equipment for soybean crushing–manufacturers. See Anderson 
International Corp., Blaw-Knox Co. and Rotocel, Crown Iron 
Works Co., French Oil Mill Machinery Co.

Equipment for Soybean Processing (Not Including Farm 
Machinery) 1945, 2157, 2712, 3062, 3568, 5124, 5327, 5759

Equol–A Metabolite of Daidzein Derived by the Action of Intestinal 
Bacteria on Soy Isofl avones 1928, 2413, 2447, 3097, 3866, 4018, 
4299, 4741, 4754, 4786, 5439, 5537, 5811, 5820

Erewhon (Boston, Massachusetts). Founded April 1966 by Aveline 
and Michio Kushi in Boston. Merged with U.S. Mills in 1986 2345, 
2428, 2768, 2822, 3095, 3303, 4191, 4800, 4989

Erewhon–Los Angeles / West / West Coast. Established Sept. 
1969. Purchased from Erewhon (Boston) by John Fountain & John 
Deming on 1 Aug. 1975. Named Mondo in Oct. 1976. Then Broken 
Up and Re-Sold in 1979. Part Became Erewhon West 2345, 2428, 
2768

Erosion of soils. See Soil Science–Soil Conservation or Soil 
Erosion

Essene Traditional Foods (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania) 2428

Estrogens in plants. See Phytoestrogens

Ethanol (ethyl alcohol). See Solvents

Etymology. See the specifi c product concerned (e.g. soybeans, tofu, 
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soybean meal, etc.)

Etymology (General) of Soybean Products or Closely Related 
Terms (Such as “Protein”) 5886

Etymology of the Word “Soy” and its Cognates / Relatives in 
English 809, 2198

Etymology of the Word “Soyfoods” and its Cognates / Relatives in 
Various Languages 1122, 1123, 2223, 3665, 3676

Etymology of the Words “Soya,” “Soy,” and “Soybean” and their 
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 117, 120, 567, 712, 
1488, 2930, 3537, 3747, 3919, 5571

Etymology of vegetarianism. See Vegetarianism–Etymology

Euronature (Paris, France). See Lima N.V. / Lima Foods (Sint-
Martens-Latem, Belgium; and Mezin, France)

Europe, Eastern–Albania (Republika e Shqipërisë / Shqiperia) 
4226, 4651

Europe, Eastern–Bulgaria 161, 543, 2016, 2354, 2636, 2959, 2960, 
3124, 3777, 3954, 4635, 5115

Europe, Eastern–Croatia (Hrvatska; Declared Independence from 
Yugoslavia on 21 June 1991; Includes Istria or Istrian Peninsula and 
Rijeka (formerly Fiume)) 161

Europe, Eastern–Czech Republic (Ceská Republika; Including 
Bohemia or Cechy, and Moravia or Morava. From 1918 until 1 
Jan. 1993, Western Part of Czechoslovakia, which also included 
Slovakia or Slovensko) 913, 1123, 1853, 1937, 2377, 2554, 2582, 
5087, 5302

Europe, Eastern–Czechoslovakia (From 1918 until 1 Jan. 1993; 
then divided into The Czech Republic [formerly Bohemia and 
Moravia], and Slovakia [offi cially “The Slovak Republic”]) 913, 
1064, 1123, 1387, 1853, 1937, 2377, 2554, 3124, 3213, 3948, 5087, 
5302

Europe, Eastern (General) 951, 4121, 4649, 4789

Europe, Eastern–Hungary (Magyar Köztársaság) 161, 1122, 1123, 
1231, 1332, 1387, 1908, 1912, 2686, 2695, 3124, 3364, 3377, 5158, 
5259

Europe, Eastern–Latvia (Formerly Latvian SSR, a Soviet Republic 
from Aug. 1940 to Aug. 1991) 2539, 2790, 3950, 4010, 4429, 4869

Europe, Eastern–Lithuania (Formerly Lithuanian SSR, a Soviet 
Republic from Aug. 1940 to Aug. 1991) 2979

Europe, Eastern–Moldova (Moldavia until Aug. 1991; Formerly 
Moldavian SSR, a Soviet Republic from 1917 to 26 Dec. 1991) 
537, 543, 2957

Europe, Eastern–Poland 64, 96, 353, 431, 1387, 1388, 1556, 2228, 
3039, 3103, 3124, 3189, 3204, 3210, 3214, 3270, 3408, 3642, 4006, 

4228, 4242, 4282, 4407, 5035, 5419, 5857

Europe, Eastern–Romania (Including Moldavia and Bessarabia 
until 1940-44). Also spelled Rumania 161, 543, 1387, 2002, 3124, 
3376, 3722, 3839, 4635

Europe, Eastern–Russian Federation (Russia); Formerly Russian 
SFSR, a Soviet Republic from 30 Dec. 1922 to Dec. 1991) 37, 225, 
806, 830, 901, 924, 947, 977, 1123, 1157, 1199, 1431, 1823, 2364, 
2655, 3103, 4335

Europe, Eastern–Serbia (Republic of Serbia since 6 June 2006). 
Including Belgrade, Novi Sad, Sajkaska, Vojvodina, and disputed 
Kosovo. Formerly part of the loose State Union of Serbia and 
Montenegro (2003-2006) 226, 4640, 5256

Europe, Eastern–Slovakia (Slovak Republic, or Slovensko; Eastern 
Part of Czechoslovakia from 1918 until 1 Jan. 1993) 1123, 5302

Europe, Eastern–Slovenia (Slovenija; Declared Independence from 
Yugoslavia on 21 June 1991) 3839, 4189, 4240

Europe, Eastern–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–Statistics, 
Trends, and Analyses 543

Europe, Eastern–Ukraine (Ukrayina; Formerly Ukranian SSR, a 
Soviet Republic from 1917 to Dec. 1991) 302, 543, 5204, 5736

Europe, Eastern–USSR (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics or 
Soviet Union; called Russia before 30 Dec. 1922. Ceased to exist 
on 26 Dec. 1991) 37, 96, 117, 225, 302, 537, 543, 664, 806, 810, 
830, 901, 924, 947, 977, 1123, 1145, 1329, 1332, 1527, 1823, 1948, 
2002, 2126, 2364, 2499, 2522, 2539, 2655, 2790, 2817, 2950, 2952, 
2957, 2966, 3103, 3124, 3408, 3585, 3722, 3950, 4010, 4121, 4214, 
4228, 4282, 4335, 4429, 4537, 4789, 4837, 4869, 4967, 5012, 5198, 
5204, 5533, 5571, 5674, 5736, 5964

Europe, Eastern–Yugoslavia. Existed from 1918 to Jan. 1992. 
Composed of Serbia / Servia, Croatia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, 
Slovenia, Macedonia, and Montenegro. Included Carnaro, Fiume / 
Rijeka / Rieka 1947-1992; Formerly Also Spelled Jugoslavia. See 
also Serbia and Montenegro 161, 226, 363, 664, 1123, 1338, 1387, 
1441, 1444, 2233, 3124, 3839, 4189, 4240, 4635, 4640, 4913, 5158, 
5211, 5256

Europe–European Union (EU) or European Economic Community 
(EEC; also known as the Common Market), renamed the European 
Community (Headquarters: Brussels, Belgium) 2176, 2178, 3080, 
3448, 3626, 3724, 4837, 4882, 5851, 5858, 5894, 5921

Europe–Soybean crushers (general). See Soybean Crushers 
(Europe)

Europe, soyfoods associations in. See Soyfoods Associations in 
Europe

Europe, soyfoods movement in. See Soyfoods Movement in Europe

Europe, Western 63, 951, 1016, 1272, 1273, 1411, 2323, 2684, 
2834, 3162, 3408, 3585, 3601, 3609, 4041, 4121, 4484, 4608, 4647, 
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4776, 4889, 4901, 4909, 5085, 5086, 5204, 5539, 5614, 5674, 5736, 
5776, 5843, 5846, 5857, 5876, 5934

Europe, Western–Austria (Österreich) was independent before 8 
June 1876 when the dual monarchy was formed. As the Austro-
Hungarian Empire began to break up, the Republic of Austria 
declared independence on 12 Nov. 1918 96, 117, 161, 525, 537, 
1122, 1123, 1387, 3849, 4385, 4678, 5075, 5113, 5158, 5164, 5214, 
5308

Europe, Western–Belgium, Kingdom of 113, 114, 156, 221, 230, 
300, 480, 593, 719, 922, 1059, 1063, 1226, 1387, 1870, 2177, 2178, 
2428, 2684, 2690, 3087, 3134, 3167, 3205, 3206, 3448, 3609, 3724, 
4752, 4788, 4814, 4862, 4920, 5158, 5627, 5642, 5685, 5743, 5885

Europe, Western–Denmark (Danmark; Including the Province of 
Greenland [Kalaallit Nunaat]) 37, 76, 193, 273, 300, 454, 1226, 
1295, 2428, 2684, 3027, 3149, 3224, 3247, 3448, 3724, 3749, 3991, 
4238, 4433, 4484, 4487, 4503, 4570, 4610, 4613, 5024, 5543, 5642, 
5711, 5798, 5880, 5915, 5929, 5974, 5984

Europe, Western–Finland (Suomen Tasavalta) 420, 1387, 2233, 
2559, 4121, 4334, 5076, 5157, 5158, 5211, 5448, 5642, 5811, 5812, 
5820

Europe, Western–France (République Française) 11, 13, 16, 20, 35, 
37, 51, 64, 73, 90, 91, 95, 113, 114, 117, 119, 128, 134, 150, 154, 
161, 250, 300, 329, 420, 435, 436, 525, 556, 624, 705, 819, 827, 
871, 919, 1122, 1123, 1220, 1226, 1298, 1311, 1315, 1329, 1387, 
1390, 1423, 1556, 1639, 1662, 1783, 1848, 1878, 1919, 1940, 2170, 
2175, 2251, 2279, 2383, 2428, 2490, 2495, 2529, 2592, 2608, 2624, 
2637, 2689, 2727, 2787, 2801, 2945, 2977, 2998, 3087, 3134, 3147, 
3173, 3347, 3448, 3600, 3604, 3607, 3620, 3718, 3724, 3938, 4121, 
4228, 4329, 4448, 4449, 4453, 4484, 4608, 4616, 4640, 4837, 4882, 
4921, 4983, 4997, 5103, 5110, 5158, 5253, 5286, 5463, 5464, 5469, 
5506, 5578, 5601, 5642, 5685, 5686, 5711, 5731, 5779, 5800, 5880, 
5921, 5968, 5999

Europe, Western–Germany (Deutschland; Including East and West 
Germany, Oct. 1949–July 1990) 3, 23, 49, 51, 67, 86, 105, 106, 126, 
129, 167, 227, 239, 253, 258, 272, 275, 276, 291, 300, 319, 334, 
353, 355, 380, 407, 420, 454, 474, 480, 489, 537, 543, 551, 555, 
580, 641, 671, 706, 728, 733, 813, 836, 856, 871, 886, 895, 962, 
983, 1010, 1058, 1069, 1090, 1122, 1123, 1136, 1145, 1226, 1231, 
1247, 1277, 1337, 1378, 1387, 1457, 1556, 1559, 1646, 1651, 1673, 
1750, 1780, 1794, 1855, 1906, 1936, 2015, 2026, 2064, 2111, 2135, 
2151, 2152, 2178, 2181, 2198, 2234, 2252, 2270, 2372, 2386, 2428, 
2474, 2514, 2525, 2592, 2620, 2661, 2683, 2684, 2697, 2703, 2757, 
2769, 2809, 2814, 2958, 2968, 2987, 2988, 3022, 3039, 3087, 3124, 
3163, 3175, 3177, 3179, 3180, 3181, 3183, 3187, 3188, 3190, 3193, 
3195, 3201, 3205, 3212, 3237, 3291, 3353, 3356, 3379, 3387, 3401, 
3414, 3448, 3470, 3522, 3526, 3651, 3665, 3724, 3764, 3832, 3839, 
3843, 3849, 3896, 3900, 3991, 4004, 4032, 4041, 4054, 4094, 4103, 
4149, 4183, 4191, 4230, 4242, 4245, 4251, 4265, 4275, 4379, 4409, 
4483, 4484, 4512, 4601, 4607, 4620, 4621, 4635, 4649, 4678, 4691, 
4722, 4781, 4837, 4908, 4909, 4948, 4991, 5038, 5072, 5115, 5158, 
5164, 5178, 5190, 5191, 5199, 5200, 5201, 5230, 5241, 5276, 5309, 
5326, 5375, 5390, 5445, 5463, 5464, 5469, 5487, 5506, 5535, 5674, 
5685, 5697, 5727, 5747, 5768, 5855, 5891, 5895, 5920, 5921, 5964, 
6007, 6008, 6010, 6037, 6038

Europe, Western–Greece (Hellenic Republic–Elliniki Dimokratia–
Hellas. Including Crete, Kríte, Kriti, or Creta, and Epirus or 
Epeiros) 31, 161, 443, 537, 1239, 1295, 1387, 1489, 1490, 2233, 
2248, 2977, 4784, 5746

Europe, Western–Iceland (Lydhveldidh or Lyoveldio Island) 4334

Europe, Western–Ireland, Republic of (Éire; Also Called Irish 
Republic) 2783, 4570, 5622

Europe, Western–Italy (Repubblica Italiana) 56, 64, 150, 279, 283, 
319, 332, 376, 523, 625, 650, 706, 746, 884, 936, 951, 987, 1013, 
1045, 1074, 1123, 1180, 1226, 1309, 1311, 1328, 1387, 1388, 1490, 
1547, 1556, 1671, 1871, 2138, 2176, 2178, 2206, 2233, 2244, 2292, 
2428, 2592, 2650, 2684, 2764, 2774, 2801, 2826, 2977, 3087, 3223, 
3247, 3432, 3448, 3533, 3616, 3696, 3724, 3808, 3909, 3997, 3998, 
4068, 4218, 4225, 4230, 4235, 4236, 4242, 4260, 4347, 4371, 4405, 
4406, 4408, 4411, 4413, 4414, 4415, 4419, 4439, 4441, 4445, 4454, 
4455, 4605, 4645, 4771, 4863, 4865, 4907, 4908, 4946, 4969, 4981, 
4984, 4985, 4986, 5025, 5068, 5078, 5115, 5158, 5164, 5350, 5451, 
5469, 5495, 5506, 5589, 5603, 5814, 5882

Europe–Western–Italy–Soy Ingredients Used in Italian-Style 
Recipes, Food Products, or Dishes Worldwide 4379, 4488, 4798

Europe, Western–Luxembourg, Grand Duchy of (Occasionally 
spelled Luxemburg) 1387, 2178, 3448

Europe, Western–Malta 1295

Europe, Western–Monaco, Principality of 16

Europe, Western–Netherlands, Kingdom of the (Koninkrijk der 
Nederlanden), Including Holland 64, 161, 291, 300, 340, 706, 819, 
1090, 1122, 1123, 1126, 1239, 1295, 1387, 1488, 1556, 1651, 1665, 
1738, 1765, 1766, 1915, 2057, 2085, 2178, 2199, 2233, 2262, 2414, 
2428, 2497, 2552, 2684, 2780, 2815, 2934, 2997, 2999, 3056, 3087, 
3105, 3184, 3260, 3322, 3382, 3383, 3448, 3463, 3540, 3566, 3601, 
3626, 3633, 3666, 3713, 3772, 3921, 3969, 3982, 3991, 4004, 4011, 
4032, 4143, 4191, 4249, 4263, 4331, 4427, 4532, 4569, 4635, 4639, 
4647, 4650, 4669, 4712, 4771, 4782, 4882, 4896, 4898, 4899, 4939, 
5023, 5158, 5250, 5343, 5360, 5438, 5469, 5564, 5570, 5583, 5672, 
5790, 5805, 5910, 5921, 5964, 6030, 6039

Europe, Western–Norway, Kingdom of (Kongeriket Norge) 454, 
2564, 3259, 3976, 4004, 4263, 4334, 4974, 5076, 5158, 5620, 5642

Europe, Western–Portugal (República Portuguesa; Including Macao 
/ Macau {Until 1999} and the Azores) 582, 1123, 1387, 1489, 1490, 
2428, 2468, 3087, 5158

Europe, Western–Scotland (Part of United Kingdom since 1707) 76, 
551, 706, 1023, 1041, 1247, 1329, 1526, 1556, 1616, 1769, 1787, 
1796, 1802, 1845, 1900, 2151, 2152, 2302, 2428, 2769, 2826, 3278, 
3613, 3753, 3993, 4020, 4314, 4638, 5262, 5487, 5596

Europe, Western–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–Statistics, 
Trends, and Analyses 161
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Europe, Western–Spain, Kingdom of (Reino de España) 613, 827, 
850, 936, 964, 1226, 1248, 1311, 1387, 1388, 1427, 1462, 1489, 
1490, 2124, 2428, 2510, 2968, 2977, 3580, 5158, 5469, 5869

Europe, Western–Sweden, Kingdom of (Konungariket Sverige) 
192, 228, 291, 300, 612, 688, 1214, 1293, 1815, 1848, 2119, 2428, 
2592, 2625, 2684, 2829, 3014, 3056, 3149, 3408, 3539, 3611, 3671, 
3739, 3758, 3820, 3982, 4018, 4082, 4191, 4241, 4298, 4299, 4334, 
4346, 4362, 4666, 4667, 4712, 4720, 4736, 4744, 4754, 4801, 5076, 
5158, 5211, 5344, 5463, 5464, 5506, 5640, 5642, 5671, 5686, 5728, 
5758, 5778, 5856

Europe, Western–Switzerland (Swiss Confederation) 114, 129, 292, 
300, 354, 368, 369, 370, 371, 584, 611, 1069, 1081, 1123, 1387, 
1512, 1522, 1576, 1628, 1642, 1644, 1653, 1723, 1878, 2428, 2549, 
2614, 2974, 3059, 3249, 3388, 3641, 3808, 3909, 3997, 3998, 4149, 
4205, 4412, 4439, 4440, 4441, 4484, 4525, 4640, 4645, 4660, 4911, 
4929, 4997, 5025, 5031, 5166, 5246, 5314, 5350, 5425, 5464, 5670, 
5685

Europe, Western–United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern 
Ireland (UK–Including England, Scotland, Wales, Channel Islands, 
Isle of Man, Gibraltar) 3, 48, 56, 76, 88, 129, 164, 165, 184, 199, 
238, 254, 287, 300, 319, 388, 395, 399, 435, 436, 441, 453, 454, 
463, 497, 525, 528, 529, 538, 551, 555, 565, 571, 580, 583, 604, 
673, 676, 679, 680, 703, 704, 706, 724, 736, 745, 762, 765, 769, 
783, 784, 811, 819, 827, 952, 953, 966, 983, 993, 1002, 1021, 1022, 
1040, 1041, 1047, 1068, 1122, 1123, 1169, 1190, 1212, 1226, 1239, 
1247, 1253, 1295, 1301, 1303, 1304, 1329, 1375, 1379, 1387, 1392, 
1406, 1458, 1469, 1477, 1496, 1515, 1526, 1546, 1547, 1556, 1576, 
1582, 1606, 1616, 1701, 1760, 1769, 1770, 1787, 1796, 1802, 1845, 
1848, 1871, 1900, 1944, 1954, 1955, 1956, 1969, 1971, 1975, 1979, 
1981, 1996, 2063, 2070, 2102, 2123, 2130, 2151, 2187, 2202, 2261, 
2272, 2302, 2428, 2454, 2534, 2663, 2672, 2687, 2740, 2769, 2801, 
2826, 2827, 2853, 2899, 2951, 2966, 2990, 3097, 3099, 3101, 3121, 
3165, 3168, 3189, 3221, 3242, 3278, 3308, 3318, 3346, 3400, 3402, 
3425, 3432, 3448, 3459, 3473, 3474, 3537, 3555, 3563, 3566, 3592, 
3608, 3613, 3627, 3724, 3734, 3751, 3753, 3770, 3807, 3818, 3835, 
3875, 3881, 3901, 3903, 3942, 3969, 3991, 3993, 4012, 4020, 4030, 
4039, 4083, 4112, 4123, 4134, 4147, 4154, 4204, 4231, 4244, 4246, 
4255, 4259, 4271, 4285, 4294, 4314, 4375, 4405, 4423, 4496, 4538, 
4608, 4619, 4622, 4635, 4638, 4643, 4644, 4647, 4653, 4686, 4724, 
4754, 4786, 4809, 4843, 4846, 4857, 4924, 4950, 4979, 5033, 5067, 
5076, 5084, 5097, 5098, 5155, 5158, 5160, 5164, 5196, 5202, 5262, 
5274, 5317, 5329, 5393, 5450, 5463, 5464, 5487, 5492, 5548, 5563, 
5568, 5574, 5575, 5596, 5739, 5792, 5817, 5831, 5851, 5852, 5854, 
5879, 5885, 5912, 5921, 5957, 5959, 5990, 6020, 6029

Exercise. See Physical Fitness, Physical Culture, and Exercise

Expellers. See Soybean Crushing–Equipment–Screw Presses and 
Expellers

Experiment Stations, Offi ce of. See United States Department of 
Agriculture (USDA)–Offi ce of Experiment Stations

Experiment stations (state) in USA. See Agricultural Experiment 
Stations in the United States

Explosions or fi res. See Soybean Crushing–Explosions and/or Fires 

in Soybean Solvent Extraction Plants

Explosives Made from Soy Oil or Glycerine–Industrial Uses of Soy 
Oil as a Non-Drying Oil 5083

Exports. See Trade of Soybeans, Oil & Meal, or see Individual 
Soyfoods Exported

Extruder / Extrusion Cooker Manufacturers–Wenger International, 
Inc. (Kansas City, Missouri; Sabetha, Kansas), Incl. Extru-Tech, 
Inc.. 1205, 1206, 1487, 1520, 1637, 1753, 1777, 1834, 1848, 1851, 
1883, 1945, 2157, 2179, 2207, 2286, 2300, 2314, 2368, 2467, 2579, 
2712, 2777, 2995, 3058, 3113, 3257, 3416, 3576, 3864, 4017, 4184, 
4282, 4675, 5221, 5866

Extruders and Extrusion Cooking, Low Cost–Brady Crop Cooker, 
Thriposha, etc.. 2904, 3051, 3062, 3113, 3272, 3400, 3471, 3567, 
3568, 3576, 3776, 3810, 3848, 4038, 4101, 4145, 4221, 4367, 4388, 
5059, 5327, 5421, 5573, 5705, 5866

Extruders and Extrusion Cooking: Low Cost Extrusion Cookers 
(LECs) 2294, 2351, 3050, 3051, 3055, 3060, 3061, 3063, 3065, 
3102, 3136, 3471, 3519, 3567, 3569, 3570, 3571, 3574, 3670, 3721, 
3814, 3848, 3861, 3864, 3917, 4017, 4060, 4061, 4101, 4145, 4173, 
4555, 4675, 4688, 4797, 5370, 5481, 5506, 5759, 5760, 5771, 5847

Extruders and Extrusion Cooking, Low Cost–Including Triple “F” 
Inc., Insta-Pro International, Soy Innovations International, and 
Heartland Agri Partners, LLC 2162, 2163, 3113, 3848, 4101, 5059, 
5573, 5923

Extruders, Extrusion Cooking, Extrusion Cookers and Expanders. 
See also Low Cost Extrusion Cookers (LEC / LECs) 1205, 1206, 
1510, 1520, 1630, 1752, 1777, 1851, 1945, 2126, 2156, 2157, 2195, 
2219, 2225, 2267, 2284, 2292, 2293, 2300, 2314, 2349, 2368, 2504, 
2534, 2568, 2579, 2648, 2777, 2975, 2995, 3012, 3058, 3071, 3111, 
3260, 3313, 3347, 3389, 3420, 3491, 3528, 3530, 3735, 3812, 3814, 
3815, 3816, 3864, 3938, 4017, 4019, 4184, 4253, 4564, 4627, 4675, 
4739, 4948, 5048, 5215, 5434, 5457, 5502, 5546, 5579, 5580, 5705, 
5866, 5877, 5916, 5933, 6024

Extru-Tech, Inc. See Extruder / Extrusion Cooker Manufacturers–
Wenger International, Inc.

Faba bean or fava bean. See Broad Bean (Vicia faba)

Family history. See Genealogy and Family History

Fantastic Foods, Inc. (Petaluma, California) 5761

FAO. See United Nations (Including UNICEF, FAO, UNDP, 
UNESCO, and UNRRA) Work with Soy

Farbenindustrie, I.G. See IG Farben

Farm Food Co. (San Rafael, then San Francisco, California), Farm 
Foods, and Farm Soy Dairy (Summertown, Tennessee). Div. of 
Hain Food Group (Uniondale, New York). Merged with Barricini 
Foods on 31 May 1985. Acquired by 21st Century Foods from 
Barracini Foods in mid-1993 3095, 3534, 3535, 3538, 3652, 3721, 
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4379, 4542, 4570, 4882, 4916, 4966, 5020, 5347

Farm machinery. See Tractors

Farm (The) (Lanark, ONT, Canada). See Plenty Canada

Farm (The) (Summertown, Tennessee). See also Soyfoods 
Companies (USA)–Farm Food Co.. 2767, 2935, 3047, 3095, 3264, 
3299, 3381, 3534, 3535, 3538, 3652, 3664, 3721, 3756, 4121, 4130, 
4379, 4542, 4570, 4752, 4882, 4916, 4939, 4966, 5020, 5147, 5472, 
5780, 5850, 5955

Far-Mar-Co, Inc. (A Cooperative; Hutchinson, Kansas). Created 
on 1 June 1968 by the merger of four regional grain cooperatives 
including Farmers Union Cooperative Marketing Assn., which had 
owned the former Dannen soybean crushing plant in St. Joseph, 
Missouri, since Sept. 1963. Parts later sold to PMS Foods, Inc.. 
2292, 2568, 2916, 4282

Farmers Union Grain Terminal Association (GTA). Established in 
1938 in St. Paul, Minnesota 1424

Farmland Industries, Inc. Named Consumers Cooperative 
Association from 1934 to 1 Sept. 1966. Declared Bankruptcy in 
May 2002 3906, 4836

Fasting–Abstaining from All Food and Nourishment, Consuming 
Only Water 86, 1639, 2823, 4373, 5243, 5791

Fasting pioneers. See Ehret, Arnold

Fatty Acids for Non-Drying or Drying Applications (As in Hot-Melt 
Glues or the Curing Component of Epoxy Glues)–Industrial Uses 
of Soy Oil 166, 258, 703, 930, 1090, 1264, 2675, 3702, 4658, 4771, 
4940, 5158, 5506, 5629

Fearn, Dr. Charles E. (-1949), and Fearn Soya Foods / Fearn 
Natural Foods 1003, 1458, 2478, 3133, 3639, 4538, 4569, 4742

Feed manufacturing companies. See Ralston Purina Company

Feeds–Effi ciency of Animals in Converting Feeds into Human 
Foods 570, 1205, 1206, 1709, 2101, 2271, 2337, 2865, 2927, 2935, 
3087, 3088, 3096, 3665, 3676, 3999, 4342, 4536, 4901, 4951

Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants–Hay (Whole Dried Soybean 
Plants, Foliage and Immature Seed Included) 347, 418, 544, 695, 
2392, 3511, 3537

Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants or Full-Fat Seeds (Including 
Forage, Fodder {Green Plants}, or Ground Soybean Seeds) 241, 
976, 977, 1205, 1206, 1331, 1477, 1572, 1770, 1772, 2162, 2163, 
2392, 2643, 2755, 2806, 2817, 2968, 3005, 3041, 3113, 3203, 3396, 
3847, 4123, 4203, 4241, 4651, 4835, 5215, 5579, 5580, 5631, 5923

Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants–Silage / Ensilage Made in a 
Silo 161, 679, 1240, 1332, 3487

Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants–Straw (Stems of Whole Dried 
Soybean Plants). Also Fertilizing Value, Other Uses, Yields, and 

Chemical Composition 161, 679

Feeds Made from Soybean Meal (Defatted) 21, 93, 108, 127, 135, 
165, 179, 182, 190, 210, 232, 241, 246, 254, 277, 287, 307, 312, 
337, 362, 367, 382, 404, 407, 420, 422, 426, 444, 460, 462, 464, 
478, 482, 484, 488, 490, 498, 500, 523, 526, 551, 566, 568, 608, 
612, 630, 645, 647, 690, 695, 707, 720, 727, 756, 768, 776, 777, 
778, 779, 780, 781, 782, 783, 799, 801, 803, 807, 825, 828, 840, 
841, 854, 859, 897, 900, 938, 962, 974, 976, 981, 988, 995, 1004, 
1012, 1013, 1025, 1035, 1037, 1051, 1087, 1136, 1167, 1172, 1179, 
1189, 1194, 1198, 1220, 1255, 1266, 1272, 1305, 1352, 1355, 1392, 
1402, 1405, 1440, 1448, 1461, 1472, 1474, 1555, 1567, 1588, 1598, 
1601, 1603, 1623, 1666, 1672, 1686, 1696, 1700, 1720, 1727, 1732, 
1765, 1766, 1787, 1831, 1858, 1860, 2021, 2022, 2038, 2050, 2066, 
2102, 2124, 2155, 2171, 2176, 2178, 2191, 2221, 2271, 2337, 2392, 
2451, 2486, 2515, 2535, 2611, 2670, 2713, 2806, 2807, 2865, 2891, 
2948, 3164, 3185, 3312, 3637, 3821, 3950, 3951, 3999, 4074, 4136, 
4241, 4342, 4344, 4417, 4483, 4520, 4598, 4684, 4756, 4951, 5064, 
5085, 5127, 5270, 5370, 5446, 5553, 5557, 5559, 5565, 5620, 5749, 
5886, 5890, 5907, 5926, 5933, 6031

Feeds, Other Types (Okara, Calf Milk Replacers, Soybean Hulls, 
etc.) 987, 1233, 1499, 2187, 2435, 2854, 2892, 3161, 3308, 3537, 
4337, 4503, 4785, 4864, 4867, 4985, 5627, 5889

Feeds–Soybeans, soybean forage, or soy products fed to various 
types of animals. See The type of animal–chickens, pigs, cows, 
horses, etc.

Feminization. See Reproduction / Reproductive, Fertility, or 
Feminization Problems

Fermented Black Soybean Extract (Shizhi / Shih Chih), and 
Fermented Black Soybean Sauce (Mandarin: Shiyou / Shih-yu. 
Cantonese: Shi-yau / Si-yau / Seow. Japanese: Kuki-jiru). See also 
Black Bean Sauce 4506, 5054

Fermented Black Soybean Production–How to Make Fermented 
Black Soybeans on a Commercial Scale 910, 3024, 3026, 4655

Fermented Black Soybeans–Etymology of This Term and Its 
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 375, 910, 3287, 4086

Fermented Black Soybeans from Japan–Kuki 3024

Fermented Black Soybeans from Japan–Other Names (Tera Natto, 
Shiokara Natto, Jofukuji Natto) 2394, 2987, 2988, 3024, 3028, 
4418, 4747, 4852

Fermented Black Soybeans–from The Philippines–Tau-si, Tausi, 
Tao-si, Taosi 775, 1597, 3934, 4023, 4506, 4711

Fermented Black Soybeans, Homemade–How to Make at Home or 
on a Laboratory Scale, by Hand 4405

Fermented Black Soybeans, Unsalted or Bland (Soybean Koji)–
Whole Soybeans Fermented without Salt in China (Danshi / Danchi 
in pinyin, or Tanshih, Tan-shih, or Tan-ch’ih in Wade-Giles) 3978, 
4335, 5267, 6013
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Fermented Black Soybeans–Whole Soybeans Fermented with 
Salt–Also called Fermented Black Beans, Salted Black Beans, 
Salty Black Beans, Black Fermented Beans, Black Beans, Black 
Bean Sauce, Black Bean and Ginger Sauce, Chinese Black Beans, 
Preserved Black Beans or Preserved Chinese Black Beans. In 
Chinese (Mandarin): Shi, Doushi, or Douchi (pinyin), Tou-shih, 
Toushih, or Tou-ch’ih (Wade-Giles). Cantonese: Dow see, Dow si, 
Dow-si, Dowsi, or Do shih. In Japan: Hamanatto, Daitokuji Natto, 
Shiokara Natto, or Tera Natto. In the Philippines: Tausi or Taosi / 
Tao-si. In Malaysia or Thailand: Tao si. In Indonesia: Tao dji, Tao-
dji, or Tao-djie 244, 252, 266, 375, 663, 775, 909, 910, 982, 1186, 
1207, 1342, 1547, 1597, 1675, 1760, 1832, 2113, 2238, 2394, 2535, 
2536, 2648, 2663, 2716, 2927, 2935, 2987, 2988, 3024, 3025, 3026, 
3028, 3035, 3197, 3220, 3287, 3371, 3406, 3550, 3581, 3781, 3826, 
3931, 3932, 3934, 3978, 3984, 4023, 4086, 4108, 4255, 4335, 4348, 
4418, 4435, 4506, 4536, 4618, 4655, 4681, 4711, 4747, 4852, 4853, 
4854, 5054, 5267, 5299, 5459, 5548, 5697, 6013, 6022

Fermented Soyfoods and Their Fermentation (General). See also: 
Microbiology and Bacteriology–History of Early Discoveries 561, 
1076, 1597, 1760, 1915, 1916, 1921, 1968, 2132, 2199, 2238, 2247, 
2264, 2388, 2391, 2531, 2536, 2605, 2622, 2648, 2855, 3087, 3088, 
3096, 3119, 3466, 3492, 3550, 3886, 3897, 3939, 4023, 4164, 4168, 
4245, 4279, 4443, 4506, 4655, 4769, 4830, 4885, 5039, 5110, 5279, 
5318, 5548, 5701, 6026

Fermented Specialty Soyfoods–Soy Wine, Cantonese Wine Starter 
(Kiu-Tsee / Tsée), Soy Fermentation Pellicle or Bean Ferment (Tou 
Huang), Soyidli / Idli, Dosa / Dosai, Dhokla, and Soy Ogi 919, 
1125, 1597, 1675, 1767, 1875, 1876, 1899, 1916, 2003, 2161, 2190, 
2199, 2334, 2391, 2405, 2615, 2631, 2732, 2893, 3172, 3337, 3478, 
3560, 3585, 3664, 3676, 3738, 4443, 4506, 4737, 5054, 5240, 5459, 
5707, 5710, 5714, 5716

Fermented tofu. See Tofu, Fermented

Fermented Tofu, Homemade–How to Make at Home or on a 
Laboratory or Community Scale, by Hand 1916, 2200

Fermented whole soybeans. See Natto, Dawa-dawa, Kinema, Thua-
nao

Fertilizer, soybean meal used as. See Soybean Meal / Cake, Fiber 
(as from Okara), or Shoyu Presscake as a Fertilizer or Manure for 
the Soil

Fertilizers / Fertilizer (Incl. Foliar Sprays), Fertilization, Plant 
Nutrition, Mineral Needs, and Nutritional / Physiological Disorders 
of Soybeans (Including Chlorosis) 923, 1332, 2086, 2354, 2364, 
2379, 2499, 2636, 2959, 2960

Fiber. See Carbohydrates–Dietary Fiber

Fiber–Okara or Soy Pulp–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates 
/ Relatives in Various Languages 1713, 1902, 2767, 2927, 3269, 
4946

Fiber–Okara or Soy Pulp, from Making Soymilk or Tofu–Value 
Added Uses (Not Including Livestock Feeds) and Solutions to 
Disposal Problems 2737, 2927, 2935, 4767, 5034, 5232, 5485, 

5844, 5893, 5978

Fiber–Okara or Soy Pulp, the Residue Left from Making Soymilk 
or Tofu. Also called Bean Curd Residue, Soybean Curd Residue, 
Dou-fu-zha (Pinyin) 95, 230, 389, 439, 514, 813, 984, 1027, 1056, 
1057, 1077, 1078, 1207, 1251, 1391, 1496, 1518, 1713, 1780, 1880, 
1902, 1987, 1988, 2180, 2222, 2278, 2414, 2429, 2488, 2511, 2737, 
2767, 2802, 2824, 2842, 2857, 2860, 2927, 2934, 2935, 2955, 2961, 
2997, 3028, 3110, 3126, 3190, 3196, 3197, 3220, 3223, 3262, 3269, 
3299, 3325, 3337, 3517, 3535, 3536, 3538, 3581, 3585, 3664, 3665, 
3675, 3676, 3677, 3698, 3721, 3969, 3978, 3981, 4005, 4076, 4149, 
4255, 4284, 4305, 4326, 4379, 4434, 4443, 4457, 4525, 4536, 4567, 
4570, 4604, 4730, 4736, 4737, 4747, 4752, 4767, 4839, 4852, 4853, 
4927, 4946, 5007, 5034, 5097, 5108, 5134, 5182, 5227, 5232, 5279, 
5290, 5459, 5464, 5485, 5548, 5671, 5686, 5692, 5697, 5781, 5789, 
5844, 5893, 5961, 5978, 5979, 6007, 6021

Fiber–Okara or Soy Pulp, Used as an Ingredient in Commercial 
Soyfood Products 5380

Fiber–Presscake, Residue or Dregs from Making Soy Sauce 979, 
4264

Fiber–Seventh-day Adventist Writings or Products (Especially 
Early) Related to Dietary Fiber 330, 681, 1173, 2249, 3374, 3377, 
3770, 5791, 5966, 5982

Fiber, Soy–Bran–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / 
Relatives in Various Languages 3774, 4052, 4057, 4399, 5201

Fiber, Soy–Bran (Pulverized Soybean Hulls / Seed Coats) and Other 
Uses of Soybean Hulls 345, 361, 671, 1282, 1526, 1713, 1769, 
1835, 1845, 1880, 1896, 1900, 2111, 2514, 2536, 2537, 3182, 3313, 
3343, 3344, 3453, 3454, 3461, 3477, 3514, 3550, 3595, 3618, 3648, 
3654, 3662, 3677, 3728, 3774, 3788, 3809, 3846, 3906, 4052, 4057, 
4247, 4286, 4356, 4385, 4399, 4458, 4495, 4514, 4519, 4543, 4668, 
4714, 4732, 4749, 4876, 4936, 4992, 4999, 5054, 5112, 5134, 5189, 
5201, 5401, 5417, 5437, 5517, 5617, 5618, 5781, 5787, 5828, 5954, 
5978, 6039

Fiber–Soy Cotyledon Fiber / Polysaccharides (from Making Soy 
Protein Isolates) 3615, 3809, 3811, 3838, 3841, 3846, 4202, 4559, 
5015, 5067, 5117, 5134, 5149, 5163, 5234, 5310, 5354, 5355, 5359, 
5423, 5522, 5577, 5628, 5696, 5730, 5738, 5762, 5765, 5770, 5884, 
5916, 5922, 5978

Fiber, Soy–General, for Food Use (Specifi c Type Unknown) 1089, 
4032, 4663, 5002, 5881, 5917, 5943, 5978

Fiber, Soy–Okara, Soy Bran (from Pulverized Soybean Hulls, 
or Isolate Fiber)–Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and 
Analyses–By Geographical Region 5765

Fibers (Artifi cial Wool or Textiles Made from Spun Soy Protein 
Fiber, Including Azlon, Soylon, and Soy Silk / Soysilk)–Industrial 
Uses of Soy Proteins 2197, 2535, 4933, 5571, 5890

Fiji. See Oceania–Fiji

Fires or explosions. See Soybean Crushing–Explosions and/or Fires 
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in Soybean Solvent Extraction Plants

Fish, meatless. See Meat Alternatives–Meatless Fish, Shellfi sh, and 
Other Seafood-like Products

Fish or Crustaceans (e.g., Shrimp) Fed Soybean Meal or Oil as Feed 
Using Aquaculture or Mariculture 2205, 3462, 3720, 3847, 3951, 
4119, 4160, 4216, 4402, 5469, 5607, 5620, 5926

Fish or Crustaceans raised by Aquaculture / Fish Culture / 
Pisiculture–Early–Soy Is Not Mentioned 3406

Fitness. See Physical Fitness, Physical Culture, and Exercise

Five-spice pressed tofu. See Tofu, Five-Spice Pressed (Wu-hsiang 
Toufukan / Wuxiang Doufugan)

Flakes, from whole soybeans. See Whole Soy Flakes

Flatulence or Intestinal Gas–Caused by Complex Sugars (As the 
Oligosaccharides Raffi nose and Stachyose in Soybeans), by Fiber, 
or by Lactose in Milk 312, 361, 580, 1036, 1151, 1306, 1329, 1356, 
1456, 1493, 1560, 1612, 1628, 1631, 1642, 1713, 1720, 1734, 1748, 
1758, 1762, 1818, 1835, 1839, 1841, 1896, 1925, 1930, 1974, 1982, 
1983, 1986, 2078, 2086, 2112, 2144, 2173, 2214, 2215, 2220, 2235, 
2278, 2307, 2399, 2402, 2434, 2471, 2517, 2520, 2530, 2537, 2601, 
2622, 2649, 2661, 2700, 2709, 2730, 2733, 2795, 2805, 2820, 2837, 
2845, 2925, 2938, 2956, 2995, 3019, 3036, 3048, 3101, 3108, 3128, 
3184, 3191, 3207, 3211, 3224, 3260, 3281, 3339, 3427, 3428, 3456, 
3481, 3527, 3528, 3540, 3547, 3588, 3611, 3621, 3633, 3726, 3743, 
3806, 3824, 3869, 3878, 3942, 3961, 3965, 3988, 3990, 4032, 4071, 
4076, 4082, 4088, 4103, 4127, 4144, 4146, 4147, 4148, 4173, 4209, 
4282, 4295, 4300, 4334, 4407, 4463, 4464, 4466, 4571, 4617, 4627, 
4719, 4735, 4788, 4825, 4855, 4870, 4953, 4959, 4988, 5042, 5046, 
5176, 5212, 5264, 5288, 5320, 5335, 5342, 5427, 5451, 5477, 5481, 
5502, 5507, 5526, 5569, 5602, 5606, 5642, 5671, 5678, 5749, 5773, 
5779, 5797, 5799, 5842, 5913, 5960, 5987, 6035

Flavor / Taste Problems and Ways of Solving Them (Especially 
Beany Off-Flavors in Soy Oil, Soymilk, Tofu, Whole Dry 
Soybeans, or Soy Protein Products, and Ways of Masking or 
Eliminating Them) 12, 23, 120, 159, 161, 191, 196, 208, 273, 276, 
361, 391, 435, 436, 437, 492, 546, 616, 637, 671, 813, 819, 852, 
907, 930, 961, 1122, 1165, 1297, 1334, 1388, 1398, 1416, 1494, 
1520, 1585, 1627, 1633, 1645, 1661, 1698, 1708, 1777, 1857, 1890, 
1927, 1933, 1962, 2033, 2040, 2071, 2093, 2103, 2192, 2198, 2209, 
2219, 2220, 2230, 2278, 2316, 2396, 2455, 2534, 2648, 2651, 2745, 
2753, 2765, 2770, 2885, 2924, 3003, 3116, 3122, 3211, 3227, 3250, 
3305, 3436, 3528, 3553, 3793, 3852, 3946, 3961, 3974, 4028, 4054, 
4088, 4112, 4113, 4209, 4301, 4334, 4372, 4399, 4502, 4566, 4573, 
4594, 4596, 4670, 4712, 4870, 4992, 5030, 5038, 5063, 5143, 5182, 
5379, 5402, 5414, 5429, 5528, 5562, 5570, 5576, 5624, 5654, 5661, 
5683, 5686, 5724, 5729, 5774, 5793, 5817, 5825, 5859, 5870, 5898, 
5913, 5931

Flax plant or fl axseed. See Linseed Oil, Linseed Cake / Meal, or the 
Flax / Flaxseed Plant

Flour, cottonseed. See Cottonseed Flour

Flour, soy. See Soy Flour

Flour, soy–Imports, Exports. See Soy Flour–Imports, Exports, 
International Trade

Flour, soy–Industrial uses of. See Soy Flour, Industrial Uses of–
Other

Fluoridation of Municipal Drinking Water with Fluorine 4001, 
5077, 6023

Foams for Fighting Fires–Industrial Uses of Soy Proteins (Foam, 
Foaming Agents) 49, 258, 407, 427, 909, 1090, 2849, 4908, 4909, 
5890

Fodder, soybean. See Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants or Full-
Fat Seeds

Food and Drug Administration (FDA, U.S. Dept. of Health and 
Human Services) 238, 387, 1228, 1377, 1508, 1575, 1736, 1801, 
2038, 2039, 2062, 2203, 2299, 2302, 2338, 2634, 2899, 2965, 3267, 
3377, 3572, 3589, 3623, 3663, 3721, 3893, 3894, 4001, 4148, 4158, 
4161, 4178, 4179, 4191, 4293, 4485, 4586, 4612, 4731, 4742, 4750, 
4776, 4830, 4960, 5027, 5045, 5077, 5104, 5125, 5132, 5135, 5144, 
5281, 5339, 5346, 5348, 5378, 5387, 5428, 5494, 5524, 5592, 5645, 
5654, 5663, 5674, 5723, 5858, 5873, 5905, 5924, 5948, 5949, 5952, 
5953, 5965, 5969, 5973, 5988, 5992, 6023, 6025

Food and Nutrition Service of USDA. See United States 
Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Food and Nutrition Service 
(FNS)

Food for Life (Illinois) 2768, 2822

Food uses of soybeans, breeding for. See Variety Development, 
Breeding, Selection, Evaluation, Growing, or Handling of Soybeans 
for Food Uses

Foodservice and institutional feeding or catering. See School Lunch 
Program

Foodservice and Institutional Feeding or Catering, Including 
Quantity or Bulk Recipes 2082, 2336, 2869, 3248, 3420, 3703, 
3823, 4012, 4360, 4425, 4451, 5199, 5645, 5668, 5897, 5903, 6025

Forage, soybean. See Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants, Feeds / 
Forage from Soybean Plants or Full-Fat Seeds

Ford, Henry (1863-1947), and His Researchers–Work with Soy–
Robert Boyer, Frank Calvert, William Atkinson, Edsel Ruddiman, 
Bob Smith, Holton W. “Rex” Diamond, and Jan Willemse 48, 427, 
672, 934, 949, 1228, 1687, 1801, 1925, 1952, 2197, 2249, 2533, 
3237, 3377, 3528, 3645, 3832, 4032, 4163, 4883, 4908, 4933, 5422, 
5447, 5506, 5630, 5665, 5890

Foreign Agricultural Service of USDA. See United States 
Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Foreign Agricultural Service 
(FAS)

Foundry cores, binder. See Binder for Sand Foundry Cores
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France. See Europe, Western–France

Frankfurters, hot dogs, or wieners–meatless. See Meat Alternatives–
Meatless Sausages

French Oil Mill Machinery Co. (Piqua, Ohio). Maker of Soybean 
Crushing Equipment. Also Named French Oil Machinery Co.. 129, 
664, 962, 1090, 2126, 3237

Frozen desserts, non-dairy. See Soy Ice Cream

Frozen tofu. See Tofu, Frozen, Dried-Frozen, or Dried Whole

Fruitarianism. See Vegetarianism–Fruitarianism

Fruitlands community. See Alcott, Amos Bronson and Louisa May

Fuji Oil Co., Ltd. (Osaka, Japan), Incl. Fuji Purina Protein Ltd.. 
2292, 2879, 4190, 4764

Fuller Life Inc. (Maryville, Tennessee). Formerly Sovex Natural 
Foods of Collegedale, Tennessee; a Division of McKee Foods Corp. 
Name Changed to Blue Planet Foods in 2004 2478, 5374

Functional Foods, Nutraceuticals / Nutriceuticals, Designer Foods, 
or Medicinal Foods 4883, 5120, 5323

Funk Brothers Seed Co. (Bloomington, Illinois). Founded in 1901 
by Eugene D. Funk, Sr. (1867-1944). Started selling soybeans in 
1903. Started Crushing Soybeans in 1924. Renamed Funk Seeds 
International, Inc. by 1972. Controlled by Ciba-Geigy by 1974 236, 
672, 813, 1090, 2047, 2228, 3014, 4521, 5487

Galactina S.A. (Belp, Switzerland) 1512, 1522, 1644, 1653, 1723, 
4205, 4660, 4911, 4929, 4997

Gandhi, Mohandas K. (“Mahatma”) (1869-1948). Vegetarian 
Pioneer Worldwide, and in India and England 269, 643, 670, 2707, 
2966, 5803

Ganmodoki. See Tofu, Fried

Ganmodoki and Hiryozu. See Meat Alternatives (Traditional 
Asian)–Ganmodoki and Hiryozu

Gardenburger Inc. Named Wholesome and Hearty Foods, Inc. until 
24 Oct. 1997 (Portland, Oregon) 5761

Gas, intestinal. See Flatulence or Intestinal Gas

Gene banks. See Germplasm Collections and Resources, and Gene 
Banks

Genealogy and Family History. See Also: Obituaries, Biographies 
269, 474, 621, 646, 679, 770, 937, 1034, 1122, 1123, 1315, 1408, 
1506, 1639, 2224, 2272, 2549, 2822, 2849, 2927, 2935, 3087, 3088, 
3096, 3311, 3374, 3658, 3896, 4149, 4245, 4536, 4547, 4784, 4834, 
4856, 5086, 5115, 5408, 5455, 5544, 5747, 5768, 5830, 5857, 6027

General Mills, Inc. (Minneapolis, Minneapolis) 65, 125, 404, 462, 
672, 753, 930, 1007, 1049, 1090, 1177, 1260, 1273, 1600, 1634, 
1762, 1804, 1838, 1877, 1959, 1995, 2120, 2166, 2193, 2197, 2203, 
2284, 2292, 2302, 2304, 2454, 2458, 2549, 2558, 2568, 2596, 2603, 
2648, 2684, 2758, 2765, 3012, 3133, 3190, 3286, 3311, 3324, 3687, 
3724, 4181, 4282, 4495, 4688, 4908, 4939, 4980, 5554, 5653, 5964

Genetic Engineering, Transgenics, Recombinant DNA, Transgenic 
Plants and Biotechnology / Biotech 3112, 4632, 5003, 5469, 5494, 
5630, 5843

Genetics, soybean. See Breeding of Soybeans and Classical 
Genetics

Germany. See Europe, Western–Germany

Germination / viability of seeds. See Seed Germination or Viability–
Not Including Soy Sprouts

Germplasm Collections and Resources, Gene Banks, and Seed 
Stores 2047, 2228, 2483, 2602, 2655, 3451, 3694, 4022, 4113, 
4670, 5285, 5857

Glidden Co. (The) (Chicago, Illinois, and Cleveland, Ohio). Incl. 
Durkee Famous Foods. See also: Julian, Percy 44, 49, 67, 69, 106, 
124, 129, 136, 258, 259, 286, 292, 316, 343, 357, 393, 403, 407, 
414, 422, 427, 647, 672, 772, 801, 899, 905, 907, 930, 949, 959, 
1069, 1225, 1264, 1265, 1920, 2535, 2536, 2849, 3237, 3550, 4484, 
4771, 4834, 4888, 4908, 4909, 4933, 5080, 5830, 6027

Global Warming / Climate Change as Environmental Issues 5894

Gluten. See Wheat Gluten

Glycemic Index. See Carbohydrates–Glycemic Index and Glycemic 
Load

Glycerine, explosives made from. See Explosives Made from 
Glycerine

Glycine javanica or Glycine wightii. See Neonotonia wightii

Glycine soja. See Wild Annual Soybean

Glycine species, wild perennial. See Wild, Perennial Relatives of 
the Soybean

Goitrogens / Goitrogenic Substances (Which Can Affect Thyroid 
Function and Cause Goiter) 77, 249, 263, 280, 342, 373, 388, 444, 
747, 865, 912, 937, 1050, 1084, 1098, 1115, 1185, 1208, 1236, 
1241, 1280, 1321, 1507, 1516, 1613, 1674, 1778, 1784, 1828, 2064, 
2141, 2158, 2357, 2431, 2473, 2530, 2545, 2567, 2621, 2668, 2696, 
2700, 2883, 2982, 3007, 3106, 3194, 3199, 3334, 3466, 3497, 3553, 
3614, 3697, 3736, 3743, 3915, 3988, 4071, 4124, 4556, 4636, 4855, 
5027, 5060, 5271, 5673, 5692, 5831, 5842, 5960, 6009, 6035

Golbitz, Peter. See Soyatech (Bar Harbor, Maine)

Government policies and programs effecting soybeans. See Policies 
and programs
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Grades and grading of soybeans. See Seed Quality of Soybeans–
Condition, Grading, and Grades (Moisture, Foreign Material, 
Damage, etc.)

Graham, Sylvester (1794-1851). American Health Reformer and 
Vegetarian (Actually Vegan) (New York) 1228, 1801, 2276, 3377, 
5408, 5976

Grain Farmers of Ontario (GFO). See Ontario Soybean Growers 
(Canada)

Grain Processing Corporation (GPC–Muscatine, Iowa) 3715, 3906, 
5134

Grainaissance, Inc. (Emeryville, California) 4542, 5600

Granose Foods Ltd. (Newport Pagnell, Buckinghamshire [Bucks.], 
England). Founded in 1899 under the name The International 
Health Association Ltd. Renamed Granose Foods Ltd. in 1926. 
Acquired by Haldane Foods Group in Jan. 1991 1040, 1169, 1582, 
1954, 2272, 5463, 5464

Granules, from whole soybeans. See Whole Soy Flakes

Granum. See Natural Foods Distributors and Master Distributors in 
the USA–Janus

Great Eastern Sun and Macrobiotic Wholesale Co. (North Carolina) 
4379, 4807, 5598, 5601, 5743

Green Manure, Use of Soybeans as, by Plowing / Turning In 
/ Under a Crop of Immature / Green Soybean Plants for Soil 
Improvement 111, 1130, 1240, 1770, 2052, 2887

Green soybeans. See Soybean Seeds–Green

Green Vegetable Soybeans (Edamamé)–Machinery or Equipment 
Used for Harvesting or Picking, Sorting, Cleaning, and / or 
Shelling, Threshing, or Depodding 3547

Green Vegetable Soybeans–Etymology of This Term and Its 
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 679, 1209

Green Vegetable Soybeans–Horticulture–How to Grow as a Garden 
Vegetable or Commercially 813, 1240, 1251, 1987, 1988, 3014, 
3539, 5845

Green Vegetable Soybeans–Imports, Exports, International Trade 
5845

Green Vegetable Soybeans Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, 
and Analyses–By Geographical Region 5845

Green Vegetable Soybeans–Large-Seeded Vegetable-Type or Edible 
Soybeans, General Information About, Not Including Use As Green 
Vegetable Soybeans 664, 1135, 1209, 2201, 2587, 2851, 2852, 
3053, 3082, 3513, 3857, 4146, 5333, 5827

Green Vegetable Soybeans–Leaves of the Soybean Plant Used as 

Food or Medicine. Called Huo in Chinese 853, 3485, 4385, 4799, 
5571

Green Vegetable Soybeans–Marketing of 6016

Green Vegetable Soybeans–Soybean Seedlings or Their Leaves 
Served as a Tender Vegetable. Called Doumiao or Tou Miao in 
Chinese 66

Green Vegetable Soybeans–The Word Edamame (Japanese-Style, 
in the Pods), Usually Grown Using Vegetable-Type Soybeans–
Appearance in European-Language Documents 1419, 1711, 1840, 
2927, 2935, 3539, 4392, 4747, 5335, 5538, 6016

Green Vegetable Soybeans, Usually Grown Using Vegetable-Type 
Soybeans 37, 54, 66, 81, 85, 111, 142, 160, 161, 162, 163, 205, 
221, 244, 375, 379, 388, 446, 451, 525, 592, 606, 679, 743, 749, 
775, 813, 820, 843, 846, 1085, 1116, 1240, 1251, 1374, 1404, 1419, 
1558, 1675, 1711, 1744, 1840, 1902, 1911, 1987, 1988, 2054, 2123, 
2126, 2202, 2257, 2275, 2412, 2414, 2482, 2488, 2523, 2536, 2655, 
2696, 2726, 2852, 2927, 2935, 2966, 2997, 3014, 3028, 3037, 3047, 
3108, 3114, 3117, 3143, 3197, 3220, 3225, 3475, 3536, 3539, 3547, 
3550, 3581, 3585, 3621, 3665, 3676, 3730, 3744, 3852, 3868, 3929, 
3938, 4044, 4047, 4139, 4261, 4391, 4392, 4435, 4527, 4536, 4552, 
4590, 4655, 4659, 4711, 4747, 4852, 5007, 5227, 5258, 5288, 5303, 
5323, 5335, 5370, 5441, 5459, 5500, 5506, 5538, 5541, 5632, 5697, 
5721, 5786, 5810, 5845, 5961, 6016

Green Vegetable Soybeans–Vegetable-Type, Garden-Type, or 
Edible of Food-Grade Soybeans, General Information About, 
Including Use As Green Vegetable Soybeans 451, 813, 846, 1116, 
1240, 1251, 1987, 2537, 2655, 3014, 3114, 3288, 3475, 3547, 5288

Griffi th Laboratories (Chicago and Alsip, Illinois) 1071, 1090, 
1193, 1654, 2568, 3124, 3687, 3724, 3864, 3906, 4146, 4320, 5485, 
5848, 5964

Grilled tofu. See Tofu, Grilled. Japanese-Style

Grits, roasted soy. See Roasted Whole Soy Flour (Kinako–Dark 
Roasted with Dry Heat, Full-Fat) and Grits

Groundnuts. See Peanut, Peanuts

Growth regulators / substances -. See Soybean–Growth Regulators 
/ Substances

Guam. See Oceania–Guam

Gunther Products, Inc. (Galesburg, Illinois. Founded by J.K. 
Gunter in 1949. Started in 1950. Acquired in April 1995 by Quest 
International, a Unit of Unilever) 959, 1090, 1198, 1923, 2514, 
5311

Haberlandt, Friedrich J. (1826-1878, Hochschule fuer Bodencultur, 
Vienna, Austria) 117, 161, 525

Haberlandt soybean variety. See Soybean Varieties USA–
Haberlandt
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Hain Celestial Group, Inc. (Uniondale, New York). Hain Food 
Group, Inc. before 30 May 2000. Hain Pure Food Co. since Nov. 
1931. Founded in Oct. 1926 by Harold Hain as Hain Health Foods 
2651, 2915, 3538, 3657, 3876, 3925, 4191, 4569, 4742, 4882, 5347

Haldane Foods Group Ltd. (Newport Pagnell, Buckinghamshire, 
England). Including Regular Tofu Co., Realeat Foods, Direct Foods, 
Haldane Foods, Vegetarian Feasts, Vegetarian Cuisine, Genice, 
Unisoy, and Granose Foods Ltd. Acquired by The Hain Celestial 
Group in fall 2006 1954, 2272, 2827, 3165, 4643, 4924, 5097, 
5463, 5464, 5885

Hamanatto Fermented Black Soybeans–from Japan. In Japan called 
Hamanatto or (formerly) Hamananatto 909, 910, 1547, 1597, 1832, 
2113, 2238, 2535, 2648, 2927, 2988, 3024, 3025, 3026, 3035, 3220, 
3287, 3326, 4023, 4255, 4348, 4418, 4506, 4655, 4711, 4747, 5273, 
5299, 5548, 6013

Hamanatto / Hamananatto. See Hamanatto Fermented Black 
Soybeans–from Japan

Hansa Muehle AG. See Oelmuehle Hamburg AG (Hamburg, 
Germany)

Hansa Muehle / Hansa Mühle (The Hansa Mill) and Hanseatische 
Muehlenwerke AG. Incl. the Work of Hermann Bollmann and 
Bruno Rewald, PhD 23, 129, 380, 454, 480, 537, 962, 1123, 2620, 
2968, 3006, 3237, 3379, 4484, 5487

Harburger Oelwerke Brinckmann und Mergell (Harburg, near 
Hamburg, Germany) 23, 537, 1831

Harrison, D.W. (M.D.) (1921-2011), and Africa Basic Foods 
(Uganda) 2102, 2361, 2457

Hartwig, Edgar Emerson (1913-1996, North Carolina and 
Mississippi). Soybean Breeder for the U.S. South 96, 188, 1759, 
1858, 2047, 2104, 2133, 2480, 2655, 3769, 4522, 6022

Harvesting and Threshing Soybeans (Including Use of Chemical 
Defoliation and Defoliants to Facilitate Harvesting) 1332, 2675, 
2968, 2993, 3832, 4239, 5422

Hauser, Gayelord (1895-1984). Health foods pioneer, author, and 
lecturer in Los Angeles, California 317, 1228, 1801, 1914, 2276, 
3377, 4569, 4742, 5976

Hawaii. See United States–States–Hawaii

Hay, soybean. See Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants–Hay

Hayes Ashdod Ltd. (renamed Solbar Hatzor Ltd. in April 1987) and 
Hayes General Technology (Israel) 1410, 1411, 2111, 4385, 4543, 
4714, 4732

Healing arts, alternative. See Medicine–Alternative

Health and Dietary / Food Reform Movements, especially from 
1830 to the 1930s 86, 269, 989, 990, 991, 992, 1228, 1801, 2272, 
2276, 3377, 4163, 4544, 5408, 5813

Health–Domestic science. See Domestic Science / Home 
Economics Movement in the United States

Health foods distributors and wholesalers. See Balanced Foods, Inc. 
(New York City, and New Jersey), Kahan & Lessin Co. (California), 
Landstrom Co. (California)

Health Foods Distributors and Wholesalers–General and Other 
(1890s to 1960s) 820, 4569, 4742, 4743

Health Foods Industry–Trade Associations–Natural Products 
Association (NPA). Named National Nutritional Foods Association 
(NNFA) from 1970 until 15 July 2006. Founded in 1937 as the 
National Health Foods Association by Anthony Berhalter of 
Chicago. Renamed NNFA in 1970 4542, 4742

Health Foods–Manufacturers 1228, 1801, 4158, 4742

Health foods manufacturers. See Baker, Bill, El Molino Mills

Health Foods Movement and Industry in the United States–General 
(Started in the 1890s by Seventh-day Adventists) 159, 743, 820, 
1124, 1200, 1228, 1458, 1507, 1801, 1914, 2276, 2479, 2538, 2647, 
3171, 3377, 4569, 4742

Health foods movement in Los Angeles, California. See Baker, 
Bill, Bragg, Paul Chappius, Carque, Otto, Davis, Adelle, El Molino 
Mills, Hauser, Gayelord

Health Foods Movement or Industry / Health Movement–
Periodicals 352, 2210

Health Foods Restaurants, Cafeterias, and Cafés / Cafes (1890s to 
1960s) 1140

Health Foods Stores / Shops (mostly USA)–Early (1877 to 1970s) 
163, 634, 864, 1140, 2017, 2588, 3059, 3201, 4163, 4174, 4742, 
5976

Health Valley (Los Angeles, then Montebello, California). Acquired 
by Natural Nutrition Group. Acquired by Hain Food Group of 
Uniondale, New York, on 18 May 1999 4488, 4798

Heart disease and diet. See Cardiovascular Disease, Especially 
Heart Disease and Stroke

Hemagglutinins (Lectins or Soyin) (Proteins Which Agglutinate 
Red Blood Cells) 267, 425, 481, 539, 540, 549, 567, 576, 623, 639, 
684, 791, 896, 926, 932, 933, 961, 974, 985, 1087, 1211, 1223, 
1284, 1302, 1344, 1442, 1476, 1523, 1686, 1699, 1704, 1754, 1775, 
1776, 1778, 1844, 1851, 1958, 1982, 2045, 2068, 2075, 2137, 2141, 
2143, 2147, 2263, 2266, 2409, 2453, 2530, 2542, 2581, 2621, 2660, 
2881, 2893, 2896, 2982, 2997, 3101, 3108, 3121, 3137, 3172, 3301, 
3334, 3367, 3394, 3395, 3419, 3443, 3466, 3468, 3496, 3586, 3614, 
3743, 3980, 3988, 4011, 4017, 4022, 4071, 4255, 4259, 4271, 4359, 
4497, 4636, 4638, 4653, 4659, 4846, 4855, 5060, 5073, 5235, 5526, 
5842, 5857, 5928, 5960, 6017, 6018, 6035

Hemp Oil or Hempseed Oil (from the seeds of Cannabis sativa) 
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443, 528, 671, 883

Hemp (Cannabis sativa)–Used as a Source of Fiber for Textiles or 
Paper, Protein (Edestin), or Seeds (Asanomi). Includes Marijuana 
/ Marihuana. See Also Hemp Oil or Hempseed Oil. Does NOT 
include Wild Hemp (Sesbania macrocarpa) or Sunn Hemp 
(Crotolaria juncea) or Manila hemp (Musa textilis, a species of 
plantain) 85, 315, 443, 452, 528, 883, 947, 949, 967, 974, 1351, 
2488, 5053

Henselwerk GmbH (Magstadt near Stuttgart, Germany) 1378, 3387, 
3414, 3522

Herbicides. See Weeds–Control and Herbicide Use

Hexane. See Solvents

Higashimaru. See Soy Sauce Companies (Asia)

Higeta. See Soy Sauce Companies (Asia)

Hinoichi / Hinode, House Foods & Yamauchi Inc. See House Foods 
America Corporation (Los Angeles, California)

Historical–Earliest Commercial Product Seen of a Particular Type 
or Made in a Particular Geographic Area 1410, 1411, 5764

Historical–Earliest Document Seen Containing a Particular Word, 
Term, or Phrase 3, 28, 37, 58, 110, 114, 127, 149, 155, 163, 173, 
222, 234, 244, 270, 287, 317, 330, 339, 340, 361, 373, 375, 379, 
380, 382, 388, 411, 443, 454, 481, 525, 539, 590, 616, 663, 666, 
690, 712, 745, 775, 789, 809, 833, 910, 937, 959, 965, 972, 974, 
998, 1010, 1021, 1022, 1036, 1051, 1105, 1109, 1118, 1119, 1121, 
1140, 1164, 1170, 1186, 1193, 1206, 1209, 1225, 1241, 1306, 1330, 
1366, 1488, 1509, 1547, 1593, 1597, 1605, 1647, 1672, 1687, 1698, 
1701, 1713, 1739, 1774, 1775, 1780, 1806, 1837, 1902, 1999, 2033, 
2055, 2083, 2089, 2102, 2103, 2134, 2222, 2228, 2257, 2292, 2325, 
2343, 2414, 2437, 2447, 2471, 2478, 2481, 2488, 2511, 2523, 2530, 
2584, 2598, 2602, 2648, 2752, 2757, 2762, 2764, 2765, 2767, 2807, 
2822, 2824, 2847, 2866, 2873, 2878, 2884, 2919, 2924, 2927, 2933, 
2935, 2966, 2973, 2975, 2997, 3035, 3043, 3051, 3053, 3088, 3128, 
3162, 3172, 3174, 3187, 3197, 3255, 3269, 3287, 3320, 3393, 3527, 
3536, 3537, 3581, 3612, 3648, 3664, 3665, 3675, 3676, 3724, 3738, 
3774, 3823, 3832, 3889, 3931, 3938, 3991, 4052, 4057, 4067, 4086, 
4112, 4130, 4147, 4149, 4228, 4255, 4305, 4318, 4550, 4567, 4580, 
4617, 4681, 4735, 4736, 4746, 4747, 4754, 4799, 4847, 4882, 4883, 
4946, 4960, 5070, 5164, 5201, 5274, 5422, 5459, 5462, 5491, 5629, 
5894

Historical–Earliest Document Seen on a Particular Geographical 
Area–a Nation / Country, U.S. State, Canadian Province, or 
Continent 64, 264, 1295, 1387, 2522, 2739

Historical–Earliest Document Seen on a Particular Subject 81, 173, 
299, 416, 650, 685, 774, 963, 997, 1178, 1205, 1206, 1453, 1593, 
1740, 1848, 1851, 1913, 2017, 2057, 2162, 2163, 2287, 2368, 2447, 
2478, 2555, 2583, 2620, 2707, 2767, 2768, 2987, 3087, 3088, 3096, 
3247, 3505, 3675, 3898, 3935, 4067, 4573, 4716, 5226, 5462, 5731, 
5799, 5863

Historical–Earliest Document Seen on a Particular Subject 38, 64, 
122, 137, 149, 159, 173, 183, 211, 264, 270, 292, 299, 340, 361, 
390, 405, 416, 426, 481, 499, 539, 551, 570, 582, 590, 650, 685, 
712, 714, 747, 809, 833, 909, 910, 963, 1036, 1102, 1144, 1164, 
1165, 1186, 1204, 1205, 1206, 1247, 1295, 1387, 1397, 1453, 1463, 
1512, 1520, 1549, 1592, 1593, 1597, 1605, 1628, 1647, 1648, 1713, 
1744, 1748, 1767, 1774, 1775, 1804, 1837, 1848, 1851, 1863, 2017, 
2047, 2057, 2103, 2162, 2163, 2200, 2201, 2228, 2257, 2314, 2337, 
2343, 2368, 2447, 2471, 2478, 2504, 2522, 2530, 2533, 2550, 2555, 
2583, 2598, 2602, 2620, 2650, 2656, 2674, 2707, 2718, 2739, 2745, 
2767, 2772, 2822, 2824, 2878, 2904, 2927, 2933, 2966, 2987, 2988, 
2997, 3024, 3043, 3057, 3087, 3185, 3187, 3197, 3227, 3247, 3285, 
3314, 3393, 3400, 3454, 3505, 3527, 3675, 3724, 3823, 3898, 4112, 
4139, 4185, 4228, 4270, 4330, 4348, 4573, 4716, 4747, 4847, 4883, 
4960, 4979, 5149, 5283, 5315, 5629, 5799

Historical–Earliest Document Seen That Mentions a Particular 
Soybean Variety 2228

Historical–Important Documents (Published After 1923) About 
Soybeans or Soyfoods Before 1900 1304, 1342, 1343, 1450, 1783, 
3700, 5294

Historically Important Events, Trends, or Publications 25, 181, 203, 
391, 941, 949, 1515, 1675, 1698, 1804, 1890, 2025, 2458, 2638, 
3186, 3535, 3721, 3722, 4191, 4290, 4379, 4570, 4684, 4807, 5094, 
5506, 5672, 5890, 5895, 5953, 5968

History–Chronology. See Chronology / Timeline

History of medicine. See Medicine–History

History of the Soybean–Myths and Early Errors Concerning Its 
History 375

History. See also Historical–Earliest..., Biography, Chronology / 
Timeline, and Obituaries 39, 51, 114, 115, 117, 129, 133, 149, 166, 
227, 230, 258, 278, 282, 287, 366, 375, 377, 380, 381, 427, 437, 
474, 488, 489, 558, 582, 583, 597, 621, 646, 672, 708, 770, 808, 
819, 845, 888, 935, 937, 979, 1034, 1039, 1058, 1069, 1075, 1122, 
1137, 1146, 1180, 1248, 1271, 1303, 1304, 1338, 1384, 1408, 1424, 
1458, 1494, 1506, 1509, 1519, 1547, 1556, 1560, 1582, 1584, 1618, 
1625, 1682, 1701, 1848, 1892, 1901, 1918, 1993, 2032, 2058, 2102, 
2130, 2138, 2156, 2157, 2191, 2195, 2197, 2198, 2224, 2269, 2276, 
2396, 2464, 2504, 2531, 2532, 2534, 2535, 2536, 2549, 2594, 2655, 
2665, 2775, 2801, 2836, 2910, 2927, 2935, 2987, 2988, 2993, 2997, 
2998, 3001, 3003, 3010, 3060, 3061, 3087, 3088, 3095, 3096, 3141, 
3165, 3176, 3201, 3202, 3211, 3226, 3236, 3237, 3238, 3303, 3311, 
3316, 3340, 3371, 3372, 3377, 3406, 3415, 3420, 3474, 3536, 3549, 
3550, 3570, 3581, 3588, 3614, 3645, 3658, 3664, 3665, 3676, 3749, 
3750, 3763, 3832, 3864, 3869, 3870, 3872, 3873, 3877, 3888, 3896, 
3934, 3991, 4017, 4031, 4054, 4076, 4086, 4094, 4121, 4146, 4147, 
4149, 4150, 4151, 4158, 4163, 4164, 4173, 4174, 4184, 4231, 4242, 
4284, 4295, 4319, 4335, 4369, 4405, 4470, 4484, 4515, 4522, 4536, 
4537, 4538, 4547, 4548, 4569, 4627, 4628, 4640, 4647, 4673, 4675, 
4681, 4693, 4717, 4742, 4743, 4770, 4800, 4836, 4878, 4888, 4901, 
4908, 4909, 4919, 4927, 4933, 4939, 4941, 4989, 5007, 5011, 5020, 
5049, 5080, 5115, 5132, 5143, 5159, 5190, 5202, 5273, 5276, 5294, 
5304, 5311, 5327, 5332, 5365, 5411, 5449, 5485, 5487, 5566, 5571, 
5581, 5590, 5624, 5630, 5642, 5643, 5645, 5668, 5669, 5674, 5697, 
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5701, 5722, 5734, 5735, 5747, 5755, 5756, 5768, 5778, 5805, 5846, 
5850, 5857, 5859, 5865, 5866, 5867, 5868, 5878, 5886, 5890, 5913, 
5935, 5964, 5976, 5978, 5983, 5988, 6013

Hohnen Oil Co., Ltd. (Tokyo, Japan). Also spelled Hônen or Honen. 
Formerly Suzuki Shoten (Suzuki & Co.) 1742

Hoisin / Haisien Sauce 3197

Holland. See Europe, Western–Netherlands

Holmberg, Sven A. (1894-1982, Fiskeby, Norrköping, Sweden). 
Soybean Breeder for the Far North 192, 300, 3014, 3149, 3539

Home Economics, Bureau of. See United States Department of 
Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of Human Nutrition and Home 
Economics

Home economics movement. See Domestic Science / Home 
Economics Movement in the United States

Homemade fermented black soybean. See Fermented Black 
Soybeans, Homemade–How to Make at Home or on a Laboratory 
Scale, by Hand

Homemade fermented tofu. See Fermented Tofu, Homemade–How 
to Make at Home or on a Laboratory or Community Scale, by Hand

Homemade frozen tofu. See Tofu, Frozen, Homemade–How to 
Make at Home or on a Laboratory or Community Scale, by Hand

Homemade koji. See Koji, Homemade–How to Make at Home or 
on a Laboratory or Community Scale, by Hand

Homemade miso. See Miso, Homemade–How to Make at Home or 
on a Laboratory or Community Scale, by Hand

Homemade natto. See Natto, Homemade–How to Make at Home or 
on a Laboratory Scale, by Hand

Homemade soy sauce (including shoyu). See Soy Sauce (Including 
Shoyu), Homemade–How to Make at Home or on a Laboratory 
Scale, by Hand

Homemade soy sprouts. See Soy Sprouts, Homemade–How to 
Grow at Home or on a Laboratory Scale, by Hand

Homemade soymilk. See Soymilk, Homemade–How to Make at 
Home or on a Laboratory or Community Scale

Homemade soynuts. See Soynuts–How to Make at Home or on a 
Laboratory Scale, by Hand

Homemade tempeh. See Tempeh, Homemade–How to Make at 
Home or on a Laboratory Scale, by Hand

Homemade tofu. See Tofu, Homemade–How to Make at Home or 
on a Laboratory or Community Scale, by Hand

Homemade yuba. See Yuba, Homemade–How to Make at Home or 

on a Laboratory Scale, by Hand

Honeybees. See Bees

Honeymead (Mankato, Minnesota)–Cooperative 1273, 1424

Honeymead Products Co. (Cedar Rapids, Spencer, and Washington, 
Iowa, 1938-1945. Then Mankato, Minnesota, 1948-1960). See also 
Andreas Family 129, 1090

Hong Kong. See Asia, East–Hong Kong

Hormones from soybeans. See Sterols or Steroid Hormones

Horse bean. See Broad Bean (Vicia faba)

Horses, Ponies, Mules, Donkeys or Asses Fed Soybeans, Soybean 
Forage, or Soybean Cake or Meal as Feed 695, 779

Horvath, Artemy / Arthemy Alexis (1886-1979) and Horvath 
Laboratories. See also Soya Corporation of America and Dr. 
Armand Burke 415, 888, 4163

House Foods America Corporation (Garden Grove, California). 
Formerly Hinoichi / Hinode, House Foods & Yamauchi Inc.. 3095, 
3898, 4542, 4570, 4807, 5206, 5669, 5756, 5905, 5980, 5983

Huegli Naehrmittel A.G. (Steinach-Arbon, Switzerland), Yamato 
Tofuhaus Sojaprodukte GmbH (Tuebingen-Hirschau, Germany), 
Horst Heirler (Gauting bei Muenchen, Germany), Soyastern 
Naturkost GmbH / Dorstener Tofu Produktions GmbH (Dorsten, 
Germany), and KMK (Kurhessische Molkerei Kassel) 5375, 5727

Hulls, soybean, uses. See Fiber, Soy

Human Nutrition–Human Trials 5, 13, 43, 50, 56, 60, 63, 85, 92, 94, 
99, 100, 126, 141, 154, 156, 185, 214, 215, 221, 224, 240, 242, 265, 
383, 396, 466, 487, 496, 524, 527, 530, 555, 557, 575, 578, 579, 
581, 585, 593, 596, 597, 624, 642, 657, 658, 663, 666, 667, 696, 
708, 718, 719, 721, 725, 726, 734, 744, 746, 747, 755, 760, 773, 
784, 798, 805, 809, 821, 831, 833, 842, 845, 879, 880, 892, 893, 
898, 906, 908, 914, 922, 955, 1015, 1017, 1024, 1027, 1042, 1050, 
1063, 1084, 1085, 1098, 1102, 1107, 1117, 1126, 1132, 1137, 1141, 
1152, 1154, 1155, 1162, 1163, 1174, 1185, 1222, 1227, 1229, 1230, 
1231, 1235, 1244, 1247, 1249, 1258, 1273, 1277, 1281, 1286, 1313, 
1314, 1325, 1326, 1327, 1339, 1340, 1354, 1360, 1362, 1378, 1417, 
1423, 1437, 1439, 1455, 1462, 1480, 1484, 1495, 1498, 1501, 1502, 
1505, 1512, 1524, 1525, 1532, 1536, 1545, 1547, 1548, 1564, 1583, 
1594, 1610, 1613, 1617, 1628, 1632, 1641, 1642, 1643, 1644, 1649, 
1652, 1653, 1669, 1677, 1703, 1709, 1710, 1713, 1730, 1735, 1746, 
1747, 1752, 1764, 1804, 1811, 1827, 1834, 1862, 1875, 1876, 1877, 
1903, 1904, 1931, 1937, 1957, 1959, 1985, 1998, 2003, 2007, 2009, 
2010, 2042, 2049, 2063, 2067, 2074, 2103, 2105, 2134, 2145, 2154, 
2161, 2190, 2217, 2218, 2231, 2237, 2252, 2267, 2274, 2282, 2306, 
2307, 2308, 2349, 2355, 2361, 2374, 2376, 2406, 2414, 2422, 2462, 
2467, 2470, 2477, 2481, 2498, 2506, 2508, 2523, 2529, 2536, 2545, 
2547, 2560, 2561, 2563, 2589, 2595, 2625, 2627, 2630, 2631, 2638, 
2650, 2672, 2689, 2690, 2691, 2692, 2697, 2704, 2718, 2741, 2787, 
2808, 2809, 2832, 2841, 2843, 2847, 2889, 2998, 2999, 3013, 3020, 
3043, 3066, 3067, 3070, 3074, 3075, 3077, 3090, 3093, 3100, 3108, 
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3111, 3144, 3152, 3200, 3211, 3223, 3232, 3259, 3295, 3296, 3297, 
3302, 3315, 3327, 3330, 3340, 3344, 3360, 3367, 3380, 3384, 3392, 
3417, 3418, 3422, 3424, 3425, 3432, 3446, 3448, 3460, 3463, 3474, 
3483, 3486, 3498, 3502, 3505, 3525, 3530, 3543, 3550, 3552, 3560, 
3565, 3598, 3600, 3618, 3633, 3636, 3650, 3684, 3696, 3717, 3731, 
3742, 3748, 3752, 3762, 3765, 3767, 3789, 3795, 3797, 3799, 3800, 
3801, 3807, 3808, 3818, 3860, 3862, 3865, 3873, 3881, 3883, 3884, 
3890, 3891, 3909, 3921, 3922, 3935, 3936, 3949, 3956, 3963, 3969, 
3997, 3998, 4006, 4011, 4048, 4053, 4068, 4096, 4100, 4111, 4114, 
4118, 4135, 4140, 4141, 4143, 4156, 4162, 4170, 4200, 4208, 4217, 
4219, 4222, 4224, 4232, 4236, 4248, 4252, 4265, 4266, 4268, 4285, 
4288, 4291, 4295, 4307, 4313, 4322, 4330, 4331, 4333, 4336, 4338, 
4339, 4346, 4357, 4362, 4367, 4389, 4390, 4396, 4405, 4406, 4408, 
4410, 4411, 4413, 4414, 4415, 4419, 4422, 4430, 4437, 4439, 4445, 
4448, 4454, 4455, 4460, 4469, 4471, 4491, 4493, 4510, 4517, 4528, 
4530, 4533, 4534, 4539, 4565, 4574, 4575, 4581, 4583, 4587, 4593, 
4595, 4606, 4619, 4630, 4642, 4645, 4649, 4667, 4671, 4672, 4692, 
4703, 4713, 4715, 4720, 4740, 4746, 4754, 4755, 4759, 4761, 4778, 
4779, 4781, 4786, 4801, 4804, 4808, 4823, 4827, 4831, 4866, 4876, 
4879, 4884, 4895, 4907, 4911, 4917, 4918, 4919, 4921, 4922, 4925, 
4926, 4928, 4929, 4931, 4932, 4960, 4962, 4963, 4969, 4975, 4997, 
5014, 5015, 5018, 5022, 5025, 5033, 5036, 5042, 5043, 5067, 5078, 
5094, 5104, 5106, 5109, 5113, 5149, 5169, 5178, 5194, 5214, 5220, 
5222, 5224, 5234, 5238, 5239, 5243, 5251, 5261, 5283, 5316, 5319, 
5328, 5336, 5344, 5350, 5365, 5369, 5381, 5396, 5405, 5420, 5421, 
5440, 5447, 5449, 5450, 5452, 5453, 5454, 5456, 5468, 5475, 5480, 
5495, 5503, 5509, 5543, 5544, 5556, 5558, 5567, 5584, 5585, 5589, 
5603, 5608, 5619, 5662, 5667, 5684, 5687, 5688, 5690, 5698, 5700, 
5706, 5709, 5711, 5742, 5751, 5758, 5802, 5806, 5814, 5820, 5856, 
5863, 5881, 5882, 5910, 5918, 5927, 5929, 5932, 5941, 5962, 5971, 
5974, 5975, 5984, 6001, 6005

Hunger, Malnutrition, Famine, Food Shortages, and Mortality 
Worldwide 31, 114, 220, 496, 511, 582, 650, 667, 673, 680, 719, 
726, 740, 761, 911, 914, 936, 956, 1006, 1007, 1046, 1176, 1229, 
1234, 1286, 1341, 1379, 1387, 1437, 1498, 1549, 1550, 1602, 1618, 
1651, 1709, 1712, 1747, 1752, 1862, 1866, 1931, 1937, 1951, 1955, 
2010, 2073, 2093, 2101, 2161, 2274, 2302, 2337, 2416, 2454, 2498, 
2508, 2561, 2569, 2644, 2691, 2760, 2765, 2774, 2800, 2842, 2853, 
2865, 2927, 2935, 2949, 2964, 2981, 2984, 3037, 3039, 3156, 3365, 
3366, 3400, 3446, 3665, 3676, 3784, 4005, 4038, 4084, 4141, 4223, 
4228, 4295, 4342, 4536, 4538, 4547, 4548, 4623, 4707, 4746, 4816, 
4879, 4901, 4909, 4962, 5076, 5238, 5394, 5395, 5447, 5480, 5757, 
5880, 5893, 5956

HVP. See Hydrolyzed Vegetable Protein (Non-Soy), or Soy 
Protein–Hydrolyzed (General)

HVP–Bragg Liquid Aminos. See Bragg Liquid Aminos

HVP type soy sauce. See Soy Sauce, HVP Type (Non-Fermented or 
Semi-Fermented)

Hyacinth Bean. Lablab purpureus (L.) Sweet; formerly Dolichos 
lablab. Also Called Bonavist Bean, Egyptian Kidney Bean, 
Egyptian Lentil. In South and Southeast Asia Called Lablab Bean. 
Chinese–Biandou (W.-G. Pien Tou) 388, 2488, 2511, 2797, 3665, 
3676

Hydraulic presses. See Soybean Crushing–Equipment–Hydraulic 

Presses

Hydrogenated Products (Margarine, Shortening, Soy Oil) Industry 
and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By Geographical 
Region 437, 672, 1039, 1204, 1295, 1633, 2194, 2269, 3529, 4054, 
4158, 5836, 5859

Hydrogenation. See Margarine, Shortening, Trans Fatty Acids, 
Vanaspati, also Margarine and Shortening

Hydrogenation–General, Early History, and the Process. Soy is Not 
Mentioned 97, 166, 238, 380, 381, 443, 665, 738, 883, 1487, 2233, 
2796, 3027, 3110, 3165, 3516, 3983, 4070, 4073, 4573, 5276, 5360, 
5487, 5609, 5832, 5886

Hydrogenation of Soybean Oil, Soy Fatty Acids, or Soy Lecithin 2, 
88, 166, 276, 285, 435, 436, 437, 442, 528, 538, 574, 668, 671, 759, 
762, 860, 903, 1039, 1090, 1241, 1270, 1299, 1334, 1398, 1485, 
1524, 1585, 1586, 1587, 1633, 1645, 1659, 1698, 1743, 1960, 2034, 
2108, 2168, 2194, 2198, 2225, 2230, 2310, 2339, 2396, 2404, 2609, 
2634, 2648, 2747, 2889, 2999, 3003, 3006, 3153, 3198, 3266, 3289, 
3436, 3452, 3483, 3543, 3645, 3667, 3759, 3972, 3973, 3974, 4040, 
4046, 4054, 4055, 4059, 4062, 4087, 4158, 4177, 4312, 4322, 4372, 
4460, 4521, 4566, 4576, 4577, 4578, 4693, 4696, 4890, 4912, 5037, 
5057, 5105, 5143, 5322, 5331, 5402, 5426, 5434, 5470, 5481, 5498, 
5609, 5624, 5644, 5661, 5695, 5774, 5836, 5859

Hydrogenation–Safety and Digestibility Issues 442, 759, 762, 860, 
993, 1315, 1524, 2130, 2194, 2230, 2609, 2634, 2889, 2999, 3198, 
3266, 3494, 3531, 3556, 3667, 3759, 3778, 3780, 3973, 4009, 4040, 
4055, 4177, 4227, 4460, 4480, 4576, 4577, 4578, 5057, 5229, 5276, 
5470, 5498, 5515, 5644, 5836

Hydrolyzed soy protein. See Soy Protein–Hydrolyzed and 
Hydrolysates (General)

Hydrolyzed soy protein–Bragg Liquid Aminos. See Bragg Liquid 
Aminos

Hydrolyzed Vegetable Protein (HVP)–Not Made from Soybeans. 
See also: Soy Proteins–Hydrolyzed and Hydrolysates (General) 
1076

Hymowitz, Theodore (Soybean Historian and Prof. of Plant 
Breeding, Univ. of Illinois) 1982, 2052, 2086

Ice cream, non-soy, non-dairy. See Soy Ice Cream–Non-Soy Non-
Dairy Relatives

Ice cream, soy. See Soy Ice Cream, Soy Ice Cream (Frozen or Dry 
Mix)–Imports, Exports, International Trade

Ice creams (non-dairy). See Rice Milk Products–Ice Creams (Non-
Dairy)

Icing, non-dairy. See Dairylike Non-dairy Soy-based Products, 
Other

IG Farben (I.G. Farbenindustrie), the German Dye and Chemical 
Trust 161
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IITA (Nigeria). See International Institute of Tropical Agriculture 
(IITA) (Ibadan, Nigeria)

Illinois. See United States–States–Illinois

Illinois Center for Soy Foods (University of Illinois, Urbana-
Champaign). Barbara Klein and Keith Cadwallader, Co-Directors 
3469, 3590, 3864, 3908, 4110, 5456

Illinois, University of (Urbana-Champaign, Illinois). Soyfoods 
Research & Development 142, 152, 236, 373, 846, 1116, 1135, 
1209, 1226, 1983, 2214, 2235, 2260, 2520, 2537, 2555, 2593, 2674, 
2736, 2765, 2924, 2971, 3036, 3048, 3095, 3118, 3120, 3138, 3263, 
3285, 3333, 3410, 3456, 3464, 3465, 3469, 3512, 3549, 3590, 3595, 
3640, 3659, 3686, 3688, 3689, 3694, 3699, 3771, 3852, 3864, 3904, 
3908, 3914, 3939, 3964, 3965, 3996, 4026, 4056, 4057, 4098, 4105, 
4110, 4173, 4276, 4321, 4325, 4461, 4476, 4477, 4514, 4527, 4552, 
4572, 4615, 4685, 4700, 4701, 4762, 4813, 4870, 5048, 5370, 5452, 
5456, 5610, 5625, 5721, 5833, 5847, 5881

Illustrations Published after 1923. See also Photographs 49, 51, 227, 
259, 382, 403, 464, 819, 909, 943, 1003, 1113, 1284, 1520, 1788, 
1945, 1976, 2123, 2124, 2128, 2478, 2585, 2620, 2648, 2651, 2729, 
2800, 2824, 2927, 2935, 3058, 3087, 3088, 3110, 3299, 3320, 3421, 
3507, 3534, 3539, 3581, 3664, 3665, 3675, 3676, 3697, 3781, 3920, 
3991, 4016, 4264, 4305, 4335, 4433, 4459, 4522, 4532, 4563, 4567, 
4612, 4747, 4834, 4847, 4851, 4882, 5039, 5202, 5208, 5267, 5294, 
5296, 5595, 5688, 5731, 5747, 5779, 5791, 5800, 5980

Imagine Foods, Inc. (Palo Alto & San Carlos, California). Rice 
Dream / Beverage Manufactured by California Natural Products 
(CNP, Manteca, California) 3095, 5600

Important Documents #1–The Very Most Important 5, 38, 64, 105, 
117, 122, 149, 173, 183, 227, 230, 264, 266, 270, 292, 299, 340, 
366, 373, 379, 390, 405, 416, 420, 426, 427, 439, 448, 454, 499, 
570, 590, 650, 714, 747, 759, 774, 909, 910, 963, 997, 1144, 1178, 
1205, 1206, 1247, 1273, 1295, 1387, 1453, 1463, 1512, 1520, 1549, 
1592, 1593, 1597, 1625, 1628, 1675, 1739, 1740, 1804, 1807, 1843, 
1848, 1851, 2017, 2049, 2057, 2102, 2162, 2163, 2269, 2287, 2310, 
2337, 2368, 2382, 2394, 2395, 2447, 2454, 2478, 2522, 2536, 2543, 
2549, 2550, 2555, 2592, 2598, 2602, 2620, 2648, 2655, 2684, 2707, 
2718, 2739, 2762, 2767, 2768, 2802, 2822, 2878, 2924, 2927, 2933, 
2987, 3012, 3057, 3087, 3095, 3110, 3211, 3237, 3247, 3269, 3340, 
3393, 3416, 3448, 3505, 3516, 3535, 3601, 3631, 3664, 3665, 3667, 
3675, 3676, 3781, 3789, 3794, 3800, 3801, 3823, 3898, 3902, 3930, 
3933, 3935, 4040, 4041, 4054, 4084, 4139, 4185, 4330, 4348, 4381, 
4459, 4506, 4522, 4547, 4548, 4573, 4617, 4716, 4723, 4742, 4766, 
4786, 4847, 4848, 4883, 4927, 4940, 4947, 5039, 5059, 5067, 5090, 
5149, 5209, 5211, 5226, 5283, 5321, 5397, 5439, 5462, 5487, 5563, 
5571, 5651, 5693, 5731, 5792, 5799, 5817, 5824, 5843, 5863, 5881

Important Documents #2–The Next Most Important 23, 25, 30, 36, 
58, 90, 120, 159, 181, 192, 211, 252, 317, 361, 443, 481, 539, 653, 
685, 707, 712, 775, 784, 789, 809, 813, 841, 889, 949, 952, 974, 
979, 1036, 1039, 1051, 1102, 1104, 1108, 1118, 1119, 1231, 1251, 
1289, 1306, 1332, 1345, 1366, 1381, 1397, 1479, 1509, 1605, 1618, 
1633, 1647, 1648, 1687, 1732, 1741, 1748, 1752, 1774, 1775, 1778, 
1780, 1837, 1902, 1987, 1988, 2025, 2055, 2103, 2147, 2235, 2343, 

2396, 2414, 2430, 2530, 2583, 2629, 2642, 2659, 2668, 2703, 2772, 
2819, 2862, 2866, 2884, 2905, 2997, 3003, 3043, 3108, 3185, 3297, 
3321, 3337, 3371, 3387, 3400, 3454, 3486, 3497, 3527, 3540, 3581, 
3612, 3614, 3622, 3648, 3679, 3765, 3784, 3832, 3906, 3968, 3990, 
3994, 4051, 4052, 4057, 4112, 4142, 4149, 4282, 4335, 4344, 4536, 
4544, 4550, 4696, 4735, 4747, 4882, 4901, 4917, 4919, 4946, 4960, 
5096, 5141, 5201, 5224, 5264, 5277, 5288, 5407, 5411, 5422, 5469, 
5554, 5570, 5575, 5583, 5642, 5678, 5728, 5846, 5857, 5889, 5890, 
5953, 5964, 5978, 5980, 5988, 6013, 6019

Imports. See Trade of Soybeans, Oil & Meal, or see Individual 
Soyfoods Imported

INARI, Ltd. See Sycamore Creek Co.

India. See Asia, South–India

Indian Agricultural Research Institute. See Asia, South–India. Work 
of the Indian Agricultural Research Institute (IARI, New Delhi) 
with Soyabeans in India

Indian Council of Agricultural Research (ICAR). See Asia, South–
India. Work of the Indian Council of Agricultural Research (ICAR)

Indian Institute of Science. See Asia, South–India. Work of the 
Indian Institute of Science (Bangalore) with Soyabeans in India

Indiana. See United States–States–Indiana

Indonesia. See Asia, Southeast–Indonesia

Indonesian restaurants outside Indonesia, or Indonesian recipes 
that use soy ingredients outside Indonesia. See Asia, Southeast–
Indonesia–Indonesian Restaurants Outside Indonesia and Soy 
Ingredients Used in Indonesian-Style Recipes Restaurants Outside 
Japan

Indonesian soy sauce, etymology. See Soy Sauce, Indonesian Style–
Etymology

Indonesians Overseas, Especially Work with Soy 1104, 1453, 2659, 
2815, 3095, 5320, 5805

Indonesian-style fermented soybean paste. See Tauco–Indonesian-
Style Fermented Soybean Paste

Indonesian-style miso, etymology of. See Miso, Indonesian-Style

Indonesian-style soy sauce. See Soy Sauce, Indonesian Style or 
from the Dutch East Indies (Kecap, Kécap, Kechap, Ketjap, Kétjap) 
Ketchup / Catsup

Industrial uses of soy oil. See Fatty Acids for Non-Drying or Drying 
Applications (As in Hot-Melt Glues or the Curing Component of 
Epoxy Glues), Steroids, Steroid Hormones, and Sterols

Industrial uses of soy oil as a drying oil. See Adhesives, Asphalt 
Preservation Agents, Caulking Compounds, Artifi cial Leather, and 
Other Minor or General Uses, Ink for Printing, Paints, Varnishes, 
Enamels, Lacquers, and Other Protective / Decorative Coatings, 
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Rubber Substitutes or Artifi cial / Synthetic Rubber (Factice)

Industrial uses of soy oil as a non-drying oil. See Dust Suppressants 
and Dust Control, Lubricants, Lubricating Agents, and Axle Grease 
for Carts

Industrial Uses of Soy Oil–Etymology of Related Terms and Their 
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 2583, 5629

Industrial Uses of Soy Oil (General) 49, 435, 436, 448, 804, 858, 
903, 918, 944, 1389, 1390, 2583, 2648, 3702, 3793, 4940, 5883

Industrial uses of soy proteins. See Fibers (Artifi cial Wool or 
Textiles Made from Spun Soy Protein Fibers, Including Azlon, 
Soylon, and Soy Silk / Soysilk), Foams for Fighting Fires, Paints 
(Especially Water-Based Latex Paints), Paper Coatings or Sizings, 
or Textile Sizing, Plastics (Including Molded Plastic Parts, Plastic 
Film, Disposable Eating Utensils and Tableware–From Spoons to 
Plates, and Packaging Materials)

Industrial Uses of Soy Proteins–General and Minor Uses–Galalith, 
Sojalith, Celluloid, Cosmetics (Lotions and Soaps), Rubber 
Substitutes, Insecticides, etc. See also Culture Media as for 
Antibiotics Industry 647, 659, 702, 771, 810, 839, 856, 1515, 1732, 
1770, 2197, 3545, 4369, 4888, 4933, 5382, 5629, 5883

Industrial uses of soy proteins (including soy fl our). See Adhesives 
or Glues for Plywood, Other Woods, Wallpaper, or Building 
Materials

Industrial uses of soybeans. See Chemurgy, the Farm Chemurgic 
Movement, and the Farm Chemurgic Council (USA, 1930s to 
1950s) Including, Lecithin, Soy–Industrial Uses, New Uses 
Movement (USA, starting 1987), Successor to the Farm Chemurgic 
Movement (1930s to 1950s), Soy Flour, Industrial Uses of–Other, 
Soy Protein Isolates, Industrial Uses of, Soy Protein, Industrial Uses 
of–Other, Soybean Meal / Cake, Fiber (as from Okara), or Shoyu 
Presscake as a Fertilizer or Manure for the Soil

Industrial Uses of Soybeans (General Non-Food, Non-Feed) 114, 
161, 208, 366, 492, 836, 866, 1089, 1461, 3820, 4381, 5105, 5611, 
5890

Industrial Uses of Soybeans (Non-Food, Non-Feed)–Industry and 
Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By Geographical Region 
299, 672, 1204, 1225, 1515, 2504, 4658, 4771, 4940, 5469, 5629, 
5630, 5890

Industrial Uses of Soybeans (Non-Food, Non-Feed)–Industry and 
Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–Larger Companies (Ford 
Motor Co., I.F. Laucks, O’Brien Varnish Co., The Drackett Co., 
ADM, General Mills, etc.) 49, 125, 672, 1515

Industrial uses of soybeans or soy products. See Culture Media / 
Medium (for Growing Microorganisms)

Industry and Market Analyses and Statistics–Market Studies 454, 
5976

Infant Foods and Infant Feeding, Soy-based. See Also Infant 

Formulas, Soy-based 5, 91, 242, 319, 396, 466, 487, 515, 530, 555, 
557, 575, 585, 597, 642, 658, 673, 676, 680, 708, 725, 726, 734, 
740, 741, 755, 760, 815, 831, 848, 880, 892, 1015, 1017, 1067, 
1119, 1132, 1154, 1155, 1174, 1222, 1230, 1235, 1242, 1244, 1313, 
1314, 1325, 1327, 1417, 1439, 1487, 1498, 1501, 1502, 1505, 1525, 
1583, 1594, 1602, 1610, 1613, 1642, 1662, 1669, 1702, 1746, 1747, 
1752, 1764, 1811, 1824, 1830, 1833, 1834, 1862, 1875, 1876, 1931, 
1937, 1994, 2010, 2105, 2119, 2122, 2190, 2217, 2218, 2252, 2272, 
2282, 2308, 2334, 2374, 2422, 2427, 2456, 2458, 2462, 2467, 2498, 
2526, 2560, 2563, 2569, 2589, 2631, 2690, 2691, 2800, 2808, 2831, 
2842, 2971, 3044, 3074, 3090, 3126, 3232, 3236, 3258, 3264, 3296, 
3345, 3360, 3365, 3417, 3425, 3434, 3474, 3478, 3510, 3534, 3536, 
3560, 3598, 3671, 3675, 3776, 3807, 3818, 3862, 3883, 3917, 3977, 
4049, 4053, 4102, 4197, 4252, 4288, 4294, 4302, 4305, 4311, 4354, 
4368, 4469, 4470, 4471, 4504, 4533, 4567, 4623, 4640, 4649, 4822, 
4838, 4841, 4906, 4930, 4960, 4962, 4985, 5007, 5170, 5184, 5214, 
5220, 5274, 5280, 5367, 5386, 5480, 5542, 5609, 5692, 5725, 5757, 
5792, 5831, 5848

Infant Formula / Formulas, Soy-based, Including Effects on Infant 
Health (Alternatives to Milk. Usually Fortifi ed and Regulated. 
Since 1963 Usually Made from Soy Protein Isolates) 56, 60, 94, 
114, 193, 524, 578, 579, 581, 611, 721, 784, 786, 805, 821, 906, 
1002, 1024, 1042, 1050, 1084, 1093, 1098, 1107, 1117, 1123, 1141, 
1152, 1185, 1208, 1247, 1326, 1340, 1354, 1360, 1378, 1379, 1400, 
1411, 1437, 1582, 1613, 1628, 1632, 1643, 1687, 1703, 1710, 1723, 
1803, 1848, 1904, 1957, 1985, 2006, 2007, 2028, 2049, 2061, 2067, 
2074, 2083, 2167, 2306, 2320, 2357, 2406, 2473, 2490, 2547, 2595, 
2704, 2718, 2809, 2847, 2951, 3003, 3013, 3032, 3043, 3070, 3152, 
3194, 3211, 3304, 3327, 3422, 3467, 3501, 3502, 3525, 3553, 3621, 
3650, 3684, 3725, 3742, 3762, 3765, 3787, 3791, 3798, 3881, 3889, 
3907, 3949, 4001, 4038, 4071, 4078, 4100, 4111, 4118, 4156, 4167, 
4175, 4248, 4267, 4295, 4375, 4452, 4462, 4489, 4493, 4496, 4535, 
4538, 4539, 4612, 4667, 4686, 4746, 4759, 4778, 4779, 4801, 4809, 
4843, 4848, 4874, 4900, 4972, 4979, 4984, 4986, 5027, 5086, 5098, 
5104, 5106, 5169, 5178, 5192, 5194, 5368, 5381, 5383, 5396, 5398, 
5399, 5405, 5420, 5452, 5468, 5492, 5512, 5554, 5589, 5596, 5604, 
5642, 5657, 5662, 5663, 5679, 5685, 5690, 5706, 5709, 5851, 5852, 
5854, 5873, 5879, 5885, 5904, 5911, 5941, 5996, 6011, 6020, 6029

Infant Formula Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses 
4539, 5396, 5662, 5685, 5911

Infants or Recently-Weaned Children Fed (or Not Fed) Soymilk in 
China or Chinese Cultures 62, 388, 1329

Infi nity Food Co. Renamed Infi nity Company by 1973 (New York 
City, New York) 2428, 2822

Information. See Computer Software and Modeling / Simulation 
Related to Soya, Computers (General) and Computer Hardware 
Related to Soybean Production and Marketing. See also: Computer 
Software, Libraries with a Signifi cant Interest in Soy, Library 
Science and Services Related to Soy, Reference Books and Other 
Reference Resources

Information, computerized. See Computerized Databases and 
Information Services, and Websites

Ink for Printing–Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a Drying Oil 454, 
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1016, 2050, 5469, 5506, 5571, 5629, 5890

Innoval / Sojalpe (Affi liate of Les Silos de Valence–Valence, 
France) 5968

Inoculum / inocula of nitrogen fi xing bacteria for soybeans. See 
Nitrogen Fixing Cultures

Insects–Pest Control. See also: Integrated Pest Management 38, 
122, 188, 855, 863, 1121, 1332, 1366, 1761, 1997, 2401, 2464, 
2466, 2655, 2675, 2796, 2807, 2844, 2997, 3153, 3185, 3539, 3733, 
3769, 3968, 3969, 3981, 4142, 4614, 5085, 5165, 5561, 5649, 5701, 
5712, 5818, 5829, 5843, 5886, 6022, 6031

Institutional feeding. See Foodservice and Institutional Feeding or 
Catering

Integrated Pest Management (IPM) and Biological Control 3733, 
5151, 5649, 5701

Intercropping–use of soybeans in. See Cropping Systems: 
Intercropping, Interplanting, or Mixed Cropping

International Institute of Agriculture (IIA) (Rome) 1123

International Institute of Tropical Agriculture (IITA) (Ibadan, 
Nigeria) 3722, 4900, 4920, 5447, 5477, 5481, 5506

International Nutrition Laboratory. See Miller, Harry W. (M.D.) 
(1879-1977)

International soybean programs. See AVRDC–The World Vegetable 
Center (Shanhua, Taiwan), INTSOY–International Soybean 
Program (Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois), International Institute 
of Agriculture (IIA) (Rome), International Institute of Tropical 
Agriculture (IITA) (Ibadan, Nigeria), United Nations (Including 
UNICEF, FAO, UNDP, UNESCO, and UNRRA) Work with Soy

Intestinal Flora / Bacteria and Toxemia–Incl. Changing and 
Reforming (L. Acidophilus, Bifi dus, L. Bulgaricus etc.) 138, 732, 
788, 1228, 1241, 1801, 1916, 2046, 2232, 2272, 2931, 2956, 2987, 
2988, 3191, 3281, 3351, 3377, 3492, 3527, 3806, 3888, 3902, 3930, 
3990, 4121, 4156, 4163, 4168, 4506, 4563, 4614, 4640, 4776, 4786, 
4817, 5731, 5800

Introduction of foreign plants to the USA. See United States 
Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Section of Foreign Seed and 
Plant Introduction

INTSOY–International Soybean Program (Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, 
Illinois). Founded July 1973. Initially (from 1971) named Program 
for International Research, Improvement and Development of 
Soybeans (PIRIDS) 2736, 2739, 2858, 3120, 3639, 3731, 3864, 
3955, 3981, 4173, 5370, 5434, 5469, 5481, 5482, 5579, 5759, 5760, 
5847, 5857

Inyu. See Soy Sauce–Taiwanese Black Bean Sauce (Inyu)

Iodine number. See Soy Oil Constants–Iodine Number

Iowa. See United States–States–Iowa

Iowa State University / College (Ames, Iowa), and Univ. of Iowa 
(Iowa City) 506, 526, 535, 570, 640, 648, 660, 707, 714, 754, 887, 
1017, 1042, 1325, 1525, 1904, 2393, 2403, 2547, 2658, 2682, 2808, 
3639, 3725, 3762, 3961, 4120, 4173, 4288, 4289, 4696, 4705, 4842, 
4947, 5193, 5215, 5306, 5323, 5331, 5420, 5599, 5661, 5883

Iron Availability, Absorption, and Content of Soybean Foods and 
Feeds 37, 48, 52, 61, 138, 158, 202, 237, 311, 373, 378, 406, 542, 
592, 664, 706, 722, 736, 768, 778, 780, 781, 782, 785, 797, 803, 
811, 814, 838, 843, 851, 852, 882, 915, 923, 994, 1013, 1049, 1107, 
1197, 1201, 1207, 1241, 1250, 1261, 1269, 1310, 1341, 1380, 1382, 
1491, 1596, 1609, 1611, 1632, 1639, 1684, 1744, 2031, 2042, 2054, 
2126, 2160, 2198, 2270, 2280, 2375, 2421, 2510, 2560, 2573, 2625, 
2692, 2700, 2740, 2826, 2831, 2848, 2874, 2933, 2937, 2987, 3218, 
3338, 3381, 3397, 3424, 3439, 3448, 3559, 3594, 3662, 3683, 3729, 
3739, 4193, 4197, 4233, 4242, 4278, 4357, 4362, 4505, 4510, 4526, 
4609, 4652, 4677, 4685, 4699, 4720, 4749, 4755, 4778, 4813, 4828, 
4876, 4886, 4921, 4927, 4961, 4999, 5040, 5071, 5098, 5189, 5194, 
5227, 5337, 5383, 5401, 5417, 5509, 5517, 5521, 5617, 5618, 5662, 
5856, 5927, 5970

Irradiation of Soybeans for Breeding and Variety Development 
(Usually Gamma Irradiation to Cause Mutations) 2566

Island Spring, Inc. (Vashon, Washington). Founded by Luke 
Lukoskie and Sylvia Nogaki 3300, 3721, 4191, 4283, 4290, 4293, 
4308, 4352, 4379, 4398, 4473, 5463, 5642, 5872, 5967

Isofl avone or Phytoestrogen Content of Soyfoods, Soy-based 
Products, Soy Ingredients, and Soybean Varieties (Esp. Genistein, 
Daidzein, and Glycitein) 361, 1300, 2772, 3132, 3730, 3952, 4071, 
4281, 4289, 4494, 4744, 4745, 4947, 4993, 5060, 5329, 5959

Isofl avones in soybeans and soyfoods. See Estrogens, Incl. 
Genistein, Daidzein, etc.

Isolated soy proteins. See Soy Proteins–Isolates

Israel. See Asia, Middle East–Israel and Judaism

Italian recipes, soyfoods used in. See Europe–Western–Italy

Ito San soybean variety. See Soybean Varieties USA–Ito San

Itona (Wigan, Lancashire, England). Maker of Soymilk, Soymilk 
Products, Soynuts, and Meat Alternatives 4147

Ivory Coast. See Africa–Côte d’Ivoire

Jack Bean. Canavalia ensiformis (L.) D.C. Also Called Sword Bean 
(Erroneously; it is Canavalia gladiata) and Horse Bean (Rarely). 
Chinese–Daodou (pinyin); formerly Tao-tou (Wade-Giles) 388, 967, 
2488, 2511, 2522, 3665, 3676, 4446, 4927, 5279

Jackson, James Caleb (1811-1881). American Health Reformer and 
Vegetarian (New York) 1228, 1801, 2272, 3377

Jacob Hartz Seed Co. (Stuttgart, Arkansas). Founded by Jacob 
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Hartz, Sr. (1888-1963) in 1942. Continued by Jake Hartz, Jr. 
(1920- ). Acquired by Monsanto in April 1983. Headquarters at Des 
Moines, Iowa, since Jan. 1998 1090, 4570, 5482

Jang–Korean-Style Fermented Soybean Paste. Includes Denjang, 
Doenjang / Toenjang / Doen Jang / Daen Chang (Soybean Miso), 
and Kochujang / Koch’ujang / Gochujang / Kochu Jang / Ko Chu 
Jang / Kochu Chang (Red-Pepper and Soybean Paste) 1014, 1127, 
1128, 1435, 2055, 2056, 2115, 2231, 2246, 2254, 2535, 2927, 3087, 
3088, 3154, 3320, 4023, 4086, 4422, 4436, 4506, 4547, 5030, 5459, 
5794, 5907

Janus Natural Foods (Seattle, Washington). And Granum 2768, 
2822, 3095, 4548

Japan. See Asia, East–Japan

Japan Oilseed Processors Association (JOPA) 5678

Japan–Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo. See National Food Research 
Institute (NFRI) (Tsukuba, Ibaraki-ken, Japan)

Japanese Overseas, Especially Work with Soy or Macrobiotics 
1076, 1150, 1160, 1611, 1639, 1748, 1749, 1962, 2009, 2097, 2188, 
2472, 2706, 2775, 2886, 2920, 2931, 3303, 3341, 3403, 3416, 3566, 
3698, 3859, 4027, 4117, 4152, 4172, 4188, 4257, 4264, 4297, 4366, 
4374, 4432, 4447, 4466, 4630, 4880, 4937, 4949, 5039, 5066, 5206, 
5326, 5385, 5471, 5643, 5654, 5659, 5669, 5702, 5703, 5752, 5756, 
5772, 5777, 5784, 5789, 5795, 5876, 5903, 5924, 5939, 5949, 5969, 
5983

Japanese restaurants outside Japan, or Japanese recipes that use 
soy ingredients outside Japan. See Asia, East–Japan–Japanese 
Restaurants or Grocery Stores Outside Japan

Japanese Soybean Types and Varieties–Early, with Names 5845

Jerky, Soy. Including Jerky-Flavored Soy Products. See also: Tofu, 
Flavored / Seasoned and Baked, Grilled, Braised or Roasted 3675, 
4305, 4567, 5502

Jerky, tofu. See Tofu, Flavored / Seasoned and Baked, Broiled, 
Grilled, Braised or Roasted

Jiang–Chinese-Style Fermented Soybean Paste / Miso (Soybean 
Jiang {doujiang} or Chiang / Tou Chiang [Wade-Giles]). Includes 
Tuong from Indochina, Tao-Tjiung and Tao-Tjiong from Indonesia 
266, 283, 625, 982, 1342, 1343, 1780, 2716, 3024, 3025, 3026, 
3406, 3457, 3663, 3896, 3978, 3991, 4023, 4255, 4435, 5054, 5514, 
5768

Job’s Tears (Coix lachryma-jobi; formerly Coix lacryma). Called 
Hatomugi or Hato Mugi in Japanese, and Adlay in South Asia. 
Sometimes mistakenly called “Pearl Barley” (Since it is unrelated 
to Barley) 3406, 4830, 5203, 5208, 5601

Juicer, Electric or Manual (Kitchen Appliance / Utensil)–Early 
Records Only 2478, 4742

Juicer–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in 

Various Languages 2478

Julian, Percy (African-American Organic Chemist). See also 
Glidden Company 44, 49, 124, 136, 258, 259, 286, 292, 316, 343, 
403, 407, 427, 772, 1069, 2849, 4834, 4888, 4908, 4933, 5830, 
6027

Kaempfer, Engelbert (1651-1716)–German physician and traveler 
3991

Kahan & Lessin Co. (Los Angeles then Compton, California). 
Wholesale Distributor of Health Foods and Natural Foods. Formed 
in 1945 by Merger of Two Companies Founded in 1932 and 1935 
Respectively 4569, 4691, 4742, 4743

Kanjang / Ganjang–Korean-Style Fermented Soy Sauce. Also 
spelled Kan Jang / Gan Jang 873, 1014, 1065, 1128, 1186, 1433, 
1436, 1446, 1656, 1660, 1897, 2001, 2254, 3087, 3088, 3320, 4023, 
4381, 4401, 4433, 4506, 4547, 4548, 4711, 5459, 5794, 5899, 6004

Kecap, Kechap, Ketjap, Ketchup. See Soy Sauce, Indonesian Style 
or from the Dutch East Indies (Kecap, Kécap, Kechap, Ketjap, 
Kétjap)

Kecap manis. See Soy Sauce, Indonesian Sweet, Kecap Manis / 
Ketjap Manis

Kefi r / Kephir (Made From Dairy / Cow’s Milk) 1200, 2478, 2647

Kefi r, soy. See Soymilk, Fermented–Soy Kefi r

Kellogg Co. (breakfast cereals; Battle Creek, Michigan). See 
Kellogg, Will Keith,... Kellogg Company

Kellogg, Ella Eaton (1853-1920). Wife of Dr. John Harvey Kellogg. 
Battle Creek Sanitarium (Battle Creek, Michigan) 1625, 2272

Kellogg, John Harvey (M.D.) (1852-1943), Sanitas Food Co., 
Sanitas Nut Food Co., Battle Creek Sanitarium Health Food Co., 
and Battle Creek Food Co. (Battle Creek, Michigan). Battle Creek 
Foods Was Acquired by Worthington Foods in 1960 30, 138, 732, 
1173, 1228, 1625, 1687, 1801, 2249, 2272, 2276, 3377, 3588, 3869, 
3888, 3902, 3930, 4031, 4032, 4121, 4147, 4163, 4742, 5067, 5447, 
5826, 5966, 5976, 5982

Kellogg, Will Keith (1860-1951), Kellogg’s Toasted Corn Flake Co. 
Later Kellogg Company (of breakfast cereal fame; Battle Creek, 
Michigan) 449, 2272, 3770, 3832, 4163, 5966, 5982

Ketchup / Catsup / Catchup–Etymology of These Terms and Their 
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 3934

Ketchup, Catsup, Catchup, Ketchop, Ketchap, Katchup, Kitjap, etc. 
Word Mentioned in Document 1118, 1597, 1780, 2535, 2934, 3196, 
3585, 3634, 3665, 3676, 3934, 4023, 4255, 4434, 4446, 4506, 5188, 
5279, 5303

Ketjap manis. See Soy Sauce, Indonesian Sweet, Kecap Manis / 
Ketjap Manis
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Kibun. See Soymilk Companies (Asia)

Kidney / Renal Function 311, 375, 979, 1553, 1717, 1783, 1859, 
1965, 2926, 3105, 3109, 3125, 3282, 3382, 3406, 3690, 3792, 4239, 
4430, 4452, 4618, 4979, 5054, 5098, 5211, 5377, 5539, 5574, 5584, 
5585, 5657, 5751, 5804, 5814, 5841, 5851, 5852, 5975, 6020

Kikkoman Corporation (Tokyo, Walworth, Wisconsin; and 
Worldwide). Incl. Noda Shoyu Co. and Kikkoman International 
Inc., and Kikkoman Shoyu Co.. 252, 313, 411, 493, 552, 564, 599, 
622, 890, 902, 979, 1215, 1800, 1825, 1864, 1898, 1921, 1947, 
1973, 1990, 2078, 2160, 2247, 2305, 2317, 2415, 2492, 2501, 2531, 
2543, 2585, 2613, 2651, 2738, 3088, 3095, 3107, 3229, 3251, 3275, 
3416, 3994, 3995, 4131, 4172, 4279, 4296, 4297, 4366, 4468, 4506, 
4551, 4761, 4880, 5102, 5179, 5297, 5321, 5385, 5422, 5597, 5659, 
5876, 5898, 5949, 5969, 6013

Kinako. See Roasted Whole Soy Flour (Kinako–Dark Roasted with 
Dry Heat, Full-Fat) and Grits

Kinema (Whole Soybeans Fermented with Bacillus subtilis strains 
from Eastern Nepal, Darjeeling Hills, Sikkim, and South Bhutan). 
Occasionally spelled Kenima. Close relatives are from Northeast 
India are: Aakhone, Akhoni, Akhuni (Nagaland), Bekang (Mizoram), 
Hawaijar (Manipur), Peruyyan (Arunachal Pradesh), Tungrymbai 
(Meghalaya) 4443, 5548

Kloss, Jethro. See Seventh-day Adventists–Cookbooks and Their 
Authors

Kloss, Jethro (1863-1946) and his Book Back to Eden 2479, 4032, 
5791

Koji (Cereal Grains {Especially Rice or Barley} and / or Soybeans 
Fermented with a Mold, Especially Aspergillus oryzae) or Koji 
Starter. Chinese Qu / Pinyin or Ch’ü / Wade-Giles 252, 411, 493, 
494, 495, 525, 560, 813, 862, 890, 909, 910, 979, 1076, 1128, 1160, 
1479, 1515, 1592, 1597, 1607, 1660, 1675, 1690, 1748, 1760, 1780, 
1797, 1800, 1825, 1889, 1898, 1933, 1938, 1962, 1968, 1976, 2264, 
2317, 2411, 2501, 2531, 2570, 2571, 2572, 2702, 2855, 2987, 2988, 
3025, 3028, 3035, 3087, 3088, 3096, 3220, 3229, 3287, 3401, 3676, 
3822, 3896, 3923, 3924, 3927, 3932, 3994, 4072, 4086, 4126, 4137, 
4255, 4264, 4279, 4296, 4297, 4335, 4466, 4547, 4548, 4561, 4563, 
4582, 4769, 4904, 5039, 5110, 5120, 5297, 5299, 5321, 5385, 5415, 
5422, 5435, 5507, 5597, 5600, 5650, 5651, 5659, 5688, 5768, 6013, 
6034

Koji, Homemade–How to Make at Home or on a Laboratory or 
Community Scale, by Hand 3087

Koji Production–How to Make Koji on a Commercial Scale 3087

Koji, Red Rice. (Also Called Fermented Red Rice, Ang-Kak / 
Angkak, Hongzao or Hong Qu / Hongqu in Chinese / Pinyin, Hung 
Ch’ü in Chinese / Wade-Giles, or Beni-Koji in Japanese). Made 
with the Mold Monascus purpureus Went, and Used as a Natural 
Red Coloring Agent (as with Fermented Tofu) 1509, 1597, 2200, 
3466, 3634, 4506, 4954

Koji, Soybean (Soybeans Fermented with a Mold, Especially 

Aspergillus oryzae), Such as Miso-dama or Meju 493, 1055, 1128, 
1433, 1597, 1657, 1658, 1797, 2055, 2056, 2394, 2930, 3024, 3087, 
3088, 3241, 3287, 3320, 4086, 4264, 4433, 4436, 4506, 4852, 5794, 
6013

Konggaru. See Roasted Whole Soy Flour in Korea–K’onggaru / 
K’ongaru / Konggaru / Konggomul / Kong Ka Ru (Roasted with 
Dry Heat, Full-Fat)

Korea. See Asia, East–Korea

Koreans Overseas, Especially Work with Soy 415, 3506, 4542, 
4987, 5719, 5720, 5785

Korean-style fermented soy sauce. See Kanjang–Korean-Style 
Fermented Soy Sauce

Korean-style fermented soybean paste. See Jang–Korean-Style 
Fermented Soybean Paste including Doenjang and Kochujang

Korean-style miso, etymology of. See Miso, Korean-Style

Korean-style natto. See Natto, Korean-Style–Chungkook-Jang / 
Chung Kook Jang / Chungkuk Jang

Korean-style natto, etymology. See Natto, Korean- Style

Korean-style recipes, soyfoods used in. See Asia, East–Korea–Soy 
Ingredients Used in Korean-Style Recipes

Kosher / Kashrus, Pareve / Parve / Parevine–Regulations or Laws. 
See also: Kosher Products (Commercial) 3898

Kosher Products (Commercial) 4987, 5993, 5994

Kraft Foods Inc. (Work with Soy). Including Anderson Clayton, 
Boca Burger, and Balance Bar 739, 2469, 2710, 3603, 3864, 4003, 
4040, 5229, 5669, 5839, 5907

Kudzu or Kuzu (Pueraria montana var. lobata. Formerly Pueraria 
lobata, Pueraria thunbergiana, Pachyrhizus thunbergianus, 
Dolichos lobatus). For Rhodesian Kudzu Vine see Neonotonia 
wightii. See also Tropical Kudzu or Puero (Pueraria phaseoloides) 
1639, 2248, 2478, 2663, 2822, 2824, 3095, 3316, 3698, 4239, 4618, 
4659, 5054, 5066, 5267

Kuki. See Fermented Black Soybeans from Japan–Kuki

Kushi, Michio (17 May 1926 to 28 Dec. 2014) and Aveline (27 Feb. 
1923 to 3 July 2001)–Their Life and Work with Macrobiotics, and 
Organizations They Founded or Inspired 2472, 2706, 3303, 3698, 
4374, 4432, 4447, 4548, 4630, 4937, 4949, 4989, 5066, 5326

Kuzu. See Kudzu or Kuzu (Pueraria...)

La Choy Food Products, Inc.–LaChoy Brand–Purchased in Sept. 
1943 by Beatrice Creamery Co.. 4172, 5969

La Sierra Industries (La Sierra, California). See Van Gundy, 
Theodore A., and La Sierra Industries
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Lablab purpureus or Lablab bean. See Hyacinth Bean

Lactose Intolerance or Lactase Defi ciency 1241, 1662, 2297, 2308, 
2718, 2951, 2980, 2989, 3044, 3211, 3258, 3531, 3765, 3823, 3855, 
3889, 3890, 4078, 4082, 4462, 4464, 4502, 4539, 4686, 4716, 4746, 
4798, 4843, 4916, 4972, 5086, 5106, 5137, 5420, 5622

Lager, Mildred (Los Angeles, California) 91, 634, 743, 1200, 4174, 
4569, 4742

Land O’Lakes, Inc.. 2744, 3846, 3906, 4836

Landstrom Co. (San Francisco, California). Wholesale Distributor 
of Health Foods and Natural Foods. Founded in 1931 by Wesley 
Landstrom 4742

Large-seeded soybeans. See Green Vegetable Soybeans–Large-
Seeded Vegetable-Type or Edible Soybeans

Latin America–Caribbean–Bahamas, Commonwealth of The (Also 
Called The Bahamas, Bahama Islands, or Bahama) 1387

Latin America–Caribbean–British Dependent Territories–Anguilla, 
Cayman Islands, British Virgin Islands, Montserrat, Turks and 
Caicos Islands. See also: Bermuda 1387

Latin America–Caribbean–Cuba 456, 1387, 2891, 2892, 3311, 4607

Latin America–Caribbean–Dominica 1387, 5020, 5324

Latin America–Caribbean–Dominican Republic (Santo Domingo or 
San Domingo before 1844) 1387, 3585, 5484

Latin America–Caribbean–French Overseas Departments–
Guadeloupe, and Martinique (French West Indies). Guadeloupe 
(consisting of two large islands–Basse-Terre and Grande-Terre) 
administers 5 smaller dependencies–Marie-Galante, Les Saintes, La 
Désirade, St.-Barthélemy, and St. Martin (shared with Netherlands 
Antilles) 1387, 2637

Latin America–Caribbean–Grenada 1387

Latin America–Caribbean–Haiti 264, 1387, 3585, 4553

Latin America–Caribbean–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest 
document seen concerning soybeans in a certain Caribbean country 
264

Latin America–Caribbean–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest 
document seen concerning the cultivation of soybeans in a certain 
Caribbean country 264

Latin America–Caribbean–Introduction of Soybeans to. This 
document contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in a certain 
Caribbean country 264

Latin America–Caribbean–Introduction of Soybeans to. This 
document contains the earliest date seen for the cultivation of 
soybeans in a certain Caribbean country 264

Latin America–Caribbean–Jamaica 741, 761, 790, 1387, 1618, 
2560, 3194, 3585, 5020, 5875

Latin America–Caribbean–Lesser Antilles–Virgin Islands 
(Including British Virgin Islands and Virgin Islands of the United 
States–St. Croix, St. John, and St. Thomas), Leeward Islands 
(Anguilla, Antigua and Barbuda [Including Redonda], Dominica, 
Guadeloupe, Montserrat, Saint Kitts [formerly Saint Christopher] 
and Nevis), Windward Islands (Barbados, Grenada, Martinique, St. 
Lucia, St. Vincent and the Grenadines, Trinidad and Tobago), and 
Netherlands Dependencies (Including Aruba, Curaçao or Curacao, 
and Bonaire off Venezuela, and Saba, St. Eustatius, and southern 
St. Martin / Maarten in the Lesser Antilles). Note–Guadeloupe and 
Martinique and the fi ve dependencies of Guadeloupe, which are 
French Overseas Departments in the Lesser Antilles, are also called 
the French West Indies, French Antilles, or Antilles françaises 937, 
1387, 2637, 3190, 3585, 4031, 5020, 5324

Latin America–Caribbean or West Indies (General) 2019, 2736, 
4784

Latin America–Caribbean–Puerto Rico, Commonwealth of (A Self-
Governing Part of the USA; Named Porto Rico until 1932) 797, 
935, 1387, 2428, 2739, 4733, 4955, 5225, 5520

Latin America–Caribbean–Saint Lucia 1387, 5020

Latin America–Caribbean–Trinidad and Tobago 937, 3190, 3585, 
4031

Latin America–Caribbean–Virgin Islands of the United States–St. 
Thomas, St. John, and St. Croix (Danish West Indies before Jan. 
1917) 1387

Latin America–Central America–Belize (Named British Honduras 
from 1840 to about 1975, Belize before 1840) 1387, 2739, 5186, 
5372, 5394, 5445, 5497, 5767

Latin America–Central America–Canal Zone including the Panama 
Canal (Opened 1914, Owned and Operated by the USA. Returned 
to Panama on 31 Dec. 1999) 1387

Latin America–Central America–Costa Rica 1387, 1781, 2739, 
3123, 3574, 3585, 3776, 4555, 4797, 4906, 5059, 5818, 5866

Latin America–Central America–El Salvador 81, 601, 650, 1387, 
1549, 2468, 3123

Latin America–Central America (General). Includes Mexico and 
Mesoamerica.. 650, 1596, 2138, 2468, 3063, 3265, 3311, 5894

Latin America–Central America–Guatemala 601, 650, 790, 884, 
892, 1163, 1176, 1384, 1387, 1425, 1549, 1550, 1730, 1781, 1827, 
1877, 2011, 2122, 2145, 2182, 2334, 2454, 2468, 2524, 2646, 2734, 
2739, 2742, 2788, 2862, 2912, 2914, 2923, 2966, 3089, 3144, 3272, 
3367, 3368, 3400, 3417, 3636, 3776, 3795, 3853, 3884, 3963, 3981, 
4045, 4092, 4093, 4228, 4272, 4394, 4602, 4739, 4752, 4784, 4988, 
5020, 5059, 5866
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Latin America–Central America–Honduras 1387, 3567, 3585, 3776, 
3884

Latin America–Central America–Introduction of Soy Products to. 
Earliest document seen concerning soybean products in a certain 
Central American country. Soybeans as such have not yet been 
reported in this country 1387

Latin America–Central America–Introduction of Soy Products to. 
This document contains the earliest date seen for soybean products 
in a certain Central American country. Soybeans as such had not yet 
been reported by that date in this country 1387

Latin America–Central America–Mexico 160, 326, 331, 351, 383, 
428, 510, 650, 1069, 1387, 1549, 1626, 1781, 1827, 1869, 1871, 
2006, 2013, 2334, 2428, 2454, 2458, 2498, 2646, 2722, 2728, 2739, 
2748, 2849, 2873, 2910, 2911, 2913, 2916, 2917, 2918, 2919, 2921, 
2925, 2927, 2928, 2932, 2942, 2954, 2966, 3033, 3052, 3123, 3400, 
3413, 3519, 3585, 3776, 3886, 3947, 4038, 4041, 4044, 4047, 4051, 
4059, 4060, 4061, 4075, 4076, 4079, 4090, 4199, 4221, 4223, 4284, 
4367, 4465, 4501, 4511, 4599, 4600, 4611, 4725, 4746, 4752, 4760, 
4784, 4797, 4888, 4984, 5059, 5086, 5158, 5170, 5367, 5395, 5431, 
5469, 5480, 5626, 5638, 5728, 5755, 5865, 5866, 5868, 5897, 5921, 
5928

Latin America–Central America–Mexico–Soy Ingredients Used in 
Mexican-Style Recipes, Food Products, or Dishes Worldwide 326, 
331, 351, 439, 650, 2314, 2524, 2767, 2802, 2873, 3033, 3174, 
3519, 3535, 3874, 3966, 4060, 4284, 4453, 4916, 5170, 5389, 5955

Latin America–Central America–Nicaragua 1387, 1549, 1781, 
2739, 3689, 4752

Latin America–Central America–Panama 650, 790, 1384, 1387, 
1550, 1781, 3272, 3585

Latin America–Central America–Soybean Production, Area and 
Stocks–Statistics, Trends, and Analyses 1827

Latin America–Central America–Trade (Imports or Exports) of 
Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or Soybean Meal–Statistics. See also 
Trade (International) 5158

Latin America (General) 671, 951, 1272, 1549, 1843, 1984, 2104, 
2684, 2704, 2909, 2910, 2922, 3079, 3400, 3503, 3574, 3802, 4021, 
4038, 4041, 4223, 4720, 5085, 5843

Latin America–South America–Argentina (Argentine Republic) 
64, 81, 439, 729, 1387, 1732, 1827, 2802, 3585, 3691, 3960, 4837, 
5158, 5271, 5429, 5469, 5641, 5674, 5678, 5843, 5844, 5921

Latin America–South America–Argentina–Soybean Production, 
Area and Stocks–Statistics, Trends, and Analyses 81

Latin America–South America–Bolivia 1369, 1387, 1549, 1722, 
3272, 3400, 3585, 3776, 3874, 3966, 4038, 4188, 5059, 5866

Latin America–South America–Brazil, Federative Republic of 70, 
81, 213, 439, 466, 507, 516, 517, 544, 557, 575, 585, 620, 630, 642, 
653, 657, 658, 659, 711, 725, 734, 744, 746, 755, 760, 761, 798, 

826, 831, 848, 857, 867, 879, 880, 891, 893, 894, 911, 929, 945, 
948, 950, 955, 1001, 1027, 1060, 1094, 1129, 1130, 1162, 1229, 
1235, 1243, 1288, 1387, 1388, 1437, 1549, 1552, 1553, 1574, 1732, 
1747, 1781, 1824, 1827, 1861, 1862, 1868, 1871, 1891, 1903, 1951, 
1986, 1998, 1999, 2073, 2114, 2120, 2154, 2250, 2292, 2304, 2427, 
2428, 2450, 2454, 2458, 2468, 2487, 2506, 2507, 2508, 2527, 2528, 
2561, 2652, 2666, 2667, 2669, 2685, 2785, 2799, 2800, 2807, 2830, 
2858, 2882, 2883, 2885, 2888, 2894, 2927, 2943, 2983, 3002, 3066, 
3067, 3068, 3071, 3072, 3073, 3074, 3075, 3076, 3077, 3087, 3142, 
3334, 3344, 3352, 3365, 3400, 3403, 3430, 3472, 3497, 3498, 3525, 
3585, 3736, 3787, 3915, 4038, 4053, 4076, 4085, 4100, 4124, 4165, 
4171, 4188, 4228, 4364, 4394, 4438, 4571, 4614, 4649, 4719, 4771, 
4837, 4984, 4985, 5158, 5161, 5429, 5469, 5562, 5605, 5641, 5649, 
5673, 5674, 5740, 5848, 5853, 5857, 5868

Latin America–South America–Brazil–Soybean Production, Area 
and Stocks–Statistics, Trends, and Analyses 857

Latin America–South America–Chile (Including Easter Island) 761, 
1387, 3136, 3400, 3585, 4038, 4073, 5194, 5906

Latin America–South America–Colombia 341, 413, 654, 1387, 
1489, 1490, 1492, 1781, 1827, 1869, 1871, 2145, 2454, 2468, 2646, 
2739, 2913, 3050, 3123, 3145, 3148, 3400, 3585, 3853, 3921, 4038, 
4076, 5866, 5868

Latin America–South America–Ecuador (Including the Galapagos 
Islands. Formerly also called Equator, the English translation of 
the Spanish “Ecuador”) 1387, 2739, 2966, 3058, 3123, 3400, 3504, 
3585, 4038, 4076, 5059

Latin America–South America (General) 2323, 2468, 3063, 3311, 
5086, 5894

Latin America–South America–Guyana (British Guiana before 
1966) 1984, 2058, 2302, 2454, 2468, 3400, 3568, 3585, 3776, 4038, 
5059

Latin America–South America–Introduction of Soy Products to. 
This document contains the earliest date seen for soybean products 
in a certain South American country. Soybeans as such had not yet 
been reported by that date in this country 1387

Latin America–South America–Introduction of Soybeans to. This 
document contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in a certain 
South American country 439, 2802

Latin America–South America–Introduction of Soybeans to. This 
document contains the earliest date seen for the cultivation of 
soybeans in a certain South American country 439, 2802

Latin America–South America–Paraguay 408, 412, 439, 1311, 
1387, 2802, 3585, 4076, 4837

Latin America–South America–Peru 718, 1387, 1489, 1490, 1781, 
1871, 2217, 2308, 2374, 2462, 2468, 2739, 3090, 3585, 4784

Latin America–South America–Soybean Production, Area and 
Stocks–Statistics, Trends, and Analyses. See also Argentina and 
Brazil 1827
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Latin America–South America–Suriname (Also Surinam before 
1978; Dutch Guiana before 1975) 1126, 1387, 2302, 2468, 2934, 
3676

Latin America–South America–Trade (Imports or Exports) of 
Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or Soybean Meal–Statistics. See also 
Trade (International) 81

Latin America–South America–Uruguay, Oriental Republic of 1311, 
1387, 3585

Latin America–South America–Venezuela 264, 1387, 1781, 1869, 
2042, 2137, 2421, 2454, 2660, 2948, 3087, 3123, 3396, 3585, 3980, 
4038, 4049, 4066, 4572, 5142, 5363, 5469, 5591, 5740, 5865, 5866, 
5868, 5963

Laucks (I.F.) Co. (Seattle, Washington). Founded by Irving Fink 
Laucks (3 July 1882 to 9 March 1981) 357, 659, 2197

Lauhoff Grain Co. See Bunge Corp. (White Plains, New York)

Lauhoff Grain Co. (Danville, Illinois). Affi liate of Bunge Corp. 
since June 1979 1090, 2568, 2692, 3721, 3864, 3906, 4282, 5867

Laurelbrook Natural Foods (Bel Air, Maryland) 2768, 2822

Lea & Perrins. See Worcestershire Sauce

Leaf Proteins and Leaf Protein Concentrate (LPC) As Alternative 
Protein Sources 635, 853, 954, 963, 969, 1375, 1379, 1550, 1582, 
1739, 1771, 1955, 2185, 2202, 2356, 2552, 2765, 2774, 2899, 2990, 
3178, 3398, 3485, 3537, 3543, 3552, 5732

Leaves of the soybean plant used as food. See Green Vegetable 
Soybeans–Leaves of the Soybean Plant Used as Food or Medicine

Lecithin companies. See American Lecithin Corp., Lucas Meyer 
GmbH (Hamburg, Germany), Ross & Rowe (Yelkin Lecithin, New 
York City)

Lecithin–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in 
Various Languages 454

Lecithin Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By 
Geographical Region 454, 1016, 4483, 4484, 5629

Lecithin Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–
Individual Companies 4483, 4933

Lecithin, Non-Soy References, Usually Early or Medical, Often 
Concerning Egg Yolk or the Brain 738, 1737

Lecithin, Soy 6, 8, 23, 32, 40, 47, 65, 67, 87, 88, 89, 97, 98, 101, 
105, 106, 112, 114, 123, 150, 164, 165, 169, 197, 208, 217, 231, 
251, 258, 276, 296, 333, 344, 355, 356, 360, 367, 373, 380, 381, 
405, 427, 435, 436, 442, 443, 449, 454, 455, 462, 467, 473, 497, 
516, 525, 528, 556, 565, 617, 618, 647, 664, 665, 667, 668, 671, 
672, 683, 701, 713, 752, 773, 792, 813, 814, 819, 820, 835, 856, 
864, 883, 886, 899, 903, 904, 907, 925, 957, 958, 961, 978, 1016, 

1020, 1051, 1066, 1070, 1080, 1081, 1090, 1102, 1140, 1191, 1200, 
1217, 1241, 1251, 1264, 1265, 1332, 1337, 1424, 1463, 1469, 1670, 
1721, 1732, 1744, 1806, 1816, 1873, 1914, 1920, 1924, 1987, 1988, 
2023, 2054, 2071, 2088, 2135, 2151, 2152, 2216, 2294, 2296, 2310, 
2320, 2327, 2345, 2396, 2478, 2537, 2619, 2639, 2647, 2648, 2679, 
2683, 2688, 2711, 2757, 2761, 2804, 2807, 2811, 2829, 2930, 2937, 
2958, 2968, 2977, 2989, 3000, 3003, 3006, 3049, 3056, 3110, 3150, 
3163, 3167, 3168, 3171, 3173, 3175, 3177, 3181, 3183, 3187, 3188, 
3189, 3193, 3195, 3199, 3204, 3205, 3206, 3210, 3212, 3213, 3214, 
3216, 3237, 3256, 3274, 3289, 3298, 3313, 3335, 3379, 3387, 3426, 
3458, 3490, 3495, 3499, 3508, 3513, 3531, 3556, 3593, 3647, 3655, 
3693, 3704, 3705, 3745, 3746, 3753, 3754, 3755, 3757, 3758, 3760, 
3764, 3766, 3772, 3780, 3793, 3804, 3805, 3843, 3895, 3906, 3941, 
3970, 3974, 3983, 4003, 4010, 4052, 4054, 4058, 4087, 4150, 4161, 
4182, 4218, 4225, 4230, 4235, 4236, 4239, 4244, 4251, 4260, 4297, 
4319, 4327, 4386, 4408, 4411, 4413, 4420, 4445, 4483, 4484, 4546, 
4578, 4579, 4601, 4604, 4605, 4617, 4621, 4622, 4644, 4656, 4678, 
4743, 4764, 4765, 4869, 4871, 4872, 4875, 4908, 4909, 4933, 4970, 
4990, 5024, 5025, 5037, 5041, 5054, 5056, 5068, 5072, 5074, 5075, 
5080, 5083, 5087, 5090, 5091, 5095, 5096, 5107, 5143, 5158, 5164, 
5176, 5177, 5191, 5201, 5276, 5286, 5302, 5390, 5459, 5488, 5571, 
5588, 5607, 5611, 5621, 5624, 5663, 5704, 5735, 5737, 5818, 5834, 
5859, 5866, 5886, 5917, 5920, 5944, 6032

Lecithin, Soy–Industrial Uses 65, 67, 87, 105, 106, 112, 380, 405, 
454, 618, 835, 903, 1016, 1264, 1424, 3974, 4484, 4771, 4933, 
4940, 5083, 5629, 6032

Lectins. See Hemagglutinins (Lectins or Soyin)

Legislative activities. See American Soybean Association (ASA)–
Legislative Activities

Legume, Inc. (Fairfi eld, New Jersey) 4191, 4379, 4488, 4516, 4542, 
4570, 4795, 4798, 4883

Lens culinaris or L. esculenta. See Lentils

Lentils. Lens culinaris. Formerly: Lens esculenta and Ervum lens 
160, 820, 1775, 1906, 2119, 2125, 2275, 2375, 2400, 2488, 2511, 
2768, 2905, 3414, 3447, 4631, 4635, 4847, 5207, 5544

Lever Brothers Co. See Unilever Corp.

Leviton, Richard. See Soyfoods Association of North America 
(SANA)

Li Yü-ying (Li Yu-ying; Courtesy Name: Li Shizeng (pinyin), Li 
Shih-tseng (W.-G.); Chinese Soyfoods Pioneer in France; born 
1881 in Peking, died 1973 in Taipei, Taiwan) and Usine de la 
Caséo-Sojaïne (Les Vallées, Colombes (near Asnières), a few miles 
northwest of Paris, and China) 51, 91, 95, 113, 114, 119, 813, 2175, 
4032, 4121

Libraries. See National Agricultural Library (NAL, Beltsville, 
Maryland)

Libraries with a Signifi cant Interest in Soy 2012, 2027, 4927, 5717, 
6031
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Library Science and Services Related to Soy 6031

Lifestream Natural Foods Ltd. (Vancouver then Richmond, British 
Columbia, Canada). And Nature’s Path Foods, Inc. Both founded by 
Arran and Ratana Stephens 2768, 2822

Lightlife Foods, Inc. (Turners Falls, Massachusetts). Started as 
The Tempeh Works in Sept. 1979 by Michael Cohen in Greenfi eld, 
Massachusetts. Then renamed Tempehworks, Inc. in Sept. 1985. 
Acquired by ConAgra, Inc. (Omaha, Nebraska) on 14 July 2000. 
Acquired by Maple Leaf Foods (Ontario, Canada) on 10 March 
2017 3721, 4488, 4647, 4901, 5733

Lima Bean or Limas. Phaseolus limensis. Formerly: Phaseolus 
lunatus. Also called Butter Bean 53, 205, 388, 784, 813, 919, 967, 
969, 1184, 1460, 1775, 1796, 2017, 2375, 2380, 2488, 2511, 2537, 
2797, 3242, 3475, 3665, 3676, 4139, 4679, 4691, 5207, 5370

Lima N.V. / Lima Foods (Sint-Martens-Latem, Belgium; and 
Mezin, France). Owns Jonathan P.V.B.A. Owned by Euronature of 
Paris, France, since 1989. Owned by the Hain-Celestial Group since 
10 Dec. 2001 5120, 5642, 5731

Linolenic Acid and Linolenate Content of Soybeans and Soybean 
Products. See also Omega-3 Fatty Acids 2, 23, 125, 166, 285, 391, 
435, 436, 656, 671, 683, 703, 763, 804, 858, 861, 883, 944, 993, 
1053, 1149, 1165, 1192, 1270, 1297, 1299, 1398, 1482, 1485, 1585, 
1586, 1587, 1627, 1645, 1659, 1698, 1743, 1857, 1890, 1960, 2034, 
2047, 2108, 2168, 2198, 2228, 2230, 2256, 2339, 2377, 2378, 2403, 
2404, 2465, 2482, 2745, 2819, 2906, 3006, 3250, 3359, 3452, 3639, 
3667, 3720, 4003, 4009, 4054, 4059, 4088, 4177, 4313, 4372, 4521, 
4566, 4573, 4670, 4693, 4694, 4696, 4713, 4721, 4912, 4921, 5057, 
5092, 5143, 5219, 5323, 5331, 5360, 5402, 5404, 5425, 5429, 5434, 
5469, 5478, 5599, 5624, 5630, 5661, 5674, 5695, 5715, 5754, 5774, 
5832, 5859, 5860, 6006

Linolenic Acid–Omega-3 (Alpha-Linolenic Acid) Fatty Acid 
Content of Soybeans and Soybean Products 4573, 4890, 4912, 
4921, 5143, 5177, 5197, 5276, 5286, 5322, 5360, 5370, 5380, 5424, 
5426, 5434, 5452, 5469, 5498, 5506, 5513, 5579, 5580, 5609, 5695, 
5754, 5832, 5860

Linoleum, Floor Coverings, Oilcloth, and Waterproof Goods–
Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a Drying Oil 672, 2050, 5571, 5890

Linseed Oil, Linseed Cake / Meal, Lintseed, or the Flax / Flaxseed 
Plant (Linum usitatissimum L.) 2, 166, 176, 404, 435, 436, 443, 
528, 672, 729, 736, 811, 856, 972, 974, 1099, 1782, 2119, 2834, 
3415, 4054, 5276, 5380, 5434, 5487, 5498, 5630, 5832

Lipid and Fatty Acid Composition of Soybeans (Seeds or Plant), 
or Soybean Products (Including Soy Oil), and Lipids in the Human 
Diet 64, 70, 144, 145, 152, 192, 299, 305, 309, 390, 469, 512, 565, 
571, 594, 610, 668, 719, 860, 861, 1029, 1037, 1066, 1073, 1099, 
1159, 1165, 1192, 1275, 1290, 1420, 1422, 1479, 1552, 1728, 1855, 
1989, 2002, 2170, 2377, 2379, 2383, 2389, 2410, 2445, 2446, 2464, 
2482, 2495, 2533, 2574, 2575, 2632, 2641, 2666, 2739, 2762, 2766, 
2812, 2930, 2953, 3027, 3030, 3031, 3035, 3040, 3099, 3160, 3181, 
3231, 3239, 3240, 3241, 3244, 3287, 3348, 3358, 3429, 3435, 3482, 
3483, 3515, 3568, 3706, 3740, 3745, 3759, 3804, 4062, 4123, 4187, 

4227, 4287, 4295, 4317, 4372, 4511, 4573, 4580, 4591, 4670, 4693, 
4696, 4815, 4832, 5121, 5143, 5145, 5219, 5245, 5276, 5300, 5331, 
5364, 5378, 5397, 5418, 5452, 5479, 5487, 5494, 5513, 5601, 5605, 
5609, 5615, 5641, 5658, 5721, 5733, 5737, 5774, 5826, 5832, 5853

Lipids. See Linolenic Acid–Omega-3, Linolenic Acid and 
Linolenate

Lipids–Effects of Dietary Lipids (Especially Soy Oil and Lecithin) 
on Blood Lipids (Especially Cholesterol) 309, 467, 574, 613, 655, 
668, 738, 762, 883, 899, 993, 1074, 1102, 1217, 1524, 1744, 1971, 
1981, 2194, 2256, 2325, 2378, 2648, 2841, 2889, 2977, 2999, 3043, 
3163, 3167, 3168, 3188, 3198, 3210, 3266, 3494, 3531, 3556, 3701, 
3780, 3858, 3919, 4177, 4243, 4295, 4313, 4336, 4460, 4543, 4576, 
4578, 4579, 4639, 4662, 4663, 4664, 4665, 4698, 4710, 4806, 4912, 
4921, 4970, 5024, 5078, 5107, 5143, 5177, 5197, 5205, 5215, 5222, 
5286, 5339, 5348, 5360, 5365, 5390, 5426, 5428, 5430, 5433, 5434, 
5460, 5461, 5465, 5467, 5470, 5489, 5498, 5511, 5567, 5579, 5580, 
5592, 5638, 5652, 5674, 5680, 5744, 5754, 5775, 5792, 5860, 5930

Lipolytic enzymes in the soybean. See Enzymes in the Soybean–
Lipoxygenase and Its Inactivation

Lipoxygenase. See Enzymes in the Soybean–Lipoxygenase and Its 
Inactivation

Lists and Descriptions (Offi cial and / or Extensive) of Early U.S. 
Soybean Varieties with Their P.I. Numbers and Synonyms 2228

Llama Toucan & Crow. See Stow Mills, Inc.

Loma Linda Foods (Riverside, California). Named La Loma Foods 
from Feb. 1989 to Jan. 1990. Acquired by Worthington Foods in 
Jan. 1990 311, 766, 937, 1169, 1379, 1718, 1763, 1803, 1848, 2654, 
2859, 3007, 3032, 3588, 3869, 3870, 3875, 3876, 3929, 4031, 4032, 
4282, 4569, 4742, 5911

Loma Linda University (Loma Linda, California). Including Loma 
Linda Hospital (Formerly named Loma Linda Sanitarium and 
College of Medical Evangelists) 311, 503, 766, 905, 1144, 1413, 
1414, 2042, 2573, 2803, 2980, 3232, 4642, 5014, 5684, 5746, 5824, 
5911

Los Angeles–City and County–Work with Soyfoods, Natural / 
Health Foods, and / or Vegetarianism 160, 163, 200, 272, 280, 290, 
310, 440, 442, 443, 534, 665, 668, 675, 701, 738, 883, 899, 978, 
1049, 1052, 1071, 1124, 1191, 1201, 1301, 1387, 1670, 2333, 2400, 
2428, 2822, 2915, 3095, 3304, 3311, 3415, 3444, 3510, 3780, 3871, 
3894, 4174, 4234, 4282, 4300, 4355, 4538, 4569, 4742, 5052, 5206, 
5218, 5219, 5322, 5408, 5471, 5502, 5510, 5643, 5656, 5688, 5719, 
5720, 5756, 5763, 5772, 5777, 5784, 5785, 5795, 5876, 5903, 5905, 
5924, 5939, 5948, 5958, 5983, 5988

Low cost extrusion cookers. See Extruders and Extrusion Cooking: 
Low Cost Extrusion Cookers (LECs)

Low-cost extrusion cookers. See Extruders and Extrusion Cooking, 
Extruders and Extrusion Cooking, Low Cost

Lubricants, Lubricating Agents, and Axle Grease for Carts–
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Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a Non-Drying Oil 1424, 2675, 3702

Lucas Meyer GmbH (Hamburg, Germany). Founded 1973. 
Acquired Oct. 2000 by Degussa AG of Germany. Acquired in 2006 
by Cargill 2620, 2684, 2757, 3379, 4230, 4678, 5164, 5920

Lucerne / lucern. See Alfalfa or Lucerne

Lukoskie, Luke. See Island Spring, Inc. (Vashon, Washington)

Lupins or Lupin (Also spelled Lupine, Lupines, Lupinseed; Lupinus 
albus, L. angustifolius, L. luteus, L. mutabilis) 200, 334, 3149, 
3665, 3676, 4203, 4635, 4855, 4927, 5241, 5906

Lust, Benedict (1872-1945), Louise Stroebel Lust (1868-1925; 
his wife) and Louis Lust. Pioneers in Naturopathy in the United 
States (New York City; “Yungborn,” Butler, New Jersey; Tangerine, 
Florida) 1228, 4742

Lysinoalanine (LAL)–An Unusual, Toxic Amino Acid Derivative 
Created by Severe Alkali Processing of Food Proteins (As in Spun 
Protein Fibers) 1717, 2057, 2584, 2771, 2780, 2926, 3029, 3105, 
3108, 3109, 3192, 3282, 3382, 3383, 3424, 3686, 3792, 3988, 4014, 
4039, 4071, 4089, 4340, 4636, 4790, 5491

Macao / Macau. See Asia, East–Macao / Macau (Portuguese 
Colony)

Machinery, farm. See Combines

Macrobiotic Cookbooks 1639, 2248, 2428, 2775, 2822, 2824, 2927, 
2935, 3087, 3088, 3096, 3581, 3698, 3756, 4329, 4536, 4548, 4630, 
4643, 4949, 5271, 5551, 5697

Macrobiotics. See Aihara, Herman and Cornellia–Their Life and 
Work, Kushi, Michio and Aveline–Their Life and Work, Muramoto, 
Noboru–His Life and Work, Ohsawa, George and Lima

Macrobiotics–Criticisms of its Dietary Philosophy and Practice 
2707, 2985, 3756, 5672

Macrobiotics. See also: George Ohsawa, Michio and Aveline Kushi, 
Herman and Cornellia Aihara 1545, 1611, 1639, 1783, 1965, 1966, 
2009, 2097, 2177, 2248, 2303, 2345, 2428, 2472, 2478, 2503, 2573, 
2706, 2707, 2740, 2775, 2822, 2824, 2871, 2872, 2886, 2903, 2920, 
2927, 2931, 2935, 2968, 2977, 2980, 2985, 3087, 3088, 3096, 3194, 
3221, 3303, 3316, 3377, 3409, 3470, 3476, 3566, 3581, 3698, 3721, 
3756, 3797, 3875, 3889, 3935, 3936, 4191, 4329, 4374, 4432, 4447, 
4536, 4548, 4612, 4630, 4642, 4643, 4722, 4800, 4808, 4851, 4914, 
4937, 4949, 4989, 5066, 5116, 5120, 5129, 5130, 5208, 5271, 5326, 
5551, 5583, 5594, 5601, 5622, 5668, 5672, 5697, 5790, 5848, 5873, 
5969

Madison Foods and Madison College (Madison, Tennessee). 
Madison Foods (Then a Subsidiary of Nutritional Corp.) Was 
Acquired by Worthington Foods in Aug. 1964 274, 278, 813, 1251, 
1687, 1987, 1988, 3658, 4158, 4742, 5791

Maggi (Kempthal / Kemptal, Switzerland) 5727

Mainland Express (Spring Park, Minnesota). Div. of Goods, Inc. 
Named Tofu, Inc. and Eastern Foods, Inc., Minneapolis, Minnesota, 
from 1978 to March 1989 4987, 5325, 5469

Maize. See Corn / Maize

Malnutrition, hunger, famine, and food shortages. See Hunger, 
Malnutrition, Famine, Food Shortages, and Mortality

Mame-maki. See Roasted / Parched Soybeans (Irimame)

Mammoth Yellow soybean variety. See Soybean Varieties USA–
Mammoth Yellow

Manchu soybean variety. See Soybean Varieties USA–Manchu

Manchuria. See Asia, East–Manchuria

Manna Natural Foods (Amsterdam, The Netherlands). Named 
Stichting Natuurvoeding Amsterdam until 1982. Absorbed by 
Akwarius Almere in 1987 4004, 4263, 4532

Map / Maps 64, 266, 543, 951, 1918, 2147, 3095, 3397, 3536, 4659, 
5158, 5976

Maple Leaf Monarch or Maple Leaf Mills. See ADM Agri-
Industries Ltd. (Windsor, Ontario, Canada)

Margarine 23, 88, 166, 238, 258, 276, 407, 435, 436, 437, 442, 443, 
454, 528, 616, 672, 743, 759, 762, 765, 813, 819, 998, 1016, 1039, 
1090, 1204, 1251, 1272, 1295, 1297, 1315, 1633, 1732, 1948, 1987, 
1988, 2130, 2194, 2198, 2251, 2269, 2310, 2396, 2609, 2651, 2747, 
2834, 2908, 2993, 3003, 3006, 3162, 3165, 3199, 3438, 3494, 3515, 
3529, 3750, 3832, 3864, 3974, 3983, 4009, 4054, 4059, 4158, 4169, 
4484, 4566, 4578, 4697, 4709, 4937, 5229, 5276, 5317, 5386, 5459, 
5487, 5608, 5624, 5642, 5644, 5680, 5693, 5859, 5886

Margarine Made with Soy 32, 65, 67, 101, 105, 112, 380, 405, 525, 
671, 773, 835, 860, 1007, 1081, 1241, 1290, 1463, 2648, 3176, 
3722, 4003, 4031, 4837, 4840, 5158, 5456, 5549

Market statistics. See the specifi c product concerned, e.g. Tofu 
Industry and Market Statistics

Market statistics on soybean production. See Soybean Production 
and Trade–Industry and Market Statistics,

Market studies. See Industry and Market Analyses

Marketing of soyfoods. See Individual foods, e.g., Tofu–Marketing 
of

Marketing Soybeans, Market Development, and Economics 
(Including Futures Markets, Hedging, and Mathematical Models) 
174, 355, 1272, 1295, 2536, 2807, 3040, 3103, 3550, 4228, 5105, 
5300, 5303, 5469, 5478, 5678, 5867

Marketing–Soyfoods and Soy Products 2146, 2468, 2748, 3504, 
4027, 4850, 4941, 5399, 6015
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Markets and Crop Estimates, Bureau of. See United States 
Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of Agricultural 
Economics

Marshall Islands. See Oceania–Marshall Islands

Marusan-Ai. See Soymilk Companies (Asia)

Massachusetts. See United States–States–Massachusetts

Maturity groups. See Soybean–Physiology and Biochemistry–
Maturity Groups

Mauritius. See Africa–Mauritius (Ile Maurice)

McCay, Clive M. and Jeanette (Cornell Univ.) 163, 194, 227, 255, 
257, 260, 270, 312, 387, 476, 584, 962, 989, 990, 991, 992, 1081, 
1200, 1901, 2549, 2594, 2665, 3928, 4442, 4654

Meal or cake, soybean. See Soybean Meal

Meals for Millions Foundation (Los Angeles, California), Multi-
Purpose Food (MPF), and Freedom from Hunger 148, 220, 593, 
670, 813, 832, 834, 857, 911, 914, 936, 956, 1006, 1007, 1045, 
1049, 1164, 1177, 1182, 1251, 1301, 1341, 1387, 1449, 1454, 1502, 
1505, 1566, 1683, 1752, 1807, 1917, 1987, 2062, 2213, 2273, 2307, 
2454, 2503, 2523, 2536, 2681, 2760, 3058, 3063, 3311, 3550, 3571, 
3773, 4569, 4649, 4688, 5059

Meat Alternatives–Beef Alternatives, Including Meatless Beef 
Jerky, Chili Con Carne, Goulash, Lasagna, Meat Balls, Mince, 
Mincemeat, Sloppy Joes, Spaghetti Sauce, Steak, Veal, etc. See 
also Meatless Burgers 274, 311, 681, 820, 2125, 2272, 3675, 3719, 
4305, 4567, 5502

Meat Alternatives–Commercial Products (Meatlike Meatless Meat, 
Poultry, or Fish / Seafood Analogs. See Also Meat Extenders) 5252

Meat alternatives companies. See Tofurky Company (Hood River, 
Oregon. Maker of Tofurky and Tempeh)

Meat Alternatives–Documents About (Meatlike Meatless Meat, 
Poultry, or Fish / Seafood Analogs. See Also Meat Extenders) 743, 
891, 1363, 1515, 1925, 2148, 2284, 2292, 2368, 2398, 2604, 2696, 
2705, 2709, 2729, 2931, 2965, 2967, 2975, 2978, 2991, 2997, 3004, 
3098, 3170, 3179, 3180, 3201, 3270, 3448, 3548, 3626, 3875, 3898, 
4012, 4086, 4163, 5128, 5135, 5153, 5571, 5728, 5740, 5850, 5865, 
5866, 5921

Meat Alternatives–General and Other Meatless Meatlike Products. 
See Also Meat Extenders 238, 820, 2709, 2878, 3098, 3170, 3374, 
4017, 4107, 4163, 4184

Meat Alternatives–Gluten-Based (Incuding Seitan, Mianjin / Mian 
Jin or Mienchin / Mien Chin) 160, 274, 820, 2248, 2878, 3869, 
4031

Meat Alternatives–Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and 
Analyses–Individual Companies 5966, 5982, 5989

Meat alternatives makers. See Tivall (Tivol)

Meat Alternatives–Meatless Bacon, Bacon Bits, Ham, Chorizo, and 
Other Pork-related Products. See also Meatless Sausages 330, 1684, 
1838, 2276, 2568, 2621, 2765, 2927, 2935, 2982, 3197, 3719, 3781, 
4001, 4158, 4883, 5227, 5389, 5964

Meat Alternatives–Meatless Burgers and Patties. See Also Meat 
Extenders 274, 278, 311, 330, 681, 813, 1173, 1404, 2202, 2337, 
2696, 2729, 2767, 2768, 2803, 2927, 2935, 3028, 3037, 3095, 3110, 
3174, 3220, 3299, 3369, 3381, 3421, 3507, 3517, 3535, 3581, 3664, 
3665, 3675, 3676, 3677, 3698, 3719, 3721, 3744, 3817, 3870, 3876, 
3996, 4001, 4031, 4149, 4158, 4191, 4192, 4267, 4305, 4326, 4328, 
4339, 4379, 4488, 4524, 4567, 4570, 4730, 4852, 4883, 4916, 4949, 
5108, 5290, 5445, 5472, 5490, 5506, 5663, 5722, 5761, 5822, 5893, 
5951, 5967

Meat Alternatives–Meatless Chicken, Goose, Duck, and Related 
Poultry Products. See also Meatless Turkey 274, 1684, 1687, 1838, 
2017, 2272, 2328, 2558, 2621, 2765, 2803, 2927, 2982, 3457, 3677, 
3719, 3781, 4001, 4112, 4730, 4949, 5389, 5824, 5961

Meat Alternatives–Meatless Cutlets 330

Meat Alternatives–Meatless Fish, Shellfi sh, and Other Seafood-like 
Products 1173, 1838, 2272, 2927, 2935, 3675, 3677, 3719, 3781, 
3817, 3876, 4001, 4112, 4305, 4567, 5406

Meat Alternatives–Meatless Sausages (Including Frankfurters, Hot 
Dogs, Wieners, Salami, Pepperoni, Breakfast Pork Sausage, etc.). 
See Also Meat Extenders 253, 330, 959, 1684, 2017, 2558, 2767, 
3299, 3387, 3457, 3535, 3538, 3677, 3719, 3721, 4001, 4031, 4326, 
4379, 4839, 5227, 5274, 5389, 5490, 5506, 5733, 5893, 5967, 5980

Meat Alternatives–Meatless Turkey 2671, 3517, 3719, 4001

Meat Alternatives (Traditional Asian)–Ganmodoki/Gammodoki and 
Hiryozu (Deep-Fried Tofu Burgers and Treasure Balls) 2824, 2927, 
2935, 3028, 3220, 3581, 3675, 3698, 3744, 4524, 4747, 4852, 4949, 
5108

Meat Alternatives (Traditional Asian)–Made from Yuba (Such as 
Buddha’s Chicken, Buddha’s Ham, or Buddha’s Duck) 2927, 3781

Meat Products Extended with Soy Protein, or Meat Extenders 
(Marketed as Such) 59, 253, 1071, 1515, 1925, 2287, 2293, 2314, 
2328, 2349, 2516, 2604, 2630, 2722, 2758, 3016, 3018, 3248, 3292, 
3293, 3704, 4016, 4362, 4457, 4463, 4555, 4609, 4739, 4768, 5521, 
5522, 5560, 5755, 5795, 5828, 5865, 5866, 5868, 5908, 5921

Meatless burgers. See Vegetarian / Meatless Burgers

Media–Earliest Articles on Soy in Major Magazines and 
Newspapers 1744, 2688, 3652

Media, Popular Articles on Soyfoods in Europe, or Related to 
Europeans in Asia 3474, 3881, 4329, 5202

Media, Popular Articles on Soyfoods in the USA, Canada, or 
Related to North Americans in Asia 476, 1744, 1873, 1984, 2054, 
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2412, 2696, 2765, 2774, 2784, 2871, 2872, 2920, 3014, 3039, 3047, 
3125, 3264, 3444, 3470, 3476, 3586, 3649, 3661, 3682, 3704, 3717, 
3729, 3731, 3859, 3871, 3898, 3935, 3936, 4069, 4080, 4114, 4122, 
4127, 4128, 4130, 4139, 4153, 4172, 4268, 4291, 4326, 4328, 4351, 
4500, 4501, 4551, 4663, 4795, 4800, 4808, 4883, 5099, 5180, 5422, 
5443, 5581, 5719, 5785, 5900

Medical aspects of soybeans. See Cancer or Tumor Causing / 
Promoting Substances in Soybeans or, Cognitive / Brain Function. 
Including Alzheimer’s Disease, Diabetes and Diabetic Diets, 
Kidney / Renal Function, Menopause–Relief of Unpleasant 
Menopausal Symptoms, Osteoporosis, Bone and Skeletal Health

Medical aspects of vegetarian diets. See Vegetarian Diets–Medical 
Aspects

Medical / Medicinal-Therapeutic Uses / Effects / Aspects (General) 
128, 134, 333, 467, 525, 581, 611, 895, 899, 941, 978, 1102, 1129, 
1522, 1559, 1670, 1785, 1786, 1919, 2046, 2532, 2626, 2847, 2875, 
3163, 3167, 3168, 3173, 3175, 3177, 3181, 3183, 3186, 3187, 3188, 
3189, 3193, 3195, 3204, 3205, 3206, 3210, 3212, 3213, 3214, 3298, 
3426, 3458, 3461, 3490, 3499, 3521, 3647, 3655, 3663, 3698, 3745, 
3765, 3777, 3804, 3820, 4068, 4108, 4109, 4142, 4161, 4205, 4218, 
4225, 4230, 4235, 4236, 4239, 4244, 4251, 4260, 4295, 4319, 4360, 
4406, 4410, 4411, 4413, 4414, 4415, 4419, 4426, 4430, 4431, 4439, 
4440, 4441, 4445, 4448, 4449, 4454, 4455, 4458, 4462, 4484, 4546, 
4605, 4621, 4622, 4640, 4656, 4678, 4712, 4853, 4907, 4923, 4949, 
4972, 5024, 5025, 5055, 5075, 5090, 5096, 5107, 5115, 5120, 5164, 
5214, 5277, 5350, 5359, 5399, 5423, 5462, 5584, 5588, 5607, 5614, 
5696, 5704, 5765, 5871, 6032

Medicine–Alternative–Incl. Acupuncture, Chiropractic, Drugless 
Doctors, Herbal Therapy, Holistic / Wholistic Medicine, 
Homeopathy, Natural Hygiene, Natural Medicine, Naturopathy, 
Preventive / Preventative Medicine, 752, 1303, 1304, 1545, 1639, 
1783, 3171, 3377, 3527, 3991, 4096, 4338, 4374, 4472, 4618, 5052, 
5061, 5271, 5289, 5408, 5551, 5684, 5813

Medicine, Chinese Traditional. See Chinese Medicine

Medicine–History 1303, 1304

Mei Dou Za / Mei-Tou-Cha / Meitauza. See Tempeh, Okara

Membrane Technology Processes–Microfi ltration (MF), 
Ultrafi ltration (UF, including Diafi ltration), Reverse Osmosis 
(RO–also known as hyperfi ltration, HF), Electrodialysis (ED), and 
Nanofi ltration (NF) 357, 2343, 2585, 2764, 2837, 2866, 3116, 3456, 
3640, 3668, 3728, 3965, 4296, 4407, 4492, 5182, 5264, 5266, 5276, 
5427, 5463, 5642, 5671, 5798, 5922

Menopause–Relief of Unpleasant Menopausal Symptoms, Such as 
“Hot Flashes” and “Night Sweats” 1735, 4786, 4847, 4853, 5758, 
5799

Mental Health (Including Depression) 3766, 4161, 4295

Mesoamerica. See Latin America–Central America

Metcalfe, William (1788-1862). Vegetarian Pioneer in England and 

Philadelphia, USA 1228

Mexican-style recipes, soyfoods used in. See Latin America, Central 
America–Mexico

Mexico. See Latin America, Central America–Mexico

Mexico and Central America, soyfoods movement in. See Soyfoods 
Movement in Mexico and Central America

Meyer, Frank N. (1875-1918). USDA Plant Explorer in Asia 5857

Michigan. See United States–States–Michigan

Microalgae. See Single Cell Proteins (Non-Photosynthetic)

Microbial Proteins (Non-Photosynthetic Single-Cell Proteins, 
Including Fungi [Mycoproteins such as Quorn], Yeast, and Bacteria) 
963, 983, 2552, 3543, 3665, 3676, 4112

Microbiological Problems (Food Spoilage, Sanitation, and 
Contamination). See also: Nutrition–Toxins and Toxicity in Foods 
and Feeds–Microorganisms, Especially Bacteria, as Causal Agents 
284, 548, 980, 1019, 1263, 1436, 1494, 1531, 1592, 1689, 1740, 
1812, 1813, 1814, 1989, 2136, 2241, 2328, 2504, 2668, 2749, 2778, 
3011, 3059, 3133, 3155, 3227, 3248, 3350, 3355, 3356, 3373, 3375, 
3455, 3524, 3652, 3675, 4175, 4214, 4293, 4305, 4350, 4352, 4474, 
4486, 4499, 4500, 4560, 4567, 4705, 4766, 4796, 4821, 4829, 4830, 
4877, 4942, 4943, 4995, 5144, 5206, 5210, 5232, 5250, 5375, 5438, 
5586, 5587, 5595, 5643, 5647, 5651, 5654, 5656, 5660, 5668, 5669, 
5681, 5682, 5702, 5719, 5720, 5756, 5785, 5838, 5878, 5935, 5937, 
5945, 5947, 5949, 5950, 5951, 5953

Microbiology and fermentation. See Fermented Soyfoods and Their 
Fermentation

Micronesia, Federated States of. See Oceania–Micronesia

Microscopic analysis and microscopy. See Soybean–Morphology, 
Structure, and Anatomy of the Plant and Its Seeds as Determined by 
Microscopy or Microscopic Examination

Middle America. See Latin America–Central America; and Latin 
America–Caribbean or West Indies, Latin America, Central 
America, and Latin America, Caribbean or West Indies

Midwest Natural Foods Distributors, Inc. (Ann Arbor, Michigan) 
2478

Migros & Conserves Estavayer (Estavayer-le-Lac, Switzerland) 
5246

Miles Laboratories. See Worthington Foods, Inc. (Worthington, 
Ohio)

Milk, almond. See Almond Milk and Cream. Also–Almonds Used 
to Flavor Soymilk, Rice Milk, etc.

Milk, coconut / cocoanut. See Coconut Milk and Cream
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Milk, Non-Dairy, Non-Soy Milks and Creams Made from Nuts, 
Grains, Seeds, or Legumes, Such as Brazil Nuts, Cashews, 
Coconuts, Filberts, Hazelnuts, Hemp Seeds, Pecans, Pine Nuts, 
Pumpkin Seeds, Sunfl ower Seeds, Walnuts, etc. See also: Almond 
Milk, Amazake / Rice Milk, Peanut / Groundnut Milk, Sesame Milk 
82, 171, 388, 524, 531, 740, 769, 914, 1045, 1048, 1097, 1103, 
1181, 1404, 1459, 1655, 2177, 2272, 2281, 2488, 2511, 2760, 2811, 
2937, 2979, 3126, 3201, 3553, 3598, 3756, 4249, 4273, 4318, 4618, 
4649, 4700, 4730, 5059, 5386

Milk, peanut. See Peanut Milk

Milk–Problems with Cow’s Milk as a Food, Incl. Use of Bovine 
Growth Hormone, Price Regulation, etc. (See also: Soymilk) 1241, 
2035, 2297, 2718, 2831, 3211, 3765, 3855, 3889, 3890, 4502, 4539, 
4686, 4798, 4843, 4855, 4972, 5086, 5125, 5155, 5420, 5524, 5622, 
5894

Milk, rice. See Rice Milk (Non-Dairy)

Milk, sesame. See Sesame Milk

Milk, soy. See Soymilk

Miller, Harry W. (M.D.) (1879-1977) and International Nutrition 
Laboratory (Mt. Vernon, Ohio) 138, 252, 330, 524, 813, 889, 934, 
937, 1141, 1186, 1251, 1327, 1354, 1378, 1602, 1987, 2102, 2185, 
2265, 2304, 2859, 2927, 2935, 2937, 3007, 3581, 3675, 3869, 3870, 
4031, 4032, 4076, 4158, 4163, 4305, 4536, 4567, 4682, 5911, 5913

Minerals. See Aluminum in Soybeans and Soyfoods, Aluminum in 
the Diet and Cooking Utensils–Problems. Soy Is Not Mentioned, 
Calcium Availability, Absorption, and Content of Soy

Minerals (General) 60, 70, 95, 268, 361, 373, 379, 442, 532, 547, 
625, 700, 751, 813, 814, 825, 916, 920, 928, 938, 1005, 1009, 1012, 
1048, 1060, 1079, 1086, 1093, 1251, 1255, 1466, 1467, 1470, 1478, 
1484, 1501, 1502, 1505, 1546, 1598, 1635, 1672, 1697, 1795, 1799, 
1802, 1828, 1852, 1887, 1904, 1942, 1943, 1962, 1972, 1987, 1988, 
1992, 2010, 2029, 2098, 2213, 2243, 2291, 2309, 2433, 2477, 2514, 
2523, 2530, 2536, 2537, 2545, 2574, 2575, 2633, 2653, 2682, 2719, 
2741, 2839, 2866, 2965, 2989, 3016, 3028, 3036, 3070, 3135, 3218, 
3220, 3228, 3251, 3263, 3309, 3333, 3338, 3341, 3349, 3424, 3465, 
3467, 3479, 3480, 3527, 3541, 3548, 3550, 3583, 3595, 3597, 3633, 
3657, 3662, 3680, 3690, 3699, 3709, 3723, 3782, 3788, 3800, 3827, 
3830, 3881, 3893, 3907, 3914, 3943, 4026, 4056, 4069, 4079, 4098, 
4105, 4111, 4131, 4140, 4178, 4179, 4181, 4207, 4217, 4252, 4258, 
4276, 4292, 4295, 4332, 4356, 4428, 4461, 4471, 4476, 4477, 4492, 
4496, 4509, 4514, 4517, 4523, 4535, 4545, 4552, 4574, 4575, 4615, 
4617, 4624, 4701, 4703, 4718, 4729, 4738, 4750, 4762, 4764, 4768, 
4773, 4777, 4779, 4797, 4801, 4858, 4874, 4889, 4936, 4966, 5006, 
5047, 5071, 5099, 5103, 5112, 5114, 5126, 5156, 5175, 5180, 5185, 
5211, 5213, 5220, 5303, 5306, 5344, 5356, 5373, 5381, 5396, 5432, 
5437, 5539, 5550, 5554, 5555, 5560, 5611, 5612, 5618, 5625, 5634, 
5636, 5648, 5663, 5723, 5730, 5743, 5751, 5792, 5804, 5809, 5816, 
5833, 5887, 5927

Minerals in a vegetarian diet. See Vegetarian Diets–Nutrition / 
Nutritional Aspects–Minerals

Mink, Foxes and Other Fur-Bearing Animals Fed Soybeans, 
Soybean Cake or Meal, or Soy Protein Products as Feed to Make 
Fur 2124

Minnesota. See United States–States–Minnesota

Miso companies (USA). See American Miso Co. (Rutherfordton, 
North Carolina), Miyako Oriental Foods (Baldwin Park, 
California), South River Miso Co. (Conway, Massachusetts)

Miso–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in 
Various Languages 411, 909, 1597, 2055, 3087, 3088, 3096, 3991

Miso, Homemade–How to Make at Home or on a Laboratory or 
Community Scale, by Hand 2775, 3087, 3088, 3896, 4086, 4199, 
4405, 4547, 5768

Miso–Imports, Exports, International Trade 3087, 3088, 3096, 
3221, 5688, 5736

Miso–Indonesian-style. See Tauco–Indonesian-Style Fermented 
Soybean Paste

Miso, Indonesian-Style–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / 
Relatives in Various Languages 2752, 3665, 3676

Miso Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By 
Geographical Region 313, 909, 1178, 1204, 1668, 2115, 3119, 
4418, 4524, 5204, 5678, 6031

Miso Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–
Individual Companies 3087, 3088, 3096

Miso (Japanese-style Soybean Paste). See also: Jiang–for Chinese-
style Miso. Jang–for Korean-style Miso. And Taucho, Tauceo, Tau 
Chiow, Taoco, Tao-Tjo, Taotjo, Taocho, or Taoetjo for Indonesian-
style Miso (Soybean Chiang, or Jiang [pinyin]) 252, 283, 313, 346, 
367, 411, 491, 493, 494, 495, 504, 525, 625, 626, 664, 679, 691, 
698, 699, 710, 737, 741, 748, 793, 795, 800, 817, 833, 849, 909, 
961, 963, 970, 1019, 1045, 1054, 1055, 1076, 1139, 1159, 1160, 
1164, 1178, 1186, 1188, 1203, 1204, 1207, 1242, 1257, 1277, 1328, 
1329, 1346, 1347, 1350, 1367, 1368, 1372, 1373, 1388, 1419, 1436, 
1479, 1515, 1518, 1531, 1545, 1547, 1558, 1564, 1570, 1571, 1589, 
1590, 1592, 1597, 1611, 1618, 1639, 1656, 1668, 1674, 1675, 1679, 
1680, 1685, 1689, 1707, 1714, 1752, 1760, 1797, 1798, 1800, 1812, 
1813, 1814, 1832, 1840, 1848, 1879, 1886, 1889, 1909, 1921, 1933, 
1934, 1965, 1966, 1978, 1996, 2009, 2014, 2053, 2097, 2126, 2135, 
2177, 2188, 2195, 2223, 2231, 2238, 2243, 2248, 2264, 2276, 2291, 
2303, 2337, 2376, 2388, 2411, 2428, 2445, 2472, 2478, 2488, 2492, 
2511, 2514, 2523, 2531, 2532, 2535, 2536, 2570, 2571, 2572, 2588, 
2613, 2618, 2648, 2702, 2707, 2737, 2775, 2782, 2811, 2822, 2824, 
2855, 2871, 2872, 2886, 2920, 2927, 2930, 2931, 2934, 2935, 3024, 
3025, 3026, 3028, 3087, 3088, 3095, 3096, 3108, 3119, 3159, 3186, 
3191, 3197, 3202, 3220, 3221, 3229, 3240, 3241, 3291, 3303, 3339, 
3358, 3371, 3403, 3409, 3435, 3466, 3470, 3476, 3493, 3505, 3510, 
3517, 3537, 3538, 3550, 3573, 3575, 3581, 3585, 3587, 3591, 3634, 
3657, 3661, 3664, 3677, 3698, 3706, 3721, 3722, 3727, 3744, 3756, 
3791, 3819, 3832, 3840, 3854, 3889, 3896, 3910, 3923, 3924, 3932, 
3935, 3936, 3938, 3939, 3957, 3995, 4001, 4023, 4025, 4037, 4063, 
4080, 4086, 4114, 4127, 4128, 4154, 4162, 4173, 4178, 4179, 4188, 
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4190, 4199, 4208, 4219, 4245, 4255, 4257, 4267, 4268, 4278, 4279, 
4291, 4296, 4316, 4324, 4335, 4342, 4374, 4418, 4422, 4432, 4433, 
4434, 4437, 4443, 4446, 4447, 4453, 4457, 4459, 4466, 4468, 4475, 
4488, 4490, 4498, 4506, 4512, 4524, 4532, 4536, 4540, 4544, 4547, 
4548, 4551, 4561, 4563, 4570, 4604, 4630, 4643, 4655, 4692, 4706, 
4711, 4712, 4713, 4721, 4722, 4730, 4737, 4747, 4761, 4782, 4793, 
4796, 4808, 4818, 4819, 4820, 4821, 4823, 4824, 4837, 4851, 4852, 
4880, 4882, 4883, 4902, 4937, 4942, 4949, 4971, 4975, 4983, 5016, 
5032, 5039, 5052, 5110, 5120, 5130, 5142, 5148, 5160, 5171, 5179, 
5184, 5188, 5190, 5204, 5210, 5226, 5227, 5233, 5245, 5257, 5271, 
5273, 5274, 5279, 5283, 5284, 5317, 5323, 5326, 5334, 5376, 5403, 
5404, 5408, 5415, 5422, 5456, 5459, 5466, 5490, 5505, 5506, 5527, 
5530, 5548, 5551, 5583, 5608, 5647, 5650, 5668, 5672, 5678, 5688, 
5689, 5693, 5695, 5697, 5725, 5726, 5727, 5736, 5768, 5789, 5790, 
5802, 5803, 5805, 5809, 5829, 5876, 5886, 5960, 5961, 5970, 5971, 
5999, 6000, 6022, 6026, 6031

Miso, Korean-Style–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / 
Relatives in Various Languages 1014, 2927, 3320

Miso–Marketing of 3221

Miso, Non-Soy Relatives (Such as Modern Chickpea Miso, Oat 
Miso, Etc.) 3087, 3088, 3096, 3339, 3493, 4086, 4324, 4335, 4547, 
4700, 6013

Miso Production–How to Make Miso on a Commercial Scale 3087, 
3088, 3896, 4086, 4547, 5768

Miso Soup–Mainly Japanese 795, 800, 833, 963, 1328, 1515, 1545, 
1564, 1965, 1966, 2009, 2177, 2231, 2248, 2276, 2428, 2472, 2532, 
2824, 2872, 2886, 2927, 2933, 2935, 3087, 3088, 3095, 3505, 3566, 
3698, 3744, 3935, 3936, 3957, 4086, 4162, 4191, 4208, 4255, 4267, 
4268, 4291, 4348, 4422, 4437, 4453, 4532, 4630, 4643, 4713, 4747, 
4796, 4808, 4824, 4851, 4880, 4937, 4975, 5066, 5116, 5129, 5271, 
5283, 5290, 5404, 5551, 5688, 5725, 5736, 5802, 5856, 5876, 5971

Miso, soybean–Chinese-Style. See Jiang–Chinese-Style Fermented 
Soybean Paste

Miso, soybean–Korean-style. See Jang–Korean-Style Fermented 
Soybean Paste including Doenjang and Kochujang

Missouri. See United States–States–Missouri

Missouri Farmers Association (MFA), Mexico and Columbia, 
Missouri–Cooperative Soybean Crushers 3238

Mitchell Foods, Inc. (Fredonia, New York; and North Abington, 
Massachusetts) 2869

Mitoku–Natural Foods Exporter and Distributor (Tokyo, Japan) 
3409, 5598, 5743

Miyako Oriental Foods (Baldwin Park, California) 4971, 5052, 
5668

Mizono family. See Azumaya, Inc. (San Francisco, California)

Mochi. See Rice-Based Foods–Mochi

Molasses, soy. See Soy Molasses or Soy Solubles

Moldavia. See Europe, Eastern–Moldova

Monosodium glutamate. See MSG

Monsanto Co. (St. Louis, Missouri) and its HybriTech Seed 
International subsidiary. Acquired Jacob Hartz Seed Co. in April 
1983. Acquired Asgrow in Feb. 1997. Merged with Pharmacia & 
Upjohn on 31 March 2000 and was renamed Pharmacia Corp 1273, 
1468, 1951, 1984, 2058, 2120, 2302, 2304, 2468, 4570, 4673, 4774, 
5003, 5482, 5600

Monticello Co-operative Soybean Products Co. (Monticello, Piatt 
Co., Illinois). Later also called Piatt County Soybean Cooperative 
Co., and Viobin (Maker of Wheat Germ Oil) 129, 3237, 5487

Moorman Manufacturing Co. See Quincy Soybean Products Co. 
(Quincy, Illinois)

Morinaga Nutritional Foods, Inc., and Morinaga Nyûgyô (Torrance, 
California, and Tokyo, Japan) 3252, 3859, 4191, 4682, 4882, 5136, 
5218, 5219, 5346, 5471, 5510, 5586, 5643, 5654, 5669, 5703, 5772, 
5777, 5784, 5795, 5816, 5876, 5903, 5905, 5924, 5939, 5945, 5948, 
5949, 5950, 5953, 5965, 5973, 5980, 5983, 5988

Morphology, soybean. See Soybean–Morphology, Structure, 
Anatomy, Soybean–Morphology, Structure, and Anatomy

Morse, William Joseph (1884-1959, USDA Soybean Expert) 37, 96, 
143, 188, 189, 329, 374, 375, 813, 1251, 1987, 2195, 2198, 2655, 
3864, 4163, 4522, 4570, 5487

Morse, W.J., on expedition to East Asia. See Tofu Dorsett-Morse 
Expedition to East Asia (1929-1931)

MSG (Monosodium Glutamate, the Sodium Salt of Glutamic Acid) 
252, 266, 321, 787, 813, 1204, 2276, 2299, 2514, 3500, 3857, 3916, 
3984, 4015, 4079, 4164, 4190, 4232, 5010, 5571, 5688, 5752, 5876

Mucuna pruriens. See Velvet Bean

Mull-Soy. See Borden Inc.

Mung Bean / Mungbean and Mung Bean Sprouts. Vigna radiata 
L. Formerly Phaseolus aureus. Also called Green Gram. Chinese 
(Mandarin)–Lüdou. Chinese (Cantonese)–Dau Ngah / Dow Ngaah. 
Japanese–Moyashi. Indonesian: Kacang / katjang + hijau / ijo / 
hidjau. German–Buschbohne. French–Haricot Mungo 115, 151, 
252, 388, 625, 814, 815, 967, 1104, 1186, 1240, 1241, 1419, 1775, 
1796, 1840, 2115, 2174, 2188, 2307, 2488, 2511, 2647, 2874, 2887, 
2905, 3042, 3048, 3372, 3377, 3538, 3665, 3676, 3894, 4034, 4191, 
4309, 4345, 4446, 4718, 4735, 4839, 4847, 4853, 4927, 5105, 5144, 
5544, 5663, 5799

Muramoto, Noboru–His Life and Work with Macrobiotics, 
Organizations He Founded, and Commercial Products He Made or 
Inspired 5120
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Muso Shokuhin–Natural Foods Exporter and Distributor (Osaka, 
Japan) 3409, 3566, 4570, 4612

Myths of soybean history–debunking / dispelling. See History of the 
Soybean–Myths and Early Errors Concerning Its History

Names for soybeans–Fanciful. See Soybean Terminology and 
Nomenclature–Fanciful Terms and Names

Naphtha solvents for extraction. See Solvents

Nashville Agricultural and Normal Institute (NANI). See Madison 
Foods and Madison College

Nasoya Foods, Inc. (Leominster, Massachusetts). Subsidiary of 
Vitasoy Since Aug. 1990 3455, 4191, 4350, 4379, 4474, 4488, 
4516, 4542, 5656, 5668, 5872, 5949, 5950, 5951

National Agricultural Library (USDA, Beltsville, Maryland) 1732, 
3872, 3873, 3877, 5717

National Agricultural Library (USDA, NAL, Beltsville, Maryland) 
1732, 3873, 5717

National Center for Agricultural Utilization Research (NCAUR) 
(USDA-ARS) (Peoria, Illinois). Named Northern Regional 
Research Laboratory prior to July 1976. Named Northern Regional 
Research Center prior to 28 Dec. 1991 7, 23, 29, 30, 110, 188, 191, 
196, 197, 198, 208, 217, 252, 266, 273, 276, 299, 391, 420, 449, 
484, 492, 500, 509, 546, 615, 664, 672, 684, 706, 707, 713, 764, 
791, 822, 852, 854, 907, 909, 910, 921, 926, 930, 943, 949, 961, 
995, 996, 1008, 1013, 1090, 1175, 1186, 1202, 1203, 1216, 1257, 
1270, 1273, 1284, 1289, 1311, 1339, 1344, 1351, 1357, 1381, 1388, 
1398, 1407, 1415, 1421, 1445, 1453, 1481, 1482, 1485, 1497, 1509, 
1510, 1515, 1517, 1520, 1540, 1585, 1586, 1587, 1597, 1627, 1631, 
1633, 1640, 1645, 1648, 1659, 1685, 1693, 1698, 1706, 1707, 1713, 
1724, 1741, 1743, 1750, 1751, 1755, 1760, 1762, 1777, 1806, 1808, 
1832, 1839, 1843, 1844, 1861, 1921, 1976, 1980, 2034, 2041, 2045, 
2046, 2065, 2071, 2076, 2089, 2090, 2095, 2096, 2100, 2101, 2102, 
2103, 2108, 2126, 2158, 2168, 2172, 2173, 2195, 2197, 2198, 2200, 
2214, 2219, 2225, 2230, 2235, 2238, 2240, 2267, 2298, 2310, 2316, 
2319, 2324, 2339, 2351, 2362, 2369, 2396, 2404, 2437, 2438, 2444, 
2469, 2484, 2504, 2518, 2530, 2534, 2536, 2542, 2579, 2586, 2619, 
2648, 2700, 2733, 2744, 2745, 2776, 2784, 2804, 2844, 2846, 2861, 
2867, 2893, 2906, 2918, 2925, 2934, 2956, 3003, 3004, 3012, 3041, 
3047, 3054, 3094, 3095, 3159, 3176, 3207, 3233, 3238, 3260, 3280, 
3281, 3284, 3335, 3338, 3405, 3411, 3427, 3428, 3436, 3450, 3452, 
3491, 3497, 3537, 3547, 3550, 3585, 3621, 3622, 3630, 3637, 3638, 
3639, 3644, 3654, 3668, 3677, 3687, 3702, 3728, 3743, 3759, 3774, 
3788, 3897, 3902, 3911, 3914, 3923, 3930, 3962, 3972, 3973, 3974, 
4003, 4013, 4017, 4023, 4025, 4037, 4038, 4043, 4054, 4055, 4081, 
4082, 4094, 4098, 4151, 4173, 4182, 4190, 4209, 4245, 4261, 4262, 
4281, 4297, 4306, 4320, 4334, 4366, 4460, 4473, 4494, 4511, 4522, 
4542, 4548, 4570, 4577, 4624, 4647, 4655, 4658, 4711, 4766, 4769, 
4774, 4818, 4819, 4820, 4821, 4875, 4936, 4939, 4942, 4943, 4951, 
5057, 5058, 5069, 5081, 5088, 5093, 5152, 5266, 5280, 5282, 5304, 
5318, 5345, 5401, 5417, 5437, 5510, 5523, 5566, 5609, 5616, 5617, 
5618, 5624, 5661, 5668, 5732, 5754, 5776, 5805, 5859, 5860, 5861, 
5867, 5890, 5979, 5985, 6022

National Food Research Institute (NFRI) (Tsukuba, Ibaraki-ken, 
Japan) 271, 328, 394, 494, 495, 559, 560, 632, 698, 699, 795, 849, 
1054, 1055, 1056, 1057, 1077, 1078, 1112, 1158, 1159, 1160, 1252, 
1308, 1328, 1329, 1346, 1347, 1367, 1368, 1371, 1372, 1373, 1473, 
1479, 1515, 1569, 1589, 1590, 1592, 1688, 1689, 1690, 1691, 1692, 
1745, 1756, 1812, 1813, 1814, 1817, 1819, 1820, 1821, 1822, 1849, 
1879, 1886, 1933, 1934, 1939, 1943, 1968, 2029, 2043, 2044, 2094, 
2099, 2165, 2243, 2264, 2291, 2301, 2318, 2394, 2395, 2411, 2439, 
2445, 2562, 2565, 2566, 2570, 2571, 2572, 2574, 2575, 2576, 2618, 
2717, 2719, 2720, 2723, 2724, 2725, 2756, 2825, 2852, 2856, 2857, 
2879, 2880, 2930, 2987, 2988, 3024, 3025, 3026, 3029, 3030, 3031, 
3035, 3119, 3120, 3158, 3239, 3240, 3241, 3243, 3245, 3246, 3287, 
3435, 3440, 3441, 3442, 3479, 3480, 3573, 3575, 3577, 3578, 3583, 
3584, 3629, 3706, 3708, 3709, 3710, 3712, 3837, 3840, 3941, 3944, 
3945, 4072, 4091, 4316, 4317, 4418, 4475, 4490, 4557, 4558, 4706, 
4708, 4770, 4792, 4793, 4794, 4897, 4903, 5008, 5009, 5013, 5016, 
5017, 5019, 5119, 5121, 5122, 5212, 5216, 5217, 5228, 5299, 5358, 
5486, 5493, 5496, 5499, 5500, 5501, 5590, 5861, 5997

National Nutritional Foods Association (NNFA). See Health 
Foods Industry–Trade Associations–National Nutritional Foods 
Association (NNFA)

National Oilseed Processors Assoc. (NOPA) (National Soybean 
Oil Manufacturers Association from May 1930 to 1935; National 
Soybean Processors Assoc. (NSPA) from June 1936 to July 1989. 
Washington, DC. Including Soy Flour Assoc. [1936-1949], Soya 
Food Research Council [1936+], and Soybean Nutritional Research 
Council [1937+]) 110, 159, 179, 239, 240, 248, 261, 276, 287, 420, 
422, 907, 930, 1090, 1324, 2191, 2444, 2648, 3104, 3216, 4054, 
4934, 5158

National Soybean Crop Improvement Council. Organized March 
1948 261, 1273, 3185, 3639

Natto, Daitokuji / Daitoku-ji natto. See Daitokuji Fermented Black 
Soybeans–from Japan

Natto enzymes. See Subtilisin, a Strong Proteolytic Enzyme from 
Natto (Whole Soybeans Fermented with Bacillus natto)

Natto–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in 
Various Languages 2927, 2933, 2935, 2987, 2988, 3035, 3287, 
3931, 4580

Natto from Nepal. See Kinema

Natto from Thailand. See Thua-nao

Natto, Hamana. See Hamanatto Fermented Black Soybeans–from 
Japan

Natto, Homemade–How to Make at Home or on a Laboratory 
Scale, by Hand 2987, 2988, 4348, 4405, 4949

Natto Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By 
Geographical Region 1178, 1204, 1668, 3119, 4418, 5466, 6034

Natto, Korean-Style. Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / 
Relatives in Various Languages 4580
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Natto, Korean-Style (Salted Natto Paste)–Chongkukjang, 
Chungkook-Jang / Chungkookjang / Chung Kook Jang / Chungkuk 
Jang / Chung Kuk Jang / Chungkukjang / Ch’onggukchang / 
Cheonggukjang / Joenkukjang / Chunggugjang 4126, 4580, 4582, 
4787

Natto Production–How to Make Natto on a Commercial Scale 
1817, 4348

Natto–Soybean Dawadawa (From West Africa). Also called Dawa-
dawa, Dadawa, Daddawa, Iru, Local Maggi, Ogiri, Soumbala / 
Soumbara / Sumbala, or Tonou 919, 1496, 1597, 3536, 3844, 4443, 
5007, 5183, 5262, 5298, 5548

Natto (Whole Soybeans Fermented with Bacillus natto) 74, 157, 
223, 283, 349, 367, 430, 499, 502, 519, 525, 547, 559, 569, 625, 
664, 691, 748, 802, 818, 874, 909, 910, 917, 919, 946, 963, 968, 
1018, 1029, 1030, 1031, 1032, 1033, 1045, 1056, 1061, 1077, 1101, 
1138, 1139, 1151, 1164, 1178, 1188, 1204, 1218, 1219, 1224, 1235, 
1242, 1249, 1277, 1316, 1317, 1318, 1319, 1322, 1323, 1350, 1417, 
1419, 1434, 1479, 1493, 1496, 1518, 1538, 1539, 1541, 1547, 1558, 
1569, 1593, 1597, 1618, 1664, 1668, 1674, 1691, 1692, 1752, 1780, 
1817, 1840, 1848, 1894, 1897, 1965, 2008, 2110, 2117, 2126, 2140, 
2188, 2238, 2248, 2359, 2376, 2381, 2388, 2394, 2395, 2488, 2493, 
2511, 2521, 2523, 2531, 2535, 2536, 2618, 2635, 2648, 2678, 2706, 
2730, 2749, 2775, 2778, 2786, 2791, 2792, 2793, 2794, 2927, 2933, 
2935, 2941, 2946, 2947, 2987, 2988, 3003, 3024, 3025, 3026, 3028, 
3035, 3087, 3088, 3096, 3108, 3119, 3150, 3151, 3186, 3191, 3220, 
3239, 3283, 3287, 3326, 3466, 3536, 3537, 3550, 3581, 3584, 3585, 
3661, 3698, 3744, 3794, 3832, 3837, 3840, 3844, 3931, 3938, 4001, 
4023, 4063, 4086, 4097, 4126, 4138, 4190, 4210, 4214, 4255, 4270, 
4316, 4348, 4374, 4381, 4400, 4405, 4418, 4432, 4443, 4475, 4490, 
4506, 4512, 4524, 4536, 4542, 4547, 4548, 4557, 4558, 4580, 4582, 
4630, 4649, 4655, 4706, 4711, 4712, 4747, 4770, 4780, 4787, 4793, 
4818, 4852, 4944, 4949, 5000, 5007, 5066, 5110, 5111, 5120, 5142, 
5144, 5179, 5183, 5226, 5227, 5237, 5254, 5255, 5262, 5271, 5298, 
5299, 5334, 5410, 5459, 5462, 5466, 5482, 5501, 5540, 5548, 5576, 
5646, 5647, 5678, 5697, 5789, 5829, 5861, 5886, 5960, 5997, 6013, 
6022, 6026, 6031, 6034

Natto, Yukiwari. Made in Japan by Mixing Itohiki Natto with Rice 
Koji and Salt, then Aging the Mixture 2987, 2988, 3028, 3035, 
3287, 4506, 4852, 5299

Nattokinase, a Strong Fibrinolytic Enzyme from Natto (Whole 
Soybeans Fermented with Bacillus natto) 5462

Natural and Health Foods Retail Chains or Supermarkets: Alfalfa’s 
(Mark Retzloff, Boulder, CO), Bread & Circus (Tony Harnett, 
MA), Frazier Farms (Bill Frazier, Southern Calif.), Fresh Fields 
(Rockville, MD), GNC = General Nutrition Corp. (Pittsburgh, 
PA), Mrs. Gooch’s (Los Angeles, CA), Nature Foods Centres 
(Wilmington, MA; Ronald Rossetti), Trader Joe’s, Wild Oats 4191, 
4282, 4800, 5976

Natural Food Associates–and America’s First Natural Foods 
Movement. Organized Jan/Feb. 1953. Based in Atlanta, Texas 838

Natural Food Stores / Shops (mostly USA)–Early (1877 to 1970s) 

2248

Natural Foods Distributors and Master Distributors (Canada). See 
Lifestream Natural Foods Ltd. (Vancouver then Richmond, British 
Columbia, Canada)

Natural Foods Distributors and Master Distributors (USA). 
See Arrowhead Mills (Hereford, Deaf Smith County, Texas), 
Ceres (Colorado Springs, Colorado), Eden Foods, Inc. 
(Clinton, Michigan). Founded 4 Nov. 1969, Erewhon (Boston, 
Massachusetts), Erewhon–Los Angeles / West, Essene Traditional 
Foods (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania), Food for Life (Illinois), Great 
Eastern Sun and Macrobiotic Wholesale Co. (North Carolina), 
Health Valley (Los Angeles, then Montebello, California), Infi nity 
Food Co. Renamed Infi nity Company by 1973 (New York City), 
Janus Natural Foods (Seattle, Washington), Laurelbrook Natural 
Foods (Bel Air, Maryland), Midwest Natural Foods (Ann Arbor, 
Michigan), Stow Mills, Inc. (Brattleboro, Vermont) Lama Trading 
Co., Tree of Life (St. Augustine, Florida), United Natural Foods, 
Inc. (UNFI), Well (The), Pure & Simple, and New Age Distributing 
Co. (San Jose, California), Westbrae Natural Foods, Inc. (Berkeley, 
California)

Natural Foods Distributors or Master Distributors in the USA–
General and Other Smaller Companies: Cliffrose, Shadowfax 4742, 
4743

Natural Foods Exporter and Distributor (Japan). See Mitoku 
(Tokyo, Japan)

Natural Foods Exporters and Distributors (Japan). See Muso 
Shokuhin (Osaka, Japan)

Natural Foods Movement and Industry in the United States (Started 
in the Mid-1950s) 86, 379, 634, 1241, 1873, 1914, 2412, 2428, 
2478, 2479, 2496, 2502, 2651, 2671, 2822, 2824, 2927, 2935, 2979, 
3000, 3174, 3602, 3717, 3721, 3722, 4080, 4191, 4379, 4551, 4570, 
4742, 4800, 4807, 5506, 5551, 5807, 5976, 6031

Natural Foods Movement–Organic Merchants. See Organic 
Merchants (OM)

Natural Foods Restaurants in the United States (Started in the 1950s 
and 1960s) 1140, 4989

Natural / Health Foods Industry and Market–Statistics, Trends, and 
Analyses 3303, 5976

Natural Products Association. See Berhalter, Anthony A.

Natural Products Association (NPA). See Health Foods Industry–
Trade Associations–National Products Association

Natural / Vegetarian Food Products Companies. See American 
Natural Snacks, Boca Burger, Fantastic Foods, Gardenburger

Naturopathic pioneers. See Ehret, Arnold

Naturopathy pioneers. See Lust, Benedict (1872-1947)
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Near East. See Asia, Middle East

Near Infrared Refl ectance (NIR) or Transmittance (NIT) Analysis. 
See Seed, Food or Feed Composition–High-Speed Measurement 
Techniques, such as Near Infrared Refl ectance (NIR) Anlysis and 
Spectrophotometry

Nematodes–Disease Control (Nematodes). Early Called Eelworms 
/ Eel-Worms or Gallworms / Gall-Worms that Caused Root-Knot or 
Root-Gall 1759, 2655, 3185, 3981, 4083, 4522, 5085, 5843, 5886

Neonotonia wightii (Also called Rhodesian Kudzu Vine, Perennial 
Soybean, or Soja perene / Soya Perenne; Formerly Glycine javanica
or Glycine wightii) 749, 2446, 3318, 4239

Nestlé (Nestle–The World’s Biggest Food Group) 1549, 2184, 
2334, 3249, 3641, 4079, 4525, 4882, 5166, 5314, 5481, 5848, 5897

Netherlands. See Europe, Western–Netherlands

New Caledonia (French Territory of). See Oceania–Pacifi c Ocean 
Islands that are Part of France–Territory of New Caledonia and 
Dependencies

New England Soy Dairy. See Tomsun Foods, Inc.

New Uses Movement (USA, starting 1986)–Industrial Uses of 
Soybeans. Successor to the Farm Chemurgic Movement (1930s 
to 1950s). And Value-Added Industrial Applications. See also: 
Research & Development Centers–USDA-ARS National Center 
for Agricultural Utilization Research (Peoria, Illinois) 5469, 5478, 
5506, 5599, 5883

New York. See United States–States–New York

New York State Agric. Experiment Station (Geneva, NY). See 
Cornell University (Ithaca, New York)

New Zealand. See Oceania–New Zealand

Nigeria. See Africa–Nigeria

Nisshin Oil Mills, Ltd. (Tokyo, Japan) 1028, 2292, 4190, 4209, 
4661, 4771

Nitragin Inoculant and The Nitragin Company 813, 2957

Nitrogen Fixation, Inoculum, Inoculation, and Nodulation by 
Rhizobium Bacteria 64, 81, 96, 114, 139, 439, 813, 929, 1090, 
1332, 1382, 1681, 2312, 2379, 2536, 2554, 2675, 2783, 2957, 2968, 
3185, 3398, 3468, 3539, 3550, 3664, 3968, 3969, 4259, 4614, 4915, 
5085, 5477, 5568, 5593, 5818, 5843

Nitrogen Fixing Cultures / Inoculants (Commercial and 
Noncommercial from government), of Rhizobium Bacteria for 
Soybeans (Culture / Inoculant / Inoculum / Inocula) 813, 1090, 
1681, 2379, 2957

Nodulation. See Nitrogen Fixation, Inoculum, Inoculation, and 
Nodulation by Rhizobium Bacteria

Nomenclature of Soybean Varieties–Standardization of and 
Confusion Concerning Names 2228

Non-Dairy milks. See Rice Milk, Almond Milk, Coconut Milk, 
Sesame Milk, etc

Non-dairy, non-soy milk. See Milk, Non-Dairy, Non-Soy Milks and 
Creams Made from Nuts, Grains, Seeds, or Legumes

Non-dairy products. See Casein and Caseinates Used with Soy in 
Products That Are Labeled as “Non-Dairy”

Non-dairy products (so-called) made from casein or caseinates. See 
Casein or Caseinates–Problems in So-Called Non-Dairy Products

Nordquist, Ted. See WholeSoy & Co. (subsidiary of TAN 
Industries, Inc., California)

North America. See United States of America, and Canada. For 
Mexico, see Latin America, Central America

North Carolina. See United States–States–North Carolina

North Iowa Cooperative Processing Association, (Manly, Iowa). 
Opened Sept. 1944. Renamed North Iowa Soybean Cooperative in 
1962. See also Glenn Pogeler 1113

Northeast India. See Asia, South–India, Northeast / North-East. The 
Contiguous Seven Sister States and Sikkim

Northern Regional Research Center (NRRC) (Peoria, Illinois). See 
National Center for Agricultural Utilization Research (NCAUR) 
(USDA-ARS)

Northern Soy, Inc. (Rochester, New York) 3675, 4305, 4542, 4567, 
5838

Noted personalities–vegetarians. See Vegetarian Celebrities–Noted 
Personalities and Famous People

Nuclear Power, Weapons, War, Fallout, or Radioactivity Worldwide 
1545, 2987, 2988, 3191, 3397, 3957, 4228, 5736

Nut Butters, Non-Soy. Including Butter Made from Nuts or Seeds, 
Such as Brazil Nuts, Cashews, Coconuts, Filberts, Hazelnuts, 
Hickory Nuts, Hemp Seeds, Macadamia Nuts, Pecans, Pignolias, 
Pine Nuts, Pistachios, Pumpkin Seeds, Sunfl ower Seeds, Walnuts, 
etc. See also: Almond Butter (from 1373), Peanut Butter (from 
1896), Sesame Butter, Soynut Butter 1144

Nut milk or cream. See Milk–Non-Dairy Milks and Creams Made 
from Nuts

Nutraceuticals. See Functional Foods or Nutraceuticals

Nutrisoya, Inc. (Quebec) 5764

Nutrition. See Carbohydrates (General). See also Starch, Dietary 
Fiber, and Oligosaccharides (Complex Sugars), Carbohydrates–
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Dietary Fiber, Carbohydrates–Effects of Dietary Carbohydrates 
(Especially Fiber and Saponins) on Blood Lipids (Especially 
Cholesterol), Carbohydrates–Glycemic Index and Glycemic Load, 
Chemical / Nutritional Composition or Analysis, Concerns about 
the Safety, Toxicity, or Health Benefi ts of Soy in Human Diets, 
Diet and Breast Cancer Prevention, Diet and Cancer. See also–
Vegetarian Diets–Medical Aspects–Cancer, Diet and Endometrial 
Cancer Prevention, Diet and Prostate Cancer Prevention, Flatulence 
or Intestinal Gas, Functional Foods or Nutraceuticals, Human 
Nutrition–Human Trials, Intestinal Flora / Bacteria, Isofl avone or 
Phytoestrogen Content of Soyfoods, Soy-based Products,, Lactose 
Intolerance, Lipid and Fatty Acid Composition of Soy, Lipids–
Effects on Blood Lipids, Lysinoalanine (LAL)–An Unusual Toxic 
Amino Acid Derivative, Microbiological Problems (Food Spoilage, 
Sanitation, and Contamination), Minerals (General), Protein–
Effects on Blood Lipids, Protein Quality, Protein Quality, and 
Supplementation, Protein Resources and Shortages, and the “World 
Protein Crisis / Gap / Problem” of 1950-1979, Toxins and Toxicity 
in Foods and Feeds, Toxins and Toxicity in Foods and Feeds–
Bongkrek Poisoning, Toxins and Toxicity in Foods and Feeds–
General, Toxins and Toxicity in Foods and Feeds–Microorganisms, 
Especially Bacteria that Cause Food Poisoning, Toxins and Toxicity 
in Foods and Feeds–Trichloroethylene Solvent and the Duren / 
Dueren Disease or Poisoning of Cattle / Ruminants, Vitamin E 
(Tocopherol), Vitamins (General), Vitamins B-12 (Cyanocobalamin, 
Cobalamins), Vitamins K (Coagulant)

Nutrition–Acid-Base Balance in Diet and Health, or Individual 
Foods, or Acid-Alkaline Ash in Diet, or Acid-Forming and Base-
Forming Elements in Foods 85, 159, 180, 238, 278, 358, 449, 527, 
813, 814, 820, 871, 1003, 1965, 1966, 2009, 2248, 2249, 2257, 
2276, 2375, 2510, 2706, 2823, 2824, 2872, 2920, 2937, 2979, 2987, 
2988, 3397, 3506, 3566, 3698, 4106, 4156, 4178, 4239, 4295, 4592, 
4612, 4691, 5172, 5408, 5551

Nutrition–Allergens, Allergy / Allergies, and Allergic Reactions 
Caused by Soy 193, 357, 579, 581, 596, 611, 689, 712, 721, 908, 
1152, 1617, 1641, 1665, 1702, 1703, 1888, 1932, 1937, 2007, 2067, 
2141, 2150, 2218, 2282, 2285, 2422, 2530, 2563, 2690, 2700, 2715, 
3069, 3258, 3304, 3392, 3415, 3466, 3497, 3501, 3502, 3646, 3671, 
3716, 3742, 3743, 3856, 3883, 4002, 4008, 4071, 4093, 4095, 4104, 
4156, 4167, 4337, 4354, 4375, 4539, 4614, 4634, 4636, 4809, 4822, 
4843, 4848, 4855, 4867, 4963, 4982, 5178, 5269, 5338, 5368, 5420, 
5492, 5512, 5603, 5685, 5687, 5842, 5869, 5881, 5889, 5904, 5915, 
5929, 5941, 5957, 5984, 6011, 6035

Nutrition–Biologically active phytochemicals. See Antioxidants, 
Phytic Acid, Phytates, and Phytin, Reproductive / Fertility 
Problems, Saponins, Trypsin / Protease / Proteinase Growth 
Inhibitors

Nutrition–Biologically active substances. See Antinutritional 
Factors (General), Antivitamin Activity and Antivitamins, 
Goitrogens and Thyroid Function, Hemagglutinins (Lectins or 
Soyin)

Nutrition–Carbohydrates. See Oligosaccharides, Starch

Nutrition Education (Or Lack Thereof in Medical Schools), Food 
Groups, and Food Pyramids 681, 1144, 1369, 1568, 2017, 2102, 

2303, 2400, 2479, 2538, 2559, 2653, 2693, 2828, 2903, 3058, 3110, 
3120, 3226, 3235, 3703, 3802, 4129, 4328, 4364, 4642, 5004, 5049, 
5061, 5372, 5394, 5445, 5497, 5581, 5991

Nutrition et Nature (Revel near Toulouse, France). Founded in June 
1982 as SOY (Cerny, France). Named Nutrition et Soja, Div. of 
Nutrition et Santé from 1 Aug. 1994 until 1 Jan. 2011 5968

Nutrition (General) 7, 10, 11, 12, 16, 24, 30, 34, 35, 46, 57, 62, 66, 
74, 76, 77, 81, 82, 86, 90, 97, 130, 131, 133, 146, 161, 162, 164, 
167, 175, 194, 195, 212, 213, 220, 222, 223, 226, 230, 233, 238, 
239, 248, 250, 252, 255, 257, 264, 266, 269, 270, 281, 282, 295, 
300, 306, 307, 308, 324, 326, 352, 353, 355, 359, 363, 366, 373, 
377, 388, 398, 408, 409, 412, 413, 416, 430, 439, 440, 441, 445, 
448, 453, 456, 457, 474, 477, 501, 506, 507, 514, 517, 518, 519, 
521, 522, 529, 531, 534, 538, 559, 577, 583, 584, 602, 605, 614, 
630, 631, 635, 637, 643, 646, 649, 650, 651, 654, 665, 673, 676, 
711, 727, 730, 741, 743, 754, 759, 765, 766, 775, 783, 794, 815, 
820, 826, 837, 843, 847, 848, 857, 868, 875, 888, 891, 894, 905, 
917, 919, 929, 934, 935, 936, 948, 950, 952, 953, 956, 960, 973, 
989, 990, 991, 992, 1001, 1006, 1007, 1010, 1014, 1023, 1026, 
1029, 1032, 1033, 1034, 1035, 1040, 1052, 1058, 1061, 1075, 1083, 
1087, 1097, 1101, 1120, 1131, 1138, 1139, 1144, 1145, 1153, 1156, 
1162, 1167, 1170, 1171, 1176, 1177, 1178, 1179, 1182, 1184, 1186, 
1198, 1212, 1224, 1228, 1233, 1234, 1237, 1241, 1243, 1245, 1279, 
1281, 1305, 1320, 1338, 1344, 1348, 1350, 1361, 1365, 1381, 1387, 
1394, 1397, 1402, 1406, 1408, 1421, 1430, 1432, 1441, 1447, 1449, 
1451, 1461, 1464, 1469, 1471, 1472, 1473, 1477, 1486, 1496, 1497, 
1506, 1508, 1519, 1520, 1521, 1530, 1534, 1538, 1539, 1542, 1549, 
1556, 1584, 1595, 1602, 1604, 1618, 1619, 1620, 1621, 1624, 1625, 
1649, 1651, 1664, 1668, 1670, 1673, 1676, 1679, 1680, 1682, 1683, 
1714, 1756, 1767, 1779, 1781, 1801, 1816, 1843, 1860, 1866, 1869, 
1871, 1874, 1881, 1893, 1899, 1901, 1906, 1909, 1913, 1940, 1941, 
1944, 1947, 1994, 1996, 2005, 2010, 2013, 2014, 2016, 2018, 2020, 
2033, 2035, 2041, 2066, 2074, 2082, 2092, 2094, 2115, 2118, 2130, 
2135, 2139, 2146, 2166, 2174, 2188, 2192, 2196, 2199, 2206, 2208, 
2210, 2219, 2225, 2239, 2250, 2251, 2254, 2259, 2261, 2262, 2271, 
2273, 2275, 2277, 2278, 2281, 2299, 2318, 2326, 2330, 2334, 2336, 
2337, 2340, 2347, 2350, 2351, 2368, 2373, 2375, 2391, 2405, 2407, 
2416, 2419, 2424, 2426, 2427, 2438, 2449, 2450, 2474, 2475, 2487, 
2488, 2489, 2492, 2494, 2496, 2497, 2500, 2505, 2511, 2512, 2514, 
2521, 2523, 2526, 2527, 2528, 2549, 2553, 2555, 2556, 2557, 2573, 
2577, 2579, 2593, 2594, 2598, 2605, 2606, 2607, 2610, 2615, 2640, 
2644, 2645, 2647, 2650, 2651, 2654, 2662, 2664, 2665, 2667, 2669, 
2675, 2678, 2679, 2681, 2684, 2694, 2695, 2705, 2707, 2710, 2715, 
2716, 2717, 2720, 2722, 2727, 2729, 2734, 2736, 2737, 2746, 2747, 
2752, 2756, 2763, 2767, 2768, 2771, 2782, 2788, 2797, 2798, 2802, 
2806, 2826, 2829, 2830, 2836, 2850, 2858, 2861, 2865, 2867, 2873, 
2876, 2878, 2879, 2880, 2882, 2885, 2888, 2897, 2904, 2908, 2909, 
2910, 2911, 2921, 2922, 2924, 2927, 2935, 2939, 2942, 2945, 2946, 
2947, 2948, 2949, 2967, 2968, 2969, 2970, 2978, 2980, 2981, 2983, 
2984, 2985, 2986, 2989, 3000, 3002, 3022, 3023, 3028, 3033, 3034, 
3039, 3050, 3051, 3055, 3063, 3065, 3073, 3076, 3078, 3079, 3080, 
3081, 3082, 3086, 3087, 3088, 3096, 3102, 3103, 3104, 3110, 3117, 
3123, 3126, 3129, 3132, 3141, 3143, 3145, 3146, 3147, 3151, 3156, 
3161, 3169, 3174, 3185, 3190, 3197, 3199, 3202, 3220, 3236, 3249, 
3255, 3261, 3262, 3267, 3269, 3279, 3283, 3285, 3292, 3293, 3303, 
3305, 3310, 3316, 3347, 3352, 3361, 3366, 3368, 3371, 3376, 3381, 
3390, 3396, 3405, 3416, 3423, 3430, 3438, 3447, 3453, 3454, 3471, 
3472, 3475, 3476, 3478, 3484, 3489, 3491, 3504, 3516, 3519, 3520, 
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3522, 3527, 3529, 3535, 3536, 3537, 3538, 3542, 3544, 3554, 3569, 
3572, 3574, 3581, 3582, 3601, 3603, 3609, 3610, 3611, 3628, 3630, 
3648, 3656, 3658, 3659, 3664, 3665, 3669, 3676, 3681, 3685, 3691, 
3711, 3719, 3724, 3726, 3729, 3732, 3735, 3738, 3741, 3744, 3746, 
3754, 3755, 3758, 3764, 3771, 3772, 3773, 3776, 3777, 3781, 3784, 
3785, 3786, 3790, 3800, 3801, 3810, 3814, 3817, 3819, 3834, 3835, 
3844, 3850, 3853, 3859, 3861, 3872, 3875, 3877, 3880, 3887, 3889, 
3896, 3897, 3899, 3925, 3928, 3929, 3947, 3948, 3955, 3963, 3967, 
3968, 3972, 3973, 3974, 3976, 3995, 3999, 4003, 4004, 4007, 4012, 
4013, 4019, 4029, 4034, 4035, 4040, 4041, 4044, 4045, 4047, 4050, 
4051, 4055, 4060, 4061, 4063, 4064, 4065, 4070, 4073, 4075, 4080, 
4086, 4088, 4093, 4094, 4099, 4101, 4110, 4126, 4127, 4128, 4146, 
4149, 4159, 4165, 4166, 4188, 4201, 4213, 4223, 4234, 4237, 4240, 
4242, 4257, 4263, 4295, 4310, 4312, 4318, 4343, 4344, 4351, 4361, 
4377, 4378, 4382, 4384, 4386, 4388, 4394, 4395, 4397, 4403, 4404, 
4421, 4424, 4425, 4432, 4434, 4435, 4442, 4443, 4450, 4467, 4470, 
4487, 4489, 4501, 4504, 4520, 4531, 4536, 4540, 4543, 4544, 4547, 
4548, 4549, 4553, 4555, 4564, 4577, 4588, 4589, 4597, 4599, 4600, 
4603, 4623, 4625, 4637, 4659, 4676, 4684, 4689, 4690, 4706, 4709, 
4725, 4747, 4757, 4767, 4772, 4774, 4795, 4811, 4816, 4840, 4849, 
4856, 4868, 4882, 4892, 4896, 4900, 4901, 4905, 4920, 4927, 4930, 
4934, 4935, 4937, 4941, 4957, 4980, 4983, 4988, 4990, 4994, 5007, 
5026, 5029, 5034, 5035, 5042, 5052, 5053, 5057, 5059, 5061, 5066, 
5070, 5076, 5084, 5085, 5101, 5108, 5110, 5111, 5123, 5127, 5128, 
5135, 5142, 5146, 5153, 5163, 5170, 5181, 5183, 5184, 5186, 5187, 
5195, 5200, 5221, 5229, 5231, 5235, 5240, 5244, 5246, 5247, 5248, 
5251, 5253, 5256, 5265, 5270, 5273, 5290, 5298, 5299, 5312, 5320, 
5324, 5325, 5332, 5347, 5351, 5363, 5367, 5371, 5377, 5389, 5391, 
5395, 5398, 5406, 5411, 5413, 5422, 5431, 5442, 5443, 5455, 5473, 
5479, 5481, 5484, 5490, 5525, 5527, 5531, 5534, 5547, 5551, 5571, 
5573, 5577, 5581, 5591, 5644, 5655, 5664, 5666, 5686, 5689, 5694, 
5695, 5696, 5697, 5701, 5708, 5717, 5718, 5725, 5726, 5740, 5745, 
5746, 5747, 5755, 5757, 5761, 5763, 5767, 5768, 5772, 5777, 5780, 
5784, 5789, 5795, 5803, 5807, 5809, 5817, 5822, 5823, 5824, 5829, 
5836, 5837, 5840, 5843, 5846, 5848, 5865, 5866, 5868, 5872, 5875, 
5880, 5883, 5886, 5894, 5897, 5907, 5909, 5946, 5955, 5956, 5968, 
5970, 5981, 5989, 5991, 5999, 6004, 6007, 6008, 6014, 6021, 6028, 
6030, 6031

Nutrition, human, USDA bureau of. See United States Department 
of Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of Human Nutrition and Home 
Economics

Nutrition–Lipids. See Linolenic Acid and Linolenate, Sterols or 
Steroid Hormones

Nutrition–Medical Aspects. See Cancer Preventing Substances in 
Soy, Cancer or Tumor Causing / Promoting Substances in Soybeans 
or Soyfoods, Cardiovascular Disease, Especially Heart Disease and 
Stroke, Cognitive / Brain Function. Including Alzheimer’s Disease, 
Diabetes and Diabetic Diets, Kidney / Renal Function, Medical 
/ Medicinal-Therapeutic Uses / Aspects (General), Menopause–
Relief of Unpleasant Menopausal Symptoms, Osteoporosis, Bone 
and Skeletal Health

Nutrition–Medical / Medicinal-Therapeutic Aspects. See Chinese 
Medicine, Traditional

Nutrition–Minerals. See Aluminum in Soybeans and Soyfoods, 
Aluminum in the Diet and Cooking Utensils–Problems. Soy Is Not 

Mentioned, Calcium Availability, Absorption, and Content of Soy

Nutrition, primitive human. See Primitive Human Diets

Nutrition–Protein. See Amino Acids and Amino Acid Composition 
and Content

Nutrition–Protein–Early and basic research. See Protein–Early and 
Basic Research

Nutritional aspects of vegetarian diets. See Vegetarian and Vegan 
Diets–Nutrition / Nutritional Aspects

Nuts made from roasted soybeans. See Soynuts

Obituaries, Eulogies, Death Certifi cates, and Wills. See Also: 
Biographies, Biographical Sketches and Autobiographies 2224, 
3007, 3311, 3658, 5115

Oceania–Australia, Commonwealth of (Including Tasmania, Cocos 
(Keeling) Islands, Christmas Island, Coral Sea Islands Territory, 
Norfolk Island, Territory of Ashmore and Cartier Islands, and 
Australian Antarctic Territory) 9, 72, 174, 180, 662, 739, 951, 1272, 
1459, 1651, 1732, 1790, 1928, 1967, 1985, 2017, 2159, 2202, 2413, 
2428, 2595, 2875, 2899, 3018, 3043, 3097, 3244, 3565, 3580, 3585, 
3619, 3665, 3676, 3851, 3866, 3919, 3922, 3943, 3969, 3970, 4058, 
4142, 4315, 4657, 4728, 4741, 4784, 4838, 4887, 4952, 5046, 5062, 
5158, 5172, 5291, 5357, 5368, 5464, 5512, 5593, 5601, 5633, 5799, 
5857, 5876, 5895, 5921, 5936

Oceania–Fiji 1387, 5857

Oceania–Guam 1387

Oceania–Introduction of Soy Products to. Earliest document seen 
concerning soybean products in a certain country in Oceania. 
Soybeans as such have not yet been reported in this country 1387

Oceania–Introduction of Soy Products to. This document contains 
the earliest date seen for soybean products in a certain country in 
Oceania. Soybeans as such had not yet been reported by that date in 
this country 1387

Oceania–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen 
concerning soybeans in a certain country in Oceania 2739

Oceania–Marshall Islands, Republic of the 1387

Oceania–Micronesia, Federated States of (Named Caroline Islands 
until 1986. Formerly part of the U.S.-administered Trust Territory 
of the Pacifi c Islands) 1387

Oceania–New Zealand–Including Stewart Island, Chatham Islands, 
Snares Islands, Bounty Islands, and Tokelau (formerly Union 
Islands) 951, 1274, 1719, 2344, 2864, 4203, 5211, 5601

Oceania–Other Pacifi c Islands, Including American Samoa, Cook 
Islands (NZ), Niue (NZ), Northern Mariana Islands (U.S., Including 
Saipan, Tinian, Rota). And Large Pacifi c Island Groups–Melanesia, 
Micronesia, Polynesia 911, 1387
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Oceania–Pacifi c Ocean Islands that are Part of France–Territory 
of New Caledonia (Nouvelle Calédonie) and Dependencies. 
Dependencies are the Loyalty Islands (Iles Loyauté), Isle of Pines 
(Ile des Pins–Kunié), Belep Archipelago (Iles Bélep), and Huon 
Islands (Ile Huon) 5857

Oceania–Papua New Guinea, Independent State of (British New 
Guinea from 1888, then Territory of Papua and New Guinea until 
Sept. 1975. The northeast was German New Guinea from 1884 to 
1914, then Trust Territory of New Guinea) 1387, 1681, 2755, 2797, 
5857

Oceania–Samoa (Formerly Western Samoa; German Samoa until 
1914) 1387

Oceania–Solomon Islands (British Solomon Islands Protectorate 
until July 1978) 1387

Oceania–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–Statistics, Trends, 
and Analyses 180

Oceania–Tonga, Kingdom of 1387, 2739, 5857

Oceania–Vanuatu, Republic of (Named New Hebrides until 1980) 
1387, 5857

Oelmuehle Hamburg AG (Hamburg, Germany). Founded in 1965 
by incorporating Stettiner Oelwerke AG (founded 1910), Toeppfer’s 
Oelwerke GmbH (founded 1915), and Hansa-Muehle AG (founded 
1916 as Hanseatische Muehlenwerke AG) 23, 129, 380, 454, 480, 
537, 962, 1123, 2620, 2757, 2809, 2968, 3006, 3237, 3379, 4484, 
5487, 5674

Off fl avors. See Flavor Taste Problems

Ohio. See United States–States–Ohio

Ohio Miso Co. (Founded in 1979 by Thom Leonard and Richard 
Kluding). See South River Miso Co. (Conway, Massachusetts)

Ohsawa, George and Lima–Their Life and Work with Macrobiotics 
(Also Sakurazawa Nyoichi, or Georges Ohsawa) 1611, 1639, 2097, 
2248, 2303, 2478, 2479, 2707, 2824, 2985, 3316, 4548, 4643, 4989, 
5129

Oil or meal, soy, breeding or selection for. See Breeding or 
Selection of Soybeans for Use as Soy Oil or Meal

Oil, soy. See Soy Oil

Oil, soy, constants. See Soy Oil Constants

Oil, soy–industrial uses. See Industrial Uses of Soy Oil

Oil, soy–industrial uses of. See Industrial Uses of Soy Oil, Steroids, 
Steroid Hormones, and Sterols

Oil, soy, industrial uses of, as a drying oil. See Industrial Uses of 
Soy Oil

Oil, soy–industrial uses of, as a drying oil. See Binder for Sand 
Foundry Cores, Industrial Uses of Soy Oil, Linoleum, Floor 
Coverings, Oilcloth, and Waterproof Goods, Resins, Plastics, and 
Plasticizers (Such as Epoxidized Soy Oil–ESO), Rubber Substitutes 
or Artifi cial / Synthetic Rubber (Factice)

Oil, soy–industrial uses of, as a hydrogenated oil. See Candles, 
Crayons, and Soybean Wax

Oil, soy–industrial uses of, as a non-drying oil. See Adjuvants, 
Carriers, and Surfactants for Pesticides, Herbicides, and Other 
Agricultural Chemicals, Diesel Fuel, SoyDiesel, Biodiesel or 
Artifi cial Petroleum, Dust Suppressants and Dust Control, 
Explosives Made from Glycerine, Lubricants, Lubricating Agents, 
and Axle Grease for Carts, Release or Curing Agents for Concrete 
or Asphalt, Industrial Solvents, Hydraulic Fluids, and Other Minor 
or General Uses, Soaps or Detergents

Okara. See Fiber–Okara or Soy Pulp, Fiber, Soy

Okara tempeh. See Tempeh, Okara

Okinawa / Ryukyu Islands / Great LooChoo (Part of Japan Since 
1972) 1387, 3025, 3028, 4524, 4852, 5857

Oligosaccharides (The Complex Sugars Raffi nose, Stachyose, and 
Verbascose) 356, 361, 470, 789, 1036, 1151, 1306, 1329, 1411, 
1453, 1456, 1493, 1628, 1631, 1640, 1642, 1689, 1711, 1720, 1734, 
1748, 1751, 1818, 1830, 1835, 1839, 1841, 1896, 1974, 2006, 2052, 
2078, 2086, 2112, 2214, 2215, 2278, 2399, 2402, 2434, 2435, 2471, 
2517, 2520, 2537, 2601, 2622, 2649, 2661, 2730, 2738, 2795, 2805, 
2820, 2837, 2845, 2925, 2938, 2956, 3012, 3019, 3036, 3048, 3211, 
3224, 3247, 3257, 3273, 3281, 3308, 3332, 3339, 3427, 3428, 3456, 
3481, 3527, 3531, 3547, 3633, 3668, 3676, 3712, 3806, 3824, 3837, 
3840, 3869, 3937, 3942, 3961, 3965, 3990, 4076, 4082, 4088, 4127, 
4144, 4146, 4147, 4173, 4198, 4209, 4334, 4407, 4466, 4571, 4617, 
4636, 4646, 4719, 4735, 4825, 4953, 4959, 4988, 5042, 5046, 5062, 
5144, 5212, 5264, 5288, 5335, 5342, 5427, 5451, 5463, 5477, 5481, 
5493, 5502, 5507, 5526, 5569, 5602, 5606, 5616, 5642, 5671, 5678, 
5707, 5749, 5779, 5797, 5842, 5931, 5960, 5997, 6035

Olive Oil 238, 435, 436, 443, 528, 850, 856, 1099, 1427, 1782, 
2123, 2345, 2375, 5143, 5276, 5430, 5465, 5494, 5744, 5832, 5865

Olive / Olives (Olea europea). See also Olive Oil 937, 1173, 2123, 
2588, 3517, 5317

Omega-3 fatty acids. See Linolenic Acid–Omega-3 Fatty Acid 
Content of Soybeans and Soybean Products

Oncom, Onchom, or Ontjom. See Tempeh, Non-Soy Relatives

Ontario. See Canadian Provinces and Territories–Ontario

Ontario Soybean Growers (Canada: Name Changes–Ontario 
Soybean Growers Association, Nov. 1946 to 1949. Ontario Soya-
Bean Growers’ Marketing Board, 1949 to 1989. Ontario Soybean 
Growers’ Marketing Board, 1989 to 1 Dec. 1999). Merged into 
Grain Farmers of Ontario 2010 Jan 1 1090, 4697, 5300, 5485, 5678
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Organic Farming and Gardening (General; Part of Natural Foods 
Movement). See also: Organic Soybean Production (Commercial). 
See also: Soybean Production: Organically Grown Soybeans or 
Soybean Products in Commercial Food Products 665, 1124, 1240, 
1271, 2276, 2426, 2647, 2679, 3014, 3377, 5807

Organic Merchants (OM) (1970-1974) 2345

Organic Soybean Production (Commercial). See also: Soybean 
Production: Organically Grown Soybeans or Soybean Products in 
Commercial Food Products 1240, 3517, 3639, 5485

Organically Grown Soybeans or Organic Soybean Products in 
Commercial Food Products 3455, 3737, 5252, 5375, 5595, 5678, 
5771, 5800, 5877, 5993, 5994

Organoleptic evaluation. See Taste Panel, Taste Test Results, or 
Sensory / Organoleptic Evaluation

Origin, Evolution, Domestication, and Dissemination of Soybeans 
(General) 375, 1675, 2084, 2464, 2535, 2536, 3371, 3700, 5857

Origin, Evolution, Domestication, and Dissemination of the 
Soybean (General) 1560, 2201, 2323, 2417, 2602, 2743, 3408, 4631

Osteoporosis, Bone and Skeletal Health 774, 1035, 1051, 2530, 
3889, 4349, 5099, 5211, 5396, 5543, 5679, 5690, 5706, 5709, 5723, 
5804, 5816, 5958, 5970

Packaging Equipment 4350, 4474, 5598, 5656, 5880

Packaging Innovations and Problems 1494, 1515, 3675, 4191, 4305, 
4474, 4567, 4808, 5275, 5654, 5656, 5756, 5945, 5947, 5951

Paints (Especially Water-Based Latex Paints)–Industrial Uses of 
Soy Proteins 407, 909, 1264, 2197, 5571

Paints, Varnishes, Enamels, Lacquers, and Other Protective / 
Decorative Coatings–Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a Drying Oil 
114, 208, 258, 407, 443, 525, 672, 784, 1016, 1090, 1204, 1297, 
1424, 1732, 2050, 2092, 2535, 2675, 4054, 4658, 4771, 4909, 4933, 
5158, 5571, 5629, 5630, 5859, 5890

Pakistan. See Asia, South–Pakistan

Paper Coatings or Sizings, or Textile Sizing–Industrial Uses of Soy 
Proteins 49, 125, 258, 407, 427, 672, 909, 1090, 1225, 1257, 1837, 
2197, 2504, 2535, 2849, 5522, 5571, 5890, 6025

Papua New Guinea. See Oceania–Papua New Guinea

Patents 191, 613, 633, 702, 703, 710, 727, 753, 771, 772, 839, 903, 
916, 944, 997, 999, 1008, 1028, 1089, 1161, 1193, 1261, 1262, 
1284, 1297, 1349, 1389, 1390, 1464, 1576, 1790, 1924, 1945, 1964, 
2209, 2286, 2325, 2399, 2452, 2585, 2612, 2613, 2733, 2779, 3116, 
3224, 3651, 3900, 4209, 4481, 4482, 4550, 4889, 5400, 5416, 5539, 
5670, 5798

Patents–References to a Patent in Non-Patent Documents 67, 88, 

129, 272, 427, 435, 436, 443, 454, 498, 558, 889, 1069, 1071, 1076, 
1122, 1123, 1687, 1732, 1951, 2148, 2272, 2834, 2849, 2924, 3237, 
3324, 3608, 3645, 3994, 4017, 4031, 4062, 4163, 4296, 4484, 4712, 
4908, 4909, 4933, 4985, 5039, 5156, 5175, 5469, 5482, 5487, 5600, 
5643, 5668, 5735, 5830, 5846, 5931, 5964

Patties, meatless. See Meat Alternatives (Traditional Asian), Meat 
Alternatives–Meatless Burgers and Patties

Peanut Brittle–A Brittle Toffee Containing Roasted Peanuts 1027

Peanut Butter 238, 311, 314, 330, 634, 813, 870, 1144, 1228, 1687, 
1801, 2017, 2272, 2276, 2478, 2488, 2511, 2642, 2671, 2878, 2927, 
3037, 3110, 3234, 3529, 3677, 4024, 4147, 4163, 4255, 4328, 4544, 
4551, 4716, 4742, 4987, 5135, 5153, 5227, 5864

Peanut Butter–Seventh-day Adventist Writings or Products 
(Especially Early) Related to Peanut Butter 1228, 2272, 4163

Peanut Flour (Usually Defatted) 163, 315, 807, 1188, 1227, 1622, 
2082, 2526, 3592, 3912, 4649

Peanut Meal or Cake (Defatted) 37, 165, 278, 312, 323, 419, 530, 
745, 834, 949, 1878, 2066, 2670, 2746, 2801, 4119

Peanut Milk 82, 740, 914, 1045, 1048, 1097, 1103, 2488, 2511, 
2760, 2811, 3553, 4649

Peanut Oil 47, 68, 88, 238, 314, 390, 435, 436, 443, 454, 671, 738, 
762, 819, 856, 1184, 1583, 1737, 1782, 1855, 1936, 1948, 2092, 
2478, 2516, 2819, 3006, 3027, 3359, 3415, 3750, 3925, 5465, 5470, 
5494, 5525

Peanut / Peanuts (Arachis hypogaea or A. hypogœa)–Also Called 
Groundnut, Earthnut, Monkey Nut, Goober / Gouber Pea, Ground 

Pea, or Pindar Pea / Pindars 48, 57, 58, 69, 82, 86, 88, 135, 145, 
165, 174, 238, 274, 278, 311, 312, 314, 323, 330, 386, 388, 389, 
390, 404, 419, 427, 435, 436, 443, 446, 451, 454, 456, 530, 531, 
600, 625, 634, 643, 667, 671, 719, 729, 738, 740, 745, 749, 762, 
784, 813, 814, 819, 832, 834, 856, 870, 883, 914, 919, 922, 936, 

949, 963, 967, 974, 1011, 1045, 1046, 1048, 1090, 1091, 1099, 
1103, 1104, 1118, 1144, 1163, 1182, 1188, 1204, 1228, 1235, 1253, 

1261, 1286, 1329, 1341, 1350, 1351, 1369, 1375, 1394, 1395, 1396, 
1454, 1460, 1466, 1467, 1470, 1484, 1487, 1498, 1501, 1502, 1503, 
1504, 1505, 1515, 1547, 1549, 1550, 1583, 1591, 1599, 1618, 1649, 
1651, 1667, 1681, 1687, 1709, 1728, 1760, 1775, 1799, 1801, 1855, 
1870, 1878, 1899, 1914, 1936, 1948, 1949, 1961, 1986, 2011, 2017, 
2019, 2063, 2064, 2066, 2092, 2115, 2123, 2125, 2146, 2147, 2158, 
2185, 2257, 2272, 2275, 2276, 2302, 2304, 2337, 2365, 2370, 2375, 
2414, 2429, 2456, 2464, 2468, 2478, 2481, 2488, 2511, 2516, 2518, 
2523, 2552, 2569, 2588, 2605, 2642, 2670, 2671, 2699, 2746, 2760, 
2797, 2801, 2811, 2815, 2819, 2842, 2855, 2876, 2878, 2927, 2937, 
2966, 2990, 3000, 3006, 3027, 3037, 3078, 3088, 3098, 3110, 3126, 
3219, 3234, 3325, 3337, 3359, 3371, 3372, 3518, 3523, 3529, 3530, 
3539, 3540, 3550, 3553, 3592, 3624, 3665, 3676, 3677, 3726, 3747, 
3750, 3773, 3888, 3925, 4024, 4063, 4107, 4142, 4146, 4147, 4154, 
4163, 4249, 4255, 4324, 4328, 4403, 4443, 4498, 4544, 4551, 4564, 
4586, 4634, 4649, 4657, 4658, 4683, 4688, 4716, 4730, 4742, 4784, 
4834, 4837, 4905, 4920, 4927, 4939, 4963, 4987, 5053, 5105, 5135, 
5153, 5158, 5168, 5171, 5176, 5227, 5279, 5386, 5465, 5470, 5494, 
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5525, 5532, 5575, 5638, 5649, 5692, 5732, 5864, 6015, 6022, 6030

Pectins–Carbohydrates–Water-Soluble Dietary Fiber 361, 716, 
3522, 3551, 3555, 3917, 4247, 4495, 5416, 5602, 5943, 6039

Peking / Pekin soybean variety. See Soybean Varieties USA–
Mammoth Yellow

Pellets Made from Soybean Meal or Cake. Also Called Soybean 
Pellets 426, 1205, 1206, 1410, 2124, 4017, 4402

Periodicals about vegetarianism or veganism. See Vegetarianism–
Periodicals About Vegetarianism or Veganism

Periodicals–American Soybean Association. See American Soybean 
Association (ASA)–Periodicals

Periodicals–Soyfoods Movement. See Soyfoods Movement–
Periodicals

Peroxidase. See Enzymes in the Soybean–Peroxidase

Pesticide carriers and adjuvants. See Adjuvants, Carriers, and 
Surfactants for Pesticides, Herbicides, and Other Agricultural 
Chemicals

Pesticides–their Use and Safety (General) 972, 1200, 1377, 1694, 
1732, 1736, 1997, 2038, 2039, 2059, 2080, 2109, 2276, 2337, 2466, 
2796, 3001, 3118, 3130, 3153, 3511, 3512, 3526, 3532, 3533, 3733, 
3964, 4065, 4087, 4513, 4554, 4742, 4940, 5020, 5083, 5125, 5151, 
5165, 5392, 5407, 5474, 5629, 5649, 5691, 5887, 5894, 5934

Pet food. See Dogs, Cats, and Other Pets / Companion Animals Fed 
Soy

Pfi zer, Inc. Including DeKalb-Pfi zer Genetics (DeKalb, Illinois) 
from 1982 to 1990 3639

Phaseolus limensis or P. lunatus. See Lima Bean

Phenolic Compounds & Phenols 552, 564, 622, 1068, 1708, 1844, 
1864, 1928, 2096, 2184, 2214, 2447, 2530, 2537, 2546, 2700, 2770, 
2772, 3433, 3466, 3497, 3645, 3730, 3905, 3952, 4046, 4299, 4304, 
4745, 4786, 5033, 5321, 5384, 5593, 5793, 5901, 5970

Philippines. See Asia, Southeast–Philippines

Photographs Published after 1923. See also Illustrations 30, 39, 45, 
52, 61, 67, 86, 101, 130, 148, 161, 208, 220, 227, 253, 258, 266, 
270, 274, 275, 278, 291, 292, 313, 343, 382, 405, 407, 419, 427, 
455, 462, 473, 492, 498, 524, 533, 534, 537, 586, 634, 690, 731, 
741, 770, 792, 813, 860, 864, 909, 910, 911, 930, 934, 937, 943, 
956, 961, 989, 1003, 1010, 1013, 1016, 1021, 1034, 1071, 1124, 
1140, 1141, 1150, 1177, 1180, 1203, 1205, 1206, 1209, 1240, 1251, 
1257, 1260, 1266, 1295, 1301, 1311, 1312, 1388, 1406, 1416, 1492, 
1494, 1507, 1509, 1556, 1597, 1600, 1602, 1668, 1707, 1714, 1718, 
1770, 1788, 1789, 1808, 1831, 1838, 1859, 1860, 1918, 1948, 1976, 
1984, 1986, 2031, 2046, 2055, 2073, 2111, 2162, 2163, 2166, 2171, 
2176, 2179, 2195, 2197, 2198, 2200, 2207, 2222, 2223, 2224, 2225, 
2272, 2275, 2302, 2304, 2314, 2326, 2333, 2400, 2401, 2424, 2428, 

2438, 2549, 2579, 2594, 2648, 2651, 2665, 2710, 2716, 2735, 2757, 
2768, 2771, 2775, 2784, 2803, 2823, 2824, 2849, 2855, 2869, 2873, 
2901, 2904, 2927, 2935, 2966, 2974, 2979, 3049, 3056, 3058, 3062, 
3088, 3112, 3300, 3351, 3379, 3381, 3389, 3397, 3414, 3457, 3506, 
3534, 3538, 3564, 3568, 3571, 3608, 3610, 3612, 3617, 3623, 3625, 
3627, 3634, 3663, 3664, 3676, 3682, 3703, 3711, 3717, 3719, 3781, 
3790, 3825, 3832, 3855, 3859, 3925, 3928, 3947, 3977, 3981, 4031, 
4047, 4052, 4054, 4062, 4088, 4097, 4112, 4115, 4117, 4122, 4130, 
4146, 4159, 4176, 4189, 4245, 4253, 4278, 4329, 4348, 4350, 4385, 
4403, 4464, 4479, 4506, 4510, 4515, 4536, 4592, 4597, 4599, 4600, 
4612, 4654, 4660, 4661, 4686, 4691, 4709, 4725, 4736, 4747, 4797, 
4798, 4836, 4838, 4847, 4850, 4856, 4882, 4883, 4890, 4937, 5043, 
5059, 5070, 5108, 5120, 5146, 5147, 5158, 5160, 5179, 5208, 5271, 
5284, 5290, 5296, 5333, 5371, 5374, 5385, 5422, 5444, 5472, 5535, 
5544, 5659, 5686, 5688, 5731, 5771, 5778, 5791, 5795, 5800, 5805, 
5818, 5847, 5877, 5908, 5913, 5915, 5917, 5918, 5921, 5922, 5923, 
5926, 5933, 5934, 5939, 5989, 5993, 5994, 6010, 6015

Photoperiod Insensitivity. See Soybean–Physiology–Photoperiod 
Insensitivity

Photoperiodism. See Soybean–Physiology–Photoperiodism / 
Photoperiod and Photoperiodic Effects, Soybean–Physiology and 
Biochemistry

Physical Fitness, Physical Culture, Exercise, Endurance, Athletics, 
and Bodybuilding 86, 665, 1140, 1459, 2250, 2645, 2654, 2827, 
2828, 2966, 3374, 3784, 3880, 4742, 5172, 5184, 5200, 5467, 5698, 
5703, 5746, 5894

Phytic Acid (Inositol Hexaphosphate), Phytates / Phytate 357, 361, 
454, 546, 700, 792, 822, 1086, 1255, 1478, 1546, 1697, 1828, 1849, 
1852, 1887, 1943, 1992, 2029, 2043, 2044, 2165, 2362, 2504, 2530, 
2537, 2585, 2700, 2773, 2848, 2866, 2877, 2989, 2996, 3053, 3085, 
3116, 3135, 3159, 3254, 3276, 3286, 3333, 3338, 3450, 3527, 3547, 
3548, 3640, 3641, 3688, 3708, 3842, 3854, 3889, 3923, 3934, 3939, 
3961, 3965, 3970, 3988, 4066, 4071, 4098, 4181, 4211, 4255, 4261, 
4303, 4325, 4332, 4384, 4407, 4444, 4461, 4514, 4523, 4527, 4552, 
4587, 4617, 4636, 4679, 4729, 4735, 4762, 4855, 4860, 4887, 4927, 
4936, 4952, 4964, 4998, 5060, 5067, 5080, 5242, 5254, 5264, 5288, 
5306, 5310, 5337, 5384, 5466, 5526, 5529, 5554, 5569, 5570, 5617, 
5621, 5663, 5671, 5706, 5833, 5842, 5851, 5856, 5862, 5922, 5927, 
5944, 5970, 6017, 6033, 6035

Phytochemicals in soybeans and soyfoods. See Cancer Preventing 
Substances in Soybeans and Soyfoods

Phytoestrogen content. See Isofl avone or Phytoestrogen Content of 
Soyfoods, Soy Ingredients, and Soybean Varieties

Phytoestrogens (Estrogens in Plants, Especially in Soybeans and 
Soyfoods), Including Isofl avones (Including Genistein, Daidzein, 
Glycetein, Coumestrol, Genistin, and Daidzin), Lignans, and 
Coumestans 9, 294, 347, 360, 361, 405, 446, 463, 568, 570, 588, 
590, 616, 640, 648, 662, 697, 709, 714, 724, 735, 756, 764, 774, 
927, 1051, 1068, 1069, 1099, 1125, 1274, 1293, 1300, 1393, 1410, 
1443, 1511, 1535, 1563, 1647, 1654, 1719, 1778, 1782, 1806, 1844, 
1907, 1924, 1946, 1958, 1982, 2000, 2070, 2071, 2096, 2144, 2184, 
2214, 2266, 2321, 2324, 2360, 2413, 2418, 2447, 2509, 2530, 2546, 
2550, 2581, 2619, 2668, 2676, 2700, 2731, 2753, 2772, 2835, 2870, 
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2950, 3009, 3083, 3097, 3108, 3132, 3137, 3315, 3318, 3328, 3335, 
3353, 3391, 3466, 3497, 3514, 3547, 3557, 3651, 3674, 3679, 3707, 
3730, 3743, 3820, 3828, 3833, 3866, 3879, 3882, 3900, 3901, 3915, 
3952, 3988, 3990, 4018, 4028, 4071, 4120, 4134, 4155, 4261, 4281, 
4289, 4297, 4299, 4301, 4304, 4320, 4355, 4409, 4494, 4594, 4636, 
4733, 4744, 4745, 4754, 4786, 4812, 4835, 4842, 4843, 4847, 4855, 
4888, 4940, 4947, 4950, 4956, 4993, 5033, 5038, 5060, 5157, 5196, 
5225, 5233, 5235, 5252, 5329, 5330, 5366, 5379, 5414, 5439, 5448, 
5458, 5483, 5506, 5520, 5584, 5667, 5676, 5723, 5737, 5782, 5786, 
5793, 5799, 5811, 5812, 5820, 5842, 5898, 5901, 5959, 6002, 6035

P.I. numbers of soybeans. See Lists and Descriptions (Offi cial and 
/ or Extensive) of Early U.S. Soybean Varieties with Their P.I. 
Numbers and Synonyms

Piatt County Soybean Cooperative Co. See Monticello Co-operative 
Soybean Products Co.

Pigeon Pea, Pigeonpea or Red Gram. Cajanus cajan (L.) 
Millspaugh. Formerly Cytisus cajan 2093, 2488, 2511, 2605, 2699, 
3255, 3665, 3676, 4927, 5279

Pigs, Hogs, Swine, Sows, Boars, Gilts, or Shoats / Shotes Fed 
Soybeans, Soybean Forage, or Soybean Cake or Meal as Feed to 
Make Pork 362, 444, 528, 602, 700, 730, 768, 847, 859, 869, 1023, 
1043, 1123, 1189, 1206, 1233, 1255, 1331, 1472, 1598, 1729, 1772, 
2083, 2670, 2755, 3615, 3851, 4503, 5553, 5923, 5957

Piima. See Soymilk, Fermented

Pillsbury Feed Mills and Pillsbury Co. (Minneapolis, Minnesota) 
480, 1090, 4807, 5678, 5980

Pioneer Hi-Bred International, Inc. (Des Moines, Iowa) 4774

Piper, Charles Vancouver (1867-1926, USDA) 2655, 4522, 5487

Plamil Foods Ltd. (Folkestone, Kent, England) and The Plantmilk 
Society. Named Plantmilk Ltd. until 1972 827, 1002, 1021, 1022, 
1701, 2185, 2202, 3165, 3474, 3881, 4030, 4882, 5202, 5393, 5885

Plant Industry, Bureau of. See United States Department of 
Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of Plant Industry

Plant Protection from Diseases, Pests and Other Types of Injury 
(General) 230, 1240, 2464, 2536, 2736, 2858, 3185, 3550, 4239

Plantmilk Ltd. See Plamil Foods Ltd.

Plasmids in Natto (Whole Soybeans Fermented with Bacillus natto) 
(Plasmid) 6034

Plastics (Including Molded Plastic Parts, Plastic Film, Disposable 
Eating Utensils and Tableware–From Spoons to Plates, and 
Packaging Materials)–Industrial Uses of Soy Proteins 150, 258, 
357, 2197, 2535, 3645, 4658, 4933, 5422, 5571, 5890

Plastics, plasticizers and resins. See Resins, Plastics, and 
Plasticizers (Such as Epoxidized Soy Oil–ESO)

Plenty Canada and The Farm in Canada (Lanark, Ontario, Canada) 
5020, 5324, 5875

Plenty International (Summertown, Tennessee). Starting 1981. Also 
called Plenty USA 1983-1997 4752, 5020, 5372, 5394, 5395, 5445, 
5497, 5767

Plenty (The Farm, Summertown, Tennessee). After Sept. 1983 see 
Plenty Canada and Plenty USA 2767, 3535, 3981, 5020

Plums (salted / pickled), plum products, and the Japanese plum tree 
(Prunus mumé).. See Umeboshi

PMS Foods, Inc. See Far-Mar-Co., Inc.

Pogeler, Glenn Henry (1915-1995). Soybean Pioneer. Iowa 
Cooperatives, Soybean Council of America (SCA), National 
Soybean Processors Association (NSPA) 1113, 2124

Policies and Programs, Government, Effecting Soybean Production, 
Marketing, Prices, Price Support Programs, Subsidies, Support 
Prices, or Trade 1204, 2993, 5085

Pollination, Soybean (Self-Pollination, Cross-Pollination, etc.) 4259

Population Growth (Human) and Related Problems (Including 
Poverty) Worldwide 1341, 2524, 2800, 3365, 3366, 3820, 4135, 
4228, 5956

Pork, meatless. See Meat Alternatives–Meatless Bacon, Ham, 
Chorizo and Other Pork-related Products

Poultry fed soybeans. See Chickens, or Turkeys, or Geese & Ducks

Poultry, meatless. See Meat Alternatives–- Meatless Chicken, 
Goose, Duck, and Related Poultry Products. See also Meatless 
Turkey

Poverty, world. See Population Growth (Human) and Related 
Problems (Including Poverty)

Price of Soy Sauce, Worcestershire Sauce, or Early So-Called 
Ketchup (Which Was Usually Indonesian Soy Sauce) 330, 2478

Price of Soybeans, Soybean Seeds, and Soybean Products–Except 
Sauces (Which See) 197, 1090, 1169, 1420, 5158

Primitive Human Diets 1241, 1401, 1438, 1682, 2116, 2123, 2962, 
2989, 3202, 3653, 3723, 3763, 3768, 3803, 4274, 5623, 5675

Procter & Gamble Co. (Cincinnati, Ohio). Including the Buckeye 
Cotton Oil Co.. 248, 261, 345, 435, 436, 672, 796, 883, 972, 1297, 
1524, 1881, 2065, 2325, 2889, 3237, 3253, 3594, 4003, 4062, 4065, 
4758, 5229, 5378, 5487, 5513, 5629, 5674, 5775, 5826, 5858

Production of soybeans. See Soybean Production

Products, soy, commercial (mostly foods). See Commercial Soy 
Products–New Products
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Protease inhibitors. See Trypsin / Protease
 Proteinase Growth Inhibitors

Protection of soybeans. See Insects–Pest Control. See also: 
Integrated Pest Management, Nematodes–Disease Control, 
Pesticides (General)

Protection of soybeans from diseases. See Diseases of soybeans

Protein–Early and Basic Research 29, 31, 41, 63, 83, 109, 121, 168, 
201, 229, 240, 298, 323, 336, 351, 357, 365, 367, 376, 387, 394, 
489, 496, 511, 555, 599, 604, 621, 632, 680, 715, 719, 761, 770, 
806, 840, 841, 873, 884, 892, 893, 901, 902, 913, 914, 924, 947, 
951, 977, 987, 1017, 1042, 1096, 1138, 1143, 1163, 1190, 1195, 
1196, 1203, 1221, 1223, 1229, 1230, 1239, 1244, 1254, 1260, 1291, 
1294, 1308, 1309, 1333, 1336, 1341, 1417, 1452, 1487, 1489, 1490, 
1492, 1553, 1554, 1562, 1573, 1574, 1596, 1598, 1607, 1608, 1622, 
1626, 1630, 1649, 1653, 1671, 1705, 1706, 1712, 1759, 1794, 1827, 
1828, 1833, 1836, 1848, 1850, 1858, 1879, 1882, 1901, 1917, 1942, 
1948, 1954, 1963, 1979, 2036, 2081, 2083, 2104, 2120, 2133, 2138, 
2226, 2229, 2234, 2291, 2344, 2355, 2358, 2408, 2410, 2432, 2454, 
2455, 2456, 2457, 2458, 2459, 2463, 2482, 2483, 2508, 2518, 2536, 
2541, 2548, 2569, 2591, 2592, 2628, 2637, 2657, 2666, 2672, 2674, 
2685, 2726, 2728, 2742, 2757, 2791, 2792, 2793, 2794, 2813, 2839, 
2852, 2853, 2862, 2863, 2902, 2905, 2907, 2914, 2932, 2976, 2990, 
3010, 3052, 3064, 3066, 3111, 3122, 3196, 3208, 3243, 3245, 3246, 
3284, 3340, 3378, 3400, 3408, 3420, 3442, 3444, 3449, 3487, 3497, 
3546, 3550, 3570, 3577, 3578, 3617, 3620, 3633, 3709, 3747, 3748, 
3769, 3794, 3800, 3839, 3849, 3898, 4038, 4043, 4056, 4069, 4084, 
4092, 4153, 4185, 4195, 4204, 4221, 4288, 4329, 4342, 4461, 4471, 
4478, 4503, 4545, 4616, 4632, 4711, 4751, 4787, 4802, 4805, 4833, 
4838, 4901, 5009, 5043, 5159, 5228, 5249, 5453, 5516, 5728, 5788, 
5792, 5892, 5914, 5925, 5963

Protein–Effects of Dietary Protein (Especially Soy Protein) on 
Blood Lipids (Especially Cholesterol) 20, 1512, 1644, 1804, 1959, 
2289, 2841, 3043, 3200, 3223, 3317, 3370, 3418, 3424, 3431, 3459, 
3460, 3486, 3565, 3612, 3618, 3666, 3695, 3696, 3713, 3718, 3734, 
3752, 3808, 3891, 3892, 3903, 3909, 3918, 3919, 3922, 3997, 3998, 
4048, 4058, 4068, 4077, 4116, 4143, 4157, 4170, 4183, 4200, 4236, 
4265, 4285, 4295, 4323, 4331, 4333, 4336, 4338, 4346, 4358, 4370, 
4389, 4408, 4410, 4411, 4413, 4414, 4415, 4419, 4426, 4430, 4431, 
4440, 4441, 4445, 4449, 4454, 4455, 4528, 4534, 4606, 4619, 4626, 
4628, 4629, 4645, 4648, 4650, 4669, 4740, 4781, 4804, 4863, 4865, 
4895, 4907, 4923, 4969, 4976, 4991, 5005, 5014, 5018, 5021, 5025, 
5043, 5078, 5113, 5117, 5162, 5214, 5222, 5224, 5239, 5243, 5319, 
5328, 5336, 5350, 5354, 5449, 5453, 5475, 5495, 5567, 5578, 5711, 
5792, 5871, 5881, 5882, 5888, 5910, 5974, 6001

Protein products, soy. See Soy Protein Products

Protein Quality, and Supplementation / Complementarity to 
Increase Protein Quality of Mixed Foods or Feeds. See also 
Nutrition–Protein Amino Acids and Amino Acid Composition 3, 5, 
17, 18, 22, 26, 33, 40, 41, 42, 48, 52, 53, 58, 61, 69, 72, 76, 78, 92, 
93, 96, 102, 120, 135, 141, 143, 147, 151, 153, 155, 163, 169, 177, 
185, 186, 189, 198, 222, 227, 239, 240, 245, 246, 248, 253, 260, 
268, 275, 291, 295, 315, 319, 320, 322, 325, 331, 332, 334, 335, 
373, 386, 388, 395, 400, 401, 410, 415, 419, 455, 459, 468, 483, 
489, 500, 501, 504, 508, 509, 543, 545, 572, 603, 604, 615, 619, 

620, 634, 639, 659, 661, 663, 665, 669, 682, 690, 695, 718, 740, 
745, 746, 787, 807, 814, 820, 832, 834, 840, 844, 853, 859, 885, 
893, 898, 911, 922, 933, 940, 949, 956, 965, 966, 971, 972, 996, 
1004, 1011, 1020, 1022, 1031, 1043, 1046, 1047, 1049, 1067, 1083, 
1091, 1094, 1100, 1104, 1109, 1119, 1164, 1170, 1180, 1184, 1189, 
1190, 1213, 1214, 1223, 1227, 1238, 1241, 1242, 1244, 1253, 1264, 
1265, 1272, 1279, 1285, 1311, 1324, 1325, 1326, 1328, 1329, 1335, 
1339, 1354, 1359, 1360, 1363, 1370, 1379, 1384, 1388, 1391, 1392, 
1394, 1395, 1408, 1413, 1414, 1417, 1419, 1455, 1457, 1459, 1463, 
1466, 1467, 1468, 1470, 1480, 1484, 1486, 1495, 1501, 1504, 1505, 
1518, 1525, 1528, 1529, 1547, 1549, 1566, 1571, 1573, 1580, 1583, 
1596, 1603, 1610, 1622, 1623, 1629, 1636, 1637, 1644, 1646, 1649, 
1651, 1661, 1666, 1669, 1677, 1685, 1696, 1707, 1714, 1716, 1722, 
1729, 1730, 1739, 1746, 1750, 1753, 1767, 1771, 1794, 1799, 1803, 
1807, 1824, 1827, 1831, 1836, 1837, 1840, 1846, 1854, 1861, 1862, 
1867, 1868, 1870, 1873, 1877, 1878, 1880, 1883, 1899, 1903, 1904, 
1914, 1922, 1923, 1927, 1931, 1941, 1953, 1956, 1975, 1980, 1986, 
1999, 2014, 2019, 2021, 2052, 2057, 2060, 2062, 2063, 2083, 2089, 
2093, 2100, 2101, 2103, 2119, 2122, 2125, 2134, 2147, 2148, 2156, 
2176, 2181, 2187, 2191, 2203, 2213, 2216, 2217, 2219, 2222, 2234, 
2263, 2266, 2278, 2284, 2287, 2288, 2292, 2293, 2295, 2308, 2309, 
2319, 2320, 2332, 2337, 2338, 2346, 2349, 2356, 2370, 2396, 2401, 
2409, 2412, 2436, 2440, 2452, 2461, 2462, 2463, 2468, 2469, 2506, 
2516, 2523, 2529, 2530, 2547, 2561, 2564, 2568, 2588, 2589, 2596, 
2603, 2604, 2618, 2621, 2623, 2630, 2633, 2642, 2646, 2652, 2655, 
2656, 2665, 2670, 2679, 2686, 2689, 2692, 2696, 2699, 2708, 2710, 
2711, 2726, 2728, 2732, 2734, 2735, 2737, 2748, 2755, 2757, 2758, 
2767, 2775, 2800, 2832, 2833, 2838, 2842, 2857, 2860, 2864, 2865, 
2876, 2884, 2891, 2892, 2898, 2899, 2901, 2907, 2912, 2913, 2916, 
2917, 2919, 2927, 2928, 2929, 2936, 2952, 2964, 2972, 2973, 2978, 
2982, 3003, 3018, 3024, 3028, 3033, 3037, 3042, 3052, 3056, 3060, 
3061, 3071, 3074, 3079, 3082, 3089, 3090, 3093, 3108, 3119, 3134, 
3136, 3148, 3149, 3154, 3159, 3164, 3170, 3174, 3178, 3209, 3211, 
3225, 3234, 3249, 3265, 3270, 3272, 3277, 3295, 3297, 3308, 3313, 
3325, 3336, 3345, 3365, 3367, 3368, 3369, 3384, 3385, 3386, 3398, 
3402, 3404, 3411, 3417, 3421, 3424, 3429, 3434, 3448, 3462, 3464, 
3475, 3478, 3485, 3491, 3493, 3503, 3507, 3517, 3523, 3527, 3543, 
3547, 3559, 3571, 3580, 3587, 3592, 3599, 3603, 3604, 3605, 3606, 
3616, 3623, 3624, 3625, 3632, 3659, 3660, 3664, 3669, 3670, 3676, 
3677, 3680, 3681, 3686, 3714, 3715, 3722, 3726, 3727, 3762, 3767, 
3775, 3779, 3783, 3787, 3789, 3795, 3800, 3816, 3824, 3832, 3848, 
3857, 3869, 3870, 3871, 3874, 3876, 3886, 3894, 3912, 3913, 3917, 
3921, 3938, 3954, 3963, 3966, 3981, 3982, 4000, 4005, 4006, 4012, 
4023, 4032, 4042, 4045, 4047, 4049, 4052, 4081, 4084, 4085, 4088, 
4092, 4094, 4100, 4101, 4112, 4114, 4115, 4116, 4127, 4128, 4133, 
4136, 4139, 4145, 4146, 4152, 4192, 4222, 4224, 4226, 4228, 4248, 
4254, 4261, 4266, 4267, 4272, 4277, 4284, 4295, 4298, 4302, 4306, 
4311, 4321, 4363, 4381, 4402, 4412, 4433, 4438, 4453, 4493, 4498, 
4515, 4550, 4556, 4564, 4574, 4575, 4581, 4583, 4595, 4613, 4617, 
4620, 4625, 4635, 4641, 4649, 4654, 4655, 4660, 4671, 4672, 4680, 
4707, 4730, 4737, 4739, 4746, 4748, 4753, 4756, 4763, 4769, 4784, 
4791, 4810, 4839, 4844, 4851, 4861, 4864, 4891, 4906, 4924, 4948, 
4967, 4973, 4981, 4988, 5003, 5044, 5051, 5059, 5071, 5072, 5094, 
5100, 5105, 5109, 5116, 5134, 5169, 5170, 5209, 5278, 5284, 5288, 
5296, 5301, 5313, 5318, 5320, 5337, 5386, 5387, 5420, 5481, 5508, 
5526, 5542, 5544, 5546, 5553, 5557, 5566, 5610, 5611, 5648, 5664, 
5670, 5692, 5698, 5710, 5716, 5732, 5735, 5748, 5808, 5818, 5825, 
5840, 5847, 5880, 5891, 5906, 5908, 5917, 5919, 5921, 5934, 5961, 
5964, 5984
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Protein Quality–Etymology of These Terms and Their Cognates / 
Relatives in Various Languages 58, 690, 745, 1109, 1170, 2134

Protein quantity and quality in vegetarian diets. See Vegetarian 
Diets–Nutritional Aspects–Protein Quantity and Quality

Protein Resources and Shortages, and the “World Protein Crisis / 
Gap / Problem” of 1950-1979 650, 893, 1176, 1188, 1235, 1260, 
1273, 1294, 1320, 1341, 1667, 1709, 1712, 1714, 1771, 1954, 2025, 
2073, 2147, 2166, 2206, 2229, 2355, 2591, 2610, 2760, 2765, 2853, 
3087, 3088, 3096, 3156, 3398, 3402, 3543, 4084, 4086, 4222, 4224, 
4266, 4707, 5421

Protein sources, alternative, from plants. See Amaranth, Azuki 
Bean, Bambarra groundnuts, Leaf Proteins, Lupins or Lupin, 
Microbial Proteins (Non-Photosynthetic), Peanut & Peanut Butter, 
Peanuts & Peanut Butter, Quinoa, Single Cell Proteins (Non-
Photosynthetic), Sunfl ower Seeds, Wheat Gluten & Seitan, Winged 
Bean

Protein supplementation / complementarity to increase protein 
quality. See Nutrition–Protein Quality

Psophocarpus tetragonolobus. See Winged Bean

Public Law 480 (Food for Peace Program. Formally–Agricultural 
Trade Development and Assistance Act of 1954) 1090, 1182, 1272, 
1328, 1329, 1388, 1492, 1549, 1600, 1647, 1651, 1696, 1704, 1720, 
1787, 1835, 1850, 1874, 2004, 2040, 2089, 2112, 2145, 2149, 2156, 
2263, 2370, 2465, 2491, 2535, 2545, 2760, 2800, 2863, 2993, 3050, 
3060, 3061, 3063, 3123, 3270, 3365, 3523, 3543, 3621, 3722, 3738, 
3776, 4038, 4043, 4052, 4223, 4553, 4555, 4836, 4837, 4892, 5158, 
5327, 5421, 5808, 5867

Pudding. See Soy Pudding, Custard, Parfait, or Mousse (Usually 
made from Soymilk or Tofu)

Pueraria. See Kudzu or Kuzu

Pure Food Movement–USA (1870s to ca. 1906. Championed by Dr. 
Harvey Wiley) 1228, 1801

Pure & Simple. See Well (The), Pure & Simple

Quality and grades of soybean seed. See Seed Quality of Soybeans–
Condition, Grading, and Grades (Moisture, Foreign Material, 
Damage, etc.)

Quincy Soybean Products Co. (Quincy, Illinois). Purchased by 
Moorman Manufacturing Co. in 1961 and Renamed Quincy 
Soybean Company. Purchased by ADM in 1998 1090, 3415

Quinoa (Chenopodium quinoa Willd.). Also spelled Quinua 1369, 
1871, 3981, 4649, 5601, 5877

Quong Hop & Co. (San Francisco, California) 2222, 2639, 3721, 
4191, 4379, 4542, 4570, 4901, 5252, 5656, 5761

Québec. See Canadian Provinces and Territories–Québec

Railroad / railway / rail used to transport soybeans. See 
Transportation of Soybeans or Soy Products to Market by Railroad

Ralston Purina Co. (St. Louis, Missouri). Maker of Purina Chows. 
Including Protein Technologies International, a Wholly Owned 
Subsidiary from 1 July 1987 to 3 Dec. 1997 690, 930, 1273, 1762, 
1854, 1927, 1952, 2171, 2292, 2568, 2684, 2690, 2834, 2919, 3039, 
3124, 3282, 3295, 3416, 3439, 3610, 3615, 3687, 3724, 3786, 3789, 
3792, 3795, 3798, 3799, 3800, 3801, 3838, 3841, 3860, 3864, 3906, 
4064, 4089, 4115, 4127, 4170, 4184, 4186, 4190, 4220, 4221, 4224, 
4277, 4320, 4338, 4369, 4463, 4559, 4581, 4583, 4671, 4672, 4745, 
4749, 4837, 4866, 4908, 5015, 5021, 5067, 5117, 5134, 5149, 5163, 
5209, 5234, 5336, 5354, 5355, 5382, 5387, 5440, 5453, 5475, 5481, 
5522, 5554, 5577, 5608, 5627, 5642, 5663, 5693, 5694, 5696, 5728, 
5735, 5753, 5762, 5765, 5891, 5896, 5897, 5916, 5964, 6022, 6036

Rapeseed Meal 949, 974, 2670

Rapeseed Oil 238, 435, 436, 443, 454, 528, 944, 1069, 1184, 1204, 
1948, 2377, 3266, 3359, 3556, 5158, 5177, 5434, 5494, 5638, 5674, 
5858

Rapeseed or the rape plant. See Canola

Rapeseed, the Rape Plant (Brassica napus), or Colza. See also 
Canola 729, 784, 2458, 2899, 3550, 3976, 4203, 5051, 5158, 5732

Raw / uncooked / unfi red food foods and diet. See Vegetarianism–
Raw / Uncooked / Unfi red Foods and Diet

Recipes. See Cookery

Red rice koji. See Koji, Red Rice

Reference Books and Other Reference Resources 5886

Regional Soybean Industrial Products Laboratory (Urbana, Illinois). 
See U.S. Regional Soybean Industrial Products Laboratory (Urbana, 
Illinois). Founded April 1936)

Regulations or laws concerning foods (Use, processing, or 
labeling). See Kosher / Kashrus, Pareve / Parve / Parevine 
Regulations Products (Commercial), Kosher Products (Commercial)

Regulations or Laws Concerning Foods (Use, Processing, or 
Labeling), Especially Soyfoods and Food Uses of Soybeans 110, 
437, 1732, 1736, 2277, 2357, 2600, 3080, 3179, 3180, 3572, 3609, 
3623, 3626, 3630, 3724, 3786, 3860, 4049, 4731, 4750, 4835, 4866, 
4995, 5027, 5104, 5135, 5136, 5144, 5153, 5206, 5387, 5405, 5420, 
5460, 5494, 5527, 5566, 5592, 5615, 5645, 5651, 5688, 5756, 5866, 
5868, 5893, 5907, 5939, 5952, 5953, 5965

Release or Curing Agents for Concrete or Asphalt, Industrial 
Solvents, Hydraulic Fluids, Antimicrobial Agents, and Other Minor 
or General–Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a Non-Drying Oil 753

Religious aspects of vegetarianism. See Vegetarianism–Religious 
Aspects

Rella Good Cheese Co. (Santa Rosa, California). Named 
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Brightsong Tofu from June 1978 to June 1980; Redwood Valley 
Soyfoods Unlimited from June 1980 to June 1982; Brightsong Light 
Foods from June 1982 to June 1987; Rose International until 1990; 
Sharon’s Finest until Oct. 1997 4380, 4499, 4542, 4982, 5185, 5356

Reproduction / Reproductive, Fertility, or Feminization Problems 
in Animals Caused by Phytoestrogens, Isofl avones, or Unknown 
Causes 347, 588, 662, 697, 714, 724, 1274, 1393, 1844, 1982, 2070, 
2676, 3097, 3679, 3879, 4018, 4155, 4299, 4950, 5225, 5439, 5458, 
5483, 5520, 5667, 6002

Republic of China (ROC). See Asia, East–Taiwan

Research & Development Centers. See (EMBRAPA) (Brazil), 
Cornell University (Ithaca, New York), and New York State Agric. 
Exp. Station, Illinois, University of (Urbana-Champaign, Illinois). 
Soyfoods, Iowa State University / College (Ames, Iowa), and Univ. 
of Iowa (Iowa City), National Center for Agricultural Utilization 
Research (NCAUR) (USDA-ARS) (Peoria, Illinois), National Food 
Research Institute (NFRI) (Tsukuba, Ibaraki-ken, Japan), U.S. 
Regional Soybean Industrial Products Laboratory (Urbana, Illinois). 
Founded April 1936)

Research on Soybeans 299, 348, 1761, 2666, 3185, 3968, 3969, 
5085, 5127, 5843

Resins, Plastics, and Plasticizers (Such as Epoxidized Soy Oil–
ESO)–Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a Drying Oil 125, 258, 443, 
703, 791, 852, 907, 930, 944, 1262, 1732, 2050, 2092, 2675, 3702, 
3793, 4150, 4658, 4771, 5571, 5629, 5630, 5890

Resource Shortages (Including Water and Energy), Economic 
Growth, Pollution, and Appropriate Technology Worldwide 4228

Restaurants, cafeterias, and cafés, health food. See Health Foods 
Restaurants, Cafeterias, and Cafés / Cafes (1890s to 1960s)

Restaurants, Chinese, outside China, or Chinese recipes that use 
soy ingredients outside China. See Asia, East–China–Chinese 
Restaurants Outside China

Restaurants, Indonesian, outside Indonesia, or Indonesian recipes 
that use soy ingredients outside Indonesia. See Asia, Southeast–
Indonesia–Indonesian Restaurants Outside Indonesia

Restaurants, Japanese, outside Japan, or Japanese recipes that use 
soy ingredients outside Japan. See Asia, East–Japan–Japanese 
Restaurants or Grocery Stores Outside Japan

Restaurants, natural foods. See Natural Foods Restaurants in the 
United States

Restaurants or cafeterias, vegetarian or vegan. See Vegetarian or 
Vegan Restaurants

Restaurants or delis, soyfoods. See Soyfoods Movement–Soyfoods 
Restaurants

Reverse osmosis. See Membrane Technology Processes

Reviews of the literature. See Bibliographies and / or Reviews of 
the Literature

Rewald, Bruno (1883-1947) and Relatives. Lecithin Pioneer in 
Germany, the United States and the United Kingdom 380, 4484

Rhizobium bacteria. See Soybean Production–Nitrogen Fixation

Rice, Brown. Also Called Whole Grain Rice or Hulled But 
Unpolished Rice 163, 820, 1140, 1639, 1965, 1966, 1976, 2009, 
2111, 2248, 2333, 2400, 2428, 2503, 2588, 2824, 2886, 2927, 2933, 
2987, 2988, 3000, 3202, 3414, 3675, 3677, 3751, 3935, 3936, 4339, 
4453, 4543, 4563, 4630, 4643, 4847, 4949, 5120, 5129, 5130, 5551

Rice koji. See Koji

Rice Milk Companies. See Grainaissance, Inc. (Emeryville, 
California)

Rice Milk (Non-Dairy)–Amazake, Made with Rice Koji in the 
Traditional Way (Without Adding Commercial Enzymes). Also 
called Rice Milk or Rice Drink 979, 1146, 1780, 2707, 2822, 2824, 
3028, 3087, 3088, 3096, 3220, 3362, 3363, 3698, 3896, 4086, 4137, 
4432, 4542, 4618, 4949, 5120, 5583, 5768, 5790, 5878

Rice Milk (Non-Dairy)–Made with Commercial Enzymes, or a 
Mixture of Commercial Enzymes and Rice Koji 5600

Rice Milk (Non-Dairy / Nondairy) 5059, 5600

Rice Milk Products–Ice Creams (Non-Dairy) 5600

Rice, Red Fermented. See Koji, Red Rice 1509, 1597, 2200, 3466, 
3634, 4506, 4954

Rice Syrup and Yinnies (Called Mizuamé or Amé in Japan) 1780, 
5600, 5601

Rice-Based Foods–Mochi (Cakes of Pounded, Steamed Glutinous 
Rice {Mochigome}) 1780, 2707, 2824, 2927, 2935, 2987, 2988, 
3088, 3676, 3698, 4542, 4643, 4747, 5120, 5878

Rice-Based Foods–Rice Cakes (Round Western-Style Cakes of 
Puffed Rice, About 4 Inches in Diameter and ½ Inch Thick) 2478

Riceland Foods (Named Arkansas Grain Corp. before Sept. 1970) 
3289

Rich Products Corporation (Buffalo, New York) 5964

Roads or highways used to transport soybeans. See Transportation 
of Soybeans or Soy Products to Market by Roads or Highways

Roasted / Parched Soybeans (Irimame) Used in the Bean-Scattering 
(Mame-Maki) Ceremony at Setsubun (Lunar New Year) in Japan 
2927, 4146, 4747, 5422

Roasted Soy Flour–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / 
Relatives in Various Languages 2257, 2488, 2511, 2523, 5459
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Roasted Soy Flour, Soy Coffee, or Soy Chocolate–Industry and 
Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By Geographical Region 
1178, 1204

Roasted Whole Soy Flour (Kinako–Dark Roasted with Dry Heat, 
Full-Fat) and Grits 37, 111, 171, 741, 749, 909, 1031, 1032, 1056, 
1077, 1132, 1138, 1178, 1204, 1417, 1610, 1780, 1848, 1910, 2102, 
2257, 2337, 2488, 2492, 2511, 2523, 2534, 2535, 2536, 2588, 2618, 
2927, 2935, 2987, 2988, 3003, 3028, 3122, 3220, 3255, 3277, 3316, 
3423, 3491, 3550, 3581, 3585, 3606, 3665, 3744, 4147, 4154, 4284, 
4376, 4470, 4512, 4536, 4655, 4711, 4747, 4748, 4803, 4852, 4884, 
5026, 5459, 5500, 5678, 5697, 5791, 5819

Roasted Whole Soy Flour / Powder in China–Dou-fen / Tou-fen 
(Roasted with Dry Heat, Full-Fat) 4655, 4711, 5459

Roasted Whole Soy Flour / Powder in Korea–K’onggaru / K’ongaru 
/ Konggaru / Konggomul / Kong Ka Ru (Roasted with Dry Heat, 
Full-Fat) 3585, 5459

Roasted Whole Soy Flour / Powder or Grits in Indonesia–Bubuk 
Kedele / Bubuk Kedelai (Roasted with Dry Heat, Full-Fat) 3585, 
3665

Robert L. Dortch Seed Farms (Scott, Arkansas) 3691

Roberts, F.G. See Soy Products of Australia Pty. Ltd.

Rodale Press (Emmaus, Pennsylvania) 2412, 2696, 3014, 3125, 
3539, 3717, 3721, 3731, 4080, 4139, 4278, 4351, 4549, 4730, 4939

Rosewood Products Inc. and Tofu International Ltd. (Ann Arbor, 
Michigan, from 1987). Founded as The Soy Plant in Ann Arbor. 
Started in Jan. 1977. An Early Tofu Cooperative, Worker Owned 
and Operated 3639, 4016, 4191, 4350, 4515, 5668

Ross & Rowe (Yelkin Lecithin, New York City) 101, 4484, 5080

Rouest, Léon (1872-1938). Soybean Pioneer in France 51, 117

Royal Wessanen NV Co. See Tree of Life (St. Augustine, Florida)

Rubber Substitutes or Artifi cial / Synthetic Rubber (Factice)–
Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a Drying Oil 2675, 5571, 5890

Russian Federation (Russia). See Europe, Eastern–Russian 
Federation

Russo-Japanese War (1904-1905)–Soybeans and Soyfoods 962

Rust, soybean. See Rust, Soybean

Ryukyu Islands. See Okinawa

Safety concerns about soy in human diets. See Concerns about the 
Safety, Toxicity, or Health Benefi ts of Soy in Human Diets

Saishikomi. See Soy Sauce–Saishikomi

Samoa. See Oceania–Samoa

San Jirushi Corp., and San-J International (Kuwana, Japan; 
and Richmond, Virginia). Purchased in Nov. 2005 by Yamasa 
Corporation 4027, 4117, 4264, 4542, 5597, 5752, 5789, 5969

Sandoz AG (Basel, Switzerland). Merged with Ciba-Geigy in 
March 1996 to Become Novartis 1002, 1021, 1022, 1040, 1247, 
1379, 1582, 1701, 1848, 2202, 3165

Sanitarium Health Food Company (Wahroonga, NSW, Australia). In 
2002 they acquired SoyaWorld of British Columbia, Canada.. 2017, 
4282, 5936

Sanitation and spoilage of food. See Microbiological Problems 
(Food Spoilage, Sanitation, and Contamination)

Saponins (Bitter Carbohydrates / Glucosides That Cause Foaming) 
172, 191, 208, 354, 361, 368, 369, 370, 371, 388, 443, 446, 644, 
677, 749, 764, 772, 941, 982, 1069, 1302, 1303, 1304, 1329, 1342, 
1366, 1388, 1426, 1465, 1543, 1581, 1696, 1725, 1726, 1806, 1844, 
1924, 1982, 2076, 2079, 2121, 2141, 2172, 2197, 2530, 2619, 2700, 
2764, 2781, 3009, 3021, 3108, 3323, 3391, 3466, 3565, 3619, 3666, 
3718, 3734, 3851, 3903, 3919, 3922, 3959, 3988, 4058, 4071, 4142, 
4190, 4341, 4399, 4594, 4646, 4659, 4728, 4881, 4893, 4944, 4992, 
5060, 5074, 5310, 5330, 5357, 5379, 5414, 5506, 5528, 5563, 5635, 
5683, 5724, 5729, 5769, 5793, 5842, 5895, 6003, 6035

Sauce, soy nugget. See Fermented Black Soybean Extract

Sausages, meatless. See Meat Alternatives–Meatless Sausages

School Lunch Program 476, 1045, 1998, 2273, 2424, 2475, 2577, 
2606, 2715, 3627, 3817, 4052, 4076, 4328, 4381, 5132, 5135, 5153, 
5509, 5867

Scotland. See Europe, Western–Scotland (Part of United Kingdom)

Screw presses. See Soybean Crushing–Equipment–Screw Presses 
and Expellers

Sea Vegetables or Edible Seaweeds, Often Used with Soyfoods 671, 
800, 837, 979, 1014, 1241, 1459, 1667, 1668, 1780, 1794, 1889, 
1914, 1965, 1966, 2188, 2202, 2248, 2286, 2299, 2428, 2478, 2488, 
2511, 2514, 2688, 2706, 2824, 2871, 2886, 2927, 2934, 2935, 2938, 
2979, 2988, 3026, 3087, 3088, 3095, 3096, 3197, 3202, 3221, 3397, 
3406, 3423, 3470, 3517, 3661, 3675, 3676, 3698, 3889, 3910, 3916, 
4001, 4015, 4146, 4188, 4257, 4267, 4270, 4305, 4432, 4435, 4453, 
4459, 4567, 4618, 4630, 4643, 4847, 4880, 4914, 4949, 5066, 5129, 
5130, 5145, 5177, 5208, 5271, 5290, 5299, 5416, 5463, 5535, 5583, 
5594, 5597, 5622, 5640, 5672, 5708, 5722, 5736, 5790

Seafood, meatless. See Meat Alternatives–Meatless Fish, Shellfi sh, 
and Other Seafood-like Products

Seaweeds, edible. See Sea Vegetables

Second Generation Soyfood Products 3675, 4305, 4567

Seed and plant introduction to the USA. See United States 
Department of Agriculture (USDA)–United States Department 
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of Agriculture (USDA)–Section of Foreign Seed and Plant 
Introduction

Seed Cleaning–Especially for Food or Seed Planting Uses 909, 
1788, 5686, 6013

Seed Color (Soybeans)–Gives the Color of Seed (and Often Hilum) 
for Various Specifi c Varieties. See also: Soybean Seeds of Different 
Colors 2047

Seed Companies and Seedsmen, Early Soybean, Worldwide 
(Especially Before 1925) 114, 117, 192

Seed companies, soybean. See Asgrow (Des Moines, Iowa), 
Burpee, Coker Pedigreed Seed Co. (Hartsville, South Carolina), 
Dortch Seed Farms, DuPont (E.I. Du Pont de Nemours & Co., Inc.) 
(Wilmington, Delaware), Funk Brothers Seed Co. (Bloomington, 
Illinois), Hartz (Jacob) Seed Co. (Stuttgart, Arkansas), Monsanto 
Co. (St. Louis, Missouri), Pioneer Hi-Bred International, Inc. (Des 
Moines, Iowa), Soybean Research Foundation, Inc. (SRF, Mason 
City, Illinois), T.W. Wood & Sons (Richmond, Virginia), Vilmorin-
Andrieux & Co. (France), Wing Seed Co. (Mechanicsburg, 
Champaign County, Ohio)

Seed, Food or Feed Composition–High-Speed Measurement 
Techniques, such as Near Infrared Refl ectance (NIR) or 
Transmitance (NIT) Anlysis and Spectrophotometry 1823, 2762, 
2890, 3040, 3314, 5044, 5469, 5486, 5499, 5641, 5857

Seed Germination or Viability–Not Including Soy Sprouts 876, 877, 
878, 881, 1082, 1374, 2072, 3306

Seed Quality, Composition, and Component / Value-Based Pricing 
(Percentage and Quality of Protein, Oil, Fatty Acids, etc.) 1195, 
1196, 2403, 2762, 2890, 3040, 3314, 3769, 4088, 4511, 5044, 5092, 
5429, 5469, 5478, 5605, 5641, 5788, 5853, 5934

Seed Quality of Soybeans–Condition, Grading, and Grades 
(Moisture, Foreign Material, Damage, etc.) 180, 909, 1420, 2463, 
2536, 3550, 3852, 3904, 3969, 5017, 5429, 5469, 5499, 5678, 5853, 
5934

Seed Treatment with Chemicals (Usually Protectant Fungicides) 
for Protection. (For Treatment with Nitrogen-Fixing Bacteria see–
Soybean Production–Nitrogen Fixation & Inoculation) 2675, 2957

Seed Weight / Size (Soybeans)–Weight of 100 Seeds / Grains 
in Grams, or Number of Seeds Per Pound or Per Kilogram, and 
Agronomic Signifi cance of Seed Weight 671, 1090, 2047, 2228, 
2446, 2655, 3158, 3243, 3245, 3246, 4475, 5016, 5216, 5358, 5827

Seedlings, soybean. See Green Vegetable Soybeans–Soybean 
Seedlings or Their Leaves Served as a Tender Vegetable. Called 
Doumiao in Chinese

Seeds, soybean–Variety development and breeding of soybeans. See 
Variety Development and Breeding

Seitan. See Wheat Gluten Made into Seitan

Sensory evaluation. See Taste Panel, Taste Test Results, or Sensory / 
Organoleptic Evaluation

Serbia. See Europe, Eastern–Serbia

Sesame Butter, Tahini / Tahina / Tahin, Sesame Halva / Halwa, or 
Sesame Paste 963, 1119, 1459, 1639, 1651, 2248, 2428, 2478, 2768, 
2927, 2966, 3698, 4122, 4267, 4453, 5290, 5317, 5725, 5803

Sesame Meal or Cake (Defatted) 834, 892, 949, 979, 1188, 2990, 
5626

Sesame Milk 1181, 1241, 2937, 4267, 4273

Sesame Oil 238, 244, 443, 528, 671, 819, 883, 1184, 1204, 1459, 
2345, 2478, 2642, 2824, 3197, 3925, 4369

Sesame Seed (Sesamum indicum, formerly Sesamum orientale). 
(Also Called Ajonjoli, Benne, Benni, Benniseed, Gingelly, Gingely, 
Gingelie, Jinjili, Sesamum, Simsim, Teel, Til). Including Sesame as 
an Oilseed, Sesame Flour, Sesame Tofu (Goma-dofu), and Sesame 
Salt / Gomashio. See also Sesame Butter / Tahini, Sesame Cake or 
Meal, Sesame Milk, and Sesame Oil 58, 238, 388, 443, 528, 671, 
729, 784, 819, 834, 883, 963, 967, 979, 1011, 1045, 1046, 1091, 
1109, 1163, 1181, 1184, 1202, 1204, 1241, 1253, 1329, 1369, 1459, 
1515, 1591, 1596, 1626, 1651, 1799, 1899, 1948, 2123, 2337, 2345, 
2478, 2488, 2511, 2588, 2642, 2760, 2768, 2811, 2824, 2927, 2935, 
2966, 2979, 3037, 3088, 3126, 3197, 3234, 3406, 3550, 3571, 3665, 
3676, 3677, 3698, 3711, 3791, 4148, 4154, 4267, 4270, 4273, 4369, 
4649, 4657, 4683, 4839, 4939, 5168, 5296, 5472, 5612, 5625, 5626

Sesamum indicum. See Sesame Seed

Setsubun. See Roasted / Parched Soybeans (Irimame)

Seventh-day Adventist work with vegetarianism. See 
Vegetarianism–Seventh-day Adventist Work with

Seventh-day Adventist writings or products (especially early) 
related to dietary fi ber. See Fiber–Seventh-day Adventist Writings 
or Products

Seventh-day Adventist writings or products (especially early) 
related to peanut butter. See Peanut Butter–Seventh-day Adventist 
Writings or Products

Seventh-day Adventists. See Fuller Life Inc., Harrison, D.W. 
(M.D.), and Africa Basic Foods (Uganda), Kellogg, John Harvey 
(M.D.) (1852-1943), Sanitas Nut Food Co. and Battle Creek Food 
Co., Kellogg, Will Keith,... Kellogg Co., Kloss, Jethro (1863-
1946) and his Book Back to Eden, Loma Linda Foods (Riverside, 
California), Loma Linda University (Loma Linda, California), 
Madison Foods and Madison College (Madison, Tennessee), Miller, 
Harry W. (M.D.) (1879-1977), Van Gundy, Theodore A., and La 
Sierra Industries (La Sierra, California), White, Ellen G (1827-
1915), Worthington Foods, Inc. (Worthington, Ohio)

Seventh-day Adventists–Adventist Small Food Companies in the 
USA. Including Butler Food Products, Cedar Lake Foods, Hilkrest 
/ Hillcrest, Lange Foods, Millstone Foods, Texas Protein Sales. See 
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also: Battle Creek Foods, Loma Linda Foods, La Sierra Industries, 
Madison Foods, or Sovex Natural Foods (Fuller Life Inc.) 4158

Seventh-day Adventists–Cookbooks and Their Authors, Dietitians 
and Nutritionists–Ella E.A. Kellogg (1852-1920), Anna L. Colcord 
(1860?-1940?), Jethro Kloss (1863-1946), Almeda Lambert (1864-
1921), Lenna Frances Cooper (1875-1961), Julius G. White (1878-
1955), Frances Dittes (1891-1979), Edyth Cottrell (1900-1995), 
Dorothea Van Gundy Jones (1903-1979), Philip S. Chen (1903-
1978), Frank & Rosalie Hurd (1936- ), etc.. 311, 681, 743, 773, 
813, 814, 838, 868, 957, 958, 1241, 1251, 1914, 1987, 1988, 2017, 
2479, 2803, 3115, 3222, 3374, 3658, 4174, 5791, 5823, 5824

Seventh-day Adventists–General and Historical 503, 843, 1021, 
1144

Seventh-day Adventists–Infl uence Today of Seventh-day Adventist 
Affi liated Organizations in the Fields of Vegetarianism, Health, and 
Soyfoods (Not Including Original Medical Research on Adventists) 
1413, 2398, 2573, 2654, 2828, 2977, 3232, 3521, 3817, 4258, 4452, 
4456, 4544, 4642, 4652, 5745, 5824

Seventh-day Adventists–Original Health-Related and Medical 
Research on Seventh-day Adventists Worldwide (Especially the two 
large epidemiological Adventist Health Studies) 4355, 5014, 5684, 
5958

Seventh-day Adventists–Overseas Companies Making Soyfoods 
(Europe). See DE-VAU-GE Gesundkostwerk GmbH (Lueneburg, 
Germany), Granose Foods Ltd. (Bucks., England)

Seventh-day Adventists–Overseas Companies Making Soyfoods 
(Europe, Asia, and Latin America). Other, Including Alimentos 
Colpac, Nutana, Saniku / San-iku Foods, Spicer Memorial College, 
Superbom 180, 2847, 3201, 3869, 3895, 4682, 5425, 5936

Seventh-day Adventists–Overseas Companies Making Soyfoods 
(Oceania). See Sanitarium Health Food Company (Wahroonga, 
Australia)

Seychelles. See Africa–Seychelles, Republic of

Shadowfax. See Natural Food Distributors and Master Distributors–
General and Other Smaller: Cliffrose, Shadowfax, etc.

Shakes–Made with Soymilk, Tofu, Amazake, Soy Protein, etc.–
Etymology of These Terms and Their Cognates / Relatives in 
Various Languages 2927, 2935

Shakes–Made with Soymilk, Tofu, Amazake, Soy Protein, etc. 
Usually non-dairy 2927, 2935, 3421, 3507, 3517, 3581, 3675, 4305, 
4567, 5120

Sharon’s Finest. See Rella Good Cheese Co.

Sheep, Lambs, Ewes, or Rams Fed Soybeans, Soybean Forage, or 
Soybean Cake or Meal as Feed to Make Wool or Mutton 551, 662, 
780, 3580

Shellabarger Grain Co. / Shellabarger Soybean Mills (Decatur, 

Illinois) 672, 4538

Shennong / Shen Nung. See Asia, East–China–Shennong / Shên 
Nung / Shen Nung

Shiokara-natto. See Fermented Black Soybeans from Japan–Other 
Names

Shiro shoyu. See Soy Sauce, Pale (Shiro Shoyu)

Shortening Made with Soy Oil 88

Shortening (Usually Hydrogenated) 88, 112, 238, 258, 276, 435, 
436, 437, 443, 528, 616, 671, 672, 759, 762, 765, 883, 1020, 1039, 
1090, 1204, 1241, 1272, 1295, 1633, 2310, 2396, 2648, 2747, 2819, 
2889, 3003, 3006, 3130, 3199, 3237, 3438, 3494, 3529, 3750, 3857, 
3974, 3983, 4003, 4059, 4062, 4148, 4709, 4840, 5158, 5229, 5459, 
5465, 5487, 5624, 5680, 5826, 5836, 5859, 5886, 6031

Shoyu. See Soy Sauce

Shurtleff, William. See Soyinfo Center (Lafayette, California)

Silage, soybean. See Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants–Forage 
Used for Silage / Ensilage

Simply Natural, Inc. (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania). Founded by 
Christine Pirello 5668

Sinaiko Family of Madison, Wisconsin–Incl. Joe Sinaiko of Iowa 
Milling Co. and Decatur Soy Products Co. (1891-1988), His 
Brother Ike Sinaiko of Illinois Soy Products Co. (1897-1977), and 
His Brothers-in-Law Max Albert of Galesburg Soy Products Co. 
(1893-1966) and Irving Rosen of Quincy Soybean Products Co. 
(1907-1964) 3415

Single cell proteins. See Microbial Proteins (Non-Photosynthetic)

Single Cell Proteins (Photosynthetic, Including Algae / Microalgae 
Such as Spirulina, Chlorella, and Scenedesmus) 607, 963, 1878, 
2025, 2765, 2899, 2990, 3470, 3537, 3543, 3591, 3661, 3665, 3676, 
3886, 4330, 4506, 5583, 5672, 5732

Sino-Japanese War (1894-1895)–Soybeans and Soyfoods. Rarely 
called Chinese-Japanese War 962

Size of soybean seeds. See Seed Weight / Size (Soybeans)–Weight 
of 100 Seeds in Grams, or Number of Seeds Per Pound

Sizings for paper or textiles. See Paper Coatings or Sizings, or 
Textile Sizing

Skin Health 67, 94, 106, 344, 379, 396, 515, 596, 611, 618, 810, 
821, 958, 997, 1200, 1349, 1735, 2987, 3693, 4369, 5054, 5904

Smoked tofu. See Tofu, Smoked

Smoothie–Made with Soymilk, Tofu, Soy Yogurt, Soy Protein 
Isolate, Rice Milk, or Other Non-Dairy Smoothie Ingredients. Also 
spelled Smoothies or Smoothees 2966, 4611, 5070, 5091, 5822
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Soaps or Detergents–Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a Non-Drying 
Oil–Soap, Detergent 114, 166, 258, 435, 436, 525, 528, 672, 705, 
784, 1090, 1204, 1272, 1303, 1304, 1311, 1424, 1732, 2050, 2092, 
2535, 2675, 3049, 3702, 3793, 4150, 4658, 4771, 5158, 5629

Societe Soy (Saint-Chamond, France). See Soyfoods Companies 
(Europe)–Nutrition et Soja

Society for Acclimatization (Société d’Acclimatation, France) 117

Soil Science 1201

Soil Science–Soil Erosion and Soil Conservation 1241, 2337, 2887, 
4228, 4597, 5085

Sojadoc (Clermond-Ferrand, France) 5968

Sojarei Vollwertkost GmbH (Traiskirchen, near Vienna, Austria). 
Formerly Sojarei Ebner-Prosl 5308

Sojinal / Biosoja (Formerly Cacoja; Affi liate of Coopérative 
Agricole de Colmar–Issenheim & Colmar, France). Acquired by 
B & K Holdings, of Switzerland, in mid-1993. Acquired by Alpro 
(Belgium) on 22 April 1996 5642, 5686, 5968

Solbar Hatzor Ltd. (Israel). See Hayes Ashdod Ltd. (renamed Solbar 
Hatzor Ltd. in April 1987) and Hayes General Technology (Israel)

Solnuts B.V. (Tilburg, The Netherlands; and Hudson, Iowa). 
Including Edible Soy Products, makers of Pro-Nuts, founded 
in 1970. Acquired by Specialty Food Ingredients Europe BV in 
Dec. 1991. Acquired by the Kerry Group in Jan. 2000 and Name 
Changed to Nutriant (Jan. 2002 to 2006) 3219, 3824, 3857, 4146, 
6030, 6039

Solomon Islands. See Oceania–Solomon Islands

Solvent extraction equipment. See Soybean Crushing–Equipment–
Solvent extraction

Solvents. See Soybean Crushing–Solvents

Solvents–Ethanol (Ethyl Alcohol)–Used for Soy Oil Extraction, or 
Washing / Purifi cation of Soy Products (Protein, Lecithin, Saponins, 
etc.) 29, 191, 201, 288, 294, 361, 568, 588, 644, 756, 972, 1025, 
1125, 1399, 1464, 1708, 1790, 1806, 1810, 1844, 1964, 2071, 2078, 
2090, 2316, 2612, 2619, 2772, 3054, 3915, 3959, 3961, 4058, 4726, 
5053, 5553, 5557, 5570, 5840

Solvents–Hexane–Used Mainly for Soy Oil Extraction 105, 129, 
198, 201, 258, 405, 420, 425, 462, 498, 537, 782, 796, 962, 972, 
1095, 1188, 1268, 1284, 1334, 1411, 1595, 1606, 1654, 2071, 2090, 
2316, 2345, 2648, 2753, 3006, 3054, 3216, 3237, 3238, 3253, 3379, 
3736, 3915, 4150, 4281, 4320, 4520, 4789, 4836, 4872, 4875, 5080, 
5969

Solvents, industrial. See Release or Curing Agents for Concrete or 
Asphalt, Industrial Solvents, Hydraulic Fluids, and Other Minor or 
General Uses

Solvents–Trichloroethylene (Trichlorethylene, Trichlor) 254, 279, 
420, 426, 480, 482, 484, 490, 492, 513, 526, 551, 566, 608, 645, 
660, 706, 707, 768, 776, 777, 778, 779, 780, 781, 782, 799, 803, 
852, 854, 900, 962, 972, 981, 995, 1013, 1025, 2090, 2131, 2197, 
2270, 2345, 3238, 4014, 4151, 4836, 5487

Solvents Used for Extraction of the Oil from Soybeans (General, 
Type of Solvent, Unspecifi ed, or Other). See also Ethanol, Hexane, 
and Trichloroethylene Solvents 190, 248, 376, 391, 394, 506, 537, 
801, 974, 1039, 1113, 1309, 2126, 2198, 2534, 2542, 2779, 4578, 
5370, 5459, 5836

Solvents Used for Extraction of the Oil from Soybeans: Naphtha / 
Naphthas. Also spelled Naptha / Napthas 23, 129, 962, 2345

Soup, miso. See Miso Soup

Sour Cream Alternatives (Non-Dairy–Usually Contains Soy) 998, 
2803, 2927, 2935, 2975, 3538, 3675, 3798, 4305, 4334, 4567, 4839, 
5317, 5386

South Africa. See Africa–South Africa

South America. See Latin America–South America

South America, soyfoods movement in. See Soyfoods Movement in 
South America

South America trade statistics. See Latin America–South America–
Trade (Imports or Exports)

South Asia / Indian Subcontinent–Soybean Crushing–Soy Oil and 
Meal Production and Consumption–Statistics, Trends, and Analyses 
5127

South Manchuria Railway and the South Manchuria Railway 
Company (Minami Manshu Tetsudo Kabushiki Kaisha) 37, 4296

South River Miso Co. (Conway, Massachusetts). Including Ohio 
Miso Co.. 3095, 4563, 5688

Sovex Natural Foods (Collegedale, Tennessee). See Fuller Life Inc.

Soy and Cancer Prevention; Cancer Preventing Substances in 
Soybeans and Soyfoods (Such as the Isofl avones Genistein and 
Daidzein) 833, 1013, 1545, 1892, 2009, 2070, 2097, 2376, 2470, 
2472, 2987, 2988, 3191, 3215, 3505, 3631, 3642, 3717, 3731, 3831, 
3833, 3885, 3911, 3935, 3936, 3957, 4096, 4125, 4162, 4186, 4208, 
4219, 4268, 4291, 4295, 4307, 4422, 4437, 4459, 4465, 4494, 4508, 
4532, 4630, 4692, 4713, 4721, 4754, 4761, 4786, 4800, 4808, 4823, 
4824, 4831, 4884, 4944, 4977, 4978, 5001, 5022, 5033, 5054, 5102, 
5118, 5204, 5207, 5261, 5283, 5315, 5330, 5352, 5362, 5366, 5403, 
5404, 5412, 5436, 5444, 5454, 5476, 5504, 5506, 5582, 5609, 5667, 
5683, 5688, 5700, 5736, 5742, 5776, 5806, 5811, 5812, 5819, 5820, 
5862, 5863, 5942, 5944, 5962, 5971, 5998, 6000, 6005, 6034

Soy bran. See Fiber, Soy

Soy Cheese–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives 
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in Various Languages 998, 2102, 2975

Soy Cheese–Fermented, Western Style, That Melts. May Contain 
Casein (Cow’s Milk Protein) 2767, 3131, 3535, 3558, 3675, 3902, 
3930, 3977, 4121, 5668, 5773

Soy Cheese Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–
By Geographical Region 5622

Soy Cheese–Non-Fermented, Western Style, That Melts. Typically 
Made with Tofu or Isolated Soy Proteins. Usually Contains Casein 
(A Protein from Cow’s Milk) 1850, 2102, 2975, 4144, 5416

Soy Cheese or Cheese Alternatives–General, Western Style, That 
Melts. Often Contains Casein (Cow’s Milk Protein) 998, 1692, 
2085, 2149, 2441, 3095, 3798, 4158, 4682, 4799, 4985, 5125, 5386, 
5490, 5506, 5622, 5789, 5798, 5980, 5994, 6025

Soy Cheesecake or Cream Pie, Usually Made with Tofu 2767, 2822, 
2927, 2935, 3393, 3421, 3507, 3517, 3535, 3538, 3675, 3721, 3898, 
4016, 4122, 4191, 4305, 4549, 4567, 4604, 4618, 4752, 4916, 5020, 
5070, 5317, 5471, 5658, 5864

Soy Chocolate (Toasted Soy Flour) (Also includes use of non-
roasted Soy Flour or Soymilk in Making Chocolate) 90, 113, 679, 
775, 1027, 1122, 2146, 3379

Soy Coffee–Made from Roasted Soy Flour or Ground Roasted 
Soybeans 90, 111, 161, 171, 274, 278, 379, 679, 743, 775, 1404, 
1770, 2249, 2257, 2767, 3299, 3535, 3538, 3539, 3585, 4158, 4189, 
4255, 5780

Soy Coffee (Roasted Soy Flour)–Etymology of This Term and Its 
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 379

Soy cotyledon fi ber / polysaccharides (from making soy protein 
isolates). See Fiber

Soy Cream Cheese–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / 
Relatives in Various Languages 4149

Soy Cream Cheese, Usually Made of Tofu or Soy Yogurt 959, 998, 
2534, 2927, 3165, 3538, 3581, 3675, 4031, 4149, 4305, 4536, 4567, 
5658, 5668, 5697, 5993

Soy, etymology of the word. See Etymology of the Word “Soy” and 
its Cognates / Relatives in English

Soy fi ber. See Fiber

Soy fl our companies (Europe). See Spillers Premier Products Ltd. 
(Puckeridge, Ware, Hertfordshire, England)

Soy fl our companies (Oceania). See Soy Products of Australia Pty. 
Ltd

Soy Flour, Defatted or Partially Defatted, Used as an Ingredient in 
Second Generation Commercial Products Such as Baked Goods, 
Pasta, etc.. 4984, 5380

Soy Flour Equipment 1520, 2286, 5847

Soy Flour, Grits, and Flakes–Enzyme Active (Whole / Full-Fat, 
Unheated) 1212, 1704, 1784, 1848, 2534, 2620, 2711, 2757, 3313, 
3906, 4052, 4187, 5570, 5917

Soy Flour, Grits, and Flakes–Use in Brewing Beer, Such as ADM 
Pro-zyme Flakes and Soybean Brew Flakes 2534

Soy Flour, Grits and Flakes (Usually Defatted)–Etymology of 
These Terms and Their Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 
110, 775, 2598

Soy Flour, Grits, Meal, Powder, or Flakes–For Food Use (Usually 
Defatted or Low-Fat). See also Soy Flour–Whole or Full-fat 5, 12, 
20, 22, 30, 31, 35, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 51, 52, 59, 61, 69, 73, 77, 81, 
85, 90, 91, 92, 110, 111, 113, 118, 122, 128, 134, 140, 148, 150, 
152, 159, 160, 162, 163, 165, 171, 180, 181, 198, 226, 230, 236, 
238, 239, 240, 245, 250, 253, 258, 263, 269, 274, 275, 288, 291, 
295, 315, 317, 320, 323, 326, 332, 336, 341, 348, 357, 359, 367, 
376, 378, 379, 383, 388, 415, 416, 419, 446, 449, 452, 455, 481, 
492, 509, 530, 537, 539, 540, 541, 543, 549, 555, 567, 576, 579, 
580, 593, 605, 606, 611, 615, 625, 627, 634, 647, 650, 651, 659, 
664, 665, 670, 675, 679, 681, 689, 712, 728, 732, 743, 745, 749, 
752, 754, 765, 769, 775, 798, 813, 814, 820, 834, 839, 843, 844, 
865, 870, 871, 889, 893, 911, 912, 914, 922, 936, 949, 950, 956, 
957, 958, 959, 963, 973, 987, 996, 1003, 1008, 1011, 1020, 1031, 
1032, 1046, 1047, 1049, 1071, 1081, 1083, 1084, 1090, 1091, 1094, 
1096, 1100, 1105, 1106, 1133, 1140, 1141, 1144, 1153, 1161, 1163, 
1164, 1167, 1170, 1173, 1177, 1180, 1188, 1193, 1200, 1208, 1212, 
1214, 1227, 1229, 1231, 1240, 1242, 1244, 1249, 1251, 1256, 1257, 
1258, 1264, 1265, 1273, 1279, 1291, 1294, 1298, 1301, 1309, 1311, 
1324, 1328, 1329, 1330, 1369, 1384, 1386, 1388, 1394, 1404, 1406, 
1423, 1425, 1441, 1444, 1453, 1454, 1459, 1480, 1487, 1489, 1490, 
1492, 1495, 1510, 1513, 1514, 1520, 1548, 1550, 1553, 1596, 1599, 
1600, 1606, 1607, 1608, 1610, 1622, 1626, 1630, 1634, 1636, 1649, 
1651, 1661, 1670, 1675, 1677, 1707, 1708, 1709, 1713, 1714, 1721, 
1724, 1730, 1732, 1745, 1752, 1755, 1762, 1771, 1777, 1796, 1807, 
1819, 1820, 1821, 1822, 1827, 1843, 1847, 1848, 1850, 1873, 1893, 
1896, 1899, 1903, 1904, 1911, 1914, 1917, 1919, 1922, 1945, 1949, 
1952, 1955, 1956, 1958, 1964, 1969, 1975, 1982, 1985, 1987, 1988, 
1999, 2010, 2011, 2014, 2015, 2017, 2020, 2025, 2054, 2060, 2063, 
2065, 2069, 2078, 2082, 2086, 2087, 2090, 2099, 2100, 2102, 2105, 
2119, 2122, 2124, 2125, 2126, 2134, 2145, 2157, 2169, 2182, 2183, 
2184, 2187, 2197, 2202, 2213, 2225, 2232, 2240, 2248, 2249, 2250, 
2263, 2266, 2273, 2275, 2293, 2294, 2295, 2297, 2301, 2304, 2307, 
2309, 2310, 2316, 2327, 2332, 2337, 2346, 2351, 2390, 2392, 2396, 
2407, 2423, 2431, 2434, 2435, 2437, 2438, 2445, 2454, 2456, 2458, 
2468, 2478, 2481, 2487, 2502, 2504, 2505, 2510, 2514, 2519, 2523, 
2534, 2536, 2553, 2567, 2568, 2569, 2579, 2588, 2598, 2607, 2617, 
2618, 2621, 2642, 2648, 2651, 2652, 2667, 2669, 2675, 2679, 2684, 
2685, 2687, 2695, 2696, 2700, 2704, 2708, 2710, 2711, 2734, 2736, 
2744, 2748, 2753, 2760, 2765, 2767, 2768, 2769, 2776, 2784, 2803, 
2809, 2813, 2823, 2824, 2827, 2834, 2842, 2846, 2854, 2858, 2859, 
2861, 2862, 2865, 2867, 2881, 2892, 2908, 2922, 2927, 2935, 2942, 
2943, 2964, 2968, 2973, 2974, 2982, 2997, 3003, 3004, 3012, 3017, 
3023, 3037, 3050, 3051, 3054, 3055, 3060, 3061, 3062, 3063, 3065, 
3076, 3080, 3089, 3102, 3103, 3108, 3111, 3123, 3124, 3133, 3134, 
3148, 3164, 3172, 3174, 3190, 3199, 3209, 3211, 3223, 3224, 3231, 
3255, 3260, 3261, 3268, 3278, 3285, 3299, 3308, 3311, 3313, 3317, 
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3322, 3328, 3333, 3334, 3335, 3336, 3360, 3369, 3381, 3387, 3389, 
3405, 3414, 3416, 3427, 3469, 3478, 3503, 3515, 3519, 3525, 3528, 
3535, 3537, 3538, 3540, 3545, 3550, 3554, 3565, 3567, 3568, 3571, 
3576, 3581, 3585, 3592, 3595, 3602, 3603, 3608, 3613, 3614, 3621, 
3622, 3632, 3636, 3637, 3659, 3670, 3677, 3682, 3687, 3696, 3715, 
3724, 3727, 3730, 3736, 3751, 3775, 3783, 3790, 3798, 3800, 3832, 
3842, 3864, 3906, 3908, 3912, 3914, 3915, 3919, 3922, 3938, 3952, 
3954, 3969, 3971, 3993, 4001, 4004, 4020, 4028, 4041, 4042, 4043, 
4049, 4052, 4053, 4058, 4063, 4071, 4075, 4080, 4081, 4093, 4094, 
4098, 4101, 4105, 4114, 4124, 4145, 4153, 4173, 4174, 4187, 4204, 
4220, 4221, 4239, 4255, 4267, 4277, 4301, 4304, 4314, 4320, 4336, 
4342, 4367, 4386, 4405, 4423, 4424, 4453, 4470, 4471, 4498, 4501, 
4514, 4517, 4536, 4537, 4551, 4552, 4553, 4555, 4556, 4564, 4604, 
4615, 4629, 4636, 4646, 4652, 4658, 4688, 4691, 4701, 4702, 4741, 
4781, 4785, 4789, 4797, 4802, 4810, 4813, 4816, 4836, 4866, 4876, 
4878, 4892, 4908, 4920, 4927, 4933, 4937, 4948, 4958, 4983, 5018, 
5038, 5043, 5058, 5069, 5070, 5079, 5081, 5082, 5085, 5088, 5093, 
5105, 5127, 5131, 5152, 5158, 5176, 5184, 5218, 5223, 5227, 5263, 
5278, 5280, 5287, 5290, 5291, 5305, 5310, 5314, 5317, 5344, 5370, 
5447, 5450, 5455, 5456, 5459, 5469, 5481, 5488, 5490, 5496, 5537, 
5552, 5554, 5564, 5566, 5570, 5571, 5589, 5611, 5612, 5619, 5627, 
5634, 5666, 5692, 5695, 5697, 5707, 5710, 5740, 5759, 5780, 5783, 
5789, 5791, 5792, 5803, 5818, 5839, 5840, 5843, 5847, 5848, 5866, 
5886, 5889, 5911, 5917, 5921, 5961, 5995, 6012, 6022, 6025, 6031, 
6035

Soy Flour–Imports, Exports, International Trade 455

Soy Flour, Industrial Uses of–Other. See also: Adhesives or Glues 
for Plywood, Other Woods, Wallpaper, Building Materials, Etc.. 
357, 659, 792, 997, 1349, 2197

Soy Flour Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By 
Geographical Region 455, 1387, 1515, 1848, 2126, 2326, 2568, 
2804, 4052, 4094, 4658, 5566, 5627, 5865, 5867

Soy Flour Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–
Individual Companies or Products 476, 2146, 3260, 4038, 4060, 
5327, 5421

Soy Flour or Defatted Soybean Meal in Cereal-Soy Blends, with 
Emphasis on Dry Products Used in Third World Countries, Often 
Used as Weaning Foods (such as CSM, WSB, etc.) 31, 56, 63, 331, 
351, 398, 476, 808, 931, 1006, 1007, 1081, 1132, 1163, 1174, 1253, 
1341, 1387, 1425, 1466, 1467, 1470, 1610, 1632, 1767, 1779, 1781, 
1799, 1811, 1824, 1834, 1836, 1851, 1861, 1862, 1867, 1870, 1871, 
1874, 1883, 1931, 1945, 1994, 2011, 2041, 2073, 2119, 2120, 2138, 
2145, 2146, 2156, 2157, 2304, 2308, 2454, 2462, 2468, 2523, 2524, 
2535, 2536, 2548, 2556, 2561, 2579, 2589, 2617, 2646, 2648, 2691, 
2704, 2712, 2760, 2774, 2800, 2850, 2863, 2912, 2914, 2923, 2939, 
3033, 3052, 3063, 3076, 3081, 3086, 3108, 3134, 3136, 3145, 3146, 
3172, 3284, 3365, 3368, 3389, 3400, 3446, 3447, 3464, 3471, 3504, 
3550, 3568, 3569, 3585, 3603, 3722, 3735, 3776, 3810, 3814, 3848, 
3853, 3861, 3887, 3917, 3954, 3966, 4017, 4019, 4038, 4045, 4060, 
4064, 4094, 4101, 4158, 4221, 4223, 4233, 4367, 4388, 4649, 4675, 
4676, 4791, 4797, 4885, 5059, 5131, 5170, 5327, 5351, 5367, 5370, 
5421, 5459, 5480, 5481, 5626, 5705, 5757, 5808, 5847, 5867, 5868, 
5932, 6038

Soy fl our, roasted. See Roasted soy fl our

Soy Flour, Textured (Including TVP, Textured Vegetable Protein) 
1520, 1637, 1753, 1809, 1851, 1883, 1911, 2157, 2179, 2181, 2207, 
2235, 2240, 2275, 2284, 2287, 2292, 2300, 2314, 2326, 2349, 2368, 
2487, 2552, 2568, 2579, 2604, 2630, 2648, 2709, 2735, 2757, 2758, 
2777, 2827, 2834, 2843, 2873, 2878, 2884, 2898, 2904, 2916, 2927, 
2972, 2978, 2995, 3003, 3012, 3037, 3039, 3051, 3055, 3080, 3111, 
3162, 3165, 3170, 3260, 3292, 3293, 3347, 3381, 3387, 3389, 3420, 
3453, 3454, 3528, 3534, 3535, 3538, 3545, 3561, 3585, 3608, 3618, 
3636, 3687, 3756, 3791, 3909, 3969, 4006, 4017, 4075, 4094, 4112, 
4153, 4184, 4193, 4282, 4320, 4336, 4346, 4379, 4406, 4411, 4413, 
4423, 4431, 4445, 4463, 4517, 4658, 4661, 4675, 4761, 4768, 4836, 
4873, 4907, 4909, 4924, 4990, 5020, 5025, 5043, 5070, 5078, 5142, 
5221, 5290, 5329, 5389, 5502, 5564, 5627, 5695, 5755, 5780, 5848, 
5865, 5866, 5868, 5908, 5964, 5981

Soy Flour–Whole or Full-fat 3, 13, 30, 114, 152, 161, 194, 245, 
255, 257, 260, 270, 280, 283, 376, 387, 439, 446, 455, 476, 637, 
664, 733, 1042, 1081, 1085, 1122, 1123, 1188, 1200, 1354, 1378, 
1381, 1391, 1395, 1396, 1439, 1453, 1458, 1466, 1467, 1470, 1484, 
1486, 1487, 1497, 1498, 1501, 1502, 1503, 1504, 1505, 1515, 1520, 
1532, 1549, 1583, 1594, 1606, 1618, 1622, 1632, 1637, 1652, 1707, 
1713, 1724, 1752, 1753, 1764, 1767, 1777, 1808, 1811, 1827, 1834, 
1848, 1861, 1883, 1899, 1922, 1924, 1937, 1952, 2063, 2087, 2103, 
2126, 2134, 2179, 2191, 2195, 2197, 2207, 2213, 2219, 2252, 2257, 
2267, 2275, 2286, 2294, 2304, 2314, 2351, 2368, 2457, 2459, 2467, 
2498, 2504, 2523, 2549, 2556, 2564, 2568, 2588, 2589, 2617, 2620, 
2646, 2684, 2733, 2757, 2802, 2811, 2823, 2927, 2935, 2939, 3003, 
3004, 3012, 3110, 3165, 3211, 3262, 3263, 3296, 3379, 3387, 3400, 
3414, 3420, 3422, 3447, 3450, 3469, 3491, 3516, 3519, 3534, 3536, 
3574, 3585, 3636, 3659, 3665, 3668, 3676, 3689, 3699, 3771, 3776, 
3787, 3810, 3814, 3848, 3874, 3906, 3921, 3928, 3938, 3951, 4005, 
4038, 4052, 4061, 4090, 4101, 4103, 4158, 4193, 4221, 4233, 4255, 
4321, 4367, 4388, 4477, 4518, 4538, 4569, 4649, 4661, 4675, 4760, 
4797, 4838, 4839, 4862, 4873, 4920, 4990, 5007, 5017, 5020, 5059, 
5127, 5140, 5172, 5227, 5304, 5327, 5367, 5421, 5546, 5570, 5705, 
5713, 5759, 5760, 5848, 5865, 5866, 5920

Soy Flour, Whole or Full-fat–Etymology of These Terms and Their 
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 3

Soy Flour, Whole or Full-fat, Used as an Ingredient in Second 
Generation Commercial Products Such as Baked Goods, Pasta, etc.. 
2006, 6038

Soy ice cream companies (USA). See Barricini Foods (Mountain 
Lakes, New Jersey), Tofutti Brands, Inc. (Cranford, New Jersey)

Soy Ice Cream–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / 
Relatives in Various Languages 2927, 3269, 4882, 4946

Soy Ice Cream (Frozen or Dry Mix)–Imports, Exports, International 
Trade 4716

Soy Ice Cream (General–Usually Non-Dairy) 36, 111, 171, 454, 
538, 728, 733, 813, 949, 959, 998, 1000, 1090, 1251, 1718, 1987, 
1988, 2197, 2248, 2257, 2275, 2281, 2534, 2648, 2765, 2767, 2924, 
2927, 2935, 3165, 3269, 3299, 3381, 3393, 3519, 3529, 3535, 3538, 
3581, 3645, 3675, 3717, 3721, 3756, 3776, 3798, 3898, 4031, 4080, 
4185, 4191, 4305, 4312, 4379, 4536, 4544, 4547, 4567, 4603, 4682, 
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4716, 4798, 4811, 4837, 4882, 4916, 4935, 4946, 4966, 4982, 4985, 
4987, 5010, 5020, 5086, 5105, 5132, 5158, 5182, 5274, 5317, 5325, 
5347, 5386, 5394, 5418, 5443, 5455, 5463, 5469, 5479, 5490, 5497, 
5506, 5608, 5622, 5686, 5697, 5780, 5791, 5848, 5864, 5880, 5886, 
6025, 6031

Soy Ice Cream Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and 
Analyses–By Geographical Region 4798, 6031

Soy Ice Cream–Non-Soy Non-Dairy Relatives (As Made from 
Amazake, Fruit Juices, Peanuts, Field Peas, etc.) 5600

Soy infant formula. See Infant Formula, Soy-based

Soy lecithin. See Lecithin, Soy

Soy Molasses or Soy Solubles–A By-Product of Making Soy 
Protein Concentrate Using the Aqueous Alcohol Wash Process. 
Rich in Isofl avones 1410, 2504, 2772, 4799

Soy Oil as a Commodity, Product, or Ingredient for Food Use (in 
Cookery or Foods). Its Manufacture, Refi ning, Trade, and Use. See 
Also: Industrial Uses of Soy Oil, and Nutrition: Lipids 23, 29, 37, 
81, 90, 105, 129, 150, 164, 166, 180, 196, 197, 201, 230, 248, 252, 
266, 272, 273, 276, 294, 360, 379, 390, 391, 435, 436, 437, 443, 
447, 480, 483, 492, 515, 528, 537, 538, 546, 568, 588, 612, 613, 
616, 635, 644, 656, 664, 671, 679, 683, 706, 731, 738, 763, 784, 
791, 803, 814, 850, 852, 860, 861, 868, 883, 907, 949, 961, 977, 
1025, 1039, 1052, 1053, 1059, 1074, 1076, 1085, 1099, 1120, 1124, 
1143, 1165, 1186, 1194, 1204, 1248, 1264, 1268, 1272, 1290, 1295, 
1297, 1299, 1311, 1334, 1365, 1366, 1377, 1427, 1430, 1459, 1461, 
1473, 1482, 1485, 1492, 1508, 1549, 1585, 1586, 1587, 1591, 1624, 
1627, 1630, 1633, 1651, 1673, 1675, 1694, 1708, 1736, 1742, 1770, 
1790, 1857, 1881, 1885, 1919, 1924, 1948, 1964, 1971, 1989, 1997, 
2035, 2048, 2050, 2059, 2063, 2071, 2080, 2090, 2092, 2102, 2126, 
2198, 2205, 2239, 2286, 2345, 2465, 2466, 2474, 2478, 2485, 2514, 
2535, 2536, 2592, 2612, 2648, 2651, 2663, 2675, 2717, 2721, 2747, 
2753, 2761, 2779, 2796, 2804, 2819, 2840, 2844, 2890, 2907, 2908, 
2915, 2927, 2935, 2968, 3006, 3049, 3056, 3060, 3061, 3063, 3118, 
3127, 3130, 3153, 3176, 3199, 3237, 3238, 3289, 3330, 3359, 3371, 
3380, 3418, 3436, 3512, 3526, 3529, 3530, 3536, 3543, 3545, 3550, 
3581, 3667, 3720, 3722, 3747, 3793, 3798, 3800, 3815, 3832, 3839, 
3849, 3875, 3925, 3962, 3964, 3968, 3969, 3972, 3973, 3974, 3983, 
4041, 4043, 4046, 4054, 4065, 4070, 4073, 4087, 4088, 4150, 4151, 
4173, 4313, 4322, 4390, 4423, 4442, 4491, 4521, 4536, 4553, 4566, 
4573, 4577, 4603, 4618, 4670, 4694, 4696, 4700, 4709, 4716, 4757, 
4816, 4837, 4840, 4875, 4890, 4920, 5037, 5043, 5044, 5046, 5079, 
5085, 5092, 5105, 5127, 5184, 5190, 5198, 5322, 5323, 5331, 5345, 
5348, 5364, 5370, 5429, 5430, 5433, 5457, 5461, 5469, 5478, 5481, 
5487, 5490, 5494, 5513, 5522, 5525, 5544, 5545, 5549, 5573, 5592, 
5599, 5605, 5608, 5615, 5621, 5624, 5642, 5644, 5653, 5661, 5678, 
5680, 5693, 5695, 5697, 5740, 5754, 5759, 5774, 5775, 5788, 5826, 
5834, 5835, 5836, 5847, 5853, 5857, 5858, 5859, 5938, 5955, 6031

Soy oil as an adulterant. See Adulteration of Foods and its 
Detection–Soy Oil

Soy Oil Constants. Includes Index of Refreaction, Refreactive 
Index, Solidifi cation Point (Erstarrungspunkt), Specifi c Gravity. 
See also Iodine Number 165, 360, 437, 443, 454, 664, 714, 1262, 

1872, 2126, 2648, 3216, 4003, 4871, 4872, 4940, 5037, 5080

Soy Oil Constants–Iodine Number / Value 188, 437, 443, 454, 594, 
636, 671, 1052, 1066, 1262, 1376, 1485, 2047, 2108, 2537, 2648, 
2666, 3006, 3176, 3216, 3452, 4003, 4871, 4872

Soy oil–industry and market statistics. See Soybean Crushing

Soy Plant (The) (Ann Arbor, Michigan). See Rosewood Products 
Inc. (Ann Arbor)

Soy Products of Australia Pty. Ltd. (Bayswater, Victoria, Australia). 
Formerly F.G. Roberts Health Food Products (Melbourne) 180, 
5172

Soy Protein and Proteins–Etymology of These Terms and Their 
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 965, 2045, 2103, 2437, 
2584, 2757

Soy protein companies (Israel). See Hayes Ashdod Ltd. and Hayes 
General Technology

Soy protein companies (USA). See Borden, Inc., Delsoy Products, 
Inc., Drackett Co. (The), Glidden Co. (The), Grain Processing 
Corporation, Griffi th Laboratories, Gunther Products, Inc., Laucks 
(I.F.) Co., Mitchell Foods, Inc., Rich Products Corporation

Soy Protein Concentrates, Textured 2314, 2884, 2895, 3012, 3111, 
3128, 3162, 3223, 3389, 3585, 4181, 4282, 4320, 4463, 4658, 4761, 
4908, 5045, 5554, 5964, 5995, 6025

Soy Protein Council (Food Protein Council from 1971 to Dec. 
1981) 2899, 3078, 3104, 3124, 3129, 3721, 4379, 4866, 5484, 5566, 
5964

Soy Protein, Industrial Uses of–Other. Shotgun Shell Casings 2197, 
5890

Soy Protein Isolates, Concentrates, or Textured Soy Protein 
Products–Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By 
Geographical Region 1515, 1837, 1925, 2293, 2326, 2396, 2504, 
2568, 2606, 2804, 2873, 3003, 3039, 3129, 3147, 3545, 4094, 4463, 
4658, 4882, 5045, 5452, 5566, 5627, 5693, 5696, 5848, 5866, 5911, 
5964

Soy Protein Isolates, Concentrates, or Textured Soy Protein 
Products–Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–
Individual Companies 1612, 3162, 3201, 3260, 3420, 5149, 5502, 
5522, 5964, 5981

Soy Protein Isolates, Industrial Uses of 198, 258, 1086, 1156, 1189

Soy Protein Isolates, Textured (For Food Use Only, Including Spun 
Soy Protein Fibers or Soy Isolate Gels). See also: Industrial Uses of 
Soy Proteins–Fibers (Artifi cial Wool Made from Spun Soy Protein 
Fibers) 1265, 1510, 1630, 1651, 1687, 1762, 1804, 1838, 1877, 
1959, 2166, 2284, 2292, 2293, 2302, 2304, 2314, 2326, 2338, 2368, 
2487, 2504, 2523, 2534, 2558, 2568, 2573, 2577, 2621, 2623, 2648, 
2765, 2777, 2780, 2811, 2927, 2935, 2967, 2975, 2982, 3003, 3012, 
3223, 3382, 3424, 3528, 3530, 3537, 3545, 3564, 3607, 4282, 4340, 
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4627, 4636, 4836, 4883, 4909, 5522, 5570, 5695, 5964, 5966, 5982

Soy Protein Products (General, or Modern Products). See also: 
Nutrition–Protein, Protein Quality, and Amino Acid Composition 
29, 45, 172, 198, 206, 357, 364, 366, 394, 448, 512, 593, 628, 632, 
659, 693, 754, 853, 854, 898, 943, 949, 957, 958, 963, 967, 986, 
1015, 1193, 1202, 1221, 1259, 1264, 1273, 1308, 1328, 1329, 1351, 
1357, 1415, 1489, 1490, 1515, 1549, 1581, 1594, 1595, 1619, 1620, 
1665, 1696, 1714, 1756, 1781, 1790, 1843, 1871, 1926, 1940, 1955, 
1956, 1975, 1986, 2019, 2033, 2045, 2050, 2062, 2063, 2071, 2073, 
2085, 2094, 2101, 2139, 2146, 2164, 2187, 2197, 2279, 2289, 2293, 
2298, 2302, 2304, 2310, 2318, 2319, 2326, 2327, 2371, 2390, 2396, 
2437, 2468, 2514, 2518, 2534, 2535, 2536, 2552, 2568, 2672, 2684, 
2686, 2687, 2694, 2784, 2798, 2799, 2811, 2833, 2841, 2858, 2861, 
2879, 2880, 2899, 2910, 2926, 2945, 2968, 3003, 3004, 3011, 3012, 
3039, 3078, 3080, 3103, 3104, 3109, 3111, 3124, 3129, 3147, 3155, 
3185, 3282, 3338, 3375, 3405, 3411, 3416, 3418, 3431, 3432, 3448, 
3456, 3460, 3521, 3522, 3525, 3530, 3537, 3543, 3547, 3550, 3552, 
3572, 3600, 3601, 3602, 3609, 3612, 3621, 3623, 3626, 3630, 3640, 
3695, 3708, 3718, 3724, 3741, 3744, 3782, 3786, 3792, 3798, 3799, 
3800, 3834, 3860, 3865, 3891, 3929, 3968, 3997, 3998, 4000, 4013, 
4033, 4039, 4041, 4048, 4049, 4050, 4051, 4064, 4068, 4079, 4089, 
4093, 4094, 4116, 4157, 4190, 4220, 4242, 4254, 4370, 4406, 4408, 
4410, 4414, 4415, 4419, 4423, 4426, 4430, 4439, 4440, 4441, 4448, 
4454, 4455, 4489, 4510, 4528, 4589, 4608, 4609, 4620, 4636, 4645, 
4658, 4669, 4747, 4755, 4761, 4774, 4799, 4830, 4846, 4857, 4861, 
4866, 4876, 4976, 4990, 5005, 5042, 5050, 5085, 5144, 5224, 5239, 
5281, 5301, 5363, 5377, 5431, 5484, 5495, 5566, 5570, 5608, 5693, 
5804, 5843, 5865, 5866, 5897, 5907, 5929, 5964

Soy Proteins–Concentrates 1071, 1188, 1264, 1265, 1330, 1411, 
1416, 1515, 1521, 1630, 1654, 1667, 1713, 1762, 1837, 1847, 1925, 
1952, 1953, 1962, 2060, 2063, 2070, 2100, 2106, 2126, 2134, 2149, 
2197, 2240, 2275, 2293, 2294, 2304, 2314, 2326, 2423, 2437, 2462, 
2504, 2514, 2523, 2536, 2568, 2579, 2617, 2648, 2698, 2700, 2710, 
2711, 2734, 2757, 2777, 2804, 2807, 2811, 2830, 2834, 2866, 2884, 
2927, 2935, 3003, 3004, 3012, 3016, 3054, 3080, 3103, 3108, 3124, 
3134, 3162, 3223, 3247, 3260, 3270, 3313, 3334, 3463, 3528, 3545, 
3550, 3555, 3585, 3592, 3621, 3622, 3687, 3699, 3715, 3724, 3728, 
3730, 3736, 3789, 3798, 3842, 3864, 3906, 3914, 3915, 3938, 3965, 
3971, 4042, 4045, 4052, 4058, 4063, 4071, 4094, 4114, 4127, 4143, 
4304, 4320, 4331, 4405, 4407, 4503, 4514, 4537, 4574, 4575, 4588, 
4615, 4636, 4646, 4658, 4661, 4701, 4726, 4768, 4785, 4789, 4802, 
4813, 4819, 4866, 4882, 4908, 4909, 4933, 4967, 4983, 4990, 4994, 
5045, 5093, 5100, 5158, 5176, 5201, 5227, 5344, 5432, 5456, 5459, 
5481, 5490, 5506, 5570, 5627, 5634, 5740, 5783, 5840, 5848, 5889, 
5917, 5964, 5984, 5995, 6022, 6025, 6028, 6035

Soy Proteins–Concentrates–Etymology of These Terms and Their 
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 1330, 2807, 2830, 2884, 
3128, 3724, 3938

Soy Proteins–Detection When Added to Other Food Products (Such 
as Meat or Dairy Products, Wheat Flour or Baked Goods) 357, 
1932, 2534, 2542, 3179, 3180, 3473, 5604, 5783

Soy Proteins–Hydrolyzed and Hydrolysates (General), as in 
Flavourings, HVP, Cosmetics, Personal Care Products, Predigested 
Milk Replacers, etc.. 176, 206, 2184, 2951, 3905, 4079, 4369, 4375, 
4981, 4984, 4985, 4986, 5368, 5629, 5825, 5848

Soy Proteins–Isolates–Enzyme-Modifi ed Soy Protein with 
Whipping / Foaming Properties Used to Replace Egg Albumen, and 
Early Related Whipping / Aerating Agents or Products 55, 191, 198, 
357, 959, 1000, 1193, 1257, 1265, 1923, 2040, 2208, 2504, 2514, 
2534, 2568, 2804, 2811, 2926, 3012, 3124, 3388, 3545, 3578, 3686, 
4888, 4909, 4964, 5063, 5311, 5459, 5508, 5735, 5915, 5919, 5964

Soy Proteins–Isolates–Etymology of These Terms and Their 
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 155, 959, 1164, 1225, 
1701, 1999, 2083, 2648, 2764, 2919, 4746, 4994

Soy Proteins–Isolates, for Food Use. See also: Isolates, for 
Industrial (Non-Food) Use 155, 191, 198, 248, 258, 357, 492, 555, 
712, 764, 765, 813, 822, 905, 906, 909, 949, 952, 954, 959, 974, 
998, 1000, 1051, 1079, 1153, 1164, 1180, 1198, 1202, 1208, 1233, 
1257, 1264, 1265, 1269, 1286, 1310, 1311, 1329, 1330, 1357, 1388, 
1489, 1491, 1515, 1521, 1522, 1525, 1546, 1549, 1550, 1554, 1556, 
1598, 1612, 1630, 1634, 1646, 1697, 1701, 1706, 1710, 1713, 1717, 
1718, 1729, 1750, 1752, 1789, 1795, 1806, 1816, 1837, 1844, 1850, 
1854, 1859, 1904, 1924, 1925, 1927, 1941, 1952, 1957, 1985, 1999, 
2007, 2011, 2024, 2028, 2049, 2057, 2060, 2061, 2063, 2070, 2074, 
2076, 2077, 2083, 2100, 2114, 2126, 2142, 2179, 2197, 2207, 2216, 
2217, 2240, 2241, 2261, 2262, 2275, 2293, 2294, 2304, 2310, 2314, 
2320, 2328, 2353, 2368, 2396, 2406, 2437, 2469, 2490, 2523, 2530, 
2534, 2536, 2547, 2568, 2579, 2585, 2595, 2617, 2619, 2621, 2648, 
2667, 2669, 2685, 2690, 2697, 2698, 2700, 2704, 2710, 2711, 2718, 
2733, 2734, 2757, 2764, 2804, 2807, 2809, 2811, 2812, 2866, 2867, 
2868, 2919, 2926, 2966, 2968, 2972, 2973, 3003, 3004, 3012, 3013, 
3016, 3018, 3020, 3032, 3039, 3054, 3080, 3100, 3103, 3108, 3116, 
3124, 3134, 3211, 3218, 3223, 3249, 3258, 3260, 3270, 3292, 3293, 
3297, 3317, 3334, 3383, 3404, 3424, 3439, 3459, 3460, 3497, 3528, 
3530, 3550, 3555, 3564, 3565, 3580, 3585, 3588, 3594, 3596, 3621, 
3622, 3636, 3645, 3664, 3669, 3679, 3686, 3687, 3713, 3715, 3724, 
3725, 3730, 3736, 3742, 3748, 3752, 3762, 3765, 3789, 3795, 3798, 
3800, 3801, 3836, 3842, 3864, 3869, 3883, 3892, 3906, 3907, 3914, 
3915, 3918, 3938, 3965, 3971, 3988, 4032, 4042, 4045, 4052, 4053, 
4058, 4063, 4071, 4077, 4078, 4094, 4098, 4114, 4115, 4127, 4136, 
4143, 4156, 4166, 4170, 4185, 4186, 4190, 4193, 4200, 4233, 4288, 
4289, 4312, 4320, 4331, 4338, 4346, 4353, 4357, 4358, 4379, 4385, 
4405, 4407, 4423, 4449, 4462, 4463, 4493, 4514, 4517, 4527, 4537, 
4539, 4581, 4583, 4595, 4615, 4636, 4646, 4649, 4658, 4666, 4667, 
4671, 4672, 4685, 4688, 4716, 4745, 4746, 4768, 4779, 4788, 4789, 
4790, 4802, 4814, 4836, 4848, 4866, 4870, 4874, 4882, 4895, 4908, 
4961, 4964, 4969, 4972, 4983, 4986, 4990, 4991, 4994, 5005, 5018, 
5021, 5043, 5053, 5058, 5069, 5081, 5082, 5093, 5100, 5106, 5109, 
5117, 5127, 5132, 5134, 5149, 5158, 5162, 5163, 5169, 5176, 5201, 
5227, 5243, 5259, 5266, 5280, 5305, 5319, 5328, 5336, 5340, 5344, 
5354, 5383, 5386, 5387, 5396, 5420, 5440, 5452, 5453, 5456, 5459, 
5475, 5481, 5490, 5491, 5492, 5506, 5522, 5537, 5554, 5564, 5570, 
5589, 5608, 5627, 5634, 5642, 5663, 5693, 5694, 5695, 5696, 5698, 
5711, 5728, 5731, 5732, 5740, 5753, 5763, 5779, 5787, 5818, 5833, 
5848, 5888, 5889, 5891, 5896, 5911, 5917, 5919, 5922, 5925, 5964, 
5995, 6008, 6022, 6025, 6028, 6035, 6036

Soy Proteins–Properties (Including Types {Globulins, Glycinin, 
Beta- and Gamma-Conglycinin}, 7S & 11S Protein Fractions and 
Subunits, Sedimentation Coeffi cients, Nitrogen Solubility, and 
Rheology) 1, 73, 102, 238, 315, 357, 830, 856, 901, 924, 932, 954, 
965, 972, 975, 1175, 1184, 1193, 1208, 1225, 1284, 1351, 1357, 
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1399, 1654, 1667, 1688, 1693, 1706, 1714, 1741, 1837, 1849, 1856, 
1859, 1882, 1924, 1932, 1943, 1947, 1973, 2030, 2037, 2045, 2060, 
2075, 2078, 2094, 2100, 2103, 2128, 2197, 2211, 2240, 2285, 2290, 
2294, 2310, 2318, 2335, 2396, 2437, 2438, 2504, 2534, 2536, 2542, 
2580, 2585, 2619, 2698, 2756, 2757, 2764, 2839, 2857, 2868, 2879, 
2880, 2926, 3003, 3004, 3012, 3029, 3085, 3107, 3121, 3233, 3309, 
3378, 3388, 3410, 3411, 3412, 3549, 3550, 3577, 3656, 3715, 3906, 
3943, 3945, 4008, 4088, 4195, 4527, 4608, 4631, 4632, 4634, 4636, 
4638, 4646, 4653, 4727, 4747, 4751, 4792, 4833, 4964, 4998, 5009, 
5050, 5053, 5063, 5072, 5073, 5213, 5264, 5329, 5382, 5419, 5459, 
5466, 5516, 5561, 5575, 5611, 5687, 5825, 5919, 5964, 6017

Soy Proteins, Textured (General) 2107, 2148, 2203, 2292, 2302, 
2326, 2327, 2336, 2338, 2347, 2398, 2424, 2475, 2529, 2536, 2573, 
2577, 2606, 2654, 2689, 2692, 2695, 2705, 2709, 2715, 2722, 2727, 
2771, 2787, 2901, 2903, 2916, 2917, 2965, 2967, 2968, 2975, 2991, 
3050, 3058, 3071, 3098, 3103, 3108, 3133, 3247, 3248, 3257, 3286, 
3313, 3324, 3370, 3389, 3414, 3486, 3503, 3543, 3548, 3550, 3571, 
3618, 3627, 3664, 3704, 3724, 3789, 3808, 3842, 3864, 3938, 4012, 
4193, 4197, 4233, 4255, 4265, 4289, 4330, 4439, 4454, 4530, 4564, 
4627, 4725, 4739, 5048, 5158, 5199, 5259, 5350, 5459, 5490, 5521, 
5560, 5570, 5707, 5848, 5882, 5964, 6025

Soy Proteins–Textured, in Dry Cereal-Soy Blends 1851, 2157, 
2579, 2904

Soy Proteins–Textured Isolates–Etymology of These Terms and 
Their Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 1687, 2292

Soy Proteins–Used as an Ingredient in or for Early Second 
Generation Commercial Food or Beverage Products 1411, 1522

Soy Pudding, Custard, Parfait, or Mousse (Usually made from 
Soymilk. Non-Dairy Milk, or Tofu). See also Soy Yogurt–Not 
Fermented 36, 138, 171, 827, 959, 1010, 1090, 2337, 2765, 2822, 
2927, 2935, 3269, 3393, 3517, 3675, 4016, 4122, 4192, 4305, 4453, 
4567, 4570, 4799, 5290, 5317, 5463, 5471, 5818, 5822, 5884

Soy sauce. See Hoisin / Haisien Sauce, Tamari, Teriyaki Sauce and 
Teriyaki (Soy Sauce is the Main Sauce Ingredient), Worcestershire 
Sauce

Soy Sauce and Shoyu–Etymology of These Terms and Their 
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 379, 2759, 3197, 4335

Soy Sauce Companies (Asia)–Important Japanese Shoyu 
Manufacturers Other Than Kikkoman and Yamasa–Higashimaru, 
Marukin, Choshi, Higeta 1146, 1150, 1287, 3362, 3363, 5587

Soy sauce companies (Asia & USA). See San Jirushi Corp., and 
San-J International (Kuwana, Japan; and Richmond, Virginia), 
Yamasa Corporation (Choshi, Japan; and Salem, Oregon)

Soy sauce companies (international). See Kikkoman Corporation 
(Tokyo, Walworth, Wisconsin; and Worldwide)

Soy sauce companies or brands (USA). See Chun King, La Choy

Soy Sauce, HVP Type (Non-Fermented or Semi-Fermented, Made 
with Acid-Hydrolyzed Vegetable Protein; an Amino Acid Seasoning 

Solution Rich in Glutamic Acid). Also Called Pejoratively Chemical 
Soy Sauce 313, 357, 607, 823, 916, 979, 1139, 1215, 1947, 2078, 
2415, 2855, 2927, 3995, 4296, 4304, 4524, 4761, 5227, 5297, 5651, 
5727, 5969

Soy Sauce (Including Shoyu and Worcestershire Sauce)–Imports, 
Exports, International Trade 2651, 3221, 5597, 5876

Soy Sauce (Including Shoyu), Homemade–How to Make at Home 
or on a Laboratory Scale, by Hand 2775, 4405, 4547

Soy Sauce (Including Shoyu). See Also Tamari, Teriyaki Sauce, and 
Traditional Worcestershire Sauce 37, 48, 81, 111, 113, 114, 119, 
150, 160, 162, 252, 266, 278, 283, 284, 311, 313, 328, 330, 346, 
357, 367, 379, 388, 429, 432, 433, 434, 525, 552, 560, 564, 599, 
607, 622, 625, 664, 675, 679, 694, 710, 737, 743, 775, 784, 789, 
793, 813, 815, 823, 837, 842, 862, 873, 890, 902, 909, 914, 920, 
961, 979, 1005, 1014, 1055, 1074, 1076, 1090, 1110, 1111, 1114, 
1118, 1139, 1146, 1150, 1164, 1178, 1186, 1204, 1251, 1252, 1276, 
1277, 1287, 1296, 1388, 1419, 1433, 1452, 1461, 1515, 1547, 1597, 
1639, 1663, 1668, 1675, 1690, 1714, 1732, 1740, 1752, 1760, 1770, 
1780, 1800, 1805, 1813, 1825, 1832, 1848, 1864, 1884, 1889, 1898, 
1915, 1921, 1922, 1947, 1968, 1973, 1987, 1988, 1990, 1991, 1996, 
2001, 2055, 2056, 2115, 2126, 2135, 2160, 2177, 2186, 2188, 2195, 
2222, 2223, 2231, 2247, 2248, 2264, 2299, 2303, 2305, 2317, 2337, 
2388, 2415, 2428, 2470, 2472, 2478, 2488, 2492, 2501, 2511, 2514, 
2531, 2535, 2536, 2543, 2588, 2613, 2618, 2627, 2648, 2651, 2663, 
2707, 2737, 2738, 2752, 2759, 2768, 2775, 2822, 2824, 2825, 2855, 
2908, 2920, 2927, 2934, 2935, 2938, 2964, 2968, 2977, 2987, 2988, 
3003, 3024, 3025, 3026, 3028, 3057, 3087, 3088, 3095, 3096, 3119, 
3154, 3186, 3196, 3197, 3199, 3202, 3221, 3251, 3275, 3291, 3303, 
3316, 3320, 3362, 3363, 3371, 3397, 3406, 3407, 3409, 3416, 3466, 
3470, 3510, 3550, 3575, 3585, 3634, 3657, 3660, 3663, 3664, 3665, 
3675, 3676, 3677, 3692, 3698, 3721, 3722, 3727, 3744, 3756, 3781, 
3790, 3822, 3896, 3916, 3923, 3924, 3927, 3931, 3932, 3934, 3938, 
3953, 3994, 3995, 4001, 4023, 4024, 4025, 4027, 4063, 4080, 4086, 
4117, 4131, 4152, 4153, 4158, 4164, 4172, 4173, 4178, 4179, 4188, 
4191, 4245, 4255, 4264, 4267, 4278, 4279, 4289, 4296, 4297, 4300, 
4305, 4335, 4339, 4348, 4366, 4374, 4379, 4401, 4405, 4418, 4432, 
4434, 4435, 4436, 4443, 4446, 4453, 4456, 4459, 4468, 4492, 4506, 
4507, 4509, 4512, 4524, 4540, 4544, 4547, 4548, 4551, 4561, 4567, 
4570, 4618, 4625, 4630, 4633, 4636, 4643, 4655, 4681, 4683, 4706, 
4711, 4712, 4722, 4738, 4747, 4777, 4782, 4818, 4819, 4820, 4821, 
4837, 4838, 4847, 4852, 4880, 4882, 4902, 4904, 4949, 4983, 5028, 
5039, 5052, 5054, 5102, 5110, 5114, 5130, 5142, 5158, 5160, 5171, 
5173, 5179, 5184, 5188, 5190, 5227, 5245, 5271, 5279, 5289, 5290, 
5292, 5293, 5296, 5297, 5303, 5321, 5353, 5385, 5388, 5389, 5409, 
5422, 5435, 5459, 5476, 5490, 5505, 5506, 5548, 5581, 5583, 5587, 
5597, 5608, 5613, 5651, 5659, 5672, 5678, 5688, 5689, 5693, 5695, 
5726, 5727, 5752, 5768, 5789, 5790, 5829, 5876, 5886, 5955, 5961, 
5969, 5977, 5999, 6013, 6022, 6026, 6031

Soy Sauce, Indonesian Style–Etymology of These Terms and Their 
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 1118

Soy Sauce, Indonesian Style or from the Dutch East Indies (Kecap, 
Kécap, Kechap, Ketjap, Kétjap). See also Ketchup / Catsup 1118, 
1597, 1770, 1780, 2535, 2752, 3196, 3585, 3634, 3665, 3676, 3934, 
3953, 4023, 4255, 4434, 4446, 4506, 4711, 5188, 5279, 5303
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Soy Sauce, Indonesian Sweet, Kecap Manis / Ketjap Manis. 
Indonesian Sweet Thick Spicy Soy Sauce / Indonesian Thick Sweet 
Soy Sauce 1118, 3664, 3665

Soy Sauce Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By 
Geographical Region 313, 1150, 1178, 1204, 1515, 1668, 2115, 
3119, 3994, 4172, 4297, 4524, 5190, 5876, 6031

Soy Sauce Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–
Individual Companies 252, 4172, 4366, 5385, 5597, 5659, 5876

Soy sauce–Korean-style. See Kanjang–Korean-Style Fermented 
Soy Sauce

Soy Sauce, Pale (Shiro Shoyu). Made in the Mikawa region of 
Central Japan near Nagoya. Shiro Means White in Japanese 1114, 
1296

Soy sauce, price of. See Price of Soy Sauce, Worcestershire Sauce, 
or Early So-Called Ketchup (Which Was Usually Indonesian Soy 
Sauce)

Soy Sauce Production–How to Make Soy Sauce on a Commercial 
Scale 3320, 3466

Soy sauce residue or dregs. See Fiber–Residue or Dregs from 
Making Soy Sauce

Soy Sauce–Saishikomi Shoyu (Twice-Brewed) 979, 3994, 5321

Soy Sauce, Spray-dried, Powdered, or Vacuum Dried 4297, 5385

Soy Sauce–Taiwanese Black Bean Sauce (Inyu), Made from Black 
Soybean Koji. A Type of Fermented Black Soybean Sauce 4506

Soy Sauce, Used as an Ingredient in Commercial Products 4380, 
5252

Soy sauce used in Worcestershire sauce. See Worcestershire Sauce–
With Soy Sauce Used as an Ingredient

Soy Sprouts–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives 
in Various Languages 379, 2997

Soy Sprouts, Homemade–How to Grow at Home or on a Laboratory 
Scale, by Hand 1241, 3387, 3791, 4833

Soy Sprouts Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–
By Geographical Region 2115

Soy Sprouts Production–How to Grow Soy Sprouts on a 
Commercial Scale 3894

Soy Sprouts (Sprouted or Germinated Soybeans) for Food Use 12, 
15, 37, 51, 75, 90, 111, 115, 120, 132, 137, 160, 161, 192, 200, 216, 
234, 244, 252, 266, 289, 294, 295, 303, 304, 322, 350, 357, 372, 
373, 375, 379, 388, 397, 479, 486, 505, 536, 545, 591, 598, 609, 
631, 643, 743, 750, 751, 775, 784, 813, 814, 838, 843, 888, 921, 
943, 1014, 1036, 1044, 1047, 1062, 1073, 1083, 1090, 1104, 1140, 
1145, 1186, 1200, 1240, 1241, 1251, 1275, 1306, 1404, 1419, 1456, 

1461, 1544, 1547, 1675, 1695, 1770, 1793, 1835, 1840, 1895, 1919, 
1987, 1988, 1989, 2006, 2091, 2115, 2126, 2202, 2307, 2341, 2375, 
2393, 2402, 2428, 2478, 2481, 2488, 2503, 2511, 2523, 2534, 2536, 
2588, 2601, 2628, 2647, 2651, 2661, 2663, 2676, 2768, 2795, 2811, 
2823, 2874, 2905, 2908, 2927, 2935, 2966, 2968, 2979, 2989, 2997, 
3000, 3015, 3028, 3037, 3047, 3048, 3053, 3059, 3091, 3114, 3132, 
3174, 3197, 3220, 3225, 3255, 3276, 3307, 3356, 3357, 3387, 3414, 
3423, 3488, 3514, 3527, 3536, 3538, 3542, 3547, 3550, 3581, 3585, 
3604, 3611, 3621, 3643, 3664, 3665, 3676, 3704, 3707, 3731, 3744, 
3781, 3785, 3791, 3867, 3894, 3934, 3938, 3939, 3978, 4034, 4076, 
4080, 4082, 4090, 4132, 4133, 4153, 4261, 4278, 4284, 4289, 4309, 
4343, 4345, 4381, 4385, 4393, 4399, 4435, 4494, 4512, 4536, 4544, 
4602, 4611, 4617, 4618, 4625, 4655, 4679, 4691, 4711, 4712, 4718, 
4735, 4737, 4747, 4751, 4825, 4833, 4852, 4853, 4950, 4988, 4992, 
4993, 5007, 5026, 5043, 5053, 5054, 5124, 5144, 5184, 5241, 5249, 
5256, 5303, 5317, 5323, 5441, 5455, 5459, 5481, 5526, 5571, 5599, 
5683, 5697, 5773, 5791, 5793, 5799, 5866, 5953, 5961, 5999, 6022, 
6028, 6035

Soy whip topping. See Whip Topping

Soy wine. See Fermented Specialty Soyfoods

Soy Yogurt–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in 
Various Languages 2927, 2997, 3675, 4130

Soy Yogurt–Fermented / Cultured 1329, 1916, 2209, 2675, 2767, 
2811, 2927, 2935, 2979, 2992, 3139, 3281, 3299, 3421, 3507, 3517, 
3535, 3537, 3538, 3581, 3675, 3864, 3902, 3921, 3930, 3942, 4121, 
4130, 4198, 4209, 4278, 4305, 4506, 4567, 4702, 4825, 5020, 5274, 
5317, 5455, 5490, 5506, 5731, 5780, 5800, 5803, 5935

Soy Yogurt (Generally Non-Dairy) 998, 2085, 2534, 2765, 2924, 
2997, 3536, 3798, 4190, 4916, 4985, 5007, 5182, 5351, 5386, 5424, 
5562, 5622, 5686, 5725, 5789, 5864

Soy Yogurt Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–
Individual Companies 5731, 5800, 5935

Soy Yogurt–Not Fermented. Typically Made with Tofu (Includes 
varieties “with active cultures” that are not actually cultured / 
fermented) 5642, 5669, 5837, 5949, 5980

Soya Corporation of America and Dr. Armand Burke. See Also Dr. 
Artemy A. Horvath 415

Soya Foods Ltd [Named Soya Flour Manufacturing Co. Ltd. (1929-
42), and Soya Foods Ltd. (1933)]. See Spillers Premier Products 
Ltd.

Soya Kaas Inc. See Swan Gardens Inc. and Soya Kaas Inc.

Soya–Soybean Production and Soy Products 51, 230, 517, 950, 
1332, 2887, 3747, 4837, 5115

Soyana (Zurich, Switzerland) 4412

Soyanews: Monthly Newsletter Published by CARE in Colombo, 
Sri Lanka (1978-1990) 3506, 3582, 4159, 4361, 5406
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Soyastern Naturkost GmbH / Dorstener Tofu Produktions GmbH 
(Dorsten, Germany). Acquired by Huegli in April 1991 5375, 5727

Soyatech (Publisher of Soya Bluebook and Soya Newsletter, Bar 
Harbor, Maine. Note: In March 1980 Peter Golbitz and Sharyn 
Kingma started Island Tofu Works, a tofu manufacturing company, 
in Bar Harbor, Maine) 5436, 5615, 5656, 5693, 5897, 5948

Soybean archaeology. See Archaeology

Soybean Council of America. See American Soybean Association 
(ASA)–Soybean Council of America

Soybean crushers (Asia). See Ajinomoto Co. Inc. (Tokyo, Japan), 
Fuji Oil Co., Ltd. (Osaka, Japan), Incl. Fuji Purina Protein Ltd., 
Hohnen Oil Co., Ltd. (Tokyo, Japan), Nisshin Oil Mills, Ltd. 
(Tokyo, Japan), Yoshihara Oil Mill, Ltd. (Kobe, Japan)

Soybean crushers (Canada). See ADM Agri-Industries Ltd. 
(Windsor, Ontario, Canada)

Soybean Crushers (Europe). See Unilever Corp., Lever Brothers 
Co., Unimills B.V. (Netherlands)

Soybean crushers (Europe). See Hansa Muehle (Hamburg, 
Germany), Harburger Oelwerke Brinckmann und Mergell (Harburg, 
near Hamburg, Germany), Oelmuehle Hamburg AG (Hamburg, 
Germany), Vandemoortele N.V. (Izegem, Netherlands)

Soybean Crushers (Europe)–General 4123

Soybean crushers (USA). See Allied Mills, Inc., Archer Daniels 
Midland Co. (ADM) (Decatur, Illinois), Bunge Corp. (White 
Plains, New York), Cargill, Inc. (Minneapolis, Minneapolis), 
Central Soya Co. (Fort Wayne, Indiana), Chicago Heights Oil Co. 
(Chicago Heights, Illinois), Continental Grain Co. (New York, 
New York), Dannen Mills (St. Joseph, Missouri), Delphos Grain 
& Soya Products Co. (Delphos, Ohio), Honeymead Products Co., 
Lauhoff Grain Co. (Danville, Illinois), Pillsbury Feed Mills and 
Pillsbury Co. (Minneapolis, Minnesota), Procter & Gamble Co. 
(Cincinnati, Ohio). Including the Buckeye Cotton Oil Co., Quincy 
Soybean Products Co. (Quincy, Illinois), Ralston Purina Co. (St. 
Louis, Missouri), Shellabarger Grain Co. / Shellabarger Soybean 
Mills (Decatur, Illinois), Spencer Kellogg & Sons, Inc. (Buffalo, 
New York), Staley (A.E.) Manufacturing Co. (Decatur,, Swift & Co. 
(Illinois)

Soybean Crushers (USA). See Seed Companies, Soybean–Funk 
Brothers Seed Co. (Bloomington, Illinois)–After 1924, Sinaiko 
Family and Iowa Milling Co. (Cedar Rapids, Iowa)

Soybean crushers (USA), Cooperative. See Ag Processing Inc 
a cooperative (AGP), Boone Valley Cooperative Processing 
Association (Eagle Grove, Iowa), Dawson Mills (Dawson, 
Minnesota), Far-Mar-Co, Inc., Farmers Union Grain Terminal 
Association (GTA), Farmland Industries, Inc., Honeymead 
(Mankato, Minnesota), Land O’Lakes, Inc., Missouri Farmers 
Association (MFA), Monticello Co-operative Soybean Products Co. 
(Monticello, Piatt Co., Illinois), North Iowa Cooperative Processing 
Association, (Manly, Iowa), Riceland Foods (Named Arkansas 

Grain Corp. before Sept. 1970)

Soybean Crushers (USA), Cooperative–General and Other 4151

Soybean crushers (USA), Early. See Elizabeth City Oil and 
Fertilizer Co. (Elizabeth City, North Carolina; 1915)

Soybean Crushers (USA), Early–Pacifi c Oil Mills and Albers 
Brothers Milling Co. (Seattle, Washington; 1911), Elizabeth City 
Oil and Fertilizer Co. (Elizabeth City, North Carolina; 1915. By 
1917 six other North Carolina oil mills were crushing soybeans), 
Chicago Heights Oil Mfg. Co. (Chicago Heights, Illinois; 1920), 
A.E. Staley Mfg. Co. (Decatur, Illinois; 1922), Piatt County 
Cooperative Soy Bean Co. (Monticello, Illinois; 1923–batch 
solvent), Blish Milling Co. (Seymour and Crothersville, Indiana; 
1923), Eastern Cotton Oil Co. (Norfolk, Virginia; 1924–continuous 
solvent) 129, 3237, 5487

Soybean Crushing–Equipment–Hydraulic Presses 129, 161, 238, 
266, 672, 1090, 2191, 2935, 3006, 4742, 4920, 5264, 5487

Soybean Crushing–Equipment–Screw Presses and Expellers 
(Continuous, Mechanical) 23, 129, 238, 276, 454, 480, 664, 670, 
672, 834, 897, 1090, 1204, 2126, 2191, 2198, 2345, 2534, 3006, 
3415, 4933, 5080, 5370, 5457, 5459, 5481, 5487, 5506, 5759, 5933

Soybean Crushing–Equipment–Solvent Extraction 23, 29, 37, 105, 
129, 190, 191, 196, 201, 248, 258, 276, 294, 337, 357, 376, 391, 
420, 426, 454, 462, 480, 482, 492, 498, 506, 535, 537, 566, 568, 
644, 645, 664, 672, 690, 706, 791, 801, 852, 854, 900, 961, 962, 
972, 974, 1013, 1025, 1039, 1090, 1095, 1113, 1172, 1193, 1264, 
1268, 1392, 1464, 1549, 1790, 1831, 1964, 2063, 2071, 2090, 2126, 
2131, 2191, 2198, 2270, 2345, 2465, 2534, 2542, 2612, 2648, 2753, 
2779, 3006, 3237, 3238, 3645, 3847, 3962, 4014, 4150, 4151, 4320, 
4520, 4836, 4908, 4909, 4933, 5080, 5370, 5459, 5487, 5707, 5836, 
5847

Soybean Crushing–Equipment–Wedge Press and Hand-Turned 
Screw Press (Early Technology from China and Manchuria) 266, 
2535

Soybean Crushing–Explosions and/or Fires in Soybean Solvent 
Extraction Plants (Making Soy Oil and Soybean Meal) 258, 672, 
3237, 4909

Soybean Crushing (General: Soy / Soybean Oil and Soybean Meal) 
187, 288, 366, 448, 454, 484, 672, 1178, 1273, 1464, 2131, 2327, 
2368, 2534, 2684, 2858, 3054, 3185, 3346, 3415, 3416, 3537, 3601, 
3645, 3864, 4014, 4658, 4774, 4909, 4933, 5422, 5434, 5611, 5674, 
5843, 5907

Soybean Crushing, Including Production and Trade of Soybean 
Oil, Meal or Cake, Margarine, or Shortening–Industry and Market 
Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–125, 129, 454, 480, 647, 1016, 
1090, 1204, 1585, 1633, 2050, 2648, 2757, 4054, 4483, 4484, 4933, 
5127, 5158, 5272, 5378, 5402, 5433, 5446, 5461, 5469, 5522, 5592, 
5611, 5615, 5620, 5629, 5674, 5754, 5774, 5858, 5859, 5886, 5894, 
6031

Soybean crushing–solvents. See Solvents
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Soybean–General Comprehensive and Basic Important Publications 
about Soybeans 366, 448, 664, 2126, 2536, 3550, 5093, 6022

Soybean–Growth Regulators / Substances Such as Triiodobenzoic 
Acid (TIBA), Gibberellic Acid, Gibberellins, Auxins, Cytokinins, 
Dicamba, and Florigen 1977, 2418, 4250, 4343, 4607

Soybean koji. See Koji, Soybean

Soybean Meal / Cake, Fiber (as from Okara), or Shoyu Presscake as 
a Fertilizer or Manure for the Soil or for Fish Ponds–Industrial Uses 
962, 1090, 1096, 1240, 5487

Soybean Meal–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / 
Relatives in Various Languages 1206, 4947

Soybean meal pellets. See Pellets Made from Soybean Meal

Soybean Meal (SBM) (Defatted). Formerly Called Bean Cake, 
Beancake, Soybean Cake, Oilmeal, or Presscake 1, 4, 14, 18, 21, 
25, 27, 28, 29, 55, 81, 93, 108, 111, 119, 121, 127, 132, 135, 149, 
150, 153, 158, 161, 165, 173, 176, 179, 182, 190, 191, 203, 204, 
207, 210, 211, 219, 230, 232, 236, 241, 246, 247, 248, 249, 252, 
254, 256, 266, 277, 279, 280, 287, 307, 312, 325, 334, 337, 338, 
339, 346, 357, 362, 367, 382, 385, 395, 400, 401, 404, 407, 415, 
420, 422, 425, 426, 444, 458, 459, 460, 462, 465, 478, 480, 482, 
483, 484, 488, 490, 498, 500, 506, 513, 523, 525, 526, 533, 535, 
536, 539, 544, 549, 551, 554, 560, 566, 568, 570, 572, 573, 577, 
588, 603, 607, 608, 612, 630, 640, 645, 647, 648, 660, 664, 670, 
677, 679, 690, 695, 697, 700, 706, 707, 714, 720, 727, 756, 764, 
768, 774, 776, 777, 778, 779, 780, 781, 782, 783, 787, 791, 796, 
799, 801, 803, 807, 822, 825, 828, 840, 841, 852, 854, 859, 893, 
897, 900, 926, 933, 938, 939, 949, 959, 961, 962, 965, 967, 969, 
972, 974, 976, 979, 981, 986, 988, 995, 999, 1004, 1012, 1013, 
1025, 1028, 1035, 1037, 1051, 1054, 1072, 1076, 1087, 1090, 1092, 
1095, 1096, 1100, 1104, 1108, 1113, 1121, 1125, 1133, 1136, 1142, 
1147, 1150, 1156, 1166, 1167, 1168, 1170, 1171, 1172, 1179, 1186, 
1189, 1193, 1194, 1198, 1202, 1204, 1210, 1211, 1213, 1216, 1220, 
1248, 1258, 1264, 1266, 1272, 1274, 1293, 1295, 1305, 1329, 1335, 
1339, 1341, 1344, 1352, 1355, 1358, 1359, 1363, 1366, 1381, 1388, 
1392, 1393, 1395, 1402, 1405, 1407, 1418, 1448, 1457, 1461, 1465, 
1468, 1474, 1475, 1483, 1486, 1497, 1517, 1520, 1540, 1547, 1554, 
1555, 1561, 1567, 1578, 1588, 1601, 1605, 1606, 1614, 1618, 1623, 
1651, 1666, 1672, 1686, 1696, 1697, 1699, 1700, 1712, 1713, 1720, 
1726, 1727, 1732, 1739, 1754, 1755, 1757, 1765, 1766, 1775, 1787, 
1790, 1795, 1802, 1810, 1829, 1831, 1839, 1849, 1858, 1860, 1870, 
1887, 1913, 1918, 1924, 1943, 1948, 1952, 2021, 2022, 2025, 2031, 
2038, 2043, 2044, 2046, 2050, 2051, 2063, 2066, 2078, 2090, 2092, 
2096, 2124, 2126, 2131, 2135, 2155, 2171, 2176, 2178, 2186, 2191, 
2221, 2224, 2262, 2270, 2271, 2279, 2310, 2319, 2321, 2337, 2392, 
2396, 2444, 2461, 2515, 2530, 2535, 2537, 2542, 2550, 2599, 2637, 
2648, 2670, 2700, 2746, 2772, 2806, 2807, 2834, 2865, 2866, 2890, 
2891, 2897, 2899, 2948, 2950, 2972, 2973, 2993, 3003, 3038, 3040, 
3056, 3106, 3119, 3121, 3124, 3164, 3224, 3237, 3238, 3253, 3305, 
3312, 3353, 3462, 3475, 3545, 3564, 3610, 3637, 3694, 3747, 3821, 
3847, 3879, 3901, 3951, 3999, 4003, 4074, 4095, 4119, 4136, 4150, 
4151, 4160, 4216, 4228, 4241, 4281, 4282, 4296, 4320, 4342, 4344, 
4402, 4438, 4467, 4483, 4520, 4524, 4556, 4598, 4636, 4649, 4655, 
4657, 4684, 4744, 4747, 4756, 4761, 4776, 4836, 4837, 4870, 4908, 

4920, 4927, 4934, 4951, 4953, 4974, 4986, 5060, 5064, 5080, 5085, 
5105, 5127, 5158, 5176, 5191, 5201, 5227, 5263, 5270, 5295, 5304, 
5310, 5329, 5370, 5446, 5459, 5469, 5476, 5487, 5522, 5549, 5553, 
5557, 5559, 5565, 5606, 5620, 5626, 5648, 5707, 5749, 5759, 5818, 
5886, 5890, 5914, 5926, 5933, 5961, 5969, 6022, 6031

Soybean–Morphology, Structure, and Anatomy of the Plant and Its 
Seeds 1332, 2310, 2396, 3003, 4614, 5459, 5857, 6035

Soybean–Morphology, Structure, and Anatomy of the Plant and Its 
Seeds as Determined by Microscopy or Microscopic Examination 
437, 490, 962, 1397, 1756, 2438, 3622, 3654, 4253, 4334, 4504, 
5379

Soybean oil. See Soy Oil

Soybean oil constants. See Soy Oil Constants

Soybean–origin and domestication. See Origin, Domestication, and 
Dissemination of the Soybean (General)

Soybean paste. See Miso

Soybean pellets. See Pellets Made from Soybean Meal

Soybean–Physiology and Biochemistry (Including Photoperiodism, 
Photosynthesis, Translocation, Plant Water Relations, Respiration, 
Photorespiration) 84, 248, 299, 305, 372, 406, 418, 470, 542, 589, 
591, 609, 656, 709, 722, 736, 751, 767, 785, 797, 811, 851, 881, 
882, 915, 927, 942, 994, 1026, 1038, 1073, 1195, 1196, 1197, 1201, 
1250, 1267, 1351, 1357, 1380, 1397, 1537, 1609, 1695, 1972, 2052, 
2133, 2236, 2280, 2312, 2352, 2367, 2385, 2389, 2442, 2533, 2536, 
2554, 2582, 2628, 2632, 2657, 2766, 2816, 2835, 3228, 3301, 3364, 
3399, 3550, 3937, 3968, 3969, 4226, 4295, 4526, 4614, 4860, 4913, 
4915, 5085, 5397, 5572, 5829, 5843

Soybean–Physiology and Biochemistry–Maturity Groups 2047, 
2201, 2228, 2323, 2471, 2517, 2655, 4088

Soybean–Physiology–Photoperiod Insensitivity / Daylength 
Neutrality 3722

Soybean–Physiology–Photoperiodism / Photoperiod, Photoperiodic 
Effects, or Photo-Thermal Responses 1332, 2655, 3981, 5571

Soybean–Physiology–Tolerance to Cold, Chilling, or Low 
Temperatures, and Cold Tolerant Varieties 2236

Soybean processing. See Soybean Crushing

Soybean production. See–Fertilizers and Plant Nutrition, Cover 
Crop, Use of Soybean as. See also: Intercropping, Crop Rotation 
of Soybean Plants for Soil Improvement, Cropping Systems: 
Intercropping, Interplanting, or Mixed Cropping, Cultural Practices, 
Green Manure, Harvesting and Threshing, Organically Grown 
Soybeans, Plant Protection from Diseases, Pests and Other Types of 
Injury (General), Price of Soybeans, Soybean Seeds and Soybean 
Products–Except Sauces (Which See), Seed Germination or 
Viability–Not Including Soy Sprouts, Seed Quality, Seed Treatment, 
Yield Statistics, Soybean
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Soybean production and the soil. See Soil Science

Soybean production–Farm machinery. See Combines

Soybean production–Farm Machinery. See Tractors

Soybean Production–General, and Amount Produced 24, 114, 180, 
348, 363, 366, 367, 448, 474, 654, 671, 672, 711, 729, 948, 1044, 
1063, 1082, 1251, 1263, 1273, 1277, 1362, 1424, 1987, 1988, 2104, 
2224, 2370, 2461, 2464, 2535, 2694, 2802, 2858, 2993, 3185, 3348, 
3411, 3416, 3472, 3537, 3610, 3664, 3665, 3676, 3691, 3800, 3832, 
3884, 3968, 3969, 4041, 4165, 4189, 4228, 4363, 4522, 4524, 4774, 
4873, 4941, 5085, 5115, 5186, 5190, 5300, 5477, 5571, 5655, 5843

Soybean production in tropical and subtropical countries. See 
Tropical and Subtropical Countries, Soybean Production in (Mostly 
in

Soybean Production–Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and 
Analyses 3472, 3550, 5190, 5303, 5466, 5482, 5827, 5853, 5886, 
6031

Soybean production–Marketing. See Marketing Soybeans

Soybean production–Nitrogen Fixation and Inoculation. See 
Nitragin Inoculant and The Nitragin Company

Soybean production, organic. See Organic Soybean Production

Soybean production–Plant protection. See Diseases (Bacterial, 
Fungal, and Viral / Virus), Insects–Pest Control. See also: 
Integrated Pest Management, Integrated Pest Management (IPM) 
and Biological Control, Nematodes–Disease Control, Pesticides 
(General), Weeds–Control and Herbicide Use

Soybean production–Research. See Research on Soybeans

Soybean Research Foundation, Inc. (SRF, Mason City, Illinois) 
2228, 3449, 4522

Soybean Rust (Fungal Disease) 5886

Soybean Seeds–Black in Color. Food Use is Not Mentioned 230, 
439, 671, 807, 1311, 1350, 1409, 2047, 2228, 2655, 2802, 3429, 
3747, 4506, 4794, 4853, 4873, 4990, 5105, 5176, 5707

Soybean Seeds–Black in Color. Used as Food (Including in 
Fermented Black Soybeans and Inyu), Beverage, Feed, or 
Medicine, or Their Nutritional Value 160, 895, 1118, 1207, 1597, 
1675, 1760, 2118, 2248, 2428, 2663, 2824, 2927, 2935, 2987, 2988, 
3053, 3082, 3125, 3197, 3539, 3698, 3826, 4108, 4109, 4154, 4255, 
4536, 4618, 4630, 4853, 4949, 5289, 5333

Soybean Seeds–Brown in Color. Especially Early Records 2228

Soybean Seeds–Green in Color. Food Use is Not Mentioned. Early 
Named Varieties Include Aoda, Columbia, Giant Green, Guelph or 
Medium Green, Medium Early Green, Medium Green, Samarow, 
Sonoma, and Tashing 1675, 2047, 2228, 2249, 3014

Soybean Seeds–Green in Color. Used as Food, Beverage, Feed, or 
Medicine, or Their Nutritional Value 2655, 3475

Soybean Seeds–Yellow in Color. Including Yellowish White, Cream 
Colored, and Pale (Pallida). Especially Early Records. See also: 
Soybean Seeds–White 159, 2228

Soybean–Taxonomy / Classifi cation 230, 1332, 3700, 4246, 4259, 
4271, 4275, 4359, 4653, 5196, 5568, 5857

Soybean–Terminology and Nomenclature–Fanciful Terms and 
Names 5422

Soybean Varieties Canada–Harosoy 1209, 1605, 1759, 1846, 2189, 
2228, 2245, 2348, 2445, 2451, 2611, 2655, 3294, 4826

Soybean Varieties Canada–Maple Arrow 4693, 5715

Soybean Varieties Canada–O.A.C. 211–Early Development 2228

Soybean Varieties USA–Acme–Early Introduction 2655, 4261

Soybean Varieties USA–Agate–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type 2201, 2228

Soybean Varieties USA–A.K.–Early Introduction 2047, 2201

Soybean Varieties USA–Aksarben–Early Introduction 2228, 4165

Soybean Varieties USA–Aoda–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type 236, 2047, 2201, 2228

Soybean Varieties USA–Bansei–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type 115, 205, 236, 813, 2228, 2730, 3014, 3539

Soybean Varieties USA–Biloxi–Early Introduction 96, 1537

Soybean Varieties USA–Black Eyebrow–Early Introduction 2228

Soybean Varieties USA–Cherokee–Large-Seeded and / or 
Vegetable-Type 96, 3449

Soybean Varieties USA–Chestnut–Early Selection (1907) 2047, 
2228

Soybean Varieties USA–Chiquita–Early Introduction 5143

Soybean Varieties USA–Chusei–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type 2047, 2228, 4794

Soybean Varieties USA–Cloud–Early Introduction 2047, 2228

Soybean Varieties USA–Columbia / Columbian–Early Introduction 
2047, 2228, 3443

Soybean Varieties USA–Disoy–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type 2228, 2587, 2655, 3014, 3539

Soybean Varieties USA–Dunfi eld–Early Introduction 72, 188, 189, 
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671, 2047, 2228

Soybean Varieties USA–Early Green–Early Introduction 3014

Soybean Varieties USA–Easycook / Easy Cook–Early Introduction. 
Large-Seeded and/or Vegetable-Type 159, 749

Soybean Varieties USA–Ebony–Early Introduction 2047, 2228

Soybean Varieties USA–Elton–Early Introduction 2228

Soybean Varieties USA–Emperor–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type 236, 813, 2047, 2228

Soybean Varieties USA–Etum or Eatum–Large-Seeded and / or 
Vegetable-Type 2228

Soybean Varieties USA–Fuji–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type 236, 813, 2228, 3014, 3539

Soybean Varieties USA–Funk Delicious–Large-Seeded and / or 
Vegetable-Type 236, 813, 2047, 2228, 3014

Soybean Varieties USA–Giant Green–Large-Seeded and / or 
Vegetable-Type 236, 813, 2201, 2228, 3539

Soybean Varieties USA–Goku–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type 2201, 2228

Soybean Varieties USA–Green and Black–Large-Seeded and / or 
Vegetable-Type 2047, 2228

Soybean Varieties USA–Green–Early Introduction 4826

Soybean Varieties USA–Guelph–Early Introduction 2047, 2228

Soybean Varieties USA–Habaro–Early Introduction. Also spelled 
“Habara” in Canada 2228

Soybean Varieties USA–Haberlandt–Early Introduction 2655

Soybean Varieties USA–Hahto–Early Introduction. Large-Seeded 
and / or Vegetable-Type 159, 2047, 2228

Soybean Varieties USA–Hakote–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type 2228

Soybean Varieties USA–Higan–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type 142, 236, 813, 2047, 2228, 3014

Soybean Varieties USA–Hokkaido–Large-Seeded and / or 
Vegetable-Type 236, 813, 2047, 2228, 3014, 3539

Soybean Varieties USA–Hollybrook–Early Introduction 439, 1311, 
2802

Soybean Varieties USA–Hongkong / Hong Kong–Early 
Introduction 2047, 2228

Soybean Varieties USA–Hoosier–Early Introduction 2228

Soybean Varieties USA–Hurrelbrink–Early Introduction 2047, 2228

Soybean Varieties USA–Illington–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type 236, 813, 2047, 2228

Soybean Varieties USA–Imperial–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type 236, 813, 2047, 2228, 3014

Soybean Varieties USA–Ito San–Early Introduction. Synonyms–
Medium Early Yellow, Early White, Early Yellow, Kaiyuski Daizu, 
Kiyusuki Daidzu, Kysuki, Yellow Eda Mame, Dwarf Early Yellow, 
Early, Eda Mame, Coffee Berry 2522

Soybean Varieties USA–Jackson–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type 2655

Soybean Varieties USA–Jefferson–Large-Seeded and / or 
Vegetable-Type 2047, 2228

Soybean Varieties USA–Jogun–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type 813, 1209, 1240, 2047, 2201, 2228, 3014, 3539

Soybean Varieties USA–Kanrich–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type 2047, 2228, 2412, 2445, 2587, 2655, 3014, 3539

Soybean Varieties USA–Kanro–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type 1240, 2228

Soybean Varieties USA–Kanum–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type 236, 2228

Soybean Varieties USA–Kim–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type 1209, 2047, 2228, 2587, 2655, 3014

Soybean Varieties USA–Kingston–Early Introduction 2047, 2228

Soybean Varieties USA–Kura–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type 2228

Soybean Varieties USA–Laredo–Early Introduction 96, 807, 893, 
2726

Soybean Varieties USA–Magna–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type 2228, 2655, 3014

Soybean Varieties USA–Mammoth–Early Introduction 1311

Soybean Varieties USA–Mammoth Yellow–Early Introduction 159, 
1409

Soybean Varieties USA–Manchu–Early Introduction 671, 2047, 
2228

Soybean Varieties USA–Manchuria–Early Introduction 2228

Soybean Varieties USA–Mandarin–Early Introduction 671, 1209, 
1376, 2228, 2445

Soybean Varieties USA–Medium Green–Early Introduction 2228
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Soybean Varieties USA–Mendota–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type 236, 2228

Soybean Varieties USA–Midwest–Early Introduction 2047, 2228

Soybean Varieties USA–Minsoy–Early Introduction 2228

Soybean Varieties USA–Morse–Early Introduction 2047, 2228

Soybean Varieties USA–Ogemaw / Ogema–Early Development. 
Synonym–Dwarf Brown (Morse 1948) 2228

Soybean Varieties USA–Okute / O’kute / O’Kute–Early 
Introduction 2726

Soybean Varieties USA–Osaya–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type 2047, 2228

Soybean Varieties USA–Otootan / O-too-tan–Early Introduction 
1409

Soybean Varieties USA–Peking / Pekin–Early Selection (1907) 96, 
439, 671, 1311, 2047, 2228, 2802

Soybean Varieties USA–Prize–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type 2228, 2655, 3857

Soybean Varieties USA–Protana–Specialty, High Protein 2228, 
3014

Soybean Varieties USA–Provar–Specialty, High Protein 2228, 3014

Soybean Varieties USA–Rokusun–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type 159, 592, 2201, 2655, 3539

Soybean Varieties USA–Sac–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-Type 
592, 1240, 2201, 2228

Soybean Varieties USA–Sanga–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type 236, 2047, 2228

Soybean Varieties USA–Sato–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type 2201, 2228

Soybean Varieties USA–Seminole–Large-Seeded and / or 
Vegetable-Type 96, 264, 3539

Soybean Varieties USA–Shanghai–Early Introduction 439, 1311, 
2802

Soybean Varieties USA–Shingto–Early Introduction 2047, 2228

Soybean Varieties USA–Shiro–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type 2047, 2228

Soybean Varieties USA–Sioux–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type 2228

Soybean Varieties USA–Sooty–Early Selection 2047, 2228, 3443

Soybean Varieties USA–Sousei–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type 2201, 2228

Soybean Varieties USA–Soysota–Early Introduction 2228

Soybean Varieties USA–Stuart–Early Introduction 2587

Soybean Varieties USA–Tastee–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type 236, 2228

Soybean Varieties USA–Toku–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type 2228

Soybean Varieties USA–Tortoise Egg–Large-Seeded and / or 
Vegetable-Type 2201, 2228

Soybean Varieties USA–Verde–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type 2228, 2655, 3014, 3475, 3539

Soybean Varieties USA–Vinton 81–Large-Seeded and / or 
Vegetable-Type 4947

Soybean Varieties USA–Vinton–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type 3857, 4711, 4946, 5323, 5599, 5878

Soybean Varieties USA–Virginia–Early Selection (1907) 2047, 
2228

Soybean Varieties USA–Waseda–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type 2228

Soybean Varieties USA–Wea–Early Introduction 2228

Soybean Varieties USA–Willomi–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type 236, 813, 2047, 2228, 3014

Soybean Varieties USA–Wilson–Early Introduction 2047, 2228

Soybean Varieties USA–Wilson-Five / Wilson Five / Wilson 5 / 
Wilson-5 / Wilson V–Early Selection (1912) 2047, 2228, 3443

Soybean Varieties USA–Wisconsin Black–Early Introduction 2228

Soybean Varieties USA–Wolverine–Large-Seeded and / or 
Vegetable-Type 236, 2047, 2201, 2228

Soybean Varieties USA–Yellow Marvel–Large-Seeded and / or 
Vegetable-Type 2228

Soybeans, black. See Soybean Seeds–Black in Color

Soybeans, ground (used as food). See Whole Dry Soybeans

Soybeans, whole dry (used unprocessed as feed). See Whole Dry 
Soybeans

Soybeans, whole dry (used unprocessed as food). See Whole Dry 
Soybeans
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Soybeans, wild. See Wild Soybeans (General)

Soyfood products, commercial. See Commercial Soy Products–New 
Products

Soyfoods Association of North America (SANA). Founded 30 June 
1978 in Ann Arbor, Michigan 3639, 3832, 3864, 4772, 5132, 5948, 
5949

Soyfoods Associations in Europe 5103, 5578, 5968

Soyfoods Center. See Soyinfo Center (Lafayette, California)

Soyfoods companies (Asia). See Yeo Hiap Seng Ltd. (Singapore 
and Malaysia) and Affi liates

Soyfoods companies (Canada). See Nutrisoya, Inc. (Quebec)

Soyfoods companies (England). See Itona

Soyfoods companies (Europe). See British Arkady Company 
Ltd. (Manchester, England), Galactina S.A. (Belp, Switzerland), 
Haldane Foods Group Ltd. (Newport Pagnell, Buckinghamshire, 
England), Henselwerk GmbH (Magstadt near Stuttgart, Germany), 
Huegli Naehrmittel A.G. (Steinach-Arbon, Switzerland), Innoval / 
Sojalpe, Lima N.V. / Lima Foods (Sint-Martens-Latem, Belgium; 
and Mezin, France), Manna Natural Foods (Amsterdam, The 
Netherlands), Migros & Conserves Estavayer (Estavayer-le-Lac, 
Switzerland), Nutrition et Nature (Revel near Toulouse, France) 
Toulouse, France). Founded in June, Sojinal / Biosoja (Formerly 
Cacoja), Soyana (Zurich, Switzerland), Tofutown.com (Wiesbaum 
/ Vulkaneifel, Germany), Triballat (Noyal-sur-Vilaine, France). 
Makers of Sojasun

Soyfoods companies (USA). See Farm Food Co. (San Rafael, then 
San Francisco, California), Farm Foods, and Farm Soy Dairy, Hain 
Celestial Group, Inc. (Uniondale, New York), Lightlife Foods, 
Inc. (Turners Falls, Massachusetts), Rella Good Cheese Co. (Santa 
Rosa, California). Previously Brightsong Tofu, SunRich Food 
Group (Hope, Minnesota), Swan Food Corp. (Miami, Florida), 
White Wave, Inc. (Boulder, Colorado)

Soyfoods (General Food Uses of Soybeans) 366, 448, 516, 653, 
711, 930, 1031, 1090, 1243, 1419, 1632, 1696, 1732, 1764, 1840, 
2467, 2555, 2684, 2910, 2911, 2949, 3089, 3119, 3120, 3185, 3320, 
3352, 3416, 3423, 3465, 3601, 3706, 3721, 3722, 3867, 3868, 3910, 
3968, 4011, 4041, 4138, 4191, 4379, 4382, 4418, 4568, 4570, 4614, 
4655, 4802, 4807, 4883, 4941, 4944, 5085, 5158, 5261, 5459, 5506, 
5539, 5789, 5806, 5818, 5843, 5871, 5886, 6005, 6035

Soyfoods Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By 
Geographical Region. Includes per capita consumption of soybeans 
1602, 4941, 5332, 5466, 5693, 5865, 5866, 5886, 5976, 5989

Soyfoods Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–
Individual Companies 3201, 5878

Soyfoods movement. See Farm (The) (Summertown, Tennessee), 
Plenty (The Farm, Summertown, Tennessee), Plenty Canada 
and The Farm in Canada (Lanark, Ontario, Canada), Plenty 

International (Summertown, Tennessee), Rodale Press (Emmaus, 
Pennsylvania), Soyatech (Bar Harbor, Maine), Soyfoods 
Association of North America (SANA)

Soyfoods Movement in Africa 2102, 2361, 2457, 2737, 2842, 3336, 
4103, 5692

Soyfoods Movement in Asia (Traditionally Non-Soy Countries 
Such as India) 3420, 3576, 4377

Soyfoods Movement in Europe 2620, 3896, 4149, 4298, 4412, 
4788, 4924, 5642, 5697, 5731, 5747, 5768, 5778, 5968, 6010

Soyfoods Movement in Mexico and Central America 3947, 3981, 
4284, 4465, 4611, 4752, 5020, 5372, 5394, 5395, 5445, 5497, 5767, 
5897

Soyfoods Movement in North America (USA & Canada, General) 
3095, 3639, 3677, 3722, 3823, 3832, 4153, 4192, 4542, 4655, 4711, 
4800, 4807, 5020, 5506, 5722, 5734, 5850, 5980

Soyfoods Movement in South America 5142, 5591, 5963

Soyfoods Movement in the Caribbean 5020, 5875

Soyfoods Movement–Periodicals, Including Soycraft, Soyfoods, 
Soya Foods, Soya Newsletter, Soya International, Soyfoods Canada 
Newsletter, etc 3717, 5506, 5850

Soyfoods Movement–Soyfoods Restaurants or Delis 5722

Soyfoods restaurants or delis. See Soyfoods Movement–Soyfoods 
Restaurants or Delis

Soyfoods Unlimited, Inc. (San Leandro, California). Founded by 
John, Valerie, and Gary Robertson. Began Making Tempeh on 15 
Feb. 1981. Acquired by White Wave on 1 Dec. 1987 3920, 4488, 
4542, 4959

Soyinfo Center (Lafayette, California). Named Soyfoods Center 
until 1 Jan. 2007. Founded by William and Akiko Shurtleff 2859, 
2872, 2920, 2927, 2934, 2935, 2936, 3047, 3087, 3095, 3316, 3581, 
3599, 3661, 3664, 3665, 3675, 3676, 3721, 3832, 3854, 3857, 3859, 
3864, 3869, 3894, 3895, 3896, 3898, 3920, 4021, 4031, 4032, 4086, 
4121, 4122, 4145, 4146, 4147, 4148, 4149, 4163, 4173, 4174, 4191, 
4199, 4268, 4291, 4295, 4305, 4315, 4334, 4342, 4365, 4379, 4465, 
4484, 4502, 4506, 4515, 4517, 4536, 4538, 4547, 4567, 4570, 4647, 
4673, 4730, 4753, 4770, 4800, 4883, 4901, 4909, 4941, 5132, 5171, 
5186, 5332, 5422, 5463, 5668, 5697, 5747, 5768, 5778, 5846, 5886, 
5964, 5978, 5988

Soymilk. See Calf, Lamb, or Pig Milk Replacers

Soymilk Companies (Asia)–Kibun, Marusan-Ai, Mitsubishi, Meiji, 
and Saniku Shokuhin in Japan 2847, 3351, 3544, 3864, 4106, 4190, 
4379, 4518, 4542, 4570, 4592, 4682, 5400, 5463, 5601, 5677

Soymilk companies (England). See Itona

Soymilk companies (Europe). See Alpro (Wevelgem, Belgium), 
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Plamil Foods Ltd. (Folkestone, Kent, England) and The Plantmilk 
Society, Unisoy Milk ‘n’ By-Products (Stockport, Cheshire, 
England)

Soymilk companies (USA). See American Soy Products (Saline, 
Michigan), Vitasoy, WholeSoy & Co. (subsidiary of TAN 
Industries, Inc., California)

Soymilk, Concentrated or Condensed (Canned, Bottled, or Bulk). 
Also Called Soybase or Soy Base 36, 582, 613, 1141, 1576, 1701, 
1780, 2058, 2278, 2488, 2803, 2837, 2859, 2924, 2927, 2937, 3116, 
3456, 3581, 3640, 3675, 4032, 4305, 4567, 4666, 4870, 5182, 5264, 
5427, 5463, 5642, 5671, 5686

Soymilk Cream (Rich, Thick Soymilk to Be Used Like Cream). See 
also: Non-Dairy Creamer 2803, 4031, 6037

Soymilk curds. See Curds Made from Soymilk

Soymilk Equipment 4076, 4298, 4666, 4736, 5161, 5427, 5463, 
5464, 5642

Soymilk Equipment Companies (Europe). See APV Systems, Soya 
Technology Division. Formerly named Danish Turnkey Dairies 
Ltd., Alfa-Laval (Lund, Sweden), Tetra Pak International (Lund, 
Sweden)

Soymilk–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in 
Various Languages 222, 234, 761, 1021, 1022, 2765, 2847, 2873, 
2924, 4847, 5886

Soymilk fed (or not fed) to infants in China. See Infants or 
Recently-Weaned Children Fed (or Not Fed) Soymilk in China

Soymilk, Fermented–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / 
Relatives in Various Languages 1241

Soymilk, Fermented, in Liquid or Viscous Form (Basic Research, 
Acidophilus Soymilk or Soy Acidophilus Milk, Soy Viili, 
Buttermilk, Koumiss, Lassi, Piima, etc.). See also: Soy Yogurt, Soy 
Cheese, and Soy Kefi r 30, 120, 138, 732, 1241, 1329, 1388, 2209, 
2212, 2272, 2675, 2732, 2767, 2820, 2845, 2927, 2935, 2979, 2997, 
3172, 3290, 3351, 3420, 3421, 3507, 3535, 3536, 3675, 3738, 3888, 
3902, 3930, 3942, 4031, 4032, 4121, 4130, 4131, 4137, 4163, 4305, 
4334, 4443, 4536, 4567, 4625, 4640, 4702, 4825, 5007, 5386, 5670, 
5697, 5791, 5886, 5915

Soymilk, Fermented–Soy Kefi r 1597, 3581, 3675, 4121, 4305, 
4506, 4567

Soymilk, Fermented–Unusual Fermented Dairy Products (Such as 
Viili or Piima) that Can Also Be Made from Soymilk. See also: Soy 
Yogurt–Fermented and Soy Cheese–Fermented 1801, 1916, 4334, 
4506

Soymilk, Homemade–How to Make at Home or on a Laboratory 
or Community Scale, by Hand or with a Soymilk Maker / Machine 
2257, 2927, 2935, 3110, 3516, 3581, 4149, 4536, 5184, 5697

Soymilk–Imports, Exports, International Trade 4681

Soymilk in Second Generation Products, Documents About 4158, 
4185

Soymilk Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By 
Geographical Region 4106, 4311, 4403, 4682, 4683, 4788, 4798, 
5179, 5190, 5303, 5463, 5598, 5601, 5622, 5846, 5936

Soymilk Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–
Larger Companies 582, 1494, 1515, 1522, 1602, 1618, 1848, 1984, 
2468, 3977, 4038, 4403, 4673, 4681, 5463, 5598, 5601, 5642, 5678, 
5686, 5846, 5911

Soymilk Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–
Smaller Companies 5702

Soymilk Made from Sprouted / Germinated Soybeans 643

Soymilk–Marketing of 1951, 2058, 2314, 2468, 2873, 3421, 3507, 
4686

Soymilk Production–How to Make Soymilk on a Commercial Scale 
3675, 4099, 4305, 4567

Soymilk shakes. See Shakes

Soymilk, Soy Drinks / Beverages, Soy-Based Infant Formulas, and 
Nogs (Liquid, Non-Fermented). Note–For Soymilk Products See 
Tofu, Yuba, Shakes, Soy Ice Cream, Soy Yogurt, and Soy Cheese or 
Cheese Alternatives 5, 7, 12, 20, 24, 30, 34, 36, 37, 43, 46, 50, 51, 
60, 78, 79, 80, 81, 83, 90, 91, 94, 111, 113, 114, 117, 119, 120, 126, 
130, 141, 154, 160, 165, 171, 175, 180, 185, 186, 195, 214, 215, 
216, 222, 224, 229, 230, 234, 235, 242, 252, 266, 268, 269, 278, 
281, 283, 295, 306, 308, 319, 348, 359, 367, 378, 379, 383, 388, 
389, 396, 397, 408, 409, 412, 416, 439, 441, 449, 451, 466, 487, 
501, 516, 520, 524, 525, 530, 531, 532, 555, 557, 575, 578, 579, 
580, 581, 582, 585, 593, 596, 597, 600, 611, 625, 650, 659, 673, 
676, 679, 689, 708, 712, 721, 725, 726, 740, 741, 743, 747, 749, 
752, 755, 760, 761, 769, 775, 783, 784, 786, 813, 814, 815, 820, 
821, 827, 843, 848, 870, 880, 889, 908, 909, 914, 937, 945, 955, 
957, 958, 959, 984, 998, 1001, 1010, 1015, 1017, 1021, 1022, 1024, 
1027, 1040, 1042, 1048, 1050, 1056, 1057, 1060, 1078, 1084, 1085, 
1090, 1093, 1098, 1105, 1107, 1123, 1132, 1141, 1144, 1152, 1162, 
1163, 1164, 1184, 1185, 1186, 1188, 1200, 1204, 1207, 1208, 1222, 
1227, 1229, 1230, 1235, 1237, 1238, 1240, 1241, 1247, 1251, 1273, 
1277, 1288, 1312, 1314, 1321, 1326, 1327, 1328, 1329, 1340, 1354, 
1360, 1371, 1375, 1378, 1379, 1391, 1400, 1404, 1406, 1407, 1413, 
1414, 1430, 1437, 1459, 1461, 1494, 1512, 1515, 1520, 1525, 1532, 
1536, 1552, 1576, 1582, 1594, 1602, 1610, 1613, 1618, 1628, 1629, 
1643, 1644, 1651, 1652, 1653, 1655, 1661, 1662, 1670, 1675, 1677, 
1687, 1701, 1702, 1703, 1718, 1723, 1732, 1747, 1752, 1770, 1771, 
1780, 1792, 1803, 1814, 1830, 1833, 1848, 1849, 1866, 1870, 1873, 
1880, 1890, 1903, 1904, 1917, 1919, 1937, 1951, 1974, 1984, 1985, 
1986, 1987, 1988, 2006, 2017, 2032, 2033, 2058, 2062, 2067, 2073, 
2074, 2102, 2105, 2120, 2126, 2135, 2139, 2174, 2180, 2185, 2192, 
2202, 2215, 2216, 2217, 2218, 2220, 2223, 2225, 2237, 2249, 2250, 
2252, 2257, 2259, 2265, 2272, 2275, 2278, 2281, 2282, 2286, 2297, 
2302, 2304, 2306, 2314, 2344, 2350, 2368, 2414, 2454, 2455, 2468, 
2481, 2488, 2490, 2511, 2514, 2523, 2534, 2535, 2536, 2563, 2565, 
2578, 2586, 2595, 2596, 2626, 2633, 2642, 2648, 2649, 2675, 2679, 
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2684, 2690, 2706, 2707, 2714, 2733, 2737, 2740, 2744, 2745, 2765, 
2767, 2802, 2803, 2805, 2807, 2808, 2809, 2811, 2823, 2828, 2834, 
2837, 2842, 2847, 2859, 2863, 2864, 2873, 2875, 2888, 2913, 2924, 
2935, 2936, 2937, 2951, 2966, 2968, 2973, 2983, 2986, 2997, 3007, 
3013, 3019, 3028, 3043, 3044, 3070, 3108, 3110, 3116, 3136, 3152, 
3164, 3165, 3190, 3196, 3197, 3220, 3222, 3232, 3234, 3262, 3264, 
3269, 3299, 3304, 3327, 3334, 3336, 3345, 3351, 3360, 3371, 3373, 
3381, 3384, 3387, 3400, 3417, 3421, 3422, 3425, 3428, 3434, 3449, 
3455, 3456, 3457, 3467, 3470, 3474, 3478, 3487, 3501, 3507, 3516, 
3517, 3519, 3525, 3529, 3535, 3536, 3537, 3538, 3543, 3544, 3545, 
3549, 3550, 3553, 3581, 3585, 3588, 3590, 3598, 3621, 3640, 3645, 
3650, 3665, 3671, 3675, 3676, 3699, 3721, 3722, 3729, 3736, 3744, 
3756, 3762, 3781, 3785, 3787, 3791, 3798, 3807, 3818, 3825, 3830, 
3850, 3855, 3862, 3864, 3869, 3870, 3889, 3895, 3906, 3913, 3914, 
3915, 3921, 3938, 3946, 3960, 3969, 3977, 3981, 3996, 4001, 4005, 
4011, 4030, 4031, 4032, 4038, 4052, 4053, 4071, 4076, 4080, 4096, 
4099, 4100, 4103, 4106, 4111, 4113, 4118, 4141, 4149, 4173, 4174, 
4175, 4183, 4190, 4191, 4192, 4205, 4248, 4252, 4265, 4267, 4278, 
4284, 4295, 4305, 4307, 4311, 4318, 4330, 4333, 4336, 4339, 4354, 
4363, 4367, 4368, 4375, 4376, 4379, 4383, 4387, 4399, 4403, 4405, 
4432, 4435, 4452, 4456, 4464, 4469, 4470, 4471, 4475, 4476, 4479, 
4488, 4489, 4498, 4502, 4512, 4514, 4518, 4531, 4536, 4538, 4539, 
4542, 4550, 4555, 4567, 4570, 4585, 4592, 4594, 4603, 4604, 4612, 
4618, 4630, 4640, 4642, 4649, 4652, 4655, 4660, 4666, 4673, 4674, 
4681, 4682, 4683, 4688, 4695, 4706, 4711, 4712, 4736, 4737, 4740, 
4747, 4752, 4759, 4760, 4764, 4778, 4788, 4798, 4802, 4804, 4807, 
4809, 4811, 4814, 4822, 4826, 4830, 4838, 4843, 4847, 4849, 4852, 
4853, 4855, 4862, 4870, 4882, 4889, 4895, 4900, 4903, 4911, 4916, 
4920, 4929, 4946, 4949, 4960, 4981, 4983, 4986, 4988, 4990, 4992, 
4996, 4997, 5007, 5020, 5021, 5027, 5031, 5034, 5043, 5046, 5098, 
5104, 5105, 5113, 5127, 5142, 5145, 5146, 5155, 5156, 5158, 5160, 
5167, 5169, 5175, 5176, 5179, 5182, 5184, 5190, 5192, 5194, 5195, 
5202, 5203, 5208, 5213, 5217, 5220, 5227, 5242, 5254, 5264, 5274, 
5284, 5303, 5306, 5317, 5324, 5329, 5342, 5367, 5368, 5371, 5372, 
5373, 5375, 5381, 5383, 5386, 5393, 5394, 5395, 5398, 5399, 5405, 
5425, 5442, 5445, 5447, 5451, 5452, 5455, 5459, 5466, 5468, 5469, 
5481, 5482, 5486, 5490, 5491, 5497, 5506, 5507, 5512, 5518, 5522, 
5524, 5535, 5539, 5542, 5554, 5571, 5581, 5596, 5598, 5600, 5601, 
5604, 5607, 5608, 5622, 5637, 5642, 5657, 5660, 5663, 5665, 5666, 
5671, 5679, 5683, 5685, 5686, 5690, 5692, 5693, 5695, 5697, 5702, 
5706, 5707, 5709, 5725, 5726, 5727, 5743, 5745, 5751, 5755, 5757, 
5760, 5779, 5780, 5789, 5791, 5792, 5803, 5806, 5818, 5829, 5831, 
5846, 5851, 5852, 5854, 5870, 5873, 5879, 5880, 5885, 5886, 5887, 
5893, 5895, 5898, 5913, 5915, 5936, 5941, 5955, 5959, 5961, 5968, 
5979, 5980, 5996, 6007, 6011, 6020, 6025, 6029, 6031, 6035

Soymilk, Spray-Dried or Powdered 56, 222, 449, 496, 562, 563, 
582, 650, 681, 805, 843, 934, 1002, 1003, 1045, 1097, 1103, 1118, 
1119, 1169, 1181, 1261, 1273, 1313, 1326, 1354, 1494, 1515, 1520, 
1522, 1528, 1547, 1549, 1583, 1600, 1610, 1677, 1718, 1746, 1763, 
1789, 1848, 1868, 1871, 2087, 2278, 2304, 2368, 2427, 2454, 2459, 
2488, 2534, 2596, 2600, 2803, 2857, 2913, 2927, 2937, 3126, 3400, 
3602, 3698, 4031, 4171, 4470, 4518, 4533, 4649, 4661, 4666, 4674, 
4677, 4686, 4703, 4813, 4838, 4981, 4984, 4985, 5172, 5264, 5374, 
5386, 5571, 5598, 5657, 5753, 5848, 5885, 5911

Soymilk Standards or Standard of Identity 3013, 4814, 5913

Soynut Butter–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives 
in Various Languages 4147

Soynut Butter (Soynuts / Roasted Soybeans Ground to a Paste 
Resembling Peanut Butter; May Also Be Made from (Roasted) Soy 
Flour Mixed with a Little Oil) 743, 2102, 2272, 2457, 2534, 4146, 
4147, 4176, 5135, 5153, 5275

Soynut companies (Europe & USA). See Solnuts B.V. (Tilburg, The 
Netherlands; and Hudson, Iowa). Including Edible Soy Products

Soynut companies (USA). See Sycamore Creek Co. (Mason, 
Michigan). Before 1993, INARI, Ltd.

Soynuts, Homemade–How to Make at Home or on a Laboratory 
Scale, by Hand 163, 4146

Soynuts Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By 
Geographical Region 4146

Soynuts Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–
Individual Companies 3857

Soynuts (Oil Roasted or Dry Roasted / Toasted). See Also Irimame 
Used in Bean-Scattering (Mame-Maki) Ceremony at Setsubun 
(Lunar New Year) in Japan and Parched Soybeans 81, 90, 159, 161, 
163, 266, 317, 451, 679, 743, 749, 813, 1014, 1027, 1132, 1186, 
1610, 1675, 2202, 2278, 2288, 2414, 2478, 2651, 2757, 2767, 2927, 
2935, 2997, 3037, 3047, 3120, 3122, 3190, 3219, 3255, 3277, 3371, 
3381, 3420, 3535, 3536, 3538, 3581, 3585, 3606, 3608, 3665, 3676, 
3824, 3857, 3864, 3921, 3979, 4001, 4080, 4146, 4148, 4154, 4176, 
4453, 4536, 4680, 4850, 4883, 5007, 5043, 5135, 5153, 5158, 5227, 
5323, 5395, 5445, 5455, 5490, 5502, 5506, 5532, 5608, 5693, 5780, 
5818, 6015, 6030

Soynuts Production–How to Make Soynuts on a Commercial Scale 
4146

Space Travel or NASA Bioregenerative Life Support Systems 4330, 
4339

Spectrophotometry. See Seed Composition–High-Speed 
Measurement Techniques, such as Near Infrared Refl ectance (NIR) 
Anlysis and Spectrophotometry

Spencer Kellogg & Sons, Inc. (Buffalo, New York) 672, 712, 930, 
1090, 1273, 2869, 4538

Spillers Premier Products Ltd. (Puckeridge, Ware, Hertfordshire, 
England). Including Soya Foods Ltd [Named Soya Flour 
Manufacturing Co. Ltd. (1929-42), and Soya Foods Ltd. (1933)]. 
And incorporating British Soya Products (1932) 3, 399, 765, 1122, 
1123, 1392, 1606, 1848, 2687, 3165, 3993, 4538

Sprouted soybeans used to make soymilk. See Soymilk Made from 
Sprouted / Germinated Soybeans

Sprouts. See Soy Sprouts

Sprouts, Non-Soy. See also Soy Sprouts 3514, 3538, 3894, 4309, 
5144, 5799
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Spun soy protein fi bers. See Soy Proteins–Textured Soy Protein 
Isolates

Sri Lanka. See Asia, South–Sri Lanka

Staley (A.E.) Manufacturing Co. (Decatur, Illinois; Acquired by 
Tate & Lyle PLC in June 1988) 3, 40, 52, 61, 112, 129, 146, 173, 
647, 672, 689, 792, 907, 930, 931, 1090, 1273, 2326, 2568, 2684, 
2834, 3124, 3128, 3545, 3639, 3724, 3864, 3906, 4033, 4094, 4095, 
4150, 4282, 4304, 4320, 4483, 4575, 4658, 4761, 4837, 4935, 5045, 
5083, 5311, 5487, 5735, 5919

Standardization of nomenclature of soybean varieties. See 
Nomenclature of Soybean Varieties–Standardization of and 
Confusion

Standards, Applied to Soybeans or Soy Products 1195, 1196, 2403, 
2463, 2536, 3550, 3630, 3969, 4927, 5027, 5044, 5459, 5615, 5641

Standards for soyfoods. See Individual foods, e.g., Tofu Standards

Starch (Its Presence or Absence, Especially in Soybean Seeds) 40, 
48, 82, 95, 163, 171, 328, 361, 446, 449, 462, 470, 473, 665, 695, 
749, 815, 820, 959, 982, 1003, 1076, 1145, 1261, 1265, 1342, 1374, 
1397, 1513, 1600, 1701, 1723, 1762, 1812, 1824, 1977, 2085, 2272, 
2488, 2514, 2522, 2663, 2679, 2937, 3273, 3372, 3466, 3527, 3547, 
3654, 3686, 3712, 3812, 3814, 3837, 3869, 3945, 4054, 4146, 4239, 
4247, 4296, 4442, 4495, 4503, 4611, 4646, 4659, 4862, 4866, 5026, 
5039, 5119, 5203, 5316, 5416, 5569, 5602, 5675, 5791, 5909, 6033

Starter culture for tempeh. See Tempeh Starter Culture, Spores, or 
Inoculum

Statistics. See Industry and Market Analyses and Statistics, the 
specifi c product concerned, e.g. Tofu Industry and Market Statistics

Statistics on crushing of soybeans, soy oil and meal production 
and consumption. See individual geographic regions (such as Asia, 
Europe, Latin America, United States, World, etc.) and nations 
within each region

Statistics on soybean production. See Soybean Production and 
Trade–Industry and Market Statistics,

Statistics on soybean production, area and stocks. See individual 
geographic regions (such as Asia, Europe, Latin America, United 
States, etc.) and nations within each region

Statistics on soybean yields. See Yield Statistics, Soybean

Stephens, Arran and Ratana. See Lifestream Natural Foods Ltd. and 
Nature’s Path (BC, Canada)

Steroids, Steroid Hormones, and Sterols–Industrial Uses of Soy Oil 
44, 49, 124, 136, 258, 259, 272, 286, 292, 316, 343, 403, 407, 414, 
427, 447, 510, 672, 705, 772, 824, 829, 1069, 2849, 3900, 4771, 
4834, 4888, 4908, 4909, 4933, 4940, 5629, 5638, 5830, 6027

Sterols or Steroid Hormones in Soybeans (Phytosterols–Including 
Beta-Sitosterol, Campesterol, and Stigmasterol from Which 

Steroids Such as Progesterone, Hydrocortisone, and Cortisone Can 
Be Made) 44, 49, 87, 114, 124, 136, 197, 208, 258, 259, 272, 286, 
292, 309, 316, 329, 343, 345, 356, 360, 403, 407, 414, 421, 427, 
443, 447, 454, 462, 472, 510, 553, 647, 655, 662, 672, 705, 713, 
738, 753, 772, 773, 813, 824, 829, 860, 883, 957, 958, 999, 1028, 
1051, 1069, 1200, 1388, 1389, 1390, 1429, 1606, 1732, 1733, 1735, 
1806, 1995, 2004, 2193, 2491, 2530, 2648, 2700, 2754, 2761, 2849, 
3091, 3268, 3432, 3466, 3483, 3556, 3643, 3651, 3679, 3718, 3752, 
3815, 3829, 3851, 3892, 3900, 3918, 3983, 3997, 4003, 4073, 4077, 
4087, 4142, 4182, 4239, 4299, 4358, 4391, 4448, 4456, 4528, 4559, 
4622, 4724, 4728, 4771, 4786, 4834, 4888, 4908, 4909, 4933, 4940, 
5037, 5054, 5080, 5158, 5201, 5227, 5453, 5611, 5620, 5629, 5638, 
5737, 5769, 5830, 6002, 6027

Stinky tofu. See Tofu, Fermented–Stinky Tofu (Chou Doufu). 
Etymology of This Term

Storage of Soybean Seeds, Viability and Life-Span During Storage 
or Storability, and Drying of Soybeans 96, 230, 298, 1090, 1332, 
1989, 2675, 2997, 3114, 3185, 3399, 3547, 3852, 3968, 3969, 5561

Stow Mills, Inc. Including Llama Toucan & Crow (Brattleboro, 
Vermont), and Lama Trading Co.. 3095

Straw, soybean. See Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants–Straw

Strayer Family of Iowa–Incl. George Strayer (1910-1981; executive 
offi cer of the American Soybean Association 1940-1967), His 
Father Bert Strayer (1880-1941), and His Nephew Dennis Strayer 
(born 1938) 253, 291, 300, 478, 813, 1415, 3639, 3832, 3857, 4947

Subsidies or support prices for soybeans. See Policies and 
Programs, Government

Subtilisin, a Strong Proteolytic Enzyme from Natto (Whole 
Soybeans Fermented with Bacillus natto) 1593

Sufu. See Tofu, Fermented

Sugars, complex, such as raffi nose, stachyose, and verbacose. See 
Oligosaccharides

Sukiyaki–Famous Japanese Recipe and Dish. Its Basic Ingredients 
Include Tofu (Usually Grilled) and Soy Sauce 1140, 2337, 2927, 
2935

Sunfl ower Oil / Sunfl owerseed Oil / Sunoil 949, 1241, 1459, 2478, 
2819, 5158, 5433, 5465, 5470, 5494, 5638

Sunfl ower Seeds and Sunfl owers (Helianthus annuus)–Including 
Sunfl owerseed Oil, Cake, and Meal. Once called the Heliotrope, 
Heliotropion, and Heliotropium 238, 388, 443, 729, 883, 963, 967, 
974, 1094, 1184, 1201, 1275, 1459, 1914, 1948, 2119, 2302, 2337, 
2478, 2488, 2511, 2819, 2899, 2979, 3530, 3550, 3592, 3602, 3711, 
3950, 4313, 4318, 4544, 4649, 4658, 4756, 4784, 4905, 4984, 5158, 
5241, 5413, 5428, 5430, 5433, 5465, 5470, 5494, 5525, 5674, 5732, 
5832, 5858

SunOpta, Inc. (Toronto, Ontario, Canada). Formerly SunRich 
Food Group (Hope, Minnesota). Formerly Minnesota Waxy Corn 
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Growers Export Inc., Minnesota Edamame, Jameson-Williams Co. 
Acquired by Stake Technology Ltd. (Norval, Ontario, Canada) in 
July 1999, Stake changes its name to SunOpta on 31 Oct. 2003 
6016

SunRich Food Group (Hope, Minnesota). See SunOpta, Inc.

Sustainable Development and Growth, Including Low-Input 
Sustainable Agriculture (LISA), Renewable Energy Resources 
(Solar, Wind), Steady State Economics, and Voluntary Simplicity 
Worldwide 4228

Suzuki Shoten (Suzuki & Co.). See Hohnen Oil Co., Ltd. (Tokyo, 
Japan)

Swan Food Corp. (Miami, Florida). Started in 1977 by Robert 
Brooks and Mary Pung 3421, 3507, 3517

Swan Gardens Inc. and Soya Kaas Inc. (St. Ignatius, Montana; 
Atlanta, Georgia). Founded by Richard and Jocelyn McIntyre 4191, 
5490, 5656

Swift & Co. (Chicago, Champaign, and Oak Brook, Illinois) 258, 
437, 930, 1039, 1120, 1273, 1365, 1416, 1953, 2120, 2171, 2197, 
2292, 2304, 2577, 2648, 2705, 3687, 4184, 4282, 4320, 5848

Sycamore Creek Co. (Mason, Michigan). Before 1993, INARI, 
Ltd.–International Nutrition and Resources Inc. Purchased by W.G. 
Thompson & Sons Ltd. of Canada, Jan. 1999 3979, 4146, 4148, 
4176, 4850, 5135, 5532, 6015

Table / Tables in Document 2842

Tahini or tahina or tahin. See Sesame Butter

Taiwan. See Asia, East–Taiwan

Taiwanese black bean sauce. See Soy Sauce–Taiwanese Black Bean 
Sauce (Inyu)

Takamine, Jokichi (1854-1922; Introduced Koji, Commercial 
Microbial Enzyme Production, and Taka-Diastase to the USA). He 
Also Isolated Adrenalin / Adrenaline. Donated Famous Japanese 
Cherry Trees to Washington, DC 1076, 1160, 1607, 1748, 1749, 
1962, 2531, 5039

Tamari, Including Real Tamari (Soy Sauce Which Contains Little 
or No Wheat) or the Macrobiotic Word Tamari Meaning Traditional 
Shoyu 979, 1076, 1597, 1965, 2177, 2428, 2472, 2478, 2514, 2648, 
2651, 2707, 2768, 2775, 2822, 2920, 3024, 3025, 3026, 3087, 3088, 
3096, 3174, 3221, 3393, 3409, 3517, 3698, 3727, 3889, 3994, 3995, 
4027, 4080, 4086, 4117, 4255, 4264, 4267, 4335, 4447, 4453, 4506, 
4547, 4548, 4551, 4618, 4630, 4643, 4722, 4949, 5052, 5070, 5114, 
5160, 5227, 5252, 5290, 5321, 5408, 5597, 5672, 5726, 5752, 5955, 
5969, 6013

Tanshi, Tan-shih, or Tan-ch’ih (Wade-Giles). See Fermented Black 
Soybeans, Unsalted or Bland

Taosi or tao-si or tausi or tau-si. See Fermented Black Soybeans–

from The Philippines

Tariffs, duties, embargoes. See Trade Policies (International) 
Concerning Soybeans, Soy Products, or Soyfoods–Tariffs, Duties, 
Embargoes, Moratoriums, and Other Trade Barriers or Subsidies

Taste Panel, Taste Test Results, or Sensory / Organoleptic 
Evaluation of the Quality of Foods and Beverages 23, 115, 191, 
391, 1367, 1368, 1634, 2198, 2230, 2350, 2391, 2534, 2708, 2752, 
3023, 3227, 3269, 3430, 3864, 4028, 4131, 4301, 4905, 5379, 5562

Taste Problems. See Flavor / Taste Problems

Tauco–Indonesian-Style Fermented Soybean Paste. Also Spelled 
Taucho, Tauceo, Tau Chiow, Taoco, Tao-Tjo, Taotjo, Taocho, 
Taoetjo 1118, 1119, 1597, 1770, 1780, 2535, 2752, 3087, 3088, 
3196, 3665, 3676, 3934, 3953, 4024, 4086, 4255, 4547, 4548, 5303

Taxonomy. See Soybean–Taxonomy

Tempeh companies. See Tofurky Company (Hood River, Oregon. 
Maker of Tofurky and Tempeh)

Tempeh companies (USA). See Soyfoods Unlimited, Inc. (San 
Leandro, California)

Tempeh, Homemade–How to Make at Home or on a Laboratory 
Scale, by Hand 1453, 2934, 3047, 3664, 4069, 4329, 4730, 4949, 
5320, 5747, 5955, 6010

Tempeh in Second Generation Products (Such as Burgers), 
Documents About 3664, 3665, 3676, 5722

Tempeh Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By 
Geographical Region 4926, 5188, 5622, 6031

Tempeh Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–
Larger Companies 5850

Tempeh, Non-Soy Relatives–Onchom (Oncom, Ontjom)–A cake 
of Peanut Presscake or Okara (Oncom Tahu) Fermented with 
Neurospora (Monilia sitophila = Oidium lupuli) molds 1055, 1104, 
1118, 1119, 1388, 1597, 2199, 2391, 2429, 2488, 2497, 2535, 2732, 
2815, 2855, 2994, 3196, 3337, 3523, 3634, 3664, 3665, 3676, 4023, 
4249, 4434, 4443, 4446, 4457, 4730, 4838, 4927, 5171, 5238, 5303, 
5318, 5747, 6013

Tempeh, Non-Soy Relatives–Other Substrates Such as Winged 
Beans, Lupins, Velvet Beans, Brown Rice, Cassava, etc.. 2488, 
2876, 3325, 3339, 3493, 3664, 3665, 3676, 4446, 4700, 4730, 4891, 
4901, 4927, 5279, 5747, 5928

Tempeh, Non-Soy Relatives–Tempeh Bongkrek–A Cake of 
Fermented Coconut Presscake or Grated Coconut 1055, 1597, 1902, 
1929, 2199, 2253, 2388, 2391, 2429, 2855, 3217, 3634, 3665, 3676, 
4249, 4427, 4434, 4446, 4457, 4927, 5279, 5548, 5886

Tempeh, Okara (Okara Tempeh), Incl. Mei Dou Za, Mei-Tou-
Cha, Meitauza from China, and Tempe Gembus (from Central and 
Eastern Java) 1597, 2429, 3325, 3337, 3585, 3665, 3677, 4255, 
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4434, 4443, 4457, 4752, 4767, 4927, 5279, 5320, 5548, 5893, 6021

Tempeh Production–How to Make Tempeh on a Commercial Scale 
1453, 2656, 3664

Tempeh–Rhizopus Molds Are Discussed Without Mentioning 
Tempeh 1509, 4324, 4335, 4769, 4953

Tempeh (Spelled Témpé in Malay-Indonesian) 340, 388, 453, 593, 
650, 669, 673, 680, 741, 784, 914, 934, 963, 983, 1045, 1055, 1104, 
1118, 1119, 1132, 1163, 1164, 1188, 1192, 1203, 1231, 1232, 1235, 
1245, 1312, 1328, 1329, 1345, 1348, 1381, 1388, 1421, 1453, 1479, 
1486, 1488, 1496, 1497, 1511, 1520, 1534, 1547, 1563, 1565, 1597, 
1602, 1610, 1618, 1631, 1640, 1647, 1650, 1685, 1707, 1734, 1751, 
1752, 1760, 1770, 1776, 1780, 1818, 1832, 1848, 1861, 1872, 1894, 
1902, 1907, 1913, 1915, 1958, 1970, 1979, 1980, 2046, 2048, 2073, 
2087, 2126, 2135, 2136, 2148, 2195, 2199, 2227, 2238, 2253, 2266, 
2295, 2307, 2315, 2342, 2360, 2368, 2391, 2408, 2414, 2425, 2429, 
2452, 2453, 2484, 2488, 2497, 2509, 2511, 2516, 2523, 2535, 2536, 
2540, 2605, 2612, 2640, 2648, 2656, 2659, 2732, 2737, 2752, 2753, 
2779, 2784, 2811, 2815, 2855, 2876, 2896, 2906, 2927, 2934, 2935, 
2961, 2994, 2996, 2997, 3003, 3037, 3042, 3047, 3095, 3108, 3126, 
3156, 3157, 3196, 3217, 3231, 3254, 3279, 3299, 3303, 3310, 3319, 
3321, 3325, 3328, 3329, 3337, 3339, 3354, 3361, 3445, 3466, 3482, 
3493, 3509, 3510, 3518, 3523, 3527, 3534, 3537, 3538, 3540, 3550, 
3581, 3585, 3587, 3589, 3634, 3649, 3651, 3661, 3664, 3665, 3676, 
3677, 3678, 3681, 3682, 3698, 3717, 3721, 3722, 3726, 3729, 3740, 
3744, 3791, 3806, 3819, 3875, 3878, 3889, 3897, 3900, 3910, 3911, 
3920, 3923, 3934, 3938, 3953, 3969, 3990, 4011, 4021, 4023, 4037, 
4063, 4069, 4080, 4114, 4122, 4127, 4130, 4137, 4153, 4159, 4173, 
4191, 4194, 4199, 4201, 4207, 4211, 4212, 4213, 4229, 4237, 4238, 
4245, 4249, 4255, 4269, 4278, 4297, 4315, 4329, 4342, 4350, 4374, 
4379, 4381, 4395, 4396, 4397, 4405, 4409, 4421, 4424, 4427, 4432, 
4434, 4438, 4443, 4446, 4447, 4457, 4487, 4488, 4498, 4506, 4512, 
4536, 4542, 4544, 4557, 4560, 4565, 4570, 4593, 4604, 4610, 4618, 
4623, 4630, 4641, 4647, 4649, 4655, 4689, 4711, 4717, 4730, 4734, 
4747, 4752, 4770, 4782, 4812, 4817, 4827, 4828, 4829, 4837, 4838, 
4879, 4882, 4883, 4887, 4891, 4896, 4897, 4898, 4899, 4901, 4905, 
4910, 4917, 4918, 4919, 4922, 4923, 4925, 4926, 4927, 4928, 4930, 
4931, 4932, 4939, 4943, 4949, 4952, 4957, 4959, 4962, 4983, 4990, 
5011, 5013, 5020, 5029, 5036, 5043, 5066, 5071, 5089, 5103, 5110, 
5131, 5133, 5142, 5147, 5154, 5158, 5160, 5171, 5176, 5181, 5184, 
5188, 5190, 5227, 5230, 5231, 5235, 5236, 5238, 5240, 5242, 5244, 
5247, 5248, 5250, 5253, 5255, 5257, 5265, 5271, 5279, 5284, 5290, 
5303, 5318, 5320, 5334, 5337, 5343, 5376, 5384, 5406, 5411, 5413, 
5438, 5456, 5459, 5472, 5490, 5504, 5506, 5526, 5548, 5558, 5564, 
5569, 5582, 5583, 5590, 5591, 5594, 5622, 5633, 5648, 5664, 5672, 
5676, 5695, 5697, 5699, 5722, 5725, 5726, 5727, 5734, 5741, 5747, 
5761, 5789, 5790, 5792, 5805, 5821, 5829, 5850, 5855, 5861, 5878, 
5886, 5893, 5900, 5902, 5942, 5955, 5960, 5980, 6010, 6021, 6022, 
6026, 6031

Tempeh Starter Culture, Spores, or Inoculum (Called Ragi Tempe 
or Usar in Indonesia) 1453, 1640, 2934, 3047, 3534, 3538, 3664, 
3665, 4137, 4212, 4901, 4952

Tempehworks. See Lightlife Foods, Inc.

Teranatto or Tera-Natto. See Fermented Black Soybeans from 
Japan–Other Names

Teriyaki Sauce and Teriyaki (Soy Sauce is the Main Sauce 
Ingredient) 3581, 3675, 4001, 4297, 4305, 4453, 4567, 5296, 5385, 
5389, 5931

Terminology for soybeans–Fanciful. See Soybean–Terminology and 
Nomenclature–Fanciful Terms and Names

Tetra Pak International (Lund, Sweden) 1848, 2223, 3721, 3977, 
4076, 4191, 4379, 4403, 4479, 4518, 4570, 4673, 4681, 4682, 4882, 
4985, 5463, 5464, 5598, 5600, 5642, 5643, 5678, 5893, 5936, 5965

Textiles made from spun soy protein fi bers. See Fibers (Artifi cial 
Wool or Textiles Made from Spun Soy Protein Fibers, Including 
Azlon, Soylon, and Soy Silk / Soysilk)

Textured soy fl ours. See Soy Flours, Textured (Including TVP, 
Textured Vegetable Protein)

Textured soy protein concentrates. See Soy Protein Concentrates, 
Textured

Textured soy protein isolates. See Soy Protein Isolates, Textured 
(For Food Use Only). Including Spun Fibers

Textured soy proteins. See Soy Proteins, Textured

Therapeutic uses / aspects of soybeans, general. See Medical / 
Medicinal-Therapeutic Uses / Aspects, General

Thesaurus or Thesauri 5769

Third World / Developing Nations 388, 1866, 1869, 2082, 2105, 
2468, 3969, 4011, 4223, 4241, 4707, 5477

Thua-nao / Tua Nao (Whole Fermented Soybeans From Thailand) 
3326, 3931, 4557, 5237, 5861

Thyroid function. See Goitrogens and Thyroid Function

Tibet. See Asia, East–Tibet and Tibetans Outside Tibet

Timeline. See Chronology / Timeline

Tivall (Tivol), Maker of Meat Alternatives (Ashrat, Israel) 2555, 
2674, 2868, 3669

Tocopherol. See Vitamin E (Tocopherol)

Tofu (Also Called Soybean Curd or Bean Curd until about 1975-
1985). See also Tofu–Fermented, Soy Ice Creams, Soy Yogurts, and 
Cheesecake, Which Often Use Tofu as a Major Ingredient 7, 30, 37, 
51, 90, 113, 114, 119, 159, 160, 171, 185, 195, 230, 244, 252, 266, 
268, 274, 278, 283, 306, 311, 346, 348, 367, 375, 379, 388, 409, 
416, 439, 449, 451, 477, 503, 514, 516, 525, 534, 548, 593, 625, 
632, 643, 650, 663, 665, 673, 676, 679, 680, 740, 741, 743, 749, 
775, 784, 813, 814, 815, 820, 870, 909, 949, 959, 963, 980, 984, 
1010, 1014, 1027, 1047, 1055, 1056, 1057, 1077, 1078, 1083, 1085, 
1090, 1105, 1112, 1118, 1119, 1135, 1138, 1144, 1164, 1178, 1184, 
1186, 1188, 1203, 1204, 1207, 1209, 1226, 1241, 1251, 1277, 1328, 
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1329, 1344, 1350, 1364, 1371, 1391, 1404, 1417, 1419, 1430, 1461, 
1496, 1509, 1515, 1518, 1520, 1547, 1558, 1618, 1635, 1639, 1655, 
1668, 1674, 1675, 1714, 1752, 1770, 1780, 1840, 1846, 1848, 1849, 
1880, 1909, 1911, 1943, 1948, 1987, 1988, 2029, 2094, 2102, 2115, 
2123, 2126, 2135, 2165, 2188, 2196, 2202, 2222, 2249, 2257, 2275, 
2276, 2303, 2307, 2318, 2337, 2368, 2376, 2414, 2428, 2432, 2470, 
2472, 2481, 2488, 2502, 2511, 2514, 2523, 2532, 2534, 2535, 2536, 
2565, 2588, 2618, 2633, 2639, 2641, 2648, 2654, 2663, 2706, 2707, 
2714, 2737, 2756, 2767, 2775, 2802, 2803, 2811, 2822, 2823, 2824, 
2842, 2859, 2865, 2878, 2879, 2880, 2903, 2908, 2920, 2927, 2935, 
2936, 2942, 2966, 2968, 2973, 2997, 3026, 3028, 3037, 3087, 3088, 
3095, 3096, 3108, 3110, 3160, 3170, 3174, 3182, 3191, 3196, 3197, 
3202, 3220, 3227, 3288, 3299, 3300, 3309, 3316, 3341, 3343, 3349, 
3350, 3355, 3371, 3372, 3374, 3381, 3393, 3397, 3423, 3444, 3457, 
3479, 3480, 3484, 3505, 3506, 3516, 3517, 3524, 3527, 3534, 3535, 
3536, 3537, 3538, 3541, 3550, 3558, 3565, 3581, 3584, 3585, 3587, 
3590, 3597, 3637, 3639, 3644, 3652, 3664, 3665, 3672, 3675, 3676, 
3680, 3683, 3685, 3698, 3703, 3704, 3714, 3717, 3721, 3722, 3727, 
3729, 3731, 3737, 3756, 3781, 3790, 3791, 3794, 3817, 3823, 3825, 
3827, 3840, 3850, 3854, 3855, 3859, 3871, 3880, 3890, 3893, 3898, 
3921, 3931, 3933, 3934, 3938, 3943, 3953, 3969, 3978, 3981, 3990, 
4001, 4011, 4016, 4025, 4031, 4035, 4036, 4058, 4063, 4080, 4086, 
4114, 4122, 4137, 4144, 4149, 4152, 4153, 4173, 4180, 4188, 4190, 
4191, 4192, 4199, 4215, 4255, 4257, 4258, 4267, 4270, 4278, 4280, 
4284, 4286, 4289, 4290, 4293, 4300, 4305, 4306, 4307, 4308, 4316, 
4318, 4330, 4339, 4342, 4350, 4351, 4352, 4360, 4361, 4365, 4374, 
4379, 4381, 4398, 4412, 4425, 4432, 4435, 4437, 4451, 4453, 4459, 
4461, 4473, 4474, 4475, 4485, 4486, 4488, 4490, 4498, 4499, 4500, 
4512, 4516, 4517, 4524, 4536, 4544, 4545, 4547, 4549, 4560, 4567, 
4570, 4584, 4594, 4595, 4604, 4618, 4630, 4636, 4637, 4649, 4654, 
4655, 4663, 4697, 4705, 4706, 4711, 4712, 4716, 4727, 4731, 4737, 
4747, 4752, 4753, 4760, 4761, 4766, 4772, 4773, 4780, 4782, 4793, 
4798, 4800, 4807, 4811, 4831, 4838, 4839, 4847, 4852, 4853, 4856, 
4862, 4870, 4877, 4880, 4882, 4901, 4916, 4935, 4937, 4941, 4946, 
4949, 4965, 4968, 4975, 4982, 4983, 4989, 4990, 4995, 5006, 5007, 
5008, 5010, 5020, 5023, 5031, 5034, 5043, 5046, 5052, 5054, 5066, 
5070, 5091, 5099, 5101, 5105, 5108, 5110, 5116, 5124, 5125, 5126, 
5127, 5128, 5130, 5132, 5136, 5137, 5142, 5144, 5146, 5158, 5160, 
5167, 5176, 5177, 5179, 5180, 5182, 5184, 5185, 5186, 5190, 5193, 
5195, 5206, 5207, 5222, 5227, 5238, 5246, 5261, 5271, 5274, 5279, 
5284, 5289, 5290, 5296, 5303, 5306, 5308, 5317, 5323, 5325, 5326, 
5331, 5346, 5347, 5356, 5361, 5372, 5377, 5379, 5395, 5400, 5408, 
5414, 5416, 5422, 5427, 5444, 5445, 5455, 5459, 5463, 5466, 5467, 
5472, 5482, 5485, 5490, 5496, 5497, 5506, 5510, 5518, 5519, 5524, 
5531, 5539, 5544, 5551, 5556, 5564, 5581, 5582, 5586, 5595, 5599, 
5601, 5608, 5622, 5625, 5639, 5640, 5642, 5645, 5658, 5663, 5669, 
5677, 5678, 5681, 5682, 5683, 5686, 5688, 5693, 5695, 5697, 5701, 
5702, 5707, 5708, 5714, 5719, 5720, 5722, 5723, 5725, 5726, 5727, 
5734, 5742, 5751, 5753, 5755, 5756, 5757, 5760, 5764, 5778, 5780, 
5785, 5789, 5791, 5792, 5797, 5798, 5803, 5813, 5816, 5818, 5824, 
5827, 5829, 5837, 5838, 5863, 5864, 5866, 5870, 5876, 5880, 5886, 
5893, 5895, 5905, 5924, 5937, 5946, 5947, 5948, 5949, 5950, 5951, 
5952, 5953, 5958, 5961, 5963, 5967, 5968, 5970, 5973, 5975, 5976, 
5979, 5980, 5987, 5988, 5990, 5992, 5999, 6005, 6014, 6025, 6031

Tofu, baked or broiled at fl avored / seasoned/marinated. See Tofu, 
Flavored/Seasoned/Marinated and Baked, Broiled, Grilled, Braised, 
or Roasted

Tofu companies (Europe). See Cauldron Foods Ltd. (Bristol, 

England), Sojadoc (Clermond-Ferrand, France), Sojarei 
Vollwertkost GmbH (Traiskirchen, near Vienna, Austria). Formerly 
Sojarei Ebner-Prosl, Soyastern Naturkost GmbH / Dorstener Tofu 
Produktions GmbH (Dorsten, Germany), Tofumanufaktur Christian 
Nagel GmbH (Hamburg, Germany), Tofurei Svadesha Naturkost 
Produkte GmbH (Munich, Germany). Including Byodo Naturkost

Tofu companies (USA). See Azumaya, Inc. (San Francisco, 
California), House Foods America Corporation (Los Angeles, 
California), Island Spring, Inc. (Vashon, Washington), Legume, 
Inc. (Fairfi eld, New Jersey), Mainland Express (Spring Park, 
Minnesota), Morinaga Nutritional Foods, Inc., and Morinaga 
Nyûgyô (Torrance, California, and Tokyo, Japan), Nasoya Foods, 
Inc. (Leominster, Massachusetts). Subsidiary of Vitasoy, Northern 
Soy, Inc. (Rochester, New York), Quong Hop & Co. (San Francisco, 
California), Rosewood Products Inc. (Ann Arbor, Michigan), 
Simply Natural, Inc. (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania), Swan Gardens 
Inc. and Soya Kaas Inc. (Atlanta, Georgia), Tomsun Foods, Inc. 
(Greenfi eld, Massachusetts; Port Washington, New York, Wildwood 
Harvest, Inc.

Tofu, Criticism of, Making Fun of, or Image Problems 5506, 5903, 
5945, 5951

Tofu curds. See Curds Made from Soymilk

Tofu Equipment 3675, 4283, 4305, 4350, 4474, 4567, 5427, 5463, 
5642, 5656

Tofu–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in 
Various Languages 379, 525, 1010, 1241, 1780, 2257, 2927, 3536, 
3675, 3676, 3931, 4149, 4255, 5642

Tofu, Fermented (Also Called Doufu-ru, Toufu-ru, Furu, Fuyu, 
Tahuri, Tahuli, Tajure, Tao-hu-yi, or Sufu). See also Tofu-yo 37, 
244, 252, 266, 388, 663, 909, 1077, 1186, 1207, 1509, 1547, 1597, 
1832, 1916, 2089, 2149, 2200, 2222, 2238, 2388, 2536, 2648, 2825, 
2927, 2935, 3197, 3406, 3457, 3466, 3537, 3550, 3581, 3585, 3634, 
3675, 3756, 3781, 3911, 3923, 3931, 3932, 3938, 4023, 4149, 4245, 
4255, 4305, 4405, 4435, 4443, 4506, 4512, 4536, 4557, 4567, 4568, 
4655, 4681, 4711, 4747, 4882, 4954, 5110, 5142, 5227, 5260, 5312, 
5459, 5548, 5697, 5861, 6022, 6026

Tofu, Fermented–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / 
Relatives in Various Languages 37, 244, 388, 663, 1186, 1509, 
1597, 2089, 2200, 2222, 3581, 4681

Tofu, Fermented–Stinky Tofu (pinyin: Chou Doufu (W.-G. Ch’ou 
Toufu). Also Called, Stinking, Smelly or Redolent Tofu / Bean 
Curd) 244, 1547, 4405

Tofu, Firm (Chinese-Style) 1207, 1509, 1597, 3341, 3581, 3675, 
3721, 3737, 4149, 4545, 5668, 5878, 5983

Tofu, Five-Spice Pressed (Wu-hsiang Toufukan / Wuxiang 
Doufugan) 1207, 2927, 2935, 3197, 3675, 4305, 4567

Tofu, Flavored / Seasoned / Marinated and Baked, Broiled, Grilled, 
Braised, or Roasted. Including Tofu Jerky and Savory Baked Tofu 
3421, 3507, 3517, 3675, 4305, 4567, 5252, 5290
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Tofu, Flavored, Seasoned, or Marinated, but not Baked, Broiled, 
Grilled, Braised, or Roasted. Including most Five-Spice Pressed 
Tofu (wu-hsiang toufukan / wuxiang doufugan) 1207, 2927, 2935, 
3197

Tofu, Fried (Especially Deep-Fried Tofu Pouches, Puffs, Cutlets, or 
Burgers; Agé or Aburagé, Aburaagé, Usu-agé, Atsu-agé or Nama-
agé, Ganmodoki or Ganmo, Hiryôzu / Hiryozu) 909, 1056, 1077, 
1204, 1209, 1668, 1780, 1948, 1965, 1966, 2188, 2248, 2414, 2472, 
2532, 2534, 2618, 2756, 2775, 2824, 2927, 2935, 2997, 3028, 3197, 
3220, 3299, 3359, 3423, 3517, 3536, 3581, 3675, 3698, 3721, 3744, 
3781, 3817, 4122, 4149, 4192, 4255, 4305, 4328, 4453, 4512, 4524, 
4536, 4567, 4747, 4852, 4853, 4856, 4916, 4949, 5007, 5108, 5126, 
5167, 5227, 5445, 5491, 5663, 5697, 5702, 5725, 5761, 5822, 5893, 
5947, 5951, 5961

Tofu, Fried or Deep-Fried–Etymology of This Term and Its 
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 2927, 2935, 3581

Tofu, Frozen, Dried-frozen, or Dried Whole (Not Powdered) 37, 
367, 633, 735, 909, 1056, 1066, 1077, 1088, 1178, 1204, 1277, 
1350, 1388, 1518, 1621, 1668, 1692, 1780, 1788, 1848, 2368, 2534, 
2618, 2824, 2927, 2935, 2997, 3003, 3028, 3186, 3200, 3220, 3423, 
3517, 3581, 3675, 3698, 3744, 4016, 4149, 4253, 4273, 4287, 4305, 
4381, 4512, 4536, 4567, 4706, 4747, 4839, 4852, 5070, 5108, 5227, 
5422, 5449, 5490, 5678, 5697, 5893

Tofu, Frozen, Homemade–How to Make at Home or on a 
Laboratory or Community Scale, by Hand 2927

Tofu, Frozen or Dried-Frozen–Etymology of This Term and Its 
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 2927, 4747

Tofu, Grilled, Braised, Broiled, or Roasted (Yaki-dôfu in Japanese). 
A Japanese-Style Commercial Product 2488, 2532, 2716, 2824, 
2927, 2935, 3028, 3220, 3581, 3675, 4149, 4305, 4381, 4567, 4747, 
4839, 4852, 5947, 5951

Tofu, Grilled, Broiled, Braised, or Roasted–Etymology of This 
Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 2824

Tofu, Homemade–How to Make at Home or on a Laboratory or 
Community Scale, by Hand 160, 1209, 1911, 2257, 2428, 2775, 
2824, 2927, 2935, 3095, 3174, 3374, 3581, 3698, 4149, 4255, 4405, 
4839, 4856, 4949, 5778

Tofu in Second Generation Products, Documents About 2927, 2935, 
3421, 3507, 4542, 4795, 4883, 5668, 5722, 5733, 5761, 5872, 5878, 
5893, 5989

Tofu Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By 
Geographical Region 1178, 1204, 1515, 1668, 1848, 2115, 2222, 
2927, 2935, 3095, 4524, 5279, 5332, 5622, 5678, 5827, 5876, 5905, 
5948, 6031

Tofu Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–Larger 
Companies 3880, 4499, 5238, 5642, 5643, 5669, 5678, 5702, 5876, 
5878, 5946, 5950, 5951, 5980

Tofu Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–Smaller 
Companies 3737, 5893

Tofu Kit or Press (Kits or Presses Used for Making Tofu at Home) 
3095, 4149, 5778

Tofu–Marketing of 3421, 3507, 3823, 4300, 4772, 4773, 5703, 
5939, 5946, 5947, 5980

Tofu, Non-Soy Relatives (Such as Winged Bean Tofu or Peanut 
Tofu) 1045, 4700, 5797

Tofu, Pressed, Chinese-Style (Toufukan / Doufugan / Dougan) 244, 
813, 1207, 2935, 3675, 3781, 4853, 4856, 4968, 5020, 5961

Tofu Production–How to Make Tofu on a Commercial Scale 909, 
1112, 2935, 3584, 3637, 5961, 5979

Tofu, Silken (Kinugoshi)–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates 
/ Relatives in Various Languages 2488, 2927, 3581

Tofu, Silken (Kinugoshi). Made without Separation of Curds and 
Whey 2488, 2511, 2927, 2935, 3028, 3220, 3252, 3341, 3581, 3585, 
3675, 3859, 3933, 4149, 4270, 4305, 4381, 4567, 4747, 4852, 4882, 
5008, 5116, 5136, 5218, 5219, 5346, 5471, 5496, 5510, 5586, 5643, 
5654, 5656, 5702, 5703, 5772, 5777, 5784, 5795, 5816, 5876, 5903, 
5905, 5924, 5939, 5945, 5948, 5950, 5953, 5965, 5973, 5983, 5988

Tofu, Smoked 244, 388, 1404, 2927, 3675, 4305, 4567

Tofu, Smoked–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / 
Relatives in Various Languages 244, 2927, 3675

Tofu / Soy Cheesecake–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / 
Relatives in Various Languages 2822, 2927, 2935

Tofu, Spray-dried or Powdered 4273, 4432, 4435, 4935, 4996

Tofu, Spray-dried or Powdered, Used as an Ingredient in Second 
Generation Commercial Products Such as Ice Creams, Beverages, 
etc.. 5374

Tofu Standards or Standard of Identity 4772, 5132, 5136, 5753

Tofu, Used as an Ingredient in Second Generation Commercial 
Products Such as Dressings, Entrees, Ice Creams, etc.. 4380, 5252, 
5993, 5994

Tofumanufaktur Christian Nagel GmbH (Hamburg, Germany). 
Previously Christian Nagel Tofumanufaktur from 1984 to 1 Jan. 
1989 6010

Tofurei Svadesha Naturkost Produkte GmbH (Munich, Germany). 
Including Byodo Naturkost 4191, 5727, 6010

Tofurky Company (The) (Hood River, Oregon. Maker of Tofurky 
and Tempeh). Started by Seth Tibbott in Dec. 1980. Named Turtle 
Island Soy Dairy until Nov. 1991. Named Turtle Island Foods, Inc. 
until 2 Sept. 2013 5850
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Tofutown.com (formerly Viana Naturkost GmbH) and Bernd 
Drosihn (Wiesbaum / Vulkaneifel, Germany) 6010

Tofutti Brands, Inc. (Cranford, New Jersey)–Soy Ice Cream 
Company. Mintz’s Buffet Until Jan. 1982 3721, 3898, 4191, 4570, 
4716, 4798, 4807, 4882, 4946, 5086, 5132, 5347, 5418, 5443, 5479, 
5608, 5658

Tomsun Foods, Inc. (Greenfi eld, Massachusetts; Port Washington, 
New York. Named New England Soy Dairy from 1978-1983) 3393, 
3587, 3672, 3717, 3721, 3817, 3823, 3825, 3859, 3880, 3890, 3898, 
4191, 4365, 4379, 4488, 4516, 4542, 4545, 4570, 4773, 4800, 4883, 
5132, 5642, 5950, 5951

Tonga. See Oceania

Touchi or tou ch’i. See Fermented Black Soybeans

Toxins and Toxicity in Foods and Feeds–Afl atoxins (Caused by 
certain strains of Aspergillus fl avus and A. parasiticus molds) 1663, 
1740, 1760, 1800, 1825, 1832, 1848, 1884, 1889, 1898, 1921, 1938, 
1961, 1968, 1976, 2055, 2056, 2095, 2129, 2132, 2185, 2231, 2238, 
2242, 2246, 2264, 2317, 2327, 2331, 2369, 2411, 2443, 2460, 2501, 
2531, 2543, 2570, 2571, 2572, 2614, 2760, 2801, 2815, 2877, 3000, 
3003, 3046, 3176, 3280, 3354, 3401, 3403, 3448, 3575, 3665, 3676, 
3822, 3927, 3931, 3932, 4023, 4024, 4025, 4037, 4072, 4091, 4245, 
4279, 4296, 4324, 4487, 4561, 4688, 4818, 4819, 4820, 4821, 4904, 
4927, 4938, 5039, 5166, 5168, 5171, 5282, 5321, 5435, 5536, 5794, 
5805, 5893, 5899, 6004

Toxins and Toxicity in Foods and Feeds–Bongkrek Poisoning, 
Caused by Either Bongkrek Acid or Toxofl avin Produced in 
Some Coconut Tempeh by the Aerobic Bacteria Pseudomonas 
cocovenenans 1055, 1597, 1929, 2253, 2388, 2429, 2855, 3217, 
3634, 3665, 3676, 4249, 4427, 4434, 4446, 4910, 5548, 5886

Toxins and Toxicity in Foods and Feeds (General) 172, 425, 481, 
539, 540, 567, 576, 721, 747, 796, 939, 1095, 1268, 1292, 1377, 
1575, 1694, 1736, 1997, 2038, 2039, 2080, 2090, 2091, 2141, 2247, 
2341, 2466, 2485, 2660, 2677, 2721, 2796, 2844, 2973, 2982, 3001, 
3094, 3118, 3130, 3153, 3271, 3275, 3307, 3511, 3512, 3526, 3532, 
3533, 3692, 3733, 3964, 3985, 4270, 4401, 4507, 4513, 4554, 4697, 
4789, 4898, 4979, 5058, 5082, 5088, 5098, 5102, 5151, 5165, 5173, 
5220, 5282, 5293, 5295, 5305, 5392, 5407, 5409, 5435, 5474, 5505, 
5537, 5613, 5649, 5657, 5691, 5776, 5783, 5851, 5852, 5854, 5879, 
5885, 5996, 6012, 6020, 6029

Toxins and Toxicity in Foods and Feeds–Microorganisms, 
Especially Bacteria (Such as Escherichia coli, Salmonella spp., 
Clostridium botulinum), that Cause Food Poisoning. See also: 
Afl atoxins (produced by molds) and Bongkrek Poisoning (produced 
in coconut by bacteria) 15, 138, 157, 284, 349, 548, 1436, 1915, 
1929, 2961, 2994, 3059, 3155, 3217, 3356, 3375, 3412, 3492, 3602, 
3721, 3825, 4214, 4283, 4290, 4293, 4308, 4309, 4352, 4366, 4379, 
4398, 4473, 4474, 4485, 4488, 4516, 4560, 4570, 4731, 4766, 4775, 
4782, 4943, 4965, 4995, 5023, 5031, 5125, 5132, 5136, 5144, 5262, 
5292, 5311, 5343, 5346, 5351, 5446, 5504, 5510, 5524, 5586, 5598, 
5645, 5753, 5838, 5855, 5887, 5905, 5924, 5939, 5942, 5948, 5949, 
5950, 5952, 5953, 5965, 5967, 5973, 5980, 5983, 5988, 5990, 5992

Toxins and Toxicity in Foods and Feeds–Trichloroethylene Solvent 
and the Duren / Dueren Disease or Poisoning of Cattle / Ruminants 
254, 279, 420, 426, 480, 482, 484, 490, 513, 523, 526, 551, 566, 
608, 645, 660, 706, 707, 768, 776, 777, 778, 779, 780, 781, 782, 
799, 803, 852, 854, 900, 962, 972, 981, 995, 1013, 1025, 1918, 
2090, 2131, 2270, 3237, 3238, 4014, 4836, 5487

Tractors 929, 2993, 3664, 3832, 5422

Trade (International–Imports, Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and 
/ or Soybean Meal. See also Trade–Tariffs and Duties 37, 64, 81, 
161, 291, 346, 695, 909, 1037, 1083, 1248, 1272, 1295, 1367, 1368, 
1388, 1420, 1422, 1668, 1732, 1848, 1952, 2102, 2114, 2146, 2464, 
2737, 2842, 3185, 3832, 3974, 4712, 4837, 4920, 5127, 5158, 5422, 
5466, 5469, 5571, 5599, 5615, 5642, 5678, 5827, 5835, 5853

Trade of Soyfoods (Import and Export, not Including Soy Oil or 
Soybean Meal, but Including Lecithin and Margarine) or Soyfoods 
Manufacturing Equipment. See also: Soy Sauce–Imports, Exports. 
Miso–Imports, Exports 1387, 1848, 2119, 2651, 3080, 3221, 4673, 
4681, 4830, 5104, 5405, 5597, 5598, 5601, 5656, 5808, 5845, 5848, 
5866, 5867, 5876

Trade Policies (International) Concerning Soybeans, Soy Products, 
or Soyfoods–Tariffs, Duties, Embargoes, Moratoriums, and Other 
Trade Barriers or Subsidies 1676, 2899, 3080, 3832, 4837, 5674

Trade statistics, Central America. See Latin America–Central 
America–Trade (Imports or Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or 
Soybean Meal–Statistics

Trade statistics, South America. See Latin America–South America–
Trade (Imports or Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or Soybean 
Meal–Statistics

Trade statistics, Southeast Asia. See Asia, Southeast–Trade (Imports 
or Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or Soybean Meal–Statistics

Trall, Russell Thacher (1812-1877). American Health Reformer and 
Vegetarian (New York) 5408

Trans Fatty Acids 2, 166, 442, 443, 759, 762, 829, 993, 1270, 1299, 
1398, 2194, 2230, 2465, 2609, 2889, 2999, 3027, 3127, 3176, 3198, 
3452, 3494, 3531, 3556, 3667, 3759, 3780, 3835, 3973, 3983, 4003, 
4009, 4040, 4055, 4062, 4150, 4177, 4227, 4372, 4460, 4480, 4576, 
4577, 4578, 4693, 5057, 5229, 5276, 5498, 5515, 5644, 5836

Transcaucasia. See Asia, Transcaucasia (Presently Armenia, 
Azerbaijan, and Georgia)

Transportation of Soybeans or Soy Products to Market by Railroad 
/ Railway / Rail within a Particular Country or Region. See also 
Railroads / Railways and Special Trains Used to Promote Soybeans 
and Soybean Production 37, 3415, 4836, 5827

Transportation of Soybeans or Soy Products to Market by Roads or 
Highways Using Trucks, Carts, etc. within a Particular Country or 
Region 1918, 4691, 5947

Transportation of Soybeans or Soy Products to Market by Water 
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(Rivers, Lakes) Using Junks, Barges, etc. within a Particular 
Country or Region 1146

Treatment of seeds. See Seed Treatment with Chemicals (Usually 
Fungicides) for Protection

Tree of Life (St. Augustine, Florida). Purchased in Dec. 1985 by 
Netherlands-based Royal Wessanen NV Co.. 2768, 2822, 3507, 
4488, 5643, 5976, 5980

Triballat (Noyal-sur-Vilaine, France). Makers of Sojasun; and its 
Affi liate Bonneterre (Rungis Cedex, France) 5731, 5800, 5968

Trichloroethylene. See Solvents–Trichlorethylene, Toxins and 
Toxicity in Foods and Feeds–Trichloroethylene Solvent and the 
Duren / Dueren Disease

Tri-County Soy Bean Co-operative Association. See Dawson Mills

Triple “F” and Insta-Pro. See Extruders and Extrusion Cooking, 
Low Cost–Including Triple “F”

Tropical and Subtropical Countries, Soybean Production in (Mostly 
in the Third World / developing countries) 2736, 3624, 4955

Trucks or Carts used to transport soybeans. See Transportation of 
Soybeans or Soy Products to Market by Roads or Highways

Trypsin / Protease / Proteinase Growth Inhibitors 1, 25, 55, 71, 83, 
92, 93, 103, 104, 107, 116, 131, 132, 137, 149, 151, 170, 177, 178, 
181, 203, 206, 210, 211, 218, 229, 243, 246, 256, 277, 290, 297, 
301, 310, 320, 322, 327, 334, 335, 351, 357, 364, 386, 395, 399, 
400, 401, 402, 417, 423, 424, 425, 428, 444, 458, 459, 462, 471, 
475, 481, 485, 492, 500, 550, 554, 555, 580, 587, 595, 628, 629, 
638, 639, 666, 678, 686, 687, 688, 717, 757, 839, 840, 841, 869, 
887, 971, 974, 1044, 1064, 1082, 1087, 1092, 1108, 1121, 1148, 
1157, 1164, 1166, 1168, 1187, 1189, 1194, 1199, 1210, 1211, 1220, 
1223, 1253, 1283, 1284, 1289, 1302, 1307, 1333, 1344, 1355, 1358, 
1381, 1385, 1403, 1405, 1407, 1412, 1428, 1431, 1440, 1445, 1458, 
1474, 1481, 1500, 1517, 1528, 1529, 1533, 1540, 1547, 1557, 1567, 
1576, 1579, 1605, 1614, 1615, 1629, 1637, 1648, 1686, 1699, 1707, 
1715, 1724, 1731, 1741, 1752, 1753, 1755, 1765, 1766, 1768, 1772, 
1773, 1774, 1777, 1790, 1791, 1796, 1808, 1810, 1815, 1826, 1844, 
1847, 1851, 1856, 1865, 1891, 1935, 1945, 1962, 1982, 2012, 2022, 
2026, 2027, 2030, 2037, 2045, 2064, 2066, 2075, 2084, 2103, 2127, 
2141, 2142, 2143, 2147, 2153, 2155, 2157, 2162, 2163, 2179, 2180, 
2189, 2197, 2201, 2207, 2211, 2219, 2228, 2255, 2258, 2260, 2263, 
2268, 2283, 2300, 2311, 2314, 2323, 2329, 2344, 2348, 2365, 2366, 
2367, 2372, 2380, 2384, 2387, 2409, 2417, 2419, 2420, 2430, 2437, 
2441, 2448, 2451, 2484, 2486, 2519, 2523, 2530, 2542, 2551, 2565, 
2566, 2578, 2586, 2590, 2597, 2602, 2611, 2616, 2621, 2629, 2668, 
2673, 2680, 2696, 2700, 2701, 2703, 2712, 2713, 2744, 2764, 2769, 
2771, 2776, 2777, 2810, 2814, 2816, 2818, 2846, 2851, 2854, 2859, 
2894, 2906, 2918, 2934, 2938, 2940, 2944, 2963, 2982, 2997, 3003, 
3014, 3015, 3017, 3032, 3047, 3054, 3062, 3092, 3101, 3108, 3113, 
3121, 3166, 3172, 3194, 3215, 3225, 3233, 3242, 3255, 3278, 3288, 
3300, 3306, 3322, 3331, 3334, 3367, 3394, 3395, 3407, 3408, 3410, 
3412, 3419, 3451, 3466, 3488, 3491, 3497, 3542, 3547, 3564, 3576, 
3579, 3586, 3588, 3590, 3602, 3604, 3606, 3613, 3614, 3622, 3631, 
3637, 3642, 3644, 3673, 3689, 3691, 3694, 3700, 3704, 3711, 3717, 

3731, 3743, 3813, 3821, 3831, 3836, 3848, 3852, 3867, 3868, 3885, 
3895, 3904, 3908, 3926, 3940, 3951, 3958, 3965, 3975, 3988, 3989, 
3990, 3993, 3996, 4011, 4013, 4017, 4020, 4047, 4071, 4074, 4081, 
4083, 4090, 4094, 4101, 4102, 4116, 4125, 4127, 4144, 4145, 4148, 
4154, 4176, 4184, 4186, 4196, 4206, 4215, 4241, 4255, 4259, 4261, 
4262, 4269, 4275, 4295, 4307, 4314, 4417, 4423, 4465, 4508, 4527, 
4529, 4550, 4572, 4607, 4617, 4625, 4630, 4632, 4636, 4659, 4666, 
4675, 4680, 4704, 4735, 4736, 4741, 4748, 4752, 4758, 4783, 4785, 
4814, 4826, 4845, 4846, 4855, 4862, 4868, 4870, 4878, 4899, 4927, 
4945, 4951, 4958, 4974, 4977, 4978, 4988, 4998, 5001, 5012, 5045, 
5058, 5060, 5069, 5073, 5081, 5082, 5088, 5118, 5131, 5138, 5139, 
5141, 5152, 5154, 5166, 5176, 5182, 5198, 5207, 5259, 5263, 5266, 
5268, 5269, 5272, 5277, 5278, 5280, 5281, 5285, 5287, 5288, 5291, 
5295, 5304, 5305, 5307, 5313, 5314, 5315, 5330, 5335, 5340, 5341, 
5352, 5362, 5412, 5436, 5444, 5454, 5457, 5464, 5481, 5482, 5485, 
5523, 5529, 5537, 5540, 5545, 5549, 5552, 5559, 5561, 5564, 5565, 
5568, 5596, 5604, 5610, 5611, 5619, 5671, 5684, 5699, 5714, 5721, 
5750, 5760, 5773, 5776, 5783, 5796, 5797, 5798, 5801, 5839, 5842, 
5857, 5874, 5881, 5913, 5928, 5940, 5960, 5962, 5972, 5985, 5998, 
6012, 6017, 6019, 6022, 6024, 6035

Turkey. See Asia, Middle East–Turkey

Turkey, meatless. See Meat Alternatives–Meatless Turkey

Turkeys Fed Soybeans, Soybean Forage, or Soybean Cake or Meal 
as Feed 147, 444, 1009, 1035, 1051, 1198, 1266, 1475, 1483, 1672, 
1727, 3162

TVP. See Soy Flours, Textured (Including TVP, Textured Vegetable 
Protein)

T.W. Wood & Sons (Richmond, Virginia). Seedsmen since 1879 
1090

Ultrafi ltration. See Membrane Technology Processes

Umeboshi or ume-boshi (Japanese salt plums / pickled plums), 
Plum Products, and the Japanese Plum Tree (Prunus mumé) from 
whose fruit they are made 1639, 1780, 2248, 2478, 2707, 3397, 
3517, 3698, 4643, 5120, 5290, 5583, 5800

Uncommon Fermented Soyfoods–Etymology of This Term and Its 
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 1767, 2893, 3738

Unfair Practices–Allegations of Unfair Trade, Regulation, 
Production, or Labor Practices 4486

Unfair Practices–Including Possible Deceptive / Misleading 
Labeling, Advertising, etc. See also: Adulteration 1315, 3377, 5132, 
5348, 5866, 5993

Unilever Corp., Lever Brothers Co., Unimills B.V. (Netherlands), 
and Margarine Union 88, 1015, 1855, 1936, 2063, 2386, 2525, 
2999, 3121, 3260, 3463, 3626, 3633, 3772, 5570, 5776

Unisoy Milk ‘n’ By-Products (Stockport, Cheshire, England) 5885

United Kingdom. See Europe, Western–United Kingdom
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United Nations (Including UNICEF, FAO, UNDP, UNESCO, and 
UNRRA) Work with Soy 56, 283, 288, 511, 530, 582, 593, 625, 
650, 746, 761, 809, 857, 884, 919, 934, 951, 1045, 1055, 1063, 
1085, 1119, 1123, 1131, 1174, 1223, 1235, 1281, 1314, 1328, 1329, 
1388, 1406, 1468, 1489, 1490, 1494, 1520, 1547, 1549, 1594, 1599, 
1618, 1619, 1620, 1667, 1671, 1709, 1712, 1781, 1811, 1833, 1842, 
1848, 1861, 1867, 1869, 1871, 1994, 2019, 2025, 2101, 2102, 2103, 
2138, 2145, 2206, 2244, 2292, 2302, 2355, 2361, 2368, 2449, 2454, 
2457, 2459, 2467, 2488, 2489, 2511, 2552, 2564, 2591, 2605, 2638, 
2650, 2739, 2826, 2932, 2970, 3119, 3126, 3366, 3380, 3400, 3532, 
3533, 3917, 3969, 3981, 4000, 4017, 4019, 4084, 4223, 4241, 4266, 
4364, 4405, 4673, 4717, 4814, 4841, 4861, 4913, 4915, 4920, 4924, 
5094, 5209, 5386, 5411, 5581, 5879

United Natural Foods, Inc. (UNFI, Auburn, Washington state). 
Formed in 1995. Includes Mountain People’s Warehouse (Nevada 
City, California), Cornucopia Natural Foods (Connecticut) and 
Stow Mills (Vermont and New Hampshire), Rainbow Natural 
Foods, Albert’s Organics, and Hershey Imports Co.. 3095

United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Agricultural 
Cooperative Service. Including Farmer Cooperative Service (FCS, 
1926) 196, 197, 198, 3011, 3012

United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Agricultural 
Marketing Service (AMS) 3314

United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Agricultural 
Research Service (ARS, Established 1953). Including Agricultural 
Research Administration (1942-1953) 2, 14, 19, 187, 315, 636, 713, 
758, 791, 796, 813, 852, 861, 870, 909, 910, 921, 942, 943, 996, 
1013, 1053, 1090, 1186, 1195, 1196, 1197, 1203, 1257, 1259, 1273, 
1328, 1329, 1357, 1388, 1397, 1418, 1429, 1430, 1509, 1513, 1514, 
1520, 1600, 1633, 1707, 1716, 1818, 1827, 1828, 1830, 1832, 1833, 
1834, 1835, 1836, 1837, 1838, 1839, 1841, 1842, 1843, 1844, 1858, 
1863, 1864, 1874, 1926, 2046, 2047, 2058, 2060, 2062, 2082, 2088, 
2089, 2126, 2156, 2195, 2225, 2294, 2298, 2313, 2419, 2444, 2446, 
2469, 2480, 2518, 2609, 2655, 2739, 2763, 2804, 2848, 2890, 2905, 
2970, 2972, 2973, 3004, 3016, 3040, 3041, 3094, 3127, 3176, 3207, 
3233, 3273, 3281, 3335, 3367, 3375, 3438, 3453, 3454, 3514, 3621, 
4054, 4094, 4098, 4182, 4261, 4281, 4332, 4494, 4505, 4510, 4511, 
4541, 4566, 4617, 4711, 4768, 4790, 4810, 5044, 5047, 5050, 5054, 
5057, 5073, 5092, 5114, 5266, 5269, 5278, 5280, 5301, 5351, 5397, 
5429, 5469, 5509, 5517, 5521, 5523, 5560, 5604, 5617, 5644, 5754, 
5860, 5926, 5927, 5940, 5979, 6012

United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of 
Agricultural and Industrial Chemistry (1943-1953). Including 
Bureau of Agricultural Chemistry and Engineering (1938-1943), 
Bureau of Chemistry and Soils (1927-1938), and Bureau of 
Chemistry (1901-1927). Transferred to the Agricultural Research 
Service (ARS) in 1953 2, 7, 45, 191, 196, 197, 198, 208, 266, 314, 
492, 1328, 1329

United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of 
Agricultural Economics (1922-1953). Including Bureau of Markets 
and Crop Estimates (1921-1922), Bureau of Markets (1913-1921), 
and Offi ce of Farm Management and Farm Economics (1905-1922). 
Transferred in 1953 to USDA’s Economic Research Service 212

United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of 
Human Nutrition and Home Economics (1943-1953). Including 
Bureau of Home Economics (1923-1943), Offi ce of Home 
Economics (1915-1923), and Nutrition and Home Economics Work 
in the Offi ce of Experiment Stations (1894-1915). Transferred to the 
Agricultural Research Service in 1953 646, 2693, 4515

United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of 
Plant Industry, Soils, and Agricultural Engineering (1943-1953). 
Including Bureau of Plant Industry (1901-1943), Offi ce of Plant 
Industry (1900-1901), and Division of Agrostology (1895-1901). 
Transferred to Agricultural Research Service in 1953 37, 143, 188, 
189, 329, 374, 375, 589, 813, 2198, 2655, 4522

United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Economic 
Research Service (ERS) (1961-) 1273, 1986, 2050, 2293, 2326, 
2863, 3006, 3050, 3063, 4513, 4554, 4658

United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Food and 
Nutrition Service (FNS) 2287, 2336, 2338, 2347, 2424, 2577, 2606, 
2715, 4589, 5045, 5135

United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Foreign 
Agricultural Service (FAS, Est. 1953) Including Offi ce of Foreign 
Agricultural Relations (1939-1953). Foreign Agricultural Service 
(1938-1939) 909, 1014, 1203, 1204, 1248, 1260, 1273, 1294, 1295, 
1328, 1329, 1420, 1422, 1489, 1490, 1600, 1762, 2126, 2195, 3124, 
3503

United States Department of Agriculture (USDA; Including Federal 
Grain Inspection Service [FGIS], and War Food Administration 
[WFA]). See also: Agricultural Marketing Service, Agricultural 
Research Service (ARS), Bureau of Plant Industry, Economic 
Research Service, Food and Nutrition Service, Foreign Agricultural 
Service, and Section of Foreign Seed and Plant Introduction 27, 28, 
31, 39, 96, 127, 155, 158, 252, 276, 287, 291, 299, 392, 416, 627, 
722, 727, 763, 767, 808, 820, 858, 872, 897, 907, 923, 930, 949, 
967, 969, 983, 994, 1004, 1008, 1026, 1034, 1182, 1216, 1250, 
1254, 1284, 1351, 1362, 1408, 1415, 1426, 1458, 1482, 1510, 1517, 
1549, 1585, 1586, 1587, 1604, 1612, 1667, 1785, 1786, 1949, 2065, 
2087, 2096, 2112, 2120, 2124, 2133, 2145, 2192, 2197, 2198, 2228, 
2239, 2272, 2302, 2304, 2311, 2392, 2482, 2514, 2558, 2559, 2583, 
2602, 2620, 2684, 2733, 2783, 2823, 2893, 2904, 2908, 3080, 3132, 
3185, 3326, 3451, 3461, 3483, 3487, 3515, 3523, 3537, 3585, 3605, 
3618, 3624, 3638, 3668, 3721, 3748, 3776, 3796, 3842, 3917, 3974, 
4022, 4025, 4033, 4037, 4042, 4043, 4063, 4074, 4113, 4129, 4173, 
4184, 4190, 4191, 4221, 4224, 4228, 4239, 4292, 4328, 4353, 4379, 
4492, 4520, 4522, 4538, 4553, 4570, 4586, 4634, 4668, 4675, 4677, 
4684, 4757, 4774, 4807, 4958, 5042, 5055, 5061, 5069, 5093, 5132, 
5144, 5153, 5158, 5227, 5277, 5316, 5481, 5510, 5550, 5586, 5627, 
5641, 5663, 5668, 5680, 5717, 5744, 5776, 5827, 5839, 5853, 5894, 
5945, 5964, 6022

United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Offi ce of 
Experiment Stations (1888-1955). Transferred to the Cooperative 
State Experiment Station Service in 1961 227, 323, 646, 1058, 4242

United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Section of 
Foreign Seed and Plant Introduction (Established 1898 within the 
USDA with David Fairchild in Charge). Transferred to Bureau 
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of Plant Industry (1 July 1901). Later Referred to as the Offi ce of 
Foreign Seed and Plant Introduction and then the Offi ce of Foreign 
Plant Introduction 5857

United States of America–Activities and Infl uence Overseas / 
Abroad 64, 171, 230, 253, 291, 300, 329, 439, 937, 1106, 1169, 
1248, 1462, 1489, 1490, 1492, 1601, 1651, 1896, 2092, 2159, 2178, 
2552, 2655, 2684, 2783, 2802, 2873, 2910, 2921, 3023, 3123, 3348, 
3416, 3503, 3601, 3946, 4041, 4284, 4361, 4403, 4501, 4555, 4599, 
4600, 4725, 4882, 4934, 5303, 5327, 5363, 5367, 5421, 5431, 5455, 
5484, 5740, 5760, 5865, 5866, 5868, 5897, 5913, 5943

United States of America–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–
Statistics, Trends, and Analyses 187, 299, 664, 961, 1090, 3487, 
3550, 5158, 5674

United States of America, soyfoods movement in. See Soyfoods 
Movement in North America

United States of America (USA) 1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 8, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 
19, 21, 22, 23, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 
44, 45, 47, 48, 49, 52, 53, 55, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 65, 67, 68, 69, 
70, 71, 77, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 92, 93, 94, 96, 97, 98, 99, 100, 
101, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 114, 115, 
116, 118, 121, 122, 123, 124, 125, 127, 129, 130, 133, 135, 136, 
138, 139, 140, 142, 143, 144, 145, 146, 147, 148, 149, 152, 153, 
155, 158, 159, 160, 161, 162, 163, 166, 168, 169, 170, 171, 173, 
175, 176, 178, 179, 181, 182, 183, 184, 187, 188, 189, 190, 191, 
192, 194, 196, 197, 198, 199, 200, 201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 
207, 208, 209, 210, 211, 212, 217, 218, 219, 220, 227, 228, 231, 
232, 233, 236, 237, 238, 239, 240, 241, 243, 244, 245, 246, 247, 
248, 249, 251, 252, 255, 256, 257, 258, 259, 260, 261, 262, 263, 
265, 266, 267, 268, 270, 272, 273, 274, 276, 277, 278, 280, 282, 
285, 286, 287, 288, 289, 290, 292, 293, 296, 297, 298, 299, 305, 
306, 307, 309, 310, 311, 312, 314, 315, 316, 317, 318, 320, 321, 
323, 324, 325, 327, 329, 330, 332, 333, 335, 336, 337, 338, 339, 
342, 343, 344, 345, 346, 347, 352, 356, 357, 358, 359, 360, 361, 
362, 364, 365, 366, 372, 373, 374, 375, 377, 379, 380, 381, 382, 
384, 385, 386, 387, 391, 392, 393, 396, 398, 400, 401, 402, 403, 
404, 405, 407, 409, 410, 413, 414, 415, 416, 417, 418, 419, 420, 
421, 422, 424, 425, 426, 427, 435, 436, 437, 438, 440, 441, 442, 
443, 444, 446, 447, 448, 449, 451, 452, 454, 455, 456, 458, 459, 
460, 462, 464, 467, 468, 470, 472, 473, 475, 476, 477, 478, 480, 
481, 482, 483, 484, 487, 488, 489, 490, 492, 498, 500, 501, 503, 
506, 508, 509, 510, 514, 515, 521, 522, 524, 526, 527, 533, 534, 
535, 536, 537, 538, 539, 540, 541, 542, 543, 546, 549, 551, 553, 
554, 558, 565, 566, 567, 568, 570, 572, 573, 574, 576, 577, 578, 
579, 581, 583, 584, 587, 588, 589, 592, 593, 595, 596, 597, 598, 
602, 603, 605, 606, 607, 608, 609, 610, 611, 615, 616, 617, 618, 
621, 623, 625, 627, 628, 629, 634, 636, 638, 640, 644, 645, 646, 
647, 648, 649, 651, 652, 655, 656, 659, 660, 663, 664, 665, 668, 
670, 671, 672, 675, 677, 678, 681, 682, 683, 684, 685, 686, 687, 
689, 690, 692, 695, 697, 700, 701, 703, 706, 707, 708, 712, 713, 
714, 715, 717, 718, 721, 722, 727, 730, 731, 732, 738, 739, 743, 
747, 753, 754, 756, 757, 758, 759, 763, 764, 766, 767, 768, 770, 
772, 773, 774, 775, 776, 777, 778, 779, 780, 781, 782, 785, 786, 
787, 791, 792, 796, 799, 800, 801, 803, 804, 807, 808, 809, 812, 
813, 814, 815, 820, 821, 822, 823, 824, 825, 827, 828, 829, 834, 
835, 837, 838, 839, 840, 841, 843, 844, 845, 846, 852, 854, 857, 
858, 859, 860, 861, 863, 864, 865, 866, 868, 869, 870, 871, 872, 

882, 883, 886, 887, 888, 889, 892, 896, 897, 898, 899, 900, 903, 
904, 905, 906, 907, 908, 909, 910, 911, 912, 915, 921, 923, 925, 
926, 928, 930, 931, 932, 933, 934, 935, 936, 937, 938, 939, 940, 
941, 942, 943, 944, 949, 951, 952, 956, 957, 958, 959, 960, 961, 
962, 965, 967, 969, 972, 974, 975, 976, 978, 981, 983, 985, 986, 
988, 989, 990, 991, 992, 994, 995, 996, 997, 998, 1000, 1003, 1004, 
1006, 1007, 1008, 1009, 1012, 1013, 1015, 1016, 1017, 1023, 1024, 
1025, 1026, 1034, 1035, 1037, 1039, 1040, 1042, 1043, 1044, 1049, 
1050, 1051, 1052, 1053, 1058, 1067, 1069, 1070, 1071, 1072, 1073, 
1074, 1075, 1076, 1079, 1080, 1081, 1083, 1084, 1085, 1086, 1087, 
1089, 1090, 1092, 1093, 1095, 1096, 1098, 1099, 1102, 1104, 1107, 
1108, 1113, 1115, 1116, 1117, 1120, 1122, 1124, 1131, 1133, 1135, 
1137, 1140, 1141, 1142, 1143, 1144, 1147, 1149, 1150, 1152, 1156, 
1165, 1173, 1174, 1175, 1177, 1178, 1180, 1185, 1186, 1187, 1188, 
1189, 1191, 1192, 1193, 1194, 1195, 1196, 1197, 1198, 1200, 1201, 
1202, 1203, 1204, 1205, 1206, 1208, 1209, 1211, 1216, 1217, 1223, 
1225, 1226, 1228, 1230, 1231, 1233, 1234, 1235, 1236, 1240, 1241, 
1244, 1245, 1246, 1250, 1251, 1254, 1255, 1257, 1259, 1260, 1264, 
1265, 1266, 1268, 1269, 1270, 1271, 1272, 1273, 1278, 1279, 1280, 
1282, 1283, 1284, 1285, 1289, 1290, 1294, 1295, 1297, 1299, 1300, 
1301, 1302, 1305, 1306, 1307, 1310, 1311, 1312, 1314, 1320, 1321, 
1324, 1325, 1326, 1327, 1328, 1329, 1330, 1331, 1332, 1333, 1334, 
1335, 1336, 1339, 1340, 1341, 1344, 1345, 1349, 1351, 1353, 1354, 
1355, 1356, 1357, 1359, 1360, 1362, 1363, 1365, 1367, 1368, 1370, 
1377, 1378, 1380, 1381, 1382, 1386, 1387, 1388, 1389, 1391, 1393, 
1397, 1398, 1399, 1400, 1401, 1402, 1404, 1405, 1407, 1408, 1413, 
1414, 1415, 1416, 1418, 1419, 1420, 1421, 1422, 1424, 1428, 1429, 
1430, 1438, 1440, 1442, 1445, 1448, 1451, 1453, 1454, 1455, 1456, 
1458, 1459, 1460, 1463, 1464, 1468, 1472, 1474, 1475, 1476, 1478, 
1481, 1482, 1483, 1485, 1486, 1491, 1494, 1497, 1506, 1507, 1508, 
1510, 1511, 1513, 1514, 1515, 1516, 1517, 1519, 1520, 1521, 1524, 
1525, 1528, 1529, 1540, 1544, 1546, 1549, 1554, 1555, 1556, 1561, 
1563, 1566, 1567, 1568, 1572, 1575, 1577, 1578, 1579, 1580, 1584, 
1585, 1586, 1587, 1588, 1593, 1594, 1595, 1597, 1598, 1600, 1602, 
1603, 1604, 1609, 1611, 1612, 1613, 1614, 1615, 1617, 1619, 1620, 
1624, 1625, 1627, 1629, 1630, 1631, 1632, 1633, 1634, 1636, 1637, 
1638, 1639, 1640, 1642, 1643, 1645, 1648, 1649, 1650, 1654, 1655, 
1659, 1666, 1667, 1668, 1669, 1670, 1671, 1672, 1676, 1678, 1682, 
1683, 1684, 1685, 1686, 1687, 1693, 1694, 1695, 1697, 1698, 1699, 
1700, 1702, 1703, 1706, 1707, 1709, 1710, 1712, 1713, 1714, 1716, 
1717, 1718, 1721, 1722, 1724, 1727, 1729, 1731, 1732, 1734, 1735, 
1736, 1737, 1739, 1740, 1741, 1743, 1744, 1751, 1753, 1755, 1758, 
1759, 1760, 1761, 1762, 1763, 1768, 1770, 1771, 1772, 1773, 1774, 
1775, 1777, 1778, 1782, 1783, 1784, 1785, 1786, 1789, 1790, 1792, 
1795, 1801, 1803, 1804, 1806, 1807, 1808, 1809, 1810, 1818, 1826, 
1828, 1829, 1830, 1831, 1832, 1836, 1837, 1838, 1839, 1840, 1841, 
1842, 1843, 1844, 1846, 1847, 1848, 1851, 1852, 1854, 1857, 1858, 
1859, 1860, 1861, 1863, 1866, 1867, 1869, 1871, 1873, 1874, 1880, 
1881, 1883, 1885, 1887, 1890, 1892, 1901, 1904, 1911, 1914, 1916, 
1918, 1920, 1922, 1923, 1924, 1925, 1926, 1927, 1930, 1931, 1932, 
1942, 1944, 1945, 1946, 1950, 1951, 1952, 1953, 1957, 1959, 1961, 
1963, 1964, 1965, 1966, 1972, 1974, 1976, 1980, 1982, 1983, 1984, 
1985, 1986, 1987, 1988, 1989, 1992, 1993, 1995, 1997, 2007, 2012, 
2013, 2020, 2021, 2022, 2023, 2024, 2025, 2027, 2028, 2030, 2031, 
2032, 2033, 2034, 2035, 2036, 2037, 2038, 2039, 2041, 2042, 2045, 
2046, 2047, 2048, 2049, 2050, 2051, 2052, 2054, 2057, 2058, 2059, 
2060, 2061, 2062, 2063, 2065, 2067, 2068, 2071, 2073, 2074, 2075, 
2076, 2077, 2080, 2081, 2082, 2083, 2084, 2086, 2087, 2088, 2089, 
2090, 2092, 2095, 2096, 2097, 2098, 2100, 2101, 2102, 2103, 2104, 
2106, 2107, 2108, 2116, 2120, 2124, 2126, 2127, 2128, 2129, 2131, 
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2132, 2133, 2134, 2136, 2138, 2141, 2142, 2143, 2144, 2145, 2148, 
2149, 2150, 2153, 2155, 2156, 2157, 2158, 2162, 2163, 2164, 2166, 
2167, 2168, 2169, 2171, 2172, 2173, 2174, 2179, 2180, 2184, 2188, 
2189, 2191, 2192, 2193, 2194, 2195, 2197, 2198, 2199, 2200, 2201, 
2202, 2203, 2204, 2206, 2207, 2209, 2210, 2211, 2214, 2215, 2216, 
2218, 2219, 2220, 2221, 2222, 2224, 2225, 2226, 2228, 2230, 2231, 
2233, 2235, 2237, 2238, 2239, 2240, 2241, 2242, 2245, 2248, 2249, 
2255, 2256, 2258, 2260, 2261, 2263, 2265, 2267, 2268, 2269, 2271, 
2272, 2273, 2276, 2277, 2278, 2280, 2281, 2282, 2283, 2284, 2285, 
2286, 2287, 2288, 2290, 2292, 2293, 2294, 2296, 2297, 2298, 2299, 
2300, 2302, 2303, 2304, 2306, 2307, 2309, 2310, 2311, 2313, 2314, 
2316, 2319, 2320, 2323, 2324, 2325, 2326, 2327, 2328, 2329, 2331, 
2332, 2333, 2335, 2336, 2337, 2338, 2339, 2342, 2343, 2345, 2347, 
2348, 2349, 2350, 2351, 2355, 2357, 2362, 2366, 2367, 2369, 2370, 
2371, 2374, 2375, 2378, 2379, 2384, 2385, 2387, 2388, 2389, 2390, 
2391, 2392, 2393, 2396, 2397, 2398, 2399, 2400, 2401, 2402, 2403, 
2404, 2406, 2408, 2409, 2412, 2416, 2417, 2418, 2419, 2420, 2421, 
2422, 2423, 2424, 2425, 2426, 2428, 2430, 2433, 2434, 2435, 2437, 
2438, 2443, 2444, 2445, 2446, 2448, 2449, 2451, 2452, 2454, 2458, 
2460, 2462, 2464, 2466, 2469, 2470, 2471, 2472, 2474, 2475, 2476, 
2477, 2478, 2479, 2480, 2482, 2483, 2484, 2485, 2486, 2490, 2502, 
2503, 2504, 2505, 2513, 2514, 2515, 2517, 2518, 2520, 2523, 2529, 
2530, 2534, 2535, 2536, 2537, 2538, 2542, 2544, 2547, 2548, 2549, 
2553, 2555, 2556, 2558, 2559, 2560, 2563, 2568, 2573, 2577, 2578, 
2579, 2583, 2584, 2585, 2586, 2588, 2589, 2591, 2593, 2594, 2596, 
2597, 2600, 2601, 2602, 2603, 2604, 2605, 2606, 2607, 2609, 2610, 
2611, 2612, 2613, 2617, 2619, 2620, 2621, 2622, 2623, 2627, 2628, 
2629, 2630, 2632, 2634, 2638, 2639, 2642, 2643, 2644, 2645, 2646, 
2647, 2648, 2649, 2650, 2651, 2653, 2654, 2655, 2657, 2658, 2659, 
2661, 2664, 2665, 2668, 2671, 2673, 2674, 2676, 2677, 2679, 2680, 
2681, 2682, 2683, 2688, 2690, 2691, 2692, 2693, 2694, 2696, 2698, 
2700, 2704, 2705, 2706, 2707, 2709, 2710, 2711, 2712, 2713, 2714, 
2715, 2716, 2718, 2722, 2729, 2730, 2731, 2732, 2733, 2735, 2736, 
2739, 2740, 2741, 2744, 2745, 2747, 2750, 2751, 2753, 2758, 2762, 
2763, 2765, 2767, 2768, 2770, 2771, 2773, 2775, 2776, 2777, 2779, 
2784, 2798, 2800, 2801, 2803, 2804, 2808, 2809, 2810, 2811, 2812, 
2816, 2818, 2819, 2820, 2821, 2822, 2823, 2824, 2828, 2831, 2832, 
2833, 2834, 2836, 2840, 2843, 2844, 2845, 2846, 2848, 2849, 2854, 
2855, 2858, 2859, 2860, 2861, 2863, 2865, 2866, 2867, 2868, 2869, 
2870, 2871, 2872, 2874, 2875, 2881, 2884, 2886, 2889, 2890, 2893, 
2895, 2899, 2900, 2903, 2904, 2905, 2906, 2907, 2908, 2909, 2915, 
2916, 2917, 2918, 2919, 2920, 2924, 2925, 2926, 2927, 2928, 2931, 
2933, 2934, 2935, 2936, 2937, 2938, 2939, 2940, 2956, 2958, 2962, 
2963, 2964, 2965, 2966, 2967, 2970, 2971, 2972, 2973, 2975, 2976, 
2977, 2978, 2979, 2980, 2981, 2982, 2984, 2985, 2986, 2989, 2990, 
2991, 2992, 2993, 2995, 2999, 3000, 3001, 3002, 3003, 3004, 3005, 
3006, 3007, 3008, 3010, 3011, 3012, 3013, 3014, 3015, 3016, 3017, 
3019, 3020, 3021, 3027, 3030, 3032, 3036, 3037, 3038, 3039, 3040, 
3041, 3044, 3046, 3047, 3048, 3049, 3050, 3052, 3054, 3055, 3056, 
3058, 3059, 3060, 3061, 3062, 3063, 3064, 3065, 3078, 3079, 3084, 
3085, 3086, 3087, 3088, 3090, 3092, 3093, 3094, 3095, 3096, 3098, 
3100, 3102, 3103, 3104, 3108, 3109, 3110, 3111, 3112, 3113, 3114, 
3115, 3116, 3117, 3118, 3120, 3125, 3127, 3128, 3129, 3132, 3133, 
3135, 3138, 3139, 3141, 3143, 3155, 3159, 3161, 3162, 3164, 3170, 
3171, 3174, 3176, 3182, 3185, 3192, 3195, 3198, 3199, 3207, 3208, 
3209, 3211, 3215, 3216, 3218, 3219, 3222, 3225, 3226, 3227, 3232, 
3233, 3234, 3235, 3236, 3237, 3238, 3248, 3251, 3253, 3254, 3256, 
3257, 3258, 3259, 3260, 3261, 3263, 3264, 3265, 3266, 3267, 3268, 
3270, 3271, 3273, 3274, 3276, 3280, 3281, 3282, 3284, 3285, 3286, 
3288, 3289, 3292, 3293, 3295, 3297, 3298, 3299, 3300, 3301, 3302, 

3303, 3304, 3305, 3306, 3311, 3313, 3314, 3315, 3316, 3317, 3318, 
3319, 3321, 3323, 3324, 3327, 3330, 3331, 3332, 3333, 3335, 3337, 
3338, 3339, 3340, 3341, 3343, 3365, 3366, 3367, 3371, 3372, 3373, 
3374, 3375, 3377, 3378, 3380, 3381, 3385, 3386, 3389, 3391, 3393, 
3394, 3395, 3397, 3398, 3399, 3402, 3404, 3405, 3408, 3409, 3410, 
3411, 3412, 3415, 3419, 3420, 3421, 3424, 3427, 3428, 3431, 3436, 
3438, 3439, 3442, 3443, 3444, 3445, 3448, 3449, 3450, 3451, 3452, 
3453, 3454, 3455, 3456, 3457, 3458, 3461, 3462, 3464, 3465, 3466, 
3467, 3468, 3469, 3470, 3471, 3475, 3476, 3477, 3481, 3483, 3484, 
3485, 3487, 3488, 3489, 3490, 3491, 3492, 3493, 3494, 3496, 3497, 
3499, 3500, 3501, 3502, 3505, 3507, 3509, 3510, 3511, 3512, 3514, 
3515, 3516, 3517, 3520, 3521, 3523, 3527, 3528, 3529, 3530, 3531, 
3532, 3534, 3535, 3537, 3538, 3539, 3542, 3543, 3545, 3546, 3547, 
3548, 3549, 3550, 3551, 3552, 3553, 3554, 3556, 3557, 3558, 3559, 
3564, 3566, 3570, 3572, 3574, 3579, 3581, 3585, 3586, 3587, 3588, 
3589, 3590, 3591, 3594, 3595, 3597, 3598, 3599, 3601, 3602, 3603, 
3605, 3606, 3610, 3612, 3614, 3615, 3617, 3618, 3621, 3622, 3623, 
3624, 3625, 3628, 3630, 3631, 3632, 3635, 3636, 3637, 3638, 3639, 
3640, 3642, 3644, 3645, 3646, 3647, 3648, 3649, 3651, 3652, 3653, 
3654, 3655, 3657, 3658, 3659, 3661, 3662, 3663, 3664, 3665, 3667, 
3668, 3670, 3672, 3675, 3676, 3677, 3679, 3680, 3681, 3682, 3683, 
3684, 3685, 3686, 3687, 3688, 3689, 3690, 3693, 3694, 3695, 3698, 
3699, 3700, 3701, 3702, 3703, 3704, 3705, 3707, 3711, 3714, 3715, 
3717, 3719, 3720, 3721, 3722, 3723, 3724, 3725, 3727, 3728, 3729, 
3730, 3731, 3733, 3735, 3737, 3738, 3741, 3742, 3743, 3745, 3747, 
3748, 3749, 3750, 3751, 3754, 3755, 3756, 3757, 3759, 3761, 3762, 
3763, 3766, 3767, 3768, 3769, 3771, 3773, 3774, 3775, 3778, 3779, 
3780, 3782, 3783, 3784, 3786, 3788, 3789, 3790, 3792, 3793, 3796, 
3797, 3798, 3799, 3800, 3801, 3802, 3803, 3804, 3805, 3809, 3810, 
3811, 3812, 3813, 3814, 3817, 3821, 3823, 3824, 3825, 3827, 3829, 
3830, 3831, 3832, 3833, 3834, 3836, 3837, 3838, 3839, 3841, 3842, 
3843, 3845, 3846, 3847, 3848, 3850, 3852, 3853, 3854, 3857, 3858, 
3859, 3860, 3861, 3863, 3864, 3865, 3869, 3870, 3871, 3872, 3873, 
3874, 3875, 3876, 3877, 3880, 3882, 3883, 3885, 3886, 3888, 3889, 
3890, 3891, 3893, 3894, 3895, 3896, 3897, 3898, 3899, 3900, 3902, 
3903, 3904, 3905, 3906, 3907, 3908, 3910, 3911, 3914, 3916, 3917, 
3920, 3923, 3925, 3926, 3928, 3929, 3930, 3934, 3938, 3939, 3940, 
3951, 3952, 3956, 3958, 3961, 3962, 3964, 3965, 3966, 3967, 3968, 
3969, 3971, 3972, 3973, 3974, 3975, 3979, 3981, 3982, 3983, 3984, 
3985, 3986, 3987, 3988, 3989, 3990, 3994, 3996, 3999, 4000, 4001, 
4002, 4003, 4007, 4013, 4015, 4016, 4017, 4019, 4021, 4022, 4023, 
4025, 4026, 4027, 4028, 4029, 4031, 4032, 4033, 4035, 4036, 4037, 
4038, 4040, 4041, 4042, 4043, 4046, 4050, 4052, 4054, 4055, 4056, 
4057, 4062, 4063, 4064, 4065, 4069, 4070, 4071, 4074, 4080, 4081, 
4082, 4084, 4086, 4087, 4088, 4089, 4092, 4094, 4095, 4098, 4101, 
4104, 4105, 4107, 4108, 4109, 4110, 4111, 4113, 4114, 4115, 4116, 
4117, 4118, 4119, 4120, 4121, 4122, 4125, 4127, 4128, 4129, 4130, 
4135, 4137, 4139, 4140, 4144, 4145, 4146, 4147, 4148, 4149, 4150, 
4151, 4152, 4153, 4154, 4155, 4156, 4158, 4161, 4163, 4166, 4168, 
4169, 4170, 4172, 4173, 4174, 4175, 4176, 4177, 4178, 4179, 4180, 
4181, 4182, 4184, 4185, 4186, 4187, 4190, 4191, 4192, 4193, 4196, 
4197, 4199, 4202, 4209, 4217, 4220, 4221, 4222, 4224, 4228, 4231, 
4232, 4233, 4234, 4239, 4242, 4243, 4245, 4247, 4248, 4250, 4253, 
4254, 4256, 4257, 4258, 4261, 4262, 4264, 4266, 4267, 4268, 4269, 
4272, 4273, 4274, 4276, 4277, 4278, 4281, 4282, 4283, 4286, 4288, 
4289, 4290, 4291, 4292, 4293, 4295, 4297, 4300, 4301, 4303, 4304, 
4305, 4306, 4307, 4308, 4309, 4310, 4312, 4313, 4315, 4319, 4320, 
4321, 4322, 4323, 4324, 4325, 4326, 4327, 4328, 4330, 4332, 4334, 
4336, 4337, 4338, 4339, 4342, 4344, 4348, 4349, 4350, 4351, 4352, 
4353, 4354, 4355, 4356, 4357, 4359, 4360, 4365, 4366, 4369, 4372, 
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4373, 4374, 4379, 4380, 4381, 4388, 4390, 4398, 4401, 4404, 4410, 
4416, 4417, 4425, 4426, 4428, 4430, 4431, 4432, 4435, 4442, 4443, 
4444, 4447, 4448, 4450, 4451, 4452, 4453, 4456, 4458, 4460, 4461, 
4463, 4465, 4466, 4472, 4473, 4474, 4476, 4477, 4480, 4481, 4482, 
4483, 4484, 4485, 4486, 4488, 4489, 4491, 4492, 4493, 4494, 4495, 
4497, 4498, 4499, 4500, 4504, 4505, 4506, 4508, 4509, 4510, 4511, 
4513, 4514, 4515, 4516, 4517, 4519, 4520, 4521, 4522, 4524, 4526, 
4527, 4528, 4529, 4534, 4536, 4537, 4538, 4539, 4541, 4542, 4544, 
4545, 4546, 4547, 4548, 4549, 4550, 4551, 4552, 4553, 4554, 4556, 
4559, 4560, 4561, 4562, 4563, 4566, 4567, 4569, 4570, 4572, 4573, 
4574, 4575, 4576, 4577, 4578, 4579, 4581, 4583, 4586, 4588, 4589, 
4591, 4592, 4597, 4598, 4603, 4604, 4609, 4612, 4615, 4617, 4618, 
4619, 4624, 4626, 4627, 4628, 4629, 4630, 4632, 4633, 4634, 4636, 
4637, 4640, 4641, 4642, 4647, 4649, 4652, 4654, 4655, 4656, 4658, 
4659, 4662, 4663, 4664, 4665, 4668, 4670, 4671, 4672, 4673, 4675, 
4676, 4677, 4678, 4680, 4681, 4684, 4685, 4688, 4691, 4695, 4696, 
4698, 4699, 4700, 4701, 4705, 4707, 4709, 4710, 4711, 4715, 4716, 
4717, 4722, 4723, 4729, 4730, 4731, 4732, 4735, 4742, 4743, 4745, 
4747, 4749, 4750, 4752, 4753, 4755, 4756, 4757, 4758, 4761, 4762, 
4763, 4765, 4766, 4767, 4768, 4769, 4770, 4771, 4772, 4773, 4774, 
4775, 4776, 4779, 4780, 4783, 4784, 4785, 4789, 4790, 4791, 4795, 
4798, 4799, 4800, 4801, 4806, 4807, 4808, 4810, 4811, 4813, 4817, 
4818, 4819, 4820, 4821, 4822, 4830, 4834, 4835, 4836, 4837, 4839, 
4840, 4841, 4842, 4845, 4847, 4848, 4849, 4850, 4851, 4853, 4854, 
4855, 4856, 4858, 4860, 4861, 4862, 4864, 4866, 4868, 4870, 4871, 
4872, 4874, 4875, 4876, 4880, 4883, 4885, 4886, 4888, 4889, 4890, 
4891, 4892, 4894, 4901, 4902, 4908, 4909, 4910, 4912, 4914, 4915, 
4916, 4933, 4935, 4936, 4937, 4939, 4940, 4941, 4942, 4943, 4945, 
4946, 4947, 4949, 4951, 4956, 4958, 4959, 4960, 4961, 4963, 4964, 
4965, 4966, 4971, 4972, 4976, 4977, 4978, 4979, 4980, 4982, 4987, 
4989, 4995, 4996, 4998, 4999, 5001, 5003, 5004, 5010, 5014, 5015, 
5020, 5021, 5024, 5027, 5037, 5039, 5040, 5041, 5042, 5043, 5044, 
5045, 5046, 5047, 5048, 5049, 5050, 5052, 5053, 5054, 5055, 5056, 
5057, 5058, 5059, 5060, 5061, 5063, 5064, 5065, 5066, 5069, 5070, 
5071, 5073, 5076, 5077, 5079, 5080, 5081, 5082, 5083, 5085, 5086, 
5088, 5089, 5090, 5091, 5092, 5093, 5094, 5095, 5096, 5099, 5100, 
5104, 5106, 5114, 5116, 5117, 5118, 5120, 5123, 5125, 5126, 5128, 
5129, 5130, 5132, 5133, 5134, 5135, 5136, 5138, 5139, 5140, 5141, 
5143, 5144, 5145, 5146, 5147, 5148, 5149, 5150, 5151, 5152, 5153, 
5158, 5159, 5162, 5163, 5164, 5165, 5169, 5171, 5175, 5176, 5177, 
5180, 5184, 5185, 5186, 5189, 5190, 5192, 5193, 5196, 5197, 5203, 
5205, 5206, 5207, 5208, 5209, 5211, 5214, 5215, 5218, 5219, 5220, 
5221, 5222, 5223, 5224, 5225, 5227, 5229, 5234, 5236, 5239, 5252, 
5257, 5263, 5265, 5266, 5269, 5270, 5271, 5272, 5275, 5277, 5278, 
5280, 5281, 5282, 5284, 5285, 5287, 5288, 5290, 5296, 5301, 5304, 
5305, 5306, 5307, 5310, 5311, 5313, 5315, 5316, 5318, 5319, 5320, 
5322, 5323, 5325, 5326, 5328, 5329, 5330, 5331, 5332, 5333, 5334, 
5335, 5337, 5339, 5340, 5341, 5345, 5346, 5347, 5348, 5351, 5352, 
5354, 5355, 5356, 5359, 5360, 5361, 5362, 5364, 5365, 5369, 5370, 
5371, 5372, 5373, 5374, 5376, 5377, 5378, 5380, 5381, 5382, 5385, 
5387, 5389, 5391, 5392, 5394, 5395, 5396, 5397, 5398, 5399, 5400, 
5401, 5402, 5405, 5407, 5408, 5409, 5412, 5416, 5417, 5418, 5420, 
5422, 5423, 5424, 5426, 5428, 5429, 5430, 5432, 5433, 5434, 5436, 
5437, 5439, 5440, 5442, 5443, 5444, 5445, 5446, 5447, 5452, 5453, 
5454, 5456, 5457, 5458, 5459, 5460, 5461, 5463, 5464, 5465, 5467, 
5468, 5469, 5470, 5471, 5472, 5474, 5475, 5478, 5479, 5482, 5483, 
5485, 5487, 5488, 5489, 5490, 5492, 5494, 5497, 5498, 5502, 5503, 
5505, 5506, 5507, 5509, 5510, 5511, 5513, 5515, 5517, 5518, 5519, 
5520, 5521, 5522, 5523, 5524, 5525, 5526, 5531, 5532, 5537, 5543, 
5544, 5546, 5547, 5550, 5551, 5552, 5553, 5554, 5555, 5556, 5557, 

5559, 5560, 5563, 5566, 5567, 5568, 5572, 5577, 5579, 5580, 5584, 
5585, 5586, 5588, 5592, 5594, 5595, 5597, 5598, 5599, 5600, 5601, 
5604, 5605, 5606, 5607, 5608, 5609, 5610, 5611, 5612, 5613, 5614, 
5615, 5616, 5617, 5618, 5619, 5620, 5621, 5623, 5624, 5625, 5627, 
5628, 5629, 5630, 5631, 5634, 5635, 5636, 5637, 5638, 5639, 5640, 
5641, 5643, 5644, 5645, 5648, 5649, 5652, 5653, 5654, 5656, 5657, 
5658, 5659, 5661, 5662, 5663, 5664, 5665, 5667, 5668, 5669, 5670, 
5672, 5674, 5675, 5678, 5679, 5680, 5682, 5684, 5685, 5687, 5688, 
5690, 5691, 5693, 5694, 5695, 5696, 5697, 5698, 5699, 5702, 5703, 
5704, 5706, 5708, 5709, 5717, 5718, 5719, 5720, 5721, 5722, 5723, 
5725, 5726, 5728, 5730, 5732, 5733, 5734, 5735, 5737, 5738, 5741, 
5743, 5744, 5745, 5746, 5747, 5748, 5749, 5750, 5751, 5752, 5753, 
5754, 5756, 5757, 5759, 5761, 5762, 5763, 5765, 5767, 5768, 5769, 
5770, 5771, 5772, 5773, 5774, 5775, 5776, 5777, 5778, 5780, 5781, 
5783, 5784, 5785, 5786, 5787, 5788, 5789, 5791, 5792, 5795, 5803, 
5804, 5805, 5807, 5808, 5813, 5816, 5817, 5820, 5821, 5822, 5823, 
5824, 5826, 5827, 5828, 5829, 5830, 5832, 5833, 5834, 5835, 5836, 
5837, 5838, 5839, 5841, 5842, 5843, 5846, 5847, 5849, 5850, 5853, 
5857, 5858, 5859, 5860, 5862, 5863, 5864, 5867, 5871, 5872, 5873, 
5874, 5876, 5877, 5878, 5881, 5883, 5884, 5886, 5887, 5889, 5890, 
5891, 5894, 5896, 5900, 5902, 5903, 5905, 5907, 5909, 5911, 5913, 
5914, 5916, 5917, 5918, 5919, 5921, 5922, 5923, 5924, 5926, 5927, 
5930, 5931, 5932, 5933, 5934, 5935, 5937, 5938, 5939, 5940, 5944, 
5945, 5946, 5947, 5948, 5949, 5950, 5951, 5952, 5953, 5954, 5955, 
5958, 5960, 5962, 5964, 5965, 5966, 5967, 5969, 5970, 5972, 5973, 
5976, 5978, 5979, 5980, 5981, 5982, 5983, 5985, 5986, 5987, 5988, 
5989, 5991, 5992, 5993, 5994, 5995, 5996, 5998, 6002, 6005, 6009, 
6011, 6012, 6014, 6015, 6016, 6017, 6018, 6019, 6022, 6023, 6025, 
6026, 6027, 6028, 6030, 6031, 6032, 6036

United States–States–Alabama 261, 522, 700, 1408, 1682, 2129, 
2398, 2583, 2623, 3554, 3645, 3827, 3951, 3999, 4147, 4456, 4652, 
4820, 5620, 5823

United States–States–Alaska 2428

United States–States–Arizona 2428, 2603, 2768, 2822, 4716, 4742, 
4888, 5547, 5918

United States–States–Arkansas 323, 419, 483, 1090, 1311, 1491, 
2126, 2428, 2768, 3095, 3124, 3550, 3750, 3999, 4493, 4820, 4915, 
5158, 5459, 5482, 5687

United States–States–California 25, 37, 77, 86, 97, 123, 130, 148, 
158, 160, 163, 200, 201, 211, 220, 272, 280, 290, 310, 311, 333, 
358, 400, 401, 407, 421, 424, 440, 442, 443, 458, 459, 467, 472, 
503, 508, 534, 553, 554, 587, 634, 655, 665, 668, 670, 675, 701, 
731, 738, 743, 766, 773, 823, 840, 841, 857, 860, 883, 886, 889, 
899, 904, 905, 915, 934, 936, 937, 956, 965, 978, 983, 1006, 1007, 
1009, 1049, 1071, 1090, 1092, 1099, 1108, 1124, 1140, 1141, 1169, 
1173, 1187, 1191, 1201, 1246, 1269, 1273, 1300, 1301, 1310, 1387, 
1413, 1414, 1454, 1459, 1460, 1497, 1507, 1519, 1546, 1593, 1602, 
1611, 1651, 1670, 1718, 1731, 1732, 1737, 1758, 1763, 1773, 1774, 
1783, 1807, 1863, 1946, 1965, 1966, 1986, 2042, 2097, 2128, 2192, 
2222, 2265, 2273, 2283, 2297, 2299, 2303, 2307, 2327, 2329, 2333, 
2337, 2345, 2375, 2400, 2406, 2428, 2430, 2479, 2502, 2503, 2514, 
2549, 2588, 2594, 2596, 2639, 2642, 2645, 2657, 2680, 2714, 2716, 
2718, 2731, 2768, 2775, 2803, 2822, 2833, 2859, 2865, 2867, 2872, 
2905, 2915, 2920, 2927, 2931, 2933, 2934, 2935, 2936, 2937, 2938, 
2966, 2967, 2972, 2973, 3007, 3014, 3032, 3047, 3049, 3058, 3087, 
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3088, 3095, 3096, 3100, 3110, 3170, 3192, 3251, 3264, 3304, 3311, 
3315, 3318, 3337, 3341, 3374, 3397, 3406, 3412, 3415, 3457, 3500, 
3516, 3517, 3521, 3539, 3551, 3566, 3581, 3586, 3591, 3599, 3622, 
3624, 3652, 3657, 3664, 3665, 3675, 3676, 3677, 3683, 3685, 3703, 
3721, 3742, 3749, 3750, 3754, 3755, 3780, 3817, 3854, 3864, 3871, 
3893, 3894, 3895, 3896, 3920, 3925, 3934, 3999, 4001, 4021, 4027, 
4031, 4032, 4086, 4108, 4109, 4116, 4121, 4137, 4145, 4146, 4147, 
4148, 4149, 4163, 4173, 4174, 4191, 4192, 4199, 4231, 4234, 4250, 
4268, 4282, 4291, 4295, 4300, 4305, 4310, 4315, 4330, 4334, 4342, 
4355, 4373, 4379, 4380, 4428, 4452, 4463, 4465, 4466, 4472, 4481, 
4482, 4484, 4488, 4492, 4499, 4515, 4528, 4536, 4537, 4538, 4542, 
4547, 4548, 4563, 4567, 4569, 4570, 4619, 4637, 4642, 4654, 4659, 
4673, 4681, 4688, 4691, 4711, 4716, 4730, 4732, 4742, 4743, 4770, 
4772, 4783, 4790, 4801, 4810, 4830, 4845, 4847, 4861, 4862, 4868, 
4880, 4890, 4901, 4909, 4956, 4958, 4959, 4982, 5003, 5014, 5020, 
5052, 5058, 5059, 5070, 5077, 5088, 5091, 5114, 5116, 5132, 5143, 
5145, 5159, 5171, 5176, 5184, 5185, 5196, 5206, 5218, 5219, 5252, 
5268, 5269, 5277, 5278, 5280, 5284, 5290, 5296, 5307, 5310, 5322, 
5330, 5332, 5334, 5340, 5346, 5356, 5371, 5372, 5394, 5395, 5398, 
5408, 5442, 5445, 5464, 5471, 5498, 5567, 5585, 5586, 5595, 5597, 
5600, 5604, 5623, 5643, 5654, 5656, 5669, 5675, 5684, 5695, 5697, 
5703, 5719, 5720, 5722, 5734, 5735, 5746, 5747, 5756, 5763, 5768, 
5772, 5776, 5777, 5778, 5783, 5784, 5785, 5789, 5791, 5795, 5824, 
5846, 5876, 5878, 5887, 5894, 5903, 5905, 5911, 5924, 5930, 5939, 
5940, 5945, 5947, 5948, 5949, 5958, 5964, 5973, 5976, 5978, 5981, 
5983, 5985, 5987, 5988, 5998, 6012, 6023

United States–States–Colorado 1920, 2428, 2478, 2513, 2768, 
2822, 3055, 3063, 3065, 3095, 3102, 3115, 3509, 3570, 3574, 3677, 
3784, 3800, 3801, 3810, 3812, 3814, 3848, 3883, 3917, 4101, 4145, 
4191, 4248, 4379, 4466, 4542, 4555, 4570, 4687, 5059, 5702, 5734, 
5976, 5980

United States–States–Connecticut 39, 260, 409, 475, 672, 678, 692, 
820, 1058, 1067, 1408, 1556, 1735, 1993, 2184, 2343, 2428, 2549, 
2594, 2645, 2822, 2964, 2979, 2992, 3139, 3539, 3542, 3557, 4028, 
4120, 4242, 4301, 4354, 4486, 4488, 4500, 4516, 4570, 4753, 4835, 
5020, 5076, 5588, 5748, 5773

United States–States–Delaware 609, 986, 1272, 1455, 1634, 1636, 
3475, 4656

United States–States–District of Columbia (Washington, DC) 14, 
19, 37, 49, 240, 275, 288, 329, 374, 375, 392, 402, 607, 935, 1004, 
1235, 1273, 1328, 1329, 1430, 1575, 1600, 1604, 1778, 1807, 1836, 
1986, 2156, 2287, 2293, 2428, 2655, 2668, 2704, 2821, 2849, 2863, 
2904, 2908, 2909, 2981, 3007, 3050, 3060, 3061, 3078, 3124, 3129, 
3222, 3267, 3286, 3303, 3330, 3484, 3511, 3529, 3570, 3602, 3623, 
3721, 3741, 3797, 3832, 3886, 3956, 3967, 4031, 4032, 4129, 4181, 
4191, 4220, 4221, 4224, 4232, 4243, 4309, 4485, 4520, 4586, 4603, 
4688, 4716, 4731, 4742, 4774, 4784, 4892, 5049, 5104, 5132, 5144, 
5153, 5281, 5316, 5346, 5391, 5392, 5405, 5407, 5550, 5554, 5566, 
5645, 5663, 5718, 5728, 5791, 5886, 5953, 5965, 5970, 5988, 5991

United States–States–Florida 859, 1729, 1829, 1859, 2420, 2428, 
2480, 2549, 2584, 2600, 2768, 2822, 3114, 3117, 3143, 3225, 3288, 
3421, 3507, 3517, 3677, 4379, 4515, 4522, 4542, 4716, 4979, 5270, 
5376, 5482, 5725, 5864

United States–States–Georgia 47, 261, 362, 1784, 2059, 2210, 

2402, 2428, 2435, 2485, 2585, 2661, 2768, 2866, 2940, 2963, 3008, 
3041, 3085, 3216, 3375, 3645, 3653, 3805, 3999, 4015, 4147, 4324, 
4330, 4484, 4502, 4561, 4633, 4776, 4819, 4871, 4872, 4939, 5091, 
5148, 5225, 5656

United States–States–Hawaii 96, 477, 592, 800, 814, 1419, 1655, 
1840, 2188, 2222, 2428, 2470, 2627, 2768, 2966, 3227, 3373, 3505, 
3628, 3677, 3722, 3737, 4379, 4544, 4716, 5206, 5284, 5613, 5669, 
5863, 5914, 5926, 5931, 5949, 5988

United States–States–Idaho 1140, 4716

United States–States–Illinois 2, 7, 18, 23, 29, 30, 40, 42, 44, 49, 52, 
58, 61, 63, 67, 69, 96, 99, 105, 109, 110, 112, 124, 129, 136, 142, 
146, 147, 152, 159, 188, 189, 191, 196, 197, 198, 208, 217, 219, 
236, 237, 252, 256, 259, 261, 265, 266, 273, 276, 286, 290, 291, 
292, 297, 298, 299, 316, 320, 343, 347, 356, 357, 362, 373, 386, 
391, 393, 403, 407, 420, 437, 454, 464, 483, 492, 509, 524, 546, 
572, 573, 615, 629, 636, 644, 647, 664, 665, 672, 677, 689, 706, 
707, 713, 758, 763, 764, 767, 772, 791, 792, 822, 839, 845, 846, 
852, 854, 858, 860, 861, 864, 905, 907, 909, 921, 930, 931, 942, 
943, 944, 959, 961, 965, 995, 996, 1000, 1003, 1008, 1013, 1016, 
1039, 1044, 1053, 1071, 1073, 1079, 1089, 1090, 1116, 1120, 1135, 
1141, 1149, 1152, 1175, 1186, 1193, 1198, 1202, 1203, 1209, 1216, 
1225, 1226, 1254, 1257, 1259, 1260, 1264, 1265, 1270, 1272, 1273, 
1279, 1284, 1285, 1289, 1339, 1344, 1356, 1360, 1365, 1381, 1388, 
1397, 1398, 1407, 1415, 1416, 1421, 1424, 1445, 1453, 1458, 1474, 
1481, 1482, 1485, 1497, 1510, 1515, 1520, 1540, 1549, 1585, 1586, 
1587, 1597, 1612, 1627, 1631, 1633, 1638, 1640, 1645, 1648, 1654, 
1659, 1666, 1685, 1693, 1698, 1706, 1707, 1713, 1741, 1743, 1751, 
1755, 1760, 1762, 1777, 1806, 1808, 1829, 1832, 1837, 1839, 1841, 
1843, 1844, 1852, 1861, 1885, 1923, 1924, 1930, 1932, 1953, 1976, 
1980, 1982, 1983, 1992, 1993, 2012, 2027, 2030, 2032, 2034, 2037, 
2041, 2045, 2047, 2051, 2052, 2057, 2060, 2065, 2068, 2071, 2075, 
2076, 2084, 2086, 2090, 2095, 2096, 2100, 2103, 2106, 2108, 2126, 
2158, 2168, 2171, 2172, 2173, 2189, 2191, 2195, 2197, 2198, 2200, 
2201, 2204, 2211, 2214, 2219, 2225, 2228, 2230, 2235, 2238, 2240, 
2245, 2249, 2260, 2267, 2285, 2290, 2292, 2294, 2298, 2310, 2316, 
2319, 2323, 2324, 2326, 2335, 2339, 2348, 2351, 2362, 2366, 2369, 
2370, 2379, 2396, 2401, 2404, 2417, 2420, 2426, 2428, 2437, 2438, 
2444, 2446, 2451, 2469, 2471, 2476, 2482, 2484, 2486, 2504, 2517, 
2518, 2520, 2530, 2534, 2537, 2542, 2548, 2549, 2555, 2568, 2579, 
2586, 2593, 2594, 2597, 2601, 2602, 2611, 2617, 2619, 2648, 2674, 
2692, 2700, 2705, 2710, 2711, 2713, 2730, 2733, 2735, 2736, 2739, 
2744, 2745, 2762, 2765, 2768, 2773, 2776, 2804, 2822, 2834, 2844, 
2846, 2849, 2858, 2861, 2867, 2868, 2870, 2884, 2890, 2893, 2895, 
2900, 2906, 2918, 2924, 2925, 2934, 2971, 2976, 2993, 3003, 3004, 
3005, 3012, 3032, 3036, 3038, 3041, 3047, 3048, 3054, 3092, 3094, 
3103, 3104, 3118, 3120, 3124, 3128, 3133, 3138, 3159, 3161, 3162, 
3164, 3176, 3182, 3185, 3198, 3207, 3208, 3233, 3235, 3237, 3238, 
3273, 3280, 3281, 3284, 3285, 3306, 3313, 3318, 3324, 3333, 3335, 
3338, 3343, 3389, 3405, 3408, 3410, 3415, 3416, 3420, 3427, 3428, 
3436, 3443, 3450, 3451, 3452, 3456, 3464, 3465, 3468, 3469, 3481, 
3494, 3496, 3497, 3512, 3545, 3547, 3549, 3579, 3585, 3590, 3595, 
3603, 3606, 3621, 3622, 3630, 3637, 3638, 3639, 3640, 3644, 3645, 
3654, 3659, 3668, 3677, 3686, 3687, 3688, 3689, 3694, 3699, 3700, 
3702, 3722, 3728, 3730, 3743, 3759, 3771, 3774, 3778, 3788, 3813, 
3821, 3832, 3852, 3864, 3869, 3872, 3897, 3902, 3904, 3908, 3911, 
3914, 3916, 3923, 3926, 3930, 3939, 3962, 3964, 3965, 3969, 3972, 
3973, 3974, 3996, 4003, 4007, 4013, 4017, 4022, 4023, 4025, 4026, 
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4033, 4036, 4037, 4038, 4040, 4043, 4054, 4055, 4056, 4057, 4081, 
4082, 4087, 4094, 4095, 4098, 4105, 4107, 4110, 4113, 4114, 4121, 
4127, 4128, 4145, 4146, 4173, 4182, 4190, 4202, 4209, 4230, 4245, 
4256, 4261, 4262, 4276, 4281, 4286, 4304, 4306, 4320, 4321, 4325, 
4349, 4359, 4379, 4450, 4460, 4461, 4473, 4476, 4477, 4480, 4484, 
4494, 4511, 4514, 4521, 4522, 4527, 4538, 4541, 4542, 4548, 4550, 
4552, 4553, 4566, 4570, 4577, 4578, 4615, 4624, 4655, 4658, 4680, 
4685, 4700, 4701, 4711, 4729, 4742, 4762, 4769, 4774, 4789, 4813, 
4818, 4819, 4820, 4821, 4834, 4860, 4870, 4875, 4894, 4908, 4909, 
4915, 4933, 4936, 4939, 4940, 4945, 4951, 4995, 4996, 5010, 5045, 
5048, 5057, 5058, 5060, 5065, 5081, 5083, 5088, 5138, 5139, 5152, 
5158, 5164, 5196, 5229, 5266, 5272, 5282, 5285, 5304, 5311, 5318, 
5345, 5370, 5401, 5417, 5437, 5452, 5456, 5457, 5462, 5469, 5487, 
5523, 5531, 5557, 5566, 5609, 5610, 5616, 5617, 5618, 5624, 5625, 
5638, 5658, 5661, 5721, 5732, 5757, 5759, 5760, 5776, 5787, 5805, 
5818, 5829, 5833, 5847, 5857, 5859, 5860, 5867, 5881, 5890, 5907, 
5919, 5945, 5948, 5949, 5954, 5979, 5981, 5983, 5985, 5986, 5988, 
6025

United States–States–Indiana 8, 71, 105, 129, 130, 168, 170, 175, 
181, 188, 232, 261, 287, 418, 422, 464, 480, 483, 488, 498, 533, 
610, 638, 647, 656, 772, 801, 815, 863, 866, 928, 962, 1090, 1141, 
1205, 1206, 1273, 1282, 1307, 1330, 1331, 1333, 1336, 1340, 1349, 
1520, 1521, 1579, 1782, 1803, 1831, 1986, 2031, 2083, 2126, 2162, 
2163, 2216, 2255, 2320, 2387, 2400, 2418, 2428, 2483, 2490, 2549, 
2594, 2606, 2676, 2770, 2783, 2812, 2816, 2818, 2970, 2991, 3109, 
3116, 3211, 3237, 3238, 3324, 3557, 3730, 3837, 3952, 3958, 4050, 
4146, 4184, 4191, 4304, 4339, 4483, 4518, 4522, 4541, 4566, 4632, 
4670, 4749, 4858, 4888, 4908, 4909, 4933, 5073, 5079, 5092, 5106, 
5158, 5223, 5371, 5469, 5488, 5555, 5566, 5607, 5627, 5636, 5690, 
5827, 5829, 5889, 5995, 5996, 6032

United States–States–Iowa 65, 105, 129, 188, 241, 291, 382, 420, 
470, 478, 483, 484, 506, 526, 568, 574, 640, 645, 648, 660, 672, 
706, 714, 730, 754, 852, 869, 887, 909, 937, 995, 1015, 1017, 1023, 
1042, 1043, 1090, 1113, 1226, 1230, 1240, 1273, 1325, 1408, 1448, 
1472, 1525, 1762, 1772, 1869, 1904, 1926, 1951, 1959, 2126, 2162, 
2163, 2226, 2228, 2393, 2403, 2428, 2446, 2547, 2549, 2558, 2594, 
2658, 2682, 2684, 2808, 2910, 2993, 3062, 3095, 3124, 3162, 3219, 
3237, 3238, 3415, 3416, 3539, 3564, 3639, 3672, 3715, 3725, 3762, 
3824, 3832, 3857, 3883, 3961, 4120, 4121, 4146, 4147, 4173, 4288, 
4289, 4373, 4522, 4526, 4570, 4591, 4696, 4705, 4820, 4836, 4842, 
4908, 4947, 5059, 5085, 5134, 5158, 5193, 5306, 5323, 5331, 5420, 
5502, 5599, 5605, 5661, 5829, 5843, 5853, 5883, 5923, 6030

United States–States–Kansas 188, 372, 426, 651, 685, 1090, 1180, 
1205, 1206, 1386, 1513, 1566, 1625, 1721, 1777, 1807, 1945, 2047, 
2228, 2292, 2309, 2332, 2389, 2553, 2556, 2579, 2800, 2844, 2939, 
3113, 3257, 3339, 3365, 3416, 3514, 3632, 3707, 3882, 3906, 4052, 
4146, 4191, 4193, 4196, 4197, 4233, 4357, 4550, 4849, 4876, 4939, 
5518, 5519, 5867, 5921

United States–States–Kentucky 261, 285, 1643, 2048, 2342, 2408, 
2515, 2874, 3237, 3286, 3899, 4763, 4799, 4915, 4939, 4979, 5469, 
5554, 5738, 6026

United States–States–Louisiana 2, 45, 96, 129, 155, 166, 314, 435, 
436, 448, 672, 727, 796, 949, 952, 967, 1090, 1095, 1273, 1335, 
1357, 1418, 1649, 1667, 1710, 1714, 1957, 2428, 2535, 2536, 2537, 
2649, 2836, 3095, 3237, 3558, 4353, 4379, 4553, 4609, 4634, 4677, 

5039, 5221, 5301, 5502, 5663

United States–States–Maine 2428, 3539, 3721, 4960, 5447

United States–States–Maryland 27, 28, 37, 39, 127, 143, 158, 188, 
258, 287, 374, 375, 392, 628, 652, 722, 938, 1195, 1196, 1197, 
1250, 1272, 1429, 1514, 1575, 1762, 1785, 1786, 1892, 2088, 2280, 
2313, 2374, 2428, 2443, 2460, 2462, 2470, 2589, 2627, 2768, 2783, 
2822, 3016, 3090, 3127, 3323, 3483, 3520, 3605, 3663, 3748, 3836, 
3842, 4150, 4239, 4258, 4330, 4510, 4529, 4664, 4665, 4768, 4972, 
4998, 5054, 5055, 5351, 5509, 5560, 5682, 5687, 5717, 5789, 5862, 
5871, 5872, 5927, 5944, 6022

United States–States–Massachusetts 92, 237, 244, 267, 342, 456, 
468, 534, 607, 623, 665, 718, 773, 813, 814, 843, 912, 952, 1069, 
1076, 1117, 1133, 1143, 1241, 1251, 1549, 1556, 1568, 1580, 1613, 
1712, 1717, 1961, 1987, 1988, 2036, 2131, 2184, 2237, 2345, 2390, 
2428, 2472, 2610, 2706, 2768, 2822, 2832, 2869, 2979, 3000, 3064, 
3093, 3095, 3112, 3218, 3274, 3298, 3303, 3340, 3371, 3372, 3378, 
3393, 3398, 3404, 3409, 3411, 3424, 3455, 3458, 3484, 3489, 3499, 
3501, 3542, 3543, 3559, 3587, 3617, 3636, 3639, 3647, 3698, 3717, 
3721, 3745, 3757, 3766, 3779, 3784, 3789, 3804, 3817, 3823, 3853, 
3880, 3890, 3898, 3982, 3983, 4000, 4084, 4092, 4104, 4125, 4144, 
4217, 4222, 4266, 4272, 4327, 4350, 4365, 4374, 4432, 4488, 4516, 
4534, 4542, 4545, 4548, 4563, 4570, 4574, 4575, 4579, 4581, 4583, 
4671, 4672, 4715, 4765, 4773, 4868, 4883, 4901, 4949, 4977, 5001, 
5041, 5095, 5096, 5100, 5116, 5118, 5146, 5281, 5326, 5352, 5361, 
5365, 5391, 5409, 5412, 5436, 5455, 5507, 5513, 5588, 5656, 5672, 
5688, 5733, 5773, 5803, 5832, 5950, 5951, 6005, 6011

United States–States–Michigan 138, 162, 176, 204, 227, 262, 299, 
359, 385, 510, 542, 605, 649, 672, 686, 732, 813, 829, 934, 960, 
1090, 1228, 1251, 1451, 1572, 1625, 1687, 1699, 1801, 1846, 1847, 
1987, 2020, 2153, 2271, 2272, 2276, 2428, 2478, 2768, 2822, 2958, 
3095, 3133, 3135, 3138, 3199, 3222, 3254, 3332, 3377, 3528, 3539, 
3606, 3645, 3721, 3832, 3837, 3841, 3869, 3888, 3971, 3979, 4016, 
4032, 4146, 4147, 4148, 4158, 4163, 4176, 4273, 4350, 4404, 4435, 
4515, 4518, 4612, 4636, 4856, 4864, 4889, 4908, 4914, 4960, 5086, 
5208, 5275, 5288, 5335, 5399, 5526, 5601, 5656, 5665, 5699, 5745, 
5751, 5771, 5821, 5829, 5864, 5873, 5874, 5877, 5909, 5972, 5976, 
6015, 6019

United States–States–Minnesota 22, 38, 65, 94, 122, 125, 169, 253, 
275, 299, 325, 335, 337, 338, 365, 420, 425, 444, 455, 460, 480, 
481, 483, 484, 490, 539, 540, 541, 549, 558, 567, 576, 608, 629, 
753, 781, 791, 803, 808, 835, 852, 896, 926, 940, 974, 981, 985, 
1049, 1070, 1074, 1090, 1096, 1273, 1302, 1324, 1334, 1424, 1476, 
1489, 1490, 1544, 1600, 1695, 1775, 1804, 1809, 1831, 1838, 1911, 
1918, 1922, 1989, 2126, 2127, 2142, 2143, 2144, 2166, 2191, 2224, 
2228, 2256, 2263, 2328, 2367, 2378, 2384, 2409, 2428, 2474, 2523, 
2558, 2596, 2621, 2628, 2629, 2632, 2684, 2694, 2731, 2744, 2758, 
2977, 2980, 2982, 3017, 3084, 3115, 3124, 3133, 3238, 3293, 3317, 
3377, 3395, 3564, 3606, 3639, 3672, 3809, 3811, 3846, 3904, 3985, 
3986, 3987, 3988, 3989, 3990, 4135, 4175, 4313, 4323, 4372, 4435, 
4466, 4522, 4570, 4573, 4770, 4771, 4807, 4836, 4855, 4987, 5140, 
5141, 5150, 5158, 5325, 5469, 5552, 5566, 5598, 5606, 5611, 5619, 
5628, 5630, 5631, 5638, 5698, 5749, 5770, 5788, 5791, 5829, 5839, 
5842, 5917, 5922, 5933, 5960, 6016, 6018

United States–States–Mississippi 96, 188, 483, 672, 796, 801, 1759, 
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1858, 2047, 2104, 2126, 2133, 2228, 2428, 2655, 3095, 3399, 3769, 
4074, 4119, 4522, 4915

United States–States–Missouri 129, 188, 261, 359, 451, 483, 588, 
690, 825, 1090, 1273, 1478, 1520, 1637, 1753, 1851, 1854, 1883, 
1927, 1984, 2058, 2098, 2126, 2157, 2171, 2179, 2207, 2292, 2296, 
2300, 2314, 2371, 2428, 2553, 2600, 2693, 2712, 2768, 2777, 2919, 
2995, 3079, 3095, 3238, 3257, 3282, 3416, 3443, 3468, 3548, 3610, 
3639, 3684, 3749, 3800, 3801, 3841, 3842, 3860, 3907, 3974, 4017, 
4064, 4089, 4111, 4115, 4184, 4220, 4277, 4338, 4369, 4379, 4522, 
4570, 4599, 4600, 4675, 4749, 4779, 4874, 5071, 5149, 5158, 5163, 
5234, 5354, 5387, 5522, 5568, 5577, 5608, 5648, 5656, 5664, 5690, 
5693, 5696, 5709, 5762, 5817, 5828, 5829, 5865, 5866, 5868, 5890, 
5891, 5896, 5916, 6036

United States–States–Montana 1429

United States–States–Nebraska 107, 116, 149, 203, 210, 327, 417, 
500, 939, 1142, 1306, 1456, 1578, 1588, 2311, 2349, 2419, 2604, 
2630, 2643, 2771, 2843, 2917, 2978, 3095, 3111, 3238, 3625, 3714, 
4353, 4676, 4791, 4836, 4886, 5064, 5263, 5518, 5519, 5553, 5826, 
5896

United States–States–Nevada 2428, 4570, 4624, 4716

United States–States–New Hampshire 2428, 5082, 5341, 5537

United States–States–New Jersey 1, 53, 89, 98, 103, 104, 183, 184, 
202, 218, 249, 320, 332, 352, 536, 616, 715, 785, 828, 933, 941, 
1071, 1228, 1268, 1554, 1857, 2023, 2077, 2148, 2202, 2399, 2428, 
2600, 2684, 2707, 2965, 2989, 3014, 3095, 3124, 3539, 3720, 3984, 
4028, 4070, 4191, 4301, 4488, 4538, 4570, 4742, 4795, 4854, 4935, 
4946, 5080, 5347, 5362, 5418, 5443, 5444, 5479, 5532, 5586, 5656, 
5658, 5668, 5670

United States–States–New Mexico 1737, 2221, 2428, 3095, 4379, 
4716, 4756

United States–States–New York 6, 15, 17, 26, 36, 57, 58, 59, 62, 69, 
85, 87, 105, 106, 130, 144, 145, 159, 173, 194, 207, 209, 227, 238, 
255, 257, 258, 260, 270, 293, 296, 312, 318, 344, 364, 380, 381, 
387, 396, 405, 410, 415, 438, 446, 447, 452, 473, 476, 487, 521, 
524, 527, 534, 565, 581, 584, 598, 602, 617, 618, 663, 665, 689, 
706, 708, 712, 747, 812, 813, 820, 837, 898, 903, 944, 989, 990, 
991, 992, 997, 1080, 1081, 1087, 1093, 1098, 1102, 1104, 1131, 
1137, 1141, 1185, 1189, 1192, 1194, 1208, 1228, 1231, 1233, 1234, 
1236, 1244, 1245, 1251, 1273, 1278, 1280, 1283, 1305, 1312, 1314, 
1321, 1341, 1345, 1349, 1389, 1391, 1400, 1402, 1428, 1458, 1463, 
1486, 1506, 1516, 1520, 1528, 1529, 1555, 1577, 1594, 1595, 1603, 
1611, 1615, 1629, 1639, 1642, 1650, 1672, 1676, 1686, 1700, 1702, 
1703, 1722, 1727, 1734, 1792, 1807, 1818, 1826, 1830, 1842, 1880, 
1890, 1920, 1925, 1944, 1964, 1974, 1987, 1988, 2025, 2033, 2067, 
2145, 2155, 2169, 2174, 2180, 2199, 2215, 2218, 2220, 2248, 2272, 
2276, 2278, 2281, 2282, 2288, 2302, 2326, 2350, 2355, 2388, 2391, 
2400, 2422, 2425, 2428, 2449, 2549, 2578, 2594, 2622, 2642, 2651, 
2653, 2665, 2683, 2732, 2768, 2820, 2823, 2845, 2848, 2855, 2869, 
2907, 2975, 3036, 3095, 3215, 3216, 3234, 3236, 3238, 3321, 3337, 
3500, 3502, 3539, 3546, 3553, 3557, 3589, 3631, 3642, 3693, 3698, 
3717, 3721, 3722, 3731, 3805, 3817, 3823, 3829, 3834, 3843, 3850, 
3875, 3885, 3894, 3898, 3902, 3905, 3928, 3930, 4032, 4120, 4146, 

4173, 4177, 4191, 4242, 4253, 4282, 4307, 4328, 4379, 4426, 4505, 
4506, 4508, 4516, 4538, 4542, 4570, 4619, 4626, 4627, 4658, 4699, 
4716, 4717, 4767, 4817, 4871, 4872, 4891, 4902, 4910, 4916, 4933, 
4939, 4940, 4966, 4978, 5040, 5043, 5050, 5061, 5063, 5089, 5132, 
5133, 5177, 5192, 5236, 5271, 5313, 5315, 5371, 5408, 5454, 5467, 
5490, 5506, 5572, 5741, 5750, 5778, 5829, 5838, 5857, 5876, 5902, 
5924, 5937, 5948, 5950, 5962, 5988, 6017

United States–States–North Carolina 84, 188, 588, 697, 774, 1050, 
1072, 1393, 2428, 2434, 2600, 2768, 2854, 2890, 3040, 3095, 3209, 
3721, 3968, 3969, 4191, 4379, 4417, 4522, 4785, 4808, 4851, 5222, 
5224, 5402, 5487, 5543, 5556, 5559, 5597, 5598, 5791, 5969, 6002

United States–States–North Dakota 299, 482, 484, 551, 566, 2428, 
3238, 3648, 3773, 3788, 4668, 4836, 5517, 5858, 5896

United States–States–Ohio 67, 124, 138, 231, 238, 248, 252, 258, 
261, 305, 330, 345, 384, 407, 451, 480, 483, 524, 603, 647, 759, 
772, 787, 804, 860, 937, 1079, 1090, 1124, 1140, 1141, 1173, 1186, 
1198, 1297, 1310, 1378, 1424, 1491, 1524, 1684, 1687, 1789, 2065, 
2101, 2126, 2136, 2164, 2195, 2198, 2249, 2292, 2325, 2385, 2428, 
2594, 2659, 2718, 2889, 3002, 3007, 3032, 3098, 3182, 3237, 3253, 
3449, 3485, 3487, 3492, 3528, 3588, 3594, 3597, 3635, 3680, 3719, 
3721, 3837, 3869, 3870, 4031, 4065, 4121, 4146, 4158, 4173, 4286, 
4372, 4484, 4522, 4542, 4548, 4563, 4586, 4742, 4758, 4771, 4909, 
5059, 5123, 5158, 5229, 5329, 5396, 5439, 5458, 5488, 5513, 5594, 
5657, 5667, 5674, 5706, 5829, 5834, 5911, 5966, 5982

United States–States–Oklahoma 96, 721, 1012, 1807, 2428, 2768, 
2822, 4742, 5468, 5857

United States–States–Oregon 140, 1115, 1173, 1920, 2150, 2428, 
2768, 3021, 3095, 3539, 3857, 4002, 4146, 4269, 4716, 5147, 5380, 
5563, 5656, 5850, 5976

United States–States–Pennsylvania 115, 181, 360, 361, 515, 665, 
672, 703, 821, 969, 1069, 1084, 1203, 1231, 1240, 1241, 1271, 
1273, 1326, 1327, 1354, 1382, 1511, 1524, 1563, 1625, 1744, 1873, 
2054, 2399, 2412, 2426, 2428, 2452, 2596, 2612, 2696, 2753, 2768, 
2779, 2822, 2871, 3014, 3037, 3095, 3256, 3305, 3431, 3527, 3539, 
3612, 3704, 3717, 3731, 3793, 3845, 3863, 4080, 4146, 4155, 4191, 
4278, 4351, 4430, 4431, 4549, 4576, 4619, 4628, 4629, 4717, 4742, 
4784, 4848, 4939, 5235, 5498, 5544, 5634, 5773, 5786, 5807, 5896, 
5993, 5994, 5998

United States–States–Rhode Island 2428, 2600, 2871, 3019, 4168

United States–States–South Carolina 1795, 1887, 2028, 2049, 2428, 
3774, 4166, 4175, 4522, 4745, 4915, 4964

United States–States–South Dakota 1147, 1156, 1198, 1828, 1918, 
2024, 3041, 3539, 4776, 4836, 5147, 5837

United States–States–Tennessee 96, 274, 278, 435, 436, 577, 681, 
865, 907, 936, 972, 1273, 1687, 1697, 1997, 2231, 2767, 2768, 
2822, 2828, 2934, 2935, 2937, 3015, 3047, 3095, 3258, 3261, 3264, 
3299, 3301, 3331, 3381, 3419, 3534, 3535, 3538, 3658, 3664, 3721, 
3756, 3874, 3966, 3981, 4032, 4130, 4158, 4187, 4242, 4379, 4515, 
4542, 4570, 4730, 4752, 4771, 4882, 4915, 4939, 4966, 5020, 5147, 
5372, 5374, 5445, 5472, 5520, 5780, 5791, 5850, 5955
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United States–States–Texas 135, 192, 228, 246, 538, 807, 975, 
1107, 1299, 1464, 1985, 2268, 2306, 2428, 2505, 2535, 2536, 2537, 
2549, 2563, 2596, 2600, 2681, 2698, 2768, 2822, 3044, 3052, 3059, 
3095, 3238, 3265, 3462, 3550, 3720, 3783, 3790, 3940, 4038, 4147, 
4170, 4186, 4242, 4550, 4716, 4940, 5015, 5053, 5056, 5377, 5531, 
5584, 5621, 5744, 5763, 5804, 5884, 5946, 6014

United States–States–Utah 1380, 1593, 1609, 2428, 2928, 3095, 
3327, 4337, 4360, 4379, 4425, 4451, 4542, 4570, 4716, 4752, 5381, 
5679, 5996, 6026, 6028

United States–States–Vermont 665, 1604, 2428, 3539, 3721, 5668

United States–States–Virginia 76, 129, 1090, 1272, 1768, 2124, 
2167, 2428, 2966, 3006, 3046, 3237, 4027, 4117, 4264, 4443, 4444, 
4597, 5487, 5730, 5752, 5791, 5808, 5867, 5932

United States–States–Washington state 21, 55, 121, 205, 268, 277, 
306, 503, 514, 595, 665, 687, 1273, 1355, 1363, 1405, 1475, 1483, 
1561, 1567, 1807, 2022, 2042, 2248, 2406, 2421, 2673, 2768, 2822, 
3095, 3300, 3721, 3847, 3934, 4191, 4283, 4290, 4293, 4308, 4352, 
4379, 4398, 4473, 4485, 4617, 4641, 4742, 4891, 4951, 5265, 5454, 
5463, 5464, 5487, 5597, 5850, 5952, 5953, 5967, 5986, 5988

United States–States–West Virginia 3999

United States–States–Wisconsin 4, 39, 93, 100, 139, 158, 190, 233, 
247, 263, 287, 289, 299, 307, 309, 336, 533, 672, 757, 988, 1034, 
1556, 1739, 1762, 1831, 1916, 2031, 2191, 2224, 2258, 2428, 2477, 
2642, 2677, 2741, 2767, 3218, 3385, 3488, 3651, 3679, 3690, 3727, 
3830, 3833, 3900, 3902, 3930, 3975, 4121, 4140, 4150, 4151, 4172, 
4297, 4348, 4366, 4522, 4569, 4732, 4766, 4942, 4943, 4965, 5043, 
5136, 5211, 5424, 5613, 5659, 5791, 5935, 5948, 5983, 5988

United States–States–Wyoming 1580

Upjohn, Inc. Named Pharmacia & Upjohn since 2 Nov. 1995 510, 
824, 829, 4888

Urease. See Enzymes in the Soybean–Urease and Its Inactivation

U.S. Regional Soybean Industrial Products Laboratory (Urbana, 
Illinois). Founded April 1936. Analytical Section Merged into 
Northern Regional Research Lab. (Peoria) 1 July 1942 96, 188, 189, 
197, 248, 276, 291, 299, 672, 767, 858, 861, 942, 1013, 1165, 1259, 
1273, 1424, 1638, 1706, 2047, 2197, 2198, 2228, 2401, 2446, 2535, 
4173, 4522, 5890

USA. See United States of America

USDA. See United States Department of Agriculture

USDA National Agricultural Library (NAL, Beltsville, Maryland). 
See National Agricultural Library (NAL, Beltsville, Maryland)

USSR. See Europe, Eastern–USSR

Van Gundy, Dorothea. See Seventh-day Adventists–Cookbooks and 
Their Authors

Van Gundy, Theodore A. (1874-1935), and La Sierra Industries (La 
Sierra, California) 1914, 3869, 4147, 4174, 4569

Vanaspati (Vegetable Shortening, Vegetable Ghee, or Vanaspati 
Ghee) 24, 457, 819, 1182, 1651, 2092, 2370, 2675, 5707, 5886

Vandemoortele N.V. (Izegem, Netherlands). Including Alpro (Early 
Years Only) and Vamo 3724, 4788, 5535, 5598, 5601, 5642, 5743, 
5885

Vanuatu. See Oceania

Varieties of soybeans–Earliest document seen... See Historical–
Earliest Document Seen

Varieties, soybean. See Soybean Varieties, Soybean Varieties USA–
Large-Seeded Vegetable-Type, Soybean Varieties USA–Special 
High Protein

Varieties, soybean–Japanese. See Japanese Soybean Types and 
Varieties

Variety development. See Breeding or Selection of Soybeans for 
Use as Soy Oil or Meal

Variety Development and Breeding of Soybeans (General, 
Including Varieties and Seeds) 51, 114, 161, 416, 439, 672, 1059, 
1409, 1424, 1728, 1759, 1858, 2102, 2226, 2228, 2401, 2449, 2675, 
2736, 2739, 2743, 2802, 2900, 2902, 3142, 3149, 3158, 3294, 3481, 
3747, 3968, 4195, 4521, 4694, 4860, 4945, 4955, 5198, 5370, 5402, 
5478, 5712

Variety Development, Breeding, Selection, Evaluation, Growing, or 
Handling of Soybeans for Food Uses 2263, 2445, 2655, 3449, 3639, 
3857, 4295, 4712, 4780, 4946, 5046, 5256, 5323, 5331, 5466, 5469, 
5482, 5485, 5599, 5678, 5721, 5827, 5845, 5878, 5968

Variety development of soybeans. See Breeding of Soybeans and 
Classical Genetics, Germplasm Collections and Resources, and 
Gene Banks, Irradiation of Soybeans for Breeding and Variety 
Development

Variety names / nomenclature–standardization. See Nomenclature 
of Soybean Varieties–Standardization of

Variety names of early U.S. soybeans. See Lists and Descriptions 
(Offi cial) of Early U.S. Soybean Varieties with Their P.I. Numbers 
and Synonyms

Vegan cookbooks. See Vegetarian Cookbooks–Vegan Cookbooks

Veganism. See Vegetarianism–Veganism

Vegetable oils. See Specifi c Oilseeds such as Peanut Oil, Sesame 
Oil, Sunfl ower Oil, etc

Vegetable soybeans. See Green Vegetable Soybeans

Vegetable-type or edible soybeans. See Green Vegetable Soybeans–
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Large-Seeded Vegetable-Type or Edible Soybeans, General 
Information About, Not Including Use As Green Vegetable 
Soybeans

Vegetable-type soybeans. See Green Vegetable Soybeans–
Vegetable-Type, Garden-Type, or Edible or Food-Grade Soybeans

Vegetarian and Vegan Diets–Nutrition / Nutritional Aspects–
Children and Teenagers 667, 813, 963, 1022, 2596, 3232, 3264, 
3474, 3598, 3784, 3845, 4030, 4267, 4368, 4534, 5184, 5274, 5594, 
5790, 5792, 5887

Vegetarian Celebrities–Noted or Prominent Personalities and 
Famous People 3784

Vegetarian Cookbooks–Pseudo. Includes the Use of Fish, Poultry, 
or Small Amounts of Meat 675, 4453, 5052

Vegetarian Cookbooks. See also: Vegan Cookbooks 2015, 2017, 
2125, 2588, 2671, 2803, 2827, 2865, 2966, 2974, 3110, 3197, 3369, 
3387, 3516, 3727, 3790, 4267, 4498, 4604, 4924, 5184, 5284, 5296, 
5955

Vegetarian Cookbooks–Vegan / Plant-Based Cookbooks–Do Not 
Use Dairy Products or Eggs 1404, 2202, 2767, 3165, 3222, 3381, 
3535, 3538, 3554, 4544, 5070, 5290, 5317, 5408, 5472, 5551, 5725, 
5780, 5791, 5823

Vegetarian Diets–Medical Aspects–Cancer 2470, 2987, 2988, 3829, 
3889, 4432, 4597, 4630, 4652, 5739, 5887, 5894

Vegetarian Diets–Medical Aspects–Cardiovascular System, 
Especially Heart Disease and Stroke, But Including Hypertension 
(High Blood Pressure) 957, 958, 1404, 2987, 2988, 3268, 3486, 
3889, 4597, 5390, 5467, 5708, 5824

Vegetarian Diets–Medical Aspects–Diabetes and Diabetic Diets 
5637

Vegetarian Diets–Medical Aspects–Miscellaneous 3739

Vegetarian Diets–Medical Aspects–Skeletal System Including 
Calcium, Teeth and Osteoporosis 3889, 5675, 5792, 5841, 5958

Vegetarian Diets–Nutrition / Nutritional Aspects–Minerals 1905, 
2831, 3723, 3729, 3739, 4517, 5958

Vegetarian Diets–Nutrition / Nutritional Aspects–Protein Quantity 
and Quality 63, 468, 665, 963, 1375, 1379, 2147, 3022

Vegetarian Diets–Nutrition / Nutritional Aspects–Vitamins 456, 
503, 1021, 1022, 1241, 1375, 1582, 1988, 2871, 3470, 3510, 3661, 
3845, 5583, 5594, 5672, 5741, 5861

Vegetarian / Meatless Burgers–Etymology of This Term and Its 
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 330, 3174

Vegetarian / Natural Foods Products Companies. See Imagine 
Foods, Inc. (California)

Vegetarian or Vegan Restaurants or Cafeterias 2927, 2935, 3095, 
3197, 3658

Vegetarian pioneers. See Alcott, Amos Bronson and Louisa May, 
Alcott, William Andrus (1798-1859), Cowherd, William (Rev.) 
(1763-1816), Gandhi, Mohandas K. (“Mahatma”) (1869-1948), 
Graham, Sylvester (1794-1851), Jackson, James Caleb (1811-1881), 
Metcalfe, William (1788-1862), Seventh-day Adventists–White, 
Ellen G. (1827-1915), Trall, Russell Thacher (1812-1877)

Vegetarianism. See Bible Christian Church in England and the USA

Vegetarianism, Athletics / Sports, and Athletes 665, 1459, 2250, 
2654, 2827, 2828, 3374, 5184, 5746, 5894

Vegetarianism–Concerning a Diet and Lifestyle Free of Flesh 
Foods, But Which May Include Dairy Products or Eggs. See also: 
Veganism 63, 76, 86, 91, 238, 269, 274, 281, 311, 358, 409, 452, 
456, 468, 527, 665, 667, 681, 718, 813, 838, 957, 958, 963, 964, 
1021, 1022, 1140, 1144, 1169, 1184, 1228, 1241, 1251, 1375, 1379, 
1401, 1438, 1507, 1582, 1667, 1687, 1701, 1801, 1919, 1954, 1987, 
1988, 1996, 2092, 2185, 2188, 2250, 2257, 2272, 2276, 2292, 2303, 
2337, 2479, 2503, 2510, 2573, 2642, 2654, 2729, 2740, 2823, 2828, 
2838, 2878, 2903, 2927, 2935, 2964, 2977, 2979, 2980, 2987, 2988, 
2989, 3007, 3024, 3025, 3026, 3080, 3087, 3088, 3095, 3096, 3098, 
3174, 3194, 3202, 3221, 3232, 3234, 3256, 3299, 3374, 3377, 3445, 
3474, 3513, 3527, 3534, 3581, 3599, 3649, 3653, 3658, 3661, 3664, 
3665, 3676, 3711, 3719, 3723, 3756, 3791, 3875, 3876, 3889, 3896, 
3929, 3982, 4001, 4086, 4107, 4112, 4149, 4158, 4256, 4258, 4328, 
4342, 4452, 4536, 4547, 4597, 4604, 4637, 4642, 4695, 4723, 4733, 
4795, 4863, 4901, 4982, 4990, 5123, 5160, 5184, 5222, 5224, 5271, 
5274, 5544, 5583, 5622, 5623, 5637, 5668, 5675, 5697, 5722, 5738, 
5745, 5747, 5751, 5768, 5790, 5814, 5824, 5848, 5861, 5876, 5958, 
5976, 5989, 6010

Vegetarianism–Effi ciency of Plants Much Greater Than Animals in 
Producing Food from a Given Input of Energy, Land, or Water. Also 
Called Political Economy 212, 529, 1739, 2249, 2271, 2642, 3374, 
3664, 4112, 4228, 5446

Vegetarianism–Etymology of This Term, Veganism, and Their 
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 3889

Vegetarianism–Evidence from Comparative Anatomy and 
Physiology 2642, 3723, 5623, 5675

Vegetarianism–Fruitarianism–Concerning a Fruitarian or 
Frugivorous Diet Consisting of Fruits, Nuts, and Seeds (Such as 
Cereal Grains or Legumes). Includes a Vegan Diet or Lifestyle Free 
of All Animal Products 2303, 3756, 3889, 5675

Vegetarianism: Meat / Flesh Food Consumption–Statistics, 
Problems (Such as Diseases in or Caused by Flesh Foods), 
or Trends in Documents Not About Vegetarianism. See Also: 
Vegetarianism–Spongiform Encephalopathies /Diseases 212, 570, 
640, 1709, 3521, 3529, 3784, 4684, 4776, 5446, 5524

Vegetarianism–Periodicals About Vegetarianism or Veganism 1944

Vegetarianism–Raw / Uncooked / Unfi red Foods and Diet 86, 1459, 
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2979, 3542, 3711, 3889, 4551, 5773

Vegetarianism–Religious Aspects–Islam (Including Sufi sm) 2707, 
3889

Vegetarianism–Religious Aspects–Judeo-Christian Tradition 
(Including Trappists, Mormons). See also: Seventh-Day Adventists 
1228, 4597

Vegetarianism–Religious Aspects–Religions of Indian Origin–
Buddhism (Including Zen), Hinduism, Jainism, Yoga, and Ayurveda 
2185, 2250, 2707, 2987, 2988, 3024, 3025, 3026, 3197, 3527, 3889, 
4597, 4990

Vegetarianism–Seventh-day Adventist Work with 311, 503, 681, 
813, 957, 958, 1021, 1144, 1169, 1228, 1241, 1251, 1379, 1687, 
1801, 1954, 1987, 1988, 2017, 2185, 2202, 2272, 2276, 2479, 2573, 
2654, 2803, 2828, 2927, 2935, 2980, 3007, 3098, 3232, 3374, 3377, 
3387, 3521, 3581, 3658, 3719, 3875, 3876, 3929, 4001, 4107, 4158, 
4258, 4452, 4456, 4536, 4544, 4642, 4652, 5123, 5745, 5746, 5791, 
5824, 5958, 5976, 5989

Vegetarianism–Statistics and Analyses on the Number of 
Vegetarians or the Size of the Vegetarian Products Market 3875

Vegetarianism, the Environment, and Ecology 2337, 2642, 2865, 
4228, 4339, 4342, 4597, 5317, 5894

Vegetarianism–Veganism–Concerning a Plant-Based or Vegan 
Diet and Lifestyle Free of All Animal Products, Including Dairy 
Products, Eggs, and in Some Cases Honey and Leather 76, 769, 
827, 1701, 1718, 2303, 2573, 2707, 3095, 3110, 3232, 3264, 3470, 
3510, 3516, 3598, 3599, 3729, 3756, 3845, 3875, 3889, 3929, 4030, 
4339, 4368, 4456, 4517, 4534, 4544, 4637, 4642, 4652, 5184, 5202, 
5393, 5467, 5583, 5594, 5672, 5725, 5741, 5745, 5792, 5824, 5841, 
5887, 5894, 5900

Vegetarianism–Vegetarian Societies in North America–American 
Vegetarian Society (1850-1862?) 1228

Velvet Bean. Mucuna pruriens (L.) DC. Formerly: Mucuna utilis. 
Formerly called Banana Bean (Rarely) or Velvetbean 151, 388, 967, 
2488, 2511, 3325, 3665, 3676, 4927, 5279

Vestro Foods, Inc. See Westbrae Natural Foods

Viability and life-span of soybean seeds. See Storage of Seeds

Viana Naturkost GmbH. See Tofutown.com

Videotapes or References to Video Tapes 5795, 5946

Vietnamese Overseas, Especially Work with Soy 3663

Vigna mungo. See Black gram or urd

Vigna sesquipedalis. See Yard-Long Bean or Asparagus Bean

Vigna unguiculata or V. sinensis. See Cowpea or Black-Eyed Pea

Viili. See Soymilk, Fermented

Vilmorin-Andrieux & Co. (France). In 1975 Vilmorin joined the 
Limagrain Group (Groupe Limagrain) and is now offi cially named 
Vilmorin s.a.. 113, 114, 117, 250

Vitamin E (Eight Forms of Tocopherol, Natural Powerful 
Antioxidants) 37, 68, 98, 123, 144, 145, 209, 296, 318, 333, 345, 
360, 405, 418, 419, 442, 443, 447, 462, 556, 616, 701, 704, 819, 
860, 883, 907, 1052, 1080, 1081, 1124, 1140, 1191, 1241, 1459, 
1511, 1563, 1590, 1591, 1633, 1670, 1737, 1742, 1744, 1853, 1855, 
1908, 1912, 1914, 1920, 1936, 1958, 1995, 2048, 2054, 2077, 2088, 
2193, 2239, 2266, 2313, 2333, 2342, 2345, 2408, 2478, 2539, 2609, 
2634, 2750, 2751, 2761, 2840, 2874, 2915, 2954, 2977, 2989, 3049, 
3099, 3115, 3127, 3199, 3216, 3256, 3289, 3311, 3335, 3379, 3702, 
3750, 3793, 3805, 3849, 3962, 3988, 4003, 4010, 4036, 4065, 4071, 
4073, 4087, 4148, 4150, 4182, 4391, 4479, 4518, 4551, 4617, 4644, 
4657, 4771, 4869, 4871, 4872, 4940, 4993, 5000, 5037, 5079, 5116, 
5158, 5193, 5201, 5241, 5276, 5302, 5515, 5551, 5572, 5613, 5629, 
5638, 5695, 5771, 5792, 5834, 5877, 5920

Vitamins. See Antivitamin Activity and Antivitamins

Vitamins B-12 (Cyanocobalamin, Cobalamins) 14, 19, 27, 28, 127, 
158, 173, 183, 184, 199, 202, 207, 247, 249, 261, 287, 289, 293, 
325, 337, 338, 339, 362, 382, 393, 405, 422, 460, 464, 478, 483, 
503, 533, 536, 561, 569, 601, 612, 619, 639, 661, 666, 667, 682, 
691, 731, 737, 741, 748, 783, 793, 827, 836, 855, 897, 905, 963, 
970, 1002, 1021, 1022, 1076, 1242, 1266, 1298, 1375, 1383, 1434, 
1507, 1582, 1600, 1601, 1660, 1672, 1678, 1701, 1717, 1774, 1789, 
1807, 1828, 1859, 1878, 1920, 2032, 2058, 2069, 2087, 2124, 2183, 
2191, 2202, 2224, 2232, 2503, 2530, 2668, 2671, 2700, 2740, 2759, 
2767, 2827, 2871, 2933, 2934, 2966, 2989, 2993, 3098, 3165, 3221, 
3222, 3234, 3264, 3299, 3311, 3319, 3321, 3329, 3337, 3381, 3409, 
3445, 3448, 3457, 3470, 3509, 3510, 3534, 3535, 3589, 3591, 3598, 
3611, 3622, 3626, 3649, 3661, 3729, 3756, 3761, 3791, 3875, 3889, 
3910, 3911, 3920, 3988, 3990, 4021, 4030, 4071, 4122, 4127, 4130, 
4199, 4238, 4242, 4267, 4278, 4315, 4329, 4348, 4368, 4380, 4416, 
4434, 4457, 4542, 4557, 4558, 4568, 4597, 4610, 4617, 4647, 4695, 
4722, 4730, 4770, 4817, 4851, 4897, 4914, 4939, 4954, 5013, 5060, 
5089, 5147, 5202, 5227, 5236, 5257, 5334, 5369, 5374, 5376, 5393, 
5583, 5594, 5646, 5672, 5699, 5722, 5734, 5741, 5792, 5821, 5850, 
5861, 5873, 5890, 5900, 5902, 5935, 5969, 5970

Vitamins (General) 8, 10, 12, 15, 30, 32, 33, 34, 40, 42, 45, 48, 52, 
54, 56, 59, 61, 62, 66, 75, 76, 79, 80, 85, 86, 95, 96, 106, 108, 112, 
115, 118, 120, 142, 148, 159, 162, 163, 185, 205, 216, 225, 227, 
231, 232, 234, 235, 237, 238, 241, 260, 268, 288, 303, 304, 311, 
319, 323, 332, 341, 350, 357, 362, 373, 374, 379, 381, 384, 387, 
392, 398, 411, 441, 442, 444, 449, 452, 453, 455, 456, 468, 476, 
479, 486, 488, 491, 493, 495, 499, 501, 502, 505, 520, 525, 527, 
534, 547, 558, 559, 582, 586, 592, 598, 605, 625, 626, 627, 633, 
652, 659, 662, 668, 670, 675, 680, 690, 699, 702, 710, 723, 738, 
739, 762, 764, 769, 773, 788, 790, 795, 802, 808, 813, 814, 817, 
820, 830, 832, 834, 835, 838, 842, 844, 846, 854, 856, 876, 877, 
878, 881, 893, 903, 911, 914, 921, 931, 956, 957, 962, 966, 968, 
976, 984, 1004, 1006, 1007, 1018, 1030, 1041, 1045, 1048, 1049, 
1060, 1062, 1069, 1072, 1083, 1084, 1088, 1089, 1090, 1116, 1127, 
1128, 1143, 1158, 1161, 1162, 1164, 1182, 1200, 1207, 1216, 1231, 
1251, 1261, 1262, 1265, 1271, 1332, 1341, 1345, 1350, 1364, 1396, 
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1425, 1458, 1463, 1466, 1467, 1470, 1483, 1484, 1488, 1496, 1499, 
1501, 1502, 1503, 1505, 1514, 1515, 1551, 1556, 1564, 1565, 1583, 
1584, 1596, 1598, 1599, 1600, 1610, 1616, 1622, 1637, 1647, 1679, 
1680, 1683, 1697, 1718, 1730, 1752, 1753, 1757, 1779, 1781, 1799, 
1828, 1838, 1861, 1871, 1872, 1874, 1883, 1894, 1899, 1904, 1924, 
1949, 1951, 1970, 1975, 1984, 1987, 1988, 1994, 2010, 2021, 2024, 
2031, 2035, 2055, 2058, 2085, 2105, 2107, 2110, 2117, 2130, 2145, 
2156, 2157, 2163, 2167, 2170, 2178, 2182, 2199, 2213, 2216, 2223, 
2225, 2227, 2249, 2266, 2269, 2273, 2279, 2286, 2306, 2315, 2320, 
2371, 2375, 2376, 2383, 2394, 2400, 2488, 2493, 2495, 2514, 2523, 
2524, 2530, 2534, 2536, 2548, 2589, 2600, 2621, 2631, 2635, 2639, 
2647, 2651, 2656, 2658, 2659, 2665, 2677, 2688, 2693, 2710, 2716, 
2732, 2734, 2760, 2777, 2786, 2803, 2826, 2878, 2905, 2927, 2937, 
2938, 2941, 2965, 2968, 2978, 2982, 2986, 2987, 2998, 3012, 3018, 
3028, 3053, 3060, 3061, 3072, 3098, 3099, 3108, 3110, 3114, 3126, 
3138, 3142, 3157, 3191, 3194, 3205, 3220, 3252, 3324, 3328, 3357, 
3374, 3377, 3422, 3449, 3469, 3517, 3529, 3547, 3550, 3561, 3567, 
3568, 3599, 3604, 3664, 3670, 3676, 3678, 3692, 3693, 3730, 3739, 
3776, 3779, 3787, 3814, 3843, 3844, 3845, 3854, 3861, 3870, 3872, 
3881, 3934, 3963, 3977, 3981, 4012, 4019, 4023, 4034, 4047, 4069, 
4102, 4113, 4145, 4158, 4178, 4212, 4223, 4231, 4233, 4257, 4261, 
4269, 4295, 4317, 4334, 4339, 4343, 4345, 4357, 4381, 4383, 4393, 
4442, 4456, 4459, 4469, 4483, 4498, 4517, 4524, 4533, 4538, 4569, 
4611, 4625, 4636, 4637, 4652, 4654, 4660, 4673, 4674, 4681, 4718, 
4720, 4742, 4743, 4777, 4778, 4779, 4784, 4797, 4800, 4808, 4819, 
4849, 4862, 4868, 4876, 4892, 4959, 4961, 4980, 4984, 4985, 4986, 
5010, 5017, 5042, 5045, 5059, 5060, 5089, 5091, 5103, 5124, 5130, 
5131, 5144, 5172, 5184, 5188, 5191, 5202, 5203, 5235, 5256, 5274, 
5283, 5296, 5302, 5303, 5309, 5318, 5320, 5327, 5345, 5373, 5383, 
5396, 5399, 5400, 5441, 5442, 5445, 5474, 5518, 5519, 5533, 5536, 
5542, 5544, 5569, 5571, 5588, 5589, 5611, 5613, 5620, 5624, 5625, 
5658, 5690, 5737, 5743, 5745, 5779, 5790, 5792, 5807, 5809, 5845, 
5859, 5864, 5867, 5873, 5885, 5911, 5936, 5961, 5970, 5976, 6010, 
6035

Vitamins in a vegetarian diet. See Vegetarian Diets–Nutrition / 
Nutritional Aspects–Vitamins

Vitamins K (Coagulant, Needed for Normal Clotting of the Blood; 
Fat Soluble) 37, 429, 443, 535, 677, 883, 1446, 1774, 2028, 2061, 
2490, 3749, 4210, 4400, 4617, 5792, 5970, 6034

Vitasoy International Holdings Ltd. (Hong Kong Soya Bean 
Products Co. Ltd. before 24 Sept. 1990), and Vitasoy (USA) Inc., 
(Brisbane, California–south of San Francisco). Including Nasoya 
Foods (from Aug. 1990) and Azumaya Inc. (from May 1993). 
Founded by K.S. Lo (Lived 1910 to 1995), in Hong Kong. Started 
in March 1940 388, 582, 1184, 1494, 1515, 1602, 1618, 1848, 1866, 
1951, 1974, 1984, 1986, 2058, 2073, 2120, 2185, 2286, 2302, 2304, 
2454, 2455, 2468, 2927, 2935, 2937, 3400, 3553, 3581, 3675, 3721, 
3977, 4031, 4038, 4191, 4300, 4305, 4379, 4502, 4536, 4567, 4673, 
4681, 4798, 4807, 5104, 5405, 5442, 5598, 5601, 5678, 5697, 5743, 
5789, 5913

Voandzeia subterranea or Voandzou. See Bambarra groundnuts

W. Atlee Burpee (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania) 2412, 3014, 3539

Walnut Acres (Penns Creek, Pensylvania). Grower of Organic 
Foods. Miller of Stone-Ground Flours and Cereals. Seller (in Store 

and by Mail Order) of Natural Foods. Founded about 1946-1949 by 
Paul and Betty Keene 665, 2768, 2822

War, Civil, USA. See Civil War in USA (1861-1865)

War, Russo-Japanese. See Russo-Japanese War (1904-1905)–
Soybeans and Soyfoods

War, Sino-Japanese. See Sino-Japanese War (1894-1895)–Soybeans 
and Soyfoods

War, world. See World War I–Soybeans and Soyfoods, World War 
II–Soybeans and Soyfoods

Waste Management, Treatment, and Disposal. See also: 
Environmental Issues and Concerns 2504, 3668, 4903, 5016, 5028, 
5651

Water Issues and Vegetarianism 2337, 4597, 5894

Water Use, Misuse, and Scarcity–Environmental Issues 5649

Waterproof goods or cloth. See Linoleum, Floor Coverings, 
Oilcloth, and Waterproof Goods

Wedge press. See Soybean Crushing–Equipment–Wedge Press

Weeds–Control and Herbicide Use 1090, 1332, 1575, 1694, 1736, 
2059, 2401, 2485, 2675, 3185, 3271, 3702, 3869, 3968, 3969, 4513, 
4554, 4614, 4657, 5085, 5165, 5649, 5818, 5843

Weight of soybean seeds. See Seed Weight / Size (Soybeans)–
Weight of 100 Seeds in Grams, or Number of Seeds Per Pound

Well (The), Pure & Simple, and New Age Distributing Co. (San 
Jose, California) 2822

Wenger International Inc. See Extruder / Extrusion Cooker 
Manufacturers–Wenger International Inc.

Westbrae Natural Foods, Inc. (Berkeley, California). Founded in 
Feb. 1971 by Bob Gerner. Later in Carson. Subsidiary of Vestro 
Foods, Inc. Acquired by the Hain Food Group of Uniondale, New 
York, 14 Oct. 1997 4542, 4807, 5052, 5104, 5145, 5405, 5598, 
5601, 5743, 5789

Western Samoa. See Oceania–Samoa

Wheat Gluten and Seitan Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, 
and Analyses–By Geographical Region 5921

Wheat Gluten. Chinese–Pinyin: Mianjin / Mian-jin. Wade-Giles: 
Mienchin / Mien-chin 85, 160, 165, 238, 274, 278, 321, 446, 452, 
681, 743, 745, 787, 813, 820, 898, 954, 964, 974, 1076, 1144, 1173, 
1256, 1404, 1597, 1675, 1688, 1690, 1780, 1832, 1877, 1969, 2017, 
2125, 2169, 2272, 2292, 2388, 2502, 2510, 2579, 2588, 2663, 2711, 
2803, 2824, 2828, 2878, 2898, 2899, 2901, 2927, 3197, 3374, 3377, 
3538, 3715, 3869, 3888, 3916, 4031, 4052, 4158, 4267, 4323, 4608, 
4620, 4627, 4634, 5051, 5053, 5070, 5732, 5748, 5780, 5921, 6025
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Wheat Gluten–Historical Documents Published before 1900 1675

Wheat Gluten Made into Seitan (Including Wheatmeat, Tan Pups, 
and Tan Pops) 2248, 2775, 2824, 3698, 4432, 4618, 5066, 5130

Wheat Gluten or Seitan–Etymology of These Terms and Their 
Cognates/Relatives in Various Languages 2824, 5070

Whip Topping (Non-Dairy–Resembles Whipped Cream or 
Whipping Cream and Contains Soy Protein) 937, 959, 998, 2304, 
2514, 2534, 2600, 2803, 2869, 2927, 2935, 2975, 3517, 3581, 3645, 
3675, 4305, 4567, 4682, 4799, 5274, 5386, 5964, 6017, 6025

Whip Topping (with or without Soy)–Etymology of This Term and 
Its Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 937, 2927, 5274

Whipped Topping. See Whip Topping

Whipping or foaming in soy proteins. See Soy Proteins–Isolates–
Enzyme-Modifi ed Soy Protein Isolates with Whipping / Foaming 
Properties Used to Replace Egg Albumen

White, Ellen G. (1827-1915). Co-Founder of Seventh-day Adventist 
Church 989, 990, 991, 992, 1228, 1801, 3377, 4163

White Wave, Inc. (Boulder, Colorado). Founded in Sept. 1977 by 
Steve Demos. Including Soyfoods Unlimited. Owned by Dean 
Foods Co. since 8 May 2002 3675, 3677, 4191, 4305, 4379, 4542, 
4567, 4901, 5656, 5734, 5761, 5980

Whitehouse Products, Inc. See Delsoy Products, Inc.

Whole Dry Soybeans–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / 
Relatives in Various Languages 2927

Whole Dry Soybeans, Ground or Mashed to a Paste After Boiling, 
or Ground Raw with Water to a Fresh Puree or Slurry (Including 
Japanese Gô) 496, 666, 680, 1057, 1119, 1126, 1661, 2125, 2671, 
2803, 2842, 2927, 2935, 2966, 3536, 3581, 3908, 4149, 4154, 4284, 
4536, 5007, 5170, 5447, 5692

Whole Dry Soybeans (Used Boiled but Otherwise Unprocessed as 
Food) 12, 60, 76, 81, 111, 160, 163, 180, 244, 269, 311, 317, 320, 
451, 525, 606, 625, 663, 665, 666, 667, 673, 675, 681, 691, 719, 
723, 726, 739, 743, 748, 749, 775, 788, 813, 820, 843, 870, 909, 
914, 1001, 1014, 1031, 1032, 1047, 1077, 1085, 1104, 1116, 1138, 
1153, 1162, 1163, 1204, 1213, 1251, 1292, 1404, 1459, 1514, 1558, 
1724, 1770, 1780, 1902, 1909, 1911, 1914, 1987, 1988, 2017, 2033, 
2054, 2087, 2154, 2195, 2202, 2248, 2249, 2250, 2257, 2275, 2311, 
2337, 2412, 2419, 2471, 2488, 2502, 2503, 2520, 2526, 2555, 2566, 
2587, 2588, 2593, 2642, 2651, 2671, 2675, 2679, 2696, 2728, 2737, 
2742, 2767, 2768, 2784, 2803, 2824, 2827, 2865, 2878, 2885, 2908, 
2927, 2928, 2935, 2938, 2966, 2969, 2971, 2986, 2997, 3033, 3036, 
3037, 3047, 3053, 3110, 3138, 3140, 3170, 3174, 3190, 3225, 3255, 
3262, 3265, 3299, 3344, 3360, 3369, 3381, 3413, 3430, 3513, 3516, 
3534, 3535, 3538, 3581, 3585, 3665, 3676, 3682, 3698, 3727, 3729, 
3744, 3771, 3784, 3790, 3791, 3885, 3929, 3966, 3969, 3992, 3996, 
4005, 4047, 4058, 4067, 4075, 4085, 4102, 4110, 4154, 4165, 4258, 
4261, 4267, 4302, 4316, 4342, 4453, 4459, 4466, 4475, 4481, 4482, 
4490, 4524, 4536, 4599, 4630, 4637, 4697, 4747, 4831, 4839, 4862, 

4906, 4949, 5046, 5108, 5137, 5184, 5227, 5233, 5274, 5284, 5288, 
5296, 5303, 5333, 5370, 5455, 5456, 5500, 5547, 5549, 5564, 5695, 
5697, 5700, 5710, 5714, 5780, 5793, 5799, 5813, 5818, 5866, 5877, 
5931, 5961

Whole Dry Soybeans (Used Unprocessed as Feed) 312

Whole Foods Market. Founded in 1978 in Austin, Texas, by John 
Mackey and Renee Lawson 5976

Whole Soy Flakes (Flaked Soybeans), Grits, Granules, or Textured 
Products, Made from Whole Dry Soybeans (Not Defatted). See 
Also: Soy Flour: Whole or Full-fat 2445, 2555, 2964, 3414, 4321, 
4453, 5771

Wholesome and Hearty Foods, Inc. See Gardenburger, Inc.

WholeSoy & Co. (subsidiary of TAN Industries, Inc.), Modesto 
WholeSoy Co. (California), and Aros Sojaprodukter (Örsundsbro, 
then Enkoeping, Sweden; Founded by Ted Nordquist. Started Feb. 
1981) 4191, 5642, 5778

Wild Annual Soybean (Glycine soja Siebold & Zuccarini, formerly 
named G. ussuriensis Regel & Maack, and G. angustifolia Miquel) 
1332, 2446, 2562, 2597, 2655, 2730, 2743, 3208, 3710, 4359, 4729, 
4860, 5019, 5571

Wild, perennial relatives of the soybean. See Neonotonia wightii

Wild, Perennial Relatives of the Soybean–Glycine Species (Glycine 
albicans, G. aphyonota, G. arenaria, G. argyrea, G. canescens, 
G. clandestina, G. curvata, G. cyrtoloba, G. falcata, G. gracei, 
G. hirticaulis, G. lactovirens, G. latifolia, G. latrobeana, G. 
montis-douglas, G. mycrophylla, G. peratosa, G. pindanica, G. G. 
rubiginosa, G. stenophita, G. syndetika, G. tabacina, G. pullenii 
tomentella) (Former Names and Synonyms Include G. sericea, and 
G. tomentosa) 66, 2446, 2562, 3710, 5196, 5857

Wild Soybeans (General) 66, 716, 4832

Wildwood Harvest Foods, Inc. Formed on 24 Aug. 2001 by the 
merger of Wildwood Natural Foods, Inc. (Santa Cruz and Fairfax, 
California; started Nov. 1977) and Midwest Harvest, Inc. (Grinnell, 
Iowa; started Jan. 1999) 4191, 5595, 5722, 5878, 5947

Wildwood Natural Foods, Inc. See Wildwood Harvest, Inc.

Wiley, Harvey Washington (1884-1930). Father of the Pure Food 
and Drug Act and the Meat Inspection Act (1906) and of the U.S. 
Food and Drug Administration 1228, 1801, 3377

Wilson soybean variety. See Soybean Varieties USA–Mammoth 
Yellow

Wing Seed Co. (Mechanicsburg, Champaign County, Ohio). 
Founded 1909. Including Joseph Elwyn Wing (1861-1915), Charles 
Bullard Wing (1878-1949), and David Grant Wing (1896-1984) 
2228

Winged Bean (Psophocarpus tetragonolobus) (Also Called Four-
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Angled Bean, Goa Bean, Goabean, Asparagus Bean, Asparagus 
Pea, Segidilla, Seguidilla or Seguidillas Bean, Square Podded Pea, 
Square Podded Crimson Pea, Botor tetragonoloba, Dolichos-, or 
Lotus tetragonolobus, Pois Carré, Kecipir or Ketjeper, Calamismis 
or Kalamismis) 388, 1184, 1547, 2137, 2141, 2488, 2511, 2797, 
3665, 3676, 3981, 4255, 4446, 4659, 4700, 4792, 4927, 5279, 5732, 
6028

Woodworth, Clyde M. (1888-1960, Plant Breeder, Univ. of Illinois) 
188, 4522

Worcestershire Sauce (Soy Sauce Was the Main Ingredient before 
the 1940s). Including Lea & Perrins in England 321, 679, 1996, 
2651, 2934, 5290, 5490

Worcestershire Sauce–With Soy Sauce Used as an Ingredient 679

World 366, 489, 664, 936, 951, 953, 1004, 1515, 1602, 1762, 1842, 
1843, 1940, 1961, 2123, 2145, 2496, 2535, 2536, 2684, 2694, 2739, 
2765, 2858, 2970, 3063, 3147, 3185, 3416, 3550, 3601, 3610, 3786, 
3968, 3969, 3974, 4031, 4032, 4041, 4223, 4239, 4614, 4616, 4657, 
4659, 4837, 4945, 5085, 5190, 5201, 5282, 5332, 5370, 5422, 5463, 
5469, 5548, 5614, 5627, 5674, 5843, 5907, 6028

World problems. See Hunger, Malnutrition, Famine, Food 
Shortages, and Mortality, Nuclear Power, Weapons, War, Fallout, or 
Radioactivity, Population Growth (Human) and Related Problems 
(Including Poverty), Protein Resources and Shortages, and the 
“World Protein Crisis / Gap / Problem” of 1950-1979, Resource 
Shortages (Including Water and Energy), Economic Growth, 
Pollution, Appropriate Technology, Sustainable Development and 
Growth

World problems–Environmental issues & concerns. See 
Environmental Issues, Concerns, and Protection (General, Including 
Deep Ecology, Pollution of the Environment, Global Warming, etc.)

World–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–Statistics, Trends, and 
Analyses 1090, 3550, 4657

World War I–Soybeans and Soyfoods. Also known as the “First 
World War” and “The Great War” 51, 427, 537, 1123, 1228, 1458, 
1651, 2535, 3201, 3237, 3238, 4295, 4538

World War II–Soybeans and Soyfoods. Also Called the “Second 
World War” 3, 23, 37, 48, 49, 51, 63, 77, 106, 126, 158, 161, 238, 
260, 266, 272, 273, 287, 319, 340, 346, 404, 407, 415, 453, 480, 
537, 538, 582, 800, 815, 819, 937, 963, 983, 1122, 1123, 1140, 
1146, 1150, 1301, 1494, 1545, 1651, 1661, 1668, 1858, 2102, 2394, 
2400, 2455, 2559, 2774, 2849, 3007, 3191, 3201, 3237, 3238, 3311, 
3379, 3536, 3537, 3645, 3832, 4054, 4151, 4164, 4173, 4538, 4540, 
4747, 4837, 4908, 5115, 5640, 5859, 5890, 5911, 5976

Worthington Foods, Inc. (Worthington, Ohio). Including Battle 
Creek Foods (Michigan) from 1960, and Madison Foods 
(Tennessee) from 1964. A subsidiary of Miles Laboratories from 
March 1970 to Oct. 1982. Including Loma Linda Foods from Jan. 
1990 330, 1090, 1173, 1684, 1687, 1789, 2017, 2202, 2292, 2568, 
2606, 2623, 2684, 2770, 2780, 2873, 2926, 2991, 3039, 3098, 3109, 
3190, 3223, 3528, 3537, 3543, 3635, 3719, 3869, 3870, 3875, 3876, 

4001, 4031, 4282, 4570, 4742, 5086, 5123, 5964, 5966, 5982, 5989

Yamasa Corporation (Choshi, Japan; and Salem, Oregon) 1150, 
4152

Yamato Tofuhaus Sojaprodukte GmbH. See Huegli Naehrmittel 
A.G. (Steinach-Arbon, Switzerland)

Yard-Long Bean or Asparagus Bean–Vigna sesquipedalis (L.) 
Fruw.. 2488, 2511

Yellow soybeans. See Soybean Seeds–Yellow

Yeo Hiap Seng Ltd. (Singapore and Malaysia) and Affi liates 2223, 
2468, 3553, 3946, 4681, 5678

Yield Statistics, Soybean 81, 161, 264, 299, 348, 353, 594, 784, 
1376, 1651, 1739, 2354, 2379, 2440, 2464, 2480, 2522, 2960, 2968, 
3149, 3582, 3839, 3981, 5105, 5843

Yogurt, etymology. See Soy Yogurt

Yogurt, soy. See Soy Yogurt

Yoshihara Oil Mill, Ltd. (Kobe, Japan) 2708, 3724

Yuba–Dried Yuba Sticks or Rolls, and Sweet Dried Yuba–Chinese-
Style. In Chinese (Mandarin): Fuzhu (pinyin; zhu = “bamboo”). Fu 
Chu (Wade-Giles). In Cantonese Chinese Foo Jook / Fu Jook / Joke 
or Tiem Jook / Tim Jook / Tiem Joke. Also: Bean Curd Sticks, Bean 
Curd Bamboo 3197, 3781

Yuba–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in 
Various Languages 5491

Yuba, Homemade–How to Make at Home or on a Laboratory Scale, 
by Hand 2927, 2935, 3581

Yuba made into meat alternatives. See Meat Alternatives 
(Traditional Asian)–Made from Yuba

Yuba Production–How to Make Yuba on a Commercial Scale 3675, 
4305, 4515, 4567

Yuba (The Film That Forms Atop Soymilk When It Is Heated). In 
Chinese (Mandarin): Doufu Pi (“Tofu Skin”) or Doufu Yi (“Tofu 
Robes,” pinyin), Toufu P’i or Toufu I (Wade-Giles). English-
Language Chinese Cookbooks and Restaurants: “Bean Curd Skin” 
244, 252, 813, 998, 1056, 1057, 1077, 1186, 1207, 1558, 1668, 
1780, 2196, 2488, 2511, 2534, 2536, 2618, 2860, 2927, 2935, 3028, 
3186, 3197, 3220, 3342, 3423, 3538, 3550, 3581, 3585, 3665, 3675, 
3676, 3698, 3744, 3781, 3938, 4149, 4305, 4379, 4405, 4512, 4515, 
4536, 4540, 4567, 4655, 4711, 4737, 4747, 4838, 4852, 4949, 5108, 
5212, 5284, 5303, 5422, 5459, 5491, 5493, 5697, 5780, 5961

Yugoslavia. See Europe, Eastern–Serbia and Montenegro

Yukiwari natto. See Natto, Yukiwari

Zaire. See Africa–Congo (formerly Zaire). Offi cially Democratic 
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Republic of the Congo (DR Congo). Also known as Congo-
Kinshasa

Zea mays. See Corn / Maize
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